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Cuba Submarine Telegraph Co., (iOl

Davis and Timmins, 3S4, 457
Uawlish Electric Light Co., li'iT

Delhi Electric Tramways and Light-
ing Co., 780, 852

Spanish Telegraph Co., 380,

Din
d^

United States Cable Co., 52!l,

Direct West India Cable Co., 278
Dorman & Co., W. H., 530
Douglas Southern Electric Trannvajs.

til

Duulton & Co., 781
Dublin and Lucan Electric Kailwav

Co., 780
Dublin United (Electric) Tramways

Co., 169, 243
Dutch Ericsson Co., The, 818
Dutch GloNv Lamp Works, 490

Eastern Extension, ;\ustralasia and
China Telegraph Co., 529, 925

Eastern Telegraph Co., a2D, 889
Last London Railway Co., 133
Edison Swan Electric Co., 133, 490,

5ti3

ICdmundson's Electricity Corporation,
887

Electric Construction Co., 779, 888
lilectrical and Industrial Investment

Co., 205
Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire,

313, 385
Electrical Utilities Co., 100
Electro-Bleach and By-Products, 348,

420
Electrolytic Zinc Co., of .Australia,

241
English Electric Co., 673, 706
Evcred & Co., 530
Ever-Ready Co. (Great Britain), 001,

672

l-Lr-ubon, I'ailin, 385
IViranu, 21
1-il.- Ir.jmway. Light and Power Co.,

27!), 311
Folkestone Electricity Supply Co,

491, 565
French companies, 25, 61, 132, 205,

384, 564 743. 780, 924
Fuller's United Electric Works, 99
Gateshead and District Tramways

Co., 637
General Electric Co., 673
German capital increases, 205
German companies, 01, 132, 243, 384.

421, 457, 564 709, 744, 780
Glenfield 4: Kennedy, 746
Globe Telegraph & Trust Co., 349,

746, 781, 852, 922
Gravesend and Norlhlleet Electric

Tramways Co., 709
Great Northern Telegraph Co., o(

Denmark, 637, 923
Greenock and Port Glasgow Tram-

ways Co., 601

Greenwood S: Bailey, 305

Hadfields, 421, 456
Halifax ana Bermudas Cable Co., 279
Hastings and District Electric Supply

Co., 349
Havana Electric Railway, Light and

Power Co., 745
Henley's (W. T.) Telegraph Works

Co., 243, 278, 312, 348
Hong Kong Tramwav Co., 133, 204
Homphrevs Pump C6., 26
Imperial Tramways Co., 924
India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha and

Telegraph Works Co., 889 '

Indian Electric Supply and Traction
Co., 708, 743

Indo-European Telegraph Co., 204,

529, 564, 635
International .\utomalic Telephone

Co., 816
Isle of Thanet Electric Tramways

and Lighting Co., 61

Isle of Wight Electric Light and
Power Co., 4'20

Italian companies, GO, 001

Jarrow and District Electric Traction
Co., 564

Johnson S: Phillips, 708, 74.5, 777
Johnson, R.. Clapham & Morris, 925,

Kaministiquia Power Co., 61

Keith, J., & Blackman Co., 889
Kensington and Knightsbridge Elec-

Lighting Co., 278, 314, 349.

421
ElectricKidderminster and Dist

Lighting and Traction, 889
Lanarkshire Tramwavs Co., 133, 20.''>

Lancashire Dvnamo and Motor Co.,

672
Lancashire Eleclric Light & Power

Co., 672, 743
Lancashire United Tramways Co.,

278
I^ Plata Electric Tramwajfs, 746
Lewes and District Electric Suppb

Co., 817
Lisbon Electric Tramways Co., 69,

Liverpool District Lighting Co., 420

Liverpool (Overhead) Railway Co..

243, 313, 347
Llandudno and C'olwyn Bay Electric

RaiKvav, 278, 347
Llarielly and District Electric Light-

ing and Tr..ctlon Co., 420, 4.'i7

London .tnd Suburban Traction Co..

348. 384
London Electric Supply Corporation.

242, 313
London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths

493, 529
London TratJ^wa^ Companies, 242
London Underground Pool, The, 26

Cirv Notes—continued.
London Underground Railways, 99.

242, 312
London United Tramways, 349
Lesley Bros., 492

Mackay Companies, 349
Maclellan, P. & W., 4.58

Madras Electric Supply Corporation,
781, 888

Madras Electric Tramways (1904),

420, 637
Manila Electric Corporation, 386, 853

Mather & Piatt, 243, 279, 312
Melbourne Electric Supply Co., 204,

674
Melton Electric Light Co., 529
Mersey Railway Co., 278
Merthyr Electric Traction and Light-

ing Co., 781
Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.,

278, 311, 383
Metropolitan Electric Tramways, 349

Metropolitan Railway Co., 204, 242

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,
420, 492, 527

Mexboroogh and Swinton Tramways
Co., 637

Mexican Light and Power Co., 709
Mexico Electric Tramways Co., 99
Mexico Telephone (Ericsson) Co., 889
Middleton Electric Traction Co., 67-1

Midland Counties Electric Supply
Co., 314, 383

Midland Electric Corporation for

Power Distribution, 386, 421, 49S
Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, 781
Mirrlees, Watson Co., 385
Monte Video Telephone Co., 565
Montreal Light, Heat and Power Co.,

133, 601, 889
Montreal Light, Heat and Power

Consoliddted Co., 133, 925
Montreal Tramways Co., 99
Montreal Water and Power Co., 925

Nairobi Electric Power and Lighting
Co., 492

National Boiler and General Insur-

ance Co., 378
National Electric Construction Co.,

601, 635
National Electric Supply Co., 457
National Gas Engine Co., 205
New Diesel Engine Co., 853
New Issues, 243, 601, 673
New York Telephone Co., 492
Newcastle and District Electric

Lighting Co., 385, 420, 456
Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric Supplv

Co., 349, 419, 492
Newmarket Electric Light Co., 457

Northampton Electric Light and
Power Co., 278

.North London Railway, 243
North .Melbourne Electric Tram-

ways & Lighting Co., 385, 492
North Metropolitan Electric Power

Supply Co., 241, 277, 313
North of Scotland Electric Light

and Power Co., 565, 637
Northern General Transport Co., 706

E
315, 384

Oriental Telephone & EltKitric Co..

601, 745, 777, 815
Oxford Electric Co., 314, SSi

Para Electric Railways & Lighting
Co., 346

Para Telephone Co., 889
IVrnambuco Tramw-ays and Power

Co., 817. 852
Peterborough Electric Traction Co.,
Philips Lamp Co., The. 457
Pinchin, Johnson & Co., 673, 709
Pitkin, J., & Co., 349
Potteries Electric Traction Co., 707.

Prague Electricity Co., .\. 709

Primitiva Gas Co.. of Buenos
Aires. 673

Pritchett & Gold and E. P. S. Co.,

420
Prospectuses, 99, 278, 313, 421, 493,

708, 781, 853, 935
Provincial Cinematograph Theatres,

601
Provincial Tramways Co.; 61

Radio Corporation of .America, 636
Railway companies, 243
Ramsgate and District Electric Sup-

ply Co-. 673
Rangoon Electric Tramways and

-Supplv Co.. 529
Ransomcs', Sims & JefTeries, 420
Reading Electric Supply Co., 457
Reductions ol capital, 51, 673, 888

Rce.s-Roturbo Manufacturing Co.,

745
Revrolle, A., & Co., 492, .528

Rh'ondda Tramways Co.. 709, 745

Richardsons, Westgarth & Co.. 887,

924
River Plate Electricity Co., .")65. 6111

Robey & Co., 420

Rushden and District Electric Sup-

ply Co., 278
Ruston & Hornsby, 852

St. James's and Pall Mall Electric

Light Co., 205, 242, 346

Salisbury Electric Light and Supply

Co., 492
Scarborough Electric Supply Co., 709,

745, 781
Scottish Powir Co., The. 278

Shanghai Electric Construction Co..

26. 816
Shawinigan W.itcr and Power Co..

313, 457

Cliv .N'otES
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Shropshire, Worcestershire and Staf-

tordshire Electric Power Co.,

Siemens Bros. & Co., 674, 743. 779
Siemens-Schuckert Group, The, 243,

385
Singapore Electric Tramways, 457
Slough and Datchet Electric Supply

Co., 492, 565
Smith, S., & Son (Motor Accessories),

25, 61
Smithfield Markets Electric Supply

Co., 305, 313
Southern Brazil Electric Co., 601,

637
South London Electric Supply Cor-

South Metropolitan Electric Light
and Power Co-, 243, 277, 311

South Staffordshire Tramways Co.,
408

Dis-South Wales Electrical Pi

iribution Co., 61, 887
Stewarts & Lloyds, '385

Stock Exchange notices, 26, 133, 169,

205, 278, 313, 348, 385, 421, 457,

493, 529, 561, 601, 636, 673, 709,
745, 781, 817, 853, 889, 925

Stone, J., & Co., 781
Stothert 8: Pitt, 349
Styrian Electricity Co., 99, 133
Submarine Cables Trust, 708
Sunderland District Tramways, 205
Swansea Improvements and Tram-

ways Co., 457
Swedish companies, 205, 419, 564, 745
Swedish Ericsson Co., 817
Swedish Volta Co., The, 419
Swiss companies, 781
Taunton Electric Traction Co., 493
Telegraph Construction and Main-

tenance Co., 278. 348, '383

Tilling-Stevens Motors, 565
Torquay Tramways Co.. 492
Traction and Power Securities Co.,

279
Tynemouth and District Electric

Traction Co., 709
Tyneside Electrical Development

Co., 457
Tyneside Tramways and Tramroads

Co., 205, 278
Underground Electric Railway Com-

panies. 277, 313, 347, 383
United River Plate Telephone Co.,

818 852 923
Urban 'Elect'r'ic Supply Co., 420, 528
Uxbridge and District Electric Sup-

ply Co., 313
Vera Cruz Electric Light, Power

and Traction Co.. 709, 778
Veritys, 889
Vickers, 314
\"ictoria Falls and Transvaal Power

Co., 279, 889
Waste Heat and Gas Electrical

Generating Stations, 456, 490
Waygood-Oljs, 889
West Coast of .America Telegraph

Co., 745
Western Telegraph Co., 349, 818
Western Union Telegraph Co., 673
West London and Provincial Electric

Supply Co., 601

Westminster Eleclric Supply Cor-
poration, 169, 278, 346

White, J. G., & Co., 205. 922
Whitehall Electric Investments, 924
Windermere and District Electricity

Supply Co., 493

Windsor Electrical Installation Co.,

492, 565
Winnipeg Electric Railwav Co., 565
Woking Electric Supply Co., 279
Wood & Cairns, 458
Wycombe (Borough) Electric Light

and Power Co., 565
Yorkshire Electric I>ower Co., 133,

204, 241, 343, 311
^urkshire (West Riding) Electric

Tramwavs Co., 243, 818
Yorkshire (Woollen District) Electric

Tramways, 853

Clerkcnwell telephone exchange. The
new, 6

Clocks at Waterloo, The, 410

Clocks, " Pulsynetic " electric, 628
Coal Committee, Sampling and

.Analysis of, 239
Coalfields, Casual remarks from the

Indian, by A. C. Croskell, 798
Coal-handling plant : The Bankside

installation, Pneumatic, 580
Coal pile fires, 848
Coal resources. Physical and chemical

survey of the national, 128

Coaling cianc. New electric, 451

t'oinage. South .Africa and decimal,

237
Colliery explosion, The View Park, 826
lolliery winders. Large eleclric, 760
Colombia, Trade conditions in, 196
Colour light signals, 849
Coming of confidence?. The. 2
Commercial developmeni, bv J. S.

Highfield, 332
Commercial electrolytic iron. 416
Commercial travellers and railway

charges, 336
Commission, The U.S. Federal Bower,

Commutator motors. Notes on single-

phase, by N. Pensabene-Perez, 58"J

Commutator motors, Single-phase, 37

Conimutato.' motors with series and
shunt characteristics, Single- and
three-phase a.c, by S. P. Smith,

68, 247, 303
Cuni[K'nsation Acts, Workmen's. 264

Compensation for loss of employment,
147

Compensation for loss of employment,
Ike, by W. S. Kennedy, 440

Compensation, Workmen's, 226, 687

Compensation, Workmen's, by J. J.

H. Stansfield, 185

Competition, Domestic appliance, 915

Competition for the design of a mov-

ing platform for Paris, 206, 246

Competition in Turkey, Electrical, 914

Compulsory laying of mains. The, 830

Condenser, The theory of action" of tlie

•' short-wave," by F- .Addey, 724

Condenser tubes. Corrosion of, 589

Conditions, German industrial, 811

Conditions, Trade terms and, '228

Conductors, Insulated annealed copper,

873
Conduit grips. Tenacity of, 813
Conference, A (Jerman electrical, 494

Conference in London, Electrical con-

tractors' concert and, 166

Conference on h.p. transmission sys-

tems. The International, 344

Confidence, A contract and, 146
Congress, An international scientific,

338
Congress, London, The International

Transport, 751
Consular Service, The, 3

Consumers, Fuse replacement by, 740

Consumers, Unprofitable, 189

Consumption, .A tax on, 338

Continental cable trade agreement, .\,

629
Contract and confidence, A, 145

Contract conditions. Fair, 7*22

Contract for South African railway

electrification. The British, 161

Contract with the A. E.G., The Aus-

trian Government, 844
Contracting industry, Wages in the

electrical, 768
" Contractors Column," Our, 663

Contractors' concert and conference

in London, Electrical, 166

Contractors, Dublin electrical, ,')94

CoNTR.vcTS Closed—
Aberdeen, 739, 810, 918

Australia, 96, 127, 414. 485, 632, 702,

647
Aylesbury, 367, 883

Ayr, 883
Ayrshire, 200
Barnes, 883
Barrow, 523, 810

Bath, 632
Bedford, 20
Belgium, 20, . 96, 106, 267, 4.10, 486,

523, 560, 739, 810, 847, 883

Berkshire, 414
Bidelord. 739
Birmingham, 57

Blackpool. 57, 96, 378, 414, 069, 847

Bolton, 57, 232, 523, 632, 669, 847

Bradford 57, 267, 378, 5'23, 669, 847

Bray (Co. Wicklow), 810

Bridgend, 632

Burton-on-Trenl, 57, 307, 342

Buxton, 560
Calcutta, .560

Canada, 267
Cannock, 560
Canterbury, 847
Cardiff, 669, 703
Cheadle and Gatley, 632

Chester, 414
China, 883
Chippenham, 486

Denny (Stirlingshire), 414

Doncaster, 883
Douglas ll. of M.l, 88.3, 918

Do 414

Dublin, 523, SIO

Dundalk, 918
Dundee, 485
Eastbourne, 57, 137

Edinburgh, 57, 414, 486, 533, 773

Egypt, 597
Eston. 414
Farnborough, 703
Folkestone, 817

France, 414, 597, 883
Fuihani, 200, 414
Glasgow, 57, 127, 200, 342. 414. 486.

560, 632, 702, 773, 847, 918

Gloucester, 342
Goyernment contracts. 127. 307. 414.

597
Hackney, 127, 414, 919

" Hague, Ihe, -200

Halifax, 810
Haminersmilh, 127. 414. 597. 739, 919

India, 57, 560, 669, 703

Japan, 57
Johannesburg IS. A '. 127. 307. 773

Jubbulpore (In.li,,!, 703

Keighlev, 597

Ken 414

511
Commissioners' expenses. Electricity,

Kettering. '*86

Leigh, 96

I.eylon, .:97. 919

Linden Hall (Lanes.). 883
Lithgow (N.S.W.), 847

Liverpool, 342, i)23

Ixidz. 739
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Margate, SS3
Melbourne (Vjc), 414, 4S5 (i32, 7

S47
Navan, SIO
New Zealand, 2U, 57, 414 524 7

91U
North Waits, GCj
North Woolwich, iSli

Paddinglon, 127
Perth, 308
Pelerborjuyh, %
Port Elizabeth (S.,\.), 847
Portsmouth, 450, 5(jU, 703
Reading, 523
Rugby, 919
St. Marilebonc, 378, 523, 632
St. Pancras, 414, 739. 919
Salford, 21, li;0, 4SCi," U32
Skipton, 450
South Afric. 127, 232, 307. 773. t

Sou'th Slaffardbhire, 96
StepnLV. 232, 378, 523, 069, 847
Stirling. 30
Stockton-on-Tees, 414
Stoke Newington, 414
Subiaco (W.iS.), 632
Sunderland, 96, 200, 378, 560, I:

Swansea, 127
Sydney (N.S.W.), 414, 702 847
Wakefield, 450
Warrington, 20
Weymouth, 703
Willesden, 127
Wolverhampton, 523, (560, 847

810
Gravesend, 485, 882, 918
Greenlaw, 702
Hackney, 632, 669, 702. 738, 773
Halila.\," 377

lith, .".6, 127, 165, 2U0, 232,

Wor 127
Worthing, 300, 233 342
York, 342, 810, 847,' 883
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Aljud.nc, 632, 608, 703
.\li r.!,Ln, 632, 668, 702
A. iiin-ton, 95, 126, 165, 199
.\J.:1,m,Il, 165, 199, 233
Alexandria, 560
Argentina, 485, 533, 559, 597, G32.

702, 738, 773
Ashlon-undcr-Lyme, 165, 199, 231,

413, 450, 485
.\uckland, 533, 560, 597
Australia, 30, 56, 95, 126, 105, 199,

231, 266, 307, 341, 413, 450, 485,
523, 559, 597, 633, 668, 703, 738,
773, 810, 846, 882, 918

Aylesbury, 30, 56, 95, 165, 200, 232
Azores, 883, 918
Bangkok, 523, 597, 702, 739, 773
Uarnes, 738, 773
Barrow-in-Furness, 307, 341, 377
Bedlord, 377, 413, 450
li.-'l(:iM, 20(1, 232, 266,. 307, 341, 668
BLJgium. 2<l. M. 127, 266, 307, 341,

413, J.'.Sl, JS5, 533, 560, 668 702,
773, 810, ,S46, 883, 918

Bermondsey, 267, 307
Bethnal Green, 633, 669
Birmingham, 450
Blackball Colliery, 597
Blackpool, 266, 307, 341
Bognor, 668
Bowen (Queensland), 738, 773, 810
Bradford, 633
Brighton, 485, 523 560 -

Brisbane, 165, 199, 233, 413
Bristol, 266, 307, 342
Biussels, 433, 703
Buenos Aires, 533, 559, 597, 703, 738,

773
Bulgaria, 56, 95, 137, 165, 200, 342,

632, 738, 773, 810, 883
Burton-on-Tient, 165, 200, 232
Burv, 485, 523
Cairo, 882
Caledon, 773, 810, 847
lardifi, 307, 342, .560

t-'headle and Galley, 343, 377, 413
883, 918

Chile, 30, 840
Clydebank, 533
Connah's Quav, 883, 918
Croydon, 342, 377, 413
Doncaster, 560, 597, 633
Dorchester, 632, 668, 702
Douglas (I. of M.t, 413, 450, 485
Dublin, 56, 307, 773, 810
Dundalk, 633, 668 703
Dundee, 16.V, 200, 333, 367, 343, 377,

413, 450, 485, 523 882
Dunedin, 56
Durban, 166
l-ast Orinstcad, 165, 200, 232
East Ham, 20
l;ccles, m2
Edinburgh. '.Vi, ,L i:r. 165, 20U.
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. 20, 137, 165, 668, 702
l.iiiM,,,.. i;ii9, 702, 739, 773, 810
I.- Il.i; ,. ,, SS.-2, 918

isgow, 56, 165, 485, 533, 560, 597,
702, 738. 810. 882

oucesler, 105, 200

267
Hainpstead, 342
Hornsev, 450, 485, 533
Hove, 377, 413
llfor<l, 847, 883, 918
India, 20, 56, 200, 233, 366, 377.

413, 450, 632. 668, 702, 738, 773.
blO, 847, 882, 918 ,

Islington, 56, 137, 702, 736
Italy, 95, 127, 669, 703, 738, 773
Johannesburg, 378, 413, 773, 810
Kettering. 377, 413
Kirkcaldy, 669, 702 738 847, 882,

918
Lambeth, 413
Leeds, 20, 165, 232, 206, 342
Lewisham, 56
Limerick, 810
Liverpool, 366, 413
London, 56, 95, 137, 165, 201), 332,

267, 307, 343, 378, 413, 450, 485,
523, 560, 597, 633, 669, 702 738,
773, 810, 847, 882, 918

Loughborough. 413, 450, 485
Luxemburg, 597, 918
Madras, 30
Madrid, 20
Maidstone, 738, 773, SKI
Maidens and Coonibe, 30
Manchester, 127, 165, 200, 232, 485,

533, 597, 632, 669, 702, 739, 773,
810, 847, 883

Melbourne, 20, 56, 136, 165, 199, 331,
413, 485, 523, 559, 597, 633, 668.
703, 738, 773, 810, 846, 883, 918

Merthvr Tydfil, 307
Middlesbrough, 810, 847
Middleton, 597
Mile End, 847, 882
Morocco, 597, 633, 669
Mountain Ash, 697, 632
Navan, 883, 918
Newcastle-under-Lyme, 30, 56
New Zealand, 30, 56, 96, 127, 485,

523, 560, 597, 669, 703, 739, 773.
882, 918

.Nottingham, 669, 702, 739, 847. 882.

Oldbury, 200
Paddinglon, 165, 200, 232, 033, 669
Perth (W.A.), 485, 810 846, 882
I'onta Delgada. 883, 918
Portlaoighise, 96, 137, 106
Portsmouth, 332, 206, 378, 773. 810.

Prague", 918
Preston, 597, 633, 669, 702, 739, 773.

810, 847, 882
Pretoria, 20
Queensland, 668, 703
Rabat, 597, 632
Reigate, 810, 847, 882
Rhondda, 266, 307, 343, 450, 4S5, 703

739, 773
Robertson, 847, 883
Rosslvnlee, 413
St. fielens, 883
St. Panoras, 267, 307, 773, 810
Salford, 127, 307, 343, 378, 413 523

560, 739, 773, 810, 847, 883, 918
Santiago (Chile), 846
Siam, 523, 560, 597, "OS, 739, 773
Skipton, 166, 300, 233
Sofia, 56, 773, 810, 883
South Africa, 30, 166, 300, 332, 378

413, 485, 632, 669 703, 739 773
810, 847, 883, 918

Southend-on-Sea, 810, 847, 883
Spain, 30, 56, 414
Stepney, 450, 485, 533, 632, 669, 706
Stockton-on-Tees, 366
Sunderland, 702, 739
Swansea, 200
Swindon, 918
Sydney, 20, 56, 632, 668
Tasmania, 485
Torquay, 918
Tynemouth, 773, 810, 847
Walthamstow, 414. 450. 485
Wandsworth, 413, 450, 485
Waratah (N.S.W.), 846, 882 918
Warrington, 56. 96. 137. 414. 450.

485, 523, 632, 669, 703, 739, 847
Wellington, 20, 5fi, 523, 560, 703 739

773
West Ham, 739, 773, 810
Wigan, 232, 26G, 307
Wimbledon, 918
Wolverh.impton, 166, 200. 4N 4.J0.

485
\ijik, 560

Conv.rlirs, Rotary, bv F. P. Whilak.i
391, 713

("otik.'r.s, " Falco " electric, S93
I ooking. To advertise electric, 880
Co-operation of engineering instifti-
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F'arm : a modest example, Electricitv

on the. by F. R. Cripps, 654
Farming, Electric, 633

Fatalities, 22, 97, 129, 106, 200, 237,

273, 308, 561, 598, 634, 670, 704,

740, 774, 811
Fault of low or high resistance in a

submarine cable when the con-

ductor is not broken. Localising a,

by J. Rviner-Jones, 150

F.B.I, on costs of production. The. 253

Federal Puw.r Connnission, The U.S.,

511
The,Federation of British Indu

518
Feeder protective gear. New 1) T.H.,

929
Feltcn and Guilleaume Group, The,

487
Fiery
Film

Film, Electric meter, 677

166

ind of

Filt, The 717
Financial review of 1921, 195
Financing of electricity supply un It

, takings. The, by C. W. Charle:
worth, 747

Finland. Cable manufacture in. 66
Finland. Renovating glow lamps in, 5i
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Finsbury Technical College, K
l^raph exhibition at, i-j-^

Kire-dainp detector, A, 59a
1-ires, 2a, 58, 633, 719
l-'ires, Coal pile, 848
Moatinj; lixhibition, The, 508
l'"looii and projector lighting, Ihe possi

bilities of, by F. A. P., 869
Flood lighting, 303
Flood lighting a war memorial, 562
Foreign competition, 365
Foreign samples. Exhibition ol, 593
Foreign samples in Glasgow, 7(1
Foreign tenders for stores, L.C.C. ind

Foreign trade, S5, 226, 373, 556. 70«,
878

of gium, The, 593
il, by E. 1. WiForeign trade

liams, 508
Form K cable code, 362

and German mark, S'
640

75

e. Agricultural electric supply in,

e, Canadian exhibition train for,
'0

Fixed and variable tariffs in,

France, German competition in, 264
France, Swedish locomotives in, 226
French absorption. A, 383
French Agricultural Exhibition. 592
French amalgamation. A, 197
FVench companies. New, 52, 122 264,

337, 410, 445, 521, 629,- 734, 915
French competition, 446
FVench congress, 811
French electrical industry. The, 38, 43,

d'rench electro-metallurgical industry.
122, 879

'

French exports last year, 410
French " Leader " cable. A, 237
French railway orders, 375
French railways. Locomotives for, 264
Frequency meter and station tacho-

meter, A new, by R. C. Clinker,
44

Fuel, Sawdust as, 58
Fuller " Sparta " accumulators, 610
Fullolite" lighting. Decorative, 813

Furnace, An alloy-mixing, 783
Furnace demonstration. Electric, 664
Furnace demonstrations in Holland, 410
Furnace, Large electric steel, 53
Furnaces, Electric hardening, 373
Furnaces in Canada, Electric, 22
Fuse-box, The true story of an inacces-

sible, by " Voltman," 113
Fuse replacement by consumers 740

GAL\ANOMETER coil, Balancini!
the Rymer-Jones marine, by J.

Rymer-Jones, 831
Gas and electricity, 830
Gas cylinders, 41
Gas vapour. Soft X-rays from arcs in

452
'

Gas versus Electricity, 66
Gaseous molecules. The structure of

some, 245
General Electric Co., Ltd., The Witton

engineering works of the, 219
Generating plant in the United States,

633

''"'"^S""^
stations. Small private, 723,

740

514

Riley stokers at, 843
The electricity works of,

Georgetown machinery, Sale of, 879
German aluminium industry, 162
German cable syndicate. The, 483
German competition in France. 264
German competition in Italy, 676
German electrical activity in Japan,

German electrical conference. A, 494
German electrical enterprise in .Austria,

German electrical industry. The 227
374, 665

/. . .

Ccrman electrical work. Porcelain for.

German engineers in Australia, The
landing of, 122

German export trade. The, 794
German glow lamp prices. 557
German glow lamp trust. The. 197
German grip on Swiss industry. 162,

German industrial conditions. 811
iai 769

640

in lamp taxes, 592, 770
-

rk, Swiss franc and, 015

German reparation oBers and deliveries,
794

German (reparations, The electrical
industry and, 84

German trade activity in China, 447
German trade with Australia, 263
(ierman worlts in China, 53
Germans and trade with Russia The.

927
Germans call for help. A, 373
(Krinany and Russian trade. 304
(iermany. Capital increases in, .53

(ii-rmaiu. i:irctric vehicles in 51
(lermanv in 1921, Industrial. 649
Germany. \ew Clble works in, 804
G.-rmany. Works' councils in. 770
Glasgow, .\n-electric canteen at. "35
Gl.isgow Di.M-l works purchased, 664
Glasgow. IClioiric locomotive for, 88
Glasgow exhibition. A, 482
Glasgow exliihition. Electrical ma-

chinery at ihc. Ml

Glasgow, Foreign samples in, 771
Glasgow, New electrical industrial

society for, 123
Glasgow subway, The, 239
Glasgow's labour-saving houses, 295, 417
Glassware, &c., Czecho-Slovakian, 52
Glassware for electric illumination •

purposes. Imported, 914
Globes in Australia, Manufacture of

electric, 592
Glow lamp prices, German, 557
Glow lamp trust. The German, 197
Glow lamps in F^inland, Renovating,

engineering

examinations, 129

Greater London transport problen
The. 274

Grenoble University, Hydro-electri
course at, 726

" Gubbings," by G. E. iMoore, 531
Gyroscope for liners, 750

HACKNliV, Electric vehicles at,
710

Hackney, Electrical development at,
897

Hackney electrical exhibition, 663
Hackney, " Faico " cookers for, 663
Hackney points a way, 866
Hanley, An exhibition' at, 369, 486
Hardening and tempering steel strip :

The " Lecfur " electrical process,
210

Harrods', An exhibition at, 338
Haulage on canals. Electric, 380
Hay, Electrically-produced, 108
Headlights, Motor-car, 453, 487
Health insurance. Unemployment and.

Heart beat recorder. A, 22
Heat, The use of waste, 109
Heating by accumulation, Electric, 884
Heating, Electric, 218
Heating, Industrial electrical 461
Heating of buildings. The electrical,

by W. W. Nobbs. 603
High-power lighthouse. A, 275
High-power mercury arc rectifiers, by

R. L Morrison, 353, 388, 424
High-speed wireless telegraphy 687
High-speed wireless telegraphy,' by Lt.-

Col. A. G. T. Cusins, 711
High-value penny. The, 854
High-voltage single transformer. A, 417
High-voltage switchgear, 379
Hippodrome electric sign. The, 786
Hire.-purihase credit system. A, 53
Holland, Cable manufacture in, 557
Holland, Furnace demonstrations in

410
Holland, Motor production in, 664
Holland. Osram lamps in. 16
Hospitals. The use ol light in. 754
Household appliances lor California,

Electric, 380
Houses, Glasgow's labour-saving, 295,

417
•

Housing exhibition. An Edinburgh. 53
Hughes's experimental apparatus,

David, 452, 741
Hydraulic storage, 326
Hydro-electric course at Grenoble

University, 726
Hydio-electric development in Bolivia,

by W. T. Taylor, 616
Hydro-electric enterprise, Armstrong

Whitworth's, 627
Hydro-electric plant for Argentina, 338
Hydro-electric power, Canadian, 363,

748
Hydro-electric Power Commission of

Ontario, 371
Hydro-electric power deyelopments in

India, 604
Hydro-electric scheme. The Slvrian 41.

451
...

Hydro-electric works in Italy 3

TDEAL Home Exhibition. 1923. 736

Ideal Home Exhibition and Welwyn
Ga.rden City, The, 330. 393

Ignorance, but not bliss 435
Illumination cal. uljiln- '.

1,;,, i. An. 264
I.M.E.A. and " ~. , v i. .

." Tl,, , si;(;

lm[x>rial wir. 1. s. i, |, ^, ,|,|,, i:,:i

Import trade nl In. hi, I 1,, , 843
Imporlalion ol lonign <lectric lamp

bulbs. The, 103
Import trade of Siam, 764
Imported glassware (or electric illu-

mination purposes, 914
Imports into India, 483
Imports into .Spain, Electrical,' 228
Imports of electrical goods. Exports

and. for Decembir. 1921. 138; tor
January. 1922. 'im-. for February,
431; for March. 585; lor .April,
754; for May, 911

Incorporal.,! Municipal Electrical Asso-
*union : Annual Convention, The
8(i7. 9ir.'. 903

Inilia. .\0\ice to those about to trade
in. 794

India and Ihe British Empire Exhibi-
tion, 338

India as a eource of lac, turpentine,
and resin, 740

India, Ele<-trica1 notes from. 13. 211.
•316. 716

India, Electrical undertakings in 138

India, Hydro-electric power develop-
ments in, 604

India, Imports into, 483
India, The electrical situation in, 820
India, The import trade of, 843
India, Water power in, 318
Indian coalfields, Casual remarks from

the, by O C. Croskell, 798
Indian companies. New, 124, 197, 226,

626
Indian duty on electrical apparatus, 338
Indian Electric Committee, British, 664
Indian electrical industry, The handi-

capped, 556
Indian national electrotechnical com-

mittee. An, 239, 593
Indian schemes, 666
Induction-type synchronous motors, by

L. H.A. Carr, S2, 176, 248, 572.

677
Industrial agreements in Norway, 16
Industrial appliance exhibition. An,

227
Industrial conference, German, 769
Industrial electrical heating, 461
Industrial entente. An, 575
Industrial Fatigue Research Board, 264
Industrial future of Australia, The, 146
Industrial lighting, 366
Industrial organisation. An, 487
Industrial plant railways. Electrification

of, 821
Industrial psychology, 505
Industrial research, 177, 343, 551
Industrial situation. The electrical, 757
Industrial survey. An, 195
Industrial turmoil and a proposed Par-

liament, 758
Industrial unemployment insurance, 304
Industrial unrest, 375
Industrial welfare, 228
Industry, Christianity and, 254, 379
Industry, Co-partnership in, 486
Industry, The effect of high taxation on.

162
Industry, The needs of, 376
Industry, University training for, 507
Inspection in Quebec, Licensing and,

812
Installation firms. Austrian. 657
Institute of Cost and Works .Account-

ants, The, 592 .

Institution Notes—
.Association of Consulting Enginec-rs.

849
of Mining Electrical Engi-

s, 130. 634, 921
of Ofiicers and Staff

Members of Electricity Com-
panies of Great Britain, 849

Belfast Association of Engineers. 130

Birmingham and District Electric

Club. 202. 240, 345. 417, 562
Bradford Engineering Society, 634
British Electrical Development .Asso-

British Society of Engineers, 704
Cardiff University College Engineer-

ing Society, 811
Chelmsford Engineering Society, 98.

130. 202, 310, 381, 417, 454
Chemical Society, 59
Diesel Engine Users' Association, 98.

381, 562. 704, 849
Edinburgh Electrical .Society, 23, 98.

168. 240, 310. 381. 525.' 599. 670
Electrical and Telegraph Engineers'

Conference, 130
Electrical Power Engineers' .Associa-

tion. 202. 345. 381, 488
Electrical Society of Glasgow, 309,

Housi
273

I Old Students' Associa

Finsbuiy Technical College Old Stu-

dents' Association, 23, 98
Glasgow and District Radio Club, 741

Glasgow Corporation Engineering So-
ciety, 525

Greenock .Association of Electrical

Engineers. 98, 168, 240, 310
Hull Association of Engineers, 885
Illuminating Engineering Society,

849
Incorporated Municipal Electrical

Association. 599, 811
Institute of Cost and Works .Account-

ants, 240, .»2
Institute of Marine Engineers. 344
Institute of Metals, 130 202, 345.

525. 670, 849
Tnstitule of Patentees, 380
Invlllul. iif rin-irs. 562. 775
In-iinni ..I s. ..Mish Mining Electrical

In-li III I I

SU
sport, 599. 634, 704.

Instilution of Civil Engineers (Ire-

land). 239. 276, 417, 562. 850. 921

Institution of Electrical Engineers,
22. 59. 97 129, 1G8, 202, 239. 275.

:«». 344. 380. 417, 4.53. 488. ..25.

5S2, 599. 634. 670. 704, 741. 775.

885. 921
Aberdeen Suh-cenlre. .525

Informal meetings section. 168
Irish Cenlre. 309, 741

I..-ids Students' Section. .".25

I,iMM.i..il .Sut>-C<mtre, 59, 309. 4i;.
I.IJ, 670. 704

\i nil l.i-lern Centre. ;i09. 417. ..IW

\. Ml, Western Centre, , 309, 344.

417, .52.5, 634. 921

Scottish Centre, 23, 98, 275, 344,
.562, ea2

Sh.-mcid Students' Section, .525. M2
South Midland Centre 168. •-'39.

562. 670
Western (\-ntre. 59, 98, 129, 202.

380, 634, 855

INSIITUTIOS .N'otES

—

COtt

Insiiiuiion of Engin
634

(Au

Insiiiution of Engineers (India), 525
Institution of Mechanical Engineers,"

98, 276. 811
Institution of .Mining Engineers, 811
Institution of Municipal and

County Engineers, 84!)

Institution of Post Office Electrical
Engineers, 1U»

Instilution of Production Engineers,

Institution ol Railway Signal Engi-
neers, 345, 488

Institution of Welding Engineers, 168
Iron and Steel Institute, 59, 488
Junior Inslitulion of Engineers, 108,

'^40, 417, 741, 811
Liverpool Engineering Society, 240,

525
Nottingham Society of Engineers, 98,

454
Optical Socielv. The, 345
Paisley .Vsso'iialion ol Electrical

Engineers, 454
Rontgen Society. 240. 885
Royal Instilution. 488. 634, 670
Royal Society ol Arts, 59
Sheffield and District Wireless So-

ciety, 885
Society des Ingenieurs Civils de

France, 488, 562
South African Institution ol Engi-

neers, 98
South Wales Institute ol Engineers,

921
Stoke-on-Trent -Association ol Engi-

neers, 562
Tramway Association meetings. 454

Willcsden Polytechnic Electrical En-
gineering Society, 240

Yorkshire Association ol Mining Elec-

trical Engineers, 704

I.E.E. Commemoration meetings, Tne
343, 451

I.E.E. Council election. The, 615
I.E.E. Jubilee. The, 233, •268, 290
I.E.E., The by-laws ol the, 435
Institution ol Electrical Engineers, The,

217
Institution ol Eleclriral Engineers'

annual report. The, 790

Institution of Electrical Engineers"

Jubilee Conference, 192, 257. 319,

Inst'tu'tion of Electrical Engineers

:

kinematograph film display. The,
74, 104

Institution ol Electrical Engineers : The
annual dinner ol Ihe North-Western
Local Centre, 464

Institution ol Electrical Engineers,

Summer Convention in Scotland.

761, 793, 795, 829, 833
Insulated annealed copper conductors,

873
Insulated wire and cable standardisa-

tion, U.S.A., 463
Insulating materials, The dielectric

strength ol solid, b\ W. S. Flight,

39, 76
Insulators lor overhead lines. Porcelain,

849
Insulators lor wireless telegraphy.

Aerial, 551

Insurance. Industrii.l unemploymenl.

Insurance. Unemplo nu-nt. by J. H-
Stansfield. 547

Insurance, Unemplovnient and health.

227
Inter-connection ol a.c. power stations.

The, by L. Romero and J. B. Pal-

mer. 315, 787, 837

International conference on h.p. trans-

mission systems. The. 344, 494
International co-operation of engineer-

ing institutions, by W. Noble
Twelvetrees, 681

Internationa! exhibition. Proposed, 196

International Rcxad Congress, 914
Internatioral Scientific Congress, -An.

238
Internationa' Transport Congress, Lon-

don, The, 751
Invention, Tramcar, 159

Inventors, National Society of, 452
Inventors' Society, Birmingham, 367

Ireland's water resources. 812

Irish cante<'n. Electric hot cupboards

lor an, 86
Iron. An overworked, 122

Iron, Con-mercial electrolytic, 416

Iron losses. 811

Iron ore, Brazil and its. 141

Italian companies. New, 52. 196. .".94.

770
Italian exhibition, 483

Italian industries. 162

Itali,an tr.--de lairs, 374
Italian trade ship, 263
It.ilian works, Kig, 163

!talo-.\merican co-opt"r:ition, 699

Italy. G'rn-ao comp.lition in. (.76

Italy. Hydro-electric works in, 3

Italy. Partial moratorium in, 15

J.M'W. German electrical .acliyiu in

.594

Jai.in. Manulacturc ol cables in. 371:

Japanese commercial mission. The. 51.

122
Japanese electrical industry. The. 687

Jigs lor electrical work, by J. Edgar,
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Johannesburg Mik^ , An ucho ol ihe,

5()1, S71
Johannesburg strike The, 86, 123, 162,

laS, 228, 264, :i37, 411
Joint Electkicity Authouities—

East Midlands, 863
\urlh Lancashire and South Cum-

berland, local inquiry, 187

South-East Lancashire, 117, 553
North-West Midlands, 273, 317, 333
Soulh-East Lancashire, 553, i)02, 'J31

Joint ekclricity authorities, Keprescn-
taliun of Labour on, 542

Joint indusuial councils, 482
luurnal ol scientific instruments. A, 7U3

jubilee ol the Eastern Associated Tele-

graph Companies, 920
Jubilee of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, The, 233, 268, 290
Junior Inslilution of Engineers : An-

nual Din'ner, 753

K'
ILLING the fioos,

elle 04
opei

_ aph cNhibilion, A, 22
Kinematograph exhibition at Kinsbu

Technical College. 452
Kinematography, Wireless ami, 625

l^itchcn relorm, 629

LABOUR Exchanges and uncn
ployment insurance, 307

Labour on joint electricity authoritii

Representation of, 542
Labour problems. South .African, 15

Labour-saving houses. Glasgow s, 2!

417
Lamp bulbs. The impOTta

elcctr 103
s, L.C.C., 163

Lamp taxes, German, 592, 770
Lamps, " Anti-dazzle," 703
Lamps, Miners', 41, 305
Language of science. The, 415
Latin-American engineering in 1921, 4

L.C.C. and foreign tenders for ;,lores,

556
L.C.C. Committees, 416
L.C.C. loan interest rate, 161

L.C.C. tr.n-.way apprentices, 380

Lead, 86, 196, 227. 337, 411, 520, 593,

629, 664, 699, 8781

Lead-covered wires, 687
Lead-covered wiring by oal^. The cor-

rosion of, by P. Dunsheath, 690
Lead-hydrate storage battery, The, 402.

524
" Leader " cable tor aeroplanes. A, 601

League of Nations' Technical Commis-
sion, The, 487

Leeds, Smoke abatement in, 644
Leeds tramways. Fifty years on the,

466

Legal—
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Lighting and Power Notes—cuiKiiiutJ.
Norway, 17, 265, 595, S4j
Nuneaton, 808
Ogmore an<i Garw, 484
Okehamplon, iW
Ontario, 197, 558, iifi7

Oswestry, 125, 558
Oxford, 881
Oxted, 19
Pembroke, 54
Pcnmaenmawr, 0U7
Pcrlti, 19, 37(j, 521
Peterborough, 54, 164
Philippines, 881
Polmont (Stirlingshire). 7J7
Pontypridd, 2G5, 70U
Poplar, 305
Porthcawl, 125, 340, U.JO

Portrush, 558
Portsmouth, 94, 411, 558, TOO, 737.

881, 916
Port Talbot, 305
Preston, 19. 54, 125, 448, 559 737,

771, 808
Price reductions. 2()j. 305, 319. 376,

411, 448, 484, 522, 589
Prospect and Sherwood, 124
Radclifle, 916
Rawtenstall (Lanes.), 667
Reigate, 484
Richmond-on-Thames, 94, 198
Rickmansworlh and Chorley Wood,
2«, 737

Rochdale, 54, 596, 667
Rochester, 808
Rosario (Argentina) 771
Rotherham, 55, 376) 667, 881
Rovton (Oldham), 630
Rugby, 916
Rugelev, 19
Run 265
Kushden, .881
Kussia, 53, 230, 340. 521, 595, 808,
843

St. .\nnes, 55, 94
St. George County (.N'.S.W.), 88
St. Helens, 881
St. Jves, 125
St. Marylebone, 411', 667, 808
St; Mellons, 596, 737
St. Pancras, 125, 164, 265, 595, 916
SaKord, 164, 484, 522, 771
Saltcoats (Ayrshire), 881
Sennybridge, 55
Sheliield, 559
Shoreham, 596, 737
Shrewsbury, 305, 559, 737
Sidmouth, 94, 164. 484
Skelton and Brottun. 701
Skipton, 125, 305, 449
Sleights (near Whitby), 104
South Africa, 55, 559, 630, 701, S08
Southend-on-Sea, 916
Southport, 94, 376, 630, 917
South Wales, 305
Southwick, 19
Spain, 230, 305, 448
Spalding, 55
Stafford, 94, 559 596
Stawell (Vic), 521
Stepney, 230, 265
Stirling, 737
Stockport, 164
Stoke Newinglon. 771
Stone, 55, 164, 198
Stonehaven, 94
Storrington, 411
Strat(ord-on-Avon, 411
Slrctford, 94, 522
Stroud, 596
Sunburv, 881
Sunderiand, 701
Surat. 595
Swadlincote, 04
Swansea, 55, 125, 448. 846
Sweden, 53, 340
Switzerland, 340, 448
Sydney (N.S.W.), 17, 736
Tasmania, 53, 88, 305. 915
Tatsfield (Surrey), 771
Teignmouth, 376, 448, 771
Tenterfield (N.S.W.), 521
Thorne, 771
Tilburv, 266
Tonbri'dge, 846
Torquay, 55, 306, 376, 559
Tregaron, 771
Trelewis, 449
Truro, 19, 230, 481, 559
Tunbridge Wells, 198, 88"

Turkey, 771
Tynemouth. 411
Uganda, 370
United States, 559, 771, 88)
\'entnor, 596
Victoria, 88, 229, 411, 558, 666
Wagga (N.S.W.), 558
Wakefield, 94
Walden, 630
Wallasey, 55, 701. 77 I

Walmer, 696
Walsall, 55. 265, 809
Wanganui, 370
Warminster. 701
Warringah (N.S.W. ), 55S
Warrington. 19, 376, 412, 559, 630

. Warwick. 701
Waterford, 306
Watford, 55, 376
Wellingborough, 366
West Broinwich, 19
Westgatc-on-Sea, 94 265
West Ham, 306, 310
West Kilbri.le. 412
Westminst. r. 916
Wiston-suj" r-Mare. 125
Wexford, 19
Wcybrldge, 55

Wh'itehaven. 91. 881, 917
Wicklow, 198

Widncs. 94

Woolwich, 846
Worcester, 19, 55, 94, 230, 667, 809
Worksop, 701
Worthing, 484
Warminster, 484
Yarmouth. 917
York, 484, 809, 846
Ystradgynfais, 230

Lighting and tramway administration
in Paris, 207

Lighting at the Thealrc Royal, Drury
Lane, Ihe, 715

Lighting, B.T.H. "Trutint," 552
Lighting, Klood, 303
Lighting. Industrial, 366
Lighting large stores, 201
Lighting of public buildings. The, 536
Lighting, Oxford Street, 331
Lighting plants. The improvement ol

electric, by R. Williams, 675
Lighting rates. Revenue from power

supply at, by " Interested," 5
Lighting, Ship, 379
Lighting, Stage, 128
Lighting, The possibilities of flood

and projector, by F. A. P., 869
Lightning arrester for submarine

cables. A, by J. Rymer-Joncs, 438
"Lightning generator," A, 451
Light Railway Commissioners : .-Annual

report, 920
Liners, G} roscope for. 750
Liquid rheostats, 'ihe design of, by

W. Wilson, 570

Adapta Sign & Trading Co., The, 409
Alby United Carbide factories, 303
Alfo Electrical Engineering Co., 768
Anglo-Mexican Electric Co., 662
Aqua Electric Co., 698, 805
Automobile Electrical Repairers, 50
fiat Meter Co., 50
13.E. Co. (of London and Birming-

ham), 519, a90
Bcdesco, 445, 480
Beta Batteries, 698
Bishop's Castle Electric Light and

Power Co. 555
Blake, W. E., 662
Bombay Electric Supply & Tram-

way Co., 445
British Generator Co., 627
British Swilchgear, 373, 877
British Utilities, 098
Butler & Spragg, 445
Callaghan (J. T.) & Co., 555
Campion, Ball & Co., 373
Carlniration (Temperature Control),

262
Carter, H. D. (Bangor), 626, 6ei
Cascoll Engineering Co., 303
Castlerea (Roscommon) Electric

Lighting & Milling Co., 160
Cedes Electric Traction, 120, 409
Chase (A.) & Co., 913
Chilian Electric Tramway & Lii;ht

Co., 14
City School of Wireless Telegraphy,

409
Code;

.

Corona Lamp Works, 733
Uevon Hj'dro-Electric i Develop-

Diesel Engine Co., IBO
Ourolile Manufacturing Co., The,

373
Eclipse Carborundum & Electric Co.,

590
Egyptian Power & .Mitrogcn Syndi-

cate, 120
Electric Brass Wares, 409
Electrical & Engineering Develop-

ment, 303
Electrical Development 5: Finance

Corporation, 50
Enamelled Wires, 85, 120
England, G., 590
E. O. F. Syndicate, 555
Eyquem Sparking Plugs, 590
Falksley Electrical & Cinema Sup-

plies, 160
Freeman (J.) & Co., 193
Gillitt (S.) & Co., 193, 733, 877, 913
Globe Electric Co., 50, 519
Goodoll ElcKitric, 193
Grafton Dynamos. 336, 408
Hand (R. IS.) & Co,, 262, 445
Heads Electrical, 263
Hobbs (J. H.) & Co., 913
Hooton i4 Ellesmore Port District

Electric Supply Co., 50
Howard Pneumatic Engineering Co.,

Hudson's Electrical Fnsineering C,,..

50
s b •

Hv.le &• Thomson, 445
InV-ria Co 627
Kevnsham Electric Light & P(n,r

Co., 842. 877
(A. T.) Manufaclurin- ( ....

733
(W. H.I Proprietary, 480

l.eon.ird (A.) & Co.. 7:13

Maxim Lamp Works 590, 662
Menai Bridg.- Eleclricity S

(.Southport), Ltd., 768
Midland Electric Co., 408
Midland Electric f

Co., 336
National Electric Supply Co.,
National Engineering Co., 263
Nealc & Freunil, 373

Bio

pply

wing

733
Noyes, Stockwell & Co., 336
Nunn, KidsdaleS: Co., 555
Oldham, Ashlon & Hyde Electrit

1 ramway Co., 303, 842
Park Bros., 697, 733
Patent Plug Co., 160
Pearlite Electric Welding Co., 120,

193
Perna Engineering Works, 698
Phonopore Construction Co., The, 193
I'lanct Electric Co., 14, 50, 160, 519
f*ortarlington Electric L-ight & Power

Co., 697, 912
Portass (C.) & Son, 373
Producer Gas Plants, 120, 193
Rawclille (F.) & Co., 26-2

Read (F. O.) k Co., 336
Redglo, 698
Reid Bros., Engineers, 120
Remco Carbon Co., 262
Kickard, Wright Jfc Dear, 842
Rodd, K. J., 913
Rotary Ignition, 160
Rotasphere Co., 120
Rushmores (1919), 263
Semaphore Engineering Co., 120
Semco, 336, 408
Sherardizing Syndicate, Ltd., 203
Slack, J. E., '912

.Snercold Engineering Co., 3.J6

.Solectric Co , 590
Spiral Flexible Metallic Tubing Co.,

698, 768
Splitdorf Electrical Co., of London,

877
Stanton & Co., 627
Star Electrical Engineering and

Manufacturing Co., 590
Stentophone (Motor ..\ccessories), 480
Stockwell & Ohms, 160, 193, 225
Stonevcroft Electrical Works, 303
Strachan, Oswell & Co., 120
Sulton-in-Ashfield Motor & Electrical

Engineering Co., 193, 409
Swift Electrical, 409, 480

Electric Light, Power and

M..1.I) -Borneo Show. British batter)
exhibit at the, 915

Malaysia deferred. Development ol

electricity supply in, 57
•Manchester electricity undertaking ;

I report and accounts. The,

Ma
870
nches
15

Tr.ic 14

In-

Telephone Co., of Egypt, 120
Thacker, Bell & Co.'. 408
Thanet Electric Co., 336 445
Tinkers, 408, 445
Tredegars, 877
United Engineering Co., 626
\actite Wire Co., 662
Wakelins, 303
Washington & Co., 480
Watcrcraft Detachable Pow.

stallations, 14
Watkin, W.. S: Son, 642, 912
Watts, Williams & Co., 626, 662
Welding, Son & Co., 263
Westinghouse Metal Filament Lamr

Co., 263
White Bros. Engineering i Ma

ehincrv Co., 480
WiUon Wolf Engineering Co., 120,

" Little Gluttons," 337
Load-factor system, A 100 per cent.,

774
Load power-factor and its measure-

ment : some Everett, Edgcumbe
instruments. The, 655

Load problems. The graphic solution ol
a.c, by J. A. Van Tilburg, 436

Loan interest rate, L.C.C., 161
Localisation of a partial disconnection

fault in a cable. The, by H. Ohl-
son, 583

Localising a fault of low or high re-

sistance in a submarine cable when
the conductor is not broken, bv
J. Rymer-Jones, 150

Lock-out, The engineering, 289, 342.
301, 378, 433, 470, 486, 580, 589,
613, 633, 651, 685, 693, 703, 722,
740, 774, 811, 830

Lock-out threatened. Engineering, 274
Locomotive for Glasgow, Electric, 88

Battery, 74, 228
itives for France, Swedish, 226

for French railways, 264
L(K-oniotivcs in Japan, British 'electric,

920
Locomotives, Oil transmission gear for

electric, 274
London electricians' wages, 227
London Fair and Market, The, 879
London railways. Electrification of, 228
Looking ahead, 001
Low-grade codls for electric power

generilion, bv Prof. W. A. Bone,
477

Low-temperature carbonisation, 273,
812

" l.ucilerln " chemical light, .598

I^uxemburg electrical scheme, A. 544

MArlllNKRV al Ihe Glasgow Ex-
hibition, Electrical, 501

M.diinery in British Malaya. Grow-
ing demand for cleclricaj, 374

Machinery, Rating of, 226
Machinery, Sale of fisc-d, 218
Machiner'y. Sale of Georgetown. 879
Machinery. Time studies and. hv M. G.

Howell, 114
Magazines. Factory, (38
Magneto research', 884
Main-line railways. The electrification

of, 174, 212
Mains. The compulsoiy laying ol, 830

municipal employ^' wages,

.Manchustei overhead distribution
scheme : The Blackley housing es-

tate, 184
Mangnall-Irving thrust-borer. The : An

improved method of cable laying,
545

Map, A population, 681
Marconi's cruise, Senatore, 783
Mark, Swiss Franc and German, 615,

640
Market in jeopardy, A, 434
Markets for small power sets, 755 '

Materials, The X-ray examination of,
by J. F. Driver, 784

iMathematical misconceptions, 25a
Matter, Electricity and, by Sir E.

Rutherford, 893
.Mayencc, Strike at, 303
Measurenienis of kVA, Direct, 121
.Measuring power, - The two-wattmeter

method of, by G. W. Slubbings,
366

.Mechanical storage of waler-power .

The Walkerburn hydro-electric
scheme, 327

Mercury arc rectifiers, High-power, by
R. L. Morrison, 353, 388, 424

Meeting of creditors, 303
Melbourne, Electricians' strike in, 666
Mersey Power Co., Ltd., The : The new

Runcorn power station, 235, 271,
292

Messages over trolley wires, 407
.Metal export restrictions, Australian,

591
.Metal, Transmutation of, 632
.Metallurgical aspect of electric weld-

ing. The, 573
Meter, A postage, 732
Meter film. Electric, 677
Meters for Canada, 521
.Meters in Austria, The price of, 163

work on, by G. E.
Mo 891

Meters, Wireless wave, 741
Method of measuring power, The Iwtf.

by G. W. Stubbings.
366

Metric system in Canada, The, 214
Metric system. The, 898
Metropolitan-Vickers Co.'s London

showrooms. The, 87
Metropolitan-Vickers wireless appara-

769
Motor E.xhibit

609
The, 88

.Milk, Electrically sterilising. 21
Mine, A motor in a fiery, 166
Mineral, A new, 10
Miners' lamps, 41, 305
Miners' nystagmus, 633
Miners* welfare fund, 416
Mines, Drainage of, 935
Mining Dangers Research Board 487
" Model Engineer " Exhibition, The,

96
Montevideo tramways, 291
Moratorium in Italy, Partial, 15
Morocco, Trade with, 86
Morwell briquetting plant. The, 376
Motor-bus repair works at Chiswick.

201. 308
Motor-car headlights, 453, 487
Motor Exhibition, The .Mexican, 88
Motor production in Holland, 664
Motor starters, British Standard Speci-

fications for, by C. H. Wording-
ham, 569

Motor starters. Electric, bv J. Ander-
son, 569, 607, 786

Motor-starting switchgear, Brookhirst
automatic, 584

Motors for washing and sewing ma-
chines. Electric, 302

Motors. Induction-type synchronous, bv
L. H. A. Carr, 32. 176. 248, 572,
677

582
Motors, Single- and three-phase com-

mutator, 503
Motors, Single-phase commutator, 37
Motors, Taxing electric. 22
Motors with series and shunt charac-

teristics. Single- and three-phas,-
a.c. commutator, by S. I\arkt r

Smith, 68, 24"
" Movies " at the I.E.E.. The, 74

design of a, 183, 206.
Z40

Municipal eleclricity works costs, bv
" Interestrtl," 5'46

Municipal employiSs' wages, Manches-

Municipal Tramways .\ssociatiim. 920
Music, Multiple, 238

NATION.VL .\ssoci.ilion of Super-
vising Eieclridsns, 343. '535. 566

.Nalional Industrial Council, The, 110
National Society ol Inventors. 166, 452
Native stud.nts. The Chinese market

through, 46!l

Ne.Hls of industry, Th. . 376
Neon l.iinp "blink," TJic. 811
Netherlands. Oro-nings for trade in the,

44C, 557, 666
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New Companies—
Acme Production Co., 7iHi

Adams' Silent burglar Alarm Co., 77U
Amestjury hlcclric Light & CjcnKial

^"PPI) Co., ^J
Anli-\ iuration iikclric Lamp Co., ajr
Arto in»utulc, Bal
Auto-tlcirical bcrviccs., 2rU
Automobile & Klectrical liquipmenls,

Bedford Eleclrical 4 Radio Co., bb?
Uerrj, W iggin 4: Co., 9'J

liideiord and District Klectric Suppl>
Co., 418, IKH)

Birmint;liam blectric Castings, a22
Blackburn, VV. (Kew\, Sal
Bombay Electric -Supply & Tram-

ways Co.. 34a
Boyd, J. M., Sal
Boyer, J. B., 4 Co., "iliS

Brasse, JIO
Bray, E. N., 88U
Brc-ward Sales Co., Hla
Bright, Sir Charles, & Partners, TUli

British Bock Bearings, 51j3

British Hydro-Ekeuie, iiii

British Radiophone, HSti

Burke Electrical Manufacturing Co.,
77U

BurndepI, 489
Burrell, A. G., S: Co., BO
Butler, H. I)., & Co., Bla
Calphos Electrical Co., 770
Calio Co., 77(i

Cambrian Electrolytic Zinc Co., 48!l

Cardiff Electrical Repairs, 311
Carr, G. E., (J71

Champion, C, H., & Co., 60
Chimes, 851
Cooper & Smith, 204
Corona Larapworks (Southern) 24
Craft (CastlefordJ, Erank, 24
Culkin S: Parkinson, S)a

Dalgetti Electric. 418
Dunblane and District Electricity

Supply Co., 527
Dundee Electrical Repairs Co., 886
Dunmurray Electric Light and

Power Co., U22
East Coast Motor Boat Services, Sal
Electric Printers' Ct Designers'

Equipment, 132
Eleclrical Insulating Composition

Co., 99
Electricity Concessiotis (Ireland), 503
Eleclrico, 880
Elite Electricars, 418
Evered & Co., 886
Foundation Co., 310
Fowler, J., & Co., 770
Ereeland \s hite S; Co., 241
Gardner Engines, Ireland, 071
Gardy Co., a22
Gas and Electricity Develupmenl

Co., 706
General Electro-Motives, 382
Gessolin Bowl Co.. 9'22

Globe Supplies (Eleclrical), 490
Good Bros., 770
Gordon, J., Ji: Co., 000

Grosveno'r Clark Electrical, 071
Guaranteed, 340
Gurney S., & Co., 132
Harper Brothers & Co., 60
Haydon (H.) & Co., 815
Havward Turbine Engineering Co.,

'776

Haywards Heath and District Elec-
tric Supply Co., OOO

Henderson it'lhornlon, 00
Holes, 071
Hot-Platc Hardware Co., 169
Illuminated Identification Numlxr

Plate Co., 706
India .Association, 169
Industrial Intelligence, 241
Instjajment Screw Co., 600
Invincible Electrical Engineering

Co., 635
Irish -\ulomatic Telephone Installa-

tion Co., 241
Johnson & Slater, 131
Johnson Radio, 851
Johnson, Savage & Co., 886
Jone^s, C, Junior, 169
Jowitt Engineering Co., 489
Kemp^ H. S,, & Co., 275
Kilrush Electric Lighting and Power

Co., 526
Kinsey, J. R., & Co.. 133
Kirby, Johnson & Co., 131
Kohlej- & Co., 600
Leicester Electrical Engineering Co.,

240
Lelios Lamp Co., 418
Light and Power Co., 490
Lighting and Power Finance Cor-

poration, 563
London Lamps, 418
London Magneto Repairing and

Winding Co., 776
London Radio College. 418
Lorival -Manufacturing Co. (1921), '24

Macdonald Brown, .^27

Magdynamo Engineering Co., 671
Maglen, A. P., 455
Magneto, Accumulator and Genera

Sep 455
Magneto Repair and Winding Co.,

705
McMichael, L.. 815
Meegan Si Watson, 24
Metal Electrical Syndicate, 240
Metallisation. 276
Metals Reproduction, 526
Mikro, 60
Milliken Brothers, 489
Moores, J., & Co., 311
Motolite Dynamos, 455
Multi-Way Earthing Clips, 99

New CoMf'ANlES

—

continued
Murphy, T. C, & Co., 776
.National Signs, 311
Neon Lights, 489
Newcastleton Electric Supply Co.,

706
Newcastle General Supply Co., 204
New Electric Sign Co., 851
Norchard Syndicate, 455
Northern Wireless College, 922
Norlh-Western Electrical Co., 455
Olso-Light Co., 382
Park Electrical and Engineering

Boiler Scaling Co.,

Electric Light and

70S
Patent Ele^

24
Peacchave

Co., 000
Peckston, A., 527
Perfecta Electric, 418
Plant and Supplies, 600
Power and Traction Finance Co.,

OOO
' Projector Publicity Co., 24
Radio-Constiucta, 382
Radio Instruments, 851
Radiola Wireless Telephone Paris

Co., 815
Reynard Electrical Co., 311
Robin Adair, 60
Russell Electrical Appliances Co., 70.1

S:. Helens Motor and Electrical En.
gineering Co., 776

Sanders, Kennedy & Co., 776
Selco, 276
Sheffield Welders, 169
Shenton & Co., 99
Shropshire Electrical & General En-

gineering Co., 131
Skirving Rutherford Institute, 240
Smethwick, A., & Sons, 24
Southall Engineering Co., 346
South-Eastern & Chatham Construc-

tion and Power Co., 815
Specialities (Liverpool), 886
Spencers, 527
Standard Carbon Brush Holder Co.,

5-26

Standard Wiring, 60
Sterling Accessories, 60
Sturge & Baker, 635
Sugden, W. H., & Co., 886
Summers, Henry, & Sons, 489
Summit Electrical Co., 886
Sunbeam Light Co., 671
Sunray, 815
Superadjo, 706
Sweden, 484
Teignmouth Electric Lighting Co.,

131

Townson & Ch idwick, 311
Trackless Cars, 310
Triumph Electric Manufacturing Co.,

I'nitod Wire Works (Birmingham),

Uni, al Pes' '.I Franke

Verdon Cutts & Co., 886
Vio-Ray Electric Co. 99
Walton, Joseph, & Son, Nelson, 9!)

Watson's Electric Co., 563
Watt Electrical Co., 132
Wax Electric Light Tube Manufac

luring Co., 922
WeiWyn Garden _ City Electricity

Suppiv Co., 671
West, J.'R., 131
Whitehall Electric Investments, 489
Wholesale Electrical Co. (192'2), 700
Wireless Appliances, 776
Woodstock Electric Light Co.. 071
Workington Electric Power Co., 411-

World's Electric Co., 851

»Iew Elkctkical Devices. Fittini-.s.

AND Plant—
Armature construction. Machines for,

48
" -\rtic " pressure-contact self-align-

ing fuses, 718
" -\stral " intensifier. The, 83
Bed-warmer, An electrical, 12
" Boreas " portable air-blast set. The,

' Briar washing machine. The

Cable-bonding nipple, A. 502
Cable protection system. The Bowden-

Thompson 83
Cable racks, Unit type, 682
Cable winches. Large hand-operated.

465
" Cantic " distribution boards, 890
" Carron " boiling rings and plates.

682
" Castell " figure lock. The, 574
Chain intake screen. A, 682_
Commutator-notching machme, .A,

801
Connector plug for the " Xcel

"

' Cosi

517
2-kVV radiant fire. The,

' C, P." universal welder. The, 287
•' Creda " safely device. A, 368
C. T. S. connector box. A, 48
Deck-caulking machine. A, 802
" Delas " air extractors, 588, 679
Drip-proof synchronous motor, A. HP
Electroscope, A balanced-vane, 215
Electroscope. A pocket, 156
Feeder and network box, -A new, 71

S

" Ford " ignition system. A, 517
" Freezor " oscillating fan. The, 801

Fuse plug. A convenient, 574
Gar,age heaters. Electric. 48

Gas-lighler. An electrical, 83
" Genii " immersion heater. The, 322

New Elecikicai- Devices. Fittings,
AND Pl.\nt—continued

" Genii Neptune " hot-water radia-
tors, 502

" Genii P. S." water heaters, 840
Grinding outfit, A liexible-shalt, 368
Hand-drying machine, A, 221
He.iters and fans. Combined electric,

1.50, 322
" Holophane " colour-matching lamp,

The, 83
• Hot-spot " boiling ring. The, 156
" Hydrautomat," Ihe, 839
" Hydrotherm " water heater. The,

682
" Isco C " cut-out. The, 839
Junction boxes. Flame-proof, 287
" Kingsway " switch and plug, The,

.118
Lamp lock. The Francis, 899
Lamp-lock for use on board ship, A,

322
Lamp-shade retaining ring. A, 719
Langmuir condensation pump. The,

753
Light shields. Artistic, 222
Logarithm cabinet. A, 118
•• Lomax " iampholder. The, 221
Machine tool, A versatile, 752
Magneto magnets. Apparatus for re-

energising " Ford," 624
Magneto tester, A simple, 405
Metal-strip annealing furnace, 12
•• Midget Masta " fuse-switch, The,

150
Mining switchgear. Armoured draw-

out, 368
" Minirisk " burglar alarm system.

The, 623
Motor bicycle. An electric, 588
Oil switch, A wall-type, 935
" Oldham "' miners' cap lamp. The,

322
" OnoroU " Iampholder, The, 502
' Ortosafe " electric iron, The, 574
Oven and water heater. Combined

Obitlarv—coiilmueii.
Brakes, H., 382
Cirter, Sir G., 240

n. \\- J., 705

detector. The," Partridge " pre
752

Plating outfit. The Tungar, 118
" Post Stylolcctric " pen. The, 623
Quick-make switches, 215
Quick-make and quick-break tumbler

switches, 518
Radmolite, 801
Rheostat, Increasing the carrying

capacity of a, 588
" Shurvent " fuse. The, 791
" Sims " small power plant. The. 935
Soldering-iron stove. An electric, 156
Street-lighting system, A new, 791
" Surfiex " wiring system. The, 400
Switch and fuse gear. New, 502
Table lamps, Artistic, 405
" Tea-time " electric fire. The. 406
" Teletype " intercommunicating ma-

chine, 899
Thermic-magnetic flashers. .102

Time-lagged light. A, 12
Transformers, 4,000-k\'A single-phase,

791
Transporter for barrels. An electric.

Tumbler
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Official Returns—conttnued.
Coates & Co. (Sheffield^ S87
Coniston and Uibtrici LlLxlric SiippU

Co.. 24
Connolly's (Blacklty), U33
Cordoba Light, Power & Traction

Co., ate
County ol Dorset l£k'clric Supply Co.,

County ol London LlLOtiic Supply
Co., 5GH

Creed & Co., W
Culkin & Parkinson, 2(J4

Dawlish lileclric Light & Power Co.,

Deben Construction Co., 346
Direct West India Cable Co., 2i
Drake 8i Gorhani, 2<ti

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1II21), 382.

419
East India Tramways Co., 4IS
Hastern and South .Alrican Telegraph

Co., 2ii
Edmundson's Electricity Corporalinn,

887
Elco Electric Manulacturing Co., 1)22

Electric Brass Wares. 3U
Electric Light Insurance & Mainten-

ance Co., 1)72

Electric Welding tlo., 132

Electrical Engineering (West Broni-

wich), 635
Electrical Finance S: Securities Co.,

204

24English Electri

Europe and Azores Telegraph Co., 24
Falk, Stadelmann & Co., 527
Fyfe, Wilson S: Co., 24

Gillitt, S., it Co., 815

Glover, W. T., & Co., 852

Gosport and .-Mverstoke Electric

Lighting Co., 382
Hacktridge Electric Construction

Co., 887

Hall Telephone .\rcessories, 776

Harrison Brothers (Electrical Engi-

neers). 346
Healing, L. J., & Co., 24
Henderson & Thornton, 382

Hexham and District Electric Supply
Co., 382, 418

Hindhead and District Electric Light

Co., 887
Huntalile, 490

India Rubber, Gutta Percha & Tele-

graph Works Co., 419
Insulating Products, 346

I. T. E. Electric Co. (1907), 815

Jesmond Electrical & General Engi-

neering Co., 24
Jones & Pordesj 204
Keighley Electrical Engineering Co.,

204
Keith, J., & Blackraan Co., 706, 815

Kelvin-Hardy Electric Co., 776

Kemp, H. S.. & Co., 382
Lamp Manufacturing Co., 455

Lancashire United Tramways, 600

Laycock, \V. S., 600

Lester, J. E., & Folwell, 887
Llanelly and District Electric Light-

ing 8: Traction Co., 241
Llangefni Electric Light & flower

Co., 635
Low Engineering Co., 455

Macintosh Cable Co., 455

McBean, J. H., 311
Meadows, W. A., & Co., 887
Melbourne Electric Supply Co., 27C
Mexico Electric Tramways, 455
Middleton, W. G., & Co., 132

Midland Counties Electric Supply
Co., 60, 672

Midland Electric Light & Power Co.,

Midland Electric Wire Co., 852
Minehead Electric Supply Co., 672
Mitchell's Electrical Ik Wireless, 241
Modern Electrical Supply Co., 490
Montevideo Telephone Co., 382
Morley Electrical Engineering Co.,

455
Nairobi Electric Power & Lighting

Co., 169. 563
Nalder Bros. & Thompson, 455
National Conduit & Cable Co., 41'J

Nelson Engineering Co., 132
Newcastle and District Electric

Lighting Co., 600, 672
Newcastle and Sunderland Oxy-EIee-

tric Welding and Metallurgical
Co., 887

New Development Co., 672
New Phonopore Telephone Co., 527
New Welding Co., 132
Newmarket Electric Light Co., 887
Northallerton Electric Light & Power

Co., 672
.Northampton Electric Light & Power

Co., 563, 672, 706
North Wales Power S: Traction Co.,

490

Netting Hill Electric Lighting Co.,

24
Oldham, Ashton and Ihde Electric

Tramways, 419
OIso-Light Co.. 887
Omega Lamp Works. 600
Oswestry Electric Lighling & Power

Co., 24, 204
Oxford Electric Lighting Co., 672
Peam, Grev Sc Armstrong. 132
Perfect Burglar Alarm Co.. 419*
Pewsey Electric Lighting Co., S76
Phoenix Dynamo Manufacturing Co..

Pollitt, T. P., & Co., 8.';i

Official REiuitu^—continued.
Projector Publicity Co., 311
Provincial Tramwajs Co., 4'JO

Kailway l-'inance He Construction Co.,
419

Rapid Magnetting Machine Co., 169
Kawlings Bros., 169
Reading Ek-ctric Supply Co., 169
Reeve i Bayman, :;4, 922
Remco Carbon Co., 706
Reno, 24
Reyrolle, A., & Co., 241
Robinson, A., & Co., 382
Rodd. R. J., 776
Rowland Small Tool Manufacturing

Co., 24
Rustproof Engineering Co. 887
.M. Austell and Dis-lrict Electric

Lighting & Power Co. 563
St. James' and Pall Mall El.rlric

Light Co., 706
Saunders Electrical Co., 204, »H7
Saunders, J. B., & Co., 60
Scott, J.. 776
Scale, Austen & Barnes, 672
Sevenoaks and District Electricity

Co., 24
Sheerncss and District Electric Power

and Traction Co., 204
Siemens Brothers S: Co., 132
Simms' Motor Units (1920), 276
Simplex Conduits, 382
Southern Brazil Electric Co., 169
Spencer. John, 490
Spicer & Co., 455, 600
Steel, H. E., 851
Steel Wing Co.. 600
Stella Lamp Co. 922
Stothert & Pitt, 60
Summers, H., & Son, 672
Sun Electrical Co., 600
Suppliers Construction Co., 455
Sutton-in-Ashfield Motor & Electrical

Engineering Co., 635
Swift Electrical, 851
Taranto Tramways Sc Electric Sup.

ply Co., 24
Tees Power Station Co., 635
Telephone Manufacturing Co. 346
Todman, Ryall & Co., 776
Tredelect Dynamos 132
\'aughan Crane Co., 419
Victoria Electrical (.Manchester), 241
Walsall Electrical Co., 132
Walton, J., & Son, Nelson, 706
Watford Electric & Manufacturing

Co., 815
Watson, Marsh & Co., 635, 815
Weydon Lamp Co., 706
Whitehall Electric Investments, 672
Whittaker Bros., 132
Wilkinson, T. (Arnside), Ltd., 600
Winco Manufacturing Co., 132
Winn. C, & Co., 276
Woking Electric Supply Co., 382
Yorkshire and District Electric Lamp

Repairing Co., 169
Yorkshire Cable Co., 169

Yorkshire Incandescent Electric Lamp
Co., 615

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric
Tramway Co., 490

Oil, British, 920
Oil transmission gear for electric loco-

motives, 274
Oil turbine. The, 62
Olympia, The enlargement of, 238
Ontario, Licensing of wiremen in, 583
Ontario, The Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of, 371
Osram G.E.C. lamp works, The, 309
Osram lamps in Holland, 16
Outdoor switchgear, by J. B. Rudkin,

567
Overhead distribution scheme, A* Man-

chester : The Blackley housing es-

tate, 184
Overhead lines. Porcelain insulator;

for, 849
Overhead transmission lines. The stiff-

ness of poles for, by Gower B. R.
Pimm, 9, 22

Overload inverse-time-limit relay with
a definite adjustable minimum, 825

Overseas trade developments, 326
Overtime, Engineers and, 162
Oven, Vulcanising rubber with the elec-

trie, 487
Oxford Street lighting, 331, 375

PALESTINE problem. The, 902

Paris, Competition for the design of a
moving platform for, 206, 246

Paris Fair, The, 699
Paris, Lighting and tramway adminis-

tration in. 207
Parliament, Industrial turmoil and a

proposed, 7.58

Parliamentary Notes, 260. 3.34, 372, 407,
440, 479; 487, 518, 554, 647, 657,

694, 755, 764, 827, 863, 872. 934
Passenger transport. Alternative, 222
Passivity and overpotential, bv I'lick

R. Evans, 466
Patent law. Australian, 447
P.itent restorations, 52, 337, 410, 448.

408. 768
Patent levocations, 52
Patents applied for, 1921 and 1922.

New. 36. 72, 108, 144. 180. 216,
252, 288, 324, 360. 396. 432 40S .'U)4.

.540, 576. "612. 648, 684, 720', 756' 792,
8-28, 864, 900, 934

Payments for X-rav equipment, Ex'
tended, 263

Penny fare. Tramway undertakings and
the, 264

Penny, The high-value, 854
Persian market for engineering pio-

ducls. The. 914
Peru, .\n inquir) from, 410
Peru, Trade conditions in, 196
Petrograd .Accumulator Trust, The, 807
Petty tyranny, 147
Phantom telephone circuits and com.

bined telegraph and telephone cir-

cuits, bv J. G. Hill, 642
Phenomenon, The new electrical, 848
Philips' 4^1ow-lamp works, 431
Photographs a second, 25,000, 566
Physical and chemical survey ol the

128
Physical Society of London Exhibition

46, 101, 135, 171, 208, 245
Physics in engineering science, by Dr

Plant, The testing of small electrical,

3811, 625

Plants, The improvement of el.rlric

lighling. In R. Williams, 675
Plalloiiii.. \Iu\ln:;. 183
I'll' I i milling plant ; The

Pol.i

OH

580
ephone interests

Poland, Swiss operations in, 264
Poles for overhead transmission lim-s.

The stillness of, by Gower U. R.
Pimm, 9, 22

Population map. A, 681
Porcelain for German electrical work,

122
Porcelain insulators for overhead lines,

849
Portsmouth Dockyard fire, 22
Portuguese East .Africa and the Union,

197
Position finding for aircraft. Wireless,

732
Post Office Engineering Department :

The annual dinner, 282
Post Office examination, 710
Post Office tube railway, The, 379
Post-war problems of transport, .Some,

by Sir John A. F. As|.inall. 683
Postage meter. A, 732
Potteries Exhibition. The, 769
Powders, The grading of, 683
Power Conference of 1924, The

World, 910
Power factor, by E. W. Dorey. II, 58
Power factor and its measuri-nienl :

Some Everett Edgcumbe instru

ments. The load, 655
Power for wireless telegraphy. Provi-

sion of by Capt. J. H. Whitlaker-
Swinton, 598

Power-houses, Evaporators for, by R
O. Kapp, 855

Power sets. Markets for small, 755
Power station activity in Russia, Re-

ported, 86
Power station employes' wages. Rail-

way, 227
Power station engineer. The present

situation of the, by E. Smythe, 423

Power station statistics, 183

Power stations. The inter-connection of

a.c, by L. Romero and J. 15.

Palmer, 315, 787, 837
Power stations. The utilisation of

waste heat from, by C. Ingham
Haden, 139

Power supply at lighting rates, -Revenue
from, by " Interested," 5

Power supply for the South-Eastern
and Chatham Railwav, 799, 861,

896, 930
Power, The production of light, heat

and, by A. H. Seabrook, 214
" Priestman " scheme. The, 264
Private arrangements, 228, 303, 556, 591

enterprise in electricity supply.

435
Priv . Small. 740generating

meeting, 15

Private wireless in France, 237
Problems of distribution, by W. E.

Bradshaw, 111

Production, Census of. 51

Production of light, heat and power,

bv A. H. Seabrook, 214
Production. The F.B.I, on costs of. 2."i3

Projector lighting. The possibilities of

flood and, by F. A. P., 869

Protecting the buyer, 735
Protection against voltage rises. The -

earthing resistance as a. bv Major
K. Edgcumbe, 399

Protective apparatus for turbo-genera-

tors, by J. A. Kuyser, 678, 749

Psychology, Industrial, 505

Public buildings. The lighting ol, 530

Publicity campaign, 768
*' Pulsynetic " electric clocks, 628
Purchase clause. The, 651

2
UEBEC. Licensing and inspecli(

of status, A, 73, 129
Quick-make. quick-break swiic

Notes on, by J. Anderson, 411

R ADIO insl.illation rules. .\n

84S
Radio material required in Spain,
Radium. Cornish, 206
R.-idium deposits, 467
Radium in Brazil, 107
Radium in England, 22
Radium in the Belgian Coniio, 239
Radium research, 848

Railway charges. Commercial travellers
and, 336

Railway contract. The South African.
197

Railway electrification, 146, 263, 274
343

Kailn-ay electrification, by Sir \. L.
Raven, :;r

Railway elecirificaiion and unemploy-
ment relief, 161

Railw-ay electrification contracts, Swisa,
264

Railway electrification, Rotarjr con-
verters : with special reference to,

by F. P. Whilaker, 391
Railway electrification schemes, Brazil-

ian, 294
Railway electrification. South African,

735

Underground, 836

iw.ww Notes—
Algeria. 846
Argentina, 266
Australia, 19, 125, 306, 667, 7.37

Canada, 19, 231, 266, 449, 846
Ceylon, 559
Chile, 701, 737
Czecho-Slovakia, 164
Dutch East Indies, 737
Finland, 125
France, 125, 266, 412, 484, 522
Freemanlle, 125
Germany, 164, 199
Glasgow, 772, 881
Guatemala, 412
Holland, 377, 630
Hungary, 340
Iceland, 737
India, 125, 341
Italy, 340, 377, 412, 596 63L 737,

809, 881
J.ipan, r,-,

Jersey, 12i

Jugo-Slavia. .596

Llandudno, 377, 412
London, 19 .5.5, 95, 164, 199, 412, S-22,

772, 809, 846, 917
London, Bi igliton & .South Coast Rail-

wav, 231, 266
Me 596
Norway, 125, 266, 449
Ontario, 19
Post Office tube railway, 341
Roc.-idale, 95
South-Er.slern & Chalham Railw.ay,

306, 068
Spain, 55 412, 701
Sunderland. 449
Swed.-n. 377, m
SwiUerland. 164, 231, 30(i, S09, 917
Uruguay, 449
Victoria, 125, 306
West Africa, 341

Railway orders, French, 375
Railway power station employes'

wages, 227
Raitwav ralc£ for electrical goods. New,

541
Raihvay requirements, Bulgarian. 123
Railway telephones, 380
Railway tenders, Brazilian, 557
Railway, The Post Office tube, 379
Rail.vay< and road transport, 447
Railways dispute. Electric, 195
Railways. Electrification of industrial

plant, 821
Raihvays. Electrification of London, 228
Railways in Brazil, 483
Railways, Safety first on the, 579
RaiKvavs, Token-working on single-

line, 713
Rrt'ienau's policy. Dr., 844
Rating of machinerv. 226
Rating of machinery,' The, bv J. J. H.

Stansfield, 335
Receiver appointed, 123
Receivership, 336
Reconstruction in Europe, 594
Rwovery of Hughes's instruments, 4.'>2.

741
Rectifiers, High-power mercury arc, hy

R. L. Morrison, 353, 388, 424
" Regent " Theatre, 'irighton. The, 8.9,

128
Register for boys of 16, An employ-

Registration of Business Names Act,
698

Reichenberg Fair. The. 202
Relay with a definite adjustable mini,

mum overload inverse time limit.

825
Renovating glow lamps in Finland, 57.-.

Reparations, 86
Reparation oilers and deliveries, Ger-

man, 794
Representation of Labour on joint elec-

tricity authorities. 542
Research' Board, Mining Dangers, 4S7
Research, Brass casting, 812
Research, Industrial, 177, 551
kesi-arcK. Magneto, 884
Re.al, Exhibition at, 238
Revenue from Power Supply at Light-

ing Rates, bv *' Interested," 5

Review of the vear 1921, 1
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Aggregation and flow of solids, ly

Sir G. Beilby, 14
Aluminium and its alloys, by Licul.-

Col. C. Grarth, 14

Annuaire officiel des addresses t^le-

graphiijues, l;)22, 4tHJ

.Automatic telephone systems, by VV.

Aitken, 178
Iluildr ii-spfction and maintenance.

by R. Clayton, 178
Book ol the Ford electrical equip-

ment, Ihe, by R. T. Nicholson,

178
Diagnosing o[ troubles in electrical

machines. The, by Miles Walker,
4iilj

Electric accumulators, by U. E.

Jones, 878
Electric clocks and chimes, 878
Electric power systems, by W*. T.

Taylor, 878
Electrical installation work, 1921, bv

J. H. Havelock, 179

I'llectrical transmission of energy, by

Dr. W. M. Thornton, 539
Emission of electricity from hot

bodies. The, by Prof. O. VV.

Richardson, 575
ICngineiring electricity, bv I'rot. R.

G. Hudson, 57a

Engineers' Year-book, The, 806

Factory accounts in principle and
practice, by Garcke and Fells,

8U4
Fifty years' of electricity : the me-

moirs of an electrical engineer,

by J. A. Fleming, 538

Fireman's handbook and guide to fuel

economy. The, by C. F. Wade,
13

Fuel and refractory materials, by A.

Humboldt Sexton, 370
High-frequency apparatus, by F. S.

Curtis, 370
Kelly's Directory of the Merchants,

."Vlanufacturers and Shippers of

the World, 878

Liquid and gaseous fuels, by V, f3.

Russia, The AiE.G. in, 338, 666

Russia, The Germans and trade with,

304, 927
Russia, The industrial situation in, S48

Russian business. The A.E.G. and,

338

Lewe 539
wireless pocket-book, by W.

W. Marchanl. 80li

Mcclmnicul WorUI Electrical Pocket,

book for 1922, 263
Mechanical ilorJJ Year-book, 1922,

87
.Model questions and answers on the

thermionic valve, by C. Jones, 806

.Modern electrical theorv, bv N. R.
Campbell, 804

Modern methods of welding as ap-

plied to workshop practice, bv

J. H. Davies. 803

Motor Electrical Manual, The 467

Municipal Year-book for 19-22, 304
Practical Engineer Electrical Pocket-

book and Diary. 192-2, The, 304

Practical treatise on three-phase in-

duction motors, .\, by L. E.

Wood, 539

Radio questions and answers, by A.

R. Wilson, 806
Radiographic technique, bv T. Thorne

I3aker, 370
Rays of positive electricity and their

application to chemical analysis,

by Sir J. J. Thomson, 804
Robertson's universal method for ex-

port and import trade, bv T.
Robertson, 844

Sells' Registered Telegraphic .Ad-

dresses and Classified Trades
Directory of Great Britain and
Ireland, '337

Switching and switchgear, by H. E.

Poole, 878
Testing of transformers and alter-

nating-current machines. The, bv

C. F. Smith, 878
Textile Recorder Year-book, The, 51

Theory of the induction coil. The, 179

. Wireless telegraphy and telephone,

bv E. Redpath, 878

Vear-'book and Export Register ol

the Federation of liritish Indus-

tries, 1922, fl7
Year-book of Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony for 1922, The, 698

Rheostats, The design of liquid, bv

W. Wilson, 570
Riley stokers at Gennevilliers, 843

Rio Exhibition, Suggestions for the,

Road' Congress, International, 914

Road transport. Railways and, 447

Roads, Macadamised, 670
Rotary converters, English Electric, 3«7

Rotary converters. Some notes on the

operation of, by " Rotary," 797

Rotary converters, with special refer-

ence to railwav electrification, bv

F. P. Whitaker, 391, 713

Royal Society's soiree. The, 725, 759,

763, 920
Rubber industry, Brazilian, 51

Rubber, The vulcanisation of, 238
Runcorn power station,' The new ; thf

Mersev Power Co., Ltd., 235, 271.

292
Rural and urban dwellings, 598
Russia, Belgian interests in, 878
Russia, Big electrification scheme for.

163, 619
Russia, Electrical production in, 807

Russia : Proposed Government indus-

trial bank. The electrification of.

So^th-East Lancashire electricity dis-

trict ; local inquiry, 116
South-Eastern & Chatham Railwav,

Power supply for the, 774, 799, 861,

896, 930
Southend, Submarine Diesel engines

688
Russian electrical factories. Output of,

^^p^jn
"

isolated : Efii

561
a. Reported power sta

879
Russian local electrical trust, 337

Russian notes, 692
Russian peasants' belief in electricit}.

The, 115
Russian trade developments, 483

Russia's electrification, 196, 629

Russo-German combine. Reported, 821

Rutenberg scheme, The, by T. Stevens,

783
Rymer-Jones' marine galvanometer

eoil. Balancing the, by J. Rymer-
Jones, 831

SAFEGU.-iRDING of Industries Act.

807
Safety first, 138
Safety first on the railways, 579
St. Lawrence Canal scheme, 783
Sale of fixed machinery, 218
Sale of the Alby United Carbide fac-

tories, 2-28

Salesmanship conferences, E.D..'\., 152,

283, 338, 428, 506
Sampling and Analysis of Coal Com-

mittee, 2'39

Sawdust as fuel, 58
Saxony, Trade boom in, 6"29

Scandinavian amenities, 692
Science. The language of. 415

Scientific congress in Belgium, 238, 343,

598
Scottish electricians' wages, 447, 735,

770
Secession from industrial councils, 122

Seed, Electrified, 201
Selfridge's Industrial Exhibition, 134
Selling of electrical appliances. The,

152
SeHing of electric light. The, 283
Sequestrations, 52, 373, 591. 627
Service notes, 96, 166, 273, 379, 416.

494, 525, 598, 703, 920

Sewing machines. Electric motors for

washing and, 202
Shanghai, Electricity supply at, 8,VJ

Ship, A new cable, 238
Ship, British trade, 3-21, 807
Ship, Italian trade, 263
Ship lighting, 379
Ship trials. Electric, 813
Shipbuilding trades dispute. The. 410
Shipping and Engineering Exhibition.

Olympia, 19-23, 8'23

Shipyard electrification, 275
Short-circuit currents. Temperature

stresses under, by H. S. Holbrook,
513

Short-wave directional wireless tele-

graphy, by C. S. Franklin, 8-24

Showroom, A new, 264
Showroom displays and demonstrations,

428
Siam : A growing market, 427
Siam, Import trade of, 764
Siberia : Rebuilding of Nikolaevsk, 69^

Siemens' electric lamp works. The, 727
Siemens in Switzerland, 163
Sign, The Hippodrome electric, 786
Signs, Electric, 472, 786, 884
Signalling Act, 19-22, Wireless Tele-

graphy and, 884
Signals, Colour light, 849
" Simplification," 686
Single- and three-phase commutator

motors, 503
Single- and three-phase a.c. commu-

tator motors with series and shunt
characteristics, bv S. Parker
Smith, 68, 247

Single-line railways. Token-working
on, 715

Single-phase commutator motors, 37
Single-phase commutator motors. Notes

on, by N. Pensabene-Perez, 582
Situation of the German electrical in-

dustry. The, 363
Situation of the power-station engineer.

The present, by E. Smythe. 423
Small town, Electric light for the, b\

J. M. C. Field, 82i
Smoke abatement in Lee<ls. 544
Smoke abatement ; Report of Ministrv

of Health Committee. 80. 487
Smoke screens for buvers. h\ W. .\.

C. Phillpot, 6i22

Soir^, The Roval Society's, 725, 759,

763
Solemn duty of remembrance. The, 722

South .Africa, British representatives in.

South Africa and decimal coinage. 237

South Africa. Electrical plant in. 123

South .Africa, Electrical trade prospects

in, 629
South Africa, Electrical supplies in. 665

South .Africa. Trade conditions in. 161

South African labour problems. 15

South African railway electrification. 73.1

South .African railway electrification.

The British contract for. 161. 197

South African tariff, 447

South America, Electrical developments

in, 513
South America, Electrical supplies in,

by P. F. Martin, 819

South .America, Trade conditions Tn, 66."

South -American companies, 373

460
of •iff.

Spain, Electrical imports into, 228
Spain, Radio material required in, 770
Spanish company. New, 163
Spanish language, The importance of

the, 452
Spanish atiS, The new, 350, 375
" Sparta " accumulators. Fuller, 610
Spearing water-tube boiler, The, 652
Specification, British Standard,' 670
Specifications for motor starters, British

standard, by C. H, W'ordingham,
5G9

Specifications pul)lishe<l. Patent, 36, 72,

108, 144, 180, 216, '252, '288, 3-24,

360, 396, 432, 468, 504, 540, 576,

612, 648, 684, 720, 7.)6, 792, 828,

864, 900, 934
Stage lighting, 128

Standardisation ol electric wiring. The,
143

Standardisation schemes, Australian, 22
Standardising dry batteries in the

U.S.A., 236
Starters, Electric motor, by j. .Ander-

son, 369, 607, 780
Stale nitrate works in Norway, 338
Statistics, Selective tests and, 58
Steam turbine. Efficiency of large, 451
Steel, A new, 238
Steel by electricity, Annealing, 488
Steel furnace. Large electrical, 53
Steel furnace. The Electro-Metals, 639

Steel strip. Hardening and tempering ;

"The " Lecfur " electrical process,

210
Steel structures The electric welding

of, 238
Steel works, Norwegian, 87
Steel works to close, 264
Sterilising milk electrically, 21
Sterling Telephone and Electric Co.'s

manufacturing developments, 769

Stiffness of poles for overhead transmis-

sion lines. The, by Gower B. R.
Pimm. 9, 22

Still engine. The, 410
.Stoke-on-Trent electricity works. Ex-

tensions at, 543
Stoker contracts, 87, 591
Storage battery progress, 398
Stores, Lighting large, 201
Strike, An echo of the Johannrsburq,

561, 871
Strike at Cape Town, 162

Strike at Mavence, 303
Strike, Chelmiford one-man, 578
Strike in Czecho-Slovakia, Engineer-

ing, 665
Strike in Melbourne, Electricians', 666
Strike, The Johannesburg. 86, 123, 162,

195, a28, 264, 337, HI
Structure of some gaseous molecules.

The, 245
Styrian hvdro-olcctric scheme, A large,

41, 451
Submarine accumulator containers, 305

Submarine cables, A lightning arrester

for, by J. Rymer-Jones. 438

Submarine Diesel engines at Southend.
688

Submarine telegraph cables. 344

Summer time. '238. 373. 9-26

Supply con'pany's order, -A, 228
Sweden, Battery manufacture in, 735

Sweden, Economic conditions in, 591,

914
Sweden, Manufacturing in, 663
Sweden, The turn of the tide in. 892

Sweden. Wages in. 163

Swedish electrical dispute settled.

Swedish electrical goods, .Australi:i

913
Swedish electro-mechanical industry, 845

Swedish engineering industry, 627

Swedish locomotives for France, 226

Swedish • marufacturing company, A.

323, 592
Swedish revival, Hopes of, 866
Swedish telephone industry, 877
Swedish telephone interests in Poland.

.Swiss aluminium industry, 665

Swiss electrical industry. The, 229

Swiss franc and German mark, 615,

640
Swiss industry, German grip on, 162,

196
Swiss operations in Poland, 264
Swiss railway electrification contracts,

264
S«ilch.< Crabtree quickmake and

quick-break, 355
Switchgear, Brookhirst. 137

Switchgear. Brookhirst automatic motor
starting, 384

Switchgear, High-voltage, 379

Switchgear Notes on quick-make.
quick-break, by J. .Anderson, 437

Switchgear, Outdoor, by J. B. Rudkin.

TACHOMEiEK, A new frequency
metei and station, by K C
Clinker, 41

Tarili Board, Au>lralian. HO

Tariff, South .Airican, 4-i(

Tariff
: Spain isolated, tll.-cis of new

460
Tariff, The new Spanish, 350, 375
Tariffs, Brazilian, 263
Tariffs in France, Fixed and variable,

Tasmanian h\dro-«[eclri<. d.-v<lop-
ments, 629

Tax, Corporation Profits, 665
Tax on consumption, .A, 338
Taxation and tratle, 1^3
Taxation on industry, Ihe effect of

high, 162
Taxation, The burden of heav\, 1-20

Taxation upon trade in East and West
Africa, Effect o(, 807

Taxes, German lamp, 592, 770
Taxing electric motors, 22
Teachers of engineering science. In-

structional course's lor, 710
Technical Commission, Th<- Leagu.

of Nations, 487
Technical institutions. Teachers in, 77^
Telegraph and telephone circuits.

Phantom telephone circuits and
combined, by J. G. Hill. 642

Telegraph cables. Submarine, 344

Telegraph Notes—
Argentina, 126, 341
Australia, 20, 306, 449. .522. 737
Austria, 631

'

Barbados, 199, 917
Belgian Congo, 56
Belgium, 95 846
Canada, 126, 737
China, 165
Czecho-Slovakia, 56
Denmark, 377, 596
Dutch Guiana, 56
Finland, 559
France. 377, 737
French Africa, 126, 522
German Atlantic cable. New, 809
(ierman cables, Former. 306
Germany, 20. 341. 772
Holland, 20
India, 846
Indo-China. 917
Ireland. 2(i(l, 631. 8S2
Italy, 56, 231, 522. Ii31. 737. 738. 809
Kenya Colony, \)~}

Kiaochow, 126
Long-distance wireless on ships, 56

and.

Electric light.

163

.567

Switching

Switzerland, Siei

Sydney, Electrical installations in, 121

Synchi;onisalion of kinema film and
voice. 416

Synchronising effect of two adjacent
' transmission lines. The, 452

Synchronous motors. Induction tvpe, bv

L. H. A. Carr, 32, 176, 248, 572,

341

Mo 882
New cable base. 772
Norwav. 126. 737
Pacific' cable. 701. 809
Pacific cables. Ex-German. 199
Paraguay. 199
Police wireless. 738
Private competition forhid<Ion. 449
Rapid cable service, 809
Russia, 126, 231, 266 341, 596. 608.

882
Scilly Islands. 917
Siberian telegraph route. 668
South Africa. 165, 450
Spain, 596
Storm damage, 95, 165
Sweden, 126, 341, 412
Switzerland, 56, 306, 412, 539, 631
Sydnev. 449
Telegraph service. The, 20, 165, 260,

306, 413. 846
Tristan da Cunha, 396
United States, 1-26, 165. 231. 266. 307.

341, 631, 668, 772
Uruguav. 483
Wireless lelegraphv. 95. 126. 163 231,

266, 307, 341. 413, 449. 450, 596,
631, 668, 702, 772, 917

Telephone circuits and combined tele-

graph and telephone circuits. Phan-
tom, by J. G. Hill, 642

Telephone exchange, .A new automatic,
186

Telephone exchange. The new Clerken-
well, 6

Telephone extensions. 633
Telephone industry, Swetlish, 877
Telephone interests in I'ol.intt Swedish.

338

Tf
Australasia. 631
Australia. 199, 449. 485

Canada, 449
China, 631
Finland, 522. 882
France. 20. 126. 412
Guernsey. 412. 737

Holland. 306
Hull, 701

India, 165, 882
Italy, 306. 485. 738. SOU

Japan, 846
_

London. 165

Magnetic storm, 341

Morocco. 882
Poland. 377
Private competition forbidden. 449

Siberia. 44;)

South Africa. 199. S09. 846. 882

Spain. 231

Storm damage. 95

Sweden, 341. 738. 772

Switzerland. 56. 465

Sydney. 449
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Tcltphon^ >er\ice, Ihe, 20, M, Hi,

i2B, lOi, 2C6, MT, all, 377, 4I:i,

413, -Jl:!, 485, Ji;, jia, (i31, 701,
BOa, 882, Sir -

Unilud States, IBS, 307, 341, 7lfi

West indies, al7
Winnipeg, 449
Wireless telephony, 231, 450, 522, 351),

oao", 608, 703, 738, 773, SOU

Telephone service. The, 442
Telephone wires and cables for British

l-oiumbia, 699
Telephones, Railway, 380
TiMnpcralure stresses under short-cir-

cuit currents, by H. S. Holbrooli,
512

Tempering steel strip, Hardening and.
The * Lcclur " electrical process,

210
Tenacity of conduit grips, 812
Tenders' (or Urazili.m railway electrifi-

cation. The, 628
Tenders lor stores, L.C.C. and foreign.

Termites in California, aW
Testing of small electrical plant. The.

380, 625
Test plate, Bruce Peebles's heavy, 88
Tests and statistics, Selective, 58
Textile Society, Bradford, 359
Theatre regulations, London, 919
Theatre Royal, Drury l^ane. The elec-

tric lighting at the, 715

Thermal efficiency by .-V. H. Seabrook,
573

Thermometer, Wet and dry bulb, 879
Three-phase a.c. commutator motors

with series a,nd shunt characteris-

tics. Single and, by S. Parker
Smith, 68, 247

Three-phase commutator motors. Single

and, S03
Thrust-borer : An improved method of

cable laying. The Mangnall-Irving.

Time indicator. Universal, 854
Time studies and machinery, by M. G.

Howell, 114
Token-working on single-line raihvavs.

715
Tokio exhibition. The, 593
Trade activity in China, German, 447

Trade, Austrian foreign, 664
Trade, Birmingham. 482
Trade boom in Saxony, '629

Trade boom. To produce a, 663
Trade, Changes in Dutch, 770

Trade conditions, Australian, 103
Trade conditions in Colombia, 196
Trade conditions in Peru, 196

I'rade conditions in South Africa, 161
Trade conditions in South America, 665

Trade develojiments, Russian, 483
'1 rade expansion. Co-operative, 577
Trade Facilities Act and electrical

schemes. The. 557
Trade, Foreign, 85, 226, 373, 556, 700,

878
Trade, Germany and Russian, 304
Trade-in East and West Africa, Effect

of taxation upon, 807
Trade in Esthonia, The A. E.G. and,

520
Trade in Belgium, British, 483
Trade in India, Advice to those about

to, 791
Trade in the Netherlands, Opcnini;s

lor, 446, 666
Trade of Australia, The. 856
Trade of Belgium. The foreign 593
Trade of India, The import, 843
Trade of Siam, Import, 764
Trade openings, Australian, 303
Trade openings in the Netherlands,

Electrical, 557
Trade prospects in South Africa, Elec-

trical, 629
Trade 'recovery, A Belgian Bank and,

593
Trade revival. Foreign, bv E. T.

Williams, 508
Trade ship, British, 321, 807

Trade ship, Italian, 263
Tr.ide situation. The engineering, 123

Trade. Taxation and 123
Trade terms and conditions, 228
Trade, The German export, 794

Tr.ide with Chile and Bolivia, 844
Trade with Morocco, 86

Trade with Russia, The Germans and,

927
Train control. Automatic, 239
Training for industry. University, 507
Training of hydro-electric engineers,

273
Tranicars, Brakes for, 703
Tramwav administration in Paris.

Lighting and, 207 .

Tramway apprentices. L.C.C, 380
Tramway industry. Wages and condi-

tions in the, 263, 338, 375

TuAMWAV Notes—
Accrington, 19. 701

Adelaide, 19, 772
Austraira, 19, 125, 164. 559. 772. 917

Bar 701
Birkenhead, 667
Birmingham, 19
Blackburn, 94. 164. 737
lihirk Country, 199
|ilr,rk|...nl. 199. 206. 522. 667, 809

Tk,\mwav Notes—conlinued.

Hlo.,-mfontein, 164

Boolle, 377
Bradford, 55, 199, 231, 737, SHI

Brighouse, 55
Brighton, 377
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To write of the past year is a task which ofiers little

attraction and excites no enthusiasm whatever. That

it was, in many respects, the most wretched year that the

electrical industry has experienced since its inception is

a moderate expression of our feelings, and we are sure

that no one will regret its passing.

Nevertheless, the year was not wholly devoid of

interesting features in connection with electrical pro-

gress. The Electricity Commissioners in the course of

the previous year had provisionally determined thirteen

"Electricity Districts," all of which were shown

on a map that we published on January 7th, 1921, and

that number remained unchanged until December, when

the fourteenth area was provisionally delimited ; in

the meantime the Commissioners commenced the hold-

ing of the statutory inquiries, of which five have been

completed, namely, Mersey, North Wales, West Riding,

London, and South-West Midlands.

Decisions have been announced in respect of all of

these, except the last-named. The Lower Severn inquiry,

the lirst to be opened, was adjourned and eventually

abandoned ; several others have been postponed. The pro-

ceedings at these inquiries assumed unexpected propor-

tions and revealed a regrettable lack of cohesion between

the various authorities, but on the whole valuable re-

sults were attained in the abstract; for the concrete

outcome of the work that has been done we must await

the passing of the supplementary Electricity (Supply)

Bill, which was introduced but failed to mature in

Parliament, and the holding of the additional inquiries

which are required under the 1919 Act. Much has been

done, but an enormous amount remains to be accom-

plished, and the Commissioners will have their hands

full this year.

Much attention was devoted to the better utilisation

of the natural resources of this country, especially

(luring the prolonged strike in the coal-mining industry,

and the scheme for harnessing the tidal flow of the

Severn was seriously discussed. The final report of the

Water-power Resources Committee, recommending that

a Central Water Commission be formed and that a

Government department should exercise control over

water power, also suggested special investigation of the

Severn scheme. Two important schemes were under

consideration in Scotland, and the North Wales Power

Co. was authorised to extend its activities.

The subject of railway electrification was advanced a

stage by the publication of the reports of the Ad-

visory Committee appointed by the Minister of Trans-

port, which, if they did not cut the knot of controversy,

at any rate set the seal of ofiicial approval on the high-

pressure direct-current system, and the decision of the

Xorth-Eastern Railway Co. to proceed with the conver-

ri]
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sion of 250 miles of track to electric traction was a

notable event, this being the tirst big main-line electri-

fication in this country. The importance of this depar-

ture should not be under-rated ; other big schemes are

under consideration, and when they are put in hand
large orders for electrical plant and equipment will

come into the market. Similar noteworthy schemes were

initiated in South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand,

and the inauguration of new rolling stock on the

London underground railways during the year helped

to provide employment for British workmen.
In the manufacture of high-pressure underground

cables this country takes second place to none; nowhere
else, we believe, are such cables in use for alternating

pressures above 20,000 volts, but here three-phase cables

were laid last year to work at 33,000 volts, and tested

in position with a pressure of 90,000 volts d.c.

In the electricity supply industry the subjects of pre-

dominant interest were cheap wiring and multi-part

tariffs ; whilst no striking development took place in

either case, the consideration given to them is bound to

bear fruit. In the meantime the number of metal-

sheathed wiring systems on the market has materially

increased. Noteworthy reductions were effected in the

prices of electrical energy and electric plant.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers at last was
able to resume possession of its own building on the

Embankment, a change which was highly appreciated

by the members; an innovation which failed to arouse

enthusiasm was the enhanced rates of subscription, but

notwithstanding this, the membership continued to in-

crease, approaching 10,000, and considerably exceeding

that of any similar societj-. The fact that on the 17th

of May, 1921, the Institution completed an existence

of half-a-century was not the least notable event of the

year, which was also marked by the grant of a Royal
Charter.

Progress in lighting was marked by the introduction

of the 40-watt gasfilled lamp, whilst the validity of the

patent for this type of lamp was affirmed over the

heads of two lower Courts by the House of Lords.

In spite of the adverse circumstances, in social aspects

the industry made a further advance towards the pre-

war standards ; the Electrical Engineers' Ball was held

again after a lapse of seven years, and the establish-

ment of the Engineers' Club, which scored an immediate
success, filled a want of many years' standing.

With regard to the commercial features of the year,

perhaps the less said the better ; a review of some of the

financial results appears in our '

' Stocks and Shares
'

'

article to-day. We must, liowever, refer to the extra-

ordinary proposals to transfer our heavy electrical

manufactures to German hands, which met with a

prompt and emphatic protest from the industry, and to

the withdrawal of the E.P.D., which, however, evoked

no such indignation.

We regret that the death-roll of the year was excep-

tionally long and heavy ; amongst those who left us
were Lord Moulton, Sir James Pender, Mr. J. H.
Balfour Browne, Lord Balfour of Burleigh, Lt.-Colonel

P. G. von Donop, Sir Douglas Fox, and many other

men eminent in science and industry ; whilst the Elec-
trical Review suffered the loss of its Editorial and
Technical Director, Mr. Tom E. Gatehouse, who for

some forty years had presided over its editorial depart-

ment, and of his old friend, Mr. W. H. Booth.

SiK W. J. Noble, President of the

The Coming North-East Coast Institution of Engi-
«{ Confidence? neers and Shipbuilders, writing to

The Times on the industrial outlook,

holds that it is the paralysis of fear which must
be healed if our trade is to regain health and
strength. What is needed more than anything else

is confidence, and experience has shown again and
again in times of stagnation that confidence is a flower

of very gradual growth. It cannot flourish in an un-
congenial atmosphere or in an infertile soil. Con-

fidence begets enterprise, and that is what many people

are burning to show just as soon as ever the conditions

at home and abroad—whether they be due to rates of

exchange or to industrial relations and terms—af'e

stable enough to establish confidence. There is plenty

of spirit amongst us making for enterprise—the know-
ledge of the world opportunities awaiting the engineer

is sufficient alone to engender such spirit, and we may
hope with Sir W. J. Noble that there are visible from
our little watch towers faint streaks of light, " the

promise of better times." If it be true that good trade

is in certain respects synonymous with good temper w©
may derive some satisfaction from the gradually im-

proving relations between employers and employed.

The writer asks, in referring to the industrial disputes

o? 1921, that we " let the dead past bury its dead."
There has been too much talking and pamphleteering

by men on both sides and by men who are neither one

thing nor the other. In his letter to The Times Sir

William quotes a number of signs which make it

clear to him that a new era is opening with the renais-

sance of confidence :
—

(1) An increasing willingness on the part of masters and
men to cease the angry denunciation, the one of the other,

and together face the common problem of helping sick and
stricken industries towards convalescence.

(•2) A relaxing of Governmental shackles and restrictions.

British trade and industry have suii'ered seriously from the

almost whimsical uncertainties of State interference.

(3) A sense that prices have now fallen to that level which
will render them less fickle in the New Year; and once
public confidence in the reasonableness and stability of prices

for our commodities has been revived, the process of buying
and selling (which is an expression of that confidence) will

be quickened and extended.

(4) A conviction that the high tide of State expenditure
has at long last begun to ebb.

(5) The settlement of the age-long feud in Ireland and the

definite agreement sealed and signed at Washington have
encouraged a spirit of confidence in the ability of the states-

men of the world to address themselves to the problems which
retard the stue and steady flow of international trade.

These are advanced as the chief signs of the renaissance

of confidence which is the best of omens for trade and
industry in 1922. We desire to support the appeal of

the writer when he asks every citizen to help to increase

the common stock of goodwill and courage " so that what

are at present but a few rays of light breaking through

the darkness may grow and multiply into the golden

day."

The dawn of a new year is supposed

All pull to be an appropriate occasion for the

together

!

formation of new resolutions of th&

nature of self-discipline, and for tak-

ing stock of one's recent past with a view to amendment
in the futui'e; it is, however, more agreeable to prescrib&

for the ailments of others than to physic oneself, and

we propose to ask those of our readers who are more
immediately concerned with the development of the

domestic load whether they are really individually

doing all that they can to foster it.

Those readers may be classified under three heads:

electricity supply engineers and managers, manufac-

turers, and contractors—each class, of course, includ-

ing some, if not all, of the subordinate officials and em-

ployes. The first-named class, provided that they are

equipped with plant and mains of adequate capacity,

can exercise an immense influence on the public mind

if they are so disposed, for they are constantly in con-

tact with their customers and can bring before them the

advantages of electrical methods at small additional

expense, they can offer apparatus on hire, and they can

assist their consumers with advice regarding proposed

additions to their electrical equipment, from an impar-

tial point of view. Are they doing all they can in these

directions? We have heard of some whose attitude is

not all that could be desired, who show a disposition te

leave the initiative to others and to wait for clients to

come forward ; we believe, however, that these form but

a small minority, and that as a rule the supply manager

is as keen .is anyone to advance the cause of electrical

development.
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The manufacturer does not come directly into contact

with the public, but is no less concerned with the pro--

motion ot electrical sales, and can further this end
not onl}' b}- improving his products and methods of

production, but also by advertising his wares, and we

note with interest and satisfaction that within recent

weeks quite a notable publicity campaign has been in

progress, involving a considerable outlay. In this con-

nection the work of the Electrical Development Associa-

tion must not be ignored ; by concentration of effort

under the guidance of E.D.A. far-reaching results are

being attained. The assistance afforded by E.D.A. to

the supply undertakers must also be acknowledged with

appreciation.

Lastly, there remains the contractor, who, coming
between the manufacturer and the public, is well situ-

ated for reinforcing the advertising efforts of the former

and influencing the latter. Obviously the manufac-
turers' expenditure on publicity is of immediate advan-
tage to the contractor, who should do his share by
followintr it up; many do, but we regret to say that

niaiij don't. At a time when contracting work is

admittedly slack, it is difficult lo understand the apathy

and indifference which some contractors display. When
municipal authorities endeavour to obtain the right to

sell electrical apparatus to consumers, the contractor

is up in arms at once to defend his privileges, but

doe.s he fully justify this attitude when calm is re-

stored? Does he seize every opportunity to encourage

the '"other uses" of electricity? Does he realise that

that policy would produce the most gratifying returns

with the minimum of effort? Or does he engage in the

scramble for n'iring contracts, which are notoriously

the least profitable branch of his business, closing his

eyes to the possible sales of fittings, apparatus for cook-

ing and heating, and other domestic electrical appli-

ances? Is he backing up the manufacturer with whole-

liearted zeal and energy ? Some contractors, as we
have said, are doing their best, but many are

mistakenly devoting all their attention to wiring and
overlooking the splendid field for sales of apparatus

which is open before them to-day. Let them co-operate

fully with the supply managers and manufacturers,

and let all three make a New-Year resolution—/" pull

toyether !

TiiK breakdown of a large turbine is

Turbine so serious a nuitter that every example

Breakdowns. of such a wreck calls' for the closest

studj" with a view to learning as much
as possible from so costly a lesson. The comparatively

recent development of the turbine has brought us into

contact with problems relating to iiigh speeds of rota-

tion for which our previous experience affords little

guidance; last year, ifor example, the extraordinary

effect of accidental resonance of the core-bolts of large

turbo-alternators w,as unexpectedly demonstrated by the

breakdown of two generators in quick succession, the

natural frequency of vibration of the bolts having syn-

chronised with the speed of rotation of the rotor. This
Svas an entirely novel type of failure; once identified, it

was easily remedied. In the United States breakdowns
have repeatedly occurred from a somewhat similar cause

in the rotor of the turbine itself, certain of the large

disks used in turbines of the impulse type being set in

lateral vibration at particular speeds with the result

that the rims are distorted and rub against the dia-

phragms. In this issue we quote from Power some parti-

culars of an exceptionally disastrous example of this

class of failure, in which apparently the catastrophe
was precipitated by the occurrence of a deep tool mark
on the surface of the disk. At our earliest introduction
to the principles of engineerinrr, the importance of avoid-
ing sharp corners in turned shafts and castings was
impressed upon us by our teachers, and the significance

of that injunction has been immensely increased in

modern times by the high speeds in vogue. It has been

shown that even a scratch on the surface of steel may
readily initiate a crack, and the nature of the fractures
in the case described leaves no room for doubting that
the " deep tool mark " was in great measure responsible
for the breakdown of the disk. Wise men learn from the
unfortunate experience of others, and we think the
lessons taught by this mishap are well worthy of

attention.

Almost a calamity lias befallen Italy

Hydro^Electric as a result of the drought of the past
Works in season and the consequential fall in the

Italy. level of the rivers, lakes, and the stor-

age reservoirs of the hydro-electric

works. Under the circunwtances, a great scarcity of

electrical energy has arisen—so much so that a Royal
d(cree was issued at Rome on December 22nd, suspend-
ing supply for industrial purposes between December
25th and January 1st, in the Province of Lombardy and
in the Provinces of Piacenza, Parma, Reggio Emilia,
.Modena, and parts of Novara, Alessandria, Bologna and
Genoa. The companies affected by the decree are the
Societa Generale Elettrioa dell'Adamello, Imprese
Elettriche Conti, Lombarda per Distribuzione dell'

Energia Elettrica, Varesina per Imprese Elettriche,
Dinamo & Brasimone. Representatives of the supply
works have met iii conference several times, and have
adopted measures for endeavouring to counteract the
effects of the shortage of water and of energy. The
steam generating stations are fully loaded, and are
fjble to do very little to assi-st in meeting the present
emergency, which is affecting the operation not only of

industrial works, tramways, and electric railways, but
also the needs of ordinary consumers in the towns sup-
plied indirectly by transmission from tiie distant hydro-
electric works.

It is not often that the lions of Car-

The Consular nielite House and Printing House

Service. S(|uare lie down with the lamb whfdh

acts as till? . Manchester guardiail of

publii' opinion. Yet whilo"the former band, at tliie

instigation of their absent but ever-active chief, aye

roaring for a more effectiv.e Consular service, the

columns of the great Lancashire organ have been thrown

open to a similar advocacy. This recognition, though

tardy, that economy must not bo allowed to kill efficiency

is a happy sign of discrimination in the " Saek-the-lot
"

campaign which has been carried on recently .by the
' .stunt " Press. The Consular and cognate forces

never have been particularly well endowed either finan-

cially, technically, or temperamentally in the fight for

trade, but if they are to be robbed of such armoury as

they now possess and our commercial interests abroad
to be bereft of all ofiicial help, such neglect maj- well be

cited as yet another reason "' Why your income tax is

fis. in the £,." For years we have pleaded that our
State emissaries of trade should be well equipped, pro-

perly housed, and adequately financed. Sir Edwin
Stockton, in addressing the Rotary Club at .Manchester

last week, referred also to the unfilled vacancies in the

Trade Commissioner service, to which attention was
called in our leading columns in October last. Z'A«

Times has been pointing out the need for a technically

competent headquarters to work in parallel with the

overseas oflScers. For reasons which we set forth on
the same occasion we fear that the plea for this essen-

tial comes too late. There appears to- be some hope
that the Geddes committee has not yet dealt with the

Department of Overseas Trade and the Commercial Sec-

retarial Service, for we have seen no mention of those

braiiches in the forecasts of its report. We trust that

there is still time to bring home tn the
'

' powers that

bo " the need to temper economy with efficiency.

D
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LATIN-AMERICAN ENGINEERING IN 1921,

Progress in Electrical Projects and Wireless Telegrapli Installations.

[Bt a Special

1. Electrical Works.

In Argentina the Ferrocarril Oeste de Buenos Aires

received autuority from the Ministry of Public Works
to extend the eleutritication of its railway to the town of

Moreno.
The first electric freight locomotive to run in Brazil

was put on the tracks in July. tSuiit for the Compahhia
I'auhsta de Estrada de Ferro (Sao Paulo Railway Co.),

the engine was of American construction. A few

months later, several electric passenger locomotives were

added, while progress was made towards the completion

of the electrification af the lines of the railway. Con-

struction of a hydro-electric station was commenced on

the Pirisicaba hiver, in the State of Minas Geraes, to

operate the Itabara de Matto JJentro iron mines. Part

(It the railway near at hand is also being electrified,

i'rogress was made with the electrification of 22 kilo-

metres of double track road of the Central Eailway of

Brazil, from Rio de Janeiro to Deod6ro. It was de-

cided to use electric traction on this road as far as

Barra-do-Pirahy. Recent investigations of the Brazi-

lian Government showed that the waterfalls of Brazil

can be used to produce electric power in excess of 30

million horse-power.

In Chile the city of Antofagasta was granted a three-

years' concession for the placing of electric signs in

some of the principal streets, the concessionaire paying

the city 20 pesos monthly for each sign erected.

Work was commenced upon the installation of electric

light in the city of Buga, in the Department of Valle

del Cauca. A contract was signed for the provision of

underground cables to supply Santiago with additional

electric light and power, current being brought to the

capital by an overhead line from the Central Hidro-

Electrioa de Puente Cristo, a station at some consider-

able distance.

In Costa Rica, the Cartage Light & Power Co. was

authorised to increase its electric output to 67,500

li.p., the company agreeing to pay to the Government
1 col6n (2s.) per horse-power annually. Congress re-

commended that the municipality of the Canton of Santo

Domingo should raise the necessary funds for the estab-

lislmient of a hydro-electric light and power plant.

A decree was issued by the President of Cuba for the

establishment of a factory for the making of electric

lamp bulbs, to be erected at the capital, Havana. The

most important electrical installation in Latin America
was completed at Havana in June, when the new instal-

lation of the Havana Electric Light & Power Co. put

into operation its new electric generating plant to take

the place of the three old and inadecjuate power stations

then in operation. A modern service station for the

prompt repair of all kinds of electrical machinery was

established in the capital.

In Ecuador, the Municipal Council of Ibarra autho-

rised the installation of electric plant for a public and
private light service in the city, power being derived

from waterfalls near at hand. A new electric light in-

stallation was established at Guayaquil, the system con-

sisting of 100 and 150-c.p. lamps, with special shades

projecting the light into the street. Diesel sets were

installed, and these now render it possible to furnish

all the light needed at a smaller cost than that of the

former system of city lighting. The Canton of

Puebloviejo was authorised to construct an electric light

and power plant.

Electric lisrhting plants were erected liv the munici-

pnlities of Niievo Prosrr^so and Solola, in Guatemala.
The Government called for the cnnstriiction of an elec-

tric railway line from tlie citv of Guatemala to Antigua.
The municipality of Cnvotenaneo contracted for the in-

Ftallatirvn of an electri'" licht .ind prwer pLint.

COIIBEBFONDENT.]

In Haiti, a contract for the lighting of Port au Prince
and Cape naitien was given to a new Hainan company
with a capital of i;oo,uoO (55zoU,UOU). 'ihe munici-
pality of Cayes made arrangements lor the installation

ui an electric plant in that town.

In Honduras, the largest electrified sugar-mill yet

constructed in Central America was commenced at La
Lima, power being developed by a l,OU(J-h.p. turbo-

generator set, with an auxiliary 'MQ kW set for lighting

and general purposes. The electric installation will be

at iiO volts, 60 cycles, provided by a Curtis steam tur-

bo-alternator, at 3,600 r.p.m. The New York and
Honduras Kosario Mining Co. obtained a contract from
the Government to divert the waters of La Tigra canyon
ti the Jutiapa reservoir, the water being used in operat-

ing an electric light and power plant at La Le6na.
The Mexico Light k Power Co. was given permission

by tlie Minister of Promotion to construct two addi-

tional plants below its present works at Necaxa.

Work upon one installation will occupy eighteen months,

and upon the other three years. When both are in

operation they will supply 30,000 h.p. daily in addition

to the 67,000 h.p. which the company already controls.

The Compauia de Luz y Fuerza Electrica was granted a

concession to construct an S0,000-h.p. electric plant in

the State of Michoacan, while an American company
commenced the erection of an electric plant in the State

of Puebla, utilising a waterfall furnishing 70,000 h.p.

The electric street-car company of Tampico (Tamauli-

pas) commenced the construction of a new line to run

through the principal parts of the city. An electric

plant in the State of Chilpancingo was commencea.

A careful study of Peru's hydraulic resources was

made by order of the Government, when it was found

that, at a modest estimate, the potentiality amounted
to 15,000,000 h.p. The total capacity of the present

electrical plants does not exceed 52,000 kW, of which

nearly 41,000 kW comes from waterfalls.

In Santo Domingo, the municipalities of Santiago

and Puerto Plata purchased the Compania An6nima
Dominicana de Luz y Fuerza Motriz, which supplies the

cities with light and electric power.

Material was purchased in the United States for an

electric light and power plant to be installed in the city

of Le6n, Republic of Nicaragua.

The town of El Refugio, Republic of El Salvador,

completed a contract with the electric lighting company
of the city of Chalchuapa for an installation. A con-

tract was signed for the establishment of an electric

light and power plant in Suchitoto, Department of

Cusclatan. The electric tramway between the city of

San Salvador and Santa Ana was converted from mule

to electric traction, six electric cars having been pur-

chased.

The President of Venezuela issued a decree assigning

an additional credit of 5,000,000 bolivars for public

works, to include a number of electric installations.

The municipality of Carora concluded a contract for the

installation of an electric lighting plant in that com-

munity at a cost estimated at 160,000 bolivars.

2. .Vfir i> irdess Telegraph and Telephone Installations.

A credit of 300,000 pesos was voted by the Argentine

Congress for the equipment of army telegraph companies

with wireless telegraph apparatus. A concession for

tliirtv years was granted to a French company, which

commenced the installation of a hisrh-power wireless

station to establish conununication between .Vrsrentina.

France, and other co\intries outside of South .America.

A continuous-wave svstem, usine 800 or more kW of

oscillating enerarv. will he emploved. The Government

f=supd a oomppTidioiis volume enibraring all the laws.
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rules, regulations and rates for telegrams and radio-

grams, national and international, including the names

of the telegraph ottices of Bolivia, Chile, I'ruguay, and

Argentina.

A wireless concession was given to the Radiograph Co.

oi Brazil to install and operate high-powered radio

stations of the most modern types for direct communi-
cation with the Americas and Jiurope. The concession

is for forty-five years, but it grants no monopolies or

privileges, confining the business to international ser-

vice, while messages to local points within national

territory are prohibited. Work was commenced upon
the first two stations in Hio de Janeiro and Bel^m, State

of Para.

The first wireless telephone communications in Chile

were held between the University of Chile and the School

of Medicine, over a distance of several miles. The in-

struments used were of the same type as the wireless

telegraph instruments employed by the Germans in the

trenches, since adapted to wireless telephony. A wire-

less telephone system was decided upon for the whole of

Chile. A wireless service was established between

Santiago and Valparaiso in April, thus overcoming in-

terruptions in the use of the telegraph lines during the

winter months.

A radio-station was completed by British engineers

at Puerto Colombia (Republic of Colombia) in connec-

tion with the contract made by the Government with the

Marconi Co.

Costa Rican electrical engineers were granted a 25-

year concession to erect and operate in Port Lim6n, or

other points of the Republic, one or more wireless tele-

graph and telephone stations, powerful enough to com-

municate by wireless directly, or through a third

station, with one or all of the stations of the United

Fruit Co. The concessionaires will erect auxiliarj^

stations at San Jose, El Poso or Golfo Dulce, and
Puntarenas.

Concessions were granted for wireless telephone ser-

vices in Cuba between the principal cities under the

stipulation that the installations should be completed

within five years. The installation of a wireless tele-

phone sj'stem was authorised in Caibarien, Cayo.

Frances and Punta de San Juan, a station being erected

in each place.

A commercial wireless service was established between

the Canal iione, Panama, Colombia, Venezuela and
Kcuador. The ciiarge per word from Balboa to Carta-

gena is 22 cents (gold), if transmitted in Spanish, and
:i4 cents (gold) per word in English or coded.

A wireless telegraph service was established between

the city of San Salvador (Republic of El Salvador) and
the wireless telegraph office of the Republic of Guate-

mala, messages being charged at the rate of 10 centavos-

de-col6n per word.

A wireless station was commenced on the Marfa Madre
Island, in the Pacific Ocean, west of the Territory of

Tepic (Mexico).

A cable was laid across the Alto Parana, Paraguay,

from the vicinity of Encarnaci6n to an Argentine town

near Posadas, thus affording telegraph communication
for the first time between the two countries (Paraguay
and Argentina).

A wireless station was set up and put into operation

at Ilo, the most southern part of the south coast of Peru.

lu Uruguay the meteorological institute commenced
]ireparations for installing apparatus for transmitting

time signals by wireless—the first of its kind in South

America—using the system employed during the

war with excellent results, the contact passing directly

from the pendulum to the antenna. Preliminary trials

jjioved a range of 9,800 kilometres, but at any time

signals from the institute may be received at 3,400 kilo-

metres.

The Government of Venezuela arranged for the in-

stallation of 22 wireless stations in the Republic. The
installation at Maracay was completed, and contracts

were concluded for the erection of wireless towers at

Sun Cristobal, Maracaibo, Puerto Caballo, Coro, La
(ruaira and Ciudad Bolivar. A School of Wireless Tele-

giaphy was founded at the capital, Caracas, under

governmental decree. The Maracaibo station will have

a power of 5 kW, a radius of 500 miles during the day,

and 1,500 miles during the night. The towers will be

50 metres high, while the stations will be able to get

into direct communication with the Arlington Station

in the United States, and the station at Colon, Panama.
The station at Maracay was to have been completed in

December, while by the same time a third station was

to have been installed at San Cristobal.

REVENUE FROM POWER SUPPLY AT LIGHTING RATES.

By "INTERESTED."

How many engineers or managers of electricity supph'

undertakings have taken the trouble to figure out the

number of installations connected to their mains which

have no separate power circuits, and yet have in com-

mission power-consuming apparatus? Also, how many
other ordinary consumers of electricity for lighting

only would be pleased to use an electric iron, small hot-

plate, bedroom radiator, Are., provided such apparatus
were offered on favourable hire-maintenance or hire-

purchase-maintenance terms '!

Quite recently a small consumer requested my advice

regarding the advisability of having a separate

circuit for two bedrooms in which small radiators were
in use a few minutes night and morning during the

winter months. The statement showed as follows;—
Two 1-kW radiators each in use half-

an-hour per day ... ... 1 unit per day
Five months (say 150 days) = 150 units, at

7d. per unit ... ... ... ... £4 7 fi

Cost of wiring separate circuit, plugs. Ac, 2 5

150 units, at 2id. per unit Ill .3

The decision arrived at by the consumer \%ns that

the trouble of running the mains wa^ not worth the

Bmall s.iving shown, evpn in view of the lartrer s.iviTitr

in following years, and that more care would be exer-

cised in future as to the length uf time the radiators

wers in use. Now, that feeling is like that of many
others, who express their willingness to pay lighting

rat«s for small electricity-consuming devices rather than
worry about a separate circuit with the attendant mess

of workmen about the house.

When such conditions exist, what an excellent source

of revenue is awaiting the engineer 'who pushes the hire-

inaintenance scheme for small apparatus. The figures

in a district having about 6,000 consumers show some-

thing like the following :

—

One iron in 50 per cent, of the h,>uses connected

to mains, in use an average of two hours

per week; 48 weeks per annum = 144,000

units at, say, 7d.= £4,200

One hotplate, in 25 per cent, of the houses con-

nected to mains : in use an average of

three hours per week :

.30 weeks per annum = G7,500 units, at 7d.= XI, 968

One bedroom radiator, in 25 per cent, of the

hoaises connected to mains ; in use an

average of tliree hours per week :

An average of 20 wtfeks per ann 11111 =

4R.ono unit*, at Td.- . £1..SJ2
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Also, a few small fans during warm weather, and

perhaps toasters, curling tongs, or shaving-water

heaters would bring the possible revenue up to £8,000

per annum—at least £4,000 profit after allowing a fair

sum for maintenance. The actual profit would be

greater, because the demand would chiefly come at the

time^of "off-peak" load. Necessarily capital charges

enter into the calculations, but complete provision could

be made for these by a propsrly-arranged schedule of

charges on the hire-maintenance or hire-purchase system,

estimated according to the useful life of the various

apparatus, .which should not be difficult where detailed

records are available, as they should be in every under-

taking,, . ,

Profit cannot be expected from a few isolated instal-

lations : business should be catered for on a large scale.

Such possibilities are feasible and practicable, provided

the apparatus is well advertised throughout the

district, on the hire-maintenance system. The present

season affords an admirable opportunity to press for-

ward these labour-saving appliances of small consump-

'tion. Picture postcards showing the interiors of bed-

rooms having small electric fires throwing out radiant

heat would uring in many customers when the weather

was cold. Again, good-class circulars properly de-

signed, illustrating these various articles, can suggest

New Year's gifts, aspecially when a carefully-guarded

note is displaj'ed, mentioning the fact that such goods

tan be used from an ordinary lamp-holder. Advertise-

ments «hould not contain too much letterpress.

Sufficient has been said to show the possibility of sell-

ing power at lighting rates, . with advantage to the

consumer. The contractor is the man with the best

opportunity for pushing such a scheme. Would not

supply authorities welcome the opportunity of joining

with local contractors in promoting an intensive and
extensive campaign on some such lines as sujfgested,

which offers mutual benefits?

THE NEW CLERKENWELL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

Condemnation of certain of the methods by which the

telephone service is conducted continues to be indulged

in, but while the '' threats of innumerable subscribers to

disopntiniie their agreements " of service are attributed

to the so-called " prevailing discontent," the real state

of affairs may be gauged by the fact that the General

Post Office autliorities continue to find themselves com-

pelled to spend large sums of money, not merely with

the laudable object of improving the service, but in

evident anticipation of a large extension of business.

Only a few weeks ago a new London telephone ex-

ch-.inge was completed, and quietly assumed its functions

building. The relief exchange will now be made use of

to assist the Bishopsgate area, pending the completion

of another large exchange which is projected and which
will be named after that district. The London tem-
porary, or relief, exchanges have rendered good service,

and it is of interest to note that the equipment with
which they were built had during the war period been
used in various Government establishments.

Owing to difficulties having been experienced in secur-

ing the necessary materials and plant, it took nearly two
years to construct and erect the equipment, all of which
work was undertaken Ijy the Peel-Conner Telephone

Fig. 1.

—

Gener.^l View of Switchboaud Boom.

without public attention being attracted to it. It is

known as the Clerkenwell Exchange, and is said to be
the largest and most complete of the nine exchanges that
have been equipped in London since the Armistice; and,
in addition, a number of existing exchanges have bean
extended and many relief exchanges have b««n •stab-

lished.

The new exchange is housed in a buildino- that was
specially erected for the purpose, and will serve tke
Clerkenwell, Shoredit<:h, Finsbury, and Cka,rt4rkouse
areas, all of which formerly found relief in the tem-
porary eTchange that was accommodatprl in the same

Works, Ltd. (proprietors, the (Jeneral Electric Co.,

Ltd.), but in normal circumstances such an exchange

can be completed in from six to nine months. The in-

auguration of a new exchange in an existing telephone

area involves extensive rearrangement and modification

of the cabling under the streets; this outside work was

done by Pott OfRoe employee, and some of the cable

jointing is Yury complicated.

The new permanent ettablishment commenced its

existence with approxim.itely 1,600 subscribers, most of

which were transferred from the relief exchange, but it

provides arcnmmod.Ttion for abolit 7.1O0 subscribers'
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lines, and has been designed for an ultimate capacity of

10,000 lines. The switchboards and auxiliary appara-

tus aie of the most up-to-date type, though .ill the equip-

ment i.s of standard design. A view of two-thirds of

the switchboard room is given in fig. 1 : the boards that

have been so far installed will need some 1.35 operators

when they are fully engaged, and it will be seen from

the illustration that the subscribers' switchboard is

Fig. 2.

—

P.\rt of Subscribers' Switchboard.

ranged along the left-hand side of the room, while the

junction board is placed on the right. At the far end

of the room au electrophone distribution board is pro-

vided, and the centre of the apartment is occupiea by

the information and supervisors' desks; a close up view

o! part of the subscribers' board is shown in fig. 2.

On the floor below are the test, machine, and battery

rooms; the last contains two .40-

volt batteries each composed of 20

L.S.H. 41 type cells supplied by the

D.P. Battery Co., Ltd., each being of

3,055 ampere-hours capacity, or cap-

able of an ultimate capacity of 4.277

ampere-hours when discharged at the

rate of 1.85 amperes for nine hours.

.The plates are contained in lead-

lined teak displacement tanks, to

which more plates and electrolyte

can be added when it becomes neces-

sary to increase the size of the bat-

tery. A special hydrometer float is

utilised in each cell for the purpose

of obviating the surface effect when
readings are taken.

A view of the power plant is given

in fig. 3; in the centre of the picture

ran be seen the machine and battery

control board, and on the left are

tlie two telephone line fuseboards.

between which a portion of the

junction repeating coil and con-

denser rack can be discerned. The
diminutiveness of the fuses makes tliem of interest : they
are ranged on the board in vertical rows, and when one
blows a small bead, which is attached to the fuse by a
coiled spring, jumps out and, in addition, a l,amp is

li'ghted and an alarm bell rung so that the defective fuse

is easilv located.

All the povrer plant illustrated in fig. 3 was supplied

by Messrs. Crompton & Co., Ltd. ; the two large dupli-

cate machines are used to charge the battery of accumu-
lalor.s, and consist of shunt-wound, 55-h.p., 530-volt,

d.c. motors, which drive at a speed of 850 r.p.m., d.c,

3li-k\V, 40-volt generators. The smaller machines on

the right of the illustration are used for telephone ring-

ing purposes ; one is a motor-generator set that is driven

by means of the exchange battery; the other comprises

an a.c single-phase. 50-cycle, 105-volt, 0.3 b.h.p., 950

I p.m. Hiotor, belt driving a d.e.. 4-ampere, 75-voli,

1,000 i'.p.m. ringing machine. All the driving motor.s

aie fed by duplicate cables from the public supply mains

in order to provide against. a failure Of the supply.

"At the opposite end of the room is the test switch-

board, fig. 4, by means of which all faulty lines are

located and rectified ; it naturally forms one of the most

important positions in the exchange.

The distribution and other frames are placed parallel

to each other in the centre of the room. From the cable

chamber the paper-insulated lead-covered cables, each

containing 1,000 pairs of conductors, are carried up to

the floor level of the main distribution frame ; each then

divides up to form five 200-pair lead-covered cables,

which are carried to the base of the majn frame over

which the silk and cotton-covered conductors are distri-

Inited and jointed to the fuse mountings, 20 per strip,

both sides of each line being fused to guard against

any disturbance that may originate outside the ex-

change. On the reserve side of the main frame are

mounted the heat coils and lightning arresters, the

function of which is obvious. Part of the intermediate

distribution frame is shown in fig. 5 ; between it and the

main frame and parallel to them are two racks that

serve to mount the line relay gear. Lastly, the fifth

rack, part of which is also shown in fig. 5, carries the

subscribers' meters. The counting train of each meter
i'; revolved by means of a ratchet utechanism that' is

oj.erated by a solenoid : another set of meters is installed

iu the switchboard room above, two meters being allo-

cated to each operator, one of which records the effective

and the other registers the ineffective calls made by her.

The connecting cables between the different parts of

the exchange are carried on wrought-iron runs that are

suspended from the roof, as shown at the top of fig. 5 ;

tliis illustration conveys a good idea of the complicated
nature of the wiring and cabling arrangements in a

Itlephone exchange. To give some idea of the amount

Fig. 3.

—

Crompton Power Pl.axt.

of work and niatti'ial involved, it may be stated that at

least 3,000,000 soldered joints had to be made in wiring

the switchboards and apparatus. The length of cable

used inside the exchange amounted to approximately

153,571 ft., the number of conductors in each cable

averaging from 11 to 170; in addition, something like
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60,685 ft. of single power leads were used, besides at

least twice that amount of the latter type of wire that

was needed in assembling much of the apparatus at the

manufacturer's works prior to its installation in the

exchange. The main multiple run comprises 355 main

cables. l)ut the multiplication of the multiple gives a

Fig. 1.

—

Thf Test Switchboarp,

figure of 10,215 for the subscribers' board, meaning

that each of the cables is repeated 40 times, except one

which is repeated 35 times : the number of multiples

would, of course, be increased on the capacity of the

exchange being enlarged. The apparatus is mounted

with long lines

instead of the

uniformity of

i possible with

sure being more suitable for U6e

of comparatively high resistance,

old 24-volt one, enables greater

transmission to be obtained than

a lower voltage, while it also renders it un-

necessary to employ a supplementary battery to

operate the meters, a.s is the

case with other systems. A fur-

ther advantage of the use of a

higher pressure is the possibility

of using relays having a larger

number of turns, thus provid-

ing sensitiveness and reliability

of action and at the same time re-

ducing the quantity of apparatus

required in many of the circuits.

The exchange is well lighted and
heated, and careful thought was

given to the protection of the

apparatus against fire. The com-

fort of the staff has not been over-

looked, and the usual provision has

been made for dining-room, rest-

room, and cloak-room facilities, in

addition to the necessary oflBce ac-

commodation. The exchange com-

prises only a small part of the efforts

that are continually being made to

improve the telephone service, but it

serves as an excellent example of the enormous
amount of work that is involved in any such

undertaking.

In conclusion, we have to express our indebtedness

tn Sir W. Noble, chief engineer, G.P.O., for permitting

Ml SruscuiBEBS' Meter E.^ck.

in vertical rows so that by increasing the horizontal

length of the racks and frames, extensions can be easily

carried out.

Thf .idoption of the 40-volt system, the higher pres-

tlie publication of the above particulars and illustra-

tions, and to those members of the G.P.O. and the Peel-

Conner Works staffs who facilitated th« preparation of

thin arti«l«.
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THE STIFFNESS OF P0LE5 FOR OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINES.

By GOWER B. R. PIMM, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

90

In the design of poles for overhead transmission lines

the strength in the direction transverse to the line is

deterniined from dehnite assumptions laid down by
regulations, but the strength in the direction of the line

is a matter with regard to wliich there is considerable

diversity of opinion.

The forces transverse to the line are quite definite in

character if not in magnitude, and can be expressed as

a function of the exposed surface of poles plus wires.

The longitudinal forces, on the contrary, are varied

and complex, and can be summarised as follows:—
1. Bending and torsional forces due to accidental

breaking of wires— a function of weight of wires.

2. Pressure of wind, blowing: along or obliquely across

the line—a function of exposed surface.

3. Inequality of thermal expansion in adjoining

spans of unequal lengths—a function of length of span.

Of these forces, the first-named are by far the most

important and the most difficult to

calculate. We will therefore deal ^
chiefly with these bending forces due
to broken wires, first briefly indicat-

ing what modifications may have to

be made in respect of the other

forces.

Torsional forces, if unbalanced,

i.e., if more wires break at one end

of the arms than at the other end,

relieve the bending strain on the •

pole, but the actual torsional stress

may be considerable, particularly if

light lattice, tubular, or A-poles are

used. With reinforced - concrete

poles it is unnecessary to make 61

special provision for tlie torsional

stress, as they invarialily possess

ample torsional strength. 5(

The effect of changes of tempera-

ture on adjoining spans of unequal

lengths is to produce a bending 4i

strain in the pole, this strain being

towards the long span tor tempera-

tures above the normal, and towards jj

the short span for temperatures

below the normal, the rate of change

of tension with regard to change of

temperature being less in the long

span than in the short one. If the

diflierenee of length is considerable,

therefore, the pole should be stayed

fore-and-aft.

We now come to the bending

forces and unbalanced tensions at

insulators due to broken wires, and

these can be found by direct calcul;i-

tion, but it is a somewhat laljorious

process. The annexed diagram has

therefore been prepared foi' the purpose

these forces and their effect.

The symbols used have the following meanings :
—

a = Sectional area of one wire (sq. in.).

A = Total sectional area of wires in unbroken spans

Uq. in.).

rf = Deflection of pole adjoining broken span (per cent.

of span).

L = Length of each wire in span (feet).

M = Deflection modulus of poles = p/w =;^,V/ . s . w.

N = Number of spans between broken span and more

distant end of section, afterwards referred to as '" the

number of unstayed spans."

p = Pull on pole when deflected d . x . s feet (lb.).

p = Test load which would cause I ft. deflection of pole

(lb.).

8 = Original length of span (feet).

^0 = Tensile stress intensity in broken span (.lb./

sq. in.).

<i = Tensile stress intensity in first unbroken span

(Ib./sq. in.).

T = Tension value in diagram <i = txs.
!' = Dip in feet.

Hr=: Weight per linear ft. of one wire (lb.).

w=Aggregate weight per linear ft. of wires in un-

broken spans.

J- = Number of wires in unbroken spans.

y = Number of wires remaining intact in broken span.

Tiie meaning of m can be more clearly expressed in

words than in symbols. A pole with ii = say 1,000 is a

pole wliich would be deflected 1 ft. by a horizontal load

of 1,000 . w lb., or it would be deflected d . s it. by a

load of 1,000 . f/. s . w lb.

By stating the deflection modulus in terms of d. s and
w, each value of m applies to every case in which the
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broken span is restrained by unbroken wires in the

broken span, or whether the only restraint is that due

to its o^in stiffness, there is for every deflection of this

pole a corresiiondiug tension in the adjoining span, and

this deflection and tension are determined by the values

of N and .M, that is,,by the number of spans between the

broken span and the stayed pole, and by the stiffness of

the poles. If there is no restraint from unbroken wires,

the deflection will be such that the tension in the first

span and the pull of the first pole are , equal. By a

process of plotting the unbalanced tensions at the first

pole for various values of m and d and for various

numbers of spans, the deflections at which the tension

and the pull balance have been obtained, and are given

in the diagram by the intersections of the proper values

of M and X.

Curves for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 equal unstayed spans have

lieen plotted. Beyond that number the curves close up
rapidly, and can be estimated with sufficient accuracy.

Each curve shows the tension in the first span and the

deflection of the first pole of the series. The remaining
spans and poles need not be considered as the deflection

decreases as the stayed pole is approached, and there-

fore the unbalanced tension at the insulators also de-

creases—the conditions both as regards poles and insu-

lators being most severe at the pole adjoining the

broken span.

The results were first calculated for spans of 100 feet,

and are made applicable to greater spans by stating the

deflection in terms of the span, and by introducing a

span factor into the tension values. This application

of the diagram to spans other than that for which it is

calculated is based upon the law that in catenaries of

the same shape, i.e., the same ratio of dip/span, the

tensional stress intensity varies as the span. Now the

original tension is assumed to be the same in spans of

any length, viz., 10,000 Ib./sq. in. Suppose that in a

100-ft. span the deflection of the pole is such that the

tension has been reduced to 5,000 Ib./sq. in. The
catenary will now have the same shape and the same rate

of change of tension for further changes of deflection as

a 200-ft. span at 10,000 Ib./sq. in., and therefore the

100-ft. curves below 5,000 Ib./sq. in. will be identical

with 200-ft. curves below 10,000 Ib./sq. in., but to half

the scale. The adjustment of scale is effected by the

span factors in the values. Zero deflection will be at

the intersection of txs = 10,000 with the value of n,

which is being considered. A vertical is dropped from
this intersection to the line of deflection values, and the

deflection cut oS to the left of this vertical must be

deducted from the deflection values found, or added to

the deflection values given, and values of m (given or

found) are drawn through the new zero parallel to the

corresponding values through the 100-ft. zero. This

ccpnstruction is shown on the diagram for spans of

200 ft., but in practice it is much simpler to have only

the tension values and the curves on the diagram, and
the M values and deflection values on a sheet of tracing

paper. The latter is then placed over the diagram with

zero deflection at the proper point, and the addition or

deduction of the deflection cut off is avoided, or rather

i'S done graphically.

The increased tensions in unbroken spans which
correspond to every deflection could also be plotted, but
these are more conveniently examined by other methods.

The conditions of equilibrium at the pole adjoining
a broken span are given by the expression

—

p = (xti — ytt) a.

If we assume

—

1. That all the wires may break, i/ . t,, disappears,

and the expression becomes p = x . ti . a,

but p =M . d . s . w, and therefore M . (/ . s = fi . a/w.
a/w is, of course, a constant, and s will be known, so

our variables are m, d and t,.

M may possibly be pre-determined by the design of

tlie poles ; or d by regufations as to deflection ; or i, by
tlie perniissilile unbalanced tension at one insulator. In
either case, knowing any one of these, we can find the

other two from the diagram, for any value of n. Or,

knowing any two, we can, of course, find the other from
the equation and find n from the diagram.

If we assume—

-

2. That 1/ wires will remain intact we shall have two
unbalanced tensions at the first pole, viz., .', at the

insulators of the broken wires, and /„ — ^i ,t those of

the unbroken wires, and we can design to limit either,

but unfortunately not both of these.

Now at minimum temperature to wil! always be

greater than 10,000 Ib./sq. in., and at st) esses of that

order the stretch of the wires is an imjjortant factor,

which, if neglected, leads to quite impossible results.

Allowing for stretch, it is a very close approximation to

take the increase in it due to deflection of the pole as

lieing equal to the decrease in i,. and we can now put

values to the.se in the expression

—

M . f/ . s = (.« . tt— y . t„) a
I
w

,

find from the diagram the value of d cc ; ^-esponding to

<i, and proceed as before to find m for a given value of

X, or N for a given value of m.

A single numerical example will serve to illustrate the

method of using the diagram.

Example.—A line of 200-f(. spans has every oth pole

stayed fore-and-aft. There are six conductors, each

having an area of 0.07 sq. in. and a weight of 0.27 lb.

per linear ft. In the test of n pole a deflection of 0.5 ft.

(0.25 per cent, of s) was recorded under a load of

1,000 lb. Assuming? that all the wires in one span may
break, find the resulting load at the insulators 'ot the

first pole, and the deflection of that pole.

Here rt = 0.07, A = 0.i2, «' = 0.27, w = 1.62, and

M = pid . s . w . = 1,000/0.0025x200x1.02 = 1,235.

First adjust zero deflection for 200-ft. span. Draw
u = 1,235 through the new zero (or use the tracing-paper

iiiethod), and follow up Jl to its intersection with K= 5.

We find that T= 17.50 and rf = 0.375 per cent. The
tensile stress will, therefore, be t x s = 17.50 x 200 =
3,500, and the load at each insulator will be

3,500x0.07 = 245 lb.

Tlie deflection of the first pole will be

200x0.00375 = 0.75 feet.

Whether the poles should be stiff or flexible depends
upon the size of the wires compared with the maximum
permissible unbalanced load at the insulators.

1

.

If the wires are too small to exert the permissible

pull at minimum dip, the poles should be stiff, for in

the event of wires breaking there is no need to provide

for any reduction of ti by deflection of the pole. On
the contrary, too much deflection is in this case a dis-

advantage, as fo — f\, may be thereby increased above the

permissible limit.

2. If the wires are large enough to exert (at any tem-

perature) a pull exceeding the maximum permissible

pull at the insulators, we can design for either the worst

or the most probable combination of broken and un-

broken wires and balanced and unbalanced arms.

In either case the poles should be strong enough to

sustain the sum of the possible or permissible unbalanced

loads at the insulators in the event of all the wires

breaking, and in case (2) the flexibility of the pole will

ilotermine whether the tension is reduced to the neces-

sary extent by deflection of the poles or by slipping of

the binders, or breakage or distortion of the insulators

or their pins.

The accidental factors affecting the forces in the direc-

tion of the line are so uncertain that the above ftiethod

may perhaps be unnecessarily minute, but it may at

least serve as a means of examining the character of

these forces if not of ascertaining their exact magnitude.

A New Mineral.—.\ new mineral with the heating pro-
j-verties seen in railium has been found in the Belgian Congo
at Kasolo, Maitre Schoet declared at the Academy of Sciences
on December 27th. " Asolite." as it has been called, lias a
yellow cryst-al appearance which changes as heat is given out
and the metal decrease*;.

—

Daily Mail.
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POWER FACTOR.—IV.

By E. VV. DOREY, M.I.E.E.

Previous articles have dealt mainly with the importance

of the improvement of power factor from the point of

view of the mains, trausfoi'mers, &c., outside the con-

sumer's premises, i.e., forming part of the distribution

network of the supply undertaking. In many instances

to-day supply is given to the cc^isumer at high pressure,

it being left to the consumer to install, at his own cost,

the necessary transforming plant. The following

examples have been worked out to show the importance
of improving the power factor on the consumer's pre-

mises, with a view to conserving the capital expenditure

necessary for the consumers electrical equipment.

±±11
2?Q ili 250 25n ^

Fig. 1.—WiTHOCT Condensers.

Example.—The consumer's load has been assumed to

be 700 kW at 70.7 per cent, power factor and taking
supply from the mains at 10,000 volts, 3-phase, 50
cycles, this being transformed down by the consumer,

at his own expense, to 400 volts for low-pressure distri-

bution.

By the installation of condensers to improve the

over-all power factor from 70.1 per cent, to 95 per cent.,

it is shown that the capital expenditure to be incurred

on transformers and mains is very considerably reduced.

(A). Without Condensers:.—Load 700 kW at 70.7 per

cent. p.f.=990 kYA.
(B). With Condensers.—LoAd 700 kW at 95.0 per

cent. p.f. = 737 kXX. Reduction in demand is there-

fore 253 kVA.
The diagrams, tigs. 1 and 2, show the conditions, first

without condensers and secondly with condensers.

Sub-station.—A spare transformer in either scheme

has not been included, as it does not affect the com-

parison.

Scheme 1 requires four transformers each of 250 kVA.
Scheme 2 requires three transformers each of 250 kVA.
By the installation, therefore, of condensers there is

a saving of one 250-kVA transformer with its high-

pressure and low-pressure switchgear and a correspond-

ingly reduced area of the sub-station. This saving may
be taken as approximately £800.
Main Distribution Board.—The main distribution

board would have to deal with:—
Scheme 1, a total load of 990 kVA.
Scheme 2. a total load of 737 kVA.

and although the number of feeder switches in either

case is the same, the capacity would be reduced con-

siderably with the condenser scheme, for which two 200-

amp. and two 300-amp. switches would meet the case, as

compared with two 300-amp. and two 400-amp. switches

in the case of Scheme 1.

This saving may be taken as approximately £100.

Feeder Cablet.—The capacity of the feeder cables,

assuming that paper-insulated lead-sheathed and single-

wire-armoured cables are used, would be considerably
reduced ; the saving would be approximately as fol-

lows :
—

reader.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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often faced with the diflSculty of trying to add a further

two or three Ijundred kVA of load on existing mains,

transformers, (fee, and a simple and effective solution

wo\ild be found by the installation of static condensers

at the ends of the works' feeders in the manner indicated

in Scheme 2 above.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS,

AND PLANT.

JUaden are invited to .•rub7nit particulars »f iiew or improred devicet

and apparatus, wkich will be published if cimgidered of sufficient

ifUerest.

A Time^lagged Light.

The Electrical News (Toronto) recently described a device
iMHde by the Tv.rmont Products Co., 216, High Street,

Boston (Mass.), for causing a light to stay " on " for a minute
or so after switching off, thus giving one time to get into

bed or out of a room without injuring oneself or the furni-

ture. The object is accomplished by means of a thermostatic

Pig. 1. Time-Lagged " L.uii' Switch.

pwitch mechanism, fig. 1, acting as a sort of spring latch,

which, when cool, holds together two ordinary .spring leaf con-
facts, but when heated, moves slowly to a ix>sition which
releases the contacts and breaks the circuit. The heating of the
thermostat is accomplished by pulling a grip piece on a

double socket chain. One end of this chain passes through
the grip, and is used for switching .the lamp on.

Wind Power for the Generation of Electrical Energy.

In our issue of April 29th last, we described and illustrated

the system of automatic high-speed wind dynamos placed on
the market by Messrs. F. A. Wiekixso.n & Partners Ltd.,
of Hatfield, Herts. This system has now been improved by the

. adoption of a new type of dynamo, illustrated in fig. 2.

ITie present improvement, which is a very vital one, con-
sists mainly in the employment of a dynamo having a field-

magnet system which rotates in the opposite direction to the

armature under the agency of its own separate direct-coupled

Fig. 2.—a New Wi.Nu-nRivEN Dynamo.

impeller. This is found in practice to result in an output
very considerably greater than that obtainable from an ordi-
nary rotating-armature dynamo of the same size.

Each dynamo is rated at 100 watts, and battery charging
i' commenced in winds of 1.5 miles jxn- liour. the output and
speed increasinc with the velocity of the wind. The dynamos,
of efficient design, have laminated fields and are .self-regulating
for battery-charcing purposes. Tliey are of the ventilated type,
and are enclosed in steel cases. Ball bearings are fitted to both
the_ armature and the revolving field-magnet system, the lubri-
cation of the machines thus requirinc hut little attention. To
enable the rotating connections of the armature and field
magnets to be readily coupled up to the batter}^ each dynamo

is provided with a multiple contact plate and a terminal
board upon which carbon brushes fitted in spring holders are
mounted.
A feature of the system is an automatic cut-out which re-

quires no electrical energy for its operation, the connection
and disconnection of the dynamos to and from the battery
being automatically effected and governed by the velocity of
the wind, thus saving some three to four, watts required by
the usual type of automatic cut-out.
One of the dynamos of the installation is arranged as a

'' control " dynamo, and is the one shown in the illustration.

Upon it.s arniature shaft is fitted a sleeve free to move in a
lateral direction and upon which is mounted a contact plate
having its central portion arranged with a housing to re-
ceive a ball bearing. A terminal hoard fitted with adjust-
able contact fingers is attached to one of the end plates of
the machine. When the velocity of the wind is sufl5cient,the
contact plate is forced against the contact fingers, making the
necessary connection between the dynamos and battery and
conversely breaking the connection when the velocity of the
wind falls below a predetermined value.
The standard installation comprises three wind dynamos

mounted upon a tubular cross-bar of robust construction,
having the steel tubes and swivel head welded together at
the centre, with the dynamo platforms welded to the e.x-

tremities of the tubes. The swivel head is provided with »

circular contact system, so that the cro.ss-bar and dynamos
are free to move continuously in one direction under the agency
of the wind direction vane which is fitted to the cross-bar, thu>
obviating the necessity of flexible wirint; between the cross-bar
and standard.
The installation is entirely automatic in its action, being

started and stopped by the velocity of the wind at any time
during the day or night.

Metal'Strip .\nnealing Furnace.

J^he firm of Auto.matic and Electric P\irnaces. Ltd., 281-

283, Gray's Inn Road, W.0.1. has sent us details of an electric

muffle especially designed for continuously annealinf; thin

Fn;. :-!.

—

Metai. Strip .\nneai.ing Mri'Ki.E.

metal strip. The muffle consists of an outer casing of
aluminium plate riveted to angle iron pieces running hori-
zontally and vertically, the four vertical members forming the
legs. Iron castings are u.sed for the back and front. The
doors at both ends, as will be seen in the illustration (fig. 3).
are of the semi-balanced type, made of a special non-conduct-
ing heat material, mounted in a Ufiht angle-iron frame, and
sliding in frames of similar material with chains passing over
pidleys. the other end of the chains being connected to
iiiunter-balance weights. This arrangement permits of an easy
adjustment of the doors to suit the varying thicknesses of
metal etrips. The electrical equipment consists nf the firm's
" flat " type muffle chamber wound with a special hi>.'h t^m-
peratm-e wire suitable for 1.000 deg. C. The temperature of thfl

chamber is adjusted by a regulating rheostat. Tlie consump-
tion of the muffle is only 1..5 k\V. and with this loading a
temperature of 830 degs. C. is reached in about one hour.

An Electrical Bed-Warmer.

The Southern Electric Co., Simplex House, St. Heorge's
Park .A.venue, Westcliff, Essex, his sent us a sample of its
" Sirnplex " bed-warmer. This consists of a metal container
of elliptical section, surrounded by a double fabric bacr. In
one end is fitted a bayonet lamp holder, int<i which ia fixed
a met-il-filamcnt lamp of from 1.5 to 25 c.p. A. t«8t shows it

to be efficient and economical.
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LEGAL.

Wrongfdl Connection to Mains, and Assault.

Cjn December 30th, Messrs. Williams & Williams, Reliance
Works, Chester, were summoned by the Chester Corporation
for unlawfully connecting wires to the Corporation electricity

mains, and also for assaulting Mr. S. E. Britton, the Borough
Electrical Engineer. The defendants entered a cross-summons
against Mr. Britton for assault.

For the Corporation it was stated that defendants were con-
sumers of electricity supplied by the Chester Corporation.
Towards the end of November the Corporation proceeded to

take a supply of electricity from Queeusferry, and, to bring
about a change in the supply, a uuuiber of firms, including
the defendants, were informed that it would be necessary
to cut off the .supply for a short time. Subsequently two of

the partners of the Urm obtained a concession from the Cor-
poration, who agreed to give thein .•special light on December
'2nd. Mr. Austin Jones, instructed by the Town Clerk of

Chester, said that at the very time Messrs. Williams were
at the Town Hall soliciting this conce.ssion, there were
attached to the Corporation's main two wires from the

defendants' works, without fuses or a meter. He went on
to say that on the morning of December -Jnd, when one ol

the Corporation's electric light officials visited the Reliance

Works, he found that a disused main belonging to the Cor-

poration was being utilised by Messrs. Williams. Two tem-
porary cables had been lixed on and pas.^ed into the office,

where they communicated with the existing main, and the
current was taken by the ordinary main to the works. These
cables were ordered to be removed, and later Mr. Britton, the
city electrical engineer, and two other men went to the works
to seal up the box through which the power was being
obtained. Mr. Benjamin Willams, it was alleged, en-

deavoured to prevent their going into the works. The two
men, however, were able to get to the box, whicli they
sealed, whilst Mr. Britton stood at the gate. Messrs. Williams
then tried to push him out, but did not succeed. Defendants
afterwards told Mr. Britton that he could -not go through the

gate, and if he wanted to get out he would have to climt)

over the wall, which Mr. Britton did. One of the Corpora-

tion's jointers .said that the fuse wire which had been inserted

was capable of taking five or six times as much current as a

normal fuse.

For the defence it was stated that the power had only been
wrongfully u.sed for about twelve minutes. Defendants ad-

mitted a technical offence to avoid throwing 400 or 500 men
out of employment.
For the main offence they were fined ±'o and three guineas

costs. The charge of assault preferred against Mr. Benjamin
Williams was dismissed, but Mr. -Tack Williams was fined lUs.

and costs. The cross summons against Mr. Britton was dis-

missed.

ELECTRICAL NOTES FROM INDIA.

(From Oi;ic Si'i;ci.\l Coiuiksi'o.noent.]

Some time ago the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation

made a request to the Bengal Government that their licence

to supply electricity might be extended for ten years, with

the option of carrying on the supply for '20 years thereafter.

The Municipal Corporation of Calcutta, presumably with

some vague idea of compulsory purcha.se, opposed the appli-

cation unless some sweeping concessions were made—the

principal being a general reduction in rates, and the removal
of the existing surcharge of 15 per cent. Some trenchant

leuuirks are made by M.E. the Governor of Beng;il. in dealing

with the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation's application.

The resolution is dealt with by the Governor-in-Council,

and appears in the Calcutta Gazette.

The Supply Corporation are about to erect one 15,000-kW
turbo-alternator, and one ti,(K)0-kW set, both Curtis turbines,

supplied by the B.T.H. Co. : .so that with moderate luck,

they will in the near future be in a position to " secure

greater eonvenieiiee for their customers " and to meet all

probable demands for energy.
In referring to the Calcutta Supply Corporation'': appli-

Vation, the (iovernor-m-Council says:—
" The matter with which the general public is mainly con-

cerned is the question of the rates charged for current and
specially the surcharge of 1.5 per cent., which has been levied

from the beginning of the present year. It has been a.scer-

tained that the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation's pre-

,sent rates for the supply of electricity are considerably lower
than those of any other large supply company, either in

England or in India. The Governor-in-Counci! feels that, if

this fact is more generally known, most of the objections
raised would be removed. It appears to His Excellency in

Council that Government are faced with two alternatives, viz.,

ta] either to refuse the application of the Calcutta Electric
Supply Corporation, altogether, or (h) to grant, in spit« of

the protests received, a postponement until 1938, of the next
period at which the option of purchase may be exercisable.

After a careful consideration of the matter His Excellency in
Council is of opinion that the option of the first alternative
is likely seriously to cripple the activities and development of
the Electric Supply Corporation to the ultimate disadvantage
and inconvenience of the general public. His Excellency in
Council has therefore decided to grant a postponement until
the '20th October, 1938, of the first period at which the right
of purchase of the undertaking may be exercised but to make
no alteration in the subsequent periods of option and to im-
pose no further conditions. He has no doubt that this decision
is in the best interests of the Calcutta public, since the grant
of this concession will enable the Electric Supply Corporation
to take early measure to secure greater convenience for their
customers, and he trusts that they will lose no time in con-
stituting in consultation with the Calcutta Corporation a re-
presentative advisory committee wtiich will keep them in
touch with the needs and legitimate demands of the public."
A notification giving statutory effect to the above decision

will be pubhshed in an early issue of the Calcutta Gazette.
According to the Engineering Supplement of the Tirnes of

India for December ilth, Cambay will .shortly have a supply
of electricity for lighting and power purposes, for the
introduction of which this quaint little town is indebted to the
Cambay State .\dniiiiistrator, Mr. V. K. Namjoshi, who has
made the necessary arrangements for the allotment of a suit-
able site for tlie power station, and to Messrs. A. A. Miyaji
and Mangaldas C. Vakil, two well-known residents of Cambay
carrying on business under the name of Messi's. A. h.. Miyaji.
Mangaldes & Co., who have financed the scheme. Messrs.
B. Das it Co., of Meadows Street, Bombay, are the consulting
engineers, and much work has been carried out by Mr. B. Da«
on the distribution lay-out, and by his partner Mr! S. C. Ghosh
who is designing the power house. The order for the com-
plete generating plant and acce.i.sories in connection with it

has been placed in the hands of Messrs. Mirrlees. Bickertou
and Day, I^td. The geueratiug sets are to consist of two
Mirrlecs-Diescl oil engines, direct coupled to Mather ,.*c Piatt
dynamos, each generating 60 k\\' at 4Ci(> volts.

REVIEWS.

The Fiieiiuin's lluinlbook and Onidr to Fuel Economy. By
Chas. F. Waiif,. Pp. S4. ligs. -29. liOndon : l^ongmans,
Green & Co. Price '2s. 6d. net.

.\s its title correctly indicates, this is a sunple manual
tor stokers and others who have to do with furnace manage-
ment and fuel combustion. Throughout the book every en-
deavour has been made to retain a simple .style, but
anyone who has ever had to write or lecture to an audience
uninformed in the elements of chemistry or physics will

realise the ditSculty, for it is almost impossible to gain any-
thing like a foothold in any matter of technics without the
ordinary preliminary grinding on the top of a fairly sound
arithmetical knowledge. The author is a httle unfortunate
in his definition of heat, which he .states " can be measured
as to quantity by a thermometer." The thermometer can
only measure intensity or temperature, for quantity is only
measurable as a product of temperature and heat capacity.
Thus a body does not necessarily feel hot when it contains

a quantity of heat, or even an additional quantity above, l(!t

us .say 75 deg. P., for if the body is water, and '20 units of

heat are added to a pound of it, this pound will (Jidy have a
temperature of about 95 deg. F., whereas the same quantity
of heat added to a pound of cast-iron at 75 deg. F. would
raise its temperatine to about '2-50 deg. F. The statement as
made should be amplified by a suitable reference to specific

heat. The definition of saturated steam is correct, if not
common. Saturated means heat saturated, not saturated with
water, as so many think. This latter form of steam, is simply
wet .steam, and .steam will carry just as much water in sus-

pension as it can hold when agitated in the presence of water
as hot as itself. Or steam is made wet by losing heat and
falling out of the category of saturated. It might be well to
state in Chapter III that inert, as used in chemistry, means
inactive, and signifies the lack of power to make chemical
unions with other bodies. Nitrogen does, of course, combine,
hut its hold is very feeble, and in explosives use is made of

this feeblene.ss, for explosives are always nitrogen compounds,
which can be shaken into their elements by a more or le.sa

sudden shock, as by an explosive cap nr by a hammer.
Perhaps it is asking too much to condemn the use of the

term " draught pull." The term certainly represents what
appears to be the condition of affairs, but it is based on a mis-
conception which it would be desirable to explain away, for

there is a great difference between pull and push, and draught
is in no sense a pull. It is simply the superiority of a column
of cold gas above an equally high column of hotter gas. If

draught pulled, the choking of the grate by ashes would be far

less destructive of draught than it is, for it is almost only due
to crate resistance or the resistance of the fuel, itc, on the

grate that any chimney above fifty feet in height is needed.

Properly to understand draught is a great help to the man
who wonld master the .irt of fuel economy. Chapter VT on
due gases, temperature, and CO. is excallent.

Tf the book has a fault it ia that it appears to take it for
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granted that things as they are, are the best possible in the

world, and it sets out to sbow how they can be best worked.

This is not, perhaps, altogether a fault. The fireman finds a

boiler in place, and he has to make the best of it. How can he

best be taught the principles which underlie good practice?

Must a fireman work it all out by experience, or is it well

to instruct him in principles? For example, this little book

might lay more stre.ss on furnace gas temperature. One may
possess a boiler with arrangements for smoke prevention.

Yet smoke is made. Why? But a fireman, like all others,

has his limitations, and the whole of steam engineering

cannot he pushed into one small pamphlet, of w^hich it can

trulv be said that practically all its contents are good, and

will" be helpful to the man tor whom it is intended.

Alumlninm and Its AUnys. By Lieut.-Colonel C. Grarch.

Pp xxiii. + 184; figs. 84, protographs 84. London: Con-

stable & Co., Ltd. Price 17s. Cd. net.

Into the pages of this recently-published volume the author

has contrived to pack probably more useful information re-

garding aluminium and its alloys, iheir properties, thermal

treatment and industrial application than is to be found in

anv other single work on the subject.

translated from the French by Messrs. C. M. and H. W. L.

Phillips, the original text has been strictly adhered to, with

the exception of certain of the appendices, and all conversions

from the metric to the English system have been accurately

carried out; in some cases both sets of values are given.

In dealing with the alloys, those which seem the most in-

teresting, in that aluminium plays an important part in their

composition, are fully discussed, while those alloys in which

aluminium is of minor importance receive, comparatively,

scant attention.

The volume is divided into two " books," Part I of the first

book being devoted tn the metalluray and world's production

of aluminium, and Part n to the physical, chemical, and

mechanical properties, micrography, preservation, and solder-

ing of the metal. Allovs of aluminium form the subject

mntter nf Book IT, in which liiht alloys for castins purposes,

light alloys of great strength, and cupro-aluminiums or

aluminium bronzes are respectively dealt with. Analytical

methods, reports from various tests, and a paper submitted to

the Academie des Sciences by the author on the " Thermal
Treatment of Light Alloys of Great Strength " form useful

appendices to this comprehensive work, the micro-photographs
in which are excellently reproduced.

Aggregation and Flow of Solids. By Sir George Beilbi.

F.K.S. Pp. xv-f'256; figs. 106. London: Macmillan and
Co., Ltd. Price aOs. net.

Probably no other physicist has added more to our know-
ledge of the micro-structure and physical properties of sohds
in various stages of aggregation than has Sir George Beilby.

whose work in connection with the subject, extending over
twenty-one years, has been embodied in a series of pubhshed
papers, which are now, for the most part, reproduced in

the present volume. When the author commenced his investi-

gations, the electron theory was in its infancy, and little w-as

known regarding ttie structure of the atom, which was gener-

ally regarded as a minute particle separated from contiguous
atoms by distances enormously large in comparison with the
dimensions of the atom itself.

More recently, however, the X-ray examination of crystals

has demonstrated beyond question that atoms are space-tilling

entities which can be built up into solid aggregates, constitut-

ing matter as we know it.

Our latest knowledge of crystal structure is in accordance
with the view that the atom is a structure of definite size and
shape, which behaves in effect as an elastic solid, and this

view has guided the author's observations and conclusions

from the outset.

The scope of the work may be briefly defined by reciting the
titles of some of the more utilitarian of the published papers

of the author, the main facts and figures of which are incor-

porated in the volume. From the pat)ers most likely to appeal

to our readers w-e select the following :

—
" The Solidification

of Metals from the Liquid State." " The Hardening of

Metals," " The Hard and Soft States in Metals," and The
Disintegration of Metals under Alternating Stresses."

The evident care with which the book has been prepared
for the press is a credit alike to the author, those associated

with him in its compilation, and to the publishers for its pro-

duction, though we fear its eruditeness will interfere with its

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—E. G. Lanqsford, electrician,

late ol (4, vvestgat*, tsuruiey.—Receiving order made Decem-
ber oUth on deulor s own petition.

K. A. Leplkdue, electrical engineer. lat« 102 (now 53), Frod-

ingham Koad, Scunthorpe, Lmcs.—fieceiving order made De-
cemuer SUth on debtors own petition.

Company Liquidations.—Planet Electric Co., Ltd.—
Meeting ot creditors. January 9th, at 5'2, Tavistock Square.

W.U.I.

Tampico Electric Light, Power & Traction Co., Ltd.—
Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator: Mr. J. S. Evernden.
47. Parliament Street, S.W. Meeting of creditors January
17th. Particulars of claims to the hquidator by February 7th.

Chilun Electric Tramway & Light Co., Ltd.—Meeting of

creditors called for January 18th. Particulars of claims to the

hquidator. Mr. J. L. Walsh, 47, ParUament Street, London,
S.W., by February 7th.

Watercrakt Detachable Power Installations, Ltd.—Meet-
ing of creditors called for January 20th at the office of the

liquidator, Mr. C. H. Smith, 84, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
to whom particulars of claims, &c., should be sent bv March
6th.

Dissolution of Partnership.

—

Greenwood, Hone & Co..

electrical contractors, 46. Maiden Road, New Maiden.—Mr. H.
P. G. Hone and Mr. P. Dayian have dissolved partnership.

Mr. Dayian will attend to debts.

Trade Announcements.—We understand that the manu-
facture of the Kestner patent water-tube boiler in this country
has been t:ikpn un by iVIi-.ssrs. Hansomks. Sims & Jei-|-eries.

Ltd., Orwell Works, Ipswich, who hold the sole hcence and
selling rights for the United Kingdom, the Colonies and De-
pendencies, South America, the Dutch Indies, and China.
Owing to the high price of coal great attention has been
directed on the Continent to the designing of boilers of high
e-nnoinv !ind hi"h cl;i';=. ii"d f'm- nf the prin'^innl workers nn
these lines has been Mr. Paul Kestner, of Paris, and Lille,

whose patent water-tube boiler is manufactured in France at,

the works of Schneider et Cie., of I e Creusot, and is used m
many of the large power stations in that country.

Mr. Noel J. Chatwln, of 162, Hagley Road, Edgba.ston,
Birmingham, has taken over the business of Messrs. Tatnell

and Co., electrical engineers and contractors, together with all

assets and liabihties, and he wiU continue trading under the
same name.

'1 be business of Mn. Jdsths Eck is now being carried on
under the title of " Justus Eck & S. Brook." Mr. Brook has

been Mr. Eck's colleague for many years. The offices have
been transferred from Central Hall, Southall, to Palmer Street,

Westminster, to handle the increased turnover. In addition

to dyuaiuos, motois, and power tianslurmers, the Iiim is

supplymg switchgear up to 400.0(JO volts pressui-e, arc lamps,

scientific lanterns for gasfilled lamps, electricity meters,

and small transformers.
Messrs. Harwell, Ltd., ask us to state that their new

address is 28, John Street, Bedford Row, W.C.l, and not 9B,

Little James Street, W.C. 'lelephone numbers unaltered.

Telegraphic address: " Arwelidite Holb," London.
Messrs. Baughan, electrical engineers, of Reading, who are

havmg their premises rebuilt, are carrying on busmess tem-
porarily at 175, Friar Street.

Messrs. Venner Time Switches, I/td., have opened a

brancb office at bri. Gordon Street, Glasgow, of which Mr.
Kirby Johnson is taking charge.

Messrs. Oswald Record & Co. have removed from Dacre

House to No. 17, Victoria Street, S.W.I, which is almost

opposite. New telephone No. " Victoria 9125."

The business of Messrs. J. Owen & Sons, of Blackheath.

S.E.. has been taken over by Mr. T. A. Keating, electrical

engineer, of 186. W'estcombe Hill. Blackheath.

Messrs. Davis & Timmins, Ltd., of York Road. King's

Cross, London, N., have recently issued a complete set of lists

of their manufactures, with full-size illustrations, and brought

up to date. Copies will be forwarded to the trade on appU-

cation.

The firm of Davis & Timmins was founded in 1876, and

it has specialised in turned work of all descriptions—

•

screws, bolts, nuts, studs, washers, terminals, and all small

component parts for electrical work. The works at Wood
Green cover an area of several acres, and are equipped with

modern automatic machinery, producing accurate repetition

work within one-thousandth of an inch. A large stock is

held at the stores at York Road. King's Cross, of cable

sockets, cable connectors, screws, studs, bolts, nuts, wing nuts,

washers. &c.. enabling the electrical trade to draw upon

manv thousands of patterns. We believe that British manu-
facturers w-ill have little desire to support foreign-made goods

of the classes mentioned, bearing in mind these stocks and

the high quality of Ixjndon-made repetition work.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.. has recently

opened a new showroom at loon. St. Vincent Street. Glas-

gow. Lighting fittings for factories, public buildings, and

houses are displayed apd a number of Ughting systems exem-

plified.
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Private Arrangement.

—

Willums & Sevan, electrical and
general engineers, Aberdare.—The creditors of the above were
called together recently, when a statement of affairs was
presented, which disclosed liabilities of i;l,753, all of which
were due to the trade. The assets were estimated to realise

i6i6, or a deficiency of £1,137. The assets consisted of stock

it'3tX), and book debts i£316. It was stated that the debtors

commenced trading some two to three years ago, after leav-

ing the Army. The bank allowed an overdr-aft to the extent
of £700, which had now been reduced to £'S1'2,, and was
secured. The present position was attributed to want of

capital, competition, and taking contracts at too low a price.

The creditors decided that the estate should l)e dealt with
under a deed of a.s-signment, with Mr. S. E. Clutterbuck, of

Messrs. Clarke. Dovey & Co., accountants, Cardiff, as trustee,

together with a committee consisting of the representatives of

the English Electric Co., Ltd.. the General Electric Co., Ltd..

and Mr. J. D. Williams, Aberdare. The principal creditors

are :

—

English Electric Co
Williams. T. D
General Electric Co.. Ltd.
Sttnpson & Baker
Siemens Bros., Ltd
Williams. J. D
McVVhirter & Sons, Ltd.

St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co.,

147 Engineering Equipments Co.,

112 Ltd.
79 Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,

21

India-Rubber, Gutta Percha and
Ltd. 47 Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. 28

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The Caiibridoe & Paul Instrument
Co., Ltd., 45, Grosvenor Place, S.W.I. A postcard illustrat-

mg the Cambridge " electrical COj and temperature re-

corder and a specimen chart.

Messrs. Perrin's, Ltd., 15, Catherine Street, W.C.2.^A
booklet describing " Indestructible " insulated cables and
wires.

Messrs. Higgs Bros., Sand Pits, Birmingham.—" Monthly
Magazine " for January, giving the usual stock lists of a.c.

and d.c. motors and d.c. dynamos, together with notes on ball

benrings and other useful and humorous items.
Mr. O. N. Beck, 11, Queen Victoria Street, E.G.4.—An illus-

trated pamphlet giving dimensions and other details of
" Artus " adjustable multiple spindle drill heads.
Tub Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., 118-120, Charing Cross Road,

W.C.'2.—Three pamphlets dealing re.spectively with electric

kettles, " Apex " ironclad switchgear, and electric lamps.
Illustrated and priced.

Medway's Safety Lift Co., Ltd., Rolt Street, Deptford,
S.E.8.—An illustrated booklet giving the names of firms which
have installed the company's lifts.

Messrs. Watson & Sons (Electro-Medical), Ltd., Sunic
House, Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.—Bulletin 41 S, illus-

trating and describing the " Sunic Mark I." deep therapy out-
fit similar to a set supplied to the Eulham Cancer Hospital,
London. Fully priced.

Messrs. Reavell & Co., Ltd., Ranelagh Works, Ipswich.

—

Pamphlet No. 101, giving illustrated details of several types
of electrically-driven compressors and exhausters.

Messrs. Thom.as Broaubent & Sons, Ltd., Central Iron-
works, Huddersfield.—A well-illustrated descriptive catalogue
of automatic centrifugal clutches of a number of types.

Messrs. Johnson &. Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.E.7.—
" Transformer Abstracts" No. 3.—This booklet gives details

of the final te-sts which are carried out upon the company's
transformers before they leave the works. Tests are made
of ratio, copper loss, impedance, insulation resistance, iron

loss, magnetising current, flash and over-potential pressures,

and heating.
The Hoii'oiNT Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., 21. Berners

Street. 0.\ford Street, W.l.—A well-illustrated pamphlet giv-

ing particulars of " Hotpoint " electric teapots, percolators,

toasters, grills, &e.
Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charleroi, 56,

Victoria Street, S.\v .1.—A well-produced brochure de.'^cribing

the company's works and manufactures. Numerous illustra-

tions are included, and the publication provides an informative

guide to an up-to-date electrical business, and an example of

quick recovery from the effects of the war.

The Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., Ltd., 288-292, Regent
Street, W.l.—.A. folder reproducing a number of advertise-

ments announcing a reduction in the price of the " Hoover "

vacuum cleaner, for the use of contractors.

Calendars and Almanacs.—.A useful blotting contrivance

for the desk has been received from Messrs. Hopkinson
Induction Motors, of Seagrave Road, West Brompton,
London, S.W.6.
The smallest wall calendar received this year is from the

Saxonia Elfctr'cal Wirf Co.. Ltd. In some offif-es wall

space is a consideration. The card carries monthly date shps.

Tlie Davenport Enoinkfrixg Co.. Ltd., of BrnHford, has

prepared a serviceable calendar with daily slips for 1922.

Messrs. R. A. Evans, Ltd., of Prospect Road, Leicester,

hivp issued an artistic fnlendar wifh monthly teir-off s'.ips

fixed beneath a coloured print, reminding us of the charms
of Nature on a lovely " Autumn Afternoon." It will be good

company until the winter of our discontent is past.

From Messrs. Haslam & Stretton (Engineering & Motor-
ing rTri.iTiF';^ Ltd . nf IL Windsor Plnr-P C^-rrliff, H^pre b.ns

come to hand a wall calendar with monthly date slips. We
do not quite know how many times we have studied the face

of
" Poreen''' while we have been writing this short note.

A desk hand-blotter has been received from the Millwall
Engineering Cc, Ltd., of 21. Panton Street, London, S.W.I.
Messrs. W. H. Willcox & Co., Ltd., of 38, Southwark

Street, London, S.E.I, have issued a wall calendar with
monthly sheets for 1922.

From Messrs. Francis Polden & Co., Ltd., of 56, Cannon
Street, London, E.C.4, we have received a wall calendar for

1922. Each sheet contains a month's dates in large figuring,

and the remaining eleven months in small type.

Messrs. R. O'Brien & Co., of 66, Mosley Street, Man-
chester, have issued a neat wall calendar with monthly slips.

In the pictorial design are views of the Manchester Royal
Exchange, opened last October. •

From Messrs. C. Harris & Co., of Strover Street, Gilling-

ham, we have received a wall calendar for 1922, with monthly
date slips.

Messrs. Charlesworth Peebles & Co., of 134, St. Vincent
Street. Glasgow, have sent us one of the 1922 calendars issued

by their principals, the Condor Lamp Manufacturing Co., of

Venio, Holland, for whom they act as sole agents in Scotland

and Ireland. A dozen large stout cards each contain a month's
dates and a ditfereut photographic view of the works (in-

terior and exterior) at Venlo, showing the various manufactur-

ing, testmg and distribution stages through which the lamps

pass.

'i'HE Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd. of Ashbourne Road Mills,

Derby, has sent us a desk pad of squared paper with pages

interleaved giving illustrations and brief particulars of its

electric cables, line construction work, joint-boxes. &c.

Messrs. Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., of

Hamilton House. Victoria Embankment, London, E.C.4. havr

prepared a very serviceable pocket diary for 1922. A separat..

section consists of tables of net prices of " Callender " C.T.S.

cables, flexible cords, " Kaleeco " fittings, &c. The diary

itself contains much useful electrical tabulated and other

data.
, ,

Mr. D. C. Bate, of 16. John Dalton Street, Manchester, has

sent us a wall calendar consisting of six two-monthly sheets,

each of which has a coloured picture humorously illustrating

how rumours sometimes arise.

Prom Messrs. W. E. Jones & Co., 23, Queen Street, Deal,

there has come to hand a calendar with monthly slips above

which appears a coloured picture entitled " The Head of the

House," the said head being, of course, a tiny child.

Industrial League Lectures.—The following is the pro-

gramme of Wednesday evening lectures (7.30 p.m. at the

Caxton Hall), from this week until March 29th, organised by

the Industrial League and Council :

—

January 4th.—Mr. J. E. luke, "The Solution of the Unemployment

J:inuary llth.—Mr. Robert Slelling, "A Fair Day'! Work for a Fair Day's

January 18th.—Mr. Robert 'Voung, M.P., " Use and Abuse of Combine« and

Trusts." , „
j.muary 25th.—Mr. F. Hughes, "Conditions of Industn.il Harmony.'

February 1st.—Mr. Hamilton T. Smith, " The Curse of Work."
February 8th.— Professor A. W. Kirkaldy, " Industrial Unrest. Does ll

make [or Progress? "

February l."ith.—Sir George Paish, " Industry and its Rebtion to Fmance.

Febru.iry 22nd.—Mr. Roy Horniman, " A Proposed Solution to the Trans-

port Problem."
March 1st.—Mr. Hilderic Cousens. " The Purpose of Economic Activities.

March 8th.—.Miss B. Vovsey, "The Personal Factor in Industry."

March I3th.—Mr. W. Piercev. " Psychology in Industry."

March 22nd.—Rt. Hon. G. N. Barnes, " Some Common Fallacies on Tra.le

and Industry."
March 2.1th.— M.ijor Isidore Salmon, " The Necessity lor Educating the

Worker in Industrial Economics."

The Cable Makers' Association.—.'Xs from January 1st,

19-22. the Union Cable Co., Ltd.. Dagenham Dock, Essex, is

a member of the Cable Makers' Association.

Catalogues Wanted.—Mr. J. C. Elvy, A M.T.E.E.,

M.I.E.S.. consulting engineer, of 12. Tavistock Street, W .C.2,

desires to receive up-to-date particulars of electrical apparatus

for all purposes, and lighting equipment.

Manchester Municipal Employes' Wages.—The Mnn-
chester (Inardian reports that the action of the Corporation

in reducing the wages of the maintenance workers of the

tramway and gas departments by id. an hour in ihe cn.'^e

of the skilled men and 15d. an hour in the case of the semi-

skilled and tlie unskilled, lias been endnr' ed bv the Indnstritil

Court, to which the matter was submitted for arbitration.

The Court found that the reductions were justilied. 'I be Cor-

poration also reduced at the same t'me the wages of the main-

tenance workers of the Electricity Department by these

amounts, and this matter has also been referred to the Indus-

trial Council for the industry.

Partial Moratorium in Italy.

—

A partial moratorium has

been established by a decree "which again brings into force

certain clauses of the commercial code relating to postpone-

ments of payment by limited and co-operative i-omniriiies.

The range of companies to which the moratorium may Mjipiy is

limited.—Keiiier'g Trade Service (Rome).

South African Labour Problems.—.A Reuler di>patch

from Johannesburg reports that the Chamber of Mines has

notified the South African Industrial Federation of the teinn-

nati'in n| cert 'in \v:\-je a'jrppmrnts. I bp plcitri' nnvvpr cni-

panies have declined tn enter into further cntiferences with

the Federation or tn discuss the increased minunum .'ates of

pay recently demanded by the trade unigni.
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Forthcoming Exhibitions.—The following exhibitions are
being organiseQ :

—
London.—February iTtlj to March luth, British Industries

I'au-; March 1st to -^th, Ideal Home Exhibition; April 11th
to ^th, Builders' Exhibition; July 3rd to 14th, London Fair
and Market.
Birmingham.—February 27th to March 10th. British Indus-

tries Fair; June 15th to 'Mth, Industrial and Commercial
Efficiency Exhibition.
Oardiki-.—May to October. Welsh National Exhibition.
Canada (U/nuipe^).—February 6th tu llth. Motor Show.
AusTiUA (r/einia).—March I'Jth to liilh. International Sam-

ple Fair.

Belgiom (iifuaseJs).—February 18th to 27th. Agricultural
Machinery Exhibition ; April 3rd to I'JtJi, Commercial Fair.
Brazil {Rio de yaiifiro).—September 7tli to November loth.

Centenary Exhibition.
Czecho-Slovaku (7^raff«e).~Mai-ch I'ith to 19th, Samples

Fair.

Fkance (Z/j/0118).—March 1st to 15th, Spring Fair.
Holland (Cfrec/U).—February 2Ist to March 3rd, Interna-

tional F\ir.

Italy (.Ui7<iii.).—April l-2th to 27th, International Sample
Fail-.

NORWAV (C/jris(/aHia).—April 22nd to May 7»h, Electi-ical
Exhibition.
Spain (Barcelona).—March loth to a5th. Samples Fair.
Switzerland (Basle).—April 22Dd to May 2ud, Sample Fair.
Trieste.—May, International Sample Fair.
Japan (Totjo).—March loth to July 31st, International Peace

Exhibition.

Social Event.—On Wednesday eveninj^ in Christmas
week the staff of the I^eatherhead & District Electricity Co.,
Ltd.. met at dinner in the " Gunning Horse," Leatherhead,
and amonfe'.st those present were Mr. :Morris, ol Messrs.
Buchanan & Curwen; Mr. May, of the Mid-Surrey Engineering
Co. ; and Mr. Towers, of the Leatherhead Gas Co. The chair
was taken by the engineer and manager, Mr. G. \V. F. Horner,
and between the toasts instrumental and vocal items were
given by the members of the staff.

Copper Production in the Belgian Congo At the annual
meetmg of the Sooiete de 1' Union Miniere du Haut Katanga,
just held in Brussels, it was reported that the company's
experimental plant in the Belgian Congo was put into opera-
tion in the middle of November lajit. the capacity ot the
installation bemg apxnoximately 1(X» tons of electrolytic copper
per month. It was also stated that the work of prospecting
the water-power resources of the district was proceeding, par-
ticularly as regards the Rivers Luhra and N'Zilo. It is pro-
posed to first utilise the water power of the Luaia. which will
furnish much more than the 2.5,(XIO h.p. originally estimated;m fact, sufficient to permit of the annual production of 50,000
tons of electrolytic copper.

The A.E.G—At the recent annual inccling Herr Walter
Rathenau was re-elected on the board of directors, and the
boaxd was authoriaed to issue new ordinary shares of up to
•250.000,000 marks, the right of shareholders to subscribe bemg
excluded, it was explained that although no definite plan
existed fur the piupose, the now shares were destined as ex-
change for participation in other undertakings which, in ttie
opinion of the directors, might apiiear desu:able. The divi-
dend, at the rate of 16 per cent., was approved after sugge.s-
tions had been made that the rate ought to be higher, having
regard to the large amount of the open reserves, as well as
of the undisclosed reser\es as represented by investments and
plant written down tu one mark, &c. It was contended on
behalf of the board that a higher dividend would only be
justified if there was reason for believing that it could be
maintained in the future.

Applications for British Trade-Marks.—Appended is a
summary of the recent applications for British trade-marks in
respect of goods and productions connected with the electrical
trades and mdustries :

—
Nox (lettermg and design). No. 419,524. Class 8. Electric

lamps (philosophical).—Walter Ellis and Horace Wooldridge
tradmg m co-partnership, 13. Infirmary Street, Leeds. Octo-
ber 14th, 1921.

Eddystatt. No. 418.03S. Class 8. Electric and electro-
magnetic apparatus and apphances.—Electric Control Ltd ,in Reid Street, Bridgeton, Glasgow. August 27th 1921

Federal (lettering and design). No. 413,294. Class 13.
Electrical fuses, clamp bushings, outlet box covers. &c.—
lederal Electric Co.. 8.700, South State Street, Chicago
U.S.A. March 10th. 1921. ^ '

Megohmit (lettering and design). No. 418,165. Class 50. A
preparation of megohmit for electrical insulatmg purposes.—
Meirowsky i- Co. Gesellschaft, 137. Kaiserstrasse Porz-am-
Knem, Germany. August 31st 1921.

Celenese. No. 419,540. Class 50. Filaments, fibres &c
wholly or principally from cellulose derivatives electrical in-
sulating materials, &c.—British Cellulose and Chemical
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 8, Waterloo Place, London, S W^
(Jctober 14th, 1921.

Cilanese. No. 419,541. Class 50. Filaments, fibres. &c
wholly or principally from cellulose derivatives electrical in-
sulatuig materials. &c.—British Cellulose and Chemical Manu-
^•1^'u"''inS,*^''-'

I'^-***' Waterloo Place. London, S.W. October
14(11, 19iil.

Tradesmen Using the Royal Arms.—The London Gazette
for January 3r<l contains lists of tradesmen in London and
tl>c\vhere who hold warranta of appointment to Royalty.

Chinese Notes.—The China Electric Co. proposes to
build the Harbin Electric Railway. A contract has been
signed with an American engineering company. Its tem-
porary offices are at Fn Kia Tien.

Specifications for power-house machinery, rails, rolling
stock, and workshop equipment for the Peking Electric Tram-
way Co., Ltd., are now in preparation.
Preparations are in progress for the establishment of a

i-onipany tu undertake the construction of tramways in
Hankow.

Petitions have been addressed to the Ministry of Agriculture
and Commerce by a Tsinan merchant for the construction of
tramw-ays in the city. The Ministry has dispatched repre-
sentatives to in;ike investigations before official approval is

granted.
The Yau Hua Electric Co., at Hsu Shih-kwan. Soochow.

started business on October 1st. The company has just
nrilcicrl ;i I.iim(> phnit fr a Shanghai firm to be installed
in Hsu Shi-kwan.

Kw.ing MwM El.vtnc Light Co.. Ltd.. e.stablished at
Laohokow (Hupeh) with a capital of 70,000 dols., was regis-

tered at the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce on August
18th.

The I\Iini.stries of the Interior. Agriculture and Commerce,
and f'onimunications have approved of an electric company at

Peitaiho.

The Lee Hua Electric Light Co., in Teing Kiang-pu Kiangsu,
was to have hveu opi^ned at the end of last year; 2.000 lights

hiid been inst-alled.

Li Chia-ju and others have organised the Hanyang Electric
{'o. ;iih1 :ipplii<(l tn the Ministry nf A^iricidtiire and Commerce
and the Ministry of Communications for registration.

Industrial .Agreements in Norway.—On December 27th
the National Association of Employers gave notice of termina-
tion lit a series nl MgiefiiK'tit- .iml arbitrators' awards to expire
on March 31st. Among the trades and industries affected are
the mining industry, engineering works, the electro-technical
industry, glass works, shoe factories, the building trades, the
printing industry, the furniture industry, and shipping.

Price Reductions.—Tm: Automatk' Ti;i>;phone Manc-
lACTUKiNG Co., Ltd., announce a reduction of 16 per cent, in
the jirices ot it.s

" Xcel " electric heatmg and cooking
appliances as from the beginning of this year.

Bank for Electrical Securities.—The Berlin Electricity
Works Company, whose supply works were expropriated by
the Berlin Municipal Council several years ago and which
has since been merely an investment company under the con-

tinued control of the A. E.G., has now been tran.sformed into
the Bank for Electrical Securities.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. report
January 4th :—Copper (electrolytic bars). £74 15s., 10s. de-
crease; ditto sheets, no change; ditto wire rods, J690 15s., 10s.

decrease; h.c. wire, Iljd.. I/l6d. decrease.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report January 4th :—Copper
bars (best selected), sheet and rods, no change; Enghsh pig
lead, no change.

Osram Lamps in Holland.—The Osram Glow Lamp
Company has been formed at Amsterdam to attend to the
Dutch interests of the German glow lamp group, composed of
the .\.E.G., the Siemens k Halske Co., and the Osram Works
Co.

British Company's Bid for Balkan Trade.—Renter has
received a report via New York to the effect that the Austrian
Government has allowed it to become known that Messrs.
Vickers-Annstrong are offering to purchase the great Woellers-
dorf Arsenal for conversion into works for the manufacture
of locomotives for Balkan orders.

Belgian Company.—La Soci^te des Cableries de Seneffe
is the name of a new company which has lately been formed
at Seneffe with a capital of 2,500.000 fr. lo manufacture
electric wires and cables, accumulators, &c.

Book Notices.
—

" lonninl of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers," Vol.LX, No. 304, December, 1921.—This issue con-
tains the inaugural address by the president (Mr. J. S.
Highfield), and the chairmen's addre>;ses to the Xorth-Eastern.
South Midland, W'estern. Scottish, North-Western, and North
Midland Centres, and the East Midland, Liverpool, and
Sheffield Sub-Centres, also the inaugural address to the Wire-
less Section by the chairman (Prof. G. W. O. Howe). The
issue also contains the following papers: " Design of Duvit
Current Armature Windings," by Mr. H E. Dance. " Proper-
ties and Characteristics of Insulating Materials. " by Mr. R. T.
Fleming," " Telephonic Transmission through Submarine
Cables," by Mr. A. Rosen, and " Radio-Telegraphic Trans-
mitters." bv Mr. .\. G. Warren.

" Industrial Welfare," 'Vol r\'. No. 1, January, 1922.
Tiondon : Industrial Welfare Society. Price 9d.—The first

number of the fourth volume of the " Journal of Tndustrijl
Welfare " appears under a simphfied title. .\mong the
interesting articles to be found in this issue is one upon " .\n
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Industrial Parliament," by the Et. Hon. Arthur Henderson,
K.t.; Mr. .Libert tiarratt, J. I'., writes on "Making Co-
partnership a Success.'

\i hose l^and .' or Some Account of the Original Inhabi-
tants of London. Pp. 14-i-ii; 14 illustrations. London :

Traffic Advertising Agent ot the Underground Electric Rail-

ways and the L.J.O.C, Ltd.—For many of London's
children the country motor 'bus is the key to nature's tarry-

land ; to a countryside of whose delight many of them might
see and know but little. This excellent httle booklet of verse
by Miss Jessie Pope, with its fairyland drawings by Miss
Jessie King, should make a strong appeal to the younger
generation of Londoners. It is being circulated to the ele-

mentary schools, and comes aptly at a time when the L.G.O.C.
has given effect to a popular innovation in the shape of cheap
fares for children on all its omnibus routes.

Electric Lighting in Factories and Workshops, by Leon
Gaster and J. S. I)ow. Pp. 37; figs. 19. London : Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Price 6d. net.—There has recently ap-

peared a most admirable pamphlet* setting forth the advan-
tages of a satisfactory lighting system for mdustrial purposes,
but its style is very different from this little booklet, which
deals with the subject in a conversatiuual manner. Other
than certam statistics of American origin data are well chosen
and forceful. The requirements of good lighting are concisely

summarised and the advantages of well selected I'etlectors

briefly stated; it is to be regretted that the illustrations of

shades and reflectors on page 15 are not more nearly to the
same scale. It is noteworthy that the authors recommend the

calling in of a trained illuminating engineer, though they give

brief particulars which should enable an ordinary electrician

to carry out a simple installation. Emphasis is laid upon
the importance of maintaining equipment by periodic inspec-

tion and cleaning. As examples, an engineering shop and
ofhce, a clothing factory, and a boot factory, are dealt

with ; there are, of course, points which might be questioned,

just as doctors may argue regarding diagnosis and treatment,

but on the whole we are impressed with the clarity with
which the various ideas are adumbrated. We do not doubt
but that the booklet will serve a useful purpose.

" The Swedish Year Book for 1921 " (first year of issue).

London : Williams & Norgate. Price 7s. 6d. net.

Circular No. 38 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, " The
Testing of Kubber Goods" (Li7 pp.). Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office. Price '2U cents. This describes in de-

tail the Bureau's methods of testing such articles as tires, hose,

and moulded rubber.
" The M. & C. Apprentices' Magazine," Vol V, No. 20.

Price 4d.—The organ ot Messrs. Mavor & Coulsou s appren-

tices is, as usual, full of interesting matter, both technical and
general.
A new edition of their catalogue of scientific and technical

books has been issued by Sir 1sa.\c Pitman & Sons, Ltd.,

Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2. The subjects dealt with
range from the production of coffee to anthropometry, and
the engineering and electrical sections contain numerous
works of value. The price and other particulars of each book
are given, with a brief description of its scope. The indexes

catalogue subjects and authors' names.
" Electrical Installation Rules and Tables for Rapid Refer-

ence," by W. S. Ibbetson. London: E. & E. N. Spon, Ltd.

Price Is. 6d.
" Textile Recorder Year Book for 1922," by F. Nasmith.

Manchester : John Heywood, I/td. Price Ts. 6d. net.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

.4berayr0d.—Special Order.—The Urban Council is makiug
a grant of ilUO towards the cost of obtaining a Special Order
to enable the Electric Light Co. to provide a supply of elec-

tricity for the town. The company has undertaken to apply

for the Order forthwith, and to proceed with the scheme
without further delay.

Accrington.

—

Year's Working.—ITie accounts of the elec-

tricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st last show
a gross income of ±*76,776, as compared with Hoi.OHi in the

previous year. Working expenses amounted to J61i,d6i. as

against i'43.3b9, leaving a gross prolit of i'4,809 (i;l0,715).

I'he net result was a deficit of ±'9.131, as against it989 in

1919-20.

Proposed Linking Up.—There is a certain amount of objec-

tion in Accrington to linking up with Blackburn, as it is

pointed out that Blackburn's new station was erected at a

time when materials and labour were at high-water mark,

averaging jE40 per kW of plant installed, compared with £m
per kW for the extensions proposed at Accrington. Includ-

ing the cost of cable, tran.sformers. and switchboard, the cost

of connecting the two stations is roughly estimated to be

i'3ii,0<.)0, and. according to the latest decision of the Commis-
.'-ioners. this will have to be met jointly by the two authori-

ties. ___^
'Electrical Review, September 23rd, 1921; page 422.

Loan.—The Corporation has decided to proceed with its

apphcation for sanction to borrow i;100.000 for the purpose
of extensions to the electricity station, in accordance with
the understanding arrived at with the Electricity Commis-
sioners recently. The revised figures show a decrease of
£'S(),<KK) from the original estimate.

Australia.

—

Sydney.—The Municipal Council has received
a letter granting it authority to borrow, by the sale of deben-
tures, a sum of £2,000,000 bearing interest at a rate not
exceeding 6J per cent, per annum for capital expenditure in
connection with the electricity supply undertaking, in such
sums as may be required from time to time for the i)eriod

ending December 31st, 1923.

Orange, N.S.W.—The Municipal Council is taking steps to
raise a loan of ±'39,000 to finance an electric lighting scheme
to serve the town. The plant proposed to be installed includes
two boilers, with auxiliary equipment, and two 200-kW
generating sets

Banff.

—

Joint Electricity Scheme.—Mr. Bell, of Aberdeen,
in a report to the Town Council, approves of a joint electricity

scheme between Banff and Macduii'. For a separate scheme
he put the cost for Banff at £14.000 and for Macduff at
£13,.J0U ; the cost to the consumer would also be greater. A
scheme is to be prepared.

Bedford.

—

Revised Charges.—The Town Council has re-

duced the charge for electricity for heating from 2d. to 14d.
per unit. In the case of combined lighting and heating, or
cooking, no charge will be made fur laying services, subjei-t

to the consumer's agreeing to pay the Corporation in advance,
a minimum revenue for the first year calculated at the rate

of £(> per 1.000 watts installed for heating, with a minimum
payment of £5. In the case of a consumer, whose premiseu
are already equipped with lighting, requiring a heating ser

vice, such a service will be caiTied out free of charge, subject
to the payment of a minimum of ±'5 per anniim.

Boston,

—

Electricity Scheme.—The Boston Deep Sea Fish-

ing Co., Ltd., has offered to supply the town and district

with electricity, and the Town Council has intimated that it

would welcome such a scheme. At present a provisional

Order for supplying the town is held by the National Electric

Construction Co.

Bromley.

—

Change ok System.—The Bromley Electric Light
and Power Co. has formally notified the Town Council of

its intention to change the system of supply from 210 and
420 V d.c. to a.c. at 50 cycles and the same pressures. Tho
a.c. system is being adopted on account of the difficulty

experienced in transmission to outlying parts of the com-
pany's area. A new high-pressure main will be laid and a
number of transformer stations erected.

Canada.

—

Opening of Chippawa Canal.—The Chippuwa
Power Canal, which was commenced in 1917, was to be
put into commission on December 28th. This canal is

12i miles in length and was cut to divert the waters of the

Upper Niagara into the Welland River. The development
was described at some length in our issue of October 8th,

1920 (p. 477). The ultimate capacity will be between five

and six hundred thousand h.p.

Cannock.

—

Loan.—The Urban District Council is applying

to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to a loan of

£36,753 for electricity purposes.

Cheshunt.

—

Company's Application.—The North Metropoli-

tan Electric Power Supply Co. has asked the Urban Council

for its consent to the company supplying electricity to the

town.

Continental.

—

Norway.—The Swedish General Electric Co.,

Ltd., of Vasteras, Sweden (Allmiinna Svenska Elektriskai

Aktiebolaget) has recently cx)mpleted a large generator, said

to be larger than any machine of the kind hitherto produced in

Europe. The generator is intended for the Norwegian
Government power station. " Glomfiord," situated at the

lower end of the Glom Fiord, about nineteen miles north of

the Arctic Circle. The generator will produce 24,000 kW, at

300 revolutions. 2.5 cycles and 15,000V. Its length is 7.4 metres,

measured from the turbine flange to the outside edge of the

feeder; the width is 8.4 metres. Including all accessories, the

weight is 260 tons. Railway and steamer freights alone ap-

proached the sura of £2,000, and sea insurance nearly £500.

Loading into the steamer occupied nearly a week.

France.—Application has been made by the Society de Dis-

tribution d'Electricite for a concession to distribute elei'-

tricity in the departments of the Orne, Eure, Eure-et-Loire,

Mayenne. Manche. and Maine-et-I/oire. The extensive net-

work will be divided into three main portions, each served

by a separate steam generating station.

Combinations of groups of rural villages to supply them-

selves with electricity, with the help of the State s-ubsidy to

the extent of one-third of the estimated cost, provided by

the Decree of October 8tli, 1917. are growing in favour in

France. One of the latest of such combinations is that of

Sutrin in the Departement de I'Ain. It comprises twelve

villages, and the scheme is reckoned to cc«it some 900.000 fr.

Power is obtained by agreement from existing companies, and
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is sold at epecial rates of 1-50 fr. per kWh for lighting and
U.60 fr. for motive power.

Tlie continuous drought which prevailed last year, lasting

far into December, seriously affected the hydro-electric indus-

try in France. The Alpine districts were especially hard hit;

the volume of the waters of the Rhone and the Danube fell

off to a great extent. One of the results of the drought was
increased expenses, hydro-electric companies being forced to

resort to steam generation. In the Alpmc districts the

Societe Force et Lumiere, the Electricite de la Loire, and

the CorSpagnie du Centre had to reduce their supplies, as had

also the Union 'Flectrique de I'Atn. The Societe. du Gaz of

Lyons registered a daily dehcit of more than 70,000 kWh,
which involved a supplementary consumption of coal of about

100 tons a day. The works of the Port de Fier, in the isere

Department, started a Uttle over a year ago with a theoretical

flow of 60 cubic metres a second, but practically 40 cubic

metres ; it was reduced to 21 cubic metres, and had to resort to

its steam plant. The drought reduced by one-third the pro-

duction of the Societe Force et Lumiere, and an extra expen-

diture of 6uO,000 fr. was incurred. The Jonage Company had
also to resort to steam generation to the extent of 50 per cent,

of its output. These facts provide much food for thought,

though their weight has been lessened by the general indus-

trial stagnation. What has happened, however, shows that

it is necessary to co-ordinate the control of France's water

resources and to standardise both works and transmission lines-.

Thfe Societe du Sud-Est has aheady begun to make modifica-

tions in this direction.

—

L'Elettricista.

Italy.—The Rome correspondent of the Morning Post states

that the Roman Municipal Council has approved the contract

with the Tivoli Munieipahty for the utilisation of the TivoU
Waterfalls for generating electricity. The scheme has been

criticised on account of the probable cost, one authority esti-

mating this at 100,000,000 lire.

Belgium.—The Technical Section of the authority for West-
tern i'landers has drawn up a scheme for the estabhshment of

stations for the supply of electrical energy for hghtmg and
iwwer purposes throughout the province. The work is esti-

mated to cost 9,900,000 fr., and arrangements are bemg made
to negotiate a hrst loan of 5,000,000 fr. m connection with the

undertakmg.
In a recent speech the Governor of the Province of Antwerp

stated that the preparation of a scheme and plans lor supply-

ing every commune of the province with light and power
had been entrusted to a group of experts, and that the

intention was to reahse the scheme as speedily as possible.

The Societe d'Elsctricite du Brabant now holds the con-

cession for the supply of electrical energy tor lighting and
power purposes to twenty-one small towns and villages, the

total population suppUed being 116,000. In order to meet the

mcreasmg demand for power a new 'i.OOO-kVV generating set

is being installed at the power station, and is expected to be
ready lor operation shortly.

GbK.M.AxNi.—up to tne present, says the Berliner Tageblatt,

the great Golpa power works at Bitterfeld, from which Berlin

receives part of its electricity, has been the largest steam
power works in Germany. This position, however, will

shortly belong to the Goldenberg plant of the Rheinisch-
Westialisches Electrizitatswerk. The Goldenberg power
works has, at present^ a capacity of about 200,000 kvV. Half
of this amount is provided by two A.E.G. steam turbine sets

of 50.000 k\V capacity each. The dii'ectors of the E.W.E.
have now decided to increase the Goldenberg-Zentrale by two
more units with a capacity of 50,000 kW each. These ma-
chines have been ordered from the A. E.G., and when the
new plant is in operation the Goldenberg works wiU have a
capacity of about 300,000 kW.

—

Heuter'a Trade Service

(Berhn).

Connah's Quay.

—

Electricity Supply.—^The Council has
taken into consideration preparations for a distribution plant
and other work requhed to be performed consequent upon the
North Wales Power Company being constituted authorised
suppliers in the district. Ihe question of an application for a
loan in respect of this work is also to be discussed.

Croydon. — Supply Contr.\ct.—The Town Council has
arranged to supply electricity to works in Morland Road at
2d. per unit for 100,000 imits a year, and IJd, beyond, with
a minimum annual payment of i2,000.

Dundee.

—

New Cables.—The purchase of cables at a cost

of ±1.988 has been approved by the Corporation Electricity

Committee.

East Lothian.—Electricity Supply.—The County Council
proposes to engage an electi-ical engineer to report on the most
feasible and economical scheme for the supply of electricity to

the county. Negotiations are to lie opened with the burghs and
colliery owners and other probable consumers. There is a
proposal that Edinburgh Corporation should give a bulk supply
from the new iwwer station at Portobello, leaving the County
Council and other local authorities to areange for distribution.

Edinburgh.—Suggested Exhibition.—The Electricity Com-
mittee recently received a deputation from the Electrical
Contractors' Association urging the arranging of an Eloctrical
Exhibition in Edinburgh prior to the opening of the new
power station at Portobello. The suliject was remittel to a

Bub-committee.

Electricity District.—West of Scotland.—The Electricity

Commissioners have provisionally determined that the under-
mentioned area shall be constituted a separate electricity dis-

trict tor the purposes of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919,

that is to say :
—

The County of the City of Glasgow ; the County of Renfrew

.

So much of the County of Ayr as is included in

the Royal Burghs of A}t and Irvine; the burghs of

Ardros.san, Darvel, Galston, Kilmarnock. Kilwinning, Largs,
Newmilns and Greenholm, Prestwick, Saltcoats, Stew-
arton, and Troon. The parishes of Ardrossan, Ayr, Beith,

Coylton, Craigie. Dairy, Dalrymple. Dreghorn, Dundonald,
Dunlop, Fenwiek. Galston, Irvine, Kilbiinie, Kilmarnock,
Kihnaurs, Kilwinning, Largs, Loudoun, Mauchline, Monklon
and Prestwick, Ochiltree, Eiccurton. Stair, Stevenston,
Stewarton, Symington, Tarbolton, and West Kilbride.

So much of the County of Dumbarton as is included in
the Royal Burgh of Dumbarton ; the burghs of Clydenank,
Kirkintilloch, and MiLngavie; the parishes of Bonhih Card-
ross, Dumbarton, Old Kilpatrick, New Kilpatrick. and Kirk-
intilloch.

So much of the County of Lanark as is included in the
Royal Burghs of Lanark Renfrew, and Rutherglen; the'

burghs of -Airdrie, Coatbridge, Hamilton, and Motherwell and'

Wishaw ; the parishes of Blantyre, Bothwell, Cadder, Cam-
buslang, Cambusnethan, Carluke. Carmunuock, Dalserf, Dal-

ziel. East Kilbride, Glasgow, Glasford, Hamilton, Lanark, Old
Monkland, New Monkland, Rutherglen, Shotts, and Stone-
house.
So much of the County of Stirling as is included in the

parishes of Baldernock, Campsie, and Strathblane.

Objections or representations may be made on account of

the inclusion of any area in, or the exclusion of any area

from, the district in writing to the Electricity Commission
not later than December 30th, 1922. It being apparent to the

Electricity Commissioners that the existing organisation for

the supply of electricity in the district should be improved,
they intend to hold a local inquiry into the matter, and any
body directly concerned with the production or use of elec-

trical energy within the district may before December 30th.

1922, submit in writing a scheme for effecting such improve-
ment in organisation, including the formation of a Joint Elec-

tricity Authority for the district. Notice will be given of

the date of the proposed inquiry.

Glasgow.

—

New Houses.—Both gas and electricity are to

be supphed to the houses in the Corporation building schemes,
the Housing Department paying £20,000 to the Gas Depart-

ment and £10,000 to the Electricity Department towards the

cost of installing the necessary mains. There was a sugges-

tion that some of the houses should form an " all gas " area,

while others should form an " all electric " area, but these

proposals were withdrawn.

Harrogate.

—

Yfar's Working.—The accounts of the Cor-

poration's electricity undertaking (Engineer : Mr. G. Wilkin-

son) for the year ended March 25tb, 1921, show a total revenue
of £39,169, as compared with £28,372 in the previous year.

Working expenses totalled £26,578, as against £18.457, leaving

a gross profit of £12,591 (£9,915). After payment of capital

and other charges a net profit of £3,949 remained, this being
utihsed to defray capital expenditure. In 1919-20 a sum of

£1,195 was expended under this head. The total number of

units sold was 2,358,956, and the maximum demand 1,596 k\V.

Hawkshead (Lake District). — Proposed Electricity

ScHEJiE.—-\s a result of a town's meeting to consider the pros-

pects of a local electric light and power scheme for the town-
ship, a committee has been formed to go into details with a
view to the promotion of a company or other form of

guarantee for the capital outlay involved. The estimated

capital outlay for a scheme of supply within a half-mile radius

is £750, and technical details were supplied by Mr. Wilkmson.
of Arnside.

Ireland.

—

Activities of a Belgun CoiiPAxy.—A Belgian

electro-technical company, having for title " The Irish Over-

seas Direct Ti'ading and Electric Lighting .Association,]' has

just obtained a concession for the supply of electric lighting to

Blackrock (co. Dublin). AppHcation by the same company for

a concession to supply lighting and motive energy to the town
of Dun Laoghaire (Kingsto\^n) is being considered. The com-
pany proposes to sell electricity to the pubhc at 8d. per kWh
for lighting, 2Jd. for motive power, and 4d. for heating pur-

poses.

—

EcJaira(ie et Force Mofricc.

Keighley.

—

Loan.—Tlie Electricity Committee recommends
application to the Electiicity Commissioners for sanction to

borrow £5,000 for the purpose of instalUng the necessary

feeders and distributors in the area covered by the Electric

Lichtins (Extension) Order, 1915. The area includes the

urban disti'icts of Oxenhope and Oakworth. Financial assist-

ance from the Unemployment Graut« Committee is being

sought.
Kilmarnock Extensions.—The .\yr County Council has

notified the Corporation that its objection to the recent

electricity extension Order will not hold if the Corporation

will agree to lay mains in the southem part of the extended

area if and when the County Council requests it to do so.

The Kilmarntx-k Corporation has .ngreed to this, reserving,

however, the right to appeal to the Electricity Commission
for a decision in cases where such mains are likely to prove

unremunerative.
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.Morecambe.—Loan.—^The Finance Committee has ap-
pro! ed tue Electricity Committee's lecommendation of

.iLi extraoiumary expeuaitiu'e ol io,uuO tor tue ueiter ught-
iiig ul me bca Iront irom jDattery to aare, and advises appuca-
tiuu to tlie Jilectncily (Juininissiuners lor power to uorio^s
tms sum.

Nortaampton. — Price Eeddction—Correction. — The
KoiiUcimpiou jLiectric ught X fovver (Jo., i^ta., intorms us
tUat lue leuuciiou ot ^u. per unit is not in tue euarye tor

bijuimg eueiyy (as stated m our is.sue ot Decemoer ".toruj, but
lor power.

Oxted.—Electricity Supply.—^At a meeting of the Council
a leiler was read Irom tUe ISevenoaks and JJistrict iiilectncity

Co., i^td.. statmg lUat tne iMeclricity Commissioners had de-
cided not to reVuKe tiie company s powers ol supply in Uxted
and 1-jmpsueid. it a grant in aid ot tne worK could be ob-
tained liuni me ibtate a cable would be laid at once, ine
Council resolved to support me company's appucation.

Perth.—State Assistance.—The Unemployment Grants
Committee das agieed to refund 60 per cent, ol the money
paid in wages to men engaged upon tue renewal of a number
ot mams.

Preston.—Extensions Approved.—The Council has received
the sanction ot the Jilectricity (Jommission to the extension
ol tne generating station at Ueepaaie.

Rugeley.—Electricity Supply Required.—The Urban Dis-
trict i^ouucil has asked the \\ oivernampton Corporation
wnether mat body is prepared to supply electricity lor Ught-
ing and power to the distiict.

Soutliwick.—Company's Application.—The Shoreham and
District Electric Lighting and Power Co., Ltd., gives notice
of its intention to apply to the Electricity Commissioners tor

an Order permittmg it to supply electricity to places within
me Uiuau uibuict ol boutuwicK.

Truro.—Breakdown of Negotiations.—Asserting that the

high prices asked by the Cornwall Electric Power Co. would
impose a buiden upon the ratepayers, the City Council has
broKen off negotiations with the company for a supply of

electricity to the town. It is stated that the Council will

now proceed with a scheme of its own involvrng the erection

of a station at Mewham.

'Warrington.—IjOAN.—The Electricity Committee is apply-

ing to tue Electricity Commissioners for sanction to the

borrowing of £4,4(0 in re.spect of sub-station gear necessary
for allordmg a supply to the outlying districts.

Price Kedoction.—At the January meeting of the Town
Council the Electricity Committee will present a resolution

for the withdrawal, as from December 31st. of the last three
increases in the price of electricity. The increases which it

is proposed to withdraw were made in 19'20, and total 30 per
cent, on the cost of energy for lighting and traction and 00
per cent, on the cost of power based on pre-war prices.

West Bromwich.—Price Reduction.—The Town Council
has decided to lower the charge for electricity for power by

12i per cent, from the December reading of the meters, and
alternatively to offer power consumers electricity at the rate

of £9 per k\V demanded and Id. per unit consumed. The
hghting charges remain at 100 per cent, above pre-war
charges.

Wexford.—Contracts Accepted. — The Corporation hits

accepted the tender of Mr. J. J. Stafford to supply electricity

for public lighting at 6d. per unit, and a tender of Messrs.

Ferguson & Bruty, Dublin, for £-2,oli, for the erection of poles

and mains.

Worcester.—Extensions .\pproved.—Tlie Electricity Com-
mittee reports the receipt of a letter from the Electricity Com-
missioners consenting to the extension of the generating station

by the installation of a 3,000-kW set, three boilers and
auxiUary plant, and by the construction of the necessary

buildings. No material departure from the engineering pro-

posals in connection with the extension is to be made without
first submitting details to the Commissioners and obtainmg
their sanction.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Accrin^ton.—Yp^ah's Working.—Tlie revenue of the Cor-

poration tramway undertaking for the year ended March 31st

last was £'62,849, as compared with ±'.50,153 in 1919-20. Ex-
penditure amounted to ±'-53,426 leaving a gross profit of

±'9,423. The net result was a loss of ±2,008, comparing
unfavourably with a deficit of ±293 in the preceding year.

Australia.—Pnoro.'^fD B mi way Elfctrification.—The South
Australian Minister for Railways recently said that he had
considered the question of converting to electric traction the

line running from Adelaide to Murray Bridge. He thought
that money would be well spent in obtaining a report regard-

ing the cost ot such a project.

—

Renter's Trade Service

(Melbourne).

Melbourne.—The Legislative Assembly has passed a Bill
autuuiismg the maugurauou of eieciric raiuess car systemsm the outer suburbs of Melbourne.

—

Modern Transport.
Adel.\ide.—The Melbourne Aryua recently reported that

large additions to the Adelaide Tramway Trust's plant were
being made, and that it was expected that the new equipment
Wuuiu ue lu cuuiuu&biuu oy me end ot last year. ihe
additions consisted of a 6,000-kW Curtis turbo-alternating set,
manufactured by the British Thomson-Houston Co., and a
conden.ser supplied by G. W. Kelly & Lewis, and made at the
Melbourne works.—iieuter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

Birmingham.—Fare Reduction not Approved.-The ques-
tion of the possibiUty of a revision of the tram fares (the
minmium fare being IJd.) was considered by the Tramway
Committee on January 2nd. It was stated that owing to the
higu aduiinistrative costs it could not, at present, recom-
mend any reduction.

Burnley.—New Cars.—Three of the five new tramcars
ordered for the Manchester-road system, are being dehvered,
and the remamder will make their appearance shortly. The
cost of each car will be ahnost ±4,000, compared with about
±1,000 before the war.

Canada.—Ontario.—Ontai-io has decided to purchase, at a
cost of ±666,000. the electric railway running from Toronto to
Guelph which was built by the Canadian Northern Railway,
and is now part of the Canadian Government system. The
electors have also agreed to guarantee the bonds of an electric
railw^ay running eastward from Toronto 30 miles to Bowman-
ville. The municipaUties of the Niagara Peninsula are to
acquii'e the Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Electric Rail-
way, to be operated by the Hydro-Electric Commission of the
Province.

—

The Times.

Edinburgh.-Tramway Electrification.—The Tramways
Committee has decided in favour of the electrification of the
tramways in Princes Street, and the use of central poles to
carry the overhead wires.

London.—Japanese Inspect " Underground " System.—
On December 29th the members of the Japanese delegation
of business men were invited by the Underground Railways
Co. to inspect London's trafiSc system. The party visited the
Lot's Road generating station, the Traffic Controller's office,

the lifts, moving stairways, &c., and expressed their intere.st
and amazement. At a subsequent luncheon one of the mem-
bers of the delegation compared the transport systems of
Tokio and London, and referred to the formation of a com-
pany to construct underground railways. He said this com-
pany was still in its initial stages, and nothing had been done
so far as construction was concerned.

Preston.—Sunday Cars.—At a meeting of the Town Council
on December 29th, a re-consideration of the question of run-
ning Sunday cars, which had resulted in a loss of from ±10
to ±14 per week, w-as advocated. It v^'as stated, however,
that public convenience must be considered, and a motion to
refor the matter back was defeated.

Scarborough.—Cars Continue Running.—Before the end
of last year, when the electric tramways should have
ceased running according to a decision after coiiferences
between the company, the Corporation and the Ministry of

Transport, further consultations were held in London upon
three offers for the undertaking. The company has accepted
the offer of a combination of London and 'Yorkshire tramway
interests, with the probable addition of some local people.
Mr. H. Seaton, of the Scarborough Yellow Motor 'Bus and
Motor Coach Service, has accepted an invitation to be manag-
ing director of the new concern—in which the public may be
invited to take shares—and, on receipt of instructions, Mr.
Moinet. the local tramway mnnacer, continued the service

uninterruptedly. The new undertaking, whose control is sub-
ject only to the approval of a meeting of shareholders of the
tvamwav comnany. will run the cars and the Yellow Motor
'Buses in conj'unction, developing the service on routes not
yet covered by the tramways.

T»'inton.—R'-vTVM, of System SnooESTPn.—At a recent
meeting of the Town Council a number of members advocated
the revival of the tramway system owing to the alleged inade-

quacy of the 'bus services. It will be recollected that the

"Taunton Electric Tramways Co. was forced to close down in

May last owing to its inability tn pay the price demanded
by the Council for electricity. A recent order of the Ministry

of Transport cancelled the two orders held by the company.
At the meeting mentioned above the Mayor pointed out that

to take over and work the system of the company would
necessitate the obtaining of another order. In the meati-

tinie. however, the Council h^d decided to allow the per-

manent way to remain in position.

i"n||a«ev.—Pnn'>o'3''n Eau"? Rcvt«Tnv.—The T^nrnwavs Com-
mittee recommends the re-intrndnrt'nn of penny staires, in

view of the serious decrease in traffic since the stapes were
shortened and the fares were increased. Other jjroposals

are : n discount of twopence in the shillins on prrp.nid hooks

of tickets instead of the present bonks of thirteen tickets at

the price of a dozen; workmen's tickets available up to 7.30

a.m. instead of 7 a.m. ; and the age for children's tickets to be

fourteen years instead of twelve.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Au.stralia. — Wirklkss Oi-erakihs. — Mr. Atlee Hunt,
Federal Public Service Arbitrator, at the Commonwealth Bank
Building at Sydney, in October, presided as arbitrator in the
matter of a claim for improved conditions made by the Radio
Telegraphists' Institute of Australasia against the Public
Service Commission and the Postma.ster-Cieneral.

The institute claimed that the minimum salaries per annum
to wireless operators should be : Administrative officers. Class
JJ (professional division) from i£567 in the first year to £693
in the sixth year; inspectors and stationmasters in charge of

continuous stations. Class E (professional division), from
dk'443 in the first year to i'569 in the .sixth ; .senior telegraphists,

class 4, and station masters in charge of non-continuous
stations. Class F (professional division), f380; telegraphists,
class 4, grade 2, £356; telegraphists, class 4, grade 1, £'280 in

the first year to £340 in the fifth year; mechanics (general
division), .£304; senior mechanics, £334. and foremen
mechanics £364; radio engineers, class E (professional divi-

.sion), £567 in the first year to £642 in the fourth year. The
hours claimed were 6^ hours unbroken, and for broken .shifts

39 hours a week; and that wirele.ss telegraphists should not
be called upon to perform any duty for a longer period than
nine hours, except in urgent cases, when double overtime
should be paid.

The service was established in 1911 on a clerical ba.sis, but
suitable men could not be obtained in the public service, and
a reorganisation was made on a professirmal basis. When the
war broke out the men were transferred from the Postmaster-
General's Department to the Department of the Navy, under
which they remained until last year, and it was contended
that they had suffered n reduction in status during that period,
which had materially affected their welfare with regard to
the positions they should now be occupying and the salaries
they should be drawing. They had no say in the transfer, and
being regarded as enlisted persons, could not initiate any claim
during the war.

The Telegraph Service.—Foueign Pkess Telegk.uis.—
The Postmaster-General annoimces that on and from .January
1st. Press telegrams at ledurrd rates for .\ustria. Lithuania,
Poland, and Czecho-Slovakia will be accepted at post offices

on the usual conditions between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, as well
as between the normal hours of 6 p.m. and 9 a.m. Press tele-

grams for Esthonia and Latvia will be accepted between 9 and
11 a.m. as well as between the normal hours of 6 p.m. and
9 a.m.
Money Order Service.—The telegraph money-order service

with British Oversea Dominions, Dependencies, <tc., was ex-
tended on January 2nd to Kenya and L'ganda. A special
feature of the service is that the telegrams of advice may be
.sent at the deferred rate, which reduces the telegraph charges
by one-half. The full-rate service is available for cases of
special urgency.

France.—Wireless Tklefhony.—The French Under-Secre-
tary for Post, Telegraphs, and Telephones announces that he
is prepared to receive applications for the installation of the
wireless telephone on private premises. Over a distance of

30 miles the cost of a complete station will be about 17,000 tr.

(approximately £340).— T/ic Times.

Germany.—New Telegraph Service.— .\ new service for
rapid transmission of telegrams is contemplated for all

Germany. It is to be put on trial between Berlin and
Hamburg in this month, says the Manchester Guardian.

" Lightning wireless " stations will be established in both
towns. A telegraph message can be telephoned to one of the
stations. It will be transmitted by wireless to the other, and
from there it will be telephoned to the person to whom it is

addressed. The charge per word is to be 50 marks, with a
minimum charge of 500 marks for the entire telegram. It is

assumed that once the service is in working order it will be
possible to receive a telegram a few minutes after it has been
sent.

Holland.—Cari.r Rights ox Yat.—The heads of the delega-

tions of the five big powers and the Netherlands have agreed
to an arrangement by which Holland, as well as the United
States and Japan, will l)e given cable rights on the Island of

Y;ip.

—

Heiifer'.<< 'I'nule. Service (Washington).

The Telephone Service.—New Wallasey Exchange.—On
December 31st a new telephone exchange was opened at

Wallasey to replace with un-to-date apparatus the existing

exchange. The new exchange serves the same area as did the

old one.

TiiLEi'HONE TO Bass Rock.—Telephonic communication has
been established between the Bass Rock, in the Firth of

Forth, and North Berwick, a distance of four miles. A cable

was laid by the Government during the war. when the islet

was in use by the .Admiralty, but was later withdrawn. It

has just been replaced, says the Observer, and is expected to

prove of valuable service, especially in cases of shipping
mishaps, rendering necessary the calling out of the lifeboat

ou the mainland.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED. I ^

[The date given in parenthesis at the end of the paragraph
indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
" nffirial Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Melbourne.—February 2(Jth. City Council.

Electricity Department. One rotary converter with trans-
former, &c. ; 6.600 Y switchgear. (City Electrical Engineer.)
Sydney.-April 24th. Electricity Department. Two 2.0tHi.

kW rotary converters, and one 10,000 to 12,000-kW turbo-
alternator.*

Aylesbury.—Electricity Department. One 300-UW con-
verter, with e.h.p. and l.p. switchgear. (See this issue.)

Belgium.—January 17th. .Municipal authorities of Schaer-
beek. Supply and installation of a system of internal tele-

phone communication in the various offices of the municipal
building. Specification from the Caisse C'ommunale, Schaer-
beek, Brussels.

January 31st. For the establishment of a central electri-

city generating station and a .system of high and low-pre.ssure

distribution mains, for the Intercommunale d'Electricite de la

Province de Namur. Particulars from M. Desire Martin,
Echevin. Rouge (Namur).

Chile.—February 4lh. State Railways. Twelve w'ind-
luills, complete: one electric compressor; one air-storage drum
and d.c. motor; 1,300 metal-filament lamps for lighting loco-

motives; 38 wall telephones.*

East Ham.—January 12th. Electricity Department.
One 1,500-kW converter, either rotary or motor type; e.h.p.

and l.p. switchgear and connectors. (December 23rd.)

Edinburgh.—January 19th. Corporation. Electric light-

ing installation at the Public Wash-house, Causewayside. Uity
engineer.

France.—January 1.5th. French Post and Telegraph
authorities. Paris (Rue de Rennes). 300 vacuum tube Tamps
of 1-kW capacity for use in connection with the wireless tele-

graphy service. Particulars from 5. Rue Froidevaux, Paris.

India.—Madras.—February 20th. Corporation. Various
paper-insulated, &c., cables ah'eady detailed here. Specifica-

tions and forms of tender (4s. per set) from the Publisher.
Electrical Review. (December 31st.)

Leeds.—January 12th. Electricity Department. Single-
phase wattmeters for 12 months (minimum 2,0(K1). (Decem-
ber 31st.)

Maidens and Coombe.—January 10th. Urban District

Council. Two 10-b.h.p. horizontal electric motors, starting

gear, &c. Also electric Ughting installation at Blakes Lane
pumping station. Mr. R. H. Jeffes, engineer and surveyor,

Municipal Offices, New Maiden.

Newcastle^under^Lyme.—January 17th. Electricity Sup-
ply Department. 600 yd. .1, .035, .1 l.p. lead-covered steel

annoured distributor cable. (See this issue.)

New Zealand. — Wellington. — February 24th. Public
Works Department. Three ll,tXX)-V reactances complete, for

the Lake Coleridge electric power scheme.*

South Africa.—Pretoria.—February 1st Public Works De-
partment. Conduit and conduit fittings. Electrical Engmeer,
Public Works Department, Pretoria.*

Port Elizabeth.—January 31-st. Municipal Council. Ten-
ders for electrical plant.*

Spain.—Madrid.—Direction of Posts and Telegraph.—Sup-
ply of Hughes apparatus to the value of 350,000 pesetas.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Madrid).

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&e.. can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84). 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Bedford.—Town Council. .Accepted:

—

One l,5()0-k\V lurbo-altiin.Ttor, with circulaling pumps, &c. (£17,!ir6).—

C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.

Belgium.—Seven firms submitted tenders to the Belgian

military authorities in Brussels for the supply of seven electric

mottjrs for the military hospital at Tournai. the lowest being

that of W. Wilford, of Brussels, who quot«;d 4,800 or 6,700 fr.

Mansfield.—The Board of Guardians has appointed the

Mansfield Engineering Co. as electricians for the ensuing six

months.

New Zealand.—The Government has accepted tenders

from British firms for the installation of a £KK1.tKKI hydro-

electric plant for a system which is to supply Wellington and

district. Further tenders are still under consideration, says

the Prime Minister (Mr. Massey). .American and Swedish
firms competed.

Stirling.—Town Council has appointed Henderson Bros.

as electricians for the ensuing year.

'Warrington.—Education Committee. .Accepted:—
C.ibks.—British Insulated & llelsbv Cibles, Ltd.

Sub-station switchgeao-.— British Thomson-Hou!.lon Co., Ltd.

A.c. and d.c. motors.—S. G. Leach & Co.
iranslurmcrs.—Fuller Electrical \ .Mjnubolurinn Co., Ltd.
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Salford.—Tramways Committee. Car accessories for

three months to March 31st, 1923. Accepted :
—

Cable and lamps.—Power & Lighting Supplies Co., Ltd.
Cable connectors, &c.—L. Andrew & Co.
Armature and field colls.—Barratt & Thornton.
Insulating varnish.—Griffiths, Bros. & Co. (London), Ltd.
Lamps—British Insulated ft Helsby Cables, Ltd.

t Carbon brushes.—J. Eades.
^ Field coils and commutator stgments.—MetropolitanA'ickers Electrical Co.,

Ltd.
Brake block,.— National R.iiKvav and Tramway Appliances Co.. Ltd.

Trolley head slippers.—British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Trollev heads.—G. W. Alsop.

Gears and pinions.-British Hele-Shaw Patent Clutch Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

.Safety valves for superheaf-rs.—J. Musgrave Si Son.
Set of fire bars slidinc Ix.ttrmis K.r front and rear end of stokers.—Under-

feed Stoker Co. Ltd.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Croat Britain.—t'hristmas Lectures on " Electric Waves
and Wireless Telephony," by Prol. J. A. Fleming. F.R.S., at Albem.irle
Street, Piccadilly, W. .\t 3 p.m. Saturday, January 7th, " Electric

Wavi.s "; Tuesday, January 10th, " Wireless Telephony."

Model Engineer Exhibition.—Saturday, January 7th to January 14th. At
the Royal Horticultural Hall. London, S.W'. Exhibition of small power
engineering models, tools, scientific apparatus, wireless apparatus, &c.

Fj-om 12 noon to 10 p.m. daily.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— Informal meeting. .Monday, January
9th. At ;he Institution, Victoria Embankment. S.W. At 7 p.m. Dis-
cussion on " Co operative .\dvertising in Relation to the Electrical In-

dustry," to be opened by Mr. J. W. I^eauchamp.
Thursday. January 12th. At the Institution, Victoria Embankment. .At

6 p.m. Exhibition of the following kinematograph films :
—" Investigations

and Tests on High-tension Switchgear." by .Mr. P. Torchio, with explana-
tory notes bv Dr. C C. Garrard. " Telephone Inventors of To-day " and
" Electricity' in the Home." exhibited by Mr. F. Gill.

(North-Eastern Centre).—Monday. January !)th. At Armstrong Col-

lege, Newc :stlc-on-Tyne. \t 7.1.') p.m. Pap^T on '* Induction Type
Synchronous" .Motors," by Mr. L. H. A. Carr.

(Scottish Centre).—Tuesday, January 10th. At the North British

Station Hotel, Edinburgh. At 7 p.m. Paper on " induction Type
Synchronous Motors." hy Mr. L. H. A. Carr.

(North-western Centre).—Tuesday. January lOlh. At the Engineers'

Club Manchester. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on " Tekphonc Line Work in

the U.S.A.." by Mr. P.. S. Byng.

(South-Midland Centre).—Wednesday, January 11th. At the Univer-
sity, Dirminghani. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on "The Cvc-Arc Process of Auto-
matic Electric WfMing." hy Mr. L. J. Steele and Mr. H. Martin.

(Tees-Side Sub-Centre).-Wednesday. January 11th. At Middlesbrough.
Paper on " Induction T>pe Sjnchron.ius .Motors," by Mr. L. H. A. Carr.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, January 10th.

At St. Bride's Institute Bride Lane. E.C. At 6.45 p.m. Lecture on "A
Talk Round the Thermionic Valve," by Major T. Vincent .Smith.

Roentgen Society.—Tuesday, January 10th. .At the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, A'ictoria Embankment, W.C.2. .\t 8.15 p.m. Ordinary
meeting.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday. January 10th. At the Institution.

Great George Street, S W, At 6 p.m. Papers on " Control of Trains in

Relation to lncre.is.,1 Weight and Speed Combined with Reduced Head-
way." by Mr. .A. W. Rendell. and " Trials in Connection with the Appli-

cation of the \'acuum-Brake for Long Freight Trains." bv Sir H. Fowler
and Mr. H. X. Greslcy.

.Students' Meeting. Wwlncsday, January 11th. At the Institution,

Gi-eat George Street, S.W. At 6 p.m. Lecture on '* The Economic
Aspects of Various Metliorls .,1 Power Transmission," by Mr. E. W.
Monkhouse.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.—W.dnesday, January 11th. At St.

Bride's Institute. Bride Lane, E.C. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Machinery
for the Production and Refining of Edible Oils for Margarine," by Mr.
B. P. Flockton.

industrial League and Council.—Wednesday. January 11th. At Caxton Hall.

S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " A Fair Day's Work for a Fair Day's

Pay." by Mr. R. Stelling.

Paisley Association of Engineers.—Wednesday, January 11th. At the

Y.M.C.A. Buildings, 25, High Street. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Hints on

the Organisation of Small Shops." by Mr. R. W. Dodson.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday. January 11th. At the Royal
Institution, Colquitt Street. .At 8 p.m. Paper on " Wireless Telegraphy

in the Mercantil.. Marine," by Capt. J. A. Slee. R.N. (retired).

Optical Society.—Thursday. January 12th. At the Imperial College of

S. i.n.,. South Kensington. At 7.30 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.-Thursday, January 12th. At the East

Anglian Institute of Agriculture. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Production

Records." by Mr. H. Church.

Manchester Wireless Society.—Thursday. January 12th. At the Albion

Hotel. Piccidilh. At 8 p.m. Paper on " The Electric Arc," by Mr. J.

C. A. Reid.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday. January 13th. .At Caxton Hall,

S.W. .At 8 p.m. L.clurette, " Artificial Ice," by Mr. E. C. West.

(Midland Section).-Tuesday. January lOth. At the Birmingham
( li,iml>.r o( Cr>mmerc.-. New Stre«-t. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Drop
I'mgings," by Mr. J. Fearn and Capt. F. W. Spencer.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Friday. January 13th. At the Philosophical

Institute. At S p.m. " .\ Chat on Storage Batteries," by Mr. L.

Brookman.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE

DEPARTMENT.

In Citable us to complete our replies to queries received thi.^i

Week, wi- iiped the names of manufacturers or suppliers of :

Steel cable troughing.
The " Olso " electric iron.

The " Triumph Focuslite " for photographic and lantern

work.
Swan-neck brackets with porcelain back plates.

Actual makers of fancy wood turned and carved table

and floor lamps, also brass and wood turned candle-

sticks (American inquiry).
" Unique " two-way switches.

NOTES.

The Electrical Engineers' Ball, 1922.—It will be remem-
bered that the Electrical Engineers' Ball was revived last year
after seven years' suspension during the period of the wai'.

it was held in February, and was a complete success, estab-
lishing a new record, it is hoped, however, that this year's
even, now that the Ball has been completely re.stored to its

normal place in the engagements of the season, will be a

still greater success. It is to be held at the Hotel Cecil ou
Friday, February iUth, and we give below the names ot the
strong and rejiresentative committee that has the arrange-
ments in hand, 'ihe Electrical Engineers' Ball has always
.sttxjd for at least two gtxid things, f'irst. it affords an oppor-
tunity for electrical engineers and their friends to meet
under social conditions which are entirely different from those
obtaining in any other function of the season; secondly,

any surplus revenue is devoted to the I.E.E. Benevolent Fund
and the Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution. These are

two motives which should ensure a very ready respon.se, but
there is also the memory of some ot the twelve pleasant

functions of the kind which counts for much, and doubtless
will influence many to repeat their happy experiences of the

past.

It may be mentioned that the Licensing Regulations permit
of .supper being held this year at 11.30 p.m. This will hi
an improvement on last year, while in all other respects

there is every promise that the entertainment will be fully

up to last season's standard.

G. L. Addenbrooke.
H. Alabaster.

H. Allcock.
L. Andrews.
L. B. Atkinson.
O. H. Baldwin.
Geo. Balfour. M.P.
J. H. Bowden.
E. G. Byng.
Sir T. O. Callender
R. A. Chattock.
A. C. Cramb.
A. J. Cridgc.
P. F. Crinks.
Sir James Devonshire,
T. C. Elder.
H. W. Fairman.
Dr. S. Z. de FerranI
E. J. Fox.
E. A. Gatehouse.
F. Gill.

Jas. Gray.

J. P. Gregory.
A. E. HadleV.
F. B. O. Ha'wes.

J. S. Highfield.

C. VV. hill.

H. Hirst.

P. V. Hunter. C.B.E.
Sir J. Kemnal, K.B.E
J. E. Kingsbury.
H. M. LeaL
W. S. Lonsdale.
A, R. McCallum.

J. j. .McGregor, C.li.E.

H. T. S, McKay.
P. V. Mc.Mahon.
W. L. .Madgen.
W. I>-e .Matthews.
E. W. Moss.

Mu
F. H. .\alder.

Sir Wm. Noble.
Col. W. A. J. O'Meara.
G. W. Partridge.

T. Petersen.
F. Pooley.
P. J. Pvbus, C.B.E.
M. J. Railing.

L. L. Robinson.
P. F. Rowell.
W. Rutherford.

H. S'choley,'. C.B.E.
S. Sharp.
H. C. Siddelev.

A. M. Sillar.

Sir John Snell.

C. P. Sparks, C r. K
G. Sutton.
C. D. Taite.

Capt. G. Taylor.
James Taylor, J. P.

J. M. G. Trezise.

Capt. R. J. Wallis-Jones, O.H.i:.

A. H. Walton.
David Wilson.
C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E.

Executive Committee.—O. H. Baldwin, E. J. Fox, J. E. Kingsbury, \V. S.

Lonsdale, P. V. McMahon, A. M. Sillar, C. H. Wordingham. CB.E., R. J.

Wallis-Jones. O.B.B., A. H. Walton.
Hon. Secretaries: A. M. Sillar, W. S. Lonsdale.
Hon. TBEASLMiER : J. E. Kingsbury.

Correction.—In the course of " Electrical Notes from
India," published in the Electkic.4l Review for October
21st, 19'2I, it is stated on page 549 in the paragraph relating

to the streams flowing down the NUgiri Hills to the plains,

that the hydro-electric scheme under which power is sup-

plied to the Government cordite factory was the

first of several large schemes to be carried out by the Tata
Company. Mr. J. Ellis Jones. M.I.E.E., Ac. Electrical En
gineer I/C, writing from the Cordite Factory, Hydro-Electric

Station, Nilgiries, S. India, asks us to correct this statement.

He says:
—

" Messrs. Tata & Co. had no connection with thf,

scheme; it was carried out by the General Electric Co.. Ltd.,

of Salford, Manchester, in 1901, and both the power house

and the electrical plant of the cordite factory for the Govern-

ment of India."

Appointments Vacant.— F.lectrical inspector of mines
(Rs. l,'2m) a muuth), for the Indian Mines Department; switch-

board attendant, for the Borough of Nelson Electricity Depart-

ment. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Sterilising .Milk Electrically Mr. T. W. Simpson, a

North Perth (West Australia) milk purveyor, has recently

been experimenting with the sterihsation of milk by elfc-

tricity, and has applied for a provisional patent for a proie^s

which he claims will sterilise milk with great rapidity at a,

small cost, and without affecting its digestible qualities.

With a small working model he gave a demonstration in

October last at the Department of Public Health, the Govern-

ment Bacteriologist .and Pathologist (Dr. Shearman) supply-

ing a s.imple of milk known to be heavily infected with bac-

teria. .\ portion of this milk was treated by the process and

was afterwards submitted to bacteriological examination, anil

though it was not found to be completely sterile, the result

was .sufficiently promising to warrant further inve.stigatitins.

.Xrrangements are therefore being made for a further test with

a large plant which Mr. Simpson has installed at his own
milk depot.
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Taxing Electric Motors.—What are described as exorbi-

tant sums are being demanded in the form of taxes from the

users of electric motors in Dundee. Hitherto the users of

these motors, numbering about 5U0, and varying from a

fractional horse power to ten horse power, were exempt Irom
taxation, 'ihey were much surprised, therefore, to receive

documents from various rating departments claiming assess-

ment upon the motors, which in some cases will, in the course

of a few years only, exceed the total amount paid for the

machines. ' A specimen of the new^ taxation is given by The
Dundee Advertiser as follows:—A one-horse electric motor is

used by a tradesman in a comparatively small way of business.

The Inland ftevenue authorities send in a yearly valuation

of ±1 5s., and claim 6s. assessment yearly under Schedule A;
the Parish Council follows up with an assessment of 4s. lid.

—

•2s. 5d. as owner and 2s. 6d. as occupier; and finally comes

the city taxation authority and demands 4s. lUd. as occupier

and Is. 7d. as owner

—

'dd. in this case being added for water.

Thus a sum of 17s. 4d. annually is claimed as taxes upon a

tiny motor used only occasionally by the owner. The taxation

of course increases pro rata according to hor.se power.

According to an othcial, the new system of rating was pro-

vided for under Section 42 of the Lands Valuation (Scotland)

Act, 1S54, as amended by Section I. of the Lands Valuation

Amendment Act, 19U2. According to these Acts all machinery
' for the purpose of producing or transmitting hrst motive

power is heritalsle," and thus electric motors come within the

taxable ambit. The rateable charge on these machines is

3s. 4id. per £1 valuation on owners and Ts. on occupiers.

It was only last year that a survey of the city was made with

the obiect"of ascertaining all those who used electric motors,

and the taxation was imposed for the hrst time this year.

It is said that the attitude of a number of electric motm-
users in Dundee is that rather than pay the tax they will

get rid of the motors.

Australian Standardisation Schemes.—Proposals for work
considered by .Mr. G. H. ivnibbs. duector of the Institute of

Science and Industry, to be of fundamental importance to the

Australian engineermg industries have been placed before him
by representatives of the Austrahan Institution of Lngineers.

A commencement has already been made in standardising

work, the Institute having issued standard specihcations for

Australia tor railway rails, tramway rails, and for steel used

for constructional purposes; but in order that it may be

developed and caiTied on in a comprehensive and systematic

manner it is necessary that some representative organisation

should be established to dnect the movement. It is proposed

to hold a special Engineering Standards Conference in Mel-

bourne in February, when representatives of the Institute of

Science and Industry, the Australian Institution of Engineers,

'the Australasian Institution of Minmg and Metallurgy, and

the Australian Chemical Institute will consider a definite plan

for establishing an Engineering Standards Committee.

Fatafity.—John C. Young, a labourer, while finishing

work on an electric crane at the works of Messrs. Babcock
and Wilcox, Kenfrew, overbalanced and caught hold of a
" Uve " wire. He received a severe shook, and death was
instantaneous.

Electric Furnaces in Canada.—.According to the Electrical

News (Canada), the Department of Mines of the Dominion
Government has issued a folder dealing with the metallurgical

works of the Dominion, giving a list of the users of furnaces,

their type, &c., which shows that there is a goodly number of

electric furnaces in Canada, including 21 in Quebec (the

largest being of 7-ton and the smallest of 1-ton capacity)

;

22 in Ontario (the largest being of 6-ton and the smallest

of J-ton capacity); two 2-ton furnaces in Manitoba; and five

in British Columbia (the largest being of 6-ton and the

smallest of 1-ton capacity). A tin smelter is also operated

by Electro Tin Products. Ltd., of Brantford. Ont., where one

Cobb 2-ton electric furnace is used.

Radium in England.—It is reported that pitch-blende

deposits have been discovered in Devon and Cornwall, loo
little of the ore has been assayed to enable an opinion to be

formed as to the commercial possibilities of radium extrac-

tion, but views of experts appear to be favourable.

A Kinematograph Exhibition.—The closing of the winter

term at the liusbury technical College was marked by an
original and most interesting kinema lecture, given on De-

cember 9th befoie the entire staff and students of the Engi-

neering Faculty. The chau- was taken by Mr. J. H. Catterson-

Smith, chief e.ectrical lecturer. Ihe film and projector were
very kindly loaned by the British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.,

Bugby, and showed the manufacture at Piugby of a B.T.H.
Curtis turbo-alternator, illustrating step by step the various

processes in the manufacture of both turbine and alternator,

until the complete set is seen running under working con-

ditions. The film included scenes in the manufacture of a

4U.tX)0h.p. turbo-alternator, the largest power imit yet con-

structed in Great Britain.

At the close of the lecture the Chairman thanked Mr. B. E.
Williams, third year electrical student, for his efforts in bring-

ing about what had been a most instructive and interesting

afternoon. He also expressed thanks to the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. It is hoped that the college will purchase

a projector of its own during the present session.

The Stiffness of Poles for Overhead Transmission Lines.

—EniiATr.M.—In the article on p. 9 of this i.ssue, fourth line

from foot of first column, the expre.^sion " d .
j-

. a " should

read " d . s."

A Heart Beat Recorder.—Perfection of a device which
will record the sound of a human heart or a heart beat on
a steel wire, from which it can be accurately reproduced
at any time, is announced by the United States Bureau of

Standards. The work was undertaken at the request oi the

army medical service, which explained that permanent records

of unusual conditions of heart and lungs were desired for

clinical instruction. The device comprises the use of an ordi-

nary telephone transmitter and a stethoscope, the current

generated by the beat of the heart being ' amplified and
impressed on a steel wire telegraphone which has the diBerent

sounds impressed upon its spool of wire in the form of varying

degrees of magnetisation."

—

T. and T. Age.

Fire.—Damage estimated at i£5,(XX) was caused by fire

recently at the premises of Mes.srs. McCosh & Devine, elec-

trical, motor, and general engineers, 57, Peel Street, Bridge-

ton. Glasgow.

Portsmouth Dockyard Fire.—Several thousands of

pounds' worth of damage was done by a fire at Portsmouth
Dockyard early on December 27th. The motor test room and
the armature repair shop, which contained valuable appara-

tus, were burned out, but the adjoining workshops were saved

after a three-hours' fight, says the Daily Mail.

Concert.—^The first annual Bohemian concert of the
Melby Sports Club (P.O. Engineering Department) is to be
held at the Talbot Restaurant. London, on Januaiy 14th. The
headquarters of the club is P.O. Telegraphs. Mnorgate Street

Buildings, London, E.G. Mr. C. W. Judd. of 17, Clacton
Road. Walthamstow, E.17, is acting as concert secretary.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — Co.\imemoh.atio.n

Meetikg.—J^or the purpose of commemorating the hrst meet-
ing of the Society oi ieiegraph i^ngmeers. which was held .on

teoruary 2oth, 1872, ttie Council of the Institution of Elec-
trical J!/ngmeers (origmally the Society of telegraph Engi-
neers), IS arranging tor the followmg institution Junctions to

be held on dates approximately correspondmg to that of the
original meeting :

—
Tuesday, tioruary 21sf, at 4 p.m.—Popular lecture (admis-

sion oy ticket, a Umited number of seats bemg reserved lor

guests) by i'rolessor J. A. i'leming, i'.K.S., on " Michael
i^araday and the foundations of ii^iectrical Engmeering."

Tuesday, February 21st, at 7 p.m. {for 7.30 p.m.).—Annual
dinner at the Hdtel Cecil.

\\ ednesday, February 22n(J, at 8.30 p.m.—Professor Fleming
will repeat his lecture of the previous day.

Thursday, February 23r(i, from 4 to 6 p.m. and from 8 to 10
p.m..—A number of memoers of the liistitution and others
closely connected with the early development ot electrical

engmeering will give short discourses on tneu" reminiscences
and experiences durmg the early history ot the electricity

supply luUustry. ihe speakers will deal with matters of

sciemmc and technical mterest, and also with the etlect of

legislative action on the progress ot the industry.

ihis IS only a preumiuary announcement, and full parti-

cular's will be published later.

KlNEMATOGUAi'H EXHIBITION.—An an ordinary meeting of

the institution, on ihai'sday, January Tith, the lollowing

kmematugraph hlms will be exhibited: "investigations and
Tests on nign-tension Switchgear," by Mr. P. lorchio. with
explanatory notes by Dr. C. C. Garrard;

'"

'leiephone in-

ventors ot io-day." exhibited by Mr. J;'. Gill; " The Audion."
exhibited by Mr. F. Gal; and, it time peimits, " Electricity in

the Home." exhibited by Mr. F. GUI. x

Sdmiier Meeting.—Arrangements are being made for a sum-
mer meeting to be held at Glasgow aud the \\ estern Highlands
in May or June next. The programme will be similar to the

one that was arranged for the meeting which was to have
been held last year.

BiBLioGR.'vrHiES OF SPECIAL Sdbjects.—Members who have
compiled bibliogra'ihies or reference hsts of special subjects

are mvited to send particulars of tbem to the secretary, the

intention being to keep a note of all such bibliographies and
li.-i.-. I.I uie lus.itiui^ii Uurary. una a view lo lu.iKing it

possible for members desiring information on particular sub-

jects to be put into communication with those in a position

to supply it. When it is possible to present to the Institution

an actual bibliography or list, or a copy of it. the Council

would greatly appreciate the gift, as the utihty of the arrange-

ment would thereby be greatly extended.
i'HKMifMs rou SiLOE.MS t'Ai'ERs.—in future a maximum of

ns students' premiums of £10 may be awarded eacb year.
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Scottish Centre.—An ordinary general meeting will be held

nn January 10th, at 7 p.m. A jiaper on " Induction-Type
Synchronous Motors " will be read by Mr. L. H. A. Carr.

The committee has decided to resume the annual dinners,

which have not been held since 19L3. The function has been
fixed for February 28th, at the Grosvenor Restaurant, Glasgow.
Tickets (price 17s. 6d. each, exclusive of wines) may be

obtained either from the hon. secretary or Mr. W. 1j.

Winning, 106, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—At a meeting held on De-
cember 23rd, Mr. D. S. Munro presided. A lecture on
" Watts on wheels (Automobiles and Accumulators) " was
delivered by Mr. E. O. Catford. The lecturer described m
detail the action and construction of automobile accumulators.
The lead and the " Edison " cells were compared, and dia-

grams of their respective performances submitted. Battery
accessories and systems of automobile wiring were discussed.

and the lecture was illustrated by many pictures of electrical

gear apphed to road traction and lighting purposes.

Finsbury Technical College Old Students' Association.

—

A smoking concert w'ill be held at the Engineers' Club, W..
on January 27th. The chair will be taken bv the president
(Mr. W. G. Head, M.LMech.E.) at 8 p.m. Mr. L. M. Clark.
A.I.e., has kindly undertaken the arrangement of the mu.sicai

programme. The committee has arranged for an informal
dinner. The hon. sec. should be notified seven days before-
hand. Early apphcation for tickets (price 2s. 6d. each) should
be made to members of council or to Mr. H. P. Guy, hon.
secretary.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

As he is forming a company to a<;quire the Beachley Power
Station, from w-hich it is proposed to supply power for indus-
trial purposes throughout the adjacent forest of Dean coal-

field, i\Ir. W. T. Kerr, the electrical engineer to the Hereford
Corporation, has sent his resignation in to the City Council.
Ml". Kerr will be leaving Hereford in about two months' time.
The Dutch Electrical Engineers, representatives of whom
visited Hereford in May last, have sent a message of cordial

appreciation to Mr. Kerr for the reception given to them
on that occasion.

Mr. WiLLUM Blogg, who has been district manager for the
Sterling Telephone Co. for the past seven years (five in New-
castle and two in Cardiff), announces that he has left the
company to join the staff of the North British Engineering
Equipment Co., Milbum House, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mr.
Blogg, who is closely interested in telephone and signalling

apparatus and in the sale of general electrical supplies, will

shortly be taking up residence in the North of England.
Mr. Lioxel Jenkins, of Bury St. Edmund.s, engineer to

the West Suffolk County Council, who has been appointed
borough engineer of Newport (Mon.) at a salary of il.CKKl

per annum, will be remembered in connection with the con-
struction of the Middlesex light railway and tramway system.
Me. p. M. Robinson, M.I.E.E., A.M.LMech.E., was re-

cently appointed general manager of the Eastern Smelting
Co., Ltd., with headquarters in Penang, F.M.S. He still

retains his connection with the Malacca Electric Lighting Co..

Ltd., to which he acts as consulting engineer, as well as

being chairman of the board of directors.

Mr. Ernest Morphy, son of Councillor H. Murphy, of Padi-
ham, has been appointed to the newly-created position of

assistant general manager of the mechanical, electrical, and
roadway departments of the United Traction Co., Albany.
N.Y., U.S.A. Mr. Murphy has been equipment superinten-

dent for the company since 1917. He will now co-ordinate

the technical engineering work of the concern under one head.
Mr. Murphy secured his degrees in electrical and mechanical
engineering at Manchester University. He began his career

with the London Metropolitan Railway, and was connected
with the electrification of London tramways. His _first posi-

tion in the States was with the Chicago Elevated Railways,
where he specialised in automatic control. Subsequently he
was appointed superintendent of the electrical department of

tlie Inter-Borough Rapid Transport Co., New York.
Pew men in the electrical contracting department of the

industry are better known than Mr. Leonard G. Tate, the
secretary of the Electrical Contractors' Association (Incorp.).

It is nearly seventeen years ago (February, 190.5) since he
accepted the position of hon. secretary to the Association,

which had been incorporated in tne previous year. He held

that honorary position until November, 1918. when he sold his

interest in the electrical contracting business known as

I,eonard G. Tate & Co. (under which title he had traded from
1894), and became wbnie-time «ecrptnrv of the Electrical Con-
tractors' Association (Inc.) and its .\Ilied Associations. Mr. Tate
joined the London Electrical Contractors' Association in 1-102,

and from then to the date of incorporation was on the govern-

ing body of that Association. In 1914 the London Electrical

Masters' Association was formed to deal with labour questions

which the E.G.A. could not discuss, and he held the secretary-
ship of that Association until the National Federated Electrical
Association was formed, which federated all the local Masters'
Associations that had been formed for a similar purpose. His
career in the electrical industry began when he joined the
firm of Pilsen Joel & General Electric Engineering Co.. Ltd.,
in Kentish Town, in February, 18.S3. He was engaged in the in-
candescent lamp department first under the late Mr. Margary,
and aft^erwards with the late Mr. Chas. Robertson, who gave
his name to the Robertson lamp later manufactured by the
General Electric Co., Ltd. In July, 1884, Mr. Tate was offered
the position of manager to the incandescent lamp department
of the Schuyler Electrical Co.. of Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.. and
spent five years in the U.S.A. with that company, the
Thomson-Houston Co., of Lynn, and other manufacturers. It
was in the autumn of 1SS9 that Mr. Tate became an Associate
Member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and he has
been a member continuously ever since. In the autumn of

1889 he also joined the Brush Electrical Engineering Co.. Ltd..
and was engaged in the estimating department under the late

Mr. Dawbarn, and remained with that company until July.
1892, with the exception of six months spent in the U.S.A. In
July. 1892, Mr. Tate joined Mr. Geo. Ijeslie Puller, and they
traded together as electrical contractors under the name of
•• Fuller & Tate " at 20, Bucklersburv, E.C. This firm was

EUiolt & Fr

Mr. Leonard G. Tate.

dissolved in 1894, and from that time Mr. Tate traded as
Leonard G. Tate & Co. until 1918, when, as already stated, he
gave whole-time attention to association interests. Mr. Tate
may be regarded as an expert of tne first rank with regard to

the manifold problems that have arisen affecting electrical

contracting interests, and that branch of the industry owes
much to his unfailing activities in its behalf.

.After 1-5 years as advertising manager of The Electrician,

Mr. W. E. Warrilow, A.M.I.E.E., severed his connection
with that journal on December 31st. He entered the industry

in 1894, and though trained in municipal electricity supply
and manufacturing, he showed a natural bent for journalism,

and has been identified with the electrical Press since 1903.

Since 1906 he has been with The Electrician, at first on
editorial work and subsequently in organising and managing
the advertising department. So long an association with

journalism has made him a wide circle of friends, and they

will be interested to know that he contemplates applying his

experience on the agency side of the industry. His definite

plans will be announced later, but in the meantime he is to

be found at the Engineers' Club, Coventry Street, London.

New Year Honours.—In the list of New Year Honours
announced on Monday last a baronetcy is conferred upon
Hugh Reid. Esq., chief managing director and deputy chair-

man of the North British Locomotive Co . Ltd.; Prof. W._ A.

Herdman. past president of the British Association, receives

the honour of knighthood, as does also Mr. Alexander Richard-

eon M.P.. of Engineering. Ltd. Mr. F. J. Brown, head of

the Telegraph Branch of the O.P.O., is appointed C.B. (Civil

Division); and Mr. J. W. Meares. Electrical Adviser to the
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Government of India, receives the honour of CLE. Prof.
C. S. Sherrington, pre.sident of the Royal Society, is made a,

Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the British Empire. To
hJI of these the Electrical Review offers its hearty congratu-
lations.

Obituary Mu. J. E. Renuell-B.ikek.—The death has taken
place at Bolton of Mr. J. E. Rendell-Baker, a former manager
of the Electricity Works at Stratford-on-Avon, at which he
was succeeded a short time ago by his brother.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

rho fin

Patent Electric Boiler Scaling Co., Ltd. (178,502).—Pri-
te company. Registered December ISlh. Capital, £H)U in £1 shares. To
kc over the business of boiler cleaners carried on by J. Townson and R.

barter Street, Oldham, as the " Patent Electric Boiler Scalinij
t directors are: J. Townson, 28, Samson Street, Oldham; R.

townson, ll'a. Edge Lane Koad, Oldham. Qualification, flUO. Solicitors:
Joseph Tayler 4 Buckley, 24, Clegg Street, Oldham.

Lorival Manufacturing Co. (1921), Ltd. (178,495).—Pri-
vate company. Kegistered Ueceuiber Wth. Capua], i'lO.OOO in fl shares. To
carry on the business ol manufacturers of chemicals of all kinds, electrical
appliances and accessories, ilc., and to adopt an .igreement with M. Huntley.
The subscribers leach with one sliarej are: H. J. T. Mitchell, 52, Bishops-
gate, E.G.-, accountant and cashier; E. E. Cooper, 52, Bishopsgate, E.C.2,
typist. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Remuneration as
fi.xed by the company. Solicilors: i\Ia.\well it Co.. 52, Bishopsgate, E.C.

Projector Publicity Co., Ltd. (178,533).-Private com-
pany. Registered December. 2Ulli. Capital. iillU in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of dealers in all kinds of ek-clrical fittings and devices,
electric novelties for advertising, Sic. I he first directors are : Max lierson,
S)4, Hatton Garden, E.C.I, diamond merchant; Horace Fletcher, 6, Lan-
caster Court, .Newman Street, 0.\lord Street, W.l, general merchant, yualifi-
cation, £1. Solicilors : Godfrey Jt Robertson, 4U, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

Frank Craft (Castleford), Ltd. (178,523).—Private com-
pany. Registered December 2Ulh. Capital, £5,U(KI in £1 shares (i.WHJ lU per
cent. cum. pref.). To take ov. r the business ol an electrical :.nd consulting
engineer and contractor carried on by b\ Craft at 5Ga, Carfton Street,
Castlelord, as " frank Craft." The permanent directors are; !". Craft
(managing director), Carr Lane, Gla»=houghton, Castlelord; Mrs. .Mary I.

Craft, Carr Lane, Glasshoughlon, Castlelord, Vorks. Oualific:i;ion, £50.
Remuneration (except managing director) as fix.-d by the companv. K.i^istered
oflice : Central Chambers, aUa, Carlton Street, Castlelord.

Amesbury Electric Light and General Supply Co., Ltd.
(17S,421).—Registered December ]Uth. Capital, £5,01K) in £1 shares. lo
generate and supply electric cuirent for light, power, and otherwise in or
near .Amesbury, Wilts. The first directors are : H. C. James, West .\mesburv
Road, .\niesburi. Wills (chairman); J. O. .VLwch, Countess Road, Amesbury'.
\S'i!t5,; Mr Cusino Gordon .Antrobus, Bart., Amesbury Abbey, Amesbury,
\\ill5,. A .Slu.oi, High Street, Amesbury. Wilts.; L. Binns, High Street,
Ame^ljuiv, \\,ll,. .Minimum cash subscription, £3,500. Qualification, 25
sii.iies. R. niuner.ilion ;is fixed bv the coinp;iny. Secretary : S. N. Bigwood.
Registered ollice : South Mill, Anicsbury, Wilts.

Corona Lampworks (Southern), Ltd. (178,554).—Private
ccmpanv. Registered December 21^1. Capital, £1U« in £1 shares. To carry
on the business ul maiuilacturer- ,.l nid de.il.i, in electric bulbs, lamps, fit-

tings, appliances, bells, batteriis. .1 . uniul.iim s. ;icc<-Sbories, plant, and ma-
chinery, itc. The permanent di t, . ,,,, . \. s. Tanner, (jl), St. Paul's
Road, Camden Square, N.W.I, s.ilc ~ ii.,ii..i;. . , Mrs. J. M. Tanner, Ua, St.

Paul's Road, Camden Squaie, N.W.I. (Jo..lilu .ition, £24. Remuneration as
fixed bv the company. Registered ofiice"' J'J, St. Albans Road, Woodford,
Essex.

Meegan & Watson, Ltd. (178,699).—Private companv.
Registerc-d December 'Jaih. Capit:il, £2,000 in £1 shares. To lake over the

business of electrical and general engineers, wholesale and retail dealers in

:iectrical goods and appli;inces carried on by H. Meegan
& Watson," and to

machinery and
electrical goods

44, Lowtown, and Robin Lane, Pudsey, as " Me
carry on the business of mechanical and gel

•mginc boiler makers, iron and brass found<

.ind appliances, motor cycles and vehicles, &c. ine nrst directors arc; H.

.\leeg:in, 11. St. Lawrence Terrace. Pudsey; L. V^'atson, 12, Fern Terrace,
Thorpe ,Road, Pudsey ; S. Webster, West Villa, New Street, Harsley. Qualifi-
caiion, 100 shares. Secretary (pro tern.): G. Rowson.

A. Smethurst & Sons, Ltd. (178,542).—Private company.
Krgistercd December 'Jlst. Capital, £0,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of electricians, mechanical engineers and manufacturers, workers
;ind dealers in electricity, motive power and light, &c., and to adopt an agree-
ment with A. .\. Smethurst. The permanent directors are : A. A. Smethurst.
Milton Lodge, Milton Road, Woolston, Southampton; Beatrice K. Smethurst,
.Milton Lodge, Milton Road, Woolston, Southampton. Qualification, 50 shares.
Registered office : IG, Bernard Street, Southampton.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

British Thomson>Houston Co., Ltd.— Trust deed dated
November 30th, IS'il, to secure £3,000,000 deb. stock at 4i per cent, on
£1..500,000; the amount of the present issue has been filed pursuant to

Section 93 of the Companies (Consolidation) Act. 1908. Property charged :

I'reehold and leasehold properties and company's other assets, present and
ioiure, including uncalled capital; subject to trust deed dated March 10th,

1002. Trustees : Royal Exchange .Assurance Corporation.

Netting Hill Electric Lighting Co., Ltd Particulars of
£2.5.000 7i per cent, seven years'^ notes, authorised November 1st, 1921;
whole amount issued; charged on the company's undertaking and property,
present and future, including uncalled c;ipital; subj<-ct to outstanding 4 per
e.iii. fii-st mortgage debentures.

Calcutta Tramways Co.. Ltd.—Second debenture, dated
I).. ember 13lh. 1021, to secure £1.50,000; charged on the company's under-
1. iking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital; subject

l(. irust deed dated' June 4th, 1921. scruiing £350.000 4J per cent, first deben-
ture stock. Holders : Lloyds Bank City Office Nominees, Ltd.

Oswestry Electric Lighting and Power Co., Ltd.—Satis-
f.iction in full on November 1st of debentures, dated October 11th, 1921,

securing £800.

Jesmond Electrical and General Engineering Co., Ltd.

—

Debentures dated December 7th. 1921. to secure £300; charged on company's
proj.-erty, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holder: J. Sharp,
29. Armstrong Avenue, Newcastle-on-'Tyne.

Dawlish Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction
to the Hilent of £300 on June 3rd, 1921, of mortgage debenture dated Sep-
tember 24th, 1920, securing £3,000.

Taranto Tramways and Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Charge
on concession and rights and the company's undertaking and property,
present and future, including uncalled capital, dated December 20lh, 1921, to
secure £-20.000. Holders : Commercial Bank of Scotland.

Sevenoaks and District Electricity Co., Ltd.—Issue on
DeccmUr 13th. 1921, of £14,900 debentures; pLrt of a series already regU-

Coatbridge and Airdrie Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Further
charge on the company's undertaking and property, present and future.
including uncalled capital and Coatbridge and Airdrie undertakings, &c.,
dated December 15th, 1921; supplemental to mortgage dated March, 1904,
to secure an additional £5,000. Holders: County of London Electric Supply
Co., Ltd.

'^'^ '

English Electric Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction to the extent of
£30,100 on November 21st, 1921, of first mortgage debentures secured by
trust deed dated September 15th, 1919, securing £1,000,000.

Reeve & Bayman, Ltd.—Mortgage debenture dated De-
cember irth, 1921, to secure £2,500; charged on the company's undertaking
and property, present and future, including uncalled capital. 'Holder: E. H.
Hawkins, 4, Charterhouse Square, E.C.

Fyfe, Wilson & Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated December 17th,
1921, to secure £700; charged on certain land and premises at Bishop's
Stortford. Holder: .Miss E. Gee, Bishop's Storlford.

Rowland Small Tool Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—.Mortgage
on a sum of £tW4 13s. and other moneys payable ru company under a
ccitain contract yvith the Air Ministry, dat'ed December lOlh, 1921, to secure
all moneys due or to become due from company to Lloyds Bank.

British Universal Variable Gears, Ltd.—R. S. Keeler, of
17, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W., was appointed receiver and/or manager on
Dectinb.-r 13th. under powers contained in mortgage debentures dated May
31st, 1921, in place of G. M. Brown.

Allies Electric Lamp Repairing Co., Ltd.—.\. Elliott, of
2, Langdale Avenue. Mitchain. was appointed receiver and manager on
December 13th, 1921. under powers contained in debenture dated January
7th, 1919.

Brown, Boveri
DecemlHr 14lh, 1921. Ca
£21,'2."i0 paid on K,.50(l sh;

p:.id on l.,iO0 sh.,res). M

Co., Ltd.
lal, £50,000 in

-s, being £2 10:

tgage

(89,167).—Return dated
' shares. .'Ml shares taken up;
per share (£7,500 considered as

Coniston and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (138,478).
—Return dated October lath, 1921. Capital. i-2,0«0 in £1 shares (1.500 ti per
cent. pref. and 500 old.); 1,440 pref. and .500 ord. shares taken up; £l,6f>l

paiil; £2M0 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

L. J. Healing & Co., Ltd. (97,137).—Return dated June
8th. 1921 (filed October Tth). Capital, £100,000 in £10 shares (5.000 pref. and
5,000 del.); 1,301 pref. and 5,000 def. shares taken up; £13,010 paid; £50.000
considered as paid. Mortgages and charges; Nil.

British Arc Welding Co., Ltd. (108,759).—Return dated
Oetuher 4lli. 1921. Capital, £.50,1100 in £10 shares; 1,474 shares taken up;
£12.740 |.,iid ;

£2.IKH) considered as p;iid. .\lorlga,t;es and charges : Nil.

Direct West India Cable Co., Ltd. (.53,986).—Return
datc-d OcloUr lilh. 1921. C;ipit:il, £120,(10(1 in £5 sh:ires, 12,000 shares taken

up; £IKI.(XKI paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Birmingham District Power and Traction Co., Ltd.
(19,077).—Return d:iled July (ith. 1921. Capital, £700.000 in £1 shares

(250,000 prel. :ind 450.000 ord.); 140,846 pref. and 412,984 ord. shares taken

up; £559,780 paid. iMortgages and charges; £348.888 ih per cent. ord. and
40,000 6 per cent, second deb.-nture stock.

Europe and Azores Telegraph Co., Ltd. (39,452).—
Capit.il, iim.mi in £10 sh.iies. Return dated November 2nd, 1921. All

sh:ires t.ikeii up; £144,320 paid; £55,080 considered as paid. Mortgages and
charges : Nil.

Church Stretton Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (80,857).—
Capital. fUl.lKK) in £1 shares. Return dated September 28th. 1921. 8,154

shares t:iken up; £151 paid; £8,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and

cl:»iges: £(j,400.

Reno, Ltd. (117,987).—Capital, ^5,000 in £1 shares
(1000 pref.' and 4,000 ord.). Return dated December 31st, 1920; filed Sep-

tember 12lh. 1921, 800 pief. and 4,000 ord. shares taken up. Mortgages and

Nil.

CITY N0TE5.

Mr. A. W. Tait, C.B.E., presided at

Ferranti, Ltd. the annual meeting held on December 29th

at Basildon House, London, E.C. He
said that tlie net profit fur the year to June 30th, 19'il. was
±'36,'J68, after making provision for general estahlishinent

charges, had debts, repairs and renewals, interest on deben-

ture stock, notes and loans, and making the usual allocation

of £10,(X)0 to depreciation reserve, and providing for E.P.D.,

Corporation Tax, and Income Tax. The net profit for the

previous vear on the same basis was pr;ictically the same

figure, namely, £36,6'2'2. The balance on trading account was

f141,175, as against ^131,949 in the previous year. This in-

creased trading profit had, however, been practically ah

absorbed in making the necessary provisions for taxation.

This was a growing burden so far as their company was con-

cerned, and the provision which had been included in the

accounts would fully cover their liabihty in this regard. The
accounts comprised the last accounting period for the pur-

poses of E.P.D. They had practically agnvd the figurrs

with regard to taxation up to June 30th, 19-20, and, in respect

of the year to June 30th. U>21, tht- figures were well advaucei/

and proper provision had been made. He trusted that some-

thing would be done to lighten the heavy load of taxatiin

in this country, which bore .so heavily on industry at a time

of world-wide "depres.sion and the necessity of obtaining orders

in the markets of the world in the fac? of keen international

competition. At the last annual meeting he mentioned that

the year to June 30th, 19'20, commenced a new era in the

affairs of the company. It was the first full year in which

they had consolidated their efforts in the production of three

definite lines of manufacture, namely, meters, power trans-

formers, and measuring instruments. The output in that

year was the best which the company had ever accomplished,
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xcluding, of course, the war period. The year to June 30th,

921, showed continued progress, and the output for that year

exceeded the output of the previous year by over '27 per cent.

n common with other manufacturers they had experienced

luring the past year a cun.siderable falhng off in demand,
md in cousequence a gradual diminution in the total amount
)f their order book, as a result of which they had had some-

ivhat to slacken down in output. Recently, however, there had

)ecii st)me signs of improvement, which would seem to indi-

»te that the worst period was over, but the improvement
(i-ould necessarily be slow. In the meantime they were

;xercising their abilities in the improvement of manufacture.

n order to reduce costs to more readily compete, particularly

ivith foreign manufacturers. Their sales organisation was
ictive in its endeavours to obtain busuiess. both in the

lome markets and abroad. The di.sorganised condition of

jxehanges throughout the world placed British manufacturers

it a considerable disadvantage, and he hoped that it might

3e possible, by means of some united effort on the part of ajl

;he great countries, to arrive at a scheme whereby exchanges

might be more or less stabilised, in order to permit more
'reely the exchange of commodities and manufactures, la

reviewing the company's financial position as at June yoth,

I'J'il, the chairman .said goodwill and patent rights, which
liad stood in the books of the company since its re-organisa-

tion at ±'69,370, had now been written down to the nominal
ligure of ±'1 by means of a transfer from the general reserve

recount. This enabled them to write out from the as.sets the

:)uly intangible item, the real value of which it was always

difficult to assess. Their investments stood at ±'18,937, and
represented chiefly the value of their holding in the sub-

sidiary company in Canada. Kxpenditure on work in hand,

ind stocks and stores, which amounted together to approxi-

mately ±;207,400, showed a sUght decrease on the figures of

the previous year. This decrease would have been larger had
it not been for the welcome increase in their turnover during

the year. Sundry debtors at i'159,786 showed an increase of

approximately ±11,500. which was also a reflection of their

increased output. There was a welcome reduction in their

habilities. both secured and unsecured. After carefully con-

sidering the position and prospects of the company the direc-

tors felt justified in recommending tliat out of the profits for

the year to June 30th, 19'21, a dividend of 18 per cent., less

income tax. being three years' arrears, be declared on account
of the arrears of dividend accrued on the preference share

c'apital of the company. Last year he stated that the board
liad decided to postpone submitting a definite scheme of re-

organisation of the company's capital until general monetary
and trade conditions were more favouralile. particularly for

raising additional working capitati lor the company. This
decision was a wise one, and in the time which had (Ia])s-^d

since then conditions had not impnived. The board had,
therefore, decided to postpone submitting a definite scheme
until conditions were more normal. With regard to the
present year, it was impossible to m:ike any reliable foreca.st.

He mentioned that there had been a decrea.«e in the volume
of orders obtained during the last year, hut he hoped that
things were now somewhat on the mend, and that they might
expect some reasonable increase in business during next year.

Tlie electrical industry had, in his opinion, been somewhat
fortiniate in the recent trade depression which had been
experienced all over the world, because, owing to the neces-
sity for reconstruction after the war. and for the development
of pence industries, that industry was of vital importance,
and would be increasingly so in the future because of the
necessity of cheapening the cost of all manufactures, in

which process it entered nearly every field of industry.
r)r. S. Z. DE Ferranti .seconded the proposition, and it was

carried.

\ Shareholder asked how long it would be before some
dividends were declared for the ordinary shareholders. They
had. he said, been very patient year after year, and he noticed
that a lot of money wms being put to the reserve account.

Tlie Chairman replied that it was impossible to consider
the payment of a dividend on ordinary shares until con-
ditions were more normal and they were able to raise
additional capital.

The preference dividend resolution was carried.

The report for the year ended July 31st.

S. Smith & Sons 1921, show.s, according to the Finnnrial
(.Motor Acces- Times, that, after writing off ±2'5..57-2 for
sories). Ltd. depreciation on plant and machinery. iVc.

and writing down stock-in-trade to market
prire.< and after providing for income tax and adjustment in

•>Mnectinn ^vith excss tir,,fits dutv there is a loss of f''9:->.437.

Prom this has to be deducted .£91.4.52 brought in. leaving
• dclicit to he cnn-ieil forward -f f2<l3.nS--;. An i=sne of fr/lfl.nOO

I

8i per cent, first mortgage debentures was authorised, and of
these there has been i.ssned ±0.1.100 at 9.5 per rent, to share-
holders ,nnd ±.520.000 h-is- been deposited with the company's
bankcvs as security for .ndvnnces. At the commencement of the
'err tlie cnmp''nv h.nd a 'nrse volume of orders on hand, and
had corresponding commitments for raw material to meet the
i'n,i,nv,fl 0"-;n" fo the ^'-iHr'-^-idf depression whi''h developed
shortly afterwards, a difficult position arose. Larse stocks for

wliich there was no immediate demnnd. denreci.Tted heavily in

vahie, and the directors have considered it adv)<^ab)e to write

off the whole of the loss, which accounts chiefly for the deficit

shown. In addition the failure of several of the largest manu-
facturers of motor cars involved the company in considerahle
loss in respect of bad debts, which have also been written off.

These losses, together with the suspension of contracts, have
been responsible for the position disclosed. Depression m
trade has affected the subsidiary companies, and no dividenciH
have been received from this .source. The board does not con-
sider the present time opportune to make definite recommenda-
tions for deaUng with the adverse balance, and it has been
decided accordingly to postpone this subject for future con-
sideration.

Tlie Sdciefi' d'K.rpToitatioiis ElectriqueH
French reports net profits of 953,000 fr. for 1920-21

Companies, and a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent.,
less tax.

The Socii'ti' Aiiniijinir /'.In-trp-Cahlr reports that the increase
in the share capital effected in 1920-21 enabled the companv to
acquire the various works of M. H. Debauga. The turnover
continued on a rising .scale and the different works gradually
recovered from the general crisis and regained their former
vitality. That at Argenteuil, which is equipped for the roll-

ing, drawing and twisting of copper, received considerable
additions to the plant in view of the deliveries to he made in
connection with the electrification of the railways; and the
output there now amounted to 1..500 tons per month. The
works in the Rue des Rois. Paris, which specialises in the
manufacture of insulated wires and cables, would permit of
the prnduction of a minimum length of 2,000,000 metres per
month. A similar output capacity would apply to the Angre-
ville works, when completed, which was designed to com-
plement the works in the Rue des Bois. The net profits
realised in 1920-21 amounted to 1,011,000 fr., and the dividend
is at the rate of 50 fr. per share, as against 55 fr. in 1919-20.

The leiinrt of the r,,i,iiui,iiilr flriirralr d'FAcririritr xtntrx
that the diversity of the manufactures of the industrial works
and the general recovery experien<-ed by the company's under-
takings for the distribution of electrical energy rendered it

po.s.sihle for the company to bear the consequences of the
general economic crisis, which did not affect the results in
1920-21 as seriously as might have been feared. During the
year the departments of the Tubes de Vincey and the Lampes
d'Incande.scence were transferred to .separate companies, in
which the Compagnie G^neriile held a considerable interest.

The accounts, which were summarised in this journal on
December 23rd, were approved at the recent general meeting.
.-Vt a subsequent special meeting it was decided to increase
the share -npiHil (-.Mm 5n.iKKI. 11(10 fr. to .53..571 .INKI fr. for the
purpose of issuing the new shares in exchange for the a.ssets of
the Rociete de r,\ccumulateur Tndor. which will thus become
merged into the Compagnie Generale.

The Societe Gi'ncrnle d'Entrepriscs, reporting on the year
1920-21, states that the construction of hydro-electric works
continued to con.stitnte a great part of the company's activity,

of which various instances are mentioned. In addition the
scope included .steam generating stations, of which those at
Comines and Ciennevilliers would shortly he set in operation.
The administration of the JT.sines Donianiales of the Sarre
(Saar coal mines) had appointed tlie company as architects
and consulting engineers for the construction of a great central
station of loO.OliO k\V, and the company had al.so been en-
trusted with the exten.sion of the Vitry generating station and
the Tssy-les-Moulineaux power station for the account of the
Union d'Electricite and the Compagnie Parisienne de Dis-
tribution d'EIecfricite respectively. Concerning the depart-

ment for the estnbli.shment of transmission lines, the report
mentions that the experience gained in this branch had
resulted in the company being entru.sted with the study and
execution of several large 120.000-volt feeders in the North.
Centre, and the South of France. The railway construction de
nartment was actively engaged in Spain, while in France,
according to recent decisions of various county councils, there
was hope of an earlv resumption of railway w-ork in the
Bas.ses-Pyrenees, in the Tarn and the Haute-Garonne. On the
other hand, fb" •uuiany wms pursuing nn active policv of

extension outside France, both in Eastern Europe, particularly

Rumania, and in the .-\frican colonies, where interesting con-
tracts for projects had been received from the competent
authorities. In particular the company had participated in the
creation <-r f'l.' Sur-i'^t'^ Tupi'ie line d'Entrepriscs. of which the

company had the control. The company had also participated,

in conjunction with other firms undertaking public works, and
with the co-operation of pow-erful hanks, in the formation of

various syndicates for the profitable utilisation of the colonies,

such as the Camaroons railwav and the hydraulic powers in

Morocco. In addition the company had been charged by the

Government of French West .Africa with a mission to stiidv

on the spot and prepare schemes for the electrification of the

great railway from Kaves to the Niger and the establishment
of " f.itls on the Senegal and on the Niger." The net profits

earned in 1920-21 amounted to 1.9.3R.0OO fr.. and a dividend at

the rate of 10 ner cent, has been declared on share capital of

l.T 000.000 fr.. wbicb li;is sim-e beep rai.sed to 30.00<1.000 fr.

The Eneraie ElertTlo'if dn Siid-Ovesf has decided to raise

its capital from 30,000,000 to .50.000.000 fr. by the issue of

40,000 .500-fr. preference shares. The increased capital is

mainly for the purpo.se of meeting the cost of the construction

of the hi'^h-press'iri' line to serve the new wireless stations at

Croix d'Hins and Arcachon.
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The London Underground Pool.

—

The Times of December
29th contains information respecting the reasons for the

revision of the Common Fund agreement of the London
underground railway and associated companies. Some of the

undertakint^B have substantially increased their traffic since

the 19J.5 agreement came into force, and these and other cir-

cumstances calling for a change in the percentages for distri-

bution, it was decided to simultaneously etfect other altera-

tions which experience had shown to be necessary.

Huraphrev Pumo Co.. Ltd.—The directors' report of the

year ended September, 1921, says that the accounts show ;i

debit balance of £3,397, making the net debit balance £52,570.

Shanghai Electric Construction Co., Ltd.—Second interim

dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, actual (12s. per share) less

tax.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The undermentioned securities

liave been ordered to be officially quoted :

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—-£130,000 5i per cent, redeem-

able redemption stock.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TCESDAY' EVENINO.

At the beginning of a year the annual recurring difficulty

presents itself of how to render sets of tables interesting. The
simplest way would be, naturally, to leave them out alto-

gether : the "uneasy wonder whether anybody troubles about

price-catalogues is always present to the conscientious com-

piler of quotations. Yet it is certain that many investors, and

others, do like to observe the trend of a year's movements in

stocks and shares. By way of adding to the ordinary bald

record of the 1921 comparisons, we add the December 31st

prices for 1918 and 1919. This enables an idea to be obtained

of the position as it stood at the end of the war, matched
against the market values of to-day, in the cases of repre-

.sentative stocks and shares. The principal markets dealt with

in these notes fall into four groups, as follows :
—

Ordinary.

Bromptou
Charing Cross
Chelsea .

.

City of London
County
KensiDgton
London ..

Metropolitan
St. J*mes'
South London
Westminster

Electricity Supply Shares.

1918. 1919. 1920.

7J 65 6

3J Si 33

Tki.egraphs. i:c.

1 Pref.

Stock or sha

.\n?lo-Ainenca;
EAStern Ex'ension .

.

Eastern Telegraph
Globe Ord
Great Northern
Indo-European..
Marconi
United River Plate .

.

West tndia and Panama
West«m Telegraph .

.

157*

1919.

9"^

16i
16?i

16f

1920.

7oJ
145

14=

20)

1921.

66

84i
16i

Railway Stocks and Shares
stock or share.

Central London Ord.
Metropolitan
District
Underground Ord.

,, A
Inc.

MAN-UFACTTHING

Share.

Babcock
British Aluminium
Bri-ish Westinghoase Pref..

Callenler'e
Oeneral Electric
Henleys
India Rubber
Telegraph Construction

1918.

m
11,-

2J

174

2»

1919.
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RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

By Sir Vincent L. Raven, K.B.E., M.lnst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E.

[AhMrari of jmpcr read before the NoRTH-Ea.ST Coast INSTITUTION OF EnGINEEHS AND SHIPBUILDERS,

{Conclttdcii

The North-Easteni Co.'s coal consumption in 1919 was
921,48{) tons; if electric \\orking were substituted for steam
there would be a .savins of about 5.50,000 tons per annum, and
a further savins wonld ba effected due to the fact that the low-
grade fuel would be substantially cheaper than the high-grade
locomotive coal.

In addition to this, a large proportion of the stand-by fuel

losses inherent in steam-engine operation may be eliminated
in electric operation. On the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St.

Paul Railway it was found that the .stand-by fuel losses

amounted to 27J per cent, of the total coal burned. This saving
of fuel burned on the steam locomotive has an additional value

from the traffic point of view, in addition to the actual saving

in the cost of fuel, for the coal that is saved would have had
to be carried over the line to a number of engine coaling

depots.

With electric operation, a much smaller tonnage of coal has

to be carried over any line—for the same traffic—and this quan-
tity is carried to few-er unloading points, namely, the power
stations. This results in the clearing from the line of a number
of local trains. A number of wagons will also be set free
w-hich, with steam operation, would have to be employed in

carrying coal. In the example quoted j^reviously where the
calculated savings were given, resulting from the electrifica-

tion of a certain section of hne, it was estimated that there
would be a saving,of 93 40-ton wagons due to the reduction in

fuel consumption.
On lines where the gradients are long and severe, the equip-

ments of electric locomotives can he arranged for the genera-
tion of power, so that when a train is descending a gradient
the motors become electric generators and return power to the
distribution system, and in .•^o doing proauce a retarding force,

holding the train on the gradient without the use of the
mechanical brake. This gam is most important on the line

where the heavily loaded trains are, in general, ninning down
the grade. The advantages which may be obtained by making
use of this regenerative property of electric locomotives con-
sist in

—

(a) A saving of power and fuel;

(b) An increase in the life of the brake blocks;

(c) A possible saving in damage to coupUngs;

(d) It is possible to take goods trains down long gradi-

ents at a higher speed by using regenerative braking
than by relying on the ordinary brakes to control the

speed. This is possible partly because the retarding

effect of the locomotive when working regeneratively

increases if the speed increases, whereas the retarding

force due to the brake falls off with any rise in speed.

Thus regenerative working is a stable condition, while

the action of the brakes is unstable, and if the train

once exceeds a certain speed the brakes are powerless

to get the train under control again. Further, the

speed of a train down a long gradient must not be such

as to cause overheating of the brake blocks and wheel
tire.s. With regenerative working the brakes are held in

reserve and the speed is only limited to such a value

that the brakes can stop the train at any signal if neces-

sary. Again, the regenerative action is continuous and
does not tend to fall off after extended use. whereas
under certain circum.stances the air pressure or the

vacuum on which the brakes depend may gradually

fall and there may be no opportunity to i-estore the

pres.^ure or the vacuum without letting the train get out

of control.

The regenerative braking may be a very definite advantage
in certain cases of lines where heavy gradients occur, and it

is peculiar to electric operation, no similar effect being pos.sible

with steam working.
.Electric locomotives show a considerable advantage over

steam engines in the cost of sepairs and maintenance, Mr,
Armstrong, chairman of the Electrification Committee of the

Genera! Electric Co,, has given the following table of electric

locomotive maintenance costs for the year 1919 :
—

Chicago, Butte
New York Milwaiitcee Anac ntla
Ceitral anil St, and Pacific

Rxilroad, Paul Rlv. Railroad.

Annual mileage 1,946,879 2,321,148 566.977

Cost of repaus per mile, cents 6.39 14.65 6.48

As compared with these figures. Mr. Armstrong gives the

present co.st of maintaining a 2-8-8-2 Mallet steam engine at

60 cents iier engine mile, without including many miscellane-

ous charges not shared by the electric locomotive.

On the Newport and Shildon line, a comparison of costs of

from p. 907,)

repairs has been got out, the steam engines being those which
used to work this traffic :

—

^

Material, Wages.

.Sfeam'No, 1682,

u,tt,(J type freght Ml a li

.steam So. llaa.

I -6-'J type freight.
Blectiir. No, a,U-j
+ 4-U type

J33 1

93 9

Shop
oxpen&es.
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of a railway in this country, due to fires caused by the hot

ashes discharged from the uptake of a steam locomotive is

considerable, particularly during a period of drought. Again,
the entire absence of smoke and dirt from the electric loco-

motive may be a decisive advantage in certain classes of

terminal lines, or where there are numerous or long tunnels
to be traversed.

I have endeavoured to show the great advantage of being
able to build a locomotive which, by its tractive eil'ort. is able

to keep a more uniform speed over the railway. An electric

locomotive capable of exerting a pull of 15 tons which would
haul a train of 1.000 tons up a gradient of 1 in 100 at 30 miles
per hour is within our present load gauge and the corre-

sponding steam unit considerably outside. It would require

three of our two-cylinder 0-8-0 locomotives to do the work
of this electric locomotive.

Tlie freicht locomotives on the North-Eastern Railway were
designed and built at the Locomotive Works, Darlington

:

they are arranged to haul trains weighing 1,400 tons at a

speed of not less than 2-5 miles per hour on the level. They
may be described as articulated truck locomotives in which
the tractive effort is transmitted through the truck frames.
The motor equipment of each locomotive consists of four

totally-enclosed motors, ench driving an axle through single-

reduction twin gearing. The motors are suspended by means
of a cross-beam suspension bar with bearings and reaction
springs. The.se, with the motor suspension bearings on the
axle provide the motors with four points of suspension.
The four main motors are fitted two in each bogie, and are

wound for 750 volts each, the pair of motors in each bogie
being connected permanently in series. The four main motors
of each locomotive thus form two units, which are controlled
on the usual series-parallel system. Each motor is capable

3rd. Three stops with the whole train up on the heaviest

gradient.

The results are shown as under :
—

Average
Draw Bar Horse Powe

Steam. Electric,

1st Test (time)

2nd ,.

3rd ,.

ofii minutes
77

06

862
602
682

870
883
716

The two locomotives were designed to be of equal strength.

From the tests it will be seen that the electric engine handled
the load better than the steam; there was less time taken.
The steam engine was not able to maintain itself, owing to the

fact that it was not able to keep up steam. The fire had to

be cleaned out after the second trip, con.sequently terminal
time was wasted. The electric engine, after completing the
three trips, could have gone on doing this work indefinitely.

The North-Eastern Railway has also designed an electric

passenger engme, which is being built and erected in its loco-

motive works at Darlington, the electrical equipment being
provided by the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co. This
engine is arranged to haul a 4.50-ton express pa.ssenger train at

an average speed of 65 miles per hour.

The running gear is designed for a maximum safe speed of

90 miles per hour, without doing damage to the mechanical
portion of the locomotive, which is of the 4-6-4 type (fig. 1),

and consists of main frames mounted on three driving axles

with three pairs of driving wheels 6 ft 8 in. in diameter, and
a four-wheel bogie at each end; the cab and sloping ends are

rigidly fixed to the main frames, and are provided with the

necessary supporting members for carrying the auxilary and
control equipment. The current is collected from the over-

TOTAL ESTir^TED
WEIGHT

Fiu. 1.

—

High-speed Passenger Electric Locomotive.

of developing 275 brake horse-power at a speed of 20 miles for
one hour with forced ventilation, 'the motor equipment is

capable without injury of exerting a torque sutficient to skid
the wheels on any conditions of rail, and will exert an average
pull of 28,000 lb. at the tread of the wheels when starting
under nounal conditions of rail. The maximum pull at the
tread of the wheels is considerably greater.
The driving wheels are eight in number, measuring 4 ft. in

diameter; wheel arrangement, 04-1-4-0; length of fixed wheel
base, 8 ft. 9 in. per truck; total of both trucks, 27 ft. There
are four axles, and the total weight is 75 tons. The horse-
power of the motor for one-hour rating is 275, and for con-
tinuous rating, 182 h.p.

This design of locomotive appears to be generally suitable
for dealing with goods and mineral traffic up to the necessary
speed.

The latest type of heavy mineral and goods steam loco-
motive built on the North-Eastern Railway in 1919, usually
known as the 0-8-0 class, is a three-cylinder engine with 200 \h.

boiler pressure. It has a maximum tractive effort at 85 per
cent, boijer pressure of 41,070 lb. Weight on coupled wheels,
71 tons 12 cwt. Total weight ready for running, 115 tons
14 cwt. In trials carried out on the" North British Railway
a load of 7.55 tons was hauled up a gradient of 1 in 75 at an
ave'acp speed of 2,81 miles an hour, over a distance of
7 miles.

Trials between this engine and the electric engine were
caiTied out on the Shildon :'nd ^'ewpnrt line; the heaviest
gradient was 1 in 103, and the total weight hauled in each
case was 1,003 tons. The length of run was 17} miles.

Tests were airanged with a dynamometer car attached to the
load, as follows :

—
let. A through run without a stop.

2nd. Three stops at the bottom of the heaviest gradients.

head trolley by means of pantagraphs mounted on the roof

at each end of the centre compartment.
The main traction motors, which are of the twin armature

type, are rigidly hxed to the main frame of the locomotive, and
transmit the torque to a gear wheel mounted on a hollow
shaft or quill drive. The nigh-pressure apparatus is located
in one of the sloping ends; the other sloping end contains an
electric boiler for supplying steam for tram heating. Ihe
capacity of the locomotive will be 1,800 horse-power, one-hour
rating, or 1,260 horse-power continuous rating.

The Shildon and Newport section of the North-Eastern Rail-
way is operated v\ith d.c. at a -line voltage of 1.500 volts.

Three-phase energv is received from the power companv's
system at 20,0a) and ILtKH) volts at the Ayclift'e and Erinius
rotary converter sub-stations respectively, where it is ciiii-

verted to direct current at 1,500 volts, and fed to the overhead
track equipment.
The sub-station at .\ycliffe contains two 800-kW rotary sets,

each set consisting of two 400-kW rotary converters connected
in series. At the Erimus sub-station two rotary sets are in-

stalled, but in this case one of the sets is of 1,200 kW capacity.
With respect to sub-stations generally, tlie latest develop-

ment with regard to these, which I saw in practice in the
States, is that they can be worked automatically. Each auto-
matic sub-station contains a single rotary converter, together
with the necessary alternating-current transformer and switch-
gear and direct-current switchgear. and the variou.s relays and
other small devices for automatic control. The rotary coii-

verter starts up when it is required, and shuts down when
it is not required, thereby reducing the time of idle running
and cutting out the losses that would occur during that time.
The arrangement of the automatic mechanism in conjunc-
tion with the switchgear provides for the following cycle of

events :

—
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If a train or a single car is approaching the sub-station

this will be indicated by a fall ot pressure on the overhead

line which is connected to the direct-current busbar of the

sub-station. As soon as this fall of pressure reaches a certain

value, for instance, as soon as the pressure falls to 75 per

cent, of its nortoal full value, a relay closes v\hich starts

a succession of movements of various switches, having the

effect of starting up the rotary converter in exactly the same
way as it would be started by an attendant. The rotary con-

verter is up to speed in about 3-5 or 40 seconds, and it is then
connected to the overhead line and takes its share in supplying

power to the train which is approaching. So long as the train

is taking power from the sub-station the rotary converter is

kept running. When the train passes out of the section fed

by the sub-station, or when for any cause the train ceases to

take current, another relay in the sub-station comes into oiiera-

tion and sets in motion a mechanism which is so arranged

that after a definite interval of say 4 or 5 minutes the rotary

converter is shut down if, in the interval, no further supply is

required. This delayed action is necessary t<j prevent the con-

verter being shut down too frequently, for example, when-
ever the power is switched off the train for a halt at an inter-

mediate station. The rotary converter having been shut down
can then be .started up again in precisely the same way as

soon as another train approaches the sub-station.

In addition to the various movements, &c., necessary for

carrying out this programme, other protective devices are pro-

vided which guard against damage to the rotary converter

under abnormal circumstances, such as short circuits on the

line, overheating ot the windings, or of the bearings in the

rotary converter, &c.

Thus, the sub-station attendant is entirely eliminated, and
as, in many instances, sub-stations have to be in service for

more than 16 hours a day. the introduction of automatic
working eliminates the three shifts of attendants. All that

is necessary is that the sub-station as a whole, including the

automatic relays, should be inspected at regular intervals.

I went very carefully while I was in the States into the

question of the cost of running sub-stations. This cost is

generally expre.ssed in so many pence per unit sent out from

the sub-stations and the figure naturally depends upon the

capacity of the sub-station, as it costs almost as much for

an attendant to look after a small as a large plant. On the

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, where the sub-

station plant is of considerable magnitude, the total cost of

(including attendants) maintennnee and .supervision, worked
out at only .048d. per unit delivered. Of this total the cost

of attendants alone is .031.5d., which shows that this is the

principal item in the total cost. If the sub-.stations were

worked automatically—which is more than a possiliility. as

the method seem.s" now thoroughly well established in

the States—the total cost of running the sub-station on

that line would not be more than about .02d. per unit

delivered.

I would therefore submit that it has been shown that the

use of electric locomotives on railways shows many and great

advantages.
It is generallv known that other countries have extended in

the way of electric traction, far ahead of this country, probably

on account of cheaper methods of generating electric power;

but I see no reason why electricity should not be generated by

the use of waste heat, and methods of this description, with

such economy as to enable us to compete with electricity

generated bv water power abroad.

I should like to emphasise very particularly the ouestion of

chean generation of electric power, as this is one of the govern-

ing factors in promoting electric traction on railways.

I believe that sunnly companies should be able to generate

this power much cheaner than a railwav company, as they

ought to be able, generallv, to get a much better load factor;

and the desire .should be that electrical eneray will be produced

at such a cost as to en.'nire that the price for energy, plus the

maintenance of the railwav equipment, shall not exceed tlip

present coal and water bill. If this is done, undoubtedly

electrification should proceed rapidly.

Sm Charles P.^rsons, K.C.B., F.E.S.. opening the discus-

sion, said that Sir Vincent Raven had been amongst the

pioneers in the introduction of electric traction, and they

must agree that he had proved the case for the new system,

on heavy load lines, at all events. The steam locomotive had

only half the economy ot the steam engine of the same siz.e

in a land station, on acocunt of the difference in the economy

of the boilers. Furthermore, a large percentage of the coal

was blown up the chimney by the violence of the draught.

The onlv question that could arise with regard to the enor-

mous advantages of generating power on a large scale in a

fixed station was loss in transmis.sion, and the capital cost of

transmission, and Sir Vincent Raven had given them data

that should entirelv set their minds at rest on that question.

In .America they had a great deal more water power than we

had, but water power was in fixed localities, whilst large

generating stations could be erected where they chose. The

cost of transmission was greater than was generally supposed,

and therefore water-power stations might not be as advan-

tageous as appeared at first sight In this country the

generating stations could generate electricity quite as cheaply,

II not more cheaply, tuau couia ue done m the United btates.

Mk. ±i. A. Waxson, Oeueral Supermteuaeut, Norin i^jasiern

Railway Company, said he was m eutu'e agreement with Sir

\ incent Raven as to the advantages of eiectricity tor the

operation of railways. As was well known, tue North
ii.asi.<;ru riaiiway company hart a scheme lor eiectriiication at

present under the consideration of the dnrectors; personally*,

ue would be the belter pieased the sooner that scheme was
carried into complete etiect. As an ofticer of the company
who was more specially responsible for the handhng ot the

tiamc Ue oeiie\ea me auupudu oi eiectric tiacuuu wouiU ue

beneficial, not only to the North-Eastern Railway Company,
but also to Its customers. It was quite clear, in his opinion,

1^-um inveotigalious wuiuh had been made at a great expendi-

ture of tmie and trouble, that the movement of the traffic

would be a great ueai luoie lapiu auu cumlurtaule. ..Ur.

Watson also argued that the electrification of railways would
cheapen the price ot electricity, basing the argument upon
the Jact that when the electnacatiou of the lyneside pas-

senger lines was brought about, in 1904, the effect of the

decision of the North-Eastern Railway Company not to

generate electricity, but to purchase it liom tlie supply com-
pany already opeiating in the district, enabled that company
to reduce its charges all round.

Mu. Roger .T. Smith, Electrical Engineer of the Great

Western Railway, said the result of the comparison ot the

steam and electric locomotives was a handsome balance m
favour of the electric locomotive. What that balance was
exactly, must be decided, and each railway would have to

determine each particular case according to the circumstances

before it decided upon electrification, because they had not

got to the stage when any generalisation was possible or

advisable, but poohng was essential if they were to reap the

advantage of electric locomotives. He thought that with the

present high price of coal the North-Eastern Railway would

still be on the right side by 30 or 40 per cent. He hoped that

at an early date the North-Eastern Railway would carry out

its main-line electrification which was contemplated between

Newcastle and York, as the North-East Coast Co. to-day

was able to supply cheap electricity because it was one of

the pioneers among the companies which installed generating

stations with large turbines. With that cheap supply the

economies shown in replacing steam by electricity were such

that that section should be a very profitable one to electrify.

Mr. F. Leigh M\nTiNEAr, of the " Still " Engine Co.,

raised the question whether they could take advantage of the

economies of internal-combustion engines, and in that way
overcome the difficulties on those lines where the service was
not dense enouah to warrant the enormous capital expenditure

for electrification.

Mr. .1! -Dalziel, of the Midland Railway Co., said it had
been shown that they could make a saving, but it had not,

so far as he could see, been proved that it would be a

sufficient saving to show a satisfactory financial result. For
in.stnnce. whnt was the position on a heavy graded line?

Major S. G. Rodman said that tho.se whose business it was
to deal with electric traction knew its advantages, and Sir

Vincent in his paper went straight to the point to prove this.

Sir Vincent Raven, in a brief reply, referring to internal-

combustion engines, acreed that the advantages which he had
suggested, and which had been proved, were not advantages

that could be applied generally, and the question of trans-

forming traction from steam to electric must be one of

degree, and not as a whole. Tlierc was no doubt that there

was an openin-T for improvement i" railwav traction out^^ide

the que<ition of plpftri" traction. The stenm locomotive had
dope well for ope hundred years, but it would, in a reasonable

time, be supplanted.

BREAKDOWN OF A 30,000.KW TURBINE.*

On September 3rd a 30,(HI0-kW turbine in the Schuylkill

plant of the Philadelphia Electric Co. had ju.st been taken off

the bus-bars, and. following the regular practice of testing the

overspeed mechanism weekly, hatl been gradually brought

above its normal speed of l,5f)0 r.p.m. until the automatic

governor operated at "J per cent, overspeed, when the throttle

closed and the machine began to slow down. .A few seconds

after the main throttle had closed, .shutting off the steam to

the unit, a loud hissing noise was heard, instantly followed by

two heavy crashes and a shower of broken pieces of metal,

including the exciter armature with the end of the mainshaft.

Fortunately there were no serious injuries to any of the

employes in the plant, and comparatively Uttle damage was
done to the building or other equipment.

Messrs. H. F. Moore, prcfes.sor of engineering materials.

TTniversity of Illinois, and George L. Kelley. metallurgist, of

Philadelphia, were retained by the Philadelphia Electric Co.

to investigate the cause of the failure, and it is from their

reports that the present article is compiled.

Tlie low-pressure casing was cracked and the steam passages

from the high to the low-pressure stages were broken. Two
pieces were broken out of one of the disks in the low-

pressure stages, as shown in figs. 1 and 2. All the shaft

* Prom Power. Abstract.
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bearings were broken, and the 20-m. mainshaft was broken

off short between the bearing A, fig. 2, and the generator.

Other fractures were apparently due to tJying particles. The
broken wheel was approximately 9 ft. in diameter, and the

pieces broken out were about 5 ft. long, ranging in width

up to 22 in., and occurred about 38 ic. apart on the periphery.

One of the ma-^t striking features of the wreck was the

l)reaking of the main:,haft and the tearing up of the surface

of the exciter armature. The evidence seems, to Professor

Moore, to show that the failure of the main shaft was one
of the last events in the wreck. " When the shaft failed,"

be says, " the main generator field was left as a weight of

n.bout 50 tons overhanging the bearing B in fig. 2, which is

a diagram of the turbo-generator rotor. This heavy over-

hung weight was badly out of centre, therefore it would seem
highly jirobable that if. under these conditions, rotation was
kept up even for a few seconds, this heavy eccentric weight
would be thrown against the armature windings of the

generator, tearing them loose. Except at one end, where the

blades of a small ventilating fan stripped off some insulation,

the generator armature windings are uninjured. It seems to

the writer that the breaking of the main shaft must have
been about the last event in the wreck."

Still quoting Professor Moore, both fractures in the turbine
disk showed evidence of a progressive fracture originating in

a deep tool mark and extending almost through the thickness
of the di.sk, together with a final sudden fracture resulting
from the sudden tearing out of fragments a and b (fig. 1)

from the disk after it had been sufficiently weakened by the
spread of the progressive fracture. The cause of such a frac-
ture must be sought in the exi.stence of lateral vibrations in
the di.sk. The steam jet enters on one side of the buckets
.nnd leaves from the opposite side, any frictional lateral drag
from the steam is all in one direction, and as the disk revolves
the steam must .strike on any given blade with a regular

1.—Dl,\
- Fragment B'

;.',M OF RmuiiED Low-rBEssuKE Disk.

rhythmical variation of force. At certain speeds this rhyth-
mical variation might be so nearly " in tune " with a natural
period of lateral vibration for the disk that severe repeated
bending stresses would be set up. If such a critical speed
existed between a .state of rest and the normal speed of the
turbine, the disk would pass through a brief period of severe
sidevii.se bending stress every time the turbine was started,
and perhaps every time it was stopped. If for a period of
«ne second the turbine speed was sufficiently near the critical
speed to cause severe lateral vibration, it would be subjected
to, perhaps, 100 severe lateral stresses. The turbine was
usua,lly stopped and started every two days, and had been in
.%rvice for about seven years. It .seems probable that the
disk may have been subjected to as many as 100.000 repetitions
of severe lateral vibration— a sufficient number to develop
such a typical progressive fracture as was shown.

It may be noted that probably any dangerous lateral vibra-
tion in the disk was a rather complex process. If the diskm sidewise vibration took a simple sidewise curve the blades
of the turbine would hit the nozzles, or the edge of the disk
would hit a diaphragm, before sufficient deflection took place
to set up serious bending stresses, or, to put it in another
way, with a one-lobe vibration, the radius of curvature of the
bent centre line of the disk would be large and the fibre
stress lou

.
If. however, the disk vibrated in several " lobes

"
a considerable fibre stress could be set up with a small lateral
vibration of the edge of the disk.
The rough surface finish and the deep tool mark previouslv

noted doubtless served to localise fracture due to any side-
wi.se vibration. Judging from recent tests at the University
of Illinois, made in the course of the .loint Investigation of

the Fatigue of Metals, such surface conditions might reduce

the ability of the disk to resist lateral vibration by as much
as 20 per cent.

A progressive fracture haviiig started, it might be expected

to spread until the disk was so weakened that, under the

steady centrifugal force due to rotation, a fragment would
suddenly t«ar itself loose, the final' fiiilure being a sudden
shearing or tearing of the metal not destroyed by progressive

failure.

Xhe weights of the fragments (fig. 1) were found to be
410 lb. for fragment a and 455 lb. for fragment b. Tlie dis-

tance from the axis of the main shaft to the centres of gravity

of the fragments was found to he 3.39 ft. for fragment a and
4.33 ft. for fragment B, which, at the normal speed of

1,500 r.p.m., would give a centrifugal force to the fragment
A of l,2.:iO.(X)0 lb., and to the fragment B of 1,3.50,(k:kJ lb.

If the primary cause of the wreck was a progressive failure

in the turbine disk, then, when that progressive failure had
gone far enough to allow the centrifugal force to tear out a

fragment, the metal from / to p (fig. I) was cracked nearly

through the disk. For fragment B the lines of final failure

are nearly radial, and an approximate idea of the average

stress set up may be obtained by dividing the centrifugal

force by the area of the metal along c/ and gh. This area, by
measurement of careful sketches made from measurements
of the fragment is about 36 sq. in. and the average shearing

stress is 1,350,000/36 = 37,400 pounds per .square inch.

By analogy with the distribution of shearing stress in

beams, the shearing stress at the middle of the fracture may
be expected to be not less than 50 per cent, in excess of the

average, or 56,000 lb. per sq. in. This is well above the

yield point in shear for 3.5 per cent, nickel steel, and, in view
of the probable irregularity of stress distribution over the

fracture, is believed to indicate a stress sufficiently high to

tear out the fragment.
If the primary cause were a progressive failure in the disk,

then the wreck might be expected to occur at one of the
regular periods of high speed. When, in order to try out the
iuitomatic stop, the speed was increased to 109 per cent, of

its normal magnitude, the centrifugal force was increased to

].19 times its normal value. This is a very material increase
in the stress, and woiild Seem to indicate that if a turbine
is ever in danger of wreck from a progivssive failure in a disk,

it is at the time when, for any reason, the speed is increased.
If the primary failure was in the turbine disk, then the

other failures can readily be explained. The first effect of
the primary break might well be to crack the casing, which
would allow an inrush of air into the vacuum within the
casing, and would cause the loud hissing noise noticed during
the wreck. The flying-off of the fragments would batter and
tear nozzles and diaphragms, and would throw the pieces
against the walls of the steam passages, fracturing those

Fig. 2.—Section of Rotor, showing Relation of Parts.

walls. If fragment B broke out first, then the rotating parts
would be unbalanced by 1,350,000 lb., and after both frag-
ments broke off', the unbalanced forces would be the resultant
of the centrifugal forces of the two fragments, which resultant
IS grapnically ueieiiiiiiiecl in ng. 1, ana louud to be 650,000 lb.

That is, there would be a lateral force of from 850,000 lb. to
1,350,000 lb. acting on the shaft. Any exact computations for
secondary events are quite out of the question, the action
being complicated by me interference of broken fragments,
the inertia and the gyroscopic action of heavy rotating
masses, and the magnetic forces of the field of the generator.
In a general way Mr. Moore pictures the course of events as
follows: Ihe enomious lateral force first broke bearing b
(fig. 2) downward. This failure caused the rotating fieia to
run out of true and the exciter end of the main shaft to bend
near bearing a, which is spherical-seated. 'I'his jammed the
exciter anuature into the polepieces, bending and breaking
off the shaft and throw'ing it to one side, together with pieces
of the e.xciter frame and bearing A. 'this apparently stopped
the rotation of the shaft, disks, and generator field! During
this action there was sufficient racking action on the shaft to
break up bearing c badly and lieariug u slightly. There
seemed to be a general tendency for the rotating parts to
move toward the exciter end of the generator.
Referring to the disk, Dr. Kelley says: "These fractures

were on the portion of the bucket wheel that was still in
place on the shaft. Immediately below the rim, and for some
inches beyond, evidences of dendritic structure were clearly
discernible. This indicates that the wheel was probably made
from cast steel in distinction to forged steel. It also indicates
that the original cast structure had not been effectively
destroyed by heat treatment. As the centre of the wheel is
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approached the dendritic structure disappears, and for a

length of about 25 in. both fractures present a very smooth
sui'face, having the characteristics of hard metal. Two test

pieces were taken in a tangential direction from one of the

large trygmeuls at distances of VI and '2U m. from the

periphery of the wheel. Ihe latter position is within about one
inch of the metal, which appears hard. The test results indi-

cate that there is no difference in hardness in the two posi-

tions. This smooth fractiire somewhat suggests the appearance

of a detailed or progressive fracture, but no evidence of the

rubbing of crystals was noted, nor could any fiaw be located

which could have initiated the fracture. It seems improbable
that these are pi'ogressive fractures because of the large area

and because there are two similar fractures on opposite sides

of the wheel."
In Dr. Kelley's discussion of the cause of the failure he sug-

gests that the failure of a bucket followed by jamming between
the wheel and the casing may have been a cause, or the bucket
wheel may have broken. No evidence of failure was noted
which could be attributed either to the quahty of metal used

or to the method of machining. Present practice involves

the use of forged steel instead of cast steel, and all are heat-

treated by quenching and drawing instead of by annealing.

This process gives a bucket wheel having moderately high
physical properties, and one that it much less subject to failure

from fatigue stresses.
" It is now the practice of the General Electric Co. to specify

that turbine bucket wheeLs for all the larger turbines and
many of the smaller ones shall be forged and then heat-

treated by annealing, quenching, and drawing. A second
quenching is used by some manufacturers, and possibly Ijy all.

The likelihood that this would have a beneficial effect on the

structure of the steel would, in my opinion, justify its specifi-

cation in all cases. I believe the use of cast turbine bucket
wheels has been abandoned. Because of the shape of these
wheels some security would be gamed if all bucKet wheels
were tested at more than two points to ensure uniformity in
properties. The General Electric Co. has had such a plan
under consideration, and at present may have it in use.
In design, abrupt changes of section and the fr>rmation of

sharp angles in bucket wheels should be avoided as far as
possible. The design of the rim still offers opportunity for
improvement in this respect. I have reference to sharjj
angles in the groove.

.\s to the selection of material to be used, physical properties
required and method of heat treatment, no better practice
than the present one occurs to me. .\s suggested above, a
more rigorous testing may be justified.

I am aware that the General Electric Co. has taken pains
to leave machined sm-faces free from sharp corners. It is

important that this caution be maintained, for such points
may serve as a locus of weakness resultmg in fracture."
An editorial comment states that a subsequent examination

of the diaphragms brought out a point not mentioned in
either of the reports; that is, that the diaphragm next to the
wheel that failed had been rubbed by the bucket shroud band,
the indentation due to the wear of the band in the diaphragm
being as much as one-eighth of an inch around the entire
periphery. The turbine engineers of the General Electric Co.
feel that in all probability this is the exciting cause for the
axial vibration referred to by Profes-sor Moore, and that it
probably occurred from time to time when the machine was
being put into service, and before the entire stn i-ture became
uniformly heated.

THE CANADIAN MARKET.

Some of its Difficulties.

There is a hint at an apology in the foreword of Capt. E. J.

iiidwards's report on the conditions and prospects of British

trad'', in Canada, which has recently been issued by the De-
partiaent of Overseas Trade. (H.M. Stationery Office ^s. 3d.)

Hi . idea in preparing his report has been to devote his at-

tenti n to the present and the future, and only to refer to

the 1 ist in order to show the importance of the market for

vario s commodities. Criticism wdl, Capt. Edwards expects,

be le died at him for dealing with certain comparatively un-
impoi ant trades, anil too little with the important.
His reasons for this course are, however, quite sound. ."Vs

he po its out, manufacturers of many staple lines possess an
adequ: ie and practical knowledge of conditions and prospects
in th( r own particular trade. Therefore the report deals
inainh with lines of goods which are being brought almost
entirel. from foreign countries.

Capi Edwards s enthu.'-ia.Mii over the possibilities of selling

various British lines in Canada will, it is feared, not be wholly
shared >y electrical manufacturers here. It is to be hoped,
howeve

, that his confidence niav inspire them to renewed
effort.

There is little need to emphasise the
American powerful part taken by electricity in
Standards. Canada, di* to the wealth of cheap energy

produced from its prolific water-power.
As has been reported frequently in these columns, the British
manufacturer is confronted with a difScult task in overcoming
the Dominion's predilection for .-Vmerican standards—with
which his products do not always conform—and the competi-
tion of both United States and Canadian manufacturers. The
advantage possessed liy these competitors in the matter of
freight rates, is less marked in \Ve.steru Canada than it is in
Ontario. It is to be hoped that in the former territory, at
any rate, the old country may succeed in obtaining a good
proportion of the important telephone contracts which are
pending.

Capt. Edwards's opinion which, he says, is shared by all

who have a knowledge of trade conditions in Canada, is that
now is the crucial time for manufacturers from the United
Kingdom to regain or obtain trade. In his view the Cana-
dian Government and people have .shown in a marked and
tangible way their desire to encourage imports from the
United Kingdom rather than from the United States, for
not only does the former enjoy preferential tariffs, but owing
to the recent enactments, the Dominion will in effect be
giving a further preference, so long as the Canadian dollar
is appreciated in relation to sterling and depreciated in terms
of American currency, by calculating Customs duty on the
Canadian value of goods imported at the current rate of ex-
change.

Attention is drawn by Capt. Edwards to the educational
institutions of the Dominion for which much additional build-
ing and equipment is planned. United States manufacturers
and publishers reahse the importance of impressing the coming
geijeration _of professional and business men and women. The
result of this is found in the laboratories, engineering shops,
scientific research (fepartments, and other sections o'f edu-

cational institutions. For example, those niversities which
have a course in agriculture, have a stani ird exhibit of alf
cfasses of agricultural implements and a ichinery, and not
only are students instructed in thek m< ;hanism, but they
have opportunities of putting them into p actical use. These
exhibits are loaned free of charge and ( arriage paid to the
universities by the various makers, and immediately a new
model is introduced, it is substituted lor that aheady ex-
hibited. The suggestion is that British manufacturers should
follow this example.

Agency '^^ *'^^ subject of agents, the report

Ou^sticns
'^^^'^ *o ^^^ necessity for having more

^ ' • than one representative in Canada.
Except in very special cases a United Kingdom manufac-

turer cannot obtain the best results from the Canadian market
unless. he has the Dominion divided into three or four terri-
tories with a representative in each.
Although a certain number of manufacturers in the United

Kingdom still hold to the method of combining Canada and
the I nited States in one agency, and of letting the agent in
the latter work both countries, it is satisfactory to learn that
this method is on the wane. Many of such arrangements date
l)ack to the period when the population and purchasing
power of Canada were small comoared with the present Formany reasons the method is now undesirable. Distance im-
jjedes its success. The strenuous competition of these davs is
another reason against the method, and the sentiment ot the
Canadians is aho against it. Thev do net see why anv of
tlieir money should go to United States agents who spend
httle in the Dommion, when there are many reputable firms
and individuals in all classes of trade who are Canadians and
tuffy competent to represent adequatelv United Kingdom
inaiiufacturers.

During the year ending March .31st 1921
Engineering and the total machinery imported into Canada'

Machinery. excluding agricultural, amounted in value
to $M,64'2,O0O, of which no less than

$40,767,000 represented importations from the United States
while the United Kingdom was respon.sible only for $3,,546,0OO.'
Although the last-mentioned figures are more than double those
of the preceding year they are. as Capt. Edwards says, any-
thing but .satisfactory, especially as during tliat period United
States trade increased by six and a half million dollars.
At the time of writing, he adds, few orders are being placed

for machinery, and there is little likelihood of anv improve-
ment in the immediate future. This is brought about by the
period of denression through which Canada, in common with
the rest of the world, is passing, and also because buyers are
hoping that prices will still further decline. It is impossible
to write in detail regarding the prosnects for all the various
classes of machinerv. so he confines himself to general remarks
which may be applicable to all. " In the raajoritv of cases
tenders and dehverv are required in a hurrv. For instance,
a town may have been perfectly contented with its exi.sting
water supply until at one meeting of the council it is proposed
and can..^d that a new plant he installed. Tenders are called
for immea. tely and the question of dehverv is a predominant
factor. Natl, 'lly. United States engineering firms benefit bv
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this Canadian characteristic, and this brings me to my second

point, lliere is seldom sufficient time for blue prints or specifi-

cations to be obtained and sent home so that United Kingdom
manufacturers may tender. Consequently adequate local repre-

sentation is essential, either by branch houses or by agents. I

use the word ' adequate ' purposely, for I consider it impera-
tive that the agents should be really technical men with an
expert knowledge of the various types of machinery which
they are trying to sell and the u.ses to which the-'e are put.

They should be so qualified that where there is not sufficient

time to mail particulars to their United Kingdom principals,

they are able to put the salient points succinctly in a cable.

I would urge United Kingdom engineering firms when re-

plying to a Canadian inquiry to remember the proximity of

the United States, and therefore to quote their very lowest

prices, and to give the most forward delivery date possible.

which must be rigidly adhered to should the order eventuate."
Capt. Edwards says it would certainly be of benefit if H.M.
Trade Commissioners in Canada were kept suppUed with
illustrative and descriptive catalogues of all classes of ma-
chinery and engineering work. " Only this week a visitor to

my office stated that he would have to order certain equip-
ment from the United States because he felt sure that no
firm in the United Kingdom could produce the exact type
he wished. T told him the names of three mnkers who. 1

believed, could satisfy his requirements, and offered to cable,
but he informed me that this would take up too much time
and it would be difficult to give sufficient details by wire. By
an extraordinary coincidence, on the same day a well-illus-

trated catalogue arrived from one of the three iSrms which I

had mentioned, and in it was depicted exactly the class and
type of machine for which the inquiry called."

INDUCTION-TYPE SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.

By L. H. A. CARR, M.Sc. (Tech.), M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of Paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

The importance of power factor correction is so well realised

that it IS unnecessai'y to laboar the pomt, but, owing to the
high capital costs now involved, it is more than ever necessary

to utilise existmg cables to the fullest otent by makmg-them
carry a current as nearly as possible in phase with the pressure.

The mduction-type synchronous motor or synchronous induc-

tion motor has been developed to produce a motor which, while

retainmg the advantages of a synchronous motor as regards

its property of power-tactor correction, possesses the good
starting characteristics of the shp-ring induction motor. It

consists essentially of an induction motor coupled to a d.c.

exciter. It is started up as an induction motor and, when
the exciting current is switched on, it synchronises itseh and
then continues to run as a synchronous machine.
The secondary may carry, in addition to the " power cur-

rent," a part or the whole of the magnetising current, and
possibly even an over-magnetising current which will give a
leading component to the primary current. The secondary

current is controlled by external means, and does not increase

automatically when an overload is applied. Hence the normal
full-load excitation of a synchronous machine must be large

enough to allow for a reasonable overload capacity.

The economical method is te run the motor normally at a
leading power factor of about 0.9, and thus utilise the extra

excitation to correct the power factor of other parts ot the

system. In the majority of cases there will be little difference

either of the other two, it is usual to make all the conductors
of the same size. When runnmg syuchi'uuously this three-
phase winding has an exceedingly good damping effect. In the
otner type, lue mam rotor wmumg consists of concentric
coils of flat copper ribbon wound in open slots, covering about
two-thirds of tne rotor periphery. Ihis is frequently the only
windmg. the rotor thus bemg single-phase (in which case the
centre of the pole is left unslotted). Occasionally the remain-
ing third of the rotor periphery is wound with a second phase
of reduced cross-section tor starting, this winding being short-

circuited to act as a damper winding when the machine is

running at full speed. In both types each motor has its own
exciter.

The starting presents no difficulty, since the self-synchroni-

sing feature of these machines is their cnly unusual character-

istic, and it is important that the large torque w'hich they can
exert while synchronising should be fully realised. After the
machine has attained its full induction-motor speed with all

external resistance in the rotor circuit short-circuited, then (in

order to synchronise) the rotor circuit is momentarily opened
and closed again so as to include the exciter in circuit. For
a short period after this switch is closed the rotor carries both
the induced a.c. and the forced d.c. The final action of these

two currents is to cause the machine automatically to accel-

erate still further, and in normal operation synchronous speed

is reached in a fraction of a second, the machine then settling

down to run as a normal synchronous motor.

The principles underlying this operation may be more easily

followed if the case where the machine is unable for some
reason or other to synchronise itself be first considered.

When d.c. is switched on to the rotor the machine will

develop a torque as a synchronous machine, and as the rotor

sUps back through a pole-pitch (relatively to the synchronously

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
Pig. 3. Fig. 4.

in first cost between a synchronous induction motor arranged

for unity and one for U.y leading power factor, smce, in order

to allow for the necessary overload capacity, the same exciting

member has to be used in each case.

The principal advantage which the synchronous induction

motor possesses over the plain synchronous motor lies in it^s

starting characteristic. It starts up from rest like an induc-

tion motor and easily synchronises itself ahnost instantaneously

against full or more than full load. Compared with the cor-

rected induction motor, i.e., the induction motor fitted with

a pliase advancer or vibrator, the synchronous induction motor
possesses the following advantages:— Ui) It may be corrected

not merely to unity, but to a leading power factor, for which

it is even more suitable, (b) It deUvers a leading component
ot current down to no load ; in fact, this component increases

slightly as the load decrea.ses. (c) The action of a phase ad-

vancer is to increase the slip. The synchronous induction

motor, on the other hand, runs at constant speed ; it has

zero slip, [d) The commutator, which it appears must be

introduced into all machines that act as correctors of power
factor, coramutates low-voltage direct current.

Two slightly different types of synchronous induction motor

are at present manufactured in this country, but in botu the

stator is a standard induction-motor stator. In the one type

Ihe rotor is always of the three-phase type. Although when
elicited by d-.c. onef-phaae carries twice as much rnrre.D+ as

rotatmg held) this torque is alternately motoring and genera-

ting and causes a fluctuation in speed. Since the machine

is running below synchronous speed there will exist in the

rotor, superposed on the d.c, an induced a.c. which will vary

not only with time, but with the speed of the rotor. This

currentwill produce a varying torque which must be added

to the synchronous torque to obtain the total torque. The

torques acting on the rotor as it moves back relatively to the

synchronous field are shown in fig. 1.

W ith a cyUndrical rotor, neglecting minor corrections, the

synchronous torque is represented by a sine wave (curve a).

The fluctuating induction torque is repre.sented by curve b

and the sum of a and b gives the total motoring torque c. If

the load torque, which is constant, is plotted above the datum

line D instead of below it, the difference between c and u

(shown cross-hatched) gives the torque causing acceleration

and deceleration of the moving masses. The variation in speed

produced bv this torque is shown by curve E, which also

represents the slip, to which the induction torque is propor-

tional. The mean speed occurs when the synchronous torque

is a maximum so that only half *he positive lobe ot the

torque curve is available for acceleration above the mean

speed Since the si)eed is not constant the angle swept out

is not proportional to time, and the (ireas of the torque curves

in fig. 1 are not proportional to the work done. In bg. i ttie

same f<pee^ Mirvs if" transfHinea fro a ti^ne Hasi9
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The actual stator and rotor currents of a machine which
failed to synchronise are shown in lig. 3, and if the machine
is to synchronise, the oscillation must be large enough to allow

the rotor to swing right up to synchronous speed. •

The machine reaches synchronous speed when the angle of

lag between the centre of the rotor pole-face and the centre

of the synchronously rotating flux wave is greater than 9<)

electrical degrees. In the steady condition of running as a
synchronous motor, however, this angle of lag is less than 9U
electrical degrees. The rotor will therefore, due to the excess

of synchronous torque over load torque, accelerate still further

and creep forward to its stable position, where synchronous
torque is equal to load torque, at which it will finally settle

after a sUght oscillation.

During this creeping forward of the rotor the slip is nega-
tive, and hence there will exist in the rotor a small induced
current in the reverse direction to that which existed during

the actual period of synchronisation, as shown in fig. 4, which
was obtained while a machine synchronised itself. There is no
serious disturbance on the Une, the maximum current being

not more than about twice the full-load current, and persist-

ing, in the case of successful synchronisation, for merely a

fraction of a second, and, in practice, with normal slips, it is

exceedingly rare for a machine to fail to synchronise on the

first upward swing.
The critical case in which the machine will only just syn-

chronise is of importance, since this gives the limitipg condi-

tions under which synchronisation can be guarantf,ed. This

is represented in figs. .5 and 6, and the curve of speed is

asymptotic to the synchronous speed, the machine synchronis-

ing after an infinite time with a pole-lag such that the
synchronous torque is just equal to the load torque.

The synchronous induction motor can be arranged for any
desired pull-out torque, the most economical figure being from
75 to 100 per cent, overload for a machine having a leading

power factor of 0.9, and correspondingly higher figures for a

power factor of 0.8 or 0.85. The pull-out torque when the

machine is running as a synchronous motor may. however, be

increased (if a large temporary overload has to be carried) by
increasing the excitation above the normal value.

The argument put forward in support of phase advancers,

that should any breakdown occur in the exciting circuit, the

main motor can still be run as a plain induction motor, holds

equally good with the synchronous induction motor.

Via. 5. Fig. 6.

It is necessary on synchronous induction motors to keep the

excitation voltage low. The relationships between the excita-

tion voltage, excitation current, and the oi>en-circuit voltage

of the secondary at standstill follow certain natural laws

(beyond the control of the designer).

Thus, with a secondary loss of 3 per cent., an overload capa-

city of twice full load, and a Umiting starting voltage of '2,000

(the figure usually adopted for large machines), the excitation

voltage will be 36.6 for a star or tingle-phase secondary, and

42.3 for a mesh-wound secondary. With larger machines the

ratio of excitation volts to excitation amperes becomes unduly

low, and it is usual to arrange the secondary winding in two
circuits, which are connected in series for excitation purposes.

This doubles the excitation voltage and halves the excitation

current.

An " inverted " machine, that is to say, to connect the

supply to the rotor and use the stator as a secondary or excit-

ing member, has advantages. This construction has already

been applied to several machines, and it appears probable that

in the future this practice will be extended.

The efficiency of the synchronous induction motor with a

leading power factor of 0.9 is u.sually not more than 1 per cent,

below that of the plain induction motor. The increased losses

are due to the extra excitation necessary to give the required

overload capacity, although Ibis increase is partly offset by the

reduced stator loss when the power factor is higher than that

of the induction motor. The price of a synchronous induction

motor having a power factor of 9 is about 25 to 40 per cent,

higher than that of a plain induction motor, all accessories.

i.e., fiwitchgear. exciter, Ac, being included. This figure

would, however, probablv be considerably exceeded in the case

of machines below 100 b."p. The induction motor takes n mng-

netising component of 48.5 k\\\ per llX) kW input, while the

eynchronouK induction motor gives out a magnetising com-

ponent of 4S.5 kVA. that is. the advantage of the latter over

the former is 97 reactive kVA. To obtain this, the first cost of

the machine is increased some 33 per cent., or. roughly, the

capital cost per leading kilovolt-ampere i« one-third of wi'e

capital cost per kilowatt, while, since the extra loss is only
1 per cent., the apparent efficiency of the leading component is
of the order of 9b per cent.

On account of the power-factor-oorrecting duty of the
synchronous induction motor, it is most suitable for use in con-
nection with drives where it will be required to run con-
tinuously, when, although the load may be varying, the power-
factor correction still continues. Many machines of this type
have been built in this country during the past few years and
have been successfully applied to a number of different duties.
Below 80 or 100 h.p. the relatively small amount of leading
kUovolt-amperes obtained and the increasing relative cost of
the synchronous induction machine render it less popular, al-

though machines as small as 60 h.p. have been put into com-
mercial use. The real field for these machines may be said to
be from 150 h.p. upwards. The size to which they can be built
appears to be practically unlimited.

Discussion in London.

Dr. S. p. Smith opened the discussion by congratulating the
author on having written what was practically the first paper
on the important subject under review. He explained that
there were certain great disadvantages connected with the
machine described that made the saUent-pole machine to be
preferred, and as regarded it.s adoption, much would depend
on whether power-factor correction or a large starting torque
was required. In France it was the need for correcting power
factor that had encouraged the use of the type of machine
described. The necessity of a low-voltage commutator was
a disadvantage, and in order to obtain a reasonable overload
capacity it was questionable whether it would not be
preferable to waste excitation by using some of it to drive the
flux across a larger air gap. They ought not to lightly forgo
the ability to short-circuit slip rings and lift brushes.

Mr. H. M. Savers remarked that pov^er-factor problems
were becoming important, because the 3-phase system of dis-

tribution was becoming standard practice in this country, and
it was, therefore, good to be told of another way of improving
power-factor. The average 33 per cent, increase in cost was
a serious point. It rested with the supply authorities to

devise tariffs that would induce users to improve the power
factor. Another disadvantage of the machine described was
the existence of a commutator, however small it was. Not
enough use had been made of condensers to improve power
factor, and some types of condenser had not even been con-
sidered. Why was one of the three phases of the machine
made to carry twice as much current as either of the other
two'' Surely that indicated that either the copper or excit-

ation could be economised, and would it not be preferable to

add something to the switchgear, so as to enable the exciting

circuit to be made a single-phase one"? The title of the^

paper was somewhat contradictory.

Mr. Bdrnand compared the machine described with other
types, and pointed out that, although it was more expensive
and its efficiency and pull-out load were lower than those of

a straight-through machine, the former had the advantage of

being capable of starting on full load.

Mr. Ayres thought that the future of the machine being
discussed was and would continue to grow. It must have a

reasonable overload capacity, otherwise the " wobble factor
"

{i.e., tendency to pull in and out of synchronism) became in-

convenient, as was the case with machines which were being

sold now for which it was claimed that they would start on
full-load current at 0.8 load. The author had not been quite

fair to phase advancers; even the 33 per cent., stated to be

the increase in price of the machine described, was only a

comparative figure. In some cases the difference was only

3 per cent. ; moreover, the efficiency was not so low as was
indicated in the paper.

Mr. J. H. .ToHXSON was of the opinion that simplicity and
reliability were essential if the machine was to compete with

those which were at present looked after by unskilled opera-

tors. The machine would be welcomed by supply authorities,

and (in reply to Dr. Smith) the principal reason for its use

would be the improved power factor that would result there-

from. Obviously, a motor that would do that and at the same
time was capable of performing u.seful work had advantages.

Regarding the size of motor used, some 50-h.p. 750-r.p.m.

machines had proved commercially possible, but the state-

ment that their cost was 33 per cent, above that of the

ordinary type was not correct. They would have nothing

whatever to fear from the point of view of cost if the power
factor correcting properties of the motor were considered.

Mr. Chatterton Smith explained that he had gained some
useful insicht regarding the conditions that obtained inside

the machine by means of o.scillographs taken during tests on

an ordinary motor that was direct coupled to one of the

tvpe described in the paper.

Mr. W. M. S^'.vfv ."aid that the niithnr's firm bad re'-ently

converted an ordinary induction motor into an induction-type

syncbronras machine, and it had given no trouble whatever,

in spite of wamines to the contrary. They had a new weapon

to attack the power-factor problem vpith, which would be

very valuable, especiallv as many existing machines could be

converted with little trouble.

Mr. L. H. a. Carr, in reply to some of the points raised

during Hie discnssion, proteked againB* the machini bwng
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termed a new motor; it had been made commercially for the

past twelve years jn this country. He thought the feature

ihat was appreciated most was ite hif^h staiuug torque; the

title of the paper was poor, he agreed, but there was no better

ohe. He knew of no trouble due to commutation having

been experienced, and as both types ol macliuie had theu- own
fields of usefulness neither would prevail. Whether it would

benefit the user to pav the extra cost of the machine depended

on the tariff on which he was charged for energy. In one

case a machine had paid for itself m eighteen months He
had been too severe in some of his statements, and it was

true that smaller machines than he had indicated could be

successfully installed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received bjj us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward

their commimications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and

address in our possession.

Trade Unionism.

I read with considerable surprise your comments concerning

Trade Unions, contained in your issue of December 23rd,

under the heading "Electricity in Mines." For a paper

that Has so often advocated Whitley Councils as a means of

arbitration, openly to state that trade unions are mainly

to blame for the present state of the coal industry, &c., seems

somewhat inconsistent.

You refer to economic laws, but what are they? Is there

not one law for the employer and another for the employe?

Take as an example the recent slump in the coal industry;

according to " economic law " the wages of the miner had

to be reduced, but not so the royalty received by the land-

owner, who did not produce the coal, nor even work, but paid

an agent to work for him. " Economic law " then reduces the

wages of a worker, whilst allowing a non-worker to receive

money for minerals produced from the land. This, then,

seems to be in favour of the letters written by Dr. Gisbert

Kapp and Mr. John E. Grant, in your issues of October 28th

and November 11th on " The Principles of Wages Determma-

Tlie trade unions, like many other {>eople (often better edu-

cated), have made their mistakes, but if an impartial view is

taken of the continual fight throughout history against the

diabolical conditions which ,prevailed in coal mines and fac-

tories of years gone by, it must surely be admitted : (1) That

the very existence of trade unions is due to these bad condi-

tions.
'

(2) That the worker has always had to fight fcir liis

rights. wrOJigfully denied bun by the powders that be, and with

all shame to England still has to do so.

May the time speedily come when right (ever the strdugest

weapon) will win.
Fairplay.

December <2&th, 1921.

[Whitley Councils are one thing and political strikes are

another; we did not attack trade unionism, but trade-union

policy. Trade-union leaders admit that the recent miners'

strike was ill-advised and disastrous in its effects; whatever

benefits the miners secured by it could have been obtained

without any strike at all, and if the Whitley Council system

had been in force in the mining indu.stry, there would have
been no strike.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Removing Lacquer from Lamp Bulbs.

I beg to ask through the medium of your paper if any of

your readers know- of a good method for removing lacquer

from electric lamps. I am working as an operator at a
Manchester picture house, and in the ceiling lighting we have
two sets, the usual white and red ; I am puzzled how to re-

move the lacquer from the lamps that have faded or are
showing white spots. What I wish to do is to remove the
old lacquer so as to be able to use them again; I have tried

scraping the lacquer off, but in most cases the filament was
broken in the process.

T. n. Baldwick.
Manchester,
December W,th, 1921.

A Dynamo. that Grew Tired.

1 should be very grateful if you would give me an explana-
tion or put forward a theory which w-nuld account for the
peculiar behaviour of the generator described below :—
The machine is a two-pole, compound-wound dynamo,

driven by a single-cylinder steam engine by meat ^ of a belt
drive. Its duty is to run lighting and motors in a works after
the major. part ^of the lewd has been cut off for the day. The
machine is designed to give 220 volts and 120 amperes.
The generator load never exceeded 100 amperes, and this

load was carried easily without any sparking or heating. It

was found one day on running the machine up and placing
it on load, that while the excitation was perfect, the machine
would not take the usual load by about 2U amps, without the
voltage rapidly falling away, but would continue to run per-
fectly at, .iay. SO amps. .VCter a lap.se of thi-ee days the
machine would not carry a load of more than 40 amps. ; still

it excited quickly on starting up, and maintained its voltage
at 40 amps. Eventually, while the machine still excited as
well as ever, the load carried would not exceed about 5 amps,
without consequent loss of voltage.
The condition of the machine for insulation was about

1.25 megohms, non-contact practically infinity and continuity
was good, commutator clean, and brushes bearing evenly. To
remedy this detect the following experiment was tried, and
evidently with .success, as the machine has now been running
for over two months, and is carrying a load of 120 amps.
without any trouble :

—
1st, reverse polarity of machine and place on a medium load

instantly.

2nd, reverse again to original polarity.

The machine then ran with load as before stated.

December 31st, 1921.

Puzzled.

Support for French Industries.

With further reference to my letter to you, which appeared
in the October 7th issue of the Electrical Eeview, the result

has been quite interesting to me, for I have been favoured
with letters from a good many French manufacturers, and m
some cases have had a visit from their representatives, whom
I have been able to help by suggesting names of engineers

to call upon and correspond with.

The engineer representing one firm in particular, on a

return journey, informed me that he had been extremely well

received, and from his conversation I gathered that there is

evidently a strong desire to do business with our French
friends.

Further, I think if French manufacturers were to appoint
a resident local representative for this particular district they
would get into quicker personal touch with their customers.

I believe some of our own firms do not yet realise the extent

of potential engineering business in South Wales, from the

very largest structures and machines down to the smallest.

Moreover, when a customer or prospective cu.stomer ias to

visit a neighbouring country to inspect works and products i

think he would as soon go to France as any other country.

Many of our countrymen visit France for pleasure, and would
like to visit it for business, and perhaps by combining the two
make both pleasurable.

C. T. Allan,

Assistant Manager, South M'ah-.'i E.P.D. Co.,

Cardiff.

December lll.^f, 1921.

He C.-ilendars and Almanacs.

The fifth note under this heading in your impression of

December 2;3rd seems to have been written by no less a per-

sonage than St. .\uthony of Padua. .\s the personage in

question is apparently spending some of his spare time with

you, it is difiicult to know whom more to congratulate, your-

selves or your readers.

Since tlie identitv of the lady in the picture has been the

subject of a considerable iiniount of ininiiry, so that it may.

in time, rank with that of Beatrice and La Gioconda in the

re'iilm of the conjectural, we are informed by an Arabian sage

that this is an incarnation of the Fairy Peri-Banon mentioned

in Sir Richard Burton's translation of the " .-Arabian Nights."

and, therefore, no doubt familiar to the majority of your

readers. Further, that she owes lier name to her origin from

Perrv Barr.
Ananias.

December 'Idth, 19'21.

Leaves from an Inspector's Note Book.

Whilst disinclined to continue correspondence on this sub-

ject, in view of the compliment by Mr. .Vbraham that engineer

surveyors " as a rule are very tactful, nice engineers." I do

so only because I consider his attitude an altogether bia.sed

one, and very academical. My " guess " as regards his
" throne " shaking he admits to be correct, but the other, as

to bad overloading of the motor he tested, apparently was not.

I ought to have also guessed, I suppose, that it was a blower

motor, but the pity was that he did not say so previously,

'fhe two points on which I directly challenged him he has com-
pletely ignored ; the rea.son is obvious.

Mr. .Abraham has now dropped the small-salary complaint

against inspectors, and enlarged on the " few exceptions " (of

the '' Anode " type), who are " bos.^y, conceited, and unlike-

iible individuals with opportunities," at the same time admit-

ting that there are black sheep in every flock.

-As to an " ass " being let loose on societv as an engineer
surveyor, tnke the case of such a one. due to friends' influence,

being let loose on society as chief of an electricitv supply
undertaking; in- time even h# would. I feel sure, set fire to the
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btishel hiding his light, and inflame even the retired grocer
and pork butcher councillors he attempted to advise. It may
be taken for granted that an insurance company would not
suffer an " ass " of a surveyor long enough to damage its

business connection.

Mr. Abraham advises insurance companies to stick to insur-
ing plant which only is in the hands of laymen and handymen.
His advice will be ignored, proving that his views on the
subject are academical and out of touch with modern develop-
mente. Why, one of the largest manufacturers of electrical

plant in this country insure the most valuable of their products
(and it is inspected, too) durmg the guarantee period, if so
(and these people will not be lectured from a switch gallery)

their customers also you may depend have considered it a busi-
ness proposition to continue the insurance, although they may
employ engineers, and can ill-afford the luxury, so-called.

Engineer sm-veyors daily examining modern plant, such as
mill equipment, electric furnace gear, both at the manufac-
turers' works and in operation, in addition to colhery plant
and corporation power stations, and also dealing with break-
downs and instructing as to the repairs of practically all types
and capacities of motors, generators, and transformers, &c.,
are quite competent to poke their noses into power stations
and to rub shoulders with the chief and entirely ignore the
shift and snitch engineer, although I have met a few of them
who are decidedly more heady than then' supposed superiors.
Engineer surveyors are to-day paid a salary in proportion to

their years of service, and this is equal whether a man be
boiler or electrical inspector. Most chiefs at power stations
have nothing but praise (hke Mr. Abraham), for very good
reasons, of the boiler inspector, and I can assure them they
will find the electrical inspector just as competent and nice,

and can ignore 15-year old grievances and the " Anode "

example.
H. W. Walker, A.M.I.E.E.,

Sheffield, Engineer Surveyor.
January -Ind. 192'2.

[By a misreading, for which he accepts the blame, Mr.
Walker's initials were incorrectly given in the signature to

his previous letter. If authors and correspondents, in addi-
tion to signing their MSS., would print their names in
capitals, editors and compositors would be grateful.

—

Eds.
Elec. Bit.]

I heartily endorse Mr. .\. J. Abraham's remarks in his first

letter regarding " Anode," but I must take exception to the
phrase in his more recent letter in reply to Mr. H. \V. Walker.
in which he states that " even the shift engineer is his equal

"

(meaning " Anode "). Personally, I should be pleased to
know why he made such an odious comparison, especially as
it originates from one who has the honour which the letters

after his name imply. Surely if he were engaging a " shift

engineer " he would requue a few more quaUhcations than
those apparently possessed by " Anode "; or is he simply con-
tented to have anything that drifts in? To use his own words,
it leaves a very nasty taste, especially a-e he says :

" even the
shift engineer"; it sounds as though he had forgotten the
accent on the " even." He must admit that among shifts

there are men who excel their superiors both in practice and
technical knowledge, but apart from this they are responsible
for their shifts' maintenance of supply, so why they should be
always dumped as the bottom dogs I cannot explain.

Super Tension.
Jaiiuanj Ut, 1922.

The Severn Tidal Scheme.

In your leader to-day you state that this " scheme is

admitted to be technically feasible," but has anyone with
practical experience of the effects of the Severn and Wye mud
and sand been consulted?

I took a personal interest in the matter for many years,

and it seems to me that those who would " harness the tides
"

in this particular region have not taken fully into account
the difficulties which will be caused by " silting " below the
dam and by the filling up with mud of the reservoir above
it—to say nothing of the cutting to pieces of parts of the
underwater machinery by sand in suspension.

Severn Bore.
December 30th, 1921.

[Evidence was given before the Water-power Resources
Committee by Mr. G. L. Addenbrooke, M.I.E.E., Mr. C. S.

Meik, M.Inst.C.E., and Mr. J. W. Twinberrow, M.lnst.C.E.,
who jointly submitted a scheme; and by Mr. A. J. Liversedge,

A.M.Inst.C.E., who also submitted a scheme. Sir Phihp
DaxYson and Prof. A. H. Gilj.xjii were appointed a sub-com-
mittee " to examine the subject of tidal power on broad
fines." The Committee concluded that " a number of

physical and technical questions, some of general interest,

and some peculiar to the conditions of the Severn, require to

be investigated before a final pronouncement is possible with
regard to the commercial practicabihty of utihsing the tides

for iKiwer purposes," and recommended that a special Tech-
nical Commission of Inquiry be appointed to carry out the

investigation, with special reference to the Severn.

—

Eds. Elec.
Rbt.]

Mysterious Phenomena.
Will some of your readers kindly give th«i» idea as t« the

cause of the two following cases :
—

1. Why should it be possible to get a shock off a water tap
when the pipes come out of the e^rth, this being a
diiect-current 3-wue 220/440 V shghtly unbalanced cir-

cuit? This ha« happened, and is not imagination, as
several persons at this works received the shock as well
as myself.

3. At certain premises a number of steel pillars and gal-
vanised iron buildings are in course of erection. The
pillars go down into the earth about 3 ft., and I find
that when I put a Sullivan 120-chm headgear receiver
in cu-cuit with the iron pillars and earth (like earth to
earth) I get strange noises hke Morse code, the hum
of a power station, and at other times sounds like an
explosion. Is it electrolysis? and if so, why does it

come out of the earth through the receiver and back
to earth, when we understand that electricity takes the
path of least resistance?

Ginger Beer.
Birmingham.

[It is quite possible for considerable differences of potential
to exist between different points on the surface of the ground,
owing to the resistance of the earth ; horses have been killed
by shock when passing near a lamp-post or tramway pole in
which an electric circuit has broken down. Obviously the
potential of the earth in contact with the pole may be 500
volts above that of the earth 20 or 30 ft. away, and thua
a potential gradient is set up. In case (1) we" should sup-
pose that the water pipe was at the potential of the general
body of earth, and that the floor on which the victim stood
was at a higher potential, due to a leakage in some electric cir-

cuit. In case (2) it is not correct to say that " electricity takes
the path of least resistance "; it takes every path, the current
in each path varying inversely as the resistance of that path.
The sounds heard in the telephone may be due partly to elec-

trolytic origin, but more probably are due to the stray
currents that exist in the earth, especially near tramways,
&c.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

A Message from Mars?
I shall be glad if any of the wireless experts who are

readers of the Review can help me to get rid of annoying
wireless signals, which keep one awake during the sleeping
hours of the night. I have no electrical apparatus fixed m
the house, nor do I understand the Morse code beyond one
or two letters. My bedroom is directly over the bathroom,
which contains the usual copper cylinder connected to earth,
through the pipes. Is it possible the buzzing notes are

radiated from this cylinder? What effectire screen can be
used against the trouble?

s. o. s.

St. Aimes.
December Wth, 1921.

Cost of Living in Caba.

Your correspondent will find that in Havana the cost of

living is two to two and a hah times the cost in England. In
the provinces it is about one and a half times the cost of hving
in England.
In Havana he will find every modem convenience just as in

a European capital, but in the provinces he may have to

rough it, although I have stopped at sugar mills, miles from a
railway sUition, where the living house for the staff has been
fitted up like a first-class New York hotel.

The climate is deUghtful to anyone who can stand a
moderate degree of heat, although Europeans are apt to suffer

from prickly heat in the summer.
In Cuba you have the modern conditions of a fashionable

resort in Havana, which the Cubans are trying to make into

an American Monte Carlo, with the primitive hfe of the back-

woods a few miles away.
Inglesito.

Januani 2tirf, 1922.

Electricity on Aircraft.—Two luncheon parties in mid-air,

each meal served by a txjndon hotel waiter, were held on
December 27th on board aeroplanes on the London-Paris
service. One of the machines was a Gohath (Grands Express
Aeriens) flying to London, and the other was a Handley-Page
machine on its way to Paris. To complete the Christinas

atmosphere of the journey a Christmas tree, illuminated with

electric lights (lae work of Messrs. E. P. Allam & Co.. of

London), was set up in the saloon of the aeroplane.

What will be, it is claimed, the most luxurious flying ship

in the world, with a perfectly-equipped electrically-operat*^

kitchen capable of providing meals for 100 passengers, is

under construction in Italy, says the Daily Mail. It is the

new Itahan air.ship Napoli, which is to b© driven by twelr*
3()0-h.p. engines.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, P921.
(NOT YBT PUBIiIHHBD,)

Compiled ezpresslj lor this journal by Messrs. Sifton-Jonbs, O'Dill and
Stipmns, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

33,309. " Method of dimminj; electric head-lights of motor-cars, Sic." K.
€. Latimer. December 12th.

33,814. " Electric control of distant installations." Laboratorio Elcttro-
tecnico Ing. L. Magrini. December 15th. (Italy, February 28th.)

38.819. " Electric heater." W. Schaufelberger. December 15th. (Switzer-
land, December iiOtb, 1920.)

33.820. •• Electric motor." W. J. Barsby. December 15th.

33.852. " Apparatus for production of high-tension uni-directional currents
«f electricity." H. E. Donnithorne. December 16th.

33,8ti0. " Electric fans." Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., A. Crawford & F. H.
Reeves. December 16th

33,879. " Automatic transmitter for wireless, signal light, and land tele-
graphy, fl. J. Farrell December 16th.

33,902. " Contact-rollers." E. von Rrch. December 16th. (Germany.
January ISth.)

33,907. " Electro-magnetic apparatus for recording sound." A. F. Svkes.
December 16th.

33,909. " Method of dimming electric head-lights of motor-cars, ic." K. E.
Latimer. December lath.

33,915. " .\-ray sp^irk coils." W. E. Schall. December 16th.

33,925. " Electric light, &c., fittings," Best i Lloyd, Ltd., 4 B. H. \V.
Spittle. December 16th.

33,927. " Electric immersion liquid-heaters." S. Abel. December 16th.

33.940. " Manufacture of grid resistances," L. Satchwell. December 16th.

33.941. " Electric couplings." J. M. de Vries de Waal. December 16th.

33,966. " Wireless receiving apparatus." J. W. Tennant. December 16th.

33,977. " Electric wringers and mangles." J. A. Duckworth, VVhitlaker
Bros. (Accrington), Ltd., & W. Whittaker. December 17th.

34.023. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd.. & C. Gillings. December 17th.

34.024. " Electro-magnetic engines." R. Hacking. December 17th.
34,033. " lelephone receivers, auditory devices, &c." T. E. Stephens.

December 17th.

34,041. " Insulating stands and holders or plugs for holding coils, &c.,
for use in electrical apparatus." H. D. Butler i G. H, Moody. December
irth.

34.053. " Oil switches." Sachsenwerk Licht-und Kraft-Akt-Ges. Decem-
ber 17th. (Germany, December 17th, 1920.)

34.054. " CoaUng electrical conductors." A. D. Shuter & W. S. Smith.
December 17th.

34,057. " liJectrolytic cells." J. Cranston Si W. D. Le Bar. December 17
34,060. " Means for counting and recording number of telephone calls." T.

F. Cummins and F. C. Poulton. December 19th.
34,064. " Auto-nalic electric circuit-breakers." G. Wilkinson. December

ISth.

34.070. " Mechaaical and electrical display for vehicles." F. R. Francke.
December t9th.

34.083. " Electrt>-magnetic ufacturing :appli; H. J. Monsi
December 19th.

34,087. " Magneto and self-starter." C. T. A. Shearer. December 19th.
34,098. " Electric time-recording apparatus." A. H. Roberts and A. S.

Willmot. December 19th.
34,108. " Electrical adapto all plugs." W. F. Croll. December

J4,13o. Apparatus for cooling and ventilating dvnamo-electric machines."

o, ilo"^'
^'"' '-' Happel. December 19th. (Germany, December 17th, 1920.)

34,138. Mercury-vapour air-pumps." Akt. Ges. Brown, Boveri et Cie
December 19tfi. (Switzerland, December 31st, 1920.)

,o^'H',',
',' ^°^ "ireless telegraphic or telephonic apparatus." P. C. Rushen

(fcing Werke vorm. Geb. Bing Akt. Ges.) December 19th.
34,140. " Wireless telegraphy." S. G. Brown. December 19th.
34,142. " Electric resistances, &c." H. A. Watts. December 19th.

,.^1*5- " Electric joints." E. A. Claremont and G. H. Scholes. December

34.149. " Electric higs." E. V. Fordc. December 19th.

be 19 h
'^'"^•''C motors, dynamos or generators." P. T. Kit

P^y^, " Electric current collectors." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

,?<,P°"?^' ""' " ^^- H- Warren. December 19th.

Itfh ?R 1

.'^'°"Se batteries." Soc. de I'Accumulateur Tudor. December
19lh. (Belgium, December 18th, 1920.)

be?^£»th
" ^''^'^'^ fi'"™<'"t 'amp holders." W. W. R. F. Grifliths. Decem-

34,188. " Electric switches." J. A. Crabtree. December 20th.

W M%/ ''°;"''''A '''='^L''''=
„^PP""'"' '°' '""x^h^nt to domestic baths."1\. M. Edwards. December 20th.

iing. Dece

member
'^.^iectrically-operated indicators. &c." J. Lovelase and J. Walster.

cables. Sic." W. H. Coleman and F. W. Lees.

Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Elec-

December 20th.
34.222. " Telephone systems.

Co., Inc.). December 20th
4,223. " Telephone systems

ric Co. Inc.). December 20th.
34,224.

-

ber 30th.

/r^/l^H
" ThermaMy.«perated circuit-controllers." Igr;

MOW '•Tp," ^"""'^""""g. Co.). December 20th

Oc7obe'4,h)
^^'^ accumulator." K. Hansen. December 20th. (Denmark,

^262. "Glass for use with electric

""iSsB ..rT'""^^ December 20th.

A.Vwe,ch!'^Derm.^;"|[,r"
^""^''^ """^^ ""'""^ ™-''=' ^'' " -"

34.293. "X-ray installations." H. Kn

'ith electric lamps." Cha

Electric Co.. Ltd.

& Co., Ltd.,

cember 20th.
i-Werke Akt. Ge De-

fim "- tTT" '"„"' ""'""^' *"" "^^ "• '"^"''- December 20th.
34.306. Telephone call counting, registering, and recording apparatus
llTm"pV." ."'l'^- "• """'5™'""'- December 20th

li^.' .. r
' ^•'"-h^-" E. C. Strong. December 21st.

Decemb;r 21st""'
""''°"<'^-" ? Croom-Johnson and H. T. Tudsbery.

34:349: •"Ma''nett'^"^^"'w;.F°'''"p7?^''I- R"fh'°n- December 21st.

(United States. D^emberTlst S)"" "^'"'"^ ^°- ^"'- O'^'^'^^" S'st.

tubtfL." ''g^W W,i?o"""&ec^cX"'o,T ''" ""^""^ ""^'y '">>« ™'ve

"'IS^St" H"Si;:^."'s-:x?2,:r -'-^ '-^ '- °"^ '-

H.ns,fn",V De^.'e'mXrV^t^
"^ '" '''""'°"'" " J" "' "^«- (« C. M.

El^iricC:,'''^D?emw'2rs""
''"''"' Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. (General

St^e^'Djember- 2l's,T'l9O0.r"'"«^°""^
Lamp Co. December 21st. (United

84,4.31. " Magnetic control devices for electric arcs " 1V...:„„1,„ r, . .

""si^r'-Tf'S^- P°r
D^j^-Oer 21st. (United" aies. Dec mge^°"oi\,'^'l'^'^34.«g. Art,6c,al hnes for cable telegraphy." S. G. Brown "DeceXr

34,448.

Walerhous
34.454.

34,474.
T. Dowey

34,480.

34,481.

Ltd., and
34,502.

34,503.

34,.504.

Co., L'td.

34,510.
Telephone

34,511.

22nd. (Ui

Circuit connection fittings for electric wiring systems," L. M.
ie. December 22nd.
" Electric switches." J. B. Tucker. December 22nd.
" Flexible coupling for magnetic machines, S:c." C. Diuhburn, C.
, and A. R. Vella. December 22nd.
" Sparking-plug." E. Martin. December 22nd.
" .Automatic switches for electric svstems of motor-vehicles." Brolt,
W. Holt. December 22nd
" Electric switch boxes." A. L. Davis. December 22nd.
" Electrolytic iron." F. A. Eustis. December 22nd.
" Incandescent electric lamps." W. .M. Rogerson and Stella Lamp
December 22nd.
" Impulse-sending devices for telephone. Sic, svstems." Automatic
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Automatic Electric Co'.). December ^nd.
" Printing telegraphs." Kleinschmidt Ele-;tric Co.. Inc. December
lited States, December 22nd, 1930.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those unde

printed and abridged, and all subsequen
vhicb the specifications win
proceedings will be takaa.

M. Polak (deceased).

July 2nd, 1920.

17,975, " Ignition systems for combustion entjines."
June 30th, 19^0. (172,348.)

18.412. " Dynamo-electric machines." H. Charlel,
(172,349.)

18,987. " Vacuum discharge apparatus for the protection of electrical cir-
cuits." F. Schroter. January 29th, 1914. (147,033.)

19,063. " .Modulation systems for wireless signalling and the like." J. Scott
Taggart and Kjdio Communication Co.. Ltd. July 6th, 1920. (172,350.)

19,689. " Reception ol electric oscillations." Ges. lur Urahuose Tek-
graphie. May 2nd, 1916. (147,701,)

20,580. " Driving systems for alternating current meters according to the
Ferraris principle." Dr. P Meyer Akt. Ges. June 12th, 1919. (14»,576.)

20,717. " Sparking plugs." Soc. Internationale pour I'Exploitalion de la
Bougie Sol. July 15th, 1919. (Patent of addition not granted.) (148,894.)

21,831. " Electric illuminating devices for theatrical stages, kinema^, and
the like." T. H. Rochford. July 21st, 1920. (172,353.)

22,669. " Electric stop motions for machines operating with yarns or
threads." A. Roberts. July 30th, 1930. (172,357.)
23,268. " Electrical connecting and supporting devices." Electric Outlet Co.

Inc. April 9th, 1930. (161,546.)
24,547. " Electron discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). August 24th, 1930. (172,593.)
ns for transmitting messages." J. C. Grant. August 30lh,

'ing systems." J. Scott Taggart and Radio Communi-
August 31st. 1920. (172,376.)
ation of the bark (sober) of Melaleuca Leucadendn

nd dielectric devices.' H. Roussan. October 3rd,

;vel heating ichine." J. Moll. September 1st, 1920.

H. H. Smith and T. G. P. Hcalev.

25,031.

1920, (172,374.)

25,065. " Radic
cation Co., Ltd.

25,232. " Applii

thermic, hvdraulit
1919. (1511977.)

25,258. " Electrical

(172,384.)

25.301. "Self-regulating dynan
September 2nd, 1920. (172,387.)

25,370. " Signalling systems, particularly wireless modulation system." J.
Scott Taggart and Radio Communication Co., Ltd. September 2nd, 1920
(Cognate application 11.061/21.) (172,389.)

25,376. " Holders for electric incandescent lamps." D. M. G. R. de La
Pichardais.^ September 3rd, 1919. (150,726.)
25.387. " Systems and apparatus for converting alterating electric current

into direct current." W. A. Price. September 2nd, 1930. (172,391.)
25.388. "Electric arc projection apparatus." Etablissements Continsouza

Soc. Anon. November 19th, 1919. (154,177.)
25,408. "Radio signalling systems." J. Scott Taggart and Radio Com-

munication Co., Ltd. September 3rd, 1920. (172,394.)
25,445. " Rheostats." leranic Electric Co., Ltd. (Cutl

facturirig Co.). September 3rd, 1920. (172,396.)
25,875. " Wiring of the ignition system of internal-combustion engines."

L K Lambert. September 8th, 1920. (172,419.)
discharge lamps." E. Schafler. September 9th,

utier Han

25,967,
1919. (150,957.)

26,354. " Telephi
14th. 1920. (172,428

36.383. " Electrically-o'perated
15th, 1920. (Cognate appl' "

nsmitter mouthpit C. E. O. OlUte. Septem-

12,059/21.)

B'^i- " Headlights." C. E. Fink. September'l6th, 1920. (173,432.)
26,52a "Overload electric switches." T. W. Rogers (F. K«Tipp Akt. Ges.l

Sept. mber 16th. 1930. (172.433.)
26,650. "Electric power lin iting systems." British Thomson-Houston Co.

l-'d (General Electric Co.). September 17th, 1920. (172,436.)
L6,6(6. "System for measuring the capacities of electric conductors." JUrmston, R N. James and Callendcr's Cable &• Construction Co., LtdSeptember 17th, 1920. (172,437.)
26,889. " Means for controlling electric switches." British Thomson-
SrU?? S?;,,^"-.

(GenTal Electric Co.). September 21st, 1930. (172.440 )Jl.,935. ElectriMl means for indicating at a distance the direction olmotion of an apparatus." Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd.. and I C Nee,1himSeptember 21st, 1920. (172,445.)
•• ""-Ml'-im

W. H. Illingnorth. September aind, 192«,
' Electrical cut-<2(),9')0.

(172,446.;

27.011. " Electrical speed-regulator systei L. Miller and Metropolit
Vickeri __^ ^

I fj''ff' ,

" \<^.'«P'L°"'^ systems.""" AuTom.i"tTc"Tere7h'onr'ria''n'i;(acturing Co..

ottSS T.^ '^ Electric Co.). September 30th, 1920. (172,460)

ull',fn rr. V?F ,n'' «'T",if^'
•}'"i°'*'" apparatus." British Thomson-

00 nm ,?< "• 'General Electric Co.). September .lOth, 1920. (172,461 )

aq'finS'
.,^:")'.apparatus." W. D. Coolidge. July 9th, 1920. (166.097.)'

-9,608. Electnc pocket lamps." Cosmophos-Werke Akt. Ges. and CBoltshauscr. October 20th. 1920. (172,482.)

nn^'^t^iiJn
'''''""'•?,' relephon.v and telegraphy by high-frequencj currents

^(^i^r'mC.sSS^'Ir^^SS^r ^"- "" °""""= Tilegraphie.

33,028. " Push-button control electric lifts and the like '

Ltd. (Otis Elevator Co ). .November 23rd, 1930. (172,510.)'
signalling systems for lifeboats." E. C. Hanson. Febri

33,158.'
"""

Wajrgood Otis

33.059, ""iRadi;"'
"" ' '"""

'"'" -" •

ry^20th, 1919. "(1547533.)

In^J'^v'"?-'
?=""''''g mechanism for internal-combustion engines."and W. C. Turner. November a4th. 1920. (172,512.)

.: 1:.!.;- -,..,-_ „ p piatschick. Oecem-'^^o''?^-
„^-''"^"'"''^" '""^ electric polishing lathes'.'

r 8th, 1920. (158,542.)

X9BX.
ffro ".?'f"T "''''*', '"^•," A. L. Eustace. .March 14th, 1917. (156,493.)1,15-. Spark-gaps for electro-magnetic wave-signalling systems." FAugust 25th, 1914. (157.258.)

j'-'cnis.

Itipliets for alternating electric currents." P. Tri-

Lowenstei
8,247. " Frequency

chard. March IGih, 1920. (160,179.)

'""
' clin^ and supporting devices." Electric Oull

22.361.
,, ,, ,

--.---.. V,- ....i.iit; jinu supporting devices. Flectrle Otilt,.!

iQ^Jf-'^M'?"' ^•"'-
l**"-

'^'"'^^ npplicatinn on 161„54fi.) Ss MO.)

".tTh ,^h ^I'ZZ ,""'' r-"'^r
electric l.imos." E. A. H.ailwood. AueustJjth, 1920. (Divided application on 24,597,20.) af2,S93.)
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SINGLE-PHASE COMMUTATOR
MOTORS.

Congratulations are due to Dr. Stanley Parker Smith

not only on the success of his lecture before the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers (it was a lecture; he did not

read the paper), but also on the courage with which he

enumerated the faults to which the a.c. commutator

motor was liable, and of which it might be thought, as

Beatrice said of Benedick's "bad parts," that they
'

' maintained so politic a state of evil, that they

will not admit any good part to intermingle with

them." But we ai-e careful to use the word " liable
"

and not " subject " ; for, as Dr. Smith showed, in spite

01 its potential drawbacks, this motor can be designed

and built to operate quite satisfactorily, and it pos-

sesses certain advantages which are not shared by its

d.c. rival. We were especially pleased that the lecturer

gave full credit to Mr. Llewelyn Atkinson for his pioneer

work in tlie invention of single-phase motors of this

class, which, as we have previously pointed out, is apt

to be overlooked, owing to its sepulture in the private

Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers. Due credit was also given to Mr. Alexander
Siemens, and to Professor Ernest Wilson for his inven-

tion of the polyphase commutator motor as long ago
as 1888. It is pleasing to know that British genius led

the way, though it was left mainly to foreign engineers

to follow the path thus indicated.

There is at present but a limited demand for a.c.

commutator motors for industrial purposes ; the induc-

tion motor is much cheaper, simpler, and more robusr

than any machine with a commutator can possibly be,

and it fulfils sufhciently well the bulk of the require-

ments ordinarilj^ met with. But there are considera-

tions which should not be overlooked, namely, that the

use of alternating current is rapidly increasing, and
that for certain applications the a.c. commutator motor
is peculiarly well adapted. By far the most important

of the latter is electric traction on main-line railways.

When the Lacour or Winter-Eichberg single-phase

motor was developed to the stage of commercial utility-

Mr. (now Sir) Philip Dawson promptly pounced upon
it, and pointed out that it afforded a practicable solu-

tion of the railway electrification problem, a theory

which he shortly afterwards successfully translated into

j.ractice on the London. Brighton & South Coast

IJailway Co. 's suburban lines. But the Advisory Com-
mittee of the Ministry of Transport has decided that the

high-pressure direct-current system is better adapted

to the conditions obtaining in this country. Whilst we
do not quarrel with that verdict, which no doubt was

in some measure due to the weight of American practice,

we must again point out that our engineering interests

are world-wide, and that Continental practice generally

favours the use of alternating current, which is being

and will be adopted on an enormous scale in certain

areas. The future course of events in countries where

great railways will be needed for the development of

the interior, such as China, South America, and Africa,

must also be kept in view. Wherever water-power is

available at a reasonable distance—which may be 100

miles or more—and in adequate quantity, these railways

will probably be operated by electricity, and if we are

to secure our rightful share in the work of construction,

we must be prepared to carry it out with alternating

current if that is called for by the engineers in control

of such projects.
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Let US not be unduly influenced by the undoubted

success of the Chicago-St. Paul Railway, where the con-

ditions were in many respects unique; neither let us

stake too much on the prospects of the development of

the mercury-vapour rectifier or the thermionic valve

for the conversion of alternating to direct current on

the grand scale. This country taught the world how
to build railways, and has always been in the front rank
in railway construction, which will be one of the most
important branches of engineering for many years to

come; it behoves us, in justice to ourselves, to keep

ourselves an faif with every efficient means of equipping

and operating electric railways, and to be prepared to

lay down a.c. as well as d.e. systems whenever the oppor-

tunity presents itself. Dr. Smith gave the most candid
expression to his views regarding our attainments in

respect of d.c. commutator motors; we fear that he was
fully justified, and we hope that our manufacturers
will take steps to strengthen this weak point in our
technical equipment.

The Frencli
Electrical

Industry.

Some information concerning the

situation of the French electricity in-

dustry at the close of 1921 has been

published by L'Information, of Paris.

After giving a list of the highest and
lowest quotations for the shares of different companies
in 1920 and 1921, the newspaper states that the business

of the supply companies in general has not yet benefited

from the radical change in the conditions of working
which took place in 1921. The years of war were very

prejudicial to their interests either as a result of the

scarcity of labour and the high prices for coal or, in

the North of France, as a consequence of the systematic

destruction by the Germans and the removal of the plant

and machinery. On the one hand the tariffs have been
revised and the price of coal has fallen, while the under-
takings which suffered from the occupation have actively

pushed forward the restoration of the works which were
still standing, the recovery of plant, renewal of equip-

ment, and the erection of new stations. Thus the com-

panies are now not only in a situation equal to that

of 1913. but are also confronted with: increased possi-

bilities. In fact, most of the manufacturers and com-

panies in the North have abandoned the idea of produc-

ing on their own account in favour of procuring supplies

from the central stations. In addition, the collieries in

the North are again beginning to produce the normal
quantities, and thus the deliveries of coal are assured.

The operations of the hydro-electric works in 1921

were less satisfactory from an industrial point of view,

because the extreme drought which prevailed during

the whole of the year exhausted the rivers utilised, and
many companies were compelled to have recourse to

steam generating plant, which involved them in addi-

tional expenses. Concerning the manufacturing com-

panies, our contemporary remarks that their activity

w as greatly hampered by the scarcity of orders resulting

from the general crisis. Lately, however, a revival of

orders has been noticed. The leading railway companies

are undertaking the progressive electrification of their

systems, the Telephone Administration is on the point

of improving its lines, wireless telegraphy is extending.

&c. On the whole it may be claimed that the critical

period is over and a general improvement is foreseen.

Co=operative
Advertising in

the Electrical

Industrv-

As readers of the Electrical Re-

view will have noticed, the question of

co-operative advertising in the indus-

try is one that has been ventilated

frequently of late, and, having heard

so many views expressed by representatives of all

branches of the industry, we cannot help feeling that

this demand for co-operation comes not a moment too

soon. There is no doubt that it is time a really inten-

sive effort was made to bring to the notice of the public

the advantages which accrue to users of electricity as

compared with the users of other mediums for lighting,

heating, and power. It will be remembered that at

both the Sale.smanship Lectures which have so far been

held Ijy the Electrical Development Association^ atten-

tion has been directed to this matter, and it is pleasing

to note that it was also the subject of discussion at an
informal meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers on Monday last, when it was introduced by Mr.
J. W. Beauchamp, the Director and Secretarj' of the

E.D.A. We all know the objects of the E.D.A., one

of the chief factors in connection with the formation of

which was the preliminarj' work done by the Electrical

Development Committee of the I.M.E.A., a Committee
which was largely concerned with the question of co-

operative advertising. Possibly, through the broadening

scojje of the E.D.A. , the question of co-operative adver-

tising has not received quite the amount of attention it

might have done, aUhough Mr. Beauchamp and his staff

have worked hard in this direction, and have distributed

large quantities of publicity matter. At any rate, it

might be said that this is the first time that the prob-

lem has been discussed at anything like a representative

meeting of the industry, and it is a sign of the times

that the industry as a whole now seems to be taking a

more active interest in it.

It is in connection with daily paper advertising,

however, that there seems to be the greatest scope for

co-operation. Most of the advertising done at present

in this manner is by the manufacturers of apparatus,
which is, perhaps, only natural. A number of large

advertisements have been placed by the E.D.A. from
time to time in daily papers. These have consisted of

displayed advertisements, incorporating the various

articles which manufacturers have to sell, and in the

centre a short article, prepared by the E.D.A., pointing

out the value of electrical apparatus generally. It was

recently stated by an eminent indwstrialist that the

public are more susceptible to the appeal of articles

embodying good, common-sense arguments than of dis-

played advertisements, but that, perhaps, is dependent

upon the class of buyer it is desired to reach. It is

questionable, however, whether the public will have

time to read many advertisements served up in that

manner, however artistic they may be from a literary

point of view. What must be aimed at is simplicity,

and it must be remembered that not only have the public

to be told that advantages will accrue from the use of

electricity, but they have to be educated in order that

they may appreciate those advantages to the full.

It is natural that any sign of revival

British Interest in a market like that of Argentina

in Argentina, should be eagerly sought and welcomed

by the British exporter. The vast

wealth of the Republic in the raw produce which is

needed by an industrial nation, combined with the

fact that Argentina's own manufactures are but little

developed, has in past years made the Republic an

attractive outlet for British goods. Some degree of

confidence in the prospects of an early recovery in trade

has therefore been imparted by the reports that Arfi-en-

tine produce is moving more freely into consumption

and that the accumulated stocks of imported merchandise

are being gradually absorbed Faith in the country

has, however, been shaken by the situation which has

arisen with regard to the British capital invested in its

railways. It is not surprising that the interest of the

capitalist should wane when obstacles are placed in his

way which prevent an adequate return on and protection

of the funds that he has provided. Fortunately news

has now been received which leads one to hope that the

Argentine Government has taken a reasonable view of

the just demand of the railway companies for permis-

sion to charge rates sufficiently high to yield a fair

profit. As is indicated by the Commercial Secretary at

Buenos Aires, Mr. Chalkley. whose report is summarised

in another column, if Argentine enterprises offer induce-

ments corresponding to the changed conditions brought

about by the war, instead of the meagre return they

yield at present, it will be found that the United King-

dom is again the most willing as well as the most liberal

source from which to obtain capital.
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THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF SOLID INSULATING MATERIALS.

By W. S. FLIGHT, A.M.I.E.E., M.A.l.E.E.

Svxorsis.

Thk dielectric strength of iiisul.itiug materials is the

Inundation of all insulation design. It is not usually

nali.sed how many factors influence the dielectric

-irength. The most importiuu of these factors are dis-

riis.sed, and test results are given to enable the magni-

tude of the variations produced to be more fully appre-

ciated. As no country has as yet auj- recognised stan-

dard set of rules for conducting the dielectric strength

test, it is desirable that this matter should receive at-

tention by all those who have had practical experience in

testing insulating materials. Recommendations are

made based on the author's own observations.

liSTTRODUCTION.

Although there are certain objections to the use of the

term " dielectric strength," it has now become tfie recog-

nised method of expressing the insulating value of ma-

[.iiliT cuudition is easier to obtain if the leakage react-

ance of the testing transformer is small.

The high-pressure transformer should be of at least

5 kVA, and should be connected to a separate alternator

of not less than 10 kVA and of a normal voltage of not

less than one and a half times the l.p. voltage of the test-

ing transformer.

The applied frequency should be about 50 j a varia-

tion in frequency from 25 to 125 cycles does not intro-

duce any large error, but with a range from 100 to

10,000 cycles there would be a noticeable change in the

puncture voltage, the latter then decreasing as the fre-

quency increased.

The voltage should be raised at a uniform rate by
means of a motor-driven rheostat, or by means of a

hand-operated rheostat adjusted at fixed time intervals,

in series with the field of the alternator. The resistance

between the steps of the rheostat sliould be graduated
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to be appreciably higher than the maximum observable

temperature, it is of the utmost importance that the

dielectric strength of insulating materials should be

determined at the maximum temperature the materials

are liable to be exposed to, even if only for a very short
'

time, in service. Class B insulation is permitted by the

rules to be exposed to observable temperatures of 115

deg. C. and in this connection it is interesting to note

that the dielectric strength of Class B insulation does

not decrease with increase in temperature to anything

like the same extent as that of Class A. Examples of

this are shown in figs. 3 and i.

:i.—Thickness of Insulation.

If a bar uf metal fails under tensiini with a load of

j.UUH 111., a bar of twice the sectional area of tiie same

grade of the same material will fail at appruiimately

an absorbent material such as cloth, there is always an
appreciable leakage current, which heats up the insula-

tion. As the inner laj-ers of cloth cannot get rid of this

heat as quickly as the outer layer.s, they will rise to a

higher temperature than the latter, and as they will

then have a lower insulation resistance the voltage dis-

tribution across each layer cannot be uniform. To
ascertain the actual voltage distribution in a certain

case, layers of tinfoil were placed between three layers

of varnished cloth, and a variable spark gap was con-

nected across the tinfoil as shown in tig. 6. The voltage

across the brass electrodes was kept constant, at anv
desired value, for two minutes, to permit the condition

to become steady, and then the gap was reduced until it

just sparked over. As the outer layers and electrodes

were sj-mmetrical it was assumed that the voltage across

them would be iialf the difference detween the total volt-

age and the voltage across the centre piece. The results

TABLE !.•

Results i>k Breakdow.n Voi,tA(;e Tej^t.- o.n Sheets and
Tubes of Bakelite Micabta.

ult:,t;c ch 1; IS been plottL-<] uii tlie verlic

on which it was obl.iinod. 1

shapes of the voltajje distribu

I lii
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distance curve) between the electrodes when only spaced

a slight distance apart is probably somewhat as repre-

sented in tig. 7. When the distance between the elec-

trodes is increased, as wiien two, three, or four laj-ers

ul' the material are tested in series, the distribution of

the Held will be more as shown in fig. 8. In the lattei'

case it will be observed that the stress (as represented

Ir, the slope of the voltage curve) on the layers adjacent

to the electrodes increases as the distance, between the

electrodes is increased. As soon as ever the stress on

these layers exceeds the dielecti'ic strengtli of the ma-
terial, these layers fail, and the whole of the voltage

is then thniwii on to the inner layers, thereby subject-

ing tlieni to a stress whicli will iisuall\ exceed their

dielectric strength, and thus coniplete f.-iilure will result.

The various steps forming the breakdown usually follow

one another so rapidly that to the tester it api>ears to be

instantaneous, although in isolated cases the gradual
breaking down can be at least partly ob.served.

i.— .SlIAl'E UF I'HE l.\SUI,AII.\i; .MaTKKIAI,.

In discussing thickness, it was shown tiiat this in-

fluenced the dielectric strength due to the irregularity

of the electric held. Any other factor whidi alters the

ilielectric held will also affect the dielectric strength. In

tlie case of insulating tubes, cylinders. Arc, tlie lines of

dielectric force are radial as shown in tig. 1), and the

voltage gradient on the inner layers of the insulation is

higher than tlie voltage gradient on tlie outer layers.

The difference between the inner and outer stresses de-

ijends on the ratio of the inside diameter to that of the

outside diameter. Thus when making tests for di-

electric strength the values obtained with tubes are

different to values obtained on the same material in flat

plates. Some test results wliicli illu-ti'ati- this difference

are shown in Table I.

5.—DUUATION Ob' Af1'1.ICAJK).N OK VoLTAOE.

-is the leakage currents tiirough the insulation repre-

sent an energy loss proportional to 1"K (I being the

leakage current and R the insidation resistance), the

(|uantitv of heat energy supplietl to the insulation is

proportional to the time during which tlie voltage is

applied. As electrical insulating materials are usually

very bad conductors of heat, and as they are in service

in contact with metallic surfaces which may be at a

higher temperature than the insulation, the latter can-

not dissipate the heat generated by the leakage currents

until a considerable temiierature gradient has been set

up through the insulation. It tlierefore follows that

until a steady temperature gradient has been estab-

lished, the temperature of the insulation will increase

as the voltage is applied for longer and longer tiiue. In

lij;-. 11 are given the results of some tests carried out

on a micarta cylinder, whilst other test results on oil-

treated fullerboard are shown in fig. 12. As the thick-

ness of the insulation is increased, so will the hot spot

temperature be increased, and consequently the decrease

in dielectric strength for a given time of application of

the voltajre will increase as the thickness of insulation is

increased.

(Ti, hi- roiitiiinnl)

A LARGE STYRIAN HYDRO-ELECTRIC
SCHEME.

Miners' Safety Lamps.—Tlic IJoanI of Trade has a|i|iri>M'il

the following,' ty|)es of electric s:d'et.v lainii.s U,v ii.sr in i(i:il

iniiK's :—The "Beam" cap liini|) (Messrs. \N"illiiiin I'atcm ami
Co., CraftiMi Street. GUist,'o\v): the " .\d;mis " haml 1 p
(Messrs. Adams Bros. (Lon},'t<)n). Ltd.. Baywood Works. I.on|L>-

tun); for the use of officials, the " Thor " .shaft and roadwav
lamp, type ' M " (Thor Electric Safety Lamp Co.. Ltd., Thoi-

Wiirks. Birndncham) : and the " Ceafi " shaft and roadway
lamp (" Cea^' " Miners' Supply Co., Ltd., Barnsley).

Gas Cylinders.—The Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research informs us that the first report of the Oas
Cylinders Research Committee has been issued; it gives the
inncUisions and recommendations of the Committee on the
types of pas cylinders which should be employed for the
storaae and transport of compres.sed cases which are not in

the liquid state in the cylinder. Conies may be obtained from
H.M. Stationery Office, price Is. 6d. (post free 7s. 9d.).

\\ E have received from the .Styrian Water Power and
Electricity Co., Ltd., of Graz, a copy of the company's

prospectus, together with a report issued by the Anglo-

Austrian Bank on the company's project for the utilisa-

tion of the water powers in Stj'ria. The company,
whose title is al)l)reviated into that of Weag, was formed

in March, 1921, as the successor of the Company for the

Preparation of the Exploitation of Styrian Water
Power, Ltd., and its share capital of 20,000,000 Aus-

trian irowns was subscribed bj' the Provincial (iovern-

ment of .Styria, the city of Graz, and by industrialists

ill Styria. A sum of 0,000,000 crowns is stated to have

already been e.\[ieiided on preparatoi'v work in the past

two years.

The object of the company is to develop Styrian water

powers, and thus provide a substitute for pit coal, which

for the most part is beiug imported at great expense and
to the detriment of the Austrian exchange. The pros-

pectus states that uniformity in establishing the works
will be assured by the Provincial Government of Styria,

which has the sole legal power to grant concessions,
' reserving exclusively for this company the water-power

concessions included in the Weag scheme." The report

of the bank is a little more definite on the subject of

the title to the concessions. It states that the piuvince

of Styria has reserved to itself all rights of granting

concessions, " and has combined all important water-

power concessions similar to a monopoly in a limited

company "—the Weag — in whirh the [irovince itself is

a shareholder.

A general sclieme for tlie development of the water

[.owers has been i)repared,. and is set forth in a memo-
randum by Herr Hofbauer, an engineer in the service

of the Department of Public Works. The scheme com-

prises : (1) Four low-jjressure works in the valley of the

Mur, namely, those of Bruck-Mixnitz, Judenburg-
Zeltweg, Puntigam-Werndorf , and Peggau-Weinzodl

;

(i) high-pressure works on the Teigitsch, together with

a storage lake or reservoir to provide for maximum loads

and for compensation, as well as storage plant on the

Teichalpe : (.J) the Euns works in the valley of the Enns,

power i)lants on the Erzbach and the IJadmer, together

with storage plant on the Leopoldsteiner lake; and (1)

power works and storage plants on the Soelk and Tal

brooks, which are to be supplemented by steam genera-

ting works as reserve in the Koeflach or another lignite

district in Styria.

It is proposed to interconnect the generating works,

as well as the principal areas of consumption, by means

o' high-pressure mains at 60,000 to 100,000 volts, and

uniform working is to ensure the highest possible

efficiency so as to bring the working expenses down to

the lowest possible level. In this connection the high-

pressure works and the storage plant installations will

have to make up for any deficiency in the output of the

low-pressure plants in the event of a shortage of water,

while the steam generating plants will act as a reserve

in case of a breakdown elsewhere, as well as on occasions

when an extraordinary demand may arise. When all

these works have been completed, which is expected to

oicupy a period of fifteen years, the Styrian hydro-

electric works will be capable of a total production of

ioO.OOO h.p., or about one-fourth of the water power

which mav be profitablv worked in Austria : and it will

be possible to supply approximately 1,000,000,000 kWh
per annuiri.

.\fter reading such a comprehensive scheme, it is some-

what disappointing to find that the first operations to

be undertaken by tlie company are merely to be the

election of the projected works on the lower Teigitsch

and a participation in the establishment of a steaui

reserve generating plant of 1,500 h.p. at the existing

electricity supply works of the City of Graz in order
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to meet the pressiug requirements of tlie latter. ilic

former works is expected to be completed within three

years and to have a winter output oi' 10,000 kW. The

annual production is put at 50,000,000 kWh, and the

City of (iraz has entered into an agreement guaranteeing

to take a supply of 5,000 kW.
It Avas estimated on the basis of the prices jjrevailing

'
in the winter of 1921 " that these Hi-st two installa-

tions would involve an expenditure of 2,000,000,000

crowns. To provide this amount the prospectus states

that a total nominal capital of ' 900.000,000 crowns is

now being offered for subscription in the foiiu of one-

third each in 5 per cent, debenture stock, 5 per cent,

pieference shares, and ordinary shares. It is however,

not explained how an amount of less than one-half the

computed outlay on these two installations is to defray

the total expenditure on them. As to the general

scheme, it is mentioned that the considerable funds for

developing the works in general will be provided by the

company or by subsidiary companies.

The Weag calculates that the costs of construction of

the works, reckoned on a gold basis, will be essentially

less than in countries with a sound currency, owing
to the low wages and prices of natural products when
expressed in a good currency. In order to provide

against the risks to which an undertaking whose capital

is being raised in paper currency is exposed owing to

fluctuations in the cost of building, " the prices charged

for energy will be kept within limits economically

justified as high as possible," the Provincial Govern-

ment for the time being waiving its right of fixing

charges. Acting in agreement with consumers, accord-

ing to the prospectus, the M^eag proposes to realise net

profits in excess of the normal, so as to be able to write

off the original expenditure. In fact, the net earnings
have been exempted by law from taxation until three-

fourths of the original cost of construction has been

written off. The right of the province to fix the charges,

taking into consideration a minimum yield of 6 per

cent., is not to come into force until the capital expen-

diture has been written down to one-fourth of the

original amount. The ordinary shares are to be re-

deemed within ninety years, at the end of which the

company's concessions will exjaire.

Again referring to the report of the l)aiik on the

subject, we find it stated that the financial si'lienie pro-

vided by the syndicate for the placing of the issues

of the company is original and is based on the principle

that a yield whicu is independent of the liuctuatioas in

the currency is urgently needed in Austria—a yield

which in spite of the high taxation shall be returned iu

its entirety to the investor. It has tlierefore been
arranged with the Province of tjtyria that, as a rule,

consumers shall pay such a price for the energy that

the shareholders shall, after all taxes have been paid,

receive a dividend of at least 6 per cent. This dividend,
liowever, is not to be paid on a fluctuating face value of

crowns, but as interest on the real value of the shares,

v.hich is to be established by valuation in a stable cur-

rency, as, for instance, in Swiss francs. The prospectus
probably puts the matter in a more distinct light. It

states that at the beginning the ordinary shares will

receive 6 per cent, on the nominal value of the ordinary
share of 200 crowns, namely, 12 crowns, plus a bonus
at a rate corresponding to the difference between 12
crowns and G per cent, interest on their real value (cal-

culated on the basis of a stable currency) at the exchange
rates which have been current during the financial year.

As foreign investors are also being invited to subscribe

for the present issue of 900,000,000 crowns in debenture
stock and in preference and ordinai-y shares, it is neces-

sary to point out that the new principle of proposing to

make consumers pay sufficiently high prices to yield

() per cent, in a stable currency or par currency, which
is what it comes to, has yet to stand the test of experience

and prove whether it will work in practice. No inti-

iDation is given as to the approximate price which would
iiave to be charged to attain this result, or as to whether
any prospective large consumers would be willing to

bind themselves to an unknown price or expense. Every-
thing woiild depend upon whether or not it would be

possible for the company to supply energy at a price

which would permit it successfully to comi>ete with
foreign coal as a source of energy, with imports of petro-

elum and benzol, or with the native lignite. This

matter represents an element of doubt which it would
perhaps be impossible for those outside Austria to solve.

While foreseeing that in future years there should be a
fairly large scope for the undertaking, provided that

the supply price is competitive, in the direction of

supplying the requirements of industries which need

developing, the working of the railways, &c., it has to

be noted that the prospectus only mentions one contract

which has been concluded for the delivery of power.

This is, as previously stated, with the City of Graz, and
the city is itself interested in the undertaking.

THE POSITION IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY.

In any consideration of the present position or the

future outlook in the building industry, it is essential

to bear in mind that under normal conditions its pros-

perity or otherwise is to all intents and purposes entirely

dependent on the state of the other industries of the

country. In times of depression, when the demand for

commodities slackens, it is obvious that new factories,

warehouses and such-like buildings, or extensions to

buildings of that character, are not required to such an
extent as when the general trade of the country is good,

and even if such buildings are urgently required to re-

place existing out-of-date ones the money is not available

for their erection. The same economic forces apply to

other classes of buildings, for the capital with which
country houses and " luxury " buildings are erected is

mainly derived from industry, and without general

industrial prosperity they are not proceeded with to any
considerable extent. Conversely, when trade is good,

new factories and extensions are built not only to satisfy

urgent demands, but also to piovide for possible future

requirements, and money is available for " luxury "

building to be indulged in. Ami just as the building

industry is dependent on the other trades of the coun-

try, so the electrical industry is to a large extent depen-

dent on the building industry for its prosperity, for

unless new buildings are erected the demand for elec-

tricity does not increase to any appreciable extent

(affecting central stations, plant manufacturers, and
cable makers), and there is no call for the services of

the contractor so far as new installations arc concerned

or for the products of the manufacturers of fittings and
accessories for new work.

These economic laws may be clearly seen in the history

of the building industry since the Armistice. For a

couple of years after that date the country experienced

a period of extraordinary prosperity, when, although

wages were liigh, unemployment hardly existed. The
purchasing jjower of the general public was on a high

level, and tliere was a great demand for goods which

it had been <lifRcult or inqiossible to obtjiin during the

war. As a direct result, factories were put up almost

regardless of cost to cope witli the demand for com-

modities, and the services of the building industry were

in urgent demand. In addition, private building opera-

tions had been stopped dviring the war. and much lee-

way had to be made iiji in that ilirection: also, the

(Jovernmeut launched the biggest housing programme
in the history of the country. A further factor in the

prosperity of the building trade during that period was
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the Excess Profits Duty, for, as is well known, a very

large amount of building construction and alteration

and repair work was put in hand with the express

intention of lessening the assessment for that tax.

Under these conditions the demand for the builder's ser-

vices considerably exceeded the capacitj" of the industrj-

to cope witli the work, with the result that the industry

was fully employed at high prices. Then came the

general slump in trade, with its inevitable effect on the

liiiilding industry, and, in addition, the Government
stopped its housing progranune. Money became scarce,

and the building public thought twice before investing

in building operations. Instead of the demand for the

liuilder's services exceeding the supply, the reverse was
tiie case, with the result that unemployment, which had
been practically non-existent in tlie building trade

since the war, began to appear, and wliereas previously

often no tenders at all were sent in fur advertised work,

it is now common for upwards of thirty tenders to be

submitted for a contract. So far as small house pro-

perty is concerned, the Rent Restriction Act has ren-

dered this class of building such an uneconomic proposi-

tion that at the present time the spfiulative Imilder is

pr^actically out of business.

But the factors which oi'dinarily account for the

siu^cess of the building industi-y have been affected by

tlie war, which has left an enormous, amount of building

work to be done, not only in the shortage of dwelling-

houses, but also the building and remodelling of fac-

tories and other buildings, the building and I'edecora-

tion of large houses, itc, while the present trade depres-

sion is keeping back the money with which this work
should be carried out. At present we are faced with

the anomaly of an industry in a state which may per-

haps best be described as stagnation, while at the same
time there is a vast amount of work urgently requiring

its services. Office buildings, alterations to factories

(in many cases entire rebuilding) in order to bring them

into line with modern ideas of economical production,

dwelling-houses, large and small— all are pressing neces-

sities for the well-being of the country. True, con-

siderable building activity is noticeable in central

London, but it is mo.stly office building, wliich is made
a more or less profitable investment owing to the high

J ents obtainable for such accommodation. Generally,

the trade is at a standstill, and liuilders' yards up and
down the country are stocked with jdant which is bring-

ing in no return.

A realisation of these factors which affect the building-

industry shows that no great revival can be expected

until there is an improvement in the general trade of

the country, on which it depends for its work, and until

that takes place the schemes that can be seen in practi-

cally every architect's office waiting for a favourable

opportunity to be carried out will remain in that stage.

The high cost of liuilding is exercising the minds of

many, and is undoubtedly causing . much work to be

held \ip. Compared with 191-T prices, the cost of build-

ing shows an increase of up to about 150 per cent.,

while the official figures indicate that the cost of living

has fallen to about 75 per cent, above the pre-war level.

It has to be borne in mind, however, that the cost of his

work is largely outside the control of the builder. The

builder acts as a middleman in the sense that he pur-

chases materials and labour and supervises the erection,

and the ultimate cost is therefore the cost of the

material and labour, plus profit. No doubt during the

boom period profits were high, but at the present time

we know of several large contracts recently entered into

at prices which leave no profit at all unless the prices

of materials and labour are considerably reduced before

the work is finished—with the slackness which exists in

the industry to-day, and the resulting keen competition,

it is obvious that excessive profits cannot be added

tj tenders. The cost is jyactically governed by the

cost of the component parts of a building and the labour

required for its erection : the former show increases of

anything up to 200 per cent, over 1913 prices (the largest

items, bricks and cement, are from 100 to 150 per cent,

up), and labour, which accounts for half the cost of

building, has increased by 150 per cent. It is obvious,

therefore, that the cost of builaing, which has already

been reduced considerably during the past few months,

cannot be further reduced until the cost of materials

and labour is reduced, and while the latter is controlled

by an agreement between the niasters and the trade

unions, the bulk of the former is controlled by trade

combines and associations of manufacturers which fix

prices, and, incidentally, prevent the builder from using

liis business abilities to purchase in the cheapest market
and thereby being in a position to tender below his

rivals. There are, however, hopeful prospects that both

these costs will be considerably reduced in the near

future; the one owing to unemployment, which will

undoubtedly induce the men to accept lower wages, and
the other owing to the large stocks the manufacturers

are accumulating as a result of the slackness in the

building industry. But it is this expected reduction

which is having a marked effect on the amount of work
being put in hand, for no one, unless he is compelled,

will buj- on a falling market, and many prospective

clients are waiting until prices have reached rock-bottom

and a certain degree of stability. The slowness which

lias been so noticeable in all building operations since

the war has also added to the reluctance to embark on

building projects, but the output of the workers has

shown a welcome improvement during I'ecent months,

and, with the keener competition for work owing to

the prevailing unemployment, will no doubt still further

increase.

The general consensus of opinion in the industry

seems to be that the present general depression will con-

tinue for some months to come, but that towards the

end of this year a revival may be expected, and

with it a tevival in the building industry. Until that

takes place, and until building costs have reached some

sort of stability, it is unlikely that lai-ge building pro-

grammes will get beyond the paper stage, but wlien it

does come about there are signs that. the. activity of the

building industry will rival, Lf it -does not exceed, that

which followed inmiedi'ately after the Armistice. The

prospects of the country generally, however, are the only

barometer by which tlie prospects of the building indus-

trv mav be gauged. H. C.

The Engineering Industry in France.—According to a
Kt-utei- irade Service dispatch from Paris, the improvement
which for some time has been noticeable in the metallurgical

inciustries in the Lyons district continues. The construction

ol machinery is being aided by the demands for the installa-

tion of power stations along the Rhone and its tributaries.

Tlie orders given by railway companies for locomotives and

rolling stock, and for repairs to material, have recently been

so mmierous that certain works are short of skilled hands.

On the other hand, the position in the machine-tool industry

is still anythiu),' but .satisfactory. Metallurgical works are

prohting by the resumed activity of the chemical industries,

but the situation in the boiler trade is regarded as serious.

Cast ii-on and steel foundries are receiving a certain number
of orders, and, although fewer workers are employed than in

a normaA period, work is active. Copper foundries are also

more active. Motor-car construction maintains its activity as

far as luxury cars, tourist cars, and small industrial cars are

concerned, but business in big lorries is very slack. One
important establishment is closing its Lyons works and dis-

missing its personnel. Orders are being received in the elec-

trical industry, and skilled workers are lacking in certain

categories. At Villefranche-sur-Saone motor-cai- construction,

machinei-j- works, and foundries are all active, and at Givors

the machinery industry is normal while the glass-making indus-

try shows some improvement. The delay in the deUvery of

industrial coke by Germany and the disturbance to trade

caused by the German railway strike have had a serious

otTect on the metallurgical industry of Lorraine. A certain

number of works at Thionville d'Hayange and Hagondage
linve been obliged to allow their furnaces to cool. As repafds

the general .situation in France, it is estimated that 40 per

cent, of the blast furnaces are working. The proposed elec-

trification of the P.L.M. and Orleans railways is likely to

jirovide work for the metallurgical trade during the coming
year, since something like 2.000 electric locomotives will b©
needed, and the erection of power stations and the construc-

tion of the transmission system will provide employment for

many.
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A NEW FREQUENCY METER AND STATION TACHOMETER.

By R. C. CLINKER, M.I.E.E.

A FKEQUENCY meter* working on ;i new principle, and

which possesses several advantageous features, is being

put on the market bv the British Thonison-Hou.ston Co.,

Ltd.

The principle of action is that by which a coil in a

circuit containing inductance and capacity will, when

suitably arranged, autoiiiatieally adjust its inductance

to resonance with tlie impressed frequency. This self-

adjustment is utilised to indicate the frequency.

To understand the action of the instrument, consider

the forces acting between two coils, one fixed and con-

nected to an alternating-current supply, and the other

movable, and either (1) short-circuited, (2) connected to

an external inductance, or (3) connected to a condenser.

In the first case, where the soil is sliort-circuited. the

force is repulsive, owing to tlie fact that the phase nf

the current in the secondaiy or moviiio- r<iil is displaced

nearly 180'' from that in the fixed i.a- primary coil.

Tliis condition is well illustrated by a well-known ex-

periment in which a solid ring is driven ofi an iron cuie

when the latter is magnetised by alternating current.

In the second case, with an exteiiial inductance con-

nected, tlie result is the same. viz.. repulsion from tlio

primary. Tht- ma-jiiiliKh' nf the r'oire. Im^M-ver. is less

Fiu. 1.

than in (1) owing to i he reduclinn of current in the

secondary.

In the tliird case, with a condenser connected, tlie

secondary may experience either repulsion or attraction,

depending upon the value of the condenser capacity. If

the conden.ser has a small capacity, so that the capacity

reactance is greater tlian the inductive reactance, tlie

current in the secondary will be nearly in phase with

that in the primary, and the coils will attract. If the

capacity be large, so that the indtictive reactance pre-

ponderates, the currents will be in opposition and the

coils forced apart. The force disappears, however,
when the capacity and inductive reactances are equal,

i.e., when the secondary circuit is in resonance with the

inipressed frequency. With this condition, the two cur-

rents are in exact quadrature, and the mean force is

zero. Any change of frequency, however, either up or

down will cause repulsion or attraction, and the secon-

dary coil will move away from or towards the primary.
If, now, it can be so arranged that when a variation

of frequency causes the coil to move, the inductance or

capacity changes in the right direction, then the coil

will again find a position of zero torque for the new
frequency. One way of accomplishing this is to thread
the moving coil upon an iron core projecting from the

fixed coil, and pivot it freely. With this arrangement,
the effective inductance of the moving coil increases as

•Patented.

it nears the fixed coil, and its natural frequency there-

fore decreases. This is the effect required, for when the

impressed frequency falls, the coil tends to move to-

wards the fixed coil, and it therefore finds a new position

of resonance for every frequency witliin its range. To
use a wireless term, the coil autoiiiatically " re-tunes

"

Fm-

its circuit fur every change in impressed frequency. As

tiie i)osition of the coil when in resonance is always one

ni zero torque, it is not affected by the magnitude of the

p.rimaiy current, i.e.. by tlie impressed voltage. The
icrraiigeiiicut. tlierefiire, makes an excellent frequency

Fig. 3.

meter, as the position of the pointer attached to tlie

pivoted coil depends upon frequency only.

The distance moved by the coil for a cliange of one

cycle ]ier second depends upon tlie rate at which

the inductance of the secondary circuit changes witii its

position on tlie core. If external inductance be added,

tiie coil will have to move a greater distance for a given
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change of total inductance, and the scale will be opened
out. By this means an insti-ument is produced which

has a very open scale. It is an easy matter to obtain a

scale having a distance of two inches for a change of

one cycle per second. Such a scale is shown in fig. 1,

which illustrates a sector-pattern instrument having a

12-in. scale. Fig. 2 shows an instrument with an 18-in.

scale for use as a "' station tachometer, " which can lie

accurately read at a considerable distance. The scale

length per one cycle on this instrument is three inches,

wliicli is sufficient to enable the station speed to be

ol)serve<l from any point.

EliHORS.—The error due to variation of voltage is,

for the reasons given above, negligible over a range of

from 50 to 150 per cent, of normal pressure.

Variation of resistance of the moving-coil circuit due
to temperature change has no effect, as the phase of the

current is unaffected; its magnitude only is changed.

The errt)r due to distorted wave form is very small,

and negligible in practice. That tliis must be .so will

l)e apjireciated when it is considered that, in the first

place, owing to the high inductance and low resistance

ot the fixed coil, the flux due to any voltage harmonic is

less than that due to tlie fundamental, in the ratio of

the fundamental freipiency t.i tliat of the liarmonic.

For instance, a 10 per cent. liariiMniie (jf tliree times

Fk

normal frequency produces only 10, .i or 3..'i per cent,

of the flux due to the fundamental Further, this flux

can produce but a small harmonic current in the moving
eoil, because the circuit of the latter is completely out
of tune with it. Tests showed that even with a 40 per
cent, harmonic artificiallj- introduced, the error was
only 1 j-i cycle in 60.

I'ig. -i gives a view of the instrument with its cover

removed. It will be noted that a curved iron core is

used to provide a large angular movement. Also a

device is fitted which automatically pushes tlie pointer

oh the scale when the voltage is cut off.

Fig. 4 shows a horizontal edgewise type of insti'nnieiit

having a 6-in. scale.

From what has been said above, it is clear that the

instrument can also be constructed as a capacity or an

inductance meter. For these uses it is supplied with

alternating, current at a fixed frequency. Instruments

have been constructed for checking small condensers such

as are used for magnetos, the scale range being to 0.25

microfarad. In this- case a fixed condenser is con-

nected to' the moving coil to cause the pointer to stand

normally at zero, thus providing a restoring torque.

The chief features of the new instrument are sum-
marised as follows:—

(1) An extremely open scab may be olitaiiied

around the working point

(2) The reading is independent of voltage over a

wide range,

(•i) The reading is affected very little by distortion

of wave form.

(4) The restoring torque is large.

(5) Tlie parts are few and robust, and the instru-

ment is unlikely to get out of order.

LEQAL.

WobKME.n'S COMPtiXSATION.

In the Mayor's and City of London Court, on .lanuary '.itli,

.Augustus Clark, assistant electrician, Stratiord, claimed cum-
pensation from Colonial Wharves, Ltd., 37 and y,S, Mark
J-.ane, E.G., for injuries which he sustained while workiug
for them. He was assisting in lowering a portable crane hy
means of a transporter when stops holding the crane sliJH'eil.

His light foot was injured. He was paid 3.js. a week iinni

December, IWO, to September of last year, and then the em-
ployers thought he was sufticiently recovered to resume Ins

former work. He complained that he still had pain. De-
fendants were willing to pay i'.59 in full settleincnt. wlucti

plaintiff was willing to take, subject to the Coiut's apinoval.

Judge Atherley-Jones, K.C., approved.

COMMEKCIAL TkAVELLER's C1.AIM.

Ix the Mayor's and City ot Ixmdon Court, on Tliursday. before
Mr. Registrar DeU, a claim was made by R. S. Butler, a com-
mercial tiaveller, again.st the B.T.T. Electric Lamp and
.Vcccssories Co., London, E.C., electric lamp agents, lor ,i':i

Ills., salary and expenses in lieu of notice. Plaintiff .said about
October Mh last year he was employed by Mr. Taylor, ol'

the defendant company, aS' a traveller and representative at

a salary of £'d per week, 10s. for expenses, and 'M per cent,
connnission, and a week's notice each way. The reason given
for his dismis.sjil was that on the Friday of the first \\eek of
his employment he was told to see Mr. Ayton. the defendant's
sales manager. He 'waited until ten minutes past seven, and
then, thinking he had waited long enough and that Mr. .\ytoii

had gone lor the day, he left. On the Saturday he was told

he ought to have waited, and he received his week'.s salary.

On the Monday lie was told lie could not start again, jK'
ilaimed he was entitled to notice, which he had not received.

For the defence, Mr. Ayton was called, and he .said that he
had engaged the plaintitf. who wa,s told by him (witnes.s) t-o

carry on, and that it was to be a week on tfial. Witness
admitted, in answer to the Registrar, that Mr. Taylor liad

told him (witness) he was sending the plaintiff to him for

approval. Mr. Registrar Dell said it was clear that the defen-
dants had come along with the wrong witness. The defen-
dants' 'nitne.s's ^\ho had been called only knew of the terms
of the plaintiff's employment by Mr. Taylor by conversation.
Plaintitf denied that he was engaged for a week on trial.

Under the circumstances he thought the plaintiff' was entitled

to a week's notice, and he gave judgment for him for £3,
disallowing the claim of 10s. for expcn.ses, which had not
lieen incurred.

Carbs r. Fawcett.

The Liverpool Post reports a case heard at the Liverpool
Court of Passage on January 6th, in which Mes.srs. Cans,
partner.ship agents, of Liverpool, claimed fii commission
from Ernest Fawcett. of Fawcett & Hastings, electrical en-
gineers, for the introduction of a business partner to the

defendant. Evidence given for the plaintiffs by W. Porter,

a member of the firm of Carrs, was to the effect that at the

beginning of last year defendant, who was then managing-
director of the Stoneycroft Electrical ^^orks. Ltd., entered
into an agreement to pay 10 per cent, commission for the
introduction of a new director and fresh capital into the

business. Before plaintiffs were able to discharge theh' under-
taking the Stoneycroft works went into liquidation. Shortly

afterwards Mr. Porter_inet Mr. Fawcett, who after indicating

that he was acquiring the effects of the Stoneycroft Electrical

Co., requested plaintift's. it was alleged, to find him a partner
with capital. Later Captain Ha.stings joined defendant in his

business, and plaintiffs claimed that it was a result of their

introduction.
Defendant denied that he gave Mr. Porter the verbal instruc-

tions to find him a partner, and contended that the agree-

ment only related to the fiiTu which went into liquidation.

He had himself, he said, advertised for a partner in trade

journals.

ludgment was given for plaintiffs for the aiiinimt tlaiined.

Easier X=ray Diagnosis.—The great advance in the
taking of X-ray photographs in this country has made it

jiossible to obtain radiographs of the thickest parts of the
body in which the details and definition are extraordinary.
Wonderfully clear photographs are taken with ordinary
apparatus, with a moving grid made up of parallel strips of

lead, a combination of devices made by Mr. Buckley, the
originator, and Dr. Hollis F. Potter, of Chicago. X-ray
photographs, particularly those taken through thick parts of

the body, are frequently " fuzzy " owing to the .scattering

of the rays, but the lead grid intercepts these almo.st com-
pletely. By swinging the grid to and fro its imag:e does not
appear in the photograph, the improvement in which renders
iliagno.sis far easier.

—

Daily Mail.
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

The twelfth annual exhibition of electrical, optical, and other
physical apparatus, held under the auspices of the Physical

Society of London and the Optical Society, was again housed
in the Imperial College of Science and Technology at South
Kensington last week and as usual proved a great attraction;

its popularity may be gauged from the fact that the supply ol

admission tickets failed some time before the opening date.

The show lasted two days, and dui'ing that time several di.s-

courses took place ; Mr. Alan A. Camijbell Swintou, F.R.S.,
lectured on " The Johnsen-Eahbek Electrostatic Telephone
and its Predecessors;" Mr. F. Harrison Glew took as his sub-

ject " Radium : its application in Peace and War;" while the
Astronomer Royal, Sir Frank Watson Dyson, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,
explained the " Employment of Coarse Wire Gratings in

Astronomy." Many of the exhibitors demonstrated the

function of then" devices and much electrical and other ap-

paratus was on view; it would require more space than is

at our disiJosal wherein to describe it all, so a general re-

view of the more interesting exhibits must suffice.

Mr. J. ScoTT-T.^GG.^RT exhibited his negatron o.scillator.

which is a source of continuous oscillations, especially for

u.se ill the reception of continuous waves. The components
of the circuits are enclosed in a poli-shed wood ca,=e fitted

with a slanting elinnite panel, mi wliii-h are inounted adju-^^t-

ing the colour of the electric incandescent lamps so as to

simulate natural daylight and enable colom'S to be matched.

The Edison S\va.\ Elktiiic Co., Ltd., showed an electric

laim> for the same pui^pose as that mentioned above; in this

case, however, the bulb itself was blue in colour, and no
screens were used. " Fullolite " lamps, having opal bulbs

to prevent eyestrain, were also to be seen, and a variety of
" Pointolite " lamps for different purposes, ranging in size

from 30 to lO.OCHj c.p., some of which had a fixed focus, some
a high intrin.sic briUiance; some of the bulbs had a reflector

fitted inside them, while others were pipless.

Mr. E. W. Paul's fundamental standard of mutual induct-

ance, which is destined for .Tapan, is illustrated in tig. '2.

Its design, evaluated from its geometrical dimensions, is due
to Mr. Campbell, and special care has been directed to

permanence and ease of setting up. Its construction was
commenced in 1911, but was interrupted by tlie war.

The primary is of bare wire w-ound in a screw thread

cut in a marble cylinder, and has two equal sections, each

uf a single layer, with a space between their inner ends. The
secondary is a multi-layered coil wound in a groove in a

marble ring; it surrounds the cylinder, and is adjustable

1)1 ith axially and radially in relation to the latter. It is .set

mid-way between the two jirimary helices, and has a mean

Fig. 1.~A Nfa.ati FrNh'.Mi SiAxDMii' or Mrnu. IxnrcTANCi:.

ing handles and a wave iiidicntiir, as shown in lig. 1; the
case is similar in shape to the j.taudard wireless telegrajDh

receiver, but is narrower. The wave inilicator is of the same
type as that provided on the .standard receiver, and the
operator can .see at a glance the length of wave that isi

radiated by the oscillator; the range provided is from 600 to

20,000 metres. A single negatron valve of special type,

possessing four electrodes, is mounted within the case, and.
as a protection against the valve being left burning when not
required, an inspection window covered with red glass i.s

provided above the wave indicator. The valve derives both
filament and anode currputs from the same batteries used
for the receiver valve, the filament current being controlled
by a rheostat that is mounted on the face of the instrument,
together with a switch for extinguishing the valve when nf>t

in use. The negatron oscillator may also be used as a con-
tinuous wave wavemeter or for any like purpose; it is liandled
bv the Radio Communication Co., Ltd., and was described on
p. 449 of our issue of Septeinlier 30th, 1921.
Messhs. Nkwton & Co. exhibited projection lanterns and

various illuminants, including arcs and metal-filament gas-
filled lamps.
Messrs. C. F. Casseu.a & Co., besides Dr. .1. S. Owen's

automatic air filter for measuring the suspended impurities
in air, had on view an anemometer and wind direction indi-

cator, by means of which the velocity and direction of the
wind are indicated on a dial by electrical means, the direc-
tion of tlie wind being shown by a number of small glow
lamps.
Messrs. A. W. Penrose & Co., Ltd., showed a "Daylight"

lantern that was fitted with screens of tinted glass for modify-

lUaiiiclci- Mich tliat the field due to the heUces is zero at the

mean circiinifeii nee ; thus, for a given displacement from the

correct jiosition the c)iaiit:c of mutual inductance is a
minimum.
Curves were exhibited, showing variations of diameter and

pitch of the primary, as meat-ured by the Metrology Depart-
ment of tlie National Physical Laboratory. Calculated curves
were also shown giving variations of mutual inductance with
the above, and with variations of the diameter of the
secondary. These curves and the final calculations of value
(10.0071, millihenries) were made by the Electrical Standards
Department.

ME.SSRS. Adam IIilgek, Ltd., in addition to other things,
showed an optical sonometer for the purpose of making
|ihi)tographic records of the forms of sound waves, and
designed to assist in the iliagnosis of faults in geared turbines
and other rotating machinery. The sound waves are dii-ected

d(jwii a metal trumpet on to a diaphragm, the vibration of

which causes a sjiot of light that is focused on to a revolving
sensitive kinematograph film to flicker up and down, thus
producing a record similar to that of an oscillograph. The
novelty of the device consists principally in the sensitivo

film, which is made of celluloid covered with gold, and has
a thickness of less than a wave length, so eliminating to a
great extent the " thickness effect " of the diaphragm.

ilESSRS. Watsox a- So.ns (Bi.kctro Medical). Ltd., had
on view an X-ray outfit that consisted of a " Sunic " com-
bined radiographic couch, screening and tube stands, which
was fitted with a new l.S-k\\" oil-mimersed h.p. transformer
capable of delivering a secondary pressure of 60,000 volts,

and made suitjJ>)» f'^'- operating a 10 or 30 m.a. self-rectifying
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electron tube. There was al.so a " Canny Ryall " portable
diathermy device on the firm's stand which was specially
designed for operations in conjunction with a cystoscope. biit

the apparatus was suitable fur general diathermy treatment,
and was manufactured .so that it could be attached to any
n.c. circuit of either high or low voltage, but if it is required
to operate it on a d.c. circuit it is neces.sary to employ in con-
junction with it a^small rotary converter.
Messrs. John J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd., amongst a variety

of physical apparatus for the use of laboratories, had on
view an outfit of Sand's electro-metric apparatus for the
estimation of acidity.

On the stand of Messrs. Everett, Edccdmbe & Co., Ltd.,
was di.splayed a varied selection of measuring and controlling
instruments, amongst which those .seen for the first time
may be mentioned the following :

—
.\ particularly compact and portable alternating-current

testing set for the measurement of current, voltage, and
power. The set con.sists of two dyii:iinoineter movements
contained in a single case and arranged liy means of a handy
change-over switch so that on one movement voltage or watts

\ •2(I,(KI(I-\'()I,T VdLTMRTF.R-DlACKAM.

can be measured, and on the other amperes. By this means
single and three-jihase power, current, voltage, and power
factor can be determined with a single instrument, and a

number of voltage and current ranges may be provided, the
latter by means of single or multi-range current transformers;
moreover, the voltmeter can be u.?ed for d.c. voltage measure-
ments and the ammeter for d.c. up to 5 amperes, by which
means the instrument can be at any time tested for accuracy
against a d.c. suh-standard instrument or potentiometer.

Fig. 4.—A iM.OUO-VoLT Voltmeter.

.'Vnother compact little portable set suitable for d.c.
' measurements of all kinds is that known as the " Dwarf
Testing Set." It consists of a moving-coil in.strument with

the following ranges : 3, 15, and 30 amperes ; 3, 15, and 150

volts. The whole is fitted into a leather carrying case measur-
ing only 4J in. x 5J in. x 2 in., and weighing complete
about li lb. It is the most compact set of its kind, and
should prove extremely useful to factory plant supenn-

tendents, contractors, garages, &c., and to all who are con-
cerned with the installation or mamtenance of d.c. plant.

.^ numjjer of measuring instruments suitable for generating
station and factory use was shown, amongst which may be
mentioned a new form of leakage indicator sui'table for use
with a system having its neutral point earthed. As is well
known, the current flowing to earth through the neutral
point represents the leakage on the system, and its accurate
measurement is a matter of great importance. At the san^e
time, to introduce into the earthing circuit the fine winding
of a low-range ammeter is inadmissible owing to the risk ol
its being burnt out owing to an earth on the system, 'f'o

meet this difficulty the Everett-Edgcumbe leakage indicator
has been introduced, consisting of a current transfonner with a
heavy primary winding, and having the indicator itself con-
nected to its secondary. By tlris means a scale of 0.5 amps,
is furnished, although the normal earth current may be rated
at as rnuch as 100 amps., and .so on in nroportion.

" The indi-
cator itself is provided with an automatic short-circuiting
switch which serves the double purpose of protecting the
winding from damage, and of serving as a tell-tale to indicate
when a fault has occurred.
A number of ohmmeters was exhibited, one adapted to the

reading of winding temperatui-es of running machines being
shown in operation. The scale of the indicator is graduated
up to 150 deg. C, and serves to indicate directly the tem-
perature of a running motor. For the measurement of the
temperature of the stator or other h.p. windings resistance
units are embedded in the slots as near to the conductors as
)iossible, and are connected to an indicator graduated directly
in degrees of temperature.
An interesting voltmeter for the measurement of extra

high voltages was shown. It is ba.sed upon the principle
fir.st employed by Lord Kelvin and subsequently developed
by M. Abraham, the eminent French investigator, viz., the
attraction of two oppositely electrified coilductors protected
by guard plates. The instrument shown had a maximum
range of 40,000 volts, with additional ranges of 20,000 volts

and 10.000 volts. It is illustrated in figs. 3 and 4, and it

Pig. 5.

—

An Electrostatic Voltmeter.

may be added that similar instruments are supplied for all

pressures up to 200,000 volts. The change-over from one
range to another is immediately effected by altering the dis-

tance between the plates. An important feature of these

voltmeters is that, air being used exclusively as the dielectric,

they give identical readings with direct current or alternating
currents of any frequency, which is not the case with electro-

static voltmeters depending upon the use of condensers,
which instrmnents are also liable to disturbance through
variable leakage affecting the distribution of potential

between the instrument and the condenser in series with it.

In the past the electrostatic principle has been considered
as suitable only for comparatively large dial instruments, but
Messrs. Everett. Edgcumbe have found it possible so far to

reduce the dimensions that a 3-in. dial electrostatic voltmeter
reading up to 2..500 volts has now been evolved, and is very
largely used for wireless installations where space and weight
are often of great importance. One of these instruments is

illustrated in fig. 5.

Messrs. MniRHE;\D & Co., Ltd., had in operation a Heurtley
four-wire magnifier, which depended upon the variation of

resistance due to temperature caused by the proximity of

electrically-heated wires, amplified the incoming tele-

graphic impulses from the cable, and thus increased the
speed of operation. The instrument is a modification of the
original magnifier bearing the same name, and is used by
many cable companies on their longest cable sections; its use

_ results, it is claimed, in an increase of speed in duplex work-
ing of from 25 to 50 per cent, in each direction above plain

recorder working. \n artificial-line box represented the
electrical constant of a submarine cable, and was used to

obtain the necessary balance for duplex working. The auto-

matic transmitter used was governed so as to obtain con-

stancy of speed.

Messrs. Elliott Bros.' (London), Ltd., exhibit comprised
a complete range of indicating and recording switchboard aiM

E
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portable mstruments, test sets, Wheatstone apparatus, gal-

vanometers, Wheatstone bridges, chemically-engraved name-

plates, small motors for telegraph work, steam and oil engine

indicators, tachometers, frequency indicators and vibration-

tachometers of the resonant reed pattern, a ship's electric log

as used in the British and other navies, gyrostat parts as used in

gjTO compasses for marine work, &c. We particularly noticed

the " Muitiversal " testing set, fig. 6, which is an improved de-

sign of the well-known " Century " mains test set. Its range

has been very considerably extended, and it is now direct read-

ing from 0.75 millivolt to 1,200 volts, and from 1 micro-ampere
upwards to any amount of current, the higher ranges of

Fig

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS,

AND PLANT.

Header! are invited to submit particulars of new or improved devices

and apparatus, which will be published if congidered of sufficient

interest.

A C.T.S. Connector Box.

In our issue of June 18th, 1920, we gave some particulars

of a connector box for metal-sheathed cables, designed by Mr.
White, A.M.I.E.E., 1, Cumberland Street, Ueansgate, Man-
chester. The same inventor has now adapted the idea to a

conucctiir box fur c.t.s. or tough-rubber-.'^heathed cables. The

' MCLTIVERSAL " TESTING SeT. Fig. 1.—Universal Con-nector Box fob C.T.S. Cables.

current being measured by means of external shunts. I'he

instrument is provided with an arrangement whereby an ex-

ternal dial can be inserted in the variable arm of the Wheat-
stone bridge portion of the apparatus when measuring re-

sistance, so that its range may be extended ten times. The
set is now sent out with a booklet, containing in.stiiictions

and diagrams of connections for making the various tests.

The workshop ohmmeter is a new instrument having a double
range, and provided with the necessary terminal board :or

Fk;. 7.—a L NIT " Test Set.

attaching the resistance to be measured. It gives a direct

reading in ohms, and can be calibrated for ranges up to lO.Wli

ohms. We also noticed a series of moving-coil mstruments m
pressed-metal cases, with either open dials or the ordinary

enclosed dial with a metal front, having 120 degrees angular
deflection. These instruments have the Bame scale length as

dial diameter, thus an 8-in. instrument has an 8-in. ecale.

The " Unit " test set, fig. 7, consists of a precision movmg-
coil instrument, and is arranged with separate shunts and
.series resistances for measuring current and voltage up to any
amount. The instrument itself is considerably more sensitive
than the usual milHvoltmeter and has a high resistance, it

gives a full scale deflection for 45 millivolts, and has an in-

ternal resistance of 10 ohms. By means of a third terminal
a self-contained voltage range of 3 volts is obtained with a

total resistance of 1,000 ohms.
Messrs. A. Gallenkamp & Co., Ltd., showed a selection

of electrically-heated vertical and horizontal tube furnaces;
also muffle furnaces, explosion tube furnaces for heating sub-
stances in sealed glass tubes, and organic combustion and
crucible furnaces. The firm's electro-titration apparatus can
be u.sed for such purposes as hydrogen-ion concentration
measurements (PH), preparation of accurately neutral or
buffer solutions, and acid-alkali, or oxidation, titrations.

The Zenith Manuf.acti'rino Co. covered its stand with
many .shapes and kinds of resistances and rheostats. It also

.showed the " Zc-iiith " magnetic rectifier under working
conditions.

(To he continved.)

new box (fig. 1) is made of a fireproof insulating material
As in the box previously described, the entry slots are so
spaced that any arrangement of cable.s—straight through, tee,

right-angle, 3 or 4-way. can be obtained, while the entries

not required are covered in. The cover has four slots at equal
distances round its flange. Terminals are moulded into four
lugs, and marks on the inside of the bottom portion of the box
indicate the correct slots for each arrangement. By the adop-
tion of a " universal " box of this nature the stocking of four
different kinds of box is obviated.

Electric Garage Heaters.

Fig. 2 illustrates one of a series of electric heaters specially

designed for garages and similar places by Electric Fires.
Ltd., King Street, Norwich. These have been made to pro-

vide an efficient heating system working at a comparatively
low temperature, viz., 2-50 deg. F. The heaters are strongly
constructed of steel plate (there are no easily-broken cast

parts), and consist of a series of fins, which dissipate the heat
generated in a number of elements clamped tightly in w'ater-

tight casings between the plates. The apparatus reaches its

normal working temperature within a few minutes of switch-

ing on, and wlien this point is reached the convection of air

Fig. 2.

—

An Electric Garage Heater.

between the fins carries away the heat generated so

efficiently that the surface temperature does not rise above

the limit mentioned. It is stated that even when the heater

has been on for a considerable time it is safe to sprinkle

petrol on it, and that it can be covered with tissue paper with-

out risk of fire. The heaters are made in four standard sizes,

250. 500, 750, and 1,000 watts and their weights range from
7 to 25 lb.

Machines for .\rmature Construction.

We have received from Messrs. John Holroyd & Co., Ltd.,

34, Victoria Street, S.W.I, some particulars of recently-

designed machines for use in the construction of armatures

and commutators. Fig. 3 shows ;i banding lathe, which
can also be used for general turning. The height of centres

is 15 in., and the lathe will take armatures up to 22 m.
diameter by 4 ft 9 in. length of spindle \ reversing counter

shaft is provided, and the headstock spindle revolves in the
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reverse direction vi-hea banding is being done. A substantial
brake is provided in a convenient position to hold the spindle
stationary against a maximum tension of 2 cwt. on the wire,
whilst the coils of banding are being soldered by the operator.
Brackets are provided at the rear of the carriage for holding
a drum of banding wii-e, which passes under the bed to a
guide pulley on the apron of the carriage. After passmg
through an initial tension clamp it reaches the main tension
drum. It passe.s twice round this drum, which is controlled
by an adjustable band brake, giving a smooth action and

FiG. 3.—.\n Arm.^ture-Baxdlng T,athe.

powerful control up to the maximum teu.sion required, and
then continues over to the work. Eight rates of turning feeds
are provided, and four rates for banding with 16 S.W.G. and
finer wire, whilst nine .spindle .speeds give a range from 16
to 290 r.p.m. The lathe weighs approximately 3i tons.

.Another machine is specially uesigned for balancing arma-
tures, pulleys, cones, &c., and has been found in practice to

be very efficient. No setting or adjusting is necessary apart

from the length, and the machine can be easily moved from
one part of the ma<:hine shop to another. The shaft is
mounted on disks made of chilled iron and accurately ground.
The pivots run in ball bearings, and so ensure extreme sensi-
tiveness to any ii-regularity in balance. In a test an arma-
ture weighing 6 cwt., mounted on a '2i-in. diameter shaft was
Ubcd, and it was found that a weight of 2i ounces suspended
7 in. from the centre was sufficient to produce motion of the
armature. The balancer can support a weight of 5,000 lb.,
and armatures up to 6 ft. diameter and 6 ft. long can be
tested upon it.

Fig. 4 .shows a machine designed for cutting down the
mica insulating strips below the surface of the commutator
bars. The construction embodies an up-to-date crank shaping
head, with box body, in conjunction with a long bed and

lieadstocks, that support armatures of varying length up to
4 ft. 7 in. overall and 22 in. diameter. These are mounted
between the centres, with the commutator close to the shaper
head, which has adjustment for length and position of stroke,
and down-feed adjustment to regulate the cut, all arranged
to deal with anv commutator on an armature of normal
design within the capacity of the machine. The loose
headstock is fitted with worm- wheel dividing apparatus, con-
trolled by a dividing arm and dial situated conveniently for

the operator when standing close to the cutting tool. The
machine can deal with commutators from 11 in. to 17 in.

diameter by 12 in. long : it weighs about 22 cwt.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Joh.\ Howard Hopkins (for-

merly trading as the Electrical Maintenance Co.), late of

140, Wardour Street, W.—I'he receiving order in this case
was made at the London Bankruptcy Court on November
yOth, and the first meeting of creditors was recently held
before Mr. F. T. Ciarton, Official Receiver. It appeared from
the debtor's statements that he began business on . his

own account as an electrical engineer in July. 1918, at 87,

Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C., under the above style. It was
originally intended that the bu.siness should be that of main-
taining kinema electrical plant, but it developed into a
kinema equipment business. The debtor provided i'l.OOO

capital. In March, 1920, a Mr. C. A. Hale joined him in

partnership and introduced i;3.000, of which the debtor
received £1.200 personally, and the balance was put into the

business in the shape of capital. The debtor and his part-

ner, however, were unable to agree, and it was arranged that

the latter should be bought out for fS.OOO. of which i'.500

was to be paid down and the balance by weekly instalments
of £40. In all £7.50 had been paid to Mr. Hale under that

agreement. It further appeared that in consequence of the
debtor's not being conversant with the equipment part of the
busine.ss. various mistakes were made, which re.sultcd in the
loss of orders. A private meeting of the creditors was held,

the result of which was that the debtor executed a deed of

assignment, under which Mr. Oliver Sunderland, accountant.
19. Eastcheap, E.G.. acting as trustee, took over the assets

which the debtor estimated would produce a dividend of 12s.

in the £ on liabilities of £-2().«00. The petitioning creditor.

Mr. .Tulius Raymon. refused to accept the terms of the deed
and instituted these bankruptcy proceedings. The debtor be-

heved that the whole of the assets had been realised and
that a dividend of 2s. in the £ had been paid, but he did not
know the present position, except that the business had
been closed and the effects had been sold by auction. Apart

from the liabilities under the deed, the debtor owed £950 to
the petitioning creditor, and he had no separate assets. The
failure was attributed to loss on the trading owing to the
debtor's inexperience of the business. A resolution was
passed for Mr. Maurice Hyam, C.A., 60, Chancery Lane,
W.C., to act as trustee and administer the estate in bank-
ruptcy.
A. J. WiLLCOX, motor and electrical engineer. The Garage.

Farnham Common, Bucks.—First meeting January 16th at
20, Russell Square. W.C.I; public examination February 10th,
at the Town Hall, Windsor.
Bernard Barneit, electrical engineer, of 104, Whitechapel

Road, E., and 100. Bethune Road. Stamford Hill. N.—The
first meeting of creditors under this failure was held last
Fi'iday at the London Bankruptcy Court before Mr. W. P.
Bowyer. Senior Official Receiver. The receiving order was
made on Decemljer 2()th. The Chairman reported that the
debtor had stated that in 1914 or 1915 he took a lease of a
house, shop, and factory premises at 104. Whitechapel Road.
In March last he executed some work at a kinema and
cigarette tube machinery works belonging to Messrs. Heller
and Cederman, and subsequently those two gentlemen joined
him in partnership, the idea being to extend the electrical

business to the West End. On July 29th last, however, they
served the debtor with a notice for the dissolution of the
partnership, and a receiver was appointed. The debtor esti-

mated his liabilities at between £500 and £800, against assets
valued at £800. and he attributed his pre.'ent position to over-
confidence in the manager, book-keeper, and partners. In the
absence of a quorum the meeting was adjourned with a view
to the appointment of a trustee.

R. A. Depledge, late 102 now .5.3, Fi-odinuham Road. Scun-
thorpe. Lines.—First meeting. January 18th. at the Official

Receiver's Office. St. Mary's Chambers, Great Grimsby.
Public examination, February 2nd.
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Company Liquidations.—Hudson's Electrical Engineer-

ing Uo., L,'iD., L^eecls.—i'he Committee ot inspection which
was appointed at a meeting of creditors held in August last

has not tound it possioie to effect a sale of the business as

a gomg concern, and the offer of the whole of the etock-

in-irade, itc, for sale by auction was not successful, as the

prices oft'erea were so low that a very large portion of the

lots were withdrawn. To date the liquidator has only been

able to discharge the debenture loan of i'i.dUO to the extent

of £1,{.KX). In the Committees opinion there is no hope what-

ever of any sm-plus accruing to unsecured creditors, and they

have accordingly left the completion of the administration of

affairs in the hands of Mr. \V . Emmerson, of Leeds, who, in

addition to acting as liquidator, is receiver and manager on
behalf' of the debenture holders.

Electrical Development & Finance Corporation, Ltd.—
Meeting of creditors January 17th at 90, Cannon Street, E.G.
Liquidator, Mr. W. B. Stone. Voluntary liquidation.

Globe Electric Co., Ltd.—The liquidator (Mr. W. Os-

borne) announces a second and hnal dividend of Is. lid.

in the £.
AuToiioBiLE Electrical Eepairbes, Ltd., Euston Road,

London, N.W.—A meeting of creditors was held recently at

the offices of Messrs. Cole, Dickin & Hills. C.A., Sardinia

House, Sardinia Street, Kingsway, W.C. Mr. N. J. Dodd,
the liquidator in the voluntary liquidation of the company,
submitted a statement of affairs, which showed unsecured
liabilities of i£815. Of that amount £263 was due to the trade,

±'44 to the bank, and the balance represented the unsecured
amount due to the debenture holders. The claim of the bank
amounted to ±194, but it held securities valued at ±T.j(i.

The net assets were ±160. This was insufficient to meet the

claims of the debentm'e holders, which amounted to ±512, •

and there was no balance available for the ordinary creditors.

It was reported that the company was incorporated in Janu-

ary, 1920, with a nominal capital of ±1,000. The issued

capital was ±795. The debentures were in order, and it was
pointed out that there was nothing available for the creditors.

Xo resolution was passed, and the voluntary liquidation of

the company will therefore be continued by Mr. Dodo. The
following are creditors:—

£ £

Brown Bros. 14 Perra Engineering Co 59

General Electric Co 47- Vandervell, C. A., & Co. ... lo

Jeal, W. S., & Eburv Engineer- Ccllins Electrical Co 32

ing Co., Ltd. ...' 15 Webbs Advertising Agency ... 12

Planet Electric Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator : Mr. S. H. Swallow, 67, Broad Street Avenue, E.G. 2.

Hooton & Ellesmere Port District Electric Supply Co.,

Ltd.—\Yinding up voluntarily. Liquidator : Mr. S. S. Daw-
son, 51. North John Street, Liverpool.

Bat Meter Co., Ltd.—Meeting, February 10th, at 124, Fins-

bury Pavement House, E.G. 2,- to hear an account of the wind-

ing-up from the liquidator, Mr. J. E. Denney.

Trade Announcements.—^The business formerly carried

on under the style of Gallwey, Paul & Barker, engineers,

contractors, &c., of 40-41, Great Marlborough Street, London,
W., has been incorporated as a private compiany, and will

be carried on as Paul & Barker, Ltd., under the personal

threetion of Mes.srs. V. G. de Berker and A. G. Spencer,

directors.

Mr. Ashley Pope has commenced business on his own
account at Toddington, near Dunstable, where he is acting as

agent for the Moorlands Engineering Co., Ltd.. ot Leek,

manufacturers of pumps. &c. He is also agent for various

counties for Messrs. Crowther & Osborn, Ltd., manufacturers

of the " Sceando " lamps, and is specialising in street, work-

shop, and shop-lighting fittings.

The Liverpool Electric Gable Co., Ltd., has removed
its London office from 219, Tottenham Court Road, London.
W.l. to 9, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I (the

offices of the London Electric Wire Go. and Smith's, Ltd.,

with whom it is associated), where large and complete

stocks of all ordinary types of rubber insulated cables and
flexibles and C.T.S. cables and flexibles will be carried.

Among the new companies registered in Scotland last week
was : Standard Wiring Electricians and Engineers, mer-

chants, manufacturers, -&c.. private company. Capital. ±1,000

in ±1 shares. Office, .37, Bank Street, Kilmarnock.

Messrs. Robert Wilson and Jambs G. Hickson have com-
menced business as electrical engineers at 183, High Street,

Ayr. Mr. Wilson was for over 26 years manager of the elec-

trical department of Reid & Co., Ayr, and Mr. Dickson was
the firm's leading electrician for over 20 years.

Messrs. Taylor, Tunnicliee & Co. have acquired a. half

interest in the patent No. 130.172 granted to Mr. J. I. Col-

quhoun for electric heating elements, in which the actual

heating portion of the conductor is entirely enclosed in fire-

proof beads, which are raised to a red heat by the passage

of a current. A heating element of this type was described

and illustrated in our issue of August 20th, 1920.

Mr. N. W. Prangnell, of 47, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, has been appointed Northern area representative

for the following firms :
—

Twiss Electric Transmission. Ltd.: London Electric Firm; Electric Street

Uifhting Appararus Co.; Vfnner Time Switches; BBrr>''s Electric, Ltd.:

SdiolK & Co.. lAd,: Avitoraatlc & Electric Funiaoes, Ltd.; rhadburn's (Ship)

Telesraph Co., Ltd, (land interests); Ewa

3. S. G. Brown, Ltd., whose works are at Victoria
lioad. North Acton, W., have lately opened a London depot
at iy, Mortimer Street, \\., where their electrical specialities

and gyro compass may be inispected.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.,
Piice Lauc, Walton, Liverpool.—A catalogue containing
numerous illustrations of the nnn's cables.

Messrs. A. P. Lundberg & Sons, 477-489, Liverpool Road,
N.(.—Leaflet S. 39, illustrating and describing series-parallel

tumbler switches. Priced.

'fHE Enterprise Manufacturing Co., Gun Street Electrical

W orKs, £i.l.—January price list of electrical accessories and
appliances, includmg lamphoiaers, switches, irons, kettles,

luses, cables, and wires.

Messrs. E. P. Allam & Co., 107-109. Gray's Iim Eoad,
W.C.I.—January stock list of d-c. motors, ranging irom l to

50 h.p.

Messrs. Julius Sax & Co., Ltd., 34a, High Street, New
Oxford Street, V'V'.G.2.—A comprehensive catalogue (72 pp.)
of electrical accessories, includmg bells, indicators, relays,

bell-pushes, wall plugs, ceiling roses, bowl lighting fittmgs,
Irlolophane reflectors, &c. Fnily priced and illustrated.

The Overseas Engineering Co., Ltd., 68-70, Great Eastern
Street. E.C.2.—List No. 19-5, dealing with " Overseas-
National " electric lighting sets; List No. "28, describing
" Zienith " and " Overseas-Federal " oil engines; and List
No. 54, advertising " Overseas " flour mills. All priced and
illustrated.

Messrs. Thomas Broadbent & Sons, Ltd., Huddersfield.

—

-\n envelope-folder illustrating a number of automatic centri-

fugal clutches.

The Priory Electrical Engineerlng Co., Bath Street, Bir-

mingham.—A catalogue giving illustrations and particulars of

Priory " distribution boards, ceiling fittings, fuses, and
cut-outs.

The Relay Automatic Telephone Go., Ltd., Marconi House,
Strand, W.G.2.—An illustrated booklet containing a concise
non-technical desa'iption of the " Relay " automatic telephone
system.

Electrical Components, Ltd., 90, Great Charles Street,

Snow Hill, Birmingham.—List No. 93, giving particulars and
prices of numerous electrical accessories, including cut-outs,

i>ow] fittings, switches, lampholders, flexibles, &c.

The Stanton Ironworks Co., Ltd., near Nottingham.—An
illustrated card advertising Stanton-Hume reinforced concrete

pipe; also a pamphlet giving dimensions and weights of

cast-iron pipes.

Messrs. L. G. Hawkins & Co., 116, Charing Gross Road,
W.C.2.—An illustrated and priced leaflet dealing with the
" Universal " portable electric radiator.

Edmdndsons Electricity Corporation, Ltd., Broad Sanc-

tuary Chambers, 11, Tothill Street, S.W.I.—" A Practical

Suggestion to I'armers," an illustrated booklet giving par-

ticulars of small lighting and power plants, with estimates

of cost.

Holophane, Ltd., 12, Carteret Street, S.W.I.—A pamphlet
illustrating and describing the " Holophane " " dayhght

"

unit for colour matching.

The Beldam Ttre Co. (1920), Ltd., Windmill Road, Brent-

ford.—A report of tests carried out at the National Physical

Laboratory upon " Beldahte " moulded overhead line insu-

lators.

Edison Swan Electric Go., Ltd.. Ponders End.—Wall
show-card of the Royal Ediswan " Fullolite " gasfilled lamp
(30 watts and upwards).

Calendars and Almanacs.—Messrs. W. H. Sugd'en and

Co., of Wakering Road. Barking, have sent us a wall calen-

dar' with monthly slips in a red frame. On the back there

is a complete calendar for the year.

From Messrs. C. & T. Earle, Ltd., of Wilmington. Hull,

we have received a set of large monthly date sheets for 1922.

The D.P. Battery Co., Ltd., of Bakewell, Derbyshire, has

chosen as the pictorial feature for its 1922 calendar a

coloured view of Peveril Castle (a Norman fortress rendered

of romantic interest by Scott's novel, " Peveril of the Peak ").

in the vicinity of which the D.P. works is situated.

Messrs. Smith & Co., of 17, West Tower Street, Carlisle,

have issued a wall calendar with monthly sheets for 1922.

Messrs. Stewart & Lloyds, Ltd.. have sent us a set of

monthly date cards for 1922 in their usual very neat white

iind gold desk or wall frame.

Messrs. Frank V. Collins & Co.. of 155. Kingston Road.

Wimbledon. S.W.19, have prepared a wall calendar with

monthly sUps for 1922 Ix-low a coloured view givmg a

" Glimpse of the Summer Sea."
_

'Hie Lea Recorder Co., Ltd., of 38. Deansgate. Manchester,

has sent us a desk calendar block with ample daily spaces

for 1922.

The A C. Cutting & Welding Co.. Ltd., of 25-37. Tber^

bald's Road. London, W.G.I, has issued s calendar for 19^
with monthlj- sheets, a small memoranda space being lett

at the bottom.
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Messrs. J. H. Woolliscroft & Co., of New Quay, Liver-
pool, have issued a wall calendar, consisting of a block of
daily slips.

From Messrs. H. Dunn & Son, of 32, Newington Cause-
way. London, S.E., we have also received a calendar with
daily slips for 1922.

Catalogues Wanted.—Information has been received in

the Department of Overseas Ti-ade that the Duector of the
Pubhc Works Department, Bagdad, Iraq, is anxious to ob-
taia catalogues, designs, specihcations, prices, lic, of various
machiuery and equipment, including electric lighting and
power plant, pumping plants, and small electric hghting
sets, fans, and accessories.

Messrs. Steele, Torxer & Wright, of 333, .•\rgyle Street,
Glasgow, who are undertaking electrical mining contracting,
wish to receive catalogues and price Usts of switchgear, &c.,
applicable to mining.

For Sale.—The L. & N.W. Ely. Co. has for disposal rotary
converting plant, unused, at maker's works, two L50-kW
rotary converters, and two 165-kVA 3-phase static trans-
formers.

Burnley Corporation electricity d-epartment invites offers

for one 'iSO-kW triple expansion Belliss-Dick, Kerr generating
set with condensing plant, and one Lancashire boiler, 30 ft.

by 8 ft., with superheater and Bennis stoker. (See our adver-
tisement pages to-day.)

Book Notices.

—

Electrical Installation Rules and Tables.

Compiled by W. S. Ibbetson, B.Sc. A.M.Inst.E.E. (60 pp.).

London : E. & F. N. Spon. Price Ls. 6d.—This vest-

pocket reference book contains a wealth of information
upon many branches of electrical engineering. The tables
include full details of sizes and current-carrying capacities of

wires and cables up to 1 sq. in. section; sizes of cables in

relation to numbers of lamps of various voltages; currents
taken by loads at various voltages; particulars of fuses;

intensity of illumin'ition required in certain situations;

capacity of conduits; details of motors, such as efficiency,

consumption, and cost; and many other useful data.
• The Textile Recorder Year Bo'ok, 1922 " (662 pp.). Man-

chester : John Heywood, Ltd. Price 7s. 6d. net.—Among
the mass of varied information contained in this compendium
electricity naturally finds a place, and for this reason the
electrical engineer may con.sider it of value to himself.

The application of electric ix)w-er to textile mill machinery is

dealt with in a condensed manner. The characteristics of

the various machines, such as their consumption, speed, and
nature of running—continuous or intermittent—are touched
upon, and advice as to the best tyiie of motor to employ in

individual cases is given. For the guidance of the non-elec-

trical mill manager alternating and direct cmTents are com-
pared, and brief descriptions of several types of motors, indi-

cating their best applications, are included. .\ brief section

is devoted to the consideratiftn of electric lighting, in which
suggestions are made as to the correct types of lamps and
reflectors to be employed, together with notes on the intensity

of illumination required in certain parts of buildings. In the
ti'ansport section the possibility of the use of electric vehicles

appears to have been overlooked. In comparing factory

power plant costs the conclusion arrived at is that, owing to

the cost of the supply from public sources, generally, the

scrapping of up-to-date steam plant in favour of electricity is

not profitable. The many advantages of a pubhc supply are,

however, set out, and it seems probable that these would
counterbalance the apparent extra cost.

•• Science Abstracts, A & B." Vol. XXIV, Part 12. No.
288. December 31st, 1921. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.

Price 2s. 6d. each.
" Coahtion Government—a League of Parties as an Efficient

Method of Government." bv O. F. Maclagan. London;
Purbruok & Eyres, 96a & ftSa, Old Street, B.C. Price 2d.

Crompton's New Power Plant.—Messrs. Crompton & Co.,

Ltd., of Chelmsford, are shortly putting into service a new
power station to supply their works in lieu of the e.xisting

steam plant. The building contains ' three .5.50-h.p. Diesel

engines, made by Sulzer, of Switzerland, direct coupled to

375-kW (I.e. generators of the firm's own construction.

Electrical Apparatus in Capetown.—The British and Soiith

African Export Gazette states that the removal of supply

restrictions has given an immediate impetus to the local

market for fittings, cookmg, and heating apparatus, &c. Con-
trary to the general impression, the bulk of the electrical

plant of this type sold in South Africa is of British, and not

American, manufacture, and although a certain amount of

German competition is being felt, the British article is pre-

ferred even if the price is slightly higher. Taking the Union's
trade in electrical material and machinery as a whole, it is

very significant that, unlike many lines, purchases last year

were greatly in excess of those in 1920, the business in cook-

ing and heating apparatus alone being worth £35,692 in the

first nine months of 1921, as compared with de28,195 for the

same period in 1920.

Capital Reduction.—.\ petition for confirming the reduc-

tion (jf the capital of P. R. .lackson & Co., Ltd.. and Reduced,

from f120.000 to ^£60,000, is to be heard on January 17th.

Factory Sales in 1921.—In the course of a review of the
past year s operations in the disposal of factories, wharves,
warehouses, land, &c., Messrs. Leopold Farmer & Sons say
that they consider that in spite of the general commercial de-

pres.sion the year's trading was satisfactory, although not up
to the standard of 1920. " Prices have not dropped, but activi-

ties have been somewhat stationary. . . . Prices depend
upon supply and demand and whether a vendor has to realise

or not. ... In the varied negotiations which we have
conducted over the year we have not found any panic desire

to get out at any price. . . . Fewer new issues of capital

for existing and new companies took place, owing to the
lack of available ready money, but valuations on this basis

have been made by us of buildings, plant, machinery, &c.,

approximating one and a quarter million pounds. Loans by
banks, insiu-auce companies, and investors have not been so
readily forthcoming, but in this branch we have been actively

employed during the year in valuations, and we should like

to see a greater desire by investors to lend on mortgage on
factory property, which is an excellent security, and on which
a good rate of interest could be obtained. We have conducted
a great number of sales of plant and machinery during the
year, and, apart from engineering equipment, the prices have
been good. At the present time there is a steady demand by
established firms, also new concerns, for factory property, and
we look forward in the New Year to industrial activity and the
disposal of a large number of factories, &c."

Census of Production.—A Board of Trade order has been
issued for taking in 1923 a census in respect of the production
of the year 1922.

Brazilian Rubber Industry.—According to a Financial

Times dispatch from Rio de Janeiro, the BraziUan Government,
in addition to the recently-voted credit of 2-5, 0(X) contos (nomi-

nally £1.250,000) for the assistance of rubber producers, is

engaged upon a scheme to assist the communities of the State

of .^mazonas, which are badly afl'ected by the rubber crisis.

New South 'Wales and Trade with Germany.—The Cham-
ber of Manufacturers has been officially infoiTued that trade

with Germany will not be resumed until the proposed Tariff

Board has been formed and the Anti-Dumping Act is in opera-

tion.

—

Reuter (Sydney, January 6th).

The Japanese Commercial Mission.—The Japanese dele-

gates were at Coventry, Birmingham, and Sheffield last week,

and among other works visited were those of Messrs. Alfred

Herbert, Tangyes, Ltd., W. & T. Avery, Ltd., and the Enghsh
Electric Co., Ltd. In a speech at a luncheon at Birmingham.
Mr. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., said that we recognised that

Japan was a great industrial rival so far as the East was con-

cerned, but the East was big enough for both nations. At a

conference between the delegates and the Birmingham Cham-
ber of Commerce it was stated that Japan was organising an

exhibition similar to our British Industries Fair. The matters

discussed included the problem of the international protection

of trade-marks and indications of origin.

British Trade Mark Applications.—.Appended is a sum-
mary of the recent applications for British trade marks in

respect of goods and productions connected with the electrical

trades and industries:—
Quixup. No. 419,372. Class 13. Electric cooking utensils.

General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, Lon-

don, W.C. October 8th, 1921.

Silca. No. 420,215. Class 13. Sparking plugs for mternal-

combustion engines. Philip Challis. 30. CarUsle Mansions,

Victoria London, S.W. November 5th, 1921.

H.E.E.M.A.F. (lettermg and design). No. 418,373. Class

6. Electrical machinery and parts of same. Hengelsche Elek-

trische en Mechanische Apparaten Fabriek. 5, Bornschestraat,

Hengelo (0). Holland. September 2nd, 1921. .

Callender Cable (lettering and design). No. 419,340. Class

8. Electric cables. Callender's Cable and Construction Co.,

Ltd. Hamilton House, Victoria Embankment, London, E.C.

October 7th, 1921.

F.M. 100 per cent, (lettering and design). No. 413,048.

Class 6. Dynamos and motors. &c. Fairbanks, Morse & Co..

',"00, South 'Wabash Avenue. Chicago. March 3rd, 1921.

E.O.A. (lettering and design). No. 418.775. Class 8.

Thermionic valves. The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., 35a.

Clavbrook Road. Hammersmith. London, W. September

2'2nd, 1921.

Correction.—In the Electrical Review for September

'23rd, 1921, page 407, two errors occurred in the list of apph-

catio'ns bv the Osram Co.. of Berlin, for certain British trade

marks. The third item in the list there given should read
" Osa," not " O.A.," and the eighth item should he
" Durosa," not " Dursoa."

Unemployment.—.\n increase in the number of unemploved
persons was shown in the Ministry of Labour returns on De-

cember 3nth. The total was 1.885.300. as against 1,813,710 a

week earlier. The number of workers on short time on

December 22nd was 270.747, a decrease of about 5.0<.I0 in the

week.

Electric Vehicles in Germany.—The Deutsche EleUtro-

mobil und Motoren Werke Gesellschaft is the name of a new
undertakmg which has latelv been formed at 35, Konigstrasse.

Hanover, with a capital of 1,000.000 marks, to construct elec-

tric motor vehicles,. motors, &c.
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Patent Restoration.—An urtk-r has been made restonn'i

patent No. il,3&7, ol I'Ji-i, ior iiuproveuieuts lu rotary

pumps or motors," granted to Frank Keaugh.

Patent Revocations.—.\n order was made on january_3rd,

l!)i-J, revokmy the underiiientioned letters patent ;—No. o,54u,

111 i;ji-J. lor " Process of njaniifacturing negative electrodes lor

alkaline accumulators"; No. 7'2. of Jyi4, for • Process for

lestcring the activity of a positive electrode mass for alkaline

accumulators "; and No. 1-.£H. of 1914, for ' Improvements re-

lating to electric accumulator cells."' all granted to Svenska

Ackumulator, Aktiebolaget Jungner.

New French Companies.

—

SocU'tc d'Encrgie Electriquc dc

le Cote HiMiunaisc is uou the. .style of the linn of Vallas-l.oisel.

converted into a wcit-t,- utivHijiiic with capital of •Ju'i.OUO fi-.

Us objects are the installation of electric generating stations

and otfices at St. Just-en-Chevalet (Loire).

There has been formed at Paris ('29, Hue de la Voiate) the

Societe d'lnstullations et de Montages d'Usinee, with a capital

of lOO.OCH) fr. Its objects are the building and equipment of

generating works.

The acquisition and development of waterfalls in general is

the scope of the Hydruelectrique dii Doubs. a company just

constituted at Pans (94. Rue St. Lazare), with a capital of

lUO.OOO fr.

New Italian Companies.—There has been formed at Turin

the Conaorzio Impwnti Iniziofie hiettnca. with a capital of

1.000.OOU lire, of which 3U0,(XX» lire is paid up.

A trust company has been constituted at Turin embracing

the Societd Fiat, the Societii Officine di Saviglione, and the

Societa Idroelettrica Piemonte, with the object of electrifying

railwav and tramway lines.

wail a capital of 300,000 lire has been embodied at Milan

the Societa Anonima Imprcsa Elcttrica PoUentina.

Idroelettrica Cuneo Fossanese is the style of a company
formed at Cuneo. with a capital of 300.000 lire, for the genera-

tion and distribution of electric energy.

Under the style of Societa Anonima IdroelettTica del Porara

a company has been established at Perticeno di Sassoferrato.

Sequestration.—The estates of R. Anderson Wilson,

mechanical and electrical engineer, 19, Waterloo Street, Glas-

gow, were sequestrated on January 4th, 1922, by the Sheriff

of the County of Lanark at Glasgow. Meeting of 'creditors,

January ICth, at Faculty Hall, St. George's Place. Glasgow.

Particulars of claims bv May 4th to Fergus.son & Eoss, agents,

30, Eenfield Street, Glasgow

.

.Socials.—The second annual Christmas party of the Halifax

Corporation tramway employes'- children took place on .Janu-

ary 3rd at the Tramways Club.

The British Empire E.xhibition.—The work upon this

exhibition was inaugurated on January 10th by the Duke of

York, who cut the first sod of the site at Wembley Park.

The Port of Swansea.—The Swansea Harbour Trust has
issued an official handbook for the current year, under the

title " The Port of Sw^ansea." For the information of

manufacturers, .shippers, and others, the general manager,
Mr. P. W. Phillips, refers to the industrial facilities offered

by the port, its harbours, its docks, the 500 works and col-

lieries within a radius of 20 miles, barljonr and dock rates antl

charges, and the merits of Swansea as a distributing centre

for South Wales. There are large areas of available land

suitable for the erection of large works and industries.

Electrical Wages in Cape Town.—The agreement between
the Electrical Contractors' Association and the Electrical

Trades Union, with regard to wages, expired on December
31st. The .Association has made an offer to the Union to pay
2s. 6d. per hour to competent men, but the Union considers

that the men should have the same rate of pay as men in the

building trades, viz.. 3s. 2d. per hour until March 31.st. when
a further agreement will be come to.

Czecho-SIovakian Glassware, &c.—.V sliowroom has been
recently opened at 114, New Oxford Street. W.C.I, by Messrs.

RiCHSOX it Co. .\t these premises numerous lighting iittiugs.

manufactured at Steinschonau. Czecho-Slovakia. are displayed.

Crystal chandeliers form some of the principal exhibits, and
all these are extremely ornate and of excellent workmanship.
Various types of glassware bowls are shown, these including
many-coloured mosaics, either leaded together or held by a
special compound. Many beautiful designs executed in

mother-of-pearl and shells are also on view. .Another feature
is a range of lanterns decorated with 18tb-century silhouettes.

Many of the bowls and lanterns are coloured by means of a

special material known as " Batik," which is held between
two pieces of glass.

A Conundrum.—Readers ol our advertisement pages will

find there a cryptic numerical iinnoiuicement on which they
may exercise their ingenuity. We don't know tlie solution,

but we are assured that one will be forthcoming by and by.
Unfortunately there is no indication that a pri/c will be
awarded to the succes.sful solver

!
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British Trade and the German Indemnity.—Speaking on
" Tlie Economic Effect of the German Indemnity ' at a meet-

ing of the 1912 Club, held m the City of London, Mr. Herbert

(,. Williams. M.Sc. A.M.I.C.E., the secretary of the Ma-
chine Tool Trades .Association and prosjjective Conservative

candidate for the \Aednesbury division, said he thought the

tJermans ought to pay an indemnity, ai

an indemnity. He also thought that

the size of the indemnity at the time

Election were very much exaggerated. He remembered a suy

gestion that with coal alone the Germans could pay for the

war several times over. The process of calculation was to take

the total tonnages in the mines of Germany and multiply them
by what their value would be when raised to the surface,

•iiid then sa> the coal-mines were worth that amount. Of

i-our.sf they were worth nothing like that sum. Nine-tentlis

of the value of coal, when raised to the surface, represented

human effort in one form and another. The total valiie ol the

coal before it was raised was, he supposed, tuenty times the

amount of the royalties which would be obtained in a year

from the German coalfield. Some people had suggested that

the German coal-mines were worth, he thought, a hundred
thousand millions of pounds, whereas he was quite satisfied

that the rovaltv owners of Germany would have been prepared

to take i'300.000.000 or f4OO.OO0.IJ00, cash down, with the

greatest pleasure. That illustrated the absurd kind of

exaggeration that had taken place. The maximum of indem-
nity a country could pay was represented by the excess of

lis exports and value of services it rendered to other people

over and above its imports and the value of the services it

received from other people. What was the effect on the

balance of trade if Germany had to pay an indemnity, or, what
was the same thing, if we had to repay to the United States

tlie money we had borrowed and interest upon it in the

meantime'.' If Germany was to pay the indemnity, she had
got to buy less relatively from us and everybody else and sell

more to us. If we were going to have the indemnity, what
sleps were we going to take to see that the competition was
of the right kind, and did not do us more harm than good'.'

Germany's capacity at the moment to pay a large indemnity
was obviously small, if not in fact negligible, and the pay-

ments she was making were made by selling for good money
the paper which might become utterly worthless. Germany's
exports at present were far less than in pre-war times; her

competition was not yet a factor in the world. That the

(jermans in the long run would have to tax themselves was
self-evident, but that was their business, and not ours. We
had no power to regulate the German system of taxation. Our
national taxation equalled i20 per head, apart from local ex-

penditure. C'lerman taxation some months ago, if we took the

external value of the mark, was £3- per head, and if we took

the internal value of the mark it was £1 per head. Germany
produced practically every kind of article that we could

produce, and other things as well. Without some regulation

this country would be flooded with competitive German goods

at prices below those at which we could produce. We had
passed a peddling .Act of Parliament called the Safeguarding
of Industries .Act. but he did not think this Act was adequate
to secure the necessary regulation of German competition.

He urged that the United Kingdom must select the form in

which the indemnity was to be paid, and that the best

way was by tariff's on competitive goods to counteract ex-

change bounty. This would raise the price of those goods,

but lower the price and increase the volume of non-competitive

German goods. Tire Germans w'ould produce more than they
were allowed to consimie. while we should consume more than

we produced. The German standard of living would be re-

duced; ours would be raised. There was a limit to the

period in which an indemnity could be collected. Ultimately

the |5enalised country would fight rather than pay. He did

not know what the limit was. but he doubted, taking two
countries of equal strength, whether one could go on colle<-t-

ing an indemnity for more than twenty or twenty-five years.

He thought the indemnity ought to increase by gradual steps

until it reached its maximum annual aiuount in the middle
year, which, if for a period of twenty-five years, would be

•it the end of the twelfth year, and then dimini.sh by gradual

steps until it was paid. Let us be careful, when some of us

were privileged through the indemnity to consume more than

we had produced, that we did not as a result deprive some
of our fellow citizens of the chance of con.suming anything at

all because they were prevented from producing anything.

Cost of Living in Germany.—.According to calculations

made b\- the Statistischer Reichsarat. based on the cost of

food, heating, lighting, and lodging at the middle of the

month, the index figure for the cost of living rose from 1397

in November to lu.'iO in December, or 11 per cent. The in-

crease compared with December, 1920. amounts to 00 per

cent.— R'-k'c'-'.s Trade Scn-icc (Berlin. January 6th).

Fuel from Waste Material..—The Industrial Dailu Netvs

states that a large new works is to be erected near Nottinsham
for the purpose of carrying out a new process of low-tempera-

ture carbonisation upon " smudge "-;;-waste material from
the Midland collieries. It is proposed to produce gas and oil.

as well as briquettes for fuel, and other by-products. .A com-
panv has been formed with the title of ilidland Coal Pro-

ducts. Ltd.. and several large oil and colliery firms are repre-

sented in its constitution.
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A Hire-purchase Credit System.—A scheme which we
ielieve to be new to tlie electrical contracting industry of this

cuLUitry has been iutroduced by iiEssKS. L. U. H.-iWKLNS & Co.,

lib, Charing Cross Jrtoad, \v.C.2. to enable dealers in the
larger "' Universal " apphances to dispose ot these on a hire-

purchase system without incurring a large outlay themselves,
ijrietly the scheme is as loUows :—Arrangements have been
made with a hnancial trust company whereoy all dealers wno
c-an submit satislactory credit references will be able to

tmance, without drawing' on their own capital, their sales

of " Lniversal " electrical clothes washers, ranges, and vacuum
cleaners, with deferred payments running over a period of

twelve months. J'^iU particulars are embodied in a folder

issued by Messrs. Hawkins.

Electrical Exhibition at Christiania.—The exhibition de-

voted to the " Utilisation ot ii^lectnc i'ower " to be held at

Christiania, from April 'i-ind to May 7th, will be open to

foreign as well as Norwegian exhibits, further details may
be obtained from the Exhibition Section of the Federation of

British Industries.

An Electrical Carnival.—Mr. E. Brontman, of Parkstone,
Dorset, who recently organised an electrical exhibition at

Bournemouth, is airauging a novel carnival to take place

shortly. I'his will be a procession of horse-drawn carts each
carrymg a huge model of an electrical appliance, such as an
iron, a washing machine, or a cooker. It is proposed to copy
actual examples of the products of firms participating in the
scheme.

Capital Increases in Germany.—According to statistics

issueu Irom reliable quarters, So electrical and gas com-
panies in Ceriuany made nominal increases in their share
capital of a total amount of 1.995.5U millions of marks in

19iil. as compared with 84 and 1,004 millions in 1920. Loans
l>earing a fixed rate of interest were ottered by '61 gas and
electrical companies for 2,368.4 millions as against 30 and 476
millions respectively in 1920. In addition, 52 new electrical

and gas companies were formed in 1921 with a total nominal
capital of 1,(09 millions, contrasting with 15 companies and
79.9 millions of marks in the previous year. A large portion
of the capital invested in new companies applies to the
electricity industry, the share capital of the South German
hydro-electric works alone representing 1,625 millions of the
total of 1.709 millions given under this heading.

German Works in China.— It is reported that, in conjunc-
tion with .several Chinese firms, the Siemens &, Halske Co.
has formed a Chinese company at Shanghai, where a works
has been established for the production of electrical manufac-
tures corresponding to the requirements of the Chinese
market. The new company has taken over the whole oi the
German company's organisation in China and undertaken to

dispose of the products of the Ehine-Elbe-Union. It is pro-

posed to organise branches of the company at Soochow and
Wa.'iik.

Large Electric Steel Furnace.—We learn that the Ford
Motor Co. has placed an order for " Greaves-Etchells " elec-

tric furnaces with the Electric Furnace Construction Co. (the

American branch of T. H. Watson & Co., of Sheffield, Ltd.),

including the largest electric steel-melting furnace ever de-

signed. Its capacity will be 9,0f)0 kV.\ and over 60 tons
of steel, being fitted with six electrodes. Two " Greaves-
Etchells " electric furnaces are already operating at the Ford
works at Detroit, and, in addition to the large furnace men-
tioned above, two 10-ton " Greaves-Etchells " furnaces are

on order. The large furnace will be the principal melting
unit of the new battery of electric furnaces for the Ford Co.'s

River Eouge Works.

An Edinburgh Housing Exhibition.—.\n Ideal Homes and
Housing and Ilealtli l-:\liiljitirin is to be held in the Waverley
Market. Edinburgh, ni February. No doubt electrical traders

will be well represented in view of the popularity of electricity

in the Corporation and other housing schemes.

The British Industries Fair.—Work has been commenced
upon the London section of the Fair at the White City. The
invitations sent to overseas firms and individuals have met
with an excellent response, and it is anticipated that the

number of visitors to the Fair will greatly exceed the attend-

ance in previous years.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.—Tasm.4XIA.—The annual report upon the State

hydro-electric undertaking for the year 1920-21 has recently

been published. A large increase in production and aug-
mented profits are shown.

LiSMORE, N.S.W.—The Municipal Council has adopted an
electricity supply scheme for the town. Two ]50-kW steam-
driven sets will be installed, and the estimated expenditure
is ^.32,153. The scheme is to be proceeded with forthwith.

Birkenhead.—Lo.^xs.—The Electricity Committee is apply-

ing for sanction to borrow sums amounting to j£6,927 for the

provision of high-pressure plant and mains.

Blackburn,—Linking-up Sutions.—Important decisions
were confirmed by the Town Council on January oth, as ihe
result of a joint meeting between the Preston and Blackburn
Electricity (Committees. It was decided that the new Black-
burn station at Whitebirk should be connected with the pro-
posed station at Preston by a duplicate main at an estimated
cost of ±'138,000, such expenditure to be borne equally by the
Blackburn and Preston authorities, and that arrangements
be made for supplying customers en route. Mr. J. Hobertson.
electrical engineer of Salford, is to prepare a scheme for the
supply of the district, and his expenses are to be shared
equally between the two authorities. Blackburn and Accring-
ton Councils are also contemplating a similar joint communi-
cation, so that the whole of the district from Accrington to
Preston will thus be linked up.

Bradford.—Loans.—The Council is applying to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for sanction to raise loans to cover
excess expenditure on schemes previously approved by the
City Council as follows: (aj No. 5 turbo-generator, iSrc, ex-
cess incurred or to be incurred, ±'19,835; (b) coal handling
plant, excess, il0,540; (c) No. 6 turbo-generator, Jfcc, excess,
±43,139.

Extensions.—The Electricity Committee has asked the
City Council to sanction further capital expenditure upon
extensions of electricity mains. &c.. up to a total of ±20,oOU.
The recommendation has been approved by the Finance
Advisory and Co-ordination Committee.
Extension of Supi'LY.—The Electricity Committee has

instructed the Town Clerk to apply to the Electricity Com-
missioners for a special Order enabling the Corporation to
supply electricity in the district of Clayton; and, pending
the ootaining of such order, for " Fringe " Orders to supply
premises in that district in cases in which applications for
electricity may be received.

Bognor.—Price Reductions.—The Electric Supply Co. has
adopted the following revised prices : First 5u units per
quarter. Is. per unit; second 5u units per quarter, Hd. per
unit; beyond, lOd. Ihe heating rate is now the same as ibe
power rate, viz., 6d. first lOU units, and 4d. beyond this.

Burnley.-Loans.—The Electiicity Cormnittee recommends
applications lor sanction to borrow tUe sum of ±5,Uuo lor

electricity services, and ±20,000 for electricity mains, the
loans to be for as long a period as the Commissioners will

allow.

Burton'On-Trent.—Loan.—The Electricity Committee re-

commends appucation to the Electricity Uonimissioners tor
sanction to borrow ±20,000 for the extension of the electricity

undertaking.

Caerphilly.—Electric Lighting Scheme.—Reporting on the
progress of the Council's electric lighting scheme, Mr. D. 1.

Salathiel, J.P., stated on January 3rd that all the diliiculties

had been surmounted, and it was hoped that the installation

of the system would be commenced within two months.

China.—Dairen.—Some interesting figures relating to

Dairen's electricity supply in 1920 are published by the
Manchuria Daily News. The total supply capacity of the
South Manchuria Railway Co.'s electric power nouse, Dau'en,
is given as 4,875 kilowatts. The aggregate amount generated
during 1920 was 14,074,770 kWh, returning 1.632.598 yen in

receipts, against an outlay of 977,918 yen.

—

Heuter's Trade
Service (Shanghai).

Continental.—Sweden.—The main transmission line be-

tween the hydro-electric works at I'Tollhatten and Vasteras
has now been brought into use. It serves for transmission to

East Gothland and the Nalare province, and has involved an
expenditure of 10,000,000 kronen; the pressure is 220,000 volts,

and it will be possible to increa.se the present supplv of

35,000 k\V to about 100,000 kW. It is considered that the
line will form a link in the great transmission system from
Norrland to the most southern part of Skane.

Italy.—Among the works which have been seriously

affected by the shortage of power consequent upon the long
drought is the Fiat motor works, Turin, which has electri-

cally-driven machinery throughout, as well as electric fur-

naces. The difficulty has been overcome by the use of 25-35

h.p. agricultural tractors, of which there are now about 150

in use. In normal times the company's production of hydro-
electric power is more than suflicient for its needs, and
supplies are given to the municipality and to other manu-
facturers.

Russia.—It is reported that considerable extensions are to

be made to the port of Petrograd. Harbours, docks, and
wharves are to be improved, and the whole port area is tj

be lighted electrically.

Crediton.—Supply prom Exeter.—The Urban Council t"-

cently received from Exeter Town Council an intimation to tl e

effect that it could not at present extend the area of supply

so as to include Crediton, but it was prepared to give a bull;

supply at the City boundary. The Council has referred the

matter to the General Purposes Committee for consideration.

Dewsbury.—Loan Sanctioned.—Sanction has been received

from the Electricity Commissioners to borrow ±6,000 for the

laying of cables in Ravensthorpe district, and from the elec-

tricity works to Staincliffe Road.
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Derby.—Price Beductxun kut i'ussiuLK.—in reply to sug-
gestions of a decrease in electricity charges, the chairman of
the Electricity Committee recently stated that the cost of
fuel made a reduction impracticable. During the miners'
dispute the Committee had had to pay four times the normal
price for fuel.

Douglas (I.O.M.).—Elegtiucitv Bill Approved.—The Bill

promoted by the Douglas Corporation before Tynwald last

summer to provide an electricity supply for the district has
received the Royal Assent, and Messrs. Handcock and
Dykes have been instructed to prepare the necessary plans
;ind specifications for the work. It is hoped to have tho
station running by about May, 19'2:3.

Glasgow.—LiGHTixG Municipal Ofeices.—Although it was
stated that it was desirable to light by gas the new portion
of the municipal oflices which is to be occupied by the Gas
Department, the Council has decided to install electric

lighting.

Haverfordwest. — Proposed Electricity Scheme. — The
Town Council at its last meeting discussed a scheme for light-

ing the town with electricity. Under the proposals the
Council would have the option of purcha.siug the .system at
the expiration of twenty years. Negotiations in conuection
with the matter are .still pi-oceeding.

Hereford.—New Slu'I'lv Company.—In a report to the
Council the Electricity Committee explains that Mr. Kerr,
acting under the instructions of the Committee, as authorised
by the Council at its meeting in March last, has been en-
gaged in negotiating the sale of the Corporation's surplus
power in the Forest of Dean. Early in the negotiations it

became plain that the demands for power in that area were
greatly in excess of the capacity of the Corporation's present
plant, and also that the only way in which a supply could
be given, either from the Corporation's Lydbrook line or
otherwise, was by forming a company to provide the capital
and carry out the necessary work. This Mr. Kerr has
succeeded in doing, and he leaves to take up a position with
this coihpany. The new company desires to obtain at once
as much energy as the Corporation has available on terms
to be agreed. The committee asks the authority of the
Council to negotiate an agreement with the company for a
supply of energy from the Lydbrook line.

Ilford.—Price Beductions.—The Council has sanctioned a
new scale of charges which mvolves a reduction in tne price
of electricity for lighting, power, and vehicle chargmg.

Japan.—Power Development.—Important schemes are in

progress for the development • of the abundant water-power
of Japan. In ly2U a company named the Daiclo Electric
Power Co. was formed to absorb three existing companies
and to supply power to tne districts of Nagoya, UsaKa, and
Kobe, the capital invoIveU being iUU,UUU,UUU yen (about I'A

milUons stermigj. 'three other concerns are erecting power
stations in the same district—the mountainous region to the
north of Nagoya; two of them will transmit energy to Osaka,
and the other two to 'lokio, the line pressure m each case
being loI,U(JU volts. The Daido company has three stations

in oi^eration, aggregating 3b,(JUU kVA, and three more in
course of erection, aggregating 135,0U0 k\A; another station
of ltX),OuO kVA is projected. I'he total length of the loI.UOO-
volt lines is lOU miles, and they are expected to be put in
operation next summer. Most of the plant is of Westing-
house design and manufacture.

Kendal.—Electricity Supply.—In a letter to the Corpora-
tion the Electi'icity Commissioners state that they have had
under consideration the letter regarding the position of the
electricity undertaking at Kendal and the possibility of a
bulk supply being obtained under the scheme vihich has been
submitted in respect of the district by the Provisional Joint
Committee. In this connection the Commissioners note that
the scheme provides for the construction of a transmission
main to Kendal. Having regard to the procedure laid down
in the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, and to the time that
must necessarily elapse before any scheme which might be
approved by the Commissioners could become of statutory
effect and be put into operation, the Commissioners are un-
able to advise the Corporation to defer consideration of any
action that may be requii-ed to enable the Corporation to
carry out its statutoi-y obligations under its Electric Supplv
Order of 1900.

Leeds.—Price Reduction-.—The City Council, on January
4th, by a large majority, adopted a recommendation of the
Electricity Committee that the price of electricity be reduced
by .30 per cent, to power consumers, and by 10 per cent, to

domestic users. The object of the committee, it was stated,

was to help industrial concerns in bringing about a revival

of trade, and therefore more general prosperity.

Littlehampton.—Company's Ofeer Accepted.—The Urban
District Council has decided, subject to a satisfactory agree-

ment being entered into, to accept au offer by the Susses
Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., to install an electric lighting

system by overhead wires in the urban district, and to sup-
port an application to the Electricity Commissioners to that

effect. The chief conditions suggested are that steel .<!tandards

of an approved design lie used for carrying the wires in the

principal thoroughfares; that the company shall be given an
opportunity to tender for the public lighting; and that the
Council shall have an option of acquiring the undertaking in
the future, if desired, on agreed terms. It was stated in the
course of discussion that the company would be prepared to
provide the necessary capital, roughly estimated at about
±'20,000, and to proceed with the work of installing a supply
at once ; that the supply would be at ±i5 V d.c. ; and that the
prices would range from Is. to 9d. per unit for lighting, and
from 9d. to 6id. per unit for heating and power purposes.

Liverpool.—LOAN'S Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have .sanctioned the borrowing of the sum of M-Ai,lS'i
for the provision of mains and services and a sub-station build-
ing and equipment in connection with the supply of electricity
to the housing scheme at the Springwood Estate, and ±100,000
for the provision of electric mains.
Acquisition op Bootle Undertaking.—As was recently

indicated in our pages, the transfer of the Bootle electricity
works to the Liverpool Corporation has materialised. The
agreement which has been reached between the two corpora-
tions shows that the transfer will be effected on April l.st,

and will come into full operation on July l.st. Subject t<j fliis

Liverpool is to take over the whole assets of the Bootle
undertaking, and to pay the Bootle Corporation the sum of
.£7,.5(X) per annum in perpetuity. As the Liverpool Corpora-
tion runs electric tramcars through Bootle, dithculties with
regard to the maintenance of overhead equipments will be
removed. The Bootle undertaking last year made a proht
of ±'6,343, and Mr. Dickinson, the Liverpool electrical engi-
neer, estimates that next year the profit should be ±'10,0U(J.

Liverpool Lighting Co.'s Undertaking.—It has also
been decided to acquire the undertaking of the Liverpool
District Lighting Co., Ltd., for ±'4,000 per annum, with tbe
right to commute, either by the payment of ±'6tl,'XlO cash or
by the issue of mortgages to produce ±'3,600 per year. This
undertaking supplies the districts of Waterloo and Great
Crosby, and last year the output was 650,000 units.

London.—St. Pancras.—The total income of the electricity

unuertaKing for tUe year ended March 3ist, i9:iL, amounted
to ±yu,yay, and worKing expenditure to ±6«,bSS. Ot ttiti

surplus of ±''.iii,i01 capital charges absorbed ±18,116, leaving
a net profit ot ±3,9tio which was transferred to the reserve
and renewals account.

Sale ok Station.—The Davies Street generating station of

the VVestrmnster Electric Supply Corporation was recently
sold by private treaty. When the machinery has been re-

moved the buiding will be I'econstructed and made into flats.

Price Reductions.—The Westminster Electric Supply Uor-
poratiou, l^td., has notified its consumers that the loiiowing
reduced prices will be put into force as from the December
meter reaiUngs : Lighting, first 1,OUO units, lid. per unit;

next 3,000, 7d.; above 4,U00, bid. per unit. Power, heating
and cooking, ijd. per unit.

Maidstone.—Loans.—The Town Council has applied for

loans of ±3,300 for two l,0(.XJ-kVA transformers; ±l,'i50 for

mains, swiichgear, and a transformer; and ±700 for mains,
switchgear, ^c, for an increased supply to the Medway Mil-

ling Co.

Pembroke.—Water-Power.—Sii- Frederick Meyrick pre-

sided at Pembroke on January 4th at a largely-attended

conference representative of the local bodies and of in-

tluential people m the country called to discuss the proposed
introduction of new industries into the borough in view of

the Government's decision to practically abolish the dock-

yard. The town clerk stated that among the Council's sug-

gestions was the starting of a cement works. Other sug-
gestions were a patent fuel works^ the manufacturing
of baskets and chairs, the establishment of steam-driven
laundries, and finally Sir Frederick Meyrick's suggestion was
that they should develop electrical power by means of a
barrage. .\ldeniKin E. B. Harries remarked that a cheap
supply of electricity would attract industries. He suggested

that they should find out what it would cost to secui'e a'

plentiful supply of electrical power. Pie thought the barrage
scheme could be put through in about twelve or eight<vn

months. Sir Evan Jones, M.P., opposed the barrage scheme,
and described the details of a similar scheme known to him
which was estimated to cost a million and a half pounds,

and the working costs of which were exactly double the costs

of bringing coal down to the district at 30s. per ton and
generating electricity. Further consideration is to be given

to the schemes propounded.

Peterborough.—Loan Sanctioned.—Having received the

sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to the borrowing

of money for the extensions in connection with the electricity

undertaking, the City Council has decided to proceed with

the work forthwith.

Preston.—Special Order.—The Town Council has applied

for a special order authorising it to supply electricity within

the borough, the urban district of Fulwood, and the parishes

of Broughton. Lea, Ashton. Ingol. Cottara, Woodplumptou,
Barton, and Penwortham, in the Rural District of Preston

;

and to acquire and use for the purpose of a generating station

land in the township of Penwortham.
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Rochdale.—Proposed Supply for Norden.—^The Electricity
Inimnittee recently received a letter from the Urban District
I oiiiuil oi Norden, stating that it had decided to apply for a
-

. lal Order to supply electricity within its area." The
iniittee asked the Bulk Supply Sectional Committee to

iiy out the necessary negotiations for furnishing a bulk
supply to Norden if the appUcation to the Electricity Commis-
sioners was successful.

Hotherham.—Proposed Price Eeddctions.—^The Electri-
city Committee recommends that the price of electrical energy
for power and heating purposes be reduced from 150 per cent,
to 100 per cent, on pre.-war rates, and for lighting, purposes
from 75 per cent, to 6'2i per cent, on pre-war rates.

Sennybridge (Brecon).—^Y.^TER-powER Scheme.—A small
company was recently floated, and nearly all the business
premises, as well as many private residences, are being illu-

minated by electricity produced by means of an old water
wheel.

South .4frica.—Strike at Johannesburg.—Reutcr messages
state that the South African Industrial Federation declared
a strike, commencing on January 9th. The Federation em-
braces the whole of the gold and coal miners of the
district. It is reported that the Premier visited Johannesburg
on January 7th and asked the executive of the Federation to
permit the supply of coal to power stations, but this was re-

fused. It is stated, however, that hospital lighting, and the
essential municipal services will be maintained.

It was authoritatively stated that the coal supplies of the

Victoria. Falls Power Co. would be exhau.sted on .January 6th,

and all industries dependent on these supphes would be
stopped. It was understood that if the power supply was cut
off from the mines on the Reef for a considerable period it

would be necessary to repatriate the natives on the ground
of expense, and possibly in the interest of public order.

Spalding.—Proposed Electricity Supply. ^The Urban
Council has circularised possible users of electricity in the
town with a view to ascertaining the number of likely con-
sumers. A covering letter intimates that the probable price

of electricity will be lOd. per unit

St. Annes.—Loan.— The Urban District Council is applying
to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow
i631,000 for electricity purposes.

Stone (Staffs.).—Electricity Supply Suggested.—Com-
plaints were made at a meeting of the Urban Council about
the unsatisfactory gas supply, and it was .suggested that an
electricity plant should be installed, which could be run from
the sewage works at little expense.

Swansea.—Loan.—Reporting to the Electricity Committee
on December 4th. the borough electrical engineer (Mr. J. \V.

Burr) stated that the cost of the extension to the Mumbles
would be £14,000. The sum approved by the Electricity

Commissioners for mains exten.sions was about exhausted,

and he asked for sanction to secure another £20,000, which
would suffice for the next three years. Tliis was agreed to.

Torquay.—Proposed Purchase of Undertaking.—The
Town Council has decided to apply for power to enable it to

carry out the terms of a draft agreement whereby it is pro-

posed to purchase and work the Newton Abbot undertaking
of the Urban Electric Supply Co.

Wallasey.—Loan.—The Electricity Committee is applying

for a loan of £10.000 for electricity purposes.

Walsall.—Mains Extensions.—The Electricity Committee
recommends extensions of mains at a cost of £1..570, including

the provision of an a.c. main from the L. & N. W. Railway
Co.'s sub-.station in Corporation Street to premises in Midland
Road.

Watford.—Loan, .tc.—A loan of iE3,oOO, balance required

over a previous loan of £45,300, for mains extensions has
been applied for. The Town Council has reduced the charge

of electricity for the i|uarter endmg March next by 10 per

cent, making the increase over pre-war rates 70 per cent.

Weybridge.—Letter from Commissioners.—The Electricity

Commissioners have written to the Council in reply to a pro-

test against the increased prices allowed by the Commissioners
to be charged by the Urban E.S. Co. They .state that the

evidence put forward at the recent inquiry satisfied them aa

to the justice of the increase.

Winchester.—Price Reduction.—The Town Council has re-

duced the price of electricity by 15 per cent., as from the
September quarter meter readings.

Worcester.—Lighting New Houses.—At a meeting of the

City Council, on December 3rd, the report of the Housing
Committee embodying a resolution against the provision of

mains for supplying electric light to the new houses in the
Bromyard Road was discussed, and a resolution that the

Committee be instructed to provide electric mains was
carried. The total cost of providing the mains will be £380.

Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commissioners have
approved of the Electricity Committee's apphcation for a loan

for capital expenditure.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.
Bradford.—Loan.—The Ti-amways Committee reconmiends

applR-ation to the Ministry of Transport for power to borrow
i;.s6.79-i for track reconstruction work during 19-2'2, as follows :

Barkerend Road (Byron Street to Rushton Road), £'2:3,910;
Forster Square, £28,911; Little Horton (Hohne Top Lane to
Soiithheld Lane), £28,839; and Manchester Road (Bentiev
Fold to Pearson Fold), £10,132.

Sleeper-tr.4ck Construction.—The Tramways Committee
has approved a proposal of the City Engineer for the use of
sleeper track construction on a portion of the Wyke section
in Huddersfield Road, extending from Odsal Top to Salisburv
Road.

Brighouse.—Control of System.—Gn Jariuary 6th. Hali-
fax Corporation entered on a further seven years' term of
sole control of the Brighouse tramway system. Brighouse
and Hipperholrae were wilUng to buy this portion of the sys-
tem, and Bradford Corporation had expressed wiUingness to
take it over, either by purchase or lease, with a view to recon-
struction of the Brighou.se-Baihff section to suit the Bradford
track gauge, but Halifax is only willing to sell the whole of
its lines and equipment in the two townships affected, or
none at all, declining to sell the Bailiff section separately.
Under the Tramway Act compulsory purchase powers may
be applied only to the whole of the system.

Coatbridge.—Sale of System.—The transfer of the Airdrie
and Coatbridge tramway system to the Glasgow Corporation
has been agreed to by the Coatbridge and .\irdrie Town Coun-
cils. The purchase price is £82,2.50.

Continental.—France.—Increased tramway and omnibus
fares are to come into operation in Paris on January 22nd.

—

The Times.
Spain.—The Railway Ga^iefte reports that the .second section

of the Madrid Metropolitan Underground Railway was
opened on December 26th in the presence of the King and
Queen. The new section has been constructed between the
Puerta del Sol and the Madrid, Zaragosa, and Alicante
station at Atocha, and it is expected that the extension to
Vallecas will be opened early in the spring.

Doncaster.—Inquiry.—A Ministry of Transport inquiry is

to be held on January 31st into the Corporation's proposal to
make a loop by laying a tramway track along Trafford Street
and Factory Lane to the existing terminus in Station Eoad.
At the September meeting of the Council, when the matter
was introduced, there was some opposition.

Halifax.—A Warning Anemometer.—Consequent upon the
blowing over of two tramcars, last winter, at Catherine
Slack, on the Queensbury route, and the necessity for the
remainder of the winter to withdraw all upper-deck cars
from that route, the Tramways Department has had an
anemometer fitted at Catherine Slack, registering wind
velocity between 20 and 40 miles per hour. \Vhen the latter

is reached a warning bell is rung at the tramway depot,

and only single-deck cars are allowed on the route.

Japan.—Railway Electhific.ition.—The Board of Trade
Journal quotes the Yokohama Chamber of Commerce Journal,

as stating that, following the formation of definite plans for

the electrification of Japanese railways by the Electrification

Investigation Commission, it has been decided to electrify a
number -of sections of line with an aggregate length of 2,000
miles. On a number of routes hydro-electric energy will be
available.

Leyton.—Supply to L.C.C. Tramways.—The Council has
applied for sanction to borrow £34,454 for the purpose of

arranging a supply of electricity to the L.C.C. tramways. A
sub-station will be erected in the district.

Liverpool.—Accident.—X number of people were injured

in a collision at Liverpool on January 4th between an electric

tramcar and a motor wagon, three persons being removed
to hospital.

—

The Times.

London.—Night Services.—The L.C.C. has received peti-

tions from numbers of night workers living in the suburban
area requesting improved night services on the Brixton and
Tooting routes.

Through Service to Wimbledon.—The L.C.C. is nego-
tiating with the London L'nited Tramways, Ltd., regarding a
through tramway service from London to Wimbledon.'

—

The
Times
Newly-electrified Line.—It is stated that trial runs will

be made shortly over the recently electrified portion of the
L. & N.W. Railway Co.'s line between Queen's Park and
Euston.
The Dailij Mail .states that the I>. & N.W. Railway Co.

contemplates electrifying the North London line between
Broad Street and Poplar.

South Africa.—Camps Bay.—The Camps Bay TVamway Co.

has notified the Cape Town Council that it is prepared to

consider the question of taking a supply in bulk from the
Corporation. The Electricity Committee of the Corporation
has authorised the city electrical engineer to negotiate with
the Tramway Co. regarding the proposed supply.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Belgian Congo.—New Wibeless Station.—The Belgian

Government has decided to construct at the town of EUsabeth-

ville, in the iJelgian Congo, a wiieless telegraph station of

great power, witti a view to direct communication between

Belgium and the Congo, says The Times.

Czecho-Slovakia.

—

Wireless Telegraphy.—A wireless sta-

tion of from oU to iUO-kVV capcity is m course of erection at

Podebrad. It is intended fur communication with Central

European stations and overseas, boi inland communications

smaller stations will be set up at Podebrad, iirunn, and

Kosice, besides stations for hying purposes. Ibe mstaliation

of a wu-eless station at Bratislawa, to secure the sutety of

the shippmg of the Danube, is also under consideration.

When tlie Unancial situation has become better it is likewise

intended to equip the offices <jf big departmental heads as well

as some industrial districts witu small wu'eless plants in

order to complete the inland network.

Dutch Guiana.—Telegraph Service.—In the course of a

written answer to questions raised in the Pu-st Chamber of the

Dutch States-General concerning telegraphic communication

with Surinam, Dutch Guiana, tUe Minister for the Colonies

states that the Governor of Surinam granted a concession to

the Compagnie IVancaise des Cables i'elegraphiques on Sep-

tember 18th, 1869, for 60 years, for the estabUshment of a

connection between Surinam and the world's cable network

by means of one or more cables. Among other matters the

concession stipulates that during its duration the holder shall

enjoy the preference in all cable connections associated with

the colony of Surinam, and that therefore no facihties can

be granted to another cable company without such facilities

being hrst offered to the I'Vench company and being refused

by the latter. With regard to wireless telegraphy, the

Minister states that negotiations for the establishment of a

wireless station for the needs of Surnam were interrupted

through the war, but were resumed at the beginning of

1921, and have now been so far advanced that a solution may
be expected in the near future. The Surinam Bauxite Co.

has established small wireless stations at Paramaribo and at

Moengo, and the Liberty Development Co. one at Albina for

its own use and for Government messages, which stations

can be taken over by the Government at any time. The
stations at Paramaribo and Albiqa are also open for com-
munication with ships at sea, but not wdth other fixed sta-

tions; and the former is also arranged for communications
with French Guiana in the event of cable interruptions.

Italy.

—

Wireless Service.—On December 2nd was opened
a wu-eless service between Tempio Pausania on the island of

Sardinia and the Centocelie station at Rome. At the Sar-

dinia station was installed a 1..5-kW Marconi cabinet set, while

the equipment at the station at Rome w-as of the kind

ordinarily employed in Italy. The rocky nature of the ground
at Tempio Pausania caused a large dielectric loss, but l.o kW
enabled about seven amperes, at 2,30tl metres, to be fed to

the antenna, which was more than sufficient for c4ear wireless

transmission.

Long^Distance Wireless to Ships.—Reduction in Rates.—
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.. announces that from
the 1st instant the charge for private radio telegrams from
the Poldhu station to ships at sea has been reduced from
2s. 6d. to Is. 2d. per word, plus the ship's charge, ivhich is

usually 4d. per word.

Switzerland.

—

Storm Damage.—The whole of Switzerland
was in the grip of a blizzard in Sunday, great damage being

done to telephone and telegraph wires.

The Telephone Service.—New London Exchange.—The
new telephone exchange which is to be erected in \N ood Street.

City, will be the largest in Europe. The site has already been
acquired at a cost of some £.50,0(KJ, but the date when build-

ing operations will be begun has not yet been decided. In
the plans preparations have been made for probable develop-

ments in the next fifteen years. How far the exchange will

be automatic will dei^end upon a variety of circumstances.

There are about fourteen automatic exchanges in different

parts of the country, but London cannot claim the possession

of one. The new exchange will be known as a three-unit

exchange, and w'hereas the existing largest exchanges in

London, such as Clerkenwell, which we described last week,
have capacity for 10.000 subscribers, the new exchange will

cater for 30.000. As, however, no single exchange can con-

sist of more than 10,000 lines, the new exchange will have
three separate names, each with 10,000 lines.

The Toll Exchange.—Since the London " toll " exchange
was opened in September last there has been a steady in-

crease in the "se of the service. The average number of calls

per week up to the end of December last was as follows :
—

September, 30,.534; October, 32,731; November 33,311; and
December, 34.188. Some 350 calls are pa'ssed daily liy tele-

phone users to " trunks," whereas the wanted numbers are

within the " toll " area. It is in the interests of telephone

users themselves to avoid the delay thus caused by using the

list contained in the preface to the Telephone Directory.

—

The Times.

New Swansea Exchange.—The new automatic telephone

exchange at Swansea is approaching completion. The bund-

ing will be finished by September, and lour months later

the installation will be in workmg order.

The Wallasey Exchange.—Ihe new WaUasey telephone

exchange, to which we referred recently, has replaced

one of the magneto type and has nearly 2,000 subscribers.

The new exchange forms part of a wider programme involv-

ing the laymg of additional cables not only tluroughout the

Wallasey area, but also in the Mersey Tunnel. iwo other

exchanges in the Mersey district are to be modernised witnm
the next two years—those at Liverpool Royal and Birkenhead.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parenthesis at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
" Official A'ofice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Melboorne.—February 20th. City Council.

Electricity Department. One rotary converter with trans-

former, &c. ; 6,t)00 V switchgear. (City Electrical Engineer.)

\ ictoria Railway Commissioners. March 8th. 35 cabm trans-

formers tor power signallmg. (Contract No. 34.863.)*

P.M.G.'s Department. March Sth. Switchboard apparatus

and parts. (Sched. 545). March 15th. Protective apparatus

(Sched. 546).

Sydney.—April 24th. Electricity Department. Two 2,000-

kW rotary converters, and one l0,tKXl to 12,000-kW turbo-

alternator.*

Aylesbury.—Electricity Department. One 300-kVV' con-

vener, with e.h.p. and i.p. swicchgear. (January 6tli.)

Belgium.—February 1st. Municipal authorities of Saint-

Trond. Electrically-operated pumpmg plant at the \ eim
pumping station. Particulars (3 francs) irom the Secretariat

Communale, Saint-'Trond.

Bulgaria.—Sofia.—February 14th. Department of Posts.

Telegraphs and Telephones. Bronze in plates and bars, u'ou

and steel plates and bars, and msulatmg materials.*

February 27th. Various electrician's small tools (including

pincers, brazing lamps, soldering irons, bits, &c.)*

March Bth. Porcelain msulatmg tubes for telephones, im-
pregnated paper msulatmg tubing, ebonite cap, and insulated

copper wire.*

Dublin.—January 19th. Electricity Supply Committee.
Single and 5-phase meters for 12 months. ^t>ee this issue.)

Edinburgh.—January 19th. Corporation. Electric light-

ing installation at the Pubhc Wash-house, Causewayside. city

engineer.

Glasgow.—Corporation. January 16th. Electric lighting

installation for the Craigton housing scheme. City electrical

engineer.

India.—Madras.—February 20th. Corporation. Various
paper-insulated, &c., cables ah'eady detailed here. Specifica-

tions and forms of tender (4s. per set) from the Pubhsher,
Electrical Review. (December 30th.)

London.

—

Lewisham.—January 23rd. Board of Guarthans.
Electrical installation at the ChDdren's Home. Cumberlow,
Goat House Bridge, Norwood Junction, S.E. (See this issue.)

Islington.—February 16th. Electricity Department. Elec-

trical and engineers' stores for 12 months, mcluding cables,

meters, lamps, wires, carbons, engine-room stores, &c. (See

this issue.)

Hammersmith.—January 25th. Electricity Department.
Supply, drawing-in and jointing, &c., an additional 11,000-V,

three-phase linkiug-up main between the Fulham and Ham-
mersmith electricity generating stations. (See this issue.)

Newcastie=under=Lyme.—January 17th. Electricity Sup-
ply Department. 600 yd. .1, .035, .1 I.p. lead-covered steel

armoured distributor cable. (January 6th.)

New Zealand. — Wellington. — February 24th. Public

Works Department. Three ll.OtKVV reactances complete, for

the Lake Coleridge electric power scheme.*

DONEDIN,—March 31st. City Council. One loO-h.p., 3-phase

induction motor and reduction gear.*

Spain,—The Postal and Telegraph Department has been
authorised to purchase micro-telephonic apparatus to the value

of KKI.OOO pesetas.-flfuicr's Trade Service (Madrid).

Warrington.—Februpry 6th. Electricity Department.

Main e.h.p. switchboard extension. (See this issue.)

•A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender.

&c.. can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade

(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.
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Burton^on^Trent.
mended :

—

CLOSED.
Electricity Committee. Recom-

.-\ ickers Elect. Cc

Blackpool.—Tramways Committee. Accepted:-
H.p. feeder cable—British Insulated & Helsby Cables.

'L.p. feeder cable.—Pirelli-General Cable Works.

Bolton.—Tramways Committee. Accepted:

—

end of the wholes.iU. rket.—Hadfields, Ltd.

iings for the siding at the

Bradford.—V\'ater Committee. Scar House Reservoir
Works.

Two 7-lun electric niolur cranes li-4,la4i.-Tlio,. Smith «. Son (Rodlei),

Ltd.

Electricity Committee.
One 250-kVA transformer, two electric lifts at Bolton Road sub-station.—

English Electric Co., Ltd.

One passenger lift.—Chas. Bell.

One goods lift.—Reliance Lift i Engineering Co., Ltd.

Eastbourne.—Electricity Department. Tenders for new
plant :

—
On !,aOU-kW ngle-pha irbo-altt

W. H. Allen, Sons & Co., Ltd. (Accep^.^Ji

Escher, Wyss & Co
.Ateliers de Construction Oerlikon
British Thomson-Houston Co.
Eraser & Chalmers Eng Works
Belliss & Morcom, Ltd
Brush Electrical Eng. Co., Ltd. (2,000-kW set) .

English Electric Co.. Ltd
Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd. ...

J. Howden & Co., Ltd
ivIetropolitan-\'ickers Electrical Co., Ltd
C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd

For condensing plant only for above turbo-alterna

Mirrlees, Watson & Oo., Ltd.
Cole, Marchent i Morley & Co., Ltd
Hick, Hargreaves i Co., Ltd.
Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd.
Worthington Simpson, Ltd
G. & J. Weir, Ltd

One water-tube boiler with mechanical stoke
chimney, induced draught fan, and engin<

Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd. (Accepted)
British Niclausse Boiler Co., Ltd
Spearing Boiler Co., Ltd.

John Thompson Water-tube Boilers, Ltd.

Babcock S: Wilcox, Ltd.
Clarke, Chapman 4 Co., Ltd.

19,598
20,417
21,33S
23,75a
23,839
23,893
23,a65

23,990
24,091
24,317
24,470
25,540

5,703
4,815
5,834

6,379
6,623

7,567

al bunke

16,765
17.000
17,746
17,910

18,124
20,542

le type, 40 h.p. (£18,020).

-British Thomson-Houston

Edinburgh.—Corporation. Accepted:
106 intcrpole ventilated traction motors, box fra

.Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.
106 controllers, for interpole motors (£5,841).-

Co., Rugby.
53 car sets of grid resistance (£742).—Electro-Mechanical Brake Co.

Glasgow,—Tramways Department. Recoinmended:

—

Trollev wire.—Thomas Bolton & Sons. Ltd.

l-in. stud bolts.—Fleming, Birkby S: Goodall, Ltd.
Truck frame forgings.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.

Swilchgear for Parkhead.—Whipp & Bourne, Ltd.

Four relays.— Metxopolitan-X'ickcrs Electrical Co., Ltd.

Time recorders.— International Time Recording Co., Ltd.

India,—Messrs. Braithwaite & Co., Engineers, Ltd., of
West Bromwich, who have received the contract for a steel

pipe 114 miles long. G ft. diameter, for supplying water to

the City of Bombay, India, have ordered from Messrs. Royce,
Ltd., of Trafi'ord Park, the full etiuipment of electrical ovei--

head travelling crane.Sj eleven in number, for workshops which
are being erected for carrying out the work.

Japan.—We are informed that an order was recently re-

ceived by the Westinghouse Electric International Co. from
the Daido Electric Power Co. of Japan for 34 transformers,
averaging 9,4(iO kVA each, a total of 316,400 kV.A. They will

be single pha.se, 60 cycle, oil insulated and water-cooled, and
will have a voltage of 154.000 volts, which is the highest volt-

age in commercial u.se at this time. When installed, they will

veigh 50 tons each. The transformers will be installed in a
super-power system in the industrial district about Tokio. One
of the Japanese stations, planned for Purukawabashi, will

contain 18 tran.sformers. with a total output of 169,200 kVA

;

another at Ohi will have nine transformers with a total out-
put of 82,800 kV.\ ; and a third at Suhara will be equipped
with seven transformers with a total output of 64,400 kVA.

London.—The War Office placed a contract for cells with
the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., in December.

London and Birmingham.—Mr.. W. C. Tackley has re-

ceived the contracts for the electrical installation work at the
British Industries Fair, London and Birmingham, to be held
next month.

New Zealand.—Messrs. Boving & Co., Ltd., have recentlv
been awarded a large contract by the Government of New-
Zealand for water turbines in connection with the Mangahao
hydrc-electric power scheme. The order includes five main
Pelton wheels, three of which will have a maximum output
of over 8,000 b.h.p. each, and two of over 4,000 b.h.p. each,
also two smaller exciter Peltons each of 325 b.h.p. These ma-
chines together will have a total capacity of nearly 33,(X)0
b.h.p. The water wheels will work under an average head
of water of 825 feet.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Frid.iy, January 13th. At the Great Hall,

(.annon Street Hotel. .\t 8 p.m. Smoking concert.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—Saturday, Januarv 14th. .\t

.\nderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C. At 3 p.m. Discussion on " Utilising

Three-phase for One-phase Distribution," to be opened by Mr. J. Good-
child.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.-
Grand Hotel, Colmore Row. At 7 p.i

N. Devkin.

.ith the Institution of

lary 19th. At the In-

rion on "The Utilisa-

ns," with introductory

institution of Electrical Engineers.—Joint meeting
Heating and Ventilating Engineers. Thursday, Jar
stitution, \"ictoria Embankment. At 6 p.m. Discu
lion of W.aste Heat from Efectrical Generating Stati

papers by Mr. C. I. Haden and .Mr. F. H. Whysall.

(North-Midland Centre).—Tuesday, January 17th. At the Hotel Me-
tropole, Li?eds. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on " Single and Three-phase a.c. Com-
mutator Motors with Series and Shunt Characteristics," by Dr. S. P.
Smith.

(Liverpool Sub-Centre).—Monday, January 16th. .\t the University,

Liverpool. .-\t 7 p.m. Exhibition of kinematograph films:—"High-
tension Switchgear Tests," by Mr. Torchio, described by Dr. C. C.
Garrard; "On Telephone Inventors of To-day," "The .Audion," and
" Electricity in the Home," exhibited by Mr. F. Gill.

(Western Centre).—Mondav, January 16th. At the Merchant Ven-
turers' Technical College, Bristol. At 6 p.m. Lecture on " The Work
of the British Electrical Development Association and upon Advertising
in Connection with Engineering and Electricity Development," by Mr.

J. W. Beauchamp.

(North-Western Students' Centre).-Tuesday, January 17ih. Ai

Houldsworth Hall. Deansgate, Manchester. At 7.30 p.m. Paper oi.

" Switching Systems and Lay-outs," by Mr. F. Gough.

(London Students' Section).—Friday, January 20th. At the Institu-

tion, Victoria Embankment. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on " Some Applications of

the Thermionic Valve to Telephony," by Mr. L. T. Hinton.

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.—Wednesday. January 18th. At
the Institute of Patent Agents. Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At < p.m.
Discussion on " Methods of Remunerating Labour," to be opened by Mr.
H. W. Allingham.

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesday, Januarv 18ih. At Caxton
Hall. Westminster, S.W. Lecture on " Use and Abuse of Combines and
Trusts," by Mr. R. Young. M.P.

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.—Wednesday, January 18th. At
the Institutic-i of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment. .4t 3 p.m.
Resumed discussion of p,iper on "Three-position Signalling."

Northampton Engineering College Engineering Society.—W'ednesday.
18th. At the No

xhibit

appt

npton Ins
• Ele :ity

E.C.I.
6.30 p.i

At

January 19th. At the East
Students' meeting.

At Burlington House. Picca-

y 19th. At the Muni-
.Supply—Cost to Con-

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—Thursd
Anglian Institute of Agriculture. At 7 [

Chemical Society.—Thursday, January 19th. .\t

dilly, W. At 8 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Belfast Association of Engineers.—Thursday, J

cipal College of Technology. Pap<-r on " Elect
sumer," by Mr. W. J. M'C. Girvan.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, January 20th. At the

stitution. Storey's Gate, S.\\'. .At 6 p.m. Paper on " Some Observat;

on a Producer-gas Power Plant," by .Mr. H. S. Denny and Mr. N. V
Knibbs.

British Electrical Development Association.-Friday, January 20th

Institute of Patent Agents. Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At 8 p.n

Junior institution of Engineers.—Friday, Jan
S.W. At 8 p.m. L-'Cturette, " Geology in

Manchester Wireless Society.—Saturday. J

Hotel. At 8 p.m. Whist drive and dance.

Electrical Power Engii

Sale;

y 20th. At Caxtt
Relation to Engin

lary 21st. At the

Janua
Th.- .\1.

Association (Southern Division).—Friday,
t ih. c.ntral Hall, Westminster. At 7 p.m. Lecture

i; ..I M. im hv Means of Orifices," by Mr. J. L. Hodgson.

Section).—Thursd.iy, January 19th. At the .Association

•1, .M.fnchester. At 7.;iO p.m. Address by the President.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

Queries addressed to the Electrical Review, will be answered
by post, if the desired information is available, provided the

following simple rules are ob.served :
—

1. .Address your inquiries to the Electrical Review, Ltd.,

Service Department, and enclose a stamped addressed en-

velope.

2. Do not ask for information until you have satisfied your-

self that it is not already contained in our advertisement pages.

3. If we are the means of putting you in touch with the
firm or firms that you require, do us the favour of mentioning
the Electrical Review.
No charge is made for the service.

To complete our answers to inquiries received this week
we need the names of manufacturers or suppliers of:—

Colvi.n's commutator compound.

Development of Electricity Supply in Malaysia De°
{erred.—In February last a party of engineers left this country
for the Malay Peninsula, where they were to be engaged on
the establishment of hydro-electric and steam power stations
in the service of the Government of the Fetierated Malay
States. The work was duly commenced, but unfortunately,
as a result of the " slump " in rubber, the Government found
it necessary to retrench, and gave the engineers three months'
notice. Consequently they left for home on December
16th. They were engaged for one year from the date of their
arrival (which took place on .\pril Ilth), with a possible ex-
tension.
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NOTES.

Fire.-r-Damage to the extent of several thousand pounds
was caused by a lire at Cardon Hill granite quarry, Leicester-
shire, recently, 'i'lie electric power house was completely
destroyed, and two-thirds of the machinery init out of order.—The Times.

Late Legal.

—

Bkitish Thomson-Hodstok .^nd Cono.VA Liti-
gation.—111 the Chancery Division on Wednesday, January
llth. Sir D. Kerly, Iv.C. applied to Mr. Justice Astbury to
postpone the hearing of an action by the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., against the Corona Lamp Works, Ltd.
The case stood first in the list of wai-ned actions, and in the
ordinary course would have been jeached on Thursday. Sir
D. -Kerly said he appeared for the defendant company, and
the plaintiff company were represented by Sir Arthur C^Iefax,
K.C.. and Mr. J. H. Grey, K.C. The par-ties were not ready
in the case. His position was that he had not got the brief,
and Ms clients were not able to deliver it because they had
not the expert's report. The writ was delivered in 1916, so
the case had not been hurried up till now. His learned
friends agreed with him that it could not be tried for some
days. Ihere was another case between the same parties
which had just come to an end in the House of Lords. His
Lordship said counsel could mention the ca.se again on Thur.s-
dny.

Selective Tests and Statistics.—At the Conference of the
Workers' Welfare Institute at Balliol College, Oxford, on
Saturday, on vocational selection, reported in the Manchester
Guardian, Mr. A. P. M. Fleming (of the Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co.. Ltd.) dealt with the subject of the use and
value of records and statistics, remarking that there were
three essentials—they must be ba.sed on full information, be
absolutely accurate, and be properly interpreted. He had
seen in batches of boys admitted at the works entrance, eye
and ear troubles, tonsilitis, &c.. which would pass undetected
in the ordmary way. But under the record system the boys
were sent back, and in the great majority of cases the parents
had things put right by proper treatment, so that the
boys, parents, employers, and above all, the community,
were saved from the lingering disadvantage which in the past—and even to a considerable degree in modern times—ham-
pered industry. The whole question of statistics was one of
knowing what was important and what was not. Men who
considered themselves entirely intimate with every vital factor
in their own industries, had been astounded by the revelations
of statistical records.

Sawdust as Fuel—Hitherto, as a result of the gradual
development of the factory (an engine being added as the
necessity arose for more power) the power required to drive
the match factory of Messrs. S. J. Moreland & Sons, Ltd.. at
Gloucester, was furnished by 13 steam engines, each located
in and belt-driving a separate department, the necessary steam
being generated in three .3il-ft. Lancashire boilers. The fuel
consumption amounted to about 80 tons of best steam coal per
week, together with all the wood refuse—from 30 to 40 tons
per ^veek. The whole plant -ivas most uneconomical, unre-'
liable, and its cost of maintenance high: it was, therefore,
decided to substitute for it gas-driven electric plant. The
necessary alterations were made in 1918 by the firm's own
staff without interfering in any way with the running of the
factory. The steam engines were subsequently scrapped,
though two boilers were retained for heating purposes only,
and they now consume some eight tons of coke breeze per
week. Tlie whole of the power required to drive the factory
is, therefore, now being derived from wood waste alone, the
refuse consisting of waste splints, boxes, sawdust, shavings.
&c.

; thus, apart from other considerations, a direct saving of
80 tons of steam coal is made per week. The gas-electric
power plant is centrally situat'-d in the works, and consists of
three sets of Huston and Hornsby 'J7o-h.p. w-ood refu.se suction
gas plant, which supply gas to two Crossley 2.50-h.p. twin-
coupled gas engines, that drive by belt two 1'70-kW dynamos.
In addition, the largest engine which has so far been con-
.structed by Messrs. Fielding * Piatt, Ltd.. of Gloucester, to
consume gas furnished by a producer fired with wood refuse,
is installed. The engine has four 17-in. diameter cylinders, a
24-in. stroke, and is designed to develop a maximum of 400 h.p.
at a speed of 190 r.p.m. It is direct coupled to a Mather and
Piatt KO-kW ireneratflr. There is also a 60-kW high-speed
fiteam set, which, however, is only used in emergencv, either
for lighting or driving the air compressors emi-}loyed for start-
ing the gas engines. . All the dvnamos are operated in parallel
at a pressure of '2'20 volts, both for lighting and power purposes.
The quantity of fuel being consumed at present is between five
and six tons per day of H hours, the axerage load during the
summer months being about 3.30 h.p. Taking 5.5 tons as the
average daily consumption, the consumption of wood refuse
ner h.p. hour with that average load i' 3.2 lb. Tlie load is,

however, considerably increa.^ed by lighting and the use of
electric heaters during the w-inter months. With the above
fuel consumption there is a yield of from three to ft)ur barrels
of tar per week, and also a larue percentage of acetic acid in
the scrubber cooling w^ater. It is proposed to recover that
substance at a later date. The whole operation of starting and
working the plant is extremely simple, and but three men are

required to be in attendance, and apart from its great economy
many other advantages have been gained as the result of in-
stalling It. There is, for example, better control over the
machinery used in the factory processes, both in speed and
regularity of output. This remark particularly applies to the
four-cylinder engine, the regularity of working of the ga.s

plant having been considerably improved by its installation.
The Fielding engine has operated with great regularity, no
occasion having arisen to shut it down in consequence of any
defect. The gas plant also has worked without a hitch in

spite of the difficult nature of the fuel used, and so well is the
gas cleaned that, after three iiKjnths' working, there was hardly
sufficient dirt on the gas valves of the engine to necessitate
removing them for cleaning purposes, .-l remarkable feature
of the plant is the steady running of the engine and the
absence of noise when working, the operation bemg considered
to be equal to that of a high-class steam engine.

—

Engineer.

Appointment Vacant.—Engineering assistant, for the
Soutu Shields Corporation Electricity Supply Department.
(See om- advertisement pages to-day.)

The Electro-Harmonic Society.—.U to-night's smoking
concert, which will be held in the Great Hall. Cannon Street
Hotel, commencing at 8 p.m.. Mr. \\ illium Peto will take the
chair. The foUowmg are the artistes :—Madame Ethe! Dyer,
soprano; Mr. Ernest Hargreaves. tenor; Mr. Walter Saull.

baritone; Mr. Charles Leggett, cornet; Mr. Sterndale Bennett,
entertainer; Mr. Nelson Jackson, entertainer; Mr. Will
Edwards, humorist; Mr. Bernard Flanders, .\.K.A.M., solo

pianoforte and accompanist.

Signalling Service in the Territorial Army.—Lieut. -Col.

M. W. Emley, commanding the 3rd (London) Corps Signal
Cos., desires to call attention to the urgent need of this unit

for recruits with electrical training. The work of " Corps
Signals " is no doubt well known to most of our readers;
as now organised, this unit consists of four companies : W ire-

less, construction, cable, and head quarters, with artillery

sections attached. It will be understood that it is difficult

to organise and maintain such a unit without the close co-
operation of electrical firms and employes.
A man and his employer both gain benefits from his be-

longing to a unit such as this. To the man it means fourteen
days' free holiday in the summer, usually by the sea. with
pay and an easily earned £.0 bounty each year, whilst the
knowledge w-hich he acquires technically cannot come amiss
in his civilian capacity. Further, head-quarters provides a
free club. Drills ahvays take place at times fixed to suit
men who earn their living. The gain to the employer is ap-
parent after the first annual training, for the man is almost
invariably a better servant as the result of his military train-
ing.

Another important point is that of economy. A Terri-
torial unit costs a very small fraction of the cost of a corres-
ponding regular unit, and if the Territorial units are not
recruited up to strength an increase of regular or militia
units seems inevitable.

Lieut. -Col. Emley appeals to such of our readers as ara
themselves in a position to enlist, or to give encouragement
as regards leave for camp. A-c, to their employes, to do so,

and thus to give the practical help of which the unit is in

need. Prospective recruits can enhst at Head-Quarters, Elver-
ton Street, S.W., any morning from 10 to 1, and any evening
from 7 to 10, and the officer commanding will be glad to
furnish fuller particulars to any of our readers who may Uke
to have them.

Erratum,—In connection with the article on " Power
Factor." by Mr. E. W. Dorey, in our la.st issue, by a printer's

error which we regret, the letters " M.f.E.E." appeared after

his name instead of "A.M.I.E.B."

'Wot Ikt Ql d>rlUl(y<.ro'£n.:rj?AWmt.n' l;^\\UU7
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Mme. Curie and the Academie de Medecine.—.\mong the

candidates for seats upon the lioard of the iTench .\cauemie
de Medecuie is Madame Curie. Although she has the support
of a number of the most prominent members of the Academy,
her candidature is opposed by several members, who object to

the election of women to the board.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.—On Thursday,
January Ittth, a joint meetmg with the Institution of Heatmg
and V'entilatmg iingineers will be held. There will be a dis-

cussion on " f'he Utilisation of \\ aste Heat from Electrical

Generating Stations," with introductory papers by Mr. C. 1.

Haden and Mr. F. H. Whysall.
L.1BHAKY.—As a result of the experience obtained by keeping

the liwary open every evening and on Saturday afternoons
during the hist few weeks, the Council of the In.stitution ha.s

decided that in future the liluary will be kept open until

y.30 p.m. on the nights on which are held the ordinary meet-
ings of the Institution, the informal meetings, and meetings
of the Wireless and Students' Sections. It appears that on
evenings when no meetings are held, the library is not made
use of.

Western Centre.—At a meeting to be held in Bilstol on
January 16th, Mr. J. W. Beauchamp, M.I.E.E., will deliver

a lecture. " On the Work of the British Electrical Develop-
ment Association and upon Advertising in Connection with
Engineering and Electricity Development Generally." The
President of the Institution is to visit the Centre at Cardiff

on February tjth.

Liverpool Sob-Centre.—At an ordinary general meeting
on January 16th the following kinematograph films will be
exhibited :

—
" High-tension Switchgear Tests." by Mr. P.

Torchio, described by Dr. C. C. Garrard; and " Telephone In-
ventors of To-dav " and " Electricitv in the Home," bv Mr.
F. Gill, O.B.E.

Chemical Society.—At a meeting to be held on January
19th, Prof. Arthur Smithells, P.E.S.. will give an account
of I.anpniuir's theory of atomic structure and exhibit models.

Iron and Steel Institute.—The annual meeting of the In-
stitute will take place on May 4th and oth at the Institution
of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, S.W.I, by kind per-

mission of its Council. The annual dinner will be held on
May 4th, at the Connaught Rooms. Particulars of the cost
of the dinner, and di-tails of the arrangements, will be cir-

culated later. In March the Council will be prepared to con-
sider applications for grants from the Carnegie Finid, in aid
of research work, of such value as may appear expedient. The
awards are made irrespective of .'vx or nationality. Special
forms, on which candidates .should apply before the end of
February, can be obtained from the secretary of the Institute.

Royal Society of Arts.—Among the arrangements for the
next few montlis are two Cantor lectures on February '20th

and 27th, at 8 p.m., by Mr. A. F. C. Pollard, A.M.I.E.E.. on
" The Mechanical Design of Scientific Instruments" and a
lecture on February -Mth, at 4.30 p.m., by Prof. W. A. Bone,
D.Sc, F.E.S., on " Brown Coals and Lignites : their import-
ance to the Empire "

commercial community in India for his fairness, straight deal-
ing and integrity, and no better or sounder choice could have
been made for such an extremely important appointment.
He has tilled many important Government posts in India,
since coming out about 19U.3, with conspicuous ability, as is

evidenced by the honom'S which have been showered upon
him. Having shown his skill as an organiser at the Allahabad
Exhibition in 1910. the entire electrical equipment of which
he controlled, he was chosen to take entire charge of the elec-

trical arrangements for the Delhi Durbar. 1911. This was
one of the largest electrical schemes of the sort which had
ciL-r ueen earned out in India, and its wonderful effect was a
marvel to all who were privileged to witness it. Delhi having
been proclaimed as capital of India instead of Calcutta. ;Mr.
J. iiB.eaiuiy was chosen as electrical engineer to the new Delhi
Province in 1912. The discriminating eye of authority there
soon detected his versatility and efficiency, and in addition to
his ordinary duties he was commissioned to build a new
Secretariat of vast proportions to house clerks and officials of
the new capital. This he did in record time. Soon aft«r war
broke out he was sent to Mesopotamia and made colonel E.E.
in charge of the electrical and mechanical branch of the mili-
tary works. His valuable services there were officially appre-
ciated by his being awarded the D.S.O., and later on the C.B.
decoration. On demobilisation he again resumed his work
at the new Delhi Province as superintending engineer, elec-

trical and mechanical branch. His wide Indian administra-
tive and business experience will be a valuable asset in his
new post, and his tact, courtesy, and sympathy towards the
Indian and European alike should smooth his official path to
even higher honours still. His present appointment carries
great responsibilities and heavy burdens, but knowing the
man one feels that his success is already assured."
We are pleased to l>e able to publish this week a portrait

of Dr. C. O. Maillodx, of New York. President of the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission. Dr. Mailloux's devoted
labours on behalf of the promotion of friendship and goodwill
between the electricians of the world are. we think, not suffi-

ciently recognised. It is therefore a pleasure to find that at
the recent .Ampere Centenary celebrations in Paris, at which

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Eilitom invite electrical engineers, whether connected
uuih the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, also electric tramu-ay and railway officials, to
keep readers of the Electrical Heview posted as to their
movements.

The following Press communique has recently been issued
from Delhi :

—
" The Secretary of State for India, having ac-

cepted the main principle of the recommendations of the
Stores' Purchase Ctmimittee, regarding the agency to be
established for the purchase and inspection of stores for
Government Departments in India, the Government of India
has obtained nis approval as a preliminary measure to the
.^ppointment, on a temporary basis, for a period of two years
in the first instance, of the three chief officers cf the new
Indian Stores Department, viz.. Chief Controller of Stores.
Director of Purchases, and Intelligence and Chief Inspector."
For the appointment of Chief Controller, the Government of
India has selected Mr. J. S. Pitkeathly, CLE.. C.V.O..
O.B.E.. D.S.O.. superintending engineer (electrical and
mechanical). Delhi. Mr. Pitkeathly will assume charge of his
office in lanuary, 1922. and will then proceed to " formulate
a detailed scheme of organisation for the consideration of the
Government of India." One of our special correspondents in

•India writes:
—"Mr. Pitkeatbly is well known '

am'orig the

Dii. C. U. Mailloux.

Dr. Mailloux took a leading part in presenting, on behalf of
numerous American universities, colleges and societies,
written tribute to the great work of Ampere, he subsequentl\'
was made an Officer of the Legion of Honour. This weli-
merited distinction shows how deeply our French colleagues
appreciate Dr. Mailloux's efforts for so many years to bring
the Fi'ench and American electricians together, which task,
through his extraordinary linguistic ability and love for
France, he has so eminently and large-heartedly accomphshed.
Dr. Mailloux also represented the Fi-ench .Academy of Sciences
,it the Ampere Centenary celebrations held in December, 1920.
at .\mpere City, New jersey. We. too. in this country owe
Dr. Mailloux a debt of grititude for the part he has taken
m promoting the welfare of the I.E.C. since its initiation. We
well remember his strenuous efforts in 1905 to straighten out
the tangled difficulties of the proposed constitution of the
I.E.C. and the hard work of the small committee, tie mem-
bers of which gave up participation in the interesting tour
round the country which had been arranged for the dcli u'atcs

by the Institution of Electrical Engineers. The constitution
of the I.E.C. was argued out in close detail, and Dr. Mailloux
was able repeatedly to smooth out with equal facility, whether
a Spaniard, an Italian, a Frenchman, a South American, or a
Portuguese was concerned, the many difficulties which inevit-
ably arise when such mattiers are discussed in any inter-
national conference.
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The Echo de Paris, which recently opened a national sub-

scription to enable the octogenarian scientist, M. Edouard

Branly, to contmue his research work m connection with

wireless telegraphy, announces that the fund already exceeds

200,000 fr. (about i4,000), which it is considered will be suffi-

cient lor the inventor's present and lutuic needs.

Mr. W. Noeth-Lewis, J.P., chakman of Insoles, Ltd., and

the Windsor Steam Coal Co., Ltd.. has been appomtea chair-

man of the Ti-eforest Electrical Consumers' Co., i^tu., in place

of the late Mr. Hugh Bramwell, O.B.K.

Mr. \V. KuTHERFOBD has been elected a director of G. I).

Peters & Co.
At the office of the British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.,

Hekby, Mr. Ueorge Llovd was presented with a gold watch

by the members of the works staff, on one occasion of his

departure from Helsby. I'he presentation w-as made by Mr.

\V. B. Barlow.
Mr. PRANOXELL has severed his connection with Messrs. C.

A. i'arsons A; Co.. Ltd.. at Heaton Worts, and has started

for hmiself as a manufacturers' area representative, with

oifices at 47, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-on-'iyne.

Mr. H. L. Sui hekland has relinquished his position as chief

engineer and designer to the Midland Electric Manufacturing

Co., L,td., Birmingham. His present adaress is 47, Russell

Koad. Hall Green, Birmingham, where he will devote him-

self to industrial and mining switchgear.

Obituary.

—

Mr. Ernest Holt.—The interment took place

at Halifax on ifi'iday last of the late Mr. Ernest Holt, man-
ager for the past ten years of the .\shton-under-Lyne Cor-

poration Iramways. Mr. Holt was taken ill shortly after

Christmas, and passed away from pneumonia within less than

a week. He entered the .service of the Ashton Tramw'ays in

1905 as chief clerk, and his death, at the early age of 37 years,

is deeply regretted.

Sir Willum Matthews.—We regret to record the death,

which has occurred at Hampstead at the age of 78 years, of

Sir William Matthews, K.C.M.G.. a famous engineer, who
was responsible for harbour construction work in all parts of

the world, and was a past president of the Institution of Civil

Engineers.
Mb. J. E. Eendell Baker.—We briefly mentioned last

week the death of Ml". .1. E. Eendell Baker, engineer and
manager of the Stratford-on-.\von Electricity Co., Ltd.. and
fonnerly of Finchley, London. Mr. Eendell Baker died on De-
cember fSth, after a long and trying illness. During the illness

his position was temporarily held by his youngest brother (W.
Eendell Baker), and we learn that the directors of the com-
pany have now appointed him to his brother's position. We
understand that the family has an interesting electrical

record. The father (Eobert R. Baker), who was for a great

many years gas and electric fittings superintendent under
the Bolton Corporation and who is still on then' retired list,

has his three remaining _ sons managing municipal under-
takings at Devizes, St. Helens, and Stratford-on-Avon, re-

spectively.

Will.—The late Aid. .J. Fielding, joint managing director

of Fielding A: Piatt, Ltd.. of Gloucester, left £48,'270 gross and
i-41,901 net.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Sterling Accessories, Ltd. (178,768).—Private company.
Registered Uecember 31sl. Capital, £1,000 in fl shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of electrical, telephone, telegraph, mechanical, and general engineers, elec-

tricians, fitters, millwrights, ic. The permanent directors are : C. J. Margeri-
son, "Weston," St. 'James* .Avenue, Sutton, Surrey (chairman); A. Handley,
42, Great Charles Strtet, Birmingham. Qualification of permanent directors,

£300; of other directors, £200. Registered office: Bangor House, Shoe Lane,

Charles H. Champion & Co., Ltd. (178,837).—Private
company. Registered January 4th. Capital, £10,100 in 1,000 S per cent,

non-cumulative preference shares of £10 each and 2.000 ordinary shares of

Is. each. To carry on the business of producers and suppliers of electrical

apparatus, manufacturers and importers of and dealers in cables, lines,

wires, dynamos, accumulators, meters, Jtc. The provisional directors are :

Henri Marcotty, 71, Castleton Nlafisions, Barnes, S.W.13; C. H. Champion,
National Liberal Club, Whitehall; G. H. Leslie, Junior Naval and Militarv
Club, 96, Piccadilly, W. Solicitors; Macdonald & Stacey, 2, .Norfolk Street.

Strand, W.C.

Harper Brothers & Co., Ltd. (178,787).—Private com-
pany. Registered January 2nd. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To tender for,

undertake, and carry out works, operations, contracts, or transactions in

Spain or elsewhere in connection with power undertakings or of any kind
whatsoever commonly undertaken by engineers, builders, contractors, or power
suppliers, S:c. The subscribers (each with one share) are: G. J. Websdale, 87,

The Avenue, Highams Park, Esse.v, engineer; A. J. Bennell. 13. St. Helen's
Place, E.C.3, secretary. The first directors are W. A. Harper and H. W.
Harper. Registered olilce : 13, St. Helen's Place, E.C.3.

A. G. Burrell & Co., Ltd. (178,803).—Private company.
Registered January 3rd. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares (1,500 6 per cent,
cumulative preference). To adopt an agreement with A. G. Burrell for the
acquisition of the business carried on by him as " A. G. Burrell & Co.."
and to carry on the business of manufacturers, installers and repairers of and
dealers in systems and installations of all kinds for synchronising or distri-

buting time, and of all master and secondary clocks, dials, batteries, alter-
nators, dynamos, wiring, and other appliances. &c. The first directors are

:

J. W. Molden (chairman). " Narbestrong," Coombe Hill Road. Kingston;
W. E. Spearing, 51. Bushwood Ro.td. Kew; D. B. Saunderson. " Benridge."
Frithwood Avenue. Norlhwood, Middlesex; A. G. Burrell, 57, Barkers Road,
Netheredge, Sheffield. The three first.named may retain office so long as thev
arc directors of the Magneta Time Co., Ltd. 'The said A. G. Burrell shall
he a director for seven years if he shall so long remain manager of the com-
pany. No qualification required for a director who is also a director of the
Nfagneta Time Co., Ltd. Qualification of other directors, 200 otvjinary or
pr»ftr«nce shiires. RegiMered office : 28, Change Alley, Sheffield.

Standard Wiring, Ltd. (11,985).—Private companv. Re-
gislered Uecember 28rh. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares, lo carry on'th.j l,u,i.

ness of el'^ tncian.. and engineers, ic. The subscribers (each wtih on.^ .ri^r.:)

are: A. \. Frogg:iH, 131. West Regent Street, Glasgow, marble mer._h.int;

W. Marsh.dl, i)4. Hope Street, Glasgow, accountant. The first directors ar^
not namcxl. Secretary : U. More. Registered office : 37, Bank Street, Kill
marnock. 1

Hobin Adair, Ltd. (178,736).—Private company. Regis4
tered December 30th. Capital, £aO0 in £1 shares. To carry on the busincsJ
of import and export merchants and agents, mechanical and electricalj

consulting engineers, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) arc : Feroi
.Adair, 32-4, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I, electrical enginei-r; \V. J. Woodhouse'.l
3.4, Clement's Inn, W.C.2, articled clerk. The first directors are not named.

I

Registered office : 3-2-4, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

Henderson & Thornton, Ltd. (178,865).—Private com-!
panv. Registered January 5th. Capital, £2,000 in aOU Id per cent. cum. prel.

and 1,500 ordinary shares of £1 each. To carry on the business of producer,
and suppliers of electrical apparatus, manufacturers of and dealers in cables,

lines, wires, dynamos, accumulators, &:c. The first directors are : F. Higgs,
Station Works, Hinton Koad, Heme Hill. S.E.; B. C. Aldous, Station
Works, Hinton Road, Heme Hill, S.E.; J. A. Henderson, 18, .Mount Ephraim
Koad, Sirealham, S.W. ; L. Thornton, Id. St. G<'orgc's Road, West Hamp.
stead, .\.\V. Solicitors: Macdonald S: Stacey. 2, .Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Mikro, Ltd. (178,794).—Private company. Registered
January 2nd. Capital, £a,000 i.i £1 shares. To take over the sole working
rights for the world, except L'.S..\. and Canada, of the patent Skinderviken
Transmitter Button, and the various appliances containing the same or

emanating therefrom, with all trade marKs, designs, and royalties connected
therewith, from Johan Skinderviken, ol 3, Colosseum Terrace. N.W.I. The
firsi directors are: Johin Skinderviken. 3, Colosseum Terrace, .\.W.l; H. A.
Walliss. 4, Holly Villas. Clarendon Road, S. Woodford, E.18. .Advertising

consultant (general manager). Registered office: 12, Bouverie Street, E.C.4.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

J. B. Saunders & Co., Ltd. (112,037).—Return dated No-
v. inber lOlh, 11121. Capital. £20,000 in £1 shares. IH.-JM shares taken up
and considered as fully paid. .Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Stovhert & Pitt, Ltd. (74,218).—Return dated November
7lh. 1d21. Capital. £350,000 in £1 shares (250,000 ordinarv and 100,000 pre-

ference). iai,uS5 ordinary and laJHD prelerence shares taken up; £123.0-23

paid; £145,750 considered as paid, jvlorlgages and charges : £25,000 first

and £3O,O0U second debentures.

Midland Counties Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Particulars
oi 400,000 7i per cent, morlgage debenture s.ock, authorised November 21sl,

and covered by trust deed dated December 14th. 1921; whole amount issued;

chargfxl on shares and stock in various companies and the company's under-
taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital subject to

piior stock and secured notes. Trustees; British Trusts .Association, Ltd.

Creed & Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on December 12th,
1D21, of mortgage dated March 25th, 1918, securing £3,000.

CITY NOTES.

Lisbon
Electric Tram=
ways Co., Ltd.

The " City " columns of The Times con-
tain a comment based on a letter from that
paper's correspondent at l^isbon regarding
the crisis which has been reached in the
affairs of this company. Down to 1914,

says the writer, the company met with a fair measure
of success and was able to accumulate a large reserve fund.
" Its subsequent experiences have been of the nature common
to transport undertakings the world over, namely, an increase

in working costs out of all proportion to the additional gross

revenue, despite heavily increased tariffs. The troubles ol this

undertaking have been rendered the more acute by reason of

the heavy depreciation of the national currency—the escudo
(nominally worth 53Jd.) having a present value of 4Jd. as com-
pared with about 46d. just before the outbreak of war. Last
sunvmer, following a long strike, an agreement was made
with the Government whereby, in return for a temporary in-

crease of pay made by the company to its servants, the Govern-
ment appointed a Commis.sion to imjuire into the financial

position (it the undertaking, and promised to support the re-

port of the Comniission. This report, which proposed several

ways of increasing the company's receipts, duly appeared, but
the time limit has now expired in which the Camara was to

have refused or accepted the findings of the Commission, and
the Camara still refuses to be moved. X last appeal has just

been made to the Portuguese Prime Minister, calling upon the

Government to comply with the terms of the agreement. It

is obvious that the existing .situation cannot continue much
longer, for every week the company is adding to its losses,

and its reserve fund has now been used up."

Socieii Mineraria ed Eleitrica del Val-

Italian darno (Florence).—This company, whose
Companies. capital is lOO.tXXl.tXKl lire, closed its finan-

cial year with a loss of 1.667.301 lire. The
shareholders approved the report of the board, which ex-

plained that the loss was occasioned by extraordinary events
which arose during the year. Note was also taken of the 1

failure of the issue of 50b.(XX"l shares which occurred in the f

preceding year, the shareholders not having subscribed the *

amount asked for bv the board. It was decided to reduce the '

capital to .50.000.000 lire, setting aside the 6.388,417 hre sub-

scribed by the shareholders for a new meeting to dispose of in

the interests of the company.
Dinamo, Socieiii lialiana per Imprete Elettriche (Milan).

—

The report of the board of this company, whose capital is

25,000,000 Une, showed that the working year, closed on June
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30th, had not terminated in favourable cii'cumstances. The
balance-sheet disclosed a net protit of 1,094,405 lu'e, allowing

of a distribution of 6 lire per share. The meeting had under
consideration the removal of the company's headquarters to

Varzo. and the increase of the capital to 30.OOU.000 lire.

Socicta Distribuzioni Elcttrichc Zanibellini (Port Mau-.
rizio).—The working year of this company {capital 5.000.000

lii'e) closed on June 30th with net profits of 079,907 lii-e,

allowing of a dividend of 10 lire per share. To facilitate

amalgamation with other important distribution centres, the

meeting decided to raise the capital to 8,000,000 lire.

The following Italian companies have raised their capital :
—

Idroelettrica Veneta (Venice), from 5,000.000 to 50,000,000

lire; Idroelettrica dell' Ossola (Milan), from 630,000 to 2,000,000

lire; Societii Anonima Elettrica Moltrasina, from 100,000 to

1'25,000 lire; and the Societa Anonima Luce e Forza (Para-

biago), from 324,000 to 1.000,000 lire.

Douglas Southern Electric Tramways, Ltd.—The report

of the du'ect-ors stated that an agieeuieul had been entered
into with the Douglas Head Marine Drive Co., Ltd., by vulue
of which, at the end of the concession in 1926, the Drive Co.
would take over the tramways as a going concern, paying
therefor the agreed or arbitrated value of the company's
mechanical and electrical plant, and half the value of the
permanent way. An interesting table of figures showing
trafhc results was presented. 'Ihe number of service davs in

1921 was 96 (1920, 130); passengers carried 181.242 (1920,

267.671) ; car mileage, 25,240 (1920, 32,420) ; traffic receipts,

±8,082 (1920, ±13,539); total receipts (less tolls), £8,062 (1920,

£11,763); expenses, £5,637 (1920, £.5,730: net protit, £2,425
(1920, £6,025). On the ordinary shares a dividend of five per
cent, was declared.

S. Smith & Sous (Motor Accessories), Ltd.—In the course
of his speech at the recent annual meeting, Mr. Chas. P. New-
man said that the company acquired a controlling interest in

the business of H. \\ . Smith & Co. in 1920, at a time when
it was impossible to obtain electric wire and cable in connec-
tion with then- lighting sets. The business was regarded as a
good one, and in the ordinary course of events would have
been kept fully emplojed on manufacturing for this company;
but, unhappily, when the depression became acute this busi-
ness suifered in common with all others, and it was found im-
possible to carry on at a profit, with the result that a receiver

had been appointed. They had written oil the whole of the
value of these shares, although it was not without hope that
some scheme of reconstruction might be possible.

French Companies.—Etablissements Pazet Silva.—The
ordinary meeting of this company was held on December 10th,

when the accounts for the year's working were approved.
The balance-sheet showed net profits of 27,708 fr., which was
carried over to the profit balance of the foregoing year, making
a total of 548,453 fr. The report attributed the small profit

made to the reductions in the sale price of lamps and other
articles, induced by the desire to stimulate bu.siness. The
past year had suffered from the crisis in commerce and indus-
try ; nevertheless the level of business transacted equalled that
of the previous year.

German Companies.—The GescUschaft fur Elcktrische
Unternehmungen, of Berlin, is at present inviting subscrip-

tions for 75,000 shares of 1,000 marks each at a premium of

150 marks.
The Hheydt Kabehverk Gesellschaft, of Rheydt, is increasing

its capital to the extent of 25,000,000 marks. 25,000 shares of

1,000 marks each being offered for subscription at a premium
of 200 per cent.

South Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co.—.Accord-
ing to the financial Press, the Bill that is being promoted by
this company states in the preamble that the ordinary capital

issued amounts to £610,120, whereas the a,s.sets are valued at
only £152,530, a difference of £457,590. The proposal is to

reduce the capital as from January, 19'23, to £1.52,.530 by can-
ceUing capital not represented by assets, the reuuoeJ capital

to be held by the present holders in the proportion of £2 10s.

for each existing £]0.

Anglo-American Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The directors an-
nounce final dividends of £1 10s. per cent, on the conisolidated
ordinary and preferred stocks, less tax, and a first and final

dividend of £1 10s. per cent, on the deferred stock for 1921!
less tax, A bonus of 38. 3d. per cent, is to be paid on the
undivided ordinary stock and 4s. 6d. on the deferred, free of

tax.

Isle of Thanet Electric Tramways & Lighting Co.. Ltd.—
Profit for the year ended September 30th. 1921, ±31,448. Total
receipts amount to £105,628. .Allocations to the various
reserve funds total £16.078: written off co.st of motor vehicles,

±854. Half-year's dividend, due July, 1908, was raid on pre-

ference shares, leaving to be carried forward ±3,972. against
£4.'2~^4 brought in.

—

Financial Times.

Provincial Tramways Co.—According to the Financial
Tiincf. the revenue for "the vear to September 30th. 1921, was
±20,900, against ±40,016 for the previous year. A claim for

E.P.D. in respect of 1918, amounting to ±12,454, has necessi-
tated a big strain on the company's resources.

Kaministiquia Power Co.—Dividend at rate of 8 per cent.
Her annum on cunnnon stock for the quarter ending .Tauuarv
31pt.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TuESD.iY Evening.

Money in the New Year shows every indication of remaining
cheap for some time to come, and with discount rates faUing
in the money market, the tendency for Stock Exchange securi-
ties is naturally to improve. This applies, of course, to money
stocks mainly. In spite of the enormous amount of new issues
during the past four weeks, pubhc demand is sufficiently

eager to absorb practically any good stock that comes along
at a reasonable price. It might have been imagined that this
would nnpose a check upon the advances which have been
taking place in stocks ah'eady existing, but in point of fact,
the reverse is happening.
The search for sound securities does not confine itself to

the new stocks, and is busily exploring other markets in
which there are still opportunities for profitable employment
of money. Even with recently-issued debentures and the
like, the demand is strong enough to maintain premiums,
as for example in the case of the, Reading Electric debenture
now up to 5 premium. The I,lanelly & District debenture has
risen to 2 premium. Midland Counties 7J per cent, debenture
stock, which hung fire a little at the outset, has strengthened
to 3 premium. 'The attraction of this stock was mentioned
here on two or three occasions, owing to the fact of its being
backed by the Briti.sh Electric Traction Co. Incidentally,
it may be mentioned that the ordinary stock of the latter is
one of the firmest features this week, showing a gain of 5
points at .36. The difficulty which most stockbrokers experi-
ence at the present time is to get the offer of investment
securities at prices which appear reasonable to their clients.
Holders are not inchned to sell, and there is just .sufficient

hope of a fall in the Income Tax in .\pril to encourage the
idea that, .should this take place, a sharp impulse would be
given to business enterprise and initiative. On the other
hand, the Trade Returns from various industries are not
all satisfactory. Tlie amount of capital required for trade,
therefore, is not yet large enough to cause a diversion of
money from stocks into stock-in-trade, but with the realisation
of capitalists th.nt their money on dennsit is earning but a
very modest rate, the cash hitherto lodged with the banks
is steadily coming back into Stock Exchange securities, in-
creasinr! the demand, and having the effect of strengthening
quotatinns in every market which it touches.
The Home Railway department stands out as one of the

stroncrest of the week. Amongst TJndergrounds. rises have
oooiirred in Metronolitan. Central London as.sented stock, and
Districts. ITnderground shares are better at 9i. The main
advances, however, are to he found in the h'sts for prior-
charge stocks. Metropolitan 3i ner cent, dehenturo has risen
to 64. and the " A " stock to 60J. Central London non-as-
sented ordinary stock is higher at 35i. the preferred at 43J
nnd the deferred at .S2i. Tt is intere.sting to notice that,
.ilthoucrh the preferred stock is o'loted at the price mentioned,
tlip las* business marked wa= at H"i nt the end <^f Sentember!
TOOL Distri'-ts 4J per cent. fir=t preference at 63* and T;ondoii
Electric preference at 60 are both lietter. East London de-
hpptiires have risen p^ticei'^'v. *hc four classes now standing
at 6ni_, 38, 18i. and D, while the company's first debenture
sto^k is ,54. ex-dividend.
The same cause is at work amongst electricitv supplv

shares, where advances have occnrrpcl jp Co'mtv ordinarv and
preference, K'ensipttons, MetrripoHtans. St. -Tames's and '^^Vst-
minsters. The I'ob'-ers frankly confers th.-^t thev have littlp
.stock to offer, while, at the same time, there is continual
pressure to huv. The manufacturing group feels the re-
flpr'tion to a mino'- extent. Tmnrovements hnvo occurred in •

Edisons, English Electric proference. General Electrics, and
Piemens. \monfTst the tplpin-apb m-anufucturins shares,
'•ises are to be noted in Telpgrap>i Co" stri'^tions at 2''. Hen-
levs at .SOs. 6d. and Callenders o.c;,

f\fi There are few in-
vpstment markets, in fact, whi-'h fail to participate in the
strenrth hrouoht about in t>ip first in^tanpp, by the forcing-
lut '-f denncit mo"ey from the banks Therp is talk also of "a
ms=ihle fall in the hank mte on Tlinrsdav in this week
leaving resiard to the fact that thp Federal Banks of New'
York lowpred their rate before Oh'-istmas. This step is
"=uallv foUowpri alniost immediately by n similar movempnt
in tbe Pank of England rate, but it was decided that nothing
ehnnid bp done until the t"rn of the New Year. ''VToreover
if the Tri'sh nu»stion >s Toing to hf spttled peacefnllv. and
if there is anv c'lan'-p of the r'annps Cfipferpnop hringing abnnf
a better statp of affairs op th" Continppt, with a more stat^le
rate of pT'-hanrrp between the various cnurtries. th=n fhp
investor will rpiain a confidence which he has not felt for
fiv" or six vears Past. v

Tn the telprrranh and fplenhone list, flip P-inHpal feature
'= the wav in trhirh 'Vpglo-Ameri'-an ste'^ks have imnro^pd.
''^e preferred is up 3^ points and the deferred 'jainpd T^^,

'Hip eompanv's d-Vi'^ppd annonncempnt appeared the other
dav, and. although the prpfprrpd rpceived no more, of course,
than the fi npr cent, to whinh it is entitled, the dpfprred
stock in addition to its fixed 11- npr cent., gets a bonus of

^a. 6d. per cent, which has the effn"t of ipprpnsip" the vield

to per cent, for a. securitv which is sufficientiv good to
rppder a rise in price, to 90 at least, quite possible. The
Eastern group of stocks and shares is decidedly strong, with
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advances in Globes, Eastern ordinary, Eastern Extensions,

and Western shares. Here again the difficulty is to get the

stock wherewith to supply insistent buyers. United Kiver

Plates have V^ardened to 5 5/16, Marcoms are better at U.
Indo-Europea'^ at 30J are three points to the good, and the

market thrcughout exhibits noticeable firmness.

Amongst the new i.ssues \\hich ai'e pouring out like water

from every side, it is remarked in the Stock Exchange that

the electr'icitv supplv companies liave not yet formulated

appeals for capital which were rather expected to be iorth-

coming early this vear. The prices of new electrical issues,

as alreadv noted, remain on the upward track. British Thom-

son-Houston debenture is up to '2i premium, and looks as

though it will improve still further. Clyde \ alley Electrical

8 per cent, second preference remain at 5i for the .£10 shares,

with £5 paid. The Fife Tramways Co. is on the point of

making an issue of f'250,000 7 per cent, debenture stock at 93.

British Columbia Electric Railway stocks have again

spurted, on the expectation that the report, due immediately,

will make a verv good showing. The rises range from 1 to

.5 points, and stand out as the most prominent feature in

then- particular market. British Electric Tractions are steady

at 31i. Anglo-Argentine Ti'amways 5 per cent debenture

stock, so frequently recommended here as a sound investment,

is 2 points higher at 6.5^. Mexicans are neglected, and the

tendencv is to let prices droop.

Business in rubber shares has come to something like a

full stop, owing to the unsatisfactory condition of the market

in the raw produce. The Armament group is tame. There

is not much doing in engineering shares, but Babcock and

Wilcox at 47s. 6d. are a shade better on the week. Victoria

Falls preference at ISs. 6d. and the ordinary at 9s. are un-

affected by the serious strike that has occurred in the Trans-

vaal gold and coal mining industries.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HouE Electricity Companies,

Dividend, Price

^
•—-^ Jan. 10, Rise or

1919. 1980, 1929, fall.

Brompton Ordlnorf i2 1! 6|
—

Charing Cross Orainary .... 7 » 4|
—

do. do. do. 4iPref. .. 44 « 8|
Chelsea J

6 8i,
-

City of London .. .. • • • • If '» .It?
~

do. do. 6 per bent. Pref. .

.

6 6 18/b —
County of London 8 8 9 -t- 8

do. do. 6 per cent, Pref..

.

6 6 Sa * J

Kensington Ordinary 7 9 6^ .+ i

London Electric 'i ?i i,
~"

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 BJ —
^

Metropolitan 6 7 4 +»
do. 44per cent. Pref... 4J 41 2t-J

—
St. James' and Pall Mall . . .

.

12 12 6^ ^^ i

South London 6 7 2^

South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 17/b —
Westminster Ordinary.. .. ,. 10 10 6 + i

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 88 +3*

do. Def U ^ 19J *
J

Chile Telephone 6 6 6J + k

CubaSub. Ord 7 7 7 --

Eastern Extension 10 10 IbJ +i
Eastern Tel Ord 10 10 168i +i

Olobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 16| + i

do. do. Pref ^ ^ Jl + *

Great Northern Tel 22 24 26i
—

Indo-European 10 10 30i -i 1

Marconi 25 15 15 -t- is

Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12 3 —
United R- Plate Tel 8 8 61.; + ,'„

West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 5/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 16

j

4 J

Home Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 69J -t-

1

Metropolitan 1^ Ji 11, *,'
do. District Nil Nil 254 -fl

Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil SJ +4
do. do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 6/-

do. do. Income.. .. 4 2 764 -1-1

Foreign Trams, &c,

Anglo-Are. Trams, First Pref. .

.

64 12* 36xd —
do. do. 2nd Pref. .. Nil 6J m —
do. do. B per cent. Deb, 5 5 65* -t-2

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 314 —
British Columbia Eleo, Rly. Pfoe... 6 6 614 -1-34

do. do. Preferred .

.

6 93/- 674 +5
do. do. Deferred .. 3 124/- 6T -t-9*

do. do. Deb. .. 4J 4i 624 -t 1

Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 544 —1
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 264 -1

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 13 —
do. Pref Nil Nil 27 —
do. iBt Bonds .. .. NU 6 694 -2

Manufactdrinq Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox IB 16 21 —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 18/6 -f6d.

British Insulated Ord. .. .. 16 IB 14 —
Callenders IB 16 28,3 -fSd.

6»Pref 64 64 IS/Oxil —
CromptonOrd 10 10 13/9 -
Edison-Swan 10 — 6/6 -t-6d.

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, .. B 5 62xd —
Electric Construction 10 10 lB/3 —
EngUsh Electric 8 8 10/-

do. Pref 6 6 13/9 - ,V
Gen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 17/9 -^6d.

do. Ord 10 10 18/9 +6d.

Henley 16 IB 80/4 +9d.

do. 44 Pref 44 44 8g -
India-Ruliber 10 — A —
Met.-Viokers Pret 8 8 IJ —
Siemens Ord 10 10 52/ -v9a.

Telegraph Con SO 20 32 +4
* Dividends paid free of Income Tax,

Yield
p.o,

£9 1 2
8 13 B
7 4 4
8 11 6
9 14 10
6 9 9
8 17 10

7 7 8
8 U 6

7 10

9 12

8 15

7 13 2
8 14 6

10 9

8

5 It 5

B 18 8
B 19 B

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making use of the fitfurea appearing

in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstances.

Wednesday. January lltb.

10 9 6
7 17 3

7 la 6
Nil

8 2 8
•8 2 2
»10 8 4

10 12 4

6 18 8
14 11

8 14
10 19 2
16

8 14 6

CHEMICALS, Ac.

a Acid, Oxalic per lb,

a Ammoniac Sal per ton

a Ammonia, Muriate (large oryatal) „
a Bisulphide of Carbon . . . . „

a Borax „

a Copper Sulphate
a Potash, Chlorate per lb.

a „ Peroblorate
a Shellac per cwt
a Sulphur, SubUmed Flowers . . „

a „ Lump
a Soda, Chlorate per lb.

a „ Crystals per ton

a Sodium Bichromate, casks . . per lb.

METALS. &c.

p Babbitt's Metal and Anti-friction Metal-
Grade I per ton net
Grade II

Grade III

c Brass (rolled metal 2" to 12" basis) per ib.

c „ Tubes (solid drawn) . . „

c „ Wire, basis „

c Copper Tubes (solid drawn) . . „

c „ Bars (best selected) . . per ton

c „ Sheet
e „ Rod
a „ (Electrolytic) Bars

tf „ „ Sheets - . „

d „ „ Wire Rods. , „

a „ „ H.C. Wire. . per Ib.

/ Ebonite Bod
/ „ Sheet
n German Silver Wire
b Gutta-percba, fine

t India-rubber, Para fine . . . . „

/ Iron Pig (Cleveland Warrants) . . per ton

/ „ Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O, qual.

( Lead, English Pig

g Mercury . . . . . . . . per bot.

e Mica (in original cases) small . . per lb.

„ „ „ medium . . „

e „ 11 t, large

p Phosphor Bronze, plain castings.. „

p „ „ drawn bars and rods „

p „ „ rolleu binp & sheet „

p „ „ Wu-f
d Silicium Bronze Wire .. .. perib.

r Steel, MagneL, in bars .. ., „

n Tin, Block (English) .. .. per ton

n „ Wire, Nos. 1 to 16 .. .. per lb.

84d.

£bB

£31
£29

5d. to6J<l.

bd.
.£16 14s.

£U 10^.

jei3i,s.
34d.

£160
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THE MANUFACTURE OF CARBON ELECTRODES.

[Co.MMt

The carbon electrode industry started about forty years

ago, and the credit for its earlier developments belongs

chiefly to the Frenchman, Carre. He was the first to

institute grinding of the raw material, mixing with a

binding agent, pressing into moulds and afterwards

heating the moulded shajaes to incandescence. Carre's

iiiethods, with moditication in manipulative details, and
with various new materials, are still being employed.

The earlier carbons manufactured were princip.illy

for electric illumination, but later they began to be

employed in electro-metallurgical work. Electric resis-

tance as a source of heat was gradually adopted for the

]iroduction of aluminium, calcium carbide, and feiid-

alloys, as well as for electric steel, and the production of

electrodes for electro-metallurgical work has become a

very important industry. Hie requirements of ilic

metallurgical industries demand a quality of electrode

()uite different from the requirements for obtaining a

steady arc in electric lighting. The principal qualities

whicli are essential are great nnignetic strength and
conductivity, with a minimum of loss. The dimensions
are now of such magnitude that the mechanical strength
required to permit the necessary handling is also a

point of great importance. The consumption of carbon
electrodes is now on such a scale that the larger nianuf ai-

turing firms require plants comparable in size to tlie

largest ceramic kiln installations. The machinery em-
ployed is of considerable size, particularly the hydraulic

presses used for making the larger types of electrodes.

Information regarding the processes in use has been

obtained partly from the respective makers, and partly

from the published literature of the subject.

In general, the process consists of mixing the ground
and cleaned raw material with tar or tar-like substances,

giving it the desired shape oy pressing, and finally c.il-

cining the pressed shapes to give them the required

mechanical strength and electrical conductivity.

In principle this appears exceedingly simple, and is

closely related to the general methods of the ceramic
industry. As a matter of fact, a large amount of skill

and experience is necessary to produce a satisfactory

product, and it is said that even the most experienceil

makers occasionally meet with failure in obtaining tlie

right conditions.

The raw materials considered suitable for the manu-
facture of electrodes include all varieties of carbon found
in sufficient purity and in a form which can be used

industrially. The list comprises coke, charcoal, anthra-

cite, lanqi black, retort carbon, petroleum coke, and
graphite. The proportioning of the quantities of the

different ingredients, and the size of grain, are of para-

mount importance in arriving at the desired quality of

the final product. The manufacture begins at the

crushing of the raw material when this is necessary.

As most of the substances used are quite hard, substan-

tiiil crushing machinery is essential, and the equipment
nuist include the necessary appliances for obtaining
the correct grade of fineness. Abraded iron from the

crushing machinery is objectionable, and means must
be employed to exclude it from the ground product.

The cruslied material is calcined to drive off occluded
gases am] to destroy oily substances, and it is then

mixed with the binding medium—tar or pitch— and
thoroughly kneaded. The mixture is then ready for

the press, where it is given the desired shape, and its

•iensity is increased. After an interval, which may be

hours or even days, the pressed shapes are subjected to

a coking process in a gas-fired kiln, with exclusion of

air. The air is excluded by placing the electrodes into

square or round chambers made of highly refractory

material and packing them round with carbon powder
t> fill the spaces between them and the wall of the

''hamber. Air-tight covers are provided to the cham-
bers, and these have a small opening through which the

XICATED.]

vapour given off in the heating escapes. The furnaces
are low and constructed of refractory material to with-
stand temperatures round 1,500 or 1,600 deg. C. The
period of calcination varies according to the dimensions
of the electrodes, being from ten to sixteen days for the

larger sizes. The firing mu.st be carefully regulated to

avoid stresses being set up in the electrodes which might
lead to cracking, and thus oil-fired kilns are preferable.

During the early stages of this operation, the tar oils

ill the binding medium are distilled off. This is usually
complete after a red heat is reached, and then the tem-
perature may be increased until the binding medium
cokes, and finally the whole mass begins to fuse. The
finished electrodes are removed from the furnace, and
after cooling are examined for cracks or other faults.

-\ (leiiiiaii firm supplies the following details regard-
ing the physical and chemical qualities of the electrodes

made by it:— Specific weight, 1.50 to 1.55. Specific

resistance at cross sections of from 30 to 3,000 sq. cm.
45 to 100 ohms. Electric co-efficient, at temperatures
from 25 to !)00 deg. C, 0.18 to 0.22. Compressive
strength, 230 to 410 kg. per sq. cm. Bending strength,

51 to 81 kg. per sq. cm. Ash content, 2.5 to 3.0 per
cent. : phosphorus. 0.-15 to 0.53 per cent. ; sulphur,
(•.;)3 to 1.10 per cent.

The process of tile Soc. An. Electrometallurgique
(I'rnccilcs Paul (nrod), fgine, is as follows:—The
jiriiicipal law products used are retort carbon, petro-

leum coke, and anthracite. Pitch is used as the bind-
ing medium. These raw materials are used either

stparately or mixed in certain proportions, their selec-

tidii depending upnn the cost of production. Retort
cai-lidii conies, as is well known, from obstructions formed
in the retorts of gas plants. The ash varies from 1 to

•i per cent., and the volatile portion is small. After its

incineration, only small traces of ash are found, and
conseiiuently the material can be used directly for the

manufacture of electrodes without preliminary treat-

ment. Analysis of retort carbon is approximately, in

jicrcentages :—Ash, 1.77; volatiles, 0.46 ; sulphur, 0.73.

Petroleum coke is considerably different from retort

carbon and requires a preliminary treatment before it

i.ui be mixed with the binding medium. Petroleum
coke is a residue obtained from the distillation of heavy
or petroleum oils, and still contains from 5 to 8 per

cent, of volatile substances. To remove these, the

material is distilled in furnaces with horizontal retorts

similar in construction to the ovens used in gas plants.

Petroleum coke is heated in these retorts for about six

hours at a temperature of 1,000 deg. C, after which it

contains about 2 per cent, of ash. In addition to this

supplementary distillation, the material is subjected to

a preliminary washing for the purpose of removing any
soluble salt it may contain.

Anthracite is treated in much the same way, as it

also contains volatile matter. Its ash content is about
2 per cent, if properly selected. Anthracite with appre-

ciable quantities of iron oxide is to be avoided. The
composition of a suitable sample is in percentages

approximately as follows:—Ash, 2.77; volatile sub-

stances, 6.30; sulphur, 0.79; phosphorus, 0.032; iron

oxide, 0.27. After the volatile matter has been removed
by distillation the material is passed through the crush-

ing and grinding plant and broken into grains of a

size between 2 and 3 mm. It is then packed into sacks

and weighed, and is then ready to be used. The tar,

which serves as a binding medium, is a mixture of pitch

and tar oil. the quantity ratio of which must be strictly

maintained. It usually has the following percentage

composition:—Ash. 0.15; volatiles, 43.0: carbon,

56.85. The composition of the tar is determined not

only chemically, but its viscosity is ascertained by

observing the time required by a measured quantity to

pass through an aperture of a given size. The quan--
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tity of tar used varies from 22 to 30 per cent., depend-

ing upon whether the subsequent operation is to be u

pressing one or .scjuirting by a special process to form

tlie desired slia]jes. The uiising is carried out in steam-

jacketed mixing machines, and when it is thoroughly

mixed it is further worked in mills to increase the

density. It is then pressed into moulds, or if the

squirting process is to be used, it receives a preliminary

pressing, and is then transferred to a second press,

where it is moulded under pressure of from '-iSO to i'M

kg. per sq. in.

The extruded blocks will furnisli from fcmr to eight

electrodes of the required diameter. After leaving the

press the electrodes are placed vertically in an annular

kiln, where tliey are embedded in coke dust in special

earthenware vessels and baked. The tar Inndiug

medium becomes coked, and forms the matrix in which

the original anthracite grains are embedded. The kiln

co)isists of thirty chambers, each with six vessels. It is

heated with producer gas, and is maintained at a tem-

jierature of from 1,100 to 1,250 deg. C. It is particu-

larly important that the heating of tlie cliambers be

regular and progress uniforndy, and equal care nmst

be given to the cooling. Any deviation from this rule

results in failure. After removal from the kiln, tlie

electrodes are brushed clean and e.x.imineil. They shouhl

show no cracks, and when tapped with a hammer should

give out a clear ringing sound. A number of the elec-

trodes from each batch are tested for electrical resistance,

for which special plant is provided. The electrical re-

sistance must not exceed 400 ohms per sq. nnn. for each

metre in length, with the heaviest pieces.

The practice at the electrode factory of Dr. Albert

Lessing, at Nurnberg, is to use retort carbon as the raw
material. The extrusion method is used for shaping

the electrodes, and in other respects the methods adopted

are similar to those already described.

At the British Aluminium Company's factory at

Greenock, in .Scotland, the practice is also much the

same, the raw material in this case being petroleuui

coke. The operations may be sununarised as follows:—
(1) Petroleum coke is baked to remove all volatile suli-

stances and to increase its density and conductivity.

(2) The roasted nuiterial is crushed to the desired grain

size. (3) The prepared material is mixed with pitch

and desiccated coal tar in a steam-heated mixer. (-1)

The mixture is shaped into the desired form by the

use of moulds and hydraulic presses. (5) The shaped

pieces are baked in kilns heated by the combustion of

producer gas for five days. (G) The baked electrodes

are carefully cooled, brushed clean from adherent car-

lion, and placed in the warehouse ready tn be issued for

use.

The preparation of the petroleum coke contains some

features of interest. The petroleum coke contains from

o to 13 per cent, of volatile hydro-carbons. It contains

also about 2 per cent, of inorganic matter. This

material is usually supplied from the oil-refining fac-

tories in large pieces, which is an advantage. Small

coke and dust clog the roasting kilns, and can only be

utilised in the charge in small proportions. The kilns

are vertical, and the coke is charged in at the top and
tlie liaked material removed at the bottom, thus per-

. mitting continuous operation. Charging is done every

two iiours, and every half-hour a portion is removed

from the liottom. The coke requires five hours to pass

from the throat of the furnace to the bottom, and the

tcmpeiatuie at the hottest part of the kiln reaches about

2.0(10 deg. C. The process is expensive, as about ..i

].er cent, of the charge is consumed. The volatile por-

tion l)eing about 8 per cent., there is thus consumed
about 22 per cent, of the fixed carbon in providing the

necessary heat. To some extent roasting is also carried

out in horizontal retorts, the first cost of which is

f^rcater, but which ai'c more economical in use. The tem-

]ici:iture rcipiired is abmit 1, ()()() deg. C, and is, tliere-

foi-e, about half that used fm- verticil furnaces. The

composition of the baked material avei-ages in pei-

centa;!fs: Silica, 0..")0
; ferric oxide and almnina, O.IH:

Soluble sodium salt, 0.05. The product is then crushed

ijjto jjass a 95 screen, after which it is ground to the

Liiain si/.e required. This grinding is of the greatest

importance, as the quantity of fine and coarse grain

])owder nmst be in suitable projiortion so as to form
blocks of the required density and of little porositj'.

The following is a satisfactory mixture:—40 per cent.

('screened through lOU mesh; 13 per cent, through GO

mesh; 20 per cent, through 30 mesh; 15 per cent,

through 16 mesh; and 10 per cent, through 8 to 10

n.tsh. The crushing is done in stone crushers and
rajiid-running vertical mills. The cost of crushing is

from -is. to is. per ton. The electrode stumps from the

aluminium woiks are also used up again, and retort

carbon is sometimes used. It is interesting to note that

when these are crushed to the recpiisite grain size, a

laz'ge proportion of the inorganic matter they contain

is removed in the fines, leaving for use a much purer

material than the original.

Graphite electrodes are now often used, but the initial

material is not usually the tiatural graphite. They are

more usually made by the use of amorphous cai-lion and
afterwards graphitised by treatment in an electric

furnace.

"KILLING THE GOOSE."

Hy a la.mp travkllkk.

Kkkpixo the ring lamps going nowadays is an art fur

ilililoiiiats—of the Le yueux type, I mean—strong, silent

men witli silvery tongues, able to talk b\' the day to their

victims with one hand, while imrloiiiing jilans and
documents with the other.

We have to do all these things and several mm'e at

the same time to get orders, and then do not get them
more often than not.

To come to business. The lamp ring organisation
and method of controlling price right down the grades
till the lamp—somewhat paw-marked by the many fists

tliat have handled it—actually re.iches the user, is per-

fect in tliL'ory, and would be in practice if no one ever

told a lie and there were no other lamps to be got.

-Vs matters actually work out, the Ring is kept alive

by its customers ignoring completely its elaborate grad-
ing system, and risking the penalties it dare not enforce.

The traveller whose business it is to .•<ell ring lamps
'

woidd never book anything but exjienses if he consist-

ently refused to go beyond the contractor's graded dis-

count.

For instance. Truthful James, of the George Wash-
ington Electric Supplies Co., Ltd., will call on his

friend, .Mr. Twistem, electrical contractor, removals by
the hour, daj- or job, plumbing and mangling done here,

for a lamp order, having first ascertained that he is

fjraded at 24 per cent.

"(iood morning, Mr. Twistem. how are you, and
how is Mrs. Twistem? " Consider that suitable replies,

adjusted to Mr. T.'s bachelordom, have been made, and
now business commences. '" How about your lamp stock

for this winter, Mr. T. ; I see you haven't ordered it

yet : we'd like ;i few more orders like your hist autumn
ones, ha-ha I

" For some reason .lames thinks this

facetious. T.. who has the major part of that lot still

on his shelves, doesn't see it.

" Well !

" he <irunts. if James is lucky. "
1 luii- want-

insr a ilozeii two-huiidred-volt. forty-watt, half-watts."

"Ah! thank you very much, .Mr. Twistem." James
wliips out a )ii-emature note-book and -lets the order

down quick.
" You're graded twenty-four per cent.. 1 see," he re-

marks, conversationally. " Now. how about lamp-
holders, flex, tumbler sw "

: but T. has got his

lireath back.
" Twenty-four |ie'- cent. ! did you say twenty-four per

cent.? 11 /'.'/, /".'/ riiatomers iiiiiit that."

He tears .i document savas^cly oh a savajrc sidkeJ
and forces it on James.
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"There, young man, I want a bit more than that

if you want the order."

James, sick at—the usual place—casts his eye over

it; he has seen something like this before. As lie

fears, it is an invoice from the G. Washington Co.'s

deadliest competitor, Ananias & Co., for a dozen two-
hundred-volt, half-watt ring lamps, "discount 33 per
cent."

James knows that his firm has signed an agreement
licit to sell to contractors at more than their graded dis-

i.unts, and also realises that he is tlie firm to the man
whose order he wants.

Wliat a subject for a film drama : sul)-title "' (Commer-
ri.il) Death or (his firm's) Dishonour."
James doesn't care about conunercial deatii, and with

mental idctures of the firm's lamp-laden shelves and the

iiovernor's instructions, emphasised by dancing inkpots.
" Sell lamps, any darned liow, hut SELL THEM," he

offers thirty-six per cent., wliich is accepted. True, it

is aljout as mucli as the firm gets, but stock iiiiist gu, lie

knows.

I'nless his firm hajipeii to be of tlie dare-devil type,

careless of King wrath, they will have to send a credit

for fictitious returns to make uj) the difference between
the real and authorised ilisccuuits. and the invoice clerk

always sheds tears nf joy when working out fractions

of lamps.

James, having booked the order again, recommences
liis patter re lampholders, fiex. tumhler sw when in

walks a lady customer from the country, who asks foi'

thi-ce thirty-\(ll. fifty-c,-mdlc-]i<iwer elei'tiical globes.

|ilease.

" I sold the last one not an hour ago," says T., who
hasn't seen one for nifuiths, " but I've got some coming

first thing to-morrow morning "—he winks a wink at
James that means " have you got them in stock? " and
James nods a nod that T. thinks means "yes." It

means really that the G. Washington odd boy will have
to chase round for them to-morrow, but James daren't
refuse an order, and the customer will be lucky to get
them in a week.

" —and I'll see you get

madam," continues T.

" How much will thev he!

•an get tli

them before 12 o'clock,

" Four and six eai-h,

111 for fcur shilliiiL;s fnini
'

' Oil, t/t/ir 1

Mr. Filing."

" Very well, madam, I'll make it four shillings, then
—and God help you next time your automatic plant
wants a rest," says the helpless T. (you can pick out the
stage aside), who is boiin<i by hoi-rilile oaths not to sell

lamps under list price.

You see they all get it. factors and contractors

—

luothers in misfortune.

It may seem to those not quite in the know that the
iilea of a wholesale merchant accepting the minute
orders mentioned is absurd. Try them and see

Wh.at a gloi'ious day it will be when I'eal competi-
tion again infuses vigour into our traile.

Then it will be possible for us travellers to otl'er some
other advantage beyond our per.sonal charms as an in-

ducement to buy, without perjury ; and some of us semi-
l)ald elderly men will no longer have to bear the agony

—

as I have—of watching a lady lamp traveller gazing with
liquid eyes into the fatuous countenance of a conti-acfoi'

—and making iiim thir.sty witli her liquid breath—while

wlieedlin<; MY (U'ders out of him.

ARGENTINA: A REVIVING MARKET.

.Atter weighing carefully the prospects of Aryentina's future
trade, in tlic iiyht of liM[>|)eniugs during and since the war,
II. .\I. CoiiiLucrcial Sccictaiy ,it Buenos Au'es remains convince'd
that the po.sition is thoroughly healthy.

He admits that the nrospect of improvement is not imme-
diate, but from past experience and existing conditions he
sees reasons to indicate tliat the present denression will prove
tenipurary.

liie economic strength of Argentina is represented by
ahiindaut stocks of foodstuffs and raw materials, which are
needed liy the principal consuming countries, by a sound
lurrency that has not been affected by inflation, and by no
pifseiit appearance that the exportable surplus of her many
staples will diminish during the forthcoming season.

Important faetors regarding the po.ssi-

Encouraging bility of British competition are the cir-

Conditions. cumstances that exces.sive stocks are in

process of liquidation and re-shipment; that

there is a premium of 50 per cent, on the United States ex-
change, which operates as an equivalent premium on exports
to that country, and as a restriction of imjwrts of merchandise
to minimum requirements; and, finally, that importers have
had sufficient experience of the vagaries of los.ses on exchange
to be alive to the necessity of avoiding further speculation.
The Argentine market maintains its preference for British

goods and British methods. This preference is based on
experience, quality of goods, investment of capital, and recip-

rocity of trade. From long experience of trade with .Argentina.

British exporters and local British houses have become familiar

with Argentine requirements and with the best methods ot

doing business, and they have found in Argentine merchants
a readiness to assimilate British business ideas. The strongest

features of the British trade connection wdth Argentina are
the large ninnhei- of enterprises established by British capital

and of Briti.sh firms engaged in business in the country, and
the con.stant interchange of visits which these mutual interests

entail.

It is a hopeful message which Mr. Chalkley sends, that
" Both German competition before the war and American
competition during and after the war confirmed the
general soundness of British methods." The advice applicable
is, therefore, that these methods should be constantly
developed and perfected, and that new firms entering the
market .should study and copy them. Endorsement of this

official optimism is furnished by an Argentine e<'onomi.st, who
says: " The recovery of the United Kingdom is eviilent from
i-ominercial statistics, and justifies the conjecture that the
RiitLsh will resume the first place in .Argentine commerce,
which they held uninterruptedly for so many years. This

conclusion is streuglheued by pa.st experieuce of British com
merce, which was always characterised by fair and unequi-
vocal dealings, and always appreciated in Argentine com-
mcicial circles for the worth and e.\cellence of its products."

It would be misleading, the report con-
Price Factor, liuues, to give the impression that the

preference for British goods and the
established position of British trade are in themselves suflicient

to .secure orders. These advantages are subordinate to the
vital factor of competitive prices, and even where British prices
can comiiete with those ui foreign merchandifc they would
be dissipated by inactivity. Jt is uecessary to maintain them
by enterprise and constant vigilance. Buenos Aires is a keen
iuternatioDal market-place, where the products of all manu-
facturing countries are offered on the spot by competent rep-
resentatives. Argentine buyers, or rather the buyers of the
Buenos .Aires importing firms of all nationalities, for the
Argentines thenrselves are not much addicted to trade, are
well posted on the values of merchandise, as they can com-
pare Qualities and prices ott'ered from the United Kingdom,
r'ranee, (lermany, Italy. Spain, United States, and even
•lapan. The buyer visitiny Kurope does not. like the Colonial
buyer, go direct to the United Kingdom, but probably makes
his headquarters at Paris as a convenient centre from which
to visit Spain. Italy. Germany, and the United Kingdom.

It is believed in Buenos .Aires that representatives of .Jernum
factories have been too ready in entering into engagements,
and certainlv in making offers with which they are finding
difliculties in complying; and further, that the qualities ol

(leMiian materials are giving ri.se to complaints and rejection.

That the renewed activity of German competition is import-
ant is, however, clear from the actual arrivals of German
goods. From June Lst to June 30th, 1921. no fewer than ti.l

ships arrived at Buenos .Aires from German ports of 'il4.;i.s2

register tonnage, compared with 38 ships of 117,38(1 tonnage
during the preceding .six months.

.All these ships were well loaded with German merchandi.se.
including such goods as steel wire, iron bars and pipes, brass
tubes, zinc sheets, tinware, aluminium goods, wire netting,
heavy hiachinery of various descriptions, spare parts, electric

motors and supplies, light railway material, typewriters,
optical and surgical instruments, dental and pharmaceutical
supplies, hardware, tools, cutlery, enamel ware, heavy
chemicals, porcelain, crockery, rubber goods, woollen, cotton
and silk goods, newsprint, toys, kineinatograph films, drugs,
aniline dyes, piano.s, musical instruments, paper, cardboard
and cf^ment. In practically all tenders for Government con-
tracts during 1921 (leiiiian quotations were so abnormally low
as to exclude competition fioiii otliiM' countries. Such tenders
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were lor rolling stock, railway material, steel bridge work, bor-

ing tubes, electrical generating plant, cranes, drainage pipes,

pumping machinery, &c. In ail such tenders, as a rule, several

German firms participated with varying quotations out-

numbering all representatives of other countries together. It

is yet too early to judge how far the present abnormal con-

ditions of German competition are likely to continue in view

of the artificial financial basis of German industry and foreign

trade, the instability of German <'Xchange, the unknown pro-

ductive capacity of German factories, and the extent to which

Germany will require to import r.iw material for expansion of

industry.
Of iiarticuUir interest to the British ex-

Local Industries, porter is the movement towards local

manufacture in Argentina. The effect of

the commercial depression on local manufacturing industries

proper has been rather to arrest theii' activities for the time

being than to cause any serious setback or closing down, with

the exception of the quehrachn extract factories which pro-

duce for export. The opportunities of the war were not used

to create any new industrial enterprises on a large scale, but

rather led to the expansion of those already in existence. The
difficulties of securing, and the ascending prices of, industrial

machinery during and immediately after the war proved a

barrier to equipping new factories. The subsequent break m
prices and resumption of foreign competition, therefore, found
no victims in the shape of industries created on an artificial

war basis. Heavy losses have been incurred by factories on
their imports of material, in view of the movements of,

I'xchange and the fall in prices, but there have been no failures

(if importance. In the opinion of the Commercial Secretary

.Argentine industries will continue to expand on the same
scale as before the war. Therefore the following table showing
the po.sition at the last census (1914) is instructive :

—
.\rgentine M.*Ni;F.ACTrniN'o Inddstries.

Persons
employed.

MetallurgicaL—Mechanical and foundry work, agri-

cultural implements and appliances, constructional

steel, sheets, wire drawing and netting, nails, electrical

fittings, metal .shutters, ornamental ironwork, safes,

tin-working enamelled hollow-waic i^.i'iiS

Building Material.—Brick.s, niecliaiiiciil cnrpentry,

cement, tiles, stone working 33,8^7

Fiirnifiirc.—Household furniture, vehicles, motor
bodies, bedsteads, mattresses, basket and brush ware... '22.971

Leather.—Boots and shoes, tanning, harness and
saddlery, leather goods '21.S4()

Foodstuffs.—Confectionery, mineral waters, alimen-
mentary pastes, ice, beOT, edible oils '20.144

Tr.ctile.'i.—Knitted goods, woollen fabrics, blankets,

huts, woollen yarns, jute bags, rone-.soled canvas shoes 19.112(1

Tobacco.—Cigarettes, cigars, tobaccos 7.121

Miscellaneous.—Matches, paper and cardboard, gb.ss-

ware. .soaps and candles, heavy chemicals ' 10,542

An appendix to Mr. Chalkey's report

Imports o! .M^ital gives the values in golil pesos {.t.04 = £1)
.Manufactures, of .Argentine imports during the first six

months of this year comiiared with the

full year 1919. Argentine .statistics of import values in general

are based on valuations fixed in 190B for the purpose of assess-

ing import duties, but the following .statistics are the esti-

mated real values of imports :
—

1919. 1920.

(.six months)
pesos gold, pesos gold.

Ei.ECTRicAi, Machinery and .Materials 9.(i78.8oS 5,00] .148

Irok and Steel.

Eaw and partly manufactured

;

galvanised ii'on, pig and sheet

U'on. wire, nails, girders, steel

bars and sheets .•57.872.117 '22.099.108

Manufactured : machinery, motor-
cars, rails, tools and iill other

manufactures of iron and .steel ... '29.708.314 34.'261.f>23

Total (i7.,580.4;Sl 56.960,7::11

Non-Ferrous Metals.
Tinplate. copper, lead, .rinc and

partly manufactured products ... 12.020.273 2,.W.5.749

Manufactured : jewellery, watches.

and clocks, electroplate, lighting

fixtures, cartridges 11,800,791 9,175,081

Total '24.427.004 11.770,830

Cable Manufacture in Finland.—The new worUshops of

the Finska Kabelfabriken A.B., which was formed in the

autumn of 1916, have now been brought into use in llelsing-

fors. The production is undertaken of all kinds of vulcanised

conductors, as well as of large cables for power purposes. A
complete rubber department has been establislied for the pro-

duction of insulating material direct from raw rubber, and

the wire-drawing plant has an output capacity of 1,000 tons

per annum.

QA5 yersus ELECTRICITY.

Another debate between representatives of the gas and elec-

trical industries upon the merits of their respective agents in

various fields, took place at Chelmsford on January 5th, under

the auspices of the Chelmsford Engineering Society, an active

and progressive body of technical men, mainly from the local

engineering works. The Society's president, Mr. G. F. Bar-

rett, O.B.E., occupied the chair, and the principal .speakers

were Mr. W. H. Becket (gas), and Mr. C. S. Buyers,

M.I.E.E., of Me.s.srs. Crompton's. For the " gas " side cir-

culars were distributed to those present, containing a report

upon comparative cooking tests carried out between Mr.

Belling and the British Commercial Gas Association, using

electricity and gas. As may be gathered from the source

of distribution, this favom'ed gas cooking.

Mr. Becket opened the debate by reading .some notes pre-

pared by Mr. H. H. Creasy. The speaker agreed that there was

a huge field for the inventiveness of electrical experts, but

he could not agree that this field included cooking, heating,,

and water heating, in which gas was superior. Electrical

engineers always laid stress upon the great improvements

which were being or would be made in their appUances, but

ignored the fact that the manufacture of gas and gas appli-

ances would also improve and indeed was improving. Elec-

tricity was not likely to make greater progress than gas and

as a heating agent it had less room for progress. More than

thirty years ago we were told that gas was doomed; electric

lignt haU appeared in Fleet Street and Regent btreet; to-day

both were again hghted by gas, as was also V\ bitehall, spoken

of as the t)est lignted tlioroughfare in the world. Chelms-

foru once had electric lighting, but this had been replaced by

gas. Mr. Becket deprecated the statement tnat gas was
ueiriuiental to health, and poured scorn on tlie suggestion

luat there was le.ss wa.stage ot meat in electrical cooking. That

the ca.se thus presented lor electricity was not sound was
borne out by tne progress made by the gas indu.slry; in the
last SIX years output Had increased by o,i(ti miiuou cu. It.,

and in eighteen years by 9,/'M cu. It., a it per cent, increase

jii a ousiuess iOti years old. Contrary to tne opinions oi elec-

trical men, the health of London nad improved with this

increase oi gas consumption, ixeyarding couiinuity ol suppiv,
gas was tar sujierior. tie wouiu ignore .small oreaKdowns,
out was compelled to speaK of the breaKttowns oi

electrical .supplies which plunged large districts into uarK-
iiesb and roboeU them ot motive power. I'he Uas i^igbt A LoKe
L^o. had maintained an unbroken supply through wars and
strikes for over iOU years, ami any serious breaKdowu ol a
town s gas supply was practically unknown. \\ hat were the
facts regarding electricity supply'.' Air. Jiecket then read a
number of extracts from newspapers giving accounts of recent
large failures in electricity supply, two of which were due to
hie. Turning to lighting, the speaker admitted that gas hght-
ing had to face strong competition from electricity, and for
certain applications electricity could not be challenged. For
street lighting and outside shop lamps it was a matter ol

comparative prices in particular districts. Ihe gas industry
could produce lamps of the highest candle power ever likely

to be needed, and maintenance charges were usually lower lor

gas than for electricity. F^or factories, inside shops, and
general residential lighting gas compared very favourably as

regarded installation, running and maintenance costs. For
working-class houses gas was still supreme and less costly in

all respects; in new housing schemes gas lighting predomi-
nated. The speaker then gave figures ol the comparative costs

of gas and electric hghting. These were held to prove that

with electricity costing lOd. per unit, illummating a tungsten

lamp, the cost of gas to provide an equivalent number ot

c.p. hours would be at the enormous price of irom "iSs. 4d.

to 31s. 8d. per 1,000 cubic feet according to pressure and the

type of burner. Comparing gas with the gas-h-Ued lamp, the

figure would be from 12s. id. to '26s. 8d. But gas W'as only

5s. 7d. per 1,(X10, and electricity was Is. per unit, in the

provision of hot water electricity did not count
;
gas was

infinitely more rapid, economical and rehable. The number

of B.th.u.'s electricity could provide for a given sum of

money was always exceedingly low compared with the qtian-

tity given by gas for the same money. Mr. Becket took

Chelmsford a's an example, with gas at os. 7d. per 1,000 cubic

feet and electricity at 4Jd- per unit, and .showed that on the

B.th.u. basis electricity was 9i times as costly as gas. and

at the best, if it was 'iid. per unit, 4i times as costly. Elec-

tricitv could not even " top up " successfully. An example

was quoted of a restaurant which installed a coke-boiier

.system " topped up " by electricity, side by side with a gas

water-heating svstem. The proprietors were compelled to

scrap the former on account of cost. For industrial processes

gas was in greater demand than electricity because tiame

contact played an important part in most processes. Electri-

city was certainly supreme in spot welding, and the Hame

arc was also widely used. For wai-ming rooms gas fires
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niTe economic, hygienic, and pleasing to the eye. To get
WO per cent, efficiency from an electric heater it had to be
placed in the centre of a room, which interfered with proper
ventilation. Gas tires placed in a fireplace assisted ventila-

tion. The chimney wa^ one of the best sources of ventilation,

and yet electricians were advocating its omission. We were
constantly being told that electric cookers were improving.
It was a case of " jam to-morrow and never jam to-day." A
point against electric cookers was the inability to move them
from one place to another on account of local differences in

electricity supply. The maintenance costs of gas cookers
were very low compared \\ith electrical apphances, which
needed new elements :very frequently. The speaker men-
tioned the case of a gas ring which had been in use for over
•Jl years and was as good as ever. The initial cost was aLso
against electric cookers. Mr. Becket concluded by saying
that both gas and electricity had their respective fields, and
electrical engineers shoul dabandon unprofitable competition
and concentrate upon business in which they could succeed.
instead of making more or less acrimonious attacks upon the
gas industry, which was like the beast mentioned by, he
thought. Mark Twain, " A very vicious animal; it defends
itself when attacked."

Mr. 0. S. Buyers, M.I.E.E., ooening the ease for electricity,

first dealt with lighting, and traced the development of the
electric lamp and its growing efficiency. Electric lighting was
efficient, strong and clean; it caused no discoloration of wall-

papers and ceilings; it had no noxious fumes or singing noises.

A great advantage was the ease with which it was switchetl

on and off. Economy and convenience could be obtained by
double switching. Prices of gas and electric lighting varied
in nearly every town; with gas at -58. 6d. per 1,0(10 cu. It.

and electricity at Is. per unit, cost.s were not very different,

but it had been shown in practice that the public preferred

electric lighting. The candle power of gas mantles fell oil

considerably after the first hundred hours or so, but in a life

of 1.000 hours the electric lamp retained at least 90 per cent,

of its candle power. Electric lighting had added to the
vahie of basement premises. Shopkeepers would rather pay
a higher price for electricity than return to gas lighting; the
ab-eiice of fire risk was a great asset. The maintenance costs
of gas lighting were often very high. Eor trains electric

light was excellent but the cost of changing over from the
older systems had militated against the conversion. The
flame arc had been found ideal for lighting main streets of

cities, and the ga.sfilled lamp was al.so becoming popular for

this purpose. Electricity found a wide field in kinema studios,

searchlights, ship-lighting, art-gallery lighting, A-c, and the.se

were but a few of the instances in which it was unrivalled

as an illuminant. The power aspect could be considered

under three heads;—Suitability, relative costs, and relative

advantages. There were so many instances in which the
employment of a gas engine was out of the question, that
suitabilitv was the first cou.siderntion. In the collieries of

this country electric motors totalling GOO.fXK) h.p. were used
underground for many purpcses. The duties of the elec-

tricians, at these places were chiefly supervisory, the motors
actually being in the charge of non-technical workers. Gas
engines could not, of course, be used underground. Over-
head cranes were driven by electric motors; the d.c. series

motor was generally used as its speed varied inversely as the
load. The control of these machines was very sensitive.

Another application of the electric motor was to passenger
lifts. Gas engines had been employed tor this purpose, but
the controlling and reversing gear was cumbersome. In the
domestic estabhshment fractional-h.p. motors were used for
fans, vacuum cleaners, &c. The portability of the electric

motor made it invaluable in shipyard work. The gas engine
was too noisy to install in a residential district, but the
electric motor ran silently. The prime cost of a gas engine
was .several times that of an equivalent electric motor. The
gas engine required expen.sive concrete foundations and also

space for the cooling tanks. The electric motor was usually
supplied with slide rails which could be bolted down on an
e.xisting door; and only very large motors required special
foundations. Where fluctuating loads were dealt with a gas
engine of 35 h.p. would be required to perforin the same work
as a '28-h.p. electric motor owing to the latter's ability to
sustain heavy loads for an appreciable space of time. The
gas engine certainly would take a small momentary overload
owing to the stored energy in its flywheel, but if subjected
to this too long it would slow dow'n and stop. It was in-

correct to simply take the fuel costs per h.p. -hour devieloped
.when comparing the two.' Consideration should be given to
capital charges, renewals, lubrication and labour costs. This,
as a rule gave a result very favourable to the electric motor.
A characteristic of the electric motor was the ease of control
of all sizes from l/IO to 10,000 h.p. The motor took up little

space and generally could be fixed in any de.sired position.

Since ]f)14 the installed h.p. of electric motors had more than
doubled and the increase was being maintained. Even in

gas works motors were more in evidence than gas engines.
Other applications , of electric power were lifting magnets,
welding, and furnaces for producing special steel. Cojiimg
to heating and cooking. Mr. Buyers said that it was here
that thp keenest comnetition was found, f^pon con.cideration

it would be found that the number of gas cookers in use

was diie to:— Persistent and successful propaganda work;
the hiring, installing, and maintenance of apparatus at nomi-
nal sums, or even free of cost; and attractive tariffs and slot
meters. The disadvantages of cooking by gas were the detri-
mental effect upon health of the fumes; the lack of pressure
at the most critical times of the day; and the risk of scorchmg
food owing to the lack of jiroper control. These were absent
trom the electric cooker. Sup!)ly authorities were handicapped
by legislation, and it was only in 1920 that municipal authori-
ties were given power to hire out electrical apparatus. This
was being taken advantage of, and the sj.ieakei- quoted the
example of the Glasgow Cornoration. if electricity could be
obtained for Id. per unit, the average cost of cooking per week"ouW not be more than 3s. 6d., but even if the price was IJd.
or 2d. the cost would not be exorbitant considering the ad-
vantages of electric cooking. Mr. Buyers outlined schemes
(or three classes of houses—working-class, larger dwellings
and mansions, where central heating was commonly found—
and showed how it was possible to combine coal and electric
heating. As apphances became cheaper coal would gradually
be replaced. The portability of the electric radiator he saidwas its greatest asset. As the heating and cooking load grew
prices for electricity would be reduced. Mr. Buyers referred

u !.
?.»gaW Clerk's figures setting out to prove that the

substitution of electricity for gas would accelerate the denle-
*:°". °^ «"' ™''l r-^sources. While admitting that poweP
statum efficieiui..,. ^yrvr low compared with those of gasworks.
Mr. Buyers inMM,.! ih.t the number of useful B th.u. at
the consumers apparatus was the correct .standard of com-
parison. In onclusiou. the sneaker jminted out the "nonn-ous savmg of coal which would be effected bv the electri-

elect°'^t
'^"^^'^- ^'^ ^^^^^ "'"' ^" ^PIW'il foi- cheaper

Mk. W. M. M.-isoN, speaking for the gas industry, said
It was a national disaster that gas and electricity did notwork together, as both were capable of good work in thenlespective spheres. There was no doubt that the best lightingm l^ondon was high-pre.ssure gas hghtrng-electricity .ouldnot touc'h It Gas tor power was certainl.x- not a back numberas a letter trom a satisfied owner of a gas engine installed"
tor 1.3 years, proved. He would like to ask how many of the
elec rical -men at the meeting had electrical appliances mher houses. Had Mr. Buyers an electric cooker? The
be.st advertisement for anjthing was the fa.-t that it wa.sused by those .selling It. Mr. Buyers had spoken of .-ilasgow's
electric cooker experiment-he must wait to hear from con

-

sijmers when they had received their first quarter's bill MrMason quoted an extract from the Coal Conservation Commit-
tee s report m which gas was stated to be more desirable
than electricity. Before concluding, the speaker said that
electricity supply engineers admitted that the lighting loadwas unremunerative; but only millionaires could properiv
afford to install other appliances.
Mb. FiEi.D (Me.s.srs. Crompton's) queried the methods of

obtaining the results given in the pamphlet distributed by
the proponents of gas and thought that further details could
be desu-ed. Owing, no doubt, to lack of time, Mr. Becket
had lett the power question severely alone. For power "as
could not possibly compete with electricity, and regardTnf
coal conservation he thought that the Diesel power station
took away a plank of the " gas " platform. In cooking and
heating, the chief feature of electricity was its labour-saving
properties. Referring to the quotations from the daily Press
read by Mr. Becket, Mr. Field said that sensationalism was
all that was sought. By not telhng the whole truth the Press
did electricity disservice. It was a tribute to the steadiness
of electricity that no alternative had been considered necessary—otherwise there would have been no darkness.
The Ch.\irm.\n remarked that electrical ijow-er stations were

more carefully designed than gasworks which were notori-
ously wasteful. He asked for information regarding the dis-
tribution losses of gas.

Mr. Smith (Manager, Chelmsford Gasworks) said that if

a building was projierly ventilated the products of gas pro-
duction must escape and cannot be injurious.
Mr. .J. H. JoHN.soN (Messrs. Crompton's) said it was of no

use trying to prove the total pre-eminence of either gas or
electricity. The convenience of electricity was its greatest a.sset.
it was incorrect to compare calorific values alone. In such
applications as textile mill drives where cleanliness was es-
.sential electric motors were ideal. Electricity had been throt-
tled by legislation, but things were altering, and the gas in-
dustry would live and learn. The trouble regarding electric
cooking was that it had outstripped normal evolution. He
agreed that the cost of electric cookers was prohibitive, and
if it were not so many more would be installed if only on
account of their convenience.
Mr. Bekr (Chelmsford power station) said that the Chelms-

ford lighting had been referred to. This was not on a com-
petitive ba,sis at all—no one knew what it was costing the
town. Tlie change was due to a refusal of the supply com-
pany to reduce its charges. The result was to be .seen in the
present dismal condifioii of the town at night. Every house
and shop on the company's cable route had installed electric

light and appliances.
Mes.si-s. Buyers and Becket briefly replied to jioints raised hi

the discussion.
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SINGLE. AND THREE-PHASE AC. COMMUTATOR MOTORS WITH SERIES AND SHUNT
CHARACTERISTICS.

By S. PARKER SMITH, D.Sc, M.l.E.E.

{Ahstiaf. of paiHi- iciiil bcfure the Jnstititio.n uk ELliC'TKlcAI> EnuikKEKS.)

Thio liK't that uljat takes ijUilc iu the euuducturs between
them is aluays reproduced at the uumiiiutator brushes, inde-

peudeiitly of the sense or speed of rotation, renders it possible

to connect the field and armature windings in .series or

in iiarallel, although inductive effects may entail modifica-

tions when a.c. is u.sed. In principle, then, the commutator
motor—the action of which is independent of the .speed—is

eminently adapted for economical speed control and large

starting torque, while in many cases a phase-advancement
can be obtained in addition.

c^Ar. ;aaaw/wvv- j-MAMAAWMAAM-

Amperes

l'"lG. 1.—SlNOLE-PHASE MoTORS WITH SeHIKS ChAIIACTEIUSTIL'S.

to ueutrahse the transformer e.m.f. iu the .ihort-circuited
coil, by means of a rotational e.m.f. induced by the tiux pro-
duced by an interpole winding shunted by a resistance ami
excited Ijy the main current. 'Ihis gives the motor a verj' wide
speed-range. The speed is controlled from rest by means of a
Variable-ratio transformer, a transformer being also necessary
for reducing the supply voltage lo the motor voltage. Higb
p(juer factor is obtained by designing the motor with a weak
lield and a strong armature magnetomotive force, by work-
ing well above synchronous speed, and by reducing mductive
effects. On Continental .single-phase railways inductive effects

are reduced by adopting a frequency of Wt'i periods per
.second. The compensating winding may be joined iu series

with the armature winding, or it may be short-circuited on
itself. These motors have been built for (jutpnts up to

y,0(JU h.p., while motors for -JOU li.p. are quite common. About
4U to SO h.p. per pole may be cojisidered to be good design
fur large motors.

(l!| The series-i-e)iul.'-i(jn t\pe ha.'^ |iracticallv given place to

type (A).

(i) In the jjlain repulsion motor the whole of the power is

tran.sferred inductively to the rotor, while the rotor voltage
can be hxed independently of the stator voltage, so that no
transformer is needed. At synchronous speed the transformer
llux is correct for neutralising the inductive effects of the
exciting Hux on the short-circuited coils, so that the com-
mutation conditions become similar to those in a d.c.

machine. At other speeds, however, the magnitude of this

Hux is not correct, and the net result is that all motors ol

the repulsion type are ill-suited for wide speed-ranges.

(d) Combining the tw'o stator windings in (c), the com-
mon repulsion motor with movable bru.^hes is obtained. Tlic

lirushes are in the short-circuited position when the brush
axis coincides with the axis of the stator winding: and in the

neutral position wlien the brush axis is perpendicular thereto.

In both po.sitions the torque is zero. Starting with the
brushes in the neutral position no starter is required. The
line voltage is applied to the stator winding, and the motor
begins to revolve in the opposite direction to that in which
the brushes are moved. Both transformer and starter can
be dispensed with.

(e) By splitting the Inrushes into a fixed set and a movable
set the brush shift is doubled, so that much finer speed regu-
lation can be obtained. No flux embraces the short-circuited

coils when the brushes are in the neutral position. Though
not suitable for large variable-speed traction motors, types
(c), (d) and (e) are admirably adapted for small and medium
outputs for industrial purposes, with speed-ranges varying

With a single machine, voltage control is impracticable
with d.c, but practicable with a.c, because a variable-ratio
tran.srormer or other device can be used.
With field control the output remains constant over the

wlK)le si)eed-range. Consequently, a variable-speed d.c. niot(jr

must be designed for the full output at the lowest speed,
while at all higher speeds the material cannot be efficiently

utilised.

With voltage control, which is possible with a.c. motors,
both field and armature current can be kept constant over
the whole speed-range; therefore, a constant torque is main-
tained, and the output is proportional to the speed. 'This

not only enables: the material to be fully utilised over the
whole working range, but corresponds more closely to the
load characteristics of the majority of drives.

From a practical point of view the a.c commutator motors
unite most of the drawbacks of the d.c. motor with those of
the induction mr.tor. In addition, a worse evil, the trans-
former e.m.f. induced in the coils being short-circuited by
the brushes, becomes one of the predominant factors in the
design. From all these con.siderations, the air-gap has to be
kei)t short, the armature reaction has to be compensated, and
a low commutiicor voltage has to be employed, sometimes at
the cost of a transformer.
• The first mention of the fact that the series motor, when
laminated, could work with a.c. was made by Alexander
Siemens in ]S,'>4. at a meeting of the Society of Telegraph
Engineers : while the polyphase commutator motor was
patented by Ernest Wilson in 1SS8. .\bout the .same time
Wightmau in .\merica discovered rotor excitation, and, m
ISilS. 1,1. B. Atkinson, in his iiaper on " Tlie Theory. Design
and Working of .\lternating-current Motors " before the
Institution of Civil Enaineers, showed how the single-pha.se
eoMuiiutator motor could be made to vield a shunt charac-
ten'sti.-.

I. Some of the chief types of single-pha.se commutator
motors with series characteristics are illustrated in fig. 1.

(a) The compensated series motor has ousted all other types
as a single-phase traction motor. For this work it is usual

vC) With jt^rtins iwcf
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Siugle-phase shunt motors are shown in fig. 2, and necil

tuu sets of brushes, the main and the exciting brushes.

(a) The plain shunt motor is ilecidedly inferior to the single-

phase induction motor, for, in addition to possessing no start-

ing torque, both efliciency and power factor are lower, and
the motor runs merely at one speed, i.e.. synchronism. Some
methods of overcoming these drawbacks arc illustrated in

fig. '2. (b) Phase correctiun is obtained by injecting a fraction

of the applied prcs.^ure into the exciting circuit, (t) A large

starting torque is obtained by letting the motor run up to

speed as a repulsion motor. The uuichine can then be made to

(B) With rotor trarisformer

(C) With fixed ^ movdhle brushes

l'"l0. 3.—THKEtM'HASK SkKU^;

Toiquc - hvKr

CollML'TATOH MoTOR'

run as a single-phase induction motor, but it is becoming
common to combine (b) and (c) in order to obtain a con-
stant sijeed single-phase motor with high power factor and
large starting torque, (d) Siseed regulation is obtained by
varying the exciting flux—an inductance being used to raise

the speed, and a capacity to lower it; or an auxiliary winding
can be employed for this purpose. (eJ In the doubly-fecf type

the speed is varied by regulating the pressure applied to the

brushes in the transformer axis. This motor, the series-

repulsion motor, and the three-phase commutator types belong

to the general class of electrical machines, in which energy is

(A) With rotor tranaloim
(B) With stator tappings

Torque - per cent

l"lG. 4.—ThKEE-PHASE ShLNT CoMMCIATOI! Motuhs.

supplied to both stator and rotor, the power relations being

definitely associated with synchronous speed.

II. The addition of the conmiutator to the rotor of tht<

three-phase induction motor raises the frequency of the slip

energy to the frequency of supply, and thereby enables this

energy to lie taken froii'i, or returned to, the supply network,

according to whether the speed is above or below syn-

chronism. Thus, the motor range is not confined to sub-
synchronous speeds, as is the induction motor. The limita-
tion imposed in the speed-range of the three-phase commu-
tator motor by the transformer e.m.f. induced in the short-
cu'cuited coils is similar in effect to that imposed on the repul-
sion motor; while the rotor is wound for equally low voltages.
The common method of controlling the speed of the three-

pluise series motor is by shifting the brushes. The dii-ection
of rotation depends on which side of the short-circuit axis
the brushes lie, and is independent of tlie sense of the rotary
field. When such a motor, with a fixed ratio of stator to
rotor turns, is designed for a high-ix)wer factor, instalsility
occurs at low speeds, as shown by the characteristic curves in
fig. 3. It is usually necessary to provide a transfomoer to
obtain the low rotor voltage, (a) A main transformer, rated
for the full power of the motor, is usually necessary onlv
for severe conditions, (b) A rotor transformer, rated for the
slip power only, is all that is needed for many ca.ses. By
arranging that this transformer becomes saturated when the
rotor voltage attains a certain value, i.e.. when a certain
speed is reached, racing can be prevented, (c) Where sta-
bility over the whole speed-range and a high power factor
are needed, the ratio of the stator to the rotor turns can be
decreased, as the speed rises, by one-half of the bru.shes being
fixed and the other half movable. The three-phase series
motor is the simplest type of three-phase commutator motor.
The speed of the three-pha.'ie shunt motor is varied by

supplying a pres.sure to the rotor brushes, and the brushes
are rocked through l.SO deg. to pass from sub- to hyper-syn-
chronous speeds. The connections are shown in fig. 4.

(a) a variable-ratio rotor transfonner. capable of transmit-
ting the slip power to or from the commutator brushes, fixes

the speed at which the motor runs. A special connection
can lie used for altering the nhase of the transformer voltage
in order to raise the power factor.

«inuljlor motor (D) With Ircqucncy ch.)n;cr

Fig. 5.

—

Variable-speed Sets.

(b) It is sometimes possible to obtain the desired rotor

pressure by taking tappings off the stator windings.

(c) Where gradual speed control is required, the brushes

can be arranged in two equal sets, both being movable anil

connected to the separate stator phases. Power is supplieil

through slip-rings to the rotor, while a special regulating

winding may be employed as the commutator winding. Every

brush position corresponds to a definite pressure and speed.

In the previous types of three-phase shunt motor referretl

to, and in the three-phase series motors, the transformer

e.m.f. becomes zero at synchronism, luit in the present ma-

chine this e.m.f. remains the same at all speeds, because the

frequency of the current in the rotor winding is always that

of the siipplv. In this respect the motor is similar to the

single-phase .series motor, but in the latter the transformer

e.in.f. can be neutralised, whereas in the former it cannot be.

Further, the relative motion between the revolving field and

the rotor is constant, and this field is earned round by the

rotor in such a manner that at synchronism the frequency of

(be e.m.f. induced in the stator winding is zero. By starting

from the neutral iwsition, a starter can be disi«-n.-ed with,

while phase compensation is obtained by shifting the two se.ts

of brushes unequally. The direction of rotation ot three-phase

shunt motors is changed by reversmg two stator load.---.

ni X.ssuming from 15 to 20 h.p. per pole to be the desir-

able limit for the output of a three-phase commutator motor,

such motors cannot well be built for outputs above 300 to

.500 h p. In manv cases, however, it is only desired to utilise

the slip power of a large induction motor having a limited

speed-range. The three-phase commutator motor is well
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suited to fulfil these conditions, though it is possibly unsuited

for the whole power at supply frequency. Various ways of

utili.siii),' the slip power are shown in fig. 5. In many cases

phase compensation in the main motor is also ajmed at.

When the auxihary motor is mechanically coupled to the

main motor the drive is suitable for constant output over the

whole speed-range; otherwise it is suitable for constant

torque. The rotarv-converter set (A) has been included on

account of its importance. Whenever possible it is desirable

to arrange that svnchronous speed shall be m the middle ot

the speed-range for in this case the auxihary machmes have

to be rated for only half the output that would be necessary

if synchronous sneed were the upper hmit of the speed-range.

The paper was illustrated with a number of lantern shdes

and with the operation of an actual machine.

Discussion in London.

Mr iP C'kebdv exhibited two of his machines, and opened

the sliort discussion that followed the reading of the paper by

indicating (with the aid of lantern slides, comparmg the

efiiciencies prices, and weights) the commei-cial results that

had been 'ootaiued with the " Greedy ' motor. Compared

with a standard machine the latter motor was a goou deal

smaller; the greatest future for the machines described in the

paper was open to those which ran at or near the synchron-

ous speed.. The reduction of efliciency, as compared with a

il.c. motor, was due entirely to the coimnutator losses. Prob-

ably most of the makers of those motors held the same

opinions as himself; the machines had drawbacks, but they

were not so bad as Dr. Smith had painted them. The con-

trol gear for those motors was uoi m complicated as was

ciumnouly assumed, and he thought that much could be

done by designing the motors for a certain number of defi-

nite speeds, although a gradual change of speed was not

obtainable. , ,
i

Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson, by who.se name the motors described

in the paper are commonly known on the Continent, pointed

out that it was not too soon to have the subject ventilated.

It should be rememlx-red that in the old days commutators

were not what they were now and no one would have more

to do with them than they could help; he, therefore, had great

difficulty in inducing any manufacturer to interest himself

in his (Mr. Atkinson's) ideas. After spendmg much money

on experiments and in maintaining his patents he eventually

dropped them altogether. That was not liked in Germany be-

cause it prevented a monopoly of the ideas. He firnil>l

believed that the electrification of main railway lines that

involved long-distance transmission would have to be on the

a.c. h.p. single-phase system, using the motors described in

the paper. For ordinary purposes, if electricity .supply authori-

ties would charge consumers' according to a kVA tariff, the

use of the compensated type of motor would be automatically

revived, and its use w'ould improve the power .factor of

existing mains, enabling them to do more work, and so save

the enormous capital that was involved in the provision of

new generating stations and extensive distribution systems

to deal with the growing demand for electricity. He was
not in agreement with some of the phraseology used in the

paper.

Sir Philip D.iwson, M.P., explained that there was a pre-

valent impression that the single-phase motor was a foreign

importation into this country; it was pleasing that that im-

pression had been dispelled once for all by the paper. He
had always been adver.sely criticised for his railway electri-

fication policy, and he was, therefore, grateful for Mr. Atkin-

son's remarks in that connection. The compensated series

motor must prevail on .single-phase railways; the original

motors used on the Brighton line, fig. 1 F, on which heavy
traffic was carried over diflicult gradients and curves, were
still givmg satisfactory service. He could speak with some
years' experience which sho\\ed that the commutator life was
over 10 years, and that the cost of brush wear was negligible.

He expected to get even lictd-i- rr<iilts when the new motors
came into use. After exhibitin;j MnLile-pha.se motor charac-
teristic curves and speed-tiiuc curves of a .six-coach train
on the Cry.stal Palace line, Sir Philip .stated that in

Switzerland. Sweden. Norway, Germany, and Austria, single-

phase electrification had been adopted for all railways; the
decisions were come to on grounds of cost, aoid the whole
problem of railway electrification was in everv case a. finan-
cial one. For really heavy work {i.e., lines on which elec-

tric locomotives, not motor coaches, were used) it could be
.shown that in the U.S.A. the amount of d.c. work about
equalled the a.c., but on the Continent, the latter predomi-
n.ited. Sir. Philip said he had signed the unanimous report
of the Railway Blectrification Advisory Committee of the
Ministry of Transport purposely to " leave the door open."
Prof. E. Wilson pxhil)ited his original polyphase commu-

tator motor, jiatented in 1888, and with the aid of lantern
slides explained its con.struction.

Mil. F. (]. Tk.\(Io had lantern slides shown to illustrate a
machine which tbey liad in the Applied Pjlectricity Labora-
fories at Liverno<il University, that had been obtained from
the Swedish General Electric Co. by Dr. E. W. Marchant.
He explained how, in addition to its brush-shifting mechanism.

it had been modified so that its power factor could be van 'i

an dalso described tests that had been made on it.

Dr. S. p. Smith, in reply to the discussion, intimated th.a

much had been left un.said in the pajjer, and jierhaps it woiiM
be as well if it were not mentioned at all. He was of the

same opinion as Sir Philip Dawson and Mr. Atkinson with
regard to railway electrification, and it he had had any-
thing to do with the Advisory Committee's report mentioned
by the former, he would have recommended that the Brighton
railway be completely electrified at once, and would have
.specified that the equipment should be designed and manu-
factured in England, so that they could be put in the way
of competing with foreign makers. Of course the makers of

d.c. plant could do the same, but they had probably had
enough of d.c. equipment. The knew nothing about poly-

jihase commutator motors which, although invented in this

country, had been developed abroad; in the past they had
sulfered too much from mediocre alien designers.

Discussion at iSiEWCiSTLE-upoN-TiNE.

Dr. S. P. Smith submitted his paper at the North-Eastern
Centre of the Institution on iNovember 28th, 1921, his re-

marks being illustrated with a number of lantern slides, and
111 opening the discussion Dr. W. M. Thornton said several

of the authorities mentioned by the lecturer were more or

less familiar to them from then- text books, but there wa.s

no sy.stcmatic account in the literature of their own, or any
similar institution that he was aware of, where the whole sub-

ject had been analysed and systematised as had been done in

Dr. Smith's addi-ess.

Mr. F. H. DowNiE said the lectiu-er's description had made
many difficult matters plain. He had liad .some experience

of a single-phase motor, but he foimd it sparked very badly

and there was, too, a difficulty in starting. They started it

as a repulsion motor and it sparked very badly when they

changed over.

Mr. a. T. Robertson pointed out that a number of patents

were taken out, Imt the machines were never manufactured
and consequently they were never, or little, known and any-

one developing features of the motors and manufacturing"
them might quite innocently be infringing someone's rights.

That caused manufacturers to be a little chary in what they

did. The .speaker mentioned a three-phase motor, a descrip-

tion of which appeared in the Klectru-ian. in 1914, but which
I'r. Smith had not mentioned. It was a repulsion motor of

.seemingly a simple tvpe, but it might have disadvantages.

Messrs. A. B. Maclean, P. F. Allen, G. L. Porter, J. H.
Beatty, H. B. Pounder, and J. H. Beard having asked ques-

tions, the lecturer replied.

Dr. S. p. Smith thought it was very creditable that Wilson,
Atkinson, Hunt, and others had done so much. As to prime
inventions he did not think any people had a better record
than they had respecting ideas of first importance, but in

the subsequent development they were behind. It was not
true to .say that British firms had not tried to build the
machines referred to, but there were difficulties with regard
to the patents. Great Britain had not followed the same
method as was followed abroad. There they got hold of

the inventor, instead of the invention, and the former was
a much more satisfactory method. After getting hold of an
invention, manufacturers often found ditSculty in carrying
it into effect; further, inventors often were not good designers.

The lecturer also emphasised the fact that often the making
of the machines was not a money-making project.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received hy us after o p.m. on Tdesd.w cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondent n should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published vnless tre have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

The Durability of Leadcovered Cables.

We have read with interest the letters in the Electrical
Review on the above subject, and consider that the under-

noted goods should be brought to your readers' notice, as they
A\ill no doubt be of the greatest interest and overcome in

very many ways the difficulties which have been stated in

Mr" Hamnson's letter in the Electrical Review of December
I6th, 1921.

In the first place, as regards the question of bonding, a

very good system has been brought out recently, known as

the ".I. C. White " system. This sy.stem provides one en-

closed box, which can be used as a through box, tee bos, 4-

way box, or right angle box. by the simple method of turning

the base to the ic(|uired position. Tliis overcomes one point,

and obviates the necessity- of a contractor carrying a special

box for heavy positions.

With regard to the bonding, the bonding ring supplied

consists of one piece only and can be used under a standard
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nood block or in the above-mentioned connector boxes. It

has also thie advantage that it is adaptable for any size of
LLilile up to 7/20 twin lead-covered, the cable being securely
bunded by turning up two clips and securing them by the
siuall bolt provided. The result is:—

(1) No opening is left in the box.

(2) No cutting tools are required.

(3) The cable is perfectly bonded inside the box and the
wires are joined by using porcelain connectors with screws,
giving an ample grip of the wire.
With regard to the question of sheathing of lead-covered

cables, your readers should be greatly interested also in the
goods supplied by The British Driver-Hams Co., Ltd.,
Gaythorn Mills, AUiiun Street. Manchester. This cable is

known as " Leadal " cable, and has the great advantage
of having a pure lead sheathing rolled on cold, over a 2,500-
megohm grade cable, strunyly taped. This sheathing is very
much thinner than that on ordinary lead-covered wire, and
being perfectly rolled over twice the diameter of the cable,
meets the requirements of lead-covered wire, both as regards
moisture and disintegration. The lead sheathing is covered
with a half-round aluminium wire. This wire performs two
function Sj viz. :

—
(1) It keeps the joint of the lead sheathing in perfect posi-

tion and the joint cannot open when the cable is bent in a
required position.

(2) U affords great protection against damage such as
bruising and scraping the cable, and the serious question of

rats and mice biting through the sheathing.
Besides these advantages, the cable shows an enormous

reduction in price over ordinary lead covered wire, and for

any interior job can be recommended as a thoroughly moisture-
proof cable.

We have sold quantities of the above goods, and in every
case the contractors have given a very favourable opinion,
and we have obtained very high tests of completed jobs.

Thomas Land & Sen.
Glasgow,
January 7th. 1922.

I have followed with great interest the various letters from
readers of the Electrical Review, on the "Durability of Lead-
Covered Cables," and would Uke very much to give my ideas
on the subject. First, speaking as an engineer, 1 would make
mention that it is my idea of an idea! installation, and that
I am at the present time superintending the instalkng of

what may be termed a fairly large lay-out. The head of the
firm for whom the work is being carried out has expressed
his opinion that " it beats everything, for neatness, economy,
and durability," thus endorsing my own opinion. Of course,
success depends on workmanship, to that we aU agree, i
have had a fairly wide experience in lead-covered cable work,
having had this class of work to contend with in the Navy.
Further, I have seen these installations under absolutely the
worst conditions imaginable, and when repairs have been
necessary they have only amounted to practically 2^ per cent.
of the whole installation. In your issue for December 30th,
your correspondent, Mr. J. C. White, speaks of a universal
connector box; I recently ordered six dozen of the boxes
in question, and I may say that they are " The Thing."
I have some of them already installed. These have proved
entirely to be what they are claimed to be

—
" Universal." Fur-

ther, they put what may be termed a businesslike finish to

the work, and also add to the general neatness. TTie instal-

lation to which I have referred is being carried out under
unique conditions, and if there are any persons interested,
I would esteem it a great pleasure to explain, in detail, how
the work is being done.

C. E. Whitehead.
Dewsbury,
January 6th, 1922.

[The "J. C. White " connector-box was described in the
Electrical Review of June 18th, 1920. A similar device for

c.t.3. cables is dealt with in the present issue.

—

Eds. Eleo.
Ret.]

Switching Certificates.

I feel that the letter of "Intermediate," in your issue of
the 30th ult., should not be allowed to pass unchallenged in
its suggestion that the switching certificates of Messrs. Lund-
berg are valueless.

Admittedly initiated as an advertising proposition, there is

no question that Messrs. Lundberg deserve very great credit
for the conception of the idea, and its execution. While I
have not seen the more recent competitions, I know from my
own personal efforts that their earlier competitions under the
supervision of the late Mr. Perren Maycock were an extremely
valuable series. It was impossible for anyone to seriously
tackle Mr. Maycock'a questions without considerable study
and labour.

Do not the difficulties of " Intermediate " arise in the
general suspicion of diplomas and certificates (whatever their
source) so vei-y general among practical men trained in a hard
school? The flood of certificates issued by various corre-
spondence schools has helped to add to this suspicion.
Much, therefore, as " Intermediate " may attempt to belittle

the value of these examinations, he must at least admit that

his experience has been widened by the study they involved
and that he has a better conception of the possibihties of
modern switching than he would otherwise have had. To
transmute these advantages mto ^ s. d. is evidently " Inter-
mediate's " difficulty, and that, I would suggest, is hardly
the responsibihty of Messrs. Lundberg.

, J. C. Tree-
January 4th, 1922.

Revenue from Power Supply at Lighting Rates.
I am afraid that the scheme outlined in the article by

" Interested '' in your issue dated January 6th, would not
swell the dividends of many northern supply companies, at
any rate. The required conditions do not exist to an extent
worth while, but are more hke the foUowina:—
Takuig an average district of 6,000 consumers, 50 per

cent, of these can be counted out altogether. Namely, works
and small shopkeepers who are users for business purposes
only; 30 per cent, are middle-class consumers who like to have
modern conveniences, but have to keep expenditure down to
a minimum, leaving about 20 per cent, who may not mind
the expense.
Assuming that a number of the last 50 per cent, were

persuaded to hire an iron, hot plate, and two small bedroom
radiators, to be run from the Ughting installation (making
sure that the wiring from the distribution board to the
bedroorn on this circuit would stand the 2,000-watt total of the
two radiators), the account for January, February, and March,
would reasonably work out at :

—
M s. d.

Radiators say one unit per day, seven
days per w-eek. = 7 at 7d. 4 1

Iron, say one unit per week, at 7d. 7

Hotplate, say six hours per week, = three at 7d. 19
per week 6 5

For 13 weeks, £3 18b. 0d.

This with an average lighting for this quarter of let 6d.

per week = £3 18s. 5d. -I- 19s. 6d. = £i 17s. lid., which does
not include for the hire of appliances. This as a paying basis
would bring the account up to over £5.
The difference in the account would be so striking that)

the collector's position can be imagined when he interviews
" some " ladies of the house.
Collector; "Electricity account, ma'am."
Lady of house: "What! Five pounds!! What's wrong

wit' meter?
"

Collector: "Nothing lady, the meter's quite in order."

Lady of house :
" Nothing, you say ! Well look here, young

feller, tell your firm to tek the tackle away, an' I'm glad I

only hired it."

Sequel (local advertisment) :
" A number of used domestic

appliances for sale. Offers wanted.—Apply, Electrical Engi-
neer."
Let us work for satisfied clients whatever our line.

H. Challis^Sowerby.
Manchester,
January 9th, 1923.

A Message from Mars?

I am no wu'eless expert, but have pleasure in responding

to the S.O.S. call from St. Anne's, though I believe the writer

of the letter appearing in your issue of the 6th inst. ia very

near the correct explanation. Somewhere on his household
water installation there is a valve or tap with a worn washer
which at times, when water passes, allows the valve jumper
to vibrate and chatter; probably the valve in question is m
the scullery or quite a long way from the apparent seat of

the noise, i.e., the copper cylinder in the bathroom. I could

tell quite an amusing story which I heard in London concern-

ing an electric-light installation, an Italian occupier and water
taps. All coincide with that period when hostile aircraft con-

sidered London as a health resort.

W. E. Rogers.
London,

January 8th, 1922.

Removing Lacquer from Lamp Bulbs.

In response to your correspondent's inquiry, I have pleasure

in passing on a splendid recipe given me by an electrician in

a large theatre who has " cleaned off " thousands of lamps.
Procure any receptacle in which sufficient water can be boiled

to hold a lamp and add to the water a piece of caustic soda
the size of a walnut. After the caustic has been properly dis-

solved dip the lamp in, taking care to keep the boihng liquid

clear of the cap. 'The best method is to insert the lamp in a
holder with a piece of wood for a handle (this protects the

hands), then keep turning the lamp in the boiling hquid for

a few minutes; the lacquer should then be easily washed off

in cold water. Of course, if the lacquer is burnt (which is

not usual with metaUic-filament lamps), a slight scraping

would be required to remove the burnt parts.

Contractor's Foreman.
January 7th, 1922.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, l92l.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Conipiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sefton-Jones, O'Dell and
Stel'hens, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

34,037. ' Automatic, &c., telephone exchange systems." H. E. Humphries.
Ui'cember 30tli.

34,518. " Llectro-magnetic devices." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western
Electric Co. Inc.). December 22nd.

34,625. " Automatic telophone system." H. Baron (F. .Ollendorff). Decem-
ber 22nd.

34,538. ** Indicating-devices for alternating current electric generators driv-

ing induction electric motors." .-V. U. Kield, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical

Co., Ltd., and L. Miller. December 22nd.
34,540. " Pre.oayment devices for telephone systems." R. Barker, J. E.

Collyer, and Siemens Bros. H: Co., Ltd. December 22nd.
34,550. " Mercury-vapour pumps lor high vacua." Akt. Ges. Brown, Boveri

et Cie. December 22nd. (Switzerland, January 8th.)

34,553. " Method for multiple high-frequcncv telephony and telegraphy on
wires." H. Sefton-Jones (Lorenz Akt. Ges.). December 22nd.

34,569. '^Electric switches." Bulpitt & Sons, Ltd., and D. McGregor.
December 23rd

34,578. •' Electric signalling and recording di

23rd.

34,583._^ " Sand-gear operator for electric, &c., vehicles and eng

F. Wilde. December

H.

fans, motors,

ctrical energies

Co.,

Co., Ltd., and

Clark. December 23rd,

34,305. " Starter and speed-regulator for electrically-d
&c." C. R. Allen and Veiitys, Ltd. December 23rd.

34,622. " Devices lor enabling forces due to variations i

to be used." A. R. Angus. December 23rd.
34,628. " Electric lighting circuits for motor-vehicles, &c." F. A. Johnson

and R. W. Maudslay, and Standard Motor Co., Ltd. December 23rd.
34,657. " Wireless direction finding " A. Blondel. December 23rd. (France

December 23rd, 1920.)
34,662. "ignition magnetos for internal-combustion engines." British

Lighung and Ignition Co., Lid., E. B. Tuppen and E. O. Turner. December
33rd.

34,670. "Switch-operating mechanism." British Thomson-Houi
Ltd. (General Electric Co.). December 23rd.

34,672. " Electron discharge apparatus." General E\b
B. S. Gossling. December 23rd.

34,675. "Testing insulating wires." J. S. Mollerhoi. December 23rd.
(Denmark, January 15th.)

34,677. "Switch." C. A. M. Buckley. December 23rd.

D^ember
23^*°"'"°"^'"'"'^ machinery." Sir C. A. Parsons and J. Rosen.

34,701. " Electric heaters for water. Sic." G. E. Loubicre. December 23rd.
34.706. "Terminal tor electrical wires or cables." J. W. V. Thurgood

December 24th. "

^•lll- " ^^'"9 switches." H. Lucas and W. C. Turner. December 34th.
«,(Sb. Uimming device for electric lamps for motor-vehicles &c "

Brolt, Ltd., and W. Holt. December 28th.
34,790. " Electric incandescent lamps." J. F. Lymburn. December 28th.
34,825. ' Electrical condensers." W. E. Peek. December 28th.
34,829. " Electric lamp bulb fitting." D. M. Oswald. December 28th.
34,832. " Propeller shaft to generate electric current from dynamos." G HHosie. December 28th.
34,843. " Method of interrupting powerful alternating currents." H Abra-ham. December 28th. (France, December 28th, 1920)

ZTa.'^mo'.)^"''"'""'
""" ^' ""' I'<^«'"''er 28th. (Germany, December

34,865 " Arrangement for obtaining electric energy at low voltage from,„.h-vnlt»,,, n.„„„.i,. t vSchuckertwerke. December 28th (G.

34^868. " Eir" "
""""

tralia. May 18th.)

(H^d'?' '\^"','"A u°',!^^
^''='="'''= ""^'"s" O- T. Blathy. December 28th.(Hungary, April 14th, 1920.)

2«?^'^H "„^"'"^
'°"'t'"<^«nt"'}^'^s

"'^^"^" O. T. Blathy. December
^8th. (Hungary, December 29th, 1930.)

34,892. " Combined temperature and switch-controlled regulator for elec-
tric fans, fires, &c." S. L. Holland. December 29th.

34,898. " Electrical timing device." J. R. Bell. December 29th.

l^^'^k '^!r°,""'°""^'°: H'.^"''"=
'"°'°"' *<'" "• Brooke, Electric Control,

Ltd., O Ellefsen, and A. West & Co., Ltd. December ^9th.
*^'^^' ' ^''^"''''lly-controlled scoring apparatus, Src." G. H. Wallace.

high-voltage networks
any, December 30th, 1920.)

oiley poles." G. W. Fergu December 28th. (Aus-

ntrol system for electri

nber 29th.
34,909. "Electro-atmospheric multiple-unit

ways." F. L. Gill-Knight. December 29th.
34,934. '• Windings for Jlternating-current dynamo-«lectric machines." FCreedy. December 29th.
34,937. "Machines for washing dishes, &c." Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

bi"-'9tii°'
(West.nghous.. Electric and Manufacturing Co.) Decem-

H'afy '.!
^'."^".'<= accumulators." L. A. Didier. December 29th.

Fl^; V , n" ^"'^'i^nu
^''''''' Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General

Electric Co.). December 29th.
^^.*'- ," Electric driving mechanism for sound-recording or reproducingmachine." P. A. Becker. December 29th.

s i" s

^'?,^'''c. "eP"-",'™' rf
"''"='"^ ''^ electrically-propelled vehicles." P. V. Powell

and P. F. Smith. December 29th.
34.982. " Electrode-holder for electric arc generators for production of

b^? 29'^ih

"*""" "" "^''«" H. Sefton-Jones (Lorenz Akt. Ges.). Decem-

'^•^' "
Tf'!'?-"'"'',

f^nsmitters, &c." H. J. Palmer. December 29th.

; „„ .

Holders for incandescent electric light bulbs." M. Fellows. De-cember 30th.

«S?2' ',', |''?;'"<:-p'"8 ~,""*'^''"S devices." R. W. Blades. December 30th.
35,017. Safety lamps for mining, &c." G. F. Colledge and D. Gee

December 30th.

QcS ;|^"f".=''''f.,'"'""ay„ metals." A. J. Tuck. December 30th.
35,036. Electric lift." L. Steyer. December 30th.

'c. &c., telephone exchange systems." Si

35,045 " Overload switches for motors started by starting resistance." F.Krupp Akt_. Ges. December 30th. (Germany, January 3rd.)

, ^,',','''1 " Elf^'rical apparatus for starting internal-combustion engines "

J. W. T. Caddelt. December 30th.

D^em'L'M.r'JFraU'Mly tdT'"''" ^""'""^ ''^"°""" ^^ ^="'"'-

ao't^li'rl'JtMl^l l':il"f
"'""" ''^- ^'"""'^= E'"'"'-- D-""-^

35,058. " WirelKS telegraph receivers." Soc. Francaise Radio Elcctrique.
December _30th. (France, March 30th.)

35,062. " Colloidal chemical processes for purifying substances." A. G
^'S?^;',-

Eleklro-Osmose Akt. Ges. (Graf Schwerin Ges.). December 30th.
35,071. Feed mfchanism for strip charts, &c., for tramcars, &c." E. H

H. Gordon. December 30th.
35.078. " Earthing choking coils or voltage transformers for high voltages "

E. Pfiffner. December 30th. (Germany, January 5th.)

35.079. " Electric crc-light stage-lighting apparatus." A. Anselmi and A
Sernicoli. December 30th.

35,084. " Key connection lor wireless transoj'vssion." H. Sefton-Iones.
(Lorenz Akt. (3es.) December 30th.

35.086. " Reversing switch for planir,^. (k., i„/,Jiines," Newton Bros.
^Derby), Ltd., and F. Newton December 30th.

35.087. " Irradiation lamps for medical purposes." Quarzlampen ij.--

December 30th. (Germany, Dece.-nber 30th, 1920.)
35.088. " Electrical transmission of messages along conductors." Dr. E.

F. Huth Ges. & C. Schwarz. December 30th. (Germany, December 30th, 1920.)
35.089. "System of pole-changing for polyphase induction motors." 1). T.

Blathy. Deceiiber 30lh. (Hungary, June 8th, 1930.)
35,098. " System of pole-changing for polyphase induction motors." O T.

Blathy. December 31st. (Hungary, April 9th.)
35,101. " Alternating-current motor groups." Forges et .Oletiera de Con-

structions Electriques de Jeumont. December 31st. (France, January 26th.)
35,106. " Self-cleaning magnetic feeders." L. Barradell. December 31st.

35,121. " Signal-transmitting device for wireless, flashlight, and hand-
line telegraphy." E. J. Quinn. December 31st.

35,128. " Electric treatment of liquids." H. J. Monson. December 31st.

35,156. " Mercury-vapour apparatus." Quarzlampen Ges. December 31st.
(Germany, Decembf-r 31st, 1920.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will be
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

X920.
15,348. " Mercury and other vapour electric lamps." Silica Syndicate, Ltd.,

and F. Reynolds. June 7th, 1920. (Cognate applications, 5,246/31.) (172,666.)
la,468. " Multiphase dynamo-electric machines." Siemens-Schuckert Ges.

December 14th, 1917. (144,660.)
15,678. " Electrical pyrometers of the thermo-couple type and electrical

measuring instruments used in conjunction therewith." R. F. Hamilton and
Co., Ltd., F. S. J. Pile and G. E. M. Stone. June 10th, 1920. (Cognate
application, 4349/21.) (172,671.) * ^

18,444. " Systems ol electro-mechanical starting and operating from a dis-
tance by multiple currents." R. Mautsch. .April 10th, 1914. (146,421.)

18,663. "Thermionic valves for wireless telegraphy and other purposes."
Radio Corporation of America. February 1st, 1916. (146,539.)

20,466. ".Accumulators." G. Fromont. July 10th, 1920. (Patent of addi-
tion not granted.) (172,679.)
21,852. " Telephone call registers." H B. .Merton. October 2Stb, 1920

(172,680.)

22,980. " Electrodes for electrolytic batteries." A. E. Ale.\ander (Stuart
Electrolytic Cells, Inc.). August 4th, 1920. (173,681.)

25,243. " Electric lamps for kinematograph apparatus." G. A. Knapton
and New Union Electric Co., Ltd. September 1st, 1920. (172,694.)

25,719. " Ventilation of dynamo-electric machines." A. B. Field & .Me-
tropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. September 7th, 1920. (172,703.)

26,036. " Electro-magnetic apparatus specially suitable for use as a relay,
switch, or like device." R. E. H. Carpenter, F. G. Creed, and Creed & Co.,
Ltd. September 10th, 1930. (172,717.)

26,044. "Contacts for electrical switches." W. J. Line and J. H Tucker
and Co., Ltd. September 10th, 1920. (172,718.)
26,154. " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

and A. P. Voung. September 11th, 1920. (172,722.)
26,257. " Electric induction motors." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). September 13th. 1920. (172,727.)
26,367. " Electrode holders." R. W. Heasman. September 13th 1920

(173,728.)

26,347. " Electric power distribution systems." British Thomson-Houston
Co ; Ltd., and H. Trenchman. September 14th, 1920. (172,731.)

26.408. " Supporting devices for overhead contact and trolley wires for
use on electric raiUvavs, tramways, and the like." British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Ltd., and J. W. Astlev. September 15th. 1920. (172,735.)
26,894. "Electric switches." O. Lucas and W. C. turner. September

31st, 1920. (172,751.)

27.189. " Thermionic relays, oscillation producers, and the like." J. Scott-
Taggart and Radio Communication Co., Ltd. September 24th, 1920. (172,757.)

27.190. " Thermionic generators, amplifiers, and the like." J. Scott-
Taggart and Radio Communication Co., Ltd. September 24th, 1920. (172,758.)

27,242. " Electric h.jating devices." British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). September 24th, 1920. (172,759.)

2(*,376. " Timing devices or rotary current distributors for ignition appara-
tus of internal combustion engines." R. S. Bowen and J. R. Rier. September
26th, 1919. (151,638.)

27,653. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). September 29th, 1920. (172,771.)

27,830. " Mine signalling apparatus." Clay Cross Co., Ltd., and J. W.
String. October 1st, 1920. (172,779.)

27,876. " Telephone transmitters.'' R. L. Murray and Telephone Manu-
facturing Co. (1920), Ltd. December 1st, 1920. (172,780.)

28,069. " Electrical indicator." A. F. Norris and H. L. Holler. October
4th, 1920. (172,785.)

28,110. " Electro magnetically-controlled switching apparatus." R. E- H.
Carpenter, F. G. Creed, and Creed ^ Co., Ltd. October 4th, 1920. (172,787.)

28,461. " Switchgear of the truck or similar type for electric installations."
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., and P. M. Wood. October 7th, 1930. (172,795.)

28,917. " Eleclricallv-heated sad irons." C. W. Winterbotham. October
12th, 1920. (173,805.)'

29,416. " Process for the regeneration of electric incandescent lamps." F.
Voglhut. October 17th, 1919. (153,652.)

31,059. " Luminous electric discharge lamps." E. SchaeQer. July 14th,
1920. (Addition to 150,957.) (166,506.)

31.344. " Electric switches." G. Lehmann. November 5th. 1920. a72.844.)
31,346. "Terminal banks for selector switches. " Western Electric Co., Ltd.

(Western Electric Co., Inc.). November 5lh, 1920. (172,845.)
32,034. " Secondary battery plates or electrodes." Chloride Electrical Stor-

age Co., Ltd. (E. W. Smith). November 12th, 1920. (172,850.)

33,974. " Tell-tale or indicato.r for ignition systems of internal-combustion
engines and the like." H. G. Kardoc and H Elliott. December 1st, 1930.
(172,859.)

34.967. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." W. V. Rutter.
A Farrington and G, M. Nicklin. December 11th. 1:>20. (Addition to 136,109.)
(172,865.)

35,066. " App.iratus for measuring the temperature of windings in elec-

trical machines and apparatus." Akt.-Ges. Brown, Boveri et Cie. Decem-
ber 12th, 1919. (155,264.)

35,694. " Twin clip for regulating the height of electric lamps attaches! to

flexible electric wire." E. Beckton. December 20th. 1920. (173,868.)

3.92X.
126. " Telegraphonographs." Telegraphon Ges. January 3rd, 1921. (Addi-

tion to 147,555.) (172,872.)
489. " Rontgcn-ray apparatus." Reiniger, Gcbbert & Schall Akt. Ges.

June 23rd, 1915. (156,554.)
676. " Rontgen-ray apparatus." Reiniger, Gebbert & Schall Akt. Ges.

January 12th, 1921. (Addition to 156,554.) (156,678.)
771. " Electric fuses." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. January

12th. 1920. (156.721.)

1.303. " Electric gas-filled flow discharge lamps." A. Lederer. September
15th. 1913. (157.383.)

4,664. " Wireless signalling in mines." Ges, fur Drahtlose Telegraphie.
I'ebruary 9th, 1920. (158,907.)

9,595. " Electrical switchgear." W. A. Coates, D. R. Davies, and Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. September 38th, 1930. (Divided applica-
tion on 27,557/30.) (172.901.)

11,334, "Copving telegraphs." M, H. Petersen. June 17th, 1920. (165,074.)
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Offic'", London) to be made pavablc !o

ossed •• London Joint City and Midland

It is hartlly likely that electricity works officials will

be satisfied with the result of the Referee's decisiou

with regard to the compensation claims of the chief

engineer of the Morley electricity undertaking (Mr.
J, E, Ellis) and his chief assistant (Mr. H. C. Crisp).

As the result of an agreement arrived at in April

last between the Morley Corporation and the Leeds
Corporation, the former discontinued the generation of

electricity and took supply in bulk from the latter. This
involved, as one of its consequences, the dismissal of a

number of employes, and, in our opinion, an alteration

in the status of the nigher officials at Morley. Claims for

compensation therefore arose under the Electricity

(Supply) Act, 1919—the first brought under that Act,

we believe. As the matter proved incapable of amicable

adjustment, the Ministry of Labour appointed Sir Wil-

liam Mackenzie, K.C., to act as Keferee. The award has

just been issued, and compensation for loss of em-
ployment is given in the case of a shift engineer to the

tune of £81; one engineman is to receive £198 and
another £101 ,' two shift engineers or switchmen are

awarded £6t) apiece, and the Morley Corporation is to

pay these sums. It seems that the interests of the chief,

of his chief assistant, and of the dismissed shift engineer

were watched over by the E.P.E.A., and those oi the

ether employes by the National Amalgamated Union of

Enginemen and Eiremen. The Referee came to the con-

clusion that neither Mr. Ellis nor Mr. Crisp had sufiered

from the change from generation to distribution only,

so as to be in a worse position in respect of their con-

ditions of service, or entitling them to compensation, ex-

cepting that in the case of the chief, as he was not, under

the new arrangement, in a position to take pupils as he

liad been doing between 19U-3 and 1919 (30 pupils

aggregating £1,550 in premiums during that period),

he was awarded £140 as compensation. It should be

mentioned that both officials had been retained in the

service of the Morley Corporation at unaltered salaries.

In the opinion of the non-technical Referee, Mr. Ellis

has not suffered by reason of the diminution of his

duties as borough electrical engineer and Mr. Crisp has

not suffered, though his duties are now of a minor
cliaracter compared to what they were formerly, consist-

ing as they do of wiring work and meter testing.

Unless we are very much mistaken, there will be a

cliorus of disapproval from engineers controlling under-

takings which may sooner or later be required to change

over from production to mere distribution. Will the

Morley Corporation regard the status of the chief and

liis assistant as unaltered in future salary revisions'.'

Is it likely, however much more energy they may be called

upon to iligtribnte, that the Corporation will regard

the services of these officials as of increasing value just

as it would have had to do if it had extended the

generating plant and system again and again? If a

large part of the responsibilities which have made
a man a chief official in charge of an undertaking be

taken away from him, is it possible to leave him un-

affected either with regard to technical status or with

regard to his future prospects in that position or in

any otlier? Or if the chief assistant be deprived of the

duty of controlling the operation of a generating and

distributing system, subject to his chief, and be reduced

to what are, from the standpoint of the engineer, minor

iliities. are his status and his prospects unaltered? The

Referee, unconvinced by the E.P.E.A., says that

they are. We say, emphatically, that their circumstances

are altered for the worse, that their claims are such as

73] D
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ought legitimately to be covered by the Act of 1919, and

that the award would have been different if the matter

had been adjudicated upon by one who was «" fait

with the technical side of electricity supply organisa-

tion.

In Section lU of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919,
" Compensation for deprivation of employment," there

is a clause which is particularly relevant to the case. It

provides that compensation is payable where any otticer

or servant who has been regularly employed in or about

the undertaking proves to the satisfaction of a referee

or a board of referees appointed by the Minister of

Labour that in consequence of the Act he

—

(iii) has been placed in any worse position in respect to the

conditions of his service [iticluiiing tenure of office, remunera-

tion, gratuities, pension, superannuation, sick or other fund,

or any benefits or allowances, whether obtaining legally or by

customary practice).

We have italicised the word " including," because it is

important as proving that factors such as we have men-

tioned adversely affecting an official's status are npt ex-

cluded from the causes placing him in " any worse posi-

tion in respect to the conditions of his service."

We can hardly imagine that the matter will be

allowed to rest where it is. In the meantime, the

E.P.E.A. and the other parties have been ordered to pay

their own costs in relation to the award.

The Council of the Institution of

The " Movies " Electrical Engineers is to be congratu-

at the l.E.H. lated on the success of its latest inno-

vation, in the shape of an exhibition

of kinematograpli Hlms ; very rarely have we seen such

a large attendance of members—and visitors. It bore

unmistakable witness to the popular anticipation of an

interesting programme, which was fully realised.

The series of circuit-breaker tests introduced by Dr.

C. C. Garrard was full of incident and potentialities of

edification ; it is given to few to witness the conduct of

intentional short-circuit tests on heavy switchgear,

and those who assist at' unintentional tests of this

class are usually not in a lit frame of mind at

the time to view them critically and dispassionately.

But the majority of the spectators knew pretty well what

to expect, and a shout of laughter went up when the

first explosion on the screen was apparently followed

instantly by a violent displacement of the field of view,

suggesting that the operator in charge of the camera
was not broken-in to bombs. Whilst we greatly appre-

ciate the interest and value of these observational films,

we think it right to add that if they were shown still

more slowly, and if the subjects of experiment were

much more fully explained, their usefulness would be

greatly increased. No doubt the exigencies of the pro-

gramme influenced these matters, and perhaps, if the

audience had been able to follow the speaker's remarks
more closely (they were almost unintelligible, if not

inaudible, at the back of the theatre, where the best

view was obtained), a more favourable impression would
have been formed.

The series of views relating to the audion, exhibited

by Mr. Frank Gill, cannot be too highly piaised. Even
the most expert practitioners of wireless telegraphy and
telephony must have been pleased and thrilled .with the

iiiealistic, if not exactlj- realistic, representation of the

ilancing electrons and the marvellous properties of the

tliermionic valve in its various applications. The
imaginative faculties of the author or artist by whom
the etheric waves, the electrons, and the sound vibra-
tions were portrayed and the clever analogies were intro-

duced, compel our admiration, and recall the historic

moment when our lamented friend Duddell threw on the

screen the oscillographic waves of an actual three-phase
current, looking just like the text-book diagrams. A
profane observer murmured " for ever blowing hubbies "

:is the sound-waves expanded from the mouth of the pic-

lured speaker to the telephone receiver, thus illustrating

once more the narrow margin between the sublime and

the ridiculous; but joking apart, the epithet " sublime
''

would not be inappropriate to the subject and its treat-

ment, and we extend our cordial congratulations to the

author, whoevei he may be.

The remaining film, partly humorous in respect of i

the self-building of a telephone instrument and partly '

illustrative of the many functions fulfilled by telephony,

was the only one suited to a non-technical audience.

All the films were heartily applauded, and would pro- ,|

bably have been encored if that had been possible. If ll

the}' were all shown again we feel sure there would be |

a large gathering to see them, and we are pleased X'

know that they will be exhibited at some of the Terri-

torial Centres.

The question of forming a District

X District Board i'oard for the Greater London (No. 10)

for Greater Area has been the subject of two con-
London, ferences, to which all undertakings in

the area were invited. The first of

these Conferences passed a resolution that it was desir-

able to form such a Board, and a meeting to ratify this

was sub.sequently convened, to which every undertaking
was asked to send an instructed representative. In

other words, every undertaking in the Greater London
area was asked to submit its view as to whether it was
for or against the formation of such a Board. The issue

was quite simple, and the occasion most important. It

might have been anticipated, therefore, that on an
official occasion of this kind the undertakings in the

area, seeing how greatly they might be affected, would
have expressed an opinion. Instead of this, when the

meeting was held, out of seventy-nine undertakings that

were concerned, only about a quarter expressed any
views. There is really no excuse for indifference of this

kind on so important an issue ; it indicates that deplor-

able lack of industrial constructive effort which has been

at the root of so much trouble in the industry.

If the undertakings of Greater London do not want
a District Board, it is quite easy for them to send repre-

sentatives or letters sa3'ing they are opposed to the pro-

posal. On the other hand, if they are silent and give

no reply, they will have no standing for protesting

against the existence of a Board should one be formed.

For instance, the London companies, as is well known,
iiave refused to recognise a National Board or a District

Board. Notwithstanding this, at the meeting which

we have mentioned above, there arrived no commu-
nication, except from the Westminster Company, by

which any decision could be set down against their

names, except by hearsay. Then, again, there was

a large number of municipalities which said neither

yes nor no, and which are quite as likely as not in the

future to disclaim the action of any District Board that

may be formed, on the ground that they had nothing to

do with it.

Undertakings must, in fact, either want a Board or

not want a Board, and on this point tliey should make
up their minds, unless they wish for trouble. There is

to be held shortly a further meeting to which every

undertaking in Greater London will be invited, and
unless the proposal is vetoed at this meetin<r it will pro

ceed to elect tiie members of the proposed District Board.

There will be no excuse at this third opportunity for any

undertaking to neglect to register its opinion, one wav
or the other.

DtjRiNG recent years the electric loco-

Battery motive has been rapidly gainin;:

Locomotives, favour, and its use in shipyards, ml
lieries, both for surface and under

ground haulage, and in big works which have railway

facilities, has been expanding. Since the recent

disastrous fire at West Hartlepool, its possibilities have

been much canvassed. The theory that the fire was
started by a spark from a steam locomotive may not

prove to be true, but it has been truly said that the

wonder would be. not that this was the cause of the

happening, but that it should not have happened before.
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The extremely low fire risk of the electrically-pro-

jielled engine or vehicle is a matter of conmion know-

ledge. It is a risk virtually negligible. But the bat-

tery engine has other qualities that count more than

ever to-daj-j these are its economical haulage and its

convenience. In shunting work, for instance, to which

it is being more and more applied, it can do all that the

ordinary type of shunting steam engine can do; it can

draw loads as great and at t\\ ice the speed, whilst there

is no loss of time through having to raise a head of

steam each morning. When the day's work is over, it

is run into the charging station and charged overnight,

and it is ready for instant work next morning. If the

davs work liappens to be much heavier than normal

and the drain on the Lattery so much the greater, a

boosting charge, say, during the dinner hour, will

restore some 40 per cent, of tiie total charge, thus in-

creasing the working capacity of the engine.

Lower capital cost, lower operating cost, and its free-

dom from fire risks are factors that are bringing about

a wider adoption of the battery locomotive for trans-

port in and about works. Tliat freedom from lire risks

was the reason why the battery engine was adopted for

liiunition factories during the war; it was the only

power tractor that could safely be used in these places,

it is doing good work in shipyards—at Harland and

Wolff's in Belfast, at Govan, in the Xorth-East coalfield

—and tlie L. it Y. Railway (now the North-Western) has

built one for use at Clifton Junction, where it has a

power station. The engine, which weighs nearh- 1!)

tons, and an Ironclad-Exide battery of 71 kW' cajjacity

at the 4i-hour rate. It was designed to handle three

loaded 20-ton coal wagons (90 tons) on an incline of

one in 189, and was adopted in place of providing five

electric capstans at the power station. It can deal with

twice the load capacity of the capstans, and at twice the

rate of speed, and both capital and operating costs are

lower. The capacity of the battery will admit of 3|^

hours' shunting, or four hours' continuous run " light
"

on the level at an average speed of 20 lu.p.h. Tlie

advantages of the electric tractor ouglit to he more
widely known.

The Societe d'Electricite de Paris

Fixed and is perhaps the only French supply com-
Variable Tarift's pauy which did not incur any losses

in France. through the great increases in the

cost of coal during the war and in

the two years following the conclusion of the Armistice,

which increases brought the prices of coal up to fifteen

iir twenty times the charges which prevailed in 1913.

All the gas and electricity supply companies whose cus-

tom it was and is to sell at fixed rates were involved in

deficits during tlie period in question, and it was only

after these companies were authorised to raise their

sale prices that any improvement began to be manifest

in their financial situation. But the directors of the

Societe d'Electricite de Paris, besides originally estab-

lishing a large station ecpiipped with turbo-generating

plant, also had the prevision to introduce what was

jierhaps a novelty in the supply business at that time,

namely, a system of contracts with consumers, according

to which the latter undertook to pay for supply accord-

ing to the variations in the prices of coal. Thus pay-

ments were and are made on the basis of the prices pre-

vailing in the previous year, with adjustments in some

cases at the end of the year. As a result of the adoption

of this far-sighted policy, the company has been able

to maintain its rate of dividend during all this period

at the highest rate (9 per cent.) paid in former periods

of peace, whereas the fixed-price companies had to pass

tlirnurrh some very difficult times in the seven years in

ipiestion.

It is necessary to mention that the Societe d'Electricite

lie Paris, which has no right of supply to private con-

sumers in the city of Paris, is chiefly a bulk supply

undertaking. Its principal customers comprise the

Metropolitan and North-South underground electric

railwavs and the former Paris Omnibus Co., and the

Tramway Company of the Seine Departement. In

addition, the company distributes in the suburbs north

of Paris, at Saint Denis and in neighbouring localities,

and the total deliveries in the year ended last June

amounted to 148,000,000 kW'h and represented an

advance over the pre-war period. As to the possible

effects on the company of the recent amalgamation of

various supply companies in the vicinity of Paris, the

chairman of the Society d'Electricite de Paris informed

the shareholders at the annual meeting that the fusion

was prompted by the desire to secure uniformity and
economy, but that it did not appear that the amal-

gamated undertakings would supplant the Societe

d'Electricite, which principally works for the transport

companies. For that matter, he remarked, the Paris

agglomeration is sufficiently vast for several companies

to be able to work and prosper side by side.

Ln a lecture having the title '' Econo-
Fconomics and mics and Happiness," which he de-

Happiness, livered a short time ago at the

London School of Economics, Sir

Arthur Steel-Maitland made some points which should

be borne in mind by those who are accustomed to talk

loosely of political economy. It is one of the most

elusive of sciences, and, as the lecturer pointed out, it

is one upon which your ordinary platform orator can

talk with apparent wisdom, because the phrases which

he uses are those «hieli we are accustomed to hear in

common parlance. One may mention the law of supply

and demand, capital and labour, without being brought

to book, becau.se the meaning of the words is not clearly

defined. On the other hand, if an ignorant person essays

to discourse on any other science he is soon detected

by his inexact use of technical words. In developing

his theme. Sir Arthur went on to point out that at the

present moment the country is both uneconomic and

unhapj)y, and that it is unliappy largely because it is

uneconomic. We should like to go on to say that it is

at present uneconomic largely because of the false doc-

trines which are being daily preached on platforms and

street corners in all parts of the country. '"It is the

duty of the Government," says the man on the barrel,

'to provide work and maintenance for every willing

worker! " but he does not think it necessary to point

out that the only way in which the Government can

perform this duty is by encouraging the owner of capital

to embark upon jirofitable enterprise. We use the

word profitable " advisedly because it has been proved

again and again that no business can be properly run

unless it is run at a profit. And wdien work has

been provided it is necessary for the worker to

give an adequate return for the wages paid to him.

Unless he does that it is not possible for the Govern-

ment or for capital, adecpiately and reasonably sup-

ported by Government, to provide the necessary work.

Of all the cries uttered to mislead the working classes

there is none more dangerous or insidious than " Down
with the Capitalist! " The Socialist who preaches this

doctrine knows well tliat it goes down with those who

listen to him ; but he knows e(|ually well that were it

not that some people are prepared to risk their capital

in industrial enterprise there would soon be no work

for any worker, willing or otherwise. The Socialist,

if it suited him, could easily find examples which the

working man would readily understand. A man finds

there is coal at great depth under his land. He wants

to reach and work it. He has to face the risk of sinking

a shaft at enormous expenditure of time and money,

and a large percentage of that money has to be spent

in warres. Where is the money to come from if not

from capital? Owing to our present uneconomic posi-

tion, the capitalist has become very wary about embark-

ing on new enterprises. As we have stated quite lately,

it is the revival of confidence whicli alone can brintr

stability which will warrant those who u.se their own and

other people's capital, in launching out on a hundred

and one large employment-producing enterprises.
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THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF SOLID INSULATING MATERIALS.
By W. S. FLIGHT, A.M.I. E.E., M.A.I.E.E.

iConcluded

The curves in fig. 13 show results obtained on various

numbers of layers of varnished cloth, and from the

analysis of these results given in Table II it is seen how

the percentage decrease in dielectric strength increases

as the number of layers is increased.

6.

—

Thermal Capacity of the Electrodes.

SuflBcient has already been said regarding the very

vital effect on the dielectric strength of the temperature

of the insulation to enable it to be readily understood

that the thermal capacity of the electrodes may under

certain conditions exert an influence on the breakdown

voltage obtained. Figs. 14 and 15 show some results

r.bserved durin" tests on varnished cloth and fuller-

from page 41.")

with the two kinds of electrodes became less as the initial

temperature of the sample was increased. When the

tests were carried out at 100 deg. C. the time-voltage

curves for each set of electrodes practically coincided.

T.^SizE and Shape of Electrodes.

Although during investigational work various experi-

menters have employed all shapes of electrodes,* includ-

ing needle-points and spheres of various diameters, it

is usual during commercial tests of solid insulating ma-
terials to employ flat plate electrodes. Even when the

latter are used, the i-esults obtained are influenced

by:-
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From the above it will be seen that the smaller the

area of the electrodes the greater will be the figure ob-

tained for the dielectric strength, if this is calculated

on the average, as is usually done. As the area of the

metal parts in contact with the insulation in an elec-

trical machine may be many hundreds of times greater

than the area of the electrodes which can conveniently

lie employed during the routine tests of the insulating

materials, it is very desirable that the minimum figures
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(a) Due to the difference in the distribution of the

dielectric field, and
{b) Due to the difficulty of driving off any moisture in

the material.

(a) Dielectric Field.—When two metal parts are

separated by a solid dielectric and maintained at a

difference of potential, the dielectric flux is not uni-

formly distributed, but is more concentrated at the

edges than on the centre portion of the electrodes. The

degree of concentration at the edges depends on the

relationship between the specific inductive eapacitj'

(8. I.e.) of the solid dielectric to that of the surround-

ing media. Air Ijaving a lower S.I.C. tlian solid di-

electrics results in considerable concentration of the flux

at the edge of the electrode, whilst if tests are carried

nut in oil, the flux distribution is made more uniform,

ilue to the S.I.C. of the oil being nearer to that of the

n aterial under test. As breakdown takes place as soon

a.s the voltage gradient exceeds the dielectric strengtli of

the solid dielectric, it follows that the voltage required

t& produce breakdown will be lowest when the tests are

carried out in air. This is illustrated by the low tem-

l^erature readings in figs. 21 and 22. As soon as the

voltage gradient at the edges of the electrodes exceeds

tlie dielectric strength of the air or the oil, corona is

formed around the electrodes. The effect of corona is

to distribute the edge effect over a band surrounding the

electrode, and so reduce the flux distribution at the edge

of the electrode. The following illustrates this fact : If

a sheet of good insulating material is tested in air,

using a needle point as one electrode and a flat plate

as the bottom electrode, corona forms previous to break-

down, and spreads out over the surface of the insulation.

If a few breakdowns are obtained under these conditions

and similar tests are then made with a drop of oil sur-

rounding the needle point, it will be observed that in

the latter case no corona is formed, thereby causing the

dielectric flux to be concentrated at the point of the

needle, which results in breakdown taking place at an
appreciably lower voltage than when corona was per-

mitted to form. From consideration of the distribution

of the dielectric field alone it cannot be stated for a

general case which method of test will give the highest

dielectric strength, and the other factors which influence

this need consideration.

(i) MoiHure.—Practically all fibrous insulating ma-
terials when tested in a normal condition contain a

certain percentage of moisture. When voltage is

applied to the insulation, so-called leakage currents

flow through the insulation, and by so doing raise the

temperature of the insulation above the temperature of

the surrounding media. This causes the moisture in

the insulation to be driven out, and drops of water are

often seen condensed on the underside of the electrodes

if examined immediately after the lireakdown of a piece

of damp material. When tests on such materials are

made in air, the moisture freely escapes, and if the volt-

age is raised sufficientlj- slowly, it is quite possible to

use the leakage currents to very effectively dry out the

iriaterial under the electrodes. As the moisture content
decreases, the dielectric strength increases, and conse-

(|uently higher values are obtained than would be the
case if the moisture was retained in the insulation.

When the material is tested under oil, this moisture
cannot escape unless the temperature of the oil is well

over 100 deg. C. Figs. 21 and 22 show results of t«st«

on fullerboard and micarta, and clearly indicate the

extent of the reduction due to oil sealing in the mois-
ture. From these curves it is evideat that very great
care should be taken to thoroughly dry out all oil-im-

mersed apparatus before the insulation is immersed in

tlie oil. When surrounded by air, fibrous insulating
materials comparatively easily take up and get rid of

moisture, but when surrounded by nil they can onlv with
dirticulty absorlj or got rid of moisture.

Conclusions.

From the above remarks it is seen that tliere are so

ti'Miiv factors which influence t)ie dielectric strength of

solid insulating materials, that it is a truism to say that

within fairly wide limits any piece of solid insulating

material can be made to have almost any dielectric

strength. In other words, it is absolutely essential that

the test conditions should be either stated or distincth'

understood, in order that figures quoted for dielectric

strengtli may bo of any use. Although millions of di-

electric strength tests have been carried out in practi-

tally all civilised countries of the world, there is not at

present any recognised standard of test conditions for

the determination of dielectric .strength. Consequently
tliere is often difficult}- in getting results to compare
with those of other experimenters, even when the tests

are carried out on materials of the same quality. The
clioice of the most suitable test conditions is a very wide
one, and calls for the most careful consideration of those

who have had practical experience in testing insulating

materials. The conditions selected .should be subject to

the following considerations:—
(/;) Tliey should represent as closely as possible the

conditions under which the insulation will have to

operate in service.

{!>) The_y should be of such a nature tliat results can
be obtained in the shortest possible time. This is most
necessary for routine testing where many samples have
to be handled each day.

(c) They should be such as to reduce the persona!

element to a minimum.

Recommendations .

In this connection a few suggestions are given for the

determination of the dielectric strength of solid insulat-

ing materials ;
—

1. The test equipment should conform as closely as

jiossible to the requirements mentioned under " Test

E(iuipment " oai'lier in this article.

2. Tlie temperature of the sample and the electrodes

tliould bo approximately 90 deg. C.

3. As it is impossibtfe to construct a standard thick-

ness voltage curve which would be applicable to all

grades and kinds of solid insulation, and as each ma-
terial is used in a large number of thicknesses, it is

desirable that the value for the dielectric strength should

always be suffixed or prefixed by a statement regarding

the thickness to which this value refers. When tlie

material is usually employed in service in a less thick-

ness than 1 cm., it is customar}'' to express the dielectric

strength in volts per mil (1 mil=one thousandth of an

inch), and when used in greater thicknesses than 1 cm.,

the dielectric strength is expressed in kV per cm.

4. If the information is required for the design of

electrical machinery, the shape of the test pieces should

be such as to produce as nearly as possible the same dis-

tribution of electric field as will be likely to occtir under
service conditions. For comparative purpose only the

sha])e of the insulating materials should, whenever pos-

sible, be a flat plate.

5. As the standardisation rules specify one minute as

the length of time during which the h.v. test on finished

machines is to be applied, it is essential that all figures

obtained for dielectric strengths should be based on the

maximum voltage which the material will withstand for

one minute. This can be determined by first running
the voltage up at the uniform average rate of 1 ,000 volts

per second, and then attempting to apply 75 per cent,

of this voltage for one minute. From the result of this

second test the maximum voltage the material will

withstand for one minute, can soon be ascertained.

6. The electrodes should consist of a material of low

thermal conductivity and low specific heat, covered with

metal foil about .005 in. thick.

7. The area of the electrodes should be about 4 sq. in.,

and the effect of the size of the electrodes should be

taken into account by calculating the dielectric strength

r.n the lowest breakdowns obtained and not on the aver-

age. To overcome the variation due to the variation in

the radius of the edge, it is suggested that scpiare e(l<res

should always be used. The metal parts of an electrical

machine have frequently very sharp edges. A 2-in.
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1 iibe of insulating material covered with metal foil has

iieen found to form a very suitable and convenient elec-

trode.

8. To wipe out as far as possible the past history of

the material, which may have been artificially dried

before being submitted for test, the samples should be

suspended for 24 hours in a humidifier (a closed box
containing water at tlie bottom) and kept at about '25

deg. C.

9. If the insulation is intended for use in non-oil-

inuner.sed apparatus, the breakdown voltage tests should

be eai-i-ied out in an oven containing a dish of water,

so as to give 100 per cent, humidity at the test tempera-

ture. If tlie ins\ilation is intended for use in oil-im-

mersed apparatus, the voltage test should be carried

out in oil of commercial purity (say, having a break-

down voltage of 14.000 volts when tested between needle

jioihts spaced horizontally and | in. apart).

As the correct determination of the dielectric strength

is the very foundation of all insulation design, and as

tlie reliability of all electrical machiner3- so very largely

depends on the insulation, it is hoped that the above
remarks will stimulate an interest in this very im-
portant subject, and that before long some standard

method of conducting this test will jje evolved.

[Ekhatum.—On p. 40 of our last issue, the note in

small type appearing under fig. 7 should have been
jilaced under fig. 10. to whicli it relates.

—

Eds. Et.ko.

Kkv.]

TELEPHONE LINE WORK IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Discussion at Liverpool.

.Vt the Liverpool Sub-Centre of the North-Western Centre of

the Jns'titution of Electrical Enfiineers, on November 'iVth,

I'.l'iL Mr. E. S. Byng's paper on the above subject
(abstracted in our issue of November '2-5th) was read, and in

opening the discussion Mr. A. J. Eames said that be did

ridt think that telephone engineers in England could readily

avoid comparing American and British practice. Indis-

criminate criticism of American methods would be very in-

appropriate, as the greatly varying conditions made differences

inevitable; other factors, such as the life of plant, annual
maintenance charges, and depreciation, also entered into the

question. The wider open spaces in America permitted of

plant being designed of a strictly utilitarian type, and ugli-

ness was not so conspicuous. With regard to the relatively

greater humidity of the British climate, for example, the use
of glass insulators with wooden spindles, and the drop wiring
system would be unsatisfactory owing to insulation losses.

No reference was made to any scheme for the technical train-

ing of the junior grades of the engineering staff. On the whole.
I lie work was organised on similar lines in this country. Devel-
npnient studies in America proceeded on almost identical hues.
Some of the information sought for might be considered as

being of too searching a character, but experience strongly

confirmed that statistics of a very complete kind were essential

to avoid waste of capital, or costly and premature replace-

ments of serviceable plant. The provision of cable stubs at
suitable brancbing-off points along the main cable was a useful

device for obtaining flexibility in cable pair distribution. Tee-
ing on at the main cable joint was a disadvantage which
would, perhaps, be better avoided by looping pairs through the
stub cable. He was unable to accept the suggestion (without
some reservation) that the arrangement prevented faults; the
risk was, to some extent, shifted from the main cable joint to

the .stub cable. The method described in Section 5 of erecting
aerial cables was generally sound, particularly with regard to

the short spans. The practice of driving two bolts transversely
through the pole, instead of carrying a band round the pole.

to secure the clamp, unnecessarily weakened the pole. Greater
care liad to be taken of telephone poles in this country, as the
majority were imported, and they were extremely costly, for

wiich reason it was necessary to set them farther apart.
'I'he opinion was rather widely held that marline, a vegetable
substance, had deleterious effects on lead sheathings in damp
atmospheres—rawhide strips for hanging and tying up the
cable to the su.spender wire were preferred. The •24-in. arm
spacing, in.stead of 1'2 in., would very .seriously limit the wire
carrying capacity of poles, but must considerably minimi.se
the risk of faults if the wires were properly regulated.
Mr. A. J. Pratt s.i.id a significant .statement was " that no

small measure of direct responsibility rests with the chief
engineer in the matter of providing a fair return." That was
a sound principle, capable of wide application in spheres of
labour generally. It was a matter of surprise to find that
.America n engineers made such a hberal use of concrete. Cases
of damage to ducts in England were very rare. In laying
earthenware con<luits through large towns and cities it

happened that in probably 90 per cent, of the cases the con-
duit had necessarily to be laid at a greater depth than the
standard 24 in. in the .carriageway, owing to the presence of
foreign mains and ob.struction, which was an additional pro-
tection.

As regarded pressure testing, it would seem a wise precau-
tion to pressure-test main cables after the completion of the
plumbing operations. It would be a difficult matter to ensm'e
a perfectly hennetically sealed lead tube, say, from Birming-
ham to Liverpool, by relying upon the plumbers' work aluue.
Moreover, the cost of pressure-testing by either dried air or
CO, was coniparatively small as compared with the co.st of

renewing a length or so of expensive main cable. Again, as
regarded the insulation resistance, they used in this counti'y the
desiccator as the construction work proceeded, and on com-
pletion of the cable they had a perfectly sealed tube, all

leading-in points having been eliminated, and they could, if

desired, obtain an insulation resistance of oO,0(X) megohms per
mile. Sub.sequent to the initial desiccating operations there
was no further need to desiccate unless a fault occurred. To
renew the length would probably necessitate rebalancing over
a long length—perhaps half a mile—a very expensive operation.
Mr. F. Mercer explained that one feature which tended to

distingui.sb American practice from British was the dependence
of the former on the skill of their workmen, which appeared
to be such that faults attrilnitable to bad workman.sbip were
so few and unimportant that it was not worth while taking
steps for their elimination. In America it appeared that
pressure-testing was not carried out, presiunably because the.

expense was too great, and it was preferred instead to risk

occasional faults in the lead sheath, which might admit
moi.sture, and in turn either create a definite fault or cau.se

electrical unbalance between the wires of a four-wire core,

and therefore cross-talk between the three circuits in that core.

One could but admire the flexibility and vision evidenced
in the .\merican system. It was only necessary to refer to

the cable racking of large man-holes whereby any cable joint in

the man-hole could be readily made or altered without inter-

fering with other cables, to balloon joints in a cable whereby
additional circuits could be loaded without undue difficulty,

to stub cables by which a flexible distribution was ensured, and
to the use of aerial cable with terminals on the carrying poles

whereby new subscribers could be readily connected, in order
to .see the high standard which bad been attained in that
respect.

Mr. H. Adams agreed with the author that the stub cable

method appeared good for increasing the flexibility of the

u.fi. system, but what precautions were taken to prevent
faults developing in the stubs? The methods employed for

superimposing lines on aerial lines were remarkable. He and
many others had spent hours on balancing lines to prevent
overhearing on the superimpo.sed circuits, which were called
" plus trunks." Sectional tests were made in order to pin

down the trouble to some particular section, but no one defect

that would cause the trouble could be found. The trunks in

question were about .30 miles long, and included underground
and aerial cables and open line. The only conclusion they
could arrive at was that the insulation resistance and capacity
of the open lines (which passed through trees) were greatly

and unevenly affected by the ever-changing atmospheric con-
ditions. Those plus circuits never did work satisfactorily.

Drop or vertical joints on aerial cables consisted of a closed

lead sleeve with an externally threaded bra.ss collar, which
was fitted on to an internally threaded brass collar. Tlie

screwed joint was made damp proof liv the use of a rubber
ring or washer; the two ends of the cable to be jointed were
brought into the top of the collar, and the space between the

cables and collar was securely closed by a wiped joint. The
great advantage claimed for the joint over and above the
liorizontal type was accessibility of conductors for changes or

tests. The moisture-proof qualities of the joint were claimed
by Kempster B. Miller to be perfect, but the speaker con-
sidered the mechanical construction very weak on account of

the expansion and contraction of the cable affecting the wiped
joint. With the crank handle method of twisting, on account
of looseness of joints, continuity had been interfered with.

Experimental tests with a buzzer and an exploring coil—really

an induction coil—so far as aerial cables were concerned,
presented no real difficulties. Underground cable testing by
that method was quite a different proposition, as the iron

conduit around the cable appeared to act as a magnetic screen.

Mr. C. F. Boi.TON confined his remarks to that portion of

the paper that dealt with underground cable work, and was
greatly int<>rested to hear that ducts were laid on a 4-in. con-
crete foundation, as he was of the opinion that that was a
most important point, especially in cases where the external
diameter of the cable to be installed approximated that of the
internal diameter of the duct. His experience had been that
when the duct line was laid without a rigid bed (referring to

glazed earthenware ducts with .spigot and .socket joints, as
used by the British Post Office) irregularities might occur in

level at pine-joints, and an accumulation of those irregularities

in a duct section constituted a .serious source of friction when
a length of cable was being drawn in. T'nder those con-
ditions the .sheathing of the cable was subjected to very great
.strain, and to prevent that he considered the provision of a
concrete bed for obtaining the correct level would be well

repaid. In the case of underground balanced-trunk cabling
the speed of drawing-in determined, within certain limits,

the rate of progress of the whole work. The practice of
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always providing a draw wire in one duct when a conduit line

was being installed was sound, as it might be assumed that

when a conduit route was installed cabling operations would

follow immediately; much time and expense was therefore

saved by precluding the necessity of rodding operations.

The author stated that concrete was now more frequently

used in manhole construction. That was no doubt cheaper

when a clear run could be obtained, but the speaker imagined

that in congested street areas where pipes, &c., had unavoid-

ably to pass through the manhole, concrete construction would

be more expensive than brick owing to diliiculties with the

shuttering. The practice of providing that entry was made
in the centre of the manhole in all cases was excellent, and
the provision of a ladder seemed to be of primary uuportance.

The installation of racks during manhole construction was
also an important point, as it was imperative that the cabling

gang should have m^ans of supporting the ends of the cable

after drawing-in, to avoid kinking at the duct mouth.
Progress iu drawii}g-in must undoubtedly be expedited by

the adoption of standard manhole construction, and he had
always been of the opinion that a manilla rope was unsuitable

for drawing-in purposes owing to the fact that the rope

stretched to a great extent before the cable moved, and when
the latter did move the cable entered the duct with a rush,

thus causing a danger of the cable being kinked and damaged
at the feeding end.
That any lubricant used acted as a lubricant only, and did

not form an effective preservative against chemical or electri;al

action on the lead sheath seemed probable in view of the

fact that much of the lubricant must be scraped off the
sheathing at various points during drawing-in operations. E-e-

garding the statement that four miles of full-sized cable was
drawn-in in one day by a gang of twenty men working for

ten honrs; it seemed to ho a remarkably small time allowance

for all the operations, and the question naturally suggested

itself: How many motor winches were used? .\lso whether
the operations covered a distance of four miles from point to

point, or whether several cables were drawn-in at one position,

thus doing away with the necessity of moving the motor winch
after every two pulls'? The figures given for speed of jointing

were indeed remarkable, and it seemed especially imperative
that underground balanced-trunk lines should be air-pressure

tested, as should it be foimd necessary to withdraw a length
ow'ing to faulty plumbing or sheathing much time and expense
would be involved in breaking up the loading coil section to

balance in the new length. He was also surprised to note
that no attempt was made to remedy low insulation by means
of desiccating, as there was no doubt that very good results

could be obtained if desiccation was properly carried out. A
disadvantage of waxing joints was that the colours of the
marking papers were to a large extent neutralised by waxing.
When jointing a balanced trirok cable according to a pre-
arranged selection scheme that might lead to serious errors,

especially when working in a manhole in artificial light. The
speed of 50 ft. per minute for drawing-in cable could be quite
safely used provided the cable could be suitably lubricated.
The paper contained many points of importance which could
be profitably adopted in this country.
Mr. J. A. Morton thought that one reason for the great

development of the telephone industry in the United States
was that, generally speaking, the construction there was not
so substantia! as it w-as in the British Lsles—the Americans
were willins to take more risks and to experiment more fre-

quently, and thus got a cheaper construction, and so a cheaper
service. Americans would also run a line out of their way for
one or two customers, knowing that if the poles were once
there a demand u-sually followed from others, as it did in the
case of an electricity supply main—once put the main down
and the customers would come along. A percentage nf tin or
antimony in the sheath of both aerial and undergrouml rabies
strengthened the lead, but it did not help against chemical
action. A lead .sheath with 3 per cent, of tin in it was .50 per
cent, stronger than a pure-lead sheath, and, seeing that tele-
phone cables had not much lateral strength, for that reason
the Americans were quite right in using the tin both for under-
ground and for overhead cables. In this countrv the Post
Office used no tin in underground lead sheaths ;"

possibly it
was not thought worth the extra money.
That untreated cedar poles had a life of nineteen years

seemed rather a long time, though by creosoting under pressure
that life might easily be doubled. There seemed to be no
general rule in .America as regarded the factor of safety of the
poles. The cost of pole roofs was very .small, and it would add
to the hfe of the pole. All the fancy stay " gadgets " were in-
teresting, but aft<=r all was said and done nothing beat the old
" dead man " (usually and fittingly part of a defunct railway
sleeper), and all the patent earth-boring anchors required soil
reasonably free from large stones, otherwise one could not get
them in. He doubted if they were as strong as a " dead
man " when they were in.

Wooden insulator pins would not last nearly so long as
galvanised steel. In that connection a lapping of jute string
at the bottom of the threads on iron pins W'ould stop jarring.
He thought that glass insulators developed internal disruptive
stresses under tempernture changes and were very unreliable,
but apparently that difficulty had been got over in America.
The photograph of the 2.000-volt power line with the delight-
fully simple so-called guard arm underneath and just above
the telephone wires might make some people feel safe, but the

speaker would not care to use that telephone wire when the

power wires had been brought down by a storm.

The vibration method of finding the dips was like finding

the tension on a fiddle string by its note—or counting the

number of its vibrations, if that could be done. Single cable

rings would grip the wire, and would not move about in a

wind, but it sinflried like .setting a cable on a knife edge,

especially when that cable veighed from 4 to 8 lb. per foot.

If the statement that there ivas a saving on the annual

cost of aerial cable meant a saving in maintenance costs he

could nut agree, nor did he care for the idea of creosoted

wooden ducts, as they absorbed moisture, and it was essential

that the creosote oil be absolutely neutial or there might be

trouble with the lead.

Mr. W. Holttcm said that the upkeep expenses of aerial

cables were less than for underground ones, which seemed con-

trary to what one would expect. The description of the crank

handle method of jointing was interesting, and it was not

apparent why it should not be .irlnpted iu this country.

Mr. W. Cowburn thought that che methods of construction

adopted in this country would bear favourable comparieon
with those in the States, where the industry had been left

open to competitive commercial enterprise. On the other

hand, in England they .should have the advantages accruing

from one ownership. With regard to the question of organisa-

tion, there appeared to be no engineer-in-chief, which meant
that the ultimate decision as regarded technical matters rested

with an individual who was not necessarily an engineer. It

would appear that the scope for the use of 3i lb. conductors in

this country would be very limited. Aerial cables would never

be used so extensively in England as in the Sta.tes; it was
much more likely that cheaper methods of construction would
be looked for on the lines of protected cable. Where ajiy

metal came into contact with the lead sheath damage would
be done to an aerial cable, and had not Mr. Byng pointed out

the exten.sive use to which the Bonita and Blackburn steel

suspension rings were used in the States the speaker would
personally have hesitated to use them.

SMOKE ABATEMENT.

Keport ok Ministry of He.4lth Committee.

The Committee appointed in January, 1920, by the Minister

ot rieaiiu, to coiiSiUer the present state ot the law wiiu

regara to the pollution of tne air Dy smuKe and oiner noxious

vapours, ana its admmistration, ana to aavise what steps

are Uesirabie and practicable witn a view to OiminisUmg tne

evils still arising from such pollution,'' has pubUsUeU its hnai

leixirt (H.M. btatiouery umce. frice ba. net).

ifie opening sections of the report give a concise review of

legislation enacted to dimmish the amount of smoke Irom
inaustrial establishments and the powers given to local

authorities in this matter. The regulations in force m J_ionaou

are set out separately, and it is noted that under one of its Acts
the L/.C.C. IS empowered to expend a sum ot ±'500 annually

in making experiments and mvestigations wiiu respect to

smoke consumption and abatement, ihe restrictions placed

upon railway and road-locomotive companies are touched
upun, and particulars of a number of local acts dealing with
the subject ot smoke nuisance are given. Conditions m Scot-

land and m certain foreign countries are discussed briefly.

Section V deals w ith the waste and damage due to smoke, it

is estimated that the potential fuel annually discharged into

the atino.sphere in the form of soot amounts to 'Zi milhon
tons from domestic fireplaces and to 500,000 tons from in-

dustrial establishments. (These figures refer, presumably,
to this country alone.) At i'i per ton this represents an
annual and du'ect waste of ±'6,0o0,000. It is shown in the
report how injurious to health and buildings this pollution

is, and the fact that a great deal of material detrimental to

health is discharged is proved by the moan monthly
deposits of solid matter per square mile in Birmingham and
London, which are 54.2 and 2oA tons respectively, in Sec-

tion VI the use of raw coal in domestic establishments is

condemned as a wasteful, dirty, and unscientific process, and
its substitution by superior methods is touched upon. For
large buildings such as hotels, clubs, and blocks of offices,

the best system is said to be some form of central heating

arrangement with supplementary heating by gas or electric

fires. The Committee, therefore recommends that local

authorities should be empowered to frame by-laws enforcing

the provision of smokeless heating arrangements in new-

buildings other than private dwelling houses. With regard

to electricity, it is .stated that " from a hygienic and labour-

saving point of view, electric cooking and heating has much
to recommend it. and the Committee hopes that the price.i

at present charged in many locahties will be reduced to such
a point as to allow of a considerable extension of its use."
Tlie report also .says that gas for cooking and heating also has
many advantages over a coal fire, and the use of gas coke for

central heating and for open grates is recommended. Low
temporature carbonisation forms the subject of Section VII.
The geni-iwi conchisions of the Director of Fuel Research
during an inspection of an installation at Barnsley (described
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iu our issue uf November 18th, 19-21, p. 664) aie set furtb. It

is said that autil the engineering, technical, and economic

aspects have been further tested and developed, it will not be

possible to determine how far this particular method will

contribute to the solution of the national problem of the

proper utilisation of coal. In Section Vlil indu.stnal smoke

IS considered under two heads :—Smoke from boiler furnaces;

and smoke from other manufacturing processes. Kegardiug

the former it is shown that, under normal conditions and with

careful stoking, httle or no smoke need be ijroduced, and chat

in many cases it would be practicable without undue ex-

penditure to reduce considerably the amount of smoke al-

ready emitted. Special classes of instruction for stokers are

recommended. An absolute prohibition of the emis.sion ot

smoke from certain other processes is considered impractic-

able, and the law should be altered so as to provide that

manufacturers should take all practicable steps to reduce

pollution of the atmosphere; ab.solute prohibition if properly

enforced would, be likely to destroy some industries. Among
other suggestions made are that a standard enabling aa
authority tc dehne a nuisance should be fixed; and that the

emission of " grit " should ahso be a punishable oft'ence. The
difficulty of proving a smoke nuisance case is illustrated by

the " Lots- Road case " in which the Chelsea Borough Coun-
cil prosecuted the Underground Electric Railways Co. The
prosecutors in this case failed to convince the magistrate that

the smoke from the power station was .scientifically " black."

Such cases deter local authorities from taking action, and
the fines at present imposed are also too trivial to act a.s a.

deterrent. It is suggested that more uniform practice should

be e.stahlished and that administration of the law in thi.s

respect should be in the hands of County Councils and the

Councils of County Boroughs. The Minister of Health, it

is considered, should appoint one or more competent officers

to advise and assi.st both local authorities and manufacturers
with regard to smoke problems. In connection with noxi-

(vus vapours it is reported that, while nuisances from chemical
works are not unknfiwn, the Alkali, &c.. Works Regulations
.\ct, IflOG, appears to be adequate. In its general conclusions

the Committee recommends a stricter supervision of local

authorities by the Ministry of Health with regard to smoke
and noxious vapours; defaulting authorities -should be com-
ptlled to act in cases of serious pollution of the atmosphere.
A number of Appendices follow the report. .Appendix A, on
smoke abatement in Ciermany, says that while condi-

tions generally are better there than in this country it is

because the great development of indu.stry is of comparatively
recent growth. Appendix B reproduces the Committee's
Interim Report which was briefly reviewed in a note on
p. 898 of our 'issue of December 30th.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the foUoicing week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

sealed so that no liquid or vapour escapes under ordinary

running conditions, and even when the fuse is blpwing very

little liquid is spilt. ,. , ., . .

llie trouble involved in cleaning any contacts after a short

circuit IS neghgible.
J. M. ScottMaxviell,

Managing Director
Electric Control, Ltd.

Glasgow.
January lot/). 19-i-2.

High=Pressure Fuses.

With reference to the article on " High-Pie.s.>ure Fuses "

appearing in your issue of November 'i.5th, and a letter by
Mr. .1. B. Rutlkin on December :30th, your contributor has
rai.sed several points of general interest.

Mr. Rudkin points out the po.ssiljility of only one fu.se

lilowing in a three-phase circuit, thus leaving the circuit of

the otlier phases comple'fc, with con.sequent danger to the
motors. We would point out that the " Empire " S. it C. hign-
t^-nsion fuse is not intended to open a circuit on ordinary
overload, but is specially designed and con.structed to prot<>ct

the line and apparatus from short circuits. Under the condi-
tions of a short circuit, it is practically certain that the exces-
sive ru.-ih of cui'rent will blow two or all three fu.ses. If, on
the other hand, the current gradually increased, the oil switch
ii«»d with the fuse would trip and open the three phases,
and if it .should happen by a combination of circum.stances
that the fuse in one phase only should blow, then the over-
loads in the remaining phases would be sufficient to open the
switch.

This point is only of interest, of.cour.se. .so far as three-phase
circuits are concerned. In single-phase circuits, such as

potential transformers, &c.. the condition referred to cannot
occur.

With regard to the opening of high-tension line,? on short
circuits where a large amount of power is available, the oil

circuit breakers often give trouble and sometimes even fail

completely.
The " Empire "'

S. &- C. fuse is more rapid in its

action than the quickest-acting oil switch, and this rapidity
of operation reduces the explosive effect, which js still further
reduced, due to the lessened possibility of vaporisation and
ionisation inside the fuse.
From the last point raised by Mr. Rudkin, regarding the

use of carbon-tetrachloride. it appears that he is not clear
about the constrxictjon of the fuse. The fu.se is completely

A Message from Mars?

I think that if
' S.U.S.," St. Annes. will investigate his

" messages " he will find they are due to a condition of

resonant vibration in his pipes, caused by one or more partial

airlocks in the pijies concerned. If this is so, it can be stopped

by opening a tap for a minute and closing it slowly and
without shock.

A leaky ball-valve can also produce this same effect, par-

ticularly if the lever is long and springy.

Another Sufferer.

Rawtenstall.
January 10th, 19'22.

I was very interested in the letters appearing under the

above heading in your last two issues, as I had a very similar

experience to " S.O.S. " about a couple of months ago.

I happened to be staying in Oxfordshire for a couple of

days, and in the early hours of the morning, between 2 a.m.

and 3 a.m., whilst lying in bed, could distinctly hear sounds,

very smiilar to the sounds heard in the telephones of a wire-

less receiving set. There was the same slightly musical

note that is peculiar to some transmitting stations. These
sounds were not audible in all parts of the room, but only by
lying in bed with one"s ear to the pillow. The wire mattress

seemed to be acting as a receiver. The sounds lasted about
half an hour, and the same thing was repeated on the second
night of my visit. -

The house is a small one in a quiet neighbourhood, without
hot water or electric light. I was so confident that these

were wireless signals that I intended investigating the matter
thoroughly, but unfortunately had tc) leave before I had a

chance to do so.

Perhaps one of your wireless readers will enlighten one who
is seeking for information.

Inductance.
January Wh. 1922.

High-frequency Stray Sparks on Motor-cars.

With reference to the article by " Voltman " in your issue of

December 30th, 1921. it may be of interest to him and to your
readers to know that I had conclusive proof of high-frequency

effects from motor cars as far back as 1913.

I was using a small wireless installation situated at the back
of a house, and while listening with head-gear telephones I

heard a faint humming sound which grew gradually louder

until it reached a maximum, and then it began to fade away.
Wondering what it could be I removed the telephones, and
then could plainly hear the sound of a motor-car engine as it

passed away in the distance. Since that time I have on
several occasions lieard a similar effect, and being prepared

have verified the maximum intensity point as the car passed

the hoiuse. I have noticed many cars that do not give this hiuh-

frequency oscillation, or if they do, it is quite inappreciable,

being too small to affect the receiver, even when the car is

quite close, whilst others hre most marked, giving quite a loud

note when close, and affect the wireless receiver when about
400 yards distant.

The receiver although not a valve is a rather sensitive one, as

it -can be made to respond readily to the ringing of ordinary
electric bells in neighbouring houses. The postman provides

a readv means of calibration.

Night Wafch-r.
London.

Jainiary V2th. 1922.

Mysterious Phenomena.

With reference to " Ginger Beer's " letter in the Electhical
Rrview, of January Gth, I should like to mention that I have
come across a similar instance of a person getting a shock from
a water tap to earth.

I am of the same opinion as the editor, that is, that it is

due to the fact that the resistance of the water pipe is lower
than that of earth.

But it seems rather remarkable that the potential difference

is sufficient to cive a person a shock when, as in my ca^e, the
oriainal potential difference was only 10-5 volts to earth.

I have recently come across a paragraph in an old pocket
book which gives particulars of an experiment carried out.

where bare conductors were submerged in a canal for about
a quarter of a mile and an electric current was passed through
them, working a telegraph instrument which proves that al-

thouch a bare conductor is surrounded by earth, it need
not drop to earth's potential.
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I am inclined to think that the sounds in the telephones

are due to the close proximity of conductors, which would
induce a current in the 'phones on the telephone circuit being

closed by earthing the two leads.

Interested.

Bristol,

Jan.ua III 9th. hm.

Single and Polyphase Commutator Motors.

With reference to your notes in last week's issue of the

Electrical Review re above, it miglit inteiest you to know
that we have actually installed at these works two Itj-h.p.,

400-volt, 50-cycle, 3-phase, a.c. commutator motors, with shunt
characteristics, for driving two rotary " web " presses.

The motor is capable of giving a speed range of 37.5/1,500

r.p.m. by hand-wheel control, the torque being constant at

any speed, in addition to which, push-button stations are
fitted at various positions on the presses for " Starting,"
" Inching," and " Stopping."
We believe these two machines are the first of their kind

installed and running under working conditions in tiis
country, at any rate for this class of work.

W. T. Kenney.
London. Newnes <f- Fearxon I'rinting'Co., Ltd.
January lljth, 19-22.

A Mountain—or a Mole^hill?

I must say that your article " Killing the Goose " in the
Review for January 13tli is a most amusing and well-written
sketch, but surely it is not meant to be more than that.
Really, I hope the writer does not expect or wish. us to believe
that most of the famous houses in the electrical trade are in
essence liars, thieves, and breakers of agreements, to say
nothing of falsifiers of books. These things are very easily
said, but to prove them is a very different matter. The manner
in which your contributor writes is almost a direct incentive
to every t:rm to break the lamp agreement, and I refuse to
believe that such a low type of morality is common to our
trade. I know for a fact that) there are some houses that
would not stoop to such dirty work, for, no matter how
amusingly you refer to it—no doubt to salve your conscience

—

that is what it is, and no man can lay claim to be an honest
business man who depends upon such tricks for his trade.

I sincerely hope the Lamp Association will have a reply to
give to your contributor's article vindicating the honour of
their signatories.

Signaller.
January Vlth, 1922.

[Our correspondent certainly knows a humorous article when
he sees it; but, having detected its humour, why does he treat
it so seriously'? A spice of exaggeration is one of the most
usual ingredients of humour.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Revenue from Power Supply at Lighting Rates.

With reference to the letter in last week's issue of the
Electrical Review, by Mr. H. Challis-Sowerby, I should
like an opportunity for making a few observations thereon.
The statement is made that 50 per cent, of the consumers

in the Manchester district represent works and small shop-
keepers and therefore are ruled out of the argument. That
is hardly correct. Why rule them out? Surely in some of
these works and shops a small electi-ic fire would be welcome
for use during the severe winter time for just, say, an hour
or so in the early morning or evening, or a small electric
kettle for making a cup of tea, >tc. : and these, if offered on
the hire-maintenance system, would afford a real blessing to
the consumers during those short intervals, and not all would
feel inclined to go to the expense of running a special power
circuit when the time such apparatus would be in use is so
short Many will pay a shilling or two per month at certain
periods for hn-e of the articles, and he pleased to pay for a
few units so used at lighting rate for the comfort, convenience
and benefit of a little briyht heat, or a quicklv made cup of
teaor cocoa at ju.st tho.se times when it is greatly appreciated.
And again. .30 per cent, of the consumers are poor persons
Yes, and provided the scheme is properlv explained and

demonstrated, my experience savs that those poor persons are
the first to realise the benefit and handines? of an electric
iron for a couple of hours per week, or a rapid toaster which
can he brought into use at a moment's notice—when both mav
be obtained for use whenever necessary on hire-maintenance
at about 6d. per week.

Also, that remaining 20 per cent, would surelv be interested
in one or more of the numerous small electricitv-consuminc
devices now available.

'

I do not sugge.st that any con.sumer would entertain tb"
idea of a number of these appliances being used off the li"htine
circmt. but T am certain .some do. and others would, welcome
electric radiant fires in bedrooms for a few minutes' use
night and morning during the cold weather and pnv for*hem at Inhting rates to ensure such comfortable conditionsVnoumg full well thati the whole expense can be cut out
directly better weather sets in. Similar remarks mav be

applied to other apparatus, such as small hot-plates, curling

tongs and shaving-water heaters, fans, Ac. Once the con
sunier realises that for a couple of shillings the apparatu:; i-

his—or hers—for a month to use whenever the necessity arise>,

and that there is no fear of other charges for repair ana
maintenance, merely one penny for energy each 15 minutes
it is in use—that consumer will want more.
There is in every house or shop where electricity is available

a demand for some form of electricity-consuming device, and
a properly advertised and demonstrated scheme for the hire-

maintenance of these goods would show the existence of such
demand.

Tv'o consumer thinking of using several heaters, cookers,

&c., would dream of paying lighting rates, but it is the large

number who at present do not make use of any who would
be pleased to pay a little extra for the great convenience and
comfort derived at seasonable times from the use of such
small apparatus without going to the expense and trouble of

a separate circuit and meter.
Interested.

January IGlh, 1922.

Change=over from D.C. to A.C. Supply.

It will be useful if some of your readers can give an opinion
on the following problem, which doubtless will affect many
stations.

A length of distributor 800 yards over ground consists of

three single conductors, each conductor being paper-insulated

and lead-covered. The cables are laid solid in troughing. .\s

they are rather cramped they touch each other at intervals,

and are also bonded together. The current in the cables is

140 amperes in the outers at the near end. falling to half this

amount at the far end. The cuiTent in the neutral is. of

course, small.

It is proposed to change the supply over from d.c. to single-

phase a.c, 480 volts on the outers, 40 periods. The problem is;

will there be trouble owing to currents induced in the lead

coverings'? One might expect that induced currents would
cause heating of the lead coverings, and that there might also

be difficulty owing to loss of voltage in the conductors them-
selves.

Any information thajt can be given by readers will be
gratefully received by

Mains.
Tvnemouth Corporation Electricitv Dept.
'Janiianj Wh, 1922.

Commutator Notching Machines.

In your current i.ssue there appears a description of a com-
mutator notching machine for cutting down the mica insulat-

ing strips below the surface of the commutator bars. You
state that the machine weighs about 22 cwt., that it has a long
bed for supporting the armature, and that it can deal with
commutators from 11 in. to 17 in. in diameter and 12 in. long.

Your readers may be interested to know that, at the re-

quest of several leading electrical engineers, we have been
for several years working at designing and perfecting a ma-
chine for this purpose, and that we have succeeded in produ-

cing an apparatus that has been tried at an important genera-

ting station, where a large commutator has been notched
to the complete satisfaction of the electrical engineer.

Our machine weighs only a few pounds, it can be driven

by hand power or flexible shaft, it will notch commutators
up to the largest di;Miiete'- and any lentit'i cf face '^nd w''

cut the grooves whilst the cominutator is in position. It

can be carried to the commutator, so there is no need to take

out the armature. It can be easily adjusted for bars of differ-

ent widths, or grooves of different depths, and can be furnished
with cutters of varying thicknesses. The whole apparatus,

including gearing on [>ortable stand and flexible shaft, neighs
onlv about 28 lb. The machine is patented.

London. •'«hn Phillips & Co.

Januanj llth. 1922.

English Books for Latvia.—The Lord Mayor of London
tenders his thanks to all who kindly responded to his recent

appeal for Engli.sh books for Latvia. The announcement of

the shipment to Riga of several thousands of books (forming
the first instalment of the New Year gift of 50.000 volumes
which the I^ord ilayor hopes, with the further help of the
public, to get together) has been received with the liveliest

satisfaction in the newly-founded Baltic State, whith has
decided to adopt English as its second language, and is

anxious to assimilate English ideals, particularly in educa-
tion, liatvia. it may be recalled, successfully resisted the
Bolshevism wliich at one time threatened to overwhelm the
country, and. if only for that reason, is deserving of such
sympathy and help as can now be extended to it in a way
which the practical scheme set on foot by the Lord Mayor
makes nossible. Further contributions of English books are
solicited. Parcels should be addres.^ed (carriage paid, if pos-
.sible) to Sir Alfred T. Davies, K.B.E.. C.B., c/o the Consul-
General for Latvia. 329. High Holborn. London W.0.1.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Readert are invited to submit particulars oj new or improved devices and apparatus, which will he published

if considered of sufficient interest.

A New Connector Plug lor the " Xcel " Iron

A certain amount of trouble, which militates against the ex-

tended use of electric irons (and other appliances) is caused

by the fracture or stripping of connecting leads by users

taking the connector out by pulling on the flexible. To do
away with this the Automatic TELEPnoNE Manofactdking
Co., Ltd., Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool, is now fitting

Fig. 1.

—

The " Xcel " Ieon, sho\ving new Plug Connector.

its " Xcel " irons with a new type of plug connector. As
will be seen from this illustration (fig. 1), the leads are

lirought into the side of this instead of the top. and the shape
permits it to be gripped by the hand when being removed.
This is a .simple device, but one which will prevent annoy-
ance to the users of electric irons.

The Bowden-Thompson Cable Protection System.

From the Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd., Rice Lane, Walton,
Liverpool, we have received a booklet giving particulars of

the Bowden-Thompson sj'stem for protecting cables against
the detrimental effects of earths and short-circuits. As will

be seen from fig. 2, the cable employed is a special one made
up with a copper sheathing outside the conductors and a
f'opper .sliield hetw^e" them Reference to fig. H will enable
the arrangement of the system to be understood. This dia-

E. If the cable is extremely damaged, shield B is earthed
before the main cores are reached, and as this shield is main-
tained by transformer F at a different potential to eai'th, a
ciurent will flow through the relay and open the main switch.

Among the numerous advantages clanned for this sy.stem

the following may be mentioned : It isolates the faulty cable

before the main conductors short-circuit or break down to

earth; it provides protection between phases as well as

against earths; it is independent of pressure and load varia-

tions; there is no tendency to switch out sound feeders which
are in parallel with a faulty one; specially-designed switch-

gear is not required; the .system is suitable for both d.c. and
a.c. mains; absence of outside arcing; and the indication of

the slightest faults as soon as they occur.

The Astral Intensifier.

\Ye have received a sample of a new form of lamp reflector

from The .\stral Lntexsifier, IjTD., 5G-7, Carlton House, lia.

Regent Street, S.W.I. This has the shape of the usual lamp
shade but is made to fit upon the lamp itself. The reflector

is of soft, light metal, with an inner reflecting surface of

aluminium paint. A hole in the top is surrounded by easily

bent serrations which enable the reflector to be fitted to a

wide range of sizes. Its correct position over the lamp is with

the top level with the top of the filament. It is claimed

that tests at Faraday House showed the intensity of the

light at a point vertically below was increased to a4J times

that of the naked lamp.

An Electrical Gas=Lighter.

A few weeks ago we warned our readers (if warning was
necessary) against a device produced by a German for lighting

a gas jet by means of an electric spark, an earth return being

provided by the piping. A more practical invention for this

purpose has been brought out by Messrs. Lord & Shand,

Ltd., Buckland House, Millbay, Plymouth. This is intended

principally for the lighting of gas fires in places -svhere elec-

tric lighting is installed. It consists of a double lead in one

side of which is a condenser. A sparking tip completes the

arrangement. The lighter is supplied with an adaptor, which

can be attached to a lamp socket. The device will not afford a

very valuable " load ' to the electricity suppliers, as ^the

makers inform us that its consumption in watts is nil. TTie

hghter is made suitable for connection to ciixuits of from lUO

to 250 V a.c.

The " Holophane " Colour-matching Lamp.

Messrs. Holophane, Ltd.. 12, Carteret Street, S.W.I, have

produced a " daylight " lamp for matching colours with arti-

ficial light. As will be seen from fig. 4, this consists of a Holo-

phane prisma-tic reflector held by a ventilated canopy, and a
" diaphragm " of Chance's daylight glass attached to the re-

FiG. 2.—Cable foe Bowden-Thompson System.

,A c
&as ^//^^

^Day/,gf,f G/ass

Fig. 3.—Diagram of Bowden-Thompson Svstem.

gram shows the cable switched from one end only : in the case

of parallel feeders and ring mains both ends would be treated

in the same way. A is the metallic shield between the cores.

B the shield between the cores and the lead sheathing, and
C the main conductors. If any leakage occurs from any of

the main cores to .A. or B it is directed through relay D to

earth, and the relay operates the main switch by the trip coil

Fig. 4.—The " Holophane " Colovh-M.wching Lamp.

flectiir by means of a ventilated brass clamping ring; a gas-

filled lamp is employed. .Although the method employed, viz.,

the absorption of surplus red and yellow rays, is of low

efficiency— only about 40 per cent, of the light from the lamp
passing through the daylight screen, the use of the Holophane
prismatic reflector ensures that most of the light reaches the

screen, and thus a comparatively high efficiency is obtained.
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THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY AND GERMAN
REPARATIONS.

iiijaiiijuiiu^ly .iHivA:,\ to. It u.i.-. ruitlii-r ayivtJ that a ktt.jr

slioiiM l)t> seut to the Prime Mini.sler requesting him to appomt |

the President as one ol the industrial representatives at any 1
luture conference.

At a meeting of the Grand Council of the Federation of

British Industries, held on January 11th, there was an

important discussion on the above subject. We reprint

the following report from the Federation Bulletin of

the 17th inst. :
—

Before opening the discus.sion on the Memorandum on
Reparation ir'ayments and Briti.sh Tl'ade, which had been cux'u-

iated, the President drew attention to the fact that the Elec-

trical Engineering Group had been much perturbed at the
widely published personal suggestion of the late President made
at the meeting held at the close of the annual meeting, on the

subject of super-power stations. The Group had met. and in

view of the feelings expressed he had felt it desirable to write

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer making it quite clear that

the suggestion was a private one and did not fonn part of the
policy of the Federation. Col. Armstrong (President) read this

letter to the Council and also the following resolution passed

by the Group, which had been enclosed with the letter ;
—

" That this Committee, representing the Electrical Engmeer-
ing Group of the J^'.B.L, desire to emphatically register their

strong protest against the suggestion that super-power stations

tor the wide-spread supply ot electrical energy tnroughout the

country, and the electntication ot British railways, should be
placed m the hands of German manufacturers, and accepted
oy the Government in lieu of cash payments as part oi the

Genuan reparations. The Committee record their conviction

that such proposals, if accepted, would mean the inevitable

ruin of the British electrical industry, and lead to the closing

of important factories, the discharging of technical stall's and
large numbers of skilled and unskilled workpeople. Such action

would further be used as a world-wide advertisement of Ger-

man electrical goods, and thus gravely damage the Briti.sn ex-

port trade in such goods to overseas markets."
A copy ot the letter and the resolution had been sent to the

Prime Minister, and the President hoped that the position

had now been made quite, clear.

Sir Tom Callender, Chahman of the Electrical Engineering
Group, agreed with the action taken. The statement in ques-

tion, he said, had had an unfortunate effect in the case of

foreign contracts, and if the need arose the electrical industry

would apply to the Federation for further as.sist.ance in cleai'ing

up the position, but he did not wiish to press the matter further
at the moment.
Mr. Ounlop (B.E.A.M.A.)l and Mr. Bremner (B.E.A.) stated

that in view- of the statement made by Sir Tom Caiiender, they
had no desire to press the points which their Associations had
desired to express.

The President assured Sir Tom Callender that the Federation
would gladly render the electrical industry all possible help
in making the position clear.

Col. Armstrong then introduced the general subject of re-

paration payments and the trade situation, dealt with in the

Memorandum before the Council. He said that neither the

ofhcials of the Federation nor himself were in a position to

reply if asked (as they might be without warning) what the
views of the F.B.I, were on these important questions. He
therefore suggested that the Council should indicate its attitude

towards the points outlined in the Memorandmn.
Mr. H. James Yates urged that the Federation should

move cautiously and .should refrain from passing any resolu-

tion at present. Mr. .\llcock supix)iied this view.
The Director reminded the Council that these questions had

been under consideration for several months. In view of the
fact that, if asked to express an opinion at all, the Federation's
representatives would have to speak at very short notice. It

was necessary that a definite line of action should be laid down
by the Grand Council one way or another.
Mr. Calder agreed that the F.B.I, should be prepared to

give, its views at short notice.

The President said that at the moment he was not in
possession of the views of the Grand Council. He felt that
unless the Federation was in a position to sijeak, the Prime
Minister would appoint his own representatives to express the
opinion of industry.

Mr. AUcock urged that the Federation should demand that
industry be given the opportunity of pa-ssing judgment on tli<'

Government's proposals before they were de(initel\ derided
upon.
The President, in reply, said that this was already beiuL'

pressed for.

Mr. Bremner thought that the Federation should at once
claim to be represented at Cannes. Sir William Pearce. M.P..
did not think this wnuld be practicable: he wns in favour of
the officials of the Federation being empowered to act in any
consultation with the Government.
Mr. Dunlop was of opinion that the Government should be

urged to consult the President of the F.B.I.

Mr. P. M. Stewart then formally proposed that the President
should be asked to represent the F.B.I. . assisted by the stafT

and with jxiwer to act as he thought best, consulting any in-

dustry affected if it was possible to do so. This was seconded
by Mr. Calder, supported by Mr. Ja<'nb nnd Mr. Breinner, ,ind

LEGAL.

British Thomsox-Hol'ston .^nd Corona Litigation.

L\ the Chancery Division, on Thursday last week, before Mr.
.Justice Astbury, Sh D. Kerly again mentioned the i^atent

case of the British Phomsou-rloustou Co.. L.tu., against the
Gorona Lamp VVorks, Ltd.. and a.sked his Lordship to fix

I'ebruary (ith for the hearing of the action.

Sir A. CoLEFAX, K.C.. for the plaintitis, as.sented.

His Lordship accordingly hxed that day, subject to any
part-heard case.

Cheshire v. Jones and Sti'deb,\ker.

At the Chester County Court last week. Mes.srs. Cheshire
Bros., ol Higher Bebmgton, sued Messrs. F. J. Jones & Sons,
electrical engineers, of Foiest Street, Chester, and Messrs.
Studebaker, Xjondou (cited as defendants), for i'39 3s. fid.

For the plaintitis. it was stated that they received an
inquiry for a " Lalley " hghting set from Monmouthshire,
and the defendant firm was given the order. Sub.sequently
an advice note was received Irom Messrs. Studebaker. liom
which it was known that the erection of the plant had been
completed. Complaints were afterwards made of the engine
stopping, and Mr. Jones suggested certain tests and altera-

tions, and that he should supply a new diai)hragm. After the
alterations had b<'en effected, the ti'ouble still existed. Later
Mr. .JoMi-s iidiiiittcd the plant was defective.

'Ihc iiiaiia^rr fur Messrs. Jones A Sons said he was an
electrician of 'iii years' experience, and his firm had been sell-

ing agents for Studebaker's for over two years. He denied
that the plant w'as defective when delivered. Another witness
said the plant had been badly erected, and the vibration was
causing trouble.

Mr. Marshall Tate, manager of the " Lalley light " depart-
ment of Studebaker's, said the machines were tested in

America and in England before being .sent out. He did not
think there was any resixinsibility on the firm to put the
plant right.

His Honour. Judge Parsons, K.C, found for the plaintiffs

as against Messrs. Jones for the amount claimed, and granted -

an indemnity in favour of Messrs. Jones, as against Messrs.
Studebaker. Ltd., for the amount payable by Messrs. Jones,
with costs.

Partnership Dispute.

A DISPUTE between two partners of an electrical firm has been
decided by the Sheriff Principal at Perth. The parties were
DonaM Mackenzie, electrical engineer, and William Wilkie,
partners in the firm of Donald R. Mackenzie i- Co.. electrical

engineers, 91, South Street. Mackenzie stated that he wanted
to see the books of the firm, which were kept in Wilkie's
house. He craved the Court to order Wilkie to produce the
accounts so that the true balance due to him might be ascer-

tained. Failing this, he asked for the payment of £Vib which
he alleged was the balance due to him. Defender maintained
that Mackenzie had free access to the books. The Sheriff

Sub.stitute had dismissed the action, finding Mackenzie liable

in expen.ses. The Sheriff' Principal recalled the interlix-utor of

the Sheriff Substitute, and found \N'ilkie liable in expenses to

the pursuer.

'BiiHANxi.v Rubber & Kamptulicon Co., Ltd., v.

International Electric Co., Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division, on Monday, before Mr. .lustico

Avory. sitting without a jury, this case was down for hearing,

but on the ca.se being called on Mr. Disturnal, K.C, for the
plaintiffs, asked that Mr. Scliiller. K.C. for the defendants
and himself might be permitted to have a few minutes to dis-

cuss the case with their respective clients. After a brief

consultation, coun.sel stated that the defendants were willing

to pay the plaintiffs ±'L4:38 lOs. Cd. with the costs of the

action a.nd a counterclaim.

Battery Charging Pays the Shop Lighting Bill.—The New-
London Slotor it Cycle Works, of 47. Plashet Road, East Ham,
which does a large business in re-charging accumulators for

motor-cyclists and car-o-n-ners. has so arranged the work that

\>y charging the batteries in the late afternoon and evening,

and utilising the sboplights as the necessary voltage .stepping-

dow-n medium of the current taken from the local electricity

supply mains, the revenue from the battery-charging business

practically pays the shop lighting bill. The installation com-
prises a dozen IfKVc.p. gasfiUed lamps, and the proprietor of

the establishment makes a rule of keeping his shop windows
lit for an hour or so after the premises are closed, and finds

the plan to be a good advertisement for the business.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

The " Electrical Review " Index The Index to \'ol.

LXaaIX ol the ii;LECTiucAL Review, which will shortly be
prmtecl, will be supplied only to those w'ho, through the post,

specially apply for it. To them it will be supplied tor Gd. po.st

Iree. Any reader or advertiser, at home or abroad, who re-

quires a copy for bjuding, or for other purposes, is asked to

make early application therefor to the I'ublisher, Electrical
Keview, 4, Ludgat*! Hill, E.C.4.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—W. Hueworth, electrical engi-

neer, late ol 41 Town hlreet, Horsforth, ijeeds.—Jieceivmg
order made .January Jlth on creditor's petition.

W. DryoDale, electrician, 24, Paxton Street, Barrow-in-
P"urne.ss.—Last day for proofs for dividend, lebruary 4th.

Trustee : Mr. H. Mossop, 4, Eaiusden Square, Barrow-in-
Furness.

P. PiOTHWELL, electrical engineer (trading with P. A. Roth-
well, a minor, as P. A. Rothwell & Co.), 64, Higher Bridge
Street, Bolton.—Receiving order made January I'ith on debtor's
own petition.

Ji. Fawcett, ele<;trical and heating engineer, 20, St. Anne
Street, Liverpool.—Receiving order made January 13th on
debtor's own iietition. '

""
" '" .. -

E. U. Laxiisfokd, electrician, late of 74, Westgate, Burnley.
— Fir.xt jiicctint:, January ijth, at lii, Winckley Street, Preston;
piililic cxaminatiuu, .(auu;ir\ 'iOth, at Burnley.

Company Liquidation.

—

Enamelled Wires, Ltd.—Wind-
ing up voluntarily. Liquidator : Mr. E. N'ickcrs, 13, Harring-
ton Street. Liverpool.

Dissolutions of Partnership.

—

Collins & Slater, agents for
Electrical Appliances. 17a, Sweeting Street, Liverpool.

—

Messrs. S. Collins and W. O. Slater have dissolved partner-
.ship. Mr. Collins will attend to debts.

PRINCES.S Electrical Co., electrical accessory dealers, 29,
MinshuU Street, Manchester.—Mr. S. B. Sukiassian and Mr.
J. H. Taylor have dissolved partnership. Debts will be at-

ti'uded to by Mr. Sukiassian, who will continue the business
under the same name and at the .same address.

Shalless & Stretch, electrical and mechanical engineers.
V.ll, Bedford Road, Rock Ferry, Chester.—Mr. A. H. Shalless
and Mr. .\. Stretch have dissolved partnership. Debts will be
attended to by Mr. Shalle.ss, who Avill continue the business at

llic .same address. Mr. Stretch will carrv on the business on
liis,,wn behalf at Birkenhead.

Trade Announcements.—Mit. Thu.ma.s Twist, late of tbc
CDrpniatiun Eieclncity Works, has commenced business as an
electrical engineer, under the .style of i'wist & Son, at Britannia
Chambers, (Jeorge Street. St. Helens.
The telephone numbers of the British Tucmson-Houston

Co.'s Liverpool otfice (33, James Street), are now " Bank
4374 and 437.5."

Mr. laoNEL Robinson, B.A., has taken into partnership

Mr. W. E. Warrilow, A.M.I.E.E., as and from January 1st,

and under the name of Lionel Robinson li- Co., will continue

and further develop, at 3, Staple Inn, London, W.C.I, the

sole agency for resistance materials and wires of Messrs.

Henry Wiggin & Co., Ijtd., Birmingham, which he has held

for the ixist 15 years. Mr. Liimel Robin.son is the originator

with Messrs. Henry Wiggin & Co. of then- " i'erry
'

resistance wire, and Mr. ^\ arrilow has had 15 years' ex-

perience of commercial work, ehieUy in encouraging, through
the Press, the sales of electrical and allied products of every

description. Makers of electric fives and cooking apparatus

will be interested to know that the firm is now introducing

for Messrs. Wiggin two grades of iron-free nickel chrome
alloys in wire and ribbon form. They wall also develop othei-

agencies for any class of material required by manufacturers
using electrical resistance alloys.

Following upon a notice which appeared under '" New
Companies Registered," a few weeks ago. it is announced
that the business hitherto carried on by the British, L'lsh,

and Colonial department of the Ateliers de Construction

OerUkon, has been transferred to Oerlikon, Ltd., Oswaldestre

House, Norfolk Sti-eet, Strand. The company represents the

.\teliers de Construction Oerlikon in Oerlikon (Switzerland),

and the Societe Oerlikon in Paris (France), with works in

Oeilikon (Switzerland) and Ornans (FTance), exclusively in

C.reat Britain and the Colonies.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The Hotroint Electric Appliance

Co.. Lth., 21. Berncvs Street, Oxford Street, W.I.—An illus-

trated pamphlet dealing with " Hotpoint " ovens, radiators,

disk stoves, and immersion heaters.

The Electric He.wing Co., George Street, Croydon.—A list

of reduced prices of " Elrtt " irons; and an illustrated leaflet

describing an electric soldering-n'on stove.

Simplex CoNDtiiTS, Ltd., Carrisou Lane, Birmingham.

—

Section T, List No. 915. An abridged price list of conduit

fittings, switches, plugs and sockets, &c. Attention is drawn
to a special cardboard cap for the protection of the screw-

threads.
Sdperlamp, Ltd., Ill, Great Eastern Street, E.C.2.—Janu-

ary price list of cables, fiexibles, ceiling roses, lampholders,

switches, and other electrical accessories.

Messrs. Phillips & Tuexer, 115, Edmund Street, Birming-

ham.—Three illustrated leaflets of lighting fittings, including

bowl rings, ceiling plates, &c.

The Henrv Wells Oil Co., 11, Hajinarket, S.W.I.—Re-
vised edition of a pamphlet upon " Germ Process Motoils

"

for the lubrication of machinery.
Eraser & Chalmers Engineering Works (Proprietors : The

General Electric Co., Ltd.), Erith. Kent.—Bulletin 13b, des-

cribing and illustrating single stage impulse type tm-bines for

small outputs.
The Whitworth Electric Lamp Co., Ltd., 195, North End

Road, West Kensington, W.14.—A net trade price list of elec-

trical accessories, including conduits and fittings, cables,

lamps, switches, fuses, &c.
Messrs. Donovan & Co., 47, Cornwall Street, Binninghani.

—.-V well-illustrated booklet, giving details and prices of lamp-
hiilders, suitihes, hnnps, wall plugs, ceiling roses, and
muiH'inii-, iitli.T rlrriii.al tittings.

lii:\Kr .\ (Hii:ii\\i WiKM I sALis, J-,td.", 07, Long Acre, W.C.2.

—

All lUustralfd folder giving a dcscrijition of a pockat electros-

cope and the u.ses to which it can be put.

Messrs. Toeield & Robinson, Ltd., 165, Edmund Street,

Birmingham.—Stock list of new and second-hand a.c. and d.c.

motors.

Catalogues Wanted.

—

Mr. A. Stretch, who is setting up
liusiness at 3!S, Comvay Street, Birkenhead, desires to receive
catalogues of lighting and heating tittings and model electrical

apparatus.
Societe Industrielle d'Electricite (France), 23, Queen

Anne's Gate, London, S.W., who manufacture only safety cart-

ridge fuses, desire to receive catalogues of electrical material,
including all kinds of accessories, fittings, insulating material,
Ac, for their home and export trade.

A Conundrum.—Our reference to this subject last week
was premature, as we find that the mysterious numerical
advertisement did not appear in that issue. However, we
under.stand that the brain-twister will certainly be launched
on an expectant world this week. The attention of Messrs.
Holmes, "VVatson & Co. is invited.

Calendars and Almanacs.

—

^The Liverpool Electric Cable
Co., Ltd., of Linacre Lane, Bootle, Liverpool, have issued a

wall calendar with monthly slips. The pictorial feature is a

coloured view showing the " Maiirctania in the Mersey."
The Gn.liEHT ENiilNEERlNG Co., of S. Church Street, Colmore

R<]W, Birniinghani, has Mn\t us a wall calendar for 1922. The
card shows the complete year, in addition to giving a l)lock

of daily slips.

F'lom Messrs. McWhirter & Sons, Ltd., of Wharf Street,

Cardiff, we have received a wall calendar with daily slips

beneath a view of repair work carried out in position on a

l,()(KJ-kW genei-ator.

From Messrs. Moir & Watts, of W>ardale Road, Lee,
S.E.13, there has come to hand a. neat wall calendar. \
coloured picture, " The IHigitives," appears above a set of

monthly date slips for 1922.

A Business Efficiency Exhibition.—.\ Business Efficiency

Exhibition, organised by the As.sociation of Office Appliance
and Equipment Manufacturers and Traders, will be opened
by Mr. Gordon Selfridge in the Central Hall, Westminster, on
February 8th. It will be open for ten days.

—

Daily Mail.

Our Foreign Trade.

—

December Figures.—The following

were the values of imports and exports of electrical goods and
machinery during December, 1921 :

—

December, Inc. or 12 months, 1921.

1921. dec. Inc. or dec.

Imports.— .-£ M i'

Electrical goods and
apparatus T24,2a5 -157.981 +106,185

Machinery 521,636 -1,206,265 -9,168,792

lixiiorts.—
Electrical goods and
apparatus 750.751 -5.s9,.531 -fl.464.265

Machinery 3.257,123 -1,915,906 -H1,198,T27
fte-cxports.—

Electrical goods and
apparatus 1 LSOO -11,851 ->-58,092

Machinery 75. .563 -51,544 -441,449

Australia and ex=Enemy Trade.—The Federal Govern-
ment will revoke the prohibition of trade with ex-enemy
countries on August 1st next. Conditions will be imposed
f(jr the protection of holders of stocks.

—

Heater's Trade Ser-

vice (Melbourne).

Social Events.—The .\thletic and Recreation Club of

Messsr. J. H. Tucker \- Co., Ltd., held its annual New
Year's invitation .social on the 5th inst. Dancing, a concert,

and whist were arranged in the way of amusements, and the

canteen was tastefully decorated. Bon-bons and other Christ-

mas and New Year novelties and refreshments were provided.

The concert section of the prograimne was provided by mem-
bers of the company. Mr. T. R. Martin occupied the chair.

Tliere were no speeches beyond the usual vote of thanks to

the committee, after which prizes were distributed to the

winners of the whist drive, and dancing was continued.
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For Sale.—By order of the Disposal and Liquidation
Commission. Mr. M. Marshall will sell by auction at the

Royal Naval Dockyard. Rosytb, on January 34th and •25th. a

contractor's plant, including petrol-electric generating sets,

dynamos, electric-driven winches, motor alternators, pumps.
&c.

Enamelled Wires, Ltd., in JiionnATiON.—The above busi-

ness is offered as a going concern by the liquidator.

Included in the sale to be conducted by Messrs. Leopold
Farmer & Sons, on January 26th, at the Dover Castle, 7.

fireat Dovei' Street. Borough, of the metal-plating and deposi-

ting plant and machinery of Radiator Tubes, Ltd., will be

—

generating sets, plating dynamos, and electric motors. For
pMrtic'Vil;irs see our advertisement pages to-day.

Reparations.—We must not indulge any sense of false

secuiity with regard to the reparations in kind iiroposals and
theii' bearing on British super-power station and railway elec-

trilication work. While it is true that the matter has not
lieen prominently forward in the Press lately, it must
not be taken for granted that the negotiations and discus-

sions on the Continent will rule out all measures of the kind.
One thing; however, is certain, and that is that: the outcry
and opposition that burst forth in November and December
last were but small compared to the uproar that will gree-ft

any revival of proposals which will chain British electrical
engineering interests to German feet. It will be remembered
that the I.E.E. and other electrical organisations laid their
considered arguments before the Goverriment. and we have
now received a copy of the letter which was addressed to the
Prime Minister, under date December 21st, by the Director
of the British Engineers" Association, stating the grounds on
which the B.E..A.. takes the strongest possible objections to
the suggestions advanced in the Press and at the F.B.I, meet-
ing. The B.E.A. also addre-ssed a letter on the .same da)te tn
the F.B.I, objecting to the manner in which the latter
allowed the personal views of Sir. P. Rvlands to have pubh-
city.

On another page we refer to the F.B.I, discussion of last
week, a report of which has just come to hand.
The Johannesburg Strike.—The course of the strike of

miners in the Johanne.slmrg area is indicated in a series of
lieuter telegrams. On January 10th, the strike was complete
except for a small detachment of men retained to maintain
essential services. The following day several mines were re-
ported to be water-logged, but there was no violence. All
labour organi.sations were warned by their Executive to hold
thernselves in readmess to strike. On the 13th, essential
.services were withdrawn, but a section of the men was re-
ported to hold the view that this action should not have
been taken. On the 14th a seven-a-side conference was agreed
upon and a meeting of the conference lasted all the next dav
no agreement being arrived at. Mines at Kleinfontein an(i
Modder East were reported ,to be flooding. It was decided
to repatriate large contingents of natives on January 16th, and
they were marshalled in the compounds readv for entrain-
ment. The question of a general strike was still under con-
sideration.

The Position of the Electrical Industry.—The Birming-
ham and District Electric Club hekl the first meeting of the
new session at the Grand Hotel, on Saturday la.st" when Mr
Nonnan Deykin, the new president, delivered his inaugural
address. The Club, he said, had arrived at the first meeting of
its eighteenth year, and it was more successful at this moment
than it had ever been. The speaker proceeded to consider
the immediate prospects of the electrical industrv. The year
through which we had just passed was, he said, probably' the
worst that the indu-stry had ever experienced, and the main
thing to con.sider at the moment was what could be done to
re-giiin our vani.shing trade. There were no prosjiects of a
bodiu but there should be a .steady expansion, to assist which,
tlie primary need ^yas reduction, in price, but even this could
not secure busine.ss in foreign markets against the extraordin-
arily low prices of Continental competitors, largely by rea.son
of the unbalanced exchanges. In the home market it was
essential «hat there should be more effective protection for tlie
English manufacturer, but reduction in prices and increased
production were necessary steps in the direction of increased
trade. It was also important for manufacturers to give
greater support to their .selling organisation and the needs of
then- customers. The volumes which had been written upon

ITie Art of Sale.smanship " might be usefuUv supplemented
by one upon " The .Ai-t of Supporting a Salesman." There A\as
a great dearth of good electrical showrooms for the educatinu
of the non-electrical public: Americans were much more alivem this respect. Mr. Deykin said that the cost of electrical
energy was too high. It was worth considering whether it
might not be wise even to increase the price of electricity for
lighting purposes, making a corresponding decrea.se in the
price for power, cheap electrical energy for manufacturers
being vital in the stniggle for trade.

Increased Discounts—Messrs. Faradav & .Son, I.t<l., of
146-1-")!!, Wardour Street, London. \\', announce increased trade
discounts for electric liftings, \-c. An enlarged catalogue is in
the pre.ss.

Reported Power Station Activity in Russia.—An Ex-
change report from Stockholm (appearing in the Daily Herald)
credits a member of the Russian commercial delegation in

Sweden with stating that Sweden will receive a big or'l^-!

for turbines for the Russian power stations which are ii'

being constructed, especially in the Wolchow district, whti.
1.300 men are now at work. The report adds that the number
of men is to be increased to 3,000 next year.

Tliis matter is also referred to in a Reuter dispatch from
Stockholm. This .states that, according to Dagcns Nyheter,
the Russian Professor M. Graftio, who is at the head of cer-

tain Russian electrification works, declares that an agreement
has been practically concluded with Nydqui.st & Holm, at
TioUhattan, and the mechanical workshops at Kristinehamn
and Karlstad for the delivery of turbines for Russian power
stations, especially for the central .station at Zwanka. in the
Wolchow district. The turbines will have a total horse-power
of SO.CXIO. The agreement regarding generators and trans-

formers has not yet been concluded, and it is probable l<hat

offers will be invited from Scandinavian. American, and
German finns. " These orders for turbines are considered a

good omen for the negotiations in connection witli the com-
mercial treaty with Russia, which are said to be proceeding
.satisfactorily."

Trade with Morocco.—Mr. C. R. B. Atkinson. M.B.E.,
H.M. Commercial Secretary for Morocco, who will shortly
leave England to proceed to his post, is at present at the
Department of Overseas Trade. Firms who desire to obtain
from liim information as to the possibilities of extending
their trade with Morocco firms should communicate before
January 25th with the Department of Overseas Trade, 35,
Old Queen Street, London, S.W.I, quoting the reference
3,617 T.G. Mr. Atkinson wishes to receive catalogues of all

kinds from British manufacturers addi'essed to him c/o His
Britannic Majesty's Agency, Tangier, Morocco.

Electric Hot Cupboards for an Irish Canteen.—The accom-
panying photograph shows a consignment of electric hot-
cupboards just before dispatch to a canteen in Ireland. The
cupboards, which were supplied bv the Jackson EleOtric
Stove Co., Ltd., are 10 ft., 12 ft., and 13 ft. long, all 2 ft. 9 in.

high X 2 ft. from back to front, and are fitted with .sliding

I

-i^l|: i
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Book Notices.—" Mechanical M'orid Year Booh, 19'2'2."

Manchesto- : Emmott & Co., Ltd. Price 2s. 6d. net.—
As is the nature of such works, this year book continues

to grow. The principal alterations and additions are a new
section on " Pipes and Tubes," giving particulars of wrought
and cast iron, steel, and copper pipes of several types; the

section on " Boiler Construction " has been rewritten and
enlarged; and the tables of "Thermal Properties of Sohds,

Liquids, and Gases," and " Weights of Hexagonal and
Octagonal Bars " have been restored by request.

The liuUctin of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario; Vol. VIH, No. 5, September-October. 19'21. Toronto:
The Commission.—This issue contains notes on the Commis-
sion's accounting system; "The Testing of Flexible Insula

tion "; and notes of proceedings of the Association of Muni-
cipal Electrical Utilities.

The Transactions of the South African Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Vol. XII, parts 10 and 11. Price Ss. net each.

—

Part 10 includes discussions on a paper upon " Recent Develop-

ments in Steam Turbine Design "; on " The Development of

Wireless Engineering"; and "Reinforced Concrete Poles

for Overhead Line and Traction Work." Part 11 includes

papers on " Recent Developments in Wireless Telegraphy ";

and " Tests and Observations on Thermionic Valves."
" Real Mathematics," by E. O. Beck. Pp. ix-t-306, figs. 103.

London : H. Frowde & Hodder & Stoughton. Price 1.5s. net.

The Journal of the South African Institution of Engineers,

Vol. XX, No. 5, December, 1921. Price 3s. net.—This number
contains a paper on " Oil for Power Production; Some Notes
on Recent Developments of Diesel and semi-Die.sel Engines,"
by Mr. .1. H. Dobson.
Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal. Vol. XFV, part 4.

January, 1922. Electrical Review, Ltd. Price 2s.
" Radio Questions and Answers on Government Examina-

tion for Radio Operator's Licence," by A. R. Nilson. Pp.

ix-1-85, figs. 40. London : McGraw Hill Book Co. Price .5s.

net.
" Engineering Abstracts from Current Periodical Litera-

ture." New Series. No. 10. .lanuary, 1922. London : The
Institution of Civil Engineers.

The Edinburgh Exhibition.—The Edinburgh Branch of

the Electrical Contractors' Association of Scotland has decided
to run a joint electrical stall at the Ideal Homes Exhibition
w'hich is to be held in the Waverley Market during February.
A representative show of the most modern household labom-
saving apparatus and decorative fittings is being arranged by
a committee of contractors; Manufacturers of domestic elec-

trical appliances are invited to communicate with the Secre-

tary, Mr. Walter Finlay, W.S., 55, l<Vederick Street, or Mr.
D. S. Munro (vice-president of the .Association), 11, Randolph
Place, Edinburgh.

Stoker Contracts.—During the past month the LTnderfeed
Stoker Co., Ltd., received the following oi'ders : For the Not-
tingham and Belfast Corporations, 18 and 12 travelhng grate

stokers respectively ; for Tokio Exhibition, one travelhng
grate; ash conveyors for \\olverhampton Corporation, State

Electricity Commissioners, Victoria, N.S.\v., and Kure
Arsenal, Japan.

Norwegian Steel Works.—The budget of the Norwegian
State \\'atercourse and Electricity .\dmini.stration for the com-
ing financial year shows an estimated expenditure of 3,038,7 V4

kr., and receipts amounting to 4.56.883 kr., or a deficiency of

ever 2,5(Xl.0U<J kr. Various extensions of works have been
struck out on the score of economy.

Aerial Photograph of Works.—We have received from the

General Electric Co., Ltd., a reproduction of an aerial phot-

graph showing the Pirelli-General Cable Works at Southamp-
ton. It gives a very good idea of the size of the works and
of the way in which they are laid out.

Electricity and Bavarian Competition.—A correspondent
of the liirniinyliani (ui-ctte. wlm li;is just completed a tour

throughout Central Europe, .says that tliere is no doubt that

the strong competition with the Midlands carried on l)\

Bavaria in numerous directions is due in a large measure to

the plentiful supply of electricity which is avaiLable. Not only

are the big indu.strial establishments in the chief towns
supplied, but the smallest villages and the outlying districts

are also within the scope of the extensive networks of the

country.

Price Reductions.

—

The F.m.kirk Ikon Co.. Ltd.. announce
that they have reduced their prices to the trade for electric

fires.

Copper and Lead Prices.

—

Messrs. F. Smith & Co. repo.t.

January 18th : Copper (electrolytic), bars, ±73, 10s. decrea.=e

;

do. do. sheets, no change; do. do. wire rods, i'S!) 10s.„ lOs.

decrease; do. do. h.c. wire. Hid.. 1-IGd. decrea,se.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report, January 18th :

Copper bars (best selected), .sheet and rod, no change;.

English pig-lead, £25; fl decrease on last week's prices.

The Metropolitan' Vick,2rs Co.'s London Showrooms.—
The Metropoi.itan-Vickehs Ei.ecthkai, Co., Ltd., has recently

opened new showrooms at 232, High Holborn, W C'.l. These
splendidly-equipped premises are very centrally situated,

being adjacent to Kingsway (Holborn end), and practically

ftdjoining the Holbora Tube Station,

The new showrooms consist of a ground floor and base-

ment—a total floor area of about 4,000 square feet. The base-

ment is arranged with a ccinplete display of electrical fittings,

accessories, heating and cooking apphances and lamps, while
a trade counter provides facilities for dealing promptly and
efficiently with contractors' orders.

The photograph reproduced in fig, 1 gives a general view- of

the ground floor, and indicates the care which has been taken

Fig. 1.

—

General View of Ground Floou.

in the grouping of the various fittings. In order to display the

electrical fittings, as far as possible in their appropriate

surroundings, the showroom has been divided up into sec-

tions representing respectively the Adam style, and the

Jacobean and Georgian periods. An annexe has been deco-

rated and furnished throughout in the- William and Mary
style.

Fig. 2 shows the kitchen, where daily demonstrations of

cooking by electricity and the use of electric household appli-

ances are given by an expert lady assistant. The kitchen is

designed on the mo.st hvgienic and.un-to-date lines.

Fig. 2.

—

The Kitchen.

The .t-howrooms were wired, furnished, and decorated
throughout by Messrs. Harrod's Ltd., to whom great credit is

due.

The policy of the company ia to protect the interests of

electrical contractors and retailers, all of whom are invited

to regard the particular showroom in their vicinity as an
extension of their own premi.ses. To this end books of

specially-designed introduction cards are supplied free to the

trade. These cards can be handed to prospective purchasers,

introducing them to the nearest showroom for the purpose of

witnessing a demonstration of any electric household appli-

ance or fitting in which they may be interested, sales result-

ing from such introductions, being credited to the retailer

concerned.
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Electrical Exhibitions.—The Westminster Electric Supply
CoiiPoRATiox's usual quarterly exhibition is at present being
held at its premises at 6, Eccleston Place, S.W.I, and this
time the company is making a speciality of ironing and wash-
ing. The " Bluebird " washing and ironing machines are
shown in operation, and also the 5 lb. domestic electric iron,
which is hired to consumers at '2s. 6d. per quarter. There
are many tyjies of electric fires and cookers also to be seen
in operation, includmg the " Utility " cooker-radiator, which
will either heat a small room or boil and grill at the same
time. The new " Dow.sing " ottl-W bowl tire i.s also on view.
Cookers of various manufacturers are shown, and now that

the Corporation has reduced the rate of charge for energy by
'25 per cent, this should boost up its heating, cooking, and
power load considerably.
The Ipswich Corporation has arranged a display of electric

heating, cooking, and domestic appliances at its showrooms m
Princes Street. The majority of the a^ipliances shown were
provided by the General Electric Co., Ltd.

Bruce Peebles's Heavy Test Plate.—We believe the illus-

tration which we reproduce herewith will be of interest to
many of our readers. It shows part of the heavy test bed
at the works of Bruce Peebles & Co.. Ltd.. Edinburgh. At
the time when the photograph was' taken (November Slst)

.some eleven Peebles-la Cour motor convertei's were undei'

te-st, in addition to two 300-kW induction motor-generator.s
for Tasmania. The eleven motor converter sets included one
of 1..5(:iO kW, three of 1,000 kW, one fW), five .500, and one of

300 kW. The value of the machines actuallv under test ;it

LIQHTINQ AND POWER NOTES.

the time was appnjximati'lv t'f'.7,iii«i. We understand that
Mrs^is, I'.i inc. I'ri'Mi's lV ('ti. have on order many other motor
(oii\i'it. I ^.is. 111 i.ldition to orders for all the other types of
eliTlriial iiia(l]iiiri\ which they manufacture.
The i.yiJU-kW motor converter mentioned above is for the

Edinburgh Corporation, and the makers have in hand for
that Corporation six l,.5()0-kW and two .500-kW motor con-
verters, two .jlKI-kW sviirhroiiniis iiiotoi- r^'iiriaturs, and n
tin..,. -II, a. hill, • l,atti-i\ li,„i.t,.|-. II, a,l,|iiiiiii i,i ,1 lai-,, number
of both \fi-tical and linri/onta I auxiliai'>- iim.I.hs lor the com
densing and coal-handlmg plant. '

Electric Locomotive for QIasjfow. — TIj,' XnrraMle
Chronicle ,says that an order for an elecdio stoiagc-batterv
loc:omotive has been placed with the Electric Locomotion and
Foundry Co., Ltd., of Gateshead, by the Glasgow Corpora-
tion. V\r (.-ompany in also supplying similar locomotives to
local collieries.

The Mexican Motor Exhibition.— In Conner lion with tlie

large international motor exhibition which is to be held in
Mexico City in April next, the Financier .states that it is in
touch with Mexican officials, and offers help to any of its!

readers who require space in. the exhibition or any -iaf«rma-
tion.

Kinema Operators' Wages.—Tlie Bioscope .says that the
wages of chief kinema operators have been reduced by 10
per cent., and those of second operator.? by 7 per cent.,, as
from January '2nd.

The Position of the Amalgamated Engineering Union.—
.\ccording to the ShctiicUl Iiuhp.iul, nt. the .lanuarv issue ot

the journal of the A.B.T'. stat.?d that the year 19'2] was al)-

normal in regard to unemployment, and the f\mds of all trade
unions were subjected to a very severe strain. The .\.E.T^.
expended in unemployment benefit alone .f2,0'W,4'23. "Our
income at the present moment does not meet our expenditui'e.
and it may be necssarv in tli,. immediate future for the
Council to consult th,' iiil„i',ship with a view to providing
the n*>ce8sary funds to enable the ornaniwtion to meet its
liMbilitieji." The percentase of unemployed members is now
'2l'i.o:i. and in T)ecember the membership suffered a further
decline of 3,795.

Aberystwyth.—Sewage Pumping Plant.—A Ministry of

Health inspector held an inquiry on January 10th into the
C'ouncd's application for sanction to a loan ot i'31,63'2 for the
installation of a sewage dispo.sal plant. It was stated that
electrical pumping would be einplovi-d, and power would cost
about ^d. per unit at the commencement.

Australia.

—

Vktokia.—The .second annual report of the
\ictorian Electricity Commis.sion has been issued. Ihe report
consi.sts chietly of a review of the iirelimiiiary work,' leading
up to the acceptance of tenders for the supply and delivery of

plant and apparatus for the Morwell scheme. L'ntU June.
1923. when it is expected that the Newport " B " ix)wer
station will be in operation, the Commission is to be supplied
with a maximum of l'2..50O kW of ^o-cycle energy from the
railway power house tor distribution to consumers other than
the Railway Department. The Commission has the right to

purchase for distribution all electrical energy (the production
of either or both power houses) which may be surplus to the
railway requirements, this surplus being over and above the
12,.500 k\\' referred to. When the new Newport station and
the Morwell power station are in operation, b(.th these stations
and the Newport railway power station Will l)e linked. In
November. 1920, the commission recommended to the Ministry
that the Kiewa scheme sliould not be proceeded with, as the
cNistm;: diiuand of the metropolis was not .sufficient to justify

its iiiiliarking on the execution of a hydro-electric scheme of

the nature and magnitude outlined. The Commission pro-
|iosim1 to continue hydro-electric investigations on a more
modest scale for the service of North-Eastern towns or groups
of towns.

—

-Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).
St. George Cou.ntv (N.S.W.).—The St. George County

Council, in the Bathurst district of New South Wales, is

arranging a loan of f 10O.(X)0 for the installation of an electric

light and power plant for municipalities in the Bathurst dis-

trict.

T\sMANiA.—The Tasmanian Hydro-Electric Department is to

siip|ily electricity to the municipal councils in Southern Tas-
naiiiia at £12 per annum per electrical horse-power. .\ high-
pressure main feeder line will carry iX)wer at ti.OtXl or 10.000 V
to a delivery point to be selected, and the councils will provide
transformers.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

Barnes.

—

Proposed Extension of Plant.—The electrical

engineer reports that the present plant will be inadequate to

carry the estimated load during the winter of 1922-3, the short-

age representing about 500 kW. He has therefore been in-

structed to prepare a report with detailed estimates upon the
installation 01 a further turbo-generator set and a rotary con-
verter.

Buotle.

—

Ekkects of Transfer.—The chairman of the Elec-
tiiiity Committee recently stated that there was a net debt

I 11 til,' Bootle undertaking of £lt;0,r29. Liverpool would have
the right to charge meter rents, but to balance that the light-

ing consumers would obtain electricity for a farthing less per
unit than at present. Existing agreements between the Bootle
Corporation and its consumers would remain in force, and
Bootle w-ould have representation on the LiverpiKil Electricity

Committee. It would have cost Bootle about i6120.0O(t to in-

stall extra plant needed to meet the demand if the develop-
ment of that undertaking had been embarked upon.

Bo'ness.

—

Bulk Supply.—The Town Council has concluded
an agreement with the Scottish Central Power Co. for a bulk
supplv of electricitv. The new arrangements will entail an
expenditure of flO.'OOO.

Canada.

—

Development of the St. Lawrence River.—The
Electrical Ncirs of Toronto states that the Hydro-Electric
Power Coimnission of Ontario has recently presented a report

upon the hydro-electric possibilities of the St. Ijawrence to the
International Joint Commission. It is stated that the poten-
tial iHiwer of the St. Lawrence amounts to more than twice
tliat of the Niagara Falls. The report ix)ints to three main
sections which could be profitablv developed :—Tlie up]ier

section has a fall of 90 ft. in a length of 00 miles. SO or .S.5 ft.

of \\ hich could be utili.sed for power develo|nnent. The middle
reach is about 1.5 miles long and has a fall of 82 ft., of which
7.5 ft. could be employed. The third and lowest reach has a

fall of 4.5 ft.. 30 or .3.5 ft. being the utilisable head. The whole
of this power is estimated to be in the neiLdiliourhood of

4.000.000 iii-hr. hor.se power. Only about 3(IO,000 h.p. has
l>een developed on the St. Ijawrence up to the present ; one
third of this is on the .\merican side. Three .schemes- of

development have been suggested, but the one ivgarded most
favourablv is one wliich aims to carrv the work out in two
stages to' ilevelop l.C,(Ht.OlH» h.p.. at an estimated ost of

$1;54.100,(X)0.

Cannock.

—

.Mwi.mum Ppjce Fixkp.—The Urban Council has
di'i-ided that the maximum charge for electricity for lighting

purposes shall be .Sd. per unit. Further applications have
been received from tiie local collieries for .supplies of elec-

tricity for power purposes.

Clacton.

—

Loan.—.\pplioatioh is being made for sanction to

borrow f 1.300 for the provision of an additional feeder cable,

to .\nglefield.

{CoHtiitHetl OH page 03^,
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THE "REGENT" THEATRE, BRIGHTON.

^VHEN the directors of Provincial Cinematograph
Theatres, Ltd., who already control seventy kinema
theatres, decided to erect a building in Brighton that

1M

1
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running charge jjer kWh, with a minimum guaranteed
sum per annum

;
provision was made for variations in

the cost of coal, both in the running charge and in the

minimum guaranteed sum.

A bulk supply, on the 3-phase system at 8,000 volts,

was first discussed, but arrangements were finally made

plied by the Park Royal Engineering Co., Ltd. At pre-
sent twelve feeders are connected, but provision has been
made for adding further panels as and when required at

minimum cost and inconvenience.

At the time when orders were being placed, it was con-
sidered that although pictures would form the staple

—\—\—\

—

\—1

—

\—I

—
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were adopted where the whole run was accessible after

completion of the building. Henley's cables, Griffith's

conduit, and Kartret fuseboards were used exclusively.

The supply for the projection room and the stage arcs

and incandescent focus lamps next came under review,

and, due to the fact that the supply was on the two-wire

d.c. system at 230 volts, it was decided, after consultation

with the makers, Messrs. Electromotors, Ltd., not to in-

FiG. 7.- The Regent," Balcony View.

stall the company's standard 100-volt, 100-amp. d.c.

motor-driven generator set, but to take four of these

standard generators to form two balancer sets, each rated

for 180 amp. in the middle wire, with close automatic
voltage regulation, and to make a special three-wire sys-

tem inside the building. This arrangement provides a

low-voltage supply to the ]irojection room and stage

light, connected in series with separate grid type resist-

ances having a negligible temperature coefficient, and
supplied by Messrs. Allen West & Co., Ltd., of Brighton.
These resistances, which are designed for a maximum
current of 100 amperes, have no adjustable features of

the standard tj'pe, but are fitted with terminals at

definite points, so that if necessary the current value can
be altered. They are all fixed in a separate, well-

ventilated room, and by this means
a high temperature in the projection

room is avoided.

The modern tendency is to use

long films running into several thou-

sand feet, and from a fire risk and
several other points of view, it is

inconvenient to arrange projectors to

take more than 1,200 to 1,500 feet of

film. Patrons naturally object to

interruptions in the unfolding of

the story, due merely to mechanical
causes, and therefore the projection
engineer has to provide apparatus
which will enable the operator to

make invisible change-overs between
machines in multiple-reel films. With
the three-wire system above des-

cribed, this is a simple matter, for,

with one projection arc running at

80 amperes on one side of the sys-

tem, the second arc is switched in in

series with its full resistance and
takes 25/30 amperes. In about 30
seconds, when the crater is estab-

lished, and the condenser lenses have
been warmed up, a portion of the

resistance is short-circuited by means
of a 100-amp. " Igranic " single-

pole, clapper-type switch, operated by a 3-amp.
tumbler switch from the machine stand, and the

current rises to 80 amperes, which is the normal
load, and a balance is effected. The second arc
(incoming machine) is now ready, and at the end of the
reel, on the running machine, by means of two 3-amp.
corridor-type switches and solenoid-operated shutters,

Fig. 8.—Projection Room
Control Panel.

Fig. 9.- -"The Regent" Flood Lighting, Queen's Road.
(By the courtesy of Mr. Robert Atkinson.)

simultaneously from one running machine, which nor-

liiully operates at a satisfactory efficiency figure, provides

a practically unlimited supply of energy at 115 volts,

and deals most satisfactorily with the normal out-of-

balance current of 100-120 amperes, which changes from
side to side everj- 15 or 20 minutes (see fig. 3).

The projection room is equipped with two film pro-

jectors, one slide lantern, and one 25/50-ampere spot

connected across the motor, the motor is started, the

shutter of the incoming machine raised, and the motor
stopped and the shutter lowered on the outgoing ma-
chine simultaneously, by one man. Special arc con-

trollers or feeding devices designed by Mr. Haydn T.

Harrison, M.I.E.E., and Mr. Ronald Grierson,

A.M.I.E.E., which hold the arc voltage constant within

2 per cent, are fitted to each projector, so that given good
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carbons, once llie arc is .struck, it requires no further

attention throughout the run, and a steady feed is main-

tained. Adjustments are provided for varying the feed

voltage, depending on the current and grade and type

of carbon used. (See chart, fig. 4.)

In connection with projection arc lamps, it is inter-

esting to note tliat the efficiency of tlie most modern
projectors [i.e., tlie ratio of the lumens emitted by tlie

screen to the lumens emitted by tlie arc) rarely exceeds

3 per cent. Assuming a 20-ft. screen, the area of which

is approximately 320 sej. ft., an illumination intensity,

without film and with shutter stationary, of 8 foot

candles would be considered very satisfactory. In this

case, the screen lumens would be 2,560, and an 85-

ampere arc at 54 volts would be used. According to

•Jean Rev, the arc flux would be:

$ =18.06 W-h 9,740,

or, say, 9.3,000 lumens, or 20.2 lumens per watt, and
the overall efficiency between the arc terminals and the

screen would be 2.78 per cent. This problem has been

closely investigated by Mr. H. T. Harrison and Mr.
Grierson, with the result that new apparatus having
an efficiency of 10 per cent, will shortly be placed on
the market. No windows are provided in the projec-

tion room, and to remove the heat and fumes emitted

b^ the arc lamps (four, taking 230 amps., may conceiv-

IK^H
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ili.rtive, used in conjunction with " Curtis" reflectors,

>u|ijjlied by the B.T.H. Co., Ltd., when mounted on

flour standards, designed for indirect lighting.

Five electric service lifts and one wine lift, supplied

ynd erected bj- Messrs. W. J. Taite & Co., Ltd., Xottiug-

haui, connect the restaurants and cafes with the kitchen

a^ the top and the wine cellars in the basement of the

Ijiiilding, and a 10-cwt. goods lift, driven by a lO-b.h.ji.

motor, connects the kitchen with the goods entrance and
timekeeper's office in Queen's Koad. Provision has also

been made for the installation of four electric passenger

lifts, each rated for 2i cwt. and driven by a 20-b.h.p.

motor, as and when the Winter Garden is completed.

Ventilation in a building of this character pre.sents

several interesting features. At present the air supply

is provided for by one G5-in., single-inlet, double-dis-

cliarge, centrifugal cased fan, supplied by Messrs.

Davidson & Co., Ltd., of Belfast, rated for 50,000 cu.

ft. per minute, but provision has been made for the in-

.-tallatiun of a duplicate fan an<l two sjiray-type filters

at a later date. Separate fans are jjrovidcd for floor

iiid roof exhaust, and a separate system extracts from
the t^)^Ieen's Koad cafes, restaurant, service rooms,

lavatories, itc. ,\ltogether, the flnal fan and washer
load will total approximately 75 b.h.p., and approxi-

iiiately 200 tons of fresh air will be supplied and ex-

hausted from the building per hour.

Heating has been carried out on the loAv-pressure, hot-

water system with forced circulation, as experience

]iroves tiiat this provides the flexible control necessary,

due to the vagaries of our climate and the rapidly vary-

luu' numbers in the audiences. Five separate and com-
plete circuits have been arranged, and one 5-iii. centii-

tugal pump, rated for 300 galls, min., driven by a

.'J-b.h.p. motor, is at present installed, with provision

for a duplicate in the future. Automatic temperature

control will be added later.

In the basement, parallel with the Windsor Street fuel

bunkers, which are rated for 30 tons, three boilers of

the low-pressure sectional cast-iron type, each rated for

1.000,000 B.th.u. (30 h.p. equiv. rating), are now in

operation, but provision has been made for extensions

as and wlieji the No. 2 plenum fan is installed and the

Winter Garden is completed (see fig. 10).

Steam at 5 11). per sq. in. for cooking and hot-water

supply is obtained through reducing valves from two
Spencer-Bonecourt squat type vertical boilers working at

iOO lb. per sq. in., and rated for 1.000 lb. evaporation

))er hour on natural draught (fig. 12). A 4-iu. x 2i A x

5 in. double-acting, horizontal feed pump of the auto-

matic type is connected to the condenser main, and as

the clean condensate is returned from the hot plates,

calorifiers, itc. a float valve admits steam to the

cylinder and automatically returns the condensate to the

boiler. A " Permutit " type water softener, supplied

by United Water Softeners, Ltd., rated for 500 gallons

jier hour, has been put down to handle tlie boiler make-
up and for the cold feed to the 400-gallon calorifier for

the hot-water supply system to kitchens, service rooms,

lavatories, A-c. to which 50 draw-oft' points are con-

nected. The rapid removal of dust and diit. in a sani-

tary manner, is an important function of kinema and
restaurant maintenance. .V central system has been in-

stalled, operating at 7 in. (mercury) vacuum, rated for

four renovators driven by an 8-b.h.p. motor, and con-

nected to 25 hose cocks located at convenient ]ioints

throughout the building.

The organ, erected at a cost of £8,000, is, in two

I'ortions, concealed above the stage boxes, and is played

from a console (key-board) hjcated i7i the orchestra

well. To ensure instant and synchronous response

from the two halves of tlie organ, electro-pneumatic con-

trol was adopted, which involved the use of many
liundrerls of delicate electrically-operated relays. The
wind is supplied by a compound (high and low-pressure)

ceiitrifutjal fan equipment, driven by a 7^-b.h.p. motor,

a special 12-volt, L5-amp. generator and storage battery

being included to operate the electro-pneumatic relays.

Communication between the principal points in the

building is obtained by seventeen G.P.O. telephone ex-.

tensions, connected to a central exchange located in the

Queen's Road entrance, which, under any circum-

stances, had to be in the continual charge of an operator.

Fire protection is secured by a i-inch wrought-iron

ring main, connected by 3-inch risers to six hydrants,

each equipped with 50 ft. of 2i-in. hose.

Messrs. \V. J. Furse & Co., Ltd., Nottingham, and
.Messrs. .lohu .leffrej-s & Co.. Lt<l.. of London, were the

contractors respectively for the electrical and for the

mechanical equipment; their excellent organisation and
attention to details largely contributed to the successful

completion and operation of the scheme in record time

in spite of the many difficulties wliich arose from time to

time.

In conclusion, our thanks are due to Mr. Honald
Grierson, A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., for affording us

facilities for the preparation of this article. As engi-

neer to the Provincial Cinematograph Theatres. Ltd.,

Mr. Grierson has acquired unrivalled experience in the

lay-out of the engineering equipment of kinemas, as well

as in the technicalities of optical projection ; he was re-

sponsilile for the whole of the engineering installations

of ' The Regent," and, as will be gathered from the

foregoing particulars, he has made excellent use of the

uniipie opportunity which it offered for the execution of

a comprehensive scheme on the most up-to-date lines.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

(Vont'umed from page 8S.J

Carlisle.

—

Extknsions Sanctioned.—The Electricity Com-
missioners have sanctioned the installation of an additional
3.UtH.)-kW turbo-alternator and accessories at an estimated cost

of i'35,oU0. Sanction is being sought to borrow a further
±'3,00ij for services.

Crielff.—ELECTRicrrv Okder.—.\pplication has been made
for a S[)ecial Electricity Order by the Town Council. An
Electricity Committee has been formed in anticipation of the
receipt of the Order.

Deal.

—

Formation of Supply Cojip.\ny.—The Town Council
has decided to offer no opposition to a company about to be
formed to supply electricity to the town, in the event of the
necessary powers being obtained, and not to apply themselves
for an Order. At present, powers to supply electricity are held
by the Gas Company.

Dundee.

—

Bulk Supply Inquiry.—The Electricity Commit-
tee has appointed its chairman and general manager to nego-
tiate with the Grampian Hydro-Electric Syndicate as to the
price of bulk supplies to the Dundee district and to report as

to whether the Grampian Power Bill should be opposed or not.

Approval was also given to the acceptance of contracts . for

±'40,000 for sub-station equipment.

Eastbourne.

—

Prep.ayment System.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has received a petition signed by a number of con-
sumers asking for the institution of a prepayment lighting

system, which, it is suggested, would increase consumption
while reducing the cost to individual consumers.
Extension of Supply.—The Electricity Committee has under

consideration a proposal to supply electricity to Westham. The
estimat^jd cost is £6.000.

Hove.—Year's Working.—The total revenue of the Cor-
poration electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st,

1921, amounted to ±'39,7t>3, as compared with £31,43() in the
previous year. Working exjienses were i;'2.5,763, as against

±17.060, leavmg a gross profit of ±14,000 (±14.376). The result,

after payment of capital charges, itc, was a net profit of

±2..39.5; the previous year's profit was ±3,920. There was a
net profit of ff?A on the .\klrington section, in which a bulk
supplv from the Brighton undertaking is distributed. In tlii,!

sei-tioii a. deficit of ±1,22:3 was incurred in 1919-2t).

Inverurie.

—

Proposed Electric Lighting.—The Towu
Council has decided to ascertain the cost of an electric lighting

installation, and at the same time to a.sk the Aberdeen Cor-
poration its terms for .supplying electricity to the town.

Lancashire.

—

Large-scale Electrification.—The linkiug-up
agreements which are being arranged by Blackburn, Preston,
and Accrington are designed to effect the electrification of a
populous and imiwrtant area of Lancashhe. In the district

within the areas of the municipalities concerned there arc
about 700 cotton mills and a population of over a, million.

Large exjienditure is involved, it being estimated that the
cost of a linkinc-up cable between Blackburn and Preston will

alone be ±138,000.
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Lewes.

—

Scale ok Charges.—The Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

has applied tor an Order authorising it to charge a minimum
payment ot i7s. 6d. for each winter quarter, and Is. '2d. per

unit tor over 15 units consumed, and lis, 8d. for each summer
quarter, with Is. 'id. per unit for over i() units. Authority is

also sought to cancel the agreement with the Town Council as

to the price of electricity supplied to it.

Liverpool.

—

Loans Sanctioned.—The Electric Power and
Lighting Committee has received the sanction of the Electri-

city Commissioners to the borrowing ot the sum of i'21,78'2 for

ttie provision of mains, services auu sub-station building and
equipment in connection with the supply of electricity to the

Springwood Estate housing scheme, Uurston, and ilU0,0UO
for the provision of mains.

London.

—

Revocation of Company's Order.—The Minister
of iVansport has ordered that the North Metropolitan Electri-

city (temporary Increase of Charges) Order, 1920, be revoked
with etlecL as Irom December 31st, l9'2l.

J'l'LHAM.—The Electricity Committee recommends the pro-

vision of a sub-station, cables, and switchgear, at the cost

of £'A,(M), for a supply of electricity to the works of the
Maiibre Sugar and Malt, Ltd. I'he supply will be about
bUO kVS, and a minimum revenue ot £1,01)0 per annum for

hve years is guaranteed.

Londonderry.

—

Year's Working.—The accounts of the
municipal electricity undertaking (Engineer; Mr. It. V.

Macrory) for the last complete nnancial year show a total

revenue of i;.59,U41 and a net proht of i;d,759. The output
w'as about 4,6UU,UUU kV\h. During the year charges for elec-

tricity for all purposes were reduced, making them by far the
lowest in Ireland. The average selling price \\as ti.7d. per
kWh.

Lytham.

—

Price Increase Refused.—The Electricity Com-
missioners have notified the Urban District Council that they
cannot entertain the application to increase the maximum
price which may be charged for electricity under the Lytham
Electric Lighting Order, 1913.

Middlesbrough.

—

Loan.—The Borough Council is making
application to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to

borrow ±'6,000 for a .sub-station and services in the Southfield
Road and Linthorpe districts.

North of Scotland.

—

Electricity Supply Schemes.—Messrs.
Buchan I'artner.s, cun.suiting engineers, Edinburgh, have pre-
pared a report on electricity supply in the North of Scotland.
I'he engineers divide the districts as follows, showing the
possible demand :—Banftshire districts, about 2,500 h.p.

;

Aberdeenshire districts of Huntly and 'lurriff, 1,600 h.p.

;

Morayshire districts of Burghead, Elgin, Fochaoers, Forres,
l^ossiemouth, and Rothes, about LiiOO h.p. They are of

opinion that a water-power scheme should be looked for to
develop from 5,000 to 10,000 h.p. They outline two possible
River Spey schemes, one of which they consider too expensive,
'i'he other, by a tunnel line from Blacksboat to Carron, will

develop from 5,tHXJ to 10,000 h.p. at an estimated cost of

±300,000. Another ±100,000 for storage works would give a
generating cost at the power station of 1.4d. per unit. For
high-pressm-e mains from a power hou.se at Carron to Keith,
thence to Buckie along the coast to Banff, Macduff, Turriff,

Huntly and ba«k to Keith, they estunate ±160,000. The
average selling price to consumers would be below 4d. per
unit. The engineers recommend further investigation to

reduce the cost of the SiJey scheme, also that Aberdeenshire be
asked if it would join Banffshire for a bulk supply.

Portsmouth.

—

Lo.\ks Sanctioned.—The Town Council has
received sanction to loans of ±30,01)0 for mains and services.

±6,272 for services, and ±6,000 for transformers and sub-
station equipment.

Richniond=on=Thanies.

—

Price Increase.—The Town Coun-
cil General Purposes Committee's recommendation has been
carried authorising the Richmond Electric Light Co. to charge
not more than 7^d. per kWh for lighting (present price 6d. per
kWh) up to 1(X) kWh per quarter and 7d. beyond; for power
purpo.ses the charge is to remain at BJd., but for heating (2d.

per kWh) no maximum price was fixed, and the meter charge
afso remains unaltered. The company obtains its electricity

from the Lot's Koad power station in bulk, and last year made
a gross profit of ±1.7(X). The revised .scale was agreed to for
five years, subject to either side calling for arbitration or agree-
ment after 2J years.

—

Richmond and Twickenham Times.

Sidmouth.

—

Proposed Electricity Supply.—At a meeting
of the Urban Council on Januai'y 11th, the chairman reported
on an interview with a representative of ^1< -nis. ( ;iII),M-t Gilkes
and Co., when he learned that a scheme nl clritrKity supply
would cost approximately ±10,000. This was a saving of

±15,000 on the scheme presented two years ago. The Council
decided to meet Messrs. Gilkes's engineer and consider the
question with him.

Southport.

—

Causes of Breakdowns.—Tlie municipal
buildings were suddenly deprived of light recently. Upon in-

vestigation it was found that a rat had short-circuited a trans-

former. A short time before this a failure of supply had been
caused by a cat in a similar manner.

St. Annes.

—

Loan.—The Urban District Council is apply-

ing to the Electricity Commissioners for a loan of ±3L00O for

electricity purposes, the largest item being ±14.001) in resptct

of new and supplementary mains.

Stafford.

—

Loan.—The Electricity Committee is applying t.i

the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow i'lO.tK'O

for a new- boiler and auxiliary plant.

Stonehaven.

—

Proposed Electricity Scheme.—The Tow n

Council is considering a scheme for the electric lighting ot the

burgh, and the Lighting Committee has been asked to inquire

and report. An engineer suggests three schemes for considera-

tion : a supply from Aberdeen ; the possibility of obtaining

power from water sources; or the erection ot piant.

Stretford.

—

New Gener.ating Set.—A new Metropohtan-
Vickers 5,000-kW turbo-generator set was started up on Janu-
ary 9th by the chairman of the Electricity Committee.

Swadlincote.

—

Bulk Supply Required.—The Burton-on-
Treut Corporation having asked for the consent of the Urban
Council to place an overhead transmis.sion line and an under-
ground cable in the urban area, the Council has decided to ask

the Corporation w hether it is prepared to supply electricity in

bulk to the town.

Wakefield.

—

Loan.—The City Council is applying to the

Electricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow ±10.000,

principally for mains extensions.

Westgate>on.Sea.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Council has
a.sked the Gas Co. whether it will supply electricity to the

town. If not, the Isle of Thanet Tramway Co. is to be asked
if it is prepared to extend its cables to Westgate.

Wliitehaven.

—

Loan.—The Town Council has applied for

sanction to borrow ±3,500 for the extension of electrical ser-

vices at Arrowthwaite, Thwaiteville, and in conection with
the Bransty housing scheme.

Widnes.

—

Overhead Wires.—^The Corporation has refused

the application by the Mersey Power Co. for permission to

erect overhead wires in the Appleton district of Widnes.

Worcester.

—

Electricity for New Houses.—The Town
Council has decided to install electric lighting in the houses
being erected in Bromyard Road.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Blackburn.—Parliamentary Bill.—A statutory meeting of

the Council was held on January 9th to confirm a Parliamen-
tary Bill giving the Corporation certain powers." The Bill pro-

vides tor extensions to the tramway ..~y.stein and for the

running of motor omnibuses botli inside and outside the

borough. A sum of ±268,823 will be required to meet the cost

of the tramway extensions and the cmniljus service. This
clause was oppo.sed by the Commercial Alotor Users' Associa-

tion and the East Lanes. Road Transport Association. In the

end the clause dealing with motor oniniluises was defeated

by an overwhelming majority. Tliis nccessit.ites a si>ecial [wll

of the ratepayers.

Edinburgh.

—

Tramway Electuieicatiox.—The Town Council,

after reversing its decision to have span wire supjHirts

for the electric tramway wires, has decided to apply to the

Minister of Ti-ansport for sanction to erect central poles in

Princes Street.

Farnworth.

—

Linking-up Systems.—.\t a meeting of the

Council on January 11th it wa.s reported that the Farnworth
and Kearsley Councils had waited on Siilford Corptiration re-

garding the linking-up of the tramways lietween Bolton and
Manchester by providing a short length at Clifton. There was
not much hoj iitiTtained of this link being supplied for the

present. The S.illuni l.-a.se of the Swinton line would expire

in four years and the short length of tramway, costing ;£5,00O,

would then have to be handed over to the Swinton Council.

Glasgow.

—

Purchase of Paisley System.—At a meeting of

the Town Council on January 5th a proixisal of the Tramways
Committee to offer ±200.000 was discussed. There was a
general feeling that more infonnation should be given regard-

ing the matter, and the propositi was therefore referred back
to committee.

Jamaica.

—

.Vcquisition of TRAMWws.^It is announced in

Jamaica that the Caniidian Pacific Railway is likely to acquire

the tramway service operated in Kingston and district by the

We.st India Elei'tric Co.. Ltd., another Canadian concern, with
headquarters at Montreal. The C.P.R. is also said to be will-

ing to take over the Jamaica Government Railway for a term
of years and to pay the colony in return a certain sum annu-
ally, in addition to meeting interest and sinking fund charges

on the existing railway loans The Times Trade Supplement.
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London.—Late " Tube " Trains.—After experiments extend-
ing over a period of two month.s. the Underground Railway
Companies liave come to the conclusion that the special late
tiauis are not sufficiently used to justify their continuance.
riicy are accordingly to be withdrawn.
AiiDiTiONAL " Tl-ue " AccoMMoD.4TioN.—To cope with the

extra flow of traffic during the " rush hours," four additional
six-ear trains have been put into service in the Piccadilly line
as fi-om Monday last. Accommodation for an extra 2.400 pas-
sengers is made available by this means.
Effecls ok S\owsTOfiM.—The parts of London's electric rail-

ways expo.sed to the air were affected by the snowstorm en
.January loth. Steam-driven snow-ploughs and bru.shes were
brought into use and considerably reduced the number of stop-
pages and I0S.S of time. On the Ixmdon & North-Western
suburban lines a .special steam-train service was run.
New " Through " Route.—On January 2-2nd the L.C.C. is

hi^tituting a direct tramway route from Chelsea to Southwark
Bridge—a distance of nine mile.s

—

via Clapham. Stockwell.
Brixton, and C'amberwell Green.

Prestonpans.—Accident.—On January 12th a tramcar pro-

ceeding from Crown Square to Prestonlinks pit encountered
a drift of sand on the ti'ack and was derailed. It came into

contact with an iron standard, smashing the front of the car

and the windows. The driver escaped with slight injuries;

several passengers sustained shock and bruises.

Rochdale.—L. & N.W. Railway Electbification.—The
Town Council has been informed that it is improbable that

the electrification of the L. & N.W. Railway service between
Manchester and Oldham will be continued from Oldham to

Rochdale at the commencement of the scheme.

Taunton.—Tramway Service.—At a recent nieetiug of the
Town Council a resolution was adopted urging the re-openmg
of negotiations with the Taunton Electric I'raction Co., Ltd.,

with a view to the transfer of the system to the municipality.
The absence of the tramcars is being felt very severely.

Wolverhampton.—Proposed Revision of Fares.—It was
stated at a recent Council meeting that the cars were running
in a half-empty condition and plant was lying idle. The Tram-
ways Coimmttee was therefore instructed to carefully consider
what econcmies could be effected in the working expenses, and
whether lower fares for shorter stages would not result in a
greater number of passengers being carried, without detri-

ment to the gross receipts, and to report to the Council ai, the
earliest possible date.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Belgium.—New Wiueless Station.—The Belgian Govern-
ment nas just placed the contract lor the big international

wireless .station of Kuys.selede, near Bruges. The new station
will be the biggest of its kind in Belgium, and in some points
will excel any station in lU'ance or elsewhere. The ancenuEe
will spread i,A(M metres in length and 4U0 metres in breadth,
and will be upheld by eight standards 275 metres high rigged
on a new system. The equipment will consist ot an arc
generator and a high-frequency alternator. It is planned for

an automatic daily transmission of t)U,OUU words, in order to
serve the traffic to North and South America and the Congo.
The receiving centre will be situated at Bruges, and will com-
prise several complete sets of plant, in order to allow of the
simultaneous receipt of at least four different messages during
the working of the .sending post. The Belgian station will

have a power m the antenna: of 500 k\V, as at Croix d'Hins,
but the effective height will be 3U metres greater than the
latter, while the current in the antennse will reach 6.50

amperes, and the useful working range will be threefold
greater. 'The lengths of wave realised, both with the arc and
the alternator, will be about 20,000 and 25,000 metres. The
contract has been .secured by the Societs independente Beige
de Ttlegraphie sans Fils, against competition, both from firms
in Belgium and abroad.
The power required to w^ork this station will be 1,000 kW.
Kenya Colony.—Telegraph Service.—.A.n overhead tele-

graph .service has been established between Mombasa and
Cape Town via Tanganyika Territory, Nyassaland, and
Rhodesia. The rates are cheiiper than bv the sea cables savs
The Times.

Storm Damage.—During the Mediterranean storm of last
week telegraphic communication between France and Morocco
was niaintained by aeroplanes. 'The cable broke down
and sliips were greatly delayed by the heavy seas. Conveyed
by aeroplane from Casablanca, 600 telegrams were delivered
the following day at Toulouse.
The Post Office announced on the 13th inst. that owing to

cable interruptions heavy delays were to be expected in the
transmission of messages to Scandinavia and Finland.

—

Daily
Mail.

According to the Mmu-hesUr Gunnlian Mid-Wales was
snowbound on Snturday last by the blv.zard which swept over
It during the night. 'Telegraphic and telephonic communica-
tion generally was seriously interrupted, and in some cases
completely suspended. Manv overhead wires were down m
Kent.

The Central Telegraph Office reported that owing to the
severe snowstorm, followed by a thaw, communication with
Paris was much interrupted.

The Telephone Service.—New Trunk Cable Completed.—^

The new underground cable, says the Manchester Guardian,
has now been laid between Liverpool and Manchester, and
will afford " additional channels of communication between
Liverpool and a large number of Lancashire towns, of which
Manchester is the principal switching centre." The greatest
beneht of the additional circuits will be felt in Manchester
itself. The new cable will improve communication also with
North Wales. The cable is loaded at intervals of about IJ
miles, and consists of 160 pairs of copper wires, each weighing
40 lb. to the mile. It is 36J miles long, and the connecting
up of the comparatively short lengths in which it had to be
drawn into the ducts required 160,tK10 soldered joints, each
electrically tested. Its speaking efficiency is equivalent to that
of a standard telephone cable nine miles in length. 'The total

number of trunk circuits between Manchester and Liverpool
is now .333. A cable is also being laid between Manchester
and London, and work has been begun on another connecting
Birmingham and Manchester—the placing of the contract
having been expedited to relieve unemployment.

Puiv.WE Automatic Exchange.—Sir WiUiam Noble, engi-
neer-in-chief to the British Post Office, on January 10th
opened at the head offices of Tlie Liverpool Courier and
Express a new automatic telephone exchange, linked up with
the public service, which has been laid down for the use of

those newspapers. This is the pioneer installation of its kind
for newspapers.

—

Financial News.

Wireless Telegraphy.—A Wireless Club for E.\st Ham.—
Mr. Ernest E. Fon-est, 66. Gillett Avenue, East Ham, E.. is

endeavouring to form a wireless telegraph club in the East
Ham. Fore.st Gate, and Barking districts. Wireless amateurs
who desire to listen to the wireless concerts sent out from the
Hague are infonned by the agents of the Nederlandsche Radio-
Industrie that the transmission times are on Sunday after-

noons from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Amateur Tests.—The first prize in the recent Transatlantic
amateur wireless tests has been won by the Manchester Wire-
less Society. The receiving set used in the test was erected
at the I'esidence of Mr. W. R. Burne. Springfield, Thorold
Grove, Sale, who was responsible for the manipulation of the
various instruments loaned to him by members of the Society.

These instruments, together with the special panel built for

the occasion by Mr. Burne himself, enabled the tests to be
carried through succe.ssfully. The receiving set will be ex-

hibited on February '25th nt the Society's headquarters, fhe
Albion Hotel, Piccadillv.

—

Manche.'iier Guardian.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parenthesis at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Accrington.—Corporation. One 6,00f>-k\V turbo-alternator

with condensing plant. (See this issue.)

Australia.—Melbourne.—February 2(Jth. City Council.
Electricity Department. One rotary converter with trans-

former. &c. ; 6,600 V switchgear. (City Electrical Engineer.)

Victorian Railway Commissioners. March 8th. 35 cabin
transformers for power signalling. (Contract No. 34,863.)*

P.M.G.'s Department. March 8th. Switchboard apparatus
and parts. (Sched. 545.) March 1.5th. Protective apparatus
(Sched. 546).

Sydney.—April 24th. Electricity Department. Two 2,000-
kW rotary converters, and one 10,000 to 12.(HX1-kW turbo-
alternator.*

Aylesbury.—Electricity Department. One 300-kW con-
verter, with e.h.p. and l.p. switchgear. (January 6th.)

Bulgaria.—Sofia.—February 14th. Department of Posts,
Telegraphs and Telephones. Bronze in plates and bars, iron
and steel plates and bars, and insulating materials.*
February 27th. Various electrician's small tools (including

pincers, brazing lamps, soldering irons, bits, &c.).*
March 8th. Porcelain insulating tubes for telephones, im-

pregnated paper insulating tubing, ebonite cap, and insulated
copper wire.*

Egypt. — Alexandria.—April 2.5th. Municipal Council.
Supply and installation of pumps and motors at the Kait Bey
principal pumping station.

—

lieutcr's Trade Service (Cairo)."

Italy.—Rome.—April 30th. Italian State Railways. Elec-
trification of the Bologna-Montfalcone Line. Particulars from
Direzione Generale Ferrovie dello Stato, Rome.
Lcndon.—LEwiSHAM.—.January 23rd. Board of Guardians.

Electrical installation at the Children's Home. Cumberlow.
Goat House Bridge, Norwood Junction. S.E. (January 13th.)
Islington.—February 16th. Electricity Department" Elec-

trical and engineers' stores for 12 months, including cables,
meters, lamps, wires, carbons, engine-room stores, &c. (Janu-
ary 13tb.)
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Hammersmith.—January '25th. Electricity Department.
Supply, drawing-in and jointing, Ac, an additional 11,OUO-V,

three-plia.se linking-up main between the Fulham and Ham-
mersmith electricity generating stations. (January 13th.)

New Zealand. — \\'elli.\gton.—February '24th. Public

Works Department. Three 11,000-V reactances complete, tor

the Lake Coleridge electric power scheme.*
DrNEDlN.—March 31st. City Council. One 150-h.p. 3-pha»e

induction motor and reduction gear.*

AfCKL.^ND.—.\uckland Electric Ti'amways Co. February 20th.

I\'iinanent -vNay material. March '20th. Overhead line ma-
terial. Specifications may be inspected at the offices of the

British Electrical Federation alter February 1st.

—

Renter's

Trade Service (.Auckland).

Portlaoighise.—February 8th. District Mental Hospital.

Supply of DO coniiilete renewal sections for 33 plate, B.N. tyiw,
Sandycroft battery. (See this issue.)

Warrington.—February 6th. Electricity Department.
Main e.h.p. switchboard extension. (January 13th.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c.. can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Ti-ade

(Room is4), 30, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Australia.—Melbourne City Council. Accepted ;

—
H luns. bar,: ll.d. coppiT cables,, £2,064.—British Insulaletl .>s litUbN

t'.iblus, Lid.

J.(KK) 500-\vrm lam|)5, i'1,212.—l.awrcnct S: Hanson,
aou 4(K)-\Viilt and 600 300-wa(t lamp-,, f338.—.-Vustralian Central EKcliic

Co.
li,600 V switchgcar, «l,!)0-».—.Metropolilan-Vickers lilectrical Co., I. id.

ijiviichgear prolection relaj s.—Ferguson, Pailln & Co., hlJ.—TcfiJcrs.

Belgium.—Eight firms submitted tenders last week to the

Belgian Post and Telegraph Authorities in Brussels for 133

cable heads. Among the firms tendering was W. T. Henley's
lelegraph Works Co., Ltd., the low^est offer being that of a
Belgian concern, F. Lemoine, of Dison.

Blackpool.—Electricity Committee. Recommended, sub-

ject to tne sanction of the Electricity Commissioners:—
.•,,OllU-k\V turbo-alternator.-Fraser & Chalmer.s, Ltd.

Condenser and auxiliaries.—Hick, Hargreavcs & Co., Ltd.

Leigh.—Board of Guardians. Accepted:

—

Jas. Morris, Bolton, £340 for the installation o( electric lighting at the

hospilal. master's rooms, board room, and offices.

Peterborough.—Board of Guardians. Accepted:

—

W. H. H(,rrows, of Warrington, for installing electric light at the

Workhouse, at '£240. Other tenders submitted were :—Messrs. Han-
son, £2115; J. Towle S: Son, £265; N. Mavner, £255; G. Andrews
and Co., £255; A. S. Sharp, £246.

South Staffordshire.

—

Messrs. Glexfield & Kennedy, Ltd.,

of Kilmarnock, have received an order for a large pumping
engine from the South Stafford.shire Waterworks Co., Bir-

mingham, for its pumping- station at Slade Heath. The
contract includes a' complete electric lighting plant for the

pumping station.

Sunderland.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

British Insulated ,S: Helsby Cables, Lt,l.—Cable.

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Balfofd Technical & Engineering Association.—Saturday, January 21si.

At the Royal Technical College. At T p.m. Presidential address by Mr.

J . iMorris, and musical social evening.

IManchester Wireless Society,.—Saturday, January 21st. At the .\lbion

Hoiel. At B p.m. Whist drive and dance.
Thursday, January 2Uth. At 7.30 p.m. Practical demonslrations and

exhibition of wireless apparatus.

inetltution of Electrical Engineers.—Informal Meeting. Mondav, January
23rd. At the Institution, Victoria Embankment. At 7 p.m. Discussion

on " Electrical Vehicles, Present and Future," to be opened by Mr. R. J.

Mitchell.

(North-Eastern Centre).—Monday, Januorv 23rd. At the Armstrong
College, Newcaslle-on-Tvne. At 7.15 p.m. Paper on " The Interconnec-

tion of A.C. Power Stations," by Mesksrs. L. J. Romero and J. B. Palmer.

(North-western Centre).—Tuesday, January 24th. At the Engineers'
Club, Manch,*ster. At 7 p.m. Paper on " The Cyc-arc Process of Auto-
matic Electric Welding," by Mr. L. H. Steele and Mr. H. Martin.

(East Midland Sub-Centre).-Tuesday, January 24lh. At the Lough-
borouj;li CmIN:^' \i '1 I' p.m. Paper on "Loughborough Electricitv

l;nd.rt,,kn,t; ,.n.| I.M.ii,,..n, in Hand," by Mr. R. B. Leach.

(Tees-Side Sub-Centre).— Ihursday, January 26th. At the Cleveland
T<-chnic,al Instilul.-, .Middlesbrough. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Methods of

Conversion of .A.C. to D.C. for 'JVaction Purposes," by Mr. C. H.
Davidson.

(Irish Centre, Dublin).—Fridav, Januarv 27th. At the Roval College
.,( Scien. .-, Dublin. Ai H p.m. I.ecture on " The Development of Fl.c-

iri.iiv .Suppl> in ,s»ii/.,il.ui,l." by Mr. K. M. John.son.

(London Students' Section).—Fridav, Januarv 27ih. At 7.45 p.m.
Theatre parl> at Coliseum. Tickets 3s. tkl. each.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesdav, January 24th. .At the Institution.

Orcat George Stn'et. S.W. At 6 p.m. Discussions on papers. " Control
of Trains in Relation to Increased Weight and Speed Combined with
Rc-duced Headwav," .tnd on "Trials in Connection with the Application
of the Varuum Brake for Long Freight Trains."

Students' Meeting.—Wednesday, January 25th. At the Institution,

Great George Street, S.W. .\t 6 p.m. .Second lecture on "The Economic
Aspects of Various .M.;lhods of Power Transmission," bv Mr. E. W.
Monkhouse.

Women's Engineering SocietyT—Tues<lav, January '24ih. At '26, George
Street, Hanover Square, W. At 6,15 p.m. Lecture on " Domestic Engi-
nerring," hv Miss Gwynnc Howell.

Industrial League and Council.—Wc<lnpsdny, January 25rh. At Caxton
H.ill, S.W. .\l 7.:i<l p.m. Lecture on " Conditions of Industrial Hal-
monv," b; .Mr. F Hughes.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.-Thursday, January 26th. At the East
.Anglian Institute. .\l 7 p.m. Paper on "The Reclamation and Utilisa-

tion of Waste in Factories," by Mr. G. H. Ayres.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, January 27th. At Caxton Hall.
Ai 8 p.m. L.,tiur,ne. "Fuels and the Boiler House," by .Mr. L. M.
Jockel,

Edinburgh Electrical Society.-Friday. January 27th. At the Philosophical
Instiiut,- .\i 8 p.m. Paper on " Some Notes on Country House Plant,"
by. .M.-. T. S. Munnoch.

Manchester Electro-Harmonic Society.—Fridav, January 27ih. At thg
.\lbion Hotel (Marble Hall^ Concert.

Electrical Poiwer Engineers' Association (Southern Division).—Fridav,
January 27tli. At the Central Hall, Westminster. At 7 p.m. Ucture on
" The .Metering of Steam by .Means of Orifices," by .Mr. J

-Fridav. January
:,n, S.W. At 5 p.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—Saturd.
.\i l',.,s,.itis K. .I,,„,,,ni. Oxford Street, W . At.6.:W p.n
.-uid iiuisiLal .vening.

Hodgso

.\t the Imperial College
Ordinary meeting.

Januarv 2glh.
Annual'din

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to aniiplete tiur it iiix'.s to inquiries this week
we need the names of manufacturers or sujiplieis of :

—
" WiTHNiTT " insulators.
" Ajax " dry batteries.

NOTES.
Service Notes.—Lieut.-Com. G. McL. Cameron, Royal

Navy, has been ajjpointed to Cornus 11. for charge of the

wireless station at Aden, one of the most important naval
bases in the Bast. A large number of discharges are being
made from the Electrical Department at Eosyth naval ba.se,

and, judging by inner knowledge, there is little chance of any
ab;ttemeut in the discharges for some time to come. Warrant
Electrieian .J. Bryant lias joined the battle-crui.ser Malaya for

service. Captain' C. R. H. Thorn, T.D., M.I.E.E., has relin-

quished his commission in the liondon Electrical Engineers
after a service extending back for nearly twenty years. On
retiring from the Southern Signal Companies, Major A.
Handley, M.I.E.E., has been given the rank of heutenant-
colonel.

Educational.—The Engineering Department of the L'ni-

vei'sity College, Nottingham, has arranged a course of lec-

tur.s on the high-pressure transmission of electrical energy,
the first of which was given on January 17th. Admission to

the lectures is free.

The " Model Engineer " Exhibition.—^The fifth Model
Engineer small power, engineering, and scientific exhibition,
that was held at the Royal Horticultural Hall last week
marked the revival of a series of similar displays organised
by Messrs. Percival Marshall & Co. Fom- previous shows

|
have been held, the last taking place in 1913. Whether pur-
sued as a hobby or as an aid to technical education or inven-
tion, the educational advantages of model building to the
youthful engineer and technical student are too apparent to

need emphasis.
The quality of the exhibits in the Competition Section

clearly proved to be on as high a plane as ever, and showed
talent for fine craftsmanship in metal. The models in this

section came from all parts of the British Isles, and the com-
jietitors represented all grades of society. Some 9 out of the
148 models in this .section were of electrical interest—namely,
a valve receiver for wireless telegraphy and an air-core h.p.
transformer, a high-speed vertical electric light engine, an elec-

trically-propelled .single-screw ship, an electric tank loco-

motive, :i I i\liiider petrol engine driving a Whitney dynamo,
an un(lrit>|>r ^ll';^nl engine and dynamo, an electric torjieilo

lioat tlfstiiivci
,

;i I'J-volt motor and l(l-volt. .5-amp. dynamo, etc.

On the stand of the Model Railway Club four electric loco-

motives were noticed, wliile the HnftJcr (a 3-ft. electric yacht,
and the Maud (an electric tug boat), were shown by members
of the South London Experimental and Power Boat Club.

This year a record number of trade firms (ijt)) had exhibits
on view, of which some 2() showed fractional h.p. motors,
wireless apparatus, mwelties, &c. Mention may be made of

the ^-kW petrol-electric lighting plant, with batteries, maile
by Messus. Stiaht Titinki!, Ltd.: of the small motors and
sundries on the stanil of the Gem'.r.\l Ei.kctuic Co., Ltd.; of
the master clocks ami horophones (wireless receiving) shown
by the Synch ronomf Co.. Ltd.; and of the wireless devices
and accessories shown by the M.^RCoM Scii'.ntifu' Instrument
Co., Ltd. The ottitial electricians to the exhibition werd
Messrs. Brooks & White, and by good foresight the exhi-

bition was arranged, as usual, to take place during the
Christmas holidays, .so that boys home from sdiool would
be able to go ttgain and again—as they always do—to see,

inspect, and explain to their elders just liow the thing works.
The fathers, as a rule, \yere just as keenly interested as their
children.

The Electrical Wholesalers' Federation.—.\ dinner is to

be lield by till.'; Fed,. ration at the Trocatlero Restaurant on
Thursday, February '2nd, at 7 p.m.
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The Electro= Harmonic Society.—.\t the concert held at

(. aiiiion Strcedi Hotel, on January lyth, Mr. William Peto
acteil as (.-hainnan, and a good programme wa.s presented.

Mr. Bernard Flanders, .\.R.A.M., otiiciated at the piano; the

vocalists were Mme. Ethel Dyer (soprano), Mr. Ernest Har-
greaves (tenor), and Mr. Walter Saull (baritone). The lighter

side of the programme was provided by Messrs. >;elson

Jackson, Sterndale Bennett, and Will Edwards. Mr. Charles

Leggett and his cornet were well received.

Fatalities.—On January 3rd an inquest was held into the

dratb of WiUiam Hawkes, an electrician in the employment
' I Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.. Erith. It was stated that the
1 1 .eased had received instructions to alter the connections
iu a cable dug-out, and a fellow electrician, going to the
place shortly afterwards, found him grasping a cable and un-
conscious. Kicking the cable away, the witness said that he
examined deceased and found him lifeless. Further evidence
showed that the current in the circuit was at '200-V pressure.

A juryman suggested that there had been neglect on the pare

of the firm in not .sending a mate with deceased to the job,

but it w'as pointed out that this was not usual in a minor
operation of this nature. Mr. G. Scott Ram, Senior Electrical

Inspector of Factories, was present, and said that the case
would receive further attention. .\ verdict of " Death from
misadventure " was recorded.
At the Phcenix works of the English Electric Co., Ltd., at

Thornbury, Bradford, on January idth. Lawrence \^ aterhouse
('23), of Horsforth, an electrical engineering trainee under the
Government scheme, was found dead on the test bed near a
switchboard ; it is surmised that he was engaged in making
some adjustment on the board w'ithout having switched ou
the power, when be fell anil struck a, live w-ire carrying a
current at .5tlO V.

The South=East Lancashire Electricity District. —
The Loc.vl Inquiry.—The inquiry by the Electricity Commis-
sioners into the scheme for the improvement of the organi-
sation for the supply of electricity in South East Lan-
cashire, was opened at the Town Hall, Manchester on Tuesday
last, before Sir John Snell (chaimian). Sir Harry Haward,
Mr. H. Booth, and Mr. W. l.ackie. Mr. Tyldesley Jones, K.C.,
and Mr. Burgis appeared for the promoters who are the con-
ference of authorised undertakings m the area.

In his ofjening address, Mr. Tyldesley Jones said the area
extended to Wigan on the west, and Macclesfield on the
.south, and included the towns of Ashton, Bolton, Bury, Old-
ham, and Rochdale.* The population numbered •2,7'29,'263, the
rateable value ±'15,779,646. and it contained nearly ten per
cent, of all the electricity generating plant in the United
Kingdom. The only undertakings within that area which he
did not represent were the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley, and
Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board, and the York-
shire Electric Power Co.

It was found impossible to come to an agreement for the
constitution of a Joint Electricity Authority, and the alterna-

tive was a Joint Advisory Board which was the scheme
now presented.? The Board would consist of 48 members. Its

function would be to see that no new generating station was
built, nor an existing one extended, without' the

_
propo.sals

being first submitted to the Board, which might lie able to

formulate an alternative scheme more conducive to the general
interests.

Mr. Eastham, representing the Stalybridge Board, asked
what would happen if the constituent authority and the Board
did not agree.

Mr. Tyldesley Jones replied that the constituent authority
^\()uld be heard, and if dissatisfied it could appeal to the Com-
missioners.

.\ discussion of this point ended with a suggestion that
the scheme when approved might embody the powers con-
ferred l)y section 19 of the Act.
.\lderman Dagnall. cliairinan of the Manchester Electricity

Committee, was the first witness called. Re said the scheme
put forward had received practically unanimous approval. The
Stalybridge Board did not object to it, but asked to be ex-

cluded. In cross-examination by Mr. Eastham, he agreed
that it could only be carrieil rmt with the goodwill and co-

operation of all the undertakers. The Board would be ac-

quainted with what was going on and would advise the
v.-irious authorities in the interests of the whole. It was
not contemplated that the Board .should receive complainfs
by people nho felt they had a grievance by reason of the de-
fective nature of the supply or the want of extensions.
Mr. S. Iv. Pearce, chief engineer and general manager of

the Electricity Department of the Manchester Corporation,
said a very detailed questionnaire was submitted to the under-
takers, and from the information so gathered, statistics were
prepared. After considering those, the conference of under-
takers came to the definite conclusion that an improvement
of the .supply over the whole area was de.sirable. Originally
it was estimated that the scheme would effect by 1925 an
annual saving of the order of £115.000. and five years later of
^253,000. but the price of coal had dropped substantially
since then, and the revised fiffures .based upon 20s. per
ton for coal insteail of 35s., showed an annual saving ot

^103,000 by 1925, and £1.53,000 by 1980. The reduction wa s m
• Elec. Rev.. June 25tli, 1920: p. 815.

t Elec. Rev,, Sept. 30th, p. 4-54; and Nov. 4th. p. 596, 1921.

capital costs and coai. It was very difficult to say what saving
there would be in labour. There had been a material reduc-
tion in the load factor owing to the decre;ise in the workmg
hours. The conditions of industry in the district had been
extremely bad during the last twelve months, and he did
not think the load factor would drop any more.
The inquiry was continued on the following day, and will

be reported in our next issue.

The Manchester Electron Harmonic.—Readers in the Man-
chester district, and those everywhere else who may be con-
templating a visit to that great centre next week, would do
well to take note that the Manchester Electro-Harmonic
Society is holding its next concert on Friday, January 27th.
in the Marble Hail at the .\lbion Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester.
The chair will be taken by Mr. J. A. Robertson. M.I.E.E..
borough electrical engineer of Salford, and the artistes will
be: soprano. Miss Pansy Moore, L.R..\.M., A.R.C.M.; bari-
tone, Mr. James Frost; entertainers, Mr. John (iraham and
Mr. Essler Kessen. We hope that there will be quite a large
gathering on this occa.sion to do justice to the programme that
has been prepared and to encourage those who have spared
no effort to make the Manchester Electro-Harmonic move-
ment a success.

The Women's Engineering Society.^Among a series of
lectures arranged by the Society is one on " Dome^ic
Engineering," by Miss Mary Gwynne Flowell, which will be
delivered at the Club Room, 26, Cieorge Street, Hanover
Square, W.. on the evening of January 24th. All men and
women who are interested may obtain tickets from the Sec-
retary at the address given above.

Appointments Vacant.—Chief electrical engineer (^700-K
£250. approximately) for the City of Hereford; three telephone
engineers (Rs.750 per month) for the Government of india;
engineering assistant for the Worcester Corporation Elec-
tricity Department. (See advertisements in this issue.)

INSTITUTION NOTES.

The Institution ol Electrical Engineers.—Membership over
10.0(X».—.\t last week's meeting ot the Institution the Presi-
dent announced that the total membership now exceeded
10,000.

1NF0R.M.4L Meetings Section.—At the meeting of the m-
fonnal Section on Monday, January 9th, Mr. A. B. Eason was
in the chair, and Mr. J. W. Beauchamp opened a discussion on
" Co-operative .\dvertising." Probably becau.se it was not a
technical subject there was not quite so large a gathering as
usual, but the paper was particularly interesting and of the
first importance, not only to the commercial side, but to all
-branches of electrical engineering. Mr. Beauchamp showed
how collective advertising by an industry prepared the pubUc
for the advertisements of individual manufacturers in that
industry. He outUned the activities of the Electrical Develop-
ment Association, which w-as founded only 2-} years ago, and
is already so firmly established. He showed and criticised a
number of lantern slides reproducing various advertisements.
Then followed illustrations of attractive appeals and displays
by electrical manufacturers, supply authorities, &c., among
them the handsome showrooms of Toronto. The values of
different advertising methods were discussed, and the different
media of the technical and lay Press—town and provincial. A
large number of speakers took part in the discussion, and Mr.
Beauchamp, in his reply, sumiuari.sed and dealt w^ith the points
brought out. He made a notable suggestion that great pub-
licity and benefit would result if the various supply authori-
ties could make a collective announcement of a .standard price
reduction on one date, instead of various reductions of, say,
5, 10, or 15 per cent, in the price of supply, between now and
March.
Dinn-er.—Members will dine together informally at the

Engineers" Club. London, after the meeting of the Institution
on February 2nd. It is particularly requested that those pro-
posing to dine should send their names beforehand to the
secretary of the Institution. The charge will be 5s. 6d. per
cover.

Programme.—The following are the arrangements for the
remainder of the .session, .so far as the dates have been filled

up :—
ORDINARV MEETINGS OF THE INSTITUTION-.

Feb. 2nd.—L. J. Romero and J. B. Palmer. "The Interconnection of A.C.
Power Stations."

Feb. 16th.—F. P. Whitaker. " Rotarv Converters, with special reference to
Railway Electrification."

Feb. 2Ist.—Annual Dinner. At the Hotel Cecil (7 for 7.30 p.m.).
Feb. 21st, 22nd and aSrd.-Meetings in commemoration of the first meetine of

the Society of Telegraph Engineers held on February 28th.
1872. (.Some particulars of the arrangements wore announced
in this column of Januarv 6th.)

.\lar. 2nd.—Discussion on " Starters," with introductory papers bv :

—

C. H. VVordingham, C.B.E. " The B.E.'S.A. Specifications for
Starters."

J. .Anderson. " Electric Motor Starters.'
W. Wilson, B.E., M.Sc. " Some Notes

Rheostats."
M.ir. 16th.—J. G. Hill. " Phantom Telephone CircuiL= and Combined Telegraph

and Tel'-phone Circuits worked at .Audio Frequencies."
Mar. 30th.—R. Borlase Matthews. "Applications of Electricity, to .Agriculture."
.April 6th.—J. A. Kuyser. " Protective Apparatus for Turbo^Alternators."
April27th.—Joint. Meeting with the Electro-therapeutic . Section of 'flie Royii:

Society of Medicine and the Rontgeii Society. Sybjects of
papers to be announced later.

*

Design of Liquid
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May lllh.—Sir E. Rutherford, K.B.E., F.R.S. Tha Thirteenth Kelvin Lecture,
*' Electricity and Matter."

May 25th.-.\nnual General Meeting.

Wireless Sectional MEETiNtis.

I-eb 1st—.Major J. Erskine-Murrav, R..A.F. (o) "The Determination uf the

Decrement of a Distant Sending Station," and (6) " Some New
Methods of Radio-.Navigation."

fSFORMAL MeETINCS.

Jan 23rd.—Discussion on " Electric Vehiclw, Present and Fulure " (opened

bv Mr. R. J. Mitchell). ^ . .

Feb. 6th.—Discussion on " Som.i Fraclical .Applications of the Thermionic

Valve" (opened by Mr. J. JosephJ.

Feb 20th —Discussion on " The Emergcncv Use of Oil Fuel during the Recent

Coal Strike " (opened bv Mr. E. F. Hetherington).

Mar. Blh.— Discussion on " E.H.T. Cable-Testing " (opened by Mr. E.

.\mbrose).

Western Centre.—At the meeting that is to be held at

Cardiff tm February 6tfa the president of the Institution (Mr.

J. S. Highfield), will deliver an address. It is proposed to

hold the annual dinner on the same evening if a sufficient

number of members are willing to attend. The price will be

approximately I'is. 6d. per head, excluding wines.

Scottish Centre.—The third ordinary meeting of the

Scottish Centre of the Institution w;i.s held at Edinburgh on

January 10th, 1922, when Mr. L. H. A. Carr read his paper

on •• Induction-type Synchronous Motors." Mr. E. T. Goslin

(chairman of the Section) presided. Mr. Carr read through

his paper as published, and at the conclusion showed (by

means of lantern sUdes) a variety of synchronous induction

motors made by British and Continental hrms. The rotors

illustrated were'of the single, 2 and 3-pliase types, and start-

ing gear of the contactor and controller types was also shown.

The meeting was well attended and a dis(.-ussion followed,

which showed that the audience was chiefly interested in the

question of tariff reductions which could l>e obtained by the

use of pf)Wer-factor correcting devices. (Jne interesting point

brought out was that a static condenser of 400 kVA capacity

had been in use in Scotland tor the past 1-5 years without

giving the slightest trouble. The speaker who gave this infor-

mation intimated his personal opinion that it would be ex-

tremely hard for any class of rotating power-factor-correcting

device to compete with the static condenser.

Finsbury Technical College Old Students' Association.—
The following officers have been elected for the present year :

President, Mr. W. G. Head, M.I.Mech.E. ; vice-presidents.

Prof. G. T. Morgan, O.B.E.. Mr. A. J. Chapman. F.I.C.. Mr.

F. H. Masters, O.B.E., and Mr. W. J. Tennant, M.I.Mech.E.;

hon. treasurer, Mr. W. Bernard Thomnson, .\.M.I.E.E. ; hon.

secretary, Mr. H. P. Guy, A.M.I.E.E.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—A very interesting

paper on electric arc welding in steel structures, illustrated

by lantern slides, was read by Major James Caldwell,

M.I.E.E., on January 10th 'at the first meeting, held at

Swansea, of the recently-formed South Wales branch of the.

Institution. The chainnaji of the branch is Sir John Roper
Wright, the vice-chairman Mr. David E. Roberts, and the

joint hon. secretaries Mr. W. H. Reynolds, of Cardiff', and
Professor F. Bacon, of Swansea University College. Half of

the meetings are to be held at Swansea, and the other half at

Cardiff.

Greenock Association of Electrical Engineers.—.At a meet-
ing held on January Uth, Mr. W. R. Gray, Greenock, dealt

with the subject of X-ray apparatus. The lecturer, who haa
been engaged in the manufacture of this apparatus, gave some
practical details of the various components. Lantern slides

and a film (B.T.H.) entitled " Revelations of X-rays," show-
ing modern apparatus in process of manufacture and in

action, demonstrated the strides made in industrial and
medical science.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—.At a meeting held on
January 18th Mr. .Arthur H. Barker, Wh.Sc., B.A.,
B.Sc, lectured upon " The Heating and Ventilation of Fac-
tories." The lecturer dealt with many aspects of the ques-
tion, including safety, comfort of workers, economy, &c.
Various methods of heating were discussed, including the use
of waste heat.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the December
meeting of the -Association. Mr. C. O. Milton, A.M.I.E.E..
electrical engineer to the Borough of Maidenhead, was re-
elected president for a second year, and Mr. Percy Still,
M.I.E.E.. M.I.P.T.. was re-elected hon. secretary. Me.ssrs!
H. S. Whiteley and W. E. Brandreth were elected members
of the general commititee in place of the two members retiring
at the end of their term of office. The hon. secretary made
his annual statement which reported a further substantial
increase in the membership of the .As-sociation durinc the vear.
By the courtesy of the Institution of Electrical Engineers the
meetings are now again being held in the LEE. building. In
view of the tendency in the design of pure Diesel engines to
approach more nearly in some respects to the lines of semi-
Diesel engine de.sign, and vice versa; the president, in the
course of one of the discussions, made the suggestion thjvti it
might possibly become advisable in the future to alter the
name of the Association by adoptina some .such name as " The
Heavy Oil Engine Users' .Association."

^
South African Institution of Engineers.—The Journal

States that the Institution has received an advance draft of a

projected " Engineers' Private Bill, 1922, intended to provide
tor the Registration of Engineers in the Union of South
-Africa." Tlie matter is receiving attention with a view tu ,i

report by the Council.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—On January 12th, .Mr.
H. Church. M.C.. .A.M.I.E.E., read a pajier on '' Production
Records," the reasons for them, the principles governing
them, and their application. Stress was laid upon the neces-
sity for detailed costs of component parts and upon the use to
which such costs could be put, not only as a means of cf>m-
paring the actual costs of different orders, but as valuable help
U) both the designer and the progress engineer. The discussion
which followed was well supported by the works managers
and organisers of the various firms in Chelmsford.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—.\t a meeting held on
January lath a paper on" Storage Batteries as applied to
Electric Traction " was delivered by Mr. L. Brookman. The
lecturer traced the history of electrical traction in this country
and America, and emphasised the rapid progress which hail

been made within the last few years. The characteristics of

traction batteries were indicated and a thorough description
of the " Exide " and " Ironclad Exide " cells was given.
-Attention w-as directed to the changes from normal patterns
required in road batteries. Portability, resistance to scrub-
bing action, means for prevention of gassing and splashing
were among the quaUties mentioned as influencing the design
of such cells. The great advantages of battery vehicles for

many clas.ses of road transport w-ere enlarged upon.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineen, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

muoements.

Tlie Belfast Corporation met in Committee on the 12th inst.

for the purpose of considering certain matters arising out of

the minutes which were presented by the Electricity Commit-
tee at the monthly meeting on the 2nd iu.st. The Lord Mayor
(Councillor, Sir William Coates, Bart., D.L.) presided. The
minutes had reference to a report submitted by the City Elec-

trical Engineer (Mr. T. W. Bloxam) with regard to a failure of

the supply of electricity on the 9th December, and to a re-

organisation scheme which had been prepared by him on the

instructions of a sub-committee. Councillor Oswald Jami-
son, vice-chairman of the Electricity Committee, made a
statement regarding the present position of the electricity

undertaking. Councillor D. R. Campbell moved that a com-
mittee should be appointed to report on the re-organisation

scheme and the position of the staff'. Councillor C. Jamison
moved an amendment, the effectf of which was to create a

vacancy in the position cf City Electrical Engineer, and to

gi'ant to Mr. Bloxam, a pension of ±'t)(X) a year. .Alderman
H. Murphy, J.P., seconded. .After discussion, the amend-
ment Nvas passed, but it was decided to reduce the pension
to i'483 a year, the amount being based on a proportion cf

Mr. Bloxam's present salary and bonus. 23/60ths of £1,340.

It is stated in the Belfast Press that Mr. Bloxam has tendered
his resignation.

Mr. J. S. Smith of the engineering .staff of the Sterling

Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd., London, W.l. has been ap-
ix)inted manager of the South Wales branch (8, Park Place,
Cardiff.)

-A correspondent is anxious to get into touch with Mr. J. H.
McKail, municipal electrical engineer. Singapore, and the
Editors will be very pleased if the latter will communicate
with them.
With reference to the proposed acquisition of the Bootle elec-

tricity undertaking, by Liverpool—the transfer has ah-eady
been approved by the two councils concerned—the agreement
between the Corporations provides that the Liverpool Cor-
poration pays the Bootle electrical engineer, Mr. T. D. Clothier.

£8.000 compensation, and retains the other members of the
staff of the Bootle Electricity Committee.
The Leeds City Council, in response to criticisms, has ap-

pointed a special committee to review the salaries of the
higher-paid officials of the Corporation. The total pay-
ment to the nine chief officials at preseirf is £14,673 per
annum, as against £8.2.i0 in 1914. The salary of the electrical
ensiineer. Mr. C. N. Hefford. is £1..5lX), as against the former
£f5(X), and that of Mr. J. B. Hamiltim. tramways manager
and general commercial manacer to the Corporation is £1..584
as again.st a former £1,0(X1. Two of the officials have received
advances of more than 150 per cent. .All the rest are smaller.
Mr. J.AMES F. Watts, who has represented the Electrical

-Apparatus Co. for the last 9i years, in the South of England,
has now left that company to take up a similar position with
Mes.si-s. Robert Hornby *"Co.. 7. Carlisle Street. Soho.
To mark the occasion of his leaving the Electrician, the staff

of that journal presented Mr. W. E. WarrUow with a silver-
plated tray.
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The marriage took place on January 2nd, at Chichester, of

Mr. J. b. (JHiLD (ItUte joint sales manager to the Edison Swan
}!ilectric Co., Ltd.), to Miss E. L. Crunden.
Mr. a. H. E. Dawe has severed his connection with

Metropolitan-Vickeis Electrical Co., Ltd., and has taken up a
position as London sales representative for Messrs. Louis
jjeruier and Hamlyn. Ltd.

Mr. a. VV. fiicu.^KDS, who has acted for many years as

London representative for Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.,

Manchester, has relinquished this position, and communica-
tions may be addressed c/o Stewart Engineering Co., '6i,

Mortimer Market, W.C.I.
Mr. S. J. Levi states that he is no longer connected with

Messrs. Rose Bros. Electrical Co., Ltd., and has become
managing directior of Messrs. Spicer k Co., Ltd., 41, Eed
Lion Street, Clerkenwell E.C.I, dealers in electrical acces-

sories and novelties.

Sixty-seven applications were received for the position of

electrical engineer and tramways manager to the Heywood
Corporation. There were five applicants selected to appear
before the Committee, and Mr. H. C. Day, of Heywood, was
apiX)inted.

At a meeting of the Stafford Council last week the Elec-

tricity Committee recommended that the salary of the
borough electrical engineer (Mr. W. H. Robins) be increased

from ±'5-50 per annum to ftioO per annum, in addiliion to the
existing emoluments, in recognition of the enlargement of

his duties brought about by the extensions of the electricity

stations. The Salaries and Wages Committee, however, was
unable to support the proposal, as it considered that the

present time was inopportune. 'Yhe recommendation was
defeated.

Obituary.—Hon. E. C. Kitson.—We regret to record the

death of the Hon. Edward Christian Kitson (third son of the
late Lord Airedale), chairman of Messrs. Kitson & Co., Ltd.,

locomotive engineers, of Leeds. He was 48 years of age.

Dr. EDW.MiD HopKlKSON, M.P.—We deeply regret to record
the death, which occurred on Sunday, at his residence at
.\lderley Edge, from pneumonia, in , his 6.3rd year, of Dr.
Edward Hopkin.';on. the distinguished electrical engineer, who
had been fr(jm 1884 connected with Messrs. Mather & Piatt,

Ltd.. of which company he was latterly a vice-chairman. He
was also a director of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,

Ltd. We shall refer to the deceased gentleman's career fur-

ther in our next issue.

Mr. H. L. Tayloh.—Mr. Harry Lee Taylor, managing direc-

tor of Messrs. E. Taylor & Co., electrical engineers. Little-

borough, passed away last week at the early age of 33 years.

He had been in failing health for some months.

Wills.—The late Lieut.-Col. P. G. Vo.\ Donop, R.E., left

i4.5'2'2.

Tlie late Lieut.-Col. Percy J. Preece, a son of the late Sir

William Preece, left ^£3,219.

The late Mr. H. Wilson-Fo.\ left £63,020 gross, and
i'41,678 net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Vio=Ray Electric Co., Ltd. (178,937).—Private company.
Registered January !)Ih. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-
ness of manulactur.rs of and dealers in all kinds of dectrical and other
goods, appliances, novelties, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are :

J. H. O. Emery, 50, Brightside Road, Hither Green, S.E.13, articled clerk;
A. A. Henley, '• Oak House." The .Mount, Sydenham Hill Road, S.E.23, in-
corporated accountant. The first directors are not named. Solicitor : Ken-
neth C. Bartlett, 9-10, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Berry, Wiggins & Co., Ltd. (178,880).—Private company.
Registered January 6th. Capital, 41,500 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of manufacturing chemists, manufacturers, exporters and importers
ol and dealers in bitumen, asphaltums, waxc-s, resins, pitches, and tars,
electrical compounds, marine glue, greases, and paints, &c. The permanent
directors are; C. R. Berry, 3, Short Road, Stratford Market. E.15; A. E.
Wiggins. 63, Milton Street, E.C.2. Registered office : 3, Short Road, Strat-
ford Market, E.la.

Joseph Walton & Son (Nelson), Ltd.—(178,889).—Private
company. Registered January 6th. Capital. £15,000 in £1 shares (5.000 15
per cent, cumulative preference). To acquire the business of an electrical
and m,M:hanical engineer and ironfounder carried on by Irvin Walton as
" Joseph Walton it Son," at Walverden Foundry, Nelson. The subscribers
(each with one share) are: Irvin Walton, 8, Belmont Road, Ansdell, engineer;
T Rowley, 41, Robert Street. Nelson, clerk. Irvin Walton is sole and per-
manent managing director, subject to holding the necessary qualifications, with
£7 per week as remuneration. Qualification of directors ; 350 shares. Regis-
tered office : Walverden Foundry, Nelson.

Multi=Way Earthing Clip, Ltd. (179,011).—Private com-
pany. Registered Januarv 12th. Capital. £5.000 in £1 shares. To acquire
the business carried on by A. E. Rveland and C. A. Greenslade for the
testing and developing of an invention for improvements in or relating to
means for binding metallic tubing in electrical wiring installations, &c. The
first directors are: A. E. Rveland. 6. Mount Pleasant. Chatham Hill, Chatham;
C. A. Gr..ensl.ide. 15, Elmwood Avenue. Crovdon, S.VV.; H. Hibbard. West-
court, Gillingham. Registered office : 44. Weston Street, London Bridge, S.E.I.

Shenton & Co., Ltd. (178,993).—Private company. Re-
gistered January 11th. Capital. £4,000 in £1 shares (1,000 preferred and
3,000 ordinary). To carry on the business of electrical, telephone, telegraph,
mechanical, gas, motor, and general engineers, &c. The permanent directors
xre : A. Handlev, " Rexton." Lichfield Road. Wylde Green. Birmingham
(chairman); and C. J. Margerison. "Weston,*" St. James' Avenue, Sutton.
Surrey, electrical engineer. Qualification of permanent directors : £1,000.
Registered ofBce : 68 and 69, Shoe Lane, E.C.

Culkin & Parkinson, Ltd. (178,921).—Private company.
Registered January 9th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares (1,000 prelerrld and
1,000 ordinary), lo carry on the business of electricians, engineers, manufac-
turers and workers of and dealers in electricity, motive power, and light, &c
The first directors are: J. Culkin, 52, St. James' Street, Leeds; J. Parkinsonj
2u. Gledhow Avenue, Roundhay, Leeds. Qualification, £10. Remuneration,
£50 each per annum. Secretary: J. l>arkinson. Registered office: 111, Wood-
hoi Lane. Leeds

Electrical Insulating Composition Co., Ltd. (178,923).

—

Private company. Registered January Uth. Capital, £1,500 in £1 shares. To
carry oil the business of electrical engineers, drysalters. manufacturers of and
dealers in electrical insulation composition, candles, tapers, boot and furniture
polish, firewood, insulation tape, armature winding, and drysaltery products,
and to adopt an agreement with A. Rigby and H. D. Shawcross. The first
directors arc

: A. Kigby (managing director), 4. Grosvenor Road, Urmston,
Manchester; H. D. Shawcross, " Aoresfield," Cornhill Road, Davyhulme, Urm-
ston (both permanent, subject to holding 400 ordinary shares). Qualification
of other dirc^ctors, £200. Remuneration of managing director, £50 per annum;
other directors, £15 each per annum. Secretary : H. D. Sha
tered office : Proval Works, Davyhulme Road. Davyhulme.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Western Electric Distributing Corporation, Ltd. (79,057).
—Return dated September 3rJ. 11121 (hied Decmber 12th). Capital at the
date of return, £43.000 in £1 sh.ires (15,000 cum. pref,. 3.000 pref. ord., and
20.000 ord,). I2.r»0 cum. pref,, 2,8?5 pref, urd,, and 24,32S orU. shares taken
up, £39.426 paid, leaving £565 in arrears. Mortgages and charges : Nil.
Capital increased to £50,OoO by the creation of a further 2,000 cum pref and
5,000 ord. shares of £1 each.

Musselburgh and District Electric Light and Traction Co.,
Ltd,—Satisf.iction to the extent of £1.300 on December 20th, 1921. of charges
dated November 13th, 1905. jnj .M.iy 11th, 1909, securing £90,000.

Evans (Electrical), Ltd.—Debenture, dated December
14th. 1921. to secure £1.100. charged on the companv's undertaking and pro-
perty, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holder: A. E. Pater,
1. Arcade House, Hendun, N.W.

Bourne End and District Electricity Corporation, Ltd
Issue on January Uth, 1922, ol £820. debentures, pan of a series already
registered.

CITY NOTES.

Prospectus.—Fife Tramway, Light £ Power Co., Ltd.—An
issue of £'2-3O,O0O seven per cent, debenture stock at 93 has
been offered. The list was announced to close on or before
Friday; it actually closed on Tuesday morning. The proceeds
of the issue will be applied in" meeting capital expenditure in-
cm-red for the development of the properties during the past
two years, including large additions to turbine and boiler plant,
mains, and other extensions. Part of this expenditure has,
in the meantime, been met by advances from the company '.^

bankers, and these advances are to be repaid out of the pro-
ceeds of this issue.

Chatham and District Light Railways Co.—The revenue
during 19'21 was i'87,'270, and the expenses were i67,946,
leaving f19,324. less i£3,744 for rent of Rochest<?r Corjxiration
hues, :6'2,470 interesti account, and ±'4,000 put to depreciation.
Adding £1,609 brought forward, the balance is £10,719. After
paying the 5 per cent, preference dividend, and 4 per cent, on
the ordinary shares for the year. £599 is carried forward.
There were decreases of £3,446 in revenue (due to coal
stoppage and trade depression) and of £1,"2'28 in expenses, as
compared with 1920.

Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd,—In the Chancery
Divisinii mi Tuesday. Mr. .Justice Ru.ssell gave his sanction to
a petitiiin a.--king for the confirmation of a resolution passed
for the reduction of the capital of this company from £500,000
to £378,794 by cancelling capital loss or unrepresented by
available assets.

Mexico Electric Tramways Co.—.\ general meeting of the
holders of the 5 per cent, Fir.^t Charge Debentures is to be
held on February 8tli to consider resolutions sanctioning pro-
posed modifications of the rights of the debenture hoWers aiud

of the provisions of the trust deeds embodied in a draft supple-
mental trust deed.

Styrian Electricity Co.—It is reported from Vienna
that out of the tliree i.s.sues of capital offered by the Styrian
Water Power and Electricity Co., to which we referred m
our last issue, the ordinary shares in particular have been
over subscribed. Foreign subscriptions were also received
for ordinary and preference shares to a considerable extent.

London Underj^round Railways. — .At extra-ordinary
general ineetinL's of the Metropolitan District, l-ondon Elei:-

tric. City and South I>ondon and Central London Railway
Companies, and the Ixindon General Omnibus Co.. held last

week at We.stminster. the alterations in the Common Fund
Agreement affecting these companies were approved.

Montreal Tramways Co.—.\ dividend of 2-^ per cent, on
account of accumulations is announced, leaving arrears of
2i per cent.
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Adelaide Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A Reuter dispatch

from Melbourne states that this company, which in March

last transferred its head office from l>ondon to the South

Australian capital, is making a fresh issue of debenture stock

at 7i per cent., totalling ^6350,000. The term of the issue is

12 years.

Electrical Utilities Co.—A quarterly dividend of 1| per

cent, on the preferred stock is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

more normal stntf

coal trade ^in' di^

cently been

TuESD.iv Evening.

No -abatement in the demand for investment stocks and shares

IS noticeable, ^ihe money market has an occasional tremor of

strength which is used as a reason for pointing out that invest-

ment securities are standing quite high enough. As soon as

the real character of the pcsition becomes again disclosed, the

quotations rally, and with the War Loan standing close to its

issue price (m January, 1917) of 95, all other investment stocks

are encouraged in their upward march. Ihe supply of exist-

ing stocks and shares- becomes more and more limited. In

spite of the enormous outpouring of new issues, the power of

aosorption sho\\n by the investor displays little or no diminu-

tion. Ihe gains shown this week in our price-lists outnumber
the falls by eleven to one.

Home electricity shai'es continue to be one of the firmest

markets on the list of ordinary shares quoted in our tables.

Ihe investor has obviously been stiuck by the high yields

offered by the leading companies, with the result that there is

an eager demand for the majority, with little or no stock to

meet it. Chelsea, County of London, and \Yestmins-ters show-

advances, but the London shares may be described as all

better, even where the nominal quotations remain unchanged.

Inquiry is now spreading to the provincial companies' shares,

and Oxfords, for instance, have moved up to £3.

The reduction in the price of electricity, announced by the

Westminster company, is held as an indication that the other

companies will shortly follow suit, and that the promised era

of cheap electricity for application to every-day purposes may
come about, after all, as the war conditions give place to a

of :i Hairs. Hints of possible trouble in the

Lj;ii ili'il. Some of the companies have re-

liid iiy their financial advisers pointing out

that, with the ijul)lic uiipetite so eager for new securities, the

present time may offer a good opportunity for obtaining fresh

capital. The obvious answer i-s that unless the companies
actually want cash, they stand to do better by waiting for a

time, for the indications point to money becoming cheaper,

which would, of course, have the effect of enabling new money
to be boiTowed upon terms more advantageous than those pre-

vailing to-day. However, it is taken for granted that, before

long, several of the electric companies will be in the field.

The example of the County of London 7 per cent, debenture
stock now standing at a premium of about 10 points above
its issue price of 94 affords a good illustration of the investor's

appreciation of the security which such issues offer.

At the meeting of the Underground Electric Railways, held

at the end of last week. Lord Ashfield, the chairman, ampli-

fied the reasons why it is reasonable to re-adjust the propor-

tions of the pooled money dnidnl imiongst the five members
of the group. Several qui-stmns wrrc put to him with regard
to fares, but these he di.-^cuctly turned aside as being irrele-

vant, though he admitted that the subject w'as under considera-

tion. The resolutions in respect of the new sharing agree-

ments were duly carried, and the market for the stocks
remains firm, though the uuNdiniliiif; feature continues to be
the way in which the pri'ii rliin.^r -locks are .sought after by
the investor. Central Loudim onlinary. Metropolitan and Dis;

tricts stand higher on the week.
The frequent references made here to the attractions of cable

stocks have received a good deal of emphasis during the fort-

night by reason of the ri.ses that have occuiTed in various
issues. The Eastern group is particularly good, with West-ems
and Globe ordinary up to 17, and with buyers about at this

price.. Eastern ordinary is firm at 168i. With tbese stocks.
Telegraph Constructions are also rising, the price being 10s.
up at 'i'ij. Direct I'nited States have hardened to 6. 'Ine
.sharp rises in Anglo-American stocks, due to bonus declared
wdth the dividend on the ordinary and defeiTed descri'itions.
have been caried further, and the whole group shows a strength
which would amount to buoyancy were it not for the fact that
the limited amount of stock available for investment causes the
market to be. as the Hou.se says. " all one wav," the way at
the present being for buyer."? greatly to predominate. Mar-
conis are somewhat dull. The parent .shares eased off to
33s. 9d., and Marconi Marines to 21s. 9d.
The issue of f'i^O.OOO Pifp Electric Ti'arawav debentures at

93, mentioned here last \Aeek as on the wav! was over-sub-
scribed m about a couple of hours. Indeed, it is said that
the applications for the stock came to over a million pounds
in less than half that time.

Llanelly 7J per cent, debenture has been up to 1i pi'emium
but slipped back again to 2 premium. Readinc Electric deben-
ture is firm at 4J premium. Midland Counties 7J per cent
remains at 99, which is 3 premium, and a feature of the n-eek

is the w^ay in which Briti.sh Thomson-Hou.ston debenture his

jumped a couple of points to 4i premium. In the nccs imi.-

lishedhere last Friday it was said that the stock, then stand-

ing at 2J premium, " looks as though it will be improved .stiO i

further." The present price may tempt profit-taking. General I

Electric debenture has advanced to 1(X>. A rise of .^s. makes I

Clyde Valley Electric second preference i premium. These ±'10 I

shares will become fully paid at the end of the month, and arc
'

Worth more money, having regard t<j their security and to the

yield. £1 Tis. .5d. per cent., on the investment. Many of the

Mexican utilities are higher on the week. Vague optimism is

again expressed with regard to the po.ssibility of Washington
recognising Mexico. Mexican Electric Light first mortgage
bonds hav»' risen to 3.5J. Mexican Light &• Power .seconds to

")lij. I'achuca fives to the same figure. Mexico Ti-amway firsts

and seconds are l)oth better. At the .same time, improvements
have occurred in Rio Tramways firsts to 1145 and in San Paulo
fives to 911. Brazilian Tractions gained IJ at -ii, and the pre-

ferred at 7()J are also higher. In the Argentine group, .\nglo-

.\rgentine Tramways fir.sts .ind seconds are both 1/1(5 to the

good, the 5 per irnt. debenture stock at (iljj being a jx)int

higher. Fi-e.sli advanres iH-i-iined in British Columbia Electric

issues, on the eN|ieei,itiiiii>, lefeiTed to last week, of a gfM)d

report and the proijability of dividends being maintained at the

rates declared a year ago, which were .54s. in the case of the

deferred and 'J3s. in that of the preferred stock.

London United Tramways preference strengthened to 3s ,

but ("nderground Electric issues remain without change, the
" .\ " shares being Os. The engineering group is firm, with
Babcock & Wilcox better at .50s. Armament-s are weak, with
Vickers ottered at 8s. The rubber market .shows no change.^

worth mentioning, the list being depre,ss<'d by the low price

of the raw material, in spite of the \Aeekly statistics of landings

and deliveries being more favourable to the industry.

SHARE LI.ST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electbicitt Companies.

Dividend. Price

1919. 19;0. htil.
'

fall.

Brompton Ordinary .. .. ..12 12 68 —
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 7 8 4it —

do. do. do. 4JPrel. .. 4J 4J 8i —
Chelsea 4 6 9g + i

City of London 13 14 Ij'^ —
do. do. 6percent. Pref. .. 6 6 19/- +6d.

County of London 8 8 HJ -¥ i
do. do. 5 per cent. Pref..

.

6 6 8^ —
Kensington Ordinary 7 9 BJ -f J
London Electric 2J SJ 1 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8i —
Metropolitan 6 7 4 —

do. 4i per cent. Pref. . . 4i 4J 2i-|xd +i!9
St. James' and Pall Mall . . .

.

12 12 6i
South London 6 7 24 —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 17/6 —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 64 -I- J

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 69x(l +2

do. Def 14 li 19xd +1J
Chile Telephone 6 6 6|xd —
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 7 —
Eastern Extension 10 10 165 —
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 16?4 —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 17 -I-}

do. do. Pref 6 6 9J + ^
Great Northern Tel 22 34 26i —
Indo-European 10 10 SOi —
Marconi 35 15 1 1

;

— -^^

Oriental Telephone Ord 12 13 3 —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6 -t ,V
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 5/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 17 + J

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 64^ 4 3

Metropolitan 1} U SSJ -» 14
do. District Nil Nil 23 + i

Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil 24
do. do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 6/. —
do. do. Income.. .. 4 3 764 —

Foreign Trams, &o,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. 54 124 9^. -f,>g

do. do. 3nd Pref. .. Nil 64 Sj -f ,|;

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. 6 5 664 -f-1

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil M +4
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfce... 6 6 6Uxd -flj

do. do. Preferred.. 5 93/- 6,94 -H
do. do. Deferred .. 8 124/- 614 -fU
do. do. Deb. .. 4J 4i 6:1* -, I

Mexico Trams. 5 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 564 J 2

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil S64 +1
Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 12 —1

do. Pref Nil Nil 2S4 +14
do. Ist Bonds .. .

.

Nil 6 614 -1

2

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 15 16 3* * h

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 16/S +9A.
British Insulated Ord 15 IB I,;, -I-.'..

Callendera 16 15 l,': -t-6d.

„ 64 Pref 64 64 18/9xd —
CromptonOrd 10 10 13/9 —
Edison-Swan 10 — 6/3 -3d.

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ..5 5 62 —
Wleotric Construction 10 10 18/8 —
English Electric 8 8 10/- —

do. Pref 6 6 19/9 —
Gen. Eleo. Wef 64 64 18/9 +6a.

do. Ord 10 10 W/B +9d.
Henley IB 16 Ifr *9d.

do. 44Pref 44 4} 8| —
In jia-Rnbber 10 — n —
Mat.-Vickers Pre! 8 8 1! —
Hlnmens Ord 10 10 53/- —
Telegraph Con 50 30 22} 4 4

• Dividends paid free of Income Tax.

£9 1
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TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

(Continued from p. 48.)

The Cox-Cavendish Electrical Co., Ltd., exhibited a
gold-leaf electroscope, fig. 8 (designed by Dr. E. A. Owen,
M.A., of the National Physical Laboratory) lu which the gold

leaf A is attached to a rod b .screwed into an insulator d of

ebonite ringed with sulphur. The charing rod F is capped with
ebonite, and i.s held up in its top pusition by a spiral spring,

a, loose flange E on its lower end, which is maintained in its

position by a weak spring, makes contact when the rod is

depressed with a flange c on the rod holding the gold leaf.

Thus the instrument cannot be injured by pressing down
the charging rod too hard. The chief point to look to in an
electroscope is the insulation of the leaf system. Ebonite
is a poor insulator, and it deteriorates rapidly with exposure

//

lead about •25 in. thick; for X-ray measurements the two end
faces H are removed, and the rays pass into and out of the

instrument through aluminium windows k of suitable thick-

ness.

Prof. Taylor Jones's electrostatic oscillograph, figs. 9 and 10,

for use with potentials of from 5,000 to 250,000 volts consists ot

a strip of phosphor bronze A or steel 1.76 cm. long stretched

between suu.stautial euoniie jaws, tlie tenMuu ueiiig adjust-

able by means of a nut and sliding screw. A mirror b of

elongated lorm is attacbed at one end to the ceutie of ihc

strip, while the other end rests on an adjustable ebonite

pillar c, which forms a fulcrum, 60 that the mirror rocks

tbrough a small angle in response to any moveuieut ot the

strip. The movement is immersed m oil, the liquid serving

for both insulating and damping purposes. Upposite to the

centre of the strip when in position in the container is the

attracting plate e embedded in an ebonite rod f, which passes

llirough the container wall, while on the side of the strip

remote from this is a small plate of metal d in electrical connec-

tion with the strip, and therefore repelUng it. A window u in

the container allows a beam of reflected light to be used for

recording. For different ranges of potential different con-

tainers fitted with attracting plates at different distances,

and shielded by different thicknesses of ebonite are used, tbe

movement being the same in each case. The reflections are.

Gold-leaf Electroscope. Pig. 10.

—

An Electrostatic Oscillograph.

to a damp atmosphere. The best material to employ as insu-
lator would be sulphur or amber, but the former is ruled out m
this case on account of its weakness mechanically, whilst the
latter is at present difficult to obtain, and suffers from the
same defect as sulphur, though not to the same degree, in that
it is not mechanically strong. The insulating properties of

ebonite can be greatly improved by the old method of letting

sulphur rings into it, as used in the present case and found
to be satisfactory; the cylinder is immediately mounted as

described, kept in the dark, and guarded against the depo-
sition of dust. The gold leaf is about 4.5 cm. long; the end
of the leaf falls through ab mt 0.11 millimetre in one hour

of course, proportional to the .square of the potential. The
instrument as described can be used for frequencies^ Cf to

1,500, but above that figure a special form having a strip only

3 mm. long is used.

Messrs. Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd.—The Needham elec-

tric revolution counter, fig. 18, manufactured by the firm, is

designed for the purpose of counting revolutions, or other

operations, at any distance from the machinery. For revolu-

tions up to 400 per minute it is made to count single revolu-

tions; but if required to count at a higher speed than thia

the transmitter is suitably geared down from the revolving

machinery, so as to count one in every ten revolutions—

a

nought being added at the unit end of the counter dial. The
counter has the appearance of an ordinary mechanical
counter, but its working parts are designed upon an entirely

;-»=&4-

Fig. 9.

—

An Electrostatic Oscillograph. Needham Revolution Counter.

when the potential is kept at 280 volts, while a change of

potential of 1 volt on the leaf moves it through about 0.51
millimetre. The amount of soakage in the ebonite insulation
is small, and reliable readings may be taken with the instru-
ment in about five or ten minutes after tbe leaf is initially

charged. The sensitivity of the instrument is constant over
the whole scale of tbe microscope, .so that readings may be
taken indiscriminately over any part of the scale. For y-ray
measurements the whole of the electroscope is covered witi

new principle. It is combined with a step-by-step electric

motor driven by energy derived from ordinary electric light

mains. In order to secure that the counter shall operate

with certainty it is necessary that the motor, while being
sufficiently strong to rotate all the counter dials simul-
taneously when required, sliall not move with such violence

as to risk damaging the first dial when the latter only ia

rotated. The ordinary mechanically-locked counter is there-

fore unsuitable, since it is liable to stick when all its dials
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are moved simultaneously, and therefore requires consider-

able power in reserve. The new counter consists of a number

uf dials, each arranged to be locked mechanically in any of

ten positions corre.sijunding to the digits to 9, but mechani-

cally entii-elv independent except durmg the tniie when a

change of indication is in progress. The eftect of this mag-

netic lock is to enable each unit to be made very free from

friction: and it has the additional advantage that it helps to

reduce the power necessary to change the indication ot a 1

.ligits simultaneously. The step-by-step motor is also novel.

While providing ample power for moving the counter, its

elements are light enough to work with certainty up to speeds

exceeding 400 per minute. The motor is ol the rotary type

no reciprocating motion being employed . it operat<'s with

two wu-es onlv instead of the usual three, thus reducing the

cost of installation to a minimum. It will work satistac-

torilv on 70 per cent, of its normal pressure, a feature which

enables it to be used in ordinary electric light circuits; and

it.'; internal resistance is such that no variation of contact

lesistanc^ in the transmitter will affect its proper working.

The transmittCT is a plain inake-and-break mechanism, and

is made in various forms to suit different requirements.

The new recording instruments recently produced by the

firm incorporate all the valuable features of the previous in-

struments embodving the Murday system, together with

improvements. The outstanding feature of the Murday sys-

tem is a chart having rectangular co-ordinates. The pen

records on the top of the chart and the whole record can lie

clearly read, and is visible for several hours. The simple

and strong construction of the pen enables it tn be handled

bv comparativelv unskilled operators with impunity. In the

new design—fig." 19—the clock is placed underneath the chart,

thus making the instrument more compact than heretofore.

The usual pattern of instrument is fitted with a continuous

roll chart, which has a length of 65 ft.—that is, at 1 in. per

liour it will last for one month. The insertion and removal

of this chart is extremely .simple, and arrangements are made

I'iG. J9.—A Recording Instrument (Mdrday's Patent).

so that the chart can be easily set to time simply by turning

a milled head on the driving spindle. The chart speeds can

be changed without the use of tools; additional change

wheels are provided, wliicli are secured under milled heads

at the side ot the clock. The clock in itself is powerful, and
more of the character of a clockwork motor than of a clock

in the watch-makers' sense. The whole of the clock, with

the exception of the main spring and escapement, is manu-
factured by the company.
The chart is perforated at both edges and driven by pegged

wheels, thus eliminating any position errors in timekeeping

due to the effect of atmospheric changes on the paper. The
chart passes over a firm surface, permitting notes to be

written on the paper while going through the instrument. The
lower spool on which the record is stored is driven by n

spiiiii,' belt from the main driving spindle, and a range of

speed from 5 in. per hour to 12 in. per hour can be provided

by simply changing external wheels, as mentioned above.

I'Vir high speeds a change-over lever is provided to throw in

:\ f\\ governor instead of the escapement. A new" feature

introduced into these instruments is the fitting of a reservoir

trough for the ink, which permits a continuous record to be
obtained on fluctuating loads for the whole period of the

chart -without attention. Drum- and disk-type instruments

are constructed on the Murday system, and all types are

made in switchboard and portable paterns. Tlie electrical

movements are extremely robust, and embody the latest im-
provements, both as regards spring-seat^'d jewels, preventing
d.image to the pivots, and the damping of the movement to

prevent fluctuations due to the inertia of the movement itself.

In addition to the ordinary pattern of instrument a duplex,

or log, type of recording instrument has been produced, to

enable either an ammeter and voltmeter record to be obtained

on one chart, or two ammeter, or two voltmeter, as required.

If necessary, of course, a wattmeter record can also be given.

Makconi's Wihkless Telegraph Co., Ltd., demonstrated

the action of the " four-second alarm " automatic apparatus,

which responds to a call from a vessel in distress in the event*

of the operator leaving the receiver temporarily unattended.

The device, which was referred to on p. 89'2 of our issue of

December aOth, 1921, is not affected by general wireless work-

ing or atmospherical discharges; it will save money by doing

away with the necessity for providing several operators, and

will" not respond to messages of a similar character to the
" S.O.S. " because the distress signal proper is preceded by

an alarm signal which, as the name of the device indicates,

consists of a prolonged dash of four seconds, followed by a

space of one second, the alteration of the dash and space being

continued for one minute.

Messrs. Creed &, Co., Ltd., demonstrated high-speed auto-

matic printing telegraphy. The keyboard perforator used

IS similar in appearance to a typewriter; the depression of

a key sets up a combination of punches, .so that the corre-

sponding Morse symbol is perforated in the paper strip.

The long narrow paper ribbon, " punched up " with the

complete message, is next passed through a Wheatstone
transmitter, in which the lever is automatically controlled

by selecting needles, which pass through the holes in the

paiier strip as the latter moves over the platfoiTu. and causes

the key to send out the successive electrical impulses. The
incoming signals at the receiving station are caused to

actuate, by means of an electromagnet, an escapement lever

which, at the proi>er moment, releases or arrests, as the

case may be, the rotation of a pair of cams that controls

the punches which (as they are forced through the paper,

with every reversal of the current, which takes the form of

the Morse code) punches the strip of paiier with a correspond-

ing series of holes, and reproduces an exact replica ol the

original slip prepared by the keyboard perforator. On leav-

ing the receiver the punched slip passes to a printer, that

transposes the Morse code perforations into Roman charac-

ters. This is done by allowing selecting needles to pass

through the holes in the slip, which action sets up a combina-
tion m a number of comb disks that, in turn, actuates a

mechanism that arrests the rotating type head and brings

a selected letter opposite the printing point. The speed of

the Creed apparatus ranges from -50 to over iW words per

minute. On the firm's stand a 3lX)-kW wireless telegraph

transmission key was also seen.

The Hewittic Electric Co., Ltd., photographic enlargmg
outfit is fitted with mercury-vapour tubes, which give an.

actinic and well-diffused light. Ko condenser is required,

and the current consumption is low. The set used for por-

trait work derives its Ught from one Cooper-Hewitt lamp,

and equipments are also manufactured with a number of

tubes for use in kinematograph studios. The silica spectro-

scopic burner is designed specially for use with spectroscopes,

and is fitted with an end window. Laboratory outfits are

supplied for experimental work in connection with ultra-

violet light. They are also extensively used for testing the

fastness of colours and for promoting certain chemical reac-

tions. The burner is made of quartz, which has the property

of fully transmitting the ultra-violet rays which are found

in abundance in the mercury arc, but which are entirely

absorbed by the lead glass used in Cooper-Hewitt lamps that

are supplied for illuminating purposes. These outfits are

admirablv suitable for pathological, physiological, and indus-

trial chemical work. The Berlemont burner is a .silica burner

suitable for operating on either a.c. or d.c. circuits, and

attains its maximum efficiency almost immediately it is

started up. It is .static starting, and is designed with a view

to overcoming transport diftieulties, so that it can be quite

roughly handled without any detrimental effects. Medical

lamp outfits are supplied for treatment of various skin

diseases, wounds, &c., by means of ultra-violet Ught. Many
physicians claim that they have obtained beneficial re.sults

in "connection with gout, .surgical tuberculosis, pulmonary

tuberculosis. &c., by their use.

Mk. F. Harrison Glew demonstrated radio-activity by

means of various scintilloscopes, and exhibited radium,

ionium, actinium, mesothorium. polonium, cloud-cundensii-

tion apparatus, range of alpha particles (both the latter by

compression), and self-luminous radium compound—strip

and sheet—for cutting to any shape.

The Glew improved fiat applicators, as adopted by the

Mediail Research Council, are said to be jiernianent, and may
be made of any shape, flat or curved, and of great activity—

up to 40 nigms. per sq. cm. if required. The Strutt radium

clocks show the continuous production of electricity, the

most useful demonstration of radio-activity, and are suitable

for lecture projection or museum purposes. Ac. Radium
spirals for collecting atmospheric electricity, ns u.sed at (Ireen-

wich observatory, and radium standards, both soliil and in

solution, were also shown.
(To he conti)iiicd.)
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THE IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN ELECTRIC LAMP BULBS.

FoK buiue weeks now a committee appointed by the Board of

Trade under Part II of the Safeguarding of Industries Act, has

been inquiring into a complaint by the British Flint Glass

Manufacturers' Association and the National Flint Glass

Makers' Society, that articles of domestic glassware, illuminat-

ing glassware, and mounting glassware manufactured in Ger-
many and Czecho-Slovakia are Ijeing sold, or offered for sale,

in the United Kingdom at prices which, by reason of the
depreciation in the value, in relation to the sterling, of the
currency of the above-named countries, are l>elow the prices

at wliich similar goods can be profitably manufactured in this

country. The first meeting of the Committee t<x)k place on
December I'ith, 19"21. and a great deal of evidence has been
heard re.specting the various classes of glassware enumerated.
It was not, however, until Wednesday, January 11th, that the
question of glassware used in the electrical industry was dealt

with, and then electric lamp bulbs were discussed. The Com-
mittee, under Part II of the Act. can reconnnend that a tax

of 33J per cent, should be imposed, and it then remains for

the Board of Trade to act.

Mr. Chhistofheu Wilson said that he was a director of the
General Electric Co., Ltd., and managuig director of the
Usram-G.E.C. Lamp Works, Hammersmith, of the Leining-
ton-on-Tyne Glass Works, and of the Tyiie Glass Works,
Gateshead-on-T'yne, all of which were owned by the General
Electric Co.. Ltd. When working full time, the company's
bulb requirements amounted to approximately ;30 millions

per annum. Their requirements in pre-war times had been
satisfied partly by the output of their own works at Leming-
ton-on-Tyne, and partly by the purchase of foreign bulbs.

Considerable quantities of bulbs were made m this country
before the war, but during the war, when foreign imports
were no longer possible, other English glass manufacturers
took up the manufacture of bulbs, and very large quantities

were made, the output rising in the aggregate to about one
milUon per week, the General Electric .Co. reaching over
GOO.OCKJ per week. As was natural, at tirst the quality of the

English bulbs was poor, but as the makers became more used
to their new work the quality had been steadily improving,
and the Lemington works now produced a bulb wliich com-
pared well with any bulb in the world. The G.E.C. had in-

vested over ijyOO.OOij in the glass business, and it had always
been their policy to maintain the English industiy in bulb

making, in order to avoid complete dependence on foreign

supplies, and, in the interests of the country, Mr. Wilson con-

sidered it was of vital importance that this policy should be
encouraged. It had always lieen possible to purchase foreign

bulbs more cheaply than English bulbs. Before the war the
relative prices of similar bulbs were :—English bulbs. 53s. per

1,000; foreign bulbs delivered London. 44s. per 1.000, less

breakage allowance and export rebate, making 36s. 6d. per

1,000. Since the war this discrepancy in price had increased.

The present price per thousand of German bulb No. 0:362

wa« :
—
At works. Freight. Delivered.

46s. 6d. plus 9s. lOd. 56s. 4d.

as again.st British total cost of manufacture of approximately
J35s., nf which 63s. lid., or 48 per cent., was represented by
labour, and the balance by fuel, materials, and overhead
charges.

Similar figures for bulb No. 564 were :
—

.\t works. Freight. Delivered.

50s. 3d. plus -Qs. lOd. 60s. Id.

a.s against the British cost of approximately 140s.. of which
65s. 7d., or 48 per cent., was represented by labour.

With regard to the suggestion made by certain witnesses

that no bulbs had been imported from Germany or Czecho-
slovakia since the war, Mr. Wilson .said this was absolutely

untrue. He had been inundated with quotations of all kinds,

and he could only say that lie had himself purchased from
Germany and Holland since June, 1921, upwards of two mil-

lion bulbs. .\t the present time the electric lamp trade was
undoubtedly quiet, but it was a matter of recent and tempor-
ary wcurrence, and he could say, without hesitation, that

the original and fundamental cause of unemployment in the

bulb trade had been the very low price at which, owing to

the depn-ciation of the mark, it had been possible for the

Germans to put their bulbs on to the English market. So far

as bailbs were concerned, Belgium could not compete with

Germany. The quotations which Mr. Wil.son had obtaineil

for Belgian bulbs showed that they were considerably more
expensive. In hLs opinion, if relief were given under the

terms of the Safeguarding of Industries Act, it would cer-

tainly tend to increase employment among English bulb

blowers, and the benefit of the duty w'ould be increasingly

felt as foreign currencies recovered.

Replying to questions by the Committee

—

Mr. Wilson said that considerable quantities of bulbs w-ere

made in this country before the war outside his firm. His
own firm made about 65 or 70 per cent, of its own require-

ments in the ordinary way and imported the remainder, but
at pre.sent. owing to the decreased demand, his own gla.ss

Works were able to make all the bulbs which the Hammer-

smith lamp works requu'ed. He had no exact figures of the
total production in this country. At the beginning of the war
his glass works were making 2-50,000 bulbs per week, and in

the busiest time they made 650,000 per week. The prices
mentioned for the English bulbs were the usual prices here,
the bulbs in his case being charged up to the lamp works at
the market price.

The Chaih.man (Sir William A.shley) drew special attention
to the statement made by witness that .since the war the dis-

ciepancy between the British and the foreign price had in-

creased. According to the figures, the British price had in-

creased 1.50 per cent., and that of the foreign bulb 50 per cent.
Had witness any doubt as to affirming that?
Mr. Wilson said his figures proved that. The increase was

due to greater cost of materials and labour. He held no brief

for British labour as regards glass blowers. He had given
orders abroad, and could speak of actual prices in respect of

them.
The Chairman said he wished as much information to be

given publicly as jxissible. Could witness say the size of the
orders, and when they were given?
Mr. Wilson said he had placed an order in Germany for

one million bulbs, and a similar order in Holland, during the
last six months. One of the reasons for giving these orders
was to bring home to the British vvorkman the nature of

the foreign comi^etition we had to meet. Another reason
was the coal strike; and a third reason was a desire to test

the quality of the foreign lamps. At the present time his

works were on half-time, i.r.. working alternate weeks, so

that he was able to make all the lamps he required here. With
regard to glass blowers' wages, the pre-war rate was 9|d. an
hour, but that was pushed up to 4s. an hour during the war.
That was what was earned on piece-work. Therefore, he held
no brief for the w'orkman, but he must say that they were
now in a very much better frame of mind than they were a
little while ago, becau.se they saw the danger of foreign com-
petition. At the same time, he did not altogether blame the
workman for the state of the industry here. The employers
were al.so to blame. Many of the works were not as up-to-date

as they should be, but that was due to the fact that these
particular firms had not the money to install modern plant.

His own firm had been better situated in that respect than
most of the others. He did not say that a 33i tax would be
a very great help to the trade at the moment to compete in

price with the tleraian bulbs, and it would be of no assistance

to them if they did not help themselves by putting in modern
furnaces and so on. It the trade did that, then the tax would
be a help, especially as it was naturally hoped that the ex-

change Would improve. Then they would be able to compete.
Answering Sir Thomas Allen (a member of the Committee)

on the question of the labour employed now compared with
pre-war. Mr. Wilson said he was employing more now in

spite of the fact that thej were working half-time. Before
the war he had 240 employes, and now they were 517, workuag
alternate weeks. Just after the armistice, the nmnber em-
ployed was 720. Whilst the number employed was decidedly

larger than in 1914. the works could employ more workpeople
than they actually did.

In reply to Sir John Barran : They had always lost money
on their glassworks, but as they were making for their own
consumption, they were not troubled so much as they would
otherwise have been. The policy had been to make this coun-

try less dependent upon foreign supplies and to increase the

output. 'They were feeling German competition before the

war, but they had enormously increased theu- output as be-

tween 1914 and now. That was due to an increase of plant

and an increase in the number of up-to-date furnaces. He had
sent a man round the country to try and .secure orders for

bulbs, but he had come back with the report that everywhere
he was met with German comjietition at prices which we
could not touch.

.\sked for a reason for the ability of the Germans to turn

out bulbs cheaper than ourselves, Mr. Wilson said it was due
in a large rnea.sure to the greater technical knowledge of the

German industry. The German workpeople were better

trained also. He had his manager in Germany at the present

time .studying the conditions there. The equipment of the

factories was in most cases better than that of the average

British works. Even .so, if the exchange were normal he
believed we could compete.
The attention of Mr. Wilson was called to the fact that

in a letter frnm the German Embassy it was stated that the

Gennan Government had made a regulation that all (piotations

for goods for export were to be on the ba.sis of the mark at

280 to the £.

Mr. Wilson said he had a quotation received a few day.'^

ago, but there was no reference to such a regulation. It would
be a step in the right direction, however, to assist the British

glass maker.
Asked as to the prices at which he placed orders in Germany

and Holland for bulbs, Mr. Wilson .said the fierman price was
.53s. Sd. per thou.sand and the Dutch price was n5s. l}d. per

thoii.sund for an inferior article. The Dutch lould not compete
with the Germans.

Ilie Committee adjourned.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

KiNEMATOGRAPH PiLM DISPLAY.

On Thursday evening last week an unusually large number of

members assembled at the Institution to witness a display of

three kinematograph films, which were much appreciated.

Following the reading of explanatory notes, which are abstrac-

ted below, by Dr. C. C. Garrard, AI.I.E.E. (General Electiac;

Co., Ltd.), the accompanying illustrations were thrown on the

screen and were followed by a film which showed the effects of

large-current tests on various electrical apparatus.

Mechanical and electrical effects of large currents on h.p.

switchgear.—The tests briefly described by Dr. Garrard were
carried out by the New York Edison Co., and were recorded

in a paper* by Mr. Philip Torchio, who at the suggestion of

Dr. Garrard sent the films showing the experiments to this

country to be exhibited for the benefit of British engineers.

The experiments with switches were made with cun'ents of

the order of 100,U00 amperes at '25 cycles, but at low voltages

(about 200 volts), the object of the tests not being to determine
the breaking capacity of the switches, but to find out in what
way the apparatus withstood the very large mechanical stresses

set up by the immense currents used. In all the switch tests

the circuit breakers were mechanically locked in the closed

position. The arcing that was seen on the films was caused
by the opening of the main and arcing contacts due to the
mechanical force resulting from the flow of the high current.

The justification for such a test lay in the fact that the short-

circuit current in actual practice in a power station reached
its maximum with very great rapidity, and before the operating
mechanism had had time to open under short-circuit. During
the period before the automatic opening of a breaker, therefore,

it was (in effect) locked in, and its mechanism must withstand
the mechanical forces set up by the current which might,
moreover, be greater than that corresponding to the kVA
breaking capacity of the oil-immersed breaker. If. for

example, the breaker be chosen under the assumption that the

short-circuit current fell off to six-tenths of its maxuBum value

within one-fifth of a second, the mechanical forces set up
before the oil circuit breaker operated would be those corre-

sponding to a current 66 per cent, greater than that corre-

sponding to the kVA rating of the breaker.

It must not be assumed from the film that the switches w-hich

apparently failed were in all cases inadequate to withstand a

test equal to their rating. The numerical figures of the tests

must be studied in order to aiTive at a conclusion in this re-

spect, as in some cases the testing currents were carried above
those corresponding to the treaking capacity rating in order

to compare different types of construction.

Practically all the circuit breakers tested had brush contacts

an'anged as shown in the first diagram, fig. 1, that is to say,

that when the current flowed the resultant mechanical force

acted in a direction opposed to the brush pressure, thus tending
to open the contacts and cause them to burn and weld to-

gether. This could be understood by reference to the principle

that a closed electric circuit always tended to open out and
enclose the maximum area.

As the result of the experiments an improved arrangement
of the brushes was introduced and was illustrated in fig. 2,

from which it would be seen that the force set up by the
current increased the brush pressure. The motion-picture
clearly showed the improvement effected. Some of the best

ih
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-Type of Brush Tested.
contact under the influence of the current.

Fig. 2.

—

Improved Inverted Brushes.
Tends to press on tighter due to the m.ignetic forces set up by current.

results, however, were obtained with finger contacts as shown
in fig. 3 (a) from which it w'ould be seen that in such a con-
tact the current flowed through each finger in the same direc-
tion. The fingers, therefore, attracted each other under the
influence of the current and thus the contact pressure was in-

creased; fig. 3 (n) was introduced by Dr. Garrard to illustrate

a construction whereby this attracting force might be in-

crca.sed by bringing the fingers very near together.

The results of the tests on current transformers clearly

.showed the enormous forces which current transformers were
sulfjected to on short-circuit. In one test (original fig. 18)

the transformer was destroyed in i second at 92,000 amps.

• Journal of the A.I.E.E.. 1921. Vol. XL, p. 120.

(r.m.s.). Mr. Torchio's conclusion was that only the single-

turn primary type was 8uit.able for large systems. Dr. Garrard
pointed out, however, that it was not always possible to use
that type in feeder cu'cuits.

The tests on potential transformer fuses were carried out at

the full voltage of 6,600 and 13,(J0O volts. The definite con-
clusion was arrived at that no type of potential fuse on the
market can satisfactorily open the circuit without a resistance
in circuit (see fig. 4). As an example it might be mentioned
that a fibre-tube fuse having a resistance itself of 79 ohms
failed completely at 6,600 volts, the current flowing through
the fuse being 1,970 amperes (maximum). The addition of 50
ohms external resistance reduced the current to 25 amperes
(maximum) and the fuse operated without visible disturbance
in 0.02 cycle.

Regarding tests on disconnecting switches, the need of
locking devices and the desirability of avoiding bends in the
connections to the switches were demonstrated. When these
cannot be avoided the blade opening should be at right angles
to the main lead.

The original paper showed the valuable information which
might be obtained by collaboration between manufacturers and

I

Fro. 8. Pio. 4.

Fig. 3.

—

Finger Contacts of Oil Circuit Breaker.
The current flowing in the same direction in both fingers causes them to attract

each other and thus increase the contact pressure.

Fig. 4.

—

Potential Transformer with Protective Resistance.
Suggested British standard arrangement for heavy systems.

supply authorities. Similar co-operation under the direction of

the British Electrical & Allied Industries Research Association
would doubtle.ss yield like results in this country.
The Audion.—The second and third films were exhibited by

Mr. F. Gin, M.I.E.E. (European chief engineer : Western
Electric Co., Ltd.) and illustrated their respective subjects in

a popular manner; they were self-explanatory. The second
film showed the evolution of the thermionic valve and illus-

trated in a remarkably clear and ingenious manner the action

of the valves when performing various functions.

Telephone Inventors of To-dan.—The third film showed the

gradual assembly of the numerous component parts that go
to make the complete telephone desk instrument (apparently
without hands). The remainder of the film illustrated early
apparatus, modern switchboards, and the action of transmitters
and receivers, in addition to mechanical tests, railway train
control (dispatching), printing telegraphy, the operation of

automatic coin collectors, telephone repeaters and loading coils,

and the use of telephony in the army and air force.

CYC-ARC AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC WELDING.

Discussion at Bristol.

At the Western Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers, on December 5th. Messrs. L. J. Steele's and H. Martin's
paper on the above subject (an abstract of which was pub-
lished in our issue of December 9th) -was read and discu-ssed,

and in opening the discussion Prof. David Roisertson thanked
the authors for their interesting demonstration. The pleasure
with which he had listened to "the paper was increased by the
fact that Mr. Martin was an old student of the Merchant
Venturers' Technical College, although he could not claim him
as one of his. It would seem to be quite possible to attach
fish plates to railway rails by means of studs welded on by the

Cyc-arc process, instead of having the rail ends drilled for the
usual bolts.

Mr. W. Nairn (Bristol Tramways Co.. Ltd.) was rather
surprised to find welding specialists putting forward the sug-

gesticn shown on one of the slides relating to the attachment
of copper bonds to rails. In tramway work the tendency was
to weld the tramway rails and do away with copper bonds
entirely. Railway practice was rather different, but the open
type of bond shown was not a practicable proposition, as bonds
fixed in that manner would be promptly removed by thieves.

For railway work, a percentage of the fishplates might he
welded to the rails, say, in two out of three joints, and the
third or expansion joint could be bonded by direct welding a
copper bond in a concealed position.

Mr. H. R. Besant (Bristol Tramways Co.. Ltd.) also ex-

pressed the opinion that neither of the methods illustrated

would form a s;itisfactory bond under the conditions of tram-
way practice. The first method, welding a brass stud to the

rail and using a flat strip connection, would not give a per-

manent low resistance connection, while the alternative method
.shown involved the use of soldered connections, which exjx^ri-

ence had proved to he unreliable under those conditions. He
suggested that a better way would be to weld the copper bond
directly to the rail.
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Prof. Andrew Kobertson (Bristol University) said the
authors had produced a machine which did its job in a remark-
ably simple and satisfactory manner, and he had nothing but
admii'ation for it. However, in view of some of the suggested
applications of the system, some caution should be exercised
in the interpretation of the test results of mechanical strength
that had been given by Mr. Martin. Too much should not be
made of the tests on studs which showed that the \\eld was
stronger than the stud for a single application of the load.

Many of the suggested applications involved alteration of

stress, and to judge of the suitability of the system for loads of

that character, other twists were required. Many wheels were
certainly very poor when subjected to vibration or alternating
stresses, and before attempting to use that system of welding
for the attachment of the blades to a turbine rotor (to men-
tion one important case), it would certainly pay to carry out
tests under alternating stresses.

Mr. T. Hood, with regard to the authors' difficulties in

using their apparatus with alternating cunents, felt that the
frequency of the circuit must have a considerable indueuce on
the success or other\\ise of the operation, and had Mr. Martin
conducted his expeiunents on the Bristol -circuit of 93 cycles

he might have secured much more satisfactory results.

Mr. A. J. Newman (Bristol Electricity Department) rnen-

tioned that there seemed to be rather a mix up m the units
employed, inasmuch as it was suggested that two watts were
I/500th of a Board of 'ft'ade unit. In tube-to-tube welding,
one of the characteristics of the weld seemed to lie in the fact

that the tube itself was partly filled up with metal, which fact

limited its field of operation enormously. The chief applica-

tion which appealed to him was in connection with turbine
blading, as owing to the difficulties designers were labouring
under at the present day in meeting market needs for cheaper
plant and therefore necessitating higher peripheral speeds, the
welding of the blades to the disks seemed to be an application

quite worth while considering.

Mr. H. I. Rogers, referring to the manufacture of panto-

graph and tube collectors, asked whether the authors had had
any experience in welding tubes into sockets, as he thought
there would be quite a considerable opening for the Cyc-
arc process in that direction. As regarded bonding of rails,

he did not think the particular methods shown by the authors
would be successful, but pointed out that in bonding the rail

to every fifth pole, the apparatus appeared to be very suitable

and would lead to a great saving in time.

Mr. C. T. Allan (South Wales Power Distribution Co.) sug-

gested the application of the process to turbine blading, col-

liery work, and domestic utensils and appliances. The direct

welding of pins to cross-arms for attaching to poles might
receive attention, as at present great difficulty was experi-

enced through the rusting of the nuts to the pins.

Mr. A. C. McWhirter (chairman) sjwke of the great advan-
tage to be derived from the process if applied to armatm'e
building. He considered it would eliminate the trouble of

running solder, but thought difficulty would be experienced

. in the welding of large sections, as the arc would start at one
spot and then miss, resulting in air spaces forming instead of

metal to metal welds. If the process were applied to the

cycle trade, the cost of production would be reduced 75 per

cent.

Mr. W. P. Chamen said the process as demonstrated left a

small mass of elevat-ed brass around the stud. That appeared

to be the way of making elevated joints.

Mr. H. Martin, i'n reply to some of the points raised in the

discussion, agreed that the a.c. arc-striking difficulties were
associated with the reversals of current flow, owing to the

fact that at the time of attempting to strike the arc, the cur-

rent might be actually or approximately at zero. However,
satisfactory means had been evolved to overcome the arc-

striking difficulty. The suggestion that rails might be bonded

by the welding "of the studs used in attaching the fishplates

was considered to be quite a useful and feasible one, provided

that other difficulties could be overcome in completing the

bond. There would be no difficulty whatever in welding tubes

into suitably designed sockets by means of the Cyc-arc

process and apparatus. Difficulty existed in connection with

an a.c. motor drive of the special kinetic generator, bnt

in the case of a 3-phase motor, that should be satisfactorily

overcome by means of a suitably designed slip resistance. It

was preferred not to have to operate with a single-phase drive.

In reply to Mr. Newman, an error had not been corrected

in expressing the energy consumed, when making certain

welds, in watts mstead of watt-hours. Though Cyc-arc

welds on to cast iron could be made, such welding was not re-

CQmmended on account of the unsatisfactory nature of the

cast iron itself from a welding standpoint. When Cyc-arc

welds on to cast iron were subjected to t<?nsile tests they did

not break, but a small piece of cast iron was drawn out witli

the welded stud or tube. The welding of cast iron was invari-

ably unsatisfactory; although it could be used for stopping

leakages in. or holding together, castings in which the welded

portion was subject to comnressivo stre.sses. he had no faith

in its use for repairs in which the welded portion was likely

to be subjected in use to any appreciable tensile stress. The

attaching of turbine bladin.T to rotors bv means of the

Cvc-.nrc process rai.sed no difficulty in designina a plant

suitable for the purpose. Tn that connection, excellent welds

of hiah mechanical strength could be made to cast steel, and

also rustless steel was readily weldable. They w^ere consider-

ing an important modification of their proposals, in order to

enable them to come into line with existing methods of bond-
ing as used on most of the electrified railways in this country.

Tlieir proposal now was to weld short brass or copper studs

on to the rails and to attach to them, by practically the same
methods as now used, the necessary copper bonds, which were
fixed Ijetween the fishplates and the rails, in order to avoid

their being stolen. Their bonding proposals were not being

put forward for tramway work, but they were worth con-

sideration for light railway work (including mines), more
particularly abroad, where Thermit welding was either unsuit-

able or unnecessary. Alternating stress tests had been made
of Cyc-arc welds, with the result that such welds of brass

to steel appeared to give about the .same results as those ob-

tained with ordinary methods of arc welding. If the welds
were annealed, however, before testing, considerable improve-

ment had lieen observed. From observations and rough tests

made on steel to .steel welds, however, they had no fear but
that they would give remarkably satisfactory results under
any form of alternating-stress test. Before such welds were
annealed, however, they were extremely brittle and liable to

lii'eak with the slightest jar. There were no apparent means
<]f avoiding entirely the formation of the fillets of metal siir-

rounding Cyc-arc welds. They could, however, be readily

removed by machining, but it was preferable to retain them,
where possible, on account of their reinforcing properties. It

was believed that the welding of both copper and aluminiurn

cnuld be effected by the Cyc-arc process. They quite anti-

cipated that they would be able, at an early date, to use the

process for the welding of copper in such work as rotor con-

struction and for armature connections.

DiSCDSSION AT Newcastle-upoiN-Tine.

At the North-Eastern Centre of the Institution, on December
l'2th. the paper was read and discussed, the reading being

illustrated by a number of lantern photographs and diagrams,

and several welds were made upon an iron plate.

The Chairman (Dr. W. M. Thornton) in opening the dis-

cussion, thought that the process was only at the beginning

of its career ; it was not quite correct to call the process weld-

ing in the ordinary way, yet he did not know what else they

could call it. It was a process of melting and the intro-

fusion of metals by an extremely active action of the electric

current. It had given a new meaning to the term melting in

the electric arc.

Mr. J. H. Holmes said it seemed to him that there was a

vast amount of room for the application of the method. That
the services of a driller were dispensed with, they \^ould

agree, was a real advantage.

Mr. A. P. Payne (in a written communication that wa.^

read by the hon. secretary) said that one of the great difficul-

ties of electric welding was the fact that the efficiency, or

otherwise, of the weld was largelv dependent upon the opera-

tor, who must not only be skilful, but careful. A careless

workman under the inducement of piecework could very

easily make a very bad weld, which would be difficult to'

detect. His experience, founded upon considerable use of both

a.c. and d.c. welding, was that, in the hands of an expert

who was used to alternating current, an a.c. weld was quite

as good as one made by direct current, but it was advisable

to confine an inexperienced welder to d.c, or considerable dis-

satisfaction might he the re.sult. That appeared to be due

largely to the spluttering of the arc with alternating current,

which prevented the welder from seeing as clearly what he

was doing as he would .see when u.sing d.c. The actual result

was an untidy weld, and at the same time considerable burn-

ing away of the metal adja'-pnt to the place at which the

new metal was built on. Thus, in welding two plates

together the ioint itself might be actuallv stronger than the

main body of the plates, and yet a considerable reduction in

area mioht take place on each side of the weld. Neither of

those difficulties arose in the process outlined bv the authors,

in faet, the human element, so far as the actual welding was
concerned, had been almost eliminated, and they were to be

congratulated on having perfected a system having a great

field of usefulness. The shinvard electrical engineer wa6

familiar with the basketfulls of broken drills and taps sent into

store periodically, a. source of exnense which the authors' pro-

cess eliminated. With regard to the use of alternating current,

there appeared to be no insuperable difficnltv, but one must

bear in mind that its use was accompanied bv much more

dancer to operators. No fatalities had occurred when usinc

direct 'urrent st 250 vo'ts and below. .\lternating cun-ent

of so low a voltage as fiO volts could not be regarded as

entirely safe on board ship.

PnOF. Howartf explained that the diffi'niHv nf weldim: in

a. closed circuit chemists recarded ns entirely due to ranid

oxidation. In the present system that was reduced to the

minimum.
Mr. W. T. Dai.ton referred to the bonding of fis'^-plates of

rails and drew atfpntion to t'^o crnmned snace. There was

the obiec.tinn also that the -^rilling of holes tended to weaken

the rail and hondinc over the fish-plate had been .substituted

to do away with that weakness.

Mr .T. A. AKnERRON said the Cvc-arc nrocess bad

rather upset his ideas as to electrical weldinff. Prev-ouslv he

had thought that in welding metal to metal they had to have
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a neutral atmosphere for the work, but in the present case

there was no special preiiaration, nor special electrode.

The discussion was continued by Messrs. W. L. Lambourne,

White, P. F. Allan, H. J. Fisher, H. B. Poynder, and T.

Carter, and in reply Mr. H. Martin said their aim had for-

merly been to heat the plate; that was the very opposite to

what thev did now, when the aim was to get sufficient current

density to maintain the arc. He agreed that the process was

not strictly a welding process, but they had no other name for

it. He believed that all metals, more or less, were weldable by

that method; the difficulty was mechaniiMl strength, but

they were rapidly improving the process. The desirability of

more chemical and metallurgical knowledge was admitted,

and much work .still remained to be done.

Discussion .4t Glasgow.

At the Scottish Centre of the Institution, on December 13th,

the paper was reiid and discussed, and in opening the discus-

sion Prof. Francis G. Baily, M.A., made some remaiks with

regard to welding temperatures, and suggested the welding of

copper leads to earth plates as a possible field for the welding

tool described in the paper.

Mr. A. E. Pkanklinu, who was dii'ectly concerned and in-

terested in ships' electrical installations, confined his remarks

primarily to stud welding. The operation of stud welding

was beautifully simple, and because of its simplicity there

was a fear of the apparatus being turned over to an operator

who. by reason of lack of initiative, disinterestedness, or per
^

sonal antipathy towards it owing to its labour-saving possi-

bilities, would not give it a fair chance. He hoped that dis-

crimination would be exerci.sed m the selection of operators,

and also that shipbuilders would enlighten them as to the

attitude which the trade unions would adopt towards that

labour-saving apparatus. If it be insisted on that the men
displaced by its adoption were to operate it, and if it be

further insisted on that the numbers displaced by it were to

be found employment in connection with its applicati<in, he

feared that the apparatus would not be given the chance to

which its worth entitled it. It was most important that each

operator should be supplied with a simple, but reliable,

apparatus for testing his work as he proceeded, and he was of

the opinion that a .spring-headed " L " shaped bar, the toe

being provided with a coned recess for engaging with the

two hsdves of a split coned nut to be placed over a few-

threads of stud, would be .satisfactory for the purpose. The
.studs would be pulled in the direction of their length by

pressing down the bar.

The authors referred to a ball-en(U'il stud as being the

most suitable for welding, but it was the speaker's experience

that cone-ended studs were equally satisfactory. Owing to

the cone end being of the same diameter as the threads, there

would \->e a saving in cost on that account—a point not to be

lightly set aside in view of the considerable quantities re-

quired. Moreover, they possessed the advantage of more
accurat-ely centring the stud in the position marked off for it.

The apparatus would be improved were a double-pole

contactor substituted for the existing single-pole one, as

by so doing the generator would be earthed only during such
time as a weld was in progress. A mishap in the early days
of the experiments was attributed to the lack of this precau-

tion. The authors had been very modest in their claims as

regarded the advantages possessed by that stud-welding pro-

cess when compared with the method at present in use.

When perforated plating was fitted, it was customary to

leave a space of about one inch between it and the bulkhead,
itc. to which it might be secured, with the result that
damage to cables by reason of their having been drilled into
from the reverse side of the bulkhead was comparatively negli-

gible. When cables were secured direct, us would be the case
when studs were welded thereto, the risk of their being
drilled into from the reverse side would be considerably in-

creased unless precautions were taken to call the attention
of all concerned to the fact that electric cables were in certain
positions.

Mr. W. B. HiRD thought that with certain modifications
the apparatus might be adapted and made suitable for the
making of joints in the windings of dynamos. A suitable
welding tool for that purpose would be of great advantage
in dynamo construction.

Mr. H. Martin replied generally to the discussion, stating
that exiierience had shown that oven with the largest welds
there was no disturbance on the remote side of the bulk-
head. Development of the process was going in both direc-
tions; on the one hand, he hoped to be able to do welding
ill watch and clock-making, and that would necessitate timing
of the nature of l/10()th part of a second. It was almost
certain also that work of three or four times the present
maximum in size would .sixin be accomplished. Welding
conductors to earth plates presented no difficulty. The Ad-
miralty had commis-sioned the authors to investigate the
possibilities of copper welding. While some difficulties arose
in welding copper to steel, they did not appear to be insuper-
able. Experienced welders could detect a bad weld by
inspection or ringing in almost every case. To obtain quan-

titative results, however, a lever-testing tool had been J
devised. The use of ball-ended studs was not absolutely
essential, as satisfactory welds had been obtained with flat-

ended ones, and he felt sure cone-ended studs would also be

satisfactory. The double-pole contactor called for by one
siwaker did not appear to be justified, as practical experieme ,

had shown that the present design was quite satisfactory.

Many instances were cited showing the general robustness
of the apparatus. Welding of alummium was unsatisfactory,
and it seemed better to try alternative methods such as had
been suggested for cast iron.

The Chairman, Mr. E. T. Gosliu, handed over the duty of

proposing a vote of thanks to the authors to one of the sur-
viving founders of the Institution, namely,

Col. E. D. Malcolm, who said that the strength of the
parent Institution and its world-wide ramifications were a
.source of gratification to him. He would like to be oftener
at the meetings, but he stayed a long way off and travelling
was difficult at his age, apart altogether from its effect on his

health, which he was bound to safeguard. He comphmented
the authors on their paper and on the w-ay in which it had
been delivered.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled eicpressly for this journal by .Messrs. Sefios-Jones, O'Dell an

Stephens, Ciiartered Patent Agents, -85, High Hoiborn, London, W.C, 1.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will be
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

14. " Ignition systems for internal-combustion engines." W. G. M. Ross.

January ifrd.

18. " Cleats and cleat bases for electric conductors, &c." A. Kirk and
K. C. Milliken. January 3rd.

19. *' Mi-ie signalling apparatus." J. W. Strong. January 3rd.

«. "Electric bell, ic, indicators." J. H. Collings, M. J. Railing, and
C. \V. Saunders. January 3rd.

63. "Sparking plugs." W. C. Piggolt. .January 3rd.

65. " Electric motor controllers." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.J. January 3rd.

86. " Intermittently operating electric circuit closing devices." C. J. Evans.
January 3rd.

131. " Electrical apparatus." P. Alexander and C. \V. C. Beckuian. Janu-
ary 3rd.

132. " Combined portable electric radiator and projector." M. Tcharnj.
January 3rd.

146. " Electric switches." W. W. Burnham. January 3rd.

178. " Hand wheels." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and A. P.

Young. January 3rd.

179. " Couplings for insulators." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). January 3rd.

200. "Electric make and break connections and manufacture of s.,,Tie." J.
B. Tucker. January 3rd.

202. " High-frequency telephony, telegraphy, &c." E. Pollock. January
3rd.

207. " Means for effecting phase adjustment of electrical systems." F. E.
Pernot and L. J. Rich. January 4th.

228. "Electrical apparatus." A. P. .Addison and J. \V. A. Waller. Janu-
ary 4th.

242. " Ignition timing of internal-combustion engines." London General
Omnibus Co., Ltd., and O. W. J.- Watson. January 4th.

267. " Magneto electric machines.." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
and .A. P, Young. January 4th.

273. " Dynamo-electric machines." W. B. Sayers. January 4th.

296. " Explosion proof fuse." E. C. R. .Marks (Goodman Manufacturing
Co.) January 4th.

297. "Controlling devices for electric locomotives." E. C. R. .Marks (Good-
man Manufacturing Co.). January 4th.

308. " Combined phonograph and electric lamp." E. de \'ries. January
4th.

337. " Electric apparatus for separating or classifying finely divided ma-
terials." H. \\'. Cox. January 5th.

350. " Current collectors." C. B. Buchanan and C: C. Johnson. Januar\
5th

356. " Electro-magnetic clutches." C. F. Shanks. January 5lh.

361. " Enclosed cartridge fuses for electric circuits." E. J. Peirce. Janu-
ary 5th.

362. " Fuse carrier for distribution boards." W. Gee. January 5th.

370. " Telephonic transmitters." A. J. Roberts. January 5th.

374. " Electric fittings and means for fixing same." F. C. Raphael. Janu-
ary 5th.

385. " Anti-vibration devices for ^electric lamps, gas mantles, &c." E. W.
Lancaster. January 5th.

395. "Thermo-electric lamps." E. C. R. .Marks (Fabbrica Apparecchi Elet-
trici F. E. R. T.). January 5th.

397. " .Apparatus for wireless telegraphy and telephony." R. Herzog and
C. Lorenz Akt. Ges. January 5th. (Germany, July 2nd, 1921.)

407. " Heating element for electric radiators, cookers, &c." G. P Svmons
January 5th.

and416. " Holders for electric incandescent lamps." W. Cunningha
L. Shaw. January 5th.

418. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co Ltd.
January 5th. (United States, March 16th, 1921.)

421. " Electric high-frequency signalling." A. van T. Day. January 5th
(United States, January 25th, 1919.)

'

423. " Electric discharge tubes." Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips' Gloei-
lampen fabrieken. January Sih. (Holland, June 13th, 1921.)

424. " Electric discharge tubes." Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips' Gloci-
lampen fabrieken. January 5th. (Holland, August 16th, 1921.)

425. " Electric discharge tubes." .Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips' Cloei-
lampen fabrieken. January 5th. (Holland, November 5th, 1921.)

426. " Electric resistances." Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips' Gloeilampen
fabrieken. January 5th. (Holland, January I4th, 1921.)

427. " Manufacture of electric insulating sheets or layers." Naamlooze

8th""l?'ri'"'''

'"'''''''*' '^'<»''2"'P<^ fabriken." January 5th. (Holland, August

462. " Device for automatic recording of telephone calls." T. M. Ryan.

475. " Automatic electrical sub-stations." Metropolitan-Nickers Electrical
Co., Ltd. January 6th. (Un:led States, March 14th, 1921.)

482. "Trolley whc'els for electric current collectors." G. H. Bool. Janu-

486. " Electric starters for internal-combustion engines." Scintilla Inn.,
ary 6th. (Switzerland, January 15th, 1921.)

'

488. " Electro-magnets." Siemens Schuckertwerkc. January 6lh (Ger
many, February 16th, 19-21.)

' '

496. "Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd
January 6th. (United States, .May 3rd, 1921.)

500. "Electric high-frequency signalling." A. van T. Day. January 6th
(United States, July 17th. 1916.) •

''""^'' »"'•

509. " Sound amplifiers for talking machines." A Benoit and I I
Malhieu. January 6th.

''

and"/. L.'^Mrthteu""'%n'ua?"6'fh
'""''^'''^'" '°'' '"'^'"^ machines." A. Benoit

513. " Electric switches." C. Oliver. January 7th.

516. "Drive for dynamos or magnetos of motor cycles, &c." P C Hanks
January 7th.

i»<iitK&.

518. " Automatic valves or switches." G. Wilkinson. Jaituary 7th.

7th^'
" ^'"'"'' '""''^^ switches." J. P. Annacker and S. Fildes. January

be*?s;.d."°A"R" .Angus."'j."fu!,°r71th."'
'° """"""' '" ^'"'""' ""Si« to

S2«. " Electric lamps." J. Wilson. January 7th.

567. "Process for improving electrolytic mercuric oxide." Elektrizitats-werk Lonza. January 7lh. (Switzerland, January 8th, 1921.)

16,274. " lelephone systems." Automatic Telephone .Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., P. T. Bates, R. Mercer, and C. Gillings. June 16th, 19-20. (Cognate
application 28,143/20.) (172,995.)

17,144. " Electric diaphragm alarms." .Apollo Plug .Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., and F. Brown June 24th, 1920. (172,996.)

17,471. " Electro-magnetic relays." Creed & Co., Ltd., and T. Lenaghan.
June 36lh, 1920. (172,998.)

18,607. " Electrical signalling." L. de Forest. April 17th, 1919. (146,49x7)

19,756. " Electro-magnetic wave navigational or direction-finding systems."
Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. October 23rd, 1918. (Addition to l*),(i29.)

(147,753.)

19,812. " Construction and operation of dVnamo-electric machines." V. G.
Apple. April 23rd, 1917. (147,784.)

20,400. " Thermionic tube electro-magnetic wave generating apparatus."
Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. October 25th, 1918. (Addition to 148,447.)
(148,445.)

20,402. " Thermionic tube electro-magnetic wave generating arrangements."
Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. September 9th, 1918. (148,447.)

20,815. " Wireless telephony systems." Soc. Francaise Radio Electrique.
October 26th, 1916. (148,955.)

21,481. " Electric arc welding apparatus." Siemens Schuckertwerkc Ges.
August 19th, 1919. (149,951.)

23,442. " Telephone systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Elec-
tric Co., Inc.). August 10th, 1920. (173,009.)

23,470. " Submersible dynamo-electric machines." E. L. W. Byrne. Feb-
ruary 11th, 1921. (Cognate applications, 29,380/20, 34,537/20, 4,801/21, and
10.799/21.) (173,010.)

23,814. " Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." M. J. B.
Barbarou. September 20lh, 1919. (151,257.)

'26,104. " Electrolytic cells, more especially intended for use in the pro-
duction of the chlorates of the alkali metals." J. T. Barker and United Alkali
Co., Ltd. September 10th, 1920. (173,0'28.)

•26,373. " Electric calling or time alarm devices for use in hotels and the

like." E. R. Smith. September 14th, 1920. (173,033.)

26,467. " Apparatus for seat control and recording for places of public enter-

tainment as kinemas, theatres, and such like buildings." W. H. Tripp. Sep-
tember 15th, 19-20. (173,036.)

26,653. " Fitting for tubular electric lamps." E. T. R. Murray. September
17th, 1920. (173,052.)

26,888. " Oil-immersed transformers." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
and W. J. Boddy. September 21st, 193). (173,062.)

27,012. " Electric starting device for internal-combustion engines." O. Y.
Imray (legal representative of O. Imrav, deceased) (R. Bosch Akt. Ges.).

September 22nd, 1920. (Addition to 2,815/20.) (173,066.)

27,984. " Electric apparatus for the permanent waving of hair." G.
Boudou. March 26th, 19-20. (160,746.)

-28,-208. "Deferred action dry batterv." E. C. R. Marks (National Carbon
Co. Inc.). October 5th, 1920. (173,689.)

28,665. " Electrical oil switches." U. E. Gittins and Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd. October 9th, 19-20. (173,089.)

28,698. " Engine starters of motor cars, vehicles, and the like." A. Har-
wood. October 11th, 1920. (173,100.)

30,028. " Means for protecting alternating electric current apparatus." H.
Pcarce. October 23rd, 1920. (173,125.)

30,641. " Washing machines"." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). October 29lh, 19-20. (173,127.)

31,427 " Driving mechanism for wringers and the like." British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). .November 6ih. 19-20. (173,131.)

31,676. " Systems of electric power transmission." British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). November 9lh, 1920. (173,134.)

34.809. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone .Manufacturing L'u.,

Ltd. December •20th, 19l9. (155,8-23.)

Electrically'produced Hay.—The scien(ific correspondent
of the Daily News states that recently a methoti was worked
out in Switzerland for preserving newly-mown grass without
first drying it in the sun. The newly-mown grass is stored

on metal sheets in silos of about 4()0 cubic feet capacity. The
top of the silo is closed by another metal sheet, and the
sheets at the top and bottom of the silo are connected in an
electric circuit, so that alternating current at a pressure of

from -2(X) to 500 V is passed through the grass between them.
The effect of passing this current for several days is to kill

all the microbes whose presence would otherwise cause the
damp grass to decay. It is claimed that the prixess enables
the grass to be preserved in its natural state until required,

and that in addition it can be cut and stored irrespective of

weather conditions, and it contains twice the nutriment of

an equal quantity of hay. From 130 to '200 kilowatt-hours
are sufficient to treat five tons of grass.

An Electrical M'eather-Watcher.—.A London police court
case on January 9th revealed that the prosecutor was a
" weather observer " for the City of London Electric Light Co.
" For the pa.st twenty years we have employed a lix)k-out man,
usually an ex-seaman, to keep us posted regarding changes
in climatic conditions," said an official of the company to a
Daily Mail reporter. " He is stationed in a glass-domed
cabin, high above the city's smoke, where he keeps an un-
ceasing vigil from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. If a heavy fog is immi-
nent he signals to the power-house, and arrangements are
at once made to meet any consequent emergency. He is also
charged with the duty of reporting on any of the company's
chimneys that may be smoking. By this means we save fuel
and avoid vitiating the atmosphere."
We drew attention to this practice many years ago, but

probably many of our readers are unaware of the existence
of this little-known occupation.
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trical Engineers, took as his test " Coal Conservation,

Home Grown Food, and the Better Utilisation of Our
Labour," and pointed out the immense importance of

intensive cultivation with the aid of artificial fertilisers

produced under his " all-electric scheme."
In the article above-mentioned Mr. Sayers again

directs attention to the possibility of increasing crops

by warming the soil with circulating water, and even
feeding the plants with air charged with carbon dioxide
from the flue gases. We believe that there is here a
most fertile field for esperiment and research. It may
not appeal at first sight to the electrical engineer—but
he is nothing if not progressive, and he is not called

upon to become an agriculturist himself. Let him step

out of his " rut " and take a broad view, in order to

arrive at the best policy in the national interest.

It is obvious in many ways that
The Brazilian Britain will find great difficulty in in-

Market. creasing or even maintaining her hold
on the Brazilian market unless she

makes strong efforts. The position of the United States

grew very firm during the war and is likely to grow
firmer still, owing to the financial aid she can give to

Brazilian industrialists. Whilst her competition has

therefore to be reckoned with, there is also the active

rivalry of Belgium and the reappearance of German
goods to be faced. Mr. E. Hambloch, H.M. Commer-
cial Secretary at Rio, in a report which is summarised
on another page, voices the keen disappointment of

British firms at their exclusion from the tariff advan-
tages that Brazil has granted to Belgium. We join Mr.
Hambloch in the hope that continued representations to

the Brazilian Government will eventually meet with

success, and that British trade in the future will enjoy

that equality of treatment which its long and honourable

record in Brazil deserves. British capital is invested

all over the country in railway, port, and other public

utility services, and the British claim with regard to

Customs treatment is reasonable and just. The forth-

coming Centenary celebraiion, in conjunction with

which an international exhibition is to be held at Rio,

should be the occasion also of celebrating the settlement

of this legitimate grievance. British hopes with regard

to future trade relations with Brazil were encouraged

by the visit of Brazilian delegates to this country several

years ago, when, as will be remembered, they were taken

on an elaborate industrial tour of the United Kingdom
by the Federation of British Industries.

It will be remembered that the

A Critical Task Schedule of Salaries for the technical

for the District staffs of electricity undertakings, as

Baardg. agreed by the National Joint Board,
applied only to undertakings of 1,000

kW or over ; so the very small undertakings have hitherto

been exempt from the operation of the schedule. Now,
however, the National Board has been asked to bring
them in under a modified form of this schedule. But
it will be a very difficult, not to say delicate, task ; if

not conducted with the greatest judiciousness, it might
even entail a crisis. The number of small undertakings
in the country is in total fairly considerable, but owing
to their small size, they have to be run on quite special

lines—there is nothing of the standardisation common
to the big undertakings. There is much cutting of the
coat according to the cloth. Hence the proposal to
standardise the salaries of the technical staffs, who are
necessarily somewhat heterogeneous in qualifications, is

not a hopeful one.

The matter came before the National Board last week,
when it was decided to obtain the views of the various
District Boards as to whether or no they thought such
a schedule should be considered. So far as the company
undertakings affected are concerned, there is universal
protest against any such schedule being brought for-
ward. The District Boards have therefore a critical

task since, if they recommend proceeding with the

schedule, there is some prospect of a serious disaffection

which might imperil the whole stability of the National
and District Boards.

On the other hand, whilst we doubt the feasibility of

legislating for the smaller undertakings on rigid line^,

the purpose of the proposal—nameh', to ameliorate the

working conditions and raise the salaries of the tech-

nical staffs—has our warmest sympathy and support,

and we trust that the question will be fully considered

by the District Boards with this object in view.

We are pleased to note the little red-

The National covered booklet issued by the National
Industrial Industrial Council for Electricity

Council. Supply, giving the names of members
of the National Council and of the

thirteen District Councils, together with a list of under-
takings coming under their respective patronages.

When it was suggested that the employers' side

should be increased from twelve to twenty-six members,
it was argued that a Council of such a size would
be unworkably ponderous ; but the enlarged Council has

now had a good trial, and has proved an unqualified

success, and the misgivings as to unduly protracted

meetings, when everybody would want to be talking,

turn out to oe entirely unwarranted. The last meeting

of the National Council, for instance, started well after

lunch-time and closed by " afternoon-tea" time, so no
drawback has arisen in practice due to the full represen-

tation secured by this increased roll of members. More-

over, this closer link between the National Council and
the District Councils ought to give more and more
stability to the whole system ; and this cannot be built

ui) too firmly, seeing how -valuable these Councils have

been in the past. They have weathered the storms of

industrial unrest, but smoother waters have often other,

if different, dangers, and there should be no relaxation

of effort to ensure permanently the maximum of stability

and efficiency to the whole system.

Almost exactly 60 years ago Michael

Great Effects Faraday, with the inspiration of his

from Small lofty genius, sought for a connection

Causes. between the magnetic field and the

refrangibility of light. He failed

—

though he had 17 years previously discovered the rota-

tion of the plane of polarisation of light by a magnetic

held; but his failure was due only to the inadequacy of

his equipment, and 35 years later the effect for which

he had sought was observed by the Dutch scientist. Dr.

P. Zeenian, at Leyden, who succeeded in splitting the

D lines in the spectrum of sodium by the application of

a powerful magnetic field.

An interesting j^henomenon 1—but surelj^ of no prac-

tical significance ?

On the contrary, this discovery was the key which

unlocked the secret chambers of the atom. Zeeman's

countryman. Prof. H. A. Lorentz, was able to show that

the phenomenon was due to the motion of electrons

within the atom, and predicted further effects which

were shortly afterwards observed. Our own fellow

countryman. Sir Joseph Larmor, who had also been

looking for such an effect, greatly developed the theory,

which shows that the electrons revolve like satellites in

regular orbits ; when accelerated or retarded by the pre-

sence of a magnetic field, the spinning electrons assume

new frequencies, rsulting in a displacement of the lines

in the spectrum.

In Nature for January 19th, Sir Oliver Lodge, in a

most interesting article, reviews a volume of Zeeman's
collected papers, published to celebrate the 25th anni-

versary of his discovery, that extremely important seed

from which an immense harvest has already sprung, and

the ultimate significance and fruitfulness of which can

hardly be estimated.

And be it remembered, with reverence, that the dis-

covery was based on Faraday's very last experiment.
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PROBLEMS OF DISTRIBUTION.

By W. E. BRADSHAW.

The unprecedented demand for electricity during the

last two years, coupled with the five years' hiatus in in-

dustrial affairs caused by the war, is leading to many
complications. Not the least are the problems of dis-

tribution which have to be solved. AVhile there may

be a few fortunate undertakings with distributors and

feeders of ample capacity, the majority are hard put to

it to meet the demands made upon them. New mains
are being laid as fast as possible, but at best they take

a long time, and new consumers are insistent. We
have now got to face the prospect of every house and
shop installing electric lighting, heating, and power,

instead of only comparativelj' isolated premises doing so.

As a consequence it seems high time we tackled the

matter boldly with perfect confidence in the future

universal use of electricity. In residential thorough-

fares the size of distributor generally laid was in the

neighbourhood of .1 sq. in., triple concentric or three-

core, or possibly three single cables were laid. They may
have been as large as .2 sq. in., but rarely more. I am
speaking purely of quiet residential thoroughfares.

Such mains have sufficed in many cases for some
twenty years, so that the judgment of the mains engi-

neer was fairly sound.

What is the position now 1 Assuming the supply is

400-volt, 3-wire, the capacity of the cable on one " side
"

is, for the larger distributor mentioned above, about 200

amperes.

Taking a road at random of, say, 30 fairly large

houses on each side, and leaving one side of the 3-wire

system to deal with one side of the road, we shall have
thirty consumers sharing 200 amperes, i.e., about 7 am-
peres each. The periods of time when lighting and
heating are switched on in private houses do not vary
much, so we must allow for the load to be all on at one
time. From personal experience I find there is not

nmch comfort from any radiator consuming less than
two units, i.e., 10 amperes. One such radiator in each'

house without anything else will overload the main. If

the latter is only .1 sq. in., it is hopelessly out of court,

and if spare conduits have not been laid, the ground
has all got to be opened again now or in the near future.

^ Of course, such calculations are based on the prospect

of every house adopting electric heating and using it in

the evening at the same time. There is a great deal of

uncertainty about the future of electric heating, largely

on account of the i-ost. so tliat I am inclined to favour in

such districts the laying of .2 sq. in. mains, with two
spare ducts for unforeseen demands.

In small but thriving shopping areas the lighting

load will be greater than in residential areas. A de-

mand of 2,000 watts in a small shop for lighting is now
frequent. In addition to this, small motors and radia-

tors must be allowed for, so that .3 sq. in. distributors

are the smallest that should be laid, together with two or

more spare ducts.

In the case of large emporiums which ai'e now so fre-

quent, the above distributor becomes hopelessly inade-

quate, and 1 sq. in. distributors in some districts have
become overloaded, owing to the combination of power,
lighting, and heating. What is to be done in such
cases? We have the option of the following cour.ses :

—
1. Increasing the size of the distributor.

2. Laying several distributors.

3. Riskin<r the overload and having more feeding
points.

4. Using higher pressure.

No. 1.—^This can generally be ruled out for obvious
reason's.

No. 2.—This is generally impracticable nowadays,
for reasons discussed later.

No. 3.—This may frequently succeed in overcoming
tlie difficulty, but depends largely on the amount of

overload.

No. -i.—This is a solution which is rapidly being
forced upon us. I think it will be agreed that the pres-
sure of 200 volts for lighting is standard, sound, and
cannot very easily be increased. Hitherto, very little

heating has been connected at 400 volts, the lighting
voltage usually being adopted. Given suitable design,
I am of opinion that 400-volt radiators are a practical
proposition, and in large installations would materially
lielp the load problem. However, we have still to take
power into account. This has been supplied at 400
volts when possible already. The present three-wire
mains obviously could not supply higher pressures for
power and at the same time supply 200 volts for light-
ing. The only solution seems to me to lie in the direc-
tion of high-pressure mains for power purposes, re-

taining the distributors to deal with lighting and small-
power installations. The obvious system is three-phase.
The pressure is not so easily decided. The standard
e.h.p. is now apparently 6,600 volts for average
undertakings. Unfortunately, this pressure involves
the use of oil break switciies and other paraphernalia .

There are no objections to these in large power instal-

lations where suitable sub-stations are provided, but
where are we to draw the line ?

It is obvious that even a 1 sq. in. l.p. distributor will

not take many consumers of 50 h.p. each. Assuming
the current taken as 100 amperes each; as tlie safe load-
ing of a 1 sq. in. cable is about 700 amperes, seven con-
sumers demanding 50 h.p. each would load up one dis-

tiibutor, apart from the drop of pressure and C"R
losses involved if the distributor is some distance from
the source of supply. I am afraid, therefore, that l.p.

distributors are of no use for power supply of this size,

always assuming the future general use of ele.itricity.

Neither do I consider it a business proposition,
generally, to install a sub-station equipped with 6,600-
volt switches and transformers for installations of

50 h.p. or thereabouts. An intermediate pressure of,

say, 2,000 volts seems to be required, and in addition
motors wound to run on 2,000 volts without stepping
down. Sub-stations on private property are almost
always a bone of contention. If, therefore, it became
standard practice to supply 2,000-volt motors of, say,
30 h.p. and upwards, the difficulty of sub-stations would
be overcome. The switching arrangements are quite
simple, and with modern apparatus there should not be
much danger of shook.

Possibly, on consideration, it would not be any more
difficult to supply the motors and apparatus at 6,600
volts, and so keep to standard pressure. I am aware
tliat motors for 10,000 volts are in use now, but in sub-
stations under skilled control and generally of large
liorse-power.

For private consumers' use more care would have to

be taken to avoid accidents. In many ways the pres-
sure of 2,000 volts is very convenient, and suitably de-

signed fuses are adequate for control purposes, although
oil-break switches are preferable. This is a matter,
however, for the motor designers rather than the mains
engineer. Of course, one seeks to avoid a multiplicity
of pressures, involving, as it does, corresponding trans-

forming apparatus.

The fact remains that ordinary distributors are
rapidly becoming ijiadequate, and some way must be
found out of the difficulty.

There is another reason, apart from loading, why
matters are reaching a crisis. This consists in the

limited cubical contents of any ordinary pavement or

carriagreway. It was suggested above (No. 2) that we
could lay more distributors as a solution of present
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uverloadiiig. Uufortunatelj', mains engineers, both

L'leotric and gas, are coming to the conclusion that in

many roads there is no more room for anything fur-

ther to be laid. The congestion in many places is

awful. The distributors are naturally laid wherever

possible in the footway, otherwise the road has to be

opened for every service or for repairs.

Footpaths vary from i ft. to 14 ft. in width. The

average is from 6 to i^ ft. In that space, at a depth

not usually exceeding 3 ft., are crowded, in apparent

and often very real chaos, mains for electricity, gas,

water, and telephones.

Each undertaking tries to get as shallow as possible,

for obvious reasons, and the "early bird" on a new-

footpath generally selects his position regardless of

«hat is to come later. The matter gets rapidly worse

when feeders and spare pipes, as well as distributors,

have to be laid down the same road. The final result

is the rather ab.surd predicament of being limited in

our electrical development by the cubical capacity of the

thoroughfares. The matter is really serious in the

proximity of power stations and sub-stations, where

dozens of cables and ducts have got to be packed in

somewhere.

It will therefore be recognised, 1 think, that we can-

not go on laying cable after cable just as the load re-

quires. In many districts, even now, it is a physical

impossibility to get any more cables down without going

underneath everything else, and consequently into an

inaccessible position.

To add to the present chaos, the G.P.O. is now- laying

mains in thoroughfares not hitherto touched by it, and,

moreover, at a depth of only six inc/ics below the surface.

In addition to that, we must not forget the telephone

service boxes, electric service boxes, gas services, man-

holes, watercocks, &c., which have all to be buried some-

where under the footpath. Moreover, in many roads

containing old property, there are frequently cellars

under the footpaths, which in some cases extend to the

kerb and in others even under the roadway.

The difficulty has been overcome in the case of tho-

roughfares such as Kingsway, Shaftesbury Avenue, &c.,

\\here there are subways under roads and footpaths.

In Kingsway the subw-ay reaches to the building line,

and a new service merely has to be taken through the

wall of the Ijiiilding. All cables, gas pipes, &c., are

neatly cleated up in these subways, but a walk throuirh

one of them will make one realise what a conglomerati'jii

of " works " is buried under most London streets.

It .seems to me that the subway system will ultimat' I

have to be extended to all important thoroughfares, li.

the meantime we must put up with the chaos and tli.

" bodged-up " jobs which liave to be made on account

of the congestion.

One envies the engineers whose districts permit of the

beautiful straight runs of ducts and cables one sees

so often depicted in cable makers' advertisements. I

should be loath to exhibit in photographs most oi my
cable runs, as I am only too glad to get the ground
filled in quickly and the whole disgusting mess put out

of sight.

The time has come now for experts of electric, gas,

and telephone undertakings to put their heads together

to evolve some sort of order out of the muddle, instead

of sending notices " three days "' and " monthly," not

to mention " emergency," that they are going to do
this, that, and the other, regardless of the already over-

crowded subsoil.

Notices have just been received from the G.P.O. engi-

neers that they are going to lay cables, troughs, and
what-not in many footpaths which are practically im-

passable eight inches under the surface. Their solu-

tion is to lufi them six inches under the surface^ their

service boxes resting, I presume, upon the cables already

there. I have just unearthed a lead-covered telephone

cable less than six inches under the surface, with no
protection whatever, a splendid result of twenty or

thirty 3-ears' experience in cable-laying. Many engi-

neers know the whereabouts of tons of copper lying

absolutely idle under London streets, because the cable

has broken down and cannot b'e got at.

Now the load is rising by leaps and bounds, and more
and more cables have got to be rushed in—rushed in,

moreover, without time to think of the best way of

dealing with the load and w ithovit worrying much about

future complications. The time is ripe for a little stan-

dardisation in these matters, and the question of sub-

ways should be seriously considered. The suggestion,

also, of cutting out all low-pressure consumers under
50 hor.se-power and sup]ilying high-pressure current

direct to their motors, is one which is bouiid to riuiie

sooner or later, and the sooner the better.

AN ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN WINDER.

IvKFEKUiNG to the recent article by Mr. Williams-Ellis

on " Electricity in Mines," reviewing the electrical side

of some large winders, including the Great Western

Co.'s Cwui Colliery winder, we are now able to publish

the mechanical details of this specially interesting gear,

which was manufactured by The Fraser & Chalmers

Engineering Works, of Erith, Kent.

It may be repeated that the drive consists of two

l,SOO/2,700 h.p. direct-current motors operating on the

Ward-Leonard control system, directly coupled one on

either end of the drum shaft ; the output is 360 tons of

coal per hour from a vertical depth of 2,250 ft., and

the winder has to make 30 trips during this period,

giving a net cpal load per wind of 12 tons.

A special design of winding drum was necessary to

permit of employing a double drum, on account of the

pit-head sheaves being exceptionally wide apart, viz.

,

9 ft. 10 in. To fulfil these conditions, a double

cylindro-conical drum, 12 to 13 ft. on the small dia-

meter, rising to 18 ft. full, was decided upon, with the

small diameters at the centre of the drum, contrary to

the usual practice of increasing from the outer cheeks

to the centre. Further, to reduce the overall width of

the drum and to have a permissible lead for the ropes, a

double layer of rope is provided for on the 19-ft. dia-

meter portion of the drum, stepped up froni the first to

the second hiycr by means of a cam cast on the drum

ends.

The following are the main working- conditions; —
Depth of shaft, 2,250 ft.

Weight of coal per wind, 20.'JUO lb. = 12 tons.

AVeight of each cage and chains. 27,500 lb.

Weight of each tram, 1,200 lb.

Number of trams per cage, S.

Weight of rope (unbalanced), 18.700 lb.

Maximum r.p.m. of motor, 29.

Maximum rope speed, 28.6 ft. per sec.

Distribution of ropes:—
Three dead coils in pocket.

One dead coil in 12-ft. diameter groove.

Five live coils on 12-ft. to 13-ft. cone.

Three live coils on 13-ft. to 18-ft. cone.

21 live coils on 18-ft. parallel part.

12.4 live coils overlap 18 ft. 4i in. diameter.

The special type of the drum necessitated cast-iron

construction throughout, although the design adopted

added very little to the mass weight compared with the

usual construction of built-up drums, with mild steel

shell plates, stiffening angles, tees, <tc., and the scroll

riveted to the cone sections.

A double starting cone is provided by a uniform rise

between the 12-ft. and 13-ft. diameters, which carries
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approximate!}' 193 ft. of working rope, and the steep

cuued section rising from 13 ft. to 18 ft. in three coils,

it being so designed that angular acceleration practi-

cally ceases before the rope commences the latter climb.

The drum is grooved throughout, the grooves being

iiiachinc-cut on the T-'-ft. to l.'S-l't. and the 18-ft. dia-

)|;rM. rMHOi; CnNsriinrTi

pir.meter sections, while tlie

{ween 1.'? ft. ami I.~^ it. w:'

casting.

The drum is built up iu

cheeks cast in halves, the two

also to form the brake paths,

act as a sniiport fnr tln' clnn

1 on the steep cone

luachiiic-iiiinildcil ii

three iiiassive spiiiers or

(inter ones being designed

while tlie luiddle sections

1 at its rentiv. The shell

the drum shaft, provided with a means of securely

clamping them to the drum cheeks during winding. The
reels are fitted with a worm wheel and ratchet operating
gear, .so as to " pay-out " or "' take-up " rope, giving
very close adjustment.

Double post brakes are applied ou eacli side of the

diums with Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers's system of
" take-up " gear tor automatic adjustment to compen-
sate for wear on tlie brake blocks, so that the relative

position of the brake lever always corresponds exactly

with the same amount of braking load. The brake
engine is of the weight-loaded type with floating lever

aud cataract cylinders, of the Fraser & Chalmers stand-

ard design, operated by compressed air. Braking is ap-

plied through a spring permitting graduated pressure

I'lom miniumm to maximum, compressed air releasing

the brake pressure.

The whole of the mechanical portions were designed
and manufacture<l by The Fraser & Chalmers Engineer-
ing Works (proprietors, the General Electric Co., Ltd.),

(if Erith, Kent, to the specification of Mr. Hooghwirfkel,

consulting engineer. This firm's extensive experience

iu the manufacture both of steam winders and the

mechanical side of electric winders, is well known
tluoughout all the principal mining fields, and since

the company's association with the General Electric Co.,

Ltd., it is interesting to note that the combination places

it in the unique position of being able to contract for

coiujilete steam or ek'rtrir winders produced by the one
iir'^^anisation.

THE TRUE STORY OF AN INACCESSIBLE
FUSE-BOX.

Hv -VOLTMAX.

(l.\K wonders why the jiiany advantages of domestic elec-

tricity availalile to the ordinary suburban resident

should be all too frequently marred by glaring defects

in the general planning of the installation work. The
writer, for one, often womlers what " grade " of brains

l''ii; -2.—(;i:m:hai. Vmw oi- Windkk.

i.i reinfoiced internally' by liriumfcrential ribs, and
the whole drum is braced by tie-rods from end to end.

The brake paths, formed by the outer cheeks, are fitted

with a liner of steel plate ventilated from the underside
by means of holes in the rims, so as to prevent the heat
irenerated by the braking from extending to the drum
cheeks.

The specification called for 450 ft. of spare rope which
15 carried inside the drum on two reels running loose on

can have been responsible for the placing of certain

switches, fuses, and wall plugs—worse than C3 intelli-

!^ence surely ! Take the instance of the all-important
branch fuses; the writer came across a case which was
an excellent example of sheer want of common sense on
the part of some one in positioning the fuse box. The
house in question is by no means of the cheap, mush-
room-growth type of villa, but is a large, well-built up-
to-date house. In the former one might, in the natural
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order of things, expect to find some cheap and nasty,

as well us thoughtless, electrical -n'ork. One night re-

cently someone in the house, whilst putting a new laiup

into a pendant obligingly produced a " short," and,

blowing the circuit fuse, put a large part of the house

in darkness. Incidentally, it was found later that the
" liexible " was poor stuff and quite perished, so that

the insulation was merely nominal.

Well, it is strange but true, that no one in the house

knew where the fuse box was located or had ever heard

of it. The writer, knowing from jjainful experience

that a fuse box, like hidden treasure, may be found in

a most unlikely place, began a tour of discovery with a

candle. Luckih', a chance hint from a maid that she

had seen ''a lot of them little china knob things " be-

hind the hot-water cistern in the scullery, put one on

a " hot " scent. Yes, sure enough there were the china

knobs—ten of them—in an utterly inaccessible and
absurd position in a corner near the ceiling partly

hidden by culinary impedimenta. To get at the box

a call had to be made for a step-ladder, the largest

available. Incidentally, in getting it the maid nearly

fell over the dog, the howls of which added to the

domestic confusion. Up amid dust and grime the

writer struggled to get at tlie fuse. Which of the ten

china knobs was the " wanted " one? Like " put-and-

take," you never know your luck. Balancing peril-

ously on the top step, candle in the left hand, the other

removed eight knobs before finding one with a tell-tale

)iatch of black inside indicating a blown fuse. Now
for some fuse wire and a screwdriver. Alas, fuse wire

was unheard of. There were screwdrivers, but again,

alas, these proved to be of the very robust sort used

solely by amateur gardeners in spring time to dig up
weeds with.

One can get along fairly well with the time-honoured

expedient of a hair pin in lieu of fuse wire, but in this

case one luckily got nearer the real thing with a piece

or wire from a soda-water bottle

!

The screws were horribly tight, and in using tlie back

edge of a penknife blade a piece promptly snapped off.

With half a blade the wire was at last fixed firmly under
the screw-heads. Before this happy result was attained

a nasty "tickling" indicated that the screws were
" alive." Some one kindly volunteered to dash up-

stairs and switch off, with the result that a minor
casualty occurred in the knocking over of a pedestal

and fern-pot located in an angle on the staircase.

All's well that ends well, and the writer, grimy and
perspiring, left hand encrusted with paraffin wax from
the candle, descended to earth knowing well, however,

that he had to do the job over again with a bit of real

fuse wire

!

The moral of this story would seem to be in the hope
that some day the plumbers, ironmongers, and gas-

fitters will get back to their rightful jobs and leave elec-

trical jobs to those who understand them and who really

will place domestic electrical fittings where common
sense indicates. Then we shall have fuse boxes put in

really accessible positions with a plan of the house-

wiring and respective fuses all neatly pasted inside.

Wall sockets will not be put close to the floor, where the

cover inevitably gets broken with the sweeping brush,

^witches and other things electrical will surely not be

put in the dark recesses of the " mystery " cupboard
under the staircase, where the unfortunate householder

gets a bad bump on the head if he dares to investigate!

TIME STUDIES AND MACHINERY.

London Electrical Engineers.—The L.E.E. Old Com-
rades' Association is hokiins a Bohemian concert at Bridge
House Hotel. London Bridce, on February 17th; admission
by membership card.—Tlie 24/2fi L.A.S.S. Company is holding
its annual dinner on February 23rd ;it Bridge House Hotel

;

tickets 7s. each from Mr. E. A. Wilson. 3. TjOinbard Street.
E.C.3.—No. 4 (Newhaven) Company's annual dinner is being
held at .^nderton's Hotel, Fleet Stroot, on March ISth; tickets,
price 6s. each, from Mr. G. H. Cannon, ns, Fore Street,"
Edraonton, N.9.

Br MARY GWYNNE HOWELL.

The value of mechanical household appliances as tiirw-

savers as well as labour-savers should not be \inder-

estimated, since "' spare time " is to the over-worked
liousewife a rare and precious thing.

Wiiere it can be proved to her that mechanical helps

will not only do better work, but that they will do it in

less time than she could do it by hand, the housewife is

likely to be much impressed.

That electrical appliances accomplish the work
quickly as well as efficiently can be proved from the

following time studies made on consecutive days under
identical conditions:—

Time Stcdy I.

—

Wasuinu Up.

Bu luind. 1 . Collecting and scraping li minutes
30 crocks 2. Washing and drying the silver :> „
and table 3. 'Washing and rinsing crockery 8 ,.

silver. 4. Drying (j

Total time l'> minutes.

Bii menus o/ an elertrir washing-iip machine, properly con-
nected u'itli ihe plumbing :

—
1. Collecting and scraping (i minutes.
2. Washing and rinsing crockery and

silver 7

The crocks drain in the machine baskets, and do
not need hand-work.

< Total time 13 minutes.

Time saved per opiration 12 minutes.

,, day 3(i

, week 4 hrs. 12

Time Study II.

—

Cleaning Cabpets.

By ha nil. 1. Sprinkling iioor surfaces with damp
Two carpets tea leaves

and two 2. Sweeping carpets with a stiff broom
rugs. .). Gathering up dust with brush and

pan
4. Sweeping rugs with short stiff

brush

With Electric &,ctio» Cleaner. Total time

1

.

Cleaning carpets

2. Cleaning rugs

ninutes.

30 minutes

1 5 minutes

Total time 2 1 minutes.

Time saved per operation 9 minutes.
week (3 times) 27

N.B. —The more carpets and rugs there are to be cleaned in a
house, the greater the proportion of time which can be saved by
using a suction cleaner.

Time Study III.—Washing Clothes.

By hand. 1. Preparing tubs. i:c. 6 minutes.
Bed and 2. Washing white clothes 1 hr. 8 m.
body linen 3. Rinsing same ... 22 minutes.
for family 4. Washing woollens 20
of five. h. Rinsing same 17

6. Washing " coloured " items ... 33
7. Rinsing same 1.5 „

8. Rinsing and bluing '"whites" 30
after boiling

'J. fl'ringing or mangling ... ... l."i

16

15

Total time 3 hrs. 4ii m.
With an Electric Washing Machine :—

1. Preparing machine 5 minutes
2. Washing " whites

"

3. Wringing by machine
4. Washing flannels

5. Wringing 5

6. Washing " colours, '

iV:c I.")

7. Wringing ' .)

."*. Rinsing ' whites" in machine . 5

!•. Bluing "whites " in tub... ... 10

10. Rinsing "colours" in machine ... .'i

11. Rinsing tlannels ... ... ... .">

12. Wringing ... ... ... ... II

Total time 1 hr. 41 m.

Time Siived per wash day, 2 hours .5 minutes.

,. .. ., year. 108 bom's 20 minutes.

With the smaller devices, such as a toaster, utility

motor, &c., the whole of the time that would be expended

on hand work in making toast, beating eggs, -^hipping

cream, polishing silver, &c., is saved, since the worker

is able to proceed with other work while the machine is

operating. Tliis applies to some extent to the use of

an electric washing machine, which does not need atten-

tion durinir a 1.5-minutes' wash.
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THE UTILISATION OF WASTE HEAT.

By H. M. SAVERS.

The joint discussion by the Institutions of Electrical

and rieating and Ventilating Engineers on January
19tli was remarkable for the tacit admission of the

majority of the speakers, and the definite statement of

one of them, that the ''waste" heat from modern
generating machinery is in such a degraded form that

it is useless for any purpose.

From this premise it was argued that electrical

generating methods must be altered so that the heat is

rejected at a higher temperature, which, of course,

means that plant of lower efficiency must be used and
the electrical energy made a by-product of central heat-

ing stations. Strangely enough the electrical engineers

who contributed to the discussion, with the marked ex-

ception of Colonel Crompton, seemed to accept this argu-

ment quite tamely, though to carry it out in practice

would amount to a complete volte face and an admission

that all the efforts of the last thirty years to improve
the efficiency of generating stations have only been steps

along a blind alley. It is impossible to accept this as

the considered opinion of electrical engineers, and it

maj- l>e hoped that there will be a strong expression of

a (juite different view. If the discussion had been

thrown open to the meeting this would have been made
ap))arent. Fortunately the Reports of the Coal Con-
servation and Electric Power Supply Committees are on

record to refute the advocates of such a retrograde policy.

But it is not true that the low-temperature heat re-

jected from modern generating stations is useless. On
the contrary, it is in a form which is most suitable for

stimulating plant life, that form of Nature's activity on

which all other life depends. In this climate, at anj-

rate, circulating water at a temperature of 80° to 90°

F. has great potential value. The glass-houses of

Wortliing and other districts wliich give good commer-
cial returns are mostly warmed by waterpipes at about

such temperatures.

But there are other ways of using the water to foster

cultivation requiring no buildings, and possibly giving

a larger return on the capital expenditure. One way
is to warm the soil by a gridiron of buried pipes. It is

well known that the elevation of soil temperature by

a ver}- few degrees has an immensely beneficial effect on

the growth, bulk, and early maturity of the crops grown
on it. Instances of this can be seen in many places

where condenser discharge pipes are carried under culti-

vated land. Against the cost of the gridiron of pipes

there would be a saving in the cost of cooling towers.

Another method, suitable where cooling towers are

not needed, is warm irrigation. This, of course, would

only suit some crops.

The benefits of warming the soil would be man}-. The

interruption of germination and growth by winter frost,

and the damage by the frosts of spring nights would be

eliminated. Quite probably fruit orchards could be

protected from frost damage at their most susceptible

stage by a very moderate amount of warming. Double

and treble crops could be grown.

The most economical and fruitful way of utilising

this rejected heat can only be ascertained by trials of the

various methods applied to different crops, and will no

doubt vary in different localities. The price obtainable

for early vegetables and fruits, and the rents'paid for

land naturally warmed and protected on which such

things are grown, suggest that a very appreciable return

can be obtained from the warm water of a generating

station applied to these purposes. It may even prove

possible to make a material addition to our home-grown

food supplies on commercial lines.

There are many stations adjacent to cultivated land

where trials could be made at small expense. There are

some in the London suburbs with market gardens around

them, and it should not be difficult or expensive to

arrange for trials which will indicate within a j-ear or

two the most promising line to take.

It may be that the best return will be given by
forcing for early crops ; it may be that it will pay
to grow things which cannot be relied upon to ripen

in this country under natural conditions; ijt may even

pay to apply the forcing to staple crops.

There have been reports that it is possible to increase

crops in glass-houses by passing through the houses the

products of combustion from boiler furnaces, cooled,

diluted, and screened. The greater supply of COj fur-

nishes the plants with their essential food, and in this

way the fuel is regenerated, of course, by the agency of

light and chlorophyll. Whether this would give a com-

mercial return on the cost of the necessary ducts and
screens can only be found by experiment. Warming
with condensing water and feeding with COj from the

boilers is an attractive scheme.

It is surely better to try to use the by-product of an

economical station than to turn our backs on what we
liave done.

It will at once appear that if this kind of utilisation

of waste heat succeeds there will be a greater choice of

location of large fjenerating stations. The other line,

trying to sell heat at higher temperatures, restricts the

iconomical sites, for the range of distribution of steam

or hot water is short, and stations would have to be

put where the demand exists, which will usually be

where land is dear and the transport of fuel and ashes

troublesome and expensive.

And it may be added that the distribution of heat by
steam or hot-water mains in our cities will be enor-

mously expensive and difficult. People who talk of

doing this in London cannot have seen the " guts " of a

Lo]idon street. As to subways, well, somewhere about

the depth of the tube railways they may be practicable.

That special legislation would be necessary to authorise

stich mains is another detail of importance.

It may be further suggested that this line of progress

is not antagonistic to working for the development of

the internal-combustion motor. At present it does not

seem that such motors can compete with turbine plant

on a large scale. But even if they can be developed to

that stage, there will be low-grade heat rejected in cool-

ing water and products of combustion available for

culture. This, however, is for the future, when, perhaps,

we shall deal with our coal on completely scientific lines,

utilising it to the best advantage all round. It seems

safe to prophesy that in that case food production will

be one of the methods of utilisation of the " scrap
"

energy.

The Russian Peasant's Belief in Electricity—Even in the

outlying districts of the country, says a Russian journal, the

peasant has assimilated the idea, previously strange to him,

that only electricity can take the place of the insufficiency

of labour, and reduce the demand on hand labour in agricul-

ture. Progress has already been made in that direction. The
Petrograd factories have akeady produced, and continue to

produce, electric motors and capstans, and the Briansk fac-

tory is making electric ploughs. Electric ploughs will be

chiefly employed in large areas in the sugar beet growing dis-

tricts, where deep ploughing is required. Klectric power will

be used in threshing grain. Only last year many peasants,

having seen how electricity lightens labour's task at thresh-

ing, petitioned the agricultural authorities to send electric

motors to their districts. At present the Agricultural De-

partment is organising thirty electrical stations for threshing

grain, of which eighteen have already been working. Elec-

tricity is intended to play a great part in reclaiming land,

including irrigation, stubbing, draining, &c. Meantirne the

Agricultural Department is working out a network of .small

st-tiins fnr v>riau= sizes of villaees. .Tnd in some places pro-

gress can alreadv be noted. .\ station is being constructed

in the Kostrom Government for a collection of 43 vdlages.

k considerable number of drying factories for vegetables, &c.,

is already furni.shed with electric power.
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THE SOUTH-EAST LANCASHIRE ELECTRICITY DISTRICT.

The Commissioners' Local Inquiry.

The iuquiry iutu the scheme subuiitted by the South-East

J.aucashire Electricity Committee lor improving the exisiting

organisntion lor the supply ot electricity by the estabhshment

uC a. Joiut Advisory Board was begun at the Manchester lown
idall on January i7th, and occupied three days.* The Com-
missioners were Sir John Snell (chau'man), Su- Harry Haward,
Mr. H. Booth and Mr. W. Ti. backie, and they were accom-

panied by Mr. K. W . Hudson, legal adviser, and Mr. jj. S.

Cmnberlege. Mr. \V. E. 'Tyltl<Jsley Jones, K.C., and Mr. C. K.

Burgis appealed as counsel lor the promoters, Mr. T. Easthani

represented the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukintield

Iraniways and Electricity Board, and the list of appeaiances

included 09 other local authorities or companies allecteu by

the ^chense.

Mr. Ti'LUESLEV Joi;es stated that Manchester was the centre

of the area under consideration. Broadly .speaking, the prin-

ciple was to utilise the existing stations, and the engineers bad
made suggestions which involved the extension of some
stations and the construction of new ones. In a few instances

a station was to be .shut down and a bulk supply given. One
difficulty was that it was not always easy to hnU a good natural

water supply for condensing purposes. The Manchester Ship

Canal Co. must necessarily be conservative about the i\ater of

the canal, and though it had sanrtioiicd the use of it for the

new Barton station of the M;uiclir,..t( i

( 'la-poration, the quan-

tity was limited. The scheme tnii^iitiiliiig the Board had been

approved by every authorised undertaker in the district with

the exception of the Stalybridge Board, whose undertaking

generated about G.^ per cent, of the total number of kWh
generated in the whole district. Local authorities represeut-

mg 93 per cent, of the ratealjle value had approved, one autho-

rity decided to take no action, while four authorities, Staly-

bridge, Hyde, Mossley and iJukinheld, along with a fifth,

Bredbury and Eoiniley, dissented. Salford and Stratford had
passed resolutions whic-h. while supporting the scheme,

favoured the estalilishmeut in the future of a joint electricity

authority, but Oldham had expressed a strong adverse view

on that point, which was held by almost everybody affected

by the scheme. The South-East Lancashire Electricity Board's

4a representatives would l>e nominated by the constituent

authorities. Manchester would have five; .seven county

boroughs two each; five municipal boroughs one each; nine

urban district councils one each; the i^ancashire Electric

Power Co., two; the Stalybridge Board (if it came in), two;

fom' other companies, one each ; 30 local authorities of areas

in which there were authorised undertakers other than the

local authorities were to appoint four representatives; 30 local

authorities of areas in which no jHovisional order or special

.\ct (other than the Lancashire Electric Power Co.'s Act) was
in force were to appoint two repie.sentati\es; the railway com-
panies were to appoint one. The Engineering Advisory Com-
mittee would consist of engineers, appointed by the under-

takers proiJortionately to the number of kWh sold, and the

members of that committee would be entitled to take part in

the proceedings at meetniL's of the Board, but not to vote.

The functions of the Boaril were defined as follows :—The
constituent authorities would submit to the Board plans and
estimates of cost of any extensions or alterations atfecting the

plant capacity of a generating station, the extension or altera-

tion of main transmission lines, the construction of a new-

generating station. Tlie Board would have before it all the

data with reference to the supply of electricity in the district,

and might formulate alternative propo.sals more conducive to

the interests of the di.striet as a whole. Any recommendation
made by the Board would go to the constituent authority con-

cerned, and if the constituent authority did not agree, the

matter would be placed before the Commissioners, who would
\te asked to exercise such powers as they liad to ensure the

carrying out of the recommendation.
Mr. Booth : We have no power when jieople do appeal to

us. except under Section 19.

Mr. Tyldesley Jones replied that the authority would have
to a.sk the Commissioners' jjermission under Section 11 for the

extension of a geneiating station, and they would not have
much chance of success in carrying out proposals which went
counter to the considered opinion of the Board and the Com-
missioners. In that way the Board w'as able to exert pres-

sure, though it had not legal coercive powers. A constituent

authority must attach importance to the recommendations of

the Board; they would, in fact, be operative, though .they

could not be enforced legally.

The Ch.4Irm.*n : If we are legally advised that we can pro-

perly include the terms of Section 19 in an order establishing

this proposed Board, with additional words .so as not to be
limited in time, your clients would approve and would sub-
scribe to such a provision?

Mr. Tyldes[,ev Jones : Yes. Continuing his explanation of

the scheme, Mr. Tyldesley Jones stated that the expenditure
of the Board was estimated at about 6.5.(100 a year, and would
be met bv contributions from the constituent authorities. It

*Elec. Rev., January 9()th. 1922; p. 97.

was prop.jsed to adopt the area delimited by the Coninii.-

sionens, with the omi.s.sion of Ijymm and Hayuock. wlncli liail

been trausl erred to the Mer.sey district. Uu tlie other naiiil,

the urban districts of Bollmgton, Jiuxton and Chapel-eu-le-

irith (in part), Maccle.snela Kural iJistrict, Macclesfield

Municipal iiorough. Mew Mills, and iearUsley-cum-W haley,

Haybcld and Disiey desired to be included in tbe area.

Alderman \\ . 1. D.agn.ill, Chairman of the .Manchester
Electricity Committee, was the first witness called, and saiil

the .scheme was on a voluntary oa.sis. and was only possible

with the goodwill and co-operation ol all ibe undertakers, ii

the Commi.ssioners had not instructed or invited them to drau
up a scheme, he did not think the jnesent one would ha\e
been in existence.

Mr. S. L. Peauce, the chief engineer and general manager ol

the electricity supply depar-tment of the Manchester Corpora-
tion, said there were in the district 'J.0 genei.itmg stations

owned by 'if authorised undertakers; seven authon.-ed under-
takers had no generating station. Many of the stations were
now coupled up, and the mam pressures varied from 10,IKJU to

33,000 volts. In the year 1919-aj the coal consumption ol the

existing generating stations was 3.ff2 lb. i)er k\\li. ihe plant

capacity was •J9.j,203 k\Y, and the maMuium demand was
ltt.3,077 k\V, being 02.0 per cent., leaving a reserve of 37.4 per

cent, i^ight new capital stations were m course of erection or

proposed to be erected, the total plant capacity—assmning the

.sites to be fully utilised—being .:j1.5.(KK.i k\V if natural water
was ust-'d, and an additional 'ilO.lKJO k\V with water coolers.

The Barton station of the Manchester Corjioration and the

Agecroft (or Pendlebury) station of the Salford Corporation
were in course of erection, and it was anticipated that by the

end of this year a supply would be available from Barton.
The Oldham Corporation, the Stalybridge Boai'd, and the

Wigan Corporation had definitely chosen sites for new stations.

hut no reliable date could be given as to when supplies would
be available. Tlie .slump in trade had a material bearing upon
the question. Plans had been prepared by the Lancashire
Electric I'ower Co. and the Manchester Corp<jration for new-

stations at Kearsley and Carrington respectively, and the

Stockport Corporation was considering a site at Cheadle. The
engineers (who included Mr. C. D. Taite, of the Lancashire
Power Co.,- Mr. Watson, of Bury, and him.self) believed those

sites were the most suitable for dealing with the district as

a whole. It was quite impossible to avoid the u.se of cooling

towers at some of those stations, because away from the west

or south-west portion of the area there was no water
supply of consiilerable magnitude. The alt<.'ruative would l>e

to group all tlie capital stations to the west and south-west and
transmit at high pressure over very iong lines. That would
be mciv costly, and was not feasible. There were limitations

of distance over which one could economically transmit. At
Wigan the enormous volume of water in submerged colliery

workings was available. Tlie load factor, owing jirmcipally to

reduction m the working hours, would not be much higher
for the whole year than about 30 per cent. The maximum
demand in 19'2.5-'2(j had been estimated at 43'2.iJ-iO, and in

1930-31 at 043.731) k\\'. The slump in trade would certainly

affect the former figure ; there would be a time lag of from
12 to IS months. The figures for 1930-31 might be similarly

affected; it depended on the recovery of industry.

Assuming the various stations were developed individually

without regard to a scheme, it was originally estimated that

:

In 192.3--20. In 19:^-31

.

kWh generated
Average lb. of coal jier kWh
Total coal consnmption (in lb.)

Total capital outlay

But taking into account the fall in prices, the capital cost

would be reduced to about i'0.870,.S(KI for the first period and
£.5,430,000 for the second period.

Continuing his evidence on .January l.Sth, Mr. Pearcf. gave
the corresponding figures for devplojini'^nt as outlined in the

scheme :
—

In 192.5-20. IniaW-.^l.

kWh generated 1.077.279.02'^ l.ra7,.5.5.5.2<'J.

Average lb. of coal per kWh ... 2.05 1.90

Total coal consumption (in lb.) ... 2,213,470.480 3.209.722.7S9

Total capital outlay ^66,801,880 £6.284,6.50

Taking into account the fall in nrices. the capital outlay was
reduced to f3.878.5!4 and ^65,037.720.

The witness added that during the first period there would
be a saving in coal con.snmption of 18.570 tons jwr annum at

£1 per ton. and the saving on capital charges would be -£84,853.

a total of £103.42:^ per annum. In the seiond period, the

saving on coal was estimated at £;:M.298 [n^r annum, and there

would be a further saving in capital charges of £34.19.3. Add-

ing the saving on capital in the fir.st period, the ultimate

saving was £1.53,344 per annum. There wouM also be a

saving in labour—in running costs—which was roughly esti-

mated at £10,000 a year, .\gainst that, certain items of ex-

i.

1.007..'SS0.4liO 1.018.901. 2(10

2.114 2.(«21

2,2o7,899.2S0 3.290.001 .tHKI

£8.2.3:1.500 £6,787.500
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I'.jiidituie w ould be increased ; for instance, the maintenance of

trunk mains might involve an increase of about £2,000 a yeai'.

At Barton the maximum capacity was ii5,000 k\V, but in

ilu' lirst period it would not exceed 75.000. The prime con-
Mi l> ration was the supply of water for condensing purposes,
aiiil possibly the Manchester Ship Canal Co. wouJO be unable
to sanction the use of more water than would suffice for that
amount. The additional jO.OOO k\V could be provided by mak-
ing use of water from the Davyhulme sewage works, but the>

might decide to go to Carringtou, where there was ample
water and amjile coal. The total capacity of the proposed
new stations was 7.5.5,<AIO k\\ , but oniy a portion of that would
li. icqiiired tc meet the ultimate demand during the ten years
tii which the tables applied.

1 j;.4ht stations would be shut down when arrangements
liiiilil be made tor furnishing supplies t<j the areas they now
-. ivi'd. TTie Alderley Edge and Aitnncham stations were to

ill' letaiued, because of then- geographical position, and exten-
sions of 500 and 6XW k\V were contemplated thereat. Adding
for the extensions at Ashton, Bolton, Bury (Chamber Hall),

K;idclifle (Out wood), Stockport and Wigaii, 7-2.000 k\V, the
total plant capacity of the extended stations by 19'25-'i6 would
be •2;3.3,44'2 k\\ . A ceilain amount of plant would be scrapped

" as uneconomic, but at the end of the first period there would
be available b2'2,175 kW to m"eet a maximum estunated demand
of i'-i-2M> kW. By the end of the second period 1930-31 the
plant capacity would be 894,075 k\\ . and the maximum demand
was estimated at 64^3,730 kW. After 1931 a new station would
he required in the neighbomhood of Rochilale to meet the local

requirements. The supply would be given on the three-phase
a.c. system, the standard frequency being 50 cycles per second.

At Altrincham the present supply was on the a.c. (1 and 2

phase) system, the frequency being SO cycles per second.
J'\itiire extensions in the Altrincham district should be on the
standard perioihcity of .50, which could be effectively carried

out. The Stalybridge engineer had estimated that it would
cost ±'100,000 to change that undertaking from the present 40
to the standard periodicity of 50. Ihat amount would now be
reduced through the faU in prices, but the engineers who had
prepared this scheme felt that it would not benefit Stalybridge,

or any other undertaker, to incur that expenditure. In the

future, however, there would lie a very substantial addition

to the power demand in that area, and it would pay to install

frequency changers so as to couple up w ith the rest of the dis-

trict. Stalybridge was not likely to become standard with the
rest of tiie district, and the area over which the non-standard
frequency existed ,should not be further extended.
The amalgamated L. & N.W. and L. & Y. railway systems

had a generating .station at Clifton, which could deal with all

the present requirements of their undertaking, but further
railway electrification would lead to a veay substantial demand.
The definite proposal to electrify the Manchester-Oldham line

would increase the demand upon Clifton from 3,500 to about
S.OOO k\V. The system was a 25-cycle one, and therefore it

was not at the moment practicable to couple it up with the

scheme.

Mr. TiXDESLEY Jones asked whether the Midland line from
Manchester to Buxton offered reasonable prospects of success

as an electrified line.

Mn. Pe.\rce understood that was contemplated by the Mid-
land Co., but he imagined that the North-Western line from
Manchester to Buxton offered better possibilities. Lt.-Col.

O'Brien, electrical engineer to the L. & N.W. Rly. Co.,

had informed him that if the whole of the railways

in the district were electrified it would create a potential

luaxiiiium demand of -50.000 kW. The total route mileage was
413.5.. There would be ten engineers on the Engineering
Advisory Committee. The capital required- under the scheme
would be found by the individual undertakers, and the expenses
of the Board itself, being a merely administrative or consul-

tative body, would not exceed about i'5,000 a year. Per.sonally,

he was extremely sanguine that the pros{)ects of carrying out

the scheme were of the very best. There was no readiness

on tlie part of the undertakers to transfer their generating
stati(;ns and main transmission lines to a joint electricity

authority.

Tlie CH.4IRMAN : Do you, with your great experience, say that
this is the best technical scheme, and give it as your opinion

that a Ijetter scheme would not be brought about if all the
stations were under one common ownership. The Witness :

I'ndoubtedly the be.st technical scheme that could be pro-

pounded, but it all rests upon a purely voluntary basis.

Replying to Mi(. Eastu.^m, the witness said all the under-
takers, except the Stalybridge Joint Board, were willing to

co-operate in the scheme, and all the principal local authorities,

except the four in the district of the Stalybridge Board. The
only practical difiiculty there was the difference in the
periodicity. As regarded coal-saving and capital outlay, it

made no difference whether Stalybridge was included or ex-

cluded. But the situation was complicated by the areas lying
to the right of Stalybridge. Moreover, they hoped the scheme
was going to last after 19.30.

Mr. Easth.^m : We could make some working arrangements
with you. could we not'?

Tlie Witness • I suppose that is a possibility, something
on the lines of the decision given in the Mer.sey area.

Mr. .\. T. Perkins, on behalf of the Yorkshire Power Co.,

pointed out that his clients had powers in the urban district

of Saddleworth and Sprmghead, and asked that the scheme
be amended so as to exclude it.

Mr. F. R. Oldfield, the Town Clerk of Macclesfield, said

his Council desired to be included in the area. The Rural Dis-

trict Council of Macclesfield and the Urban District Council
of Bollington made the same application through him .

Mr. H. G. Ceviles, Town Clerk of Buxton, said the view
of his Corporation was that on account of its geographical
position Buxton should be excluded from any electricity dis-

trict, but if the Cummissioners were of opinion that it should
be included in .some electricity district it asked that it should

be the S.E. Lancashire District.

Mr. Tvldesley Jones stated that instead of giving the rail-

way companies one representative only, it had been agreed,

subject to the approval of the Commissioners, that the group
of railways called the North-Western Group (which included

the L. & N.W, and the Midland), should have one represen-

tative, and the Eastern group (which included the Great Cen-
tral) should also have one representative.

Mr. Pearce being recalled. Sir Hahri' Haward pointed out
that the main transmission lines which it was proposed to

construct were all to be underground, and in four or five

cases the length was from five to seven miles. Was that

essential''

Mr. Pearce replied that it was. In the cases cited it would
be a physical impossibility to get an uninterrupted run of

overhead, line, and a line, partly overhead and partly

underground, would probably be condemned by all engineers.

He agreed that untler the scheme the saving effected would
imire to the benefit of the particular authorised undertakers

who had made the various inter-con uectiou arrangements.

Assuming the generating costs w-ere pooled, the benefit would
be .shared by the various authorities taking supplies in bulk.

But without common ownership and common ojieration any
pooling proposal would be extremely difficult and complicated.

Sir Harry Haward asked whether there was any objection

to the technical scheme being scheduled to the order, to be
carried out with such modifications as might be approved
from time to time.

The Witness : I am authorised to explain that the Con-
ference would be unable to agree to any scheduling of the

scheme if it carried a definite binding obligation to carry it

On January 19th, Mr. J. B. Boycott, Clerk to the Chapel-

en-Ie-Ei-ith Urban District Council. a.sked that eight parishes

might be included in the S.E. Lancashire District and nine

(jther parishes remain in the Sheffield area.

Mr. C. D. Taite, chief engineer and manager of the Lan-
cashire Electric Power Co., stated that in the statistics pre-

pared for the Inquiry his company's generating costs were
the lowest, but at the present time the undertakings at Bolton.

Bury, and Stalybridge were respectively first, fourth^ and
sixth for lowest working costs in the whole of the United

Kingdom as regarded Provisional Orders. So in that area there

was a number of very efficient undertakings. The load of his

company was rather unique in the fact that its maximum load

always occurred in the morning—they had a textile load and
a colliery load—whereas in the towns the maximum was in-

variably in the evening. By joining up they got the advan-

tage of levelling those two classes of load. He did not think

it was possible to substitute overhead conductors for the

undergrovmd transmission mains.

Mr. Perkins submitted that the area of the Yorkshire Elec-

tric Power Co. ought not to be divided.

Tlie Chairman asked what would be the good of a dispute

being submitted to the Commissioners unless the parties were
going to accept the decision of the Commissioners? Let reser-

vations or exclusions be made, but if a matter was referred to

them let it be a practical reference, so that the decision could

be given effect to.

Sir Harry Haward remarked that in other cases the Com-
missioners had expressed the view that Boards of this kind

should be as small as possible. This was about double the

size of any Board or authority that the Commissioners had
contemplated.
Mr. Tyldfslev Jones agreed that a smaller body would be

better, but it was necessary to give people a voice on the Board
so that they might feel that its decisions were their decisions.

The Chairman said at present, except that it was the strong

opinion of the undertakers, no real reasons had been given

in oppo.sition to the establishment of a joint electricity

authority.

Mr. Tyldesley Joxrs su,ggested that each of the authorities

separately should send a statement to the Commissioners.

The Chairman assented. He .said this was a novel propo.sal.

and it had been very carefully and lucidly put forward, more
especially with regard to the technical scheme. The Comrais-

sioi'-rs would give their decision at the earlie.st practicable

moment.
T\\( Inquiry was then closed.

Norwegian EIectro=Cheraical Industry.—.\ new agree-

ment has been concluded in the electro-chemical industry in

Norway, under which wages will be reduced by 15 per cent!

as from April 1st. The arrangement will remain in force

until .\ugust 15th.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Readert are invited to submit particulars oj new or improved devices and apparatus, which toill be publithed

if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Kingsway " Switch and Plug.

For the control of radiators, motors, banks of lamps, and

other appKances which necessitate the use of a temporay con-

nection to the mains, a combined switch and plug is un-

doubtedly the most satisfactory apparatus. Such a device is

greatly favoured by supply authorities and consulting engi-

neers, and its use is often insi.sted upon by them.

The " Kingsway " automatic combined interlocked switch

and plug (patent No. 136.006), recently introduced by The

liery by Messrs. Crompton & Co., I/td., of Chelmsford. Tln-
motor, which has a power factor of 0.7 (leading) is employed
to drive a large pump. The design of the motor, which is a
patent, embodies a three-phase induction stator and a rotor

with a two-phase, three-wire winding. The neutral point is

connected direct to one terminal of a direct-coupled exciter

and the two free ends are connected to a two-phase liquid

starting resistance, the neutral point of the latter being con-
nected to the other terminal of the exciter. The starting

Fio. ].

—

The " KiXGSw.w " Switch and Plug.

Ge.\erai, Elei'tiiic Co., Ltd., Magnet Huu.se, King,sway, W.C,
is therefore of interest. Kg. 1 shows this accesso'5-y to be of

robust construction. It is capable of dealing with currents up to

15 A. The mechanism, which is of ingenious and strong design,

consists of a rapid rotary action, double pole switch, interlocked

with a. substantial plug. On the plug being inserted and turned

in a clockwise direction the circuit is made and the switch

is automatically locked in the " on " position. The switching

off may be carried out either by withdrawing the plug (when
the switch automatically breaks the circuit before the plug

pins leave the socket tubes) or by pressing the small plunger

on the front of the socket cover when the switch flies rapidly

off. Views of the plug and the socket are shown in fig. "£

andvit will be seen that the mechanism is extremely compact
and that the contaets are designed for easy wiring. Earthing
connections on both plug and socket, and a third pin for

earthing are provided, the last ensuring correct polarity as the

Fio. 3.—.\ Duii'-i'Udiii Sklf-stakting Synchronoi-s Motor.

torque is eqiial to about ih times full-load torque, and, the

exciter being always in circuit, the only control gear in this

circuit is the starting resistance.

The Tungar Plating Outfit.

The Tungar battery charger, described in our is.sue dated

September 17th, 19*0, p. 38'2. originally designed for the

charging of accumulators on alternating current, is now being

Fig. 2.— The "Kingsway " Switch and Plug. Fig. 4.—The Tungar Plating Oiteit.

plug can only be inserted in one particular way. Two patterns
are supplied, one for surface fixing and one for sinking flush

in the wall or skirting board.

A Logarithm Cabinet.

Logarithm tables are usually very closely printed, and the
finding of " logs." is consequently very trying to the eyes
and often a source of error. To aid users of logarithms in

this matter, Messrs. Bowman & Murdoch, 99, Shoe Lane,
E.G. 4, have designed a " logarithm cabinet." This is a email
oak box containing a complete four-figure log table (from
10 to 99.99) upon two rollers. In the top of the box is an
opening, wide enough to display one line of figures, and
on the upper edge of this is a strip bearing the usual log. -table

headings. The rollers are turned until the first two digits

appear in the gap, when the log. of the complete number is

found by glancing along the line in the ordinary way.

A Drip=proof Synchronous Motor.

The accompanying illustration dig. ii) shows an 85-b.h.p.,

three-phase, drip-proof, synchronous motor supplied to a col-

employed with great success for the operation of electro-plating

vats. In the case of the retail jeweller and others, who may
desire to execute electro-plating on a small -scale, the Tungar
is certainly the most convenient and economical device avail-

able. Briefly described, the Tungar is a self-contained appara-

tus, which "when connected to an ordinary a.c. Iightmg'

circuit, converts the current into d.c. and transforms it down
to a voltage suitable either for battery charging or electro-

plating. Several sizes of Tungar are made by the British
Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., 77, TTpper Thames Street, E.C.4,

ranging from i A, 7.5 V, d.c. to VI A, 75 V, d.c. For most
jewellers, however, the '2 A Tungar will l)e quite large enough,

as they seldom use vats containing more than G gall, of solu-

tion, and rarelv put on heavy coats of silver. The i -A. Tungar.
illustrated in tig. 4, i.s of the "half-wave typo. With the Tungar
operating at '2 A, and reckoning 4 oz. of silver to a gross of

teaspoons, the operation of plating this quantity takes ap-

proximately four hours. An extra heavy coat.—say, eight oz.

—

would occupy about double this time. The average jeweller

would deposit only about one ounce to the gross, and then

buff it sUghtly. The solution would contain about four or five
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ounces to the gallon, and, tests have shown, the plating of
one ounce of silver to the gross would only take about three-
(juarters of an hour.
The two-ampere Tungar has also been used with success jn

;;ol(l plating and gold colouring, or washing, such as is rc-
(jiiired for the in.siaes of cups, litc.

Steam Turbines for Small Outputs.

, The General Electric Co., Ltd., has recently issued a book-
let (Bulletin 1'2b) dealing with single-stage impulse turbines
for low outputs, made at the Praser & Chalmers Engineermg
Works, Erith. These turbines have been designed to operate
over a wide range of speeds. The rotors are either single or
double bladed to suit conditions of steam supply. The single

horizontal casing consists of two portions bolted together.

The bottom half is provided with a substantial foundation
foot on either side ; this portion also carries the bearing
brackets. The steam admis.sion and exhaust openings are m
the top portion of the casing. The rotor wheel consists of a
high grade solid steel forging, and after blading the wheel is

carefully balanced and tested at a speed considerably above its

normal operating speed. The rotor blades are milled from
solid bar and attached to the wheel by means of countersunk
rivets. Clearances are kept within safe limits, the minima
being i in. axially and i in. radially. The shaft is a steel

forging specially heat-treated during its turning and grinding.

The wheel is pres.sed on to the shaft hydraulically and held by a
sunk key. The bearings are bushes of ca.st iron lined with
white metal and are arranged for forced lubrication. On the
high pressure side the longitudinal thrust is taken by solid

collars turned on the shaft. A centrifugal oil pump is mounted
on the main shaft, and is made of sufficient .size to keep the
bearings well supplied in addition tto furnishing the oil re-

quired, for the power pi.ston which operates the throttle

valve. Governing is effected by means of a cylinder con-
taining a piston loaded by an adjustable spring, which is

moved by oil pressure as the speed varies, operating the
governing valve. This valve admits steam to a semi-circular

steam belt in which the nozzle block is securely bolted. An
emergency governor is fitted. This is of the centrifugal spring
type and is mounted on the main .shaft. Should the speed
exceed a predetermined limit the emergency governor breaks
the supply of oil to the governing relay, allowing the relay
spring to shut the governing valve in.stantaneously. The

—Front Elevation
oi-' Tdrbine.

Fig. 6.—Vertical Section
THROUGH Turbine.

emergency gear can be tripped by hand, and is easily reset,
tig. .5 is a front elevation of a turbine of the type described,
and tig. 6 is a vertical section.

The Astral Intensitier.

In our last issue we erroneously stated that the inner reflect-
ing surface of this fitting was of aluminium paint. The
makers infonn us, how'ever, that this is a silver-plated surface.
The reflector is made of brass, and the name has now been
altered to " Astro."

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—John Glyn Williams, electrical

engmeer. 4, rilaeuaut Slieet. Dulfryn, Cymmer, Port Talbot,

bankrupt, appeared at Neath Bankruptcy Court on January
17th for his first public examination. Debtor stated that the
cause of his failure was gambling or unsuccessful turf specula-

tion. The Official Receiver said that if debtor'a gambling
debts ranked for dividend, as he thought they would, the total

deficiency would amount to £5, '277. Debtor stated that he
was an electrical engineer in London, Manchester, and other
towns before he came to Wales in 1911. He commenced work
at the Aberpergwm Collieries, Glynneath, in 1911, and went
to the Duffryn Hhondda Collieries, Avon Valley, in 1915. His
salary at first was i'3 os. a week, later increased to £7 10s..

and was now £5 a week. In September, 1920, he commenced
in the speculative business with about £150 capital, his opera-

tions comprising three systems of gambling on horse-racing.

Being an electrical engineeer. he did not want anyone to know
that he was engaged in this business, and advertised in other

people's names in the papers, offering large sums weekly as

interest oni loans. According to his cash accounts his total

receipts were £10,440. On June 21st last he wrote to his

clients informing them that owing to a disastrous run of bad
luck he was compelled to close down. The examination was
adjourned until the next sitting of the Court.

Herbert John Pugh, formerly trading as H. J. Pugh and
Co.. electrical engineers, 38. Broadway Parade, Crouch End,
Hornsey.—The creditors met recently at the London Bank-
ruptcy Court. The Official Receiver reported that the debtor

had stated that he began business in May, 1914, at Hornsey
Rise, with very little free capital and a few months later re-

moved to larger premises. He was exempted from military

service on medical grounds, and between 1914 and 1920 he

did an increasing business, but was unable to state the

amount of profits made. In 1920 the business suffered from
the general trade depression, and creditors began to press.

as the result of which one of the number obtained judgment
and levied execution; the effects were sold by the Sheriff to

the debtor's mother, who had since continued the business

and employed him (debtor) as manager. He estimated his

liabilities at £400. disclosed no assets, and attributed his failure

to trade depression, coupled with the stoppage of the business

for necessary repairs to the premises. In the absence of any
offer the estate was left with the Official Receiver to be
wound up in bankruptcy.

Bernard Barnett, electrical engineer, 104. Whitechapel
Road, E.—An adjourned meeting of creditors was held at the

London Bankruptcy Court, on January 17th, before Mr. W. f.

Bowyer, Senior Official Receiver, under this failure. The
debtor put in a draft statement of affairs showing liabilities

£800 and the following items of assets, viz.. triide fixtures.

£40; interest in the late partnershin. ;6781; claim against

late partnership, £18.5 ; and War Loan stock, £96. The

debtor's late partners were present as creditors, and asserted
that instead of there being any interest for the debtor in the
business it was insolvent at the date of the appointment of
the Receiver, and they each had a valid claim against the
debtor. The latter strenuously denied that statement, and
after a somewhat stormy discussion the Chairman expressed
a doubt whether any assets whatever would accrue to the

.estate from the partnership. Further, he noticed that the
War Loan stock, £96. was held by Barclay's Bank as security
against a debt of £100, so that asset also disappeared. Under
those circumstances he should apply for a summary order and
wind up the estate in bankruptcy.

Arthcb Ernest Blower, lately carrying on business at 1-3,
Paul's B;ikehou.se and Gotlliman Street. K.C, as an electrical
engineer's merchant, under the style of " Blower & Cooper."
—The public examination of A. E. Blower was held last week,
before Mr. Registrar Hope at the London Bankruptcy Court.
The debtor filed his own petition last October, returning total
liabilities £762 (unsecured £631), and assets valued at £146.
In the course of his evidence the debtor stated that he
formerly acted as a traveller in electrical supplies, but in
September, 1917, he and a partner purchased the above busi-
ness for £750, of which £l()b was paid down and the balance

,
was payable by instalments, of which £275 was outstanding
at the date of the failure. His partner "brought in £1(X)
capital, and was to have 40 per cent, of the profits; and wit-
ness introduced his trade connection in consideration of 60
per cent, of the profits. Trading was fairly successful until
the end of 1920, at which date the partnership was dissolved

;

under the deed of dissolution witness took over his partner's
interest in the bu.siness, and it was agreed that the proceeds
from the stock and book debts were to be paid into the joint
banking account of the partners, and apnlied in payment of
the partnership debts, and in reduction of the amount due to
the vendor of the business. Witness continued alone till

August. ]921. when, owing to trade depres.sion, he closed the
business. It was to bad trade and general depression since
February, 1921, that he attributed his failure. The examina-
tion was concluded.
H. Trutclovr (H. Truelove & Co.). electrical engineer, 19,

Shepley Street, Stalybridge.—Receiving order made January
18th on creditor's petition.

S. Beckett, Junr.. electrician, Bolton.—Last day for proofs
for dividend February 4th. Trustee, Mr. J. G. Gibson, O.R.,
Bvrom Street, Manchester.

E. Fawcett, electrical and heatinff engineer, 30. St. Anne
Street. TJverpool.—First meeting. February 1st. at 11, Dale
Street, Liverpool; public examination, February 13th, at Liver-
pool.

R. A. Depledoe, electrical engineer. 53. Frodingham Road.
Scunthorpe. Lines.—Trustee (Mr. S. M. Forrester. Town Hall
Street. Great Grinasby) appointed January 18th.
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R. P Baker and P. C. Stubbs (Sheffield Electric Construc-

tion Co.), 124 Pond Street, Sheffield.—Last day for proofs for

dividend, February 8th. Trustee : Mr. L. J. Clegg, 14. Figtree

Lane. Sheffield.

Company Liquidations.

—

Wilson-Wolf Engineering Co..

Ltd —Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator : Mr. R. H. Daw-
son, Tanfield Buildings, Hustlergate, Bradford. Meeting of

creditors February 1st, at Bradford.

Pearlite Electric Welding Co., Ltd.—Wmdmg up volun-

tarily. Liquidator : Mr. J. C. Burleigh, Bond Court House,

Walbrook E.C.I. Meeting of creditors. January 31st. This is

a purely formal notice. All creditors have been or will be paid

Telephone Company of Egypt, Ltd.—Meeting called for

February '28th, at 3, Fredericks Place, Old Jewry, E.G., to hear

an account of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. A.. W
Wyon.
RoTASPHERE Co., LTD.—Meeting at 4, Charterhouse Square.

E.C. on February 34th, to hear an account of the winding-up

from' the liquidator, Mr. E. H. Hawkins.

Reid Bros., Engineers, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors called

for January 31st, at the Institute of Chartered Accountants,

Moorgate Place, E.C. Liquidator : Mr. H. Ashford.

Enamelled Wires, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors called for

Januarv 31st at the offices of the hquidator (Mr. E. Vickers).

13. Harrington Street. Liverpool, to whom particulars of

claims should be sent by March 1st.

Egyptian Power & Nitrogen Syndicate, Ltd.—Particulars
of claims to be sent to the liquidator (Mr. J. S. Mallam), 1,

Queen Victoria Street, E.C, by February 27th.

Producer Gas Plants. Ltd.—A petition for the winding-

up has been pre.sented to the High Court by Mr. H. W.
Bamber. consulting engineer, 166, Piccadilly, W., and will be

heard in London on January 31st.

Strachan, Oswell & Co., Ltd.—Since the appointment of a

committee of inspection, a petition for compulsory winding-up

has been filed by the receiver of C. H. Britton & Sons on

behalf of himself and other creditors. The committee, being

of opinion that the best interests of the creditors will be

served if the voluntary liquidation is allowed to continue, re-

commend the appointment of Mr. H. Kidson as another

liquidator to act jointly with Mr. Walter Read. The petition-

ing creditor agrees to this course conditionally.

Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd.—Last day for proofs for divi-

dend, February 9th. Liquidator : Mr. H. E. Burgess. Senior

Official Receiver. 33. Carey Street. W.C.
Semaphore Engineering Co., Ltd. (in liquidation).—A first

dividend of 2s. M. in the £ is now being paid.

Dissolutions of Partnership.—A. L. Jambs, plumbers and

electrical engineers. .56, Wivorton Road. Sherwood Rise, and

.52a. North Gate. Old Basford. Nottingham.—Mr. A. L. James

and Mr. A. White hiive dissolved partnership. Mr. White will

attend to debts and continue the liusiness.

Goodenday & Frenk, electrical contractors. 101. Dale Street.

and 62, Smithdown Road, Liverpool.—Messrs. J. Goodenday

and Mr. A. S. Frenk have dissolved partnership. Debts will

be attended to by Mr. Frenk.
Harrison & Horsfall. electricians and armature winders,

Waltham Street. Barnsley.—Mr. R. Horsfall and Mr. R.

Harrison have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended

to by Mr. R. Horsfall, \\-ho will continue the business under

the same style.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. Johnston & Gilmock,

cm. Eglinton Street. Glasgow, have been appointed sole rep-

resentatives in Scotland for the British Rawhide Belting Co.,

Ltd.
We announced last week the registration of a new com-

pany

—

Shenton & Co.. Ltd.—which has purchased the assets

and stocks of F: J. Shenton & Co., Ltd., and will carry on
the business with the same management and staff at 68/69,

Shoe Lane. London, E.C. 4. Increased warehou.se accommoda-
tion has been acquired, where ample stocks will be kept The
company ha.s issued a net list of general accessories (No. 122).

Messrs. H. L. N.^than. Ltd., 159, Great Charles Street,

Birmingham, have been appointed representatives for W,ar-

wickshire. Staffordshire. Shropshire, and Worcestershire for

the Wardle Engineering Co., Ltd.

The Delta Electrical and Engineering Co., Ltd., has
opened new works in Linacre Road, Litherland. near Liver-

pool, for electric lighting installation work, motor repairs,

armature winding. &c.

Mr. L. a. Booth, late manager of Messrs. Watson
"nd Mnrsb & Co.. Ltd.. ha.s commenced business .ns T/. .\.

Booth & Co.. electrical engineers and contractors, 10. North
End Road, Golders Green, in conjunction with Messrs. Win.
J. A. Keene, Titd.. builders and ''ontractors. of Palmer.'! Green
and Golders Green, Messrs. Booth have new and well

equipped showrooms.
I/ORival MANnFACTuniNO Co. (1921), Ltd.. now established

in -its new works at Southall. is plncing on the mnrket a
new" ernde of insulating materinl. We are informed that this
poBsesisefl all the properties of the firm's ordinary material
"to an intensified decree, nnd enables it to quote for all classes
.of monldincs. hrae and smnll. The firm emnloys two distinct
riroeesses, producing two different classes of material. The
§rst is a " casting " operation, particularly suitable for the

manufacture of large articles; the second is the usual " press-

ing " process, for the manufacture of a " filled " material.
It is the latter which is now being placed on the market.

Mr. Harold Peters, late of the G.E.C.. &c.. has commenced
business as an electrical factor under the name of Peters Elec-
tric Co., Central Buildings. .Abergele Road, Colwyn Bay, and
he desires to receive manufacturers' catalogues.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The B.E. Co. (of London and
BrR.MiNOHAM), Ltd., Hendon House, 57, Upper Thames
Street, E.C. 4.—An illustrated and priced leaflet advertising
" Beco " hand lamps.

Messrs. Crompton & Co., Ltd., Chelmsford.—Descriptive
List No. 605, giving an illustrated description of polyphase
self-starting synchronous motors (power factor 0.9 leading).

Messrs. Rich & Bundy, lla/13. New Road, Ponders End.
N.—An illustrated price hst of " Hot-Spot " boiling rings and
immersion heaters.

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.E.7.
" Transformer .Abstracts," No. 4.—The subject matter of this

brochure is a description of heat runs of oil-immersed trans-
formers under the following conditions : short circuit equiva-
lent run; "back-to-back" run; and delta/delta run.

Messrs. Rcston & Hornsby, Ltd., Lincoln.—A booklet
giving comparative costs of generating electricity by means
of coal and oil.

Messrs. Vincent Roberts & Co., Leeds.—Two pamphlets
reporting upon water sterilisation by electrolytic methods.
Mr. H. p. Girling, M.I.E.E., Muldon. Essex.—An illus-

trated catalogue advertising electrical plant, pumping equip-
ment, iron castings, wireless sets, &c.

The Edison 8w\n Electric Co., Itfd.. Ponders End. Middle-
sex. List No. T.T. 2'25.—A comprehensive catalogue of

"Ediswan " telephones and all accessories. Fully iljjistrated

and priced.

The General Electric Co., IjTD., Magnet House. Kingsway.
W.C. 2.—Leaflet O.S. '2544, giving illustrations and prices of
" Osram " axial-type lamps with onal reflectors.

Messrs. Meldrums. Ltd., Timperley, Manchester.—An
illustrated brochm-e explaining the advantages of "Meldrum"
forced draught furnaces.

Calendars and Almanacs.

—

The Hart AccrMCL.woR Co.,
Ltd., Stratford. London, E.15. has prepared a de.=k calendar
shaiied .so as to represent a number of Hart cells above a
framed set of monthly date cards.

Messrs. Stewart Thompson & Patrick, Ltd.. of Hart_
Street, Liverpool, have issued a taking little wall calendar
with monthly slips.

Messrs. G. N. Haden & Sons, Ltd., of London, have issued
a wall calendar for 1922. with twelve monthly and quarterly
date slips. A view of St. Paul's Cathedral is its pictorial

feature.

Book Notices.
—

" Report of the Royal Commission on the
matter of the Tniform Railway Gauge." Melbourne : A. J.

Mullett, for the Government of the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia.—This is a bulky report, with maps dealing with the
Commission's investigation into the most suitable railway
gauge for general adoption and the best methods of conver-
ting lines of other gauges. The gauge recommended is 4ft.

8i in.

Messrs. Benn Bros., I,td.. 8, Bouverie Street, E.0.4, have
sent us an advance spring list of technical, art, and general

books published by them, giving particulars of numerous;
works, several dealing with electricity and engineering.

" Switching Equipment for Power Control." bv S. n..

Haves. Pp. viii-l-463, figs. 275. liOndon : McGraw-Hill
Book Co. Price 20s. net.

" Failure of Metals under Internal and Prolonged Stress—

A

General Discussion."—Edited bv F. S. Spiers. London:
Faraday Society. Price 10s. 6d. net.

Cotalo«>ues Wanted.-Mr. Wm. Low, of 12. .Xbbey Walk
South. Halifax, asks for catalogues of electrical plant and
apparatus for all elas.ses of industrial and other installation

work.

The Burden of Heavy Taxation.—Almost ad vaiiscam.

bu.sine.ss niPii have been repeating for many mouths pa.st

that trade is haiidicap))ed by the burden of heavy taxation,

but it is doubtful whether the man in the .street—at any
rate in the streets outside the City—even yet fully reali.ses

how serious the handican is. Money that is wanted for the
development of business has to be handed over instead to the
tax-gatherer. Wor.se still, business men who are urgently

in need of capital to develop the industries (-f the ..country ari»

in many cases themselves comnelled to borrow on their

private account in order to pay their own income-tax. These
evils are happening at a time when the countrv is in greater

need of the spirit of enterprise for industrial development:
than it has been for decades past. If we are to recover our
trade prosperitv, if we are to reduce the vast volume of un-v

employment, it is essential that business men should bej
willing to launch out on enterprising developments of theiil

trade in all parts of the world, and that cannot be donej
unless they can obtain considerable sums of capital at a
reasonable cost-—Finonci'ol Times,
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Notice to Callers.—In the course of an article, entitled
" We See Them All," published in our issue of December
23rd, ly'Jl. the writer dealt with various types of travellers

and the consumption of other people's tune for vvhich they

were responsible when making calls. Even in editorial offices

it is not always easy to induce a visitor to be brief without

sacrificing effectiveness—the man who unist call on press day

is always a thorn in the editor's side. In some newspaper

offices the editor lives as near to heaven as he can, recog-

nising the merits of long stairways in liftless buildings, but

in commercial offices the traveller gets in, sometimes, " on

the ground floor," and we suppose it is there that those who
*'

.see them all " interview the diflerent types of travelhng

salesmen. All kinds of devices are employed for reducing

waste of time in undesired interviews. Some business men
have a gift for sjjeedily yet tactfully and courteously bidding a

caller good-day without offence—they quickly bring him to the

point and cover the necessai-y ei-o\md most expeditiously,

and travellers get accustomed to their ways. But not all are

so successful. an<l some call printeil nutirc... to their aid. This

is a good practice, ami crcalc.'> au ulmoopUere which im-
presses the visitor with the need for considering the value

of other people's time. For example, Messrs. Simplex' Con-
duits, Ltd., in their reception lobby at Garrison Lane,
Birmingham, display the business-like notice which they
enable us to reproduce here. The wording is admittedly

! somewhat terse, but it is hoped, at the same time, quite
respectful, for it has been their aim to attain compliance
with their main idea on the subject of interviews and yet

' eliminate any sense of disrespect or any other thing dis-

' courteous. .Judging from the attitude of the travellers who
call there this has been accomplished. We have seen many
kinds of notices placed in lobbies, .some good and some in-

different. The thing can, of com-.se like anything else, be
overdone, but when properly done the traveller soon gets

f
to understand that unless he exercises chscretion he may

I
spoil his chances by the display of excessive zeal.

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs.
E. L. Stevens & Champion will sell by auction on February
21st and following days, at Witton, at H.M. Rifle Factory,
Leach Street, and at the Post Office Stores, Birmingham,
machine tools, engineering and electrical plant, surplus tele-
graph and telephone and wireless material.

J
Burnley Corporation Electricity has for disposal one '2.50-kW

«j
triple expansion Bellis.s-Dirk. Kerr generating plant and one

<l Lancashire boiler with superfieater and Bennis stoker. (See
i our advertisement pages to-day).

! Electrical Installations in Sydney.—Towards the close of
' f vear the Sydney City Council, which has a .strong Labour

! \ majority, adopted a resolution making it compulsory
II electrical installations carrieil out in the city area to he
uted only by financial members of the E.T.U. of

' lalia. Great indignation was aroused among contractors
' consumers, who. while favouring a system of licensing

irenicn, objected tcj this luctliinl of .securing efficiency.

Local Hiectrical Exhihitiuns.— The Hackne\- Borough
' iiiicil has been reconnnendeii to hold an electrical exhibi-
tion, from April 24th to -iilth inclusive, at the King's Hall.
Hackney Baths. It is proposed to run the exhibition in con-

' junction with the Briti.sh Electrical Development .Association.

]

and it will deal primarily with the domestic uses of elec-
tricity. The exhibitors are to be manufacturers and whole-
salers of electrical goods. The estimated cost of the exhibi-
tion is i£.5.50.

The Hammersmith Electricity Committee has considered a
suggestion made by the electrical engineer to hold an eler-

'
tncal exhibition at an early date, and has decided to post-
pone the matter until early in tho autumn of this year.

New Belgian C'>mpany.— Les Entrcprises Electriques du
Sud de la rielgique is the title of a newly-formed company
at Brussels (Rue des Goujons il4), with a capital of lUO.lKX.) fr.

for the pmchase, sale or installation of electrical material and
apparatus.

Brazilian Centenary Exhibition.—On December 28th the
Prefect of Rio de Janeiro laid the foundation stone of the
pavilion, which is being built for the accommodation of British
exhibits at the Brazilian Centenary Exhibition, which is to
be held from September 7th to December 31st, I'J'i-J. The
exhibition, which will be universal and international, is being
organised by the Brazilian Government in connection with
the celebration of the Centenary of Brazilian Independence.
Invitations to participate have been accepted by most of the
leading powers, and our chief competitors in the Brazilian
market are making great efforts to further their interests
by taking full advantage of the opportunity which the ex-
hibition offers for trade propaganda and advertisement. The
United States of America have voted a million dollars for
official participation, while the Belgian Government, in addi-
tion to a National Pavilion, intends to build an exhibiting
hall with an area of TO.CKXI sq. ft., and there is every indica-
tion that other countiies intend to lie very strongly repre-
sented. In view of the activities of other countries it is
essential that the British section should be thoroughly repre-
sentative. While it is true that the present state of Brazihan
exchange militates against the hope of immediate business on
d large scale, it is akso true that the Brazilian market possesses
many special attractions for British traders and should not
be ignored. There can be no doubt that the Brazilian people
are strongly predisposed in favour of British firms and. British
goods, the reputation of both .standing even higher than before
by rea.son of the contrast with the quality of the goods and the
methods of other nations who took advantage of the war to
exploit the Brazilian jnarket. .\n indication of this strong
pro-British sentiment may be found in the fact that although
financial stringency prevents this country from participating
on such a lavish .scale as certain other nations, it has neverthe-
less been allotted the best site in the whole exhibition area.
The British section has received not only the moral support of
.Anglo-Brazilian commercial interests but also substantial
financial assistance. A committee, of which Mr. Lionel de
Rothschild is chairman, w-as formed to co-operate with the
Department of Overseas Trade, and has collected funds which
w-ill defray nearly half of the cost of this country's participa-
tion. Full particulars regarding rates for spaee. A-c. &c., can
lie obtained from the Department of Overseas Trade.

^

Chinese Notes.—Merchants at .Sinshihchen, Kashing,
Chekiang. have established an electric plant under the name
of " Chen Sin Electric Light Co.." with a capital of '2.5,()0(»

dols. Machinery has alreadv arrived and suhseribers total
over 400.

Electricity development on a large scale is reported in
Pukien. The following are recent promoters of electric light
companies: \Vu Shih-hwang, Tungan; Chen Chen-sin, Kien-
>Ting; Lin Kien-tsing, Yungtai. There are also numerous
other activities on a smaller .scale.

The Chung Hsin Telephone Co., of Kiahsin, Chekiang. has
l>een registered by the Ministry of .Agriculture and- Conunercc.
The T.silu Electric Co.. organised by Ma Wei-chia, has

been granted registration bv the Ministry of Conuiiunic"tioi's.
Chung Yang-yi and others have organised the Ever Bright

Electric Co. in Chang Hsin, Chekiang. Mr. W'ang Yu-puh,
formerly manager of the Wuhsin Electric Co., in W'uchow,
i.<5 manager. Its buildings are now under construction, and
will be completed about .April, lO'li.

Electric Trucks in Australia.—Electric industrial trucks
are now being manufactured in -Australia, states the Indus-
trial Australian. A Melbourne firm is the pioneer of this
industry, and has secured a contra<;t from the Victorian Rail-
ways Department. W^ith the exception of the battery every
portion of the truck will be made in the Commonwealth.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

The Selling of Electrical Appliances.—()\\ inti to i)ressur(>

upon our space this week our report of the third of the
E.D..A. series of .salesmanship c-onferences, held on Friday
last, is held over until our next issue.

Direct Measurement of k'V.A.—In a, letter to the Electrical
\cu-s. Mr. S. L. B. Lines points out that the Lincoln Meter
Co., Ltd., of Toronto, has recently developed a small trans-
former which, if attached to the " lyincoln " demand meter.
causes the latter to read kilovolt-amperes between certain

limit* of power fa<;t<)r; two .sets of taps are provided on the
transformer, one covering the range from 60 to 9(1 per cent,

p.f. and the other from 43 to 75 jier cent., within '2 pi-r

( ent. accuracy. It is therefore apparent that an instrument
is now available that will measure directly the kilovolt-aniperes
in a circuit.

Reported Large Contract for Manchester.—Tho Maitchc.^-

frr Giinrdiaii of Wednesday statr'd that it wa? reported i"

Sheffield that Metropolitan-Vickers. Ltd.. " who have full

control of Vickers's electrical department at Sheffield and
elsewhere, have secured, in the face of keen competition, an
electrical contract in South Africa of the value of fl.rKTO.OOO.

This department of Mes.srs. Vickers has been very succesfiful

in securing contracts over a long period. German Qrins made
a vigorous effort to secure tho busjiiCBS."
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Correction.—In the ironclad cut-out advertisement of

Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., appear-

ing in the Electrical Review for January 20th, p. xvii, the

first paragraph is printed incorrectly. It should read as

follows :

—
" An original arrangement for taking off four 10/1.5-

amp. SdO-voH services from three-core cable," not " for taking

off four 20/30-amp.," &c.

Secession from Industrial Councils.—The Redditch
U.D.C. has decided to discontinue its membership of District

Industrial Council No. 5 (West Midlands area), and the

National Joint Board of Employers and Members of Staff

(Electricity Supply Industry) at the end of the current year.

The Birmingham Fair.—.\t the Birmingham Fair, which
is to be held at Castle Bromwich from February '27th to March
10th, the following concerns, amongst many others, will be
exhibiting their manufactures:—

Alldavs & Onions. I

The Aqua Electric (

Armstrong. Stevens
VV. & T. Avery, Ll

William Beardmore
Best & Lloyd, Ltd.

T. Bolton & Sons,

W. Canning & Co..
Consolidated Pneun

& Son, Lid.

Ltd.
Ltd.Crossley Bi

H. Si T. Danks (Neth
Ebonestos I

Electrical Power Engin
(Birmingham), Ltd.

Electro-Mechanical Brak
Evered & Co., Ltd.
Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd.
Federation of British I

Fielding & Piatt, Ltd.

Foster Engineering Co.,

Fuller's United Electr

Engii

Charles joyner & Co.,
W. McGeoch & Co.,'l
National Gas Engine

N'eale Magnet Con^.

Ltd.

Ltd
Electric Welding Co..

Ge
Ltd.

nt & Co., Ltd.

Rawlplug Co., Ltd.

A. Reyrolle & Co., Ltd.
Sceando Lamp Co.. Ltd.

David Shanks & Co., Ltd.
Sperrvn & Co., Ltd.

J. B. Stone & Co.. Ltd.

Tangves, Ltd.

J. H'. Tucker & Co., Ll.l.

Henry Wiggin & Co., Ltd.

Boiler Contracts.—We are informed that orders have re-

cently been received by the Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd., from
municipal, colliery and industrial authorities, comprising
sixteen boilers, having a total heating surface of 123,954 sq.

feet.

An Overworked Iron.—The Cable .Accessories Co.. I^Ul.,

has handed us a copy of a letter which it has received from
a Hanley client. It reads as follows:—

" I have returned to you to-day per post one Revo electric

iron which I supphed to a customer on December 16th, 19'20.

The iron is a 100-volt one. It has been in use since this date on
a 2()0-volt circuit, and has now burned out. The failure appears
to have been in the mica insulation, and not in the element
itself. I have supplied my customer with a new iron, as 1

thought it might interest you to see this one, which is cer-

tainly a good testimonial to the capabilities of the Revo iron."
It will be seen that the heat generated in this iron must

have been four times the normal value. " Some " iron!

Applications for British Trade=Marks.—Appended is a
summary of the recent applications for British trade-marks in

respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

trical trades and industries :
—

Crane (design). No. 417,4'23. Class C. Electric cranes,
hoists, runways, and like machinery. G. H. Heywood & Co.,
Ltd.. Station Road, Reddish, near Stockport. August 8th,
1921.

Radic. No. 418,920. Class IS. Electrically-heated vul-
canising apparatus. Harvey Frost & Co., Ltd., 148-150,
Great Portland Street, London, W. Sentember '27th, 1921.

Emeralite. No. 417.897. Class 13. Electric lamps (ordin-
ary), &c. H. G. McFaddin & Co., 38, Warren Street, New-
York. U.S.A. August 23rd, 1921.
Chnpman X (lettering and de.sign). No. 4'30,.5'27. Class

13. Snarking plugs. Champion Spark Plug Co., of Canada,
]4Hi. Howard .Avenue, Windsor. Ont. November 14th. 1921

Flc-hnntide. No. 4''>0,'244. Class .50. Electrical insulnting
mnterials. B. S. & W. Whiteley, Ltd., Pool Paper Mills,
Otl.'v Road, Pool, near Leeds. November 5th, 1921.
Semaohite. No. 4'20,.370. Class 50. Insulating material

for electric cables. Johnson & Phillips, \Ad.. Victoria Works,
Victoria Road, Charlton. S.E. November 9th. 1921.

The Landini; of German Engineers in Australia.—.\

Renter dispatch from Melbourne refers to the controversy
concerning the admission to .Australia of the German engi-
neers to supervise the erection of briquetting machinerv at
*'ip .Morwell brown coal mines. The Conimnn wealth
Government believes that the briquetting industry is carried
on extensively in .America, and that the required engineering
experts could have been obtained from .America instead of
from .in ex-enemy country. Mr. Lawson (the Premier of
Victoria), has requested Mr. Hughes to reconsider his de-
cision, and the Victorian Attornev-General says it was impos-
sible tr, obtain the briquetting plant from any other countrv
than Germany, and that in tbp meantime the whole scheme
is being endangered by the Federal Government's action.

Unemployment—The latest statistics of unemplovment
published by the Ministry of Labour are not encouraging:
n furthpr increase is shown. On January.10th the total was
1.933,400. as against 1,885,743 a week previous to that date.

There was, however, a decrease of about 11.000 in the number
of persons working short time and receiving insurance beneht.

The French Electrical Industry.—M. Pierre .Azaria,

deputy manager of the Corapagnie Generale d'Electncite,

speaking at tbe recent annual meeting, expressed the opinion

Inat the general crisis was dinani.shmg. but it would be long

before it disappeared. Reviewing the various industries in

wluch tne company was interested, he stated that tUe supply
undertakings, which still formed the base of the company
ueie now m a .satislactory situation notwith^^taninog tn

crisis which affected most of their customers. This improv.

nient was due to the reductions etfected in the capital as wimi

as to the introduction, which had at last been authorised,

of the economic index in the calculation of the sale prices for

energy. The striking demonstration of the utility, nay, even
the necessity, of great undertakings for the distribution of

electrical energy, had penetrated the minds of manufac-
turers, of whom they had become the precious auxiliaries.

Gn the other hand, the .second group lorming part of the

company's interests—the metallurgy of copper and its alloys

—

was fully affected by the crisis. The industry was woruing
at an average coefficient of 50 per cent. : it suffered in the

first place from the consequences of the instability in the

exchange, since the raw material had to be obtained frcra

countries with a high exchange. .As a result it was unable
t« profit but very relatively from the depreciation ot the

franc. Concerning the group of the company's own manu-
factures, the speaker remarked that these felt the effects of

the atrophy in business, but the readjustment of the con-

ditions of manufacturing had prepared the company for a
revival in trade.

French Electro=Metallurgical Amalgamation.—The share-

holders in the Societe d'Electro-Chimie et d'Electro

Metallurgie and in the Societ;' ties Forges et .Acieries Elec-

triques Paul Girod have just met in extraordinary meetings
and approved in principle a scheme of amalgamation under
which the former will absorb the latter by the issue of new
shares for the purpose of interchange. .At the meeting of

the Societe d'Electro-Chimie a report was presented stating

that the proposed fusion would meet a real need, as the

company would otherwise have h^"! to establish new hydro-
electric works in the vicinity of Moutiers at an expenditure
of '20.000.000 fr. The necessary power, however, would now
be rendered available by the union with the Girod company.

Porcelain for German Electrical Work.—The demand for

porcelain in Genuany is stated to continue very brisk,

although indications of a falling off are beginning to mani-
fest themselves. In tiigh-pre.ssuie articles and puiicheu por-

celain in particular the demand has greatly decreased in the

past few weeks. Nevertheless, the works in general are

still well supplied with orders, although competition in low-

pres.sure insulators has" caused prices to fall to a level which
leaves much to be desired.

The B.E.A.M.A. Technical Cable Code.—We have re-

ceived a prospectus of this code, which has been compiled b.\

Mr. John F. Shiplev, M.I.E.E., and will be ready on February
6th.

Electric Vehicles in New Zealand.—During the nine

months ending September last '2(3 electric motor vehich
valued at £'10. .587, were imported into New Zealand. All bul

one of the vehicles were of -American construction.

The Japanese Commercial Mission..— In connection with

the visit of the Japanese Commercial Mission to Edinburrf
on January 14th, the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce mad*
arrangements for a visit to the electrical engineering works

of Messrs. Bruce Peebles & Co.. Ltd. On their arrival a'

the works the party split up into three sections, eaci

.st^ctinn starting from a different point to avoid confnsior

in the works. Con.siderable interest was shown at the araoujl

of work at present going through the shops for .lapan. includ

ing Peeble.s-la-Cour motor converters and quite a nunibe."

(if inducTion motors (for the Imperial Japane.=e Navy and th'

Kure Naval .Arsenal). .At the conclu.sion of the visit th'

whole party were addressed by Sir John Cowan (chairmai

of the company).

Public Works in Batavia.—Tbe Commercial Secretary a
Batavia has notified the Department fif (_>yerseas Trade b>

cable that the Public Works Denarlment ha.s oHiciall}

announced that all work temp'^rarily si..-ipeuded for reaaODi

of economy is to be resumed immediately. The resumptlQI

of this work loreshadows a considerable demand for con
structiona! material and engineering accessories. In the

of contracts for materi.^l for public works, dredcing pla

cables, constructional iron and steel, and the like, ITnifl

Kingdom firm< niav lodge tende--s -vitli tb" Colonial Office 1

the Hague without the necessity for local rerresentation
Holland.

"

J

I

New French Companv.—T,e Materiel de Cablerie is tni

style of a company which has been formed for the manu
facture of and trade in articles and machines used in th'

making of electric conductors. Its offices are at 74, Rue St

T-.-ir". Pari- and its capital is fixed at 'iJO.OOO fr.. sul

scribed in coin.
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Non-Manual Workers.—A deputation from the National
Federation of Professional, Technical, Administrative, and

I

Supervisory Workers met representatives of the Cabinet Un-
eiuployment Committee at the Ministry of Labom' on January
ISth. It was introduced by Mr. William Graham, M.P., the
Paiiiamentary adviser to the Federation.
According to the secretary of the i'ederation, the Ministry

IS " giving favourable consideration to the representations
made on behalf of non-manual workers."

—

The Times.

Gifts to Birmingham University.—The Council of the
T'luversity of Bu-mingham, in a reisort to the Court of
Gi'\ernors. makes acknowledgment of the following gifts:
The Watford Electric & Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., per
Messrs. Hunter, Ogle & Co., an automatic Watford motor
starter; Messrs. Donovan & Co., distribution board; Mr.
George Ellison, circuit relay, motor starter, and circuit
breaker; and Dr. Ratcliffe, wireless apparatus.

Tile Joiiannesburg Strilie—The latest available informa-
tion from the Rand indicates that the strike of miners
continues. It was announced on Jan. 19th that an agree-
ment had been reached so far as the coal miners were con-
cerned, but that these men would not return until the gold
miners' demands had been conceded. Messages dated Jan-
uary ilst showed that the supply of coal w'as running low
and that the Johannesburg electric tramways had been shut
down. On this date the statement regarding agreement with
the coal miners was contradicted, it being reported that the
men had put forward further demands. Renter reports that
a political character has been given to the strike by Nation-
ali.st leaders, who urge the nationalisation of the mines and
the ousting of the Smuts Goverament.

.\ conference was .sitting to endeavour to reach agreement,
but some of the proposals put forward by the Chamber of
Mines proved unacceptable to a section of the miners. Tlie
Financial Times' correspondent at Johannesburg wired on
January 23rd that it seemed probable that dismissal notices
would be suspended and a referendum of the strikers fallen.

Receiver Appointed.—Simoon Engineering Co., Ltd., manu-
facturing electrical and mechanical engineers, Bramber Road,
West Kensington, London, W.14.—This company announces
that, owing to the protracted trade depression and consequent
financial difficulties, the bank as debenture-holder, has
appointed a receiver and manager. The board has con-
sidered a scheme of arrangement which will enable the com-
pany to carry on until trade becomes normal, and as soon as

the accounts have been prepared a meeting of creditors will

be called to consider the scheme.

Bulgarian Railway Requirements.—The former American
Senator. Mr. Hollis, has recently been' in Sofia, and, as chair-

man of the American coniinittee of liquidation entrusted with
the disposal of stocks left over from the war—such as loco-

motives, wagons, rails, &c.—has resumed his overtures to

the Bulgarian authorities for the supply of railway material.

The Minister of Railways (M. Manoloff) in the course of

an interview with a local Bulgarian newspaper, stated that
for certain tenders, such as for the supply of telephone cable,

for example, there are not many competitors. The continual

fluctuations of the exchanges with the different countries,

the variations in wages, the tendency of the Germans—the
chief purveyors to Bulgaria thus far—to sell against iYench
or Belgian francs, or dollars, are the causes why firms abstain
from taking part in adjudications. Thus, in the matter of

the tender for the supjily of 4(Ht.0O0 kilos, of cable, the adjudi-

cation could not be can'ied out, as only one firm tendered.

According to a statement in the Press, attributed to Mr.
Hollis, the latter is endeavouring to establish factories in

Bulgaria for the production of electrical machinery. Another
scheme is said to intere.st Mr. Hollis : an electric railway

between Sofia and Kavala, on the Aegean, through the
Krasna Pass.

—

Reuter's Trade Service.

New Electrical Industrial Society for Glasgow.—.A meet-
ing, under the auspices of the Glasgow Branch of the Elec-

trical Contractors' Association for Scotland, was held in the
Ca'Doro Restaurant, Union Street, filasgow, on January
]8th. Mr. R. A. Vie (chairman of the Glasgow Branch of

the Electrical Contractors Association), presiding. There was
a large attendance representative of supply authorities, manu-
facturers, factors, consulting engineers, and associated and
non-as.sociated contractors. The chairman explained that the

meeting had been called with the view to inaugurating an
electrical society which would be representative of the various

caUings constituting the electrical industry. The feeling was
expressed that the lack of cohesion of effort on the part of

those engaged in the trade was retarding progress generally,

and while they, as engineers, recogni.sed the T.E.R. as their

parent Institution, some means of meeting under less formal

conditions was called for. The proposal to form such n

society was agreed to unanimously, and a committee was
formed to frame a constitution and report at the next meet-

ing, to be held in February. .-\ paper dealing with " The
Outlook in the Electrical Industry in Glasgow." prepared by

Mr. R. B. Mitchell, engineer and manager of the Glasgow
Corporation Electricity Department, was read in Mr.

Mitchell's absence, by Mr. G. Morgan, deputy engineer and

manager of the Glasgow undertaking. The paper was keenly

appreciated and an interesting discussion ensuea.

The Engineering Trade Situation.—Mr. Thomas W.
How, M.Inst.Mech.E., Chairman of the Engineering Section
of the London Chamber of Commerce, reviews the present
engineering position in the Chamber of Commerce Journal.
We quote ;

—
" He would be a bold man who could claim, and establish

his contention, that the year 1921 has been fruitful in re-

munerative business, or even encouraging in prospect for the
near future so far as the engineering industry is concerned.
The larger combinations have felt the frost, and in some cases
are carrying on and replenishing stocks to keep sections of
their works open for the employment of their labour in order
to avoid swelling the ranks of the unemployed. The smaller
concerns with Limited capital and resources are in a much
worse plight, and may be said to be living from hand to mouth
and keep going somehow in the constant hope of a turn in
the tide.

" Competition for any work in sight has become exceedingly
keen, and tirms who in pre-war days would have turned over
small inquiries to the smaller firms are now only too ready to

compete for the modest prize w hicli offers. ^^ ith the excep-
tion of one or two large contracts for Colonial extensions, orders
of magnitude have been conspicuous by their absence during
the year, and in several instances important foreign contracts
in progress have been suspended for a time at the request of

the Governments concerned owing to financial stress.
" It is difficult under such circumstances to preserve the opti-

mistic tone and to believe in an early revival. Yet there are

indications that we have touched bottom and that the tide

has now turned. The engineering trade is at last beginning
slowly to emerge from what has probably been the gravest
crisis in its history, and the plans for develoiiment of the
Crown Colonies and Dependencies, and other Government
projects for the reUef of unemployment, should result in

giving an impetus to ti'ade and help to restore confidence.

It is a more hopeful sign that business should revive gradually
rather than by a sudden boom, which probably would be
shortlived and make things worse,

" The necessity for a reduction in prices and in costs of

manufacture has been borne in upon the manufacturing com-
munity, with the result that prices have dropped and must
continue to drop, since buyers are waiting upon a falling

market, and are holding up their orders in the hope of making
better terms.

" There is a general feeling of hopefulness now abroad that
with the new year the flow of business will continue to im-
prove, and if this spirit of confidence can be maintained and
is justified by encouraging results, even to a limited extent,

and provided there is no setback by labour unrest, there should
be a marked and permanent improvement in trade generally,

wrhich will rapidly extend itself, so that the present year may
prove to be the beginning of a return to more prosperous days,

from which the engineering industry should not be slow to

derive the full benefit."

Electrical Plant in South Africa.

—

The British and South
African Export Gazette says that there is no doubt that a real
" machniery age " is in being in Rhodesia. In particular, the

very keenest interest is being exercised in electric light and
power plant, and it is expected that now Bulawayo. Salisbury

and Gatooma have given a lead in promoting new town-Ught-

ing schemes, there w'ill be others to follow their example.
Even without further large municipal contracts, however, the

market for fittings, lamps, A-c, is a valuable one, and the pur-

chases of electrical machinery and material, which in the first

eight months of last year amounted to f67,434, as compared
vtith f45,483 for the same period in 19-20, will be more exten-

sive than ever in 1922. In this connection as well, of course,

the adaptation of factory plant using electric power must be

taken into reckoning, and, although as yet no great strides in

general manufacturing activities are being made, the openings

for flour-milling plant and machinery used in the production of

articles of food and drink are increasing in number and value.

Taxation and Trade.—Mr. Ed. C". de Segundo, in a letter

to The Tiwcn Trade Supplement, gives a brief critical review

of the present situation regarding taxation, trade, and unem-
ployment. He .says :

" Only by the re-estabishment of our

foreign trade can we hope to persist as a nation. To bring

this about we must produce the commodities our foreign cus-

tomers want at a co.st that will enable us to offer our goods

in the international market at a price comparing favourably

with that at which such goods are offered by our competitors.

This involves the expansion of existing and the exploration of

new P''enues of trade arid industry, and. in a pa'amount de-

gree, the adoption of all measures calculated to increase the

efficiency of our commercial and industrial methods. But
researches into and the neces,sary trials of new processes or

methods are clearly of a speculative nature. Hitherto the

means of embarking upon such legitimate and necessary risks

has been provided out of .savings—either those of a business

undertaking or those of the individual. Under existing con-

ditions of taxation, firms or companies cannot, and indi-

viduals win not. provide the required means. What induce-

ment is there for a man who has saved or inherited money
to adventure it in anything not "a going concern "? If it

he unsuccessful he bears the whole loss; if it be successful

he is mulct in up to 60 per cent.—perhaps more—of his return.

He naturally says :
' I may as well play for nowt as work
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lor nowt," and puts his money into War Loan or other

oovernment loans. A Government, however, does not earn

money;- it merely spends or distributes money, and is generally

lavish in the exercise of this function. Thus the taxation of

the nation lincludinfi our ' prudent inve-stor hhnseit) has

to be increased in order to provide the interest on his ' safe
'

investment. The inordinately high tax on income and profits

is kiUing the exercise of initiative and enterprise whei'pby

new opportunities for trade and industrial activity can alone

be created and the spectre of unemploynient laid. The
Government has adopted a convenient- and temporarily

effective—method of paying the nation's bill, but it is analo-

gous to taking bricks from the foundation of a house witn
which to repair the chimney stacks. The occupant, seeing

what is going on, will—if he is able—make preparations while

there is yet time to seek fresh fields and pastures new."

New Indian Company.—A Reuter dispatch from Bom-
bay states that a company has been floated with a capital

of five lacs of rupees for the supply of electricity within the
Municipality of Navasjiri (B.B. & C.I. Rly.) and the adjoin-

ing area. Engines, generators, switchgear, &c., will be
required.

The Copper Market.—.\ Reuter dispatch from Adelaide
states that the Wallarof) Mining Co. is suspending operations

owing to the continued depression in the copper market.

Lead.—Messrs. James Forster & Co. report under date
January 21st :

" The outlook is obscure, but, given the same
average monthly consumption as that we have had during the
last twelve months, prices should tend to become .steady at

round about present levels. On the other hand, with the
resumption of supplies from Spain, or a better trade demand,
this position might change very rapidly."

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.

—

Dandexong (Vic.).—In view of the fact that the
Victorian Electricity Commissioners are erectmg a transmis-
sion hne from Mordialloc, tnrough iJandenong, to Irankston
and Mornington, and pending the completion of the Morwell
scheme, and that power will be purchased from the Melbourne
Electric Supply Co. at Mordialloc. and transmitted to the
various other centres, the Dandenong Council has decided to

sell its electric generating plant at present installed, and
change over from direct current to alterating current.

—

Tenders.
Prospect and Sherwood (N.S.W.).—The electric lighting

scheme proposed for the municipality of Prospect and Sher-
wood. N.S.vV., is estimated to cost £%.0W, and the Council
is now taking steps to raise a loan to carry out the project.

Power will be obtained in bulk from the Sydney City Council.
•

—

Tenders.

Manly (N.S.W.).—The Attorney-General, acting on the
relation of about 40 electric-power consumers of Manly, re-

cently served upon the Municipal Council a statement of claim
in connection with the proposed conversion from direct to

alternating current. The action was based upon an alleged

defect in the Council's authority to borrow money for the
purchase of the business of the Manly Electric Light Co., in-

asmuch as the Governor's approval read :

—
" Purpose : Pur-

chase of buildings, jjlant, &c.. of the Manly Electric Supply
Co. Ltd., and additions and alterations thereto." It was con-
tended that there was no authority to change from direct to

alternating current.

—

Sydney Morning Herald.

Acerington.—Loan Sanctioned.—After considerable negotia-
tions the Electricity Commissioners have granted power to the
Acerington Corporation to borrow the sum of f100,000 for
additional plant at its electricity station, which has been
urgently required for a considerable time. It is understood
that these jxiwers are not contingent upon the laying of an
electric cable between Blackburn and Acerington. as the
Commissioners recommended a short time ago.

Bridgend.

—

Loan.—Tlie L'rban District Council has decided
to apply to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to a
loan of £6,400 for ext.ensions to existing plant.

British Guiana.

—

Hydro-electric Survey.—.\ correspon-
dent of the Times Trade Supplement reports that the Governor
of British Guiana recently intimated that the Government in-

tended to aek for a vote to carry out a contour survey of the
colony above the Great Falls on the Demerara River to decide
whether or not a reservoir lake could be established to enable
a good permanent head to be maintained for hydro-electric
works. The Governor stated that it was not likely that the
colony would undertake the construction of hydro-electric
works out of its own funds, but capitalists in Great Britain
would be disposed to do so once they were satisfied that they
would find a market for hydro-electric power if it were pro-
vided. To ensure this it would be necessary that they should
have concessions over large areas of land which they could

open up and develop themselves. This would, how-ever, de-

pend upon their being able to introduce the necessary popu-
lation.

Barrow-in-Furness.

—

Concessions for Unemployed.—The
Corporation General Purposes Committee has passed a resolu-
tion recommending to the Electricity Committee that in cases
where domestic us(»rs of electricity titate that they are unable
to pay their accounts, owing to unemployment, the ca.ses b.-

investigated, and. where it is found that enforced payment
or cutting off the supply would cau.se hard.ship. the borough
treasurer be instructed not to cut off the supply during the
current quarter.

Canada.—Winnipeg Hydro-Electric Survey.—The Elec-
trical News reiKjrts that the Winnipeg Hydi-o-Electric System
authorities are carrying out a survey of the Slave Falls.
Manitoba. The site is about 4^ miles from an existing
plant at Point du Bois. and any future station will be designed
to work in conjunction with this plant. It is estimated that
for every 1 h.p. generated at Slave Falls there should be 1.7.5

h.p. at Point du Bois. The .survey is exijected to occupy two
or three years. I'he combination of the existing and projected
stations js expected to result in a development of 170,00(J h.p.

Cannock.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have approved of a loan of A'at),7Cii for carrying out the
scheme for the supply of electricity in the district. AppUca-
tions having been received for the supply of electricity to the
Brereton and Cannock Chase Collieries in the area of the
Lichfield Rural Council, the Cannock Urban Council has
decided to apply to the Commissioners and the Ministry of

TVansport for an Order or Orders authorising the Council to

supply electricity to the collieries mentioned.

Continental.—Germany.—The power station at Zschornewitz
claftns to have set up a world's record by a daily output of

"2,407,000 kWh. This result has been successivelv achieved, the
October output having been 'i.'JOO.WjO kWh. The Elektrowerke
Aktieu Geseli.schaft, which owns the Zschornewitz station,

now supplies 10 per cent, of the electricity dehvered by all

the pubUc power stations in Germany. Three-fourths of the
electricity consumed in the Berlin municipal area and half
of that consumed in Leipzig is supplied by this company.
The large power station in course of building at Bohlen. near

Leipzig, planned for an output of 1.2 million kW. is to be
so linked with the Walchensee power station that when
the water level is high the latter may be able to transmit
energy into Saxony, while, during unfavourable states of

water-level, the former may come to the help of the Wal-
chensee station.

iTALY.^By a Royal Decree the provinces of Venice, Trevisp,

Belluno, Padua, Rovigo, Vicenza, and Penara are authorised
to form a company to provide and use hydi-o-electric power
from the basins of lUe Brenta and the Piave, and their feeders,

as well as from other watercourses of the provinces. I'he

powers conferred comprise not only the construction and
equipment of works and generation and distribution of elec-

rticity, but also its acquisition from third parties. Irrigation ^
and navigation schemes are not excluded from its operations.

The company's capital, subscribed by the provinces interested,

is unhmited, but must be repaid within -50 years. Bonds may
be issued. The company is under the supervision of the
Ministry of Public W orks.

.\n official report on the economic situation in Venezia
Tridentina gives the following account of the hydro-electric

industry there :—The whole of this region is fairly rich in

water-power. The biggest establishment is that on the Sarca
belonging to the .\zienda Elettrica Autononia del Municipio
di TYento. It generates 15.000 h-p.. which in a year will be
increasi^d to 3.0.(K)ll. .'Vnother plant is that on the Penale,
which utilises the big fall issuing from the Lago di Ledro and
falling into the Lago di Garda. This plant was destroyed
during the war and has not been reconstructed, but a recent
agreement come to between the municipalities of Rovereto and
Riva and the Provinces of Mantova and Verona will enable
its reconstruction with an output of 4I).000 h.p. I'he SocietA

Elettrica Trentina has an installation in the Val di I'iemiue
on the Avisio, with a capacity of 8.(KI0 h.p. The plant is being
reconstructed to serve the Predazzo mine field. The Soc ieti

Elettrica Trentina is planning to raise the power of the plant

on the Avisio to 70,(XK) h.p. by means of three new fails along
the course of the river. Lastly, there is a small plant situated

on the Novella in the upper .\naunia Vallev, now equal to

1,600 h.p.. but shortly to be rai.^ed to 4.(X)0 h.p.. and a plant
of the " Etsch Werke " at Toll in the Valle Vcnosta with an
output of 40.000 h.p.

Conway.

—

Electricitv Supply.—Tlie Town Conneil ha9>'

entered into an agreement with the North Wales Power Cd.
for a supply of electricity to the town. The estimated cost

of erecting overhead transmission lines and installing trans-

formers and switchgear. etc., is £10,000, and the Council is

prepared to lend that amount to the company, to be repaid,

,

with interest, in 25 years. The Council has also agreed to

take a minimum supply of electricity of 320,000 units per
annum at lid. per unit, and steps are being taker to canvass
for consumers.
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Douglas (I. of M.)-

—

New Power Station.—The Electricity

Committee has discussed with Mr. Dykes, the engineer to

tlif electrical undertaking, various sites for the new electricity

undertaking, and has recommended one near North Quay.
llie proposed site is in the centre of the district where the
uiMst power would be required

l:lectricit> District.—North-West MiDL.^.NDS.— The Elec
iM(itv (oiiinnssiiiiieis give notice that they will hold a local

iiiijuiiy ni the ('mined ('hiuuber. Town Hail. Wolverhampton,
ou February :21st, Jy'i'2, at lOM) a.m. and on following days
with reference to the area to be included in the proposed

. district and to consider a scheme which has been submitted
\-y the Conference of Authorised Undertakers for the estab-
lishment of a Joint Electricity Authority.

Ireland.—Water Power Resources.—The Council of the
P,oyal Dublin Society has appointed the following committee
to deal with the question of the water resoiu'ces of Ireland
and to take any steps considered advisable to help in their
di'velopiuent :—Sir .John P. Clrittith, Viscount Pouerscourt.
tlie Plight Hon. Frederick Wrench, Professor P. F. Purcell.
Professor F. E. Flackett, and Messrs. Geo. Fletcher, John
Good, and E. Anderson. The committee has been requested to
report on the subject at an early date.

Jersey.—Electricity Supply.—The States Assembly has
under consideration a propositi for the erection of a power
station for the supply of electricity to the i.slaiid. 'Die scheme
is to l>e cairied out tree of cost to the island.

Kilmarnock.—Year's Working.—The total revenue of the
Eleilricity Department (engineer, Mr. W. C. Bexon) for the
xear ended May 1.5th last amounted to ±'l-2o,101, as compared
w ith .i'7S,94.5 in the preceding year. Working expenses
totalli'cl i'iy.-Jil. as against £.56,4'21. leaving a gross profit of
£:i-i:.m (i"2-2,.V24). The net result was a profit of jgo.aSS, a
considerable increase upon the iirevious year's profit of ^961.
The number of units sold rose from 13,49.5,483 to lti.777..38«.

Liverpool.—Agreement Signed.—The agreement between
the Liverpool and Bootle Corporations for the acquisition of

Bootle electric undertaking by Liverpool was signed and sealed
last week. It comes into force on April 1st, and the transfer
will be completed by July 1st.

•London.—St. Pancras.—The Borough Council has received
the sanction of the Electricity Conunissioners to loans of

i'13,;i42 and £14,3U0 for mercury vapour rectifiers and build-

ing purposes respectively.

Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee recommends the
expenditure of £50U upon an exijeriment in the wiring of small
property. A specimen street is to be selected where there are
at present no mains. Consumers will guarantee a minimum
payment, and it is hoped by this means to encourage the use
of electricity for domestic purposes.
H.^ckney.—The accounts of the Electricity Department

(engineer, Mr. h. L. Robinson) for the year ended March 31st
last showed a. total revenue of i:].58,8tti, as compared with
£118,572 in the preceding year. Working expenditure
amounted to £'100,6-51, as against £70,163, leaving a gro.ss

profit of £.58,105 ((£4'2,409). The net result after payment of

capital charges was a profit of £13,170, a considerable increase
upon the 1919-20 figure—£2,754. There was a profit of £780
on the Sales Department, which was a decrease from the last

year's profit £2,034. The nuinljer of units sold rose from
14,774.198 to 17.439,387. With the accounts appears a table
comparing the Hackney undertaking with the undertakings
of seven other- London municipalities. FVom this it is seen
that although the Hackney load factor is not so high as most
of the others, the working costs are the lowest—1.32d. per
unit sold. The fuel cost per unit is also the lowest, and
labour and management expen.ses compare very favourably
with those of the other stations given.

Oswestry.—Proposed Increased Charges.—The Electric

Lighting Co. has applied to the Electricity Commissioners for

sanction to increase the charge for electricity from 8d. to

Is. 3d. per unit.

Porthcawl.—Electricity Supply Scheme.—^The Urban Dis-

trict Council is taking steps to obtain a special order for

lighting the town by electricity.

Preston.—New Power Station.—Tlie Electricity Commit-
tee has recommended the erection of the new power station

on the south side of the Ribble. It is propo.sed to install two
10.000-kW turbo-generators at an e.stimated cost of £420.000,
and application is to be made to the Electricity Com-
missioners for the requisite borrowing powers. The Commit-
tee has also agreed to the Preston and Blackburn stations

being connected by a duplicate main at an estimated cost of

£138.(XX). the cost- to be borne by the two authorities in equal
shares, subject to satisfactory arrangement-s being made be-

tween the town authorities regarding financial and other
matters in connection with linking up the two towns.

Extension of Ti.me Limit.—The Electricity Committee has
decided to recommend that the time limit for the purchase of

the National Electric Supply Company's undertaking be ex-

tended from the end of February, 1922, to the end of Feb-
ruary, 1923.

Skipton.—Loan Sanctioned.-The Urban District Council
has received sanction from the Electricity Commissioners to
borrow £11,(KA) for the purpose of supplymg electricity to the
town. Up to the present the scheme of supply in bulk by
Keighley Corporation has not been approved.

Swansea.—Loan.—The Town Council has applied to the
Electricity Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing ot
£1.993 to cover the amount overspent on a loan .sanctioned for
<'\t-ptisions ti> mains, Ac.

St. Ives (Hunts.).—Electricity Supply.—The Town Coun-
cil has decided to take steps to ascertain the cost of the intro-
duction of an electric lighting scheme for the town.

Weston=super=Mare.

—

Street Lighting.—The Urban Coun-
cil has invited the Electric Supply Co.. Ltd., to submit a
scheme for lighting the town.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—F"remantle (W..A..).—The annual report of
the Tramways and Electric Lighting Board tor the year ended
August 31st. 1921, shows a total revenue of £103,382, as com-
pared with £91,892 in the previous year. NN'orking expenses
amounted to £82,903, leaving a gross profit of £20,479 (£19,612).
After providing for interest on loans, there was a, net profit
of £13,519.

Victoria.—The electrification of the Victorian railways is

Bearing completion. A report recently issued shows that 74
out of a total of 143 route miles of suburban system is no\^'

electrified, the total cost to date being approximately £4,0o0,0OO.
The estimated total cost of carrying out the scheme is

£5,200,000.
Sydney (N.S.W.).—A new type of car is being intro-

duced to the city tramway system. The totjil weight of
the car is 17 tons—2 tons less than the .standard cars weigh

—

and it has numerous side windows providing ample ventila-
tion. The motors are automatically controlled and run up
smoothly and gradually to the required speed. The new cars
are being put into commission immediately they are dehvered.

Continental.—France.—The Paris Municipal Council has
oiJened an international comiJetition for plans for the estab-
lishment of a moving platform underground within the city's

area. Premiums of 100,000, 50,000 and oO.OoO fr. may be
awarded for the best schemes.
Norway.—According to the Board of Trade Journal, the

Aker municipal authorities have agreed to guarantee that
sufficient capital to complete two electric railways, for which
concessions have been granted to A/S " Akersbanerne," shall

be at the disposal of the company. The municipal authorities
are also reported to have undertaken to guarantee a loan of
two million kroner to be taken up by " Akersbanerne " for
the purpose of commencing building operations on both rail-

ways, conditionally upon both railways being constructed
suuultaneou.sly and the work l>eing initiated during the pre-

sent winter.
i^lNLAND.—The electrification of a part of the Finnish rail-

way network is projected. As the southern half of the land
is poorer in natural fuel than the forest-clad northern hah.
the electrification of the former section is of importance.
Here the water resources available favom' the construction of

hydro-electric installations. The line first to be taken in hand
will be the Riihimaki-Viborg, which has a heavy traffic. The
next will be that running from Helsingfors to Riihimaki
and Abo. In the third period, the northern Viborg-Konvola-
Riihimaki sections will be taken in hand.

Halifax.—Extensions.—The Tiamways Committee has de-

cided to recommend the Town Council to approve the exten-
sion of a single line from the present Skircoat Green tramway
terminus to the top of Copley Hill.

Hull.—New Track.—^The Tramways Committee proposes
to lay a loop line through Anne Street and Osborne Street, to
relieve the congestion at Midland Street corner, at an estimated
cost of £6.000.

India.—Proposed Railway Electrification.—The Govern-
ment has before it a proposal for the electrification of the
railway at Kadugannawa incline, a distance of nearly twelve
miles, when the hydro-electric scheme is put into operation.

Jersey.—Railway Electrification.—^In connection with the
suggested scheme for the ei'ection of a power station, it is

proposed to electrify the two railways. The whole scheme is

to be carried out free of cost to the island.

Mexico.—Railway Electrification.—A report is to be
shortly issued on the proposed electrification of the railway
l>etween Esperanza and Orizaba, a distance of 30 miles. It

be estimated that the scheme will take over a year to com-
plete.

Newcastle.—Light Railway.—The Electricity Committee
has decided to apply to the Mini-stry of Transix>rt for sanction
to construct a hght railway to Westerhope and Denton Burn
at an estimated cost of dBlo.OOO, in place of a tramway route
extension, which it is estimated would cost i00,420.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Argentina.—New Wireless Station.—The erection of the

new wireless telegraph station that is being established by

the Compauia Eadio-Telegraphico Argentina Transradio at

Monte Grande, F.O.S., was commenced in January, YJil. Ihe

site of the station covers some o6'J hectares and two ot the

•JlO-m. metal towers that will support the antenna iiave

been erected, whilst two others are m course of erection. I'ht

transmitting station will be in direct connection with the

receiving plant, which is to be built at Villa Elisa some

•15 km. distant. The central offices in the city of Buenos Aires

will be in direct communication by a high-speed telegraph

line with the receiving otiice, from which it will be possible

to transmit up to l.OUU letters per minute. It is the intention

also to open receiving and distribution offices in the principal

eoimnercial centres of the Republic, all of which will be in

direct communication with the central office in Buenos Aires.

The authorised capital of the company is $10,000,000 m/n.,

of which $7,500,000 m/n. has akeady been paid up. This

latter sum is the estimated cost of the works. It is anticipated

that with annual' receipts of $1,830,000 m/n. it will be possible

to distribute dividends of about 10 per cent. It is already

possible to receive messages from all jiarts 9f the world at the

station, and it is hoped to have the transmitting station avail-

able for public .service about the middle of this yea.r.—Revieiv

of the River Plate.

Canada.

—

Cross-Continental Service.—November 22nd,

19:il. marked the opening of c'ross-Continentar commercial tele-

graph service over lines owned entirely by the Canadian
Government, says the Electrical News. Speaking of the

event. Mr. G. H. Daniels, manager at Vancouver for the Great

Northwestern Telegraph Co., now a Government line, said :

—
Two commercial wires to eastern Canada are now open,

and while this is a big step, it is but one step towards uniiica-

tion of all Government-owned telegraph services in Canada.

Prior to the completion of the lines just put in to regular

service, the Ciovernment o\\ ned no commercial telegraph lines
^

connecting B. C. with Eastern Canada. Neither was there

a direct connection with the system in South-Eastern B. C. nor

the Yukon telegraphs, both of which have been Government-

owned and operated .services for many years. At the time the

Canadian Northern Railway was putcha.sed by the Dominion'

Government, the controlling interest in the Great North-

western Telegraph Co. was also acquired, as it was owned by

the Mackenzie and Mann interests. Only railway telegraph

hues had been constructed by the Canadian Northern across

Canada, and now the Government has. completed the lines

which have been opened.
" Both in Eastern and in 'Western Canada the Government

owns a number of telegraph lines covering more or less exten-

sive areas. The addition of the G.N.W. system considerably

increased the Government holdings in Eastern Canada, and

assisted to co-ordinate them to some extent. In British Colum-

bia the G.N.W. lines did not reach many points, the chief

being Victoria, Vancouver, and New Westminster. In South-

Eastern B. C..' however, more than 200 points are served by

the Government commercial telegraph lines which were con-

trolled and superintended from Kamloops. The Yukon Tele-

graphs, which reach across the Caribou and Northern B. C.

to the Yukon, ended at Ashcroft. In addition to those two

systems, the Government, on acquiring the Grand Trunk
Pacific, took over that company's commercial telegraph lines

extending eastward from Prince Rupert.
•• As the main line of the Canadian National Railway into

Vancouver touches both .\shcroft and Kamloops, near Jasper

Park, the new commercial lines now in commission along the

Canadian National link up all the Government telegrapns in

British Columbia, and also connect them direct with Eastern

Canada."

France.

—

Wiueless Telephone Meteorological Service.—
The National Meteorological Office has elaborated a plan by

which agriculturists throughout France may be provided with

the official weather forecast. Hitherto the farmers who paid

a yearly subscription were supplied with this news by tele-

graph, but such a method necessarily entailed delay, and was
costly. The new service is to be by wireless telephony from
the Eiffel Tower, the voice being transmitted direct from the

offices of the National Meteorological Office. The trial tests

will be made shortly, and as soon as the service is working
perfectly it will be available to everyone interested in the

weather throughout Prance, special forecasts being made for

the various districts. Receiving sets for wireless telephony

are neither complicated nor costly, and since the sound is

transmitted direct no special knowledge is required.

—

Reiifcr's

Trade Service (Paris).

For over a year Mr. F. Smith has used wireless telegraphy
for the same purpose as that explained above at his Rutlands
Farnr at Felsted, in E.ssex. It has proved invaluable in savings
unnecessary labour and expense by preventing operations

which would have been rendered useless owing to sudden
weather changes.

French 'West Africa.

—

New Wiueless Station.—\ telegram
from Dakar announces the inauguration of a new wireless sta-

tion on the Ivory Coast. The poet in question is situated at

Grand-Bassam, and has a radius of three hundred miles. Its

chief use will be to enable vessels to communicate with the

land twenty-four hours before' they ainve.—Reuter's Trade

Seroice (Paris).

Kiaochow.—.Jai'AN Renounces Cable Rights.—At a imi tiu;,'

of the Chinese and Japanese delegates on January r.ith at

Washington, the Japanese renounced Japan's rights o\cr thi;

former German cables in the Kiaochow leasehold. The cables

affected are the Chefoo-Tsingtao and the Tsingtao-Shangh;ii

lines, which were laid by the Germans. The Tsingtao-Sascbu

cable, which the Japanese laid down, will be operated by

a joint Chino-Japanese Commission subject to the terms of

exi.sting contracts to which China is a party. The Japanese

have agreed to hand over to Chinese control, subject to fair J

comi^ensation. the two wireless stations in the leasehold, one I

at Tsinan-fu and the other at Tsingtao. immediately; the I

Japane.se troops are, to be withdrawn from these point-s.— 1

Renter's Trade Service (W'ashington). 1

Norway.

—

Beiigen St.ation.—The Norwegian Radio Co.,
\

which represents the Telefunken concern, states that the

Bergen radio station has ordered a modern valve-transmitting
j

plant with a radius during the day of 3.000 kilometres for
j

telegraphing and 60O kilometres for telephoning. The Bergen i

radio station will be the first of the Norwegian coastal stations
'

able to communicate by wireless telephony with ships at sea.
—Renter's Trade Service (Christiania).

i

Russia.

—

Telegraphic Communic.ition.—The Great Northern
Telegraph Co. on January 18th reopened its station in Petro-

grad for the transmission of telegraphs between Russia and
other countries, except Finland. The telegrams are censored in

Russia and forwarded direct between Petrograd and the com-
pany's cable station at Gothenburg.

—

Renter's Trade Service

(Copenhagen).

Sweden. — Underground Cables.—The Swedish Govern-
ment is about to construct an extensive network of under-

ground cables between Stockholm and Gothenburg. The
length of the line will be over .5.0(X) km. It will be the

longest line of its kind in Europe, and only exceeded anywhere
by that between Boston and Washington, in the United
States. To carry out this huge scheme 140 million metres of

wire will be needed. 25,000 loading coil, eight repeating sta-

tions, and 300 repeaters. The schem^ will require a year and
a half to complete.

—

L'Electricien.

United States.

—

New Cables.—Mr. Maekay, president

of the Commercial Cable Co.. announces that under a con-

tract with the German Atlantic Co.. two new cables from New
York to Emden, via the Azores, will be laid and put into

o{>eration bv October. Vd'iA.—Renter's Trade Service (New
York. The "cost of the undertaking is estimated at i:2,.50(l.(;(J0.

says the Daily Mail.

The Telephone Service.

—

Caithness.—The number of sub-

scriliers required for the installation of a telephone service in

Thurso and the country district of the county having been
secured, the work of installation will be proceeded with forth-

with. This is the first step towards linking up the Aorth
with the trunk line to the South.
Leed:5-Yohk.—.\ " no-delay " telephone service between

I>eeds and York, by means of the new underpound cable, has
just been brought into service, and it is hoped that a similar

service between Leeds and Harrogate will shortly be estab-

lished.

Wireless Telegraphy.—Bradford Exhibition.—The first

cxhibitiDii nf wiieless apparatus to be organised by the Brad-
ford Wireless Society was to be held on January 27th and 28th

at the Bradfonl Technical College, at which there were to be
frequent demonstrations and transmission of messages by
wireless telegraphy and telephony, both of speech and music,

from local stations and from the Eiffel Tower at Paris, by
arrangement with the director-general there. A public lecture

and demonstration is to be given by Prof. G. W. Howe. D.Sc.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(The date given in /larenthescs at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Accrington.—("iirpnratinn. One (i.CXtO-kW lurbo-.Tllerna-

tnr with rimdensing plant. January 20th.

Australia.—Melbofrne.-Victorian Railway Commissioners.

March .'^th. 3a cabin transformers for power signalling. (Con-

tract No. 3-1.8(;3).*

P.M.G.'s Dciiartment. March 8th. Swit<;hboard apparatus

and parts. (Sclied. -"-"^^ March loth. Protective apparatus

(Sched. 546.)
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Belgium.—Office de d'EIectricite, 25, Rue de la Charite,

I Brussels. 80,500 white enamelled porcelain insulators.

I March 11th. Municipal Authorities of Ghent. Four electri-

callv-operated cranes for the Ghent docks. Particulars from
the" Hotel de Ville, Ghent.

February 11th. Municipal Authorities of Ixelles, Brussels.

Electricity meters. Particulars may be obtained from, and
tenders are to be sent to, the Hotel Communal, Ixelles-lez-

[

Bruxelles, Belgium.

{

Bulgaria.—March 21bt. Bulgarian Postal Authorities.

Telephone pole-hne hardware (four pin carriers for insulators,

i bolts, &c.).'

Ihirch iSth. 3,000 junction pieces for batteries, &c.*

Edinburgh.—February 15th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Auxiliary circuits and electric lighting and earthing,

for Westbank power station. (Spec. No. 34.) (See this issue.)

Eston.—February 28th. Urban District Council. Over-
head lines, underground cables, transformers, sub-station

equipment, and public lighting fittings. (See this issue.)

France.

—

Paris.—May 1st. Supply of central battery tele-

phone apparatus for subscribers' jx)sts. Apply Direction de
I'Exploitation Telephonique, 4e Bureau, 103. Hue de Grenelle,

Paris.

Italy.—Rome.—April 3Gth. Italian State Railways. Elec-
trification of the Bologna-Moutfalcone Line. Particulars from
Direzione Generale Ferrovie dello Stato, Rome.

London.

—

Islington.—February 16th. Electricity Depart-
ment. Electrical and engineers' stores for tl months. (Janu-
ary 13th.)

Hammersmith Borough Council is recommended by the

Elictricity Committee to invite tenders for the annual con-
tiii.ts for electric light sundries, insulated wire, joint boxes
..nil connections, meters, iSrc.

Manchester.—February 10th. Electricity Committee.
One i.lXHI-kW induction motor generator with .switchgear.

(See this issue.)

New Zealand.

—

Dunedin.—March 31st. City Council. One
Ijii-li.p.. 3-phase induction motor and reduction gear.*

Portlaoighise.—February 8tli. District Mental Hospital.

Supply of oo complete renewal sections for 33 plate. B.N. type.

Sandycroft battery. (January 20th.)

Salford.—January 31st. Board of Guardians. .Altera-

tions to electric ligHting installation at the in.stitution. E. H.
Inchlev. Clerk to Board of Guardians, Eccles New Road,
Salford.

Warrington.—F"ebruary 6th. Electricity Department.
. Main e.h.p. switchboard extension. (.January 13th.)

F
\ ]

—
I *A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender.
I &c., can be inspected at the Department cf Overseas Trade
(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Australia.

—

Melbourne.—City Council. Accepted :
—

Kl.^ilriLil) imler^, *J,187.—VV. <j. Waison & Co.. Ltd.— 7ViiJiTS.

Eastbourne.—In our issue of January 13th, p. 57, we re-

ported the placing of a contract with Mes.srs. \v'. H. Allen.
Sons & Co., Ltd., for a •2..5O0-k\V .single-phase generating set

for the Corporation. The alternator will be a G.E.C.
machine made at the Wittou Works, Birmingham.

Glasgow.—Town Council. .Accepted:

—

lilcctric lighting. &c.. of the lodge .ind laundry at .Mount lilow Home.—
Jofcnsion, Park &: Co.

Government Contracts.—The follow'ing Government con-

tracts were placed during December, 1921 :-^

War Office.

ICIectric cells.—Chloride Electrical Slorag* Co., Ltd.; Edison Sw.Tn Electric

Co., Lid.; Ever-Ready Co., Ltd.; Fuller's United Electric Co.. Ltd.;

General Electric Co., Ltd.; Frilchett & Gold & E.l'.S. Co., Ltd.;

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.; Tudor .•\ccumu;ator Co., Ltd.
I trie fans.—V'eritys, Ltd.

[ clric generators.— Iilectric Construction Co., Ltd.; V'ickers-IVttcrs. I^ttl.

Electric inilcrs.—Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

Transformers.—Ferranti, Ltd.
Rotary transformers.—Newton Hros., Ltd.; Small Electric Motors I.Kl.

Wireless T valves.—British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.; A. V. CoSMir,

Ltd.; General Electric Co.. Ltd.; .Mullard Valve Co.. Ltd.

Electric wire—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works. Ltd.; General l-;i..<lric Co..

Ltd.
Mi:

Indergiound cables.— Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.
< .mdensers.—H. W. Sullivan.
*"(fiduit boxes.—Credenda Conduits Co., Lttl.

i;iertric lamps.—Notable Electric Co.; General Electric Co., Ltd.

(i./neralors. S:c.—Rotax (Motor Accessories). Ltd.

Wireless telegraph keys.—C. A. Carter & Co.
Receivers.—H. W Sullivan.
Voltmeters.—Johnson & Phillips. Ltd
Wirel',-ss telegraphy masts.—C. F. lihvell, Ltd.

Post Office.

Telephone apparatus.—British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;

General Electric Co.. Ltd. (Peel-Conner Telephone Works. Ltd.);

Phoenix Tel.phone & Electric Works. Ll<l.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Testing, protective apparatus, &c.— Evershod & V'ignoles, Ltd.

Wireless telegraph apparatus.—Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd.

Telegraph snd telephone cable.— Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.;

Cable Co., Ltd.

Coating old bell receivers with lithoid.—New Lithoid, Ltd.
Loading cells.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Cords for telephones.—British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.; M.icin-

tosh Cable Co., Ltd ; Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.
Ducts.—Albion Clay Co., Ltd.; Doulton & Co., Ltd.
Distribution cable plugs.-British Insulated S: Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Lead sleeves.-T. & W. Farmiloe, Ltd.; G. Farmiloe & Sons, Ltd.
Enamelled copper wire.—Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd.
G.I. strand wire.—Rylands Bros., Ltd.
Laying conduits.—A large number of contracts have been placed during

the month for laying conduits in various parts of the country.
Manufacture, supply, drawing-in, and jointing cable junction.—Hanley-

Birmlngham : Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd. ; Manchester-
Hanlcy; British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.; Derby-Birmingham:
Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Telephone exchange equipment.—Dundee : Peel-Conner Telephone Works,
Ltd.; sub-contractors, D.P. Battery Co., Ltd., for batteries, Crompton
and Co. for charging set. Ramsgate : Peel-Conner Telephone Works,
Ltd.; sub-contractors: Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., for bat-
teries; Crompton & Co., Ltd., for charging set. Rawlenstall : Peel-
Conner Telephone Works, Ltd. ; sub-contractors : Tudor Accumulator
Co., Ltd., for batteries; Crompton & Co., Ltd., for charging set.

Park (London): Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Telephone repeater station equipment.—Fenny Stratford, Derby: Western

Electric Co., Ltd.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Copper wire, &c.—Shropshire Iron Co., Ltd.
Cable, &c.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd.
Connecting cables, &c.—W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd.
G.I. wire.-Rvlands Bros., Ltd., and W. Bain & Co.
Insulator spindles.—Bayliss, Jones & Bavliss.
Insulators.—Taylor. Tunnicliffe & Co., Ltd.
Lift.—Waygood-Otis, Ltd.
Transformers.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Export Co., Ltd.

H.M. Office of Works.
Engineering services.—Electrical and mechanical works (labour only), Bir-

mingham, Bristol and Liverpool : Alpha Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Edinburgh and Glasgow : Wt^odward. Sons & Co., Ltd.

Commissioners of Public Works, Ireland.

Plumbing, gas fitting, and electrical work and supplies.—Belfast : A.
Stevenson.

London.—L.C.C. Education Committee. Accepted:

—

Electric lighting installations at Sherington Road. Greenwich. School, £506;
and Vk'ebb Street, Bermondsey, School, jfjlO.—H. J. Cash & Co., Ltd.

Establishment Committee. .Accepted:

—

Two main-power distribution boards and supply of power sub-<listribution

boards, in connection with the pi-rmanent electrical installation at

the New Counlv Hall, £I,«14.—Dorman Smith, Ltd.

.•\dditional mains and circuit cables, £3,000.—Pirelli-General Cable Works,
Ltd.

Hill, £l,4ll.—W. J. Fur,Lightning conductors at the New-
Co., Ltd.

Paddinoton.—Council.
.Miiintenanc'e of the electric linhi, t. Irplinn. ,. l...lls, :md motors at the

Town Hall and other liuil.l.n;;., M.-m- ( unningh.mi, Ltd.

Hackney.—Corporation Electricity CDiiiiiuttee. Accepted:—
Condensing-water circulating pipes. iJlll.—.si.iniun Ironworks Co., Ltd.

Hammersmith.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

•2,500 vd. .1 sq. in. 3-core l.p. cable, £947.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works,
Ltd.

South Africa.

—

.Johannesburg.—According to an African

Wdiid cable, the Railway Administration has placed an order

for (50 electric locomotives with the Vickers Co. of Natal.

As we go to press we learn that the Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co., Ltd., of Tiafford Park, ha,s received the first

order placed in connection with the electrification of the

Glencoe-Maritzburg section of the Natal line for the Union of

South .\frica. the value of the order being between ^7.50,000

and .il.OIIO.lKHl. Tlie order was received in the face of the

most .strenuous Europe;in and American competition. This is

obviously the contract referred to above.

Swansea.—The Borough Council on Wednesday last week
reversed the decision of the Electricity Ctimmittee to place a

contract for a transformer with a British firm, although a

French firjn's quottition was lower. The committee recom-
mended the acceptance of the tender of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.,

for a tran.sformer at .£1.408. Tliig, it was .stated, was the lowest

British tender. The French firm La Ti'ansformeur sent in the

lowest tender of all—ffll.Kl. Those who favoured the accept-

ance of the French tender contended that the Corporation

.should buy in the cheape.st market if it could get an article

of equal quality. The chairman of the Electricity Committee,
Colonel Sinclair, said that but for the diflerence in the rate

of exchange the French price would be double. He showed
that no less than £870 of the sum quoted by the British

firm would be expended in wages, and emphasised that the

acceptance of the French tender meant throwing British work-

men out of employment for weeks. On a division the contract

was awarded to the French firm by a large majority.

'Willesden.—Electric lighting, &c., at Salusbury Road
and Stonebridge Council Schools.—Gary, Hallewell & Co.

-Accepted.

Worcester.—.Messrs. Royce, Ltd., of Trafford Park, have
received an order for a 2-motor electric telpher with self-

dumping grab of 1-ton capacity from the Worcester Corpora-

tion for the electricity works extension.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this week,
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—
Mastic commutator cement.
Antivolton insulating material.

Norma ball races.
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FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

National Association of Supervising Eleptricians.—Saturday, January 28ih.

At Krascati's KL-stauram, Oxfurd Street, W. At 6.30 p.m. Annual, dinner

Illuminating Engineering Society.- TuMday, January 31st. At the Royal
. Society of ,^rts, John Street, .Wclphi, W.C. At 8 p.m. Discussion on .the

" Use of Light as an .\id ro .Aerial .Navigation." to be opened hv Lt.-Col.

I.. K. Bland), RE.
Industrial League and Council.— WVdnesd.-iv. February Ut. At Taxton Hall.

S.W. At r.:*l p.m. l..vlur.. on " •Jhr Curse ol Work," hy Mr. il. 1.

Smith.

Paisley Association of Electrical Engineers.—Wednesday, February 1st.

Al the V.M.C.A. Buildings, 2.'>, High Street. .\t 7.30 p.m. Apprentice;,'

papers on subjects of interest to electrical engineers.

Northampton Engineering College Engineering Society.—Wednesday,
February Isl. At the Northampton Institute, St. John Strec-t, E.C. At

5.30 p.m. Paper on " Design and Testing of Motor-cycle Engines."

Electrical Wholesalers' Federation.—Thursday, February 2nd. At the

lr,,.,„l,r„ K.,i,iur..nt, riicadillx, \V. .\t 7 p.m. Dinner.

Institution ol Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, February 2nd. At the In-

stitution. \ i.tona HmtLinkinent, W.C. At U p.m. Paper on the " Inter-

connection ol A.C. I'uvyer Stations," bv Messrs. L. J. Romero and J. li.

Palmer.

(Dundee Sub-Centre).-Monday, January aOlh. Al the Royal British

Ifuirl. Dund. . -\l 7,:.fll p.m. Smoking concert.

<South-Midland Centre).—Wednesday, February 1st. At the Uniyer-
sit\. I!iriiiiiij;h,,m. Al 7 p.m. Paper on "Single and Three-phase Com-
mutal.ir .Nk.u.r, with Shunt and Series Characteristics," by Dr. S. P.

Smith.

(Wireless Section).—Wednesday, February 1st. At the Institution, \ic-

toria Embankment. At 6 p.m. Papers on " The Determination of the

Ui-crement of a Distant Sending Station," by Major J. Ersklne-Murroy
and Mr. B. Williams; and " Some Methods ol Radio-Nayigation,"
by Major J. Erskine-Murray and Capt. J. Robinson.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—Thursday, F'cbruary 2nd. .At the E.ist

AnKliin liiMiiiur „l .Nyricullure. At 7 p.m. Paper on "The Design
and (lp..i-,,i;,,n .d Cmd.^nMng Plants," by Mr. H. G. .-Xllen.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Thursday, February 2nd. At the Ex-

,l,;.,is4- M. Ill, in lloi.l. Al 7 for 7.30 p.tii. Annualdinner.

Chemical Society. -
I hur^d.v. February 2nd. At Burlington House, Picca-

dilK, ,\i H pin. Or.lin.iiy scientific meeting.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, February 3rd. A[ Caxton Hall.

\\.-^iiiiin«ier. S.W. M N p.m. Paper on " Uti'lisation of Waste Heat
Iruui Inlernal-iombuslion Engines," by Major W. Gregson.

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.—I'ridav, February 3nl. At ih,-

Gordon Salon, Holborn Restaurant. At 2.30 p.m. Conference on 1 he

Necessity for Scientific Costing.

NOTES.

The Regent Theatre, Brighton.

—

Eruatum.—Eeferring to

the article on this 6ul)ject in our is.sue of January 20th, Messrs.

W. J. Purse ct Co., Ltd., of Nottingham, write to jioint out
that they supphed and erected the lifts mentioned on page 93,

but the name of the manufacturers unfortunately appeared as

\Y. J. Tait© & Co., Ltd. Messrs. W. J. Fm'se & Co. also

manufac'tured the special dimmer, fig. 11, page 92.

Aero Engine Ignition.

—

Magneto Faults.—With reference

to our recent alistnirt,-; nf certain reports on the above subject

by .sub-committees nf the Aeronautical Eesearch Committee
of the Air Ministry, .some misunderstandmg seems to have
arisen in connection with our resume of Report No. 18,

Augiist, 1917 (I.C.E. 138) in which Dr. G. E. Bairsto sum-
marises the exjoerience gained at the Royal Aircraft Factory
with regard to magneto faults. (Elec. Rev., December 30th,

1921; p. 883.) It has apparently been a,ssumed that the
re.sults given represent the tests carried out on, and the ex-

perience gained with, magnetos of recent manufacture and
design—whereas that is not the case. It will be clear to

those who read the report correctly that the magnetos
referred to were of an early type; the date of the report is

given, and it is clearly indicated that it " comprises a sum-
mary of the experience gained at the Royal Aircraft Factory
during the two years ended August, 1917."

Stage Lighting.—Major .Adrian Klein, who during the war
period was engaged upon camouflage work at the War Office,

claims to have produced a "piano colour projector"; Sir
Oswald Stoll is said to have interested him.self in the device,
which has been tested at the Coliseum. According to the
Daily Dispatch, the operator sits at a keyboard that controls
the projector by electrical means. Two octaves are used; the
upper is played with the right hand and controls the different
colours, while the octave lielow is played T\ith the left hand
and gives twelve different degrees of white light. A pedal
and twenty-four stops are also provided, and advantage is

taken of the fact that when white hght is broken up by means
of prisms a rainbow of colours re.sults. Major Klein's invention
is an arrangement by means of which an intensely brilliant
spectrum is formed, and the bands of colour are under control
by the aid of a .series of electrical shutters. Thus any one of
the pure colour bands, as they emerge from the prisms,, can
be used, and by a system of prawerful lenses the colours are
projected on to screen or stage. Major Klein showed some
effects of the invention on a series of dancers half of whom
were dressed in preen and half in red, against a black
curtain. LTnder monochromatic red light the green dancers
would be invisible and the red dancers would appear
as if dressed in whit«. With monochromatic green the
appearance would be reversed. The operator, vtith his piano
arrangement, can make an infinite variety of gorgeous panto-
mime changes.

Physical and Chemical Survey of the National Coal Ue-
sources.—Tlie Fuel Research Board has recognised the
Lancashire and Cheshire Coal Research A.ss(X,-iation as the

local committee working under the Board for the purpo.s<;- .1

dealing with the physical and chemical survey of the coal seaui-

in this area. The chairman of the Committee is Mr. Robcit
Burrows and the director of research Mr. F. S. Sinnatt An ^

important aspect of the conservation of the national coal re-.]

.sources involves the .study and ilas.sihcation of coal seams
and on its directly practical side must deal primarily witlil

the suitability of each particular coal for those purposes for J

which its individual qualities render it mo.st adequate. The !

Fuel Research Board believes that this work can be most '

effectively carried out with the help of local committees on
which colliery owners, managers, and consumers are associated i

with the representatives of the Fuel Pvesearch Board and tliej

Geological Survey. The experimental work will be carried]

out either at H.M. I<\iel Research Station or at other workgl
as may be found most convenient. The hrst Committee iai

already actively at work in the Lancashire and Cheshire dis-I

trict, W'here the experience gained will be of great value in'

the establishment of committees in other districts when the
time is rii^e for further developments.

Electric Light Switching Examinations.—We have re-

ceived from Messrs. A. P. Lundberg & Sons the report of

Mr. W. H. Bray, A.M.I.E.E.. on the 18th examination in

electric light switching, which was held under their

au.spices in August, 1921. The results will be announced in

our next issue. Mr. Bray, commenting on the answer papers
submitted, states that a distinct improvement has taken

'

place in all three grades, in comparison with the work sent

in for the previous examination. He feels, however, that

there is still room for further improvement, and suggests that

a more careful study of the booklet " " Ijektrik ' Lighting
Connections " would have prevented many of the errors in

the an.swers submitted, and thus raised the percentage of

succes.ses. The answers to a question which was set in each
of the three grades, asking for examinees' ideas of what they
considered would be suitable questions for an examination,
proved most disappointing, very little originality being notice-

able. In both the Intermediate and .Advanced Grades ques-
tions were set on the simplest method of connecting cells, so

that they could be used either in .series or parallel. In many
cases to attempt to connect them as sugge.sted would have
given anything but the desired results, and it was evident
that no tracing-through of the circuit had been made, other-

wise such errors would not have been made. Many of

the faults that appeared in the papers would have been de-

tected by the examinee had he followed the suggestions made
by one who has, in previous examinations, taken the leading'
po.sition in each grade; these are as follows:—

(1) " Roughly, but carefully, draw in pencil the circuit

connections."

(2) " .After checking, carefully re-draw your diagram, elim-
inating any unnecessary crossing of the wires."

(3) " Ink in your second drawing or re-draw, rather tlian

spoil your attempt by sending in a paper showing
traces of numerous alterations. Coloured inks are
an ajdvantage. as they make the diagrams appear
neat and clear.

Safety First.—The third annual meeting of tlie British
Industrial " Safety First " Association was held in London on
January 16th, when the annual report and accounts were pre-

sented. Lord Leverhulme presided, and said that the report
was most satisfactory. He emphasised the need for education
in factories, saying that in nearly every accident it could be
shown that a very simple training of an employe would have
averted the occurrence. Mr. H. E. Blain (hon. secretary) stiid.

that the view of the Association's activity held by the average
man in the street was that it wa^^ an excellent advertising
"dodge"; others thought it propaganda mainly due to

cranks. Mr. William Brace spoke of his appreciation of the
Association's work. Lord Leverhulme was re-elected presi-

dent, Mr. H. E. Blain was re-appointed hon. secretarv, and
Sir R. V. Vassar-Smith and Mr. J. H. Thomas, M.P.". w;ere

elected joint hon. treasurers. Figures are given in the report
which bear out the Association's claim to have diminished
accidents in the works of its memlx>rs. .-\n important feature
of the year's work lias been the establishment of relations with
joint industrial councils, an association destined to bear good
fruit. The interest in the " Safety First " movement dis-

played by organis<^d Labour is also commented upon. A credit

balance of A'9S was carried forward to the next account.

Educational.—The London County Council has decided to

relax its rule that only persons engaged in a trade can attend
the practical trade classes. It has been found that persons
engaged in a trade find a knowledge of other trades essen-

tial, and it is often only at these classes that the requisite

knowledge can be obtained. The Council will, therefore,

admit such students to the practical trade classes in future.

Appointments 'Vacant.—Engineer-in-charge for the Graves-
end Corporation Electricity Department; cable jointer for the
Burnley Electricity Dept. ; senior in.spector of telegraphs
(;£500 -I- ^45 outfit allowance), for the Government of the

Gold Coast. (See our advertisement columns to-day.)
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Municipal Old Stagers' Reunion.—When is a municipal
rti'ical eugmet;r an old stager? When, havmg been in
iiiK'iliul seivice betore juidmght on December 31st. liMJ, he

.,i^ ever been a chief, iilty-oue ot them, among whom Avere
Alossrs. S. VV. Baynes, J. K. Brydges, J. ii. iidgecumbe, K. F.
i>rguson, A. L. G. FeU, A. Gay, .). S. HighlielU, i^ . Haiman-
..\sis, \\ . L,aciiie, E. X. huthven lUunay, A. Page, H. i*'aru-

Jiv-Prootor, G. Scott Ram, Sir ,lohn rfnell, Messrs. .1. J-i.

>r,wiirt, ('. D. Taite, H. 'laibot. T. 1'. Wilm.shiirst, and 0. II.

\\ ordingham, sat down to dinner at the Hotel Cecil on Jnday
last. 'JMh inst., with four guests, .-Alderman W. Walker, chair-
man of the N.J. I.e. Electricity Supply Industry, Mr. H.
iHioth. Mr. W. L. Madgen, first hon. secretary of the
il.) M.E.A., and Mr. S. 'i. .Allen, president of the I.M.E.A.,
under the chairmanship of Mr. Artnur Wright, the first pre-
.~iiicut of the (I.) M.E.A. Ihe es.sential idea of the gathering
N\us the reunion, under circumstances as informal as possible,
111 (ild friends who had borne the burden and heat of the
I lay in municipal electricity supply. There was only one toast
m addition to the loyal toasts, namely, that of the " Old
Si.igers " themselves, proiKj.sed by Alderman Walker and re-
sponded to by Mr. A. Wright and Sir John Snell. The
Organising Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. H. Wordiugham, read a
list of names of those who were prevented from being present,
ami letters from Alderman Pearson who has been hon. solicitor

(if the I.M.E.A. for so many years, Mr. A. B. Mountain, one
lit the founders, Mr. A. P. Trotter, Mr. A. Bromley Holmes,
and others. About 10 p.m. tliose present adjourned to an-
other room, where a- group photograph was taken, and brief

reminiscences were given by Me.ssrs. Baynes, Chamen,
Christie, Highfield. Ruthven Murray. Faraday Proctor, Word-
iugham, and B. Birkett. The note of cordial goodfellowship
and cheeriness was most marked, and all those present seemed
;;ivatly to appreciate the opportunity afforded of meeting old
friends, well remembered, though not seen for many years.

Thrciugh the kindness of Mr. Hughman, the menu card bore
an excellent reproduction of a block published by Lightning
(Eli'ctrical Times) in 1896 of some' of the original members of

the (I.) M.E.A., and Mr. Rentell lent a set of 17 framed
autographed photographs of early members of the (I.) M.E..\.,
cif whom eleven were present at the reunion. These were a
centre of great interest and pleasure. A number of early

(1.) M.E.A. photographs were shown by Mr. H. Faraday
I'rnctor. Many present expressed the hope that the function
uiiiild become an annual one, liut opinions differed as to

\\het!«:'r the time limit should be raised as the years went on
or whether the original limit should be maintained until only
two toothless, deaf, and blind old men were left to hobble in

and dine on one another.

A Question of Status.—As we are ijoing to press the fol-

lowing letter comes to hand :
—

" I have read your leading article under the above heading
in your last issue with considerable interest, and I think that
perhaps you are taking too much for granted in a.ssuniiug

that electricity supply engineers will be in agreement with
your comments on the result of the. Morley arbitration.

A claim for compensation on the part ol an engineer whose
functions have undergone modification is tantamount to an
acknowledgment that his services have been thus rendered
less valuable to the undertaking which he is' then serving.

Surely this is an asjiect of the ca.<e which an engineer would
be better advi.sed not to adverti.se, but rather prepare himself

to defend, if it is advanced l)y his Committee.
" In the fieport of the Committee appointed by the Board

of Trade to consider the question of electric po^ver sui)ply in

1918, it is stated that ..." the distributors must recognise

that distribution is as important as generation and requires

the .'iame technical direction. It would be a fatal policy if

the distributors were to attempt to cut down their engineers'

salaries ju.st when new and cheaper bulk supply ought to make
them busier than ever.'

" In the case where an undertaking decides to shut down
its generating plant and take a bulk supply from a neighbour-
ing station, the determining factor will certainly have been
the financial consideration, and it is safe to assume that

energy will then be available for distribution at a substantially

lower cost to the consumer. This .should olien up a field of

activity to the engineer which previously had been closed to

him on account of the higher cost of the commodity which
he had Ui offer, and a sjieedy result of the altered conditions

in the undertaking, one would expect, would be a rush of

applicants for new and increa.sed supplies and renewed appli-

cations from outlying districts not previously exploited.
' It is generally recognised that of the total capital expendi-

ture in an electricity supply undertaking, approxunately one-

third represents the cost of the generating plant and two-thirds

that of the transmitting and distributing plant, and, more-
over, that efficient electrical transmis.sion and distribution

require even greater technical skill than generation. Elec-

tricity works boiler-house and engine-room practice runs to a
Very large extent upon uniform lines, but on the other hand,
each transmitting and distributing system has necessarily to

be designed and gradually built up by the engineer on the
spot, and his problems cannot as a rule be solved by reference
to the problems of other undertakings.

" Feeders and distributors, when once laid, cannot be re-

placed in the same manner as obsolete generating plant, and
the exercise of intelligent anticipation of probable future

developments, coupled with engineering skill and commercial
acuinen, is even more necessary when laying out a distri-
bution system than in decidmg upon additions to engine-
room and boiler-house plant.

" The importance of any undertaking is commensurate with
the total amount of its turnover, and that part of an engi-
neer's duties which is concerned with the supervision of
limning plant is only a small part of the time devoted to th<»
commercial management of the concern as a business oi-ganl-
.sation."—J. D. S.

Fatality—As the only means of saving its life, an infant,
one of twins, was packed in wool and placed in an electricalh-
heated jacket at Paddiugton Intirmai'V. By some means the
current ignited the wool, and the child was so severely burneil
that It died the s;ime day. .A. verdict of "Accidental death

"

was recorded at the inquest on January ijth.—Daitu Chronicle.

G.P.O. Engineers' Examination.—The Civil Service Com-
missioners announce that an Oix?u Competition Examination
for not fewer than fifteen situations as assistant engineer in
the Engineer-in-Chief's Department of the General Post Office
will be held in London, Edinburgh, and Manchester, begin-
ning on April -Mh. Candidates must be between 20 'and A5
years of age, though exception will be made in certain cases.
Regulations and forms of application will be .sent in response
to requests by letter addressed to the Secretary, Civil Service
Commission. Burlington Gardens, \^'.l.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Mrmbkhship.—As
stated in our last issue, the memOership roll of the In.stitu-
lion now comprises over iO,000 names. Included in these
the balloting list on Thursday last week contamed 4a-2
names, including 10 Members, 64 Associate Members, 47
Graduates, and no fewer tban all Students. There were also
(6 transfers from one class to another. At this rate of pro-
gress the membership will be well on the way to 11,000 before
the session is over. The candidates were distributed all over
tlie world.

VVester.n- Centre.—a general meeting of the Western
Centre was held at Bristol on Monday, January 16th, whet»
Mr. A. C. McWhirter presided over a large attendance of
members and visitors. He announced that the result of the
special appeal on behalf of the Benevolent Fund had
amounted to =t'214 lis., and as it had been decided to close
the appeal he asked that intending subscribers should forward
their donations at once to the hon. treasurer. After the
transaction of routine business Mr. J. W. Beauchamp lec-
tured on " Co-operative Publicity Work in relation to the
Electrical Industry," and in a very able discourse gave an
insight into the work and policy of the B.E.D.A., the nature
of which was thoroughly appreciated by those present. Ex-
cellent lantern slides illustrated the address, at the close of
which a di.scussion ensued, to which Messi's. Walker, Prosser,
Roberts, Thomas, Hunt, Denham. Sully, Newman, Allan,
McWhirter, and Prof. Robertson contriliuted. A hearty vote
of thanks, carried with acclamation, was accorded Mr.
Beauchamp for his lecture.

The summer meeting of the Western Centre will be held
in the neighbourhood of Stroud Valley, further details of
which will be announced later.

.MRETINGS OF TERRITORI.AL CENTRES.
Irish Centre (Dublin).

Jan. 27lh.—E. .M. Johnson. Lecture en " The- Dovc-lopment of Electricilv Supply
in Switzerland."

Feb. 10th.—R. D. Archibald. " A Method o( Regulating the Voltages on the
Two Sides of a 3-\Vire C.C. System Equalised by Static
Balancers."

Ma

North-Eastkrs Centre.
Feb. flth.—Copyersazione.
Feb. 13th.—F. P. Whitalwr, on "Rot.nry Conveners."
April 10th.—Annual General Meeting.

North Midland Centre.
Feb. 14th.—I.. J. Steele and H. Martin, on " Cyc-Arc Welding."
Feb. 28th.—E.thibition of Kinematograpli Films, by Dr. C. C. Oarrard and Mr.

F. Gill, O.B.E.
April 25th.—Annual General Meeting and Smoking Concert.

.\orth-\Ve.stern Centre.
Feb. 7th.—L. J. Romero and J. B Palmer, on " Inlerconnwlion of A.C.

Power Stations."
Mar. 7th.—Exhibition of kinematograph films.
Mar. 21st.—J. Frith. " Specifications and Estimates." (Informal Meeting.)
April 25th.—Annual General Meeting.

^ ScornsH Centre.
Fib, 14th.—(At Glasgow). Mai. J. Erskine-Murray, R.A.F. Lecture on " The

Uses of WireU«s, Past and Future."
F.b. 2Sth.—Dinner at Ihe Grosyenor Restaurant, Glasgow.
Mar 14lh.—(At Edinburgh). E. S. Bvng. on " Telephone Line Work."
April Uth.—(At Glasgow). F. P. Whitaker, on " Rotary Converters." Annual

General Meeting.
April 28th.—(At Dundee). Dr. S. P. Smith, on " AC. Commutator Motors."

South Midland Centre.
Feb. 1st.—Dr. S. P. Smith, on "A.C. Commutator Motors."
Feb. 22nd.—F. P. Whitaker, on " Rotary Conveners."
Mar. 15th.—J. Anderson. " Electric Motor Starters."
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Feb 6lh.-

March 6th

(At Cardiff). \

Dinner.
—(At Bristol).

Motors."

of the President

H. A. C;,rr.

Mr. J.

" Indue

Highfield. Annual

1-lype Synchronous

Jan. 30th.-
•Feb. 13th.-

March 13th

Mar. 28th.
April 18th,
May 9th.-

Mar. 20th.

May 8th.-

MEETINGS OF TERRITORIAL SUB-CENTRES.
Dundee Sub-Centke.

-Smoking concert, at the Royal British Hotel, Dundee.
-J. W. Beauchamp. '* Publicity and Electrical Development."
.—J. Anderson, on " Electric Motor Starters." L. H. A. Carr, on

" Induction-Tvpe Synchronous Motors."
-Dr. S. P. Smith.' Lecture on " Single and 3-Phase Commutator

Motors with Shunt and Series Charact<^istics," followed by a
discussion. (Meeting of the Scottish Centre, to be held at the
Technical Institute, Bell Street, Dundee.)

East Midland Sub-Centre.

-Informal discussion on " Mercury-Arc Rectifiers."

.—J. F. Driver. " The X-Ray Examination of Materials. (At
Derby.)

-A. H. Seabrook. " The Future Aspect of Power Generation."
-R. J. Mitchell. " Electric Vehicles."
-Annual General Meeting.

Liverpool Sub-Centre.

-Dr. S. S. Richardson. Lecture on " An Oscillograph Investigation
of the Gulstad Relay."

—L. J. Romero and J. B- Palmer, on " Interconnection."
-.\nnual General Meeting and Smoking Concert.

Sheffield Sub-Centre.

Mar. 15th.—F. Langley. " Notes on the Practical Operation of E.H.T. Pro-
tective Gear."

Tees-side Sub-Centre.

Feb. 2nd.—C, T. S. Arnelt. " Electricity applied to Household Purposes."

Institute of Metals.—The annual meeting of the Institute
will be held in London on March 8th and 9th, when ten im-
portant papers are to be pre.sented for discussion. At the an-
nual dinner at the Trocadero Restaurant on March 8th, lady
members, as well as many distinguished guests of the Council",
will be present. Prior to the meeting a ballot for the elec-
tion of new members and student members will be held.
The necessary membership appHcation forms can be obtained
from the secretary (Mr. G. Shaw Scott, M.Sc), 14, Members'
Mansions, Victoria Street, S.W.T The annual May lecture
will be delivered on May 3rd by Sir Ernest Rutherford,
F.R.S., on " The Relation of the Elements." The autumn
meeting of the Institute will be held at Swansea on Sep-
tember 20th-'2-2nd.

The In.stitute lias ju.st issued a practical pamphlet of .32

pages, giving in summary form the results of over ten years'
research into the causes and prevention of corrosion in con-
denser tubes. Tlie pamphlet can he obtained, price 2s. 8d.,
post free, from the Institute.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—.\ general
meeting of the West of Scotland Branch of the A.ssociation
was held in (jlasgow on January 14th. A practical paper,
illustrated by lantern slides, was read by Mr. John A. Brown,
of Messrs. Walter Dixon & Co., Ltd., on " Transformer and
Switch Oils." The author dealt with the continued increase
in the size of electricity generating stations and the develop-
ment in connection with the supply of electrical energy
which necessitated the installing of larger switchgear and
transformers thnn had hitherto been used. The paper was
followed by a discussion.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—On January 19th a stu-
dents' meeting was held, when two junior members read
papers. Mr. J. A. Sayer lectured on " Search-light Projec-
tion," and dealt fully with the electric arc and the methods
of projecting a powerful light beam. Reference was made
to an interesting experiment carried out during the late war,
in which the light was reflected from a screen of liquid con-
taining a solution of metallic .salts sprayed into the air under
pressure. By this means the beam of light could be re-
flected in any direction while the search-light was safely con-
cealed under the ground. Mr. E. L. Tomalin read a "paper
on " The Production of Profile Gauges by Grinding," describ-
ing the usual work-shop practice and methods of forming
profiles of various shapes to a high degree of accuracy.

Belfast Association of Engineers.—.\t a meeting of the
Association, held on January 19th, the president (Mr. T. H.
Silk. A.M.I.C.E.). occupied the chair, and a paper was read
by Mr. J. M'C. Girvan. A.M.I.E.E.. on "Electricity supply;
the factors determining the cost to consumer." Mr.
Girvan said the prime essential for low cost of production was
that the demand should be of long duration, for the standing
charges, which were determined solely by the magnitude of
the demand, were thus spread over a large number of units.
The second factor was the time the demand took place. If
the demands .were simultaneous the standing charges (ler

kilowatt were a maximum. If they did not occur simul-
taneously the standing charges were proportionately less.
Mr. Girvan dealt generally with the situation of the Belfast
electricity undertaking, and pointed out that they had to
pay out of revenue for the upkeen of three stations-^the exist-
ing East Bridge Street station, the temnorarv power station,
and the non-productive new power sttition in course of con-
struction.

Electrical and Telegraph Engineers' Conference.—.\t a
meeting of the Railway Electricnl and Telegraph Engineers'
Conference, held on January 19th. Mr. .leorge Russell.
M.I.E.E.. telegraph engineer to the G. & S.W. Railway, was
elected president for this year.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connecled
with the technical or the commercial side of the projcmsiiiti

and industry, also electric tram-way and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their
nwvcynents.

Mr. George Hughes, C.B.E., the chief mechanical and
electrical engineer of the new London and North-Western
Railway, was born in 186-5. Prom 1882 to 1887 he was a
premium apprentice at the L. & N.W.R. works at Crewe, and
from 1887 to 1888 he was employed in the millwright shop at
the Horwich works of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.
He was afterwards in charge of the testing department and
inspector of purchased material for the chief mechanical engi-
neer's department, and in 1894 was appointed as assistant in

the outdoor locomotive department, atterw ards taking charge
of the Horwich Gas Works and the general gas lighting of

the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway system. In 189.5 Mr.
Hughes was appointed chief assistant in the carriage and
wagon department at Newton Heath, Manchester. From 1899
to 1904 he was principal assistant to the chief mechanical
engineer at Horwich, and manager of the locomotive engineer-
ing works there, and in March. 1904, was appointed chief

uiech;inical engineer. He is the author of a bunk on " Tlie

,V. .S. Ka!l,\ [Manche»ter.

Mr. George Hughes,
Chief Mecliiiiiii-(d and Electrical Engineer to tlie Xeir London

mid yiorthAVcstem Railtrtiij.

Construction of the Modern Locomotive," published by Spon.
and of a number of ptijiers read before engineering and other
societies, including one on " The Electrical and Mechanical
Equipment of the Ail-Metal Cars of the Manchester-Bury
Section, Lanca.shire and Yorkshire Railway." read before the
Institution of Civil Engineers in 1919. For this paper he was
awarded the " Telford " Medal. ^Ir. Hughes is a member of

the Institution of Civil Engineers and of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers. He is a pa.st-president of the Man-
chester .-V.s.aociation of Engineers, anil .ilso of the Association

of Ijocomotive Engineers. He introduced superheating on
the Lancii.^hire nnd Yorkshire Railway in November. 1906. In
addition to responsihilitv in connection with steam rolling

stock, he WHS responsible in connection with the installation

of the electrical etiuipnient on the Manchester and Bury Rail-

way for the sui)ervision of the design and construction of the
power station, .sub-stations, rolling stock, and electrical equip-
ment. For his activities during the war he was awarded the
C.B.E.
Mr. E. W. Petter. mnnaging director of Messrs. Vickers

Betters. Ltd., recently left London for India for a tour of

the important Indian centres, taking in Bombay. Madras,
Calcutta, Delhi, Lahore, &c. He anticipates returning early

in May. Prior to his departure Mr. Petter was the central 1
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figure at an interesting farewell dinner gathering held at

St. Stephens Club, at which, among the company present,
were Col. .\rmstrong (President of the Federation of British
Industries), Capt. Sankey (President of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers), Rt. Hon. G. H. Koberts, M.P. (Joint

President of the Industrial League), and many others.
The Commonwealth Engineer states that Mr. Herbert

P. TH0M.4S, B.Sc, chief engineer for Me.ssrs. Coates & Co.
Pty., Ltd., Melbourne has been appointed re.sident engineer
to the Southland, N.Z., Electric Power Board. He spent IG
years in Canada as constructing engineer to AUis-Chalmers
Bullock, Ltd. ; manager electricity works, Kenora, and chief
electrical engineer (hydro-electric generating and high-ten-
sion di.stribution system), city of Nelson, B.C. The same
contemporary reports that owing to the state of his health
the chief engineer and general manager (Mr. W. G. T.
(ioodman) of the Adelaide Municipal Tramways Trust, has
l.ieen granted three months' sick leave. Applications are
being invited for the position of assistant chief engineer at

£l,tXX) per annum and allowances.
We read in Tenders that Mr. W. H. Alab.aster, city elec-

trical engineer, Melbourne, has been authorised by the
Council to vi.sit Great Britain and America with a view to
inquiring into the latest developments with regard to street
lighting and other matters affecting the distribution and
production of electricity.

Bedford Town Council has decided to grant an honorarium
of £SoO to the borough electrical engineer. Mr. R. W. L.
Phillips, in recognition of his services in designing the new-
generating station, and constructing and equipping it with
plant.

Yarmouth T.G. General Purposes Committee recently
recommended that the proposal to increase the salary of the
Electrical Engineer, in accordance with the number of unit.s

sold, from £710 to £7fiO. be referred tn the 'Salaries and
Wages Committee. The committee also recommended the
Council to withdraw from the Incorporated Municipal Elec-
trical .\ssociatioii and from the .Toint Industrial Council.

It is announced that Mr. William Denny, of Dumbarton,
has joined the board of the Still Engine Co.
Mr. P. \\hitmore has now severed his connection with the

Walsall Electrical Co.. and joined the Enterprise Manufactur-
ing Co.. Ltd., as one of- its sales representatives.

Obituary.—Dr. Ed-ward Hopkinson, M.P.—Dr. B. Hon-
kinson, whose death at the ace of 62 years was announced in

our last issue, was the fourth son of the late Mr. John Hop-

Thl Late Dr. Edward Hopkinson.

kinson. a mechanical engineer and one-time Mayor of Man-
chester. He was a younger brother of the late Dr. John
Hopkin.'^on. so distinguished as an electrical engineer, and of
Sir ."Mfred Hopkinson, the late Vice-Chancellor of Manchester
University. He was educated at Owen's College, and
in 1881 took the degree of Doctor of Science in the

Lniversity of London in electricity and magnetism
treated mathematically. He became assistant to Sir Wil-
liam Siemens m 166-^. and carried out electrical work in
connection with the first electric tramway in the United
Kmgdom, at Portrush. in Ireland. In 1.-583 tie earned out the
hydro-electric equipment of the Bessbrook and Newry tram-
way, and in the following year he joined Messrs. Mather and
Piatt, Ltd.. at Salford, taking charge of the electrical engmeer-
ing department. He became a partner in 1887 and one of
the managing directors in 189-2. Seven years later, when
another business was taken over, he was appointed vice-chair-
man. He was also vice-chairman of the Chloride Electrical
Storage Co.. Ltd. In his connection with Mather & Piatt
^t"-' fie was very closely interested in the electrical equipment
of the City & South London Railway, the pioneer tube line
of the whole world, which brought many engineers to this
country on visits of inspection, ior his paper on this under-
takmg, read before the Institution of Civil Engineers, he was
awarded the Telford and George Stephenson premium and
medal. His firm was responsible for the Douglas and
Laxey electric tramway and the Snaefell Mountain railway
Ihe electric tramway between Blackpool and Fleetwood was
also one of his undertakings. Dr. Hopkinson was prominently
identified with various engineering mstitutions and associa-
tions. He was a, member of Council of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers and the first chairman of the Manchester
Section. He had been a president of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers and of the Manchester Association of
Engineers, and was also a vice-president of the Manchester
Steam Users' Association. But he performed excellent service
in many public capacities apart from engineering. He sat as
a member for tw-o years of the Indian Industrial Commission
(1916-1918), and was interested in the Salford Roval Hospital
and other organisations estabhshed for the public good; he
was also a member of the Industrial Fatigue Research Board
of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. He
stood for Parliament in 1918 for the Clayton Division of
Manchester and defeated the Labour member by a majority
of over 4.000 votes. Manchester will keenly feel the loss in
Dr. Edward of one of its most distinguished public men, and
engineermg—especially electrical engineering— is made the
poorer by the death of a man of eminence in his profession,
who, while he was performing valuable service in so many
directions, was an unassuming gentleman for whom the
glamour of the footlights had httle attraction.
According to Press reports, the traffic manager of the Cairo

Tramway Co. was recently shot by an unknown man. for
whose arrest a reward of £.500 is offered. It seems that the
outrage took place on January 3rd. after a large number of
workmen had been dismissed.

Will.—The late Mr. F. G. Hart, M.I.E.E. (Peto & Radford),
left £19.108.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Kirby Johnson & Co., Ltd. (12,017).—Private company.
Registered in Edinburgh Jjnuarv I7th. Capital, £3.000 in £1 shares To
acquire, carry on, and develop the business of H. L. Kirbv Johnson & Co.,
fi8, Gordon Street, Glasgow, and to ce .

. .

-

al.

the busi of electri al,

W
Sic. The

otBc.

rn Road, Glasgo
Glasgow, instrument n

Glasgow, electrical engineL-r

62, Gordon Street, Glasgow.
Qualific

H. L. Kirby Johnson, 1,597,
•r; T. Young, 35, Rose Street,
jreenwood, 25, Mount Stuart
tion, 100 shares. Registered

Shropshire Electrical and General Engineering Co., Ltd
ll79,IOO).-Private company. Registered January I'th. CapitJi. £500 in £1
shares. Co carry on the business of electrical, consulting, and general engi-
nerrs and designers, manufacturers and maintainers of plant for the generation,
accumulation, transmission, and supply of energy for light, heat, power or
otherwis,-. The permanent directors are : E. Townson, 7. Bank Parade,
l'r..<.lon

; A. Taverner, 55. Broad Sired. Ludlow. Secretary : A. Taverner
K.gisl.r,-,1 office : Corve Bridge Works. I,udlow, Shropshire.

Teignmouth Electric Lighting Co., Ltd. (179,116).—Re-
gistered Jaauary 18th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business as indicated by the title. Minimum cash subscription £4.000. The
first directors are: W. M. Bird. J. P., Dacre House, Shaldon.' Teignmouth:
A. P. Dell. The White House, Teignmouth; F. C. M. Giles, The Ship Yard,
Teignmouth; E. W. Parsons. Marina Hotel, Teignmouth; J. A. Purves 53,
Queen Street, Exeter; G. Rossiter. II. Bank Street, Teignmouth. Qual'ilica-
:ion. £100. Secretary : A. Coldridge. Registered office : 2-3, Orchard Gardens
Teignmouth. Devon.

Johnson & Slater. Ltd. (179,066).—Private company. Re-
gistered January 16th. Capital. £1.000 in £1 shares. To .adopt an ag'reement
with W. O. Slater and E. J. Johnson, and to carry on the business of
manufacturers and importers of. and dealers in. electrical goods and acces-
sories. 5l»ings. switchboards, indicators, bells, switches, automatic time re-
corders, clocks, engine controls, and all kinds of electrical, scientific, surgical,
nautical, optical, magnetic, telegraphic, photographic, philosophical and mathe-
matical instruments. &c. The first directors are : E. J. Johnson (permanent
director and chairman). 33. Arlield Road. Liverpool, master mariner; VV. O.
Slater. The Dunes, Hightown. Lanes., general merchant. Registered office :

1I9-I2I, The Albany, Oldhall Street. Liverpool.

J. R. West, Ltd. (179,094).—Private company. Regis-
tered January I7th. Capital, £300 in Is. shares. To carry on 'the business of
electrical, mechanical, and civil engineers, contractors, surveyors and inspec-
tors, warehousemen, general carriers, forwarding agents, furniture removers,
insurance agents, bonded and common carmen, garage propri.'tors. motor and
general engineers, dealers in electrical and aeronautical goods of all kinds, &c.
The permanent directors are: J. R. West, 45, Brondeshury Villas. Kilburn,
N.W. 6; H. Caustcn, 7, Glebe Road, Bedford. Qualification. 100 shares. Re.
muner«tion. £100 each per annum. Registered bv I. B. Kingdon, 73, Farring-
don Street, E.C. 4.
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John R. Kinsey & Co., Ltd. (179,092).—Private compan>.
Registered January 17"ih. Capital, i.l.OOO in £1 shares. To take over the

business ot motor repairers and cl<-ctrical enj^ineers carried on by J. K.

Kinsev, A. W. Wood, and L. E. Napper at JSi, Lower Addiscombe Road,

Croydon, as "John R. Kinsev S Co." The first directors are; J. R. Kinsey,

A.M.I.E.E. (managing director), 58. Woodside Court Road, Addiscombe,

Crovdon; A. \V. Wood, 78, Emm Lane, Heaton, Bradford; L. E. Napper, 20,

Ingiis Road, .Addiscombe, Crovdon; H. W. Leyland, 114, Lytham Road, Black-

pool. Qualification, £100. Registered office : 350, LowiT Addiscombe Road,

Croydon. j

Watt Electrical Co., Ltd. (179,173).—Private company.
Registered January 2«th. Capital, £'60(1 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of electrical, manufacturing, mechanical, motor, and general engi-

neers, &c. The substribers (e.ich with 100 shares) are: L. N. Abrey, 533.

Lordship Lane, S.E.22. electrical engineer; £. H. Whatton, 149, Bereslord

Street. S.E.5, electrical engineer. Table " A " mainly applies. Solicitors :

Kenneth Brown & Co., Lennox House. Norfolk Street, W.C.

S. Gurney & Co., Ltd. (179,073).—Private company. Re-
gistered January IGth. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To take over the busi-

ness of a silk lamp, electric, and cljndle shade manufacturer and importer

CITY NOTES.

ufactur.

Garden. E.G., and
ith one share) are :—P. R. England, 4.

chant; A. K. Hulley. Mickwcll Brow.
H. Bruce, " Hillside." St. George's

n salesman. The first directors are :

No qualification required. Solicitors:

carried on at 39, Kirbv Street, Hatti

Gurney & Co. The subscribers (each >

Gambia Terrace, Liverpool, cotton me
Ness. Cheshire, cotton merchant; J.

jMount, New Brighton, Cheshire, cott

A. K. Bullev and Miss L. A. Cooke.

Hill. Dickinson & Co.. 10. Water Street, Liverpool.

Electric Printers & Designers Equipment, Ltd. (179,157)
-Private comp.inv. Registered Januarv 30th. Capital. £500 in £1 shares

To take over the "business of an electrical photo copier, designer, and draughts

man carried on bv K. J. Morgan at 30. Wind Street, Swansea, as the " Eler

trical Blue Printing Co." The first directors are^l'". J. Morg
Mavals. Chan

mechanical engii

: Breos."

N. Perkins, isr Eaton Crescent.

«r; f. A. Goskar. " Sket-na." Park Drive. Swan-
Oualilicaticin. £35. Registered oftice : 30. Wind

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

H. T. Boothroyd, Ltd. (99,742).—Return dated October
3rd IS-il Capital, £30,000 in £1 shares (15,000 ordinary and 5,000 preference).

10.003 ordinary and 2.800 preference shares taken up. £'3.803 paid. £10,000

considered as "paid. Mortgages and charges. £4,880.

Bogota Telephone Co., Ltd. (69,059).—Return dated De-
cember 5th, I!)31. Capital, £100.000 in £1 shares (75,000 preference and

•35000 defrried). <i4,05r preference and IS.Ofi" deferred shares taken up.

£73.134 paid. £11.000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Church Stretton Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (80,857).—
Return dated September 28th, 1931 (filed October 37th). Capital. £10.000 in

£1 shares. 8,154 shares taken up. £154 paid. £8,000 considered as paid.

Mortgages and' charges. £(i.400.

Electric Welding Co., Ltd. (31,364).—Return dated No-
vember 8th 1921. Capital, £460,000 in £10 shares (45,000 ordinary and 1.000

founders' '22,417 ordinary and 917 founders' shares taken up. £143,665 7s. 6d.

paid on 14.084 ordinary and 917 founders', including £6,835 4s. lid. paid on

3,583 ordinary and 35 "founders' sha'res forfeited. £13,179 17s. 5d. remains m
arrears, £83."330 is considered as paid on 8,333 ordinary shares. Mortgages

and charges. £33.400.

Electrical Finance and Securities Co., Ltd.—Issue on
January 5th. 1933. of £700 debentures, part of a series already registered.

V. G. Middleton & Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction to tiie extent

of £500 on December 31st. 1921. of debentures dated April 39th, 1920, securing

£4.000.

Nelson Engineering Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated December
''9th 1921. to secure £350. charged on 13, Market Square, .Nelson, Lanes.

Holder : Mis. E. Nutter, Park Hill, Barrowford.

Pearn, Greg & Armstrong, Ltd,—Particulars of ^62,000

debentures authorised January 11th. 1W3; whole amount issued; charged on

the company's undertaking .ind property, present and future, including un-

called capital.

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction to the extent
of £34 500 on Januarv 2nd. 1922, of debenture stock dated January l,5lh,

1918, securing £1.330,000.

Alton Battery Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated January 12tli,

1922. to secure £4,750 and further advances charged on Alton Mills, Alton.

Hants, with house and properly therewith. Holders; L.C.W. and Parr's B.mk.

Birmingham District Power and Traction Co., Ltd.

—

Satisfaction to the full extent of £40.000 on December 14th, 1921, of charge

dated January 7th, 1918. securing £40,000, and any further sums not exceed-

ing £200,000.

New Welding Co., Ltd Particulars of ,£1,000 .second
debentures authorised Decemb<-r 19th, 1921. Whole amount issued, charged on

the company's umlertaking and property, present and future, including un-

called capital, subject to prior series for" £1,200.

" Alfo " Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—Debenture
dated January 6lh. 19-22. to secure £250. Charged on the company's under-

taking and pi-opertv, present ;ind future, including uncalled capital. Holder :

G. N. Kennay, Glenolden, Birkenhead Ro<id, Moreton. Cheshire.

Whittaker Bros., Ltd. (67,888).—Capital, .£7,000 in 1,000
cum. pref, 5.000 " A " onl., and I.IKHI " B " ord. shares of fl e:.rh. Return
dated Sept.'^mber 39th. 19-30. 3.907 shares taken up (class not specified). £3.'307

paid. £700 considered :is paid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Walsall Electrical Co.. Ltd. (37,696).—Capital, ^20,620
in £1 shares. Return dated November 7th. 19'21. 12.000 .shares taken up.

£10,000 paid. £2,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Winco Manufacturing Co.. Ltd. (138,464).—Capital.
{1,000 in £1 shares. Return dated December 31st, 19-20. 733 shares taken
ip. £'303 paid. £5-20 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Robert Bowran & Co., Ltd.—Deposit on December 20th.
1921, of deeds of certain land and premises at Pelaw. Durham, to secure all

rnonevs due or to become due from company to Lloyds Bank, not exceeding
£7.000.

Tredelect Dynamos, Ltd.—N. Bell, of 78 and 79, Wool
Eichange, Coleman Street, wai appointed receiver and manager by Order o(

Court, dated December 2l«t, 198L

The annual lueL'ting of shareholders

.\hmedabad was held at the company's Indian offices

Electricity Co., rec«ntly, Mr. F. C. Annesley presiding.

Ltd. The dii-ector's i-ejjort for the year ended

Sejjtember 31st, 1921, was presented. It

wa.s .stated that owing to the non-delivei-y of new plant Ui.

year had been a difficult one for the company, 'ihe existniy

plant had been running fully loaded, but continuity of supply
had been maintained and output increa.sed. It had been
agi'eed to sell the whole of the (.iriginal plant to the
Stu-at Electricity Co., f,td.. when the now sets had been
installed. Five 240 b.h.p. .sets had been delivered and two
of them had been put mto commission. (Jwing to the con-
tinual growth in the demand it was neces.sary to order three
additional 7.50 b.h.p, generating sets. The outstanding pay-
ment of Rs.75 per share upon the second issue had been
called up during the period, making these fully paid. An
amount of Rs.l.foO was still due on these .shares. To obtain
the ncir.s.^iiiy capital for the provision of new plant it was
decidi'il tn is.xiic the remainder of the company's authorised
capital— l;,-.7; lakhs; it was accordingly decided to offer l.oW
shares of Ks.llK) each to shareholders in proportion to their
holdings. The issue was fully suliscribed, and shares were
allotted on September 7th. Rs.oU per share being paid up.
A net profit of ivs.59,061 had been made, and to this was added
Rs.462 brought forward, making a total of Rs..59,513. After
setting aside Rs.16,656 for depreciation the balance of

Rs.42,857 was distributed as follows : Preliminary expenses,
Rs.oOO; a dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum on
paid-up amounts (less tax), Rs.40,o47; bonus to staff,

Rs.1,250: carried forward. Rs.560. In his speech the chair-

man .said that plant on order and new i)lant installed repre-

sented a capacity of 2,310 kW, against the previous 282 kW,
which .showed the progressive nature of the company.
Owing to heavy maintenance charges it had not been pos-

sible to maintain the rate of dividend paid in the two pre-

ceding years. The earnings of the original plant had had to

cover the interest on a much larger capital, but this .state of

affairs would be remedied when the new plant w;is in

running order. The report was adopted.

The Felten vnd Giiilleaume Carlstt-crk

German A.G., of Cologne-Mulheim, proposes to

Companies. make a fresh issue of share capital to the

extent of 50.000.000 marks, thus increas-

ing the ordinary shttres to •200.LK;k1,000 marks. As the shai'es

are to be offered to existing proprietors at the price of 400 per

cent.—the present quotation exceeds 1.000 per cent.—the

emission will yield '200.000,000 marks. In adtlition a 5 per

cent, loan for 80,000,000 marks is to be raised.—The share-

holders in Brown-Boveri & Co., of Mannheim, have
sanctioned an augmentation of 60.000.000 marks in the ordin-

ary share capital, of which present proprietors are to have
the right of subscription to 24.000.0(X) marks at the price of

150 per cent.—It is iilso proposed to double the present .sh;ire

capital of 37,500,000 marks in the case of the Insulated Wires
Co. (late Vogel). of Berlin.—The capital of Toight & Haeffncr.

of Frankfort-on-Main, is being increased by the emission of

10,000,000 marks in 6 per cent, preference shares, having

triple votes.—Ten votes each have been allowed to 5 per cent,

preference shares for 5,000,000 marks to be issued by the

Electi-ic Light & Power Investment Co. of Berlin.

Societe Electro-Cahlc.—The recent meet-

French ing of this company approved the acaiunts

Companies. and balance sheet for the year 19'20-21. and

fixed the dividend at 50 fr. per share,

against return of coupon No. 6. The net balance of the wi>rk-

ing year was 1,611.909 fr. With the proceeds of the capital

raised during the year, the company had acquired the stations

belonging to M. Henry Debauge. thereby securing a strength

and solidity of production which had enabled it to outlast the

crisis which had paralysed Fi'ench industry. The business

figures, which began to rise at the beginning of June, con-

tinuetl'to progress, and the various works gradually regained

their former activity. The .\rgenteut'l works, equipped for

the rolling, drawing and twisting of copppi'' bad had its plant

considerablv increased and improved in view of the .supplies to

be made for the electrification of the railways. It turned out

1.500 t<ms a month. That of the Rue des Bois. at Paris,

specialised in the manufacture of insulated wire and c!ible«.

allowing of a production of 2.(XX).000 metres of cable i)er

month.
Hiiii Elrrtriqiii'.—'T\\e report read at the recent ordmary

meeting of this company showed, as n- result of the negotia-

tions with the communes served and the arrangement of

higher tariffs, a sensible increa.'so in the receipts, while Sn

arrangement had been come to w ith one of the power supply

companies. The concessions acquired, unexploited iit the

end of the workinij year, were to the number of IS : six in the

department of the Card, eight in I'Herault. two in the

Vnucluse. and two in the Bouches-du-Rhone. The number of

concessions being worked up to June ciOth. 1921, was 163, an

increase of three on the foregoing year. The total number of
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CI Illumines supplied had risen. ;it the same date, to 18S. The.

1. n;4th ot primary lines (that is. lines of 5,00(1, 13,500, and
:;ii,iKHl volts) had advanced from l,lJ48 to 1.300 km., and that
III secondary lines from 406 to 418 km. The total length of the

liiits belonging to the company had therefore risen from 1,604
to 1,718 km. With the high-pressure lines belonging to the
S'niete des Forces Motrices de la Vis, worked by the Sud
hl.'itrique, the latter actually controlled 1,808 km. ot lines.

l.'-W ot which were high-pressure lines. The net profits of the
\i'ar had risen to 1.370,410 fr.. an increase of 181,744 fr. on the
l;i>t year's working. I'he meeting, adopting a proposal of the
council, tixed the dividend at 18.75 fr. on the priority and
(jidinary shares, and at 'i.5'26 fr. on the new priority shares.

The report of the Conipagnie Gciieralc d'Electricitc, of

Paris, for the year ending June 30th, 1921, shows an available

profit of 8.5(l'2.181 fr.. as compared with 8.615,007 fr. for the
preceding twelve months.
The shareholders in the Coinpagnie Generale Electrique,

Nancy, have sanctioned an increase of 15,000,000 fr. in the

share capital, thus bringing it up to 30,000,000 fr. The
additional funds are required to complete a programme ot

works extensions and to permit of bulk production, which
ni'ces.sitates the holding of large stocks of raw and other

materials.

After various rearrangements of the share capital, the

(iidinary share capital of the Sociefc Parisienne d'OutiUage
I'.h'cfrique. has been increased to 1, .500,000 fr.

The repf>rt of the Socirfr IndiisirirUc dca TeUphonen, of

Paris, for the vear ending June 30th, 19'21. shows a net profit

(if 6,998. 18'2 fr.. as compared with only 4.084,103 fr. in thti

lireceding twelve months. The dividend is being increased

from 35 to 40 fr. per share.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

East London Railway Co.—^The report for 1921 states that

the gross receipts were estimated at .£87,189, which would
give the company £48.826, instead of a minimum rental of

£30,000 per annum. The arrears of interest to December
:ilst, 1921, in connection with the electrification of the line

\\\\\ be reduced by an amount (when agreed) representing

the balance of revenue for the year due to the East London
Kailway in excess of tlje minimum rent of ±'30,000. During
the autumn of the pa.st year the board met several times in

consultation with the solicitor of the company in order to

prepare a statement for submission to the Railways Amalga-
mation Tribunal for compensation. The statement describes

in definite t<erins, with regard to which there can be no mis-
apprehension, the result of the electrification of the line and
the manner in which the company has been penalised for its

public .spirit and enterprise, undertaken mainly on behalf of

the travelling public, and urges that under the clause of the
Act they should receive, in respect of the same, adequate
compensation.

—

Financial Times.

Hong Kong Tramway Co., Ltd.—The Financier states that
because there are very few shareholders in this country, and
because a change of domicile would reduce the future lia-

bility of the undertaking for British corporation profits taxa-

tion, it is proposed to assign the whole of the undertaking
to a new company, to be incorporated under the Hong Kong
Companies' Ordinance, in exchange for shares of that com-
pany. Such a move will eliminate to a great extent the
differences in exchange which occur each year, because it

has a sterling capital and operates in a colony where the
silver currency fluctuates in value from day to day. It is

proposed to complete the assignment by March 31st.

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—This company is seekinj:;

Parliamentary powers to divide the whole of its issued and
unissued £10 ordinary and £5 cumulative preference into ±1
shares. The authorised capital is £2,000,000, and the issued
capital now consists of 83.000 £10 ordinary and 54,328 £5
cumulative preference. The conipanv has also raised

£360,(X»0 by debenture stwk.—Financial' Times.

Styrian Electricity Company.—The first issues of
l,000,ttlO.(JOO crowns in shares and obligations having been
taken up. a further concession of 1 .500.000.000 crowns is being
made in order to meet the applications of tho.se who were un-
able to receive any allotment in the former case.

Stocli Exchange Notices.—Dealinsjs in the following have
been .speciallv allowed bv the Committee under Rule 148a :

—
Fife Trainwav. Liixht and Power Co.—±250,000 7 per rent.

debenture stock, issued at 93per cent., partly paid and fully

paid, after issue of allotment letters.

Lanarkshire Tramways Co.—Dividend of 6g per cent, for

the past half-year, making a total of 5i per cent, for the
year,

Montreal Light and Power Companies.—The Montreal
T/ight. Heat I't Power Consolidated Co. hns declared a divi-

dend of li per rent., and the Montreal Tiight, Heat & Power
Co. a. dividend of 2 ner cent.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.—.Accordintj to the Finan-
cial Press this company has passed the dividend on its

preference shares for the half-vear to 31st January.

Anglo= Argentine Tramways Co.. Ltd.—.A finanri.Tl dailv
reports that cabled advice states that results for 1921 will

permit of the half-year's dividend on the five and a-half per
cent, oumuiati'-" oreference sbaree, lees tax, satisfying arrears
to June 90th, 1917.

Tuesday Evening.
I.WESTORS are declared to be having the tune of their lives,

the airy statement being based on the fact of gilt-edged stocks

rising week by week, not only with unfailing regularity, but
with remarkable buoyancy. Tlie investor may not unreason-
ably turn round and point out that, thankful as he is to see

prices advancing, he still possesses a good deal of Stock Ex-
change security at pre-war figures that compare far from
favourably with those now current. Nevertheless, even the

latter stocks are !)eginning to advance in unison with the
general tendency of first-class securities, and, as usual, the cry
arises that in those markets where the investor is wont to

look for channels into which to place his money, the liquid

supply is reduced to a mere trickle.

The strength shown by fir.st-class investments is steadily

overfJowing into other stocks and shares, so that the Ordinary
lists are beginning to present a more cheerful appearance.
This may be illustrated by the manner in which people are
[iressing to buy the ordinary .shares of the electricity supply
concerns. County of London ordinary, which were down at

8J soon after the company made its issue of debenture stock.

;ire now 9^. Westminsters, St. James's. Charing Cross, City
Lights, and Chelseas are all better. The preference shares

participate in the movement. Amongst provincials. Oxfords
are up to 3j, Bournemouth and Poole -to 6^.

The postponement of the dividend on Edison preference

.shares came without much shock of surprise in the Stock
Exchange. Nor could it have been entirely unexpected to

these who have followed the argument advanced, time after

time in these columns, to the effect that electrical trading

companies could not fail to suffer from the influence of the
trade depression which has spread into every branch of busi-

ness, which has caused the writing down of stocks in drastic

fashion, and which has been further ernphasised by the falling-

off of export business owing to the slump in foreign exchanges.

Edisons eased off to as. 9d. ; the preference remain about
13s. 9d. The latter, being cumulative, should one day receive

what arrears of dividend may be due uixm them. Other
manufacturing shares are quiet, with General Electrics better

at 20s. British Thomson-Houston debenture has risen 1 to

5i premium.
Cable industrials are better, Telegraph Constructions rising

to 23, Callender's to 30s. bid, and others of this class being in

demand. Siemens keep their price at 22s., and Henley's are

a good market at 31s. 3d.

Midland Counties Electric 7j per cent, debenture stock,
which came out at 96. has almost reached three figures.

Reading Electric 7^ per cent, debenture, issued at 95, stands
at 5^ premium, and Llanelly, after dipping to 11 premium, re-

covered to 2i premium upon its issue price of 94. General
Electric 7 per cent, debenture stock is offered at 100|, giving
a flat yield of £6 19s. per cent, on the money, with an in-

terest payment due in March. English Electric 8 per cent.
6-year secured notes, obtainable at 95J, afford ±8 7s. 6d. per
cent, outright and ,£9 r2s. 6d. per cent., taking into account
redemption at 103. Newcastle-on-Tyne 4i per cent, first deben-
ture at 78j pays 5i per cent, now and 63 per cent., allowing for

redemption at 100 in 1939. The stock can be paid off after
this year at 105, or it can be purchased in the market. The
company's 6 per cent, second debenture stock, on offer at

86i free of stamp and fee, yields nearly 7 per cent, on the
money, with a full interest payment due in March.

It may be worth mentioning that there is a small parcel of

City of London Electric ordinary shares in the market at
29s. 6d., affording a return of % per cent, on the money at

the present rate of dividend, though this, of course, may not
bo maintained w'hen the company has finished clearing-off

what it regards as arre.ars incurred during the war-time when
less than the regular 10 per cent, was distributed. However,
as mentioned before, there is a shrewd expectation that the
company may be able to continue, by way of bonus or under
some other name, the 14 per cent, paid for 1920. By the de-

mand for County and other ordinary shares already mentioned,
it is fair to infer that the companies have had a good year, in

spite of the forces which have been arrayed against indu.strial

undertakings. There is little Kt<ick on offer in the case of

any of the London coni'erns. The .speculative investor may
see some attraction in the ordinarv shares of the Brush Elec-

t''iral Engineering, which stand at 16s.. and on the basis of

the J5 per cent, paid last year return 18| per cent on the
money at the present time. The next dividend is due in

May. but the quotation .sufgests that a reduction in the pre-

vi'-'us distribution is probable.
TJnderaround Railway stocks are erratic. Districts show a

rise at 38J. but the stock ha.' been 24i during the past few
days. Underground Electric income debenture stock at 91J
is about 4 points higher on the week On the other hand,

the company's income boqds have gone back to 74J. sbowing a
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drop of 2, the " A " shares are Is. down at os., and the flO
shares at IJ are 5s. lower. Central Loudon Assented ordinary

at 57 is ii higher. City and South London debenture stock

rose to 65i, and the company's tour issues of 5 per cent, pre-

ference, ranging in date from 1891 to 1903, have advanced to

66-69. East London " A " debenture at &ii is several points

to the good.
Mexican Utilities are coming into favour again, the Light

and Power Co.'s preferred shares at 33J being 5 up on the
week, while smaller rises have occurred in the other issues of

the company and in those of the Mexico Ti'amways. British

Columbia stocks are marking time after their somewhat
breathless advance, while Anglo-Argentine Tramway second
preference at '2 1/16 are 1/16 higher. Fife Tramways deben-
ture stock, dealings in which started on Tuesday at Ij pre-

mium, quickly rose to 3 premium. Several other Scottish

tramway companies are said to he contemplating issues at an
early date.

United River Plate Telephones at 6 5/16 show a rise of the
fraction. The market reason for the advance is that a good
many holders of the new shares sold these when the .shares

appeared, taking a Uttle profit by w-ay of bonus. The sellers

having now finished, the price resumes a more normal
appearance. Marconis at 1| are 1/16, while Marines at

21s. 9d., Radio ordinary at l4s. and the preferred at l'2s. 9d.

show little change. Anglo-American Telegraph preferred is

up to 90, but the Eastern group exhibits no particular

fluctuation.

Babcock & Wilcox hardened to 2 9/16 and Metropolitan-
Vickers preference at 36s. 3d. are 1/16 up. A dramatic jump
took Vickers from 7s. •9d. to 9s. 3d., but the full extent of the
rise was not held, the price reacting to 8s. 9d. There is

nothing doing in rubber shares, w'here the flatness of the raw
material militates against any revival of interest on the part
of the public.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies,

Dividend.

1919. 19i0.
Brompton Ordinary t2 Vi
Charing Cross Ordinary . . .

.

7 8
do. do. do. 4J Pref. .

.

4) 4)
Chelsea 4 6
City of London 13 14

do, do. 6 per cent. Pref ..

.

6 6
County of London 8 8

do. do. 5 per cent. Prel... 6 6
Kensington Ordinary 7 9
London Electric 2^ SJ

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref..

.

6 6
Metropolitan

do. 4J 4)
la 12

8j
29/6
19/-

i>i

8J
6i
1

H
4i
Si's

+

1

South London
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 17/
Westminster Ordinary. . .. .. lo 10 Bj

Teleorafhs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 90

do. Def IJ IJ 19
Chile Telephone 6 6
Cuba Sub. Ord. 7 7
Eastern Extension 10 10
Eastern Tel Ord 10 10
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10

do. do. Pref 6 8
Great Northern Tel 22 34
Indo-European '

,

,

10 10
Marconi 36 16
Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12
United R. Plate Tt-1 8 8 «A
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/-
Western Telegraph 10 10 17

Home Kails.
Central London Ord. Assented
Metropolitan

do. District
Underground Electric Ordinary

H

?i

H

+ i
+ k
+ i

Yield
p.c.

£9 12

8 U
7 10
9 12

6 13 4

9 3 6
6 17 I

10

6 19 6
6 19 6

6 17 8
6 1 6
9 2 10

do.
do.

do.
do. Income.

Nil Nil

Nil Nil

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref.
do. do. and Pref.
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb.

Brazil Tractions
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfoe...

do. do. Preferred ..

do. do. Deferred .

.

do. do. Deb.
Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds ..

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Mexican Light Common
do. Pref
do, 1st Bonds .

.

PoEEioN Trams, &o.

n
6/-

6Si

+ i

-i
-!;

n\^

134/-

Ni*

•7 m
•10 a 10

6 16

Manufacturing Companies.
Babcock & Wilcox
British Aluminium Ord. ,. ,, 10 10
British Insulated Ord, .. .. 15 15
Callenders 16 16

ejPref 6J 64
Crompton Ord 10 10
Edison-Swan 10 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ., 6 6
Hlectric Construction 10 10
English Electric g g

do. Pref 6 8
Gen. Eleo. Pref Si 61

do. Ord 10 10
Henley 16 16

" _«4Pret 4) 4i

af.
16/3

1»

18/9

13/9

18/9

9/6

13/9

ie/3
ao/-

i-ft

— 10 13 4
-6d. 16 17
— 8 14 6— 7 3 6
-l-6d. 10

Icdia-Rubber
Met.-Viokers Pref 8 8 1\~

Biemens Ord 10 10 32/-
TelegrapfaOon 90 30 33

* DiTldenda paid tree of Income Tkz,

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in taaklng use of the fipures appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstances

Wednesday
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TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

(Continued from page 102.)

Igranio Electric Co., Ltd.—A very interesting new devel-

opment ia eleotrii'al heaters for all kind.s of purposes was
shown by this fii-m. It is not a variation of any present
heater, but is of a fundamentally different construction which
Hives it characteristics unlike those of any other heater. By
its means many requirements can be met, it is claimed,
which could not be satisfactorily met by any previous form
of heater. The tubular heater consists essentially of four ele-

ments. The resistance {.K) is of round v^'ire wound in a helix

disposed centrally along the axis of a metal tube (c),

which is completely filled with insulating material (d), em-
bedding the resistance, and terminals (b) insulated from the

UBE B-TCRMINAL

t iilii.i sKeve insulates terminal from jacket.

/ Tube is swaged down upon terminals, thus securely mounting
to tube.

g Le.id wire connects resistcr to terminal and extends through the
length.

h I.4?ad wire is swaged to resisler.

Fig. 11.—a Ti'BULAR Electric Heater.

tube. This construction is shown diagrammatically in fig. 11.

The resistance material is usually of nickel chromium, the
enclosing tube being of steel or cx)pi5er according to the u.se

to which the heater will be put; steel is used for general
purposes and" copper for water-immersion heaters. The insu-

lation used is a specially-developed, highly-refractory, ma-
terial capable of oiierating at high temperatures without
deterioration. No mica is used, except at the teiminals to

insulate them from the tube. The terminals are of brass or
steel, the latter being used for high temperatures when brass
would not be snitable. and brass is used where steel would be
liable to rust

;
generally, a copper tube heater has br.iss ter-

minals, and steel tube he.aters have steel terminals. The lead

connecting the terminals to the resistance is of nickel chro-

mium of much greater section than the resistance, and pro-

vides an inactive length so that all the heating effect is pro-

duced within the portion of the tube desired.

There are four general types of application of tubular
heaters. (1) Immersion heater, where it is immersed directly

stx'ucted by simply suspending them in air and mounting on
any suitable support. If operated at a sufficiently high rating
they will show colour and can be used as radiant heaters.
Igranic tubular heaters are standardised in four diameters:—
9/3'2 in., '29/64 in.. 9/16 in., and '21/33 in., and made in any
length up to a maximum of 60 in.

Tlie permissible w'att rating is determined by the service

Fig. 13.

—

.\n 800-A " Auto-reclose " Circuit Breaker.

the heater has to meet, varying from 60 watts per in. of

actual length of the smaller diameter when used for water
immersion, down to r2 watts for air heaters. The insulation

is so highly compacted by the method of manufacture that
it is practically an artificial stone which fills the space between
turns of the resistance helix and between the helix and the
tube. The helix is kept central in the tube and will not be
displaced by bending the tube, the limit of bending being

i in. radius in the case of the smallest diameter heater. The
tubing being thoroughly annealed can be bent cold, but if

required to be re-bent, it should be again annealed by heating
to red heat and allowing to cool. Its many advantages.

Fi I'i.—An Immersion He.wer. FlO. 14.—A COXDI'CTION He.wer.

in the liquid to be heated. It is shajjed as required and the

terminals are brought out to a .suitalile location, as over the

edge of the container, and pa.ssed through the bottom or side

through glands. The tube can be bent to conform to the

sh'ape of the vessel and to dodge obstructions, and thus pro-

vides a maximum of adaptability in installation. (2) Cast-in

heaters. Tlie tubular heater is peculiarly adapted to this

use, as it ran be shaped 'to any desired form and will stand

the temperatures at which aluminium, copper, brass, or even
iron are cast. It is strong enough to be self-supporting in

the mould, .so that it does not present a difticult moulding
problem. (3) Conduction heaters are usually clamped to the

part to be heated, and it is desirable to provide grooves in

which the heater w-ill fit fairly closely so as to secure the

maximum conduction of the heat generated. This is a sim-

pler and cheaper method of applying the tubular heater to a
casting than that of casting it in. and in many cases is just

as satisfactory. (4) Air and radiant heaters may be con-

compared with other foniis of heaters, may be summarised as

follows :
—

'

(1) Insulation unaffected liy high temjierature. ('2) Free-

dom from exp.in.sioii troubles. (3) No soldered or other

joints to open up. (4) Adaptability by i-eason of ease of bend-
ing, casting in, &c. (.5) Elimination of mica permitting higher
temperatures. (6) Small diameter permitting application in

restricted positions. (7) High insulation value. (8) Great
regularity in duplication, owing to standardised manufacturing
methoils. (9) High thermal efficiency. The above illustrations

show^ an immersion water heater, fig. 1'2, and a clamped-in
heater for stove top, fig. 14.

k new form of control device that has recently been placed

on the market by the firm is known as the " Auto-reclose
"

circuit breaker, that may be described as " almost human in

operation," as it will open a circuit with certainty on an
overload or short-circuit taking place, but will not reclose, or

even attempt to do so, until the fault has been removed from
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the line it is protecting. On the other hand, when the cir-

cumstances warrant its doing so, it will positively close the

circuit; in any case, an interval i.s :ill(iwp(l to elapse between
the oiJening and reclosing, the interval licing adjustable with

accuracy. The .standard patterns include independent feeder

breakers, tie-feeder breakers, and generator breakers. When
hand-o|>erated switches are used and overloads are of frequent

(iccnrrcnce, the perhaps somewhat natural tendency <>( an

Ptcj. ].T.

—

Diagram of Connections or " .\dto-reclosk
"

Circuit Breaker.

attendant is to either set the trip far too high, or to block it,

so that the breaker becomes an expensive portion of the con-

iluctor and worse than nsele.ss. This operation of the human
(lenient is claimed to be entirely prevented by the nse of the
" .'Vuto-reclose ' circuit breaker illustrated in fig. 18, and for

this reason it can be described as a circuit controller. Being
magnetically closed, a no-voltage release is an inherent feature

of all these devices and, therefore, full protection is afforded

k Bl-POI.AH Dlll'M .XuMATrnii-WINDlNG Machixk,

to an installation undei' all condition.^. The time limit for

i-eclosing is a. valuable feature where several breakers are used,

as the intervals can be .so set that various circuits are brought
on the line in a dcfinit<^ secjuence. I'he protection given by
the device is said to be complele and maintained without sacri-

liciiig continuity of service. The lin<j diagram of an indepen-

siuall automatic tiii)le-

' on alternating-current

dent feeder breaker, hg. 16, shows the principle of operation;

the coil o closes and holds the breaker closed; s is the cjil

for tripping the breaker on the occurrence of a short circuit

or an overload; T is the releasing coil to pennit the break.-r

to reclose by tripping the latch a. While ttie breaker is opiu
there is a shunt path consisting of high resistance R^ and law

resistance Rj ; so long as a short circuit i;emains on the hne
the diversion of current through R^ and Rj is such that tha
greater part will be shunted round coil T, but when the short-

cii-cuit or overload is reduced to a pre-determined minimuiu,
a larger current wM pa!5s through coil t, which will then
operate and allow the breaker to reclose.

The firm's eAibits also included various types of coils

wound on its " Leesona " winding machine and a new bi-

polar drum armature-winding machme. fig. IG, which has
been designed for winding .smaU armatures direct from tlie

wire-supply bobbin on to the core. Armatures arranged for

either diametrical windings, chord, or semi-enclosed, twisted
or straight slots can be handled with equal facility, and two
wires can be wound simultaneou-sly. This machine is capable
iif winding armatures from I in. to 4J in. in diameter up to

4 in. long, using wire from No. 20 to No. 3C S.W.G. Tlie wind-
ing head is in the form of a pair of jaws, which are locked
upon the armature Ijy a hand wheel. Each j&w is furnished
with a highly-polished wing to guide the wire into the slots

without damaging the insulation, and a device is fitted behinil

the wings, w'hich serves to guide the wire, or wires, from
the coil and give them the required twi.st, so that when the

ai'mature is removed from the machine it is complete, all the
leads being of the correct length and fnim. ready fur attach-

ing to the commutator.

Another interesting exhibit was ;

pole starting switch intended for u

systems. This type of starter is used with small squirrel-cage

motors and motori with internal starting arrangements, when
it is possible to directly connect the motors to the line. Tlie

protective features embodied in the construction of these
.starters are :—No voltage release which opens the main cir-

cuit in ca.se of a failure of the voltage. An inverse time-limit
overload protection is obtained by the use of a pah of mercury-
type (ixei'load relays. The difference between these mercury
relays and other types of overload devices is that the motor
is allowed to take the extra current required for starting, thus
eliminating fuse troubles. If current in excess of that re-

quired for the nonnal running condition flows through the

motor windings too long and the windings heat up, the tern-
,

perature of the thermal elements of the relays increases pro- r

portionately. This vaporises the mercury in the " Pyrex "

tubes of the overload relays, causing it to pass into an upper
chamber and open the circuit of the no-voltage release. Tliis, ;

in turn, disconnects the motor from the line, after whicu the
mercury cools and the relays are reset in readiness for sub-

sequent use. Control of the.se starters is by means of " start
"

and " stop " push buttons.

Messrs. Isenthal & Co., I^td., in addition to rheostats and
resistances of many types, had on view electrostatic instru-

ments designed by Mr. G. T.. Addenbrooke^namely, a pres-

sure voltmeter that can be adapted for any voltage between
.50 and 1.000; its sensitiveness is variable so that it can be
altered to I'ead a given voltage at a given point on a scale.

A low-reading voltmeter which has a wide range of sensitive-

ness, usually about '25 mm. on a scale at 2 metres for one volt,

but it can give double that. Its contact difference is almost
nominal and, when used as an ammeter, it w'ill read, w-ith an
appropriate shunt, very small a.c. or d.c. currents. A con-
venient .sensitiveness of the firm's electrostatic wattmeter gives

a constant of about 10—that is. with '2Ui.l volts on the needle
and 1 volt between the quadrants. Tlie deflection is equiva-

lent to '2.000 mm. at '3 metres scale distance. Consequently. .

at ordinary power factors a reading of '200 mm. is obtained
for a drop o( 1/10 volt between the quadrants. This sen.sitive-

ness can be doubled, or even quadrupled, for special purpnsi\s

and the instrument can be used to measure the loss in con-

densers of 1/10 mfd and of very low jMiwer factor.

Thi; Dtbilier Condenser Co.. (1921). Ltd., exhibited some
new types of condensers both for wireless telegraph purposes
and power line protection; special attention was draw-n to the
" C.P. " type, in aluminium cases, with ' special insulators

for high-frequency work and capable of carrying currents up
to .50 amps. The 577 type is suitable for working continu-

ously at 1,000 volts and for carrying one ampere of high-

frequency current. This type is made in capacities ranging
from O.OIK)01 to 0.01 mfd. in a .standard met.il case. The firm's

absdlutc standard of capacity is guaranteed to have an error

not exceeding 0.1 jier cent, on any capacity in any range, and
with regard to the si>ecial insulator for c.w. wireless telegraphy \

the claim is made that " we guarantee it for ever, as it is

unbreakable mechanically and electrically." For power line

protection condensers are made for ojierating continuously on
overhead lines at pressures up to 110.000 volts. A porcelain

insulator was exhibited that had been diimaged by a direct

lightning stroke; it was fitted to a (iO.O(X)-volt condenser and
the latter had withstood the shock successfully.

The Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd., had a show-
cas<' containing samples of wire of various sines, and insiil.iled

with different sub.stances.

<To be continued.)
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"BROOKHIRST" SWITCHQEAR.

A sKKlK.-i of new pattei'ils of switchgear has recently been
.liveloped by Me.ssrs. Brook, Hirst & Co., Ltd., of Chester.
nl wliii-lj SMiiii' liarticulars should prove interesting. Whilst
tlir ii> .^ il' -iLii^ represent, in many respects, departures from
)iirviuiis |ir;iiti(f', the manner in which standardised com-
|iiiiii-nts are used, as far as possible, to build up tlic ditVereiit

thi-ough intermediate positions. The method of opel'ation 18

the same in both drum and multiple lever types, the con-
tact segments in the latter case being replaced by cams,
which actuate the switches.
In respect of their general construction the new panels are

robustly ironclad, with glazed apertures, through which the
switchgear can be seen; the starter has no spring to effect'
return to the " off " position, but cannot be left in circuit m
an inlermediate position; the starter is provided with a .slow-

motion operating handle, anil has a dehnite step-by-step move-
ment; and it has a true " free " handle, operative on failure
of supply or overload. The shunt .speed regulator has a slow-
motion handle, and is designed so that the motor can only
be started with full field. The motor circuit is opened only
by a d.p. magnetic blow-out contactor, and two overload trips.

Pig. 1.—l)-ii"M-Tvi':: Pankl.
Closed; Constant Speed.

Fk;. !.— DurM-TYi'H 1'ani:i.,

Ope.n: Vahiable Speed.
-Mrr.THT.E-i.F.vi'i; '1'vpe Starter.

apparatus, is worthy of ik te ; and as a iiiitural coiolhny to

this practice, tlic manufacturing methods liave Ijcen adajited

and improveil to enable the comiionents to be produced at

the lowest cost but of uniformly high (piality. At the same
time, all possible safeguards for both the motor and the

operator have been embodied in the standard designs; ttie

panels are totally enclosed, and the interlocking of the door
with the isolating switch has been made, it is claimed, proof
against evasion, whilst the isolating switch is enclosed in a

locked compartment arrcs^il.le only to authorised persons.

When the door is open the oidy live parts on the panel are

the main terminals and the supply side of the isolating

6wit<:'h. all of uliich are enclosed in the locked chamber.
The new starters are of the " drum " and " multiple lever

"

types, and their most notable IVatine is the successful appli-

onc on each pole, are always lifted. Provision is made for
" inching." and no live parts are ever aceessible, as explained

above.

The internal mechanism is accessible by front and back

doors, but all important v\orking parts can be removed from
the front without intefering with the resistances and intercon-

nections.

Fig. 1 .shows the drum-type panel for constant speed, and

fig. '2 the variable-speed type with the front doors open.

Tlie " Brookhirst " patent ratchet handle is shown sepa-

rately in figs. 3 and 4 as applied to the drum starter. To

ratchet the drum forward, the handle is brought from a

downward position to an upright one, thereby closing the

control swil'-h. If the handle be released it falls to its normal
pnsitioti, : :mI this >witch is opened. In the " full on " posi-

FiGs. 3 A 4.

The arrow shows the position of the control switch contacts.

-IlANni.E-BOX AND DrUM, WITH CONTROL SWITCH CjPKiN AM) CLOSED.

cation of the drum mechanism to both kinds; the ditiiculty

which had been experienced in providing automatic safeguards
against interruption of the starting operation in the ca.se of
the drum operation has been overcome in the new panels.
The handle has a dual motion, in the course of which it first

closes a " control switch " (equivalent to a " start " button).
and then cuts out the resistance step by step. The return
of the liandle to the " off " position, which is essential before
SI fresh start can be made, is effected by a single forward
movement, thus avoiding the necessity of ratcheting back

\

lion, and in that position only, an auxiliary drum contact
provides continuity of the circuit indeiiendently of tlie con-
trol switch, and so allows the handle to be released. The
ratchet mechani.sm provides a definite check in the " on

"

position, so that it is not pos.sible inadvertently to take the
drum past that position when starting; if, however, the
handle be relea.sed, it becomes po.ssible by a single forward
movement to reach the " off " position. The slow-motion
gear is so arranged that the pawl fails to engage the ratchet
if the handle is operated too quickly; on the other hand, a
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stop prevents the drum from over-running and cutting out

more than one resistance step at a time.
In the case of the " drum ' type starter, the drum carries

copper segments, which malie contact with spring fingers;

for the larger currents the drum does not carry contacts, but
is fitted with a series of cams which close in turn, and sub-
sequently re-open, a number of separate swit<:-hes (fig. 5). The
starting resistances have the standard full-load one-minute
rating, liberally construed; in the larger panels grids are used,

but in the smaller ones, departing from the firm's previous

practice, the wire, of a non-rusting, non-corrodible alloy, is

wound on tubes, which consist of heat-resisting insulating

material, placed vertically, so that a draught of air passes

through the tubes and over the wire, thus dissipating the

heat effectively.

The drum contacts are ground true after fixing, and the

finger contacts are attached to their supports by a greatly

improved method. The multiple-lever starter switches make
contact with a rolling action, so that the working contact is

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL

GOODS FOR DECEMBER, 1921.

The December returns of electrical exports show a decrease

of about i'177,000 as compared with the November total of

^1,240,810, but December, of course, brings with it the stop-

page due to the Christmas holidays. The falling off in values

was widespread and most conspicuous in electrical machinery

(£140.(100 decrease), insulated wire (£40.000 decrease), and
electrical goods and apparatus (£21,0OO decrease). On the
other hand, telegraph and telephone exports were on an ex-

tended .scale, an increase in values of i''i6.000 being recorded.

Electrical imports at £174,000 were £.5,(KX) do-ivn on the pre-

vious month's total, while the total for re-exports of electrical

goods remained practically stationary at £14.000.

The total weight of electrical machinery exported for the

Figs. 6 & 7.

—

Cont.ictor Cont.\cts in Completely Closef)
Position (Fig. 6) and in Initial Closing Position (Fig. 7).

Fig. 8.

—

Door Locking-arm and
Push-button.

made at a difterent point from the initial contact. All contacts
:ire renewable.
The contactors, which themselves provide the " no-volt

"

feature, and are opened by the overload trips in the event of

an overload, are electrically interlocked with the starter,' so

that they cannot close the circuit unless the stai'ter is in the
" off " position. The main cu'cuit is never opened except by
the contactors, which are very carefully designed and con-
structed. Figs. 6 and 7 show the contactor contacts, blow-out
coil, and part of the arc shield, from which it will be seen
that any arcing that occurs at the breaking point cannot
affect the working contact.

The overload trips, either of which opens both contactors,
are usually arranged for instantaneous operation at the pre-

determined overload, but can be provided with a time-lag
feature.

The shunt regulator, by means of a horizontal screw,
moves a laminated copper brush over the surface of two
.straight rows of contact segments, those in one row being
staggered relatively to the others. This arrangement econo-
mises space, and lends itself conveniently to slow-motion and
side operation. The resistance wire is wound on porcelam
cylinders with special central passages for tappings, and no
headed external wires are needed.

All the panels are suitable for " inching " without any
alteration ; inching may be done with the handle, in the
' start " po.sition. or with push-buttons at convenient points
in the " off" position.

Tlie d.p. isolating switch is electrically interlocked with the
main contactors, so that current is interrupted only by the
latter. As above mentioned, the isolator is mechanically
interlocked with the doors of the case, and is enclosed in an
inner locked chamber.
From the foregoing particulars it will be seen that the rew

designs are calculated to afford the maximum protection, both
to the motor and to the operator, and this result has been
attained without material increase in the cost, owing to the
adoption of improved methods of manufacture.

month was 1.196 tons, as compared with 1,333 tons in Decem-
ber. 1920, and -2,176 in December, 1913.

Electrical Undertakings in India.—H.M. Senior Trade
Commissioner in India has forwarded to the Department of
Overseas Trade copies of the Third Supplement to the List of
Electrical Undertakings in India revised to October. 1921,
which contains financial and technical det.ails with regard to
the various licensed electrical undertakings in India. A copy
of this supplement may he seen on application to the De-
partment (Room 84). .3.5. Old Queen Street. London. S.W.l.
and a further copy is available for loan in order of application
to firms in the provinces which may be unable to arrange for
inspection in London (Reference E.D. 7753).

Values of Electrical Exports
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THE UTILISATION OF WASTE HEAT FROM POWER STATIONS.

[Abstnict of Joint Discussion at the Institution of Electrical Engineeu.s.

A Joint meeting of meuubers ul' the Institution of Electrical

Engineers and the Institutiou of Heating and Ventilating

Engineer.s was held on January i9th at the headquarters of

the former Institution. It was well attended, and the discus-

sion was opened by the reading of two short introductory
papers, which are reprinted l>elow in an abridged form; a

number of lantern slides and diagrams was displayed, but
unfortunately most of the contributions to the discuission were
read from typescript, which fact rendered it difficult to appre-

ciate the .'iignificance of many of the statements made, especi-

ally when' ligures were quoted—inileed. some statements were
read out at such a speed that it was imyiossible to record

more than a .'-mall portion of what was s;iid.

Utilisation of Exhaust Steam from Electric Generating
Stations, and Coal Economy.

Bv C. Ingham Haden.

In connection with electric generating stations, it is claimed
that an efficiency of 80 per cent, is obtained from the coal, and
(assuming the calorific value of the coal to be 14,000 B.th.u.'s)

20 per cent, or '2,S(X) B.th.u.'s is lost in the boiler, and 90 per

cent, of the remainder, or lO.O.SO B.th.u.'s, in tlie generating
plant; i.e.. out of a total of 14.000 B.th.u.'s. 2,800-H0,0S0, or

12,880 B.th.u.'s, are lost, and only 1.120 B.th.u.'s are con-

verted into electrical energy ; in other words, for every 100 tons

of coal used in this w-ay the heat equivalent to 92 tons is lost.

and the huge total of 9,200,000 tons represents tlie approximate
value (expressed in tons of coal) of wasted heat; this quantity.

at an average price of 30p. per ton. amounts to ^613,800,000 out
of the total of fl5,000,OtX) paiil for the coal.

Users have to pay the proportional cost of all this heat in

the price per kWh, but that does not fullv explain why the

'cost i.s .so high. .'Auxiliaries absorb a considerable percentage

Fig. 1.—Assumed Average Winter Load.

of the energy generated, and as all this energy is wasted, the

price of the unite actually sold has to cover the cost of the

units used in this way.
With present methods, electricity is a most wasteful form

of heatiing, and quite impossible if coBi is to be conserved,

but the combination of heat distribution with the generation

of electricity will give a higher heat efficiency.

It is not generally possible to place an electric generating

station in a central position so that it can be used as a heating

station. The positions chosen for super-stations are close to

some waterway, for the obvious rea.son that the heat can be

washed away "and cooler water obtained for the condensers.

Is this an entirely sound and economical proposition? No
scheme can be complete which does not make some provision

for the utili.sation of the waste heat.

Tf the super-station is built in a district where there is no
possible use for the heat, the conclusion is that the position is

not rightlv chosen, unless the electrical load exceeds the pos-

sible hent'load in the district to be served. The scheme in-

volves the scrapping of many existing generating stations,

which seems a most calamitous proposition. A pos.sible alter-

. native is to retain such of the existing stations as can be

usefullv emnloyed as heat distributing stations, utilise thera

to their full canacitv. "iid. if there is a greater demand for

heat, then provide additional heat stations, using them also

for generating electricity as a by-nroduct.

The assumed heat load is indicated in fig. 1 for a

complete dav of 24 hours. The dotfed-hne curve gives the

approximate rate of electrical output from generators designed

to meet the working conditions. The assumed lighting load
(firm hue) indicates that at certain hours of the dav there
is a considerable surplus of electrical energy available for other
purposes. The hghting plus cooking load is shown chain-
dotted.

Pig. 2 shows an assumed summer demand for hot water
supply, lighting and cooking. If electric cooking were used to
the extent shown, there would be three periods per day when
all the exhaust steam could not be utilised. It might he
possible to provide thermal storage to use the exhaust for these
periods, if there T\ere a large local demand for hot water,
lurther. when the power load is added (and such a load would
be practically constant throughout the year) it shows the
necessity of providing some condensing plant to deal econo-
mically with the extra electrical load, or to depend upon the
power station or super-station for this supplv. If no supply
from a super-station were available, then, to meet all demands
w-ithm the district, the plant would have to be designed with
the proportion of condensers neces.sary lor the load variations.
Some generating stations in London and in many cities

and towns in the United Kingdom are extremelv well situated
tor heat distribution, and. although the present plant in many
instances is obsolete and uneconomical purely for the purpose
of generating electricity, a large number of these stations with
their existing boiler plant would serve excellently as heating
.stations, thus utilising the boilers to the best advantage in
which case either a part of the generating plant could' be
altered to exhaust at a pressure of 60 lb. per so. in., or new
plant could be specially designed to meet the conditions. The
retention of a competent electrical staff at these stations
surely is justified if the income from the sale of the heat makes
the combined station a profitable undertaking. One example
in London : a careful survey of the district within an approxi-

mate radius of half a mile from the
generating station shows a possible heat
load of 160.000 lb. of -steam per hour,
dealing only with buildings provided
with existing installations for heating
and hot water supply, and those of
suitable size for the steam service. If
a further proportion of new buildings
were eref-ted within this area, this
load could ea.sily be doubled.
The above demand would reouire ad-

ditional steam at the station to allow
for radiation losses thus making the
figure say, 165,000 lb. of .steam. With
a boiler pressure of 1.50 lb. and super-
heat of 100 deg. P.. and with genera-
ting plant designed for a back pressure
of 60 lb. per .sq. in., "the steam con-
sumption would be at the rate of about
11.5 lb. per kilowatt-hour, so that it

would be possible to obtain power at
the rate of about 1,450 kilowatts.
Exhausting at 60 lb. per sq. in., there
would still be some superheat in the
steam, which would assist in reducing
the radiation losses in the mains. The

'^'"'"" consumer would also benefit by any
superheat remaining in the steam de-
livered to the calorifiers.

The net integrated load for the same
district and buildings, allowing for

average winter and summer conditions, amounts to
4.52 million pounds of steam per annum. The gross income
derived therefrom would amount to £90,400 if charged at

the rate of 4s. per 1,000 lb., and the approximate number
of electrical units obtained from the heat load to 3,930,000,

which, at an average price of 2.2d. per unit, would amount
to about £36,000.

The total expenditure for engineers' work would be about
£82,400, covering over 4 miles of streets, an average cost of

£17,800 per mile, and an average earning capacity of £19, .500

per mile.

By uniting all the .services and accommodating them in

one suitable subway, the coist to each service should not be
prohibitive, and the proportion might be determined by capi-

talising the expenditure incurred over a period of years for

cutting up and making good the roadways, (fee.

.\ brief description of what has already been accomplished
follows: In 1911 the firm with which T am connected was
entrusted with the heating and ventilation of the new build-

ings (St. .Tames's Buildings) in Manchester for the Calico

Printers' ,\ssociaHon, including complete boiler plant for a

maximum load of 12 million B.th.u.'s per hour. The back of

the buildings abutted upon the Corporation generatinc station

in Dickinson Street, and we prono.sed to the City Electrical

Engineer. Mr. S L. Pearce. C.B.E.. that the Corporation

should supply exhaust steam for heating the new buildings

and a contract was entered into between the Corporation and
the Association.

In labour the scheme saved the handling of approximately
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taH) tuns i)er auuiim, and one man now looks after and controls

the whole plant. The condensate is measured by a Lea re-

corder, and electrically-driven pumps (in duplicate) return the

whole of the condensntc to the generating station.

Subsequently the scheme was extended to a distance of

about 600 ft. from the .station to the -Refuge Assurance and
other building.'!. At the Refuge buildmgsnew heating boilers

were replaced by " calori-conomisers," and the coal bunkers
^vere converted into strong rooms. Kven at this distance the

back pre.s.'iiire at the station does not exceed li lb. per sq. m.
The condensate is not returned from this building, but is

filtered and used in connection with the hot w-ater supply for

the lavatories. Other buildings are now supplied with steam,

and tig. 3 shows a heat chart drawn from information

kindly supplied by the Corporation Electricity Department.

ASSU.VIKII SlMMKK DEMAND.

The Utilisation of Waste Heat from I;lectrical (jenerating

Stations.

Bi- ¥. H. Whvsau,, M.I.E.E.

It has been suggested that special efforts should be made
by supply authorities to surround their power stations with
industries such as paper-making and sugar-refining in order

that they may sell their exhaust steam for use in mdustrial

processes, but most of the undertakings with proces.ses suit-

able for co-operation with this kind of power station are

established in special districts, and their jiositions are not

convenient. ' I am of the opinion that in many cases this

difficulty can be overcome, on account of the ease with which
energy can be transmitted in the form of electricity from one
place to another, and I suggest that the discussion of this sub-

ject should follow the litves of putting forward commercial
teiTus for the co-operation of steam-using industries with the

supply authority so that the two nuiy mutually benefit.

With regard to the charges to be made for exhaust steam.
I suggest that with coal at lOs, per ton the proper charge would
be lOd. per 1,000 lb. where the condensate is recovered by
the supply authority and the distance is not more tlian 1 mile

fioiu the power station.

For the supply of electrical energy as a by-product from an
industrial works making a large use of steam, the prol>er

charge is O.ld. less tlian the fuel cost of the supply authority

for a 100-per-cent. load factor.

Tlie chief point to beax in mind in working out the details

of any proposal is that the benefits should be equally divided
between the parties under all the varying conditions likely

to obtain in actual practice. With regard to the supply of

steam from an electric power station for heatiii;^ |iiii|i(i.-ics. it

is necessary to regard electrical energyas a li\ ihihIihI m this

ca.se and. in order to get the most econoniiial irMilts. the
back pressure must be kept as low as possible, a maximum
of 2 11). (gauge pressure) being aimed at as a practical
nossibility. Tn agreements for supply, a back pressure of i
lb. per sq. in. at consumers' premises should be specified.

Tlie friction load of a 7.50-kW set is often equivalent to
.").000 lb. of .steam per hour. au.d it is a very large building
that will take more than this ouantitv: thc'cfore. unless a

KXI per cent, electrical load factor can be given to the set

or sets used, there is very little profit on the arrangement.
Where the heating load is small, an alternative is to " bleed

"

a tui'bine or to take off a supply from the receiver between
the cylinders of a compound reciprocating engine, the
i-emainder of the steam going to the condenser in each case.
It is doubtful, however, in these cases if the electrical energy
is generated more cheaply than it would be by a large modem
.<,.i'.>ritii>g st-ition using from II to 12 lb. of co.nl ner kWh,
;mii1 the fact that the provision of a load factor of 100 per cent.
•1 the plant supplying exhaust steam for heating purpo.ses
is effected at the expense of the load factor at the main power
station, must be taken into consideration when comparing
l-CRUlts.

Wavleaves cmi he found nio.sf readily through the basement
"iiMoises of buildings i:n nttiir. the proprietors being induced
in most eases to take a supply. The supply of exhaust steam
for lieating nurposes is invariably most satisfactory to the
consumer and the demand is generally ahead of the facilities
for supply.

It is said that combined stations in America have been
abandoned in many cases in fqvour of a separate central

station for the supply of steam for heating purposes only, but
this does not necessarily prove that there are not many cases
where a properly organised system of collaboration between
existing electricity supply stations and heating consumers iii

congested city areas should not be profitable to both parties.

Discussion.

Col. E. E. B. Chomi'tox opened the di.scu.ssion by referring

to the several stations in London that were to be converted
into sub-stations and at which the generation of electricity

would cease—they might be u.sed as heat supplying stations,

but the problem of wayleaves would have to be overcome
before they could do any good. His investigations led him
to the conclusion that the best plan was to retain the boilers

in such stations and supply very highly superheated steam;
lagging on the pipes occupied a great
amount of space, and the loss still re-

maineil heavy. Heat distribution could
not be done by one method alone—each
.system had advantages in special cases.

In certain districts the amount of elec-

tricity used for heating purposes had
tiebled within a short time, due solely

to the high cost of coal and the absence
of domestic labour. The " convenience
factor " in any lieating .system was of

such great importance that it out-

weighed efficiency and other factors.

One of the great advantages of electri-

city was that it could be brought so

clo.se up to the point of application ; it

° ' "" "
nliii,! was also clean, refjuu-ed no preparation

before its use, or any cleaning up after-

wards, as a coal lire did; and its con-
venience enabled it to be used in bed-

ruoins, Ac, where a coal fire would not be hghted for a short

period. However, they could not travel over one road only,

and, moreover, there was not .so much room in, say, London
as in American cities wherein to locate the heating stations;

the large buildings in the U.S.-\. each required a big amount
of heat, whereas in this) country they would have to cover
more ground to obtain the same load.

Mr. F. Biggin (president of the Institution of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers) knew of many examples of the utilisji-

tion of waste heat, and cited the small power station at the

Imperial College of Science at South Kensington, the wa.ste

heat from which was used to heat all the surrounding build-

ings, museums, &c. He thought that all .should do their be.'^t

to have the subject ventilated, and suggested that it might be'

desirable to form a joint committee to investigate the matter
and report to a further joint meeting nf their Institutions.

Mn. W. H. Patchki.i. asked: "Docs it pay?" and pointed

out that the question mu.st he looked at from both sides. He
exhibited a number of slides relative to the system in use at

Detroit. U.S..\.. and explained that there one of the largest

electricity supply companies in the world had commenced to

sell the waste heat from its generating stations, but later

had abandoneil that method iind had built special stations for

the purpose of .selling heat. In one of the latter there had
been installed in December, 19'2J, the largest .steam boiler in
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heating was done by gas it cost about £10 per annum, but

when solid fuel was used the cost was about half that sum.
When a workmau could obtaiu all the heat he requii-ed for

about £6 per annum the question naturally arose : Could
they do the equivalent by the methods advocated by the

openers of the discussion? He thought the answer would
show that any scheme for supplying waste heat from a central

station for the purpose was foredoomed to failure.

Mu. J. F. Raggett emphasised the fact that a proper balance

between the heat and load was of imi^ortance, and explained

that its attainment was assisted by the use of electricity for

heating purixjses. After referring to back pressures he men-
tioned examples of combined heating and electricity supply
plant by which electricity could be generated as a by-product
very economically ; it coukl be supplied for one-third of the

cost at which a corporation could supply it.

Mr. W. M. Selvey said that man needed two kinds of

energy—high grade and low grade. An advantage of the

former was that it could always be broken down if necessary.

Was it cheaper to concentrate on the production of high-grade

energy from the raw material, or in doing so to leave some
residue that would be useful to mankind? Man needed, not

heat, but temperature. A hot-water service must be built up
gradually on the local demand in special cases.

Mr. W. W. Nobbs chc-je the commercial side of the sub-

ject, and was alarmed at the price at which Mr. Whysall
.suggested that exhaust steam should be sold, namely. lOd. per

1,000 lb. with coal at 10s. per ton. He pointed out that the

prime consideration in fixing the price was its market value,

or what it would cost. He quoted current figures, rates. &c.,

in the TT.S.A. to show that they were considerably higher

flinn those suggested in the introductory naper.

Ml!. J. F. Driver \vas of the opinion that a " central

station was so in name only, and that it was the means of a

great deal of wa.ste, but what was even worse was that it

actuallv cost monev to throw away that heat. He suggested

that electrical engineers should live by the .sale of their by-

products, because what could be done in one case could be
done in another, and he did not see why in new districts

—

say, on the sites of new housing schemes, &c., a good deal

of w'aste heat could not be usefully absorbed. An ordinary

coal fire in a house was extremely wasteful because it was
often kept burning unnecessarily; for example, to provide hot
water in the summer time. The Loughborough Technical
College spent about f.5,000 per annum on coal and electricity,

whereas a suitable electricity generating station designed to

exhaust at a back pressure of 1 lb. would show, on paper,

an economy of no less than £4,700 per annum, and the
college was comparable with a factory that requii'ed heat all

the. year round. With regard to wayleaves, much trouble, he
thought, could be avoided in such juemises as shops by lead-

ing the pipes from one adjacent building to another.

Mr. W. N. H.\den thought that the energy available at

destructor works was not made sufficient use of. Rivalry

between departments might lead to development, but it was
not calculated to result in economy. The demand for heat
would develop more rapidly in the future than was commonly
expected, and his experience of the food .shortage during the

war period led him to think that it would be unwise to expect

anybody to be satisfied with the minimum quantity of heat

that was really nepessary. In America electricity supply con-

cerns supplied in summer consumers who in winter generated
their own electricity as a by-product of their heating plant.

Such an arrangement helped to maintain the load on the

large generating stations, whereas in this country the authori-

ties impo.sed a charge for the stand-by plant.

In reply to the discussion Mr. F. H. Whysai.l asked to be
permitted to reserve his reply for publication in the Journal
of the I.E.E., while Mr. C. Ingham PIaden found nothing to

criticise in the various speakers' remarks, and again empha-
sised his main point—namely, to retain as heat generating

and distributing centres many of the electricity generating
stations which it was proposed, in the schemes being cion-

sidered by the Electricity Cnmmis.sioners, to scrap entirely.

BRAZIL AND ITS IRON ORE.

There is much to interest the engineer iu the report on
economic conditions in Brazil (by the British Commercial
Secretary, Mr. E. Hambloch), which has recently been

issued by the Department of Overseas Ti-ade (H.M. Stationery

Office, Is. yd.). It covers the situation m that country up to

October. 19'21, and reviews the work that has been done during

the past two years in the further investigation of the enormous
ii-oii ore deposits in Brazil.

First, with regard to the general trade position, it is note-

worthy that in 1919 the high-water-mark of Brazihan com-

merce was reached. A balance in the country's favour of

over £'.jO,000,000 was then shown. The succeeding year was
quite different. A steady stream of imported goods flowed

towards Brazil at a time when local importers found difficulty

in disposing of such goods owing to the fact that the export-

ing centres in the interior were no longer in a position to

purchase on the scale that had been anticipated, for the

reason that the demand and prices for Brazilian products had

fallen.

British merchants dealing with the country have been as

hard hit a.s any others by the prevailing commercial crisis in

Brazil, l)ut the Commercial Secretary has no doubt that their

fair dealing and good judgment throughout have been appre-

ciated, and will bear fruit as conditions once more become
normal.

Brazil is a young country commercially, and her potential

resources are enormous. It is probable that the present crisis

will pass sooner than many people expect, and that Brazil s

purchasing rapacity will continue to increase, especially it

uiore attniti.iii lie "paid by all concerned to the standardising

of her piniliuts for exportation, while an enlightened policy

on the i>ai 1 111 the Federal and State Governments with regard

to the development of Brazilian iron and steel resources will

do much to estabhsh Brazil's economic future on a sound

basis.

The importance of Brazil's internal trade and the possibili-

ties of the country's industrial development are intimately

bound up with the commercial exploitation of its iron deposits

and the manufacture of steel in the country. The develop-

ment of the .siderurgical industry in Brazil will indeed mark
the next phase of Brazil's economic progress.

Various active schemes ha/ve been pro-

Iron and Steel pounded for exporting the ore to

Industry. American and European markets. The
Itabira Iron Ore Co. was particularly

active, and obtained a contract from the Federal Government
for the building of a port and railway to enable ore from
its property at Itabira do Matto Dentro to be placed on
foreign markets. This company's scheme includes the 'erec-

tion of iron and steel works in the State of Minas Geraes,

and the use of foreign coal as fuel, while its calculated out-

put is 1.50.0flO tons per annum.
Much anxiety has been shown that the ores should be

smelted in the country, and Congress has extended for a

further period of two years existing laws by which the

Federal Government is empowered to grant favours and give

encouragement to locally manufactured iron and steel. The
States of Minas Geraes, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro have
also passed laws encouraging this industry.

The iron furnaces at Miguel Burnier and Esperauga, in the

State of Minas Geraes, have been working well, and between
them produce about 1-5,000 tons of pig-uon per annum. A
new furnace has been built at Sahara^, m Minas Jeraes, which
has already had a satisfactory trial. .\11 these furnaces are

being worked by Brazihan enterprise. Another Brazilian

company is building works at Riberao Preto, in the State of

Sao Paulo, where it is working two electric iron reduc-

tion furnaces, and where it proposes to put down smelting
works and rolling mills. A Belgium-J Luxembourg group has
lately acquired an interest in the furnace at Sahara and a
Catalan furnace at Monlevade. It proposes to extend
these works and eventually to make steel. A German group
has shown some activity in establishing iron and steel works
here. A British syndicate has completed its negotiations for

establishing a large electric iron and steel works, with rolling

mills, in the State of Eio de Janeiro, and it is hoped that

this enterprise will be the first to manufacture steel on a

large scale in Brazil.

Opinion in Brazil is becoming convinced that the futurer of

this industry lies in the electrical smelting of ore with char-

coal obtained frcjin plantations of eucalyptus trees. No process

has yet been developed for economically obtaining coke from
Brazilian coal, and foreign coal will always be too dear, and
would, besides deti'act from the independence of the industry.

The Ministry of Agriculture sent an engineer and metallur-

gists to Europe to study the various processes of making
steel and to carry out tests on the working of Brazilian coal

and ores. Great interest is being created in processes for the
direct smelting of steel from ore. An electric furnace is

being installed at Juiz de Fora. in the State of Minas Geraes,
in which it is proposed to smelt steel direct from ore by an
Italian process. X considerable, amount of research work has
been done at the Ouro Preto School of Mines, which has also

been successfully smelting ferro-manganese in an electric

furnace of its own design.

The Iguassu Falls have recently been
Hydro= Electric examined by a Brazilian Government

Schemes. engineer, who accompanied an Argentine
technical commission to that region. His

I'cport is being .studied and the technical aspects considered.
Great attention is now being directed to the development of

hydraulic power for the purpose of electric smelting of iron

and steel, and for use in electrifying Brazilian railways.

There is little doubt that in both applications large devck)p-

ments are to be expected in Brazil in the future. Serious
investigations of the water-power resources of the country
were begun in 1920. and some twelve or more waterfalls have
been examined by tBe Geological Department in the State of
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Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Eio Grande do Sul, and Minas
Geraes. Further work in this connection is in progress.

The Victoria to Minas railway should
Mica. eventually help in the development of the

mica deposits of Minas 3eraes. In Sao
Paulo mica is found in great quantities (and of good quality),

and in the Serra del Mar, chieHy in the Municipality of Para-
hybuna. Brazil is one of the few suppliers of muscovite
mica outside India and the United States. Exports from
1915 to 1920 were as follows :

—
Kilos. £

1915 50,800 7,300
1916 53,800 11,000
1917 96,600 '27,000

1918 161,600 59,000
1919 154,300 77,000
1920 68,100 35,500

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

The Stiffness of Poles.

Whilst the calculations given by Mr. Gower B. E. Pimm in

his article on " The Stiffness of Poles for Overhead Ti-ans-

miesion Lines " in your issue of January 6th are most detailed

and complete, such detailed treatment would hardly be justi-

fied in the commercial design of overhead transmission lines.

Two essential conditions which limit if they do not dispense
with the application of this method of determining the

strength of intermediate poles in the line direction are :
—

1. Slipping of the conductor through the clamp or binder.

2. Belief given to the unbalanced pull due to torsion.

Admittedly the author mentions these, but he ignores them
in the calculations.

I dealt with this matter in a paper read by me before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, from which the following

is an extract ;
—

" The question is therefore : What is the connect strength
in the longitudinal direction for an intermediate pole'i* As the
longitudinal stresses are balanced, theoretically there is no
necessity for any strength. On the other hand, however, the
poles have to be erected and conductors may break so that

in practice the poles require some strength. It is, however,
generally considered that the breakage of one wire out of

three, or two out of six, is the- worst case that need be con-
sidered.

" If pin insulators are used, the means of attachment to the
insulators will generally permit of the conductors slipping (as

shown later) ; and if suspension insulators are u.sed, then the
insulator string can s\\ing out into the span, so that in the

event of a break in either case, the full tension in the con-

ductor will not be transmitted to the support. Moi'eover,

almost any pole will deflect to some extent, which will fur-

ther reduce the stress. In fact, the remaining load would not
be much more than, say, equal to the transverse load in the
conductor.

" If provision be made for the breaking of one wire out of

three, this would indicate that the intermediate poles should
have a strength in the longitudinal direction of one-third that

in the transverse direction. Thus in the remote event of all

wires breaking, the load would still be within the strength of

the poles by virtue of their factor of safety, plus their ability

to deflect."

(E«f. Journal of the I.E.E., Vol. 55, No. 367, June, 1917.)

This relationship of transverse to longitudinal strength I

have u.sed and recommended in the design of transmission

poles, including built-up lattice steel structures for heavy loads

and long spans, and I have found it entirely satisfactory and
practical.

Geo. V. Twiss, M.I.E.E.
London.
January lllh, 1922.

Removing Lamp Lacquer.

Your correspondent's difficulty is a frequent routine job m
every theatre and music hall, where some hundreds of lamps

may have to be stripped every week or so for relacquering.

(5i many effective methods, the cheapest and most simple,

and also the quickest, is as follows :
—

A bucket full of water, two or three handfuls of washing
soda, and a gas ring, also two or three strips of wood with
batten-holders affixed, and long enough to rest across the

Ijucket. Lamps can then be washed off at least six at a

time.
The soda water should be kept just below boiling point,

and care must be taken that the caps are kept above the sur-

face, otherwise they will be loosened.

The lacquer will then come away in a few seconds.

It is very important that the lamps be immediately rm^ed
in cold water and pohshed with a clean rag, or else the
lacquer will not " take well " a second time.
Lacquers differ very much in composition, and there arc

certain makes which nothing short of caustic potash will
shift, but it is much cheaper to change the make of lacquer
purchased.

J. H. Robberds,
Chief Electrician.

Lewisham Hippodiame.
January ISth, 1923.

The Dielectric Strength of Solid Insulating Materials.

Mr. Fhght has introduced a most important and interestmg
subject, and one that warrants a good deal of research work,-
the result of which would be of the utmost importance to
designers.

At the present time it would be of considerable interest if

Mr. Fhght could state the relative insulating values of
materials generally employed in the manufacturing of elec-

trical apparatus, tested under exactly similar conditions, botti

dry and in a humidified atmosphere. Suppose, for example, he
took varnished cloth as a basis of the figure 1, stating other
materials in order of insulating strength.

R. T. Norton.
Birmingham,
January Q3rd, 1922.

Proposed Emigration.

.\s I am rather inchued for going abroad, either to Austra-
lia or South Africa. I Mould like to obtain some information
regarding the conditions and best place for electrical work,
such as armature winding, electrical fitting, or power-house
experience.

I would also like to know if there is any way by which a

skilled worker can get out-passage paid.

Perhaps you could furnish me with some addresses of elec-

trical concerns which principally do the above-mentioned
work or manufacture electrical machines.

Inquirer.

January 20th, 1922.

[Perhaps some of our readers will spare a word of advice

to our correspondent.

—

Eds. Elec. Eev.]

The Magnetic Screening of Cables.

In a recent pamphlet published by H.M. Stationery Office

the following statement may be found :

—
" If a cable carrying

a current (constant or variable) is enclosed in a tube of steel

or iron, the external magnetic field is appreciably reduced.

The space external to the tube is said to be " screened.'

In order to draw discussion on this rather important point,

the writer will be bold and state that this information is

inaccurat-e.

When the question is put to practical engineers, 90 per cent.

of them will probably say that the information is correct, and
quote examples of cables run in ii'on pipes to prevent magnetic
interference with adjacent telephone cables, &c.

When the question is put to electrical students 90 per cent,

of them will probably say that it is correct and straightway

search their text-books for confirmation. This search is

usually unsuccessful, and although practically every book on
magnetism quotes the case of the screening effect of an iron

ring in a magnetic field, very few (if any) of the ordinary

students' books mention the effect w^hen the current causing

the magnetic field is inside the tube.

The writer, being a practical engineer, will confess that up
to a recent date he formed one of the 90 per cent, mentioned
above, but having had occasion to carry out certain exjieri-

ments on this problem he can now make the statement con-

tained in the second paragraph.
Being, however, rather conservative, he would hke to hear

further views, and more especially opinions why this par-

ticular subject appears to have been avoided by the writers

of our students' books to such an extent as to mislead a large

proportion of our engineers.
Hardly Convinced.

A Mountain—or a Mole=IIill?

Referring to vour Editorial footnote to my letter of the

17th inst., I am" afraid that humour of the type referred to

is often only fully appreciated by one side. The victnn of a

practical joke is singularly slow in seeing any humour in it

at all. This is unfortunate but true. Similarly in the lamp

business, when it is your business and livelihood that is

l)eing etolen illegitimately by competitors offering, humorously

it may be, but none the less effectively, discounts and terms

to your cu.-itoincis which terms you. as an honest trader, can-

not give, then it seems quite clear that the agreement breaker

and ^liar has all the humour and the honest man, if he must

laugh, has to do it on the wrong side of his face.

As for the "spice " of exaggeration in the sketch, this was

34 per cent, boosted up to 36 per cent, and allowing say 25

per cent, off this for " spice," we may get a fair margin which

is evidently more than humour, and may therefore legitimately

enough be classed as roguery.
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No ! it seems to me. Sirs, that there are some things which
it is unwise to joke about I am sure that the effect of your

talented contributor's article on a hitherto honest and agree-

ment-abiding firm and its customers is a bad one. You can
imagine the one saying :

" Here is how we lose our custo-

mers " and one of the latter muttering ; "I am a flat to be

content with 24 r'er cent, when I can get 36 per cent, by
being humorous." This is what is called, I suppose,
" humoui'ing a customer."
As the judge told the man who drove a neighbour's cow

20 miles for a joke, " You can take a joke too far," and when
humour has to be cultivated at the expense of truth and
honour it is high time its votaries \^ere brought up with a

fiharp turn.

Signaller.

Januarii 28rd. 19-22.

High=frequency Stray Sparks on Motor-cars.

Further to " Night Watcher's" letter in your current issue,

it may be of interest if I recount an exxjerience I had during
the war with regard to high-frequency waves given off by
ignition systems of i.e. engines. We endeavoured to carry

out an experiment with an ordinary field-service wireless

receiving set (suitably insulated from shock) fitted in the
observer's cock-pit of an aeroplane. Our squadi'on wireless

officer was operating and, when in the air, and even before
the aerial was let out, the experiment was realised to be a
failure as the sparks at the sparking plugs set up waves
which resulted in a noise in the receivers like a series of sharp
bangs of a hammer on an anvil. The operator passed the
head-set across to me, and the noise was almost deafening. I

might add that before leaving the ground we bound copper
gauze round the h.p. leads so as to damp, as we thought,
any possible effects of high-frequency waves.

J. E. Atkinson,
Private Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.

London,
January '2Srd, 192'2.

Revenue from Power Supply at Lighting Rates.

There are several observations in the letter of January 16th
by " Interested " that I think worth cuinmenting on. In
the first place, I did not say 60 per cent, of the consumers
in " Manchester district " were works and small shopkeepers;
I took a much smaller district with an average of about 6,000
consumers.

Secondly, I did not state that 30 per cent, were " poor
persons." A consumer who likes modem conveniences, but
keeps expenditure down, is not necessarily poor. I do not
want Manchester Electricity Department to accuse me of
attacking the status of 30 per cent, of its consumers. Also
in Manchester, with its " free hire " gas cookers and 4s. to
63. per annum hire of gas fires, the chance of business on
these lines is more remote stiU.

Not wishing to take up too much valuable space in the
Review, I did not bother to detail in my letter of January
9th why works and shops should be counted out. As the
works with electricity available have a power supply, these
at least can be left out. Taking the shops, I have several
cases before me where radiators and pedestal heaters of 600-
to 1,000-watt consumption have been returned (after pur-
chase and use for several months on the Ughting cu'cuit) to
the contractor with the request to make an oft'er for them.
The users had found they made the shop nice and warm—but,
oh ! the electricity account ! ! I am afraid using a radiator
for an hour or so morning and evening would be of very
little use in the majority of shops on cold days. Fancy
handling cold tripe under the following conditions :

—
Time, 1 p.m. ; radiator switched off 10 a.m. ; temperature

outside 20 deg. P. I am afraid the secretary of the " Tiipe-
Handlers' Union " would be round next day to go into
" conditions of service " of assistants. Result : Assistants
" come out " unless radiator is left on all day; 10 to 11 hours
at 7d., say 6s. per day for one small radiator.

I agree with the remarks that there is a demand for appli-

ances, but not on the lines laid down. For the supply com-
pany it would be a case of too much " all put." and very
little " take all."

No doubt many readers have read with interest " In-
terested's " article, and it would be interesting to know how
many concerns have taken an interest so far as to get their

constmiers interested.

H. ChalliS'Sowerby.
Manchester,

Januarii Q3rd, 1922.

The Standardisation of Electric Wiring.—The Federa-

tion of British Indu.stries having received an invitation from
the Institution of Electrical Engineers tO appoint a represen-

tative of the Federation to serve on a committee set up to con-

sider the standardisation of electric wiring, it was decided

that the invitation should be accepted, and that Mr. W. Pres-

cott of the Head Office staff should serve in this capacity.—

P.B.I. Bulletin

LEGAL.

CoH.\LT Electrical Co. u. Roysenthal.

In the Shoreditch County Com-t, on January 19th, before .

Judge Cluer, plaintiffs, of 161, Bai-nsbury Road, N., engineers,

sued Mr. Roysenthal, of 46. Balls Pond Road, N., to recover

±14 5s. for work done. The account was " To dismantling

30-h.p., 4»0-V motor, taking out armature and bringing to

our works, part rebuilding commutator, varnishing and
stoving, turning commutator and re-assembling, ±9 ; hire of

van, £1 OS.; to 1 h.p. Vickers motor; to rewinding two new
field coils, also re-insulating two other field coils and repair-

ing open cii-cuits in armature, £i; fl4s. 5s. in all." Mr.
W. E. Haskett, partner in the plaintiff firm, said the orders

for the work were verbal, the tirst being on August 21st for

repairs to an electric motor. At the present time they had
on theu' premises the second motor, which they had repaired,

and that was waiting for defendant to collect. It was the

defendant's custom to send the electric motors along for repair

and collect them on completion, but in the case of the first

item on the claim, witness was asked to send the motor along
by special van, and he did. Cross-examined by the defendant,

who admitted the claim for the first item, he denied that all he
was asked to do as to the second motor was to find out the volt-

age ; he was positive he was asked to repair it. Defendant ; You
were never asked to repair it, only to test its voltage and
report on its capacity. Mr. Haskett : You asked us to deliver

the first one, and then when you had got it set up you would
not pay, knowing full well that oiu: men could not come on
to the premises and take it away. Judge Cluer foimd for the

plaintiffs for the full amount claimed.

S.4DNDEHS V. Peterborough Ste.am Laundry.

At the Peterborough County Court, according to a report in

the local Press, plaintiff, Hem-y Saunders, an electrical engi-

neer, of Peterborough, sued defendants, claimmg ±65 lis. 6d.

for work done. There was a counter-claim for £75 damages.
Mr. T. Rowland, chief assistant electrical engineer to the

Peterborough Corporation, called to give rebutting evidence-

gave it as his opinion that the dynamo was stopped through
some foreign body entering the air gap and coming in con-

tact with the winding. Counsel addressed the Court at

great length on the claim and counter-claim, and ultimately

his Honour reserved judgment.

Scottish Steel Makers' Appeal Against Valuation.

A SERIES of appeals for iron and steel makers in Lanarkshire

against decisions of the Valuation Committee of the Middle

and Lower Wards of the County, was heard in the Valuation

Appeal Court, Edinburgh, last week. The following questions

were raised. (1) The general principle upon which the annual

value of the appellants' works fell to be ascertained, and (2)

what plant and machinery fell to be included in the valuation.

The assessor arrived at his annual value on what was known
as " The contractors' principle." He valued the various sub-

jects at the rates prevailing in 1914, when conditions were

presumably normal. Having ascertained the depreciated

capital value of the various items, the assessor then applied

percentages of 5 per cent, to the ground, 7^ per cent, to the

buildings, 7J per cent, to railways. 10 per cent, to furnaces,

and 10 per cent, to machinery. The totals were added to-

gether and claimed by the assessor to be the annual

value of the various works. The parties were at

issue with the assessor as to whether the contractors' principle

should have been appUed to certain plant and machinery and

as to whether the assessor was entitled to apply that method
in arriving at the annual value of the works as a whole. The
appellants maintained that the rotary converter should be ex-

empted from the valuation to the extent of one-half. The
Committee approved of the method adopted by the assessor,

but was of opinion that the percentages suggested by him were

rather high, particularly in the case of machinery. Fair per-

centages, the Committee thought, were : ground, 5 per cent,

;

buildings, 7 per cent. ; railways, 5 per cent. ; furnaces, 10 per

cent.; and machinery 5i per cent. In view of the ti-ade de-

pression it suggested an abatement of 30 per cent.

Injured by a Washing Machine.

On January 24th, Mrs. Sueter, wife of Rear-Admiral Sueter,

M.P., sued Messrs. Harrods, Ltd., for damages for personal

injury alleged to have been caused by a defective washing

machine. Plaintiff stated that defendants sent an electric

washer to her house for demonstration, and she endeavoured

to test the wringing apparatus by inserting a handkerchief

between the rollers. She said she found it impossible to

make the machine grip the handkerchief, but upon a final

attempt the rollers reversed and her hand was drawn in.

inflicting injurv upon it. For the defendants, it was stated

that Mrs. Sueter held her handkerchief to the wringer and

her hand was at once drawn in; there was no reversal of the

rollers.
, ^, j. ^.i.

His Lordship (Mr. Justice Coleridge) considered that the

defendants' demonstrator was in no way responsible for

the accident, and- he therefore decided in favour of defendants-
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.

(NOT XBT PUBLISHED.)

al by Messrs. Sefton-Jonss, O'Dbll ami

nls, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

F. G. Quance, and

588. " System of transmission for the Kullerphone." G. F. Weeks. Ja
ary 9th.

604. " Electric junction boxes, &c." H. V.

M. ]. Railing. January 9th.

()13. "Suspension of electric lamps." W. Buckley and A. Mansell. Janu-
ary 9th.

625. " Electric switch." A. Willmott. January 9th.

630. " Means for electrically bonding metaJlic-aheathed cables, &c., in

junction boxes, &c." G. S. Boothroyd and Callender's Cable 6c Construction

Co., Ltd. January 9th.

631. " Means for electrically bonding metallic-sheathed wires or cables, &c."
G. S. Boothroyd and Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd. January 9th.

633. *' Electrical instrument for automatic detection of smoke." " A. M.
Dickinson nnd H. Dickinson. January 9th.

654. " Electric coils." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co.,

Inc.). January 9th.

655. " Alternating-current dynamo-electric machines." A. B. Field, Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and L. Miller. January 9th.

662. " Electro-magnetic switches for train-lighting, &c., installations." C.
E. Adams and J. Stone & Co., Ltd. January 9th.

663. *' Cooling or ventilating of enclosed electric motors." D. A. Evans
and H. Hodgson. January 9th.

667. " Locking-device for electric lamps." S. D. White. January 9th.

699. " Electric lighting apparatus for vehicles." C. W. Fennell and W.
Fennell. January 10th.

703. "Joints for underground high-tension cables." A. M. Taylor. Janu-
ary 10th.

709. " Electrical wringers and mangles." Whittaker Bros. (Accrington),

Ltd., and W. Whittaker. January 10th.

711. " Electrical automatic omnibus sign." H. F. Carey. January 10th.

719. " Electrically-heated kettles, &c." A. Hague and Hague & McKenzie.
January 10th.

750. " Attachment to low-frequency amplifiers for wireless telegraphy or
telephony." P. G. A. H. Voigt. January 10th.

764. " Contact-maker for low-tension ignition circuit of internal-combustion
engines." L. Bussereau. January 10th.

765. " Manufacture of brushes of agglomerated graphite for electrical ma-
chines." Soc. Anon, le Carbone. January 10th. (France, April 7th, 1921.)

781. " Means for dimming light from electric lamps." Astra Dynamo Co.,

C. T. Freeman and F'. U. Y. Weldon. January 10th.

782. " Spark-gap devices for internal-combustion engines." G. F. C. Joly.
January 10th. (France, May 28th, 1921.)

783. " Protective devices for electric circuits." British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 10th.

800. " Electrically-illuminated scenic displays for advertising, &c." S. Dall-
away. January 10th.

808. " Dynamo-electric machines." H. W. F. Ireland and H. Lucas. Janu-
ary 10th.

'814. " Process (or manufacture of telephone receiver cases." S. O. Cowper-
Coles. January 10th.

815. " Electrolytic apparatus for production of seamless articles." S. O.
Cowper-Coles. January 10th.

821. " Production of thermo-induction currents." M. Meinhardt and E.
\'iz. January 10th.

826. " Direct-current dynamo-electric machines." Newton (Bros.) Derby,
Ltd., and F. Newton. January 10th.

857. " Electric current generators." C. Roller. January 11th. (Germany,
January 21st, 1921.)

858. " Electric generators.** R. Bosch Akt. Ges. January 11th. (Germany,
February 14th, 1921.)

872. " Sparking plugs." W, Pickard. January 11th.

890. "Sparking plugs." H. E. Fish. January 11th.

911. " Railway electric motor control systems." R. Brooks, E. H. Croft,
and Metropolitan-Vickcrs Electrical Co., Ltd. January 11th.

912. " Couplers for train lines or conductors of electric railway vehicles."
W. T. Gray and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. January 11th.

913. " Electric switches." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and
N. E. North. January 11th.

916. "Apparatus for controlling and regulating electric currents." A. W.
Sharman. January 11th.

932. " Electricallv-controlleJ signalling apparatus." L. P. Fiander. Janu-
ary 11th.

939. " Means for enabling an electric current of low voltage to flow across
proximate surfaces of two conductors in contact." T. N. Whitehead. Janu-
ary 11th.

'985. " Tramway sett." D. McDonald. Jat^ua'rv 12th.
1.002. " Electrolytic cells." A. E. Knovvles. January 12th.

1,004. " Electricity meters." R. Amberton. January 12th.

1,020. "Wave filters." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co.,
Inc.). January 12th.

1.026. " High-frequency signalling systems." British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 12th.

1.027. " Electric railway motor equipments." R. Brooks, Metropolitan.
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.. and N. E. North. January 12th.

1,029. "Connector for electric wires." A. Buck. January 12th.

1,046. *' Indicating devices for electric signalling, &c., systems." Auto-
matic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and A. E. Hudd. January 12th.

1.065. " Power supply controlling means for alternating-current electric
motors." W. A. Tester and S. Thompson. January 12th.

1.066. " Power supply controlling means of alternating-current electric
motors." W. A. Tester and S. Thompson. January 12th.

1.067. " Wireless telephone transmitters." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic.
January 12th. (Germany, January 13th, 1921.)

1,070. J^ Telephone systems." J. E. Pollak (Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges.).
January 12lh.

1,089. " Indicating or/and recording

J E. Lea. January 13th.
nts electr: ally.'

1.090. " Indicating or/and recording mechanical movements electricallv."
J. E. Lea. January 13th.

1,091 " Electrically measuring, indicating, or/and recording at a distance
rate of flow of liquid over V-notch or weir." J. E. Lea. January 13lh.

1,093. " Electric conduit box," H. Ixiwcth. January 13th.

1,110. " Electric lamp for police lanterns." A. Hickman. January 13th.
1,126. "Electrical starting devices for heavy oil motors." R. Bosch Akt.

Ges. January 13th. (Germany, January 17th, 1921.)

1,129. " Electrical ignition apparatus," R. Bosch Akt. Ges. January 13th.

1,149. " Method of regulation of heat generated by electricity." L. G. de
Kermor. January 13th.

1.151. " Self-regulating electric steam generators." L. G. de Kermor.
January 13th,

1.152. " Electric lighting device." F. G. Parks. January 13th.

1,158. " Electro-magnetic releasing de.'ice." H, Zangers. January 13th.

(Germany, January 24th, 1921.)

1,167. " Electric distant-control apparatus." E. Granat. January 13th.

(France, January 14lh, 1921.)

1.170. " Electricity meters." R. H. Barbour. January 13th.

1.171. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). January 13th.

1,190. " Electric warp stop-motion." C. Bourgeois, January 13th.

1,203. " Magnetic clutches." J. W. Hall. January 13lh.

1.207. " Incandescent electric lamps." J. T. Robin. January 13th.

1.208. " Electro-magnetic compasses." T. N. Whitehead. January 13th,

1.209. " Electric relays." T. N. Whitehead. January 13th.

1.210. " Sparking plugs." G. P. Ribis. January 13lh.

1,212, " Electric transformers," British Electric Transformer Co,, Ltd,,

A J. Hubef, and J. Roothaan. January 13th.

1.215. Telephone systems," Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

January 13th. (United States. February 23rd, 1921.)

1.216. " Electrical power-transmission systems." A. M. Taylor. January
14th.

1,218. " Submarine telegraph cables." H. W'. Sullivan. January 14th.

1,230. " Electricity meters." R. .•\mberton and R. H. Barbour. January
14th.

1,235. " High-frequency telephony systems." E. Pollock. January 14th.

1,239. " Electric terminal." A. J. Cheyne. January 14th.

1,253. " Electric induction furnaces." O. Frick. January 14th. (Sweden,
January 15th, 1921.)

1,270. " Electric conductors." W. S. Smith. January 14th.

1,279. " Electric switches." D. R. Davies and Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd. January 14th

1.281. " Electric current, &c , meters." Chamberlain & Hookhara, Ltd.,

and S. James. January 14th.

I

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will b»
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

(Germany, February 14fh, 1921.)

1,137. " Electrically-propelled r^tui"!**^"
Rapier, Ltd. iauuary 13th.

0. lonides and Rai and

X920.
16,633. " Electric induction motors " Siemens-Schuckertwerke Ges,

(January 29th, 1918,) ((145,470.)

17,359. " Apparatus lor the determination of wave-energy direction."
Steward Davit Ik Equipment Corporation. June 25th, 1919.) (146,192.)

17,877. " Power-control apparatus for electric furnaces." H. Wade.
(Vimadium Corporation of America). June 30th, 1920. (173,247.)

18,492. " Galvanic batteries or cells." S. Brvdon and E. Cummings. July
3rd, 1920. (173,251.)

22,359. " .\lternating-current meters according to the Ferraris principle."

Dr. P. Meyer Akt. Ges. (January 27th 1920.) (.Edition to 148,576.) (158,217,J
24,659. " Electrolyte for use in the electro-deposition of metals and

metallic alloys." Q. Marino. August 25th, 1920. (173,268,)

24,697. " Containers of electric iiccumulator cells." Soc. de I'Accumulateur
Tudor, September 27th, 1919. (151,591.)

24,841, " Electric signalling arrangements for use on railways and for

other purposes," Siemens Bros. S: Co., Ltd., and A. L. De M. G. Ferreira.

Aug. 27th, 1920. (173,272.)

24,956. " Means for and methods of earthing th« neutral point of three-

phase systems," A, M. Taylor. August 30th, 1920. 373,278.)

26,538. " Ringing arrangement for carrier wave-signalling and advertising
system." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co., Inc). September
16th, 1920. (173,284.)

26,915, " Device for heating by electricity." A. Negromanti. September
19th, 1919. (151,610.)

26.944, " Electric resistances." Crompton S: Co., Ltd., and W. F. Jones.
September 22nd, 1920. (173,291.)

26.945, " Electric resistances." Crompton & Co., Ltd., and W. F. Jones.
September 22nd, 1920. (173,292.)

26.946, " Electric rheostats or resistances." Crompton & Co., Ltd., and W.
F. Jones. September 22nd, 1920. (173,293.)

27,009. " Dynamo-electric machine commutators and like electrical appa-
ratus," R. A. L. Volat. May 21st, 1920. (Patent of addition not granted.)
(163,675.)

27,553. " Protective devices for alternating current electric distribution
systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and E. B. Wedmore. Sep-
tember 28th, 1920.) (173,316.)

27,572.." Alternating current generators." T. F. Wall. Septe'mber 28tb,
1920. (Cognate application, 6,205/21.) (173,317.)

27,629. " Electrical condensers." British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.,
E. A. Bayles, and H. Higham. September 29th, 1920. (173,320.)

27,755. " Telegraph keyboard perforators." A. C. Booth and A. S. Witl-
mot. September 30lh, 1920. (173,329.)

28,091. " X-ray apparatus and methods." W. D. Coolidge. July 9th.

1920. (166,096.)

29,304, " N'acuuni or low-pressure bulb electron-discharge apparatus."
General Electric Co., Ltd., and C. F. Trippe. October 16th, 1920. (173,363.)

29.600. " Mechanism for providing feed-holes to the paper-tape of tele-

graph perforating instruments." A. C. Booth and A. S. Willmot. October
20th, 1920. (173,368.)

30.051. " Switches for electric installations." A. Graf. January 26th, 1920.
(Patent of addition not granted.) (158.224.)

32.934. " Means for bonding metal-covered electric cables and wires,"
F, C, Raphael and Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. November 22nd. 1920.

(173,402.)

33,122. " Electric fuse contact embodying a method of holding or clamp-
ing fuse wire." R. Timmins. November 24th, 1920. (173,404.)

33,169. " Mounting of brush-holders upon electric motors." B. Platschick.
December 24th, 1919. (155,819.)

33,833. " Electric motor controllers," Isranic Electric Co., Ltd. (Cutler-
Hammer Manufacturing Co.) November 30th, 1920 (173.413.)

34,169. " Magneto-electric ignition machines. R. Bosch .\kt. Ges. Decem-
ber 3rd, 1919. (154,906.)

33,036, " Electrical connectors," W. J. Davis. December 13lh, 1930.
(173,419.)

4,055, " Portable accumulators." J. W. Cook. February 3rd, 1921.
(173,442.)

7,276. " Electric blasting fuses." A. L. Oliver. March 7th, 1921.
373,4.50,)

11,446, " Control of electrically-operated fluid compressors," Westinghous*
Brake and Saxby Signal Co,, Ltd. August 31st, 1920. (168,583.)

16,504. " .Mr-removing apparatus adapted for use with mercury vapour recti-

fiers and like devices operating with a permanent high vacuum.** Sic
Schuckertwcrke Ges. June 15lh. 1920. (164,756.)
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The placing of an individual contract is not the subject

upon which one generally cares to base a leading article,

but there may be occasions when a single contract pos-

sesses such significance as to justify expressions of

gratification from the standpoint of a whole industry.

We do not think we exaggerate when we say that the

placing of a contract with the Metropolitan-Vickers

Company for an important part of the electrification of

the railway systems of the Union of South Africa is

such an event.

The news comes at the psychological moment. First,

\z will help to undo some of the damage done to British

electrical engineering prestige by the publicly-made

suggestion that we should let Germany undertake the

electrification of our railways in the United Kingdom

as a part paj-ment of reparations. Secondly, it comes

at a time when the electrical industry is ready to welcome

large business which will ensure continuous employment

for British workpeople, for the works are in too many

cases engaged on the execution of old orders, and new

ones are not coming in as they should do to provide

future work. Thirdly, the contract is for a British

Colony, and is an example to other Colonies and Depen-

dencies to place their orders for execution in the fac-

tories of the Homeland ; it is the second case within a

couple of years of British Empire railway electrification

being placed here, the other being the New Zealand

success of the English Electric Co., Ltd. Further, it

is very acceptable just now, because, in spite of rates

of exchange and other adverse circumstances, it has

been secured to us in the face of very keen European

and American competition; and still further because

it follows on the heels of several large American suc-

cesses in Chile and the Far East,

Yet another gratifying point in connection with the

matter, considered from the standpoint of our electrical

trade abroad, is the suggestion that German electrical

influence in South Africa is not now so discouraging a

factor as it once was. Some years ago the electrical

equipment of the Rand was allowed, owing to the failure

of British financiers to back up British industry, to

become altogether too Teutonic to please any of us. We

hope that the railway electrification contract now placed

will possess an advertising value for British prestige in

all parts of South Africa. It is not an event to be

hidden as a light under a bushel. Let the event shout

itself abroad through all the legitimate media for pro-

paganda !

So much for the electrical considerations arising out

of this contract. It is an event which may at once

be both a cause for optimism and a sign to justify that

optimism. Electrical men may justly regard it as the

beginning of the revival which is so sure to come. It

ri45i
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is but a foretaste of the larger and better fruit that
British railway electrification should shortly yield ; but
is it any less a sign that the world is gradually but
surely going to find its way through its difficulties back
to economic and industrial stability and advance ?

British engineering firms are finding it possible, when
conditions are so much against them, to quote competi-
tively against foreign rivals. At the same time that the
South African result was being referred to in the daily
Press, other gratifying announcements of a similar
nature were also appearing. For instance, a pumping
machinery contract (for Littleton) was booked by a
British firm in competition with Swiss, Dutch, and
French firms; and there was a prospect of iron and
steel works in the Sheffield district receiving very large
orders for railway rails. Later dispatches report the
placing of a £500,000 contract for grain elevators for
the Government of South Africa with an English firm.

In years gone by when this old country has been down
in the Slough of Despond through world-wide economic
and financial depression, we have watched out for any
little signs that appeared on the horizon that confidence
was beginning to return. It was not long before con-
fidence in one country begat confidence in another, and
quicker than one had dared to anticipate we were well
on the rise to a boom in trade. The difficulties of the
last eight years have been more serious than we ever
faced before, so it is less easy to form a reliable
judgment, but we believe that confidence is really
returning, and we may be permitted to quote
in support of our opinion the statement made
by Sir Henry Goschen at the meeting of the
National Provincial and Union Bank. He re-
ferred to " some break in the clouds of depression," and
showed that the banking community considers that we
have passed through the worst of our troubles. In other
words, the corner has been turned. A shipping director
the other day pooh-poohed the hopes of the optimists,
and asked where there was evidence of improvement.
Thut is the very spirit which kills optimism in some
people and prevents the return of confidence, the spirit
of adventure, the revival of trade, and the lessening of
unemployment. We think there are grounds for
optimism both electrically and generally, and not the
least helpful factor in the situation is the hope that
some relief is coming from the throttling grip of
taxation on both industries and individuals. If we go
about our several ways doing our utmost to encourage
the spirit of confidence, we shall witness the realisation
of our hopes more speedily than if we sit down and
grouse and wait for something to turn up.

The valuable precedent set in the case
Railway of the Severn Tidal Power Scheme has

Electrification, been followed by a second notable con-

ference of members of the three great
engineering Institutions at Birmingham, the subject
being one wi*h which they are all intimately concerned

—

namely, the electrification of main-line railways, than
which there 's no more important topic before the engi-
neering industry at the moment. A report of the debate
appears elsewhere in this issue, and it is striking to
observe the consensus of opinion of the speakers in
favour of the proposition—provided that financial con-
siderations could be satisfactorily dealt with. That,
indeed, is the crux of the whole question ; and it is bound
up with the state of trade in general in this country, for
it was shown that under existing conditions the steam-
operated railways were only carrying about 80 per cent,
of their pre-war traffic, so that it cotild not be said that
the lines were congested.

On the other hand, stress was laid on the great econo-
mies that resulted from the adoption of electric traction,
and on the fact that electrification brought additional
traffic, which has been so convincingly exemplified in the
case of the suburban railways that have been electrified.

It is indeed remarkable in how many applications of

electricitj' a number of wholly unforeseen advantages
have come to light, immensely strengthening the case

for its adoption. For instance, in textile mills, the

steadiness of the drive has enabled a larger output to be

obtained, more than repaying the cost of conversion

;

the adoption of electric lighting prolongs the useful life

of decorations, curtains, &c. ; electric cooking makes
meat go farther, a most important consideration for

restaurateurs ; and in the case before us, quite a long
list of advantages has been drawn up, by no one more
ably than by Sir Vincent Raven, many of which could
hardly have been guessed at before practical experience

had been gained. One point upon which emphasis was
laid by several speakers at the joint meeting was the in-

creased capacity of existing bridges, and the possibility

of improving the design of new ones, brought about by
electric traction.

There is no doubt that this timely discussion will

prove fruitful in hastening the inauguration of schemes
of electrification, and it is gratifying to record that

the Southern group of railways—the L. & S.W., the

L.B. & S.C., and the S.E. Railways—is contemplating
an early commencement ; a committee has been ap-

pointed by the Ministry of Transport to consider the

possibility of adopting a standard scheme for these com-
panies, which are all desirous of employing different

methods. The Metropolitan and Great Central Railways
(jointly), the Great Eastern, and the Korth-Eastern also

have important projects under consideration, which
have been summarised in our pages, and the Dominions
are placing large orders in this country for electric rail-

wa}' plant.

The exhibition of Australian pro-

The Industrial duce and manufactures that is now in

Future of being at Australia House, London, is

Australia. well worthy of a visit. It was declared

open last week by Sir Joseph Cook, the

new High Commissioner, in a most felicitous speecTi. in

which, with quiet but arresting conviction, he foretold

the wonderful industrial and trading future that lies

before the Commonwealth. It is true that few of the

exhibits make a direct appeal to the engineer, but, as

Sir Joseph explained, it is impossible to give a live

exhibit in so small a space of locomotives, ships, and

other large lines that now have an important place in

Australia's manufacturing and constructional achieve-

m.ents. The exhibition makes its appeal to the elec-

trical engineer as a citizen of the British Empire rather

than as a member of a specialised vocation, though in

matters electrical Australasia is already a fairly con-

siderable manufacturer as well as being a market for

Home productions. We are afraid that we have got so

accustomed to regarding Australia as a market for our

goods that we are apt to belittle her position as a com-
naunity exporting its own manufactures. Yet geo-

graphically she is situated within easy reach of hosts

of millions of prospective purchasers— Pacific peoples

who are in want of products which the British people

can supply, whether they produce them in the British

Isles or in that vast island which is as extensive as the

whole of Europe. As overseas suppliers, our kinsmen
lecognise the potentialities of the situation, and they

are eager to develop, but capital is needed. British for

preference; population is needed, again British for

preference (hard-working industrial people who seek

to make a new start among conditions different from

those that now obtain here) ; and manufacturers are

wanted—British manufacturers who will put down
works there. These are the three essentials for which

Sir Joseph and the present exhibition make their joint

appeal. If the Commonwealth cannot secure them from

the Mother Country they will be forthcoming from some-

where else—the duty and responsibility of securing that

there shall be a policy of continuous development is

fullv recoo-niseil bv .\\istralians who take the long view.
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and, much as they desire to do so, they cannot limit

themselves to British support if such is not forthcoming.

Therefore, in order to perpetuate the British spirit and

ownership, it is to be hoped that British statesmen,

British financiers, and British industrialists will lend

their aid to the furtherance of the policy of Colonial

development in which British characteristics shall be

preserved. The utilisation and development of our

Empire resources and opportunities are not given

nearly as much prominence as they deserve in our dis-

cussion of solutions of pressing problems of to-day.

This scheme, which was one of the

The E.xports must hopeful stimulants that the

Credits Scheme. Government has attempted to admin-
ister to overseas trade, has been in the

limelight during the past week or two. Sir Philip

Lloyd-Greame, who is at present the Government spokes-

man for the Department of Overseas Trade, has been

explaining the features of the extended scheme. One of

the most important is that the Government credit now
takes the form of a guarantee that tlie bill created by

an export transaction will be paid. It applies to every

country, except India, Ceylon, the Straits Settle-

ments, and Russia. The Department is prepared to

guarantee up to So per cent, in cases where the credit

exceeds twelve months, and, as regards length of time,

is enabled to give a credit of from five to six years.

This feature is of distinct value in larger engineering

contracts. It is satisfactory to learn that the former

hesitation on the part of British exporters in utilising

the Exports Credit Scheme is disappearing. More are

making themselves acquainted with its scope, and show-

ing their appreciation of its methods of operation.

They are realising, too, that it is run by a banker and
not solely by Government officials, and therefore are

showing more confidence in it. It would surely be

worth while for electrical firms to examine the possibili-

ties of utilising the scheme in the same way as the

Brush Company has done. Mr. Broadhurst has ex-

]iressed great satisfaction at the help he has derived

from the Exports Credits Department in obtaining the

contract for the electrification of a cement works in South

Africa. It is understood that work in South America
is under negotiation in similar fashion. Many a

scheme involving the placing of large orders for material

is probably filed away because the necessary capital has

not been readily forthcoming. But for the lack of

funds it might be possible to start on its way many a

hydro-electric scheme, tramway conversion, electric

lighting installation, or works electrification. Surely

some of these could be brought an important stage nearer

realisation with the aid of the Exports Credits Scheme.

The local organisers of the Birmingham branch of the

British Industries Fair has been drawing the attention

of their exhibitors to the advantages of the scheme.

Consideration of the matter should not be long delayed,

for already the facilities are threatened with curtail-

ment on the plea of economy. The Geddes Committee
i* said to have suggested that the amount available for

next year shall be reduced.

A DIFFERENCE has arisen between the

Petty Wimbledon Corporation and the bor-
Tyranny. ough electrical engineer (Mr. H. Tom-

linson Lee), which seems likely to have
disagreeable consequences. Apparently trouble has been
brewing for a considerable period ; we may perhaps date
its inception from the occasion, in May, 1920, when
the Council declined to conform to the schedule of the

National Joint Board, and narrowly escaped a shut-

down at the hands of the Electrical Power Engineers'
Association. On the intervention of the Ministry of

Labour, the catastroplie was averted by affording the

Council time to rescind its decision, under pressure from
the Mayor, the Electricity Committee, and the chairman
of the Committee. We believe that on that occasion Mr.
Tomlinson Lee, who is a member of the E.P.E.A., pre-

served an attitude of neutrality, and it may be that tha

Council would have preferred his active support in com-
bating the claims of the Associatioh.

Later on, having a number of extensions in contem-

plation, the Council appointed a consulting engineer

(^.Mr. C. P. Sparks) to advise not only with regard to the

extensions that were required, but also on the system

of supply, on the possibility of effecting economies, and
on the desirability of linking-up with some other works

instead of extending the plant. Mr. Sparks has sub-

mitted his report, and Mr. Tomlinson Lee has furnished

comments thereon, but these documents, we believe, have

not been made public.

The Electricity Committee has now recommended the

Council to terminate the engagement of the electrical

engineer on May 31st next, and to dispense with his

services as from January 31st.

It is unnecessary to say that if this procedure is fol-

lowed an irreparable injury will be done to Mr. Tomlin-

son-Lee, whose future career will be gravely prejudiced.

The question was to come before the Council on Tuesday

evening last, and in the meantime strong action has been

taken bj^ the Electrical Power Engineers' Association,

the Chief Technical Assistants' Association, and the

Associated Municipal Electrical Engineers on behalf of

Mr. Lee, who has been with the Wimbledon Council for

over 20 years. The E.P.E.A. in particular, not content

with commenting on the prospective injury to Mr. Lee,

has stated its intention "to take whatever action is

necessary to prevent such an injustice being committed."

That the Corporation has a right to dispense with the

services of its electrical engineer, of course, is not denied,

and circumstances are conceivable in which the proposed

procedure would be justified ; but no such circumstances

have come to our knowledge in this case—the length of

Mr. Lee's tenure of ofiice in itself affords evidence of

friendly relations between him and his Council and of

satisfactory service in the past. So far as we can

ascertain, the trouble is really of a semi-political nature

;

it seems to have nothing wliatever to do with Mr.

Tomlinson Lee's professional skill or personal reputa-

tion, against which, we believe, there is no imputation

whatever. If we are correct in forming these conclu-

sions, it follows that the proposed dismissal, involving

the most serious consequences to the engineer, would be

an act of gross injustice, against which we must protest

most emphatically; and if it be carried out the Wim-
bledon Corporation, which has only existed as such for

comparatively few years, will brand itself as unworthy

to be served by any decent engineer.

[As we go to press we learn that the Council on Tues-

day adopted the recommendation of the Committee, and

the E.P.E.A. has invoked the intervention of the

Minister of Labour,,with a view to securing the appoint-

ment of a Court of Inquiry.]

The recent adjudication in respect

Compensation of the technical staff of the Morley elec-

for Loss of tricity undertaking, on which we com-

Hmployment. mented in our issue of January 20th, is

of great importance to electricity

works' engineers. Apart altogether from the Referee's

decisions in this particular case, the fact that the ques-

tion came within the scope of the Electricity (Supply)

Act of 1919 at all is most satisfactory. It had been

held in some quarters that such questions could be enter-

tained, under Section 16 of the Act, only if they arose

in connection with the new schemes promoted by the

Electricity Commissioners. We see no justification for

this view, for the Section clearly states that where a

" scheme for the improvement of the supph" of electri-

city in any district has come into operation, or an agree-

ment or arrangement between various authorised under-

takers for the reTidering of mutual assistance to" one

another has been entered into," the provisions of the

clause shall apply. The Morley case, however, settles

the question, proving that arrangements made between

existing undertakings for bulk supply or other assist-

ance come under the Section,

D
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AN ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN CEMENT WORKS.

Tiin works of tlie Kent Poitl;uid Cement Co., Ltd., at ami Co., Ltd., who have acted as con.sulting engineers

Stone, Kent, re]i)-esent.s the most modern devekipnient in to the eompany, and by the courtesy of the mana;.'i-nieiit

1.

—

Thk Power Station—:i,<l()()-k^V Bt:rsH-LJUNG.sTROM Tuuho-CiEXERATOK.

the art of oement-niaking, a

the hiruest of its kind in tliis

med to be one of

The wliole of the

and Messrs. Smidth & Co., we were recently privileged

to pay a visit of inspection to the factory and secured

permission to describe the electrical plant which exclu-

sively provides the motive power for the machines carry-

ing out the various processes of manufacture.

The power station (fig. 1) is a spacious, well-lighted,

and well-ventilated building measuring about 90 ft. in

length, 50 ft. in width, and 40 ft. in height, with a

deep clerestory roof. Spanning the station is a 15-toii

Herbert Morris liand-power travelling crane. The

Tm; UoiLER House.

works and jiower jilanl was lai<l out, and all the cement-

making machinery delivered by Messrs. F. L. Smidth

Fig. 3.—Baucock & \Viuo.\ I-tox Cranes.

generating plant at present consists of a 3,000-kW

Brush-Ljungstrom turbine, but space is provided for an

ultimate installation- of three such machines. The

turbo-generator set is mounted above its condenser, as

usual, and surrounded bv a substantial floor at about
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lialf the height of the building. Three-phase current at

520-525 V, 50 cycles, is generated, and the alternators

are cooled b_y separately-driven centrifugal fans, the air

passing througli a drying filter. Voltage is regulated

I IV a Brown-Boveri regulator. Distribution is effected

liy means of a cubicle-type switchboard erected by

.Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., fitted with oil-

break switches and circuit breakers with no-volt

and nverload releases and time-lag devices. There

arc srvrii |iaiiels allottcil ics]icrtix'fly to the power plant,

coal luill. kiln house, ]-a« mill, cement mill, eooiierage.

Fig. 4.—2.J0-H.r, S.iMivciiOiT ilfna: Diavixi; Tiibe-mii.l

and crajies. An auxiliary set used for supplying light-

ing energy and power to small motors consists of a 4-

eylinder Vickers-Petter,s semi-Diesel engine direct

coujded to a Brush separately-e-\cited generator with

an output of 160 kW, three-phase, 50 cycles, 525 V.

Tlie boiler house, which is shown in tig. 2, like the

power station, is constructed to provide accommodation
lur three tunes the present jjlant. The latter consists uf

two boilers made by Messrs. John Thompson Water Tube
Boilers, Ltd. These each have a working pressure of

2I.J lb. per sq. in., a steaming capacity of 19,800 lb. per

hour, with a heating surface 5,iOO sq. ft. in area, and
a grate area of 130 sq. ft. Steam is superheated to

G()2 (leg. v. The back sections of the boilers form the

ceonomisers and have a heating surface of 1,900 sq. ft.

The boilers are stipplied with water by a Bailey & Co.

steam pump and a Worthington-Simpson 7-stage rotary

I'eed pump. ^Vater for the condenser is taken from the

Thames by a \Vortliington-8inii)son vertical-type, low-

lift centrifugal pump, housed on the jetty. The boiler^

are fitted with chain-grate stokers and forced draught
fans manufaetured by the Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd..

the gear on each boiler being driven by a separate
motor. The air-pump installation comprises a Mirr-
lees-Watson multijector with lieater. The conden-
sate waiter is ineasured by a Holden & Brooke meter,
consistint: of a pivoted ai-ni. which, when the water
readies a certain level, is tilted over Ijy a ball-float ami
releases tlie collecte<l water. The coal required
for tlie furnaces and coal mill is brought in barges to

tile jetty, where it is conveyed by crane grabs into
trucks wliieli run over a jierinanent way wliich forms
a network over the whole site. The trucks deposit the
coal on a dump. From here it is taken as required and
placed in the hoppers of a combined conveyor and eleva-
tor desijrned l)y Messrs. F. L. Smidth & Co., the engi-
neers, wdiich feeds into the hoppers .shown in the illus-

tration. Ashes are taken from the boilers by means of
ar: Underfeed " Usco " water-sealed elevator and con-
veyor.

Turniiifr to the manufacturinfr side of the works, the
electric travelling jib cranes fitt^ed with patent lever-
luffing gear (fig. 3) are the first part of the electrical

plant to receive notice. These run on tracks on the

expansive jetty and were constructed by Messrs. Bab-
cock & Wilcox, Ltd. There are three cranes, each witli

a lifting capacitj' of four tons. The arrangement of

tlie driving gear inside the crane-house is a marvel
of compactness. The hoisting drum is driven through
double-reduction gearing by a 50-h.p., slip-ring motor,

and there are motors for slewing and luffing, and also for

moving the whole structure along the track. Mains are

run underneath the jetty into three plug boxes, and
fiiim these tough-rubber-sheathed cables are taken to the

cranes. The crane motors were made
by the Metropolitan-Vickers Electri-

cal Co., Ltd. The same firm also made
the transformers which are installed

in the cranes for lighting purposes.

The main contactor gear was manu-
factured b\- Messrs. Allen, West and
Co., Ltd., as were also the drum
controllers operating the hoisting

and slewing gear. The principal

function of these cranes is the un-

loading of clay and coal from barges.

The wash-mills are heavy vertical-

spindle machines driven through
gearing by 75-h.p. motors. The
slurry tubemills are revolved by
means of 250-h.p. Sandycroft

motors, one of which is seen in fig.

4, by belt drives.

The slurry basins for the storage

of the finished raw slurry from
which the cement is produced are

shown in fig. 5. The hut seen in

the illustration contains a 20-h.p.

motor driving paddles for keeping

the slurry in constant motion. Power is supplied to the

motor by means of slip-rings mounted at the centre

underneath the hut. The controlling gear is situated

in the washmill building.

The combination ball-tube mill motors are the largest

in the works, and represent a great part of the load.

There are four of them, made by Messrs. Sandycroft,

Ltd. The.se are of the " Cascade " type, specially de-

signed for grinding mills; they run at 160 r.p.m. The

mills are directly connected to tlie motors iDy flexible

couplings. The machines are started up by Sandycroft

starters and controlled by oil-immersed switchgear of

Fi(i. -5.—Si.CKKV B.isixs.

Mr. Geo. Ellison's construction. The room containing

three of these motors and their control gear is illustrated

in fig. 6.

The finished cement is taken by a rubber belt con-

veyor running through a covered way from the mills to

ten storage silos; the belt is kept in constant motion by

20-h.p. motors.

The whole of the works is well lighted. Outside
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lighting, including that of the jettj', is effected by

means of gasfiUed lamps with porcelain reflectors fixed

to brackets mounted on 20-ft. poles. The interior light-

ing is by means of vacuum lamps, the wiring being run

in conduit where possible.

Altogether there are more than eighty electric motors,

ranging from 1 to 300 h.p., and although many makers
are represented the majority of the machines were con-

structed by Messrs. Sandycroft, Ltd.. and control is

almost exclusively effected by Ellison switchgear.

The factory is capable of a normal output of about

three thousand tons of cement per week, the working

Fig. 6.—Three 300-h.p. Sandycroft Motors Driving Grinders

being continuous night and day. A rem&kable feature

of the factory is the extent to which machinery has re-

placed manual labour, and, it being electrical

machinery, a minimum of attention is required. To a

visitor the works has the appearance of a place suddenh-

deserted by practically all of its " hands," the ma-
chinery beino; left running.

LOCALISING A FAULT OF LOW OR HIGH

RESISTANCE IN A SUBMARINE CABLE
WHEN THE CONDUCTOR IS NOT BROKEN.

By .T. IEYMER-.TOXES.

For this kind of fault localisation the writer has always

found that Clark's well-known " fall of potential test
"

is especially serviceable, as compared with other tests

sometimes employed ; its reliability being due to the

observations being made concurrently at both ends of

the cable during the whole time of testing for the favlf's

position, and to the fact that the electrician can depend

on the services of an assistant at the distant end who,

it may be, is not at all an expert in this particular test,

and who indeed has no greater knowledge than being

able to charge a condenser c from his end v' of the cable,

when instructed to do so, and then recording the dis-

charge through his galvanometer g by means of key d.

An adjustable coil r has a resistance unplugged which
the electrician considers appropriate to the cable's con-
ductor resistance between his testing end and the fault
to be localised, viz., such as will give suitably large dis-

charge readings for the potentials v, v and r' in the
test formula.

As the accuracy of the localisation result will very
largely depend on the exact method of carrying out the
test, the following details are important.

After the electrician has put the testing current to
the cable through the resistance r, both he and his
assistant at the distant end start recording a series of
condenser discharge readings as quickly as the return

of their respective "spots " to the zero position on the

scale permits of. A large number of discharges—20 or

so—can be observed during, say, 10 minutes when a

dead-beat galvanometer is employed.

When the assistant finds that the testing current has

been taken off. he can, if it has been previously so

arranged, connect up to the speaking instrument and
send to the electrician every one of his readings v' in

the order in which they were observed. The electrician

is thus put in possession of the whole series of the v' dis-

charges, so that he can see any risings or fallings and
compare them with the v and r discharge readings

which he has himself recorded at his

own end, and from them select what
he considers to be corresponding

changes for v and v' at the two ends.

These values when corrected—as ex-

plained later on—enable the elec-

trician to work out from the formula,

the position of the fault. It is, in

fact, on the electrician's judgment
in choosing the most consistent and
reliable, and in discarding the more
erratic, sets of readings for v, v and
v' respectively, that the correct

localisation of a variable fault will

very greatly depend.

It is important for the assistant

to start noting his condenser dis-

charges v' a little be/ore the pre-

arranged time for the electrician to

put the testing current to the cable,

as he can thus ascertain the value of

a few condenser discharges due to the charge given from
the cable fault itself or earth current, and can signal

these also wiien subsequently sending the series of con-

denser discharges ;•'. A marked change in the discharge

value will .show when the electrician has put the testing

battery to the cable. Both the electrician and the

assistant should continue to record a few extra dis-

charges from the condenser immediately after the test-

ing current has been taken off, because the f.o.p. test

readings v, v and v', observed at both ends, will, later

on, have to be corrected by the electrician for the eart/i

or cable current (if any) affecting them, before apply-

ing them to the formula ; consequently a note must also

lie made of the cable-current polarity, as indicated by
the direction of the throws on the galvanometer scale.

If the condenser discharge, indicating the cable cur

rent, he in the same direction on the scale, it should be

subtracted ; hut when in the opposite direction it should

be added.

As the cable current,'when due to the polarisation of

a small fault, will decrease rather rapidlv directlv the

t

f

liS\d

Formula: v-i;: v-v': : R: x; a;=R(t)-r')/(v- v) ohms.

Diagram of Connections for Test.

testing battery is taken off, it should be observed, as ,

soon as practicable, after reading the last condenser dis-

charge of both the v and of the v' series.

It will be found that although the fault resistance

may vary considerably, the value of the v discharge, at

the battery end of the resistance r, will remain com-

paratively constant, so that only an occasional v dis-

charge need be observed ; but as v and v' may both

vary—owing to the fault-resistance, and also to the

earth and fault-current , changing—as many v and v

discliarges should be recorded as is possible in the time

allowed for observations.
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The assistant will have no difficulty in distinguishing

the test-discharge from the eartli current discharge,

owing to their relative deflections.

Ten minutes will generally be sufficient time for

making the f.o.p. test when ever3-thing has Been pre-

arranged at both ends. For charging the condenser

four or five seconds w-ill be ample.

Another great advantage of the f.o.p. test is that the

resistance r can be quickly altered, for another series

of potential discharges at both ends, to any other desired

value in order to make the discharges v either greater

or smaller, as desired, compared with v.

Another possible variation is to use, say, the same
resistance with a larger or smaller testing battery.

Under these altered conditions an additional series of

condenser discharges may be observed at both stations

to get another fault localisation as a check on the

previous test result.

Tests with different battery powers and resistances k

are very important because, if the conductor exposure

be small, a low battery power of 10 volts or so will

polarise the fault less than a larger battery power
;

and often the discharge readings v and v' will be much
more steady and comparable in consequence.

As V, V. and v' must all be expressed in the formula in

terms of the ."awe relative rallies, it is imperative that,

at the end of each series of his discharge readings, the

assistant send two or three discharges from his con-

denser, after it has been charged for, say, four or five

seconds, with a standard -cell s agreed upon of known
electromotive force.

It is very important indeed that the standard-cell •<

be used only for charging a condenser, and not on any
account to obtain a continuous current which would
speedily reduce its e.m.f.

When very reliable standard-cells are not obtainable

at a distant station, small rectangular ''Obach" dry
cells are very suitable because easily obtainable, cheap.

very small and compact, so that three of these can be

posted to the assistant ; their e.m.f. 's should be compared
immediately before using them for the f.o.p. test, and
the most reliable one of the three employed as the

standard cell. If this be adopted then, before sending
the three Obach dry cells to his assistant, the electrician

should keep a record of their discharges as compared
with his own standard cells. Three cells are recom-

mended, because if only used for condenser discharge

tests their agreement will be a tolerably reliable proof

of their e.m.f. having, in each case, remained constant.

It is well for the assistant to send his readings v' at

the end of each series in case the fault might open out

during any test and make communication difficult;

but if, during the first series, there is no evidence of

tliis, then several series—pre-arranged by the electrician

before going from the station to the cable hut—can be

made in succession without any speaking between the

separate series.

For the f.o.p. test the electrician, in his cable hut,

can vary the resistance r, or the battery power, or both,

according as he finds that the test-readings for v and f

and ti', of the last series, indicate as desirable. When
the assistant gets condenser discharges of a greatly

reduced value, showing that the electrician has taken

off the testing current, he will understand that he

can either connect up to speak to the electrician, and
send his own recorded values of v' ; or else, if it has
been arranged that there is to be no speaking from the

cable huts, prepare to observe another series of con-

denser discharges for another test.

This method of not speaking between successive series

of condenser-discharge readings is sometimes convenient
between two cable huts, as it saves time, and the trouble

of carrying speaking apparatus from the station to the

huts. In fact, it was adopted by the writer with very
satisfactory results when localising a fault of high
resistance in 1879, the transmission of the readings
V and !', or v'. as the case might be, being reserved
until the electrician and his assistant returned to their

respective stations.

Another great advantage of the f.o.p. test is that if

the order of procedure is reversed, and the assistant is

told to put the testing current to the cable through a

resistance of a stated value; then, if the result does

not agree approximately with that previously obtained,

it shows that there is probably more than one fault in

the cable.

E.g., on one occasion a f.o.p. test showed that at

least two faults were in the cable, viz., one near to the

north end and another at apparently no great distance

from the south end.

As the northern end was very deeply buried in the

sand on shore, and moreover as the water close in-shore

was too deep to under-run the cable from the hut-end
seawards, the ship raised the bight at a short distance

from the shore, and a length of d.s. type was run out

from the ship to the hut to make a, loop-test. This

jilaced the fault near to the hut where it was rocky and
dry. A connection was next made on board, between

the main cable running southward and the seaward end
of the deep sea, already landed at the hut, to keep up
tenxporary telegraphic communication, while another

piece of cable was being spliced in to bridge over the

tault in the beach cable.

When this was finished the original seaward section

was again spliced on board to the main cable, thus com-
pleting the northern repair and putting the cable

through southwards. Another f.o.p. test made from
tlie cable-hut pointed to the existence of at least another

fault near to the southern end.

On steaming south, and cutting the cable near to

the water's edge, this fault was found in the u.g. cable,

and, when removed, the section tested satisfactorily.

The above consideration emphasised the importance,

when practicable, of first cutting a faulty cable at both

ends near to the water's edge when tests show that there

is reason to think that more than one fault may exist

in the section.

The shore portion of a cable is specially liable to

develop d.r. weakness either in shallow water, or among
rocks, or where subjected to the sun's heat or drought,

or the ravages of insects, or mechanical injury.

The danger of trusting to the localisation of the

resultant fault was again exemplified in the same cable

(about 900 n.m.) when, during another repairing ex-

pedition, five faults were found between five and thirty-

seven n.m. from one end. Had these been more widely

separated it would have proved a much more serious

consideration, as the cable would probably have been

grappled for, and cut somewhere nearer to the

resultant fault's position than would have been the case

if a f.o.p. test, taken from both ends, had given differ-

ent results, and thereby indicated the existence of at

least two faults.

Clark's f.o.p. test was published in the 1871 edition

of " Clark & Sabine's Electrical Tables and Formulte,"

and since 1875 has always been a favourite test with

the writer for localising faults in a submarine cable

on account of its simplicity, and because it is capable

of giving very correct results—even when the fault's

resistance changes under polarisation—if employed with

great judgment. It has, therefore, always seemed re-

markable that this test used not to be described in

greater detail in the early text-books of our leading

practical cable electricians who, it would appear, pre-

ferred the Earth Overlap, which, in the writer's

opinion, has much less to recommend it than Clark's

f.o.p. test, when judiciously applied.

It is true that when there is only one fault, of only

a moderate resistance, the Earth Overlap is a good and

serviceable test, and very convenient also, inasmuch as

there is generally a Wheatstone bridge available at all

cable stations, as well as someone capable of u=ing it

for an Earth Overlap: biit an f.o.p. test is preferable

to it, as the series of potentials v. v and v' are con-

currently observed and show their relative changes

during the whole time that the test is being made.

The f.o.p. test was successfully employed to localise

a small fault having a very varying insulation resist-
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ance— at tiiuus auiouutiug lu half a megohui— which had

developed during tlie sheathing and . laying process;

and, on another occasion, to localise a fault caused by

a small quantity of gritty substance in the xingle gutta-

percha covering. This last-mentioned cable lay on an

even and firm sandy sea-bottom.

In both the above cases the fault resistance was so

high and varying that the localisation would have been

impracticable, or at least very uncertain, if the

Kennelly-Anderson Earth Overlap test had been relied

on ; and, even when practicaljle, it is not so ijuickly

made.
Both the sheathing and the jute-serving over the

faulty core were in as firm and compact a condition as

when the cable was first laid.

THE SELLING OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES.

The third of the E.D..4. series of Salesmanship Conferences

was held at the rooms of the Chartered Institute of Patent

.\gents on .lanuary 2f)th, when Mr. W. .\. Gillott, of the Jack-

son Electric Stove Co., opened a discussion on " Salesmanship

in relation to Electric Heating and Cooking." The chair was

occupied by Capt. .T. M. Donaldson, who, in his opening re-

marks, dealt with what he called the fetish of the obsolete.

In almost every house usuif* electric light, he said, one would

see an electrolier, which was a copy of the old gasolier. The
gas people had a good reason for using a gasolier, because if

the lights T\ere put high up they would blacken the ceiling.

Electric light, however, «as a different matter, and in most

cases the electrolier could lie done away with. The fetish of

the obsolete was not confined to electric lighting, but ex-

tended to electric radiators. The electric radiator was as

portable as a coal-scuttle, but in many cases a radiator was
fitted, w^th a short length of cord, in a fireplace, just because
originally the fire was there. That was a great mistake, be-

cause the great advantage of electric heating was that it could

be localised. It should be pointed out that a radiator could be

taken from one room to another. Then, with, regard to

cooking, the ordiuary kitchener was low, and it was neces-

sary to stoop to put anything into it; electric ovens .should be

made so that they could be mounted in a convenient place.

and at a convenient height.

Mr. Gillott, dealing lirieily with the chairman's remarks,
said it was yet his pleasure to introduce to him an oven which
he could work on a table. He used the oven in his own home.
Passing on to his paper, Mr. Gillott confined huuself to the
leading questions which arose in the ordi"<<ry course of soli-

citing bu.sine.ss. Dealing first of all witn the salesman, he
said that in any class of business, succes.sful 6alesmani;hip

was built upon a definite and well thought out plan of cam-
paign. While the fundamental principles were similar, differ-

ent methods of application must be employed when dealing
with different classes of prospects, such as domestic users,

hotels and restaurants, or canteens, and in selling appliances
to the Trade. This demonstrated the necessity of being ver-

satile.

The salesman would probably be called upon to cite defi-

nite cases where similar installations to the one he was en-
deavouring to make were being satisfactorily operated. He
would be expected to give facts and figures immediately, to

.sub.stantiate his statements. His advice would be asked as

to the best method of operating certain appliances, and why
he considered it the best. His answers to these various ques-
tions must be positive and given without hesitation. In

.seUing electric cooking and heating apparatus, he would bi'

brought into touch with all classes of people, from the em-
ployes who used the aijparatus, to the " man who paid the
bill," and, especially in the case of dome.stic cooking, he would
meet the housewife and the cook, and, in all probability, it

would be found necessary to advise them regarding methods
fif cooking to secure the best results under the new- conditions.
It was advisable, when the business permitted, to employ a

',:dy demonstrator for this work—but in any case the sales-

man should understand " kitchen language." .^gain, in order
to bring forceful arguments in favour of electricity, he must
know his comi>etitor. Mr. Gillott did not merely mean that the
sale.sman should understand the main principles of the ^,,ods,

or commodity, the competitor sold, but, as far as possible,
ascertain his method of attack. For instance, some time ago
Mr. Gillott approached an architect regarding electric cooking
for nn in.stitution, and was advised that gas had already bee"
decided upon and the appliances ordered. He discovered
that the gas equipment was totally inadequate for the job.

but the meter and the sunply pipes were large enouch for
a complete installation. He proved that the gas appliances
were unable to perform the work required, and secured
hearing of his propo.sals, which resulted in the cancellation
of the gas contract of £300, and the receipt of an order for

electrical appUances for over j£900. The competitor's object

was to put forward a low price to get in, and rely upon the

extensions for the complete jol)—a really bad policy to adopt
on a cooking installation.

If it was necessary to refer to a competitor when .selling,

the salesrian should not make the fatal mistake of running
him down. He should carefully demonstrate that his own
product also posses.sed the same advantages, with the addition

of certain others, which made a considerable difference to its

utility.

A salesman should not talk too much about price, but
should try and keep co.sts in the background until he had in-

terested his prospect; he should create a desire tor possession

of his goods, and their cost would be more of a secondary
consideration. If, however, his efforts were unsuccessful, he
should endeavour to ascertain why he lost, and u.se the ex-

perience for the next attempt.

The claims for electric cooking and beating should be
supported by positive facts; it was useless to make a state-

ment and leave it. For instance, the claim for cleanhne.ss was
agreed, because electric heat was not produced by combustion,
there was no smoke to blacken the walls, kc, no fumes to

vitiate the atmosphere, no dust or dirt, and no ashes to clear

away. Satisfactory cooking results were repeated, because
electricity was of constant heat value. There was 3.4-j<i

B.th.u. in one kWh of electricity; therefore \i it took half-an

hour to perform a certain cooking operation to-day it would
take the same time to-morrow, next month, or next year,

under identical conditions. Electi ic cooking meant low labour

costs—especially in large kitchens, because a turn of a switcli

was all that was required, as compared with tlu' carting of coal

and coke for a fire range or steam boiler, and the carrying

away of a.shes, and extra cleaning. Electric c<x)kers were
convenient and safe, because the risk of fire or explosion was
reduced to a minimum, and no .special provision was needed
for ventilation. Electric cooking was economical, because a

family of six pensons could l)c catered for—including

cooking—for iO units per week, and in the case of canteens

or restaurants, at a consumption (if from "2 to 4 units per

person per meal. An electric household of from eight to ten

rooms could be run by one maid instead of two. The appara-

tus did not call for special foumlatiops or setting, or extra

flues, and, in the case of large kitchens, the floor space

occupied was much less. .\lso there was economy due to less

shrinkage of meat and the saving on the renewal of kitchen
utensils, whilst maintenance costs were low.

There were one or two simple and useful details which
should be meuKH'i.sed ; they were: In cooking for middle-
class families the consumption of electricity averaged one unit

lier iicr.^on per day; electricity at Id. per unit was equiva-

lent in fuel cost to gas at is. 6il. per l.fKlO cu. ft.; in large

ovens an average of nine to ten lb. of meat could be cooked
per B.U.T. unit consumed ; for room and small office heating

an allowance of one watt per cu. ft. was approximatelv
correct; with .self-cont-ained water urns or kettles one unit

would boil one gallon in half-an-hour under average condi-

tions.

It should be a salesman's endeavour, .is far as pos,sible, to

act in an advisory capacity to his client. It might be neces-

sary to advise him to accept appliances of less value than
he intended to iJurchase; in this way a salesman would gain
prestige ^Ahicll would he of great value to him later on.

The salesman would often be asked :
" What do you use

at home'?" He should .be in a position to answer :
" Electri-

city," and show the courage of his convictions.

Mr. Gillott then gave a few figures of his own installa-

tion, for 19-21. His household consisted of six persons, and
there were seven occupied rooms. The lighting, cooking, and
heating connections approximated from 17 to IS kW, and the
total cost of electricity for all purposes was j627 19s. 6d. foi-

the year. Had he not used electricity he would have Ijeen

compelled to engage additional help costing at least £50 or ftX)

n vear.

Mr. Gillott strongly recommended the younger men to

thoroughly studv the subject of heating and cooking. There
was no doubt that electricity for domestic u,ses was going
to figure very largely in future business.

In order to secure the best possible results, however, there
were two essentials, namely, cheap electricity, from a svni-

nathetic supply authority, and a smart showroom. These
facilities were not available in every district, but it was only
bv hammering home the neces.sitv for them, with the lieln

of the E.D.A., that they would ultimately .see them estab-

lished throughout the country.

Discrssio.N'.

In the subsequent di.scus.sion Mr. .\. P. Berrv (British

Electric Transformer Co.l, first emphasised the import.nni'e

of the salesman of electrical apparatus using in his

own home the goods he was tiying to .sell ; he then
]ias.sed on to the economies which were effected by the
use of electrical apparatus. It was a good thing that fb.^

nublic, generally, believed more in the advantages of electric i

heating and cooking than electrical engineers did : if the F
nublic were not "off the mark" quicker than many of tho.se m
the industry, there would be no industry to deal with. Mr.
Berry stated that he had taken the average consumption nf

electricity for cooking at " Tricity House," ext<>nding over
some tens of thousands of meals, and it had worked out to
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approximately four meals to one unit of electricity. He re-

lated also the experience of a gentleman to whom he had
recommended electric cooknig, and who a.sked over a hun-
dred people what their opinion of it wa.s. 75 per cent, of

them had told him that it was very expensive, whilst the re-

maining 25 per cent, had said that they would not part with
their cookers. It was found that not one of the 75 per cent,

had ever tried electric cooking.
Mr. Steele (Dowsmg Radiant Heat Co.) said that while it

might be a very good thing to sell small heaters for local

heating, they were not the only things to be pushed. There
was a lot of small, cheap heaters, with low energy
con.suraptiun, sold, and he considered that business had been
retarded through heaters of very small capacity being sold

for warming very large rooms.
Mr. N.\pier Prentice spoke of the need for indicators on

electric ovens. In a certain bakehouse it was noticed that

cakes baked in an electric oven were bigger than those baked
in a brick oven, and experiments were made which showed
that they also weighed more.
Mr. Evis dealt with the cost of selling apparatus. SelUng

was split up into two parts, the selling of the goods and the
selling of the idea. If a salesman would confine himself to

the seUing of the goods, explaining their particular points,

rather than go into the educational side, he thought it would
be much better, because there were drawbacks to the edu-
cational side being handled by tho.se not fully capable. It

would be better if the educational side were dealt with by
the E.D.A.
Mk. Nobbs pointed to the advantages of electric water

heating, which was now coming into its own. Somehow or
other, electrical people must condemn .something, and it

seemed that at present they «ere condemning water heating,
rie suggested that heaters should not be sold for heating
riioms, but for heating objects in a room.
Mr. Beavis asked Mr. GUlott to ampUfy his remarks with

I'egard to persuading a householder, who was often faced
with the obstinacy and ignorance of the cook, to adopt elec-

tric cooking.
Mr. Morton emphasised the importance of hiring schemes.

It .seemed to him that, seeing that a householder could hire
a medium-sized gas cooker for about 2s. per quai'ter, the
electrical salesman was at a very great disadvantage in trying
til sell apparatus costing £iO or £30.
Mr. a. Gowans Whyte said that the only part of the world

where there seemed to be hiring of electric cookers was
across the border. Cookers could be hired in Glasgow for fOs.

a quarter, and gas cookers, he understood, were put into a
house for nothing.
Mr. Howeei, (Falkirk) referred to selling apparatus by ex-

hibiting it in a showroom. If a salesman was trying to point

out that electricity was clean, the least he could do was to

keep his own showroom clean. He had seen a showroom
where electric vacuum cleaners were exhibited, and yet the

carpets were thick with du.st. If they were gomg to sell elec-

trical apparatus, they must get the co-operation and help
of the supply authorities.

A Speaker referred to Mr. Gillott's remark, that with elec-

tric cooking one could always do the same thing on one day
as on another, and that conditions were constant, and said

that it was possible to get totally difierent results, owing to a
drop in voltage. He himself had been using electric cooking
for years, and his average consumption, for three adults, was
nine or ten units per week.
Mr. Hall, dealing with the ease with which electric cookers

could be used, said that in his own house he had a girl of I-

years of age, who, after a fortnight's instruction, was left to

cook and serve a meal quite alone, and she had done the

work with entire success.

Mr. W. E. Warrilow said more use should be made of the

fact that when meat was cooked in an electric oven, there

w-as less shrinkage and waste. The initial cost of an electric',

cooker could be recovered in a short time by the saving in

meat. He believed that hiring was the real .solution of the

problem of selling electrical appliances. He suggested that

the conferences should be presided over by chairmen who
were men engaged in the sale of electrical apparatus.

Mr. Young suggested that cable makers, contractors, mauu-
factui'ers of switchgear. manufacturers of apparatus, and
supply companies in London should co-operate and, thi'ough

the E.D.A. , educate architects up to the usefulness of elec-

tricity for cooking and heating, so that they would then

persuade their chents to install cables in new buildings, ready
tor the apparatus to be put in.

Mr. Gillott, replying to the discussion, impres.sed upon his

audience that electricity for cooking and heating was about

a quarter the price of electricity for lighting, and it was sur-

prising how few knew that. If the industry, as a whole,

would put up more money, he knew that the E.D..\. would
only be too willing to spend it in engaging experts to interest

people, for the benefit of the whole community. He agreed

with Mr. Nobbs as to water heating, and gave an example
of coal-saving by the use of electricity. Mr. Gillott also gave

an example of a village of " all-electric " houses, where it

was found that the average maximum demand per house
was 0.8 kW, to pi-ove that the assumed capital charges in

connection with buried cables need not be so high as wa.s

often the case. With regard to voltage fluctuations, these

made very little difference when cooking.

.\t the conclusion of the discussion, votes of thanks wei-e

accorded Mr. Gillott. for his paper, and Capt. Donaldsoe,

for presiding.

IMPERIAL V/IRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

Wireless Telegraphy Commission's Report,

In December, 1920, the Cabinet appointed a Wii-eless Tele-

graphy Commission, consisting of the Et. Hon. Viscount
Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.G. (chairman), Messrs. W. H. Eccles,

D.Sc, P.R.S., M.I.E.E. (vice-chairman), L. B. Turner, M.A.,
M.I.E.E., E. H. Shaughnes.sy, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., and Lieut.-

Col. C. G. Crawley, R.M.A., M.I.E.E. (secretary),.to (i) decide

upon the wireless plant most suitable for carrying out the

scheme of Imperial wireless communication recommended by
the Imperial Wireless Telegraph Committee, bearing in mind
the necessity for the co-ordination of the chain with existing

telegraph services, and to design the necessary stations; (ii.)

make recommendations regarding the actual sites for the

stations proposed by the Imperial Wireless Telegraph Commit-
tee; (iii.) advise generally upon the preparation of specifications

for machinery and apparatus, the making of contracts and
the con.struction of the stations.

The Commission has presented its report*, which is signed
by all the members except the chairman, and in view of its

' xpressly technical nature the vice-chairman contributes an
xplanatory summary in the form of a foreword to the report.

Tlie first section of the report recapitulates the recommenda-
tions of the Imperial Wireless Telegraphy Committee (1919-20),

which the Commission was instructed to follow. + The next
sixteen paragraphs deal in a broad way with the problems
ii'garding masts, antenna>. machinery and apparatus pre-

-iented by the installation of thermionic valve plant on a
scale larger than hitherto attempted, and describe the solu-

tions arrived at. Special attention is paid to the thermionic
valve plant itself, to the ability of the industry to meet the
probable demands, and to capital and maintenance costs.

The visit of the Commission to the Marconi Co.'s station

at Carnarvon is referred to. The conclusions drawn are : first,

that the installation at that station is approaching the order of

magnitude required in the chain stations: and, secondly, that
the Marconi Co. is in a position to supply full-size thermionic

*Cmd. 1,572. H.M. Staticnery Office, Kingsway, W.C.
Price Is. net.

+ Elec. Rev., July 9th, 1920; p. 42.

equipment for the chain stations. The Carnarvon station

has succeeded in communicating w'ith AustraUa direct at cer-

tain hours of the day. and, therefore, it is certain that the

chain station in England, which would be of three or four

times the signalling strength of the Marconi station, could

communicate with Australia throughout a longer diurnal

period.

In later paragraphs improved methods of reception and the

general arrangements of the receiving stations are described.

I'nder the heading " Sites " is given an outline of the work
which was undertaken by the Commission at the request of

representatives of the Government of the Union of South
.\frica, showing the advisability of erecting a new African

terminal station near Johannesburg in preference to adapting

the ex-German station at Windhuk.
The second section of the report is headed " General

Recommendations." Paraphrased briefly, these are to the

effect that :
—

(1) Thermionic-valve stations should be erected in England,
Canada, Australia, South Africa, and India. A ther-

mionic-valve station should also be erected in Egypt
to duplicate the arc station now being completed by
the British Post Office at .\bu Zabal. At each of the

oth.^r centres, namely. East Africa. Singapore, and
Hong Kong, an arc station should be erected with

space for the addition of thermionic-valve plant later.

(2) Two wavelengths .should be allocated to each transmit-

ting station.

(3) Each country should have one receiving centre (except-

ing Canada) and that centre should be equipped for

reception from several of the chain stations simul-

taneously.

The third section of the report consists of detailed tech-

nical recommendations. For each country (excepting Canada),

specifications are given of the masts, machinery and buildings

appropriate to the locality. These detailed technical recom-

mendations are briefly reviewed below :
—
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Enaland : The four steel transmitting station masts, each

250 metres high, should be erected one at each corner of a

square, with provision for the addition of two musts at each

end lat«r. The tuning coil should be designed for an antenna

current of 500 amperes, and provided with tappings for tun-

ing the wave lengths between 3,000 and 16,000 metres. The
thermionic valve set (in duphcate) should deliver at least

120 k\V, and be capable of sub-division in stages, so that a

fraction of the total power may be delivered to the antenna

at will; it should be capable of extension to '240 k\V. Energy
may be supplied from d.c. machines (10,000-12,000 volts) or

by rectifying a.c. Transmission must be continuous at hand-

speed, and at 90 words per minute at full power for reception

at 2,500 miles. The Marconi Co. should be invited to tender

for the supply of thermionic valve plant and associated equip-

ment. For the supply of electrical power a steam generating

station containing oil or coal-fired water-tube boilers and

250-k\Y, 3 phase, 50-cycle, 3,000-volt (or 200-k\V 10,000/12,000

volt d.c.) turbo generators should be built. The emergency

gear should comprise a small aerial, a Post Office receivmg

set, perforators, automatic transmitters, and recorders.

The receiving station should be at Banbury, and provided

with two sets of apparatus similar to that being installed at

Banburv for the Leafield-Abu Zabal link of the chain, but

supplemented by limiting apparatus. An additional aerial

system and receiving gear will be needed when Canada enters

the scheme.
Canada: A technical conference of Canadian Oovernment

representatives should be convened to discuss with the Com-
mission special problems arising out of her geographical

position. The trans|nitting and receiving stations might be

as described above.
Australia : Alternative designs are suggested, one of which

could probably be carried into effect almost entirely by

indu.stries already established within the Commonwealth.
The transmitting" station should be as outlined above, unless

an ample public supply of electricity is available ; in the latter

event the transmitting station may be similar to that recom-
mended below for South Africa. The receiving station should

have two aerial systems and three sets of receiving gear, with

accommodation for a third outfit for direct communication
with South Africa when desired. When a station is built at

Vancouver (Canada) additional receiving equipment will be

needed, and apart from this, additional receiving gear will

be necessary if the chain station is to work across the conti-

nent of Au.stralia. The Australian Government prefers the

chain station to be at Perth rather than Port Darwin.
South Africa : If the tran.smitting .station is placed near

.Tohannesburg the masts, antenna, &c.. thermionic .set and
emergency gear should be as recommended for the EnglLsh

station above. For the supply of electricity 250-k\V, 15,000-

volt, 3-pha.se transformers, Ac. and overhead transmission

lines in duplicate will be needed; an alternative would be

the use of 200-k\V, 10.000/12.000-volt d.c. motor-generators.

Mercury-vapour rectifiers may be substituted for the rotary

converters.

The receiving station should have one aerial system and
two sets of receiving apparatus in the first instance, with
accommodation for a second outfit for direct communication
with Australia when desired.

India : A station similar to that planned for England is

suggested. •
Egypt : The tran.smitting station, unless nlaced at Abu

Zabal, should be as described above for the English one. A
single receiving centre for both the new valve station and
the arc station is propo.sed, and from that centre both
stations would be controlled. Special receiving apparatus
is proposed ; the receiving station should have four aerial

systems and five sets of receiving apparatus.
East Africa : The masts. ant«nna. &c.. and emergency

gear should be as outUned above for the EngUsh station.

Two 250-kW arc sets and accessories should be provided
similar to those at Leafield (Oxfordshire). The hydroelectric
project at Thika (reported upon by the Public Works Depart-
ment, Nairobi, on March 30th. 1914), should be carried into
effect at least in part if, as seems possible, the wireless trans-
mitting site can be near the falls, with reservation of the
water power of the Cbania for future extensions. Water-
turbine 2.50-kW. .500/1,000-volt d.c. sets would be used, with
duplicate overhead transmission lines. Should the hydroelec-
tric project be impracticable, electricitv .should be generated
by steam, as recommended below for Singapore. The receiv-
ing station should have three aerial .systems and four receiv-
ing sets, with accommodation for a fourth outfit for direct
communication with England if desirable.

Sinoavore ; The masts, antenna. &c.. and emergency gear
should be as those described for the English station, and the
arc equipment should be .similar to that to be used in Ea.st

Africa. Electricitv should be derived from a steam generating
station housinc 2.5n-kW. d.c. .500 /1.000-volt reciprocatinc
engine sets. The receiving station should contain three aerial
systems and four sets of receivins apparatus.

Honfi Kong : Four 200-metre masts should be erected, one
at each corner of a sqiiare. with provision for two additional
masts at each end later. Tlie antenna, etc.. and emergency
gear, should be as recommended for the English station. Tl'"
arc equipment should be as that recommended for upe at
Singapore and in East Africa, and the electricity should be

supplied by a steam station similar to that suggested for use
at Singapore. The receiving station should be generally the

same as that used in Australia.
All the stations, except the EngUsh ones, wiD need a 12-kW

d.c. supply (public or oil engine) for hghting, chargmg
batteries, and operating the telegraph apparatus, and it will

be necessary to interconnect the transmitting and receiving

centres of each station by means of duplicate telegraph lines.

The structural work and machinei-y at each station have
been planned with the endeavour of keeping the probable
cost within the approximate e.stimates submitted by the
Imperial Wireless Telegraphy Committee, i.e., the average
cost of the overseas stations will not exceed j6160,000, ex-

clusive of the cost of erecting residences for the staffs at some
of the stations. The stations in England, Egypt, East Africa,

Singapore, and Hong Kong, for which the Imperial Govern-
ment is presumably responsible, should not exceed in the
aggregate the sum of ^8-53,000.

Looked at as a whole, the report provides specifications

sufficiently full for the unmediate preparation of estimates,

and a later report will give detailed specifications. All the
stations are planned to i)ermit of easy extension of antenna,
buildings, and plant.

Finally, it .should be emphasised that during portions of

each day much of the Imperial strategic, official, and news
traffic could be carried on by direct communication between
any pair of principal centres, the intermediate stations being
omitted , but the intermediate stations would be necessary
for relay work during the less clear portions of the day, and
also for handling their own local traffic. The news messages
transmitted from the principal centres could be received
at many stations in the Empire, for example, in New
Zealand, at the cost of an inexpensive addition to their exist-

ing receiving equipment. Foreign stations in many parts of

the world would be able to pick up news and propaganda
from one or other of the principal centres.

The report terminates with an appreciation of the help
rendered to the Coimiiission by the .Admiralty, the War
Office, the Air Ministry, the Post Office, and the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Re.search, and with a similar

tribute to individuals.

LEGAL.

Prosecdtion of Power CoMP.4Ny"s Employes.

At the Radchffe (Manchester) Pohce Court, on January 25th,

K. Kirkpatrick. F. Hall, I. G. Ivers. and WilUam Speak,
four engine-room attendants employed by the Lancashire
Electric Power Co. at theii' station at Outwood, near Ead-
cliffe, were summoned for maliciously breaking then- contract
of employment, whereby they jeopardised the maintenance
of the undertaking.

Mr. C. H. Pickstone appeared for the company, and Mr.
Kinsey (Wigan) for the defendants.
Mr. Pickstone, at the outset, said the proceedings were

taken under an Act of Parliament made in 1875 for the
maintenance of public services, such as gas and water, and
which in 1920 was apphed to electricity undertakings. There
was no quarrel whatever between the company and any
trade union ; the case was personal to defendants themselves.
The men were on night dutv on the 9th inst., when thev
were engaged in running 10,000 kW of the 40,(XiO-kW plant.

The switchboard attendant was a young man named Gore,
and it w-as the practice for him to be provided with tea, as
he w'as not allowed to leave his post without the sanction of

the charge engineer. At 11 o'clock he wanted tea made,
and Ivers objected to Hall's making it. Further, he assaulted
Gore. Words followed, and Ivers told the charge engineer
that he was going home. He was joined by the other de-
fendants, and all four gave an hour's notice of their inten-
tion to leave. Efforts to avoid this did not avail, and the
station was abandoned to the care of two charge engineers.

This was at 1.20 in the morning. Urgent messages were sent
to the staff due to come on at the morning shift, and they
responded. The position was explained to them and they
went on duty. But for nearly two hours the undertaking
was jeopardised and pubhc services were in danger of being
withheld. Happily no mishap occurred. The proceedings
were instituted to show the illegality of the course pursued
by defendants. The next morning the defendants claimed
to have asserted a right in giving an hour's notice, but legally

a week's notice on either side was necessary to terminate an
engagement. He was bound to say that the rules of the trade

union which the men had joined were the most constitution-

ally framed rules he had seen in a lengthy experience.

Mr. Kinsey said he admitted almost every word Mr.
Pickstone had used and he endorsed much of what he bad
stated. The defendants thought that as Gore would have
finished his shift at 12 o'clock he might have waited for his

tea. A httle pin-prick had caused the whole trouble. It was
definitely in the minds of the defendants that an hour's

notice could he given, and they felt that with two engi-

neers in charge nothing serious would happen. But they
were now very sorry for what had taken place, and on their
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behalf he expressed regret. He hoped the justices would
not send them to prison and suggested that the case would
be met hy the payment ot costs.

The justices regarded the offence as very serious indeed,
and could not do less than order each defendant to pay Mb,
the prosecuting advocate's fee of five guineas, and the
expenses of witnesses.

PIlGHTENSITE, LTD., I'. ROT.AX MoTOR ACCESSORIES.

Thk quality of ebonite separators was the issue in an action
brougut beiore Mr. Justice Sankey's Court in the King's Bench
Division on January vibth and '.i7th by Messrs. Hightensite,
Ltd., manufacturers of insulating materials, Gresham Street,

Loudon. The defendants, the fiotax Motor Accessories Co.,

Jjtd., Chandos Road, Willesden, resisted a claim for £593 odd,
the balance of goods sold and delivered, on the ground that the
separators were not ht for the purpose required.

Mr. Lewis Tho.mas, K.C, for the plaintiifs, explained that
in November, 1919, it was agreed between the parties that
plaintiffs should supply defendants with a quantity of ebonite
separators; deliveries were made at the rate of ten thousand
Br week as required. Certain deliveries were made and duly
paid for, and it was understood that the articles were to be
examined on delivery, the deliveries in question were not re-

turned by the defendants in accordance with this arrange-
ment, but subsequently, when the time for rejection had
passed. After pressure defendants took back these deliveries

which they returned, but afterwards refused to meet the
account in respect of them, pleading that the separators had
defects which rendered them useless.

Mr. W. H. J. DowNTON, general manager to the plaintiff

company, gave evidence as to the manufacture of the goods.
He tested a battery containing the Hightensite separators com-
plained of and those of another manufacture. In no case did
he find any material difference in the efficiency of the two
types.

Cross-examined, witness denied that the company had re-

ceived a number of complaints of late concerning the quality
of their separators. The ebonite used for their separators con-
tained about 4 per cent, of lime, 35 per cent, of sulphur, and
3 i)er cent, of litharge.

Mr. H. J. Creppell, formerly chief electrical engineer to
Messrs. Vickers. gave evidence that he had tested the
separators in question and found that they showed a little more
efficiency than other types.

Dr. W. R. Ormandy, for the defence, gave the results of his
analysis of the separators. When he tested them in a battery
there was a remarkable loss of efficiency. In his opinion that
was due to excess of lime, which caused disintegration of the
spongy plate, ."^s a result the batteries ran out very quickly.
His Lordship observed that it might be better to refer the

matter for a report, since there was a technical difference at
issue. There was then a consultation between the parties, and
counsel afterwards intimated that a settlement had been
reached upon terms endorsed on their briefs.

SwAKKEN, Ltd. : A Shareholder's .\pplic.wion.

Ix the Chancery Division on January 27th. Mr. Justice P. O.
Lawrence had before him a motion by the Hon. Bruce Ashley
Ogilvy asking that his name be removed from the register of

shareholders of Swarren, Ltd., of Theobald's Road, W.C, as
the holder of 3,000 shares on which he had paid ^6300.

Mr. Jenkins, K.C, for the plaintiff, asked that the matter
should go into the witness list, as he desired to call further
evidence.

Mr. Ward Coldridge, K.C. opposed the application on
behalf of the liquidator, the company being in liquidation.
There were, he said, no assets, and the receiver for the deben-
ture holders in possession had about £'100 in hand. On the
plaintiff's shares. £2.700 was unpaid.
Mr. Jenkins said he was going to suggest that the plaintiff

was pursued by two gentlemen of the name of Redman, one
a director of the company and the other not a director. He
was told that the company was a flourishing concern, and was
induced to apply for the shares. Yet at the very time he was
doing so the company, so far from being in a flourishing con-
dition, was being pressed by its principal creditor.

His Lordship agreed to the case going into the witness list.

COAIXIUTTER IN GaSSY MiNE.

SsiERiFF Fyfe, Glasgow, issued his decision on Friday in a test
case against Nimmo & Co.. claiming damages for an injured
miner, at comnion law. or alternatively, under the Employer.^'
Liability .^ct, in respect of an explo.sion, whereby two men
were killed and several injured. The Sheriff dismisses the
Action as laid, reserving it for assessment, if need be, of com-
pensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act.
In a note his Lordship examines the various statutory regu-

lations, and concludes that the pursuer has not e,stablished any
cause-and-effect relationship between negligence of the mine-
owners and his injury, and so no claim at common law has
been established; and that, even had it been, "the claim is

barred by the doctrine of common employment, the casualty
having been proved- to have been caused by the negligence of
fellow workmen in failing to screw down the cover of the
switch box of an electric coalcutter which was being used in
the mine, and so permitting a flame to emanate from the coal-

cutter and ignite the gas in the mine. The Sheriff' finds that
the coalcutter itself and its cable connections were m perfect
working order, and that taking off the switch box cover and
replacing it, as occasion may require, was not a skilled elec-

trician's job, but an ordinary mechanical operation in using
the coal cutter, the responsibility for doing which efficiently

was with the machine men. as part of their duty of operating
the machine. .Upon the suggestion that a coal cutter should
not have been used at all in the mine because of the presence
of gas. the Sheriff says: " There is certainly no evidence in
this case to support such a proposition; and 1 am, fortunately,
not called upon to pronounce any opinion upon this very large
question. I imagine it would be a very serious proposition for
the coal industry in Scotland it it is to be regarded as unsafe
to use a coal cutter, merely because there is more or less gas
tound in a mine. There are coal cutters specially designed for
use in gassy mines, and the proof in the present case shows
that the machine here in question was a flame-proof machine
of modern type, and was in perfect working order."
Leave to appeal is granted, and it is understood that the

case is regarded by the Miners' Federation as a, test case, in-

volving important questions as to safety in mine working, and
that it will be carried to the higher court.

.\PPLICATION FOR EXTENSION OF PATENT.

In the Chancery Division on Piiday. January 27th. Mr. Justice
Sargant heard a petition by Mr. Louis John Hunt and Sandy-
croft, Ltd.. of 4. Broad Street Place. London, for an extension
of a patent dated March 14th. 1906, No. 6,224, granted to the
petitioners (Sandycroft. Ltd.. being then known as Sandycroft
Foundry Co.. Ltd.), for " an invention of improvements in

alternating-current dvnamo-electric machines"; and also a
patent of July 11th, 1906. No. 15.711. granted to them for
" an invention of improvements in windings for alternating-
current dynamo-electric machines." The first invention con-
sisted of a single winding on the part of the machine to which
the current was supplied, and the provision of tapping points
in particular positions upon the winding for control purposes.
the winding being so disposed that currents flowing tiirough
the tapping points would produce a field to a second number
of poles required for cascade operation. The other invention
was a machine with a stator winding of the type in the first

invention, but with separate rotor windings, one of which was
connected to a commutator so that the machine could be used
as a converter for providing direct current through the alter-

nating-current supply and vice versa.

Mr. J. Hunter Gray. K.C. and Mr. Whitehead appeared
for the petitioning patentees, and Mr. Dighton Pollock and
Mr. Trevor Watson lor the Crown.
The merit of the inventions was not questioned. . by the

Crown, and Mr. J. Swinburne described them as a distinct

stage in the industry, a stage that had involved an immense
amount of thought. Mr. Gray stated that the German patent,
which was the equivalent of both the English patents, had
been extended for five years on the ground of war-time losses.

His Lordship, giving his decision, said it ap|3eared on the
petition and was clearly proved by the evidence that there was
a very great loss to the petitioners—Mr. Hunt and the com-
pany—owing to the war. He thought it would be proper in

respect of that loss to allow an extension of four years, on the
terms that the British licences now existing for the manufac-
ture of the inventions were continued.

War Inventors' Clai.m.s.

Claims by Mr. Henry Leitner and Messrs. Josepli Lucas, Ltd.,

in respect of dynamos for use on aircraft, were heard by the
Royal Commission on .\wards to Inventors on January .30th.

It was statetl that over -5.700 of the dynamos were made for

Service use. .\ccording to a witness it was the discovery,

early in 1917, that German pilots were provided with electri-

cally-heated clothing whicli led to the dynamo being evolved.

The Commission reserved their award.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Is AN Electric 'Truck .\ Light Locu.\iuti\e'^'

The Manchester Guardian reports that a young man named
William Halton. of -Southport. has been summoned for driv-

ing along the public highway a motor vehicle, belonging to

Electrical Vehicles. Ltd.. Churchtown, without a licence, and
when the ca.se came before the local magistrates the

Superintendent of Police stated that there appeared to be

some doubt as to" whether the vehicle, which was an electric

truck, came within the definition of a light locomotive. In
order that the local registration authority might communicate
with the Ministry of Tran.sport for a ruling on the point he

asked for an adjournment. Last week the case was adjourned

to enable a .special line of defence to be prepared. \ further

adjournment was agreed to.

E
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
lUaderi are inriti to submit particular! oj new or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Midget Masta '" Fuse-Switch.

In our issue of April '22nd. 1921 (p. 509), we gave an illus-

trated description of the above appliance. The makers,

Messrs. Berry's Electric. Ltd., 85, Newman Street, Oxford

Street, W.l, now send us details of some improvements

which'they have effected in its design. The principal difficulty

encountered in the use of small apparatus such as this switch-

FiG. 1.—The "Midget Masta" S\\ itch Fuse, showing
Cover Removed.

fu.?e is the lack of space for connecting up wires after con-

duits are fixed. The casing of the " Midget Masta " has,

therefore, been altered to enable the complete removal of the

whole of the top cover bv the taking out of four screws, which
renders available a sufficient amount of space for making
connections. Tlie idea is illustrated in fig. 1.

The " HotSpo't " Boiling Ring.

We have received from Messrs. Rich & BrNDY, lla-13, Kew
Road, Ponders End, N., a sample of their " Hot-Spot " elec-

tric boiUng ring. The most noticeable feature of this appli-

ance is its small weight, for although it is 8 in. in diameter

and 3 in. high, it weighs only 6 lb. The element is a continu-

ous spiral of high-resistance wire in eight rows threaded

through metal-stiffened mica strips. The holes through which
the wire passes have metal eyelet-s which prevent damage to

the mica. The top is formed by wires passing through the

Fig. -A " HuT-Si'OT " Boiling Ring.

the Scientific .imerican Monthly). The semi-conductor in

this case is gelatine (1) spread in a uniform layer over a
shghtly curved metal strip ("2). One pole of the electric

circuit is connected to this strip, while the other is joined

to an elastic strip of aluminium foil (3), whose lower end is

kept in contact with the gelatine. A potential difference of

.sufficient strength between the two poles will cause the alu-

minium strip to come into contact with the gelatine, as shown
by the dotted line (4). The application of this movement in

the finished electroscope is shown in fig. 4 (also from the
Scientific American Mont)ily). Here the stiff metal strip is

that portion marked ('2) ; (3) is the gelatine covering. These
are fixed to a metal upright (4), screwed into an ebonite tube
(5), which is connected through a resistance (6) to a metal
lioint (7). The aluminium-foil leaf (3) is connected electri-

cally to an exposed metal casing (9) by means of a curved
contact spring (8). The instnmient is u.sed as follows : If it

is desired to ascertain if a potential difference exists between
a conductor and earth the exposed metal casing (9) is held
between the fingers and the metal point (7) is placed upon
the conductor. If a current is flowing the metal foil will be
attracted, and this is indicated by means of a little shutter

(11), which appears at the opening (10) in the top of the
instrument. The apparatus is so sensitive that a good con-
nection to earth through the body is immaterial. The electro-

.scope can be discharged by placing the point on one hand
while the metal top is held by the other. It will be seen

that the instrument may be put to a variety of uses; for

in,stance : for earth tests; potential difference tests; to detect
" live wires " or surface leakage; for discovering faults; and
for many other purposes which will readily occur to the
reader.

Fig. 3.— Fig. 4.—
PnrNXiPLE. Arrangement.
Pocket Electroscope.

Fig. 5.

—

An Electric
SOLDERING-lHON StOVE.

tops of the metal-stiffened mica .strips. Beneath the element
is a highly-polished reflector. A separate plug is .supplied

for each lead.

This boiling ring is one of a .series being made bv Messrs.
Rich & Bundy, the loadings ranging from 600 to 'l,000 W.
.'\lthough made primarily for standard pre.ssures. the rings can
111' .supplied for connecting to low-voltage circuits.

,V Pocket Electroscope.

About the middle of last year two Danish engineers, Messrs.
Johnsen & Rahbek, demonstrated at the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers a new, or re-discovered, electrostatic phe-
nomenon. It was shown that when two metal plates, between
which was placed a .semi-conducting stone, were connected
in a direct-current circuit, the passage of electricity set np a
strong adhesive force between the plates and the stone.
Several applications of this primiple were shown, and among
them was an ingenious pocket electroscope. The principle
(if the rlevice is illustratpcl in fig. 3 (which we reproduce from

Messrs. Drake & Gorham Wholesale. Ltd., fi7. Long
Acre, W.C, who are the British agents for the device, inform
us that the electroscope can be used for any pressm-e between
about 80 and 1(X> V, either d.c. or a.c. The instrument is

made to resemble, in size and shape, an ordinary fountain
pen.

An Electric Soldering=iron Stove.

In our issue of Septemlwr Kith, 1921 (p. 372) we described an
electric stove made by the Electric Heating Co.. George
Street, Croydon, for the purpose of heating soldering irons.

This has recently been entirely redesigned, as will be seen
from the illustration fig. 5.

The capacity has been reduced, the stove previously des-

cribed having accommodation for four irons, whereas tlie

new design provides for two. The stove is strongly con-
.structed of ca.st iron, and weighs about 50 lb. It is well

lagged and provided with a three-heat switch, giving a mav
iinim load of 1 .(TOO W. The first pair of irons can be heated
ready for use in 15 minutes, after that three minutes suffices

for each iron. As the elements are entuely enclosed the -stove

can be used with perfect safety in garages, oil refineries, Ac.

A Combined Electric Heater and Fan.

Mr. V. GiLLOAN, 58, Bloomfield Avenue. Belfast, informs

us that he has secured provisional protection for a combined'

electric heater and fan. The heating portion consists of seven

elements controlled by a dial switch ; the fan is in parallel

with these elements (separately switched), and is so situated

that it draws air through the device over the heating elements

and expels it through the front of the apparatus. The whole

of the gear is contained in a sheet metal casing.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tdesdat cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address m our poiiession.

The Utilisation of Waste Heat.

As I had no opportunity of making any comments on the

interesting papers of Mr. Ingham Haden and Mr. \\ hysall at

the joint meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
and the Institution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers heiu

on January 19th, I ask for the hospitality oi the columns of

the Elfxtrical Review in which to Oo so.

Mr. Haden's paper sets out the principles of the subject of

the utilisation of waste heat from steam-driven plant very
clearly, and though one may agree with his general conclu-

sions, I am disposed to differ from him on certain points of

detail. For instance. Mr. Haden ia clearly of opinion that

in general the medium for transmitting heat for distribution

should be superheated steam. I feel conhdent that it will

be found that in the majority of cases water will prove to

be favoured for the purpose. Generally speaking, I think it

will be found that the low-temperature requii'ements in a

district will outweigh those of special industrial operations

such as paper making, sterilising, and so forth, for which
special boilers would be suitable. The advantages which
water, as a medium for heat transmission, possesses over
steam should not be lost sight of—its high specifio heat, the

ease with which air can be liberated trom high points in

water mains compared with the difficulties attendant upon
freeing steam mains of water, the reduced heat loss per unit

surface from the mains, and the absence of the necessity to

work the .steam plant supplying the heat against a back pres-

sure The metering difficulty arising when water is used will

without doubt be .solved by the production of a B.th.u. meter
when the need for this is shown.
Where district heating is contemplated in conjunction with

the utilisation of the waste heat on the lines discussed b\

Mr. Haden, the feasibility of the scheme naturally turns upon
the practicability of getting mains along the streets, and a
concrete case requires investigation from this point of view
and also from the £.s.d. point of view. Furthermore, the

price to be charged for heat units would have to be an attrac-

tive one wherever an ordinary gas supply was available.

The two diagrams (figs. 1 and 2) shown by Mr. Haden in

his paper are of great interest and clearly illustrate the ques-

tions involved, notwithstanding that the load curves are

hypothetical.
Fig. 1 shows the winter load conditions of working, and the

ca.se is obviously one where the waste heat from the elec-

trical machines can be. and .should be, utilised to the utmost.
The heat requirements far outweigh the electrical ones, and as

the whole of the heat from the exhausts of the electrical plant

can be made use of to serve the heating load, obviously it

would be useless to endeavour to get the electrical units

turned out with maximum thermal efficiency of the genera-
ting plant. The condensing plant should be shut down ami
the engines run as simple engines, or as two or three-stage,

as the case may be; and as long as the machines are able to

supply the maximum electrical load and the exhaust steam
is not more than that required to meet the heating load, they
should be so run. If they are unable to supply the electrical

peak load, then the condensing plant would be run for a
couple of hours or so, or other provision made to meet the
peak load.

It should be liorne in mind by the station engineer that

he is not restricted in his electrical output by the demand.s
of the heating load. .Assuming water distribution of the heat,

it makes comparatively little difference to the heating plant

whether the heaters are fed with steam at boiler pressure or

at atmospheric pressure, hence whether or not the steam
engines or turbines are interposed in the passage of the

steam from the boilers to the heating plant is not material.

The engines virtually act as pressure-reducing valves, and in

so doing use up a comparatively small portion of the heat

in the steam in giving out power in the electrical form. Tlie

heating plant makes use of the latent heat of the steam,
otherwise to be got rid of by the circulating water in the con-

densing plant. Hence the economy of the proposal of the

combined station.

When we turn to fig. 2. .showing .summer conditions of

working, the problem presented is of a different order. Here
the electrical requirements exceed the heating at times, and at

such times maximum economy of generation of the elec-

tricitv is important. Under these conditions, condensing
would be resorted to where condensina plant was installed,

though in the case of a new station it is doubtful whetl^fv

interest and sinking-fund charses and cost of running the

plant would justify the provision of such condensing plant

for the comparatively short neriods when it would be re-

quired. Nevertheless, as much as possible of the exhaust of

the engines should lie directly made use of in the heating
plant and be diverted thereto on its passage to the condensers,

the heaters of the heating plant aiding in the conilen<"

operations, being virtually surface condensers with independ-
ent circulating water, the heat in this Jast being usefully em-
ployed.

i'he condensing plant would under these last conditions of
working probably be run throughout the '24 hours, and this
brings us to the question as to the best means of driving the
condenser auxiUaries. It would appear that they should be
steam and not electricity-driven, tor the reason that the
exhausts from them can be directly utilised in the heating
plant, thereby getting the steam power most economically,
and that electrically-driven auxiliaries at light load (and even
full load) cannot be so economical under the conditions of
working in a combined station.
This last argument would possibly not hold good during

periods when the electrical load outweighed the heating, but
during such periods steam-driven auxiharies would exhaust
to the condensers; and throughout the winter loads the argu-
ment would hold good.

It is probable that the existing condensing plant of an elec-
trical station should be permanently utilised as part of the
heating plant, the circulating water for distribution in the
district being passed through the condensers in place of the
ordinary river or other water. The circulating pumps should
then, undoubtedly, be steam-driven, preferably by turbines
with their clean exhausts.
The subject of the utilisation of waste steam is one of

great interest and importance, and deserves the careful con-
sideration of all those responsible for the installation and
running of steam plant.

H. E. Mitchell.
Jamiar,, -Mth. 1922.

The Durability of Lead=covered Wife.

Referring to the correspondence in recent issues of your
paper on the subject of lead-covered wiring, or, as I should
prefer to call it, metal-sheathed, since the coverings are
generally stated to be alloys, my experience may be of some
interest to your readers at home.

I have at present in my charge in Calcutta 199 buildings
wired in one or other of the metal-sheathed systems. These
buildings are variously used, and consist of offices, private
dwelling-houses, prisons, tanneries, museums, libraries, po.st-

offices. and printing presses. Thev have in.stalled in them
4,70(1 IKI-watt ceiling fans, 12,000 lights, 20 lifts, 90 pumping
.sets, and a number of motors.
The oldest installation in the lead-alloy sheathing is nine

years' old, and is apparently in good condition now. I have
little trouble with the installations, but occasionally during the
rainy .season (temperature 8.5-90 deg. F., and humidity in the
nineties) I have leakage, which, however, causes no damage
to the sheathing provided my earth connections are in good
order; if they are not then I find rapid deterioration in the
metal covering.

The test for " earth " resistance is fairly stringent, the
" earth " having to pass i ampere at 4 volts from any point
in the building. Bonding is generally carried out by means
of a strip of metal folded on itself in the form of a square.

'^^-y^z/va sr/?/^

and wiiod connecting boxes are used instead of the metal
ones .supphed by the makers, as it is found that the metal
covering deteriorates at the point of junction when the metal
boxes are used.

In very damp places, or where the plaster is likely to get

damp and remain so, the metal-sheathed wire is run on small

strips of well-varnished teak wood, the varnish used being a

water-proof varnish.

I find the following are the essential points to watch :
—

1. Earth wires being in good order.

2. Bonding being perfect.

3. Patches forming on the walls where leakage is taking

place must be attended to at once.

Out here we never bury any wiring work, as it would not

last unless the plaster could be kept absolutely dry. Insu-

lated conduit has been buried, but the only installation I

have had under me had to be aiven up, as white ants took

to the tubing and filled it up solid, at the same time destroy-

ing the insulation of the wires and tubing.

I am satisfied with the lead-alloy metal-sheathed' wire

sufficiently to chance over all my old casing installations as

thev require re-winding. .

The supplv voltage here is three-wire 22.5450 volts, and m
all mv large buildings I am now havinff iron-clad mam, sub-

main,' and distribution boards to ensure all metal parts bemg

properlv earthed. I also see that in large buildmgs a'.l boardF
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carrying 50 amperes or over have separate earth-plates tor

each 50 amperes.
Systems of metal sheathing other than lead have been tried

and abandoned, as they have not stood up to the work
required of them.

All our bells are wired on the metal-sheathed eysteni

and the bells worked on the 'i'iO-volt circuits, being shunterl

across a resistance in series with a •220-volt lamp.

Battiwallah.
Calcutta.

Janiiarij 12th, ]9-2'2.

Change=over from D.C. to A.C. Supply.

\\'ith reference to the correspondence in connection with
the change-over of lead-covered single-core cables from d.c.

to a.c, it is practically certain that the induced currents m
the lead sheaths will cause trouble. The burning of the

sheaths which ensues is not so much due to the volume of

these secoudary currents perhaps, as to the nature of the

contact between the sheaths. In many cases the area of

contact is merely a point or, at best, a thin line where the

two cylindrical lead coverings are in contact for a .short dis-

tance. The result is a high current density at these points,

which causes damage sooner or later.

The writer has had experience of this effect in the case of

three low-pressure single-core 1-sq. inch I.e. and a. cables,

these cables having to be used owing to circumstances beyond
his control. Originally the cables were laid in a trench
between a transformer and the main l.p. switchboard, the

system being 440 volts, 3-phase. Trouble, which was more
or less anticipated, soon manifested itself, the armouring at

one point reaching a dull red glow. The cables were eventu-
ally run on racks.

So far as I am aware it is not possible to get rid of these
sheath currents except by insulating each cable sheath along
its whole length, as was done in the case just cited. Fre-
quent bonding along the cables would probably increase the
trouble instead of alleviating it, and I should consider that
it would be far more satisfactory if " Mains " replaced his

cables by a three-core one—and perhaps it would be less expen-
sive in the long run.

Salfordian.
January 2ith, 192'2.

The Magnetic Screening of Cables.

With reference to " Hardly Convinced's " letter on the
above subject, may I state that I agree with the text-book
for the following reason :

—

The lines of force set up by a current flowing in a cable
take the form of circles, as also does the iron tube, whose
reluctapce is less than that of 'the air, with the result that
the flux crowds into the tube, leaving the surrounding air

comparatively screened.
Of course, if a thin tube is used, and a heavy current in

the cable, the .screening may not be very great.

I agree with " Hardly Convinced " that the subject has
been avoided, but is it not fairly obvious without having any
reference made to it?

Screened.
January 30th, IQ^^.

[We venture to differ from our correspondent. The mag-
netic field set up by a current in a long straight conductor is

certainly not restricted to a coaxial iron tube and the .space

in.side the tube. The tube has no magnetic screening effect at
all.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Your correspondent " Hardly Convinced " has questioned
the accuracy of H.M. Stationery Office's pamphlet in its

stat-ement that :

—
" if a cable carrying a current (con.stant or

variable) is enclosed in a tube of steel or iron, the external
magnetic field is appreciably reduced. The space external to
the tube is said to be ' screened.'

"

Apparently both " Hardly Convinced " and H.M. Stationery
Office are right and both are wrong. .\11 depends on how the
enclosing metallic tube happens to l)e connected.

If the problem be telegraphic with the tube (or cable
armature) earthed, magnetic .screening w^ill be effective, as
H.M. Stationery Office maintains. But if the tube be in-
sulated, magnetic screening will not be present, and " Hardly
Convinced " will be right.

Likewise, if the problem be local, and both ends of the
tube available

; if the two ends be connected, and the resist-
ance of the connection be ni7, screening will be effective. If.

on the other hand, the tube be left insiilat*>d with its ends
disconnected from each other, screening will not occur.
This matter has been investigated by the present writer m

his booklet* " The Two-Tone Vibrating Ti'ansmitter and
Cable Inductive Signalling," (Pp. 19-24) mainly a reprint of
the writer's articles published in The niccfrician, of December
18th, 1908, and .January 15th. 1909.

The investigation in question related to the system origi-
nated and developed by the present writer—with cordial co-
operation of friends ashore and afloat—to enable a cable-repair

ship to keep up inductive telegraphic communication with the
shore (under c<?rtain K.R. limitations) during the making of
a final cable joint and splice.

Ihe present writer ventures to enclose two copies of his
booklet respectively for yourself, sir, and for your corres-
pondent Hardly Convinced."

This little book has the advantage of being included (a
minnow among whales) in the library of the I.E.E.
The various apparatus mentioned in the booklet are made

in the " Silvertown " Co's. Instrument Department.

E. Raymond^Barker.
Kensington, W,
January 30</i, 1922.

A Notice to Callers.

I am in no way connected with the electrical industry.
I happened to casually pick up your January 27th issue,

at page 121, and saw what you are pleased to refer to, as a
" business-like notice," by the buyer of Messrs. Simplex
Conduits, Ltd.

I can imagine the Commis.sionaire at Garrison Lane, waving
away the queue of travellers at 4 o'clock on a T'hnrsday
afternoon, and telling them to come back next Tuesday
morning at ten o'clock.

Supposing, for argument's sake, every buyer in your in-

dustry erected a similar notice, Messrs. Simplex Conduits.
Ltd.'s own travellers would not have a very busy time, as
they could not put in ten-and-a-half hours a week in the
actual interviewing of customers, but, on the other hand,
they could have some very fine week-ends.

I cannot think he is a very keen buyer, who causes such a

notice to be nut up.

Men with good lines to offer, at keen prices, would push
on and sell to the man who will see them at any reasonable
business hour, from Monday to Friday. Whereas, the man
whose prices are high, will pick out the indifferent buyer, as

a man very loath to see travellers, and sell to him by sub-
.serviently attending at a certain hour on a certain day.
A buyer worthy of the name should be open to see anybody,

at any reasonable hour, and should be able to shut down the
time waster immediately.

In my own particular business, buyers will see travellers

at all times, any day, as they are most keen on a good line,
'

and a bargain.

These arbitrary notices cut both ways, and I think we
should all be very sorry indeed to see them become general.

C. J. Docherty.
Bristol,

Jamtanj ISfh. 192-2.

A Correction.

We notice on page 131 of the issue of the Electrical Re-
view, .January 27th. that Mr. Whitmore has severed his coii-

nection with the Walsall Electrical Co.
We would like to point out that we have no trace of Mr.

Whitmore being in our employ. On the other hand, the writer

attends to all Ijondon business, and can be .seen at any time
in London by appointment or on Tuesdays at the Engineers'

Club, Coventry Strwt, Ijondon. Our business is carried on
in other parts.of the country through recognised wholesalers.

J. Delebecque,

For ihe Mahall Electrical Co., Ltd.
Walsall.

Januarii SOth, 1922.

[We regret to learn from our informant of la.st week that

in error he used the name Walsall Electrical Co. instead of

Walsall Hardware Co.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

•Withdrawn from pubUcation with a view to subsequent
re-issue with additional matter.—^E.R.B.

The Stiffness of Poles.

Replying to Mr. G. V. Twiss's criticism, in your current
issue, of my article on the above -subject which api)eared in

your issue of January 6th, at the end of the article tlie follow-

ing statement will be found :

—
" (2) The flexibility of the

poles will determine whether the t-ension is reduced to the
necessary extent by deflection, or by .slipj'iing of the binders."

In the calculated example this slipping was ignored, Ix--

cau.se the loads found were not such as would be hkely to

cau.se slipping.

With regard to the relief given to the unbalanced pull due
to torsion, this relief is only afforded if more wires break at

one end of the arms than at the other end. If two wires
break at opposite ends of the arms, or one wire carried

centrally on the poles, there will be no relief duo to torsion.

Mr. Twiss's recommendation that the strength in the line

direction .should be one-third of that in the direction trans-

verse to the line is probably a safe rule for long spans, be-

cause in long spans the tension cannot possibly be reduced to

the necessary extent by deflection, and slipping must occur.

In such cases the maximum possible kxid in the direction of

the line will be the sum of the loads which the binders of the

broken wires can sustain, plus wind pressure on the pole.

This may be one-third of the transverse load in a particular

case, but if the span were halved or doubled, the ratio would
become two-thirds or one-sjxfh respectively. It is a little un-
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luituuate that in the casc^a referrt-d to by Mr. Twisa tho

same fraction should represent both the assumed proportion ot

broken wkes and also the ratio of longitudinal strength to

transverse strength, which has been found satisfactory,

because it may lead to the supposition that these are in some

way connected. They have nothing whatever in common ex-

cept an accidental equahty in a particular case.

This will be obviou.s if we apply the ratio one-third to a.

moderate span. Hertj the wind pressure on the pole load itself

may be 50 per cent., or even more, of the total transverse

load, and therefore, if the ratio of one-third were adopted, the

poles would not only be unable to sustain any longitudinal

line load, but would actually depend upon the support attorded

by the wires for their stability.

Gower B. R. Pimm, .4ssoc.IVI,Inst.C.E.

London, S.W.
Jii,iii,ini 31.vf, K-iL

Proposed EmigratioD.

Referring to the letter in your issue of January •JJSth, p. 14'2,

I should like to give a bit of advice to " Inquirer " about work
and conditions in South .\frica. Before I go any farther, I

should just like to tell him straight away :
" Don't go !

" for if

things are bad here, they are infinitely worse there. When
I came through Capetown the first week of November there

were about 5,UU0 white men out of work, and about 3,00U

were on relief works, working alongside a lot of niggers for

5s. 6d. a day, and glad to get it ; men of all descriptions,

tradesmen, clerks, and others, respectable well-doing people.

Business there is at a dead end. When I landed at Capetown,
which was a few .months before, I stayed a day to find out

things, and the same conditions prevailed.

I left Capetown at night for Johannesburg; the journey

takes two nights and two days, travelling all the time. The
railway fare is £6 Os. 6d. single; bedding cost 3s. 6d. for the

journey; breakfast, dinner and lunch cost lis. fid. per day;

expeiises for this journey, £7 7s. You land in " Jo'burg
"

at 8 p.m.. then have to find digs., and the cheapest I could get

was 4s. 6d. a night
—

" bed only." Breakfast, dinner and tea

were 7s. 6d. extra. You will see I am not allowiug for any
extras, such as a bottle of beer, or a nip of Johnny Walker.

As I didn't indulge in these luxuries, I can't speak about
them. All the better for any white man to keep away from
di'ink in that country, because it .either kills hiia or puts him
into the asylum. I am putting "Jo'burg '! first on the list,

because it is the large.st town.
The Corporation owns the electricity department and tram-

ways, and if a man can get in there he is mighty lucky. 1

fancy he will want a friend who wears a size 15 boot, and
can kick like a horse.

There is a large firm of electrical engineers in " Jo'bm-g,"
Messrs. Hubert Davies & Co., but there wasn t much doing;

also the G.E. Co. and Bruce Peebles & Co., who, as far as

I could see, have only agencies, besides smaller contracting

firms. At that time there w'ere about 7,000 white men
idle, with prospects of things getting worse, and the same
condition of affairs applies to Durban. Durban is 600 miles

from "Jo'burg," a day and a night's travel by train; fare

£3 10s. single.

The Victoria Falls Power Co. has the monopoly of trade,

supplying the Rand from east to west from three large power
stations: Rosherville, Germiston, and Vereeniging (the last

about 40 miles away). The electricity supply is 3-phase, 50
• cycles, 5,000 volts, transformed up to 50,000 volts fot long

transmission, and down to 110x220 for fighting and power.
All mains for bou.sehold lighting, in the suburb.s, Cleveland,

Germiston, Boksburg, &c.. are overhead, with transformers

stuck on the same standards as the mains ; tappings are taken
off anywhere most convenient, generally running through the

roof of the house or the side—a proper conglomeration of

wires. I will now give an idea of what a white man has to

go through before he gets a job on the mines. He has to

go before a meclical board of three or four doctors, called the

Miners' Phthisis Boaid. pass an X-ray test for tuberculosis,

and has to be practically physically fit in every way. He will

get the result of his examination in about five days. If he

gets a red card, he can work either under or above ground,

but if he gets a green card, he can only work on top. and
there are hundreds that can produce only a green card ; so,

my friend, if you want to try the mines, make sure before you
leave this country that there are no germs in your lungs—

a

fact that should be well known to all intending emigrants.

Experience is the be.st teacher, and anyone going to Africa

with the idea of picking up diamonds, or gold, or better still,

" a job in the meantime, will soon wish .Africa and everything

else in Gehenna.
The best age for anyone to go to Africa would be from 18

to 25, because he is better able to stand the heat, the con-

ditions, and the food, and that is the main point; the Dutch-
man would live where the Britisher would go under, and for

spinning the tale he can beat the band. I always thought
-Americans could boast, but they can't hold the candle to any
BritishiT that has been there for 10 or 12 years. If you want
the truth of any of the colonies, trade or prospect, w'rite to

the Minister tor Foreign Affairs, London—another item the
• people of this country should know.

The country of Rhodesia is even hotter than the Union,
and trade there meantime is at its lowest. The two principal

towns are Bulawayo and Salisbury; the whites in Bulawayo

number about 5,000. The principal electrical places thei'©

are the railway—no good at present—the waterworks and the

power station, a private concern, single-phase, 125 cycles,

2,000 volts, with three machines, one of 75 kW, and, two of

1.30 kW, transformed down to 110x220 volts for lighting and

power. The plans have been passed by the town for a new-

station, but it will be 12 or 18 months before new plant can

be put in, pipes run for water, the nearest point being three

miles awav, and all other details connected with a power sta-

tion. Then there is the question : Can they run it cheaper

than the existing waterworks plants? If I remember aright,

the price per unit at present is Is. 2d. ; that means that the

town will have to run cheaper, so that people won't be annoyed

at changing over. I think the estimated cost of this job is

about fSO.tKJO, and in my opinion it is a waste of money for

the citizens of Bulawayo.
[ see the Editors refer to this on page 123. Salisbury is a

smaller town, though the capital of Rhodesia, and the white

population is somewhere about 4,000. Just one street there is

of any consequence, and the electric plant is much smaller

than at Bulawayo. Umtali was the headquarters of the rail-

way workshop, but that is all shifted to Bulawayo now, so

Rhodesia for the next 18 months is no good. Wages m
Rhodesia are 3s. 9d. per hour, board and lodgings about ±3 or

i;3 5s. per week, all extras over and above. Mafeking is a

good-sized village,- about i-mile square; no electric light here.

Bloemfontein is a nice-sized town, very healthy, and has elec-

tric light, but is no good as regards electrical work.

Kunberley, the diamond centre, belongs to the De Beers Co.,

and has electric light and tramways, but at present is prac-

tically dead; the last account that I heard while coming

through was that there were only about 200 working in the

town. These are the principal places in South Africa regard-

ing electrical work.
Wages in Cane Colony vary from 3s. to 3s. 9d. per hour, but

I expect by now thev are down to 3s. maxunum rate, owing

to trade troubles. There is no electrical Ti-ade Union there

;

electrical work comes under the A.E.U.

Before an emigrant can land in South Africa, he has to have

£20 landing money. Then there are the emigration officers

to pass, and they are more strict than in this country, so if

a man goes out on spec, with only £20 and no job, one month

will swallow up his little Klondyke; then there is nothing

but Shanks's pony.
. , , -xi. i ^

Australia I can't speak of, but T came m touch with a lot

of people ti-avellmg !3ack and forth, and that country is tar

worse, nractically nothing doing at all.
,• n -j

I hope this may give "Inquii-er " and others a little idea

regarding conditions abroad; one knows where one is here,

but out there it is a ca.se of roughing it all the time, and no

money, no friends. This is how I found things m my travels

through South Africa. „ .. ^
Chas. Crutcher.

Aberdeen

.

Januarii 9ath. 1922.

[We are much indebted to our correspondent for his

spirited and comprehensive letter; he has a gloomy tale to

unfold but he tells it a.lmo.st cheerily.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Charging for Services.

Could you or one of your many readers clear up the follow-

ing point'?
, ,. .

I have always understood that it was compulsory tor supply

authorities to run service mains into consumers' premises up

to and including a distance of 60 ft. free of all cost to the

consmner. i, • j * a„„
The war has anparently changed many things, and to-day

contractors are finding many supply undertakings making a

charge for even very short .service lines. I have been given

to understand that this is illegal, and have looked up several

lighting orders, which appear to confirm this view.

Now that " Dora " is supposed to be dead, can the supply

authorities be compelled to ru;i in services free'?

Undoubtedly the charges for these services are a stumbling-

block in the way of contractors.
A Contractor.

Januaru SOi/i, 1922.

[Electricity supply undertakers must give a supply to

premises within 50 vards of any distributing mam used for

general supnly. Undertaker.s who refuse to make a connec-

tion must s'tate the reason, under penalty. The cost of a

line laid on private property must be paid by the consumer,

but the co.st of a Ime not on private property, up to a dis-

tance of 60 ft., must be paid by the undertaker. iuU par-

ticulars are given conciselv in the " Electrical Contractor s

Year Book " (Electrical Conti-actors' Association, Inc.).—Eds.

Elec. Rev.]

Tramcar Invention.—The L.C.C. has granted permission

to Mr. W". E. Ireland, the rolling stock engineer in the

Tramwavs Department, to take out a patent in respect ot

his invention for a new type of combined folding step and

side lifeguards for tramcars, subject to the condition that tne

Council shall be allowed to use the patent without payment ot

royalty should it so desire.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Our Half'Yearly Index.—The Index to Vol. 89 of the
Electrical Keview, which is now ready, will be supplied to

those who, through the post, specially apply for it. To such
It will be supplied for (jd., post free. Any reader or advertiser,

at home or abroad, who requires a copy for binding, or for

other purposes, is asked to make application therefor promptlj
to the Publisher, Electrical Review, 4. Ludgate Hill, E.G. 4.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—A. J. Willcox, motor and elec-

trical engineer. The Garage, Farnham Common, Bucks.

—

Ti-ustee (Mr. F. W. Davis, 28, Theobald's Road, W.C.I)
appointed January '25th.

T. D. Waring, electrical engineer, 55, Walmgate, York.

—

Fii'st and final dividend of 8s. lid. in the £, payable February
Gth at the Official Receiver's Offices, Duncombe Place, York.
Edward G. Langsford, electrician, of 74, Westgate, Burn-

ley.—At Burnley Bankruptcy Com-t, on Januai'y 26th, this

examination was adjourned. The gross liabilities were f410,
and there was a deficiency of £3%. Bankrupt attributed his

failure to ill-health. Whilst following his occupation as an
electrician in the mUl, debtor had an accident, for which he
received £40 compensation. With this money he set up in

business on his own account. Just at that time he was called

to the Army, but through ill-health was discharged. He was
questioned about various debts.

P. RoTHWELL (trading with P. A. Rothwell a minor, as
P. A. Rothwell & Co.), electrical engineer, 64, Higher Bridge
Street, Bolton.—First meeting, February 8th, at the Official

Receiver's Offices, Byrom Street, Manchester
;
public examina-

tion, February loth, at the Court House Bolton.

J. V. PiGGlNS, electrical engineer, 3, Pottery Terrace, Alex-

andra Road, Newport.—First meeting, Febmary 9th, at the
County Court Office, Kewport; public examination, March
14th, at the Town Hall, Newport.

C. P. M. DowNiE (P. Downie), electrical engineer, 355a,

Westborough Road, and 88, Ronald Park Avenue, Southend-on-
Sea.—First and final dividend of 4s. 93d. in the £, payable at

the Official Receiver's Office 29, Russell Square, W.C.
T. Hyde, electrician, 180, London Road, Croydon.—First and

final dividend of Is. 9ld. in the £, payable February 15th at

29, Russell Square, W.C.

Company Liquidations.—Planet Electeic Co., Ltd., St.

George's Road, London, S.E.—^The creditors were called

together recently at the offices of Messrs. DoUman & Pritcharcl,

52, Tavistock Square, London, W.C, when it was stated that
the shareholders had passed the usual resolutions for volun-
tary liquidation, and had appointed Mr. S. H. Swallow as

liquidator. An approximate statement of affairs was pre-

sented, which disclosed liabUitiee of i;i,177, of which £877
was due to the trade. The assets were estimated to realise

J6918, or a deficiency of £259. The assets consisted of : stock
estimated to realise i'350; good book-debts, £350; furniture,
fittings, and lighting installation, £160; plant, £55; and cash
in hand, £3 3s. 8d. It was reported that the company was
registered some three years ago with a nominal capital of

£2,000. The issued capital was £1,908, of which £1,246 was
subscribed for in cash. The last balance sheet was preparerl

as at June. 1921, and disclosed a loss of some £600. Eventu-
ally a resolution was passed confirming the voluntary liqui-

dation, with Mr. Swallow as liquidator, while a committee
was appointed consisting of the representatives of Messrs.
Rose Bros., Ltd., Lion Engine Co., Ltd., Telga Co., and
Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.
Stockwell & Ohms, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator : Mr. H. Holmes, 2, Fenchurch Avenue, E.G.
Falksley Electrical & Cinema Supplies, Ltd.—Winding up

voluntarily. liquidator : Mr. A. E. Sisling, 9, Clinton Street
West, Nottingham.
Gastlerea (Roscommon) Electric Lighting and Milling

Co.—This company has decided to go into voluntary liquida-
tion, not being able to meet its liabilities.

Diesel Engine Co., Ltd.—Particulars of claims to the
liquidator. Sir W. B. Peat, 11, Ironmonger Lane, E.G., bv
February 28th.

Rotary Ignition, Ltd.—Meeting March 6th at 1 & 2, Great
Winchester Street, E.G., to hear an account of the winding-
up from the liquidator, Mr. P. Morse.
Patent Plug Co., Ltd.—Meeting of members called for

March 2nd .it the office of Mr. A. M. Sillar. 104. Victoria Street,
S.W.. to hear an account of the winding-up from the
liquidator, Mr. R. B. Young.

Trade Announcements.

—

The London Electric Stores,
having had to take larger premises, have removed to 23a,
Oxendon Street, Havmarket, S.W.I ('Phone :

" Regent
5086 ").

Messrs. P. H. Boys & Co., of 187, Goswell Road, London,
E.G.I, who are specialising in the rewinding and repair of
generators and motors and electrical apparatus, have issued a
handy vest pocket card calendar for 1922, with postal and
other information on the reverse side.

Messrs. William Jacks & Co., metal merchants, have re-

moved to Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.G. 2, owing
to the re-building of East India Avenue.
The Visco Engineering Co., Ltd., has appointed the fol-

lowing sole representatives for the districts mentioned :—Mr.

F. J. Rynd, of Motor House Chambers, Wood Street, Cardiff,

for the South Wales district; Mr. C. J. Sellar, of 144, St.

Vincent Street, Glasgow, for Scotland; and Mr. P. S. Thomp-
.son, of 99, Albert Road, Middlesbrough, for the North-East
Coaet.
Mr. G. Hetherinoton, having started in business as an

electrical factor at 82, London Road, Carlisle, wishes to receive
factors' prices of all accessories, conduit, cable, &c.

The EIlectro-Mechanical Brake Co., Ltd., of West Brom-
wich, has now opened London offices at Donington House,
Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2. with Mr. W. F. Knight in

charge. Telephone No. 1888 Central.

The business of Hudson's Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.,
has been purchased by Me. Chas. W. Holman, A.M.I.E.E.,
who will continue it on the same lines and at the same addre.ss,

viz., 7 & 8, Prudential Buildings, Park Row, Leeds.

Messrs. Simpson, Baker & Co. are removing on Febmary
6th to more commodious premises at 2 to 5, Nelson Street,

Bristol, where they will have a large showroom for the use
of the trade only.

The " Easy-Fi.\ " Fittings Co., 66, Victoria Street, London,
S.W. 1, is being re-constructed, and in future it will be carried

on under entirely new management. The company desires to

receive manufacturers' price Usts and catalogues, as the new
company will be dealing with all electrical requirements.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C. 2.—Catalogue Section X (4),

giving illustrations and particulars of condenser protective

gear for dissipating voltage surges.

The Jeary Electrical Co., Ltd., 8, Lambeth HUl, Queen
Victoria Street, E.G. 4.—An illustrated pamphlet advertising
the " Jeary " electric suction cleaner.

The B.E. Go, (of London and Birmingham). Ltd., 57, Upper
Thames Street, E.G.4.—An illustrated and priced leaflet

describing the " J.H.M. Perfecto " 10-A, d.p. time switch.

Mr. E. W. Dorey, A.M.I.E.E., Norwich House. Southamp-
ton Street, High Holborn. W.C. 1.—An illustrated leaflet giv-

ing some particulars of the " Atlas " one-cylinder type pass-

out engine.
Messrs. L. G. Hawkins & Go., 116, Charing Cross Road,

W.C. 2.—A letter-folder illustrating a number of " Miller
"

electric lighting fittings, and a pamphlet giving illustrateu de-

tails of " Universal " dome.stic appUances.

Materiel' Electrique Alex. Lefebvre, 9, Rue .-Vrs^ne Hous-
suye, Paris (8me).—A list of plant for sale, including steam
turbo-generators, recipr'jcating engine sets, and electric motors.

Electrical Utilities, I/td., 1-3, Shelgate Road, S.W. 11.

—

leaflet LF/1, illusti'ating and describing the " Utility " com-
bined current limiter and fuse box. Priced.

Mr. Charles Selz, 83, George Street, Baker Street, W.l.

—

A pamphlet giving coloured illustrations of silk shades of

many types; a leaflet dealing with a combined trinket set and
electric light; and an order card.
Messrs. Ruston & Hornsby, Ltd., Lincoln.—A weU-illus-

trated booklet (No. 4,213) describing in detail the construction
and working of " Hornsby-Stockport " gas engines and suc-

tion gas producers.
Wright Motors, Ltd., Century Works, Halifax.—Lists Nos.

57 to 60, giving illustrations, prices, and particulars of single-.

two-, and three-phase induction motors.
Messrs. Oldham & Son, Ltd., Denton. Manchester.—

A

.series of illustrated leaflets giving particulars and prices of
" Oldham " special process accumulators.
Messrs. Mavor & Coulson, Ltd., 47, Broad Street, Mile

End, Glasgow.—Twenty-three illustrated leaflets dealing with
numerous types of ironclad switch and fuse gear, cubical-type

switchboards controllers, &c.

Messrs. Wm. Geipel & Co., Vulcan Works, St. Thoma.s
Street, S.E.I.—An illustrated leaflet describing a new type of

d.c. motor starter. Priced.
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., Ponders End, Mid-

dlesex.—A pamphlet advertising " Ediswan " dry and inert

batteries; and Leaflet No. LL. 220, giving prices of " Royal
Ediswan " gas-filled lamps.

Book Notices.—" Mathematics for Engineers," Part 1, by
W. N. Rose. Pp. xiv. -1-514; 257 figs. London: Chapman and
Hall, Ltd. Price 10s. 6d. net.

" Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers," Vol. XLI. No. 1. January, 1922. New York: The
Institute. Price $1.

" Fuel in Science and Practice." Vol. I. No. 1, January,
1922. London : The Colliery Guardian Co., Ltd. Price

10s. 6d. per annum.—This is the first appearance of a monthly
journal which is described as " a journal of the scientific and
economic uses of fuels (being the record of the Coal Research

Club)." As Sir George Beilby remarks in a " foreword,"

there is room for a publication of this nature to .<!ecure com-
plete knowledge and co-operation in the economical use of

fuel. .\s may be surm'sed from its source, the journal is

principally devoted to the employment of coal, and a number
of practical and technical articles appear in the initial issue,

including " Producer Gas from Pulverised Fuel." by F. S.

Sinnatt and L. Slater; " Coal and its Carbonisation," by S.
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Roy Illingworth; " The Study of Mineral Matter in Coal, ' by
R. Lessing; and " Resins in Bituminous Coal," by R. V.
Wheeler and R. Wigginton.- The new journal is under the

joint editorship of Drs. R. V. Wheeler and J. V. Elsden,

of the Colliery Guardian.

Copper, Lead, and Platinum Prices.—Messks. Jb'. Smith
AND Co. report. January 31st : Copper (electrolytic) bars,

£73 5s., 15s. decrea.se; ditto sheet, ditto who rods, £85 15s.,

OS. decrease; ditto h.c. wii-e, lid., jd. decrease.

Messrs. J.^vmes & Sh.vkespe.^re report. February 1st

:

Copper bars (best selected), sheet and rod, no change; English
pig lead, no change.
Messrs. Johnso.n, M.wthey & Co. report. February 1st :

Platiauru, &QA per oz.

Unemployment.—A slight decrease in the number of
unemployed persons was shown in the last Ministry of

Labour returns. The total on January 17th was 1,925,930,

as compared with 1,934,789 a week earher. The number
employed upon special relief schemes was, on January 13th,

1'23,77(5.

The E.D.A. Salesmanship Conferences.—The fourth of
the series of salesmanship conferences being organised by the
British Electrical Development Association is to be held on
February 17th, at 7.30 p.m. On this occasion Mr. Haydn
Harrison will address the meeting on " Salesmanship in Re-
lation to Electric Lighting."

Chinese Notes.—The Ministry of Communications is pre-

paring to install a long-distance telephone between Peking
and Harbin via Fengtien and Tientsin, which will be m
operation next year.

A tramway company in Hankow is planned.
Hung Ao, of Shengchai Soochow (Kiangsu), has obtained

registration of the Shengchai Fu Sin Electric Light Co..

estabhshed with a capital of $15,000, from the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce.

Electrical Exhibition.—\t an Arts and Crafts Exhibition
held in Motherwell recently, one of the most interesting and
pleasing exhibits was the electrical section arranged by, and
under the direction of, Mr. W. D. Brassingtou, the Burgh Elec-
trical Engineer. The great variety and beauty of the various
appliances was indicative of the skill and inventiveness that is

bemg expended upon this branch of the trade, and was elo-

quent of the ever-expanding possibihties of electricity as
apphed to domestic affairs. The exhibits of Messrs. W. T.

Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Callender's Cable & Construc-
tion Co., The Western Electric Co., General Electric Co.,

Edison & Swan Co., W. C. Yuille & Co., Simplex Conduits,
Ltd., British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., The Enghsh
Electric Co., and the Carron Co., were everything that could
be desired, and mcluded radiators, cookers, grills, boilers, hot-
plates, smoothing irons, kettles, toasters, dish washer, sewing
machines, washing machine, vacuum cleaners, &c. A number
of show cases representing the various systems of wiring
also created considerable interest, as did a model water-tube
boiler, lent by Babcock & Wilcox, and a fuel economiser
by E. Green A: Son, Wakeheld. A model air filter, samples
of turbine blading, a model engine and dynamo, and various

other machinery parts in connection with the generating
station were also exhibited, and proved very interestmg.
Working demonstrations of the various electrical appliances

left no doubt as to their practical value as labour-saving de-

vices and aids to the hygiene of the home. Two films on the
electrical industry, entitled " The Economist " and " A
Square Deal for his Wife," were also shown during the week.
Mr. Brassington was able to report that a considerable
amount of business had resulted from the exhibition. This
fact suggests that such appliances only require to be shown
in practical use to ensure their adoption wherever power is

available.

The British Contract for South African Railway Electriii'

cation.—Pre-war suggestions for extensive conversion to

electrical operation of the railway of the Union of South
Africa have now crystallised into a definite programme, and
a start is being made with the electrification of the Glencoe-
Maritzburg section of the Natal line. In June, 1919, the con-
sulting engineers (Messrs. Merz & McLellan) submitted a
comprehensive report covering electrification schemes for :

—
(1) Capetown to Touws River, and Capetown suburban

lines.

(2J Glencoe-Durban and Glencoe-Vryheid East.

(3) Witbank-Germiston-fiandfontein and Witbank-Komati-
poort.

From this report it was apparent that the most pressing
case was the Glencoe-Durban section, and particularly the
120 mile Glencoe-Maritzburg, as beyond Maritzburg conditions
had been made easier by extensive deviations. The whole of

the mineral traflic of the important Natal Coalfields for which
Glencoe is a collecting centre passes over this line on its way
to the coast at Durban, and for many years the mountainous
stretches of country between Glencoe and Maritzbnrg had
been a veritable bottle's neck, with the hmit of steam trac-

tion possibilities reached. Important economies will be
effected by the introduction of electric locomotives. Assuming
a loaded traflic of 20,000 tons per day in one direction on a
1 per cent, up-grade, 11 electric trains, each of about 1,800

tons, will be capable of this duty, for which 14 steam trains

would have to be employed. .\ most valuable feature of elec-

trification in these hilly districts will be the characteristic of

regenerative braking on descending grades, obviating all the
weai' and tear on wheels and brake shoes inevitable with
steam traction. This electrification will be one of the most
important hitherto undertaken, comparing in this respect
with the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul undertaking, the
locomotives being designed to take a direct-current supply of
energy at a pressure of 3,0OO volts on tho trolley line. It is

a matter for congratulation that the first order placed for
this very important contract, amounting to between £7.50,000
and ±'1,000,000, has been secured by a British manufacturer,
namely, the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.,
Trafford Park, Manchester, in face of ^the most strenuous
European and American competition. We refer to several
gratifying aspects of the matter in our leader columns to-day.

L.C.C. Loan Interest Rate.—^The Tunei states that the
London County Council has reduced the rate of interest for

local loans from &i to 6 per cent.

Trade Conditions in South Africa.—The latest statement
by the general managers of the Standard Bank of South
Africa regarding trade conditions in South Africa was to the
effect that electrical material was arriving freely and stocks
were ample, but demand was poor and prices were un-
changed.

Long Service at Silvertown.—On January 24th, at the
works of the India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works
Co., Ltd., at Silvertown, a presentation on behalf of a number
of the staff and employes was made to Mr. H. C. Hammond,
foreman of the fashioning shop of the gutta-percha depart-
ment, to commemorate his completion of 50 years' service

with the company. The gathering was presided over by Mr.
Stuart A. Russell, works manager and director, the presenta-

tion being made by Mr. C. H. Gray, managing director. In
presenting the testimonial, which consisted of a substantial
wallet of Treasury Notes, coupled with a gold wrist watch for

Mrs. Hammond, Mr. Gray spoke very highly of the recipient,

whom, he said, he had always known as a hard worker and
one of the very best of foremen. Mr. Hammond responded
in suitable terms. As an example of the many long-service

records at Silvertown, it may be mentioned that at the gather-

ing there were present from the same department as Mr.
Hammond six employes whose combined length of service

reaches an aggregate of 270 years.

Railway Electrification and Unemployment Relief.—Mr.
,\rthur Neal, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry
of IVansport, speaking at Sheflieid on January 28th, said he
was hopeful that within a short time, liy friendly negotiations
now passing between the Ministry of Transport and some of

the powerful railway companies in the South of England, a
scheme of electrification would be started which would pro-

vide work for a number of the unemployed. In a subsequent
interview Mr. Neal said he referred to thi'ee great Southern
railways. He had at their request appointed a chairman. Sir

Philip Nash, to preside over a small committee which was
inquiring into the question. " Tlie formalities may take some
time," added Mr. Neal, " but I have no hesitation in saying

that some succe.ss will be the out<.'ome."

—

Morning Post.

The committee over which Sn Philip Nash (Director-General

of Traffic) will preside will consider the possibiUty of a
standard scheme for the electrification of certain sections of

the Southern group of railways. The lines concerned are the

Ijondon and South-We.stern, the London, Brighton and South
Coast, and the South-Eastern. The Ministry has informed

The Times that the new committee will be of a purely private

character: its business will be the adjustment, if possible,

of difficulties that have arisen out of the various proposals

put forward by the above companies when the Ministry in-

vited suggestions. Each company wants a different system
adopted. The Committee is quite distinct from the depart-

mental one that was appointed last year to advise the

Minister on railway electrification generally.

For Sale.—Grimsby Corporation electricity department in-

vites offers for two direct-coupled reciprocating steam sets.

Assets Auctions Co., Ltd., will sell by auction, at 119-121,

Newington Causeway, S.E., on February 8th, electrical fit-

tings, motors, fans, telephones, electric lamps, &c.

Central Electric Supply Co. invites offers. Two 1,050-kW'

Oerlikon turbo-alternators and two condensing plants.

Leek U.D.C. Electricity Departme.nt has for disposal two
100-b.h.p. .\ndrews horizontal gas engines, direct coupled to

two 50-kW d.c. dynamos. (For full particulars see our adver-

tisement pages.)

Ferranti Recreation Club.—The newly-formed Musical

Section of the Ferranti Recreation Club gave three perform-

ances of the Gilbert & Sullivan ope'-a. " Trial by Jury." in the

Works Canteen on Wednesday, Thursday, and Monday, Janu-

ary 18th, 19th, and 23rd, preceded by a miscellaneous concert.

We understand that the principals executed their parts in a

brilliant manner. Mr. Moss (toolmakers) took the part of the

Judge; Miss H. Quarmby (secretarial staff) was a most be-

witching Plaintiff, and Mr. A. F. Perrin (costs), who was a

member of the late Beecham Opera Company, was the Defen-

dant. Mr. W. Winnard (toolmakers) played the Par* of

Advocate, and Mr. Ogden (toolmakers) was the Usher. The

performances proved a great success both musically and

financially.
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Engineers and Overtime.—The general secretary uf the
Amalgamated Engineering Union^ Mr. A. H. Smethurst,
states that the result of ballot votmg in connection with the
proposed agreement re management and overtime, which was
the outcome of a conference between the Engineering and the
National Employers' Federations and the Amalgamated Engi-
neering L'nion in November last, is as follows:—In favour of

accepting the proposed memo., 35,535; against accepting the
proposed memo., 50,240. The men were asked to agree that
the employers had the right to decide when overtime was
necessary, and that the war-time restrictions imposed by the
unions should be removed. Sii' Allan Smith said at the time
that the question at issue was whether the management was
entitled to manage its own concern. The executive of the
union recommendefl the adoption of the agreement.

—

Daily
Trleiiraph.

Social Events.—The staffs of the Anchor Cable Co. and
the St. Helens Cable Co. met on 27th inst. in an eight-a-side
game of " ping pong." The result was a .victory for the C.T.S.
team by 17 events to 7 and 382 points to 333. This annual
event has never been won by the St. Helens Co. before,
although matches have been played for several years.

An informal dinner and reunion of past employes of Mr.
E. W. P.\UL, late of New Southgate, wag held on Saturday,
January 2!5th, at the Great Eastern Ilotel, London. Mr. Paul
presided, and the evening was an unqualihed success. Any
past employes who were not notified on this occasion are
asked to send their names and addresses to Mr. F. Stroude, 20,

Lea Bridge Road, Clapton. Ixjndon, E.5.

The Johannesburg Strike.—The conference between the
employers and the miners of the Rand broke down on Janu-
ary 2.sth, the employers refusing to accept terms regarding
the status of men employed in low-grade mines, the abolition
of the contract system, and a reorganisation of underground
work making no difference to the present working conditions
until a final settlement was reached, put forward by the men's
Federation. L'p to the moment of going to press the threat-
ened general strike had still failed to materialise, and it was
reported that the position regarding coal supplies was easier,
and it was hoped that the normal tramway and electrical ser-

vices would be resumed on February 1st. The determined
attitude taken up by both sides waa stated to preclude the idea
of intevention by the Government, which was, however, pre-
pared for any eventuality. On January 29th it was reported
that "commandos" of the strikers were active, warning
officials can'ying on essential services that they were " black-
legging."
A He liter message dated .January 31st indicated that num-

bers of men w-ere returning to the coalfields, but that owing
to the reduced demand it was improbable that work would be
found for all of them.

Chloride Works Committee.—VVe haVe received a copy of
the fourth annual report of the Works Committee of the
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., of Clifton Junction, near
Manchester. It contains illustrations of the Chloride Roll of
Honour and the memorial tablet. The report refers to the
operations at the canteen and the men's dining room, the
annual picnic, the employes' benefit fund, to which the com-
pany voted £5,000 for making grants in necessitous cases, the
Recreation Club, and many other matters. The following
paragraph relates to trade slackness and short time :—" "Tlie

coal dispute, as well as the general trade depression through-
out the country, has led to a certain amount of short time
being worked, and even to some temporary reduction of
numbers. The committee desires to thank the management
for having, as far as possible, arranged matters so that the
loss of time should be borne by all employes alike and should
not press more hardly on one section than on another. The
cornmittee is always interested in information as to the con-
dition of the company's trade when the management is able
to keep it informed on this subject." The report is followed
by a brief review of the doings of the Works Sick Club and
a balance-sheet for the year.

Italian Industries.—The industrial situation in Italv is

described in Italian official circles as being generally good,
especially when the condition of industry throughout the w'orld
is taken into consideration. The metallurgical industry is to
a great extent at a standstill, but there are signs of a revival.
Engineering has also suffered from the abnormal conditions
which prevailed after the war; nevertheless, manv works have
maintained their full-time acti\'ity. The .competition from the
couiitries of Central Europe, with the advantage of their ex-
cessively depreciated exchanges, constitutes the most serious
obstacle which Italian industry has to overcome, but this com-
petition is now less conspicuous, as such countries are likely
to be engaged foi- several months in the execution of order»
already received.

—

Times.

Strike at Cape Town.—The whole of the electricians em-
ployed by contractors in Cape Town and subirrbs have been
on strike amce the New Year. The rate of pay during the
latter half of last year was 3s. 4d. per hour, and the employers
gave notice of a reduction to 2s. 6d. The workmen asked for
3g. 2d., and, as neither party would give way, a strike was the
result. The employers have met the men and offered to com-
promise at 2s. lOd. until March 3l8t, but at the time of the
mail leaving the men had refused to accept this offer.

German Grip on Swiss Industry.—Under this title the
Times correspondent at Geneva reports that the independence
of industrial Switzerland is threatened by a new danger.
" Although Switzerland had, aince the faU of foreign ex-

changes, bought in numerous shares which were held abroad.
Swiss industry is now becoming more and more absorbed by
the ' Holding ' financial syndicate.^. These trusts have then-

origin in Germany, where they have apparently been estab-

lished with a nominal seat abroad to deprive the Treasury of

important taxes. The exportation crisis in Switzerland
favours their absorption by the ' Holding ' syndicates, on
account of the advantages of tran.sferring production outside

Swiss frontiers. The firm of Sulzer Jc Co., of Winterthur,
has just entered one of these concerns thereby losing their in-

dependence, and others in German Switzerland are on the
verge of doing so."

Trolley 'Bus Contracts.—Messrs. Ct.ocgh, Smith & Co,,

I^TD., of London, have secured from the Bloeuifoutein Mutiici-

pahty an order for five trolley 'buses of the " Straker-Clough
"

standard design; also from the Tees-side Railless Tr-action

Board for a further four trolley 'buses.

The Straker-Clough " trolley 'bus chassis has been adopted
by the Rotherham Corporation, and an order has been placed
with Messrs. Clough, Smith, who are the sole agents fur this

vehicle.

Callender's Works Fund.—We have before us a copy of

the nineteenth annual report and accounts of Callender's Hos-
pital and Di.stress Fund. .\s the coal crisis and other factors

caused much unemployment the number of members de-

creased. Owing to the subscription being increased to 2d. per
week in 1920 the Fund was able shghtly to increase the total

amount awarded to the hospitals. The report records the
number of hospital, nursing home, and convalescent home let-

ters granted, the surgical appliances and spectacles provided,

and the financial assistance given. The weekly subscriptions

realised ±'746, the company gave £50, and Sir Tom Callender

£5 OS., and a number of directors and others several guineas
apiece. The amount given to hospitals was £661, against

£640. The report was adopted at a general meeting held on
January 28th at the Belvedere Works, Sir Tom Callender pre-

siding.

The Effect of High Taxation on Industry.—Sir Robert
Home, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, has informed the
Federation of British Industries that he is prepared to meet
its representatives on February loth next, at 3.15 p.m., at

the Ti-easm'y. This meeting was asked for in a letter addressed
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer by Colonel O. C. Arm-
strong, the President of the F.B.I. , which appeared in" the
Electrical ReviE'tv for December 30th, p. 904."

At the first interview the Federation will m'ge in the strongest

possible terms for an immediate reduction in the burden of

taxation. It suggests that this could be done by a reduction

in the rate of income-tax, the abolition of the Corporation
Profits Tax. and the exemption from super-tax of reserves pro-

perly employed in the business of private firms. The Federa-
tion will also ask the Chancellor to gi-ant it a further inter-

view at a later date to discuss some very important outstand-

ing points such as reclaims for excess profits duty paid by
concerns which have undergone a change in ownership; the
questiim of a three years' average system for income-tax, &c.

Industrial Labour=Saving Exhibition.—The Gexeiul Elec-
tric Co., Ltd., is organising at its Industrial Showroom, Mag-
net House, Kingsway, W.C.2, during the week commencing
Monday, February 6th, an exhibition of industrial electrical

labour-saving appliances. The exhibits will include electric

drills, grinders, polishers, &c., and the exhibition will be open
from 2.30 to 6 p.m. daily.

German Aluminium Industry.—Dr. Steiner Reiner, in the

course of a lecture delivered recently at Berlin, is reported

to have expressed the opinion that after the exhaustion of

the stocks of raw materials accmnulated during the war. it

will be impossible to maintain the Gennan aluminium indus-

try, which could only possess an artificial hfe.

Water=power Development in Newfoundland.—The New-
foundland Government is negotiating with ilessrs. Armstrong,
Whitworth and the Reid Newfoundland Railway Co. with
regard to the project for a water-power development totalling

'2.35,0(X) h.p. on the West Coast of Newfoundland. This would
be utilised for the establishment of a paper mill with a
capacity of 400 tons of newsprint daily, a factory for. smelting
aluminium with a capacity of 15,000 tons yearly, and other
industries. The associated companies have asked the Govern-
ment to guarantee the interest on £4,000,000 at 6 per

cent., with a sinking fund of 1 per cent, for .37 years. If

the companies and the Government reach an agreement a

session of the Legislature to deal with the matter m.iy be

called before the end of this month.—Heuter's Trade Service

(St. John's, Newfoundland).

The E.D.A.—Ch.anue of Address.—We are informed by
the Electrical Development .'Association that it has moved its

headquarters from Kingsway to 15, Savoy Street, Strand.

W.O.2. the east entrance of the I.E.E. building. The new
telephone number is "Regent. 4570"; telegrapbie address.
" Electreda, Rand, Tendon."
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Electric Vehicles on Trial.—Two electric vehicle tirnis,

Messrs. Richard Garrett & Sons, Ltd., and Messrs. Newton
Bros., Ltd., have each offered to the Bedford Corporation an
electric refuse-collecting wagon for a month's trial. The
Council has decided to experiment with the vehicles. _

Big Italian Works.—The Inter-Ministerial Connnittee,

whicfi was established by the Italian law of August •2nd, 1921.

has now examined an application made for a State loan of

160,000,000 lire by a company interested in the construction

uf the proposed Sila and Simeto electricity works. The final

arrangements for the loan are now in progress.

Siemens in Switzerland.—The German Siemens interests

have converted their Swiss branch into an independent joint

stock company under the title of the Siemens Electricity Pro-

ducts Co.. with headquarters at Zurich, the share capital

being l/AiOM) fr. Both Swiss and Germans are on the board
of directors.

Big Electrification Scheme for Russia.

—

Renter fur-

nishes a copy of a lengthy telegram which the Eussian
Trade Delegation received under date January 'iiSrd from Mos-
cow. An interview is rei^orted, in the course of which M.
Bogdanov, chairman of the Supreme Economic Council, stated

that foreign capital was indispensable in Eussian industrial

reconstruction, particularly under the new economic policy,

which has revealed a lack of capital for organising big in-

dustrial enterprises. Eussian industry can never hope to re-

gain pre-war standards without foreign capital helping to

replace equipment worn out during the last .seven years in

most enterprises. . . . Foreign capital is required for purchas-
ing indispensable foreign materials, tools, equipment, &c.. and
regenerating the fundamental industries—viz., coal mining,
petroleum, metallurgy, textiles, transport, &c. M. Bogdanov
outlined several methods for attracting foreign capital ;

—
1. Credits opened by foreign banks, or a consortium to pay

Eussian orde:s abroad;
2. The floating of foreign loans through the State Bank

;

3. Concessions;
4. The attracting of foreign capitalists as shareholders in

various industries.
" The engineer Krezhezanovsky, chairman of the State

Economic Planning Commission, emphasised that foreign
capital was indispensable for electrifying Eussian industries.

He urges electrification as the most important factor in intensi-

fying industry, which will have to be considered by the forth-

coming International Conference on the economic restoration

of Eastern Europe. Even in Eussia electrification will neces-

sitate foreign capital, as is demonstrated by the huge electrical

imports even before the war. The electrification plan adopted
by the Ninth Congress provides for a fifteen years' period,

harmonising with the general industrial developments, and
will play an enormous part also in regenerating agriculture,

which should particularly interest West-European capital,

since Eussia represents the largest market for manufactures,
and is the source of raw materials. Eural electrification, so

advanced abroad, is only beginning in Eussia, and the
peasantry throughout the country display the liveliest interest.

Electricity can be applied in all ameliorative plans, in sowing
and harvesting, &c. The electrification plan provides for

numerous electrical stations throughout the country, with the
reorganisation and re-equipment of those already existing.

These and other electrification works present an unlimited
field of profitable investment for foreign capital. M.
Krezhezanovsky pointed out that these plans are realisable

through the establishment of a special bank on the principle

of joint participation by all countries interested in Eussia.
Foreign capitalists have sufficiently weighty reasons for found-
ing .such a bank. The Eussian base of raw materials is shift-

ing gradually eastwards. Only by establishing a special Elec-

trification Bank will it be possible to utilise to the utmost
all Eussian raw material resources. ' We now contemplate,'
said M. Krezhezanovsky, ' electrifying the entire transport

. system from Moscow via Minussinsk and Altai to the mining
region of Kuznetsky. This requires roughly 380 million gold

• roubles. If this great electrical route be connected with
Berlin, there opens to West.ern Europe a vast opportunity for

securing Siberian and Mongolian raw materials for European
. industries. Such prospects make indispensable only quite in-

significant preliminary outlays.' Concluding, M. Krezheza-
novsky emphasised that the electrification plan naturally arises

' from the general reconstniction plan, and is subject to im-
provement in accordance with the progress of national
economic reconstruction."

Wages in Sweden.

—

Folkets Daghlad says that the electric

company, Aktiebolaget Luth & Eosen, intends to reduce the
wages of its employes by 22 per cent, on and from January

' 31st. The reduced wages will be still further cut down by 22
. per cent, on March 28th.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Stockholm).

Deed of Assignment.—W. Morris, electrical engineer,
, Cinema Buildings, Bridgend.—Claims by February 7th. to the
, Trufstee, Mr. W. A. J. Osborn, 119, Finsbm-y Pavement, E.G.

New Spanish Company.

—

A new company has been
formed, under the stvle of Gas de Cataluna, with a capital of

i5,000,000 pesetas in sliai-es and 3.5,0O(J,lK)O in bonds, to acquire
. and work the Fabricas de Gas I.ebon and the Fabricas de la

• Cataluna de Gas y Electricidad, the purchase price of the
latter concerns being 6,000,000 in, cash and 14,QOO,000 in bonds.

The Price of Meters in Austria.—The Austrian electric

meter manufacturers have decided to raise the price of meters

to inland consumers 7,900 per cent., the increase to date from
January 10th.

L.C.C. Lamp Contracts.—The Stores and Contracts Com-
nuttee of the i^.C.C. reports that it has decided to restrict,

for the time being, the invitation of tenders for the supply

of electric lamps to British firms.

Australian Trade Conditions.—The Metal Trades Em-
ployers' A.ssociution of New South Wales is unhesitatingly

lilaming the high basic wage and the 44-hours' week for

the prevailing unemployment in its trades. The Associa-

tion has stated that the prospects for the machinery manu-
facturers are very black, as no manufactm'ers will turn out

.stock under present conditions. The machine tool industry, it

is contended, has been hard hit, and an American firm which
sent agents to Sydney to pro&cute inquiries has declared that

it can capture the Australian trade in this line again.

It is feared that some well-known metal W'orks at Newcastle
will have to close down in February, being unable to coni-

pete with imported goods. If the stoppage takes place, four

hundred men will be thrown out of work.

—

Renter's Trade
Scroicc (Melbourne).

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Ammanford.

—

Electriciti: Supply.—The Electricity Com-
missioners have granted a special order to the Urban District

Council for the supply of electricity to the district.

Australia.

—

New South Wales.—H.M. Trade Commissioner
at Sydney has issued a report on the proposed transmission
line from Port Kembla power station to Bowril, Mittagong
and Moss Vale. The line will be 22J miles in length, and
will convey surplus energy up to 1,000 kW from the 2,000-k,W

power station at Port Kembla. The estimated cost is

£32,000.

Blackburn.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have granted an order to the Urban District Council
for the supply of electricity to Eishton, situated outsjde the
area of supply under the Electric Lighting Order of 1890.

Bolton.

—

Application fob Loan.—The Electricity Committee
recommends application to the Electricity Commissioners for

sanction to borrow £31,200 to cover the cost of a new rotary

converter for the Spa Eoad sub-station, for additional switch-
gear at Spa Eoad and Bradshawgate sub-stations, and -for

duplicate feeders from Back-o'-th'-Bauk to the Bradshawgate
sub-station.

Brackley.

—

Electricity Sche.me Abandoned.—Owing to lack

of support from the residents the Town Council has decided
tu tnke no further action in connection with the scheme for

supplying electricity to the town.

Brentwood.

—

Electricity Supply.—A meeting of the Brent-
wood Urban District Council and the Billericay Eural District

Council was recently held to consider the question of elec-

tricity supply to Brentwood. It was pointed out that a
Council scheme would cost about £30,000, and that there

would probably be a large deficit during the first few years,

which would have to be made up from the local rates. It was,
therefore, decided to send a deputation to wait upon the

Electricity Commissioners for their advice before seeking
power to carry out' the scheme.

Cardiff.

—

Extensions.—The Electricity Committee has under
consideration a proposal put forward by the city electrical

engineer for the installation of three water-tube boilers at an
estimated cost of ±'29,600. The preliminary estimate of the
cost of the extensions, including building work, is ;£69,300'.

Chester.

—

Electricity Supply.—Application has been made
to the Electricity Commissioners for a Special Order to

supply electricity within the Urban District of Hoole and
parts of the Eural District of Chester.

Continental.

—

Belgium.—The Provincial Council of East
Flanders has prepared plans for the distribution of electricity

throughout the province. Existing stations and networks will

be embodied in the general scheme, the Province advancing
the funds to the communes and companies, the interest being
paid from the receipts from subscribers. The scheme is esti-

mated to cost about 9,000,000 fr., and the Permanent Deputa-
tion has been authorised to arrange a first loan of 5,000,000 fr.

La Societe d'Eclairage du Bassin HouUier de Mons has

lately secured a concession for the supply of the electricity re-

quired in the town of lienaix during a period of 35 years. The
electricity will be supplied from the generating station of the

Societe d'Electricitfe de I'Ouest de la Belgique.

Dundee.

—

Opposition to Grampian Scheme.—The price

quoted by the Grampian Electricity Co. for a bulk supply of

energy to the Corporation is considered too high, and
although the latter is not against the development of the

water-power resources of North Perth.shire for electricity pro-

duction, it has decided to petition against the order pro-

moted by the syndicate. The Electricity Commissioners
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have indicated to a Corporation deputation that the city's

apphcations for extra borrowing powers to complete necessary
extensions of steam plant would be in no way prejudiced by
a failure to come to terms with the Grampian Co.

Dunmore.—Electricitv Supply.—A scheme is being pre-
pared for the estabhshment of a public company to supply
electricity to the town.

Edinburgh.—Lo.tN Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commib-
sioners ha%'e sanctioned the borrowing of a further sum of
j6516,314 for electricity undertakings in the city, particularly
for the power station at Portobello, making the total amount
authorised to be boiTowed £1,632,514.

Egham and Staines.—Extension op Area.—The Electri-
city Co. has applied to the Electricity Commissioners for a
special order to extend its area of supply, to include the
parishes of Ashford, Stanwell, Wraysbury, and Thorpe.

Halifax.—Hire of Domestic Appliances.—The Tramways
and Electricity Committee has passed a resolution author-
ising the electrical engineer to purchase electrical apparatus,
with a view to its being let out on hire and hire-purchase to
consumers.

Hull.—R.OOD Damage.-The damage to the plant at the
power station, caused by the recent flood, has now been re-
paired at a cost of £2,600.

Kingston-on-Thames. — Redtced Charges.—The Town
Council is reducing the charges for electricity for lighting pur-
poses from Is. to 9d. per unit, and for power by 10 per cent.

London

—

St. Pancras.—The Borough Council reports a
saving of £2,400 per annum by the introduction of automatic
street hghting.
Loans.—The L.C.C. Finance Committee, for various

reasons, has reversed its decision to advance loans of £12,898
and £39,630 to the Metropolitan Borough Councils of Ber-
mondsey and Bethnal Green respectively for electricity pur-
poses.

Newark.-Electricity Supply.—The Electricity Committee
has been in negotiation with the Town Clerk of "Lincoln ami
the Town Council of Lincoln has offered to supply NewarK
with electricity on the same terms as to Lincoln engineering
firms. The scheme has been submitted to the Council's elec-
trical engineer.

Peterborough.-Extension of Area.—The Corporation is
applying to the Electricity Commissioners for a special order
authorising the extension of the area of supply to include
the parishes of Longthorpe, Castor, Marholm, Walton, E.-e
Paston. Gunthorpe, Peterborough Without, &c., and to revise
the maximum price.

Salford.

—

Loans.—Application has been made to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for -sanction to borrow £.36,000 for
mains, services, &c., and £24,000 to cover the estimated ex-
penditure on plant at the Frederick Road station in excess
of the amount already sanctioned for that work.

Sidmouth.—Electricity Supply.—The Urban District Coun-
cil has adopted a scheme submitted bv Mr. W. M. Harris, of
Messrs. Gilbert Gilkes & Co.. of Kendal, for the supply ot
electricity to the town. The initial cost of the scheme is esti-
mated at £10,{XK3, and includes the installation of a 100-h.p.
gas engine and one of 50-h.p.

Sleights (near Whitby) Electricity Supply.—A meeting
of ratepayers was held recently to consider the possibilities
of a supply of electricity to the district and a sub-committee
was appointed to make inquiries as to cost of plant, and to
conduct a canvass of the district as to the probable demand.

Stockport.-Year's Working.—The annual report on the
electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st, 192],
shows a total income of £132.341. Working expenses
amounted to £120,186, leaving a gross profit of £12.1.55. After
deduction of capital charges, &c., there was a net deficit for
the year of £11,659.

Stone (Staffs).—Electricity Supply.—A special meeting
of the General Purposes Committee is to be held to consider
the question of electricity supply.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.
Australia.

—

Victoria.—A measure styled the " Melbourne,
&e.. Metropolitan Tramways Bill " has been agreed to by
the Victorian House of Assembly. It authorises the Tram-
ways Board to provide and operate electric railless trolley
omnibuses in suburban districts where the population does
not justify the laying down of rails. The estimated cost of a
car to seat 28 passengers is £2,900. '

Blackburn.

—

Parliamentary Bill.—In connection with the
notice which appeared in our issue of January 20th. on a
poll the ratepayers have rejected by a large majority the
clause in the Parliamentary Bill giving the Corporation
powers to extend the tramways and run an omnibus service,

at an estimated cost of £268,000.

Burnley.

—

New Track.—The Burnley Corporation proposes
to lay 2,000 yards of tramway track immediately consent is

received from the Government authorities.

Continental.

—

Czecho-Slovakia.—ITie plans for the electri-

fication of Czecho-Slovakia extend over a period of 20 years,
at an aggregate expenditure of 3i miUiards kr. It is esti-

mated that the saving in coal w'ill amount to 120,000 wagon-
loads per annum. Fu'st of all, the railway lines converging
upon Prague are to be electrified within a radius of 30 miies
in order to avoid the transport of coal to the capital.—Hcutcr a

Trade Service (Prague).
Germany.—The prospect is now said to exist of the com-

pletion of the underground electric railway to con-
nect the northern and southern districts of Berlin, which
was commenced prior to the war, but the consti-uction ot

which has been materially delayed owing to the lack of funds.
The Berlin City Council, which is the party chiefly coucerneil
in the construction of the railway, is now to consider a
scheme for interesting private enterprise in the undertaking;,
which would take the form of the formation of a joint-

municipal and private company. A combination of mortgage
banks has agreed to provide 350.000,000 marks, secured on the
railway property, while a further 1.50,<XKJ,000 marks is to be
provided by an insurance company. If the scheme is carried

out one portion of the railway is expected to be brought
into operation this year and the remainder in October,
1923. The railway will be worked and the rolling stock pro-

vided by the existing Elevated and Underground Railway Co.
in Berlin.

Switzerland.—The entire length of the St. Gothard rail

way between Lucerne and Chiasso, comprising a length of

180 miles, will be electrified in the near future. The work
of electrification has proceeded so far that the Lucerne-Arth-
Goldau-Erstfeld section and the Bellinzona-Chiasso sections

will soon be inaugurated. As to the conversion of other
Swiss Federal railways, it is stated that the line from
Lucerne to Zurich will probably be ready by the end of the
present year, the line from Lucerne to Basle by the close of

1923, and that from Sitter to Lausanne in the same year.

The National Council has decided to abstain for the present
from the preparation of any further schemes of electrification

of the remainder of the Federal railways.

Halifax.

—

Track Renewal.—The Tramways Committee has
decided to renew the track between Nursery Lane and lUing-
work.
Postal Boxes.—The Postal authorities have been

approached with a view to installing letter boxes on the cars

on various routes.

London.

—

Tube Breakdown.—The front coach of an Under-
ground train left the rails in the tunnel between Holborn
Station and Rus.sell Square Station on Thursday last week,
and the passengers had to alight and walk through the tuimel
to the station. Upon investigation it was found that one of

the axles had broken.
New L.C.C. Cars.—Tlie L.C.C. tramcar services are being

augmented by 125 new cars now in course of delivery. The
new cars are being designed with a view to increasing speed
and comfort, and are being equipped with 60 h.p. motors,

as compared with the 44-h.p. motors used on existing cars.

By means of white enamelled ceilings and a special arrange-
ment of electric lighting the light is evenly distributed to all

parts of the car.

Metropolitan District Railway.—The Minister of Trans-
port has extended the time for the completion of the Wimble-
don & Sutton Railway until July, 1923.

Tramway Purchase.—The L.C.C. is purchasing from the

London United Tramways, T^td.. the iwrtion of the company's
undertaking in Hammersmith, including the Chiswick power
station, at a cost of £235.000, the purchase to be completed
by May 2nd. The company will be at liberty to convert part

of the generating station into a transfonner station and to use
this for a period not exceeding 21 years, providing the Council
with electricity for the tramways up to 1,800,000 kWh per

annum, free of cost, the Council paying for any excess at a
rate to be determined by arbitration.

New Car.—The T,ondon United Ti'amways, Ltd.. has
introduced, as an experiment, a one-man car. It is a single-

decker, and is modelled on the American " safety car
"

lines.

Plymouth.—Light Railways.—The Corporation is applying
to the Minister of Transport for authority to construct and
work light railways.

Portugal.

—

Lisbon.—^The tramway employes, who recently

came out on strike, have now resumed work.

South Africa.

—

Bloemiontein.—The Commercial Motor re-

cently described some railless electric cars being built for the

municipality by Railless, Ltd., and Messrs. Short Bros., so

far as the cha.ssis is concerned, the body being built and
mounted on the chassis by Messrs. C. H. Roe, Ltd., of

Leeds. These are single-deck cars with clerestory roofs,

arranged to seat 29. Two 20-h.p. ventilated motors provide the

motive power through shafts to the rear wheels. The trolley

poles are mounted on a base, patented by Railless, Ltd., which
is carried at the head of pressed steel stanchions bolted to the]

chassis frame, .so that no pole strain comes upon the roof

Taunton.—Decision Against Tramway Purchase.—Owing
to financial considerations, the CorporaHon has decided not to

purchase the Electric Traction Co.'s undertaking, and it ia

recommended that steps be taken to introduce a utuKK-'bU
service by private enterprise.

I
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Tynemouth.

—

The Future of the Tramways.—At a recent

meeting of the Town Council the Tramways Committee re-

ported that it had met Mr. Stagg (local director) and Mr. W .

Morrison (local manager), 'of the Tynemouth Traction Co.

Mr. Stagg reported that it was estunated that the doublmg
of certain parts of the track would cost between £7,000 and
.£8,000, and the company could not undertake to spend the

money unless arrangements were made with regard to tenure.

The Council confirmed the Committee's suggestion that the

company be informed that the Corporation was prepared to

enter into an agreement consenting not to exercise its option

to purchase the company's undertaking for a term of '21

years, subject, however, to satisfactory arrangements being

made for the Corporation to exercise its rights at certain in-

tervals on conditions to be agreed.

Uruguay.

—

Montevideo.—Owing to the continuance of the

tramway strike the Municipal Council has taken over the

company's undertaking, paying the men increased wages,

and the services have been resumed.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

China.—Radio Stations.—The Chinese radio resolution of

December 7th, at the Washington Conference, providing

for the withdrawal of foreign wireless interests from China and
the restriction of the use of domestically-controlled plant will

stand as the Conference's only formal declaration on the sub-

ject under the decision of the Far Eastern Drafting Sub-Com-
mittee. This decision would appear to block the efforts of

those desiring the above resolution rewritten, and it also

blocks two new resolutions in this connection offered by Mr.
Elihu Boot.

—

Reuter's Trade Service (Washington).

India.—Bombay Telephones.—It is understood that arrange-

ments are in progress for the sale of the Bombay Telephone
Co. to an EngUsh corporation, and it is stated in this con-

nection that the contract with the Govermnent is being drafted

afresh to permit a revision of the scale of charges to the

public, says Indian Engineering.

London.—At the invitation of the Postmaster-General, a
deputation from the London Chamber of Commerce is visiting

telephone exchanges in the City to see for itself the method of

registering calls and the meters used for the purpose. The
examination is the outcome of complaints made by the

Chamber.
Storm Damage.

—

Tangier.—As a result of a severe storm,

direct cable communication with Tangier was interrupted early

this week, says The Times.

Soutti Africa.

—

Wireless Telegraphy.—The Marconi Co.

has ofi'ered to equip South Africa with an efficient long-range

wireless service, within 18 months, and to run the station when
completed. The company undertakes that its expenditure on
the proposed station shall not be less than £400,000, exclusive

of duty and sites. Alternatively, the company offers to build

and conduct stations on a joint account with the South African

Government.—i?ei(ter's Trade Service (Capetown).

Tlie Telegranii Service.—The telegraph cables connecting
the Western Isles, Inverness, with the mainland haying been
broken during recent storms, the P.M.G. is arranging for a
temporary wireless service to be inaugurated.

Foreign Telegrams.—The volume of foreign telegraph

traffic recently handled in the Central Telegraph Office has
averaged 174,000 messages a week, says The Times, the bulk

of which has__beeu dealt with in the evening. Business firms

are urged to hand in their telegrams as early as possible so

that the traffic over the Continental Unes may be distributed

with some degree of evenness.

Tlie Telephone Service.

—

Hull.—The municipal telephone
undertaking shows a profit during the past year of £4,500 after

the payment of £7.000 in rates and £10,000 in royalties to the

Govermnent. A new automatic exchange is to be opened this

month, says the Daily Mail.

United States.

—

Wireless Telephony.—To ensure that ite-

ports of crimes may be transmitted instantly over the vvhole

city, the chief of the Chicago poUce has decided to equip every
policeman on duty with a miniature wireless telephone receiv-

ing set. The apparatus will be carried in the policeman's
pocket, and the antennae will be concealed in the lining of his

coat. The constable's attention will be attracted by a buzzer,

which forms part of the instrument. As a further aid to com-
bating motor bandits light cars carrying a dozen armed
policemen have also been ordered. These carry more powerful
wireless telephones, which can both send and receive, similai"

to those that have been ordered for the Fi-ench pohce.

—

Daily
Mail.

Cable Ship Lost.—The Western Telegraph Co.'s cable
steamer Cormorant has foundered off the coast of South
America. The crew was taken off after nine hours' work in

unsuccessful efforts to keep the water under, says the Dailn"
ch.

in every week, for the benefit of amateur wiieless enthusiasts.

It is understood that the Marconi Co. will undertake all neces-

sary arrangements at its high-power station at Chelmsford.
The hon. secretary of the Wireless Society of London (Mr.

Leslie McMichael) told The Times that the society had been
trying for about twelve months to secure this privilege for

amateurs. The British Government was far behind those of

the United States, Fi-ance, and Germany in this direction.

The Society was formed in 1913, and had now a membership
of 380. There were between five and six thousand people in

(ireat Britain with licences for receiving installation^, and
probably 150 held transmission licences in addition.

Wireless Telegraphy.—G.P.O. Concession fob Amateurs.—
The General Post Office authorities have agreed that, starting
probably early in February, permission will be given for the
sending nut by wireless telegraphy on certain fixed wave-
lengths, of speeches and music, for half an hour on one day

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(The date given in parentltesei at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Eleotrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Accrington.—Corporation. One 0,00O-k\V turbo-alterna-

tor with condensing plant. (January '20th.)

'25.000 lb. water-tube boilers, economisers, and brick work.
— (See this issue.)

Ashton=under=Lyme.—February 22nd. Electricity Com-
mittee. Circulating water pipes and valves and exhaust steam
pipe. (See this issue.)

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—April 29th. Victorian Electricity

Commis-sioners.—31 miles .15 sq. in. 3-core power cable and '20

miles, .007 pilot cable, with accessories, for a 32,000-V circuit.

—Reuter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

Adelaide.—April 5th. P.M.G.'s Dept. Twelve adjustable

condensers for use on telegraph duplex circuits. (Sched. No.
613.)*

Brisbane.—April 19th. P.M.G.'s Dept. Testing and tele-

graph instruments. (Stores Sched. No. 549.)*

Aylesbury.—Electricity Depsirtment. One 1,500-kVV or

alternatively one 1,000-kW turbo-alternator, condenser, and
switchgear. (See this issue.)

Bulgaria.—March 21st. Bulgarian Postal Authorities.

Telephone pole-line hardware (four pin carriers for insulators,

bolts, &c.).*

March •28th. 3,000 junction pieces for batteries, &c.*

Burton=on=Trent.—-February 8th. Board of Guardians.
Electric light installation, workhouse hospital. Mr. H. S.

February ilad. Electricity Dept. One 6.000-kW turbo-

alternator with condenser and switehgear. Two 40,(X)0-lb.

water-tube boilers complete with economisers, coal-handling

plant, bunkers, buildings, and chimneys. (See this issue.)

Dundee.—February 10th. Tramway stores, including

insulated wire, lamps, switches, &c. Mr. W. T. Young,
manager. Town Hall Buildings. High Street, Dundee.

Edinburgh.—February 15th. Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. Auxiliary circuits and electric lighting and earthing,

for Westbank power station. (Spec. No. 34.) (.January '27th.)

East Grinstead.—February 24th. U.D.C. Two-stroke
oil engine-di-iven generators, motor balancer booster, steam
engine and dynamo, storage batteries, switchboard, super-

heater, feed-water heater, &c., cable system, street lamps,

travelling crane. (See this issue.)

Eston.—February 28th. Urban District Council. Over-
head Unes. underground cables, transformers, sub-station

equipment, and public lighting fittings. (January 27th.)

France.—Paris.—February '20th. Fi-ench Post and Telegraph

Authorities. Rubber-insulated and lead-covered paper-insu-

lated telephone cable. Direction de I'Exploitation Tele-

phonique. 102. Rue de Grenelle. Paris.

Glasgow.—February 6th. Electric lighting installation

in connection with Moorpark housing scheme. R. B. Mitchell,

electi-ical engineer, 75, Waterloo Place. Glasgow.

Gloucester.—February 14th. Electricity Department. Two
1,500-kW turbo-alternators with condensing plant. (See this

issue.)

Leeds.—February 10th. Corporation. Supply of elec-

trical fittkigs. W. T. Lancashire, city engineer. Municipal
Buildings.

London.—February 13th. L.C.C. 2,.500 or alternatively

4,500 tons of standard steel girder tramway track rails with
fishplates. Chief Engineer, 19, Charmg Cross Road, W.0.2.

Hammersmith.—February 2'2nd. . Electricity Department.
Stores for three, six. or twelve months, including electric light

sundries, insulated wire, joint boxes and connections, meters,

stoneware conduit, &c. (See this issue.)

Paddington.—February 20th. G.W.R. Three months'
supply electrical and telegraph stores. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—February 10th. Electricity Committee.
One 2.000-kW induction motor-generator with switehgear.

(January 27th.)

Feliniary 14th. Tramways Committee. General stores. &c.

J. M, McElroy, general manager, 55, Piccadilly, Manchester.
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Portlaoighisie.—February Slh. District Mental Hospital.

Supply of 55 complete renewal sections for 33 plate, B.N. type,

Sandycroft battery. (January 20th.)

South Africa.

—

Durb.an.—April l'2th. Corporation Electri-

city Department. Two 500-k\V rotary converter sub-station

equipments or alternatively mercury arc rectifiers -n'ith auto-

matic switchgear.*

Skipton. — February 2.5th. Electricity pepartment.
Supply, laying, and jointing l.p. 4-core paper-insulated lead-

covered steel-tape armoured cable. (See this issue.}

Wolverhampton. — Electrical Engineer's Department.
Two water-tube boilers and integral superheaters. (See this

issue.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be in.speeted at the Department of Overseas Ti'ade

(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Belgium.

—

Brl'ssels.—Post and Telegraph Department.
Three home concerns submitted tenders for the supply of

micro- telephonic battery posts, the lowest offer' (436,500 fr.)

being that of the Societe Electricite et Mecanique, of Brussels.

Five concerns, including Henley's Telegraph Works Co.,

Ltd., submitted tenders recently to the Eaihvay Department of

the i5elgian Ministry of War in Brussels for the supply of 600
metres of leather-covered two-conductor cable and 400 metres
of electric wire, the lowest offer being that of the Societe des

Cables et Fils Electriques, of Brussels.

London.—L.C.C. Highways Committee. Accepted:

—

2,000 trailing wheel tires, £3,600.—Stc-el, Peech & Tozer, Ltd.

Stores and Contracts Conimittee.—During the three months
ended December 31st the. following contracts have been
placed :

—
Electric lamps (Schedule No. 17).—Crvselco. Ltd. Items 10 to 13, esti-

mated value £50.—English Electric & Siemens Supplies, Ltd. Items
1 to 9 estimate<i value £7 250.

Iron castings for the Tramway? .Department.—Carron Compaov, Hadfields,

Ltd., J. Needham & Sons, Ltd., T. Summerson S: Son, Ltd.

Steel castings.—.^. T. Green & Sons, Ltd.

Salford.
2,000 Yds,

4,000 yds.

-Electricity Committee
3-core l.p. ca'ble, £i
:onc6ntric l.p. cable.

Accepted:

—

T. Glover & Co., Ltc
Enfield Ediswan Cable

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— Informal meeting. Monday Febi-uary
(jth. .^t the Institution, Victoi^ia Embankment, S.W. .'Vt 7 p.m.- Discus-
sion on "Some PracticTl Applications of the Thermiorjic Valye," ^. be
opened by Mr. J. Joseph.

(Irish Centre, Dublin).—Friday, February 10th. At the- RoyaI-<3ollege
of Science, Upper Merrion Street. At 8 p.m. Paper on ." A Method
of Regulating the Voltages on the Two Sides of a 3-wire C.C. System
Equalisi-d by St.itic I!.ilanccrs," by Mr. R. D. Archibald: ' '

(North-Eastern Centre).—Thursday, Februarv 9th. At the Armstrong
C.llcg. , .\. ucibik-on-Txne. At 7.15 p.m. Conversazione.

(North-Western Centre).—Tuesday, February 7th. .At the Engineers'
Club, Manchester. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Interconnection of A.C. Power
Stations," by Messrs. L. J. Romero and J. B. Palmer.

(Western Centre).—iMondav, February 6th. .^t the South Wales Insti-

tute of Engineers,. Cardiff. At 4.45 p.m. Visit of the President (Mr. J. S.
Highfield). Annual dinner. ' '

(South Midland Centre, Students' Section).—Tuesday, February 7th.
At the L'niversitv, Birmingham. At 7.30 p.m. Paper' on "Telephone
Transmission Through Submarine Cables," by Mr. A. Rosen.

(Liverpool Students' Sub-Centre).—Thursday, February 9th. At the
Universitv, Liverpool. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony," by Prof. E. W. Marchant.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, February 7th. At the InsUtution,
Great George Street, S.W. At 6 p.m. Paper on " Hvdro-electric Installa-
tions of the Barcelona Traction, Light & Power Co.," by Dr. H. F.
Parshall.
Students' Meeti.s'C.—Thursday, February 9th. .\t the Institution. Great

George Street, S.W. At 6 p'.m. Paper' on " The Design of Modern
Water-turbines," by Mr. E. J. Kingston-McCloughcry.,

Roentgen Society.—Tuesday, February 7th. At the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, Victoria Embankment, S.W. At 8.15 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Association of Engineers>in*Charge.—Wednesday, February 8th. .At St.

Uride'b Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. At 7.30 p.'m. "Some Practical Notes
and Observations on Land iType Boilers," by Capt. H. J. Wellingham.

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesday, February 8th. At 7.30 p.m.
At CiMlon Hall, Westminster. Lecture on " Industrial Unrest : Does it

Make for Progress? " by Prof. A. V\'. Kirkaldy.

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.—Wednesday, February 8th. .At

the Institute of Patent Agents', Staple Inn ' Buildings,' W.C. .At 7 p.m.
Lecture on " Hollerith Systems and Machines.—Some Appftcations," by
Mr. G. -A. Everard Green,

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers (London (Sentre).—Wed-
nesday. February 8th. At the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria
Embankment, S.W. At 5.30 p.m. Exhibition of kinematograph films,

•ntitled ; " Thermionic N'alves and their Application " and " "I'elephone
Inventors of To-day."

Optical Society.— rhursday, February 9th. At the Imperial College of
Science, Stmth Kensingtoi, S.W. At 7.30 p.m. .Annual general meeting.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—Thursday, February '0th. -.At the Hast
,\riglian Institute of Agriculture. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Air Compressors,"
by Mr. H. A. Hartley.^

Manchester Wireless Society.—Thursday, February 9ih. At the Albion
Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester. .At 8p.ro. Paper on "Motor Starters and
Regulators," by Mr. A. G. Gregory.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, February 9th. .At the Instijution of Mechani-
cal Engineers, Storey's Gate. S.W. At 8 p.m. Lecture- by .Sir Ernest
Rutherford, F.«.S.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Friday, February 10th. .At the Great Hall,

Cannon Street Hotel, EC. At 8 p.th. Concert (ladles' night).

King's College Engmeering Sooiety. Iriday, Febtuaiy lUtli. At the fnsti.

tution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, S.W. At 5.30 p.m.

.Anniversary meeting. Paper on "Water Engineering," by Mr. F. W.
Macaulay. . _ . . .

, i.

Junior Institution of Engineers.'r-Fridav.. February lOtli. .At Ca.iion Hall,

-S.W. At » p.m. Questions and general discussion.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Friday, February lOt'h. At the Philosophical

Inslilul'e. .A't 8 p.m. Apprentices' night. Short 'papers on " Plinf or

Installation Work " for the Society's prize. - -

Physical Society of London.—Friday. February 10th. At the Imperial Col-

lege of Science, South Kensington, S.W. 'At 5 p.m. Annual geii^ral

meeting.
, ..j.^

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—Saturday, February llih. .At the

Gr.ind Huiel. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Illumination from The Users' -Polhl

of X'ieiV," bv .Mr C G. A. MaeDon.ild.
'

' ''

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

We continue to receive many inquiries without the necessary
stamped addressed envelope for reply. We would, therefore.

once again remind inquirers of the simple rulesjof the Service
Department;—

1. Address your inquiries to the Electbical Review, Ltd.,
Sdtyice' Departnient, arid enclose a stamped dddrcsse'^.enpc-
lope:

' '
.... ....--

2: Do nbt ask for information until you have satisfief^.^yqur-

self' that it is hot already contained in our advertisement
pages.

• ' '

3; If we are the means of putting you in touch witji'; the
firrd or firms that you require, do us the favour of inent^iiing
the Electrical Review.
No charge is made for the service. '.." ' .^

To complete our answers this week we need tbe.jiaaiies
of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—

.
.r i.-.^-

A (collapsible hall lantern finished in polished brass.' and
bearing marks: "British Make Prov. pat. /23073.

A heat-resisting lacquer for brass which will really
withstand considerable heat.

T'.vnioTE •2-kW electric lighting plant.

Hella wood pear switK^h (Belgian).

We. also require the address of :
—

The Tonelyte Manufacturing Go.

NOTES.

Electrical Contractors' Concert and Conference in

London.—The Lxindon Committee of the Electrical Con-
tractors' Association (Inc.), has decided to hold a smoking
concert at the Engmeers' Club on Tuesday, February i4th,

at y p.m., in order that the members in ix)ndon may. have
an opportunity of meeting the president, who resides at

Leicester, and other members of the Council from^-^he
Provinces. In addition to the ordinary concert there will be
discussion of matters relating to the electrical industry as a
whole, together with special reference to the work of the
Contractors' Associations, and any London electrical con-

tractor wishing for information regarding the work of the

Associations is heartily invited to attend the meeting. Should
any such contractor wish to do so he should notify Mr.
Leonard G. Tate, the general secretary, at 11, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I, who will forward a ticket.

National Assoctation of Supervising Electricians.

—

^Asnu.al

Dinner. — On Saturday last the annual dinner of the

N.A.S.E. was held at the Restaurant Fi-ascati, I^ondori; the

President, Major T. Vmcent Smith. M.C., M.I.E.E.. being

in the chair ; the members and guests present numbered about
'150. In proposing the toast of "The King," the Chairman
referred to His Majesty's becoming Patron of the I.E.E. last

year. The health of " The President " was proposed by Mr.

F. W. Smith, who expres.-ied the indebtedness of the .Asso-

ciation to Mr. J. S. Highfield, President I.E.E. . the inmiediate

past president, and paid a tribute to the tact and ability of

Major Smith, a pioneer of wireless telegraphy on aeroplanes.

A message from the ether in the INIorse code then arrived by
"buzzer," and proved to be the familiar refrain with which

the gathering accorded niusical houoins to the subject of the

toast. In re.spondiug. Major Smith expressed his sincere

appreciation of the honour of being the president of that

magnificent Association, which devoted itself .o the acquisi-

tion of knowledge, and was co-operating with ihe patent In-

stitution in the work of its Committees.
Major Hogan, proposing " The .Association ' in an amusing

speech, said that every branch of the electrical industry had

it« ovvn pet association except the commercial side; he

favoured the idea of one big association for the lot. The

N..A.S.E. had made steady progress since its formation in

1914, and gave the most careful attention to the educational

side of its activities, affording special faciUties and low rates

of subscription to the associat«s. Mr. C. G. Wright responded,

retriajising that the Association had pas.sed through very

troubled wafers, but had now got over its difficulties, and bad

n general secretary to look after its interests, who would be

able to present a very favourable report at the annual meet-
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icg. The Association hoped shortly to extend its operations
to the provinces, and had made a good start at Manchester
and Ipswich. It had been particularly well received by the
industry in general, and hoped to enrol every foreman engaged
m ,it. In order to improve the educational facihties. every
employer ought to become an honorary member. Great care
was taken with regard to membership ; every member was a

fully qualified man.
^.r. J. S. Highfield proposed " The Visitors,"."congratulatiug

Mr.' Banister and other founders on the success of their

labours in estabhshing the Association, which was a solid body
of honouralile men, every one of whom was imbued with the
spirit of service and efficiency. He did not agree that the
several .'Associations should combine in one gigantic body. The
technical Press had served the electrical industry extra-
ordinarily well, and the Electrical Development Association
was performing a great service, though with limited funds; it

was established on a tirm foundation, and its influence would
continue to grow. Sir R. Burton Ohadwick, M.P., responded
in a humorous speech, and expressed regret at the scarcity of

men acquainted with science and engineering in Parliament;
he felt that it was dangerous for Members to interfere with
an industry which they did not understand. The electrical

industry meant more than any other to the development and
well-being of the country. Mr. T. H. Windibank proposed
" The Pre.ss " in complimentary therms, congratulating the
Association and the industry on the possession of a free and
independent trade Pre.ss. and Mr. A. H. Allen responded. An
excellent programme of music, organised by Mr. Geo. Piobin-
son, was interepersed with the toasts, and the function was
exceptionally successful and enjoyable, the arrangements re-

flecting gieat credit on the organisers. The President took
occasion specially to congratulate the secretary, Mr. Brammer,
and those who had a.ssisted him in organising the entertain-
ment.

.4 Motor in a Fiery Mine.—The accompanying illustration

shows a 100-h.p. " Witton " motor, with a flame-proof slip-

ring cover, installed in a fiery mine—Taylor's Navigation
Colliery. Nantgarw. The machine, which runs at 2,000 V.
50 cycles, ],.'jOO r.p.ni.. is employed in driving a centrifugal

A " Witton " Muxuu ix .\ Fieuv Mine.

pump. TIjc General Electric Co., Ltd., informs us that the
photograph was taken by the light of a single 500-W " Osram "

gasfilled lamp; the result is certainly excellent.

Educational,—E.ast London College, University of Lon-
uo.\, Mii.E End, E.J .—A course of eight lectures on the
thermionic valve and the arc as generators for radio-telegraph

y

will be given on Tuesdav evenings during Pebruarv and
March at p.m. by Professor \V, H. Eccles, F.R.S., and Mr.
C. F. Elwell. Professor W. H. Eccles will deal with the sub-
ject

: "The Three-Electrode Thermionic Valve as a Genera
tor of Electrical Oscillations " on Februarv 7th. 14th, 21st.
•28th. and March 7th. Mr. C. F. Elwell will give three lec-
tures on ' The Poulsen .\rc Converter " on March 14th, 21st
and 28th. Fee for the course, two guineas ; students attend-
ing university courses at colleges and institutions of the
University. 10s. 6d. (For further particulars see our adver-
tisement pages to-day.)

Service Notes.—Warrant-Electrician F. Sweetman has
been posted to the destroyer Diligence, in the Mediter-
ranean. The following officers of the Kent Fortress Engi-
neers have resigned their commissions : Gapt. E Lefeaux,
A.M.I.E.E. : Lieut. A. P. Isard, A.M.I.E.E. ; Lieut. A'.M'L.

Atkinson, A.M.I.E.E.; and Lieut. J. 0. de Wardt, A.M.I.E.E.
The latter three officers have been given the rank of captain
on leaving the regiment. It is believed that further cuts
w'ill be made in the establishments of the electrical depart-
ments of both services on the score of economy.

Fatality.—A verdict of " accidental death " was returned
at a Bradford inquest, on January 27th, into the death of
Law-rence Waterhouse (23), a tester employed at the Phanix
Works of the English Electric Co., Ltd., who was found dead
recently, lying on a motor test bed at the foot of a switch-
board in the motor erecting shop. Harold Sutcliffe, foreman,
said deceased's head was on the iron frame of the board and
the witness pulled the body away after insulating himself.
The cu-cuit breaker was in, and below it was a loose wire,
coupled to a motor, apparently with a view to testing. Dr.
Wrangham, testifymg that death appeared to be from shock,
said that in cases of apparent death thi-ough shock it was
well to continue attempts at artificial respiration until a doctor
arrived. Mr. L. Jessop, an engineer, said there appeared to
have been a pressure of 500 volts. Waterhouse could not
have saved himself any appreciable amount of time or
trouble by neglecting to open the circuit breaker. The board
was up-to-date and good and safe. Witness had tested the
floor in front of the board and found it quite in order. The
regulations of the Home Office appeared to have been observed
fully by the firm. Jos. S. .Aykroyd, a tester, .said the circuit
breaker was found to be in good order. The Coroner, address-
ing the jury, said that nothing in the evidence threw blame
on anybody.

Workers' 'Welfare—At a luncheon at the Connaught
Rooms recently, Ijord Invernairn (chairman and managing
director of William Beardmore & Co.), the chairman of the
Industrial Welfare Society, gave an informal address on the
obj'ect and activities of this organisafion. and initiated a dis-

cussion upon the improved relationship between master and
man in finns wdiere the Society's principles had been adopted.
Lord Invernairn said he was a great believer in the benefits

to be obtained from the movement by both employers ami
workers in this country. The scheme was of immense im-

portance, and would have the effect of

bringing about a much better under-
standing between the so-called capitalist

and the worker.
The Rev. Robert R. Hyde, the director

of the Society, said that no one had ever
attempted to estimate the enormous
amount of time lost through minor
ailments. It was one of the objects of

the society to urge provision for the care
of even the smallest accident in work-
shops, with a view to saving time.
Legislation for safeguarding against ma-
chinery, &c., was largely wasted unless
the worker himself could be induced to

take an interest in his own safety. Em-
jiloyes were encouraged to give atten-

tion to their own weBare and their work
and to make suggestions for improve-
ments. The industrial welfare super-

visor was an important member of the
staff' and acted as an ever free channel
between master and worker. He would
deal with all complaints, and it was
found that prompt attention to these

matters invariably resulted in trouble

being nipped in the bud.
The welfare movement was constantly

expanding, and last year representatives

of the society discussed the subject with
the heads of more than 3,000 firms. In-

quh-ies were continually being received

not only from different parts of Great
Britain, but from all over the world.

Mr. IButton, of the Amalgamated En-
gineers' Lmion. and a member of the Industrial Court, stated

the attitude of labour to be one of great friendliness to the

movement. Some people saw in it the promise of a new era

as between workers and masters. There was already a new
spirit peiTueating industry, and the Industrial Welfare

Society might render unnecessary certain operations of the

trade unions.

—

Financial Times.

North Lanes. & South Cumberland Electricity District.—

GOMMISSIONE^RS' INQUIRY.—The local inquiry by the Electricity

Commissioners in connection with the scheme for the con-

stitution of a Joint Electricity Authority for the above-named
area, that was -submitted by the Provisional Joint Committee
for the district, was opened at Barrow-in-Furness on January

31st. Sir J, Snell presided, and there was a large attendance.

Mr. W. S. Kennedy, for the Joint Committee, outlined the

scheme, and Mr. P. J. Hibbert, J.P.. chairman of the Com-
mittee, supported it, and was closely examined by Mr. E.

Wooll. for the Barrow Corporation. Mr. H. R. Burnett, secre-

tary to the Committee and electrical engineer to the Barrow
Corporation, submitted new tables showing the generation

costs for 1921, at which stage the inquiry was adjourned until

the following day. We hope to publish fuller details next

week.
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

The Institution o{ Electrical Engineers.—Commemoration

Meetings.—The following i.s the programme for the meetings

which are to be held on February 'ilst, 22nd, and 23rd in

commemoration of the first meetmg of "The Society of

Telegraph Engineers," held on February 28th, 1872:—
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21st, 1922 (at 3 p.m.).—Experimental lecture by

Professor J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., on " Michael Faraday and

the Foundations ol Electrical Engineering."

(Note ^The Annual Dinner of the Institution will be held this day

at the Hotel Cecil, Strand, W.C, at 7 p.m. for 7.30 p.m.)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd, 1922 (3,30 to 6 p.m.).—Short discourses

on " Reminiscences and Experiences of Electrical Engineering in both its

Technical and Legislative Aspects."

(At 8.30 p.m.).— Professor Fleming will repeat his lecture of the previous

day.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 23rd, 1923 (3.30 to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m.).—

Continuation of discourses on Electrical Engineering.

It is hoped that the contributors on the Wednesday evening

(February 22nd) and on the afternoon and evening of Thursday

(February 23rd) will include the following :
—

Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson Mr. J. E. Kingsbur)

Mr. Frank Bailey Sir Oliver Lodge, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Mr O. H. Baldwin Prof. M. Maclean

Mr. G. Balfour, M.H. Mr. W. H. Massey

Sir T. O. Callender Prof. T. Mather, F.R.S.

Mr. R. A. Chattock Sir William Noble

Col. R. E. Crompton Lord Parmoor

Mr B Drake Sir C. A. Parsons, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Mr! H. Edmunds Mr. G. W. Partridge

Sir K. Elphinstone, K.B.E. Mr. W. H. Patchell

Mr. W. B. Esson Mr. J. H. Rider

Mr. S. Evershed Mr. F. H. Royce

Dr. S. Z. de Ferranti Dr. A. Russell

Prof. G. Forbes Mr. A. Siemens

Mr. E. Garcke Mr. C. P. Sparks, C.B.E.

Prof Andrew Gray, LL.D., F.R.S. Mr. G. Sutton

Mr. F. E. Gripper Mr. J. Swinburne, F.R.S.

Mr H Hirst Mr. _ A. A. Campbell Swinlon,

Mr! J.'h. Holmes
Mr. W. Judd
Dr. G. Kapp
Sir J. Kemnal

Alexander Kennedy

F.R.S.
Mr. J. C. Vaudrey
Mr. A. H. Walton
Prof. E. Wilson
Mr. C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E.

Dr. A. E. Kennelly Mr. A. Wright.

A limited number of tickets will be available for visitors

introduced by members. Early appUcation for such tickets

(not more than one per member) should be made to the

secretary. The tickets will be ix)sted as soon as possible after

February 10th, and in the event of the applications being in

excess of the number of tickets available, a Committee of

Selection will allot the tickets. No tickets will be required for

members.

South Midland Centre Students' Section.—^The follow-

ing meetings have been arranged : February 7th, " Telephone

Transmission through Submarine Cables," by A. Eosen, B.Sc.

;

March 7th " The Measurement of Flux Density in the Air

Path of a Magnetic Ciixuit," by W. P. Couley, B.Sc; April

4th, " Control of the Live Rail on Electrified Railways," by

F. T. Pamment; April 25th, annual general meeting.

Informal Meetings Section.—At the meeting on January

23rd. Mr. R. Grierson was in the chair when Mr.

R. J. Mitchell opened a discussion on " Electric Vehicles."

He said that in spite of the simplicity of control, the electric

vehicle had not made the progress expected of it. In the past

this was due largely to the low cost of fuel for the petrol

vehicle, whilst the high first cost of the electric vehicle was

to-day made to seem extravagant by the very low prices ob-

tamable for second-hand lorries. Yet the electric vehicle was
particularlv suitable for internal town transport. It was

easily adapted to special equipment, such as tipping gear,

cranes, elevating apparatus, &c., which, with other vehicles,

could only be obtained in a roundabout way. He read testi-

mony to the merits of electric vehicles from the experience

of many corporations and large commercial users, .showing in

some instances most remarkable savings in time and handling,

and appealed for fuller co-operation in the matter of charging

facihties from supply engineers. With regard to improve-

ment in electric vehicles, the last word in battery design had

not yet been said, and be thought the B.E.A.M.A. should

offer' a £'100,000 prize for a battery giving, say. 40 watt-hours

per lb. If a share in the royalties on this battery were stipu-

lated for, there would be no need to set aside a reserve for

the prize money. The chassis was not perfect either, it could

be enormouslv improved and lightened by better materials.

Further, he had found w-heels that could with safety, even

improvement, be pared down 2i cwt. per set.

Mr. .'V. W. Slake, of Willesden, gave a glowing testimony to

the virtues of electric vehicles on municipal duties. He spoke

from experience of many years, and at present was associated

with eighteen electric, as well as .several petrol vehicles.

Every electric vehicle was working every day, and his figures

of working hours .showed an astonishingly good service, and

freedom from even minor breakdowns.

Mr. N. Murphy continued the appeal for less? apathy from

supply engineers, and declared that if thi.s vehicle was not

taken seriously, the vehicle makers would perforce provide

their own charging facihties.

Mr. A. G. Whvte recalled the statement that the cleansing

superintendents had done more for the electric vehicle than

^11 the station engineers,

Messrs. F. Jackson, W. E. Warrilow, A. F. Harmer, W. E.
Rogers, E. W. Epton, W. J. Minton, W. R. Montgomery,
G. Y. Eraser, E. J. Kennard, E. A. Scarborough, and k.
Grierson also spoke.

The following programme of informal meetings for the
month of February has been arranged :

—
February 6th, " Some Practical AppUcations of the Thermi-

onic Valve," Mr. J. Joseph; February 13th, "The Evolution
of a Staff Trade Union," Mr. J. H. Parker; and February
20th, " On the Emergency "Use of Oil Fuel during the recent
Coal Strike," Mr. E. F. Hetherington.
A.M.I.E.E. Examination.—It is proposed, if a sufficient

number of candidates make application, to hold the Associate
Membership examination in London and at other places (at
home and broad) in April, 1922. Entry forms and full parti-
culars can be obtained from the Secretary of the Institution,
Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, l,ondon, W.C. 2.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—On January 27th Mi-.
L. M. Jockel, of the Korth Metropolitan Electric Power
Supply Co., delivered a lecture on ' Fuels and the Boiler
Hou.se." The first part of the lecture dealt very fully with
the chemical analysis of coal, and Mr. Jockel described the
constitution of various " standard " types, explaining the
main ' differences between bituminous and anthracitic coals.
A number of calorimeters were described, particular attention
being drawn to the Thomson-Rosenhain apparatus, in which
combustion is assisted by means of low-pressure oxygen. The
speaker showed a form of bomb calorimeter which he himself
used, and which, he explained, had the outstanding merit of
cheapness. He stated that he had had occasion recently to
inquire into the advantages of employing a technical engineer
solely for the purpose of testing samples oi coal, and had
drawn the conclusion that even in a station jiurchasing no more
than il20 worth of coal per week such an engineer would
secure economies more than justifying his salary. It was
complained that technical engineers w-ere .scarce, but Mr.
Jockel thought the lack of response was due to the inade-
quacy of the salaries offered. Referring to the use of oil fuel
in boiler furnaces, Mr. Jockel considered that, in spite of its

many advantages, oil would not replace coal in this country
as a steam-raising agent. In a comparison of costs he showed
that oil had little or no advantage over coal in this respect;
he also referred to the inadequate supplies at present avail-

able. Coal was the greatest as.set of this country, and should,
therefore, be subject to proper control. Mr. Jockel advocated
the institution of a body which should definitely state which
cla.s.ses of coal should be used for direct burning, and which
classes .should be reserved for distillation and scientific treat-

ment. The speaker then laid stress upon the need for intelli-

gent supervision in boiler-houses. 'In this country it was the
practice to employ practically imskilled labour, but in

.America it was becoming usual for technical graduates to
commence their careers in the boiler-house, and the results

justified this arrangement.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers.

—

A meet-
ing of the London Centre will be held at the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, on February 8th. Kinematograph film.^

entitled " Audion-Thermionic Valves and their .A.pplication."

and " Telephone Inventors of to-day," will be exhibited. The
meeting is open to all officers of the Engineering Department
eligible for membership of the Institution : and members of

the Telegraph and Telephone Society of London. Members
may introduce visitors to the meeting.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.

—

At a meeting of the Society.

held on January 27th. a paper on " Country-House Plant
"

wa~s read by Mr. T. S. Munnoch. Tlie conditions which
governed the class of wiring, .size and voltage of plant, were
considered. The prime movers—water, steam and internal-

combustion engines—were compared. The lay-outs of various

engine rooms were described, and the author gave examples
from his experience of difficulties which had arisen in the

cour.=!e of erection or running of such plant. Mr. D. S. Muuro
presided and intimated to the younger members the condi-

tions applying to apprentices' papers, which are to he read

on February lOth.

Institution of Weldini? Engineers.—Members of the various

sections of the welding industry at a meeting, held on Januarv
26th. at the Holborn Restaurant, adopted a proposal to form
a, new welding society embracing all systems of welding. A
strong Committee, w^th power to add to their number, repre-

senting the different interests, was elected tn draft the Con-

stitution with a view to registration after approval bv a

general meeting which will be called at nn early date._ The
name agreed upon is the Iri'--titiitioii of Welding Engineers,

and all interested in the welding and allied industries will

be elieible for membership. Tlie tempnrnrv offices are at W.
Red Lion Square, Tjondon, W.C.L

Greenock \ssociatinn of Fle<-trical Engineers.—.\t n meet-

ing held on Januarv G.'ith. Mr. Georae G. Reid. Glasaow. read

a naper on " Wireless Telegranhv " and illustrated his points

with the aid of a wireless set fitted up in the lecture hall,

the aerials being strunc across the ceiling. Mr. Reid was
nWv nssisted bv Miss Knowles. Greenock, who eave nn in-

teresting account of a wireless set she had erected and put

into operation. A discussion op wireless power transmission

f llowed.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramu-ay and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical EBVLiW posted as to their

movements,

Carl G. Schluederberg, assistant to the manager of the

Supply Department, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Co.. left New lork City recently on an extended trip to Soutn

America. He will spend three months in studying electrical

merchandising business conditions in Latin America in the

interests of the Westinghouse Electric Co., and will visit Chile,

Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Brazil.

Mr. C. V. S. DiCKiNS, A.M. I.E. E., of the Bombay Electric

Supply & Tramw'ays Co., Ltd., Bombay, is returning to Eng-
land on furlough m May next. He will reside at the Engi-

neers' Club, London.

Mr. Harhv RicHARDSox, corporation electrical engineer,

Dundee, is on the list of the city's new Justices of the Peace.

The Tiyncs Berlin correspondent says that Dr. Rathenau has

been appointed Foreign Minister.

The Review of the. River Plate says thnt the MetrojKjlitan-

Vickers Electrical Export Co., Ltd., is the late.st of the well-

known British electrical manufacturing companies to estab-

lish its own branch in Buenos Aires. It has acquired
premises in Calle Peru 4.51-46.5, where it has offices, show-
room and w-arehouse. The manager for South America for the
interests of the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Export Co.,

Ltd., Mr. George Harlow, arrived there on December 2Uth,

and took over his new duties. Mr. Harlow has had very
considerable experience in the company's service in Sydney.
Australia.

Mr. Arthur S. Markes, A.M.I.E.E.. has resigned his posi-

tion with the Simplex Conduits Co.. Ltd., and has joined the
Walsall Hardware Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Addison Bridge,

Kensington Road, W.. as London representative.

Mb. Arthur J. Cridge, w'ho has been associated with the
Metropohtan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.. of Trafford Park,
Manchester, has resigned his position of manager of the

Transformer Sales Department in order to join the staff of

the Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., of Loughborough.
He will take over the sale of the transformers manufactured
by the Brush Co.

Obituary.—Sir Francis Barker.—We regret to record the

death, which took place at Cannes at the age of 57 years,

after an operation and an illness of some mouths, of Sir Francis
Henry Barker, a director of Vickers, Ltd. He was chairman
I it the Executive Council of the Eus.so-British Chamber of
I iiiiunerce, and received the honour of knighthood in 1917 for

-t ivices rendered during the war.

Mr. C. S. Rowland.—The death took place on January 14th,

at the age of 52 years, of Mr. C. S. Rowland, who had for

the past nine years been electrician at Lee Manor (Bucks.).

He was previously for upwards of 20 years on the staff of

Messrs. Drake & Gorham. Ltd.

Mr. .\le.\ander McGeoch.—The death took place at Acock's
Green last week, at the age of 68 years, of Mr. Alexander
M^Geoch. a member of the firm of William McGeoch & Co..
Ltd.. electrical accessory manufacturers, Birmingham. The
deceased was appointed an Officer of the Order of the British

Empire in March, 1920.

Will.—The late Mr. W. E. Mandelick, of the Underground
Electric Railway Co. of London, left £10,56.3 gross and £8,80-3

net.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Iot° Plate Hardware Co., Ltd. (179,284).—Private com-
" givi.rsd January 2Bth. Capital, fi.flOO in £1 shares. To adopt an

: with S. Mann and to carry on the business of makers of and
hot-plates of all kinds, whether he,ited by electricity, gas, water,
otherwise, kettles, saucepans, and all kinds of kitchen utensils, &c.

f first directors are: S. Mann. Cranleieh. .Surrey, house furnisher (chair-
;
T. Stone, Cranleigh, Surrev. house furnisher; H. F. Thorpe, no address

. Qualification, £50. Solicitors: J. E. Lickfold & Son, 17, Bedford
W.C.I.

teeo, Ltd. (179,210).—Private company. Registered
uary 23rd. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of

[manufacturers of and dealers in electrical accessories, switchboards, magnetos,
bells, batteries, accumulators, electric lamps, motors, dynamos, electroliers.
electric light fittings, cable and flexible cords, bell wires and other electric;)!

:>pparatus, and such woodwork as is required for use in connection therewith.
The first directors are: C, L. Douthwaite, 8, Banklield Road, Shipley, engi-
neer; R. I-indley, Prudential Buildings. Bradford, incorporated accountant.
Secretary : H. Simpson. Registered office : fi. Back York Place. King Street,

India Association, Ltd.—The India .Association, Ltd., has
been registered as a " private " company with a nominal capital of £100.000
n £100 shares, to construct, improve, work, manage, or control, in the Indian
Eiiipire or elsewhere, public works and conveniences of all kinds, including
railways, tramways, docks, harbours, piers, wharves, canals, reservoirs, erri-
bankments, irrigation, sewage, drainage, sanitary, water, g.is. electric light
and power installations, telegraph and telephone equipmenT. hotels, warehouses,
markets, and public buildings; to carry on business as bankers', merchants;
capitalists, promoters, underwriters, financiers, concessionaires. &c. The sig-
natories to the Memorandum of Association (each signing (or one share) are :

T. O. Callender, Hamilton House. \'icloria Embankment. E.C. (director
Callender's Cable 8: Construction Co., Ltd.l; E. W. Smith, 4. Central
Buildings, Westminster. S.W. (chairman Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon and

Finance Co.); H. E. E. Procter. 29, Great St. Helen's, E.C. (partner
Killick, Nixon & Co.); F. Byrne, 4, Central Buildings, Westminster, S.W.
(director Dorman. Long & Co., Ltd.); H. C. Levis, 8J, Cannon Street, E.C.
(chairman and managing director British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.). The
lirst directors (to number not less than three nor more than ten) are to be
appointed by the signatories. T. O. Callender signs as " subscriber and direc-
tor." Qualification, one share. Remuneration (except managing director) as
fixed by the company. Secretary ; W. G. Hendrey, *' Twyford," Twyford
Lane, Caterham Valley. Solicitors ; Drake, Son & Parton, 24, Rotxl Lane,
E.C. The registered office is at Temple House, Temple Avenue, E.C. 4. File
number I79,L;«.

Charles Jones, Junior, Ltd.—Private company. Registered
in Dublin. January 26th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on business
as electrical and mechanical engineers, contractors, manufacturers, &c. The
first directors are: C. Jones, junr., " Kincora," Merrion Road, Ballsbridge,
Dublin, electrical engineer; C. F. Beckett, 73, Pembroke Road, Dublin,
builder and contractor. Secretary : C. Jones, junr. Registered office : 3,
Aston's Quay, Dublin.

Sheffield Welders, Ltd (179,268).—Private company.
Registered January 25th. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of welders and cutters of metals and other substances by electricity,
uxy-acetylene, or other similar process, &c. The first directors are: \V. B.
Hughes, 41, Cavendish Street, Sheffield; F. Unwin, 234, Ecclesall Road,
Sheffield. Qualification, £100. Registered office : 619, Carlisle Street East,
Sheffield.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Reading Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Trust deed dated De-
cenrber 31st, 1!)2I, tu secure £lOO,OUU debenture stock, charged on certain
freehold and leasehold hereditaments and the company's undertaking and pro-
perty, present and future, including uncalled capital. Trustees : British Trusts
.Association, Ltd.

Rapid Magnetting Machine Co., Ltd.—Deposit on Janu-
a'\ irih, 1922. of deeds of 4M, 50, & 52. Lombard Street, Birmingham, to
secure ail moneys due ur to become due from company to Barclay's Bank.

Yorkshire & District Electric Lamp Repairing Co., Ltd.

—

Mortgage dated January 2nd, 1923, to secure not more than £1,500, which
the mortgagees may pav under their guarantee to company's bankers, charged
on land with Heeley Mill, &c., thereon, in Saxon Road, Heelev, Sheffield.
Holders: H. J. M. Cockayne, A. S. Ue, A. C. Davy, and V. 'B. Vickers,
all of Sheffield.

Nairobi Electric Power & Lighting Co., Ltd Satisfac-
tion to the extent of £1,000 on December 31si, 1921, of debentures dated
September lOlh, 1913, and July 26 til . 1915, securing i"2O,0O0.

Rawlings Bros., Ltd. (67,908).—Return dated September
29th, 1921. Capital. £100,000 in £1 shares. (70,000 ordinary and W),000 pre-
ference.) 50,744 ordinary and 20,685 preference shares taken up. £71,429
paid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Ackroyd & Best, Ltd. (54,600).—Return dated August
23rd. 1921. Capital, £25,000 in £5 shares. (3,200 preference and l.fm de-
ferred.) All shares . taken up. £15,500 paid on 3,100 preference and £9,500
considered as paid on 100 preference and 1,800 deferred. Mortgages and charges,
£48,400, sealed debentures.

Southern Brazil Electric Co., Ltd.—Particulars of ^6194,500
8 per cent, notes (including £176,500 already registered) authorised by resolu-
tions of January 19lh and June 24, 1921, and January 4th, 1922. Present issue.
£18,000. Charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital, subject to £750,000 6 per cent, first mort-
gage debentures.

Yorkshire Cable Co., Ltd. (99,015).—Return dated De-
cember 28th, 1921. Capital, £20,000 in £1 shares. 13,100 shares taken up.
£13,100 paid. Mortgages and charges. £7.000.

CITY NOTES.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has ordered
the following to be officially quoted :

—
Mexican Electric Light Co.—5,567,000 dols 5 per rent, first mortgage gold

bonds (endorsed), within Nos. CI to 1,100 (100 dols), Dl to 3,050 (500 dols),
and Ml to 4,400 (1,000 dols), in lieu of the deposit receipts now quoted.

Mexican Light & Power Co.—11,340,500 dols 5 per cent, first mortgage gold
bonds (endorsed), within Nos. 1 to 14,000 (500 dols and 1.000 dols); and
tl.000.000 5 per cent, second mortgage fifty-year bonds (endorsed) (N'os. 1 to
lO.OOO), in lieu of the deposit receipts now quoted.

Mexico Tramways Co.—10,298,000 dols general consolidated first mortgage
fifty-vear five per cent, gold bonds (endorsed) (Nos. Al to 3,750, 1,000 dols,
B7..501 to 16.196 and 16,201 to 16,800. 500 dols, and C16,501 to 35,500, 100 dolsl •

and £1,250,000 6 per cent, fiftv-vear mortgage bonds (endorsed) (Nos. 1 to
I2..500. 100 dols). in lieu of the deposit receipts now quoted.

P.achuca Light & Power Co.—£800,000 5 per cent, first mortgage fiftv-vrar
bunds (endorsed) (Nos. Al to 7,000, £100, and Bl to 3,000, £20), in lieu of' the
deposit receipts now quoted.

Dublin United Tramways (1896), Ltd.—The directors
recommend payment of dividends as follows, less income tax.
for the half-year ended December 31st : ti jier cent, per annum
on preference and 7 per cent, per annum on ordinary stock,
making, with the interim dividend paid in July last, 5 per
cent, for the year. £35,000 is set aside for renewal of track,
and £12,478 is carried forward. Last vear £.30,000 was set
aside for track renewal ; £2,000 was taken off in respect of
depreciation of investments: the dividends were (3 per cent,
on preference and 7 per cent, on ordinary shares, both less

tax, making 5i per cent, per annum, and the carrv forward
was £13.3.31.

City of Buenos Ayres Tramways Co., Ltd.—Balance divi-

dend of Is. 3d. per share, making 5 per cent, per annum, less

tax. placing £2,00*^ to general amortisation fund, and carry-
ing forward £7,339.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Final
dividend at the rate of 12 per cent, per annum, less tax, for

the half-year, making 10 per cent, for the year.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Something of a pause has occurred in the rush after invest-

ment securities. It may be that prices have reached levels at

which even the eager investor hesitates before he cares to

make further purchases. In the purely gilt-edged market,

the trouble in India is certainly playing its part in producing

an attitude of hesitancy. This influence is, of course, largely

sentimental. It is supplemented by a good deal of quiet

selling of the War Loan on the part of the people who see a

reasonable profit, and who are content to sell, awaiting a

favourable opportunity for using the money later on. Indus-

trial debentures, more especially those in the electrical indus-

try, show such strength as to emphasise the view that these

stocks have got into the hands of permanent holders who
prefer rather to increase their holdings than to sell them. The
increasing pressure of tax-collection adds another reason to

the catalogue of those which give pause to employment of

money that the Inland Revenue is endeavouring to divert

to itself. But sound stocks, not only in the debenture and

preference classes, remain exceedingly firm. Illustration is

afforded by the further string of rises which have occm'red.

for the second successiveweek; in the shares of the electricity

supply companies.

Westminster ordinary at CJ, County preference 81, City

Lights 36s., both classes of London Electrics, Metropolitan

preference and South Metropolitan 7 per cent, preference are

all better on the week. South Metropolitan 2nd preference

advanced also to 17s. 6d., St. James's preference to 5i, and

Westminster preference to 3f. The difficulty is to supply the

would-be purchasers, and the strength of the market includes

provincial issues as well as tho.se confined more particularly

to London. Reading Electric 7j per cent, debenture has

risen to 61 premium, while Llanelly debenture remains finn

at 3.i premium. Fife Tramway Electric debenture has been

over 5 premium, but reacted to 4i premium,- this (Tuesday)

afternoon. Newcastle-on-Tyne '2nd debenture stock touched

87J before it reverted to 87i. British Thomson-Houston after

being better, finished at 5^ premium. Midland Counties Elec-

tric 72 per cent, debenture stock has risen to a trifle over

100! There is little stock to supply the persistent demand,
and the lists of stocks which the jobbers have to offer seem

to grow more bare each week.

Indian securities of all kinds are amongst those which

are readily obtainable at the moment. The aspect of affairs

in the Dependency is regar3ed as grave, and is having an

important effect upon markets generally. Calcutta Electric

Supply ordinary shares have gone back to £1, Madras Elec-

tric Tramways to '2|, while the shares of the Madras Electric

Supply Corporation gave way to log., the preference to 13s. 9d.

Auckland Electric Supply 5 per cent, tax-free preference

shares can be obtained at 19s. 3d., giving a retm-n of £5 3s. 6d.

net, equal to nearly 7J per cent, gross, taking tax at 6s. in

the pound. Dividends are due in March and September.
Amongst the debentures .still on offer are the 8 per cent,

secured bonds of the Barcelona Traction, Light & Power Co.
obtainable at 96, giving a return of ;£8 6s. 6d., with interest

due in January and July. Annual drawings staii at 106 five

months hence. Having regard to the distui'bed state of some
of the Spanish cities, the security, of course, possesses ele-

ments of speculation. North Metropolitan Electric Power
Supply 7-2 i>er cent, debenture stock has gone up to 103J, at

which the yield is 7i x>er cent, on the money, while i iier cent,

more can be obtained by the purchase of Shrop.shire, Wor-
cester.shire and Staffordshire Electric Power 7J per cent,

guaranteed convertible debenture .stock, obtainable at 10'2.

Vivacious dealings in Radio Corporation shares stand out
as the particular feature of the wireless market. The common
shares rose to practically £1, while preferred were up to

14s. 6d., before reaction took them to 18s. 6d. and 12s. Od.

respectively. These two prices, it may be noted, together
make 31s., which represents the value C'f one American
Marconi share. Tlie buying of Radios emanated entirely from
New York, and was accompanied by no definite reason. But,
putting two and two together, some in the Stock Exchange
agree that there may be found .some explanation in the fact
that this activity started about the same time that the Com-
mission over here issued its Report upon wireless affairs. The
shares of the parent company have scarcely moved from 35s.,

but Canadian Marconis improved to 83. 6d. before they gave
way to 7s. 9d., and Marconi Marines at 23s. are distinctly
higher on balance.

Great Northern Telegraphs are 10s. up at 26i. Anglo-
American Telegraph preferred gained two points at 91, and
the Eastern group is strong throughout. Eastern ordinary
being up to 170. Cuba Submarines at 7J are 5s. higher, Chile
Telephones at 61 are equally better, and the market shows
conspicuous strength.

Amongst foreign tramway and traction descriptions, Angln-
Argentines stand out with rises to 2i and 3s for the first anrl

second preference respectively, while the 5 per cent, debenture
stock is four points up at 70^. Brazil Tractions at 33 havi-

lost the two points which they gained last week. Mexicaiif,

are again better, a more cheerful sentiment pervading th.-

Mexican outlook as a whole, and the issues of the Utility
companies adding fresh points to tho.se which they gained a

week ago. Mexican Light & Power common shares are 3 up,
and the bonds are mostly 1 to 3 better.

General Electric ordinary shed a few pence at 19s. 6d., but
the preference are Is. higher at 9s. 8d. Various vague re-

ports gained circulation during the last fortnight, which
hinted, at any rate, that there might be a new issue in con-
templation, but the.se have been conti'adicted.

Babcock & Wilcox, after bracing up to 2|, went back to
2.9/16, leaving the price unchanged on the week. The ten-
dency in the manufacturing market is towards higher prices.

Electric Construction debenture at 56 is 2 points up. Rises
have occun-ed in Briti.sh Insulated, Callender-., Henleys pre-

ference and Metropolitan-Vickers preference, the last-named
being advanced on the news that the company has .secured,

in the face of competition, an important contract for locomo-
tives in South Africa. This served to strengthen the price
of Vickers ordinary, which rose to 9s. 3d., but failed to hold
the full improvement. Other armament, iron and steel shares
show a disposition to ease off. Rubber shares are uninter-
esting.

Home Railways are attracting more attention than usual,

but Undergrounds exhibit no jjreat change. The Income
Bonds are one down, and MetrApolitan ordinary is one higher
at 29J. Prior-charge .stocks are well maintained, though the
demand for such securities slackened as the' War Loan, and
its immediate cii-cle of stocks, fell back from the recent best.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend. Price
,

' » Jan. 31, Rise or
1919. 1920. 1923. tall.

Brompton Ordinary 12 12 68 —
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 7 8 4^ —

do. do. do. 4J Pref . .

.

4J 4^ 8J
—

Chelsea 4 6 SJ —
City of London 13 14 U -f6d.

do. do. 6per cent. Pref. .. 6 6 19/- —
County of London 8 8 Sj —

do. do. 5 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8i + i
Kensington Ordinary 7 9 6J —
London Electric 2} 2^ l^'j, -I- .V

do. do. 6per cent. Pref... 6 6 BJ + i
Metropolitan 6 7 4| + J

do. 4* per cent. Pref. .

.

4i 4J S,=j -f i
St. James' and Pall Mall .. .

.

12 12 7 —
bouth London 6 7 2| —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 + i
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6i —

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 91 -H

do. Def li IJ 19 —
Chile Telephone 6 6 6| +i
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 7i -I- J
Eastern Extension 10 10 16| + J
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 170 +2J
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 17 —

do. do. Pref 6 6 91 —
Great Northern Tel 22 24 26J + J

Indo-European 10 10 30| —
Marconi 26 15 l| —
Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12 9 —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6rs —
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 17 —

Home Bails.

Central London Ord. Assented ..4 4 67 —
Metropolitan IJ IJ 29i -^l

do. District Nil Nil 23* —
Underground Electric Ordinary .. Nil Nil IJ —

do. do. "A".. .. NU Nil 6/- —
do. do. Income.. ..4 2 73J —1

Foreign Trams, &o.

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .

.

6i 12J Sj + ,„

do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

Nil 6i 8J + f'j

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. 6 6 70i +i
Brazil Tractions NU Nil S3 —2
British Columbia Eleo. Ely. Pfoe... 6 6 eO.J —

do. do. Preferred .

.

6 93/- 68i —
do. do. Deferred .. 8 124/- 60

j

—1
do. do. Deb. .. 41 4i 634 —

Mexico Trams. 5 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 51* +3
do do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 29} -I-

1

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil IBJ +34
do. Pref Nil NU 344 -^l

do. 1st Bonds .. .. NU 6 644 —
Makttfactttbino Companies.

Babcock 4 Wilcox 16 16 2vi —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 16/3 —
British Insulated Ord. .. .. 16 16 1}J -f i
Callenders 16 16 1,"., ( i^

„ 64 Pref 64 64 18/9 —
Crompton Ord 10 10 13/9 —
Edison-Swan 10 — ili -6d.

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ,, 5 5 62 —
Electric Construction 10 10 18/9 —
English Electric 8 8 9/6 —

do. Pref 6 6 13/9 —
Gen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 19/3 +!/

do. Ord 10 10 19/6 —6d.

Henley 15 16 Ivi —
do. 44 Pref 44 44 8-; + i

India-Rubber 10 — ,^ —
Met.-Viokers Prel 8 8 II -t- ,V
Siemens Ord 10 10 29/- —
Telegraph Con 90 SO 23 —

• Dividends paid^tree of Inocma Tax.

7 2
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

(.Continued fram page 136.)

A. complete line of new and improved alternating-current

instruments has been patented and successfully developed
during the last two years by Mr. C. L. J^ipman at the re-

search Laboratory of Messrs. N.ir.DER Bros. & Thompson,
Ltd., and some tine examples of those were exhibited. Some
technical information about the new principles on which these

instruments are working was made public for the first time
about four weeks ago, during a discussion on " Some Recent
Developments in the LJesign of a.c. Instruments," before an
informal meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
The new power-factor meters are constructed on the " com-

ponent field " principle, according to which the production of

a " resultant rotating magnetic field
"—which is the cause

of many large errors in phasemeters—is avoided by arranging
the tield-current coils with their axes parallel in different

planes, the moving system comprising a spindle and an ap-
propriate number of thin iron vanes (specially shaped and set)

mounted thereon in the.se parallel planes.

No resultant rotating field is set up by this construction,
and consequently the " rotational drag torque " upon the
moving system is not produced and the disadvantages arising

from that torque are obviated. The principle is perfectly
general, and permits the construction of power-factor meters
for polypbase unbalanced-load circuits as well as for balanced-
load two- and three-pha.«e circuits, and for single-phase cir-

cuits.

It is claimed that with this improved construction accurate
indications are obtained at all currents between one eighth
and full load. Other advantages are an extremely light move-
ment, very small volt-ampere consumption, efficient air damp-
ing, high torque, and perfect freedom of rotation of pointer.

Fig, 17.—I'owEK F.ACTOR Meter.

giving a 360-degree scale of theoretical shape as illustrated in

fig. 17.

The " Nalder-Lipraan " I'otary synchroniser was exhibited
in two sizes, 8 in. and 1'2 in. tlial, fig. IS, but a third size.

•20 in. dial, is also being manufactured. These instruments are

similar in construction to the single-phase power-factor meter,
except that the current coils of the power-factor meter are
replaced by pressure coils connected to the incoming machine,
and the position of unity power factor corresponds to syn-
chronism between the bus-bar pressure and that of the incomer.
ITie pointer being free to rotate continuously, rotates in one
direction or the other, according as the incomer is running
above or below synchronous speed.

The special features of this new type of synchroscope are
that it inspires confidence in the operator by the perfectly
uniform and smooth rotation of the pointer over the dial,

and that it does not " break out of step "' for a considerable
difference in frequency between the bus-bars and the incoming
machine.
Other advantages are an extremely light moving system,

very low power consumption, being only about 8 volt-amperes,
thus necessitating only a small potential transformer, simple
and robust construction, and exceedingly high torque. If

desired, a green and red signalling device can be fitted to the
instrument.
The Nalder-Lipman frequency meter for station use was

shown in tlie 12 in.-scale sector pattern, giving about 2 inches
deflection per period. The total range of this " Ideal " sta-

tion frequency meter is 47 to -53 cycles per second, with
50 cycles as normal in the middle.
A multi-range round-pattern frequency meter for laboratory

use was also exhibited, having three ranges and covering a

total range of frequencies from 20 to 65 cycles, as illustrated

in fig. 19. In this frequency meter a pointer deflects over an
exceedingly open scale and indicates accurately the instanta-

neous value of the frequency of the a.c. system to which the
instrument is connected.
The construction is in general similar to that of ' the Lip-

man-type synchroscope, except that all coils are connected
across the same mains. For frequencies op to 100 cycles per

-Afc.

rir

FiQ. 18.—SvNCHHOscorE, 12-iNrH Size.

second one coil is tuned to resonance for a selected or normal
frequency, but for higher frequencies a very open scale is

obtained without the aid of electrical resonance. One of the
most striking features of this instrument is the very open
and long scale. The flexibility and simplicity with which any
shape and length of scale can be obtained are remarkable.
Thus the length of scale per period can be arranged to be
anything from 3/16 in. to 4 in., according to requirements and
to size of instrument.
The degree of accuracy claimed for this type of frequency

meter is very high. The slightest change in frequency is

instantly indicated by the pointer. No moving coils are em-
ployed, and all extraneous controlling forces due to conduct-
ing ligaments or brushes are thereby entirely eliminated. All

coils are air-cored, hence the instrument is free from errors

D_fi

Fig. 19.

—

Mclti-r.ixge Frequency Meter.

due to saturation and losses in the iron. This instrument is

independent of temperature variations. A variation of voltage

of plus or minus 20 per cent, from the normal, for which

the instrument is designed does not affect the readings by

more than 1 per cent. The operating forces are exceedingly

high, and permit the construction of graphic frequency meters.

Apart from the meters described above, a number of other

interesting and important instrument were also exhibited by
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Messrs. Nalder Bros. & Thompson, .\raongst these was a

highly sensitive alternating-current relay (tig. '20) patented by
Fawssett & Parry, for use in connection with Merz-Beard and
Merz-Hunter cable protection systems. An induction-type
overload relay with adjustable inverse time limit, also reverse-

current and reverse-power relays for alternating current, and

Fig. 20.

—

Sknsitivr Eki,.^v (FAWssEi-r-rA

the " Ohmer " insulating-testing set of electrostatic type, pos-

sessing advantages due to its lightness and immunity from
disturbances due to magnetic fields.

A collection of hyper-(lnngl; srale amnietors (fig. '21) and volt-

meters also attracted attention, whilst a complete line of port-

FlG. 21.— llMKli-.-^CALI .VmMETER.

able instruments, including potential and series transformers
for high and low pressure circuits, .sub-standard wattmeters.
Voltmeters and ammeters, femp and cell testers, maximuiii-
demand indicators, &c., knpressed visitors with their compact-
ness, neatness of workmanship and excellent finish.

Messrs. Sie.mens Brother.s k Co., liTU., showed both su.s-

pended-coil and pivoted-coil temperature indicators and
recorders of the wall and portable types. Also thermo-elec-
tric pyrometers with enclosed and expo.sed terminals respec-
tively were to be seen on the stand, as well as a selection of
primary cells and batteries.

The Weston Electrical Instrumuxi (Jo., Ltd., exlubit
comprised a selection of various types of a.c. and d.c. mdi-
cating and measuring instruments of both tbe laboratory
and .switchboard types; also testing devices, potential trans-
formers, and typical moving iiarts, which showed the details
of mechanical con.struction. The firm's work is of a high
class and the instruments have a high degree of accuracy.
It was noticed that the miniature precision d.c. instruments
are growing in size, and the garage testing sets and small
pattern instruments for use on motor cars, &c., are very use-
ful. The typical a.c. scales of the milliammeters and
anuneters used on small wireless telegranh and telephone sets
are sliglitly congested near the zero, but the divisions
approach uniformity over the greater portion of the scale.

Tlie therrno galvanometers or " current-squared " meters
have a sensitivity of 115 milliamperes and a resistance of
4..') ohms. The scale has. .50 divisions uniformly divided and
figured from to 100. This scale does not indicate the actual
current flowing, but represents a value which is proportional
to (he square of that current. The instruments are exten-
sively u.sed on wavemeters and wherever decrement measure-
ments have to he made.

'Hie Model 400 radio-frequency thermo-ammeter consists

of a heating element and a d.c. permanent magnet indicator
calibrated to indicate- directly the current pa.'Jsina through
the heating element These instruments' are self-contained
with either front or baclf connection studs for currents up to

and including 100 amperes. .Above 100 amceres external heat-

ing elements must be ii^ed. Ranges of TOO amiieres or below
are akso .supplied witli external heating elements wlien
desired, although for the lower ranges it is preferable to use
tbe self-contained instrument. They are of equal accuracy
wliether they are used on audio or radio freq\iencies. and are

guaranteed to lie accurate within 1 tier cent, of full scale

value. Their use can also be extended to include measure-

ments of currents where bad wave form or frequency pre-
cludes the use of other forms of instruments. They requite
only one-sixth as much ixjwer for their operation as do the
ordinary hot-strip expan.sion typt^ instruments.

Mr. H. W. Sullivan.—The majority of the exhibits on this
.stand had apjjeared at previous .shows, but there were .several
of a novel character, from amongst wliich the following have
been selected : The radio frequency bridge is suitable for the
measurement of resistance, capacity, and inductance at radio
frequencies. One of its chief advantages is the employment
of a high-frequency generator, iu place of the buzzer apparatus
which has hitherto been used for determinations of this char-
.icter, the use of which enables tests to be carried out under

.
rtiial working conditions; the range of frequencies of the

nx illiitor is between 1U,UU0 and .iUU.UUO, the higher frequency
ir|in-.scuting a wave length of 600 metres. The set, we believe,
IS the first of its kind available for practical testing purposes
and, it is hoped, will fill a long-felt want for the easy and
accurate measurement of the quantities for nhich it is de-
signed. It is not essential that all the components should be
purcha.sed at one time, as some of the higher capacities and
inductances can be added later according to the nature and
value of the measurements it is desired to make. A calibration
(hart is supphed with the oscillator to enable inductance and
capacity values to be easily determined by a simple calcula-
tion.

The fixed air condenser (.OtH mfd.) has been designed in
conjunction with the National Physical Laboratory, and is

made on the lines of standard condensers recently supplied tu
the laboratory. The chief feature is the ehmination of all in-
sulating materials other than the quartz, so that the condenser
is all metal, and is, therefore, less hahle to be affected by
temperature than an instrument built up of insulating
materials. In addition, the metal cover forms a perfect earth
screen, metal caps being fitted over all the insulators to render
the screening complete. Further, quartz was selected from
a number of insulating materials as its dielectric losses are less

than any other, with the exception of amber, which was em-
ployed for the insulators used in a large condenser supplied
to the National Physical l.aboratorv, but owing to the diffi-

culty in obtaining amber in the sizes required for the insu-
lators, it was superseded by quartz. The National Physi-
cal Laboratory has recently carried out a number of tests on
these condensers, which were made for a Government Depart-
ment, and reported that " they are the most perfect conden-
sers ever made."
The thermionic valve generator for very low frequencies

consists of coupled circuits using iron for frequencies of from
3 to 400 periods. The frequency is varied by means of a con-
denser connected across appropriate terminals, a chart being
supplied showing the capacity values for different frequencies.

Two valves are used in parallel and the input is about 1'2

watts and the output about 2 watts, which is quite sufficient

for supplying the necessary current for general testing pur-
poses. The advantages of using an a.c. oscillator, as compared
with a generator, are obvious. A further range of oscillators

was shown for generating frequencies of from 400 to 10,000

cycles and the radio frequency oscillator from 10,000 to 500,000
cycles.

Major 'fucker's patent hot-wire resonator microphone was
originally designed tor determining the position or origin of

a sound produced by the discharge of a gun and was largely

used during the war period, forming the subject of a secret

patent. It has since, however, been applied to a number of

other pui'poses, for the detection and measurement of sounds
emanating from sources other than gun fire.

The microphone consists of an electrically-heated WoUastou
wire, or grid, which is mounted close to, and in front of, a
small opening in a cylinder, or container, the latter being
closed at the other end, the volume of air in the container
being variable by means of a plunger operated by a micro-
meter screw. The tine wire which is supported in a frame
is connected to terminals. An electric current is passed
through the wire for the purpose of raising its temperature
above that of the surrounding air. In operation the tempera-
ture of the wire is reduced by the cooling effect of the blast of

air caused by the sound to be determined or recorded, and if

the ends of the wire are connected to a sensitive indicating
galvanometer of the unipivot type, a deflection of as much
as 90 degrees is easily observed, the deflection, of cour.se,

depending upon the intensity of the particular sound wave
which is affecting the mici'ophone. The variation in the
electrical resistance can be used in many ways; the best effect.

however, is obtained by inserting the microphone in the arms
of a Wheatstonc bridge which utilises to the best advantage
any resistance variation in the microphone. In conjunction
with an Einthoven galvanometer or other suitable instrument,
it can be used for recording the wave form of sounds of low
periodicity, e.g., within the range of '25 to 1,000, or if con-
nected through a tran.sformer and used in conjunction with a
valve magnifier, sounds can be rendered audible over great
distances.

The universal laboratorv standard lieterodvne wave meter
(150 to 20,000 metres) is 'claimed to be the first of its kind
produced for cominercial use. It is a self-contained labora-

tory standard for precision measurements of continuous and
spark waves, covering the whole useful range of wave-lengths
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without the addition of separate coils. The variable air con-

denser includes a tine adjustment of an entii'ely new and re-

liable clesign, thereby enabling .simple short wave adjust-

ments to be easily obtained. A special type of electro-magnet ic

interrupter is included for the production of interrupted con-

tinuous waves for spark adjustments. The current from the

filament of the valve is supplied from a (j-volt accumulator

;

a 50-volt battery is necessary for the anode supply. Tlu*

instrument is accurately caHbrated against an N.P.L. standard.

The workmanship throughout is of the highest order, and a

full range of seven calibration curves is supplied with earli

instrument.
(7Vi he r<intli)<irfl.\

THE ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

lAbxtidct of addrran delivered before the IxsTlTUTlox OF
Electrical Engineers.)

(_)N January 'Wd, Mr. E. A. Chattock, chief electrical engineer
ti) the Bn-mingham Corporation, and chairman of the
South Midland Centre of the Institution, addressed members
of the Ea.st Midlands Sub-Centre of the Institution at Louyli-

horough, on the subject of " The Electrical Development of

Outlying Districts," remarking, iider alia, that he had, in

conjunction witli the engineer to the Shropshire, Worcester-
shire and Statfordshire Electric Power Co., recently prepared
a scheme m which the question of supplying the outlying dis-

tricts of Birmingham with electricity was a prominent one,
and the general proposal was to run an extra-high-pressure loop

main through them so that a supply could lie obtained from
two sources, ensuring reliability.

In order to decide what type of supply should be given to

outlying districts, regard must be had to the nature of the

main supply from which it was derived. Usually the latter

was given at a periodicity of 50 cycles i>er second, that ty{ie of

energy proving suitable for lighting purposes, but in the
South-NVest Midland area a periodicity of '2o cycles per second
was standard. Lighting at that periodicity was suitable for

industrial purposes, but other methods of supply in which
no flicker was discernible were more desirable for private

houses. The only alternative to a higher periodicity was the
' use of direct current, and Mr. Chattock dealt with the ques-

tion under two heads :

(1) The di.stribulion of' direct current derived from rotary
converter or mercury-arc rectifier sub-stations.

(2) The distribution of alternating current at a frequency
suitable for residential lighting purposes.

For domestic purposes the use of an alternating-current
distribution system at a pressure of '220 volts to earth un-
doubtedly created a risk of serious shock; the necessary pre-

cautions added materially to the cost of the apparatus, it

being necessary to install a small auto-transformer on each
piece of apparatus, so connected up that a pressure of not
more than 50 volts to earth could be obtained from it. Little

risk attended the use of alternating current (2'20 volts) simply
for lighting a house, as there was less likelihood of the con-
sumer coming into contact with the current. For small motors
in workshops alternating current was less satisfactory than
direct current.

From the point of view of safety and reliability, direct-

[.current distribution was to be preferred to alternating current,
and for some purposes (for example, the charging of batteries

Ion motor-cars and electric vehicles) it was the only supply
n-hut could be used. With it a storage battery might be used.
thus providing a source of supply independent of the main
^supply for a reasonable period and also having the effect of

iteadying any fluctuations which might occur on a large e.h.p.

Usystem.
Mr. Chattock then discussed the costs of different systems.

fassuming an area of about 13 square miles, say, nine
{miles long by li miles wide, with an e.h.p. main running
ithrough it. Such an area would require three direct-current

for six alternating-current .sub-stations, and the total load on
the area would be approximately 300 kW, 50 kW for each

^3J sq. miles. The smallest size of mercury-arc rectiher being
[of '230 kW capacity, and the close spacing of the brush gear
Irendering .lutomatic rotary converters liable to fail and to

Iflash round on- the commutator, combined to make it

Sifficult to supply such an area with direct current. Further.
!the size of a static alternating-current transfonner rendered
St convenient for u.se. Supposing that approximately filXI k\\
|of transforming plant would serve the district, a compiirison
|of the costs of various schemes would be as follows:—

A.—SrB-STATION EQUIPMENT.

Three mercury-arc rectifier sub-stations comprising :

—
Three 230-kW rectifier equipments, complete

with switchgear.
Three 200-ampere-hour batteries for balancing

purposes, with charging sets and switchgear.
Three direct-current feeder switchboards.
Three sub-station buildings.

Cost £21,400

(11

(2) Three automatic rotary-converter sub-stations compris-

ing :
—
Three 250-kW rotary converters, arranged for

neutral point balancing w itb transformers

and switchgear.

Three direct-current feeder switchboards.

Three sub-station buildings.

Cost i'20,tHKl

(3) Six -SO-period static transformer sub-stations supiilicd

hoMi a .Jl»-period system comprising :
—

Six lOO-kW, oil-cooled static transformers with
high or low-pressure switchgear.

Six small sub-station buildings.

Cost £3,tMi

(i) Six oO-period transformer sub-stations supplied Irnni a

2.>period system comprising :
—

Three 250-kW motor generators with exciters

and switchgear.

One suitable building.

Cost iTi.llOO

Static transformer equipment as above ... i'3,(ilHi

Total ±'15,(')(MI

B.

—

Distributing Mains

For a d.c. distribution system, assuming a maximum drop
of 4 per cent, in voltage, the cost would he d£23,800. For
an alternating-current distributing system, the cost woul<i

be £12.a«l. The total costs therefore would be ;
—

(1) Mercury-arc rectifier sub-stations.

Three rectifier sub-stations with direct-current

mains ... ... ... ... ... ... £45,20(1

(2) Three rotary converter sub-stations with direct-current

mains ... ... ... -.. ... ••• -. £43,8lKl

(3) Cost of .six 50-period static transformer sub-.stations

with alternating-current distributing mains off 50-period

system £15,6U(»

(4) Cost of six 50-period static transformer sub-stations with

a.c. distributing mains, off 25-period system ... £27,600

The expense did not end with the capital costs—table I

showed the efficiencies of operation on a 15 per cent, load

factor, and a 25 per cent, load on the transformation plant :
—

TABLE I.—Efficiencies of Operation.

Scheme.
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THE ELECTRIFICATION OF MAIN-LINE RAILWAYS.

An important joint meeting of the Midland branches of the
Institutions of Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineers
was held in Birmingham on Friday. January 20th, to discuss
the subject of " The Electrification of Main-line Baihvays." By
kind permision of the Lord Mayor of Birmingham (Aid. David
Davis), the meeting took place in the Council Chamber of the
Council House. I'he chair was occupied by Sir Henry Fowler,
K.B.E. (Chief Mechanical Engineer, Midland Railway), and
he was supported by Mr. B. A. Chattock (Chairman of the
South Midland Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers), Mr. E. C. R. Marks (Chairman of the Midland
Branch of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers), and Mr.
A. W. Willett (President of the Birmingham Association of
the Institution of Civil Engineers). There was a crowded
attendance, and extraordinary interest was evinced in the
discussion. Arrangements had been made for the following
gentlemen to open the discussion :

—
Mr. W. Willox, M.Inst. C.E. (late Chief Engineer, Metro-

politan Railway)

;

Mr. C. F. Bengough, M.Inst.C.E. (Chief Engineer, North
Eastern Railway)

;

Mr. Roger T. Smith, M.I.E.E. (Chief Electrical Engineer,
Great Western Railway)

;

Mr. F. W. Carter, M.A.. M.I.E.E. (British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby);
Mr. H. N. Gresley, C.B.E., M.I.M.E. (Locomotive Engi-

neer, Great Northern Railway)

;

Mr. J. A. Hookham, M'.I.M.E. (Locomotive Engineer,
North Staffordshire Railway); •

and towards the end of the meeting the discussion was thrown
open to other speakers.

Sir Henrv Fowler, in his opening remarks, said it was
very right that a discussion on that subject should take place
at that particular time. All over the country inquiries were
being held as to the future arrangements for the supply of
electricity. If a clear lead could be given as to the demands
which were likely to be made for transport, it would be of
the greatest advantage.
As regarded electrical and mechanical considerations, he

felt that their difficulties were few, always assuming that they
neglected the question of expense. On the civil engineering
side, he had recently received from his friend, Mr. A. W.
Gibbs (Chief Mechanical Engineer, Pennsylvania Railway) a
reprint of the Journal of the Franklin . Institute of October
last. This contained a copy of his paper on " Some Mechani-
cal Characteristics of High-Speed, High-Power Locomotives."
In this he detailed experiments made on the Pennsylvania
Railroad in 1907 to ascertain chiefly the effect of steam and
electric locomotion on the road itself, and the conclusion
arrived at was that the best arrangement was a high centre
of gravity and an unsymmetrical wheel arrangement. In
a letter the speaker had just received from him, he said that
nothing had occurred to change his " views concerning the
disadvantages of the low centre of gravity and the short
wheel-base truck as an unstable arrangement." This was a
most important point. They knew that a satisfactory service
could be carried out, but must be convinced that it was
satisfactoi-y financially.- Many lines had a low density of
traffic, and there the first cost was a very great consideration.
A still larger question was that of the cost of change-over
and the present financial position of the country.
Mr. W. Willox said it was being gradually realised by

those in authority that electrification must come, though per-
haps piecemeal. Since 1913 prices and wages had mounted
very high, and had caused passenger and freight prices to
be raised to such an extent that the railways were losing
traffic and the trade of the country was being injured.
Further, competition from road traction had arisen, and was
as serious as was competition from electric tramways and
motor 'buses before the war. The former was to catch traffic

being lost by the railways, the latter was lost to the railways
by more speedy modes of locomotion. . Gradually suburban
railways were electrified at a considerable cost (mo.stly due
to each railway having to provide its own power station)
with the object of regaining lost traffic—and it was succes.sful.

In London, the Metropolitan District Railway was electrified,
and the Metropolitan ; in Newcastle, the N.E.R. electrified its

local lines; the L. & Y., the Midland to Pleysham ; the
L.B. k S.C. Railway, and lately the L. & S.W. and the
L. & N.W. Railways had done the same, as had also the
Mersey Railway.

Tlie Metropolitan Railway in 191.3 carried nearly l'i2

million passengers; in 1519, 182 millions. The L. & Y. trebled
its traffic. Sir W. Forbes, of the L. B. & S.C. Railway, stated
quite recently that his electrified lines brought 1.50 per cent,
more traffic and 'M) per cent, more money, and showed on
the capital expended a return of over 15 per cent. Now he
wanted to electrifv the main line to the coast towns. The
East London Railway—in the electrifying of which the
speaker had a hand—connected the G.E. Hiiilway, the Metro-
pohtun, and the Metronnlitan District Railway in the North
with the L.B. & S.C. Railway and the S.E. * C. Railway in

the south. This line was electrified without interfering with
the traffic. Up to 1913 it was worked by steam, and carried

5,506,664 passengers; after that the number of passengers

steadily increased, and in 19'20 the number was 16,307,382—
an increase of 194 per cent. The L. & S.W. electrification

increased the pas.senger traffic by 100 per cent. In 1915 the
N.E. Raih\ay equipped the Shildon-Newport line, which, with
sidings, was 50 miles long, with overhead electrical equipment.
This line dealt with heavy mineral traffic drawn by power-
ful electric locomotives, five of which did the work of thirteen

steam locomotives. In America there was a number of cases
where main-line working had been and was being turned to

electric working, with most favourable results, especially

where there were heavy gradients and tunnels. In South
Africa, the railway from Glen'c'dS .Junction to Pietermaritz-
burg, 171 miles, was to be electrified. All these cases were
known, and their success was, no doubt, having it« effect.

Ov^ing to the continuous increase of traffic into terminal
stations, the question of accommodation arose. This might
be solved by costly extension of the terminus or by electrifica-

tion. The Metropolitan Railway hauled its main-line steam
trains from seven or nine miles out by electric locomotives,
and the same thing would have to precede main-line elec-

trification in many cases. In economical working the electric

locomotive had proved itself superior to the steam locomotive.
Taking the whole cost of electrification, such authorities as

Sir John Aspinall, Sir Vincent Raven, Sir Phihp Nash, and
Sir Philip Dawson seemed to favour the electric locomotive.
Now that the Electricity Commissioners had (or soon would
have) decided on the positions of the large power stations,

the various railway companies that decided on main-line and
suburban electrification would be saved the large cost of pro-
viding power for themselves. The cost of the electrification

on such railways as the Metropolitan, including power houses
and everything, was somewhere about i'20,000 a mile pre-
war. The co.-5t of electrifying the East London Railway,
which got power from Lots Road, was about i'5.400 per mile
pre-war; this included one new sub-station, conductor rails,

and miprovenients to permanent way.
There was no engineering difficulty in electrifying existing

steam rail'najs, even when the traffic was dense, with either
the contact-rail system or the overhead equipment. There
was an opinion that at points a;id crossings the contact-rail
system presented serious difficulties and danger to the main-
tenance gangs. In his experience, there was no special danger,
and he knew of no cases on the Metropolitan Railway where
men had been killed or injured when ordinary care was taken.
On such lines all tools were insulated, and men got quite used
to the work in a very short time. 'She cost of ordinary main-
tenance of a rail-contact fine was found to be i'12.64 per mile
per annum. The re-buiiuiug of Baker Street Station was a

good example. There were over GOO trains a day in and out
of the main-line part of the station. The old station was
pulled down and every line in the station was altered in
position. A new .=tation and new offices were built on
columnt over the lines and platforms, and no serious accident
happened to any men and no train was delayed.
The East London line—mostly in tunnel—was another ex-

ample where the electrification was carried out w'hile the
traffic was carried on regularlj, and with the added 2s. per
week per man " juice " money, it amounted to ;£13 Is, per
md& per annum. With regard to increase. of stafi', only, one
gang of five men was added, and this was in the densest
nine miles of line in the open. The tunnel section was main-
tained at night. With power supplied for electrification, sig-

n.iUing could be electric or electro-pneumatic, and track-
circuiting could be readily installed throughout, thus adding
additional safeguards, and the sections might be lengthened
or shortened in order to accommodate more trains. Power
would be available for lighting purposes, especially for sig-

nals, the signals being lit by means of switches at the stations
or signal boxes, thus saving staff. I'og signals might also be
used, as on the Metropolitan Railway, and so save staff again,
the fog signals being lit by the signalmen at the signal

bo.v.8-

Mr. BENGOrGH said a very interesting paper had recently
been read by the Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Nortii
Ea.stern Railway (Sir Vincent Raven), which dealt very fully

with the case for the electric loftmiotive.' He gave an
interesting comparison of the cost of repairs to electric locomo-
tives working the Shildon-Newport line compared with the
cost of repairing the steam engines which previously -worked
the traffic; the cost of the electric locomotive being 1.316d.
per mile, compared with 5d. in one case, and 5.o22'2d. in
another for steam locomotives. There was a great deal
to be said for electrification, provided the necessary power
could lie obtained at a cheap rate. Tlie problem of equip-
ping a imin line of railway was quite different from the
case of a suburban line, where the elc'^trical wo'kinc was con-
fined to pnssencer traffic, as in the Tyne?:ide area. In electri-

fication of the imin line the aim would he to work all traffie,

both passenger and coods. electricallv. and it would therefore
be necessarv to electrify certain portions of the sidings of all

.stations and goods yards to enable engines to take and deliver
their loads. In the ca.se iif a line electrified on the third-rail

system, in order to mate the sidings safe for .shunters to work

* Electrical Review, December 30th. 1921, and January 6th,

1932
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on, the third rail would have to be very fully protected, and
Would form a very serious obstruction, and overhead equip-
ment would appear to be the only practical form where shunt-

ing had to be carried on.

. ihe following ap{jeared to be the advantages and disadvan-
tages of overhead and third-rail eijuipmeut ;

—
Third-Hail Disadcantaycs.—Increased difhculty in maintain-

ing the track, the third rail forming an obstruction to the
packing of the sleepers and generally slowing-down the work
owing to the care that had to be taken by the men to avoid
shock. 'ibis would be empliasi.>-ed m the case of a high-
pressure such as i,.5UU volts.

In the ca.se of lierailmeut occurring on the third-rail side, a

comparatively slight displacement ot a vehicle would wreck
the third rail; for example, with a rail tixed with its centre
1 ft. 7i in. from the gauge line of the track, as was the case

on i'yne.'iide, a vehicle running derailed on the third-rail side

a foot from the running rail would wreck the insulators carry-

ing the third rail.

in addition to this, with a train worked with a single electric

locomotive, difficulty would be experienced in the case of long
.gaps at level crossmgs or at junctions where owing to the
arrangement of the points and crossings it was not possible to

,get a continuous rail, and where the length of gap would ex-

ceed the distance between the collecting shoes on the loiu-

motive, and it would therefore be necessary at those points

to erect a short length of overhead equipment or provide some
other means of moving the train in the case of an engine
which happened to be stopped on a gap.

Third-Hail Aduantages.—The main advantage of the third

rail was its accessibility. Repairs could be carried out with-
out the use of a special tower wagon, which would be required
for overhead equipment. On the other hand, it must be re-

membered that to carry out any repairs to the third rail the
current must be cut off, and therelore the line was as much
electrically out of use as would be the ca.se if it were occupied
by a tower wagon.
In the case of accident, there was no obstruction of over-

head wires to the working of breakdown cranes.

Overhead Disadcaiifaycs.—The overhead equipment was an
obstruction to the working of breakdown cranes in the case
of an accident, and the efl'ect of heavy gales causing the con-
tact wire to be blown off the engine bows had to be con-
(iidered. Inspection necessitated the use of a tower wagon,
thus, occupying the line.

Overhead Advantages.—The maintenance of the track was
.not interfered with in any way, and could be carried out by
the platelayers without any risk of accident.

In the case of derailment a considerable displacement of a
vehicle must take place before it would foul the supports of

the overhead equipment.
In the electrihcation of the portion of the North-Eastern

main line which was under consideration it was proposed to

employ a pressure of 1,.500 volts, and with such a voltage it was
considered desirable that if the third-rail system were adopted,
the form of rail which could be most fully protected should
be used. The three forms were the top contact, such as was
used in the Tyneside area and on all the third-rail systems in

this country (except the Lancashire and Yorkshire, Manchester
and Bury. i,'JHl volts, where Sir J. Aspinall's side contact was
in use), and the under contact, which had not been used in

this country but was in use on the New York Central and on
the Central Argentine, and it was probable that with the
under contact the most complete form of protection could be
obtained, and in addition the rail was more fully protected
from ice and snow.
With the under-contact system, however, there was some

difficulty owing to the restrictions imposed by the load gauge
of our railways in providing the necessary clearances between
the top of the protection and the underside of the load gauge,
and between the underside of the collecting shoe on the engine
and the running rails.

The New York Central and the Central Argentine were not
hampered by load-gauge restrictions to the same extent as the
railways in this country. On the New York Central the centre
of the third rail was '2 ft. 4i in. from the gauge line of the
track as compared with 1 ft. 7i in.—the present dimension on
the N.E. Railway. The Electrification Advisory Committee
laid down 1 ft. 4 in. On the Central Argentine the vertical

clearance between the running rail and the underside of the
load gauge was 7J in., as compared with 6 in. on the North-
Eastern Railway. The pressure on the New York Central
was 600 volts and on the Central Argentine 800 volts.

With an under-contact rail it did not appear to be possible

to get a greater clearance than 1£ in. between the top of the
third rail protection and the underside of the load gauge, and
between the running rail and the underside of the contact
'shoe, and this might be reduced by

—

(a) Wear of running rail

;

(h) Wear of wheel tires;

(f) Wear of Journal brasses;
id) Sinking of chair into .sleeper.

Tlie sum of these wears might easily amount to an inch, and
the normal clearance of IJ in. would be reduced to f in.

In considering the question of a fully protected third rail

with a pressure of 1..500 volts, he had latelv made .some exneri-
ments at the .\ycliffe sub-station on the Shildon-Newport line.

The experiments were made with a length of third rail fully

protected with wood, and with another covered with a bitu-

luiuous compound. The compound appeared to be the better
insulator of the two, but both with the wood and the com-
pound in wet weather, with 1.500 volts pressure, one would get
a very heavy shock.

After careful consideration his view was that the balance of
advantage was with overhead equipment; the question there-
fore arose : what was the cheapest form?
On the Shildon-Newport line, which was worked with over-

head equipment, the gantries for carrying the overhead wires
were composed of steel sections. The normal distance be-
tween the supports was 109 yd. (100 metres) ; this span on
some of the exposed parts of the line had been found to be too
long, and difficulty had been experienced in heavy gales owing
to the contact wire having been blown off the collecting bows
of the engines, and getting underneath the horns of the bows,
and in many cases wrecking them, and it had been necessary
over considerable lengths of the line to install intermediate
supports. There were five wires for each track, viz., catenary,
auxiliary, two contact wires, and one feed wire.

A. cheap and efficient form of equipment for long stretches
of track in the country where it was only necessary to span
two lines was with supports formed of telegraph poles con-
nected by a beam formed of channel .sections for carrying the
wires. Telegraph poles were, ot course, largely used for this
purpo.se in the States and on the Heysham-Lancaster line of
the Midland Railway. The attachment of the wires to the
beams could be very simply made, so that in ca.=e of their
forming an obstruction to a breakdown crane they could be
slid to one side, up to the supports, so as to clear the track,

.^s regarded span, probably a span cf 65 yd. in exposed
positions would be satisfactory, and in deep cuttings where
there was natural protection this might be increased.
Part of the Shildon-Newport line was equipped with only

one contact wire, and from experience he had come to the
conclusion that that was all 'that was necessary. There also
seemed to be no reason why the catenai-y should not be need
as a feed wire, thus reducing the number of wires to two—

a

bronze catenary wire and the contact w^re.
With this type ot construction he estimated that a line could

be quite as cheaply equipped as with the third rail, and from
experience with the third rail in the Tyneside area and with
overhead equipment on the Shildon-Newport line, the main-
tenance costs appeared to show a considerable balance in
favour of the overhead.

Mr. R. T. Smith said that though experience with main-hne
electric locomotives was very limited in this country, there
was enough to interpret much larger foreign experience in
terms of British railway working. In his paper a month ago.
Sir V. Raven gave a complete comparison within the limits of
|)resent knowledge between steam and electric locomotives.
Within any of 50 odd British railway structure gauges, an
electric locomotive could be built to haul the heaviest train
of wagons that the draw gear would stand, or if the strength
of the draw gear were ever increased, the heaviest train likely

to be used for many years to come. For most of these
structure gauges the largest and most pow'erful steam loco-

motive had already been built.

Even if the maximum sized steam locomotive had not been
already reached on most railways, the heaviest locomotive axle
load that the structures (bridges) could bear had been reached
in the steam locomotive, for no increase of pow-er of the steam
locomotive could be obtained without increase of weight. The
axle loads of the electric locomotive were much less because
there was no boiler, and there were many driving axles. Al-

though on the Continent, and to some extent in United States
designs, an electric locomotive was used in w"hich the rotary
motion of the wheel w'as obtained from the rotary motion of

the electric motors through connecting and couphng rods, such
designs seemed unnecessary for Great Britain.

Reciprocating parts were impossible to balance completely
and expensive to maintain. Where the rotary motion of the
wheels of the electric locomotive was obtained from the rotary
motion of the motors through gearing, balancing was com-
plete, and the first cost of the locomotive a minimum. Main-
tenance costs on the Newport and Shildon branch of the

N.E.R. were one quarter those of the corresponding steam
locomotive, and on the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul rail-

way one-fifth.

Even with pooling, the hours that the steam locomotive was
in service could only be increased from 8 to about 12. The elec-

tric locomotive could be used for at least 20 hours out of 24

every day with pooling. As a result of this and other advan-
tages, whereas each steam passenger locomotive could haul

from '20,000 to 23,0IX) train miles per annum according to cir-

cumstances of traffic, each electric locomotive could haul from
40,000 to 50.000 train-miles; and whilst the steam goods loco-

motive could haul from 10,000 to 15,000 train-miles per annum,
the electric locomotive could easily double this. On the New-
port and Shildon. N.E.R., mineral line the electric locomotive

train-miles were just double the steam train-miles.

The traffic result was that the same number of train-miles

could be hauled by half, and less than half the number of

electric locomotives required for .steam haulage. On the New-
jxirt and Shildon line five electric locomotives now did work
formerly done by 1.3 steam engines. On the Norfolk and

Western Railway in the United States, where coal trains of

3,250 tons used to be hauled by 27 Mallet .steam locomotives in

one division, the same trains "were now hauled by seven elec-

tric locomotives.
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An important comparison between electric and steam loco-

motives was the relation of average to inaNirnum speed. The
steam locomotive was a cunstant^output machine, exerting the

ina-ximuin draw-bar pull between stand-still and a very lew
miles i)er hour. Alter that the draw-bar pull decreased as the

speed mcrea.sed, following a hyperbolic curve. Consequently,
the .steam locomotive could only go slowly up a gradient, and
to keep to an average of, say, oV m.p.h. with gradients, the

maximum biKcd must be sometimes, say, 80 m.p.h. With an
electa'ic locomotive provided with motors having a series

characteristic, so long as the limiting temperature for the type
of insulation used was not exceeded and opportunity was given
for cooling, the motor could be overloaded for short |ieriods,

.>ay, M per cent, above its rating, and go up grades at double
the speed of the steam locomotive. Con.sequently, in the elec-

tiic locomotive the ratio of average speed to maximum speed
\\iis greater than in the steam locomotive, or in (jther words,
fcjr the same average speed the maximum sjieed of the electric

locomotive was much less than the maximmn speed of the

steam locomotive. An electric locomotive of maximum speed
lid m.p.h. (after which troubles for both steam and electric

locomotives began) could in general maintain average speeds
about 50 per cent, greater than the corresponding steam loco-

motive. The result was a cheap single-reduction gear type of

locomotive, whilst for higher siH?eds up to 8U m.p.h. single-

reduction gearing could be used with motors above a quill

round the axle spring-connected to the driven wheels.
Fmally, with regard to the saving in cost of power, careful

comparisons on the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul R.K.
showed that 6i lb. of coal in a steam locomotive in 1915 was
required to do the same work as 1 k\\'h of electricity in 1916.

Generally coal costs now were ott per cent, of the total it-orfes

costs per kWh delivered to the track. If coal (including ashes)

in the furnaces at the generating station cost 80s. (i.e., 20s. at

pit -I- 10s. per ton, or O.lbd. per lb.), the kWh works costs

were O.GOd. delivered to the track. The above American ex-

perience made (assuming the same quality of coal) the equi-

valent power in a steam locomotive Id., leaving 0.4d. to pay
interest on the new capital.

Even if the coal consumed in a steam locomotive to produce
the .same haulage power as I kWh in the electric locomotive
cost 0.8d. instead of Id., i.e., if only 5 lb. coal in the steam
locomotive was required to do the same work as 1 kWh in an
electric locomotive (instead of (H lb.), still (1. 2d. per kWh was
left to pay interest on the capital cost of electrification.

On the North-Eastern Railway, exjviieuce showed that the

cost of coal and water in each steam locomotive equalled the

cost of power in each electric locomotive, plus the cost of

maintenance of the electrified track per electric locomotive.
Since each electric locomotive in general did double the work

of each steam locomotive, there would i)e, according to

\vhether the traffic conditions were favourable or not to a large

sitving on the number of electric locomotives compared with
steam locomotives, a balance which in particular eases not
only p:iid interest on capital but left a handsome profit.

{To he eonrhideil.)

INDUCTION-TYPE SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.

Discussion at Manchrster.

Mr. L. I-l. A. Carr, M.Sc (Tech.), read his paper on the
aliove subject (which was ab.stracted in our issue of Jamuiry
lith. in-2'2,) before the North-Western Centre of the In.stitutioii

of Electrical Engineers on November 29th, 1921, and in dis-

cussing it Mr. E. P. Hill explained that the synchronous
iiiiluctiou motor scored over the ordinary synchronous motor
(111 account of the additional starting torque and the possibility
of pulling into .step. In the case of a direct-driven fluctuating
load, would it not pay to arrange the machine so that it would
not carry the very heaviest peaks without pulling out of step,
as the machine would instantly pull in again and a cheaper
machine would carry the load?
The reduced core losses of a synchronous induction motor

(po.ssilily due to a difference in field form) warranted further
investigation, and the addition of a bibliography of references
to earlier technical information on the subject would be of
assistance.

Mii. A. B. Mallinson pointed out that the type of motor
described would be very useful for big installations which
generated their own power and were let down by their cables
being overloaded, due to low power factor; its use would
avoid spending money on re-cabling. Big installations which
took power from a public supply and had too low a power
factor would be forced by the supply authorities to install
suili machines, which should be used wlierever the load was
siiilabie, because it would benefit their networks. Supmv
authorities should say to the prospective customer: "We
suggest you put in So and So's machine. It will be 1 per
cent, lower in efficiency, but we will knock 1 per cent, off

your bill. It will cost 40 per cent, more, but that we will
pay."
Mr. Juhlin thought the author had shown how it was

possible to overcome the difficulty of low power factor by the
ii.se of synchronous induction motors. The small extra cost of
the motor was a consideration, but by co-operation with the

power companies that could be got over. In some cases the
synchronous induction motor was criticised because of its

small air gap, as compared with the ordinary .synchronous

motor, but he did not think the complaint was justified.

Experience had shown that with a synchronous mduction
type of machine, hunting was n<in-existent, due to the very

excellent damning effect obtained from tlie rotor. He believed

the .synchronous imluction motor would .show a considerable
saving over the ordinary type of induction motor with con-
densers, and theie would be, in addition, the saving in space,

as coiiden.sers needed a considerable amount of room.
Mu. C. S. Sills said they lagged very much behind some

other countries. In 1910 in Cana<la the synchronous motor
was extremely common, particularly for driving pumping
jilant. Even for .small powers they automatically used .syn-

cluonous motors, whereas in this country eleven years ago
people would not look at them.
The Chairman (.\l(l. W. Walker) read a written contribution

from Mr. William Stansfield, who did not think it desirable

to work at too high a power factor on the motor on account
of economically obtaining the required overload capacity. For
some duties a 0.8 leading power factor was as high as it was
desirable to go, and for others 0.9 was quite suitable, the

latter figure being a .suitable one for duties which did not
demand any great excess <if torque above the normal full

load. It must not, of course, be under.stood that a 0.9 power
factor motor had, of necessity, a low overload capacity; it was
merely a question of obtaining the overload capacity economi-
cally in a given machine. In some cases, where a large

amount of leading wattless kV.\ had been required, and only
a relatively small amount of power had been demanded by
the driven machinery, power factors as low as 0.3 leading

had been allowed. generally speaking, however, where a

low leading power factor was desired, unless a heavy starting

toripic was required, the chea|ier tyi)e. i.e.. the .salient-pole

machine, might be ii.sed. The somewhat heavier starting

current required by the .salient-pole machine and the neces-

sity for using an auto transfoniier, sometimes prohibited its

use where otherwise it could be installed. In such cases the

type of machine under discus.sion was used.

There were various methods of winding and connecting the
rotor according to tin' duty. Ac, which the motor had to do.

Where the startin;; torcpie was light compared with the

k\.\ capacity of the motor considered as kilowatts, i.e., at

unity power factor, and where damper windings were not
required, the plain single-phase winding was appUcable.
Where the .starting torque demand was high enough to make
a, single-phase winding inadvisable, and the duty did not
require a damper, the rotor could be wound with two phases
out of three, i.e.. with no winding in the pole portion of the

core, the motor being provided with three slip rings, and
starting up as a two-plia.sc rotor, thus killing the single-phase

effect at half speed and enabling the motor to start up against

heavy starting torques. Where a damper winding was neces-

sary a two-phase winding could be used, consisting of the
main winding occupying two-thirds of the perimeter, and an
auxiliary winding in the remaining one-third. The auxihary
winding could be wound to give either the same voltage as
the main winding, by using a smaller section of conductor, or

the same section of conductor might be used and a lower
voltage obtained in the auxiliary winding, which was an
:idvantage, as the rotor would not tlien have to withstand
such a high vt)ltage across the outers, for. generally speaking,

that type of motor was provided with three slip rings, one
ring being common to the two windings. Damping could be

arranged for economically by various other methods; it was
very desirable in .some cases and in others absolutely e.'^sential.

Mr. Mallaliku was of the opinion that the paper was
extremely opportune; power factor roireitiiin was a very

important question to-day. and he was sure it had added quite

a lot to the cost, generally speaking, of distributing and sell-

ing electrical energy. If it paid to install synchronous con-

densers merely for the purpose of power factor correction.

it must pay them very much more to u.se a machine which
would correct the power factor and at the .same time do very
u.seful work as a motor. Many people did not reali.se the low

power factors which prevailed, many of which were certainly

partly due to inevitable causes, but many were largely caused
by liad engineering. There was a prevalent mistake of in.stall-

ing a motor far too big for the job. and another prevalent
cause was the putting in of low-speed motors. Higher-speed
motors, in a lot of ca.st^s. with mechanical reduction gears,

would improve the power factor.

The supply companies had the matter in their hands f.nr

more than anybody else. There was no question about it;

the average user would not pav for synchronous induction

motors, or for any method of improving the power factor,

unless he could see .some return for it. and it wa.s up to the

power supply companies to make him do it. The averace
system of charging for power was not up-to-date. He did

not know that there was any great difficulty in producing a

maximum demand indicator, but. if there was, a maximum
ampere indicator should serve the purpo.se so long as the

voltage was kept fairly constant. The doubling of the stator

current when the machine was synchronising was rather a
disadvantage.
Mr. Browning explained that the time for power faetor

correction was before one got the bad power factor, and it

was at that point that the supply companies could help if
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they would. An existing inBtallation had rather a different

point of view from that from which the paper was written.

A synchronous induction motor might be very difficult to

apply, and in all probability it might be found that it would
be cheaper to put in a static condenser on the h.p. side of

the transformers, and so please the power company, for it was
the latter, and that alone, that would be influenced by such
a proceeding, because generally one's own cables in the
lu.stallation were of ample size for one's work.
Mr. R. ToWxVEND tliought there was a big demand for a

motor of the type described. Had it been better knowr
generally there would have been far more in operation. There
was no doubt there was a field for the .salient-pole machine
in preference to the induction-synchronous type. For small
starting torques—say, for generators or motors which started
n'itli a friction clutch, the synchronous induction motor was
slightly cheaper, anil would give all the starting torque
wanted with as small a starting current, as it would start

with s;jniething like two-thirds full load kVA on the line. It

enabled one to obtain a fairly high exciting voltage—an
advantage, of course.

Regarding the cost of the motor being from 30 to 40 per
cent, higher than that of an induction motor, was that based
upon using an ordinary type of induction motor made into
a synchronous motor'? When making a synchronous induc-
tion motor the right thing was to design the machine. as a

synchronous induction motor and get the best starting torque.
Bigger and open slots could be used, and .so appreciably
reduce the cost of the motor.
Mk. D. S. r.^xTD.N remarked that the power station people

appeared to lie absent. It might be that they had had wind of
the suggestion that the price of a synchronous induction motor
was from '25 to 40 per cent, higher than that of a plain mduc-
tion motor, and did not wish to be in a position to contradict
it. .\a advantage of the induction motor was undoubtedly
that the commutator dealt with direct, and not with alter-

nating current. In the d.c. commutator the troubles had been
an absolute minimum.
Mr. J. Frith said that a rolling mill almost always depended

upon a flywheel, and must have a motor with a large speed
drop. .'\s rolling mills had been spoken of as a particularly
suitable load, the above point should be borne in mind.
Mr. R. G. Kilbtrxi; stated that it had been said that with

a corrected induction iiiotor the power factor lagged as the
load decreased, but liis experience with the Kapp vibrator type
of phase-advancer showed that the power factor did not lag, but
• me had a greater leading power-factor down to about half load,

. ""d in many ca.ses it was above unity down to at least quarter
lond. The phase advancer, when used in conjunction with
the induction motor, greatly increased the overload capacity.
In designing an induction motor for use with a pha.se advancer
would it not lie possible to cheapen the design by using bigger
slots, making it really more of a machine, and correct the
performance « itii the pha.se advancer'.' It seemed to be rather
a disadvantage to have a large number of rectangular con-
ductors per slot in the synchronous induction motor. Some
difficulty might arise in the case of h.p. inverted machines.
With salient'pole machines, when a large starting voltage
wa.s required, it was possible to run a machine not
only up to the synchronous speed, but slightly above it. if

necessary, and by that means reduce the leading cuiTent •«licii

synchronising. Where a lower starting torque was required

—

up to, say, full load, or 1^ times full load—it was possible by
means of one of tho.se machines to make use of a short-
circuited rotor and a direct-current stator. Th.it would apjvar
to get over the difficulty of u.sing inverted inaihincs for h.|i.

work.
Mr. T. B.4XEND.4I,k pointed out that very low power factors
M-ant additional transformers, and at the station very often
Iditional generators. Who was going to pay the capital
i;ir'!cs c f those—the interest on the cost'? How could the

' nchronous induction motor be applied to certain auxiliary
ts in stations? Was there a method of applying the desigii

111 existing motors of the totally-enclosed type, so that they
could be put in the hands of a semi-skilled man?

Ml!. Carr, in reply, gave figures for an average machine,
showing tlKit the machine would inill into .step with m
enormous .slip; it had a tremendous margin in synchronising
power at full load, becau.se it would run with iust about 1 per
cent, slip and could .synchronise up to about 3i per cent. slip.

The French General Electric Co. charged for reactive power
at one-third of the price per kW for active energy: apparently
it was charging according to power factor, but he had no
information on how it metered the leading power factor.
The rotary condenser was a " rotten " machine. With

regard to a highly fluctuating load, one should not design a
inachiue of a lower overload capacity, and allow it to pull out
oT .step. The only case where it might be po.ssible to do so
'vas that where a momentary load came on absolutely for a
tenth or twentieth of a second, when the machine would slip
one pole and no more, otherwise o.scillations would be
generated, and that was undesirable on the line, and usually
undesirnlile on the drive.

Concerning the reduced core loss, that loss was about 70 per
cent, of the loss when the machine was an induction motor.
Further research was in progress with n view to finding out
whv that was so. It was certainly the fact with regard to the
ordinary 3-phase motor. The synchronous induction motor
was first invented by a man named Donaldson, in Sweden, in

1900. In 190'2, the Swedish General Electric Co. patented the
machine in Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United
States, and had manufactured it ever since. In this country
the first experiments were undertaken by the Lancashire

I Dynamo Co., which, in 1906, made a machine and put it

J'forward commercially about a year or two later. The author's
/firm, the Briti.sh Westinghoiise, started to make them about
JJDII. Since the Armistice other British linns had taken them
lup, and also Continental firms. In America nothing liad

[been done with regard to synchronous induction motors.
.\s regarded iiibliography, most of the references in the I'ress
ere not worth referring to. l.ow-sneed machines would in

Jjifuture be made much more largely of tlie synchronous induc-
ttion type. He was not anxious to unduly press the use of
Isynchronous-iuduction motors where they had no business to
Ibe. So far nobody had devised a means of switching in at
ithe right period of the rotor slip. The author was quite
]|coufideut that it could be devi.sed, but it was entirely unneces-
sary, because it would add considerably to the complication
and expense of the switchgear for a thing which practically
did not matter. Damping did not increase the time of commg
into .step; it decrea.sed it if anything. It was not a hypo-
thetical thing at all, but an induction motor effect; good
damping meant very high induction-motor torque and small
slip.

iiegarding whether the cost was based upon an induction
motor altered to form a synchronous, motor, or upon a syn-
chronous induction motor designed as such, as a matter of
fact it was an average of several alternative tenders which
were prepared. Whether an ordinary every-day induction
motor could lje altered into a sychronous induction motor was
all a question of overload capacity. If less output could be
lUowed one could do it ; if not a new rotta- or a new machine
was necessary. There was no reason why a Cascade motor
should not be made into a .synchronous induction motor; and
as regarded the application of synchronous induction motors
to power station auxiliaries, there was no reason why totally-
enclosed mac'hines should not be u.sed.

INDUS I RIAL RESEARCH.

The Quarterly Review of Progress issued by the British Elec-
trical and itllied Industries Research A.ssociation contains a
record of the progress made recently in the several im-
portant researches conducted liy this body. The work of the
As.sociation is carried out by Committees, each dealing with
a different section of the work; the .sections now number
eleven.

Section A (fibrous insulating materials) covers research on
fabrics (untreated and treated), papers, fibres and boards,
varnishes itc. Specifications of the methods to be adopted in
tests standardised for every kind of insulating niateiial. The
clauses covering mechanical tests are now under experimental
proof; but the development of tests lor electric strength has
indicated the desirability of a wider series of tests applicable
to all materials with a fibrous base, and even of a .series of
tests standardised for every kind of insulating material. The
study of untreated papers has yielded results shortly to be
published as a document covering the methods of examina-
tion and the definitions of the materials and terms employed.
Specifications have al.so been drafted for the study of press-
board, vulcanised fibre, varnishboard, Ac, and are under-
gnin^ •\pii imental verification; a full report of these re-
v.Miili. - I- 111 preparation. New work in Section B includes
the luiiuatiun of a committee for research in varnishes; the
co-operation of all having special knowledge of this subject
is invited,

A comprehensive publication has been prepared of the
test methods developed by the Association for the investiga-

tion and iniprovemei;t of composite insulating materials. The
publi<ation includes a complete series of mechanical (c.j/.,

t:)ol wear and chipping tests) and electrical tests, with the
exception of tests for inflammability, flash point, fire resist-

ance, dielectric losses, action of solvents, and surface break-
down. The.se are -still under consideration, but in some cases

the researches have reached the report stage. The Committee
of Section C reports the completion of arrangements for

porcelain research at Manchester University and the National
Physical Laboratory.
The results of the work done by Section D on mica and

luicanite for commutators and condensers will shortly be
available as a report. During this work there was found a

general lack of physical data concerning certain features,

and this has led to the institu,tion of a research on funda-

mental constants, and the examination of the particular

characteristics of certain micas. Arrangements have also

been made for the pubHcation of data obtained by the E.R.C.
The manufacture of micanite is under consideration, and co-

operation is invited from manufacturers and users.

The specification for insulating oils, prepared by Section E,

and already submitted to the B.E.S.A.. has met with sub-

stantial approval, and a final draft is under consideration.

The researches on the electric strenatb and resistivity of in-

sulating oils include the deterioration of oils byl foreign

matter, water, and products of arcing ;
particular interest

is involved in the use of centrifugal apparatus in this research.
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Work still continues on thermal transference, Bpecific and
latent heats, &c. (at the N.P.L.), and on the action of cata-

lysers and the analysis of deposits.

In Section F (conductors) the intermittent and overload
ratings of buried cables continue to receive attention, the
data collected from power-station engineers being included
for analysis. P.ecommendations have been drafted dealing
with the rating of cables used on ships. The research on
overhead lines has progressed as far as deHectiou and per-

formance tests of standard " A " and " H " poles, inserted to

various depths. In this research, tlie records were made with
the aid of a kinema camera, which enabled a detailed examina-
tion of the behaviour of the poles to be made at leisure. This
research is in the report stage, and the tests of long overhead
lines are. being pushed.

Section G (electric control apparatus) deals with the phe-
nomena of switching and arcing, mining switchgear, heavy-
duty fuses, d.c. circuit-breakers, and the resistivity of joints

and contacts. The investigation of the phenomena of switch-
ing and arcing has involved as a preliminary the determina-
tion of the short-circuit characteristics of a large alternator at

Carville power station, the development of devices for pre-

determining the instant at which a circuit is made or broken,
and special apparatus for controlling the power factor and
energy flow. An adjustable switch has been designed and
constructed. Pending the completion of arrangements on
the site of the test, there has been made a critical survey of

all available data on switching and arcing.
The tests on mining switchgear deal chiefly with the pres-

sures developed in closed chambers; satisfactory workshop
tests have been devi.sed. The investigations on heavy-duty
fuses have progressed, with the aid of tests on a large battery
under short circuit conditions, to a point where test methods
can be formulated. It yet remains to test makers' .samples,

of which a complete set has been collected. Preliminary
tests of d.c. circuit breakers have disclosed unexpected diffi-

culties in the determination of the physical constants of shorted
circuits, ^^'hen these have been overcome, it is lioped to

secure the loan of apparatus suitable for large-scale tests,

failing which it will be necessary to fall back upon the special

apparatus built for the researches on switching and arcing.
A close study has been made by the committee of Section K

of the whole question of the production in this country of

.synthetic resins. The scope of this work includes plans for

the supply and production of raw materials, for test methods,
and the collection of samples for tests. A report is expected
shortly.

The activities of Section L, formed to deal with dielectrics

in general, have resulted in an extensive programme of re-

search on dielectric losses to be carried out in co-operation with
the N.P.L. This will commence with observations at low
voltages and at low and audio frequencies, and will later

proceed to the development of test methods for high voltages
and radio frequencies. The experimental work on the thermal
resistivity of dielectrics in ' sheet fonn is proceeding : test

methods for built-up insulation have been developed, and are
to be used in investigating various methods of construction.
The researches on condenser coiTosion and on turbines,

carried out in co-operation with other research as.sociations,
have reached the report stage. The report on the corrosion of

metals is a most valuable resume of several years' investiga-
tions, and should go far to remove much of the gue.ss-work
hitherto inevitable in condenser maintenance and design.

REVIEWS.

Automatic Telephone Systems. Bv William Aitken, M.I.B.E.
A.Am.I.B.E. Pp. xv-l-282: "figs. 208. London: Benn,
Brothers, Ltd. Price 2os. net.

It is a distinct boon to students of telephony, as well as to
telephone engineers them.selves, when the complet-e subject of
automatic telephony is so satisfactorily set forth as it is in
the present volume.
Recognising the intricacies of the various systems now in

vogue, the author has extracted the essential features of each
and presented them in such a way that it would be difficult
to suggest an equally satisfactory alternative method. The
object of the work is, as the author says in his preface, " the
making of this most complex subject intelligible to anyone
having some electrical knowledge, and that, not by writing
down to the learner or giving scrip diagrams for ea<;h feature,
but by rearranging the diagrams, eliminating unnecessary
crossing hues, simplifying the form, and dividing them into
sections where necessary or continuing them .section by section
in such a way as to show the relationship and interconnection
of the system as a whole."
In this and the succeeding volume the whole field of present-

day automatic telephony will have been covered. In addition,
the author keeps the outlook from the inventor's .standpoint
in view by giving particulars of systems which are not well
known, but which it is reasonable to believe may yet come into
use, and one of the aims of the book is to indicate the possible
direction of future development.
The systems described in the prescMit volume are those of

the " Strowger" as represent-ed by the Aiilomatic Electric Co.,
Chicago, and the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co..

Siemens Brothers' system, the Western Electric Co. 'a systems
—rotary and panel, the Relay Automatic Telephone Co.'s
system, and the system of the Coventry Automatic Telephones,
Ltd. The treatment of the whole is such that it would be
difficult to single out any one portion for special commenda-
tion where all is good; but the description of the Western
Electric Co's. panel system—a system which is about to be
tried by the British Post Office in G.P.O. South—may be
selected as typical, and although the author is unable to give
Lomplete circuit diagrams of the Commercial system cu'cuits,

he makes good the deficiency by reproducing the diagrams of
the patent specifications, leaving whatever modifications may
.subsequently be necessary to be dealt with in the second
volmue.

(.lae of r,.f most arresting leatuics of the vvork is the series
of excellent diagrams and illustrations, of which there are no
fewer than 211 interspersed throughout the text, all of which
are drawn to a scale that enables the associated descriptive
matter to be ea.sily followed.

At the end of the volume a glossary is given of standard
terms anil definitions used in automatic telephony, which
has been arrived at by agreement with the American Engi-
neering Standards Committee.—A.E.

liiiHer Iiispectiun and Maintenance. By E. Clayton. Pp. 118;
illustrated. London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Price
2s. 6d. net.

The object of this technical primer is to give the reader a
clear Jnsight into modern practice in the maintenance, over-
haul and inspection of the most usual types of boilers and
accessories met with in steam power plant.

The author does not claim to have treated the subject com-
prehensively, but in the limited space at his disposal he has
clearly set forth the principal features in connection with the
safe, efficient, and economical supervision of boiler-house plant.

Some useful notes are given on types of plant and accessories,

followed by a couple of chapters on Lancashire boilers. The
Lancashire boiler is taken as a fundamental type, and some 15
pages are devoted to remarks on construction and the various
defects which may arise in working, such as wasting, corro-

sion, pitting and gi'ooving, and the probable location of these

troubles. Notes are given on such practical matters as boiler

and flue cleaning, the maintenance of valves and fittings, and
the efficient upkeep of this type of boiler.

The Cornish, Galloway, and i.ther types of internally-fired

boilers are briefly described, and possible defects are touched
uix>n, but the space devoted to other types of cylindrical boilers

such as the dry and wet-back marine patterns is somewhat
scanty, and the lack of illustrations is rather di.sappointing.

The Babcock boiler naturally receives important mention,
and an illustration of the marine type is given on p. 62, whilst

notes on defects likely to arise with this class of boiler are

given in the text. The Woodeson and Stirling types are men-
tioned, and it is refreshing to find that the author believes that

some of the more unconventional designs of water-tube boilers

will be encountered more in the future.

It would be quite interesting if the present monopoly in

water-tube boilers could be effectively countered, and we had
some really progressive designs tried under large scale condi-

tions in this country.
Vertical and other types of small capacity boilers are con-

sidered, and constructional and service defects are touched

upon, whilst an illustration of the well-known Cochran boiler

is included.

Sohie 13 pages are devoted to economisers and superheaters

and much useful information is given by the author with

regard to maintenance. On page 87 the author states that

economiser safety valves should be set to blow-off at about

20 lb. above the nominal blow-off pressure of the boiler, but

whilst this may avoid stresses on the economiser it will

generally result in trouble from valve lifting, and a higher

setting is usually desirable even where centrifugal type feed

pumps are installed. Steel tube economisers are touched

upon, and their liability to excessive internal corrosion and

external wasting is rightly emph.isised.

Finally a chapter is devoted to the supervision and mainten-

ance of miscellaneous equipment in the boiler house, and the

numerous points which demand attention from time to time

are brieflv dealt with in the limited space of some 16 pages.

The book is lucidly written and the author has been careful

to avoid advanced technical terms, so that the handbook can

be confidently recommended to students, mechanics, and others

connected with the operation and maintenance of boiler pla,nt.

although the value of n work on such a practical subject would

probably have been enhanced by the inclusion of further illu.s-

trations".—L. M. .1.

The Book of the Ford Electrical Epnipment. By R. T. NiCHOi^

SON, M.A. Pp. 148; figs. 84. London : Temple Press, Ltd.

Price 3s. net.

The invsent-dnv model of the univer.sal Ford car includes

an electrical starting and lighting outfit on what may now be

called stnndnrd lines. Tliat is to say, it is a two-unit systoni.

the generator being driven by skew gearing from the timing

wheel, and having its output controlled by the well-known

third-brush method, while the starting motor is connected
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to the engine when required by the ingenious Bendix pinion.

CuriouBly enough the special fly-wheel magneto is still re-

tained for ignition, and for the horn. The book under review

is intended as a practical guide for the average Ford owner
with a non-electrical mind to the new lighting and startmg
system, which incidently supplies current to the ignition

system for starting. Since the fly-wheel magneto is retained

and intended to be used for general running, we think that

the description and instructions concerning it should have
certainly been included in the present book, purporting to

deal with the Ford electrical equipment, in place of this,

whenever the magneto is mentioned, the author refers us to

his " Book of the Ford." Having had this one grumble, we
may pass on to say that on the whole the book, which is in

effect a magnified instruction book on this one system, ful-

fils its purpose renmrkalily well. The author evidently knows
his subject thoroughly, as we might expect from one who has
written two other Ford handbooks.
Illustrations are freely supphed and are clear, with the ex-

ception of the frontispiece, a point that should be noticed

in subsequent editions. A particularly good diagram is given

on page '27 to illustrate the function of an induction

coil, BO difficult to explain to a non-technical reader in a few
words. Another good feature is the provision of separate

diagrams of each circuit in the chapters dealing with trouble-

finding, towards the end of the book. Also, it is pleasing to

observe that the author condemns the use of the word " com-
mutator " for the revolving switch used on the Ford to distri-

bute the l.p. current to the four induction coils. He substitutes

the word " timer," reserving the word " commutator " for its

correct application in connection with the generator and the

motor.
The book is divided into 18 chapters, some, however, being

so short as hardly to deserve the title, the first chapter for

example consisting of one page and others of two or three

pages only. The first half of the book consists of a few very
elementary facts about electrical principles, followed by full

practical instructions about how to use and maintain the ap-

paratus on the Ford car. This part is very well done, and
from it the average owner of a new Ford will obtain

all the information he is ever likely to require. Then follow

several chapters on tracing certain catalogued troubles by
means of definite .steps lettered from AA to FG. Possibly

these may be u.seful, hut troubles when they occur generally

seem to have a way of keeping outside the proper list, and
following the tabulated steps often seems more difficult than
finding the actual fault, in the present writer's opinion at

least.

The superhuman task is then attempted of trying to explain

in non-technical terms the complete theory of a dynamo and
a motor (including third-brush output regulation) all in the
space of two veiy short " chapters." The result is as satisfac-

tory as could be expected, though the slip on p. 142, of des-

cribing the field coils of the series wound motor as shunt coils,

Bhonld have been avoided.
Some of the definitions aic rather loose, and the fjrammar

is not always above reproach. For example, p. 72 " Electri-

city can always be tnisted to sort itself out. It does not get
tangled up in itself "

; p. 12S " the point of which always turns
to the north (or so near the north as does not matter) "

: p. 141
" This will seem a very crude statement of the facts, but there
is really all there is in them." A peculiarity of the book is

the continuous use of words and phrases in inverted commas.
The repetition of »ii'"h slang as " any old conductor," " any
old stuff," rather gets on the reader's nerves after a time. As
a whole the book is sound and practical and will undoubtedly
be of great use to the large army of Ford owners.

F. H. H.

EUetrical Installation Work, 1921. By J. H. Havelock,
A.M.I.B.B. Pp. viii-f366;figs. 120. Second edition, Lon-
don : Crosby Lockwood ife Son. Price 15s. net.

In issuing a second edition of this book, Mr. Havelock has
done scarcely anj'thing but re-print the first and as there wer«(
many points that miuiit have been improved: parts that might
have been rondciisi'ii and omitted ; and also questions that,

tHough of great importance, were scarcely dealt with at all,

this means the loss of an opportunity for considerably improv-
ing the book.

Once elementary points of theory have been considered, the
principal subject for a book justifying the title of this ond
would seem to be a detailed description of the various wiring
systems and a critical examination of each to explain its

merits and de-merits. All this is, however, scarcely touched
on. There is a single tabulated statement, occupying one page,
in which the various wiring systems are scheduled with ex-
tremely brief remarks about each, but this, of course,' does not
meet the case at all adequately. On the other hand there are
six pages of description of C.T.9. wiring (apparently supplied
by the makers of the material). This is hardly a reasonable
proportion. One mjght assume that Mr. Havelock thinks this
to be the only system worth real consideration, but this ifl

probably not the case.

On the (ither hand, nearly a quarter of the book is occupied
by a reprint of wiring rules, tables of logarithms, nnd such
like material which, though suitable for a " pocket hook," is

out of place in a text book. The information can be obtainedi
much more cheaply in other forms.

Apart from the description of C.T.S. wuring, which is new to

this edition, there is no real alteration from the first edition.

As before the illustrations are clear and have the great merit,

for the most part, of having been specially prepared and not

simply copied from a manufacturer's catalogue. Possibly,

however, some of this space might have been used to better

advantage as full and half page illustrations of wall plugs,

tumbler switches, and so on are not really necessary.

The best part of the book is that dealing with the practical

work. This is well written and should be of considerable

value. If the rest of the book were remodelled to correspond,

it would be a valuable text book on the subject with which

it claims to deal.

The Theory of the Induction Coil. By E. TAyLOR-JoNES,

D.Sc, F.Inst.P. Pp. 214. London, 1921: Su" Isaac Pit-

man & Sons, Ltd. Price 12s. 6d net.

A perusal of the openmg chapter of this book makes it

evident the author is one who has made the induction coil

and its theory a hobby. The introductory chapter opens with

a well-written historical account of induction-coil development

since Faraday's discovery of induction in 1831. The remain-

der of this chapter gives the normal description of induction

coils and interruptors and a more original summary of theories

on the action of the coil. The second chapter defines primary,

secondary, and mutual induction and coupling, and then gives

the solution of the differential equations for the oscillation

transformer, a detailed solution by the Drude method being

given in the appendix. This is followed by a simpler theory,

in which resistances are neglected. Capacity-potential curves

are next dealt with at great length. Chapter V deals with

the wave form of the secondary potential and, incidentally the

construction and detailed mathematical theory of an electro-

static oscillograph of the author's construction is given, and

this instrument should find application to other purposes than

those of the author. Further chapters deal with variation m
coupling and the determination of the physical constants of

the induction coil, and this, together with the chapter on

optknum secondary capacity, measurement of secondary

capacity and the maximum prunary potential are possibly

the most practical portion of the book. Concluding chapters

deal with the discharge, the secondary potential at " make,

the Tesla coil, and the high-pressure magneto. Appendices

deal at length with the mathematical treatment of various

problems abbreviated in the text.
, . , , ,

Undoubtedly the present book fills the gap which has long

been present in induction-coil hterature. and it is to be

regretted that the author has not treated the matter more from

the point of view of coil design, rather than as a purely

physical problem. .-•*„
The treatment from the pomt of view of the physicist is

exceUent, and to the physicist it should be of value. Other-

wise one might say the only practical interest m induction

coils at the present is in connection with wireless telegraphy

and X-ray workmg. As regards the former, the present-day

tendencv'to work the wireless . installation from an accumu-

lator ba'tterv instead of the vessel's mams, tends to make

coil excitation for emergency purposes obsolete, and doubtless

the small valve transmitter will eventually entirely displace

the present-dav emergency induction coil set.
,, j «

As regards X-ray work, whilst the transformer method of

excitation of the tube appeals more to the engineer there is

no doubt that many workers have a preference for the induc-

tion coil and, as is well known and has recently been shown

bv experiments bv H. Behnken, the method of mduction-coU

excitation has definite quantitative advantages. Hence the

theory of the coil is likely to still be of considerable practical

importance, and this book can be thoroughly recommended

both to the pure physicist and to all those engaged m induc-

tion-coil design for electro-medical and other purposes.—B.

Leggett.

Memorial.—A memorial tablet has recently been erected

in an imposing position on the wall of the mam entrance to

"lie offices of the St. James' & Pall Mall Electric Light Co

Carnaby Street, Golden Square, W.l. The tablet is of

Carrara marble mounted on a dove-coloured marble base—

with blue lettering—and is erected in grateful remembrance

of 21 employes of the St. James' Co. and four employes of its

ally-the Central Electric Supply Co.—who fell m the w-orld

war The memorial was unveiled on Tuesday, January i4tti

—in the presence of a large number of employes—by tne

chairman of the St. James' and Central Companies (Mr

Walter Leaf) who in fitting terms referred to the honour and

reverence in which the 25 men whose names are recorded on

the tablet are held bv the directors and employes, and saad

that the memorial would stand for all time as a monument

of gratitude and appreciation. The tablet was designed and

erected by Messrs. John Underwood & Sons, of Baker btreet,

W.l.

Mme. Curie and the Academie de Medecine.—By a sub-

stantial majority the Academie de Medecine. on January

24th agreed to the inclusion of the name of Mme. Curie in

the list of candidates for the vacant seat. It is now uncertain

whether Mme. Curie, having secured the right of candidature,

will consent to stand for election, but if she does her accept-

ance is con.sidered very probable.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET FUBU8HBD,)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sefton-Jones, O'Dbll and
Stephens, Chartered Patent Agei i5, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1,

1,320. " Ignition systems of inttrnal-combustion engines." R. W. H. Fox
and C. E. James. Januarv 16th.

1,3-J6. • Wireless navigation appar.Ttus." G. P. Grenfell and J. Robinson.
Jai.uarj 16lh.

1,337. " Telephonic apparatus and inslallations." C. B. Wardman. Janu-
ary 16th.

1,339. " Means for audibly signalling upon sounds being reproduced in a

telephone receiver." F. W. Hampshire. January 16th.

1,345. " Electrical rheumatic spring foot support." L. Ebelman, F. E.
Pratt, and C. Saunders. January 16th

1,336. " Insulating sheet materials." Metropoli(.Tn-\'ickcrs Electrical Co.,
Ltd. January 16th. (United States, Januarv 2Bth, ltl21.j

1.358. " V'ibratory device for sound signa'ls, &c." H. Baron (Signal Ges.).
January 16th.

1.359. " Determining depth of the sea." H. Baron (Signal Ges.). Januarv
16th.

1.360. ".Automatic telephone systems." T. Lenaghan. Januarv 16th.

1.363. " Gasfilled electric discharge tubes." .\aamlooze Vennoolschap
Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken. January 16th. (Holland. February 10th, 1931.)

1.364. " Commutators or current distributors of electric ignition systems."

J. H. Runbaken and W. Torrance. January 16th.

1,381. " Combined electric lampholder and switch for vehicle lamps." A. H.
Hunt. January 16th.

1,392. " .Automatic switches for control of electrical current." V. A.
Keller. January 17th.

1,394. " Portable electrical apparatus for attachment to domestic baths."
W. .M. Edwards. January 17th.

1,422. "Telephone register." W. .M. E. Rvan and J. C. Rvan. January
17lh.

1,432. " Combination of dynamo-electric machines to maintain constant
load on water wheels, turbines, &c." Drake & Gorham, Ltd., and A. H. St.

C. Watson. January 17th.

1,435. " Electro magnetic clutches." J. \V. Hall. Januarv 17th.
1.438. " Electrical inductances." C.E.Wheeler. January' 17th.

1,442. " Variable electric condensers." W J. Hinkley. January 17th.
1.458. " Control of electric motors." E. A. Binnev and Metropolilan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. January 17th.

1.459. " Air connections (or electro-magneticallv actuated valves." J. P.
Can.pbell and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and N. E. North.
January 17th.

1.460. " Electric switchgear." W. A. Coates and Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Ck)., Ltd. January 17th.

1.461. " Electric switchgear." W. A. Coates and Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd. January 17th.

1,463, " Wireless signalling systems." R. Hansen. January Ifth.

1,476. " Electric lamps to be carried on the person." G. Oldham and J.
Oldham. Januarv 17th.

1.481. " Electric organ actions." H. S. Jones and T. H. S. Jones. Janu-
ary 17th.

1.487. " Electro-plating apparatus." W. H. .Anderson. January 17th.

1.488. *' Electrical commutator machines." Siemens Schuckerlwerke.
January 17th. ((Germany, Januarv 17th, 1920.)

1.494. " Hot wire microphones." E. T. Paris and W. S. Tucker. January
17tll.

l.rm. " Electric alarm signals, ic." J. R. West. January 17lh.

1,504. " Electric candle lamps." O. T. Banks. January 17th.

1,506. " Incandescent electric lamps." S. L. Price. January 17th.

1.509. " Methods of eliminating currents in lead sheathings of electric

cables." A. M. Taylor. January 18th.

1,512. " Device for preventing theft of electrically-propelled vehicles." G.
S. Hynes. January 18th.

1.568. " Wireless telegraphy, S.C." Radio Communication Co., Ltd., and
J. Scott-Taggart. January 18th.

1,574. " Photographic sound recording and light telephony." H. G.
Matthews. Januarv 18th.

1.583. " High-frequency telephony." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphie.
January 18th. (Germanyi February 11th. 1921.)

1.584. " Receiving arrangements Jor submarine sound." H. Baron (Signal
Ges.). January 18th.

1,592. "Apparatus for determining dielectric strength." .A. W. Empson.
January 18th.

1,599. " Automatic maximum and minimum current circuit br.-akers." V.
Martinetto. January 18th. (Italy, March, 15th, 1921.)

1.609. " Bulb and' reflector fittings of electric lanterns. &c." F. W.
Thorpe and Veritvs, Ltd. Januarv 19th.

1.610. " Electrii fuse bos." E.'A. Claremont and G. H. Scholis. Januarv
19th.

1.611. "Thermal switches or automatic cut-outs for incandescent electric

lamps." F. H. Eeles. January 19th.

1,621. "Electrical signalling' devices." F. C. Tipping. Januarv 19lh.

1,628, " Signal transmitting device for wireless, flashlight, and land-line
systems of telegraphy." E. J. Quinn. Januarv 19th.
'1,648. "Spring contacts for electric switches, fuse holders, S:c." A. C.
Smith. January 19th.

1.651. " Electric fuses, cut-outs. &c." Siemens Bros. &: Co.. Ltd., and
H. G. Wood. Januarv 19th.

1.655. " Electric lighting on motor vehicles." W. T. Wilkinson and R.
Tilley. January 19th.

1.656. " Message pads for telephones, &c." H. O. Ouinn. Januarv 19th.

1,661. "Electric ship propulsion systems." J. P. Campbell and 'Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd , and L. Miller. January 19th.

1,666. "Electric relays, &c." W. S. Graff Baker. January 19th.

1.677- " Electric horns, Sc." W. Seek. Januarv 19th.
1.696. "Phonometer." C. J. G. Wood. January' 19th.
1,700. " Dimming switches." A. T. Padmore. January 19tb.

1,707. " Electrically-operated trucks." H. J. Carey. Januarv 20th.
1.714. " Fault localisation for underground electric cables." Callender"s

Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., and C. W. Kay. January 20th.
1.717. "Suspension chains for electric light fittings," G. Brookes and

Brookes, Ward & Co., Ltd. January 20th.
1.730. "Electric projector lamps 'for advertising, &c." W. Bucklow and

L H. Montague. January 20th.
1,739. " Electric heaters for incubators, &c." A. Wilson. Januarv 20th.
1.756. " Electro-magnetic clutches." J W. Hall. January 20th.
1.757. " Motor-car head lamps, &c." J. S. Couldrey. Januarv 20th.
1,762. " Electro-mechanical relays." A. E. Mills and K. S. Mills. Janu-

arv 20th.

i,763. " Electric accumulators, &c." W, S. Jeal and M. Payne. Januarv
20th

1.769. "' Potential transformers and fuses used therewith." W'. A. Coates,
D. R. Davies, and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. January 20lh.

1.770. " Electric protective relay apparatus." Metropolitan-Vickers' Elec-
trical Co.. Ltd. Januarv 20th. (United States. Januarv 20th, 1921.)

1.784. " Mounting commutators of electric machines." Siemens Schuckert-
werke. Januarv 20th. (Germany, January 20th. 1921.)

1.785. "Electric switching devices." J F. Monnot. Januarv 20th.
1.790. " Systems for producing oscillating currents." British Thomson-

Houston Co.', Ltd January 20tn. (United States, May ISth, 1921.)
1.791. " Leadin,i-in wires." British Jhomson-Houstoif Co., Ltd. (Genera!

Electric Co.). Januarv 20th.
1.792. "Electron devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. January

20tli. (United States, August 29th, 1921.)

1.793. " Electron discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Janu.--. 2ftth. (United States, July 1st, 1921.)

1,834.

January
1,838.

January
1,840.

I. H. Pi

1,847.

1,848.

1,862.

meters.
Januar>

1,878.

1,880.

electric

1,891,

1,897.

21si

Machines for making coils of insulated, &c., wire." J. F. Sutton.

ils for wireless telegraphy, &c." J. F. Sutton.

E. J. Ball and!

Inductan
21st.
" Electro-magnetic hammers for bells, &x

irsons. January 21st.
" Incandescent electric lamp holder." H. W, Rush. January 2l6t.
" Radio, &c., telegraphy." E. Pollock. January 21st.
" Telephone systems." s'iemens and Halske .Akt. Ges. January 21st.

ly. January 21st, 1921.)
" Electric accumulators." H. Leitner. January 21st.
" Electro-pneumatic relays and sustaining devices therelor." J. H.

1. January 21st.
" Electromotive apparatus for track circuit relays or electricity

]

' A. E. Angold and F. L. Castle and (jeneral Electric C^., Ltd,
21st.
" Electric switches." E. G. Harcourt. January 21st.
" Power-factor measuring or indicating instruments for alternating

currents." Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd., S. James. January 21st.
" Electric control switch." O. S. Corbett. January 21sl.
" Spark intensifiers." J. Froeticher. January 21st.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specification* will be
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

vehicles." A. R. AnguA-

P. Mei Ju

13,467. " Electric control of railway tr

Ju,^ 10th, la20. (173,531.)

X920.
17.321. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion cngi

25th, 1320. (1(3,535.)

IV,334. "Asynchronous electric motors." Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges.
March 30th, lal6. (146,175.)

17,335. " Asynchronous electric motors." Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges.
January 12lh, 1917. (.Addition to 146,175.) (146,176.)

17,j6a. ".Asynchronous electric motors." Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges.
March 30th, 1916. (146,242.)

18.810. " Electric ignition plugs." Michigan Spark Plug Co. January 31st-
1919. (173,5'30.)

18,991. " Electric discharge apparatus." F. Schroter. January 23rd, 1918.
(147,037.)

20,034. "Electron discharge apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co.
Ltd. October 28th, 1915. (118,132.)

20,236. " Method of tuning direct-coupled transmitting apparatus for wire-
less telegraphy." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. and Dr. S, Loewe. September 18lh,
1915. (148,322.)

21,725. " Automatic switch which js particularly suitable for electric hoists,"
A Satterthwaite. July 20th, 1920. (17.1549.)

22,013. " Sound producing devices." H. A. Gaydon and Creed & Co., Ltd,
July 22nd, 1920, (173,551.)

23,103. " Induction motors." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). August 5th, 1920. (173,556.)

24,690. " Anti-parasitic selecting and receiving system for telegraphy and
telephony with or without wires." L. Levy. August 25th, 1919. (Addition to
133,306.) (150,352.)

25,426. " (^instruction of thermionic valves as used in wireless signalling
systems." J. Scott-Taggart and G. G. Farley. September 3rd, 1920. (173,568!)

26,994. " Process (or removing gas residues and for purifying inert gases
in electric vacuum tubes, incandescent 'amps, and the like." Ur. G. Hoist,
Dr, E. Ooslerhuis, and NaamJooze Vennootschap Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken.
September 23rd, 1919. (151,611.)

.i8.090. " Electric inductance apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Ltd. (General Electric Co.). October 4th, 1920. (173,606.)

28,213. " Resistance switches for controlling the intensity of electric cur-
rents." J. Waikinson. October 5th, 1920. (Cognate application 2,112/21.)
(173,613.)

28,599. " Circuit controlling apparatus suitable for use in wireless tele-

and Creed &
28.673. " Sounding apparatus lor

October 11th, 1919. (152.333.)

28,717. '* Power generating units for locomotive headlights." H. E. Elnxl
and B. B. Lacy. October 11th, 19-20. (173,625.)

29,088. " Electric starters for internal-combustion engines." A. H. Midgley
and C. A. Vandervell S: Co., Ltd. October 14th, 1920. (173,629.)

29,335. "Telephone systems." Automatic 'Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., P. Webster, and R. Mercer. October 18th, 19'20. (173,633.)

2'J,461. " Portable electric lamps." W. H. Shannon. October 19th, 1920-
(173,638.)

29,707. "Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltl., and J. Savin. October 21st, 1920. (173,641.)

29,731. " Measured service telephone systems." Automatic Telephone
.Manufacturing Co., Ltd. December 13th, 1919. (155,568.)

29.811. " Distributors for high-tension ignition apparatus." E. A. Watson
and M.-L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd. October 21st, 19'20. (173.643.)

30,121. " Electric relays." McKenzie Holland & Westinghouse Power
Signal Co.. Ltd., and W. A. Pearce. October 'iSth, WM. (173,648.)

30,156. "Magnetic circuit of electrical motors and dynamos." H. Robinson,
October 25th, 1920. (173.649.)

30,5'28. " Moisture indicators." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(G<neral Electric Co.). October 28th, 19-20. (173,653.)

30,985. " Thermally controlled circuit interrupters." Igranic Electric Co.,.

Ltd. (Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co.). November 2nd. 1920. (173,657.)

31,180. " Electrical heating units." H. Cheshire and V. Summerhayes.
November 4th. 19-20. (173,660.)

31,225. " Self-acting locking lampholder for incandescent electric Iamp»
when same are inserted." A. J. Barker. November 4th, 1920. (173,661.)

32,003. " Trolley heads for electrically-propelled vehices." R. J. Danson,
Ntvember 12th, 1920. (173,669.)

32,247. " Galvanic batteries." O. Oldham, G. Oldham, and J, Oldham.
November 15th, 1920. (173,671.)

32,937. " Spark plug." A. A. Thornton (Ignition Co. of America). Novem-
ber 22nd, 1920. (173,674.)

34,560. '* Method of controlling continuous current motors," Oesterreichiscbe
Siemens Schuckertwerke. January 29th, 1916. (Divided application on
143,589, addition to 145,589.) (154,936.)

laax.
1,243. " Electric connecting plugs." O. Stalhanc and O. O. Kring, No-

vember 27th, 1918. (157.331.)

4,055. " Portable accumulators." J. W. Cook. February Srd, 1981.

(173,442.)

7,276. " Electric blasting fuses." A. L. Oliver March 7th, 1921. a73,4a),)
11,446. " Control of electrically-operated fluid compressors." Westinghouse

Brake and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd. August 31st, 19'JO. (168,583.)

16,.'>04. ** .Air removing apparatus adapted for use with mercury vapour
rectifiers, and like devices operating with a permanent high vacuum.*^
Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges. June 15th, 19-30. (164,756.)

20,287. " Ejectors of the inward flow radial type." Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd. September 29th, 1920. (169,(i83.)

23,245. " Condensate ejectors." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., LM.
October 22nd, 19-20. (170,558.)

23,349. " Electric apparatus for the permanent waving of the hair." G.
Boudou. March 26lh. 1920. (Divided application on 190746.) (168,600.)
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THE NECESSITY FOE SCIENTIFIC

COSTING.

Cost accountancy is a subject which, ten years ago, was

practically unknown to the general public and by no

means so well known as it should have b^en in industrial

circles. For many years cost and works accountants

exercised their functions in obscure corners of large

industrial concerns, and their aims, aspirations, and

achievements were rarely understood or appreciated by

the busy world around them. With the advent of the

war, however, came the urgent need for securing from

all available sources the maximum output of war material

at a minimum of cost. Business men recognised the

necessity for scientific costing as a means to an end, and

the application of approved costing methods to produc-

tion on a national scale enabled the Government to

obtain adequate supplies for carrying on the war.

Accordingly, scientific costing was welcomed as a new

discovery, but the chaotic conditions following the war

had the effect, perhaps, of retarding its progress tempo-

rarily. There came a time, however, when business men

realised that the artificial prosperity which existed was

leading the country to ruin, and with that realisation

came an even greater need for the most stringent

et^onomy, which could only be brought about by the

practical application of scientific costing methods.

Some three years ago the Institute of Cost ajid Works

Accountants was formed, with a view to bringing about

proper organisation of the cost and works accountancy

profession, and in that there is no doubt that it has

succeeded. It has held a great number of meetings, both

in London and in the provinces, at which the various

aspects of costing have been discussed, and the fact that

some of our most eminent industrialists have attended

these meetings is evidence of the esteem in which the

body is held.

On February 3rd a conference was held at the Holborn

Restaurant, London, when scientific costing was dis-

cussed, the chair being occupied by Lord Weir of East-

wood, whilst Mr. H. Mensforth, Director-General of

Government Factories, also delivered an interesting

address. After attending that conference, one could

not but be struck by the immense possibilities which

are open to the efficient cost accountant. The chief aims

of a costing scheme are the determination of true cost,

the provision of a reliable basis for estimates; control

of stocks and work in progress; valuation of work in

progress and semi-finished products; and provision of

statistical information for the guidance of the manage-

ment. This last covers a very wide and valuable field,

and includes periodical comparisons of costs, by which

items of undue expenditure can be located, comparative

costs of different methods, determination of future manu-

facturing policy, and general statistics. As one speaker

[181]
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at the eoni'«i'eiiL'K aptly detined him, the cost accountant

must be the index linger, to point out items of cost which
are unduly high, in order to enable the management
of a factory to apply the axe, an instrument with which
we are all extremely familiar of late, although not with
the application of it in high places. The cost account-

ant can only diagnose a complaint; he cannot medicate

it.

Although cost accountancy cannot be regarded as in

its infancy, there are still many matters which will have
to be rery thoroughly investigated before the fullest

use can be got out of it. For instance, standardisation

is a subject which is occupying the attention of many
people, both inside and outside the profession, at the

moment. It goes without saying, of course, that in the

adoption of a costing system regard must be had to the

conditions, the output, and the nature of the articles

jjroduced in a given factory. Every manufacturer
looks upon his particular business as one possessing

peculiarities : this is correct to an extent, but there

should be no difficulty in standardisation, at least, so far

as particular industries are concerned. In some indus-

tries it is necessary to standardise in order to secure

uniformity of prices amongst thousands of businesses,

many of which are comparatively small. Other indus-

tries, producing lines which can be specified exactly,

may fix selling prices in committee for the whole trade,

and standardisation for such an industry should proceed

along the lines of definition of terms, classification of

expenses, application of agreed principles, and the adop-
tion of uniform methods. Whatever scheme is adopted
by any particular industry, however, it must be adapt-

able and flexible. It has been suggested that schemes
should be evolved by the masters' federations of particu-

lar industries, for use in those industries, and in at

least one industry such a sohegie has been evolved, and
adopted by many, with a good deal of success.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in con-

nection with the correct allocation of on-costs, or over-

head charges. Many and varied are the methods
adopted. Labour costs and costs of materials in the

production of an article are more or less easy to arrive

at, but the amount which has to be added in respect of

rent, rate§, taxes, floor space occupied, &o., is a matter
on which widely divergent views exist, and here, again,

the peculiar conditions of particular industries, and
factories, play an all-important part. The matter,
however, is exercising the minds of members of the In-

stitute of Cost and Works Accountants, and although it

might perhaps be folly to expect any considerable degree
of standardisation in this respect, yet rules of some sort

for the guidance of cost accountants are necessary.

From the point of view of the management of a fac-

tory, however, as was pointed out by Lord Weir, it is

necessary to avoid the tendency for cost accountancy to
become unduly academic in its spirit and in its practice.
A busy manufacturer must have his figures presented to

him in a manner in which they can be properly assimi-
lated. What is perhaps simple to a trained accountant,
familiar as he is with figures, is not necessarily under-
standable by a man at the head of a business, who
merely wants to find out quickly what his expenses are,
in order that he may decrease them if they are unduly
high. Again, much has to be done in the direction of
educating both the workman and the employer into the
value and the meaning of a costing system. If a work-
man can be made to understand that production on the
most economical lines is going to affect his wages, then
we may look forward to a greater degree of co-operation
than exists at present. The conservatism of the em-
ployer can also be overcome by education. In this
connection it is interesting to call attention to allega-
tions made last week, before a committee under the
Safeguardinp; of Industries Act. that British manufac-
turers of aluminium hollow-ware do not cost their pro-
ducts efficiently, whereas on the Continent manufac-
turers are very thorough in their costing methods. One
witness said that he had visited factories in this country,
and had never seen an efficient costing department. It

should be pointed out that the allegations came from im-

porters of foreign goods, but it is obvious, from the

speeches made at the conference, that those allegations

are not strictly in accordance with fact. There are some,

of course, who are not paying sufficient attention to the

thorough costing of the articles thej" produce, but such

a sweeping statement as that made by the importers in

question surely cannot be justified. A very good answer

is that British manufacturers are not likely to take a

gentleman, known to be an importer, into their confi-

dence as regards their costing methods. The Institute

of Cost and Works Accountants has a long and arduous
task before it. It is making every effort to raise the

status of the cost and works accountant, and as an in-

dication of the verj' high standard of merit demanded
by the Council from candidates for admission, the

records show that about 60 per cent, of the applications

received since its incorporation have been rejected.

A VEKY unfortunate corollary to the

The Wimbledon dispute between the E.P.E.A. and the

Case. Wimbledon Council was the appearance
in the week-end Press of a statement

that if the E.P.E.A. did not get what it wanted by
peaceful means, there was stiU a way open to get it by
withdrawing its members in London, or possibly all over

the country. That the E.P.E.A. Executive had no hand
in the publication of such a pseudo-threat is authorita-

tively stated, and this might almost have been assumed,

for the E.P.E.A. itself would suffer from such an
announcement, and whoever started the rumour has done
the Association a very' ill service. A strike threat can
only be defended as a last resource when absolutely vital

issues are at stake, and when there is no possibility of

settling the dispute by peaceful means, and even then it

can only be legitimately directed against the people

concerned. We accept the Association's repudiation of

the alleged threat the more readily seeing that it is a

cardinal feature of the policy of the Executive to exhaust

all possible means of negotiation and arbitration befoi-e

resorting to extreme measures; as we stated in our last

issue, the Association took up the matter with the

Ministry of Labour with a view to the initiation of an

official inquiry, but its efforts appear to have been un-

successful ; on the other hand, it is reported that an
attempt is being made to have a "town's meeting"
called to discuss the action of the Council.

From the report of the meeting of the Wimbledon
Borough Council on January 31st in the Wimbhdon
Borough News, we learn that the decision to dismiss Mr.

Lee was carried by sixteen votes to six ; the members of

the minority for three hours " did their utmost to ex-

tract from the committee their reasons for this drastic

action, and implored the Council to at least give Mr.
Lee a chance of defending himself, but their efforts were

met all along tlie line with stony silence." Councillor

Foster, who had spent the last year on the Electricity

Committee, declared that that Committee did all that

was humanly possible " to make Mr. Lee's life a ' hell.'

In his opinion the whole business was an ex-

pression of personal spleen and bias." Councillor Bel-

lingham said " a grave injustice was going to be per-

petrated on an official who had served the town for 22

}ears." Endeavours were made to have & committee
of inquiry appointed, but without avail ; every amend-
ment was voted down by a mechanical majority.

Without prejudging the matter, we cannot think that

this is a satisfactory method of dealing with the ques-

tion, whicli is of supreme importance to one of the lead-

ing officials of the town. We sympathise with the

councillors who did their utmost to secure for Mr. Lee

an opportunity to know and meet the charjres made
nsrainst him, the most elementary claim of British

justice. Mr. Lee liimself has asked for an inquiry, and
in the best interests of pure and wholesome municipal
jrovernment the facts ousrht to be made public.
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Elsewhere in this issue we give some
Moving particulars of a competition opened by

Platforms. the City of Paris for the best design of

a moving platform for use in subways,

for the transport of passengers. Such platforms were

first devised by a French engineer named Henard, and

it was proposed that one should be installed at the Paris

Exhibition of 18)i9, but the first realisation of the idea

was at the Chicago Exhibition of lt<9.3 by Messrs. Gilsbee

and Schmidt, who used two platforms, moving respec-

tively at four and eight kilometres per hour.

For the benefit of readers who are not acquainted

with the system, we may say in brief that the platform

consists of a series of flat sections some 10 ft. in length,

mounted on a continuous rail which passes over sta-

tionary wheels; the latter are kept in rotation by elec-

tric motors, thus propelling the platform, the sections

ot which are connected end to end throughout the whole

route, which necessarily forms a closed circuit. One
can step off the station platform on to a platform mov-
ing at five km. per hour, and from this on to a second

platform running at ten km., and so on; and it is

possit)le to install short local platforms at the stations

running at five and ten km., which enable passengers to

l>oard the main platform running at fifteen km. per

hour (about 9J m.p.h.). A " rolling platform " was

used at the Berlin Exhibition of 1896, but the largest

and longest example was that at the Paris Exhibition

of 1900, covering a distance of 3,500 metres, with twelve

stations*. The last had two paths moving respectively

at four and eight km. per hour, and was exceedingly

well patronised.

Mr. W. Yorath Lewis proposed that a similar system

should lie adopted for the London underground rail-

ways, and developed his scheme to an advanced stage of

detail : he read papers on the subject before engineering

societies some years before the war.

Whilst such devices are of proved value at exhibitions,

we doubt very much whether they could be made suitable

for continuous use on a large scale. Numerous objec-

tions at once come to mind, not least of which is the

system of boarding a platform which never stops ; the

provision of seats presents a difficulty, the whole length

of the tunnel would have to be brightly illuminated, a

hitch at any point stops the whole circuit—and so on.

Nevertheless, the engineers advising the Prefecture of

the Seine are apparently giving serious consideration to

the subject, and it will be interesting to see what is the

outcome of the competition.

of alternating-current plant; it is the company's claim

that it carried out the first large installation on the

three-phase system in this country, and now it has the

satisfaction of making its debut in connection with rail-

way electrification by securing the first home contract

for a.c. main-line equipment. 'And lastly, the placing

of the contract further strengthens the opinion that our
industries have passed through the worst of the
' slump " and are steadily getting into motion on the

up grade. Although the G.E. Co.'s extensive engineer-

ing works at Witton, of which we shall have more to

say next week, have been far from idle during recent

months, there is ample scope for a largely increased out-

put and for the employment of many more men. This
will be a boon to Birmingham, which has suffered more
severely than many other towns during the period of

trade depression.

In tendering our congratulations to the company, we
may add that this is the third of the important railway

contracts that have recently been placed in this country.

There are still many other big projects in the air, and
we hope that a large proportion of the employment
which they represent will be secured to British work-
men.

Discussions have been overheard in

The D.O.T. certain conunercial circles regarding
the possibility of placing the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade on a direct revenue-earning

basis by making a charge for the information which it

supplies. One would have thought that the impractic-

ability of this suggestion had been amply demonstrated
on the former occasions when it was brought for-

ward. The information collected and disseminated by
the Overseas Trade Department is already paid for by
business men through the taxes. The service is main-
tained at the expense of all, and should be kept open for

the use of all, which would not be the case if a charge
were made to those who availed themselves of it. It

would not be found feasible to run the Department on

the lines of an association existing for the benefit solely

of its subscribers. If then it were proposed to make it

self-supporting on the piece-work sj'stem, who would
gauge the money value of any particular investigation

or piece of information ? Such a system would intro-

duce a very disturbing element into a service which has
always been unequalled for its strict impartiality and
integrity.

The news that the first contract for

The the further electrification of the
" Brighton " London, Brighton <fe South Coast Rail-

Contract, way has been placed with the General
Electric Co., Ltd., is of, more than

ordinary interest, for several reasons. It will be re-

membered that when the Railway Company decided to

.idopt single-phase traction, using motors of the La
('our or Winter-Eichberg type, it was found necessary
I'l procure the motors from Germany, although the rest

i.f the plant was of British manufacture. We have from
time to time urged that it is of the first importance
that despite the fact that the tendency in this country
is towards the use of direct current, our manufac-
turers should e(|uip themselves to deal with single-pha.se

traction, which is so extensively favoured abroad, and
we are exceedingly pleased to know that this important
example of alternating-current operation has been
placed in the hands of a British company. Details of

the extent and scope of the contract have not yet been
disclosed, but we. believe it applies mainly to the e(|uip-

iiient of the rolling stock. v

.Another interesting feature of the event is that when,
some 211 odd years ago, the General Electric Co. decided
to extend its manufacturing operations into the field of

heavy electrical engineering, its entry was made by wav

•Electrical Review, April 27tb, 1900, p. 685.

So.me extremely interesting figures

Power Station have reached us from the Electricity

Statistics. Commissioners, too late for inclusion in

this issue ; they are based upon returns
received from 501 electricity works in Great Britain
during the year ended March 31st, 1921, and show that

the average coal consumption per kWh generated was
3.32 lb., the lowest being 1.70 lb. recorded by a station

situated in "Area No. 13 (South-West Counties)."

Area No. 1 (Northumberland) was a. good second with
1.78 lb., and took the first place for thermal efficiency,

the value of which was 17.75 per cent., whilst Area
No. 13 came next with 15.50. The average for all

stations in Area No. 1 was 2. OS lb. (the best area aver-

age), the worst average being that of Area No. 6 (North
Wales), with 5.52 lb.

'

The total output of the 501 stations was over 5,167
million kWh generated, of which 212 million kWh was
produced from other sources than coal and coke : of the

latter fuels 7.356.757 tons was consumed.
The highest thermal efficiency of any station in Area

No. 17 (Edinburgh and Di.-;trict) was only 7.56 per

cent., and three other areas d7c| nut attain to 10 pn-

i-ent. This is a poor showing. .Nine dul of L'O areas

were over 12 per cent.

The urgent necessity of improvement in our methods
of generating electricity is only too evident when we con-

sider that, over large areas, half a stone of coal is wasted

for every ponnd that is usefully employed.
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A MANCHESTER OVERHEAD DISTRIBUTION SCHEME.

THE BLACKLEY HOUSINQ ESTATE.

At the inquiry that was recently held by the Electricity

Commissioners in connection with the South-East Lan-

cashire Electricity District, Mr. S. L. Pearce, C.B.E.,

i-ity electrical engineer and manager to the Manchester

Corporation, expressed the view that it was essential

that all the main transmission lines should be under-

ground, because in the cases cited it would be a physical

im])ossibilitv to provide an uninterrupted run of over-

FiG. 1.

—

Sgb-statiox and
FocR-poLE Structure.

Fig. 2.—a Typical
Intermediate Pole.

head lines, and that a line that ran partly overhead and

partly underground would probably be condemned by

all engineers. That Mr. Pearce is. however, willing to

adopt overhead lines where the conditions are favourable

will be gathered from the following details of the

recently completed distribution system that has been in-

stalled to serve the Blacklev housing estate, wliifli :irc

the work was carried out by Messrs. Twiss Electric

Transmission, Ltd., for the Manchester City Corpora- . i

tion, by whose courtesy we are enabled to reproduce the I

accompanying illustrations, which convey a good general ||

idea of the equipment installed.

We are also indebted to Mr. S. L. Pearce for per-

mission to publish his opinion of the quality of the work

and the manner in which it was carried out. In a com-

munication to Messrs. T. E. T.,

Ltd., he says :

— " I am glad to have

the opportunity of saying that we
are in every way quite satisfied with

the manner in which you have

carried through the contract for the

distribution system of the above

housing estate.
' In my opinion it constitutes a

tirst-class example of what an over-

head distribution system should be.

The design of the work and the

execution of the details thereof are

exceedingly good.
" With regard to the poles, I

think I can say they are certainlj'

the finest that I have ever seen "—an
uncommon, but well deserved, tri-

bute to a soundly planned and care-

fully executed engineering work.

Contrary to the impression that a

first sight might convej', the poles

used are wooden ones, which were

creosoted by the Ruping process.

The building seen in the first illus-

tration is the sub-station that sup-

plies the whole of the estate. The four-pole structure

was built up of 34-ft. extra stout poles, and carries the

three-phase conductors, each of which consists of 37/12
s.w.g. bare copper wire; two switch wires and a split

neutral are also provided. Each set of protective

.ipparatus fitted for the phase, switch and neutral lines

cnmiirises a disconnectinsr link, dinkc coil, and liirht-

Fio. 8.

—

An .\N(tLE Pole anp Service Bracket. Fiii 4.—A l'"oLR-poLE Structure at Road Crossing.

especially interesting in.-isniuch as first-class overhead

<Iistribution systems are by no means numerous in this

country.

The system of supply is an alternating-current, three-

phase, four-wire one at pressures of 420 volts between

tlie phases and 240 volts between one phase and the

neutral wire. A switch wire has been provided for the

renlral conlr.jl of the street lanterns. The whole of

ning arrester—the whole of which gear was manufac-

tured by Messrs. T. E. T., Ltd.

Fig. 2 shows the typical construction of the 34-ft.

stout poles that are used at intermediate positions; each

pole is stayed by means of one insulated wire, and carries

a lamp bracket for stieet lighting purposes. Fig. 3

shows an angle pole, the conductors which it supports

boinir all slr.-iincd n!T. The service bracket that is seen
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attached to the wall of the house on the right of the

illustration is of a speci.Tl design, and is arranged so

that the leading-in tube ,t1so provides a means of fixing

the bracket (this fitting was described and illustrated on

p. 498 of our issue of October 14th, 1921). The service

conductor that is connected to the phase wire is insu-

lated with "p.b.j.,'' and is located above the bare

coj)per conductor connected to the Split neutral; the ser-

vice wires are of No. 10 liard-drawn copper wire.

Some idea of the extent uf tlic area served by the in-

structure carries three-phase conductors, split neutral,

and switch wires, and the protective apparatus provided

is the same as that fitted to the one that carries the

leading-in wires to the sub-station shown in fig. 1.

Underground cables carry the energy across the road to

a similar structure on the opposite side, and the laths

that are seen attached to the poles are temporary only,

their function being to afford protection against an

excess of creosote. The structure described in the last

illustration is seen ayain al)out half way along the line

Fig. .5.

—

Three-ph.^se Distributing M.\ins. Fig. G.—Hill Lane Distributors.

stallation is conveyed by the fact that three ring mains
liave been installed. The fifth illustration shows a

three-phase distributing main, with a split neutral and
switch wires, that forms a portion of one of the ring

mains, and the strain insulators that are attached to

the channel arms of the pole in the foreground have been

provided to accommodate service conductors when the

latter are required.

A close-up view of the four-pole structure that is to lie

seen on the left of fig. 5 is given in fig. 4 ; it is built uji

of 34-ft. extra stout poles in combination with double
.struts in the form of stout poles of the same length. Tlie

in fig. 6, which shows the overhead distriljutors along

Hill Lane, Blackley.

All the fittings and insulators used for the installation

were manufactured by Messrs. T. E. T., Ltd.; pin type

insulators were used at intermediate positions, and the

interlinked pattern at strain points. With regard to

the street lighting, the lamp brackets are provided witli

double-pole fuses, and are connected with Cable Manu-
facturers' Association 2,500-grade weather-proof vul-

canised india-rubber cables, whicli are supported on

porcelain cleats and clamped to tlie switch and neutral
conductors.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.

By J. J. H. STANSFIELD.

The Home Office has just preseutcil to Parliament its

leport giving the statistics of compensation and of pro-

ceedings under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1901),

and the Employers' Liability Act, 1S80, during 1920,

and these are of considerable interest.

The statistics as to compensation are derived from
returns called for from employers in the seven great
groups of industries—mines, quarries, railways,

factories, docks, constructional work and shipping—and
out of returns from 146,657 ehiployers, 118,542 were in-

cluded in the collective returns supplied by Employers'
Associations, Mutual Indemnity Societies and Insurance
Companies, from which it will be seen how large a pro-
portion of employers now prefer to insure rather than
cover their own risks.

The importance of the Compensation Acts will readily
be seen from the fact that the number of persons cominp
within the Acts who are employed in these industries
was no less than 8.348.150. which, although a slight dp
crease on 1919, probably due to trade depression, was
an increase of nearlv 19 per cent, on the number for
1910.

On the whole there is a tendenrv for the number of

'ompensation cases to decrease, hut that for 1020 shows
a slight increase on the preceding year. wliiUt the p.ir-

ments for compensation are much greater, due mainly to

the operation of the Workmen's Compensation (War
Addition) Acts, which raised the compensation payable

in cases of total disablement. This is reflected in the

statement that in 1920 the average payment in case of

death was i;214 and in case of disablement £13 14s.,

corresponding with £161 and £6 7s. respectively in

1914.

In 1911 the total payments for compensation were a

little over three million pounds, whilst the total for 1920
was nearly twice that sum, and whilst there are, no
iloubt, cases of malingering, it must be granted that the

payment of such a large sum must often have relieved

that anxiety due to impoverished means which at one
time accompanied suffering caused by accident.

The £5,978,009 paid for compensation only represents

the actual amount paid to workmen in the seven indus-

tries, or their dependents, and not the total charge on
the industries. To compute this it would he necessary to

lake account of the administrative, medical and legal

costs of employers, insurance companies, and mutual in

dcmnity associations, including tlie sums placed to re-

serve or set aside as profits.

The figures for 1920 of the whole of the employers'

liability insurance business of insurance comiSa'nies are

somewhat 'significant and worth' giving in full:—
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Premiiuns
Interest on reserves

Receipts.
£8.851,607
£195.952 27o

£9,047.559 100%

Expenses, &c.

Payments under policies £2.980.755 33%
CommissionK and expenses of management £2,921,959 32%
Transferred t-o reserves £1.476.869 16%
Set aside as profits £1,667,976 19%

£9,047.559 10O%

The complaint frequentlj- made by insurance com-

panies in thie past that workmen's compensation does not

pay does not appear to be warranted to-day, and results

such as these appear to a large extent to account for

the steady growth of mutual indemnity associations.

Factories in which the electrical industry is prin-

cipally concerned account for over 2| millions out of the

nearly six millions paid in compensation, whilst mines,

the next largest, account for almost 2J millions, the aver-

age charge per annum per person employed of the whole

of the employes in the seven industries being 14s. 4d. ; it

is noteworthy that in the coal mining industry the

charge works out at about 2.44d. per ton of coal raised.

The compensation period is usually of short duration ;

for 1920 it was 59 per cent, for less than four weeks and

93 per cent, tor less than 13 weeks, though it is interest-

ing to note that less than nine per cent, was for periods

below two weeks. It is generally agreed that the pro-

vision in 'the Act of 1906 which entitled the injured em-

ploye to compensation from the date of leaving employ-

ment if the period of incapacity continued for upwards
of a fortnight has had a tendency to lengthen the period

of absence from work in the case of minor injuries.

The most satisfactory feature of the report is the

steady decrease in the number of cases taken into court,

the actions under the Employers' Liability Act, 1880,

and appeals to Higher Courts and the House of Lords,

thus showing a growing confidence in the cheaper

methods of administration under the Act of 1906. this

decrease in litigation being out of all proportion to the

falling oS in the total number of cases.

Some may still hold the view that compulsory comjien-

sation is a charge on industry which is unreasonable and

a handicap to progress, but this can hardly be said to

be borne out by the figures given in the report, and in

any event the tendency to-day is to add to that class of

social legislation which will protect the employe and
provide by mutual means what in " the good old days "

was considered should be met only by a policy of self-

help.

ELECTRICITY FOR THE COUNTRY DWELLER.

Bt J. M. C. FIELD.

As things stand at present, the day when every small

town and village will be supplied with electricity from

huge generating stations still seems a ve^j' long way
ahead. Thousands of country houses are supplied from

their own private generating plants, but it must be re-

membered that the high initial costs and heavy running

expenses of these sets completely debar the majority of

middle-class country dwellers from the use of electricity

-even for lighting purposes. Again, there are many
people, who are in a position to afford their own genera-

ting plants, who have not the convenience to house

them, or labour at hand to attend to them.

Contractors are circularising villages all over the

country in the hope of picking up a few more
"private plant" jobs. Could they not organise some

sort of village electric lighting clubs, and thus when

their men were in one village, wire up a dozen houses

one after another, and put in a miniature central sta-

tion to supply them all ? The small automatic plant of

4 or 5 kW would be ample to supply the needs of a small

villaare, and in almost every case a semi-skilled man
could be found who would he willing to give his attention

to it, and provided the houses were fairly well grouped
together, the cost of overhead mains should not
be excessive. Meters would be unnecessary; a small
automatic circuit-breaker for each house would serve
as a liniiter, main switch, anil main fuse at the same
time.

As regards the financial side, it is suggested that the

concern should not be run at a profit, but simply that
each member should take his share in the initial cost and
running expenses in proportion to the power he con-
sumed. This share should be far below the cost of a
private plant for each member in both items. In addi-
tion to the volunteer attendant, a secretary could be
appointed, and these two members might be exempted
from their share of the running expenses, in return for

their services. At the end of each quarter a meeting
could be held, at which the secretary would state the

total amount expended in fuel, spares, <fcc., and each
member would pay his share in proportion to the total

wattage of lamps he had installed.

Of course, to get many consumers in every village

could not be expected, but if only two or three members
could be obtained the contractor would be well repaid
for his enterprise. Minor details of such schemes are

easily worked out, and a carefully-worded circular to

possible clients, stating the many advantages of the

.scheme, should bring a much greater return than over-

doing the " private plant " canvassing.

The scheme might also be enlarged upon for small

town work, run on the same lines, but with a, stand-by
plant provided and a whole-time attendant to look after

the system generally : it might even prove more economi-
cal in this case, as small semi-Diesel or suction gas

engines could be used with lower fuel costs tlian auto-

matic lighting sets.

The whole idea is to make electric light possible to a
new class of customer altogether, such as the " new
poor." village, and small town tradesman, &c., who
would welcome electric light nf a moderate cost with
cpen arms.

A NEW AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

A Liverpool Innovation.

At the head olfice of the Liverpool Courier and the
Liverpool Evening Express, on January 16th, Sir \Vilham
Noble, M.I.E.E.. engineer-in-chief to the British Post
Office, inaugurated a new automatic telephone exchange
that has been installed for the use of the above-named
journals, and was pre.'^ented by Mr. A. Burchill. man-
aging editor, with a souvenir piece of plate in the form
of an inkstand with a "Relay " telephone dial switch in the
centre. For the occasion the dial switch was connected to

the installation, and Sir William made his first call by its

aid. The equipment was supplied and fitted by the Relay
Automatic Telephone Co.. Ltd.. and the new private brancti

exchange forms a new departure in more than one way. The
new exchange, it .should be explained, is the pioneer news-
paper installation of its kind. Not only is every department
and, indeed, every department, capable of automatically com-
municating with every other one. but it can also estahlisti

eiiually immediate automatic communication with the private

manual swit<:hboard which handles the outgoing and incom-

ing messages between the establishment and the public Post

Office exchange. That the Post Ottice authorities coun-

tenanced the installation of the new automatic exchange

marks a further advance in the policy of its telephone depart-

ment. It is believed that only one precedent exists, and that

is Messrs. Siemens's works at Woolwich, wliere the grantin;:

of permission to connect such an exchange with the public

telephone s<>rvice for experimental purposes was regarded by

the authorities as a very special privilege

We understand that the new installation has already

demonstrated its capacity to speed up even external com-

munication to an appreciable degree, and so far as interde-

partmental work is concerned the service is said to be " sim-

pl'ficd expedition itself."

The new automatic exchange has been equipped to deal

initiallv with .jO sub.scribers' lines, but it is capable of being

extended. All the hues have access to and from one of the

O.P.O. nnbhc exchanges in Liverpool through a manual

board of'the G.P.O. standard c.h. type, and is equipped with

standard cord circuit? and exchange-line circuits.

It should, perhaps, be explained that confusion concerning

the difference between automatic telephones proper and inter-
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communication systems should be guarded against. The
latter have, of course, their use for small installations, but,
generally speaking, they ai'e hmited in practice to a small
number of connections, and have usually the further disad-
vantage of requiring more cables. The whole of the opera-
tions of the Kelay automatic system, which has been fully
described in our pages, on the other hand, are manipulated
by means of a central automatic switchboard, to which each
instrument is connected by twin wires only. The accom-
panying illustration, fig. i, shows the board with all the
relay covers, except three, removed. The ordinary well-
known P.O. pattern of desk telephone instrument is used, to
the base of which a dial switch i.s added.
From the point of view of modern daily journaUsm the

advantages of an efficient system of automatic telephony are
both manifest and manifold, and Sir W. Noble took the oppor-
tunity the opening ceremony oflered of addressing a gather-
ing of business men on the significance of the in.stallation to
the development of telephony in this country. Mr. A.
Burchill, in asking Sir William to open the installation, re-
marked that their judgment in providmg it was confirmed by
the fact that the ISritish Post Ofiice was now prepared to
supply any subscriber with a similar system on rental.

Sir W. Noble congratulated the Courier on being the news-
paper pioneer in introducing the automatic system, and
pointed out that private automatic exchanges were due to the
enterprise of private individuals—the Post Office had no con-
trol over them. The first automatic telephone exchange
operated by the Bell Co. in America was only opened for

service at the end of 1921, whereas in this countrv the auto-

NORTH LANCASHIRE AND SOUTH CUMBER-
LAND ELECTRICITY DISTRICT.

Commissioners' Local iNQDmr.

Fig 1.—AfToMATK' Tei.f.i-honk Relay R\( k.

matic telephone problem was tackled in 191'2 with the instal-
lation of a small trial public exchange at the head office, it
jjroved successful, and two more were opened in 1914, three
in 191.5, four in 1916, two in 191s, and two last year, while at
pre.sent six others were under consideration. All had proved
highly satisfactory, but they were all located in self-contained
areas, wherein only one large exchange existed. In no part
of the world had automatic exchanges yet been installed m
inulti-ofhce areas—namely, areas m which there were several
large or a number of small exchanges.
Between January, 1912 (the date of the transfer of the

service by the National Telephone Co. to the Post Office) and
the outbreak of the war the Post Office had expended over
fi.OOO.OlXI upon the improvement of the service. During
that period it had installed 56 new large exchanges and ex-
tended 27 existing ones by contract, whilst 137 small
exchanges were installed by its own staff. Since the Armis-
tice they had placed orders with contractors for 86 new
exchanges, and for 57 extensions of existing exchanges,
besides

^
a large number of small extensions made by the

Post Office staff. In local development, such as the construc-
tion of underground lines for t-elephones in place of the over-
head system, they had since the Armistice spent over
f6,000,000, and for trunk lines they had spent over £'4,000,00(».
In Liverpool they had provided a new Central Exchange, a
new exchange in Wallasey, and had also extended 30 other
exchanges.

An inquu-y into the scheme that has been submitted by the
Provisional Joint Committee tor the area in connection with
the proposed constitution of a Joint Electricity Authority for,
aua tue improvement of electricity supply in, the auove-
named distiicC vvaa openeu at j^ariow-m-r urness on January
31st. The Commisiouers present were Sir John fciuell (pre-
sidmg) and Mr. H. Booth, who were assisted by Mr. i). S.
Cumueriedge, and counsel included Mr. W. S. Kennedy (for
the Jomt Committee), Mr. Edward WooU (for the Barrow
Corporation), Mr. Jacques Abady (for the Millom urban,
Bootle rural district, Whitehaven town, Whitehaven rural,
Egremont, Cleator Moor, and Arlecdon and Frizington urban
district councils), Mr. Ahred 'iylor (London North-Western,
Midland, and Furness Railway Companies), Mr. \Vm.
Proctor (Kendal Corporation), Dr. T. Lastham (rural district
councils of Lancaster, Lunesdale, South Westmorland, and
Ulverston, and the m'ban district councils of \\ indermere,
Ambleside, and Grasmere), and Mr. S. H. Smith (Winder-
mere District Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.).

Objections to the scheme, or to inclusion in it, had been
lodged by 20 of the local authorities, and there was a large
attendance.

Sir John Snell (chairman), in opening the inquiry, referred
to the peculiar position in which they found themselves.
Local authorities and interested parties had appointed repre-
sentatives to form a committee to consider the best means
of improving the electricity supply in the district; that com-
mittee had submitted a scheme. Siuce then, however,
several of the authorities which sent representatives to the
committee had passed resolutions either objecting to inclusion
in the area, or objecting to the scheme, and there appeared
to be a considerable amount of misunderstanding.
Mr. W. S. Kennedy placed the scheme! before the Com-

missioners, and pointed out that the greater number of the
objections was not received until the beginning of January.
He did not think the objections were such as would justify

the Commissioners abandoning the scheme in its entirety.
He pointed out that the fullest possible use might be made of
Messrs. Vickers's new power-house at Cavendish Park,
Barrow, about the use of which the Barrow Corporation had
been negotiating, and said that if that power-house was ulti-

mately transferred to the Joint Authority there would be no
need to proceed with the proposed hydro-electric power
station on the river Leven at Backbarrow. If the suggestions
were carried out the Joint Authoritv would be able to pro-

duce by 1925, at an expenditure of £217,000, 20.6 million
iVVh at a cost of 1.142d. per kWh, as against the 1920 supply
of 8.36 million kWh at an average cost of 3.023d. He re-

ferred to the complaint that the Barrow representation on the
Joint Committee was too small, and detailed the financial and
technical sides of the scheme.
Mr. p. J. Hibbert, J.P., Ulverston R.D.C. (chairman of

the Provisional Committee), was called to support th^
scheme, and was closely examined by Mr. E. Woo^l, who
pointed out thbt only the previous day the Barrow Corpora-
tion had passed a resolution objecting to being included in

the scheme, and recommending as a practical alternative that
the Corporation be authorised to enter into a reciprocal agree-

ment with the districts of Dalton and Ulverston for furnish-
ing them with electricity.

Mr. p. J. Hibbert believed that Dalton and Ulverston were
the only places that now supported the scheme in its entirety.

Tender the scheme, while Barrow would lose control of her
own generating plant, the town would gain in that there

would be a cheaper supply of electricity. Ban'ow, too, would
have to face certain charges as to transmission. If an alter-

native area were possible, the Barrow. Ulverston, Dalton.

North Lonsdale, and Millom area would be an easy one to

work.
In answer to Mr. Entwistle (Town Clerk of Morecambe,

who also represented Lancaster and Heysham) Mr. Hibbert
said there were no chances of industrial development in the

district. Replying to Mr. W. Proctor, he said Barrow having
now refused to come into the scheme, it had no bulk supply

source in prospect. It was prooosed that Windermere should

come into the scheme later. For that district special plant

would be necessary. Many of the districts were of an agri-

cultural kind, but there would be a demand for electricity

if they were educated up to it. Millom had desired to be

included in a Cumberland area and to use waste gas from
Millom ironworks, but the Committee had not agreed to that.

Sir John Snell said the question of Millom being included

in a Whitehaven and Workington area was an important one,

and they would want exnert evidence.

Mr. Hibbert was cross-examined by all the counsel en-

gaged, and then Mr. R. Dilwotith (chairman of the Ulverston

urban council) and Mr. T. M. Kay (vice-chairman of the

Dalton urban council) spoke with regnrd to a supply of elec-

,

tricity being required in their urban districts^

*Elec. Rev., December 3rd. 1920: p. 721,

tELEC. Rev., August 8th, 1921; p. 230.
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Mr. H. E. Buknett (secretary to the Joint Committee and

electrical engineer to the Barrow Corporation) explained that

the technical details of the scheme were got out with the

approval of Major Milne, engineer to the Lancaster Corpora-

tion. He submitted new tables showing the generation casts

for 1921, as follows :

—

Total cost of generation only at the existing stations

(Barrow. Lancaster, Morecambe, Kendal) = 1.794d. for

10,957,635 kWh sold = £81,936, excluding capital charges. 'Ihe

estimated charge for bulk supplies in the first period of the

scheme to 1925 = 20,640,000 kWh (10,560 kW estimated maxi-

mum demand) at 1.5d., or revised in view of reduced coal

and other charges since the preparation of the scheme = l.ld.

per kWh sold.

When the inquii-y was resumed on February 1st, Siu John

Snell intimated that owing to an attack of bronchitis he

would be unable to remain in the chair, and that his fellow

Commissioner (Mr. H. Booth) would ureside.

Mb H. R. Burnett, in reply to a few ciuestions asked by

Sir John Snell, said, as an engineer, he favoured the whole

area being in one .scheme, and if there was any question at

all about that, it would be with reference to the northern-

most part iu the Bootle area, w^here the only place of any

size was Seascale. He did not see any prospect of Seascale

being connected up with the transmission lines. Imt if it was

desirable a small generating station could be .started there.

Mr. Burnett advocated one Joint Committee for the whole

area, and .said it would be more efficient to have one than two

areas.

Sir John Snell then vacated the chair and Mr. Burnett

was closely examined upon details of the scheme by Mr. L.

WooU. He did not place too much reliance upon the last

decision of the Barrow Corporation, because that might yet

be varied. He did not think tlie scheiiu- cnuld go on withont

Barrow's co-operation.

After the adjoiunmeut Mr. Patterson (on belialf ot West-

morland Countv Council) and Mr. Bryniiig (on behalf ol

I.nnca.shire Countv Council) asked the Commissioners, if tlic

scheme was approved, to give them direct represent^ition

upon the .Joint Autlioritv.—Mr. Kennedy submitted that the

Countv Councils' interests were protected by the joint re-

presentation of Lancashire, Cumberland, and Westmorland.

and through the rural council and other local representatives.

—Mr. Burnett was then subjected by Mr. Wooll to further

examination respecting the proposed Backbarrow- hydro-elec-

tric station the Joint Committee's estimated administration

costs. &c —Mr. Entwistle (representing Lancaster, Morecambe,

and Hevsham urban councils) .'nought to point out that dis-

tricts which had undertakings which would be taken over

by the Joint .Authority were not so favourably placed with

regard to costs as those which had no generating stations.

He said that Morecambe ought to get its bulk supply from

Lancaster, and that at Morecambe and Heysham electricity

was wanted in 500 houses for domestic use.

The inquiry was resumed on February 2nd with Mn. H.

Booth presiding and Mr. .ARcaiB.\LD Page sitting as a Ccui-

missioner in place of Sir John Snell.

Mr. H. E. Burnett w'as further examined by Mr. Ent-

wiSTLF, (representing the Lancaster, Moreca^nbe. Heysham,

and Carnforth Councils) who referred to the electrification of

railways, and suggested that Lancaster uquid want to be

linked" up with tne London & North-W estern Eailway, and

possibly with a contemplated new generating station at

Preston.
Mr. Burnett did not think raihvays would be electnfaed in

the first period of the scheme, 1925, and if he had assumed

that they would be, he might have been accused of putting a

fictitious demand in the scheme.

The CH.tiRM.4N pointed out that they were not concerned

with the electrification of railways, but with the scheme attect-

ing Lancaster town and district.

Mr. Burnett pointed out that the success of the scheme did

not rest upon the industrial position at Barrow. The output

at present, despite extraordinary depression in trade at

Barrow, showed an increase.

Mr. liNTWisTLE mentioned that the estimated cr.pital expen-

(Uture for the first perioil of the scheme did not provide for

telephone or pilot wires, and he questioned whether .single

transmission lines would meet tlie needs of the area if the

scheme was approved. He next dealt with coal consumption,

and submitted that Lancaster might be able to get equal

results to those of Barrow.
Mr. Entwistle was referring to national developments when

the CHAIRM.4N interposed that there had been a great deal iu

the electrical Press and other papers about those schemes being

national, but they were not.

Mr. Proctor (on behalf of Kendal) asked whether it was
desirable to discuss a scheme whicn was dead if all the autho-

rised undertakers declined t« take part in it, but Mr. Burnett

did not agree tliat it w'as dead.

Mr. Proctor referreil to costs and Mr. Burnett agreed that

some of the figures given in the scheme might have to be modi-

fied.

Mr. S. H. Smith (representing the Windermere Electricity

Supply Co.. Ltd.) and Dr. Eastham (representing Lunesdale,

Lancaster, South Westmoreland, and Ulverston Eural District

Coimcils) agreed to consult their cUents to see whether they
could accept a suggestion thrown out by Mr. Page that they
might make a small contribution to the administrative expenses
of the Joint Authority, so that in the future they would be
kept in touch with the developments of the area without
having financial responsibilities.

Mr. Abady (on behalf of the Bootle Rural District of Cum-
berland and Millom Urban District) submitted that the scheme
would not be prejudiced by leaving his districts outside the
present scheme.
Mr. Burnett was re-examined by Mr. Kennedy on several

points that had been raised, and in reply to many questions
by Mr. Page he reiterated his opinion that it was better to

have the scheme as a whole than a divided one.

Mr. Wooli. (on behalf ot the Barrow Corporation) called

Councillor Morton to state why Barrow opposed the scheme.
Mr. Morton thought that financial assistance could be
obtained from the twenty millions mentioned in Section 18

of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, and the Chairman
pointed out that that would have to be repaid. Mr. Morton
liad the impres.sion also that the .Act was only really intended
to apply to industrial areas, and he objected to a Joint .\utho-

rity because the area was not like that of South-East Lan-
cashire.

Mr. Britton (city electrical engineer at Chester) was next
called as an expert witness on liehalf of Barrow Corporation,
and the inquiry was adjourned.

Il

The inquiry was resumed on I'ebruaiy 3r(l liefore Messrs.
11. booTH and A. Page.
Mr. JiRiTTON, the previous afternoon, had given his conclu-

sions as follows: (1) that the barrow Corporation and the
urban districts of JJalton and Llverston, and the southern
j)art of the rural district of L Iverston, sticuld be taken out of

tne scheme, and application be made to the Electricity Uom-
missioners tor a sjiecial order for the four authorities referred

to in the urban and rural districts to support the Corporation
of Barrow in an appfication to extend its area to include

those authorities. (2) That Lancaster, Morecambe, Heysham,
Carnforth, and part of the rural district of Lancaster might
also agree to deal with these districts by a special order.

(3) That the authorities in the remaining portion of the dis-

trict might also endeavour to combine to investigate the
possibilities of local water power with a view to development
for the generating of electricity and the erection of transmis-
sion lines to convey electricity to the rural areas. (4) Ihat
the Barrow Corporation should enter into a contract with
Messrs. Vickers for a bulk supply for a term of years on the
basis contaiueil in the letters from Messrs. Vickers dated
January 24th and 30th, 1922. (5) Ihe Corporation should dis-

card the small hand-hred boilers and the 3 75-kW and two
loO-kW d.c. generators installed at the electricity works and
obtain additional rotary converters capable of taking fuU
advantage of the bulk supply froiii Messrs. Vickers on the
terms suggested iu theti' letters.

I'he letters from Messrs. Vickers offered a night load at

:

(a) 0.65d. per kVVh for not less than 40,000 kWh weekly. Ihe
price to vary between O.O-jd. and O.o;iod., according to the
consumption, the former figure corresponding to 4U,000 and
the latter to 20,000 kWh weelily. Ihe price to be determined
for each week considered separately. [bj the maximum
demand not to exceed 1,000 k\\. (c) The supply to be taken
between 5 p.m. and from 7 to 7.30 a.m., five nights a week,
(d) The supply to be subject to one month's notice on either
side. The firm also considered the letter of the Corporation
ottering a day supply to it of 70,000 kWh weekly, load about
3,000 k\\', and suggesting a price of 0.7od. jier kWh, which
was based on coal at 24s. On January 26th the Corporation
asked Messrs. Vickers if they would be prepared to give a
bulk supply for 5, 7, or 10 years, and Messrs. Vickers said :

We are unable to confirm that wc should be able to main-
tain the supply for any number of years at 0.75d. The price

at which we are able to sell depends entirely on our own
works' consumption and the consumption of the town." They
were unable to oiler a supply for a nmnber of years.
Dr. Eastuam (on behalf of the Lunesdale, Lancaster, South

Westmoreland, and I'lver.ston Rural Di.strict Councils; and
the Gra.smere, Windermere, and .\nibleside Urban Councils)
withdrew their opposition to the .scheme, and agreed to their
remainuig outside of it until they could derive some benefit
from coming into it. They would be under no financial obli-

gations, but if they did at any time find that they could get
some benefit they could be admitted on temis to be agreed
upon with the Joint .\uthority. or terms to be determined by
the Electricity Cnninii.ssione;-s.

The sugticstion of Mr. pAoi; had been considered, and it

was suggested that .-Xmbleside, Urasmere, and W'indermere
Urban Councils should have one representative jointly on
the Joint .Authority and contribute five guineas per year
jointly towards the ex|)en.>ies of the authority. The Winder-
mere Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., was also anxious to liave a

representative on the Joint .Authority, and would contribute
five guineas per year. If the area was divided, then Lancaster
and Lunesdale wished to be associated with the Lancaster
district, and Windermere, Grasmere, and .\inbleside wished
to be in lUe Barrow district, but the general view was that
there .should be one area.
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Me. Smith (on behalf of Wiudennere Supply Co.) confirmed

this, and Mb. Kennedy (on behalf of the promoters) accepted

the arrangement.
Mr. Britton was further cross-examined, and then Mr.

WooLL addressed the Commissioners on behalf of the Barrow
Corporation.
Mr. Proctor (counsel for the Kendal Corporation) called

Mr. Harold Hobson, B.Sc. to give expert evidence to show
that with the development of the Kendal generating station

energy could be provided in 1925 at an average price of 7.176d.

per kWh, against S.39d. estimated in the scheme for the

Joint Authority. He did not approve of a long single trans-

mission line to Kendal, as suggested, and pointed out that

considerable expense would be required to put Kendal in a

position to receive the bulk supply. He thought that if

public money was to be spent it could be spent to the greatest

advantage in the Kendal and Windermere area itself, and not

on a transmission line from Barrow.
Mr. Tylor (on behalf of the London North-Western, Mid-

land, and Purness Railway Companies) was quite satisfied

with the representation given in the scheme.
Mr. Entwistle addressed the Commissioners with regard

to the position at Lancaster, Morecambe, and Heysham ; and
Major Milne (electrical engineer to the Lancaster Corpora-

tion) explained why Lancaster withdrew from the scheme,
and why Lancaster would be better left to its own area

rather than be joined up with Barrow, as suggested, by a

-single transmission line. He gave some interesting statistics

relating to Lancaster by an analysis of the cost of supply,

variation in the cost of coal, and comparison of the cost of

local generation and purchase in bulk in IQ^-o and 1930. He
said that in the area scheme, the requirements of Lancaster,
Morecambe, and Heysham, would be transformed from 33,000

to 6,600 volts at the Lancaster Corporation electricity works.
which would act as a main distributing station for that part
of the district.

The price per kWh to the Lancaster Corporation at that
point would be slightly lower than the price to be charged to

the Morecambe Corporation as the load factor of the Lancaster
supply was higher than the load fa<'tor of the Morecambe and
Heysham supply. If the price per kWh charged under the
area scheme for the supply to Lancaster was higher than the
cost of local generation, it was more economical to provide the
requirements of Morecambe and Heysham by the extension
of the Lancaster electricity works. The cost of production
by local generation was lower than the price to be charged
under the area scheme for the Lancaster supply, namely :

in 192.5, with local generation, it would be 1.33d. per k\Vh
sold and with a bulk supply 1.7d. In 1930 the figures would
be 1.2.5d. and 1..31d. respectively with coal at 22s. 6d. per ton
(since the estimates were prepared the price of coal had
fallen to 22s. per ton). The above statistics were based on
the requirements stated in the scheme for the constitution of

a Joint Authority, that was submitted to the Electricity Com-
missioners by the Provincial Joint Committee for the district.

The supply could be generated at the Lancaster Corpora-
tion's station and delivered to the Morecambe Corporation at

6,600 volts, 3-phase, at the standard frequency of 50 cycles

per second ; Heysham would be supplied by Morecambe. The
area .scheme suggested that for the Lancaster, Morecambe.
and Heysham area in 1925 the maximum demand wquld be
1,460 k\V and the energy sold would amount to 1,905,(KX) k^Yh

;

and that in 1930 the figures would be 1,930 kW and
2,718.01)0 kWh respectively. The generating plant at present
installed and being installed in the Lancaster Corporation
electricitv works consisted of two 300-k\\'. two 200-kW, two
225-kW, and one lOO-kW .sets, or a total of 1,5.50 k\V. To meet
the above requirements additional plant would have to be
installed at Lancaster as follows : 1925, three water-tube
boilers, &c.. jei2,.50O; two 7.50-kW. 6,600- volt. 3-phase. 50-cycle
turbo generators. &c.. £21 ..500 ; switchgear, f.500; cable, &c
£500; 50O-k\V of converting plant, £5.000, or a total of
£40,aiO. In 1930 a fourth boiler, &c.. at a cost of £3,0(Kl.

would be needed. The estimated cost of production with
increased capital charges would be in 1925 1.46d., and in 1930
1.22d. per kWh sold.

Mr. .TAcgnES Abady (on behalf of the Millom Urban District
and Bootle Rural Di.strict Councils) called witne.sses to show
why this portion of CumberTand f^hould be excluded from the
scheme of the .Joint Committee.
Mr. Kennedy replied on behalf of the Joint Committee to

points raised, and the inquiry was then closed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cauuot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should for%vard
their communications at the earliest possible 7noment. No
letter can be published unless we have tne writer's name and
address in our possession.

Unprofitable Consumers.—SpeaUinj.; recentlv at the Man-
chester Rotary Club, Mr. E. O. Walker said' that it was
difficult to make electricity remunerative in districts where
only a few hghts were used for an hour or two a day, and
for such consumers a charge of one shilling a unit was not
too high. What was wanted was a class of customer which
would take a regular supply distributed as evenly as possible
over the twenty-four hours. In any case the plant had to
be kept constantly running, and electricity could not be
stored so effectively or inexpensively as gas. Mr. Walker
mentioned some of the many advantages of electricity, and
said that this country was, electrically, in its infancy as com-
pared with .\merica and the Continent.

An Overworked Iron.

I have read with interest the letter appearing in your i.->suc

of January 27th regarding the performance of a 100-voll elec-

tric iron which was used on a 200-volt circuit for twelve
months. This result is, to say the least of it, unique, and al-

though not wishing to doubt the good faith of your correspon-

dent, calm consideration of some elementary facts leads one
to doubt whether, after all, the iron was not incorrectly rated

originally.

Presuming, however, that the article in question was an
ordinary 4- or 5-lb. domestic iron, rated to consume 400 w'atts

at 100 volts, and that it had a face area of 25 sq. in., when 200

volts were applied, the consumption would rise to 1,600 watts,

or about 6-1 watts per sq. in., a result which all the heating

and cooking appliance manufacturers of the world, aided by
all the resources of modern science, have striven for and failed

to achieve.

That the nichrome wire would stand up to the double volt-

age for a few minutes is understandable, but that it should

survive regular use for a whole year is amazing, and one is

tempted to inquire what the thermal efficiency of the iron

would be if used on its rated voltage.

I would also submit that cheap advertisement of this

description is not conducive to happy relationships between
manufacturers and the trade, as it is likely to mislead the lay

user of electric irons as to their adaptability to any circuit, no
matter what voltage.

London. Wm. B. ScourSeld.
January 31sf, 1922.

[This letter having arrived too late for inclusion in our last

issue, a copy was forwarded to the makers of the u'on. whose
reply is given below.—Eos. Elec. Rev.|

As manufacturers of " Revo " electric irons, we are parti-

cularly interested in the letter over the name of Wm. B. Scour-

field. In reply, we connrm that the iron in question was
correctly ratetl, and that the testimonial referred to was an
unsolicited one.

It IS news to us that " all the heating and cooking appUance
manufacturers of the world, aided by all the resoiLrces of

modern science, have striven for and failed to achieve " a load-

,ing of "64 W per sq. in." This has not been our ambition
anyway, and we are considered one of the principal electric

heating appliance manufacturers in this country, our products

having a world-wide reputation. Instead, we have made it our

aim to produce articles that, besides doing their work satis-

factorily, will withstand a reasonable amount of rough use, and
in this we claim to have been successful.

In spite of your correspondent's remarks quoted above,

several manufacturers have for years made and used success-

fully elements for 64 W per sq. in. and more.
i[:our correspondent is " tempted to inquire what the

thermal efficiency of the iron would be "
; he bases his figures

on a pre.sumed loading which is incoreect, and as.^umes a

radiating area that is also incorrect ; might we sugge.st that

Mr. Scourfield gets his information right before rushing into

print? If your correspondent had considered for a moment,
he would have understood, perhaps, that an electric iron is

never in use continuously; further, modern electric irons are

frequently given a high loading tor quick heating, so that

beavy damp work can be done; consequently, when the same
iron is doing light work, the current is only used f( r part of.

the time ; in fact, your correspondent might have " presumed
that the current would be switched off some time before the

iron became red hot, to allow ironing to be proceeded with.

Regarding the "adaptability of electric irons to any circuit,

no matter what the voltage," we do not think it is necessary

to explain in a technical journal that an electrical appliance

should be used on a circuit of the correct voltage. The fact

that a " Revo " iron intended for use on a 100-volt circuit was
used as a 200-volt iron and withstood the " test " for a con-

siderable time, as vouched for by an independent witness, will

be satisfactory evidence to the majority of your readers, if

not to Mr. Scourfield, that the appliance in question was built

on substantial lines, and it is only because the iron was in-

coiTectly used that there is anything remarkable in the in-

cident. .\ manufacturer cannot always find out what treat-

ment his products get, but v\hen he hears of their being used

in an abnormal and absurd manner and standing up to it, then
even if a sense of humour is lacking, there is some satisfaction

in having produced a sturdy British article.

.\ little time ago we received another unsolicited testimonial

regarding an iron similar to the one referred to above. This

had been forgotten and left on circuit all night; in the morn-
ing it was found that the iron had burnt its way through a

table, carpet, and part of the floor. The iron was dropped
into a bucketful of water, but after drying out, the element
and insulation were perfect.

In case your correspondent has missed the point of this

also, we mention that the incident shows that a modern well-
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constructed iron like the " Eevo " will withstand more than

a little iU usage, but it is not our intention to recommend the
" adaptabiiity " of electric irons for other purposes than

ironmg.
In conclusion, we may say the originals of either of the ttsti

monals reterrcd to may be seen on application.

P. W. Davis, Engineer.

Tividale. Cable Accessories Co., Ltd.

Februarii Cifh, 192'2.

An Old Problem Revived.

Perhaps one of your readers wnl give me the answers to the

followmg proDiems, wUicn i have ueeu unauie to solve by

relereuce lo any lext-UuoK m my iJossession.

Jbu'et : A permanent uar magnet, ol cu'cular cross section, is

maue to revoive on its longituumal axis by mecbanical means.
JJoes Its exienial magnetic neid revolve witn it, or Uoes it

remam stationary?

beconu : isuustitute an air-cored solenoid, through which
current is passmg, tor tne above bar magnet. Oause it to

revolve on us lougituainal axis m the same way. Does its field

revolve with it, or remain still?

I should be glad it someone could suggest a simple experi-

ment by means of which it could be clearly demonstrated
whether the field revolves or not.

Loadstone.
February 3rd, 19'2-2.

The Magnetic Screening of Cables.

I wish to thank Mr. Kayinund-Barker for the copy of his

booklet, which contams much interesting information.

'i'he pai-agraph quoted from H.M. Stationery Office's

pamphlet is written as an axiom, and I am sure Mr. flaymond-
£iarKer will agree that as such it is incorrect.

If connections are arranged so that the tube forms a closed

circuit, then with alternating current the magnetic effect of

the current in the core will be neutralised by the induc-ed

current in the tube, but this is not magnetic screening m the

ordinary sense. It must be remembered that the quotation in

question said " current constant or variable," and no amount
of earthing of the tube would cancel the magnetic effect if

the current is d.c.

The other correspondent, " Screened." is a perfect example
of a misled engineer, and he must blame the authors of our
text books.

" Screened " says that the matter has not been dealt with in

the text books, because it is obvious that the metal tube will

effect magnetic screening. A lecturer at one of our colleges

recently remarked that the matter had not been dealt with
because it was so obvious that the metal tube would have no
magnetic screening effect.

i ue writer still hopes that one of your readers will refer him
to a text book which deals. w-ith this subject.

Hardly Convinced.
February 6th, 19-22.

[The subject was dealt with by Prof. H. du Bois in the

Electrician of March 11th, 1898, p. 652; he stated that the tube

had no magnetic screening effect.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

A Notice to Callers.

For one not connected with the electrical industry, and
only a casual reader of the Review, Mr. C. J. Docherty seems
to have suffered considerably upon reading the " Notice to

Callers " displayed in our reception office and reproduced
with comments in your issue of January 27th. Unfortunately,
in his anxiety to secure relief he has chosen to indulge in an
attack upon the keenness and worthiness of the buyer of this

company, and has let his imagination run riot to the extent
of assuming the presence of an autocratic cormnissionaire
holding supreme sway in the outer office. May Mr. Docherty
be assured that in this instance his suffering is needless and
his imagination distorted?
The notice indicates that the buyer will be pleased to inter-

view upon certain days during certain hours, with which the
casual caller is immediately acquainted by reading the notice
displayed. If by chance the call is within the prescribed
hours an interview is secured in turn. If, however, the call

is made at any other than the stipulated time the traveller

knows definitely when to return. In this way the valuable
time of both is saved and the buyer is free to make and keep
special appointments, and so arrange these as to leave him-
self at liberty for the casual caller (and " their name is legion,

for they are many '), or of equal or even greater importance
to fix dates for the tour and inspection of works and localities

often necessitating a full day's absence.
The keenness of a buyer cannot be gauged by his sole incli-

nation to sit in his office each and every day. hoping that
the right man with the right goods will call upon him: the
best of everything is usually found by search and diligence.

Nor is his worthiness to be estimated by his abihty to
" shut down " even a time waster.

Our own travellers carefully note where prescribed hours
are in force and secure their advantages. They do not select

mail day for city visiting nor attemjit the great London and
provincial stores after 10 a.m. except by appointment.
The whole question may. however, be viewed from yet

another angle, for is it not unreasonable to suppose that

every firm, even in the same mdustry, should select identical

days for the interview of representatives? Travellers should,

therefore, be able to arrange their programme with the
'

eurcty that the result of their efforts would be a full week of

effective calls; the ten-and-a-half hour week is thus a pure
fabric of the imagination, and in not to be considered as a
deterrent to the display of these notices.

Will Mr. C. J. Dix-herty again read the '" arbitrary
"

notice to callers? <

E. P. Bennett,
Joint (ieiieral .Manager, Simpleji- Coiiduits, Ltd.

Birmingham.
February 6th, 1922.

A Distribution Problem.
Our supply here is single-phase, and I have under con-

'

sideration the matter of relaying a considerable portion of

our l.p. distributors, which at present consist of concentric

cables. There are, however, considerable lengths of more
modern and good triple concentric cables, while it is desirable

to interconnect the whole system. It appears, therefore,

that the obvious cour.se is to put down new triple concentric

distributors, making the system uniform ci-wire. Such woi''d,

undoubtedly, be the correct procedure if the system were to

remain a single-phase one. We, however, hear much nf .va-

days about bulk supplies, the standard system of such supply

being three-phase, and as possibly w-e may some day be able

to .secure such a supply, it appears that any new cable work
should be designed with that end in view.

I believe that in cases where the bulk of the load is lighting

it is usual to adopt a four-wire three-phase system, but such
a cable would not work in very well with our triple con-

centric, and, moreover, I cannot afford to spend a lot of

money in anticipation of a visionary scheme which may never

materialise. Possibly some of your distribution engineer
readers may have been confronted with a similar problem,

and if so their views upon this matter would, doubtless, be of

interest to other readers equally as much as to myself.

W. J. U. Sowter,
Electricity Works, Bray. Engineer and Manager.
January 31st, 1922.

Cables for Mining Work.
I should be very pleased if someone would explain how

the sizes of v.l)., d.w.a. cable are aiTived at. My reason

for asking is that I have been offered a three-core v.b. d.w.a.

cable for a pressure of .500 volts (three-phase) to carry

240 amperes, by a very well-known finn. and another firm

(equally well known) will only allow 170 amperes for the

same class of cable. Prices are very close together. I have
had considerable trouble with the above-mentioned class of

cable, and any information on the subject would be very much
appreciated.

Interested.

Jantiaru 'i9th. 1922.

The Dielectric Strength of Solid Insulating Materials.

In reply to Mr. R. T. Norton's letter of January 23rd, I

would state that I have recently presented to the I.E.E. a

paper giving the results of a very large number of tests on
most of the commercial solid insulating materials. This paper
has been accepted, and should, before long, be published in

the Journal of the Institution.

I believe the results contained in this paper will give Mr.
Norton the information he requires. If they do not I shall

be pleased to give either direct, or through the columns of

the Electrical Review, any other figures and facts which I

inav be able to supplv in this connection.
W. S. Flight.

London. February 1st, 1922.

Problems of Distribution.

Mr. W. E. Bradshaw's article in your is.iue of January
27th opens up a very big subject, and I am glad to see that
one supply authority at least realises its deficiencies.

No one will dispute that there is a very big field for elec-

tricity, especially for heating and cot)king devices, but frorii

the electrical contractor's point of view, the use of heating,
cooking, and other appliances will not become general whilst
the cost of energy remains what it is.

It always seems to me a cause for regret that there is one
rate for lighting, another for power, and sometimes a third

rate for heating, involving separate meters and meter rents,

separate wiring and switchgear, whilst the gas company only
requires one meter and supplies at one rate, irrespective of
what the gas is used for.

No doubt the supply companies at present have to keep
down the load on account of their inability to meet any
seriously increa.sed demand, as is clearly indicated in Mr.
Bradshaw's article: at the same time, until the supply com-
panies are in a position to meet such a demand at a reasonable
charge for electricity we shall never make much progress in

the electrical industry.

In some future age ue may have electricity at a flat rate

2d. or 3d. per unit; one meter, one d.p. ironclad switeh an
fuses, supplying the light of the house: with 3/20 s.w

lU
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circuits feeding to a 15-amp. interlocking switch plug fitted

in each room. There may also even be an electric ccokine

stove.

Mr. Bradshaw mentions 10 amps, for radiators; the size of

the radiator naturally depends upon the size of room. For

an ordinary suburban house there are plenty of radiators con-

suming 1,500 watts that give an excellent heat. At the same
time, I do think that the designers are making a mistake in

increasing the consumption of radiators, as they have done

during the past few years; 3 kW now appears to be the

standard, and means heavy expense in wiring, especially on

100-volt supply. The aim ought to be to produce a radiator

that will give" a really good, heat, two or three-bar, and not

to take more than 1.5 kW full on.

I do not agree with Mr. Bradshaw'.s suggestion to use

400 volts or thereahouts for electric boating. Think of the

trouble with iiexible cords and waU plugs at 400 volts in

private houses, and think of the numlier of amateur elec-

tricians who like to fit their own wall plugs and flexes. For

the'same reason I think it will be agreed that 2,000 volts is

not practicable for ordinary commercial undertakings; you

cannot force a client to have his motors looked after by a

qualified electrician, and if you installed 2.000-volt motors it

would be asking for trouble.

I can only look at the " Problem of Distribution " from
the contractor's point of view, but it seems to me that the

solution of distribution lies in increasinc the number of feed-

ing points, and in the case of alternating current increasins

the number of sub-stations and feeding these at 2.000 volts

or more and running short distributors from these points.

In the ca.se of the large emporium, it should be made to

take supply at high pressure, transformed dovpn on tb'^

premises, where there is plenty of room to build a small

switch -room or sub-station.

Wbilst Mr. Bradshaw's suggestion of subways is unques-

tionably the right one. the oanital cost, especially in n city

like London, would be prohibitive, and we mu.st look to

simpler and less expensive methods to .solve the problem.

Charles Wyatt, .4.M.r.E.E.

Ijondon.
February 1st, 1922.

A Haulage Problem.

Will some readers kindly gi^e their opinions as to the size

and rating of a a.c. slip-ring motor, and type and rating of

a starter for the same, to perform the following duties:—
It is required to raise coal up an incline of 1 in 3i (under-

ground) at 6 mdes per hour; acceleration, up to full speed in

25 seconds; weight of coal and tubs, 6 tons. It is proposed
to do this by direct haulage, i.e., single rope, and the rpoto.r

will be required to start and stop 12 times per hour. The
motor will be standing, of course, during the time the empty
tubs are being lowered down the incline.

What is the usual figure allowed in " lb. per ton weight
"

to overcome friction of wheel=. A'c''

Inquirer.
January %th, 1922.

Revenue from Power Supply at Lighting Rates.

Just a line or two with regard to the answer of Mr. 11.

Challis-Sowerby in your issue of .lanuary 27th. Son-y I used
•that name " Manchester." My haste—and mistake— also. I

admit a more fortunate word than " poor " would have been
" smaU." . . .

The whole argument rests upon the meaning of " small
"

apparatus. My meaning is 100 to 50O watts, and possibly, in
some instances, 600 watts. Of cour.se, classes of consumers
vary. One would not compare a district such as Hampstead
with one in which there are many " cold tripe " shops. Yet
a large supply authority, with a residential load, could hire
electric irons, not in hundreds, but thousands, many custo-
mers being pleased to pay lighting rate for the small con-
sumption, convenience and cleanliness, rather than meet -the
expense of a separate power circuit.

The step is one leading upwards. Experience of the use of
irons would spread, and other apparatus would be in.stalled
which, of course, means a separate circuit; but the lighting
rate paid in the .schooling stages would be welcome, and lead
to larger consumption of energy.

Interested.
January 30th, 1922.

Special Rates for Supply to Refrigerating Plant.

I should be extremely obliged if you or any of your readers
ould give me any instances of special rates being fixed for
ong-honr running of refrigerator plant by any supply com-
panies or corporations.

T o, , ,^^ Inquirer II.
January 31st, 1922.

_The Utilisation op W.iste Heat.—Several communications
this subject have been unavoidablv deferred.

—

Eds Elec
IV.

"

;'A Notice to Callers.-^" Two Workers " are requested to
•"Tiigh their names and addresses.—Eds. Elec. Rev.

LEGAL.

Obtaining Lamps under False Pretences.

At Cardiff on Saturday last, William Sullivan was charged
with obtaining 12 electric lamp bulbs, valued at M lOs., by
means of false pretences from William B. Young, manager
for Messrs. Suup.son & Baker. Cardiff. A lad stated that
he was standing in the street when defendant came to him
and asked him to deliver a note at the premises of Messrs.
Simpson & Baker, and to ask for Mr. Young. Defendant
accompanied him to the door, rang the bell, and telling him
to wait and see Mr. Young, walked away. The note pur-
ported to be from Mr. A. Horton, electrical engineer, an
old customer of the firm, asking that 12 electric lamp bulbs
should be handed to the boy. Being unable to recognise the
signature, Mr. Young told the boy to ask Mr. Horton to
come himself. The lad, after seeing the defendant again,
was sent back with the message that Mr. Horton was too
busy to come himself and asked that the bulbs should be
delivered to him immediately, as they were required for a
job. The goods were then packed and invoiced to Mr. Horton,
the boy signing for them. Mr. Horton now stated that the
note was not sent by his authority and was not in his hand-
writing, and a handwriting expert pointed to the similarity
between defendant's handwriting and the note. The defend-
ant said he was under the influence of drink and offered
to pay for the goods, but the magistrates, saying he had
aggravated the offence by making use of the bov, sent him
to prison for one month with hard labour.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., v.

Chinese Engineering & Mining Co., Ltd.

Sir H. Courthope-Munroe, K.C, as arbitrator appointed by
the President of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
sitting at the Surveyors' In,«titution, Westminster, held a
preliminary hearing to determine certain questions of law in
d claim by the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
(formerly the British-Westinghou.se Electrical & Manufacturing
Co.. Ltd.), against the Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.,
Ltd.
The claim was for £2,750. alleged to be due in respect of

two contracts, dated March 16th. 1915, and May 15th, 1915,
for the supply of turbo-generators, condensing plant, trans-
formers and spare parts. The total value of the.se contracts was
.£.31..364. The Arbitrator had to deal with questions of law in
the construction of the contracts before entering into questions
of fact as to an alleged interference by the Government with
the claimants' workmen and factory, and as to alleged delay
in the provision of buildings and structures.

"The purchasers, by way of defence, relied upon the pro-
visions of a schedule to the specification contained in the
contract of March 16th, 1915, which was as follows:—

" The contractors (the claimants) undertake to deliver the
first set f.o.b. British port, after testing, within 28 weeks
from March 16th. namely, by September 28th. 1915. and to
deliver the second set. together with the other parts f.o.b.
British port, after testing, within 32 weeks from the said dnte.
namely. October 27th. 1915. and on these deliveries being
effected at the dates stated the purchasers will pav the con-
tractors the sum of £25,426 18s. Should the delivery of
either set be effected at a later date than that .stated above,
then the purchasers will pav a reduced amount which will be
computed by .subtracting £250 per week for each week's delay
from the £25.426 18s. The number of weeks' delay for this
purpose shall be taken as the quarter of the two numbers re-
presenting the number of weeks' delay in the delivery of the
first set, and the number of weeks' delav in the delivery of the
second set, and the maximum deduction for the purpose of
this computation shall not exceed the sum of £2.750. being a
reduction equivalent to a delay of eleven weeks."
The purchasers alleged that the claimants did not deliver

the first set bv September 2Sth. 1915. nor the second set bv
October 27th. 1915. and did not deliver them until after a delay
of more than eleven week.', computed in accordance with the
provisions of the schedule. Therefore, it was submitted, the
contract price payable bv the purchasers for the two sets was
less th.an the sum claimed liv £2,7.50.

The claimants, in reply, allecred that, first, the schedule was
in the nature of a. penaltv clause, and the purchasers were
not entitled to benefit by it or to make any deduction
except on proof of damage caused by delav on the part of
the cI.Timanta in making deliveries under the first, contract,
and th.it no damage was or could be alleced bv the purchasers.
Secondlv. it was nrovided bv the schedule that the purchasers
should grant under their hand such extension of ti'pip f-^r

the completion of the work as might .seem reasonable to
them in the event of the Oovernment at ,nnv date stilippquent
to March IGth, 1915. bv virtue of the Defence of the Realpi
.\ct or any amendment of it. interfering with or command-
eering the employt-s oi* portion of the contractors' or sub-
contractors' factorv, either or both of which were essential
for the constnii'fiop and due delivery of the ^ork. In tti'e

constmction and delivery of the work, it was pleaded, the
claimants' workmen and factory were interfered with bv
the Government within the terms of the clause, the pur-
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chasers had notice thereof, and in consequence the claimants
became entitled to an extension of time for the delivery of
the works. The purchasers, it was submitted, did not comply
with a covenant as to granting an extension of time or giving
notice of any limited extension, and in consequence the
claimants became released from all liability to deliver the
goods or any of them by any fixed date. Thirdly, it was
pleaded, on the true construction of the contract, the claim-
ants could not be called upon to commence any work which
was of the nature required—building or structure—for the
reception or efficient installation of the works, and which
building or structure had to be provided by the purchasers
unless and until such building or structure should be in a
condition sufficient for the reception or efficient installation of
the plant; and that the contract should be extended pari
passu with the delay in providing any such building or struc-
ture. In fact, it was submitted that at the time it was claimed
plant should have been delivered the buildings for its recep-
tion had not been completed, and therefore the claimants
were not liable for the delay in delivery. Finally, it was said,
the purchasers had expressly or impliedly waived compliance
by the claimants with the terms of the schedule as to the
dates of delivery.

The Arbitrator reserved his award, which is to be stated
in the form of a special case.

Electrician Sentenced.

An electrician was sent to prison for four months by the
Ijverpool Stipendiary for stealing two sums

—

£1 5s. and
^5 08.—which had been entrusted to him to pay a lighting
deposit to the Liverpool Corporation.

It was stated that in January, 19'20, a draper in Great
Homer Street, Liverpool, employed the defendant to install
electric lights at his premises, paying the sum of i;14 10s. for
the work. Three months after a sura of £1 5s. was paid him
to obtain a meter from the Corporation Electric Lighting De-
partment and to pay the lighting deposit. The tenant of
the premises gave him a further £5 5s. to perform a similar
service for his brother.
The stipendiary described the case as one of gross and

deliberate fraud.

Compensation Case Dismissed.

At the Dunfermline Sheriff Court, recently, an employe of
the Fife Coal Co., Ltd., sued his employers for compensation
for injuries sustained during his employment as a miner.
The evidence showed that plaintiff had prepared a charge tor
blasting and the authori.sed shot-firer, under the Explo.sives
in Coal Mines Order, was present. The shot-firer, instead of
coupling up the detonator himself threw the end of a wire
to plaintiff, who made the connection. The shot-firer then
left the heading and connected the wires to the firing battery.
Some trouble was present arid the shot did not explode. The
shot-firer then withdrew the wires from the detonator and
replaced them. Upo nhis making contact again the charge ex-
ploded and injured the plaintiff, who was standing near. The
Sheriff, in dismissing the case, said that two contraventions
of the Order had occurred. The plaintiff was wrong in con-
necting up the wires and the shot-firer failed to see that the
heading was clear before making contact.

Electro-Magnetic Separator Patent.

According to reports in the daily Press, judgment has just
been given by the Appeal Court of the German Patent Office
on an appeal entered by Fried. Krupp A.G., of Grusonwerk,
Germany, against the grant of a Gennan patent applied for
by H. H. Thompson and A. E. Davies (of the Eapid Mag-
netting Machine Co.. Ltd., of Birmingham). The case has
dragged on since 1917, the action being connected with an
electro-magnetic separator for separating feebly magnetic
ores from other ores, and from each other, by means of a
high-intensity magnetic separator, for which "patents have
already been granted in England. America, Prance, and
many other countries. The opposition of Messrs. Krupps was
successful in the Examination Department, but the English
inventors appealed. After the hearing of the appeal the
higher court decided that there was a patentable invention,
but they required a practicable demon,stration in Berlin of the
machine to prove that it was commercially possible to do
what the inventors claimed. The English inventors dis-
patched a machine to the German Patent Office, and went
over to Berlin in November last. After a series of experi-
ments the decision of the tribunal was reserved, but it has
now been_ i,ssued, annulling the decision of the lower Court
and allowing the patent.

Blombach v. Grimes ^ Hawkes, Ltd.

In the Rhoreditch County Court. la,st week, before .Tudge
Cluer. Carl Blombach. of Ronadorf. near Eemscheid,
Germany, electrical goods' dealers and hardware merchants,
sued Messrs. Grimes !; Hawkes. Ltd., dealers in hardware
a,nd electrical goods, of Tv!. Great Eastern Street, B.C., to
recover fl8 14s. 3d. Mr. A. E. Robinson appeared for the

plaintiffs, and Mr. E. Hancock for the defence. When the
case vvas called on Mr. Robinson apphed for an adjournment,
he being unable to proceed, as his client was in Germany.
An application was then made by the defendants tor the
costs thrown away, whereupon Judge Cluer remarked

:

" What chance have I of getting the costs. I cannot go to
Germany to get them." Finally, the hearing was adjourned
on the under.stauding that the costs were paid in seven days.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., v. Corona Lamp
Works, Ltd.

Ln the Chancery Division on Monday, Mr. Justice Astbury
commenced the trial of an action by the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., against the Corona Lamp Works, Ltd.,
for an injunction to restrain an alleged infringement of
patent.

Sir. A. Colefax, K.C., appeared with Mr. J. H. Gray, K.C.,
Mr. Whitehead and Mj. Irevor Watson, for the plaintiff
company and Sir D. .Kerly, K.C. and Ml-. Frost for the de-
fendant company.

Sir Arthur Colefax said the patent (No. 23.775 of 1912) was
for improvements in and relating to evacuated vitreous con-
tainers having sealed-in conductors. The patent had been
sometimes referred to, he thought rather erroneously, as the
leading-in wire patent; at any rate, it was concerned with
the seal between the glass and the leading-in wire in an
incandescent lamp. So far as the infringement went there
were certain admissions of fact. Tlieie was an admission
relative to title. There were two cases, one of one lamp
and the other of 12 lamj)b, with respect to the issues raised by
way of defence, and so far as the particulars of objection went
they were the u.sual issue. The defendants denied novelty,
subject matter, and utility, and they pleaded prior users.

Since the early nineties proposals had been made to obvi-
ate the use of platinum for the leading-in wire, but until the
date of the patent in question, with one or two exceptions,
platinum wiis universally used, and since the dat« of the
patent plaintiffs' inventions had steadily displaced platinum.
The embodiment of the invention as practised to-day was
this : from an alloy with a coefficient of expansion less than
that of glass, a composite \\ire was made. This core was
then coated with a sheath which, presumably had a different

coefficient of expansion, in the form and embodiment in

which it was used. Copper was taken, which had a higher
coefficient of expansion than glass, but whatever was selected

for the sheath it was oxidisable, and the oxide was easily

soluble in the glass into which the leading-in wire was put
in the operation of sealing. In the specification of the
patent the alloy uas nickel-iron, the ratio being 46 per cent,

nickel and 54 per cent. iron. In the alleged infringing lamps,
the alloy in the composite wire was 29 per cent, copper. 2'*.4;3

per cent, nickel and 42.4 per cent. iron^99.83, there being a
little loss in analysis. •

Evidence in support of the plaintiffs' case was given by
Mr. .Jas. Swinburne (electrical expert) who said that
platinum being expensive the object of the inventor in this

case was to get some other metal with the two advantages
of platinum : (1) that the glass would wet the platinum when
it was hot, and (2) that it would adhere when it was cold.

In the case of platinum they must have a bright surface and
a. coefficient of expansion the same as that of glass. If

they did not use platinum they must have a base metal and
use it in such a way that the glass would adhere and that
the expansion would not break the glass. These two pro-

perties were found in the metal used in these lamps.
The hearing was continued on Tuesday. In cross-examina-

tion by Sir D. Kerly, who asked if it was conmion knowledge at

the date of the patent, that if they wanted to use any leading-

in wire the coefficient of expansion of the wire and of the
glass they were using must be approximately the .same,

Mr. Swinburne said he should hardly say it was common know-
ledge. It was only when they used fairly large wu-e that
the c'oefficient of expansion played an important part. He
thought everybody at this date would suppose that it was
an advantage to have them exactly the same. The ordinary
variations of tempearture were not really the important
thing, the real variation of importance was the difference of

temperature between the time of sealing and the atmosphere;
it was very seldom raised above, or came anywhere near,

those limits afterwards in practice.

AcCnMULATORS, I,TD., V. .A.nSTRALIAN CoMMONWEALTIT.

In this case the plaintiffs, manufacturers of electrical plant,

sued the Coimnonwealth Government for the value of a
counter-e.m.f. batterv .supplied to the Postal Department
{ridr Elec. Rev., December .^Otli. 192L p. S.'^f». Tlie hearing
was concluded on Decemlicr 0th. after the hearing of a great
amount of technical evidence bearing upon the suitability and
capability of the battery, which the Government declared to

be not according to specification.

Mr. .TrsTiCE Ferguson gave judgment in favour of the
plaintiff finn. and awarded the sum of fl,190, but ordered
a stay of proceedings.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Ernest i'AWCETi, 20, St. Anne
Street, Liverpoul, electrical and heating engineer.—The lirst

meeting of creditorb was held on February 1st at the oliices of

the Othcial Receiver, 11, Dale Street, Lnerpuol. The receiving

order was made on debtor's own petition. Ihe fctateiuent ol

affairs showed unsecured liabilities of £:ilS, while the net
assets were estimated to realise 14s. IJd. Debtor attributed

bis failure to the liquidation last June of a limited com-
pany in w'hich he v\as interested, anu in connection
with which he estimated that he had lost £oiJO. He
also put down as a loss iCiJO on a bank guarantee lor the
company. Debtor served an apprenticeship to an electrical,

heating and hydraulic engineer, and was for a number of

years m the employ of various engineering firms. Jn August,
iS'iLI, he invested in and became one of the directors of an
electrical company, and in the foUowiug November he guar-
anteed jointly and severally with the other two duectors the
bank overdraft of ;feoU(. (.)uing to the slump in trade, the
company went into voluutaiy liquidation on .lune Ist, 1921.

On July ilst last year debtor entered into partnership with
another per.son, and the two carried on business at 20, St.

Anne Stiwt, Liverpool, as electrical and heating engineers,

the debtor being entitled to half profits and a salary of £1 per
week. His partner provided the whole of the partnership
capital, and the agreement was that the partnership should
be dissolved on the bankruptcy of either partner. The debtor
estunated that his interest in the partnership was at present
valueless. In connection with the partnership a firm of busi-

ness agents had obtained judgment against the debtor person-
ally for iii and costs for commission in introducing the
partner with capital. No books of account were kept by the
debto.r in connection with his private estate. He became
aware of his position in June last. The matter was left in

the hands of the Official Receiver as trustee.

Robert Adiua.n Dki'ludue, d6, late 102, Frodingham Road.
Scunthorpe, Liucohishiie, electrical engineer.—The jjuhlic ex-
amination of this debtor was held on February 2nd at the
Town Hall, Great Clrimsby. The statement of alfaii's showed
gross liabilities of ±'3.017, of which i;l,.54y was expected to
rank for dividend, and there was a deficiency of ^814. Debtor
attributed his failure to bad trade, want of capital, and loss on
forced sales under e.xecutions. It appeared that he started

business at lb. Wells Street, in 1912, with £lii capital. Later
he transferred the concern to Frodingham Road. The business
had only been a small one. After further questions, the ex-

amination was adjourned. The following are creditors :
—

Ba.\end.ile & Co., Ltd. ...

Bulterkk. J. E
Crossley Bros., Lid.
Callcnder's Cable Co., Ltd.
English Elwtric i Siei

Supplies, Ltd
Gentr.il Electric Co., Ltd.
Morlcv, J. B., & Co.

76 Premier .\ccumulator Co., Ltd.
16 Ouibell. D. J. K

, 158 fhursfield. C. J

105 Todd, J. H.. S: Sons
\'erit). 1-;

27 Walsall "l:iectric.nl Co., Ltd.
103 Dickinson. VV. ...

139 Smith, A. H
Manchester Lightinji Co., Lid. IS.

Edward Fcllek Heath (trading as Fuller, Heath & Co.),

electrical engineer, 20, Buckingham Gate, S.W.—The first

meeting of creditors under this failm'e was held on Februtiiy
2nd, before Mr. F. T. Garton, Official Receiver, at the London
Bankruptcy Court. The receiving order was made on January
18th upon the petition of the Danish Machine Co., creditors
for £300. The Chairman reported that the debtor commenced
business as an electrical engineer in .January. 1919, at Cannon
Street House, E.G., but owing to the liquidation of a large

electrical company, by which he lost £1,000, he executed a
deed of assignment. Six months later he recommenced busi-
ness as an electrical and mechanical engineer at 20, Bucking-
ham Gate, with a capital of .i'lIK). Owing to .strikes and other
difficulties he was unable to carry on, the failure being further
attributed to ill-health and want of capital. The liabilities

were roughly estimated at .f2,<'KH). against assets valued at

£13.5. and in the absence of any offer the case was left in the
bands of the Official Receiver to be wound up in bankniptc-v.

T. Scott and ,T. Campbrll (T. Scott & Co.). wholesale elec-

trical suppliers, 42. Handyside's Arcade, Percy Street, New-
caetle-on-Tyne.—Receiving order made February 2nd on
tlebtors' own petition. First meeting, February 21st. at New-
eaatle-on-Tyne : public examination. February 2.3rd,

C. Stanton (Southern Electrical Engineering Co.), electrical
engineer, 25, Beckenhaiu Road. Penge.—Trustee (Mr. T.
Oourlay, Official Receiver, 132, York Road, S.E.), released
January 13th.

James Joseph Smith, trading as J. Smith & Son, electrical
engineer, of 1, Central Street, E.C.I.—The public examination
of the above-named debtor was concluded at the London Bank-
ruptcy Court on Feliruary 7th. The receiving order was made
on Noyemher 24th. 1921, and the liabilities expected to rank
for dividend were estimated at £.321. No assets were disclosed.
Prom 1910 until 1919 debtor cairied out electrical work from
his private residence, and in March. 1919, he took premises at
]. Central Street. St. Luke's, E.C., where he commenced to
trade with a capital of about £60 under the style of J. Smith
^nd Son. The business was profitable at first, but owing to
strikes it fell off. and in October, 1921. the tenancy of his pre-
mises was transferred to his wife, who had since carried on the
business under debtor's management. He attributed his in-

solvency to loss of business owing to btrikes and to the slump
in trade. Although he traded as J. Smith & Son, he had no
partner. He had never been bankrupt before. The examina-
tion was concluded.

Company Liquidations.

—

The Phonopoke Constrdctiox Co..
Ltd., the Phonopore Works, Scott's Road, Southall, Middle-
sex.—The winding-up order in this matter was made on
November 10th, 1921, and the statement of aJlairs shows
Labilities £6,019, of which £2,445 is due to unsecured credi-

tors. The assets are estimated to realise £1,957, from which
preferential claims of £1,000 have to be deducted, leaving net
assets £957, which are not sufficient to meet the claims of

the debenture holders, which amount to £4,531. The com-
pany was registered as a privttte company on March 29th,

1916, and was formed generally to carry on the business of

manufacturing telephones. Sec and to take over interests

under an agreement with the 'New Phonopore Telephone Co.,

Ltd. The consideration was £175, which was satisfied by the
issue of 3,5HO fully-paid founders' shares of Is. each. The
nominal capital of the company is £4,175 divided into 3,500
founders' shares of Is. each, issued as fidly paid, and 4,000
ordinary shares of £1 each, the whole of which latter were
issued in 1916 to subscribers for cash, and have been fully

paid up. The company carried on the business of manufac-
turing telepliones for the .\riny imtil June, 1917, when the
works were commandeered by the War Office, being restored

only in January, 1919. On October 19th, 1921, a resolution

for the voluntary liquidation of the company was passed, and
a liquidator appointed, but that appointment has been super-
seded by the winding-up order. The following are creditors :

—

Abrahams Si Co.
Bankers
Burton. Griffiths (t Co.
Brown Bros
Blackwell. R. W.
Cox, T. C
Canning (W.l & Co., Ltd

20 Micanite 4 Insulators, Ltd. ... 24
219 Mica i Micanite Supplies, Ltd. 470

12 Phceni.-c Tel. phone Works, Ltd. 180

44 Preen (Arthur) & Co 14

14 Reliance Engraving 13

267 Auto Engineers 12

40 Underwood 4 .Nenb. rrv l,"i

Caversham Motors. Ltd 35 Wood, J. E Ifi

Collins' El.-ctrical Co., Ltd. ... 14 Beaton, Uriah 14

Creamo, Ltd 12 Sheath Bros 20

Central Translations Inst.. Ltd. 42 Submersible Motors, Ltd. ... 24

Farmer & Co 102 Smith & Sons 40

Hatcham Manufacturing Co. ... 43 Sterling Telephone Co. ... 22

Hampton & Sons 10 Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd. 102

King &r Mulchings 68 Varley Magnet Co 203

Lavington (1916). Ltd. ... 64 Wall, G. P 13

Lewis, James 10 Jones, Son 4 Andrews 73

Mosses & Mitchell 10 Finlay, Braden 5: Co., Ltd. ... 59

StockWELL & Ohms, Ltd., electrical power contractors, 164a.

Pentonville Road, Loudon, N.—At a meeting of creditors held

on February 3rd it was decided that Mr. W. Osborne, of

Messrs. Corfield & Cripwell, .should be appointed as joint

liquidator with Mr. Holmes, with a committee of inspection

consisting of representatives of Messrs. Crompton & Co.. Ltd.,

the English Electric Co.. Ltd.. and the General Electric Co..

Ltd. A report of the proceedings will appear in our next

issue.

GooDALL Electric, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator : Mr. A. G. Turner, Liberty Buildings, School Lane,
Liverpool: meeting of creditors, February loth, at 64, County
Road, Walton.
Producer Gas Plants, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors, February

17th, at 19. Eastcheap, London, E.C. Joint liquidators:

Messrs. W. H. Cork and J. J. Middleton.
Frank Rawcliffe & Co.. Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Meeting of creditors. February 16th, at 50, Gresham Street.

E.C—Liquidator : Mr. W. Brittain, 15, Pilgrim Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne.
Sutton-in-Ashfield Motor and Electrical Engineering

Co., Ltd.—Mr. A. G. Mellers, of 1, King John's Chambers,
Nottingham, ceased to act as receiver on January 28th, 1922.

Pearlite Electric Welding Co., Ltd.—Meeting called for

March 6th at Bank Buildings, St. James' Street, S.W., to hear

an account of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. J. C.

Burleigh.

S. Gillitt & Co., Ltd., electrical engineers, Newcastle-on-

Tyne.—;A petition for the winding-up has been presented to

the Coiinty Court of Northumberland by Fenwick. Ltd., and
will be ht?ard at the Court Hou.se. Newcastle-on-Tyue. on

February 16th.

J. Freeman & Co.. Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquida-

tor. Mr. R. H. Bridgewater, 3, New Street, Birmingham, to

whom claims should be sent by February 28th. Meeting of

creditors, February ]4th. at 95, New Street.

Dissolution of Partnership.—Household Work Co., elec-

tricians, carpenters and joiners, &c.. 6a, The .\venue, Ealing.

Messrs. E. Smead and W. J. Borlase have dissolved partner-

ship. Mr. Smead will attend to debts and continue the busi-

ness.

Catalogues and Lists.—Mr. George Ellison, Perry Barr.

Birmingham.—List No. J41. dealing with resistances for the

speed regulation of slip-ring induction motors, and current

regulation. Illustrated and priced.

Messrs. CLEiiENT Talbot. Ltd., Barlby Road. Ladbroke

Grove, W.IO —" The Book of the 8-h.p. 'Talbot,'" giving

specifications and de.scriptions.
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The West Yorks. Electrical Co., Ltd., Halifax.—An illus-

trated pamphlet giving details of the " Wyeco " patent cable

suspender. .

Messrs. Lacy-Hdlbert & Co., Ltd., 91, Victoria Street.

g_\V.l.—List ELB 5, giving an illustrated description of

tiie
" Boreas " portable electric aii'-blast machine.

Messrs. T. M. Johns & Co., Farley Chambers, Union Street,

Plymouth.—A leaflet illustrating an electric gas-lighting

appliance. Priced.

Messrs. Newton & Wright, Ltd., 471473, Hornsey Pvoad.

N.19.—Illustrated and priced leaflet (Section 2b) describing

deep therapy apparatus.

The International Electrolytic Plant Co., Ltd., City Elec-

tricity Works, New Crane Street, Chester.—An illustrated re-

print from Engineering, describing the Hyde welding process.

MfssRS. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Caxton House, West-

minster, S.W.I.—Catalogue 106, a list of reduced prices of

twin flexible cords with various coverings.

Messrs. Dieny & Lucas, 329, High Holborn, W.C.I.—Two
illustrated pamphlets (one in French), advertising gas engines,

electric motors, and other machinery made by the Sociite

Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques, for which Messrs.

Dieny & Lucas are sole agents in Great Britain, the Colonies,

The B.E. Co. (of London and Birmingham), Ltd., 57.

Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.—A hst of current prices of

electrical accessories.

The Hotpoint Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., 21, Berners

Street, Oxford Street, W.I.—An illustrated pamphlet describ-

ing several types of " Hotpoint " irons.

International Time Recordinq Co.. Ltd.. 57, City Road,

Finsbury, E.C.I.—A booklet describing the firm's time-record-

ing systems, containing numerous illustrations and reproduc-

tions of card records. Also a price list.

Messrs. Higgs Bros., Sand Pits. Birmingham.—Monthly
Magazine for February, containing the usual stock lists, notes

on ball bearings, and humour.
The Record Electrical Co., Ltd., Broadheath, Altrincham.

—A " perpetual " calendar in the form of an ammeter scale,

with divisions running from zero to 31. The day and month
appear in openings in the dial.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2.—Installation leaflet. No. P iooi, being an illustrated

description of the electric drive in Messrs. Palmers' Ship-

building and Iron Co^'s yards at Hebburn-on-Tyne. Leaflet

No. C 2535, illustrated and priced, containing full details of

new flame-proof mining-type boxes for colliery lighting, &c.

Pamphlet F 2694. an illustrated list of English alabaster bowl
fittings. Fully priced.

Messrs C. J. Ferguson & Sons, 54, Chiswell Street,

London, E.C.I.—Illustrated pamphlet giving information re-

garding their facilities for promptly carrying out power instal-

lations and repairing electrical machines. A separate circular

particularises the large "stock of motors held (February).
Messrs. Clough, Smith & Co., Ltd., 36, Victoria Street,

S.W.I.—An illustrated brochure describing the " Straker-
Clough " troUey-'buB. '

The British Aluminium Co., Ltd., 109, Queen Victoria
Street, E.C.4.—A publication entitled " Economic Electric
Power Transmission," dealing in detail w-ith the use of
aluminium transmission lines, with special reference to their
erection.

Messrs. Baxter & Caunter. Ltd., 219, Tottenham Court
Road, W.l.—Monthly price list of electrical accessories, in-

cluding batteries, bells, conduit fittings, switches, and fuses.

Messrs. John M. Henderson & Co., King's Works.
Aberdeen.^ List 40-2E.—A well-illustrated catalogue of elec-
trically-driven overhead cranes. The list is in four languages :

Enalish, French, Italian, and Spanish.
Messrs. Edwards Bros., 20, Blackfriars Road. S.E.I.—

Price lists of motors and electrical accessories of all kinds.

Trade Announcements.—The Sheffield Electric Co. has
opened premises at 3, Paradise Square. Sheffield, as electrical
agents and factors, and desires to receive catalogues and lists.

Messrs. Chas. Churchill & Co.. T,td., have been appoint<?d
the sole selling agents in Great Britain for the automatic
screw machines and various auxiliary machines manufactured
by .Joseph Petermann, Moutier. Switzerland.
The Freeman Elfctrtcal Accessories Co. have temporarilv

removed to 1.56. Whitechapel Road. E.l.
Mr. p. J. Weekes, who was for 12 years with Messrs.

Siemens, has now oneoed works at Ijombard Street, South-
wark Bridge Road. S.E.I, to manufacture switchboards, fuse-
bo.nrds. etc.. and desires to receive catalogues of insti-uments,
ewitrhes, fuses, iron cases, &c.

Private Arranj?ement.—J. Nelson Bardslby, 179, Kather-
ine Street. Ashton-under-Lyne, electrical fitter, '&c.

—

'The
creditors interested herein met recently at the offices of
Messrs. Harry L. Price & Co., Fountain Street. Manchester,
when a statement of affairs was presented, which showed lia-
bilities of £1.250. of which £724 was due to the trade, while
there was one cash creditor for £195, and the bank was
scheduled as a creditor for £.320. The assets totalled £3^7.
thus leaving a deficiency of £Sm. Debtor started in business
in August, ]919. having previously been a journeyman plum-
ber. He attributed his position to loss through two motors
not heing of any use, and collision of one, illness of self, com-
petition, and cutting of prices. Only a rough set of booki
had been kept, and these had been imperfectly made up.

The matter was discussed, and it was eventually resolve

that the estate should be dealt with under a deed of assigr

ment. The following are creditors:—
Crowther & Osborn. Ltd. ... 14 Beardsall (W. E.) & Co., LlJ. 1.

Samuel Gralri.\, Junr. & Bros., Power it Lighting Supplies Co. 1'

Ltd. 241 Wholesale l-ittings Co., Ltd. ... 1
Booth & Son ... *. 10 Giddings & Dacre, Ltd. ... 1;

The Park Electric Engineering Holmes, W.
Co. 262 Bardsley, Mrs. M. A

B.T.T. Electric Lamp & Accra- Bankers
... la

Co. 42 Baxendale & Co., Ltd.

Electricians' Wages.—At a conference that was held c

January 26th between the National Federated Electrical As6
ciation and the Electrical Trades Union, the following claua

were added to the national standardised wages agreement
August 7th, 1920:—

1. Ship Work.—This Conference recommends to the Distri

Committees of the N.F.E..A. and the E.T.U. that the N.F.E.j

rate for electrical work on ships shall be the ship rate ol tl

district for the same class of work where necessary local agre

ment should be come to as to the ship rate which is current :

the district.

2. Shore Work.—The E.T.U. representatives undertake

instruct their members not to work for any employer federate

to any federation, or otherwise on the wiring or installatic

of anv new work in new or old buildings at less than H
N.F.E.A. rate.

3. That the rates agreed between the E.T.U. and the Enf
ueering and the Shipbuilders' Employers' Federation are r

stricted to maintenance work and exclude all new wiring .

installation work.
4. A sub-committee be appointed to deal with any grievanc

under the above clauses.

In accordance with the national wages agreement enten

into by the N.F.E.A. and the E.T.U. on August 7th, 192U, ai

September 22nd, 1921, the sub-committee, consisting

Messrs. H. J. Cash and J. Orringe (N.F.E.A.) and J. Rows
and J. Kinniburgh (E.T.U.), appointed to give effect to tl

agreements, has declared that the variation in the cost

living justifies a 16 per cent, reduction in wages in lieu of tl

previous reduction of 10 per cent., and that the net hour

rates of pay are as follows:—Grade A, 2s. IJd. (This rate i

eludes a travelling allowance; no further allowance to

paid, except as provided by Rule 9 of the London rules dat

February. 1920.) Grade B. Is. lOJd. Grade C, Is. 9d. Gra
D, Is. iid. The above rates come into effect for the peri

covered by the second pay-day in February. 1922. and w
remain current up to and including the period covered byt
first pay-day in June, 1922. Grade C now includes Cambrid
Town and I,ondonderry ; Kent, outside the London area, a
Tunbridge Wells have been transferred to Grade D. with t

exception of the following towns in Kent :—Chatham. Favi

sham, Sheerness, Gravesend, Crayford, Sittingbourne. Rochi

ter, Dartford, and Maidstone.

The N.J.I.e. for the electrical contracting industry at

meeting held at York on January 27th, unanimously ratifi

in the following form the agreement arrived at by t

N.F.E.A. and E.T.U. on January 26th to delete clause

(country allowance) of the agreement dated February 241

1921. and substitute the following in lieu thereof :
—

3. (1) The country allowance, which shall be paid to m
sent to jobs which necessitate their lodging away frc

home, shall be at the rate of three shillings and *

pence per night for the first fortnight and tht

shillings per night afterwards.

(2) The above rates to come into effect on the second m
day in February. 1922. for the pay period covered

that pay-day.

(S) Payments are to be made :
—

(a) When the men in the employment of a firna'.*

sent to an out-lying job necessitating their livi)

away from home, subject to 4 (c).

(b) When men are engaged by a firm at their or<

nary office and are sent to such out-lying jobs.-

(4) Payments are not to be made :
—

(a) \A'hen men living in the locaUty of such ox

lying jobs apply on the job for work,
(h) When the employer advertises that men are

quired on an out-lying job, and the men apj

for work at the job.

(c) When suitable board and lodging is _found 'i

the men free of expense to them.
($) \M3en men on out-lying jobs are in receipt of count

allowance thev carry with them the rate of waf
of the district from which they are .sent, but not othi

wise. .\nd when local men are started on out-lyi

jobs they shall receive the rate of the district wht
they are employed.

Electrical Wages Dispnte at Cape Town Settled.—'

dispute in the electrical trade was settled on the terrns tt

the wages be 2s. lid. per hour to the mtni now receiving t

highest rate of pay, with a minimum rate for men ot a;

five years' service of 2s. 4d. per hour. Men not now rece

ing the highest rate of pay must obtain a hcence from
^

Examining Board, to be formed under the Ordinance recen

promulgated, before they can be considered eligible^ for

highest rate. These rates are to remain in force until M)
31«t.
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Book Notices.
—"The Faraday House' Journal," Vol. IX,

No. 5.—This issue contains an aiticle' by the Principal on
" The Power Factor and the Equal Phase Volt-amperes of a

Polyphase Load"; an illustrated note on hydro-electric

development; and a Ust of examination results.
" The Bulletin of the Hydro-iilectric Power Commission of

Ontario," Vol. VLU.- No. 6, November-December, 11)21.—The
priacipal features of tnis number are a review of distribution

work in rural areas, and a description of the Commission's

meter and instrument repair service.
" Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers," Vol.

LX. January, 1922. No. 3Uo.—The issue contains the following

papers:
—
"Telephone Line Work in the United States," by

Mr. E. S. Byng; and "The Cyc-Arc Process of Automatic
Electric Welding," by Messrs. L. J. Steele and H. Martin.

London : E. & F. N. Spou, Ltd. Price 10s. 6d.
" Is Trade Unionism Sound? " by J. H. Bunting. Pp. x-h

98. London : Benn Bros., Ltd. Price 2s. 6d.—This is a

second, and cheaper, edition of the work revie^-ed in our issue

of September 23rd. 1921 (p. 405).
" Garcke & Fells: Factory Accounts." Pp. xx-1-290; 5 dia-

grams. London : Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price 15s. net.
" The Production of Socialist Labour as Tested by Results—-

The History of Socialist Failures," by W. H. Mallock.

London : The Liberty and Property Defence League.
" Lockwood's Builder's and Contractor's Price Book for

1922." London :' Crosby Lockwood ci Son. Price 7s. 6d. net.
" The Journal of the South African Institution of Electrical

Engineers," Vol. XX, No. 6, January, 1922.—The principal

paper reproduced in this number is " Coal-cutting by
Machinery," by Mr. A. Shearer.

A Belgian Co=operative Electrical Company,—We are in-

formed that a co-operative company has been formed under
the title of the Entreprises Generales d'Electricite Beiges et

Etrangeres, at 34, Kue Van Schoor, Brussels, with a capital

of 25U,Ut)0 fr., divided into 2-50 parts of 1,000 fr. each. The
object is the purchase, sale, manufacture, importation and
exportation of wires and cables for all kinds of electrical pur-
poses, insulating tubes and accessories, insulating material,

and material for the construction of aerial and underground
lines and of tramways, &c. .\mong the founders (promoters)
of the company are to be found the names of M. Jannsens, of

Schaerbeek, who brings in to the company his commercial
organisation, and subscribes most (207) of the parts; M.
Vallez, commercial director of the Electric Cable & Conduit
Co., of Laeken; the Societe Prancaise de Cables Electriques
et Tubes Isolateurs. of Thionville ; M. E. V. E. Coenas, of

Upper Norwood, S.E. : and the Standard Electric Cable and
Equipment Co., of 11, Tottenham Court Road, W. The latter,

however, does not appear to have taken up any of the parts.

Tlie Stone Cement Works.—We are informed by the
pRtMu-K i^ouuNu Ok: jiiNOiMit-uiiMi CO., Lid., ludt lue an' nuer
Uoeu uu me r)rusU-Ljuugbirum turbo-yeneraior ueocriuea m
our last Issue, m coauecuuu with me btuue cement works,
'wa* mauuiactuieU at me company s worKs at bliaiioiU, Suriey.

Financial Review oi 19:^1.—The Intelligence Department
of tue reueraiiou of Bntisli industries has puousheu a oii-page

pauipniet \vtJi(;fi is a Uuauciai review ul lyiii by lUesors.

J. a. lU. \\ ard it A. ij. I'leaoe. it includes charts and tables
Bhuwmg.the lluctuatious.iu me rates ul luiei^u excliauge and
lUe pni.es ut tUe raw matenais ol industry

' An Industrial Survey.—In the course of an industrial
stu'vey ul the united Ivjugdoin, the Board ol 'Irade Journal
says that everyuue is louKiug hupeluuy lor the prumioed re-
vival of trade, and there are famt signs that these hupes are
hkely to be fulhlled, but many uncertain factors lemain.
Kaw material prices, with lew exceptiuns, couimue to lad,
and lurmer waye reductions have taken place m many ludus-
tries, resulting in a lowering of the prices of manuiacttu'ed
goods, and enabling iJritish makers to compete more euec-
tiveiy with their foreign rivals, 'ihe increased faculties pro-
vided by the new Export. (Jredits Scheme have been taken
advantage of, and a considerable amount of trade has been
done which would not otherwise have been possible. 'Ibe
proposed International Corporation for reviving trade on the
Ouutiuent should hasten recovery, and il a satisfactory settle-
ment ol the reparations problem can be achieved a great step
wul have been taken towards the establi,-,hment of cuuditiuui
in which stable trade relations are again possible. Stabniiy
IS the main essential, for as Jong as prices and costs remain
unstable buyers hold aloof and refuse to enter into long-
period contracts. The improvement in the iron and steel
industry proceeds but slowly. Although costs have fallen
substantially both in respect of wages and raw materials, the
feeling that prices have not reached rock-bottom still pre-
vails, and business is suffering in consequence. With regard to
engineering and hardware, notwithstanding the greatly in-
creased capacity for production as compared with the pre-
war period, m-ist branches of the industry remain in a very
depressed condition. Electrical engineering, however, both
in its light and heavy branches, is an exception. Exports of
electric lamps exceed in number those of pre-war years,
whilst cable exports, though not up to the standard of a year
ago, are still equal to the pre-war average. Railway engineer-
ing workshops are also well employed | both on "account of
repairs and export business.

Tbe Utrecht Fair.—So great was the success of the pre-

vious Fail's at Utrecht that a permanent building has been con-
structed to house the exhibition, and this will be used for the

first tune for the Fair which is to be held from February 21st

to March 3rd. 'Ihere w'ill be sixteen sections, including
those devoted to electricity and machinery ; agriculture ; in-

dustrial supplies; and " economical services." 'Ihi^ groups
are to be arranged according to their nature irrespective of

nationaUty.

Unemployment.

—

\ further decrease in unemployment is

manitested in the latest available Ministry of Labour returns.

The total on January 24th w'as 1,915,700, as compared with
1,925,900 a week earlier. Relief schemes were reported to

have absorbed 121,.500 persons, as at January 20th.

Electricity Supply Rifle League.—The following are the
results of the matches completmg the 1921 season : City Co.,

579; St. James', 539. County Co., 566; Fulham, 545. County
Co., 581; Central, 576. Central, 673; I\irham, 530. Shore-
ditch, 588; Fulham, 537. St. James', 568; Fulham, 529.

Central. 561; Hackney, 519. Shoreditch and the City Co.
headed the table, and as a result of a tie shoot Shoreditch
finished first.

The Johannesburg Strike.—The week's developments
upon the Hand have been perplexing, sometimes indicating

the approach of a settlement and sometimes puintiug to serious

disorder. On February 1st the Germi.ston strike committee
suggested the appointment of an arbitration court of five

members, and further called for a change in the personnel of

the men's leaders. Benoni coal miners were reported to have
returned to work, and at the same time the Pretoria railway

workers declared against a general strike. The Johannesburg
tramways recommenced running on lebruary 2nd, and larger

supplies of electricity were available. The New Kleinfontein
and Modder East mmes were stated to be in a precarious con-
dition, due to flooding. Heuter reported, on February 3rd,

that the Workers' Federation had agreed to the Government's
endeavouring to find a way out of the impasse, but later mes-
sages indicated serious trouble. It was said that the " com-
mandoes " were going to prevent by force the continuance of

essential services.

An Electrical Federation in Victoria.—We read in the

Industrial Australian ana Mining Stanuard that the iiiectrical

'iraders and Oon tractors' Association of Victoria is u^u.^
Wound up, and the members have lormed a new body, en-

titled, "ihe Electrical i'ederatiou (Victoria)," with a con-

siderably broader constitution, ihe object ol the new Federa-
tion is the betterment of the electrical industry to the mutual
beneht of its memuers and the advancement of the use of elec-

tricity. A w'hole-time general manager is to be appointed.

At the inaugural meeliug the hrst odicers were elected, the

president of the Federation being Mr. T. M. Ritchie, the vice-

president Mr. L. G. Hinwood, and the hon. treasurer Mr.
G. L. Just.

Electric Railways Dispute.—In official railway circles very

little doubt IS entertained that the reported threatened trouble

on the electncally-opeiated railways of the country and the

London 'lubes will be averted. Ihe Electrical Irades Union
and the National Union of Kaihvaymen have made joint repie-

sentations to the Ministry of Labour regarding the 121 per

cent, leduction on wages lor electrical workers and engmters
employed in power stations, includmg Lots Read, Chelsea,

which supplies practically the whole of the London under-

ground system. Ihe tmions contend that the railway com-
panies had proposed to introduce a reduction at very short

notice and without negotiations. A deputation from the Elec-

trical Trades Union and the National Union of Railwaymen
met Sir David Shackleton last week at the Ministry of Labour,
and he informed the deputation that he had been in touch
with the employers, and the proposed conference to discuss

the reductions would probably be put forv\ard in about a
week's time.

—

Daily Telegraph.

At a conference of both sides, held on February 7th, a pro-

visional settlement was reached. This is to be submitted- for

approval to the companie-s and the men.

Social.—The annual dinner of the staff and emoIoy6s of

Messis. Ernest F. Mov & Co.. Ltd., was held on January
•35th. Mr. J. \V. Hopkins, M.P. for South-East St. Pancras,

and the Mayor of the Borough were among the guests and
replied to the toast of " The Visitors." Mr. E. F. Moy, reply-

ing to the toast of " The Firm." said that he hoped befor"-

long to reinstate those whose discharge had been necessitateu

by the bad state of trade. A musical programme was presente

during the evening.

The Brussels Commercial Fair.—We have received a
small prospectus 5f the Third Ofiicial Commercial Fair which
is to be he'.d in Brussels from ."Vpril 3rd to 19th, together with

a form of application for space. Free tickets of admission are

offe:ed to buyers as well as the services of an Information
Office. Special tickets for the Belgian State Railways are

being issued at an inclusive charge for periods of five or fifteen

days. .4mohg the groups into which the Fair is to be divided

are:—Electrical industries; metallurgy and mechanism;
india-rubber and its applications; motor-cars, aviation," and-

cycles ; building trades and architecture ; and scientific in-

strument*.
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The Dutch Electrical Industry.—In Holland, as else-

whexe, the competition exercised by countries with a depre-

ciated currency is enlisting widespread concern among manu-
facturers. The Vereeniging van Fabrikenten op Electro-

technisch Gelied has lately taken steps to bring the subject

under the notice of the Minister of Commerce. Addressing a

communication to the Minister, the Association declares that

the abnermal conditions at present prevailing render neces-

sary the strict exaction of the percentage of protection fixed

by the law—which is very low. being in general not more
than 5 per cent. ; «his would avoid making it illusory by addi-

tions resulting from the disastrous condition of the exchange.

The Association contends that the 5 per cent, import tax should

be levied on the amounts of the invoices reckoned, not on the

basis of the daily quotations, but on the intrinsic value of

money in the country of origin, and this with sjiecial refer-

ence to Germany. Furthermore, in special ca.ses the Associa-

tion insists that the Minister should, if he thinks it needful,

be endowed with epecial powers to forbid importations pro-

visionally, since the general interests of the country cannot

l)e served by the ruin of the Dutch electrical industry.

Trade Conditions in Colombia The Commercial Secre-

tary to H.M. Legation at Bogota foretells a return to normal
conditions in Colombian trade by about the end of next

summer. He bases his opinion ou the fact that Colombian
merchants have been and still are buying few goods from
abroad, and meanwhile are selling their colt'ee and other pro-

duce abroad at fairly good prices. There appears to be a

disinclination on the part of most merchants to resume buy-

ing relations, maintained during the war, with United States

firms; this is said to be due partly to American methods of

business and partly to the quality of the merchandise sup-

plied. There is a probable future market to lie developed for

agricultural machinery, tractors, motor vehicles and machine
tools, and, dependent on the recovery in public finance, a con-

siderable demand for railway material and rolling stock, rail-

way and road hnrij^'es and road-making machinery. Medellin

has adopted and started a definite plan for a street car system,

and both Barranquill and Cartagena have considerably

developed suburban building and roads, and have improved
the water supply and drainage.

Forthcoming Exhibitions.—Tlie foUowins exhibitions are

being organised :
—

London.—March 1st to iSth, Ideal Home Exhibition;

April 11th to 'i^th. Builders' Exhibition; May 1st to 6th,

Photographic Fair; July 3rd to 1-1 th, London Fair and Market.
BiKMixGHAM.—March 'iOth to May 13th, National Trades

& Industrial Exhibition; May '25th to June 3rd, Industrial

and Commercial Efficiency Exhibition ; June 15th to '24th,

International Foundry Trades Exhibition.

Cardiff.—May to October, Welsh National Exhibition.

Algeria (Algiers).—April J4th to May 16th, Exhibition-

Fair.

Belgium [Bmsscli).—April 3rd to 19tb, Commercial Fair.

Brazil [liio de Janeiro).—September 7th to November loth.

Centenary Exhibition.
France {Pari.'i).—April, Heating Apparatus Exhibition.

Italy [Milan).—.\pril 12th to 27th, International Sample
Fair.

Norway (Christiania).—April 22nd to May 7th,. Electrical

Exhibition.
Switzerland (Basle).—April 2-3nd to May '2nd, Sample Fair.

Trieste.—May, International Sample Fair.

Applications for British Trade=Marks.—.Appended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade-marks in

respect of goods and productions connected with the electrical

trades and industries:—
Parraynite. No. 419,4.38. Class 11. X-ray protection tube

boxes, aprons, and screens.—Murray, Parkyn & Co., Vulcanite
Engineering Works, Carrington Field Street, Stockport.

October 11th, 19'21.

Ignota (letteiing and design). No. 419,574. Class 50. Elec-

trical insulating compositions.—Ernest Child, trading as E.
Child & Co., 16, Mincing Lane, London. E.C. October 15th,

1921.

Champion. No. 4'2tt,.5'2(i. Class 13. Sparking plugs.—
Champion Spark Plug Co. of Canada. Ltd., 1416, Howard
Avenue, Windsor, Ont. October 14th, 1921.

Electricalities. No. 417.959. Class 13. Cast-iron water-
tight electric light fittings, electric brackets, lanterns, &c.

—

The Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., Britannia Works. Groveland
Road. Tividale. Tipton, Staffs. August 25th, 19'21.

Eutherme. No. 414,022. Class 18. Electric cooking and
heating apparatus. April 6th, 1921. No. 419,950. Class 13.

Electric cooking utensils and electric irons.
—

" Thenna "

Pabrique d'Appareils de Chauffage Electrique. Schw-anden,
Switzerland. October 27th, 1921.

Russia's Electrification.—The chairman of the Soviet
Electrification C-ommission states that the Government pro-

poses to place lipfore the Genoa, conference a scheme for the
participation of foreign capital in the future electrification of

the whole of Russia, by means of the establishment of a bank
in Russia with the assistance of foreign capitalists. A period
of 20 years is fixed for the execution of the work, the first

instalment representing an expenditure of 2,000,000,000 gold
roubles.

Proposed International Exhibition.

—

Official Disclaimer.

—With reference to a statement which has appeared in the

Press to the eilect that an International Exhibition will be

held in 1924 at the White City, with the " moral " support

of the Government, we are informed by the Exhibitions Divi-

.sion of the Department of Overseas Trade that it has received

no information whatever of this project up to date.

Trade Conditions in Peru.—Prosperous years have in-

creased the importance of Peru and left it basically in a far

stronger position than it was before the war. Such is the

opinion expressed by H.M. Consul at Callao, Commercial
Secretary at Lima, in a report which has just been issued by

the Department of Overseas Trade, its improved position is

duo to the opening of the Panama Canal and the subsequent

demand for Peru's chief products, viz., copper, sugar and
cotton. The country was naturally afl'ected by the slump
which has occurred in international trade, but the effects of

this are gradually passing away. Admittedly the financial

position of the Government is by no means favourable, and it

intends to remedy the position by a foreign loan on the one
hand and the impo.sition of an income tax on the other.

Though Peru is primarily an exporter of raw materials and
an importer of manufactured goods, she has established dur-

ing the past few years a number of factories, e.g., cotton

.spinning and weaving mills, tanneries, iron foundries, ami
breweries. The Commercial Secretary considers that possi-

liilities lie before a glass works, an earthenware factory, a

wood alcohol distillery, a sack-making plant and a paper

works. The Peruvian Government is anxious further to develop

the mineral resources of the country. United States capital is

aheady largely interested in cop^x-r mining. The report state.-*

that it is still profitable to mine and ship silver, but that the

prosjiects of winning gold are not encouraging. Petroleum
exploitation seems to be hampered by taxation and the lack

of a definite legislative policy. American competition in the

supply of imported goods naturally gained strength during the

war, and is likely to be fairly well maintained on account

of the capital from the L'nited States which is invested in the

country, flerman metal goods and machinery are also appear-

ing again, favoured by the exchange.

Patent Applications.—Applications have been made for

the restoration of the following patents:—No. 18, '278, of 1908,

for " improvements in the process of sealing the filament

carrier into the bulb of electric incandescent lamps," granted

to Johann Kremenezky. No. 1,4.53, of 1915, for " Mercury
globule electrical contact maker for releasing mine winding,

signal indicators, actuating indicators of the stopping, starting,

and reductions of speed of machinery and the like," granted to

George Saint.

Lead.—Reporting under date February 4th, Messrs. James
Forster & Co. state that on February 3ril closing prices were
£'2i OS. for all ixisitions, against ±".i.s '2^. 6d. for January and
£'2S for April a week previously. Ihe difficulty of disixising

of arrived lead— the total for the montli of January being
greatly in excess of previous months—had much to do with
the drop in values, but it had been assisted by heavy " bear

"

selling forward. " Ihe consuming trades continue slack, and
most consumers have sufficient stocks to carry on with. .\ fair

quantity has recently gone into warehouse, and supplies in

prospect at present for February arrival appear to be ample."

New Italian Company.—.\ company has recently been
fiiimed uniler the title ot the Societa Anonima F..\.T.M.E.,
caiiitalised at .j,(A)0,000 lire to manufacture telephone appara-
tus and other electrical material in Italy. Situated just out-

side Rome, the company's plant promises to become fully

occupied at no distant date, the avowed object being the free-

ing of Italy from the monopoly enjoyed by foreign firms with
regard to this class of electrical material.

—

iieuter's Trade
Service.

" Lektrik " Lighting Connections.—This well-known
and useful little "work has now reached its eightieth
thousand by the is.«ue of a seventh edition. The explana-
tions of circuits have been revised to make comprehension
still easier, and a number of new arrangements appear.
-\lthough the value of Messrs. Lundberg's " switching cer-

tificates " was recently queried by a correspondent (but sub-
sequently testified to by another), there is no doubt as to the
value of the information given in this booklet. The work
may be obtained from Messrs. A. P. Lundberg & Sons.
Pioneer Electrical Works, 477-489, Liverpool Road, N.7.
Price Is. net.

German Grip on Swiss Industry.—In our last issue we
pubUshed a paragraph under this title, on the authority of

the correspondent of The Times at Geneva. In its issue of

February 3rd The Times published the following further dis-

jiatch from its correspondent at Geneva, which we have
pleasure in publishing :

—
"In a recent article on the German grip on Swiss industry

it was stated that Swi.ss industry was becoming absorbed by

the German ' Holding ' syndicates. In many cases this is

true, but from later and more accurate information in regard

to the firm of Sulzer &: Co., Winterthur, one learn.s that its

capital is in Swiss hands, and that it has created in many
countries seats in which Swiss money is invested."
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The German Glow Lamp Trust.—A great augmentation
in the capital of the German glow lamp tnist is on the point

of being carried into eli'eet, the object of which is such as to

command attention m wide circles outside that country.
When a few years ago the glow lami) department of the Ger-
man Incandescent Gas Light (Auer) Co. was separated from
this company and combined with the similar departments of

the Siemens & Halske Co. and of the A. E.G., the amalgamated
undertaking assumed the title of the Osram Works, Ltd., or

that of a private or partnership company, which thus escapes
the tax on joint stock company shares and is not under any
obligation to publish its accounts. The three partners are

Koppel & Co. (Auer interests), the Siemens & Halske Co., and
the A. E.G.. and they fixed the ordinary partnership capital at

tX),U<X>,0(.)U marks, deciding to provide additional funds by the

issue of bonds, of which two series of the 4i and 5 per

cent, types respectively have raised a total of 1"2U,(X)0.000

marks. Now the proprietary companies have sprung a sur-

prise on the financial pubhc by deciding to make a further
emission of 3U0,(XX),U(J0 marks in Ijonds of the Osram Co.
all at one time for the purpose, according to the official state-

ment, of strengthening the working capital, and particularly

for the further development of the foreign organisation. The
new is.sue is of interest not only from the latter point of view,

l)Ut also from that of the form given to the new bonds or non-
luortgage debentures. LTnofficially it is stated that the pro-

ceeds of the new loan are substantially required for the re-

ccjnstruction of the former foreign organisations of the indivi-

dual companies forming the partnership. It is not obvious
from this statement whether it refers solely to the export lamj)

trade or to the general export trade of the two electrical com-
panies in question. The new loan takes the form of profit

bonds bearing a fixed rate of 5 per cent, and capable of rising

to a maximum of 10 per cent., thus endeavouring to meet the
wishes of the public for a security offering a high rate of

interest. The increase over o per cent, will take the form of

the holders of the bonds receiving a bonus at the rate of i per

cent, for every one per cent, or portion of one per cent, by
which the average dividend on the ordinary shares in the

A.E.G. and the Siemens & Halske Co. exceeds 10 per cent.

These two firms have guaranteed the redemption of the loan

within 50 years at a pre-arranged premium, and also the pay-
ment of the bonus on the profit bonds. A banking syndicate

has taken over 1'20.000,000 marks of the new loan, and pro-

poses to offer it for subscription at the price of 1'26 per cent.,

while the balance of 180,(_K_KJ,(KX( marks will probably pass into
" firm hands."
The scheme represents an entirely new departure in the

flotation of capital in Germany, on a large scale, although
there is no doubt that it will be successfully carried into effect,

as it has the financial guarantee of two of the principal manu-
facturing companies behind it.

Portuguese East Africa and the Union.—A feature of

Portuguese East African trade, which is noted in the recently-

issued report by H.M. Consul-General at Lourengo Marques,
lb the entry of the Union of South Africa into the market as

a competitor in engineering contracts. An example of this is

a large coaling plant, now ready at Johannesburg, for erection

at the Port of i^ourengo Marques, the whole of which, with
the exception of two electric motors supplied from England,
has been manufactured in the Transvaal from material ol local

production. The competition of the United States of America
IS also evident, particularly in hardware and machinery. Yet
up to the present time the United Kingdom is easily first as
suppher of manufactured goods to Portuguese East Africa,

particularly in machineiy and hardware. The rivalry of Ger-
many has also to be considered; low prices and not too

inferior quality, says the Consul-General, give her goods a
great advantage over those of the United Kingdom. He adds,
however, that where Portuguese products come into competi-
tion with British products, as, for exanaple, in hardware, the
British are so far superior that the competition is hardly felt.

There are a few industrial developments which are of interest

in connection with future trade in engineering products, but
it must be borne in mind that currency difficulties will have
to be removed before import trade can revive. Sugar manu-
facture is still on the increase. Furniture-making is develop-
ing at Lourengo Marques, excellent hardwoods being in abun-
dant supply. A cement factory and cold storage have been
started near the port. Much irrigation work is contemplated.

The South African Railway Contract.—A Bloemfontein
dispatch to the Paris Daily Mail states :

—
" The Union of South

Africa's acceptance of the tender of the Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Manchester, for locomotives for South African
electrified railways will be the subject of a Nationalist attack
on the Government when Parliament meets in February. It
is alleged that the German tender was £'3,000 per locomotive
less . . . while the tender included a stipulation for pay-
ment in raw materials like hides, wool, mealies, and the hke—an appeal to South African farmers."

The White City Electrical Plant.—The War Compensation
Court has awarded the Shepherd's Bush Exhibition Co.
£•320.7.58 in respect of its claim of £'1, '2.50,000 for re-instatement
occupation, &c., in connection with the military occupation of
the White City. One of the claims was for damage to the
electrical plant, originally estimated at £16,237, then revised to
£8,486; in respect of this item £"2,930 is the amount of the
award now given.

Receivers Appointed.

—

Swift Electrical, Ltd.—Louisa
Butler, of 94, Woodlands Gardens, N.IO, was appointed
receiver and manager on January '21st, 1922, under powers con-
tained in debenture dated October 18th, 1921.
Edshmohes (1919), I^td.—Sir Basil E. Mayhew. K.B.E., of

2(», Alderman's House, E.C., was appointed as receiver on
January 27th, 19'22, under powers contained in debentures
dated November 30th, 1920.

The Danish Tariff—The Danish Customs authorities
have recently given a decision to the effect that " mica rings
used as insulating material in electrical apparatus " when im-
ported into Denmark are to be classified under heading No. 78
of the Tariff, the duty being 0.2 ore per kilogramme.

Dangers of Acetylene Gas The Factory Department of
the Home Office has issued a " Memorandum on Dangers from
the Use of Acetylene Gas and in Oxy-Acetylene Welding in
Factories " (Form 1,704. H.M. Stationery Office. Price Id.
net). This gives in a concise manner the numerous
w^ays in which explosions may be caused, and for each of
these ways the precautions to be taken are set forth. It is
stated that the lighting of acetylene generator houses should
be carried out by means of incandescent electric lamps encased
in outer ga.s-tight glass globes. Electrical switches, fuses, ice.
in a generator house or near a generator should be so con-
structed that risk due to sparking or fusing in an explosive
atmosphere is avoided.

New Indian Company.—The British Arc Welding Co.
(India) is the name of a new concern which has lately been
formed in Calcutta (16. Strand Road), with a capital of '250.000
rupees, to carry on an electric welding business.

A French Amalgamation;—The shareholders in the Etab-
lissements Maljournal et Bourron, of Lyons, have just ap-
proved in extraordinary general meeting" a scheme of amal-
gamation with the Societe des Ateliers de Constructions Blec-
triques et du Dauphine of the same city. The chairman ef
the former stated that the combined undertaking would be
able to produce everything from small electrical apparatus to
machines of large powers.

Chinese Note.—The Sh.*chi Electric Light Co. at Shachi
has been granted registration by the Ministry of Communi-
cations.

For Sale.—Mr. C. W. Lavcock (instructed by the EUand
U.D.C.) will sell by auction on February 2'2nd," at the elec-
tricity works, the whole of the electricity plant, &c.
By direction of the Disposal Board. Offers are invited for

surplus engine room plant at Liverpool Head Pest Office. (See
our advertisement pages to-day.)

LIGHTING AND POWER N0TE5.

Accrington.

—

Proposed Showroom.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has under consideration a suggestion to open a show-
room for electrical fittings and appliances, in conjunction
with the electrical tradesmen of the district.

Argentina.

—

Electrical Development.—^According to La
Eiiergia, Klcctrtca, there exists in Argentina some 350 power
stations and 80 sub-stations; 9 generating and 32 sub-stations
are located in Buenos Ayres.
The Falls of Iguazu are being developed, and cataracts

larger than those of Niagara, situated ou the Upper Parana,
on the Brazihan frontier, are to be utilised, as are also those
on the Eiver Uruguay, a little above Concordia. Sm-veys for
the development of these water resources have already been
made.

Bexley.—LiGHTiKG in Houses.—The whole of the houses ou
the Welhng estate are to be wired for electric lighting, and
the cost per house chargeable to the scheme is not to exceed

Blackpool.

—

Loan.—The Electricity Committee has recom-
mended that application be made to the Electricity Com-
missioners for sanction to the borrowing of £220,000 for new
generating plant, mains, &c., for the electricity undertaking.

Bradford.

—

Loan.—Application has been made to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow £13,980 for the
installation of additional plant in the electricity works.

Burnley.

—

Proposed Sub-station.—The electrical engi-
neer of the electricity undertaking has been instructed to pre-

pare a report showing the estimated cost of erecting a sub-
station for the Eosegrove and Lowerhouse districts, and the
estimated demand for electricity in these districts.

Crewe.—Loan.—The Town Council has applied for a loan
of £10,000 for additional plant at the power station and for

cables.

Canada.

—

Ontario.—The extent to which electricity is used
in the province of Ontario is indicated in a list published in

in a recent issue of the Bulletin of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission. This shows that the number of distributing

municipalities in the various systems is as followa : Niagara
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system, 144 (population 1,191,736) ; Severa system, 19- (41,652);

Wasdell's system, 11 (11,150); Nipissiiig system, 4 (il^23)

;

Muskoka system, 2 (3,59.7); Eugenia system, 28 (39,571);

Ottawa system, 1 (107,732) ; Thundfer Bay system, 1 (15,094);

Central Ontario system, .37 (134,552); St. .Lawrence system,

11 (15,660) ; Bideau system, 5 (16, 260).; Essex County system,
7 (11,017); Thorold system, 1 (5,i(12) ; making, a. total of 271

municipaLities, covering a total population of 1,604,356.

Continental.

—

Jugo-Sl.wu.—The Commercial Secretary to

His Majesty's Legation at Belgi'ade reports that the Ziagreb

journal Agramer Tag blat t hds published an article concernmg
tha foi'mation of a syndicate for the development of hydro-
electric power schemes which wjH be supported by the State.

The first step to be taken is the erection, near Modric, of a
water-power station of 8,000 h.p. capacity and the construc-

ti61i of another station on the lower Drina between Koviljaca
and Janje of. 29,000 h.p. The projected power stations are

intended tij provide electrical energy for Posavina, Podrinje,
Slavonia, Syrmia, Backa, Djakovstma, and Osijek, and will

be connected with the overland electrical system which the
State contemplates, aiid it is also intended to' connect these
systems, via Zagreb, with the power system of Fala, so that
the project of the central Government to provide an organised
network of electric power lines in an east-to-west dn-ectiou
can be accomplished without great delay.

Italy.—A scheme has been put into operation for the dis-

tribution of electrical energy from Switzerland to various
power stations iu the Lombardy plain. Bart of the supply
will pass through the French mine areas of Nancy and
Vencey, a distance of over 400 miles.

On the River Sila, in the Province of Catanzaro, a hydro-
electric plant is being constructed by the Societa per
la Forze Idrauliche della Sila, with Government aid.

The company has ..contracted bank loans to the extent
of 200, million lire. This is a preliminary to the
raising of further capital until at least 500 million Lire

has been secured. It is intended to make use of the natural
to.ppgraphy of the place in executing the project. Besides
being situated at an altitude of some 1,235 metres above the
level of the sea, 'the district is furnished with several natm-al
basins. These, after work has been completed, will form
immense reservoirs, with two falls of 597 and 405 metres.
Work has commenced on the larger reservoirs. Various
groups of turbines have been planned, the first of 67,227 h.p.;

the second of 80,960 h.p. ; and the third of 20.080 h.p. ; making
a total of 168,267 h.p. The total quantity of water to be im-
pounded by the various reservoirs is estimated at 250 million
cu. metres, and the total electric energy which will lie

generated is estimated at 800 million kWh per annum.—Renter's Trade Service (Rome).
Germany.—The strike of the Berlin municipal employes has

completely paralysed the gas, water, and electricity supply,
and also the tramway traftic. The hospitals are without water
and light. There has .been no abatement of the railway
strike, which has extended to the whole of Baden. The nego-
tiations opened for the purpose of ending the railway strike
have produced no result. The city is now almost without
coal. A great number of factories and bakeries have been
obliged to reduce their working hours. Some have already
closed down. 'The strike practically ended on February 7th.

—

Renter (Berlin).

France.—The effects of the drought during the past year
are still felt in the Isfere region by the growing scarcity of
electricity. The Berges' company,' which has been supple-
menting the city's supply from its reserve steam plant, has
now been forced to considerably reduce its supplies. The
stations are unable to iiie'et industrial needs and a complete
stoppage is feared. On December 26th power was withdrawn
for two days a week. Later the supply was limited to eight
hohrs 'a day to authorised factories. Only bakers and daily
papers were allowed to use electricity during the night. Prices
have greatly advanced, being 0.40 fr. per kilowatt-hour for
motive power, heating, and industrial purposes, instead of
0.15 h.—L'Industrie Electrique. '

The application for a 60-ycar concession for the establish-
ment of .a water-power station on the River Bave, at Bousse-
largues, made by the Omnium Regional d'Electricit^. of
Lempde.s. Lower Lone, is now under official investigation.
The station is intended to- reinforce the Lempdes station of
that company. The works projected include the formation of
a dam and a 30-metre high reservoir, with accessory conduits
to th^ station itself. The height of the fall will be 188 metres,
and the scheme is estimated to yield 3,150 k"W. The scheme
is to be carried out in two stages.

Coventry.—Electricity Charoes.—Tlie City Council .has
considered a reporl; from llie Electricity Committee that a
petition haS 'been received from leading mapufacturers re-
garding the charges for electrical energy, and stating that
exi,sting.circumstances-warrant a substantial reduction for the
current quarter in the coul percentage of .50 per cent, and the
" over-all " percentage of 40 per cent., applicable to con-
sumers taking electrical energy on this system. It was resolved
to -reply that there was little prospect of a substantial reduction
during the D'ecember quarter, but that tliere would be a re-
duction for the March quarter,' .such reduction being nmde
automatiCall*';W^t'h,,the decreased cost of coal.

Derby.—Loans.—The Electricity. Committee has recom-
mended the Town Council to apply to the Electricity Com-
missioners for sanction to the borrowing of i;70,000 for mains,
and ±'20,(K)0 for the purchase of motors and transformers.

Egham.

—

Exte.vsion of Aeea ov Supply.—The Egham and
Staines Electricity Co. is applying to the Electricity Com-
missioners for powers to extend its area of supply to include
the parishes of Ashford and St. Anwell, Vvraysburv, and
Thorpe.

Greetland.—KLECiRicitY Supply.—Owing to complaints
which have been made with regard to lighting the Council
has approached the Electrical Distribution of Jforkshire, Ltd.,

as to the terms on which the company would be prepared
to supply electricity to the district.

Gloucester.

—

Loan.—Application has been made to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow £47,000 for ex-

tensions to the electricity works, and for additional boilers,

generating plant, &c.

Inverness,

—

Hydro-Electric Scheme.—At a meeting of the

Town Council, on January 30th, the hydro-electric scheme
was again discussed. A letter from the Trade Facihties Ad-
visory Committee was read. This signified the Committee's
favourable consideration of the question of guaranteeing
debentures for ±'200,000 provided the following conditions
were met ; (1) That a company be formed with an ordinary
paid-up share capital of ±200.000; (2) that the scheme be
approved by the Electricity Commissioners; and (3) that the
scheme cost no more than ±'4UO,000. It was stated that
Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd., were willing to

form a company and promote a Parliamentary Bill, and also

to re-imburse the Corporation's expenses if the. company was
formed. It was finally decided to proceed with the survey,
which was estimated to cost ;6200.

Leeds.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Corporation has received
sanction from the Electricity Commissioners to borrow ±38,500
for overhead mains and services on the Meanwood, Hawks-
worth Wood, Wyther, and Harehills housing estates.

Liverpool.

—

Loan Sanctio.ned.—The Electricity Committee
has received the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to
borrow ±17,082 for the provision of mains and services and sub-
station equipment in connection with new houses.

London.

—

Finchley.—Proposed Linking-up.-A scheme is

on foot for the linking-up of the Finchley and Hornsey elec-

tricity undertakings. It is proposed to lay two mains capable
of carrying 1,000 kW each, at a cost of ±10,200, and apphca-
tion has been made to the Electricity Commissioners for
sanction to borrow that amount.

Manchester.

—

Loan.—The Jllectricity Committee has recom-
mended that application be made to the Electricity Commis-
sioners for sanction to the borrowing of ±100,000 for -work on
leeder mains and on distributing stations.

Marlborough.

—

Application for Revocation of Order.—
The Town Council has decided to apply for the revocation of

the Order obtained in 1913 by the Marlborough Electric Light-
ing Supply Co., Ltd., which has failed to carry out its obliga-
tions.

Price Reductions.—Charges for electricity have been
reduced in the following districts: Croydon, Darwen, Dudley,
Liverpool, Newcastle, Salford, Spenborough, and Stretford.

Richmond (Surrey).—Order Revoked.—The Electricity

Commissioners have revoked the Richmond Electricity (Tem-
porary Increase of Charges) Order, 1919, as from January 31st,

1922, but without prejudice to any rights and liabilities which
might already have become due thereundef.

Stone (Staffs.).-Electricity Supply.—The Gas and Elec-
tricity Co. has informed the Urban District Council of- ita

intention to put down electrical plant and exercise its powers
under the .-Vet of 1914. The company has applied foi- an ex-
tension of tune to carry out the work, but the Electricity

Commissioners have deferred their decision until the inqijiry

into the proposed formation of a Joint Electricity Authority
for the North-West Midlands has been held. - ^, .,-.

'

Tunbridge Wells.

—

Loans.—The Town Council has decided
to apply for a loan of ±12,975 for expenditure on mains, ser-

vices, transformers, a sub-station, and sub-station pillars, for

the ensuing three years, and for ±4,378 to cover the
increased costs of the installation of the new turbo-alternator,

condensing pliint, pipework, and switchboard.

'Wicklow.—Electricity Supply.—^The Urban Council has
directed the Town Clerk to procure information regarding a
proposed electricity scheme.

Wigan.—Loan.—.Application has been made to the Electri-

city Commissioners for sanction to borrow ±40.720 for exten-
sions to the electricity' worts.

"
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Black Country.—Control of TR.tM\v.\Ys.—A Bill is being
promoted in Jr'ailiaiuent this session by the Birmingham
District Power A- traction Co., i,td.; the Dudley, Scourunuge
and District Electric Iraction Co.; the South Stallordshu'e
Tramways Co.; the South Statfordshire 'Iramways (lessee)

Co., ijtd. ; and the Wolverhampton District 'Iramways, Ltd.,
in which it is proposed to postpone the right of purchase of
the tramway undertakings by local authorities until within
six months after September li'Jth, 1950. It is fui'ther pro-
vided that from the passing of the Act a joint committee shall

be formed, entitled " The Birmingham and Midland TVamways
Joint Committee," for the management of the undertakings
of the five companies. This will include three persons
appointed by the directors of the Bu-mingham District Power
and Traction Co., Ltd., and two persons appointed by each
of the other four companies. It is also proposed to raise the
fares on all the tramways and Ught railways to IJd. per mile,
with a minimum of 2d. a passenger.

Blackpool.—TR.4MWAY Profits.—At a recent meeting of the
Town Council it was reported that during the past ten years
the net profit of the tramway undertaking had been ±'118,000,

of which j;94,000 had been applied to the relief of the rates.

Bradford.

—

Lo.^n.—Application has been made to the
Ministry of Transport for sanction to borrow ^36,'250 for track
renewals.

Doncaster. — Proposed New Rodte.—The Ministry of

Transport recently held an inquiry at Doncaster into the appli-

cation of the Corporation to borrow jEIO.OOO for miprovements
to the tramway system. It is proposed to lay a track along
Factory Lane and Trafford Street at an"estiinated cost of

f4,430, in order to provide a cii'cular route for the Bentley
and Brodsworth cars, and so abolish the present terminus in

Frenchgate. Other improvements include the relaying and
doubling of a part of the track in St. Sepulchre Gate and
Baxtergate at an estimated cost of over :£5,000.

Continental.—Germany.—The arrangements for 1922 for

the extension of the. German electric railway network are as

follows : The existing electrified section of Konigszelt-Halb-
stadt-Liebau is to be extended to embrace Hirschberg-
Gorlitz-Schreiberhau and Griinthal, 130 km. in extent. In
the middle German brown coalfields the Leipzig to Schone-
field line is to be extended to Engelsdorf, Bitterfeld, and
Magdeburg, a distance of 130 km. In the three following

years it is intended to open for working a series of sections

in Bavaria, namely, Munich to Garmisch, in 1923 ; Munich to

Eegensburg, in 1924 ; and Munich to Salzburg and Kufstein,

in i92.5. The works hitherto carried out in the electric work-
ing of the main lines has made clear the kind of locomotives
needed. A special type has been evolved for express, passen-

ger and goods trains for travelling on the flat; and another,

suited for each class of traction for travelling in hilly

districts. A settlement as to the system to be employed has
also been arrived at, a.c. being retained for long-distance

traffic, while d.c. is chosen for short-distance traffic in and
around Berlin. Normalisation has been effected as far as

possible in track equipment and other constructive details.

Hand in hand with the electrification of the country's net-

work has gone the con.struction of the big power stations and
accessory installations for the generation and distribution of

electricity. The great Walchen=ee power station on the Isar
is expected to be finished in 192;3.

Halifax.

—

Proposed Extensions Rejected.—The Town
Council has rejected the Tramways Committee's scheme
to extend the tramways, by single track, from Skir-
coat Green terminus to Dudwell Lane, on the ground that
the extension would not bring in sufficient revenue.

Hull.—Proposed Extension of Trahways.—The City Coun-
cil has approved application being made to the Ministry of
Transport for power to extend the tramways to Hessle, at an
estimated capital cost of £36,000.

Liverpool.—New Track.—The City Council has decided to
con.struct a double tramway track alone Belvidere and Devon-
shire Roads, at an estimated cost of JE38,213.

F\RES.—The City Council has decided to seek powers to
continue the two-penny minimum fare on the tramways for
another year.

London.—The report of the directors of the London.
Brighton & South Coast Railway states that it is proposed to
complete the suburban scheme of railway electrification which
was internipted by the war as .soon as financial and other
conditions permit. \Vith a view to providing funds to carry
out the works immediately in contemplation, steps were taken
to apply for additional capital powers, but for certain reasons
It is not proposed to proceed with this application.
Railless Car.—T}ie South Metropolitan Electric Tram-

ways Co. has recently carried out an experiment with a rail-
le.ss car on the steep incline from Anerley to the Crystal
Palace.

. •

Sunderland.—Stbiee,—The employes of the District Tram-
ways Co. have struck worl^ as a . protest against a proposed
reduction of wages, and the eystem is at a standstill.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.—Telephone Extensions.—The Postmaster-Gen-
eral proposes to ask Parliament next Session to sanction a
loan for £8,000,000 to improve and expand the telephone sys-
tem throughout Australia and to build trunk lines. His idea
is to adopt a continuous scheme, which will be independent
for three or four years of the annual Parliamentary votes.
There are now 12.000 unsatisfied applications in the principal
cities for telephone connection, besides thousands in the
country districts for communication with the main systems.
The Cabinet has made available £200,000 as a first instalment,
says The Times.

Automatic Exchanges.-The construction of automatic tele-

phone exchanges at Ascot Vale (Vic), estimated to cost
£85,826, and at North Melbourne, estimated to cost £97,226,
has been formally sanctioned by the House of Representat-
tives.

—

Industrial Australian and Mining Standard.

Barbados.—New CABLE.—The officials of the Western Union
Telegraph Co. state that they expect a licence will be issued
shortly for the landing of the Bai'bados cable at Miami.—Reuter's Trade Service (Washington).

Ex^German Pacific Cables.—Final Disposition.—The
former German cables in the Pacific Ocean that centred about
the island of Yap were allocated on December 31st, 1921, and
a complete agreement affecting their joint use for commercial
purposes without restrictions was reached by representatives
of the six Powers involved. The cables have been sealed
since Japan seized the German islands, early in 1914; in most
instances the tentative approval given must be confirmed by
the home governments. The cables awarded are : Yap-Guam
cable to the United States. Yap-Shanghai cable to Japan.
Yap-Menado cable to Holland. The company was not entirely
German, but a combination of Gennan and Dutch, the Dutch
investors holding about one-third, roughly, of the stock and
bonds of the corporation which owned the cables. In
addition, the important line from Yap to Menado, on the
island of Celebes, terminated in Dutch territory. Both of
these complications were avoided by giving Holland, in full

satisfaction of her claims, the cable from Yap to Mena-do. The
cable from Yap to Shanghai had been diverted by the
Japanese soon after their seizure of the Marshall and Caroline
Islands to a Japane.se port. They are willing to construct a
link to re-establish the line to Shanghai. The third cable,
that from Yap to Guam, had already, under the agreement
reached since the convening of the conference between the
Japanese and Americans, been assignd to the U.S.A., and a
treaty drafted setting forth the American rights in the island
of Yap. Six nations were represented at the conference on
December 31st—the United States, Great Britain, Japan.
Prance, Italy, and Holland. The decision was " without pre-
judice " to the decision to be reached later as to the German
cables in the Atlantic—T. and T. Age.

Paraguay.

—

Teleor.aph Extensions.—The work of extend-
ing the network of State telegraphs will begin very shortly,
including the construction of new lines designed to link up the
Paraguayan lines with those of Brazil.

—

Financial Neivs.

South Africa.-^Automatic Telephony.—An automatic tele-

phone exchange is being established at Durban.

—

Briikh and
S. .African Export Gazette.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end o/ the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Accrington—Corporation. 25,O0d-lb. water-tube boilers,

economisers. and brick work. (February 3rd.)

Ashton^under-Lyme.—February 22nd. Electricity Com-
mittee. Circulating waterpipes and valves and exhaust steam
pipes. (February 3rd.)

Australia.—Melbocrne.—April 29th. Victorian Electricity
Commissioners.—31 miles .15 sq. in. 3-core power cable and 20
miles. .007 pilot cable, with accessories, for a 22,0O0-V circuit.—Reuter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

.Vpiil 5th. Commonwealth P.M.G. Telegraph condensers.
(Sched. 618.)

April 19th. Telegraph and testing instruments. (Sched.
549.) (See this issue.)

Adelaide.—April 5th. P.M.G.'s Department. Twelve ad-
justable condensers for use on telegraph duplex circuits.

(Sched. No. 613.)*

Brisbane.—April 19th. P.M.G.'e Department. Testing and
telegraph instruments. (Stores Sched. No. 549.)*
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Aylesbury.—Electricity Department. One 1,500-kW or
alternatively one 1,000-kW turbo-alternator, condenser, and
switchgear. (February 3rd.)

Belfast.—February 28th. Tramways Committee. Six or
]"2 months' supply of tramway stores, including electrical acces-

.vories, cable, lamps, &c. (See this issue.)

Bulgaria.—March 21st. Bulgarian Postal Authorities.
Telephone pole-line hardware (four pin carriers for insulators,
bolts, &c.).*

March 28th. 3,000 junction pieces for batteries, &c.*

Burton=on=Trent.—February 22nd. Electricity Depart-
ment. One 6,000-kW turbo-alternator with condenser and
.switchgear. Two 40.000-lb. water-tube boilers complete with
<-conomisers, coal-handling plant, bunkers, buildings, and
chimneys. (Februai'y 3rd.)

Dundee.—February 27th. Electricity Department. Five
.set-s of converting machinery. Mr. li.' Richard.son, general
manager and engineer.

East Grinstead.—February 24th. U.D.C. Two-stroke
oil engine-driven generators and other plant and electrical
frjuipment. (February 3rd.)

Edinburgh.—February 15th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Auxiliary circuits and electric lighting and earthing,
lor Westbank power station. (Spec. No. 34.) (.lanuary 27th.)

Eston.—February 28th. Urban District Council. Over-
head lines, underground cables, transformers, sub-statitm
e(juipment. and public lighting fittings. (January 27th.)

Gloucester—February 14th. Electricitv Department.
Two l,50O-k\Y turbo-alternators with condensing plant. (Feb-
ruary 3rd.)

India.—Calcutta.—March 20th. Municipal Council. Eight
electric lorries and motor-generator charging set. Particulars
fi-um chief engineer to the Corporation.—fieHicr's Trade Ser-
vice (Calcutta).

London.—February 13th. L.C.C. 2,500 or alternatively
4.500 tons of .standard steel girder tramway track rails with
fishplates. Chief Engineer, 19, Charing Cress Road, \V.C.2.
Ham.\iehsmith.—February 22nd. Electricity Department.

Stores for three, six, or twelve months. (Februarv 3rd.)
Paddington.—February 2Uth. U.W.E. Three months'

supply of electrical and telegraph stores. (February 3rd.)

Manchester—February 14th. Tramways Committee.
General stores, &c. J. M. McElroy, general manager, 5.5, Pic-
cadilly, Manchester.
February 21st. Electricity Committee. C.I. water tanks

and acces.sories. (Spec. B2V.) February 27th. L.p. valves,
cocks, &c. (Spec. b28.) L.p. pijiework for auxiliary services
(B29). (See this issue.)

Oldbury.—February 18th. I'.D.C. Electric light instal-
lation, public buildings and library. Mr. R. Fleteher sur-
veyor.

'

South Africa.-DuRB.iK.—April 12th. Corporation Electri-
i-ity Department. Two 600-k\V rotary converter sub-statiuii
equipments or alternatively mercury arc rectifiers -with auto-
matic switchgear.*
Grahamstown (C.P.).—According to the British and Smifl,

African Gazette, tenders for the electric lighting scheme
(f65,000) will be called for about June or July next.
Skipton. — February 25th. Electricity Department.

Supply, laying, and jointing l.p. 4-core paper-insulated lead-
covered steel-tape armoured cable. (Feljruary 3rd.J

Swansea.—February 17th. Swansea Harbour Trustees.
One 3-phase, 400-kVA transformer. (See this issue.)

Wolverhampton.—Electricity Department. Two water-
tube boilers and integral superheaters. (February 3rd.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,
&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overi5ea,s Trade
(Room 84), .35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Ayrshire.—Education Committee.
El.jctric light instillation, St. .Margaret', School.—W. G. Dodd, .Ayr.

Glasgow.—Corporation. Recommended:

—

l:iectric lightint; installation in the Corporation houses at Craigton, £3 770—D. & J. Gilmour. *
'

'"'""•

Steelworlv loundation (or turbo-generator at Pinkston.—P. & \V. MacLellan,

Cjevis strain insulators.—Fleming, Birkby & Goodall, Ltd.
Single-stroke bells.—Standard Electric Co., Ltd,
Cable.—West.rn Electric Co., Ltd,

Accepted :

—

i)ne electric locomotive for Provan Gas Works.—Electric Vehicles, Ltd.
On., elertric locomotive and generator set.—Electric Locomotive and

houndry Co., Ltd.

London.—Polham.—Electricity and Lighting Committee.
Recommended :

—

and Sons
the generating end Road, £5,,'i65.—W. M05.

Sunderland.—Corporation. .Accepted :

—

Cables,—Brit, Ins, & Helsby Cables, Ltd,
Capping,—.Armstrong. .Addison & Co.
H.p. steam pipes.—Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd

The Hague.—Mr. S. Utting, London, has received the
order for the equipment of two large Baboock C.T.M.-type
boilers at the Hague electricity works. The Piat draught sys-

tem is to be installed, and the air heaters are to be of the
' Thermix " type. This order makes the fourth installation
for this important electricity works.

Worthing.—Electricity Committee. Recommended:

—

One aOO-b.h.p. Diesel engine with 34S/3.';0.kW generator (£11,7311)-
Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, Ltd.

Cables (£1,591).—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works. Ltd.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Fridav, February 10th. M the Gre.-ii II.1II,

Cinnon Street Hotel, E,C. .At S'p.m, Indies' night.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—Saturday, February 11th. At the
(,,.,n.l ll.it. I, C.jlinurr Rov, , .\i 7 jj m. I'aper on " Illumination (roin the
I K,, ',, IVini .,1 \l.^^,• by ,M, . C. G, A. MacDonald,

Electrical Contractors' Association (London Branch).—'I'uesday, February
14lh. Ai the Lngineers' Club, At H p,m. Smoking concert arid conlrr-

Industrial League and Council.—\\'ednesday, Februarv lath. .At Caxtun
Hall, Westminster. S.W. At TM p,m. Lecture on'" Industry and it:.

Relation to Finance," by Sir Geo. Paish.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—Wednesday, February lath. At the
Wclbetk Hotel, At 7 p,m. Paper on " Supir-heated Steam : Its Develop-
ments and Utility," by Mr, F, O. Bynoe.

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.—\\'ednesday, February lath. .At

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Vicloria Embankment, W.C. At .!

p.m. Annual general meeting, Pr.-sidential address.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, February 16th. At the
Institution, \ictoria Embankment, W'.C. At 6 p.m. Paper on "Rotary
t nnverlers, with Special Reference to Railway Electrification/' by Mr.
I-, P, Whitak.r,
iNFcKMAu MtETiM..—Monday, February 13th, At the Institution,

\ ill.,, ia i;ml.,.nkm,nt W,C, '.At 7 p,m. Discussion on " The Evolution

ol .1 St;,lf Tr,i.le L ni.in," to be opened by Mr. J. H. Parker.
(North-Eastern Centre).- -Monday, February 13th, .At the Armstrong

College, .\e\vcastle-on-^^ ne. At 7,1a p,m, PapcT on " Rotary Converters,"
bv Mr, F, P, Whitaker.
(North Midland Centre).—Tuesday, February 14lh. At the Hotel Metro-

pole, King Street, l^eds. At 7 p.m. Paper on " The Cvc-.Arc Process,"
bv .Messrs, L, J. Steele and H, Martin,
(Scottish Centre).—Tuesday, February 11th, At 20", Bath Slre.-t,

Glasgow, At 7,30 p.m. Lecture on "The Use of Wireless, Past an.l

Future." bv M.ijor J, i:rskine-,Murrav, R,A,F.
(Dundee Sub-Centre). -Monday, F'ebruary 13th. -At University College.

Dundee. .\: 7 ;ni j) m, I'.iper on " Publicity and Electrical Development,"
by .Mr, J, W . Ik.iu. h,,,np,

(East-Midland Sub-Centre).- Tuesday, February Uth, At the Lough-
borough College, At 6.4a p,m. Informal address on " High-power Mer-
cury Arc Rectifiers," by Mr, R, L, Morrison.

(North-Western Students' Centre).—Tuesday, February 14th. At
the Houklsworth Hall, Deansgate, Manchester. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on
" Hydro-Electric Power Supply," by Mr. .A. Tustin.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—Thursday, February 16th. At the East

Anglian Institute of .Agriculture. At 7 p.m. Paper on " High-speed Wirc-
l.ss Telegraphy," by Mr. C. H. Ford,

Northampton Engineering College Engineering Society.—Thursday, Feb-

rii,,r\ llith. At the Norlhampum Ins-titut.-, St, John Street, E.C. At 5.30

p.m.' Paper on "Electric Lilting Magnets: their Cse and Construction
k,r St. el Works," by Mr. J. B. Kramer.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, February 16th. .At Burlington House, Piec.i-

dilly, W, At 8 p.m. Ordinary scientific meeting.

Electrical Development Association.—Friday, February 17th. .At the In-

.-.titute ol Patent .-Xgcnts, St.iple Inn Buildings, W.C. (\t 7.30 p.m. Dis-

cussion on " Salesmanship in Relation to Electric Lighting," to be opened
by Mr, H, T, Harrison.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, February 17th. At the In-

sUtution, Storey's Gate, S.W. At 6 p.m. Paper on " Electric Welding
.Applieil to St.?el Construction, with ,Special Reference to Ships," bv Mr.
A, T, Wall.

London Electrical Engineers Old Comrades' Association.—Friday, Feb-
ruary 17th. At the Bridge Hou, Hotel, London Bridge, S.E. At 7 p.m.
Bohemian concert.

Junior Institution of Engineers.— Friday, February 17th. At Caxton Hall,

S.W. At 8 p.m. I'aper on " Water Purification for Boiler Fe-ed Pur-
poses," by Mr. W, J, Lenton,

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to complete replies to intjuiiies received this

week we need the names of supphers or manufacturers of :

—
Earle's Cement for commutator repairs.

Magnet TESiPHOiNE for armature testing.

Omega insulating tapes.

Immersion Heaters of tubular form for total immersion
in liquids (capacity 1 k\V).

A periscopic arrangement for inspection of smoke from
chimney shafts from a remote position.

NOTES.

Fatality.—.V lifteen-year-old boy, .Mbcrt Heeson, of Wooil-
house ClifL Leeds, employed in a bakehouse at Harehills. was
killed on February 4th by contact with a Uve electric Ught ^
wire. A temporary wire had been run into the basement,
where a new oven was being installed, and the holder for the

electric light bulb had become tlamaged. Heeson, it was sup-
posed, was attempting to repair the holder with tlie electricity

switched on, using a chisel without a handle for the purpose.

He was beard to scream, and then he collapsed unconscious.

A doctor was sent for, but on his arrival the boy was dead.

—

Daily Dispatch.

The " C.S. Faraday."—.'Vftei' being one of the most
familiar eights in Thames shipping for nearly fifty years. ,"^

the cable steamer Faradaii has bfeen .condemned, and will be
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brokeu up almost at once. She was built in 1874, and is of

over 5.00O tons register. During her long lite she has been
all over the world in the service of her owners. Messrs.

Siemens Bros., and has been one of the most successful vessels

uf her kind.

—

Evening News.

Motor='bus Repair Works at Chiswick.—The London
General Omnibus Company has opened at Chi.swick a large

central overhaul works where all repair work to the company's
vehicles is now concentrated and standardised in one establish-

ment, instead of in 'M or 4(J garages scattered all over London.
Some 'i.OUH persons are employed at the works, which occupies

an area of 31 acres, l(j acres being under cover. With an
organisation and equipment which are right up to date, the

time required annually tor xuotor-'bus overhaul is now reduced
from IG days to 4, which, of course, means a large reduc-
tion in the annual loss in the vehicle's working capacity. The
factory is equipped on hues not hitherto attempted m this

country for the rapid as.sembling of standardised uuits on a

large scale, and the works will accommodate a weekly total of

100 units normally and 120 weekly during short rush
periods. When a bus requiring overhaul enters the factorj

.

the bolts holding the coach-work to the chas.^is are removed,
and the former is lifted oil' by a multiple hydraulic jack; the

chassis then leaves the shop for its own department, and an
electric truck comes along to take the place of the chassis, and
the body is carried away for striijjiing and reconditioning,

painting, and so forth. In the process of dismantling thi'

chassis, as this passes along the shop, it is stripped bit by bit

of engine, clutch, gear-liox, brakes, &c.. down to'the bale

frame, the wheels themselves are taken into then- special .shop

for re-tu'ing, and the springs are reheated in a double-ended
reverberatory gas furnace. The washing of parts after ilis-

mantling is a considerable ox)eration, both revealing weakness
and signs of wear, and preparing the part for haudling for

repair purposes. As may be supposed, every variety of machine
and tool are requisitioned at some stage or other of the work.
The works are largely driven by electric power provided from
the supply of the Lndergiound Railways group, to which the

L.G.O.C. belongs. The whole of the electric motors, totalling

1,300 h.p. (in sizes ranging from .5 h.p. to 80 h.p.), were pro-

vided by Messrs. C. J. Fergu.son & Sons, of Loudon, who carry

very large stocks of motors. Practically the whole of the

machines are standard shunt-wound enclosed, ventilated and
open protected type, arranged for belt-driving. Tlie starters

are of the standard face plate type, and the machines are

operated on a circuit of .5.50/600 volts. The electrical wiring:

and installation work was done by the L.G.O.C. 's own elec-

trical staff. Each 'bus carries a dynamo for lighting

supply, and the overhauling of these machines, as well as

the wiring and other electrician's work in the 'buses them-
selves, has its proper place allotted to it in the efficient

organisation of the various operations. A number of moving
platforms are laid down on which repairs are carried out as

the article under repair gradually moves on its way. Mr. G. .J.

Shave is the chief engineer and ojwrating manager to the com-
pany, and he has under his control a fleet of 3,000 motor-'bnses
which are carrying 1.00<1 million passengers per annum, but
these figures alone cannot convey an idea of the large extent
of the engineering and other operations which are carried on
in the Chiswick overhaul works, where what has been termed
the " re-birth " of the motor omnibus takes place. It is

stated that the works have cost i'.5tX).O0O, Init the saving in

the cost of maintenance will be £1.50,000 per annum.

The Electro^ Harmonic Society.— .\t the conceit (Ladies'
Night) to be held to-night in the Great Hall, Cannon Street
Hotel, Mr. Sidney Eentell will take the chair. The artistes

will be as follows :—Miss Bessie .lones, soprano; Mr. Bar-
rington Hooper, tenor; Mr. Edward Halland, baritone; Miss
Gladys Millage, songs at the piano; Mr. Ernest Rutherford,
concertina ; Mr. Lloyd Shakespeare, cornet ; Mr. W. V.
Robinson, Canadian entertainer; Mr. Ernest Hastings, enter-
tainer; Mr. Bernard Flanders, .\.R.A.M., solo pianoforte and
accompanist.

X-ray Cancer Research.—The report of the Manchester
Eoyal Infirmary states that the honorary radiologist received
an anonymous oft'er of ;£4,(KJ0 to enable researcli to be carried
out on a new method of intensive X-ray treatment of cancer,
and a scheme has been drawn up. and a research scholarship
in intensive-radio-therapy for the treatment of cancer has been
instituted, says the Evening Standard.
Lord Atholstan has informed the Earl of Athlone. chairman

of the Middlesex Hospital, that, in addition to his offer of
f20,000 for the discovery of a medicinal cure for cancer.
he will give another ^20.000 in the meantime to help on the
work of cancer research, says the Ddily Majl, which also re-
cords that Sir William Veno, who in .January offered ATO.dOO
to supplement the offer by Lord .\tholstan, has amended his
proposal; he now promises to provide £1,000 annually for
ten years in aid of cancer research. The payment of the
money is, therefore, not dependent on a cure being found.

Appointments Vacant.—Sales Supt. (.£500) for the Edin-
burgh Corporation Sales Department: engineering draughts-
man for the Salford Corporation Electricity Department; wire-
less engineer-operator (,f4(KI-l-) for the Government of Trini-
dad; shift engineer (£440) for the Government of Nigeria, Elec-
tric Light Department; assistant mains and distribution engi-

neer for the Wakefield Corporation Electricity Department

;

shift engineer for the Llandudno U.D.C. Electricity Depart-
ment ; Profes-sorship and Head of the Department of Electri-
cal Engineering in the City and Guilds (Engineering) College;
chief electrical engineer for the Wimbledon Corporation. (See
our advertisement pages to-day.

J

Lighting Large Stores.—.\ rather serious drawback witii
various forms of Hood-lighting projectors which have so far
rnade their appearance is the difficulty in trying to vary tlie

light distribution curve over sufficiently wide limits such as
will ensure uniform lighting over any area that has
to be treated. If. in certain cases, alteration in the focus
has been made with the object of improvement in this direc-
tion the efficiency of the equipment has of necessity suffered
in consequence. In many ca.ses, also, the projectors have to

E.VIElilOU HoLOPH.U\E LiGUTi.NO.

fie placed fairly close to the building to be illuminated, with
the result that the units generally employed do not possess
sufficient covering power to ensure uniformity of illumina-
tion.

An installation worthy of notice in this direction is the
lighting of Messrs. Alders' premises at Croydon, a photograph
of which we are able to reproduce. Tlie scheme was carried
out by Messrs. J. & T. Robinson, electrical contractors, of
Croydon, in collaboration with Messrs. Holophane, Ltd., of
London.
The equipment comprises six units moimted in a trough

and placed on each side of the building, equipped w'ith 200-
watt gasfilled lamps and Holophane F.1.50 reflectors mounted
horizontally, the angles and setting of which were carefully
calculated and adhered to by the contractors. By chang-
ing the character of their distribution curve they are enabled
to reproduce similar results from greater or lesser distances,
thus meeting all requirements in this diiection. .A further
feature worthy of mention is the few points necessary to
achieve such results, and the energy consmnption, i.f'.,

2.4 units per hour, represents a very economical figure for
this class of .spectacular lighting.

Electrified Seed.—.At a meeting of the Advisory Council
(if the .Agricultural High School, Bcndigo (Victoria)', recently,
the principal described some interesting experiments which
were being made with electrified .seed at the school. It was
stated that oats electrically treated, and with i cwt. of super-
phosphate to the acre, gave six tons more green weight of
oaten hay than an unmanured plot with unelectrified seed had
returned. Plots treated with manure, but sown with unelec-
trified .seed, gave lighter returns than where the two treatments
were applied. One farmer who had sown ten acres with
electrified seed had reported that his crop last season had
averaged a bushel and a half to the acre more than the unelec-
trified seed had yielded.—/iif//(s(riai Australian and Mining
Standard.
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Educational.—City axd Guilds (Engineerin-q) College.—
After thirty-Beven years' service in the college, toUowing two
years' service at the Finsbury Technical College, Professor T.

Mather, F.fl.S., is retiring at the end of the present session.

Professor Mather succeeded to the Chair of Electrical

Engineering on the death of Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S.,

with whom he had been so closely associated in the organisa-

tion of the department. The City and Guilds (Engineering)

College forms the Engineering Section of the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, under the Delegacy representing

the Imperial College, the City and Guilds of London Insti-

tute, and the Goldsmiths' Company.
The Delegacy will proceed shortly to consider the appoint-

ment of a successor to Professor Mather, and is inviting

applications.

Faraday House Scholarships.—The annual examina-
tions for a Faraday scholarship of fifty guineas per

annum tenable for two years in college and one year in

manufacturing works, and for a Maxwell scholarship of fifty

guineas per annum tenable for one year in college and one
year in works, will be held at Faraday House on April 11th.

i'ith, and 13th. 19'23. Exhibitions may also be awarded to

candidates who acquit themselves creditably in these examina-
tions. Fiill particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,

Faraday House, 6'2-70, Southampton Row, London. W.C.I.

An Electrically=driven Winder.—Referring to the article

appearing in our issue of January 27th under this heading, it

should have been stated that the main contractors for this in-

teresting installation were the British Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Electric Motors for AVashing and Sewing Machines."
Referring to the case reported in our " Legal " column on Jan.

27th, Mr. S. J. Sewell, of 27, Chancery Lane, W.C. writes :
—

" I have been for some years of opinion that it is essential that
washing and sewing machines should be driven by fractional-

h.p. electric motors, and have in my Sewing and Washing
Machines Gazette preached that reform, but the action against

Harrods, which was a claim for damage to the fingers of a
lady in the wringer used as an adjunct to the ' Thor ' washing
machine, is, I fear, likely to give a ' set-back ' to electric

washers and also to electrically driven sewing machines. I

should like you to make public the fact that a similar result

might have occurred had the washer been manually driven.
" Really, electricity had nothing to do with the injury to

the lady's hand. The wringer was fitted with the latest

safety devices, but the .' release,' fitted to both hand and
power wringers, and fully explained in the instruction book,
appears to have been utterly ignored.

" As with washing machines, so with sewing machines, it

is impossible to make them ' fool-proof,' no matter whether
they be driven by hand or by an electric motor.
" The sales of electric washing machines during the past

two years have been ever tncreasing. Thus far they have
been confined to those of American or Canadian manulacture,
but half of the British manufacturers of washing machines
have for some months been experimenting with electric motors,
and last week one of them, Messrs. \\ hittaker Bros., of the
Pioneer Works, Accrington, was able to. complete its arrange-
ments for producing an EngUsh electric washer.

" As regards the use of electric motors for domestic sewing
machines, this countn- is far behind the United States; but I

understand that there are a round dozen British firms which
are engaged in constructing motors that will allow the house-
wife to use both hands for guiding and manipulating the
fabrics she desires to sew without recour.se to the pedal. In
other words, the sewing machine of the future will be of the
hand and not the pedal type, the motor, not the ' hand,' work-
ing the machine.

" Speaking from an experience of over 35 years, and after
a study of the British fractional-power motors which are now
being made, I am of opinion that when current is universally
obtainable the ' hand ' sewing machine will entirely take
the place of the treadle type, but be driven by electric power.
And this will come about the more readily because the expense
of the motor will not be much greater than that of the stand
and treadle.

" Beyond question, there is in prospect a big business in
connection with the driving of sewing and washing machines
by fractional electric motors, and I sincerely hope that British
electricians will not omit to note this fact.

The following interesting notes are also due to Mr. Sewell :

The electric washing machine was first patented by an
Englishman named G. H. C. Monckton as long ago as 1874.
but none was actually made. The first American washer
driven by electricity, 14 years ago, was the " Thor," of which
600,000 have been sold. There are now 71 makers of washers
in the United States and three in Canada; in this country
there is only one. The sales of washing machines in the
United States, mostly electrically driven, in 19'.!0 were 880,000.
and the total number in use in the United Stales, according to
(he statistics of the .\merican Washing Machine Association,
was 2,500,000. According to an article by Miss Mary Gwynne
;-iowell in the Daihj Express, the washing for a familv of five
exists at a commercial laundry 30s a week; home' washing
by hani costs 15s. 6d., and by electric washer, including hire
of the machine, 5s. lOd.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Sewell for these data. We
understand that Mr. Samuel Jackson, of Shipley, Yorks., is

manufacturing, in this country, a washing machine of

American design, and the " Bell ' \\asher Co., of Blackburn,
also makes a type of washer specially adapted to an electric-

motor drive.

The Reichenberg Fair.—For the Reichenberg Fair, which
will be heid from .August 12th to 2>Jth. applications for ex-

hibiting space close on April 15th. Particulars may be ob-

tained from the Management, W ienerstrasse 2U, Reichenberg,
Czecho-Slovakia.

—

Reuter's Trade Service (Prague).

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Wireless Telegraph
Aerial.—Airangements are bemg made for the erection of a
pennanent wireless telegraph aerial on the roof of the In-

stitution building.

Western Centre.—The 45th ordinary general meeting of

the Western Centre was held at the South \\ ales Engineers'
institute, Cardiff, on Monday last, and the " draw " for the
evening was the visit of the president (Mr. J. S. Hightield)

who gave an address on " Commercial Development. " Mr.
Highheld reviewed the development of the electricity supply
industry from the passing of the Act of 1S82 up to the Elec-
tricity (Supply) Act of lyiy, and at the close a short discus-

sion ensued to which Messrs. Chamen, Morley-Xe^Y, KichoUs-
Moore, Rogers, Roberts, Tremain, Burr, Bowman, and Prof.
P. Bacon contributed.
After the general meeting an adjournment was made to the

Royal Hotel, where the President was entertained at dinner,
and an attendance of nearly 100 gave the toast of the Insti-

tution a cordial reception. Speeches were cut to the mini-
mum, as the excellent musical programme provided by Mr.
Haydyn Shaw obviated any reference to technical or con-
troversial matters. The joint hon. secretary (Mr. C. T. Allan)
is to be congratulated on the admirable arrangements he
made for this very pleasing function.

Electricity in Agriculture.-At the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers on March 30th, at 5.30 p.m., a paper on the
" Application of Electricity to Agriculture " will be read; and
another on " Electric Power as an .\id to Agriculture " will be
delivered at the Farmers' Club, 2, Whitehall Court, S.W.I.
at 4 p.nj. on April 3rd, by Mr. Borlase Matthews, M.I.E.E.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—.-Vt a meeting
to be held on February 11th, Mr. C. G. A. McDonald will

give a lecture on " Illumination," illustrated by lantern
slides. The eleventh annual dinner will be held at the Grand
Hotel on February 24th. .\n excellent musical programme
has been arranged and a number of distinguished guests have
been invited.

Institute of Metals.—The annual general meeting of the
Institute will be held at the Institution of Mechanical Engi-
neers on March bth and 9th. when a selection of papers wiU
be presented and discussed. The annual dinner will be held
on March tsth, and the Royal School of Mines will be visited

on March 9th. Sir Ernest Rutherford. F.R.S.. will deUver
the twelfth May lecture on May 3rd, his subject being " The
Relation of the Elements," and the annual autumn meeting
of the Institute will take place at Swansea on September 20t£
and 22nd.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—.At a meeting held on
January 26th, Mr. G. H. Ayres. A.M.I.Mech.E., AlH.I.E.E..
of Industrial Waste Eliminators. Ltd., gave an illustrated

lecture on "The Reclamation and UtiUsation of Waste
in Factories." Various methods of recovering oil from
metal turnings, dirty wipers, cotton waste, &c., were dealt

with. The apparatus recommended for this purpose was the
turbine type of centrifugal extractor. The peripheral speed
of the extractor should be 6,000 or 7,0(X) ft. per minute, and by
having the turbine blades fastened direct to the under side of ,

the cage, this was easily obtained. The exhaust steam passed
into the upper part of the machine, liquefying the oil, which
was then more easily thrown off from the material under
treatment. Nearly a gallon of oil could be recovered by this

process from 1 cwt. of turnings.

At a meeting held in the .Agricultural Institute on February
2nd, Mr. T. Britten, manager of Messrs. Crompton & Co..

Ltd., in the chair. Mr. H. G. Allen, M.A.. M.Inst.C.E..
managing director of the Queen's Engineering Works, Bedford,
read a paper on " The Design and Opera.ion of Condensing
Plant." For each pound of coal burnt in the boilers, he said,

it was usual to pass 500 or 600 lb. of cooling water through the
condensers. The output of an engine exhausting to the air

might be increased about 40 per cent, by the use of an efficient

condenser. It was usual to extract the air and condensate
by two separate pumps or ejectors, the steam jet ejector being
prefeiTed, and efiiciency was only obtained when the amount
of non-condensable vapour in the condenser was a minimum;
from '25 to 35 lb. of air had to be dealt with per 100,000 lb. of

steam used. .An interesting series of lantern slides was shown,
and a long discussion followed the lecture.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.—.An informal
discus.sion on " Boiler Troubles " will take place on Friday,
February 24th. at the Engineers' Club, Coventry Street, S.W.,
at 7 p.m.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

We regret to learn from the Manchester Daily Dispatch

that the prolonged ill-health of Mr. J. M. M'Elroy, general

manager of Manchester tramways, has for some time been a

matter of anxiety to the Tramways Committee. The com-

mittee is naturally very anxious to retain his services, and a

sub-committee has been appointed to go into the matter and

make a recommendation. In the circumstances it is probable,

says our contemporary, that Mr. M'Ebroy will be retained in an

advisory capacity in any rearrangement of the personnel of

management which may be necessary. That, it is understood,

was the recommendation arrived at by the sub-committee on

February 2nd. The whole matter will, of course, be settled

by the full committee.

Our readers will join with us in feelings of regret that Sir

John Snell had to retire from the chair during the Electricity

Commissioners' inquii-y at Barrow, on February 1st, into the

North Lancashire and South Cumberland Electricity District

scheme. Mr. H. Booth took his place. Sir John intimated

that Mr. Booth would be joined later by another commis-

sioner, Mr. A. Page, and he hoped that his retirement would

not prejudice the inquiry in any way.

The following re-arrangements in the staff of the Liverpool

Electricity Supply Department have been approved by the

City Council :—Mr. E. L. Morland, mains superintendent, to

be distribution engineer at £525 per annum, and bonus; Mr.

C. M. Lucas, assistant electrical engineer, to be assistant dis-

tribution engineer at £350 iier annum, and bonus; Mr. A. E.

Aird, assistant engineer, to be assistant electrical engineer at

£270 per annum, and bonus; Mr. W. Mayhew high-pressure

inspector, to be assistant engineer, at £205 per annum, and

bonus; Mr. T. B. Owens, high-pressure switchboard inspector,

to be assistant engineer, at £210 per annimi, and bonus; Mr.

J. P. Higgins. mains engineer, to be high-pressure engineer,

at £235 per annum, and bonus; Mr. J. H. Murray, mains

engineer, to be district mains engineer, at £215 per annum,

and bonus; Mr. C. F. Eeid, mains engineer, to be service

mains engineer, at £190 per annum, and bonus; Mr. C. L.

Eagle, assistant mains engineer, to be district mains assistant,

at £125 per annum, and bonus; Mr. F. C. Carmen, mains
assistant, to be senior mains assistant, at £235 per annum,
and bonus; Mr. A. E. Lewis, mains assistant, to be senior

mains assistant, at £230 per annum, and bonus; Mr. S. R.
HolUway, station engineer, to be shift engineer, at £220 per

annum, plus the E.P.E.A. bonus; and Mr. T. Herbert Thomas,
shift engineer, at £220 per annum, and bonus.

At the annual supper of the Scarborough tramway em-
ployes last week, Mr. Moinet, manager of the tramways, was
presented by the staff and employes with a gift of cutlery as

^a mark of their appreciation on his leaving the town to take

I'lip a position in Scotland at an early date. The gift was
"handed over by Mr. Cordukes, head of the office staff.

Mr. E. L. Wood, of the engineeriog staff of the Glasgow
I'Corporation electricity department, who has been for the
(past fifteen months assisting the engineering staff of the gas
department with the installation of the electrical plant at

Provan Gas Works, has been transferred from the electricity

department to the gas department as electrician-in-charge of

the electrical plant at the gas works at £260 per annum, plus
a bonus of £128.
Mr. Andrew Lindsay, chief electrician at Killochan ColUeries

to the South Ayrshire Collieries, I^^td., for over seven years, was
made the recipient of an overmantel from employes and others
on leaving to enter upon an engagement at Lochgelly, Fife.

Mr. E. E. Pope has been appointed mains superintendent at
the Maidstone municipal electricitv works.
Mr. E. J. Williams, Scottish district manager to Messrs.

Edmundsons Electricity Corporation, Ltd., and manager to
the Invernes,s undertaking, left London on the P. & O. Mantua
on the 3rd inst. for Marseilles en route to Italy, where, with a
client, he is visiting some hydro-electric schemes.
The Daily Express reports that M. E. Galvanadskas, an elec-

trical and mining engineer, is the new Lithuanian Premier.

Obituary.—Sir Francis Barkkr.—We referred briefly in our
last issue to the death of Sir Francis Henry Barker, a direc-
tor of Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.. which took place at Cannes on
January 28th. Sir Francis had been ill for a considerable time,
havinc undergone an operation last vear, from which, how-
ever, he seemed to be making a pood recovery. He went to
Cnnops fnr his convalescence, and there a second operation
wn« found tn he necessarv. From the effects of this he never
rallied. Sir Francis was born at Smyrna in June. ISfio. the
second son of the late Alfred Barker, of Constantinople and
Elmfield, Esher, and was educated privately and at OUfton

College. He received his early business training in his father's

bank in Constantinople, subsequently becoming private and
confidential secretary to Sir Edgar Vincent (the present Lord
D'Abernon), at that time Director-General of the Imperial
Ottoman Bank at Constantinople. During this period he
travelled extensively in Syria and other parts of Asia Minor.
In 1890 the Parsons' Foreign Patents Co., Ltd., was formed
to exploit on the continent of Europe Sir Charles Parsons's
patents for marine and land turbine work. Sir Fi'ancis

Barker was appointed manager of this company, and as such
was instrumental in forming subsidiary companies in various
foreign countries, and in establishing works under the
Parsons patents for the manufacture of land and marine
turbines in tho.se countries. He maintained his association

with the Parsons Foreign Patents Co., Ltd., to the end, and
at the time of his death was a director of the company. In
Russia, and especially in Russo-British affairs, he always
evinced the Uveliest interest. He was president of the British

Russia Club and chairman of the Executive Council of the
Russo-British Chamber of Commerce. As organiser and
founder, with Lady Barker, of Kitchener House, Grosvenor
Place, Sir Francis will be held in affectionate remem-

SiR Francis Henrt Barker.

brance by many officers and ex-officers who there received
technical and commercial training in preparation for their
entry, not only into civil employment, but, in many cases,

into Government service. Sir Francis was instrumental in
acquiring for Messrs. Vickers a most impdl'tant concession
from the Russian Government for the supply of naval guns
to be manufactured at the Tzaritzyn Works in South Russia,
which works were constructed to Messrs. Vickers's plans and
designs. These works w-ere completed under great difficulties

during the war. Owing to Sir Francis's great foresight, wide
experience and untiring energy—his capacity for work was
enormous—the supply of a very large amount of guns and
munitions was arranged for the Russian armies during the
war, and torpedo works were established in South Russia
for the supply of torpedoes to the Russian Navy. Under his
guidance technical advice and supervision was also provided
for the Nicolaieff shinvards in connection with the construc-
tion of battleships. He used his best endeavours to promote
trade with Russia, and already at the outbreak of the Revolu-
tion had established the nucleus of a very good business in

the supply of electrical material, and many workinfr an-ee-

ments had been entered into with larae Russian shipbuilding
and engineering firms, which may still prove to be very use-

ful in the recuperation of Russia.

We regret to learn from Eeufer that Mb. Marshall, the local

manager of the Eastern Extension Telegraph Co., Ltd., at

Shanghai, has died of scarlet fever.

Will.—The late Mr. Artht-r Bakrftt, manacing director of
Bailv. Gmndv <t Barrett: Ltd.. engineers, Cambridge, left

£7,909.
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NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Cooper & Smith, Ltd. (179,462).—Private company.

Recisterrf February 3rd. Capital, £12,500 in £1 sliares. To acquire the

I u^inpsl of electric motor and cutter manufacturers and dealers lately carried

on by the Portable Electric Motors (1919). Ltd., at 121, Victoria Street, S.W.,

and elsewhere. The first directors are: J. Cooper 1, Manor Mansions,

Msize Park G^.rdens, N.W , engineer; J. W. P. Sm.th, Swan Hotel, Bolton.

Uegistercd office : Station Road, Maldon, Essex.

Unioressure, Ltd.—Particulars of Unipressure, Ltd., have

been file'd pursuant to Section 274 of the Cottjpanies (Consolidation) Act^

The company was incorpurate<l in Jersey on October 8th, 1921, with a

nominal caoital of £50.000 in £1 .-hares, to adopt an agreement with G. Le

Marchand and to carry on business as financiers, concessionaires, merchants,

m-DSMCtors explorers, mine.s, mechanical and electrical engineers, suppliers

^ndTranJmitters of' ectricity and electric energy lor lighting, heating, power,

P^e-ranhic telephonic or other purposes, merchants, manufacturers, com-

mit and ieneralLgents. S:c. "1 he directors are: A. S. Elmore, The Grove,

^, ?^wrenct krse? engineer; R. H. Bingham, 10, Eastbrook Road,

Shoot^rHill' R'oad.'Black\ea,h, S.E. engineer; F W Brackett • Ohve

Dene" SeaviUe Crescent. Walton-on-lhe-Naze, Essex engineer, ^nri Ur.

K,kdrich Esser. 45, Bismarck Strasse, Cologne (of German natrenality).

\ ,n',^ dire, or to Ur F Esser : A. R. Korkhaus, 33. Dorset Square.

Nwta British subject'of German origin). The addrc^ss ol R. H. Bingham

was oriainallv written on the filed document as " c/o Huntington, Heberlein

.,nd Co Ltd 18 Iddesleigh House, Caxton Street, S.W.I." and th.u ol

fV^W Bracken as " c/o R VV. Brackett it Co., Ltd., Hythe Bridge Iron

-s^d.'^tsrAcrs;^i,i^°-,f;^rfipr^
E^irrL^^s;r^;?^-^ftJo-s/-a^i^^:ronth:H^ofr'c^p^r'^^;
file number is 206eF.

Newcastle General Supply Co., Ltd. (179,438).—Private

company. Registered February 2nd. Capital. £500 in « shares. To take

over'^.he business and assets (but not liabilities) of C. .lack, trading as the

Newcastle and General Supply Co.." at 15(i, Northumberland Street. New-

,'slk on Tvnc and to carrv on the business ol factors of and agents for

ei.-ctric lamps' and all kinds' of electric or similar goods, electrical engineers,

-..gents, pubfishers of l-ooks dealing with electrical engineering. Stc. The per-

fanenl directors ire- R. J. J. Bigley. 31, Hulme .-Vvenue, Tynemouth, travel-

ler- J. McDonald, 31, Grosvenor Drive, Whitley Bay, engineer; G. R.

r wson "Tvnevillc" Tvnemouth, traveller. The directors may borrow up

to the amount ot the paid-up capital. Qualification, 50 shares. Registered

office: 158. Northumberlrmd Street, N.-weastl.-on-T) ne.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Saunders Electrical Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on

Janu", 13th. m-2. ol charge dated .September 9th, 1920, securing £500.

Keifihlev Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction
in full on j "nu iry 13i'i 1922. olfirst mortgage iklnnture, dated December

16th 1909, securing £5,0o'o. Debenture, charged' on the company's undertaking

and 'property, preSent and future, including uncalled capital, dated January

16th 1922, 'to secure all moneys due or to become due from company to

Barclay's 'Bank.

Culkin & Parkinson, Ltd.—Particulars of J400 debentures,

authorised January 12th. 1!'22. Whole amount issued. Charged on the com-

pany's underlnking and property, present and future, including uncalled

c.ipital.

Oswestrv Electric Lighting and Power Co., Ltd.—Par-
ticulars of £1.500 debentures, authorised January Ifllh. 1922. Present issue,

£800, charged on the company's property, present and future, including un-

called capital.

Sheerness and District Electric Power and Traction Co.,

Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on January 1st, 1922, of debentures
,l..ted Februarv Ifith, 1915, securing £200. Also issue on November 10th, 1921,

ol £200 second debentures, part of a series already registered.

Electrical Specialities Co., Ltd.—Debenture dated Janu-
ary 28th, 19iH. to secure £2,500. charged on the company's undertaking and

property, present and future, inclufling uncalled capital, if any, registered.

Ilclder: Mrs. J. Dunkerley, 12, Oakdale Road, Sheffield. Partlcula.rs of £12.500

<lebontures, authorised by resolution of even dale, also filed. Present issue.

£4,000, charged on ^bove-mentioned property.

Banbury and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Satisfac-
tion in full on December 31st. 1921, of debentuVe dated March 26th, 1913.

securing £100.

Jones & Pordes, Ltd.—First mortgage debenture, dated
January 4th, 1922. to secure £1.000. charged on the company's undertaking and
ptopertV, including uncalled capital. Holder: Mrs. J. Jones, 6, Stanley

to, which falls due on March let. The Times Melbourne
correspondent states that of the remainder of the loan the

greater proportion will be absorbed by the purchase of machi-

nery in the United States, but Mr. W . K. Lane, the secretary

of the company, writes to our contemporary correcting this

part of the statement. He says that as a fact, not more than

one quarter of the net proceeds will be absorbed by such pur-

chases, leaving three-quarters for remittance to J^ondon and
Melbourne for expenditure ou the general purposes of tlte com-
pany.

In their report for the year ended June.

British lil'il. the directors .state that the following

Columbia Elec= charges have been made against revenue
trie Railway account:—Provision for depreciation, sink-

Co., Ltd. ing fimd and renewals £149.71'2, provision

for Corporation Profits Tax £'29,000=
fl78,71'2. The net revenue, after making these deductions,

amounts to .i'4'21,'277, plus ±'12,64(3 brought forward. Interest

on debentures and debenture stock absorbs £132,231 ; dividend

on the 5 per cent, cumulative perpetual preference stock for

the year, ±'72,0OU; interim dividends on the preferred and de-

ferred ordinary stocks at 3i per cent., free of income tax

(and income tax thereon), £132,197; leaving available for fur-

ther distribution .i'97,495. The directors now recommend a

final dividend on the preferred ordinary stock at the rate of

£1 3s. Sd. per cent, per annum, free of income tax, making
the total £4 13s. 8d. per cent., free of income tax, for the year

(and income tax thereon), requiring £'22,347, and a* final divi-

dend on the deferred ordinary stock at the rate of £2 14s. 2d.

per cent, per annum, free of income tax, making the total

£6 4s. '2d. per cent., free of income tax, for the year (and

income tax thereon), requiring £51,147, leaving £24,000 to

carry forward.
Having regard to the general depression in trade and in-

dustry which has been prevalent throughout the world, the

results of the year are satisfactory. Owing to the high cost

of living, the i;t;mpany had to concede demands for increased

wages in Octolier. 1'J'20, but since that time there has been a

substantial fall in the cost of living and an adjustment of

wages in a downward direction is being made. On the other

liand, taxation continues to increase. The following statement

.shows the amount paid for the year 19'21, as compared with

the previous years of 1919 and 1920 :
—

Dominion Gc
Provincial G

Municip:.! t:i

67,031 133,252 139.000

S290,136 S418.351 S448,935

The above figures include the taxes paid by or assessed

against the Western Power Co. of Canada, Ltd,, during these

years. In addition there is a sales tax, the amount of which
runs up to 3 per cent, of the value of goods purchased, and it

is estimated that the cost of this tax to the Qompanv is not

less than $3.5,000.

The acquisition of the Western Power Co. of Canada has

enabled this company to effect substantial economies in ad-

ministration, and to increase the efticiency of the .service to

the public. The report refers to negotiations that have lieen

in progress regarding fares and the revision of the company's
franchises, but uhiclr have not been successful. The director.'?

are now giving consideration as to the best steps to be taken to

preserve the company's interests when the present agreement
for the regulation of fares expires on July 1st. 1922. Notwith-
standing the ilepiossion whicli has existed for some time past.

the indications from traffic returns and from light and power
department results are that the earnings of the company will

be maintained during the year to June. 1922. The demand for

light, power and gas continues to be brisk in consequence of

the large amount of building now going on in various districts.

\\ hile there has been a falling off in the consumption of some
power customers, particularly in the lumber industry, this

appears to be only temporary, and with renewal of the demand
for lumber by the Prairie markets, the mills may soon be ex-

pected to resume oijeration. There have been many valuable

power customers added during the year.

CITY NOTES.

The Times states that this company,
Melbourne which during the war raised a 6 per cent.

Electric Supply loan in the TTnited States, has again re-

Co., Ltd. sorted to .\merica for funds. It has just

issued $2.:500,0no (£.500,000 at par) seven-

,'md-a-half per cent, general mortgage sinking fund bonds re-

payable in 25 years. These bond.s were offered in America last

week, and the loan was over-subscribed in half an hour. To
the extent of approximately one-half the money is required
to meet the outstanding balance of the earlier issue referred

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—A meeting is to be held on
February 21st to consider the company's further powers Bill

now before Parliament.

Indo-European Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The accounts for

1920 show, after deducting dividends amounting in all to

£2 10s. per share, free of tax (including 15s. per share from
equahsiition of dividends fund), that there is a credit balance

of .£16.6'2(l. This is carried forward to the 19'21 accounts.

Metropolitan Railway Co.—The directors recommend a

dividend for the past half-year at the rate of 3J per cent, iior

annum, making '2J per cent, for the year, against 1} per cent.

for the preceding year: £50.000 is placed to reserve, and
.£17.8W curried forward.

Hong Kong Tramway Co.—.\ final dividend of Is. 7d.

per share, making '28. 7d. for the year, is proposed. The profit

was £57.449, plus £10,911 brought forward. £26.381 is being
carried forward.
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Lanarkshire Tramways Co,—The revenue during 1921
was ^"227,450, and the expenses were £188,510, leaving

;fi38,940. £10,000 is put to reserve for depreciation. A
further dividend of 6J per cent, per annum is declared for the
last half-year, making a total of oi per cent, for the year.

£2,183 is carried forward. The revenue shows a reduction
of £2,096, due to the coal stoppage and severe trade depres-

sion last year. The expenses were reduced by £9,4.57 in spite

of additional expenditure involved by the coal stoppage. Un-
fortunately local rates and taxes were again higher, and
amounted to approximately £15,000. Insurances were aleo

materially in excess of the previous year's charges, and Health
and Unemployment Contributions at £1,400 also show a very
substantial increase. The expenditure on track renewals
during the year, amounting to £5,977, has been debited to
depreciation reserve. Completion of the purchase of the
Lanark County Council tramways «a.s made in May last.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—At an extra-
ordinary general meeting held in London last week a resolu-

tion was passed authorising the borrowing of £.500.000. It is

reported that Lord Meston. who presided, said that to meet
the ever-growing demands the generating plant capacity,

j\-hich mould this year be increased from '21,000 to 42,000 k\V,
would require to l>e further augmented next year by the addi-

tion of a 15,000-kW set. For the latter and certain other
urgent requirements another £.5(NI,(KX1 would be required. If

members approved, the irade Facilities Act Advisory Com-
mittee were w'illing to reciJimiiend to the Ti-easury that it

should arrange a loan of that amount and guarantee on behalf
of his Majesty's Government Lioth tlie capital and the interest.

German Capital Increases.—The Hartmann & Braun Co.,
of Fi'ankfort-(ju-Mam, which a year ago increased its share
capital to 4,400,000 marks, now proposes to raise the capital

to 10.000,000 marks by the issue of ordinary shares for 5,400,000
marks and preference shares for 200,000 marks, the latter

having eight votes each. The augmentation is due partly to

the altered conditions in the value of money and partly to

defray the cost of two new- extensions of the works. A new
5 per cent, loan for 20,000,000 marks is to be raised by the
Electricity Company, late Lahmeyer & Co.. of Prankfort-on-
Maiu. to deal with pending transactions and serve the future
needs of subsidiary companies.

Tyneside Tramways & Tramroads Co.—For the half-year
ending December, 1921, the surplus of receipts over expenses
was £4,970. After paying interest on mortgages, &c., and
5 per cent. pref. dividend, a dividend at the rate of 2 per
cent, per annum (less income tax) on the ordinary shares is

recoumiended, making 2^ per cent, for the year. £500 is put
to reserve and £591 carried forward. The traffic receipts show
a decrease of £5,051 as compa.ed w ith the corresponding half-

year of 1920, and for the whole year there was a decrease of
£3,871.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has ordered
the following to be officially quoted ;

—
Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Co. of Balti-

more.—1,500 dols. 'common stock.

London Electric Railway Co.—£200,000 4 per cent, deben-
ture st<x-k.

Wavgood-Otis.—40,CKI0 ordinary shares of £1 each,' fully

paid (Nos. 250,001 to 290,Ofl0).

St. James' & Pall Mall Electric Light Co., Ltd.—A
balance dividend on the 7 per cent, preference shares for the
half-yeai- ending December 31st. 1921, of 3s. 6d. per share and
8s. (id. per share on the ordinary shares, making, with the
interim dividend paid thereon, a total distribution of 12 per
cent, for the year, are recommended.

Electrical and Industrial Investment Co., Ltd.—.According
to the FiiHiucirr the pidlit for the year to December 31st, 1921,
was- £13.11.54 and £2LO-2.s was brought in. A dividend at the
rate of (J jicr cent, for the >"ear on the ])referred ordinary shares
is recommended, carrving forward £22,082, subject to cor-

poration tax for 1920 and 1921.

France.—The Groupement des Compagnies d'Energie
Electriqiic ct d'Eclairage du Nord et de d'Est, of Paris, has
[ust invited subscriptions for ] 65.000 6 per cent, shares of
500 fr. each, offered at 475 fr. and repayable at par in 30 years.

Sweden.—The Electric Power Co., .'\ktieboIaget Krafin-
tressenter, has decided to increase its share capital by kr.
1.180,000, thus raising it to kr. 2,620,000.—fleu-ier's Trade Ser-
I'lff (Stockhokn).

National Gas Engine Co., Ltd.—The net profit for 1921
was £42,!i58. A final dividend of Is. per share on the ordinary
t^hares for the December half-year is recommended, and
£33,681 is to be carried forward.

Greenwood & Batley, Ltd.—Interim dividends of 2J per
T«nt. on the ordinary and 3^ per cent, on the preference shares
'have been announced.

I

I. G. White & Co., Ltd.—Meetings of the company, and of
me preference shareholders separately, are to be held to-day.
Friday, to consider a capital re-organisation scheme.

Clontarf & Hill of Howth Tramway Co.. Ltd.—A dividend
01 3fl. per share and a bonus of Is. per share are to be paid,
Md £105 is to be carried forward.

Smithfield Markets Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A dividend
at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum for 1921 is announced,
can-ying forward £1,550.

Sunderland District Tramways, Ltd.— Interest is to be
paid at the rate uf 5 per cent, per annum (less tax) on the
first and .second income bonds, absorbing £4.065. £927 is to

be carried forward.

Central Electric Supply Co.—.After putting £37,645 to de-

preciation, the accounts for 1921 show a loss of £7.

ST0CK5 AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

Ai'TEK showing pronounced hesitation, the investment markota
of the Stock Exchange have again taken a turn for the better,

and, although business is quiet, the investor is obviously on
the look-out for stock. This applies to electricity aupply
shares, where prices have been steadily mounting w-eek by
week this year, and the movement fails to dislodge any amount
of stock Worth mentioning. The Home Railway dividends
produced one or two mild thrills, the Metropohtau being re-

garded as one of the most promising, and bringing about a
sharp rise in the stock.

This dividend from the Metropolitan was- at the rate of

34 per cent. i_>er annum, making 2i per cent, for the year, as
against l-J per cent, for 1920. Ihe price of the stock promptly
rose to 30, eased off and again advanced to 30^. Districts

moved in sympathy, expectation looking to some kind of distri-

bution in the autumn, the first for a period of forty years so

far as the ordinary stock is concerned. Central Londons are
steady, and Underground Incomes, after giving way to 72,

rallied to 75^. The prior-charge .stocks not only hold their

rises, but show several improvements upon them in several

cases. The speculative investor is looking with a friendly eye
upon East London debentures, and as there is very little stock
in the market, it does not take much in the way of demand
to cause the price to strengthen.
The British Columbia Electric Railway Co. has declared

practically the same dividends as those of a year, ago, making
£4 13s. 8d. on the preferred and £6 4s. 2d. on the deferred.

The pence show the improvements as compared with a year

ago. These announcements are in accordance with previous

anticipation, on the strength of which prices have been advanc-
ing. The company's report, how-ever, is less glowing than some
people expected it to be, and the result is that prices barelj

hold then- ground. Brazilian Tractions are moving more or
less in consonance with the Rio rate of exchange, and the
Brazilian position is still obscure. Mexicans mostly hold their

substantial rises; some of the issues made further progress.

The rise in value of the £ as compared with the dollar is

responsible for the marking down of many of the dollar stocks

quoted in the Stock Exchange. As the majority of the bonds.

&.C., have crossed the Atlantic, either under the mobilisation of

securities scheme or through siiles by people who discreetly

realised their American stock w-hen the dollar stood so high,

such changes are mostly of academic interest to capitalists in

this country.
Electricity supply shares keep good. Week by week, rises

take place in the leading shares, and this time there are im-
provements in Broinptons, Charing Cross, County of London
ordinary and preference, Kensingtons, London Electrics and
South Metropolitan preference. All the advances of last week
are maintained, and there- is noticeable eagerness to secure any
stock w-hich comes to market. It is said that there is in con-

templation a possible issue of 8 per cent, second preference

stock by the North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.

Some time ago the company made an issue of 7i per cent,

debenture stcK-k which, now- standing at 103, is substantially

higher than the original price. The company's existing 6 iwr

cent, preference shares are quoted at 15s. Gossip also concerns

itself with the po.ssibility of other electrical companies appeal-

ing for more money in the near future, though the check hu-

posed upon the ru.sh of new stocks may have something to

do with the delay in bringing forward certain of the proposals

that are ,s;aid to have been well advanced.
.A .small gamble has sprung up in the shares of the London

and Suburban Tramways Co,, the preference being quoted at

7s. 6d. and the ordinary at Is. 9d. The preference, which are

cumulative, carry arrears of dividend from .Tune. 1918, and
vague talk of some arrangement being made whereby these

arrears will be met. either in ca.sh or otherwise, has brought

about increa.sed attention to the shares. At the same time,

London United Tramways preference developed a little

activity, the price being raised to 3s. 9d.. from which, how-
ever, it has fallen back to 3s. 3d. An unconscious humorist

asked the other day if there were any truth in the report that

the London and Suburban Traction was going to be taken over

by the London County Council. British Electric Tractions

are steady, the ordinary at 36i and the 5 per cent, participating

preference at 64J, though business in the stocks has fallen

away.
Telegraph and cable shares are firm throughout. Eastern

Extensions have risen to 17, Westerns to 17i, while Eastern
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ordinary is a trifle over 170. In the steady demand for all

investment stocks, these cable descriptions are bound to parti-

cipate, and. although it may appear extravagant to assume
anything like 20 at> {he ultimato goal of the group, the fact

remains that, even at the current quotations, the yield on the

money comes to over 6| per cent, free of tax, or equivalent to

9i per cent., taking tax at 6s. in the £. In Marconis the

principal iht-erest continues to centre in Radio Corporation

shares. The Common are jumping about a good deal. From
18s. 9d. the price dipfwd .swiftly to 17s. 3d., recovering again

to 18s. 6d., at which they stand this, Tuesday, evening. The
preferred have improved to 13s. 3d., but Canadian Marconis
lire dull at 7s. Marconi Marines strengthened to 236. ; there

is nothing much doing in these at the moment.
Siemens at 23s. are Is. better, and most of the telegraph

manufacturing shares hold their prices with pronounced
strength. Edisons shed a shilling at 4s 3d., the market being

a melancholy one. General Electric ordinary remain dull at

19s. 6d., and the preference at 18s. 9d. are fid. easier. English

Electric preference at r2s. fid. are Is. 3d. down. Last week's
improvements in British Insulated, Callender's and Henley's
have been maintained. Metropolitan-Vickers preference keep
at 37s. fid., but the ordinary, after being a little over £1, re-

ceded to 18s. 9d.. there being several sellers about. Vickers
were advanced in syinpathy with the rise in Metropolitan-

Vickers, but dropped back to 7s. 9d. ; other armament shares

also lean to the dull side, while the rubber market remains
inanimate, owing to the depression in the price of the raw
material.

British Thomson-Houston new debenture is firm at 5J pre-

mium. Investors continue to take the Fife Tramway 7 per

cent, debenture, up to 5? premium. Midland Counties 7i per

cent, debenture is a good market at 102 and General Electric

debenture at 102|. Llanelly Electric new scrip is 98 middle.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HouB Electricity CoMPANiEa.

Dividend. Price
^ ' s Feb. 7, Rise or
1919. 19S0. 1921. tall.

Brompton Ordinary 12 12 63 + i
Charing Cross Ordinary .. .. 7 8 4 J + J

do. do. do. 4J Pret. .. 4J 4^ 8J
—

Chelsea 4 6 Sj —
City of London 13 14 14 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

6 6 19/- —
County of London 8 8 3| +1

d«. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8! —
Kensington Ordinary 7 9 6t + }

London Electric 2J 2J li ^ A
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8i —

Metropolitan 6 7 4i —
do. 4J per cent. Pref... 44 4J S^% —

St. James' and Pall Mall . . .

.

12 12 7 —
South London 6 7 2J —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1,'n -^ ,V.

Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6i —
Teleobaphs and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref. .. ..' .. 6 6 91 —
do. Def 14 14 19 —

Chile Telephone 6 6 6J —J
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 7* -(^ }

Eastern Extension 10 10 17 + i

Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 170* + 4
tilobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 17 —

do. do. Pref. .... 6 6 9| —
Great Northern Tel 22 24 263 —
Indo-European 10 10 82 4 IJ
Marconi 26 15 1| —
Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12 2 —
United B. Plate Tel 8 8 S-fs

—
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 17J + J

HoMS Bailb,

Central London Ord. Assented ..4 4 57 —
Metropolitan 1} 14 304 +1

do. District .. .

.

Nil Nfl 24 +4
Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil Ig —
do. do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 6/- —
do. do. Income.. ..4 2 75} -1-2

FOBSION Trahs, &c,

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref. .. 64 124 9^^ — ,^
do. do. and Pref. .

.

Nil BJ 84 —
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. 5 5 714 -t-l

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 89 —2
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfoe... B 5 6I4 -H

do. do. Preferred.. 6 93/- 584 —
do. do. Deferred .. 8 124/- 69

j

—1
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 41 634 —

Meiioo Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nn 6^4 —

'

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 28j —1
Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 174 +2

do. Pref Nil Nil 86* +2
do. iBt Bonds . . .

.

Nil 5 624 -2

MaNUFACTDHING COMPANIEe.
Babcock & Wilcox 15 16 2ti —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 16/8 —
British Insulated Old 15 15 !(•} —
CaUenders 16 16 If, —

64 Pref 64 64 18/9 —
CromptonOrd 10 10 13/9 —
EdiBon-Bwan 10 — 4/3 — I/-

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .. 6 6 62 —
Electric Construction 10 10 18/9 —
English Electric 8 8 9/6 —

do. Pref 6 6 lQ/6 —15
Oen. Blec. Pref 64 64 18/9 —8d.

do. Ord 10 10 19/6 —
Henley 16 16 lA —

do. 44Pref 44 44 83 —
Indift-Rubber ........ 10 — .», —
Met.-Vlcker8 Pret. ...... 8 8 IJ —
BiemenBOrd 10 10 53/ -ft/.

Telegraph OoQ .. .. 20 20 23 —
• DWIdendB paid tree of Income Tax.

8 11 6
10 9

6 11 8
7 13 10

5 17 8
6 17 4

6 17 8

8 19
7 16

8 11

•7 18
'10 10
6 16

8 17 10
9 13
6 18 8

14 II

10 13 4

16 17 n
9 12
6 18 8

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making use of the figures appearing
in the following- list, that in some cases the prices are only general,
and they may vary according to quantities and other circnmjstancei

'Wednesday, February 8th.

CHEMICALS. Sto.

a Acid, Oxalic per lb.

a Ammoniac Sal per ton
a Ammonia, Muriate (large crystal) „
a Bisulphide of Carbon . . .

.

„
a Borax „
a Copper Sulphate „
a Potash, Chlorate per lb.

a „ Perchlorate
a Shellac per cwl
a Sulphur, Sublimed Flowers .

.

„
a ,1 Lump „
a Soda, Chlorate per lb.

a „ Crystals per ton
a Sodium Bichromate, caBks .

.

per lb.

METALS.
Ingots ..

Wire ..

p Babbitt's Metal and Anti-friction Metal

—

Grade I per ton net
Grade II „ „
Grade III „

c Brass (rolled metal 2" to 12" basis) per lb.

c „ Tubes (solid drawn) . . „
c „ Wire, baslB
c Copper Tubes (solid draw^ . . „

c » Bars (best selected . . per ton
C M Sheet
c „ Rod
a „ (Electrolytic) Bars . . „

d „ „ Sheets . . „

d „ „ Wire Rods.

.

d „ „ H.O. Wire. , per lb,

/ Ebonite Rod
/ „ Sheet „
a German Silver Wire
b Outta-percha, fine „
A India-rubber, Para fine .. .. „
t Iron Pig (Cleveland Warrants) .. per ton
; „ Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O. qual. „
g Lead, English Pig „
<• Mercury per bot.
Mica (in original oases) small . . per lb.

e „ „ „ mediom . . „

e „ „ „ large
p Phosphor Bronze, plain castings..

£31
fS9

5d. to SJd.
7id.

.£16108.
£13 10s.

£U 10s.

84d.
Ml
74d.

£120
1'9 to 2/6
1/6 to 2/-

1/Oi to 1/04
lOgd.
i/aj

£91

I

£91
' £91

1

£72 5s.
' £146 lOs.

£6.1 15s.

Ud.
8/6

SI-

2/9

12/6
lljd.

I

Nom.
£27

£22 lOs.

£11 68. to £11 10s.

8d. to 3/-

4/- to 8/-

10/- to 20/. & ap
1/2

£13 dec.
£12 dec.
£9 dec.

Jd. dec.

£2 dec.
£2 dec.
£2 dec.

15/- dec.

^d. deo.

£2dec.

p „ „ drawn bars and rods
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LIGHTING AND TRAMWAY ADMINISTRATION IN PARIS.

The electricity supply question in the vicinity of Paris

presents certain features which greatly resemble the

situation of affairs in the London area, although re-

markable changes are in progress in the former case,

and eventually will probably be repeated to some extent

in the English metropolis. There is, however, one very

material difference between the two cities, namely, that

the supply business in the region of Paris is almost; if

not entirely, in the hands of private enterprise, there

being no large municipal undertakings.

French interests long ago appreciated the benefits of

concentration in the supply inaustry in order to secure

the highest possible degree of economy in working, and

this idea is gradually being extended to industries other

than that of electricity supply. It is now some

vears since the different companies in Paris having

supjsly rights in certain districts or secteurs were com-

bined in the Compagnie Parisienne de Distribution

d'Electricite, which has a monopoly of supply within

the city of Paris for lighting and general power pur-

poses, excluding the railways and the tramways. No
doubt the amalgamation was brought about by the pres-

sure of circumstances or, perhaps more correctly, by the

pressure exercised by the Municipal Council of Paris as

the original conceding authority. Still, the fact re-

mains that the undertakings were combined for the

benefit of the general body of consumers, because the

amalgamated company was tied down to fixed tariffs,

and was, and still is, under the control of the City of

Paris. This control was strengthened a j-ear ago, when
a new agreement was entered into between the City and

the company, providing, among' other matters, for a

further division of the profits between the two parties

and a revision of the tariffs according to the price of

coal prevailing at any time. This economic index, as

it is termed, has also been authorised in the case of

many other French supply companies, and is conse-

(juently assisting them now to emerge from the state of

almost financial disaster which affected them during the

war and the two subsequent years owing to the enor-

mous increase in the price of coal in France, the dear-

ness of other materials, and the rise in wages on the one

hand, and on the other the impossibility of raising

charges to consumers in consequence of the definite rates

fixed in their concession agreements.

The circumstances of the times are also applicable to

the supply business just outside tlie municipal borders

of Paris, but in this case there has been no question of

attempts at cjniimlsion on the part of the local authori-

ties. What has happened in the suburbs is that certain

electrical interests a few ye:irs ago conceived the idea of

carrying out in the environs a policy of amalgamation
similar to that which wn ; undertaken in Paris itself

when the Compagnie Parisienne de Distribution d'Elec-

tricite was created to absorb all the then secteurs, al-

though the former's agreement with the City of Paris

ilid not come l..io oper^.tion until the beginning of 1914.

It was for the purpose of proceeding with such a con-

centration of interests in the suburbs that the Union
d'Electricite was constituted in 1919, the share capital

now being 125,000,000 fr. The first step taken by the

new company was to acquire the undertakings of the

Compagnie Generale de Distribution d'Energie with its

works at Vitry and Billancourt, and the Energie Elec-

trique de la Region Parisienne with works at Nanterre
and Issy-les-iloulineaus. Subsequently, the works of

the secteurs known as the Triphase. the Quest Lumi^re,
and the Secteur de la Rive Gauche were sold to the com-
pany, the funds thus released permitting the companies
concerned to devote their efforts solely to the expansion
of tlieir distributing networks.

The chief object of the Union is the concentration of

production, which will shortly be inaugurated by the

setting in operation of the great works at Gennesvilliers.

The concentration will not only ensure great economy,
but also increase the security of the supply. As in

London, the differences between the systems, comprising

three-phase, two-phase and single-phase current at 25,

i2, 50 and 53 periods, has hitherto prevented any one of

the suburban secteurs coming to the assistance of another

in a case of emergency. Now, however, as a result ol the

influence exercised by the Minister of Public Works, all

these different frequencies will shortly be discontinued,

and be replaced by a standard 50-cycle supply.

Simultaneously with the erection of the large works at

Gennesvilliers, the Paris Information states, the Union
has been engaged in reconstructing the station at

Vitry, where the plant will be increased to 80,000 kW.
These two works, situated above and below Paris respec-

tively, will form in some measure the ends of a network
of high-pressure distribution constituting a girdle

around Paris. The Vitry works in particular will serve

as an auxiliary, and eventually as the station for taking
the peak load. In addition, the two new works at Nan-
terre and Issy-les-Moulineaux, which were established

specially for supplying the needs of the State railways,

will also be kept in service. This group of works, which
will be connected with neighbouring groups, particularly

the Compagnie Parisienne de Distribution d'Electricite,

will form one of the most remarkable combinations exist-

ing at the present time.

The Gennesvilliers station, which is in course of com-
pletion, is situated on a site of about 22 acres on the

banks of the Seine near the Pont d'Argenteuil, and it

can be supplied with coal both by waterway and by rail-

way. The work was commenced in 1920, and "has been

carried out with such rapidity that it was possible last

October to begin the erection of the first sets of machines.

The first installation comprises plant of a total of

200,000 kW, which is eventually to be increased to

320,000 kW. The turbo-alternators are each of 40,000

k\V, and the five in course of erection will be supplied

with steam from 15 large boilers. The pressure of the

3-phase enei-gy to be delivered to the old secteurs is

60,000 volts.

The Unified Tramway System.

What has already been accomplished or is in progress

in the case of the electricity supplj- business, has also

been undertaken or is being done in the matter of the

tramways.
A year ago this journal reported the amalgamation

III the six tramway and omnibus undertakings operating

in Paris and the Department of the Seine. The fusion

was effected by the expropriation of these undertakings

by the Qeneral Council of the Seine acting in concert

\\ith the Paris Municipal Council, by means of the crea-

tion of an annuity system of payment of the purchase

price. But notwithstanding the socialistic tendencies of

these two authorities, or at least of the City of Paris, the

very prudent step was taken by them of deciding to lease

the working of the amalgamated transport systems to

a company; details of this were set forth in tliis

journal at the time.

It will suffice to mention that the six companies were
offered and accepted a new agreement under which they

constituted themselves into tlie new company and pro-

ceeded to work the lines on a uniform method for the

benefit of the general community under the control of the

two authorities concerned.

Having secured the unification of the transport under-
takings in the Department of the Seine, the General
Council of the Seine recently turned its attention to a

neighbouring area—that of the Department of Seine-

et-Oise—with a view of extending the region of the co-

ordinated system of working. As a result it has been

possible for the two Departments to reacli an agree-

ment, between themselves on the one hand, and with the

Compagnie des Chemins de Fer de Grande Banlieue on

the other, under which the concessions worked bv this
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company will be transferred to the General Council of

the Seine, as well as the lines from Saint-Germain to

Argenteuil and to Maisons-Lafitte.

The Departement of Seine-et-Oise has undertaken to

buy out the company, while the General Council of the

Seine is to add the acquisitions to its lessee company

—

the Compagnie des Transports en Commun de la Region

Parisienne, for working in conjunction with its existing

system representing the amalgamation of all the Paris

surface transport companies.

The above facts are a remarkable revelation of the

progress taking place in the region of Paris w-ith an eye

to the advantage of the general community. There is

no cut-throat competition; in fact, the terms of the

concessions have not been such as to encourage dangerous

rivalry between different companies in the supply busi-

ness or in that of transport, where such was at all

possible.

The principles followed seem to be those of harmonious
co-operation between private enterprise and local

authorities, the latter taking their share of the profits,

where earned, and we believe also bearing some of

the losses in ttie matter of the tramways, when unprofit-

able under the new regime. All barriers as to districts

are gradually being broken down, and the petty jeal-

ousies of petty local authorities, so conmion about

London, never appear to be allowed to prevail against

the general interest of the community. London, and
the London County Council in particular, has indeed

a orreat deal to learn from the region of Paris.

THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

{.Ctfnt'mued frontpage 173.)

Foster Instrument Co.—Various methods of automatic con-

tl'ol ol lempei-aiui'e nave been prupoaed and used, though it is

beueved mat these have been mumiy devoled to mamiammg
the temperature approximately at a constant figure. Whue
this is a desu-able condition for some operations, there are

others in which the temperature should vary in accordance
with a predetermined programme; for mstance, in one impor-
tant manulactunng operation, employing an electric furnace,

it is desired that the temperature should rise tairly rapidly

to a certain relatively low value, should be maintained at or
near that value for a considerable period, and should then
be rapidly heated up to a higher figure, maintained there for

a period, and then slowly cooled. I'he device exhibited by
this firm is designed to carry out such a programme. It is

only necessary to cut a metal template to the shape of the

temperature record of the required programme, of course

making allowance for the natural thermal characteristics of

the furnace and its contents—that is to say, there will be a
certain time lag to allow for and there will be certain maxi-
mum and minimum rates of heating and cooUng. depending
upon the conditions of the furnace.

A thermo-couple is inserted into an electrically-heated fur-

nace, the temperature of which it is desired to control accord-

ing to a predetermined programme. The thermo-couple is

connected to a recorder. The pen of the recorder is connected

to a moving-coil permanent-magnet millivoltmeter which, in

turn, is connected to the thermo-couple in the furnace, the

movements of the pen being, therefore, proportional to the

temperature of the furnace. The record is produced by a

clock mechanism in the recorder which depresses the pen
alternately on to the ink drum at the side of the chart and
on to the chart itself. The pen is brought over to the ink
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The C.4MBRID0E & Paul Instrdment Co., Ltd.—Among
the large number of exhibits on this company's always
interesting stand, several devices of particular interest were
noted. A novel invention of proved utihty is the remote
power indicator, which has been patented by Mr. E. Pawssett.
chief of the Research Department of the Newcastle-on-Tyne
Electric Supply Co., Ltd., that gives a local indication of

a.c. power at a distant station, which may be several miles

away. For single-phase measurements the apparatus consists

of a sensitive Cambridge unipivot indicator, a non-inductive
resistance of suitable value, two current transformers, and
two sets of thermo-junctions fitted with separate heaters. A
potential transformer must be added in the case of high-

pressure circuits.

Connections are made so that the e.m.f.'s of the junctions
iire in opposition. The heaters are adjusted so that, with
equal currents through them, equal opposing e.m.f.'s are

L'iierated by the junctions. The current transformers, of

-(]ual ratios and similar characteristics, are connected one to

<'.ich heater. It will be noted that the transformers operate
separately from each other. The heaters are joined in series

and are also in series with the non-inductive resistance. This
series circuit, which is in shunt to the mains, corresponds to

the ordinary moving-coil circuit of a wattmeter, the current
transformer unit corresponding to the fixed coils. The con-

nections from the current transformers are so arranged that

at unity power factory the superposed currents in one heater

are additive, and in the other are opposed. Now, if both
heaters are at the same temperature, there will be no ditler-

tiice uf e.ni.f. between the thermo-couples and consequently

no defiection on the indicator. If, therefore, the heaters are

warmed by equal currents from the current transformers, or

Fio. 24.

—

P.\wssett's Remote Power Lndicator,

the same current through the non-inductive resistance, theie
will be no deflection in either case. If, however, the heater.s

are warmed by currents from the two sources simultaneously,
there will (except at a power factor = 0) be a difference in

the temperature of the heaters. Therefore, the e.m.f. from
one thermo-couple will be larger than that from the other,
and a deflection will be obtained on the indicator. It may
be proved that the deflections of the indicator are strictly

proportional to the watts of the circuit, i.e., the instrument is

a true wattmeter. By the provision of a condenser in the
potential circuit instead of the non-inductive resistance, the

apparatus is available as a wattless power indicator. The
arrangements are also easily adaptable to polyphase circuits.

The apparatus has been in efficient use for some time in con-
nection with two stations nine miles apart, and should have
a wide application for the measurement of power at a

distance. The circuit diagram is shown in fig. '24, in which
A (shown .single pha.se for simplicity) is the alternator, p is the
pi.tenlial transformer, and i. the load; c is the split-current

transformer, and H the heaters combined with the thermn
junctions .j, while R is a resistance in the pressure circuit. The
jiilot cable T that connects the device to the indicator may be
anything un to 2(1 miles in length : the arrows, with and
without tail, indicate the flow of the potential and loiul

currents respectively.

Tile string electrometer, originally suggested by Prof.
Einthoven, is an instrument in which the moving system is

a .silvered quartz fibre tightly stretched between, and parallel

to, two fixed metal plates. Js'ot only is its capacity very .small,

but the motion of the fibre is dead beat and the period is

short. The instrument is, therefore, a very suitable one for
following and, if a suitable camera is used, for recording rapid
changes in voltage in the study of discontinuous phenomena
such as are met with in experiments in connection with the
ionisation of ga.ses. .\s regards sensitivity, the instrument
(cmpares well with gold-leaf electrometers; in fact, the
minute force that is sufiicient to deflect the silvered quartz
fibre, i.e., about 10" dynes, is of the same order of .smallness
as that a-^tin'^ on the gold leaf of the mo.st sen.sitive of the
usual gold-leaf electroscopes. Tlie special feature of the model
exhibited, fig. 2.";. is its compactness and the ease with which
it can be a8,sembled with any other apparatus. In particular.

being flat, it may be used on a microscope stage without fur-

ther fittings. The instrument consists of a silvered quartz
fibre, each end of which is carried by a flag, which is

anchored to an amber block by means of a brass clip. One
flag is held in a slot in each clip by a screw ; this makes
the changing of the fibre extremely simple, as fibres can be
supplied ready mounted on flags and can be transferred by
means of a fibre manipulator.
The upper amber block is held in a fixed position, while

the lower one is carried on a rocking arm controlled by a

Electrometer.

micrometer screw at the right side of the flat case; to

tighten the fire the head is turned clockwise or cice versa.

The ends of the fibi-e are mounted on an invar steel rod, eo
that variations of temperature have only a small effect on
the tension on the quartz fibre, T^vo parallel metal plates are
held on either side of the fibre, 4 nun. apart, by ivory blocks.

The position of the plates in relation to the fibre may be
altered in a lateral direction by the screws p p', and they can
be rotated, if necessary, to bring the plates parallel to the

fibre. This lateral movement of the plates is important for

.ensuring that the fibre is situated in the electrical centre of

the svstem. under which conditions the deflections of the

Vio. 2(j.— .\ PoRTAni.E CO. AND Tkmi'ehatuhk Indkwtou.

libie will be equal in either diiection. The terminal !•' is

eimnected to tlie fibre at its upper end, and the terminal v

(eoimected to the case) is earthed,
The draught-proof bra.ss case enclosing the system has

windows back and front; through the former light is thrown
on to the fibre Ijy a mirror attached to the stand by a
universal link, and through the latter observation of the fibre

is made through a microscope, with a finely adjustable for\'iard

and lateral movement. For projection or photographic pur-
poses the mirror and the link may be unscrewed and removed
from the stand and an optical condenser fitted to the back
window, to allow more concentrated lighting on the fibre by
an arc lamp or " Pointolite " lamp.

Sensitivity and period, of course, vary with the optical work
used, the tension on the fibre, and the potential difference on
the plates. On one typical instrument with the standard
optical work, 21 divisions for 1 volt was obtained with 87
volts on the plates, corresponding to a movement of the fibre

of about 0.16 mm. for 1 volt. For this sensitiveness the
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period wa« about 0.1 second. A much smaller period can be
obtaine'i by increasing the tension, but the sensitiveness is

correspondingly reduced. The motion for practically all

workable tensions is aperiodic.

The next illustration (fig. '26) shows the latest portable CO,
and temperature indicator, which has been designed by the

firm, and. as will be noted from the photograph, the instru-

ment is quite self-contained. The catharometer and filter are

inside the case, and it is only necessary to connect up from
the flue and to connect the leads from the couple to the

couple terminals; the gases are drawn up by squeezing the

rubber bulb. The instrument is fitted with a switch with
" test." " off," ' CO,," and " tempierature " positions. The
percentage of CO, is measured electrically, as has already been
described in our pages, and the outfit is very easy to manipu-
late, is compact in size, and can be easily carried.

For a description of the firm's ray-track apparatus that

enables the continuous emission of ionising particles to be

observed and photographed, readers may be referred to p. 640

of our May '20th, 1921, issue, and other instruments shown
included a new and lighter-pattern of " Omega " testing set,

a compensated thermo-electric indicator (Rowcliffe patents a
temperature regulator (Apthorpe patent), a di.sappearing-

filament pyrometer, Moll & Solomonson string galvanometers,
a Kew-pattern dip circle and unifilar magnetometer, a
Mackenzie Lewis polygraph for recording blood pressure in
veins and arteries, two hydrogen ion outfits, one for accurate
research work and the other for ordinary electro-metric
titrations, and a multivibration galvanometer with 12 elements
for acoustical work.

Messrs. G.\mbhell Brothers, Ltd., had on view a full range
of resistances, potentiometers, standard cells, condensers,
measuring instruments, wirele.ss apparatus, 4c. Prof. Waller's
emotometer, an instrument for measuring a person's nervous
response, was again shown this year together with a number
of photographic records.

On the large .stand of Messrs. Cromptox & Co., Ltd., stro-

boscopic vibrators were again to be seen this year, and the
other instruments shown included potentiometers. Wheat-
stone and Kelvin bridges, galvanometers, condensers, and
several commercial instruments of the switchboard, "water-

tight, and portable patterns. Many were arranged with
open fronts in order that the latest types of movement might
be seen, and the parts comprising them were also shown.

{To be cotichidefl.)

HARDENING AND TEMPERING STEEL STRIP.

The " Lecfur " Electrical Process.

Based on the Imbery-Alexander patents, the Leeds Electrical

Construction Co., Ltd., has recently built a duplex machine
for electrically hardening and tempering steel strip. &c. The
process is a continuous one, the .strip being pulled through
the machine, heited and quenched for hardening and temper-
ing respectively, and then wound on to siiecial section drums
for the removal of the strip in a flat block. The beating pro-

cess is carried out by passing alternating current at a low
voltage through the travelling strip. The ohmic resistance of

the strip, and the current flowing through it, produce the

required temperatures for hardening and tempering respec-

tively.

The plant is arranged to operate from a 500-volt, three-

phase, .50-cycle supply obtained by means of a Scott-connected
transformer, to give two-phase supply at low voltage on the

secondary .side. Suitable tappings are provided on the primary
side of the transformer in order to obtain voltage regulation

on the secondary side. Electrical control is provided, on
separate switch panels, so that the temperature of the travel-

ling strip can be adjusted within very fine limit.s. With the
" Ijecfur " plant any desired temperature may be obtained up

The driving arrangements adopted enable the strip to be
pulled through the machine at a constant speed. The trans-

former for operating the plant contains sufficient reactance to

compensate for any slight variation in the voltage of the supply
pressure. As the strip travels at a uniform velocity it is thus
possible to obtain hardened and tempered strip of absolute
imiformity, as every inch of the strip is subjected identically

to the same heat treatment.
Fig. 2 is a close-up view of the tempering end of the ma-

chine. It will be observed that an air valve is provided so
that air can be admitted to the heating chamber if desired, by
simply opening this valve. Tills arrangement allows of an
oxidising atmosphere in the heating chamber at the tempering
end, and by adjusting the current input, any desired colour of

temper can be obtained, if bright finish be not required. The
steel strip, after being heated, is quenched between ground
dies, .so that any possibility of distortion during the quenching
period is entirely obviated, resulting in dead flat hardened
and tempered strip.

.'^n important feature in connection with the plant is that
if the strip bo not uniformly rolled, the section necessarily

Fni. 1.—Electrical IL^RDE.viN'Ci ami T empkrixi; M.\chine i (1h Steel Strh'.

to and exceeding the melting point of platinum. Electrical
control is provided so that duplicate re.sults can be obtained
for every batch of strip.

The heating i.s carried out in a neutral atmosphere re.sult-

ing in entire ab.sence of scale and discoloration—in fact,

the strip, ,after heat treatment, is as bright as previously. On
the hardening end of the machine a " Lecfur " decalescence
indicator is provided, so that the exact temperature for
hardening can be obtained automatically and repeated day
after day with certainty.

Fig. 1 shows a general arrangement of the machine for
hardening two steel strips simultaneously, one side being cap-
able of taking strip up to i in. wide x .0.5 in. thick, the other
side being suitable for strip from i in. wide up to IJ in. wide
X .05 in. thick. Fig. 1 illustrates the complete machine, ex-
cluding the electrical control gear. The strips are pulled
through the machine by rollers driven through machine-cut
gearing, and worm gearing, driven by a three-phase, slip-ring

motor with rheo-static control for speed regulation. The plant
is driven by separate motors, so that each side can be operated
independently of the other.

changes, and therefore its resistance. This variation in

section is instantly indicated on the electrical instruments pro-

vided, and the material, if faulty, can be returned for further
treatment to the rolling department. Recording wattmeters
can be provided with the machine so that the management
has a permanent record of the heat treatment given to every
batch of strip. The use of alternating current avoids the

possibility of any electrolytic action, and permits of a more
accurate control of temperature. The heating chambers are of

rectangular section formed of phosphor bronze castings, lined

internally with special refractory material to prevent loss by
radiation.

The temperature of the oil in the quenching tanks is kept
constant by circulation, obtained by pump.s driven by chain
gearing from the motor shaft. The strip, after being heated
and quenched for hardening, is reheated and quenched for

tempering. Electrical controls are provided so that the tem-
,

perature for hardening and tempering is under separate elec-j

trical control, so that any desired hardness or temper can
readily obtained. The strip, after being hardened and teui-j

pered. is wound on to four-section winding drums, as illus
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trated in fig. 3. These sections are collapsible, so that the
hardened and tempered st-eel strip can be readily removed from
the machine. The four-section winding drum is driven by
friction by a phosphor bronze pulley, fixed on a shaft driven
by a belt from driving rolls. The friction drive takes up any
slack (in the .strip, and the driving rolls ensure the constant

ELECTRICAL NOTES FROM INDIA.

Fiu. -Close-l'I' \'iew of i'EMrEiuNG Enli of Machine,

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

While a comprehensive scheme for the improvement of the
water supply at Calcutta is in its prelimmary stages, a dis-

tinct improvement has been recently
effected at the Watgunge pumping
station, near Hastings Bridge,, which
will do much to maintain an adequate
supply of water (untiitered) to the
sniitlicrn portions of the city. The
''n;jini's at the Watgunge station were in
N-r at Mullick's Ghat for 20 years, and
«cr»' ;<ubsequently re-erected at Wat-
gunge, where they have extended their
lives to over 40 years in all. As they
were thoroughly worn out and very
inelficient, the Corporation decided, as a,

temporary rneasure for improving the
supply, pending a decision regarding the
uhole water supply of the city, to install
an electrically-driven centrifugal auxi-
liary pump. This pump is capable of
supplying 3, .500 gallons of water per
minute against a head of 120 ft. Iliis
represents an improvement of about
7-5 per cent., and complaints from the
southern quarter, which were formerly

speed of the strip through the machine. Fig. 4 illustrates an
end view of the machine, showing the quenching tanks and
electrical contacts, &c.
The plant operates at a high power factor (usually not less

than 0.93). and can be constructed- to operate from a single,
two, or three-phase supply. W'hen operating on polyphase
supply, Scott-connected transformers are used so that balanced
load can be obtained. The plant operates at low voltage, and
can be operated by semi-skilled labour with the certainty of
definite results. Due to the high thermal efficiency of the
plant, the running cost has been found to be usually much

• less than with gas or combustion tyjie furnaces. With electri-
city at &!. per kWh. it is found with the " Lecfur " plant
that the running cost for hardening and tempering steel strip
is approximately one half the gas charges, with gas at 4s. per
1,000 cu. ft. In addition, as there are no excessive refrac-
tories to maintain, the cost for maintenance is usually much
less than when combustion methods of heating are employed.
With the " Lecfur " plant, an improved quality of output*

can be obtained, as the temperature is under perfect control.
A kWh of electricity will always give a definite heating value,
whereas thie cannot be obtained with gas or combustion
methods of heating. With the latter, any variation in the
calorific value of the gas supplied produces a variation in tem-
perature, and whilst governors may be employed for regulat-
ing the pre.ssure, it does not appear there is any commercial
system available for regulating the calorific value of the gas.
It is, therefore, impossible with combustion methods of heat-
ing to get the definite results which are obtained by electrical
methods of heating. As there are no products of combustion
to be dealt with, the " Lecfur " plant enables improved work-
ing conditions to be obtained.
In addition to plant for hardening and tempering steel strip.

the Leeds Electrical Construction Co.. Ltd.. also manufactures
complete electric plant for hardening and tempering steel wire.

\\ iNDiNG Drim End of the Machine

bright finish, for all gauges from 16' to 50 s.w.g. The wire
'plant operates on a, similar piinciple to the strip plant, but
the constructional details are somewhat different.

Fig. 4.—End \'iew of the " Lecfuk " Machine.

frequent, have now practically ceased.
1 he pump has been in operation a
fi'w weeks only, and has proved so
Miti^l;ut<jry that the question of dupli-
';iiiiiu it is being con.sidered. In the
iM'ut of another pump being installed
the existing steam pumps will be
.scrapped.

There was a small but keen attend-
ance at a recent meeting of the Bombay
.V.ssociation of the Institution of Engi-
neers. There was an informal discus-
sion as to the lines which should be
taken for the development and advance-
ment of the Asscciation. It is earnestly
desired to increase the membership, and
it transpired from some remarks passed
th:it the difficulty as regarded affiliated
iiM'ijili.T.s was to obtain proposers and
-'I (iinlfis owing to the comparatively
MiKill pre.sent membership. To remedy
this defect it was proposed that the rule
calling for proposers and seconders to

•npplications for affiliated membershii>
should te held in abeyance till next .Tuoe.

It has also been proposed that papers
of the old stereotyped form .should be
replaced by discussions, especially since

the " Electricals " and "Mechanicals"
at horne had moved in this direction. The Indian Institution
of Engineers itself has made steady progress since its inception
two years ago, as may bo judged by the fact that, despite the
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rather high standard of professional qualification demanded of

its memuers iu their various classes, the membership has
already reached the satislactory total ot 500.

H.E. the Governor in Council has granted a licence to the

Ootacamund Municipality for the supply of electrical energy
to the town of Ootacamund, the hcence commencing from
December 6th, 1921. The area of supply is contained within

the Municipality of Ooty and the Lawrence Memorial School.

The supply will be medium-pressure, a.c, 3-phase, 4-wire at

400 V between phases, and '230 V between one phase and
neutral, at 50 cycles.

Surveying and plan drawing in connection w'ith the Aber-
deen-Lasapana hydro-electric scheme in Ceylon have pro-

gressed sutiiciently to enable a fairly accurate estimate to be

made of the cost of the work up to and including the

generating .station. The survey and location of the h.p. trans-

mission lines has begun. The report of Mr. Bolton, who
went to Ceylon for the consulting engineers, shows that
cyimamide could be produced on tne i.sland at less than the
puce of the present imported article.

On the occasion of the visit of the Prince of Wales Calcutta
almost rivalled Bombay in its illuminations. It was a fairy-
land with the whole city lit up on the most scientific basis.

The Victoria Memorial was the subject of a special lightinij
scheme, which resulted in throwing the huge white mas^
into striking relief during the darkness of evening. More
than 90,000 extra lamps for the temporary illuminations were
c:onnected up and about 45,<XlO yards of conductors used.
The substantial addition to the load on the Electricity Suppl.\
(Jorporation's plant was met without difficulty, though thi-

(hstributors were somewhat overloaded in the illuminated
area of the citv.

THE ELECTRIFICATION OF MAIN-LINE RAILWAYS.

{Concluded from

Mr. F. W. CARTER said that in making a comparison between
steam and electrical operation of a given railway, it should not

be lorgotten that the methods of working the trahic under
steam operation had grown up around the steam locomotive,

and were subject to the limitations imposed by the steam loco-

motive. In hue manner, the methods of electrical operation

would inevitably tend in the direction which conformed best

with the limitations imposed by the electrical plant. It might
therefore be concluded that it estimates of i^erformance and
expense under electrical operation were based on an existing

steam traffic—usually the only reasonable basis—it would be

improved upon as methods of working the traffic became more
appropriate to the new motive power. Thus, an estimate

contamed implicitly a number of features which were un-

favourable to a change from existing methods. In many
resjjects the dillerences involved in the change of motive power
were well known; in other respects they would show as ex-

perience was gained, but there would always remain unknown
elements in favour of existing methods.
In making calculations on which to base estimates of per-

formance, it was necessary to ensure that the data derived

from electrical considerations and the data derived from traific

considerations should not be combined in such a manner as to

lead to inconsistency. An instructive instance of this came
to his notice some years ago. He had made some preliminary

calculations respecting the working of heavy mineral traffic

on a certain line, on data supplied by the engineer. He was
afterwards given the opportunity of examining a copy of the

very careful and full report that had been made to the manage-
ment on the subject, and was surprised to find that the engi-

neer's estimate of energy consumption was much in excess of

his own, which he had regarded as quite conservative. As it

was principally a matter of lifting heavy trains against a steep

gradient, a radical error was indicated. He found the dis-

crepancy to be due principally to the fact that the engineer

had derived the energy consumption by taking the computed
mean power of the electric trains, which -nere intended to run
at a considerably higher speed than the steam trains, and
multiplying it by the observed running time of existing steam
trains, thus in effect running a considerably greater distance

than was to be run.

A feature of electrical operation which had considerable in-

fluence on the organisation of a railway, particularly as

regarded locomotive divisions, arose from the fact that the

electric locomotive was capable of much mere continuous ser-

vice than the steam locomotive. The Eocky Mountain
divisions of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railroad

were, in steam days, he believed, three in number. Now, the

electric locomotives took trains over the whole 440 miles with-

out change. Moreover, when the 200-mile interval between the

Rocky Mountain divisions and the Cascade division had been
electrified, the trains w-ould be taken through to the coast

without change of locomotive, a total distance of about 850

miles. When Enghsh railways were electrified they miglit

look forward to runs from Penzance to Aberdeen, for

instance, with a single locomotive, but the organisation re-

quired to give effect to this would differ radically from that

at present existing, and the difference would, in the main,

make for saving in operating expense.

One consequence of the continuous service possible with

electric locomotives and of the small amount of time consumed
in overhauling, repairs, and inspection, was that the number
of locomotives required to work a given traffic was much less

than in steam operation. It was not unduly conservative to

say that, in general, about half the number was sufficient.

Another direction in which the organisation of electric rail-

ways would tend to differ from that of steam railways was in

the" closer co-operation th.nt was desirable between traffic and
operating departments. On steam railways the trains were
independent units, which, apart from limitations of track, did

not affect one another. On electric railwnvs, they were tied

in groups to sub-stations, and throuch these to the generatinc

station or stations. The amount of plant that must be held

at the disposal of the lailwsy in generating station and sub-
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stations depended on the maximum demand for puwei ; but
the work done by it depended on the average demand; and the
greater the load factor, or the ratio of the average to the
maximum, the more etficiently was the plant used. The
economy of operation was therefore the greater the more
uniformly the load could be distributed, both in time and in
space.

Ihe unprovement of the load factor required that the traflic

should be to some extent under the control of the operatmy
departments. An ioterefiting example was furnished by the
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railroad. Eor the working
of its Rocky Mountain divisions, it purchased energy from the
Montana Power Co., which operated a number of hydro-
electric plants in the vicinity. I'he hydro-electric station, even
more than the steam power station, required a high load
factor; for the running costs were insignificant, and almost all

the cost of power was interest on capital outlay. Practically,

therefore, it was determined, not by the average power, but
by the maximum, or by the amount of plant that had to be
held at the disposal of a customer. In the steam power station
there was a large expense for fuel, which varied practically

as the energy output; and the load factor was accordingly of

somewhat smaller importance. The payment for energy m the
case of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railroad was
made as follows :—If the load factor exceeded 00 per cent., the
energy used was paid for at a flat rate of about a farthing per
unit; if, however, it was below 60 per cent., the price per
unit was increased in the ratio of the load factor to 60. It

was, therefore, to the advantage of the railway company
keep the load factor as near 60 per cent, as jxissible. The
load factor of an electric railway, in which the traific was
worked just as on a steam railway, would probably not exceed
25 per cent., and in the case where regeneration was a
feature, probably not 20 per cent. By putting large powers
in the hands of a train dispatcher, however, and by means of

certain automatic devices w'hich caused a drop of voltage when
the current was excessive, the load factor was kept very near
to the desired figure of 60 per cent., so that the railway prac-

tically paid in proportion to the energy actually used. It

would probably be found hardly 'feasible to proceed quite to

such lengths in the case of the British railways, but. as all

steps in this direction made for economy, it was desirable that

the traffic and operating departments should co-oi)erate with
Ihe particular view of improving the load factor.

Mr. H. N. Grf.slev said that unquestionably the electrifica-

tion of sub-service and suburban railways carrying a dense
passenger traflic had achieved successful results; it was intro-

duced not as a means of saving expense in working, but
rather as a means of making money by creating new traflic.

The problem of main-line electrification was a totally different

matter. It could not be urged that the main lines were con-

gested ; on the contrary, at present the tonnage of traffic was
consflderably less than it was in 1913; a much greater tonnage

could be carried with the existing equipment without any
necessity for doubling the line.

The electrification of main lines was largely contingent upon

the price at which energy could be obtained, and this in turn

was dependent upon the erection of the super-power stations,

of which so much had been heard a year or two ago. Tlie

question of the provision of super-power stations was in itself

largely dependent upon the electrification of main lines. Corns

parisons had been made between the best results that could

be expected from electrification, and the average results a|

present being obtained by steam traction, which, of course.

included the results derived from engines in service upwards!

of 20 or 30 vears. Little mention was made of the cost of I

the equipment of the lines with sub-stations, third rails, or'-

overhead transmission. Xo mention was made of the extra

cost of m.nintenance involved due to third rails or overhead

wires, and in the fonner case the extra cost of maintenance

of the running track due to the presence of the third rail.

Sir Pliilip Xftfih, in March last said that, broadly speaking,

ing eVftnftestion of main lines eould only be expected to show
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Jii-ect savings where traffic was very dense, and even in

sucti cases the most favourable conditions were a network

of lines covering a limited area, or a section of line where

the volume of traffic was such that increased line capacity

must be provided if steam haulage was to continue. The
criticisms which he had made were unquestionably against

the electrification uf main lines, but he was strongly of

opinion that the electrification of suburban railways and

perhaps of heavy mineral railways should be undertaken as

soon as the necessary money could be raised at a sufficiently

low rate. No doubt the electrification of main lines would

come eventually, and considerable advantage would be ob-

tained in shunting by electricity.

Mr. J. A. HooKHAM said that the electrification of sub-

urban lines had been of great advantage to the public by

providing quicker and more frequent service. After detailing

the advantages claimed for electrification, he said the following

figures were given at a meeting of the Institution of Locomo-
tive Engineers:—
Two lb. of coal in power station to produce 1 kWh ; efficiency

of transmission of power to drawbar 62 per cent.
;

giving

3.2 lb. of coal per kWh or 2.4 lb. per h.p.-hr. at drawbar.

For the ordinary steam locomotives the figure varied from 4 lb.

to 8 lb. per h.p.-hr. at drawbar.
An objection was raised against electrification that a whole

section might be thrown out of use and the traffic stopped

more completely than could happen with the independent

units of steam traction. So far this had not proved a very

real difficulty, and the danger of stoppage could be very

greatly minimised by arranging for one section to be con-

nected up with the next, and the offending sub-station to

be cut out temporarily. Breakdown at a power station could

be guarded against by duplication of plant—but at increased

outlay. It had been assumed that the electrification of exist-

ing lines only was in question where the existence of a large

capital, and the necessity for a further large capital outlay,

severely handicapped the undertaking; where a new line was
projected, the case for electrification was at present very

strong.

As compared with the present-day locomotive, the posi-

tion appeared to be that on main lines where the traffic was
dense, and where, failing an increase in the speed to enable

the line to carry more traffic, widening or doubling would
probably have to be resorted to, electrification would be
justified by the increase in speed it provided. The advantage
of the elimination of turntables, coaling stages, and water
troughs and columns, and the longer time an electric loco-

motive could keep at work without attention, were all points

in its favour.

It was possible that further improvements in steam loco-

motives or, as seemed probable, the development of the
internal-combustion engine, might alter the whole aspect

of affairs before many years were past, and in this connec-
tion a combination of the semi-Diesel engine with electric

transmission and the overhead wire or live rail linking up a
number of such motors, as proposed by Captain Durtnall,
would form a good intermediate step, and render possible the
gradual electrification of a railway by the substitution of

such motors for steam locomotives in the ordinary course of

revenue renewals—thus avoiding the large capital outlay re-

quired for root-and-branch electrification.

The discussion was then thrown open, and I)k. 1'\ C. Lea, as
ii civil engineer, drew attention to the effect of conversion
from steam to electric traction on bridges. The locomotive
engine could not be enlarged because of the limitations of

the minimum structure gauge; boilers and cylinders had
reached practically the maximum size possible. Further, the
cross girders and main girders of all existing bridges com-
pelled the railway civil engineer to limit the mechanical engi-

neer not only as to the maximum axle loads on individual
axles but also to a certain extent the total maximum loads

that could be allowed on a given wheel base. A first-class

passenger engine at the present time could hardly have more
than 60 per cent, of the total weight of enaine and tender
on the main driving wheels, and the length of the rigid
wheel-base would probably be of the order of 15 ft. The load
on each axle w'ould probably approximate to 2(i tons. In an
electric passencter locomotive having the snme tractive force
the load would be distributed on more axles, which was of
great importance in relationship to cross girders and tli"

rigid wheel-base on any bogey would probably be not greater
than 8 ft. 6 in. The total lencth between the extreme dr'vinfr

axles would be very much greater in the case of the electri'-

than the stenm locomotive, and then the " equivalent load
Per foot run " which determined the bendinc moments on
the main cirdors would be less for t'-'o electric than the stenm
locomotivp. Further, more than 7.5 per cent, of the totnl

weiffht of the locomotive would be on the driving wheels of
the elect'-ic as compared with 60 per rent, or less of t^-o

W"ieht of thf st^ani locnmntive nnd tender on its driving
wheels. Another very important factor in this coPTipr-tir.r\

was the diminution in the Inad^ on cros.^-cirdprs particularlv
due to the unbalanced fnrc°= in 'team loroj-notivps. 'Rr.tatinr^

hnlance weichts were introduced intn the drivinrf whppis in

balance the i-priprofatint? nnR.=e= of tli» pii"inp. The balance
weinlifa jn fhp -wheels were, except for the w^'^bt "f '-"'

of the mnnecting rods at the crank pin. unbalanced in a

vertical direction, and thu."! the loads on cross girders were

considerably increased at high speeds beyond those of the
axle loads. In the electric locomotive there was no necessity

to have reciprocating matter and thus for the same tractive

force the bending moments produced in bridge girders

would be much less for the electric than the steam locomo-
tive. This meant that although the steam locomotive had
practically reached the limits of size and loading tor existing
structures and no developments were possible without almost
prohibijtive expenditure on bridges, very considerable m-
creases in tractive force, and thus in the possibility, not only
of heavier trains, but also of very much better mean speeds,

could be obtained by the use of electric locomotives without
increasing the strength of existing structures. The steam
locomotive was also limited in size, and therefore in its steam-
ing capacity, by the existing minimum structure gauge, while
the electric locomotive could aUow of very considerable in-

creases in tractive force, keeping within the limiting gauge.
Thus the civil engineer's demands for limitation of loads on ex-
isting structures could be easily met, while the train-drawing
capacity could be very considerably increased by electrifica-

tion of main lines. Many of the civil engineer's most serious
problems of maintenance would also be very considerauiy
diminished, particularly the rusting of steel structures, by
the adoption of electric traction, while in .stations and tunnels
the comfort of the travelling public would be greatly increased
and in the country loss of crops, itc, from fire would not
occur. The more perfect automatic control of signals and of
trains would be ensured, and serious railway accidents due to

fog and the failure to observe signals (or even due to signal-

men) ought to become unknown. Thus against the heavy
capital expenditure necessary for the conversion to electric

traction there would be many assets besides those arising

from the very distinct economies in coal and men which, it

was admitted, were possible. The cost of the dislocation of the
railways on a day of serious fog was very great. \A'ith elec-

trification the delay would not be anything like so serious,

and large sums could be saved from this source alone.

Professor Burstall pointed out that quite recently a pro-
posal had been made for the more efficient working of the
main railway lines by the use of the Diesel motor for pro-
pulsion. This proposal was the combination of the direct
drive of a Diesel motor with the use of compressed air for
providing the starting torque. The proposal was as yet only
on paper, but it struck him that, before this country em-
barked upon an enormous scheme of electrification of the
main lines, it might be desirable to spend a small amount
of money in investigating other sources of driving power.
Technically, the proposal seemed to have much to commend
it, and there was also an advantage on the economic side, for
the Diesel motor must be cheaper in its costs than a compli-
cated system of transmission.

Professor Cramp drew attention to two points, one of which,
he said, he regarded as of fundamental importance. Previous
speakers had taken for granted that the traffic on the main
lines would be similar under an electrification scheme to that
which existed to-day. That, to his mind, was to start abso-
lutely at the wrong end. When one took the dimensions of
England, the distances between large towns, say, Birmingham
and London, these became, after all, only suburban traffic

distances when viewed from the standpoint of railway and
geographical conditions in the United States. If the con-
ditions which had been to the advantage of suburban traffic,

when the suburban lines were electrified, could be applied to
what they called " main hues " in this country, the result
would be a great increase in travelling in England. He was
lierfectly certain, from a series of observations and records,
which he had obtained from different people who travelled in

various parts of the country, and who now either used private
motor cars or went by big road vehicles, that there was an
enormous demand for short trains of high acceleration and
hiah frequency from places like Birmingham to London.
Oxford to London, and so on. That, to his mind, was where
the railway engineer should .start in electrification if he wisherl

to make the main lines of England a success. He should
assume that the present system was wrong. The present
long train was due to the steam locomotive, and if the rail-

way engineer would start with all the advantages of electric

traction, with shorter trains, high acceleration, and great-

frequency, he would make the thing a success from the outset.

Having regard to foreign experiencp, .some of them were dis-

niiverl at the decisions which had been arrived at by the Rail-

way Cnmmis.sioiiers with recard to their recommenHatinP!! as to

transmission and distribution of electric nower. The l.SOO-volt

d.c. scheme mi?ht be a success, but this was not the time
to lay down .such a hard and fast reculation. They should
have far more elasticity and discussion before they were
limited in that way.
Mr. R. A. Chattock (electrical cnuineer to the City of Bir-

minchaml said that from the point of view of the electric

nower station a railway load was a valuable one. because it

had a high load factor. They were told that it .should approai'h

60 per cent. The ordinary load factor at the power station

was; in the neiffhbnurhnnrl of 30 or .'^.3 ner rent., sn that the

railway loid factor would imnrove the results obtained in the

station. That would be a benefit not onlv to the industrial

supnlv from the station, but also to the rnilwav siinnly itself,

because they were told that the railway could obtain energy
from a power station at O.fid. delivered to the track, with coal
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at 30s. per ton. If the power .station could be operated with

a high-load factor he tnought it should be able to supply

energy at a lower hgure tnan that quoted by Mr. Smith.

Eleccrihcation which had taken place so far on suburban

lines had, they were told, attracted an increased amount of

tratlic, and the only way in which it could attract additional

tramc was by makmg the traffic cheaper or easier. It had

done so on "the suburban hues; why should not the same

thmg happen on the main-line railways? Ihere the trattic

should be attracted just as much as in the case of the subur-

ban lines, and in addition the minerals or the goods traflic

should also be attracted,, with the result that it would improve

the trade along the routes of the lines, and so increase the

volume of business done by the railway companies. These

points had not been sufficiently emphasised.

Dr. CUSBERT Kafp said the point made by Dr. Lea was

illustrated by Continental experience of a.c. electrical equip-

ment of main-line railways. It was essential that they should

allow for three-phase locomotives. The engines weighed 60

tons and developed 2,000 h.p. No steam locomotive could

come anywhere near this. One line had been at work success-

fully for '20 years, and a similar system had been adopted by

the Italian Government for the Mont Cenis line. It was
significant that this system enabled a very great density of

traffic to be hauled; for one thing, because it did not create

smoke in the tunnel and so prevent visibility of signals; but

apart from that there was the great tractive power which
could be utilised and the fact that old bridges could be used

without needing to be strengthened. This acc-ounted for

the enormous traffic which the line was able to carry during

the war period, especially in 1917, when a lot of war material,

and British and French troops, were transiwrted into Italy.

The traffic in mileage was trebled in comparison with pre-war
conditions with steam. This system had been adopted by
the Italian Government because the electric locomotives were
comparatively hght, and had, therefore, saved the expense
of strengthening bridges, although their haulage power was
very great. But it had tw^ disadvantages. One was the
power factor, in running on the cascade system. A good deal

of idle current had been paid for. It was now in course of

improvement by putting phase advancers on the locomotives.

In Switzerland and Germany the single-phase a.c, system had
been adopted. He was pleased to hear one speaker say that
on the whole the overhead wire was preferable, for several
reasons. The tendency seemed to be to use 1,500 volts direct
current; modern dynamo-makers would be prepared to supply
motors up to 600 and 800 h.p. per motor, which would work
with 3,000 volts direct current, but 3.000 volts would not caiTy
them any distance, unless they studded sub-stations along the
line. It was no use going in for half measures in that way.
They had been copying the Americans, but they should copy
people who did better than the .-Vmericans. If they compared
.3,000 "volts on an overhead- wire with 1,500 volts, they would
find the wire need be only half the cross-sectional area ; but
the sub-stations could be ten times as far apart. For the
direct current required, three-phase transmission was used.
In the sub-stations they must have transformers, converters,
and also a considerable staff, because they must work the
system night and day. It would be a mistake to think that
they could save labour by using automatic apparatus. They
could save labour by using plant that would not require tn
be looked after, and that was what the Swiss were doing
on the St. Gothard line.

In conclusion, he expressed the hope that whatever system
was adopted, it -nould only be after very careful con-
sideration, because once they had adopted a system thev
could not change it. Moreover, they should not contemplate
the possibility that every railway should have its own differ-
ent system. What they could make uniform was the main
principle—low periodicity, high voltage, and single-phase.
A number of other gentlemen spoke, and the chairman

said that he welcomed the pertinent points raL-^ed by Dr. Karp.
Professor Cramp .sugce.sted that they might, in' particular,
run smaller train units. He did not see much hope from
that. On the heavy train to-day they had a driver, fireman
and guard. They would have to have a driver and guard
on the phorte.<;t trains. Labour entered into the running of
trains fust as into the running of power .stations. Neither
did he look unon the Die.sel locomotive as a competitor with
electrified main lines, save, perhaps in exceptional circum-
stances, with low densitv of traffic. There was no insunerable
electrical or mechanical difficulty in the electrification of main
lines, but there was a difficulty with regard to the financial
side of the problem when they were dealing with a low densitv
of traffic,

A vote of thanks to the chairman and the speakers con-
cluded the meeting.

THE PRODUCTION OF LIQMT, HEAT AND
POWER.

The Metric System in Canada.—The Decimal Association
mforms us (hat a meetinc of the American Metric Association,
held in Toronto on Decemlier 29th. was well attended bv n,

number of busine-ss men interested in the reform of weights
and measures. It is reported that steps are beinfl taken to
form a, local aseociation. and that a committee has been
appointed to carry ont the preparatory work of organisation.

On January 27th, Mr. .\. Hugh Seabrook, M.I.E.E., addres.sed

a meeting ot tne Junior Gas Association on the sunject ol

uasworiis and the i'roduction of ijigtit. Heat, ana fower.
Mr. kseaurouK preJaced his remarks oy a condemnation of

the engineer—gas or electrical—wuo relused to recognise ilie

mei'its of the other side. He confessed to a leanmg to-

wards the unorthodox, being against doginatism on particular
lines. J'or '^5 years his experience was electrical, Ijut during
tbe la.st few years he had Been associated with gas engineers.

As a result he had come to the conclusion that a closer asso-

ciation between the two branches was very desirable. It was
not his intention to refer to the relative merits ot gas and
electricity; they were both primary public services of un-
lirmted importance. A closer association of interests would
result in gasworks, or, as he pieterred to call them, " light

and power stations," becoming as neutral as the coal mer-
cnant. 'the coal merchant supplied coal impartially to every
industry without taking any particular mterest in any one
industry. In the same way he beUeved tne only proper way
to deal with the question of light and power was to aim
merely at the most economical conversion of coal into light,

heat, and power, in the form of gas or electricity, whichever
the consumer found most useful tor his purposes. Gasworks
were found in the smallest towns, and the speaker thought
that, as a rule, the engineers responsible for their construc-

tion had l>een happier in their choice than those who had
settled the sites for electric power stations. Gasworks invari-

ably had a railway siding and a plentiful supply of water.
Electricity works too often had no railway siding, no natural
water supply, and were frequently situated in residential

districts. in planning the cheap production of light and
power the cost and environpient of the site were of the first

importance. An important point, which was usually over-
looked, was that the generation of electricity at a gasworks
permitted of the use of coke as fuel, with a minimum of

transportation cost. The avoidance of burning raw coal wa«
eminently desirable, and of all the industries using coal the
gas industry was, for all practical purposes, the only one
that treated coal properly. Nevertheless, even the Govern-
ment itself was actively encouraging the erection of large
stations, wherein raw fuel was to be burned for the production
of electricity. There was very little coal in this country which
was too poor for special treatment, and Mr. Seabrook thought
that an authority should be set UD to prevent the direct

burning of coal, which was rich from a by-product recovery
point of view. The speaker noted the introduction of the
" sandwich " system, employing coke and coal as boiler fuel,

and regarded it as an important step in the dhection of coal

conservation. As an example of what might be done in the
way of co-operation between gas and electricity, Mr. Seabrook
in.stanced the proposals put forward by the Gas Light & Coke
Co., and some of the London electricity supply companies.
It was intended to supply electricity from a works at Beckton.
Gas would be produced and the coke would be employed in

the generation of electricity. The site was admirable in

every respect and the arguments in favour of the scheme
appeared to be irresistible. It was scarcely conceivable that
electrical energy could not be produced more cheaply than
at the recently-approved station lower down the Thames,
which would consume enormous ijuantities of raw coal. The
speaker was in entire agreement with Col. Woodall, who
stated, in 1919, that the by-products of the gasworks were
more than sufficient to keep the ordinary town eleOtricity
generating stations provided with fuel. The export of pas-
works coke was on the increase : surely it would be better to
use their cok-e and export their coal rather than to bum the coal
and export coke. Mr. Seabrook believed himself to be the
first to fit suitable automatic stokers to large station boilers
(at St. Marylebone) for the purpose of burning coke breeze.
Many difficulties had been overcome, but eventually coke
breeze proved as efficient as coal, and reduced generating
costs. He could not understand why the Beckton scheme
had been rejected. He went on to .«ay that in .several

instances wh^re the possibilitv of combining the generation
of gas and electricity was under consideration he had found
that not only was there sufficient space for buildings, but
there were existing buildings which could be adapted for
generating stations. In the cases mentioned the electricity
supply would not be larger than could be economically
handled by coke gas producers and gas engines driving genera-
tors. .Aibove a certain capacity coke-fired boilers and steam
plant would have to be installed. The use of blue water-gas
direct in the gas engines was contemplated, and there was
reason to believe that this could be done satisfactorily.

The function of the engineer was to make the best possible
use of what was available. It was a mere truism to say that
thev were not making the best use of their available material
so far as the production of electricity was concerned, and Mr.
Seabrook was convinced that this -nas largelv due to th<5

j

absence of co-oiieration betwoen gas and electrical engineers.
The public must rid itself of the megalomania which made »{J
believe that anything colossal must necessanlv be economical!^
They now had an Electricity Commission ; there should be
Gas Commission on similar lines ; this should be followed bj

.

atnalcamation of the two as a Light. He.at. and Power Com""
mission

.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Meadert are invited to tubmit particulars oj new or improved demces and apparatut, which will he published

if congidered of fuffieient interest.

Quick=make Switches.

A great deal of damage is done, and often breakdowns are

caused, by bad contact in switches. Unskilled or careless

operators will frequently put in a switch slowly and by de-

grees, so that when the switch is nearing the contacts violent

arcing takes place. To guard against this hannful practice,

the MiDijiND Electric Manuf.^ctcring Co., Ltd., Barford
Street, Birmingham, has introduced a range of switches pos-

sessing a quick " make " action as well as a quick " break."
Ite quick actions at both make and break are effected by
means of strong and unbreakable coil springs, which prevent

work, and also what is known as the " boUmg water '' tube;
the latter is at the moment chiefly made on the Continent, but
we understand that Mes.srs. Newton k Wright are to produce
these tubes at their own factory in the near future. The tirm
has also introduced a Snook interrupter-less machine for deep
therapy work that is oil insulated for very high pressures.

The " Utility "'Limiter4use Box.

In our issue of November 12th, 1920 (p. 618). we gave a
description of the " Utihty " current limiter. , The. makers.
Electrical Utilities, Ltd., 1-3, Shelgate Road,.S.W.ll. inform
us that they have now produced an apparatus combining the

Paragon-Premier " Switch.

Fig. 1.

—

The " Glasgow-Premier " Switch.

the switch occupying any intermediate position. To make
assurance doubly sui'e the action of the switching-in spring

is followed up by the operation of the handle by the operator.

Tests on these switches have proved that the quick action
increases the effective life of the switch. There are two lines

of these switches: the "Glasgow-Premier," fig. 1, and the
" Paragon-Premier, " fig. 2, named according to size.

Deep X=ray Therapy.

The demand for apparatus that will " stand up " under con-
ditions of a continuous discharge through a tube of anything
from 9 to 18 in. alternative spark gap maintained for several
hours, or even all day, has involved considerable alterations in

the design of both induction coils and transformers intended
for deep therapy work. The new apparatus produced for this

purpose by Messrs. Newton & Wright, Ltd., 471/473,
Hornsey Road, N.19, is essentially a coil outfit, oil immersed,
with the windings so arranged as to distribute, it is claimed,
the strain equally throughout the whole of the secondary cir-

cuit. Immersion in an oil tank has been adopted as the most
satisfactory method of insulation ; any h.p. electrical discharge
through air produces a deposit of nitric acid that rapidly
destroys the insulation unless blown away, and has been the
principal cause of breakdown in coils not originally built for
therapy ; the plan of excluding all au- by immersion in oil

appears to the makers to be the most reliable. The oil tank
is hermetically sealed, and can be sent overseas if required
without being emptied. The general design of the coil is very
much modelled upon that of the firm's Snook machines—that
is. it consists of two .symmetrical coils mounted side by side,

an arrangement that has been used in the present instrument
purely for mechanical reasons. The interrupter is of the
firm's usual " Instanta " pattern, but in view of the fact that
continuous operation for many hours is required at a time, a
filter has been devised w-hich appears to effectually prevent
any choking at the nipples. The break is provided with a
b.p.rectifier, which is said to eliminate completely all inverse
current, and means are provided to prevent the high-frequency
surges which might otherwise be troublesome with plant of
this type. The milliamperemeter is inserted in the secondary
circuit at the zero potential, is incorporated in the switch-
board, and is continually under the notice of the operator.
The whole apparatus is enclosed in a polished oak or maho-

gany cabinet, with a divided spark gap, &c.. and all adjust-
ments can be made from a control switchboard on wheels that
can be moved to any part of the room. All the live parts are
below the surface of the switchboard slate, and the control
of the current is said to be extremely fine. As regards tubes,
there are at present available a special Coohdge tube for this

Pig. 3.—The " Utiuti '

LmiTBR-PosE Box.

Umiter with fuses. Mg. 3 shows the arrangement; the Limiter

is mounted on the lower i)ortion of the base, while the con-
necting leads are taken from two H.O. fuse^. All the necessary
internal wiring is provided, and it merely remains for the
wireman to connect the incoming leads to the fuse terminals
and the service leads to the terminal block of the limiter. The
set is suitable for use on a.c. or d.c. circuits np to 250 V.

A BaIanced=Vane Electroscope.

The Bulletin of the National Electric Light Association re-

cently described an electroscope used by a member compitny
of the Association. In the case of current-carrying con-

ductors an exploring coil in conjunction with a telephone
receiver is effective, but this

method cannot be employed
iu cases where a conductor
has a potential applied to it

but no current is flowing.

Gold-leaf electroscopes were
used, but the delicacy of the^e

and the difficulty of coiutruc-

tion led to the devising of an-

other form of electroscope.

This instrument (fig. 4) con-
.flists of a suitable frame carry-

ing an aluminium vane i in.

wide and 5J in. long pivoted

at a point slightly above its

centre of gravity and able to

swing freely. The frame is

mounted on a piece of hard
rubber, and a brass cylinder

tits over the whole to protect

it. In use, the instrument is

brought near to an exposed
part of the cable insulation.

when the existence of a
potential is indicated by a
movement of the vane to-

wards the cable. 'This instru-

ment works eatisfactorily in

all weather conditions, and in

damp manholes where a gold-

leaf electroscope would be

useless. The most satisfactory

results are obtained at pres-

sures higher than 500 'V. A polished rubber rod and » piece

of silk go with the electroscope for testing pnrpope.".

4.—A Balanced-Vake
Electroscope.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.

(NOT 7BT PUBLiISHED.)

Compiled expressly (or this journal by Messrs. Sbfion-Jokis, O'Dill aud

Stephens, Chartered Patent Agents, 286, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

1^M3. " Device lor carrying and cleaning sparking plugs." .\. J. Hobbins

and A. E. Smith. January 2ard.

l,alU. ' tiectric meter lor measuring ampere hours. J. L. Gurney.

January 23rd. ^ ..^ ,

l.liij. " Manufacture of insulators for aerial lines." G. Griffiths, W.
black, and H. Wolfe. January 23rd.

I.a3li. "Aerials (or wireless eignalling on steamships.' R. lull. Janu-

ary SIri.

Ljua. " Systems of electric supply." H. Leitner. January 23rd.

l,»7a. " Indicator for vacant theatre seats." W. L. Guerin. January 23rd.

l^if. "Means for regulating telephone calls." G. C. lieall and G. C. N.

l^eali. January 23rd.

l.asl. " lilectnc lamps lor signalling, &c." Westinghouse Brake and baxby

Signal Co., l-td. January 23rd. (United States, August 24th, 1321.)

l,iM8. " Hlectric gas-filled glow discharge devices tor amplifying electric

current variauuiis, a.c." .\aauiiooze \ ennootschap Philips' Gloeilampen Fab-

rieken. January 2Jrd. (Holland, February ath, lial.)

a,ttf3. " Submarine telegraph, &c., signalling apparatus." J. V. Foil.

January 23ru.

a,Wf*, " 'Vain control systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., A. F. bound, and A. E. Hudd. January 23rd.

'^^OilU. " Telephone mouthpiece dust-proof cover." T. P. Howard. January
24th.

J,021. " Retarding devices of automatic circuit breakers." W. Frisby.

Jaoaary Z4tk.

2,UJo. tlectro-magnctic friction brakes." \V. L. Spence. January 24th.

J.oAi. " Liectric motor-controlling apparatus." C. C. Garrard and A. H.
Railing. January 24th.

2,0ti». '* Automatic guard for three-phase asynchronous motors, &c." A.

.Neiile & Refardt and Negle Elektrizitats Ces. January a4th.

2,UW. " Uireclly-acting magneto-electric driving mechanism (or pumps."
.\. Negle & Ref:u-dt and Negle Elektrizitats Ges. January 24th.

2,U7/. " Bunding boxes, Ac, for electric conductors." A. E. Read and
Walsall Hardware Manufacturing Co., Ltd. January 24th.

2,0tfl. " Tilter for electric lamps or shades." J. Wilson. January 24th.

2,ya7. " Groovc-d compound rails." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. January 24th.

(Germany, F'ebruary 9th, 1921.)

2.Ut*H. " Overload circuit breakers." V. Krupp .Akt. Ges. January 24th.

(Germany, F'ebruary 19th, 1921.)

3.«Hy. " Controlling devices lor motors of electrically-driven vehicles." F.

Krupp Akt. Ges. January 24th. ((Germany, February 4th. 1921.)

'J,tJ^7. " Means lor electrically indicating presence of impurities in feed

water." Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., and A. R. W. Richardson. January 24th.

2,107, " Switchboards and bus bars therefor." W. Gee. January 24th.

2,ia3. " Pivoted movingK:oil electrical measuring instruments." W. H.
Apthorpe and Cambridge Sl Paul Instrument Co., Ltd. January 24th.

3,123. " Automatic starting of continuous or alternating-current motors."
Compagnie Electro M6canique. January 24th. (France, January 26th, 1921.)

a.l2i. " Vacuum or thermionic tubes or lamp bulbs." A. G. T. Cusins
and J. H. VVhittaker Swinton. January 24th.

3.145. •' Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. January 24th. (United States. February 9th, 1921.)

•3,149. " Thermionic valves. Sic, for wireless telegraphy, &c." G. A.
Irving & L. G. Preston and G. Shearing. January 24th.

a.loO. "Thermionic vacuum tubes." L. G. Preston and B. Hodgson.
January 34th.

3.151. "Thermionic valves, ic, for wireless telegraphy, S:c." L. G.
PtestoB and B. Hodgson. January 24th.

3.152. " Thermionic valves, &c.. for wireless telegraphy, &c." L. G. Pres-

ton and B. Hodgson and H. G. Hughes. January 24th.
3.153. "Thermionic valve transmitting sets for wireless telegraphy, &c."

L. G. Preston and G. Shearing. January 24th.
2,157. " Electric switchboards." P. J. Gates. January 25th.

2,15<. " Mcrcm-y vapour apparatus, &c." T. F. Wall. January 25th.

3,163. " Manufacture ol electro-plated goods." E. S. Jones. January 25th.

2472. " Boxes for carrying electric lamps." .A. H. Stevenson. January 25th.

2.180. " Wireless receiving apparatus, &c." Radio Communication Co.,
Ltd., and J. Scott Taggart. January 25th.
3.212. " Telephotography." D. von Mihaly. January 25th. (Hungary,

February 18th, 1919.)

2.213. " Selenium, Src, cells." D. von Mihalv. January 25th. (Austria,
December 9th, 1920.)

2.214. " Uscillographs." D. von Mihaly. January 25th. (Austria, Decem-
ber 9tk. 1936.)

2.221. " Vacuum tubes." E. Y. Robinson. January 25th.
2.225. "Safety signal lighting system." J. Aarons and W. T. MacKay.

January 35th.

2,235. " ElectJ-ically-driven sirens." J. Eaton and El.nndcm Co., Ltd.
January S5th.

2,242. " Electric water heaters." Z. TroLzer. January 25lh. (Hungary,
.Noremker 24th^ 1920.)

'2.258. " Induction motors for alternating electric current." Crypto Elec-
trical Co.. Ltd., and H. G. Sharp. January 25th.

3,260. " Electric ship propulsion systems." L. H. A. Carr and Metro-
politan-Vickere Electrical Co., Ltd. January 35th.

2,2fil. " Alternating-current electric motors." L. H. A. Carr and Metro-
poitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. January 25th.

2.262. " Electric ship propulsion systems." L. H. A. Carr and E. S. Jones
and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd January 25th.

3.266. " Magneto electric lamps." A. E. .Angold and A. H. Railing.
January 25th.

3.267. " Electric lighters." A. Wirth. January 25th. (France, January
2«t1i, 1931.)

. X > J

3,277. *' Autom.Tiic electric (use switches." Bayerische Elektrizitats In-
dustrie Rott & Co. January 25lh. (Germany, January 25th, 1921.)

2,280. " Diaphragms for gramophone reproducers, telephone receivers, &x."
E. A. Graham. January 25th.

2.381. " Electric treatment of liquids." H. J. Monson. January 25th.
*i,387. _" Method for producing metals or alloys poor in carbon and

silicon in electric furnaces." .Aktiebolaget Ferrolegeringar. January 25th.
(Sweden, January 29th, 1921.)
2,394. " Recording and reproducin,; sounds." British Thomson-Houston

Co., Ltd. January 25th. (United States, May 20th, 1921.)
2,'i95. " Magneto electric machines." British '1 homson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

and A. P. Young. January 25th.
3.351. " Extensible cable devices." Dictograph Products Corporation and

E. W. Pattison. January 36th.
2,353. " Telephone transmitters." K. W. Pattison (Dictogr.iph Products

Corporation). Janu.iry 26lh.
2,355. •' Electric connectors." H. F. Collins, and G. H. Collins. Janu-

ary 2«tli.

3,360. " Sparking plugs." M. L. Parsons. January 26lh.
2.370. "Appliances (or registering telephone calls," A, Edgar. January

2,375. " Electrical cable attachments." Vulcan Motor & Engineering Co.
(1906), Ltd.. and C, B. Wardman. January 26th.

2,379. " Electric arc-welding systems operating with alternating currents."
guasi-Arc Co., Ltd., and A. P. Strohmenger. January 26th.

2.394. " Electric switchgear." D. R. Davies and Metropolitan-Vickers
F.lertrical Co., Ltd. January 26th.

2.395. " Electric relays." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd, Janu-
ary B6tk, (Unite* States, February 36th, 1921)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses

printed and abridged, an

> those under which the 8peci6cationa will b*
all subsequent proceedings will be tali*ii.

nbustit M. Polak.

1820.
17,976, " Ignition systems for internal-c

June 3«th, IxM. (173,787,)

18,215, " Magneto-electric generators," Quick Action Ignition C^. Febru-
ary 17th, 1916, (146,294,)

19.376, " Ihermionic-tube amplifying devices," -M, Latour, July 7th, 1920.

(173,793.)

19,763. *' Multiplex telegraph and telephone svstems." M. Latour. June
25th, Vm. (147,760.)

19.907. *' Wireless telegraph receivers," Dr. O. Reichenheim. SepCemlKr
10th, 1915. (147,855.)

19.908. " Electric discharge tubes." W. Kossel. December 23rd, 1916.

(147,856.)

19,934. " Dynjmo-clectric machines." Siemens-Schuckertwerke G^ June
15th, 1918, '147,882,)

20,094, " Electric discharge tubes," W. Kossel, March 1st, 1917,

(148,184,)

20,500. " Production of oscillations by high vacuum tubes having heated
cathodes." Ges. Fur Drahtlose Telegraphie. April iWth, 1919. (148,525.)

20,831. " Circuit arrangements of automatic telephone exchanges." Ges.
I-'ur Ek-ktromechanische 'lelephonapparate. January loth, 1914. (148,971.)

20,882. " Generator of electric oscillations, consisting of a thermionic lul>e

in return coupling connection." Ges. Fur Drahtlose 'lelegraphie. August 7th,

1917. (148,991.)

20,960. " Thermionic valve amplilyers and generators." Dr. E. F. Huth
Ges. and Dr. S. Loewe. July 4th, 1917. (149,213.)

20,9f»5. " Thermionic receiving apparatus for wireless signalling." S. Loewe.
April 18th, 1918. (149,218.)

21.094. " Electrically-driven talking-machine." A. Ebner. July 12th, 1920.
(Convention date not granted.) (149,663.)
21,271. " Electric transformers." British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd..

:.nd J, Roothaan, July 14th, 1920, (173,800,)

23,-200, " Sound-reproducing machines," L, K. Scotford. August 6th, 1920.
(173,806.)

23,319. " Printing telegraph receivers." A. E. Alexander (Newsprinter Cor-
poration). August 9th, 1920. (173,807.)

23,537. " Electric furnaces." L. W. Wild and E. P. Barfield. August Uth,
1920. (173,813.)

25,999, " Alkaline storage batteries," P, Gouin and E, Roesel. Septemt>er
10th, 1919. (150,961.)

26,341, " Wireless telegraphy," S. Brvdon and S. Johnson. September 13th.
1920. (173,832.)

27,805. " Means for securing machines, such as dynamo-electric lighting
machines for cycles and the like." R. Bosch Akt. Ges. October 2nd, 1919.
(151,935.)

28,077. " Manufacture of frames for polyphase dynamo-electric machinery."
C. Ramoneda. February 10th, 1920. (158,865.) r

28,198. " X-rav apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. October
29th, 1913. (151,999.)

28,207. • Electric immersion heaters." F. Frei. October Sth, 1920.
(173,848.)

28,395. " Electric heating devices." F. Maag. October Sth, 1919. (152,032.)

28,430. " Electric welding apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). October 7th, 1920. (173,859.)

28,559. " Electric heating and ventilating apparatus." Ventiheta (United
Kingdom), Ltd., and P. J. Ogle. October Sth. 19-20. (173,865.)

28,577. " Insulators for the suspension of high-potential electric lines."

A, Richard, October Sth. 19-20. (173,868.)

28.585. " Hand tools for electricians and the like." S. E. .Aaron and A. P.
Smith. October Sth. 19-20. (173,869.)

28,603. " Electrical indicating apparatus for indicating the opening or
closing of electrical contacts and the sequence in which the contacts were
opened or closed," J, Simpson, October 9th, 1920, (173,873,)

28,613, " Radio interference preventers," H, G, Cordes, October 21st,
1919, (152,683,)

28,681, " Electrical contact-makers for use with the steering-wheels of motor-
vehicles." J. L. Scott. October 9th, 1920. (.Addition to 134.973.) (173,878.>

38,863. "Electric legulating systems," Igranic Electric Co,, Ltd, (Cutler-
Hammer Manufacturing Cc), October 12th, 19-20, (173.886,)

38,867, " Disposition of safety devices and connections in multiphase or
polyphase generators and other electrical apparatus," K, R, Jhamuotila.
October 12th. 19-30, (173.889,)

'38,986, " Electric fuses or cut-outs," O, Kominik and J. Nossig. March
10th, 1919, 1152.352.)

29,076. ' Sparking plugs." M. Pelizzola. October 14th, 19-30. (Conventiott
date not granted.) (152,358.)

29,407. " Thermally-actuated electric switches." P. W. Baker. October
18th, 1920. (173,905.)'

30,133. "Control of electric circuits." Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., and C.
W. Yerger. October 25th. 1920. (173,916.)

30.403. • Ignition systems." H. W. Eichbaum. October 27th, 1920.
(173,9-30,)

30,599, " Means for interlocking electric switches," A, H. Railing, C, C.
Garrard and W, Wilson, October -29th, 1920, (173,923.)

31.137. " Electric torches (or medical purposes." J. Schmidt (A. R. Buck-
holtz & Co.), November 3rd, 1920, (173.933,)

31,224, •' Incandrtcent lamps," British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd;
(General Electric Co.). November 4th, 19-30. (173,934.)

33,369. " Electric iron for domestic purposes." E. Bassett. November S£lh,
19-30. (173.948.)

33.796. " Svstems for controlling electric motors." G. H. Fletcher aild

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd. Novembe^ 30th, 19-30. (ir3,9*.)
33.8-38. •' Directional hydrophones." F. L. Hopwood. November 30th. 19-20.

(173.952.)

33,831. " Motor control." Igranic Electric Co.. Ltd. (Cutler-Hammer M.-.nu-

lacturing Co.l. November 30th, 19-20. (173.953.)

35,329. *' Driving mechanism for hand-<>perat^>d magneto-generators." A. H,
Railing and A, E, Angold, December 15lh. 19-30, (173.9.59.')

36.131. " High-tension electric transformers." \'eifa-Werke Vereinigle
Electrotechnische Institute. Frankfurt-.Aschaifcnburg, and Dr. F. Dessau
September 29th, 1915. (155.830.)

36.339. " .Apparatus with electric arrangement for the generation of steam.'*
F. Voegeli, July 18th, 1918. (156.099.)

36,599. " Manufacture of electric cables and apparatus therefor." Callen-
d.r's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., and J. F. Watson. December Slst»
19'30. (173,969.)

isai,.
2.113, " Resistance switches for controlling the intensity of electric cur-

rents," J, Watkinson, October Sth, lfl'30, (Cognate application 2.114/21.>
(Divided application on 173,613,) (173,976,)

2.165. *' Lighting gas by electricity." W. L. D. Gundry and Lord anj
Sh.nnd. Ltd. January 15th. 1921. (173,977.)

2.192. " Electric distribution systems." Dr. K. Koppensteiner. December
31st, 1919. (158.245.)

4.408. " Mercury vapour jet pumps with electric arc." Siemens & Halske
Akt. Ges. April 24th. 1920. (.Addition to 157.118.) (162.642.)

5.311. " Electric incandescent lamps." A. G. Mead and Me.-id * JeBery,

Ltd. February 15th. 1921. (173.986.)

5,523. " Steam turbines." K. Baumann and Metropioiitan-Vickers Electrical

Co.. Ltd. February 17th, 19-31. (173.989.)

11.036. " Means for the suspension of electric cont.lct wires." L. N. Reddit
{Consorzio per Elettrotrazione Co.). April 15th, 1921. (174,001.)

16.876. " Mercury vapour elector pumps for high vacua."
Drown, Boveri ct ry^. June 24th, 1920. (165.400.)

Akt. Ges.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

Half a century ago, tlie Society of Telegraph Engineers

held its first meeting; on Tuesday next the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, the same body with a more com-

prehensive title, will commence a series of meetings in

commemoration of that notable event. The celebration

will be observed with keen interest by electrical engineers

in all countries, above all by those of British nationality,

for it is something more than the rejoicings of a tech-

nical association— it is a function of national import-

iince. AVhat a vast gulf separates us of to-day from

tiiose pioneering times, when even amperes and volts

were unnamed! We, with our 1 00,000-kilowatt power

stations, our 10,000-h.p. motors, our 12,000-mile range

wireless plant, our electric furnaces, our electrons, our

X-rays—W[e move in a different atmosphere, electrically

speaking, to that which bathed the telegraph engineers

who then constituted the mainstay of electrical engineer-

ing.

But they, too, had their triumphs ; they had but lately

llnked-up this country with India and the East and
flung a line of instantaneous communication across the

Atlantic, and thus commenced the development of that

wonderful network of submarine cables with which

British engineers encompassed the world and annihi-

lated distance. As early as 1818 Sir Francis Ronalds

had proposed to transmit intelligence electrically, and

had even erected some miles of .wire in his garden at

Hammersmith to put his theories to the test ; he was

years before his time, but at the age of 84 years he had

tlie satisfaction of witnessing the formation of the

Society of Telegraph Engineers, which now, under an-

other name, is the custodian of his splendid library.

In those days there was no electrical newspaper in

being ; there had been one, for a few years, but it was

defunct, and the. Telegraphic Journal and Elec-

trical Review, the oldest electrical periodical in exist-

ence to-day, was not born until November, 1872. Hence

the only contemporaneous record of the first meeting of

the Society, apart from the lay Press, is to be found in

the Journal of the Society itself. How many of our

readers or of the members of the I.E.E. have opened that

first volume? It is of absorbing interest. In its pages

will be found the wonderful forecastrf)f Cromwell Varley,

which we quote elsewhere in this issue ; with prophetic

insight he predicted the development of the Society out

of its narrow groove into the broader field of all elec-

trical science, which he claimed would be found " to em-

brace every operation in nature." It may yet prove

that all nature—or at least all matter—is electricity.

Many other items of fascinating interest are printed

in those pages. In the very first volume is reported a

speech by W. H. Preece, and a note by H. R. Kempe—
• both of whom in their time were editors of this journal

(the latter is still connected with it).

In those early days the progress of electrical engineer-

ing was not yet swathed, in the bonds of oppressive legis-

lation ; electricity was free to develop., British electri-

cians were far in advance of their foreign confrlres m
ingenuity and enterprise, they had the world, at their

feet I To what heights might they not have advanced

217] B
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had they been left free to follow their bent 1 But alas

—

Parliament intervened, and in 1882 it let fall the port-

cullis which deprived them of their liberty, and con-

demned them wistfully to watch the untrammelled

advance of their foreign rivals, themselves in bondage.

Nevertheless, the country that had given birth to Gilbert

and Faraday, Newton and Thomson, was not to be

wholly defeated. The fertility of its genius could not

be sterilised by Act of Parliament, and its contributions

to electrical science and engineering are unexcelled by

those of any other nation. The records of them all are

to be found in that magnificent series of GO volumes

which contains the proceedings of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, founded 1871, incorporated by
Koyal Charter 1921, the oldest electrical society in the

world, the biggest engineering bodj' in this country.

Its members are proud of it—and well they may be.

justified, and we have no hesitation in expressing our
confidence in the Association as an organisation whose
activities are directed to the best interests of the elec-

tricity supply industry and of the nation.

Thosk who were fortunate enough to

The H.P.E.A. be present at the Informal Meeting of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers

oil Monday last were presented with an oratioij by Mr.

J. H. Parker which was a delight to hear and which

held the audience for an hour and a quarter. We use

the word " oration " advisedly, and in no depreciatory

sense; it is not the first time that we have recognised the

gifts of Mr. Parker as an orator, and the chairman, Mr.

Pooley, justlj- styled the address "entrancing." Yet

the subject with which the speaker dealt was not one

which would appear well adapted to the exercise of

rjietorical talent; nominally lie was to open a discussion

on " The Evolution of a Staff Trade Union," and in the

earlier part of his speech he certainly referred at some
length to the j)rocess of evolution of the E.P.E.A., but

in the main he gave a vivid, sometimes perhaps lurid,

account of the acts of the Association, the vicissitudes

through which it had passed, the problems with which it

had been perplexed, its triumphs and— its failures. He
made it clear that during his tenure of the office of

president the life of the executive council and officials

had been strenuous in the extreme, and that they had
had to deal with questions of the gravest import not

only to their Association, but also to the realm.

A point on which he laid partioilar emphasis was
that the E.P.E.A. was not out to fight any other trade

union ; its members were determined to control their

own destinies, but not at the expense of others. He paid
a glowing tribute to the sterling merits of the central-

station members of the E.T.U., who more than once had
successfully thrown their weight into the scale in opposi-

tion to strikes with which the electricity supply indus-

try had no concern. The policy of the E.P.E.A. was
to avoid resort to strikes until every other means of

securing justice had been exhausted, and by its public-

spirited action on one occasion it had earned the gibe

of a Government official that its members " had acted

as good citizens but bad trade-unionists "—a remark
as tactless as unworthy of a representative of orderly

government. The Association's experiences of the bene-

fits derived from Government intervention in industrial

affairs appear to have been as disappointing as those of

other parties, and its regard for the integrity and good
faith of certain Town Councils has been hopelessly

destroyed. However, exceptions do not make rules, and
on the whole the situation at present appears to be
fairly satisfactory.

Mr. Parker undoubtedly spoke the mind of the Asso-

ciation when he demonstrated its intense desire to main-
tain the continuity of electricity supply, and faithfully

to discharge its acknowledged duties to the public ; he
pointed out that the lay Press eagerly seized upon and '

distorted rumours regarding the acts and intentions of

the Association, and declined to rectify its aspersions
when made acquainted with the facts, and he claimed
that the members should be regarded as sensible and
moderate men, who would do nothing rashly. In the
light of rppept history we believe his claim to be entirely

Sale of Fixed

Machinery.

TuusB who are concerned with the

sale of machinery should note the

decision of Mr. Justice Eowlatt iu the

case of Underwood, Ltd., v. Burgh
Castle Brick and Cement Syndicate, which is reported in

the February number of the Law Eeports. Although
primarily of interest to lawyers, the finding of the

learned judge draws attention to a very real distinction

between tiie sale of chattels and the sale of articles

attached (as machinery often is) to the freehold. The
facts were these : The plaintiffs agreed to sell to the

defendants a condensing engine "to be delivered free

on rail." At that time the engine was affixed to the soil,

and was a trade fixture on the plaintiffs' leasehold pre-

mises. The plaintiffs detached the engine, but in load-

ing it up for delivery it was so badly injured b}' an
accident that the defendants refused to accept it. It

was held that as the defendants intended to buy a

chattel, and as, in order to make it a chattel, it had first

to be severed from the soil, the property did not pass

until it had been severed and delivered under the con-

tract, and, accordingly, that the property therein had
not passed to the defendants at the time of the accident.

Had the property so passed, of course, the defendants
would have been bound to take it in the damaged con-

dition, although they might have had a claim against

the plaintiffs for breach of contract or negligence. The
interesting point which was clearly brought out is that

if the vendor of an engine or any other piece of

machinery which is affixed to the freehold desires to

transfer all the risks attendant upon removal to the pur-

chaser, he must be careful to use express words. It is

made plain by Section 18 of the Sale of Goods Act that

in the ca.se of an unconditional sale of specific goods
in a deliverable state, the property passes when the con-

tiact is made. So if, in the case above noticed, the

engine had not been fixed to the freehold, the loss occa-

sioned bv the accident would have fallen on the buyer.

HIectric

Heating.

ucntlv formed-

An inquiry for an electrically-heated

oil filter which appears in our " Cor-

respondence " columns to-day reminds

us of an opinion which we had re-

-that there are many cases in works and
factories in which electrical heating could be advanta-

geously substituted for the methods at present in vogue.

No doubt there is a general impression, sedulously fos-

tered by rival agencies, that heating by electricity ig a

costly proceeding; but in this connection, as in many
others, much depends upon the circumstances. Where,

as in the case of oil filters, practically the whole ot the

heat can be usefully applied, and can be efficiently con-

served by the use of suitable lagging, and where a very

small wattage continuously applied will serve the pur-

pose, it may easily prove that electricity not only pos-

sesses the obvious advantages of extreme convenience

and simplicity, but is also the cheapest means of effect-

ing the heating.

The heating element can often be entirely enclosed

or immersed in the substance to be heated, and the total

absence of flame, combined with freedom from the need

of a supply of air for combustion, greatly facilitates the

lagging with heat-insulating material. Hot-water ]>ipcs

nre equally free from flame and air supply, but suffer

from the drawback that with them the heat is trans-

]iorfed, instead of being generated at the spot where

it is used, and tlie heafing fluid necessarily carries away

a large proportion of the heat in the return pipe, whilst

the system is liable to large losses by radiation and con-

vection. In cases where electricity is available or can

be purchased at a low price when taken at a low wattage

and a high load factor, its merits a« an industrial heat-

ing agent are incontestable.
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THE WITTON ENGINEERING WORKS OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

The electrical industry is unique in the extraordinary

development which it has undergone in a comparatively
very short period, comprised wholly witliin the lifetime

of many persons who are still hale and hearty, and in-

deed, so far as concerns the ' heavy engineering "

hranches, almost within the current centurv. The
General Electric Co., Ltd.,

was founded practically at

its very genesis—over five

and thirty years ago—and
we remember when there

was no "G.E.C., Ltd." !

But though the com-

pany thus started from
'' scratch," its efforts in

those days were directed

mainly towards the lighter

side of the industry, and it

was not until February 7tli,

1901, that a commencement
was made with the hw^v
group of factories on the

outskirts of Birmingham
which now constitute the

well-known " Witton Engineering Works " of the

• i.E.C. On the 21st anniversary of that event, last week,

w^; had the pleasure of taking part in a visit to the

works and rjf comparing their present develn|)ment witli

Fill. 1.—Thr G.E.O. Witton Works

Flc, 'i.—A t;.B.C. 4,-J(NJ-kVA TliHHci-ALTHRNMOli

tliat which we had seen on various occasions during the

years before the war, and we tender our congratulations
to the company not only on the celebration of the
" Ijirthday, ' but also on the great extensions which have
been carried out- and on the im-

proved methods of manufacture
which have been introduced.

At the annual general meeting of

the company in July, 1918, Mr.
Hugo Hirst, chairman of directors,

declared that the G.E.C. intended to

take a place in the front rank of

great electrical concerns in this

country : since tlien a large scheme
of extensions has been carried out. •

Miore than doubling the size of the

works at Witton, in which the com-
pany is now able to manufacture the

heaviest machines commercially
practicable, and to design and con-

struct electrical plant and control
gear for the complete equipment of

power stations, railways, ships,

mines, steel works, itc, whilst with
the aid of the associated firms ('Pirelli-General Cable

Works, Eraser and Clialmers. Osram Lamp Works, itc.)

It can supply practically everything re<iuired for a com-
prehensive lighting, power, or other electrical engineer-

ing scheme from start to finish. Together with the

Witton Works there has grown up a township populated
by the company's employes and the tradesmen and others

who minister to their physical, social, and moral
requirements.

Tliere are now about 2,500 employes engaged in the

works, but when trade re-

vives another thousand can
be employed.

The extensions comprise
in all seven new buildings

:

—switchgear works, stand-

ard motor works, adminis-
trative offices, development
department, uioulded-insu-

lation works, enamelling and
plating works, and a large
club house, whilst new bays
have been added to the

fnundry, main engineering
works, and small motor
works. A large number of

special machine ' tools have
been installed ; up-to-date

metliods of transportation have been adopted, with
liberal provision of gangways in the shops and road-
ways between them; and the organisation of the work
li:is been remodelled. In addition to the factories

named above, there are on this site

tlie " Freezor " fan works, carbon
works, and conduit works.

The main engineering works are
now set apart for all classes of elec-

trical machinery of 100 h.p. and
upwards, including turbo-genera-
tors, low-speed generators, rotary
converters, and motors, and a full

equipment of machine tools is pro-
vided capable of dealing with the
largest machines required in modern
practice. Numerous turbo-alterna-
tors were bemg built at the time of

our visit, and it may here be noted
that the (i.E.C. hnk always employed
tlie solid rotor for these machines,
with successful results. All G.E.C.
turbo-alternators of 6,000 kVA and
upwards are provided with em-
bedded temperature detectors. The

machines in han<l ranged from .3,000 to 22,500
kVA, and were destined for the Borough of

.Marylel>one, Bury Corporation, (Juest, Keen & Nettle-

folds, Molckow A'augliaii >(• Co., Diulinut'in. New-

Fi.i. :i.—An 8.0(I0-kV.V Rotor (Solid TYrp.). to kdn at 3.U(K.t r.p.m.

port, Pretoria. Auckland, and various other British

towns and works ; most of them were designed to

run at 3,000 r.p.m. A recent order is a 25-cycle,

22,500 kVA set to run at 1,500 r.p.m., for Birmingham.
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Nearly all these alternators are to be driven by G.E.C.

turbines mnde by Fraser & Chalmers. Several large

G.E.C. 1,150-kW

rotarv converters were also in course of construction,

froml.OOO to 2,000 kW, for London supply conijianies

ram a box of sand weighing 10 tons. The compressed

air for the foundry machinery is supplied by a large-

plant in a separate building.

Special interest attaches to the switchgear works,

which covers an area of 100,000 sq. ft., and is laid out

on most carefully planned lines to facilitate quick pro-

duction. The switchgear ranges from starters and con-

trollers to the heaviest types of oil circuit-breakers for

3.3,000 volts, capable of breaking 800,000 kVA.

A large amount of work was in progress at the time

of our visit, including the equipment of a new three-

storey switch house for the Metropolitan Railway,

London, to control the output of six turbo-alteraators

at 11,000 volts, a total of 37,000 kVA, all electrically

remote-controlled ; the main oil switches liave a breaking

capacity of 350,000 kVA each. Some 33,000-volt

switches were being built for a South Wales company,

•md others have been supplied to a South American min-

ing company. Truck-type cubicles were being erected,

and over a hundred of this type have been dispatched

recently to Bagdad, Calcutta, Bloemfontein. ifec. ; this

type is built for 11,000 volts. Various types of oil-

immersed starters and controllers, in flame-proof cases,

were being made for collieries, and draw-out oil switches

with safety features, pedestal switches with bus-bars to

form " unit-type "' switches, &c.. were seen. On the

test bed was a panel equipped fnr testing tlie G.E.C.

Iff"
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The "standard motor works" bas been specially

equipped for the rapid production of standard a.c. and

d.c. machines from 10 to 500 h.p., and the " small motor

works " deals with motors and generators from the

smallest sizes up to 10 h.p. Buffing, plating, enamel-

ling, dipping and other subsidiary processes are carried

on in separate. shops, in which care has been taken to

carry off all lumes and vapours. Enamel and lacquer

are applied solely by compressed air. These shops are

additional to those connected with the switchgear works,

which is entirely self-contained.

RecognisLng the necessity of carrying on research

vork, the G.E.C. some years ago commenced the organi-

sation of a central research laboratory at Wembley, near

Jjondon, ^nd development departments at its various

works which link up the central laboratory with the pro-

duction departments. The development department at

Witton has been lavishly equipped with apparatus for

effecting all kinds of electrical, magnetic, mechanical,

and chemical tests, workshops for constructing the

models on which new lines of manufacture are based, and

photomicrographic apparatus. Pressures up to 50,000

volts are here available, but at the switchgear works

test pressures up to 100,000 volts are employed.

One of the most notable additions to the works is the
'' Magnet " club house built by the company in memory
of the many employes who gave their lives in their

country's service; close by are playing fields, tennis

courts, itc, and these are fully utilised by the work-

people in their leisure hours. The G.E.C. has always

made a special feature of its social work, and its efforts

have been thoroughly appreciated by the thousands to

whom its factories afford a means of livelihood.

Dr. A. H. Railing, managing director of the Witton

Works, presiding (in the una\oidable absence of Mr.

Hugo Hirst) at a luncheon given to the visitors, laid

stress on the fact that the G.E.C. was now in a position

to carry out contracts for every kind of heavy electrical

engineering plant, and remarked that 40 per cent, of the

output of the works was destined to meet orders from

abroad. The directors held that in order that this

country should secure its full share of the world's engi-

neering orders, it was essential that our manufacturers

should be able to deal with all the technical, scientific,

and financial problems that arose, and the G.E.C. had

therefore aimed at placing itself in a position to do

everything electrical whilst relying entirely on its own
resources.

The general impression resulting from our visit is that

the Witton works, with the associated turbine and cable

factories, are capable of tackling any power-station con- ,

tract that comes their way, and of executing the work in

first-class style; that the G.E.C. is equipped with plant

and staff for " heavy electrical engineering " has been

convincingly demonstrated, though the long list of im-

portant orders executed during recent years renders

jiroof superfluous. The latest contract placed with the

company, as mentioned in our last issue, is one of ex-

ceptional importance, not so much on account of its

value as of its significance. It is an order^ for the pro-

vision of the whole of the electrical equipment for 12

additional motor coaches of 1,000 h.p. each, to enable

'the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway to operate

its line from Balham to Croydon electrically. The
motors will be of the single-phase type, formerly

obtained from Germany, but now to be manufactured at

the Witton works, and the contract, which is valued at

about i;i80,000. is the first of several which will pro-

bably be settled in the near future. The work will be

put in hand within the next two months, and is to be

completed within 12 months. Thus the G.E.C. on its

21st birthday made its debut in railway electrification

with alternating current, a circumstance which on every

count is a matter for hearty congratulation,- and of

happy augury for the future.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.
Headers are i/iriied to submit particulars of new or improved devioet

and apparatv-s, which will be published if considered of sufficieiit

interest.

.4 Hand^drying Machine.

A machine for drying, by means of heated air, the hands
and face after washmg. was recently described by the Elec-

trical Neu-s (Toronto). The apparatus is made by the Airdry

Corporation, of Groton, New iork; it consists of a combined
motor-driven fan and a heating element mounted on a white

enamelled standard. The apparatus is plugged into a ligtiting

circuit and the fan and heating element are put into operation

by means of a pedal switch in the base of the standard. It is

considered an extremely sanitary substitute for towels, being

particularly adapted for use in public lavatories, factories, &c.

The " Lomax " Lanipholder.

One of the most annoying of the tasks which fall to the elec-

trical wireman is the wiring of lampholders. In a small

space he has to insert leads and persuade them to enter tiny

terminal holes, often at an awkward angle ; and then after

tightening up the clamping scre'ws, which the average screw-

driver is not small enough or sharp enough to deal with, he
has to screw down a ring over the porcelain ; finally he has

to force the little split wood cones which clamp the leads into

the top of the holder and tighten them up by means of a

Pig. 1.—The " I.omas " Lampholdbk.

screw cap. Some designs of lampholder lend themselves to

theeasv execution -of one or two of these operations, but few,

if any," are made with a view to ease of wiring throughout.

It was', therefore, with no little .satisfnft-or. that we recently

examined a lampholder which breaks away from convention,

and which is claimed (a claim which we believe to be true)

to eliminate half the time usually spent on wiring a lamp-

holder.

This, the " Lomax " holder, produced by the Compres.ston

Starter & Switchgear Co., Ltd., Penny Lane, Lancashire

Hill. Stockport, comprises five parts : (1) A porcelain insulator

Unemployment.—The number of unemployed on January
31st was 10",8S2 less than a week earlier, being 1,904,300.

, Fio. 2.—Method of Wiring.

with diametrically-opposite axial .'ilots in a circular top; pass-

ing through this are two hollow spring plungers, in the top

of which are cheese-head terminals sliding in the bore of

the plungers: the pressing of the plungers raises these, but

their movement is also independent of the upward movement
of the plungers when their heads are held in position. (2)

A porcelain cap fitting on the top of .^e interior, keeping the

tpi-minal heads pressed down. (3) A screwed brass cylinder

fitting over the interior and having slots for the lamp pina.

(4) A brass ring screwing over (3j and pressing down the

porcelain cap (2). (5) A shade ring.
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The holder is wired as follows; The c;ip and top ring arc

passed up the flex and the bared ends of this are thxeailea

upwards through two small holes in the porcelam intei-or.

The terminal heads are raised by pi-essure upon the plungers

and the bared wires are coiled under them. \Vien the ter-

minal heads are released thev fall back and grip the wn-es.

The lea<ls are then passed upwards through the slots in tlu

porcelain, the cap is brought down upon the ternunal heads

and fixed bv means of the brass ring. The advantage of the

device will be apparent to our readers.

The " Boreas " Portable AirBlast Set.

Fig. 3 illustrates the latest type of - Borea.s '• air-bln.-t

machine made by Messrs. L.acv-Hdlbert & Co^ (1921) Ltd.

q\ Victoria Street, S.W.I. The set consists of a high-speed

no'sitive rotary- compressor, driven by a light and etliciPiit

]-h.p. motor.
' The whole is mounted on a substantial liase.

Fig. 3.—The " Bore.\s " Port.vble Air-Bu^st M.^chine.

to which are fitted small wheels or castors. The com-

pressor is totally enclosed, and runs on ball bearings; the

motor has oil-ring bearings and ventilated covers. The eqmp-

luent is supplied with 6 ft. of flexible hose with an insulated

nozzle. The standard sizes are built for operation on 110 or

aZO-V (I.e. circuits, but other voltages can be arranged for.

Artistic Light Shields.

The incaadesceucc w ithor.t condiustion, whijli is the peculiar

feature of electric Ught, permits of the use of devices which

it would be impossible to employ with other forms of illumi-

nation. A form of light shield i.s being nroduced oy Messrs,

SincER >t Co.. Ltd., 41, Red Lion Street, Clerkenwell, E.0.1,

which is a, departure from the usual iine.s. These " Osiris
"

shields are made in a variety of shapes, the most effective of

which is probably the bird form. These models of birds and

bats are taken from Natm-e, the bodies being made of cork

and the wings of beautifully-coloured Shantung silk, hand-

painted under the supervision of an exhibitor at the Royal

Academy and the Paris Salon. The shields are attached by

means of a counter-balanced wire fitting to the lampholder,

being held in position by the shade ring. Other models pro-

duced take the form of masks, which can be attached to the
" pips " of inverted lamps fitted in table standards. Thi'

light shields are stocked in a number of colours, but .special

tints can be reproduced to customers' requirements.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. CiirrcspondentH should forward

their communications ut the earlieal possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have Ine writer's name and

address in our possession.

A Haulage Problem.

Perhaps the following will assist
' luquirer " in his

difficulty :
—

•5 miles per hour = .5xl.'76f»x3/6(l ft. per min. = 44U ft. per

min.
.Assuming the frictional lo.sses amount to 1-2 lb. per ton

weight, the total re.sistance will lie 0x12=72 lb. Work done

in overcoming resistance =(440x72) foot-pounds= 31.080 foot-

pounds. -

The load is raised 440x1/3.5 = 12.5,7 ft.
•

Work done in hfting the load = 125.7 x6x 2.240 = l,G89,4a~i

foot-pounds.

H.p. =31.680-t-l,689,408/33,000 = 1.721 ,088/.33,000=52.1.

Assuming the gearing has an efficiency of 70 per cent, at

full speed, the horse-power required = 75.

The motor and starter should l)e either one- or two-honr

rated.
Robert Swindlehurst.

London, S.W.
Febniarii Vith, l!»22.

Alternative Passenger Transport.—In the course of a dis-

cussion at an Institute of Transport meeting held at War-
rington recently, it was suggested that the availability of a

cheap and abundant supply of electricity might result in the

development of railless systems in those places where

it was not possible, owing to the expenditure which would be

involved, to run the ordinary electric tramway track. The
point was raised in a lecture by Mr. E. H. Edwardes, general

manager of the L-ancashire United Tramways, Ltd.. who dis-

cu.ssed the relative merits of the electric tramway, railless

trolley traction, motor omnibuses, and motor coaches. Mr.

Edwardes said that in his opinion all these systems had come
to stay, would be further developed, and become more efficient.

Fromestimatcs, after taking into account i-apital expenditure,

the most economical form of road transport for heavy traffic,

with regular services of not less than ten minutes' frequency,

was the electric tramcar; for services of ten to twenty

minutes' frequency, railless trolley traction; and for any-

thing less frequent, the motor omnibus. .^ form of traction

had yet to be invented which could move large numbers of

people reliably and quickly more c-heaply than the electric

tramway. Tlie railless trolley sy.stem would be extensively

used in such cases where tramway tracks required reconstruct-

ing, but where, owing to the sparseness of truftic, such recon-

Btruction would not be financially sound.

The Stiffness of Poles.

In a letter published in yom- issue dated January 27th, Mr.

Geo. V. Twiss states that the ratio of transverse to longitu-

dinal strength of intermediate poles should be three to one.

and in his penultimate iwragraph seems to base his opinion

on the assumption that the transverse load on the pole due
to the wind pressure on the wii'es is approximately three

times the load that would be thrown onjhe pole due to the

breaking of one wire in three. In other words, the assump-
tion is that the tension in the wire, after break has occurred,

is about equal to the transverse load on the pole due to the

wind pressure on the wire. It is seldom so, and there can be

no fixed ratio because the two things are not even remotely
connected.
To take a practical example : On the Clydach Vale-Duffryn-

Rhondda line of the South Wales Electrical Power Distri-

bution Co.'s system the conductors are .15 sq. in. and the

maximum ten.sion in each is 2,000 lb., but let us assume a

reduced value of. say, 1.500 Hi. to allow for a possible shpping
of the. broken wire through its binding and .so forth.

On a 300-ft. span the transverse load due to three conduc-
tors is about 560 lb. (on the existing regulations—namely.
25 lb. per sq. ft. and a cceflicient of O.t! for rounded surfaces).

On a 700-ft. span the transverse load is about 1,300 lb. and
on a l,20ri-ft. span about 2.2:30 \h. The ratio of transverse

strength to longitudinal strength with one wire broken would,
therefore, not be 3 to 1, but 3 to 8.02, 3 to 3.47 and 3 to 2.02,

respectively.

In an ordinary case the presence or otherwise of an earth-

wire and it.s position as well as the wind pressure on both

faces of the tower would also have to be taken into considera-

tion, but the above figures should be sufficient to show that

in actual practice the ratio varies over wide limits, and is

nowhere near the figure given by Mr. Twi.ss.

It would be interesting, however, if Mr. Twiss would give'

particulars of the lattice steel structures on the long spans

to which he refers.

Charles M'. Kay.
London. E.C.4.

Febniarii V^h. 1922.

I beg to refer to Mr. Gower Pimm's article in your isswB

of January 6th, and his letter (in reply to the views I gave)

which appeared in your issue of February 3rd.

In recommending that intermediate poles should have a

strength in the longitudinal direction of one-third that in the

transverse direction, I mean a strength to carry the loads for

which the poles are employed, i.e.. the loads due to wires, it

being understood that the load inherent to the pole itself

—

i.e., wind load on the pole—is already provided for.

In an endeavoiu- to controvert my view Mr. Pimm makes
reference to a total transverse load, half made up of the wind
pressure on the pole, and half on the wind pressure on the

wires. These two loads, however, are not " addable."

and to equate a wind load which is distributed over

the pole, to a load applied at the top. for the purpose of

adding (and thereby getting a total transverse load) is^ falla-

cious, as I endeavoured to show on p. 4-Zi. Vol. 155. No. 2.5t!

of the " I.E.E. Journal."

There is also another fallacy in this connection which can

be seen by reference to (2) of the further factors involved

given below.
Mr. Pimm further endeavours to discount my proposal Dy

considering its application with a .span halved, and alterna-

tivelv doubled. I would point out. however, that the span

length of a properly-designed transmission line is not an arbi-
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trary thing which can be halved or doubled at whim, but is a
function of the size of conductor and the tension to which it

is stressed, and that in turn the slip of a binder is also con-
nected to the size of the conductor bound, so that there is a
definite connection, in fact, between longitudinal and trans-

verse stress on the pole.

The above rule which I have given and recommended is

intended to be helpful, and has the advantage of being
eminently simple and practical.

If, however, there are those who prefer to add to the exist-

ing considerable calculations necessary to correctly design a
transmission line by further calculations such as Mr. Pimm
proposes, by all means let them do so; but, in that event (as

Mr. Pimm's method does not provide for them) they must
have regard for further factors, amongst which are the
following :

—

1. Elasticity of the conductors themselves.
•2. The fact that the maximum tension in the wire, and

hence the load on the pole in the longitudinal direction,

due to the wires, upon which the deflection calculation

is ba.sed. can only be reached when the wires are sub-

jected to a wind l)lowing transversely to the line; and,
conver.'^ely. when the wind blows longitudinally to the
line, thus putting on the pole the maximum load due to

the wind itself, the load due to the wires is less than
the maximum.

3. In the case of wood poles the commercial variation in

in) the sizes of wood, and taper of any given nominal
size of wood pole, and (b) in the stiffness of any wood.
In the case of steel poles the taking-up of manufactur-
ing clearances in bolt-holes.

'(. The movement of foundations due to the slight give of

the earth itself, which is multiplied considerably at the
top of the pole.

.5. The variation in the slip of binders due to varying size.s

of conductors, and how well the bind is m.nde.
fi. The entire alteration of the situation in the event of

suspension insulators being used.

Many of these factors, however, though of considerable
influence in the case, are not determinable with any degree of
exactitude, which, in my view, discounts this method of cal-

ciiliition as a means of giving the required results.

Geo. V. Twiss, M.I.E.E.
London.
Febniarii 9th, 1922.

The Utilisation of Waste Heat.

I have read with much interest the letter signed H. E.
Mitchell, which appeared in your issue of the 3rd inst., on
page 137. I attended the joint meeting of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers and the Institution of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers on the 19th January, but. like the author of

the letter, had no opportunity of taking part in the discussion.
I agree generally with the views so clearly expressed by Mr.
Mitchell, but differ from him regarding certain details. On
entering a modern electric generating station one is struck
at once with the evidences of evolution; at one end of the
building will be seen old reciprocating sets now disused, and at

the other end steam turbine sets, each having an output of

anything from say 3.0fXI kW to fi.flOO kW or higher. With
the.se latter sets the temperature inside the condenser at a
vacuum of say 28 in. to 29 in., may be about 90 deg. F., while
the circulating water may have a temperature of 45 deg. F., at
the inlet and 70 deg. F. at the outlet. All such temperatures
are far too low to be of use in heating water to be circulated to
adjacent buildings. Some steam turbines are provided with an
opening through which they can be bled ; in one such case
the steam is available at 14 lb. absolute, that is 1 lb. below
atmospheric pressure, and with a calorific value of about 1,070
B.th.u. above 80 deg. F. Such steam would of course be quite
suitable for heating water to, say, 180 deg. F, or 190 deg. P.
For the rea.sons above cited I venture to think that Mr.
Mitchell's suggestion of using the ordinary steam turbine
condenser for the public supply of hot water is impracticable.
My suggestion is Hint the old disused reciprocating sets should
ag.iin be brought into .service and worked at a back pressure
of anything between 2 lb. and 5 lb. gauge pressure, such
steam either to be delivered to public mains, where hot water
would not suffice, or to be employed in calnrifiers for heating
water to be circulated in public mains. Under such conditions
electricity would be generated as a by-nroduct : the charge for
the exhaust steam, or hot water, supplied to con.sumers cover-
ing all the cost of nmning the plant.

E. R. Dolby. M.In.st.C.E.
Westminster,
February 7th. 1922.

P>eferring to the recent joint discussion at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, the writer, who was present at the
meeting, ventures to make a few reni.arks on a phase of the
question which does not appear to have received the attention
it deserves.

I would lay stress on the fact brought out by Mr. Why.sall
in his paper, that electricity is the true by-product where
low-grade heat is employed for heating buildings, or industrial

purposes. To encourage the production and utilisation of this
by-product, electricity, it is necessary that ready means should
be available for its disposal. Such means are already existent
in the network of di.stributing mains of the electricity supply
undertakers, and I would submit that the Electricity Commis-
sioners should devote their attention to the introduction of
legislation to compel an electricity supply undertaking to pur-
chase electricity, on stated conditions, from anyone in the
district served by its network of mains. The price per unit
to be paid should be, it is considered, the current cost per
unit for generation by the supply authority obtained from its

official returns. Users of low-grade heat on a large scale
would thus be encouraged to in.stall plant for generating elec-

tricity during the period when heat was required, to the
ultimate benefit of the community in general and the electrical

engineering profession in particular. The electricity thus pro-
duced would be at once absorbed in the supply undertaker's
network with the minimum loss for distribution. The supply
from an ordinary heating installation is at a maximum in the
winter months, when the demand upon the electricity genera

-

ing station is a maximum, and would thus tend to improve the
load factor of the latt^er. Several instances have come under
observation where electricity could thus have been delivered
into a supply undertaker's mains with, it is believed, consider-
able benefit to both parties.

The idea thus set out is not novel, and there is believed to
be a privately-owned hydraulic plant in North Britain which
thus supplies its surplus energy to the local supply authority.
The matter is revived in this connection, as it is considered
that the necessity for conserving our .supplies of coal, and fur-

nishing a cheap .supply of electricity for industrial purposes,
is of such pressing urgency, that no avenue by which this goal

may be reached should be left unexplored.

J. H. Fossett. B.Sc, .4.M.I E.E.
London

.

Febrt(ary Ind. 1922.

[Abbreviated.—Ens. Er.EC. Rf.v.]

Deposits for Specifications.

I should be glad if you could give publicity through your
paper to the objection to the practice of corporation bodies

asking for deposits on the specifications of their requirements.

In many cases the invitation to tender for these bodies is

accompanied by a request for a two- or five-guinea deposit, in

some instances returnable on the receipt of a bona-fide tender,

but in several cases just recently my firm has forwarded the

required fee. only to find on receiving the specification and
tender forms that the terms of payment, or some other con-

dition, make it impossible to tender.

In these days English manufacturers cannot afford to tender

for plant when the payment is to be deferred, in .some cases,

for a period of six months or so after the delivery of the goods.

It is my opinion that if manufacturing firms and merchants
would refuse in a body to even offer to tender when corpora-

tion bodies call for deposits, a great deal of annoyance would
be avoided, and also expen.se—for when the cost of preparing

an elaborate tender is added to a preliminary fee of anything

from two to five guineas, the expense is considerable in those

frequent cases when the terms preclude firms from submitting

a tender in accordance with their customary conditions.

I should be glad to have other readers' views on this

matter.
W. H. Pease, A.M.Inst.M.E., A.F.Aer. Inst.

London.
Febniarii llih, 1922.

The Necessity for Skilled Workmanship.

I read with interest the article of Mr. " Yoltmau " in your

issue of January 27th, and I personally welcome very much
its appearance in your valuable paper, and feel that there is

a necessity that the electrical trade, in general, should abandon
its passive attitude in respect of electrical work, which is con-

stantly being carried out throughout the country by so-called

electricians, who in reality are plumbers^ and ironmongers,

and handymen of every description.

Whilst the electrical industry has made gigantic progress,

and whilst electricity is daily claiming the place which has been

hitherto occupied by gas or any other power, there are still

large numbers of people who maintain the idea that elec-

tricity is the thing of the future, and that meanwhile, so to

speak, during the experimental period, the work they may re-

quire, such as the installation of a few bells, or a few lights,

can be carried out by the ironmonger or plumber and ga.s-

fitter, or any lad who has read about electricity in a children's

newspaper, and can do a little work when he is at home on
his vacation.

I think it is time that the Electrical Contractors' Associa-

tion, as well as each electrical contractor, made it

their business to bring to the notice of the public the fact

that electrical work, to lie carried out properly, reouires know-
ledge and .skill, which most of the above-mentioned handymen
lack, and, in addition, it is of vital importance that this work
should be carried out in a .safe manner, as lighting generallv

is supplied at a preij.sure between TOO and 240 volts, which is

quite sufficient to cause unpleasantness in the form of shocks
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aud leakages, which are so generally found by an electrical

contractor, when he is called in to remedy breakdowns with
which the above-mentioned handyman has unsuccessfully

battled for days.

While electriaty is the safest and the most convenient means
of lighting, heating, and cooking when the installation is

satisfactorily carried out, it is as dangerous as gas, when the

handymen fiddle about with it.

Parkstone, E. Brontman.
February 1th, Vi'M.

[Abbreviated.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Private House Lighting at 25 Periods.

In your issue of February cird, you print a very useful ab-

stract of an addre.ss on " The Electrical Development of Out-

lying Districts."

The question of giving a supply for lighting at 25 periods

is not favourably commented upon in this abstract, and is

altogether ignored in the four schemes giving relative costs.

May I say that, after being many years in charge of an area

supplying power and lighting at 25 periods, and moreover
hving in a private house with lighting at this frequency, the

almost imperceptible " flicker " is really not noticed.

Granted, " flickering " does occur, but it is only troublesome
under certain conditions, and the exercise of a little common
sense is all that is needed to remove the trouble.

Roughly, the circumstances in which " flicker " is noticeable

is when a lamp hangs over a bare white table cloth or drawing
board, or in light rooms, such as a white bathroom.
In any case the trouble can be .so modified as to be imnotice-

able by well-chosen lamp positions, " frosted " lamps, indirect

of semi-indirect lighting, and can l)e entirely eliminated by
the use of carbon-filament lamps if absolutely necessary.

For all practical purposes, however, if the supply is available

at 25 periods, there is no reason why distribution should not
be carried out at that frequency. After all. the chief reason
of the development of outlying districts is to give the public
an " adequate and cheap " supply of electricity on commercial
lines, and the conversion of electricity through rotary
machines, apart from increased capital cost, entails standing
charges which should be avoided at all costs in these schemes.

Pontypool (Mon). Theo. R. Kernick, A.M.I.E.E.
FebTuary lOth, 1922.

[It would be intere.sting to know whether the long-con-
tinued use of a frequency of 25 cycles resulted in any physio-
logical effects on the eyesight. The flicker might be reduced
by supplying electricity at a low pressure—100 or even 50
volts—or on the condenser system, which enables low-voltage
lamps to be run in series; th? thicker filaments thus made
possible would no doubt undergo less fluctuation in tempera-
ture.- Eds. Elec. Rev.]

An Overworked Iron.

With further reference to the 100-volt electric iron which
was used on a 200-volt circuit, and Mr. Davis's reply to my
letter of the 31st ulto., it appears that your correspondent
chooses to be rather more personal than precise in his re-

marks. However, after condensing the statement made by Mr.
Davis, we are able to discover the " nigger " in this ap-
parently " wonderful " performance, which is, that the cur-

rent was only applied to the iron for a few minutes at any
tLni_e, being switched off before becoming red-hot, all of which
goes to prove that the performance was not in the least won-
derful. In fact, any iron of well-known British make would
have given the same, or quite probably better, results than
that attributed to the iron in question.
Your correspondent states that an electric iron " is never

in use continuously during ironing operations." The fact
that-an electric iron can be used continuously, is one of the
prime arguments in favour of using electric irons in prefer-
ence to any other, since they are usually designed and loaded
in order to proihote a saving in time and prevention of heat
loss in the iron during the process of ironing. It is evident
that if an electric iron is to be switched off evei-y few minutes
to prevent over-heating and burning of the material, ironing
under these conditions would become not, only laborious but
extremely dangerous.
With regard to the .supposed incorrect statements of loading

and face area on which mv calculations were ba.sed, I beg
to remind Mr. Davis that the original article on this subject
was devoid of any technical details, and some presumption
was neces.sary in order to arrive at a concrete argument. The
loading applied, however, to well-constructed irons of 4-5 lli.

size, is approximately 400 watt.s. As to face area. I agree with
him that this was probably incorrect, but the incorrectness
was distinctly in his favour—the average face area of this
size of iron being 18/20 sq. in., which would make the load-
ing considerably more than 64 watts per .sq. in.

It would be very interesting to know what electrical heating
apparatus (other than water-heating appliances) is loaded to
" 64 watts per sq. in. and more."
London, W.9, Wra. B. Scourfield.
February 13th, 1922.

iAbbreviated.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Charging for Services.

In a recent issue of your paper the question of " charging
for services " was raised by "A Contractor." It would be
perhaps both useful and interesting to know on what basis the
present usually excessive charges are made by many supply
authorities in the London area for connection to their mains.
Your own explanation and the information to be found in the
" Electrical Contractor's Year Book " throw no certain light

on this important iss-ue. I'hese charges vary considerably in

different supply areas, and usually represent a considerable,

very often a prohibitive, percentage of the total cost of instal-

lation, and are an undoubted hindrance to electrical develop-
ment, particularly with potential domestic users—a class, the
importance of which we have heard so much about recently !

Where service lines are required to be laid on partly public
and partly private ground, as is usually the ca.se for ordinary
houses, or even .shop premises, the writer has known cases

quite recently where a few feet of the supply cable has cost

the unfortunate potential consumer as many pounds and more
in initial outlay. Nor does this cable even become the pro-

perty of the consumer who has paid so dearly for it, but
presumably in a few years' time it will be paid for again—by
a grateful community !

In any case, if as is stated, up to 60 ft. is allowed free on
public ground, there appears to be nothing to prevent the
supply authorities from recouping themselves by charging any
figure they care to for the remaining portion of the service

line, which almost invariably terminates on private property I

It would be enlightening to know if this is the case generally

or whether there exist any regulations governing the charges
for service lines laid on private property—in the interests

of both the consumer and electrical development generally, so

far as the smaller, but more numerous, class of installation

is concerned.
W. A. Chambers.

London, W.C.2,
February ISfh, 1922.

Electrically^heated Oil Filters.

I shall be pleased, and I feel sure quite a number of engi-

neers similarly placed as myself will be grateful, to know of

a lubricating oil filter heated electrically instead of by steam
or hot water. We use Diesel and gas engines, and conse-
quently have no steam available; heating coils placed round
exhaust pipes make a clumsy job, as each engine has to be
so treated for only a small filter, and hot water from either

the vaporiser or circulating tank is also out of the question,

as they are too far away, and long pipe lines are unsatisfac-

tory.

I have seen filters placed near exhaust pipes, but in such
a case you must either shift the filter from engine to engine
or run the engine up. I have also .seen them placed near
the gas generator, but here dust is a great objection.

To me the only solution appears to be a filter heated elec-

trically; the element can either be a sealed one, or one of the
open type, but neither mu.st com© in contact with the oil in

any way, and to do this the filter should be in two distinct

parts, the one the filter proper, under which is the small
heating element, and the other a receptacle to receive the
clean oil.

Can anyone put me in touch with such a device, or one
which will do the work equally well?

Filter

February Sth, 1922.

A Distribution Problem.

I have read with interest Mr. W. J. U. Sowtcr's letter under
the heading of " A Distribution Problem." Mr. Sowter may
be interested to know that the Northwood Electric Light and
Power Co. distributes single-phase a.c. on a three-wire system,
but the supply received in bulk is three-phase. The system
was previously d.c, three-wire, and the change-over was
effected without any alteration of the distributors other than
splitting the network into three separate sections, each fed by
a feeder or feeders. The transformers are wound delta on the
:3-phase high-pressure side, and on the low-pressiu-e side the
windings are arranged in three separate single-phase units, but '

by means of liuks tlie transformers can be star-connected for

3-phase 4-wire distribution if they should ever be required for

that purpose. Of course it is obvious that each section of the
network is supplied from one phase, and whilst interconnec-

tion of distributors is possible on that .section it is not possible

to interconnect the whole system. An approximate balance

between phases has to be obtained, and in gaining this the

network may have to be split up so that certain distributors,

previously part of a ring main, now run to dead ends, with

a consequent pressure drop. It will be seen that in order to

obtain balance between phases and .steady pressure on all _
sections the feeding points may have to be re-arranged, and
additional feeding points provided. If Mr. Sowter is relaying

a large section of his mains and sees a reasonable chance of

obtaining a bulk supply, he would have an excellent oppor-

tunity to arrange his network with a view to splitting it up
later "on. .A.notiier method would be to distribute two-phase

tbre«-wire through Scott-connected transformers; in this case,
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of course, the neutral would have to be of larger cross-section,

and when the bulk supply was taken it would probably be
necessary to relay the original three-wire mains.

Electricity OlSces, Northwood. H. Payn.
February ISth, 19'2rl

In connection with the above subject and Mr. Sowter's
recent letter in the Review, if the point he is mainly exer-

cised upon is that of giving a three-phase four-wdre supply. I

would point out that such a supply may be given from a three-

core ca.ble, if a suitable static balancer is installed adjacent to

the location of the load or loads to be supplied. The provi-

sion of such a balancer, which in the case of three-phase dis-

tribution should preferably be of the interconnected-star type,
will allow a neutral connection to be taken from its star

point for the purpose of providing a neutral for the l.p. dis-

tribution system. Clearlv this results in a certain amount of

saving, so far as cable coats are concerned, particularly when
the question is one of changing over an existing disti-ibution
network. If it can possibly be arranged each balancer should
be located so that a neutral wire can be derived for suppl3ring
several consumers as distinct from a balancer for each con-
sumer, as by this means the total outlay on balancers is re-
duced,

I enclose herewith for your perusal, sir, and for Mr. Sowter,
if you will be good enough to send it on to him, copies of
a paper dealing with three-phase interconnected-star static
balancers, and I trust these will be of some interest.

S. Austen Stigant,
Manager, Transformer Department,

London, S.E.7. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.
February 13th, 19'3'2.

[Several letters have been held over owing to pressure ou
our space.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—James Victor Figgins, electrical

engineer, carrying on business at 3, Pottery Terrace, Alexan-
dra Road, Newport.—The creditors met at Newport on Feb-
ruary 9th. Debtor estimated his liabilities at ii75'3 and his

assets at £38. He attributed his failure to bad debts, loss on
a contract, and strikes. He said that prior to joining the
Army, in w'hich he had served five years, he was a plumber
at Portsmouth. In November, 1919, he stai'ted business at

Newport as Figgins & Bridges, but since February, 1921, he
carried on the business in his own na'me. The Official Re-
ceiver remains trustee.

A. 0. Ince (formerly the Newcastle Electrical Engineering
Go., now with a partner under the style of The Tyne Electrical

Industries), electrical contractor, '21, Penkle Street, New-
ca«tle-on-Tyne.—Receiving order made Pebniary 6th on
debtor's own petition. First meeting, February '2'2nd. at the
Oificial Receiver's offices, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Public ex-

amination, February ^Srd. at the CoSnty Court, Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

F. A. S. WoRMOLL (Lewisham Electric Wiring Co.). elec-

trical engineer, '278, High Street, Lewisham, S.E.—Last day
for proofs for dividend, March 1st. Trustee : Mr. T. Gourlay,
29, Russell Square, V\'.C.l.

V. B. WoRTHiKGTON, electrical and mechanical engineer,
EUesmere Yard. Walkden, Lancaster.—Last day for proofs for

dividend, February 25th. Tiiistee : Mr. J. G. Grant, Official

Receiver, Byron Street, Manchester.

M". W.ATKINSON, H. Watkinson, and A. W.atkinson (Watt
and Co.), electrical and mechanical engineers, 32 and 21.

Palmer Road, Sheffield.—Last dav for proofs for dividend, Feb-
ruary 2.5th. Trustee: Mr. T. C. Parkin, Junr., 36, Bank
Street, Sheffield.

W. Hurworth and A. A. Watmodgh (Hm-worth, Wat-
mough & Co.), electrical engineers. 41, Town Street, Horsforth,
and 1, Back James Street, Harrogate.—First meeting, Feb-
ruary 23rd, at the Official Receiver's Offices, Leeds. Public
examination, March 21st, at the County Court House. Leeds.

Company Liquidations.—Stockwbll & Ohms, Ltd., elec-

trical power contractors, 164a, Pentonville Road, London. N.
—As briefly reported in our last is.sue, pursuant to Section 188
of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, a meeting of the credi-

tors of the above took place on the 3rd inst. at the offices of

Messrs. Waissen Wilson & Co.. C.A., 2, Fenchurch .Avenue,
E.C., when the representative of Messrs. Crompton & Co.
presided. A. statement of affairs was .submitted showing the
position of the company as at January 13th, 1922, the date of
the resolution for winding up. The liabilities amounted to
£2,268, all due to unsecured trade creditors, while the assets
were estimated to produce £468, and comprised sundry
debtors estimated at £190; stock £257; plant and tools esti-

mated to produce £10; furniture £10 15s. There was thus a
deficiency disclosed of £1,800. Mr. Holmes (the liquidator
of the company) stated that the company had only been in
existence a comparatively short time, and the present position
had been brought about .simply in con.sequence of the drop in
values and the faUing market generally. The directors of the
company were Mr. Mepsted and Mr. Hayward, while Mi-.
Stockwell was the managing director. It appeared that the
managing director had given out contracts to Messrs.
Croflipton and Messrs. Siemens to the extent of £5,000 for
machines, and the deliveries were to be arranged over a sub-
nequent 12 months. From October, 1920, however, the
market prices were continually falling, and to such an extent
that it was impos.sible to realise the purchase price of the
goods. In these circumstances the managing director asked
the various creditors concerned to delay deliveries. Eventu-
ally it was found that the company could not go on, and the
matter was brought to a head by Messrs. Siemens obtaining
a judgment against the company for the amount of their
debt. Mr. Oshome, who represented creditors, as]jed ques-

tions with regard to the deliveries made by certain creditors,
and It was stated that the last balance sheet of the company
was got out m October, 192(.), and this sho«-cd a profit of £380
Asked as to .the stock which was held, it was stated that this
included various Siemens machines and a d.c. motor while
Messrs. Hurst had supplied two machines which they claimed-
were sold on sale or return. The sales of the business since
October, 1921, had been £1,107, while the payments to
creditors and other expenses of the busmess were £950 A
Tu^fiT ""^ill®

discussion ensued. In the result it was decided
that Mr. W

.
Osborne (of Messrs. Corfield &- Cripwell) should be

appomted as jomt liquidator with Mr. Holmes, with a com-
mittee of inspection consisting of the representatives of
Messrs CTompton & Co., the English Electric Co., and the
General Electric Co. The following are creditors-—

Ele Co. 136 English Electric Co.
25 English Electric and Sieme
12 Supplies. Utd. ...

1,270 Marshall & Plumtree, Ltd.'
15 Tucker (J. H.) & Co. ...

Siemens Bros
Simplex Conduits, Ltd.
Crompton S: Co.
Edison Swan Electric (

Edwards (C. J.) & Son .-

The Wilson-Wolf Engineering Co., Ltd., 172, Thornton
Road, Bradford.—In pursuance of the provisions of the Com-
panies (Con.soUdation) Act, the creditors of the above were
called together recently at Tanfield Buildings, Hustlergate
Bradford. Mr. R. S. Dawson (the liquidator in the volun-
tary liquidation of the company) submitted a statement of
affairs which disclosed ranking liabilities of £9,.545. The in-
debtedness to the trade was £3.142, while there were ca.sh
creditors for £4,5.32. and the bank was interested for £1,8.50.
There was also a fully-secured creditor for £4 lis. Id., and
partly-secured creditors for £2.59. The latter held securities
valued at £239, thus leaving £20 to rank. The assets were
estimated to realise £7,945, from which had to be deducted
£535 for preferential claims. leaving net assets of £7,410, or
a deficiency of £2,135. The assets were as follows : cash in
hand, £23; plant and machinery, £4,210; fixtures and fittings
£126; patterns, £99; stock, &c., £2,990; book debts, £477;
and surplus from fully-secured creditors, £20. The issuetl
capital of the company was £6,003, and as regarded the con-
tributories there was a deficiency of £8,138. It was pointed
out that in addition to the capital the directors and (heir
friends had subscribed £4,000 by way of loans. The deficiency
account showed that ou March 31st, 1919, there was an excess
of as.sets over capital and liabilities of £.309. During the year
to March 31st. 1920. there was a loss on the trading of
£2.181. while in the following year the loss was slightly in
excess of £3.000. Between May 1st and October 31st (here
was a loss of £1.6.35. while since the latter date there hnd
been a furthei- loss of rtither more than £600. The company
was registered in 1906. The present position had been
brought about by the moulders' strike and the Coal strike.
The creditors unanimously resolved to confirm the voluntary
liquidation, with Mr. Daw.son as liquidator, and appointed an
advisory committee consisting of the representatives of
Clement Talbot, Ltd., the Hoffman Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
and the Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd.
Devon Hvdro-Electric and Development Co.. Ltd.—Meet-

ing of members March 20th at 52, Queen Street. Exeter, to
hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator. Mr.
T. W. W. Melhuish.

Dissolutions of Partnership.—Geo. Mitchell & Co., electri-

cians, Marked,- Bridce Mill, Burnley.—Messi-s. G. Mitchell,
P. S. Myers, and D. Ko.scoe have dissolved partnership.
Messrs. Mitchell & Myers will attend to debts and continue the
business under the same style.

W. H. Inman, electrical encin'-er, 38 and 40* North Road,
Lancaster.—Messrs. W. H., .1. 11 and D. Inman have dis-

solved partnership. Mr. W. H, Ininan will attend to debts

and continue the business.
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F. Watson & Co. and Advance Electric Lamp & Accessories

Co. electrical engineers and electrical factors, 11, Northumber-

land Alley, E.G.—Messrs. F. V.atson, G. P. Watson, and G.

Bennett have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended

to by Messrs. Watson & Bennett.

Hdrlingham Electric Co., electrical engineers and con-

tractors, -Mi, New King's Road, Fulham, S.W.—Messrs. P.

Walker and F. C. Ferrier have dissolved partnership. Debts

will be attended to by Mr. W'alker, who will continue the

business under the same style.

Marsh & Sanderson, electrical engineers and contractors,

&c.. Station Road, Ossett.—Mr. A. H. Marsh and Mr. J. W.
Sanderson have dissolved partnership. Mr. Marsh will attend

to debts and continue the business in his own name.

DvsoN & Ogden electrical engineers, 16. Savile Park Ter-

race. Halifax.—Messrs. L. Dyson and H. Ogden have dissolved

partnership.
, , . , ^ j i

He.\th. Richardson & Co., electrical, motor and general

engineers auctioneers, and valuers. Wood Street and Bawtry

Road Doncast«r.—Messrs. I.. -J. Heath. A. C. Richardson, and

1> Ketley have dissolved partneiship. Debts will be attended

to by Messrs. B<>11 & Watson, accountant:-, -i, St. Sepulchre

Gate, Doncaster.

Trade Announcements—Messrs. Simplex Conduits, Ltd.,

have completed arrangements for a joint sales service with

their associate comoany, Messrs. Credenda Conduits Co.,

Ltd., wherebv all Simplex and Credenda productions will be

available throughout the branches and depots of both com-

panies The arrangement is essentially one of sales organisa-

tion but as such it deals only with actual productions of the

companies, leaving untouched the usual factored lines in which

each will continue its own course of action as before. The

manufacturing policv of neither company will be affected.

Apart from the chief common manufacturing of conduit, con-

duit fittings and wiring accessories, the two companies will

continue to produce the following :
—

Messrs Simplex Condcits, Ltd.—Water-tight fittings and ironclad distribu-

tion boards, switch and luse gear, encloswl fuses and fuse wires; colliery

lighting units and industrial lighting fixtures; malleable and grey iron casi-

inus electric lighting fixtures and illuminated signs.

Messrs. Credenda Londciis Co.. I.TD-Domestic cleclric heating and cook-

ing appliances, ship, tramway and railway carriage electric healing units;

heating elements for scientific purposes.

Mr. G. S. Thomas, having started business at Oswestry,

Salop (his address is 10, Beatrice Street) desires to get into

touch with timis marketing small self-contained electrical

machines, such as coiiee-mills, sausage-cutters, ice-cream

freezers, hair-tJressers' appliances, &c.

The business of Messrs. F. J. Shenton & Co., Ltd., has

been purchased by a new company, which will carry on under

the same management and stall with the title of Shenton and

Co., Ltd. _ , i

Messrs. Smith, Roberts & Co. have commenced business

as electrical engineers at Horsmonden (Kent).

Messrs. Higgs Bros., of Sand Pits, Birmingham, inform

us they are shortly opening a branch at 84, Albion Street.

Leeds "to deal with all the sales in Yorkshire.

The London Factors & Agents, Ltd., 39, Parliament Street,

London, S.W.I, announce that their registered cable address

is
• Lonfacgent, London." and for inland telegrams ' Lontac-

gent Pari." ,^ , , ,

Messrs. A. V. Willmott, Son & Phillips, electrical engi-

neers. &c.. 1'24-127, Minories. E.l, notify us that they have

been appointed sole British agents for Messrs. Nestler & Co.,

Ltd., of Briesen, Czecho-Slovakia, for all kinds of porcelain

insulators.

Messrs. Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd., of Manchester, mtorni us

that the Midland Counties district office has been removed

from Guildhall Buildings. Navigation Street. Birmingham, to

Daimler House. Paradise Street, Birmingham. Telephone

number : Midland 'i594.

The Victor Manuf.icturing Co. (H. F. Beaty & C. E. Swal-

low), informs us that it is to be wound up, and will cease

to carry on business after February ISth.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Heavy Current Electric Acces-

sories Co., Park Road, Edmonton, N.9. -A tratle price H.-^t of

switches, switch-plugs, wall-i>lugs and sockets, and connectors.

Illustrated.

The Enterprise Mani'I'ACTI!;!ING Co., Gun Street Electrical

Works. Bishopsgate. E.L—Current price list, for February, of

electrical accessories.

The Damard Lacquer Co., Ltd., Warwick Boad, Greet.

Birmingham —A pamphlet advertising " Damard " and
" Damarda " lacquers.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House. Kingsway.
W.C.2.—Leaflet No. O 2693. illustrating and describing the
" Handilite " flash lamp, containing a small dynamo. Leaflet

No. 3676. giving a list of revised prices of automatic circuit

breakers.

The Victory Pipe ,Toint Co., Ltd., 28, Victoria Street,

S.W.I.—.\n illustrated price list of " VictauUo " pipe joints for

pipes of from i in. to 72 in. diameter.

The Hart M.<Nrp.\CTURiNG Co., 76/77, Rochester Row,
Westminster, S.W.l.—A well-illustrated and fully-priced

catalogue of " Diamond H " switches of various patterns,

pu=h-button plates, &c.

Mr. H. W. Sullivan. 368 and 369, Winchester House,
EC. 2.—New illustrated price list (W 3) of apparatus for wire-

less transmission and reception, including condensers, induc-
tances, oscillation transformers, coupling coils, tunmj,' cu-
cuits. lice.

Uheltenham Works, Ltd., 86, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W.2.—
An illustrateu list describmg several types of " iieimac ' and
" Super-rielm " lathes.

bLoAN £,LbcTRiCAL Oo., Ltd., 8-12, Golden Lane,' E.C.I.—An
illustrateu and priced list of eiectric fighting nttmgs made by
Messrs. Peyton (k Jr'eyton, Ltd., of Birmmgham, lor whom
ine Sloan Uo. is the London district agent.
iHE General Accessories uo., l,td., iz.5. High Holborn,

W.C.i.—A well-illustrated price list of electrical accessories,

including switches, lampholUers, adapters, bell pushes, ceiiujg

roses, fuseboards. &c.
Michell Bearings, Ltd., South •Benwell, Newcastle-on-

Tyue.

—

A new edition of " The Micfiell Bearing Book." givmg
notes on the principles of scientific lubrication and illustrations

of the construction of Michell bearingh, with lull description.
Westinghouse Electric International Co., ii,ast Pitts-

burgh. Pa., U.S.A.—Price su])plement lor general catalogue,
dated .January. 1922.

Messrs. Marshall & Plumtree, Ltd., 20, High Holborn,
W.C.l.—An illustrated and priced leaflet describing the
" Granta " testing set.

Electrical Conduits, Ltd., Anchor Works, Birch Street,

Walsall.—List ilo. 50, giving prices of conduits and conduit
fittings of numerous types, including connector boxes, switches,

and ceifing rose fittings.

The Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.,' Ltd., Egyptian
Hou.se. 170. Piccadilly, W.l.—Circulars No. 74, dealing with
the " C.P." rock drill; No. 75. describing the " Little Giant

'

hammer drill ; No. 76, giving an illustrated description of
" C.P." electric welding plants; and No. 77, relating to " Class
N " self-oiling steam and belt-driven air compressors.

Automatic & Electric F-urnaces, Ltd., 281 & 283, Gray's
Inn Road, W.C.l.—An illustrated leaflet giving particulars ol

a method of heating incubators by electricity.

Mr. Charles Mayfield, 3. Duchess Road. Clifton, Bristol.—
A typewritten circular advertising a magneto flash lamp.

Our Foreign Trade.

—

January Figures.—The following
were the values of imports and exports of electrical goods and
machinery during Januarv, 1922:—
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London Electricians' Wages.—In accurdance with the
uatioual wages agreements entered into between the N.F.E.A.
and the E.T.U.. which were abstracted on p. 194 of our last

issue, the wages of electricians in London were reduced
from '2s. 3d. to 'is. Ijd. per horn- as from the second
pay-day in the present month. This rate remains in force

up to and including the first pay period of June next. The
rat« for " auxiliary workman assisting electrician," being 80
per cent, of the rate paid to fully-qualified journeymen, is

reduced to Is. Hid. an hour.

Lead Report.—Messrs. James Forster & Co., in their re-

port of February 11th, state that closing prices on February
10th were £'X) lus. for February and £'2ld l'2s. 6d. for April,

against £'21 5s. for both positions at the end of the previous
week. " Imports into London and Liverpool only, last month
amounted U) 14,-500 tons, and the total for January will pro-

bably be about 17,(XI0 tons. This month will show a much
reduced quantity, but probably sufficient for the existing

indifferent trade conditions."

An Edinburgh Exhibition.—The many uses to which elec-

tricity can be put in the house will receive practical illustra-

tion at an Ideal Homes, Housing, and Health Exhibition,

which is to be opened on the '20th inst in the Waverley
Market, Edinburgh. All the latest labour-saving devices will

be on view, the exhibitors including the Corporation Electri-

city Department, the Edinburgh branch of the E.C.A., and a
number of well-known electrical firms.

Unemployment and Health Insurance,—A joint commit-
tee has been appointe'd by the Ministries of Health and
Labour to consider the possibilities of bringing the unemploy-
ment and health insurance schemes under one administration.

For Sale.—Assets Auctions Co., Ltd., will sell by auction,

on February Mnd, at 119-121, Kewington Causeway, drilling

machines, forge blowers and electrical accessories, conduit,

fittings, &c. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

The British Industries Fair, 1922.—This year's fair, which
oiJens on February •27th, will be divided into two sections only
instead of three as last year, the attendance at the Glasgow
(textiles) section having been considered insufficient to justify

its continuance. The London section will be devoted, more
or less wholly, to " fancy " goods and the smaller articles of

commerce. The Birmingham section, which is of the greater

interest to our readers, is again being held at Castle Brom-
wich .\erodrome, and a large number of engineering firms are

participating. A more detailed reference to this matter will

be made in our next issue.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. P. Smith A- Co. report

February 14th :—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £6S 10s.. £3 15s.

decrease; ditto, ditto, sheets, no change; ditto, ditto, wire
rods, £85 10s., 5s. decrease; ditto, ditto, h.c. wire, lOid., id.

decrease; silicium bronze wire. Is. '2Jd., Jd. decrease.

Messrs. .James & Shakespeare re^wrt February 15th :
—

Copper bars, sheet and rods, j£92, ^62 decrease; English pig

lead, £11 15s., 15s. decrease.

The German Electrical Industry.—The trade reports issued
monthly bv the Prussian Chambers of Commerce, which
showed a decline in the amount of new orders booked in

December, now record a further diminution for the month of

January. At the same time it is said that the old orders on
hand will provide work for a long time forward.

Works Committees.—At a recent meeting of District

Council (No. 2) Electricity Supply Industry (Yorkshire, &c.).

it was reported that the two sides had agreed to co-operate

to .secure the formation of Works Committees in undertakings
not already poss(!s.<;ing them, on the lines of a " model con-
stitution " formulated by the National Council. Trade Unions
and electricity undertakings are being communicated with on
this matter.

An Industrial Appliance Exhibition.—During last week
the General Er.ECTRic Co., Ltd.. devoted a .showroom
at Magnet House, Kingsway, to a display of apparatus and
appliances necessary to efficiency in industrial establi-shments,
\r. The term " industrial " was given a broad interpreta-
tiun which admitted a number of things not usually cla.ssed

under that head. The display posse.ssed the quality of variety.
Numerous lighting fittings, such as lanterns, flood-light pro-
jectors, and ship's Hghting equipment, were shown, as well as
a colour-matching unit fitted with two " Osram " gasfilled
lamps, one blue-tinted. There were electrically-heated towel
rails and hot-water radiators fitted with immersion heaters,
sealing wax heaters, and sterilisers for surgical instruments.
Samples of pedestal switchgear and of standard dockvard phic;
boxes were included. Two watertight lamp fittings which
had been immersed in water for at least six months were
demonstrated to have justified their name. A large range of
^ Witton " fractional-h.p. motors appeared, and " Witton-
Kramer " portable, bench, and post drills were exhibited and
their powers demonstrated. Applications of the motors to
grinding, polishing, and buffing machines were also .shown.
The other exhibits included telephones, cookers, accumulators
electric muffles, &c.

Engineering Exhibition at Li6ge.—The Board of Trade
•Journal announces that an International Technical Exhibition
ot iingmeering will be held at Liege during June and July

under the auspices of the Association des Ingenieurs de I'Ecole
de Liege. The exhibits will include machines and equipment,
instruments, models, books, plans, diagrams, and all docu-
ments relating to engineering. Applications for space should
be addressed to the secretary, 16, Quai des Etats-tJnis, Liege.

Book Notices—" Lockwood's Builders' and Contractors'
Price Book, 1922," 776 pp. London : Cro.sby Lockwood and
Son. Price 7s. 6d. net.—The Electrical Section of this com-
prehensive work has been brought up-to-date and enlarged.
Some notes comparing pre-war and post-war costs of electrical
installations are included. A number of typical cases are
taken and the probable co.st of installation and maintenance
is given in detail. As an example of the general conditions to
be comphed with in wiring premises, those used by the City
of London E.L. Co., Ltd., are reproduced. Electric lamps
are dealt with fully, and notes on radiators, cooking appara-
tus, ifcc., also appear, as well as information regarding motors,
conduits, accumulators, and intercommunication telephones.

" The Technology Reports of the Tohoku Imperial Uni-
versity," Vol. II., No. 3, 69 pp. Tokio and Sedan : Maruzen
Co., Ltd.—This issue comprises five papers, including " The
Modulation Control of Radio Telephony," and two papers on
" The Dynamic Methods of Determining Triode Valve Con-
stants."

We have received a prospectus of " The Dictionary of Ap-
plied Physics," which is being published by Messrs. Macmillan
and Co.. Ltd. This outlines the scope of the work and gives
a list of well-known physicists who have contributed notes
and articles.

" The Ventilation of Electrical Machines," by R. Roberts
(•24 pp.). New Maiden : Vizetelly & Co.. Ltd. (for the Asso-
ciation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen).—This
paper deals with various methods of ventilating motors and
generators, and gives numerous curves and calculations bear-
ing on the subject. We have also received lists of reprints of
papers and lectures read and delivered before the Association.

" Central Station Voltages and Charges " (46 pp.). Lon-
don : S. Rentell & Co., Ltd. Price Is. net.—This is a pocket
directory of electricity undertakings in London and the pro-
vinces (reprinted from the " Practical Electrician's Pocket
Book "), giving numerous details, such as voltage and type
of supply, engineers' names, and charges for energy for various
purposes.

Electric-power Load Curves " and " Electric Power for

Milking Plants," by Ij. Birks, B.Sc. ; and "Annual Rainfall
Fluctuations." bv L. Birks and D. C. Bates. Wellington
(N.Z.) : Marcus F. Marks. Government Printer.—These are re-

printed papers from the New Zealand Joiirnal of Science and
Technology. Mr. Birk is chief electrical engineer of the
New Zealand Public Works Department.

" Research in Industry," by A. P. M. Fleming and J. G.
Pearce. Pp. xvi-|-244, 30 figs. London: Sir I. Pitman and
Sons. Ltd. Price 10s. 6d. net.

" Continuous Wave Wireless Telegraphy," by B. E. G.
Mittell. Pp. xv-f-114. figs. .58. London: Sir I. Pitman and
Sons. Ltd. Price 2s. 6d. net.

" Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book." second edition.
London : International Correspondence Schools. Price 10s. 6d.

Railway Power Station Employes' Wages.—.\ mass meet-
ing of engineers employed in electric railway generating
stations and sub-stations, and belonging to the National Union
I'f Railwaymen and the Electrical Ti'ades Union, held on
February 8th. ratified the provisional agreement with the
railway companies. The original demand of the companies
for a reduction of 12i per cent, in wages had been withdrawn,
and it was agreed that the sliding scale arrangement, under
what is known as the No. 10 .Joint Industrial Council .\w;ird

f'^r the Electri''itv Supply Industry, should become operative.
The effect is that, instead of suffering a reduction in wages
of from 12s. to 14s. per week, the men will lose 6s. per week,
arrears being wiped out at the rate of an additional 4s. snread
over the nine weeks, and thereafter their wages will be
governed bv the cost of living, and adjusted three months
later.— T/ie Times.

Chinese Notes.—Wang Kse-tsing and others of Hyiao
Feng district, Chekiang, propose to establish an electric light
company.

C. C. Nieh. Lu Er-kia and other Shanghai merchants pro-
pose to organi.se the Yeh Chung Machine Manufacturing and
Engineering Co.. in Shanghai for manufacturing electric fans,
electric lamps, dvnamos. motors, and all other machines. Its
capital will be $300,000 in 3.000 shares of $1,000 each.
The Ta Tung Co . Ltd.. has recently been organised by Chang

Chien, .fr., and others, with a capital of $1,000,000 at' Garden
Road, Tungchow. TTie company which is to specialise in
encineering and electricity, was formally opened on December
1.5th.

\n electric! mnterial compnnv has been organised at Shih-
chiachwang. Shihli, by the local Chamber of Commerce, with a
canital of $2,000.

The Yang Lu Electric T^iTht Co., of Kiukiang, Kian^si has
been registered with the Ministry of Agriculture and Com-
merce.
The Pekine Electric Light Co., I-td.. ha.s contracted with

a British firm for the purchase of a 5,(X)0-kW generator for
its new power station at Shihchinshan.
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The Haiming Electric Co., of Kiangsu, has been registered

by the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce.
The Ming Yuen Electric Light Co., though m name under

Chinese administration, is a Japanese capitalised firnt. The
users of its electricity number :-l,(Xl{l.

Electrical Imports into Spain—During the first ten

months of 1921 Spain imported the following material for the

electrical industry, the second column showing the quantity

imported from ' Germany :

—

Dyna indu
597,308
538,039

96,285

964,943
•J36,78r

164,821

motors,
and regulators up to 1

Ditto, from 100 to 400 kg.

Switchboards and switches up to

Dynamos, motors, switcliboards,
'401 to 2,500 kg

Ditto, ditto, from 2,501 to 5,000 kg.

Ditto, ditto, from 5,001 kg. upward:

Total ... Ii,461,531 Total 2,598,183

Great Britain sent 770,313 kg. and the United States

1,4'28,'210 kg. ; both mcreases compared with 19'20, while the

imports from Switzerland totalled 384,106 kg.—Renter's
Trade Service (Madrid).

Battery Locomotives.—The Elec-tromobile Co., of Otley,

has recently secured an order for a battery locomotive from

the Glasgow Corporation. This will be one of the firm's No. 3

type machines capable of dealing with 30-ton loads and fitted

with two single-geared motors. The speed on the level is six

rniles per hour and the battery capacity is sufficient to give

a radius of from '20 to i5 miles per hour on ordinary service.

An example of the firm's No. 1 size locomotive, which is a

single-motor, chain-driven machine, has just been put into

service by the South Essex Water Works Co. for tunnelling

purposes. '
.

The British Empire Exhibition.^Owing to its wide scope

and the time requu'ed for its preparation, the British Empu-e
Exhibition, which was to have been held next year, has been

postponed until 19'21. The decision was arrived at after sug-

gestions received from India and other parts of the Empire.

Sale of the Alby United Carbide Factories.—.\t the fore-

closure sale last week of the Alby United Factories at Odda.
the Tyssefaulene Co. bought the factories for 5O.(X)0 kr. It

was stated on December 1st that the purchasers were owed
a large sum of money by the Alby Co., and that the Tyssefal-

dene Co.. together with the English syndicate, to which the

director-general of the Tyssefaldene Co. had transferred his

interests, would restart the factories' within' six months for

the production of ammoaram mlphaie-^Reuter'T- Trade 'Ser-

vice (Christiania). '" ''..' ''
:

The Johannesburg Strike.-;-The strike of the Rand miners
continues, although many men have' retui'ned u'qder Gavern-
ment protection. On February 8th, fti^ Industrial Federation

decided against a general strike. The Government, .on the

l'2th,, decided to prohibit picketing, and ReuLvr announced the

arrest of 50 pickets on the following day..
|,

.

. .

Industrial Welfare.—Dr. D. A. Goles, chairman of the

Medical Committee of the Industrial Welfare Society; says

that his Committee has been requested by many firnis to

suggest a suitable form for the use of medical officers when
ex$lfiining employes. He asks for suggestions from those

acquainted with this work.

. A Supply Company's Order.—In the House of Commons
on February 9th, Mr. Godfrey Locker-Lampsoa asked the
Minister of Transport whether he had made an order increas-

ing the maximum price to be charged for electricity by the
North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co. in Southgate
to 8d. per unit, for a period of five years, without a public
inquiry. Mr. Arthur Neal, replying, said that objections
made by the Southgate Urban District Council and the County
Council of Middlesex had been considered, and the Minister
had decided to exercise the powers vested in him by Section
32 of the Schedule to the Electric Lighting (Clauses) Act.

1899. and allow the increased charges without putting the
public to the expense of an inquiry. The charge of 8d. a
unit was allowed under the temporary order, which would
have expired in August, 1923;" he considered the charge
reasonable. '

•

Electrification of London Railways.

—

M a dinner attended
by members of the House of Conimons on February 13th the
question of the electrification of railways in the London area
wa« considered- It was decided to hold a. meeting of the
Industrial Group of the House of Commons on Monday next
to give further con.siderataon to the matter. The importance
of the question may be understood from the fact that it in-

volves an outlay of £17.000.000 extending iwer three years,
which means the emplo>-mpnt of 20.000 skilled men for the
whole of that period

—

Daily Trlrgrnph.

E.D.A. Annual Luncheon—We are inforined that it has
been necessary to revise the time fixed for the above function
in view of the Commemoration Meeting of the In.stitution
of • Electrical Engineers taking place in the afternoon of the
sajne day. The luncheon will take place at 1 for 1.15 p.m. on
February 22nd.

Insulating Materials for Canada.—.A Canadian company
t*h0SB name can be obtained by UniteiJ Kingdom manufac-

turers from the Department of Overseas Trade) desires to

receive quotations, samples, &c,., for tbe supply of cotton

tapes; pressboard or presspahn ; flexible sheet mica; red and
black fiore sheets and tubes; and oiled cambric cloth and
tapes.

Trade Terms and Conditions.^The E.D..A. recently con-

vened an mlormal meetmg between representatives of the

principal aesociations within the electrical industry; this meet-

mg took place on the 13th at the Engmeers' Club, and was
well attended. Some of the more importa,nt commercial issues

between the ditt'erent branches were tliscu.ssed freely, and
although the proceedings were naturally of a private charactter,

we are penmtted to say that the representatives went away
with something of interest to report to their As-sociations. and
there is reason to believe that negotiations now in progress
will be assisted by the interchange of views which took plate.

It is also possible that this conference may be followed by
others of a similarly joint character, and it is hoped that pro-

blems which may occasionally be beyond the " give and take
"

limits of a purely sectional meeting will appear less- difficult

after they have been examined in relation to the industry as
a whole.
This method of handling the more obstinate difficulties w'ill

increase understanding and sympathy between the several

groups, which, after all, must, to enjoy individual success,

achieve a common end.

Social Events.—Messrs. Pritchett & Gold and E.P.S. Co.,
Ltd., held a very enjoyable -social evening on February
Sth.,. The vocal and musical, talent of the staff provided
a really e^iiellqnt programme, .which included dancing. The
outstandiijg feature of the evening was the pre?enta,tion of

a silver, rose bowl to Sir Archibald and Lady Gold in cele.bra-

tion of their silver wedding by Mr. C. R. D. Pritchett.

managing director of the company. Sir Archibald Gold, in

thanking the company, referred to the late Mr. G. E. B.
Pritchett, and said he had found it hard to carry on the
work of the late chairman, who was a brilhant business man
with great foresight and gifts far above the ordinary person.
Mr. Geobge Elliso.n informs us that P. Jonesi a former

employe of his, made his tie' tut as a professional footballer yn
February -,8th, playing for Aston Villa, against Everton.

Private Arrangement.

—

Feedebick Charles Gqss, electrical

engineei', t>4, Gloucester Koad, Bishopston, Bristol.—rThe
creditor's of the above were, called together in Bristol a iew
darys ,ago-,-when a 'statement of affairs, was.presentedj which
showed liabilit.ies qi ±'1,2^, all of which were due., to . the
trade. -The assets -were -estima-ted tp realise i6339, from whjch
had to be deducted i'lo for preferential claim*,, leaying.net
assets of i'3'24. or a deficiency of £'897. The assets consisted
of stock at cost, £222. expected to produce £150; bookdebt^.
£48, valued at £10; cash in hand. £14; fm'niture. £75 l and
motor-car. £61t. "Phere were also fittings, fixtures. ;jnd n^n-
sils amounting to, £22. on, 'which no realisable value w'as placed
at the moment. It was reported that the debtor started . in

business in partnership with another with a capital of £50.
The partnership was dissolved in October. 1919. and a httle

later the debtor started on his ov\ti account with a borrowed
capital. The present position was Mti-ibutable chiefly to the
general slump m trade. The drawings had been about £6 a
week. An offer had been received for the purchase of the
stock, motor-car. and furniture for £200. The matter was dis-

cussed at some length, and eventually it was decided that
attempts should be made to obtain a better offer and one which
would enable a comiX)sition of 4s. in the £ to be paid. Fail-

ing such an offer being forthcoming, the opinion was expressed
that the matter should be dealt with in bankruptcy. The fal-

lowing ^are creditors :

—

WTiolesale Fittings Co.. Ltd. ... 47 Fetters. Ltd. 37
NeWtons • 82 Graham, J. H. 13

Kear 16 Simpson, Bak«r 5L C. ,,, 463
'Macintosh Cable Co 28 Busselb 137

Kdison Swan RIectrical Co., Ltd. 36 London Lamp i 23
.Metropolitan-Vickers. Ltd fi2

Electrical Supplies in Belgium.—The Eclainige et Force
Motrice gives the following account of the trend of business
in electrical supplies : In Belgium the figure of business in the
twelve months just passed was below the noiinal as regards
machines and electrical equipment, at the same time that
German competition caused a lessening of sales of' ail articles,

both imported and Belgian. The commercial attache of the

United States at Brussels reports that dynamos and generatora
from (iermany were being sold at half the price of those

coming from America and 20 per cent, less than those sup-

phed by Belgian firms. Insulated wires and cables were being
offered by a Charleroi firm at quotations much below those of

.\merican firms. The same might be said of the supplies for

inland wire networks, and here also German competition was
keenly felt. The use of arc lamps for hghtins is of relatively

small extent in Belgium, and it is rare to meet with the

mercury vapmir lamp. The commercial attache adds that,

owing to the lack of Eielgian glow-lamp works, a vast business

was being done by Dutch companies selling the metal-filament

lamp. Nevertheless, some Belgian firms were now taking up.

with -American help, the manufacture of this class of goods in

Belgium. A. considerable movement had also been stai'ted in

favour of the adoption of a well-known .American maie.
German glow lamps were sold in great quantities in Belgium.

The various measuring instrument* of .\merican manufacturs
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likewise suffered from the intensity of competition both from
Belgian and German firms, prices bemg in the same propor-
tions as those for machinery. Thus the Germans who ten-

dered for the supphes to one of the big Brussels communes
quoted 50 per cent, lower than .\merica.n firms. As regarded
motors, the prmcipal American firms had had built, by
Belgians with whom they were associated, types of a power
up to 15 h.p., and the same was the case with small trans-

formers. Good business was also bemg done in switchboard
equipments; these formed, with high-pressure circuit-brea-kers.

the most active objects of demand in this industry. In a genexal

way Belgian purchasers of electric apparatus pay regard, more
than do the Americans, to a tine outside finish, and are less

exacting with regard to the working of the inner parts. An
increase is to be noted in the demand for vacuum cleaners and
electric ii'ons; the fonner are, for the most part, of American
manufacture, although there can be seen, in certain ships,

siniilai- French copies. Although many French, Italian and
Swiss firms, making small electric cooking outfits, have agents
in the principal Belgian cities, these articles have not yet

attained to any remaikalile vogue, owing to a lack of com-
mercial aptitude and rational methods of publicity. Small
electric tea kettles sell retail at 110 to 130 fr. Electric plate

heaters, to keep wann three or four dishes, are quoted at

275 fr. A considerable demand has been created for small

electric heatejs suitable for use with the voltages usual in

households. It seems that the one for which the greatest pre-

ference is shown is either the radiator type of heater or the

lighthouse type, inore often of French, Italian or Belgian
make, and sold from 125 fr. upward according to size. There
is practically no demand in Belgium for electric wiingers and
washers, or for electric fans.. There is no general voltage m
Brussels, since each commune has an independent Ughting in-

stallation. ,As for Brus.sels city, a pressure of 110 volts is

adopted, while the neighbouring conunune of Ixelles uses 220
volts.

The Swiss Electrical Industry.
—

^The Exportateur tiui»se

has the following on the Swiss electrical industry :—Compared
with other industries, the manufacture of electrotechnical pro-

ducts is that which, in all countries, has been able to with-

stand the crisis longest. The call for electrical machinery for

the equipment of new electric stations has created numerous
orders for the electrical industiy. Even in England the export

of electrotechnical articles has undergone considerable increa^
in late months. Nevertheless, the continuous spread of the
crisis, together with the advantageous offers from countries

with .depreciated currency, have gradually brought the electro-

technical industry of the whole world into a difficult position.

The Swiss electrotechnical, industry in late months has h^d.
likewise, to record a shrinkage in its exports. The figures at

present available are those for the first six months of 1921.

and do not yet show the unfavourable influences on the exports

apparent in the third quarter. The exports of the principal

electrptechnical articles during the years 1920 and 1921 are aa
foUbws ;

—
Fi-,,1920. Fr., 1921.

Other electrical instruments and H«.(-)e»r.

apparatus 13.067,000 7,435,000

Measuring instruments and meters ... 12,676,000 6,085,000

Dynamos 41.409.000 22,083.000

The fii'st market for Swiss dynamos, transformers, electric

motors, ic, is constituted by l\ance (1920. 13,500,000 fr.

;

first half-year 1921. 4,50O,00O fr.). Notwithstanding this

favourable showing, a fail back ia still to be noted in the
exports to this destination. . .

Other important purchasers of Swiss electrical machines
were;—In 1920: Spain (6.600,000 fr.), Holland (o,800,00(J fr.),

Belgium (3,500,000 fr.), England. Scandinavia and South
.America, each with l,600,CiOO fr. ; Italv and Dutch Indies,

1,200.000 fr. each. The exports of the first half of 1921. taken
together.:-.show httle variation compared with the foregoing
year. The lower value of the exports to France was com-
pensated for by the rise in the exports to Japan, Dutch
Indies, Norway, &c. These countries also provided the most
important outlets for Swiss measuring instruments, electric

meters, and electric apparatus. From the above table it will

be seen that these articles figure for large amounts.
Apart from the two firms which rank as the greatest in the

Swiss electrotechnical industry-^the Brown, Boveri Co., of

Baden, and the .\teliers de Construction Oerlikon, of Oerlikon
—which build the biggest dynamos, motors, and electric

transformers—there are in Switzerland about 80 other firms
which specialise in electric meters and measuring instruments.
electric apparatus for high-pressure current, electric heating
and cooking apparatus, weak cuiTent apparatus, installation

material, &c. These firms employ about 8,000workmen. . . .

As to. the future, of the Swi.ss electrical indu.stry in the world's
inar&t, account may be taken of the following considera-
tions :—(l) From the standpoint of quality, efliciency and
security of working, Swiss products enjoy the best reputation
in the markets of the world

; (2) the world's call for apparatus
in the near future will be such as, to be impossible of satis-

faction by the other countries alone
; (3) exports for the pre-

sent are hampered by the political and economic insecurity
which prevails generally, as well as by the lessened call for
goods and the competition of countries with depreciated cur-
rency. There are critical periods when tie industries of every
country suffer, and which only disappear gradually. As to tki»

low prices quoted by German industries, there is reason to
beUeve that the recent depreciation of the mark has produced
such a state of uncertainty in German business and production
circles that the cost of manufacture, even in that coimtry, has
begun to rise. Hence a more reasonable adjustment of Ger-
man prices with those of the rest of the world will beconie
inevitable, and, as a consequence, Swiss products will soon be
able to cope with the competition.

Electrical Developments in Australasia.—The Victorian
House of Assembly has agreed to a Bill authorising the
Lawson Ministry to borrow ±'2.000,000 for the purposes -oi

works and undertakings of the State Electricity Commission
of Victoria. It was stated recently that practically all tenders
for the larger sections of the electricity scheme had been
awarded. Referring to the acceptance of an English tender
for j£'282,000 for the supply of boilers, for which twelve
quotations were received, the treasurer stated that there wae
a difference of ±'87,000 between the price of the accepted
tender and that received from leading provincial works in
Victoria, after allowing for 40 per cent, duty on the imported
machinery. The view of the Electricity Commissioners, he
added, was that if they were required to give the work to
-\ustraUan manufacturers, and interest had to be paid on
the higher cost, electricity could not be supplied at a low
rate. It is learned that owing to the high price of money,
no new developments are proposed in this year's estimates in
connection with the Tasmanian Government's big hydro-
electric scheme. The New South Wales town of Lismore has
adopted an electric lighting scheme involving an expenditure
of ±32,153. It will be municipally controlled. 'The Otira
tunnel in New Zealand, whiih cost ±800.000, is nearing com-
pletion. The electrification of the work wiU add another
±382,000 to the expenditure.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Mel-
bourne).
Referring to hia statement to members of the Nationahst

.\ssociation that the Federal Government had decided to in-
vite representatives of Austrahan employers and organised
labour to meet and discuss the acute industrial crisis that had
arisen from the high cost of production, Mr. Hughes recently
stated that the present state of affairs was causing unemploy-
ment. The conference would consider Australia's impossible
position which rested upon price.<f and wages created under
war conditions that had now passed away. This matter was
aft'ecting the construction of the 12.(XiO-ton Commonwealth
ships for which Australian steel was preferred, but at prices
comparable with those asked by foreign manufacturera.^-
Reutcr's Trade Service.

LIGHTING AND POWER N0TE5.

Afdershot.—Loan Sanctioned.^The Urban District Ooiihcil
has received sanction to a loan of ±6.857 for electricity pur-
poses. '

,

Ashford (Kent).—Electricity
,
Supply.—The Chamber of

Comnierce has petitioned the Urban Council to establish an
electricity Works in the town at the .earliest possible moment.

Australila.

—

Victoria.—Recently the Attorney-General and
the Chairman of the Electricity Commission of Victoria
received a deputation from a number of local autho-
rities who protested against the right obtained by the
Electricity Commission to distribute electricity in their
areas. The Attorney-General pointed out that the Govern-
ment's aim was to supply, electricity to the public at
reasonable rates; the local councils regarded the matter
in. a. commercial light and made large profits. The
rights of the municipalities would be pre.sen'ed so long as
they did nothing to prejudice tlie purpose for which the Cism-
mission was created, but it «duld be . unpossible to follow
mimicipal boundaries when tlie Morwell scheme was in full

operation. '

Ballymena.—Ei.ECTRiciTY Supply.—It is proposed to install

t'lectric lighting in the district at a. cost of ±5, .500. A limited
liability- company is to be formed and a prospectus is, in course
iif preparation. . , i- ,., •,-:,..

Bideford (Devon).

—

Electricity SDPPLY.^Me.ssr9. Cromp-
ton it Co. have entered into an agreement for .supplying elec-

tricity to Bideford. Northam, and Westward Ho ! and a pro-
visional agreement to supply Torrington. The estimated
charge.s will belOd. per unit for lighting and 3d. for power.
It is proposed to use overhead mains.

Boston.

—

Order Saxctioxed.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned the Electric Lighting Order, 1915.

which was held up on account of the war.

Ceylon.—Hydro-Electric Scheme.—The Lukapana-;Aber-
deen hydro-electrid scheme, wTiich offers vast possibilities of

development, will be undertaken shortly.

—

Renter's Trade Ser-

vice (Bombay).
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Continental,—Fkakce.—A new municipal 4,500-b.p. central

fitation has just been cxsmpleted in the town of Toulouse. The
plant, which has been established with State assistance,

utilises water ix)wer, the installation comprising six vertical-

shaft alternators, three being driven by Escher-Wyss tur-

bines and three by Gros-Pensonnet turbines. The electrical

portion of the plant was supplied by the Compagnie Generale

Electrique, of Nancy.

FiNLANU.—The Hydrographical Department of the Finnish

Government was engaged during the past summer in making
an investigation of the general conditions and water-power

possibilities of those pai'ts of the Pasvig River which are situ-

ated withm Finnish territory, the other parts being Nor-

wegian. As a result of the examination, it is now stated that

a minimum of 45.000 turbine h.p. could l)e rendered avail-

able for the use of the country. The works in connection with

the projected utilisation of the Imatra Falls are to begin

in the present year.

Germany.—Tlie Unterweser Power Co., of Hamburg, has

been formed in Berlin with a share capital of 30,UU0,<M)

marks to establish and carry on power stations, particularly a

steam generating station, on the Lower Weser, near Farge.

Siemens'.? interests ai'e connected with the company.

Holland.—The Company for the Installation and Working
of Ijow-pressure Networks, of Groningen, is offering a loan of

1,000,(KX) florins at lOOJ per cent. The company, which was
formed in 1913, has as exclusive shareholders the province of

Groningen, and the local authorities in the concession area

of the provincial electrical industry in Gianingen and Drenthe.

Its object is to install and work low-pressure networks and

carry out electrical installations.

Spain.—A general strike was declared in Granada on Feb-

ruary 11th. and the electricity and gas undertakings were

carried on by detachments of troops.

Rdssia.—The President of the Government Planning Com-
mittee. M. Krzhizanov.sky, stated recently that the electro-

technical industry in the chief centres, Moscow. Petrograd,

and Kharkoff. has been kept in good order and, with thf

aid of foreign capital, could be quickly developed. The first

part of the electrification consists uf the erection of '27 stations

at a cost of two milliards of gold roubles. The second part

of the programme embraces the installation of a further 7.5

central .stations. Most of the heavy machinery and equip-

ment will have to be imported. The means required for this

development were only obtainable by co-operation with

Western European capitalists, and the practical realisation of

the plan required the organisation of a siiecial bank for the

purpose.
The Soviet Government has just concluded a contract with

Swedish firms for the delivery of steam turbines to power
stations to a total value of four million Swedish crowns.
—Morning Post.

Dover.

—

Extension of Supply.—The Town Council has re-

ceived a request from the Deal Town Coimcil for a supply of

electricity. The electrical engineer has been instructed to

negotiate with the Deal engineer and to submit a report.

Fraserburgh.

—

Scheme Abandoned.—The Town Council has
decided not to take any further steps in connection with the
scheme tor the supply of electricity, as it is considered that
it would not be remunerative.

Glasgow.

—

Experimental Houses.—The Lord Provost last

week formally opened two experimental houses which have
been fitted up by the Corporation. In one house neither coal

nor gas is being provided for, and electricity will be utihsed
for lighting, heating, washing clothes, washing dishes, and
ii'oning. In the second house exi»riments are to be carried

out with various kinds of smokeless fuel. The houses have
been specially fitted up for the purposes of demonstration, and
may be occupied for a year in order that the Corporation may
acquire definite information as to the relative costs of elec-

tricity and gas.

India.

—

Punjab.—Correction.—In our issue of November
llth. 1921 (p. 642), we inadvertently stated that one of the
standard high pressures adopted by the Punjab Government
was 6.000 V ; this should have been given as 6,600 V. In
drawing our attention to this, Mr. P. L. Milne, electrical

engineer to the Punjab Government, also mentions that the
figure of 400 V between phases, at consumers' terminals, is

meant to apply particularly to three-phase circuits giving a
pressure of 230 V between phase and neutral. These pressores

were considered by the committee which dealt with the ques-

tion, to be preferable to the B.E.S.A. pressures of 380 and
220 V.

Jersey.

—

Electricity Supply.—On February 6th The Ecen-
iny Post (St. Helier) published in full the report of Mr. Arthur-

. Ellis, M.I.E.E., upon the possibilities of an electricity scheme
for St. Heher. In summarising, Mr. Ellis considers that such
a scheme is essential, and that municipal ownership would be
more advii3able than a private company. The undertaking
•should be succes.sful and should become self-supporting within

two years. A direct-current system is recommended, the

supply being furnished by two (and ultimately three) 50()-kW

sets coupled to steam turbines. The initial expenditure is esti-

mated at from i;70,00(J to i;75,(J00, an<l the ultimate cost of

the full scheme at from illOO.tM) to ±120,000.

Littlehampton.—Electricity' Agreement.—^The. Urban Dis-

trict Council has signed an agreement with the Sussex Elec-

tricity Co. for a .supply of electricity to the town.

Liverpool.

—

Year's Workino.—The annual report of the

electricuy diepartment for the year ended December 31st. 1921.

shows a total income of i99o,9d8. as compared with £bS6,'2>>i

in the previous vear. Working expen.ses amounted to £66'^157

(i.'M2.79o), leaving a gro.ss profit of £SiS,&ii, to which ±10.000
has been added, being the amount withdi'awn from the Fuel
Guarantee Fund. This has been distributed as follows :—In-

terest, ±110,335; sinking fund, ±b6,550; renewal fund. ±86,946;

and contribution to consolidated rate, ±60,0(X).

London,

—

Stepney.—The Borough Electrical Engineer has
eubmiteu a report to the Council outlining a number of elec-

tricity extensions which have become necessary. He recom-
mends the expenditure of ±300,000, made up as follows :—Sub-
.station plant and switchgear, ±27,640; e.h.p. cables and
switchgear, ±94, .343; l.p. feeders and switchgear, ±59,150;
l.p. distributors and street boxes, ±45.000; service lines.

±20,000; meters, ±7,(J00; buildings. Ac, ±6,000; machinery
(sundry items), ±i3..i0u; and contingencies. ±27.162. The
i'inance Committee recommends application to borrow the

sum required. The Council is also recommended to borrow
rue sum ol ±31,650 to cover excess expenditure upon
iiiiichinery.

Luton.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—The North Metropolitan
Electric Power Supply Co. has asked the Town Council for a

supply of electricity in bulk for a period of 21 years from Octo-
ber l.st next. The company offers to pay a fixed charge of

15s. per kVV of maximum demand per quarter, and a charge
per unit equal to the actual co.st of fuel used per unit

generated throughout the quarter, plus 25 pei' cent. The
capital outlay for additional plant needed to provide the supply
will be ±12,000.

Maidenhead.—New Plant.—The Town Council is applying
to the Electricity Commissioners for .sanction to install at the

electricity works a 200-kW semi-Diesel engine.

Malaya.

—

Kbdah.—Alor Star, the capital of Kedah (under
the suzerainty of Great Britain), has been provided with an
electricity supply. The plant, which is all-British, consists

of Tangye semi-Diesel engines driving 60-kW d.c. E.C.C.
generators. These run at 6iK) r.p.m. and generate current at

230 V. The streets are well lighted ; fittings of a special design
were supplied by the Wardle Engineering Co., Ltd. The
general price of energy to private consumers is 30 cents (8Jd.)

per unit. Messrs. Huttenbach. Lazarus & Sons, Ltd., ob-

tained and erected the installation, and they operate the plant

under licence from the Kedah Government.

Malvern.

—

Price Reduction.—The Urban Council has de-

cided that, pending a complete revision of the charges for the

supply of electricity, consumers of 5,000 units or over per

annum for lighting purposes shall be supplied at Id. less than
tlie price charged to ordinary consumers, and that in such
cases no discount shall be allowed.

Monmouth.

—

Supply ln Bulk.—^The Corporation has entered
into an agreement with the Hereford City Council for a supply
of electricity in bulk.

Nantyglo.—Electricity Supply.—The Ebbw Vale Co. has
offered to supply electricity to the town at a flat rate of 2id.
per unit. If the offer is accepted the charge to the public
will be 8d. per unit.

Navan.

—

New Power Station.—The Urban District Council

,

is to erect a power station at a cost of ±9.970. The charges
to consumers will be 9d. per unit for lighting and 3d. for

power. A loan of ±12,000 is being apphed for.

Rickmansworth and Chorley Wood.—Extension of Time.

—The Minister of Transport has extended the tune until

August, 1922, of the Rickmansworth and Chorley Wood Elec-

tric Lighting Order, 1914, for the extension of mains. Ac.

Truro.

—

Electrjcity Supply.—The Town Council has de-

cided to submit to the Electricity Cormnissioners an electric

light scheme prepared by Dr. Purves, and an amended offer

to supply electricity in bulk made by the Cornwall Electric

Power Co. Steps are to be iaken to ascertain the probable

number of consumers in the town.

Worcester.

—

Purchase of Plant.—The City Council has de-

cided to purchase generating plant lying at Southampton at

a cost of ±24,WK), and to extend the electricity undertaking
at a cost of a further ±38.000.

Ystradgynlais.

—

Electricity Scheme.—The Rural District

trict Council has applied to the Electricity Commissioners for

a special order authorising the purchase of the Glantawe Elec-

tric Supply Co.'s undertaking and the supply of electricity for

public and private purposes.

i

I
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES. TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Bradford.—LoAN.S.—A public inquiry was recently held

at the Town Hall by the Ministry of Ti-ansport into an appli-

cation by the Corporation for borrowing powers, in connection

with a Provisional Order amending var-ious local Acts of Parlia-

ment, and giving it power to undertake certain public works
involving an estmiated total expenditure of over '2i millions

.sterling. The scheme involves the expenditure of i;300,(XMl for

the reconstruction and renewal of tramway tracks; JilSCOtX)

for extensions to the depot and erection of tramway sheds;

and authorises the Corporation to use railless trolley vehicles

on routes in and around the city. It was jKiinted out that

unless powers for trolley vehicles were obtained it might be-

come necessary, owing to the greatly increased cost of relay-

ing tramway track, to shut down the tramway service alto-

gether. The scheme was opposed by local industrial bodies,

who contended that in view of the straitened financial con-

dition of the city, the proposed work should be suspended for

at least five years.

Application is being made to the Minister of Trans-

port for sanction to boiTow ^15,994 for renewal of the tram-

way track from Tyrrell Street to lasterhills Eoad.

Canada.

—

R.aii.way Electrification.—The vice-chairman of

the London & Port Stanley Eailway System, Mr. Phillip

Pocock, stated recently that he had been infomied that the

Michigan Central Railway Co. was considering the electrifica-

tion of its Canadian line between Niagara Falls and Windsor.

He considered that the starting-up of the new power plant at

Chippawa would have a considerable bearing on this project
—Electrical Neivs.

Continental.

—

Switzerland.—The electrified St. Gothard
Eailway will shortly be opened on the whole line between
Goscheoen and Chiasso.

—

The Times.

Finland.—The question of the electrification of some of the

Finnish State railw-ays is engaging the attention of a commit-
tee appointed by the general directors of the railways. Tliis

committee is said to be occupied at present in conjunction with
" a German expert " in working out a definite scheme of rail-

way electrification.

L.B. & S.C. Railway.

—

Electrification Postponed.—The
London, Brighton & South Coast Railway Co. has decided to

{Kjstpone, lor the time bemg, at any rate, the big scheme for

the further electrification of its mam line to the South Coast.

The decision has been necessitated owing to lack of the

financial resources essential for the carrying out of the work.

A full statement of the position was to have been made by the

chairman at the annual meeting of shareholders on Wednes-
day last.

it is suggested in well-informed quarters that the abandon-
ment is only of a temporary nature. The prime cause of the
postponement is, of course, the decision, as announced m the

annual report, not to proceed with the Bill now before Parlia-

ment asking for powers to borrow ill.OOO.OOO. Arrangements
are now bemg made in other directions with a view to setthng

the financial question, and there is very httle doubt that the

further electrification scheme will be proceeded with in the

nut distant future.

—

Fiyiancial Times.

At the meeting referred to above, the Chaiirman stated that

the principal bar to proceeding was the inability of the

Southern railway companies to agree upon the system of elec-

trification. A Ministry of Transport Committee was consider-

ing the matter.

Liverpool.

—

Year's Working.—The report of the tramways
undertaking for the year ended December 31st, 19'21, shows a
deficit of de48,576.

London.

—

Danger to Tramcar Passengers.—In order to

guard the public from the danger attendant upon the practice

of fast-moving vehicles passing between the pathway and
stationary cars, the L.C.C. recently requested the Minister

of IVansport to make a by-law compelhng vehicles to reduce
their speed on these occasions. The Minister has replied

regretting his inability to do this, and also stating that he
cannot see his way clear to introduce special legislation for

the purpose.

Rochdale.

—

Accident.—On the night of February 9th a

Corporation tramcar descending a steep gradient in John Street

suddenly got out of control ami rushed to the bottom of

the hill—a distance of about 400 yards. Here it left the

track, mounted the pavement, and crashed into a shop window.
The car then overturned and 17 pas.sengers were injured,

eight of them seriously. This is the second accident of its

kind at this place, the last occurring in 1914.

Sunderland.

—

Strike.—The employes of the Sunderland
District Tramways, Ltd., ceased work on February 2nd as a
protest agiiinst wages reductions. Under the National Agree-
ment the men were liable to a reduci/ion, but the company
proposed to make further reductions up to a maximum of 10s.

per week in the case of the highest-paid men, its reaswn being

that in consequence of depression in the coal industry, the

revenue was so diminished that the company could not afford

to continue the present wages bill. The company had accord-

jngly broken away from the Industrial Council.

Italy.—Telegraphic Commdnication.—Both ordinary and
Wu"eles3 telegraphic communication were to be resumed
between Italy and Russia on February 15th, says the Daily
Express.
Continuing its preparations for the Genoa Conference, the

Italian Government, on February 10th, tested a direct tele-

phone line between Brussels and Genoa. Despite the distance,

says the Daily Telegraph, the conversations were quite clear.

Russia.

—

Telegraph Commdnication.—The Great Northern
Telegraph Co. is restoring its Copenhagen-Petrograd-Pekmg
line> Owing to cable defects between Petrograd and Copen-
hagen, communication has been provisionally established by
way of Finla,nd and Sweden. The Petrograd-Peking Line has
been restored as far as Irkutsk.

—

Router's Trade Service

(Reval).

Spain.—Government Takes Over Telephone System.—Re-
versions to the Government of telephone franchises began on
December 9th, 1921, when the lines in the city of Barcelona
were officially taken over and nearly all the remaining lines

of the country will have become Ciovernment property within
the next five years. Concessions to operate telephone systems
in Spain were granted for periods averaging 40 years, and all

contained a reversion clau.se whereby the Government has
the right to take over the lines without remuneration at the
expiration of the franchise.—T. d T. Age.

United States.

—

Wave Lengths and Broadcasting.—The
wireless wave lengths assigned by the American Government
to the different classes of stations roughly are as follows:—

•

Trans-Atlantic, from 1'2,000 to 16,000; limited commer-
cial service, from 2,600 to 2,700; Post Office, from 3,000

to 4,200; Navy, from 600 to 1,600; commercial, from
300 to 600; special amateur, from 275 to 350; and general or

restricted amateur, 200 metres. Wireless inspectors have re-

cently been authorised by the Department of Commerce to

insert in all general and restricted amateur station licences the

following :

—
" This station is not licensed to broadcast weather

reports, market reports, music, concerts, speeches, news, or

similar information or entertainment.

—

T. & T. Age.

Wireless Telegraphy.

—

New Printer.—Engineer Shorin, of

the Nijni-Novgorod wireless laboratory, has successfully

demonstrated his automatic radio-telegraphic apparatus for

receiving dispatches and printing them automatically with re-

markable rapidity, according to a Soviet official message.

Wireless Telephony.—The first of a series of regular wire-

less telephone transmissions for the benefit of English wire-

less amateurs took place on the evening of February 14th.

The Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., one of the associated

Marconi companies, prepared a lo-minute musical programme
for the occasion; instrumental selections were transmitted

through the medium of the " Cliftophone." The first tele-

phonic item was radiated at 7.3.5 p.m. (Greenwich) on a

wave length of 700 metres. This was preceded by a series of

telegraphic signals for calibration purposes, starting at 7 p.m.

on 1,000 metres. The Marconi station at Writtle, Essex, con-

ducting these transmissions, has the call letters 2 MT. The
power employed for telephony was limited to 250 watts, in

accordance with the terms of the Post Office licence.

Proposed London-Denmark Service.—According to the

Copenhagen, a representative of the Marconi Co. from London
has been to Copenhagen to discuss the e.stablishment of a wire-

less telephone service between the two cities with the Danish

authorities concerned. It was arranged that a series of ex-

periments should be carried out in the course of the spring in

order to ascertain whether such communication is possible.

Similar experiments with good results have taken plaee between

London and Amsterdam. An experiment in conversation by

wireless telephone between Zandvoort, in Holland, and South-

wold, Suffolk, was made last year.

—

The Times.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the isme of the ELECTRICAL Review in which the

" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Ashton-under=Lynie.—February 22nd. Electricity Com-

mittee. Circulating water pipes a'nd valves and exhaust steam

pipes. (February 3rd.)

Australia.—Melbodrne.—April 29th. Victorian Electricity

Commissioners. 31 miles .15 sq. in. 3-core power cable and 20

miles .007 pilot cable, with accessories, for a 22.000-V circuit.

—Reuter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

April 5th. Commonwealth P.M.G. Telegraph condensers.

(Sched. 613.) _ _ i
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April 19th. Telegraph and testing instruments. (Sched.

d.) (February 10th.)

P.M.G.s Department. Twelve ad-

use on telegraph duplex circuits.

Adelaide.—April 5th
justable condensers for

(Sched. No. 613.)*

Brisbane.—April 19th.

telegraph instruments.
P.M-G.'fi Department. Testing and

(Stores Sched. No. 549.)*

Aylesbury.—Electricity Department. One l,oOO-kW or

alternatively one 1,000-kW turbo-alternator, condenser, and
switchgear (February 3rd.)

Belfast.—February 28th. Tramways Committee. Six nr

I'l months' supply of tramway stores, including electrical acces-

sories, cable, lamps, &c. (February 10th.)

Burton=on=Treiit.—February 22nd. Electricity Depart-
ment. One 6,000-kW tuj'bo-alternatpr with condenser and
switchgear. Two 40.000-lb. water-tube boilers complete with
economisers, coal-handling plant, bunkers, buildings, and
chimneys. (Februaiy 3rd.)

Dundee.—February 27th. Electricity Department. Five
sets of converting machinery. Mr. H. Eichardson, general

manager and engineer.

Edinburgh.—March 20th. Electricity Department. Au.xi-

liary plant and pipework (Spec. No. 41). (See this issue.)

East Qrinstead.—February 24th. U.D.C. Two-stroke
oil engine-driven generators and other plant and electrical

equipment. (February 3rd.)

India.

—

Calcutta.—March 2Uth. Municipal Council. Eight
electric lorries and motor-generator charging sets. Particulars
from chief engineer to the Corporation.

—

Rcuter's Trade Ser-
vice (Calcutta).

Leeds.—February 27th. Tramways and Highways Com-
mittee. Twelve months' supply of electrical sundries. Mr.
J. B. Hamilton, general and commercial manager, 1, Swine-
gate, Leeds.

London.

—

Hammersmith.—February 22nd. Electricity De-
partment. Stores for three, six. or twelve months. (Febru-
ary 3rd,)

Paddingto.n.—February 20th. G.W.E. Three months'
supply of electrical and telegraph stores. ' (February 3rd.)

Metropolitan A.sylums Board.-March 1st. Installation of
electric Ughting and power, telephones and fire alarms; and
continuous ch-ying ma<.-hine. for the Ea,stern Fever Extension
Hospital, Homerton. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—February 21st. Electricity Committee.
C.I. water tanks and accessories. (Spec. B27.) ' February 27th.
L.p. valves, cocks, &c. (Spec. B28.) L.p. pipework for
auxiliary services (B29).

Portsmouth.—Electricity Department. Economiserfe, 'steam
pumps and circulating pumps. (See this issue.) f • i

<>

South Africa.—Durban.—April 12th. Corporation Electri-
city Department. Two 500-kW rotary converter sub-station
equipments or alternatively mercury arc rectifiers with auto-
matic switchgear.*

Skipton. — February 2oth. Electricity Department.
Supply, laying and- jointing l.p. 4-core paper-insulated lead-
covered steeUtape armoured cable. (February 3rd.)

Wigan.—March 13th. Electricity Department. Steam
turbine. 5,000. kW. 3-ph. alternator and exciter, and surface
condensing plant. (See this i.ssue.)

•A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,
&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84.), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I

CLOSED.
Bolton.—The tender of the English Electric Co. for the

supply of a rotary converter for Spa Road electricity woiks
has been provisionally accepted by the Corporation.
Tramways. Committee. Accepted :-t

Rail-grinding and welding plant for use on Ihe . tramway track.—Equip-
ment & Engineering Co., London. „

-

London.—Stepney.—Electricity Supply Coimnittee.

One mile " B " troughs and covers. £"234; 1 mile 3-in. earthen\v.ire
pipes. £306.—Sutton & Co. (.'Accepted.)

Feedef panel- at Wapping sub-station in connection with the bulk supply
of electricity to the London Hydraulic - Power . Co. (or the .motor-
driven pumps at Wapping, £384.—A. Reyrolle & Cgi, -Ltd. (Recom-
mended.)

South Africa.—Messrs. Ruston & Hornsby, Ltd., have
secured a contract from the Government of South Africa for
38 heavy oil engines to be supplied to the South African Bail-
ways and Harbours, Department for driving grain elevators
ami for electric lighting purposes in different parts of the
country. The order, which is understood to be for approxi-
mately 2,.500 b.h.p.. was secured after very severe competition.

Worthing.—Electricity Committee. Further to our note
on p. 200 m our last issue, the following tenders were re-

ceived for the 500-b.h.p. Diesel engine and generator :
—

Hick. Hargreavei & Co.. Ltd.
English Bectric Co.. Ltd.
.Mirrlees. Bickerton &: Dav, I

12.687

12,105

12,314
Sulzer Bros. 11,715
Krupp, A. G 7,810

The electrical engineer reported that Messrs. Mirrlees,

Bickerton & Day's tender included ±1.584 for a Crompton and
Co.'s dynamo, and as their engine T\ould be a duplicate of

the last purchased, additional spares would be uimecessary,
and would reduce this firm's quotation to j611,739. The com-
mittee recommended the acceptance of .Messv.s, .Mirrlees'.';

tender.

.\t the Town Council meeting, the Deputy Mayor (Alder-

man Whyte), the chairman of the Finance Committee, ob-

jected to the spending of nearly i'4,(RX) more than would be
necessary if they accepted the offer of the German firm. The
Council, by 20 votes to 3, decided to accept the British tender.
For the supply of cables, 10 tenders were received :

—
Enfield Ediswan Cable Works (.Accepted)
Hackbridgc Cable Co., Ltd
Pin-Ui General Cable Works, Ltd.
Cailonder's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.
Siemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd
Johnson i Phillips. Ltd. , ...

W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd
Western Electric Co., Ltd
W. T. Henlev's Telegraph , Works Co., Ltd.
Union Cable Co.. Ltd ;

i,6se

1,782

1,995
2,017

2,020

3,031

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal Society of Arts,—Monday. February 'JOth. .^t John Street, .\delphi,

W.C. .\t 8 p.m. Cantor lecture, " The Mechanical Design of Scientific

Insiruments," by Prof. A. F. C. Pollard.

East India Association.—Monday, February 20th. .^t the Caston Hall, West-
minster. S.W. M 3.30 p.m. P.iper on '" Hydro-electric Power in India,"
by Mr. A. T. Arnall.

institution of Electrical Engineers.—Commemoration meetings—Tuesday,
February 21st. .\t the Institution, Victoria Embankment. W.C. At 3
p.m. Experimental lecture by Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S., on "Michael
F'araday and the Foundations of Electrical Engineering."

Wednesday, February 22nd. 3.30 to 6 p.m. Shore discourses' on " Re-
miniscences and. Experiences of Electrical Engineering in both its

Technical and Legislative .Aspects." At 8.30 p.m. Prof. Fleming will

repeat his lecture of the previous day.

Thursday, February 23rd. 2.30 to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m. Continua-
tion of discourses on " Electrical Engineering."

Tuesday. February 21sf. At; the Hotel Cecil. At 7 lor 7.30 p.m. An-
nual dinner.

Februarv 20tJi. .\t the Institution. Al
on " The Emergency Use of Oil Fuel during the Re-

tent Cojl Strike," to be opened by Mr. E. F. Hetharington.

(South-Midland Centre).—Wednesday. February •22nd. At the Urtiver-

sitv, Birmingham. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on "Rotary Converters," by>Alr.
F. P. Whitaker. . ,

(North-Western Centre).—Tuesday, February 21st. .At the Engineers'
Club, Manchester. At 7 p.m. Discussion on "The Ufilisatioii bf'Waste
Heat-irom Electrical Generating Stations," with introductory pap*rs'*by
.Messrs. C. 1. Haden and F. H. W'hysall. . ,

(Liverpool Sub-Centre),—Monday, Flebruary 20ih. .-it th? UniveisiV),
Liverpool. .At 7 p.m. Lecture on " .\n Oscillograph Investigatipn o{,the
Gulstad Relay," by Dr. S. S. Richardson.

...

institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, February 21st. .At the Institution,

Great George Street, S.W. -.At 6 p.m. Discussion on Mr. Parshall's -paper
on " Hydro-Electric Installations of the Barcelona Tracuon, 1-ight, »nd
Power Co.," and paper on " The Improvement of the Port of Valparaiso,"
by Mr. A. C. Walsh and Mr. W. F. Stanton.

institute of Cost and Works Accountants,—WV-dnesday, February 22i1d.

.At the institute <»1 Patent .Agents. .At 7 p.m. Lecture oil " Some Vnits
of .Measurement," by .Mr. J. C. Todman.

industrial League and Council.—Wednesday. February 22nd. . .At Gaxton
Hall, Westminster, S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " .A Proposied SBfci-

tion to the Transport Problem," by Mr. R. Horniman. -, ., ,

Paisley Association of Electrical Engineers.—\\'ednesdav, February 22nd.
At the V..M.C.A. Buildings, 25, High Street. At 7.30 p.m. Pape''r on
" Syvitchgcar," by Mr. D. Martin.

Northampton Engineering College Engineering Society.—W'ednesdav, Feb-
ruary •.'2nd. .At .Northampton Institute, St. John Street, E.C. At 5.30 p.m.
Paper on "Commercial Testing ol d.c. .Motors and Generators," by .Mr.

A. T. Davis. : .

British Electrical Development Association,—Wednesday, February- aSnd.
-At the Hotel Cecil, Strand, W.C. .At 1-2 noon. Second- annual general
meeting. 1 o'clock for 1.15 p.m. Luncheon.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—Thursday, -February 23rd. .At the East
.Anglian Insliiuie of .\griculture. .At 7 p.m. Ordinary . meeting.

London Electrical Engineers, 24 26 L.A.S.S. Co.-^Thursday, February
23rd. .At the Bridge House Hotel, London Bridge, S.E. .Annual dinner.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Friday, February 24th. .At the PhilosopillCal

Institute. .At H p.m. Paper on " Some Experiments in Electrical Sound
Detecting," by Mr. B. .A. Pilkington. - . v-'

' 'i -^

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, Februarv 24th. ' At Caxloft.HsHI,

S.W. At 8 p.m. Lecture, " Curved Beams, Rings, and Chain. Links.l'by
Prof. E. G. Coker.

institution of Production Engineers.—Friday, February 24th. .At the |tr-

stitution of .Mechanical Engineers. Storey's Gate, S.\V. At ".30 pan.

Paper on " Intensive Production of .Automobile Bodies," bv Mr. G. \V.

Eastwood. ••
' '

Birmingham and District Electric Club.— Friday, February 24th. ' At' Ihe

Grand Hotel, Culmore Row. At 7 p.m. Annual diniK-r. . -,:- -

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.—Friday, February 34ih. At the

Engineers' (^ub. Coventry Street, W. At
' Bo uble

Informal discussion

24lh. At the Col-Physical Society of London.—Friday, February "Jiih. At the imper;

lege ol Science, South Kensington. At 5 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Technicai inspection Association.—Friday. February 24th, At the Ro*-

Society ol Arl,^, lohn Street, .Adtlphi. -At 7.30 p.m. Lecti

Extrusion of .Meiais, " by ^lr. R. Genders.

Manchester Wireless Society.—Saturday, February 25th. At the A(i)loi

Hotel. Piccadilly, Manchester. At 7.30 p.m. Smoking concert,
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THE JUBILEE OF THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.—

L

The Society of Telegraph Engineers was founded in

1871, mainly owing to the efforts of Major F. Bolton and

Captain C. E. Webber, K.E. (who afterwards respec-

tively became Sir Francis Bolton and Major-General

Webber). The opening meet

ing was held on February

28th, 1872, when Mr. C. W.
Siemens (afterwards Sir

William Siemens) took the

chair as the first President

—the first of a long series of

men distinguished in

science, engineering, and

industry, whose names with

few exceptions are of world-

wide reputation, and form

a crown of glory to the

society for which they

laboured. The original list

of members, which we print

elsewhere, contained 71

names (Sir William Thom-
son joined the Society a few-

days later) ; at the end of

the first year it had swollen

to 110 names. The hon.

treasurer was Robert

Sabine, and the hon. secre-

tary Major Bolton ; the

auditors were Messrs. J. W.
Blundell and F. C. Danvers.

Many names well known in

the electrical industry will

be found in the list:

Latimer Clark, Carey
Foster, Fitzgerald, Graves,

Henley, Langdon, Preece,

Phillips, Willoughby Smith.

Spagnoletti, Siemens. Sabine, the Varleys, Webber,
Whitehouse, Canning, Culley—these will awaken
memories in the hearts of many of our readers.

Sir William Siemens, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

President of the Society of Telegraph Engineers, 1872 and 18'

the opening meet in
" This Society, I assume
selection, develop more

reproduce a photograph ; the latter, unfortunately, is

on the Continent, and we are unable to obtain a portrait

of him. We give portraits also of Sir William Siemens,
one of the founders of the British company, and of Mr.

George E. Preece, who was
in effect the first secretary,

though Mr. H. S. Wilson
held that post for a few

months.

Sir Herbert Jekyll, who
was born in 1846, served

with distinction 35 3-ears in

the Royal Engineers, and
occupied many posts in the

Civil Service, the last being
that of Assistant Secretary

to the Board of Trade
(1901-1911), in which capa-
city he was well known t»

the electrical industry. Col.

Malcolm was born in 1837,

and served 40 years in the

Royal Engineers, taking
part in the Crimean War
and the Indian Mutiny, and
gaining several honours; lie

also served the public in

various capacities. Inci-

dentally, Capt. Malcolm
read a paper before the

Society on April 26th, 1872.

In the early days the

Society was naturally con-

corned mainly with tele-

graphic questions, but from
the commencement it was
foreseen that a broader field

would open before it; at

Mr. C. F. Varley said :

will gradually, by natural
into an electrical society

George E. Preece,
Secretary to the Society, 1872.

rlwlo bv] lElUoll & Fry.

Col. Sir Herbert Jekyll, K.C.M.G.,
One of the Surviving Founders of the Society.

Of the original founders, two alone survive— Col. Sir

Herbert Jekyll, K.C.M.G., and Col. Edward Donald
Malcolm, C.IB., R.E. Of the former we are glad to

than into a society of telegraphy proper; and the

moment it is understood that all papers on electricity

or bearing directly upon the development of electrical
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science are admitted, it at once takes the science out of

the narrow groove into which it seemed to be drifting,

into the most extensive of all grooves, because it will be

found ultimately to embrace every operation in nature."

Varley was a true prophet; who can set bounds to the

scope of electricity? Every advance in our knowledge

of the structure of the universe—and enormous strides

have been made since his day—increases the probability

plished by British electrical engineers, members of the

Institution ; amid so brilliant an assembly it seems

invidious to make distinctions, but the limitations of

our space compel it, and we have selected for portraiture

that colossal figure, Lord Kelvin, who with Sir William

Siemens may be taken to represent the telegraphic

interests on which the Society was founded; Dr. John

llopkinson, who established the theory of the dynamo

Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in 1870.

Reproduced by permit lillan & Co., Ltd., (n

of Lord Kelv

that electricity " embraces every operation in nature."

As Varley foresaw, the specialist character of the

original body was soon merged in a diversity of elec-

trical interests; by 1880 the membership had increased

to. 980, and in the following year t^e Society became

the Society of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians.

In 1883 the present title was adopted. The membership

continued to increase without a check, as the following

Sir Joseph W. Sw.\n, F.R.S.

on a firm basis ; Sir Joseph W. Swan, the inventor of

Ihe incandescent lamp ; and Sir William Crookes, whose

researches paved the way to the electron theory, the ther-

mionic valve, and the X-rays.

The first meetings of the Society of Telegraphy Engi-

neers were held at the Institution of Civil Engineers
;

but the Electrical Engineers long aspired to possessing

a home of their own, and in 1909 they acquired the

riwlo /.,'] ]HI,oll C~ hry.

Sir William Cuookes, F.R.S.

iigures will show:— 1890, 1.700; 1900, 3,660; 1910.

C,210; 1920, 8,437—and a few weeks ago it triumph-

antly passed the 10,000 mark, almost lOO times the

total at the end of its first year of existence.

A perusal of the list of past-presidents of the Insti-

tution reminds us of the splendid pioneer work accom-

Dii. .loHX Iloi'Kixsox, F.K.S.

handsome building on the Embankment, in which next

week the Institution will fittingly celebrate the attain'

ment of its jubilee by first of all paying homage to thj

memory of the immortal Faraday, the father oi ele<^

trical ensrineering, after which a number of emineiA

members will <leliver short discourses.
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THE MERSEY POWER CO., LTD.

THE NEW RUNCORN POWER STATION.

.Some eleven years ago the Salt Union, Ltd., established

a triple-effect vacuum plant at Weston Point, Runcorn,
near Liverpool, for the economical production of salt by
evaporating brine—incidentallj-, the brine used is con-

veyed to Kuncorn from Northwich
in the Mid-Cheshire salt district by
means of a pipe line—for which pro-

cess a large amount of low-pressure

steam was needed. When erecting

the generating station to furnish the

necessary steam, Mr. G. W. Mal-
colm, engineer and managing direc-

tor of the Salt Union, incorporated

turbo-generators in the plant, so

that the steam is made to do useful

work in producing electricity before

it is exhausted into the salt-making

plant.

Of the electricity so produced a

portion is utilised in the salt works
themselves, but the bulk is available

for other purposes ; the Salt Union
therefore sought Parliamentary
powers to facilitate the disposal of

its surplus electricity, and it was
authorised to give a public supply.

To deal with the latter business a

subsidiary company—the Mersey
Power Co., Ltd.—was formed in

1911, to which the Salt Union's
Provisional Orders were trans-

ferred, and met with success from
the start ; it laid transmission and
distribution mains, purchasing electricity from its

parent company at the generating station bus-bars.

The public supply commenced in Januarj-, 1912, during
which year H million kWh were sold; in 1920 that

figure had grown to 25 millions. Additional plant was
installed from time to time until ultimately a generat-

The area within which the company is authorised to
supply electricity includes the urban and rural dis-
tricts of Runcorn and the borough of Widnes, but the
company is also permitted by Fringe Orders to furnish

Fig. 1.—Exterior of Runtohx I'hweh St.mkin.

considerable quantities of energy to individual con-

sumers at . Kllesmere Port and elsewhere, and it is at

present seeking power to extend the area so as to include
Ellesmere Port. The area in question is within the

Mersey and West Lancashire Electricity District, and it

will be remembered that the result of the Electricity

2.—A i2,5U0-K^Y P.4RS0NS Turbo-gener.itor.

iug capacity of 8,250 kW was available to meet the

public needs. Nevertheless the 1918 demand for electri-

city made it evident that the surplus energy from the

salt-making indu.stry was inadequate to meet the public
•demand for electricity, and the Mersey Power Co., Ltd.,
was forced to build a new steam generating station to

furnish the excess energy that was called for.

Commissioners' inquiry in connection with that dis-

trict* was to give the Mersey Power Co., Ltd., complete

autonomy within its area of supply and power to ex-

tend its operations, subject, of course, to the control of

the Electricity Commission.

*Elec. Rev., February 11th and April 22nd, 1921.
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The company operates 27 sub-stations, and the system

of supply is an a.c. 3-phase, oO-cycle one at a pressure

of 440 volts for power purposes, while lighting is done

on the single-phase system at 250 volts; energy is trans-

mitted over long distances at a pressure of 33,000 volts

and over short distances at b,000 and 3,000 volts.

Fortune favoured the selection of the 27-acre site of

the new generating station; it is adjacent to the old

station, water to an almost unlimited quantity is obtain-

FlG. 3.

—

Boiler House.

able for condensing purposes, and facilities exist for the

delivery of either rail- or water-borne fuel. The new
station has been designed hj the company's consulting

engineers—Messrs. Merz & McLellan^—to be readily

extendable to an ultimate capacity of 100,000 kW, and

it is expected that when it is in full running order the

steam consumption will he under 10.15 lb. per kWh

and Sons, Ltd., of London, who, while building the

foundations, installed the whole of the necessary pipes

and ducts in and around the station so as to enable the

cables to be drawn in afterwards. The building is a steel-

framed structure clothed with corrugated asbestos sheets.

The whole structure is so arranged that an additional

bay can be easily added to both the boiler-house and

engine room ; the total weight of the steel used in con-

structing the boiler-house alone was approximately 770

tons, and a feature of the station is

its extreme compactness. The build-

ing itself was constructed by
Messrs. Heenan & Froude, Ltd., of

Manchester, and an exterior view of

it is seen in fig. 1.

The railway sidings consist of

about two miles of track^ fed from
the Manchester Ship Canal Co.'s

docks, and were constructed by
Messrs. W. Jones & Sons, Ltd.

;

there is still under construction a

siding that will communicate with

the London & North-Western Rail-

way. The railway track passes

over two underground steel-plate

hoppers into which the coal is

tipped; beneath the hoppers jigging

grids are installed that allow all

lump coal to pass over them into a

crusher which is situated below.

The latter machine discharges the

crushed coal on to a conveyor that

elevates it to the bunkers located

along the top of the boiler-house;

the conveyor is of the endless chain

and gravity bucket type, and is

capable of holding 800 tons of fueL
The coal is supplied to each boiler through three cast-

iron mouthpieces that contain special regulating valves.

The side plating of the bunker is extended for some
10 ft. above the sides of the bunker in corrugated iron

to the roof in order to form a dust screen.

The coal-handling plant, boilers, flues, pipe work, and
chimney were supplied by Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox.

Fig. 4.—Outdoor 6,500/33,000-volt Tr.4nsformer Sub-statio\.

generated ; at. the moment two 1-2,500-kW turbo-alter-

nators produce 50-cycle energy at a pressure of 6,450
volts. With a good load factor the station, which was
officially inaugurated on November 25th, 1920, com-
menced its career with bright prospects of success.

The excavating work and foundation laying for the

new buildings was undertaken by Messrs. Walter Jones

Ltd., of London, who installed three water-tube boilers

(fig. 3), each of which is capable of evaporating continu-

ously 45,000 lb. of water to steam at a pressure of

270 lb. per sq. in. and superheated to between 675 and

700 deg. F. Each economiser is built up of a group

of solid-drawn steel tubes heavily galvanised both.

inside and out, and fitted into steel headers.

{To be concluded.)
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THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable u» tn complete replies to inquiries received this

week, we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :
—

H. & H. insulating tapes.

Electrically-operated steam valves of small diameter
(inch to inch and a-half), which could be controlled

by means of a thermostat.
,,.

^

Raw-hide .slings, for supporting electric cables.

Insulating adhesive glue, applicable in similar way" 'to

. aipenter's glue.

NOTES.

The Society of Telegraph En
list of the ont;inal members of

gineers, referred to on p. '2i'i :

F. Bolton
Fred. Beaumont
C. Becker

f Philip Howard Colomb
John T. Burt
Richard Collett

Sackville A. Cecil

fLaiimer Clark
t George Carey. Foster
Desmond G. Fitzgerald
John Henry Greener
A. Graves
George S. Grimstoh ,'

. .

Nathaniel John Holmes
W. T. Henley
Thomas Evans Lundy
Wm. Laugdon
L. Loeffler

Henry Moxon
.

Samuel J. Mackie
tE. D. MaJcohn
Emil Naglo
\V. H. Preece
Geo. E. Preere
S. E. Phillips, Junr.

Sam. E. Phillips

Theophilus Smith
James Radolift'e

tWilloughbv Smith
\V. H. Shaw
C. E. Spagnoletti

Henry Sach
E. O'. Brown .

neers.—The following is a
the Society of-Telegraph En-

C. William' Siemens
Carl Siemens
^Fi'ank Ives Scudnmoie
Robert Sabine

t Richard H. Stotherd
R. J. Scott

Herbert Taylor
A. L. Ternant
Fiederick Henrv Varley
S. Alfred VarLey
Octavius Vailev

+ C. F. Yarlev
T. P. B. Warren
tC. E. Webber
tE. O. W. Whitehou.se
Knapp Barrow
.Alfred Bggington
Thomas Fletcher
Richard Higgs
E. Graves
fG. G. Newman
M. Theiler
Fled. C. G. Rit.so

Geo. Henley
Langham Rokeby
Frederick Fraisi . ;, .

Fi-ank R. Fi-anc-is „,,
,

H. Jekyll, R.E.
James MeLean
John Bourdeaiis

"'lyord Lindsay
fS. Canning
tR. S. CuUey.

Finsbury Technical College Old Students' Association.—
On January '27th Old Students of the Finsbury Technical
College met at an informal dinner and smoking eoncert at the
Engineers' Club, Coventry Street, fjondon, W. Mr. W. U.
Head, M.I.Mech.E., president of the Association, presided,

and was supported by ii number of past presidents and vice-

presidents. Among the guests were Dr. Armstrong, F.R.S.,
Mr. A. C. Chapman, F.l.C, F.R.S., president of the
Institute of Chemistrv, Mr. R. B. Pilcher, Professor A. J.

Hale, F.l.C, and Mr.' J. K. Oatterson-Smith, M.I.E.E. Under
the direction of Mr. L. M. Clark a pleasing and well-varied
progi'amme was supplied by Mes-srs. Raymond lies, G. M.
Jeffrays, G. Thomas, Ivor Jones, and Ralph Frazer, with Mr.
L. Regan, J\R.C.O., at the piano.' Additional items were
given by Mesfirs. Pilcher,' R. O. Grant, and W. J. Tennant.

Fatality.—A cpal-cutting machine man, named Wm.
Cairns Paterson, was killed at Rosehall Colliery, Coatbridge.
recently. He had been at work on the machine and put liis

hand on one of the switches receiving a severe shock.

A French " Leader " Cable.—For the last six months the
Havre Chamber of Commerce has been studying v?ith M. Loth
the possibility of establishing an electric "Leader " cable
running out from the port to the lightship moored westward
of Cap de la Heve and probably beyond the lightship in a
direction parallel with the coast up to Cap d'Antifer. Thii
would make the cable some thirty miles in length. It would
be laid in the navigable channel and carry an alternating cur-
rent which would act by induction on a small apparatus carried
on board the ship, and the sounds would indicate whether the
vessel was following the course of the cable or not. The chief
u«e of the cable would, of course, be to guide ships in foggy
weather and, although fogs are rare at Havre, the authoritiea
consider that the cable would prove a considerable time-wver
to navigators. The Havre Chamber of Commerce will shortly
hold a epecial plenary session at which the adoption of the
scheme will probably be decided upon.

—

Beuter't Trade 8etvie»
(Parii).

Australian Wireless Telegraphists.—In connection with the

claims of the Radio Telegraphists' Institute of Australasia re-

lating to rates of pay, hours, holidays, and classification of

wii-eless stations, the arbitrator, after detailing the evidence

taken in Sydney, determined that the minimum wage to be

paid to members of tlie organisation in the Commonwealth
public service should be as follows ;—Radio engineers, class E,

minimum i;300, maximum Ji390, with annual increments of

i'lS; radio inspectors, £380 to i420, increments £'20; radio

station masters in charge of continuous stations, £340 to

£360 increments £2(1; radio telegraphists, class 4, £'23-3 to

*280' increments £15 ; class 5, £180 to £212, increments £12

and £10; senior radio mechanics, £252 to £276, increments

£12; radio mechanics, £222 to £240, increments £6. In

addition, telegraphists,, class 4, in charge of non-cdntinuotis

stations will receive an allowance at the rate of £25 per

annum. Telegraphists, class 5. will advance to a salary Of

£235 after having served one year at £212, or four years

in class 5. Cost of living allowances to meet the present

increase in the cost of commodities and provide for other

conditions arising out of the war in addition to but not as

part of their salary were awarded, married ofhcers receiving

£50 per annum and unmarried oflicers £30 per annum. 'The

hours of duty were fixed at 39 a week. Every employe is

made liable to be called for duty at any time that he is

required, but any time worked beyond the expiration of 30

minutes after the scheduled hours of duty for the day is to

be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the fii'st two

and a half hours, and at double rates subsequently. There is

a provision that no officer shall serve more than three years

continuously in any tropical station, and an award is made
for travelling allowance, disability allowance to an offiofer

serving at a non-metropolitan station of £25 a year, recreation,

leave, &c.

The arbitrator pointed out that the Institute consisted of

a comparatively new body of public servants. There were

now 20 stations under the control of the Commonwealth,

the total staff numbering 110. The radio staff was anxious

to be recognised as professional officers, and the new measure

now before the Federal Parliament would abolish the dis-

tinction between the clerical and professional divisions. But

dealing with the positio'n as the law now stood, with the dis-

tinctions between the divisions in force, he was unable to

admit this part of the claim. In his opinion only the radio

engineers were entitled to be classed as professional men;
the operating staff should be graded in the same division as

land telegraphists, the clerical division.

Private Wireless in France.—The Paris journal, La Nature,

having been asked liy private owners of wireless-receiving in-

stallations whether they could employ transmitting apparatus,

states that the Under Secretary for Posts and Telegi-aphs has

issued a communication from which it appears that private

Ijer.sous have the option of employing transmitting apparatus.

Communications established by such stations are subject to

inspection by the State and to the same royalty as is charged

for private wires. This royalty, as determined by the law of

March 29th, 1920, is 45 fr. per year and per kilometi'e distance

between two stations corresponding with each other (583'.; per

year per mile).

—

Birmingham Post. '
'

|

The Electro= Harmonic Society.—The concert held bn

Friday last (Ladies' Night) was highly successful, and there

was a very good attendance, despite the fact that the Electrical

Engineers' Ball took place on the same evening; it was
generally regai'ded as unfortunate that the two events should

clash, and seeing that the dates of the concerts were knoWn
as long ago as last September, the duplication could surely

have been avoided. The songs of. Miss Bessie Jones and Mr.

Edward Halland were particularly appreciated, and Mr. W. V.

Robinson's Canadian stories and remarkable performances

on the mouth-organ were equally enjoyable. Mr. Lloyd

Shake.speare and Mr. Ernest Rutherford, in' alliance with Miss

Gladys Millage, who delighted the Society twelve months ago

with their unique " musical divertissement," excelled thisir

previous performance, and contributed very largely to the

success of the concert. '
'

,"

Electrical Engineers' Ball.—This very successful social

function was again held at the Hotel C«cil on Friday last,

and we think has now so firmly established itself that we
may regard it as an essential future annual event. ' The
attendance was only slightly under la.st year's record figure,

and but for the ravages of influenza would alnaost certainly

have exceeded it. Many visitors from the provinces were
present, and the enjoyment of the whole gathering waa
manifest. The music and the catering arrangements were
excellent, and we feel that the heartiest congratulations should

be extended to the Executive Committee, whose unselfish

labours for months past made the evening such a complete

success. . . . I
,

. ',

South Africa and Decimal Coinage.—The South African

Mining and Engineering Journal states that the Government
intends to introduce a Bill during the present session to estab-

lish a system of decimal coinage in the Union. The system

is based on the division of the sovereign into 1,000 cents, with

a florin worth 100 cents, as advocated for this country by ihe
Decimal Association and the great banking companies. • '
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Multiple MusiCi—By means of electrical apparatus audi-
ences in the Futurist Kinema Theatre. Birminghatn, and
people in a caf6 '280 feet away are able at the same time to

bear music played m the theatre. The music is reproduced in

the caf6 through a horn after being electrically amplified.
" If the Post Office will maiie the necessary concessions with
regard to power." Mr. W. Greenfield, the resident manager
of the theatre, says " wireless amateurs can enjoy our music
in their own homes during the hours we are open. Telephone
users may also benefit by having an additional line linking

up with the theatre bo that the music can be switchea on
when desired."

—

Daily Mail.

The Electric Welding of Steel Structures.—As mentioned
in a previous issue, Major James Caldwell, M.Inst.O.E.,
recently read a paper on " Electric Arc Welding in Steel

Structures " before the newly-formed South Wales Branch of

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. He said that in

both technique and practice advances had been made. The
adoption by experiment of the best forms of electrodes and
fluxes for various kinds of steel, the correct voltage, current,

and size of electrode for welds in materials of various dimen-
sions were among the matters which were now calculable to

a great degree of accuracy. There was still, however, plenty
of room for further improvements. Tests had shown that
welds in mild steel structures had a ten.sile strength equal
to the steel itself; in fact, as a rule, the weld was slightly

stronger, as was proved in tensile tests where the break
occurred outside the weld. As regarded ductility, the charac-
teristics of welds were not .so good. Under alternating and
impact tests welds showed up favourably, and in mild steel

welds the modulus of ela.sticity was practically the same as

that of the steel. Arc welding compared favourably with
riveting with respect to the time taken up. The absence of

a supply of electricity on the site was not a big handicap, as

portable welding sets were easily obtainable. Arc welding
also reduced the weight of the finished work, as it was
generally possible to dispense with the gussets and other
stiffening pieces required in riveted work. Major Caldwell
gave particulars of typical cases where arc welding had been
em^'Sypn as an alternative to riveting, and details of tests

which had been carried out upon the completed structures.

These tests proved that the rigidity, generally, was greater

than u.sually found in riveted construction.

A New Cable Ship.—The John W. Mackay, a telegraph
cable repairing steamer, which is being constructed by
Messrs. Swan, Hunter & Wigham Richardson, Ltd., for the
Commercial Cable Co., of New York, was launched from the
Neptune Shipyard, Walker, Newca*>tle-on-Tyne, on November
30th. The vessel has been specially designed for her work,
and is propelled by twin-screw steam engines, which, together

with the boilers, are being constructed by Messrs. Swan,
Hunter, & Wigham Richardson, Ltd., at theii' Neptune
Works. She is 360 ft. iu'length by 48 ft. beam by 35 ft. in

depth. Her overhanging bow carries three cable sheaves,

whilst a stern sheave is also fitted. The cable will be carried

in four tanks placed forward of the machinery, which have
altogether a coiling capacity of over 50.000 cu. ft. The
machinery requii'ed for working the cables, including picking

dynamometers, and a l^ucas patent sounding machine, is

being supplied by the Telegraph Construction & Maintenance
Co., Ltd. The propelling triple-expansion engines will be

supplied with steam by three boilers, working under the

Howden system of forced draught, and burning oil fuel on
the Wallsend-Howden system. The John W. Mackay was
designed and built under the supervision of Commander P. H.
Larnder, O.B.E., of the Commercial Cable Co.

A New Steel.—As the result of research work carried out

by Mr. H. H. Ashdown and others at the Openshaw works
at Manchester. Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. have
produced a steel, known as " Vibrac," which is asserted to

have the valuable property of never tempering brittle and of

being absolutely reliable and consistent in its Behaviour under
any normal treatment, says The Times, which goes on to

explain that what is claimed for " Vibrac " steel is, that in

addition to the fact that it responds satisfactorily to even
higher mechanical requirements, particularly with respect to

elastic limit, than those obtained from nickel chrome steels.

it may, subject to any noi-mal treatment, after tem{)ering, be
either furnace cooled or cooled in air, thus cutting out all

risks of distortion, and yet will give higher impact values than
nickel chrome steel treated under the most favourable condi-

tions. Further, in large masses it is consistent throughout
the mass.

Summer Time.—A Bill presented by the Home Secretary

on February 8th provides that Summer Time shall begin at

midnight on the night of the last Saturday in March (or the

last Saturday but one in March when the last Saturday is

the day preceding Ea.ster). and shall terminate at midnight
on the night of the first Sunday in October. These dates

were fixed in agreement with Prance and Belgium, in order to

obviate the inconveniences which have been experienced in

the past through Summer Time beginning and ending on
different days in the different countries. The Bill makes the

arrangement, which has hitherto been carried out under Orders

in Council, a permanent one.

—

The Timet.

An International Scientific Congress.—The Association dei
Ingenieurs sorti.s Ac. I'Ecole de i^iege is organising for the
week June 11th to 16th, 1922, on the occasion of the "oth
anniversary of its foundation, an latemational Soientitio

Congress, to which the engineers and scientific men of

Belgium and the alhed nations are invited. The Congress
will comprise seven sections : mines, metallurgy, mechanics,
electricity, chemical industries, civil engineering, and
geology. Papers will be read and discussed, and reports will

a,ppear in the Revue Universelle des Mines. A Ust of suit-

able subjects has been drawn up by way of suggestion, but
the scope of the Congress is not restricted to these; the list

can be obtained, together with additional information regard-
ing the Congress, from Mr. O. Lepersonne, Secretaire-General
de I'A.I.Lg., 16, Quai des Etats-Unis, Liege. A copy of the
list of subjects is on file at the office of the Electrical Re-
view.

An Educational Film.—An interesting kinematograph film
of great educational value was .shown recently at the
Polytechnic, Regent Street. London, to the students of

the Day School of Engineering. This film, which was
kindly loaned by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd..
showed the stages in the construction of a 40-OOiJ-h.p. Curtis
turbo-alttjrnator at the company's works at Rugby. Before
the film was presented, Mr. H. J. Spooner, head of the School
of Engineering, impressed uixin the students the importance
of screen projection, both moving and stationary, in conjunc-
tion with lecture work. Mr. Philip Kemp, head of the elec-

trical engineering department, pointed out the rapid growth
in the size of the plant, mentioning that this turbo-alternator
was the largest .set manufactured in Great Britain. Mr. Kemp
then explained the use of these large sets in super-stations

and the great increase in consumption of electricity that was
to be expected consequent uiwn the formation of supply areas

in England and Wales.

The film commenced with the foundry work on the turbine
casings, and then took the spectators through the various pro-

cesses of construction to the static and dynamic balancing of

the turbine and alternator rotors, concluding with some strik-

ing illustrations of the magnitude of the power of the set.

The Vulcanisation of Rubber.—A paper on " Vulcanisa-
tion. Past, Present and Future," w'as read by Ur. Schidrowitz

before the Institute of Rubber Industry on January 11th.

After describing the different methods of factory practice

now in vogue, Dr. Schidrowitz turned to the future and des-

cribed the Ideal-Omnium Rubber W'orks, Ltd.. .4.D. 1940

—

" Compared with the works with which I had been famiUar,"

he said, " in the fir.st and second decades of the nineteenth
century, the exterior sfruck me as having indeed a strange

appearance. Fir.st, there were no chimneys. My guide, with
a pitying smile, explained that there were no chimneys be-

cause they had no boilers.

" ' Each mill and calender.' " he said. " ' is connected with
its own small boiler ; this is electrically heated and fitted with
an automatic cut-out, which operates when the mill or calender

has attained a definite heat. Subsequently the temperature

is kept steady by a stream of warm water from a central tanlt.

The latter is heated by means of powerful electrical elements
and is fitted with delicate thermostats.'

" Everywhere—even in the mill rooms with their enclosed

mixers and silent gears—one saw or felt that curious absence
of tlie characteristics of the 19'20 factory—noise, steam, sol-

vent vapours, the dust of fillers. Above all, there was the

evidence at every turn of electric power—electric power for

heating shops and for heating mills, water, gases— electnc

drive for every machine, for runways—electric hght for illumi-

nation and for some kinds of curing.
" ' Tell me,' I said to my guide, ' how it is that you are

able to use electricity so lavishly.'
" ' It costs us,' he replied, ' about one-sixteenth of a penny

per unit. On every coalfield there have been erected super-

power stations, costing many milhons apiece ; several super-

stations are worked by tidal power; the loss in transmission
has been reduced to a minimum.'

" ' But the capital cost,' I said, ' must have been enormous;
what of the consequent overhead charges'.'

'

" ' Ah. yes.' he replied. ' but the capital cost was defrayed
out of the economies effected by a drastic reduction of the
income-tax in 19'2'2. . . .'

" ,\nd then I woke up."

—

Financial Times.

The Design and Industries Association.—This .Association
is holding a " Deliverance from Drudgery " exhibition at

Queen Square. W.C.I, from February fitii to 25th. There |

to be a conference on lighting at 8 p.m. on February '30th.

The Enlargement of Olympia.—.According to the Di

Mail the extension of Olympia is contemplated, and will

carried out in a short time. It is proposed to build another

hall half the size of the present one : the two halls will be

self-contained, and will, therefore, be employed separate!)

or together for exhibitions.

Exhibition at Reval.—The annual .Agricultural and Indus-

trial Exhibition at Reval will be held from September '2nd tc

11th this year, according to the Hoard of Trade JotirnaL Tbi

organising bcxly is the Esthonian Agricultural Association, 90

Nunne Street. Reval.

m

I
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Automatic Train Control.—According to Mr. James B.

Began, head ot the Kegan Safety Uevices Co., who has let*

London for New York, 49 railway companies in the United

States have been ordered by the Government to install auto-

matic train control by not later than July 1st, i9'ii4, says The

Tunes. A number of tests and demonstrations of automatic

tram controUmg appliances have been made in this country

and in i'rance during the past few years, and the Ministry of

Transport is known to be interestsd in the subject. A satis-

factory device of this sort not only links the locomotive with

the signals so that the train obeys them, independently of

the driver, but automatically applies the brakes if another

train or any other obstruction is on the line, whether visible

to the driver or not. The Began system was fully illustrated

and described in our issue of October 'i9th, 19'20, p. 570.

The Glasgow Subway.—The Glasgow underground rail-

way is to be closed owing to its inauihty to meet working

costs out of revenue. It has been handicapped by being in

competition with the finest tramway system in the world.

Electrification has been suggested again and again, but it is

improbable that even this would remedy the position of the

undertaking.

Electric Cranes.—The Anchor Line has introduced electric

cranes to replace those driven by steam at the Yorkhill berth,

Glasgow. They have been so constructed that very Uttle dock
space is taken up; they are of the overhead type, and the

work of moving w agons on the quay will be greatly facihtated.

Radium in the Belgian Congo.—The Weatminster Gazette

reports tlie discovery ul ricli radium (uranium?) deposits at

Katanga, in the Belgian Congo. The existence of radium m
the country was known before the war, according to an olScial

of the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga.

A New Water-boiler.—According to the Sydney Daily Tele-

graph, a young Australian electrician has invented a utensil

which will boil a pint of water in 'i5 seconds. " The secret

of the principle has been well kept. It is one which is in

dii"ect opposition to all the accepted ideas of electrical science.

An expert, when told of the scheme, said that it simply could

not be done, because the basis violated a cardinal principle

of scienc€. The expert, when present at the demonstration,
revised his criticism, and is now said to be pondering over the
fallacy of accepting as tinal text-book diagrams.

An Indian National Electrotechnical Committee.—The
Government of India is to constitute a National Klectio-

technical Committee, consisting of Mr. A. S. Coubrough (of

Messrs. Mather & Piatt. Ltd., Calcutta), Mr. A. Cochran (of

Messrs. Burn & Co., Calcutta), Mr. Hindley (chaii'man of the
Port 'J?rust, Calcutta), for the purpose of discussing points of

interest to the country and lorwartLing its resolutions to

the International Electrotechnical Commission in London.
The Institution of Engineers (India), according to the Govern-
ment, will ultimately have the charge of appointing the
National Electrotechnical Committee.

—

Keuter's Trade Service

(Bombay).

Sampling and Analysis of Coal Committee.—The Fuel
Research Board of the Lepai'tment of Scientific and industrial

Research has appoint<;d a committee to advise upon the
sampling and analysis of coal. The personnel of the Com-
mittee IS as follows:—Prof. Thomas Gray, D.Sc. Ph.D.
(chairman). Prof. J. W. Cobb, C.B.E., B.Sc, Mr. J. T. Dunn.
D.Sc, Mr. J. S. Flett. O.B.E.. D.Sc, LL.D., P.R.S., Mr.
G. Nevill Huntly, B.Sc, Mr. S. Roy Illingworth, M.Sc. Mr.
J. G. King. F.I.C., Mr. C. H. Lander. D.Sc, Mr. K. Lessing,
Ph.D.. Mr. C. A. Seyler. B.Sc, Mr. F. S. Sinnatt, M.B.E.,
M.Sc, Prof. R. V. Wheeler. D.Sc, Miss N. Renouf, F.C.S.
(secretary).

It is intended that the methods recommended by the Com-
mittee shall be adopted in connection with the physical and
Ihemical survey of the national coal resources. Communica-
tions for the Committee should be addressed to the secretary
at 16 & 18, Old Queen Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I.

Direct Current at 200,000 Volts.—The General Electric
Co. of America announces the development of a complete
outtit for producing '2 k\V of du-ect current at 200,000 V. This
outfit consists of the following apparatus :—A 10-h.p. motor
coupled to a 'i.OOO-cycle alternator; a main transformer; four
10,000-volt kenotrons; four filament transformers; two
100,000-V condensers; and a switchboard.

The Wimbledon Case.—Petitions signed by a large
number of burgesses of the town, requesting the Mayor to
call a town's meeting to consider the situation which has
arisen in connection witli the dismissal of Mr. H. Tomlinson
Lee, have been handed to the town clerk, with a request that
he will obtain the Mayor's decision as to whether or not he
will call a town's meeting. In the event of his refusal, steps
will be taken to call a meeting of the burgesses.

Appointments Vacant.—Electrical engineer and business
manager, for the Belfast Corporation electricity undertaking;
assistant electrical engineer (;£'2.30), for the Tonbridge Cor-
poration electricity department. (See our advertisement pages
to-day.)

INSTITUTION N0TE5,

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Informal Mek*-
ING.—Ac the mformal meeting on xebruary 6th Mr. A. F.

Harmer was in the chair, when Mr, J. Joseph read a paper
on " Some Practical Appucations of the Thermionic Valve,"
and briefly outlined some of the recent applications of the

valve apart from wireless telegraphy and t-elephony. He
described the construction of the valves and showed large

diagrams of wave forms and some excellent exhiuits of the

valve in its dilierent applications. One of tue most importauD
applications of the valve, he said, was in connection with
repeater circuits for the amplihcalion of telephone currents

in long-distance trunk telepnone cables. The weight ot a
conductor used to be from '200 to bUO lb. per mile, but by
the employment of the thermionic repeater relay, the weighs
was now reduced to 20 lb. per mile—a saving ot many thou-

sands of pounds in a network of long tnink lines. 'The ther-

mionic relays were placed thirty miles apart, and comprised
three special transformers. Another interesting application

of the valve for the amphtication of low-frequency sounds had
recently been developed in connection with the recording of

heartbeats, so that in conjunction with the thermionic
ampliher the beat of the heart could be heard in a large

room, and, what was very important, without the patient

being aware of it and possibly getting excited. Another recent

application was the simultaneous reproduction of speech with
the projection of a tilm on a screen. A somewhat novel

application was its use as a high resistance for the mea&iire-

ment of dielectric losses in cables at high potentials by the

wattmeter method. Rectifiers for charging batteries were
next reviewed, and in his concluding remarks the author said

that the thermionic valve might be indirectly used for con-

trolling mechanical work even at distances of thousands of

miles. It was gratifying to know that the best valves were
produced in this country. The subsequent discussion was led

by Mr. P. Dunsheath, who spoke of the application of valves

to breakdown tests on cables. He was followed by Mr. S. R.

MuUard. Prof. P. M. Baker, Prof. C. L. Fortoscue, Mr. Leslie

Miller, Mr. E. Kilbum-Scott, Major Tucker, Messrs. P.

Coursey. C. A. Newell, Robinson, A. Rosen, Bell, and A. F.

Harmer.

CoMirEMORATiON MEETINGS.—^The following is the programme
of the meetings to be held on February •21st. 2'2nd and 'iird.

in commemoration of the first meeting of the Society of Tele-

graph Engineers held on February '28th, 1872 :

—
Tuesday, February 21st {at 3 p.m.).—Experimental lecture

by Professor J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., on " Michael

Faraday and the Foundations of Eilectrical Engineering."

(The annual dinner of the Institution will be held this day

at the Hotel Cecil, Strand. W.C, at 7 p.m. for 7.30 p.m.

Wednesday, February •2^2nd (3.30 to 6 p. ?n.).—Short dis-

courses on " Reminiscences and Experiences of Electrical

Engineering in both its Technical and Legislative Aspects."

Wednesday, February 9,2nd (8.30 p. jii.).—Professor Fleming
will repeat his lecture of the previous day.

Thursday, February 23rd (3.30 to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m.).—
Further discourses on " Electrical Engineering."

We give below the list of speakers at the three sessions to

be devoted to " Reminiscences and Experiences of Electrical

Engineering " :

—

Wednesday. February 22nd p.3(l ^.m.).—Colonel R. E. Crompton, C.B.,

R.E., who will be followed by :—
Mr. S. Evershed. Sir Alexander Kennedy, F.R.S.

Mr. E. Garcke. Sir Oliver Lodge, D.Sc, K.R.S.

Mr. W. Judd. Lord Parmoor.
Dr. G. Kapp.

Thursday. February 23rd (3.30 f.ra.).—The Hon. Sir C. .\. Parsons, K.C.B..

F.R.S. . who will be followed by :—
Mr. Kr.ank Bailey. Mr. J. H. Holmes.

Sir T. O. Callender. Mr. VV. H. Patchell.

Dr. S. Z. de Ferranti. Mr. ]. Swinburne, F.R.S.

Thursday. Februa,
followed by :

—

.Mr. LI, B. Atkinso
Mr, B. M, Drake.
Sir William Noble.
,\lr. G. \V. Partridg

23rii (8 f.m.).—Mr. J. E. Kingsbury, •vho

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.^

Mr. A. H. Walton.
Mr. C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E.
Mr. A. Wright.

Together with the remarks of the above, written contribu-

tions from the following will be published in a special Com-
memoration Number ot the Journal of the Institution :— •

Mr. O. H. Baldwin.
Mr. G. Balfour, M.P.
Sir Charles Bright, F.R.S. E.
Mr. R. A. Chattock.
Mr. H. Edmunds.
Sir K. Elphinstone, K.B.E.
Mr. W. B. Esson.

Mr. F. E. Gripper.

Mr. H. Hirst.

Sir J. Kemnal.
Mr. C. Faradav Proctor.

Mr. A, Siemens.
.Mr. C. P. Sparks. C.B.E.
.Vlr. J. C. Vaudrev.

R. T. Glazebrook, K.C.B.. F.R.S.

South Midland Centre.—Owing to the resignation of Mr,

J. D, Morgan, the Committee has appointed Capt. H. Hooper
to the post of hon. secretary, and all communications in future

should be addressed to :—Capt. H. Hooper, 13, Phoenix Cham-
bers, Colmore Row, Birmingham ('Phone, Cent. 12).

Institution of Civil Engineers (Ireland).—At a meeting
of this Institution, recently held in Dublin. Mr. G. Marshall

Harriss, general manager Dublin United (Electric) Tramways
Co., read an interesting paper on " Electric Welding," urging
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that the process was now so important' tliat no mechanical
workshop could afford to be without a plant. He traced

developments dming the war, and, referring to the introduc-

tion of the sj'stem into the Dublin Ti-amways works in 1910,

said -that but for its use the cars could not have been kept

on the street-s, because it was almost impossible to get steel

castings. Now-, castings which in former days were thrown
away' v. ere repaired by welding, which resulted in a great

British Electrical Development Association, Inc.—Ttfe
annual general meeting will take place on Wednesdaj"»,Eebru-
ary 22nd, and will be followed by the annual luncheon at

the Hotel Cecil, at one o'clock p.m. The chair will be taken
by Mr. Councillor E. C. Eansomc. O.B.E.. J. P. (President-

elect. E.D.A.), and other speakers will include Mr. Arthur
Xeal. M.P.. Mr. Hugo Hir.st (president), >lr. .]. S. Hightield.
Sir Archibald Denny, and Mr. A. F. Berry (chairman ;of

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—A paper was
read by Mr. G. C. A. McDonald upon " Illumination from the

User's Point of View." The lecturer stated that casual obser-

vation of private houses, offices, works, and shop windows
showed what a vast, practically unfilled field there was for

electrical engineers who would specialise in scientific illumuia-

tion. The lecturer gave a detailed account of recent inves-

tigation of the known laws dealing with the use of light

reflectors. He laid great stress upon the correct diagnosis of

the quantity and quality of light required for each specific

purpose, and gave the methods upon which .sound lighting

schemes could be devised.

Greenock Association of Electrical Engineers.—On Feb-
ruary 8th Mr. H. Emmitt read a paper on " Electric Mains."
With eflicient drainage, the lecturer favoured the " draw-in

"

system of cable laying. Fault locaUsation was dealt with at

considerable length, and proved the subject of some discus-

sion. The skill required by the mains engineer was illus-

trated by lantern slides, which showed the surmounting of

various obstacles in the way of Cable-laying in busy thorough-
fares.

Rbntgen Society.—Sir Oliver J. Lodge will deliver the
fifth Silvanus Thompson Memorial Lecture at a speeial meet-
ing of members of the Society on March ilst at the Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers.

Jifnior Institution of Engineers.—The annual dinner and
ladies' night of the Midland Section was held on January 31st,

Mr. R. B. Asquith-Ellis. A.M.I.Mech.E. m the chaii-.

Covers were laid for some 70 members, ladies, and guests;

and after an excellent repast and following the toast of " The
King," Dr. C. C. Garrard (vice-president Midland Section)
presented a large electric gong to the Section on behalf

of the General Electric Co. Mr. Ellis accepted the gong in

the name of the Midland Section, and called on Mr. E. C. R.
Marks, M.I.Mech.E., to propose the toast of " The Institu-

tion." Mr. Marks, in the course of his speech, mentioned
how the Institution differed from the general practice of the
.senior Institutions and how these Institutions had looked to

the " Juniors " for suggestions, notably in connection with
the formation of local sections. The toast was replied to

by Mr. W. A. Tookey, M.I.Mech.E. (hon. treasurer), who
gave a resuine of the work of the Institution, and remarked
on its steady growth. Other toasts were the " Midland Sec-
tion," proposed by Principal Schofield, M.B.E. (chairman of

Loughborough Section); "Kindred Associations." proposed
by the president and seconded by Mr. R. A. Chattock,
M.I.E.E. ; "Our Guests," proposed by Mr. G. W. Costain
(past chairman of the Section) and replied to by Mr. Hyde
(vice-president of the Sheffield Section); and "The Ladies."
proposed by Mr. E. M. Boote (vice-chairman of the Section)
and repUed to by Mrs. R. B. A. Ellis. The musical side of

the programme was excellent, and items were rendered by
• Mrs. Harper, Messrs. Owen, Granville, Boote, and Crisp.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—The annual dinner of
the Society was held on February 2nd, the company including
the Lord Mayor of Liverpool (Alderman C. H. Rutherford)
and Major-General Sir Lothian Nicholson. Mr. J. B. Wilkie
(president of the Society) referred to the high cost of trans-
port, and said there was a splendid opportunity of widening
and deepening the canals by means of laboQr which was at
present unemployed. There, was no more economical means
of transport. It was a great pity that the canals were ever
allowed to be controlled by the railways. He hoped that
every opposition would be made to the railways obtaining
powers for road transport, because if they got these powers
they would do what they had done with the canals and force
all traffic to go by the railway.—T/ic Times.

Willesden Polytechnic Electrical Engineering Society.

—

The annual general meeting of this Society was held at the
Polytechnic on Saturday last, the chairman on this occasion
being Mr. Frederic H. Taylor, the life-president and founder.
(The Society wae founded on Pebniary 4th. 1902.) The hon.
secretary (Mr. A. J. Wheeler) brought forward an excellent
report of the year's working, the feature of which was the
recent appreciable increa,se in membership. A very good
programme of papers and also visits to works have been
arranged for the remainder of the winter session.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—.\t an Apprentices' iNight,
held on February loth, two papers were read: '"nie Ljung-
strom Turbo-Alternator," by Mr. Robert Carse, and " Search-
lights," by Mr. .Tames Heatherill. Several new patterns of
combined heating plugs and switches were submitted t«'the
meeting and theii- advantages discussed.

Institute of Cost and Works .\ccountantSMT—A.inepting is

to be held on February 22nd at the Institute o{ Chartered
Patent Agents. My. J. C. Todman, A.M.I.Mech.E., will speak
on " Some Units of Measurement."

.\n inaugural Ijondon Branch meeting will be held at the
above hall on February 28th. Mr. J. M. Fells, C.B.E.,, will

preside.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Revilw posted as to their

movements.

Mine. Gdkie was elected, on February 7th, a Free Associate

Member of the Academy of Medicine in room of the la.fe Ed-
mond Perier, director of the museum. By the voluntary with-
drawal of her male rivals, Mme. Curie remained the sole

candidate, says The Times.
'

'

Swindon T.C. has appointed Mr. Nickun, of that town, as
electrical and mechanical engineer, at a commeticing salary of-

^5(.I0 per annum. '

'

'

We regret to record that Mr. F. H. Rudd, borough electrical

engineer of Rochdale, was one of seventeen passengers injiured

in a tramway smash which occurred in the town on February
9th.

Mr. T. M. JoRA-soN, A. M.I.E.E., late of the English Electfic
and Siemens Supplies, Ltd., and previously for 17 years with
Camme 11 .Laird & Co., Ltd., has been appointed branch man-
ager of Messrs. Drake & Gorham Wholesale, Ltd., at their

Liverpool office, 61a, Bold Street,. -.
, ._

Owing to the growth of the Electrical Wholesalers' Federa-
tion, Ltd., and the work entailed, Mr. A. G. Beaver, nho has
been hon. secretai'y for the past seven years, finds that he is

no longer able to devote the time necessary to look after .the

Fedei'ation interests. Mr. Reginald Cooper, who has had vojj-

siderable experience in association work, has been appoint^
general .secretary, and the registered offices of the Federation
will now be kx;ated at 19/21. Hatton Garden, E.G.
Mr. Ernest Hatton, general manager of Newcastle-on-Tyne

Corporation tramways, has announced his intention to retire.

owing to ill-health. Mr. Hatton has served the Corporation
for seventeen years.

Obituary.

—

Sir George Carter, K.B.E. — The death
occurred, on Febi-uary 9th, of Sii' George Carter, K.B.E. , for

some years managing director of Messrs Cammell, Laird & Co..

Ltd. He was a popular figure in the shipbuilding world, and
dm'ing the war was chainnan of the Shipbuilding Advisory
Committee.
Mr. S. R. Blundstone.—We regret to record the death ol

Mr. Samuel Richardson Blundstone, a member of the Council

of the British Electrical Federation, Ltd.. and a director ol

some of the B.E.T. companies.. He passed away.on.Februar.\
12th in London, at the age of 63 years. . r.--

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Skirving Rutherford Institute,
company. Kegislcrocl February +lh. £500
business ol meUical electricians, Swedish m;
and dealers in reclining electric-light balh

subscribers (each with one share) are:—
h.i;p Court Road, W. 1, medical electrici

Chapei Street. W.C. 1, masseuse. The fi

" "" 17, Blshdp's Road, Padding.tered office

Ltd. (179,499).—Private
1 fl, shares. . To carry Qn-oll*

nd chiropodists, maker^j'
and other apparatus, &c. H

W. Skirving Rutherford, 29, Totffl

and masseur; Amy Bernardi.:!
directors are not named. ^QJ9
\V.

Leicester Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd. (179, .533).-
Plicate company. Registered February 7th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 sh.ir.

To .loquire the businesses of electrical engineers carried on {!) bv T. Baker
93. L'pperton Read, Leicester, as T. Baker S: Co., and |21 bv \V. H. Frenc

at 346, Huuiberstoile Road, Leicester, as W. H, French, and..lo farry on.|h.

business of manufacturers of . and dealers in electrical material, goods o^c
appliances, electrical and other automobile accessories. 5:c. The permanent
directors tre :—*r. Baker, 93, Upperton Road, Leicester; ^'. H. French, 119

Uaiclay Street, Leicester. Qualification, £100. Secrelary : W. C. Quinn
Registered office; 11, Bowling Green Street, Leicester.

,

v

Metal Electrical S>iidlcate, Ltd. (179,561).—Private com
pany. Registered February 8th.. Capital, £7.500 in £1 shares.. To, a«<)uir.

interests in any" invention relating to electrical deposition of metals, and.tocarr)

on the business of etectrdplaters. sherardisers, itianuf.icturets, smelters, *^<

annealers and founders of, and dealers in, ferrous and non-ferrous metals fliK

alloys, &c. The subscribers (each with five shares) are :—.'\. E. MawtJ., ,8

Sylvia Gardens. Wemblev. solicitor; Si J. Quinn, 9, Terront Road. W«
Green, N., clerk; G. P. Millard, 30, .Audrev Road. Ilford, E.. clecK; .V £
Brain, M, Perrers Road, Hammersmith, W.. clerk. The first directors an
not named. Registered office : Westminster House, 7, Millbank, S.W. 1.
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Industrial Intelligence.—Industrial Intelligence, Ltd., has
been regislered as a company limited by guarantee, without a capital divided

into shares. The objects are ; to promote publicity and propaganda of all

kinds, especially such as may be calculated to foster production, manufacture,

and Irado in and between all parts of the British Empire and other countries;

to promote and assist the production and distribution of literature, printed

tnatrer, photographs, illustrations and advertisements, and billpostmg of all

kinds; to organise meetings, lectures and exhibitions; to establish and conduct

commercial agencies, &c. The company is to be governed by a Council of

not more than six members, two being elected' annually at the general meeting

and one nominated by each of the following bodies : The Federation of

British Industries, the British Electrical and .-Mlied Manufacturers' Associa-

lion the Cable Makers' Association, and the British Engineers' Association.

The' first members are :—Llewellyn B. Atkinson, Alster, Little Hampden,

Great Missendcn, Bucks,, electrical engineer; Roland T. Nugent, 21, Egerton

Gardens, S.VV. 3, director, Federation of British Industries; D. A. Bremner.

^ Rossetti Garden Mansions. Chelsea, S.W.. director. British Engineers'

Association; D. N. Dunlop, Onslow Village, Guildford, director. British Elec-

trical and Allied Manufacturers' Association. Each o( the above-mentioned

organisations shall be entitled to become the first " .'Association " members

ii'^hout election, an^ the signatories to the Memorandum of Association the

flfSI
" ordinary " membefsi. T'he registered office is 24, Chancery Lane, W.C.

The lile number is 179,507. , ,.
-

.

. Freeland White & Co.., Ltd. (179,611).—Private company.
Registered February lOlh. Capital, f3.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of mechanical, electrical, telephonic and general engineers, electricians,

Sc. The subscribers are : P, 1>. tVhitfj. 73. Great Portlarld Street. W.l. elec-

Wcaf engineer. 1,000 shares; J. Reynolds, 16, Mavhili Road, Charlton, S.E.7,

«;erk. 50. shares. The first directors are not named. Remuneration as fixed

by the companv. Solicitors : Chamberhn n.. H.ickins & Co., 83, Pall Mall,

'"Irish Automatic Telephone Installation Co., Ltd.—Private
ioihpatiy: 'Registered in Dublin February 11th. Capital, £10,000 in fl, shares

t5;000 8 per cent, cumulative preference). To carry on business as indicated

by the title. The first directors are: T. \Vm. Delany, Main Street, Longford,

oficitor; K. j. Kennv, 65. Middle Abbev Str.

J. P. Dillon. 25, Suffolk Street. Dublin.

Register^ office :i8, Nassau Street, Dublin.

t, Dublin, advertising agent;
or. Secret.uv: A. Channinj;,

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Llanelly and District Electric Lighting & Traction Co.,

Ltd.—^Trust deed dated January 24th, 1922, to secure
£125.000 debenture' stock charged on electricity supply and light railway
undertjking. leasehold hereditaments, and the company's .undertaking -and

propertv', present and future, including uncalled capital. Trustees : Utilities

ahd General Trust, Ltd.

Ellerd Styles & Co., Ltd.—Debenture, dated January
aOth. 1922. to secure £600, charged on the companv's undertaking and pro-

perty, including uncalled capital. Hold.-r ; H. R. Morris, Hill House,
Montague Road, Felixstowe.

.Victoria Electrical (Manchester), Ltd.—Particulars of
£7.000 tIeU-ntures, authorised January 26th, 1922; present issue £6.250 ; charged
0.1 the companv's undertaking and propertv, present and future, incluthng
uncalled cipital.' - '

, ,

'

A. Reyrolle & Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on vairious
dates to D'ecember 3Ut. .1921, of debentures dateil June filh, 1907 securing
f7,.'iOO.

Mitchells' Electrical and Wireless, Ltd.—Particulars of
£550 debentures, authorised January 16^h, 1922; whole amount issued; charged
oli'the" ooinpamy'sundertattirtg and. property, present and future, including un-
called capital, - 'i ,4 r,..., ..-, .. . - ..' r

CITY NOTES.

The report for 19'21 shows a net profit
"'"' Yorkshire of £74,.316, against f64,740 in 19-20. The
"^'Electric Powir balance brought forward was £20,939.

Co. making £95,2.5.5. The 6 per cent, dividend
on the preference capital absorbs £11,409

;

8 per cent, on the ordinary capital will require £45, -586; £15,000
is to be put to reserve, and £'23,260 carried forward. Notwith-
standing the difficulties of the year, (coal stoppage and trade
depression), the profit show.s a substantial advance over 19'20.

Existing in.stallations made a decreased demand, but economies
were effected in production, and new con.sumers brought addi-
tional load. The Thornhill aud Barugh power station exten-
sions were delayed by the coal stoppage, but they are now
proceeding .satisfactorily, and will be giving supply within
tlie next few months. Extensions of mains and sub-.stations

have been made for bulk supply to Dewsbury, Todmordeu.
Elland, and Honley and to. meet the requirements of new
consumers. During the second half of 19'21 there was a sub-
stantial reduction in the price of electricity to customers, fol-

lowing the price of coal, in terms of theii' agreements. The
report goes on to refer to the inquiry held by the Electricity

Cbmniis-sioners last May regarding the Aire and Calder district,

and it states that the Commissioners have now authorised the

company to construct its Ferrybridge power station and
have decided that no other capital power .station is to be
estabUshed in the district for the present. They, moreover,
propose that in a large part of the company's area the com-
pany shall exercise the powers of supply of a joint 'electricity

atith6rity, and that in the remainder of the company's area
Within the district agreements shall be come to with the large

municipal electricity undertakings as to the company's dis-

tributing powers and the interlinking of the company's Thorn

-

hill and Ferrybridge stations with the important municipal
stations in the district. The details of this arrangement ^r**

under discussion. The directors regard the proposals of the
Commissioners as endorsing and confirming in important
respects the poUcy which the company has pursued in the past.

In the southern part of the company's area (which is com-
prised in the North-East Midlands Electricity District) the

decision of the Commissioners regarding the future develop-

ment of supply is still to be given. In this part of the com-
pany's area there are two important municipal undertakings.

those of the Shefiield and Eotherham Corporations. With both

of these the company has entered into arrangements for joint

working in the interests of cheap production. An inter-con-

nection has already been made with the Sheffield Corporation

undertaking for a substantial amount of current. The amount
of 5i per cent, redeemable debenture stock has been increased

to £o60,00i.> by the issue of a further £130,000 of stock, which

was readily applied for. A Bill has been deposited in Parha-

ment whereby it is proposed to convert into shares of £1

denomination "the company's £10 ordinary and £5 cumulative

preference shares. In the event of authority being obtained

the present share certificates will be exchanged at the rate

of ten £1 ordinary shares for each ordinary share and five £1

cumulative preference shares for each £5 preference share.

Owing to the rapid growth of the company's operations,

further capital is required, and at the extraordinary meeting

called to follow the general meeting on February 21st assent

will -be asked to a resolution authorising the issue of further

cumulative preference shares. To provide for future exten-

sions it will be necessary to obtain the authority of Parliament

to increase the authorised capital. Steps are being taken to

raise this from £2,000,000 to £4,000,W10 with power to borrow

on mortgage or by the issue of debenture stock up to one-

third the increased amount. Mr. Howard C. Levis, who has

been a director since 1909, has resigned. Mr. R. W. Wickham

and Mr. E- G. Ellis have been appointed directors.

Net revenue for 19'21, £125,333, against

North Metro= £96,175 for 19'11. Including interests and

nolitan Electric dividends received and the balance of

Power Supply £4,433 brought forward, the total is

Co. £136,128. Fi'om this are deducted : mort-

gage and other interest, £31,980; mort-

gage and debenture funds, £3,142; to reserve, £'25,000:

leaving £76,007. A dividend of 6 per cent, on the preference

shares absorbs £.35,999, and a dividend of 10 per cent, on the

ordmarv shares, £35,002, leaving £5,006 to carry forward.

Units 'sold show a decrease of approximately 6 per

cent, as compared with 19'20; this decrease is due

to loss of industrial load owing to unsettled trade con-

ditions and the coal strike. A new agreement has been

entered into with the Stoke Newington Borough Council tor

a supply in bulk on revised terms. A bulk supply has been

given to Welwvn Garden City, Ltd., since October, 1921. it

is expected that a supply will be given to Cheshunt and Ware

early this year. An additional 5,000 kW turbo-alternator has

recently been installed, and two fm'ther 5,000-kW sets are oti

order 'for the Brimsdown power station. A 5,(XJ0-kW

Ljungstrom turbo-alternator has been ordered for the Willes-

den power station. This new generating plant should be in

service in the course of this year.

An issue of £'2'28,460 7^ per cent, debenture stock, made

early in Julv, was many times over-.subscribed. It will be

necessarv to "make a further issue of capital at an early date

(£250 000 second nreference stock, 8 per cent.), to provide for

the ntDrmal expansion of the business, and notice of an extra-

ordinary meeting in connection with this matter has been

issued.
'

.

The Electricitv Commissioners have issued a statement of their decisions

on the schemes' submitted at the inquiry held by thern in June and July,

1921 The company's area of supplv will be included in the district of the

new' loint Electricity .Xuthority which it is proposed to set up, hut the

Commissioners state that in drafting their Order establishing that authority

thev will provide that the rights of the company are not to be, interfered

with, and the supply powers of the Joint Authority in the company s area

will be carried out by the company.
, „ , . -j

A Bill has been deposited in the present Session of Parliagacnt tp, provide

for .-evision of methods of charge and P"«5 '"'^ ':'«:"'"]. =""^j:p', .'>";

vesting in the companv of the undertakings of the North Metropolitan Electrical

Power Distribution Co., Ltd., the dissolution of that company' and for other

purposes.
'

. . .^^

The business of the North Metropolitan Electrical Power

Distribution Co., Ltd., continues to make satisfactory pro-

gress and a dividend of 4 per cent, on its ordinary shares for

the year 1921 has been declared.

The report fur the year ended June .30th,

Electrolytic 1921, states that the period was mainly

Zinc Co. of one of construction. The first half of the

Australasia. plant, with a capacity of 15,000 h.p., was
put into commission in November last. .A.

total of 30.00rt h.p. of electricity will be required in all. and

it is hoped that the works will be in operation before tin-

end of the pre.sent year. A twenty-year contract for tlm

supply of power ha.t been entered into with the Tasmaniiin

Government; this may be extended for a further 20 year^

at the company's option. A certain and abundant supply

of zinc concentrates has been assured from several sources.

The BoM-d reports the sale of £400.000 8 per cent, flr.st

mortgage debentures at £95 per cent. These have a currency

of 20 vears and with them will bo is.sued option certificates

carrying the right, until December 31st. 1923, to take up

400,000 preference shares.
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Metropolitan District Railway Co.—Full

London dividend on the second preference stock

Underground and a dividend on the ordinary stock lor

Railways. the year ended December yist. 1921, of 1

per cent. ; to reserve, £65,(XX» (an addition

of £20,000 compared with the previous year. Carrying for-

ward £60,500. ., ,

London Electric Railway Co.—Final dividend on the ordi-

nary shares of 1| per cent., making a total of '6i per cent, for

1921. Carrying forward £39,700.

City it- South London Railway Co.—Final dividend on the

consohdated ordinary stock of li per cent., making Si per

cent, for 1921. Carrying forward £25,000.

Central London Railway Co.—Final dividend on the un-

divided stock of 2 per cent., making 4 per cent, for the year.

Final dividend on the preferred ordinary stock of 2 per

cent., making 4 per cent, for 1921, and a dividend for 1921

on the deferred ordinary stock of 4 per cent. £59,600 carried

forward.
rndernround Electric Railirays Co. of London.—Subject to

tinal audit, the revenue will enable the company to pay the

full interest to December, 1921, on the 6 per cent, first cumu-

lative income debenture stock and to pay interest at the rate

of 2 per cent., free of tax, on the 6 per cent, income bonds

of 1948 for the half vear ended December, 1921. Carried

forward, £26.000.
^ ,

London <£ Sitburban Traction Co., Ltd.—
London Tramway It is proposed to pay Si per cent, in

Companies. respect of arrears on the 5 per cent, cumu-
lative preference shares. £11,623 is car-

ried forward, compared with £1,205.

Metropolitan Electric Tramways, Ltd.—A dividend of 7 per

cent, is being paid on the 5 per cent, cumulative preference

shares; this represents a balance of 4i per cent, for 1919 and

2^ per cent, in 1920. After placing £67,500 to reserve for

reconstruction and renewals, £2,420 is carried forward, com-

pared with £1,538 brought in.

South Metropolitan Electric Tramwaiis d Lighting Co., Ltd.

—Dividends are announced of 6 per cent, on cumulative pre-

ference shares and 7^ per cent, on ordinary shares for year

ended December 31st, 1921. £15,000 is transferred to reserve

for renewals and reconstruction, and £2,864 is carried for-

ward, as compared with £1,.556 brought in.

The connections increased from 19,904

St. James' & k\Y to 21,167 kW during 1921. and

Pall Mall 13,464.418 units were supplied to con-

Electric Light sumers. Net profit. £31. '2.32, plu.s £5,886

Co., Ltd. brought forward. Preference dividend (7

per cent.), £7,(X10; ordinary dividend (total

for the year. 12 per cent.), £24,000; carried forward, £6,119.

The directors report that:—
The ElMtricitv Supplv Bill referred to in the last report was re-introiluced

in the Session 1921. but made ijo progress; should a similar Bill be intro-

duced during the coming session, vour directors wii; take such steps as mny
be necessary to protect your interests. In June and July of the past year the

Electricity Commissioners held an inquiry on the schemes which had been

submitted for the improvement in the supply of electricity within the area

provisionally determined by them. The London Electricity Joint Committee,

1920, Ltd., in which vour company is a shareholder, was represented, and

gave evidence. The Commissioners have made a report, in which they have

indicated the lines on which a scheme will be framed, but neither the London
Flectricitv Joint Committee. 1920, Ltd., nor your directors are satisfied with

their suggestions. Meanwhile, negotiations are proceeding in an endeavour

to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the problem. Any scheme will need to

lie carefully considered in the interests of the company, and your board are

taking steps to do this, and will not assent to any scheme until it has been

approved by the shaTeholders.

Profit for 1921, £102,286. again.st £99.487

London Electric for the previous year. Add brought for-

Supply Corpora- ward, £14,2.57. Interest on temporai^f

tion, Ltd. loan. &c.. £2,116; debenture interest and
sinking fund. £40.074; preference divi-

dend (6 per cent.). £26.952; dividend of 4 per cent, on
the ordinary shares. £13.-320; reserve, £15.000; contingencies,

£5,000; carry forward. ,£14.081. Sinking fund for redemption

of debenture stock in 1931 now amounts to £171,595, in addi-

tion to £62,180 shown in the capital statement under the

agreement with the St. .James' and Westminster Companies.
Units sold, 47.490,802, against 47..366,3.51 in 1920. Total co.sts

jier unit sold 1.47d., as against 1.3Sd. Average receipt

)>er units sold (lighting and power), 1.91d.. as against l.Sld.

The report contains the reference to the Electricity Commis-
sioner,?' inquiry, &c., given in the St. .Tames' report above.

The total net income for 1921 wt^s

Metropolitan £7.50,946, plus £15,416 brought forward.
Railway Co. Interest, rentals, and other fixed charges

and appropriation to renewals absorb
.£:342.052; dividends on preference stock, £239.107. A final

dividend at the rate of 33 per cent, per annum for the l.'-'t

half-vear, making 2J oer cent, for the vear, is recommended,
carrying forward £17.797. For 1920 "the dividend on the
ordinary stock was 30s, per cent., and £15,416 was carried

forward. Trade depression and unemployment seriously

affected the traffic, but there are now signs of improvement,
and economies are being effected in all branches of expenditure.
,\ considerable traffic is expected to result from the British

Empire Exhibition at Wembley Park in 1923. During 1921

four powerful steam locomotives were placed in service, and
47 new electric cars were delivered. Three of the electric

locomotives had been re-equipped with higher-powered motors

and are now working, and all the other electric locomotives
owned by the company are gradually being dealt with in a
similar manner. A switch-hou.se to accommodate the new
switchgear required for the augmented generating plant at

Neasden is being erected, and the work of installing that plant
is progressing satisfactorily.

In the Chancery Division, on February
Cordoba Light, 7th, Mr. .Ju.stice Astbury sanctioned a

Power scheme of arrangement between the com-
and Traction pany and its debenture-stock holders. loan

Co., Ltd. creditors who held promi.ssory notes, and
the preference shareholders. Mr. .Jknkins,

K.C., for the company, said it was a very .sound undertaking,
but it bad been hampered of late years by reason of the in-

crease in the cost of material. It was formed in 1908 for the
purpose of carrying on in Cordoba and the Argentine an
electric light and power undertaking, and the running
of tramways. It acquired the undertaking by purchasLig the
shares of two companies, one registered in the United States
and the other in the Argentine. The present authorised
share capital was £1,000,000 in £1 shares The company had
carried on business very .successfully. It had to spend it,s

cash on its undertaking, and there was a sum of £106,205
standing to undivided profits account. It had performed all

its obligations, and it paid its preference dividend down to
September 30th. 1915. Since then, although making large
profits, the company had had to u.^^e its cash in other direc-

tions, and there was an arrear of six years on the preference
shares amounting to £75.000. In order to put the company
on a sound financial basis this scheme of arrangement had
been entered into. Mr. .Tenkins said the .scheme had been
approved practically unanimouslv by promissory note holders,
preference and ordinary shareholders, and debenture holders.

The directors' report for the year ended
Melbourne .Aucust 31st last, is the first since the

Electric Sunply headquarters of the company was moved
Co., Ltd. from Tjondon to Melbourne to evade double

taxation. Tlie gross profit amounted to

£2.35,100. as compared with £921 .SS"^ in 1020. £22,987 was
written off on account of stamp duty on capita! and the under-
writing of a preference is.sue; the cost of transferring to Mel-
bourne, including compen.sntion to directors, absorbed £1.5,220:

equipment at .nnd alterations to the j\felbonrne office, cost

.-610,040; £.30 000 was trnpoferred to the penernl reserve:
lenvina a balance of £06,7.50. Interim dividends .ibsorbed

-P42_.563. The balance of £.54 187 was allotted as follows:—
Dividepd on 8 per cent, cumulative preference shares for the
half-vear. £18.462: 5 per cent on ordinary consolidated stork
^making 10 per cent, free of British income tax for the year).

£•31.690; and dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, per annuni
m rrdirnrv charts. £1 737. The balance of f2.''97, and
£54 7,11 Hrnucht forward, making a total of £57,038, were
carried forward.

.\t the annual meeting held in Melbourne in December last,

the Chairman, Mr. Acar Wynne, referred to the change of

headquarters, stating that this had been necessitated bv tb'-

nolicy of the British Government of enforcing the payment of

British in'-r-me tax upon Australinn shareholders in companies
with British rpsistration. Tlie change was approved in .July.

1920. and as from the following month the business of the

cnmpapv had been carried on in Melbourne. The London
directo'-ate retired and control was ve.sted in thn existint!

Au.stralian directorate. The saving in taxes thus effected was
considerable, and would be creater as the company's business
extended. Tlie Iiondon office was still necessary both on
account of the many European share and debenture holders,

and owing to the larre machinery purchases which would be
necessary to enable the company to cope with the growins
demand for electricity. Tb'^ dire-tors had therefore, ap-

'lointed three attorneys in En.cland :—Mr. B. Brookman. a

former dirn'-to'-; Sir Georie Shead, a prominent shareholder;

and Mr. W. E. T/ane, who had been secretary of the com-
pany since its commencement.
Turninc to tlv^ company's operations, the chairman said

that, iinfortuiriteh'. the supply area was solely suburban, and.

therefore, its luad was not so large and concentrated as load.i

in central business and nleasure areas; developiuct had been
difficult on this account, and for twelve vears the ordinary

shareholders had received no dividend. The year under re

view had also been a difficult one in consequence of war and
post-war conditions, A 'hortage of plant was experienced
and the delivery of additional machinen- had been delayed.

The maintenance of continuity of supply had consequently
become a heavy burden nn the oneratinc staff. The increase

in operating costs, combined with the Ve.strictions of supply
pi-"('<-sitated bv striken had retarded the growth of c'ro'-

profit, as conirwred with previous years. Tlie shortage nf.i

power had now bc^n maV un to a certain extent by the in<

stallation of a :'>,POO-kW frequency changer .set which enabled
1 supplv fn ho taken from the Covernment railway pow"'
'louse at Newport, .^. se"ond freouency chanier was to be
installed shortly. In order to m'^et further fptii'-e rentnre.

nipnfq, the company had arranged to tak*' a total stipplv nt

15 000 kW from the Governnient, apd f'^r this purpose a tbirfl

frequency chnn^c- would be installed The change-over of the

Geelong system from d.c, to three-phase a.c, was nearing
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completion; the d.c. plant had been shut down and the

a c generators were supplying the district. This alteration

would make for considerable economy m operating costs;

Geeloiig was an important industrial centre, and many ap-

pUcations for large supplies had been received.

The company's Geelong tramways were to be extended m
several districts, and it was hoped that prices of material

and construction would have reverted to more reasonable

dimensions by the time these extensions were commenced.

During the year two further issues of capital had been made,

viz., £1.50,(XK), 8 per cent., first cumulative preference shares,

and an issue of consohdated stock and ordmary shares, the

latter convertible to ordinary stock, when paid in full, of

£-M:2:i6. A further loan was to be raised in the United

States to repay the present loan raised during the war by

the issue of '256,850, 6 per cent, gold bonds. The expenditure

on plant and mains during the year was ^£'264,010 in Mel-

bourne, and i;i'2ti,332 in Geelong, making the total expendi-

ture on the undertakings, less the amount written off for

ob.solete plant, i'1,949,147 and f378,783 respectively.

The Eight Hon. L. Waldron, P.O.,

Dublin United chaii'man, presiding at the annual meet-

(Hlectric) Tram= ing, recalled that they were heavily handi-

ways Company, capped by the military curfew restrictions

in the eai'ly part of 1921, and by the general

Btate of disturbance and unrest that then prevailed. In the

circumstances the interim dividend of 3 per cent, at the end
of June was all that could be expected, and it was paid

with some hesitation. In the subsequent months they recov-

ered their position to some extent. Passenger receipts had
increased by £74,063 over the previous year, and in the

parcels department there was an increase of over i,'l,700, and
a like sum for carriage of minerals. They had also been

helped on the expenditure side by a decrease in working of

±'7.507. In the car body shop there was a decrease of i;7,.561

in expenses. -Against the decrease in working they had in the

trucks department an increase of ±'9,672 tor 32 new trucks,

and in the electrical equipments there was an increase of

±16,5.58. Permanent-way maintenance showed an increase

of ±7,879, and renewals had involved an outlay of ±14.784.

The increase on steam plant was ±2.845; on cables. ±5,308;

and on general plant, ±2,.5'23. He next referred to the in-

crease in staff wages, ±5,069, making ±119,'245 since the war.

Rates had further increased by ±3,500; and income tax by
±12.000. There was an increase in passengers carried, as com-
pared with 19'30. of 700,000.

The report was seconded by Mr. J. Mooney, J.P., and
passed, Mr. J. J. Maquire saying the shareholders were well

satisfied.

On the motion of Mr. Hewat, seconded by Dr. Lombard
Murphy, a dividend was declared at the rate of 6 per cent.

per annum, less tax, on the preference stock for the half

year ending in December last, and a final dividend was de-

clared on the ordinary stock for the same period at the rate

of 7 i5er cent., less tax. making 5 per cent, for the year.

Mr. Joseph Mooney, J.P., was re-elected to the directorate.

The London, Brighton & South Coast

Hallway Railway Co. reports a net income of

Companies. ±1,344.2.56, as compared with ±1 ,.535,449 in

the previous period ; both receipts and

exi)eiiiliture showed decreases. The electric train-mileage in-

creased from 1,182.252 to 1.194,040, while the steam train-

mileage fell from 7,837,313 to 7,6.59:449. Included in the

capital expenditure was an item of i44,652 for extensions of

electrification and consequent structural alterations. The re-

port states that the Balham-West Croydon extension is

approaching completion.

Tlie net income of the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway
for 19'21 was ^62,136,137, as compaxed with ;e2,656,706 in 1920.

There was a falling-off in both steam and electric train-

mileage.

The South-Eastern & Chatham Railway Companies'
Managing (Committee reports a balance of revenue of

±1.861. '2S(I, which will be divided as follows:—South-Easfern

Railway. ±1,098,155; London, Chatham & Dover Railway,

f763,l'i5. This is a slight increase on the previous year's

result. I'he Committee mentions that application has been

made to the Advisory Committee under the Trade Facilities

Act, 1921. for financial assistance in carrying out projected

electrification schemes.

The accounts have been issued of two of

The Siemens^ the companies in the Siemens group.

Schuckert Group When this sroup became associated in 19-20

with the Rliine-Elbe Union the financial

year of the former was changed trnm July to Septemlier .30th

so as to harmonise with that of the latter, the result being

that they electrical companies had a. provisional financial

year comnosed of two months, which ended on September
30th, 19QI0. Bearing this in mind, it is inappropriate to com-
pare the working results in the year ended with September
30th, 19Q1. with those for the two months forming the pre-

ceding year; they are therefore compared with those for the

twelve months which terminated on July 30th, 1920.

The Siemens & Halske Company reports gross profits and
balance forward amounting to 55,578,000 marks for 19'21-'22,

as contrasted with 26,844.000 marks in 19'20-'2i. After meeting

general expenses, interest on loans, and allotting 6,000.00*.i

marks to benevolent pm'poses, the accounts show net profits

of 37,008,000 marks as against 16,435.(J0O marks. It is pro-

posed to pay a dividend at the rate of '20 per cent, on ordinar-y

share capital of 130.000.000 marks (14 per cent, in 19'20--21), to

place 2,680,000 marks to the legal reserve fund, which thus

becomes increased to 10 per cent, of the share capital, and

allocate 5,000,000 marks to the special reserve fund, which

rises to '28,000.000 marks.
The accounts of the Siemens-Schuckert works show gross

profits of 62.667.0tH;i marks, including the balance forward.

Having made provision for general expenses, depreciation, Ac,

and appropriated 12,000,000 marks for the l)enevolent founda-

tion the net profits are returned at '22,.5<i2.(H.Kt marks, as com-

pared with 12,769,000 marks in the.twelvc months ended with

July 3l6t. 19-20. The dividend is at the rate, of 16 per cent.,

as against 10 per cent. The sum of 5.0<.)().ixxt marks has been

placed to the reserve fund and the carried forward amounts

to 2,102.000 marks. A reserve fund of 94.00tl,0a» marks has

been provided for " replacement of plant " in course of execu-

tion. A similar fund has been created by the Siemens and

Halske Co., although the amount is not stated.

New Issues.

—

Yorkshire Electric Poiver.—Underwriting

in respect of a forthcoming issue of ;£.558,360 6 per cent, cumu-

la.tive preference shares of ±5 each fully-paid of the Yorkshire

Electric Power Co., at the price of ±4 per share has been

arranged.
The public issue, which is subject to confirmation at an

extraordinary meeting of shareholders called for Tuesday,

the '21st instant, is expected next week.

City of Buenos Ayres Tramways Co., Ltd.—^The annuity

payable by Anglo-Argentine Tramways Co., Ltd., has^ been

received, and the net revenue for year amounted to ±71,339.

It is proposed to pay a final dividend of Is. 3d. per share

(making 5 per cent, per annum, less tax) for the year ended

December. 19'21, ±2.000 being transferred to general amortisa-

tion fund, and ±7.339 carried forward.

South Metropolitan Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd

—

The transfer books and register of members will be closed

from February 18th to '2Sth (both days inclusive) for the pre-

paration of warrants for dividends payable on and after the

'28th instant, in respect of the 7 per cent, cumulative first

preference shares. 6 per cent, cumulative second preference

shares, and ordinary shares.

North London Railway.—.\ final dividend of 3J per cent,

is being paid on the ordinary shares for the half year ended

December 31st. 19-21. making a total of 6 per cent, for the

year. Tlie holders of the preferential consolidated stock are

entitled to an additional dividend of 10s. per cent., making

5 per cent, for the year. ±10.000 is placed to reserve and

±14.700 carried forward, being practically the same as in the

previous year.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.

—

After paving 6 per cent., less tax, on the cum. preference

.shares, ±19.1-26 is placed to renewals, depreciation and re-

serve, and ±4,-2:30 is carried forward.

Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Co., Ltd

—

Final dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 7 per cent,

per annum, less tax, for the half-year, making 6 per cent, for

the year.

Liverpool Overhead Railway Co.—Dividend at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum, less tax, for the year ended December
gist last, on the preference shares.

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Final divi-

dend at the rate of 11 pei' cent, on ordinary shares, making

8 per cent, for the vear. To re-sei-ve ±180,000. Carry forward

±-21 .000.

Central Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Durin" 1921 energy

was supplied to the Westminster. St. .James', Pall Mall, and

Chelsea Companies to an amount of 39,8.57,690 units.

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.—The direc-

tors recommend "a final dividend on the urdinarv shares of '2s.

IK^r ."^hare. le.?s income t:ix. making, with the mtcrim dividend

of 1.5. per share already paid. 3s. per share for the year.

Cambridge Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—There was a total

profit of ±13.064 for the year 19'21. plus ±2.112 brought for-

ward. Debenture and other interest requires ±2,379; ±5,000

is put to depreciation fund ; a dividend of 5 per cent, for the

year is to be paid and ±2,841 carried forward.

German Company.-The Rheinische Elektrizitats Gesell-

schaft. of Mannheim", has just invited subscriptions for 18.000

new ordinary shares of 1.000 marks each, issued at a premium

of 160 per cent.

Mather & Piatt, Ltd.—Further .dividend of 7 per cent.,

making 10 per cent, for the year.

Frederick Braby & Co.—Interim dividend of 5 per cent.,

less tax. on ordinary shares.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.
TcESDAV Evening.

Expectation of an immediate fall ia the Bank Rate continues

to operate as the principal factor in the Stock Exchange

markets, where disturbances in India and Ireland affect only

such securities as those which are intimately concerned. The

extraordinary way in which new issues are being snapped up

by the public may be regarded as another feature of the day.

For any promising attractive investment, there is no lack

whatever of public money. In addition, the publication of the

Geddes report serves to furnish the hope of a possible lighten-

ing of taxation in the (more or less) near future. At the same

time, evidences of trade revival are not sufficiently pronounced

to render probable the withdrawal of any sub.stantial amounts

of money from purely investment -stocks into trade directions.

Therefore, anticipation looks for capital to continue seeking

Stock Exchange channels for its employnient, until commerce

takes a more definite turn for the better than is apparent yet.

Big contracts are about, but in some cases the execution of

them has been postponed. The railway dividends make a

good showing, and prices in this market are decidedly better

than they were at the lieginnfrigof the year.

The Underground Electric Railways Company is one of the

few to disappoint its proprietors with its dividend. On the

Income Bonds 4 per cent, free of tax is declai'ed, making this

rate for the full year. Most people have been expecting five

and some had thought the full 6 per cent, would be paid. The

principal surprise came from the District Company, which

declared a dividend of one per cent, for the whole of 1921. the

first paid since 1882. Few had looked for any distribution

until the fir.st six months of the current year had run their

course, and the price of the stock rose to 24J before it went

back a point. Metropolitan Consolidated advanced to 3I5,

the report being regarded as exceedingly good. The company
as already mentioned, is paying a dividend which makes 2i

per cent, for the year. The Metropolitan Railway received

£206,000 from the Government a« the first instalment of the

amount to w-hich it is entitled under the Railways Act of

1921. This has been put to reserve, instead of being utilised

in the distribution of dividend, whereas steam companies, in

most cases, have taken part of their Government award to

augment their dividend announcements. The Central London
dividend of 4 per cent. for_1921 goes against 2i per cent, for

1920, and improvements are shown by the London Electric

Railway, City & South London, and London General Omnibus
Companies. Underground Incomes receded 3 to 72i, the i;iO

shares remaining at IJ and the Is. shares at .5s. East London
third debentures moved back a couple gf points to 16J, the oi-di-

nary drooped to 3i, but the other stocks of the company re-

tain their recent rises.

Declaration of a dividend, making 4 per cent, for the year,
by the London Electric Supply Corporation, shows an increase
of li per cent, over last year. It caused the price to
improve 3s. 9d. to 1 .5/16. and the preference rose .5s. to Si-
The St. James's and the Westminster Companies declare the
same dividends as those of last year, and the prices on the
week are unchanged. MetropoUtans are 4|, which is J down,
but a rise of 4 occurred in Chelseas to 31. Several new issues
are known to be on the point of making their bow. The
Scottish Power Go's. 8 per cent, preference shares will prob-
ably be introduced to the market this week on the basis of
19s. 6d. to 20s. for the £1 shares, fully-paid. The Yorkshire
Power Co. is about to make an offer of about 110,000 £'> pre-
ference shares, carrying interest at 6 per cent., at i'4 per
share. It is, of course, impossible for most companies to
offer preference shares at a discount, but this being a Pai-lia-
inentary undertaking, the prohibition does not apply. The
North Metropolitan Electric Go's. 8 per cent, preference stock
at par will be advertised this week.
. Meanwhile existing stocks and sliares remain very firm. The
North Metropolitan Electric debenture ia 103-J ; Newcastle-upon-
Tyne second debenture at 88J is one higher. Shropshire and
Midland Counties 7i per cent, debentures are both hard at

1(12J. The Fife Tramways debenture stand.s at .5 premium.
Llanelly fully-paid scrip at 98-i. Nor is there any cessation
in demand for these stocks, in spite of the newcomers. Each
security apjiears to have its owij circle of supporters who
regularly put money into the stocks and shares week by week.
General Electrics have been a little over £1. bat reverted

to 20s. Several of the railway companies announce then-
attention of extending electrification of theii- systems as soon
as they are able to do .so. The South-Ea.stern quickly followed
upon the heels of the Brighton Railw-ay in a statement to
the effect that only by electrification can the company hope to
deal with its present-day traffics. Something of a feature
in the industrial list is a rise of half-a-crown in India-Rubber
shares, which took the price to 13s. 9d. Babcock & Wilcox are
1/16 lower at 2J.

The cable group is steady, though movements are imimpor-
tant. Globe preference hardened to 10, Anglo-American pre-
ferred to'91i. Great Northerns to '27. On the other hand,
Marconis drooped to 1 11/16. Radio Common at 17s. 9d. and
the preferred at 12s. 3d. are both rather better than they were
a few days ago, though, of cour.se. these prices are below the ]

best recently reached. The motive for the market movements |

cotltinues to come almost entirely from .America.

Mexican Utilities have halted in their rise, disappointment!
being felt with the answer of Mr. Harmsworth in the Housef
of Commons on Monday night replying to a question as
why recognition had not been granted by this country tq|
Mexico, and trade, therefore, put upon a better foundation;
The official answer was scarcely ingenuous; it conveyed the!
impression that the British Government are not doing as muchl
as they might in order to foster trade between this countrjtl
and Mexico, although the United States is straining every!
nerve, and successfully, to ciipture the chief commerciaif
avenues leading to and from that country. British Columbia!
stocks are quiet ; Anglo-Argentines hold their prices.

Of rubber shares there is nothing fresh to say beyond thei
usual observation that the market is donnant, owing to the|
flateies.s- of the raw produce. More heed is being paid, per-
haps, to the austere doctrine that it may be to the advantage!
of the industry, after all. if the weakest companies are peril

mitted to go to the financial wall. Iron and steel shares,showf
little animation, and nothing of fresh consequence has trans-

pired in tlie armament .share list. The pubUshed approval of

the Stock Exchange Committee in regard to a return to
periodical settlements and contango-liu.'iiness is received with
general favour and a little opposition. Nothing definite can
be done until the Treasury releases the Stock Exchange from
the Regulations which remain a legacy from the Governmental
control of the stock market.'? since January, 1915.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Hour Elkcteioity Companieb.

Dividend. Price
/ , Feb. 14, Rise or
1919. 1920. 1939. (all.

Brompton Ordinarr 18 19 6| —
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 7 8 il —

do. do. do. 4iPref. .. H ik Si —
Chelsea 4 6 8i -f i
City of London 18 14 I4 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref . .

.

6 6 19/- —
County of London B 8 9J

—
d*. do. 6 per cent. Fret... 6 6 8| —

Kensington Ordinary 7 9 5^ —
London Eleotrio Si 9) IA + I'j

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref ..

.

6 6 si + J
Metropolitan 6 7 4| — |

do. 4i per cent. Pref... 4) 4) B,^, —
St. James' and Pall Mall .... 13 IS T —
3oat>h London 6 7 92 —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1?, —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6J —

Teleoraphs asd Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 91

4

-Kj
do. Def 1} \\ 19 —

Chile Telephone 6 6 6} —
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 7? —
Eastern Extension 10 10 17 —
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 170* —
Olobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 17 —

do. do. Pref 6 6 10 + J
Great Northern Tel 93 34 97 -H J
Indo-European 10 10 83 —
Marconi 38 IB IjJ — ^
Oriental Telephone Ord 13 19 9 —
tJnited R. Plate Tel 8 8 i^ —
West India and Panama . . .

.

Nil Nfl B/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 17J —

Home Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented ..44 67 —
Metropolitan U li 8Ii -fl

do. District Nil NU 93| — J
Undergroand Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil ij —
do. do. "A".. .. NU Nil 6/- —
do. do. Income.. .. 4 3 73^ —3

FoBKIOM Tbaus, Ao,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .

.

6* 13i 3M —
do. do. 3ndPref. .. Nil 5J i\ —
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, 5 6 7l| —

Brazil Tractions Nil NU 84 +1
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfoe... B 6 61* —

do. do. Preferred .

.

8 98/- 68* —
do. do. Deferred .. 8 134/- 60J -H
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 4J: 63« —

Mexico Trams. B per cent. Bonds .

.

Nfl NU B9| —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 98} —

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 17$ —
do. Pref Nil Nil 86* —
do. iBt Bonds . . .

.

Nil S 63} —
MAHTTTAOTURINO COUPANIKS.

Babcock 4 Wilcox 16 16 Si —\
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 16/8 —
British Insulated Ocd. .. .. 16 16 W —
Callenders 15 16 U — f,

„ 6iPref 64 6i 18/9 —
CromptonOrd 10 10 18/9 —
Bdlson-Swan 10 — 4/3 —

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. .• 6 6 63 —
Electric Construction 10 10 18/9 —
EngUsb Electric .- 8 8 9/6 —

do. Pref 6 6 13/S —
Gen. Eleo. Pref 6i 6i 18/9 —

do. Ord 10 10 30/. -f6d.
Henley 16 16 83/. .f9d.

do. 4* Pref 4) t\ 8J —
India-Rnbber 10 — ,4 + J
Met.-Vlckers Pref 8 8 Ij —
aiemeni Ord. 10 10 98/. —
Telegraph Con ,. 30 90 38 —

• DiTldendi pild^lree^ot Incoma,Ttz,

8 11 e
10 9
6 II 8
7 18 10

6 11 3
9 8 6
6 14 3
9 6 8
6 17 8
6 17 4
6 17 S
6
8 17 10
7 16 a
8 17 10

9 15 t
8 19 6
6 19 10

8 17 10
10
6 18 8
14 11

8 1 4

10 18 4
16 IT t.-

B IS
6 18 8
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY i OF LONDON.

Twelfth Anndal Exhibition

{Concluded from page 210.)

Messrs. H. Tixsley & Co., in addition to many interesting

instruments, had on view the new Shotter electrolytic tJow-
' meter that, besides indicating at any given instant the quan-
tity of water flowing, automatically records on a chart the
amount of water which lias pas.sed at any time during the
24 hours.

The method of connecting up the instrument is illustrated in

fig. '27. A being the ratiometer, B the battery, c the control

coil, n the deflection coil, e the zero line, and w the weir.

We understand that one of the instruments is to be installed

at the Brimsdo^\•n pow-er station of the North Metropolitan
Electric Power Supply Co., and from test figures supplied to

us it appears that the new meter is extraordinarily accurate.

The purpose of the apparatus is to measure the depth of

solutions, particularly water, and thus is specially adaptable
for the measurement of the height or flow of water over
weirs, or notches.- and it has the advantage that the depth
or flow may be indicated or recorded at considerable dis-

tances. The action of the apparatus depends upon the elec-

trical conductivity of solutions, and in use the solution, of

•nhich the depth or flow is to be measured, is employed as the
electrolyte. Two electrolytic paths are provided, one in which

V S

of the clutch being attached to the usual train of indicating
wheels. At the end of the traversing arm is fixed a pair of
contacts, which engage with the needle, and which open
circuit when driven against the fixed needle.
The operation of the mechanism is briefly as follow s ; The

master clock completes a cii'cuit every ten seconds, the cir-

cuit comprising the clutch coil, the chart drum-operating coil

and the locking-bar coil, consequently the needle is locked in
the position which it has taken up due to the flow; secondly,
the train of indicating wheels is connected by means of the
clutch to the traver,<mg arm and, thirdly, the chart drum is

moved forward a definite amount. At the end of the travel
of the armature operating the locking arm is attached a con-
tact which puts into circuit the traversing arm coil; this
arm, which is damped by means of an oil dashpot, slowly
moves from zero in the direction of the locked needle, carry-
ing w'ith it the integrating mechanism. As soon as the
contact on the traversing arm is opened by coming into con-
tact with the needle the three-coil circuit mentioned above
is opened, consequently releasing the clutch, the locking bar,

and the drum-di-iving armature ; the locking-bar, in turn,
open-circuiting the traversing arm coil. A contact is also

fitted to the clutch or locking bar in parallel with the instan-
taneous contact on the clock which keeps the circuits main-
tained until the traversing arm contacts are opened. The
traversing arm now returns to its zero position, but of course
does not carry with it the integrating mechanism.
The connections between the instrument and what may be

termed the transmitter generally consist of either two-core,
lead-covered, or three-core cable. In the first case the lead

is connected to the cathodes and the other two cores are
connected to each of the anodes. In cases where the instru-

ment is required to indicate weight instead of volume a com-
pensating device is attached, which enables this to be done
with an accuracy, it is claimed, of a quarter of one per cent,

from -50 to 100 deg. F. When the instrument is used for

measuring condensate from steam engines a second scale can
be added, which indicates the .specific conductivity of the
water, a switch being fixed to the instrument which makes
a suitable change in the connections of the instrument for

this purpose. This is an extremely useful addition, as not
only does it allow a check to be kept on the tightness of the

condenser, but enables the engineer to get an approximate
idea of what he is really measuring.

Fio. 27.—Connections of New Flowmeter.

the dimensions vary with the depth or flow of the solution,

and the other in which the dimensions are constant and inde-

pendent of the depth or flow of the solution. The above
conditions are obtained by submerging one path below the
apex of the notch or weir and placing the other path in .such

t position that when no solution is passing over the notch
no current is passing in the variable path, i.e., the zero of the
variable path is placed on the same level as the apex of the

notch. By measuring the ratio between the two currents
that flow in the two electrolytic paths, i.e. (c in variable

path/c in standard path) from a common source of e.m.f. the

result is a function of the depth or flow of the liquid, and is

independent of all variables, such as applied e.m.f., back
e.m.f., specific conductivity of the solution or water, tem-
perature, &c.
The above, of course, presupposes that both electrolytic

circuits are identical, and to ensure this both paths are

placed in the notch tank so that the solution (or water) is

continually flowing through the paths. For measuring the

ratio of the two currents a ratiometer or ohmmeter is used,

which automatically gives the ratio required. To enable the
ratiometer scale law to be a .straight-line function of the flow

the " variable path " is so shaped that the area expo.sed is

proportional to the flow at all heights, i.e., for instance, when
the flow varies as h--\ then the width of the variable path
would vary as h''^. In practice the electrolytic paths are

formed in some suitable insulating material, such, for

instance, as porcelain or lapilac, &c.; the particular material
chosen must, however, be non-hygro.scopic,, have high insu-

lating properties, and as ca.?es arise when the temperature
of the water may reach 200 deg. F., must not warp at this

temperature. The anodes are of platinum made up from
wire of about 45 s.w.g., so designed that the minimum
amount of platinum is used; the cathodes are generally con-
structed of nickel or graphite. The whole of this apparatus
is constructed so as to allow ea.'^y access to all parts for clean-

ing purposes; the cathodes particularly are so arranged that
they can be readily taken out to enable any deposit thereon
to be removed.
A complete instrument for working in conjunction with

the electrolytic paths compri.';eR an indicator, a graphic re-

corder, and an integrator. The component parts of the
instrument consist of a ratiometer or ohmmeter. a master
clock fitted with an " instantaneous " contact attached to

the second wheel, a chart drum driven by a ratchet and
pawl, a locking bar for depressing the needle of the ratio-

meter on to the chart, the indication on the latter being
made by means of a steel point fixed to the needle and a
carbon ribbon. A traversing arm operated by electro-mag-
netic means in a plane parallel to the needle has attached to

it one portion of an electro-magnetic clutch, the other part

THE FARADAY SOCIETY.

The Structure of some Gaseocs Molecules.

Recent work on atomic structure has tended to overshadow
the subject of how the atoms are arranaed within the mole-
cule. Some excellent work in this direction has none the

less been undertaken and a good example of it is Prof. A. U.
Kankine's researches on the structure of gaseous molecules

containing hydrogen, the latest results of which he expounded
at the December meeting of the Faraday Society.

Prof. Rankine's method is based on viscosity measure-

ments, of which a good deal of reliable data has lately become
available. From the ordinary kinetic theory of gases a value

of the mean collision area of a molecule can be deduced, but

the result has hitherto yielded figures which vary with the

temperature. This was because viscosity was erroneously

assumed to be a function of the square of the temperature.

The true relation is given in a formula by S. Chapman, and

on this basis and that of recent viscosity measurement* Prof.

Rankine has calculated the mean collision area of the follow-

ing eight gases; HCl, HBr. HI, H,S, NH,, PH„ AsH„
CH,. It must be made clear that mean collision area means
the average cross section of a molecule taken as a mean at all

orientations. For purposes of comparison the mean collision

areas of the molecules neon, argon, krypton and xenon have

also been calculated, seeing that these molecules on account

of their inertness or absence of valency, and consisting, as

they do, of a single atom, can reasonably be regarded as

spherical.

The areas (by which temi will always be meant mean
collision areas) of the above-mentioned twelve gaseous mole-

cules are studied from the point of view of Table I. p. 246,

which is, of course, based upon a section of the periodic table

of elements.
Now, seeing that, according to the current conception of

the atom, elements contiguous in the periodic table differ

only in the matter of one nuclear positive charge and one

electron, the atoms in any row of Table I. such as

A. CI, S, P, and Si will change very little in size. In this

particular instance the atomic numbers vary only frorn 18 to

14. This approximation in size of successive atoms is con-

firmed bv the X-rav analysis of cry.stals. The combination

of hydrogen with chlorine to form HCl is brought about—in

the Lewis-Langmuir view—by the entry of the single hydro-

gen electron, the hvdrogen nucleus remaining attached

externally to the system. The .system will, therefore, be

equivalent in size to an argon atom with one hydrogen

nucleus attached to it. Similarly, H,S will be equivalent to

an argon grouping of electrons with two hydrogen excres-
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cences, and PH, to oiip with three hydrogen excrescences.

This is illustrated in the diagram (fig. 1).

It is to be expected that the mean collision areas of the

molecure.s A. HCl. H,S, ami PH,. and similarly of the mole-

cules of corresponding compounds in other groups, will

increase as we pass along the series, and this is confirmed by

Fl(4. 1.

actual measurements of these areas deduced from the vis-

cosity determinations already referred to. The actual figures
;ire indicated by the curves in iig. 2.

From these figures for mean colUsion areas, and assuming
the structure illustrated in fig. 1, the actual position of the
hydrogen protuberances can be calculated, and it transpires
that the protuberances get notably larger as their number
increases. It is reasonable to ascribe this to the mutual
repulsion excited by the hydrogen nuclei in one another, and

'0-5

HI

tor

Ha
NH,

NUMBER O^ HYDROGEN *T0M5 IN MOLECULE

Fk;. 2.

in this view one would expect a point to be reached where
lilt' further addition of hydrogen atoms became imiwssible
owing to the instability of the system, and indeed compounds
like BHj and AlH. have no existence.

Interesting confirmation of Prof. Eankine's conception is

given by measurements of the relative dimensions of CH^
and Kr. According to fig. 2 the meaji collision areas of these
sub.staiu'es should be almost identical, and the molecule of

methane and the atom of krypton do actually prove to be

Table I.

CH,
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demand dictated. Mr. Beauchamp said that the British were
not born co-operators, in fact it was their individuahsm
which had led to their success. The ideal state was a ground-
work of individualism with a superstructure of co-operation.

Mr. Smith (Drake & Gorham) then presented the retu-mg
hen. general secretary (Mr. A. G. Beaver) w'ith a service of

silver plate and a cheque, with a speech of appreciation.

Mr. Beaver thanked his associates, and expressed his satis-

faction at securing their esteem and goodwill. His successor

(Mr. Cooper) had a difficult task to confront, but he wished
hun success.

Mr. J. W. DoDDS, in a brief speech, eulogised the President
of the E.W.F. and proposed' his health, and Mr. Boden-
HdW, in reply, asked the other electrical associations to form

I iloser relationship with the E.W.F.
The final toast, that of " The Press," was proposed by Mr.

<;. D0N0V.4N, and responded to by Mr. R. W. Hughman. A
number of concert items were contributed by Messrs. Clay
Thomas and George Buck. Miss Dorothy George and Miss
llild.i Bertram. Mr. Piederick Arthur was accompani.st.

SINGLE AND THREE-PHASE A.C. COMMU-
TATOR MOTORS WITH SERIES AND

SHUNT CHARACTERISTICS.

Di.scossiON AT Liverpool.

Dr. S. p. Smith submitted his paper on the above subject

(an abstract of which appeared in our issue of January 18th)

to the Liverpool SulvCentre of the North-Western Centre of

tile Institution of Ei.fxtrical Enuineek.s, on December l'2th,

I'.l-il.

Mr. F. J. Teago confined his remarks to some tests mafle
in the laboratories of the Department of Electrical Engineer-
ing, Liverpool University, on a motor exactly similar to that
shown by Dr. Smith in tig. 4c of his paper. Simple, efficient,

and reliable speed control was a necessary adjunct to any
motor, if it was to find wide application. He showed curves
relating to the b.h.p. power factor, and efficiency of the motor
in terms of rotor speed, from which it would be seen that the
b.h.p. was proportional to the speed, and that over a range
of 50O-1..5OO r.p.m. the power factor varied from 0.6 to 0.96 and
the efficiency varied froln 7.5 to 80 per cent.

There was no doubt, then, that the efficiency of speed control

was good. The reliability could be judged from fig. 4c, anil

the note "
(ii). With shunt characteristics (c)

" in Dr. Smith's
paper. Provided that the commutator and brush gear were
amply proportioned, and they certainly were in the motor
under cnn.sideration. no trouble should arise unless the output
h.p. per pole was excessive.

The simplicity of the speed control amid be imagined from
the statement that, provided the brushes were set to the
position marked " .^itart " (about 3(10 r.p.m.) the motor, under
full-load torque, could be safely thrown straight on to the
three-phase supply lines and the speed brought to the re-

quired value by merely turning the handle shown in fig. 4c.

Tinder those conditions the motor took rather more than full-

load current. Thus it must be conceded that the motor was
a very clever answer to the question of speed control.

Mr J .S. Peck explained that the development of a sucessful

a.c. commutator motor had long been the goal of the elec-

trical designer, for it held tremendous pos.sibilities with regard
to .speed and power factor control, 'lliere was no great diffi-

culty in manufacturing motors of that type for low horse-
powers, but the difficulties increased very rapidly with the
size, and it spoke well for the courage and engineering ability

of certain manufacturers that they had been able to produce
successful motors of fairly large size, but the speaker doubted
if any firm had made a financial .success of that type of ma-
chine, especially in connection witli those of larger outputs. A

,
successful commercial motor mu.^t be able to work on a 50-

period circuit, and to build a comnnitator motor for .50 periods.
was a much more difficult problem than building one for IfiJ

or even for i) neriods; lfi§ was the frequency adopted on the
Continent for single-phase railway motors.
Mr. D. I. Dawbarn thought one of the most interesting

points in Dr Rmitb's fig. 4c, was the variation in the position
and diameter of the circle diagram for the motor working
aiainst full-load torque with vaiving speed. The character
of the circles was shown by the speaker, the variation
in the position being due to pha.se changes in the re-

sultant e.m.f. in the current found bv the brushes and the
stator windinr's. whilst the variation in diameter was nartly
due to the differing magnitude of the resultant e.m.f. and
nartly due to changes in the coefficients of self and mutual
induction as the speed changed.
The a.c. commutator machine had a certain very limited

field as a phase advancer, or power factor corrector on large
induction motors. It might have a considerably larger field
as a means of controlling the speed of large induction motors,
hut the complications involved in that system of speed con-
trol, were such as to make most practical men he.sitate to
adopt it. As a simple variable-speed motor there was not
a large field for the machine. Its advantage was that it

might be coupled dii'eet to the a.c. mains without converting
plant, and in a large installation where the great bulk of the
motors ran at a constant speed, it would probably be cheaper
to install variable-speed, a.». motors than to mstall converting
plant. If a large number of variable-speed motors was re-
quired in any particular installation, it would be safer, cheaper,
and more satisfactory to put in converting plant, than to
install a.c. commutator motors.
Mr. E. W. Yodng pointed out that an objection to the

type of motor shown in fig. 4c by Dr. Smith was that it

was liable to hunt. He show'ed the speed range within
which hunting occurred in a 5-15 b.h.p. motor at no load and
full load. The speed variation would probably not matter
greatly for most purposes, but for some a variation in speed
of one per cent, was too great. Although, for a given load,
there was only one speed at which huntmg became a maxi-
mum and though the zone in which hunting could be detected
was narrow, it should be borne in mind that hunting was a.

L-haracteristic of those machines.
Dr. E. ^^'. Marchant said Dr. Smith seemed to indicate

that from the point of view of speed variation, the alter-

nating-current commutating motor was better than the du'ect-

current motor. That was not an intrin.sic property of the
motor. The greater ea.se with which the speed could be con-
trolled was due to the ease with w'hich variable pressures
could be obtained with an alternating current. The weight
of a single-phase commutator motor must always be greater
than that of a d.c. motor of the same rating, because the
" specific utilisation of the material " was always less effective
than it was with direct-current machines; or. conversely, with
a given size of motor, the rating with direct currents was
much higher than with alternating currents. The three-phase
conunutator motor should prove a very valuable machine for
special cases. The motor to which Mr. Teago referred had
a very much higher efficiency at different speeds than an in-

duction motor, and the commutation was remarkably good.
The motor was a much more expensive machine to construct
than the induction motor, and could only be used in such
special cases as requii-ed a wide range of running speeds.
Mr. Charles Rf;ttie was interested in connection with

electric .ship propulsion and heavy railroad work. But as a.c.

commutator motors were out of the question for large powers,
such as were used for the electric propulsion of battleships in

America (the motors of which were anything from 7,000 to
'2'2,0(KI li.p..) and as the low-powered .ships such as cargo boats,
ferryboats, and the like, would probably use direct current, as
far as ship propulsion was concerned, the a.c. commutator
motor could be ruled out. With regard to the possibilities of
its use for heavy railroad work, it had a great future and
though the Government had standardised the h.p., <l.c. system,
it was quite on the boards that before any great scheme was
embarked upon, the approved system might be changed,
especially in the light of recent developments which had taken
place in Switzerland with the use of the .single-phase system.
As far as railway work was concerned, only one type of com-
mutator motor need be considered, and that was the series-

compen.sated tyi)e. The three-phase system was not likely to

become popular, as according to reports from the Continent,
though the three-phase system was in general use on the Italian
railways, the fact that a double trolley line had to be used,
made it unlikely that it would be adopted elsewhere.
The author's statement that " with a single machine, voltage
control is impracticable with direct current," would not apply
in the case of d.c. motors used for the electric propulsion of
.ships, as the voltage of the generators could be varied to

suit the speed. Mr. W. E. Shau. in his paper read before
a combined meeting of naval architects, marine engineers,
and members of the American I.E.E. in New York on Decem-
ber 17th. after mentioning the fact that alternating current
would not be suitable for the Diesel electric drive for ship
propulsion on account of the difficulties of running a.c. genera-
tors in parallel, went on to state: " the motors and generators
being pure shunt-wound machines the motor .speed is adjii.sted

to any value within the requirements by the voltage control
system. With direct current we have a choice between two
methods of motor speed control, i.e.. armature rheostatic and
generator voltage control. .'Armature control is not only un-
ju.stifialily wa.steful at reduced-speed operation, but also adds
complication to the control. On the other hand, the voltage

control method is practically TOO per cent, more economical
and provides an ease and flexibility of control unapproached by
anv other sy.stem." Regarding the author's statement with
reference to the disadvantages of the induction motor either of

the svnchronous tvpe or with the use of a phase advancer
as \temr greater than those of anv a.c. commutator motor,
(he speaker di.safreed on that point because for large powers
the types be referred to still held the field, as commutator
motors could not be used in their place except as regarded the

wound-secondary motors with which a small commutator
motor was used for the pha.se advancer, and as had been pro-

posed by Mr. W. B. Shau. to trv and raise the power factor of

he induction type of motor with slip rings as used for ship

prnnulsion.

Mr. W. Holttvm thought that whether they had been wise

in nvoidin'T the risk of burninc their fincers over what seemed
a doubtful proposition, might be difficult to say, but the
result" was certainly one to be taken to heart and pondered
over.

Mr. T. D. Clothier's observations referred more to the
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series of slides shown by Mr. Teago than to the paper. Ac-

cording to the sUdes, the particular commutator motor ex-

amined had a working speed range of from 5UU to 1,-500 r.p.m.,

with an efficiency of approximately 80 per cent, over that

range, the power factor appeared to be 0.4 at oUO r.p.m.

rising to 0.9tj at 1,500 r.p.m. it seemed to him that under
those conditions the consumer was not likely to beneht materi-

ally by u.sing that type of motor if the supply was obtamed
on the kVA basis, fossibly as the particular motor in ques-

tion was small, Uiose characteristics might not apply to larger

models of the same type.

To Mr. E. W. Ashbv there seemed to be two aspects of com-
raut.itor motors which were of particular interest. First,

phase advancement was a very desirable application. It was
exceedingly difficult to obtain small motors with high power
factors, and an installation of small machines would probably

work at an overall power factor of about .7 lagging. In such

cases it was rarely practicable to put in a synchronous motor
as the minimum size was about 150 kVA, but a few
commutator motors with a leading power factor might
well be installed. The leading power factor of a single-

phase motor decreased with the load so that the watt-

less component would still be in evidence on light

loads. A machine having such characteristics had been
marketed by an American firm for some 10 years.

The second aspect was that a variable speed a.c. motor
with the same characteristics and ease of control as the d.c.

interpolc machine, produced at a reasonable figure, should have
a large field. Commutation seemed to be the chief trouble

with three-phase motors, restricting the voltage they could be

designed for, or necessitating transformers. The fan drive

case was met by a special form of the Hunt cascade motor
having a second speed ^/Srds of the normal speed, the torque

being proportional to the cube of the speed in accordance

with- fan requirements.
Dr. S. p. Smith, in reply to the discussion, said his diffi-

culty had been to raise some controversy. The leading

designers u.sually remained in their own country, while

the mediocre imported ones appeared to have sought safety

rather in standardisation than in development- They needed
men who \\ould look into the future, leaders, and not foUowers-

To wait and .see if the demand was as great as they hoped
meant that in the meantime other people were developing.

That was noT. creditable to British engineers.

It would generally be found that a higher power factor

could be obtained with a commutator than with an induc-

tion motor.

Discussion at Birmikgham.

.\t the fifth meeting of the 1921-2 Session of the South Mid-
land Lentre ol the institution at UirmmgUam on J^ebruary

1st, Dr. S. F. Smith read fiis paper m tfie fonn of a lecture,

anu in the discussion that followed,

Mr. H. a. (JuAiTucK congratulated the a-uthor on the ex-

ceedingly able manner m which he had dealt with his subject,

and on the method of deUvery.
Prof. W. CJkamp could not agree with the author that a

direct-current motor with held control had a constant output
over the whole range of its speed. He had always found that

at the higher speeds the ventilation of the machine increased,

so that When combined with the smaller field loss the arma-
ture current and power might be increased considerably for a
given temperature rise. At the author's definite conclusion

regarding the ultimate displacement of all forms of series a.c

motors by the compensated-series induction motor, Prof.

Cramp was rather surprised. Commutation evidently had
been proved to be of more importance than power lactor, so

that they would again be faced with the demand for a wattless-

current generator in railway generating stations. P^or wnrk
needing a shunt characteristic the most satisfactory machine
the speaker had yet found was that described under fig. 5c,

and he thought that machine should be developed in this coun-

try. Dr. Smilh had referred several times to the unwillingness

of supply authorities to make any concession to their (fn-

sumers for improved power factor. With that complaint Prof.

Cramp heartily sympathised. More than once he had offered

on behalf of a consumer to put in a pha.se advancer, but had
met with no support whatever from the supply authority.

The lack of development of the a.c. commutator motor in this

country was in no sense due to the lack of inventive genius

or of patience and persistence. Dr. Smith had paid a just

tribute to the astonishing early work of Atkinson; other

workers in the field had been Wilson, Hunt. Fynn, and Greedy.
AH alike, with the exception, perhaps, of Hunt, had met with
a chilly reception from manufacturers, of which he could
speak with some feeling, and the same reception greeted the
motors that he developed in 1900 and 1908. Yet that range of

names accounted for practically every known form of a.c. com-
mutator motor. Once again the history of aniline dyes was
repeat-ed—nor would development be stimulated by recent
events. The decision of the Ministry of Transport's Commit-
tee in favour of d.c. for main lines in the face of Continental
experience was a blow {it might be a mortal blow to the

manufacturers of a.c. series motors in this country) and its

effect would be reflected for many years in the orders that

could be secured in England for machines required .abroad.

The original single-phase machine which Prof. Cramp put

forward fourteen years agp was exhibited. Its characteristic

was that of a series motor, with all the advantages of which
they had heard so much; in addition there were manufactur-
ing advantages, and since the ampere turns acting across the
air-gap were due to the prtmary and secondary coils in oppo-
sition, the ah gap could be made long and the poles short.

The power factor, commutation conditions, and efficiency o£
the motor were all good, and, in addition,, control could be
arranged from tappings on the secondary coil. It .should be
ideal for fans and other machines that were made in quantities

'

for stock.

Mr. R. Orsettich confined his remarks chiefly to stating the
impracticability of getting out s'tandard lines for 3-phase com-
mutator motors. With reference to the voltage control of

d.c. motors, mentioned at the beginning of the paper, he
pointed out that that method was used very cousiderably in

the regulation of large motors, such as rolling-mill motors,
and also for the control of printing machines, and for paper-
making machines—in all cases that entailed the use of an
aupiiliary generator or a booster to alter the supply voltage
acro.ss the armature. With regard to the general application
of commutator motors, one point bad not been emphasised.
There was no doubt that one of the main handicaps to the
application of those motors was the fact that they worked
well only with frequencies of 25 cycles and lower, and that
the largest number of applications made and referred to in

the paper had been for motors working with a frequency of

16§ cycles; 25 cycles appeared to be the absolute limit for

traction work and, in fact, a number of experts disput-ed even
that, and insisted on a lower frequency being used. Regard-
ing the author's statement that a number of firms which w-ere

manufacturing different types of motors oh the Continent had
now given it up in favour of the series-wound motor with
commutating poles, that was due to the patent situation.

There were three or four organisations competing with one
another, and each one had taken out patents covering its

particular type. It continued to push that type as long
as the patents of the competing firms were in existence, and
only when the patents fell through were they in a iwsition to

adopt the motor which had proved best.

The reason for the very scanty attention paid to those
motors in this country was mainly the fact that on
the Continent the manufacturing companies owned or con-
trolled a number of supply companies, and thereby could in-

fluence the adoption of the particular type of motor. Owin^j
to the latest developments of power distribution in large

towns the speaker believed that there would be a considerable
field for small single-phase motors Up to, say, about 10 or

15 h.p., where the supply company would not bring into a
building any more than one phase of the three-phase distri-

bution system.
With regard to three-phase commutator motors, there also

would be a moderate demand for them up to. say. 25 h.p. for

installation in factories where an economical speed reaulation
was required. Unless such motors were available the only
other solution of the problem would be the installation of

motor-generators and d.c. motors.
Dr. S. P. Smith briefly replied to points raised during the

discus.sion.

INDUCTION-TYPE SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.

DiSCDSSION AT NEWCASTLE-UPON-TiKE.

Mr L. H. A. Carr, M.Ss, (Tech.), M.I.E.E., presented his

paper on the above subject (whicu was abstracted m our issue

01 January bth) at the iNorth-£.astern Centre of the IssiiTi;-

TION OF iiiLtciKiCAL Ji.NOiNEERs on January yth.

Mr. Thomas Carter's opinion was that the really important
point about the induction-type synchronous motor was that

it was capable of being used for power factor correction. If

anyone installed a motor of that type he ought very carefully

to examine ihe case to ascertain whether he was paying the

additional price of the machine merely to benefit the supply

company without reaping any corresponding advantage him-
self. Lnless the user of such a motor had an installation in

which the cost of cables was a very large item, or unless he
had his own generating station and wished to use his plant

to the best possible advantage, the power factor at which his

system worked usually need not iiarticularly concern him;
it was, however, greatly to the advantage of a supply com-
pany that power-factor-correctiug apparatus should be in-

stalled on its system, and since the benefits were maiuly for.

the supply company, the latter might reasonably be expecte^
to be willing to pay for the benefits it received. It wafj
scarcely fair to penalise a customer on account of power-factor*

unless his power factor was materially worse than the average,

for his particular type of installation, and except undei such
circumstances a supply company could never reasonablj"

demand the installation of power-factor-correcting apparatu

by any of its customer^; if, therefore, any consumer whoa
working conditions were normal installed a motor of the typ

described by the author, he really had a valid claim on thi

supply company for compensation, otherwise it was difficuf

to understand what inducement there was for anyone to ii|

stall such a machine under any circumstances. After all. tb
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author's motor was very little different, so far as the user was
concerned, from a corrected plain induction motor. The
paper made one think that unless the full amount of power
Jactor correction up to U.9 was used the mduction-type
synchronous motor might suffer seriously in its overload

capacity. It was very important to consiuer carefully which
type 01 motor was better for any particular case, and while

ttiere v.'as no doubt a wide held of usefulness for the author's

type of motor, there were many instances in which its instal-

lation would not necessarily be worth the additional cost that

would be incurred; and some in\vhich its use would be a

positive disadvantage. ...
Mr. P. H. fJowNiE questioned whether there was much in

the iwints that were raised in the paper as to the commu-
tators. As to the winding of the rotor, reference was made
to " two or four bars to the slot," but he had seen one
with eight bars to the slot in the same class of machine, and
the job was quite a good one. The machines were adapted

for fans, compressors. &c., where the average power factor

was very low, and if firms using those machines put iu syn-

chronous motors it would enable them to get more power
developed In in the same generating plant and that, of course,

was a"u important matter, and meant a great saving. The use

of that type of motor to drive generators would need care,

hecau.se a constant-.speed generator was inclined to be un-

stable.

Mr. A. B. MacLe.4N thought there was no doubt but that

a machine of the synchronous type would be needed in the

future. Most supply companies were now making adjustments
of tariffs, or putting clauses in tariff's, bearing upon power
factor, and that would tend to, create a demand for the

synchronous motor of one type or another. There was only

one advantage that the synchronous-induction motor had over
the salient-pnle machine, and that was the starting torque.

As to tile application of the machine to compressors, fans,

and iHimps, with regard to the first-named machine for in-

stance, the salient-pole machine would meet the case, and
the same might be applied to the centrifugal pumps. It

would not apply to the same extent to the fans, because often

it was not convenient to unload the fans, .\part from the

starting torque, the salient-pole motor had the advantage
everywhere over the synchronous-induction machine. His
exjierience of the salient-pole machine was that it had a better

efficiency by 1 or 2 per cent.; another thing was that it was
easier to get a big overload capacity than with machines of

the synchronous type; also the salient-pole machine was the

cheaper.
Mr. J. M. Heslop thought that compres.sors could be started

with 30 per cent, of the full-load torque, and centrifugal pumps
could be got under way with considerably less than full-load

torque, but the case of the colliery fan was different, and in

that case the extra torque was going to be distinctly useful.

The whole raiann d'etre of the machine was the question of

power-factor correction, which was becoming more and more
important every day. In the future the consumer who was
taking wattless kV-A would, have to pay for it. It was only
just, right, and' proper that he should pay. Now he was get-

ting something for nothing the con.sumer would have to pay
for what electricity cost in future.

Mr. a. T. Robertson explained that a feature of the syn-
chronous induction motor that w-as claimed as an advantage
over induction motors fitted with phase advancers. &c.,

might under certain circumstances appear as a disadvant-
age; correction to a leading power factor was not always
de.sired— for example, one motor working at the end of a

long transmission line—but with a synchronous induction
motor, in order to obtain the necessary overload capacity, the
size of the machine must be such that it would give a leading
power factor of .8.5 or .9. Other things being equal, it would
seem that phase advancers or vibrators had the advantage
for that particular condition. Had a proper two-phase wind-
ing been tried? Because superficially one would imagine that
when u.sed as ai d.c. exciting winding the copper would be
used to better purpose than with a three-phase winding, two
of the phases of which carried only half the exciting current.
He assumed that in calculating the slip of a motor from

jvhich it was to be synchronised the resistance of the exciter
armature and brushes was included. That extra resistance
would be .small compared with the rotor resistance—say.
about 10 per cent, of it, but it was conceivable if working
close to the limiting slip that the exclusion of it from the
calculation."! would mean the difference between the motor
synchronising and not synchronising. It was stated that
as the speed was not constant the angle swept through was not
proportional to time, and the areas of the torque curves in

fig. t were not proportional to the work done ; that state-
ment was not at all convincing as it stood, because one
would imagine that a torque multiphed by an angle was pro-
portional to work done irrespective of time or speed.

If a st.nndard liquid starter with earthed dinpers was used
for the arrangement shown in the author's fig. 15 (b). the
lov\ -voltage exciter would be flashed everv time the motor
started with something like thirty times its normal voltage;
it would seem to be worth while, therefore, to use with that
arrangement an insulated starter and to earth the exciter.

The CHATRM.iN, Dr. ^'. M. Thornton, suggested that it was
possible, having regard to their low-power factor, that ship-
yards might find synchronous-induction rnotors suitable for
driving their pneumatic tools.

Messrs. J. Rosen, W. T. MacCoU, and E. Faweett added
short contributions to the discussion.

Mr. L. H. a. C.4RR, in the course of his reply to the discus-
sion, said if the power companies were going to continue to
give things away with both hands, then the question of power
factor did not apply, but if customers were going to pay what
energy cost, then consumers would have to have regard to

iwwer factor. It seemed to be admitted that if they used
induction machines properly they were saving coal, and that
was a benefit, although they mmht have to fight it out to
di.scover who should reap that bmefit.

LEGAL.

Electro-Metai.s, Ltii., c. M\li,e.«le Steel Castings Co.' (1909),
Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division, on February 7th and following
days, Mr. Justice Sankey was engaged in hearing an action
involving the purchase of a 30-cwt. electric melting furnace
from the plaintiffs, Electro-Metals, Ltd., the defendants, the
purchasers, being the Malleable Steel Castings Co. (1909),
Ltd., of Pendleton, Manchester. The plaintiff's claimed
±1,239 odd, the liability for which was denied.
Mr. Inskip, K.C.. and Mr. Wilfred Lewis appeared for the

plaintiffs, and Mr. T. Eastham and Mr. R. Bennett for the
tlefendants.

In opening the case Mr. Inskip said the amount sued for
comprised iJl.lOO, being the third instalment of a sum of
^3,800, the agreed price of the furnace, and a number of small
items in respect of certain materials required in connection
with it which the plaintiffs ordered at the request of the de-
fendants. The goods had been delivered and the plaintiffs
said the defendants were liable to pay. The latter had set up
a number of alleged breaches of the contract and warranties,
some of which appeared to have been collateral and some
expre.ssed or implied in the contract. Defendants admitted that
the furnace had been delivered and had been run by the
plaintiffs' metallurgist, Mr. Needham, while it was being got
into working order.
The furnace was still at Manchester at the defendants'

works. They had used it and sold a considerable number of
castings, the produce of the furnace.
The -fudge remarked that he would determine what was

the contract between the parties first.

Counsel did not think it would be possible for the furnace
to be used without a good deal having to be done to it. It had
not been used since the moulders' strike in 1919, when the
men working it were forcibly driven out of the building, and
parts of it had perished. The men employed by the defendants
to work the furnace were quite inexperienced and unfit to
engage in steel melting at all. Defendants were really Mr.
Walsh, who, he understood, was never engaged in making
st<>el castings until this furnace was installed. The whole of
his business had been that of an iron moulder, and he (Mr.
Inskip) was informed that an iron moulder had to forget all he
knew about his trade in order to become proficient in the art
of making steel castings. The order for the furnace was given
on May 10th, 1918.

One of the complaints which the defendants made, said
counsel, was that there had been delay in delivery and erec-
tion. He would only say that the electrical equipment was
sub-contracted for by the plaintiffs, and a good deal of the de-
lay was caused by failure of the sub-contractors to deliver.
Further, delivery was made impossible for a long time, even
if it would otherwise have been possible, owing to defendants'
failure to provide the plaintiffs with the necessary lay-out
plans.

Dealing with the defence, and a counterclaim by the de-
fendants, counsel stated that they said the contract was
partly verbal, arranged at various interviews between Mr.
Edward Yates Walsh, representing the defendants, and Mr.
.Tames Bibby, on behalf of the plaintiffs, the latter being then
joint managing-director of the plaintiff company. Defendants
s,aid it was an express term of the contract, or, in the alterna -

tive, the plaintiffs warranted that the furnace should be
i:apable of producing steel of a tensile strength of 40 tons
per sq. in. and 1.5 per cent, elongation unannealed.
Plaintiffs said that that was neither an express term of the
contract nor was it a collateral warranty, and indeed it was a
warranty or representation which no melter or metallurgist
would dream of giving. It was quite impossible to produce
that quality of steel in practice as a commercial article, and
the plaintiffs thought that defendants were under a misappre
hension as to what annealing meant in the case of steel casting.

The defendants, continued counsel, said that the plaintiffs

warranted that the furnace would produce steel entirely to the
defendants' satisfaction, and would not use more than
800 kWh of electricity per ton of metal melted. Tlie first

heat took place on .luly 29th, 1919. Defendants almost at

once took up an attitude of dissatisfaction, and from that time
forward complaints arose. The first wa.s over the electrode

holders, but that was remedied, and then disappeared entirely

from the correspondence. The next matter complained of was
the fuse boxes, which defendants said were not suitable, but
the fuse and switch boxes were replaced, and ttey also dis-
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appeared from the correspondence. \\'ith regard to the con-

trollers, the plaintiffs atlinitted that the first design was not

satisfactory, and they put in a new one, which met all require-

ments.
He (counsel) wished to make it plain that the plaintiffs gave

no warranty except such as appeared in the correspondence.

Having regard to the defects that appeared upon the first

installation of the furnace, the plaintilfs' duty was to correct

them, and that they did ; they therefore said that the furnace

was capable of doing what, under the contract, it was ex-

pected to do. :

Evidence was then given.

Mr. James Bibbv, formerly joint numaging-director of the

plaintiff company, gave evidence of interviews he had had with

Mr. Walsh prior to the order for the furnace bemg given. Mr.

Walsh wanted to be able to turn out railway truck and cor-

poration castings and others of a cnide kind. \\ itness de-

clared that nothing whatever was said about 40 tensile tons

pev sq. in. with 1.5 per cent, elongation unannealed.

In cross-examination, witness denied that he tnld Mr. \\'elsh

that a 3U-cvvt. furnace would consume 800 kWh.
Witness said he was not now connected with Electro-

Metals, Ltd.. but was a competitor. He agreed that Mr.

Walsh had never taken over the furnace.

Do you suggest that the results that were got were due to

unskilful and inefficient men?—Yes.
Dealing with the counter-claim, Mr. Bastham said the first

three items, £26, j68, and M, were admitted. The next was
a claim for i;i,643 19.s. 6d., which the defendants had paid in

wages in trying to get the furnace to work. They also

claimed £960 paid to the Salford Corporation in respect of

electricity and ;fi350 in respect of 50 tons of metal which had
been spoilt while Mr. Needham was at the works. Defendants
were liable to consume electricity for 10 year.s at a minimum
of £800 a year.

Me. T. D. Robertson gave evidence that he was chief engi-

neer in charge of the correspondence at the plaintiffs' London
office, and had had 11 years' exi^erieace of electric fiu-naces.

Steel at 40 tons tensile .'strength and 15 per cent, elongation

would be a fairly hard steel. Apart from mild steel he had
never heard of unannealed steel ca.stings bei^g sold, nor of

anybody packing a steel casting with iron ore and annealing

it in the way in which iron castings were annealed, nor had he

known steel cf 40 tons tensile strength with 15 per cent,

elongation lieing produced without annealing. With ordinary

good conditions an average of 800 kWh per ton should be

obtained, and the feature about that furnace was that it

melted steel scrap by electricity. The rest of the process de-

pended to a great extent upon the human element.

Mr. Hahold Nf.kdham, engineer in the employ of the

plaintiffs, ^aid he went to the defendants' works at Pendleton
on June i5th. 1919, to superintend the starting of the factory

which was then in course of erection. At the defen-

dants' place there was a want of head room, which made
tilting the furnace very difficult, with the result that they

could not get the full charge into the ladle. The foundry
roof, which was of wood, was so low that they could not take

the furnace roof off' when it got red hot. Occasionally a cast-

ing might have been satisfactory, but if so it was an accident,

because the general quality of the mou]ds provided at these

works was so very bad. Whenever he complained of the

foundry—with the exception of the ladle, which Mr. Walsh
could see was not satisfactory—Mr. Walsh replied that Mr.
Bibby had guaranteed the results.

Mr". Hayden Cornthwaite. who at the time was manager
of the Sheffield branch of Messrs. Electro-Metals, gave evi-

dence, and Mr. P. A. Melmoth, foundry manager to the Brain-

tree Castings Co., and consulting metallurgist to the National
Steel Foundry. Leven, said they had three of the Electro-Metals
two-ton electric furnaces at Braintree and one at Leven, and
were perfectly satisfied with the results obtained. The whole
thing came back to the personality of the person handling
them.

(To he rniifitnieil.)

items in dispute, and on some of these the claimants had
given way. There would be judgment for the claimants for
£•20,438 and £100 costs.

Chambeheain & Hookham v. Soeau-Zahlerwerke.
The liinningliarn Po.^<t reports that a judgment was given by
the Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal in London last

week in the action by Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham,
Ltd., electrical manufacturers, of Birmingham, aga<nst the
Solar Zahlerwerke G.m.b.H., a sub.sidiary company in

Hamburg, in which thev held all the shares. (See Eeec. Rev.,
December 16th, 1921, p. 816.)

Delivering judgment in favour of the claimants. M. Borel,
jiresident of the Tribunal, dealt with the contentions of the
( lerman Clearing Office, and said it was clear that, both in

English and in Geniian law a company was a legal entity dis-

tinct from its shareholders, and that in the event of a liquida-
tion of the German company before the war the claimants
could only have ranked as creditors, and could not have
claimed the whole assets as .shareholders. On the point of

nationality, both the Treaty of Peace Orders 1919 to 1921 and
the corresponding German orders of .\ugust 31st. 1919, and
.\pril 13th, 1920, defined " nationals " of any State as includ-
ing .any company or corporation incorporated therein according
to the law of that State. On this point also the contentions
of the German Clearing Office failed. There were certain

British Thom.son-Houston Co., Ltd., o. Coko.na L.\mp
Works, Lid.

The hearing of the above action was continued on February
8th before Mr. Justice Astbury, in tUe Uliaucery Division.
Pkoe. Bovs said he had read and considered the plaintiffs'

specification and the various documents that were relied uixiii

in defendants' particulars of objection. He al.so made one or
two calculations relative to the alleged infringing lamps, and
he had tried to seal in a wire according to the plamtifls' speci-
fication. He had also considered the alleged prior users.

Sir A. Coleeax, K.C. for plaintiffs, askea the witness to

take it from him for the purpose of his questions that there
were two elements in the plaintiff's' invention which were
combined ; one, the feature of proportioning a composite wire
so as to get the same co-efficient of expansion as that of glass;

and the other, the feature of taking a metal for the outside or
coating whose oxide was .soluble in glass at a relatively low
temperature. Do you, asked ccjun.sel, find in any of the prior
documents that combination disclosed'.'

I'lJOE. Bovs said he did not find that combination in any of

them.
At the date of plaintiffs' patent was there any common

knowledge which would have led one to proportion a compo-
site wire in the way in which the plaintiffs' specification does'.'

No, it is a new subject ; it was not known or discussed
before.

Dr. Otho Oberlander gave the results of certain tests he
had made with ten of the alleged infringing lamps and of

analysis of the defendants' wire.

Mr. E. A, GiMiNGHAM, technical director of the Ediswan
Electric Co., Ltd., said that for a long time it was thought
essential, in order tha,t they might make a successful seal,

that they should use a platinum leading-in wire, and they
always used platinum until they had this .substitute. Plati-

num and platinum-coated w-ires were universally used down
to the date of the plaintiffs' piitent. His company had manu-
factured millions of lamps with copper-clad nickel-iron wire.
On February 9th Sir .\. Colefa.x, K.C, summed up the case

for the i>laintills, and .said their specification was a clear and
well-drawn document, .^t one time the issues would narrow
down to want of subject matter, and he confessed he was in

some difficulty to know what the issues between them were.
Mr. Frost (for defendants) said they w'ere not going to

rely on the first three of the particulars of insufficiency.

Sir a. Colefax said in that ca.se the defendants were
apparently still to place some reliance on the last particular,

which was a very curious one :

" No directions are given as

to whether the expansion of the wire is to be measured in a

radial or longitudinal direction." The .short answer was that
one did not measure the expansion in any direction at all.

One would construct a wire in accordance with this sj>ecifica-

tion. He (counsel) s-ubmitted that the mere measurement of

the expansion in length was not that which should be con-
sidered.

Sir Arthur next addressed the Court on the issue of in-

fringement, and contended that the lamps, twelve in numlier,

sold by the defendants, fell within the claim in plaintiffs'

specification.

His Lordship was not at present troubled with any of the

anticipations, but the thing that did trouble him was the con-

struction of the specification with regard to claim 3. Claim 1

incorporated the proper co-eflicient of expansion ; claim 2 ex-

pressly claimed a coating of copper provided they had got the
combination of claim 1. but claim 3 simply claimed a core of

tungsten and a sleeve of copper, and it did not say that it had
to be proportioned as in the patent. '.

Ml:. Fhost (in the absence of Sir Duncan Kerly. K.C).
opened the ca.se for the defendants. He said the issues were

,

subject matter and infringement. Before this patent, wires of

nickel-iron core covered with platinum were known and
worked, and he .submitted that at the date of the patent

defendants had a perfect right to take that wire and substitute

for the platinum something else which was known to have the

property of getting the wire to stick.

His Lordship said that certain alternatives to jilatinum wereJ

suggested, bnt tliere was not a single document in this ca.se'

which suggested that one could take off a platinum covering

from a composite wire and substitute the very thing thii|;

platinum was u.sed to avoid. i

Mr. Frost .said the queston was whetlier the inventor in',

this case was the fir.st man to place at the disposiil of tlie

public the free and unfettered use of metal whose oxi<le was;

soluble as a means of .sticking glass on a composite wire. II

he w-as not. then he could not have his patent.

The hearing was adjourned till February 14th, subject

the finishing of another case fixed for that day.

Is AX El.KCTRlC TRI^CK A LtGHT LOCOMOTIVE? (CORRECTION.)

In a report under the above heading, in our issne of February

3rd, n'e referred to a firm called " Electrical Vehicles. Ltd

Our report, as already stated, was taken from the Mnnrhesfer

Gtiardian, which should have given the name as " British Eleo

trical Vehicles, Ltd."

1
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British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., v. B.T.T. Electric

Lamp Accessories Co., Ltd.

Mr. Justice Eve, in the Chancery Division on Friday,

granted an injunction to the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd.. restraining the B.T.T. Electric Lamp li; Accessories Co.

from supplying ^-watt-type lamps (which it was alleged were

an infringement of the fonner's letters patent) until further

order.

Sir Aktuuk Colei'.w made the application on behalf of the

British Thomson-Houston Co., and his motion was opposed by

Sir Duncan Kerly, on behalf of the B.T.T. Co.

Sir Arthur explained that the patent was the subject of

litigation between the present plaiutifis and the Corona Lamp
Works, Ltd., which subsequently went to the House of Lords.

Their Lordships' decision had "been ^iven in favour of the

plaintiffs, supporting the patent and holding it to be valid

and to have been infringed. ,

With regard to the present action, it seemed to him that the

infringement was in fact admitted. What the defendants said

was that if certain facts were proved it would be held that

the patent was invalid. It was not said that the fact« could

be proved, although the question rai.sed was merely that of

validity, which had been in question for eight years before

being held to be valid after very protracted litigation. It was
also said Ijy the present defendants that the patent had been

declared valid on the assumption that a discovery, on which
it was based, was new, whereas they said it was not. With
regard to that, Sir Arthur pointed out that he had himself

protested against the subject-matter of the patent being re-

garded upon any such limited basis, and on that their Lord-

ships had been in his favour. They had looked at the patent

irrespective of whether it was new or not.

Passing to the facts of the pi-esent case. Sir Arthur ex-

plained that defendants had an advertisement in the Elec-

trical Review of September 30th, 1921, in which they said

they had branches in all parts of the country and offered

Dutch i-watt-tyiie lamps for sale. On October 14th they .said

in another advertisement that they had the largest stock of

any lamp manufacturers in the I'nited Kingdom. In Decem-
ber the plaintiffs inserted an advertisement referring to the

House of Lords' decision. That was followed by one from
the defendants on January 6th, 19'22, repeating their previous

adverti-sement with .some alterations. They there announced
an arrangement they had made with the Stella Lamp Works
for the latter in future to supply J-watt-type lamps.

Sir Arthur then submitted that such action was an infringe-

ment of the patent, and asked for an interlocutory injunction.

Sir Duncan Kerly, for the defendants, observed that the

patent had been granted as long ago as 1913, and a great trade

had been built up, which the plaintiffs now asked his Lord.ship

to say must be summarily stopped without any further trial.

Furthermore, the plaintiffs had waited for six weeks after the

decision of the House of Lords before taking any action

again.st the defendants. The advertisements were before them
before that decision was reached, and counsel thought that

in those circumstances this was not a case where the matter
should be brought to a point which might be disastrous to

the people he represented.

It was a practice of the Court, continued Sir Duncan,
in circumstances such as these not to make an order where
the validity of the patent was really going to be contested.

In the previous action the whole argument on the subject-

matter was the alleged discovery made by Dr. Langmuir. The
defendants had now discovered that that alleged discovery

had been published before the date of the specification in

question. He (Sir Duncan) Jiad not been able to make use

of that fact in the arguments of the old case, but he was
now in a position to submit to the Court that it would have
made an appreciable difference in the way the whole matter
had been looked at. Documents would show that the alleged

discovery was not new. On those grounds he contended that
no order should be made.
His Lordship said he had no evidence before him that the

granting of an injunction would cause irreparable damage to

the defendants. In the absence of such evidence he could not
interfere with the ordinary practice of the Court in such cases.

There would therefore be an injunction granted until further
order.

CYC-ARC AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC WELDING.

Discussion at Manchester.

I

Thk fiaix'r on the above .subject, by Messrs. L. J. Steele and
H. Martin (an abstract of which appeared in our i.ssue of

December 9th, 1921) was read by Mr. W. J. Scott at the meet-
1
ing of the North-Western Centre of the Institution of Elec-

;
TRicAL Engineers at Manchester on January 24th, both authors

* having been stricken with influenza. Mr. Scott gave a prac-
tical demonstration of the process, but at the request of the
authors the reply to the discussion was postponed.
Mr. L. Miller regarded the production of the Cyc-arc

apparatus as a distinct step in the progress of electric welding

;

it eliminated the human element very well. The authors had
. made very complete tests on the welding of studs, and were

in a position to provide very accurate information on those
conditions. The timing apparatus was quite good, and could
not be greatly improved. With regard to the type of generator
described^ in the paper, the authors would agree that he
had demonstrated to them that quite as good results could
be ol)tained at much less cost with a simple compound-wound
generator with a reversed series winding. The use of that type
of generator slightly simplified the apparatus and, at the same
time, had very great advantages when very heavy currents
were requii'ed.

Mr. Anderson doubted whether the authors would get old-
fashioned mechanical engineers to look with any degree of
favour upon their system for the welding of studs. Among
mechanical engineers generally there was a great objection to
the use of electricity in making mechanical connections. So
far as the apparatus was concerned it was designed very well
indeed, and there was a great future for it.

Mr. A. B. Field, in connection with the welding of dissimilar
metals, thought brazing was the -correct term ,and referred
to the work done by Chubl; in the States about 1912 or .so.

He was able to w'eld aluminiimi and copper, and the speaker
thought he also welded lead and platinum—metals with very
dissimilar melting points—by simply giving a very rapid con-
denser discharge through the contact. That had not become
very well known in this country, but it had been used a good
deal for small work.
The Chairman invited Prof. Stoney to express an opinion on

the application of the system to the welding of turbine blading,
but PnoF. Stoney did not think any pos.sible system of welding
was absolutely reliable, and for turbine blading absolute relia-

bility was e.ssential.

Mr. Robson pointed out that, in connection with the bond-
ing of railway lines, one of the difficulties of the system would
be the amount of apparatus which appeared to be necessary.
If a railway line was going to be electrified, of course the
service had to be kept going all the time, and it was difficult

to see how a petrol-engine generator and the apparatus ex-
hibited could be brought alongside, .say, a viaduct.

Mr. Binn's point seemed to be that after the stud was
welded the rail bond must be completed at a later time by
some other method—either cold welding, or say. sweating.
Mr. Blakeman said, with reference to the special magnetic

generator mentioned by the authors, it would appear to be an
auto-connected single-armature generator set, and he wanted
to know whether they could give any definite figures regard-
ing the power taken by that machine.
The Chairman, in conclu.sion, explained that Mr. Scott had

him.self been as.sociated with the development of the process.

CANADIAN NOTES.

(From our Specul Correspondent.)

In spite of the strong recommendations of the International

Joint Commission regarding the early development of the

power of the St. Lawrence River, it is not likely that any
real action Vvill be taken for some time, because New York
State has already planned and organised strong opposition to

the scheme as being too expensive, unnecessary, of little

value, and generally unsound.
If the scheme does go through, Canada, for some few years,

will of necessity have to find a market for the enormous
quantity of power developed, in the North-Eastem United

States, and probably will be able to do so without serious

difficulty, as this territory includes, within transmission dis-

tance of the power sites, a very considerable portion of the
" Super-power zone," which embraces the most highly-indus-

trialised section of the United States. The difficulty con-

fronting Canada, in the event of power being exported on a

large scale for several years, will be to keep this power
back for use in Canada when it is required, as, in time, it

undoul)tedly will be ; notwithstanding short-term agreements

to the contrary it would not be easy to withdraw the power
from the United States.

The development of 6.50,1100 h.p. by the opening of the

Queenston-Chippawa undertaking is a great engineering

achievement, and there can be no doubt that, by having this

power actually available for u^e South-western Ontario will

become a great industrial centre during the next few years,

because it now possesses an abundant supply of power which

can be readily transmitted over an area having a radius of

2.50 miles, power which will be .sold at cheap rates.

Canada has, however, still a long way to go before all her

water-powers are fuUy developed, for, according to recent

data published by the Water Powers Branch of the Depart-

ment of the Interior, there is available 18,255,000 h.p. at

ordinai-y minimum flow, or 32,076.000 h.p. at the estimated

flow for maximum development. Out of this available power

less than 2. .500.000 h.p. is at present utihsed. A curve pre-

pared by the Water Powers Branch to indicate, on the p&st

rate of increase, what will be the amount of development in

the future shows that in 1936 the 2..500,0<M h.p., will have

become .5,000,000 h.p. : this is probably an under-estimate,

since the rate of growth will almost certainly increase in the

future.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.

(NOT YET P0BLI8HBD.)

Compiled expressly lor this journal b" Messrs. SEFTON-Joms, O'Dbll ahd

STBfMiNS, Charlered Patent .Agents, 28.>, High Holborn, London,- W.C. 1.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specification* will bm
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

2,396. " Electrical relays." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd.

January 26th. (United States, Febru.-iry 26th, 1931.)

2,39U'. " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

and' A. P. Young. January 26th.

2,4(X). " Lightning arresters, &c." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.) January 26th.

2,401. "Electric incandescent lamps." British 'I homson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). January 2Gth.

2,412. " Electrical sorting machines for sorting perforated statistical, Sic,

cards." F. R. Bull. January 26th. (Norway, November 28th, 1921.)

2,416. " Electric wall plug." W. Gee. January 26th.

2,430. " Machines for coating current-conducting wires and cables with

asbestos, cotton, Sic." F. Chiantore. January 26th.

2,438. "Thermionic valves for wireless telegraphy, &c." H. G. Hughes,

S. R. Mullord, and L. G. Preston. January 26th.

2,458. " Electric egg-tester." G. K. Evans. January 27lh.

2 479 " Ignition devices." R. Bosch Akt. Gcs. January 27th. (Germany,

January 29th, 1921.)

2,500. " Sparking plug." N. H. Russell. January 27th.

2,511. " High-tension transformers." E. Haefely ot Cie. .Akt. Ges. Janu-

ary 27th. (Switzerland, February 9th, 1921.)

2,513. " Synchronous telegraphic systems." J. V. Foil and Western Union

Telegraph Co. January 27th.

2,615. " Pyrometers.' British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Elec-

tric Co.). January 27th.

2.516. " Current-conducting seals for electric apparatus." British Thom-
son-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 27th.

2.517. "Telephone systems." G. Deakin and Western Electric Co., Ltd.

January 27th.

2,521. "Telegraph transmitters." J. V. l-"oll and Western Union Telegraph

Co.
,
January 27th.

2,523. " Electric propulsion of ships." C. C. Garrard and A. H. RailPng.

January 27th.

2,525: " Electrical foot warmers for vehicles." 1. Panza. January 27th.

(Italy, January 31st, 1921.)

2,536. " Radio-receiving systems." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. Janu-

ary 27th. (Germany, January 31st, 1921.)

2,560. " Incandescent electric lamps." General Electric Co., Ltd. Janu-
ary 27th. (Germany, February 4th, 1921.)

2,561: "Method of signalling and telephoning without special conductors."

H. Green. January 28th.

2,589. " Electric sound-producing horns." T. S. Rogers. January 28lh.

2,592. " Boxes for carrying electric lamps." A. H. Stevenson. January 28th.

2,620. " Tuned wave transmission." K. D. Maclean. January 28th.

2.632. " Electric signs." L. G. W. Guest and H. O. Merriman. January

28th.

2.641. " Electric lamps." A. MacCallum. January 28th.

2,676. "Windings of electrical coils." U. Beaton and C. B. Kersling.

January 30th.

2,686. '-Relay or magnetic circuit lor relays, &c." W. J. Minton. Janu-

ary 30th.

2,689. " .\pparatus for ascertaining and indicating capacity of electric

accumulator." P. J. Gumbley. January 30th.

2,698. " Electric lamp bulbs." E. A. Hailwood. January 30lh.

2,699 " junction box, &c., for low-tension electric circuits of motor cars or

telephone bells, &c." L. Busscreau and R. Thome. January 30th.

2.706. " Electromagnetic overload circuit breakers." F. Krupp Akt. Ges.

January 30th. (Germany, February 24th, 1921.)

2.712. " Ignition starting devices for magnetos." V. Boscato. January

30lh.

2,717. " Electric incandescent lamps." R. Cayedoni and E. Marinelli.

January 30th.
2.728'. " Electrodes for electric arc welding." A. C. Hyde. January 30lh.

2.735. " Electric fires, &c." Electric Fires Ltd., F. L. Newhousc and C. H.
Smith. January 30lh.

2.736. " Telephone systems." Siemens & Halske Akt. Gcs. January 30lh.

(Germany, January 31st, 1921.)

2,738.
'" .Automatic electric switching systems." H. Baron (F. AldendorIT).

January 30tjl.

2,748. '• Electiodes for welding, &c." H. D. Llojd, Whitecross Co.. Ltd.,

and W. W. Wilson. January 30th.

2,757. " Galvanic batteries." G. Oldham and J. Oldham. January 30th.

2,762. " Voltage regulator for electric alternating circuits." Johnson and
Phillips, Ltd., and H. M. L.acey. January 30th.

2,764. " Induction train control systems." J. K. Regan. January 30lh.

2,769. " Dynamos." A. D. Mackenzie. January 30th.

2,778. " Electrically steering movable objects at a distance." Soc. Indus-

trielle des PrcxUii, W. A. Loth. Januirv Mth. (France, October 12th, 1921.)

2,782. " Connecting insulator for high voltages." Allgemeine Elektricitats

Ges. January 30th. (Germany, January 31st. 1921.)

2,785. " Electric controllers." L. Satchyyell. January 30th.

2,791. " Electric resistances." E. S. Gray. January 31st.

2.797. " Electric switches, switch fuses, &c." H. E. Sutherland; J.nnuary

31st. I

2.798. " Electric switches, switch fuses, &c." H. E. Sutherland. January
31st.

2,824. " Electrically-operated stop motions for textile, &c., machines." R.

H. Derry. January 31st.

2.828. " Head lights." J. H. Sutherland. January 31st.

2,855. " Electric generator field regulators, &c." H. C. Hodges. January
31st.

2,859. •' Dynamo-electric machines." E. E. Daglish, W. L. Lorkin and H.
D. Swilt. January 31st.

2.870. " Methods of making articles of silica." British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 31st.

2.871. " Protective devices for enclosed electrical apparatus." British Thom-
son-Houston Co., Ltd.. and F. H. Clough. January 31st.

2.885. " Burglar, &c., alarms." W. Slatter. January 31st.

2,897. "Thermo-electric pyrometers." Birmingham Small Arms Co.. Lid.,

and A. R. Page. February Isl.

2,930. " Electric heating and cooking." W. B. Topp. February Ut.
(Australia, February 5th, 1921.)

2.934. " Electric switches." Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., and F. H. Reeves.
February 1st.

2.935. " Electric switches." Cable Accessories Co , Ltd., P. W. Davis an.l

V. H. Reeves. February 1st.

2.936. " Electric switches." Cable Accessories Co., Ll<l., P. W. Davis and
F H. Reeves. February 1st.

2,940. " Electric current collectors lor tramways, &c." W. H. ClinknrJ
and E. Nicholis. February 1st,

2,952. " .Accumulators." H. Leitner. February 1st.

2.963. " Electric transformers." English Electric Co., Ltd., J. W. How.ud
and J. A. St. C. Richardson. February 1st.

2.964. " Receiving apparatus for wireless telegraphy and telephony." G. F.
Auckland. February 1st.

2,967. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. February 1st. (United States, February 19lh. 1921.)

2,973. " Head lights of motor vehicles. Sic." N. Barraclough, A. Bowman
and I. F. Faulkner. February 1st.

2.976. " Magneto-electric m.achines," British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

and A. P. Young. February 1st.

2.977. " Electric circyit controlling devices." P. G. Broom. February 1st.

18X8.
i." J. M. Furnival. October10,712. " .Microphones or telephone trai

201h, 1920. (174,093.)

xaso.
10,831. " Thermal switches for electrically-heated apparatus." F. W. R.

Lee and E. R. Lee and V. F. H. Golledge. October 2Uth, 1920. (174.094.)

19,188. " Electro-hydraulic steering apparatus." San Giorgio Soc. Anon
Industrials September 17th, 1918. (14(M45.)

19,565. " Device (or strengthening telephone currents and other electrical

oscillations." Schuchhardt Berliner Fernsprech Und Telegraphenwerke F.

,May 14th, 1917. (Addition to 147,579.) (14»,1S2.)

20,092. " Reception of continuous electric oscillations." Ges. Fur Drahtlose
I'.legraphie. October 15th, 1915. (148,182.)

20,262. " Cableway cranes." K. Dittleb."ich. December 30th, 1918.

(148,344.)

20.308. " Electric high-frequency signalling." A. van T. Day. July 17th,

11116. (148,380.)
20.3fi4. " Receiving device for submarine sound signals with a receiving

member abutting on the water and a detecting device." Signal Ges. August
lOlh, 1917. (Addition to 147,947.) (148,417.)

20,632. " Apparatus for rhythmically influencing electric waves produced
by cathode tubes." Dr. E. F. Huth Gcs. and Dr. L. Kuhn. April 3rd. 1919.

(148,801.)

20,635. " Switching arrangement for wireless signalling, particularly for

aeroplane sets." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. September 8th, lal6. (148,804.)

20,883. " Electromagnetic wave-receiving arrangements." Ges. fur Draht-
lose Telegraphic. February 8th, 1916. (148.992.)

30,926. " Wireless telephony." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. December 31st, 1*17.

(149,011.)

20,928. " Installation for the operation of Rontgen tubes." Dr. S. Loewe.
March 5th,. 1919. (149,013.)
20.939. " Arrangement of connections for generating and receiving elec-

trical oscillations." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. May 2nd, 1919. (149,014.)

20,934. " Method of connection to produce oscillations with vacuum tubes."
Dr. E.'F. Huth Ges. and Dr. S. Ivoewe. July 16th, 1917. (149,195.)

20.936. " Antenna for wireless telegraphy." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. and B.

Rosenbaum July 14th, 1915. (149.197.)

20.937. " Connection for sending and receiving electric waves." Dr. E. F.

Huth Gcs. October 13th, 1917. (149,198.)

20,956. " Combined wireless transmitting and receiving arrangement."
Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. December loth, 1917. (149,209.)

20,958. " Electric discharge vessels." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. December 29lh.

1917. (149,'311.)

20.961. ' Wireless telephone transmitters." Dr. S. Loewe. October 29lh,

1918. (149,214.)

20.962. " Arrangements for the combined transmission and reception

of wireless signals." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. and B. Rosenbaum. August 28th,

1917. (149,215.)

20,993. " Process for wireless telegraphy and telephony." Dr. E, F. Huth
Ges., B. Rosenbaum, and Dr. S. Loewe. 'August iBlh, 1917. (149,235.)
'20,995. "Thermionic receiving apparatus lor wireless signalling." Dr. S.

Loewe. April ISth, 1918. (149,237.)

21,003. " Thermionic receiving systems lor wireless and wired wireless sig-

nalling." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges October 13th, 1917. (149,240.)

21,060. " Vacuum tube." Dr. S. Loewe. .April 20th, 1918. (152,311.)

'26.043. " Mounting clips for electric switchgear." W. J. Line and J. H.
Tucker & Co., Ltd. September 10th, 1920. (174,118.) _,

27,709. " Negative resistance devices particularly for electro-magnetic wave
sy.-;lems and the like." J. Scott-Taggart and Radio Communication Co.,

Ltd. September 30th, 1920. (Cognate application 17,839/21.) (Patent of addt
lion not granted.) (174,134.)

27,932. " induction furnaces." W. C. Heraeus Ges. and W. Rohn and
Stahlwerke R. Lindenburgh Akt. Ges. May 19th. 19-20. (163,276.)

28,387. " Electric switches." . F. Painter and G. H. Ide. October 7th, 1920.

(174.137.)

28,972. " Electron discharge devices for use as valves or oscillators."

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). October 13th,

1920. (174,149.)

28,997. " Electric startei-'s for internal-combustion engines." R. Hadden
(Neumayer Akt. Ges. F.). October 13th, 1920. (Convention date not granted.)

(152,355.)

29,225. " Brush-gear for electrical machinery." W. H. Glascr, A. L.
Wickens and W. H. Glaser, Ltd. October 15th, 1930. (174.163.)

39,530. " Device for testing the electric ignition of internal-combustion

engines." V. F. M. Oliver. October 19th, 1920. (174,185.)

29,639. " Searchlight and other projectors." Sir C. A. Parsons, E. Bennett

and H. Rowe. October 20th, 19'20. (.Addition to 152,738.) (174,19-2.)

30,002. " Drop electric lamps." H. K. Hadwen and H. Willis. OclebcT
23rd, 1920. (174,202.)

30.146. " Method of operating vacuum tubes." E. Schaeffer. August 2£thj,

1919. (153,002.)

30.147. " Method of operating vacuum tubes." E. Schaeffer. October 24th,

1919. (Addition to 153,002.) (153,003.)

30,984. " Electro-magnetically-operated circuit-controlling devices." Igranic

Electric Co., Ltd. (Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co.). Nowmber 2nd, 1920.

(174,'333.)

31,.371. " Call distributing arrangements for telephone plants." G. A.
Betulander. November 32nd, 1919. (154,582.)

31.833. " Loose-handle electric circuit breakers, current limiters, overload

releases prepayment meter switches, and the like." R. Amberton and E. H\
Bray. November 10th, 19-20. (174,242.)

33,589. " Alternating current relays." McKenzie Holland and Westinghoid|
Powe Signal Co., Ltd. August 6th, 19-20. (167,446.)

I8ax.
373. " Renewable electric fuses." A. L. Eustice. March 31st, 19U,

(156,496.)

657. " Fusible cut-outs and distribution fuseboards for electric circuits^

H C. Hodges. January 6th, 1931. (174,379.) *
1,679. " Electric systems of ship propulsion and the like." Soc. des Atelia

de Constructions Eleilriques du Nord et de I'Est. May -25th, 1915. (158.SM|

7.889. " Means for supporting thermionic valves." .A. R. Tavlor. MmV
13th, 1931. (174,-208.) J

9,107. " Casings for voltmeters, ammeters, and similar instruments," 1'uba
Ltd.. and E. W. P. Lines. March 34th, 19-21. (174,-299.)

_ ^^
14,'318. " Low-voltage protective circuit-controllers." Igranic Electric Cqb

Ltd. (Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co.). May 23rd. 1921. (174,304.) T
24.765. "Thermionic transmission systems for wireless telephony." M.I

Latour. Noyombcr 20lh. 1916. (Divided application on 19,760/30.) (169,443.)

36,803. " .Apparatus for the influencing of electric waves produced by

cathode-tubes, and more especiallv for telephony without wires or along

wire." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges. and Dr. L. Kuhn. December 2nd. 1919

(Divided application on 148.801.) (Addition to 148,801.) 070,013.)

39,292. "Submarine signalling." R. A. Fessenden. March 23rd, 1918.

(Divided application on 18,'!07/-30.) (171.103.)

i8aa.
421. " Electric hlgh-frequency signalling." A. Van T. Day. January 2ilh,

1919. (Divided application on 148,380.) (174,313)
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.\s readers of the Electrical Review are already

aware, the Federation of British Industries released to

the Press, on Februarj- 10th, a Report on the " Earn-

ings of Labour and Costs of Production," drawn up by

the Production Cost Sub-Committee of its Trade Depres-

sion Committee.

The Sub-Committee has reported upon tlie state of

things e.xisting before the war, the changes brought

about since the outbreak of war, the post-war boom,

the slump, and the causes of the present depression. It

has, further, gone into the relations between wages and

production costs, the cost of living, and profits, and has

dealt with several economic fallacies Which are periodi-

cally refuted, only to raise their heads again in some

other quarter.

The Report does not appear to agree that the standard

of living of the working classes before the war was

unduly low, and draws comparisons between the state of

things then and that which obtained in the early years

of the nineteenth century. Although we hear much
from older folk about "the good old times," it is cer-

tainly true that the condition of the workers at about

the time of the Napoleonic wars was deplorable. Long

hours, low wages, child labour, the employment of

women in unsuitable occupations, wretched sanitary

conditions—even the most scanty acquaintance with the

advances made in the past hundred years must make one

thankful that one did not live in those days. These ad-

vances were due, in the main, to the development of the

use of machinery in industry, rendered possible by the

invention of the steam engine. This, together with the

development of food production consequent upon the

oi>ening up of new countries, brought about a state of

plenty, and consequent cheapness, which would have

seemed incredible to our ancestors of a hundred years

ago. It is at once seen from this sequence of events that

the improvement in conditions was directly due to, and

arose out of, low production costs, and plenty of every-

thing. Great Britain was enabled to export manufac-

tured articles, to become a wealthy nation, and to invest

great sums abroad.

When the war broke out and our sources of raw ma-

terials were cut off, and our labour was all taken up in

tlie production of destructive apparatus, it was no

longer possible to pay for our imports with manufac-

tured goods, and our invisible exports, the services

rendered to the world by our merchant shipping, were

interfered with. It therefore became necessary for the

country's foreign investments to be disposed of, in order

to pay our way. This impoverished the nation, just as

those who live bounteously upon their seed corn or seed

potatoes impoverish themselves, and do away with their

future earning capacity.

If this is what happened to a successful belligerent,

and to a country which was not invaded, it is clear that

countries like France and Belgium, which were invaded,

and also the nations which were on the losing side, must

be even worse off. Hence the export market, as all

trades know, is practically non-existent.

[253]
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In this poriod of scarcity of everything except paper
liiouej, the opportunity was taken to shorten the
working week, and to revive and strengthen trade union
regulations having for their object the restriction of out-

put. That is to sa\% regardless of the lesson of the pre-

vious century, it was sought to maintain a falsely pros-

perous condition of things by making everything as

dear and as scarce as possible, instead of as cheap and
us plentiful as possible.

The Report ascribes the depression to three great
underlying causes; " (1) lack of balance in the world's
markets, with consequent general under-production

; (2)
unsound government finance resulting in chaotic ex-

changes ; and (3) in certain countries the low ratio of

output to wages. The burden of all of these is the

same—high production costs, leading to scarcity and
dearness. The Federation, having adopted the Report,
may be taken as approving the remedies suggested. On
the first point more can be done by Governments in a

negative way than otherwise; " for example, by modi-
fying the reparation payments in such a way as to make
the least possible disturbance of the world's trade and
by removing hampering restrictions upon commerce."
As to this, what else has the Electrical Review been
preaching in season and out of season ever since the

Versailles chaos became public knowledge? This
eminently sane utterance, coming with the authority of

the F.B.I. , should have its influence upon the public

opinion of Great Britain and her Allies, and upon the

Governments of those nations. The policy of a certain

past president of the Federation, who believed it would
be advantageous to accept payment of the indemnity in

German electrical manufactures, is personal to himself,

and finds no echo in the Federation's official pronounce-

ments.

On the second point, the strictest national economy is

enjoined, and we may here observe that the Press cam-
paign in favour of personal extravagance is unwhole-

some. Now, as during the war, personal economy is

necessary as a habit of mind.
The Report goes on :

" The third problem is less world-

wide, but, so far as our own position is concerned, its

Solution is a necessary preliminary to the restoration of

normal trade conditions. - This involves the raising of

output per head in the United Kingdom to a level at

least as satisfactory as that attained on the Continent

of Europe, and can only be secured by better concen-

tration on the part of workpeople and improved organi-

sation on the part of their employers." In other words,

all must still strive after efficiency. An increase of out-

put per man-hour of labour applied cheapens manufac-
turing costs immediately, and it would be palpably
absurd to pretend that the workers are doing their best

to-day. How often does one see a gang of a dozen men.

with two or three working and the rest standing looking

on ! Of cour.se. Army methods did nothing to improve
the natural aversion of the British workman to personal

eSort. The custom of sending a platoon to do what half

a dozen men could have done more effectively naturally

encouraged the practice of standing about instead of

getting at it. The workman himself has lost a large

amount of personal efficiency through the war, and the

restrictive methods of the unions, upon which we h.ive

conanented frequently, is a very effective curb upon a

too great exuberance in the individual.

But the sting of the Report is in its tail, for " it may
be necessary to go further (an increased outj)ut per

head), and for the workers to be prepared to accept a

money wage which may, until business revives, give them
a lower standard of living than that which prevailed

before the trade depression set in, or even than fheir

jirc-war stan/iard." The italics are ours.

Now, frankly, we are not convinced of tiie necessity

for this. There is something to be said for a variation

in money wages which shall follow the cost of living,

though in saying this we must not be taken as accepting
the preposterous index figure, which indicates a fall of

four points between December 31st and the middle of

February, when almost every commodity has slightly

risen in price. The standard of living of the American
worker is popularly supposed, not to say vaunted, to

be better than that of the British worker. His efficiency

and output are stated to be higlier. His money wage is

certainly higher, and here we touch the crux of the whole
matter. The wicked policy of the cutting of piece rates,

of fixing an upper limit to remuneration, so long fol-

lowed, preached, and defended by the administrators of

our industries, and only reluctantly abandoned under
extreme pressure (if indeed it has been entirely aban-
doned even now) is responsible for the distrust felt by
the working class towards the employer class. Pay the

worker for what he turns out. even if he earns twenty
pounds a week, and he will be at least more inclined to

work than if he feels he can never get more than three

or four or five pounds. Such a policy directly feeds

the fallacy of the " lump of labour," to which the Report
alludes. The amount of work to be done is not limited,

and the reward to be gained is unlimited too. But if

effort be limited, reward will be limited, and if reward
be limited, effort will be limited, thus giving us a vicious

circle from which escape is only pojssible by enthusiasm

for work on the part of all. It is the workers' duty to

work : it is the employers" duty to find the work. Tiiesc

duties carried out, as we have said, with enthusiasm,

tlie rest follows iiaturallv.

One frequently encounters the

Christianity opinion that in character the great
and Industry, bulk of the population of these islands

exhibits retrograde tendencies, that

moral standards are low and moral susceptibilities

weak, whilst our attitude toward spiritual concerns is

one of deplorable indifference. We suppose it always

was so. It may be very misleading, however, in any
age to deduce large and important conclusions

from surface tendencies, and we certainly think it

is unsafe to dogmatise with regard to the present state

of the human mind and spirit either at home or abroad.

We are temperamentally inclined to take encouragement
from the good that is in our fellows and in our organisa-

tions, and to believe that part at least of what some
regard as definite and permanent retrograde character-

istics are but passing developments which are not to be

wondered at when shackles of past days are breaking
and progress is being made toward a freer, broader,

and better life. It is not tiie British tempera-

ment to wear one's religious belief upon the sleeve : only

ia patches are these islands particularly emotional ; but

because they are mainly unemotional or undemon-
strative it need not follow that they are irreligious

or un-Christian, possibly quite the reverse niay be the

case. As a matter of fact, spiritual influences are al-

ways quietly at work within our race, whether organised

religion as such appears to be advancing or receding,

but the terms religion and Christianity are far from
being synonymous, and the latter is respected and re-

vered, and we believe practised, by many whom the

former term leaves cold and uninterested. We liave

innumerable organisations for the spread of religious

teaching, and their influence on our common life is

inestimable, as it affects the habits and characters and
modes of thought of individuals in business and
industry as well as in private and social relations.

Herein, in our opinion, lies the strength of spiritual

forces making for righteousness within the nation. If

this is so, then, is there need for a " National movement
towards a Christi.an Order of Industry and Connnercc

"

such as is now announced, with the aim " to rally men
of goodwill in the administration of industry, com-

merce, an<l tlie professions, for the ap]ilication of

Christian principles to industrial, commercial, and

professional life"? We have received a copy of its

'prospectus" with an explanatory statement, and an

appeal for members and funds. It is held that the tre-

mendous importance of the economic issues of to-day

calls especially for a definitely Christian movement in
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business; the promoters include many well-known

business and professional men, and they seek to find in

tlie Christian ethic, and in the principles of Christianity

as generally understood, a practical guide .and solution

for the industrial unrest and disorder of our time. The

term " Christian principles ' is used as referring to the

ethical teaching of Chustianity and not in a specially

theological and ecclesiastical «ense—a precaution in

which the promoters have been wise. Though it is felt

that •' the Christian business man as such is still largely

inarticulate," it must not be imagined that he is neces-

sarily less influential as an individual Christian. Busi-

ness men do not throw off their Christianity when they

commence coumiercial and industrial operations on a

Monday morning and resume the mantle on Saturday

evening. Hundreds of thousands of them carry their

principles into their daily vocation. We do not incline

to the view that while to the rest of the world we profess

to be a Christian nation, we are altogether unchristian

in our business, industry, and professions. So far as we

can see, the present " enterprise " seeks in the realm of

economics to discover the golden lines of equity, justice,

and right, and to secure their acceptance as the basis

of all future relationsliii)s. As this is in agreement with

so much that has been written in these pages and has

been written by many other authorities in book and
pamphlet form, and has been said in so many public

speeches advocating co-operation between all classes in

improving the relations between employers and em-

ployed, we heartily give uur support to the movement.

Whether the good sense of the nation is already

leading us in that direction more surely than can

this additional organisation one cannot say, but we
have a sort of feeling than it is so doing. Would not the

main usefulness of the new Order lie in the spread of its

|irinciples among the uninformed rather than in search-

ing for a new " basis
"

'i However, the offices of the

National Movement towards a Christian Order of Indus-

try and Commerce are at 2-t, Great Russell Street, Lon-

don, W.C.I, and we recommend all our readers who are

anxious to help in the remoulding of industrial and
commercial life to write for a " prospectus," which will

i;ive them a great deal of very useful matter which we

rciiret we have not room to publish.

In the course of his reminiscences at

.^lathematical the I.E.E. on Wednesday last. Col.

.Misconceptions. Crompton referred to the belief which
used to prevail in the '70's, that the

iuternal resistance of a dynamo should not be less than

half the resistance of the external circuit. This may seem
startling to the present generation. It can easily be

shown tliat if the e.m.f . is constant, the output of a bat-

tery in watts will be a maxinmm when the external resist-

ance is equal to the internal resistance; the electrical

crticiency will then obviously ue 50 per cent. If the ex-

ternal resistance then be diminished, the efficiency will

fall, as well as the output, altliough the current will

increase, and when the external resistance is zero, the

efficiency and output will be zero—assuming, of course,

that the only e.m.f. in the circuit is that of the battery,

lint if the external resistance be increased the efficiency

will increase while the output falls off, until as the

external resistance approaches infinity the efficiency

approaches infinity and the output approaches zero.

In the early days, when primary batteries were
the customary source of electrical energy, it was im-
portant to secure as large an output as possible, and
this may have been the reason why so much emphasis
was laid on the condition of equal internal and external
resistance : unfortunately, somewhat confused ideas ])rc-

vailed when the dynamo was in course qf evolution, with
the result that electrical engineers went out of their wav
to build armatures of high resistance when they should
have worked in exactly the opposite direction.

In this connection we may draw the attention of our
younger readers, who have been taught to " differentiate
and equate to zero," to the fact that while this process

indicates the condition for a maximum or minimum, it

does not give any guidance with regard to the shape of

the curve in the neighbourhood of the point thus local-

ised. Granted that a maximum value exists— it is

important to know whether a wide departure from the

point at which it occurs produces much change in the

dependent variable. Often it will be found that over a

wide range no material change takes place, and, quoting

the advice of the late Professor Perry, we would say

:

I'luf the curve. Then one can see at a glance what
weight should l)e attriljuted to the theoretical " maxi-

iiium."

The natural sentiment in favour of

False economy in Government administration

Economy. is, we think, leading the public—or at

any rate a section of the Press—to take

an unsound view regarding one portion of the Geddes
Report. We refer to that wliich deals with the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade.

It is impossible to regard the Committee as serious in

its contention that to cut about £100,000 from the cost

of the Department of Overseas Trade would be a real

economy in a conmiunity whose very life depends upon
its overseas business. In our view, the Committee is

attempting to reverse the policy adopted at the insistent

call of commercial men. and subsequently approved by
far more representative Committees than Sir Eric
Geddes and his co-executioners. The Committee pre-

faces its reconamendations witli a statement to the effect

that it is no part of the duty of a Government depart-

ment to give specific assistance to the trades. Surely

further consideration is needed before the country
agrees to reduce to impotence a Department which has
its parallel in almost every other country interested in

export trade. As Svas pointed out recently in these

columns, the United States has placed Mr. Hoover—one
of the most outstanding administrators of these times

—

at the head of its Department of Foreign Commerce, is

greatly increasing its expenditure on the service, and
is modelling the organisation on that of the British De-
[lartment of Overseas Trade. Not only are the recom-
mendations of the Geddes Committee inconsistent with
those of the Cave and Fariiigdon Committees, but in-

consistency is also revealed in its own proposals.

Whilst it favours the retention of the Commercial
Secretaries in foreign countries, it considers that the

Trade Commissioners in tlie Dominions should be re-

duced to two. Yet we are convinced that the latter have
done their work well. Moreover, from the point of view

of furthering British commercial interests, it is as im-
portant to station official representatives in Dominion
markets as in any other. The Committee appears
aunoyed because the Department was thanked by a

coirespondent for ol)taining a reduction in the freight

rate on Jaffa oranges. Though such annoyance is, per-

liaps. excusable on the part of men largely concerned in

.siiipping, we think that electrical manufacturers will

lecognise with gratitude the assistance given by the

Trade Commissioners in Australia and in New Zealand
in certain cognate matters, viz.. tlie tariff treatment of

electrical goods.

-Another matter wliicli claims attention in tin's connec-
tion is the future of the Ellectricity Commission. The
Geddes Committee recommends that the Ministry of

Transport shall cea.se to exist as a separate Ministry,
and tliat its functions sliall be transferred to the Board
of Trade, so that the Electricity Commissioners, if that
course is followed, will come under the President of the

Board. It will be remembered that the Act of 1019
was worded throughout on that very basis, with the

exception that in Section .39 provision was made for

the transference of the powers and duties of the Board
of Trade to the Ministry of Transport. We strongly

objected to the transfer, and we see no reason why it

should not be reversed. That the Commission will be
maintained in force, and strengthened with additional

statutory powers at an early date, is assured by recent

official utterances.
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EXIDE" BATTERY SERVICE.

THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.'S ORGANISATION.

Fig. L— The T.m

Hitherto the sale of a manufactured article has gener-

ally meant the termination of the relationship, if any

really existed, between the manufacturer and the pur-

chaser. However, the public is becoming impressed with

the fact that the sale of an article should not only carry

with it a lasting assurance of satisfaction, but that its

manufacurer should endeavour to

co-operate with the purchaser, either

directly, or through his agent, in

ensuring the usefulness of the article.

That co-operation is nothing more
or less than what is now referred to

as "service," and a more striking

illustration of service to the consu-

mer than that relating to the
" Exide " automobile starting and
lighting battery as rendered by the

Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,

Ltd., it would be difficult to find.

The service originates at the fac-

tory, a visit to which we described

about two years ago,* and is world

wide ; there are over 200 service sta-

tions in the British Isles, in addition

to depots at many of the principal

-cities and towns in the following

countries : Australia, Austria, Bel-

gium, Burma, Central and South
America, Denmark, France, Hol-

land, India, New Zealand, Norway,
the Philippine Islands, Siam, Soutli

Africa, Spain, the Straits Settle-

ments, Sweden, and the West Indies,

whilst in Canada and the U.S.A.
" Exide" service stations have been

established under the control of the

allied company, the Electrical Stor-

age Battery Co., of Philadelphia.

They are not merely garages or re-

pair shops, but are well equipped

for the sale, care, charging, and re-

pair of accumulators under compe-
tent supervision, and motor-car

owners who cultivate the habit of

looking out for the sign illustrated

in fig. 1 can be sure of obtaining the

same service wherever they may be.

The service is rendered without obli-

gating the battery user in any way
and, be it noted, it makes no differ-

ence what type of battery the ear owner happens to be

using, all makes can be cared for. If it is necessary

to leave a battery at the depot for repairs, the owner is

furnished with another which he can use until the work
is completed.

The latest Exide battery dep6t and showrooms to be

opened are those in Shaftesbury Avenue, London ; a shop
for the sale of accumulators on the lines outlined above
is somewhat of a novelty, but the organisation of the

service has reached such a point that successful results

are bound to follow. There is no intention to supplant
the trade or service agents, but rather to support them.
All American motor cars are equipped with electric

starters and lighting nowadays, and there will be few
English cars this season that will not be similarly pro-
vided, and Continental manufacturers are following
..suit. Therefore, battery service has to be as universal
as their use. and emphasis should be laid upon the fact

that the Exide battery is made only in two places—at

Clifton .Junction, near Manchester, and at Philadelphia,
in the U.S.A. ; but the two makes are precisely the same
in every respect and are interchangeable.

•Elec. Rev., February 27th, 1920; p. 259.

Battery service is in a different category to any other

engineering service, because an accumulator is not
merely a mechanical, or electrical, nor yet a chemical
contrivance, but a coniplication of the three, and the

qualifications required by an agent in order that he may
give efficient service are rather special. It vvill, there-

\EKs\i, Depot Skln. Fiu. 2.—.\ :i-cEi.L, G-volt, Mi.)1oi;-c.\r

B.^TTEliY.

.\n Exide B.atterv.

fore, be appreciated that the organisation of a service
of this description h.as taken years—the work has been
slow, but it has now reached the stage where reliance can
be placed upon it.

Standardising Dry Batteries in the U.S.A.—With the pur-
pose of standardising, so far as possible, specifications for and
the sizes of commercial dry cells, the American Bureau of
Standards recently called a conference, at which the majority
of the manufactiu'ers of such batt<?ries, together with a large.
number of users, were represented. The work was not newj
to the Bureau, a.-; considerable progress had beeu made during!
the war in co-oi>eration witli the War Industries Board. Atf
this conference seventeen sizes of the larger dry cells were'
considered and seven were recommended as standard, thirty

different sizes and kinds of flashlight batt-eries were considered
and eight adopted as standard sizes, two sizes of batteries were
also recommended as standards for u?e with wireless outfit-s.

It is expected that the elimination of many sizes for which
there is but little demand w-ill result in a con.siderable s;iving

in the cost of manufacture. When it is considered that on
an average 1.50.O(X(.00O dry cells are sold each year, this is a

matter of considerable consequence. Specifications were also

adopted for the performance of dry cells which, it is believed,

will assist in the securing of a more uniform product.

—

T. atid

T. Age.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

JUBILEE CONFERENCE, 1922.

[Dr. John Ambrose Fleming, F.R.S., M.I.E.E., who
delivered the lecture on " Michael Faraday and the Founda-
tions of Electrical Engineeriiig," in connection with the

I.B.E. commemointions, on Tuesday afternoon and again on

Wednesday evening, was born at Lancaster on November 29th,

1849. and is therefore just over 7'J years old. He was edu-
cated at University College School, University College, Lon-
don, The Royal College of Science and at St. John's College,

Cambridge. He graduated B.Sc. in 1870 and D.Sc, in 1879
in the I'niversity of London, and was a Science Exhibitioner.
Foundation Scholar, Prizeman and Fellow of St. John's Col-

lege, Cambridge. He worked in the Cavendish laboratory

from 1877 to 1879 under Professor Clerk Maxwell, and carried

nut some special work there on the standards of electrical

resistance. He was the first Professor of Mathematics and
Physics at University College, Nottingham, in 1881-2, and in

1882 he was appointed Scientific Adviser to -the Edison Elec-
tric Light Co., of London. In 1885 he was elected as the
first Professor of Electrical

Engineering at I'niversity

College, London, a position

which he has held for

t.hirty-i5even years with dis-

tinguished ability. He was
elected a Fellow of the

Royal Society in 1893, and
received the Hughes (_!cld

and Silver Medals in 1910

for his scientific work.
Prof. Fleming has been a

member of the Institution

(il Jilectrical Engineers fur

40 years, and has twice

been awarded the Institu-

iKui Premium for papers

read before it. In 1921,

he was awarded the

highest distinction in the

power of the Royal Society

of Arts, viz., the Albert

Medal, espjcially fcr bis

inventions originating tlie

thermionic valve. He -is

widely known as a lec-

turer, and has lectured at

the Royal Institution and

Royal Society of Arts pro-

bably more often than

anyone else. He recently

delivered the fifth " True-

man Wood " Lecture

before the latter Society on
" The Coming of Age of

Ijong - Distance Wireless

Telegraphy." He has acted

as Scientific .\dvi.ser to

numerous companies and
corporations, and his re-

cently published book
'• Fifty Years of Electri-

city, the Memories of an

Electrical Engineer." re-

cords the progress of ap-

plied electricity in the last

half century, with which
he has been closely asso-

ciated.]

The meetings were inaugurated without ceremony at 3 p.m.
on February 21st. Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton. vice-

president, presided in the absence of the President, due to

sudden illness; the meeting passed a. vote of commiseration
with Mr. J. S. Highfield. The lecture was illu.strated by
many original lantern slides, and by numerous experiments
repeating some of Faraday's memorable discoveries in electri-

city and magnetism.
The managers of the Royal Institution also kindly permitted

Dr. Fleming to exhibit some of Faraday's original apparatus
with which these great discoveries were made, such as the

iron ring coil used in the discovery of the induction of elec-

tric currents, the Leyden jars used to determine specific in-

ductive capacity, and one of Faraday's magnets used in his

experiments on magnetism and diamagnetism. Also the
Science Museum at South Kensington lent many models and
samples of early magneto-electric and dynamo machines, such
as those of Pacinotti, Gramme. Siemens, Wilde, Varley. and
others; and one of the first, made Parsons .steam turbines.
direct coupled to a high-speed dynamo. Documents and
manuscripts of historical value were also on view.
Throwing on the lantern screen a photogi-aph of Foley's

fine statue of Michael Faraday, which stands in the entrance
hall of the Royal Institution, Dr. Fleming reminded his audi-
ence that Faraday became connected with that Institution as

Mtchael F.\RAD.4Y.

From Foley's Statue at the Roval Institution; as adopted for

the Seal of the I.E.E.

the assistant of Sir Humphrey Davy, in 1813, when .he was
22 years old. His earliest research work, following Davy's
leading, was chemical in character. When in 1820 Oersted
made the discovery of the magnetic field round a wire con-
veyiing an electric current, Faraday solved in a very neat
manner the experimental problem of making a magnet rotate

continuously round a current-carrying wire, and so gave us
the first electric motor. He was thereby stimulated to en-
deavour to produce a current by the action of a magnet. .After

failing in his first efforts in 1824, 1825, and 1828, he at last

succeeded on August 31st, 1831, in his epoch-making discovery.

He wound on an iron ring two tape-covered copper v^ires,

and found (1) that the passage of an electric current through
one wire created a brief current in the other wire
at the instant of starting or stopping the primary
current. Faraday followed the clue so given, and in a series

of experiments made in 10 days during the ensuing three
months, he discovered (2) that when a permanent magnet is

approached to or withdrawn from a helix of wire so that the
lines of magnetic force
" cut " the convolutions
of the coil, it creates in it

an electric current, and
(3) that when a copper
disk is rotated between
the poles of a permanent
magnet radial electric

currents are set flowing in

the disk, and can be

drawn off by proper con-

tacts. These three great

discoveries developed in

course of time in ' "the

hands of numerous inven-

tors into the induction
ceil and the magneto-
electric machine, and later

on into the transformer,

alternator, and dynamo.
Dr. Fleming showed all

these facts experimentally

to his audience, and also

Faraday's experiment of

obtaining an electric spark

from a magnet and a coil

of wire. Every taxicab,

motor-bus, and aeroplane

has its petrol engine
operated by a method of

ignition which is only an
unproved form of Fara-

day's spark experiment.
Dr. Fleming then ex-

plained and showed ex-

perimentally some of

Faraday's discoveries in

connection with electro-

statics, especially that of

the specific inductive capa-

city of insulators, which,
however, had been anlici-

p;.ted 66 years previously

by Henry Cavendish, but

not published. Following
this. attention was
directed to Faraday's great

investigation in connection
with electro-chemistry, and

especially his two laws of electrolysis (1) that when a cur-

rent flows through an electrolytic cell the mass of the
ions deposited on the electrodes is proportional to the quan-
tity of electricity which has passed, and (2) that when a

number of electrolytic cells are joined in series the masses
of ions deposited in each are proportional to their chemical
equivalents. Von Helmholtz pointed out in 1881 that these

laws cf Faraday proved that electricity was atomic in struc-

ture. An atom of electricity is now called an electron. Fara-

day's laws lie at the base of all electrochemical industries, and
our unit of electric current, the ampere, is defined by the

mass of silver it liberates per second in a nitrate of silver

\'oltammeter. With reference to Faraday's electro-optic and
magnetic work the audience was shown the great experi-

ment w'hich Faraday called the " magnetisation of a ray of

light." A rny of plane polarised light was transmitted through

a bar of Faraday's heavy glass, a boro-silicate of lead, which
was pla''ed between the poles of a powerful electromagnet.

On exciting the magnet, it was seen that the plane of polari-

sation was rotated. Both Kelvin and Maxwell considered that

this di.scovery of Faraday proved that some kind of rotation

was taking place along lines of magnetic force. Some of

Faradav's leading investigations on magnetism were next

de.scribed, a view of his large electromagnet being shown
on the screen.
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His discoveries of diamagnetism and of the varying conduc-
tivity of substances for magnetic flux, were described. Dr.

Fleming then alkided to Faraday's views on lines of electric and
magnetic force, and showed how the translation by Clerk Max-
well of those views into mathematical language led Maxwell
ultimately to enunciate his celebrated theory of the electro-

magnetic nature of light, and thus paved the way for the dis-

covery of electromagnetic waves and the invention of wiic

esa telegraphy.
Faraday's opinions and researches on a possible connection

between gravitation and electricity were then mentioned, and
it was pointed out that Einstein's theory also had predicted

a connection of this kind, which was confirmed at the total

solar eclipse of May 29th, 1919, where it wa.s found that a ray
of light, which was an electromagnetic wave, was deflected

slightly by the mass of the sun. The lecture concluded with
a eulogy of the character of Faraday as a man as well as

an investigator.

Referring to the research work of the Royal Institution, Dr.

Fleming said :
" That Institution is without rival in the world

for the enormous value of the scientific discoveries which have
issued from its laboratories and the ridiculously small cost

at which these residts have been attained. Sir James Dewar
stated lately that the whole cost of maintenance of the In-

stitution during the last 1'20 years has been little more than

f 100.000, not a twentieth part of the cost of one battleship.

Yet the discoveries of Faraday alone have put untold wealth
into the exchequers of nations and laid the firm foundations
on which rest to-day the entire work of the modern elec-

trical engineer."
Col. Sir H. Jekyll, K.C.M.G., a .surviving founder of the

Society, proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer, and recalled

that he had attended Faraday's Christmas lectures as a boy.

Mr. C. H. WoRDiNGH.AM. C.B.E., seconded thr vote, whii-h

was pa.s.sed unanimously.

On Wednesday the first speaker was Col. R. E. Ckomi'TON,
C.B., whose remarks are abstracted below :

—
When in 1878 I commenced serious electrical work by in-

stalling Uramme dynamos and Sen-in lamps to enable the
newly designed pii)e-moulding pits at the Stanton Ironworks
to run through the night, I necessarily went to the Telegraph
Engineers to learn the technicalities of the business. Tele-

graph engineers then calculated resistance in miles of iron tele-

grajih whe, or they sometimes referred to " Siemens units
"

or " B.A. units," which differed by a small percentage from
the present ohm. They talked learnedly of Webers, and ex-

pres.sed e.m.f. in numbers of Daniell cells. We were told that
all sources of electrical energy, whether batteries or dynamos
or magnetos, must have a considerable internal resistance as a
kind of stand-point or kick off from which the electromotive
force could make a start to press forward through the external
resistance. Preece used to tell us that if we reduced the in-

ternal resistance of our dynamo armatures aiuch below one
half that of the external resistance in the cucuit and lamps,
we should work at a loss.

Early in 1879 I was introduced by the elder Brown, of

W'interthur, the father of Charles Brown, of Brown, Boveri,
to Emil Bmgin, of Basle. I took up the manufactm'e of his
form of dynamo, which undoubtedly was better from a

mechanic's jxiint of view than the Uranmie machine.
The latter was not very mechanical; on its spindle was
mounted a wooden hub. and pressed on to it was the wound
armature ring, which was very difficult to balance and to keep
in position. The iron core of the armature was of very small
section, and the winding, no doubt in order to obtain the
much-desired internal resistance, was compo.sed of a great
number of coils of fine wire. Burgin's design laid the founda-
tion of the Crompton firm. We were soon turning out at
Chelmsford several Burgins per week ; we got good prices, and
we always sold two or three Crompton arc lamps with each
dynamo. I thus got enough money together to enlarge the
works, and took on as skilled manager Gisbert Kapp, who had
up to that point been trained as a mechanical engineer with
Me.s.srs. Hornsby, of Grantham.
At that time such scientific assistance as I could get was

from' Sir William Thomson (afterwards Lord Kelvin), James
Thomson, his brother, Rankin, and others.
One day a man came into my office and said :

" I nmst take
you on a mysterious journey." I was whisked off {o New-
castle, and there introduced to Mr. Joseph Swan, who showed
me a row of Swan carbon lamps lighted by a Gramme dynamo.
Swan had sent for me because I had supplied his firm with
arc lamps. Very shortly after I arranged to exhibit his lamps
at an exhibition in Glasgow of the latest forms of gas and
electric lighting ; in the latter case we showed both arcs and
Swan lamps. This exhibition got us several Scotch orders,
and I installed Swan lamps in the Glasgow Post Office.

About this time the Brush and the Thomson-Houston form
of lighting by arc lamps in series came over from America

;

this eventuated in the Father Brush boom, which depressed
gas shares and was to revolutionise the lighting of the world.
However. Swan went quietly on, and started his lamp com-
pany at Newcastle, and a larger company was founded in

London by Cuthbert Quilter; this .shortly afterwards amal-
gamated with the Edison interests to form the Edison Swan
Compnny. T was made its advising engineer; it took
over most of my installation work in progress, amongst it

the Law Courts, which were then nearly finished, and which
were the first really big job of lighting by Swan lamps in

this country.
As far as I know the first regular installation of electric

light in a country house was at Berechurch Hall, belougiug
to Coope, the brewer, and it was there, on finding a group of

men who had completed the bell-hanging of the house, that
we made them into electrical wii-emen ; most of them eventu-
ally became w iring contractors.
During the early days we were haunted by Preece's and

the telegraph people's ideas of the necessity for the internal
re.sistance. and this idea undoubtedly kept us back.

I thmk it was Rankin who first suggesteil the formula
4 jr X ampere-turns/ '2 {air gap) as a measure of the magneto-
motive force, and this was so useful to me as a mechanical
man that I was always trying to per.suade my designer, (Jisbert

Kapp, to cut down the double an- gap ; in other words, to con-
fine the armature winding to one layer of turns. He was then
against the proposal, but he went away for his holiday, and
during his month's absence I pushed out a machine with
gigantic wrought-u'on field magnets and armature core and
only one layer of winding on the armature. The machine was
on the test lied ready to start the day that Kapp returned,
and I well remember the expre.ssion on his face ; he looked
upon me as a foolish, ignorant man wasting my own money.
However, as .stxjn as the belt was on and the machine started,

and at first there was little indication of magnetic field or

electromotive force, Kapp began to say :
" I told you so."

when just as he spoke the field began to build up, and in a

very short time reached a point far higher than I had calcu-

lated; the belt flew off under the load, hut the modern dyiuiiiin

was born.

Some weeks later I learnt from my friend John Hopkinson
that he had been on exactly the same job, and at the .same

time had done for the drum foim of winding what I had done
for the ring form. We both exhibited at one of the inventions
exhibitions at Ken.sington, and I got a gold medal.
At that time my partner was Harold Thomson. It is not

generally known how many of the common appliances now in

u.se were due to his inventive mind—switches, plug contacts,

all kinds of fuse airangements, cut-outs, the suspensiem cl

overhead lamps by their own flexibles, nearly all came frou;

him, in collaboi"ation with one of my foremen, A. P. Lund-
berg, who afterwards made quite the best line of switches and
domestic fittings.

The burning of the Ring Theatre in Vienna was due to an
escape of gas, and caused a terrible loss of life; the old

Eiuperor said that he would not allow gas to be used in any
of the Imperial theatres, and that the Imperial Continental
Gas Co., which had the contract for lighting Vienna, must
take up electric lighting as well as gas lighting. A French
engineer, Monier, was appointed to advise them, but asked

me to join him. Together we schemed out a central station

on a large scale in the Schenkenstrasse, and Crompton 's under-

took the contract ; I spent several years in Vienna working
out this large job. in fact from 1884 to 1887.

At that time the AUgemeine was only just starting

;

Rathenau and Deutsch used frequently to come to Vienna to

watch what I was doing, also Emil Garcke, who was then

secretary to the Brush Company. Willans worked out with

me the whole of the steam generat(MS and electric«governors.

and it may be said that this installation was the prototype of

the many central stations that were built during the 'nineties

in London and in various towns in England, and which have
given such very good results.

At an early date I wished to apply my Viennese experience

to lighting parts of London, and licences were applied for by
the Edison Swan Company to light large districts, but none of

them were carried out, as the capital was not forthcoming
owing to the short period, '21 years of life, laid down by the

first Chamberlain Act.

Eventually I found that the Land Securities Company had
at its Kensington Court estate a subway through which I

could lay at low cost bare copper conductors, and thus con-

nect up 50 or 60 houses with a, central station built on a piece

of ground at one corner of the site. Thus in 1888 the Ken-
sington Court Electric Lighting Company, the first real light-

ing company, was Started ; among the fir.st and largest share-

holders were the late Lord Alverstone. who was then Richard
Webster, Sir Pi-ederick Brarawell. Frank Bolton (the head of

the electrolytic cojiper trade), and a few others.

During the time I was at Vienna. Mes.srs. Gaulard & Gibhs
were developing their adaptation of the previously known in-

duction coils so as to use them as static transformers for con-

verting a.c. from high to low pressures. About this

time a very brilliant young man apiwared on the scene

—

Ferranti. ile took up the a.c. transformer method of distri-

bution, and very soon he and I became the captains of two
opposed schools of electrical disti'ibution.

At the time I was starting at Kensington and canva.ssing

householders to use the light, Ferranti and Ixird Crawford
started a distribution from the Grosvenor (iallery, and many
interesting things ix'curred.

I at Kensington always had accumulators in reserve, so that

I practically never had any extinction of light, whereas many
extinctions occurred at the Gro.svennr (Sallery. and many
amusini; stories could he told of the horror of cbaperones when
the ball rooms were suddenly plunged into darkness.

_
I low-

could I preach safety and continuity of electric lighting at,

<
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Kensington when such strenuous and scandalous proceedings
went on in Mayfair and Belgravia? Whereas Ferranti said

no shareholders would find money lor such improper devices
as accumulators, I said no motheis would allow their families
to attend balls which depended on a.c. and transformers.
But Sfxm the battle ground \\a« shitted to the theatre of

this Institution, and many of you will remember the very
long and interesting debates that took place, which I believe

had the very desirable efi'ect of calling attention to the in-

teresting nature of our profession and brought in many
recruits from amongst the young engineers of the time.
In May, lyy:?!, we, the electrical fighters of the tune,

stai-ted a Dining Society; we were there able to meet and
ili.'^cuss in peace matters other than those electrical. We
christened it the " Dynamicables." By August of that year
tliere were about 100 members, and during the following five

years every electrical man of note joined us, so that our
numbers ro.se to about 260 in 1688. At our dinners at the
Aquaiium we forgot all about the electrical strife of the
working day, and many lasting and pleasant friendships were
then made.
During the time we were working at Vienna we found out

that the old style of measuring instruments had not capacity
enough for dealing with very large currents and the eieoti'o-

motive force that we were beginning to use. Monier and I

between us developed a simple method of measuring current
;^(iiug thro.iL!'." our feeder mains by measuring the fall of

potciilial i,\\c a measured length of copper main, using a
deliciite d'Arsonval galvanometer, and noting its deflection.

We thus readily got a scale in hundreds of amperes.

During the short time I was at home working at my
laboratory, Fleming helped me to develop the potentiometer,
and lie sketched out a very simple resistance frame in order to

get the accurately-measured resistance across which we could
measure the fall of potential.

I then had an assistant in my laboratory named Fisher,
and another, Sydney Melsom, now at the N.P.L. They will

remember the interesting time we had in perfecting the
potentiometer to a sulficient extent to enable us to make
measmements of current and e.m.f. correct to four places
of decimals, which then became a standard means of testing
the very great refinement which about this time took place
in dynamo and engine efficiency.

Many will recollect the interesting comi)etitions between
I'ival dynamo makers when their machines were coupled to

W illans engines and tested on the test bed at Willans's works
at Thames Ditton. The.se competitive trials were accurately
measured, and showed quite unexpected efficiency between
the indicated horse power of the steam engine and the actual
output at the dynamo tenninals. This undoubtedly put
Jingland, for some time, far in advance of any nation in the

world in the perfecting of this class of machinery.
Some of you may recollect the very interesting trial when

Harness brought an action against Messrs. Alabaster and
Gatehouse for libelling him by saying that his electro-

pa.thic belts, which were so greatly advertised, really were
a fraud and contained no means of generating electrical force.

We made Alabaster's body into a standard resistance and
attempted to use the Harness electropathic belt as a source
of e.m.f., but with negative results. I am glad to say that
largely due to the.se experiments Alabaster & Gatehouse won
their case.

When we began to lay mains in the streets of London I
carried out my first work in the Kensington Court subway by
using bare copper conductors stretched over porcelain insu-
lators, constructing many miles of small subways under the
foot pavements of the West End of London. In these my
bare copper conductors were similarly strained, and they have
always given excellent results After a lapse of 40 years
these cojiper conductors are still in use and in the same good
condition as when they started, and they will probably out-

la.st some of us.

I thhik I ought to claim for the pioneer engineers of those
days that we <//</ make good as compared with our brotlier

electrical men in America, Gernuiny. and France.
Eathenau and Deutsch. who founded the AUgemeine, came

to MS at Vienna to learn their business; their early attempts
on large generating machinery were positively comic, huge
Gramme rings with internal star-shaped magnets, the
Gninune rings lieing about 20 ft. in diameter and serving as
the fly-wheels of Van der Kirchove engines. The output was
smaller than that of the iOOdi.p. Willans combined sets that
^\p Will' using at Vienna at the time, which occupied onc-
fenlh (if the cubic space, and were far more economical.

Anndal Dinner.

On Tue.sday last the annual dinner of the Institution was
held at the Hotel Cecil; there was a record attendance, num-
bering over 5<XI. In the unfurtunate ab.sence of the President,
through illness, the chair was taken by Dr. W. H. Eccles,
F.R.S.. vice-president. Amongst the guests and members
present were Mr. F. G. Kellaway, M.P., Lord Southborough,
P.O.. G.C.B. (hon. member). Sir Charles A. Parsons, K.C.B..
P.R.S. (hon. member). Air-Mar.shal Sir H. M. Trenchard.
K.C.B., D.S.O. (chief of the air staff). Sir Anthonv Bi.wlbv.
K.C.B. (Pres. Roval College of Surgeons). Sir .T. E. Pctavel.
K.R.E., F.R.S. (director N.P.L.), Sir William Noble (engi-

ueer-in-chief, G.P.O.), Sir Wilham Pope, K.B.E., F.R.S.
(acting president Society of Chemical Industry), Sii- Andrew
Ogilvie, K.B.E. C.B,, Sir .James Devonshire. K.B.E (hon.
treasurer). Sir S. Chauman, K.C.B. , C.B.E. (Perm. Sec. B.
of T.), Sir- A. J. Durraut, C.V.O., C.B.E. (H.M. Oflice of
Works), Mr. A. Page (Electricity Commis.^aoner), Sir R. T.
Gla^elirook, K.C.B., P.R.S. (Past-Pres. I.E.E.), Mr. C. H.
Wordingham, C.B.E. (Past-Pres. I.E.E.. chainnan B.E. and
A.I. Research A.ssociation). Mr. Justice Sargant, Prof. Sir
W. H. Bragg, K.B.E., F.R.S., Dr. A. Ru.ssell (Pres. Physical
Society of London). Mr. C. E. Musgrave (Pres. Chartered
Institute of Secretaries), Mr. Stanley Machin (Pres. London
Chamber of Conunerce), Mr. C. C. Palerson. O.B.E. (Vice-
Pres. I.E.E.), Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw (Pres. Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers), Mr. Roger T. Smith (past-Pres. LE.E.),
Dr. S. Z. de Ferranti (pa-st-Pres. I.E.E.), Col. R. E. Cromp-
ton, C.B. (Pa.?t-Pres. I.E.E.), Prof. E. Barker (Principal,
Kmg's College. London), Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton. F.R.S.
(Vice-Pres. I.E.E., and chairman of Council. Roval Society
of Arts), Dr. E. P. Cumberbatch (Pres. Electrotherapeutic
Section, Royal Societv of Medicine), Prof. A. W. Porter,
P.R.S. (Pres. Faraday Society), Mr. J. Bowden, O.B.E.
(Chief-Superintendent, Ordnance Factories. Woolwich Ar.se-
nal), Mr. C. D. le Maistre. C.B.E. (local hon. sec. American
I.E.E.), Mr. W. Vaux Graham (chairman Association of
Con.sulting Engineers). Prof. J. W. Nicholson, F.R.S. (Pres.
Roentgen Society). Mr. J. MacGregor (chairman Cable
Makers' As.'.^K'iation). Mr. Alfred Carpmael (hon. solicitor

I.E.E.), Mr. G. W. Humnhrevs. C.B.E. (chief engineer
L.C.C.), Mr. LI. B. .Ukinson (Past-Pres. I.E.E.). Sir H. C.
Mance. CLE. (Past-Pres. I.E.E.), Mr. C. P. Snarks. C.B.E.
(Past-Pres. T.E.E.). Mr. P. F. Rowell (secretary I.E.E.). and
many Members of Council, Chairmen and Hon. Secretaries
of Territorial Centres, and other di.stinguished men.

At the commencement of the proceedings, the chairman
announced that a message of sympathy was being tran.smit-

ted to the President regretting his enforced absence from
the dirmer, and after the loyal toast. Dr. Eccles stated that
the President had rephed expressing his thanks. Greetings
were received from the Duke of York, who regretted his
inability to be present, and expressed the hope that the In-

stitution would continue to prosper and render the same
yeoman service in the future as it had done in the past for

the benefit and advancement of the science, commerce, and
industry of the country ; congi'atulatory messages were also

announced from the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, the French Society of Electricians, the Italian Electro-

technical Association, the Dutch Royal Institute of Engineers,
the .Association of Managers of Dutch Electricity lender-

takings, Mr. Thomas A. Edison, Sir John Snell (unavoidably
absent, at the North-West Midland Inquiry), and from the
Institution of Gas Engineers.

Proposing the toast of " The Institution." Mr. Keluway
remarked that during the 50 years that the Institution had
been in existence the relations between it and the Post Office

had been close and friendly. When it was founded, tele-

gi-aphy was the chief branch of electrical engineering; since

then developments had taken place which had revolutionised

the conditions under which modem society existed, and that

Institution had played a great part. In view of what had been
.accomplished, who could place a limit to the science and art

in which the members were engaged'? The engineer had a

more excellent part to play than the politician ; while great

political changes were in progress, the work of scientific

development and re.search went .steadily on. producing results

which added to the sum of human happiness. It should be

the politicians' task to see that their energies were set free to

develop themselves under the most favourable conditions. He
was proud of the part that British ingenuity and audacity had
played in this great development.

Etesponding, Dr. Eccles said that this wa-s a great week for

the Institution, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the

first meeting of the Society of Telegi'aph Engineers, and hold-

ing the first dinner since the King had bestowed his patronage

and a Royal Charter on the Institution. He expres.sed the

gratitude of the Institution to Mr. LI. B. Atkinson, the imme-
diate pastr-president. for the energy and skill which he had
displayed in conducting the negotiations. The Institution,

which SO years ago numlwied 110 members, had now ovei'

10,000, and was the largest professional engineering instituticjn

in the country. The reason for this growth might be that

electrical engineeringTaad more varied applications than any
other kind of engineering, and must necessarily play a greater

and greater part in the life of the people. As electricity had.

in a sense, become the life-Mood of the country, it l^ecame the

(ibject of attack by di.saffected parties; hence it was necessary

for the statesman to u.se electrical engineers more fully than

in the past and to study their requirements more completely.

Mr. Lr,. B. .\tkinsox, proposing " The Guests." said the Iri-

stitution might be judged by the distinguished company it

kept. The Postmaster-General employed a greater number
of electrical engineers than any other employer in this country,

and thanks to Sir William Noble's efforts, a large proportion

of them were now members of the Institution.

.\ir-Marshal Sir H. M. Trexcharu. responding, drew atten-

tion to the great importance of wireless telegraphy to the air

service, which without it could never develop its full power.
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Mr. Justice Sargant, also responding, said that the extra-

ordinary advance of electricity in all its practical uses was

due to its being based on the .solid foundation of scientific

research, with a superstructure of groat practical ability.

The dinner was accompanied by an excellent programme of

music, and followed by a reunion of members, which was pro-

longed to a late hour, the proceedings being exceptionally

successful and enjoyable.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

(By Odr P.^rliamentary Eeportkr.)

L.B. d S.C. Electrification Scheme.—In the House of

Commons on Monday Mr. Lambert asked the Prime Minister

if his attention had been directed to the statements of the

chairman of the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway
that the company had full plans for a suburban scheme for

electrification ; that it was ready to set to work at once, but

was prevented by the paralysing effect of the Railway Act,

which prevented any large schemes of electrification being

executed without the consent of four other railway companies;
and whether, in the interest of railway enterprise and the

urgent need for providing employment, he would announce
the early repeal of the Railway Act, I9'21.

Mr. Neal, Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of

Transport, who jeplied, said that his attention had been
called to the statements made at the meeting in question,

and he might point out that other reasons were given besides

that mentioned in the question. The answer to the last part

of the question was in the negative.

Electric Tramu-aus for Edinburgh.—In the House of Com-
mons on Monday M.uou Geyn asked the Parhamentary Sec-

retary to the Ministry of Transport whether, if application

be made by the City of Edinburgh Council for leave to set

up central standards for overhead trolley electric tramcars
throughout the length of Princes Street and other parts of

that city, he would see that no leave be granted until the

opinion of the residents of Edinburgh had been ascertained

and careful inquiry made on the .spot into the whole matter.

Mr. Neal replied that a scheme for equipping the Edin-
burgh tramways for electrical traction, which involved the

erection of central standards in Princes Street, had been
submitted for approval. Any objections cormnunicated to

the Ministry by residents of Edinburgh would be carefully

considered before a decision was given, and if, after such

consideration it seemed necessary, an inquiry w-ould be held.

Underground Railway Wages.—In the House of Commons
on Monday Mr. Grattan Doyle asked the Parliamentary Sec-

retary to the Ministry of Transport if his attention had been
called to the fact that the men employed on the Underground
and Electric Railways of London had during the past seven

months submitted to three reductions in wages aggregating

13s. per week per man ; that the managers of such com-
panies were allowed to increa.se fares by over 30 per cent,

on aecount of such advanced wages; and whether, since an
obligation rested on them to reduce their fares to the public

pro rata to the men's reductions, and the Minister of Ti'ans-

port, in conjunction with the Railway Commissioners, sanc-

tioned increased fares for the reasons stated, he would call

the attention of the directors and managers to the matter
in order to have it revi.sed, and to give the public the advan-

tage or, failing that, would he rai.se w-Efges to the level of

last .spring?

Mr. a. Neal replied that the London Electric Railways
(Fares, &c.) Act, 19'20, provided for certain increases in fares

in order that the charging powers of the conipanics might
provide for working expenses, efliciently maintaining and
renewing the undertakings, and a reasonable return, on
capital. Hence factors other than wages had to be taken into

account in determining the fares to be charged, and the

increased fares had not been sanctioned solely on account
of advances in wages. The financial position of the com-
panies had been under consideration by the Minister from
time to time, and he had already been furnished with copies

of the annual accounts for 1921 in order that the position

which arose under Section 6 of the Act might be again con-

sidered.

Electrical Imports from. Germany.—Replying to Mr. New-
mould, Mr. Baldwin. President of the Board of Ti-ade. said

that in 1913 Germany imported into this country .5,978 tons

of electrical machinery of the value of f7'21,(X)0: in 19'21 the

figures were 241 tons and .-£44,996.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS FOR JANUARY, 1922.

the items for electrical machinery (j£300,000 increase), while
electrical goods and insulated wire exports also reached
higher values than in December. Telephone and telegraph

export totals fell off to the extent of about £40,000.

The electrical imports lor the month totalled MloH,oSl, a.s

against £'174,090 for the last month of 1921; decreases occurr-

ing in glow lamps, meters and electrical machinery imiwrts.
but in other directions increased values obtained.

The re-export total for January is £\,()i)0 better than the

December figure of iil4,16].

The total weight of electrical machinery exported during
the month amounted to 1,958 tons, as compared w'ith 1,196

tons for December, 1921, and 1,846 tons for January, 1921 and
2..528 tons in January, 1913.

Values of Electrical Exports and I.mports for January,

1922. Re-Ex-
Exports. Imports, ports.

Electrical goods and apparatus ... ±122,920 £."j(i.2(K) £4, .522

Insulated wire 180,086 .s,i40 435
Glow lamps 29,010 19,030 93

Arc lamps and parts 1,488 567 70
Batteries and accumulators ... 33,394 3,650 —
Meters and instruments 36,466 5,833 32
Carbons 6,743 2,647 875

Electriral Machinery—
Railway and tramway motors ... 15,878 — —
Other motors and generators ... 344,499 — —
Switchboards (not telegraph or
telephone) 85,975 943 72

Electrical machinerv (unenu-
merated) 206,887 46,.S71 3,114

Telegraph and telephone cable

and material—
Telegraph and telephone wire
and cable (not submarine) ... S1.6(i3 3.497 —

Submarine telegranh and tele-

phone cable 3,393 — —
Telegraph and telephone instru-

ments and apparatus 221,071 17.195 6.060

Totals fl..3(;9.473 fl.58,.5,81 £15,270

LEGAL.

The January returns of electrical Ijusiness allow considerably

increased values in the export six-tion as compared with the

)ivpvious month ; the total for electrical exports being

£1,369,473, as against £1,003,154 for December, an increase of

appruximately .i'3W,0(M); the principal increase occurred in

New.MARK r. Semco, Ltd.

I.N the Shoreditch County Ccjurt, on February 10th, before
Judge Cluer, Mr. Louis Newmark, of 120-134, Bishopsgaie.
E.C., watch importer, sued Messrs. Semco, Ltd., of 19-20,

High Street, Shoreditch, to recover £97 los. for fraudulently
mi.srepresentiug that a "Z-kW air-cooled petrol-electric generat-
ing set was practically new, and had only been run for two
hour.s, whereas it was old and worn, and in an unfit con-
dition. Mr. W. WaiTen appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr.
.\. G. Robinson for the defence. It was explained that ,the

set was required for a house the plaintiff was havmg built
at Rickmansworth, and was sold at the end of December,
f92t), for £80.
Herbert iNewmark, son of the plaintiff, said that early in the

December of 1920 he went to the defendants' premises with
a Mr. Jay, an electrical engineer, and saw this generating set,

and was told it was practically new, and had only run for

two hours. After it was in.stalled it was continually, mis-
firing and usually stopped. He was never told it was second-
hand. Later, after his visit to defendants, his father saw it

with an architect, and Mr. King, an electrical engineer, and
the purchase was decided upon. When it was supplied it

was guaranteed to carry a full load and run for two hours.

In April an unsuccessful attempt was made to work the
engine. A second attempt was made in May. when
it was found that, owing to faulty wiring, there were
some dead shorts. Capt. Wood had the matter in hand for

the defendants, and in the August there was a fairly success-

ful trial. After that w-itness—aged 17 years—was running
the generator. He denied that Capt. Wood told liim con-

stantly that it was under-lubricated. About this time the

fiywheel broke, and later the crank-shaft. He agreed that

C'ajit. Wood complained that the concrete bed was not right.

but he understood it was put right.

Mr. Hakold Brine, architect, said he built the house at

Rickmansworth. He heard the representative of Messr.s.

Semco say it was practically new. and had run only two hours.

Mr. King, electrical engineer, spoke of the same thing. .\s

to the faulty wiring, he put that right in half an hour.

Mr. Louis Newmark said he under.stood it to be " unused

war stores." Before buying he asked if it was in perfect

condition, and had the same said to him as the other wit-

nesses had dopo.sed to. The machine had never carried its full

load. He concluded he had been defrauded when the crank-

shaft broke in October. That was after Capt. Wood had

finally left the premises. .

Mr. Wm. Payne, general manager to Jones «!k Sons, elec-

trical engineers, of Rickmansworth. said he was asked to look
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at the set, and advised a lot of things to be done which would
certa.inly not have been necessary had it been in perfect

running order. The defendants hud these carried out by

Messrs. A. Thompson, electrical engineers, of Chorley Wood,
i^'or the defence, Mr. Clarence Kapson, managing director

of the defendants, said the set was purchased on September
1st, 1920, and he had never authorised anyone to make the

representations suggested ; it was not war stores.

Judge Cluer : If anyone made a false statement Mr.
Rapson, as an honest man, would make amends.
Ernest Anderson, the salesman, denied using the words

attributed to him.
Capt. Norman Wood was called, and said that not a word

was said by him about guaranteeing it. He gave directions

as to the concrete bed, which were not carried out, so that

it was impossible to ensure sufficient cooling. In April, when
started up, it back-tired, and so hurt his arm that he was un-

able to go on with the work for some time. On August 9th he
got a perfect test, and it took a full load for the required time
After that the Newmark family took it over. He saw it

after and it was under-lubricated. On October 1st he gave
it an economy test and ran it for twelve hours on paraffin,

and it went well.

In giving judgment. Judge Cluer said he did not think
the defendants had satisfied their guarantee that it was m
perfect running order, and although it was te.sted up to two
hours that did not mean it was to Just do that and stop. On
the.se grounds only he should award the plaintiff i635 damages
and costs.

Foster v. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

In the Mayor's and City of London Court, last week, Albert G.
Foster, engineering draughtsman, claimed £8 '2s. 9d.

from the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., electrical

engineers, London, E.C., salary for nine working days at

18s. Id. per day.

Plaintiff's case was that he entered the defendant's service

in May, 192(). Part of his engagement was that he .should

receive certain hoUdays each year and be paid his salary m
full. In 19'2tJ he had his holiday, and was duly paid, i^ast

year a notice was exhibited inviting the staff' to say when
they would like to take their holidays, and plaintiff put down
lune. Through slackness of work he was dismissed on May
•th, and left on May 19th. His claim now was for the pay-
ment of the nine days' holiday which he would have had in

lune becau.se of the special contract that he should have an
mnual holiday with payment of salary.

Judge Atherlei-Jones, K.C, s;ud what the claim came to
.vas that all the employers' rights would be suspended until
:he plaintiff had had his holiday and that the defendants
nust pay him for his holiday. The employers must keep the
nan in the service until he had had his holiday, if the plain-
:iff's claim was justifiable.

Mr. Maddocks, for the defendants, said, of course, that posi-

ion was wholly untenable. There was no contract to give a
loliday, and it was only given ex gratia, payment, of course,
jeing made if the men were still in the service, but not
)therwise. There were 800 to 1,000 men on their works
itaff. and their whole organisation was about 5,000 to 6,000.
Judge .\therlev-Jones said that to a very large extent the

elations of employer and employed in this country were
egulated by custom, and very often those customs gave ri.se

conflicts. The case was very important. If he found for
he plaintiff it would frustrate the benevolent intentions of
mployers with regard to holidays and it would be abhorrent
common sense. Judgment for the defendants, with costs.

Electro-Metals, Ltd., v. Malleable Steel Castings Co.
(1909), Ltd.

N the King's Bench Division, Mr. Justice Sankey again had
lefore him the above action.
Mr. Edward Yates Walsh, giving evidence for the defence,

aid Mr. Bibby came to see him \\ith regard to his buying a
urnace on February 17th, 1918. He took Mr. Bibby "round
he defendants' works, and showed him the nature of their
msine.ss and told hun what he wanted. Witness also showed
Jr. Bibliy the four annealing ovens he had there for malleable
ion. and pointed out what'a cumbersome process it was. Mr,
iibby said he could do away with the process altogether, and
hat if he had castings of a certain shape they could be put
ato a small oven and let down. Witness understood that it

i'ould not be necessary to anneal castings in the same way as
lalleable iron. Witness told him he would want at least 40
ms t<',usile strength per sq. in., with 1-5 per cent, elongation,
iid Mr. Bibby said it could be got without anneahng. The
onsumption of electricity for a 30-cwt. furnace. Mr. Bibby
:iid. would he 800 kWh, and that would be the top figure.
Vitness was present at the first heat, which took place on
uly '29th. 1919, and at subsequent ones. The moulds were
roperly made and dried, and they had everything necessary
't the business of steel castings. The furnace, however.
ever ran satisfactorily, or as a commercial proposition. \ lot
f the castings made were returned by customers, although
ime had been taken. His firm had never taken over the
imace. The defect was that the castings were brittle. The

electrodes often broke, and those he had left after the furnace
was shut down he sold to Messrs. Bamforths, of Luton. With
regard to consumption of electricity, they never had a run in
wtiich the furnace used only 800 kWh per ton in the ladle.
There was no truth in the suggestion that the foundry roof
leaked and th© moulds got wet.
Mr. H. Kitchin, engmeer in the employ of Messrs. T. Bam-

forth & Co., Ltd.. Luton, said he had had experience in the
installation and working of electric furnaces, and had one
under his charge at the present time. In his experience it was
quite possible to get steel of from 35 to 40 tons tensile strength
per sq. in. with 15 per cent, elongation with ordinary letting
down, and he. regarded that as quite a reasonable requirement.
It could be done without annealing. The equipment of the
defendants' works, which he had visited, was reasonable, and
their small oven was suitable for annealing steel castings.
The castings he saw were not fit tq be used as steel castings.
He thought the cause was wild steel. The balance of the
electrodes from the defendants' works which his firm had
purchased had been uSed with satisfactory results. Witness
had seen the charge sheets from the working of the furnace
and ascertained that the average consumption of electricity
was 1.631 kWh per ton in the ladle. His own furnaee was of
i5 cwt. capacity, and its consumption averaged 1,100 kWh per
ton in the ladle. They had two heats per day and non-con-
tinuous running. If they had electrode or electrical troubles
during a heat, that generally meant a troublesome heat, and
often a bad one. With its high consumption of electricity,

the furnace sold to the defendants could not be run commer-
cially.

Other evidence as to the working of the furnace was given
by defendants' employes.
The hearing was adjourned.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Works, Ltd.

Corona Lamp

The hearing of the above action was concluded before Mr.
Justice ,4stbury in the Chancery Division on February 16th.

Mr. Hor.atio Ballantyne, for the defendants, gave evidence,
and said he had acted as scientific adviser and scientific wit-
ness in cases connected with electric lamps for many years.

In 1912. the date of this patent of the plaintiff's, he was al-

ready familiar with some of the problems connected with
sealing m current leads into electric lamps.

Sir D. Kerly, K.C, examining : You have read the speci-

fication in this case ; did it convey to your mind, whatever its

true construction may be, an idea as to what was meant by a
coefficient of expansion of the wire to be compared with that
of glass?

Witness ; The specification certainly conveyed to me the
meaning of obtaining a coefficient corresponding to that of the
glass, and I knew what to do to carry that out. The pro-

cedure, as I understood it, was to ascertain the coefficient of

expansion of the wire by measuring its increase in length
throughout a period of heating.

W'as it or was it not common knowledge that you must have
a wire with the appropriate expansion of glass'?—Y'es.

Cross-examined by Sir A. Colefax, K.C, for plaintiffs : Do
you agree with this, that you do not find disclosed in any of the
alleged anticipations the subject matter of the plaintiffs'

patent'?—I certainly do not find in them anything about pro-

lx>rtioning so as to get the coefficient of expansion of a certain

kind.

The answer is that you do not find the subject matter dis-

closed'?—If that be part of the subject matter, I don't.

Dr. G. HoLST, head of the Physical Laboratory of Messrs.

Phillips' Lamp Works at Eindhoven, Holland, said they began
making copper-clad nickel-iron core leading-in wire for their

lamps in 1914. He did not know at that time of the plaintiffs'

specification. They used copper-clad nickel-iron-core leading-

in wire in consequence of a communication they had that it

was used by other factories, and so they began to try it them-
selves without any assistance as to how they were to make it.

Mr. Augustus Charles Hyde, a maker of leading-in wires.

.said he was with the late Sir Joseph Swan, of Edison and
Swan fame. He was the Mr. Hyde whose patent had been
read in this case. He and the \'actite Company worked on
friendly tenns with I^a Societe Fourchambalt, whose patent

had also been put in, and they were both concerned with
nickel-iron leading-in wires.

Mr. Cecil M'Masters, stores manager of the Corona Lamp
Works. Ltd.. gave evidence as to identifying certain lamps
complained of as infringements. They had been dealt in by
his company, and they had been got from America, being
delivered to them by the Express people.

This concluded the evidence, and his Lordship reserved

judgment.

Cable-Jointer Committed.

At the Clerkenwell Police Court, Thomas Hutchinson, 49,

cable jointer, was charged, on remand, with converting to'

his own use and benefit the sum of £187. received by him on

account of the members of the Islington Borough Council

Electricity Department Sick and Benefit Society. He was
committed for trial at the Central Criminal Court.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Ernest Fawcett, 20. St. Aane
Street. Liverpool, electrical and heating engineer.—The public

examination of this debtor was held on February Ibth at

the Court House, Victoria Street. Liverpool. The statement

of aJiairs showed unsecured liabilities of i;349 against net

assets 14s. lid. Questioned by the Assistant OHicial Receiver,

debtor said that he tiled his own petition. It appeared that

he served an apprenticeship as an electrical, heating, and

hydraulic engineer, and afterwards for some years he worked
lor various nrm^ of engineers. In August. i920, he became
connected with an electrical company, in which he invested

£51)0. and of which he was appointed a director. The com-
pany carried on business at '2«J, St. Anne Street, Liverpool.

It was not successful, and went into voluntary liquidation on

June 1st last year. Debtor believed that the liquidator had
realised the whole of the assets. He stated that he found

out that the company was not a success about January or Feb-

ruary last year. It had improved considerably when the

heating department was taken on. and debtor became surety

for a bank overdraft of i'.5l«.), along with two other directors.

He estimated that ^£'250 of that would rank against his estate

for dividend. In August, 19'21, he commenced business in part-

nership with another gentleman, who found all the capital of

.£'250. The business was .similar to that of the company, and

it was successful until January this year. According to the

terms of the partnership it was to be dissolved on the bank-

ruptcy of either partner. The condition was that the surviving

partner should take over the business with all the debts and

assets. Proper books of account had not been kept. The
whole of the household furniture was claimed by debtor's wife.

The examination was closed.

0. Pollard, electi-ical engineer. 1'2, Corporation Street.

Halifax.—Receiving order made Febniaiy 14th on debtor's

own petition. First meeting. February '24t.h. Public examina-

tion, March ^ith, both at the County Court, Halifax.

T. Davison (Radio Technical College), 30. Falkner Street,

Liverpool.—Receiving order made February 15th on debtor's

own petition.

H. Tbuelove (H. Ti'uelove & Co.). electi-ical engineer. 19,

Shepley Street, Stalybridge.—First meeting, March 3rd, at the

Official Receiver's Offices, Manchester. Public examination.

March 6th, at the Town Hall, Ashton-under-Lyne.

A. R. Meggett. electrical engineer. 45, Thrumpton Lane.

East Retford, Notts.—Trustee : Mr. F. C. Brogden, Official

Receiver, 10, Bank Street. Lincoln. Released January 19th.

Edwin Growdon Langsford, '24, Bar Street. Burnley, late

74. "West Gate. Burnley, electrician.—-The following are credi-

tors :

—

£ £
Butterworth, C '27 Newsholme, J 100

Baldwin. S 13 Sharpies (exors. of) 60

Clegg. T '20 Smithson (F.) & Sons 12

Nersholme, Mrs 36 Levi. Todd 24

I'ollard, Ellen 11 Whende, J 30

MiHiLL LoRAiNB SLAUGHTER, 91, Victoria Street. S.W.—This

debtor attended at the London Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday
before Mr. Registrar Mellor for public examination upon ac-

counts showing total liabilities il2.688 (unsecured ±10.898)

and assets valued at ±''2.'210. In the course of his evidence, the

debtor said a company was registered in March, 19'20, as
" M. L. Slaughter & Co.. Ltd.," to acquire and carry on his

agencies. In August, 19'21. the company purcha.sed from the

Astral Intensifter, Ltd.. for .£2,000 in shares the exclusive

British rights for the manufacture and exploitation for five

years of an intensifier or reflector for electric lamps, of which
the Astral Co. held the patents. His company agreed to

manufacture and sell '2-50.000 intensifiers per annum, and to

pay a royalty of fourpence on each one to the Astral Co.

Subsequently his company appointed Overseas Contracts, Ltd.,

to be their selling agents for the whole of Great Britain, pro-

vided they sold 300,0tX) intensifiers per annum. The retail

price was fixed at three shillings ; they manufactured the re-

flector at one shilling (out of which they had to pay four-

pence to the Astral Co.). and sold it to the Overseas Con-
tracts, Ltd., for two shillings. Had this contract been carried

through his company's profits would have been about ±10,00(!)

per annum, but the Overseas Contract Co. failed to carry it

out, and went into voluntary liquidation in April, 19'21. Owing
to that failure witness's company was unable to meet its obli-

gations, and also had to go into liquidation, and that in turn
brought down witness, he having incurred heavy liabilities on
behalf of the company. Tlie inquiry was concluded.

Company Liquidations.—Frank Rawclifke & Co., Ltd..

electrical factors. 8. Nunn Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

—

A.

meeting of creditors was held on Februarv 16th at 50. Gresham
Street, E.G. The chaii- was taken by Mr. W. Brittain, the
liquidator under the voluntary winding-up. A statement
of affairs reporting the position as at January 3(lth

Inst showed liabilities to unsecured creditors .£14,3'25, while

the assets, after allowing .£'204 for preferential claims, were
estimated at MU.S'29. The assets compris<^d stock-in-trade, at

present prices f9.28'2: trade fixtures, fittings, utensils, i^-c.

estimated to realise .£.5'26; good hook debts, £L3.59-, and bad
and doubtful debts, £1.4-52. estimated to produce f36fi. There
was therefore an estimated deficiency disclosed of £2,996,

while as regards shareholders the total deficiency was ±11,466.
It was stated that the issued capital of the company amounted
to ±8,470. The company was lormed in AprU, l9'Zi, and took
over the existing business ol Mr. Kawclitie. ihe business had
been successfully earned on for some years by Mr. Kawclille,
and the company took over all his liabilities. Mr. Rawchlte
was now a cash creditor for ±3,500. Ihe stock had been care-
fully listed and marked down to current prices, and Mr. Raw-
cline expre.ssed himself as being confident that had aduitional
capital been procured for the business the concern would have
continued satisfactorily as in the past. The shareholders dis-

cussed the position, and decided that the only thing to do
was to go into voluntary liquidation. He (the liquidator) was
instructed, on behalf of the directors, to submit an offer to
the meeting of 10s. in the ±, and it was proposed that there
should be a scheme for the transfer of the whole of the assets
to a new company, and that a debenture should be issued
in respect of those assets for an amount necessary to pay the
composition referred to by instalments of '2s. 6d. each at
three, six. nine, and twelve months. The debentures would
no doubt bear interest at 5 per cent, or some similar rate.

In consideration of the creditors accepting this scheme, Mr.
Rawcliffe would suspend his claim of ±3,500 for the time
being. In reply to a creditor, the chairman said that the new
company would really be Mr. Rawcliffe himself. One creditor
pointed out that the assets amounted to ±11,000, and
it was now proposed that 10s. in the ± should be paid. He
would like to know whether that was the proposition.

Mr. Houston pointed out that the w'ay to regard the
matter was i-ather what would happen if the assets were
realised by forced sale, and suggested that he would be a
bold man who would say that in these circumstances the
assets would realise any such figure as 10s. in the ±. The
creditors w-ould be well advised to consider the fact that they
would be able to regard the company in the future as a

solvent company carrying on business under much better

conditions, and it would be a great disadvantage to break up
the business if another and better course could be found.

Several creditors asked questions with regard to the stock,

and on seeing the stock figures said that they could not agree

that the figures put forward represented the trade figures to-

day.
After some discussion it was resolved, on the motion of

Mr. Houston, representing Stella Conduits, Ltd.. seconded
by Mr. C. G. Poppleton. representing other creditors, that the
liquidation should be continued with a committee of inspec-

tion consisting of Mr. Maurice (Catchpole \- Maurice). Mr.
E. A. Ingold, and the representatives of Stella Conduits.
Ltd.; Mr. Joseph, of Messrs. Joseph & Co.. and Callender's

Cable and Construction Co., Ltd. The following are credi-

tors :
—

£ £
Allan & Co.
anke

Bainbridge & Co.
Favell & Co
Wilkinson & Simpson
Atkinson, T
CalhoUc Home lotirnal

Crosslev (T.) & Co
Alliance Box Co.
Attwater & Sons
British Thomson-Houston Co. ..

British Insulated & Helsbv
Cables '..

B.T.T. Electric Lamp & Acces-

Cable .Accessories Co
Callender's Construction Co. ...

Catchpole iv Maurice, Ltd. ...

British Driver Harris Co.
Efandem Co.
Enfield Ediswan Cable Co

. 13 Shaw (G. C.) & Co 22

.3,583 Torby & Co 31

11 Walker (H.) &• Sons, Ltd. ... 27
154 Law Accident Insurance Society 75

. 14 Chloride Electrical Stor.ige Co. 15

11 Baxendale & Co 42
II Northern Steel & Hardware Co. 95
11 Rawcliffe (W. T.l, Ltd. ... 27
48 Alderson & Glvde 14

45 Canning (W.) & Co., Ltd. ... 372
21) Eaton S.) & Sons 60

Heath (S.^ & Sons
16 Jovner (C.) & Co

Metallic Electric EnJ. Co. ...

591 Whitohouse (W.l S: Co., Ltd. ...

135 Crvselco, Ltd
8-20 Ca'rron & Co
234 Electric Accessories Co.
486 Ingold. Ltd.

120 Kent & Co.
148 Middlesbrough Steel Tubes and

Enplish Electric and Siemens Conduits Co.
Supplies 30 Phcenix Supplv Co.

Falk, Stadelmann & Co. ... 88 Preston. Mrs
Jerrard, Darbv S: Clegg 21 Satchwell & Gettings

Johnson & Phillips 38 Rawcliffe. F
Joseph & Co. 188 Rhodes .Motors. Ltd.

Leach & Co. 16 Robson. T. R
Lowe & Sons 53 Sanders (W.l & Co.
Nevvburn. Ellis & Co 17 Robb Bros. iGlasgow), Ltd.

Morlev, Ltd 13 Scupham & Wood
Moue' Claire ft Co 12 Stella Conduits Co.

New Italian Art Assn 26 Smith (F.) & Son
Roberts (T. R.), Ltd 47 Smith, H. VV.

Rawlplug Co.
Br.

37 Underwood (Manchester), Ltd.

23

R. B. Hand & Co.. Ltd., in voluntary liquidation.—The
joint liquidators (Messrs. P. J. Hooper and W. A. J. Osborne)

report that the realisation of the as.sets in this matter has now
been practically completed. The ooimnittce of insi>ection has

confirmed their accounts. The liabilities have increased some-

what. In connection with the book debts, there were a large

number of discrepancies, which resulted in a smaller value

being realised. A first and final dividend of 2s. 2d. in the

£ is now being declared.

Carburation (Temper.atcre Control). Ltd.—Winding up
voluntarilv. Liquidator : Mr. E. H. Porter, Austin Friars

House. EC. Meeting of creditors. February 27th.

Remco Carbon Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. I.ioui-

dntor : Mr. R. Crane. 46 and 47. London Wall. E.G. Meeting

of creditors. Alarch 2nd.
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WEsriNGHoosE Metal Filament Lamp Co., Ltd.—Meeting
called for March 21st at 2, Norfolk Street, Strand. W.C. to

hear an account of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. F.
Owen
Sherardizing Syndicate, Ltd.—Meeting of members, March

2'2nd at 70. Chancery Lane, W.C, to hear an account of the
winding-up from the liquidators. Messrs. P. J. E. Warner and
C. J. Jones.

N.4TI0NAL Engineering Co., LiD.^-Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator : Mr. A. N. Dudley Smith, Norfolk House,
Laurence Pountney Hill, B.C.
EusHMORES (1919). Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator : Mr. T. D. Addis, 2tia. Peterborough Road, Parsons
Green, S.W.
Welding, Son & Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator ; Mr. C. Hodgson, 70, Central Buildings, 41, North
John Street, Liverpool. A meeting of creditors was called for

Febniai'y 23rd.

Heads Electkical, Ltd.—Meeting, March 22nd, at 151-152.

North Street, Brighton, to hear an account of the winding up
from the liquidator, Mr. A. E. Orbell.

Dissolution of Partnership.

—

Universal School of Tele-
graphy, 335, Oxford Road, Manchester.—Messrs. G. G.
Boulaye, J. Gritfin, and C. V. Morris have dissolved partner-

ship. Mr. Griffin will continue the business under the same
style and at the same address.

Trade Announcements.—The business known as the
Thanet Electrical Co., 262. Northdown Eoad, Margate, will

in future be known as the Margate and District Electrical
Co., Ltd., and will be under the control of Mr. J. M. Keenan.
A.M.I.E.E.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Oldham & Son, Ltd., Den-
ton, near Manchester.—Descriptive circular, No. 139, dealing
witb and illustrating the " Oldhaan " miners' electric safety

cap lamp.
MbSSRs. Archibald Low & Sons, Ltd., Merkland Works,

Partick, Glasgow.—Catalogue No. B.C. 5122, giving illustra-

tions and prices of " Highlow " electric heating and cooking
apphances.
Messrs. Shenton & Co., Ltd., 68 & 69, Shoe Lane, E.C.4.

—A net trade price list (No. 122) of electrical accessories, in-

cluding wires and cables, adaptors, lampholders, conduits, &c.

Messrs. E. P. Allam & Co., 107-1U9, Gray's Inn Eoad,
W.C.I.—February stock list of a.c. motors of from 1 to 50 h.p.

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.E.7.—
" Transformer Abstracts " No. 5. describing the dispatch, in-

stallation, and maintenance of transfonners. Also No. 6,

which deals with the methods employed in the drying out of

oil transformers on site.

Messrs. Drake ot Gokham Wholesale, Ltd., 67, Long Acre,
W.C. 2.—Pamphlet No. 335, giving details, prices, and numer-
ous illustrations of ironclad svpitch- and fuse-gear, wall plugs.

&c.
British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot,

Lanes.—Catalogue No. P 172, containing well-illustrated de-

scriptions of electricity meters, including several prepayment
t>pes.

The Electric Heating Co., George Street. Croydon.

—

March price list of " Elect " irons, kettles, and fires. Illus-

trated.

The Relay .Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd., Marconi House.
Strand, W.C.2.—A postcard illustrating an ' R. A. T." 50-

line switchboard and two examples of desk instruments.
X-Eays, Ltd., 11, Torrington Place, Gower Street. W.C.I.

—

An illustrated booklet dealing with deep X-ray therapy. Ex-
amples of apparatus for this purpose are shown and details

and prices are given.

Messrs. Royles. Ltd., Irlam, near Manchester.—An illus-

trated and priced catalogue of condensers, feed-water heaters,

caloritiers, steam kettles, air heaters, steam traps. &c.

Messrs. C. Isler & Co., of Bear Lane, Southwark Street,

London. S.E.I, have sent us one of their wall sheet calendars
for 1922. upon which there appears a number of interesting

pictures of well-boring operations through London soil and in

various other places at home and abroad.

Italian Trade Ship.—The Kin" of Italy's yacht, " Trina-
cria," is to visit the Thames during the present summer.
She has been lent to an Italian industrial federation for the
display of Italian products in all parts of the world. Al-

though not so suitable for the purpose as the British Trade
Ship will be, says the Evening News, Southern buyers are
attracted to the " Trinacria " by her fonner associations.

Electrification of Railways.—The question of the electri-

fication of raihvays in the London area, a project involving
an outlay of about f17.rKXI.(Xt0. was before the Industrial
group at a meeting at the House of Commons on February
20th. Sir William Pearce, M.P.. was in the chair, and there
were about 32 members of Parliament present representing
trading communities and trading organisations. Sir William
Forbes, of the Brighton Railway, and Mr. Tempest, of the
South-Eastern Railway, also attended. After a long discus-

sion on the proposals of the railways for electrification, a
committee was appointed, consisting of Sir Alexander Rich-
ardson, Mr. A. M. Samuel. Mr. Frederick Wise, and Mr. P.
T. Harmon, to examine the proposals, and to report at a
further meeting of the group next Monday.

—

Financial News.

Book Notices.—" Mechanical World Electrical Pocket Book
for 1922."—Manchester : Emmott & Co., Ltd. Price 2s. net.—The new features embodied in the latest edition of this
useful pubhcation include a lengthy section on " Power
Station Construction and Operation," and another on "Elec-
tric Hoists " dealing with their construction and installation.
The section on " Switchgear and Switchboards " has been
rewritten and enlarged.

" Manuale per il CoUaudo Macchine Elettriche." by Ing. G.
Bianchi. Milan : Ulrico Hoeple. Price L.18.50.

" Electrical Engineering Testing," by G. D. Aspinall Parr.
Fourth edition. Pp. xii-|-691; 296 figs. London: Chapman
and Hall. Ltd. Price 16s. net.

" Science Abstracts " A & B. 'Vol. XXV. No. 289. Part 1,
January 31st, 1922. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price
2s. 6d. each.

" Mechanical Testing," by E. G. Batson and J. H. Hyde.
Vol. I. Testing of Materials of Construction. Pp. xiii-f-413,

258 figs. London ; Chapman & Hall. Ltd. Price 21s. net.

Unemployment.—A further decrease in unemployment is

shown in the Ministry of Labour returns for the week end-
ing February 7th, when the total number of unemployed
persons was 1,892,129, as compared with 1,905,933 in the jre-
vious week.

• German Trade with Australia.— It is announced that the
Commonwealth Government has finally decided to remove
the embargo upon the importation of goods from ex-enemy
nations as from August 1st. In the meantime the existing
anti-dumping measures will be reinforced by further tariff

legislation if this is found to be necessary. British and
AustraUan goods will be protected from unfair competition.

Brazilian Tariffs Under a recent amendment of the
Brazilian Customs tariff the import duty on static electric

transformers cooled by oil, water or aJi- is now as follows :

weighing up to 200 kg., 600 reis per kg.; weighing over 200
and less than 400 kg., 400 reis per kg.; weighmg more than
400 kg., 150 reis per kg.

Ediswan Social.—A social and dance, on a large scale,

organised by the staff of the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,

and open to all the Ponders End Employes, was held at the
works on February 11th, about 900 attending. The Girls'

Dining Hall, a huge building capable of normally seating

about 1,500, was cleared and transformed into a very credit-

able imitation of a Palais de Dance. The other entertain-

ments provided were two concerts, one by Mr. A. P. -Ambler's

party, and the other by the Ediswan (Girls') Musical Society

and Orchestra; a fine up-to-date kinema, which showed two
splendid programmes; and numerous "side-shows."

Chinese Notes.—The Tung Eu Telephone Co. of Peking
has been granted registration by the Ministry of Agricultm'e

and Commerce.
The Yau Hua Electric Co., of Hsuchow, was established

in 1905. Three new plants have been installed and a new
building erected, which was completed on December 27th.

It is estimated that the three plants supply 30,000 lights.

The merchants of Hokow, Yunnan, have raised $20,000 for

the estabUshment of The Hokow Electricity Co., Ltd.

Wages and Conditions in the Tramway Industry.—

A

meeting of the National Industrial Council for the Tramways
Industry was held in London on February 15th to consider

the report of a special committee appointed to revise the

National Agreement of 1919, with particular reference to the

clauses relating to the guaranteed week. It was stated that

while the undertakings generally were agreeable to the re-

tention of the normal 48-hour week, they desired certam
modifications in the terms of the guaranteed week. As
agi-eement could not be reached, the Council decided to meet
again on March 3rd. The Council has adopted a scale of

wages and bonus for employes of various ages below 21 years.

On February 17th a national delegate conference of the

tramway section of the Transport and General Workers'

Union declared that it would not accept the employers' draft

agreement even as a basis for discussion, and any attempt

to enforce it would be met by " drastic action " to safeguard

the principle laid down in the March, 1919, agreement.

A meeting of Scottish delegates resolved on the same day

not to permit the application of the- draft agreement to Scot-

land.

Meeting of Creditors.

—

Lawford. Ross A- White, electrical

engineers. 10.^. Woodlands Eoad. Glasgow.—Meeting of

creditors to be held fo-dav (Friday^ at the offices of James.

^^ilson A- Gough. 135, Wellington Street. Glasgow.

Extended Payments for X=ray Equipment.-^The difficulty

encountered by "numerous radiologists and hospitals in raising

the necessarv "funds for the purchase of X-ray equipment has

led X-Eays. Ltd.. to institute a system of extended payments

for its products. -All such transactions are conducted with the

.strictest privacy; they are not handed over fo a finance

corporation, but" arc carried out by the firm it-p'f- X-Eay>.

Ltd., also has a scheme of insurance of X-ray tubes.
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Swiss Railway Electrification Contracts.—A special corre-

spondent of The Times Trade Supplemeni at Geneva states

that in the electrification of the St. Gothard line only Swiss

firms were, for patriotic reasons, allowed to tender for the

supply of cables. German offers, which were considerably

cheaper, were rejected. " Now that new tenders are being
invited, foreign firms will be allowed to compete. It appears
that the Swiss electric cable makers labour under the dis-

advantage that there is no testing plant in the country for

the size of cable in question. It would seem to be a good
opportunity for English cable manufacturers to approach the

Swiss Federal Railways, for Switzerland is preparing the elec-

trification of a network of 3,000 miles, of which 1.800 miles

are lines bearing fast traffic. In the National Parliament a
Deputy from Basel recently asked the Government to study
the question whether it will really pay the Federal Eailways
to electrify branch lines, particularly in view of the fall in

the price of coal. The cables and overhead equipment are ex-

pensive, and there are many branch lines in the country
with only six or eight trains daily. The matter is now being
investigated, and the decision will influence Switzerland's

future position in the international coal market."

An Illumination Calculating Chart.—The Edison Sw.4N
Electric Co., Ltd., has issued a chart by means of which the

number of lamps required to give a certain intensity of illu-

mination for various areas may be calculated. The watt-

lumen value of vacuum and gasfilled lamp^ of different sizes

and voltages is given in a table.

Locomotives for French Railways.—A correction has now
been issued in taris of the report alleging that the FVench
State Railway authorities had placed an order with a Swedish
company for the delivery of 30 electric locomotives. It is now
said that the contract has been awarded to the Societe Fives-

LiUe. which proposes to use motors of a Swedish type, for

which the company holds a licence, and to construct them in

France.

German Competition in France.—One of the directors of a
company in Paris is reported to have stated that the latter

recently invited tenders from French, Swiss, and German
firms for the supply of certain electrical machines. The two
former quoted a price of 670,000 Pi'ench francs, and the latter,

which received the order, tendered at 175,000 fr.

A New Showroom.—Messrs. Trodghton & Young, elec-

trical contractors, have recently opened, as a new branch of

their business, a new demonstration showroom at 143, Knights-
bridge, S.W.I. The situation is an excellent one. being ufion

the dividing line between the West End and the south-western
residential area. A large double window is dressed to attract

the passer-by. In one side a washing machine is shown in

motion and upon the other side appears a collection of cakes
and pastry cooked electrically in the showroom. Each branch
of electricity's usefulness is well demonstrated. The firm's

policy with regard to electric cooking, washing and cleaning is

to select the appliances, in each case, which, in the firm's

opinion, are the best of their kind, instead of a large collection

of various makes. We axe informed that the selection has been
made after careful comparison by experienced men, special re-

gard having been paid to reliability, efficiency, and cheapness.

The lighting fittings are varied, as are also the smaller devices
shown. \^'hile the showroom is to be a permanent one, the
demonstration side is temporary, although prospective pur-
chasers will always be enabled to examine appliances in

operation by arrangement.
Messi's. Troughton & Young wish, by their example, to

rouse other electrical contractors to the necessity for employ-
ing this means of popularising the use of electricity, and also

to show that they realise that the contractors' activities should
not be confined to installation and mere agency work.

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs.
Hall. Wateridge & Owen, Ltd., will sell by auction on
March 8th and 9th, at Monkmoor Aerodrome, near Shrews-
bury, machinery, plant, electrical equipment, stores, &c.
Aldershot Urban District Council electricity department in-

vite offers for two new Babcock type superheaters complete,
two Willans-Parker 80-kW steam sets, and one 135-kW Carels-
Peebles Diesel set.

By direction of the Disposal Board. Messrs. Eadon and
LocKWOOD will sell by auction at H.M. Factory, Langwith,
Derbyshire, on March 14th to 17th, electrical power plant,
machinery, stores, &c. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Export Credits.—The Export Credit Department reports
that up to December 31st, 1921, it had sanctioned £3,066,780
in advances, of which £1,412,210 had been taken up and
£4.5,395 repaid. Guarantees to a total of £1.976.884 had been
sanctioned and £258,537 had been taken up. Credits sanc-
tioned amounted to £1,016.000 and £7,929 had been taken up.

The .lohannesburg Strike.—.'\lthou«h no agreement has
been reached between the employers and miners on the Rand,
it is reported that the men are returning to work in large
numbers, and in some cases the mines have their full com-
plement. The Government has announced its intention of
setting up an impartial board to investigate and report upon
the whole matter.

Birmingham EificieiiLy Exhibition.—We have received
a prospectus of the Industrial and Commercial Efficiency Ex-
hibition which is to be held at Birrmngham from May 25th
to June 3rd. I'he many subjects represented will include
smoke abatement, roads and transport, fuel conservation,
works management, welfare woik, publicity and sales. 6u:.

The exhibition, which is to be held at Bingley Hall, is being
organised by the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce.

Swiss Operations in Poland.—Under the title of " Polish
Electrical Cndertakings Brown-Boveri Companies," a new
joint-stock company has been formed to take over the War-
saw branch of the Swiss firm. Brown, Boveri et Cie.

The principal aim of this undertaking is the manufacture of

dynamos and other electrical machinery in Poland. For this

purpose the company has acquired large estates in the
vicinity of Warsaw.

—

Manchcsicr Guardian Commercial.

New French Company.—The Societe Centrale de Dis-
tributiiin il'EiiergH' is tne style of a company launched t)y the
Electrificatidu Imhistiieile and the Societe Coinmerciale du
Verre to undertake the acquisition and working of electric

lighting and motive power concessions. The new company's
capital is 100,000 fr., and its olfices are at 12, Boulevaru du
Temple, Paris.

Engineering Unemployment.—Unemployment among the
members of tne Amalgamated Engineering Union remains at

a serious level—22 per cent, of the membershiji—in spite of

small decreases. The Manchester Chiardian states that no
less than £2,162,387 was paid out to unemploved members
during the latter half of 1921. The Council of the A.E.U.
points out the benefit to the nation secured by this co-opera-

tion of the men themselves.

Tramway Undertakings and the Penny Fare.—The Muni-
cipal Tramways Association is of the opinion that the heavy
losses incurred by the L.C.C. and other authorities owning
tramway systems are due to the restoration of penny fares.

It is recognised that the l^d. fare is unattractive to the
pubhc, and the As.sociation has therefore declared itself in

favour of the decimalisation of the shilling, the penny becom-
ing a tenth part. It is considered that such a coin would
be willingly paid by passengers.

The 'Wimbledon Case.—In response to a petition from a
large number of burgesses asking that a town's meeting
be called to consider the dismissal of Mr. Tomlinson Lee from
the post of Borough Electrical Engineer, the Mayor of Wim-
bledon states that the Council represents the jieople and
conducts their business, and if ratepayers are not satisfied

with the Council they can refuse to re-elect the members
at the nev.t opportunity ; he thinks the calhng of a town's
meeting could Isring forth no useful results.

Workmen's Compensation Acts.—Inquiries received at

the Home Office indicate that considerable uncertainty
exists among employers and workmen as to the duration of

the Workmen's Compensation (War Addition) Acts. 1917 and
1919, and the Home Secretary points out that these Acts
(which were originally due to expire six months after the end
of the war) have been continued in force by the Expiring
Laws Continuance Act, 1921, until December 31st, 1922.

—

The Times.

Women's Wages in Government Engineering Works.—
The Industrial Court issued its award on Saturday, granting

an application by the official side of the Engineering Trade
Joint Council for the reduction of the wages of w^omen, em-
ployed by the War Department in engineering establishments

by 2s. 6d. per week. The total number of women concerned
is just over 300. The present rate in the Wonlwich and Enfield

establishments is 35s. 6d. per week, and at Farnborough
34s. 6d. per week. The reductions will come info force next

pay day. A claim by wiremen in the Admiralty dockyards for

an increase of 2s. per week in the rates was allowed by the

Court.

—

Manche.iier Guardian.

Steel Works to Close.—.According to daily Press reports,

an official announcement has been issued by Sir W. G. Arm-
strong, Whitworth i- Co.. Ltd.. stating that owing to the

high cost of production, they are closing down the steel works,

forge and stamping department. Between 80t) and 900 men
will be dismissed. The department will be reoisened when
sufficient orders at remunerative prices are secured.

The " Priestman " Scheme.—.\t the annual meeting of

the Higher Production Council, which was formed to make
known the system of " Collective bonus on output, ' intro-

duced by Messsr. Priestman's, Ltd.. it was stated that '24

Inisinesses had adopted the scheme. 17 had introduced modi-

fications of it; 40 other schemes—although not quite on the

same lines-have also resulted from a study of thi.s scheme.

Tlie Higher Production Couucll was foniicd to discover
" some method of satisfying the wish of those wlm felt that

industries should be so conducted as to give the workmen
employed in them a share in the profits in addition to their

wages, and some voice in the control of the conditions under

which they worked."

—

Co-r(irtncr.'<hip.

The British Industries Fair.—The serretarv of the Fair

informs us that most of the railway companies are running

special excursions to Txjndon for visitors to the Fair, in addi-

tion to their usual excursions, from a number of provincial

towns. Particulars can be obtained from the railway offices.
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LIQHTINQ AND POWER NOTES.

Aylesbury.—Loan.—Application has been made by the
Town Council for sanction to a loan of d67,400 for meters and
for the wiring of houses.

Barro>v=in=Furness.—Extension oi- Supply.—As a result of

the discontinuance of gas supply to the districts of Eampside
and Boa Island, bj' the Furuess Eailwaj- Co., the Barrow
Borough Electrical Engineer has been asked to have a canvass
taken of the residents of the districts with a view to ascer-

taining the number prepared to take electricity, and the
amount they are prepared to guarantee, in order that elec-

tricity may be suppHed to tlie districts. He has also been
instnicted to visit the Furni't^s Railway Co. and to submit a
report and estimate of the cust of tb.e scheme.

Bradford.—New Plant.^'J'Iic Advisory Sub-Committee has
recommended that in order to cope with the anticipated

demand for electricity ne.Kt winter, two converters of

J,")(KI k\V each be installed at the main generating station,

and that application be made to the Electricity Commissioner.^
for sanction to borrow the necessary amount to cover the
cost.

Canada.—W.\ter Power Scheme.—Work has commenced on
the harnessing of the Skagit river, which, when completed,
will generate electricity for the City of Seattle. A tunnel,

2^ miles in length, is being constructed, through which the
I-pper Skagit river will be diverted during the building of a
lai'ge dam. when the tunnel will be used as a penstock in

which turbo-alternators will be installed. The work, which
will not be completed before next winter, will provide em-
ployment for 500 men.

Cardiff.—New Plant.—In order to meet the increased de-

mands for electricity, the City Council is instalUng three new
boilers, complete with accessories, at an estimated cost of

^659,300.

Clown (Chesterfield).—ELECTRicrrY Supply.—The Rural
District Couuvii is applying to the Bolsover Colliery Co.,

and the Shircuutes Colhery Co., for a supply of electricity to

the district.

Continent?.!.—Norway.—The Norges Handchtidende re-

cently published a review of the State hydro-electric develop-
ments. The first works to be constructed by the Government
was that at Hakavik. which will be partly completed this

year. The initial plant at Hakavik will comprise four 5,000-

h.p. turbines driving '2.700-kW single-phase generators produc-
ing current at 3,500 V, 15-16f cycles. The pressure will be
raised to 66,000 V, and the power will be taken a distance of

31 miles to .\sker, from whence it will be distributed. The
Glomfjord works, commenced in 1912 and sold to the State
in 1918. has at present two large sets supplying 22.000 kW of
25-cycle energy continuously. \ contract was made with the
Glomfjord Smelting Works Co. whereby this company agreed
to take surplus power from the works. As the company was
compelled to .«hiit down a year ago, the State has incurred
a deficit on this undertaking. The station is designed for six

sets of from 25.(X)0 to 27,500 turbine h.p., and the Government
is faced with the task of finding a market for this power.
A further State works is the Morkfos station, where it ia

pro|X)sed to install 13 sets with an aggregate of about IfiO.OOO

turbine h.p. Tlie firet section, which is expected to be com-
pleted by 1924. -will comprise six sets developing 60.000 h.p.
Belgr-m.—La Societe de I'Electricite du' Nord de la

Belgique has just decided on an increase of capital in order
to extend its operations. Although the area covered em-
braces a portion of the Provinces of Antwerp, Brabant and
Western Flanders the company is only .supplying power to
67 tow-ns and villages, and has only 24,000 clients for lighting
or but 6 per cent, of the population. In connection with the
developments, a new high-nressure line has just been estab-
lished lietween Malines and Louvain.

Douglas (I. of M.).—Electricity Charges.—The Electri-
city Committee has adopted the two-rate system of payment,
a smaller charge being made during the day-time, so as to
encourage the use of electricity for power and other purposes.
The committee has not yet considered the question of wiring
private dwellings.

Grampian Scheme.—The Chairmen of Committees of
both JInusps of ParUament have decided that the Grampian
Elfftricity Order and West Scottish Railways Group Order
shall be proceeded with as nrivate Bills. Other nrivate legis-
lation, including the Aberdeen Corporation Order, is to be
dealt with as Provisional Orders.

Harpenden.—Electricity Supply.-The I'rban Council has
referred to a committee the question of a supply of electricity.

At a meeting of the Council, on February 13th, the Clerk
reported that negotiations between Luton Corporation and
the North Metropolitan Co. for providina a supply were
making good progress, and he advised the Council to give its

consent to the supply of power in Harpenden.

Hereford.—Loan.—The City Council is applying to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing of i61,722
for mains and services.

Hull.—Sub-Committee's Report.—The eub-committee of the
Electricity Committee, appointed to investigate and report
upon the undertaking, has presented an mtermi report. The
unsatisfactory financial position is due. it states, to the high
cost of production, the cost of coal, wages, repairs, and main-
tenance being excessive ; to the exhaustion of the reserve for
capital expenditure; to the failure of the committee to create
a special reserve for deferred war-time repairs; to the failure
of the committee to increase charges to keep pace with the
cost of production; and to the under-estimation of the capital
cost of new plant. .\s regards the technical defects, the
engineer reports that the new water-tube boilers need ecouo-
misers; the mechanical stokers are not efficient; and the
shafts and chimneys are inadequate. As there is some dis-

agreement upon these points, the services of an independent
consultant should be secured. A lack of disciphne is reported;
this is due in a large measure to differences between the
engineer and his chief assistant. It is the sub-Conmiittee's
opinion that the two otScers cannot remain in their present
positions, and the chief assistant, Mr. Mageris, being junior,

should go; and also that the chaii'man and Major Bell (the

chief engineer) cannot both remain in their present positions.

'Vhe dismis.sal of an employ^ is also reconmaended. In
addition to the apixiintment of a consultant, it is al.so suggested
that short visits be paid by a deputation to successfully-

worked undertakings to study their systems. The Electricity

Committee is recommended to resign, and a new committee,
consisting of ten persons only, is suggested. We learn that
at a meeting of the Council ia consider the report, the chair-

man of the Electricity Committee tendered his resignation.

The Committee itself is remaining in office.

Inverurie.—Electricity Supply.—.A scheme is under con-
sideration for the supply of electricity to the town from
Aberdeen, and ilr. .J, E. Sayers. electrical engineer, Glasgow,
has been instructed to forward an estimate as to the cost of

a supply of electricity to the town.

Kilkee (Co. Clare).—Electricpty Supply.—A committee has
been appointed to consider the question of a supply of elec-

tricity to the town.

Kirkcaldy.—Loan.—The Town Council has decided to bor-

row- £210,400 for electricity purposes.

Lancing.—Electricity Supply.—The Parish Council has in-

structed the Clerk to obtain particulars from the Shoreham
and District Electric Lighting & Power Co. regarding the

supply of electricity to the district.

London.—Stepney.—The L.C.C. is recommended to oppose
the Borough Council's application for an Order conferring

certain powers regarding electricity supply upon it. The
clause objected to is one which exempts the Borough Council
in certain circumstances from proceedings for nuisance, caused
by .smoke from a proiwsed new generatmg station at Lime-
house, in the neighbourhood of two L.C.C. schools.

Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee recommends
the institution of a " restricted hours " system of electiicity

supply. Consumers agreeing to pay a rental for a sjiecial

time switch and the cost of wiring, and having an installa-

tion of not less than 6 kW, would be supplied at a flat rate

of Id. per kWh during " off-peak " hours.
St. P.ancras.—Application is to be made to the L.C.C. for

loans of ^646.669 and £40.000 for additional plant at the
power sta.tion and for mains, services, &c. The Council has
already received the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners
to liorrow these amounts.

Mid=Glamorgan.—.Toint Electricity Scheme.—A confer-

ence, at which the Maesteg. Ogmore and Garw Councils were
represented, has recently been held to formulate a joint

scheme for obtaining electricity for lighting purposes. It is

honed that combination will ensure a cheaper supply than
independent action. Negotiations have been entered into

with the South Wales Power Co. and Mr. .Arthur Ellis has
submitted a rep'ort on the projected undertaking to the con-
ference. The joint committee has decided to recommend to

its respective Councils " That the principle of a joint scheme
for electric supply to the Ogmore, Garw and Maesteg Councils'

urban areas be agreed upon, subject to further report from
the electrical expert."

Neath.—I>oan.—.Application is being made to the Electricity

Commissioners for sanction to borrow £20,(K)0 for the installa-

tion of new generating plant.

Pontypridd.—Extensions.—The District Council has under
consideration a proposal for the installation of a transformer
at an estimated cost of £3.000. Owing to the increased
demand for electricity, the Council has contracted for a sup-
plementary supply from the Treforest Consumers' Co.

Price Reductions,—Charges for electricity have been
reduced in the following districts : Darlington, Doncaster,
Huddersfield, Taunton, and Wakefield.
Rickmansworth.—Extension of Time.—The Electricity

Commissioners have granted one year's extension, from July
31st, 1921, for carrying out the Rickmansworth and Chorley-
wood Electric Lighting Order. The Colne Yalley Electricity

Supply Co., Ltd., is arranging for a supply of electricity in

bulk from the Northwood Electric Light and Power Co.

Runcorn.—New Sub-Station.—The Town Council has ap-
proved of plans for a new electricity sub-station to be erected

at Latchford Without.
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Tilbury.—Proposed New Power Station.—The Urban
Council has renewed an application to the Port of London
Authority for the provision of a refuse destructor and elec-

tricity generating station at the docks, from which electricity

can be obtained in bulk at a cheap rate. The Council has

also instructed the Surveyor to go into the question.

Walsall.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Electric Supply Commit-

tee has received the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners

to the borrowing of £3,070 for extensions to mains in various

parts of the town.

Westgate.—Extension ov Time.—-The Electricity Commis-

sioners have informed the Parish Council that the Westgatc

and Birchington Gas and Electricity Co. has been granted

an extension of 15 months, to May '26th, 1922, for the com-

pletion of the electricity works.

Wellingborough.—Revocation of Order.—The Minister of

Transport has revoked the Wellingborough (Public Purposes)

Electric Lighting Order, 1901, as from February 14th, 1922.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Argentina.—Kailway Electmiication.—The Buenos Aires

correspondent of the Financial Times, in a review of the situa-

viou 01 the Argentine railways, states that the money recently

raised bv the Western Kailway Co. will be utilised for cari-y-

ing out the electrification of the Buenos Aures suburban lines.

Ihe company's line from the port to its goods terminus, a

distance of hve miles, is also down for early electrification.

Another projected electrification is that of the Great Southern

loop to La Plata.

Blackpool.—Track Renewal.—The Electricity and Tiam-

ways Committee has decided to relay the tramway track on

the promenade from Talbot Square to Wellington Road, the

rails to be laid on sleepers instead of on concrete. The esti-

mated cost of this work is ^£16,000.

Canada.—Railway Electrificition.—In connection with

the scheme for harnessmg the Skagit river, it is intended to

construct about 100 miles of electric railway m and around

Seattle. Work on the erection of transmission fines has

already commenced.
Continental.—France.—The shareholders in the Chemin

de Fer Metropolitain de Paris have authorised the directors

to issue loans up to 250,000,000 fr. for works which had to be

suspended during the war.

Norway.-The Commercial Secretary to H.M. Legation at

Christiania reports that, according to the local pre.ss. it is

proposed to commence immediately preliminary work on the

two electric railways for which concessions have been granted

to A/S " Akersbanerne." The Ostensjo line, which is to

cover a. distance of 5.2 km., is calculated to cost kr. 720,000

per km., while the estimated cost of the Sognsvand line is

kr. 700,000 per km.
Dover.—Railless Traction.—Application is being made by

the Corporation for power to run railless trolley vehicles

on certain routes not already covered by electric tramways.

L. B. & S. C. Railway.—ELECTiUFiCATiON.-Mr. Macrae,

chairman of the company, speaking at the recent annual

meeting, said that there was a serious falling off in the traffic

due to the competition of tramways and other road transport

systems. This could only be met by electrifying the

suburban lines. The scheme had been fully worked out and

the company was ready to place contracts immediately agree-

ment among the members of the Southern railway group

had been reachefl. Mr. Macrae considered that the Railway

Act would have to be considerably modified. In reply to a

question, the chairman said that the pre.'sent cost of the

spheme would be about £10.000,000. as compared with

£7,000,000 in 1913.

Pontypridd.—Fares Agreement.—.Application is being

made to the Rhondda Council for a reciprocal agreement of

reduction in tramway fares on their respective systeyas from

the point where they meet.

West Hartlepool.—Railless Traction.—The Corporation

has under consideration a proposal for the introduction of a

railless trollev svstem on certain routes in the town.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Ireland.—New Cable Base.—The Commercial Cable Co.

applied, on February 16th, to the Cork Plarbour Commis-
sioners for permission to establish a cable base at Queens-
town, where a cable ship with a crew of 65 would be
permanently stationed for repairs to the company's Atlantic

cable. The' application was granted, subject to legal formali-

ties.—Die Times.

Russia.—New Wireless Station.—A new wireless tele-

graph station, built entirely by Russian workers, is nearing

completion at Detskoje Selo, says the Wesiminsier Gazette.

The Telegraph Service.—Cable Rates.—The rates of charge

and routes for telegrams to Libya (Africa), Canada, the

Persian Gulf, Venezuela, and the WiUis Islets are set out iu

the London Gazette (February 17th), from which it appears
that when messages are sent by the Marconi Co. there ia a

slight saving in cost.

The Telephone Service.—Co.mmittee Reappointed.—The
House of L.ommon>, on February 17th, reappointed the

Select Committee tj inquire into the organisation and ad-

ministration of the telephone service and the methods of

making charges.
SiEscRiBEiis.—The Po.stnia.ster-General informed the House

of Commons recently that the number of telephone sub-
scribers who had discontinued the service since the increased

charges were imposed was 61,500, and the number of exten-

sions surrendered was 55,000. More than half of tho.'-e were
due to normal causes. The number of new subscribejs con-

nected during the same period was 67,M0ti, and the number
of extensions fitted, 60,000- The net gain to the revenue Wiis

about MWS.OOO.—Daily Telegraph.

United States.—Naval Wireless.—The Senate on February
20th passed the resolution, already adopted by the House of

Repre.sentatives, which extends the privileges of the naval
wireless telegraph service to the Press for rive years.— IV es(-

iiii)ister Gazette.

Wireless Telegraphy.—London Service.—The growing de-

mand made upon the high-speed wireless services to France
and elsewhere has necessitated the provision of increased

facilities, and a new telegraph office was opened by Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., at Radio House, 2-12, Wilson
Street, E.C.2, on February 19th. This will be the principal

office for the receipt of Marconigrams, will be the company's
traffic headquarters, is in direct communication with all the
Mai'coni wireless stations, and also with ri e Marciii tc! -

graph offices at Marconi House, Fenchurch Street, and the
Baltic Exchange. Professional and business men are renting

private telegraph and telephone lines to put them in direct

touch with Radio House. This arrangement is particularly

advantageous to those having business with France, because
Paris messages will be sent automatically and at high speed
direct from the transmitter at Radio House without any inter-

mediate handling.
Hebrides Service.—The telegraph cable connecting the

Outer Hebrides with the mainland having been interrupted

during recent storms, a temporary wireless service has been
established between the wireless stations at Tobermory. Mull.

and Loch Boisdale. South Uist, which are maintained for use

in cases of emergency. The telegraph traffic with Stornoway.
which is the centre of the fishing industry in the Outer
Hebrides, is exceptionally heavy during th; 'ishing season,

but since the inauguration of the wireless service the whole
of the traffic has been disposed of without delay. Post OflSce

wireless stations are also available for use in the event of

cable difficulties at Guernsey and Lerwick for communication
with corresponding stations on the mainland.
An Imperial Link.—Wireless communication has been

established between the Imperial Wireless Chain station near
Cairo and the Leafield station in Oxfordshire. For some
time previously Cairo had been receiving messages over the
2,200-mile circuit from England, but tests in the dispatch of

messages from Egypt have only just commenced, says the
Dailji Kews.
The number of wireless licences issued to amateurs for

experiments in reception is 6,086, and in transmission 286.—The Times.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The (lute yireii in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issne of the Electrical Review in u-hich the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Melbourne.—.\pril 29(1!. Eleetricity Commis-

sion. 22,(X)0-V. three-core cable and acces.sories for the Mor-
well power scheme. (See this issue.)

Belfast.—February 28th. Tramways Committee. Six or

12 months' supply of ti'amway stores, including electrical

accessories, cable, lamps. &c. (February 10th.)

Belgium.—April 11th. Municipal authorities of Dinant.
r'niui'ssinn for the .supply of electricity for lighting and
linwcr luirposes in the town. Specification (10 fr.) from
the Muison Communale, Dinant.
Ghent.—March 11th. Municipal Council, Four self-pro-

pelling electrical cranes and two floating steam cranes,*

Blackpool.—March 16th, Electricity Committee. H,p.

wwitchgcar and switch-room equipment for power house and
.vub-stations. H.p. underground armoured three-core trans-

mission cables. (See this issue.)

Bristol.—March 17th. Docks Committee. Four 30-

cwt. movable electric jib cranes. Mr. T. A. Peace, engineer.

Bristol Docks Committee, Avonmouth Docks.

*.\ copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Ti-ade

(Room 84), 35. Old Oueen Street. S.W.I.
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Dundee.—February 27th. Electricity Department. Five

sets of converting machinery. Mr. H. Richardson, general

manager and engineer.

Edinburgh.—.March 20th. Electricity -Department .\uxi-

hary plant and pipework (Spec. No. 4lj. (I'ebruary 17th.)

Glamorgan.—^March 4th. County Council. Installation

of electric light (Henley system) at Bridgend police station

and court, Cilfnydd police station and Llanharan police sta-

tion. Mr. W. h,. K. Allen, deputv clerk. Glamorgan County
Hall, Cardiff.

India.

—

Calcutta.—March ^Oth. Municipal Council. Eight
electric lorries and motor-generator charging sets. Particu-

lars from chief engineer to the Corporation.

—

Renter's Trade

Service (Calcutta).

Leeds.—February 27th. Tramways and Highways Com-
mittee. Twelve months' supply of electrical sundries. Mr.
J. B. Hamilton, general and commercial manager, 1, Swine-
gate, Leeds.

Liverpool.—February' 27th. Board of Guardians. Over-
head electrical installation, t)live Mount Institutions, Waver-
tree. G. \V. Coster, Parish Offices, Liverpool.

London.

—

Metropolitan Asylums Board.—March 1st. In-

stallation of electric lighting and power, telephones, and fire

alarms; and continuous drying machine, for the Eastern

Fever Extension Hospital, Homerton. (February 17th.)

St. Pancras.—March 7th. Electricity Department. E.h.p.

3-ph. switehgear for two sub-stations. (See this issue.)

Bebmondsfa-.—March 9th. Board of Guardians. Six

months' supply of electric lamps. Mr. H. H. Cleeve, clerk to

the Guardians.
Hammersmith.—March 3rd. Electricity Department. One

•ill-ton weighbridge for the Electricity Department. (See thi.s

issue.)

Portsmouth..— Hlectricit\- Department. Economisers,
steam pumps and circulating pumps. (February 17th.)

Rhondda.—.\pril 3rd. Electricity Department. Supply
of house service a.c. meters, cable, joint boxes, compound,
cut-outs, &c., for 12 months. (See this issue.)

Stockton=on=Tees.—February 28th. Electricity Com-
mittee. E.h.p., l.p., and pilot cables. (February 17th.)

Wigan.—March 13th. Electricity Department. Steam
turbine. 5.01(11 k\V, 3-ph. alternator and exciter, and surface

condensing plant. (February .!7th.)

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

CLOSED.
Aylesbury.—Town Council. .Accepted:

—

tables (£295).—Hackbridge Cable Co., Lid.

Transformer (£168).—British Rli-clrical Translormer Co., I.Kl.

Transformer plant (£2,739).—General Electric Co.

Belgium.—Six firms submitted tenders last week to the

municipal authorities of Ixelles, Brussels, for the supply of

electricity meters. The lowest offer was that of M. G. Born-
lieim, of Brussels; the prices quoted ranged from 57.50 fr.

to 237.50 fr. per meter.
Belgian State Railways.—Several foreign firms competed

last week for the supply of 1.200 metres of conductor cables

and 8,000 metres of flexible forged copper cable (ten offers

were received), the lowest being that of the Pressburg Cable
Works, of Pressburg, Czecho-Slovakia. For the supply of

80,.5OO white enamelled porcelain insulators, the lowest offer

(112,440 fr.) was that of the Societe Electrique et M^canique.
of Brussels.

Bradford.—Electricity Committee.
Converting sets.—Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.

Tramways Committee.
Portable air compressor.—Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co,
20 tons casl-iron track brake blocks,—Cole, Marchent & Morlev, Ltd.

Iron castings, at 34s. per cwt.—H. Summersgill.
1,<MW 66-in. copp<'r rail bonds, at 3s. 7i<l. each.—Brilish Insulated and

Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Canada.—The Canadian Government has placed a con-
tract for an automatic telephone exchange (6,000 lines) with
Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Liverpool.—Board of Guardians. Accepted:

—

trical installation (£21,<XKI).— Kleclrical Conlractinj; & Molor Co.,
Castleford.

London.—L.C.C.—-Main Drainage Committee. Storm-
rter pumping nuichinery at Hammersmith pumping station :

Five sets. Four sets. Three sets.I
Cwynne's Eng. Co., Ltd.
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THE JUBILEE OF THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.— II.

When the reader sees these words, the commemoration
meetings of the Institution will have passed into

history. In our last issue we reproduced portraits of

nien who were members wlien it was still known as the

yociETT OF Telegraph Engineers—when its roll of

membership comprised barely as many hundreds as it

now embraces thousands; to-day we devote our space to

the Institution as it now exists, and give portraits of

some of the present officials and members.

The President, Mr. John Somerville Highfield,

iJ.lnst.C.E., has so recently been the subject of a

biographical article in our pages* that our readers will

not expect us again to give details of his career ; suffice

it to say that, the son of an engineer, he has been

an engineer from boyhood, to say nothing of his attain-

ments as an enthusiastic yachtsman. He enjoyed

the inestimable privilege of being a pupil and assistant

of Dr. John Hojjkinson, and used his knowledge of the

principles of dynamo-electric machinery to excellent

purpose quite early in his career. As engineer to the

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co. he has exercised pro-

found influence upon the development of electricity

supply in and around London, and in a similar capa-

cit}' he secured for the Cornwall Electric Power Com-
pany exceptionally favourable conditions. His long

service on the Council of the Institution qualified

him to take up the reins of government with a sure

liand, and the success of his tenure of office as President,

never in doubt, has already been abundantly realised.

The success of an Institution such as that of which
we write depends very largely upon the chief of the per-

manent staff
;
presidents come and go, and Councils

gradually change their character and personnel, but the

Secretary, if he does not go on like the brook " for

ever," at least remains in office for many years and
exercises a powerful influence upon the development of

the Institution and the trend of its policy. The In-

stitution of Electrical Engineers has been singularly

fortunate in its secretaries ; in particular we may men-
tion Mr. F. H. Webb, beloved of all, and Mr. W. G.

ilcMillan, whose devotion to the interests of the body
which he served in all probability was contributory to

his untimely death. In Mr. Percy F. Howell these ex-

cellent officers have a worthy successor, who has now
occupied the secretarial chair for thirteen years, and in

that capacity has secured the esteem and confidence of

the whole body of members, whilst he has conferred upon
the extensive organisation of the Institution, both at

headquarters and at the Territorial Centres, an
efficiency and competency which compel admiration.

Mr. Rowell was educated at the Koyal College of Mauri-
tius and at King's College, London; he joined the staff

of the Institution in 1901, became assistant secretary

in 1904, and was appointed secretary, and editor of the

Journal, in 1909.

Probably few members realise how extremely onerous
are the duties of the president, the secretary, and
the staff; but if they will take the trouble to read
the report of the Council for the year 1920-21, they will

find, first, that the membership since 1918 has increased

at the rate of approximately 1,000 a year, being now
over 10.000; that the annual income of the Institution

was then over £33,000, and the assets over £100,000;
that there were 20 standing and sectional conmiittees, six

special committees, and 33 bodies on which the Institu-

tion was represented, besides seven Territorial Centres,

six Sub-Centres, and five Students' Sections, the num-
ber of meetings held during the year being no fewer
than 331 ; and that in addition there were extra duties

in connection with the reconditioning of the Institution,

the W'ar Memorial, the Royal Charter, and numerous
other matters—not least of which, in the current year,

has been the organisation of the commemoration nieet-

•Electrical Review, October 28th, 1921.

ings. It will be seen that an immense amount of work
falls to the lot of the secretary-, Mr. Rowell, the chief

clerk, Mr. R. H. Tree, and the rest of the headquarters

staff. Fortunatelj- their long exile fronx the house of the

Institution reached its conclusion in May last J'ear, and
the whole of the admirable amenities of the building,

including the finest electrical library in Europe, are

now available to the members, while many kindred
societies enjoy the hospitality of the Institution from
time to time.

An account of the career of Dr. Fleming is given in

connection with his lecture on another page.

Col. R. E. 6. Crompton, C.B., M.Inst.C.E., who
delivered the first of the discourses on Wednesday, was
born in 1845, married in the year when the Society was
formed, and is still hale and hearty and frequently a

speaker at the Institution meetings; but as he spent the

years from 1863 to 1876 in the British Army, serving

most of the time in India, he was not a founder member.
In 1878 he commenced the manufacture of dynamos and
arc lamps, and a few years later he carried out the first

big installation of Swan incandescent lamps (at the

Law Courts). From 1884 to 1887 he was engaged in

developing a public electricity supply system at Vienna,
where he originated many features of power station de-

sign which afterwards became standard practice, and in

lt!86 he started electricity supply in Kensington, with

immediate success. Whilst Col. Crompton has made liis

mark in many other fields—notably in road traction

—

liis greatest achievements have been associated with the

economical design and operation of electricity works,

and the development of electrical measuring instru-

ments of precision. He has twice been President of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, before which he has

read valuable papers on electricity supply—always set-

ting a high ideal before the central-station engineer.

On Thursday afternoon the Hon. Sir Charles A.

Parsons, K.C.B., F.R.S., was to open the proceedings.

Few engineers have laid the country under so great a

debt as he, and few have more thoroughly earned the

admiration of their fellows. After receiving his engi-

neering training at Cambridge, he proceeded to establish

the firm of C. A. Parsons & Co., and to manufacture elec-

trical apparatus, but his most brilliant achievement was
the development of the steam turbine on the reaction

principle from " a mere toy " to its present gigantic

dimensions, both for driving machines on land and for

propelling ships. The first compound turbo-dynamo,

built in 1884, was rated at 10 h.p. and ran at 18,000

r.p.m. Since that date improvements have continuously

flowed from the Heaton works, and turbo-generators up
to 25,000 kW capacity have been built there. Sir

Charles was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in

1898 in recognition of his inventions, and the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, in 1909. made him an

Honorary Member in token of its admiration for his

work.

Mr. J. E. Kingsbury, who w:is to open the session on

Thursday evening, was elected a member of Council of

the Institution for the year 1900-1901, became vice-

president in 1903, and was re-elected to the Council

in 1906 and 1911. On the death of Mr. Robert Ham-
mond in 1915 Mr. Kingsbury was appointed Honorary
Treasurer, which office he continued to hold until 1919.

He was awarded tlie Fnhie Premium for his paper on
" Telephone Switchboards " in 1895. His earliest pub-

lication on " Telephone Subjects " was in 1882, and his

latest, the practical history of telephone inventions and

industry, was " The Telephone and Telephone Ex-

changes " in 1915. He read a paper also on "The
Future of the Telephone in tlie United Kingdom " before

the British Association in 1902. Unobtrusive but saga-

cious, he has constantly placed his ripe experience in the

fields of commercial and financial administration at the

service of the Institution, both in the Council room and
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Mr. -T. E. Kingsbury.
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in public debate, and has worthily upheld the diynity

of the telephone industry as an important branch of

•electrical engineering.

The name of Dr. Sebastian Ziani de Ferranti is one
«hich cannot be omitted from any review of the history

of electrical engineering, whether it relate to this

Thi; Institutkin hf Ki.kctkical Enuixkers.

country or to the whole world; for it was he who, whilst
Crompton was laying down the main lines of direct-

current supply from central stations, fulfilled a similar
function in respect of the alternating-current system.
Before he was out of his 'teens, he made his way to the
front by force of character and inborn genius ; he
planned the first "super-station" of 120,000 h.p. in

1888, adopted the sj-stem of connecting transformers in

parallel instead of in series, and thus solved the problem
of high-pressure transmission and
low-pressure distribution. He
founded the a.c. school which fought
mighty battles with the d.c. school

in the arena of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers ; he taught the

world to generate outside the towns
•with large sets, transmit at high
pressure along paper-insulated
cubles. and transform down for dis-

tribution—but he did far more than
that. He made great improvements
in the design and construction of

alternators, switchgear, and meters,

and always he combined with a

c-harming personality an insight and
a breadth of vision which were a

living inspiration to his fellow

members. The Institution is now
travelling along the lines which he
laid down in 1910, with what suc-

cess is known to all, and not onlv
the Institution, but the whole indus-
try, owes him a debt which is beyimd
the power of expression.

The Society of Telegraph Engi-
neers was founded " to promote the general advance-
ment of electrical and telegraphic science and its

applications." and it m;iy be of interest to con-
sider how far it has fulfilled its role. In the
first place, it has continuously provided an arena
wherein electrical problems of every description may be
debated, new methods and ideas brought forward and
<liscussed, and accounts of progress both at home and
abroad placed before its members. To all the stores of

valuable information thus accunuilated it has given the

fullest publicity, not only through the medium of its

own Journal, but also through the columns of the tech-

nical Press, to which it has accorded the most ample
facilities. The Council is constantly co-operating with

numerous other bodies in promoting the welfare of the

industry, and in addition to the conjmittees concerned
especially with the affairs of the Insti-

tution, it has appointed a large number
of committees to investigate and report

upon subjects of more general interest,

tlius exercising a wide influence. In

particular, tlie Wiring Rules, Model
Conditions for Contracts, and (in con-

junction witli the British Engineering
Standards Association) Standard
Specifications have been of the greatest

service to the industry in general,

whilst by holding meetings abroad and
by the work of the International

Electrotechnical Commission in which
it takes part, it has done much to pro-

mote international agreement and
goodwill. From time to time—especi-

ally during the war—the Institution

has directly assisted the Government in

various ways, and in conjunction with

tiie British Electrical and Allied Manu-
facturers' Association it has set up a

Research Association under the aegis

(jf the Department of Scientific and In-

dustrial Research. It has brought to-

gether a magnificent library of some
15,000 volumes, and is the custodian of

the Ronalds Library of 6,000 volumes,

and has established a lending library; its own
publications include the Journal and (in conjunc-

tion with other bodies) Science Abstracts—what does

not appear in the one can readily be found with

the aid of the other. The Territorial Centres

and Sub-Centres whicli it has established throughout the

Kingdom keep it in intimate touch with its members,
and the excellent constitution which it has evolved is a

model of democratic organisation. The high standard

The Lecti-kb Theatkk, l'i:Bnr.MiV It!™, V.yJ.2.

of qualification for membership which it has set up
guarantees the maintenance of the status of its members
on a high plane ; some Dominion Governments already

accept its membership as an unquestioned (pialification.

The importance of the Institution to tlie economic

life of the nation was fittingly recognised by the

bestowal of his Patronage by His Majesty King
George V, and of a Royal Charter of Incorporation,

wliich most appropriately marked the completion of the

first half-centurv of the Society's existence.
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THE MERSEY POWER CO., LTD.

THE NEW RUNCORN POWER STATION.

{Continued from page 236.)

There are three furnaces to each boiler, and the hopper ash from the 12 chain-grate stokers, and it operates in

that serves each furnace is fed from the coal bunker by the following sequence: As the ash falls over the end
a sheet-steel chute, the hoppers

being so arranged as to obviate any
necessity for trimming in the stoker

hopper : there are three coal chutes

to each boiler, as mentioned above

and shown in fig. 3.

Each boiler is provided witli

mechanical stokers of the chain-

grate pattern that are operated by

means of a line of shafting that runs

the whole length of the boiler-house

basement. Tlie boilers operate under

induced draught, and the two fans

employed to create the latter are

direct driven by electric motors

which are housed in a bay at the end

of the boiler-house; the lOO-ft. high

steel chimney stands upon a re-

inforced-concrete base about 20 ft.

above the ground level.

The necessary steam gauge,

draught gauge, and CO2 recorder

are all mounted on a column on the

left-hand side of each boiler.

The feed water for each boiler is
p^^ o.-Main Co.mrol Switchbc.rd.

of the chain grates it drops into

small hoppers that have been built

underneath the back of the grates;

tlie hoppers are emptied periodically

as may be necessary by means of

valves. The latter discharge into a

portable electrically-driven ash
crusher that is pushed along by
hand on a light tramway track from
one hopper to another as each is

emptied in turn. The crushed ash

then flows directly into a pipe that

runs along the floor of the boiler-

house basement, through a covered

opening that is provided under each
ash hopper. The ash is carried

along the pipe by suction to a receiv-

inn- tank that is located outside the

liuilding next to the chimney. After

depositing the ash, the current of air

is conveyed along a foul-air pipe to

a filter, which extracts the fine ash

dust that is held in suspension by
the air and deposits it in a sludge

tank; thus, the abrasive nature of

the foul air is prevented from caus-

ing rapid wear of the internal fit-

FiG. 6.

—

Reyrolle Switchoe.ar.

automatically controlled Ijv a regu-

lating valve; the feed water is sup-

plied by three Weir rotary turbine-

driven pumps, each of which is cap-

able of delivering 175,000 lb. of

water per hour. The sjjeed of the

pumps is governed by the water on
the delivery side of the pumps, and
the latter are also provided with

emergency shaft governors that are

arrangeil to interrupt the steam
supply to the turbines that drive the

pumps in the event of their speed

becoming excessive.

The furnace ash-disposal plant

was supplied by Messrs. Edward
Bennis Ar Co., Ltd., of Bolton, and
is of the suction type. It is

capable of removing all the -Condenser W.4ter Sciieen.
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tings of the plant. Tlie tiltereil air is then passed

forward to the exhauster and thence through exhaust

pipes up the chimney.

The ash receiving tank is placed overhead at a suffi-

cient height to allow railway trucks to pass beneath it

so that its contents can be dumped direct into trucks;

Fig. 8.

—

Twin Weir Co.ndensehs.

in addition, a shoot is provided to enable the ash to be

delivered on to the ground, into barrows, or small

trucks, if it becomes necessary to do so. The foul-air

filter and sludge tank are mounted on an extension to

the structure that supports the ash receiver, and are

therefore also at a sufficient height to allow of the

the object being to prevent waste of water. A relief

valve, which is automatic in its action, is also provided
in the clean-air pipe at the entrance to the exhauster

so as to allow the air to flow direct into the exhauster in

the event of a chokage of the ash pipe taking place. A
hand-operated ''cat" crane is provided over the top

of the receiver to facilitate the re-

moval of any parts, and the plant is

designed so that all parts of it are

easily accessible.

All the steam pipes are of solid-

drawn mild steel, and all 7-in. and
larger flanges are riveted to the

pipes; riveted joints are also used on
the main steam pipe, into which
steam is conveyed by two 6-in. pipes

from the superheater of each boiler.

Two steam receiving drums have
been installed in the turbine room,
from which the turbines draw their

supply of steam, while in the boiler-

house basement a large Lancashire
boiler shell is provided to act as a

blow-down drum. The turbine

room is spanned by a 50-ton travel-

ling crane that was built bv Messrs.

Holt & Willetts, of Cradley Heath;
it runs on rails 50 ft. above the base-

ment level, and is supplied with

electricity from side conductors. It

has one 45, one 35, and one 10-h.p.

motor, and is capable of travelling

at a speed of 100 ft. per minute; an

electro-mechanical l)rake is pro-

vided, which is released by a powerful solenoid that

actuates inunediately the power is switched on to the lift-

ing motor, and is re-applied when the supply of electri-

city is interrupted or fails.

The two horizontal turbo-generators, one of which is

illustrated in fig. 2, were supplied by Messrs. C. A.

Parsons & Co., Ltd., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to run at

a normal speed of 3,000 r.p.m. with steam at a pressure

of 250 lb. per sq. in. at the stop valves and a tempera-

ture of between 650 and 700 deg. F. Their bearings are

lubricated with oil, which is circulated through a cooler

and strainers ; the oil pumps are driven direct by the

turbine shafts and maintain a constant oil pressure of

5 lb. per sq. in., while, in addition, a steam-driven

pump is provided to supply the bearings with oil before

Fig. 9.

—

Condenser W;\ter Pum

sludge being raked out into railway

trucks beneath. The ash exhauster

is of the Roots' blower type, and is

driven by means of machine-cut
spur gearing and a 100-b.h.p. elec-

tric motor. Water is admitted to

the ash receiver for the purpose of

quenching the hot ash and also to

the top of the foul-air filter, the

water supply being provided by an
ilectrically-driven centrifugal pump
that is located adjacent to the ex-

hauster. The quantity of water

delivered is automatically controlled

by means of a valve in the main delivery pipe; the

valve is connected to the air pipes and operates in such
a manner that when no ashes are being carried along
the pipes the supply of water is checked, or rice veraa,

Fig. 10.—CoNLiE.NSEKS A.ND GENERATOR CoOLING Fan.

the turbines art

chests, piping,

steam traps.

started up.

and valves

All drains from the steam-

re controlled bv Sentinel

{To be CO II eluded .)
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NOTES.

(Continued froin page 267.)

Appointments Vacant.—Electrical mechanic, for the

Borough of Islington, cleansing department; electrical engi-

Deer, lor Calcutta (Hs. 540 monthly), for the Calcutta Electric

Supply Corporation, Ltd. ; two junior assuitant mains engi-

neers (3U(J taels per month) and one winder (300 taels per
month. tael=3s.), for the Shanghai Municipal Electricity i)e-

paiTnent. (See oui- advertisement pages to-day).

Training of Hydro= Electric Engineers.—In its first interim
report the \\'ater Power Kesomces Committee recommended
the institution of training facihties for engmeers who were
to enter the field of hydro-electric development. The Edin-
burgh Chamber of Commerce has considered this, and in a
letter addres.se<l to the Chairman of the Cniver.sity (Jrauts

Committee, the Minister of Education, the Secretary for

Scotland, and the President of the Board of Ti'ade, makes a
number of suggestions tor the carrying out of the Com-
mittee's recommendations. It is pointed out that Scotland,
owing to its natural resources, is particularly interested in
hydi'cj-electric development, and that Edinburgh, on account
of the already-existing facilities for the training of engineers,
is the most suitable centre for the headquarters of a scheme
such as that suggested by the Committee. The Chamber of

Commerce accordingly recoimuends that the existing lecture-

ships in hydrauUcs and electrical engineering at Edinburgh
University and the Heriot-Watt College respectively should
be used as the foundation of a system of hydro-electric train-
ing, and that an annual Government grant should be made
to these two institutions to enable them to provide the neces-
sary additional i)lant and apparatus.

Socials.—Last Saturday evening members of the British
Thomson-Houston Co.'s Switchboard Section held their second
annual dinner at the works canteen, iNeasden Lane. 'ihe
chair was occupied by the works manager, Capt. C. K.
Acklom, K.N., C.B., C.B.E. The chauman's healtn was pro-
posed by Mr. P. J. Samuels, charge hand of the section, and
m reply, Capt. Acklom expressed the hope that before the
next annual dinner took place the electrical trade would have

,
overcome its post-war diiliculties, and that all those present
would be shai'mg in the better business awaiting the hrm in
the future. The visitors, who were toasted by Mr. F.
Sumpter, included Mr. Heath, of the engineers (in the absence
of Mr. TVencham), Mr. Hands, chief draughtsman, Mr. Cooke,
chief accountant, Mr. Cie.sswell. and charge hands of all the
sections of the factory. Mr. Hands responded, and intimated
that he hoped to co-operate with them at a tutme date in
aiTanging a, gathering for the whole firm. A programme of
mu,sic was arranged by the committee, which consisted of

Messrs. E. Sumpter, G. Flavell, \V. Pepper and W. Reid,
assisted by Mr. H. Crisp. Messrs. Witcome and Laws, mem-
bers of the drawing office staff, officiated at the piano.

On Saturday last the foremen of Messrs. Johnson &, Phillips,

Ltd., held their annual dinner at the Shakespeare Hotel,
Woolwich, Mr. J. Bayne presiding. This year the managing
director, with his departmental heads and other staff mem-
bers, were invited to be present. Between 50 and 6U members
of the company sat down to dinner, alter which an excellent
musical progi'amme was given. In proposing the toast of
" The Firm," the Chairmaji, Mr. J. Bayne, emphasised the
neces.sity for thorough and complete co-operation between all

members. In his reply, Mr. H. J. Sheppard, secretary and
, manager of the company, said he fully concurred that the
true spirit of co-operation was essential if the conditions
arising from the present industrial depression were to be met
successfully. The Chairman proposed " The Visitors," and in
responding Mr. Charles Stewart struck a note of optimism re-

gaidmg the present iudustijal conditions. He said that in his
travels round the country he found that there was a very dis-

tinct feeling that trade generally had at last taken an upward
tendency. While there were no grounds for excessive elation,

there was still every reason to think that the worst times had
passed, and that it was only necessaiy for the spirit of com-
radeship referred to by the Chairman and Mr. Sheppard to

b6 adhered to, to carry the affairs of the company to a peak
higher than perhaps it had ever attained before. The musical
prognimme was provided by Madame Daisy Hulbert, Messrs.
James Paul, Hal Gader. Arthur Kearn and George Thomas,
while Mi.ss Andrews acj^d as accompani.st.

Service Notes.—.An Army Council Instruction has just

been published, extending, in certain circumstances, the num-
ber of ex-Regular and ex-Territorial warrant and non-com-
missioned officers and serving Territorial warrant and non-
commissioned officers who may be appointed permanent staff

instructors of Territorial R.E. and Royal Corps of Signals

units in cases where serving Regulars of the required ranks
are not available in sufficient numbers to complete the estab-

lishment.

—

Morning Post.

The Parliamentary secretary to the Admiralty announces
that H.M.S. Vernon is to be converted from a floating to a
shore establishment, becahse the hulk is in danger of sinking

;

the mining school is to be merged in the Vernon, says The
Times

Fatality.—A Bolton jury, on February 16th, returned a

verdict of accidental death in the case ot John Beddows, a

motor engineer employed by Messrs AspmaU, Simm & Bed-

dows, of the Daubill Garage. It was stated that the deceased

was repaiiing a motor wagon, using an electric portable

lamp, at a voltage of 'iOO. Suddenly the lamp—which was

without a cage—biu-st. A witness explained that it was prob-

able that deceased was making some alteration in the bulb

when some portion of his hands touched the wkes, and com-

pleted the ch-cuit. The lamp was fitted to an ordinary holder,

without any protection.

Low.Temperature Carbonisation.—.\t a recent meeting

of the Royal Society of Arts, Mr. E. V. Evans, the chief

chemist of the South Metropohtan Gas Co., in the course,

of a paper on " Some Solved and Unsolved Problems

in Gas Works Chemistrj-," suggested that the gas industry

could deal, not only with the industries it was dealing with

now, but also with the domestic fuel industry, for he felt

certain that a time would come when a low -temperature ear-

bonisjition industry would come about if the gas industry did

not take the steps to secure it.

—

Financier.

North=West Midlands Electricity District.—Commissioners'

iNgUiKY.—On February iUi, at Wolverhampton, the Elec-

tricity Commissioners — Sir John Snell (chairman). Sir

Harry Haward, Mr. H. W. Booth, and Mr. W. W. La<rkie,

who were accompanied by Mr. D. S. Cumberlege—opened an

inquiry in connection with the above-named lu'ea, and the

scheme that has been submitted by a conference of authorised

undertakers for the establishment of a joint electricity author-

ity for the district. An account of the proceedings will be

published in our next issue.

The British Electrical Development Association (Inc.).—

On Wednesday last the second annual general meeting of the

Association was held at the Hotel Cecil, to receive the report

of the Council and the statement of accounts, and to elect

members of Council, auditors, &c. .Afterwards luncheon took

place, at which a large number of members and guests were

present; the new President, Mr. Councillor E. C. Ransome.

O.B.E., J.P. (chau-man of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Jeffries,

Ltd.), occupied the chah", and proposed the loyal toast. He
then 'called upon Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson to propose " Electrical

Progress," in the absence of the retiring president, Mr. Hugo
Hhst, and Mr. Atkinson read a letter from that gentleman

expressing his regret at his inability to be present and to show

his admu-ation for the work of E.D.A. The purpose of the

E.D.A., said Mr. Atkinson, was to develop the use of electri-

city ; the pubhc needed .educating, and the work of the .Asso-

ciation was succeeding, for the consumption of electricity was

rapidly increasing. But there was still almost unlimited scope

for the Association's efforts in promoting the use of electricity

in the home. The electrical industry was suffering from two
things— the reluctance of the people to incm- even remunera-

tive expenditure, and the uncertainty that prevailed as to the

future of electricity supply. In cases where that uncertainty

was absent, there was abundance of capital forthcoming for

the electrical industry.

Responding, Mr. Arthur Neal, M.P.. Pailiamentary Secre-

tary to the Ministry of Ti-ansport, .said that what Mr. .Atkinson

had said with regard to E.D.A. could equally be said of the

Electricity Commissioners. No effort would be spared by the

Ministry to remove all obstacles and clear the path of the in-

dustry. The Ministry and the Commissioners were always

glad to receive those who wished to make representations for

the benefit of the industry. The Act of 1919 was intended to

abolish waste; it was designed to secure not central contiol.

but local autonomy. No new legislation was proposed which
they need fear; in a few^ days a T3ill would be introduced in

the House of Lords to provide financial and other necessary

lX)wers, but no more. The Ministry was anxious that the

electrification of railways should proceed, to find work for the

electrical industry, and had encouraged the companies to go
ahead with it ; any difficulties that existed were in a fair way
to be surmounted.
Mr. Councillor R.axsome (president. E.D..A.) proposed " The

Electrical Industry," taking an optimistic view of the future,'

and calling for confidence, co-operation, and economy. Mr.
A. A. Campbell Swinton responded. The toast of " Our
Guests " was given by Mr. A. F. Berry (chairman of Council,

E.D.A.) and responded to by Sir Archibald Denny, Bart.

The Wimbledon Case.—.As we go to press we learn that

a public meeting is to be held at the Baths Hall, Wimbledon,
on Monday, February 27th, at 7.45 p.m.. Mr. .Alderman H. W.
Simp.son in the chair. The principal resolution that will be

put forward states :
" That this public meeting of the

burge.sses of the Borough of Wimbledon protests against the

action of the Electricity Committee and the Borough Council

in summarily dismissing the electrical engineer without any
statement of their reasons, and demands a public inquiry

before any further action is taken."

Educational.—Summer Vacation Course.—We have re-

ceived from the British Bureau of the Office National des

Universites et Ecoles Francaises a pamphlet giving an outline

of the summer holidav course of electro-technics at the Faculty

of Science, University of Nancy. The fee for the course,

w-hich is of five weeks' duration, is 1-50 fr. Full particulara

may be obtained from the Engineering Department of the

Bureau. 45, Great Marlborough Street* W.l.
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U.S.A. Electric Vehicle Market.—Business in the electric
vehicle maiKct is beginaing to show detinite signs of im-
provement. One of the largest makers of electric passenger
cars states that the demand is slowly increasing, and he pre-
dicts that 1922 will be the best year for the electric vehicle
industry since 1912. v.hich was a record year. Another manu-
facturer of passenger cars has just placed on the market a
new model, the design of which follows closely the lines of
the best class of gasulene-driven cars, the batteries being placed
under the bonnet and at the rear.

Makers of electric trucks are extremely optimistic with
regard to the outlook for the current year. During the war
and. in fact, until 1920 when the slump began, buyers of
trucks were too prosperous to 'worry about operating" costs,
with the result that they naturally bought gasolene-driven
trucks, the prices of which appeared to be attractive, but
since tliat time many lessons have been learned, not the least
of which is that the cost of operating an electric truck is

considerably below the figure required for a gasolene-driven
truck, and further, that electric trucks last longer.
The -American Express Co. placed an order in January for

fifty trucks; when these are delivered this concern will
have 1,372 electric trucks in operation.
An extract from the report of the Joint Commission on the

Postal Service in New York City, as submitted to the Senate,
reads ae follows :

—

" .V particularly thorough study was made of the relative
merits of gas-driven and electric motors, and it is represented
that a saving could be effected of 20U.OOO dollars a year by
substituting electric for gasolene-driven machines. Tlie engi-
neers recommended, however, that as a preliminary step to
the organisation of the fleet on an electric basis that electric
machines be tried out in some small city."
One of the most novel u.ses for an electric truck is that

which the Consolidated Gas Co. of New York has found for
a commercial truck. Specially equipped with a tank of two
hundred and fifty gallons capacity, this electric truck is used
to collect the liquid left in the gas mains by the condensation
which is continually occurring therein; this liquid is then
taken to a refining plant where by-products are obtained
froin the condensed gas. The motive power admits of a
cruising radius of about 50 miles, besides supplying energy
to run a 60-volt centrifugal pump. This electric " drip

''

wagon, the only one of its kind, is doing the work that for-
merly required two horse-drawn vehicles. A vital reason for
using an electric truck in this connection is its freedom from
fire risk, which would not be the case if a gasolene truck
were used.~Re titer's Trade Service (New York).

Concert.—To-night at 7.30 o'clock, at the Queen's Hall,
Langham Place, \V., a staff Bohemian concert iBabcock and
Wilcox, Ltd.) will be held.

Railway Electrification.—Mr. Oliver Bury, general
manager of the Great Northern Railway, presided, on
February 17th, at the thirty-first annual Ismoking concert
given under the auspices of the Railways Literary Society,
and in a speech forecasted the electrification programme of
the railway. He said Mr. Gresley, their chief locomotive
engineer, intended to introduce some monster engines on the
Great Northern Rajlway. The scheme for electrification was
making good progress, and the death of the steam engine was
certain.—F/HaHc/a! Times.

Engineering Lock=out Threatened.—A report published
on \\ednesday evening stated that on that day the Amalga-
mated Engineering Union and the Engineering and Ship-
building TYades Federation were officially informed that as
from March 11th the Engineering Employers' Federation
would, in consequence of there lieing no agreement Ijetween
the parties, post notices declining to employ any member of
the Ti-ade I nions concerned unless the L'nions pennitted
overtime and night-shift work wherever necessary.

.V report in the Dailu Tcleyraph of Wednesday stated that
an influential .section of Birmingham engineering employers
had given notice to withdraw the 26s. 6d. cost of living bonus
from their employes in three " cuts." This threatened action
was to be discussed in Biniiingham yesterday by the men's
representatives, some of whom had declared that the whole
of the industry was threatened with a grave lock-out in the
third week of March.

Electrical Progress in Brazil.—With the inauguration oi
the establishment at Ribeirao Preto, belonging to the Com-
panhia Electrica Metalurgica Brazileira, a beginning was
marked in South -America of the use of electricity for smelting
purposes. The company is working in connection with the
Empreza Forga y f^uz de Ribeirao Preto, -sv-hich is furnishing
the necessary power. The erection of the plant at Ribeirao
Preto is making substantial headway. Tlie capacity of the
mill after a few months' operation will be 60 tons of steel

daily.

An extensive system of electric lighting is to be introduced
into the town of Ribeirao Preto, a company known as the
Empreza Porga y Luz de Ribeirao Preto having been formed
for the purpose, with a capital of 6,000,000 milreis. The com-
pany, by the terms of its contract, imdertukes to install and
exploit an electric service as well as a calcium-carbide factory.

and to fmnish contracts and facilities in the neighbouring
municipalities for tUe exploitation of iignt and power services,
along witn water and sewer systems, ihe company will be
obliged to furnish all power tnat may be required lor indUb-
triai purposes in that zone, as wen as to construct and work
a complete ungation system, either on us own account or
lor the account of third parties, .\mong tne towns wbich the
company will undertake lo supply, and lor wiiicb it wiU hold
exclusive privileges of light ana power, in aauition to the
town of Ribeirao I'reto are : Gravmho, Sertaozmho, Jardm-
opoUs, Orlanaia, brodowski, Sao Joaquin, ituerava, and
Igarapava. A hydro-electric plant is about to be installed on
Jucu River, in tne State of Jispiiito Santo (Brazil), in order
to supply the city of \ letoria with electricity. Sufficient
progress uas been inaile with the electribcation oi the Paulista
i-taiiwuy (£irazil) to enable it to be said that the transformed
Ime will be open to trattic by the enu oi this year, ihe whole
of the electnucation for a distance ol -l4 km. has been carried
out by a L'nited States electrical company.
An electric lighting system is about to be installed in

I'ubarao, in the State ol aaint L'atharma.
A concession granted to construct a hydro-electric plant on

the Paraguassii River, m the State of Babia (tsrazil), nas been
transferred to the Companhia Brazileira de Energia Electrica.
A natural fall on the river is being used to generate .D.IAKJ h.p.,

and construction has been progressing steadily, 'ihe plant is

expected to be in operation almost immediately, when the
company will be in a position to supply the city of Bahia with
light as well as power for the tramway system, while it also
expects to supply a number of manufactuiing hrms and sugar
relineries with power, which will reduce the demand for coal
and fuel-oil, which are now very costly.

.\ hydro-electric plant has been inaugurated by the Com-
panhia N'alenca Industrial, built on the Falls of the Una
River. Besides providing power lor a textile factory belong-
ing to the company, it will supply the city of Valenca with
electric light. the hydro-electric plant on the River
Jaguaripe, owned by the timi of E. Tude & Co., of Bahia,
has been increased by one set, the plant being constructed
to supply power for the vegetable-oil lehnery of the firm
mentioned. The greater part of the in.stallations, plant, and
machinery for these hydro-electric establishments has been
received from the United States, and the remainder from
Europe, principally from Germany and Switzerland.

The dependence of Brazil upon foreign sources for fuel,

there lieing no coalfields available, has caused the Ciovernment
to give .special attention to the electrification of the railways
of the State, and a British company has now presented elabo-

rate plans for the electrification of the whole of the lines of

the State of Sao Pauio. The proposition of a general pro-

gramme of electrification has long been under consideration,

the most important railway in this district having already

taken steps to carry it out upon its own system. The develop-

ment of the hydro-electric industry had already reached a higu
point before the war. Forty-seven plants, developing approxi-

mately 112,000 h.p.. were m operation, the largest developing

50,000 h.p., and furnishing surficient power to operate nearly

all the manufacturing enterprises in the State of Sao Paulo.

Arrested by the European War. development of the hydro-

electric industry is again showing extension, and may be
expected to progress still more in the near future, a fact

worthy of the attention of British manufacturers of hydro-

electric plant.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Rio de Janeiro).

Oil Transmission Gear for Electric Locomotives.—Loco-
motive engineers will be watching with some interest for the

results of the trials to be commenced early this year in which
the Lenz oil transmission gear will be apphed to electric and
Diesel-driven locomotives. A 200-300 b.h.p. transmission set

is now under construction for the Prussian railways with a

view to ascertaining whether this form of drive will enable

improvements to be made in the design of the existing electric

locomotives. This oil gear is also going to be tried on a

mountain railway, and a running programme of 100.000 kilo-

metres has been arranged to extend over the year.

—

Model
Engineer.

The Greater London Transpert Problem.—Speaking at a
meeting of the Surveyors' Institution, Westminster, on " The
Problems of Greater London," Mr. W. R. Davidge, F.S.I.

,

F.R.I. B. A., A.M.Inst.C.E., said the recent establi.'^hmeut of a
Royal Commission to inquire into the local government of the

county of London and the surrounding districts had brought
into prominence the particular problems concerned with local

administration. Transport, not only of the inhabitants, but
of their food and supplies, their merchandise, their coal and
their building materials, formed the main ditSculty of Greater
London, and ditferentiated it from all other communities.
The bulk of the population were dependent upon London for

their work, so that the locality of their homes was dictated

by the transport facilities available. The exact limitations

of choice were defined (a) by the time taken in transit: (6)

by the cost of travel. In certain directions the time had been
greatly reduced by the electrification or other speeding-up of

the means of transit. Immediately the line l>ecame popular
the effects of overcrowding became ai>parcnt. Traffic con-

gestion and strap-hanging were most in evidence where the
transport facihties afforded the greatest attraction. The dis-
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comforts of travel for suburban Londoners were becoming
well-nigh unbearable. The facilities for quicker travel had
much increased, but had nothint; like kept up with the in-

creased number of people who now travelled to and fromi

London daily. The railway companies were electrifying their

services, but more people had to stand up. The Underground
Railways did theii' best, the motor-onmibuses and tramways
carried their full quota, but in the rush hours the overcrowd-

ing and discomfort were intense. Even the tubes, their fastest

means of conveyance, had so many stops that the average

over-all speed could not l)e much more than 18 miles an hour.

The whole of the transit system in Creater Loudon required

to be overhauled and improved. If the new central authority

was to have any real power to improve London it must start

by controlling all means of traffic. There were nearly 670

miles of railway and some 628 passenger stations. Railways

must be used as railways, and not attempt to stop every half-

mile or mile. The tube railways of London had been planned

with stations at every important point, and it became impos-

sible to get really rapid transit under these conditions. If

this was to be done either a large number of stations must
be closed, or, preferably, another " express " tube driven

underneath, with very few- stations. The heavy cost of tube rail-

ways—about ±'GI10.(H.IU a mile—was almost entirely due to

the statiiiiis. which were responsible for three-fourths

of the cost. If the stations were kept live miles apart a rail-

way of double the length could be constructed at half the

price, and provide really rapid transit to the outskirts. Great

extensions of the tubes and underground railways would have
to be made in all directions. In the south-eastern section of

London not a single tube had yet been constructed, and there

was a big held for new construction. Should the central

authority finance the.se, as was done in New York, or con-

struct them, or merely control them'? Government control

was insufficient, anil the new central authority must have a

thinking department, which would look ahead and provide

lor future needs. The main functions of the omnibuses should
be to carry short-distance pa.ssengers and act as feeders to the

railway systems, although in the outlying districts, where
traffic was light, a frequent service of 'buses or tramcars was
of the utmost value in opening up a district for development.
The great advantage of the motor-'bus was its Hexibility,

which rendered it largely independent of other vehicles, and
also enabled routes to be changed at any time. Tramcars, with
their large holding capacity, conveyed a vast number of pas-

sengers, but nothing like the full use was obtained from them
owing to frequent stops and traffic blocks. In the outskirts

especially the tramways might well become light railways,

running on special tracks—not necessarily alongside roads.

The well-known examples of light railways running between
Lille and Tourcoing or Cologne and Bonn would rise to the
mind in this ctjnnection. If the new central authority was to

regulate all tiaffic in Greater London it obviously .should not
itself be a cninpetitor; it must either own all or none, but
control it must have.

Shipyard Electrification.—The machine shops and sheds,
cranes, and other appliances in a shipyard are usually
scattered over such a wide area that the problem of power
transmission becomes of considerable importance. But perhaps
the gieatest argument that can be advanced in favour of

shipyard electritication is that many of the largest shipbuilding
hrms in the country use electricity for almost every power
jiurpose, including the generation of power for the hydraulic
and pneumatic systems, both important features in every
shipyard.

Examples of such yards are those at Jarrow and Hebburn-
on-Tyne, which are owned by Mes.srs. Palmers' Shipbuilding
and Iron Co., who have made wide u.se of electric motors,
more particularly iu the yard at Hebburn-on-Tyne. First,

however, attention is directed to the Jarrow yard, where com-
pressed air is utilised for various purpo.ses. Some years ago
a 4U0-h.p. " Witton ' induction motor was supplied for driv-

ing an Alley Ar McLellan coniprcs.sor of the two-stage enclosed

design, which includes an intercooler. It has a working
pressure of lIKi lb. per sq. in., and a special feature of its

design is that it is capable of high efficiencies, whether
running on full or light load. A second motor-driven com-
pressor (an exact duplicate of the foregoing one) was installed

some three years ago; the motors are started by a bank of oil

immersed rotor starters, which are operated through worm
(-'•II ring by a small handle. It is a testimony to the satisfaction

^iven by the motors that, when requiring further machines
for the equipment of the Hebburn-on-Tyne yard and its other

works, the company should place orders with the G.E.C. for

a number of machines totalling, in the space of a few years,

over 120.

The Ilrliburn-on-Tyne yard occupies an area of some
43 acres, coiuiirising five building berths, three platers' sheds,

a graving dock, a frame assembling and riveting shed, two
stock banks, fitters' shops, compressor house, and so forth

Throughout these various sections the electric drive is used

wherever possible, power being obtained from the 6,000-volt

a.c. mains of the Newcastle Electric Supply Co., transformed

down to 440 and '240 volts d.c. by rotary converters. The
crane in the platers' yard is controlled by three " Witton
motors, with ratings of 20, 10, and 3 h.p., for hoi.sting, longi-

tudinal travel, and cross-travel respectively. Platers' shed

No. 1 contains a wide range of machines for punching, shear-

ing, planing, drilling, counter-sinking, &c. ; the most interest-

ing in it is the plate-straightening rolls, which is one of the

largest of its kind in this country. It is capable of accommo-
dating plates up to 40 ft. by 6 ft. 9 in. in size by li in. thick.

The rolls are driven by a 120-h.p. slip-ring motor, the screwing-
down motion being controlled by two ^O-h.p. sUp-ring

machines. Platers' shed No. 2 contains equipment of a similar

nature to that just mentioned. The main stock bank is

situated at the south side of the third platers' shed, running
practically the full width of the yard, and covering. an area

of 3 acres. The complete handhng of plates on this bank is

accomplished by a •5-ton Brown hoist transporter crane. All

the motions required, namely, hoisting, longitudinal travel,

and cross travel, are controlled by a 12o-h.p. slip-ring motor,
driven through bevelled spur gearing and clutches.

The compressor house is situated iu close proximity to the

river, and a recent addition to its equipment consists of a

Belliss & Morcom compressor driven by a 650-h.p. " Witton,"
440-volt, 40-cycle, 238-r.p.m., shp-ring motor. Several of the
motors are controlled by suitable forms of G.E.C. starter gear,

mainly of the drum type. This yard is an excellent example
of the electrified shipyard, the rapidity with which the
plates are handled and machined being very noticeable.

A High=power Lighthouse.—.\ccording to present arrange-
ments, a lighthouse for the guidance of aeroplanes, having
a lantern of one milliard candle power, will be erected in

the early summer on Mont Afrique, near Dijon, in the very

centre of Prance. In average weather the visibility, it is

calculated, will be 150 miles, and in very clear weather about
220 miles or even more. The diameter of the lantern will be
about 17 h.—Renter's Trade Scifice (Paris).

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—LM'Orm.al Meeting.—
At an informal meeting, on lebruary 13th, Mr. F. Pooley
was in the chair and Mr. J. H. Parker opened a discussion

on " The Evolution of a Staff Ti-ade Union." Mr. Parker
kept a large gathering keenly interested while he told at con-

siderable length the story of the beginnings and the growth
of the E.P.A. He told of protraction negotiation with the

councils and authorities over the wages schedule and of tem-
poi'ismg and evasion by these bodies, which, in many cases,

had yet to honour their agreement. He protested against

misrepresentation of the aims and intentions of the E.P.E.A.,
which, on occasions of acute public interest, were often sen-

sationally proclaiiBed by the lay Press. He declared that

the policy of the E.P.E.A. was to secure the welfare of the

whole industry, to avoid strikes, and, above all, the lightning

strike, and he explained the past action of his organisation

in declaring in advance of disputes which might involve its

members a readiness to support the side wilUng to arbitrate

in that dispute. Bearing on this claim of moderation, he rei-.

one of the vital rules of the Association, which stated that in

case of any dispute calling for extreme action, 70 per cent, of

the whole membership must agree to the proposed action,

and he urged that this was ample safeguard against any
impulsiveness. The subsequent discussion brought out a
lew points of explanation and criticism, but very little oppo-

sition. Mr. A. E. Harmer proclaimed his entire agreement
with Mr. Parker, but deplored the necessity for trade unions.

Dr. J. F. Crowley hoped for closer association between the

E.P.E.A. and the Society of Technical Engineers. He thought

that the only protection that was afforded to staff' men from
being forced into a manual workers' union was to organise

themselves. In a manual workers' union they would be in

a nopeless minority and could not be adequately voiced. He
hoped Mr. Parker's address would be printed in full and
given the wide circulation it deserved. Messrs. W. E. Rogers,

Norman Wyld, J. R. Bedford, F. C. Knowles, F. T. Hall,

E. W. Jones, J. R. Bowden and W. H. M. Kelman also took

part in the discussion.

Smoking Concert.—The <hird annua! smoking concert of

the Informal Meetmgs Section is to be held at the Engineers'

Club on Monday next, the 27th inst. Mr. W. E. ^^ arrilow

will take the chair.

Scottish Centre.—The fourth ordinary meeting of the

1921-2 ses.sion of the Scottish Centre of the Institution was
held at Glasgow on February 14th. when Major J. Erskine

Murray delivered a lecture entitled " The Uses of Wireless.

Past and Future." Mr. E. T. Goslin, chairman of the

Centre, presided.

Dr. Erskine Murray treated his subject in a popular

manner, and sketched the present position of civil and mili-

tary wireless work. He showed a large' number of lantern

slides of typical installations and individual pieces of appara-

tus, paying special attention to the thermionic valve. In the

course of the lecture he illu.strated the possibilities of small

portable receiving sets by rendering German signals audible

to the audience. In order to bring home the principles on

which the signalling was founded. Dr. Erskine Murray showed
one or two experiments on mechanical resonance by means
of a cord and suspended weights.
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A vote of thanks was proposed by Professor Magnus
MacLeau, who humorously suggested that the messages
received were faked and that the lecturer was imposmg on
the credulity of the audience.

Prof. G. W. O. Howe, fiist occupant of the Chair of Elec-

trical Engineering in Glasgow university, seconded JJr.

MacLean m an appreciative speeeh.

The meeting was well attenaed by members of the Institu-

tion, and, in addition, there was a deputation from the

Glasgow Hadio Society.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—On February 7th Dr.
H. F. Parshall read a paijer on " The riydro-Elecirie instal-

latioub of the Barcelona iractiun, Lighl & Power Co." The
undertakings described were : the fremp-TaJarn scheme,
which develops 28,000 kW, and which cost i;l,8'2ti,700; the

Aytona scheme, which cost i£l,«5'i,2C0, wdth a ijower^ of

32,000 k\V ; and the Camarasa installation, the cost of which
was £1,370,7715. The last was designed for five 12,500-kW sets,

but only two of these are at present in commission. Tlie

combined annual output of these three undertakings is about
4.30,000,000 kWh.

Institution of iMechanical Engineers.—The annual re-

port of the Council for the year 19^:1 show's that the member-
ship (all grades) rose by 491 to 7,091. The accounts record
a balance of .revenue over exiientUture of £2,050. It is reported
that the new Local Branches, Midland, North-Western, and
Yorkshire, have been successfully cari'ied on dm'ing the year,

and, in response to a petition from members in tne district,

a South Wales Branch was foi"maliy established in November
last. The Institution has assisted the W'ar Office in obtain-

ing mechanical engineers for the Eeserve of Officers, and
also in connection with the Tank Corps and other branches
of the Service. Among the information given in the report
are details of awards for papers, &c., and a list of bodies upon
wiuch the Institution has been represented.

Faraday House Old Students' Association.—The revised
edition of the rules and hst of members of the Association,
which was founded in 1905, shows that the total number of

members is now 511. Mr. P. V. Hunter, C.B.E., is presi-

dent for 1922, w'hile the council consists of Messrs. L. W.
Bollard, A. W. BeiTy, S. Bramley-Moore, M.C., S. W. Carty,
M.C., O.B.E., A. T. Morris, L. H Short, M.C., E. G.
Vanneck, M.C.. H. T. Werren, J. F. Watson, H. W. Swan.
Major C. E. Prince, O.B.E., Dr. F. T. Chapman, and Dr. A.
Hussell {c,r-officio), Messrs. H. Poulds and H. W. Fairman
being hon. treasurer and secretary respectively. The balance
of income over expenditm-e for 1921 was £12, as compared
with a surplus of £16 for the previous year. The balance
carried forward to 1922 amounts to £90, against £78 brought
forward from 1920.

A smoking concert, given by the Faraday House Old Stu-
dents' Association, will be held on March 17th, at 8 p.m., at
the Queen's Hotel, Leicester Square. As the accommodation
is limited, members are advised to make early appjication to

the hon. secretary of the F.H.O.S.A., Fai-aday House, W.C.I,
for tickets.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

Tceep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their
movements,

Messrs. Underwood (M.\nchester), Ltd., announce that
Mr. H. Garside Thornton, formerly their sales manager, is not
now acting in that capacity.
A special meeting of members of the F.B.I. in the Leeds

district was held on Tuesday at Leeds to do honom- to Col.
O. C. Armstrong (chairman of Messrs. Greenwood and
Batley, Ltd.), in recognition of his election as president of
the Federation.
Mr. E. H. Fisher has been promoted to be superintendent,

and Mr. D. Thomas to be a«.sistant superintendent, in the
Telegraph Branch, G.P.O., Edinburgh.
The Worthing Electricity Committee has apixjinted Mr.

E. G. Stauile, who for the last 11 years has been assistant
electrical engineer to the Tonbridge Urban District Council,
to be assistant electrical engineer at Worthing. Tliere were
109 applicants for the appointment.
In a paragraph appearing in our last issue, the name T. M.

Jornson should have been rendered as Johnson.

Obituary.

—

Mr. H. J. Eeles.—We regret to record that
Mr. H. J. Eeles, secretary of the Oxford Electric Light Co.,
suddenly died on Monday night while addressing a meeting
of the Alliance of Employers and Employed on the subject of
the factors operating against a revival in trade.

Wills.—^Tlie late Mr. Algernon Tltrnor, sixteen years Finan-
cial Secretary to the Post Office, left £54,46:3 gross, and
£53,869 net per-sonalty.

The late Mr. A. W. Herve, screw manufacturer, of Clerken-
well Eoad, London, left £120,043 gross.

Metallisation, Ltd. (179,721).—Private company. Regis-
tcred February IJth. Ciiphal, £76,000 in fl shares, io .i>4,:ift an> inven-
lions relating to the coaling of buriaces with metai, and/or .-..;ylying deposits
of metal or metallic compounds to surfaces; and to adopt agr.c!;;ciils (1> wilJt
\V. J. Thompson, and (i) and (3) wih E. T. While. Itic si:r.i<-ribers are :—
C. Tilt, Wembley Dene, Wcmblcv Park, .\Uddles.x, niech..!;ical engineer;
C 1'. N. Kaikes, 106, King Henry's Koad, .South Hamp-;..,d. N.W. 3, elec-
trical engineer. The first directors are: W. J. Ihunipw.: (. ::.;irnian), E. T.
White (managing director), and G. Uennison. Qualii:..-.'^:-. (except first

directors), £1,000. Remuneration, £-200 cacli per annum (>:.. ...an £300). Tile
managing director shall be entitled to 2i per cent, of the r.-ofits in each year
after 15 per cent, dividend has been paid. Solicitors: iTapcis H: Johnson,
19, Great Winchester Street, E.C.

H. S. Kemp & Co., Ltd. (179,718;.—Private company.
Registered I'ebruary lath. t;apital, £1,-MU in £t shares. To carry on the
business of electrical engineers, manufacturers of electric lamps and fittings,

tool makers, brassfoumlers and metal workers, &c. The first directors are ;

—

W. F. Bond, Windsor House, Kingswav, W'.C.2 (or such other person as shall

be nominated by Belco, Ltd., of Windsor House, Kingsway, W.C); E. A.
Boxall, 5", Penshurst Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey; H. S. Kemp, 133,
Gloucester Road, Regent's Park, X.W.; .\. E. Cage, 3, Harrington Street,
Hampstead Road, N.\V. .No qualification required for nominee of Beico, Ltd.;
qualification of other directors, £100. Registered ollkc : 25, Stephen Street,
Tottenham Court Road, VV.C.l.

Seico, Ltd. (179,702).—Private company. Registered
February 14th. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of
import and export merchants and agents, consulting, mechanical and electrical

engineers, financial agents, brokers, &c. The subscribers (each with one share)
arc : Mackie Galstaun, 247, Fulham Road, South Kensington, S.W.3, elec-

trical engineer; Nellie Schofield, 27, Edridge Road, East Croydon, solicitor's

clerk. The first directors are not named. Solicitors: Gisbornc, Woodhouse
and Co., Temple Chambers, Temple Avenue, E.C.4.

Auto= Electrical Services, Ltd. (179,760).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 17th. Capital, £2,500 in £1 shares. To take
over an agreement made between C. A. X'andervell & Co., Ltd., of the one
part and R. V. Steward of the other part; to enter into an agreement
to acquire the formula and process of manufacturing electrical drv batteries;
and to carry on the business of manufacturers, sellers or agents for the sale
of electrical dry batteries and accumulators, manufacturers of acids, elec-

trical appliances or accessories, automobile, aircraft, and marine equipment
for lighting, starting, and ignition, &c. The permanent directors are :

—

.\". F. Steward, 86, Darlington Street. Wolverhampton; R. V. Steward,
" Walmer House," Waterloo Road, with power to appoint other directors.
Qualification, £50. Remuneration as fixed by the company. Secretary : C.
Brassington. Registered office : 14, Lichfield Street, Wolverhampton.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Melbourne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—.\ trust deed dated
January 31st, 1922, to secure 2.500,000 dollars in gold currency of the U.S..^.
has been registered, charged (specifically) on freehold properties in Australia
and (as a floating security) on the company's other assets, present and future,

including uncalled capital, subject to first and second debenture stocks and
5 year 6 per cent, general mortgage gold bonds. Trustees : .Anglo-.\merican
Debenture Corporation, Ltd.

Simms Motor Units (1920), Ltd.—Satisfaction to the ex-
tent of £.1,210 2s. lid. on various dates from Julv 29th. 1921, to Februarv 3rd,

1922, ol s,.,:ond mortgage dated April 30th, 1920. si-curing £4,S18 l.".s.

Pewsey Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—Particulars of £2,000
'debentures authorised November 18th, 1921; whole amount issued; charged
on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, including
uncalled capital.'

Charles Winn & Co., Ltd Satisfaction to the extent of
£9,000 en l.muarv 31si, 1922, o( d. Ventures dat.-d .September lllh, 1918. secur-

ing £:i0,O(KI.

Anglo^ Portuguese Telephone Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction to
the extent of £10,000 (being amount issued) on March 2nd. 1905, ol second
mortgage debentures dated December 29th. 1902, :md Seitember 14th, 1903,
securing £40,000. (Notice filed February 10th, 1922.)

Drake & Qorham, Ltd. (70,27.5).—Return dated \ovem-
l.rr Ulth, l;i21. C.ipital, £125,000 in £1 shares. All shares taken up. £85.000
p., id, £-4l),IK.«l coM..id,rid as paid. Mortgages and charges, £12.000. 10 per

cm. se>vn-y.a. nul.;s. f.'iO.OOO.

Allen^Liversidge, Ltd.—.Satisfaction in full on February
14th. 1922. ol d.lHntui,. .l.ited April 14lh. 1920, s<.curiiiu f.M.0OO.

Eastern & South African Telegraph Co.. Ltd. (13,306).
—Return dated Dec. iiiber 13th. 1921. Capital, ifiOO.OOO in £10 shares. All

shares taken up and paid for in full. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Appleby Crane & Transport Co., Ltd.—Sir William B.
Peat, ol 11, Ironmonger Lane, E.C. ceas«l to act :is receiver or manager on
February 10th, 1922.

CITY NOTES.

The annual meeting of shareholders

British Columbia was held in London on February 14th. Mr.
Electric Railway .1. l^avidson (deputy-chairman) presided in

Co., Ltd. the absence, through illness, of Mr. E. M.
Horne-Payne. In presenting the report

(which was dealt with in our is.sue of February 10th), the
ihairman said that the increase in gross earnings had been
almost wholly absorbed by increased costs, mainly due to
higher wages; the net earnings, therefore, only rose by
£9,058. There ha<l been a remarkable growth in statistics

during the year under review. The inimlK>r of passengers
carried increased from fi6.411.lW) to 71,l)lj.5,'275 ; the number of

kWh t)f energy sold rose from l'->0.173.919 to l-iO.'2,'^-).(;'20;

45,770,(i0(l cu. ft. of gas had been sold, as compared with
41,746,0(K) in the previous year. Freights had fallen off

sUghtly, 41'2,.534 tons being cirried, as against 430,931 in

1919-20. The increase in net earnings was not due to high
charges, but to ever-growing efficiency in the working of

plant and equipment, to constant and -vigilant attention to
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every detail, and to the most economical and efficient

management, 'i'l.e tramway fares chai'ged by the company
in Vancouver, Victoria, New Westminster, and Norfh Van-
couver were at a. flat rate of 6 cents. In only two other

Canadian citie . were fares as low as this, and in no city

were they lowi_-r. The right to charge 6 cents extended to

July 1st, 199'i, and it was essential if a proper service was to

be maintsit.-' ' that this fare .should be retained after the date

mentioned. Although negotiations to this end had proved

that the Vancouver City Council was agreeable, the people

of the city were against the retention of the increase, mainly.

the chairman thought, because the necessity for it was not

understood. With regard to lighting rates, not only had the

company not increased its tariffs, but two reductions had
been made since 1914, and the lighting rates charged m
Vancouver were actually 2.3 per cent, below the pre-war level.

There werf- now only nine cities v.ith a population of over

50,000 in C'jnada and the United States where lower rates

were char^pd. The price of gas had remained constant by

reason of iraproved efficiency in production. The prospects

for the current year were excellent, the only doubtful feature

being the matter of the \'ancouver tramway fares. The
degree of progress exhibited in the company's policy was
dictated by its ability to raise further capital; this was impos-
sible unless fares were so stabilised as to make the forecast-

ing of revenue reasonably certain. Until then capital ex-

penditure would be avoided. The purchase of the Western
Power Co. of Canada ensured a present and potential supply

of power covering all requirements for many years to come.
A recent examination of the company's existing power plants

showed that, for a relatively moderate capital expenditure.

an additional 10,000 kW miaht be added to the capacity of

these undertakings. .\n additional unit now being erected

in the Western Co.'s imdertaking would give a further

7,500 kW. It had also been stated that as much as 80,000 h.p.

was obtainable from the development of the second power
site owned by the Western Power Co. of Canada. The de-

velopment of these resources depended upon the growth in

demand, and also, in a large measure, to the encouragement
received to develon further resources. Arising out of the
high prices of fuel, it had become fashionable to represent

that water-power development was always cheaper than
steam generation. This was not so: there were many cases

in which the develnnirient of water-power would be unprofit-

able and a steam plant wnuld be preferable. There was a
danger of over-develonment of water-power in Canada—tlie

supply exceeding the demand. The market for power should
he made sure of before water-nower schemes were proceeded
with. The speaker ended with an appeal to the people of

Vancouver to serve their best interests by supnorting the
comnanv's forthcoming apnlicatinn to be tran.sferred from
provincial control to that of the Dominion Railway Commis-
sion, cr by grantinn the company the right to charge a

C-cent fare for a. period of ten or twelve years.

W^E 'give below a. summary of the
Underground results of working of the five companies

Electric Railway (including the London General Omnibus
Companies. Co.) constituting the " Underground "

group, for the year exided December 31st,

1921. -\s the Metropolitan Disti-ict Piailway was still under
Odvernment control during 1920 the traffic receints and ex-
penditure for that year are not comparable with those for
1021, and the differences are therefore omitted :

—

1921. Increase 4.

Traffic rec<>ipls
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Northampton Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—In

spite of trade depression the business was successful during

1921. Coal stocks were ample to maintain supply and new-

consumers came on owing to partial failure of other sources of

power. This, combined with falling coal and other prices,

resulted in increased profits, and enabled a reduction to be

made in the price of energy. Lighting and heating have been

added equivalent to 14,827 (32-watt) lamps, making a total of

140,961. The h.p. of motors has increased from 7,755 to

8,461, of which 4,835 is let out on hire. Units sold increased

from 7,646,577 to 7,757,355. Good progre.ss is being made with

the extensions to the Hardingstone Junction generating

station, and the new plant will be installed and running in a

few months. The balance of ^660,000 seven per cent, second

debenture stock, offered at par, was all taken up. ±19,681

has been added to depreciation fund (±1,681 allocated to

motors). ±7,000 has been added to the reserve fund, and

±2,000 to the battery suspense fund. ±500 has been put

aside tow'ard an employes' benevolent fund. A final divi-

dend on the ordinary shares at the rate of oh per cent, makes
9 per cent, for the year, compared with 8 per cent, for 1920.

±4,565 is carried forward.

Lancashire United Tramways Co.—According to the

Financial Times, the profit for 1921, less working expenses,

cost of generating electrical energy sold, general charges,

and rent of leased lines, was ±28.217. The receipts show a

decrease of ±14,881, and the expenditure an increase of

±7.754. Interest and dividends from operating company, plus

motor coach and sundry receipts, was ±69,761. Deducting

motor coach and other expenses and interest on prior lien de-

benture stock, there remains a balance out of which interest

at 2J per cent., less tax. will be paid on second mortgage de-

benture stock for the year, leaving ±1,126 for depreciation.

The balance on working the operating company, after pay-

ment of interest and dividend, was ±10.2-18. Depreciation and

renewal account (after writing off ±5,000 for depreciation on

motor coaches and omnibuses) and amounts carried forward in

combined companies now amount to ±183,642.

Tyneside Tramways and Tramroads Co.— Dr. J. T. Merz,

presiding at the half-yearly meeting, held on the 14th inst.,

said that the working of the whole year had been most

difficult, and the losses of traffic through the coal mines

stoppage were most marked. The passengers were 50 per

cent. less. For the whole year there had been a reduction

of 6 per cent, compared with the previous year. They had
taken out of reserve for rolling stock and permanent-way

repairs ±6.000: but, on the other hand, they had paid into

that fund from the profits of the year ±3,700, so that their

reserve fund had only been reduced by about ±3,000. The
work on the permanent way had cost about ±5,000. He
regretted that the dividend 'was the smallest since 1912. As

to the future there were slight signs of miprovement. The
first six weeks of this year were about on a level with last,

and if that continued their position would be very much
better.

Companies Strucli off the Register.—The following com-
panies have been struck off the Register and are thereby

dissolved :
—

Blackpool Electric Tramways (South), Ltd.

British Lamp Manufacturers, Ltd
Electric Generating Stations, Ltd.

Electromotor Equipment Co., Ltd.

Engineers' Standardised Publications .Association, Ltd.

General Engineering .Accessories, Ltd.

Murex Magnetic Co., Ltd.

Simplex Insulators (Bourke's Patent), Ltd.

Accessories Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (registered November 7th. 1910).

Anglo-Colonial Engineering Co., Ltd.

Llandudno and Colwyn Bay Electric Railway, Ltd.—The
profit lor the year ended November. 1921, after providing

for debenture and loan interest, was ±6.195, plus ±2,.54S

brought forward. There is put to debenture stock redemption

±2,040, and to reserve for repairs and renewals ±2,.500; a

dividend of 4 per cent., less income tax, requires ±2,783,

leaving ±1,420 to be carried forward. The sumrn er receipts

were affected by the coal strike and the restrictitjn of elec-

tricity supply, but increased fares w-ere in operatiijn during

the whole year, and satisfactorily increased the receipts. Ex-

penses have been high, but they are now beginning to fall.

Portions of the track require to be reconditioned and the

work is in hand

Crossley Brothers, Ltd.—.\ loss of de94,016 is reported for

the year 1921. The loss was due to the heavy fall in the

value of stocks. The sum of ±51,161 was brought forward,

out of which the preference dividend was paid for the first half

of the year and a payment made on account of corporation

profits tax of ±1.250, leaving a debit balance of ±.54,189, which

is carried forward. For 1920 the profits amounted to ±59,111

and 3 per cent, was paid on the ordinary shares.—The Times.

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.

—A dividend of 6 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the

half-year ended December 31st, 1921, is recommended,

making, with the interim dividend, 10 per cent, for the year.

Brompton & Kensington Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—

Final dividend at the rate of 15 per cent, per annum, makmg
12 per cent, for the year, less tax.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The re-
port states that during 192i the connections increased from
56,652 kW to 59,132 k\V. The units generated totalled

28,484,775, and there was sold to consumers and used on works
26.093,964. 1,V42,6.54 being expended in distribution. The
report contams the same remarks on the Electricity Supply
Bill and the operations of the Electricity Commissioners as
appeared in the report of the St. James' A: Pall Mall Co.
(jiLEC. Rev., February 17th, p. 242). A dividend at the rate
of 12 per cent, per annum, less income tax, for the past half-
year, making 10 per cent, for the year, is recommended,
±7,324 remaining to be carried forward. Mr. J. Browne
Martin has resigned from the board, and the directors express
appreciation of his services since the formation of the com-
pany. Sir \V. H. Porter has been elected a director. Meet-
ing : March 1st.

Rushden and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—In spite
of trade depression the output in lU2i was practically the
same as in 1920. A full supply was maiutained throughout
the coal strike. Lighting and heating connections increased
by 2,131 (32-watt) lamps (equiv.), making 9,483; motors
increased from 761 h.p. to 776^ h.p. (292 on hire). ±2,000
was added to depreciation, and the balance of preliminary
expenses (±500) has been written off. Dividend for the year
7i per cent., against 6J per cent, in the previous year. £805
carried forward.

Chas. Clifford & Son, Ltd.—The works at Fazeley Street
unu jjug j-uoi were not luuy employed aurmg ly^L owmg to
irade uepression tnroughoui tOe world. iNei, pront, ±6,041,
vvnich, witn tne balance Drougnt torward, maues £-ji},'iri.

Alier paymg b per cent, per annum, less tax, on lue preleience
buares, it is proposed to pay (in addition to the interim
dividend ah'eady paid; six months' dividend on the ordmary
snai'es (to Decemoer, 19'it) at the rate of 10 per cent, per
annum and a bonus of o per cent., both free oi tax, leavmg
*iy,041 to be carried forward.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been specially ahowed by the Committee under Rule li8a :

—

Scottish Power Co.—200,000 8 per cent, cumulative prefer-

ence shares of ±1 each, fully paid, iNlos. i to iiOU.OOO.

lUe undermentioned securities nave been ordered to be
oflicially quoted ;

—
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co.—±750,000 6 per

cent, second mortgage deoenture stocK.

Shropshu'e, vVorcestershue and btallordshii-e Eleetric Power
Co.

—

±.dOO,000 Ih per cent. lO-year guaranteed convertible
debenture stock. 1921.

City of London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—The directors

recommend dividends on me o per cent, cumulative
preference shares and the 8 per cent, cumulative second
preference shares, also Is. 9.6d. per share on the ordinary
shares, making, with the dividend paid in September, 14 per

cent, for the year 1921. The dividends are subject to income
tax.

Mersey Railway Co.—The revenue available for pay-

ment of interest in 1921 is ±53,890, which is sufficient to

meet the full amount of the interest on all the debenture

stocks, and ±207 is caiTied forward. In accordance with the

directors' application to the Ministry of Transport, the rail-

way was not included in the grouping arrangements pro-

vided under the Railways Act, 1921.

Prospectus.

—

North Metropolitan Electric Pou-er Supply

Co.—The prospectus has been before the pubUc this week in-

viting subscriptions to an issue of ±250.000 8 per cent. cum.

second preference stock at par. The het was to close on

or before to-day (Friday).

In actual fact the hsts closed on Monday mornmg. but

country applications were being considered early next day.

National Boiler and General Insurance Co., Ltd.—The
directors report a net profit of ±41.100 for 1921, and they

recommend a final dividend of 20s. per share, less tax. making

32s. per share for the year, carrying forward ±13,209.

Direct West India Cable Co., Ltd.—.\n interim dividend

at the rate of 6 per cent, ijer annum, free of tax, on the

ordinary shares is recommended for the half year.

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co., Ltd.—

Final dividend of 7J per cent., free of tax. An interim divi-

dend of 2i per cent, was paid in July.

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A final dividend

of 5s. per share, making the total 7 i>er cent, for the year, is

announced. ±94.892 is put to depreciation and reserve and

±3.6(19 is carried forward.

The Scottish Power Co.—A dividend of 7 per cent, on the

ordinary shares is announced.

Aberdeen Suburban Tramways Co.—Profit for the past

half venr ±1.0,50. plus ±2.2i13 brought forward.

W." T.' Henley's Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd.—Pmal divi-

dend on the ordinary shares of 3s. ix-r share, less tax, makmg
Ss. for the year.
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Fife Tramway, Light and Power Co., Ltd.—The profit

for the year, alter paying loan and debenture interest and
redemption, is at'oS.OSS. After putting £17,U00 to reserve,

and paying the 6 per cent, preference interest and a dividend
of 8 per cent., less tax, on the ordinary shares, £4,358 is to

be carried forward. The revenue from traction, lighting, and
power undertakings was £78,394, and the balance carried to

net profit and loss account £7'2,8'24. The year's results were
affected by the coal strike and trade disputes. Additional
small sections of the tramway track were doubled during the
year. The considerable extensions of the plant, likc. will be
completed in the next few weeks, as a result of which the
power station capacity will be increased substantially, and
economies in operating costs effected. Since the close of the
accounts an issue of £250,000 7 per cent, debenture stock at

93 per cent, has been made. The issue was largely over-

subscribed.

Costa Rica Electric Light and Traction Co., Ltd.—The
net earnings in Costa Rica during the year ended June, 1921,

after charging all expenses, were £25.727, an increase of

£1,208 over the previous year. The net profit of £3.709 wipes
out last year's deficit and leaves a surplus of £3,379.
£745 is written oil' discount and commission on debentures,
and the remainder is carried forward. .\s foreshadowed at

the general meeting last year, the first two deferred warrant
issues amounting, with interest accrued, to £5,417, were paid
on March 1st and July 1st last respectively. Owing to the
unfavourable cash position caused by the loss in exchange,
the incidence of the Corporation Profit Tax, heavy mainten-
ance and renewals and other special expenses during the
year, the directors do not see theii- way to a further payment
on this account at the present time.

Woking Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Durinrt 1921 the total

revenue was £44.219, less expenses. £25,717, leaving £18,502,
plus £1.201 brought forward. Debenture stock interest,

£2,883. loan interest, £334. Dividends on the 6 per cent.,

7 per. cent., and 10 per cent, cumulative preference shares
are to be paid ; £6,000 is put to depreciation and renewals, and
£2.000 to reserve. The dividend on the ordinary shares is to

be 7 per cent., and £1,222 is to be carried forward. The
number of consumers increased from 2,460 to 2,587 ; the
lan;ps connected from 185,287 to 190,610, and the revenue
from £43,681 to £44.219. . The depreciation and renewals
fund now stands at £30,383. Units generated fell from
2,771,74,:! in 1920 to 2,614,521 in 1921. and units sold from
2,239,759 in 1920 to 2,128,189 in 1921.

Mather & Piatt, Ltd.—The dividend for 1921, as announced
here last week, was 10 jier cent. The figures now available
show that the net profits at £379.480 were £144.269 better

than in 1920 and £197,062 better than in 1919. After paying
the dividend mentioned, £287.661 is to be carried forward, as

against £105,4-56 brought in from 1920.

Traction and Power Securities Co., Ltd.—The directors
recommend a final dividend at the rate of 4s. 6d. per share,

free of tax. making 8s. per share, free of tax, carrying forward
£14,136, subject to corporation tax.

Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.—The directors recommend
the following dividends :—On the cumulative participating
preference shares, 7^ per cent, and 2^ per cent, for the year;
on the ordinary shares. 1(1 per cent, for the year and a
bonus of 5 per cent.—all less tax.

Chelsea Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—.A dividend at the
rate of 7 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares for the
half-year to December 31st, making 6 per cent, for the year,

is announced.

Halifax and Bermudas Cable Co., Ltd.—.\n interim divi-

dend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free of tax, is re-

commended for the half year.

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co.—The net earn-
ings, including thee of the Rand Mines Power Supply Co.,

for the quarter ended December 3]st were £205,682. before
providing for taxation.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

It was not until this (Tuesday) moi'ning that any brake was
put on the breathless rush which resulted in the War Loan
and other gilt-edged stocks being run up in p>Totechnical

fashion. The fall last Thursday in the Bank Rate to 4i per

cent, brought home, to the capitalist with money on deposit,

that 2i per cent, from the bank is hardly enouch to receive

on his money in days when living costs are still high. The
immediate effect was to produce a boomlet in everything

gilt-edged. Not only in the Consols list, however, has there

been an outburst of strength. The movement extended to
everything else of the investment type. For instance, the
electricity debentures which have been issued during the
past six months came in for eager attention, and as one ex-
ample, it may be mentioned that the Reading Electric deben-
ture stock has jumped to 8J premium. Llanelly & District
debenture is over 100, Midland Counties Electric debenture
has gone up to 103^ The North Metropolitan issue of 8 per
cent, preference stock at 100 achieved immediate success, the
subscription lists closing within an hour of two of their open-
ing. General Electric debenture is fully 104.
The Yorkshire Electric Power Co. is making an issue of

£o preference shares, as akeady mentioned, at £4 per share

^^^.J°'^
.'lie underwriting a lively competition took place'

VVriting in advance, it may be said that anticipation looked
lor the sub.scription hsts to close almost as soon as thev
opened, lor it was known that some, at any rate of the un
derwriters want to take their stock finn. The company has
just declared a dividend of 8 per cent, on the ordinary shares

f _e7. QAn
'^ ^"«^?ssive year, and the report shows a profit

of £74,300^ as against £64,700 for the previous twelvemon°h
Business is tolerably active in the 8 per cent, preference

Sid" of 20s
"' '^°-' '^"°*"^ ^' threepence either

Most of the electricity supply companies have now an-nounced their final dividends for 1921. It may be convenient
to set these out in a short tabic •—

convenient

CompftDy.

Charing Cross Electric ...

Chelsea Electric
City of London Electric...

County of London Electric
Kensington and Knightsbridge... 6 °/

London Electric Supply i °/

London Suburban Traction
North Metropolitan Electric
St. James's and Pall Mall
Scottish Power Co.

Smithfield Markets Electric
Westminster Electric
Yorkshire Electric Power

Div. Year.

6% 9 %
'% 6 %
Is. 9-6d. 14 °/

11% 8 %
10 %
1 %

5 ,^ Pref. 3i%(arrears)
10% 10 %
8s. fid. 12 7
7% 7 %
5% 5 %
12% 10 %
5% 8 %

i?i^o^v?"° L"' ^™'?°° P"'^ ^y £180,000 to reserve, as against
£U2,.dOO m the previous twelve months. The London Elec-
tric s 4 per cent, goes against 2i per cent, a year ago TheCharing Cross dividend, making 9 per cent., is one per cent
up, and the Kensington and Knightsbridge, with its 10 per
cent, for the year, increa.ses its dividend similarly The Lon
don & Suburban Traction's 3i per cent, is in respect of arrears
on the per cent, preference shares, and the North Metropo-
litan Electric dividend of 10 per cent, is '2i per cent, better
Ihe rest of the dividends are the same as those of the pre-
vious year. The effect upon the share market has been to
strengthen still further an already firm hst. Shares are diffi-
cult to obtain, though we have said this so frequently of late
that it tends to become a matter of monotonous reiteration.
Home Railway stocks have been booming. The reduction

in the Bank Rate led to immediate attention being directed
to the list of Home Railway ordinary stocks. Rises of 3 to
7 points per diem in the leading issues are nothing uncom-
mon. The ITnderground'group is moving with the rest, though
not so quickly. Underground incomes are 5 higher. Metro-
politans gained 4 points: Districts 2J. The Brighton Com-
pany's scheme for electrification has been, of course, post-
poned, but with money becoming cheaper almost every month,
and with the public in its present temper of willingness to
lend capital on any sound security, the probabilities point to
the leading lines takintrs this opportunity for increasng their
capital with the intention of spending the money upon elec-
trification schemes.

-Amongst other investment stocks, the cable group stands
out with prominence. Eastern ordinary has risen 6j to 176J,
and the other trio. Globes. Westerns and Eastern Extensions
are all substantially better on the week. The fact of the
dividends being paid free nf tax is again brought forward as a
reason why this quartette is being favoured, though obviously,
the argument loses part of its force in view of the possi-
bility—we fear it is only such— of the Income Tax being re-
duced to 5s. in the £ in the next Budget. Great Northerns
and Indo-Europeans are both £1 higher. Anglo-American
Telegraph deferred at 95 is 3i up. The wireless group is

auiet. with Marconis a shade firmer and marines better at
24s. 6d. Canadian Marconis improved to 8s. 6d.' Radios, how-
ever, are quiescent at 17s. 6d. for the common and 12s. 9d.
the preferred.

Amongst other ri.ses which have taken place in the manu-
facturing group are those of £1 in Telegraph Constructions,

and .smaller advances in Callenders. English Electric. General

Electric and Henleys. Babcock & Wilcox at 211/16 are

3s. 9d. better. Edmundsons preference rose to 2. The provin-

cial electricity supply group is strong, with Bournemouths

7J. Oxford preference 3i, Newcastle-on-Tyne second debenture

several noints higher at 92. and. in the colonial group. Mel-

bourne Electric ordinarv, 7 points up at 132.
_
North Metro-

politan preference, on the success of the new issue, advanced
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to 17s. ed. Urban preference are better at 35s. Ciounty of

London debenture stocks advanced to 76 and 74J for the 1st

and 2nd respectively, but there is very Uttle stock on offer in

either case.

A number of improvements have occurred in the list of home
electricity shares. Charing Cross ordinary secured the biggest

rise, and are 15s. higher at 5{. County preference put on
r2s. 6d., to 9. Kensingtons at 51, are 7s. 6d. up, London Elec-

tric preference at 3J are again 5s. higher, and smaller rises

have occurred in others of this group.

British Columbia Electric Railway stocks have come into

more attention, as they deserve to do, on the recent dividend

announcement. Rises range from 1 to 3 points. In Mexicans
there is nothing much doing, but Brazil Tractions at 36 show
a gain of '2. The Anglo-.Argentine issues are steady. Iron and
steel shares are firmer, in sympathy with the general improve-

ment that has taken place in most shares, with Vickers tax-

free preference a good spot at 13s. 3d. The rubber market
continues to be the Cinderella of the Stock Exchange, flatness

of the produce giving rise to floods of talk which fails to ex-

ercise any beneficial effect upon the root of the trouble.

It may be pointed out that of the 70 stocks and shares

quoted in our table, 36 claim rises this week. Not " Moder-
ate " improvements, all of them : many are remarkably good.

It is years since our price-lists have made such an extra-

ordinary showing. For the principle reason, the explanation

lies in the Bank Rate's reduction. But the student looks fur-

ther than this, and knows that the day of readjustment of

values is at last here. There are plenty of pitfalls being laid

for the investor. Caution and discrimination, especially

amongst new issues, are as needfiil as ever. The war, how-
ever, is over : that is the main factor which stands silhouetted

amongst the hundreds of rises which are taking place every

dav in the investment markets of the Stock Exchange.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Eleotrioity Companies.

Dividend. Price

, , Feb. 21, Rise or

1919. 1920. 1929. fall.

Brompton Ordinary 12 13 6| —
Charing Cross Ordinary .. .. 7 8 58 ¥ \

do. do. do. 4iPref. .. 4J 4J a| —
Clielsea 4 6 8? —
City of London 13 14 Ij —

do. do. 6percent. Pret. .. 6 6 19/- —
County of London 8 8 9g -t- J

d*. do. B per cent. Pret... 6 6 9 -i- S

Kensington Ordinary 7 9 B^ -t- 8

London Electric 2J 2^ 1t^ —
do. do. 6per cent. Pref... 6 6 8^ + J

Metropolitan 6 7 4S —
do. 4iper cent. Pret... 4i 4^ Sfi +\

Bt. James' and Pall Mall .. .. 12 12 74 -I- J
aouth London 6 7 2J

—
South Metropolitan Pret 7 7 Itt,

—
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 64 —

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 96 +i\
do. Det IJ li 19J + \

Chile Telephone 6 6 6i —
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 74 —
Eastern Extension 10 10 17J -I- i

Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 1764 -1-6

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 17| 4 I

do. do. Pret 6 6 10 —
Great Northern Tel 22 24 28 +1
Indo-European 10 10 88 -H
Marconi 25 15 Ij^ —
Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12 2 —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6i +,-'j

West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 17i -Hi

HouE Bails.

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 59* ••24

Metropolitan 1} 14 354 +4
do. District .. .. Nil Nil 36 -H2*

Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil 2J -*- 2

do. do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 6/6 +1/6
do, do. Income.. ..4 3 774 +5

Foreign Trams, &o,

AUBlo-Arg. Trams, First Pret. .. B4 124 SfJ —
do. do. 2nd Pret. .. Nil 64 8* —
do. do. B per cent. Deb. 5 6 724 -fl

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 86 -f2

British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfoe... 5 5 684 )1

do. do. Preferred .

.

5 98/- 69* * 1

do. do. Deferred .. 8 124/- 634 +3
do. do. Deb. .. ^i 4i 644 -H

Mexico Trams. 5 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 594 —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 281 —

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 17* —
do, Pref Nil Nil 854 —1
do. Ist Bonds .. .

.

Nil 5 684 +1

Manufactdrino Companies.

Baboock & Wilcox 16 16 21,1 —
,'a

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 16/3 —
British Insulated Ord. .. .,15 IB 1}J

—
CallenderB 15 15 l,i -H h

64 Pret 64 64 18/9 —
CromptonOrd 10 10 18/9 —
Edison-Swan 10 — 4/- -6d.

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ,,5 6 62 —
Electric Construction 10 10 18/9 —
English Electric 8 8 10/- +6d.

do. Pref 6 6 13/8 —
Gen. Bleo. Pret 64 64 19/S -t6d.

do. Ord 10 10 20/3 -HSd.

Henley .. .. IB 16 83/6 -H6d.

do. 44 Pre! 44 44 BJ -
lodia-Rnbber 10 — H —
Mel..Vickers Pret 8 8 Ij —
BiemensOrd 10 10 98/- —
Telegraph Con <0 SO 21 -Hi

• DlTldends paid tree of Income Tax.

iS 17 10
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THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.

On Monday next the third British Industries Fair opens

simultaneously at London and Birmingham.

The London section, housed at the White City, is,

from an engineering and electrical point of view, the less

important, but many of the " sundries " of the trade

will be exhibited there, as, for instance, all kinds of

glassware, china, and earthenware, as well as ntimerous

.scientific instruments, cliemicals, and photographic and

kinematographic apparatus. This section is under the

control of the Department of Overseas Trade.

The Birmingham section, which occupies the extensive

aerodrome buildings at Castle Bromwich, has been

organised by the Municipality and the Chamber of

Commerce. Last year about 130 firms connected with

the electrical and allied industries were present, and a

large number of the.se liave taken space again this year.

So far as possible the firms are grouped according to

the nature of their exhibits to facilitate the comparison
of similar products by different firms. The principal

groups into which this section of the Fair is divided

are:— Brass foundry, hardware, and ironmongery;
metals; construction, building, and decoration

;
power,

lighting, cooking, heating, and ventilating; engineer-

ing; agriculture; mining; and motors, motor-cycles,

cycles, and accessories.

This year's Fair will be divided into two sections

only instead of three as last year, the attendance at

the Glasgow (textiles) section having been considered

insufhcient to justify its continuance.

Birmingham Section.

Thp; Premier Electric Welding Co., Ltd., has a display of

welding plant designed for .special apphcatious. The 4.4-k\V

set, illustrated in fig. 1, is one of the principal exhibits, 'ilus

is a portable .set consisting of a " Gardner " lU-b.p., two-
cylinder, water-cooled engine, running at 1,'200 r.p.m.. and
designed expres,sly for this purpofie. direct-coupled to a

special compound-wound generator, rated at 4.4 k\V. This
machine has three field wmdings-^shunt, series, and a third

winding supplied from a separate exciter, and it possesfos a
" drooping " characteristic by which as soon as the welding
operation commences the voltage, which on open circuit is

61). automatically drops to that required by the operator—from

Fii;. 1.— .V 4.4-k\V Portable Welding or,,.

20 to 30 V. This has rendered possible a considerable re-

duction in the size of the equipment. The exciter is a .13-

kW machine, and i.s mounted on the generator shaft. The
generator is connected with the arc through reactance coils

in the main circuit : these coils absorb practically no energy
but have a marked effect upon the efficiency of the welding
operations. The amount of reactance is varied by means of

a triple-polo switch mounted on a well-finished switchboard.
The overall dimensions of the plant are : length 8 ft. 9 in.,

width 3 ft., and height 6 ft., and the total weight is about
2.5 cwt. Tlie company also shows a motor-generator plant
for tramway work, consisting of a d.c. motor coupled to a
welding generator simOar to that described above. The
plant is totally enclosed in a sheet steel housing. An equip-

ment for use in workshops where existmg shafting can be em-
ployed is exhibited, ana in addition to this tnere is an a.c.

iranslormer plant of smah weight, also for use in workshops,

'the exhibit is completed by a selection of electrodes ot many
types, mcluding cast-iron, manganese steel, and high-carbon

sceel. A spot welding machme of standard design also ap-

pears upon the stand.

Messrs. Gent & Co., Ptd., have an exhibit ccmprised of

numerous .small couunercial and industrial appliances. Chief

among these are examples of their "' Pulsynetic ' time system,

consisting of a master clock controlling a number of second-

ary clocks of various sizes. Other accessories of this system

include mechanism for driving turret-clock dials on the

"waiting-train", principle; automatic sounders for giving

warnings at pre-determmed times; and the " Reflex " pendu-

lum control for unifying the times registei'ed by a number of

workmeri's time recorders in a factory. Several types of tele-

phone are shown including " Parsons-Sloper " secret inter-

phones, intercommunication sets, and special ironclad flame-

proof telephones for use in mines. Switchboards and annu-

ciators also appear. Examples of water level alarms, indi-

cators, and recorders, operated electrically, are exhibited. The
sound' signal apparatus displayed includes a number of iron-

clad bells, passed by the Home Office for use in fiery mines.

There also samples of motor-driven sirens ranging from s h.p.

to 6 or 8 h.p.; relays for battery and jpower circuits; naviga-

tion light indicators; mining shaft signal apparatus; iron-

clad junction bo.xes; and machines for recording the time

lost by stationary machinery.

The Nb.^le Magnet Construction Co., Ltd., exhibits the
" Kendrick " inspection lamp. This appliance consists of a

lamp with a base containing an exposed electromagnet which

enables the lamp to be attached to any steel or iron surface.

It is particularly suited for the examination of the internal

mechani.sm of aiitomobiles, leaving both hands free to make
adjustments. It is made in tw^o styles—a low-pressure (6 or

12 V) tvpe for cars, and a larger size suitable for use on the

lightmg circuits of garages, 100-120 V or 200-2.50 V, d.c. The
.smaUer type has a pu.sh .switch to cut out the magnetising

current without extinguishing the lamp.

Fuller's Fnited Electric Works, Ltd., exhibits a large

range of accumulators and accumulator components, including

special types (plate and block patterns) for automobiles, train-

lighting, telephone and telegraph work, and for aeroplanes.

Numerous drv and inert cells are shown in addition. The

firm also di.splays miners' lamps and accessories, including

charging racks," lamp stands, opening magnets, &c. The
' Fuller" lamp weighs only 5 lb. and gives 12 hours' service

on one charge, .\nother feature of this stand is a number of

sample.s of wires and cables. Among these are bitumen-in-

sulated cables, wire-armoured, colhery, vulcanised rubber,

lead-covered, c.t.s., and telephone cables. Ebonite in various

forms is exhibited, there being tubes, rods, bushes, washers,

terminal blocks, switches, boxes, separator.?, &c.

Messrs. W. C.\nning k Co.. Ltd., show low-voltage dyna-

mos and motor-generator sets for electro-deposition work, and

iilso a varietv of accessories such as plating vats and barrels;

:ind copper, nickel, silver, and gold salts. Besides these there

are polishing and grinding motors, and a number of small

lielt driven lathes.

The Electro-Mechanical Brake Co., Ltd., has an exhibit

consisting of manv examples of controllers and grid-type

resistances A range of steel-cased drum-type controllers for

dealing with loads of from 5 to 100 h.p. are mcluded. A
special feature of these is the ease with which the drum can

he withdrawn bv simply loosening back four bolts. There is

imple space for cables and entry at the back, side, or bottom

f the controller can be arranged. For ships' winches a

,)ecial water-tight design has been produced. The '' Mid-

> 't
" controllers shown are similar in some points of con-

itruction to the larger tvpe, but are for suigle pole only and

suitable for .series motors, being especially adapted fn the

control of hoists, wall cranes, pulley blocks, or telphers.

The frame con.sists of two cast-iron end plates supjiorted

hv mild steel bars; the cover is of heavy-gauge .sheet .steel,

and is secured in position bv substantial quick-relensmg

latches. As in the large controller, arc shields are fitted be-

tween all contact fingers. These shields are mounted on a

pivoted arm allowing the whole to be swung out. The drum

consists of a series of cast-iron sections clamped to a square

mild-steel shaft and insulated from it by mica. The drum
contacts are of hard-drawn copper, fastened to the drum
casting by countersunk headed screws, permitting easy re-

placement. A number of jointless and rustless grid resi.st-

ances of various sizes are shown. These are made of wire of

uniform cross-section h.ld continuous length, with a tem-

perature coefficient and current-carrying canacify similar to

those of cast-iron. The insulation is mica and micanite. tested

to 3.000 V, a.c. Resistances designed for si>ecial purposes such

as battery-charging, locomotives, traction, and kinema-regu-

lating are also exhibited. On another stand the firm shows

gears, forgings, and other general engineering material.
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Messrs. A. Ri;vholle & Co., Ltd., have as their principal

exhibit three types of their armoured, di'aw-out switchgear.
One is an eleetrica.lly-operated generator panel, and there
are two armoured panel.i designed for use in fiery mines,
mounted on substantial ca.st-iron pillars. Other colliery gear
shown includes a fiame-jtroof drum-type motor starter (fig.

2), of the firm's late.st pattern. This is fitted with a double-
pole circuit breaker, interlocked with a starting rheostat
automatically controlled. No-voltage and adjustable over-

load releases are fitted, and a magnetic blow-out is fixed on
the first contact. A push-button operates an instantaneous
stopping motion. A wide machined joint prevents the emis-
aiim of flame in the event of an explo.sion. Flame-proof oil-

break switc-hes form aiiotlier part of the exhibit. For the

Fig. -Colliery DRUM-TYrr; Motor Swrter.

rest the display consists of air-break switches; porcelain-

handle fu.ses of various types and sizes; cast-iron distribu-

tion b(.\'<. airaiiyi'd for any number of " ways " up to nine;

ironclad >iM-l(-|inlc fuses, of oU- and 100-A capacities; drum-
type staitcra, cuuibined with shunt regulators, for industrial

purposes; and a variety of earthed wall plugs for domestic
and industrial use.

{To be continued.)

THE POST OFFICE ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENT.

Anndal Dikneh.

The annual dinner of the Post Oflice Engineering Depai-tment

took place at the Connaught Rooms on February 17th, under
the chairmanship of Sir William Noble, engineer-in-chief of

the department, when a large assembly of members of the

staff and distinguished guests thoroughly enjoyed a most
successful function. The Dinner Committee is to be congratu-
lated on the .success of its plans, as is also Mr. Philip Henry.
Fj.R.A.M., under whose direction an excellent progi'amme of

music was rendered by Miss Sybil Elliott and Messrs. Prank
Thome. Robert Pitt, and Langtoii Mai'ks.

Following the loyal toast, which was proposed by the
chairman, the Rt. Hon. H. Pike Pease, M.P., A.s.si.stant Past-

ma.ster-General, in the unavoidable absence of the Po.stmaster-
General, the Rt. Hon. F. G. Kellaway, M.P., propo.sed the
toast of " The Post Office Engincring Department." and in

the coui'.so of his remarks expre.s.sed the opinicjn that i-heap
communication w'as more valuable to the State than some
business people seemed to think. The Post Office staff num-
bered '2i7.(llHI persons, and as many as C,000 million separate
postal jiackets had been handled in one year ; it was, there-
fore, not surprising that some errors were made.
He congratulated the engineers on their accomplishments

during the past year; good progress continued to be made with
the main underground work. During the past year 7'20 miles
of single duct wa.s laid, and 11fi,730 miles of double wire
drawn in. Nmnerous new cables between large towns hud
been brought into u.se since Mar.-h 31st last, and many others
were in course of con.structinn. Tn connection with the ex-
tension of local telephone facilitii's, ap|iroximatelv 1.000 miles
of sincle-way duct was hiid and abmt 1110. IKHI miles of double
wire drawn in. About .500 ovcrliead trunk telephone circuits

were provided, involving the erection of approximately 10,000
miles of double wu-e, and in addition to a large number of
minor exchanges 'J'i new manual exchanges were opened in
the United Kingdom during 1921, providing accommodation
for approximately 33,000 subscribers; extensions to 17 exist-
ing large manual exchanges were also completed, affording
accommodation for over 12,000 additional subscribers. Also
11 new exchanges and 13 extensions were ordered during the
year; those would in due course provide for a further 16,000
lines.

Among.st the new exchanges opened was a London " Toll
'

exchange.*
Although no large automatic exchanges had been opened

during the past year, the introduction of automatic working
had been decided upon in several area.s and
many of thtj.se schemes were well on the
way to fruition. Orders had been place<l

for six new exchanges having a total initial

equipment exceeding 11,000 lines and for
extensions totalling S/M lines at four exist-
ing exchanges; some of the latter were on
the point of completion.
Developments had been proceeding with

the design of small imattended automatic
exchanges and two such exchanges were
opened tow-ards the end of the year at

Ramsey and Hurley. Tliose exchanges pre-
sented several new features occasioned by
the special conditions they were required to

meet. The absence of a public power
supply in the neighbourhood involved the
design of apparatus for the provision and
control of power and the fact that the ex-

changes were normally unattended led to

the installation of special alarm circuits for

bringing faults to notice at a distant point
where stafi' was in attendance. Mr. Pike
Pease compared the fault statistics for the
local telephone exchange system of the
United Kin;;ilom for the year ended Decem-
ber 31st, 1021. with th(-..se for the two pre-

vious years—basing his statements on the
fault returns in respect of .S05,000 .stations

during 1919: .-i79.0fH) during 1920; and
924.000 during 1921—and showed that the
total faults per annum per station were 2.ij

in 1919; 2.09 in 1920; and 1.72 in 1921. re-

presenting an unprovement during 1921, as

compared with 1919, of 23.6 per cent, and
between 1921 and 1920 of 17.7 per cent. The

average duration per fault in hours was 9.1 in 1919; (5.1 in

1920; and 3.8 in 1921; which figure.s represented an improve-
ment during 1921, as compared with 1919, of o8.'2d per cent,

and betw-een 1921 and 1920 of 37.7 per cent.

The chief feature, he said, of telegraph development was
the large extension of machine printing apparatus, mainly
Baudot duplex, as follows :—Two triple duplex Baudot sets

on the London to Amsterdam circuits; 16 quadruple duplex
Baudot sets on London and provincial circuits; 20 quadruple
duplex Baudot sets on inter-provincial cu'cuits.

They were thus gradually relieving the operators of the

laborious and nerve-racking system of Morse sending and re-

ceiving by substituting the use of mechanical means, whidi
could be learnt easily and, incidentally, gave greater accurac y
and more expeditious handling of telegraph traffic. The speed

of the Imperial cable in the westward direction had been
improved by the use of a Heurtley magnifier at Halifax, Nova
Scotia. The provision of anew repeater station at North Wal-
sham, Norfolk, would improve the working conditions of the
repeaters used on the German cables. Tlie extended use of

the Post Office " G " relay had enabled additional circuits

to be worked without the use of repeaters, thereby saving con-

siderable expense both in first cost and maintenance. A new
method of " automatic through switching " of telegraph cir-

cuits, based on the same principles as automatic telephone
switching, was being developed and promised good results.

The use of secondary cells in place of primary batteries had
been considerably extended with a resultant saving in main-
tenance costs and greater security of wc^-king. No man could
say. what future adiievements would be; they nuisl ex|ir. t

the impossible :

" Got any rivers you .say are uncross;ible.

Got any mountains you can"t tunnel througli

;

We specialise in the wholly impossible,

Doing the things that no man can do."

The chairman. Sir W. Noble, responded, and was glad to

be able to announce that this year more raw materials were
available, prices had fallen, and delivery dates were shorter,

which improved the working "conditions, but imfortunately
w'ork had fallen off. The telephone service depended on trade

prosperity; he was hopeful of trade reviving and the telephone
service would revive with it. Economy committees might save

as many millions as they liked from non-revenue-earning de-

partments, but he hoped they woidd keep their hands off the

revenue departments. They had never liad a chance in this

• Elrc. Rev,, Septemlwr lOth, 1921; p. 371.
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country of bringing the telephone service up to date, and
there was now an excellent opportunity, now that trade was
bad, of bringing the local and trunk systems right up to date,

so that when trade did revive no busaness would have to

wait weeks for telephones, and he hoped there would be no
cutting down of their programme for next year. Major
T. F. Purves proposed " The Visitors " in a humorously ap-

preciative speech; one thing, he said, that the Post Office En-
gineering Department was proud of was the calibre of their

friends who honoured them on such occasions as that. He
thanked the president of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers (Mr. .J. S. Highfield), and the past-presidents who were
present (Mr. LI. B. Atkinson, Mr. C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E.,
and Sir .John Snell) for obtaining a charter for the Institu-

tion and thus securing that status which its members de-

served. Incidentally. JIajor Purves mentioned that Mr. .7. L.

Macquarrie (a high official of the U.S.A. telephone service)

had recently had an opportunity of trying the new high-fre-
ijuency carrier-current circuit that had been installed betw'een
ijondon and Bristol, which was giving excellent results.

Sir .ToHX SNF.rx. in reply to the t<«ist, said :

" How little

does the public and Press really know of the true position of

the telephone sei^vice !" It was only natural that when a com-
pany knew that its undertaking was to be sold, it would not
sjiend more than it wa.s obliged to spend. When the P.O.
took over the service, therefore (Sir John himself had been
partly responsible for the terms of that transfer), it was
obliged to spend much money on making up the lee-way; un-
fortunately, the war intervened and hut for that fact the

ai-re.ars of work wculd have been made up lona ere this he
felt .sure. As an Electricity Commissioner, Sir John felt that

lie would in future be continually brought in contact with the
Post Office; he hoped it would allow tb?m a little space under
tlie pavements and in the air for their trnn.smissinn lines,

because he felt that it was to those electricity distributing

lines that the Post Oflice would have to look in the future
for the power that would be needed for some of its develop-

ments. Concerning automatic telephony, his opinion was that

the use of automatic exchanges would give the greatest

benefits and economies not .so much in large cities and densely
ponulat"d areas, as in the rural districts.

Sir. EvRi.vN P. Murray. K.C.B.. secretary to the P.O..
nropo.'ied " The Chairman " which toast was accorded musical
honours, and in his reply. Sir W. Noble endorsed the pro-

po.ser's remark that he had done nothina to obstruct the work
of the department. Every business had to have a general
inananer, .said Sir William, and no department interfered

less with the engineering work than the secretariat. Thev
always cot what tliey wanted because they never put forward
mod-cap schemes and always gave very good reasons for

their proposals. The .=ecretiirv onlv n'-ted in an administr.n-

tive can.acity, and did so well, said Sir ^Yillialn. who con-

cluded bv paying a tribute to the hard work and loynl sup-

port of his staff.

THE SELLING OF ELECTRIC LIGHT.

At the fourth E.D..\. Salesmanship Conference on February
ITtli. Mr. Haydn T. Harrison read a paper on " Salesmanship
in Relation to Electric Lighting." Mr. J. W. Beauchamp,
director of the E.D.A., presided in the absence of Mr. S. T.

Allen.

Mr. H.4Vi)N Harrison said that creating a market for any-
thing was generally done by making people dissatisfied with
what they had got. Even now, however, electric light was
far from universal, which was nearly always due to the init^:il

expense, and this should be, therefore, the first line of attack

in order to gain business. If the supply authorities had the

powers or the means they would probably go in for free w^irinu

and prepayment meters, but this was seldom the case, and
the salesman must find some other way of circumventing the

difficulty. If houses were plentiful, there was little doubt
th.it tenants would choose those houses with electric light,

;ind landlords would lie forced to wire the remainder in

order to retain their tenants. But, the opposite being the
lase. the landlord was the man to be tackled. He complained
tliat he was not earning enough on his investment, which was
often true, but if he could be persuaded that by spending the
necessary capital to wire the house, and increasing the rent
to that which the tenant was prepared to pay under those
conditions, he would increa-se the all-round interest. Having
nersuaded the landlord of the advisability of the expenditure,
it was necessary to persuade the tenant that the extra rent
was justified. This was not difficult if the tenant were di.s-

sntisfied with his existing lighting, compared with that of a

neighbour who had electric liaht. In order to ensure that

electric light produced a bright and pleasant result it was
neces.sarv to do some thing more than fix a few electric liimps.

It should be the endeavour to obtain a low intrinsic brilliance

which gladdened the eve when lookinc at the light source.

and yet produced a light which tended to make every occu-

pation a pleasure. The present type of gasfilled lamn with an
opal glass bulb, was a step in the richt direction. There were
other means of obtaining a bright effect, such as opal or
similar glass shades and globes of the right material and

area. He particularly warned his audience against using
a shade too large for the ixiwer of the lamp, becau.se the bright
appearance would immediately disappear, though the lighting

were ample. He also w;arned them against the use of indirect

and semi-indirect httings, consisting of alabaster or other
bowls, unless the cost of electrical energy was of no im-
portance. The " Denzar " htting, used in America, was per-

haps the most suitable for nearly all purposes. In this the
lower hemisphere w-as of relatively small diameter opal or
similar glass. It had a wide clear glass Hange, by which it

was coupled to the top reflector, also of opal, thus leaving
enough top illumination to be pleasant, and retiecting the
balance on the working plane. It fomied a complete en-
closing globe of sufficient area to en.sure ample cooling surface,

and required practically no internal cleaning. Such lighting
fi.xtures should be encouraged, because they could be used
with lamps of high power, so that an ordinary room only
required one lamp. Mr. Harri.son was in favour of the intni-

ducfcion of a few good standard designs. A salesman .should

know what he was selling, and a man selling a few lines, or

even one article, of which he knew- the capabilities, was in a
better position to do good than the man who brought a hun-
dred and one things to the notice of a customer, and knew
little about them. The chief difficulty, however, was to turn
.scientific facts into talking points, to create the electrical idea,

and the E.D..\. had done much towards this end by supplying;

pamphlets pointing out in brief and attractive language some
of the most salient points. It was better to talk of the aver-

age cost of an electric lamp per annum than of the total cost

of an installation. Mr. Harrison then referred to the diffi-

culties experienced by salesmen with regard to the power of

lamps required. Such terms as candle-power, lumens, foot-

candles, &c.. were bandied about in a ino.st careless way by
many people who had not investigated what they really meant.
Therefore, he preferred to use the formula favoured by medi-
cal men, " to be taken as required." It was worth while for

an electric light representative to study decorations, and the

influence of light and colours upon them. Other valuable

selling points included the .saving in cost of decorating and
cleaning, purity of atmosphere, and convenience. But all

these advantages required to be inculcated by literature or

word of mouth, whereas light and brightness spoke for tliem-

selves.

Mr. Eawlings, opening 'the. subsequent discussion, said

he could not quite see how a standard fitting could be adopted
which would suit all conditions. The contractor had to put
in, not what he wanted, but what the customers wanted, al-

though, of course, he could help to steer them along the

riaht course. If salesmen were a little more careful in ad-

vising their clients of the defects as well as the advantages

of lamps it would be better. Mr. Rawlings also said something
should be done by the supply authorities to develop means of

•supplying small hou.ses; until that was done, the contractors

could not get consumers for them. They should adopt some
such system as that used by the Fixed Price Light Co.

Mr. Simon agreed with Mr. Harrison as to standardising

fittings, and blamed the manufacturers for putting so many
types on the market, and constantly chancing them. Dealing

with advertising, Mr. Simon criticised the practice of lamp
manufacturers of advertising so extensively their own indi-

vidual lamps. Valuable space was occupied in that way;
it was natural that manufacturers should want to adver-

tise their own goods, but why should not that space be used

for educating the public on the advantages of electric lighting?

The writing of non-technical articles on electricity in the

daily Press would help a great deal. Finally, he suggested

that some unit of Hghting should be introduced which' would

be understood bv customers, say, a certain light for reading,

&c.

Mr. Stephens said that in towns and villages in this countrv

which had a supply of both gas and electric light, about M
per cent, of the people used gas, and there was a tremendous

field before the electrical industrv. The number of instal-

lations in this country during the last ten years had not

kept pace with the development in the art of lighting, and the

improvements made in fittings, iS:c.. by the manufacturers.

Mr. Campdrm, dealt with educational work, and blamed the

central station people for not approaching consumers. Indeed,

the average consumer was not served properly by any hrancli

of the industry, with regard to improving his lightinr. One

of the greatest difficulties to be contended with was the lark

of effort and co-operation between all branches of the in-

dustry.

Mr. Rogers dealt with the point that central station people

did not approach their consumers. Speaking as a supply sta-

tion man. he could say that as a inrle the supply stations

were condemned for suggesting anvthing of the sort. If they

went in for special sliowrooms, with special types of lighting,

where was the money coming from?
Mr. Mavo called attention to the very slight inconvenience

cau.sed by the installation of electric lighting in a home, and

that was a good selling point. The richt men .should be chosen

to do the job, those who would study the convenience of the

occupants.
Mr. Falk, referring to Mr. Campbell's remarks, .said it wn*-'

all very well to tell a con.sumer that his lighting was nil

wronc, but the difllculty was that of expen.se; he could not

always afford new fittings, and he would point to the fact
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that his fittings were not worn out. One of the advantages of

electric fittings was that they lasted for ever. Until the
supply companies could get a supply into a house cheaply, there
would not be much improvement, in his opinion.
Mr. \Villi.4ms a.sked that Bi-itish makers of electrical equip-

ment should adopt more system in their manufacture, and so
bring the prices down.
Mr. W. E. Wabbilow said the use of two-way and general

control switches had an important bearing on the salesman-
ship of electric light, and, as an electric light user, he pro-
tested against its use under purely gas conditions.
Mb. Nobthwall emphasised the importance of contractors

advising the consumer as to the types of fittings, size of
lamps, &c., that should be used.

Mr. Bdsh suggested that at the E.D.A. meetings they
should discuss different sorts of lighting installations on
different evenings, and not deal with one big subject, such
as lighting, generally. For instance, they could devote one
evening to home lighting, another to shop lighting, &c., and
investigate the subjects more fully. He did not agi-ee with
Mr. Harrison as to opalised lamp bulbs. If a filament were
too bright why not use an efficient reflector? Also, he did
not agree to .standardising fittings to the extent America had
done.
Mb. Young .said that contractors were doing their best

under existing conditions, and pointed out that it would be
of great assistance if supply companies gave them energy at
reasonable rates, to enable them to demonstrate their goods
in the proper way, and so increase the sale of electricity. .\

point of value in selling was to mention the amount of

energy used by a lamp per hour, or the number of hours'
light obtained from one unit of electricity.

Mr. Sullivan suggested that showrooms should contain
two or three models of houses, with the ordinary objects of

domestic use arranged in the ordinary way, with suitable
fittings in miniature, equipped with electric lamps, giving a
proner distribution of light.

Mr. Tuble suggested that it might be an advantage to
educate people up to a standard illumination before educating
them as to electrical fittings.

Mb. Beauchamp stood up for the contractors, and said that,
as a body, they were expanding electrically. Co-operation
was growing, and that only would enable them to take
advantage of expert advice in connection with their. adver-
tising. He pointed out the immense advantage of non-
technical articles in the Press. He hoped that the con-
ferences to be held next year would be larger, and that by
having more meetings they would be able to cut the subjects
up into smaller sections, and deal more effectively with each.
Mb. Habbison, replying to the discussion, .said he had been

misunderstood with regard to .standardising. He did not
suggest a standard fitting, but that they should, if possible,

have a few standard types of fittings, -nhich would give good
results. With regard to the expense of in.stallations in small
houses, they must make up their minds that eventually those
small houses had got to take electric light, and they must
adopt every idea they could conceive to hasten that time.
He agreed to some extent with the remarks as to individual
manufacturers advertising their own particular lamps, because
the money spent on advertising had to come from somewhere,
and the electrical industrv was providing that money. Mr.
Simon's suggestion—standardising particular types of illumi-
nation—was extraordinarilv good. They would then be able
to say a reading illumination would be put into one room, a
dining illumination in another, and so on. .\s to showrooms,
the houses in which installations were installed should be
the showrooms. People visiting those hotises would he
pleased if the liBhtinc was good, and would immediately
want electric light in their own houses.

up to the slipping of the final splice, was clearly the fore-

runner and suggestion-medium from which the " Leader
"

cable system was derived, which proved so useful at Ports-

mouth, and elsewhere, during the recent war. Without
having before him actual proof, the present writer is con-
vinced that this is so, especially as he has a copy of a report

made by him in 189.5 to the late Mr. Matthew Hamilton Gray,
in connection with Admiralty inquiries. The .said report

dealt with (infer alia) the possibilities attending the use of

an electrical " inve.sbigator " coil suggested by the writer.

An essential feature both in the writer's inductive signal-

ling system, and in the Admiralty " Leader " system is the
Hcarch coil which, in point of fact, ought always to be known
by tlie name of its inventor, the late Mr. .John Gott, fonnerly
superintendent at St. Pierre, N.F., and, for many years be-
fore his death, engineer to the Coimnercial Cable Co.

Gott's fault-.seaj'cher was invented primarily for cable-sta-

tion purposes, e.g., the tracing of wires, local faults, &c.,

and it will be found described in one of the far-back volumes
of the .Journal of the S.T.E., now LE.E. T'ses pertaining to
G.ott's u.seful device were developed by .Tona, Kingsford, and
Murphy—all. like Gott, telegi-aph cable men.

Similar coils have long been in u.se, by electric light com-
panies, for tracing faults under the streets, but whether used
for this purpo.se, or hung over a ship's side while moving
through darkne.«s or a dense fog, the coil is .lohn Gott's.

London.
Fi'hnuiru KUh. 19-2'2.

E. Ravmond=Barker.

An Overworked Iron.

We note your correspondent's further letter with reference
to the above. He now .says there is nothing wonderful in

the performance, although he glibly stated in his previous
letter that the said result was impo.s.sible of achievement and
by calculation proved this to his own satisfaction ; that
his calculation was incorrect as well as his statement Uces
not matter apparently.
Your correspondent made the mistake of assuming that

the electric iron overloaded 1.5(i per cent, would be left on
circuit continuously even when too hot to u.se for ironing,

knowing full well that it is one cf the easiest things imagin-
able to disconnect an iron from the supply, which could be
done at the connector, plug, or switch.

We .submit also that it is not fitting for Mr. Scourfield to

complain that we are not precise and then to deliberately

misquote from our letter. We certainly did not .say that an
electric iron " is never in use continuously during ironing
operations."
Your correspondent says that "if an electric iron is to

be switched off every few minutes to prevent overheating and
burning of the material, ironmg under those conditions would
become not only laborious but extremely dangerous." Cer-
tainly ! but is not the user who puts a KN)-volt appliance on
a 200-volt circuit " asking for trouble "'? Modern irons do
not .lose their heat in a few minutes. We enclose curves
.showing the heat-retaining qualities of the " Revo " iron,

al.so the results of interesting tests on one of these irons on
double normal voltage. At the risk of a further complaint
regarding cheap advertisement, we make bold to say that
any interested reader can have copies on request.

P. W. Davis, A.M.I.E.E.,
Enaiticcr.

Cable Accessories Co., Ltd.

' Tividale.

Febriiarii mh, 1922.

[.Abbreviated. This correspondence is now closed.

—

Eds.
Ei.EC. Efv.]

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible t'lonient. No
letter can be pubLshed unlgss wc have tne writer's name and
address in our possession.

The " Leader " Cable.

Your interesting note on p. 237 of the Electrical Review,
of February 17th, concerning " A French ' Leader ' Cable,"
incidentally directs attention to a coincidence.
The Havre Chamber of Commerce has been studying, w-ith

M. Loth, the possibility of laying down an electric " Leader
"

cable some thirty miles in length. Havre happens, likewise,

to have been the first place on French territory between
which and a ship out at sea. some fifteen ytars ago, the
present writer's " Tw'o-Tone " inductive telegraphic signalling

.system was used during the making of a cable-repair final

joint and sphc« on board a .ship—in that particular case, 2(5

nautical miles from the cable-house (cable core, 70 lb. C\i./75

lb. g.p. per n.m.).

This inductive system for maintaining telegraphic communi-
cation between ship and shore, along the cable, almost

Proposed Emigration—New Zealand.

I notice " Inquirer's " letter in the Electbical Review, of

January 27th, which was replied to as regards South .Africa,

by Mr. C. Crutchley in the Electrical Review of February
3rd, advising hun not to go there.

If I had the chance I .should go to New Zealand. The cli-

mate is nearly .exactly like our own. The area of the two
islands is about 1().5.(KK) square iinles (about one-seventh of

the size of the British Isles), but the population is only about
a million. The total length of the islands is about 1,000 miles,

and the maximum wi'dtli about 180.

Besides farming the country contains coal. gold, iron, tung-

st.en. manganese, and other ores. There is a tremendous
amount of water that can be (more ea.sily than nio.st places)

tapped for hydroelectric work (the availalile h.p. is estimated

at three and three-quarter millions) without the usual long-

distance tran.smi.ssion lines that would have to be run from
the averace hydro-electric plnnt to the place where the enercy

is used. In the North Island, water has already been harnes-

sed and schemes are on foot for further development, for .sup-

plving Auckland. Wellington, etc. In the South I.sland. among
others, the districts of Canterbury. Westland. Teviot, South-

land, bunedin. New Plymouth, and Christchurch are .supplied

hvdro-olectricailv. At Bunedin there is a population of about

64,000 and 6.000 kW of electric plant, and at Christchurch

there is a population of 86,000 aild 10,000 kW.
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Considering its minerals, its water-power, its farming pros-

pects, its fine harbours, its scenery, and especially its beauti-

ful climate, I have long been of the opinion that in time New
Zealand will be a rival to the Motherland, as the chief manu-
facturing centre in the Southern Hemisphere. Those that

have the opportunity should get there a.s soon as they can.

Able finance for development wuuld lielp iS'ew Zealand to

make a move that would surprise most of us.

Perhaps if
" Inquirer " called at, or WTote to, the office

of the High Commissioner. Dominion of New Zealand, 413,

Strand, London, W.C.'2, he would be informed what prospects

of employment there are for a skilled electrical worker,

because I should think there would be plenty of openings

for such men. If he cared to drop me a line giving liis train-

ing and experience, I think I could tell him whether he would
be useful to an engineer friend who has gone out there.

T know a man who went there, stayed about ten years,

afterwards tried Tasmania and .Australia, then came back to

England, and after those experiences finally returned to

New Zealand for good, saying it was the best place of the lot.

Considering the future, especially the children's future, I

would go next week if I had the opoortunitv.

C. T. .41Ian.

Cardiff,

Fehruan, -lOth. l9-i-2.

The Utilisation of Waste Heat.

.\s Mr. Dolby's letter in your issue of the 17th instant may
lead some of your readers to conclude that a proiX)sition put

forward in my letter in your impression of the 3rd instant

is impracticable, may I be allowed to point out that Mr. Dolby
has somewhat misinterpreted the conditions of working there-

by involved. ,:

The proposition that the exi.sting condensing plant of an
electrical .station should be utilised as part of the heating
plant would obviously preclude its use as a vacuum pro-

ducing apparatus, and would necessitate running the engines
or turbines non-condensing or with quite low vacua. It would,
as a matter of fact, be impossible to obtain the degree of

vacuum alluded to by Mr. Dolby w'ith the hot water circulated

for bpating purposes passing through the condenser, as con-
templated, in place of river or other water.
This particular suggestion was put forward to show that

the existing condensing plant of a station could be utilised as

part of the heating plant in a combined .station, if desired,

and in this way save outlay on the heating plant. The ques-

tion of the resulting reduced output of the electrical plant
would require separate consideration.

H. E. Mitchell.
Westminst-er. S.W.I,
Febntary ISf/i. 19i2.

Electrically^heated Oil Filters.

If your Correspondent " Filter " will communicate with
me, I think I can give exactly what he requires for this pur-
pose.

The immer.sed electric element can Ije supplied with any
capacity from 50 to 3.000 watts with either one or three heats,
and can be cheaply fitted to existing filters.

I .shall be g'ad t<j supply full details and prices on hearing
from " Filter."

,

F. C. Geary.
Sheftield, '

f^.

Frhnmrii 2Wh, IS'iii.

The Stiffness of Poles.

Referring to the correspondence on the above subject in

your columns, I note that in recommending that the strength
in the direction of the line should be one-third of that trans-
verse to the line, Mr. Geo. V. Twiss refers only to the avail-
idjle .strength, i.e., the .strength additional to that neces-
sary to withstand the wind pressure on the pole itself. This,
however, does not affect the principle, as the ratio will still

be correct for one set of conditions only.
Whether the wind pressure on the pole can be added to

that on the wires depends upon W'hether we are considering
deflection or strength. For finding the former they are not
" addable." but for finding the latter—as in the case in point
^they are, the load added being, of course, the total wind
pres.sme above the point in the height of the pole which is
being considered, en.uated to the top.
The practical example given by Mr. Chas. W. Kav in youi-

riirrent issue illustrates the effect of varying the span, and
shows that the proper ratio of longitudinal to transver.ec
strength is by no me.ins a constant one.
The constructive criticism contained in the latter part of
" Twiss's letter is helpful, particularly sub-paragraph 2.

Mr
which IS perhaps the strongest argument that could be ad-
vanced in favour of a raflinnal method of design as distinct
from a " straight-line " ratio.
The elasticity of the conductors might have been taken into

account m the method T suggested in mv article but as it
amounts to only about .noo.3 of the span' for a variation of
tension of 5,000 lb. per sq. in., it was neglected.

By a very simple adjustment the method is apphcable to
severe weather conditions, viz., ice-coated wires subject towind pressure, and also to conductors of materials other than
copper, e.g., aluminium and steel-cored aluminium

V ariations in sizes present no difficulty. The tests should
however, be average tests, becau.se the conditions of equili-brium depend, not uiwn the deflection of one pole but utwn
the summation of the deflections of all poles in the sectionIhe taking-up of clearances applies equally to the tests andto the poles under working conditions and, similarly themovement of foundations has its parallel m the tests Thesefactors, and even the swing of suspension insulators, may allbe properly regarded as components of the .stiffness modulusThe whole of these additional factors are, therefore, strictlywithm the scope of the method I suggest. But if there arethose who, while preferring some such rational method to anempirical one feel that the inclusion of all or any of theseactors ^vculd involve an unnecessary degree of refinement
It may be said that their exclusion would result in an error
of perhaps oO per .cent.-or roughly one-tenth of the errorwhich may result from the use of a constant empirical ratio.

w t f c,,;i ^""" ^ ^- P'^m- A.iM.Inst.C.E.
\\ estminster, S.W.I.
Febrvary 18th, 1922.

The Magnetic Screening of Cables.
Confining my remarks to the case of continuous current a

circuit ot any shape or form carrying a constant current' is
similar to what may be called " a rigidly magnetised body "

I.e., to a piece of steel, if such were possible, whose magne-
tisation IS absolutely permanent and unaltered bv external
magnetising mfluences. The field of force of such a body
can only be altered in the sen.se of ha,ving another field super-
posed upon it, and such is the case with the constant-current-
carrpng circuit. In the case of a piece of steel it is not
possible to reahse this practically, as the inherent magnetisa-
tion of the steel is altered Ijy external magnetic influences
Taking the general case, when a piece of magneti.sable matter

is placed in the vicinity of a constant-current-carrying circuit
magnetisation is induced and, except in speciarcases, some
tree polarity, which free polarity produces its own field of
force, \\hich distorts the original field due to the current by
superposition only.

'

If the shape of the magnetisable matter is such that no
free polarity is produced, no distortion of the field can take
place; hence, in the simple case considered, with perfect con-
centricity of cable with iron sheathing, no magnetic screening
effect exists. If. on th(- other hand, the cable is not con-
centric with the sheathing, .some amount of free polarity will
be induced in' the sheath. (This problem should admit of
mathematical solution.) There will, therefore, be some dis-
tortion of the external field, but in no case can there be per
feet screening.

E. Fowler Clark, B..4., B.Sc, .4.M.I.E.E.
Derby.
Fcbiuanj Uth, li)'22.

Charges for Services.

It appears to the writer that the Electric Lighting .\cts in
the main features follow the Gas .Acts, and for gas under-
takers to charge for ordinary supply connections . is unheard
of.

In the district in which I reside and carry on business, the
charges for " connection of premises"- in no way foUow the
.spirit of the Act. for preference is shown ; for instance, A
is charged iJlO 3s. 5d. for connecting up; B is charged
±'6 4s. 4d; C £2 19s. 6d. ; each of the consumers is well within
20 ft. of mains. A is a daytime consumer of both power and
light, and for the sole convenience of the undertakers is
called upon to balance both light and power loads so that
in addition to having to expend a large extra sum on his
wiring he is called upon to pay for additional " Undertakers'
safety fuses."

I \vould say. as regards the premises of A, the undertakers'
service lines only just enter the premises and the latter abut
on to the street. Shorter service lines would be impossible

;

B is a private consumer of heat and light ; C is a shopkeeper
and uses light only.

.Another instance of gross robbery : D wires his residence
and has to pay £7 for connecting up. part of this being across
his garden ; his hou.se is sold over his head and he loses his
£7 and his wiring, and has to wire his next house and pay
for the undertakers' fuses.

Act- 62 and 63 Vict., Cap 19, clause -59. " In addlition to
any meter other apparatus desired by undertakers may be
connected but. . . .shall be supplied and maintained entirely
at the cost of the undertakers and shall not. except by agree-
ment be placed otherwise than between the mains of the
undertakers and the con.-^umers' tenninals."
A maximum demand indicator cannot be placed on the

street side of the undertakers' safety fuse, consequentlv the
undertakers' safety fuse must remain the property of the
undertakers—and such is the general practice.
The expression "consumer's terminals " means the ends of

the electric lines situate npon any consumer's premises and
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hfluuging to him, at which the supply of energy is delivered

from the s^ervice line.

Electricity (Supply) Acts 1882 to 1919; A 24, A 25. A 26, of

the regulations for securing the safety of the public lead to

the opinion that the safety fuse is the property of the under-

takers and should be supplied by them (which in fact is

standard practice).

The writer has once taken this matter into Court and luis

for over two years been awaiting another County Court siun-

nions, but the authorities do not seem eager to enforce their

rights (?).

The policy of charging for connecting premises is detri-

mental to the supply authorities, for it leads to a host of

would-be electricity consumers remnining gas consumers.

Top Dog.
February 'X)th, 1922.

This subject certainly calls for illumination, and I hope

some of the London supply authorities will bring into the

light their methods of charging. To say that each job is

" charged on its merits " is mere camouflage—let us have

the system employed.
A typical case : A lighting service into a cellar on a main

road, "within a foot or so of the supply mains, was charged

up at several pounds.
Another : A projected installation totalling about £30 was

overloaded by a service estimate of i;l4 odd. When chal-

lenged, this was reduced to ±'9. The contractor lost the con-

tract, but the supply company got it. No doul)t its gains

on the roundabouts enabled the swings to be run a little

cheaper.
Again : For several days a supply authority refused to con-

nect a perfectly sound installation fully complying with the

I.E.E. rules. When the preliminaries to legal action were

taken, it climbed down; but of course an atmosphere pre-

judicial to the contractor had been established.

In each of these cases the supply authority was also out

for installation work. I am told this is a sufficient explana-

tion.
More in Re.serve.

Fcbraanj -XHli. 1922.

heater in place of the lamp. This circulated and heated the
air in a small room 14 ft. square much quicker than the oil

lamp.
I am only too sorry that my experiments had to come to au

end owing to my leaving the house before I could get actual
figures as to the air dealt with, time and cost, &c.

Automatic Telephone Exchanges.

I have read with interest the description of the new
Relay automatic telephone exchange, recently installed in

the offices of the Liverpool Courier. Will you permit me,

however, to say that your statement that this is the pioneer

newspaper installation is hardly correct in view of the fact

that a Siemens Autophone installation was installed in the

premises of Odhams Press, Ltd., so far back as October Ibth.

1919, and was almost immediately extended to its present

capacity of 100 lines. Every department of the prmting,

publishing, editorial, and advertisement business of our orga-

nisation is connected with an unfailing service, for which no

too high praise could be expressed.

With regard to the use of the Autophone for connection to

Post Office Exchange traffic, I am not sure that this is alto-

gether the boon that it would at first appear. A careful

observation of the traffic conditions on our Post Office and
,\utophone installations shows that in a very appreciable

number of instances—more especially in the case of the more
important subscribers—the call received from the external

source requires a reference to some other internal subscriber,

involving the use of the internal system. For that reason it

was decided in our case that the saving of the rental of the

internal Post Office extensions which would be gained if the

jVutophones were made to serve the double purpose would
be nmch more than compensated for by the cost of the time
wasted by heads of departments, through the absence of a

method of dealing readily with our traffic conditions.

Geo. G. Garbett.
London. l''Ji:i-trirtd I'huiineer.

Fchruanj Vith, 1922. UdUams Pre:i>,, Ltd.

[The .specially interesting feature of the installation at the
ottices of the Liverpool Courier is that it works through to

the jjublic exchange service. In this respect it is unique.
—Eds, Elec. Rev.

A Combined Fan and Heater.

In your issue of February :3nl, on tlie " New Fittings and
Devices " page, I noticed that Mr. ^'. Gillgan, of 50. Bloom-
lield .\venue. Belfast, had obtained a Provisional Patent for
:i. device which combines an electric fan and a heater. I
have iiiyself niade experiments in this direction and think
tliiMc is a big scope for some such device, but on making
sciirch I find that such a combination has alreadv been
patented by Messrs. Harrison A- Peard, on April 24th. 191:^
Specification No. 21,834 (of 1912). The first claim is the
niivelty of a fan and heater in a casing.

Tf Mr. Gillgan's novelty is also this combination, perhaps
it may be news to him that this patent has had all renewal
fees paid up to Tune 15th, 1921.
One experiment I made was with an ordinary portable

old lamp stove with a fan fitted in the base pn(3 q. ?,0OO-'watt

Bedford.
Fcbruaru Uth, l'J22.

L. O. Meyer.

Co-operative Electricity Supply.

I have read with much interest the article on " Electricity
for Country Dwellers," by Mr. .1. M. C. I^eld, in your issue
of Februai-y 10th. The idea of a co-operative lighting sys-tem
is certainly a good one, and perhaps Mr. Field has some
details of cost at his disposal which would prove of interest.
There is, of course, the difficulty of getting way-leaves for

poles, crossing main roads, which are usually under the con-
trol of the County Council as apart from rural and urban
authorities, and that of obtaining the consent of the Electricit.v

Commissioners, which would have to be overcome.
At the moment I am concerned with the installation of a

private power plant, overhead line, &c., for supplying two
factories owned by one company in a small Somersetshu'c
town, and although the townspeople are interested in elec-

tricity the cost has proved a stumbling block up to the
present. Perhaps you will afl'ord Mr. Field some more of
your valuable space to elaborate his ideas.

Harry J, Leeves=Johnson, A.I.T.E.
Jjondou,
February loth, 1922.

[Local authorities, including County Councils, have no
power to prevent the crossing of a road with overhead lines

unless they own the road, which is seldom the case.

—

Eds.
Elec. Rev.]

The Fetish of the Quick=make and Quick=break Switch.

From a perusal of the advertisement pages of your valuable
journal it would appear that switchgear manufacturers have
again found it necessary for users of electrical switchgear to

install quick-make and quick-break switches of various capaci-

ties.

Switches are now being ottered for sale from the tumbler
switch size to large ironclad switches, all of which seem to

base their action on the principle of the " toggle joint," which
gives a quick action on either side of the dead centre.

It would appear that ma.nufacturers originally adopted this

mechanism for the purpose of obtaining a quick break, and
finding that a quick-break action also gives a quick make by
slight modification, they have insisted upon the advisability of

quick-make switches.
Quick make and quick-break switches using the toggle action

have been on the market for some 15 to 20 years, and have also

been used down to small capacities, such as five amperes. A
reference to the Patent Otfice tiles will reveal hundreds of ap-

plications of this mechanism as applied to large and small
switchgear. In the application of a quick-make and quick-
break switch, more particularly to the smaller sizes, what the
manufacturer actually does in supplying a switch of this kind
is to remove the human element in switchiug-on and replace

it by a small spiral spring, which cannot give anything hke
the pressure necessary in switching-on and closing the blades
of the switch into stiff .springy contacts, a weakness in all

ijuick-make switches being that the pressure exerted by the
contacts on the blade of the switch mu.st be exceedingly light

and necessarily weak, to enable the small spring as used in

the toggle mechanism to rapidly withdraw the contacts when
breaking, and rapidly insert the contacts when making. It

will lie obvious from a little consideration that if the contacts

are comparatively stiff the .spring will not enable the switch

to make and break the circuit.

The advantage of the old type of slow make in large and
small switches is that the operator in closing the switch by
hand exeits a considerable leverage and thereby closes the
switch blades into strong and substantial contacts which have
a first-class bearing surface and are not, therefore, liable to

over-heating, sparking. &c.

It is always interesting to examine a few of the millions of

tumbler switches, which have been used in many instances for

years and years, having a slow make, and to sec what little

damage, if any. has been caused to the contacts by this .-io-

called defect. Tlie natural tendency on either the tumbler
switcii or the enclosed knife switch is to push the lever the

maximum range of its stroke. Tliere is no inclination or

de.sire by the operator to half-close the switch. In fact, it

is difficult for him to know when a switch is ixirtially closed

if the switch is protected by a cover. In the thousands of

switches—large and small—installed all over the country, the

writer i^ of the opinion that very little (if any) damage h.Ts

been due to the switches not being provided with the neces-

s.iry so-called quick make. Anyone c:in appreciate the neces-

sity of n quick break. We are told by some manufacturers

that owing to the advent of the gasfilled metal-filament lamp
quick-make switches are necessary, although the writer has

a bank of three 100-watt lamps in his office controlled by a

i
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very old-fa.shioned tumbler switch which has not shown any
signs of distress even when the circuit is repeatedly made
very slowly. Slow-make tumbler switches can be found that
have been in continual use lor very long periods, and .show

little or no wear, either mechanical or electrical.

Perhaps some of your readers will be able to give a little

further information on the necessity for quick-make switches.

Loudon, C. W. Denny, A.M.I.E.E.
Fcbruaru ISth, ig*2.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS,

AND PLANT.
Eeaders art invited to submit particulars »f iww or imprufed devices

and apparatus, which will be published if cmwdered of suficient

interest.

Flame^proof Junction Boxes.

For uise with wire-armoured v.i.r. cables for lighting in

liery mines, explosive factories, and similar situations, junc-

tion boxes of special Hame-proof construction are required,

but it has always been found difficult to meet all the varied
demands of service. A range of tlame-proof lighting boxes
has recently been developed by the General Electric Co.,
Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2, in which it has been
found possible, by the use of only three standard forms of

box and three types of glands, to cater, it is claimed, for

practically every lighting requiremeut in danger areas.

The boxes, of which we reproduce typical examples (figs. 1
and 2), are of robust construction, and comply with the regu-
kiti(ms laid down in the Coal Mines Act. Among the features

Fio. L -Univkesal Box with Covkh Outlet Fitteh with
Gland for attaching Pe.ndakt Light.

embodied in their design may be mentioned machined llanges

of generous width on both box and cover, a simple locking
device, and special attention to insulation. The arrangements
for securing the cable armouring and for protecting the cable
up to the point where the armouring leaves it can be seen
from the drawing (tig. 1). The arnniuring is clamped between
two concentric cones, giving a large contact area and ensur-
ing a film connection and perfect continuity.

The " Universal " junction box (fig. 3) can be supplied as
a one, two, three, or four-way box with any one of three
types of cover : (a) a solid front with central outlet tapi)ed

If^

W^
"Ss^'M

-Gland with Seallvg CnA.MUEu.

; 111. gas :iii(l plugged; {li) a cover for attaching a well glass
lilliMg; and (c) a cover for attaching a bulkhead fitting. Tin-
solid Iront is supplied where the box is required merely as a
junction box, or where pendant lights are required. In the
latter event cither a conduit drop with a well glass fitting or a.
cable gland with a stealing chamlier (fig. 1) can be fitted. Two
types of glands can be supplied, one forming an integral part
ot the box and the other detachable ; the latter type can be
removed, together with the sealing chamber, bv reraovin"
two bolts. In this manner connections or complete branch
circuits can be prepared above ground and attached to boxes
already erected, and renewals and repairs can be effected con-
veniently. The third type of box is a split junction box for

use with the mining-type lighting boxes when running cables
are employed. By the use of split glands the cable may be
tapped at any point and the branch circuit, which can be
made up complete, attached with the minimum interference
with working.

The " Wyeco " Cable Suspender.

The West Yorks. Electrical Co., Ltd.. 22, Cross Hills,
Halifax, sends us particulars of a new type of cable suspended
for which it has secured a provisional patent. It is made in
t\\-o sizes, the larger of which is shown in fig. 3. As will be
seen from the illustration, the suspender, which is of zinc or
other metal, is bent round and the end is retained in position

Fig. 3.

—

The " Wyeco " Cable Suspender

by a .shearing -pin; a spare pin is fitted in a spring clip. The
smaller size is similar in style, but an impregnated tape loop

is used to bind the cable and a metal end, similar to that of

the larger size, is fixed to the end of the tape, and when in

position is similarly kept in place by a shearing pin.

The " C. P." Universal Welder.

We have received particulars of a very useful and adapt-
able electric welding machine made by the Consolid.wed
Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd., Egyptian House, 170, Piccadilly,

W.l. This is the " C.P." " LTniversal " welder, upon which
seam, butt, or spot welding may be carried out. The outfit

consists of a transformer, with a regulation switch for adjust-

ing the temperature to suit the work being executed ; an
operating pedal for bringing the electrodes together; a quick-

break switch; double-pole fuses; and sets of special water-

Fig. 4.—The " C.P." Universal Welder.

jacketed electrode-holders. Tile illu.stration (fig. 4) .shows

the machine fitted up for seam w'elding. It will be seen that
the lower electrode holder is bolted to a slotted face-plate,

while the other fits into a holder at the top of the machine.
The conversion of the machine for butt or spot welding is a
simple operation, involving merely the changing of the
electrode holders. These welders aire made in a number of

sizes, ranging from 9 to 25 kW for 40- or 60-cycle supplies.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET PDBLISHBD,)

C«aipilcd eiprcMly lor thii journal by Messrs. SEnoN-JONis. O'Dill and
Stipucms, Chartered Palenl Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

3,lo9. " Protective arrangements ol. electric generating, transminion, and
distribution systems." Ferranli, Ltd., and A. H. Higgs. February 6lh.

'or electric switchgear." Fc-rranti, Ltd., and

2.990. '' Safety devices for ivinding or hoisting apparatus." Metropoli
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and C. h. Raeburn. February 1st.

2.991. " Control hai^dles for electric devices." R. Brooks {Westingh
Electric and Manufacturing Co.. partly) and Metropolitan-Vickers Electi
Co., Ltd. February 1st.

2.992. " Selecting switch mechanism.'
Co., Ltd. February 1st.

2,997. " Electric regulating switches."

3,009. " Sealing ends ol electric cables
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. February Is

3,013. " Leading-in wires for electric

Deakin and Western Ele.

J. Curtis. February 1st.

Dunsheath and W. T. H

3,072.

E. Jone:
3,080.

Christia
3,081. '

G Wood.
3,102. •

n. Fe
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THE DISPUTE IN THE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY.

The daily Press of February 24:th announced that the

executive of the Amalgamated Engineering Union had

decided to invite further conference with the Engineer-

ing and the National Employers' Federations on the

subject of the lock-out threatened for March 11th. On

Tuesday last such a conference took place, but no agree-

ment was reached.

The Times of last Friday provides a concise history

of the dispute which has led to this dangerous situation,

and the crux of the question is the interpretation of the

agreement between the A.E.U. and the Federations, made

at the end of September, 1920. Our readers will not

fail to note that at the time the agreement was signed

trade had been booming for some time, shops were full,

labour was fully employed, and many people thought

tliat the prosperity under which we then lived would

continue indefinitely. Those whose duty it was rather

to look ahead than to administer the processes of manu-

facture already began to see the first signs of the com-

ing slump. Orders were getting fewer, the operation

of the contracts price adjustment clause was causing

increased dissatisfaction, and the diflBculties of selling

were beginning to return. Those concerns—their name

was legion—which had increased their output facilities

began to see ominous signs that unless sales could be

materially increased, those facilities would not be re-

quired, and might, in fact, become a millstone round

their necks ; and the more prudent began, even at the

height of the boom, to make their arrangements accord-

ingly. To the less prudent we are indebted for the crop

of reconstructions and adverse reports of which we read

every day.

At the height of the boom, then, when labour was

scarce and the employers had plenty of work, both sides

agreed, very properly, that systematic overtime was to

be deprecated as a method of production, and they made

certain conditions for its regulation. As always hap-

pens, the cruel grip of harder times has made both sides

look carefully into what was meant by the agreement.

In passing, we may observe that agreements between em-

plovers whose interests, while collectively the same, are

individually different, are being carefully (in some

cases feverishly) reviewed at the present time.

Systematic overtime was to be avoided, " necessary
"

overtime was to be worked, and certain emergencies were

defined when overtime should be unrestricted. In cases

other than the emergencies referred to, it was agreed that

the question should, if desired, be raised and discussed

in local conference, and also, if necessary, in central

conference. It seems perfectly clear from this that in

all such cases the necessity or otherwise of the overtime

was to be matter for consideration by both parties. If

instructions for overtime were issued by the employers.

[289]
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those instructions appear to have been obeyed, subject

to the right of the A.E.U. members to raise the question

according to the proper methods provided. When the

question was not raised, common sense leads us to the

conclusion that the workers, while considering the point,

did not disagree as to its necessity.

In April, 1921, a crisis on the question arose, and a

struggle appeared imminent, but the miners' strike came
along, and this was probably the reason why the conflict

was abandoned. In November, 1921, certain terms were
.agreed between the employers and the executive of the

A.E.U., which embodied, among other things, the

common-sense provision to which we have alluded. The
Union agreed not to interfere with the employers' right

to exercise managerial functions in their establishments,

while the Federations agreed not to interfere with the

proper functions of the Trade Union. The agreement of

April 17th, 1914, amplified by the Shop Stewards and
Works Committees' agreement of May 20th, 1919, for

the avoidance of disputes, was referred to, as well as

any other national and local agreements between the

parties; and these agreements were to guide both sides

in the exercise of their functions. As we have said, the

instructions of the management were in all cases to be

obeyed pending the discussion of any question in con-

nection with them. The employers were to have the right

of deciding when overtime was necessarj', the workpeople

having the right to raise the question with regard to

any case they desired discussed, proceeding with the

overtime in the interval. The Executive, having regard

to the depressed situation now existing, recommended
the adoption of these terms, and they were submitted to

the ballot of the members, who number some 407,000.

What happened? We are afraid that what happened,
feeble though it be and disheartening to all who hope for

better days in industry, must be described as the usual

thing. Twenty-one per cent., or 85,765 only of those

qualified to vote, went to the poll ; 50,240 votes were cast

for rejection of the terms, and 35,525 for their accept-

ance. The majority for rejection was 14,715, or 3.6

per cent, of the membership. What were the remaining
320,000 members about that they did not vote?

Why did a similar thing happen about the vote on the

withdrawal of the Churchill bonus ? We are obliged to

admit that we are unable to answer these questions. It

is foolish in the extreme to struggle for power and then

to neglect to use it, and Mr. J. H. Thomas has told the
workers over and over again that if they will not
take the trouble to make their wishes known in the

proper way, they will have only themselves to thank for

the consequences. Those consequences will be that action

will be taken in accordance with the views of those who
have taken that trouble, and then, of course, we shall

hear of " direct action " and other desperate remedies.

We see, then, what is in dispute. The employers do
not want to discuss overtime with the shop stewards or

.works committees. Sir Allan Smith states it in two
ways: (1) Is industry in this country to be carried on
on a Soviet basis or on the basis of private enterprise ?

and (2) are employers entitled to manage their works
themselves or must they do so by consent of the men and
their representatives, and subject to the latter's right

of veto? AVe are inclined to agree with a Labour corre-

spondent's view in The Observe?- of February 26th that

Sir A. Smith is not justified in dragging in the red flag.

As to the second question, we would answer by asking,

first of all, what has become of all the pious resolutions

in favour of Whitleyism, co-operation, and pulling to-

gether, of which we heard so much a year or two ago?
Sir Allan Smith goes on to say: " The issue is not con-

fined to the engineering trade. It affects all industry."
It is to be presumed that he has some authority for

speaking after this manner witli regard to other indus-

tries, though we must confess we do not know what it

is. And we are not alone in our ignorance on this point,

for in an editorial article on February 24th I'/ie Times,
after pointing out that while mistrust exists on both
sides, the way to remove it is by frank discussion with

a genuine desire for peace and understanding, with
clear definition as regards the terms used, goes on to re-

mark : "These things have been successfully done in

other industries, and can be done in the engineering
industry."

There is a note of impatience in this comment which
may well warn both parties that the country is not out
fur disputes at the present time. The overburdened
taxpayer, struggling to make ends meet, has no use for

anyone, employer or employed, who rushes on to the

industrial stage waving a red flag and shouting " Bol-

shevism! " or "Anti-Bolshevism! " Get on with the

work ! is the national sentiment to-day, and it is right.

There must be co-operation, and it must be full, frank,

and heart}'. There must be devolution, not centralisa-

tion, of responsibility. We have done our best for j-ears

to make this clear. Why is one side to claim that its

only alternative is " to face the situation and, in the

national interests, to place the industrj' on a sound and
economic basis ?

'

' Any industry—all industry—can be

placed on a sound and economic basis by one means and
one means only—frank discussion with a desire for peace

and understanding . Autocracy in business must go.

During the troubled days of the war it appeared to have
gone, but as in the ca.se of the North-countryman who,
thinking he was dying, became reconciled with his son,

tliere seems to have been a proviso: "If I get better

iif^ain. this counts for nowt !
" Evil practices that were

set aside during the bad times rear their heads again

—

wage-cutting, output restriction, stubbornness on both

sides, and a lack of desire for accommodation.
The A.E.U., with 27 per cent, of its members unem-

ployed, has paid out since July, 1920, the gigantic sum
of £2,162,307 in out-of-work pay. It is thus helping

to bear the national burden, and, in our opinion, de-

serves on this ground alone something better than to have
its members locked out as the result of a ballot at which
nearly 80 per cent, did not trouble to vote.

By all means let there be further discussion, and let

both sides try to understand each other's diflSculties.

Now that there is a movement among the dry bones of

industry, and we may look forward to breath coming
into them, it cannot be allowed to happen that the

engineering trade shall be the means of deferring tlie

hopes and sickening the hearts of the people.

The Institution of Electrical Engi-
The I.E.E. neers is to be most heartily congratu-

Jubilee. lated on the signal success of its

Commemoration Meetings last week,

which lacked but one element to make it complete—the

presence of the President. We are sure that all our

readers will join with us in an expression of sincere

sympathy on the enforced absence of Mr. Highfield from
the various functions which he himself initiated and
largely organised with a view to the appropriate cele-

bration of this unique occasion.

Unique it was in nianj- ways ; particularly in that it

will never be possible at any future period to hear from
the lips of the veterans who took part in the epoch-

making struggles of those pioneering days, their own
account of their unforgettable experiences. A special

tribute is due to Dr. Fleming, whose lecture on the

immortal Faraday, profusely illustrated with reproduc-

tions of Faraday's own experiments, and inspired with

the romance of that historic 10-days' work, could have

been excelled only by the utterance of Faraday himself.

No lecturer could have a greater privilege than thus to

tread in the steps of that great discoverer and to make
liim live before us again for an hour, if only in fancy.

In the course of the Commemoration an immense
amount of ground was covered, and the special issue of

the Institution Journal containing the record will be of

absorbing interest. Curiously enough, the subject whioli

was of paramount importance 50 years ago received

less attention than would appear to be its due, seeing

that the foundation of the Society of Telegraph Engi-
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neers was directly due to its development—namely, that

of submarine telegraphy. So far as we are aware, al-

though financiers who supported the Atlantic cable pro-

' ject were named, no mention was made, before an audi-

ence of engineers, of the engineer who, in the words of

Sir Henry Mance's presidential address, " pre-

eminently distinguished himself in the development of

oceanic telegraphy." Lord Kelvin himself also, in a

presidential address to the I.E.E., said: "To Sir

Charles Bright's vigour, earnestness', and enthusiasm

was due the successful laying of the Atlantic cable. We
must always feel deeply indebted to our late colleague

as the pioneer of that great work, when other engineers

would not look at it, and thought it absolutely imprac-

ticable." Clearly, therefore, it was largely to the work

of the late Sir Charles Bright, that not only the Atlantic

cable, but the Society of Telegraph Engineers itself,

owed its existence, and we greatly r^ret that the fact

was absolutely overlooked.

The well-earned liomage paid to the splendid achieve-

ments of Mr. Oliver Heaviside will command the ap-

proval of all who are acquainted with his work—

a

labour of love, for his reward has been grotesquely in-

adequate ; we trust that the Institution will not allow

the matter to rest where it is.

To the message of Mr. Highfield and the masterly ad-

dress with which Mr. Atkinson closed the proceedings

we will refer in a later issue.

The North Metropolitan Electric

The North Power Co. 's Bill, recently introduced

Metropolitan into the House of Lords, has by virtue

Power Co.'s uf one of its clauses created a somewhat
Bill. unwonted interest among the under-

takers in the Administrative County of

London. The general purpose of the Bill is, of course,

to enable the North Metropolitan Electric Power Co. to

absorb its Distribution Company, which is a more or

less domestic matter. The interest for outsiders, how-

ever, rests not in this, but in Clause 15. This clau.se is a

very simple one ; it enables the North Metropolitan

Co. to supply in the Administrative County of London
anv electricity which it purchases from the Metropolitan

Railway Co. or the London i North-Western Railway

Co. In its Bill of 19U the North Metropolitan Co. was

empowered to purchase and distribute electricity bought

from these two railway companies, but it was specificall_y

debarred from supplying such electricity in the Adminis-

trative County of London. This proviso was inserted in

the Bill on the strong representation of undertakers in

London, the L.C.C., and others. The new clause re-

jiioves this restriction.

The question which exercises the minds of the London
undertakers is what the North Metropolitan Co. intends

to do if it gets this extended privilege. Reading the

clause literally, it means that the North Metropolitan

Co. could sell electricity in bulk or retail to all under-

takers or consumers who had distributing areas or pre-

mises adjacent to any railway lines of the Metropolitan

Railway Co. or the London & North-Western Railway
Co. This is obviously a big order. The effect would be

just the same as if the.se two railway companies were

given power to supply electricity to all consumers or

undertakers who could be reached by their lines. As the

Metropolitan Railway Co. runs through some very im-

portant industrial areas, a large number of undertakers
are directly interested. The clause covers this mucli at

least. On the other hand, it might possibly cover even

a much wider field. The clause does not say that the

electricity sold by these two railway companies to the

North Metropolitan Co. must necessarily be generated at

their stations at Neasden or Stonebridge Park. If the

clause covered any bulk supply sold to these railways
themselves bi/ otlttr hodi'cs, it might conceivably mean
that the North Metropolitan Co. could buy from anv
line or sub-station on the whole of the London under-
ground system of railways.

It seems fairly obvious that the North Metropolitan

Co. does not intend simply to tack on isolated consumers

in a piecemeal fashion. The Company must be credited

with wanting to do something on a bigger scale and
something more businesslike. But up to the present no

one appears to be able to give a very good guess as to

exactly how these powers are to be used. On the other

hand, it is plain that, by such indefinitely wide powers,

tlie various London undertakers' interests are or may
be most vitally affected. In virtue of such possibilities,

as well as minor points, the London County Council has

put in a very strong petition, and there are similar

)jetitions from London undertakers.

Further, outside the question of affecting individual

interests, this Clause has also an incidence on the elec-

tricity scheme for Greater London. The North Metro-

politan Co., under the Commissioners' provisional

scheme, will be invested for its own area with certain

of the powers of the Electricity Commissioners, and the

Company is supposed to bring up some sort of compre-
hensive scheme within the next two or three years. The
remainder of the London and Home Counties Electricity

District, and especially the Administrative County of

London, is dealt with, for the time being, separately.

The idea of the Administrative County of London
is, of course, to get some sort of order out of the

present chaos. The situation, as everyone knows, is

complicated enough at the moment—but if the North
Metropolitan Co. (which is at present supplying no one
in the Administrative County, except in bulk to two
boroughs adjoining its area, namely. Stoke Newington
and Hackney) is now going to be authorised to arrange
for supplies to be given indiscriminately over London
from Stonebridge Park and Neasden, or elsewhere, then,

indeed, the situation will be in ''a pickle."

However, this is a matter which lies in the hands of

the Electricity Commissioners to a great extent, since

it is amongst their duties to report to the House of

Lords on the Bill. In the meantime the Bill retains, so

far as this clause is concerned, a good deal of the

piquancy of the unknown.

Uruguay is not at the moment in good
Montevideo odour with the British trader owing to
Tramways. the unfortunate dispute between the

municipal authorities at Montevideo
and the British-owned tramwaj' company there. The
Spanish traction company in the Uruguayan capital has

been somewhat similarly affected. For about four years
these organisations have been endeavouring to obtain
official permission to raise their fares in order to com-
pensate for the increasing costs of operation, due chiefly

to taxation and local legislation. Their position was
)endered more difficult by a strike. This, however, was
settled, the men returning to work voluntarily; but be-

cause the management refused to take back certain of

the ringleaders the Uruguayan Government appears to

have declined to consider further the applications for

permission to increase the tramway fares. Various
attempts followed to obtain legislative authority for the

increase, conditional upon a higher wages schedule, and
a special committee to which the whole matter was re-

ferred recently recommended this course. However, the

municipality, apparently with the tacit approval of the

State Government, took possession of the British tram-
way company's system and raised the wages of the em-
ployes, seizing the company's funds to pay the men the

increased wages promised. This drastic action, coupled
with the unsatisfactory character of the negotiations
generally, is not likely to attract British capital and
enterprise to Uruguay, and for the sake of all parties it

is to be hoped that the representations which it is under-
stood that our Foreign Office is making will lead to a
proper settlement.

Uruguay needs the help of British financiers and
Britisli engineers: it is in fact inviting both in connec-

tion with the large programme of port works at Monte-
video. Some details of these extensions and of other

proposed public works are given in a report recently

issued by the Department of Overseas Trade.
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THE MERSEY POWER CO., LTD.

THE NEW RUNCORN POWER STATION.

iCnnrliiilfd f,

Tlie tuibines consist of high- iiiul low-pressure por

tioiis, the former casings being of cast steel and the l.p

casings each exhaust throiigli double-tlow discharge

into two condensers, an arrangement

which enables the diameter of the

l.p. elements to be kept small, makes

it possible to retain a high factor of

safety, and at the same time secures

high "steam efficiency. The governors,

of the mechanical type, are arranged

so that they can be adjusted either

bv hand on the turbines or by means

of an eleetrifil control device from

the switch-house. Further, a

mechanical safety governor is also

provided which will interrupt the

steam supply to the set should its

speed rise to .3,300 r.p.m.

The condensing plant, figs. 8 and

10 (as well as the boiler feed pumps),

was supplied by Messrs. G. & J.

Weir, Ltd., of Glasgow, and consists

of two sets of twin condensers, air

ejectors, water extraction pumps,

iVc. the condensers being of the sur-

272.)

with cast-iron end doors which, in turn,

several cast-iron hinged manhole and mud
make it possibl for til

e titted with

doors which

ole of the tube plates to be

Pig. 11.—CoxDENSEr! Water Piping ARR.4^•GE^^E^•T.

Fig. J'2.—L.^yodt of New Rdncobn Station.

face tvpe, supported on springs and direct coupled to

the exhaust flanges of the turbines. The condenser

shells are coupled together in parallel, and are provided

cleaned without remuving the end

doors. The condensate is circulated

in a closed circuit on the Weir sys-

tem, which arrangement eliminates

the absorption of air by the feed

water on its way to the boilers. The

condenser water extraction pumps
are coupled on to the same shafts as

the motors which drive the ventilat-

ing fans that cool the generators, as

shown in fig. 10. Each twin con-

denser is provided with two air

ejectors, one of which acts as a

stand-by ; the discharge from the

steam ejectors is utilised in the

boiler feed-water heater, which is of

the surface type, and is so arranged

that it can be isolated and by-passed

on both the water and steam sides.

The condenser cooling water is
,

derived from the Manchester Ship

Canal, and is supplied from a

pump-house situated on the bank of

the canal, which runs parallel and

adjacent to that of the River Mersey.

The building liouses the two pumps

illustrated in fig. 9. each of which is

capable of delivering 14.000 gallons

of water per minute and being

driven by a 350-h.p. electric motor

supplied 'by Messrs. J. H. Holmes

and Co., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

The suction pipes are carried on a

40-ft. jetty out into the canal and

terminate in a screen which they

enter through trunnions. The

screen removes all dehrin from the

water ; it was built by Messrs.

Brackett iV Co., of Colchester, and is

capable of screening 30.000 g.illons

of water per minute. The drum is

kept constantly rotating by means

of an electric motor and worm gearing, which, it will

be seen from fig. 7. are accommodated on the jetty with-

out any covering whatever. In order to keep the screen
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C'leiin, jet.s of water play upon its upjjer inside surface,

and all the debris thus dislodged is collected in an iron

trough. The whole of the screening gear was so designed

that it obviated the use of under-water cement or piling.

The arrangement of tlie delivery pipes is well illustrated

by the diagram, fig. 11, from which it will be understood

that the pipe line extends from the' pump house for a dis-

tance of some 120 ft. to the turljine house and crosses

the Runcorn and Western Canal by a 40-ft. span steel

temporary structure, and when the station is completed
the switchhouse will be located in the position indicated

on the lay-out diagram, fig. 12. The board is built up of

polislied black slate, is hand operated, and controUs the

two turbo-generator sets, the open-air step-up sub-

station, and feeders, Messrs. A. Reyrolle k Co., Ltd.,

of Hebburn-on-Tyne, liaving specially designed it. The
bus-bar panel, with a generator panel on either side of

it, occupies the centre of the board, the remainder of

.i'.i'l>»TO ' » i
|igH'»*~''"^<^'-'

Fig, 13.

—

Elev.wion of Kew RuNCOiiX St.ation,

bridge. The used water is conveyed back over this

bridge and discharged into the Runcorn and AVestern

Canal, thus affording assistance to the Manchester Ship

Canal Co,, Ltd., in maintaining the level of the canal.

The two main generators are eacli rated for a con-

tinuous o\itput of 12,500 kW at a speed of ,1,000 r,p.m.

;

they generate tlu'ee-phase, 50-cycle energy at a pressure

of 6,450 volts. The machines are of the rotary-field

type, their exciters are direct driven, and their ventilat-

which is composed of feeder panels, all of which are pro-

vided with Merz-Price overload and balanced protective

gear. The whole of the sw-itchgear is of tiie ironclad

pattern, each switch being immersed in a steel tank filled

with oil, and the station auxiliary plant is all controlled

by means of t\\'o additional Reyrolle switcliboards, one
of wliich is situated in the boiler-house basement and the

other on the turbine platform. The whole generating
station is controlled from tlie switch house, a complete

l'"l(i. 1-1,—I'l.AN (II' .\HW KUNCORN STATION.

ing fans, one of whicii lias already been referred to and
illustrated in fig. 10. are each capable of supplying
50.000 cu. ft, of air per minute.
The main switchboard, of which figs. 5 and 6 are

front and back views respectively, is housed in a plain
brick building, and is entirely separate from the power
house and about 100 ft, from the turbine room; it is a

system of telephones, telegraphs, indicators, &c., having
been installed for that purpose.

Energy is transmitted from the generating station to

Ellesmere Port by means of two feeders tliat operate

at a pressure of 33,000 volts. The generated pressure

is stepped up for that purpose by an outdoor trans-

former station that is illustrated in fig. 4 ; it is com-
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posed of two banks each containing six 1,667-k.VA trans-

formers that were supplied by the Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co., Ltd., of Manchester. The transformers

are cooled b}- oil, which, in turn, is cooled bv circulating

Avater round the oil coolers, for which purpose two

small rotary pumps are provided and are housed in

two brick buildings at the end of each bank of trans-

formers, as seen in fig. 4. In addition to the station

cabling, the main 33,000-volt transmission line was

supplied by British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.,

of Prescot.

The station lighting was arranged by the Mersey

Power Co., Ltd., and is carried out at a pressure of

110 volts; the circuits can be supplied from either a

transformer or a battery of accumulators. The latter

was supplied by the Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., of

Dukinfield, and consists of 63 cells having a normal

discharge rate of 80 amperes with a maximum of 120

amperes ; the battery is charged by a motor-generator

set, and is located on the turbine gallery above the bat-

tery room. Behind the set is the 110-volt switchboard

(part of which is to be seen on the left-hand side of fig.

2), and was supplied by Messrs. J. H. Hobnes & Co., of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to control the battery, station

lighting, and motor-generator circuits: it consists of six

black enamelled slate panels. An electrically-driven high-

pressure pump (to be seen in the foreground of fig. 8)

is provided to supply the water service for cleaning and
hre-Iighting purposes; a novel feature of the latter

arrangement is the fact that the pipes forming the hand
rails round the galleries and roof, &c., have been fitted

with nozzles and utilised to serve as the water supply
mains.

A plan and sectional elevation of the station are re-

produced in figs. 13 and 14, while a good idea of the

general lay-out of the station, railway sidings and cir-

culating water arrangements is given by figs. 11 and
12 respectively.

In conclusion, it remains to express our indebtedness

to those concerned for permission to publish the above

details, and to thank Mr. J. E. Nelson (engineer to the

Mersey Power Co., Ltd.). Mr. R. L. Johnston (station

superintendent), and Major G. A. Bruce (under whos^
supervision the new station was erected) for the loan of

plans, drawings, and assistance on the occasion of our
visit to Runcorn.

BRAZILIAN RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION SCHEMES.

[From our Special Correspondent.]

Few contracts for railway electrification in South

America have attracted more attention, or called for

keener competition, than that decided upon by the

Federal Government of Brazil for the electrification of

tlie Central-of-Brazil Railway. The fact that this, the

most important main-line of the largest South American

Republic, has proved a financial failure from its incep-

tion would alone have induced the Government to seek

the best method of economical management; but, as a

fact, the present Government, like its two immediate
predecessors, has long been desirous of availing itself

of the immense—and practically untouched—water-
power in Brazil, which, according to all accepted

authorities, could be made to provide some of the finest

hydro-electric installations for transport purposes in the

world. In Brazil, as in other parts of the globe, when-

ever the question of electrification has been taken up the

matter of increasing the capacity of a section of steam-

railway has been the great factor, rather than reduction

in working expenses; but, to-day, the high price of coal

has brought the latter factor into the greater prominence.

Although the Central sj-stem extends to something over

2,200 km., the electrification of only a small portion

of the main line is to be dealt with as a preliminary. A
start will be made in the suburbs of Rio de Janeiro, in

connection with which the work is to be concluded within

a period of two j-ears. At the same time other por-

tions of the system will be taken in hand, part of which
will have to be readj' for traffic within three years,

both periods counting from the date of registry and
approval by the Tribunal de Contas. Work will be
started upon the lines of the Central Station-yard, and
followed by eight freight lines between the departure
end of the Central Station (Rio de Janeiro) and the en-

trance of the elevated line nest to the large depository
warehouses of Sao Diogo (1,000 metres). A third sec-

tion will be that dealing with the yard-lines of the De-
pository, wliile another will be the lines of access to

the Maritima Station and those of the respective yards.
Other sections will be: lines of access of the Central
Station to the respective car-sheds : the lines of access
for the projected station-yard for merchandise adjoining
the IMangue Canal, as well as those of the respective
yard : foiir traffic lines from the beginning of the ele-

vated line next to the Depositary of Sao Diego as far
as the Engenho de Dentro Station (a length of 10,070
metres); two traflSc lines from the Deodoro Station to

Bolem, on the line from Centro, and that of Santa Cruz

on the Santa Cruz branch (39,468 metres and 32,544

metres respectively) : a traffic line between Belem station

and Paracamby station (8,306 metres); a circular line

from D. Clara Bangu to Mataduro, and the line of

access from the Deodoro station to the car-sheds, where

are also established cleaning and repairing sheds for

rolling-stock. Finally, all the lines belonging to this

undertaking will be electrified.

Although proposals submitted by foreign contractors

will be received up to March 30th next for the electrifica-

tion of the stretches of line referred to, the operation of

traction and transport material, the construction of

sub-stations and various other improvements, it is not

thought at all probable that a final decision will be

arrived at: the belief is general that a new " edital
"

will have to be issued owing to strong objections which

exist locally with regard to the terms set forth in the

(rovernment proposals. Although the Brazilian Govern-

ment has sought upon two continents for the best pos-

sible technical advice with regard to the system of electri-

fication eventually to be adopted, opposing views exist,

not only in Government but in engineering circles, with

regard to the relative advantages of the direct- and
alternating-current systems of electrical operation, while

there exist interests bitterly opposed to the introduction

of any wide system of electrification. Similar disputes

Mere in progress nearly three years ago, when an Anglo-

Italian Syndicate offered to the Brazilian Government
to undertake the electrification of the Central Railway,

and a French syndicate submitted to the same Adminis-
tration a competitive similar proposition. Again, at

the end of 1920. the Government called for tenders for

the electrification of the same system over an extension

of 109 kilometres, while the Commission of Finance
made all arrangements for the opening of a credit to

cover the cost of changing from steam to electricity on the

suburban lines from the Central Station in Rio de

Janeiro to Deodoro. Barra do Pirahy, Santa Cruz, Para-
camby and Maritima. At that period it was hoped to

interest Britisli electrical engineers in the Government
proposals, and they were invited to get into touch with

the Inspectoria Federal das Estradas Ministeria d»
Viacao e Obras Publicas.

Other South America countries have been interested

in the heavy trunk-line electrification projects of the

United Kingdom, which, indeed, appear to have been
very carefully studied, since they are frequently referred
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to by South American consulting engineers in their re-

ports ; while, in certain instances, standard British

plans have been adopted practically complete by engi-

neers advising their governments on steam-railway elec-

trification. It was hoped, therefore, that the experience

of British engineers in developing reliable heavy rail-

road equipment would prove of considerable help to the

Brazilian Government, and might have resulted in the

negotiation of a valuable contract. Little disposition to

participate in the enterprise, however, was then shown,

and the efforts of His Majesty's Commercial Secretary in

Rio de Janeiro to conjure up something like competition

on this side proved conspicuously unsuccessful.

It is hoped on the present occasion that more interest

will be displayed, notwithstanding the terms which the

Brazilian Government has, somewhat unwisely, decided

to impose. These conditions include the provision

of a bond of 200 contos of reis from each competitor,

guaranteeing the signature of the contract, while only

those competitors will be considered suitable who can

prove, in addition to sufficient financial backing, that

they have already furnished and installed large instal-

lations of electric traction, including installations for

shunting in large railway-yards. To still further

guarantee the execution of the contract once awarded,

the successful competitor's bond will be raised to 500

contos of reis (£25,000).

The principal difficulty that British and other foreign

contractors will have to contend with in competing for

this no doubt desirable foreign contract will be the lack
'

of technical knowledge possessed by the responsible

advisers to the Brazilian Government. This drawback
has been noted in times past when other engineering

contracts, of almost equal importance, have been under

consideration. Unsettled opinions of specialists are

scarcely likely to prove less vital in connection with the

electrification scheme referred to, especially at a time

when discussion is raging in other parts of the world

with regard to the relative advantages of the different

systems of electrification and the number and diversity

of types of electric locomotives still under trial.

In this latter contract thirty locomotives will have to

be furnished, ten for freight and twenty for passenger

trains.

Should all threatened difficulties be overcome and the

Central Railway of Brazil be converted to electrical

operation, and if the system could be operated at even

70 per cent, of its capacity, it would, for the first time in

its history, be able to pay a dividend, estimated at no

less than 8 per cent., allowing for a gross revenue of

7,000,000 milreis. It is thought, moreover, that once

the electrification scheme is carried to completion the

saving of fuel alone would be so great that, even with

the incubus of the enormously swollen personnel, the

Central Railway could be made to pay. Much, of

course, depends upon the eventual construction cost of

the electrification, which necessarily must be extremely

high at the present time.

By the time that the Central Railway is ready for

operation under the new auspices, it will be possible to

compare its working with another electrified line, the

first to be introduced in Brazil. This has been under

construction for some considerable time, and is now
practically completed. The construction of the line

between Jundihy and Campinas, a distance of 45 kilo-

metres (or about 28 miles), belonging to the Paulista

Railway Co., has been carried out by the International

General Electric Co. The line being double-track, the

total mileage, including switches and extra track,

amounts to 76 miles. The equipment has been s\ipplied

by the same companj-, and consists of twelve locomotives

—eight freight and four passenger engines—material

for the transmission lines and sub-stations, and a

.3,000-volt overhead system of distribution.

It is proposed to carry out further extensions on the

same system amounting to 100 additional miles of

route, which will eventually bring up the total electrifi-

cation to 128 miles, extending between Jundihy and
Sao Carlos. Power for the operation of the lines will

be supplied by the Sao Paulo Light & Power Co., at

88,000 volts, 60 cycles. In this case the electric locomo-

tives will be of the General .3,000-volt type. The freight

locomotives will weigh 100 tons each, all weight on

driving axles, and the passenger engines 121 tons each,

equipped with two axle guiding trucks at each end. with

a horse-power of 2,000 and 65 m.p.h. maximum speed.

Two others, destined for freight, will weigh 87 tons each,

with a h.p. of 1,500 at the same voltage and a maximum
speed of 40 m.p.h. All alike will be equipped with

regenerative braking apparatus.

GLASGOW'S LABOUR-SAVING HOUSES.

The Corporation's '•All-Electric" Experiment.

From time to time we hear of the wonderful labour-

saving appliances that are used in American and Cana-

dian homes. Similar dwellings are, though it may not

be generally known, available in this country—the Daili/

Mail modern village, Welwyn Garden City, in Herts, and

the houses at Middlesbrough, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and

elsewhere may be cited as examples.

The two houses at Riddrie that have been fully

equipped electrically and specially furnished through-

out for demonstration purposes by the Glasgow Corpora-

tion Electricity Department, with a view to encouraging

the use of domestic electrical appliances, were officially

opened on February 14th by Bailie Sadler; they were

to remain open for public inspection for a fortnight in

the hope that the experiment will aid in convincing visi-

tors that a judicious use of electrical apparatus is the

obvious means of reducing housework to a minimum.
With the coming of electricity into English homes, the

drudgery of housekeeping will disappear, and women's
eneriries will no longer be largely devoted to slaving in

the kitchen.

The Riddrie houses, as will be seen from fig. 1, are

semi-detached standard 5-apartment buildings, the

ground floor consisting of a living room, parlour, scul-

lery, and larder, while on the upper floor there are

three bedrooms and a bathroom. When building the

houses, fireplaces, flues, and chimney heads were

omitted, thus effecting a saving of £40 per house. East

House is complete!}' equipped for lighting, heating,

cooking, hot-water supply, and washing by electricity

;

in the living room of West House, however, an open coal-

fire grate has been provided to meet the double purpose

of heating the room and water ; a boiler behind the grate

supplies all the hot water needed in the scullery and

bathroom. Tests are being carried out with the

"smokeless" fuels now on the market and, if the re-

sults are satisfactory, it is hoped that it will be possible

to dispense entirely with the use of raw coal in domestic

premises and thus approach a stage nearer the " smoke-

less city " of our dreams.

The equipment of both houses is similar, and includes

a complete electric liahtiner installation ; examples of the

latest types of lighting fittings are to be seen in the

various apartments, and it is worthy of note that tlie

use of electric light enables unique decorative and fur-

nishinsr effects to be obtained, while the provision of floor

and table standard lamps, with their delicatelv-colnnred

silk shades, adds the necessary charm. Speci.il atten-

tion is directed to the new pattern of electric night liglit

that has been installed in the small bedrooms ; it is

invaluable for the nursery or sick room, and its use,
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it is claimed, enables 200 hours of light to be obtained

iit a cost of 6d.

All the rooms are iieated electrically, and the absence

of fireplaces, especially in the bedrooms, enables full use

to be made of all walls in setting out furniture and, in

addition, effects a considerable saving in building costs.

A'entilation is liy means of small gratings located in the

....
1
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THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.

i,Co)iiinwed from page 282.')

Birmingham Skctiun.

I'hk opening of the Biriainghaui .Section of the Fair

on .MoilJay was attended by cold but bright weather,

althougli rain fell in the afternoon. There were very

lew vifsitors, as is usual on first days of these exhibitions.

Building (', wliich was full last year, is this time almost

wliolly utilised for storage jmrposes, and a smoking
room occupies space as well. This indicates that a
fallinjj-oH has occurred, and we notice that one or two
large hrms which exhibited last year are now unrepre-

sented, although the arrangements have been improved.
The majority of the stands appear to liave altered little,

as regards exhibits, from last jear, and although the

display as a whole is imposing enough, and no doubt
from a buyer's point of view (which is the point of view-

that matters) up to standard, in electrical productions,

tliere is little that is new to be seen.

Messrs. Prtters, Ltd., exhibit a number of their engines
operating on petrol, paraffin, gas, or crude oils. One of the
most interesting exhibits is the J.j-h.p. " Petter Junior"
cugiue (tig. 3), which the linn has recently placed on the
market. This little engine starts up from cold by means of

a small quantity of petrol and then changes over automatically
to paraffin fuel. The engine is of -the two-stroke type anti

it.s principal feature is a special fuel oil ejector, which ensures
the complete vaporisation of the .supply. A " No. 1 Petter-
light. " set is shown. This consists of a 2.0-3 b.h.p. " Petter-
Junior " engine belt-driving a 1-kW d.c. generator, together
with a 14-cell, 12.5-.\h batterv. .A. larger lighting and power
set also has sjiai'e nn the stand— i S k\V generator direct-

pKTTiUi .Tumor -B.H.P. EnOINH.

coupled to a a-b.h.p. engine. A pumping set is shown, com-
prising a " Petter Junior " engine coupled by a belt to a

double-acting brass lined pmnp, with a delivery of J.OUU
gal. per houi'. A form of " Petter Junior " engine for marine
work is also exhibited. Apart from these small engines tht
firm also shows a 10-b.h.p., semi-Diesel engine, one of a

range of such machines designed for operation on crude am.
residual oils or refined petroleum. This is a single-cylinde,-

engine, with a 7^ in. dia. piston, working at 4ij r.p.m.
-Vkssrs. Tangyf.s. Ltd., show one of their heavy-oil

engines. This is c;i[iable of starting up from cold without
the use of a heating lamp and suitable for working on very
low-grade fuel oils or on fuels such as alcohol, benzine, or
tar oils. The engine is fitted with a patent spray-maker,
which superheats the fuel before it passes through a non-drip
fuel nozzle into the coniliustion chamber. The firm al.su

exhibits a gas engine with a suction gas producer. Other
exhibits are a 300-ton hydraulic press; steam pumps tor
boiler feeding, &c. ; and a vertical high-speed steam engine.

The Heatly-Gresham Engineering Co., Ltd., also shows
a number of oil engines of small power. These are of the
vertical type with totally-enclosed crank chambers, ensuring
freedom from dust for all moving parts. The engines are
designed for oil fuels, or, by a slight modification, for opera-
tion on town gas. A number of small Ughting and power
sets are shown, fitted with dynamos made by Electro-
motors. Ltd. Other features of the comp.any's exhibit are :

—
A .standard l)attery-charging switchboard by Messrs. Cromp-
ton iV ('o.. Ltd.; a model storage batterv, by Messr.s. Prit-
chett & Gold A E.P.S. Co., Ltd.; oil engines coupled to centri-

fugal pumps, ail- compressors, and exhausteis; and steel

castmgs, pressings, dtxii forgings.

AiESSKs. CuossLEV Bros., L'rD., show- several examples of

gas and oil engines, ranging Irom bi to 34 b.li.p. M\ mter-
estmg e.xmbit Js a suctioa-gas plant lor an eugme ul -JL

b.h.p. This Is ot tbe Urossley patent opeu-lieartu type,
whicn permits of easy inspection and cleaning, iwu engines
suitable for electricity works are shown, the "U.K. 117

'

developing from 'JH to 31 b.h.p., and the " O.l:-. fU7.j " of from
7i to Si b.h.p.

Ihe National Gas E.ngine Co., Ltd., presents examples
of engines made at its works, ihe largest is a 44-b.n.p.

size, complete with a suction-gas plant titteu with a conical

grate giving a uniform supply of gas at all loads. A 14-lu

u.h.p. town-gas engine, and a Vi-S b.h.p. " National " oil

engine are also shown. The representatives of the smaller
sizes are a '24-3 b.h.p. gas engine and charcoal gas plant;
and a 5-6 b.h.p. vertical engine (suitable for gas, oil, or petrol)

coupled to a 3-kW, d.c. generator.

IHE Electric Power E.ngineerlno Co. (Birmingham),
Ltd., shows two small lighting and power sets. One of thest-

consists of a 4-cycle water-cooled engine direct-coupled

to a 1.5-k\\' generator. Every rotating part of the plant is

fitted with ball or roller bearings. .-K 'J.o-kW set is also

exhibited, as well as a range of small motors and dynamos,
all of w-hich are provided with ball-bearings; sw-itchboai-d.i

and batteries; electric polishing machines, &c.

Messrs. David Shanks >S: Co., Ltd., have a large display of

plain and artistic Hghting fittings. A notable featme is

a range of Enghsh alabaster bowls, and fittings for such ap-

phcations as church, theatre, and public building Ughting,
are shown in variety. Country-house lighting is repre-
sented, as well as fittings designed for ships. Several elec-

tric signs are al.so exhibited.

Messrs. J. H. Tucker & Co., IjTD., show among other
things, four examples of small accumulator switchboards,
specially designed for small low-voltage private plants. There
are also numerous types of tumbler switches, many of which
are finished in high-class style in various metals. Ironclad
switch and fuse gear, distribution boards, and a large variety

of small lighting and heating accessories—lampholders, plugs,

adapters, bell-pushes, &c.—also appear.

Messrs. J. B. Stone & Co., Ltd's., principal exhibit con-
sists of " Wilson " patent nibbling machines. These are

specially designed for the rapid cutting of shapes in metaJs
and other materials of thicknesses up to 3/16 in. Their pos-

sibilities may be gathered from the fact that they can deal

with either cast steel or fibre. The cutting is effected by
means of special steel punches and can be carried out at an
average speed of 18 in. per minute. The cut edges are

not compressed nor do they need filing after leaving the

machine. The machine is made in three sizes, rated according
to the size of the gap betw-een the punch and the body of the
machine.

Messrs. Cl.wton Wagons, I>td., show a number of examples
of drop forgings consisting principally of automatic, gas-

engine, and electric vehicle components.

The Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., this year has its electrical pro-

ducts displayed on a separate stand. A number of the firm's

cookers, arranged with .separate switch controls, are shown.
The " .5301 " model has a total loading of 6.9 kW, which em-
braces two 3-heat 8-in. hot-plates, a 6-in. hot-plate, a grdl-

toaster. and the oven elements of '2 kW. A smaller type
(No. " .5'280 ") is exhibited; this model .secured a silver medal
at last week's Cookery and Food Exhibition. A number of
" Double Piay " heaters appear. The " Double Piay " is a
new heater of -A-merican design for w-hich the Falkirk Co. ha.s

been given .sole manufacturing rights for Great Britain, i'c.

The heater consists of a semi-cylindrical brass stamping, iu

the centre of which is mounted a hollow spirally-wound
element of 600 W. The top and front are of strong wire,

and tbe liottoin is ventilated, so that in addition to the direct
" radiant " heat, a current of air passes through the bottom
and through the element. Several small cookers are .shown,

as well as models spei-ially designed for hotel use. The firm
alsii ilisplays several ornamental fires in various metal finishes,

iiichiiling a very effective antique silver one. Other exhibits

arc electric irons, including a new size of laundry iron weigh-
ing 8 lb.—a compromise between the ordinary domestic type
and the tailor's iron. The arrangement of the stand is ex-

cellent ; in the background are two fires and a cooker
" framed " in recesses.

The Metropohtan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., has a dis-

play of numerous " Cosmos " appliances, including kettles,

grills, hotplates, irons, &c. K new fire is shown. This has a
long curved reflecting surface at the back of a straight cylin-

drical '2-kW element, in which the wire is wound int<-i the

core. \ fan of new design is also shown ; this is of substantial

construction with brass blades, heavy base, and .strong wire

gu.ird. .\rt metal fittings of various kinds, made at Har-
(ourt's, tbe company's Birmingham works, are exhiliiled, in-
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eluding several designs of wall lighting fittings in the Adam
and Louis XVI styles; beautifully wrought bowl rings bear-
ing bowls of unique design; switch plates; door fittings, &c.,

in different metal finishes. For the rest, the exhibit consists
of industrial lighting fittings and small electrical accessories.

• The AusTjN Motor Co., IjTD., has as the main feature of

its display examples of its automatic dynamo {fig. 4). This is

a ventilated enclosed machine, with self-contained switchgear.
suitable for direct coupling or belt driving, with bolted-on
laminated main poles and regulating poles of solid forged steel.

The commutator end shield is extended to form a case for
the automatic controlling switchgear. The armature is of the
slotted drum type and former wound, and the commutator is

of liberal proportions to permit of " third brush " voltage
regulation. The switchgear is so arranged that the plant can
be fully automatic, self-starting, stopping and regulating when
controlled by a relay; semi-automatic; or hand-controlled but
self-regulating. A two-way switch, magnetically or hand con-
trolled, connects the dynamo to the battery, and when the

ro-DVNAMO.

latter is fully charged, the dynamo is disconnected and the
load switched on to the battery. Push buttons are provided
to enable these oiJerations to be carried out by hand, and
special windings on the machine regulate the voltage at the
lighting terminals to compensate for variations in load and
the state of the battery. All current-carrying parts are en-
closed. The controlling relay is mounted above the bracket,
and has incorporated in it a time-element reverse-current
cut-out and indicator. An ammeter or volt-ammeter is pro-
vided. The machine is made in two sizes, 1 and '2 k\V. The
firm's other exhibits are a '2-kW automatic lighting plant and
a .75-kW " Autoplant " suitable for supplying light and power
to country houses, hotels, A-c. The former set is an " auto-
dynamo " coupled to an engine capable of operating on petrol,

benzol, or town's gas.

Messrs. Orowther & Osborn, Ltd., have an exhibit show-
ing the various stages of manufacture of the " Sceando

"

lamps, from the glassware (which is of the firm's own manu-
facture), through the wire-drawing, sealing-in, and exhaust-
ing to the completed lamp. We understand that the gasfilled

lamps are made according- to the firm's own patents.

Messrs. Wm. McGeoch & Co., Ltd., have an extensive dis-

play of electrical apparatus. Among this is a new form of
" unit-type " switchgear, with substantially protected switches
and fuses; the bus-bars are in explosion-proof chambers. A
Navy type switchboard of sound construction is shown, as
well as examples of interlocked switch and fuse-gear, ships'
navigation lights and light indicators, and lighting fittings of
many descriptions. The company also exhibits examples of
electric ti-ain couplers similar to those supplied to the London
Electric Railway, and an electric solenoid-operated train-door
loc-k an-anged for control throughout a train from the guard's
Tan.

Premier Electric He.aiebs, Ltd., has a display of well-
finished heating and cooking apparatus. This includes kettles,
irons, an electric cooker, fires, carbon-filament lamp heaters.
&c. A. small bowl fire is shown; this is of strong consti'uc-
tion and neat appearance. It is fitted with a flat wire guard
80 that the bowl may be tilted into an upright position, where
it is retained by a spring, for boiling or food warming.

Messrs. Wm. Whitkhouse & Co., Ittd., have a tasteful
show of lighting fittings of all types—bowls, table and floor
standards, silk shades, &c. A noticeable feature of the display
is the finish carried out in imitation of various metals.

Ornamental lighting fittings are also exhibited by Messrs.
Best & Lloyd, Ltd., Sperryn & Co., Ltd., John A. Habby
Hunt, David Shanks & Co., Ltd., and many other firms.

The Foster Engineering Co., Ltd., shows many examples
of transformers, ranging from the small bell-type to a
3.50-kVA, three-phase type. " Ai^ex " quick make and break
switchgear is shown in various sizes and combinations, and an
outstanding feature of the stand is a motor driving a crank
which continually " makes " and " breaks " a small double-
pole " Apex " swit.ch. An indicator for use in .ships is ex-

hibited. This consists of an indicator to be fixed in the
steward's quarters and small light indicators placed outside
the cabins. When a bell is nmg, the cabin light is switched
on, and remains on until the steward attends and switches it

off. This firm also shows a fire alann consisting of a metal
disk, which, when expanded by heat, completes contact in a

buzzer circuit. An application of one of the transformers is

to a standard spot welder for use on sheet metal of thicknesses
up to J in.

The British Cellulose & Chemical Manuiactcrikg Co.,

Ltd., has a great number of articles made from its non-
inflammable celluloid, " Celastoid "; a numljer of bowl fittings

are included in this display.

{To be continued.)

London Section.

At the London section of the Fair, which is being
held at the White City, Shepherd's Bush, there is to

be seen an entirely novel type of electric motor on the stand
of Messrs. Wedekind & Co., driving the " Spellad " adver-
tising sign. At present, this motor is made in fractional
horse-powers up to 1 h.p. only, but it pos.sesses many potenti-

alities as, whilst being remarkably small and light for its

power, it can be run at speeds of fi-om 750 r.p.m. to under
10 r.p.m. without gearing of any sort. The power is ob-
tained by utilising harmonic vibrations generated by an al-

ternating electric current, and this method dispenses with the
need for armature, commutator and bnishes. In its simplest
form, the motor consists of an electro-magnet with a vibrator
connected to a spring-tensioned tape passing round the shaft

or pulley to be driven. The vibrations cause waves in this

tape, and these waves cause the .shaft or pulley to rotate ; the
amazing tact is that the rotation is always in the same direc-

tion according to the way in which the tape is wound, and
the shaft does not merely swing backwards and forwards.
A new feature is the appearance of a joint exhibition of

kinematographic apparatus equipment by the Incorporated
•Association of Kinematograph Manufactmers. Ltd.. under the
auspices of which many of the United Kingdom members of

the kinema industi-y provide attractions for the visitor inter-

ested in this sphere of activity. For example, a number of

the sound workmanlike British projectors now on the market
are to be seen in addition to a large variety of accessories.

Arc and incandescent lamps for use in conjunction with pro-
jectors are exhibited, as is also a small portable petrol-electric

generating set that can be carried about on a one-ton lorry.

On the stand of Messrs. Geo. Palmer (T'xiversal Cinemas
Supplies), I,td., there is a gramophone the music from which
is transmitted electrically along twin wires and reproduced
at a distance by means of a loud-speaking horn.'

Electrically-oijerated gramophones are also .shown by
Messrs. Electric Gramophones, Ltd., Artistic lamp shades
made of silk, parchment, &c., and hand painted so as to match
vases that have been adapted for table lamps and to harmoni.se
with the colour scheme of room decoration are exhibited on a

number of .stands by Miss M. B. Low, the Artistic Shade Co..
Messrs. Ellis, Simpson & Saunders, Messrs. S. L. Miller
AND Co.. Messrs. F. Parks, Ltd.. Mr. Charles Selz, and
Messrs. Louis Wolff & Co., Ltd. Messrs. Livermore and
Knight, Ltd., have on view " Mystery " revolvinc .shades

which are caused to revolve by the hot air that rises from the

lamp and passe.s through a metal vane fitted in the top of the
shade as a .sort of horizontal windmill.

Other exhibits of interest are tho.se of the Ever-Ready
Co. (Great Britain), Ltd., portable electric lamps, dry cells

and batteries: Erinoid, Ltd., an artificial horn-like material
that is said to have good insulating qualities for electrical

work—and Dictograph Telephones Ltd., a loud-speaking inter-

olSce telephone, a special feature of which is that there is

no mouthpiece or earpiece to hold.

The large stand occupied by Messrs. X-Rays, Ltd., is well

worth visiting by those interested in the medical applications

of X-ravs.

Social Hvents.—Under the auspices of the .Vthletic and.
Football Club of the Bradford Corporation Electricity Depart
ment, a whist drive acd dance took place on Febniary 21st a|

the Textile Hall.

The local staff of the General Electric Co., Ltd.. held their

aimual whist drive and fancy-dress dance at the Heaton
.\ssembly Rooms. Xewcastle-on-T}'ne, on Friday last. The
company numbered over '200.
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THE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS'
ASSOCIATION (INC.).

Goming-of-Age Dinner.

Ok Monday last the Electrical Contractors' Association (In-

corporated), together witti tne alliea iS.ii.C.'i'.A., i-.ta., and
the National i^ederated Electrical Association, held its
" Coming-of-Age " dinner at the Hotel Cecil, i^ebruary 1st

being the "ilst anniversary of the meeting at which it was
aeciaed to torm tne Association, as reijorttu in the 1i,lec'irical

Review of February 8th, 1901. Mr. J. Urringe (president)

occupied the chair, and there was a good attendance of mem-
bers and guests, the latter including Mr. C. H. Wordingham,
C.b.E. (past-president I.E.E.), Mr. Councillor E. C. Kau-
some, J.f. (president E.D.A.), Mr LI. B. Atkinson (director

CM.A., and past-president I.E.E.), Mr. J. Macgregor (chair-

man CM. A.), Mr. H. ISodeu How (chamnan E.W.F.), Mr.
H. Ci. Purchase, ^M.P., Mr. D. N. Dunlop (director

±i.E..\.M.A.). ^Mr. J. W . Beauchaiiip (director E.D..A.). Mr.
!•. B. U. Hawes (hon. sec. E.l'.B.L), Mr. A. G. Beaver (hon.

secretary E.W.F.), Mr. A. H. Dykes (hon. secretary Assn.
Cons. Engrs.), Mr. J. T. Holmes (vice-president A.M.A.),

Mr. £. S. New (secretary A.M.A.), Mr. Li. Gaster (.secretaiy

111. Eng. Society), Mr. L. G. 'I'ate (secretary), and many other
well-known electrical men.
After the loyal toast Mr. J. Macgregor proposed " The

Allied Association and Honorary Olticials, " congratulating the
As.sociation on attaining its majority, and remarking that it

was good for the members of an industry to be associated,

and to enter into close relations with other associations. By
following that method they were now in a position to main-
tain the electrical business of this country and to overcome
foreign competition.
The President, responding., said the first meeting was

called together by Mr. H. Alablster, of the Electrical Eeview.
and was held in February, 1901, at Anderton's Hotel. Fleet
Street. Mr. Alabaster presiding. Contractors from all parts were
present, and a provisional committee was formed. In May
the National Electrical Contractors' Association was duly con-
stituted at a meeting over which Mr. H. Bland presided, and
Mr. Thos. Guthrie was appointed hon. secretary. In January,
1902, Mr. W. R. Rawlings was elected the first president,

and in September, 1904, the Association was incorporated.
Mr. Un'inge read a. letter from Mr. Alabaster (who w as in

the South of France) conveying his good wishes, and added
that evidently Mr. Alabaster moved in the right direction, as
shown by their presence that night. He held that every con-
tractor should be a member of the Incorporated and Allied
Associations, whose affairs were in the hands of reason-
able men. who could look at matters from the point of view
of the manufacturers, electricity supply authorities, and con-
sumers, as well as their own. He would welcome the day
when every manufacturer was a member of his own associa-

tion; the closer they could get together the better. There
was a spirit of co-operation abroad; the contractors were out
to support the British manufacturer, and recognised their

responsibilities. They were on good terms with the I.M.E.A.,
whose president (Mr. S. T. Allen) unfortunately was pre-

vented from attending, but sent a message of goodwill. There
were 750 contractor members of the Association ; he claimed
that they represented the cream of the contracting industry,

and were in a good po.sition to push forward the development
of the industry. The contractors realised that it was for

them to open showrooms and promote sales for manufac-
turers; they had not done all that they might have done in

the past, but they were going to push sales effectively. The
E.D.A. was doing a great work, and was worthy of support.

Mr. T. E. Alger proposed " The Guests (I.E.E. and
kindred Associations)," complimenting the I.E.E. on its

jubilee, Royal Charter, and roll of lO.WX) members, on which
every contractor should put his name. If contractors had been
slow to recognise their responsibilities they were now awake
to them.
Mr. C H. Wordingham responded, advocating closer union

between the contractors and the I.E.E. Members of the
E.C.'V. had done splendid work on the Institution com-
mittee. The revision of the I.E.E. Wiring Rules was
in progress, and they looked to the contractors for
assistance, as no one knew bett<>r than they what was
wanted. Standardisation of fittings, &c., was also very
necessary, but the standards put forward so far had not been
largely adopted. As bulk supply became more general supply
engineers would be able to pay more attention to the distri-

bution side of their undertakings; they should work hand-
in-hand with the manufacturers and contractors, organise
demonstrations of electrical appliances and hire out appara-
tus. Municipal authorities certainly should not sell fittings or
do wiring, but .some way should be found to enable a con-
sumer to acquire apparatus by hire-purchase. This might be
done through contractors, who also should have a .share in

the showrooms, so that apparatus exhibited could be sold

on the spot. E.D.A. would be of great assistance in this

connection.
Mr. CorNCiLLOR Ransome also responded, claiming that the

multiplication of associations in recent years made for the good
of the industries concerned, as well as that of the public.

There was a tendency to superimpose on individual adver-
tising a general advertising propaganda for the whole in-
dustry ; E.D..\. was doing this, and had already materially
assisted in the development of the industry.

Mr. R. RoBSON proposed " The Electrical Trades Benevolent
Institution," which he said was well advertised in London, but
not in the provinces; more local advisory comniit^ges should
l:>e formed, and everyone in the electrical trades should
become a member.

In the absence, through illness, of Mr. Fletcher (the chair-
man). Mr. F. B. O. Hawes (hon. secretai'y) responded, ex-
pressing gratitude for the great help given by members of the
E.C.A. He emphasised the importance of obtaining a large
number of members, and urged contractors to become mem-
liers in order to set a good example to their staffs. Last year
the membership was increa.sed by 60 per cent, by the eflbrts

of the local committees.
Mr. W. A. Shaw proposed " The Chairman " in a racy

speech, pointing out that the president had to devote the
greater part of his time to the aliairs of the Association.
Mr. Orrixge, responding, said he had been in office ever

since he joined the Association, and it was a real pleasure
to him to serve electrical contractors, whether members or
not.

A sweepstake set on foot by Mr. Eobson brought in
£'l-3 OS. for the E.T.B.I. , and a golden sovereign provided
by Mr. Taylor was put up for auction by Mr. W. Riggs, the
amount realised for the fund, including the sweepstake, being
£50.
An excellent musical entertainment, under the direction of

Mr. E. L. Halford, F.R.C.O., was performed by Miss E.
Clifford, Mr. J. Humphries, and Mr. A. Nicholls, and the
proceedings in all respects were thoroughly enjoyable.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have tne writer's name and
address in our possession.

German Grip on Swiss Industry.

In your issue of February 3rd, you published an article

entitled " German Grip on Swiss Industry." You are doubt-
less aware that a similar article was published by The Times
which, however, was rectified on February 3rd, as per en-
closed copy.
Lender these circumstances I should feel extremely obliged

if you could see your way, in your next issue, to pubUsh a
statement correcting the inaccurate informa.tion conveyed by
your article.

You will allow me to point out that Messrs. Sulzer & Co.,
of Winterthur, who are and always have been a Swiss finu,
have kept entu-ely free from any foreign influence whatso-
ever : the capital is in Swiss hands, and Swiss money is in-

vested in its many foreign branches.
As to the general statement that Swiss industry is being

absorbed by the German " Holding " syndicates, I beg to
state that there is no reason whatsoever for such an asser-
tion, and that neither can it be upheld that there is a Ger-
man grip on Swiss industry.

I should feel it a great favour if you could bring this to
the notice of your readers.

Henri Martin.
Conseiller de Legation ei Attache Commercial.

London,
February llnd, 1922.

[The report referred to was reproduced, with credit, from
The Times. The second dispatch from The Times Geneva
correspondent, rectifying the statements in the first, was
published in the Electrical Review for February 10th, p.
196.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Rural Electrical Installations.

The proposal made by Mr. J. M. C. Field in his article

in the Electrical Review, of February 10th, 1922, entitled
" Electricity for the Country Dweller," amounts to a limited
co-operative .scheme. The idea is not new, and it was in pro-
cess of formation when the war commenced in 1914. The
idea as evolved by the writer at that time went further
than the indications given by Mr. Field in that the ulti-

mate burden of costs, both capital and running, would be
borne in direct proportion to the demand by anyone who
cared to take current, thus making the scheme an unlimited
co-operation, and entirely self-.supporting.

The suggestion that profit should not be made does not
appear to be good. Certainly sinking or reserve funds or
both should be formed, even if no further cost be reckoned
to allow for dividend. Dividends might ea.sily be dispensed
with, especially with the small capital involved, but the

whole costs ought to be shown, even if written off by counter-

balances.

E
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The chauffeurs now usually to be found in our rural districts

are the men to compensate with free light for their efforts in

connection with the scheme, and with these men, intelligent

and trained to enfrme work, relays for continuity of service

could easily be arranged. The village schoolmaster will

make an excellent secretary nn the same basis.

The great object to be kept in view is to secure the interest

of the villagers themselves. A judicious canvass, showmg
how much advantage could be obtained, even for the money
at present spent on the primitive forms of lighting, would be

siu'e to have a good effect.

There would not be any real difficulty in providmg for

the wiring of the smaller houses and charging-up the capital

in the cost, of energy, ^^ith the correct allocation of the

various costs the burden could easily be made equitable to

everyone concerned, and every additional consumer would

reduce the average cost to each. Meters are out of the ques-

tion. Limit switches are essential, the limit suggested being

about 2.5 per cent, of the installation. Exceptional cases

can be decided by the committee of management.
Let not the available water supplies be overlooked, especi-

ally for the day-load power services, of which there are rnany.

The development of the scheme is easier for a small town

than for a village, because of the closer proximity of the

majority of the dwellings. The more paying load will be

from the smaller houses, as their group arrangement permits

of shorter mains, and the wiring costs would be less pro rata

tlian for the larger hou.^«s.

To make a charge for enevcv on the basis of a percentage

of lamps or appliances installed is the most equitable solution

(if the problem of naring the costs.

T. A. Locke.
^Yinchester.
February ISth. 1922.

[ \bbreviated.

—

Eds. Elec. TiKy ]

Deposits on Specifications.

With reference to Mr. \V. H. Pearce's letter, I fully en-

dorse his remarks. The reason why corporation bodies ask

for deposits is to force the firm applying tor the specification

to quote, but owing to the unknown contents of these speci-

fications it is very often impossible for them to do so.

It is an unwritten law tuat the firm supplying goods is

under an obhgation to the firm purchasing, but if the pur-

chasers maie their conditions such that it is not worth while

for the selhng finn to quote, then the purchasers are the

losers. W henever deix)sits are required on specifications

we do not apply for them, and if other firms would take
the same stand the objectionable practice would .soon be dis-

continued.
W. F. Higgs.

Birmingham. Higgs Brothers.

February 'J;ind, 1922.

Mathematical Misconceptions.

I fail to see the proper connection in the article under
the above heading from the opening pages of the Review
for February iMth last. To my knowledge nearly every
t-eacher of Mathematics tells us that " It w-ould be very in-

teresting to plot the curve, and note the general shape." They
go on to say " in deahng with problems on maxima or minima
we could get the result from actually plotting the curve and
so a knowledge of the differential calculus -would be unneces-
sary, but that plotting the curve is a laborious process and
time can be saved by differentiating." But the same teacher
tells us, " that to test for a maxima or a minima, when the re-

sult has been obtained by differentiating, we take the second
differential, itc. &c.," and to impress on us how the apph-
cation of d-ijldx' te.sts for maxima or minima we have to

jilot the curve, plot dy/dx, and plot d'y/dx^, for only in this

way can \ye get a true idea of the problem. Hence plotting
the curve (w-hich shows the " no material change ") is

adopted.

J. Plummer,
l.nndnii. SI II, Ir, it -.Ud iinir \t,il br ,i„ll ir>^.

Frbniiirii 'Ihtb. I'J22.

LWe fear we are " not young enough to know everything.
'

and unlike, our correspondent, we have not had the advan-
tage of studying the methods of " nearly every teacher of
Mathematics "; we are glad to learn that Prof. Perry's
advice is followed so very widely.

—

Eds. Elec Rf.t.]

A Combination Fan and Heater.

Further to the letter of Mr. I>. 0. Meyer in the " Corres-
pondence " columns of this week's issue, under the .title " A
Combination Fan and Heater." wherein he states that Mr. V.
Gillgan has obtained a provisional patent for a device which
combines an, electric fan and heater. I may mention that
T was granted a natent on August ISth, 1921. specification No
167.702 for " A Variable Hot and Cold Radial Direction Elec-
tric .\ir Diffuser," which is n combinntion of a fan and
heater,

The most important claim is it« advantage in diffusing the
air in any desired radial direction, the attainment of whicli

is derived by means of detachable conical vanes, and is ap-
plicable when requiring either medium heat, hot or cold air.

.\nother important feature is that the air displacement is

of a soft diffused nature, so distinct from the present-day
type of fan.

H. Ashdown.
London,
February 'mh, 1922.

Electrically Heated Oil Filters.

In reply to " Filter," the following is a. description of an
electrically-heated oil filter which we have fitted up for dealing
with the oil for Diesel engines and from which we get very
good results.

The oil from the Diesel beds is first pumped to a settling
tank 12 to 14 feet above the engine-room floor level; the out-
let from this tank is taken 4 in. from the top and brought
.straight down to the filter proper. It is best to make a vi.sible

discharge by means of a tap and funnel half-way down this
pipe ; it also simplifies cleaning-out operations.

The filter proper consists of a circular tank 14 in. diameter
x 3 ft. high, which has an outlet tap 10 in. from the bottom
and another 12 in. from the bottom ; this tank is on a circular

rim or stand, inside which are five 500-watt Belling bars
connected to three switches giving any combination from one
to five bars.

The pipe from the top settling tank goes inside the filter

tank to the bottom and is L-shaped, having a number of

H/16-in. holes drilled along the base of the L. The filter is

filled to the level of the first tap with water, which is brought
to a temperature of about 200 deg. F., and the oil from the
settling tank is admitted. An overflow pipe from the filter

is taken from about 2 in. from the top to a final settling tank,
•ibout the same size as the filter, but set at a lower level ; on
entering the final settling tank the oil passes through a

[anvas bag w-hich collects any impurities still left.

The idea of the two taps on the filter is that the one 10 in.

up allows of the wat-er level beinc maintained, and the
second 32 in. up allows the draining-off of sludge which collects

on the top of the water after the oil has passed through it

from the li pipe.

I find that after the water and oil in the filter have been
brought up to working temperature, one or two bars are

sufficient to maintain the heat, according to the quantity of

oil pas.sing through.
E. J.

February 22.irf. 1922.

In reply to " Filter's " inquiry for an electrical heater for

an oil filter, the writer has had a home-made heater in use
for some years with good results, which may interest him.
It is only applicable to small and medium-size filters, and m
this case is working on a " Wells " No. 3 filter. It consists of

an ordinary carbon lamp inserted sideways in the top of the
clean oil compartment so as to just clear the middle (or fil-

tering compartment) when the latter is placed in position. .\

16-c.p. lamp is able to heat up the full quantity of dii-ty oil

that can be placed in the filtering compartment sufliciently

to pass it through both pads in about three hours.

It would appear at fir.st sight that the heat from a lamp
would be insufficient, but owing to the position in which it

is placed it is quite able to do all that is needed. The appli-

cation of local heat also lengthens the life of the filtering

jiads. as quite a lot of sediment is thereby deposited in the

filtering compartment which would otherwi.se pass into the

pads.
An overflow- pipe is fitted to prevent the level of the filtered

oil rising dangerously near the lamp, and the arrangement
is thus quite safe.

Electrical heating has one very decided advantage in that

it enables the filter to l)e located in the cleanest available

jiosition without reference to the position of steam or exhaust
jiilies. It is .surprising that filter nianiifactmeis have n\i

parently forgotten electricity as a heating agent, and vet

there is no doubt that an electrically-heated filter would
nicc-t a long felt want.

S. A. Hooper.
,

( 'arlow.

February •Jiird. 1922.

With reference to " Filter's " inquiry in your correspondence

columns of the 17th instant. I also have been very interested

in this problem recently, and have been pleased to find that

Messrs. Chadburns, of Bootle. have in use with their portable

De Laval oil purifier (which, at the present moment, seems to

be the only clean nractical method of dealing with the purifi-

cation of oils on the spot where the oil is to he uned) a very

effective heater. This is particularly shown in the illustration

reproduced in your issue of September 16th last.

I have recently been handling one of these portable outfits,

which was built in America. The oil to he dealt with is

drawn from tanks by means of a pump on the outfit and
nnmped through an electric heater on its wav to the nurifier.

This heater takes the form of immer.«ion elements installed

in the pine circuit. Tl-ie loading i? up to fi kilowatts, resu-

lated in three pteps. Whep, thp purifier js pii*sing 300 gallons
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of oil per hour it is necessary to have the full heat on to raise

the temperature of the oil from atmospheric to 130 degrees

Fahrenheit. The design of the heater is very practical, but
this is being improved upon in several ways, one of the most
important being that in future it will be constructed entirely

in this country.

I shall be pleased to supply any further information of my
own experience, and I am sure Messrs. Chadburn will put
all their data before anyone interested who cares to apply to

them.
N. W. Prangnell.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
February Wth, 1922.

[Messrs. George Nobbs, Ltd., The Jackson Electric Stove
Co., Ltd., Messrs. Jeflfcock & Parsons, Ltd., and The Dowsing
Radiant-Heat Co., Ltd., inform us that they supply elec-

trical heaters for oil filters.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The Fetish of the Quick-make and Quick-break Switch.

The letter from Mr. C. \V. Denny, re " Quick-make " and
" Quick-break " switches in your issue of the 24th February,

is of much interest. The catch-phrase " quick-make " has
become so prevalent that the real meaning and value of the
" quick-make " is often lost sight of. The value, it seems
to us. lies in the fact that the " make " is independent. In

other words, the control is taken out of the hands of the

operator. This may not be of much nnportance in small

tumbler switches, but the effect is quickly seen in the larger

capacity switches (10, 15, or 2.5 amps., 220 volts) when placed

in the hands of. say, a small child.

It is as likely as not that a child would use the radiator

control switch, or the fire switch, as anyone else, when in-

stalled in the home. Naturally the " independent make " is

not of such importance where the switch receives skilled

attention.

Generally speaking, it may be a great weakness to rely en-

tirely upon the spring to carry the contact blades home, and
in larger sizes would be very bad practice. Mr. Denny as-

.sumes that all " quick-make " switches have this inherent

defect. We would like to mention that we, some time ago,

placed on the market a switch which combines both the " in-

dependent make " and the " positive make."
It has .so far only been made in one pattern, which is

suitable for fires, &c. We now have many thousands in evei-y-

day use and they have proved most successful. We should be
very pleased to send Mr. Denny a sample of this switch,

sliould he wish to see one.

Summing up—it seems to us that the " independent make "

is very desirable for the larger-size switches, particularly

those in domestic use (such as radiator control switches, fire

switches. &c.). .\t the same time, dependence should not

he placed upon the spring alone for driving the contact blades

home. It is essential that these be positively forced into

the contacts, quite apart from the action of the spring.

C. L. Arnold.

I;ondon.
Febniaru T:fh. 1922.

Your correspondent, Mr. C. W. Denny, is too sweeping in

his stat<>ment«, when he says: "the contacts on the blades

of switch must, be exceedingly light and necp.^sarilv weak to

enable the small spring as used in the tocrgle mechanism to

rapidly withdraw the contacts when breaking, and rapidly

insert the contacts when makin'T." Such critici.sm applies

onlv to an automatic fly-off mech,inism.

Mr. Denny may have had trouble with some fonn of
" nuick-make " swit^'h. but need not .set out to damn each

and every design. T have to plead guilty to being the

originator of quick-make switclips. and of these have sold

nuite a large quantity: incidentally, too, I introduced the

method of mounting switches on rods insulated with mica
tube.

The sprinc of any switch should not bp railed on to extend

more th.an 15 per cent, of its lpng*h :
if. as in some cases, a

spring is stretched to double its length, its life cannot be

long, and such a design of switch would necessitate the light

or unsatisfactorv contacts of which your correspondent writes.

In order to satisfv vou. Mr. Editor, T am posting samples of

mv refistpred " TJ " clin. such a.s we use on all our " quick-

makp " switches; probably you will admit it to be the most
satisfactory clip vou have seen, and opp not at all likely to

work loose. If Mr. Denny had to oi>en-circuit on. sav, a three-

)X)le 500-amp. switch, he would not again wrifp of the " small

spring used to withdraw ": as a matter of fact, the spring
does not do anv work until the human plement has almost
withdrawn the blade, then the spring finishes thp movement
murh more quickly thnn the hand ran. As to the making,
wpll, we have no trouble in obtaining a spring movement
which assures cnmp'etp and full contact.

Tn the middle of the present month' we received from a

Liverpivi! client an order for " .<;pnre clips ": we. at once wrot<^

.•"fiking what work the switches (.50-amP. single-pole T.C.I were
doing, for we do not like order."! for .spare parts; wp do not
even list them. Our client wrote us: " On some day.s thp
swit^-hps op(>rnt<> morp tTinn a thousand times in the dav. and
the replncempntR arc due to wear nnd tear," I'm enclosinfl the

actual letter for the Editor's perusal. It is an unsought testi-

monial as to the advantages of " quick make."
I cannot imagine any sane person arguing that, provided

the contact be sufficiently good, a slow make is as satisfactory

as a quick make.
I know of one much advertised " quick make and break

"

switch which has neither the one nor the other; if any part
be quick, it is just the very middle of the movement and
when the blade is not near to the contacts; that switch ought
to suit your correspondent.

H. W. Cox,
Nottingham, The Cantie Switch Co., Ltd.
February llth. 1922.

[The sample cUps are certainly excellent.

—

Eds., Elec. Rev.]

The " Leader " Cable.

The letter of Mr. Edward Raymond-Barker in your issue

of February 24th recalls his epoch-making experiments of

1905-1906 with his two-tone transmitter. In the minds of

those who remember those researches, there can be no doubt
of the importance of the advance he made towards achieving
inductive signalling through submarine cables. Sa far as can
be remembered, the first account of this work of his appeared
in The Times Engineering Supplement in Januai'y, 1906. On
.lanuarj' 24th, 1906, Mr. Raymond-Barker wrote a letter to

that journal, giving some details of his results. It was fol-

lowed by one from Mr. Edward Stallibrass relating to signal-

ling over land-lines with the Cardew vibrating transmitter.

The con-espondence arose from an earlier reference to Signor
Magini's experiments on vibratory transmission.

It the history of the development during the war of in-

ductive signalling to give direction to vessels is ever written,

we may find that Germany was the first to use a submarine
cable for this purix>se, and that the .Admiralty captured the
notion from the enemy, and subsequently adopted it. In any
case, it will be well to suspend judgment upon war-use of

a " Leader " cable until evidence is available from both sidea

of the North Sea.

Mr. Raymond-Barker refers to a curious coincidence with
respect to the " Leader " cable and Havre. A still more
curious coincidence is that side by side with his letter in the
Supplement, of January 24th, 1906, is a long review of a b(x)k

by one Leader.
Rollo Appleyard.

London,
February 'Hth. 1922.

Proposed Emigration—New Zealand.

In the issue of the Electrical Review, dated February 24tli,

I notice a very glowing iiccount of New Zealand, and ac-

cording to Mr. Allan it may in time rival this country as a

manufacturing centre. I am afraid, owing to my antiquity

(40), the future of New Zealand does not interest me, and I

would prefer concrete information as regards present-day

prospects for, say, administrative engineers.

.\ man of the " assistant engineer " category must obtain

a remunerative position first before he can appreciate the

beauties of any country.

I do not know exactly what is meant by a " skilled electric

worker." I am, of course, a jolly hard worker, but could not

call myself a skilled artisan, and if the latter is intended I

may as s^ell delete New Zealand as a possible home.

Mechanical Engineer.

London,
February 'llth. 1922.

The Jubilee of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Tho,se of us who think, those of us who have ambition,

must have felt very fully the pleasure of the opportunity for

liern-\\or.';hip which the Jubilee of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers afforded. The innate desire to hero-worship

is to some degree developed in us all, and yesterday we were

actuallv walking with, talking to, and touching the giants

of the past. We were called to their feast to gather the

crumbs which their loaded board dropped, to listen to the

telling of their feats, to hear the roar of their voices. We
pigmies quaked at their every movement, and wondered if

we were capable of even brushing, let alone wearing, their

mantles which will fall upon us. What perhaps struck one

more than anything else was the glorious freedom with

whinh the giants could be approached. There was no " Fe,

Fi, Fo, Fum " about them at all; they were just themselves.

Our In.stitution should indeed be proud and glad of this

great freedom which more than ever emphasises the remark

of one of the greatest giants—Colonel Crompton—that in the

old days it was the team work to which they owed their

success. Going home along the Embankment. T heard the

following remark made bv one of two men in front of me :

" What a great thing it is," he said, " that at the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers the greatest even of the great

mpp who have made it what it is, who have made tlie m-

dustrv what it is, can be nnprnached. and spoken to by the

humblest member," This i» indeed n great thing, nnd wo
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can only hope that as the Institution grows, as it is now
growing, this great feeling of fellowship, this great freedom
from all " side " or conceit will for ever remain. It is the
keynote of the success of the Institution.

C. Mancha Bennett.
Wood Lane Works,
February 11th, 1922.

All members of our Institution are feeling very proud
just now; our 50 years' celebration, with its most interesting
features, our 10,000 membership roll, and our Royal Charter,
certainly entitle us to swell with pride, but still, let us never
be content whilst there are possibilities of improvement.
On this ground I venture to express the opinion that it is

regrettable, now we are again in possession of our Embank-
ment Hpuse. that we find the illumination of the lecture hall
open to severe criticism.

When the lighting was originally installed, under the advice
of Messrs. Handcock & Dykes, conditions were different; the
half-watt (inert gasfilled) lamp had not arrived at a com-
mercial stage, and 'the Illuminating Engineering Society,
founded by our greatly-esteemed past-president. Dr. Silvanus
Thompson (" the Doctor "), was still unborn.
The intense illummation of the white coves and the very

dull appearance of the matt-surfaced panelling make the hall
unpleasant to be in after dark.
The illumination of our building, seeing that so many of

our members are professionally interested in electric lighting,
should be a lesson in good electric illumination, both to mem-
bers and to visitors.

The illumination of the hall of the Society of Arts must be
revised when that Society rebuilds, as it shortlv will, its
famous home: the lecture hall of the Eoyal Institution
possesses no dimmers. Let us hope the managers of neither
Society will come to our lecture hall for inspiration for
improvement.
Funds are not lacking for improvement in illumination

methods in our really fine home, and I suggest the immediate

formation of a small committee of illumination experts, em-
powered to investigate and charged to make recommendations
to our Council in sufficient time for the alterations to be
made before next autumn.

Justus Eck, M.I.E.E.
London.
February 25th, 1922.

Automatic Telephone Exchanges.

With your permission, we should like to reply to the letter
on " Automatic Telephone Exchanges," which appears in
your issue of February 24th.

Mr. Garbett cannot have read the description of our instal-
lation very carefully, or he would have noticed the feature
which makes the .system unique (your editorial foot-note
makes clear this point).

The installation of automatic telephones for purely inter-
departmental work is not new in the newspaper world. We
think we are right in saying that several of&ces were equipped
with such systems prior to October. 1919.

Mr. Garbett says he is " not aware that the connection of
the automatic to the Post Office Exchange is the boon that
it would at first appear." Well, sirs, we use the connection,
and are quite sure that the benefit is very great.
Before deciding to adopt the system, we made careful

observation of the traffic conditions on our G.P.O. and inter-
communication lines, and made provision for allowing im-
portant members of the .s-taff to have external and internal
telephone facilities, at one and the same time, by providing
two instruments in these cases. This prevents any loss of
time in heads of departments communicating with subordi-
nates, when external calls make this necessary, time being
as valuable in this office, as in the office in which Mr. Gar-
bett is employed.

Robt. A. Lambert.
Liverpool, Works Superintendent.
February ilth. 1922. for C. T. TinUng <fc Co.. L/J.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Charles Godolphin Bennett,
engineer and agent, 66, Maj'k Lane, E.G.—This debtor
attended on February 22nd before Mr. Registrar Hope at the
London Bankruptcy Court for public examination upon ac-

counts showing total liabilities ^2,133 and a deficiency of

±1.174. In the course of his evidence, the debtor stated that
in March, 1916, he was approached by a gentleman in relation
to electrical businesses, and particularly the manufacture of

switch holders. The gentletnan was experimenting in those
articles, and wanted witness to finance him. Accordingly he
looked into the matter, and eventually spent i£2,000 in experi-
menting and in part payment of some .50 gross of switches
which he ordered to be manufactm'ed. In order to complete
the payment for them he again approached his brother (who
had previously financed him), but the latter, owing to losses
made in Russia, could not give him further assistance, and
eventually these bankruptcy proceedings were instituted by a.

creditor. All the orders for the switches were placed by wit-
ness, and there ^^ as now owing ±620 to various finns who sup-
l)lied them. The Official Receiver asked the debtor how he
came to be interested in this busine.ss seeing that he was not
an electrical engineer. The witness : No. but I know more
about it than a good many electrical engineers. Debtor stated
in reply to further questions that his creditors had accepted
an offer of a composition of 7s. 6d. in the £, and the Court
would in due course be asked to approve the arrangement.
The examination was concluded.
Arthur Codrtenay Incb, trading as the Newcastle Electrical

Engineering Co., lately tj-ading in partnership with another per-
son as the Tyne Electrical Industi-ies, 21, Feukle Street. New-
castle-on-Tyne. electrical contractor.—Ilie first meeting of
creditors was held on February 22nd at Newcastle-on-lVne.
The statement of affairs showed liabilities of £413, against
assets of ±170. The Official Receiver stated that there were
several matters to be inquired into, and he suggested that they
should remain over until debtor's pubhc examination on the
following day. He proposed to ask for an adjournment of the
examination. The creditors decided to adopt this course.
Thomas Scott and James Campbell, trading as T. Scott and

Co., 42, Handyside's Arcade, Percy Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
wholesale electrical suppliers.—The first meeting of creditors
was held on February 21st at the Official Receiver's Office, 4,

Northumberland Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. It appeared that
debtors commenced business in March, 1920. with ±260 capital,
each debtor providing ±50. while ±160 was borrowed. Camp-
bell managed the business, while Scott, who was in a situation,
assisted with the book-keeping. The statement of affairs
showed liabilities of ±1,179. while the assets were estimated to
reahse ±402, or a deficiency of ±776. In August last a writ
for ±66 was served on debtors, and paid; in December esecu
tions for ±73. ±20 and ±10 were levied and paid. A further
execution levied on January 27th last was the immediate cause

of failure. Books of account were kept. The creditors de-

cided to appoint Mr. Wm. Brittain. LA., of 15, Pilgrim Street,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, as trustee, with a committee of inspection.

The following are creditors :

—

B.T.T, Electric Lamp Co.
Campbell, T.
Campbell, 1. W
Collins, L
Collins. W. ...

City Electric Co. .'.

Fuller's United Electric Works
Ltd.

Foster Engineering Co. ...

Favell, J. E., & Co
General Electric Co

55 Gledson, J., & Co. 255
120 Jearv Electric Co., Ltd 16
,50 Lee,' A., & Co 24
40 North of England Engineering &
50 Electrical Manufacturing Co. 13

192 Metropolitan-Vjckers Electric Co.,

Ltd.
39 Stella Lamp Co., Ltd.

28 Stentophone Co.
40 Rodgers. —

.

49 Liddell. —
The public examination of these debtors was held on Feb-

ruary 23rd at the County Court, Newcastle-on-Tj-ne. Ques-.

tioned by the Official Receiver, debtor Campbell said he was in

the Army between September. 1914. and June. 1919, when he
retiinied to his situation as an electrical engineer until March,
1920. He was then joined by Scott, and they traded at their

present address as wholesale electrical suppliers. They became
aware of their position about July, 1921, but continued
tradmg in the hope that business would improve. The
examination was adjourned to be closed.

W. H. S. Ward, electrical engineer, 56, High Street. Acton.
—Trustee (Mr. T. Gourlay, Official Receiver. 29, Russell

Square, W.C.) released February 2nd, 1922.

W. Bennett, electrical contractor. Back Sitwell Street.

Derby.—Last day for proofs for dividend, March 17th.

Trustee : Mr. E. W. Humphreys, Official Receiver, 4. Castle

Place. Nottingham.
A. T. Williams and W. J. Bevan (Electrical and General

Engineering Co.), electrical engineers. 49. Commercial Street.

.\berdare.—Receiving order made February 21 st on creditors'

petition.

R. C. Jones (Elect Ma Engineering Co.). 10. Cale-

donia Street. King's Cross, W.C—Trustee (Mr. D. Williams.
Official Receiver, Carev Street, W.C.) released January 23rd,

1922.

T. Davison (Radio Technical College). 30, Falkner Street,

Liverpool.—First meeting March 3rd, at the Official Receiver's

office, Liverpool; public examination, March 13th, at the Com't
House. Liverpool.

R. H. Liddell (Liddell & Mclnnes), electrical engineer. 4.

The Crescent. Carlisle.—Receiving order made February 21st

on debtor's own petition.

A. Lord, electrical contractor. 33. Westgate, Burnley.-^
Trustee (Mr. C. H. Plant, 13. Winckley Street. Preston) re-

leased January 30th, 1922.

W. HedCiECox, electrical engineer. 121. Salop Street. Wol-
verhampton.—Trustee (Mr. S. W. Page), 30. Lichfield Street,

Wolverhampton) released January 30th, 1922.
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Company Liquidations.—Oldham, Ashton & Hyde Electeio
Tramway Uo., L/td.—According to the financial Press, a final

distribution of 6s. 7id. per share is about to be made in

respect of the surplus a-ssets.

Electrical & Engineering Development, Ltd.—Meeting
March ilth, at 1-3, Shelgate Eoad. Batt«rsea, S.W.. to hear

an account of the winding-up from the hquidator, Mr. D. J.

Longden.
Stoneycrofi Electrical Works, Ltd.—Meeting March '27th.

at 26, North John Street, Liverpool, to hear an account of the

vsinding-up from the liquidator, Mr. E. Chetter.

Vi'akelins, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator ; Mr.
P. J. Goodchild, 16, Tokenhouse Yard. E.G. Meeting of

creditors, March Sth, at 7, Tottenham Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W.l.

Cascoll Engineering Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator : Mr. H. F. White.

Alby United Carbide Factories, Ltd.—A i^etition for the
winding up has been presented by the company to the High
Court, and will be heard in London on March 7th.

Dissolution of Partnership.

—

Skidmore Bros. & Co., elec-

trical engineers and contractors, Wombwell, Barnsley.—This
partnership has been dissolved. Debts will be attended to by
Messrs. O. & J. H. Skidmore, who will continue the business
under the same style and at the same address.

Private Arrangement.

—

Grover, Smith & Willis, elec-

trical and mechanical engineers, Sarum Hill, Basingstoke.

—

A circular has been issued in this matter stating that a confer-

ence of the larger trade creditors has been held, when it was
stated that an offer might be forthcoming for the busmess at

a figure sufficient to .satisfy the claims of the creditors in full,

the assets being £'2,76.5, subject to realisation, and the liabili-

ties £2,694. The circular further stated :
" Unfortunately this

offer has not been obtained, and at such conference it was
resolved that in that event the debtors should execute, a deed of

assignment to Mr. E. H. Hawkins (Messrs. Poppleton, Appleby
and Hawkms) as trustee, together with a committee of in-

spection consisting of three of the principal creditors—Brown
Bros., Ltd., United States Rubber Co., and W. & A. Bates—
and in accordance with such resolution the debtors have now
assigned their estate to the trustee."

Meeting of Creditors.

—

Lawford, Ross & White, electrical

engineers, Glasgow.—At the nieetmg of creditors held on
February 24th a small committee was appointed, and it was
decided that final consideration of matters should- be deferred
for a week.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. Reavell & Co., Ltd., have
removed theii" London office to larger premises at 47, Victoria
Street, S.W. Telephone number unaltered (.3935 Victoria).

Tlieir head office remains at Ranelagh Works, Ipswich.
Mr. H. E. Smith has commenced business as an electrical

engineer and contractor at 1S6, Lake Road, Portsmouth, and
desires to receive catalogues of electrical goods.

Ill om- " New Companies Registered " section to-day we give
particulars of the Found.\tion Co., Ltd., which, we under-
stand, has been formed to carry out contracts for complete
construction and equipment of public works, railway electrifi-

cation schemes, generatiug stations, industrial buildings, &c.
The capital is bemg privately sub.scribed in this country, and
the management staff consists of men who have been asso-
ciated with many important public w-orks contracts in the
United Kingdom and abroad. The company will also have
at its disiK).sal the accumulated experience of the Foundation
Co., of New York, and its subsidiary companies, the Founda-
tion Co., Ltd., of Canada, and Foundations, Constructions Ti'a-

\aux Publics in France. The registered offices are at Windsor
House. Kingswav, W.C.2, and the dhecfors are; Mr. A. W.
Tait, C.B.E. (chairman). Col. Fred. W. Abbot, Sir Charles
David.son, Mr. John W. Coty, Mr. Franklin Remington, and
Mr. Walter Rutherford; secretaiw, Mr. R. Brigge.
Several weeks ago the Electric & Railway Finance Cor-

roKATiON, Ltd., was formed with a capital of f.500,000 to caiTy
out important electrical developments at home and abroad.
Mr. F. Dudley Docker and Sii- E. E. Pear.son were among
the directors, and the offices are at 4. Central Buildings,
Westminster, S.W.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. Jeffcock & Parsons, Ltd..
ISO. Piccadilly, W.l.—An illustrated booklet, "The Science of
Oil Filtration," dealing with Fox's oil filter, storage tank, and
Water separator.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet Hou.se, Kingsway,
W.C.2.—Leaflet V 2720. giving prices and illustrations of
numerous " Witton-Kramer " ixirtable electric tools, grinders,
drills. &c.^ Leaflet L 2713, giving revised catalogue prices of
Witton " primai-y cells.

Messrs. Fleming, Birkby & Goodall, Ltd., Liversedge,
Yorks.— .V card advertising " Elo " insulating varnish.
B.K.B. Electric Motors, Ltd., Finsbury Court, Pinsbury

Pavement, E.C.2.—An illustrated descriptive catalogue of d.c.
motors of small .sizes. Priced.
Messrs. Francis Chapman, Sons & Deekes, 47-53. Albion

House. 59. New Oxford Street, W.C.I.—Two leaflets illus-
trating and describing the " Jackson " patent tilting stool for
shops or factories.

The Jackson Electeio Stove Co., Ltd., 143, Sloane Street,
S.W.I.—A new show-card, 12 in. by 19 in., advertising Jack-
son electric cookers.

Messrs. J. A. Crabtree & Co., Ltd., Rushall Street, Walsall.
—Catalogue of electrical accessories, particularly quick-make
and quick-break tumbler-switches, from 3 to 15 amperes, in
a variety of patterns and finishes, special switches, bell pushes,
switch-sockets, switch plates, watertight switches, plugs, and
sockets, &c. Illustrated and priced.

Mr. Leslie M. Mich.4el, Providence Place. Kilburn, Lon-
don, N.W.6.—Illustrated price list of wireless apparatus.

The Gable Accessories Co.. Ltd., Britannia Works, Tividale,

Tipton.—Fine and comprehensive catalogue of 144 pages (No.

11), containing illustrations and prices of a large variety of
' Revo " electrical specialities, including electric lighting fit-

tings for industrial and commercial purposes (c.i. watertight
fittings, mining and industrial fittings, cluster fittings, street

lighting brackets, ships' fittings, and accessorial parts, &c.).

The company's heating, switchgear, and fan manufactures are
now dealt with in separate hsts, o\\'ing to the growth of

these departments.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended is a
summary of the recent applications for JDntish trade marks in

respect of goods and productions connected with the electrical

trades and industries:—
Ray-b-Lld (lettering and design). No. 418,703. Class 13.

Cias and electric fittmgs (brass). Arthur Raybould, 5-11, Fleet

Street Parade, Birmingham. September 21st, 192i.

Silvertown. No. 41'.i.793. Glass 6. Shunt-wound motora
and dynamos. February 2:3rd, 1921. No. 417,065. Class 8.

Jilectric cables and conductors. July 19th, 1921. The India
Rubber, Gutta Percha, and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., 106,

Gannon Street, London, E.C.
\ arta. No. 416,107. Class 8. Electric accumulators, bat-

teries, and parts. Accumulatoren Fabrik Gesellschaft, 3,

Askanische Platz, Berhn, S.W.U. German v. June 13th,

1921.

Ora. No. 421.297. Class 8. Thennionic valves. The Mul-
lard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., 35a, Claybrook Road, Hammer-
smith, \'\. December 7th. 1921.

Amplokon (lettering and design). No. 420,523. Class 13.

A spark-gap device or intensitier for use with sparking plugs

of exi^losion engines. E. H. Cardwell, 36, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C. November 14th, 1921.

Sphinx. No. 418,932. Class 16. Insulating compositions

of porcelain and earthenware. The Sphinx Manutacturing
Co., Ltd.. 240-2, Bradford Street, Birmingham. September
28th, 1921.

Befortyn. No. 421,461. Class 18. Electric bell systems.

The Jeary Electrical Co., Ltd., 8, Lambeth Hill, Queen Vic-

toria Street, London, E.G. December 13th, 1921.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. report,

February 28th : Copper (electrolytic) bars, £65, 70s. dec.

;

ditto ditto sheets, no change; ditto ditto wire rods, £75, £10
10s. dec; ditto ditto h.c. wire. lOd., ^d. dec; SOicium bronze
wire. Is. 2d., id. dec.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report, March 1st : Copper
bai-s (best .selected), sheet and rods, no change; English pig

lead, £21 15s., 15s. inc.

Flood Lighting.—We have received from the General
Electric Co., Ltd., a copy of booklet I.E. 2,695, on " G.E.C.
Floodlights," showing the application of the system to Messrs.

Selfridge's premises, which we recently illustrated, and to

Magnet House itself. The services of the Illuminating Engi-
neering Department of the company are at the disposal of

engineers and contractors for the purpose of designing similar

schemes, and copies of the booklet can be had on application.

Australian Trade Openings.—It is expected that large

orders for telegraph and telephone equipment will be placed

by the Australian Commonwealth Postmaster-General dm-iug
the next few yeai-s. 'There is talk of a loan of 9i million

pounds for general developments of this description, and
British manufacturers are being urged to watch the situation

closely.

A Works Visit.—On February 18th a party of members of

the Association of Engineers-in-Charge visited the Benjamin
Electric, Ijtd.'s, works at Tottenham, where the firm's manu-
factures and methods were inspected. The party numbered
over 30. and in addition to an explanatory tour of the works,
a short lantern lecture was given on " Industrial Illumina-

tion," which was much appreciated.

Strike at Mayence.—.About 13,000 electricians and metal-
workers have gone on strike at Mayence. The strike of

Alsatian metal-workers and electricians in Mulhouse, Gueli-

willer, and Turckheim continues.

—

Times, February 21th.

Wagon for Electrical Machinery.—There has just been
completed by the North-Ea.stern Railway Co. at its wagon
works at Y'ork a new 70-ton bogie trolley wagon specially

designed for the conveyance of large pieces of electrical ma-
chinery. This wagon is .57 ft. 6 in. long, the wheel base of

each bogie is 12 ft., and the wagon is .S ft, pi in. wide. Its

weight is nearly 39 tons.
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Book Notices.—The Municipal Year Book for 19^2. Lon-
don : The Municipal Journal, Ltd. 15s. net.—This volume, sm

usual, contains a vast amount of information respecting muni-
cipal undertakmgs and interests. The principal features of the

last edition have been retained and additional information re-

specting population, rateable value, area, and rates levied in

the various administrative counties is given. Financial results

of electricity, tramway, gas, water, and other undertakings
axe included. There ai'e in all nineteen sections, one of which
concerns itself with tramway legislation and accounts, and
another w'lth electricity supply legislation, dates of ti-ansfer

of orders to companies, xmdertakings purchased by munici-
palities, dates of the different Electric Power Supply Acts, and
ajinual returns of a laree number of undertakinas.

• A.C.E.C. BuUetm,"'^ No. 93, January, 1922 (19 pp.).-
Uwing to the occupation of Belgium by the Germans in 1914,

the Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charleroi was
compelled to suspend the publication of its " Bulletin." The
introduction to this issue states that now reconstruction has
been practically effected an attempt will be made to regain
lost time. The articles in the present number include " The
A.C.E.C. Before, During, and .After the War "

;
" The Advan-

tages of the Electric Motor over the Steam Engine";
" Charaeteristics Which Must be Possessed by Eolhng-mill
Motors"; "Power-factor Correction by Static Condensers,"
&c.

" Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol.

LX. No. 306. February, 1922. London : E. & P. N. Spon,
Ltd. Price 10s. 6d.—The following papers are published in

this issue :

—
" Induction-type Synchronous Motors," by Mr. L.

H. A. Carr; " Some Notes on the Design of Liquid Rheo-
stats," by Mr. W. Wilson; " The Effect of Heat on the Elec-
tric Strength of Insulating Materials," by Mr. W. S. Flight;
and " High-speed Telegfaphy," by Lt.-Col. A. G. T. Cusins.

" Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers." Vol. XLI. February, 1922. No. 2. New York : The
Institute. $1.

The March issue of the Official Journal of the Institute
of Cost and Works Accountants, The Cost Accountant, will be
a special number, containing a full report of the Costing Con-
ference held under the chairmanship of the Eight Hon. Lord
Weir of Eastwood.

" Principles of Alternating Currents," by R. R. Lawrence.
Pp. xiv-l-432; 121 figs. 20s. net; " Protective Relays," by
V. H. Todd, pp. xii-t-274; 244 figs. 12s. 6d. net. London;
McGraw Hill PubUshing Co., Ltd.

" Kinematograph Studio Technique," by L. C. MacBean.
Pp. viii 4-112. 44 figs. London ; Sir I. Pitman & Sons, Ltd.
Price 2s. 6d. net.

" Discussion on the Structure of Molecules " (5 pp.).
London : The British Association for the Advancement of
Science. Price 9d. net.—This is the second of a series of re-
priuts of communications given at the Edinburgh meeting of
the Association last year.

" The EtigJish Electric Journal, Vol. II, No. 1. January,
1922.—This issue contains a long, well-illustrated description
of the Blackburn (East)) power station; and articles on " Cam-
shaft Control " and " Turbo-Blowers."

" The Practical Engineer Electrical Pocket Book and Diary,
1922 " (610 pp.). ^ London ; The Technical Publishing Co., Ltd.
Price 2s. net.—Numerous additions and amplifications have
been made in the latest issue of this useful work. The section
dealing with electric traction has been re-cast and brought up
to date ; the part treating of wireless telegraphy and telephony
has been added to and revised ; and the section on power factor
meters, synchronisers and frequency meters has been
similarly treated.

Messrs. Benn Bros., Ltd., announce that Oliver Heaviside's
work on " Electromagnetic TTaeory," which has been unpro-
curable in a complete form for some time, is now being re-
printed in a small edition of 250 copies.
New Belgian Companies .\ccumulateurs " Hide " R.

and A. Desbeck & Co. is the style of a new company formed
at 49, Rue de Lalaing, Brussels.
Under the style of Sevrin, Doumont et Claisse has been

formed at Namur, a company for the sale of all kinds of
electric material.

Godefroid Michailoff et Cie. have been embodied a company
at Bnissels (34, Rue d'Argent) for the trade in electrical sup-
plies and eventually their manufacture and installation.
With a capital of 100,000 fr.. Les Entreprises Electriques du

Sud de la Belgique has been established at Brussels (114, Rue
des Goujons) for the purchase, sale and installation of all kinds
of electric material.
Verschueren et Devoye has been constituted at Brussels for

wholesale trading in electric material,
Lemaire Pr^res is the style of a company formed at Verviers

(29, Rue Bidan) to undertake electric construction works and
for trading in electric material.

Brazilian Centenary Exhibition.—The Department of
Overseas Ti-ade has sent us an advance copy of the prospectus
fnr_ the British section of the above international exhibition.
This contains a plan of the buildings to be occupied bv thi.s
section; particulars of charges for space; a note regarding a
freight concession for exhibits; and a space-application form.
Applications must peach the D.O.T. before March 10th. It is

stated that there is an urgent need for participation by British
firms, as the Ignited States. Fi'ance, Belgium and other trade
rivals are making active preparations.

The Osram-G.E.C. StaH Dinner.—On February 24th the
annual dinner of the stail of the Osram-G.E.C. Lamp Works,
Hammersmith, was held at the Cafe Royal, Regent Street.

The attendance was a large one, and the arrangements
throughout were excellent. Mr. C. sVilson occupied the chah,
and after proposing the loyal toast, warned succeeding
sijeakers that lengthy orations were prohibited. In a few
words, Mr. C. F. Proctor proposed the toast of " The Fn-m."
saying that " the firm " was not the directors, or the man-
agement, but all of them. He spoke of the good relations
existing between everybody at the works. !Mr. S. D. White
repUed, after reading a message of regret from Mr. Hugo
Hu'st that illness forced him to stay away from the dinner.
Mr. White said that throughout the works there was splendid
team work, and everywhere whole hearted service. He re

membered the time when the sales organisation was crying
out for lamps, but now owing to the slmup the works were
well ahead of the selling side—he hoped their positions would
soon be reversed. The Chairman then proposed the health of
" The Visitors and the Press." He said that most of the
guests were members of the sales organisation, without whom
the finn could not exist. W'ith that part of the toast he
coupled the name of his old friend Mr. M. Solomon. He said
the Press had been a very good friend to the firm, and parti-

cipated in all their functions; he made special reference to

Mr. Rentell and the firm's last " outing." Mr. Solomon
responded to the first part of the toast, saying that he was
glad of his early training at the works, and considered himself
a member of the staff still, but loaned to the G.E.C. for a
time. Mr. S. Rentell replied for the Press. He remembered
the commencement of the Robertson works, and he had at-

tended many of the staff's annual dinners. Every year the
number present was larger, and he hoped that the growth
would continue. In proposing the toast of " The Chairman,"
Mr. L. D. Goldsmith said that they all must reahse how much
the lamp works was Mr. Wilson. He had been designated
as the sun round w'hich the " Osram " world revolved. Mr.
Wilson, replying, expressed his thanks, and announced that
he was an optimist. He believed that the present depression
would soon pass away and things would improve. He said

that thanks were due to Mr. Adams and his assistants for the

splendid way in which the function had been arranged. A
vote of thanks was aecorded Mr. Adams (who said that Messrs.
Gosling and Vanhisburgh were equally entitled to it), and
the three gentlemen replied briefly. An excellent concert was
given by Messrs. H. Anderson, H. Speller, J. Richards, G.
O'Hagon, Prof. Beresford, and Miss V. Stevens. Miss Kath-
leen Desmond acted as accompanist.

For Sale.—By duectiou of the Disposal Board. Messrs.
Hall, Wateridge & Owen, Ltd., will sell by auction, at the
Monkmoor Aerodrome, near Shrewsbury, machinery and
plant, electrical equipment and stores. (See our advertisement
pages to-day.)

Germany and Russian Trade.—In a recent speech at Man-
chester, Mr. Stanley Baldwin, President of the Board of

Trade, referred to the slight signs of a trade revival, and he
added the opinion that England was never in a better position

to compete with the world on fair terms, its reputation was
never better, and its prestige was never higher. The economic
reconstruction of Europe was essential to a trade revival, and
they must be piepared to face the faet of Germany once more
being a formidable competitor. He said that Russia had never
been a great market for our goods, and ventured the view,

with which we may not all readily agree, that she never would
be. In Mr. Baldwin's opinion we must be prepared to see

Germany getting the lion's share of trade in Central and
Eastern Europe. Britain's natural development lay in the
Dominions, the East and South America. Of course, we can
do little electrically in Russia at present, and Germany may
be, for various reasons, particularly favourably placed for

catering for Russia's earlier electrification requirements, but
Mr. Baldwin's official generalisation is not likely to induce
British engineering and .electrical exporters to banish Russian
possibiUties from their minds.

British Representatives in South .\frica.—The repiort of

the British Manufacturers' Representatives' Association of

South Africa (Inc.) for 1921 states that the Association has
had a very successful year despite the fact that trade conditions
had only begun to improve in the late months of the year.

There is a net increase of 45 in the membership, which is

now 401. The honorary members number a further 160.

.Additional members are wanted from reju'esentatives in South
•Africa, and honorary members from among manufacturers at

home whose support (annual subscription one guinea) is

greatly desired. The report contains particulars of a large

number of matters that have been handled by the Council of

the -Association during the year. Communications should be
addressed : P.O. Box 845, Cape Town.

Industrial Unemployment Insurance.—The Ministry of

T/abour draws the attention of employers and trade unions to

the suggestion made by the " Cieddes Committee " that out-

of-work insurance administration might be carried out by each
industry. A letter has been sent to the two parties asking
them to consider methods of dealing with unemployment in

their own trades. In the meantime, leaders of industry are
asked for suggestions for improving the present insurance
aJTangemente.

I
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Miners' Lamps.—Memorandum No. 6 of the Miners'

Lamps Committee (H.M. Stationery Office, price 9d. net) is a,

• Report on ^amp-room Organisation and the Upkeep of

Safety Lamps." The Comiliittee considers that the improve-

ment in lamp-room organisation has not kept pace with the

advance of the safety lamp. Suggestions are therefore put

forward for the better management and equipment of lamp-

rooms. Owing to the presence of acid fumes from the accu-

mulators of electric lamps, separate rooms for these lumps

and the flame tyi)es are recommended. Electric-lamp rooms

should be fire-proof, as the Committee considers that the likeli-

hood of fire is greater than with the flame type owing to the

possibility of short-circuits in the power supply. Mr. Spray,

representing the Association of Mining Electrical Engineers,

was examined with regard to the design of ai-rangements foi

the caie and maintenance of electric lamps, and an extract

from the verbatim report of proceedings is given. The statua

of tiie lamp-room staff, it is considered, should be raised, and

examinations as to fitness for the ticcupation should be made.

Other points dealt with include the hire-maintenance system

(which is considered unsatisfactory in some respects), inspec-

tion and tests, distribution and checking of lamps. &c.

Forthcoming Exhibitions.—The following exhibitions are

being organised :
—

London.—May 1st to 6th, Photographic Fair; July 3rd to

14th, London Fan- and Market.
Birmingham.—May '25th to June 3rd, Industrial and Com-

mercial Efficiency Exhibition; June 15th to aith, International

Foundry Trades Exhibition.

,
Belgium {Liege).—June and July, International Technical

Engineering Exhibition.
Brazil {Rio (1e Janeiro).—September 7th to November 15th,

Centenary Exhibition.
EsTHONiA (flfua!).-September 2nd to 11th, Agricultural and

Industrial Exhibition.
France (Paris).—April, Heating Apparatus Exhibition ; May

10th to '25th, Sample Fair.

Norway {Christiania).—April 2'2nd to May 7th, Electrical

Exhibition.
Switzerland (Bns/e).-April '22nd to May 2nd, Sample Fair.

Trieste.—May, International Sample Fair.

Submarine Accumulator Containers.—The Lorival Manu-
FACTDRING Co. (1921), LTD.. has Secured a substantial contract

from the British Admiralty for the supply of submarine accu-

mulator containers. We understand that hitherto the supply

of these articles has been, more or less, a foreign monopoly,
but there is no need for Government contracts to be placed

abroad, when English firms are capable of doing the work.

Unemployment.—During the week ended February 14th

there was a reduction of about 4,(X)0 in the number of regis-

tered unemployed, the total being 1.443,CKX). A reduction was
also apparent in the number of persons on short time claim-

ing unemployment benefit.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.—New South \Yales.—In connection with the

Work which is being carried out at the Railway Commis-
sioners' Colliery, at Mort's Galley, a large generating station

is to be erected, which will provide electricity for the various

railway centres and the towns en route.

Tasmania.—It is stated that during the last financial

year a sum of £'950, 0(X) was spent upon the hydro-electric

scheme, which has now cost f3,000,000. Parliament has
voted another £800,000 for the completion of the work, which
will make available 57,000 h.p.

—

Renter's Trade Service

(Melbourne).

Barry.—Electricity Supply Scheme.—The Town Council
has received a report from its consulting engineers, who
recommend that the scheme for a supply of electricity to the

district be proceeded with. The estimated cost of the scheme
is £20,000.

Batley.—Year's .Working.—The annual report on the elec-

tricity "undertaking for the year ended Maxch 31st, 1921,

shows a profit of £1,944.

Birmingham.—Extensions.—The electricity department
has a scheme in hand for the extension of its service in the

east and south sides of the city. It is proposed to run a high-

pressure main through various surrounding districts and to

erect transformer stations. The cost is estimated at £1(X1,000.

Bridlington.—Year's Working.—The annual report of the

electricity undertaking shows a net profit of £226.

Canada.—Development of the St. Lawrence.—The Quebec
Government has joined the body of active opponents to the
project for joint development of the St. Lawrence Eiver
above Montreal by Canada and the United States for naviga-

tion and power development purposes. The scheme has been
endorsed by an International Joint Cormnission as a means of

opening the Great Lakes to ocean traffic, but the suspicion

finds frequent expression in the Press that the development
is really for commercial interests in the United States,

—

Morning Post.

Cardiff.—Ye.mi's Working.—The annual report of the city

electricity department (engineer ; Mr. C. G. Morley New),
for the year ended March 31st, 1921, shows a total income of

£160,897, as compared with £117,626 in the previous year.

Working expenses amounted to £109,108 (£76,355) leaving a

gross profit of £51,788 (£41,271). After payment of interest,

loan charges, &c., there was a net surplus of £23,711. The
result of the previous year's working was a net profit of

£18,581.

Ceylon.—Hydro-Blkctriu Scheme.—Steps are being taken

by the Government to secure the Hardenhuish Valley, near

Watawala, 20 acres in extent, which will be utihsed as a

reservoir for hydro-electric purposes. The Government has
also approved of the Aberdeen-Laxapanagalla scheme, in

w hich two streams nill flow into the Hardenhuish Vallej

.

IM-oviding sufficient power for the generation of 2(X),00O h.p.

of electricity.

Chasetown.—Electricity in Bulk.—The Cannock Cha.-fe

Colliery Co., Ltd., has iutunated to the local Council that it

is prepared to supply electricity in bulk to Chasetown,

Chase Terraee, and Loney Hay, in the event of the local gas

company's not being able to carry out a scheme.

Continental.—Spain.—.\ concession has been granted for

the estabUshment of a plant to utiUse the water-power of

the Riofrio, near Loja, Province of Granada, for generat-

ing electrical energy for lighting and power purposes.

Cookham.—Electricity Supply.-The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned a scheme for a supply of electricity

to the district, and arrangements are being made for putting

the scheme into effect.

Croydon.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Electiicity Committee
has received sanction from the Electricity Commissioners to

the borrowing of £31,405, in respect of the balance of the

expenditure on the extension of the electricity works.

Dundee.—Grampian Scheme.—The Electricity Committee

which recently sent a deputation to meet the promoters of

the Grampian Hydro-Electric Power Co., has decided to con-

tinue negotiations with a view to a joint working arrange-

ment being arrived at.

Electricity District.—East of Scotland.—The Electricity

Commissioners have provisionally determined that the under-

mentioned area shall constitute a separate electricity district

for the pm-poses of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919—that

is to say, the county of the City of Edinburgh, the county of

Midlothian, and the county of East Lothian; so much of the

county of Linlithgow as is included in the Royal Burgh of

South Queensferi-v and the parishes of Ahercorn, Dalmeny,

Ecclesmachan, Kirkliston (part of), and Uphall ; and so much

of the county of Peebles as is included in the parishes of

Eddleston, Newlands, and West Linton. Objections or repre-

sentations and schemes for improving the existing organisa-

tion for the supply of electricity within the district should

reach the Electricity Commission not later than July 31st,

1922.

Harrogate.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Council has re-

ceived sanction to a loan of £3,250 for mains.

London.—Poplar.—The Electricity Committee has recom-

mended that the charges for electricity, which at present are

85 per cent, above pre-war rates for lighting and power, and

70 per cent, for private and domestic supplies, be reduced

to 50 per cent, above pre-war rates.

Loughborough.—Extensions.—The Electricity Commis-

-.ioners have sanctioned a loan of £147,-500 for plant, bmldmgs

and mains, and the Town Council has instructed Mr.

Wordiugham to prepare a scheme for the iustallation of plant

with a capacity of 6,000 kW.

Newark.—Bulk Supply.—An appUcation has been received

from the Town Clerk of Newark for a supply of electricity to

the distributing station in Newark, by the Lmcoln Corpora-

tion, which has replied that it is not prepared to give a supply.

Port Talbot.—Application for Order.—The Town Council

is applying for a Special Order to supply electi'icity to the

district.

Price Reductions.—Reductions in the charges for electri-

city are to be made in the following districts :—Dublin, Heb-

den Bridge, Kettering, and Rochdale.

Shrewsbury.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-

sioners have sanctioned the borrowing of £2,000 for mains

extensions in connection with the Town Council's apphcation

for £2,650, and state that they are prepared to consider the

borrowing of a further amount when the actual cost of the

extensions has been ascertained.

Skipton.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Urban Council has re-

ceived the sanction of the Electricity Coramissioners to the

boiTowing of £11.800 for mains, services, and meters.

South 'Wales.—Electrically-operated '^o'-^^e^J^,^.;^"

electi-ical scheme involving the expenditure of over ±l,0OU,OOU

has been commenced by Messrs. Cory Bros. The company is

to electrify the three collieries in Ogmore Valley, and also
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some of its pits in the Rhondda. The electrical energy, which
is to be generated at Ogmore Vale, will be distributed to the
various collieries by overhead cables. Transmission lines will

run from Ogmore Valley through the mountains for a distance

of about six miles.

Torquay.—PROPubED Sub-station.—in connection with the

agreement between the Town Coimcil and the Newton Urban
Council regarding an electrical scheme, it is proposed tu erect

a, sub-station in Upton Valley, provided the sanction of the

Town Council and the General Purposes Committee can be
obtained.

Waterford.

—

Electkiciti Supply.—The Lighting Commit-
tee has recommended the appointment of Mr. J. McEntee,
consulting engineer, to draw up a scheme for the supply of

electricity to the district.

West Ham.—Electricity Supply.—A meeting of electricity

consumers was convened by the Electricity Committee last

Tuesday to consider the position of the electricity under-
taking. In his report, the electrical engineer (Mr. F.
W. Purse) stated that during the past few years the accounts
of the department showed a deficit, which had been made
up out of the rates. He stated that the present deficit was
largely due to the recent miners' strike, which had restricted

the output of the undertaking and raised the cost of coal. In
1919, to meet the increased demand for electricity, a 20,000-k\V
set, complete with boilers and accessories, was placed on order
to replace the .5,000-kW set then in use, but owing to labour
disputes long delay had occurred in the delivery of the plant.

These circumstances had not w'arranted a reduction in the
charges for electricity. The price of coal, however, had now
been reduced by 40 per cent., and. with the prospect of the
ne^^• plant shortly being in operation, he thought he was
justified in recommending a reduction in the charges of Id.

per unit to ordinary consiuners and 1.5 per cent, to consumers
with special agreements for supply.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.

—

Victoria.—Accordmg to the Railway Gazette,

the Victorian Railway Loan Application Bill, which has
been passed by the Victorian Parliament, provides for
a sum of £2, 7 26,000 required for the vear ending Sep-
tember 30th, 1922. Of this sum i;l,000,000 will be ex-
pended on the electrification of the Melbourne suburban
railways, including the electrical equipment. Rolling-
stock, equipment, machinery ,_ and other works will absorb
£.520,0(X>; additions and improvements to permanent way and
works, ±'610,000; installation of jwwer signalUng on the
Melbourne suburban lines, ±'75,000; construction of new lines
of railway, including rolling-stock, and work in connection
therewith, and siu'veys of proposed lines, &c., ±'366,000. An
item of ±'ltK3,000 is provided for additions and extensions to
shops, sidings, machinery, and other works, including fire pro-
tection, at Newport NVorkshops. In connection with the
Melbourne suburban electrification, it is stated that ±l,U00,tltlO

has been expended up to date, and that after the ±'1.0(_lO,(.KJU

now provided in the above BOl, a further ±'1,(1X1,000 will

complete the work. L^p to the present about 75 miles of the
total 98 route-miles to be electrified has been completed.
Automatic sub-stations are to be used at several places on the
outer suburban sections.

Continental.—Switzerland.—According to the Financier,
the Federal Railway Administration has sanctioned the pro-
ject of the electrification of the Lucerne to Basle railway line
(via Olten), and a credit of 28,300,0(Xl fr. has been opened for
that pm-pose, whilst an agreement with the Bernese power
works for the supply of power for the Seherzlingen-Bei'ne line

has been accepted with certain amendments.

Doncastcr.—New Route.—The Corporation has received
sanction from the Ministry of Ti'ansport to proceed with the
construction of a loop tramway line above TralEord Street and
Factory Lane.

Halifax.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Tramways Committee has
received the sanction of the Ministry of Transport to the
bon-owing of ±4,2(X) for the laying of a double tramway
track in lieu of the existing single fine on the Queensbury
.'jcetion of the tramways.

Newcastle.—Strike.—The tramway employes are on strike
in consequence of the Corporation's decision to substitute a
48-hour for a 44-hour week.

Plymouth.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the
Cori)ijniti(jri tramway department shows a profit of ±5,573.

South^Eastern & Chatham Railway.

—

Proposed Elkctriki-
CATION.—Speaking at the annual general meeting of the South-
Eastern Railway Company on Pelu-uary 23rd. Mr. Cosmo
Bon.sor said the company had lost its short-distance Metropoli-
tan traffic, owing to the competition of trarncars and 'buses.
It was therefore imperative to combat further encroachment
ujxjn its traffic by improving the sei-vices. This could only
be done by electrification. The plans for electrifying the lines

within a radius of 20 miles from London had to be postponed
on account of the. war, and Government control had so dnmn-
ished railway credit that it was impossible to raise the
lapital for this most necessary undertaking. The company had
therefore appUed for State assistance under the Trade Facilities

Act, and the application had been favourably received. It

would be necessary to form a non-profit-making " construc-
tive " c<jinpany to earry out the work.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.

—

Wireless Service.—The Federal Parhamentary
^^'ireless Committee has concluded taking evidence with re-

gard to the proposed agreement with the Amalgamated Wire-
less Co. It is understood that some of the members of the
Committee are reluctant to recommend an expenditure of

±-500,000 on a scheme which is largely experimental.

—

Renter's
Trade Service (Melbourne).

Former German Cables.

—

Washington Conference.—The
International Conference to consider the allocation of the
former Geraian cables in the Atlantic was to meet at Washing-
ton on February 23rd. Representatives of Great Britain, the
United States, France, Italy, and Japan were to attend. The
Conference will determine the disposal of the three cables,

two of which are operated by the Fi'ench, and one by the
British. It will also ratify the allocation of the ex-German
cables in the Pacific according to the agreement, distributing

them among Japan, the United States, and the Netherlands,
reached at the recent Armament Conference at Washington.

—

HctUer's Trade Service (Washington).

Holland.

—

Wireless Telephony.—The Vazdia Press Agency
at Amsterdam began its wireless telephone news service for

the Dutch Press on February 21st. The service is carried out
on the same lines as the Bankers' Wireless Telephone Service,
which gives quotations for the StfK-k Exchange every day to
about 400 stockbrokers in Holland.

—

The Times.

Italy.

—

Private Delivery of Telegrams.—The Italian De-
partment of Posts and Telegraphs has decided to place the
delivery of telegrams and parcel post packages in the hands of

private enterprise. This department of the Government has
been running at a tremendous loss, the expenses having quad-
rupled since 1913 and an ever-increasing deficit having been
registered since 1918, says the T. & T. Age.

Switzerland.—New Marconi Co.—A Swiss Marconi Co., with
a share capital of 1,800,000 fr. (Swiss), was formed at Berne on
February 23rd. The Swiss Government has conferred on the
Swiss Mai'coni Co. the exclusive right of conducting public

wireless telegraph services between Switzerland and other
countries. The Swiss Government itself becomes a shareholder
in the new company; the majority of the shares are being
subscribed by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd., of

Ixindon. The founders .of the company include one influen-

tial Swiss group foiTued by the Agence Telegraphique Suisse,

and a second Swiss group formed by the Swiss Bank Corpora-
tion of Basle and London. The tarifif for wireless telegrams is

to be exactly the same as that for wii-e telegrams, w-hile special

facihties are aft'orded for Press telegrams.

Maitre Truessel, of Berne, formerly presiding Judge of the

High Court, has been elected chairman of the board of direc-

tors. M. Paul/Usteri, member of the Upper House of the
Swiss Federal Assembly, has been elected vice-chaiiman.

Among other members of the board are : (1) M. Furrer, direc-

tor-general of State Posts and Telegraphs in Switzerland; (2)

M. Schmidlin, managing director of the Swiss Bank Corpora-

tion ; (3) M. Chapuisat, member of the Ijegislative Assembly
and editor-in-chief of the Journal de Geneve: (4) Mr. H. W.
Allen, joint general manager of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., London. The grant of the concession was preceded
by a two years' study of the problem whether the organisation

of wiieless telegraph services should be retained under State

control or entrusted to private enterprise. The exjiert advisers

of the Swiss Government recommended private ent<?rprise. and
the Swiss Government decided accordingly, also that the co-

oiJeration of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., of London, be

seemed.

—

Heater's Trade Service (Berne). *

The Telegraph Service.—Cable Delays.-The Postmaster-

General, during the Parliamentary Debates on February "list,

explained that the delay on the Eastern Telegraph Co.'s cables

to India had been due to the large increast' of ti-atlic since the

war and the continued interruption of the land routes to India

and the Far East. To meet the pressure the Eastern Co. laid

a new line of cables between this country and Singapore in

1920, and proposed to lay another line to Singapore in the

near future. The " urgent " service was introduced as the

result of representations from the conunercial community, and
Mr. Kellaway did not think it would be in the interests of

British cable users to aboh.sh it.

—

Finaticial 7i»if.<.

Telegr,\phic Delay.—Owing to a burst water main, all tele-

graph lines between the Eastern Telegraph Co.'s office in

Electra House and the Central Telegraph Office are inteiTupted.

and heav>- delay to telegrams to and from places served by
the Eastern Co. may be expected. Every effort is being made
to restore commtmication, and the G.P.O. is giving every

assistance.
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Telephone Developments.—London-Genoa Service.—Direct
telephonic communication has been established between Lon-
don and Genoa, for the purpose ot the Genoa Conference. The
service \va.s tested on i'ebruary 'iLst with satisfactory results,

communicatiun beiujj; very distinct.

—

Hcuicr'n Trade Scruicc.

Message Recohuek.—Ihe roulscn telegraphunc, invented
man>' years agu, is a device by which a telephone message can
be impressed upon a moving steel ribbon by means of magnetic
action. When the ribbon is run through a reproducing de-

vice the message is repeated, but so feebly that the invention
was abandoned. .\ smiple instrument has recently been in-

vented by M. .\. Nasarischwitz, which makes use of thermi-
onic valves to amplify the reproduced message, savs the Haily
Mail.

United States.

—

C.^ble Station Closed.—The staff of the
Diiect Cable Co. at Rye Beach, N.H., has been trans-

ferred to New ifork and other stations of the Western Union
cable system, and the cable station has been closed indefinitely.

When the Lnglish Government purchased the direct cable
from Ballinskelligs, Ireland, to Halifax. N.S., the section from
Halifax to Rye beach, N.H., was not included.
Control ok Wireless Telephony.—President Harding re-

cently asked Mr. Hoover to call a conference of .A.rmy, Navy,
and commercial exi)erts on wireless telephony to conduct an
investigation looking toward I'estriction of the use of wireless
telephony. President Plarding was told that since the broad-
castmg of news, advertising, music, concerts, and other reports,

there had arisen the danger of interruption to the use of

the wireless telephone for pm'poses of national defence and
commercial purposes. Ihe proposed conference w'ill report,

after its investigation, to the Cabinet, from which will

emanate suggestions for enactment of legislation to control
the situation. Mr. Hoover selected February 27th as the
day on w'hich to hold the conference.

—

T. £ T. Age.

Wireless Telegraphy.—Direct Indian Service.—The Indian
Government announces, according to the Daily Express, in

reply to a question in the Legislative .\ssembly. that an Indian
financier who.se name cannot at present be disclosed, has
applied for a licence to work a direct wireless telegraph ser-

vice between India and England on the Marconi system.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of tKe Electrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.-Melbourne.—April -iOth. Electricity Commis-

sion. '2'2.0(.KI-V, three-core cable and accessories for the Mor-
well piiwer scheme. (February 24th.)

Barrow=in=Furness.—Electricity Department. Electrical
stores, meters, &c., for 12 months. Electrical engineer.

Belfast.—March 16th. Electricity Department. Six or
12 months' supply of stores, including many electrical items.
(See this issue.)

Belgium.—March 22nd. Municipal authorities of Saint
Gilles, Brussels. Supply of armoured cables for continuous
current and four tons of bare cable. Service de I'Electricite,

40. Rue de Bethleem, Samt Gilles.

March 7th. Service de I'Electricite des Batiments MOitaires.
11, Place des Gueux, Brussels. Installation of a tran.sformer
cabin at the military aeronautical establishment at Gossoncom't.

Blackpool March 16th. Electricity Committee. H.p.
switchgear and switch-room equipment for power house and
sub-stations. H.p. underground armoured three-core trans-
mission cables. (February 24th.)

March 16th. Electricity Committee. One natural draught
cooling tower. (See this issue.)

Bristol—March 17th. Docks Committee. Four 30^
cwt. movable electric jib cranes. Mr. T. A. Peace, engineer,
Bristol Docks Committee, Avonmouth Docks.

Cardiff.—March 17th. Electricity Department. One
40.(lOf)-lb. water-tube boiler with mechanical stokers and acces-
sories. (Sec this issue.)

Dublin.—.March Sth. G.N. Railway Co. (Ireland). Six
months' supply of stores, mcluding electrical fittings, lamps,
&c., electric cable and wire. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh—^March 20th. Electricity Department Auxi-
liary plant and pipework (Spec. No. 41). (February 17th.)

London.—St. Pancras.—March 7th. Electricity Depart-
ment. E.h.p. three-phase switehgear for two sub-stations.
(February 24th.)

Bermondsey.—March 9th. Board of Guardians. Six
months' supply of electric lamps. Mr. H. H. Cleeve, clerk to
the Guardians.
H.M. Office of Works.—April 12th. Supply of electrical

engineering labour in daywork in the I^eeds district. (See
this issue.)

Merthyr Tydfll—March 6th. Board of Guardians. Elec-
trical fittings for six months. F. T. James, clerk.

Rhoodda.—April 3rd. Electricity Department. Supply
of boLL^c service a.c. mett-rs. cable, joint boxes, compound,
cut-outs. ^<;c., for 12 months. (February 24th.)

Salford.— Irannvays Department. (ieneral supplies fur
six months. General manager, 32, Blackfriars Street, Salford.

Wigan.—March 13th. Electricity Department. Steam
turbine. 5.00O kW, 3-ph. alternator and exciter, and surface
condensing plant. (February 17th.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,
A'c. can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84). 3.5. Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Government Contracts.—The undermentioned Govern-

lent contracts were placed during January, 1922:—
Admiralty Contract and Purchask Department.

W.T. condensers.—Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
Electrodes.—Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd.; Ouasi-.Arc Co., Ltd.
Ebonite sheet and rod.—Nortli British Rubber' Co., Ltd.
Electric light installation, &c.—G. E. Taylor & Co., Ltd.
Lampholders, &c.— Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.; General Electric Co.,

Ltd.; W. McGcoch & Co., Ltd.; Sperryn & Co.
Switches.—Dorman & Smith, Ltd.; Veritys, Ltd.

> Water coolers.—Heenan & Froude, Ltd.
Battery accumulators, 8:c.—Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.
C<:lls, &c.—London Battery & Cable Co., Ltd.
Insulating material for W/T .ipparatus.—Micanitc & Insulators Co., Ltd.
Petrol-electric lorries.—Stevens' Petrol Electric Vehicles, Ltd.
Motors, generators, and switehgear.—Bruce, Peebles & Co., Ltd.
Motor generators, control gcaT.—Johnson & Phillips.
Motor generators, starters.—Metropplitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
Motor generators.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

War Office.

Electric cells.—Ever-Ready Co. (Great Britain), Ltd. ; General Electric Co.,
Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Electrical installations iSwitchgear for Lands End power station.—Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. Chelsea Barracks.— Drake and
Gorham, Ltd.

Crow.n Agents for the Colonies.

Electric motors, &c.—General Electric Co.,' Ltd.
Telephone line material.—Bullers, Ltd.
Transformer.—British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Wire.—Hooper's Telegraph & I.R. Works, Ltd.

.'\iR Ministry.

.Amplifiers.—Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd.
Inert batteries.—Siemens Bros " ~ " '

Condensers.—H. W. Sullivan.
AVireless switchboard.—E«skin'
Transmitters.—Johnson & Phil
Wireless valves.—General Ele.

& Co,, Ltd.

:, Heap & Co.
ips, Ltd.
trie Co., Ltd.

Telepho Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Cable Ltd.

.
General Post Office.

ratus.—British L. M. Ericsson
:ctric Co., Ltd.

Telegraph and telephone cable.—Enfield Edisw
Loading coils.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Joint-box castings.—Bailev. Pegg & Co., Ltd.

Ltd. (T. Butler & Co.'s branch).
Compound.—Dussek Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Ducts.—Donington Sanitary Pipe & Firebrick Co., Ltd.; Doulton 4 Co.,

Ltd.; Ensor & Co.. Ltd.; Hepworth Iron Co., Ltd.; J. Oakes
and Co.; G. Skey S: Co., Ltd.; Stanley Bros., Ltd.

Telephone earpieces.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Laying conduits.—The list contains the names of a large number of firms

with which contracts have been placed for laying conduits in different
parts of the country.

Telephone exchange equipment. Buxton.—Peel-Conner Telephone Works
Co.. Ltd. Sub-contractors : Tudor .Accumulator Co.. Ltd.
teries) ; Crompton & Co. (for charging sets).

H.M. Office of Works.
Engineering services.—Electric wiring .Acton offices : .Alpha Manufactur.

L'nited Steel Compa

(fo

Co. Electi Bandeath ho Griiidlay, Ross & Co., Ltd.

Burton=on°Trent.—Board of Guardians. .Accepted:

—

Installing electric light at the hospital.—Logie, .Ashmole & Co.

Johannesburg.

—

South Africa gives particulars of the tenders
received recently by the Municipality for cable. It was re-

ported to the Tramway and Lighting Committee that for the
.6 s.c. traction cable the lowest tender was that of the Griffin

Engineering Co., for cable manufactured by the .\.E.G., Ger-
many, at 13s. per yard; delivery in three months. A covering
letter stated that the cable offered was strictly in accordance
with the British engineering standards, as called for in the
specification. The second lowest tender was that of the Metro-
politan-Vickers Co., for cable manufactured by Messrs. W. T.
tjlover & Co., at 13. 96s. per yard; delivery in three-to four
weeks at works, British engineering standards guaranteed, but
prices subject to confiniiation. The third lowest tender was
that of Henley's S.A. Telegraph Works, for cable manufactured
by Henley's, England, at 14s. 75d. per yard ; delivery four
weeks at works, subject to prompt acceptance, failing which
tenderers reserved the right of adjustment in accordance with
market fluctuations of copper and lead. .As a final result, the
Town Council, on the recommendation of the Committee, ac-

cepted the following tenders:— (a) Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-
trical Co., Ltd. (most suitable) : 2.000 yards .6 square in.

single-core traction cable, at 13.96s. per yard, ±'1,.396 (firm

price, but subject to confinnation), and in the event of the
Metropolitan-Vickers Co. failing to get confirmation, that the
next lowest tender be accepted, viz.. Henley's S.-'V. Telegraph
Works. Ltd. : 2.(\T0 yards .6 square in. single-core traction

cable, at 14s. 7Jd. per yard. £1.462 10s. (h) Henley's 8.A.

Telegraph Works Co. (lowest) : 550 yards .6 by .6 square in.

concentric h.p. cable, at 23s. 9d. per yard. £6.53 2s. 6d. (firm

price, subjact to confirmation; penalty clause deleted).
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London.—L.C.C.—Highways Committee. Three water-
tube boilers, superheaters, economisers, &<:., for the Greenwich
power station :

—
Claylon & Shulilevvorlh, Ll.

Ditto (alternative offer, c. multiple retort stokers)
(Accepted)
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The OsramO.E.C. Lamp Works.—The Duke of York,

who seems to be making a speciality of visiting mdustnal

concerns, had an opportunity of gaining an idea of the con-

tinual progress that is being made in the electric lamp manu-
facturing industry when he recently visited the Osram lamp
works (proprietors : the General Electric Co., Ltd.) at Brook

Green, Hammersmith. An account of a tour of inspection

of this spacious modern lamp factory, employing over 3,000

workers, ingenious automatic machinery, and an efficient

research department, appeared in our issue of March '25th,

1921, p. 376. The factory is independent of outside aid,

which is one of the secrets of its success; every essential

to the complete lamp is produced within the range of the

G.E.C.'s activities. The accompanying illustration shows the

Prince watching the fitting of the filament-ca,rrying stems into

the glass bulbs.

The Electrical Research Association.—The annual general

meeting of the British Electrical and Alfied Industries Re-
search Association was held on February 3rd at the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers. Mr. W. 0. Smith (elected to the

chair) expressed regret at the unavoidable absence of Mr.

G. H. Wordingham and appreciation of his many services in

the past. Durmg the course of his remarks in introducing

the hrst annual report, he referred to the good work done by
some fifty committees and the indebtedness of members to

those gentlemen who gave so much of theii- time to this ser-

vice, ill". D. N. Dunlop, in seconding the adoption of the

report, referred to Mr. Wordingham's indefatigable interest

and assistance in all the work of the Association, and the in-

debtedness of members to those firms who had allowed mem-
bers of their staffs to give so much time to the work of the

Association. He mentioned Mr. A. E. Everest in particular,

without whose help the B.E.A.M.A. Research Committee
would have laboured under great disadvantages. Whilst a

good beginning had been made and the manufacturers had
agreed iu a pubUc-spirited way to find £8,000 per annum for

co-operative research for five years for the benefit of all con-

cerned with the electrical industry, it was becoming exceed-

ingly difficult to find money for such purposes whilst orders

were being placed with foreign competitors. He thought that

purchasers did not properly appreciate what manufacturers
were doing to advance the common interests and how difficult

the position was, due to the conditions of international ex-
change and foreign competition. Mr. C. P. Sparks expressed
appreciation of the continuous services of the Finance Com-
mittee, of which Mr. \V. O. Smith was chairman, and of the
invaluable assistance of the B.E.A.M.A. in finding the sinews
of war, and the per.'Mjnal services of Mr. D. N. Dunlop in

establishing the Association.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—The next smoking concert
(the last of the season) will be held in the Great HaU, Cannon
Street Hotel, London, E.G., on Friday, March 10th, com-
mencing at 8 p.m. The artistes will be :—Miss Olive Sturgess.
soprano; Mr. Oswald Eippon, tenor; Mr. Joseph Farrington,
baritone; Mr. Albert Sammons, violin; Mr. George Ellis,

entertainer; Mr. Selwyn Driver, entertainer; Mr. Bernard
Flanders, A.R.A.M., solo pianoforte and accompanist.

Engineering Golfing Society.—This Society held its

thirteenth annual general meeting on February SSrd at the

Institution of Civil Engineers, by permission of the Council of

the Institution, the retiring captain, Mr. E. \V. Timmis, pre-

sidmg. The annual report and accounts for 19-21 were pre-

sented, showing a satisfactory increase in membership and a

favourable financial position. The following were elected as

office bearers for 1922 :

—

President : Sir Alexander B. W. Kennedy.
Vice-presidents : Messrs. D. A. Stevenson, E. L. Mansergh,

F. J. Walker, S. Price-WilUams, G. Midgley Taylor, and W.
H. Shortt.

Captain : Mr. K. A. Wolfe Barry.

Honorary Secretary : Mr. W. L. Mansergh, 5, Victoria

Street, S.W.I.
Honorary Treasui-er : Mr. S. E. Lowcock.
Honorary Auditor : Mr. S. C. Lewis.

Members of Committee; Messrs. H. G. Hale. B. J. llall.

C. H. Hayward, R. J. M. Inglis. E. C. MacKeller, J. K.

Sharman, G. M. C. Taylor, E. W. Timmis, and A. Valon.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— 1nfobm.4L Meetings.

—The annual smoking concert of the Section was held on
February 27th. A large company of members and guests

gathered in the Stephenson Room at the Engineers' Club.

London, under the chairmanship of Mr. W. E. Warrilow, who
was supported by members of the committee, and a most
cheery evening was spent. A good musical programme had
lieen arranged, and altogether the function proved to be very

successful.

Conversazione.—The annual conversazione will be held at

the Natural History Museum, South Kensington, S.W., on
ihursday, June 29th, 1922.

AssocuTE Membership Examin.^tion.—Provided that a suffi-

cient nmnber of candidates make application, it is proposed

to hold the Associate Membership examination in London and
at other places (at home and abroad) in April next. Parti-

culars are obtainable from the secretary of the Institution.

Irish Centre.—Sir Jahn P. Griffith, proposing the toast of
" The Electrical Engineers " at a dinner of the Irisli Centre
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, in Dublin, expressed

a hope that the work before them under the new Government
and the new conditions in Ireland would be profitable, not

only to themselves but to the country. He trusted there would
be some federation of their difierent societies to operate for

the common good.
Replying, Mr. R. N. Flaton, who presided alluded to the

progress of the Institution, mentioning that they were willing

and anxious to help the Irish Government in every way they

possibly could, more especially in connection with industrial

development and utdisation of the power resources of Ii'eland.

They believed Ireland was at the dawn of a new era of pros-

perity, and that many useful and important power schemes
would materialise.

Mr. Darrell Figgis, who responded to the toast of " The
Guests," spoke as one who had had much to do with inquulng
into and reporting to the Dail Eii-eann (National Assembly) on
Irish resources, and said the agents of thi'ee large capitalist

concerns were anxious to secure sites from which power might
be developed. They had an opportunity now .such as was
never placed before any other counti-}'. and they must leam
from the mistakes that other countries had made.
North-Western Centre.—^The Council of the Institution has

acceded to a request from the above Centre for it to extend
so as to include the counties of Carnarvon, Denbigh.
Merioneth, Montgomery, the remainder of the County of Flint

(part of which is ah-eady in the Centre), and the Island of

Anglesea.
Korth-Eastern Centre.—A meeting of members of the

North-Eastern Centre was held on Febmary 20th at Newcaetle-
on-Tj-ne, when a display of kinematograph films of switchgear.

telephones, and the audion was given. A further film sent by
the General Electric Co. illustrating the use of electricity in

the home concluded the demonstration.
Liverpool Sdb-Centre.—Dr. S. S. Richardson read a paper

on " An Oscillograph Investigation of the Gulstad Relay
"

before the Sub-Centre on Febraary 20th. The reading of the
paper was illustrated by lantern slides of oscillograms and
details of circuits. Dr. Eichardson also exhibited and operated
a Gulstad relay, and a new fonn of frequency meter, both of

which were very much appreciated. Dr. Marchant pointed
out that it was 04 years since the Gulstad relay was invented,

but due to the goodwill on the part of the inventor it had
never been patented, and in consequence of thit?. he thought,
manufacturers had been rather reticent in developing the

relay until more recent times.

Electrical Society of Glasgow.—The draft constitution of

the new Electriail Society of Glasgow was presented to a
meeting of the members last week. Mr. E, A. Ure, chairman
of the (jlasgow Branch of the Electrical Conti'actors' .Asso-

ciation, presided over a large attendance. After discussion,

the constitution was approved. It is intended that the

society shall be representative of electrical contractors,

.supply authorities, manufacturers, factors, and consulting

engineers, and will serve a useful purpose in co-ordinating

the efiforts of the various branches of electrical engineering

in the progressive development of the industry as a whole.
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Hdinburgh Electrical Society.—At the meeting held on
February J4th Mr. D. S. Munr'o presided, and a paper en-

titled " Some Experiments on Sound Detection," was read

by Mr. Basil Pilkington, F.E.S.E. The lecturer, after re-

marks on the nature of sound waves and their transmission

through different media, illustrated these l.iy demonsti-ation.

The paj)er dealt in detail with various methods of detecting

the presence and direction of aircraft and submarines, and
the author described his own researches and experiences in

these fields during war time. "Several receivers, of Mr.
Pilkington's own invention, for .submarine and other purposes,

were exhibited to the members.
Chelmsford Engineering Society.—On February 16th, a

paper wa.s read by Mr. C. H. Ford, A.M.I.E.E., on ' High-
iipeed Wireless Telegraphy." The present type of wii-eless plant

was fully explained, and it was shown how at the present

time messages were sent from London via Clifden in Ireland to

Glace Bay in Canada and then relayed on to the big towns in

Canada, at the same time as messages were sent from Canada
to England at a rate of 80 words l^er minute.

Greenock Association of Electrical Engineers.—At a meet-
ing held on Febi^uary 'iind, Mr. A. D. Cook, Greenock, in a
paper entitled " A Talk on Alteiuating CuiTents," skilfully led

his audience through the fundamental x)rinciples of the theory
of alternating currents. The appreciation of Mr. Cook's paper
was such that he was conlially invited to continue his paper
at an early date.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

Mr. Arthur W. Cox, A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed
General Manager of Messi's. L. Weeks, Ltd., of Luton.
The .Postmaster-General has appointed ISli: E. A. Frakci.s,

principal clerk in the secretary's office, London, to be assist-

ant secretary of the Post Office. Mr. \\'. E. Birch.^ll, clerk.

Class 1 (1st Division Establishment), succeeds Mr. Francis as

principal clerk. Mr. W. B. Jewell, superintendent of tele-

graphs, Manchester, has been appointed to be chief Superin-

tendent of telegraphs.

Mr. Frank Wright, A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed chief

electrical engineer to Messrs. Matthews & Yates, Ltd., in

succession to Mr. Wm. Inglis, A.M.I.E.E., who now repre-

sents Messrs Laurence Scott.& Co., Ltd., in the Lancashire
area.

, On the adoption by the Dublin Corporation of the Electri-

city Committee's report upon the retirement of Mr. Frederick
J. Allan, secretary of the committee, it was stated that since

his release from Ballykinlar Camp, Co. Down, where he had
l>een interned as a political suspect, Mr. Allan had repre-

sented that changes had been made in relation to his duties,

which made his position an ornamental one, and he, there-

fore, declined to draw the salary attached to it. He had 21

years' service.

Mr. W. Burrows, of the British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd., was, last week, presented with a ca.se of cutlery

bv the office staff, on the occasion of his marriage.

"Mr. Ronald Grierson, A.M.I.E.E., A.M.LMech.E., for

twelve-and-a-half years chief electrical and mechanical engi-

neer to Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd. and its a.s-

sociated Companies, has resigned his appointment in order to

take an active interest in a new contracting firm, details of

which will be available shortly. In the meantime, manufac-
turers of cables, conduit, motors, switchgear, fittings, &c.,

desu'ing to get into touch with Mr. Grierson, should address
correspondence, c/o. 197, Wardour Street, London, W.l.
'Phone : Regent 2226.

Mr. Frederick M. West has resigned his position as man-
.ager and director of the A. & A. Electrical Co., Ltd.,

in order to take up the position of managing director of

The London Factors & Agents, T;td., 38 & 89, Parliament
Street, S.W.I. last year Mr. West acted for a time as
chaimian of the Lamp Importers' Committee of the Elec-

trical Traders' Association, Ijondon Chamber of Commerce.
The Salford Corporation Electricity Conunittee recommends

that the resignation of Mr. J. A. Rorert.son, borough elec-

trical engineei', who is setting up in practice as a consult-
ing engineer, be accepted, and that for a period of five years,

from April 1st. 1922. he he appointed consulting engineer
with certain dutie.s as to .staff supervision, &c.. at a retaining
fee of d650O per annum, and travelling expenses. Also that
Mr. Robertson be retained to supervise the construction of

the propo-sed new generating station at .Vgecroft and
transmission lines therefrom to Fi-ederick Road Station.
at a fee of £2 jjer cent, upon the total cost theerof,

and travelling expenses. Mr. E. H. L. Dickson, deputv
borough electrical engineer, is to be appointed resident engi-

neer of the existing electricity undertaking of the Corpora-
tion, at a salary of ;£70fl per annunfi, rising to .£750 per annum.
Mr. .1. CoLlNGE, works superintendent, is to be appointed
chief constructional and works engineer at ffi.50 per annum

;

Mr. L. Romero, mains engineer, is to be appointed distribu-

tion superintendent, at ^650 vei ajinum; Mr. W. Mawdsley,
constructional draughtsman, is to be appointed Chief Con-
constructional draughtsman, at ±'-150 per annum; Mr. H. M.
Crosi'IELD, chief clerk, is to be appointed chief commercial
assistant, at i'3.50 per annum, plus the Civil Service scale

of war bonus; and Mr. F. V.^lentine, borough electrical en-
gineer's secretary, is to be appointed secretary to aU the
before-mentioned engineers, and have charge of all the cor-

respondence of the electricity undertaking of the Corpora-
tion, at i'300 per annum, plus the Civil Service Scale of War
Bonus.
With reference to the announcement made here several

weeks ago, the Manchester Corporation has now accepted the

resignation of Mr. J. M. McElroy, the tramway manager,
his health having failed as the result of the strain of the last

few years. The chief accountant of the department, Mr.
James Wood, who has been Mr. McElroy's assistant for the

last eight years, and has been connected with the Manchester
system for 22 years, has also resigned for a similar reason.

The Hereford Council received 135 applications for the post

of chief electi-ical engineer, and has appointed Mr. James
Makin, chief electrical engineer, Bexley, and engineer and
general manager of the Bexley Council tramway- and Dartford
light railway joint undertaking.

Obituary.

—

Herr Reinhard MANNESMANN.^Berlin Press
dispatches report the death of Reinhard Mannesinann, the head
of the Mannesmann tube works.
Dr. J. J. Sulzer-Imhoof.—Tlie death is announced from

Zurich, at the age of 66 years, of Dr. J. J. Sulzer-Imhoof, the
senior member of the well-known engineering firm of Sulzer

Gebnider, of Winterthur, Switzerland, and a son of the foun-
der of the concern.

Mr. Druitt Halpin.—We regret to read in The Times'
" Deaths " column that Mr. Druitt Halpin, M.Inst.CE..
M.I.Mech.E.. pase,sd away at Gunner.sbury on February 27th

after « long illness. Mr. Halpin was the inventor of the

thermal storage system which was employed at the Shoreditch
electricity works and elsewhere, and formed the subject of so

much discussion many years ago.

Mr. Randall B. Slacke.—As we go to pre.ss we learn, with
great regret, of the accidental death of Mr. R. B. Slacke,

M.I.E.E., whilst hunting, on Wednesday last.

Will The late Sir Csarles Albert Kino, formerly Comp-
troller and accountant-general of the Post Office, left ^3,398

gross.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Foundation Co.—The Foundation C^o., Ltd., has been
registered as a *' private " company, with a nominal capital of £250,000 in

£1 shares (150,000 « per cent, cumulative preference and 100,000 ordinary).

The objects aic ; To acquire, upon the terms of an agreement with the

Foundation Co., of New York, tlie gotxiwill and rights referred to therein:

to acquire, rent, build, improve, work or control in any part of the world
works and conveniences of all kinds, including roads, railways, tramways, docks,

harbours, piers, wharves, canals, reservoirs, bridges, irrigation, tiydraulic,

electric, gas, drainage, engineering and improvement works, cables, flour, grain,

saw, paper, pulp and crushing mills, boxmaking and printing worlis, foundries,

bakeries, carrying or transport undertakings, hotels, ships, lighters, news-
paper and other publications, breweries, public and private buildings, resi-

dences, places of amusement and recreation, and to carry on the business

of electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, and general engineers and contractors,

manufacturers of and dealers in machinery, apparatus, vehicles, engines,

aircraft, tools and appliances, chemists, druggists, manufacturers of .ind

dealers in chemicals, bankers, capitalists, financiers, and merchants, &c. The
subscribers (each w ith one share) are : F. D. Billett, 2. Bond Court, Walbrook.
E.C.4, clerk; W. ]. Hill, 2, Bond Court, Walbrook. E.C.4. clerk. The direc-

tors are to be nominated by the vendors to and promoters of the company, and
they are authorised to act as directors for acquiring, on behalf of the companv
from the above-mentioned company, the goodwill and rights referred to in the

said agreement, and, inter alia, of making all payments thereunder and
the allotment as fully paid the 100,000 ordinary shares referred to therein. The
first directors are not named. Remuneration (except that of a director, whose
remuneration is to be fixed by agreement). £500 each per annum (chairman.

i'750). The net profits available for distribution, after providing for dividend on
the shares ranking in priority to the participating preference shares and afi.-r

setting aside sums for reserves or contingencies or to carry forward to ih.-

next year, as the directors may think advisable, shall be applied (1) with pax -

ing 8 per cent, dividend on the cumulative preference shares; (2) in carrying
5Q per cent, of the remainder to a special reserve fund called the *' Participating

Preference Shareholders' Reserve Fund" until the amount reaches £100,000;
and (3) the other 50 per cent, in paying an 8 pt^r cent, non-cumulative divi-

dend on the ordinary shares and thereafter in paying further dividends on
the preference and ordinary shares as though they were of one class. The
sums borrowed by the directors and outstanding sfiall not exceed the amount
of the nominal capita] without the sanction of a general meaning. The regis-

tered office is at Windsor House, Kingsway, W.C. The file number is 179,870.

Brasse, Ltd. (179,842).—Private companv. Registered
February 2Ist. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. To acquire the business carrie<l

on by E. P. Brasse, anci to carry on the business of electrical, cable, and
surgical instrument manufacturers, druggists' sundriesmen, electrical engi-

neers, metal workers, &c. The first directors are : E. P. Brasse, 6, The Haw-
thorns, Church End, Finchlev, N. (permanent); E. W. Brasse, 6. The Haw-
thorns, Church End, Finchlev, N. Qualification (except original direcloi^). 100
shares. Remuneration as fixed bv the Board. Registered office : Calvert Works,
South Tottenham. N.

Trackless Cars, Ltd. (179,860).—Private company. Regis-
tered February 2Ist. Capital. £10.000 in fl shares. To adopt an agreement
with C;. A. Bishop and R. A. Ch.adwick, and to manufacture and deal in

.lectric trackless or railless trams, cars, and trolley cars, and omnibuses and
their component parts, &c. The first directors are ; G. A. Bishop, " Kenney-
thorpc," 337, Roundhav Road. Leeds, engineer: G. H. Kitson, '* Weetwood
Croft," Leeds, engineer'; H. E. Catton, 1. Wctherby Ro.ad, Roundhay, Leeds,
/.teel manufacturer; T. F. Braine. ** Donisthoroe." Vloortown. Leeds, engineer:
H. England, R. A. Chadwick, E. W. Campbell. W. H. Turner, R. Blackburn.
and J. Wright, no addresses given Qualification. t2M. Remuneration not

more than £360 per annum, divided between them. Secretary: J. Eagleton.
Registered office : Hepworth's Chambers, 142, Briggate, Leeds.
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James Moores & Co. (Sundries), Ltd. (179,790).—Private
company. Registered February 18th. Capital, fS.UOO in £1 shares. To ac-

quire the business carried on by J. Moores at 14, Ridgefield, John Dalton

street, Manchester, as " James Moores & Co.," and to carry on the busii.^ss

ol manufacturers of, dealers in and/or agents for electric lamps, accessories,

cables, wires, fiexibles, and glassware for electrical, gas, lighting, and other

purposes, engineering sundries, rubber, balata, vegetable and mineral oils,

vegetable nuts, copra, beer, stout, spirits, wihes, and any other alcoholic and

non-alcoholic beverages, vulcanisers for motor-cars, cycles, and transport

waggons, brushes, 8:c. The first directors are; J. Moores, 14, Ridgefield, John

Dalton Street. Manchester; Dr. R. H. King, 11. Egmont Road. Sutton, Surrey,

life directors; J. Higginbotham, "Mark Beech." Sutton, Surrey; V. Moores,

14, Ridgefield, John Dalton Street, Manchester. The two first-named are

managing directors for three years, with £416 per annum as remuneration,

provided that the said Dr. R. H. King shall not be entitled to any remunera-

tion as managing director until he becomes actively engaged in the business.

Dr. R. H. King has the right to nominate .M. R. King as a director.

Qualification, £100. Remuneration as fixed bv the companv. Registered office:

14, Ridgefield. John Dalton Street, Manchester.

Reynard Electrical Co., Ltd. (179,910).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 23rd. Capital,. £500 in £1 shares. To carry

on the business of manufacturers, importers, and exporters of, agents for and

dealers in lamps, brackets, shades, connections, switches, ceiling roses, plugs,

cable, conduit motors, and all electrical apparatus and accessories, &c. The
directors are: J. Cowan. " Brownhill." Dobcross, Yorks. (chairman); VV. J.

R. Fox. 130. Stamford Street, Brook's Bar. Manchester (both partners in

Cowan Si Fo.x). Registered office : Dickinson .Street, Manchester.

Cardiff Electrical Repairs, Ltd. (179,894).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 23rd. Capital. £1.000 in £1 shares. To take

mer the business of electrical and mechanical engineers carried on by

E. A. Waugh and T. Richmond at Northcoto Lane. Cardiff, as the " Cardiff

Electrical Repairs Co.," and to carry on the business of electrical, mechanical,

motor, and general engineers and contractors, manufacturers, repairers, fitters,

ters and decorators of motor-cars, &c. The permanent directors are : E. A.

gh 26, Gordon Road. Cardiff; T. Richmond, 110, Claude Road. Cardiff.

Qualification, £100. Remuneration, £50 per annum, divided between them.
Manager: E. A. Waugh. Solicitor: T. J. Shackell, 2, Church Street, Cardiff.

National Signs, Ltd. (179,824).—Private company. Re-
gistered February 20th. Capital, £42,000 in £1 shares. To acquire the busi-

ness of National Signs, Ltd. (in liquidation), to adopt an agreement with the

said old company and W. H. Worrall (its liquidator), and to carry on the

business of electrical and illuminated sign manufacturers, glass process

workers, manufacturers of and dealers in advertising and other signs and
novelties, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : W. H. Worrall,

1. Gordon Road, Ilford, incorporated accountant; H. H. Scott, 46. Hilldrop

Road. N.7 engineer; G. M. Scott. 62. Ramsett Road, Tottenham, N.17, manu-
facturer. H. H. Scott is to. be chairman of directors. Qualification, £100.

Remuneration, £150 each per annum. Registered office ; Factory Lane, High
Road, Tottenham, ,N'.

Townson & Chadwick, Ltd. (179,798).—Private company.
Registered February 18th. Capital, £5,500 in £1 shares. To take over the

business of an electrician and general engineer carried on by E. Townson at

Bark Street, Bolton, as " Townson & Chadwick," and to carry on the

same and the business of founders, manufacturers of and dealers in ma-
chinery, armature winders, gas engine and motor engineers, garage pro-

prietors, &c. The first directors are: E. Townson, 7, Bank Parade, Preston;

J. W. Telford, 12, Rock Avenue, Bolton. Qualification, £100. Remuneration.
£10 each per annum (chairman £50). Secretary : J. S. Holt. Registered
office : 118. Bark Street, Bolton.

??;

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Boulton Magnetos, Ltd.—Particulars of .£800 debentures,
authorised January 31st, 1922. Whole amount issued; charged on the com-
pany's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital

(if iny).

Projector Publicity Co., Ltd.—Debenture dated February
8th. 1022, to secure £200, charged on the company's undertaking and pru'-

perty pr.sent and future, including uncalled capital. Holder : Mrs. B. Cohen,
121,' Grosvenor Road, Canonbury, N.6.

Electric Brass Wares, Ltd.—Particulars of ^6500 deben-
tures, authorised February 1st, 1922. Whole amount issued; charged on the

company's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled
capital.'

J. H. McBean, Ltd.—Debenture, charged on the com-
panv 's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital

(if any), dated I-'ebruarv 17th,' 1922, to secure all moneys due or to become
due from companv to N. P. and O. B., of England, not exceeding £1,000.

British Mica Co., Ltd.—Issue on July 7th, 1921, of ,£800
debenture '5, part of a scries already registered.

CITY NOTES.

Yorkshire
Electric

Power Co.

Mb. a. G. Ldpton presided at the annual
meeting of shareholders, held in Leeds on
February '21st. In presenting the accounts
and the report (which was abstracted in

our issue of February 17th), the chairman
eaid that the year under review had been a difficult one
not only on account of the three months' coal strike, but also

owing to the after-effects of the war. Nevertheless a slight

improvement had occurred, and he believed that throughout
the company's district the bottom of depression had been
touched, and he looked forward to a gradual decrease of unem-
ployment and a retui'n to prosjjerity. During the mining dis-

pute the supply had been maintained, although this involved
the replenishment of stocks with high-priced coal. In spite of

industrial depres.sion the 'output of energy was at about the
same level as in the previous year, which showed a great
increase upon the company's previous records. Their charges
being arranged according to a sliding scale, the decreasee which
had taken place in coal prices had reflected upon the amount
of revenue. The reduction in working expenses had, how-
ever, more than compensated for the decreased income enabling

the dividend of 8 per cent, on the ordinary shares to be main-
tained, after paying interest on an increased capital, and
enabhng a sligbtly larger amount to be carried forward. The
speaker referred to the sanction given in February, 1921, to

tiie issue of i;l30,UOO debenture stock. Permission was now
being asked to issue 111,672 6 per cent, cumulative preference

shares of Ho each ; and to promote a Bill in Parliament con-

verting both the ordinary and preference shares into shares of

£1 denommation, and increasing the capital from £'2,,iMJ[),(.W

to f4,0UU,0UU with increased borrowing powers. Mr. Lupton
refen-ed to the Electricity Commissioners' inquii'y into elec-

tricity supply in the Au'e and Ualder district, and said he was
confident that a .satisfactory arrangement would be arrived at

between the municipalities concerned and the company. The
growth of the undertaking had necessitated the erection of a-

new station at Ferrybridge and the laying of new mains; he
reminded the shareholders that, whereas the company's
revenue in 1905 was only i;l,00O. in the past year it was nearly

£370,000. The company now had HO miles of mains. At a
subsequent meeting the powers asked for by the directors were
approved by the shareholders.

The dii'ectors state that the capital ex-

Metropolitan penditure during 1921 was £234,356. The
Electric Supply gross revenue was £-538,470, an increase of

Co., LtQ. £'21,876. The working expenses were
£329,291, an increase of £10,653. £94,892

has been put to the depreciation and reserve account, making
£709,892, from which there has been deducted £49,892, being
the discount and expenses of the issue of £500,000 !i per
cent, extension debenture stock made during the year, leaving
a balance of £660,000. There is carried to the credit of net
revenue account £114, '287, which, together with the balance
brought forward and interest and dividends on investments,
makes a total of £149,184. After deducting interest on de-
benture stocks, interest on loans and dividend on preference
shares, there remains £73,609. The directors recommend a
further dividend of 5s. per .share on the ordinary shares (being
at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum), making a total of

7s. per share, or 7 per cent, for the year. £3,609 remains to
be carried forward. An issue of £.500,000 7i per cent, ex-
ten.sion debenture stock, made last May, was largely over-

subscribed.
New connections, representing 4,277. k'W, were added,

making the total 33,077 kW. The erection of the additional
'2O,0OfJ-kW plant at Willesdcii is proceeding satisfactorily, and
the trunk mains to link up with the generating stajtion at

Uxbi'idge have been laid. It is expected that the first unit
of the new plant will be put into operation in June next,
and the whole scheme completed before the end of the year.

'VV'ith regard to the inquiry held by the Electricity Commis-
sioners on schemes submitted, the Conunissioners have made
a report, indicating the lines on which a scheme will be
framed, but neither the London Electricity Joint Committee,
19'20, Ltd., nor this company is satisfied with their sugges-
tions. -Any scheme will need to be carefully considered, and
the board will not assent to any scheme until it has been
approved by the shareholders. Meeting : March 7th.

At the annual meeting on February 24th.

Fife Tramway, Mr. William Low, who presided, referred

Light asd to the disastrous effect of the coal strike.

Power Co. and added that other reasons for present-

day trade conditions were uneconomic
wages forced upon industry and the inability of foreign pur-

chasers to buy British-made goods owing to high costs and
adverse rates of exchange. Fortunately, labour and other

costs were now on the downward grade, and with the recent

reduction in the Bank rate, and with such relief in taxation

as could be obtained through the exercise of strict economy
on the part of Imperial and local government, industry should

revive. Although the power and light output was less than
in the preceding year, the business had continued to expand.

The number of consumers connected was 3,.3'27, as compared
with 2.9.55 for 19'20. The extensions to plant and cables had
now been completed, with the exception of trivial details.

Should the hoped-for trade revival take place, there should

be a marked increase in earnings in view of the increased busi-

ness connected to the company'.s system, the fall in cost of coal

and wages, together with the economy which would accrue

from the operation of the new plant.

At the annual meeting on Monday. Mr.

South Metro. H. St. John Winkworth gave figures indi-

politan Electric eating the progress made during the last

Light & Power five years. In 1921 the total h.p. connected

Co., Ltd. was 32,387, as compared with 21,411 in

1916. and the number of customers 8.489,

as compared w-ith 6.985, while the net revenue had increased

from £.50,.509 to £100,315. By means of modern equipment

they were able to keep the cost of production down to the

minimum possible in present-day conditions and so to offer

favourable terms for power, lighting and domestic supplies.

This had had the effect of stimulating the demand for supply,

and there was every indication of increa.sed business for the

current year. The energy sold to the larger works and fac-

tories w-as less than in the previous year, owing to the depres-

sion in industry. With a. revival in trade they might confidently

look for a considerable extension in their sales from this
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branch of the business. The speaker referred to the extended
use of shop lighting and private house consumption, due to

the removal ot restrictions and the satisfaction of consumers.
The gross receipts from all sources in 19il were i''il6,808, com-
pared ^'ith i;iy9.037 in 19'2(), and the total expenditure was
£116,493, compared with ±'116,216, representing a ratio of cost

to gross receipts of 54 per cent., as against 58 per cent. The
net revenue of ±100,315, compared with ±8'2,8'Zl in 1920. It

was difficult to forecast results for 1922, but the position up
to the present had been well maintained. The power sold for

the month of January showed an increase over last year, while
there was a. reduction in the coal consumed, and the price

w'as, on the average, lower.

W. T. Henley's The report for 1921 shows that a profit

Telegraph of ±263,079 was made. Directors' and
Works wo., Ctd. auditors' fe«s, debenture interest, and

amount written oil for depreciation on
buildings, machinery, &c., together absorb

±38,339, leaving ±224.740, plus ±183,538 brought for

ward, and reserve against Government loans and trustee

securities written back. ±7.559. making a total of ±415,837.
PYom this the following are deducted : Income tax,

±26.'214; transferred to reserve account, ±32.879; dividend
on preference shares, ±9,000; interim dividend on ordinary
shares, ±32,500; leaving an available balance of ±325,244.
The dii-ectors recommend the payment of a final dividend on
the ordinary shares of 2s. per share, less income tax, making
3s. for the year ; this will require ±65,000, leaving to be
carried forward ±260,244. Provision has been made in the
accounts in respect of the Uability for Corporation profits tax
to the end of 1921. ±27,121, being the premium of 4s. per
.shai-e on 250,000 ordinary shares issued during the year, less

the expenses of the issue, has been transferred to reserve
account. The capital of Henley's Tyre & Rubber Co., Ltd..
was, in the early part of the year, increased from ±200,000 to
±250,0t)0. There has since been great depression in the tire

business, but the company has maintained its position in the
trade, and is ready to take advantage of any retiun of
prosperity. Meeting, March 3rd.

1'he net profit for 1921, after payment
Electrical of interest, was ±8,086, against ±5,426 for

Distribution of 1920. Including the balance of ±1,570
Yorkshire. Ltd. brought forward, tlie total was ±9,656,

against ±6,579 for 1920. The dividend tor
the year is 6 per cent, tree of tax. ±2,000 is put to reserve
(making it ±10,000), and ±2,934 is to be carried forwai-d. The
demands for hghting, heating and power continue to grow,
and substantial exten.sions to mains have been mad\ The
Minister of Ti-ansport has made an order authorising the com-
pany to proceed with the supply of electricity in the districts
of Selby. Stanley, Featherstone, Garforth, Horbury, ()tley,

Penistone and Rawdon, and the order now awaits confu'ma-
tion by Parliament. Applications have been made by the
company for powers to supply electricity in other districts
in the West Riding. The Electricity Commissioners have
publi.=i'ied their preliminary conclusions as the result of their
inquiry respecting the Aire and Calder district. The con-
clusions do not affect the company's powers of supply. During
the year applications were received for 13,234 ordinary
shares of ±1 each, bringing up the issued share capital to
±83.234. At extraordinary general meetings held on February
22nd and March ]5th. 1921. a special resolution was passed
and confirmed increasing the nominal capital of the company
from ±100,000 to ±1.50,000.

The capital expended during 1921 was
Netting Hill ±14,916. The connected load advanced

Electric from 10,035 kW to 10,929 k\V. The con-
Lighting Co., .'umers number 6.245. The available profit

Ltd. is ±41,866. out of which ±3.000 is put to
depreciation, renew^als. and reserve, ±3.000

to special reserve, ±6.470 is required for income tax. and
±1.118 for E.P.D.. and other sums are absorbed by the de-
lienture interest and otlier charges. After paying the
preference dividend (6 per cent, less tax) and distributing
£518 to >itaff under the co-partnership scheme. 8s. per share,
free of tax. is to be paid on the ordinai'y .shares, leaving
±3.920 to be carried forward. The local rates have increased
from ±3.0,30 in 1914 to £7.400 in 1921. and the income tax
from ±1,.500 to ±6.470. Tliese charges are equivalent to more
than a penny jjer unit .sold. The report briefly refers to the
Electricity Supply Bill and the inquiry held by the Elec-
tricity Cdinmissioners.
Two new .5(.X)-kW rotary converters have beau installed.

With the exception of ±1.350 received in the year 1911 on
t;he re-arrangement of the shares, the company has raised no
new capital for nearly 20 years, although during that period
±75.000 has been expended on capital account. This year,
however, it was found necessary to raise funds to meet the
cost of extensions, and in December ±25.000 of notes bearing
H ripr cent, interest, redeemable at the expiration of seven
years, were is.sued at par. Units generated or purchased,
I.n.';0,.-,.'^7; total sold. .3.201.596. Meeting, March 7th.

Mr. T.. E. M.\TnKR. presiding at the an.
Mather and nnal meeting on Monday nt Mnnchester,
Piatt, Ltd. said that thcv were able to pay the same

dividend as for the previous year and to
Inrjjely increase the eapy forward, becayse of the large increiJse

in turnover and because of the profit on the large amount of
work in progress brought in from the prewous year. The
percentage ot profit on turnover m 1921 actually was slightly
less than m 1920. The increased turnover was made possible
by their new extensions with their increased tool capacity,
which were completed in time to augment their output con-
siderably. Thus they were able to make dehveries before
selling prices had lallen or then- stocl£s nad depreciated to any
serious extent. They were not carrying forward to the current
year so large a volume of worK m liand as they did a year
ago, and the value was also reduced by the lower prices now
ruling.

Ihe speaker referred with deep regret to the death of Dr.
Edward Hopkinson. who had had altogether nearly 40 years'
service witn Mather & Piatt. This time last year he
uas able to report that they had more men employed in their
shops than ever before, ile result ot that happy state of
ati'airs was shown in the results of the year, but for the last
tew months they, too, had been feeling the trade depression.
Then' output per man was decidedly increased over that of the
preceding year, and although this was to some extent due
to the more settled condition of labour, he considered that
the system of payment by results which they adopted
wherever possible had contributed also to this result. The
speaker referred to the threatened lock-out in the engineer-
mg trade, and earnestly hoped that agreement might still be
possible on a principle that all employers considered vital.

Turning to the future prospects, he said that they were
obtaining their share of such home contracts as were being
placed, but they were not extensive. In France, where they
bad now established their own French company for sales
purposes, business was affected adversely by the rate of ex-
change, causing their former customers to await improve-
ment, or sometimes even to accept the tempting otters of

German firms. Russia was still a closed book, and would
remain so until the (Jovernment there adopted a sound policy
which would attract traders and provide something to ex-
change other than useless paper. In India they had made
good progress with Government departments, native firms,

and British traders. The present unrest had, of coirrse,

affected trade, but India, being made up of so many races, led
one to feel convinced that united action was impossible, ex-
cept on constitutional lines in accord with the best form of

Indian patriotism. They had also w'ork in their shops from
other important countries such as Italy, Egypt, China, Japan,
Brazil, Scandinavia, and Canada.

On February 23rd Lord Ashfield presided
London over meetings of the shareholders of the

Underground foui- electric railway companies and the
Railways. L.G.O.C., forming the Underground group.

His remarks at each of the meetings are

briefly summarised below.
Metropolitan District Raihoay Co.—Lord Ashfield opened

with a reference to the abortive conference between the
London County Council and the Common Fund Group which
had unsuccessfully endeavoured to reach a common basis for

detailed negotiations regarding the London transport problem.
He said that the matter had again been brought up by the
appointment of the Royal Commission on London Govern-
ment, which was now sitting. The Undergrotmd companies
were carefully considering evidence to be put before the Com-
mission at a later date. While there was no objection to a
certain measure of public, control by an independent body,
it was thought that w ith the control should go a certain amount
of protection. Only by private enterprise could the operation

of London's transport facilities be successfully carried out. It

was not a question of large profits, which were not to be
expected in urban transport, but the securing of a reasonable

return upon the capital invested. The Underground railways
had caiTied 16 per cent, fewer passengers than in the previous
year—a result which was an indication of the stagnation of

trade and industry, as a large proportion of the decrease was
in workmen's fares. Lord Ashfield then reviewed the ex-

tension propo.sals which had been made and which had failed

to secure the Government's approval. (These were briefly out-

lined in our issue of November 4th last. p. 609.) The Govern-
ment was asked to guarantee the interest upon the capital

needed to carry out the extensions, at a rate not exceeding 6
per cent, on a sum of between five and six million pounds.
At the same time, owing to the existence of the Common
Fund, the guarantee would not in the ordinary course have
involved the Government in any payment at all. However, it

was necessary to ]irotect the Common Fund against diminu-
tion by nnf.-vr competition, and therefore protection against
this was asked for. This was not approved, but new pro-

posals were invited. A revised scheme had accordingly been
placed before the .Advisory Committee under the Trade Facili-

ties .-Vet. and it was hoped that this would secure approval.
The chairman next dealt with the Railway Act. 1921. The
proposal to include a Tjondon group in Part I of the Act
had been abandoned, and the Underground Companies there-
fore came under Part TI. relating to the regulation of rail-

nays. Tlie group was excluded from Part HT. which dealt
with railway charges, and the Electric Railway Companies'
Fares Act. 1920. continued in force. The financial arrnnge-
ment-i made, subsequent to the end of Government control,

were beneficial to the company. With regard to the new roll-

ing stock, ordered in 191S, byt only delivered during last year,
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it was unfortunate that orders had had to be placed when
prices were at a maximum, but the exigencies had made it

imperative. A temporary loan of i'fllO.OOO had been obtained
from the bankers for this purpose. The past year had been a
satisfactory one. For the first time since 1882 a dividend

had been paid upon the ordinary stock ; in 1882 the dividend
was only 3/16 r>er cent. No one could be certain about the

future, but Lord Ashfield thought that, having once succeeded
in paying a dividend upon the ordinary stock, it should be
possible gradually to increase the rate in future years.

London Electric Railway Co.—At this meeting the chainnan
said that 1921 marked the turning point in expenditure. The
fall in the Board of 'ftade's figures of the cost of living had
resultec^in considerable reductions of bonus and salaries, repre-

senting a saving of jB240,000 per annum to the company. The
total saving in expenditure during 1922 was estimated at

^400,000. Many economies had been eft'ected during the past
year ; a committee of ofiicers had been sitting from week
to week reviewing in detail the whole of the company's organi-

sation and methods. As a result, numerous improvements to

rolling stock had been made. The fall in the prices of ma-
terials occurred too late in the year for a great deal of

benefit to be felt. During the year the balance of the deben-
ture capital, £'2CIO,000. had been i.ssued. While working ex-

penses had decreased, revenue had increased, resulting in a
larger net income. A large amount of expenditure was in

suspense owing to the delivery of rolling stock which had not
yet been brought into use; the engineers were bringing this

out almost immediately. In conclusion. Lord Ashfield said that
the continuing fall in expenditure was sufficient to maintain
the company in its present position.

Cenfral Londoti Railway (Jo.—Lord Ashfield stated that 1921
was the first year of continuous working of the Shepherd's
Bush-Ealing extension. The railway and stations were main-
tained by the Great Western Railway, and the service was
worked by the Central London Co. Unfortunately the com-
pany's share of the traffic receipts had been barely sufficient to

meet the expenses incurred. This was chiefly due to the high
fares charged, which were 75 per cent, above pre-war rates.

The company was endeavouring to arrange with the Great
Western flaiiway to make the fares charged the same as those
on the rest of the company's lines; this would lead to increased
traffic. The expectations raised by the revision of fares in
1920 had not been realised on account of industrial depression,
but. nevertheless, the net income had increa.sed by ^94,553.
The transfer of the power supply from Wood Lane to Lots Road
was still in progress, and a further expenditure of ^11,900
was contemplated in this direction. The chairman, in conclu-
sion, said that although decreasing traffics were a source of
anxiety, the fall in costs would be sufficient to maintain the
company at its present level.

City (£• Soiith London Railway Co.—^The chairman, referring
to the adverse effect of trade stagnation upon the companies'
traffic, said that the City & South London Co. had suffered still

more Ijy reason of the inadequate facilities afforded by the
railway on account of the need for enlarged tunnels and rnore
modem equipment. Conditions had not favoured the com-
mencement of these improvements, but. in conjiniction with
the London Electric Railway Co., an application for financial

assistance was being made to the Government under the
Trade Facilities Act. The need for reconstruction was empha-
sised by a decline of 23 per cent, in the number of passengers
carried. It was hoped that their application would meet with
the Government's approval and that they would be enabled
to proceed with the work during the present year. It was
.satisfactory to note that working costs had fallen considerably.
There was only one real obstacle before the company, and
that was the large capital expenditure involved in making
the railway a worthy partner in the Underground system.

Mr. Robert H. Benson presided at the
London Electric annual meeting of the shareholders, held

Supply on February 21.st. Presenting the report.
Corporation, Ltd. he said that 1921 was a year of great diffi-

culty, chiefly on account of the coal strike
and liij.;h rates and taxes. When complaint was made that
private enterprise v\as blocking the way to cheap power, the
public .should remember, tynong other factors, the increa.se of
rates. In the company's case these were ;£11,S4.') in 1914 and
A'4S.4(Ht in 1921. Local aiithoritie.s sliould endeavour to give
relief from these rates rather than taking on the risk of
-upplying electricity, perhaps to increase the rates. The
'impany had received a gratifying letter from the general
iiKinager of the L.B. (t S.C. Railway testifying to the value
ol the company's supply during the strike, wliich enabled the
railway to continue its electric .services unrestricted. The pre-
sent position of the company was rendered unsatisfactory by
the option of purchase in 1931 held by the Ixmdon County
Council. What was needed was an extension of tenure long
enough to make it possible to borrow money at a reasonable
rate and repay it by means of a sinking fund spread over a long
enough period not to penalise consumers of the near future
for the benefit of consumers 50 years hence. The average
dividend of the company had been 1.3 per cent, per annum.
Could anyone say that the shareholders had had too large
a share of the price paid by the consumer for light and power?
Mr, Benson said that between 1903 and 1915 at least 14 private
electrical Bills were deposited in Parliament, involving expen.
clitiir<^ nmountins to £200,000 or ;g300,00fl, What was tberp

to show for it? The technical improvements recommended
in the Act of 1919, especially with regard to bulk supply, were
the same as those proposed nearly 20 years ago, and might
have been carried out by this time. They would have kept
the industry well in advance of the demand for power instead
of behind, as at present.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following se-
curities have been specially allowed Dy the Exchange Com-
mittee under Rule 148a:—
Fellows Magneto Co.—28,6&4 ordinary shares of 10s. each

fully paid. Nos. 224,238 to 252,891.
North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.—£250,000

8 per cent, cumulative second preference stock, partly paad
and fully paid, after issue of allotment letters.
Canadian General Electric Co.—$294,720 common stock.
Montreal Tramways Co.- $1,750,000 first and refunding

mortgage five per cent. 30-year gold bonds, Nos. M15,613 to
M17,282 ($1,000); and L'1,447 to D1,0U6 ($500).
The imdermentioned securities have been ordered to be

officially quoted :
—

Canadian General Electric Co.—$294,720 common stock
Montreal Tramways Co.—$1,750,000 first and refunding

mortgage 5 per cent, thirty-year gold bonds (Nos. M15,613 to
17,282. $1,000, and Dl,147 to 1.60(5. $.500.

Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Co.. Ltd.—
Tlie capital expended during 1921 was £65.181. The net
revenue was ±'48,193, and the profit on trading account
£1.766, plus £6,536 brought forward, making £56.496 avail-
able. After paying debenture and othei- interest, writing
£1.7.33 off preliminary expenses, putting £14,000 to deprecia-
tion, renewals, Ac, and £5,000 to general resei-ve, the
preference dividends Hi per cent, and 6 jier cent.) are paid,
and t; per cent., le.ss tax. for the year on the ordinarv, leaving
£4,407 to be carried forward. , Units sold, 6,377,1&3. Appli-
cations received increased bv 1,320 kW to 17,533 kW. In 1920
the increase was 1.942 kW.

Liverpool Overhead Railway Co.—Gross revenue for 1921
£199,861; working expenses, including appropriations to
reserves, £191,993; total passengers carried, 1921, 13,389,857,
against 21,020,839 in 1920. There is available for dividend,
including £5,577 brought forward, £13,508. The first instal-
ment of the compensation payable under the Railways Act,
1921, to this company was £17,937, and the directors had to
appropriate £6,818 of this to pay the preference dividend.
No interim dividend could be declared, but a dividend is now
recommended at the rate of 5 per cent, for the year on the
preference shares, and £5.577 remains to be carried forward.

Smithfield Markets Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Gross
profit for 1921, £10,803, as again.st £9,262 for 1920; net profit

£9,701, agains* £8.718. £3..500 has been placed to deprecia-
tion fund, and £400 to debenture stock redemption fund. A
dividend of 5 per cent, per annum on the ordinarv shares
takes £3.000, £2.000 is put to reserve, and £1.549 'is to be
carried forward. The output showed con.siderable improve-
ment ; lighting and power demands w ere both well main-
tained.

Companies Struck off the Register.—The follo"'!ng com-
panies have been struck off the register, and are thereby dis

solved :
—

Booth's Economisers, Ltd.
E. B. Magnetos, Ltd.
Indian Railless Traction Co.. Ltd.

Kable Electrical Co., Ltd.
T«hnical News, Ltd.
Wallace Griffin Electrical Co.. Ltd.
Western Counties Light Raihva.vs Co., Ll4

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.—Letters of
allotment and regret in connection with the issue of £2-50. (YIO

8 per cent, cumulative .second preference stock of the Nortli

Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co. were posted on Tues-
day la«t week. Tlie stock wa.s subst'ribed for over thirteen
times by more than 3,000 applicants.

Prospectus.

—

Thr. y'nrkxhirr, F.lrrtric Power Co.—An
is.siic (if i'5.).S.3(iO in ni,6?2 6 |H'r cent. cum. pref. sharer,

of £5 each, fully paid. »i £4 per share, was offered last

week. It was advertised in the Press on February 23rd and
was largely over-.subscribed on the same day. The proceeds
of the issue will be applied to meet liabilities incurred and
exjienditure contemplated in connection with important mains
and plant extensions.

Underground Electric Railways Co. of London.—Interest

on the six per cent, first cumulative income debenture stock

was paid on March 1st. less tax. at 3 per cent., and coupon
No. 28 of six per cent, income bonds, free of tax. at 2 per

cent.

Shawinigan Water and Power Co.—.\ dividend of IJ per
cent, for the quarter on the common stock is announced.

UxbridUe and District Electric Supply Co . Ltd.—After
putting £10,000 to depreciation fund, fi dividend of 8 per

cent, is to be paid op tl)p ordipary shares, currying forward

=8893,
.
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Vickers, Ltd.—The following final dividends for the half-

vear ended December 3ist, 1921, are announced : 2i per cent.

on preferred five per cent, stock, less tax; H per cent, on five

per cent, preference shares, less tax; 2J per cent, on cumu-

lative preference shares, free of tax.

Kensington & Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd

—

Final dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of li per

cent, per annum for the half-year, making 10 per cent, for the

year, leaving i£1.014 to carry forward.

Midland Counties Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Dividend on

the ordinary shares at the rate of 4 per c#nt. per annum, less

tax, for 19'2l. carrying forward £'2,439.

Oxford Electric Co., Ltd.—.After paying a dividend of 5

jier cent, for the vear on the ordinary shares, and putting

i'3,588 to reserve and renewals, £-20 is to be carried forward.

British Mannesmann Tube Co., Ltd.—.\ dividend of 4 per

cent., free of tax, is recommended, carrying forward £•55,913.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The violence of the upward movement in the Stock Exchange

markets has received something of a check. Gilt-edged stocks

are not so buoyant as they w-ere. The floods of money which

descended into the markets have .shown signs of assuagement.

People are even turning out stocks in some cases. Ow-ing to

the appearance of fresh new issues, offering undoubted attrac-

tions, sales are being made of stocks and shares standing at

high prices, and the reahsation of which gives their holders

the opportunity for turning cash into other directions. Mar-

kets are hereby rendered more elastic, but. of course, quota-

tions of the older stocks are bound to .suffer.

How eagerly people are still on the look-out for sound in-

vestments can be illustrated from the rapid manner in which

subscription lists clo.se within an hour or so of their opening.

Stockbrokers know well enough that their clients have very

substantial sums of money on deposit at the banks. This

augurs well for the outlook: because, by degrees, the capital

will find its way into the House unless, of course, it should

happen that trade throughout the country improves. If this

happened, money would be required for industry. At the

present time there is not sufficient call for money in com-

mercial circles for such a factor to enter into any real com-
petition with stocks and .shares combining reasonable rates

of interest with sound security..

In the circumstances, it is natural that li.sts such as those

w-6 publish, dealing, that is. mainly with investment securi-

ties should make another healthy display. The ri.ses this week
are not so dramatic as those chronicled in our last number,
but they are widely distributed, and in some cases are of

substantial amount. For example, Ea.stern Telegraph ordinary

has risen a further 6 points on top of its similar advance of a

week ago. The price is now 183i. Cdobe ordinary are no
less than £1 up at 1S|, while Anglo-American preferred at

98 exhibits a gain of 3 points. Indo-Europeans at 34 are

again £1 higher. Great Northerns and others in this group
are substantially better. The rise extended to wireless shares.

On the formation of a Marconi Swiss company, the .shares of

the parent concern ro.se at one time to 40s., from which they

reacted a Uttle, though at 38s. 9d. the price is still 5s. higher
on the week. Telephones are equally good. United River
Plates at 6^ being 7s. 6d. up; Chile Telephones at 5 7/16 are

3s. 9d. better. Radio Corporations have dropped sharply to

13s. 6d., the preferred also receding to 12s.. the Americans
turning round sellers of the shares in consequence of the fur-

ther rise in the value of the pound as compared with the
dollar.

Electricity supply shares are good throughout. Rises of

2s. 6d. to 7s. fid. are marked freely down the list. Not only
are the ordinary shares wanted, but the preferences also

attract buyers. City of London preference at £1 are a shilling

better. Edmundson's cumulative preference at 3 and the
company's non-cumulative preference at 30s. have almost
doubled in price within the past fortnight. Urban prefer-
ence spurted to 27s. fid. The provincial shares are also harder.
Newcastle-on-Tyne ordinary at 12s. 6d. for old and new
alike are both firmer, though the company's 6 per cent,
second debenture at 92 is below the best. Notting Hill ordi-
nary shares receive 8s. tax-free this time, as against Ss. le.ss

tax a year ago. The Metropolitan Electric dividend is 7 per
cent, for the year, the same as that for 1920.
Anglo-Argentine Tramways 1st preference enjoyed an un-

expected rise of lis. 3d. Tlie shares had been recommended
for investment, and the recommendation was .so eagerlv taken
that the sellers found themselves short of shares. To induce
a supply, the price was .^iharply advanced, without, apparently,
meeting any great .success up to the present. Svmpatheti-
cally the 5 per cent, debenture went up 4 to 765. British
Columbia Electric stocks are better, -with the exception of ih,-

deferred, which lost a point of its last week's gain of 3 points.
Brazilian Tractions are 4 up, at 40.

In the Home Railway group. Central London assented

ordinary at 60 has gained i, but the market generally is a

little uncertain, and beyond a reaction to 2^ in Underground
Electric ordinary shares, no particular changes have occurred.

The prior-charge stocks remain firm, though here the re-

cent extraordinary rise has brought in a few sellers, and the

supply of stock available for purchasers is accordingly widened.

Central London 4 per cent debenture stock at 74 has gained

a point, but on the other hand, I>ondon Electric 4 per cent,

preference at 70 is below the best price touched a few days

ago.

It is expected that the allotments of the Yorkshire Elec-

tric Power preference shares will be out this week, and a

good deal of interest attaches also to the allotments' of the

North Metropolitan preference stock, which will be in the

hands of subscriber.s before this paper is.

Babcock & Wilcox recovered to 2|, and iron and steel shares

keep up fairly well. British Aluminium at 1.5s. are easier.

The cable manufacturing shares are good throughout, rises

having occurred in Callenders, Henleys, Telegraph Construc-

tion and Siemens. The last-named at 25s. are 2s. higher on
the week. General Electrics advanced to 21s. 9d., the prefer-

ence to 20s. 9d., and Enghsh Electric preference at 13s. 9d.

are 1/16 up. Edisons recovered Is. to 5s. There is more dis-

position now than there has been for some time past to look

with a friendly eye upon low-priced electrical shares. The
rubber market is the turn harder, for which a faint recovery

in the price of the raw produce is responsible.

Last week it was mentioned as a matter of interest, that

36 prices in our lists were higher. In spite of the slight

Stock Exchange reaction, due to the less rapid pace of the
purchasers, our tables of 70 stocks and shares have 40 rises

to theu' credit.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Hous Eleot&ioitt Coupanieb.

DiTidend, Price
^ s Feb. 98, Rise or
1919. 1990. 1993. fall.

Brompton Ordinary 19 U 7 + J

Charing Cross Ordinary . . .

.

7 8 65 + I

do. do. do. 4JPref. .. 4i 4J 8J
—

Chelsea 4 6 4Ji ^ i

OttyofLondon IB 14 1* —
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

8 6 1 +11-

County of London B B lOJ -Hi
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 9 —

Kensington Ordinary 7 9 BJ —
London Electric 9J 2} 1,=b

—
do. do, 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8| 4. i

Metropolitan 6 7 4| -1- g
do. 4iper cent. Pref... 4} 4) 8^, —

St. James' and Pall Mall . . .

.

19 19 ti + i
Soutdi London 6 7 3| —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 l| + ts
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6| + i

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Anglo.Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 98 +8
do. Def li IJ 204 -Hi

ChUe Telephone 6 6 Bi'j -I- 'vl-

CubaSub. Ord 7 7 7J —
Eastern Extension 10 10 ISg + g
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 183* +6
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 18J +1

do. do. Pref 6 6 lOJ + i

Great Northern Tel 99 94 98^ 4- i
Indo-European 10 10 84 -Hi

Marconi 96 16 IJj -H J
Oriental Telephone Ord 19 19 9 —
tJnited R. Plate Tel 8 8 6i +1
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil B/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 18J + i

Home Bails,

Central London Ord, Assented .. 4 4 60 +1^
Metropolitan 1} li 85 — j

do. District Nil Nfl 96 —
Dndereround Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil ii — |
do. do. "A".. .. NU Nil 6/6 —
do. do. Income.. .. 4 9 77J —

Foreign Trams, &o,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .

.

5* 13* Si + ,%
do. do. 9na Pref. .

.

Nil 6J 88 + i
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. 6 5 76^ -f4

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 40 +4
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfoe... 6 6 68* —

do. do. Preferred.. B £8/- 62* +3
do. do. Deferred .. 8 194/- 62j _l
do. do. Deb. .. *1 <i 68 +4

Mexico Trams, 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 69* —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 98* —
Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil nj —
do. Pref NU Nil KiJ —
do, 1st Bonds .. .. Nil 6 654 -f9

Manufaotcbino Cokpanies,

Babcock & Wilcox IE 16 9J -t- ^
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 15/- — ^
British Insulated Ocd 16 16 in —
Callenders IB 15 1^ + A

64 Pref 64 64 lA +»
OromptonOrd 10 10 16/- + ^
Bdlson-Swan 10 — 5/- +1/-

do. do. B per cent. Deb. ., 6 6 69 —
Electric Construction 10 10 18/9 —
English Electric 8 8 10/. —

do. Pref 8 6 13/9 + ^^
Gen. Elec. Pref 64 64 90/9 +1/6

do. Ord ID 10 21/9 -H/6
Henley IB IB 88/9 + ,',

do. 44 Pref 44 44 85 —
India-Rubber 10 — i> _
Met.-Vlokers Pref 6 8 ij —
Siemens Ord 10 10 95/. +9/-
Telegrapta Con, ., 90 90 2i +1

• piTllenii pM trM ol iDOome Tax,

£8 11 6
6 19 2
6 18 6

7 18
6 18
8 10

8 3
8 3
6 10 9

B to 8
8
•4 16
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THE INTER-CONNECTION OF A.C. POWER STATIONS.

By L. ROMERO, A.M.I.E.E., and J. B. PALMER, A.M.I.E.E.

[Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.)

The paper discusses the special factors to be considered when
designing an inter-connecling link between two a.c. generating
stations, with special reference to the importance of power
factor phenomena, both on technical and economic gi'ounds.

The division of load in any desired proportion between two
alternating-cuiTent power stations depends wholly on the
adjustment of the steam supply to the prime movers. The
mere adjustment of the field strength of generators, or the
raising by other means of the voltage at the" " sending " end
of the iuterconnect-or, only causes wattless kilovolt-amperes
to flow around the circuit formed by the generators at the
two power stations and interconnecting cable, the true power
or kilowatts remaining unaltered, except for the load added
by the copper loss in the interconnector. Adjustment of

voltage, in addition to steam control, is necessary in certain
conditions.

There are three main conditions of voltage relationship^

under which power can be transmitted between tw-o power
.stations, viz. :

—
(1) Station voltages constant and equal. The mean power

factor of transmission will remain at a constant lead-

ing value, the power factors at the station ends of the
interconnector varying (but only within small limits)

in opposite directions as the load varies or reverses in

direction.

(2) Station voltages constant and unequal. The power
factor of transmission will vary with the load in the
direction of lag to lead as the load increases, and vice

versa as the load decreases. This method is suitable
only for transmission of power in one direction.

(3) Station voltages varied by booster or other means as

the load varies. The power factor njay be kept con-
.stant at any desired value within the range of the
voltage variation available.

Under condition (1) power up to the capacity of the line

may be transmitted in either direction without varying the
voltage or mean power factor at all. However, the majority
of power stations are probably unable to receive and absorb
into their systems a bulk supply at a leading (or even unity)
power factor, without very serious disturbance to their operat-
ing conditions. This method has, therefore, only a hniited
field of application unless special mea.sures are taken to

supply the large wattless component which might be required.
Under condition (2) the voltages are usually fixed to give

the most desirable pow'er factor of transmission at full load.
This method is used with success in cases where load is

transmitted in one direction only. Its advantage over
method (1) is that it makes it possible to transmit a fixed
load at any desired constant power factor, but it is only suit-

able for transmitting power in one direction, as a reversal of
power would flow at a low leading power factor. Further,
as the load varies the power factor of transmission also varies
within wide limits, and lastly, with a large voltage-difference
in the circuit it would hardly be practicable to operate with-
out a regulator of some kind for the purpose of reducing the
voltage-difference when .synchronism is approached or de-
parted from, as without this provision the sudden making or
breaking of the large wattless current which would flow at
no load would have serious effects on the busbar pressure at
one or both stations. These considerations appear to rule
out a fixed voltage-difference, where that difference has to be
large, although this method gives fairly good results under
favourable conditions, and where the tran.smission of power
is to be in one direction only.

Condition (3) will be necessary in the majority of cases.
The variation of voltage may be obtained either by (o) vary-
ing the busbar voltages at one or both stations, or (6) intro-
ducing " boost " in the interconnecting Une.
The introduction of boost into the interconnector is the only

generally applicable method of varying the voltage relation-
ship between the two stations. The variable boost in the
line can be introduced by induction regulators, static boosting
transfonners with step-by-step regulators, or variable regu-
lating tappings on the main transformers.
For large powers and high voltages the step-by-step regu-

lator is at a disadvantage owing to the difficulty in building
remote-control switchgear which will connect with the
tappings of the main or auxiliary transformers in the proper
sequence without breaking the main circuit. The latter re-

quirement involves the provision of pilot contacts connected
to preventive resistances or reactances in order to avoid
short-circuiting .sections of the transformer winding when
passing from one tapping to another. The preventive
resistances should be capable of caiTvintr approximately full-

load current at a voltage equal to the difference in pressure
of adjacent tjppinas. and in frequent operation the duty may
be_ very heavy. The difficulties encountered in the past with
this type of apparatus are not insurmountable, and apparatus

which, it is believed, will give satisfactory operation, is now
in process of development.

Cx)ntactor and lace-plate step-by-step regulators are limited
to pressures of about 3,UUU volts, and their use generally
entails the provision of step-down transformers to bring the
voltage on the ,switchgear withm this limit, witli an
additional transformer to apply the boost at the required volt-

age. These transformers would each- require to have a
capacity in the same i^roportion to the full-load rating of the
interconnector as the voltage boost is to the line voltage
(allowing for ti-ansfonner ratio), and the otherwise simple
and inexpensive arrangement of contactors or face plates

becomes formidable under these conditions.
Contactor-type regulators have been constructed which vary

the voltage on the Jine by shifting the neutral point of a

star-connected three-phase transformer progressively up or

down the winding, four or five taps being provided for this

purpose. In order to limit the voltage between the con-
tactor and eai^th to safe limits the neutral point must be
earthed in the regulator, and the system can, of course, only
be arranged in connection with a star-connected winding. In
spite of these limitations, however, this type of regulator
undoubtedly has its field of application.

An induction regulator is in effect a transformer having
one winding movable with respect to the other. It can be
wound for pressures up to 11.0I.N) volts, and at this voltage is

equivalent to the two auxiliary transfonners and switchgear
constituting the step-by-step regulator.

Interlinking schemes are often required to transmit power
in either direction at short notice. This requirement sim-
plifies the lay-out and design of the main and auxiliary

apparatus to the extent that the. plant at one end of the line

can be a duplicate of, and interchangeable with, that at the
other end; but the cost of the installation mav be increased

by it.

In inJerconnection schemes involving the transmission of

large amounts of power over considerable distances it is often

desirable to install reculating plant at both ends of the line,

each regulator providing half the total capacity required

;

otherwise the voltage boost provided by the regulator might,

in some cases, bring the resultant voltage to a value too far

above the nominal transmission voltage.

The power factor at which the transmission of power over

the interconnector is to be effected is an important considera-

tion, since the capacities of the line, main transformers, and
auxiliary apparatus, depend on it. Further (and especially

when the powgr factor of the normal connected loads on the

interlinked power stations is different), it might easily happen
that the station receiving power would find itself loaded with

wattless kilovolt-amperes to such an extent as to neutralise

the advantage anticipated from the interconnection. When
the two stations concerned are under the control of one
authority, the division of the wattless component will

probably be decided on the basis of joint maximum economy,
but when one authoritiy is purchasing power in bulk from
another the power factor at which the sale of power is to be
effected .should be agreed upon after full investigation.

Transmission at unity power factor has some considerable

advantages. The capacity of the line and transfonners, aa

shown in the paper, can be materially reduced, while the

transmission losses are a minimum.
In the author's op'nion. while no ceneral case can be made

out for the use of .synchronous condensers in connection with

the interlinking of iwwer stations, particular cases will arise

in which substantial economies can be effected by their use.

and this possibility .should always be kept in mind -when
installing or exti^ndine an interconnectinc transmission line.

The method of calculatinc theoreticallv the " svnchronisinc
rower " of an interconnecting line is dealt with in appen-
'h'ces I and II. and observatirns of one of the .nuth^ra nn
the long-distance h.p. transmission svstems in the U.S.A.
and Canada are added in .\ppendix IH.

Discussion in London.

Mr. p. V. Hunter opened the short discussion that followed
the reading of the paper by congratulating the authors on
having included so much useful infomiation into so short
a paper that contained so few diagrams. He emphasised the
fact that the load was entirely controlled by the steam side

of the system, and explained that he had seen '.' phase swing-
ing " which was purely mechanical and not an electrical

condition at all. Those points were fundamental ones. He
preferred the induction regulator, although it was more
expensive, but 'it would invariably pay to use it, particularly

as by winding the regulator with its series winding in two
halves connected in rever.se series the resultant voltage could
he brought into phase with the applied voltage. He did not
care for the title of the paper, because it was not stations they
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wanted to interconnect, but the neti;\orks. Interconnectors

should never exist fur that purpose alone; they should also

be made to serve as fi-eders. The scheme outlined by the

authors would be the practical solution m future.

Mr. F. H. Clough pointed out that the lagging or inductive

component had nut been properly dealt with m the paper.

He explained that in the case of short tie lines danger might
arise from the fact that the total capacity at both ends might
be considerably larger than could be safely dealt with by the

.switcbgcar, whereas with long lines such trouble might not

:i ri.se.

IVlii. H. BH.4ZIL discussed the methods of earthing the neu-

tral point, and quoted figures from actual practice to show
that th-.' ililfereiice in potentials that existed between the

neutral points of two machines operating in parallel was
mainly due to the wave form, and was not, in his opinion,

suhiciently well appreciated. Machines might not function

at all in parallel unless a resistance was inserted in circuit,

and when earthed withcut resistance there might be a con-

siderable loss of neutral point cmrent which was a continuous
loss and by no means a negligible one. They should en-

deavour to reduce the circulating currents as much as possible,

and yet allow the full current to pass whenever a fault

occurred, and in his opinion the u.se of powdered carbon
resistance would go a long way towards the attainment of

that aim.
Mr. J. M. Donaldson, M.C, would not go «o far as Mr.

Hunter and .say that every tie line must also act as a feeder

because of the painful cost that would be incuiTed by the

adoption of such an arrangement. He gave some details of

the manner in which machines were olierated in parallel at

the Brimsduwn power station of the North Metropolitan Elec-

tric Power Supply Co., where the voltage was regulated at

one station only ; at the other only the excitation was con-

trolled, so that the power factor would be somewhere near
that of the station if it was doing it-s share of the work.
Since interlinking the stations the number of cable faults

had increased. He did not favour the use of induction regu-
lators in connection with a three-phase supply system.
Mr. G. ^V. Partridge recalled that 30 years ago he had the

privilege of connecting the first two stations in London (pro-

bably in the world) together. The problems of inter-connect-

ing stations that were joined by short or long lines were
entirely different; w'hen two stations were far apart they
could afford to take risks, but when they were near together
it was essential to provide for the sub-division of the system
immediately anything went wrong. In operating the station

at Deptford (London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.) and
that at Greenwich (South Metropolitan Electric Light and
Power Co., Ltd.) in parallel no trouble at all was experienced;
governors regulated the load, and the power factor was con-
trolled by means of the excitation. He was inclined to agree
that the induction regulator was the best.

Mr, a. R. Everest asked what the authors meant by " the
synchronous power which will flow through the line "? Tliey
did not mention the internal constants of the generators with-
out which he thought they cojld not calculate the power re-

ferred to.

Messrs. L. Romero and J. B. Palmer, in reply to the dis-

cussion, agreed with the remarks that had been made con-
cerning the title of the paper, but there would be cases in
which the stations only could be interconnected and not the
networks. The cost of induction regulators in tlie case of
short interconnectors would be prohibitive. It was not neces-
sary to make use of all the formulse that were given in the
paper, because all that was required could be obtained by a
little manipulation of the modified Kapp diagram they had
included in the paper; the jjoint was that the required
information could he obtained graphically. The Board of

Trade rule that the earth connection shall be made at one
point only on the system would have to lje modified, and
it was important that the whole of an interconnected sys-
tem should be controlled by one man. They agreed that there
were two classes of links—namely, short and long ones; the
conditions were dillerent.

Discussion at Newcastle-ox-Tyne.

.•\t the North-Eastern Centre of the Institution Messrs. L.
Romero and .1. B. Palmer read their paper on .lanuary i'ii'd

;

Dr. W. M. Thornton presided.

Mr. .T. K. Beard, in opening the discussion, said they were
living amongst interconnection, and perhaps .some of them
were inclined to regard it merely as a detail., but it was
really a matter of importance. The first question that was
i-aised where there was much interconnection was that of
pressure, and they had found it in that district necessary to

use a lot of regulator " boosting." In America, it seemed
that it was very unusual to use regulators at all—apparatus
which all tried to avoid if they could, bnt do as they would
they usually required a certain number. .\s to induction
regulators, they met the same difficulties as were mentioned
in the paper—that was. phase displacement, and he confirmed
the authors' remarks as to the use of regulators doubly wound
to prevent that effect. Tlie Brown. Boveri regulators they
had installed were still in a very good state, and carrying
<in to the present day. They were of a very simple type and
were u.'ied at present up to 20,000 volts and, apart from some

minor troubles when they were first installed, they had given

very satisfactory service. At first the tapping was not quite

satisfactory, and they got a little local surging, but the tap-

pings weie strengthened, the arresters were scrapped, and for

the last seven years they had not heard a word of com-
plaint. Regarding the use of synchronous condensers to in-

crease the mains capacity, if they installed such plant at

one end of the line and the demand for electricity contmued
to increase, then, sooner or later, they would encounter the

problem again, and they could not meet it unless they put in

another feeder, in which case the exiiense of the .synchronous

condenser was more or less wasted. The only way that dilii-

culty could be overcome would seem to be to employ portabli;

condensers, so that they could be moved from point to point

as they were w-anted. He supix>sed that it was, perhaps, |je-

cause load factors in America were so high that they did not
require to use so many regulators.

Mr. W. a. Burgess seemed to think it necessary for suc-

cessful interconnection that there should be something more
than hand control. He thought it should be feasible to devise

some kind of valve to control the steam input to the turbine
which might be ojierated from the circuit. All the trans-

formers that had been referred U> were old types; there
seemed to l>e room for improvement.
Mr. Hughes said the problem in the Xorth-Eastern district

was not quite the same as those in many others. There
the linking-up was between different stations of one company,
or system, and they had not to face those difficulties whidi
laose because one company was buying energy at a bad
power factor. Their position was not quite analogous to that
of the companies which had to balance at the end of tlie

year to see how they stood.

Mr. W. H. Clothier. Mr. Wilhs, and Mr. Crompton also

raised questions, and
Mr. .1. B. Palmer, in the course of his reply, said that so

far as earthing in the States ^^as concerned, generally he
thought there was no re.striction. and earthings were made
frequently. The fact was that there was a great difficulty in

getting an earth at all. He .agreed that a synchronous con-
den.ser was suitable in a district where there were conditions
such as ruled on the North-East Coast, but in the case they
had in mind when the paper was written, a case of two
small stations, the argument would not apply.

ELECTRICAL NOTES FROM INDIA.

(Prom Our Special Correspondent.)

The Bombay telephone senice has come in for very .severe

criticism during the last few months; and, broadly speaking,
much of it has certainly been deserved. The telephone com-
pany appears to experience great difficulty in securing the
services of efficient operators. Most of the trouble appears
to be caused by the personal element, and not by electrical

equipment. Serious complaints are now made by the public
in Calcutta and Rangoon of the inefficiency of the telephone
services affortled by the companies in those cities; and the
Government has for some tune been discussing with tin-

companies what measures can lie taken to improve the
services. The companies are willing to extend their systems,
and to install improved apparatus on condition that they are
guaranteed security of tenure under their licences for a

further period of at least 20 years. They insist that in view
of the increase in working expenses, and the additional capital
outlay that is involved, some enhancement in the maximum
connection rates charged the public shall be allowed. Draft
agreements have been drawn up (says the Associated Press) on
these lines in consultation with the representatives of the
companies, and have been referred to the local Governments
for their opinions after consulting the representative liodie.s

concerned. It is to be expected that if the agreements on
the lines proposed are approved the companies will l)e abli-

before long to afford services of marked improvement, and
it is hoped the funds required to finance the undertakings
may be raised in India.

During liord Northcliffe's flying visit to Bombay his atten-

tion was called to the vital question of the transmi.ssion of

news between Home and the East, and he confessed that it

was difficult to understand why the French papers in Indo-
China receive columns of news l)y wireless from Paris each
day. while India receives little, and .sometimes none at all.

In Honolulu as much .American news appears by w ireless .as is

given to the average American papei'. and T/ord Northcliffe

points out that the Far East is a great field for German
propaganda of a nature that the sender considers likely to sow-

discord among the Allies, or likely to lower their status in

otber countries.

Mention has previously been made in these notes of the
Laxapana-.\berdeen hvdro-electric scheme. It appears that

the Director of Public Works (the Ho-ji. 'Nfr T. H. Chapman)
has recently inade an extended tour in Canada and Switzer-
land, where hydro-electric schemes are more extensive than
in other countries. Mr. Chapman went to study the methods
employed in those countries, and to see liow far they ("ould be

adapted to suit conditions ]irev,-iiling in Ceylun. He came
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away more than ever impressed with the importance ot

launching a hydro-electric scheme in Ceylon without delay,
and has prepared a voluminous report, in the course of which
he reviews the subject in the light of the additional know-
ledge he acquired dui'ing his tour. It is well known that
Sir William Manning agrees with Mr. Chapman that the
Laxapana-Aberdeen scheme offers vast possibilities; and that,
although it might nut beconie a paying propasitiun so lar
as the Government is concerned, it would certainly constitute
a vitally important factor in developing to the full the
economic resources of Ceylon.

It is announced that the Government of India has decided
to constitute a National Electrotechnical Committee, in

accordance with the resolution of the Chamber of Govern-
ment Delegates at the International Electrical Congress of St.

Ixiuis in Septenilier, 19(14.

The Government is of opinion that the appointment of a

national committee may be left in future to the recently-con-
stituted Institute of Engineers (India), but this institution
will not jKisj-e-ss the necessary authority until it is three years
old (i.e., in September, 19'J3). In the interim the Govern-
ment Conunittce will cnnsist of Messrs. A. ¥. Coubrough
(Mather & Piatt, 1-td., Calcutta); A. Cochran (Burn & Co.,
Calcutta) ; C. D. M. Hindley (Chairman Port Tru.st. Calcutta).

Subscriptions hitherto paid by the Government of India as
a subvention to the Commission, and towards the cost of its

publications,' will in future be paid by the Committee, to
which the Government of India will, for the present, make
;ui annual grant of £130.
The workshops of the Indian Telegraph Service in Calcutta

now rank as one of the principal undertakings in the city.

The work undertaken includes the production of steel poles,
m:ists and fittings, and a large proportion of the telegraph
instruments used by the department, telephone exchange
.switchboards, certain wireless rer|iiirements, and the niiiin-

tenance of the postal fleet of forty motor lorries in Calcutta.
In tire instrument branch a system of apprenticeship has
been introduceil. wliich is expected to produce a body of
wnrkinen skilled in hiuh-class w-ork.

THE NORTH-WEST MIDLANDS ELECTRICITY
DISTRICT.

COMMISSIONEHS' LOCVL InQUIKV.

At the Town Hall at Wolverhampton on February Slst, the
Klectricity Ccmnii.ssioner.s—Sir John Snell (chairman). Sir
Harry ilaward. Mr. H. W. Booth, and Mr. \Y. W. backie,
who were accompanied by Mr. L). S. Cumberlege—oiiened an
inquiry respecting the area to be included in tlie North-West
Midlands Electricity District,* and to consider a scheme that
has been submitted by S Conference of Authorised Under-
takerst for the establishment of a Joint Electricity Authority
in that area.

The counsel engaged in the inquiry were : Mr. W. Tyldesley
Jones, K.C., and Mr. Graham Milward (for the Conference
propounding the .scheme), Mr. W. Clode, K.C. (for the
Shro|)shire, \\ orcestershire, and Statfordshire Electric Power
Supply Co.), Mr. R. 1-larker (W'al.siiU Corporation). Mr. A. B.
Whitfield (Newcastle-under-Lyme), Mr. H. H. Joy (Cannock
Chase Coalowners' .Association and Stone Gas & Electricity
Co.), Mr. Alfred Tyler (Cannock Cha.se Colliery Co., the L.
and N.W.R.. the G.W.R., and the Midland Railway), and
Mr. R. T. Sutcliffe (Potteries Electric Traction Co., Ltd.).

Other local authorities were represented by their clerks.

Mr. W. Tyldesley Jones, K.C, explained that only, one
scheme had been put forward, and there w;is no oppo-
sition to it. There were, continued counsel, differences

of opinion as to the best method of carrying out the
intentions of the .\cX of 1919, but as regarded the main prin-
ciples, there was no difference of opinion between them.

' lyearned counsel went on to .sa\' that there exi,sted in the
area the Shropshire, Worcestershire, and Staffordshire Electric
Power Co., which obtained in 1903 powers to supply autho-
rised undertakers in those counties. In 190.5 and 190G the
company's jKiwers were extended, and in 1918 it acquired pro-
visional orders eini>owering it to supply part of the district

outside the district which that inquiry was dealing W'ith. In
Ifll.s the coinpiiny obtained from Parliament powers to erect a
new generating station and increa.sed powers. The local

authorities and the Midland Electric Corporation for Power
I Distribution, wdiich were supplying the north-w'est district.

Itook the view that it was de.sirable in the public interests that
the powers of that company^ (w'hich had never been exercised)
should l)e cancelled. The Bill was strongly oppci^ed by a con-
ference almost identical with the one f<jr which he appeared
that day. The result was that without official .sanction, tlie

JOmpany could not supply energy to any authority that it wa.s

QOt supplying on .\pril 25th. 191ct, until two years after the
?nd of the war. The war terminated officially in August,
1921, so that the company was sterilised nntil August, 1923.
ft vpould be for the proposed Joint Electricity Authoiity to
ipply for the determination of that company should it so

•Blec. Rkv., Sept. 17th, 19'20; p. .307.

tBLEC. Rev., Aug. 12th. 1921; p. 231.

desire. The view taken by the Conference he represented
\\as that for the Joint Authority to be a success it ought to

own and work the generating stations. All the authorities
represented at that Conference were willing to transfer then'
generating stations to a Joint Authority, 'ihe Conference did
not include representatives of the Walsall Corporation;
the latter accepted the principle of a Joint Authority, but
had certain modifications to propose. There were 14 generat-
ing stations m the area, eleven undertakers, eight local authu-
lities, and three companies. The administrative board of the
JuLiil Authority should be representative of the -authori.seil

undertakers supplying the ilistrict and not big consumers. It

was proposed that three new generating stations should be
erected at Rugeley, Stoke, and Ironbridge.
Counsel added that it was unique there should be no oppo-

sition to the principles of the scheme. The hrst objection
came from Walsall, which agreed to the revision of the
boundaries and the setting up of a Joint Authority, but
objected to the proposed representation, its point being that
no small group of two or three undertakers should have power
to out-vot€ the otiher authorities. Walsall asked, further, that
having regard to geogiaphical and other reasons, the area
should be divded into two, with financial autonomy. To that
counsel was oppo.sed. Walsall objected also to handing ovt r

its generatmg station, but there was no power to take the
station compulsorily, and the scheme could go forward with-
out it. \ number of disti'ict councils claimed representation
on the Joint Electricity Authority. The Stafford Power Co.
objected, as it held certain powers under an Act of Parlia-
ment to supply certain areas within the district, but those
powers had not Iwen utihsed. Newcastle-under-Lyme ob-
jected principally to the taking over of the generating station,

and raised the question of compensation. Cannock w-anteii

representation, and would get it. as it was about to take a

supply of energy from the Wolverhampton Corporation.
Tettenhall. like other local authorities, wanted representation,
but counsel observed that if the Wolverhampton Extension
Order passed through Parliament, Tettenhall as a separate
body would cease to exist. They were not, he said, interfering
with Tettenhall's position at all. If Tettenhall wished to buy
the undertaking of the Midland Corporation in its area, it

would get under the scheme just w hat it paid for.

Alderman Hakky Leese (Chairman of the Stoke-on-Trent
Borough Electricity Committee) was the first witness, and
said the Conference accepted the scheme unanimously.
Replying to Mr. Clode, K.C., witness said the scheme raised
some difficulties, and he was not sure that the easiest way to
get over them was to make friends with the Shropshire Co.
It w^as not proposed, he said, to develop in Shropshire for five

years, one rea.son being that there was not sufficient demand.
He believed it was propu.-ed to put £720,0110 woith ni new-
plant in the existing stations.

Questioned by Mr. Sutclieee, w itne.ss did not think con-
sumers should be represented on the Joint Authority.
In reply to Mr. H.^rkeb (for Walsall Corporation) witness

agreed that the northern and southern areas of the district

were industrial areas, betw'een which was a large agricultural
area, with the exception of Stone and Stafford. He admitted
that the proposed voting power of the representatives would
not do for ordinary business, but he said that scheme was
outside the ordinary.
In reply to Mr. Joy (Cannock Chase Coalowners' Associa-

tion), he did not think a representative of the Association on
the Joint Authority would sei"ve a u.seful purpose.
Mr. Alfred Tyler : If the scheme is a failure, tlie cost of

electricity will rise. Who will pay?—Witness: The con-
sumer.
The inquiry was adjourned at this stage.

\Vheii the inquiry was resumed on February 22nd Aid.
Leese was further cross-examined by Mr. Whitfield.
Sir Harry Hawakd inquired whether the Conference was

wedded to the proposed method of constituting the Authority,
including the arrangement of voting power, or whether some
similar scheme would be acceptable to the Conference pro-
viding the respective authorised undertakers received their
due and proper weight in the con.stitution of the l)od>'.'--

Witness: I don't think there would be any difficulty ai^out

that.

Do you anticipate there will be any difficulty in the trans-
ference of generating .stations'?—I suggest there will be no
real difficulty whatever.
The Conference would not object to accept tlie advice of

the Electricity Commissioners should such a difficulty ari.se '/

—No, we should take the advice of the Commissioners.
The Tow.N" Clerk of Congleton intimated that his Council

desired to be included in the scheme.
Mr. Wat.ters (Borough Surveyor of Newcastle-under-Lyme)

gave evidence as to the geographical position of the area.

Newcastle objected to being linked up w-ith Congleton in the
northern district, as between Congleton and New.-:astle there
was only an area of agricultural land, w-hile all the works
and houses were on the other side.

Mr. J. H. Rider (consulting engineer) submitted table.s

and schedules showing the numbers of generating stations,

the type and capacities of the plant, plant extensions

authorised and ordered, and other details. Some of the plant,

he said, would become obsolete and would be closed down.
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There were ten undertakers with fourteen generating stations,

and the combined maximum demand of those undertakings
for the year ended March 31st, 1921, was 44,284 kW. The
average station load factor was just over 30. Witness also
submitted financial statistics relating to the undertakings.
The average cost per kWh generated for all stations, ex-
clusive of management and other charges, was .961d. The
figures varied from 3.647d. for Shrewsbury to .743d. at Wolver-
hampton, the latter being the lowest. The total cost for the
whole of the districts, including distribution, street lighting,

management, and capital charges, was 1..5o2d.—the average
over-all cost figure for generating. As regarded the future de-
mand for electricitj-. witness said the chances were .strongly

in favour of a continued increasing demand. He estimated
that in 1926 the demand would have increa.sed to 82,110 kW,
and that the units generated in 1926 would be 205,405,000,
and in 1931 284,850,000. Seven per cent, would be taken by
auxiliary stations, leaving 191,000,000 and 265,000,000 respec-
tively. The effect of combining the whole of the outputs
would be to reduce the amount of plant required by an
amount of nearly 2,000 kW. The total load on the six
principal stations for the year 1921 was 104,228 kW. Witness
estimated that the rising demand in the district would in-
crease to 250,000 kW in 1925. To meet the increased demand
three new generating stations would be erected, and the first

one, which should be ready by 1926, should be erected
at Rugeley, having regard to the water and railway facihties.

Mr. Harker (for Walsall Corporation) considered that no
new generating station was necessary for some time;
increased demand could be met by the extension of the Bir-
chills main of the Walsall Corporation.
In reply to Mr. Tyldesley Jones, Mr. Harker said the

Walsall Corporation did not object to the transfer of the
Birchills .station, but it was emphatic that the district should
be divided into two.
Continuing his evidence, Mr. Rider said that during the first

stage, up to 1926, work must be started on a new power
.station, in order that it should be ready for work when the
aggregate demand amounted to 82,000 kW. The witness
did not agi-ee that the Birchills station at Walsall could be
extended to deal with the demand of 1926.

Replying to Mr. Clode, Mr. Rider said £720.000 would be
expended on extending the plant in existing stations in order
that they should act as a stand-by for Rugeley. No part of
the change would be made without the Electricity Commis-
.sioners being first approached.
At this stage the inquiry was adjourned.

WATER POWER IN INDIA.

The inquu-y was resumed on February 23rd, when Mr.
J. H. RiDKR was cross-exammed fm'ther by Mr. Marker. ±ie
agreed that South Staffs, took the greater proportion of the
energy generated u, the district. He thougnt there was leas
chance of expansion in the south because the amount of land
available in the south was hmited.
Mr. KiDER said it was proposed to supply Stafford from

Rugeley, and also to supply Stoke. At Rugeley there would
be sutiicient water from the river Trent for condensation pur-
poses. .As a first instalment the Rugeley plant would generate
40,000 kW, and the eventual figure would be 60,000.

Replying to Mr. Tyler (for the L. & N.W. Railway, the
G.W. Railway, and the Midland Railway), witness agreed
with regard to the electrification of railways that the Joint
Electricity Authority should keep in touch with the railway
companies, but he did not agree that the best way was to
have a railway representative on the Joint Authority.
At a later stage Mr. Tyldesley Jones said it appeared now

that the Shropshii'e Co. was an authorised undertaker, and as
such, under the scheme now being propounded, it was entitled
to representation on the Joint Authority. It was still the
view of the Conference—and they believed it would be the
view of the Joint Authority—that an application should be
made at a later date for the determination of the company's
powers in that area.

In reply to questions by Sir Harry Haward, Mr. Rider
said that if the authorities would agree without reservation
to put the whole power and operation of stations, purcha.se
of coal, the manner in which they should be run, the hours,
the number of staff employed, and what their duties should
be in the Joint .Authority's hands, ownership of the generat-
ing stations would not be desired.

Mr. Meades (Chairman of the Stafford Electricity Com-
mittee) said the maximum demand for energy in the town
for the vear 1921 was 806 kW. To-day that figure had reached
1,200 kW. They had additional plant of 3,600 kW. Messrs.
Siemens had signed an agreement for the Corporation to supply
energy as from next April, and he believed there would be
developments in the neighbourhood in the near future.

Counsel inquired what witness had to say to Walsall's pro-

posal that the district should be divided by a line somewhere
soi'*'i of Staffo-d?

Witness replied that he could not commit his committee,
and added that they could install at Stafford 2.000 h.p. more,
but they could do no more, so it was obvious they would have
to have help. He thouaht it best to have one whole rather
than two separate districts. He believed there would be great

development in the near future between Stoke-on-Trent and
tlie Lichfield district.

{To be continued.)

At a meeting of the East India Association on February 20th,

Mr. Arthur T. Arnall, B.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., read a paper on
" Hydro-Electric Power in India." The author explained

that, contrary to the methods which had to be pursued in the

acquisition of water-power sites in England, in India conces-

sions had to be obtained from local governments. Under the

Land Acquisition Act, 1894, the local governments had power

to acquire land for water power schemes ajid, if they desired,

to transfer it to companies. .Apphcants for concessions

were obliged to present definite schemes, and for this purpose

a preliminary concession to enable experiments to be made
was usually granted. In cases in which the Land Acquisition

Act was used, it was necessary to prove to the Government
that the proposed development was of pubhc benefit. Pubhc
utility schemes were at an advantage in this respect, but

developments tor the sole purpose of an industry were
often difiicult, although the prosperity of a country depended
upon its industries. In addition to this, power companies
were oDliged, under the Indian Ji.lectricity Act, 1910, to secure
a licence from the local government, i^or long transmission
lines turther isermissiou was required from the Governor-
General in Council. Under the Indian Compames Act, 1913.
the local government had power to sanction the payment of

interest, up to 4 per cent, per annum, out of capital during
the period of construction. While this was satistactory before
the war, conditions had so changed that a higher rate of in-

terest should be permitted, or development would be retarded,
'ihe local authority, or in certain cases the local government,
had power to purchase compulsorily a licensed undertaJiing
after the expiration of a period not exceeding 50 years, at a
sum equal to the fair market value at the tune of purchase.
This arrangement excluded the geneiatmg station itself, unless
it was specihcally stated to the contrary m the licence.

The drfficulties in the way of financmg water-power
schemes might be met in one of three ways : A Government
department might be provided with the means of starting new
enterprises; the State might guarantee a certain rate of in-

terest, sharing in profits beyond the amount necessary to pay
this rate ; or the local authority might take up a majority of

shares in the supply undertaking of its district. Ihe last

system would suit Indian conditions, but it was doubtful
whether the authorities would have funds for this purpose for

some years. It was considered that the best thing the Govern-
ment could do, not having the funds to actively assist new
enterprises, would be to make hydro-electric developments more
attractive by a review of its ixilicy regarding water-power con-
cessions. Turning to the position of hydro-electrie develop-

ment in India, Mr. Arnall said that surveys had disclosed 130
possible sites with an estimated potential output of 1,774,000
continuous e.h.p., but there was no doubt, that this was but a
fraction of the possibilities; many millions of horse-power
could be obtained from the Himalayas and the great rivers of

Burma. Many of these resources would, however, remain un-
touched until economic transmission of energy over distances
of from 500 to 1,0(.)0 miles was made practicable. The author
gave tables showing first the existing hydro-electric plants,

and secondly, the undertakings now in course of construction.
In the first list the outstanding feature was the great Tata-

scheme, in the Bombay district, of 50.000 e.h.p.; the next in

size was the Cauvery development of 22,650 e.h.p.; the
remainder were undertakings developing from 270 to 5.36(.(

e.h.p.; and the total number of plants in operation was 18,

with a total of 91.325 e.h.p. Developments totalling 148,750

were under way, and again the Tata Power Co. had the
largest schemes in hand. These were a 75,0O0-e.h.p. under-
taking (the company had plans for eventually doubhng this

capacity) ; and that of the -Andhra Valley P.S. Co. (one of the
Tata interests), 64,000 e.h.p. The Burma Mines. Ltd., had
a scheme for the development of 9,7.50 h.p. in hand. Eighty
per cent, of the Indian and Burmese hydro-electric under-
takings in hand and completed were supplied by the water-
powers of the Western Ghats. From a map shown by the
author it was apparent that Bombay benefited very largely

because of this fact. There were four schemes in the district

which would ultimately be capable of supplying 915,000 e.h.p.

at a maximum charge of about Jd. per kWh. The Igpaturi
project, of which details had not yet been worked out, would
probably be capable of supplying 20.000 e.h.p. The .Andhra
Valley Power Supply Co.'s scheme was nearly completed and
consisted of six 8.lK30-kW sets, generating at 5.fK.X1 V and
50 cycles. The power from this station would be transmitted
to Bombay, a distance of .56 miles, at a pressure of 100,000 V.
The Tata station had been in operation for six years. Power!
was supplied to the Bombay cotton industn.' at from .5 toj

.55 anna per kWh. Tlie Koyna River project was capable <rf

an output of 650,000 e.h.p. and was intended to supply energy
to electro-metallurgical and electro-chemical indu.stries whichl
would be commenced in the vicinity of Bombay. The)
author traced the growth of the cotton industrv of Bombay,!
and spoke of the potential demand for electricity which was
undouiitodly there, and concluded by s.nying that the develop-

ment of the city and the Western Ghats water-powers were,

to a great extent, interdependent.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

JUBILEE CONFERENCE, 1922.

{Contmned from page 260.)

The commemoration meetings of the Institution took place

last weeK m accordance witu the programme already pub-

lished. On 'i'uesday atternoun and Wednesday evenmg iJr.

memmg delivered nis fasciuatmg lecture on i^'araday a dis-

coveries, most admirably illustraied wuu experiments; on the

former occasion Sir ilerbert Jelsyll, one of the origmal
i-ounders of the Society of 'ielegraph Engineers, proposed a

vote of thanks to the lecturer, and recalled the fact that he
himself as a boy had attended Faraday's lectures. Mr. (J. H.
Wordmgham, in seconding the motion, pointed out that i'ara-

day's greatest discoveries were comprised in a period of ten

days. On the \\ ednesday evening Sir Oliver Liodge moved
the vote of thanks to iJr. Fleming, which was seconded by
Sir Richard Ulazebrook.

On Wednesday afternoon Dr. \V. H. Eccles presided, and
Col. Crompton was the hrst speaker; his remarks were ab-

stracted in our last issue. Sir Alexander Kennedy, Sir Oliver

Lodge, Mr. Sidney Kvershed. Mr. A. H. Walton, and Mr. W.
Judd gave .some of their reminiscences.

On the afternoon of Thursday, February 23rd, Mr. C. C.

Paterson, O.B.E., took the chair and spoke his appreciation

of the work of those who were contributing to the sym-
posium of reminiscences forming the greater part of the pro-

ceedings at the Jubilee commemoration. Before proceeding
with the afternoon's programme the members present were
asked to approve of a message of remembrance and apprecia-

tion to Mr. Oliver Heaviside, suggested by \Sir Oliver Lodge
the previous day :

—
" 'that the members of the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers assembled at the Commemoration Meetings being held to

celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first meeting of the
Society of Telegraph Engineers (now the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers), with their thoughts directed to all those
who in earlier days laid the foundation of the science and in-

dustry which the Institution represents, desire to send a
message ef greeting and remembrance to Mr. Oliver Heaviside,

F.R.S., Honorary Member of the Institution.
" In the course of the meetings they have been again re-

' minded of and have recognised the great importance of the

classic work achieved by Mr. O. Heaviside and published by
him in his papers and writings from 1887 onwards, and
especially of his discovery of the importance of inductance in

circuits for the transmission of telegraphic and telephonic
signals without distortion, and of him as the originator of

the methods now being universally applied for this purpose

;

and in no less measure of his investigations and discoveries

relative to the propagation of electromagnetic waves in space.

the results of which are now being utilised in wireless or space
telegraphy and telephony.

" They are convinced that as now. so in the future the name
of Heaviside will be one of the names which will rank among
those of the great founders of the science of applied electri-

city."

Dr. W. H. Eccles introduced the resolution, and referred to

the vector algebra notation originated by Mr. Heaviside, but
which, unfortunately, had proved too difficult to meet with
the appreciation it deserved. The speaker considered that
it should be taught in all engineering colleges, and made
mention of the fact that it had found application to the
Einstein theories—at least the notation used in several books
on the subject closely foUow-ed Heaviside's earlier notation.

It was due to him that we had the loaded long-distance
cables of to-day. although it was Pupin who developed and
elaborated the theories proposed by Heaviside. In the stud\
of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in air. he
sh.owed similar insight, and his name would remain known for

many years by the application of his name to the " Heaviside
layer " (a name which Dr. Eccles himself had applied).

In .seconding the resolution Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson said that

it had been said that every advance in mathematics was due
to the need for new methods for solving a physical problem,
and this w-as the history of the notation introduced by Heavi-
Bide. The latter was a wonderful scientist, and his work
"had not met with the recognition it deserved, but the mes-
sage would .show him that he was remembered by the
Institution of which he was an honorarv member.
The first speaker in the list of tho.se relating their ex-

periences of the industry's early days was Sir Charles A.
Par.';on.=. F.R.S. . who. naturallv. dealt with turbines, but
confined himself principally to the electrical .side of his sub-
ject. Dr. S. Z. de Ferranti followed, and included many
stories of his introduction to electricity.

The next speaker was Mr. Prank Bailev. and he was fol-

lowed bv Sir Tom Callender, Mr. .T. H. Hohiies, Mr. W. H.
Patchell, and Mr. J. Swinburne. F.R.S.
On Tbnrsd.Tv evening, Mr. A. k. C,TmnbelI-Rwinton occiinied

the chair, and after proposing a vote of thanks to the Editors
of the technical Press for assisting in summarising the
commemoration addressee, and to the lay Press for the large

amount of space accorded to the celebration, read a letter from
Mr. J. S. Hightield, the president, expressmg his great regret
that he was prevented from attending the meetmgs.
Mr. J. E. Kingsbui-y then described the evolution of the

telephone system m this country, and was foLlowed by Mr.
Bernard Drake, Sir William Noble, Mr. G. W. Partridge, Mr.
Arthur Wright. Mr. G. H. Wordmgham. and Mr. Ll. B.
Atkinson, who summarised the whole of the proceedings.

An abstract of the discourse of Sm Chaeles Parsons is
given below :

—
About the j^ear 18S4 I determined to attack the problem of

the steam' tmbine and of a very high-speed dynamo and alter-
nator to be directly driven by it. The work commenced with
very small-scale experiments, and in such a way that should
a few failures occm- and re-design be necessary, the expense
incurred would not be too serious. A speed of 18.Ul)0 r.p.m.
was chosen for the first little turbine as being siutable lor
obtaining, theoretically, a moderate degree of economy, and
the estimated output was iU b.h.p. The equivalent surface
speed was about '200 ft. per second, and to guard against the
unknown but greatly increased heating at 300 periodicitf as
against a periodicity of 5 and 10 in the Edison and Siemena
dynamos on which the design was based a density of field

of one half that of the Edison was aimed at. and the e.m.f.
calculated accordingly as directly proportional to the surface
speed and the total length of active wn-e between brushes.
The voltage was 100, the length of core 8 in., 96 conductors
(.08 in. over the insulation round copper) were laid on a
smooth core composed of thin sheet iron .01.5 in. thick, insu-
lated n'ith paper and threaded on a hollow steel shaft through
which lubricating oil passed for coohng purposes. Tne eu.l
windings were spiralled in two layers, and the whole hound
with phosphor-bronze wire of 50 tons tensile strength. The
commutator had 12 sections, 4 convolutions per section. 'The
density in the armature conductors at full load was about
9.000 A per square inch, but. thanks to the small radial depih
of copper, the resulting temiierature was not excessive. "The
efficiency of this dynamo was about 80 per cent., and the
steam consumption of the plant about 150 lb. per k'\Vh. This
little turbo worked satisfactorily from the start, minor altera-

tions only being found necessary, excepting, perhaps, the
commutator, which, after several designs had been tried, was
finally made of bars in short sections held by dovetailed steel

rings with asbestos insulation, which stood up well against
the great centrifugal force. This plant worked regularly for
some years, supplying energy for Ughting experimental
shops, including the early commencement of the Sunbeam
incandescent lamp works at Gateshead-on-Tyne.
The electrical constants of this dynamo have been examined

recently and found to agree closely with modern dynamo firac-

tice modified to suit the speed of 18,000 r.p.m. The design
of this dynamo was followed by minor improvements in

about 360 turbines of from 1 to 32 kW output, and chiefly

used on hoard .ships of the Mercantile Marine, including
several Atlantic liners, and also on warships. From 18K)
onwards improvements were made in the efficiency of the
turbine. The ratio of expansion was increased, the ciirva-

ture and formation of the blades and other details improved,
and the ratio of velocity of blade to velocity of steam in-

creased, so that in 1888 the consumption of ai 32-kW turbine
with 9(1 lb. steam pressure and non-condensing had fallen

to 344 lb. per kWh.
In 1887 some ten turbines, of from 15 to 32 kW. supphed

energy for the lighting of the whole of the Newcastle Exhi-
bition with high efficiency " Sunbeam " incandescent lamps
made by the Sunbeam Lamp Co.. of Gateshead-on-Tyne. The
filaments were of " tar putty " with 4 per cent, of zii-conia;.

the effect of zirconia being to reduce the resistance as the
lamp ffrew older and the glass darkened. ' thus maintaining
the efficiency. The lamps were from 100 to 500^ c.p., con-
suming from li to 2 'W per c.d. : the .short life of 200 to 500
hours was accepted as most efficient under the circumstances.

The first high-speed alternator was made in 18S8: it had a
revolving single-phase armature for 75 kW at 4,800 r.p.m.,

.SO cycles; four of this tyre were sunnlied to the Newcastle
and District Electric Tjiuhting Co. The armature body was
a smooth laminated cylinder, and the conductor was wound
in a smgle layer around thin longitudinal wood slabs keyed
into the core, so as to cover the whole remaining surface of

the core, and the whole, after an insulating armourmc hail

been applied, was bound tiditly W'ith piano wire. It was
driven by a non-condensing turbine.

Tlie fir.st alternator driven bv a condensing turbine was of

the same type, but for 120 k^A^ .and was built for the Cam-
bridce Electric Supply Co. in 1891. A consumption of 27 lb.

of steam per k'Wh was recorded with steam at 100 lb. pres-

sure, 465 deg. F., and 38§ in. vacuum.
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A simple method of ascei'taining the losses that occur m an

armature was used a -ood deal on the early plants The

inachme was run up to full speed and voltage on the throttle

and when steadv s\orldng conditions were established small

known loads were thrown on and off and the steam pressm'es

recorded. From the data thus .,bt4iinod the relation between

nres.sure and load in watts was determined. By separately

exciting the machine the power absorbed with and without

excitation ^^as found. The conductors cou d then be re-

moved and replaced by wood, and the binding wire was

replaced to its original smoothness and same windage loss;

the eddy-current loss of the conductors could then be calcu-

^Inthis way n 'M-kW armature ^vas tested at 8 400 r.p.na.

and the figures were: cm-rent to excite field, /^^W; /ot^^l

eddy-current and hysteresis loss in armature, 1,441 W ;
brush

friction on commutator, 1,010 W; calculated C-R loss m arma-

ture, .im ohm hot. 270 W; total electrical losses 3.(ibl W .

The total loss in the armature was made up of : steel piano

binding wire. 394.6 W; armature core and shaft rio W;
copper conducting wire by difference, 320.4 W The loss m
brass or phosphor bronze, or delta metal binding wire was

inappreciable, but all \vere found unreliable.

From the commencement it was recognised that very high -

economy in fuel might be reached with the turbine; that

the efficiency would be doubled by condensation; and that

the efficiency would increase rapidly with the size, and at a

•Treater rate than in the case of the reciprocating engine.

In 1888 estimates were made, guided by experience to that

date which indicated results not far shuit of those obtained

tn-Jav Partnership difticulties, however, at this period

seriouslv interfered with experiments and manufacture m
this direction for several years. In 1899 two 1.000-kW turbo-

alternators 4 000 V, 1,5W) r.p.m., were ordered for Elberteld.

Sir William Lindlev being the consulting engineer, they were

tested before dispatch, the consumptum at full load bemg

18i lb per kWh with steaju at 125 lb. and 14 deg. C. ot

superheat These were the first tmbines to lie imnorted or

usrd in Germany, excepting those of the De Laval type. Up
till 1912 continuous-current armatures were made ot the drum

tvne similar to those I have described, and in sizes up to

1'W kW but for a period of three years we were deb.irred

from this'tvpe bv the partnership difficulties to which I have

referred The Gramme tvne had to be used; this was fairly

satisfactorv up to m kW, but beyond this serious heatmg

of the shaft was caused by the cross field withm the ring,

and asbestos insulation was necessary: the largest .made was

400 kW Reduction gearing having been proved in 1911 to

be efficient, reliable, and commercially satisfactory for the

transmission of large powers, direct coupling of high-speed

continuous-current dynamos- was abandoned in favour ot

geared low-speed d^amos. Tlie first seared d.c. dynamo was

<;old in 1913: altei-natovs, however, have been and still are

direct-coupled to the turbine i" most cases
^'r''% r!.U

revolving fields have been adopted, first, of the salient-pole

tn-ne but in later vears of the barrel tvne. with the exciting

coils' buried in slots and retained in position bv dovetail kevs

and the end windinas by cans of bronze or of non-mngnetic

steel allov a fomiation which was found to lend itselt more

readilv to 'the renuirements of the rapidlv m'-veasmg sizes of

alternators, which bv 1911 had reached 2.5 000 k^V Alterna^

tors of 12 500 kW are now onerat-ng satisfactorilv at -Um
r n m an'd at the present time alternntnrs are bema built

of 20 000 kW OR power factor, at 1.500 r-o.m.. and also

15 000'k\A' 0.8 power factor, at 3,000 r.n.m. In the construc-

tion of these ma-hines the finely-stranded tvne of armat.ire

conductor is used, with each strand msulated and smraller^

several times in a conductor length. Eddy eurents in such

a formation of conductor are reduced to a neghaible ouantitv.

With the increa.sine outputs at high sneeds coolm!' hv

ventilation has beconr- a verv imnort.ant matter. _
It

1
=

found that +he more efficient sepjratelv-driven fan is in eveiw

respect preferable to a fan mounted directlv on the rotor.

The closed-circuit system of alterna+or ventilation is now

•>lso bein'' adonted. We have carried nut experiments witb

the water coolina of altevnatorc:. both stators and rotors,

but veith satisfactorv results onlv in the case of the latter.

Tliere are at pre.sent about 100 000 kW of machines runnma

•satisfactorilv with wntev-croled rotors, but owma to the

exoense of insta-lUnrr such a svstem it has been found un t"

flip present that it is better to keep to the usual schemes of

air ventilation.

Mr. .T. E. KiNOSPT'TiY's discourse is ab.stracted below :
—

It is something of a ccincidence that the vear we are cele-

brating flS72) was also the year when Bell commenced his

svstematic exneriments to put into material form the ideas

on electric telephonv which had been previously occupying bis

inind: those exneriments culminated in his patents of 1870

and 1877. My first experience of telephonic speech was in

1878 and then through the "arimn transmitter which Edison

Imd'develoned after Bell's d;cr.overy of the essential Prin-

ciples had become known. Tlii= transmitter rave mufh more

powerful results than the eariier magneto form. To those

who have grown up with the telephone as an instrument of

diilv use T cannot hone to convey an idea of what it was

like to talk through the t<"lephone for the first time when it

was practically unknown. The line was between No. 6,

Lombard Street and the corner of Princes Street. I was at

the latter. Scepticism, which was, perhaps, a very natural

first impression, had to give way to the ab.solute knowledge

that I had left at Lombard Street the owner of the voice so

clearly recogui.-able. The feeUng of awe which came over

me I have a vivid recollection of now.
Public demonstrations were alway.s interesting and some-

times exciting. Since that time 1 have had a good deal o£

sympathy for those responsible for experimental demonstrar

lions of new apparatus under more or less improvised con-

ditions. At the first demonstration of the Edison loud-

speaking receiver at the Royal Society soiree it broke down
completely, and I remember the admii'ation 1 felt for the

coolness of Ellison's nephew (who w'as in charge) whilst

taking the instruaient to pieces and putting it together again,

when all the time au excited crowd of scientists and their

friends were waiting at the door for admission. But it was
a brilliant success nevertbele.'^s. The public debut of the

Edison transmitter was made at a lecture by Professor (now
Sir William) Barrett at the f^niidnu Institution on December
30th, 1878, iu the arraugements for which I was concerned.

I remember that iu subsequent comments at this lecture the
rivalry of Bell and Edison interests was clearly apparent.

Sir Wilham Barrett also participated iu the first long-distance

trial of the Edison tran.smitter ; this was over the Colman's
line from London to Norwic+i, 115 miles, in November, 1878.

The line was single, of course, and of iron, and the induction

very considerable. My recollection is of a constiint cackle

through which the spoken words, cmi'rged as through a

screen.

My firm's ollice was one of ten (Tlic Times office was
another) connected to au experimental exchange—the small

beginning which was to become the main purpose of the

telephone. Although the Bell Co. in London had at an
earlier stage started business in the supply of telephones for

private-line purposes, it was really as exchange organisations

that both the Bell and the Edison' companies seriously com-
menced business. It was in 1879 that this start was made,
with experience as was available, and adapting theii' methods
as new- conditions were met with.

The telegraph lines which existed were for the service of

the public collectively. The hues were consequently few.

Telephone exchange service required a line to each individual

user. The lines were therefore many, and in the neighbour-

hood of the exchange itself became congested. Again, tele-

graph lines were mostly along roads or railways. The tele-

phone required that they should be in crowded areas, and the

only available method was to carry them on hou.se-tops. So
telephone engineers had to develop new methods for carrying

increasing numbers of wires on routes to centralised points.

.\dd to this fact that the telephone pioneers in England had

no statutory powers, but were dependent on the permission

of private owners for the placing of their fixtures, and you

may form some conception of what the line difficulties were.

But it was an extensive development of pre-existing con-

ditions. Not -so the switching system : the principle of divert-

ing telegraphic lines by means of switching was old, hut

never before had one member of the public been able on

request to be put into communication directly with any

other member of the public. .\ny momentary break in the

continuity of the circuit must inten-upt conversation, and the

continuity of the circuit depended upon the proper working

of numerous sprinas and movable contacts. You may imagine

the trying time of the pioneer iu remedying defects, whilst,

at the same time, carrying out a new service with most sen-

sitive and intricate apparatus. Tlie early switchboards of ten

lines had soon grown so that bv ui'^ms of what was known
as the multiple switchboard 10,000 lines could be handled in

one central office.

The fact that the public themselves were participants in

Ihe c-irrvina out of the service introduced a new factor which

had to be taken care of. This necessitated the introduction

of methods of management and control as well as the adap-

tation of appliances, and only by careful study and .steady

application were satisfactory methods of exchange manage-

ment developed Metallic circuits in town areas were fir.=t

introduced for lona-distance (or trunk) sub.scribers. hut it

was early realised that thev must become general, and event-

uallv thev did. The nlap adopted was to draw cables into

conduits, but in London it was necessary to reconstruct the

system overhead in consequence of the refusal of local

authorities to Permit the use of the streets.
. , ,,

With the doubling of the line circuits necessarily followed

the construction of metallic-circuit switchboards. The

metallic-circuitina called for a modification in the siib««-ribers

instrument, but not an entire change: the call was still made

bv turnina the handle of a magneto. Yet another reconstruc-

tion of exchapges and replacement of siiliscribers' mstruments

followed the introduction of the central-batterv system, which

is familiar to vou all from daily use. AMiilst generallv re-

garded as comparativelv new. automatic systems which are

now claimin" more attention are almost coincident with

manual systems, and have developed from very early

beainninas. , . ,

In 1S7S the telephone was first u.sed m exchanse service.

To-dav there are about twentv one million telephones con-

nected to exchanges throughout the world. In their hrst
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business circular, issued in 1877, Bell and his associates stated
that they were " prepared to furnish telephones for the trans-
mission of articulate speech through instruments not more
than twenty miles apart." To-day conversation has been
accomplished over five thousand miles. An Indo-European
telephone is scientifically possible, and conversation between
London and Constantinople is by no means an idle dream.
Of legislation witli regard to telephony the dominant factor

is the Act of, 1869. This was passed by Parliament in anticipa-
tion of the purchase of the telegraphs by the State, and was
interpreted by the Courts as covering the means of com-
munication by telephone. I see no reason to doubt the
accuracy of the interpretation, which made the telephone a
monopoly of the Government. The method of licensing was
adopted, and the Telephone Co. became a licensee of the
State.

When the telephone was introduced the nation had recently
purchased the telegraphic business for several milUoti pounds,
and apjiroached the subject from the shopkeeper's narrow
view of conserving its immediate intereiits as a vendor of
telegraphic service. The licence provided for the payment of
a sub.stantial royalty in con.-^ideration of the )X'rnii.ssion tu do
business; a central point was decided upon in each area and
the licensee pennitted to give cnnninmication within a
specified radius—generally about four or five miles—because
the telegraph revenue in local areas was small, but became
more important as the distance inci'eased. It is a matter for
regret that there was no one of sufficient authority to take a
broader view of what the nation might gain by improved
ccinnnunication by tclc'iihone as a .«et-(ilT against a possibly
reduced revenue from telegraphs.
Only once did the Government take a br(iad view, and that

was when Mr. Fawcett, as a re.sidt of public protest, abolished
the four-mile radius and allowed the companies to connect
up where they liked. The more or less compulsory purcliase
of the trunk lines of the company introduced a recognised
defect in having two authorities manipulating a single call,

and was promoted as a set-off to the decreasing traffic from
long-distance telegrams.
Prom the beginning great stress was laid on the importance

of competition, but as time went on it became clear that
competition in telephony was wastefid in any ease, and not
of advantage to the public. The question is sometimes asked
whether onr tele|ili(inic development is what it should be in
view of (lur cDiiiinercial importance and social standards.
The telephonic development has been checked by the refusal
of local authorities ti\ allow undei'ground cables. Tliese bars
to progress were instituted with tlie firm hxit misguided con-
viction that the interests of the ratepayers were being con-
served. The loss which the same i-atepayers were incurring
I>y lack of communication was not thought of.

So far as telephonv is concerned the period of divided
interests is over. The keenness felt by the technical staff

from the chief downwards for telenhone progress and develop-
ment is within our knowledge. Public appreciation of tele-

phones is still nninforni>»d. The subs'^-riber sHll thinks of the
cost of the instnmient he sees, and is oblivious of the va.st

investment behind it. It is distressing to note the constant
criticism of rates ba.sed on profound ignorance of the facts.

We .should do our best t'> support the sound principle that
the service must be paid for by the users and in proportion
to use.

In no branch of mn- industry has more thorough and syste-
matic effort been made tc utili-e tb<> discoveries of .science
and apply tliem bv inventive ingenuity to the use and con-
venience of tlie niiblic than in the cafe of telenhonv. In the
discoveries of science we here mav claim, and will certainly
be allowed, an honnurod place. In manv of the applir-ifions
we cannot overlook the predominant share of the TTnited
States. In the main the telephone organisations of the
T nited States have bad fi'eednni to carry out a wise policy of

development early formulated by the pioneers and steadily
uiainfain''d since. The conditions in this country have been
exactlv the reverse, with consequences to national economv
and efficiency which are serious. .\ bold policy is now needed,
and there is no time to lose.

(To be continued.)

NOTES FROM CANADA.

(FROjr Our Special Correspondent.)-

'Phf, electrification of the lines of the Timiskaniing and
Northern Ont^irio Railway Co., which runs through the great
metal mining district of Northern Ontario, is being considered.
and it is al.so stated that the Michigan Central Railway is

contemplating electrification of its Canadian lines between
Niagara Falls and Windsor—a distance of about 240 miles.
In St. .Tohn's. New Brunswick, the employes of the

New Brunswick Power Co., which operates the tramways,
went on strike last summex. and formed a rival company
under the name of the Union Bus Co. The latter company is

reported to have failed recently, after having spent some
ll.'i.OOO on 'buses alone.

_
The Plydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario is build-

mg another 110.000-volt transmission line from Niagara Falls

to Toronto, a distance of about 80 miles, and when this is
ready there will be transmission-line capacity between these
two places of 200,000 h.p.

.'^.ccording to data published in November last by the Cana-
dian Pacific Piailway Co., " there are 700 branch factories of
United States industries operating in Canada and not less
than -200 other American factories seeking Canadian locations."
In discussing the reasons why so many United States firms
have Canadian branches, the writer of the article from which
this quotation is made cites the following : The depreciated
purchasing power of the Canadian dollar in the United States

;

export orders received by the parent company for shipment to
places within the British Empii-e can be handled with greater

. facility and more expeditiously through a branch house manu-
facturmg m Canada; preferential tariffs within the British
Empire; branches in Canada are within easier reach of Cana-
dian markets. The following extract is of interest :

" Canada,
through organisations of every nature, its railways, its incor-
porated cities and towns, its civic bodies and boards of trade,
offers every inducement to new industries to locate on its
broad expanse. In no country is greater encouragement given
to foreign manufacturers to locate, whilst the expanding
domestic market and the rapidly gi'owing export trade furnish
a sure and steady output for products."
-According to the Canadian Engineer, the report of the Inter-

national Joint Conmiission gave some consideration to the
question of the electrification of railways in connection with
the proposed development of the St. Lawrence River. The
report states that in the zone considered from Lake Erie to
the Quebec boundary there is 36,000 miles of railway on both
sides of the line (pre.sumaldy the international boimdary line
between the L.S. and Canada). Of these raiiwav Imes, 19 000
miles could be electrified at a cost of $360,000,000, based on
1919 costs, but about 8,iKX),000 tons of coal would be saved
annually, resulting in a yearly saving of $81,000,000, or 14.2
per cent, on the invt^stment.
From time to time reference has been made in these notes

to the fact that the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontario was planning a scheme of electric radial railways,
which would operate at high speed and carry both passengers
and freight. Several lines connecting various cities were
voted upon by the people and approved of by large majoritiesm rnost cases. There came a day, however, when a new
Provisional Government came into office, towards the end of
1919. This Government decided that it should have a full
investigation as to the merits of these radial railways and ap-
pointed a Royal Commission of Inquiry. The findings of this
Royal Commission were adverse to the project of construc-
ting these railway Hnes, at least at the present time, and as
a re.sult the whole matter has been held up as the Premier
has expressed his determination to abide by the report of the
Commission.
Many of the " Hydro " municipalities are incensed at the

action of the Government and have declared their intention
of going ahead with the construction of the " radials " on
their own account, because the Government has positively re-
fu.sed to gunrantee the bonds. At the present time" the
situation is acute, for the Premier has just stated that the
Government will hold firmly to its attitude on the question,
even though it may be compelled to resign, while many of
the municipalities are openly defiant against the Government.
What the outcome will be it is impossible to say at present
but. if the Government should win, it is likely that the
powers of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission will he con-
siderably curtailed, or it may even be abohshed and its work
put into the hands of a " Ministry of Power " which would
be specially created for the purpose.
The Premier states publicly that he beheves in. and favours,

public ownership of hydro-electric power, but the " pro- •

hydro " element of the population prefers to .see in the
Government's attitude the working of " private interests

"

which desire nothing so much as the abolition of public
ownership.

.\nothpr matter which is agitating the |>ublic mind at
present is the great cost of the Queenston-Chippawa Power
Development at which the Government expresses alarm on
account of the actual expenditure per bor.se-power being much
in excess of the original estimates, which were made before
the war caused such great increases in costs of material and
labour.

The Westinghouse Co., in the United States, established a

radio telephone service at East Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania,
about a year ago. which is taken advantage of by many people
in Canada and three more large stations have been added
.since.

Bedtime stories for children, talks to farmers, sailors, and
others, besides the transmission of grand opera music (from
Chicagnl are some of the items on the programmes of thi-«r

stations.

British Trade Ship.—PosTroNF..\iENT.—Mr. Frank Benson,
speaking at a meeting of the Newcastle Rotary Clnb on Feb-

ruary 24th. on the British trade ship, said that .at an important
meeting of the directors in I>ondon on the previous day. it had
been decided to nut the scheme back a year, owing to the de-

pressed state of trade. It would probably go in 1924.—

Mnrnina Post.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Beadert are invited to luhmit particulars oj new or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

A Lamp'Iock for Use on Board Ship.

It is the proud boast of Messes. " Lamlok," Ltd., of 36,

Rusthall Avenue, Chiswick, W.4, that they can cope with any
problem in connection with the locking of lamps with which
they are confronted. Such a case occurred recently, when it

was found that certain shades used on board ship were of a

shape which did not permit of using the ordinary " Lamlok "

locking ring, owing to the restricted space available.

To meet this condition, a new type of ring has been evolved,

as shown in figs. 1 and 2; it retains the channel and slots.

weight of the heater is only 11 oz., its over-all length is

91 in., and the loading represents about 500 \V. The actual

radicting surface amounts to 34 sq. in. The " Genii " heater

Fig. 1.—.\ Nfav " L.amlok " Locking Ring.

with the addition of a locking screw set in obliquely, which
can be turned with a simple key inserted between the lamp
and even the narrowest shade. The screw is slackened back
until the lamp is in place; the ring is then rotated a trifle,

to bring the screw opposite one of the slots, with which it

engages when screwed home, so that the ring cannot possilily

be moved, and the lamp is securely locked in position.

Fio. 3.

—

The " Genii " Immersion He.^teb.

is tested at 500 V, and one out of every five is ran at full heat
in air for 15 minutes.

The " Oldham " Miner's Cap Lamp.

The electric lamp is gradually supplanting all other types
in mines because of its convenience, safety, and efficiency,

and the cap type is proliably the most popular fonn of elec-

tric lamp.
The improved pattern of cap lamp manufactured by

Messrs. Oldham & Son, Ltd., Denton, near Manchester, is a
good example of its kind, and embodies a number of features

which render it popular. The full equipment, iUustrated m
fig. 4, cousi.st.s of a canvas and leather cap, an accumulator
in a strong case, a length of c.t.s. cable, and the lamp. The
accumulator is of compact design, and made by a special pro-

cess. The plates are of " staggered " grid cage pattern, with
a continuous sheet of active material interlocked between the

grids on each side. The terminal bar and plates are lead-

burned together, which ensures gieater strength than when
thp bar is cast on tn tlip plates. The plates are fitted into a

-The " Lamlok " LorKiNu
Ring i.\ Position.

Fig. 4.

—

The " Oldham " Cap Lamt Eyuir.MENT. Fig. 5.—The " Oldham
Equipment in use.

-Vnother improvement in the ring consists in the addition of
an internally threaded portion, which screws over the threaded
baiTel of the holder. Unfortunately, the degree of uniformity
attained in the construction of lamp-holders leaves a good
deal to be desired, and, in fact, the diameter over the threads
varies appreciably; to provide for this difficulty, the screwed
portion of the ring is sht half-way round the circumference
and again at right-angles, the resulting spring action enabhng
the ring to be screwed on any lamp-holder with ease. Patent
rights have been obtained for these modifications.
Our view of the holder and ring, fig. 2, shows also the

" Lamlok " cord-grip, which clamps the flexibles against the
porcelain and does away with the annoyance and waste of
time arising out of the use of the wooden grips and nut.

The " Genii " Immersion Heater.

Messrs. George Nobbs, Ltd., S9, Cleveland Street, Fitzroy
Square, W.l, have sent us one of their new " Genii " water
boilers, which is illustrated in fig. 3. As will be seen, the
device consists of a length of metal tubing formed into a
helix. The helix is 2J in. in external diameter and 2 in. high.
The two ends of the tube are fixed into an ebonite cap. Three
terminal plugs are mounted on the top of this cap, and from
these the heating elements pass through the tube and back
again. An ebonite part with three sockets is used to connect
the device via a length of flex and an adaptor to a lamp-
holder. The purpose of the triple terminal is to make the
appliance suitable for use on circuits of from 100 to 120 V or
from 200 to 250 V. Marks on the outside of the two ebonite
parte ensure the correct arrangement of the terminals. The

celluloid case with spring plunger terminals and grease cups.

The lamp fitting consists of a strong aluminium outer case,

a closely-fitting aluminium reflector, and the front glass is

.secured by a screwed lens-ring. The lamp itself is a special

2-V bulb, k single-pole screw-down rotary switch is mounted
on the accumulator container and insulated from it. The
container is secured by a magnetic lock. Pig. 5 shows the

equipment in use.

A Combined Fan and Heater.

Within the past few weeks we have described two forms of

ciimbined electric fans and heaters. A third is illustrated in

Fio. 6.—.'^ Combined Fan and Heater.

fig. 6 (reproduced from the Canadian Electrical News). This
is a compact apparatus bearing a strong likeness to s motor
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horn. The fan, motor is mounted at the back of a two-part

heating element. A four-position switch is fitted in the base.

This switch acts as follows;—Its first position sets the fan in

motion ; the second point switches in a low-heat element of

660 W ; the third t irn cuts in an additional 1,3'20 W ; the last

point switches off both fan and heater. The device, which
weighs only li lb., is made by an American firm, the Carmean
Electric Co., of 2806-2808, East 18th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

LEGAL.

Scottish Steelmakeks and Works Valuation.

The Lands Valuation Appeal Com't in Edinbm'gh, on Feb-
ruary 23rd, gave its decision in the cases stated on behalf of

eteelmakers in Lanarkshire against the determination of the

Valuation Gormnittee raising the yearly rent or value of the

works. The Assessor, it may be recalled, arrived at his annual
value on what is known as " the contractors' principle." The
Valuation Committees approved of the method adopted by the

Assessor, but were of opinion that the percentages suggested

by him were rather high, particularly in the case of machmery,
the shorter-hved portion of which had been eliminated from
the calculation by the Committees' tinding that it was non-
rateable. They suggested an abatement of 30 per cent., which
the Assessor contended was unprecedented.
The Court sustained the determination of the Valuation

Committees, and refused the appeals.

Lord Salvesen, in the course of a long opinion, said the
Assessor raised certain questions which tm'ned on the mean-
ing of " first motive power." The first related to electricity

which was generated by means of .steam-driven machinery.
It was not disputed that the steam-driven machinery was rate-

able as well as the boilers. But the Assessor claimed that the
dynamos actuated by the steam-driven machinery should also

be included as heritable, apparently on the ground that the
electric current so produced was used to operate machines in

the appellants' works. In his Lordship's opinion the
Assessor's view was negatived in the Guardbridge Paper Co.'s

case last year, where their Lordships held that the boilers,

the steam engines, and the main shafting all fell within the
definition of plant or machinery for the purpose of producing
or transmitting first motive power, but that when this power
was transmitted by secondai-j- shafting to the manufactm'ing
machines it ceased to be first motive power. His Lordship
thought this view governed the other matters raised by the
Assessor. In these cases " the first motive power " was de-

rived from an outside power company, and the appellants
admitted that the cables and motors within theii" works were
rateable. They maintained, however, that where the current
was converted, it ceased to be first motive power. The appel-
lants did not challenge the finding of the Committees as to

rotary converters, where the place of the rotary converter was
taken by a motor and a generator which served the same pur-
pose ae the rotary converter, the motor was rightly held to

be machinery for producing or transmitting first motive
power, but the generator which adapted the cm-rent to the
uses of the machinery employed in the works was, his Lord-
ship thought, in a different position, and really was employed
to produce secondary motive power. He was accordingly for
repelling the Assessor's contention on this point also.

Lord CuLLEN, speaking on the question of the meaning of
" fir.st motive power." said he thought it was unfortunate that
the Court, in common with assessors and Valuation Com-
mittees, should be called upon to solve such fine questions
relating to electrical machinery on an ar)plication of a some-
what crudely expressed statute, which, obviously enough, was
not framed in special view of the rapid developments in the
use of electi-icity for motive power which had taken place
since its date. The application of the words of the .\ct to
such questions seemed to him to involve often what was little

more than guess-work, and he thought it would be very bene-
ficial if the views of the legislature were expressed in an
amending statute better adapted to the present state of affairs.

Hamilton v. Marconi's Wireless Co. .u*d .\nother.

This action was down for hearing before the Lord Chief
Justice and a special jm-y on February •iith. and on the case
being called, Mr. Douglas Hogg, K.C., appearing with Mr.
Bevan for the defendants, took a preliminary objection, and
asked the Lord Chief Justice to look at the pleading, from
which he would find that the plaintiff could not open his case
withiiut committing a contempt of court in view of an under-
taking, which he had given in former Chancery proceedings,
that a certain agreement between him and the company should
not be published. Counsel quoted authorities in support of his
action in dealing with the mattti before the defendant oiJened
tiis case.

Mr. Hamilton, who appeared in person, contended that the
undertaking was obtained by misrepresentation, and that he
iid not fully understand its purport when he gave it.

The Lord Chief Justice pointed out that be could not get
wer the fact that the undertaking had been given, and said

that liefore the case could proceed plaintiff would have to go to

the Chancery Division to get the undertaking set aside.

After .some argument, the case was stayed, with costs against
the plaintiff'.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., o. Semco, Ltd.

In the Chancery Division on Fiiday, before Mr. Justice Eve,
Mr. Whitehead moved on behalf of the plaintiffs for an in-

junction to restrain the defendants from infringing the
plaintiff's' patent rights. The defendants' solicitors had
written saying they did not propose to resist the application,

which refen-ed to patents as to half-watt lamps which had
been the subject of recent litigation ^n the House of Lords
and before his Lordship. His Lordship granted the appli-

cation.

Is an Electric Truck a Light Locomotivb?

With further reference to the summoning of an employe of

the British Electric V^ehicles, Ltd., Churchtown, Southport,
for dr-iving an electi-ic truck, manufactured by the company,
on the public highway without a licence (Elec. Rev., Febru-
ary 3rd, p. loo), according to the Manchester Guardian, the
chief Constable stated on Monday at the Southport Police
Com't that the company had now been satisfied that its

employes could not drive these ti-ucks along the public high-
way without having a Ucence, and on an undertaking being
given that this regulation would be compUed with in future
the casfe was dismissed on payment of costs.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Barking Electric Scheme.—In the House of Commons on
Monday, Captain Martin asked the Pai'hamentary Secretary
to the Ministi-y of Tiansixjrt whether he could say when the
County of London Electric Supply Co. would commence
opei'ations in connection with its scheme at Barking, which
was approved in the latter part of 1921 by the Electricity

Commissioners; and whether he would endeavour to faciUtate

the commencement of the work in view of the serious unem-
ployment now prevailing in the Elast London area''

Mr. i\i-thur Meal replied :—It is not possible to say when
the company will commence the construction of its generat-
ing station at Barking. The Company's Act of 1921 empowers
the Electricity Commissioners, when giving their consent to

the construction of the station, to prescribe the terms on
which the undertaking may be acquired by the proposed Joint
Electricity Authority for Greater London. With the object of

facditating the commencement of the work, the Commis-
sioners have communicated the terms, to the company, and it

is anticipated that fonnal sanction to proceed with the work
will be given shortly.

The Electricity Supply Bill.—The Eaid of Onslow has intro-

duced in the House of Lords a Bill to amend the law in respect
of the supply of electricity.

North Metropolitan Electric Power Bill.—The Financial
Times states that petitions have been lodged in the Private
Bill Oflice of the House of Lords praying that when this Bill

comes before a Select Committee of the House the following
petitioners may be heard in opposition :—Middlesex County
Council, South Metropohtan Electric Light and Power Co.,

companies supplying electi-ical energy within the Administra-
tive County of London. Hackney Borough Council, Tottenham
Urban District Council, London County Council. Southgate
Urban District Council. County of London Electric Supply Co.
The Census of Production.—In reply to a Parliamentary

question, the President of the Boai-d of Trade said the census
of production proposed to be taken next year would be post-

ixjued as recoinmended by the Geddes Committee.

A Swedish Manufacturing Company.—According to the
Svensk Handelstidning , the directors of the Almanna Svenska
Elektrisk A.B. have sent out the following annormcement
concerning the past year:

—"The result of Asea's activity

during the year 1921 has now become known. The working
has left a loss of about 11,SOO,(X)0 kronen. The loss has arisen

from the specially violent fall in prices in the year and the

incomplete occupation of all the company's departments.
The directors propose that the loss should be covered out of

the balance of 300.000 kr. brought forward by the appropria-

tion of 3,500,000 kr. from the profit equalisation fund, and
that the balance of 8.000,000 kr. should be met by a transfer

from the reserve fund of 30,(XtO,000 kr. The company's
liquidity, however, is specially satisfactory." Commenting on

this announcement, the Swedish journal states that it has

long appeared from the exchange quotation for the company
shares that the past year was particularly unfavourable for

the company. The keen competition from Germany, in asso-

ciation with the heavy fall in the prices of the company's
manufactures and stocks of raw materials, ah-eady asserted

itself in the second half of 1920. and was reflected in the

accounts for that year by a great diminution in the profits

from 8,020,000 kr. in 1919 to 4,020,000 kr. in 1920, and »^

reduction in the dividend from 12 to 6 per cent.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET PDBLISHBO.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sbtton-Jonbs, O'Dill «nd
Stwhins, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

3,701. ' Live rails in Systems ol electric traction." G. Ellson and Man-
aging Commmec 01 the South-Lasicrn 6i London, Chatham and Dover Rail-w ly Companies. February bth.

3,703 • Electric tubular annealing, &c., furnaces." J. R. P. Lunn. Feb-
ruary 8th.

3,704. " Connectors for concentric electric cables." J. R. P. Lunn. Feb-

ches." H. H. Berry and Berry's Electric, Ltd. Feb-

ruary 8th.

3,723. •• Ele
ruary 8th.

ruaf^*8th"
^'^'"^ «"''>^'l«-'^ H. H. Berry and Berry's Electric, Ltd. Feb-

(F?f^e, Fe'bfuarTstrSi"
''•^"'="'' E. Urbain. February 8.h.

F.!:.?rLl"r'""Ti'r'°'^^'T
<i>'."="™-e'«tric machines." .Metropolitan-Vickers

'^'.fi.'Ji'^^'
'^°' '-''^•' !'"<' T. N. Whitesmith. February 8th

Fetua^'8r"rG"rrn"7Febrrr;"8°h"-192fr"^ =""* "^'^"^ ^'''- «-'

..?-''^- 'Fixing covers for electric switches. &c.' Fuller's United ElectricWorks, Ltd.. :,nd .-\. P. Welch. February 9tli
tlectric

Chavlor H^hZu^^
protecting joints of underground electric cables." H. J.

%atS. "n- "^' ""*' *- ** !-" Februarv 9th.
d,»U5. Circuit conm-ction fittings for electric wiring systems " L MWaterhouse. Februarv 9th. "^ °J=""-™''- ^- ™-

ary Th.
" '^""""''"' ^'''"''"""''^ '™" '='^'='™ '"'°"^" ^- Howson. Febru-

I'lfo
"
f'^"'""

'^'''^""^''""•'"""g devices." P. G. Broom. February 9th.
3,849. Electric accumulators." H. Leitner. . February 9th.

Sri !r;
','

"m"^'''","''''^.''^
radiating-surfaces in electric heating ap'paratus "

^8fi« •V^-'""'"
'':*>"'^'y !*«h. (France, February 12th, W21.)

Fe'b^^ary
gThermo.^lectric apparatus for heating water, &c.- ^'. Ortega.

3 870. "Electric apparatus for destruction of insect* &c " \ 7arr,ntitebruary 9th. "^^ ^accanti.

^^3,876. "Head-lights for motor, &c., vehicles." F. L. Rapson. February

l'^J,t
"^''^"''= ^"itchbo^tes." L. J. Lepine. February 10th.

s^' ..^''^"8.'='"^ »'=<="•'"«" 5>^i''h." J. A. E. .A. Ellis. February 10th.

(Ffani^, Apri'rw*, miT""" ^^ •'™" '"^ ''''^'°"" ' ^^^^""> l*""'

to^'^ w'^i;^n;:vsr?^d,'"^^^'i^r''^ ''-'-" > "^ ^"'<"=-

Ltd'.'Tden'lrfl^El^tri^roTTebruaJy'l'S.'h"
^"'^^'' Thomson-Houston Co.,

Flif,^;.
^' E'frtro-magnetic devices." H. C. E. Jacobv and New BritishElectric Supply Co., Ltd. February 10th

' criiisn

Feb^f^y'wTh'.""""'"'"'-" " "" B-*olomew and .M. L. D. McFarlane.

ruafy\oth.^""""'*''°"
"""^ "^Production of sound." S. G. Brown. Feb-

t'Ts '•
^,''S-':'ofecxric machine." G. Natoli. Februarv 10th.

4^9' ..|«""'
'""^"""f

""ophones." E.D. Young. February llth.«,v^3. electric motor-control lint* <;ui-itrhcr^nt- " !• i" i- J ».
Solomon and W. Wilson. Februarv llth ^^ '' '' *^'"'""'' '^•

*A^s Vi^'S^T'? motor-starting 'and controlling switchgear " C C Gar
A'^- .•?•, ''^'i'"S ^"^ W- Wilson. Februarv llth. ^ ^^"

TnT^'
..tt'l^'d/anable condenser." A. Snow. Februarv llth.

4,053 (Tontrol gear for electric^riving mechanism." ' Associated Fouin

4 m« '•.. pV- •""" 2: ^- E<'«»'<i^- February llth
-^^^'-'"i Equip-

Feb^ary llth.""'
-^•^'=h«-" A. Reyrolle & Co., Ltd., and H. W. Clothier.

4'oil " piil^'f^
.receiving systems." E. Y. Robinson. February llth.

aryUth
^'"^ ""SP^""" apparatus for interiors." A. J. Dean. Febru-

Kinmfn. 'Veb^Sarv^irh.""^'""™" '°' electro-magne.ic waves." T. H.

4'lOT
'.'"°'°'- head-lights." W.Cook. Februarv llth.

Jlf.F. G'^lr'^^bruZ'^l'lr"-'^''"^"""'"^
mechanism." J. N. Chaviara

ir1;"d-an7c"R'BeriTnl""V°K
''"" t"t """^ ^'"=''«=' ^'^'"^hes, &c." C. L..-vrnoia ana (... K. belling. February 13th.

fieM February"l'3.h^""'°"
^''" "" '"""^"•"'^^ ^>'<^'-= engines." L. H. Houns-

4'm ' »l^Tl?m'^
*'"=

*r.'=f
•", •'^- P^'ge. Februarv 13th.

4139 " Me^^ ? ll' T'" ^',''«;es." A. Cairns. February 13th.

E.% Ward^'a^" A.'°E.''l^?r^"'^F:irrTl3tt'
'"'« '"-"«' ""^"'•^' *-"

Isfh^'Vrlic'^l'rbruarVmh-WlT"'"''' "^ "' "- "°'^^'«'^- ^^"^^^

Fe'bJuarv'is'^h""''
'"""'" "^"'^ "^'"^'^'"B with mercury, i-c." K. Kaisser.

FeWyl^'""' """ ^"'''''^" •'•/^'"O"' J' R""--" --i J- Spenser.

4.191. " Alternating-current dynamo-electric machines" A B FieM
?S8°"" F,' 'f

"' E'«t.ical Co Ltd., and L. Miller. February llfh.
""'

„htr^m
E'ectro m-ignetic mechanism." A. E. Hudd and Automatic Tele-phone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. FebruaiT 13lh

."cieie

I'S^V ..
^"""""h'le head light." E. E. Peck. Februarv 13th.

4'^9'
"Potec'Mve"^,'::",''"''',"'^"!''""'' "• ^"^y- Februarv 13,h.

^,-i». hrotet.tive systems lor alternatinff-curr(^nf nVfintc ^'' n n r- a

"A^'^f- \- " ?"'''".?' r" ^- Wilson. Februarv 13,h. ^^
''"""''

1;™' ..
??'";'''"S P.l"f- W. H. Duffett. February 14th.

4.270. Electric switches." Metropolitan-Vickers Electricil Co r irf F„K
'"f.^^,"'^.-

.,"'"'"''' -^'^'«' February 14th, 1921.)
""'""""^ ^°- ^'^- ^'^-

uth
"' induct.-ince coils, &c." B. H. N. H. Hamilton. February

t'w' ::
E'e^'™ power systems." P.Kemp. Februarv 14th.

c u
lelephone number indicator." E. F. Jovce .ind C C R Wr,vFebruary 14th. '^' ^^ r-'>

t-^i ". Accumul.itors." H. Leitner. February I4th.

l'*?|-
.Electrically^nven clocks. &c." I. P. Hnworlh. Februarv 14th

(United States, June llth 1921) •
February 14th.

tric^Co inc')'^"Kebru"'r7u!'h-"
'^"'*''" '^'''''"''' ""^

'
''<' <W«'"" ^lec-

Ltd'^nd C^'l^^'Vla;nT"Feb°r''l4fh
^'" '^''"^" ^'^—""ouston Co.,

rutvfl4,h;''X\"^ed'tat;:'Feb'ua72«,h"l'^^^^^ '^'"'^"' ^•'' '••' '"eb-

Le^f^sig'noT.'Fe'hrlrvlwr'
"""""" '''"'''" ^''"''"= '"'- ^"'' =-' "•

fo??-
"Me'am^ vapour l.-imp." P. Eversheim. Februarv 14th.

I'^V " If''!''!""''
s.«>ems." D. C. Crowe. Februarv 14th.

4.363. Electric supply arrangements and apoaratus for electricallv-nro-pelled vehices am svstems for Drooulsion thnro„( " n v
eietiritaiiy pro-

(Austria. March 7th, 192U
P'"?"'''"" 'boreof. O. Kurz. February 14th.

Uth'^'
"'''''''"••' >"" '" multi-core cables." D. D. Watson. February

FebfuaryM^l',"""'''"''
""'"' '"' .iltcrnaling currents." L. T. C. Russell.

4.:i7K. " Reyubling swilch for starting electric motors, it." W. F.
Rowlandson. February 14tli.

4,384. " Electrodes for heating liquids." O. Meyer Keller & Co. Februarv
15lli. (Germany, June 9th, 1921.)

4.3B0. " BoNcs for carrying electric lamps." A. H. Stevenson. February
15th.

4,411. " Electrically-illuminated signs." S. T. Jeffreys. February ISth.
4,413. " Lightning or surge arresters for electric conductors." A. Reyrolle

and Co., Ltd., and W. M. Thornton. February 15th.
4,447. " Apparatus for periodical interruption of electric current." H.

Ackermann and P. J. Barnes. February 15th.
4,463. " Electrical speed regulator systems." Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd. (Weslinghouse Electric and .Manufacturing Co.). February
15th.

4.467. " Electric circuit controllers." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). February 15th.

4.468. " Thermionic valves." H. G. Hughes, S. R. 'Mullard. and L. G.
Preston. Februarv 13lh.

4.470. " Multiplex submarine cable." Western Electric Co. (U'eslern Elec-
tric Co. Inc.). Februarv 15th.

4.481. " Electro deposition of metals." T. W. S. Hutchins. February 15th
4.485. " Electric switches." Hart Manufacturing Co. February 15th.

(Cnited States, February 24th, 1921.)
4,488. " Electric accumulators." A. Neumann and O. Neumann. Februarv

ISth. (Germany, January 5th.)

4.494. •' Motor starters and circuit controllers." A. W. Burke. Februarv
Wth. (United States. February 15th, 1921.)

4.495. " Motor starters and circuit controllers." A. W. Burke. Februar\
15lh. (United States, August 13th, 1921.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the speciGcatiooa will be
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be l^ken.

1920.
20,377. " Navigation by means of an alternating-current cable located in Ihe

water." H. Lichie. December 30th, 1918. (148,430.)

20,440. " Electrical annunciator and alarm devices particularly for burglar
and fire alarms." G. Schmidt and Boker & Co. March 27th, 1918. (148,480.)

22,231, " Methods of and apparatus for receiving signals by wireless tele-

graphy." Hall Research Corporation. August 13th, 1919. (149,954.)

22,390. " .Mternating-current electric motors." Carey Gavey Syndicate,

Ltd., and K.- Higglnson. July 27th, 19-20. (174,655.)

24,597. " Miners' electric lamps." E A. Hailwood. August 25th, 1920.

(174,664.)

26,923. '* Receivers for wireless signalling." O. Y. Imray (Executor of O.
Imray, deceased). International Radio Telegraph Co., and J. L. Hogan. Sep-
tember 2l9t, 1920. (174,672.)'

29,640. " Electric heaters." A. Selvalico. October 20lh, 1920. (174,688.)

29,562. " Cooling of dynamoelectric machines." W. M. Selvey and L. R.
Morshead. October 22nd, 1920. (174,693.)

30,122. " Electro pneumatic braking apparatus." T. H. Thomas. April

2nd, 19-20. (161,150.)

30,278. " Magneto electric machines." R. B. North and A. .Allen-Massey..

October 26th, 1920. (Cognate application 13,280/21.) (174,701.)

30,-287. " Wind-power electric generating plant." J. C. Hansen Ellehammer.
October 26th, 1920. (174,703.)

30,396. " Electrical signalling apparatus." S. Sokal (Luttfahrzeugbau
Schutte Lanz). October 27th, 1920. (174,705.)

30,409. " Electric cooking vessels." G. Durando. November SOth, 1919.

(154,183.)

30.552 '* Filaments for incandescent electric lamps and the like." General
Electric Co., Ltd., and F. S. Goucher. October 28th, 1920. (Cognate applica-

tion -21,371/21.) (174,714.)

31,053. " Electric harmonic analyser." M. Walker. November 3rd, 19-20.

(Cognate application 32,378/20.) (174,744.)

31,243. " Magneto ignition of internal<6mbustion engines." F. W. Lan-
caster and Daimler Co., Ltd. November 4lh, 19-20. (174,758.)

31,310. " Nipple for use on cables or wires." L. Camillis. November 5th,

1920. (174,760.)

3i,528. " Protective devices for electric distribution systems." British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and H. Pearce. November 8th, 1920. (174,769.)

31,617. " Magneto electric ignition machines." R. Bosch .Akt. Ges. April

24th, 1920. (162,634.)

32,101. " Cooling of sparking plugs and internal combustion engines of

motor-cvcles. " New Hudson, Ltd., and A. A. Price. November 13th, 1920.

(174,778'.)

32,434. " Electric excess current indicators." E. Schattner. November 17lh,

1920. (Addition to 138,835.) (174,785.)

32,733. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and H.
Trencham and E. B. Wedmore. November 19th, 19-20. (174,793.)

32.747. " Brakt-s for electric tramcars and the like." C. J. Spenser. Novem-
ber 19lh, 1920. "(174,795.)

33,015. " Control of electric generating plant and switches therefor." H. J.
Read and W. J. Bransom. November -23rd, 1920. (174,800.)

33,116. " Electric arc lamps." E. Heinz Raven. Julv 12th, 1920. (166,507.)
33,878. " Sparking plug." A. Ramsay. December 1st, 1920. (174.815.1

33,933. "Telephone svstems." Automatic Telephone .Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd. December 3rd, 1919. (154,613.)

33,956. " .Apparatus for recording automatically the opening or the closing
and the duration of incompletion or of completion of a plurality of electric
circuits." Sir H. Darwin and Cambridge & Paul Instrument Co., Ltd. De-
cember 1st, 19-20. (174,818.)

35,109. " Electric lamps used for signalling." D. T. Tritsch. December
14th, 19-20. (174.831.)

35,498. " Electric lamps." C. E. P. Gabriel. December 17th, 1920.
(174,836.)

35,845. '* Telephone svstems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd. (Automatic Electric' Co.). December 21st, 19-20. (174,837.)

35,950. " Electric annaratus for heating flowing liquids." R. C. Masseroni.
M.iv 24th, 1930. (163,974.)

36,132. '- High-tension electric transformers." \-.ifa-Werke Vereinigte
Elektro Technische In-stitute, Frankfurt Aschjaffenburg and Dessauer, Dr. F.
October 7th. 1915. (Addition to 155.830.) (155,831.)

36.432. " Electric cut-outs." A. H. Railing, C. C. Garrard, and P. M.
Coales. December 30th, 19-20. (174,847.)

198]..
2,172. " Head-lights of motor-vehicles and the like." L. A. Dobson. Janll- J

ary 16tli, 1921. (174.856.)
\

6.523. "Construction of electric transformers." W. Parry. February SGthrl
19-21. (174,866.)

' 'l

7,-2-26. " Dynamo t^lectric generators for lighting bicvcles and the like,'
X. Bullinger. March 5th, 19-21. (174,869.)

8,127. "Contact breakers for magnetos." Duten Doublet ct Cie. March-

1

19th, 19-20. (160,420.)
f

13,825. " Methods for the parallel coupling of generators of polvphase I

cunest." Compagnie G^niirale Electrique. October 6th, 1930. (169,954.) I

21,169. " High-frequency sell-induction coils." E. Binard. August lOthvl
1920. (167,767.)

B 'I

.'iOO. " Electric high-frequencv signalling." A. van T. DSv. July 17thf
1:116. (Divided application on 148.380.1 (174.064.)
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who fancy that the_y act iii the iutei-usts of the con-

sumer, and possibly by the gas interests, but we believe

that the fact that the Commissioners will exercise con-

trol over the proposed tariff system will be accepted as

an adequate safeguard. Other sub-sections provide for

the revision of charges at intervals of three years.

Section 15 is entirely omitted. This related to the

terms of payment for stations, &c., acquired by the

Minister of Transport under Section 18 of the Act of

1919, and to the prices to be charged for electricity.

Section 15 of the new Bill extends the definition of
" premises having a separate supply " to cover those

having a " supply of gas, steam, or other form of energy
applicable for the purposes for which electricity is de-

manded or received." This is a valuable improvement,
ensuring that in future consumers of other "forms of

energy " shall not be entitled to make a convenience of

electricity as a mere stand-by without paying a fair

price for the privilege. A new clause in Section 16 (1)

restricts the power of the owner of a station generating
electricity for traction to supply energy to an autho-

rised distributor within the area of a power company
without the consent of the latter; it is not clear, how-
ever, that a consumer within the area could not be sup-

plied without the consent of the power company, and
this is an important point which ought to be rectified.

It is emphasised by another new clause which prohibits

supply " to a}ii/ premises within the district of a Joint
Electricity Authority " without the consent of that
authority. The whole question of the right of a railway
company to supply electricity needs thrashing out,

especially with reference to the London area.

Indications are not wanting that the passage of the

Bill will be strenuously resisted, both in Parliament and
in the financial Press, and the latter has already per-

suaded itself tliat the Joint Electricity Authorities will

plunge into expenditure on a colossal scale—one esti-

mate reaching 110 millions sterling!

But there are two considerations to which we attach
great weight. One is that the Electricity Commissioners
will have control over the Authorities, and we have
confidence in their judgment ; the other is that expendi-
ture is absolutely necessary, and that if it is not con-
trolled and co-ordinated, the aggregate outlay will be
vastly greater. Hence we trust that the Bill will pass,

and we believe that its effect will be beneficial to the

electricity supply industry and to the nation.

Our readers will recall that we have

Overseas Trade consistently urged the need for a

Development, strong State department charged with
the duty of watching and furthering

the interests of British commerce overseas. We have
observed with grave concern the endeavours that have
been made since the Armistice to reduce the fighting

strength of the Overseas Trade Department which was
organised and developed during the war. The Depart-
ment was then placed on a much sounder basis than the

old Commercial Branch of the Board of Trade, with the

express view of preparing for the post-war renewal of

British export trade.

In our opinion the attempts that have been made
from time to time recently to effect petty economies in

the Department have shown ignorance both of the proper
policy of Governmental assistance in overseas trade and
also of the actual work of the Department, whilst the

latest attempt on the part of the Geddes Committee to

stifle its activities has shown an entire misinterpretation
of the needs of the commercial community. We will

not again contrast the Geddes recommendation practi-

cally to abolish the Department of Overseas Trade with
the action of other exporting countries in expanding
similar organisations. But whilst we recognise how
essential it is that Government expenditure be reduced
and taxation decreased in this country, we refuse to

believe that any real economy would be effected by cur-

tailing any sound measures to promote the export of

British manufactures. We therefore welcome the

announcement made by Sir K. Home that ' the (iovern-

)iient think it would be a great misfortune to do away
with the instrument which the traders of this country
and those who trade with them beyond the seas regard
as a most useful link in the conduct of their operations."
We are glad to learn further from Sir R. Home's re-

marks that the opinions which we have always expressed
in these columns on behalf of the electrical and allied

industries are endorsed by business men generalh-. The
Department should be strengthened, not weakened. If

its senior officials keep in close touch with the export
merchant and manufacturer and show themselves

capable of anticipating and administering to the re-

quirements of both, the Department should have no
difficulty in yielding a full return to the taxpayer for

its annual cost.

At the last meeting of the National
Diversity of Industrial Council (Electric Supply) a
Interests. veto was placed on the proposed " Con-

ference of Joint Industrial Councils
and other Bodies in the Electrical Industry." It was
resolved by the National Council that it was not in

favour of setting up a permanent body of this kind, to

which some of the constituent Associations very strongly

objected. The purpose of the Conference was to repre-

sent the needs of the industry to Government Depart-
ments, issue to the Press authoritative statements on
matters affecting the industry, and so forth. The Con-
ference was to comprise three Industrial Councils (Elec-

tric Supply, Cable Making, and Electrical Contj-acting),

and the B.E.A.M.A., the Electrical Wholesalers' Federa-
tion, and the B.E.D.A. The constitution of this body was
obviously of a somewhat hybrid nature, and it was felt

that the electricity supply industry would be giving very
important delegated powers and have a very fractional

and indirect voice in the doings of the Conference. This
was outside the question whether the National Council,

which was obviously an ad hoc body exclusively for

labour matters, would not be acting ultra vires in

appointing members to a standing conference which
dealt with matters entirely outside the range of the

Councils. Anyhow, so far as the electricity supply
industry is concerned, the new Conference will have to

exclude this particular Industrial Council, and if it

goes on with the scheme, it will simply represent the

manufacturing and contracting industries.

The question at issue was, of course, not merely one of

meeting and conferring with other bodies, but one of

setting up a new substantive and independent body
which would have full executive powers and, moreover,

would appear to be, in some sense, an overhead and final

authority to which the other Councils and Associations

would be subordinate.

The successful achievement of the

Hydraulic Walkerburn hydro-electric scheme.

Storage. which is described elsewhere in this

issue, is interesting in view of the pro-

posal to adopt hydraulic storage on a colossal scale in

connection with the Severn tidal power scheme. We be-

lieve that very few installations of this type are in

existence. The idea, however, is old, and we well re-

member the proposal of Mr. H. Wilson Fox, manager of

the British South African Co., in 1005, to adopt it on

the Rand. The promoters proposed to generate 250,000

h.p. at the Victoria Falls on the River Zambesi, and to

transmit power a distance of 700 miles to the Rand.

At the time, Mr. W. B. Esson estimated that the cost of

aluminium cables to transmit 15.00J kW to the mines

at 100,000 volts would be well over a million pounds.*

To obtain a load factor of 100 per cent, at the generat-

ing station, it was proposed to pump water up to an

elevated reservoir at ttie delivery end of the line, and

to generate electricity with it at times of heavy load.

The scheme was never carried out, because it was found

far better to generate with steam power in the neigh-

bourhood of the mines, but on technical grounds it was

of great interest.

* Electrical Review, December 15th, 1905, p. 957,
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THE MECHANICAL STORAGE OF WATER POWER.
WALKFRBURN HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME.

A WATER-POWER installation which possesses many novel

features has lately been put into operation, and is now
supplying power for driving the Tweedvale and Tweed-
holm Mills at Walkerburn, Peebleshire. This village

became a thriving community when these two mills were
established in 1854 : the mills owed their existence to

^ '"7 '^'/' /P'y- ji

Fig. 1.—Plan of the Site.

the water power which was available in the Tweed, and
for a long time this was the only power used in them.

The fall available was divided between the two mills,

the water leaving the wheels of the upper mill and pass-

ing through the wheels of the lower mill before returning

to the river. The falls utilised were respectively 5 ft.

.? in. and 5 ft., for, although the total head between

the intake and the point of return to the river was
15 ft., nearly 5 ft. was lost in the long head and tail-

races. The mills, which covered a considerable area,

had long grown beyond the power available from the

old breast wheels, which together yielded only about
110 h.p., and other means of driving had from time

to time been added to supplement this water power. A
great loss of power in transmission to the scattered

buildings by means of long lines of shafting and bevel

gearing was unavoidable.

Full development of the water power was impossible

until the ownership of the rights for the whole of

the fall passed into the hands of one owner. Messrs.

Henry Ballantyne <fe Sons. Ltd.. owners of the Tweed-
vale mills, purchased the Tweedholm mills in July, 1918.

They decided to utilise the water available to the best

advantage, and to eliminate the heavy transmission
losses by introducing electrical drive. Messrs. Boving
and Co. (^London). Ltd.. were asked to prepare a
suitable scheme, and their proposals were adopted.

The first point decided was that the head available
should be developed in one place. The obvious advan-
tages of this are that an economif^al head is available for
driving the turbines, and that the duplication of plant
and operating staffs is avoided. It was decided to con-
centrate the fall at the upper mill l)y deepening the
race between the two mills, as it was impossible to'

concentrate it at the lower mill in view of the flooding
of intermediate buildings which would have occurred.
This involved a considerable amount of excavation. The

head anticipated was 10 ft. 6 in., but further improTO-
nients in the hydraulic conditions have been made and
the operating head is now, under normal conditions,
slightly over 11 ft.

The power available under these conditions was
220 h.p., exactly double that given by the old breast
wheels. A survey of the power requirements of the two
mills showed that a total of 450 h.p. was needed, and
the problem was then to find the balance, i.e., 230 h.p.

The mills work for about 50 hours per week, so that
for two-thirds of the week the power available would
not have been used. With the low head of 10 ft. 6 in.

the storage of the water was quite impossible. Electrical
storage of the surplus power was also deemed impracti-
cable, and it was finally decided to store the power
mechanically under the following plan. During ths
idle hours the turbines were to be run for the purpose
of driving pumps. The water from these was to ba
delivered to a high-level reservoir and stored therein.
During the working hours the water would run down
from the high-level reservoir through the same pipe as
it flowed up through before, and by driving a Pelton
wheel would generate the extra power required.
A survey of the conditions proved this to be quite

feasible, for the hills immediately behind the mills rose
up steeply to a height of over 1,000 ft., offering an ideal
site for the reservoir in contemplation. Fig. 1 shows
the general plan of the site ; the two mills standing on
the mill lade close to the bank of the Tweed are clearly
shown, as are the positions of the reservoir, the 12-in.
cast-iron pipe-line, surge tank, and 9-in. steel-riveted

pipe-line. The high-pressure pipe-line, to save expense,
was brought as steeply as possible down the hillside..

The reservoir had to be placed on a saddle some little,

distance away, and was connected to the top of the
high-pressure pipe-line by a 12-in. east-iron pipe run-!

ning practically on the level round the contour of the
hill. A surge tank is necessary at'the juiictior} point.

KiG. -1.—I.OW-IRRSSUHE J. UnBIXR IN COURSE OF ERECTION.

to provide or absorb water at times of change of load,

for the 9-in. pipe being on a steeper slope will more
readily accommodate itself to changes of load, and on
increasing loads will draw off more water than the 12-in.

pipe can immediately supply.

Tliis scheme provides the extra 2.30 h.p. required, for

in spite of the fact that a good deal of the energy avail-

able during the idle houi's is absorbed in the pumps, in

pipe friction, and in losses in the Pelton wheel, the idle'

time being longer than the working time fully compen-
s.Ttps for this and enables the effective power to be morn
than doubled.

The low-pre.ssure turbines consist of two large <lbuble-

runner, horizontal Francis turbines of 110 h.p. each,

running at a speed of 200 r.p.m. Between these tur-

bines is a water-tight chamber.
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Each turbine is furnished with a large faced belt-

pulley of double width, the diameter being 100 in. The
outlets from the turbines are inclined at an angle to

reduce the amount of disturbance to existing buildings,

and also to give a cleaner exit for the water. Both
these low-pressure turbines drive a single generator
of 145 kW running at 600 r.p.ni., each end of the

generator shaft having an overlumg crowned pulley for

the purpose.

similar to those on this generator. These shafts drive
the higli-pressure pumps creating the head of 1,050 ft.

which is required. During the idle hours the belts are
changed over from the generator pulleys to the pump
pulleys.

Since the quantity of water delivered by each pump
is relatively small, namely, 220 gallons per minute, it

would have been quite impracticable to run at a speed
of GOO r.p.m., and therefore a [rear-drive had to be re-

Reservoir.

Under normal operations tlie low-pressure turbines

are run on hand control. During the day all variations

of demand are met by the iiigli-pressure turbine. Thus
the low-pressure turbines run on full load, and only the

balance of power is drawn from the reservoir. At night,

since tlie pumping load is cnustant. liand control

suffices.

sorted to. and the pumps themselves run at 3,000 r.p.m.
To isolate the gear-case and prevent any side pull from
interfering with the correct meshing of the gears, flexible
couplings are provided on each side of the gear-boxes
The arrangement is shown in fig. 9.

Tliese pumps deliver throuoh l-in. pipes into a bus
pipe connected linth to the D-in, hjo-h-pressure pipe

-OiL-MiESSDRE GoVERKOR, BrUCE PkEBLES GeNERATOH,
Pump and Switchboard.

PlO. 6.—HlGH-l'RESSURE
Pipe Line.

The duplication of the low-pressure turbines lias a
considerable advantage apart from that of overhaul.
On occasions it is necessary to work overtime ; the
central generator is then driven by one low-pressure
turbine, and for this purpose one turbine is provided
with a governor. The other turbine under hand regu-
lation drives its pump all the time.

In line with the generator driven by the low-pressure
turbines are shafts carrying crowned pulleys exactly

leading up tlie hill lo the reservoir and the (J in.

pijie for supplying the high-pressure turbine. The
latter is of the Pelton type, and, under an effective head
of 807 ft., develops 2.30 h.p.

Owing to the long pipe-line, precautions had to be

taken for dealing with the water-hammer effect on shut-

ting down the turbine suddenly in the event of the

load coming off, and the Boving patent system of com-
bined needle and deflector regulation has been incor-
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porated. When the load goes off, the deflector outs into

the jet of water issuing from the nozzle and tlirows the

power off the wheel. Tlie needle is then allowed to move
slowly forward to reduce the jet to the size correspond-

ing with the new load, tlie deflector meantime taking

up its position immediately above tlie reduced jet. In

this way waste of water only takes place during tlie

few seconds of the regiilating period. The rapidity of

action of the deflector and the economical cimtiul by

means of the needle arc tlnis comliiiieil.

The Pelton wheel runs at l.(JUU r.p.m., and is coupled

direct to a 155-kW generator. The whole electrical sys-

tem is d.c, and the pressure is 250 volts.

Fig. 2 shows one of the low-pressure turbines in course

of erection in its own pit. The bulkhead shown on the

left was cast into the wall, which afterwards formed one

of the sides of the water-tight .chamber containing the

belt pulleys.

Fig, •'! shows an interior view taken from the switch-

board end ; the belts coming up from the low-pressure

turbines and driving the central generator can be clearly

seen. On the right-hand side will be seen one of the

high-pre.ssure pumps and the gear-box through which

it i.s driven.

Fig. 5 is an interior view taken frmii the other end,

showing the governor controlling one of the low-pressure

t\irbines in the foreground, and the switchboard in the

background.

Fig. 7 shows the 230-h.p. Pelton wheel with its genera-

tor and governor. The size of this may be contrasted

with that of the low-pressure turbines, each of which

has only half the outjnit of this small Pelton wheel.

Fig. shows the fl-in. pipe, through which the water

is pumped to the reservoir and which brings the water

down to the Pelton wheel, being laid in the trench up
the hillside. For the upper portion, where the head is

less than 300 ft,, an ordinary slip-joint is satisfactory;

but, as seen in the photograph, for higher heads the

pipes are flanij:e-jointed, the faces of the flanges being

machined and rubber p.ncking rings provided to make
the joints water-tiTht. The static pressure at the lower

end amounts to 4.5.0 lb. per sq, in.

At the outlet from the snrsre tower an automatic
butterfly valve is fitted. If bv anv accident a burst

should occur in the 9-in. nipe, this valve would be

operated by the increase of velocity : the valve would be

tripped and would slowlv close under the control of a

dashpot, thus cuttintr off the waste of water and pre-

venting any possibility of a wash-out occurring.

One of the biggest works in connection with the whole
installation is the reservoir, and a few figures may be

of interest. The longest period of pumping is from mid-
da\- on Saturday till Monday morning, i.e., 42 hours,
and at their rated capacity the pumps will in this time
deliver 1,108,800 gallons. During the working hours
of any one day, if the Pelton wheel were kept continu-
ously on full hiad it would consume 5iG,750 gallons in

nine hours. Allowing that one hour of the remaining
Id hours is lost each <lay in changing over and at meal
times, the pumps could run 14 hours and replace -369,000

g.-illons, the deficit Ijciiig lT7,l.ll» gallons per night.

This, with the five

hours' draw-off on

Saturday. would
lead to a total

ileficit when the

week's work was
finished of
1,189,500 gallons.

It will thus be seen

that the water used
during the week
from the reservoir

would slightly ex-

ceed the quantity
pumped into it. It

must be noted,

however, that this

would only occur if

the Pelton wheel

were kept on full

load .during the

whole of the work-

ing hours, a con-

tingency that can-

not normally arise.

Theoretic ally,

then, a reservoir

capacity of slightly

under 1,200,000 gallons would be adequate. A certain

margin has to be allowed to provide against the pumps
being stopped for overhaul of any part of the plant,

and in times of exceptional drought it might not be

possible to run the pumps at full capacity. It was

therefore decided to enlarge the reservoir so as to pro-

vide a surplus storage to carry over from favourable to

unfavourable weeks, and a reservoir of 3^ million gal-

lions was ultimately derided upon. The reservoir is

192 ft. square and 1.") ft. C in. deep.

Fi( — i-;i.sLl;vuiK l.\ CoUlISK M Cu.\sti:ultiijX.

Owing to the possibility of the ground not being

watertisrht, the bottom of the reservoir was formed of a

9-in. slab of reinforced concrete laid directly on the

solid ground. This slab contains a light mesh of

steel reinforcement to provide against any upward
stresses due to changes of temperature or to hydrostatic

f ressure from the outside when the reservoir is empty.

This meshing is shown clearly in fig. 8.

The walls Cfig. 4). which vary from 8 in. thick at

the top to 21 in. at the bottom, are heavily reinforced,
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the reiuforceiiieiit being tied in to the floor so that the

walls can distribute their load on the cantilever prin-

ciple. The taper of the walls was increased near the

foot to provide against the bending moment, which in-

creases more rapidh- as tlie floor is approached. The

tensile stress in the vertical rods of the wall was limited

to 6| tons per sq. in., with a view to minimising the

possibility of surface cracks occurring. A mixture of

1 to 2 to 4 was used, and great care was exercised in

the selection, grading, and mixture of the constituent

parts. During a recent test no leakage or sweating in

any part of the reservoir-was observed. , This is. partis

Messrs. Bruce Peebles &, Co., Ltd., the switchgear and

cables by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., the

pipes by Me.ssrs. Mechans, Ltd., and the valves by

Messrs. Glenfield Kennedy. The reservoir was designed

in detail by the Considere Construction Co., Ltd.

Messrs. Melville, Dundas & Whitson, Ltd., were con-

tractors for the construction work. Mr. J. Sharp,

Wh.Sc, M.LM.E., of Glasgow, acted as consulting en-

gineer during the construction and erection of the

whole of the scheme.

The cost of the scheme, including the electrification

of the uiills.,^ has been stated to be about £100,000, and

Pig. 9.—.\rranuemknt of Ge.nek.\tor, Pumps, .vnd Ge.\eing.

cularly satisfactory in view of the very diflScult condi-

tions obtaining, at' this altitude during construction.

The plant; has been in successful operation now for

some months. As has already been mentioned, the

scheme was proposed by Messrs. Boving & Co., Ltd.,

who have acted as' main contractors for the supply of

the hydraulic equipment, including turbines, governors,

generators, pumps, gears, pipes, and valves. The
shunt-wound open-type generators, with their bed-

plates and extended shafts, were supplied to them by

the resulting saving in coal, oil, labour, <tc., has been

estimated at £10,000 a year.

It will be noted that the output of nearly 500 h.p.

has been secured on an initial fall of 10 ft. 6 in. onlj-.

The level of the Tweed at Kelso is 200 ft. and at Peebles

5.31 ft. Between these two points, therefore, lie great

possibilities of cheap hydro-electric power. Between
Peebles and Walkerburn alone the River Tweed falls over

100 ft,, and it is to be hoped that some day this wasted

power will be utilised.

THE IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION AND WELWYN GARDEN CITY.

The sixth of the series of Ideal Home Exhibitions

organised by the Daily Mail was opened on the first of

the month by H.R.H. Princess Alice, Countess of Ath-

lone, and will remain open for 25 days. At Olympia
the public will be able to examine at leisure all that goes

to the furnishing and equipment of a modern home.

Simultaneously wfith the inauguration of the show,

the model village on the outskirts of the Welwyn Garden
City, in Herts, was opened by Field-Marshal Earl Haig
on the 2nd inst., and there all interested in the housing
problem will find practical examples and methods of

household construction. The great advantage of the

model village is that the houses will be available for

occupation after the public has had an opportunity of

studying them. No fewer than 382 designs were sub-

mitted by architects for the competition, the rules of

which were framed to inspire rather than instruct com-
petitors to adopt modern labour-saving methods. Sim-
plicity is the keynote, and a liberal provision for the

use of electricity has been made for heating as well

as lighting purposes. The prize-winning designs are

for medium-sized houses that can be efficiently run by
one person. The point is stressed, however, that they
are not museums of labour-saving "gadgets"; the

results have been obtained by compact planning and
careful consideration with regard to the order of the

necessary housework. The village comprises 41 cot-

tages, which represent 16 different systems of housing
construction.

A feature of the Olympia exhibition is the annexe,
practically the whole of which is occupied by 10 gardens
designed by Royal ladies. Each is distinctive in design
and all are beautifully carried out; it is almost incre-

dible that so much of Nature's beauty could be set out
on a concrete floor within the walls of a building, and
the achievement is one of which the nurserymen and
landscape gardeners who materialised the designs

may well be proud. The gardens are illuminated

by a special electric lighting scheme that com-
bines the advantages of Mazda lamps and fittings

supplied by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

and Messrs. Chance Bros.' " daylight " glass screens,

which filter the light rays and to a considerable extent

correct the light from the gasfiUed lamps so that it

more nearly approximates daylight, and thus preserves

the true colours of the gardens. The display was organ-

ised by the Middlesex Hospital, to whose excellent work
the extra admission fee will be devoted.

A noticeable feature of the rest of the exhibition is the

improvement that has been made on last year's ideas,

the general lay-out, and the' exhibitors' methods of pre-

senting their displays. There is a greater variety in

exhibits, and the treatment of interiors has been much
improved; thus, furnished rooms do not need to be

entered, for all are open to the vision of the passer-by.

The large display made by electrical firms and the

attractive manner in' which their products are staged

is a commendable feature.

The show is well arranged in sections, and in most
cases exhibits of one type have been grouped within
easy distance of each other, thus making comparisou
easy. Kinematograph film displays, conferences, and
lectures have been arranged to take place daily, and
amongst the latter will be two by Mr. »S. J. Harding
(on March 15th and 23rd, at 7 p.m.), whose subject will

be " The Modern Use of Electricity in the Home."

The majority of the exhibits are extremely attractive, al-

though naturally somewhat outside our sphere. Various light-

ing systems are to be seen, and small generating sets are
prominent, including all classes of non-autoniatic, semi-
automatic, and full-automatic plant. For instance, mention
may be madi' of the plant shown by Messrs. Rashleigh. Phipps
and Co., Ltd., Mann, Egerton & Co., Ltd., Studebaker, Ltd.,
Hick-Die.9el Oil Engines, Ltd., R. A. Lister & Co., Ltd., the
Austin Motor Co., Ltd., Aster Engineering Co. (1913). Ltd.,
and Messrs. Wakelins, Ltd.
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The " Astro " electric-light intensifier has aheady been
illustrated in oui' columns; it is a metal reflector coated
with silver on the inside. The " Justo " electric lamp stand
can be clipped on to the edge of a table or desk, &c., so that,

as its name implies, the hght can be adjusted to any desired

position.

The stand of the E.^wlplug Co., Ltd., forms a practical and
interesting exhibit ; these plugs are now too well known to

the trade to need introduction.
The representative selection of art glass exhibited by

Messr.s. Po.ntb, Ltd., is said to be a new departure in Vene-
tian coloured glass. It consists principally of useful articles

in almost every colour for the table, toilet, and lighting; the

artistic designs are most effective, particularly when illu-

minated from witbin. It is made at Murano, in Venice, by
Messrs. Barovier. The range of alabaster bowls for semi-

indirect lighting, also to be seen on the firm's stand, produces
an excellent decorative effect.

Fig. 1.—A Translltent
P.4.\EL.

Fig. '2.

—

."Vn Electric
Candlestick.

Messrs. G. Ajelli & Co., Ltd., have on view plain and
carved Italian Castellina marble bowls, table and 'standard
lamps, vases, flower bowls, fruit dishes, &c., that will repay
inspection.

The Z Electric Lamp & Supplies Co., Ltd., in addition to
a selection of electric heating devices, introduces a new form
of indirect lighting, which comprises the " Marco " trans-
lucent bowl fittings, panels, and friezes. The special feature
of the bowls is that the objectionable " dead " effect of in-
direct lighting fittings is claimed to be overcome .to a large
extent. Having by daylight an appearance similar to that of
white marble, they become translucent and show artistic
colours when illuminated. The colouring matter is embedded
in the material of which the bowls are made, .so that when
cleaning them there is no fear of damaging the colouring.
The panels and friezes, which are moulded from the .same

material, form an entirely new departure in decorative light-

ing. The material is claimed to be fireproof, practically un-
breakable, and easily cleaned. This method of lighting and
panelling should be very effective in public buildings,
theatres, and similar premises. Fig. 1 illustrates one of the
plaques or panels which can be made to any special design,
and any colour effect can be obtained by night when illu-

minated from the back.
I Messrs. C. Aynard & F. Zimmerli are showing a Paris
novelty in the form of an electric candle. As will be seen
from fig. 2, the base is made large enough to contain an
ordinary torch battery, the novelty of the idea being that
when the candlestick is lifted by means of the stem the Kght
is .switched on, and when placed down it goes out. Constant
lighting may be had also by screwing in the side nut shown.
Somewhat similar devices are the "Goblin" and thi"

" Bogey " portable electric night lights, which are exhibited
by Commercial Monopolies, Ltd., and the British & Allied

Ml m;t.\ii:nt Kettle.

Electrical Agency, Ltd., respectively. Tlieir constniction is

indicated by the sketch shown in fig. 3, and is simplicity itself.

A polished wood box contains the standard dry battery, the
opal globe enclosing the electric bulb that lights up when
the lamp is lifted by its brass handle, or when the continu-
ous light switch A, B is in use.

.\n ingenious domestic appliance of great utility is Wheeler's
kettle that is exhibited by the Hot-Plate Hardware Co., Ltd.
.4s shown in fig. 4. whilst boiling water in the lower compart-
ment, plates or a small dish of food may be placed in the
upper chamber of the kettle and kept warm without extra
cost. Tlie device .should be a ninst useful one in the nursery
or sick room, and whilst the particular " Hotplate " kettle to

be seen at the show is not an electrically-heated one, it is

obvious that it could be adapted with ease for that purpose.

{To be confinited.)

OXFORD STREET LIGHTING.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS.

Those who watch the signs of the times will note that
Oxford Street, always a well-lighted streel,'"has now
become one of the best, if not the best, lighted streets

in London. The St. Marylebone Borough Council has
every reason to be proud of this striking' improvement
in this important shopping centre, and also of its enter-
prising Electricity Department, which carried out the
work with so much success and in such a short time
in order to be ready for the Royal wedding festivities.

When the idea was first put forward of making Oxford
Street an example of efficient street- lighting, with a view
to raising the illumination to the standard demanded
by modern traflSc conditions in one of the busiest

thoroughfares in the metropolis, the Electricity Com-
mittee consulted its electrical engineers, who caused
samples of new street-lighting lanterns to be erected.

Among these was a type suggested by Mr. Haydn T.

Harrison, who realised the importance of not only light-

ing the roads and pavements, but also the shop fronts

for which this street is justly famous. It was apparent
from the first that this lantern was the most suitable in

every way and it was, therefore, selected, and the Coun-
cil and Lighting Committee's engineers are to be con-

gratulated on the excellent results obtained therewith.

The task of producing a sufficient number of the

lanterns in so short a time was undertaken by the
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Electric Street Lighting Apparatus Co., which manu-
factures Mr. Haydn Harrison's designs at its works at

Canterbury. The special feature of the new lantern i.s

the large light radiating surface, which is produced by

the use of tliin sheet glass, ground on the inner surface,

no diminution in efficiency takes place due to heat, and
ail part,s are easily cleaned.

After careful consideration and experiment, it was
dtcided to replace tlie existing 500-watt units by 250-

,

volt, ],.jOO-watt Osram gashlied lamps, supplied by

the General Electric Co., Ltd^, and mounted in lan-

terns (]f octagonal form fitted with diffusing glass

panels as described above. This combination yields an

illumination remarkable for its uniformity and free-

dom from glare as will he seen from the photograpli

reproduced in fig. 1.
,

!

Tlie lanterns are mounted at a height of 25 ft. above

the street level and at an average distance apart

of 160 ft. The average intensity of illumination is

2.1 foot-candles, the maximum value under tlic ianip

Ijeing 4.0 foot-candles, and the minimum value l)etween

the posts being 0.2 foot-candles. Fig. 2 is an illuuiln.i-

tion curve showing the intensity of litrht on a hoii-

FiG. 1.

—

Imphovkh Oxford Street Lighting.
•i.—Ii,r.(Ti\riNATioN CnuvE OF New Lanterns, showim'
DiSTKlUl'TION HETWKKN TwO .\d.IACENT STANDARDS.

the light absorption of which is very low, that at the

same time completely .screens the light source from the

eye. The lanterns are also very substantial, only cast-

iron and copper being used in their construction ; the

former provides a very large area of cooling surface

which, supplemented by an efficient ventilating system,

allows of gasfilled lamps of nearly any power being

adopted. The reflector being of enamelled earthenware.

zontal plane 3 ft. aliove tlie road surface between two
posts.

Oxford Street, with its new lighting and the G.E.C.
floodlights on the Selfridge building, which we have
already alluded to, will certainly- be, a bright spot in
'• Brighter London." The conversion was completed
and finally put into commission on -February 28th as a

compliment to Princess Mary.

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

[Abstract of President's address at the Western Centre of the Lnstitution of Electrical Engineers.)

matter. Muuicipahties could not afford to make losses, andThe fourth meeting of the 1921-'2'2 session of the W'e.stern

Centre of the Institution of Electrical Ent'ineer.s took place
at Carditl' on February 0th, and -was marked by the iiresence

uf tlie president of the Institution, Mr. J. S. Hijjhfield, who
delivered an address on the above suljject ; following the meet-
ing those present met at dinner.

In the course of his address, Mr' Hightield said that what
they were up against was not the technical aspect of the
profession, but the business aspect. Money had to be i-aised

for .schemes and those who found the money looked for a
safe investment. Everyone agreed that the supply indu.stry
was the foundation on which the whole maiuilacturing iu-

du.stry rested. The framers of the Electricity (Supply) Bill,

1019, proposed to raise money for sclicracs in some rather
vague way, a rather hopeless proposition, and until means
were found for [iroviding the money nothing could be done.
Unless engineers kept a .sharp eye on the legislative side, all

tlie good they had done would be wiped out by the political

side. Engineers did not take enough interest in the success
of their fellow workers, but rather rejoiced when they saw-

somebody else making a mistake. Mr. Highfield briefly,

sketched the development of the supjily indiLstry from the
disciiveiii's of Faraday 'up to the 1019 Act. When in 18S8
Parliament extendoil the tenure to 42 years, a great many
pioneers took their courage in both hands and started the
first electricity supply businesses. Some of the early com-
panies were still prosperous and doing lietter now- then
they ever did. The company metliod of raising money was
altogether preferable to the municipal one. In- the former
there was always the driving power—the fear that one miglit
not be able to carry on; that sort of enterpri.sc made for the
greatest efficiency. Power stations ought to be outside tlie

urban district. In 1001-2 most of the power comnanies were
formed to do the very thiuL's which the District Boards were
supposed to do. Mr. Highfield had studied with great in-

terest the co-operative .scheme the South Wales Power Co.
was putting forward, and he thought it was an extrenielv
good one. Tn supplying a di.strict for power purposes, the
suppliers had to take exactly the same chances iis the mnnu-
facturer in the district; if the manufacturer went down the
power supplier went down. Supplying light in a town was
a pretty safe bu-siness, but the .supply of pow-er was another

itiere was no chance of supplying power on a really lari.

scale viittiout running the risk of making a loss. It would be
very niLicu sounder if the local authorities could be share-
holders in tlie power company itself for if the power, com-
pany was successful it lowered its price and the consumer
benefited. If cu.stonici-s were shareholders it would tend to
greater stability. As he understood it, that was the scheme
l>ropo.sed by the South Wales Power Co.; it said "If you
want a supply you must find some of the money." It

was a bold move and it was possible that a better way could
be found. -

At the close of the address a sliort discussion ensued, in the
c.our.se of which Mr. Chamen (engineer and general manager.
South Wales Power Co.) thanked t!ie president for the bless-
ing whicli be had bestowed on his company. It was the first

time 111- had ever he.ird it blessed at alK It was no use to
busy themselves with high technicalities unless they could
get their foundations right. They must turn to and do a bit

of " under-pinning," that was what he had been doing for
some time past. Some thought co-operative concerns unfair
because they paid no income tax. He did not know whether
that was going to be an olviection to his Bill, but there was
one way they could all avoid paying income tax, and that was
by having no income. That had been the position of his com-
pany ever since he went down there. He would like to hear
any criticisms on the Bill his company was promoting.
Mr. MoKi.EV New- (City electrical engineer, Cardiff) kept

clear of the contentious matters raised by Mr. Chamen as
oppoi-tiinilies would occur to di.scuss those amicably in other
places. He tliought it was a distinct advantage to the supply
side t-o have such a .set of men as the Electricity Commis-
.sioners. who had been brotight up in their own branch of

the industry, to get through schemes «hich otherwise woidd
have been hung up indefinitely.

Mr. Nichols Moore (liorough electrical engineer. Newport)
always understood that no supply iindi'itakings could supply
at a reasonable profit unless they had a large power supply
to reduce proportionately the co.sts of production. Why light-

ing supplies should be allocated to municipalities and power
to companies h^ would be glad to hear; also if the giving
of a power supply was so risky to the local authority why w-as
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it that puwer companies were so anxious to get that portion

of supply.'

Mr. D. BoBERTS (consulting engineer, Cardiff) knew nothing
ol the rights and wi-ongs ol Mr. Chamen's Bill, but he did
not see why even in that matter engmeers could not pull

together. There was ample room for Imking up between the
e-asting stations.

Mr. Bowman (Ehondda) wanted less politics and more com-
mon sense in Acts ol Parliament. He agreed with the co-

operative proposals embodied in Mr. Chamen's Bill and
thought a little more co-operation would be of immense bene-
lit to the industry.

Prof. Bacon, Mr. McWhirter, and Mr. Tremain also con-

tricutcd to the discussion.

The President in the course of his reply stated that he had
no idea that municipal undertakings should confine them-
selves to lighting entirely, but he thought they should con-

fine themselves to tlieir urban areas. If a municipality
could benefit by buying from a. company in bulk, let it

do so, or if the municipality could sell to the company, let

it do so. That way they would get the best results. He
looked upon the Commissioners as the rampart between the
trader and the consumer and understanding people in Govern-
ment offices. There were many problems to be solved, and they
were not going to be solved in two or three years. He knew-
of no man more fitted to " pull them oil " than the engineer.

THE NORTH-WEST MIDLANDS ELECTRICITY

DISTRICT.

C0MM1SSI0NER.S' LOCAL INQUIRY.

[Concluded from page 318.)

Mr. Abthdr Collins (financial adviser) submitted, detailed

financial statistics, and estuuated that the Joint Authority
could supply the increased 77.000 k\\' the district required at

iil.OOO.OOO less than it would be possible for the individual

concerns to supply it. His conviction was that the consumers
in the district would save £1'20,000 a year under the proposed
scheme.
Mr. Alfred Tyler then addressed the Commissioners on

liehalf of the L. & N.W. Railway, the G.W. Railway, the

Midland Railway, and the North Staffs. Eailw-ay. As regarded
the constitution of the Joint .\uthority, his clients felt there

should be on the board some representatives of consumers.
Mr. Sydney Turner, on behalf of the Conference of Urban

and Rural District Councils, appealed also for representation

on the Joint Authority.

The inquhy was resumed on February •24th, when Mr.
Collins was cross-examined at some length as to the financial

aspect. This concluded the case for the promoters.
Against the inclusion of Newcastle-under-Lyme m the

scheme, Mr. A. C. J. de Renzi (borough engineer) said the
pre&jnt capacity of the station there was 655 kW. The station

was quite suitable for extension if powers to do so were
granted.
Mr. Whitfield asked, if the scheme did go through, that

Newcastle should receive proper and fair representation on the

Joint .Vuthority.

Mr. H. H. Joy asked that the Cannock Chase Coalowners'
Association should be represented, and Mr. Onslow (consult-

ing engineer) gave evidence in support of his contention.

Mr. Harker having opened the case for Walsall, Mr. W.
WiLLETT, chief engineer to the BiiTuingham Canal Navigation
Co. which supplies Walsall with water for cooling purposes,

said the present rate of pumping by Walsall was 560,(KXl

gallons an hour. There would be no difficulty in increasing
that figure to a maxunum of 1. '200,000 gallons.

Mr. W, J. Talbot (a member of Walsall Electricity Com-
mittee) said it was the view of Walsall Coriwration that the
district should be divided into two areas, northern and
southern, to be governed by divisional boards. If it were not
legally possible to so divide the district, Walsall was not pre-
pared to support a Joint Electricity Authority for the whole
di.strict.

Replying to que.stions. witness stated that, if it were decided
to erect a new generating station at PvUgeley, he thought it ex-
tremely hkely that Walsall would stand out of the scheme.
Mr. E. Lacey (civil and electrical engineer) put in statistics

in support of Walsall's claim. He was of opinion that the
Birchills station could be extended to meet the increased de-
mand in the future.

Mr. Lacey continued his evidence on Feljruary 27th, when
he contended that the waterin the canal at Walsall was of a
low enough temperature for crxiling purposes. He suggested
that under the scheme propounded by Walsall Corporation the
collieries would get security of supply, as several stations
would lie linked up. To sujiply the Cannock district, he sug-
gested that WaLsall could link up with the main from Wolver-
hampton to Cannock at, the sub-station. That could be done

more cheaply than by building a new generating station at
Kugeley. it had been suggested, witness said, that coUiery
developments would probably take place in the near lulure
between Cannock Rural District and Oakengates. In such an
event the new collieries could be supplied tempoiarily from
Wolverhampton and Bu'chills, and subsequently by a new
station erected on the Severn at Ironbridge.

Mr. Lacey was cross-examined by Mr. Iyldesley Jones about
figures and estimates he had submitted te the Commission.
In connection with the extensions at Birchills, including the
erection of two new boiler-houses, an extension of the existmg
engine-house, a switch-house, a pumping-house, and a new
railway siding, Mr. Lacey admitted that the peiinission of the
railway authorities had not been obtained yet for the new
siding. The existing station at Birchills w^as designed origin-
ally for 12,000 kW, and (he new extension would mean a
workmg capacity of 20,000 k\\ . They could not get enough
water from the canal for cooling purposes to cope with the
increase, and it was proposed, therefore, to erect cooling towcjs
to make up the deficiency. The old workings under the
Birchills site were flooded and the ground was waterlogged.
He agreed that if the Walsall Corporation lowered the level
of the underground water by pumping there would be serious
risk of subsidence. The total cost of the proposed extension
at Birchills was estimated at £460,000.
Mr. Tyldesley Jones said that Walsall's case was that it

would have to pay .97d. per kWh for electricity supplied
from Rugeley. Under its own scheme it claimed the figure
would be only .7413d.

Mr. Harker said the Walsall .scheme would be much
cheaper, and would involve less capital than would be the
share of the capital they would have to contribute if they went
into the big scheme.
Mr. Lacey expressed the view that it would be imprac'ticable

to work one big generating station at Rugeley and keep the
smaller stations as a stand-by.

On February 28th Mr. Lacey was further cross-examined,
and "said he was not instructed by Walsall Corporation to

advise it or to prepare a scheme till last January.
Replying to the Guaihman (Sir H. Haward, in the absence

ol Sir J. Snell), Mi'. Lacey did not agree with the chair-

man of the Walsall Electricity Committee when he said

that the Birchills scheme would mean a saving of .£2,000,000

on capital cost, and £100,000 a year, as the calculations were
not on a fail' basis. He knew that Walsall put forward a
scheme that the whole area should be divided into two dis-

tricts by a hne drawn roughly south of Stafford from east to
west, but he had not advised the Corporation as to the ex-
penditure necessary for the northern section.

The CHAIRM.4N : So Walsall Corporation has given no con-
sideration to the cost of dealing with the northern portion?

—

Witness ; That is so.

The Chairman : You could only deal with the northern area
by a new station at Stoke-on-lVent, by building a new station

at Stafford, or by estalilishing miihvay between these two
important areas a new station, such as the promoters suggest,

at Stone'.'—Witness : I think Stone is quite a suitable site.

It would be necessary for the northern division to have its

own station at Stone'.'—Yes.
Then I shall have to add to your proposals the cost of a

separate station at Stone and the necessary means of trans-

mission between Stone and the north'.'—I don't see (if it co.sts

North Stafford more than South Stafford) why South Stafford

should not have the benefit. The Commissioners would act

more in the interests of South Stafford if they confined the
district to the .southern area.

Mr. J. H. Rider (the expert witness for the promoters) was
recalled, and said the estimates for the extension of the
Birchills station by Mr. Lacey w-ere inadequate.
This concluded the evidence.
Mr. C. a. Loxton (on behalf of the Cannock District Coun-

cil) wanted to be assured that they would have a permanent
and an adequate supply.

Mr. Harker (for the Walsall Corporation) maintained that
the evidence had .shown that there were in the Birchills propo-
sition so many possibilities for providing for the needs in five

or six years' time that the Commissioners .should not commit
themselves to any definite opinion with respect to the merits
or demerits of the two propositions, so that when the matter
was put before them in one. two, or three years' time, they
would then be able to present a more exhaustive and detailed

scheme in support of their view that electricity could bi-

supplied more cheaply by erecting a station at Birchills rather
than at Rugeley.
Mr. Tvldf.sley Jones replied for the promoters and com-

mented on the absence of opposition to the scheme, except
from Wnlsall, and, in a minor degree, from Newcastle-tinder-
Lyme. The promoters would take into consideration the pro-

posal to admit representation on the Joint Electricity

.Authority of bodies other than vuidertakers. He submitted
that the Birchills .scheme w.ns dead, a)id asked the Commis-
sioners to decide that the district, which was the most im-
portant electrical district in the LTnited Kingdom, should not
be divided.

The inquiry then closed, the Chairman remarking that the
Commissioners would announce their decision in due course.
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LEGAL.

"Wireless Patent Claims.

On.. .Monday the Royal Coramission on Awards to Inventors

began the hearing of claims by the Lodge-Muirhead Syndi-

cate, . Ltd., and Marconi's. -Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd..

in respect of wii-eless apparatus, the patent of which they

allege has been infringed by the Admiralty. Mr. Hunter
Gray, K.C., Viscount Erleigh and Mr. Moritz are appearing

for the Marconi Co.; Sir Duncan Kerly, K.C., and Mr. James
Whitehead for the Lodge-Muirhead Syndicate; Sir Ajrthur

Colefas, K.C., and Mr. Ti-evor Watson for the Crown. Ac-

cording to the Daily Telegraph report. Sir Oliver Lodge ex-

plained how in the early stages of wireless telegraphy the

method of signalling was by sudden jerks. Under these con-

dition.s no selection was possible. Every station wo^ild ex-

cite all others within range. It worked only because sta-

tions were few and far between. If wireless were to develop

and if stations were to become numerous, it would be es-

sential to speak to one and exclude others. This could be

achieved on a principle like that of an organ note instead

of a whip crack, provided they had a receiver which could be
synchronised with the radiator, and which would be incapable

of responding unless it was so synchronised or properly at-

tuned. This could only be done by the introduction of ."elf-

induction in conjunction with capacity. " Up to the time

of my patent," said Sir Oliver, "neither of these ideas had
entered wu-eless telegraphy." Sir Oliver gave a technical

detailed description of his invention, and explained how by
this device of signalling on different wave lengths all the
complexity of modern wireless telegraphy became possible,

and any one station could henceforth be listened to. to the

exclusion of, all others. " The value of the invention is in-

calculable," declared Sir Oliver. " for T^-ithout it modem
wireless would be impossible." He added that the method
disclosed m the patent was inevitable, and was in univer-sal

use. Anyone listening at even an amateur wireless recei^'ing

.set, first to a long wave .station like the Eiffel Tower in Paris,

then to ships in the Channel on a medium wave length,

then to some great station' sUch as Berlin, then to a short
wave amateur set, then' to im aeroplane operator overhead,
and then back again to Paris,' and who realised how com-
pletely silent the others "nere while one kind w'as being lis-

tened to, though they might be' all' going on at the 'same
time, could riot fail to be imnre.s.sed with the perfection
which tuninc; had attained, and how alj.^olutely it con.stifiited

the vitals of modern wireless telegraphy.
The hearing was adjom-ned.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., v. A. C.
'CossoR, Ltb.

Mr. Justice Russell, in the Chancery Division on March 1st,

had before him a motion for j'udgment in default of defence
in this case.,

The action was for an injunction restraining the infringe-
rhent of the plaintiff company's patents for improvements in
receivers for use in wireless telegraphy and for improvements
relating to vacuum tubes of the Audion type.

,
His Lordship made an order upon minutes which had been

agreed, giving the plaintiff company the relief asked for.

Compensation Claim.

In the Court of Session, Edinburgh, last week, the widow of

a coal-cutting machine man sued the Glasgow Coal Co., Ltd.,
tor damages for the loss of her husband by an explosion of

gas. and was awarded il,'2t)0 for herself and children. For
the company it was stated that deceased was working on a
contract system. They also stated that the duties of examin-
ing the mine were properly carried out by them, and that the
accumulation of gas was caused by a fellow workman of the
deceased leaving a door open, with the result that the ven-
tilation was short-cuxuited. They tendered £300.

Glasgow CoRroiMTio.N v. Alex. Stephen & Sons, Ltd.

Lord Hunter, in the Court of Session, Edinburgh, on Friday,
gave judgment in an action by plaintiffs against defendants,
engineers and shipbuilders, of Govan, for i;3,60O damages in

con.scquence of the partial destruction by tire of the sewage
wharf at Shieldhall, over which the Corporation had acquired
a permanent heritable and unredeemable right of use for load-
ing and unloading sludge barges. The main question in the
ease was whether the fusing of the defenders' electric cable
at' or near the east end of the sewage wharf was the cause
or effect of the tire. His Lordship held that it was the cause,

and found for pursuers, assessing the damage at i'2,7.50.

British '1"homson-Housto.\ Co.. I^td., v. Corona Lamp
Works, Ltd.

Mr. Justice .^stburv, in the Chancery Division on Tuesday,
tjave his judgment, which he had reserved, in this action.

After reviewing the subject, his Lordship said that platinum
was almost universally used up to 191 '2 for leading-in con-
ductors, and efforts had been made to find a less expensive sub-

stitute. "VS'hen it was remembered that 30(1,000.000 lamps were

now sold every year, the importance of a substitute for com-
mercial purposes would be realised. Plaintiff's claimed to have
solved this problem, and to have invented a substitute possese-

ing commercial advantages fur exceeding any alternative pre-

viously used. This substitute bad displaced platinum almost
entirely, and the cost of the ne^ leading-in wires was trivial

in compaxison. In construing the plaintiffs' specification, his

Lordship said it must be borne in mind in determining the
true construction that the first essential was that the wire
should seal in the glass so as not to leak. The length of the
wire was about 32 times its width, and when the glass cooled
and enclosed the wire, the expansion and contraction of the
wire would be largely controlled by the glass, and as the
wire when cold must keep the hole stopped up, it was vital

that the coefficient of expansion of the wire should approxi-
mate to that of the glass. He construed the specification as
showing an aggregate coefficient which was what the plaintiff.s

' contended for, and if he were right in that construction and
the patent was vahd, the lamps of the defendants complained
of were a clear infringement of the claims in the plaintiffs'

specification. On the question of the validity of the patent,
his Lordship examined the alleged prior pubUcations, and said

he did not find the plaintiff's' invention or anything Uke it

published or exposed in any of the prior pubhcations relied

on. The next ground on which validity was attacked was that
of insufficient or misleading directions in the plaintiff's' specifi-

cation. It was said that no du-ections were given as to

whether the expansion of the wire was to be measured in a
radial or longitudinal direction. He had heard the e'vidence

of five able and experienced experts as to the interpretation
of these directions, and he 'svas of opinion that the defendants'
objection on this ground was imsouud. The patent was also

attacked on the ground that the invention 'v'las not useful, but
this plea of non-utility also failed. The plea of want of sub-
ject matter was hopeless, and in his judgment the plaintiffs'

patent was valid, and claims 1 and '2 of the specification had
been infringed by the defendants, 'fhe case, added his Lord-
ship, had apparently still a long journey: before it. . The're
would be judgment for the plaintiffs for the relief claimed,
with costs. . .

Sir Duncan Keely, for fhe defendants, asked for a stay with
a view to an appeal.

Sir Arthur Colekax. K.C, for plaintiffs, opposed. He said

the defendants were not manufacturers of these lamps, they
were dealers, and plaintiffs had had litigation with them
before, and there was a matter of costs which hadnot yet: been
settled.

. . ... , . .

His Lordship : If that is the fact. Sir Duncan. ! things must
remain as thev are.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Electricity {Supply) Bdl.—Viscount Peel, Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster, in moving the second reading of

the Electricity (Supply) Bill in the House of Lords on Thurs-
day, March '2nd, said that the measure was an amendment
of the Electricity Act passed ti\'o years ago, and, unless this

or a similar Bill became law, a great number of the pro-

visions of the earher Act would be rendered useless and
inett'ectual. The Electricity Commissioners appointed under
the Act of 1919 had made a thorough survey of the existing

conditions of the supply of electricity in the country, and
had found that there 'nas a tried and magnificent growth
of every sort of system, showing great fertility of niind

among those persons engaged in the creation of the industry,

but a complete lack of any arrangement by which those
undertakings might be linked for help or for the exchange
of energy, and that any proposal of that kind was both tech-

nically difficult and financially impossible. This immense
variety of systems caused enormous expense. For instance,

in the area of Greater London there were now 70 different

generating stations, 50 different systems of supply, '24 different

voltages, and 10 different frequencies. As a result of their

general survey, the Commissioners came to two main con-

clusions. The first was of the wastefulness and inefficiency

of the present organisation for supply, and the second was
the urgent need for joint action among the supply authori-

ties, in order to economise in coal, to make better use of

capital, and to produce, as a result, cheaper energy.

The general note running throughout the Bill was con-

sent, not compulsion. It had been found that there was so

general a desire for co-operation among supply companies

and authorities that compulsion had proved unnecessary.

Every encouragement was given throughout the Bill to

private enterprise, and another important principle of the

Bill was the desire to assist in cheapening the supply of

electricity. Power was given under the Bill to enable the

supply authorities to raise capital.

Just before the war at all public generating stations there

were produced something like 2,000,OlHXO(K) units of elec-

tricity for a population of about 4o,000.tXK). Sweden, which,

of course, made use of water-po'wer very largely, produced

no fewer than 1,475.000,000 units—three-quarters of the

total amount produced in this country—although the popula-

tion of Sweden was onlv 5,000,(KX), or one-ninth of the popu-

lation here. In 1916 no less than £91,000.000 was invested
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in electrical undertakings. During the war there was a very
large increase in the electrical output, and in 1918 the output
totalled 4,6iS,0UU,UUO units, or more than double the number
of units produced in iyi6. In 19:iU the combined maximum
derhand m eight of the sixteen districts delimited by the
Electricity Commissioners was <s3y,(.KJU kilowatts. It was
estimated that the amount would be increased in 1926 to
l,o4-2,000, and in 1931 to 2,207,000 kilowatts. This would
mean an enormous increase in output. I'he unit output m
1920 in these eight districts was 1,923,000,000; the estmiated
total for 1926 was 3,799,000,000 units,- and for 1931 no less

than 5,624,000,000 units or more than two and a half times
the amount for 1920. This therefore, gave an increase of 165

per cent, in maximum load in 1931, and the increased out-

put of energy in 1931 would be 132 per cent.

Under these provisions and by the establishment of these
authorities it was estimated that, by 1931, there would be a

saving of no less than 1,148,000 tons of coal. As to capital,

the estimated saving for the South-East Lancashire district

would be £l,4«),aX); for the North-West Midlands,
^1,000,000; and for the West Riding, ±'644,000. The esti-

mated saving on the annual cost of production in West Lan-
cashire was £276,000; in the West Riding, £136,000; and in

North Wales £138,000. The cost of generation in Greater
London in 1919-20 was 1.55d. per unit sold, or a total of

£3,927.000. In 1931 it was estimated that this figure might
be reduced to 1.055d., or a reduction of 32 per cent. Apply-
ing this reduction to the 1919-20 output, the total cost would
have been £2,673,000.

The Marqdess of S.-ilisbury said that the Bill was com-
plicated and somewhat difficult to understand, and he sug-

gested that the debate should be adjourned for a few days, in

order that their lordships might have an opportunity of con-

sidering the Bill in detail.

Viscount Peel agreed to this.

On the resumption of the adjourned debate on Tuesday,
March 7th, the Bill was severely criticised from many quar-

ters of the House.
The Earl ok Bessborough said that it involved compulsion

and strict bureaucratic control. Tlie development of the

industry owed nothing either to the Electricity Commissioners
or to the Act of 1919. In the case of London the Commis-
sioners held an inquiry last year which lasted some weeks
and co»t approximately £40,000. but no scheme whatever
resulted, so far as the Commissioners were concerned.

Lord Haldane also criticised the Bill, and Lord Buck-
master -said that it was an elaborate proceeding to enable

money to be raised by a joint electricity authority. They
would find the same thing happening as in the ca.se of the
Water Board—charges would go up and rates would go up
with them.
Lord Monk Bretton, speaking for the London County

Council, said that it attached the utmost importance to the

second reading of the Bill.

Ultimately, the second reading was carried by 59 votes to 40.

Reaistration of Business Names.—In the House nf Commons
on Monday. Mr. G. Ixxiker-Lampson asked the rre.<;ident of

the Board of Ti-adc whether it was proposed to terminate the

registration of business names, as propo.sed by the Geddes
Committee.
In reply. Mr. Stanley Baldwin said :

—
" Nn, sir. The

Government propose to introduce legislation which will enable

the fees to be increased, so that this service may be rendered
self-supporting."

Electrifying Suburban Raihvays.—In the House of Commons
on Monday, Mr. Gilbert asked the Parliamentary Secretary to
the Ministry of Transport whether any applications had been
received from any of the railway or tube companies serving
(he London area for financial grants for the purpose of ex-
tending or electrifying their suburban or other Imes in the
Ixjndon district; if any such grants had been given; and, if

so, could he state what amounts, and to which companies,
and for which Unas such financial help had been granted.

—

Mr. Neal replied :

—
" I am not aware -of any applications from

these companies for a grant from public funds and no grant
has been made. Applications for guarantees under the Trade
FatiUties Act have been made by the South-Eastern and
Chatham and tue London Electric Railway Companies and re-
ferred to the Advisory Committee appointed under the pro-
visions of that Act, and are under consideration."
The Grampian Electricity Supply Bill.—This Bill, " for in-

corporating and conferring ix)wers upon the Grampian Electri-
city Supply Co., and for other purposes," has been introduced
and has passed its second reading in the House of Commons.
Unemployment Insurance.—On March 1st Col. J. Ward.

M.P., was accorded leave to bring in his Bill for transferring
the administration of insurance against unemploy-ment from
the State to each affected industry. He accordingly brought in
the Bill which was introduced at the instance of "the General
Federation of Tiade Unions, w-hich is composed of 129
registe.red Trade Unions, with a membership of 1,4(30,000. He
said that the Unions could administer unemployment insurance
far more economically than the State. Mr. Clynes said he
had been asked to oppose the main principle of the Bill. The
State system had not yet been allowed a suflicient period of
normal conditions to test the experiment. It had only just
Iseen established when war broke out.

Electricians in the Navy.—In the House of Commons Mr.
.\MER5f, Financial Secretary to the Admiralty, informed Sii-

C. Kinloch-Cooke that the Admiralty was fully aware of the
lack of promotion in the electrician branch of the Navy,
which was due to the present authori.sed establishment being
considerably overborne. This position was not peculiar to
any one branch. During the last 18 months, four retire-
ments of officers of the electrician branch had taken place,
but as the numbers now borne were considerably in excess
of the authorised establishment, it was not possible to make
any promotions in the vacancies. The whole question of the
establishment of warrant officers to • be maintained would
be considered shortly.

Dover Corporation Claim.—Sir T. PoLSON asked whether,
despite numerous applications, the Corporation of Dover was
unable to obtain a settlement of an account for^ electricity,

which account had been running on for a ' very con-
siderable period, and about which there did not appear to be
any question in dispute, and what was the cause of this
delays

Mr. .\mery replied that a settlement of this outstanding
que.stion, which had necessitated lengthy investigation, would
probably be reached at an early date. Pending .such settle-

ment, advances on account bad already been made, the last

of which, amounting to £600, w-ns paid on the 22nd of Febru-
ary.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—F. C. Goss, electrical engineer,

82, Windsor Road, Bishopston. and 71, North Road, Bristol.—

Receiving order made February 28th on debtor's own petition.

First meeting March loth. Public examination April 21st.

J. J. Haslin, electric welder, 30, Nestfield Street, Darling-

ton.—Receiving order made March 1st on debtor's own
petition. First meeting March 17th. Public examination

March 29th.

B. E. Thomas, electrical engineer, 12, Castle Meadow, Nor-
wich.—Trustee : Mr. H. P. Gould, Official Receiver, 8, Upper
King Street, Norwich, released February 6th.

W. Drysdale, electrician. 24, Paxton Street, Barrow-in-Fm--

ness.—Final dividend of Id. in the £, payable March 11th, at

4, Eamsden Square, Barrow-in-Furness.
.ToHN Howard Hopkins, formerly trading as the Elec-

trical Mamtenauce Co., 140. Wardour Street, W.—This

debtor attended on March 3rd before Mr. Registrar Fi-ancke

at the London Bankruptcy Court for public examination upon
accounts showing one unsecured debt, £9.57, contingent

habilities £5.619, not expected to rank for dividend purposes;

assets "nil"; and a deficiency of £957. Questioned by Mr,
Vyvyan. Official Receiver, the debtor said that with £1,000
capital he commenced business in July. 1918, as an electrical

engineer at 87. Shaftesbury Avenue. W., under the above
style. In March. 1919. he was ioined by a Mr. Hale, who
introduced £3,000 as capital, The. business was continued

from the same address until .\ugust, 1919. and subsequently
at 140, Wardour Street, W. The business was originally in-

tended to maintain kinema" electrical plants, but developed
into a kinema equipment company. Of the £3,000 paid in

by his partner, witness personally received £1,200, and the
other £1,800 went into the business. The partnership was
dissolved in September, 1920, under terms by which he took
over the business and agreed to pay his late partner £5,(J0(^

for his interest therein; he had to pay £600 down in cash

and the balance by weekly instalments of £40. The debtor
further stated that not being conversant w-ith the equipment
part of the business, various mistakes were made, resulting

not only in loss of orders, Imt losses on contracts and a con-

sequent loss on the trading generally. A private meeting of

the creditors was held on December 20th. 1920, when witness
executed a deed of assignment, which was a-ssented to by
all but the petitioning creditor, who refused to join in the

deed. The trustees thereunder were Mr. 0. Sunderland and
Mr. A.. F. Stoy; the debts of the assenting creditors amounted
to about £20.000; dividends aggregating 2s. in the £ had
been paid, and he believed a further 28. or 3s. in the £
would be distributed. For a short time after the execution of

the deed he was employed by the trustee in the realisation

of the estate. Witness attributed his failure and insolvency

to liabilities under the judgment obtained by the petitioning

creditor for cash advanced- The examination w^as concluded.
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Vaughan Fowler, " Seacliffe," Fitzroy Avenue, Kingsgate,

Kent, electrical engineer.—The following are creditors :
—

22 Mann & Overton
46 Prilchett & Gold and Elec

13 Power Storage Co., Ltd.

41Chalk 81 Matthews
Coombes (G. W,), Ltd.

Crawford & Co.
Dale (A. W.) & Son ...

Euston. H. W 46 Weston Bros., Ltd 19

Bankers 100 Whilhams 32

Arthur ConRTENAY Ince, lately trading as the Newcastle
Engineering Co., now with a partner as the Tyne Electrical

Industries, 21, Fenkle Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, electrical

contractor.—The following are creditors:—
... 13S General Electric Co., Ltd.

... 69 Lee (A.) & Co., Ltd
92 " Newcastle and District Electric

Sup- Light Co., Ltd

18Besley, C. H.
Burnham, J.
Elder, B. S.

English Elec. & Si

plies. Ltd %v

Claud Pollard, 12, Corporation Street, Halifax, Yorkshire,

electrical engineer.

—

'£he following are creditors:—
£ £

Breddon, H. V IJ Hob, Bell & Co 27

Gwaine N. ... .:. ... 106 Lawrence, J 40

rngham, Mrs 117 Dyson, L ]B

Percy Charles Maidment, electrical engineer, &c., 13,

Beauchamp Place, London, S.W.—The receiving order in this

case was made on the petition of a creditor, and last week
the first meeting of creditors was held at the London Bank-
ruptcy Court. Mr. F. T. Garton, official receiver, reported

that it appeared from the debtor's statements that he com-
menced business in partnership c-arly m 1916, at 164, Sloane

Street, S.W., but a few months later the partnership was
dissolved owing to disagrements; the debtor assumed the

liabilities and assets, and agreed to pay his partner £4,250.

To enable him to make the payment he borrowed £3,600 from
th- National Bank; £1,000 from his father; £600 from his

brother, and in addition he sold his household furniture for

£2-50. He continued the trading, but at a loss, and in March,
1921, he sold the business for £4,500 and refunded the loans.

The debtor then took a fifteen months' agreement of the

premises at Beauchamp Place, and carried on a similar

business, until January 26th last, when the Sheriff took

possession and sold off the effects. Since then the debtor

had been supported by relatives and friends. The business

had mainly consisted of obtaining contracts and sub-letting

them, but the debtor also carried on a fair trade in electrical

apparatus. He estimated his liabiUties at £1.658, against

assets £157. and attributed his position to general depre.ssion

in trade. The estate was left with the Official Receiver to be
wound up in bankruptcy.
R. H. LiDDELL (Liddell & Mclnnes), electrical engineer, 4,

The Crescent, Carlisle.—First meeting March 15th, at the
Official Receiver's office, 34, Fisher Street, Carlisle. Public
examination March 20th, .

Company Liquidations.

—

Grafton Dynamos, Ltd.—In
voluntary liquidation. Meeting of creditors, Mai'ch 17th, at

145, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. Liquidator ; Mr. J. "W.

MacKinnon.
F. O. Read & Co., LtD:—Winding up voluntarily. Liquida-

tor : Mr. C. H. Nathan, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street,

Strand, W.C. Meeting of creditors, March 14th, at Doning-
ton House, Norfolk Street, W.C. Particulars of claims to the
liquidator by April 15th.

Semco, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator : Mr. F.
B. Darke, 146, Bishopsgate, E,C.2. Meeting of creditors,

March 16th, at the Abercorn Rooms, Great Eastern Hotel,
Bishopsgate, E.G.
Thaxet Electric Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily

Liquidator : Mr. H. Kirby, 840, Salisbury House, E.G. Meet-
ing March 20th at the Institute of Chartered Secretaries, 59a,
London Wall, E.G.
Snercold Engineering Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator : Mr. W. Reacher, 46, Basinghall Street, E.G.
Meeting March 17tb.

Midland Electric Rotary Blowing Co., Ltd.—"Winding
up voluntarily. Ijiquidator : Mr. J. W, Massey, 46, Cherry
Street, Binningham. Meeting was called for March 9th.
NoYES, Stockwell it Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Tiiquidator : Mr. K. W. Hoale, of Mes-srs. Hoale, Smith and
f^ield.

Dissolutions of Partnership.

—

Gorton Welding & Engi-
neering Co., acetylene and electrical welders and millwrights,
Sunnyside Works. Tanyard Brow, Hyde Road. Gorton. Man-
chester.—Me.ssrs. T. E. Forster. D. Greig. and T. Gee have di.^;-

sf.lved partnershij).

W. E. Weekes i Cii., ••leclrical and telephone engineers.-
Mr. C. H. Clarke and Mr. W. C. Davey have dissolved partner-
ship. Mr. Davey will attend to debts and continue the busi-
ness.

Firth & Russell, electrical engineers, Shafton Lane, Hol-
beck, Iveeds.—Mr. A. S. Russell and Mr. H, P, Moore have
dissolved partnership, Mr. Moore will attend to debts'! anil
continue the business.

Herne & Co.. builders, decorators and electricians, 17,
Motcombe Street, S.W.—Messrs, 0. T. Herne and F. G. Pitt
have dissolved partnership. Mr. Herne will attend to debts
and continue the business.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. Electrical Components.
Ltd.. have taken premises at Nos. 88 and 89, Great Oharle*
Street, Birmingham (adjoining those now occupied), and they

will be opened as a warehouse and showrooms, A leaflet giv-

ing reduced prices of conduit fittings has been issued.

The Urban Electric Supply Co,, Ltd,, has transferred
its offices and showrooms at Grantham, from East Street to

34, St, Peter's Hill.

Messrs. Alfred Danks, Ltd., of Gloucester, have purchased
the Emlyn Works, to which premises the operations now car-

ried on by them at the Westgate Iron Works, and by Messrs,
,r. M, Butt & Co. at the Kingsholm Foundry, will eventually
be transferred. The general engineering business and the
making of wrought-iron pulleys and the work of the grey
ii'on castings foundry will be concentrated at the new works,
giving increased output and quicker dispatch.

Mr. Bernard L. Myer announces that he has now entirely

discontinued the bu.siness of the Electric & Engineering Speci-

alities Co., of which he was the proprietor, and he has
been appointed sole representative for Messrs. Napier-Kimber,
Ltd., wholesale electrical distributors and merchants, of

London, W., for the district of South-West Lancashire, in-

cluding LiveriMol, also for Cheshire. North Wales, and the
I.«le of Man.
Messrs. A. W. Beuttell, Ltd., have removed to 53, Vic-

toria Street, London, S.W.I.

Mr. p. H. Bla.xley having given up direct representation
of the New Gutta Percha Co., Ltd., is now factoring Pernax
wires and cables at 177, Corporation Street, Birmingham,
where all communications should be addressed.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. Campbell & Isherwood,
Ltd., Raleigh Street Works, Bootle, Lanes.—A well-illustrated

catalogue of electrical machinery for marine and industrial

purposes, including generating sets, welding plant, motors,
motor-generators, fans, cranes, hoists, tools, &c.

The Jeary Electrical Co. Ltd., 8. Lambeth Hill, Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.4.—A comprehensive catalogue of electri-

cal accessories, such as bells, accumulators, switchgear, lamps,
conduit, wires and cables, motors, lighting fittings, &c.

Priced and illustrated.

The Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., 118-120, Charing Cross Road,
W.C, 2.—A series of small illustrated pamphlets dealing with
the " A, B. C." electric washer, the " Holiday " electric dish

washer, the " Reco " general utility kitchen motor, and the
" Sunshine " electric vacuum cleaner. Also List No, 348,

giving illustrations and prices of " Sunlite " reflectors of many
types; List No, 35, dealing with the " Super Switch Plug ";

List No. 350, describiug the " Suuco " insulator testing set;

and List No. 3.52, advertising various patterns of electric lamps.

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street,

E,C,4.—Pubhcation No. 6027, an illustrated description of
" Igranic " theatre light-dimming equipment, including views
of installations.

Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd., Whitehouse Street, Aston.
Birmingham.—An illustrated pamphlet describing a new pro-

tective device for electric water-boiling appliances.

Messrs. Spicer & Co., Ltd., 41, Red Lion Street, Clerken-
well, E,C,1,—A price list of electrical appliances and acces-

sories, including cables, wires, batteries, motors, kettles,

lighting fittings, &c.
Messrs, G\eh, Hill & Gyer, 661-663, Harrow Road, Wil-

lesden, N,W.10.—A price list of Government surplus goods,

including fencing, pumps, wagons, telephone equipment,
tools, &c.
Messrs. Ba.\ter & Cauntek, I^td., 219, Tottenham Court

Road, W.l,—February price list of electrical a<;cessories of all

kinds,

I'he British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., 77, Upper
Thames Street, E.C,4,—Leaflet L.217, illustrating four exam-
ples of electric table lamps,
Messrs. Higgs Bros., Sand Pits, Birmingham.—Monthly

Magazine for March, with usual stock lists of a.c, motors and
d.c. motors and generators; also notes on their manufacture,
and humorous items.

The Rawlplug Co., Ltd., Gloucester House, Cromwell
Road, S.W. 7.—An illustrated leaflet giving instructions for the

arrangement of a " Rawlplug " window display.

Brittain's Electric Motor Co.. 110. Cannon Street. E.('.4.

—A postcard, illustrating .several of the firm's manufacture>.
Puller's United Electric Works, Ltd.. Woodland Works,

Chadwell Heath, E.—List 150.V, giving nuinerou*; illu.stration^

of the film's ebonite productions.

Receiverships.—W. A. ,t R. .1. .Ud.us, Lti>.—A, K. N.

man, of 171, New Bond Sti-eet, W., ,;-.i>,;\ U, act as recPiM i

or iii;iun2er nn Februarv 1st, 1922.

Commercial Travellers and Railway Charges.—The
National Union of Commercial Travellers has written to the

Railway Clearing House urging a reduction in the charge now
made for commercial travellers' week-end tickets and a re-

introduction of reduced cloak-room accommodation charges.

Social Events.—The (i,Iv,C, Travellers' Dinner w-as held"

on Friday, February 24th, at the Old Falstaff, Cheapside, E,C,.

with Mr, IT. W. Rolierts, London sales manager, in the

chair. He was supported by Mr. M. J. Railing, general

manager of the General Electric Co., Ltd,, Mr, L, C,

Gemage, secretary, and several of the London departmental
managers. The function wag organised by Mr, E, A, Joyce,

.^fter interesting speeches by the chairman, Mr. Railing, Mr.

I
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Gamage. Mr. Riley, and Mr. Joyce, a musical programme,
under the direction oF Mr. Ashman, was given.

The tenth annual dinner of the .staff of Messrs Ferranti,

Ltd., was held on Friday last, at the Midland Hotel, Man-
chester, and was followed by a dance. The chaii-man of the

company, Mr. A. W. Tait, C.B F.., received the guests and
presided over the dinner. The usual toasts were interspersed

with musical items, including the song " My Old Shako," with

chorus, by Mr. Campion, rendered for the tenth year m
euccession and now known as the Ferranti Anthem. This part

of the evening ended with a few " Chestnuts " by Mr.
W. E. Warrilow.

Book Notices.
—" Sell's Registered Telegraphic ."Xddresses

and Classified Trades Directory of Great Britain and Ireland."

London : Henry Sell. 45s. (with supplementary edition).

—

This publication has now reached its 37th year, and it is a
very bulky volume of over 3,000 pages, containing particulars

of iOO.OOO firms having registered telegraphic addresses. The
inland abbreviated addresses are from the Postmaster-
General's official lists, and the telephone numbers are also

given. There is an alphabetical section with marginal num-
ber for every name to facilitate cheaper cabling of names and
addresses; also a Classified Trades list. The book is the only

one of its kind, and is very useful to traders.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—List of corporate

and non-corporate members of the Institution. London : The
Institution.

The Librairie Vuibert, 63, Boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris
oe, has sent us an abridged catalogue of technical and educa-
tional publications, together with leaflets adverti-sing books
on the French steel industry and wireless telegraphy for

amateurs.
" The Journal of the South African Institution of Engi-

neers." Vol. XX. No. 7, February, 1922.—Included in this

number are papers on " The Working of Tungsten " and
" High Lift Turbine Pumps."

The Johannesburg Strike.—Serious rioting has been re-

ported during the past fortnight, and Johannesburg has been
deprived of light and power several times. Upon the last

occasion the technical staffs left the stations complaining that

the protection afforded them was inadequate. It was an-
nounced on March 3rd that the Industrial Federation had
decided to take a ballot of its members upon the terms put
forward by the Chamber of Mines.

The Leipzig Fair.—The annual Sample Fair was officially

opened on March 4th. The Daihi News Leipzig corresDondent
states that there are 13.000 exhibitors this vear. In the tech-
nical and buildine fair imposing exhibitions have been arranged
by the A.E.G. Knipps, and various Stinnes interests, which
indicate verv active competition from Germany in the
electrical industry.

Russian Local Electrical Trust.—.\ccording to a message
from Moscow, a trust is being formed in the Tv'er Govern-
ment embracing nine electric stations.

Electrical Contractors at Coventry.—Last week electrical

contractors in Coventrv met to consider proposals to e.stab-

hsh an association for the city and district to promote goodwill
and fellowship in the trade and to guard the public against
many evils brought about by cheap class of work and to
generallv unlift the conditions of the trade. Mr. C. Payne
occupied the chair, and Mr. R. Verney the vice-chair. Mr.
F. C. Brown (Messrs. F. C. Brown & Co.), the promoter of

the meeting, urged that if they formed an association and
members met regularly, they could air their gi'ievances. and.
after investigation and discussion, could effect practical re-

forms. They were acting as free agents of the city electrical

undertaking and introducing really profitable customers with-
out the least recognition. When they were organised, their
committee could wait unon the Electricitj- Committee and get
a concession bv way of cheaper rates for " juice " in return
for demonstrating and advertising the use of the electricity

supplied by the undertaking. By combination they could re-

duce their own newspaper advertising exoenses and join in

warning propaganda regarding the sale by some unknown
travelling electricians of lamps and the many ridiculous con-
trivances supposed to increase the amount of light. A
sore point connected with the electrical trade in
Coventry was contained in a letter to a local news-
paper, .stating that more work could be found tor

electricians if the man employed in the works could be pre
vorited from doing jobs on his own at night and on Sundavb.
The speaker went nn to refer to the national Scheme for

disabled men and King's Roll. With regard to prices, he
thoucrht the members would welcome their eomrnittee getting
down to rock bottom facts in the obtaining of better prices

and carrying out really aood-class jobs. He was .snre that th^ir
rommittee '-oidd draft standards hitherto unknown outside the
L.C.C.'s rules and rerju'ations. Some discussion followed, and
a committee was appointed to frame rules, the members
being- Mr. R.. Wrnev (H. W. Rurbidse & Co.^, Mr. G. Mar-
son Wnrion it Mnrson. Tytd.^. Mr. Skidmore (Coventrv Elec-
tric Co.). Mr. F. Hutt (Hutt Bros.), Mr. Beeslev (Lee. Beesley
Hid Co.). Mr. O. Mnrson (G. Mnrson. Ltd.). Mr. Muddimsn
'Harris & Muddiman), and Mr. G. Laird (Ivaird k Jury), Mr.
Brown to act as hon. Bee. pro. iem.

Chinese Notes Chung Hsih Electrical Co., Soochow
Kiangsu, has been amalgamated with the Soochow Electric
Go. the latter was established in 1920 to compete with the
Chin Shing Electrical Co., a part of which is owned by
Japanese.
Xhe Chief of the Telephone Bureau, Li Sin-hwei, plans to

install a central exchange at Chang-ansze, Chungking. The
original telephone administration, established under the aus-

pices of the Chungking Police Administration, is to be amal-
gamated with the new bureau, and all the old machines will

be replaced by new purchases. The Bureau is also to be
placed under the direct supervision of the Ministi-y of Com-
munications.
The original Chinese Merchants' Electric Light Co. at

Chungking has been advised by the authorities to purchase
new machmery and to take immediate steps to reorganise the
company on a more profitable and etdcient basis. Preparations
are proceeding.

The Engineering Bureau has already appointed a German
engineer to undertake the survey of roads.

Several privately-owned machine shops at Shanghai have
decided to amalgamate and combine their capital for the
establishment of machinery works at Chungking.
The Civil Governor of Chihli reported to the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce that " the establishment of the
Peitaiho Coastal Hydro-Electric Co. by Chu Chih-chien will

do HO harm to the place."

The Lung-Yen Mining Co. formerly depended on Hanyang
and other iron works for smelting the iron ore it produced,
but sending the ore from Peking to Hankow- for smelting was
far too costly a process, and this accounted for the high
cost of the pig-iron produced. The company therefore decided
to build a blast furnace. This is now under consideration
near the Western Hills. Work was begun in October. 1920.

and will be tinishetl by .^pril, 1922. The furnace will have an
average producing capacity of 2.50 tons of pig iron every 24
hours. The equipment includes, besides the furnace, five

Wickes vertical tube boilers of 2,500 h.p., tliree electrical

generators of 2,500 kW, two turbine blowers, four stoves,

and a number of pumps. The equipment, costing $1,160,000 in

L'.S. currency, was ordered through the American Trading Co.

Bight hundred labourers are now engaged in the construction
work, under the supervision of three Chinese engineers, all

of whom ajre returned students from America.

Lead.—In their report, dated March 4th, Messrs. Jame.s

FoRSTER & Co. state that the rise for the week was due to

reports that the Penarroya Co. had given notice that, owing
to the strike at the mines, they might not be able to deliver

on Mai'ch contracts. The imports this year, so far, have
been far above consumption, and there is no indication of

expansion in either the building or electrical trades.

Local Exhibitions.—An Ideal Homes Exhibition, under
the patronage of the Corporation, will be held in Paisley from
April 17th to 29th.

AiTangements for the Hackney electrical exhibition,

which is to be held from April 24th to 29th, have
been completed, and a number of representative fiiTns

have taken up the whole of the available space. The exhibi-

tion will include all kinds of lighting, cooking, and heating

appliances and other domestic apparatus.

Patents Restoration.—Orders have been made restoring

the following patents granted to Dr. Cm;t Stille :—No. 12,709

of 1912. for " Improvements in telegraphic photography." No.
9,061 of 1913. " Improvements in optical receivers for fac-

simile telegraphs."

" British Trader."—The Orient liner. Orontcs, a liner on

the jVustralian trade of rather more than 9,000 tons, has been

sold to a syndicate which is converting her into an exhibition

ship at once. While the British Industry, which is to be
specially designed for her work from truck to keelson, is

definitely held up for a year in the hope that trade prospect*

wdl improve, as noted in our last issue, the Orontes is sched-

uled to sail on Maji 1st. She should have completed her

forty-thousand-miles cruise by next January. She is to be re-

named British Trader. Comparatively few alterations will be

made, the present extensive first and second-class accoramo
datiou being used for the stallholders as living places

and offices, while the steerage quarters and big 'tween-decks

and holds will be fitted up with nearly 300 stalls. Particular

;ittention is to be paid to the mochinery and motor trades.

—

F.vniinn Netrs.

" Little Gluttons."—The new White Star liner Homeric is

equipped with " Little Glutton " vacuum cleaners, supplied

by the manufacturers, the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

East African Electrical Company.—We are informed that

a companv is now being formed at Nairobi, Kenya Colony.

called the' East African Power & Lighting Co., to acquire

the undertakings of the Nairobi Electric Power & LiehtinL'

Co.. the Mombasa, Electric Co.. and other electrical interests

in the Colony. The undertaknng of the Nairobi Electric Co.

and all its assets have been duly transferred and paid for in

cash, and the purchase price rer-eivefl in London, and the

company will go into imrnediate liquidation. Mr. G.A. Hiff-

lett, director nnd seo.-etnry of the company, is the intended

liquidator.
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In the machinery group internal-combustion motors pay ad
valorem duties accordmg to the fuel employed, the duties being
15 and iS per cent, (second column) and 30 and 50 per cent,
(first column), accordmg to- whether the engmes weigh over
or under i,UiX> kg. Diesel and semi-Diesel engines pay 30 to
60 pesetas (hrst column) and 10 to 'JO pesetas (second column)
per 100 kg. Detached parts of internal-combustion engmes
are heavily taxed at 450 and 150 pesetas per 100 kg., according
to column. Steam engine.s, land and marine, are subject to
duties ranging from I'M to 300 pesetas (hrst column) and 40
to 132 pesetas (second coluninj per 100 kg.
Steam tui'bmes pay, accordmg to weight, 140 to '260 pesetas

(first column) and 35 to 65 pesetas (second column) pev iOO kg.
Hydraulic motors are taxed at 105 to 160 pesetas per 100 kg.
(first cxjlumn) and 35 to 80 pesetas (second column).
Locomotives weighing over 55 tons for railways with a gauge

of over one metre pay '210 and 105 pesetas per 100 kg., accord-
ing to column.
Machine tools for working metals pay, according to weight,

90 to 195 pesetas (fii-st column) and 30 to 95 pesetas (second
column), in each case per 100 kg. The corresponding duties
for wood working machine tools are 150 to 275 pesetas and
50 to 110.

Electrical material, dynamos, electromotors, ventilators,
transformers, magnetos, starting switches, rheostats, &c.. pay.
according to then- weight. 135 to 500 pesetas (first column)
and 45 to 200 pesetas (second column) per 100 kg. The duties
on incandescent lamps, complete, are fixed at 36 and 12 pesetas
per kg., according to column.
According to the law of 1906. the Spanish Government has

only three months in which to modify any of the duties con-
tained in the tariff just pubhshed.

—

Renter's Trade Service
(Madrid).
A complete translation of the new tariif has been prepared

by the Board of Ti-ade, and was issued as a supplement to the
Board of Trade Journal of February 23rd. The tariff became
fully operative on February 16th.

Hydros Electric Plant for Argentina.—.\ccording to infor-
mation which has reached Sweden, the Minister for Public
Works in Argentine has placed at the disposal of Mr. Nils
Hofstedt, secretary of the Swedish-Argentina Commission, a
communication concerning the possible exploitation of two
waterfalls, the Iguazu and the Salto Grande. The Iguazu fall

has a fall of about 6.3 metres at ordinary high water and its

calculated capacity is 125,1XX) kW. The plant, according to an
investigation, has been computed at 12 turbines each of
23,000 h.p., preferably high-speed turbines. Three-phase
generators for 220,000 volts are proposed, and trans-
mission is to extend to 724 miles. Particulars of the
details to be embodied in the estimates of expenditure
will be furnished by the Minister to interested firms in Europe.
Offers are also required for the utilisation of the Salto Grande
in the Uruguay river, where the variation in the fall is from
23.50 metres and 12 metres. The plant suggested is for
50.000 kW, with units of about 10,000 kW.
New French Companies.—^There has been formed at Paris

(4, Rue Nicolet Charlet)) the Societe d'Enterprises Electro-
Mecaxuques (Ch. Moussard et Cie.) with a capital of 110.000 fr.

for the objects indicated by its title.

The Societe d 'Electricite de Mathamis has been embodied
at Corpentras (28 bis. Avenue de Petrarque) with a capital of
2.000.000 fr. in 250 fr. shares, 240 of which are allotted to the
Compagnie Miniere du Sud-Est as consideration for its assets.

The objects of the company are the working of concessions of
all kinds related to electricity.

With a capital of 1,000.000 fr., the Energie Electrique de
I'Auxois has been constituted at Precy-sous-Thil (Cote d'Or)
for the generation and distribution of electricity. The capital
is in 500 fr. shares. 100 of which are allotted to M. Andre,
the founder, as consideration for his assets.

There has been launched at Sales (Cantal) the Societe Elec-
trique " le Roc des Bans," with 1,000,000 fr. capital, for the
development of waterfalls, and the production and distribution
of electrical energy. 800 500-fr. shares are allotted to M.
Margne as remuneration for his asse^p.

Swedish Telephone Interests in Poland.—Since the ex-
piration, with the year 1919. of the War.saw telephone con-
cession held by the Swedish Cedergren Telephone Co., nego-
tiations have been proceeding between the latter and the
new Polish State, which have now been brought to a close.
An agreement has been reached under which the Swedish
company and the Polish Government will form a new com-
pany which will take over the Warsaw undertaking and also
the State systems at Lodz, Lublin, Lemberg. Bialystok.
Sosnowiac. and Dobrowicz. The concession for all the under-
takings is for 25 years. The Swedish company will hold four-
sevenths of the share capital, which amounts to 18.000,000
French francs, and a, loan of 15,000.000 Swedish kronen is

also to be raised.

State Nitrate Works in Norway.—The Norwegian Govern-
ment has under consideration the question of estabhshing
State works for the production of nitrate by the arc
process, a scheme for which has been put forward by Mr,
T. C. Hagemann, formerly engineer with the Norsk Hydro.
The .scheme contemnlntes the utili.sation of the spare 75,00<1

h.p. which is or will be available at the Glomfjord hydro-
electric works.

For Sale.—Londonderry Corporation Electricity Depart-
ment hivites offers for one 10(J-kW B.T.H. generator with
Allen compound enclosed engine, and switchboard panel.

Messrs. Greetham & Son will sell by auction, on March
loth at 281. West Derby Pioad. Liverpool, electrical plant,
consisting of petrol-electric generating sets, switchgear. &c.

Chesterfield Corporation Electricity Tramway and Motor
Bus Departments have for sale a Chloride storage battery
and charging booster, complete. (See our advertisement
pages to-day.)

The A. E.G. and Russian Business.— It is of some interest
to hear what a French correspondent at Berlin has to say on
this question. He states that the contest between Herr
Stinnes and Herr Rathenau is well known at Moscow, and
that all the sympathies of industrial and commercial circles
there are for Herr Rathenau, who has long enjoyed great
popularity in Rus,sia. where the A.E.G. established many
electrical undertaking.s. Its correspondent further states that
Herr Rathenau is supported in Russia by M. Krassin, who
for many years was in the service of the A. E.G., and that
former industrialists and the " new rich " who have leased
works and established large technical departments prefer
to get into touch with a group which possesses the powerful
support of M. Krassin. All these statements are made in
connection with the recent arrival in Moscow of a representa-
tive of Herr Stinnes which representative is said to have been
given the cold shoulder by former Russian industrialists.

A Tax on Consumption.—As a means of increasing the
national revenue in Germany, a proposal has been brought
forward for the imposition of a tax on the consumption of

gas and electricity. A similar scheme was advanced and re-

jected a« far back as 1908.

Wages and Conditions in the Tramway Industry.—Agree-
ment upon a number of points was reached at a meeting of

the Joint Industrial Council for the Tramways Industry, held
on March 3rd. The principal question discussed wa.s that of
the guaranteed 48-hour week. It was announced that the
employers had agi'eed to retain the guarantee for those at

present employed, but new entrants, up to a maximum of

10 per cent, of then- number, will receive a 32-hour guarantee
only. A further meeting of the Council was to have been
held yesterday (Thursday), when a uuml>er of other important
matters were to receive attention.

Indian Duty on Electrical Apparatus.—According to a
Renter dispatch from Bombay, the principal users and sup-

pliers of electrical apparatus have submitted a memorandum
to the Indian Fiscal Commission praying for -a reduction of

duty on electrical apparatus from 11 per cent, to 2i per cent.

ad valorem.

Unemployment.—A further decrease was shown in the
last Ministry of Labour returns of registered unemployed,
the total being 1,837,233 on February 28th, as compared with
1,861,815 a week earlier. The number of persons engaged on
special relief schemes was 128.500 on February 18th.

India and the British Empire Exhibition.—In the Legisla-

tive Assembly a resolution recommending that the necessary

steps should be taken for India's participation in the British

Empire Exhibition in 1924 was animatedly discu.ssed. Mr. C.

Innes, Commerce member of the Council of State, estimated

that the total cost would be 15 lacs of rupees spread over

three years. The Council had decided, in view of the heavy
deficit in the forthcoming Budget, to ascertam the sums the

Dominions would be likely to contribute before deciding on
India's participation.

—

Renter (Delhi).

An Exhibition at Harrods'.—The increasing activity of the

large London stores in electrical matters is very gratifying.

These huge " emporia " have an influx of visitors that no
existing purely electrical store could cope with, and people

who go there with no intention of purchasing electrical goods

become interested and contract the desire to possess some
of the wonderful things they see. One of the latest move-
ments is the " Modern Homes " exhibition now in progress

at Messrs. Harrods'. Here a proper classification of appliances

has been made, and the temptation to show everything the

space will hold has been resisteil. A part, of th<- .second fliMr

has been divided into compartmonts to represent the various

rooms of a house. There is a bathroom with a Benham towel

i-ail. a small Carron fire, and a hair-tlryer; a kitchen com-
plete with cooker and utensils: a home laundry containing

a " Thor " washer, an ironing machine, an iron, and an
electric (Jackson) boiler; then there is a series of "rooms"
decorated in various fashions with appropriate lighting. In

the centre of these the Hotpoint Co. has a stand bearing

numerous examples of its products, and the Hoover vacuiun

cleaner is demonstrated. _ An electric gland piano is also in-

cluded and dispenses music not altogether devoid of the
" human touch." The display was organised by Mr. T. M.
Rogers, manager of the Building and Electrical Department,
and he and his staff may well be proud of the result.

E.D.A. Salesmanship Conferences.—Mr. H. Marryat,

M.I.E.E.. will occupy the chair at the next E.D..\. salesman-

ship conference to be held nt the Chartered Institute of

Patent .\cents on Mnrch I7th. Proceedincrs will open with a

talk on " Salesmanship in E<vlation to Showroom Display

and Demonstration8 " by Mr. A- C. Bostel.
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The British Industries Fair.—The, Times annouii'ces the

receipt of a number of letters advocating the opening of the

British Industries Fan- to the general public. If it was not

possible to extend the fak, it was suggested that the daily

hours should be extended .so that the public could inspect the

display in the evening.

Edinburgh Contractors' Enterprise.—The Ideal Homes
Exhibition, held in the \Vaverle\- Market, Edinburgh, was
brought to a close on Saturday last. The largest and most
varied display was the joint exhibit of the Edinburgh mem-
bers of the Electrical Contractors' Association of Scotland.

The arrangements were in the hands of a. small acting com-
mittee of the Association, consisting of Messrs. A. Pratt,

D. S. Munro, W. Mackintosh, and Mr. W. Pinlay, the sec-

retary, and the.se were enthusiastically .supported and assisted

not only by the contractors, but by manufacturers and factors.

The stand (which is shown in the accompanying illustration)

was wired throughout by c.t.s. cable and designed to show
the varied appliances eft'ectively. Five distinct schemes for

lighting were fitted fur use in succession or in combination

—

A stage or shop-window effect with '" Holophane " angle re-

flectors fitted with " Fullolite " lamps; a ceiling-reflector

effect by means of a variety of alabaster, " Lima," and other

glassware bowls and urns; a general display of fittings I'epre-

sentative of those used in the pubhc rooms and bedrooms of

a hou.se and carefully selected for their beauty or novelty ; a

daylight effect obtained by banks of concealed " Ediswan "

colour-matching lamps; and a beautifully soft and glowing
effect by floor and table standards with silk shades. Notable in

this section were '" Dragon " and " Parrot " designs by Louis
Dernier tt Hamlyn, Ltd.. and some striking French bronzes
which had been lent by the General Electric Co.. Ltd. Over
a hundred different patterns of electric Jieaters were arranged
so that they could be switched on individually. Well-tried

makes, such as the " Tricity," the " Dowsing," " Belling," and
the " Emanef " were shown in great variety. Vacuum
cleaners were represented by the " .Jackson," " The Little

Glutton," " Imperial," ' Electrolux," and the " .Jeary," and
the varying quaUties of these were in constant demonsti'ation.

The " fniver.sa] " and " The Time-Saver " electric washers
in action proved interesting to many visitors. Several sizes

of motors were coupled up, and country house lighting plants

were represented by the " Petter " and the " Armstrong
Whitworth " semi-automatic sets. Boards and cases illus-

trating Simplex conduits. " Stannos." and " Henley " wiring
systems appeared. Tlie lamps of all the E.L.M..\. makers

(_ (inti:ktohs' Stand at thi: FiECENT Edi.nbukgh Exhibition.

were represented on the stand, ami also cases illustrating their

stages of manufacture. The air was varied by the action of '

several oscillating and fixed fans and " Ozonair " machines.
and the constant sparkle and crackle of the violet-ray pro-
ducers gave the stand a thoroughly electrical atmosphere.
Practically every kind of electric iron was represented, from
the small universal type which a lady may carry in her
hand-bag to the largest size of tailor's goose. Many styles of

bed wanners were exhibited, among those being a fomi
operated by an ingenious safety switch and several of the
new ' Dowsing " pattern. Electrical hair dryers of various
descriptions, curling-tong heaters, massage and high-frequency
outfits were demonstrated. Electric toasters were shown in

several forms, some of these having ingenious reversible
bread carriers. There was a profusion of electrical novelties,
such a.s G.B.C. pipe and cigar lighters, egg testers and accu-
mulator, diy-cell and magneto hand lamps. •

Electric cooking and beating were kept to the forefront by a
profusion of grills, kettles, percolators, saucepans, and water
boilers. " .Jackson " and " Tricity " ovens and stoves
were in evidence, and much interest was evinced in the
cooking demonstrations by a capable lady from Tricity House.

.\ few days after the opening of the Exhibition, the con-
tractors entertained the Lord Provost, the Convener of the
Electricity Committee, and Mr. Newington, the city elec-

trical engineer, at a lunch in the Exhibitors' Club, which had
been entirely cooked by electricity on the Association's stand.

The operation of the stand was undertaken by daily relays

of repre.sentatives from the firms concerned.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended is a
.summary of the recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

trical trades and industries:—
Parsiwatt. No. 418.5.59. Class 13.—Electric light fittings of

ordinary metal. La Societe I'Electro-Construction, 86, Boule-

vard Gambetta, Paris. September 14th, I9'21.

Dm-ex. No. 418,595. Class 13.—Junction boxes and fittings

for electric light and power installations. Harold F.

Mclx)ughlin, 601, Bordesley Green, Little Bromwich, Birming-
ham. September I6th, 19'21. .

Maxivolt. No. 4'2(>,191. Class 1.—Compressed tablets of sal-

ammoniac for use in electric batteries. Bush, Beach & Gent.

Ltd. 10, Union Court, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.
November 4th, 1921.

.Ai'mature and circle design. No. 405,596. Class 6.—Electric

motors, magnetos, djTiamos. electric fans, • blowers. &c.

No. 405.597. Class 8.—Electric cables, electric batteries, and
accumulators, induction coils, transformers, &c. No. 405.598.

Class 13.—Electric fuses or cut-outs, sparking plugs, electric

internal switches, electric horns, &c. Robert Bosch Gesell-

schaft. Militarstrasse, Stuttgart, Geiinanv. June '28th, 19'30.

Witton. No. 418,'205. Class 8.—Dry cells (electric). The
General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House. Kingsway, Lon-
don, W.C. September 6th, 19-21.

\^itton. No. 417,029. Class 6.—Dynamos and electric

motors. The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C. July 16th. 1921.

Paracore. No. 420,228. Cla.ss 8.—Electric cables. United

States Rubber Co., 1. Little Burnet Street, New Brunswick,

N.J., U.S.A. November Uth. 1921.

Prest-0-Lite. No. 413..304. Class 8.—Electric storage, bat-

teries. The Prest-0-Lite Co.. 30, East 4-2nd Street, New-

York, U.S.A. March 10th. 19-21.

Sphinx. No. 419,655.—All goods in Class 11. The Sphinx
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 240-2, Bradford Street, Birming-

ham.
Tungola. No. 419,580. Class 13.—Electric lamps and parts,

fittings, lampholders, &c. Osram Gesellschaft. 11-14, Ehren-
bergstrasse, Berlin, 017, Germany. October 17th. 19'21.

Nico. No. 4-21,606. Class 13.—Electric lamps (ordinary),

fittings and accessories. The New Inverted Gas Lamp Co., 19-

-21, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C. December 17th, 19-21.

M.I.C.. Empire Works. Walthamstow (lettering and de-

sign). No. 420.136. Class 50.—Electric insulating material.

.Micanite and Insulators Co.. Ltd.. Empire Works, Blackhorse

Lane. Walthamstow. November -2nd, 19'21.

The Worthing Contract.—The recent decision of the

Worthing Town Council to accept the tender of Messrs,

Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, Ltd.. for the supply of a Diesel

engine for the Corporation generating station in jireference

to that of a German firm whose quotation was nearly i£4.(XK)

lower, has aroused a good deal of criticism. One of the com-
munications since received by the Electricity Ccimnittee

took the form of a resolution of thanks from the National

T'nion of Manufacturers, while another was from a local resi-

dent, who quoted three dift'erent in.stances in which German
.'lectrical plant was supplied before the war to electricity

uiidertakings in Shanghai, Melbourne, and Cape Town, which
\cre all found defective in working and by which, despite

the makers' guarantees, no satisfaction was ever given.

liereas in the Shanghai station a similar engine installed
,

'\ a. British maker was found to be in i)erfect condition after

nine years' working. On the other hand, the Committee had
a petition signed by 19 ratejpayers expressing their amaze-
ment and dismay at the decision, and announcing their de-

termination to oppose any application for a loan by every

means in their power. In reply to the latter threat, the Com-
mittee now states that the sanction of the Electricity Commis-
sioners has been received to the necessary loan, and that the

contract will be executed in due course. The Committee
further reminds its critics of the fact that the extra cost

of the British-made plant will not be a charge upon the rate-

payers, but will be borne by the electricity consumers in the

shape of charges for energy. Th^ undertaking is a prosperous

and profitable one, and the ratepayers, as such, have not had
any deficiency in revenue to meet out of the rates for the

past 15 years, while in 1915 the rates were relieved out of

the profits of the undertaking to the extent of i6500. One of

the most important considerations in the minds of the Com-
mittee in recommending the acceptance of the British tender

was the difficulty which might be experienced in enforcing

the guarantees under the contract in the event of a German
tender being accepted and in replacing pai'ts defective or

worn after the expiration of the period of guarantee. The
Coimnittee's chief concern, it goes on to say, was and is

to secure reliable plant which will enable the undertaking to

work at the highest efiifiency and to avoid risks, whether
legal or engineering, the financial effect of which it found

it diflBcult to estimate accurately or at all.
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Ebonite Manufactures.—As an example of their work in

ebonite, Messrs. FuLLiai's United Electric Works, Ltd.,

have sent us a neat desk calendar consisting of a square

ebonite block with a sloping table bearing monthly dat«

slips. A disk device makes the day of. the month visible

through a small opening in the base.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned a loan of dESO.OOO in respect of the

Accrington scheme of electricity extension. The Commis-
sioners add that they will be prepared to consider the

sanction of any further sum when the actual cost of the

work intended has been ascertained.

Extension of Supply.—The Town Council will shortly

supply electricity to Oswaldtw-istle, the terms to be per

cent, higher than the charges in the town, to cover the

additional cost- incurred. Application is being made for the

necessary authority.

Barnstaple.—Loan.—The Town Council has apphed to the

Electricity Commissioners for a loan of i;2,341, for condensing

plant at "the electricity works.

Canada.

—

Hydro-Electric Expenditdre. — Colonel Car-

michael. Minister without Portfolio in the Ontario Cabinet,

has resigned from the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
because last year's estimates of the Commission have been

exceeded by "$14,000,000 (about £3.100,000). It is beheved

that Sir Adam Beck will cease to be chairman of the Com-
mission and that a new body, more directly responsible

to the Government than the present Commission, will be

appointed.

—

The Times.

Continental.

—

France.—Extensive works are to be under-

taken by the Compaguie Parisienne de Distribution d' Elec-

tricite in order to meet the growing demand for Ught and
power in Paris, and for this purpose the generating plant is

to be increased from 120,000 kW to 240,000 kW. Under the

new agreement between the company and the City of Pans,
the expenditure on new works is to be met by the flotation

of a loan of 100,000.000 fr.

Sweden.—The Motala hydro-electric works, w-hich belong

to the State, have recently been brought into operation. Tn-o

turbo-generators of 8,400 kW have been installed, and with
three sets of machines, the station will be able to supply

21,000 kW. The water-power of the Motala river betw-een

Vattern and Boren is used. The sum of 12,000,000 ki'. was
voted by the Riksdag for the extension of the works.

RossiA.—The construction of the Kiseloff power station has
commenced at Gubach, on the river Kosva. It is intended
to supply the local coal industry with electricity. The out-

put of the station will be 4,000 kW,' and electrical energy will

be distributed over a radius of 200 versts, within which
are included the towns of Perm, Kuschur Unschole,
Solikamsk, Ki.sel, and Tchusoff. Fifteen hundred men are

engaged on the work and it is anticipated that the .station

will be in operation by November this year.

Conway.— Electricity Supply.—The Town Council has
entered into an agreement with the North Wales Power Co.

' for a connecting cable to be carried across the suspension
bridge. By this means the company will be able to supply
electricity on either side of the river.

Croydon.

—

New- Plant.—The Electricity Committee has de-

cided to expend £27,400 on a new boiler and equipment, a
new pump, and repairs to two towers,

Edenderry.

—

Electricity Supply.—^The Lighting Commit-
tee has requested Mr, C. McGuinness, consulting engineer,
to submit a scheme for lighting the town with electricity,

Glasgow.

—

Hire of Motors.—There is a proposal before the
Corporation to inquire into the desirability of hiring out
electric motors for manufacturing and industrial purposes.
It is pointed out by those favouring the proposal that many
firms, owing to the present shortage of money, are unable
to purchase motors, and it is thought that if they had the
opportunity of hiring the motors at a modified rate they
would more readily adopt electricity for their works.

All-electric Houses.—The " all-electric " houses, which
have been visited by 20,000 people in the last few w'eeks,
will remain open to visitors for some time yet.

New Cable.—The Unemployment Grants Committee has
approved of the Corporation's scheme for the laying of 23,040
yards of e.h.p. cable in connection with the transmission of
electrical energy from the power station at Dahnarnock.

Great Sankey.—Electricity Supply.—With regard to the
projjosed supply of electricity to the district by the Warring-
ton Corporation, a canvass is to be taken to ascertain the
number of residents who would be prepared to use energy.

Helstin.-Electricity Supply.—A scheme has been sub-
mitted to the Town Council by the Camborne and Redruth
Electric Power Co. for a supply of electricity to the district,

and a meeting is to be held to consider the proposal.

Jersey.—St. Helier.—The Assembly of Principals and
Officers of St. Heher has adopted the- municipal scheme for
electric hghting, and the Mayor has been instructed to lake
the necessary steps to obtain a loan of £100.000 for carrying
out the scheme.

Kirkburton (Yorks.).- Electhicitv Slpplv.—The District
Council has decided to apply to the Yorkshire Electric
Power Co. for the terms on which it would be prepared to
.supply electricity to the district.

Kirkcaldy.

—

Loan.—Correction.—We were misinformed
as to the amount required for electricity purposes by the
Council. We understand that the sum is much smaller than
that given in our note on p. 265 in our issue of February 24th.

Liverpool.—Extension of Supply.—The City Council is

applying to the Electricity Commissioners for a Special Order
granting power to supply electricity to Bootle, Litherland,
Waterloo—with Seaforth and Great Crosby.
Loan.—AppUcation is to be made to the Electricity Com-

missioners for sanction to a loan of £200,000 for the erection
of a sub-station, buildings, plant and equipment.

Morecambe.

—

Bulk Supply.—Apphcation is being made to
the Electricity Commissioners for a Special Order for power
to supply electricity to Hey.sham. The Lancaster Corporation
has been requested to apply for sanction to extend the genera-
ting station at Lancaster, so that a bulk supply can be given
to the Morecambe Corporation,

Nantyglo and Blaina.—Bulk Supply.—At a recent meet-
ing of the Council it was considered that the offer of the
Ebbw Vale Co., to give a bulk supply of electricity at 2id.
per unit, was too high, and it was decided to bring the matter
before the Electricity Commissioners.

Newark.—Electricity Supply.—Tlie Town Council has
considered the offers of the Lincoln Corporation and Messrs.
Ransome & Maries, of Newark, to supply electricity to the
town, but has decided that the schemes are not suitable. Mr.
Wordingham, consulting engineer to the Council, has recom-
mended that Newark should establish its own undertaking at

an estimated cost of £140,250.

Okehampton.

—

Proposed Purchase of Undertaking.—
Negotiations have been entered with Mr. G, K, Blatchford.
proprietor of a private electricity works, with a view to the
purchase of his undertaking.

Porthcawl.

—

Electricity Supply.—The U.D.C. has decided
to proceed with the scheme for the electric lighting of the

ai'ea, and a Provisional Order has been applied for. The
estimated cost of instalhng electrical plant at the Council's

gas works is £10,000.

Price Reductions.—Reductions are to be made in the
charges for electricity in the following districts :—Canterbury,
Fulham, Glasgow, Hampstead, Kingston-on-Thames, Leicester,

Liverpool, Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells. Weymouth. Barn-
staple, and Dundee.

West Ham.

—

Electricity Supply.—Correction.—The re-

port of the meeting of electricity consumers given in our last

issue was incorrect in parts. A 10,tX)0-kW set, and not a

20,000-kW set, is being installed. This will not replace, but
will be in addition to the 5,000-kW generator. The Council

has made a definite recommendation as to a price reduction,

as the undertaking is now being run at a profit.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Continental.

—

Italy.—A concession has been gi-anted to

Luigi Bruno, of Casaltore (Avellino), for the construction and
working of a tramway from MercogliauD to the Santuario di

Montevergine. The estimated cost of the undertaking, which
is to be completed within two years, is (369,tKl0 lire. The
coyicessionaire may place orders abroad for equipment to the

extent of half of the requirements.

The Societa anonima Ferroviaria di Bitonto has been formed
w-ith a capital of 350,(.i0<l lire for the construction and working

of an electric railway from Bitonto to S. Spirito. The esti-

mated cost of the works and equipment is 1,451,241 lii-e. Elec-

tricity will be supplied by the Societa Generale Pughese.
Switzerland.—The Council of .\dministration has under

consideration plans for the extension of the power station at

Amsteg. The estimated cost of the extensions is 6,000,lX)0 fr.

Hungary.—The scheme for the electrification of the State

railways has been postponed owing to the present high cost

of raw" and finished material and pohtical and economic con-

ditions. The first locomotive was completed recently, and

was to have had a trial run last month.
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Hull.—Contribution for Rate Relief.—The Tramways
Committee is contributing ^10,000 from the tramways com-
pensation account toward the relief of the rates.

India.—Bombay.—According to the Railway Gazette, an
underground railway for Bombay, about 7.44 miles in length,

has been suggested by the municipal special engineer. The
total cost, with equipment, is estimated at Rs. 246 lakhs.

The twin-tube system is recommended as cheaper than one
tunnel for a double line.

London.—The L.C.C. has come to an agreement with the

London United Tramways under w-hich the L.C.C. cars will

run from Tooting terminus to Wimbledon over the L.U.T.
lines.

Post Office Tube Railway.—Extension of Time.—The
Minister of Transport has extended the time of the Post
Office (London) Railway Act, 1913, for the completion of the
railway and works until August, l'j'2.3.

West Africa.—Railway Electrification.—The Government
of R-ench \\'est Africa has had a scheme prepared for the

electrification of the line from Kayes to the Niger. Certain
waterfalls along the Senegal and the Niger have been sur-

veyed in connection with the scheme. The contract for the
works has been placed with the Societe Generale d'Entreprise.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Argentina.—Wireless Telegraphy.—A National Govern-
ment Decree, dated January 9th, authorised the " Compania
Siemens Schuckert, Ltd.," representing the " Telefunken

"

Co., of Berlin, to transfer the concession accorded to it on
March loth, 1919, to the " Transradio Compania Radiotele-

grafica Argentina."

—

Review of the River Plate.

Germany.—Resuming Cable Traffic.—The German news-
papers report that the German Atlantic and German South
American telegraph companies have concluded an an-ange-

ment with the American telegraph companies whereby the
German companies will be enabled to resume cable traffic.

The German companies will be merged and afterwards issue

shares trebhng the capital. The German companies will

work the Emden-Azores section, while the Azores-New York
section will be worked in conjunction with the American
concerns.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Berlin).

Russia,—New- Radio Station.—Work on the construction

of the new radio-telegraph station at Dyetsky village is

approaching completion. The old station was destroyed in

1919 in the Yudenitch advance. All that remained was the
workmen's dwellings some distance from the station. A
special railway branch was made to aid in the reconstruction
which was begun in September, 19'20. A new building

for the machines, &c., and five l'2S-metre masts have been
erected. The machines are nearly all installed. Siemens-
Schuckert made the electrical machines and distributing

apparatus; Siemens-Halske & Ericsson the radio-telegraphic

parts; Nobels the Diesel motor; and the " Pharphorovni
"

concern the insulators.

Sweden.—Telegraph and Telephone Services.—The State
telegraph and telephone services realised a net profit during
19-21 of kr. 19,UUU.0OU. Total receipts amounted to kr.

y9,.5lKJ,(X)0, out of which telephone subscriptions accounted for

kr. 53,7U0,0UU. The net profit obtained by the General Post
Oface was kr. 10,400,000.—fieuier's Trade Service (Stock-

houn).

Magnetic Storm.—Magnetic disturbances of the atmos-
phere were noted throughout North-West Europe on Feb-
ruary '2'2nd and 23rd. The electrical disturbances recorded
by the Air Ministry's meteorological station at Croydon are
said to have been strong.

The Telephone Service.—New Exchange.—An additional
telephone exchange was opened within the boundaries of the
City of London on March 4th. This new exchange, which
is the twelfth to be opened in London within the last two
years, is to be known as Bishopsgate, and is intended to serve
an area embracing the thoroughfare of that name and ex-
tending to Whitechapel, Bethnal Green, and Haggerston.
As it is situated within five miles of Oxford Circus, the cen-
tral telephone measuring point, calls may be passed for IJd.
up to a distance of ten miles from Oxford Circus. It is pro-

posed eventually to erect a special building for the Bishops-
gate exchange, which will be one of the' largest in London

;

but owing to the pressing needs of the neighbourhood and
the necessity for afl'ording early relief to the adjacent tele-

phone areas of London Wall, Avenue. Bank, &c., the equip-
ment is temporarily installed in the premises partly occupied
by the recently-opened Clerkenwell exchange, which we have
already described. At the opening on Saturday last, 726 sub-
scribers in the new Bishopsgate exchange area and
now working en other exchanges, were given service on the
new equipment, and further additions will be made from
time to time. The effect of the transfers will be to accelerate
the work of joining up subscribers to the neighbouring ex-
changes, and to provide for development within the Bishops-

gate area. A large amount of intricate work on the external
cables has been mvolved in order to divert subscribere' cir-

cuits to the new exchange, and much remains to be done
before it will be possible to join up subscribers freely in all

parts of the area; but the work is being pushed forward as
rapidly as possible.

City Bbeakdovvn.^.A breakdown of the City telephone
service occurred last week through the bm'sting of a water-
main, which broke down the walls of a manhole and so
affected the telephone cables. The area of the breakdown was
between Electric House, Moorgate Street, and the General
Post Office in Newgate Street, and something like 400 Post
Ofdce lines weer affected. Communication between the
London Mali and Central exchanges was impossible for some
hours.

United States.—Wireless Telephony.—Statistics pubhshed
at New York show, says the Daily Telegraph, that the
number of wireless telephone receivers in use has
increased from 50,000 to 600,000 in a year. The
country is plotted into circuits, and central stations distribute

the ' aerial goods " with regularity. As we recently an-
nounced, a conference is assembled at Washington to consider
the charting " of the air, so that all interests may obtain
the maximum service «ith the minimum interference.

According to the Daily Chronicle, the former German liner.

Leviathan, the largest ship afloat, after deteriorating in the
Hudson river ever since she was placed out of com-
mission as a troopship, is to be reconditioned at a cost of

fl,600,000. Among other innovations will be a wireless tele-

phone instrument in every first-class cabin. By this, through
the ship's central apparatus, passengers will be able to com-
muuicaie with friends ashore. The Leviathan will, it is ex-

pected, be put in the Transatlantic service next summer.
vVikeless Control.—President Harding, upon the recom-

mendation of the Radio Congress, now in session at Wash-
ington, has asked Congress for an appropriation to enable

the Government to regulate the activities of wireless

amateurs. The plan was to compel these amateurs to adopt
shol'ter wave-lengths, which, it was thought!, would not
interfere with the longer wave-lengths of official communi-
cations. However, Genearl Squier, head of the Ai-my Com-
munications, announced that short waves would not bring
about the desired harmony.

—

Westminster Gazette.

Wireless Telegraphy.—French Service Restored.—Mar-
coni's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., announced on March
2nd the restoration of the high-speed wireless service with

France, which was affected by the recent flooding of an
uudergi-ound cable conduit in Cheapside. There is also no
longer any delay on Marconigrams to North and South
America; Australasia, Spain, &c.
Foreign Office Services to be Abandoned.—The Foreign

Office News Department, which sends out a daily summary of

British new's by wireless to European countries, is to be
closed owing to its cost, which amounts to £35,000 a year.

—

Daily Mail.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Melbourne.—April 29th. Electilcity Commis-

sion. 22,000-V, three-core cable and accessories for the Mor-

well power scheme. (February 24th.)

Barrow=in=Furness.—Electricity Department. Electrical

stores, meters. &c., for 12 months. Electrical engineer.

Belfast.—March 16th. Electricity Department. Six or

12 months' supply of stores, including many electrical items.

(March 3rd.)

Belgium.—April 3rd. Limbourg Permanent Deputation,

at Hasselt. Establishment of an electricity distribution sys-

tem between Eysden, Rothem, and Maeseyck, between

Rothem, Bree, and Caulille, and between Eysden and Reck-

heim. Specification from the Bureau du Service Provincial

d'Electricite, 27, Avenue Bamps, Haselt.

March loth. Belgian Ministry of National Defence.

Supply of 12,500 metres of double-conductor insulated cable.

Particulars from La 3me Direction Generale du Ministfere de

la Defense Nationale, 10, Rue du Meridien, Belgium.

March 17th. Secretariat General de I'Administration des

Hospices et Seoours of Brussels (Hopital Saint-Jean, Boule-

vard Botanique). Supply of electric lamps to the various Brus-

5^el3 hospitals.

Blackpool.—March 16th. Electricity Committee. H.p.

switchgear and switch-room equipment 'for power house and

sub-stations. H.p. underground armoured three-core trans-

mission cables. (February 24th.)

March 16th. Electricity Committee. One natural draught

cooling tower. (March 3rd.)
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Bristol.—March 17th. Docks Committee. Four 30-

cwt. movable electric jib cranes. Mr. T. A. Peace, engineer,

Bristol Docks Committee, Avonmouth Docks.

Bulgaria.—Sofia.—April 3rd. Direction of Posts and Tele-

graphs. Pole-line hardware, consisting of straight and bent
supports for insulators, fixing clamps and yokes.*

April Slst. Telephone switchboards.*

Cardiff,—March 17th. Electricity Department. One
40,000-lb. water-tube boiler with mechanical stokers and acces-

.sories. (March 3rd,)

Cheadle & Oatley. -April .3rd. Lyban District CXmncil.

E.h.p., m.p.. and i.p. main.s and .street lighting accessories.

(See this i.'isiie.)

Croydon.—March 27th. Electricity Department. Steam-
raising plant, consisting of water-tube boiler, &c. (See this

issue.)

Dundee.—March 22nd. Electricity Department. Circu-

lating water pipe-line. Mr. H. Richardson, general manager
and engineer.

Edinburgh.—March l3th. Tramways Committee. Rails

for the Tramways Cbrmuittee. The manager, 2, St. James'
Square, Edinburgh.
April loth. Electricity Department. Converting plant for

lighting and traction, d.c. switchgear, for the Portobello sta-

tion. (See this issue.)

London.—H.M. Office of Works.—April r2th. Sup-
ply of electrical engineering labour-in-daywork in the Leeds
district. (March 3rd.)

L.C.C.—April 10th. Ash conveyor of the water-immersed,
drag-link type, ;md ash hopper for the Greenwich power
station. (See this issue.)

Hampstead.—March l-Sth. Electricity Department. Six or

12 months' supply of electrical engineering stores, oils for the

electricity station. For removal of ashes and coal-handling,

both for periods of 6 months. (See this issue.)

Leeds.—March 13th. Education Committee. Repairs,

including electrical work, required to school buildings during

12 months ending March 31st, 1923. Mr. J. Graham, Director

of Education, Education Offices. Calverley Street.

Hhondda.—.April 3rd. Electricity Department. Supply
of house service a.c. meters, cable, joint boxes, compound,
cut-outs. &c.. for 12 months. (February 24th.)

Salford.—Tramways Department. General supplies for

six months. General manager. 32, Blackfriars Street, Salford.

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Burton"On=Trent.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted:

—

6,000-kVV turbo-gener.itor (£32,150); feed-water heator (£700); stand-by

extraction pump (£8701.—C. A. Parsons & Co.
Switchgear (£1,750); earthing equipment, with cables and a bus-bar

coupler equipment (£1.920).—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.

Boilers (£40,180); ash-handling plant (£1,156).—Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

Glasgow.—Electricity Committee.
Five sets of rotary-converters, transformers, and switchboards, for Bridge-

ton, Langside, and .Alexandra Parade sub-stations (recommended).

—

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., £36,283 for the rotary-converters and
transformers.

Ferguson Pailin, Ltd. (£2,422), switchboards.

Tramways Committee. Recommended :
—

Insulated bolts.—British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Gloucester.—City Council. Accepted:

—

Additional plant for the electricity works.—Two l,500-k\V geared turbo-

generators, with condensing plant by Cole, Marchent & iMorlev, £22.414,

English Electric Co., Ltd.

Liverpool.—Electric Power and Lighting Committee.
Recommended :

—

l'"our 1,500-kW rotary-converters, complete with switchgear. accessories,

and spare transformer, &c.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Installation at the Charters Street destructor station, ,'iOO-kW generating
set.—Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.

Installation of an auto-rotarv equipment at the Walton Town Hall.

—

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd.
Cables and accessories to the Liverpool Electric Supply Department and

other departments of the Liverpool Corporation, for the 12 months
ending March, 192,'? (recommended).—Callender's Cable & Construction

Ltd.

Worthing.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Motor generator (£324).—General Electric Co.. Ltd.

York.—Electricity Committee. Accepted:^
Meters.- A. E.G., of Berlin.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Friday, March 10th. In the Great Hall, Can-
non .Street Hotel, E.G. At .8 p.m. Smoking concert (the last of the

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Midland Division).—Saturday.
March 11th. At the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham. At 7 p.m. First

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—-Saturday. March 11th.
At the Roval Technical College. M T p.m. Paper on " From Factory
10 Face, or the flistorv of .-i Colli,-.v Cable." by Mr. \V. l . Anderson.

Royal Institution of Creai Britain.—Saturdays. Ma
.Albemarle Street, W. .\t 3 p.m. Lectur

Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S.

Birmingham and District Electric Club,—Saturday, .March 11th.

Grand Hotel, Colmore Row. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Ball Bearir

Mr. A. Ma
by

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday. March Ifith. At the Insti-

tution, Victoria Embankment, S.W. At 6 p.m. P,apcr on " Phantom
Telephone Circuits and Combined Telegraph and Telephone Circuits •

Worked at Audio Frequencies," by Mr. J. G. Hill. •
. . :.

(North-Midland Centre),—Tuesday, .March 14th. .\t the Hoiel Metro-
;

pnle, Leeds. At 7 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

(Scottish Centre).—Tuesday, March 14th. At the North Brili'h

Station Hotel Edinburgh. At 7 p.m. Papei- .in ,," Telephone Line Wi.rk

i<i the United States," h) Mr. E. S. Byng.

(South-Midland Centre).— \Ve<lnc->dav. March l.llh. A! iIk- Inivrrsil).

l;irmiiit;h3iTi \i 7 pin P.iper on "Electric Motor Starters." by .Mr.

J. An.l.r.on.

(Sheffield Sub-Centre).—Wednesday. March loth. -Vt the Roval \ic-

toria Hotel, Sherlield. At 7..W p.m. Paper, " Notes on the Practic;il

Operation of e.h.p. Protective Gear." by Mr. l''. Langley.

(North-Eastern Centre).—.Monday, March I3th. .At the .Armstrong
College, Newcastle-on-Tvne. At 7.30 p.m. Address bv the President,

Mr. J. S. Highfield, on " The Primary and Secondary I-Zducalion of

Engineers."

(Dundee Sub-Centre).—Monday, . March 13th. .At the .University

College, Dundee. At 7.30 p.m. Papers on " Electric .Motor Starters."

bv Mr. J. .Anderson, and on " Induction-tvpe Synchronous Motors," bv .Mr.

L. H. A. Carr.

(North-Western Students' Centre).—Tuesday. .March 14th. At the
Houldsworth Hall. Deansgate. Manchester. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on
" Commutation. .Armature Reaction, and the Sel'ciion of Carbon Brushes
for Dynamo-electric Machinery," by Mr. J. W. .A. .Abernclhy.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday. March 14Th.

At St. Bride's Institute, E.C. At 6.45 p.m. Paper on " The Determina-
tion of Heat Losses From Buildings, with Special R*-fercnc<) to Electrical

Heating," by' Mr. W. T. Nbbbs.

Women's Engineering Society,—Tu.-sdav, .March 14th. .\t 26. George
Street. Hanover Square, \V. At 6.15 p.m. Lecture on " Women's Place
in industry," by Mr. F. S. Button.

Institution of Civil Engineers (Students' Meeting).—Wednesd-i\, March 15th.
-At the Institution, Great George Street, S.W. .At 6 p.m. N'ernon Har-
court lecture on "The Great Ship-Canals of the VVorid," by Mr. G. -

Fitzgibbon.

Northampton Engineering College Engineering Society.—Wednesday,
March 15th. At the Northampton Institute, St. John Street. E.C. .At

5.30 p.m. Paper on " Developments in Aeroplane Design," by .Mr. R. H.
Walmsley.

Paisley Association March 15th
Business meeting (th

Engineers.—Wednesda
A-.M.C.A. Buil.linys ini;h Street. At 7.30 p.r

papi-r awarded ilit- ^iioml prize will i>e read).

Ideal Home Exhibition, Olympia, W.—Wednesday March 15th. .\i 7 p,

I..-, lure ,in "111. M.-I..11 Is,, of Eleetricitv in the Honii-," bv Mr. S.

U:.r<ling.

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesday. March' ISth. Ai C.i.vi

Hall. S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on "Psychology in Imluslrv," by !

W. Piercey.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, March 16th. At Burlington House. Piccadil
\\'. .At 8 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Belfast Association of Engineers.—Thursday, March 16th. At the Mun

the

ipal College of T..-chnolog Paper

-Frida

' Wo Power," bv Mr

East An-March l"th. At
n. Conversazione.

March 17th. At Caxton Hall.
Factor Improvement." by .Mr.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.
glian Institute of Agriculture. At 7 p

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday
S.W. .At 8 p.m. Lecturette on " Powe
G. H. Ayres.

British Electrical Development Association.—Friday, March 17th. At the
Institute of Patent Agents. Staple Inn Buildingi, W.C. At 7.30 p.m.
Conference on " Salesmanship in Relation to Showroom Displays and
Demonstrations." to be opened by M-r. A. C. Bostel.

London Electrical Engineers: No. 4 (Newhaven Company).—Saturday.
March 18th, At Anderton's Hotel. Fleet Street, E.C. At 6.30'p.m. Annual

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW
DEPARTMENT.

SERVICE

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this week
we need the names of :

—
Manufiicturers and Repairei-s of Condensers for High

Frequency Macliines (Ixmdon di.strict prefeired).

N0TE5.

The Dispute in the Engineering Trade.—On Sunday, in a
speech at Rughy, Mr. J. T. Browulie. the president of the
.\malgamated Engineering TTuion. appealed for the inter-

vention of the Prime Minister, with the object of bringing
together the parties to the dispute in the engineering trade,

to which we referred at length in our leading article last

week. The notices for the lock-out are due to expire to-

morrow, Saturday. On Monday the executive of the A.E.U.
and the National Divisional Organisers held a conference
lasting for three hours, and according to a statement issued

at night by Mr. Brownlie, a coimnunicatjon was received
diu'ing the discussion, from Dr. Macnnmara, the Minister of

Labour, on behalf of the Prime Minister, who is indisposed.

Dr. Macnamara invited Union representatives to meet him
on Tuesday. The meeting with the nnion Executive ttxjk

place on the morning of that day and the Minister of Labour
met the employers in the afternoon. The Union Executive

met the engineering employers on Wednesday in the hope
that negotiations with regard to the dispute might be re-

opened.
As we go to press we learn that the negotiations lietween

the Engineering Employers' Federation and the .\.E.U. broke
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down. Statements were issued by both sides relating to new
proposals which had been under discussion. The employers
were unable to accept proposals submitted by the Unions re-

lating to the general principles of management, they being

diametrically opposed to what were agreed upon in jN'ovemBer,

i9iL. It was stated that the question of overtime and other

questions of detail were not reached, the time bemg spent in

discussing the fundamental principle at issue. .Ihe result of

the proceedings was reported to the Minister of Labour, and
it was stated that the A.E.U. would yesterday confer witn the

representatives of the Federation of Engineering and Ship-

building Unions.

Appointment.s Vacant.—."Assistant engineer (^£450), for the

Government of British Guiana Post Oflice Electrical Depart-

ment; attendant for the electrical equipment on the
Chester-le-Street Housing Estate; chief electrical engineer

for the Rangoon Electric Tramway ifc Supply Co., Ltd.

;

draughtsman for the Stepney Borough Coimcil Electricity

Department; two male clerks (70s. and 60s.), for the Chester-

field Corporation Electric Ti-am\vay and Motor Bus Depart-
ments. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

'

)

Industrial Research.—To further the objects of the British

Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association an important meet-
ing was held in Birmingham on Friday last. Mr. T. Bolton
presided, pointing out that the importance of research to

inQustry had been fully recognised by the Government; that
the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, which
made grants to trade re.search associations, had escaped the
" Geddes Axe " was a splendid testimonial to its ethciency,

and also the strongest evidence of the recognised value of

the work such associations were doing. Vice-Admiral Sir Geo.
Goodw'in (engineer-in-chief to the Admiralty) urged the claims
of the Association, and Dr. Rosenhain (Metallurgical Depart-
ment, National Physical Laboratory), pointed out that such
associations would help to bring about immediate utilisation

of the results of the researches when they were obtained.

Sir Frank Heath (secretary of the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Re.search) urged that while the Geddes Com-
mittee could not recommend any reduction of the financial

provision at his disposal, his impression was that the financial

difficulties of the Government were not ended. Mr. Bolton
pointed out that the Association desired to initiate for the
benefit of members as many researches as its finances per-

mitted. As the Association possessed no laboratories of its

own, investigations w'ere being undertaken in the national

and university laboratories. He added that considerable in-

formation was being collected with a view to commencing
an important res^earch relating to various methods of jointing

metals, soldering, gas and electric welding, brazing. &c.,

including the alloys and methods of heating employed, and
the strength, permanence, conductivity, &c. of the resultant

joints. .Arrangements had been made to commence this in-

vestigation in the Research Department of the Metropolitan-
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., Manchester, where the necessai-y

supplies and skilled labour required for making joints and
the machinery for testing them were available. The financial

support for this research took the form of payment by
the .Association of the salary of the research worker, the
whole of the materials and other labour being supplied by
the Metropolitan-Vickers Co.

The I.E.E. Comniemoration Meetings.—We have been
asked whether it would be possiljle to supply art proofs of

the portraits which we reproduced in our articles on the com-
memoration meetings of the Institution of Electi-ical Engi-
neers, so that they could be mounted and framed. It will be
passible to do this, at a price not exceeding 2s. 6d. a set (13

portraits), if a sufficient number of applications are received.

We shall be glad to hear from readers who are interested.

Railway Electrification.—.\ meeting of the Industrial
Group at the House of Commons recently, Sii- Allan
Smith presiding over an attendance of '26 M.P.s, considered
the appropriate steps to be taken to facilitate the immediate
electrification of the London Brighton and South Coast Rail-

way, thereby providing employment for a very large number
of people and securing the placing of contracts for several

millions of pounds. After a long discussion, in which Colonel
Cuthbert James. Sir Philip Dawson, Sii- William Pearce, Sir

Arthur Shu'ley Benn, Major Glyn and Mr. Hannon took part,

it was unanimously agreed to appoint a deputation to meet the
Parhamentary Secretary of the Ministry of Transport to place
before him the whole of the facts which had been brought
forward during the discussions at two recent meetings of the
group, and to invite his assistance in suggesting such amend-
ments to the Railways Act as would enable the Brighton Co.
to proceed without delay with the scheme. The deputation
was to con.sist of Sh- Allan Smith, Sir William Pearce, Sir
Philip Dawson and Mr. Hannon.

—

Financial Times.

Educational.—In connection with the development of
mining engineering studentships under the Glamorgan County
Education Committee's auspices, a fully-equipped laboratory
has been opened at Pontypridd. The plant includes models of
all the electrical, gas, and steam machinery used at collieries

for pumping, ventilation, and hghting. In the county there
are eoms 30,000 students receiving technical instruction, the
majority being part-timers.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—The
Association held its annual general meeting on February 14th
at the St. Bride's Institute, E.G. 4, when Mr. F. W. Smith,
the chairman of the Association, presided over a well-

attended gathering.
The Chauman, in his address, complimented the members

on the improved position of the Association, and gave a brief

resume of the Association's activities. The appomtment of

a full-time general secretary was a courageous move on the
part of the Board of Control, but he was pleased to say the
action had been fully justified. The finances of the Associa-
tion were sound, new members were continually being re

iieived, and the general position was better thah it had ever
been. Inquiries were being received from all parts of the
country, and the formation of district branches was well in

hand. The necessity for the Association in the electrical in-

dustry had been fully demonstrated and its educational work
had been of great benefit to those concerned. It was neces-

sary that they should safeguard the interests of the members
and see that the workers got an adequate return for then-
labour. The agreement with the National Federated Elec-

trical .Association was a step in the right direction, and pre-

pared the way for greater advancement.
The General Secretary (Mr. A. Brammer) presented the

annual report and accounts, which showed a greatly improved
state of affairs. Mr. E. E. Gammon (the hon. Treasurer)
moved the adoption of the accounts.
The ballot for the declared vacancies on the Board of Con-

trol resulted in the following being elected : Messrs. P. J.

AUdread, C. Burrows, J. F. Chapman, P. N. HindeU, J.

Hudson, H. Manning, S. Nicholls, T. E. Pinder, P. W.
Smith, A. Tucker, S. Smith. R. W. Whitley), T. H. Windi-
bank, and C. Ci. Wright. Messrs. E. Rooke and J. H. Hall
were elected as members' auditors. The affiliation to the
National Federation of Professional, Technical, Administra-
tive, and Supervisory Workers is to be continued, and the
social side of the Association is to be further developed.
A paper is to be read on March 14th, at the St. Bride's

In.'ititute, E.C.4, by Mr. W. W. Nobbs, Past. Pres. I.H.V.E..
M.I.Mech.E., &c., of Messrs. Geo. Nobbs, Ltd., on " The
Determination of Heat Loss from Buildings, with Special

Reference to Electrical Heating." Tickets may be had on
application, but early requests are desired in view of the
Umited number being is.sued.

Scientific Congress in Belgium.—The Association des
Ingenieurs sortis de I'Ecole de Liege is organising an inter-

national scientific congress, to lie held on the occasion of the
75th anniversary of the foundation of that institution. The
congress will comprise seven sections : mines, metallurgy,
mechanics, electricity, industrial chemistry, civil engineering
and geology. Electricity will be divided into 24 sub-divisions ;

turbo-alternators, large generating stations, hydro-electric

stations, transmission at over 100,000 volts, material needed
for the same, district distribution, protection of high-pressure
lines, making of the highest-pressure underground cable, auto-

matic sub-stations, mercury vapour converters, improvement
of the power factor of networks, railway electrification, com-
mutator polyphase motors, regulation of the speed of rolling-

mill motors, electric drive on shipboard, aluminium, elec-

tricity tariffs, electric lamp construction and use, electric

heating, heat-accumulators, automatic telephony, wireless
telegraphy and telephony, radiogoniometry, and electric dust
precipitators. , .

The programme will commence on Sunday. June lltfi.

with the unveiling of a memorisfl to the members who fell in

the war. followed by a reception, the opening of the exhibi-,

tion. and a banquet. On the following day the Congress
will commence, and the sittings will continue until June 14th,

after which visits to works and to the exhibition, and excur-
sions will take place. Receptions, soirees. &c., will be held
throughout the week, and tlie Coneress will close with a fare-

well re-union on Friday, June 16th. The exhibition will

remain open until Friday, July 14th, when a Franco-Belgian
dejeuner will be held.

The transactions of the Congress will be published at the
price of 100 fr., but part of them will appear in the Revue
UniverseUe des Mine^ from April. 1922. to June. 1923, and
subscribers to the Revue will receive the transactions at the
reduced price of 50 fr. Admission to the Congress alone costs
3-5 fr. : to the Congress and all the fetes. 125 fr. ; the «ub-
.scrintions to the transactions are additional to the.se amounts.
A Housing Committee will function throuahout the period of
Htp fAtpc:. and visitors should make application to it before
May 31st, while subscriptions should be sent to the Associa-
tion des Ingenieurs, Onai des Etats-LTnis, Ifi. Liege, not later

than May 15th. Full information regarding the subjects
to be discussed at the Congress and nil other matters can be
obtained from the .secretary at that address. The programme,
A-c, may be seen at the office of the Electric.il Review.

E.S.C.A. Bohemian Concert.—A verv enjovable evening;

was spent bv a larae gatberincr of members of the Greater
Ion don Division of the Electricity Sunply Commercial Asso-

ciation and their friends, on March 1st. The occa.sion wa.i

the second Bohemian concert which took place at .Anderton's

Hotel. Fleet Street. Mr. D. C. Clark, of the London
Divisional Council, was in the chair, and an excellent and
varied programme was presented by a number of artistes.
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There was not a dull moment, every item being equally

enthusiastically received. The vocalists were Miss Doris

Cowan (soprano) Mr. Edward Bennett (tenor), and Mr.
Robert Mulvey (baritone). Humorous items were contributed

to the progranmie by MLss Dorrie Dene and Messrs. Frank
IBeck and Hector Gordon. Miss Dorrie Courtney rendered

some splendid banjo solos, and Miss Evelyn Baly acted as

accompanist.

The International Conference on H.P. Transmission
Systems.—The Central Office of the I.E.C. informs us

that the verbatim report of the Conference on High-pressure

Transmission Systems held in Paris last November will be
published next month, in French and in English, by the

Union des Syndicats de I'Electricit^. It will be remembered
that this Conference was arranged by the Union with the

object of discussing technical questions relating to the con-

struction and working of high-pressure transmission lines.

The price of the report will be 60 fr. if ordered before April 1st,

or at least 75 fr. if ordered after that date. The Union would
be glad if those who wish to procure the report would inform
M. Tribot Laspierre. General Secretary of the Union, Boule-

vard Malesherbes 25, Paris, with regard to the number of

copies required, specifying whether they are to be in French
or Engli.sh.

The Wimbledon Case.—.At a meeting of the Wimbledon
Borough Council, on March 1st, the chairman of the Elec-

tricity Committee stated that, having been pressed for a

reason for Mr. Tomlinson-Lee's dismissal, he would state

that it was because they had " lost confidence " in him.
After some discussion it was decided to appoint a new
engineer. A further public meeting of protest against the
Council's action was held the same evening. At another
Council meeting on March 6th the matter was again raised.

Submarine Telegraph Cables.—At the Camera Club, on
March 2nd, a lecture on " Submarine Telegraph Cables,"
illustrated bv unique lantern slides, was delivered by
Mr. E. B. Bothwell, of the Central Telegraph Office.

He commenced with a description of the earliest stages
of laying telegraph cables, when a length was laid

between Folkestone and a ship two miles out from the shore.
This was followed by attempts to connect Dover with the
JVench coast. He next referred to the endeavours to bring
the United States and Great Britain into closer communica^
tion, between 1858 and 1866, and then to the laying of two
cables between Valentia and New York. Reference was made
to the success achieved during the recent war in maintaining
communication between England and Canada via the Azores.
In order to continue the connection, slides were introduced
depicting the route between Halifax. Nova Scotia and Bam-
field, Vancouver Island, and thence ri'n the longest cable in

the world, between Bamfield and Fanning Island in Mid-
Pacific, to Au.stralia and New Zealand.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

Informal Meeting.—
With Mr. E. W. Moss m the ctiair, Mr. E. F. Hetheringtou
(North Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.), held the interest

of the informal meeting on i'eoruary 2Uth in openmg a
discussion on " The Emergency Use of Oil during the
Coal Strike." Exhibits of the principal makes of oil burners
were examined by the members at the close of the meeting.
Mr. Hetherington described his experiences with an ex-

temporised oil-burning equipment on two 15,U{)0-lb. per hour
Lwilers, from which the 7-ft. chain grate stokers were re-

m.oved, the ash pits being floored with broken firebricks and
ashes, to form part of the combustion chamber. The oil was
heated by a steam heater connected to the range, with outlet
piped to the feed-water heater; by means of wide-scale ther-
mometers, the firemen kept the oil temi^erature between 170
and 180 deg. F. The boilers were worked for three months
at full capacity for 24 hours without tube trouble of any
kind. The human element proved a difficulty because the
firemen supphed an excess of oil when steam was low; it

was made clear that the correct proportions of oil and air

gave the best results. It was found that oil provided a
greater scope for waste than coal. The respective calorific

values of oil and coal were considered ; no more than 10 per
cent, of COj could be obtained when combustion was com-
plete, owing to the high percentage of aqueous vapour in the
exit gases, due to hydrogen in the oil.

Emergency oil-firing installations had not shown a very
high efficiency, and central station men, on that account,
were disinclined to talk about results. With a complete new
job, oil offered advantages, both in capital outlay and labour
charges. Comparison of oil at 85s. per ton with coal at

30s. showed that the cost of evaporating 1,000 lb. of water
was 75 per cent, greater with oil ; for the latter to compete
with coal, its price would need to be 50s. per ton. If the
boilers were to be worked continuously, oil at present was
not a paying proposition. In a station with a purely lighting
load, where peaks might occur, oil firing would show to great

advantage, but in a station with a good ruiming load factor
the installation of oil firing might not be worth while.
In the discussion Mr. J. R. Bowden (Hackney) detailed

his experience in the equipment of four 10,00<j and two
r2,000-lb. boilers for oil firing. There were no steaming
troubles, but the firebrick was a great difficulty; 14 per cent.
COj could be maintained as an average. The capital cost
for six boilers with a 50-ton storage tank, pumping plant,
and pressure equivalent, was i:2,500. The installation was
now permanent, and operated in conjunction with a coal-

fired boiler house ; it was always possible to raise steam in a
few minutes in an oil-fired boiler which had been shut down
a number of hours.

Several speakers referred to firebrick troubles, and Mr.
L. M. Jokel suggested the use of carborundum. Mr. Nevill
Huntley explained the difficulties of ascertaining the net cal-

orific value of fuel oils. Mr. R. J. Lappin explained that the
success of oil firing in the Navy was due to the mounting of
the fire bricks in the form of tiles and in a way which allowed
ample freedom for movement during expansion.

Other contributors to the discussion were Messrs. W. J.

Marshal (Scarab Burner Co.), C. L. Lipman, 3. Coxon, E. A.
Scarborough, A. G. Hilhng, and H. L. Critchley. The meet-
ing was one of the most interesting held during the session.

North-Western Centre.—As announced in our last issue,

the above Centre of the Institution has extended its area; the
Centre has agreed to allocate the new area to its Liverpool
Sub-Centre. The total membership of the Centre is now
4.38; the annual general meeting of the Centre will be held
on May 8th, and will be followed by a smoking concert.

IjIst of Members.—A new list of members of tlae Institution

of Electrical Engineers has just been published. Members
desirous of having a copy can obtain one on application to

the Secretary.

Scottish Centre.—^For the first time since 1913 members
of the Scottish Centre of the Institution met at dinner in

Glasgow on February 28th, and in view of the commemora-
tion of the foundation of the Institution the fe.stivities were
in the nature of a jubilee celebration.

Mr. E. T. Goslin, chairman of the Centre, and general
manager of the Clyde Valley Power Co., presided, and the
Council of the Institution was represented by Professor E.
W^ Marchant, Liverpool, one of the vice-presidents.

Sir P. C. Gardiner, in projxising the toast of the Corpora-
tion, said the Electricity Department and the company of

which he was chairman (the Clyde Valley Electrical Power
Co.) and other concerns represented there were interested at

the present time in the problem of the electricity districf. He
congratulated the Corporation upon the convening of a meet-
ing on the previous day to consider that matter, and he felt

confident the West of Scotland would show itself capable of

a friendly and appropriate accommodation in the matter, and
that it would not be necessary to wait till the autocrats of

the electricity switchboard in London came down to adjust

things for them. He was not afraid of their friends, Mr.
Lackie and Mr. Page, but he confessed that he would regard
it, if not a disgrace, at all events a slur upon their character

as business men and as patriotic citizens if they failed to

reach a reasonable and friendly adjustment of that difficult

problem.
Bailie Paterson, in reply, pointed out that if the Subway

Railway were acquired by the Corporation, the chances were
that it would be electrified.

Sir Tho.mas Dunlop, Bart., proposed " The Institution of

Electrical Engineers," and spoke of the marvellous progress

made by electricity in the 50 years since the Society was
formed. As to the future, there wei'e great potentialities;

electricity was still in its infancy.

Professor Marchant, who rephed, said that it w-as 50
yeai's to a day since the Society was formed. The granting
of that charter had turned what was a private association into

a national institution which could not be dissolved without
the consent of the Privy Council. This distinction added to

the prestige of electrical engineering, but that prestige had
to be maintained primarily by the energy and skill of the
members.

Professor Magnus MacLean proiwsed " The Guests." Sir

.Tames H. Kemnal, in replying, took an optimistic view of

the future of the electrical engineering industry, based on
the readiness with which the public subscribed capital for

industrial undertakings. He mentioned that recently a com-
pany with which he was connected applied for about half-a-

million to the public. The subscription list w-as closed in 25

minutes, and the amount applied for was 20 milhons.
New- By-laws.—Special general meetings of the Corporat*

Members will be held on March 23rd to consider proposed
alterations in the by-laws, and to transfer to the Chartered
Institution certain Uabilities of the old Institution.

Institute of Marine Engineers.—.Arrangements have been
made to hold a conversiizione and dance on April 21st, 1922,

at the Hotel Victoria. Northumborland Avenue, W.O.
Tickets, 15s. each, may be booked at once by members,
and it is open to them to invite their friends. Applications
should reach the Institute not later than .April 17th. The
programme will be arranged on somewhat similar lines to

that of last year, and the proceedings will commence with a
reception by the President and Lady Maclay at 6.30 p.m.
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Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Derby and Dis.

trict Section).—A paper on " Power Station Efficiency
"

will be read by Mr. J. N. Waite on Thursday, March 2brd,

at the Plying Horse Hotel, Poultry, Nottingham, on 6.45 p.m.

The Optical Society.—The twenty-third annual report

shows a total membership in all classes of 340, being a net

decrease of 24 during the year. The accounts are satisfactory,

owing principally to the increased subscription rates. The
income amounted to :6893 and the expenditure to ;6665,

leaving a credit balance of £228.

Institute of Metals.—The annual general meeting was
held at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers on March
»th and 9th, when a nmnber of papers were submitted, in-

I'luding ""Notes on the CoiTOsion and Protection of Condenser
Tubes," by Dr. G. D. Bengough, M.A. ; and " Further

Studies in Season-cracking and its Prevention—Boiler Tubes."

by Me,ssrs. H. Moore, O.B.E., and S. Beckinsdale, B.Sc. The
annual dinner wa.s held at the Trocadero Restaurant on

March 8th. and the company included many distinguished

members and guests. 'The annual report, which was sub-

mitted on the first day, showed an increase of members from
1,298 to 1,410. The receipts totalled £o,53S. and the expen-

diture ^65,131. leaving a balance of i'407. The Corrosion Re-

search Committee showed a credit balance of £'2,'225.

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.—The following

officers have been elected to serve during the 1922 session :

—
President, Mr. W. C. Acfield, O.B.E. ; Vice-President, Mr.
R. J. Insell; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. A. E. Tattersall; Hon.
Secretary, Mr. G. Tweedie.

Birmingham Electric Club.—At the annual dinner on
February 24th. Mr. Gilbert C. Vyle (Messrs. Avery's) referred

to the difficulties of the industi-ial position, and stated that

the cost of production, which, he thought, rested at the

door of Labour, and nowhere else, affected the situation

seriously. Mr. H. K. Beale. chairman Bu-mingham Electric

Supply Conmiittee, stated that in 189.5 half-a-million units

of electricity were generated as compared with 137 millions

last year. IBy the time the Committee had developed all its

.schemes. Birmingham would, he thought, lie the largest

generating authority in the country. Developments were
about to take place on the eastern side of the city. With
a bigger output it might be possible to reduce charges.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tram^way and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

At its last meeting the Barrow Electricity Committee
recommended that the salary of the Borough Electrical

Engineer (Mr. H. R. Burnett) be increased to £800 per

annum, as from .January 1st last, rising by two annual incre-

ments of £50, to £900 per annum, and that the bonus be

discontinued. When the matter came before the General
Purposes Committee, along with applications of other chief

officials, it was decided that no altera.tion be made in the
existing salaries and bonu.ses until January next, and the

Corporation has adopted this course. In his letter to

the Committee Mr. Burnett pointed out that hia

present salary was 24 per cent, in excess of the pre-war
salary. The present salaries of the technical and clerical

staffs were approximately 170 per cent., and the wages of

the workmen 150 per cent, in excess of the 1914 .salaries and
wages. The average salary paid in 21 towns from which
the Town Clerk obtained particulars in accordance with in-

structions was £876 per annum, as compared with an aver-

age salary of £525 paid in the same towns in 1914—an
increase of 66 per cent.

Mr. F. Raylton Hodges, late sales manager of Messrs.

T. B. Morley & Co., Hull, has commenced business as the

Yorkshire Electric Supplies (wholesale only). Clarendon
House, Clarendon Street. Hull, and wishes to receive manu-
facturers' citalogues and terms.

Upon leaving the A. & A. Electrical Co., Ltd., to take up
his position with the London Factors & Agents, Ltd., Mr.
F. M. West received a presentation from the staff of a
marble inkstand and set of pipes.

Mr. Charles I. Baker, traffic superintendent and chief

executive officer of the Blackpool Corporation tramways, has
been appointed general manager of the Ashton-under-Lyne
tramwavs, in succession to the late Mr. Ernest Holt.

The Times states that Ma.tor Robert Mitchkli, is retiring

from his post as Director of Education of the Polytechnic,

Regent Street, in July.
Tonbridge Urban Council has appointed Mr. F. Springate,

installation inspector, as assistant engineer at the electricitv

works, in succession to Mr. E. G. Staygle, who has been
apDointed assistant engineer at Worthing.
Mk. .Alexander Spencer has been appointed vice-chairman

of the Metrnpolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., in succession
to the late Sir Francis Barker.
Mr. H. Rowp, fof H. Rowe &• Co.. electrical engineers

nnd imnorters, Melbourne, Victoria) is due to arrive in

England on April 22nd by the R.M.S. Narkunda. He wishes

to get into touch with manufacturers of electrical and other

goods with a view to agency arrangements in AuatraUa.

Obituary.

—

Mr. R. B. Slacke.—Randal Beresford Slacke,

whose tragic death on the hunting field was referred to in

our last issue, was bom in 1876, the son of Sir Owen Randal

Slacke. He received his early technical trainmg at the

Central Technical College, and in 1897 was articled to Mr.

E W Cowan. The first year of his course was spent m
the Ediswan Co.'s works at Broadheath, foUowed by shorter

periods at Cowans, Ltd., Browett, Lindley & Co., and the

Blackburn electricity supply works. After a few years

experience in electric light and power installation work at

Blackburn in 1904 he joined the Key Bngmeermg Co., Ltd..

as director and joint manager of that company's Manchester

office. In this capacity he became interested m the develop-

ment of large gas engines, and in 1907, and again in 1908, he

assisted in conducting parties of British engmeers on a tour

of inspection round some of the Contmental works where

large gas engines were to be seen in successful operation. In

1909 he took some of Messrs. Galloway's directors over much

of the same ground, which eventually led to that farm s

taking up the manufacture of large gas engines m this

country. In 1910 he resigned his position of manager of the

Key Enginering Co., whilst retaining his directorship of this

company, to act as London manager of Messrs. Galloways,

Ltd and later in the same year he visited South Anierica

on a tour of inspection on their behalf. Upon the outbreak

of war he enrolled as a Derby recruit, and as an old Volunteer

did some very useful work in training men for active service

At the same time he was also engaged on anti-ancratt

.searchlights, and later he gave valuable voluntary assistance

to the engineering staff of the Metropolitan Munitions Com-

mittee He resigned his appointment with Messrs. Galloways

in 1917 to accept a commission in the Royal Engineers, and

after working for a short time at the Department of Inland

Waterways and Docks he was lent by the War Office to ihe

Admiraltv as Assistant Du-ector of Materials and Priority.

Shortly after the armistice he joined the ataSoi The Engineer

as manager, which position, together with his directorship of

the Key Engineering Co., he retained until his death. He

was a keen sportsman, yachting and huntmg being his

favourite pastimes. A friend, who has been intimately asso-

ciated with hhn for many years, says: " Slacke was one of

the most lovable personalities I have ever known; during

the eighteen years we have worked together I do not remem-

ber ever to have seen any departure from the_ good-natured

and ever cheery, calm and confident disposition which so

endeared him to all with whom he came in contact. He was

always readv to listen to any new proposition or business

scheme, and" displayed remarkable ability in reducing such

proposals to their practical dimensions—so much so that tiis

colleagues learnt to attach great weight to his views, realis^-

ing that without any pessimism in his character, he couw

digest a proposition of all exaggeration without displaying

fear of facing the legitimate risks which must accompany

Pverv new effort." .111 of his many friends, whilst lamenting

their own loss, will sympathise most deeply with Mrs.

Slacke and his son and daughter in their bereavement. .

Mr J J. WRIGHT.-The Canadian Electrical Neirs records

the death, at the age of 72 years, of Mr. J. J. Wright a

pioneer of the Canadian electrical industry, who constructed

the first Canadian-made electric generator (25 n. p.). m a

Uttle back room in Toronto in 1881. He and Van Depoele

jointlv exhibited the first Canadian electric railway system

at the annual Toronto Exhibition in 1883.
, ^, , ^, , . ,

Mr James Marshall.—We regret to record the death, wliicn

occurred at his residence at Gainsborough, on February 27tb

in his 86th vear, of Mr. James Marshall, chauman and

managing director of Messrs. Marshall. Sons & Co., Ltd.

Alderman B. H. Sellers.-The death occurred on March

1st at the age of 68. of Alderman Ernest Herbert Sellers,

chairman of the Huddersfield Corporation Tramways Com-

Will'._The late Mr. W. G. Cowlishaw, of, Basford, Stoke-

on-Trent, whose name is prominently associated with coal-

cutters, left £27,101.

NEW COMPANIES REOISTERED.

Bombay Electric Supply & Tramways Co., Ltd.—Particu-
lar °oi the bombay Electric Supply and Tramways Co., Ltd., have been fil«i

pursuant to Section 274 of the Companies (Consolidation) .\ct. Ihe capital is

Rs 39,000,000 in 600,000 ordinary and ISO.OOO preference shares of Ks. 60 each.

The company was Incorporated in India on October 1st 1920 to acquire the

undertakine and all or any of the assets and liabilities of the Bombay tlectric

sCppy^"^ Tramways Co!, Ltd., incorporated in England in ^W-. '"'^'"'^"S

the benefit of a deed of concession dated August 7.h, 1905, between the Muni-

cipal Corporation of the City of Bombay of the first part W. D- i-hW^J
(Municipal Commissioner for City of Bombay) of the second part, the Brush

Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., of the third part, and the Bombay Electric

Supply and Tramways Co., Ltd., of the fourth part ; to acquire certain licences

granted to the Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., and the Bombay

Electric Supply and Tramways Co.. Ltd., &c. The British address is 3-4, Cle-

ment's Inn, Strand, W.C.2, where F. C. Austen (London secretary) is

authorised to accept service of process and notices on behalf of the company.

The directors at date of incorporation were : Sir Sassoon David, Bart., Sir

Fizulbhoy Currimbhoy, C.B.E., F. E. Dinshaw, A. H. Froom, Cbunllal V.

Mehta, Sir Stanley Reed, K.B.E., F. C. Remington, and R. D. T«U. The

file number U 2,074F.
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Guaranteed, Ltd. (179,993).—Private company. Regis-
tered February 28lh. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

of electrical manufacturers, supply agents, and wholesale factors, electrical

eifgineers and contractors, manulacturers of and dealers in electric and other

apparatus, &c. The permanent directors are: C. Seymour, 295, Kingston

Road, Wimbledon, S.W. (electric lamp factor); H. Feneron, 7, Moreton

Place. Belgrave Road. S.W.I (electrical sales manager). Qualification, £1.

Registered office, 1 arid 3, Sun Street, Finsbury Square, E.C.

Southall Engineering Co., Ltd. (180,058).—Private com-
pany. Registered March 2nd. Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares. To adopt an

agreement with Ai Bailev, J. C. Weber, and E. J. Selby, and to carry on

the business of manufacturing, mech.inioal, and electrical engineers, ic. The

first directors are: A. Bailev, "Hurley House," Saxon Road, Southall, en

gineer; J. C. Weber, 69, Drayton .(\venue, West Ealing, W.13, engineer

(joint managing directors with £300 each per annum as remuneration): R
Carter, no address given: and one other to he appointed at the first board

meeting. Qualificalion, €2aO. Registered offiie : Pioneer Works, Hammond
Road, Southall.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Bodmin Electric Liglit & Supply Co., Ltd.—Particulars of

f2,«P0 debentures, authoris.-d January 19th, 1922. Present issue, £1,900,

charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, in-

cluding uncalled capital.

Insulating Products, Ltd.—Debenture, dated February
2-2nd, 1922, to secure £8,000, charged on the company's undertaking and

property, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holders: Branch

.Nominees, Ltd., 15, Bishopsgate, E.C.

Ellerd'Styles & Co., Ltd.—Debenture, dated February
21st, 1922, to secure £150, charged on the companv's undertaking and pro-

perty, including uncalled capital. Holder : H. R. Morris, Hill House,

Montague Road, Felixstowe.

Deben Construction Co., Ltd.—Charge on certain land
and premises in Woodbridge, Suffolk, dated February 16th, 1922, to secure

all moneys due or to become due from company to Barclay's Bank.

British Engineers & Traders' Syndicate, Ltd.—Particulars
of £5,000 debentures, authorised February 9th, 1922. Present Lssue, £1,500,

charged on the cumpanv's propertv. present and future, including uncalled

capital.

Harrison Brothers (Electrical Engineers), Ltd.—Deben-
ture dated FebruaiT 10th, 1922, to secure £-2,000, charged on the company's

undertaking and propertv, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Holders : Branch Nominees, Ltd., 15, Bishopsgate, E.C.

Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Trust deed, dated
Februarv 17th, 1922. to secure £300,000 guaranteed 8 per cent, cumulative

income bonds (with power to issue further bonds), charged on shares in

the Installation companies, belonging to the comp.tny and held in its own
name or those of its nominees and all further shares therein which may
be acquired during the continuance of the secretary. Trustees : London City

and Midland Executor & Trustees Co., Ltd.

Bishop's Castle Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—W. H.
Thomson, of 19a, Coleman Street, E.C, was appointed .is receiver and

manager on February 23rd, 1922, under powers contained in debentures dated

February 8th, 1915.

CITY NOTES,
Sir E. GoDLDDJO, Bart., M.P., pre-

Westminster .siding at the annual meeting on March
Electric Supply l.st, referred to the curtailment of output

Corporation. Ltd. due to the coal strike, as shop lighting,

etc., had to be restricted. The reduction

in coal prices in October -was followed by a substantial reduc-

tion in their charges for power and lighting. That policy

bad been abundantly justified, as the output had gone up

very considerably. Their charge for power, a flat rate of

IJd". per unit was, he understood, at present the lowest in

'London. The company was the last to raise its price to con-

sumers and the fu'st to lower it. After referring to the reduc-

tion of wages with the fall in the cost of living, the increase

in rates, and in National and Unemployment Insurance contri-

butions (these contributions being now over i^l.OOO per

annum) the speaker mentioned the success of the Central

Electric Co.'s issue of 8 per cent, secured notes. The cos-t

of the issue, including the discount, amounted to over ,£.<7.(I00.

and it was agreed that tlie guaranteeing companies should

take over that charge in equal .shares. This year the West-
minster Co. had decided to write off ifrom its share (.£18,000)

the sum of ^66,693.

The erection of the new plant at the Central Co.'s station

enabled Davies Street station to he shut down, and as this

building (which was held on a lease) would no longer be

required for the purpases of the company, it had been sold,

together with the plant, at a satisfactory figure. The whole
of the expenditure on this station had been wTitten off, and
the shutting-down of the station would lead to greater

economy in generation.

The new plant erected at Grove Road and Horseferry Road
came into use in the last quarter of the year, and since then

the cost of generation has been substantially reduced. After

prolonged negotiations they had been able to come to \erms
with the City of Westminster ps to the replacement of the

arc lighting with modern incandescent lamps. These lamps,

without using any more energy, had a greater illuminating

power. The change-over was completed early in February,

and was giving every satisfaction. The speaker referred

briefly to the negotiations that were in progress with the

Electricity Comnnissioners, and which they honed might
form the basis of a' scbeme to submit to shareholders for

approval.

The net capital expenditure during 19'21

County of wag jei95,749. The balance from net

London Electric revenue account is ii34'2,201, plus £'18,595

Supply Co., Ltd. brought forward. iJebenture and loan

interest, less tax, is i;64,ci84 ; there is

written off for expenses and interest on X'J'H debenture issue

.£•25,000; carried to reserve for taxation, £20,000; to reserve

for depreciation, renewals, &c., ±'60,000; to general reserve,

£'l(X),0tlO. After paying the 6 per cent, preference interest,

less tax, and a final dividend at the rate of 11 per cent, per

annum, less tax, on the ordinary shares, making 8 per cent.

for the year, £21,787 is to be carried forward. .Application;*

received during the year, 6,098 kW, making the total

94,000 kW; units sold, 51,220,079, an increase of 1,666,856.

The consumers supphed, dii'ectly or indirectly, are now over
43,000. Results are regarded as very satisfactory, bearing in

mind labour troubles and the coal strike. Mr. .J. A. Hosker
has been elected to the board in place of the late Mr. J.

Atherton. Sir B. E. Greenwell has joined the board. The
report quotes from the recommendation of the Commissioners
in favour of the Barking site.

In order to provide for the normal capital requirements of

the company, an issue of £500,000 seven per cent, redeemable
debenture stock was made in October la.st. The issue was
heavily over-subscribed. Resolutions are to be submitted at

the annual meeting on March 14th for dividing each of the
existing preference and ordinary shares of £10 each into ten
shares of £1.

As to the associated companies, the South London Electric

Corporation, Ltd., has declared a final dividend on the
ordinary shares at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum, making
7 per cent, for the year; the Bournemouth & Poole Co. a

final dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 7 per
cent, per annum, making 6 per cent, for the year. The
business of the Coatbridge &. Airdrie Electric Supply Co.,
T;td., continues to progress.

Gross receipts for year ended November
Para Electric 30th decreased from £296,898 to £267,310.

Railways and and operating expenses from £175,032 to

Lighting Co., .£163,891; difference in exchange rose from

Ltd. £9,741 to £58,796, on account of the

heavy fall in exchange from an average

remitting rate of 14.93d. in previous year to 8.39d. this year,

leaving net revenue at £44,623, compared with £112,124.
After providing for income tax, debenture charges, &c., and
adding the amount brought forward, the balance was £-3,391,

against £81,057, transferred to depreciation and renewals
reserve. A further factor which seriou.sly affected net revenue
was inability of the municipality to pay accounts for public
lighting. Interest on sterling Treasury bills held by the com-
pany in respect of lighting accounts of previous years remains
unpaid, consequently bills have been written down to present
market value from reserve created against this contingency.
The du'ectors regret that dividends on the preference and or-

dinary shares cannot be paid this year. The preference shares
are cumulative.

Mr. Walter Le.af presided at the

St. James' & Pall annual meeting of .sliareholders on
Mall Electric Febniary 28th, and in the course of his

Light Co. speech expresfsed satisfaction at the re-

sults obtained' during the year under
review. The tide of prosperity for the company was on the

flow, as not only were results in the latter half of the year
an improvement, but those of the present year were even
better. Tlie output had decreased on account of the restric-

tions necessitated by the miners' strike in the earlier part of

the year. Prospects were very bright ; the re-building qf

Regent Street promised a large increa.se in business in the
near future, and the " saturation point " was still far off.

During the coal strike the stocks had proved just sufficient

to save the company from the necessity of buying foreign
coal at exorbitant prices. Owing to the uncertainty brought
.about by this dispute the company had not felt justified in

reducing its prices to consumers, but when it was considered
that the maximum price per unit had only been increased

from 6d. to 7id., it would be agreed that the charges were
reasonable. The company expected to announce a number
of concessions in its tariff very shortly. The capital account
.showed a large increase in the expemiiture upon mains and
plant. The first of these had been due to the growth of the
business; the latter arose from the continued process of con-
version of the Carn;iby Street station from a generating to

a transforming station. This vras approaching completion,
and it would not be long before the whole of the iiower wa.'

generated at Ctrove Road. 3,.500 kW of converting plant

had been installed during the year. .\ liberal provision had
been made for depreciation and contingencies. Turning to

the extensions of the Central Co.'.s undertaking, which had
been carried out during the year. Mr. Leaf •^aid that the new
repair shop had been completed and enuipped. The main
st-nicture of the new boiler-house w;is almost finished, and
the cost h:id been kept within tlie estimates. .A,n additional

large cooling tower was completed, ready for the present

winter's load. The first of the two 10,000-kW turbo-

generator sets was put into commission in the summer, and
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this enabled both parent companies to close down their old

steam plant. The second set had been completed, but the

delay in erecting the two 5U,000-lb. B. & W. boilers had re-

tarded starting-up. The setj was thus too late for the winter's

load, but would be in commission shortly. Considerable

economy had been effected by the new turbo-generator, the

estimated saving in coal alone bemg about i;6,UU0. An agree-

ment had been made with the Chelsea Co. for a largely-m-

creased supply direct from Grove itoad. This supply would be

available within the next six months. The cost of the ex-

tensions had necessitated the issue of i;5U0,000 8 per cent,

five-year notes in April last. This involved heavy interest

charges, which led to a higher production cost per unit. It

was hoped, however, that the increased efhciency of the

modern plant would counterbalance this, and even reduce

the total cost. A claim had been made on the Central Co.

for Corporation Profits Tax. Now pubUc utility companies
with charges limited by statute were exempt from this tax

until December 31st next. As the company could only supply

other companies whose charges were limited, it was evident

that the price per unit charged by the company could not

exceed that charged to the public. But the claim was made
upon the ground that the Central Company's Act did not
expressly include a limitation. If the claim were valid the

amount of the tax would have to be added to the prices

charged to the receiving companies, so that, in spite of

exemption granted them by the .\ct, they would actually be
subject to the tax. This was manifestly wrong, and the
claim was being resisted to the utmost. This matter led to

a further serious question. The exemption period terminated
with the present year, and then all pubUc utility companies
would be subject to the imposition. Therefore, in common
with other companies, the company was taking steps to re-

present to the Government the injustice of this tax, which
really was only an additional income tax upon those who
held ordinary shares in joint-stock companies. The chairman
briefly referred to the suggested re-organisation of the
London electricity supply. He then paid a tribute to the
loyalty of the staff, and spoke with appreciation of the ser-

vices of Sir Alexander Kennedy.

The directors' report for 1921 gives the
Charing Cross, following results:—
West End, and West End Undertakings.—Gross earn-
City Electricity ings £312,532, against £311,045 for 1920;

Supply Co., Ltd. expenses, excluding depreciation, £212,116,
against £208,211 for 1920. Net earnings

£100,115, against £102,830 for 1920. Including £12,391
brought forward and £6,506 for interest accrued for 1921, the
total available is £119,313, less £17,829 for debenture interest
and £22.000 put to depreciation. The preference dividend
a,bsorbs £18.000. and 9 per cent, for the year on the ordinary
requires £36,000. £12,.500 is put to general reserve (income),
and £12,983 is to be carried forward. Total connections:
847,060 {30 watt equivalent); lighting, 490,345; heating,
104,481; power, 252,334 (10,147 h.p.).

City Undertaking.—Gross earnings £439.772. against
£418,746 in 1920; expenses £328,493 auainst £355.062 in 1920;
net earnings £111.279. against £63.685 in 1920. Including
£4,491 brought forward, there is £115.770 available. De-
benture and other interest requires £47,889; preference divi-
dend £18,000. £32.181 is transferred to general reserve
(income), and £17,700 is to be carried forward. Total con-
nections: 982.370 (;3o watt equivalent); lighting 360 811-
heating, -164.233

;
power. 457.326 (18,.391 h.p.).

The report contains the same brief references to the Elec-
tricity Supply Bill and the Electricity Commissioners' inauirv
in London as appear in other reports. Meeting held on March
9th.

Credit balance for 1921. £41.041 dIus
Rrompton & £1.776 brought forward. Aft«r naying 7 per
Kensington cent, cumulative preference dividend for
Electricity the year, putting £5,308 to depreciation

Supply Co., Ltd. account, and £10,000 to reserve fund. 12
per cent, for the year is naid on the ordi-

nary shares. £1.000 is paid to directors as additional remunera-
tion, and £3.733 is to be carried forward. The gro.ss receipts
increased from £in2..372 in 1920 to £110,1.30. and the exnenses
from £59.469 to £69.089. leaving the net receipts at £41 041
as against £42.903 for 1920. Customers connected increased
from 7.896 to 8.264; 35-watt lamn ennivalent connected in-
creased by 29.876. as comnnred with 39.784 in 1920 Average
price obtained ner unit. 1920. 5..303d. ; 1921. 5.2-36d. The rc-
nort refers briefly to the neaotiations now proceeding with the
Electricity Commissioners for effecting agreement regarding a
scheme for London. Meetins : March 16th.

The capital expended during 1921 w.n^
Cltv of London £.325 746. The revenue balance available
Flectric Liaht. for dividends &c.. is £1.32.943. Dividends
ing Co., Ltd. on the fir.'st (6 per cent.) and .second (8 per

cent.l preference shares are paid, and

ncJ^"^
'en* on the ordinnrv. lenvintr to be carried forward

£29.844. The directors state with regard to the Electricitv
^omnT'^innprs' inqniry into .schemes for the London .indHome D'strict that thev were not cnncernod in the promofion
of any Rcheme. hut b.nd to anprar in oppnsitiop to one of them
with a view to securing exclusion therefrom of the compapV^
generating station and distribution area in Southwark. The

scheme in question was rejected by the Commissioners. In
December, i921, the Commissioners issued a preliminary re-

port indicating their intention to set up a Joint Electricity

Authority for the district, but they did not express their in-

tention to adopt any particular scheme in the absence of

agreement between the promoters. The company's service
durmg the prolonged strike was maintamed with great diffi-

culty and exisense, and. in May. recourse was had to oO fuel.

In view of the desirability of having alternative som'ces of
fuel supply, the directors have determined to continue the use
of oil luel for a certain proportion of the company's require-
ments. After many disappointing delays on the part of the
manufactm-ers the additional plant, referred to in the last

report, has now been completed, and will be available for
meeting the increasing demands on the company, as well as
for giving a supply in bulk to another undeitaking. Meeting :

March 15th.

The report for 1921 shows that the re-

Underground ceipts were £770,0(_IU, an increase of
Electric £190.322; the expenditure was £166,001,

Railways Co. of an increase of £45,937. Interest, plus
London, Ltd. income tax on the 4i per cent, bonds,

interest on the 6 per cent, three-year se-

cured note-s and the 6 per cent, first cum. income debenture
stock are paid, also 4 per cent, on the 6 per cent, income
bonds. £26,241 is available for special reserve for equalisation
of int-erest. The income from investments was £764,328,
which is £197.384 better than for 1920. In order to meet its
capital requirements and the needs of its subsidiary com-
panies, the company "has obtained temporary loans from its
bankers amounting to £1,100.000. The gross revenue from
the five companies was £13,085,557. and after deducting all

revenue liabilities (working expenses, interest, reserves, &c.)
there remains a common fund of £909.272 (against £3o4,492
in 1920) to be distributed between the companies parties to
the common fund agreements. The Metropolitan District
takes £109,113; the London Electric Railway Co., £320,552;
the City & South London Railway, £54.5.56; the Central Lon-
don, £164,483; and London General Omnibus Co., £260,568.
The Metropolitan District and l^ondon Electric Railway Com-
panies have received the whole of their new rolling stock.
and the greater part of it has been put into service. The

,
Metropolitan District Co. has commenced the construction
of works on a site adjacent to Acton Town Station to pro-
vide for the overhaul and maintenance of the rolling stock of
all the associated railway companies, llie service of through
trains running over the Central London Railway and thence
from Wood Lane to Ealing over the Great Western Co.'s ex-
tension line has been worked throughout the year, but,
largely owing to temporary conditions affecting the operation,
the results have not been as satisfactory as was anticipated.
-\t the Lots Road power station an additional 15,000-k'W turbo-
alternator and condensing plant and new coal-bandling plant
have been installed. Four additional boilers are under con-
stmction.

Presiding at the annual meeting on
Liverpool Over= February 28th, Mr. H. C. Woodward re-
head Railway ferred with regret to the fact that they

Co. had to present so unsatisfactory a report,
after eight years of comparative prosperity.

and that they were able to declare any dividend on
the ordinary stock. With a decrease of over seven milhon
pas.sengers during the year, they could not pav an
ordinary dividend without encroaching on their usual and
verv necessary revenue. It was due to serious loss of trade
and dock work of all kinds, including ship repairing, aggra-
vated bv labour disputes. From the general tone of com-
merce, however, let them all hope that things were on the
turn for better times in the port, although the recovery might
be slow. The cost of fuel and all materials, also the rates of
wages, had fallen since the end of the year, and this would
help to reduce their working expenses. The railway
had been maintained in an efficient condition, and the
train track had been improved. This work '

was still
continuing. They were entirely dependent upon the trade of
Liverpool. It was really sad to a Liverpool man who had
lived in the city for 60 rears to see the quays being swept
almost as clean on week davs as thev were accu.stomed
to see on a Sunday. They had an uphill fight before them.

At the annual meeting of the company
Llandudno and on March 1st the chairman said that the
Colwyn Bay profit for the vear was £6,194, an increase

Electric Railway, of £2.6-35. The passengers carried de-
Ltd. creased by 24 per cent., and the car miles

run by nearly 10 per cent. Reference was
made to the charces for energy, and it was stated that unless
the Llandudno Council showed a more reasonable attitude
toward a public utility undertaking of this character the
company would be compelled to consider making alternative
arrangements for siipplv. With resard to the prospects for
the current year, they hoped that during the summer season
they would not have anvthincr like the disturbances and
interniptions that occurred last year. He hoped also that
further economies would be effected in the costs of operation
Tlie company decided to run ri Sunday service from the end
of its private rieht-of-way in Llandudno to Colwyn Bay. but
the Llandudno U.D.C. refused to give a supply of power on
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Mr. George Sutton, M.I.E.E. (chairman

W. T. Henley's and managing director) presided over the

Teiegrapn general meeting at the Great Eastern
WorKs Co., Ltd. rlotel, E.G., on Fi'iday last, and in mov-

ing the adoption of the report, expressed

the gratification of tne board at being able to present such
good accounts. He said that the new issue of orumary shares

ubich they made m January of last year had been sufdcient

for the needs of the company. It was thought by some of

the shareholders that they ought to have issued the whole of

the £400,000 authorised, but they decided only to issue

±''.ioO,000, and the accounts showed that the remainder had
not been required. Gn the other hand, the shareholders must
not imagine because they had a balance of cash in hand
of about £450,000 that they were wrong m makmg the issue

they did. That money was used to pay off their debt to the

bank, and they preferred to get out of debt rather than wait

for a possible slackening of trade to improve their cash re-

sources. Although they had such a good report, there had
been a falUng off' m the trade, and he would try and explam
how that had come about. The creditors were down by
£100,000 as compared with last year. Gn the other side, the

debtors were down by £145,000, and the stocks were down by
£179,000. Those items wei-e a sure intimation of falhng trade,

and the pace had been accelerated from that time last year

up to the present time. How then was it, they might ask,

with that falling trade they had been able to present such a
good account'' In the fii'st place, it was mainly due to the

circumstance that last year they brought into 19'21 a very large

order. The result was that in the earlier months of 1921 the

factories were kept» busy on the orders which had been
brought forward, together with the current orders which were
coming in. As the year went on, so the factories became less

and less busy, and they were not fully employed to-day. The
next point to be observed was that the charges against revenue
were in certain cases low-er than they were a year ago, and
that had tended to increase the profit. Then the depreciation
account wm £9,000 down, because they had finished with
the heavy depreciation due to the war. So important did

they regard the question of depreciation that he would like to

point out that the £'26,839 charged to profit and loss for depre-
ciation last year did not represent the full amount that they
had charged against revenue. In addition to that figure they
had expended £32,000 on the maintenance of property, which
had been charged to revenue, so that altogether they had a
total of £58,CKXJ charged for depreciation and maintenance on
a property which at the beginning of the year was valued at

£417,000. The balance sheet was better than it had ever been
as regarded assets. They always wrote down their liabilities

as far as it was proper and right, but they did not write up
their assets. It had been the vogue for some time for com-
panies to take new valuations of their property and to put the
new valuations into the accounts. They had never done that,

but it was an undoubted fact that the value of their property
must be a vei-y much larger figure than that at which it stood
in the balance sheet. iVom the inception of the company
£463.000 had been written off for depreciation, and the balance
sheet value of the property to-day was £530,(X)0. There was a
large quantity of machinery and plant, which stood in the
books at a very low figure indeed, or very often at no value
at all—it having been written off. That was very useful to
them when they wanted to scrap obsolete machinery without
making any charge against revenue. He was afraid to say

' what the value of that property w^as ; but if instead of £530,000
they were to double it he did not think they would be very
far out. Proceeding to refer to the Henley's Tyre and Rubber
Co., of which they held all the shares, that company, he said,
had had a bad year in common with every other company m
connection with that industry. They had maintained then-
position in the trade, but to do so they had had to sell at un-
remunerative prices. That was the first bad report he had had
to make in connection with that company. The prices at
which they must sell were governed by the prices of others
m the trade, and it was a fact that their greatest competitor
had made huge losses. He was glad to say that the tire busi-
ness to-day had improved. Even last yearthey had never had
a set-back for their solid thes for commercial vehicles—it had
been in pneumatic and tires use'd for pleasure purposes where
the slump had come. With regard to the pension funds, they
had not asked the shareholders to contribute anything this
year. The staff deserved well of them. The pitfalls which
had beset trade during the last two or three vears had been
avoided, and they were especially grateful to those who had
done their buying during those, troublesome and difficult
times. The staff worked with goodwill, as was show-n by the
profitable operations of the company and the early production
of the accounts. Regarding the present position, "he regretted
he could not see any immediate improvement for the foreign
trade. Last year he told them that the outlook was not hope-
ful, and those anticipations had been realised. There was a
demand in foreign countries, but they were not able to meet
the competition. The low prices which were quoted against
them, due to lower wages and the position of the exchanges,
shut them out of those markets. Thev were not losing their
goodwill. As a matter of fact, thev were taking some orders
in foreign countries, but they were taking them at unre-
munerative prices and at a loss. That was one of the contri-
butions which the company was making at a eet-off against

any eacrifice which they were getting their workpeople and
their staff' to make, such as lower wages, reduced war bonuses,
Ac. The company was makmg sacrifices to provide work in

the factory wbicfi was not yielding a profit. That was one
way, but it was not the most important. Ihe most important
contribution which they had been making had been the large

sums which year after year they had set aside for the exten-
sion of the business—more for the purpose of increasing em-
ployment than for any other reason. Since 1914 they had not
been able to set such large sums aside as formerly, because of

the big sums they had had to pay in taxation. As to the
home trade and that from the British Overseas Dominions,
tbere was a decided improvement. It had not fructified very
much yet, but taking the two months of the present year
that had elapsed, the inquiries and demands for prices were
very much greater than they were in the latter months of
last year. He did not thinK the home trade was going to

boom yet, but it was satisfactory to be able to note an im-
provement. In his mature judgment the future of the indus-
try was very bright. So far as the immediate future was con-
cerned, he had no anxiety about maintaining dividends, and
should circumstances be such as to permit of it, the board as
it existed to-day would not be averse to paying larger divi-

dends. He was not promising larger dividends, but he did not
want shareholders to think because they had been con-
sistent jii pdimy 10 per cent., that no mafter what the profits

might be they were never going to get any more. So long as
they could set aside a considerable proportion of fue profits

for the extension and development of the business and for
reserves, the shareholders would be entitled to ask for a little

more in the way of dividend if it could be paid.

Mr. W. J. Potter seconded the motion.
Replying to a shareholder, the Chairman said the Tyre Co.

made a loss last year. They had written dow-n everything
they possibly could, but the balance sheet did not show a
debit balance—it was an absolutely clean account. The com-
pany was very sound. It was making a splendid article; it

had improved its trade; it had a great reputation, and he was
confident it had a great future before it. Being a new com-
pany, however, it had not yet established the position to be
able to stand the strain in the sales department which it

had had to meet during the past year. The report was
adopted.

Stock Exchange Notices.—^.Application has been made to
the Committee to allow the following to be officially quoted :

—British Thomson-Houston Co.—£1,500,000 7 per cent, mort-
gage debenture stock.

Dealings in the following securities have been specially
allowed by the Exchange Committee under Rule 146a :

—

South Metropohtan Electric Light and Power Co.—6,53"2

seven per cent, cumulative first preference shares of £1 each,
fully paid, Nos. 293,469 to 300,000; 3,634 six per cent, cumula-
tive second preference shares of £1 each fully paid, Xos.
396,367 to 400,000.

Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour.—18.470 new ordinarv
shares of i'l each. 10s. paid, Js'os. 900,001 to 918.470.
Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—111,672 six per cent, cumu-

lative preference shares of £5 each, issued at £i, partly paid
and fully paid, Nos. 54,.329 to 166, (KX>, after issue of allotment
letters.

The tmdermentioned have been ordered to b^ officially

quoted :
—

Manx Electric Railway Co.—3,140 5i per cent, cumrilative
preference shares of £5 each, fuUv paid (Nos. 1 to 300, 21,636
to ^.435, and 25,001 to 26,040).

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co.. Ltd.—The
report states that Major H. Denison-Pender, D.S.O., has
been elected a director to fill the vacancy caused by the death
of Su' James Pender, Bart. During 1921 there was a net
profit of £120,880, plus £115,388 brought forward. A further
dividend of 7i per cent., free of income tax, is to be paid,
making 10 per cent, for the year: £2o.000 to reserve fund;
£10,000 to pension fund; £116,628 carried forward. The
general business of the company during the year was satis-

factory. Annual meeting March 9th.

London and Suburban Traction Co., Ltd.—The revenue
for 1921 was £112.598. plus £2,100 brought in making
£114.697. The directors propose a balance dividen<l
of 2i ppr cent, ui respect nf year ended December 31st, 1917.
on lumulative preference and 1 per cent, on account of the
year ended December .Slst. 1918. carrving forward £11.523.—Fi)iancirr.

ElectroBleach and Byproducts, Ltd The profit for the
year ended December. l{)2L after deducting repairs, standing
charges, depreciation, reserve for income tax, E.P.D. and
Corporation Profits Tax, is £13.115 plus £5.921 brought for-
ward. The preference dividend is 7 per cent, for the year,
and after £4,957 is written off the jxitent accoimt, " £79
remains to be carried forward.

Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co.—The directors recom-
mend a final ordinary dividend at the rate of 10 per cent,
and after £4,957 is written off the patent account, £19
year.
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London United Tramways, Ltd.—The traffic receipts for

19'21 totalled ^6575,837. Adding advertising and sundry re-

ceipts, gi-oss revenue is ^584,030, an increase over 1920 of

f31,288, Working expenses, £47S.r>T3; a -decrease of f9,024.

Balance on working, ;fil0,4.56; an increase of £00,312. After

charging debenture stock and loan interest, there is a surplus

of f.59,474 as reduction of deficiency of :670,882 brought for-

ward. The li.C.C. gave notice to complete purchase on May
2nd, 1922, of company's lines in Hammersmith. Sir W. M.

Acworth presided at the meeting held on March 1st. He
said that there had been a great improvement in the results,

there being a surplus of £-59,474, which would go to the

reduction of the deficiency of £70,000 for the previous year.

It was hoped that as a result of the current year's working

there wimld be a sub.stantial balance on the right side.

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Co.,

Ltd.—During 1921 167 new premises were connected. The
units sold \\ere 6..307.318. The net profit is £18,147, plus

£1,867 brought forward. After paying the preference divi-

dends, a. final dividend of 12 per cent. i)er annum for the

last half year on the ordinary .shares is to be paid, making
10 per cent, for the year. £4.014 is to be carried forward,

llie report contains brief reference to the Electricity Supply

Bill and the London inquiry held by the Electricity Com-
missioners. With regard to the latter, neither the London
Electricity .Joint Committee, 1920. Ltd., nor the directors of

this company are satisfied with the Commissioners' sugges-

tions, but " negotiations are proceeding in an endeavour to

arrive at a .saitisfactory solution of the problem."

Metropolitan Electric Tramways, Ltd.—.\ccording to the

Financial Timfs the revenue for 1921, apart from dividends

receivable, was £1,044,311, compared with £9.57,5.5.5 for 192(1.

.adding dividend receivable upon holding in North Metro-

politan Electric Power Supply Co. and the sum brought for-

ward, and deducting all expenses, including debenture and
loan interest and provision of £67, -500 for reconstruction and
renewals, there remains £48.880. There is to be placed to

re.serve £10,960. The directors reconunend a dividend on the

5 per cent. cum. preference shares : (a) balance of 4^ per

cent, in respect of 1919; (6) 2J per cent, on account of 1920;

carrving forward £2,420. The traffic receipts totalled

£1.031,.534, on increase of £90,783.

Chelsea Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—The profit for 1921
was £43,437. plus £2.249 brought forward and £2.424 for in-

terest. Debenture interest absorbs £4,260; 6 per cent, on the

preference shares. £1,800; £17,000 to reserve for renewals,

depreciation and contingencies; £9,804 to writing off balance
of the cost of extinction of founders' shares'; 6 per cent, for

the year on the ordinary shares, £14,8.31: carried forward
£415. Lamp equivalent (.30 watt) connected 359.278. an addi-

tion of 5.763 during the vear; units sold 4,828.604, 87.534 le.ss

than in 1920.

Argentine Tramways and Power Co., Ltd.—By order of

the High Court meetings of the holders of preference and
the holders of ordinary shares of the company will be held at

Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.G., on March 22nd,

to consider and, if thought fit, approve a scheme of arrange-
ment.

Clarke, Chapman & Co., Ltd.—Dividend of Is. 6d. per
share, less tax, on the ordinai'y shares for the half-year,

making 2s. 6d. for the year; £20,000 to reserve; £27,917 to

depreciation; £5,000 to workmen's compensation; £15,719
carried forward.

Hastings and District Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—The
directors recommend payment of H per cent., balance of

arrears of preference dividend for 1919, and a dividend of 6 per

cent, on the preference for 1921. £5,000 to depreciation;

caiTied forward £1,044.

Newcastle=oc='ryne Electric Supply Co.—The final divi-

dend on the 7 per cent, cumulative preference shares is

announced, also the full dividend on the 5 per cent,

(ireference shares for the year 1921.

Jas. Pitkin & Co., Ltd.—By direction of the Hif^Ii Oourt,
a meeting of unsecured creditors will be held on March loth

at 28. Hatton Garden, B.C., for the purfwise of considering

and. if thought fit. approving of a. scheme of arrangement.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Second quarterly dividend

of 5s. per share, free of tax, bemg at the rate of lO per cent,

per annum.

Globe Telegraph & Trust Co., Ltd.—Ou.irtcrly dividend of

3s. per share less tax. on the preference shares, and 5s. net per

share on the ordinary.

Stothert & Pitt," Ltd.—An interim dividend of Is. per

share, free of income tax, is announced.

American Telephone and Telegraph Co.—Dividend of 2J
per cent, for the quarter.

Brazilian Traction, Light and Power Co.—Quarterly divi.

dend of IJ per cent, on cnroulative preference shares.

Mackay Companies.—According to the Financial Times

the accounts for the year to February 1st, 1922, show income

from investments $4,309,'.ffi2. Dividends paid absorbed

$4,180,340. Operating expense, including Federal income-tax.

transfer agents', registrars', auditors' and trustees' compensa-

tion, salaries, stationery, $82,771, leaving to be carried for-

ward $46,141.

Canadian General Electric Co.—Quarterly dividend of

2 per cent, on the common stock, and a half-yearly dividend

of 3J per cent, on the preference stock.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

TuESD.w Evening.

The City persists in thinking the Bank Rate will again be

reduced in the near future. The probable upward movement
which this would cause is, of course, being discounted already.

At this particular season of the year the Government is seldom

in want of ready cash, thanks to the way in which receipts are

swollen by taxation payments. The Waf Loan is about 973.

some 2J points premium above its original issue price. This

contributes to the strength of investment stocks in every de-

partment of the markets. But it stands to reason that the

remarkable series of rises, shown in our lists in the two pre-

vious weeks, could not go on indefinitely. Nevertheless, there

are not many reactions, and there are 20 fresh gains.

The Home Railway group exhibits a noticeable buoyancy ,

with the somewhat striking exception of the Underground

Electric Railways of London stocks. Metropolitan Consoli-

dated rose 2^ to 37^. Districts a point to 27, and a number of

the debenture and preference issues of these two companies,

together with those of the Central London, City & South

London and Bast London, have hardened to a greater or less

extent. But Underground Income Bonds shed six points, fall-

ing to 71i, the Is. shares dropiwd to 6s., and the " ten-

pounders," as they are called, to 40s. It is again rumoured

that the company is about to make an issue of fresh capital.

This, taken in conjunction with the disappointment recently

aroused by the declaration of a 4 per cent, dividend on the

Income Bonds, has led to the heaviness. However, as just

mentioned, the prior-charge stocks are good, and once more it

is easier to sell than it is to buy these issues.

Amongst the newer stocks. North Metropolitan 8 per cent,

preference, after a rise to 2J premium, came back to li pre-

mium, apparently on stag selling. Dissatisfaction with the

method of allotment is still expre.ssed by some of the share-

holders. The Yorkshire Electric Power offer of preference

shares was a great success, except from the point of view of

would be allottees, who found their requirements drastically

cut. The price opened at 5s. premium, from which it ad-

vanced to 7s. 6d. premium ; possibly another 5s. will be gained

as time goes on. Scottish Power 8 per cent, preferences arc

being steadily placed, and the price ha« advanced a trifle to

20s. 3d. middle. Newcastle-on-Tyne .second debenture at 92^

is better, while some of the other recent issues may be quoted

as follows :
—

County Debenture 107 Shropshire 102

Readmg 103^ Llanelly 101|

Midland Counties 103 Fife 100

The tendency during the past few days has been for the

holders to get out of some of the stocks which are redeemable

within a comparatively few years' time. There is no doubt

that certain prices were run up unduly, having regard to the

dates of repayment.

Electricity supply shares are generally strong. Advances

have occurred in Charing Cross, Chel«!as, City ordinary,

(Viunty of London iireferenci-. MetropoUtau preference, and

St. -lames's shares. The rise in County of London ordmar\

IS 12s. 6d.. and City Lights are 2s. 6d. higher. Edmuudsou's
non-cumulative preference at IJ are again half-a-crown up
London & Suburban 4J per cent, first debenture stock at 52J

is several points to the good, and Yorkshire Electric 4J per

cent, first debenture at .58^ has also improved. A rise of

9 points in Rangoon Electric Tramways H per cent, first

debenture lifted the price to 91 . Para first debenture rose to

52. Newcastle-on-Tyne ordinary and preference have both

advanced to 13s. 9d. on the company's announcement that it

is going to pay off the .slight arrears on the 5 per cent, prefer-

ences. The companv'.s 7 per cent, preferences strengthened to

203.

Amongst telegraphs, Anglo-American preference at 97 is a

point down, but the deferred stock further rose to i22. Eastoni

ordinary at 183} is 2 hisher, Globe preference advanceo to
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lOJ and Eastern Extensions to ISJ. The list shows a robust
tendency throughout. Henley's are 3s. 9d. higher at IJ. Cal-

lender's hold their rise at 35s., and Siemens's continue strong
at 25s. British Insulated at 1 13/16 are half-a-crown up. The
Telegraph Construction Co. declares a final dividend of 7^
per cent., tax free.

General Electrics gave Tiay a httle to 21s. 3d.. Edisons at

4s. 6d. and English Electrics at 9s. 6d. are both 6d. lower.

Metropolitan-Vickers preference hardened up again to 1 15/16.
The other movements in this market are mostly upward.
British Electric Ti'ansformers are vv-anted at 328. 3d. British

Columbia Electric Railways show some httle irregularity, the
deferred and preferred being 2 points down at 60i, while the

4j per cent, debenture stock at 66^ is IJ higher. Brazil
Tractions, after their four-point rise, reacted 1. Anglo-
Argentine first preference at 3^ are 1 off, owing to a good deal
of natural profit-taking which met the extremely rapid ri.se of

a week ago. The second preference are on offer at 3 7/16, and
the 5 per cent, debenture stock at 75^ is 1^ low«r.
The threatened labour difficulties have had no particular

effect upon industrial shares in the Stock Exchange, and iron

and steel, with those in the armament division, are slightly

better on the week. Vickers firmed up to 9s. The rubber
market has also taken on a less melancholy tone. Eubber
itself shows a trifling improvement, and there is more hope-
fulness in connection with the produce than the market has
been accustomed «to for some time past. Rubber companies
there are which can produce, of course, at 6d. to 7d. per lb.,

but the majority spend Is. or more in getting their rubber, so
that, even with the produce standing at Sid. per lb., there is

a profit only for a comparatively limited circle of rubber pro-

ducers. Still, a mild demand is reported from America, and
the rublier market is accustomed to take long views.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Elkotbicity Companies.

1919. 19Q0, 19il

4i 44

» 2i

Ai .*i

14 14

li

Brompton Ordinary
Charing Cross Ordinary

do. do. do. 44 Pref. ..

Chelsea
City o{ London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. ..

County of London
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

Kensington Ordinary
London Eleotrio

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref...
Metropolitan

do. 44 per cent. Pref..

.

St. James' and Pall Mall
South London 6 7 aj

South Metropolitan Pref '7 7 li

Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6:

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am, Tel. Pref. .

.

do. Def. ..

Chile Telephone ,, •

Cuba Sub. Ord 7
Eastern Extension 10 1

Eastern Tel. Ord 10 1

CJlobe Tel. and T, Ord 10 1

do. do. Pref 6
Great Northern Tel 99 i

Indo-European 10 1

Marconi 96 1

Oriental Telephone Ord 19 1

United R. Plate Tel 8
West India and Panama .. .. Nil I

Western Telegraph 10 1

Houi Bails.

Central London Ord, Assented
Metropolitan

do. District .

.

Under^ound Electric Ordinary
do,
do.

do. 'A-
do. Income.

Nil Nfl

6/-

374

NU Nil 6/-

714

4 i
+ i

+ i

+ 14

+ i
+ 2

+ }

+ 84
+ 1

- 4

£R 11 6

7 1.S 3

6 18 6
7 1 2
8 12 4

6
7 8 10

6 18 4
8 10 9
9 11 8
7 10
7 7 4

FoHElON TrAUS, &C,

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref.
do. do. 9nd Pref.
do. do. 6 per cent. Del).

Brazil Tractions
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfoe...

do. do. Preferred .,

do. do. Deferred ..

do. do. Deb.
Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds ..

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

,

Mexioan Light Common
do, Pref
do. Ist Bonds ..

8 9
8 3
6 13 4

3 194/- 60S
4i 4} 6),
Nil Nn 68j
Nil Nil 284
Nil Nil 174
Nil Nil 364

Manufaotubino Coupanies.
Babcock & Wilcox IS
British Aluminium Ord 10
British Insulated Ord, ., ,. 15
Oallenders 16

64Pref. 64
Orompton Ord 10
Bdlson-Swan 10

do. do. 6 per oent. Deb. .. 6
Bleotrio Construction 10
English Electric 8

do. Pref 6
Qen. Eleo. Pref 64

do. Ord 10
Henley 16

do. 4iPret 4)
Indla-Rubbet 10
Met.-Vlokers Pral 8
Biemena Ord 10

TelegnpbOon Ml

au
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THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.

(,Concln(ied from page 298.)

Birmingham Section.

Messrs. May & Padmore, Ltd., showed heating and cooking
apparatus, including a 25U-W silica-tube immersion heater,

protected by a stout wire guard. A range of- " Maymore "

tires was displayed. By means of a special form of enamel,
these are produced in a variety of beautiful colours, and are
very artistic.

The Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd., had a display
containing a number of its electrical appliances. Among
these were the " 0. P." universal welder, described in our
issue of February 17th. Kiniierous drills of various sizes and
types w'ere displayed. One of these was a sensitive di'ill stand
for drills from 5/i6th in. to h in. with, a lever working against
a spring, which returns the lever to its top position when re-

leased. The Wayne cable reel, also previously described in

the Ei,ECTRic.-iL Review, was one of the firm's exhibits.

Blowers, chipping hammers, and grinders with motors ranging
from J to li h.p., were included. In a case armatures of

many sizes, in various stages of construction, were shown.
The " Pneulec " M.\chine Co., Ltd., had an exhibit con-

sisting of machines used in the foundry, including a jar I'am
moulding machine, electrically operated. In using this

machine the pattern is bolted to a table, the moulding box
is put into position and filled with sand. A lever is then put
over, and this actuates a ramming motion. When the sand
is rammed into place the lever is returned, a lifting lever is

j)ut into engagement, and the mould , is hfted clear of the
pattei-n. The lifting height is adjustable to a maximum of

Oi in. Other machines shown w'ere a smaller machine similiir

to that de.'^cribed above, but worked by hand-power, and a.

" roll-over " core-making machine. Core-oils for binding the
sand -when moulding were also exhibited, as well as a number
of samples of cores made of treated sand.

Messrs. Holt & Willetts showed several types of hoists,
winches, pulley blocks, &c. Amongst these was a 3-ton hauhng
winch, fitted w'ith warping drums, and driven by a totally
enclosed motor. Another machine shown was a direct-coupled
lift engine fitted with an electro-mechanical brake and push-
button control. A 3-ton overhead travelling " crab " was

1-TON TuAVKLr.iNO ELr-XTHic ruLLEv Rr.orK.

exhibited, suitable for a double-girder overhead electric crane.
This appliance has a lifting .speed of '25 ft. per minute, and can
travel along the crane bridge at 78 ft. per minute. An electric
lifting and travelling pulley block (fig. o), capable of lifting
1 ton at a speed of 'JO ft. per minute, for running along the
bottom flanges of a rolled .steel joist, also appeared on the
stand. Other exhibits were a 3-cwt. capacity belt-driven fric-
tion hoi.st and a direct-coupled electric friction hoist with a
totally-enclosed motor.

Messrs Thomas & Bishop, Ltd., derhonstrated by means of
motor-driven belt pulleys the efficiency of their " Cling-Sur-
face " belt dressing.

The Firth-Bre.\rley Stainless Steel Syndicate, Ltd.. dis-
played numerous examples of articles manufactured of its
special steel, including valves, pump spindles, wire, &c.
The A.tax-Wyatt Furnace Co. exhibited a 6-cwt. furnace for

the melting of non-ferrous metals. This was of the induction
type, and made in England from American designs. It is

fitted with a BO-kVA single-phase transformer, and is stated
to be capable of one complete " heat " per hour, taking
275 kWh per ton when day-shifts only are being worked, or
230 kWh when being run continuously.

Bramlins Industrial Films, Ltd., exhibited and demon-
strated the " Cinemak " portable kinemato^raph projector
for the display of industrial films. This machine is illustrated
in fig. 6. Perhaps its most important feature is the alummium
case which is closed while the machine is running, eliminating
the possibility of personal contact with the motor and guard-
ing against tlie spread of a fire if this should occur. The body
of the machine consists of two aluminium castings, which en-
close all the mechanism, and fonn the spool boxes. When
ready for projection the machine is practically entirely en-
closed, the only visible parts being the lense and a stopping
device. The intermittent movement is of the " Maltese cross

"

type running in an oil bath. The motor speed is adjustable
to a fine degree. A 400-W gasfiUed lamp is fitted, and the
machine can be run oft a. lamp socket upon either a.c. or d.c.

The film siwols are 10 in. in diameter, and will take a thousand
feet of film. The machine has a separate re-winding
mechanism for the film, w^hich is passed over two independent
rollers. By means of the stopping device mentioned the
film's motion can be arrested at any point, and to enable thia

to be carried out safely a Crook's glass' screen falls between
the lamp and the film when the latter is stopped. The over-aU
size of the outfit is only 13J in. by 8i in. by 5 in. We are

i
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and iron a flat black. Rusty articles can be placed in the
(.hemical bath employed and de-rusted by the action of an
electric current, if ilie current is then reversed the article

will be coated with a black oxide which will withstand
very rough treatment. It is stated that the second branch,
the " auto-black " process, adds nothmg to the weight or size

of the article, and that micrometers and other sensitive

measuring instruments have been coloured by the process after

i(jmpletion. This is carried out by simple immersion in a
suitable chemical bath. For the colouring of iron in various
shades, from lif<ht yellow to dark brown, an electrolytic depo-
sition process has been evolved. This is eminently suitable lor

art metal work. The fourth process is one for oxidising copper
and its alloys. The surface produced is mechanically sound,
rind resists chemical action. The processes are based upon
the use of various metal oxides w-hich are not commonly
employed.

Indi'striai, Appliances, IiTD., displayed a 1.5/20-cwt. " Railo-

dok " electric truck, which had been employed in conveying
goods from the railway sidings to the .stands in the Fair. One
of the main features in its design is the heavy <lriini-type coii-

1 roller fitted with a patent locking device and cut-out. The
1,-itter is interlocked with the driver's saddle and the brake
mechanism, ensuring that power is always cut off and the
wheels locked when the driver vacates his position. The .seat

is reversible, so that the operator can always face the direction
of travel. The motor is a series-wound, totally-enclosed,

li-h,p. machine by Newtons, Der'nv, and the battery consists

of "21 " Ironclad Exide " (I.M.V.-l) cells with a capacity of

l.">0 Ah. The loading siwce is 7 ft. by Si ft. ; the total w-eigbt
of the vehicle is l,SfiO lb., and it is capable of a speed (loaded)
of from 6 to 8 m.p.h.

Mr. Frank GI^^fAN's 'display consisted of many types of
" Skatoskalo " pneumatic scaling tools. Tlie general principle

of these appliances is the working of pistons with rough
edges by means of compre.s.sed air. Ttie tools are made in

various styles for a number of anplications. There are special

de.signs for Babcock & Wilcox boilers and for the pt- '

type. A tool for use in curved pipes was .=hown. and it is

stated that a well-known firm has used this for removing the
scale from transformer cooling tubes prior to assembly.

Mrsrrs. .\ccu!S & Shfxvoke, Ltd., showed many of their

small dynamos and motors, ranging from .10 t<i .33 h.n. One
of the latest designs was a small dynamo for car lighting

giving an output of 6 A at 6 V. A demonstration board fitted

with five lights, a voltmeter, an ammeter, and four control

switches, was used to demonstrate the practicabihty of the
inachinc. In addition to this the firm showed a range of

polishing motors and several dynamotors. On one side of the
stand two pumps, one rotary and the other a plunger pump,
driven by i-h.p. motors, demonstvated the power of electricity

and the small .space taken up by electrical machinery.

The Rawlplug Co., Ltd., showed how its " Rawlplugs
"

could be applied to almost any material. Complete "" Rawl-
plug " outfits were on view.

Thk Hockley Chemical Co., Ltd.. had an exhibit of electro-

plating accessories, including several types of barrels and vats.

Well-made resistance boards were a feature of the .stand, and
the company showed a number of double-scale ammeters for

u.se with silver-plating outfit.s, showing, .at the same time, the
cinivnt strength and the amount of silver in pennyweights
being deposited per minute:

Elertrical domestic appliances were shown by The " flEM
f.ABoi'ii Saving Device Co., \viiieh had several examples of its

light-weight " Gem " vacuum cleaner on view; and Mkssks.
TiMPANY & Tyloe, who displayed motor-driven " Daisy

"

washing machines.

Insulating material was shown by Ebonestos Insulators.
Ltd., which showed such articles as terminal blocks, switch
handles, washers, bushes, &c. : and the Paragon Rubbei:
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., which exhibited brushes, washers,
and telephone parts in ebonite and other hard rubber com-
positions.

The .^Qt'A Electric Co., TjTD., showed an improved type of

the heater described in our issue of .\pril 29th, 1921 (p. .544).

This is a compact device, consisting of spiral heating elements
passing through a perforated porcelain block. By means of

v.alves either hot or cold water can be obtained from the tap.

The heater has a loading of G.6 kV.'. The appearance of the
heater is very good; the case is of highly-polished aluminium.

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd., in addition to a
large collection of small tools .and gauges, showed one or two
magnetos, and also dynamos for car and cycle lighting, and
complete lighting outfits.

The General Electric Co.. Ltd., informs us that all the
electricity meters used on the stands were supplied bv its

associated company, Messrs. Chamberlain A- Hookham. Ltd.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

JUBILEE CONFERENCE, 1922.

( Continued from page .'ii 1 .)

Mr. S. Evershed, in recounting " some reminiscences of

early days," began with an early experience of public elec-

tricity supply ; recalled the laying of a submarine cable, and
then spoke of that ever-memorable event, the coming of the

telephone.

To begin with what, in the early days, was always called the

electric hght (it seemed appropriate to speak of it in the
singular, because they seldom saw more than one arc lamp
at a time) the town of Godalming, in Surrey, in a strange

burst of municipal enterprise (possibly induced by a dispute

with the gas company) detei mined to light the streets of the
town by electricity. Accordingly a dynamo was installed m
Pullman's leather mills, not far from the town, on the River
Wey, w-here water ix)wer w-as available. The electric lighting

of Godalming began on December 1.5th, 1881, and the leather

mills were lit up by Swan incandescent lamps. Many more
Swan lamps lighted the smaller streets of the town ; but the
High Street was dluminated by three arc lamps. " floode ^
the little sleepy town and the sky overhead with a blaze
of glory."

" The street-lighting cables were laid in all innocence in

the gutter, with nothing but their innocence to protect them
from the wheels of carts or the hoofs of cart horses. I re-

member holding a pocket compass against one of those cables,
ju.st to .see the needle deflect. Imagine my bewildennent
when I discovered that, for some reason unknown to me,
electricity for street lighting did not deflect a magnetic needle.
That was my first experience of an alternating current."

Telegraphy began with a wireless telegraph (an optical-
s\-stem). Yet, the optical system was essentially an electric

telegraph working on a wave length of about one forty-thous-
andth part of an inch, and using the human eye as the re-

ceiver. Then came the electric telegraph with wires to act
as guides, and now they were using a v.ireless telegraph once
more with a .somewhat longer wave length !

It was in 1876, the year of the Centennial Exhibition, at
Philadelphia, thathe first heard of Graham Bell's telephone.
Immense complexity : was the dominant factor in his mind.
A year later he saw a drawing of one, and a new wonder
came to light; there was an entire lack of complication. The

thing -nas so incredibly simple that he at once set to work
and made two Bell telephones, one to act as transmitter and
the other as receiver; the two being identical, of course. His
telephone consisted of a small bar magnet with some silk-

covered wire wound in a coil round one pole, and a disk
of thin sheet-iron which he cut out with a pak of scissors.

He fixed thase things inside a wooden box and cut a hole
in the lid to let the sound into the transmitter and out of
the receiver. He was already the proud proprietor of a
telegraph line and to that he connected his telephones, one
at each end.
Mr. E. Garcke took " a broad view of electricity." and

pointed out tliat electrical science, probably more than any
other, represented a beautiful .sequence of facts and deduc-
tions—the result of years of observation and of the union
of theory and practice. The phenomena of electricity were
fundamental, not only to physics and chemistry, but also
to biology and psychology.

The story of electrical legislation had been told many times
and in different ways. For post-war statements of the posi-
tion they could not do better than turn to the official reports of
the Parliamentary and Departmental Committees, and the
general conclusion to be drawn from the reports was that,
notwith.standing the efficiency of British methods and means
of attaining practical ends, there w.is an all-round lack of
co-ordination. That was why he emphasised his remarks in

the direction of an api>eal for a larger outlook.
What of the future? The larger the view they were able

to take of their own interests the better would be their un-
derstanding of the possibilities of amelioration. Society had
its structures and functions which normallv were comple-
mentary each to the other. But they frequently observed that
structure was not equal to the function undertaken and that
function, in turn, lagged behind structure. When those dis-

crepant relations w-ere accentuated, pathological conditions
arose and found expression in strife and unrest. Evolution
then called for readiustment ; diagnosis suggested recupera-
tion and restoration of normal relations on a new level, gene-
rally of higher consciousness. In the present condition of
the world it appeared that international arrangements were
necessary for the sf.-ibili.sation of currencies, for the rehabilita-
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tion of confidence and credit, for better distribution of raw
materials, and for intensive production. But international

arrangements were just the kind of functions for w'hich the

national structures were not yet developed. The League of

Nations was a splendid ideal, but it did not yet appear to

fit into the reaUsm of present-day civilisation. That was a

generality ; in scientific and some other respects the signs of

international understandings were hopeful. Did not the his-

Inty (if their industry afford analogies? They had translated

llic egoi.stic " me " into the associative " us," but they
wi'i:e con.strained to stop short of the altruistic concept " all."

They now had associations for practically every department
of the industry to secure united action when collective inter-

ests were involved, and the Institution, no longer content with
the view that its duties were confined to discussion of techni-

cal matters, acting on a broader policy of providing
iiillective repre.sentation for all sections of the industry, was
accelerating the advance of science and technics and coni-

liieice.

The supreme need of the nation in the present crisis, apart
fniin tlie international arrangements referred to as difficult

of attainment, was better or more sympathetic all-round co-

iirdination. What was not sufficiently urged was the value
(if better correlation between scientific research and philo-

sophic generalisation. They collected more and more facts,

but failed to combine them into coherent bodies of thought

;

thus they sacrificed in a large measure the increasing return
from combined economy, bulk production, and rapid di.stribu-

ti(in. In order to realise the full advantace of their opportu-
nity, it was necessary to take a wide view of the prolilem
not only in its economic and social aspects, but also in all-

the other directions in which electricity was capable of bene-
fiting the human race. Nothing was better calculated to
foster that larger view than the present nolicy of the Institu-

tion to make contact between the electrical indu.stry and its

cvfc-widpning environment.
Mr. \V. .Ti-nn t lok " Submarine Telecranhy " as his sub-

ject and nointed out that from the mileage of a possible
in.nOO in 18Rf) there were now 30.5,000 miles in oneration, of

which some 71.000 xxere Government owned. That ficure

included all submarine cables whether in shallow or deep
wnter, the great bulk being manufactured in this country.
The cables of to-day were of the same genpral type as in

IRO'i; there had been some developments, chiefly. howev(^i-.

in tbf direction recommended by Heavisid*^ to nut fhp m.nxi-
mnm quantity of copper in long cables. The ratio of copper

to gutta percha in the 1866 cable was 300C/400G, and the
highest ratio known to Mr. Judd was 700C/360G.
In connection w ith the suggestion to include inductances in

deep-sea cables, either by the I'upin or other methods, there

must be borne in mind the great pressure, which was roughly
one ton per sq. in. per 1,000 fathoms of depth. It had been
suggested that if a consistent, constant, and waterproof in-

sulator could be found having a dielectric resistance of a few-

hundred thousand ohms instead of many thousands of meg-
ohms per mile, a cable could be produced liaving small re-

tardation and distortion, and whose attenuation would not
be too great. It W(juld be unwise to say that either of those

methods was impcs.sibie. or that [lerfecfion had been arrived

at in the design and construction of submarine cables.

The machinery for laying and repairing cables early took

a practical form, and except for detail improvements remained
much the same now, as had also operating instruments.

It would l)e seen then, that after the initial failure of l,S.5>^,

the next attempt.s in 1865 and 18'jt) showed the type of cable,

the methods of laying and repairing, and the apparatus foi-

operating when laid, had already lieen developed by the trufv

great men who were the pioneers in that enterpri.'-e. Modern
apparatus for operating cables had lost its pristine simpli-

city.

A new connection in those days necessarily involved a

considerable change in a commercial routine—when, as in .the

East, the arrival of the cable almo.st synchronised with the

openinc of the Suez Canal that loutine was .so changed th;it

those firms which did not chang-' with the times sooner or

later disapneared. The double acceleration of advices a>

transport also allowed of the advent of fn\a\\ firms with small

capital, and the proud position ((f the nier(hant princes of

the old times was attacked from all directions.

The appearance in those reiions of a definitely electrical

element stimulated the other branches of electrical develop-

ment: thus, for example, he was able to assist in the intro-

duction of the telenhone in one colony and the establishment

of electric lishting in another. Thp arrival of cables re.sulted

in the establishment of land telegraphs in .lapan 'un(ip'-

British engineering ausnices) and in China (under Danish
engineering auspices) and there was no doubt that those west-

ern methods smoothed the way tor the introduction of rail-

ways. The social effects of these new- communicntions estab-

lished by the early cables was marked; the feeling then ex-

isting of distance and isolition 'as lessened
' (To be rnnfimied.)

HIGH-POWER MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS.

By R. L. MORRISON, A.ftVI.E.E.

Iktbodcciion.

i'Evv modern developments have attracted so much attention
and been so universally discussed as the high-power rectifier.

By virtuie of its outstanding characteristic, that of stationary

operation, it provides at once a simple, inexpensive and highly-

efficient mode of conversion, from alternating to direct current.

The use of the latter is being to some extent curtailed in

many areas, it being considered that alternating current dis-

tribution 'presents certam advantages which outweigh any
argument that may be put forward in favour of the other fonn
of supply. This conclusion is to some extent justified in view
of the heavy expense of running d.c. sub-stations, and any
form of plant ithat will definitely mitigate such expenditure
will fulfil one tff the most pressing needs of our time and
enable the use of direct (iurrent to be continued and even
extended. Both forms of supply present advantages for par-

ticular conditions, arul. taking everything into considerati(m,

there is no doulit that the con.sensus of opinion wf»uld be in

favour of direct current.

The large rectifiei- manufactured by Brown-Bpveri is sug-

gested as a solution of- the problem. It is a stationary plant;

and where .semi-automatic control is used it is poi-ssible to give

a very close approximation to the ordinary transformer, though
by substituting completely automatic control its inherent ad-
vantages can be .'increased without unduly complicating the
controlling gear, in fWt. for such conditions tie automatic
ai'rangements are simpler than with the equivalent rotary con-
verter.

Tbe rectifier is finding an extensive field of .application for

the case of the higher d.c. pressures no'w being adopted for

railway electrification, becau.oe of the ea.se with which these
pres.sures can be handled without the necessity of having to

overcome serious difficulties in design such as are met with in

other types of converter.

FDNDAJfENT.^L CONSIDERATIONS.

It is not proposed to deal more than very briefly with this
aspect of the subject. For further details the reader is re-

ferred to an article by the author in this journal last year.*
The mercury arc, vphen operating in a vacuum, has the

*Ej.Fx;TRicAr. Review-, February 17th, 1931, p. 217; and
February iith, 1921, p. 251.

property of permitting the passage of a current in practically

one direction only. This valve a<;tion is not the peculiar

property of mercury, but is merely due to the arrangement of

two electrodes, whereby one (the cathode) is brought to a

stat€ of electronic emission, and the other (the anode) is main-

tained at a temperature below that at which the formation of

electrons is passfljle. In the commercial rectifier mercury is

used because its vapour can be readily condensed and led back

to the cathode w-ithout loss.

The efficiency of a rectifier is constant at all loads, the losses

being the product of the current and the drop across the arc,

the latt<"r being constant for any particular size of rectifier.

Ckmsequently this class of converter shows to better advant-

age as the d.c. pressure is increased, because a hisiher kW out-

put is handled w-ithout increasing the losses. Thus, takim;

the average arc dron as 20 volts, at fiflO volts we have an

efficiency of 96.8 per cent., and at 1.500 volts 98.6 per cent.

Single and Polyphase Rectifiers.

As the arc only deals with the po.sitive half of the alternating

waves the negative half waves mu.st be aiven a positive sense -

1

-nsmw—

^

\/^f\^
Fig. 1.

—

Connections of Single-phase Rectifier.

with regard to. the d.c. circuit to make the proposition a com-
mercial one. This is accomplished by connecting in the

manner shown in tig. 1, which shows the simplest form of
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single-phase rectifier having two anodes and a step-down trans-

former with a divided secondary, the mid-point of which is

brought ont and forms the negative pole of the direct-current

system, the positive pole being the cathode. A consideration

of this connection will show that the cm-rents induced by each

n K A A

r3l hAAAA AAAA

Fig. '2.

—

Polyphase Rfctifier Connections and Wave-forms.

half-wave flow towards anodes a, and A, respectively, and
that when one anode is in action the current cannot flow back
through the rectifier due to the valve action.

Where the primary supply is three-phase, six or twelve-
phase rectifiers are used. A marked improvement results m
the d.c. wave fonn as the number of phases is increased, as

ehown by fig. 2, which also gives the simplified connections
for each case. The six-phase arrangement is that in general
use, because it gives what is for all practical purposes a

straight line on the d.c. side, while it is simpler to construct,
both as regards the transformer and the rectifier itself. The
twelve-phase rectifier is only recommended in very exceptional
cases where the circumstances mstify the additional compli-
cation and expen.se. In the six-phase case a portion of the
curve has been shaded to illustrate that the individual anodes
only carry current so long as the momentary value of the
corresponding phase pressure is higher than that of the ad-
jacent 1 bases or during one-sixth of a cycle. The arc passes
rapidly from anode to anode at the points of inter.section of
the half-waves and takes the form of a cone with its apex
centred in the cathode.

It is now well known that the rating for which rectifier

transformers must be designed is higher than the d.c. output
desired. The increase is due to the secondary winding being
unfavourably utilised because of the large amount of copper
required as compared with the normal case, on account of
the r.m.s. value of the phase current being very high com-
pared with the average value. We therefore find that for a
six-pha.se rectifier the transformer must be 1.55 times bigger
than the d.c. output, this figure being increased to 1.6 when
the rectifier efficiency is allowed for. Still further increasing
the number of phases gives for the twelve-phase cane the
figure 1.8t instead of 1.55, and for eighteen pha.ses 2.12. On
the other hand, for the three-pha-'se transformer the figure is

proportionately reduced. These indications show that the
six-nhase rectifier is most advantageous for general use because
of the comparatively flat wave obtained without employing too
large a transformer.

In fig. 3 is shown the core, removed from its tank, of a
transformer for a ],5(Vl-kW rectifier at 520 volts, the primarv
being designed for three-pbnse current at G.500 volts 25 cycles.
The four additional terminals per pha.se seen on the primary
side are connected to tappings to give 2i and 5 per cent, below
and above the normal voltage, the adjustments being made by
means of a three-pole oil-immer.sed step-switch.

The Constrdction of Hioh-Power Mercury-Arc Eectipiehs.
The problem of rectjifying high powers is one fraught with

many difficulties, due to the physical phenomena connected

with it, about which little is known. In the early days many
troubles were experienced, but all " troubles were made to be
overcome," and one by one they were eliminated, until to-day
we can with certainty say that the large rectifier is a formid-
able rival of, and in many respects superior to, the rotary
converter. Briefly the difficulties that had to be overcome
were :

—
1. The manufacture of large cylinders that would be at

once accessible and gastight.

2. The insulation used had not to deteriorate with high
electrode temperatures, nhile the possibility of internal
short-circuits, or " back-firing," as it is called, occurring
had to be eliminated as far as it was possible to do so.

By far the most serious was that of " back firing." It will

be gathered that to make the valve action possible the elec-

trodes must be worked at certain temperatures relative to

each other, and if for any rea.son one of the iron electrodes

becomes hot enough to emit electrons the valve effect would
cease and the current would flow in both directions between it

and the opposing anode, this constituting a short-circuit. These
occurrences may also be due to other causes, such as mer-
cury condensing on the anodes in the form of drops, impurity
of the material from which the anodes are made, insufficient

vacuum, and un.suitable arc guidance. As a result of the ex-
perience gained over a number of years and the consequent
improvements effected, it can now be said that internal short-

circuiting is infrequent, and that such. occurrences are now so

confined that when they do develop it is, generally speaking,
only during the first few we«ks of operation, and can be con-
sidered a disease of infancy. Very little hann is caused to the
rectifier and apparatu.s by a "back-fire," the principal effect

in the normal case being the formation of ,globules on the
affected anodes, or they may be pitted a little. Opening up
for examination is not always necessary, the matter being
frequently remedied by individually loading the anodes on to

an auxiliary resistance, the current being gradually increased
until the anode temperature reaches a very high figure, but
not high enough to stop the valve action. In this way any
irregularities on the anodes, such as globules, seem to dis-

appear. When it was foimd necessary to open up, the anodes
are re-polished and the rectifier re assembled, after which it

usually settles down to steady work and nothing further is

heard of it. This question of "back-firing " in the early life

of some of the rectifier cylinders is naturally receiving very
careful, attention, and as a result of the investigations at

Jj^^^^H^
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ponent parts, are concerned, the question is not easy of solu-

tion, especially having regard to the extremely high vacuum
at which of necessity this type of plant must work. Many
different methods of sealing have been tried, but the best re-

sults have been obtained T\ith the mercury seal (Brown -Boveri

pat«nt) which^is a combmation of mercury and asbestos for

the hgtter portions, and mercury and rabber for the cooler

parts." The number of seals in a. larye rectifier are necessarily

many, and are provided to facilitate the dismantling of the

major [xjrIJons should this be required at any time. The use

of mercury as a sealing medium has the added advantage

that should any filter inwards it can only find its way to the

cathode, and will not interfere with the operation .of the

plant.

The development of the large rectifier has not been by any
haphazard methods, but is the result of much patient

endeavour on the part of those who for the past decade have

Fig. 4.

—

Section Through I^akge Rectifier.

been convinced of its possibilities and ultimate triumph. Their
efforts have been undoubtedly crowoe- situ considerable

snocess, and while the rectifier as we know it to-day is in every

respect a commercial proposition, its development will con-

tinue, and it might reasonably be expected that within a very

short time it will be practically as reliable as the ordinary
static transformer, and be installed in eub-stations that will

be- visited only at infrequent intervals. In a large measure
tins can be said even now to be an accomplished fact by the

introduction of the completely automatically-operated rectifier,

which has been tested out and proved to be in every way satis-

tacUstj.
: j,r;.-., ..xo

A rectifier of the latest design by Brown-Boveri is shown
in tig. 4. It consists of a large welded steel cylinder k (the

ajc chamber) and a narrower cylinder c (the condensing
chamber) mounted above, the two being connected by the

heavy anode plate D. The bottom of the arc chamber is

closed in by the plate m, in the centre of which is the cathode,

while the top of the condensing cylinder is closed by the plate

carrying the ignition coil B. The whole rectifier is mounted
on the porcelain insulators p, which insulate it from earth,

these in their turn being carried on the foundation ring Q.

As will be seen from the plan, there are six main anodes, E,

and two auxiliary anodes, G, placed in a circle round the

anode plate. The auxiliary anodes serve to maintain the arc

when the load drops to a very low level on account of the

main arc having a tendency to become unstable under such

conditions. They might be said to constitute a single-phase

rectifier within a si 'f phase one because they are connected

externally with a small exciting transformer having a capacity

of less than 1 kVA, and provide an auxiliary arc, which keeps

up the temperature of the cathode spot. 'Ihe mid-point of

this transformer is brought out, as is done with the main
transformer, and connected through a resistance and small

reactance coil to the cathode.

{To be continued.)

CRABTREE QUICK-MAKE AND QUICK-BREAK
SWITCHES.

,IosT as the bayonet lampholder is a peculiarly British pro-

duct, so is the tumbler swdtch essentially the result of evolu-

tion in this country. Its origin was discussed in our pages

in 1990. when it was .shown that the original inventor was
Mr. A. B. Blackburn, of the Edison A- Swan Co., and that it

was brought out some .34 years ago. Many firms have manu-
factured it. and innumerable foiTns have been patented,

leading up to the excellent switches of the present day. which
would .seem to leave little scope for imnrovement; their

reliability and durability, their neatness of finish, and the

diversity of their applications reflect the greatest credit on
their designers. The necessity for a quick-break action

in these switches was amnsiugly illustrated by Mr.
lohn H. Holmes in his discourse at the recent Commemora-
tion Meetings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, when
he told how an architect, on the inauguration of electric light-

ing at a Wallsend cafe, discovered that electric light could be
* turned down ]u,st like gas." "Naturally Mr. Holmes lost no

Fig. 1.—Crabthek o-\ Quick-make anh Quick-break Ti'Mbler

Switch.

time in dispelling that illusion, and next day he devised the

famous " loose-handle " switch which was the fore-runner of

all quick-break switches and for many years remained a true

master patent. A single slow break, by drawing out an arc.

will do more damage to an ordinary switch than hundreris of

operations in the correct manner. But the quick break which

nowadays forms so es.sential a feature of all switches, large or

small, is not in itself a complete solution to the problem of the

perfect switch, which must be provided with a quick make as

well. This requirement has been recognised and complied

with in the case of some tyi)es of switchgear, but only a few

makers of tumbler switches have fulfilled it successfully, and

as a rule the additional feature has involved a material increase

in cost.

Messrs. J. A. Crabtrec & Co.. Ltd., whose du-ectors have

had many years' experience in the manufacture of high-clasa

accessories, set themselves the ta.sk of producing a quick-mako

and quick-break tumbler switch not as a " side-Une," but a.s a

standard article, manufactured on a quantity basis, at a price

comparable with that of a high-cla-ss slow-make switch, and

bave placed on the market a variety of patterns embodying

the quick-make as well as the quick-break feature, of which

some particulars are given herewith.

The need for a quick make was not so preesmg before the

advent of tlje metal-filament and gaefilled lamps, for it is not
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suggested that the present-day user manipulates his switches
alter the manner of Mr. Hohnes's architect, or that an ordi-

nary tumbler .switch can be left at " half-cock " like the
jnimitive switches in vise in those early days. The trouble
arises from the heavy rush of current at the moment of switch-

iug-on a circuit of gasfiUed lamps, \vhich is far greater than one
would imagine, amounting to about six times the normal
current. The starting current of electric radiators is al.so much
greater than the nonnal running value. With carbon-filament
lamps, on the other hand, owing to the negative temperature
coefficient of carbon, the starting current was much less than
the running current.

This initial rush of cuirent w'ith gasfilled lamps, passing
at the very instant when the initial contact is made, may have
very serious effect*; on the metal contact parts of a switch and
lead to their rapid deterioration. Moreover, the increased us*'

f)f domestic electrical apparatus is jiutting loads on the ordi-

FiG. '2.—CrahtkI' [NTi:iiMriiiATi; " Switch.

nary switch which it was not originally intended to control,
with the result that rotary snap switches have often been
substituted for the tumbler type.
In order to investigate the phenomena and to establish

their designs on a scientifically sound basis. Messrs. Crabtree
carried out an exhaustive series of tests with the aid of the
oscillograph, a specially rapid kinematograph. and other de-
vices. It was found that on a circuit of 2-30-volt gasfilled

lamps taking normally 6.6 amperes the initial rush of current
was 39 amperes; and on a circuit taking 10 amperes at the
same voltage, the initial cuiTent was no less than 70 amperes.
The current falls to nonnal in .a fifth of a second; but the mis-
chief is done at the moment of first contact, and any looseness
in the mechanism of a switch not provided with a quick-make
action prolongs the period during which the parts are in con-
fact over an infinitesimal area. To cope with this problem,
jMessrs. Crabtree & Co. developed an extremely rapid switch
action, which was examined w-ith a kinematograph at a speed
of "21 K I exposures per second, each exposure lasting for 0.0011
second ; it was found that there was only one exposure be-
tween the moment when the switch commenced to move and
the completion of the motion, from which it was inferred that
the i>eriiiil between the first contact and the completion of the

\L'iG. 3.

—

Crabtkkk 1.5-A Switch foh Hkatkh Co-NTROL, &c.

full contact was less than one-thousandth of a second, render-
ing arcing or overheating of the contacts due to concenti-a-
tion of cmTeut on a small area impossible. An equally rapid
break is also obtained, independent cf the rate at which the
handle is moved, but actuated positively, so that the switch
arm cannot stick in the contacts .

Tlie Crabtree hmibler switches have also been thoroughly
tested on heating circuits, and have been proved capable of
rontroUing the larger currents met with in this connection.
Switches which are rated for 10 to 15 amperes, at 2-60 volts,

have stood a current of over 30 amperes, and 5-ampere
switches up to 12 or 15 amperes. However, a wide margin of

safetj' is desired, and a very conservative rating is therefore
adhered to. '

" " "

The Sivitches are subjected to numerous inspections in the
course of manufacture, and samples are mechanically test«<l

for durability up to mdlions of movements. The springs are
ground flat at the ends, and afterwards electro-tinned; and are
m<junted in compression. '

The Crabtree switches are made in numerous patterns, some
uf which are here illustrated. Fig. I shows the -j-ampcre flat

switch, which has a base 2i in. in diameter and a projection
of li in. All the moving parts are carried on a single pivot
pin, which, like the contacts, is of phosphor-bronze; the con-
tacts are so designed that the spring parts are remote from
the arcing tips, and are sunk into the base, at a maxifnum
distance from the cover. All the insulation is of mica, and the
base of highly vitrified English jxircelain. A similar switch
known as the " Crabtree -Junior " has a base only 1| in, in

diameter, and is rated at 3 amix-res on '250 volts for
house lighting. Fig. '2 shows a " flat intermediate " 5-amperc
.sw itch, believed to be the first flat switch of this type on the
market, and similar in size and shaixj to the S-amjiere switch.
A combined switch and fuse is made, specially suitable for

train lighting, and fig. 3 shows a 15-ampere, 2.50-volt switch
for heater control and gasfilled-lamp circuits, having a base

•2i in. in diameter and a projection of 2 inches. Many other
patterns are made, with a variety of covers, including ceiling.

i-eciet, flush-type, sunk, watertight, &c., of which details aiv

given in a comprehensive catalogue of accessories which Ihi-

company has recently issued.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letteis received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday carniot appear

until the fuUowing week. Correspondents should jortvaid
their communicdlidns at the earliest possible noment. Ni>

letter can be imbLshed unless we have me writer's name and
address in our possessio7i.

The Jubilee oi the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

I was highly interested in rea<liug your account of the
I.E.E. Jubilee Conference, and in tjie reminiscences of Col.

Crompton's career.

We of the modern school are apt to forget the debt we owe
to these pioneers—the founders of the electrical industry.

Perhaps Col. Cromptou, and other veteran engineers, could
be persuaded to give us a more detailed account r)f some of

the early power stations and mains systems which they laid

down. I believe some of the generators at Northampton
power station date back to 1S90, and, Uke " Charley's Aunt,"
are still running.

Possibly there is some earlier plant than this still in opera-

tion, and many fellow readers would doubtless be interested

in an account of it as a diversion from super-power-stations.

Historian.

February ^th, 19*2.

The " Leaderette " in your current number was naturally

a source of plea.sure to me in that it recognised my father's

work in the pioneering of ocean telegraphy. I ought, perhap.-,

to add, however, that, though subsequently serving as Pre-

sident, he was not one of the founders of the Society of Tele-

graph Engineers. He was busy cable-laying in the West
Indies at the time, but joined the Society on his return.

Charles Bright,

Leigh,
Marrli Ifh. 1922.

Hiring Out Electric Motors.

The cutting enclosed is taken from the (jUu^uou- licrmnn
\i-ws. dated February 27th, 1922. The first paragraph very

seriously interests and concerns electrical concerns whose
busines.ses de|X'nd on hx-al contracting work, and if such

powerful corporations use their unlimited resources of tax-

payers' capital to compete against the trade we shall be com- ~

pelled to cease business. It is in my recollection that the

same proposal came before our City Council some years ago.

but was defeated. My object in writing is to inquire if the

proposal should not be taken up very seriously and energeti-

cally by our Local Contractors' Association, as it is now time
to " get a move on." Tlie Corporation is already hiring out

cookers at the nominal rent of £2 per year, including instal-

lation.

Harry Smith.

Glasgow.
Februaru ISth. 1922.

[The paragraph in question reads: "A special sub-com-

mittee is to inquire into the desirability of hiring out electric

motors to power users at a rate of 10 per cent, on the cost.

Owing to hiuh prices manv firms were unable to purchase

motors, and if an opportunity to hire was given the con-

sumption of power would go up in proportion."

The Corporation has the power to hire out motors, under

the Act of 1919. Motors must be let on hire if the electrical
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industry is to progress as it should, and if the electrical con-
tia<:tiir.s succeed in preventing the Corporation from provid-

iny this service they niu.st he prepared to provide it them-
selveb.—Eds. Elec. Key.]

The Selling of Light.

In your issue of February 'iith you include an abstract,

in your report on the " SelUng of Light," from some of tUe

remarks 1 made at this meefmg. In the sentence statiny
" dcahng with advertisements, Mr. Simon criticised the

practice of lamp manufacturers advertising so extensively

their own individual lamps. Valuable space was occupied
in this way," &c.

I tliink your reporter has rather missed my point by not
.stating that I said that the space was, in my opinion, wasted
111 so far that every maiiufacluier cracks up his own article,

whereas the public, to whom the advertisements are meant
to appeal, must know by this time that there is practicaily a
uniformity in quality of lamps amongst all the best-known
lamp manufacturers, they l)eing all manufactured under
liiactically the same process and patents.

In my opinion there scarcely exists anybody ^^•ho does not
know that the electric lamp is the brightest and most prac-

tical form of illuminant. I said in my remarks that it was
(inly natural that every manufacturer should want to

(niphasi.se the name of the type of lamp he was selling, and
the manufacturer's name also. The rest of the space could bej
1 letter occupied by trite remarks on the advantages of electric

light as an iUuminant, &c.
I know that in the joint advertisements of the E.Tj.M.A.

this is done, but the individual manufacturers generallv . ,

not advertise in this manner. One very often .sees in railway
carriages, newspapers and other places of advertising, two or
tliree well-kno^vn lamp manufacturers' advertisements prac-

tically empha-sising the " same facts " about their lamps.
What waste of money !

H. F. Simon, A M.I.E.E.,
Managing Director, Electrical Installations, Ltd.

Ijondon,
February QSth, 1922.

[\^'e fail to see where our report differs materially from Mr.
Simon's letter.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Electrically^heated Oil Filters.

As far back as 1913 and 1914, I, personally, was connected
with tlic manufiR'ture of electrically-heated oil heaters for one
of the largest firms of ship-builders in the kingdom. These
were not an experiment, as we made a considerable number,
and I l>eheve. from reiwrts I have heard since, that they have
given wonderfully good service.

Admitted, the oil heaters to which I refer were not osten-
silily for the filtering of oil, but to have recoiistru'-tcd one
(if them not only to heat the oil but also to filter it would
have been a co .::aiatively, easy matter.

Fred. J. Holtoni.
Hirmingham,

-V.irch 1st, 1922.

i
Alil.ivviated.—Eds. Eur. Kev.]

The Fetish of the Quickmake and Quick.break Switch.

f was very interested in the remarks of Mr. C. W. Denny,
:;ihI fully agree with his criticism on the folly of sacrificing
substantial ciintacts of large area in the attempt to obtain a

quick-make and quick-break swit<-h movement.
."Vs a general rule both the contact area and the area of

cross-section are reduced well below the minimum required
for a switch of a given rating, in order to ensure that the
springs, which manufacturers as?pit nev(>r break, shall take
the switch arm into and out of its contacts. Often the area
of contact is less than half that of an ordinary slow-make
and quick-break switch of the same rating.
The manufacturers as.5ert that the aim of the quick-make

and break switch is to prevent burning by reason of the
switch arm being in only partial contact, but at its best the
average quick-make and break switch, particularly the tumbler
type, is only in partial contact as compared with an ordinary
switch of any reputable make. The latter has about twice
the contact area of the former in its normal position. It
therefore follows that if for mme reason the human element
should fail, and as a consequence the .switch arm he left half
in and h.alf out of its normal closed position, its area of con-
tact would be not less than that of the average quick-make
and rruick-break switch at its be.st.

Switches of the tumbler type, when once installed, are
seldom or never cleaned; the contacts bernme dirty or cnr-
Toded. and thus offer a cnntinn.nllv increasing resistance to the
nassage of the switch blade, whilst simultaneously the springs
befome weaker by enntinnal usage.
Tinder these conditions, if one rnvt rp]v on *hp pirinrp nnly,

the contacts must of necessity be of the flimsiest description.

A quick-maie and quick-break switch mechanism is a
thing to be desired in certain positions, but never at the
sacrifice of contact area, and should always be accompanied
by a complete positive action which, if the springs fail to
function proiierly. will move the switch arm completely into
and out of its contacts.
There is one, and I beheve only one, such switch of the

tumbler tyjie on the market (made by the Wandsworth Co.),
and in this the contacts are fully as heavy as those of an ordi-
nary switch of equal rating. This is only possible because the
makers (.-an fully rely on both a spring action and a full po.si-

tive action, the one following behind the other. Such a
switch as this could be relied on to function properly in any
position within its capacity, and it is certainly more desirable
than one W'ith a po.sitive feature only.

If. however, I had to choose between a switch having only
an independent quick-make and break with no positive action
and a switch with a positive action, Imt without a quick-make
feature, I would cliocse the latter every time.

A. C. Wynne,
Enoihccr.

The ]Viinihirorth Electrical .W/i/. Co., Ltd.
Birmingham.
Febniaru 2s(/(, 1922.

As inventors and manufacturers of a range of quick-make
ironclad switches we were much interested in a letter under
the above heading in your isi^ue of tlie 24th ult.

The writer of the letter dealt chiefiy with the quick-make
tumble? switch. We are not concerned with this, and think
we may safely leave the miiiuilacturers of the.se switches to
deal justly with your correspondent, but in passing, we
cannot refrain from asking Mr. L)euiiy if he has never heard
of the maids and children playing w-ith a slow-make switch
to see the " fireworks."
With regard to the larger type of protected knife switches

referred to Mr. Denny hits the nail on the head when he
says "in fact it is difficult for him to know when a switch
is partially closed if the switch is protected by a cover." This
statement is perfectly true, and is proof of "the need of the
quick-make switch. Many unskilled operators will auto-
matically stop .switching when a certain resistance is felt,
and the switch may be left in partial contact, with the
resultant consequences of heating, burnt contacts, and possible
ultimate destruction of the switch.
A good quick-make switch i.s a positive cure for this, and

absolutely prevents " inching." We italicise the adjective,
as the performance must, of necessity, depend upon the class
of switch in.stalled.

The remarks regarding breaking of quick-make switclies
by the .spring must obviously refer to the tumbler class of
switch, as in larger types a positive " kick off " is admittedly
necessary and can be obtained. In addition, in a well-
designed quick-make switch a positive " follow on " make
should be an inherent part of the design.
Mr. Denny's remarks on pressure contact are interesting,

and at first would appear to be convincing. Experiments
have proved, however, that equivalent pressure on contacts
can be obtained in a properly-designed switch with good
spring action.

The foregoing remarks apply to larger types of switches,
where the de.sign admits of sufficient room for efficient spring
action.

In ciinclnsion. our loner and varied experience in the iniinu-
factiin' and ilcsian of switchgear has irre.si,stibly driven us
to the conclusion that a very considerable proportion cf (he
troubles and failures nf ironclad switches has been due to the
ca'^dess operation made pns.sible by the slow make.
Users and contractors are. we think, fully ahve to tlii"

point, and o'lick-ninke switches would have '>een installed
mi''-h more freely in the pa.st but for their high cost.

No\<- that n first-e''iss quick-make sAvitch ''an be sunnl'-d
nt prices equal to the slow-make variety the dcx)m of tlw
latter, except for special apparatus, appears to be definitcl'-
sealed nnd \\-ithin a short space of time it will probably rank
as a thing of the pa.st.

W. '.. Barbe--
Managing Directnr

The Midland Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Birmingham.
March 1st, 1922.

Tn your 'olumns of Februarv 24th Inst a corrpsnondent.
disi-nssin." the above subiert. seems to have n distinct bias
.TTainst the nuiek-mnke switch. He =avs ora^tic'lv iiotldns

in snnnort of his case—he does say thnt " w'th the old type
of Elow-"iake in larse nnd small switches +hp onerntor. in

clnifr" the switch bv hand, exerts a eonsiderable levprafe.

nnd fhorehy closes the =wit"h 'ilades into strnnc 'U'l sub.

itanti.nl cnntpcts." Surely in citincf this property of the o'^l

vpe of switch, he is nrtuallv revealing its w-eakness (though

he "T^ay cbH it nn advnntnfe).
The real ndvfintapp of the fnii^k-m.il.-o irovernent io mosti

nnparpnt with the iBrffer si'e.= of switch. Tn Inrnr. .owiteVioq

the ruling factor of design js the electrical current capacity.
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In small or tumbler switches the mechanical strength of the

parts limits the design. .* -
^iJ , ,,

In heavy-eun-ent ,
switches experience has. shown that the

operator is either not strong enough, or is unwilling to exert

the " considerable leverage " epoken of above, and the

switch is not closed into its strong and substantial contacts

;

those switohos are burnt out. In .small switches the operator

is frequently guilty of exerting too much of the " consider-

able leverage "; those switches break up. -

It is sm-ely obvious that if a switch (of any size) can be

so designed (as a commercial propo.sition) that its speed and

force of opening and closing are constant,- and independent

of the physical strength or temper, or laziness of the operator,

that switch is superior.- '

,

There has recentlv appeared on the market a switch which

exhibits perfectlv the correct qualities of quick-make and

quick-break, in that the movement of the operating handle,

be it done slowly or quickly, gently or -roughly, does not,

either in closing or opening the switch, affect the fixed rate

and force of the contaot-making and breaking.

It is rather a pity that we do not differentiate between

tumbler switche? (electric cocks) and power switches (electric

valves). In tumbler switches ahnost anything electrical will

do provided it will withstand domestic wriggling about and

only costs a few pence. For power services switches must

be electrically perfect and also of robust mechanical strength

;

they too must be reasonably competitive in price. Makers

have found that thev can offer quick-mako and quick-break

switches at the right prices. Why should they not make an

advertising ix>int of this exceptional feature of merit?

Black Friar.

Manchester.
March 2nJ, 1932.

- As an inventor of a quick-break switch. No. 11,086/02. I

am interested in the correspondence in your columns re the

quick-mahe and the quick-break switch. I have not been

actively engaged in the electrical world for some years, and

so have not seen the quick-make switch. I cannot help think-

ing, however (without seeing the switch), that a quick-make

switch must almost defeat it« own objectvs in quick-breakmg.

Perhaps your correspondents may favour me with a sketch or

cat-alogue of the same.
D. R. Broadbent.

Royal Societies' Club, St. .lames' Street, S.W.I.

March 4th. 1932.

fashion, and that Great Britain captured the notion from
the enemy, and subsequently adopted it.

Is it not notorious that, for many years previous to the
great war, German spies witli plausible bonhomie pene-
trated to many places and got to know much?

I have mentioned in a former letter how, so long ago as
in 189-5, in connection with Admiralty inquiries, I, on instruc-

tions from the late Mr: M. H. Gray, made a private illustrated
report, and suggested, infer alia, a certain use—outside sub-
marine telegraph- cables—of what I then called the " inves-
tigator " coil : a use merely developed from Mr. John Gott's
-search-coil recorded in the Journal S.T.E. now I.E.E.

Is it not possible—nay, probable—that news of the " in-
vestigator-coil " idea not only ronched Germany, and was then
and there put into practice in the parallel inductive system
of the " Leader " cable and contiguous Gott search-coils

connected to telephones, but that, years later on, this com-
plete system was—as Mr. RoUo Appleyard suggests—cap-
tured and adopted by Great Britain?

R-egarding the present writer's two-tone vibrating trans-
mitter—appreciatively mentioned by Mr. Appleyard— and the
Cardew transmitter from which the former was developed,
as mentioned in the writer's articles in The Electrician, the
present writer was the first to point out not only how two-
tone conductive vibratory signals could be recorded on a
Kelvin siphon recorder, but that this useful possibility Uke-
wise applied to Cardew's vibrating transmitter. Not even
Mr. Edward Stallibrass, in his interesting Times letter, men-
tioned this fact, nor. to the writer's knowledge, is this fact re-

'ferred to in any of the text^books, military or others.

Finally, it is more than probable that Mr. Axel Orling's

ultra-sensitive yet extremely simple and easily workable
" Jet " relay and amplifier, wOl extend the possibility of

similar siphon recorder screed to two-tone and to Cardew
signals inductively produced through a Gott search-coil.

London,.
March 6th. 1933.

E. Ravmond=Barker.

[In this connection it is interesting to quote Mr. G. W.
Partridge's anecdote, in his discourse at the I.E.E. com-
memoration meeting, regarding the localisation of a fault in

an underground cable in 1890. Mr. Partridge passed an inter-

mittent current through the cable to earth at the fault, and
had a 4-ft. coil made, which was carried along the Strand
while be listened to a telephone receiver connected with the
roil. This invention, he said, "to-day is known as the
' leader system ' for guiding ships through minefields and
fogs."—Eds. Elfx;. Eev.]

The Beckton Electricity Scheme.

I was, interested in the article on " The Production of Light,

Heat and Power,", in the- Review, of February 10th. in whicli

Mr.-Seabrook hands out the " sob stuff " .to. the Junior Gas

A.ssociation. What attracted rae most was the alleged pro-

posals of the Gas Light & Coke Co. to generate power at

it-s Beckton works. He says that, "the site • is admirable

(and I agree), and the arguments in favour. irresistible." If

so, why has not the Gas Co. put up a. plant to generate power

from coke fuel instead of waiting, for the " recently approved

station lower down the Thames?" Does Mr. Scabrook want
the gas. companies to control electricity stations? If so. let

him consider how electricity is viewed at Beckton gasworks.

In certain retort houses there they use. electric power, be-

cause it has been proved better than hydraulic and compressed

air. ..The motors, however,. are very carefully hidden nway
or covered up lest they should be seen by visitors. The eler-

trical repair shop is in a remote corner of the works, and
on visiting days the door must be kept locked (by order).

\Miy then, if electricity is efficient, do they desire to keeji

it out of sight? One is reminded, by these methods, of the
ostrich with its head in the sand. Mr. Seabrook, further,

cannot understand why the Beckton scheme was rejected.

Let him siiend a month or two inthe Beckton works and he
will see how effectively they try to put the " stopper " on
anything electrical.

GaS'filled.

The " Leader " Cable.

.Mthough temporary indisposition prevents mc from con
suiting certain data, not here available, may I, in reply
to Mr. Rollo Appleyard's veiw kind letter (Elec. Rev., March
.3rd), be allowed a few words regarding the actual chrono-
logy' of matters which may or may not have been steps
on the way towards the present "Leader" cable sy.ctem?

This system, by the way. might have been much more
developed than hn.'J. actually, been the case, as a medium
for electro-telegraphic signalling in either direction between
ship and' shore. This question I denlt with in some detail
in a private correspondence it was my piivilege to have willi
an .Admiralty official. '

'

Mr. Rollo Appleyard. whose distinguished war experience
in the R.N.V.R. enables him to speak witli authority, suggests
in his letter that, at some future time, we may find thaft
Germaoy was the first to use a submarine cable " I/cader

"

Station Troubles.

Enclosed is a snapshot of one of the " Troubles of Stations
"

in South Africa.

The evenings out here are fairly cool, the days are hot.

during this time of the year—and a snake likes warmth.
The snake shown in the snapshot was found on a 3-wire

iiiax-hine at 8 p'.ra. one evening, having come into the sta

tion for warmth. It had wound itself around the collector

rings; its tail was ti)Uching the commutator, and its head

resting on the warm bearing. I may add that it is one

of the poisonous species, and we were on the tiptoe of ex-

pectation, expecting a nice short, as we were fully loaded and
could not shut the machine down till 10 p.m.
Best of wishes to the Review,

David W. Ritson,
Station Engineer.

Stellenbosch,
Union of South Africa,

February lit, 1932.
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The F.B.I, on Costs of Production.

With reference to your interesting; editorial under the

above heading, may I say that you appear to have missed the
point in connection with the cutting oi piece rates. When
a time rate is paid it is on the assumption that a fair day's
work will be done; and if on the payment being altered to

piece rate the workman produces, say, four times as much
as he did before, it shows that when paid by time he did not
do a fair day's work, and that, therefore, the piece rate,

which was based on the amount of work he did when paid
by time, is too high. Your remark " Pay the worker for

what he turns out, even if he earns twenty pounds a week "

really means that if an employer, by bad luck or the artifice

of the workman is led to believe that a certain article takes
an hour to produce with reasonable industry and says he will

pay Is. Id. each for the.se. he ought to be quite satisfied

if the workman then produces the articles in ten minutes
each.

My idea of an ideal piece-work sysltem is somewhat as

follow.s : It should be ascertained what is the maximum pos-

sible output of the work, i.e., the output of a very skilled

man working excessively hard. Forty per cent, of this maxi-
mum should be taken as the output for time rate pay, and
piece rate be calculated accordingly); bnt the workman's
maximum earnings should be limited to eighty per cent, of

the possible output. I suggest this maximum to prevent the
man injuring himself by over-exertion, as I do not believe in

encouraging a man to work excessively hard, and a workman
soon learns to judge his rate of working, so that the upper-
limit would not often, if ever, cause injustice. I am aware
that the scheme suggested is difficult and in some cases im-
possible to adopt, principally owing to the difficulty of a.'^cer-

taining what is the maximum possible output, and there
is room for difference of opinion as to the percentages. I do.

however, feel confident that something on these lines shmild
be aimed at. Costs of production cannot be at the correct
level if we pay time rate for less (than a fair output or

an excessive rate per unit for a large output. Both mean
the cost per unit being too high, but if the cost in the two
cases be the same, the latter is obviouslv the lesser evil.

SALARIES OF TECHNICAL STAFFS.

London,
February QSth, 1923.

J. S.

[We have more faith in the rate-fixing methods of large

factories than to believe that an error, deliberate or not, of

the order of six to one, in the time estimated to be occupied,
could be made or agreed to. Output must be encouraged to

spread overhead charges over a greater number of finished
articles. Sales, and consequent profits, are, broadly speaking,
not restricted. There is, therefore, no logical ground for
limiting the earnings of the employe, whether on the staff

or in the shops, except in accordance with his output.

—

Eds.
Elec Eev.]

Christianity and Industry.

Your recommendation in the Review, of February 24th,
of the Christian Order of Indu.stry and Commerce savomed
to my mind somewhat of patronage.

No doubt it is vei-y comfortable to have a belief that all

is, if not well, at least shaping well,, without any bother.
This does not, however, do away with the fact that many
(shall I say, most) business men and firms of to-day are not
even honest, never mind Christian. There is a very great
need for some quickening spii'it to do away with the general
feeling that it is " clever " to be dishonest and a liar in
business. What traveller would refuse an order simply be-
cause he has to say " we have it in stock "?

The electrical trade is not entitled to assume the Phai'isee-
like attitude of your leading article. How many thousands
of yards of cable are installed in England to-day, which
should have been " 2.o00-megohm grade '"? How many hun-
dreds of " galvanised " fittings are painted ones'? What
firms sell lamps strictly to their lamp agreement?
The Contractors' Association had an elaborate system of

rebates for exclusive purchasers of certain goods, cable, ac-
cumulators and the like. What proportion of affiliated firms
pay any attention to these regulations save only the all-im-

portant one of claiming for their rebate'? No, sir! from the
lowest office boy who is told to say on the telephone " our
man is on his way, sir " to the highest director who profits
by such methods and is the head of a ring or combine (are
these things Christian?) there is a great need for a new out-
look.

Some men do things in business they would blush to do
in private life, and some men do things in both they ought
to blush for.

When the day comes upon which a business man points out
to the Income Tax authorities that they have assessed him
too little, we may not need the "Christian Order," but
tintil then kindly let us have as many aids to honesty as
possible.

Midway.
March 3rd, 1922.

S0UTH.4MPT0N COKPOR.\TION'S ACTION.

.\ sEKious difference has arisen between the Southampton
Corporation and the E.P.E.A. and the E.T.U., as the organisa-
tions representing the members of the technical staff of the
Corporation's electricity imdertaking, owing to the follow-
ing curiously-worded decisions of the Corporation, via. :

—
" With respect to all salaries and wages, not governed

by awards, to recommend the Council in all cases where
legally possible :

—
1 (a) That a reduction of 20 per cent, be made on all

sums not exceeding £499 per annum.
ni per cent, on all salaries from ;£500 to ^'699.

15 per cent, on all salaries from £700 to £949.

12^ per cent, on all salaries from £9.50 to £1,249.

10 per cent, on all salaries over £1,250.

2 (o) All awards to be allowed to operate under the con-

ditions which at present apply until October 1st

next, when the subject will again be considered.

(b) With the exception of the technical and the elec-

tricity works clerical staffs electi-icity award where
.special reductions are proposed, but if these do not

become eft'ectual by April 1st next the above reduc-

tion of 20 per cent, shall apply in these instances.

(c) Notices shall in all cases where necessary be given."

The Council adopted the above recommendations of the

Parliamentary and General Purposes Committee by a

majority of eight on February 22nd, and the notices referred

to have been served upon all the members of the technical

.staff of the undertaking and, in con.sequence, the executives

of the organisations concerned take a serious view of the

position created by such a challenge to the prestige of Joint

Boards and Joint Industrial Councils.

The Southampton Corporation accepted and put into opera-

tion in July, 1920, the schedule of salaries and conditions of

employment recommended by the National Joint Board for

the Technical Staffs of Electricity Undertakings. ; .

Apparently the reductions provided in the schedule in

accordance with the variation in the cost of living are npt

sufficient to satisfy the Corporation in its desire for
" economy." It is curious to note, however, that the decision

of the Corporation is not applicable to any awards at present

in operation, except in the case of the awards operating in

respect to the electricity department. Further, the Council

made its decision without consulting the employes concerned

or the organisations representing them. In other under-

takings such difficulties have arisen and an amicable settle-

ment has been arrived at. either on the District Joint Board
or the National .Joint Board.

The Southampton Corporation, however, appears to be

under the misapprehension that it can make arbitrary de-

cisions. Although the E.P.E.A. addressed several communi-
cations to the Corporation, the latter has not tH?en fit to

acknowledge them. Tlie District Joint Board, at its meeting

on February 27th, asked the Corporation to suspend the

notices to the members of the technical staff pending the

con.sideration of the matter by the National .Joint Board.

The Corporation, however, issued the notices, wiHi the inti-

mation that they would not operate if the employes concerned

agreed to the reductions as proposed by the Corporation.

The dispute thus becomes a challenge. Obviously, the

correct method for the Corporation to have adopted was to

have referred its grievances to the National Joint Board.

Such a course is still open, and it is to be hoped that the

wisdom of such a step will be sufficiently apparent to enable

it to agree. We understand, however, that the withdrawal
of the notices issued to the employes is essential before the

organisations representing them can agree to the matter being

referred to the National Joint Board.

Bradford Textile Society.—.An interesting paper on h.p.

electric transmission was read recently by Mr. Harry S.

Ellis, M.Cons.E., M.I.E.E., of Cardiff, before the Society.

In the course of his paper Mr. ElUs said that presam'es of

33,000 volts were becoming fairly common in this counti'y,

and he beheved 60,000 volts would shortly be adopted in one
or more isolated cas.es; 33,000 volts now appeared to be the
standard pressure in this country for all long-distance trans-

mission, whether overhead or underground, when large

amounts of power were to be dealt with. The largest span
in this country was to be found in South Wales, where an
11,000-volt, 3-phase, line erected for the South Wales Power
Co. by Messrs. Callender's Cable & Constraction C/O. was
carried by two tubular Kay poles spaced nearly 1,000 yards
apart. In that case the dip or sag of the wires was more
than 200 ft. A line spanning the Mississippi was slightly

longer, namely. 3,182 ft. The longest tr.ansmission line in

the world was 348 miles in length—belonging tn the Southern
Sierras Co., of California. The voltage was 9(1,000, which
pre.ssnre was in the near future to be raised to 140,000 volts.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT ZBT PDBLISHBO.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. S&fton-Jonbs, O'Dill and
StSPHBNS, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Hoiborn, London. W.C. 1.

4.509. " Tek-i;raph and telephone systems. " Ges. lur Drahtlose Telegraphic.
February 15th. (Germany, Februar.- 17th, 1921.)

4.510. "Thermionic generators of electric oscillations." Ges. fur Drahtlose
Telegraphic. February 15th. (Germany, Kcbruarv 16th, 1921.)

4,527. •• Rheostat (or controlling electric lights for vehicles, &c." Albion
.Motor Car Co , Ltd., and T. B. Murray. February ]6th.

4,542. " Method of electrically welding high-speed steel to tool shanks, &;c."

E. Schoder. February l€th.

4,557. "Sand pipe adjusters for. electric cars." J. Reid. February IGth.

4,574. " Electric lamp suspender." S. \V. Hamlyn. February 16th.

4,587. " Charjjing secondary batteries." E. L. Eurne. February 16th.

4,e0a. "Closed circuit magneUc switches." Siemens & HalskeAkt. Ges.
February 16th. (Germany, March 3rd, 1921.)

4,609. " Electric switches." P. Merguin. February 16th. (France, Feb-
ruary 18tk, 1921.)

4,615. " Electrical resistance thermometers." A. W. Mathys (Wilson
.Maeulen Co.). February 16th.

4,618. " Electro magnets." Siemens Schuckertwerke. February 16lh.
(Germany. Februaiy 17th, 1921.)

4.620. " Electric conductors and wiring for electric circuits." E. W.
Lancaster. February 16th.

4.621. " Electric appliances for cleaning, fanning, ic." E. \V. Lancaster.
February 16th.

4,631. *' Ignition devices of internal-combustion engines." F. H. Royce.
February 16lh-'

4,640. " Submerged electro-plating shaking, scouring, &c., barrels." F. V.
Breeden and F. R. Tubbs. February 16th.

4,650. " Electrically-heated incuba'tors." A. J. Tiott and E. L. J. Weight.
February 17th.

4,716. " Means for automatically actuating electric switch at predetermined
time." A. C. French Brewster and F. VV. Sturgess. February 17th.

4,718. " Control of electrically-propelled vehicles." C. F. Barnholdt and
English Electric Co., Ltd. February 17th.

4,723. " Electrically-operated clocks." C. F. Johnston. February 17th.

4,728. " Searchlight sky sign." E. \V. Lamb. February 17th.

4.734. "Apparatus for regulating amplitudes in electromagnetic clocks."
M. P. Favre Bull-. February 17th.

4,755. " Visu.il signalling apparatus for coUierv. &c., winding." R. A.
Hopkinson an.J J Hopkinson Sc Co.. Ltd. February ]7th.

4,766. " Amplifier connections for wireless telegraphy." J. Engl and J.
Massolle and H. Vogt. February 17th. (G.»rmany, February 18th, 1921.)

4,777. " Electric switches adaptors." S. T\'. Amphlet. February 18th.

4,791. " Device lor short circuiting floyv of electricity to sparking plugs
with brush (or cleaning such plugs, &c." G. \V. Humphry. February ISth.

4,794. "Combined sparking plug and compression tap," C. J. Harris.
February IHtii.

4,797. " Electrical wall plugs." C. Oliver. February 18th.
4.816. "Sparking plugs." \V. Danby and F. W. Dixon. February 18th.
4,824. " Electric measuring instruments." G. F. Shotter. February 18th.
4.834. " Devices for indicating time of receipt of telegraph forms for dis-

patch." H P. Allin and O. Bruster. February 18th.
4.835. " ENctrol>sing fused salts of metals a'nd recovering metals and acid

radicles, &c." E, .\. .\shcroft. February 18th.
4,923. "Apparatus for .reception of signals in wireless. &c., telegraphy and

telephony." J. B. Bolitho. February 20th.
4,925. " Electrical control of trains'." A. R. Angus. February 20th.
4.937. " Obtaining characteristic curve of thermionic valve." G. R. Judge.

February 20th.

4.938. " Loud^t.unding telephones." G. R. Judge. February 20th.
4.943. " Means loi rt-gulating speed and voltage of dvnamo-electric raa-

chmes having permanent field magnets." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
and A. P. Youna. February 20th.

4.944. " Eli-ctro-mignets." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). |w;bruary 20th.

4,946. " Means fur generation of electricity." A. Hewer and A. A. Sharpies.
February 20th

4.959. "Timc-ij- electric switch." R.S.Allen. February 20th.
4,961. " Magnetos." F. L. Hollister. February 20th.
4,963. " Universil electric current lapping connector." R. L. Chasselon.

February 20th.

4.982. " Printing telegraphs." Soc. FrNncaise R.adio-Electrique. February
20th. (France, March 29lh, 1921.)

4.983. " Means for securing electric lamps in holders." F. C. .Vorton and
Pulsomeler Engineering Co., Ltd. February 20th.

4,993. " Tramway trolley-head." A. Challinor. February 21st.
5.013. •' Tramway rails, S.-c." G. H. Walker. February 21st.
5.017. " Head-lights lor motor-cars, &c." Calthorpe Motor Co. (1912) Ltd.,

and }. P. Hillouse. February 21st.

5,048. " Jigs for assembling and electrically-welding parts of .-lutomobile
bodies, &c." E. G. Budd Manufacturing Co. February 21st. (United States,
.M.erch 15th. 1921.)

5.051. " Railway signalling systems." .\utoniatic Telephone Manufacturing
Co.. Ltd. February 21st.

5,060. •' Insulators lor supporting electric conduc R. J. Kaula and
A. H. Railing. Februa;

.

5.069. " Synchronous dvnamo-electric machir
Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). February 21st

5.070. "Electric incandescent lamps." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). February 21st.

5,073. " Electric automatic regulators." G. A. Checthnm and -Metropolitan-
Viekers Electrical Co , Ltd. February 21st.

5,085. " Electrically-controlled direction-indicators for vehicles." F. H.
W.itts. February 21st.

^ 5.091. " Wireless telegraph receiving systems." H. J. Round. February

5,093. " Magnetic blow-out devices for electric controlling apparatus." J.
Anderson und G. Ellison. February 21st.

5.096. " Thermionic tubes. S:c." J. H. Whiltaker-Swinton. February 21st.
5,115. " Electric motors." M. W. Woods. February 21st.
5,157. " Incandescent safety lamps for mines." L. F. E. Ferrette. Feb-

ruary 22nd. (France, February 23rd, 1921.)
5,170. " Electrical instruments, &c." W. K. Barker. S. G. Jones and

C. P. KatcliBe. February 22nd.
5,184. " Magnetic clutches." J. W. Hall. February 22nd.
5,193. "Bonding-device for metal-covered electric wires." J. B. Belcher.

February 22nd.
5,201. " Production of intermittent electrical conditions." H. St. G.

.Anson. February 22nd.
5.207. • Electric switclies." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. (General

Electric Co.). February 22nd.
5,209. Transmission of messages through cables having a high electro-

static capacity." C. J. Coleman. February 22nd.
5,2.16. " Electric switchgear." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd.

February 22nd. (United Stales, June 30th, 1921.)
5,251. " Device for tuning high-frequency electric oscillating circuits for

wireless telegraphy, &c." K. E. Edgeworth. February 23rd.
5.253. " Electric transmission systems." A. M. Taylor. February 23rd.
5,394. " Sparking-plug cut-out." G. Wright. February 23rd.
5.309. " Dynamo-electric machines." R. D. Archibald.' February 23rd
r,-kMi ••Pi..,.n;.- ,... ...ih;„„ " a. t, McCarthy. H. Martin, and L. J.

5,321. " .Apparatus for production of high-voltage currents, applicable to

thermionic valves, &c." A. W. Sharman. February 23rd.

5,337. " Motor-car current-distributors." H. R. Bellinger. February 23rd.

5,351. " Electrically-heated tools." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). February 23rd.

5,369. " Electric indicators lor doors." \V. R. James and A. L. Nicker-

.son. February 23rd.

5,373. " .Apparatus for testing electrical spark-producing appliances under
pressure." L. Walker. February 23rd.

5,376. " Electric heating devices." E. Schattner. February 33rd.

5.378. " Selectively transferring electrical oscillaiorv energy." H. G. C.
F.iiryye-.ither (W. Dubilier). February 23rd.

5.379. " Generation and modulation of eleetrical oscillations." Radio Com-
munication Co.. Ltd., and J. Scott-Taggart. February 23rd.

5.380. " Radio frequency signalling systems." Radio Communication Co.,

Ltd.. and J. Scott-Taggart: February 23rd.

5,392. " Trackless trolley vehicles." G. N. Cadbury and A. W. Maley.

February 23rd.

5.398. " .Arrangement for recovery of energy in electrical railway systems."
11. Santuari. February 23rd. (Germany, October 12th, 1920.)

5.411. " Alternating-current machines. ' H. Frei. February 23rd. (Swit-

zerland. February 23rd, 1921.)

5.412. " Rotors for centrifugal compressors." .Akl. Ges. Brown, Boveri et

Ci.-. February 23rd. (Switzerland, May 14lh, 1921.)

5,415. "Coupling of inductance coils for wireless apparatus." J. H.
Reeves. February 23rd.

5,434. " Autom'atic circuit-breakers." J. F. Sutton. February 24th.

5,442. " Head-lamps for motor-vehicles." W. W. Lewis. February 24th.

5.472. " Electric transmitter microphones." E. D. Young. February 24th.

5.489. " Automatic commutators or switches." M. Y. L. Dufotjr. February
24th.

5,498. " Electric contacting-device." J. R. Quain. February 24th.

5,509. " Electric soldering-irons." J. F. Cesuille. February 24th. (France,

June 15th. 1921.)

5.523. " Electrically-operated mining plant." Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co.. Ltd., J. F. Perry, and A. Stubbs. February 24th.

5,541. " Tubes and leads for high electric tensions." Meirowsky St Co.,

Akt. Ges. February 24th. (Germany, March 19th, 1921.)
5.54;">. " Telephone exchange systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western

Electric Co., Inc.). February 24th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the speeificatloD* will be
printed and abridged, and alt subsequent proceedings will be taken.

1920.
July20,919. " Paper-insulated wire, cspc-cially army cable." V. Pla

24th, 1917. (149,005.)

25,357. " Automatically reclosing electric circuit-breakers." E. C. Raney.
.September 2nd, 1920. (174,971.)

26,244. " Syntonisation of circuits used in wireless signalling." R. C.
Galletti. September 13th. 1920. (174,975.)

27,490. " Miners' electric lamps." Thor Electric Safety Lamp Co., Ltd.,

and J. W. Jones. September 27th, 1920. (174,976.)

28.101. " Thermionic or vacuum tubes or the like." A. G. T. Cusins and

J. H. Whittaker-Swinton. October 4th. 1920. (174,980.)

28,250. " Electric accumulators." Soc. de I'.Accumulator Tudor. November
5th, 1919. (153,570.)

28,672. " Molds lor battery jars and similar hollow articles." India-Rubbcr
Co. December 18th, 1919. (155,566.)

29.185. " Process of and apparatus for the electrical precipitation of sus-

pended particles from gaseous media." Dr. A. L. Mond (International Pre-

cipitation Co. Inc.). October 15th, 1920. (174,995.)

30,265. " Electrode holders for electric arc welding and the like operations."
W. H. Flood, D. T. Smout, A. C. Cutting and Welding Co., Ltd. October
26th, 1920. (174,997.)

30,307. " High-frequencv interrupters." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphie
and Dr. A. Hanni. November 7th, 1919. a53,576.)

30,826. " .Amplifier connecting apparatus for telephonic installations."

Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. October 31st, 1919. (153,301.)

31,223. " Incandescent electric lamps." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). November 4th, 1920. (175,025.)

31,340. " Electric luminous devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). November 5th, 1920. (175,032.)

31,372. " Electricallv-heated vulcanising apparatus." W. H. Welch and
Harvey, Frost & Co., Ltd. November 5th, 1920. (175,036.)

31,529. " Electric indicating and measuring instruments." British Thom-
son-Houston Co.. Ltd., and R. C. Clinker. November 8th, 1920. (175,052.)

31,556. " Device for airtight-jointing metal vapour rectifiers and like

vacuum vessels." Gleichrichter Akt. Ges. November 7th, 1919. (153,585.)

31,711. " Electrical igniters." C. Payne and J. Wyld. November 9th,

1920. (175,060.)

31,891. " Miners' electric safety lamps." J. Davis & Son (Derby), Ltd., and
G. Dearie. N'ove-nber 11th, 1920. (175,074.)

32,281. " Electric switches and the manufacture thereof." J. A. Crabtree.
November 16th. 1920. (175,081.)

32,288. " Electric relays or like electro-magnetic apparatus." Automatic
Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and P. X. Rosebv. November 16th, 1920.
(175,083.)

32.348. " Dynamo-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). November 16th, 1920. a"5.084.)

32,438. " Earthing<lips for electric conductors." E. Swainson. Nov-ember
16th, 19-30. (175,085.)

32,451. " Method of and apparatus for the control of electric supply plant."
H. J. Read and W. J. Bransom. November 17th, 1920. (175,088.) '

32,500. " Manufacture of electric incandescent lamps." Naamlooze A'ennoot-
schap Philips' Gloeilampenfabriekcn. November 21st 1919. (154,190.)

32,8-20. "Holders for electric cable lamps." J. W. Elliott and Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd. November 20th, 19-20. (175,098.)

33,099. "Connecting fittings for electric lights and the like." F. J.
Tregoning. November 24th. 1920. (175.103.)

33,117. " Sparking plug." R. B. Elliott. November 24th, 19-30. (175.104.)
35,915. " Locking-ring for incandescent electric lamps." W. Slethven.

December 22nd. 1920. (17.5,158.)

36.127. " Diaphragm mountings for telephones or other acoustical devices."W Stott and Telephone Manufacturing Co. (19-20). Ltd. December 23rd,
1920. (175.160

)

36.321. " Measured telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufactur*
ing Co., Ltd., C. Gillings, and R. Mercer. Decemb.-r 23th, 19-20. 075,163.)

36.528. " Electrical furnaces." A. Einier. July 18th, 1914. (156,133.)

xsai.
3,683. " .Magneto-ignition apparatus lor internal-combustion engines."

Scintilla. February 4th, 19-20. (158,834.)
4,619. " Electrical circuit interrupters." Metropolitan-Vickers Electricat

Co.. Ltd. April 23rd. 1920. (162,267.)
12,370. " Electro-magnetic relays or like devices." Automatic Telephon*

Manufacturing Co., Ltd. May 6th, 1920. (162,673.)

97,533. " Starting devices for three-phase short-circuited motors." Berg-
mann Elektricitats-Werke Akt. Ges. October 25th, 19-20. (170,579.)

'39,490. " Miners' or other electric lamps." E. A. Hailwood. August 25th,
l!>2n. (Divid.-d application on 174.664) (175,230.)
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THE LOCK-OUT OF THE ENGINEERS.

Since we last commented upon tlie dispute in the engi-

neering industry the situiition has materially changed,

and changed for the worse. It -nill be remembered that

a majority out of approximately one-fifth of the

membership of the A.E.U., decided upon the rejection

of the terms agreed upon between the employers and the-

representatives of the Union. Successful efforts were

made to bring about a resumption of negotiations, but

no accommodation was arrived at. The men proposed to

drop the important provision that " instructions of the

management shall be obeyed pending any question in

connection therewith being discussed in accordance with

the provisions referred to," and in substitution for the

clause providing that the Union should not interfere

with the employers' right to exercise managerial func-

tions, and that the employers should not interfere with

the Union's proper functions, it was proposed that "the

right of the employers to exercise managerial functions

shall continue as hitherto," the Union retaining the

right to continue to perform its proper functions.

Here, of course, a vital change of front is observable.

It is clear that the men must have considered that the

right of the employers to manage their works needed some

saleguard from their point of view. The employers

said :
" We want the right to manage without interfer-

ence from the Union," and to this the executive agreed.

Both parties, then, in November, 1921, were at one in

the view that there was at that time interference with

what the employers regarded as their functions; and

it cannot be doubted that in conversation and discussion,

the nature, scope, and limitations of that interference

were thoroughly looked into. A four-fifths majority of

the membership of the Union listlessly allowed the

opportunity of expressing their views upon a matter

which affected them vitally to pass by, so that the irre-

loncilable minority, as always, had its way. The

agreed terms were turned down. In passing we would

remark that it appears quite as logical to consider that

tlie non-voters were in favour of the .terms as to con-

sider that they were in favour of their rejection, which

is what the present situation amounts to. It might pos-

sibly have the effect of stirring up the laggards if it

were arranged, in any case of the kind, that those who

would not take the trouble to vote would be held to have

voted in favour of the settlement : or it would perhaps

be possible to enact that a vote of less than 51 per cent,

of the member,<hip in favour of any particular course of

action should be regarded as indecisive, and the ques-

tion should be put to the membership again.' Mr.

Clynes. who generally knows what he is talking about in

labour matters, gave 'it as his opinion that another ballot

should be taken in the present case, provided that the

employers would consent to a postponement of the

notices, as we think they would have done.

To resume—the reply of the men has been altered

from consent to managerial functions remaining m the

hands of the employers, to " the right shall continue ;is

liitherto." On being asked what this meant, private

consideration lasting an hour produced the reply that

only the war-time agreements were contemplated :
or.

in their own -words. " That we inform the employers that

under our proposals instructions will be observed in the

same way as from the date of the York memorandum.

1914. and existing agreements." From "we will not

[36 >]
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interfere," they had come to "we will uot interfere

more than we have been doing for the last seven or eight

years "'; so that the position which the executive umst
oe taken to have agreed to regard as intolerable was to

be continued.

Moreover, overtime was to be limited to the trifling

amount of 30 hours jjer month, and not only so, but
the men who worked overtime were to have equivalent
time off, to provide that men should not work more than
the normal number of hours per week. That means
that, in certain emergencies, in a normal month's
work, thirty hours would be paid for at time-and-a-half.
There would clearly be no increased output, for the
whole argument in favour of a reduction of hours was
that long working periods only exhausted the worker
and did not increase jjroduction. During overtime,
tlien, eificiencj- would be low, and co.sts would be high;
and men were to have several days of fully-productive
and less expensive time compulsorily docked, so that
any beneficial result that might have been obtained
should be nullified.

This is ' ca' canny " in its worst form. It must
surely be abundantly clear to the men that unless works
are being run on a reasonably high level of production,
it will not pay employers to keep them open at all.

Overhead charges inci-ease disproportionately when out-
put falls off. and the works might as well be shut down
as run at a loss. When they are shut down there is at

least no expenditure on power and light, - and we are
quite prepared to learn that the permanent staff's will

be reduced or suspended if the interruption lasts long.

This contingency was only narrowly avoided during the
coal stoppage last year. We are not now suggesting
that the staff should receive more consideration than
the manual workers. We only wish to make it clear
that the employers have a number of methods of effecting

economies which have not yet been exploited, and they
will not hesitate to use them. There are already in-
stances in which staffs have been reduced and the sur-
Tivors made to work overti-me for a night a week,- and
there is no time-and-a-half about it, either. The staff

workers are invited to think themselves lucky to be in.
a job at all.

The fact that the lock-out has already begun cannot
fail to have an exacerbating tendency, not only on the
engineering trouble, but on the shipbuilding and the
dockers' negotiations. Nevertheless, having been
shown that .the employers are in earnest, the Union
should, we urge, arrange another ballot, and see that
the members record their votes. The word 'ballot"
means a secret method of voting, and of course the
voting must be secret, so that there may be a free
expression of views, v.ith no iiitimidation or victimi-
sation.

On the other hand, it must not Ije fin-ji'itlen tlint

enijineers have been for a long time miserably
badly paid as compared with workers in some other
trades. Skilled men in this, one of the most im-
portant of key industries, are paid less than unskilled
workers in some industries of no greater importance.
Engineering employers, therefore, "should make allow-
ance for the conservatism of the men whose comfort,
whose ven-y means of existence, is regarded as threatened
by any improved method of production. The fear of
unemployment is a very terrible fear, and we are sorry
to see unemployment deliberately inflicted upon a large
number of the best workers of the country—of the
world, in fact—by the employers in an industry in
winch the need for an enlightened policy of strenuous
advancement was never s:reater than at the present
time. Every effort should be concentrated on meeting
foreign competition. It is not only by research
and the endowment of brains that progress is to be
made. The capable leadins: of the multitude of workers
is even more necessary. What is happening in those
works in which works committees have been functionino'
for years? Have they no word of guidance in the
present darkness? If they have, then in the name of
humanity let them speak it now.

OxB branch of activitj- of the Depart-

Form K meut of Overseas Trade is connected

Cable Code, with what is known as Form K. This

form consists of a questionnaire relative

to the lines of goods dealt in by prospective oversea

buyers and a few other details of utility to the United

Kingdom exporter. The information thus collected by

H.M. Trade Commissioners, Commercial ,Secretaries and
Consuls abroad is circulated amongst approved _recipi-

euts in such a way as to prevent unauthorised persons

from obtaining advantage from it. Under the method
adopted, the questions on the Form are numbered, whilst

on the replies only the number is given by the side of

the reply. No One but the Departmental Officers and
the approved recipient has the key to the questions,

and by this means the replies are kept confidential.

From an announcement made in Tlie Times Trade Sup-
plement it appears that Admiral Henry Campbell has

devised a system by which a greatly extended use could

be made of Form K at a minimum expen.se. By classi-

fying numerically the chief import and export commodi-
ties and applying a special code to them and to the

Form K questionnaire Admiral Campbell has provided a

very economical cable code by which inquiries may be

rapidly transmitted to British merchants and manufac-
turers. It is to lie hoped that good use may be made
of it.

As in the case of the original Bill of

The Electricity 1111 9. the opposition to the Electricity

Supply Bill. ('Supply) Bill in the House of Lords is

largely based upon misconception of the

intention of the Bill and ignorance of the actual circum-

stances. Lord Bessborough, for instance, suggested

that the local inquiries held by the Electricity Commis-

sioners had been, so far, fruitless, that not a single

order had been issued for any of the schemes that they

had propounded, and that not a single scheme had been
accejjted by any of the local authorities concerned, which
is contrary to the facts, as our readers know. Again,
he declared that the London inquiry had had no result,

a statement which was equally erroneous. Whatever the

source of his misinformation, it is deplorable that the

work of the Commissioners should be so grossly

misrepresented. Lord Haldane recognised the urgent
necessity for passing the Bill, as would be ex-

pected, he having been chairman of the Coal
Conservation Sub-committee, whose report gave rise

to the Act of 1919: but Lord Buckmaster's speech

was a travesty of the facts, for he wholly ignored the

control of the Minister of Health over the borrowing
powers of local authorities provided for in the Bill, and
.stated that the local authorities would be able to do what-
ever they pleased in giving financial assistance to the

Joint Electricity Authority, which itself, by Section 1,

must obtain the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners
to the loan and to the terms of repayment. Moreover,
he said that schemes promoted under the Bill would not
have to go before Parliament : this is incorrect, for

every such Order made by the Commissioners must
necessarily be approved bv Parliament, in accordanrr
with the Act of 1919. The Marquess of Salisbury al>..

wrongly assumed that local autlmrities would have a

free hand, and that the Bill would increase the burden
of rates. The local authorities will have no more liberty

than they have at present, when every capital outlay
has to be sanctioned by the Electricity Commissioners.
With regard to private enterprise, as we pointed out ;

last week, ihe Bill goes a long way to safeguard the

interests of power companies, and legalises the alliance *

of nmnicipalities and companies, on lines which have j
long been followed with success on the Continent and
elsewhere. A torrent of uninformed but hi<rhly im-
aginative abuse has been poured upon the Bill bv a

financial organ, acting ostensibly in the interests of

[iiivato enterpri.se under the cloak of economy—but
really advocating precisely the reverse; it would allow
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' tlie existing compauies and municipal authorities to

carry on in the future as they have so ably done in

the past '"—the old story—what was good enough for our

fathers must be good enough for us. But we have it

on most excellent authority, both municipal and com-

pany, that immense savings of capital will be effected by

the co-ordination and co-operation which will be made
possible only by the passing of this Bill. In this con-

nection we are glad to note that Sir Harry Renwick on

Tuesday last paid a well-earned tribute to the great ser-

vices which the Electricity Commissioners are rendering

to the connnunity, and we cordially endorse his remark
that " all wlio have the real interests of the industry at

heart will give Sir John Snell and his colleagues their

most loyal support."

The modern university is in closer

Universities touch with the public than the older

Educating institutions, and possesses great poten-
the Public. tialities for promoting the welfare of

British industries, quite apart from its

normal work in the class-rooms and laboratories. Two
instances of the ways in which public service can be

rendered have recently come under our notice, both, as

it happens, emanating from Yorkshire, but both being

typical of similar functions fulfilled by universities

situated elsewhere.

In an interesting paper read before the Royal Society

of Arts by Mr. E. V. Evans, F.I.C., on problems in

the gas industry, special reference was made to the

work of the University of Leeds in tlie conduct of inves-

tigations relating to the chemistry of gas manufacture,

in conjunction with the Institution of Gas Engineers;

and at Slieftield University the Department of Applied

Science last week made a special effort to awaken the

interest of the cutlery and tool-making trades in modern
methods of heat-treatment of steel. How necessary this

is may be judged from the fact that these trades, in

whicli Sheffield leads the world, have centuries of tra-

il ition and custom at their backs, and it is only with

the greatest difficulty that a new process can be intro-

duced. When stainless steel was first placed on the

market, it acquired a bad name for domestic cutlery,

because the cutlers insisted on following the methods of

hardening and tempering which they knew to be suc-

cessful with ordinary steels, and it took some years for

the manufacturers of stainless steel to make them under-
stand that that material required wliolly different treat-

ment. As we recentlj' explained, stainless steel is not

only as good as, but much better than, ordinary steel

lor numerous applications—provided that the appro-
|iiiate heat treatment is adopted.

The Sheffield demonstration was open to the public,

and workers were invited to bring their own samples
of knives, razors, iVc, for hardening; An automatic
electric hardening furnace was at work, as well

as muffle furnaces heated with coke, but the former,
which gives absolute certainty of attaining the de-

s;ired results (using the chanee-point indicated by the

loss of magnetism as an infallible guide) was naturally,

may we say, the piece de resistance. The electric

hardening furnace is less expensive than gas furnaces,

and gives better results ; and by pressing these facts

upon the attention of the manufacturers, who cannot
hope to compete successfully with their foreign rivals

unless they adopt up-to-date methods, the University of

Sheffield is performing excellent work.

Herr Karl Frirdrioh von Siemens,

The Situation addressin? tlie shareholders in the

of the German Siemens k Halske Co. at the recent
FJectrical annual meetincr. stated th.at as a result
In ustry.

,,f ^,^p quiet labour conditions in 1 !)•'«-

21, it was possible to calculate witl»
jsreater certainty and thus reduce prices and at least

quote fixed prices for those articles which did not re-
quire a long time for production. All hopes associated
with this quieter development were all at once destroyed

at the end of the financial year through the fall in the

mark, and a chaos had occurred in economic calcula-

tions, which was much greater than had ever previously
existed. The directors had believed that they ought to

limit the dividend to a rate of 20 per cent. Applied to

the nominal value of the shares, this corresponded to a

yield of only 0.4 per cent, in gold and a yield of 1.8

per cent, in paper according to the share quotation for

the day. In reaching this decision the directors had
taken into consideration future periods, and had held

back the funds as far as possible. It was necessary to

overtake what had been neglected during the war and
the period of the revolution, and this policy was in the

true interest of the sliareholders. The company had
already begun to adapt a number of antiquated instal-

lations to present requirements. Although the elec-

trical engineering firms in general had prevented the

sale abroad of German manufactures at "slaughter"
prices, seeing that they had adjusted themselves to the

market prices in the individual countries, they had
been compelled to notice that the price difference in no
way corresponded to the difference between the inland
and foreign purchasing power of the mark. This was
to be attributed in some measure to the circumstance
that the scarcity of orders in other countries had led

to a reduction in sale prices, but it was due for the

most part to the still declining efficiency of German
economy. The chairman stated in this connection that

lie was convinced that under equal conditions, such as

formerly existed between other countries, German in-

dustry would at present no longer be able to compete in

the world's markets.

This inadequate economic force was at present only
veiled by the difference between the outer and the inner

purchasing power of the mark. As to the new financial

year, Herr Siemens remarked that the first months had
been under the influence of the exchange. Customers,
who had hoped for a further reduction in prices and
had therefore withheld their orders, then came forward
to avail themselves of the low prices still prevailing,

and the orders booked were consequently considerable,

so that most of the company's departments would be
fully occupied for months forward. In conclusion, ha
remarked that it naturally could not be foreseen how
conditions would develop in connection with the further

depreciation of the mark.

Although the Hj^dro-electric Power
Canadian Commission of Ontario has had so

Hydro=electric successful a career, and has developed
Power. the use of electricity to such an enor-

mous extent within the area which it

serves, its path is not altogether free from obstacles and
difficulties. As recorded in our " Notes from Canada,"
it had planned a system of electric railways connecting
important centres, which had received the cordial ap-
proval of the inhabitants of the towns concerned, but a

Royal Commission of Inquiry appointed by the Provin-
cial Government reported adversely to the scheme, and
the Government consequently withheld its support, to

the great indignation of the local municipalities.

Since then, further trouble has arisen, owing to the

outlay on the Queenston-Chippawa Power Development
having greatly exceeded the anticipated amount. As
mentioned in our last issue, fliere was an excess expendi-
ture last year over the estimates of the Hydro-electric
Power Commission of no less than three millions sterling

;

as a result of this. Colonel Carmichael has resigned hfs

membership of the Commission, and it is expected that

Sir Adam Beck will cease to be chairman. The Cotti-

mission controls a total capital investment amounting
to over 72 million dollars, say, 15 millions sterling

fOctober, 1920), which by now must have been consider-

ably increased, and comprises five members, including

the secretary and the chief engineer ; it has magnificent

achievements to its credit, but recent events render it

probable that its constitution will be changed, and that

its operations will be brought more directly under
Government control.
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THE WHITLEY SYSTEM IN ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.

WORKS COMMITTEES.

The National Industrial Council, with the concurrence

of the thirteen District Councils, has recommended the

setting up of Works Committees in individual under-

takings, and has issued a constitution giving the broad

lines on which these should be formed. Up to the pre-

sent this recommendation has been very inadequately

responded to. There seems to be a feeling that these

Works Committees are a matter of subordinate and
indeed unimportant detail, hence the general inactivity

in this matter.

The assumption is fundamentally wrong. Works
Committees are an integral part of tlie Whitley system

;

indeed, when Works Committees play no part the scheme

is in a most imperfect form and rests on a very insecure

foundation. The Whitley scheme assumes Works Com-
mittees to be the foundation ; the superstructure is the

District Councils and the National Council. Without
Works Committees the motive underlying the whole

Whitley proposal cannot be carried out.

The whole idea of the Wliitl;;y system is to establish

and continue good relations between employers and em-

ployed. In so far as the National Council and the

District Councils arbitrate on fair rates of pay and
proper working conditions, so far this end is achieved,

lout beyond this it is obvious that District Councils can-

not go. The contact between employers and employed

through the National Council or the District Councils

is only between certain employers' representatives and
the Trade Unions' executives or ofKcials. There is no

direct relationship for good or evil establislied between

the employer and employed in any individual under-

taking. Obviously, therefore, in this respect the pre-

sent scheme in the electricity supply industry fails.

Such direct relationship can obviously only be obtained

by an organisation inside the undertaking, and this is

the reason why tlie Works Committee is an important

part of the Wiiitley system. The new relationship

which the Whitley Report seeks to establish between the

two sides is a relationship between the individual

employe and the individual employer, and it postulates

that this can only be done by their being brought into

intimate contact, and this intimate contact, it considers,

is best attained through a Works Committee.

In the electricity supply industry we first formed a

National Council and then formed District Councils,

and last of all, instead of primarily, proceeded to form

Works Committees. Although this was theoreticalh'

wrong, still, in the circumstances, it was the only way
to set to work. The industry was in a state of chaos so

far as industrial organisation was concerned, and cer-

tainly as regarded wages and working conditions. It

was only bj' working from the top that the last two

items could be reduced to some sort of order. That
practically complete order has been instituted, so far as

wages and working conditions are concerned throughout

tlie whole electricity supply industry, is the outstanding

achievement of the National Council and the District

Councils, a successful achievement which seems to have

no parallel in the Whitley Council of any other industry.

Had the establishment of Works Committees been under-

taken at the outset while there was such universal dis-

satisfaction over anomalies in wages and working con-

ditions, the result might have been most embarrassing,

and indeed hindering, to the work of the District Coun-
cils. At the present time, however, now that the ground
has been cleared in this respect, there is the more pressing

urgency for Works Committees to be formed. In the

first place, unless this is done there is a certain amount
of danger that the whole Whitley scheme will slow down.

The National Council has done its chief work, and ilio

District Councils are now engaged on clearing up and
settling detail. But the nearer one gets to order and
system in wages and working conditions throughout the

industry the more will the rationale of the National

Council and the District Councils be reduced. There is,

indeed, a danger of this fine organisation dropping into

a kind of " sleeping sickness." Its chief duty will

apparently have been done, and there will be a tendency

for it to gradually cease to be an important fiictor in the

industry. This weakness is due to its being looked upon
somewhat as an ad lioc body instead of being an organic

part of the industry, and this because the basal third

estate (the Works Committee) is missing.

However well the Whitley system in the electricity

supply industry has dealt with wages and working con-

ditions, it has done nothing in establishing a medium
for direct relationships between individual employers
and employed. The point of contact has not only been

merely between the Trades Unions and the employers'

representatives, but in certain cases the actual Trade
Union representatives are not even in the industry,

being either officials or engaged in some other trade.

This means, of course, that the individual employe is

connected with his District Council only through his

Trade Union. The employe naturally gets to look on

the District Council as a kind of fighting ground to

which he sends the champion of his cause, quite an alien

spirit to that assumed by the Whitley Report. He can
indeed know nothing about what takes place at the

meetings of the Whitley Councils, except through these

Trade Union channels. All the good relationship which

comes from direct intercourse with the employers through

a Works Committee is entiiely lacking.

Under the present truncated Whitley system, in spite

of the apparent general concord, there may even at this

moment be a deplorable atmosjjhere of seething discon-

tent and suspicion among the employes of any one

undertaking, a state of affairs which it is the special

duty of the Works Committee to counteract. More-

over, the necessity for Works Committees, and a hopeful

future for them, is much greater in the electricity supply

industry than jirobably in any otiier industry. In many
iiidustries there is a constant change of personiitl, but in

the electricity supph" industry the permanencj' of em-

ployment affords specially good condtions for the form-

ing of permanent good relations through Works Commit-
tees. The good results are, so to speak, carried forward,

since the staff' is practically the same year after year.

Again, the formation of Works Committees is a right

step in the direction of devolution. There has been

considerable talk lately of the over-organisation of

Trade Unions by which the Executive gets an entirely

autocratic control and the individual worker becomes a

negligible factor. Now, in sectionalising, by way of

Works Conunittees, the views and influence of the

individual workers are obviously given an altogether

new channel through which to work. (This does not

mean that Works Committees would be in the slightest

degree inimical to the Trade Unions: quite the reverse,

as the members of the Works Committees could be chosen

on !i Trade Union basis, and, of course, work fully in

harmony with their local Trade Union organisation.)

Tlie Whitley scheme, in fact, pre-supposes the desirability

of such devolution, but it can only be carried out when

Works Committees become a part of the organisation.

As to the structure of the Whitley scheme being incom-

plete without the Works Committees, it is obvious that

when the .scheme depends for its sub-structure and sup-

port on a large number of Works Committees, compused

of both sides, it is in a much more stable condition than

when it practically depends upon merely Trade Union

executives and employers' associations as at present.

The incidental advantages of Works Committees, so

far as the individual undertaking is concerned, are

another matter. There are quite sufficient advantages

>fo warrant the establishment of Works Committees

irrespective of their forming part of the Whitley scheme,

but the foregoing notes deal with the Works Committees

as an integral part of the. Whitley scheme in the elec-

tricity supply industry.
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THE AUTHORITY OF THE ELECTRICITY COMMISSIONERS.

By W. S. KENNEDY.

Some Legal Questions under the Act of 1919.

I

TiiK EkctricU}- .Supply Act, 1919, provides (Sec. 11)

Uiut, uotwitLLSlitudiug any provisions of any special Act,

it sliall not be lawful for auy authority, company, or

person to establish a new, or extend an existing, genera-

ting station without the consent of the Electricity Com-

missioners. The Commissioners may not refuse consent

nor impose conditions to which objection is raised unless

they have lield a local inquiry into the matter.

It has been suggested that this provision is the ex-

pression only of a threat which cannot be carried out,

and that a local authority or company undertaker dis-

regarding it has nothing to face but the moral

disapproval of the Commissioners. This view—pre-

sumably based on the absence in the statute in question

of any specific j^enalty for disobedience— is not borne

out by the authorities, nor is it one which could com-

mend itself to any lawyer. The law may deserve

—

frequently does deserve—many of the hard things said

about it, but it is not so futile as not to be able to

])revent that being done which is expressly declared un-

lawful where prevention seems desirable or necessary.

The object of a statute is ultimately to declare the

resolution of the Legislature—the supreme authority

—

tliat people should do or refrain from doing certain

particular acts. In certain cases the statute sets out

the procedure for its own enforcement, and lays down
the penalties which may be exacted by the Courts for

disobedience. In such cases, prima facie, such proce-

dure must be adopted, and such penalty is the only one

which can be enforced. But this rule is subject to

exceptions, so that even here the residuary power of the

law, so to speak, is not exhausted.

Where the means of enforcement are not provided in

the statute—as in the case under consideration—the

Legislature has assumed that tlie ordinary law is

sufficient to ensure obedience to its decrees : an assump-

tion which finds expression in the legal maxim, " ubi

jusibi remedium." At common law a breach of a statu-

tory command is, in the absence of special provisions,

indictable as a misdemeanour. The authorities in

support of this proposition are numerous and need not

here be cited at length ; they may be found in the En-
cyclopjedia of the hiws of England under the title

"Statute," where iiiurh information on the subject is

collected. A distinction may be drawn between viola-

tions of statutory duties which deal with private rights

and those which affect the public at large. Into the

former it is not necessary here to inquire, since the

decision of a company or a local authority to build or

exten3 a generating station in defiance of a ruling of

the Commissioners is undoul)tedIy a public matter. In

such a case, in addition to the common law remedy of

indictment, application may be made to the High Court
l)y the Attorney-Creneral for an injunction to restrain the

breach of a statutory duty. Such an application might,
it is submitted, be made either ex officio by the Attorney-

General or at the instance of the Commissioners or any
party who was aggrieved by the proposed action—even
the local gas company miglit have something to say,

though its application might not be listened to with
so much respect as not being entirely disinterested. It

would be no answer to such an application that the

action proposed to lie taken by the respondent was ulti-

mately or even immediately for tlie public good, for it

lias been decided in the case of " A. G. v. London and
North-Western Railway" [1000 I Q.B. 78] that where
violation of the provisions of the statute is shown— or,
as it must be in the given case, admitted— it is not for
the Court to question the wisdom of the Legislature in
enacting such provisions, but simply to see that they
are obeyed.

In the case referred to. Lord Justice A. L. iSmith

quoted, with approval, two earlier judgments with
regard to railway companies, and those judgments seem
so apt that the quoted passages may usefully be repro-

duced here. The first was from the case of " A.G. v.

Great Eastern liailway (11 Ch. Div. 449), where Lord
Justice James said:—"Where a company entrusted
with large powers is deliberately violating an express

enactment or disregarding an express prohibition of

the Legislature, it is really committing a mis-
demeanour, and ought to be at once stopped." The
second passage is from an older judgment of Vice-Chan-
cellor Wickens in " A.G. v. Great Western Railway "

(L.R. 7 Ch. 767) in the following words:—" It is said
that the unsanctioned alteration is an improvement and
tends to the greater safety and advantage of the public

;

but in my opinion that is a matter with which we have
nothing to do."

The Great Eastern case turned largely on the facts,

Ijut the Judges in all three cases agreed that a deliberate

violation of a statute is a thing which must be prevented,
and it may be inferred that it is ex officio the duty of

tlie Attorney-General to prevent it, and certainly his

duty so to do if warned by any person having the

requisite interest. The Court has, of course, discretion

whether it will in any particular case grant an injunc-
tion. If the disobedience were slight and non-continu-
ous, possibly it would not ; but such a direct defiance

of the law as has here been contemjilated would assur-

edly not be treated lightly.

There is anotlier aspect of such a case which must
not be overlooked. It was laid down many years ago
by Lord Ellenborough in the case of " Langton v.

Hughes" [1 M. & S. 59.3], and indeed is accepted law,

tliat what is done in contravention of an Act of Parlia-

ment cannot be made the subject of an action at law.

A transaction carried out in violation of a statute is

prima facie illegal and void. No action would lie for

the enforcement of any contract which involved the
carrying out of such an illegal act or was involved in

it, althoTigh pa-Jsibly a party who was not privy to the
illegality nor cognisant of it might recover; e.ff., for

goods actually supplied. Thus, if a local authority
entered into a contract to erect or extend a generating
station without the consent of the Commissioners, while
it is possible that it might be used on such a contract,
it could not itself enforce it. This in itself should
be sufficient to prevent rash action on the part of under-
takers dissatisfied with any decision of the Commis-
sioners.

Foreiijn Competition.—In his speech at the annual meet-
inp of the British Mannesmann Tube Co., Ltd.. Mr. Richard
S. Guinness, who presided, said that in their profits there was
a decrpa.se of somo £9.5.000 largely owing to the heavv deprecia-
tion of trading .stocks. During the fir.st half of the year
operations had been very .successful, but in the second half-
year the company had suffered much from depression in
trade, with the consequent rutting of .selling prices. They
had. however, throiish all the had times, and right up to
the present, lieen able in keep their works in operation, al-
though output showed a consideT-able falling away. Owing
to the present economic position. British manufacturers wore
under a serious disadvantage as compared with foreign com-
petitors. It wa.q t« be hoped that before long that extra-
ordinary .state of affairs would he remedied either by econo-
mic, laws or by international arrangements, and that. .in con-
sequence, the nbnormal foreign competition to which thev
were being subjected, both in the home market."! and abroad,
might find its proper level. They might then he able once
again to comnete on equal terms with any foreign country.
Orders were both scarce and very keenly competed for, and
it waa difficult to see any signs of encouragement at present.
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THE TWO-WATTMETER METHOD OF
MEASURING POWER.

Bv G. W. STITBBINGS.

Objections to the two-wattmeter method of power

measurement ia three-phase circuits have, from time to

time, been raised, on the score that, at power factors in the

neighbourhood of O'b, one of the wattmeters will be

working at an apparent power factor which is very small,

when its registration will be subject to very large errors.

Such large errors will evidently have a relatively small

effect on the accuracy of the combination, in that the

wattmeter with the low power factor will, in all but

exjeptional cases, register but a small fraction of the total

power. In view of the impwrtance of the matter, a brief

inquiry into the effect of phase-angle error_ in the two

wattmeters on the accuracy of the combination will,

perhaps, not be found uninteresting.

The phase angle of a dynamometer wattmeter is the

angle of phase displacement between the magnetic fields due

to the current and potential elements of the instrument

when it is supplied at unity power factor. The phase

angle of an induction watt-hour meter can be taken as

90'' — $, where d is the angle of phase displacement

between the voltage and the flax which this voltage

produces. The effect of the phase angle is to cause the

wattmeter to read approximately i v cos (<^ ± u) a being

the phase angle, and the error so caused is i v sin ,/, sin a,

when a is so small that cos a can be taken as being

equal to unity. The inaccuracy, expressed as the ratio

error/true watte, is. therefore, i v sin (^ sin a/i v cos <^,

or tan 4, sin „. Accordingly, at low power factors, when

tan 4, is very large, considerable errors may be caused by a

small phase angle, the effect of which is quite negligible at

power factors of 0-9 to unity.

In the case of a balanced three-phase circuit, the two

wattmeters measuring the power will give, apart from the

phase^angle error

—

IV {cos i4>
- 30) + cos {4> + 30)}.

If the phase angles of the two wattmeters be each equal

to a, the error so caused will be

—

I V {sin (<^ — 30) sin a + sin {4, + 30) sin a

}

= n/ 3 I V sin
,f)

sin a.

The inaccuracy is

—

V a I V sin <^ sin a/ ^/ 3 I V cos <^ = tan 4, sin «.

The inaccuracy of the combination is, therefore, the

same as that of each of the two wattmeters when used on a

single-phase circuit.

. If the phase angles of the two instruments are not the

same, a, being that of the leading wattmeter and a., being

that of' the instrument in the lagging phase, the error

will be

—

IV {sin {4> — 30) sin a, 4- sin (<^ -I- 30) sin a,}

= I V {| V 8 sin <|> (sin a, -t- sin a,) -f ^ cos <^

(sin a, — sin a,) } ;

or, since sin a, = ai approximately—

I V { v/g sin 4> sin \ (a, + a,) + h cos 4, sin (a, - a,)}.

The inaccuracy is, therefore

—

Tan 4> sin i (a, -f- a.) + sin (a, - a,) /2v'3

This expression, indicates that the accuracy of the

combination depends upon the phases in which the

wattmeters are connected.

If the combination consists of a two-element three-phase

integrating wattmeter, and the quadrature adjustment be

made by arranging for standstill on zero power factor, it is

seen that the required condition is obtained, either when

n and a are each zero, or when a, + o, = 0, since in these

circumstances, cos 4, = cos 90° = 0. If ,1, = — a, the

inaccuracy is

—

sin (ai — a,)/2v/3 = sin a/\/3.

This inaccuracy is constant for all power factors, except

in the limiting case of zero power factor when percentage

inaccuracy is meaningless. If, for instance, the meter
were adjusted for standstill at zero power factor, so that

a, = — Qj = 3°, the£e would be a constant percentage
inaccuracy of sin 8 ;V 3, or 3 % approximately at all power
factors.

A more general case for consideration is that of an
unbalanced load. Assuming a symmetrical voltage systtm,
and equal phase angles in the two wattmeters, the power
given by the combination, apart from phase angle error, is

—

V {I, cos {4,^ - a - 30°) -f Ij cos (<^, - a + 30")]

The error due to phase angle is

—

V sin a {ii sin (</,, — 30) -f i^ sin (^^ -i- 30°)}.

But ii sin (4,,
- 30 ) + i, sin (<;>, -I- 30) = x

is evidently the total wattless component of the apparent
power in the circuit.

The inaccuracy is, therefore, given by tan 4,1, sin a, where
4,a is the phase angle of the three-phase circuit, as defined
by the relation tan 4,a = wattless component of apparent
power/actual power.

The accuracy of the combination is, therefore, equal to

that of the individual wattmeters under all conditions of

loading.

If the phase angles of the two wattmeters are not equal,

the error introduced is—
V { I, sin (<^, — 30) sin a, + 12 sin {4,, + 30) sin a,}.

The inaccuracy is, therefore

—

{i, sin(</>, — 30) sin „, -|- i., sin {4,, + 30) sin «,}

-^ { ii cos (,^,
— 30) + "i, cos (4>, + 30) }

.

Since i,, i.„ <^, and 4,., are all independent, this expression

can only be interpreted if the particulars of the loading are

known.

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING.

Ideal Eequirbments (Legislative and otherwise), and
Practical Solutions.

A DISCUSSION on the above subject was opened by Mr. L.

Gaster at a meeting .^f the Illuminating Engineering Societj-

on February 28th.

In the opening seition of his address Mr. Gaster remarked
that a definition of ideal factory lighting was needed. It

could be broadly, described as one that would enable work
to proceed at night with the same ease, convenience, and
safety as existed under the best daylight conditions. Ex-
perience, as summarised in the reports of the Home Office

Departmental Committee on Lighting in Factories and Work-
.shops. indicate that the following main requirements should

be fulfilled; [a] Sufficient illumination; (b) constancy and
uniformity of illumination over the working area; (c) the

placing and shading of light so that no prejudicial effects are

experienced from " glare "; and (rf) the pla<'ing of hghts so

as to avoid inconvenient shadows on the work.

In practice the best course is, perhaps, to group together

certain industries having broadly similar requii-ements, to

study them in detail, and to see how conclusions apply in

other cases. In American codes it is usual to specify a mini-

mum working illumination, ranging from 1 to 5 ft-candles,

for rough, medium, and fine work. The most scientific pro-

cedure is to experiment with different illuminations, asking

workers to state when the ilUmiination is sufficient or other-

wise ; such tests may be supplemented by records of output

under varied lighting conditions, and recent experience in

Chicago suggests that improved illumination may lead to a

substantial improvement in output and diminution in spoiled

work. But in anv case we must consider lighting conditions

an a whole. Sufficient illumination must be accompanied by

observance of other essential requirements, such as the avoid-

ance of glare and troub'esome shadows, to get good re^ilts.

Higher illumination is needed for work with darker materials,

in ca.ses (such as occur in the textile industry) where it is

difficult to get the requisite illumination at the actual point

where work is done, and in the lighting of cuttmg surfaces.

sewing machines. &c.. when the avoidance of inconvenient

shadow plavR an important part.

Mr Gaster then proceeded to deal with lesislative req.uu-e-

ments recalling that the Home Office Committee had already

recommended a .statutory provision of adequate hghtmg m
nenernl terms. Legislative measures require very careful

wnsidoration : one mav he.sitate to leai.slate .m many matters

on which recommendations mav confidently be made. Any

form of " code " must be such that it can readily be enforced

and will prevent the abuse of induetrial hghtmg, but wm
impose no hardship on the manufacturer.
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The Home Office in this country has acted wisely in first

recommending certain ' values of illumination desira.ble m
the interests of safety and general convenience (0.1-0.4 foot-

candles), apart from the illumination needed for the elficieut

performance of work. It was understood that much infor-

mation on workmg illumination hatl been compiled. it is

anticipated that values of illumination necessary for the

efficient caryiug out of various industrial processes will ulti-

mately be settled by conference with representatives ol th.?

industries concerned—a step that is. in accordance with the

wise prmciple of " Government by Consent."
The second report of the Home Office Committee, which

was issued last year, makes general recommendations on the
avoidance of flicker and troublesome .shadows, and contains

the following recommendation on the subject of glare :
—

" Every hght source (except one of low brightness*) within a
distance of 100 ft. from any person shall be so shaded that no
part of the filament, mantle, or flame is distinguishable,

through the shade, unless it be so placed that the angle

between the line from the eye to an unshaded part of the

source and a horizontal plane is less than 20 deg., or in the

case of any person employed at a distance of 6 ft. or less from
the 8oui-ce not less than .30 deg."
The recommendation, while not attempting to impose ideal

conditions, would doubtless remove the worst examples of

glare; it can be readily complied with in various ways. iVIr.

Gaster presented diagrams showing how sources could be
kept outside the prescribed angle, and pointed out the advant-

age of using reflectors such that the fllament or mantle falls

above the level uf the edge of the reflector. (Thus a reflector

such that the angle between a line from the edge of the
reflector to the lowest part of the filament, and the hori-

zontal, is not less than 30 deg. could be hung in any position

in a room without conflicting with the reeonuiiendation.)

It is useful to compare our experience with that in the
United States. The " codes " of industrial lighting applied

in that country are based on principles similar to those

accepted in England, but the requirements are more detailed.

In the latest code is.sued by the American Illuminating

Engineering Society, however, the rules are only three in

number and of a simple character. They are supplemented
by very complete explanatory data, and an appendix explain-

ing the advantages of good illumination. It is indicated that

the minimum values of illumination prescribed (1 to 5 foot-

candles for working illumination) would often be advantage-

ously exceeded in practice. The treatment of glare is very

scientific, and takes into account both the intrinsic brightness

and candle-power of sources.

In reviewing future work Mr. Gaster emphasised the

utility of co-operation with various technical bodies con-

cerned with industrial lighting, and paid

a tribute to the work of the Industrial

Fatigue Research Board, with which
Mr. D. R. Wilson, a member of the

Society is associated. Industrial light-

ing is to be dealt with by a special inter-

national technical committee appointed

by the International Illumination Com-
mis-sion, and it is also receiving atten-

tion from the International Labour
Bureau operating under the League of

Nations at Geneva. It is hoped that

ultimately an international code of in-

dustrial lighting may be framed.
The discussion was, opened by Mr. D.

R. Wilson, who, as a member of the

Home Office Departmental Committee,
was in a position to appreciate the need
for further researches on a scientific

basis, in which research associations and
industrial boards should co-operate. Mr.
Gaster, he said, had mentioned a case in

which the cost of Ughttng formed only

0.3 per cent, of the cost of production.

While the proportion was doubtless

usually a low one, he thought that this

-figure would not apply to all industries,

in the silk industry, for instance.

Mr. W. R. Rawunqs. agreed as to the importance of

standardising lamps and reflectors, but pointed out the

importance of careful maintenance so as to ensure that the

origirial intentions of the designer were not falsified by the

insertion of lamps of unsuitable dimensions. In dealing

with values of illumination it would be an advantagfe if the
', public, who did not understand '" foot-candles,"' could be
, given "some general indication of the amount of illumination

: needed—such as the amount of. light ordinarily provided on
. a dining room table or a ball room floor.

Mr. .1. Herbert Fisher (President of the Ophthalmological
Society) .said that ophthalmic surgeons had only within recent

years taken up the study of illumination, largely as a result

of the influence of the Illuminating Engineering Society.

They had, for instance, with Mr. Caster's help, arrived at a

standard of illumination for type-sheets used in sight-testing.

The consideration of the values of illumination needed in

*By " low brightness " is meant an intrinsic brilliance of

not more than five candles per sq. in.

different industries was a most important question, in the
.solution ol wnicn ophttialmic surgeons t.houid co-operate. One
point that should be considered was the effect of the sight

of the operator, and the influence of age, in deciding the
amount of hght he needed to do his work well.

Mr. J. W. T. Walsh (National Physical ijaboratory) said

he attached the greatest unportanee to securing the help of

"experts in other countries in dealing with the problem.
Mr. p. J. Waldram remarked that the values of illumina-

tion given in the American codes seemed very high. There
was some danger that too much importance might be
attached to high illumination, irrespective of other important
factors. In many oHices which he had inspected illummations
under 2-foot candles occurred.

Mr. J. G. Clark remarked that there had been a great im-
provement in industrial -lighting during recent years, but
much remained to be done. He also raised several points

in connection with the interpretation of the Committee's
recommendation with regard to glare, which seemed to de-

serve further consideration. He emphasised the great

importance of periodical and efficient maintenance.
Mr. L. M. Tye, Mr. S. B. Chandler, and others took part

in the discussion, to which Mr. Gaster briefly replied.

ENGLISH ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTERS.

The accompanying illustration shows a number of English

h/iectric I'oiary converters m various stages oi construction,

ihe frame on the right-hand side belong,s to a very heavy-

current low-voltage machine designed to give a direct-current

supply for roUmg-mill work, ilre armature belonging to it

may be seen on the extreme left, 'ihis is designed to carry

about 0,000 amps., and a special double-commutator con-

struction has been adopted.

Next to the frame of this machine are a number of parte

of a l,oOO-kVV machine for municipal service, designed to run

at 42t) r.p.m., and, still proceeding to the left, there are

machines of 1,100 kW, 1,000 kW, 500 kW, 250 k\V, and
200 kW.

In addition to the above, four or five more machines were
running on the test-bed at the time, varying in output from

1,.500 kW down to 200 kW, and the modifications in design

between the largest and the smallest sizes of some 15 machines
dependent upon the conditions of service and the frequency

of the alternating-current supply form a, most interesting and
attractive study.

The English Electric Co. intends to build all its rotary con-

English Electric Rotary Converters in Various
Stages of Construction.

verters for industrial or municipal service at the Siemens
Works, Stafford, which are exceptionally well laid out to deal

with a wide range of machines suitable for the varying con-

ditions of periodicity and voltage met with. Another part

of the same works is devoted to the manufacture of the whole
of the a.c. and d.c. switchgear necessary to control the rotary

converters, while the step-down transformers for working in

conjunction with the converters are manufactured by the
company at its Coventry works, so that the company is in a
position to furnish the entire equipment of a rotary converter

sub-station from its own factories.

Birmingham Inventors' Society.—On March 13th a society

of inventors was formed in Biniiiiialiam with the object of

assisting members with capital and legal advice. All patents

would be applied for, it was stated, in the joint names of

the society and the inventor, and the sarne arrangement
Would apply to the sale or licensing of such inventions.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Btadert are invited to mbmit particulart 0/ new or improved devices and apparatus, whAch will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

An Electric " Vaporiser " f»r Motor=cars.

An electric vaporiser (so-called) for use on automobiles
(fig. 1), made by the Kase Electric Co., of Duluth, Minn.
(U.S.A.). was recently described by the Canadian Electrical

News. It consists of four metal grids in a beat-insulating
case, made in the form of a gasket for insertion between the

Fig. 1.

—

An Electric " Vapokiser."

carburetter and the intake manifold llanges. One terminal
of the heater is connected to the car battery, through a
switch placed in a convenient position, and the other terminal
is earthed. The object of the device is to dry and warm the

petrol vapour as it passes through the intake so that igniti "

may taken place promptly and efficiently.

A Flexible=shaft Grinding Outfit.

The " Witton " small-power motors manufactured by the
General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
\V.C.2, are being applied to a multiplicity of uses. Pig. "2

shows a i-h.p. " Witton " motor incorporated in a flexible-

shaft grinding outfit. As will be seen from the illustration,

Flu. 2.—A Flexible-Shaft Grinding Outfit.

direct strain is taken off the motor shaft, and the speed in-

creased, by means of an overhung bearing, through which the

end of the 5-ft. flexible shaft passes, being driven by a small

belt from the motor pulley. The grinding wheel is 4 in. in

diameter, and operates at 2,000 r.p.m. The control switch

is mounted on the machine.

A " Creda " Safety Device.

The absence of flame, noise, and smell which is one of the

advantages of electric water-boiling appliances, is liable to

cause them to he left " on " at times, inadvertently, result-

ing in burning out, which engenders expense and annoyance.
To guard against this prol>iibility. the Credenda Conduit.s Co..

Ltd., Whitehouse Street. Aston, Birmingham, has introduced

a new protective device which ensures that the energy is only

allowed to flow while the utensil to which it is applied

are fitted with spiral springs which are compressed by the
terminals on the utensil ; the connector is retained in position
by a flat spring with an end which engages with the flange
of the protector knob. ' It will thus be seen that when the
knob is pushed forward and upward, the flat spring i.s

released and the connector is pushed out by the spiral springn.
Immediately the device has functioned the knob returns to its
original position.

Armoured Draw<out Mining Switchgear.

Messrs. A. Keykolle & Co., Ltd., Hebburn-on-Tyne, have
sent us particulars of their flame-proof switch pillars for use in
fiery mines. These are designed on the lines of their well-
known armour-clad switchgear for sul>stations and power
stations, and are admirably adapted for mining work on
account of their mechanical strength, compactness, accessi-
bility, and (most important of all) the degree of safety which
they afford. The switch carriage portion contains all work-
ing parts, adjustments, coil, &c., and can easily be withdrawn
as a self-contained part and locked off from all contact with
the busbars, leaving the plug receptacles as the only live con-
tacts, but they are so deeply recessed as to make accidental
conta<t impossible. As a further precaution a locking-oB
dnor is fitted in order to screen the plug receptacles, thus
making the gear absolutely safe to handle. As will be seen
from the illustration (fig. 4). the switches are fitted with
heavy boiler-plate steel tanks, with welded joints and wide
machined flanges. The busbar chambers and cable dividing
lioxes are filled with compound. The switch tank is filled

viith oil, so that there is no available space for the collection

Fig. 4.—Armouiujd Draw-odt Mining Switchgear.

Fig. 3.—A " Creda " Protective Device.

has a certain amount of liquid in it. A sectional view of
this device is given in fig. 3. A tube of special metal is fixed
between the heating elements and the bottom of the utensil.

From the end of this tube a small knob iirojects. and this
is allowed to move forward and upward when the metal
reaches a certain temperature, llie sockets of Uie connector

of explosive gases. The switch is provided with a loose

handle, and cannot be held closed against the operating ten-

dencies of the automatic devices. The movement of the
switch is exceptionally easy, and is unaffected by vibration.

The "on" and '"off" positions are clearly indicated. The
mechanism of the switch is supported from the top casing
and is accessible for adjustment immediately the switch tank
is removed. The main moving contacts are of the laminated
brush type; both moving and stationary contacts are fitted

with renewable sparking pieces. The switches have a very
<piick release, but when delayed action is required a time lag

attachment can be fitted. The coils and tripping mechanism
are completely immersed in oil, so that the most delicate

portion of the switch is effei-.tively protected against damage
and the risk of breakage reduced to a minimum. Simple
mechanism is provided to prevent : (n) plugging the remov-
able portion home when the main switch contacts are in the

"clo.sed" position; (b) closing the switch when the removable
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portion is not plugged right home ; (c) withdrawing the re-

movable portion when the main switch contacts are closed;

[d] removing the oil tank before the removable portion is

withdrawn, thus ensuring that the conductors cannot be

handled when alive; {e) plugging the removable portion home
if the operator has forgotten to replace the oil tank; and (/)

pulling the removable portion of the slide with a run. The
meters are of a special type, with glas.ses reinforced by wire,

and all joints have wide flanges, preventing the emission of

sparks or flame.

LEGAL.

Undischakged B.ankrdpt Charged.

At Leeds, on March 8th, George Sauers, or Somers, was
charged with obtaining electrical power and lighting equip-

ment by false pret-ences, and with obtaining credit without
disclosing the fact that he was an undischarged bankrupt. It

was stated that Mr. Benson, electrical contractor, of Butts
Ckjurt. was instructed by prisoner to tit up a shop in Heading-
ley Ijane with electric equipment, including a motor. In
giving an estimate, Mr. Benson asked for references, and
prisoner produced a number of post-dated cheques from a firm
named Crowder. and payable to the prisoner. He also said he
had an account with the National Provincial Bank of England.
Mr. Benson did the work, but the cheque for ±'16 10s. which
was paid to him was di.shonoured, and it was found that

prisoner had no account at the bank, that Messrs. Crowder
had never paid any money to him. and that Messrs. Crowder,
in fact, required some money from him. As there were stated

to be other cases under investigation, and the whole matter
was being investigated thi'ough the Bankruptcy Court, the

prisoner was remanded, bail being allowed.

Weldics, Ltd., v. Quasi Arc Co., Ltd.

L\ the Chancery Division on March lUth, before Mr. Justice

Kve, Sir Duncan Kerley. K.C., moved on behalf of Weldics..

Ltd., the plaintiffs, for an injunction to restrain the defen-

dants, the Quasi Arc Co., Ltd., from " threatening the

plaintiffs, their servants, their agents or customers by
circulars, advertisements, or otherwise, with legal proceedings
or habilities in respect of the sale or use of electrodes manu-
factured by the plaintiffs, alleging that such electrodes are an
infringement of any legal rights," of which the defendants
claim to be the owners or in which they claim an interest.

Coun-sel, after having explained the various methods in

which electrodes were used m the process of electi-ic welding,
said that no claim could be made to the exclusive Use of

a.sl)estos for covering. He said that the defendants, having
obtained an order of the Court, were using it to frighten

plaintiffs' customers, and were insLsting upon doing it. He
read a series of letters which had passed between the parties

relating to the matter in which the plaintiff's had protested

against the circular letter which defendants had issued and the

publication of allegations against plaintiffs' rights. He
(counsel) contended that the subject matter of the circular

letter really formed part of an injunction which had been
granted. It was first sent out in March, 1921, and afterwards
in November, and the consequence of the threats which it con-
tained was that the plaintiff's' business had been injured.

Mr. Gray, K.C, appearing for defendants, said that neither

the defendants nor any per.son on their behalf had sent letter.s

to the plaintiffs' customers stating that their electrodes in-

fringed defendant company's patent, and the plaintiffs had
therefore suffered no damage.
Mr. .Tdstice Eve said that defendants claimed the right to

send out the circulars to the users of blue asbestos—to those
who made large purchases of it.

Mr. Gray denied that that was so..

Sir D. Kerley, K.C, said that in the circular it was stated

that blue asbestos was used as a covering for other electrodes,

and warning the users that it was an infringement of

defendants' patent. Whenever tliey found people purchasing
bhie asbestos in any considerable quantity, they immediately
sent them the circular with the judgment of the Court. If

that were not stopped it would be very damaging to the
plaintiff's' business.
Mr. Gray, lor defendants, submitted that there was no cau.se

of action in the case. The position with regard to the plaintiff's
' was that they first wrote to the defendants and asked if any
of the goods were an infringement. Defendants said, " Let
us see your samples and then we will tell you." Beyond that
the plaintiffs had nothing to do with it. The plaintiffs would
have to show that the circular referred to their goods, and he
submitted that there was not a scrap of evidence to that
effect. So far as plaintiffs were concerned, they were dismissed
from any risk of action when they sent samples to defendants,
and they admitted that there was no infringement of the
patent.

Mr. .TnsTiCF, Eve a.sked why, if that were so. the defendants,
when challenged, did not .say that the circulars had no refer-
ence to the plaintiffs' electrodes. If it referred to all electrodes
covered with a.sbestos, it must include the plaintiffs' electrodes.

Mr. Gray contended that the circular was a general one, and
did not point to any patent of the plaintiff's. They only sent
the circular out to warn purchasers of blue asbestos that they
were the patentees for the electrodes on which blue asbestos
was u.sed.

Ml". Justice Eve ; Are you prepared to have the action tried

at an early date and in the meantime undertake not to issue

the circular?

Mr. Gray : I am prepared not to issue that circular, but if I

wish to issue any other I will give the other side notice of it.

Mr. Justice Eve said that in that case he would let the
motion Stand over until the trial of the action. In the mean-
time there would have to be mutual discovery, and no circulars

would be issued by the defendants without giving plaintiffs

48 hours' notice.

The motion accordingly stands over upon these terms, with
liberty to apply in the event of non-compliance.

Charge of Lamp Stealing.

The Times states that at the Mansion House, on March 9th.

James Young was remanded on a charge of stealing 3,l(Hi

electric lamps, of the value of nearly jEoOO, belonging to the

B.T.T. Electric Lamp and Accessories Co.

Illegal Connections to Mains.

At Ystrad PoUce Court recently, James Skibbo, Pentre, and
Henry B. Evans. High Street, Treorchy. were sumjnoned at

the instance of the Rhondda U.D.C. for connecting to the

Council's electrical system at the former's premises witnout
permission, to obtain electricity.

Skibbo was ordered to pay costs and Evans was fined £o.

Wireless Patent Claims.

Ox Monday last the Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors
continued the hearing of the claims made by the Lodge Muiv-
head Syndicate and the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., alleg-

ing Admiralty infringement of patents. According to the

Financial Times, when the general manager of the Lodge Muir-
head Syndicate I'esumed his evidence a retrospective smvey of

negotiations with the .\dmiralty over a nunU.ier of years was
made, and it was recalled by Sir Ai-thur Colefax. K.C. (for the

Crown) that in the year 19(J3 an agreement was arrived at be-

tween the Admiralty and the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

in consideration of permission to make use of certain inven-

tions for the payment of £'30,000 down and £-5,000 a year for

eleven years. This represented a total cash payment of

£7.5,000.

During a discussion respecting the accuracy of documents
interchanged, and in relation to one which the Admiralty had
prepared, Mr. Hunter Gray, K.C. (for the Marconi Co.) said

it was necessary to have properly authenticated accounts to

find out where they were. The Marconi Co. was fully justified

in wondering whether all the various installations which were
made for the Government had been included in the lists sub-

mitted by the Admiralty. His contention was that the basis

of an award ought to be pounds per kW.
Mr. J. St. 'Vincent Pletis, a consulting engineer and patent

agent, stated that with regard to the royalties £100 per k\V
was the minimum amount which the Admiralty had ever paid.

The case for the Crown was opened by the Attorney-
General, who criticised the ba.sic figures upon which the claim

had been framed.
The Commission adjourned until next Monday.

Hamilton h. Marconi's Wireless Teleohahi Co.. Lt;).

In this case the plaintiff appealed to the Court of Appeal, con-

sisting of Ijords Justices IBankes, W'arrington. and Scrutton.

on Monday and Tuesday, against an order of the Lord Chief

Justice on February '24th that all proceedings in the action

be .stayed, and that Mr. Hamilton should pay the defendants'

taxed costs.

Mr. Hamilton, who appeared in person in support of hi.s

appeal, said the Lord Chief Justice had refused to allow the

action to be tried in his Court before the jury were sworn.

At the conclusion of the argument, their Ijirdships held that

the order of the Lord Chief Justice was too wide. They
dlrect<»d that the proceedings in the present action .should be

stayed for one month to enable the plaintiff' to start a fresh

action in the Chancery Division for relief from his under-

taking and for rescission of the agreement, and discharged the

order of the Ixjrd Chief Justice as to the costs, making a

special order as to the costs in certain eventualities.

An Exhibition at Hanley.—The Potteries Branch of the

Electrical Contractors' Association has taken a large space at

an Ideal Homes Exhibition to be held at Hanley, Stoke-on-

Trent, from Mav 4th to •20th next. The .secretary, Mr. A.

Gould, c/o Me.s.srs. Barnett & Sons. 34. Church Street. Stoke-

on-Trent, will bo plea.sed to hear from firms willing to co-

operate.
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REVIEWS.

Fuel and Rejiactory Materials. By A. Humboldt Sexton,
F.I.O., F.C.S. New Edition. Eevised by W. B.
Davidson, D.Sc, Ph.D., &c. Pp. 38'2; figs. LLL. Blackie

and Son, Glasgow and Bombay, 1921. Price l'2s. 6d. net.

Books on fuel are plentiful as wasps in summer, but that

important accessory of furnace work and combustion—refrac-

tory material—has been comparatively left alone.

The reviser has not introduced recent new views on coal,

feeling that these are too new to have found a firm base,

nor does he bring in the later theories on coking, a subject

which, from the little known to our reviewer, is probably
awaiting a pretty big book all to itself.

The tiist part of the book deals with combustion and the
chemicopbysical properties of fuel on very much the usual

hnes.
V\ e note that the author uses Thomson's figui'es m his

thermo-cbemical notes rather than those of Berthelot. The
two great authorities named are in such close agreement on
the elementary hgmes that it almost seems to be time to

standardise the tbermo-chemical figures tor hydrogen, carbou
and their compounds, so that future work may be simplihed
and comparable. The exact determination of calorihc hgures
is not possible. Why not let us have a standard round
numbers The total available coal in the earth is given as

equal to 6,000 years of the present rate of use. Lignite is

presumably included in that total, and is only known at

Bovey iracey, in Devonshire, so tar as Britain is concei'ned,

but let us add from long-standing knowledge of this de-

posit that within a comparatively small depth there is one
Ded 60 ft. in thickness, and there may be much below this.

The depth of this oligocene clay has, we beheve, not yet

been proved.
In Chapter IV prepared fuels are dealt with, such as coke

and charcoal. Coalite is desci-ibed, but we find no reference
to annealed gas coke, which certamly deserves full notice as

a domestic tuel easily ignited and smokeless.
Modern coking processes are illustrated. Bi'iquetting also

is treated of. and coal washing. i'he beauties of washed
coal have not, however, appealed to those who .send coal at

great cost to citizens with an utter disregard of its enormous
content of dirt, slate, clay and stone. Whither goes all the
washed coal?
irom this book's figm-es we gather that the United States

produces 67 per cent, of the total oil of the world. Yet these
same United States fiercely grudge us the fraction of a per
cent, we have, according to them, laid violent hands upon
in Mesopotamia. Keally, Uncle Sam is very grasping, ihc
chapters on hquid fuel and gaseous fuels are good.
Smoke prevention is di.smis.sed in a dozen lines with the

advice to use gaseous fuel. Only when we reach page '26t>

do we begin to get into touch with refractory materials and
temperatme. A table is given of Seger cone softening points,

cone numbers and temperatures.
The Fery pyrometer is described. But only at page 329 do

we find the Chapter XV devoted to refractory materials,
bricks, and crucibles, and there are but forty pages of it, but
what there is, is well put, and probably includes most of

what the engineer usually requires to know.
The book can heartily be commended.

High-frequency Apparatus. By T. S. Curtis. Pp. 269;
figs. loU. London : Page & Co. Price 9s. net.

This book of 266 small pages is described as a treatise for
the use of electrical engineers, students, &c. When the author
remarks in his preface " Theory has been ignored cbietiy be-
cause it would serve to merely confuse the non-technical
reader," the value of this " treatise " to the electi-ical engmeer
can be appreciated. In actual fact it belongs to the class

of book which, upon no fundamental grounds, is written for
the dabbler m electricity. The serious student of electricity
would be better advised to leave such books, which lead
nowhere, severely alone, and to purchase a good book on
" Electricity and Magnetism," and commence the real study
of the subject. As a pot-pourri of spectacular electricity, this
book comprises information on " what the alternating cm'rent
is," construction of transfonners, spark gaps and condensers
suitable for wireless telegraphy, several types of apparatus
useful for physicians, hot wire ammeters (five pages), notes
for beginners in electro-therapeutics, several chapters on plant
culture, and electrical apparatus for stage displays. Three
chapters are devoted to the construction of apparatus for
electro-therapeutical uses, and, assuming the physician has
the necessai'y workshop experience to benefit by the scanty
information given, what the author does not appear to realise
is that any physician having a practice sufficient to warrant
the use of electrical treatment would find it, as a mere finan-
cial proposition, of greater value to buy more reliable
apparatus made by skilled mechanics rather than to waste his
own valuable time in making trumpery amateur apparatus
at the expense of his practice. A further chapter. " intended
as its name implies for the physician who feels a growing
interest in the possibilities of electro-therapeutics, but who
knows very little on the subject," borders on impudence.* The

author's remarks on arterio-sclerosis make it evident that his

knowledge of the morbid histology of this disease is nil, and
the physician who is likely to derive benefit from the perusal
of this chapter would be better advised to leave electro-medical

work severely alone unless his methods are based on the
author's remark, " The entire success of the electro-thera-

peutic treatment may be said to rest in the practitioner first

of all inspuing confidence in his patient," in which case his

bedside manner is likely to be sufficient without further
training by the author.

The present reviewer is unable to comment from practical

knowledge on the chapters on plant culture, except from
the general scheme of the book. In the chapters on " scien-

tific " demonstrations in electricity of the music-hall stage
type the author would appear to be more at home, but there
exists a very old book by Prof. Pepper which is perhaps far

more extensive and useful.—B. Leggett.

Radiographic Technique. By T. Thorne Baker, A.M.I.E.E.
Pp. xii-H96; figs. 62. London: Constable & Co. Price
15s. net.

This book, by a well-known worker in X-ray technology,
is hkely to be of extreme value to all engaged m such worK.
As the author states m his first chapter. X-ray technology is

a threefold science requiring a knowledge ut pfiotography and
electricity, as well as luedicme. The author, with the excep-
tion of a first general chapter, largely confines himself to the
photographic aspects, which, as he states, are usually omitted
in general books on X-rays, but which in practice may maKe
all the difference to successful operation, allowmg one man,
with photographic knowledge, to obtain with inferior

apparatus belter results than another without this knowledge,
but possessing a powerful installation, in view of this pur-
poseful limitation in the book, a better title might possibly

ue " Radiographic Photographic Technique," to avoid this

book being ordered under a misconception that it deals with
general radiography.
The whole book is essentially practical, but where necessary

theoretical matter, such as chemical reactions, has not been
omitted, and it is evident that any omission is not due to

lack of the necessary knowledge on the part of the author.
I'he first chapter, as already mentioned, deals with X-ray
work m general, and is essentially practical even to methods
of cleaning the mercm-y of interrupters. Ihe second chapter

deals w'lth the photographic plate, sufficient theory being
introduced and the choice of plates on various grounds bemg
discussed. The X-ray tube is then described m detail, and
the use of rectifying valves to prevent the inverse current.

A chapter on storage and handling of plates contains many
useful formulas for solutions. 'The next chapter deals witn
the purposes and advantages of the use of mtensifier screens,

and the advantage is vividly shown by a contrast photograph
(fig. 33) of a booted foot, one half of which is intensified

and one half not intensified. Ttiis is followed by a chapter on
fluorescent screens which, besides givmg a thorough scientific

treatment, gives such details as the danger to the screen use-

fulness due to its being put near heated objects as radiators.

A short chapter is devoted to stereoscopy, i.e., the exact

location of foreign objects, before operation, by means of

X-rays.
Further chapters deal with the dark room and its equipment

(a suitable equipment being given in detail), intensification,

and reduction of under-exposed or over-exposed and undevel-

oped plates, and of printing processes.

Chapter X on the more recent industrial applications of

X-rays for the examination of castings, faulty welds, aero-

plane timber, &c., makes it evident that the manufacturing
engineer may soon require a knowledge of X-ray techmque
if such tests become a routine method of examination, and
in view of this, the matter on the protection of the operator

will become of still more value.

The final chapter, on chemical analysis, by X-rays, gives

recent work by Debye & Schewer, Hull, the Braggs, and
others, and so stimulates the reader's interest that it is

with great regret he finds the author has necessarily, to limit

his space on such a subject to a few pages. The appendices,

like the rest of the book, are essentially practical and useful,

giving it an important place as a reference book on the

shelves of all engaged in X-ray technology.—B. Lfogett.

Electrically Cultivated Bacteria.—A process has been in-

N'ented for the production of such vaccines as typlioid and
cholera on an economical scale, says the Daily Mail.

Bacteria of the particular disease are grown in bouillon,

which is treated by passing through it an electric current at

between 20 and 30 volts foi- two hours. The bact<?ria are not

killed by this treatment, but are rendered quitt> harmless, and
in this state they can be cultivat<?d on a large scale, the new
cultures being still harmless, although if subcultivated in the

ordinary way they usually regain their virulence. These cul-

tures can be mixed w'ith a saline solution and administered by
vaccination in the usual way.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

Jubilee Confehenxe, 192'2.

(Continued from page 353.)

The reminiscences of Dr. G. Kapp covered the period

1885-95. He recalled a visit early in the 'eighties to see at

Paddington Station the late Mr. Gordon's alternator used for

supplying electricity for lighting. The machine was direct-

coupled to a low-speed piston engine and appeared to them
a gigantic machine. About that period he inspected a small

lighting station in London, where two belt-driven Westing-

house machines were installed; they had rotating armatures

and in general build resembled d.c. multipolar machines. There

was no provision for parallel I'unning, but either machine
could be put on to the external circuit and when changing

over there was a momentary interruption of supply. Those
two sets of plant were the first practical examples of a.c.

supply in this country.

In his own alternator Dr. Kapp aimed at making nearly the

whole of the armature winding active, and that led to a

disk armature with a coiled-band iron core. That machine
was not taken up by any English maker, but the Oerlikon Co.

built them for .some years and some were of fairly large size

;

for instance, the equipment of the Zurich central station

worked by the water power of the Limmat. Eventually all

those early machines were supei'seded by the type now ad-

opted by all makers—namely, a revolving-field and fixed-ar-

mature type with the winding housed in slots. It took 15

years to arrive at such a simple and straightforward design,

and he could not help speculating whether they were not
at present still groping in other matters along devious paths
which would ultimately lead to some simple solution.

In transformer design something similar had to be gone
through. Some wanted to reduce hysteretic loss, others to save

iron, others to save copper, others to reduce inductive drop, and
so on, but in each case they had to pay for the attainment
of their desire in some unforeseen way. In his own case he
wanted to reduce labour and utilise every scrap of iron .stamped
out of the sheet by using the rectangle stamped out of the
horse shoe as the second yoke. The ti'ansformer proved a
failure, because even if tightly screwed up it acted as a trum-
pet. Eventually they saw what things were of real import-
ance : the highly mathematical investigation as to the best
shape and proportions of transformers undertaken by man>-
theorists had not proved of much practical value. Makers
built as it suited the workshop and, although there were
considerable differences in the details of design, all trans-
formers made by respectable firms were about equally good.

^
By the time the whole profession had liecome reconciled to

single-phase a.c. plant, .American, German, Swiss and Itahan
makers had taken up three-phase working, but in this coun-
try there was some reluctance to adopt the new development.
Engineers had to order their three-phase plant at fir.st from
abroad, but soon English makers recognised its advantages
and now English plant was quite as good as, and perhaps a
little more robust than Continental plant.

Sir Alexander B. W. Kennedy, F.R.S., said that when
he forsook marine engineering for " this dreadful pastime
of yours," there was no man in London or anywhere else
who helped them on more than Colonel Crompton did. What-
ever he found out, whatever good work he heard of, he put
at the service of the rest of them. They were all very much
indebted to him at that time and since. Su- Alexander then
spoke of how electricity started in Westmin.ster when he
had to do with the starting of it there. The present West-
minster undertaking started as a small shanty in Dacre Street
and another in Chapel Street, and some d.c. sets in the stone-
yard of the Houses of Parliament, which were used specially
to supply the latter. He was there when the supply was
opened in February, 1890.

In the first quarter of 1891 they had a total income of 2,600
odd pounds. They were, of course, fighting Ferranti at the
same time. At Millbank Street or Stonevard they were using
7J lb. of coal per kWh, which was less than one-half the best
hiffh-pres,sure result.

During tho.se vears there was a great question whether
one could parallel two stations. He stood by one of the
machines and telephoned through from one station to the
other. The stations used were those at Dacre Street and
Stoneyard and the date of the experiment was February, 1891.
They solemnly connected the two .stations together—and no-
thmg hapnened. They vstarted to turn the old two-wire s^-s-
tem into the three-wire system in Wesftninster in September
IW^l, and finished in December. 1891. Their earlv machines
were verv krce

: they were of 112 kilowatts and theV cost from
4^1.700 to f2,.W0. A short time afterwards he wanted tenders
for machines of double that .si7e and had very great diflficultym gettmg them; onlv two makers in this countrv were pre-
pared to t«>nder for 2.50-kilowatt dvnamo.^.

Sir Ot.iver Lodge recalled that bis house in Birmingham
was lighted by an amateur. Allbricht, who bad been a pupil
of Crompton 'fl, and it was the first house in Birmingham thatwas lighted hy electricitv. Althousb thev could have got on
the mams they continued using their ^O-volt svstem of ac-

cumulators and the Crompton dynamo. &c., until he left,

about two years ago. The wiring, however, would have
shocked any experts; it did very well for 40 volts. He re-

membered when there was no " ohm," and had spoken of

70 feet of ordinary bell wire—that was the kind of standard of

resistance they used to use. When they wanted to have the
electric arc light at University College they had to install

40 Grove cells. He remembered the ampere coming in, and
a workman speaking of it as a " hamper of electricity." and
also the introduction of the term " dynamo " at the British

Association, by Lord Kelvin, when reading a paper on the
efficiency of what they then called a dynamo-electric machine.
He, with Fitzgerald, saw the first electric railway—Lord

Kelvin was there too—which ran between Portnish and Bush-
mills. The Siemens firm had rigged it up, and the electrical

engineer was Edward Hopkinson, recently deceased; it was
worked by water power from the Bushmills waterfall. The
electrified rail was about one foot off the ground on little posts

running by the side of the rail, and the railway ran on the
.side of the road. It was run at 500 volts, and they killed ;'

cow. Lord Kelvin, however, could not feel it at all, and
gravely placing his hand on the rail, after a pause, he re-

marked " I think I do feel something."
He was scientific adviser to the E.P.S. for a time, and

there they had the first electric tramcar. It had storage bat-

teries under the seats. The first day it was a failure

because it ran out of the yard and refused to take the bend
into the road. Sir William Preece spoke of self-induction

publicly as a bugbear and was very much annoyed with Mr.
Oliver Heaviside for emnhasisinc the matter of self-induction

in cables. The work of Mr. Heaviside had perhaps not re-

ceiv-^d quite its due share of recognition. Lord Kelvin gave
the theory of cables, and made the first cables possible: at
any rate, he made them much more satisfactory than they
otherwise would have been by his theory which took into ac-

count cap.acity and resistance. He did not attempt to take
self-induction into account. Mr. Heaviside did. and showed
that whereas resistance and capacity together were a bugbear
and distorted the signals, the effect of self-inductanco would
be just the opposite. Loaded cables were now used for tele-

phonic purposes, and Sir Oliver believed a great deal more
could be done by self-induction in cables. Experiments had
been going on for a long time on that subject, and the .speed

might yet be considerably increased.

(To be continued.)

THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER COM-
MISSION OF ONTARIO.

The thirteenth annual report of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario covers the year ended October 31st,

1920, and has just come to hand. Sir Adam Beck, the chaii--

man, states that 1920 was again a period of re-adjustment
after the passing of war conditions. In some parts whole
industries were closed doT\n until a fall occurred in the cost

of labour and materials. This was most marked in the
Eugenia and Severn areas, where the load, and consequently
the revenue, was considerably reduced. The Xiacara system
was not so seriously affected owing to the fact that new in-

dustries arose to take the place of those that had ceased to

take power. The growth of demand was .such that at the
end of the year there was a shortage of power. This was also

due in part to the expiration of a contract for a supply of a.

block of power assumed by the Commission at the time of

purchase of the assets of the Ontario Power Co. Owina to

the abnormal increase in the cost of labour and materials, it

was necessary at the beginning of the year to increase the
rates charged to a number of the smaller municinalities on
this system, but fortunately the. increase in the business done
bv these municipalities resulted in an increase of revenue to
them and in most cases a profit was realised. At the begin-
ning of the year, the Commission fixed a .schedule of rates to
cover the estimated cost of service to all municinalities. The
total revenue amounted to $3,946,133, but after meetint
working and interest charges there was a deficit of $147,464,
which is considered satisfa<;tory in the circumstances which
prevailed.

The operation of the Ontario Power Company's 150,000-kW
plant was not marked by any unusual occurrences and no
new con.struction of importance was carried out. The report
gives detailed reasons for the drop of head and loss of power
due to ice from Lake Erie, which de.scends in small pieces and
upon being stopped by the diverters freezes into a solid block
and fills the water openings. Dynamite is used to clear
these stoppages. The cate valves on several of the sets have
been rebuilt and provided with ri'^ing stem operating mechan-
isms, which are more efficient than the old tvne. Details
are given of numerous other improvements which have been
carried out to this plant, and it is stated that 1.026 million
nnits were generated here during the year. The Ninsan
System, during the period of shnrtacre. took the .supply of
OPe of the Canadian-Niagara Co.'s 9.000-h.p. sets, but the- in-

crease of demand soon absorbed this extr.a power, and the
problem remained as serious ag before. Another factor which
contributed to the shortage was the expiration of a cnntrnct

E
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with the Toronto Power Co., which deprived the system of

13,000 h.p. The report deals with the progress of the Queen-

ston-Chippawa Development (Elec. Rev., October 8th. 1920,

p. 477), which has now been opened. The Severn System's Big

Chute plant was kept loaded, but the supplies taken previously

from the Eugenia and Wasdell's Systems were discontinued.

The Wasdell's Sy-stem was not seriously affected l)y industrial

depression as the area is principally agricultural, and sei-vice

was given to many additional farms. One large industry was

added as a power consumer increasing the total amount of

power transmitted over the system by about 75 per cent. Tlie

power supply of the St. La^ATence System was ample.

The Muskoka System was fully occupied during most
of the year. Satisfactory operation of the Central Ontario

System is reported. The principal featm-e of the year's

working was the addition of the Healy Falls—Peterboro

line to the system. This line is 28 miles long, with

power supply of the St. Lawrence System was ample, and

during March and .April a block of 475 h.p. was supplied to

the Toronto Paper Co., who.se generating plant was tempor-

arily closed. The plant of the Muskoka System was fully

occupied during most of the year, although there was a slight

falling off towards the end. Satisfactory operation of the

Central Ontario System is reported. The principal feature

of the year's working was the addition of the Healy Falls

—

Peterboro line to the system. This line is 28 miles long, with

steel-reinforced aluminium conductors. It provides an addi-

tional source of power to a number of municipalities, and the

telephone line-5 it contains are of considerable assistance in

load-dispatching. Tlie re-insulation of the 44,000-V lines was
almost completed during the year. A shortage of power waa
caused for about six weeks by the low stream flow of the

Trent River, but .Tssistance was .secured from several exter-

nal sources. The addition of the new generatinc station, with

an output of 1.575 kVA at High Falls, on the Mississippi

River, enabled the Rideau System to sive a full supply to the

municipalities it serves. Here again difficulty was experienced

from insufficient stream flow on the Rideau River, and the

opening of the Hich Falls station was onportune. In the
Vipissing System, nlthouch the load was higher, it was not
found necpssarv to use the steam stand-by plnnt, which has
been installed for tiding over low-stream periods. The Thun-
der Bay System operated sati.sfactorily, but it was found
necessarv to increase the power held in reserve from the
Knministinuia Power Co. from fi.OOO to 7,000 h.p. The Ottawa
and Hull Power & Manufacturing Co., which supplies power
to the Ottawa Svstem. by arrangement with the Commission,
put a new station into operation during the year, and the
whole of the power for Ottawa is now supplied by this plant.

The " ConsoUdated Operating Reports " of the systems

show that earnings amounted to $9,707,901, as compared
with $7,827,055 in the previous vear. Expenses totalled

$8,094,0.56 ($fi,.531,482), and depreciation charges $902,029

($814,219), leaving a surplus of $711,816 '($481 ,3-54).

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Second Readings.—In the House of Lords on March 9th the

Black Country Tramways and Light Railways Bill and the

Yorkshire Electric Power Bill were read a second time. On
the 8th inst. the second reading of the following took place :

—
North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Bill; South Wales
Electrical Power Distribution Co. Bill; and Ayr Burgh (Elec-

tricity) Bill.

The L.C.C. Railless Traction Froposals.—Before the Court
of Referees at the House of Commons last week, the Wands-
worth Borough Council appeared to oppose the Bill pro-

moted by the London County Council to introduce railless

vehicles at Lewisham. The Council opposed on the ground
that it was injuriously affected. Trolley vehicles were
something new in street traction, and the Wandsworth
authority was afraid that the proposal with regard to Lewis-
ham would ultimately extend to the whole of London. The
Council asked to be allowed to state its view now and so pro-

tect the interests of the district. Mr. Hope (Chairman of

Committees), who presided, said that the Court was not
satisfied that a primd facie case had been made out, and the
apphcation would not be allowed.

Electric Lamps in Mines.—In the House of Commons on
Mdinday Major Kelley asked the Secretary for Mines whether
he proposed to make any new regulations governing the
use of electric or other safety lamps in mines.
Mr. Bkidgeman replied that no fresh regulations governing

the use underground of safety lamps were contemplated at the
moment. He was awaiting recommendations in the matter
from the Miners' Lamps Committee. As regarded danger
from choke damp, he was advised that flame safety lamps or

open lights (where used) gave sufficient warning to enable
the miner to withdraw^in safety. The electric safety lamp,
however, could give no warning of the presence of inflam-
mable or noxious gases, and the question what steps should
be taken to provide safeguards in the general use of electric

lamps by the workmen in a mine was now under consideration

by the Miners' Lamps Committee.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—H. J. Pugh & Co. (trading as

Herbert john Pugh), electrical engineers. 38, Broadway
Parade, Crouch End.—This debtor petitioned the Loudon
15ankruptcy Court on December 31st, 1921. with liabilities

.i'47U, against assets, " bad debts. £24." He attended last

week before Mr. Registrar Mellor at the l^oudon Bankruptcy
C'uurt, and stated that he commenced business on his uwii

accuHut in May, J914, with ±'10 capital, and traded until

.\pril, 1921, when an execution was levied by a creditor.

\\ itness then sold the contents of the premises tor about A'20

tu his mother, who had since carried on the business and
employed him as manager. In February, 1921. witness

opened a branch at 16, Fore Street, Edmonton, but it was
not a success, and was only in existence for a mouth or

two. He attributed his failure to bad trade and the stoppage
of his business during the execution of necessary repairs

to the premises. The examination was concluded.
.'Vhthur Cocrtenay Ixce (trading as the Newcastle Electrical

Engineering Co.), 21, Fenkle Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, elec-

trical contractor.—The adjourned pubhc examination of this

debtor was held on March 9th at the County Court, Westgate
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Debtor stated that he was born
in Barbados. West Indies, and came to England in July, 1915.

to enlist. He -was in the Army until November, 1919, and
then had between £500 and £600. He commenced the New-
castle Electrical Engineering Co. in October, 1920, w^ith

another man. In May. 1921, this man left the business, and
on August 16th, 1921, debtor was joined by another man. At
that time the business was in difficulties. The name wae
changed to the Tyne Electrical Industries, and debtor took
over responsibility for the debts of the old firm. Debtor
attributed his failure to bad trade and losses in trading. He
stated further that he had very little experience of business
in this country and had to depend upon others. The examina-
tion was adjourned to be closed.

Frederick Chahles Goss, 64, Gloucester Rond. Bishopston.
Bristol, electrical engineer.—The receiving order in (his matter
was made on February 28th on debtor's own petition. The
statement of affairs shows liabilitieR of £1.291. while the net
assets are eitimated at 16269, or a deficiency of j61,022.

iJebtor attributes bis failure to the glump ia trade, deprecia.

tion in value of stock, expenses in connection with agency for

automatic Ughting plant, and expenses in connection v\ith the
illness of his wile. It appears that in May, 1919, he com-
menced business as an electrical engineer in partnership with
another. The partnership capital, amomiting to £5U. was pro-

vided by debtor. When commencing, the partners had nci

business premi.ses. but traded from their priv^e addre»k-s.

In October, 1919, the partnership was dissolved, debtor taking
over the assets and liabilities. Subsequently debtor traded
on his own account, and for the first two years the business
was fairly successful, but during the last year, by reason of

the slump in trade and falling prices, he traded at a loss.

On February 8th a meeting of creditors was held, when it

was resolved that efforts should be made to realise eufficient

from the assets to provide a composition of 46. in the £, but
as the creditors were not unanimous, the petition was filed.

Debtor became aware of his position in August last.

G. M. Hallett, electrical engineer, 7. King Street, Froiue.

—Receiving order made March 7th on debtor's own iietition.

First meeting, March 22nd, at the Official Receiver's Offices,

Bristol; public examination, March 28th.

.7. Owen (.1. Owen & Sons), electrical engineer, 186, West-
combe Hill, and 3. The Grove, Greenwich.—Last day for

proofs for dividend, April 3rd. Trustee : Official Receiver, 29,

Russell Square, W.C.I.
W. A. Davis, electrical engineer, late of 3, Coronation Street.

Leeds.—Last day for proofs for dividend, March 29th.

Trustee : Mr. H. C. Bowling, Official Receiver, 24, Bond
Street, I^eeds.

A. Kershaw and C. H. Wood (Ker.shaw & Wood), electric.il

engineers and merchants, 9. Bradford Road. Dewsbury.

—

Application for discharge to be heard at the County Court
House. Dewsbury, April 5th.

M. T. B. Gordon (T. Gordon), electrical and general mer-
chant, lat^e of 20. Western Broadway. Hammersmith, W.—
Trustee ; Mr. D. Williams. Official Receiver, Carey Street,

W.C., relea.sed February J8th,
J. Harrison (Harrison S: Son), electrical engineer. 93,

Prinoea Street, London Road, 6outhend.on-8ea.—Trustee

:

Mr. T. Oourlny. Official Receiver, 29, Ru»«ll Square, W.C.I.
released February 24th,
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G. H. Gee, electrician, 10. Front Street, Annfield Plain,

Durham.—Ti-ustee : Mr. C. Woollett. Official Receiver, 4.

Northumberland Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, released Febru-

ary ^th.
T. Rawsthorne, electrical engineer, 67b. Paradise Street,

West Bromwich.—Last day for proofs for dividend. March

25th. Trustee : Mr. E. E. Deane, Official Receiver, 101, Cor-

poration Street, Bumingham.
V. B. WoRTHiKGTON, electrical and mechanical engineer,

Ellesmere Yard, Walkden.—First and final dividend of Sid.

in the £ payable March 'iOth, at the Official Receiver's offices,

Byrom Street, Manchester.

M. Watkinson, H. \VATKINSON, A. Watkinson (Watt and

Co.). electrical and mechanical engineers, 22 & 24, Palmer

Eoad, Sheffield.—First and final dividend of 6s. 2d. in the £,

payable March 20th, at Messrs. Parkin & Co.. 36, Bank Street,

Sheffield.

A. T. Williams and W. J. Bevan (Electrical and General

Engineering Co.), electrical engineers, 49, Commercial Street,

Aberdare.—First meeting, March 22nd. at 34, Park Place,

Cardiff; public examination, April 21st.

Company Liquidations.—Neale & Freund, Ltd.—Winding
up voluntarily. Liquidator ; Mr. E. G. Evans, 3, London
Wall Buildings, E.G. Meeting of creditors, March 20th.

Particulars of claims to the liquidator by March Itlth.

The Ddrolite Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Hardinge Lane,

Penge.—Pursuant to Section 188 of the Companies (Consoli-

dation) Act, a meeting of the creditors in this matter was
held on the 10th inst. at the offices of Mr. H. C. Merrett, 41,

Fmsbury Square, E.C. The liquidator, who presided, said

that the Uabihties to unsecured creditors amounted to f2,774,

while there were partly secured creditors for Ji891, the se-

curity held being valued at £'2.5. The assets consisted of

ca.sh in hand £17. furniture £135, and there were 3,000 ordin-

ary shares in a company called Clydo, Ltd., but it was un-

certain what the shares would realise, and the liquidator

said that it would be safe to assume, for the time being, that

the assets w-ere somewhere between £300 and £400. It was
said that the Clydo Co. had been run in conjunction with
the Durolite Co., and the patents of the Clydo machines,
which consisted of an illuminated sign, were believed to be
of very considerable value. In the result it was decided that
the liquidation should be left in the hands of Mr. Merrett,
with a committee of inspection.

Campion, Ball & Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-
dator : Mr. .J. Frith, 14, St. .James' Street, Sheffield. 'Meeting
of creditors, March 23rd. Particulars of claims to the
liquidator by .\pril 20th.

British Switchgear, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors, March
2Sth at Australia House, Strand, W.O Claims to the liqui-

dator. Ml-. T. D. Marshall, 10, Bush Lane. Cannon Street,

E.C, by March 28th.

C. PoRTASS & Son, Ltd.—Meeting, April 20th. at 155, Nor-
folk Street, Sheffield, to hear an account of the winding up
from the hquidators, Messrs. J. S. Hancock and C. Turner.

Sequestration.—J. Walker (carrying on business at various
addresses from time to time as J. Walker, J. Walker & Co..
Walker & Co.. and Walker & Nicholson), manufactm-er of

medical electrical appliances, 9, Thistle Street, Glasgow.

—

Estates sequestrated by the Sheriff of Lanark.shLre at Glasgow
»>n March 7th. Meeting; ti> elect trustee and commissioners,
March 2(1th at the Faculty Hall, Glasgow.

Dissolutions of Partnersiiip.—.T. C. Ar.nall & Co., electriciil

and mechanical engineers, 1, Thomas Street, Smethwick.

—

Mr. A. N. Gosling and Mr. J. C. Arnall have dissolved partner-
ship.

Provincial Lighting & Engineering Co., Engineers. 9,

Derby Road. Weaste, Lancaster.—Messrs. I. Faulkner an(l

C. T. Joyce have dis.solved partnership. Mr. Faulkner will
attend to debts.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. Bailey & Thorpe have
ccimmenced business as electrical and mechanical engineers,
A-c, at Prince's Dock Chambers. Prince's Dock, Hull, and
they wish to receive catalogues.

The Spearing Boiler Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Tinkers, Ltd.,
the well-known Lancashire boiler makers, of Daisyfield Boiler
Works. Hyde, near Manchester, have come to an arrangement
under which the Spearing Co. acquires the i-ontrolling interest
in Mes.srs. Tinkers. The Spearing water-tube boiler will in
future be made at the work.-< of Messrs. Tinkers, where large
exten.sions. to cope with the rapidly-growing demand for the
Spearing boiler, are to be carried out. llr. Spearing will
join the board of Tinkers, Ltd.. as chaii-man. and Mr. Frank
Thinker will continue to act as managing director.

Messrs. W. E. Hdghes & Co., of 50 & 51, Lime Street.
London, E.C. 3. have been appointed the sole agents for Great
Britain of the SociiHe Suisse de Clemat^ite at Vallorbe

• (Switzerland), makers of " Cleraat^ite J' insulating material.
In connection with the liquidation of the Wilson-

Wolf Engineering Co., Ltd., under the reconstruction scheme,
Messrs. Pooley & Austin, of 34, Broadway, Westminster,

• 8.W,, have been re^-appointed the sole London agents for the
new firm, and will continue to supply fractional horse-power
motors from stock in London, or direct from the works as

hitherto. It is hoped to have all sizes for both a.c. and d.c,

from l/;30 up to i h.p., in production within the next few
months.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. \\ . E. Hdghes & Co., .50

and 51, Lime Street, E.C.3.—A catalogue illustrating a
number of insulating-material manufactures produced by the
Swdss firm La Societe Suisse de Clemateite.
Messrs. Donovan & Co., 47, Cornwall Street, Birmingham.

— List No. 1,322, giving reduced prices of cables and wires.

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.B.7.

—

" Ti-ansformer Abstracts " No. 7. This issue explains why
current rushes take place upon s:vitching-in a transformer
on no load.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Caxton House, West-
minster, S.W.I.—Pamphlet No. 130 F., giving a description

of the " Stannos " concentric wiring system and photogi-aphic

views of .several installations.

Mr. J. B. Rudein, 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.—

A

well-illustrated list giving full particulars and dimensions of

switches and switch-fuses of various patterns made by the
Sprecher & Schuh Co., of Aarau, Switzerland.

Messrs. L. G. Hawkins & Co., 116, Charing Cross, Road,
W.C.2.—A small folder dealing with " Vio Ray " high-
frequency outfits. Priced and illustrated.

.\teliers de Constructions Electriques de Charleroi, 56,

Victoria Street, S.W.I.—An illustrated stock list (in French)
of a.c. motors and d.c. motors and dynamos.

Messrs. Strode & Co., Ltd., 48, Osnaburgh Street, N.W.I.—An illustrated bcwklet presenting a number of examples of

metal-work, including shop fronts, doors, interior decoration,

&c., carried out by the firm.

Imperial Electrical Trading Co., 106. Charing Cross Road,
W.C.2.

—

An illustrated and priced leaflet of " .silvered pyra-
midal " shades and reflectors.

Our Foreign Trade.

—

February Figures.—The following
were the values of imports and exports of electrical goods
and machinery during February 1922 :

—

2 Months
Feb. Inc. or 1922.

1922. dec. Inc. or dec.

£ £ £
Imports—

Electrical goods and appa-
ratus 89,442 - 127,793 - 258,726

Machinery 637,524 - 619,338 -1,656,557
Exports—

Electrical goods and appa-
ratus 608.763 - 515,038 -1,007,727

Machinery 4,636,529 -1.761,400 -4.021,840
Re-exports—

Electrical goods and appa-
ratus 21,349 - 8.693 - 27,026

Machinery 95,416 + 713 - 64,261

A German's Call for Help.—Surely no friends of British

electi'iciil manufacturing will be likely to yield before the
advances that are being made by certain would-be German
L'lectrical exporters who want our buyers to lend them aid
in securing facilities for German travellers to more easily

enter the British market. A correspondent has sent us a
copy of circulars received from a tiiin in Berlin stating that

Mr. So and Su will soon he coming across to call personally

in order to show him samples of latest models ot magneto
ili'ctiic lam|)s. The following quotations from the circular

will entertain our readers: " la order to overcome the exist-

ing difficulties in procuring the uecessai-y passport and
travelling permit, we shall consider it a great favour if you
will send us a few lines to the effect that a. personal inter-

view would he needed to arrive at a proper understanding. It

is hardly necessary to say that we would not only ask this

favour of you if we did not feel convinced that a personal
interview will be to mutual advantage."

Electric Hardening Furnaces.

—

.\ demonstration of modern
methods of heat treatment of steel was recently organised by
the Department of Applied Science of Sheffield IJniversity,

under the sujwrvision of Prof. C. H. Desch. .\ Wild-Barfield
hardening furnace was installed at the Faculty of Metallurgy,
and manufacturers were invited to bring samples of their own
work to be hardened. It is claimed that where these fm'-

naces are in.stalled on mass production, in no case has the cost

exceeded that of gas-fired furnaces, while the uniformity of

results, the improved quality of the products, and the benefi-

cial effects on the health of the operatives are strong argu-
ments in favom' of the electrical way.

South America.—According to the Review of the River
Plate, the Compaflia Sudamericana de Telefonos L. M. Eric-
.-son has been formpd to manufactm'e telephonic, telegraphic,

and electrical materials in general and aLso " Block " appara-
tus for railways, &c. Capital, $200,000 m/n. in 2,000 shares
of $100 m/n each.
The same contemporary announced a meeting of share-

holders of the Compaflia Platenee de Electricidad Sieroens-

Schuckert S.A. for February 20th to elect a new board of

directors, appoint thred sub-managers, and to authorise the
new board to treat for the purchase of the assets and liabilities

of " Siemeni-Scbuckerti Limita<3a " (" Oompaftia de Maqnip*
arias e Instalacionea Blictricas ")
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Growing Demand for Electrical Machinery in British

Malaya.— vVith the steady development that is going on in

the mterior of the British-controlled portion ot the Malay
Peninsula, there is a growing demand for electrical machinery.
This demand is indicated by the following statistics of imports
and exports taken from the official records of the Straits Settle-

ments :

—

Imports. Exports.

1918
1919
193U

60,535 18,795

55,189 ^,191
153,590 31,795
241,923 51,002

17,028
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The Birmingham Section, which closed on Priday, was
visited by 40,000 persons, including overseas buyers
from all parts of the world. This is considered satis-

factory. Mr. H. 0. Worrall (the chaknian of the

Council of the Fair) reported at the close that the amount
of business transacted and the prospective business were more
considerable than last year, and that with regard to oversea

trade especially, there had been a notable increase. The im-

provement in business was specially marked in the small tool

section ; and satisfactory reports had been received with regard

to hollow-ware (aluminium of superior gi'ades), particularly for

the electrical ti'ade ; and general ironmongery. Many exhibi-

tors have booked stands for next year's Fair, and in eome
instances the space has been increased.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. report

March loth :—Copper (eleeti-olytic| bars, ±'68 15s., 35s. to 75s

increase; ditto, ditto sheets, no change; ditto, ditto wire rods.

i'78 15s.. 35s. to 75s. increase; ditto h.c. wire. 10 7/16d.. id. to

7/16d. increase.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report March 15th :—Copper
bars (best selected), sheet und rods, no change; English pig

lead, i622 15s., 10s. increase.

Egyptian Contract for British Manufacturers.
—

'Tenders

were recently invited by the Public Works Ministry, Cairo, for

the supply and installation of pumping machinery at Atf, in

Lower Egypt. This contract was open to manufacturers all

over the world, and has now been adjudicated to the Associated

British Manufacturers (Egypt), Ltd., at a sum shghtly over

i£E.70,000. The contract was keenly competed for by Swiss,

German, French, Dutch, and other manufacturers. The instal-

lation forms part of one of the largest pumping stations

in Egypt, and the machinery and material to be supplied is

all British. It consists of four Willans i Robinson (the

English Electric Co., Ltd.) Diesel engines, each direct coupled

to a Gwynne pump. Each unit is capable of pumping 6.4

cubic metres of water per second. The electric power required

is supplied by two Vickers-Petters semi-Diesel engines dii'ect-

coupled to the English Electric generators. The filtering

plant is that of the Paterson Engineering Co., and the large

sluice valves are supplied by Messrs. Glenfield & Kennedy.
—Board of Trade Journal.

Wages and Conditions in the Tramway Industry.—The
Joint Industrial Council for the Ti-amway Industry met at

the Ministry of Labom- on March 9th, and came to an agree-

ment on the revision of the agreement of March, 1919, relating

to hours and working conditions on the tramways throughout

the country. A scheme was adopted for recommendation to

the constituent bodies of employers' and men's organisations.

Mr. J. Beckett, secretary of the Municipal Tramways Associa-

tion, stated that the agreement covered all the outstanding

points in dispute. It is understood that it is in the nature

of a compromise, and that the guaranteed week of 48 hours is

be retained for existing staffs of the tramway undertaking.—
The Times.

" Summer Time."—In the House of Lords on March
14th. the Summer Time Bill passed through Committee. This

measure provides that the alteration shall take place at

•2 a.m. on the day after the last Satm'day in March (except

where this is Easter Day, when it will commence a week
earlier), and will continue until the morning after the first

Saturday in October. The Bill was approved generally, but

exception to it was taken by agricultural interests. On
March 9th the French Chamber passed a similar measure
after it had been rejected upon its introduction.

The Spanish Tariff.—By an awkward little slip on the

part of the printer part of the " Business Notice " on this sub-

ject in our last issue appeared at the bottom of page 350 instead

of at the bottom right-hand comer of page 337. As many of

our readers must have discovered, the Spanish tariff matter
concludes at the top of page 338. We apologise for any mysti-

fication or confusion, for we can assure our readers that the

accident was not a deUberate one. and have told the

printer that we have no need for such attempts to expedite

the very satisfactory rate at which the Review circulation is

moving. No prizes were offered to the first reader discover-

ing the error; had it been so we should have won, for we
" spotted " it in going through our first office copies before the
Review was actually on sale.

French Railway Orders.—It is reported from Paris that

an arrangement has been made in principle between the

Thomson-Houston group (Schneider & Jeumont works) and
the Orleans Railway Co. for the delrven.- of all the plant re-

quired for the electrification of the latter's system, includ-

ing locomotives, transfonner stations, equipment of the lines,

&c. The work will be extended over a period of .several

years.

Oxford Street Lighting.—With reference to the article

upon the above .subject which api>eared in our last issue

(p. .331), Venner Time Switches, Ltd., states that the lights

are grouped and controlled by " Venner " apparatus.

Industrial Unrest.—According to Mr. Seebohm Rowntree,
the existence of industrial unrest is "a reflection on the
ability of industrial administrators." He will elaborate this

statement in an address to business men and women to be
given on Wednesday. March 22nd. at 3.30 p.m.. at Greshani
College, BasinghaU Street, E.G.. under -the auspices of the

National Movement towards a Christian Order of Industry
and Commerce, to which we recently referred. If unrest can-

not be obUteratied it can at any rate be reduced to insignificant

proiwrtions if the nation is disposed to pay the price, accord-

ing to Mr. Rowntree. The account to be met to secure indus-
trial peace will be under five heads:— (1) Wages; (2) hours;

(3) economic security; (4) status of workers; and (5) giving

the workers a definite share in the prosperity of the industry

in which they are engaged.

Ellison's Chess°players.—M. Kostich, the Serbian chess
master, visited Elhson's Perry Barr works on Saturday last

and gave a lecture on chess openings to the chess enthusiasts

there. We hear that the hints thit M. Kostich gave on the

way to develop the game and the importance of understanding
the why and wherefore of the opening moves were exceedingly

useful
;

particularly so, as the majority of the listeners were
inexperienced players. The Ellison men play in the thii-d

division of the Birmingham Chess I^eague under the name of

the " Induction Club."

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.\ppended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods and productions associated with the elec-

trical trades and industries. In place of the date of apphca-

tion for the trade mark, we propose in future to give the

date from which those who desire to oppose the application

have a period of one month in which to enter their opposi-

tion :
—

J. E. (lettering and design). No. 421,231. Machinery and
parts of all kinds included in Class 7.—The Jeary Electrical

Co., Ltd., 8. Lambeth Hill. London, E.G. March 8th, 1922.

Teletel. No. 420.084. Class 8. Numbering devices for

counting and indicating telephone calls, &c.—Wm. Albert Lan-
dau. 43. Old Queen Street, Westminster, S.W. March 8th,

1922.

W'eeks' Electrical Etching (lettering and design). No.

420.180. Class 6. Electrical etching machines.—Weeks'
Photo-Engraving Co.. Inc., 923, Sansom Street, New York.

U.S.A. March 8th. 1922.

Electricalities. No. 421,329. Class 16. Porcelain and

earthenware.—The Cable Accessories Co.. Ltd.. Britannia

Works, Groveland Road, Tividale, Tipton. Staffs. March 8th,

1922.

Rockbestas (lettering and design). No. 402.88:3. Class 50.

Asbestos electrical insulating material.—Martin-Rockwell Cor-

poration, 347, Madison Avenue, New York, U.S. March 8th,

1922.

Book Notices.
—" Scientific Papers of the U.S. Bureau

of Standards, No. 424, " Mathematical Theory of Induced

Voltage in the High-Tension Magneto '"(15 cents); No. 425.
• Characteristic Soft X-rays from Arcs in Gases and Vapours

"

(10 cents); No. 426, "Thermal Expansion of Nickel, Monel

Metal. Stellite. Stainless Steel, and Aluminium" (10 cents);

and No. 427, " Some Effects of the Distributed Capacity Be-

tween Inductance Coils and the Ground " (5 cents). Wash-
,

ington : Government Printing Office.
' Proceedings of the Physical Society, of London." Vol.

XXXrV, Part H (20-1- xcv pp.). London : Fleetway Press, Ltd.

Price 6s. net.—This includes communications on " The Aver-

age Range of /3-Rays in Different Metals," by G. A. Suther-

land, M.A.. and L. H. Clark, B.Sc. ;
" The Sensitivity of

Ballistic Galvanometers," by Prof. Ernest Wilson; " The De-

termination of the Damping Decrement of a Tuning Fork,||

by R. LI Jones. M.A. ; and a discussion on " Hygrometry."
"" The Journal of the Rontgen Society," Vol. XVHI, No. 70,

Januarv, 1922 (52 pp.). London : Percy Lund, Humphries

and Go.,' Ltd. Price os. net.—This number includes Prof. J.

\Y. Nicholson's Presidential address; " The Physics of the X-

ray Tube." by Dr. G. W. C. Kaye; and " Transformer Recti-

fier Sets," bv Mr. M. A. Codd.
" Physico-Chemical Problems Relatmg to the Soil."—A re-

port of a general discussion held by the Faraday Society in

May last (142 pp.). London : The Society. Price 10s. 6d. net.

" Electrically-driven Colliery Winding Engines," by H.

Marshall (32 pp.). New Maiden, Surrey : Vizetelly & Co.,

Ltd. (for the Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding

Draughtsmen).
The March issue of Industrial Welfare (9d. net) contains

several articles of value to works' managements 'and welfare

workers. The importance of works magazines is stressed

in an article on " Restoring Faith in Industry." by Mr. Lance-

lot Smith, C.B.E., and useful notes on the running of these

magazines are given by an editor of one. The intiuence of

welfare on production is discussed in an article by Mr. Hector

MoMichael; and methods of dealing with inventions by em-

ployes are given.

The title of the Revue de I'lngenieur et Index Technique

has been changed to France-Delgique, and the offices have

been removed to 32, Rue Saint-Christophe, Brussels.
" Sharing Profits with Employes," by J. A. Bowie (pp.

ix-t-222). London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Price

lOs. 6d.
^ ^, ^.

" The Transactions of the South African Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers," Vol. XH, Part 2. Price 38. net.—The paper

forming the greater part of this number is on " Mineral Con-

centration by Alternate Currents," by Mr. W. M. Mordey,

past-president I.E.E.
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Manufacture of Cables in Japan.—The Nippon Electric

Co., an allied company of the International Western Electric

Co., of New York, has joined forces with the Sumitomo Elec-

tric Wire and Cable Works, of Osaka, one of the oldest com-

mercial enterprises in Japan. A new company has been

organised to be known ae the Sumitomo Electric Wire and

Cable Works, Ltd., for the production of power, telephone and

telegraph cable. It has started with a capital of 10,000,000 yen,

or about $5,000,000. The Nippon Electric Co. haa granted

to its new associate the right to use all its manufacturing and
engineering information and patents which it receives from

the Western Electric, covering the production of cable. The
Sumitomo Co., which is primarily a manufacturmg concern,

on its side has agreed to assist the Nippon Co. in the sale

not only of electric wire and cable, but also all its other pro-

ducts.

—

Indian Textile Journal.

Exhibitors' Failings.—^Correspondence has been appearintj

in some of the papers reflecting upon the inattention to

visitors that was noticeable at a number of stands at the

British Industries Pair. We noticed this failing in a very

marked degree om-selves, especially at certain times of the

day. It is a long-standing complaint—one that we have often

bad to ventilate in these pages. We cannot imagine that

principals of businesses are responsible for stands being left

understaffed and frequently entirely unattended for hours at

a stretch when would-be buyers are about; if it were so,

what could be more short-sighted after having spent heavily

on making an exhibit of their products? And yet we cannot

imagine that inattention or disloyalty among their staffs is

responsible in many cases; here and there one espiects to find

a black sheep, but the majority are honourable men. Who,
then, is really to blame? Money spent upon exhibiting is

largely thrown away unless there be a live, courteous, capable,

and not too talkative representative or two in charge.

Tlie Needs of Industry.—Mr. F. Dudley Docker, C.B., in

addressing the Midland Branch of the National Union of

Manufacturers at Bu'mingham, said that railway rates and
fares were at the base of cheap production. They wanted con-

fidence, not conferences; the latter left the ti-ade very much
as it was. Mr. Docker, as the fir^st president of the F.B.I.

,

is well quahfied to know something about this matter.

Sir Peter Rylands, another past-president of the P.B.I..

in adch-essing Bradford traders, said a reduction of the income
tax, to be effective, must be two shillings in the £ No sub-

stantial trade improvements were likely in the next nine

months.
In the House of Lords last week Lord Southwark asked

the Government to give consideration to the urgent necessity

for the immediate reduction of postal charges iu the vital

mterests of the trade and commerce of the country. The sub-

ject demanded the attention of the Cabinet, as a reduction in

the charges would improve trade and reduce unemployment.

The Morwell Briquetting Plant.—The Federal Govern-
ment has granted permission to six German engineering ex-

perts to enter Victoria for the purpose of supervising the

erection of the Morwell brown coal briquetting plant.

—

Renter (Melbourne).

Local Electrical Exhibition.—."^n electrical exhibition will

be held by the Corporation of Kingston-upon-Thames, at the

Baths Hall, from April 3rd to 8th inclusive.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia. — Muswellbrook (N.S.W.). — The Municipal
Council intends to use accumulated profits from its gas under-
taking to help finance an electricity scheme for the town.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).

Boston.

—

Electricity Supply.—The scheme for the supply
of electricity to the town will shortly be commenced, and
Mr. A. Smith, consulting engineer, has prepared plans for

a generating station. A private company is to be formed to

carry out the undertaking, which it is estimated will involve

an expenditure of £150,000.

Burley (Yorks.).—Electricity Supply.—The Council has
under consideration a proposal to supply the district with
electricity.

Burton=on=Trent.

—

New Plant.—The Corporation proposes,

subject to the consent of the Electricity Commissioners, to

install new plant at the power station at a cost of over
£78,000. The matter has been referred to the Finance Com-
mittee with a view to the borrowing of the amount required.

Cardiff.

—

Extensio.n" of Supply.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have gi-anted the application of the Council for

permission to supply the districts of Eisca, Mynddislyn and
Bedwas with electricity.

Continental.

—

Italy.—According to Prof. Luiggi, Italy

possessed in 1915 329 hydro-electric installations of above
300 h.p. capacity, furnishing power equal to 935,000 h.p. In

the period 1916-1920 there were added 54 installations, of a

total power of 217,120 h.p. At the present time 54 plants are

under construction, totalling 359,210 h.p. Hence in a short

time over a million and a half h.p. will be supplied by plants
of over 300 h.p. capacity. Taking plant* below 300 h.p.

capacity the total output will shortly reach 1,800,000 h.p.

—

Revi.ita delle Industria Elettroferroviarie.

Doncaster.

—

Loan.—Application is being made by the Town
Council to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to the
borrowing of £10,740 for mains, &c.

Featherstone.

—

Street Lighting.—The Urban Council hae
accepted the offer of the Sharlston Colliery Co. for fighting

Strathouse by electricity at £3 per lamp per annum.

Glasgow.

—

Electricity E.xtensions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee proposes to purchase four acres of ground for the pur-

pose of extending the siding accommodation at the Dal-

marnock power station at a price of £9,000. The estiinate'd

cost of the new works to be constructed is £50,000.

Hastings.^LoAN.—The Town Council has applied to the

Electricity Commissioners for a loan of £8,327 for laying new
mains in the St.Leonard's district.

Hawkshead.

—

Electricity Supply.—In connection with the

proposed scheme for supplying the district with electricity, a

canvass of the residents is to be taken to ascertain the num-
ber who would be willing to take a supply.

Inverness.

—

Hydro-electric Scheme.—The Town Council

has decided upon a modified hydro-electric scheme for the

town and adjoining district. The Bill will be brought for-

ward next session and a company is being formed. It 1";

estimated that the cost of the scheme will be between
£125,000 and £200,000.

Leicester.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the

electricity department for the past year showed a gross profit

of £61,731. After deduction of interest, sinking-fund charges,

etc., there was a net surplus of £721.

London.

—

Hakrods' Power House.—.^t the annual meeting
on March 8th the chaii'man of Messrs. Harrods stated that

modern power plant had been injstalled to supply the film's

large premises in Brompton Road.

Maryborough (Queen's Co.).

—

Electricity Scheme.—The
Town Commissioners have approved of the proposal of muni-
cipal electric lighting at a cost of £10,000, to be borrowed in

open market, and have appointed a deputation to place the

scheme before the Local Government Department of the Irish

Provisional Government. The charge for electricity will be Is.

per unit.
'

Navan.

—

Scheme .\ppkoved.—The Local Government De-
partment of the Provisional Government has approved of the

scheme for the supply of electricity to the district.

New Zealand.

—

Wanganui.—The ratepayers have approved

of an electric lighting and tramway scheme, and a loan of

£50,(X)0 has been sanctioned to complete the installation of

a steam-operated plant.

—

Renter's Trade Sendee (Melbourne).

Perth.

—

Loan.—^The Electricity Committee proposes to

borrow £5,500 for the extension of mains.

Price Reductions.—Reductions are to be made in the

charges for electricity in the following districts : Grimsby.
Heywood, Long Eaton, Lynn, Stepney, and Sunderland.

Rotherham.

—

Financial Relief.—The Town Clerk has re- •

ported that as a result of the negotiations with the Disposals

and Liquidation Commission of the Treasury the loan of

£150,000 made by the Government for the construction of the

new power station has been cancelled : this will relieve the

Corporation of financial obUgations to the extent of £141,000.

Southport.—Change of System.—The electrical engineer

has been authorised to arrange with two local companies to

put in plant for altering the supply from single-phase to

three-phase.

Teignmouth.

—

Street Lighting.—The Urban Council has

accepted the offer of the Electric Lighting Co. for public

Ughting for five years, at £4 per 100 c p. lamp, and £6 per

2.50 c.p. lamp, per annum.

Torquay.

—

Parliamentary Bill.—The Town Council is pro-

moting a' Bill in Parliament for power to purchase the

Newton .^bbot Electrical Supply Co.'s undertaking in

accordance with the agreement under which the Council will

supply Newton Abbot with electricity.

Uganda.

—

Kampala.—.\ scheme is on foot for the supply

of electricity to the district.

Warrington.—Extension of Supply.-The Corporation is

extending its cables on the south side of the Manchester Ship

Canal as far as Thelw-ell. Cables are to be laid to Lymm
it that autlioritv requires a supply of electricity.

New Scr-statiox.—Tlie Electricity Commissioners have

authorised the Warrington Corporation to borrow the money
required for the erection of a sub-station at Latchford

Without.

Watford.—I;OAN.—The Urban Council is applying to the

Electricity Commissioners for sanction to a loan of B8W.940 for

extensions to existiBg plant.
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Bootle.

—

Restoration of Penny Fares.—Representations aie

being made to the Liverpool Corporation for the restoration

of penny fares on the Bootle Council's section of the tram-

way system.

Brighton.—Extension of Time.—The Minister of Transport

has extended the time of the Brighton Corporation Act, idl'2,

and the Order, 1917, until August, iy-2c!, for the erection of

trolley vehicle equipment.

Continental.

—

Holland.—The grantmg of the conces.siou

for the electrification and extension of the " Gooische Stoom-
tram " (director. i\ M. Augustijn. Watergraafsmeer) may be

expected this year, according to information sent to the De-
pai-tmeut of Uverseas Trade by H.M. Consul-General at

Rotterdam. The line Amsterdam-Hilversum will be the first

to be electrified, and a power station and annex buildings

will be constructed.

The Zeeuwsch Vlaamsche Tramweg Mij," of Axel (Z).

intends laying a new tramline with stations, sheds, kc, in

Zealand. The plans will probably be drawn up by Ingenieurs-

bureau W. E. Kramer & H. Polano, Noordeinde, 18a, The
Hague. It is expected that the work will be commenced at

the end of this year.

Sweden.—The Ways and Water Constructions Board
has asked the Government for a concession to con-

struct an electric railway from Ragunda to Ostersund, at

a cost of 10,600,000 kr., exclusive of the electrical equipment.
Portugal.—A partial tramway service has been resumed in

Lisbon. The cars are being driven by military pohce.

Italy.—According to L'Elettricistd, a report has been pre-

sented to the Italian Senate regarding the authorisation of the

State Railway Administration to take up bonds for a sum of

440,000,000 lire for the electrification of the State railways.

The Trofarello-Roneo line, which includes the Turin-Genoa
section, is ready for working, while the conversion has been
undertaken of the Ronea-.\rquota-Tortona. the Tortona-Non.
and the Voghera-Bivio-Bormida lines. It is hoped to be able

to complete the Eome-Tivoh and the Rome-Anzio-Nettune
line shortly, after which the Rome-Maples line will be taken

in hand. It is anticipated that an additional 500 km. will have
been electrified by the beginning of next year. The building

of electric locomotives will take from 18 to 21 months, and
an order has been placed for 111 locomotives, the estimated
cost of which is 165,000,000 lire. A portion of these loco-

motives will be placed on the lines already in use, while the

remainder will be reserved for the lines now under construc-

tion.

Edinburgh.

—

^Tramway Electrification.—The controversy

regarding the system of electrification to be adopted in

Princes Street was revived at a meeting of the Tramwaye
Committee on March 8th, when it was resolved to reconsider

the whole question. When approached and asked to call a

special meeting of the Council for this purpose, the Lord Pro-

vost told the Committee that it was its duty to carry out
the Council's decision, arrived at in January, to install the
overhead system. The Committee intends to carry the matter
further.

Llandudno.

—

Stuike.—The employes of the Llandudno and
Colwyn Bay Electric Railway Co. are on strike. The dispute

arose over a proposed reduction of 3s. per week in the men's
wages, which it was contended was one shilling more than
it should have been under the sliding scale agreement. It was
finally decided to reduce the wages by 2s. 6d., and this was
agreed to by the representative of the Transport and General
Workers' Union. The draft agreement, however, stated that

all the employes on returning to work were to report to the

traffic superintendent and to agree to any rearrangement of

the staff. As the traffic superintendent was also on strike, the

representative of the Union stated that this meant that one
of the inspectors who had returned to work had been ap-

pointed traffic superintendent, and he had stated that at the

termination of the strike certain men would be dismissed.
The men have refused to return to work until this man has
been removed.

London.

—

Underground Scheme Approved.—It was stated

last week that the modified scheme of improvements and ex-

tensions, submitted to the Government for assistance, by the
Underground Railway Companies, had been approved. Em-
ployment will be found for over 15,000 men for a period of two
years, and the cost is estimated at £5,000.000.
Breakdown.—A train on the District Railway was derailed

last Friday by the breaking of an axle. The line was blocked
for several hours, and the service between W'e.st Brompton
and Parson's Green stations was conducted on a single line.

.Acquisition of Bexi.ey System.—The L.C.C. is negotiating
for the transfer of Bexley tramway lines to its control. The
L.C.C. boundary includes only a part of the system, but
powers are being sought to acquire those lines which lie

without the boundary.
Lower Fares.—The South Metropolitan Electric Tramways

Co. has introduced cheap return fares on the Croydon-Sutton
and Croydon-Tooting routes.

Uruguay.

—

Monte Video.—The employes of the tramway
company recently struck for higher wages. The company

stated that it was impossible to increase wages unless the

fares were proportionately raised. The municipality refused

to sanction higher fares and gave the company 24 hours in

which to resume normal working. This, of course, the com-

pany was unable to do, and so the Town Council .decided to

take over the whole system; to pay the employes the wages

they asked for; to inform the Government of its action,

and i*ik for support. Th» company is protesting in the

Courts against this arbitrary action.

^TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Denmark.

—

Wireless Telegraphy.—Negotiations are taking

place between the Marconi Co. and the Danish telegraphic

department respecting the establishment of wireless tele-

phone traffic between Copenhagen and London. The plans

are meeting with strong support from the Danish representa-

tives. The first experiment will be made in the course of the

summer.
The use of wireless telegraphy for the forwarding of Press

telegrams is, it is said, to be tried in Denmark. The wireless

station at Lyngby is to be used as the forwarding station,

and the scheme is to be carried out by association with the

International Radiotelegraph and Radiotelephone Co.

France.—Eiffel Tower Wireless St.^tion.-The director of

the military wireless telegraph service (General Ferrie) has

informed the .\cademy of Sciences that the transmitting

plant of the Eiffel Tower wireless station will shortly be

made much more powerful, principally in order to enable

agriculturists all over France to receive meteorological fore-

casts now being issued daily from the Tower for their benefit.

—Renter's Trade Service (Paris).

Poland.—Telephone Service.-The Swedish Cedergren Tele-

phone Co., which owns the Warsaw telephone system, com-

prising about 33,000 subscribers, will be taken over by a new
concern, which will acquire the Warsaw system as well as

the State systems in Lodz, Lublin, Lemberg, Bialistok,

Sosnowice, and Drobowicz, and gradually other systems. The

combine has received a concession for 25 years.

—

Financial

Times.

The Telephone Service.—Toll Exchange.—The London Toll

exchange has now been in operation for six months. The

area covers roughly all places outside the London area within

a 25-mile radius of London, and it is proposed to extend the

Toll area to roughly double that radius as soon as possible.

The average number of calls made weekly through the Toll

exchange has been 32,000, 95 per cent, of which have secured

immediate connection. The new exchange has also helped to

lessen the tune required for communication when calls are

made much further afield. Of the 12 million trunk calls

formerly made annually, 35 per cent, have been for sub-

scribers in the Toll area, and, relieved of these, the trunk

exchange has been able to expedite the remaining work, says

The Times.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(Th* date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the itsut of the Electrical Review ire which the

" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Barrow=in=Furness.—Electricity Deoartment. Electrical

stores, meters. &c., for 12 months. Electrical engineer.

Bedford.—.April oth. Electricity Department. E.h.p.,

h.p. and l.p. underground cables for 12 months. (See this

i.ssue.)

Cheadle & Gatley.—-April 3rd. Urban District Council.

E.h.p., m.p. and l.p. mains and street lighting accessories.

(March 10th.)

Croydon.—March 27th. Electricity Department. Steam-

raising plant, consisting of water-tub'e boiler, 4m:. (March

10th.)

Dundee.—March 22nd. Electricitv Department. Circu-

lating water pipe-hne. Mr. H. Richardson, general manager
and engineer.

Edinburgh.—.April loth. Electricity Department. Con-
verting plant for lighting and traction, and d.c. switchgear,

for the Portobello station. (March 10th.)

Halifax.—March 21st. Board of Guardians. Electrical

fittings for six months. Mr. .A. T. Longbottom. clerk to Board

of Guardians, Union Offices, Carlton Street, Halifax.

Hove.—March 31st. Electricity Department. L.p.

feeder switchboard. (See this issue.)

India.—March 31st. High Commissioner of India. Elec-

tric cable. (See this issue.)

Kettering.—March 27th. Electricity Department. Two
feeder cables. (See this i.ssue.)
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London.—H.M. Office of Works.—April 12th. Supply of

electrical engineering labour-in-dayvtork in the Leeds dietaict.

(Mai-ch 3rd,)

L.C.C.—April 10th. Ash conveyor of the water-immersed,
drag-link type, and ash hopper for the Greenwich power
station. (March 10th.)

March 27th. Wiring and fitting for electric lighting and
power at the Stamford HOI Stores Depot. (See this issue.)

Portsmouth.—March 22nd. Board of Guardians. Three
months' .supply of electricaj fittings. Mr. H. C. Morrell,

Guardians' Offices, St. Mary's Road.

Salford.—Tramways Department. General supplies for

six months. Generafmanager, 32, Blackfriars Street, Salford.

South Africa.

—

Durban.^-April 19th. Corporation. Supply
of consumers' meters, &c. (see Elec. PiEy., December 30th.

l>. 892). The closing date for t+'nder.f has been extended to

.\pril 19th. Firms not represented in South Africa are ad-

vised by the Department of Over.seas Trade to forward ten-

ders as soon as possible to Messrs. W'ebster, Steel & Co., 5,

East India Avenue, E.C.3, the agents of the Corporation.*

.JoH.i,\KESBDRG.—April 12th., Municipal Council. 1-5 miles

0000 S.W.G.. A m. round section. H.D. trolley wire.*

Six 3,000-3,300-V cubicles.*

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade

(Room'84); 35, Old Queen Street, S.WM.

CLOSED.
Blackpool.—Tramways Committee. Accepted:

—

One 2o-Ion overhead electric travflling cram!,—Higginbottom & Mannock,

Bradford.—Tramways Committee.
l.OOO-kW rotarv-converter,—General Electric Co,. Ltd.

Two SflO-kW rotary-converters.—English Electric Co., Ltd.

Fourteen steel axles (or trolley vehicles, £1,187.—Kirkstall ,
Forge Co.,

Ltd.

Electricity Committee.
Steel nozzle box. vertical turbine,—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Feed-water piping for \'alley Road station.—Alton & Co., Ltd.

London.

—

St. M,^RYLEBONE.—Electric Supply Committee.

Recommended :

—

^
12 Underfeed self-contained stokers (£13,053).—Underfeed Stoker Co.rLld.
Spare armature lor d.c. motor (£312).—English' Electric Co., Ltd.

Stepney.—Electricity Supply Committee. Accepted:

—

no tons pitch, £157.—J. Smart & Son.

l.OfX) rolls 1 in. white tape, £97.—MacLennan & Co.

500 gallons resin oil, £162.—W T. Henley's Telegraph Woiks Co., Ltd,

Sunderland.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Oil cooler.—Seriac Radiators, Ltd.

Meters.—Ferranti, Ltd., and Reason Manufacturing Co.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

London Electrical Engineers : No. 1 (.Newhaven Company).—Saturday,
.March 18lh, At .Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C. At 6,30 p.m. .\;iqual

dinner.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.-Saturday, March 18th. .\t St. Bride's

Institute, E.C, At 7,30 p,m. InformaJ-'-discussion on "The Merits ol

Diesel and Other Oil Engines for Industrial Work."

Royal Institution of Great Britaiin.—Saturday, March 18th. At Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly, W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " Radio-activity," by Sir

Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S.

Batti-Wallahs' Society.-Monday, March 20th. .-Vt the^^Hplborn Restaurapt,

At 1 p,m,, luncheon; at 2.30 p.m., annual general meeting.

Electrical Society of Glasgow.-Tuesday, March 21st. .\t 34, Gordon Street,

Glasgow. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Organisation," by .Mr. P. J. Sims.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, March 23rd. At the In-

stitution, Victoria Embankment. At 5.45 p.m. Special general meeting

of Corporate Members and .Associates, " fie Transfer of Mortgages."

6 p.m., special meeting of Corporate .Members to consider, &c., the " By-

laws .of the Institution"; after the meeting the discussion on ".Motor

Starters " (adjourned from March 2nd) will be resumed.

(North-western Centre).—Tuesday, March 21st. At the Engineers'

Club, .".lancheater. At 7 p,m. Informal meeting. Paper on " Specifications

and Estimali.,," b> Mr, J. Frith.

(Liverpool Sub-Centre).-Monday, March 20th. At tlie University,

Liverpool. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Interconnection of a.c. Power Stations."

by .Messrs. L. J. Romero and J. B. Palmer.

Roentgen Society.—Tuesda\, March 21st. .At the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. At 8.15 p.m. Silvanus Thompson
Memorial Lecture on " Magnetism—and the Ether," by Sir Oliver Lodge,

F.R.S.

Institution of CivH Engineers.—Tuesday, March 21st. At the Institution,

Great George Street, S.W. At 6 p.m. Paper on " All-electrlc ."Vutomatic

Power Signalling on the .Metropolitan Railway," by Mr. W. Willox.

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesdafy, March 22nd. At Caxton Hall.

S W'.l, ."Xt 7.:^0 p,m. Lecture on " Some Common Fallacies on Trade

and Industry," by the Rt, Hon. G. N. Barnes. M.P.

Institute of Coat and Works Accountants.—V\'ednesday, March 22nd. At

the Institute of Patent Agents, Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At 7 p.m.

Lecture on " Costing at Lungbridge Works." by Sir H. Austin, M.P.

Northampton Engineering College Engineering Society.—Thursday.
March 23rd. At St. John Street, E.C. At 5.30 p.m. Paper on " Electric

Locomotives," by Mr. R. E. Dickinson.

Manchester Wireless Society —Thursday, March 23rd. At the Albert Hotel,

Piccadilly, Manchester. .At 8 p.m. Wireless lecture and demonstration,

by Mr. ). Hollingworth.

Physical Society of London.— Friday, March 24th. At the Imperial College

of Science, South Kensington. At 5 p.m. Guthrie Lecture. " The Effect

of Electric and Magnetic Fields on Spectral Lines," by Prof. N. Bohr, of

Copenhagen University.

Institution of Production Engineers.—Friday, Mvch 24th. At the Institu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, S.'W. At 7.30 p.m. Paper

on " Inspection Methods," by Mr. E. Fairbrother.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Southern Division).-Friday,
March 24th. ,Al the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embank-,
ment, S \V, ..\t 7 p.m. Lecture on " Electric Control of Large Amounts
of Power," by Dr. C. C. Garrard.

(Derby and District Section).—Thursday, March •2:jrd. At the Flying
Horse Hotel. Nottingham. At 6.45 p.m. Paper on " Power Station
Efficiency," by Mr. J. N. Waite.

(Kent Section).—Saturday, .March 25th. At the Church Institute.

.Maidstone. At 6.30 p.m. Lecture on '* Petroleum : its Insulating and
Lubricating Power," by Mr. E. A, Evans.

Edinburgh Electricetl Society,—Friday, .March 24th. At the Philosophical

Institute. At 8 p.m. Paper on " Magnets," by Mr. J. McEwan Brown.

Junior Institution of Engineers.-Friday, .March 34th. At Caxton Hall,- S.W.
-At 8 p.m. Questions and general di;

SERVICETHE " ELECTRICAL REVIEW

'

DEPARTMENT.

\\'e continue to receive many inquiries without the necessary

.stamped addressed envelope for reply. We would, therefore,

once again remind inquirers of the simple rules of the Service

Department :
—

1. Address your inquiries to the Electbical Review, Lrt'D.,

Service Department, and. enclose a stamped addressed enve-

lope.

"2. Do not ask for information until you have satisfied your-

.self that it is not already contained in our advertisement pages.

3. If we are the means of putting you in touch with the

firm or firms that you require, do us the favour of mentioning
the Electeical Review.
No charge is made for the sei^ice.

To complete our answers this week we need the names of

suppliers or manufacturers of :
—

A portable electric drill, having the initials " B-D
"

suiTounded by a circle and hexagon.
A yellow lacquer for colouring electric lamps.

N0TE5.

The Engineering Trade Lock=out.—The lock-out of mem-
bers of the Amalgamated Engineering Union by firms belong-

ing to the Employers' Federation has been in progress during

the week. In London and a number of places A.E.U. men
are being allowed to remain at work in non-federated shops.

The men locked out and those thrown out of employment in

consequence thereof are ineligible for the " dole." There

have been various notices, manifestoes, threats and appeals

by different parties and organisations. The men say that the

employers are out to "smash" the unions; the employers re-

pudiate the suggestion. The employers' notice states that the

(juestion at issue is not one of overtime ; the main issue is a

refusal by the Trade Unions to continue the recognition of

the employers' right to exerci.se managerial functions, unle.ss

with the prior consent and approval of the unions. A ballot

IS being taken of 47 unions associated with the A.E.T". on

the question of control, and papers are returnable on March
•£'ird. The Minister of Labour says he is keeping in close

touch with the progress of the dispute, but he did not think it

advisable on Tuesday evenifig to make any statement to the

House. Various efforts have been made to secure Government
intervention, but such intervention is deprecated by employers.

The Church has api:H?aled to both sides to end the dispute

as speedily as iwssible to avoid damage to industry, further

unemployment, and untold misery. The General Council of

the Trades Union Congress issued a manifesto on Tuesday to

the officials anti members of affiliated societies, stating that

it was evident that the Engineering Employers' Federation

had decided to wage war on the A.E.U. and other imions

with the object of their complete destruction, and asking

that the members of all affiliated unions be warned of th?t
' decision. The employers issued a notice denying any such

intention, as stated above. The General Council of the Trade

I^nion Congress has now suggested the appointment by the

Minister of Labour of a Court of Inquiiy into the causes of

the lock-out.

On Wednesday the Kational Joint Labour Council, after

conferring with the A.E.U. Executive, decided to urge the

(iovemment to set up an inquiry into the dispute, under

Part n of the Industrial Courts Act. Messrs. A. Henderson,

.Tohn Hodge, and others were appoint.ed to wait upon Mr.

Chamberlain and Mr. Macnamara at U o'clock on Thursday

morning. If the inquiry wa.<? refused, it was proposed to ask

for time for a debate ii. the House of Commons to-day

(Fridav).

The negotiations in the shipbuilding industry regarding the

proposed withdrawal of the war bonus have not been success-

ful. On Tuesday the employers were willing to revise their

demands, altering their "proposed immediate wage reduction

of 16s. 6d. to a reduction of 10s. per week at the end of March

and a further (is. 6d. at the end of April. The men, however,

would not consider a reduction of more than 10s., and this in

two 5s. instalments. The negotiations came to an abrupt ter-

mination, but information available as we go to press is to the

effect that they were to be resumed yesterday. Thursday

morning, antl that the notices to the workmen had been mean-

while suspended.
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Christianity and Industry.

—

The Times has received from
the Bishop of Lichfield a manifest-o on the engineering dis-

pute signed by a large number of leaders of the chiuches.
It agrees that the ultimate responsibility of management
must rest with the employer, but states that a refusal to
the workers of any share of control run.s counter to a. clear
moral principle. Such a refusal is a denial of the worth
of human personaUty. The statement re-affirms the principles
laid down four years ago in the Report of the Archbishops'
Committee on " Chrfstianity and Industrial Problems." :

—

^ It should be the normal practice in organised tradesiiior
the representatives of employers and employed to confer at
regular interyals upon such questions affecting the trade
a^ jnay be suitable for couunon consideration.
We tiink that the demand for an inci-easing share in

the cf)ntrol of those industrial conditions upon which the
livelihood of the worker depends is one which ought to be
met.
We believe that trade unionism, which has proved its

value in deahng with the tasks hitherto undertaken by it,

offers an instrument through which the worker may obtain
an increasing .share in the control of industry.

High'Voltage Switchgear. — The Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd., has shown its behef in the need for
switchgear for high voltages, and particularly for outdoor
gear, in a practical manner by laying itself out to build
it in its works at Trafford Park. In the accompanying illus-
tration is shown a, 73,000-volt oil switch in course of con-
struction in the .shops. The line of high-voltage outdoor
switchgear which it is coni;tructing is practically identical with
that built by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
in America. It is thus in no sense an experiment, but a
series of thoroughly tried-out engineering designs.
The particular switch illustrated is intended for outdoor

use, and has a rated breaking capacity of 300,000 kVA.

Appointments Vacant.—Assistant switchboard attendants,
for the L.C.C., Greenwich generating station; shift engineer,
for the Southport . Corporation electricity department; techni-
cal assistant/in the jConsumers.' . and. Hiring-out Department
for the BarrcA\-in-Fm-ness Corporation Electricity Departo
ment. (See our advertisement pages to-day.

J

.....,.•

.. Metropolitan-Vickers Outdoor 7;3,000-V Oil Switch.

Duplicate butt contacts are employed, these being housed in
metal castings of .smooth profile to avoid corona trouble. For
the purpose of the photograph these shields have been
omitted in one case, as have also the porcelain sleeves which
are fitted to protect from damage by the arc the lower ends of
the Condenser terminals. On the bench to the right of the
switch will be seen the magnet frame and coil for the elec-
trical operating mechanism. When assembled this stands on
the floor at the near end of the switch. The long lever
shown on the mechanism bracket is removable, and mainly
used for setting up the contacts in assembly.

" Unbreakable " Glass.—A Czech engineer, Dr. Horak,
IS stated to have invented a form of glass which is practically
unbreakable by force or heat. One of the experiments carried
out with a ves,sel made of this glass, 1 mm. in thickness,
"'38 the filling of the vessel with wood and placing it on a
red-hot stove. The wood became charcoal while the glass
remained intact. Glass tumblers were repeatedly fhrown on
the floor and received no injury.

Educational.—Dundee.—A meeting is to be held of the Joint
Consultative Committee of the Technical College and the
University College to arrange for .the teaching of electrical'

engineering m the city. .,.,;; .

The 0.4PE Technical Lnstitute.^^Iii ovir issue 'of July 15th
last year we drew attention to the pending completion of the
new Institute, and. the opportunity which was open' to'

British manufacturers to contribute items of plant for the
equipment of the laboratories, thereby assisting the institute,

and at the same time securing a permanent advertisement' in

the eyes of the future buyers of plant in South Africa., We
are informed that the .staff hopes to remove from the tem-
porary premises at Salt River to the new college in Caledon
Square in the course of a few months. Unfortunately only
three British firms have so far responded to the appeal and
no dynamo makers. It has been difficult to secure quota-
tions for 3- and 10-kW rotary converters. It is hoped that
.some further orders may be placed in a few weeks. Regard-
ing the above items, the choice seems to lie at present
between American plant offered from stock in South Africa
and a favourable Yorkshire quotation for'about three months'
delivery period. The new buildings have a frontage of

272 ft. and 197 ft. on the sides. A main switchboard by
Messrs. H. Davies & Co.. agents for Messrs. Erskine, Heap
and Co., has been placed in the electrical laboratory, controll-

ing a three-wire city supply up to 66 kilowatts (the limit of

the overhead feeders) for light and power. This laboratory
measures 50 ft. by 30 ft., and is expected to be used for

dynamo, motor, and transformer testing, &c., until such
time as an extension dynamo-room cjjn be built. Chemistry,
physics, engineering, drawing, and mechanics' laboratories of

about the above size are also provided, with a library 40 ft
l)y 30 ft., and a large number of other rooms shghtly smaller
in size. It is hoj^ed that British manufacturers will not be
slow to secure the advantage of a i)ermanent exhibition by a
.small donation of plant or appai'atus. which need not be the
most up-to-date pattern. The initial .stock got together last

A-ear includes one English motor, three foreign motors, varioiis

English and foreign instruments and transformers. While
the staff prefers British plant it cannot refuse any offer.

The Post Oilice Tube Railway.—."Xccording to a statement
issued by the Postmaster-General, on Mai'ch 10th, the total ex-

penditure to March 31st. 1921. on the Tube railway which is

being constructed for the convevance of parcels and mails to

and from the G.P.O. was ^61,057,823, of which f185,775 was
spent in the financial year ended at the date named. Tunnel-
ling accounts for £767.710, and the other leading -items are
£73,103 for stations and .£72,116 for earthworks. &c.—T.he
Times. .

The ElectrO'Harmonic Society.—The Society's final con-
cert of the season was held at Cannon Street Hotel on Friday
la.st. The attendance was notably smaller than at the previous
concerts, but the programme was up to the usual level. Mv.
.\. .A. Campbell Swinton. F.R.S., occupied the chair, and a
number of excellent vocalists and entertainers appeared. .Un^
duubtedly the principal items of the evening were rendered by
Mr. .•Vll>ert Sammons. the well-known English violinist, and
a finished master of his instrument. Mr. Bernard Flanders
again acted as accompanist, and the vocalists were Miss Olive
Sturgess (soprano), Mr. Joseph Farrjngton (baritorie), and Mr,
(Jswald Rippon (tenor). Mr. George Ellis provided " philo-

sophy and humour."

The Batti= 'Wallahs' Dinner.'-The eleventh annual dinner
(ladies' night) of the Batti-Wallahs' Society takes place at

the Holborn Restaurant on Friday, March 31st, at 7..30 o'clock
(single tickets, 12s. 6d. ; double tickets, 23s.). The Entertain-
ment Secretary's address is 37 and 38, Strand. W.C.2. A
special luncheon takes place on Monday next at the Holborn
Restaurant, immediately precedijjg the annual general meet-
'°g-

1
..' .

•

Service Notes.—^Warrant Electrician F. L. Weatherden
has been posted to the Vernon, torpedo ship at Portsmouth
from the 10th inst. Mr. Weatherdon got his warrant in
July, 1916, and was latteriy doing duty with the battleship-
Rtsohdion, in the Atlantic Fleet. Warant Electrician, F. R.
Webber has been posted to the battle.ship Royal Sovereign,
from the 13th inst. He got his warrant in 1916, sa-w service
in the North Sea and elsewhere, and was recently of the-
ship's complement of the Vernon at Portsmouth.

Ship Lighting.—Tlie new Italian hner, Confe Rosso, just
built by Messrs. Beardmore, Dalmuir, Glasgow, is note-
worthy as being the first merchant vessel to which the
Admiralty practice of fitting a ring main has been apphed.
This fine passenger and cargo ship for South. American long-
voyage trade has 3,150 electric lights, and tjje covering for
the main ring cables was specially manufactured. Thft,)ibr6e-

pow«t «l the various motori is 510.
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The Testing of Small Electrical Plant.—An interesting

paper on the above subject was read by Dr. C. V. Drysdale,

O.B.E., before a meeting of tiie Society of Engineers on
March 6th. The autlior first dealt with electrical instru-

ments, stating that unless entirely separate arrangements
were made for d.c. and a.c. testing, good soft iron ammeters
were, upon the whole, most suitable. Instruments of the

Nalder or Weston repulsion type, with small moving iron,

and former wound coils without metal bobbin, had been
found most satisfactory. The question of range was of para-

mount importance in a testing installation, both to reduce
the number of instruments and to avoid loss of time through
constant changes. The author had therefore given attention

to the possibihty of extending the range of soft-iron

ammeters, and had already succeeded in obtaining an instru-

ment having a 150-fold range and of fairly simple construc-

tion. This had been done by increasing the range of the

ordinary repulsion instrument by adding a separate attrac-

tion iron, thus obtaining a 15-fold range, and constructing

the coil of ten similar insulated copper strips having approxi-

mately equal magnetic effect and connecting them in

different series-parallel combinations by means uf a commu-
tator. The ten strips were formed into a two-turn coil, but
with an inflection between the turns, so that the outer strip

in one turn became the inner strip of the other. A barrel

commutator was used. This gave the following combina-
tions: 10 in series; 6 series, 2 parallel; 2 series, 5 parallel;

and 10 in parallel; the corresponding current ranges being
1, 2, 5 and 10. The hysteresis error, when the instrument
was used for a.c. work, was reduced by the use of a hard
«teel shaft in the moving system. Regarding voltmeters,

the author considered that for combined a.c. and d.c. work
the Weston dynamometer voltmeter was most suitable on
;iccount of its accuracy and long range. The dynamometer
wattmeter was the most suitable for the majority of pur-

poses owing to its strength and portability. The author
thought that the best type of frequency meter for tests at

ordinary commercial frequencies was a good form of resonant
reed instrument, which, when well made, would give readings
with an accuracy within one or two tenths per cent. Dr.
Clinker had devised a form of deflectional frequency meter
in which resonance was obtained with inner circuits com-
posed of a condenser and inductance in series, the latter being
varied. Dr. Clinker had arranged the inductance in the form
of a moving coil travelling over a tapered electrn-magnet
excited from the supply. As regarded mechanical testing
devices. Dr. Drysdale preferred the stroboscopic device, and
lie had produced a form of this which enabled speeds to be
ascertained with great accuracy. In this a long tapered
cone was made to revolve at a known speed, and a light disk.

which was movable along the length of the cone, was made to
revolve by contact with the cone. When the disk was at a
point of equal diameter it would revolve at the same speed
.as the cone, and this was used in conjunction with the usual
tuning fork device to secure small variations from the
" stationary-figure " speeds. The author then described some
forms of brakes, &c., and dealt at some length with the
regenerative dynamometer brake and transmission dyna-
mometers. With regard to testing plant it was thought that
.» rotary converter with six slip rings was most suitable on a
d.c. supply, as it was thus possible to obtain single-, two-,
or three-phase current. The arrangement of testing connec-
tions was fully dealt with, the motor-testing panel of the
Northampton Institute being described as a good example

Northern Ireland Electricity Commissioners,—^The Ministry
of Commerce has appointed' the following gentlemen to be
Electricity Commissioners for Northern Ireland, under the
Electricity (Supply) Acts, 1882 to 1919:—Mr. Cecil Litchfield
(chairman), Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Commerce:
Mr. Walter Abbott, Ministry of Commerce; Mr. George Her-
bert Edmiston Parr, Ministry of Commerce. Mr. F. W. Par-
kinson, A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed electi-icity consult-
ant and adviser to the Commissioners and the Ministry of
(Commerce.

Railway Telephones.—Mr. W. J. Thorrowgood's recent
lecture on the operation and technical details of the London
and South-Western Railway Co.'s scheme for substituting
telephones for the single-needle telegraphs in the London,
Windsor, Reading, Woking, and Guildford area revealed the
fact that the telegraph in that area will eventually be entirely
displaced by the telephone.
The lecturer explained, aecording to the South Western Rail-

way Magazine, that telephone switchboards were installed at
Waterloo, Nine Ehns. and Clapham Junction in 1914.
Windsor was connected to the new system on January 3rd,
Reading on the 16th, and the whole of the area will be similarly
connected in a short time, when all stations in the area will be
able to communicate telephonically with each other and the
offices connected to the Waterloo, Basingstoke, Eastleigh and
Southampton telephone exchanges.
Under the telegraph regime the mesage had to be written

down, sent to the telegraph office, where it was translated
into telegraphic language, and signalled to its destination
station, where it was retranslated into ordinary language
and delivered, and if an answer were required the process
had to be repeated in the reverse direction. Tn the
case of a telephone communication, generally the

answer can be given at once. There is, therefore, a consider-

able saving in time and labour, as approximately 120 words
per minute can be spoken instead of an average of only 20 ia

the case of a telegram, but it will still be very necessary to

curtail the length of conversations as far as possible to avoid

overcrowding the circuits. To limit conversation, unless

under exceptional circumstances, is very important, especially

when speaking over trunk liues.

The problem of a telephone system for a railway company
differs from that which the Post Office has to meet for the
pubhc, inasmuch as with a railway company the stations to

be connected to the system cover a large area and are by no
means concentrated, consequently in principle a switchboard
has to be placed at a suitable location, generally at a jimction

station, so that circuits can be run over the various branches,
but instead of each station being connected to the exchange
separately, each branch line has, for economical reasons, to in-

clude several station-s and a sy.stem of code calls to be
arranged. To avoid repeating all the code calls at the switch-
board, every telephone instrument is provided with two
ringing keys, one to call the switchboard, and one to call any
of the other stations on the circuit. At large stations the
various offices are separately connected to the exchange.
There already exist telephone switchboards at WaterlcKi.

Nine Elms, Clapham Junction and Southampton, also small
boards at Woking, Basingstoke, and Eastleigh. A new 100-

line switchboard has recently been installed at the Feltham
Gravitation Shunting Yard to serve the Windsor and Reading
lines area. Every station in the district covered by the scheme
will be connected to one or other of these switchboards and
a number prefixed by the station name of the switchboard will

be assigned to each station, which will appear in the com-
pany's telephone directory.

When this substitution of telephones for telegraphs in the
London area is completed, only nine long-distance circuits will

I'emain at Waterloo, and any telegrams from stations below
Woking and Guildford for stations above will be telegraphed
to Waterloo and transmitted by telephone to the particular

stations, instead of being telegraphed as at present.

Electric Haulage on Canals.—A system of electric haulage
on the French Northern Canal between Janville and Pont-
I'Eveque is now in operation, and the similar equipment as

far a's Lesdain is expected to be completed this year, and to

Eti'un by the middle of next year. In this way the traffic

facilities on the route from Paris to Belgium will be greatly

improved.

Electric Household Appliances for California.—^Tbe Act-
ing British Consul-General at San Francisco reports that a
local firm of dealers in china, glassware and household apph-
ances, is desirous of buying household electric appliances
direct from United Kingdom manufacturers. Particulars of

the name and address of the firm can be obtained from the
Department of Overseas Trade, in London.

L.C.C. Tramway Apprentices.—The L.C.C. Highways
Committee has revised the terms under which apprentices
will serve in the Council's tramway department. The period
of apprenticeship is to be not more than five years, entrants
being between the ages of 15 and 17 years. Other rules

deal with technical education, hours, and wages.

Freemasonry.—The next regular meeting of the Kelvin
Lodge will be held at Mark Masons' Hall. Great Queen Street,

London, on Friday, March 24th. at 3 p.m.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—.At the last meeting

of the Institution, at which two valuable papers on motor
starters were presented and read, the opportunity was taken

by Mr. C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E., to present for discussion

six draft British Standard Specifications for motor starters,

which were submitted to members for criticism. It was

decided to adjourn the discussion of the specifications until

Thursday, the 23rd inst. It is hoped that as many as possible

of those interested in the manufacture, use, and export of

motor starters will make a point of attending and givina

their views on the specifications in order to assist the Com-
mittee to complete them on a satisfactory basis for all con-

cerned.

Western Centre.—The forty-sixth ordinary general meeting '

of the Centre was held at Bristol on the 6th inst., when
Mr. A. C. MacWhirter presided over a very large attend-

ance. The hon. secretary (Mr. C. T. Allan) reported a mem-
bership of 489, being an increase of 67 since last October.

.After the transaction of routine business, Mr. L. H. A. Carr
read his paper on "Induction-Type Synchronous Motors,"
which was illustrated with lantern slides and followed with

sustained interest throughout. At the end of the paper a lively

discussion ensued, which was still in progress when the Cardiff
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members had to leave to catch their train. The " opposition
"

was ably led by Major David, whose experience with motors
of the type described by Mr. Carr was interesting, and
very varied. Mr. Carr confessed that he had listened to one

of the best discussions on his paper, and expressed the hope

that some of the records exhibited by Major David would be

available for publishing in the Journal. In addition, Prof.

Robertson, Messis. Weir, Buyers, Chamen, Allan, Plevin,

and Atchison contributed to the discussion.

Wireless Telegraph Aerial.—A permanent wireless tele-

graph aerial has been installed on the Institution building for

reception purposes. The details of the installation are as

under : Span between strain insulators, 113 ft. ; down lead

from aerial to leading-in insulator (outside), 63 ft. ; down
lead from leading-in insulator to the floor of the lecture

theatre, -14 ft. ; effective length of the aerial (down-lead plu.s

half the span), 163.5 ft. The natui'al wave length of the

aerial is approximately '200 metres.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—At a meeting of the Society

held on March 11th two papers were read: "Installation

Work," by Mr. T. M. Buist, and " Fault Localisation," by

Mr. D. M. Buist. Mr. T. M. Buist pointed out the risks

incurred in cheap and inferior installations by the omission

of proper bonding and earthing arrangements and the lack

of protecting bushes at conduit ends. He emphasised the

importance of complete and rigid inspection for the main-

tenance of a high standard of wiring work and the need for

all wiremen to be familiar with I.E.E. rules. The paper by

Mr. D. M. Buist described in detail the procedure in various

applications of loop tests.

Institute of Patentees.—.At the annual meeting held on

March 10th the chairman (Sir William Grey-Wilson) said that

345 inventions had been inspected and reported on during the

year, but only a small proportion of them were commercially

feasible. The total membership was now about 670. Mr.

G. H. Skinner advocated a reform of the Patent Law and

the institution of Empire Patents.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—The second Students'

Meeting was held on March '2nd. Mr. P. Matthams read a

paper on "Tidal Power Suggestions," describing the causes

of variation in the level of the water and the effects of geo-

graphical and climatic conditions on the tides. Mr. J. W.
Bass read a paper on " Precision Viewing by Light Projec-

tion," describing the methods used in the inspection of gauges

and screw-threads. Both papers were followed by a good dis-

cussion.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.—A company of

about sixty sat down to the first annual dinner of the Mid-

land Division of the Association, under the chairmanship of

Mr. T. A. G. Margary, A.M.I.E.E., junior vice-president of

the Association.

After the loyal toast Mr. Frakk Forrest, M.I.E.E.,

M.I.Mech.E., chief assistant engineer of the Birming-

ham electricity supply undertaking, proposed the toast

of the " E.P.E.A." After remarking that he considered the

terms of the salary schedule fair, Mr. Forrest expressed the

hope that the Association would take up the question of tests

for engineers looking for promotion in the industry. He
advocated tests similar to those at present in use in the

marine service, where B.O.T. certificates were granted.

Responding to the toast, Mr. W. J. Jeffery, A.M.I.E.E.
(president), claimed that the greatest need of the moment was
that the E.P.E.A. should have a 100 per cent, membership, so

that it could have greater weight with the employers and
manual workers alike in its efforts for constitutional action.

Every engineer joining the Association was assisting the mode-
rate maji in the manual workers' unions. The president did

not agree with Mr. Forrest's suggestions regarding certificates

for electricity supply engineers. The question, which had
already engaged the attention of a committee iii the Mid-
land Division, and was at the present time engaging that of

a committee in the Northern Division, required greater con-

sideration than that suggested, and could only be successfully

tackled by the united efforts of the employers, educational

auhorities, and the E.P.E.A. Whilst Mr. Jeffery agreed
with Mr. Forrest's views regarding the future, he pointed
out that that happy time was a long way off, and that in

the intervening years there was likely to be much unemploy-
ment in the industry. He hoped that this would receive the
attention of the N.J.B. at an early date.

The ' Institution of Electrical Engineers " was proposed by
Mr. W". J. Oswald, A.M. I.E.E., senior vice-president of the
E.PJE.A. He pleaded for greater co-operation between the
Institution and the E.P.E.A. Mr. Oswald also referred to
the examinations, and stated that it was the desire of the
E.P.E.A. to see men trained and brought up in the industry
promoted to positions of responsibility. They did not intend
that men with only paper qualifications should be pitchforked
into generating stations.

Mr. T. p. Wilmshurst, M.B.E., M.LE.E., (chairman
East Midland Sub-centre, Institution of Electrical Engineers)
responded and appealed to every member of the E.P.E.A.,
who had not already done so, to join the Institution.
Mr. J. F. Heslop, A.M.I.E.E. (past-president E.P.E.A.)

proposed the " I.M.E.A.," and paid a tribute to the work it
carried out for the industry.
Mr. S. T. Allen, M.I.E.E., responding, said that the

I.M.E.A. was the oldest association of its kind in the industry.
He trusted that when the E.P-E.A. was as old a* the
I.M.E.A. was at present its leaders would have as good reason
to be proud of it.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the next meeting,
on Friday, April 7th, at the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, a paper on " Some Characteristics of Petro-
leum Oil used on Diesel Engines," by Mr. Harold
Moore, M.Sc.Tech., is to be read and discussed. Non-mem-
bers desirous of attending the meeting can make application
for tickets of admission to the Honorarv Secretary, at 19,
Cadogan Gardens, London, S.W.3.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officiaU, to
keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their
movements.

We ai-e privileged in being able to publish a recent photo-
graph of Mr. George Sutton, the chairman and managing
director of W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., whose
speech dehvered at the annual meeting of that company was
reported in our last issue. So long as there has been a
British electrical industry of any importance there has been
a Henley's company, and for -the la.st forty-one years Mr.
Sutton's heart and soul have been in that business. It
was not always so firmly based as it is to-day, and the
extent to which the shareholder were indebted to Mr. Sutton
for piloting the concern through troubled waters is a story
which is remembered to-day by only comparatively
few. It was in the beginning of 188i that Mr. Sutton began
his career with Henley's, serving the company as secretary,
then as manager, and later, as now, in the position of

The City Studio]

Chairman and

[Lofidaii.

Mr. George Sotton,

ng Director of W. T. Henlev's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd.

managing duector and chairman. There are men who have
chosen to divide their attentions amongst a large number
of interests, and in the end have had reason to feel that they
might have done better had they concentrated their thought,
skill, and enterprise upon one good thing and made a success

of that. Mr. Sutton, after forty years and more, has
no need for regret that he chose the latter and the better
course, for Henley's is to-day most largely the prosperous and
reputable business that it is Iwcause of the whole-hearted
way in which its present chairman devoted himself to its

interests. Over forty years at the helm of one business might
stamp some men as veterans, but there is little of the veteran
about Mr. Sutton, if a veteran is a man played out. His
speech reported last week shows as enlightened a view as

ever of the position of the electrical industry and aa alert a
mind as any with regard to the adoption of sound yet enter-

prising policy designed to meet future possibilities. We well
remember the terms of praise with which the former chair-

man, Mr. Sydney Gedge (still a director), referred to the
value of his work in the early days, thirty years ago or there-

abouts, since when there has been no turning back, the
company having had one continuous record of success. The
electrical industry has a number of men who on the com-
mercial and Cnancial «id9 of manufacturing businesses are
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experts of the highest eminenc*. and Mr. Sutton is unques-
tionably one of these. The appreciation of his company was
shown in a very happy manner twelve years ago this month
when he wae presented with his portrait painted by Sir JLuke
Fildes, and a service of plate for Mrs. Sutton, for which pur-
poses ^1,000 was voted at the annual meeting held in 1909.
In an article published in the Electrical Kevibw of March
llth, 1910, entitled "Mr. Sutton of Henley's." we referred
to the backing of his efforts by Mr. Gedge, by his co-directors,
and by a faithful staff, and Mr. Sutton expressed his own
personal indebtedness to Mr. Hatton (of the North Woolwich
works) (now a du'ector), with whom he had been .so long and
so happily associated. Our readers will hardly need reminding
of the most excellent manner in which Mr. "Sutton filled the
office of chairman of the Electrical Trades Benevolent Insti-
tution in 1913.

At a meeting of the Dublin Corporation, on the motion for
Ihe adoption of a report recoimnending the retirement of Mr.
Fred. ,1. Allen, secretary of the Electricity Supply Commit-
tee, Alderman Shields said Mr. Allen's salary was ^905 per
annum, made up of £600 as salary proper and £305 as bonus,
and now it was proposed to give him £603 as pension—in othei-
words, his regular salary. If Mr. Allen had been pensioned
under the old reorganisation scheme he would have got £362.
and £316 would have been his pension allowance under the
British Civil Service method. He proposed, as an amendment,
that the pension be fixed at £362. This was seconded by Mr.
White, but, after discussion, was defeated. A further amend-
ment, asking that the report be sent back to the Committee,
•was also defeated, and the original motion for the adoption of
the report w-as then carried.
Mr. p. G. Miller, \\-ho has been appointed staff engineer

to the Heatherwood Hospital. A.scot, Berks., desires to receive
catalogues and lists of electrical goods, machine and
engineers' tools. &c.
Mr. M. H. Bollinger, superintending engineer to Messrs.

Tumbull & .Tones, Ltd., electrical engineers and contractors,
of Wellington, Dunedin. and other cities in New Zealand, is
at present m England on a business trip. His address is c/o
Messrs. Sander.san, Murrav & Elder. Ltd., 2, Gresham Build-
ings. Basinghall Street. Jjjndon, E.G.
We find that the information given in our " Personal " note

of last week with reference to the Tonbridge appointments
was not quite correct. The appointments that have been
made are these :—Mr. C. F. Bdtton has been appointed
assistant engineer and Mr. F. Springate mains superintendent
The Times reports that Mh. Theodore Stevens, M.Inst. C.E.,

has been appointed to the new Ix>ndon University College
lectureship in the Faculty of Engineering on the Utilisation
of Water Power.
Mr. E. Pickbourn (proprietor of the G. & P. Electrical Co ,

of Nottmgham) is to be married at Nottingham on Mondav
next to Miss E. Killingley.
Mr. C. L. Dalton, of Birmingham, has joined the staff of

Mr. Maunce G. Parker (advertising service), at Suffolk House,
Suiiolk Street, Bii-iningham.
Mr. A. Walkington, who has represented the Electi-ical

Engineering & Equipment Co., Ltd., in the Midlands and
Yorkshire for the past thi-ee years, has been appointed dis-
trict manager at Nottingham.

Obituary,—We regret to record the death of Mr. J. J.
\\ alklate, general controller and Town Clerk of the City of
Auckland, N.Z. He went out to New .^Zealand about 1.5 vears
ago to take charge of the City of Auckland Electric Ti-amways,
Ltd., now owned by the Corporation. According to the Bir-
minglMm Post, Mr. Walklate was engaged with Mr. Alfred
Dickinson in the construction of the first overhead trolley
tramway in this country (Darlaston and W'alsall). Later he
was connected w^ith the Douglas and Laxey, Brisbane, Kidder-
minster, and Potteries District tramwavs. He passed away
on March 4th at the age of 52 vears.
AUGDSTCS Desire Waller.—We regret to aniiounce the death

of Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S.v Director of the Phv.siological
Laboratory, University of Ijjndon, on Saturday last, at the
age of 66. He had an international reputation for research,
and devised the first electrocardiograph; he also carried out
investigations with regard to the detection and recordmg of
emotiMial states in the human .subject, and made observations
oh the electrical phenomena accompanying the growth of
plants, besides conducting, many other researches not of sah
electrical character.
Mr. p. Foclds.—Tlie death is announced of Mr. Percy

Foulds, who was in business asr an electrical engineer and
contractor at Heaton Moor. Stockport. .

Mr. Harry Br.akes, M.B.E., A.M.Inst.E.E., district elec-
trical engmeer. Eastern Division G.E.R.. died suddenlv at
Iftswich.

Mr. Matthew Blackwood.—The death is reported, at the
age of 73 years, of Mr. Matthew Blackwood, partner in a .saw-
milling business, but also described by the Press as one of
the pioneers in the \A'est of Scotland of X-ray and electrical
treatment, who.se house was like a miniature hospital and
whose advice was sought by medical men throughout the
country. .,,;'•.;; .,

Wills.—The late Dr. Edward HoPEiNSONileft'£141iJ675 gross
and £137,306 net persona it.y. .1

The late Mb. 0. Lock, a director of the Monte Video Tele-
phone Co., Ltd., left £143,394 gross.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

OlsO'Light Co., Ltd. (180,211).—Private company. Re-
gistered Mqrch 9th. Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business
of manufacturers, importers and shippers of and dealers in merchandise, in-

cluding electric lighting and heating requisites, &c. The first directors ar«r ;

J. O'Malley-Davies, 47, Victoria Street, S.W.I (chairman and managing
director); C. B. Liddell, 62, Park Street, W.l. Qualification, £S. Registered
office : 47, Victoria Street, S.W.l.

RadiO'CoDstructa, Ltd. (180,126).—Private company.
Registered March 6th. Capital, £500 in £1 shares. To adopt an agreement
with G. H. Moody, and to carry on the business of manufacturers of and
dealers in wireless telegraphic and telephonic apparatus and appliances and
electrical apparatus and accessories, S:c. The first directors are : H. D. Butler,
222, Great Dover Street, S.E., wireless engineer; G. H. Moodv, 134, Coteford
Street, Tooting, S.W.17, wireless engineer. Qualification, 25 shares. Solicitor :

\\". I. Thomas, ?2, Chancery Lane, W'.C.

General Electro-Motives, Ltd. (180,239).—Private com-
].uny. Registered March 10th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To acquire the
benefit of an agreement between Eiectromobile, Ltd., and J. A. Popplewell and
F E. Popplewell and to carry on the business of electrical, mechanical and
general engineers, motor car, cab, omnibus, and van proprietors, &c. The life

directors are: J. \. Popplewell. The Grove. Halton, Leeds, provision mer-
chant; F. E. Popplewell, Pinfold Lane, Halton, Leeds, engineer. QuaKfica.
tion, £50. Remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered office ; 62,

Hunslet Road, Leeds.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

H. S. Kemp & Co., Ltd.—Mortgage debenture dated
March 1st, 1922, to secure £300, charged on the company's undertaking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holders : Beico, Ltd.,
Windsor House, Kingsway, W.C.

Chagford and Devon Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Particulars
of £8,000 debentures authorised Febriiary loth, 1932; whole amount issued;
charged on the company's property, present and future, including uncalled
capital.

A. Robinson & Co., Ltd,—^Satisfaction in full on Februarv
20th, 1922, of debenture dated June 14th 19-21, securing £10.000.
Debenture dated February 21st, 1922, to secure £10,000 charged on the

company's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled
capital. Holders : Bank of Liverpool and Martins.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd.—Debenture dated
February 13th, 1922, to secure £7,000, charged on certain leasehold property
and the company's undertaking and properly, present and future, including
uncalled capital. Holders: T. Henderson and'T. O. Hope.' 75, Cornhill, E.C.3.

Cordoba Light, Power and Traction Co., Ltd.—Trust deed
dated Febru.-iVv 10th, 1922 (supplemental to trust deed dated March 12th, 1909).

to secure £572,602 debenture' stock, rtaking with 427,398 outsland?ng under
original deed .£1,000,000, .charged on the company's undertaking and, property,
including unc;illcd capital, with special provisions with regard to shares in

Cordoba Light and Power Co., of Maine, U.S.A., and Cordoba (.Argentine)

Electric Tramw;r)-s Construction Co., Ltd. Trustees: C. W. Trotter, C B..

andVV. K. VVhigham. ,, . ... „,

Catchpole and Maurice, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on Feb-
ruary 22nd. i:i22, of debenture dated October 5th, 1921, securing £300 .

Henderson & Thornton, Ltd.—Particulars of .£.500 deben-
tures authori.ied January 9th, 1922; whole amount issued ; charged on tht com-
pany's undert.'iking and property, present and future. -

Gosport and Alverstoke Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.
(82,693).—Return dated January 14ih. 1922. Capital, £25,000 in £10 shares'.

2.400 shares taken up .md paid for in full. Mortgages and charges, -nit

Phoenix Dynamo Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (77,660) .-^Re-
turn dated December 29th, 1921. Capital, £60,000 in 48,400 ordinarV shares

of £1 eacTi and 1,160 preference shares of £10 each. • 29',007 ordinafy and
1,160 preference sb.ires taken up. £1 per share called up, pp. 8.007 ordinary
:ind £10 per share on 1,160 preference shares.

, £19,607 paid. £21,000 con-

sidered as paid on 21,000 ordinary shares. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Montevideo Telephone Co., Ltd. (27,208),—Return dated
Novetnber 'iith, IQ21. Capital £220,000, in £1 shares. 217,135 shares taken

up. £217,135 considered as paid. .Mortgages and charges, nil.

Simplex Conduits, Ltd. (88,290).—Return dated Decem-
ber 22nd 1921. Capital, £100,000 in 50,000 ordinary shares of £1 each a<id,

10,000 preference shares of £3 each. 40.000 ordinary and 10,000 preference'

shares taken up. £50,000 paid on the preference and £40,000 considered as paW
on Ihe ordinary. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Amazon Telegraph Co., Ltd. (44, .532).—Return dated
November 29lh, 1921. Capital, £250.000 in £10 shares. .-Ml shares taken up.

£250,000 paid. Mortgages and charges, £200,'i00.

Bullers, Ltd.' (62,020).—Return dated Januarv 4th, 1922.
Capital, £400.000 in £10 shares (20,000 ordinary and 20^00(1 pre'ference). 15,500

ordinary and 15,000 preference shares taken up. £150.070 paid on seven

ordinary and 15.000, preference. £154.930 considered .as paid on 15,493 ordi-

nary. Mortgages 'and charges, £243.050. .
-.,

Robert W. Blackwell & Co., Ltd. (63,446).—Return dated
January 13th, 1922. Capital. £50,000 in £1 shares. .\ll shares, taken up.

£18,338 paid, £31.662 considered as p:iid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Burmah Electric Tramways and Lighting Co., Ltd.
(75,090).—Return dated January 5th, 1922, Capital, £200,000 in £5 shar«
(•20,000 ordinary and 20,000 preference). All shares Inken up. £100,000 paid

on the preference. £100,000 considered 9S paid on, the ordinary. Mortgages
and charges, nil. :

B. E. Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Particiila'rs of ,£3,000
debentures, authorisi^l Febru.iry 28th, 1922; present issue £'2,3«); charged on

the company's undertaking arid property, present and future, including un-

called capital.
•

,,.

Woking Electric Supply ^o., Ltd.—Issue on June llth,
1922. of £110 dcb-ntures part of a series already registered.

,

Hexham and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Satis-
faction in full on February 34th 1922, ofdebentures dated January 31st, 1931,

ne £10,000. '
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CITY NOTES.

The annual general meeting of the com-
Charing Cross, pany was held on March 9th, Mr. W. F.

West tnd and Fladgate, M.V.U., presiding. Ihe (jhau-

City Electricity man said that the coal strike had involved

Supply Co., Ltd. a loss of revenue and had necessitated in-

creased expenditure. Ihe lack of coal was
compensated for by fitting several of the boilers with oil-burn-

ing appliances. The warm weather w-hich prevailed durmg
the greater part of the year had also caused a loss of revenue
owing to the falling-oS of the heating load. Against these

circumstances could be set the increase in connections and
sales and the reduction in working costs. The expenditure on
repairs to mains and plant formed a large item in the revenue
account, and there was al.so an increase uf £"J,(X)0 in rates and
faxes. Over £100,000 had been spent on the City plant, but
they were not yet reaping the benefits which they hoped to

derive from this plant. The increase in net revenue was very

satisfactory; the question of reduced prices had been con-

sidered and the directors were satisfied that something could

be done in this direction during the current year. The chair-

man then reviewed the pi'oposals recently put forward for the
re-organisation of electricity supply in London, and mentioned
the last Electricity Bill. He spoke against the Corporation
Profits Tax, and stated that the company -n-as making a pro-

test against its continuance in common with other electricity

suppliers.

Viscount Ohilston, G.B.E., presided at

Midland the annual meeting held in Londooi on
Counties March 7th. He said that no new under-

Electric Supply takings had been acquired during the year,

Co., Ltd. and the properties owned by the company,
therefore still consisted of : the Leicester-

shire & Warwickshire Electric Power Co., the Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire Electric Power Co., the Ilkeston Electric
Lighting Undertaking, the Midland Electric Light & Power Co.,

Ltd., the Leamington & Warwick Electrical Co., Ltd., the Not-
tinghamshire & Derby.shii-e Tramways Co., the Ilkeston Tram-
ways, and the Cheltenham & District Light Railway Co.
Notwithstanding the coal strike and general depression the

output of the two power companies had increased, the number
of units sold being 15,131,938, as against 11,640,266 in the pre-

vious year. There was still a large number of prospective
consumers aw-aiting connection. The gross receipts of the
power companies amounted to £167,561, as compared with
£129,32.3. Pour Special Orders for supplying certain districts

were applied for during the, year; two of the.se, the Belper
and District, and the Bedworth and Bulkington Orders had
bean granted. The Wigston Magna and, District Order had
been made by the Electricity Commissioners and awaited
Parliamentary .sanction. The ifourth had been delayed by the
action of the local authorities. The Derbyshix-e & Nottingham-
shire Electric Power Co. was being .seriously prejudiced by the
Commissioners' refusal to permit the erection of a station on
the Trent. The City of Nottingham had delayed the erection
of its station, and if the company's application had been
sanctioned a supply would have been available for all pur-
poses., Referring to the Electricity Bill before the House of
Lords, the chairman said that he hoped that this measure
would share the fate of its predeces.sors in the interests of
the public at large. The traction undertakings had naturally
suffered from the effects of the coal strike and trade depres-
sion, and con.sequently the revenue from this source fell from
£117, .562 to £112.676. and the number of passengers from
11,949,1.34 to 9.167,304. With regard to the accounts. Viscount
Chilston said that the isi,ue of £200,000 short-term notes had
been repaid out of the proceeds of the issue of £400,000 7i
per cent, debenture stock in November last. This is.sue was
largely over-subscribed, and now commanded a substantial
premium on the Stock Exchange.

The annual general meeting was held on
Metropolitan March 7th. The chairman (Mr. A. W. Tait,

Electric Supply C.B.E.) stated that the falling-off in the
Co., Ltd. consumption of power was in a large

measure counter-balanced by the increase in
the number of connections of new lighting consumers and the
removal of lighting restrictions. He anticipated that the
lighting and heating load would continue to grow, but he was
doubtful whether the power load would increase to any ex-
tent in the current year in consequence of the trade depression.
Development in the company's western area was continued
owing to the commencement of fresh industries. It was satis-
factory to note that the new connections during the year
amounted to 4,217 kW, as compared with 3.374 kW in 1920,
apart from the connections to the mains of the Uxbridge com-
pany- The increase in generation and distribution costs
(£4,000) was remarkably small con.'jidering the increased price
of coal. Costs had been minimised by supplying the whole of
tha Ironbridge sub-station area from the Uxbridge station
mstead of from Willesden. This accounted for the large in-
crease in the item " purchase of current." Another factor
which kept down costs was the improved efficiency of the
WUleaden station, which should be even better when the new
sets were in operation. The peak of high prices had been
Phased, and the company had already made. reductions in the
power rate for small consumers, and the chairman hoped that

further decreases would soon be made. The company, in
common with other companies, was protesting against the
continuance of the Corporation Profits Tax. It was expected
that the new 20,(XX)-kW set at Willesden would be put mto
operation in June next, and that the whole scheme would be
completed before the end of the year.

Lord Ashfield presided at the annual
Underground meetmg on March 9th. In presenting the
Electric RaiU report and accounts he reviewed the results
ways Co. of of the operating compames' working dur-
London, Ltd. ing the year, accounts of which appeared

in the Electrical Review dated SeDruan'
24th (p. 277), and March 3rd (p. 312). He said that there was
a prospect of much-reduced expenditure during the present
year, and this was essential when the falling-off of tratfic was
considered. The latter was due to reduced fares on tramways
and omnibuses, and to the widespread lack of money. He did
not anticipate worse results than those of the previous year
however Economies had been effected iu all departments'
and notably in the repau-ing and overhauling of omnibuses for
which a central works at Chiswick had been opened,and rolUng
stock had been improved, resulting in greater speed of opera
tion and increased convenience to passengers. Lord Ashtield
then referred to the revised Common Fund agreement and ex-
plained its effects upon the financial arrangements of the con
tributmg companies. The main reason for the revision was to
ensure that no mdividual company would be maintained in an
artificial state of prosperity ; the fund was for the adjustment
or equalisation of temporary fluctuations of fortune only The
chau-man then summarised the working results of the \sso^

x!.7^/^m-^'^"i?S,''°'' v,^T u'^l''^
company incurred a loss^ of

^1 -Q^''' -T^'
^'^^"^ ^^^ *° i^ ^«' °ff against a profit of

±1.d8,000 m the previous year. Turning to the capital side of
the operatmg companies' accounts, the chairman said that amore straitened situation was unfolded. The Metropolitan

2?i mT^'Lo'' l^'iP^-
^''^. overspent its capital account bv

±i,UU/,OUU, and had outstanding commitments of £191 000The London Electric Railway Co. had overspent £561 000 'and
Its comimtments amounted to £162,000. The L G 6 C '

had
expended £504,000 in excess of its receipts and had incurred a

J^o'^f^'om ''"rjly
°^ ^273,000. These made a total of ahnost

±.^,000,000. Ihe re-arrangement of the capital of the A E Cwas mentioned, and the chairman then spoke of the projected
extensions and improvements for the execution of which State
a^istance was bemg soiight. Upon referring to the balance
sheet of the company. Lord Ashfleld mentioned the various
outstanding charges, including the £700,00) 6 per cent 3-vear
secured notes, which had to be redeemed in 192;J and sum-
marised the capital position as " unstable." The results of
the operatmg companies were satisfactory, but he could not
say the same of this company's results. Not only had there
been a failure to earn the full interest charges on the 6 per
cent, income bonds, but the long-patient shareholder was with-
out anything at all. Nevertheless, when he compared the
situation when the income bonds were created to the present
position he saw some grounds for being less discouraoed In
spite of complaints he thought that the operating companies
had distributed in dividends as much as they were able to dis-
tribute. The directors considered that a careful review of the
financial situation of the companv should be made and a
scheme, which he hoped would be acceptable, would be
worked out and presented during the current year.

Mk. Colin F. Campbell, presiding at the
Telegraph Con= meeting on March 9th, referred to the

struction & death of Sii- James Pender, the senior direc-
Maintenance tor. in whose place they had elected Major
Co., Ltd. H. Denison-Pender, a nephew of Sir James

„ ,
Pender and grandson of the late Sir John

Pender, the founder of the company. Mr. Campbell said that
the year had been one of great difficulty for all connected with
commerce. Their company was not so directly concerned with
banking and finance as with the position of manufactmera
generally, and it was from that point of view they had to
consider the position more particularlv. A year ago the chair-
man drew their attention to the heavy fall that had taken
place in the prices of raw materials. Since then there had
been a small but continuous decline in prices, although none
of the materials with which they were mostly concerned had
yet reached the pre-war figures. It might be argued that the
fall in prices was to their advantage. In a sense that was true,
but iu a company such as theu-s considerable stocks had
always to be maintained, with the consequence that if prices
continued to fall from one value to another, confidence in the
stability of prices generally was apt to be shaken. Last year
however, they were fortunate in being able to keep their works
and ships fairly well occupied, and they had little doubt that
when trade revived they would be able to secure a fair share of
the business to be done. The re.sult of the year was a net
profit of £120,880, which was an improvement of £10,693
over the previous year. In the balance sheet the capital still

stood at £896.400, and they might congratulate themselves on
not having had to increase it or to issue debentures, as many
companies had been forced to do to carry on through these
difficult times. The reserve fund was £160.000, and they were
building that up at the rate of £20.000 a year. At the present
time, in his opinion, the reserve fund was too small for a com-
panv of that standing, though it was. to some extent, made
up for by the carry forward. The balance at credit of profit
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and loss—:6213,858—was J911,241 better than last year. On the

other side of the balance sheet the item of property, including

stocks, stood at £1,149,000, which was i;402,00(.» down, mostly

the result of the fall m prices and materials, which still con-

tmued. Their output ot submarine cable was less last year

than in the previous twelve months, due to the great coal

strike, which for some time restricted their suppUes of wire,

and their turnover was also down. The satislactory figures

which they were able to submit were rather suprising in face

of those two facts, but one thing which had affected the

account considerably was that depreciation for investments no

longer had to be provided tor. During the war, and since,

every year had shown a fall in the value of their securities,

averaging about ±.50,000 a year, which had to be allowed for

before arriving at the net profits. That depreciation had

absorbed all tbe dividends and interest that the inyestmeaits

paid, and in some yeans considerably more. The beginning of

i921 seemed to have been the low-water mark in gilt-edged

securities, and on December 31st last there was a general rise,

which had helped them very much in the year's accounts.

IHE report for 1921 that is to be sub-

Bruce Peebles mitted at the annual meeting at Edin-

and Co., Ltd. burgh to-day shows a profit, including

intere.st, &c., after deducting administra-

tive expenses and debenture charges, of ±'113,793 plus ±5,8'23

brought forward. There is put to taxation reserve ±40,000,

to depreciation reserve ±10,000, and to general reserve

±3'2,'i'21. After paying 7i i^er cent, per aimum, less income

tax,' on the preference shares, and a further dividend of '2i

per cent, for the year, less tax, making 10 per cent., the

ordinary shares receive 10 per cent, and a bonus of 5 per

cent, for the vear, both less income tax, and ±7,919 is to

be carried forward. The results for the year are satisfac-

tory, the output from the works having been the largest m
the history of the company. The prospects for the cun-eut

year are good. The reserve account, by the appropriation of

±32,241 out of the profits of the year, now stands at ±100,000.

Resolutions fixing the directors' fees at ±250 each, and giving

ixjwer to vote extra remuneration, are to be moved at the

meeting.
At the annual general meeting, held on

London and March 8th. Lord Ashfiei.u (chairman) said

Suburban that in spite ot the falling-off in traffic, due

Traction Co., to trade depression and reduced services

Ltd. during the coal strike, the net earnings of

the company had increased. This was prin-

cipally due to the increased fares and to the economies effected

in working. For the year ended March 31st, 1921, the average

earnings per car-mile on the company's undertakings were

11 per cent, better than on the municipal systems, and the

average cost of operation per car-mile was 5 per cent, lower,

the period of comparison ,being the same. This was due to

better management. He was well aware that low fares were

necessary to the growth of a metropolitan area, but the result

of the action of the L.C.C. in abandoning, in December last,

the increases granted in September, 1920, would be seen in its

annual accounts. The reductions made on the tramways in

which the company was interested were on a more moderate

scale, with the result that the companies' earnings were not

seriously prejudiced.
Sir Henry Mance. presiding at the

Oxford Electric annual meeting on March 13th, said that

Co., Ltd. they had to deal with the high costs of

fuel and wages, though, the latter might
show an appreciable decrease during 1922 unless the cost of

living rose again. Welsh coal in their bunkers at the end of

1921 cost over 70 per cent, more than the pre-war price. Tlie

present tariff did not cover the increased charges, and while
these continued they could not consider reduction in the

price of energy. So far the Electricity Commissioners had
taken no steps to form an electrical area in the company's
part of England. He presumed th.it whatever happened the
company would remain the distributing agency, and so must
extend its mains as the demand increased. The directors

were anxious to postpone all capital expenditure as long as

possible, but they might have to issue .some additional capital

this year for mains extensions.

The annual general meeting was held on
Notting Hill March 7th, Mr. A. E. Franklin, J.P.. pre-

Electric Lighting siding. The chairman said that the share
Co., Ltd. capital remained the same, but the loan

capital had been increased by the issue of

±25,00(.) seven-year 7J per cent, notes, 'llie installation of two
new 500-kW rotarv converters had increased the capital ex-
penditure by ±14,916. The balance of profit, ±3S.219, was
the largest made so far, and would have been larger had
'the coal strike not occurred. The generating costs were lower,
due to the increased efficiency at the Wood Lane station, al-

though an additional amount of 202.000 units was produced.
Distribution costs wore also decreased. Manacement expenses
increased, and rates and taxes were equivalent to Id. per unit
sold. Referring to the dividend of 8s. per share, free of tax
upon the ordinary shares, the chairman said that it was
proposed to alter the title of the«o shares to prevent mis-
understanding, in view ot the fact that the dividend wa*
equal to 800 per cent, upon the nominal value of the gharM.
The facts were as follows :—The old £10 sharet were gplit,

and e8oh eharohojder on paying 1b. bad his share split, part

representing 6 per cent., and called preferential, and the bal-

ance, the rest of the dividend. The full dividend, had they
been united, would have been about llj per cent., less tax.

Mr. Frankhn briefly referred to the last Electricity Supply
Bill and to the Commissioners' proposals for the reorganisation
of Ixjndon electricity supply. With regard to the latter, the
directors were awaiting developments before framing a scheme
to put before tfie shareholders.
Ibe report and accounts were adopted, and at a subsequent

extraordinary general meeting it was resolved to alter the title

of the 27,050 shilling shares, mentioned above, to " deferred
shares.

'

'

The directors report a net loss of ±12,850
Davis and for 1921, due to depreciation in the value of

Timmins, Ltd. .stock on hand at December, 1920. A claim
for the repayment of E.P.D. with regard

to this depreciation has been made, but no amount in respect
of this claim has been credited in the present accounts. The
balance brought forward from 1920 amounted to ±53,535, from
which has to be deducted the net loss for 1921, the interim
dividend paid in September on the preference shares, ±1,800,
.that on the ordinary shares at the rate of 6 per cent, per
annum for the half-year to .June 30th, 1921, ±1,410. and after

placing ±15,585 to income tax account in respect of 1920, there
remains a balance of ±21,891. The six months' dividend on
the preference shares, at 6 per cent, per annum to December.
1921, absorbs ±1.800, and it is proposed to pay a balance
dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary
shares for the last half of 1921, making 8 per cent, per annum
for the year (free of income tax), leaving to be carried

forward, but subject to the taxation of the year, the amount
of which is at present unascertained. ±17,741.

The BcTgmann Electricity Undertakings
German Co., which is the holding company of the

Companies. manufacturing concern of this name, re-

ports net profits of ^7,000 marks for

1920-21. which sum has been carried forward. In 1919-20 the
net profits were 40,000 marks.
The Elektrizitats A.G. vorm Schuckert d Co., of Nurem-

berg reports net profits of 14,551,000 marks for 1920-21 and a
dividend at the rate of 16§ per cent, on share capital of

70.000,000 marks. A rate of 10 per cent, was distributed in the
preceding year.

The Hochjrequenz-Machinen A.G., of Berlin (high-fre-

quency machines for wireless telegraphy), proposes to pay for

1921 a dividend at the rate of 30 per cent, on the " A "

shares, as compared with 25 per cent, in 1920, when a rate

of 92.8 per cent, was also distributed on the " B " shares. It

is now intended to raise the share capital from 3.500.000 to

8,000,000 marks.
The Osram Co., of Berlin, according to the prospectus in-

viting subscriptions to the new loan reported in a previous

issue, earned net profits of 30.300,000 marks in 1920-21, jier-

mitting of the payment of a dividend at the rate of 25 per

cent, to the three proprietary companies (A.E.G.. Siemens
and Halske, and the Auer-Koppel group). In 1919-20 the net

profits were 27,010,000 marks, and the rate of distribution

was higher on a smaller amount of capital.

The Gesellschaft Fabrik Isolirtcr Drahte zu Elektrisclien

Zivecken, of Adler-shof, Berlin, has just invited applications

for 26,(X)0 new ordinary shares of 1.000 marks each, issued at a
premium of 150 per cent.

Comixignie Gt'nerale d'Electricitc.—Th'

French net profits for the year totalled 7,22:^.127

Companies. Ir.. being less by 147.687 fr. than those <il

the foregoing year. Including the carr\

over of the preceding year of 1.279,053 fr., the available balanc<

was raised to 8, .502,180 fr., out of which a dividend of 6tt per

cent, was declared. The manifold manufactures of the com-
pany's various industrial works .and, above all. the success of

its several distribution undertakmgs, enabled the compan>
to beai' the consequences of the general economic crisis in

a way better than might have been expected. During the

\ear the company had carried out two important operations

:

the departments " Vincey tubes " and " glow lamps " had
been handed over to newly-created companies, interest in

which was retained, .'\fter reference to th(> wven off-shoot

companies in which the parent company is concerned, it was
decided to increase the present capital of 50,000,000 fr. by
the issue of 3,571.000 fr. in shares, allocated to the Soci^te de

I'Accumulateur Tudor as consideration for its assets.

I'nioyi d'Elcctricite.—This company is now i.ssiiini!

80,(KK) Ci per cent. 500-fr. bonds at 472 fr. cash. The buildiii ;

of the great Gennevilliers station, of a capacity of 200.tl00 kW
is completed, and the company is now in a position to .supph

the wants of its Parisian customers.
Compagnie Generate Elrctrique.—.\t an extraordinary

meeting of this company held un Decemlwr 20th it wa>
decided to raise the capital, on one or .several occasions, from
15 to 30 million francs, with an understanding that prefer-

ence would be given to the old shareholders.

It is announced that the Socieic de VOiiest Lumiire. which
supplies energy in the western suburbs of Paris, has now been

incorporated in the group formed by the Union d'Electricite.

to whose activity we recently referred at some length. .\t the

former has now sold its Puteaux genernfing station to the

latter tbe company is now merely acting as a, distributor for

the Union.
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The Secteur electrique du Nord de la Girondes, which is

the style of the former Energie electrique de Courtras, has

raised its capital to 2,000,000 fr., and arranged an amalgama-
tion with the Energie electrique Oubrazaise in order to extend

its network beyona the Gironde as far as Blaye, Bourg. and
Saint Andre de Cubzac.
The Societe electrique du Toulois has raised its capital

from 400,000 to 750,000 fr., in order to extend its network,
v/bich now serves some fifty localities, and will shorr.ly serve

one hundred, including the Valleys d'Ornain, Gondocourt,

and Ligney-en-Barrois, where are situated important mines.

The report of the Siemens & Halske

The Siemens^ Co., which deals with the year ended on
Schuckert September both, 19'il, states that a con-

Group, tiiderable improvement in the production
took place as compared with the preceding

year, and raw and other materials were more easily obtain-

able. Most departments of the works were well occupied

during the year. The hourly output reached the 1913 level

in the case of many groups of piece workmen, but it was
still far behind with time workmen, particularly the un-

skilled men. As a consequence, the share of unproductive

wages was still very high as compared with the pre-war
period. Despite the increase in the number of workmen, the

electrical engineering production had not yet attained the

former piece output. The sale prices were further unneces-

sarily increased through the disproportionately high augmen-
tation of the general unproductive administration works
which were brought about by a number of legal and local

Government measures which had been insufficiently thought
out.

The expected advantages from the community of interests

with the Gelsenkirchen Deutsch-Luxemburg and the

Schuckert Companies which began with the opening of

1920-21, had been realised ; the supply of raw materials, semi-

finished materials and manufaetures improved both in con-

stancy and kind, and the extensive sales' organisation was
of advantage to the whole group, particularly in oversea

countries. As to the manufacturing agreement with the glow
lamp works, it is merely mentioned that this arrangement
had corresponded to expectations.

The report further states that the volume of foreign orders

received was satisfactory, particularly for cables, automatic
telephone exchanges, water meters and electro-medical apph-
ances. The first long-distance telephone cable between Berlin

and l-thineland was completed. For the laying of further
long-distance cables, which could be caiTied out with a
smaller cross-section of copper by the use of a booster (rein-

forcing) apparatus which had been developed, the company
had formed the German Distance Cable Co. in conjunction
with the Federal Postal Administration and other firms. The
railway safety apparatus department suffered from the almost
complete absence of orders from the State railways. Tlie

construction of benzine motors had to be greatly restricted

owing to the Allied veto on the building of aeroplanes. In
other branches new types of motors were developed and the

manufacture begun. The Siemens Constructional Union Co.
was constituted in conjunction with the Siemens-Schuckert
Works and the Schuckert Co., for the utilisation of the ex-

perience of the departments for electric railways and water-
works. It is further mentioned that the Wireless Tele-
graphy Co. was meeting with .success in its efforts further to
develop its sy.stem in overland and oversea traffic.

The report of the Siemens-Schuckert Works, which also

defers to the financial year ended on September 30th, 1921,

states that the year assumed a quieter course than the pre-

ceding twelve months. As a consequence of the more .stable

'foreign value of the mark, the prices for inland and foreign
raw materials were not subject to great fluctuations; wages
'.remained on the same level, there were no strikes, and it

was possible to execute orders with greater regularity. The
orders received from abroad did not exceed the usual measure
owing to the depression prevailing in many foreign countries.

The fall in the mark since August led to a rapid and large
influx of orders, and this situation and the .simultaneous in-

crease in all prices, .salaries and wages, continued in the
early months of the new financial year; but it was now
already recognised that this influx only represented a com-
pression of the requirements of German industry, and that
replacements and new orders would have been distributed
over a longer period if a quieter situation of the market had
prevailed.

In connection with the exploitation of the water-povurs in

South Germany, the reporti states that the company received
orders for a large part of the requisite machines, and con-
siderable orders were also booked for similar works in Central
and North Germany. Heavy driving plants were ordered by
collieries and iron and steel works both for home and foreign
account, and a similar state of affairs existed with the chemical,
textile and paper industries, as well as with the metal in-

dustry, particularly for electric welding plant. Some revival
was noticed in the electric railway branch, and the turnover
in motors, meters and conductors considerablv increased.

The dircct.ors of the Elektrizitats Gesellschnft (late

Schuckert), of Nurembere. state that they could look back
with Bati§faetion on the first year of hflrmonlous and profit-

able eo-operation in the oomniunity of interesti (Rhine-Elbe-
Sohnckert Union), and they expected these conditions to con-
tinue in the future. Concerning the company's own par-

ticular sphere, the report states that proposals for new works
applied principally to the exploitation of power stations ajid
transport installations, frequently based upon the use of
water powers, and the company took an active part in the
existing projects. On the other hand, activity in other
counti'ies was still hampered by the uncertain political and
economic conditions, and partly also on account of the un-
favourable level of German e.xchange. The settlement of the
company's foreign claims (Petrograd, Paris and Barcelona)
on the basis of the Peace Treaty was still in abeyance,
although the German Government had sanctioned and paid
advances in the matter. Various relations had been entered
into for the extension of the company's activity to other indus-
trial branches, and these held out the prospect of lein^'
.--uccessful.

Cambridge Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—.At the annual
meeting the chairman (Mr. fi. P. Scott) said that the profit
was approximately £3,500 greater than that of the previous
year. The increased price of 8d. per unit was put into force
in October last and would stand for three years. Considerable
suiiLs had been spent on mains extensions, and since the last
meeting £4.450 had been raised by means of 7i per cent, de-
bentures. The raising of further capital during the current
year was forecasted.

Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd.—The net profit for the vear ended
November 30th was i'19,638. making, with £7,937 brought
forward. £27,575. The directors recommend a further divi-
dend of 4i per cent, on the preference shares, making 7 per
cent, for the year, and a further dividend of 9i per cent, on
the ordinary shares, making 13 per cent, for the vear; to re-
serve. £3,000; carrying forward £15,2(>1, subject to E.P.D.
for two years to November 30th. 1920, and corporation tax for
two years to November 30th. 1921.

Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire, Ltd.—Mr. R. W.
Wickham, presiding at the annual meeting on March 7th, .said

that the effects of the coal trade dispute and the trade depres-
sion were reflected in their sales of electricity, but many new-
customers had come forward, with the result that the profits
had been increased. It was proposed to issue about 50.000
shares of £1 each to cover extensions. For the tenth year in
succession a dividend of 6 per cent., free of tax. had been
paid.

Companies to be Struck off the Register.—The following
companies will be struck off the Register at the expiration
of three months unless cause is shown to the contrary:—

Bright's Light & Power, Ltd.
British Engineering Co. (London), Ltd.
Drycells, Ltd.
Electric Floor Machine Co., Ltd.
London i Provincial Electric Co.. Ltd.

Commonwealth Edison Co. — Net electric operating
revenue for 1921 was $12,743,676, net operating income
.$8,787,744, other income $739,586, gross income $9,527,330,
less deductions $1,326,503, leaving $8,200,827; interest on
funded debt $2,,8;34,042. available for dividends $5,366,785; divi-
dends paid absorbed $4,.'307,126; carried to surplus $1,059,659.—Financial News.

American Telephone and Telegraph Co.—The net earn-
ings for 1921, after meeting all operating expenses, and pro-
viding for depreciation and all taxes, were $73,523,813; de-
ducting interest $19,521,109, dividends $42,674,403, and appro-
priated for contingencies $3,000,000, the balance for surplus
was $8,328,301.

North Melbourne Electric Tramways and Lighting Co.,
Ltd.—The report for 1921 shows gross receipts of .£53,683,
against £45,764, and net income of £13,232, against £11,228.
Interest was paid on £167,000 5 per cent, debentures and a
balance of £4,882 carried to reserve for renewals and upkeep.

British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd.—Further divi-

dend on the ordinary shares of 6i per cent., and a bonus of

5 per cent., making with the interim dividend a total cUstri-

bution of 15 per cent, for 19'21. For reserves and depreciation

£35,000 is allocated, and £.3G2,0ii(t is carried forward.

Brush Electrical Engineering Co.. Ltd.—The directors re-

port the net profit for 1921 at £232.602, an increase of £41..500

over 1920. £15,000 is put to depreciation and £73.MI0 to

general reserve. Dividend on the ordinary shares 15 ili

cent., carrying forward £214,100, subject to taxation.

Argentine Tramways and Power Co.—.\ meeting has been
called for March 22nd to consider a scheme of arrangement
under which the preference and ordinary £5 .shares are to lie

divided up into £1 shares, and the claims to dividend arrears

are to be varied.

Stock Exchange Notices.—.Application has been made to

the Committee to allow the following to be quoted officially :

Thames Valley Electric Power Board.—£350,000 6 per cent,

debentures of £100 each (guaranteed bv the Government of

New Zealand).

Stewart & Lloyds, Ltd.—The directors announce a divi-

dend of 2s. per share and a bonus of 6d. on , the deferred

shares, also a dividend of Is. 6d. and a bonus of 4Jd., free of

tax, on the new ahares.

Newcastle and District Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—Divi-
dend 4 per cent per annum, less income tax, carrying for-

ward £13J25.
.Mirrlees Watson Co.. Ltd.—Dividend of 10 per cent, and

a bonus of 2} per cent., both less tax.
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Capital Issues in France.—Among the new issues of

capital raised in France in 1921 may be mentioned a total of

128,000,000 fr. in the case of tramways and secondary rail-

ways, and 49ti,0a|,CKX) fr. in the electricity supply industry.

Manila Electric Corporation.—A dividend of Ij per cent,

on the common capital for the quarter ending March 31st is

announced.

Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribution, Ltd.

—A dividend of 6 per cent., making 10 per cent, for the year,

is announced, leaving £^0,604 to be carried forward.

Direct Spanish Telegrapli Co.. Ltd.—Dividends for 1921:

10 per cent, on the preterence shares, less income tax
; 10 per

cent, on the ordinary shares, free of income tax.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

A DISTINCT check has been given to the buoyancy of the Stock

Exchange markets. The serious turn which events took in

South \frica, the disquieting news from India, the situation

in Ireland and the engineering lock-out at home made up a

quartette of factors which led to Stock Exchange business

being brought up with a round turn. Prices in some cases

gave wav fairlv sharplv, though by no means to the same

exte.nt as they bad previously advanced. For instance, the

War Loan, after touching 98L fell back nearly a couple of

points, though the decline is small when measured agamst

the amount of the previous rise, and there has been an appre-

ciable recovery. Home Railway stocks fell back in sympathy.

At the same time, those particular markets in which invest-

ment has been most per.sistent of late exhibit little indication

of a change of front. There is no weakness, for example, m
the market for electricity supply shares, where the publication

of dividends and reports has brought about a substantial rise

spread over the past few weeks. In markets such as these,

where the investor pure and simple is at work, quotations are

fully maintained, though where speculation joined hands with

investment in swinging-up prices, the setback is fairly general.

The Home Railwav market, as already noticed, has come

back fairlv substantially from the best prices which it reached.

The steam stocks are nearly all down. There has been some-

thing of a run upon such low-priced stocks as those in com-

panies which are going to be taken into the big groups.

Welsh railway stocks also are particularly strong. Nearer

London, however, the Undergrounds have given way. The Is.

shares are lower at 5s. 6d.. but the Income Bonds, after being

down to 71, recovered to 71i. Mr. Hilton Young, in the House

of Commons on Tuesday nigTit. .said that the Government had

agreed to guarantee a loan to the Underground Electric Eail-

wavs of London for the purpose of extending and altering the

tube railways. Mr. Young did not think it desirable to give

details at present, but the scheme is estimated to provide work

for fifteen to twenty thousand men for eighteen months to two

years. The scheme, of course, is for the extension of the tubes

in various directions.

Meanwhile, languid interest has been aroused by a report to

the effect that Mr. Ford, of motor fame, is coming over here

with certain oil interests in order to set up a charabanc system

on the roads, making a start with 500 cars. No particular im-

portance is attached to the rumour. It is rather interesting to

recall that in the years gone by. large sums of money were

found by American interests, on both sides of the Atlantic, for

financing the tubes in the early days, e.g., of the Great

Northern & Piccadilly and the Charing Cross & Hampstead
lines.

Districts are a better market at 27J, but MetropoUtans, after

their recent vivid rise, reacted to 26i. Central London
assented ordinary stock is harder at 62.

The excellent dividend performances of the home electricity

supply companies continue to be reflected in noticeablei

.strength amongst the leading shares. Prominent in the up-

ward movement are the ordinary shares of the County of

London Co., Which have risen to llj, the preferences being
higher at 91. Charing Cross ordinary are steadv at their ad-

vanced price of 5J and the preference hardened to 3J. Ken-
singtons gave way to of, but- South Londons are better at

£B. City of London at 33s. 9d. are 1/16 up; Westminster
ordinary gave way to 61 after their recent substantial im-
provement. Announcement of the various dividends enables
U8 to give the complete table of distributions for 1921, to-

gether with the yields on the shares, brought up to date.

In the slight depression which developed during the early
part of the week, a number of the shorter-dated new is-sue

stocks went hack from their recent top levels. The electricity
debentures are somewhat prominent mnongst these, and
Llanellys at 100, Fife m. Shropshire 101, and Reading at
IC&i are all lower than they have stood recently. Tlie North
Metropolitan 8 per cent, preference stock gave way to i
premium. Yorkshire Power Electric 6 per cent, preference,
after being 8s. premium, are a trifle easier at 7.s. premium.
Scottish Power 8 per cent, second preference remain at 20s. fid.

The British Insulated Co. declares a dividend repeating the pre
vious 15 per cent., and the price remains good at 3fis. 3d.

Telegraph Constructions at 25i are 10s. higher. Henleys
improved to 2, a rise of 6s. 3d. in a fortnight. Callenders
are steady at IJ. The strength of these shares has drawn
attention to Johnson & Phillips ordinary, and the price has
hardened a little to 17s. 6d. The company's dividend in re-

spect of the past year is on the point of announcement, and
against the 12.J per cent, paid last year, the market is looking
for 10 {)er cent, in respect of 1921. If expectations are reaUsed
and 10 pei- cent, is paid on the increased capital, it will cer-

tainly be a good performance.
Brazilian Tractions are better at 40, and there are no fresh

changes in the Anglo-Argentine group. Mexican issues are
weaker, Mexican Light & Power Bonds going back 3 points
to 62i
Amongst cable .shares, the strength of the Eastern group

is further emphasised by a rise of 2 points in Eastern ordin-
ary stock, while Westerns at 181 are 7s. 6d. higher on the
week. Globe preference rose to 10^. Indo-Europeans have
risen £1 to .35. United River Plate Telephones at 6J are
1/16 lower, but the company's 4J per cent, debenture at 76^
is 3 points to the good. Oriental Telephone 4 per cent, de-
benture at 76^ is up 10. Direct Spanish shares improved to

9i. Costa Rica Electric 5 per cent, debentures have come
into the Stock Exchange lists at 25. Briti.sh Electric Traction
preference hardened to 72J. The ordinary is quoted at 44^.
Metropolitan-Vickers preference at 2 are 1/16 better. Edi-

sons gave way to 4s., and General Electrics to 20s. 3d. The
rubber market is quietly firm. The recent rally in prices has
not brought about any noticeable increase in the volume of

business. Babcocks are 3/16 up to 27s. 8d., the engineering
trouble having the paradoxical effect of bringing in buyers.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Eleoteicity Companies.

Dividend. Price
.. ^ Mar. 14, Rise on
1930. 1991. 1939. fall.

Brompton Ordinary la 12 7.^ + i

Charing Cross Ordinary .... 8 9 5J —
do. do. do. 4iPref. .. 4)4^ Si H- i

Chelsea 6 6 H —
City o( London 14 14 I ; J

—
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref . .

.

6 6 I —
County of London 8 8 Hi -t- 3

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref... 6 6 95 + i
Kensington Ordinary 9 10 65 — j
London Electric 3i 4 IJ-vd +S/-

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref ..

.

6 6 Hxi +i
Metropolitan 7 7 45 —

do. 4i per cent. Pref... 4J 4| 8*; —
St. James' and Pall Mall . . .

.

la 13 73 —
South London 7 7 S +J
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 lixtl —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6§ — i

Teleorafhs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 97 —

do. Def li IJ aa —
Chile Telephone 8 6 6| —A
CubaSnb. Ord 7 7 78 + i
Eastern Extension 10 10 18* —
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 I87» +2
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 18} —

do. do. Pref 6 8 10* + i
Great Northern Tel 33 34 38J
Indo-European 10 10 B6 -t-l

Marconi 3B 16 1}| —
Oriental Telephone Ord 13 13 9 —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6J —

rii

West India and Panama . . .

.

Nil Nil 6/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 18| -"-J

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented .

.

4 4 6aid 4 3

Metropolitan 1} IJ 86i —1
do. District Nil Nil 87J + i

Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil 3 —
do. do. "A".. .. Nil NU 6/6 —6d.

do. do. Income.. .. 4 3 71J
—

Foseioh Tbavs, &o,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. 64 12J 8} —
do. do. 9nd Pref. .. Nil 64 8| —
do. do. 6 per oent. Deb. 6 6 76 .—

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 40 -H
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfoe... 6 5 64* +1

do. do. Preferred.. 6 98/- 60} —
do. do. Deferred .. 8 134/- 604 —
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 4i 674 —

Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 684 —
do. do. fi per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 984 —

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 164 —1
do. Pref Nil NU 864 -
do. 1st Bonds .. .. NU 6 694 —8

MAHTrrAonmnio Companies

Baboook & Wilcox It 16 SSI — A
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 15/- —
British Insulated Ord 16 16 1« +i
Callenders IB 16 1| —

6* Pref 64 64 lA —
Ornmpton Ord 10 10 16/- —
Edlson-Swan 10 — 4/- —6d.

do. do. 6 per oent. Deb. ,, 6 6 83 —
Bleotric Construction 10 10 18/9 —
English Electric 8 8 9/6 -6d.

do. Pref 6 6 lS/9 —
Oen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 90/9 —

do. Ord 10 10 90ra —1/-

Henley 16 16 i + k

do. 4JI>ref 44 44 Ixd -I- i
India-Rnhber 10 — J

—
Met.-Vloksri Pre! 8 8 9 + -^

Biemans Ord 10 10 S6/. —
TelagrapbOon 90 90 354 +'l

* OlTilenOi ipkM fret of Income Tax.

10 18
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CABLE CHARTS AND CABLE CALCULATIONS.

By "ANODE."
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Alignment charts are fairly well known to mechanical

engineers, but up to now are not so familiar to electrical

engineers, and the fact that this is so must serve as

the reason for the

explanation of the

charts given here-

with being rather

lengthy.

The fact that con-

siderably higher

voltages are used in

a.c. than in d.c.

transmission ac-

counts for the chart

being in two por-

tions, one dealing

with pressures from
100 to 1,000 volts,

which covers the d.c.

voltages generally

met with in this

country, and the

.
other dealing with

pressures from

1,000 to '10,000

volts, which will

deal with all ordi-

nary three - phase

transmission.

No account is

taken of inductance,

as this is not likely

to have much effect

in the distances

covered by the

charts. The chart

calculations, while the one dealing with horse-power

from 1,000 to 10,000 is solely used for three-phase alter-

nating-current calculations, and the only point neces-
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pressure drop in the lioe being fixed at 25 volts. Re-

quired, tlie size of cable necessary.

I. Place a str.iight-edge across from 200 on the )).h.]i.

line to 600 on the distance line, and note where the

support line between these two is intersected.

II. Place a straight-edge across from 500 on " motor

volts" to 25 on "volts drop" line (using the right-

hand scaling, as it is d.c), and again note where the

.support line is intersected.

III. Next place the straight-edge across from the

points of intersection on the support lines, and where

the cable line is intersected, read off the size of cable

necessary, in this case 61/. 093.

Another example:—
Motor, 2,000 h.p. ; distance, 5,000 yards from source

of supply; motor volts, 2,000; drop in cable, 200 volts;

three-phase alternating-current supply. l>ei|uired, the

size of cable necessary.

I. Place the straight-edge across from 2,000 on the

b.h.p. line to 5,000 on the distance line, noting where
the support line between these two is intersected.

II. Place the straight-edge across from 2,000 on the

motor volts line to 200 on the volts drop line, again
noting the point of intersection of the support line.

III. Through these points of intersection lay a

straight-edge across the cable line; it will be found that

it passes between 61/. 10.3 and 91/. 09-3, and nearer tlie

latter, which we take.

For the purpose of demonstration the joining lines

for both examples are shown dotted, but in actual use it

is not necessary to mark the chart.

It will, of course, be under.stood that the chart can be

used for various other calculations, such as finding the

drop in the line when the other data are given, or

finding the pressure necessary to tran.smit a given power
under stated conditions.

HIGH-POWER MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS.

By R. L. MORRISON, A.M.I. E.E.

{Continued from pai/e :i5.'i.)

The main anodes (fig. 4. p. 35.5), made of pure close-grained

iron, are screwed to the anode bolts, which serve to convey
the cun-ent to them, the transformer connections being made
to the upper part of these liolts. Tlic anotles and bolts are

carefully insulated from the anode plate by specially-designeil

leading-through insulators, the portion nearest the anodes
being provided with screening hoods formed integral with
them. To the latter are fitted the sheet-iron arc guides v, at

the mouth of which are provided .slats, which break up the

arc and eliminate the efl'ect of the ultra-violet rays. These
arc guides terminate in a large collecting funnel j, while
immediately above the cathode there is a smaller funnel t,

terminating in a thin cylindrical insulator, the purpose of

which is to protect the main cathorle insulator. I'he arc

operates between the main anodes f. iind the cathode, while it

will be seen that its path is well defined, which eliminates, to

a large extent, the possibility of luick-firing. Ju.st below the

ciimlensing cylinder there is a mercury collector H, into whicli

be noted that the anodes are rounded, and, as wiU be vrn
from fig. 5, vei-y highly polished, to remove all iiTegularitie.'*

from their surface, which would be conducive to back-firin«.

This illustration shows very clearly the insulatora and arc

guides, as well as the method of fixing the latter.

Three sizes have so far been standardised for dealing with
300, 600 and 900 amperes continuously up to about 800 volts

.\l(C tJUIDK AMi InSUI,AT07{S. ;XA»-A KlVTIlUI;

the. condensed mercury drops, and it is then led by the .sloping

troughs to tlie walls of the arc chamber, down which it runs
and finds its way back to the cathode, so that there is no loss

and the mercury need never be replenished.
Both cylinders are water cooled, the water first passing

through the cathode base N, from whence it is led to the jacket
round the arc chamber and the anode plate by the connections
o, after which it pa-sses to the jacket surrounding the con-
densing cylinder and then out to waste or to a separate re-

cooling .system. Down the centre of the rectifier passes the
rod connecting the ignition anode with the solenoid B. The
c<«k A connects the rectifier with the vacuum pump, it will

d.c. The largest .size is shown in fig. 6, the medium size ).«

similar in appearance but the smallest is not provided with thr

radiator coolers for the anodes. These coolers are insulate

from one another and the rest of the cooling system whil'

they are filled with water which is in actual contact with thi

top of the anodes and circulates on the thenno-siphon priii

ciple. For the higher d.c. pressures now conung into more
general u.se for traction three further sizes have lieen developo'

to deal with ioO. 500 and 750 amperes and pre.s.sin'os up I

1.600 volts. They are provided with rather higher working
chambers; otherwi.se externally theii' appeara.nce is the sam<

a.s that of the low-pressure ones.
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Adxiliaeies.

A complete converter of this class consists essentially of the

rectifier proper with its main transformer, the vacuum pump
.set, the ignition converter, the excitation gear and the anode

or equalising reactance coil, where two or more rectifiers are

running in parallel off one main transformer. The latter and
the excitation gear have already been referred to ; a few
particulars will now be provided of the other parts which are

all of importance in the operation of the plant.

Vacuum Pump Set and Gauge.

This is the most important of the auxiliaries, because a liigh

vacuum is :ibsolutely es.'^ntial to .sjitisfactory operation. :uid tn

obtain and maintain that required, an extremely etficieiil |>imi|i

Fig. 7.—Section thkough Two-stage Vacodm Pump.

must be used and one of no ordinary design. In the rectifier

the pressure is not the same in all parts but varies depending
upon the temperature, .so that near the cathode it is quite

appreciable whereas in the cooler portions higher up it is very

low. therefore, when we speak of a vacuum of 0.01 - 0.001 (the

normal working range) it should not be inferred that this is

the pres.sure in.side the chamber; it is the pressure of the

evacuated air at the surrounding atmospheric temperature as

measured by the vacuum gauge. The readings are really ;i

measure of the rarefaction of the air, which is what is desii'ed,

because the presence of air or gas in the rectifier adversely

affects the ionisation process.

The pump set consists of a high vacuum mercury pump m
series with a rotary oil-immersed pump, fig. 7. The latter

pump is direct coupled to a J-h.p. motor, and is capable of cre-

ating a vacuum of about 0.02 mm. Hg. The final reduction

to 0.001 mm. is obtained by the mercuiw pump. This pump
has at its ba.se a pool of mercury which is electrically heated.

The connection to the rectifier is by way of the pipe a whicli

passes through the water jacketing b to the lower part of the
conical chamber. It may be said to work on the injector prin-

ciple, this action being obtained by the vapour ri.sing from
the mercury as it boils, and in doing so sucks the air down
the pipe « and then carries it to the upper portion of the coni-

cal chamber where it (the vapour) is condensed by the cooling
water, leaving the air to be extracted by the rotary pump and
finally di.scharged to atmosphere. The working portion of tlie

rotary pump consists of the eccentrically displaced drum r

with slides which are completely oil immersed. In the event
of the pump being accidentally stopped the aluminium non-
return valve d would act due to the pres.sure of the atmos-
phere and prevent the oil passing into the vacuum pipe. The
combined pump set with gauge is mounted on a common base-
plate standing on a number of insulators, fig. S. The reason
for insulating from earth will be clear when it is realised that
the set is in contact through the vacuum pipe with the recti-

fier which is statically charged.
The gauge used for the measurement of the high vacua is

McLeod's. the principle of which is based on Boyle's law. i.e.,

vv = c, and is shown diagrammatically in fig. 9. The left-

hand sketch represents the arrangement when not in use and
shows the measuring bulb r free to fill with the mixture of

air and gas from the rectifier through the tube n. To take a
reading the mercury bulb Hg is drawn upwards by suitable
winding mechanism and the mixture in the measuring bulb is

forced by the rising mercury into the capillary tube k. Tliis

is contin\ied until the mercury in the tube / is level with the
top of the capillary tube. There is then a difference of level /i

between the two columns which is a measure of the pressure

in the rectifier. Very .small differences can be ascertained in

this way. while the scale can be graduated to give direct read-

ings of the vacuum.
Ignition.

Compared with the operations requii-ed in the starting up
of rotary converters the rectifier is without doubt simpler and
presents many advantages. The ignition current is provided

by an auxiliary 0.5 kW converter set, though under certain

conditions it has been found pos.sible to ignite by alternating

current.

Referring to the sectional view of the rectifier, fig. 4, the

ignition anode is seen to be some 8 mm. above the surface of

tlie cathode, and connected to the solenoid at the top of the

condensing chamber. .\ push button switch on the operating

panel controls the ignition circuit and when depressed a cur-

rent of about 2. .5 amperes passes from the small converter

through the solenoid coil thus cau.sing its core to be pulled

downwards against the pressure of a spring, until the ignition

anode touches the mercury. The connections .are so an'anged

that when this occurs, the coil is short-circuited and the anode
is pulled up again by the spring. .\n arc starts at the point

of separation and immediately afterwards the main arc com-
mences and the set is switched on to the bus-bars. With
rectifiers that are constantly in service this is all performed in

a second or two, no preliminary operation being necessary

beyond the checking of the vacuum. For the case of a plant

that may have been shut down for some time, say 24 hours
or more, it is advi.sable not only to make .sure of the vacuum,
but to separately load the anodes for a few minutes on to an
auxiUary resistance supplied for the purpose, the object being
to heat them up to ensure that thev all take the same load.

.\s an example of the speed with which rectifiers can be put
on load the ca.se may be cited of the .'^OO-kW. three-cylinder set

at Berne, where the average time for all three rectifiers is

five seconds.

Parallel Operatio.v axd Reciulation.

The operation of several rectifiers in parallel is very easily

accomplished by electrically interlinking the anode or equali-

sing reactance coils through an auxiliary winding on the latter,

which ensures that the current divides equally among the
anodes in parallel. Where each rectifier is provided with a

separate transfonner these anode coils can be dispen.^ed with,
the transformers being designed to give the desired regulation.

Fig. s.—Vacuum Timv Set with Gauge.

To enable rectifiers to work well in parallel with other types

of converters both must necessarily have approximately the

same regulation characteristics, this requirement not being

peculiar to rectifiers but applying to all electrical plant opera-

ting in parallel. To deal with higher loads than can be

handled by single rectifiers, it is customary to connect two
or three in parallel, all being fed by one main transfornaer.

Such a combination would constitute one set and be equiva-

lent to a rotary converter set of like capacity. Each rectifier

would be provided with its own low-pressure panel and though

the switchgear is to some extent duplicated there is the advan-

tage that during periods of light load one or more of the

rectifiers can be shut down. Another very decided advantage
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18 that the factor of safety is considerably increased because
taking the case of a three rectifier set for example, should one
fail for any reason, it is still possible to deal with two-thirds
of the load. Fig. 10 indicates a typical diagram of connections
for an equipment' consisting of three rectifiers wdth one main
tran.sfoi-mer. which would have a d.c. output of 1,500 kW at
550 volts if the largest size of rectifier is con.'sidered.

Fio. 9.—G.iUGE FOR Measurement of High Vacua.

The rectifier proper has no regulating properties apart from
its transformer and auxiliary gear, except for a very slightly

negative tendency of the arc with increasing load which makes
it necessary to insert the anode reactance coils already re

secondary is arranged as two three-phase star connected groups
with the two neutral points brought out to the cathode coil
Ihis coil has two sets of windings (with a common magnetic
circuit) acting in opposition which produce a throttling effect
causing the pha.«« currents to overlap, so that at least two
phases are made to function simultaneously. In consequence
the r.m.s. value of the phase current is reduced and a smaller
transtormer can be utilised—thus the figure 1.6 previously given
can be taken as 1.46. It will also be clear that if the'r.m 8.
pha.se current is reduced, the overall drop, which is proportional
to the current, must decrease too, the usual figure obtained be-
mg 5-6 per cent, from very .small loads of 10 to 15 amperes and
full load, the two characteristics being similar to those de-
picted in fig. 11. It will be seen that curve b, which is that
applicable to the cathode coil, rises verv rapidlv from the few
ampere.'^ referred to and ab.solute no load", th^ difference amoun-
ting to about 15 per cent. A* it is exceptional for plants to
operate at such low loads this rise of )>ressure is of little mi>-
ment. The peculiar form this curve takes is due to the mag-
netisation of the coO, which only reaches the value at which
the throttling effect is a maximum and overlapping of the
phase currents takes place, when the curve bends and takes
its normal course.

A plant relying for voltage controlon a cathode coil is
one to be commended because it is simple and gives as close
regulation as is needed for average conditions, but where it

is desired to maintain the d c. pressure constant at all loads
or to increase the pressure with the load, other means must
be adopted of obtaining this. As the ratio between a.c. and
d.c. voltage is fixed it is necessary to vary the former either
on the primary or secondary of the transformer. One method,
and that shown in the diagram 'fig. 10), is by means of tap-
pings and a step switch, but the invariable way, however, is

to use an induction regulator (hand or automatically controlled)
either three-phase on the primary- of the transformer or six-

phase on the .secondaiy, by which means any degree of regu-
lation can be given according to the capacity of the induction
regulator cho.sen.

Overload Cvpacity.

The overload capacity of a rectifier, given equivalent con
ditions, is not inferior to that of any other class of converter—
in fact it can be definitely stated that it has qualities in thii

respect that are superior. Load variations of whatever degree

A
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ROTARY CONVERTERS : WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

By F, P. WHITAKER, M.I.E.E.

[Abntract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical Enulneers.^

It will be advantageous in this country for the frequency

of the supply to railways to conform to the standard fre-

quency of 5U periods per second, except when the railway

will pass through districts in which the frequency has been
decided by the large developments that took place prior to

the standardisation of a frequency of 5U, in which case it

would be advantageous for the railway supply to conform to

the frequency of the district.

Converting apparatus will, therefore, be requirexl to operate

from generating stations supplying poAver at frequen_-ie.s of

'25, 40 and 50 periods per second, and will probably deliver

power to the trains at a d.c. pressure of 1,.500 volts. Abroad,
requirements may demand an operating pressure of 3,000

volts (d.c).

The rotary converter has become the recognised conversion

unit on 600-volt railway systems operating from 25-, 33- and
40-period systems, and this paper was written with the

object of showing how far the modern rotary converter

specially developed for the more exacting requirements of

1,.500-V'd.c. is capable of fulfilling these conditions of service

even when operating from 50-pei'iod systems.

With regard to the maximum permissible value of the

average voltage per segment, I would suggest approximately

13 volts for the higher-frequency rotary converters, and 15

volts for the lower-frequency machines. With regard to

limiting peripheral speeds, from 4,000 and 5,000 ft. per

minute are now considered normal. Speeds of 6,000 ft. per

minute have (Consistently given equally satisfactory service.

Speeds of 8,000 ft. per minute have been used experimentally

over prolonged periods with heavy loads with excellent

results. The maximum d.c. voltage that can be conveniently

generated in a rotary converter with a single coixunutator is

approximately :
—

3..500 volts for 15 periods per sec.

2,000 volts for 25 periods I3er sec.

1,500 volts for 33 periods per sec.

1,300 volts for 40 periods per sec.

1,000 volts for 50 periods per sec. -

So that, while on 23 periods the generation of 1,500-V

direct current has been accompUshed in single-armature con-

verting units, and such practice can oe extended up to

approximately 33 periods, above this frequency it is neces-

sary to connect two 750-V rotary converters in series, or one
single-unit motor converter could be used.

The generation of 3,000-V direct current will generally be

associated with a supply frequency of 50, and probaoly with

relatively long alternating-current transmission. For such

duty the synchronous motor -generator set is the most service-

able unit. The voltage of 3,000 could be generated on one
commutator, providing the frequency of the generator were
kept down to about 15, but it is more economical 'to connect

two 1,500-V generators in series, each generator operating at

about 25 periods per second.

The general proportions of both 25- and 50-nei-iod converters

will not be seriously changed with the increased voltages ;
the

general operating characteristics, such as commutation,
efficiency and power factor will remain unchanged.

The liability to flash over is to some extent controlled by

the detailed design of the machine, but even when the most
conservative figures for design are used hiph-voltage machines
will flash over when .subjected to short-circuits, if protected

by the ordinary type of switchgear.

Owing to the energy of reversal in the short-circuited coils

becoming too large, the saturation of the commutating flux

path, and the high current density under the brushes, if the

load on a converter is increased beyond a certain limit,

serious sparking results. Also, if large loads be very suddenly
applied, the normal balance between alternating-current and
direct-current armature reaction is upset and this tends to

produce sparking.

Under partial or complete short-circuits the machine has

momentarily to withstand currents beyond the commutating
limit, and the armature reactions are seriously unbalanced.
This results in an arc being drawn between the commutator
segments and the brush tips and adjacent metal parts.

WTiile the short-circuit remains on the machine the ter-

minal voltage is very low, but quantities of hishly-conducting

vapours are produced. .As soon as a circuit breaker discon-

nects the external short-circuit and allows the voltage around
the commutator to increase, an arc strikes through this con-

ducting vapour nnd forms a local short-circuit rround the
commutator. This ,»hoi-t-cii-cuit naain reduces the voltage

.Tnd the arc is nuenched. The voltace again increases and.

if pufficipnt conducting vapour be still present, the arc will

agnin strike.

This successive 'Striking of the arc may continue, especiallv

on high-voltage d.c. machines, until the a.c. side is tripped

out and the speed and field have been reduced by successive

Machines wei-e built with a completely insulating and fire-
proof screen between the commutator and the rest of the
machine, so that, in the event of flash-over, the arc would
not penetrate into the more deUcate parts of the machine.
Good clearance was provided between the positive and
negative brush arms, the operating details of the brush-gear
were well protected, and commutation quite satisfactory up
to three times full load.

These machines would take partial short-cii-cuits up to
about five times full load without flashing over, but above
that point flashing over would result, and it was found advis-
able to reduce the severity of the flash by the use of instan-
taneous trips on the a.c. side of the machine. Later, various
novel features were introduced with a view to making the
machines still more robust and self-protecting.
The diameter of the commutator was made practically the

same as that of the armature, the armature bars being
sweated directly into the commutator. With this construc-
tion it was impossible for the conducting vapour produced
under short-circuit to i)enetrate inside the armature and cause
subsidiai-y short-circuits.

The armature was provided with a propeller fan just at
the back of the commutator, so arranged that it directed a
strong blast of air axially over the commutator surface. The
d.c. brush-gear was completely enclosed inside cast metal
brush-holders, which were practically immune from damage
due to flash-over.

The following advantages of this construction have been
proved :

—
The conducting vapour produced under short-cii-cuit is

rapidly swept away by the blast of air, thus reducing the
chance of flash-over when the d.c. voltage is restored on the
opening of the d.c. circuit breaker. In the case of flash-over
the resulting damage is almost neghgible. The arc has not
been known to re-strike. The conducting vapours are blown
away from the important parts of the machine .so that sub-
sidiary short-circuits are not produced. The short-cu-cuit is

cleared so quickly that in most cases it is cleared by the d.c.

circuit breaker, and the machine is left running on the a.c.

side.

The following features were also incorporated in the design
of the.se machines :

—
The distance between the centre line of the armature and

the base-plate was made as large as possible, so as to give a

large clearance between the brush arm and the base-plate and
provide for air space all around the commutator. The dis-

tance between the commutator and the bearing pedestal w'as
made large, and the pedestal and base-plate were shielded
with insulation, to prevent the arc striking to earth. No
part of the yoke for the bnish brackets projected over the
commutator, and this yoke was se]iarat*d from the commu-
tator and brush brackets by a thick layer of insulating
material. The commutator segments were provided with arc-

ing tips to prevent the deterioration which takes place at the
ends of the commutator bars during flash-over.

We have recently experimented with a construction for

magnetically driving the arc from the coimnutator surface of

a 750-kW, 1,500-V conitiensated generator. When protected
with an ordinary type of circuit breaker it was found possible

to short-circuit this generator complet+'ly when separately

excited on the .shunt winding, with or without the compound
winding, without the slightest damage to the machine.

It would appear .sound practice to construct all high-volt-

a.ge machines so that they are as .self-protecting as possible,

and, if the short-circuit conditions are severe, the machine
should be further protected by a high-speed circuit breaker.

For ordinary services where the range of voltage is of more
importance than the ability to withstand sudden and large

overloads without disturbing the commutation of the machine
or the voltage of the line, quite large values of reactance

may be used to advantage. In railwav working, where little

advantage is to be gained by the range of voltage or appre-

ciable over-compounding, but where it is advantageous to

keen the d.c. voltage as constant and the h.p. power factor

as high as possible, and where it is necessary to reduce the

momentary derangement of commutating conditions due to

.sudden loads, it is preferable to in.stall ma<?hines compounded
to live the same voltage at no load and -50 per cent, over-

load with a range of voltage from no load to -50 per cent,

overload bv shunt control not exceeding -f or - 2i per

cent. Under such conditions the reactance can be kept rela-

tively low. Machines designed on these lines would have

ch^i-ncteristics up to three times full load.

If interference with communication circuits is to be avoided

it is of importance that the d.c. voltage shall be as uniform
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and free as possible from ripples aud undulatious. OsciUa-

tions m the d.c. pressure may be : (1) Natui'al. i.e., those that

exist in the d.c. voltage before the rotary converter is connected

to the a.c. supply. ['1} Couuectiuu oscillations, i.e., those that

result from coimectiug tbe rotary converter to the supply and
assuming the supply to have a sine wave-shape, (b) I'rans-

fereuce oscillations, due to the deviation of the supply

wave from the sme wave-form, which are transferred from the

a.c. to the d.c. system. (-1J Load oscillations produced

by loading the converter. These may be divided into: (a)

Saturation oscillations, due to the current passing into the

rotary-converter armature being forced to take a shape other

than a sine wave-shape, [i] Hesistauce oscillations, due to

the superpositiun of the alternatmg and du-ect currents, (c)

Flux linkage and distribution oscillations, due to the resultant

armatme cureuts.

With a view to determining possible limits for these oscil-,

lations, records have been kept on all machines manufactured
over a period of years, and the maximum deviation of the

d.c. voltage from the mean, due to tooth ripple, has not ex-

ceeded -I- or - 1 per cent., and when the ripple has been

known to be of importance it has been reduced to less than
-1- or - i per cent. In fact, it has hardly been dis-

cernible in the oscillograph records. These values apply to

the natm-al d.c. wave-shape, and, because corresponding

ripples will be found in the jiatural a.c. wave-shape, when
the rotary converter is connected to the supply the tooth

ripple will be somewhat reduced, due to the wave-shape
equalisation discussed in the next paragrajih.

Oscillations due to connecting the rotary converter to the

supply with sine wave-shape are usually quite small and of

the order of -f or - 1 per cent.

The d.c. voltage wave can be materially changed by the

deviation of the supply wave from the sine w'ave.

In general, rotary converters operate from systems con-

taining a large variety of synchronous apparatus, and this

results in the wave-shape of the supply being practically

sinusoidal, but in cases where rotary converters will operate

from a station containing one class of generator it is very

important that the wave-shape of such generators should

closely conform to that of a sine wave.
The present standard rule for the wave-shape of a.c.

generators is entirely unsatisfactory, but is now under dis-

cussion, and it is in the final interests of all concerned that

a new rule be formulated covering load as well as no-load

conditions in which tolerances are reduced to the smallest

figure consistent with reasonable protection of the manufac-
turer's interests.

Such a rule might mean the discarding in future of cer-

tain types of windings on generators built for general power-
distribution pm-poses, but I believe such elimination would be
beneficial to the industry ,.for windings which give good wave-
shapes between phases tend to produce generators of

economical design.

The oscillations on the d.c side may be broadly classified

as : (1) Tooth ripples. (2) Undulations with a frequency of

(J per period. (The oscillations of 12 times normal frequency
are usually very small.) The tooth ripple on rotary con-
verters for traction purposes need not exceed -)- or - | per
cent, of the d.c. voltage ripple and, providing the supply con-
forms to a sine wave, the undulations of six times noi-mal fre-

(luency need not exceed -1- or — 2 per cent, of the means d.c.

voltage on full load, the deviation being i<lightly greater on
overloads. In cases of interference which have come under
lbi> author's notice the deviations have been considerably
greater than the alxjve, and' it is not to be expected that any
apiueciable interference will occur on well-balanced tele-

phone lines with ripples and undulations of this magnitude
and frequency.

Discussion in London.

Mr. Roger T. Smith, in opening the di.scussion, explained
that the electrification of railways in this country was held
up on accinmt of the Ministry of Ti"ansport's railway grouping
scheme. At present no company knew inider what conditions
it would eventually find itself. He also pointed out that
the Ministry's .Advisory Committee had advocated the use
of a pressure of 1,.5(X) volts at the sub-.station bus-bars, and
that a pressure of 3,000 or 750 volts would be allowed on the
train if the Ministry considered it the proper thing to do
SI). The method of blowing out rotary converter arcs, tJiat

tlic author had described, was ingenious and the tests that he
(Mr. Smith) had seen at the B.T.H. Go's, works were verv
effective. He had u.sed 6,000/600-volt motor converters for Ifi

years witli every success, and he thought thev would bo as
godd al_so at 1,300 volts, Thev were most useful and reliable
machines for railway work. The .second portion of the paper
contained very valuable information on telephone line disturb-
ance. '

Mr. .T. P,. CowiF wa.« of tbe opinion that mercury arc
rectifiers had too many auxiliary devices connected with
them. Something could be said for the synchronous machine,
and a good deal for the T,n Cour oonverter. In any attempt to
.suppress flash-overs a high-speed circuit breaker must be
added. He had not yet come across satisfactory a.c. slip rings
or brushes.

Col. PI. E. O'Brikn, D.S.O., explained his experience of the
early l,250-k\V, 2o-cycle rotaiies which at first gave serious
trouble on account of fia.shing over; the fault was con.^lder-

ably reducetl later when the compounding coils had been re-

moved—probably due to the battery that worked in conjunc-
tion with the sub-station. Photographs of tiash-overs often
.seemed to indicate that the tiash was confined to one pair
of brush arms, and did not cover the whole of the commu-
tator. The author's machine had a considerable rival m
the mercury arc rectifier, but tbe latter had a serious dis-

advantage in not being capable of being put on load suddenly;
it reQuired from 20 to 25 minutes for warming up. A rotaiy
converter to run on a 2o-cycle system and produce 1,500 volts
was now obtainable, and he hoped it would not be long be-

fore they could get the same pressure direct from a 50-cycle
system.

.\nother sjwaker pointed out that no mention of costs
had been made in the paper; and his opinion was that re-

liability should be considered before efficiency. The hnut
of voltage per commutator bar as given in the paper was
too low for a .5()-c\cle machine, and he tUd not agree either
with the mechanical limits of the burs as stated in the
paper. By the use of a radial commutator a peripheral speed
of 11.000 ft, i>er minute could be attained, and a -SO-cycle

machine to produce 1.500 volts w-as now being built. In

connection with the flash-suppre.s.sing shields used in the

U.S.A., high-speed circuit breakers had assisted very- much.
The author's remarks on ripples were very valuable.

Dr. S. P. Smith thought it was rather late in the day to
sugge.«t the use of two machines in series. No doubt higher
jieripheral speeds would be used in future and with regard t<i

the limit pressure between the segments, the figure _given
in the paper was too small as a good machine could be made
with a pressure of 20 volts between the segments. The u.se of

bars 3 imn. thick with 1.5 mm. of mica between them showed
that their ideas must be revised. Dr. Smith wanted to know
how the author had manufactured his harmonics. It might
be that by the time they had learned how to build a h.p.

high-power machine the mercury arc rectifier woud be in a

position to oust it.

Mr. J. W. Ray wanted to know how much money was
spent on overload ratings; that money never earned anything
on the investment becau.se the overload ratings were very
seldom, if ever, really needed.
Mr. W. E. HiGHi-iELD referred to the work that had been

done in America on the subject of flash supnression as a re-

trograde step because it involved the placing of obstructions
in the space between the brush arms. Tlie author of the
paper under discussion had reversed that policy.

Major A. M. Taylor .said that as a description of a means
of obtaining thoroughly satisfactory working on a single

commutatoi' at 750 volts under all conditions the paper de-

•served the fullest praise, but on the question of the voltage
to be employed for main line railway electrification he was
forced to disagree. On a main line section between Liindon
arid Birmingham there were at present some 15 passenger
trains each way in a day of 12 hours. This gave a time
headway of 0.8 of an hour per train, which, at an average
speed of 45 miles per hour, would give an actual space head-
way of 36 miles between any two trains. The line being llO'

miles long; it thus divided up into approximately three sec-

tions, on each of which there would be two trains at any
moment moving in opposite directions. Tlie proper spacing
for the sub-stations on such a line would be at 36 miles
apart. At 1,500 volts, however, that would be quite impos-
sible; in fact, each sub-station would have to be restricted

tn feeding a length of line represented by six miles, and even
then the average lo.ss in the feeders would be of the order of

10 per cent. Therefore, assuming that each locomotive took
1,000 kM'. the total energy required for the whole line was
onlv 6.000 kW. but IS rota rv-converier equipments, each
of 2.WHI k\V = ;^('>.000 k\V, would have to be u.sed. ' or ,';ix

times the generati>r power necessary in order to deal with
that, and under the worst conditions at any moment only

three of those sub-stations might be in full operation and the

other 15 idle. The efiiciency of the rotaries under such con-

ditions would be extremely poor.

If. however, they employed single-phase locomotives (as-

suming they could operate at 11,000 volts), they would need
three static transformer sub-.stations. each to supply 36 miles

of track and each of only 2,000-kW capacity, or a total capa-

city in static ti-ansformer sub-stations of 6,000 kW. Now.
the co.st of a static transformer was roughly one-sixth that of a

rotary converter plus static transfonner, and. as six times

the total kilowatt capacity was required, it meant that they
would be paying 36 times the price, in the ca.se of the rotary

converter sub-stations, that they would be paying in the case

of the static transformer sub-stations; the cost of the distri-

buting feeders being about equal in the two cases.

The difference in efficiency between the single-phase and
d.c. locomotives, at full speed on the level, was only almilt

two per rent. Therefore thev should either not eon.«ider

main line d.c. electrification solved until thev could at least dis-

tribute at 3.0<'iO volts (preferably at 6.000)! or. alternatively,

give a reasonable hearing to single-phase a.c. proposals.

Another speaker thought the author's idea of fitting a fan

to blow the dust and vapour away was primitive; it would

have to be removed whenever repairs were necessary to the
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windings and such removals might upset the balance of the
machine. A magnetic blow-out wa.s a much more scientihc

method. The inherent disadvantages of the converters des-

cribed in the paper made a good case for the a.c. single-phase
system of railway electrilication.

Mr. S. C. B.4RTH0LOMEW, Speaking from a telephonist's point
of view, was glad to hear that ripples could now be re-

duced. Suppliers of power seemed to overlook the fact that
a few micro-watts might seriously affect telephone circuits.

and that the trouble was cumulative. If ripples could be re-

duced to the ext-ent indicated by the author, it was very
unlikely that there would be any trouble with Post Office

lines.

Mr. F. P. Whitakf.i!, in reply to the discussion, exhibited
lantern slides referring to tests that had been carried out

after the paper had been printed. The machines illustrated

were eigbt of those that were to be installed in the automatic
sub-stations of the Victorian railways in Austraha, one being
a 4,500-k\V, oOO-volt machine, probably the largest built for
that pressure. It was impossible to convert a bad machine
into a good one by the incorporation of a high-speed circuit
breaker; the design must be first improved and then the
breaker might be added as a refinement. He had experienced
no trouble whatever with arcing on the a.c. side or slip rings.
They had done well in the past by keeping the voltage per
bar low and -in the U.S..\. there was now a tendency to
reduce that pressure rather than to go on increasing it.

When damped machines came into use in 1913-14 teleplionc
line troubles were increased ; the tendency was to retain the
damping, but to reduce the ripples.

THE IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION AND WELWYN GARDEN CITY

{Concluded from page 331.'

The system of warming rooms by means of heated panels in

doors, walls, and ceilings is undoubtedly superior to any other

method, owing to the full effect of radiant heat being ob-

tained, in contradistinction to local warming by convection.

The efficiency obtained by Messrs. Eicn.^KD Crittall & Co.'s.

" Panel " system of warming has directed research towards

the application of electricity, with a view to obtaining similar

results.

The result of the practical employment for many years of

an extended area of surface maintained at a comparatively

low temperature for warming pm-poses has proved that com-
fort can be secured by this means with an astonishingly small

fuel consinnptioji. and the invention of a relatively low-

temperature heating element permits the use of electricity for

warming at a cost far below, it is claimed, anything here-

tofore experienced. In addition, this method enables wannth
to be applied to the room to be heated without in any way
interfering with the scheme of decoration; in fact, the system
may be termed " Invisible Heating."
Not only may walls, floors, and ceiUngS be heated in this

simple and unobtrusive manner; it is equally easy to have
ones heat transmitter in the fomi of curtains (to check
cold draughts from windows), screens, footstools, mattresses,
quilts, and even in chairs, settees, door ijanels, &c. The
various applications of the system have been covered by
letters patent granted or applied for.

It is not suggested that this method of electric heating,
which has been developed by Mr. Grierson, will displace
the generally accepted system of central-heating by low-
pressure hot water, but there are many buildings where the
installation of a hot-water system would be costly, or where
occasionally in cold weather warmth is requii-ed in certain
rooms or additional heat is necessary to supplement an open
fire or other existing method of heating. In these cases,
the " Electric Panel " heating system will fulfil the need
w-ithout difficulty and, it is said, at a comparatively small
cost. As in many cases the lighting of fires will be linneces-
sarj', an appreciable saving will be made in domestic labour,
and depreciation of the contents of rooms is prevented owing
to the absence of smoke and dost from coal fii-es.

This system has the outstanding advantage that no pipes,
radiators, &c., are visible, and architects will at once appre-
ciate its convenience of application to decorative schemes.
Owing to the extremely low temperature employed, no depre-
ciation takes place in the material used and, "therefore, the
cost of maintenance is claimed to be nil.

The general impression that, in .spite of its desirabiUty, elec-
tric heating is much too expensive for ordinary household
use is now rebutted, as it will be found that the cost of
this new system of heating compares very favourably with
that of gas and coal fires. This is due, chiefly, to the fact
that other forms of heat generation, such as gas and coal
fires and the types of electric radiators commonly in use, em-
ploy small surfaces, operating at comparatively high temper-
atures, which overheat patches of seating accommodation in
their inimediate vicinity. Conversely, " Electric Panel " heat-
ing, being distributed over large areas at a low temperature,
diffuses a gentle warmth throughout the apartment which,
whilst being distinctly perceptible t<i the individual, does not
unduly warm or dry the air. Moreover, the warmth is not
lessened materially by the opening of windows, as the high-
temperature stratum of hot air at the ceiling, which normallv
obtains with the older methods of heating is, we are told,
absent when this system is employed.
Messrs. Siemens' Brothers & Co-. Ltd., are showing a

room wired for electric lighting, heating. Ac, on the " Stan-
noB " system. Included in the exhibit is a model in which
the application of this system of wiring to housing schemes
IS demonstrated. It shows a transformer installed in the

nearest cottage to the main power cable; from the low-pres-
sure side of the transformer a " Stannos " conductor is

carried along the outside walls of each group of cottages and
the supply tapjied for each cottage through the main wall.
Between each group of cottages the "-Stannos " main is

buried directly in the ground. One of the leading advan-
tages derived from introducing electricity into groups of cot-
tages by this means is the reduction of cost, as the system
dispenses both with the necessity for opening the road and
laying a main cable, as well as opening trenches for laying
the service wire into each of the cottages. In several housing
schemes, which at present are in progress, this economical
method of introducing electricity supply is being adopted.

The Benefit Supremophone is an improved gramophone
which makes possible continuous music without attention.
It uses ordinary records and needles and can be supplietl either
spring or electrically-driven ; the desired number of records
having been placed in the magazine, the machine is started
and goes through the whole programme without further
attention. The records are automatically fed, placed, and
filed away ; additional records may be added to the magazine
while the machine is functioning without breaking the con-
tinuity, and by merely pressing a lever any record can be
repeated any number of times, or the repetition can be made
at any desired point in the record. The whole mechanism is

simple and in no way interferes with the toiie of the instru-
ment.
The Telephone MANnFACTURiNG Co., Ltd., has a large dis-

play of automatic intercommunication telephone instruments
for use in the office, home, and factory. Loud-speaking tele-

phones which dispense with hand-sets are shown, and the
" Laryngaphone " is noteworthy for its feature of defying
noise that interrupts conversation.

The Sheringham Daylight Developme.nt Co., demonstrates
how Ught from an ordinary electric hiuip can oe converted
into what is described as " pure daylight " by means of a
simple specially coloured reflector that requires no alteration
of the existing installation. On the -stand several types of
lamps and fittings suitable for both domestic and industrial
use are to be seen.

Berry's Electric, Ltd., has an attractive display of electric
heating, cooking, clothes- and plate-washing appliances in
addition to a large selection of electric household utensils on
view in " Touchbutton House."
On the stand of the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,

Ltd., there is naturally no room for any of the company's
heavier industrial products and its exhil)it has been confined
to a display of fittings and useful domestic appliances, likr
electric irons, kettles, and fires. In addition to the well-
known "Cosmos" bowl tire, we noticed the new 2-kW fire

for general rather than directional heating, about which there
are many excellent features. Some mention must be made
of the fittings displayed; many of these manufactured at the;

company's Birmingham works (Harcourts, Ltd.), are very
artistic. The exhibit has not been spoilt by over-crowding, the
general arrangement being excellent.

Prom the large and varied display of domestic electrical
apphances for heating, cooking, and lighting as well as the
number of dish- and clothe.s-washing machines, clothes ironere.
sewing machines, vacuum cleaners, Ac, the most fastidiou.s

.should find no difficulty in making a selection ; such devices
multiply at an astonishing rate and we must content our-
selves by merely mentioning the names of the exhibitors :

—
British Electric Transformer Co.. Ltd. (cookers and fires);

Vickers, Ltd. (electric sewing machines); Jackson Electric
Stove Co., Ltd. (cookers and heaters): Dowsing Radiant He-it

Co.. Ltd. (domestic, commercial, and medical heating appli-

ances) ; Belling & Co. (fires and cookers, including an imita-

tion coal fire and a vestibule fire, both fitted with
"Multi-parabola" fire bars); Carron Company (cookers
and fires); Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd. (cookers); L, G, Hawkins
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and Co., Ltd. (" Universal " heating and cooking appliances,

and " Miller " lighting fittings); Blue Bird & Simplex Elec-

tric Co. (electric clothes washing and ironing machines);

A. W. Gamage, Ltd. Cheating devices); Singer Sewing Ma-
chine Co., Ltd. (electric sewing machine); Northern Steel

and Hardware Co., Ltd. (washing machines, vacuum cleaners,

irons, &c.) ; Electric Suction Cleaner Co. (vacuum cleaners)

;

Beatty Bros., Ltd. (washing machines) ; Frank Feesey & Co.

(washer, ironer, and drying cupboard, all electric) ; Electric

Appliances Co., Ltd. (vacuum cleaners); Sun Electrical Co..

Ltd. (clothes-washer, ii-oner. dish-washer, fires, and electrical

utilities); Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., Ltd. (vacuum

cleaners); Western Electric Co.. I-td. (dish and ' clothes-

washers,
'

ironer : sweepers, motors, sewing machine, &c.):

Gillespie & Beales (suction cleaners); Electrical Utilities, Ltd.

(heating and cooking devices) ; Duncan Watson A- Co. (vacuum

cleaners, washers, and ironers. and electrically-driven gramo-

phone); Electrolux. Ltd. (electric sweeper and floor polisher);

and H. Hogg (Olinel water heaters).

The Hotpotnt Electric Appli.4Nor Co., .T/TD., in addition to

a collection of electric heaters, cookers, and vacuum cleaners,

exhibit a B.T.H. portable wireless receiving set. This is a.

comnact apparatus measuring W in. by 14 in. by 5 in., and

weighing IS lb. It is so simply arranged that no nrevious

knowledge is required on the part of the user. A wide range

is obtained with the set. and such outlying stations as Lyons.

Paris. Nauen. Stavancer and Rome can be picked up
_
onite

easilv. It can be readily adanted for the receipt of wirele.ss

telephony T^-hen supplemented bv a .small aerial equinment.

An extended range may be provided for hv the use of valve

amplifiers and another accessory consists of a complete inker

equipment to 7-ecord Morse sisnals on a tape. Another B.T.H.

device which is attracting attention is n time fla.shing device

wbi'-b is actuaterl four times daily bv Eiffel Tower signals.

Finally, the British & AUied Electrical Agency. Ltd.. is

exbibiting " Txjwa " dimming switches for controlling elec-

tricity; and Daniel Neal &• Sons demonstrate the fitting of

boots and shoes by means of an X-ray outfit, made by X-rays,

Ltd.
The exhibition is being well patronised bv the public and

on the whole is a decided improvement on last year's show,

especiallv with re"ard to the ouantity and manner in which
the electrical exhibits are displayed

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward

their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we liave the writer's name and

address in our possession.

The Fetish of the Quick^make and Ouick=break Switch.

I have been interested in reading the correspondence re-

garding the merits and demerits of the slow-make as opposed

to the quick-make switch, and as a designer and manufac-

turer of both types for many years, and therefore, I hope,

fairly unbiased, I should be glad to have an opportunity of

adding my word. In my view, each type has its .special ad-

The slow-make switch is generally simpler and more mas-

sively proportioned than the quick-make type, and -this

makes for reliability. Tlie contacts are without doubt better,

as you can afford to make the grip stirong, and the contact

area therefore more secure; in addition, each passage of the

knife wipes out dust and dirt, instead of carrying it in and
causing wear, thereby gradually lessening the contact area,

as it will do with a loo.ser grip. This type of switch may be
made workable by hand up to almost any size, and nmiiber
of poles, by the interposition of a compound lever or other
pow-er-gaining device, between the hand and the spindle.

The quick-make type of switch, if well designed, is a satis-

factory piece of apparatus for sizes, say, from 10 amps, to 100
amps., or 200 amps, at most : but over this size, the spring
movement is apt to be unwieldy and unreliable, in over-
coming the necessary large contact grip. Springs may, of
course, break, though a positive " follow-on " is to some ox-

tent a safeguard ; also a spring under compression is safer

than a tension .spring, being less subfect to breakage.
Undoubtedly, in the ca.se of the slow-make switch there

is a chance of the blades being pushed only partly home, but,
like your correspondent Mr. Wvnne. I consider that with a
well-designed, slow-make sw-itch, this partial contact would
in most cases be as good as the normal contact of the quick-
make switch, and in my case, at least, this is borne out by
the very trifling number of replace iilades and contacts or-

dered year by year for slow-make switches.
Generally speaking, I think most operators, skilled or im-

skilled, push the handle home till they hear the " click," or
feel the dead stop.

In my opinion there will always be advocates of slow-
make and quick-make switches, and I certainly see no
reason to believe in the prophecy of another correspondent
that the quick-make will oust the slow-make. The former
has been on the market for many years, but the slow-make
is " still going strong " and giving complete satisfaction to

users.

Switcher.
March 13th. 1922.

I fear the letters on this subject are degenerating into ad-
\ertisements. However, the sweeping inaccuracies made by
some correspondents absolutely howl for contradiction.
No one can agree that a surface contact of half a square

inch is on the low side for a .50-amp. .switch, or 4 sq. in. for a

500-amp switch. A sectional area allowing for 750 amperes
per sq. in. shows enough strength in h.c. copper, and that is

what the " Cantie " is designed at.

Now as to " quick make " loosening or burning contacts.
well, my firm has during the past 23 years supplied to the
Admiralty some hundreds of thousands of quick-make knife
switches, and as yet has never been a.sked to supply a spare
contact.

.A-dmiralty specifications are not considered on the light
side, and springs must stand a test of elongation to 100 per
cent. ; my firm has been asked to supply spare springs though
probably there was no need of them, simply because it is

impossible to elongate the spring beyond about 15 per cent,
and under such conditions no spring will tire.

In conclusion, when I purchase a tumbler switch for my
own use I see that it has a quick make.

H. W. Cox,
Managing Director, Cantie Switch Co., Ltd.

Nottingham.
March ISth, 1922.

Some years ago—I think it was in 1905—I took out a patent
for a 25- and 50-ampere size quick-make-and-break switch

—

curiously enough, almost simultaneously with the Cantie
Switch Co. I was unable to get any firm to take up the manu-
facture of my patent on commercial lines, but the few that I

had made up for my own use wore very satisfactory, and com-
pletely solved the problem that I was up against at the time,
which w-as the incessant biu'ning away, by careless operation,
of the blades and contacts of ordinary type d.p. ironclad
switches used for the control of printing presses driven by
jnotors of sizes between 5 and 10 h.p. The type of switch
that the Cantie Co. shortly afterwards put on the market had
a mechanical movement which was superior to my design, and
I continued to use this firm's type of switch in preference t-o

my own.
The rotary snap switch used very largely on heating and

cooking appliances for years past is operated very much on the
same principle as the pioneer d.p. power switches above re-

ferred to. I am surprised that so long an inteiwal elapsed
before the quich-mahe movement was adapted to ordinary
tumbler switches, the improved type of which was first put
on the market less than two years ago. I have always strongly
advocated that quich-mahe switches should be used on all local

lighting or heating circuits which carry a maximum working
load exceeding two amperes. Even at the present day, one
sees radiators and small cooking appliances put on the market
fitted with antiquated ordinary tumbler-type switches; the
only excuse one can find for such practice is that the cutting
of isrices of this apparatus has reached so extreme a limit

that the few shillings extra cost for uji-t-o-date control switches
cannot be incurred. Talk of " Spoiling the ship for aha'p'ortli

of tar !
" I have known any amount of cases where consumers

have complained of switches being " out of order " on their

heating appliances, and the sooner the rotary snap type or the

quick-make tumbler-type switches (of the two I consider the
former the superior all round) are standardised by manufac-
tm-ers and insisted on by the trade generally, the better for all

concerned.
P. A. Spalding.

Engineer and .V<iii.);i' r

Electricity Works, Dundalk.
March iSth, 1922.

Mr. Denny has undoubtedly opened up a very delicate .siib

ject, and at the moment when almost every manufacturer of

switches (tumbler and ironclad power types) is earnestly en-

gaged on the production of an ideal type of double quick
action switch for general use at a reasonable price. This, of

course, is a natural advancement in electrical control gear.

The object to be attained is the elimination of the personal
element between operating and operated, the operated mem-
bers (electrical control) being so designed as to function under
an ideal condition : while this has been greatly advanced on
oil swit<h-goar controllers and remote control, the more
elementary types of switches have been neglected, and are to-

day little better in design than 10 years ago. No doubt the
\var was responsible for the demand for double-quick action

switches for general industrial uses. Tliere have been excel-

lent such switches available for at least 10 years; by excellent

I mean switches built for hard service and having plenty of
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metal, ample room for wiring, and proper shielding to confine

the arc. It is to be regretted that the more recent types now

being lai'gely advertised are very ixxir specimens. It seems to

be a ease of how much can be left out of a switch and how
many pretentious devices the electrical public will accept. For

instance, Wking : \^ hat has the contractor to .say—perhaps

he has said if? Shielding : Do the designers thmk that there

is no arc with a quick-break action that they need barriers in

name only? Mounting : Does the mounting of electrical parts

on insulated metal parts overcome the necessity for allowing

a safe spacing between poles?

I therefore venture to put forward an ideal specification for

such a switch : Operating handle to work through an angle

of at least 1'30 deg.. to enable switches of the larger sizes

(60-amp. 3-pole upwards) to be operated with normal con.stant

pressure, the energy to operate the switch movement being

stored up during two-thirds of this movement in either dii'ec-

tion, the other thii'd being the travel of the switch-move-

ment and to have a positive follow-up in case of failiu-e of

spring.

The switch should not rely on the momentum of moving
parts to carry the blade through the contacts, but he so de-

signed tjjat the pressure increases to a maximum just at the

moment of making contact without the aid of momentimi.
As few springs as possible, say, one up to 60-amp. 3-pole or

100-amp. 2-pole; above these sizes, springs could be duplicated,

but one spring should perfonn all the necessary functions.

The handle should have no lost motion, and must always

indicate the position of the switch by having stable ix>sitions

only at its extreme positions; it should operate in the same
direction as the switch blades, interlock the lid, and must not
project outwardly to cau.se obstruction. The mechanical
movements should be separated from the electrical : each pole

of the switch should be well protected to confine the arc be-

tween poles and pole to case, .\mple room for wiring witli-

out kinking of cables, terminals to be .suitable for cable sockets

or direct clamping, easily removable from circuit without dis-

turbing conduit, itc. A range of switches embodying practically

the whole of the above features is about to be put on the

market, and I Ijelieve at a price very little more than the

cheapest.

I have seen one under an endurance test, and believe there

is a great future for it, especially among the heavier industries,

such as sliipvards. docks, steelworks, collieries, &c.. where
the average operator also has the more mechanical controls to

deal with, such as steam regulators, lirakes, clutches. &c.

B. I. F.

Birmingham.
March ISth. 19-2-2.

Cooling Systems for Liquid Controllers.

The coUiery, in which the writer is employed, has a num-
ber of three-phase haulage motors, mo.stly of 150 and
•2-50 h.p. output. They are operated by Allen West and West-
inghouse controllers.

The haulage roads are very .steep, and trouble is being ex-

perienced in obtaining sufficient water for cooling purposes,

. especially when a haulage room is located near the top of

one of the headings.

It is proposed to standardise in some kind of thermo-siphci
system, and the writer would he extremely obliged if any
of your readers would supply any data on the subject.

A " head " would have to be obtained, not by going directly

vertical, for obvious reasons, but by taking the .storage tanks

up the headings until sufficient " head " was obtained.

The motors have the usual haulage conditions, i.e., heavy
load for a short time followed by intervals of rest; at the

end of a shift they are only normally warm, so that tlie

average loads are not above the ratings.

If any reader can help by giving a fairly comprehensive des-

cription of a successful installation, his a.ssi,stance will be

greatly appreciated.
Fuel.

March IHth, 1922.

Christianity and Industry.

In view of the present unemployment I beg to suggest
that all disengaged men write to their members of Parliament
pointing out the necessity of urging the Government at once
to bring in an emergency law making it illegal for any em-
ployer to engage a man who is already in work, to compel
the employers to take up disengaged men first, especially in

the electricity supply industry.
During the war the Government made it illegal for anv

employe to leave his employer, which was not necessary : it

was no doubt a move on the part of the employers (it will
be well to remember this at tlie next general election). Now,
when something useful in the way of compulsion on tlu>

other side is wanted, the Government does nothing; this is

particularly rough on staff men.
Live and Let Live.

March nth, 19-22.

Charges for Services.

Perhaps the enclo.^ed letters may be of intere.st to your
readers. I have not received any reply to my letter of Feb-

£
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U. Kurz. March 2nd.

vays, &c." P. P. Berthet. .March

5.553. • Kl.cli-ic meters." H. T. Ucrrall. February i4tli.

5,555. " Electric horns, &c." W. J. Gooderidge. February 24th.

5,563. •' Electric switch wall plugs." C. Oliver. February 24th.

5,579. " Head-lights for motor-cars." F. J. Smith. February 25th.

5,593. ".Switches." R. Uosch .Vkl. Go. February 25lh. (German},
February 28th, ISil.) /

a.el'J. " tileclric alarm bnUs." A. E. Osbiirne. February 25th.

5,620. " .^djustable time-.ags for elqctric circuit-breakers, &c." VV. L.

Barber, W. O. fi. Cox, and Aliuland Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Feb
ruary 25th.

5,t)2a. " Wireless telegraph and telephone systems." T. H. Kinman and

H. J. Warner. 1-ebruary 2ath.

5,630. "Coils, HiC, lor wireless apparatus, &c." W. E. Barber and H. J.

Warner. Februarv 25th.

5.637. " Electric incandescent gasfilled lamps, S:c." General Electric Co.,

Ltd. (A. Just). February 25th.

5,6&i. " 'felephone systems." .\utomatit; Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. February iulh. (united States, March 16th, la21.)

5.676. " Head-lighrs for motor, &c,, vehicles." W. Birtwisle. February

P. J. Monks.
7th.

nbined ounde

[ing up and driving dyna

5.722. " Telephone-call ind

February 27th.

5.732. " Sound signalling." C. S. F. Mellor. February 27th.

5,737. " Head-lights for motor vehicles." W. H. Ainge and F. Smith
and E. H. Wheallev. February 37th.

5.749. "Electrically-heated laundry irons." H. Booth. F'ebruary 27ih.

5,751. ** Multiple-wav connectors for electrical conductors." G. A. Rendle.
February 27lh.

5.7S7.' " Illuminated signs." E. C. R. Marks (McSavanev Co.). February
27th.

5,788. "Automatic head-lamps." W. F. Little. February 27th. (United
States, February 26th, 1921.)

5,791. " Push-butlon switches." T. E. D. Bilde. February 27rti. (Sweden,
March 21st, 1921.)

5.800. " High-lrequencv signalling systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd.
(Western Electric Co., Inc.) February 27th.

5.801. " Carrier wave transmission systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd.

(W'estern Electric Co., Inc.) February 27th.

5.802. " Telephone systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (W'estern Elec-
tric Co., Inc.) February 27th.

5.815. " Oil-trip switches and fused-switches." E. Dobson. February 27lh.
5,833. " Jointing of stranded electric conductors." H. Hawkins and L. R.

Lee. February 28th.

5,836. " Regulation of polyphase commutating motors." Forges et Ateliers

de Constructions Electriques de Jeumont. February 28th. (France, April 5th,

1921.)

5.843. " Electric switches." R. A. Macaulay. February 28th.

5,843. " Supports for incandescent electric lamps." T. Clarke. Februar\'
28th.

5.849. " Method of

February 28th.

5.850. " Windings for electrical apparatus." C. V. Drvsdalc. February
28th.

5.870. " Junction bb.xes." G. McKinnon. Febriiary 28lh.

5,909. " Revolving-dome electric alarm push bell." H. Gennings. Febru-
ary 28th.

5.924. " Aulom.itic telephSne exchange system." H. Baron (F. .Aldendorflj.
February 28th.

5.925. " ThermuMatic electric circuit controllers." British Thomson-Hous-
ton Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). February 28th.

5,938. " Diaphragms for Rontgenology." G. Pearct? and Watson & Sons
(Efelro Medical), Ltd. February 28th.

a,929. " Instruments for measuring wattless component of energy in

alternating current system." Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd., and S. James.
February 28lh.

5.948. " Protective arrangement for dvnamo-electric machines." English
Electric Co.. Ltd., and J. C. Wilson. Fe'bruary 28th.

5.9.51. •• Decorative electric devices." H. H^ Berry and C. A. Painton.
February 28th.

5.980. "Ships' telegraph," J. Burn. March 1st.

5.983. " Electric motors for power traverses, &c." J. G. Slirk and R
Stirk. March 1st.

6.007. " Electric bells." C. Mclano. March 1st.

6.008. " Pole for telegraph, &c., wires." J. E. Rutter. March 1st.

6,027. " Rheostat." Singer Manufacturing Co. March 1st. (L'nited
States, July 20th, 19-21.)

6,049. " Electric lamps for road vehicles." A. A. Sandbrook. March Isl.
6,059. " System for pole-changing for polyphase induction motors." K.

Kando. March 1st. (Hungary, March 2nd, 1931.)
6.072. *' Thermostatic electric circuit controllers." British Thomson-Hous-

ton Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.) March 1st.

6.073. " Electric circuit controllers." British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.
(General Electric Co.) March 1st.

6.074. " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd..
and A. P. 'Young. March 1st.

6,092. " Direction-finding apparatus for wireless telegraphy." G. W.
Harris and C. E. Horton. March 1st.

O.IOl. " Electric conductors." H. C. Braun. March 1st.
6.102. " Electric contacts." H. C. Braun. March 1st.
6.103. " Signals and alarms." H. C. Braun. March 1st.

6.112. " Reception ol wireless signals." H. J. Round. March 1st.

6.113. " Electric railway signal-repeating system." J. Bethenod. .March
ist. (France. March 2nd. 1921.)

6,120.
J^

ElectrtKlc holders for high-frequency electrical apparatus." J. B.

make and break switches." J. B. Bower.

Bower. -March 1st

6,122. " Electric inter

March 1st.

6,141. " Dynamo-electric m.ichinery." H. F. J. Thompson. March 1st.
6.143. Ships' telegraph systems." H. McKinnon. March 3nd.
6,151. "Combined electric cooker and water heater." T. R. Stancombe.

March 2nd.
6,179. " Brake blocks, electric collector shoes, &c.. lor railway, ic,

vehicles." R. P. Forster and J. W. Taylor. March 2nd.
0,188. " Electric lamps." W. E. Bladon. March 2nd.
6,192. " Methoil of controlling, &c., electric battery used with instru-

ments for assisting the deaf." H. Marcussen. March 2nd.
6,'302. "Electric switches." C. W. Denny. March 2nd.
6,205. " Means for supporting and insulating conductors of electric over-

head distribution, Src, lines." G. V. Twiss. March 2nd.
6,222. " Electric motor-control systems." British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd. fCompagnie Francaise Thoirtson-Houston). March 2nd.
6.*232. " Reciprocating rotary electric switches." Hart Manufacturing Co.

March 2nd. (l'nited States, May 3rd, 1921.)
6,'.'39. " Thermionic generators of high-frequency electric oscillations." E.

Green. March 2nd.
6,340. " Signalling apparatus." W. .M. Ralph. March 2nd
6,'250. " Magneto-electric m.achines." A. Massey-Allen aod North S: Sons,

Ltd, .March 2n(l.

6,25."i. " Electric drj\ing apparatus
(.Austria, March 2nd, 19-21.)

6.258. " Trolley wheels for electric

2nd. (France. March 2nd, 1921.)
6,-262. " Electric light baths." W. .\1. Edwards. .M,arch 3rd.

6.-270. " Ek^;tric cable joint boxes." J. C. Lee. March 3rd.

6,283. " Reflectors for electric lamps lor vehicles, &c." F. G. W'arbrook.

.\l.,rch 3rd.

6,289. • Electric switches." J. C. Wlii,.-. M.,rch 3td.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numlKra in parentheses are those under which the speeificadona wlU b*

printed and at>ridged, and alt subsequent proceedings will be taken.

1920.
7,573. " Galvanometers." Telegraph Construciion and Maintenance Co.,

Ltd., and J. Riddle. November 15th, 19-20. (175,300.)

20.920. *' .Method of producing a paper-band covering for electric wires."
\'.- Planer. October 15th. 1917. (149,006.)

23,123. " Windings for alternate-current dynamo-electric machines." F.

Creedv. August 5lh, 19-20. (175,306.)

23.338. " Head-lights and electric bulbs therefore." J. M. Richardson.

August 28th, 1919. (149,978.)

23,861. " Radio-receiving systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.) August 16th, 19'20. (Cognate application 23,964/20.)

(175,315.)

24,166. " Electrolytic rectifiers." R. W'. .McClintock and D. McKinnon.
August 19th, 1920. (175,316.)

24,278. " Electrical transformers." British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.,

and J. Roothaan. .August •20th, 19-20. (175,318.)

-26,156. " .Apparatus for starting electric synchronous motors." Compagnie
G^n^rale Electrique. September 2<)th, 1919. (151,269.)

26,540. '- High-tension ignition magneto." Etablissements, Deesse. Decem-
ber 27th, 1919. (1.50,075.)

29,310. " Submarine sound receivers." H. Baron (Signal Ges.) October

16th, 19-20. (Convention date not granted.) (152,616.)

31,166. " Electric motors." Lancashire Dynamo Si Motor Co., Ltd., and

R. S. McLeod. November 4th, 1920. (175,355.)

31,318. " Continuity devices for metallic conduits and fittings for electric

cables." Simplex Conduits, Ltd., and H. F. McLoughlin. November 5th^

1920. (175,358.)

31,641. " Electric resistance material and a process for manufacturmg
same." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and P. N. Roseby.

November 9th, 1920. (175,365.)

.11,674. " .Mercury vapour and like rectifiers." \\'. Tschudy. November
17lh, 1919. (154,18'7.)

31.929. " Means for measuring electric current and more particularly for

measuring the output of electric transformers." British Thomson-Houston
Co.. Ltd., R. C. Clinker, and H. S. Holbrook. November 11th. 1920. (175.381.>

32.039. " Electrolytic apparatus for preparing hypochlorite solutions." D.

M. Rogers and A. t. iMastermaii. November 12th, 19-20. (175,390.)

32,142. " .Magneto-electric ignition machines." R. Bosch Akt. Ges. Novem-
ber 14th, 1919. (153.905.)

32,208. " Electrolytic cells." G. Harrison (Dow Chemical Co.) November
15th, 1920. (175,401.)

32,225. " Transmission circuits for wireless telegraphy and telephony."

A. K. Macrorie, H. Morris-.Alrev, and G. Shearing. November 15th, IMO.
(175,402.)

,

32,2-36. " Reception of continuous waves in wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony." A. K. Macrorie and W. A. Appleton. November ISth, 1920. (175,403.)

32,233. " Cooling of dynamo-electric machines." W. M. Selvey and L. R.
.\loreshead. November 15th, 1920. 1175,404.)

32,306. " Electrical heating units. "
J. H. Robinson. November 16th, 19-20.

(175,411.)

32,514. -' Connecting up of electric conductors and devices in which con-

necting up of electric conductors is required." R. Lomax. May 13th, 1921.

(175.418.)

32,558. " Magnetos for ignition purposes." M.L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd.,

and G. A. Lister. November 18th, 1920. (175,419.)

32,609. " Three-position electric relays." A.B.Kendall. August 18th, 1930.

(168,021.)

32,709. " High-frequency elecUical apparatus." W. R. Bullimore Novem-
ber 19th, 1920. (175,427.)

32,734. " Fluorescent screens and methods of manufacturing the same.''

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.) November 19th.

1920. (175,428.)

32,890. " Electric lamps operating with a luminous discharge." J. Pintsch

Akt. Ges. November 21st, 1919. (154,199.)

33,017. " Method of and means for controlling the circuits of electro-lifting

magnets." A. West & Co. and W. L. Wise. November 23rd. 19-20. (175,435.)

33,048. " Electrical speed-regulator svstems." Metropolitan-\'ickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd. January 12th, 1920. (157,072.)

33,057. " Wireless audio-frequency Teceiving apparatus particularly for use

with transmission from photographs." Title Insurance & Trust Co. June 4th,

1918. (154,531.)

33,141. *' Inverted pole accumulator." M. Tsuji and S. Nakao. November
24lh, 19-20. (175,439.)

33,846. " Electrically-operated door-latch control and annunciator device."

N. Fienberg and W. L. Wakeham. November 30th, 1920. (175,452.)

33,951. " Electrically-controlled signal-operating mechanism for railways and
the like." McKenzie Holland and Westinghousi- Power Signal Co., Ltd.

(Compagnie General? de Signalisation.) December 1st, 19-20. (175,455.)

33 966. ' Electro-plating metallic bodies." J. S. Grofl. December 1st, 1920.

(175,466.)

34 139 " Thermionic valves." Silica Syndicate. Ltd., and F. Reynolds.

December 2nd, 1930. (175.459.)

34,"301. " Induction coil svstems." .V. C. Gunstone. D<-cember 3rd, 1920.

(175.460.)

34.366. " Fuses for electric circuits." W. de Renzi and J. .Adamson.

December 6th, 1920. (175,464.)

35,775. " Means for and methods of superposing electric currents of different

frequencies upon existing alternating current systems." .A. ^L Tavlor. Decem-
ber 21st, 19-20. (Patent of addition not granted.) (175,489.)

xsai.
k Halske Akt.436. " Contact springs for switching apparatus."

Ges. May 29th. 1914. (156,526.)

892. "Electric pocket magneto lamps and the like." F. E. V, Le Tellier*

January 10th, 1920. (156,805.)

1,540. " Telephone systems with mixed automatic and semi-automatic ser-

vice." Relay Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd. December 31st. 1919. (157,817.)'

2,307. •' Insulators for conductor rails and the like. " W, H. Mevrlck.

January 17th. 1921. (175,51"5.)

12,24'9. " Cord grip holders for electric n-ires." J. Y. Fletcher and E. L.

Randall. April 28th, 1921. (175,565.)

13,173. " .Method and installation for braking direct-current series motors-

with the n-cuperation of energy." G. Mevfarlh and Soc. Anon, des Aetliers de
S..rheron. August 18th, 1920.' (168.036.)'

16.884. " Telephone svstems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

November 29th, 1920. (172,277.)

34,934. " Windings for alternate-current dvnamo-electric machines." F.

Cree<|y. August 5ih. 1920. (Cognate application, 36.540/20. Divided applica-

tion on 175.306.) (175,,i83.1
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LABOUR EXCHANGES AND UNEM-
PLOYMENT INSURANCE.

We have received from the National Feiieration of

Employes' Approved Societies a brochure on unemploy-

ment insurance with re.spect ti> the administration of

unemployment insurance by individual firms and

industries instead of by Labour Exchanges.

The main argument is contained in an abstract of a

paper given by Mr. Henry Lesser, LL.B. (Hon.), Lond..

the Chairman of the Federation, which was read at a

meeting of the Institute of Industrial Administration

held last November under the chairmanship of Sir Wm.
H. Beveridge, K.C.B., to whom probably more than

anyone else in the country is due the passing of ths

Labour Exchange Act, 1909.

Of late the Labour Exchanges seem to have fallen into

disfavour with both the employers and the workmen,

and in the majority report of the Committee of Inquiry

set up in June, 1920, by the Minister of Labour to in-

quire into their administration and working, it is

stated that " The witnesses reported that the adminis-

tration of unemployment insurance by industries on

behalf of their own" members was the most desirable

system in the end, particularly from the point of view

of obtaining technical knowledge in the placing oi

workmen, the creation of a corporate pride in each in-

dustry, and a sense of responsibility for unemployment

in the industry." We have no wish to deal, from the

political side, with the relative merits or advantages of

the administration of the Labour Exchanges by the

State or otherwise, our concern being rather that a form

of administration—whatever that form may be—shall

be chosen which shall make for industrial progress.

We do not think that the matter can be judged solely

from the standpoint of the employer in general or of

the electrical industry in particular. Owing to compara-

tively less unemployment, it is probable that adminis-

tration of Unemployment Exchanges and insurance by

individual industries would be to the advantage of that

industry with which we are more particularly concerned,

but each year strengthens the view that matters of this

kind have a social as well as a business side, and must

therefore be judged as a whole after due consideration

of all the interests involved.

We are of the opinion that the question of unemploy-

ment could be efficiently and inexpensively dealt with

by well-organised industries such as our own, and

measures could be taken by committees of employers and

employed which would tend to lessen the inequalities and

distress of unemployment so far as the varying demand

for electrical products would permit, but such a settle-

ment of the difficulty cannot be lightly undertaken.

The primary object of Labour Exchanges and unem-

ployment insurance is not to deal with those who are in

a position to help themselves, but to aid the great army

of casual and unskilled labour, to save them from

destitution through inability to find employment, and to

avoid the moral degradation by which it is too often

accompanied.
, • j *

The principle of the management by each industry

of its own affairs has been accepted by the Government

on the question of unemployment insurance, and it was

assumed that manv industries would seize the opportu-

nity to contract out, though, as a matter of fact, with

the" exception of the insurance industry, no special

schemes have been sanctioned. Therefore, before any

chancre could be authorised to allow each industry to

be self-supporting it must, we think, first be ascertained

[397]
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whether advantage would be taken of the facilities to

such an extent as would reduce the present cost of State

administration, and before anj- industry can take the

responsibility of accepting the burden of providing for

its own unemployed the incidence of unemployment in

tjach industr}' must be more efficiently investigated.

The present system of Labour Exchanges has not
proved satisfactory. On the one hand, neither the em-
ployer nor the employe in the organised industries

readily takes advantage of the facilities offered, whilst

on the other, a system of doles has been established which
often results in deliberate abstention from work and is

good neither for the individual nor for the State.

The self-reliance inherent in the British character is

such that most satisfactory results have been produced
by following the line of voluntary effort. We do not
take kindly to State control, but the question has such
wide ramifications that we think further legislation

would be necessary in order that individual firms in each
industry should take their share of the burden, that

funds should be properly administered, and that those

employes who are not within well-organised industries

should be sufficiently protected.

The way from intermittent employment to complete
degradation is " a slippery slope," and it is a social

duty, as well as good business, to obstruct this road. The
considered views of Trade Unions, Employers' Federa-
tions, Chambers of Commerce, and similar bodies

might well be ascertained to see whether the solution of

this difficulty may be sought with confidence in the

direction indicated by Mr. Lesser, and. if so, we think

that a case could be made for legislation.

One need not look far into the history

The Electricity of democratic legislation to find many
Supply Bill. instances in which the views of a small

but energetic minorit}' have prevailed

over those of a large majority, simply because the latter

has " taken things for granted " and assumed that the

popular will was sure to be adequately expressed and
duly complied with. The" consequences of such a de-

cision by default may be irreparable—at any rate, for a

period of years—and we think it well to warn our
readers who wish to see the Electricity (Supply) Bill

passed into law that it may suffer a similar fate unless

they take vigorous steps to indicate their wishes not only

to the Government, but also to both Houses of Parlia-

ment.

As we reported on March 10th, the second reading of

the Bill in the House of Lords was approved by a

majority of 59 votes to iO. It is clear, therefore, that

there is a strong body of opposition to the Bill in that

House, and if its supporters do not bestir themselves

they may suffer defeat through over-confidence, with the

result that the uncertainty as to the future which has
brooded over the industry for so long and so detri-

mentally may be prolonged for years, with disastrous

results.

The opponents of the Bill, whom we believe to include

some of the London electricity supply companies and.
of course, the gas interests, might themselves do well to

consider whither their policy will lead them. In six

years the time will have arrived when the London County
Council will have to give notice of its intention to exer-

cise its powers of purchase of their properties, lock stock

and barrel, and in nine years the purchase powers will

undoubtedly be exercised—unless in the interim agree-

ments are made to carry into effect co-operatively a
scheme of reorganisation. Compulsory purchase on the

terms of the Electric Lighting Acts will give no
satisfaction to the companies, and the inevitable sus-

pension of the development of electricity supply in

view of the pending change of ownership will be in the
highest degree prejudicial to the public interest. On
the other hand, if the Bill is passed, the County Council
offers to agree to a prolongation of the companies'
ownership of their distrll^of^o" ^vstems. in return for

easy terms of gradual acquisition of the generating

plant. If the Bill is rejected, all this falls to the

ground, and the bulk of the Commissioners' work will

be worse than wasted, not only in London but also in the

provinces.

We earnestly hope, therefore, that all who are in-

terested not only in the development of the electrical

industry but also in the public welfare, will take such

action as shall unmistakably demonstrate to Parliament

that the Bill must be passed this session at all costs.

Since writing the foregoing we have observed with

satisfaction that the Special Committee on London Elec-

tricity Supply has recommended the London County
Council to urge the (Government to " take every step in

its power to ensure this measure becoming law during

the present session of Parliament." This recommenda-
tion was adopted by the Council on Tuesday last. We
have received also from Mr. Leslie Gordon, hon. secre-

tary of the Conference of Local Authorities owning Elec-

tricity Undertakings in London and Home Counties,

copies of a letter to members of the House of Lords and

an accompanying statement, showing that the Confer-

ence represents a plant capacity of 350,000 kW and a

capital expenditure of over £12,000.000, and earnestly

urging "the absolute necessity" of passing the Bill.

We commend these examples to local authorities in the

provinces, to the associations representing private enter-

prise, and to public bodies such as the Institution of

Electrical Engineers and the Incorporated Municipal

Electrical Association.

The particulars which we give on a

Storage Battery later page regarding a new type of

Progress. accumulator have turned our thoughts

to speculations on the ultimate effects

oil the electrical industry of the introduction of a battery

having the remarkable properties claimed for this one.

Doubtless the earliest response would come from the field

of electric traction, which would also offer the largest

scope for immediate development; to take moderate

figures, if we assume an increased capacitj- of 200 per

cent, with the same weight and volume, the radius of

action of an electric vehicle on one charge would become

150 miles, whicli is ample for all puropses. The limi-

tations to the rates of charge and discharge being re-

moved, the speed of the vehicle could be increased to any-

reasonable value, and the time required to recharge

would be so short that it would offer no obstacle to the

use of the vehicle for touring purposes. Hence there

would be an enormous develojiment in the use cf

electric vehicles both for passenger and goods transpoi •

.

and this would include not only omnibuses but also li :.iu-

cars and even railway locomotives.

A battery that never sulphates, and cannot be over-

charged or over-discharged, is entitled to the epithet
' fool-proof." and would be ideal for isolated installa-

tions such as those at country houses and farms; but

still greater possibilities would open, for the question of

storage on the large scale would assume a new aspect.

The ability to store three times the energy in the same

space, and to discharge at an ahnost unlimited rate, to-

gether with immunity from damage due to neglect, would

render such a battery of great value to power stations.

The use of batteries for motor launches, for starting

aeroplane engines, &c., would be developed, and as

always happens in such cases, entirely new applications

would speedily crop up.

The storage-battery industry would enter upon a

period of unparalleled prosperity, in which all battery

makers would share, for the demand would be far too

great to be dealt with by any one firm : but obviously,

before the great developments that we have outlined

could be realised, the accessory apparattis would have to

be provided, involving activity on the part of the makers

of chassis and vehicle bodies, controllers, motors, switch-

gear, iVc, and the full effects of the improvement would

not be experienced for a pt^riod of years.
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THE EARTHING RESISTANCE AS A PROTECTION AGAINST VOLTAGE RISES.

By MAJOR KENELM EDQCUMBE.

Thu value of the neutral-point earthing resistance in

connection with systems of fault protection is now fully

recognised, but the fact that it also forms the best safe-

guard against the ill-efi'ects of the transient voltage rises

and surges which accompany faults is not so well known.

On the Continent and in the United States, where it

was customary until comparatively recently to run with

the neutral point insulated, an intermittent earth was by

far the most dreaded of all faults, since it was almost cer-

tain to be followed by an extensive shut-down. Almost the

onlv argument in favour of running with the neutral

point insulated is that, on ]iaper, it should be possible

r^miim
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Fig. 1.

to continue to operate the system with an earth on one

phase. Experience, however, has shown conclusively

that, except on very small low-voltage systems, this

argument is untenable, first owing to the moral cer-

tainty that an earth on one phase will spread to the

others, and so become a short circuit between phases, but

still more owing to the destructive effects of the transient

Voltage rises which accompany such an earth.

Voltage Rises due to Earths.

The origin of such voltage rises will be clear from the

following considerations :—
1, 2, and 3 in fig. 1 represent the three windings of

a three-phase star-connected generator or transformer,

on a three-phase system. Each line has a capacity to

earth represented by Ci, c., and Ca respectively. Under
normal conditions the neutral point of the system will

be at earth's potential, as shown diagrammatically in

fig. 2. Should an earth develop on line 1, for example,

tlip voltage of that line to e.Trth will be at once reduced

to zero, and that of lines 2 and 3 to the delta voltage

Fifi. 2. PiQ. 3.

above eartji, that is to v'3 e, where E is the star voltage.

The conditions are, in fact, as .shown in fig. 3. The
result is, therefore, that the capacity Ci is short-circuited

by, and discharges through, the fault, whilst capacities

c, and Ci each receive an increased charge due to the

increased voltage of lines 2 and 3 to earth.

Referring again to fig. 1, and supposing the fault to

occur near a, this point is suddenly reduced to earth's

potential, and the condenser d is thereby short-circuited.

Between the points a and & is a voltage v/ 3 e (i.e., the

delta voltage of the system), so that a capacity current

of v'3 E <" Cj flows from b through c- and back through

the fault to a. Similarly, a current equal to \/ 3 E ™ C,

Hows through Ca and the fault. These two currents are

60° out of phase, so that, if the capacity of Cj and of c. is

c, the total current through the fault is (v'3 E " 0+^3
li x" c) cos. 30 = 3 E '^ c. This, then, is the capacity cur-

rent which flows through an earth fault, should one occur

on an insulated three-phase system.

It will be noted that lines 2 and 3 are now subjected

to a voltage to earth of V3 e or, say, 75 per cent, greater

tlian the normal; but if that .were all, there would be

nothing much to fear, since the insulation of the system

should be such as easily to withstand this moderate rise.

'J'he danger lies, however, in the extreme suddenness

with which the change of conditions occurs. The voltage

is applied suddenly, and the capacity current taken by
C2 and Ca, passes through the generator or transformer

windings in the form of a steep-fronted wave. This

wave rushes in from the lines, and is partially reflected

where it meets the windings and again at the neutral

point. At each reflecting point there is a rise of voltage

involving, in all, a possible rise to four times the star

voltage of the system; moreover, a very severe strain

is thrown upon the end turns of the windings.

After the first impact, provided the dead earth per-

sists, the system settles down to a steady state with a

voltage on the sound lines (2 and 3) of v'3 e to earth,
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static charge, and since there is now no earth connection

at anj- point, it ciin only leak away slowly over insula-

tors, &c.

Fig. 4 shows tlu' sequence of events, as just outlined.

The ordinates represent voltages to earth, and the

sbscissae times. Curve a shows the voltage to earth of

the neutral point, and curve b that of the faulty line.

Until the occurrence of a fault, the voltage of the neutral

point to earth is zero, owing to the fact that the three

capacities to earth are the same. Upon the occurrence

of a dead earth, the voltage of the faulty line at once

falls to zero, whilst that of the neutral point of the

system rises to the star voltage above earth. This is

shown at a on each of the curves in fig. 4. So long

2

TT

Fig. 5.

as the earth contact is maintained, the faulty line

icmains at earth's potential, and the voltage of the

neutral point rises and falls periodically in the manner
shown.

For the reasons already given, it is probable that

after, at most, a few half periods, the arc will be extin-

guished, and this will occur at the moment of zero

current which, the circuit being very reactive, may
correspond with the moment of maximum voltage to

earth (point b).

Were it not for the capacity of the lines to earth, the

voltage of the neutral point would at once fall to zero,

whilst that of the faulty line would rise to e, as shown by
the dotted line b, c. What actually happens, however, is

as follows :
—

Up to the moment of rupture, the voltage across the

capacities Cj and Ca (fig. 1) is V 3 e, and the electrostatic

iharge on each is v' .3 e c. Directly the arc is broken
this voltage falls to e, and, with it, the charge on each
falls to E c, so that there is a surplus electrostatic charge
which distributes itself over the system. It is a per-

fectly steadj- charge, and it can be shown that its voltage
t(i earth is b, i.e., the maximum value of the star

voltage. This is represented in curve a of fig. 4 by the

straight line b, d. The system being now insulated from
earth, the charge can only flow away slowly bj' leakage
or, in other words, the line A, d will be nearly horizontal.

Quite independently of this charge, the three lines are
•subjected to the ordinary periodic rise and fall of

voltage, as shown, for the faulty line, by the dotted curve
r, d. in fig. 4b. This periodic alternating current volt-

age is superposed upon the static voltage of the neutral,
and gives the curve h e, of fig. 4b, showing a possible rise

to 2 E, namely, to twice the star voltage of the system.
At or about this time the fault will probably break

down again, the voltage then suddenly falling to zero,

at /, and the whole cycle of operations repeating
itself. It must be remembered that each time the
voltage rise occurs, followed by a discharge, a surce is

sent along the line in each direction from the fault, and
this may occur some hundred or more times per second.
It will be readily understood how such a bombardment,
accompanied as it is by voltage rises at various points,
is the cause of such serious breakdowns to insulators,
windings, cables, ,Vc. In fact, this phenomenon, the
" Aussetzende Erdschlu.'is " of the Germans or the

I'
Arcing Ground " of the Americans, is held bv them

in greater awe than almost any other form of fault. In
this country, on the other hand, comparatively little

has been heard of the trouble, owing undoubtedly to the
fact that it has Jong; since become the rule to earth the

neutral point through a resistance so soon as a system
reaches any considerable size—not so much, be it said,

witli the idea of guarding against these voltage rises

a? in order that the well-known advantages of leakage
[irotection might be secured. It is often forgotten, in

fact, that such earthing likewise affords the most com-
plete protection against these dangerous transient

voltages, the origin of which has just been described.

Earthing the I^eutral Point as a Protection Against

Transient Voltage Rises.

Fig. 5 shows the same system as fig. 1, but with a

resistance R connected between the neutral point and
earth. On the occurrence of an earth fault, the current
'passing through the fault will be the capacity current
added to a resistance current equal to e/h. Any initial

voltage rise due to the readjustment of potentials, which
will still take place, is only half what it was in the

former case, since there is now no reflection at the

neutral point (i.e., the maximum possible rise is to

twice the star voltage).

In this way the steady .short-circuit conditions are

reached with a minimum of disturbance, but the chief

difference is observable in connection with the breaking
of the arc. In the first place, the earth is much more
stable and less liable to sudden quenching. Secondly,

the lower the value of the earthing resistance the more
nearly the point of breaking (zero current) will corre- •

spond with that of zero voltage, since the fault current

will be more nearly in phase with the star voltage nf

the faulty line. For this reason, the static cliarge left

on the line at the moment of break is of much lower

potential and has, moreover, a direct path to eartli

through the resistance, and consequently, will have
fallen practically to zero by the time the next half wave
is superposed upon it.

Fig. 6, which corresponds with fig. 4. shows the

sequence of events. The eartli comes on at o, as before,

and the arc is extinguished at h. Instead of breaking
circuit at the point of maximum instantaneous voltage

(6 in fig. 4), the break will occur later in the cycle,

the lag being o-reater the lower the ohmic resistance of i;.

o
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It was mentioned aBove that the value assumed for the

uhmic resistance was such that the active component of

the fault current was slightly greater than its reactive

Luniponent. If the two components were equal, the volt-

age rise would still be less than 7 per cent, above the

star voltage and the total fault current about iO per

cent, greater than that due to capacity alone.

It must be remembered, moreover, that the earthing

resistance forms a valuable protection against pressure

rises due to other causes besides intermittent earths.

For example, the accumulation of atmospheric chai-ges

on the line, which are often a source of considerable

tiouble in the case of overhead lines. Again, the danger

resulting from any surge, such as that due to a lightning

ilischarge in the neighbourhood, is very much reduced

by earthing the neutral, since there is then no reflection

at the neutral point such as occurs—with its attendant

rise of voltage—on an insulated system.

The advantages of earthing through a resistance, as

opposed to earthing direct, are too well known to need

repetition. Suffice it here to point out that the danger
of a sui'ge is a function of tlie energy which accompanies

it, so that there is everything to be gained by isolating a

line whilst it is carrying a definitely limited current,

instead of the unlimited current which Hows in the case

of a dead earthed neutral.

OtHEK Methods of Protection.

Although, as has been said, the danger of running an
important system with the neutral insulated was long

ago recognised in this country, in the United States

it is only recently that this has been the case, and in

Germany the preponderance of insulated systems is still

considerable. It is argued that, in the case of overhead
lines, earths are of frequent occurrence, and in certain

cases may be of so transitorj- a nature that it is often

unnecessary to isolate the line. The answer to this

argument is that it is undoubtedly better practice to

run two lines of reduced section, each equipped with
leakage protection, and eitlier of them capable of carry-

ing the load under emergency conditions. If the earth

proves to be only temporary, the circuit can be imme-
diately reclosed, but if permanent, the line is cut out

before the earth has had time to develop into a short

circuit. With an insulated system, on the other hand,
quite apart from the danger of over-voltages, it is im-

jjossible to isolate the faulty section until a short cireiiit

has developed.

In the States, more and more .systems are continually

being earthed, and it is safe to predict that before long
tiie Continent of Europe will follow suit. In the case

of systems which are still run with insulated neutrals,

two methods are in use for reducing the danger from
• over-pressures. One is the American "Arcing Ground
Suppressor," by means of which, should one of the three

phases go to earth, the arc is suppressed by that phase
being automatically connected direct to earth. The
danger of this arrangement is that a certain time neces-

sarily elapses between tlic occurrence of the fault and
the automatic grouTiding of the line. During this

interval the violent surges of an insulated system are
being projected along it. In some cases the danger
period is purposely prolonged Ijy the introduction of a
mechanism which reopens the eartli connection twice or
even tliree times in succession, with the idea that if. in

tlie meantime, the fault has cleared itself, permanent
earthing may be unnecessary.

The other method is by means of the " earthing coil,"
due originally to Petersen, which gives plenty of scope
for mathematical disputation, and has, consequently,
found a certain amount of favour in Germany. The
underlying idea is quite simple. It was shown that
on tlie occurrence of an earth, a capacity current,
approximately equal to 3 e •> c, flowed through the fault,
and that it was this current which was the cause of the
trouble. The earthing coil is a choker connected be-
tween the neiiiu-al point and earth* Cin the position, in

•It has a' Mtfi proposed, as an alternative, to connect^ a
three-phaaTedJ> y betvfeen lines and earth with the same
object in , ' '

fact, of the earthing resistance b in fig. 5), and its

function is to neutralise tiie leading fault current by an
equal and opposite lagging current.

l''ig. 7 shows the respective paths of these currents by
dotted lines. The capacity current is, as has been said,

approximately equal to -i e '" c, and the lagging current

due to the earth coil (e c, fig. 7) is approximately e/wl.

The capacity current leads the star voltage by 90°, and
tlie choker current lags behind it by approximately the

same angle ; so that these two currents are more or

less in opposition to one another, and if we make e/^l
= .3 E ™ c, they will be equal in magnitude also, so that

there will be no current flowing through the fault This
condition will be fulfilled if '-i

'' c = l /<''L. As a matter
of fact, it is not possible entirely to neutralise the

capacity current, since there is, necessarily, a certain

amount of self-induction in the capacity circuit and of

resistance in both circuits, but the fault current can
usually be reduced to some 10 per cent, or 15 per cent,

of its original value.

Attractive, and apparently simple, as this proposal

may seem at first sight, there are several very serious

objections to it. First, it will be noted that the

relation 3 <•' c = l/ "' l is the condition for resonance at

the frequency of the system, which is anything but a
state of affairs to be sought after.

In order to avoid resonance (which has the efYect of

raising the voltage of the neutral point and with it that
of the rest of the system to an indefinite value above
earth) it, has been suggested to give the choker a
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saturated core so that with any considerable rise of volt-

age the value of \. is reduced, and so the relation

3 •" c = l/ »> L, necessary for resonance, no longer holds

good. It must not be forgotten, however, that even if

this is the case for the fundament;il frequency, it may
still resonate at the frequency of one of the harmonics.
For example, if owing to the saturation of the core, the

self-induction falls to one-ninth of its normal value,

resonance will have been established with the triple har-
rponic. Moreover, with a saturated core, a compara-
tively small drop in tlie working voltage (such as is more
than likely to occur simultaneousl}' with a fault) will

throw the earthing coil otit of tune and thus render it

useless for protective purposes. In fact, satisfactory

functioning and freedom from resonance may be said

to be mutually antagonistic attributes of the earthing
coil.

Another serious objection to its tise lies in the neces-

sity of re-tuning it whenever there is any change in the

capacity of the system which it controls—for example,
if a branch circuit is cut in or out. the self-induction of

the coil must be correspondingly altered. On a compli-
cated system such tuning is practically impossible, and
vet until it has lieen done tlie line is without protection.

Even on a simple system, if a branch is automatically
isolated owing to the occurrence of a fault, it will be
some time before the earthing coil can be re-tuned, and
the system is without protection just at the moment
when a further earth is particularly likely to occur.
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CONCLUSIQNS.

From what has been said it seems that the following

conclusions may be drawn:—
1. Three-phase systems with insulated neutrals are

dangerous owing to their liability to transient voltage

rises due to intermittent earths.

2. The connection of the neutral point of a three-

phase sj'stem direct to earth is inadvisable owing to the

unlimited current which may flow in the event of an
earth fault.

3. Earthing the neutral point through a resistance

afiords complete protection against voltage rises due to

intermittent earths. It is valuable in suppressing rises

due to all other causes, limits the current in the event
of an earth fault, and, moreover, enables advantage to

be taken of leakage tripping.

4. The earthing choker is valueless on complicated
systems, always involves a serious risk of resonance,
offers no advantages over the earthing resistance as a
means of suppressing intermittent earths, and is useles.s

as a protection against voltage rises due to any other
causes.

THE LEAD-HYDRATE STORAGE BATTERY.

To write of a new lead accumulator requires some

courage. In the course of our long experience we have

seen so many new lead cells, and have listened to the

rhapsodies of so many inventors, that our first impulse

on hearing of another is to put on our most sceptical

armour and to harden our heart, and we have no doubt

that many of our readers on seeing the heading of this

article will smile sardonically.

But no one will aver that the development of the lead

cell has attained finalitv, and for long rears we have

Pig. 1.

—

Comparison between Pig. 2.—Stand.^rd Lead-

C^DiNARY Cell (Left) and hydrate Plate for St.ationary

Lead-hydrate Thick-plate Battery, 12" X 12° x i".

Cell.

looked forward to the day when a foolproof battery

would be produced. We are assured that that hope has

at last been fulfilled.

A battery has been placed on the market, invented by

an Englishman, and made in London workshops, for

which the following extraordinary claims are made:—
" It has 300 to 800 per cent, greater capacity than

any other battery has hitherto attained.

" Its greatest superiority is attained at the highest

discharge rates.

" It is indestructible as a battery.

" It is rechargeable in 15 minutes.
" It CANKOT SULPHATE.
" It has a very much longer life than any other

battery.
" It possesses such chemical purity that no ' local

action ' takes place, consequently any lead hydrate bat-

tery may be left for a period of years, in any state of

charge or discharge, w-ithout the slightest change or

deterioration.

"It is xoT NEW. Lead hydrate batteries were first

manufactured in England in 1910. The very recent de-

mand for a high-capacity battery, with high discharge

rating, of lightweight and the utmost compactness, for

automobile starting and lighting, has resulted in

developing this battery to its present high efficiency."

Those are, word for word, the claims made by the

makers, who Invite the fullest possible inquiry into their

accuracy, and are ready to supply full details to any-
one interested in the subject.

Were these astounding claims put forward by an un-
known inventor with a magic Uox of mj-stery, we should
decline to publish them unless and until we were fur-

nished with positive proofs of their substantiation.

Even now, we quote them not as our own but as the

maker's statements. We do so, however, with some confi-

dence, after making as full investigations into the

matter as has been possible, and we have no doubt that

the makers will be pleased to afford opportunities for

those who are interested to verify the facts for them-
selves.

The lead-hydrate battery is made by Messrs. Siebe,

Gorman & Co., Ltd., of London, a firm that has a

world-wide reputation in connection with diving and
breathing apparatus, but has not hitherto been engaged
in the electrical industry, except in a limited degree in

connection with submarine telephony. The directors of

tlie company are Sir A. Trevor Dawson, Bart., Messrs.

Vincent C. Vickers, Hugh Trevor Dawson, L. I. Garman.
and R. H. Davis (managing). Sir Trevor Dawson and
Mr. V. C. Vickers are directors of Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.

It will be seen, therefore, that the lead-hydrate battery

is launched in this country under the aegis of most sub-

stantial parents and god-parents, whose word will not

lightly be questioned.

The battery, however, is not new. It has, in fact,

lieen manufactured on a large and increasing scale in

Fig. 3 —Standard Lead-

hydratf plate i'or electric
Vehicle Battery.

Fig. 4 —Vuav ior Submarine
Battery, 21' x 12' x \'.

Canada for the past four years ; a company incorporated

with a capital of $1,000,000 is handling it in thp

Dominion, and one with ten times that capital is about

to commence operations in the United States. These

companies are under common control, and will retain

the patent rights for the countries named ; the British

company has the rest of the world rights, loke first lead-

hydrat* batteries were made in this countinncR 1010 on
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a modest scale by the inventor, who served as an officer

in the Britisli Navy during the war, and afterwards

commenced the manufacture of lead-hydrate starting

iind lighting batteries for motor-cars in Winnipeg, with"

immediate success. He returned to this country, there-

fore, not a.s tlie inventor of an untried novelty, but as

the founder of a new industry with a device of proved
merit.

In external appearance the lead-hydrate battery differs

little from an ordinary lead battery ; the same grids can
be successfully used, though they are not so suitable as

the special types that have been evolved. There are,

however, differences in detail of fundamental import-

ance. From the accompanying illu';trations it will be seen
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Lead-liydrat€ starter batteries are available now in

complete units or in parts, and in sizes suitable for all

the standard Britisli and American cars. They are

purposely made of similar weight and capacity to ordi-

nary batteries, because a high-capacity battery when
run down would never be fulh' charged again on the car,

and thus a large proportion of its capacity would be idle.

A 12-volt batter}- for a Rolls-Royce, for example, weighs

74 lb. and ha.s a capacitj- of 72 Ah, corresponding to

about 12 watt-hours per lb. of complete cell. Batteries,

are also made for electric trucks and vehicles, locomo-

tives, and submarines. In figs. 5 and 6 ^\e give some
typical charge and discharge curves, and the adjoining

test data are cliaracteristic of a subiuarine battery of the

heaviest type, consisting of cells each containing 31

plates (positives 24 in. by 12 in. by I in.) and weighing,

complete with connector bars, acid, itc, 900 lb. It will

be noticed that the watt-hour output per lb. of complete

cell exceeds 27 at the 12-hour rate. For railway locomo-

tives, a battery weighing 90 tons would have a capacity

of 6,000 kWh, which represents an output of about 30

watt-hours per lb. We understand, however, that the

figures given above are far from rejiresenting the capa-

Ainpere EfBciency. Average Initial Voltage
Hour, hour Ampere Ampere- Watt- cell voUsou atenaof
rate, capacity, oalput. hour. hour, voltage, charge, charge, disch.

1 e280 6-M) 85% 61% 1.89 2.6 '2.88 1.68
2 7963 3981i 87% 66% 2.02 2.53 2.84 1.74

4 9954 2488J 93% 74% 2.03 2.41 2.82 1.76

8 11513 1439 95% 76% 2.06 2.2 2.72 1.82

12 11850 987i 95% 77% 2.08 2.18 2.61 1.84

cities whii-li can readily be obtained with lead-hydrate

cells. Standard plates are shown in tigs. 2, 3, and 4, a

cell for stationary lighting in fig. 7, and a motor start-

ing and lighting battery in fig. 8.

Verification of the claims made by the makers and
quoted on an earlier page would, of course, occupy a

long time, some of them involving periods of years, and
consequently we take no responsibility for them; at our

request, however, the ability of the lead-hydrate plates

to withstand charging and discharging at excessive

rates was demonstrated at the makers' works. After

charging for nearly a quarter of an hour at over 100

times the normal rate, and discharging at a rate com-
mencing at 500 times the normal charging rate, tlie

plates tested, both positive and negative, showed no sign

of injury of any kind. Lead-hydrate cells are now in

the hands of the National Phvsical Laboratory for test.

ELECTRICAL AFFAIRS IN EAST AFRICA.

Impressions of Kenya Colony.

By R. T. MAWDESLEY.

Electrical undertakings are very scarce in Kenya
Colony, and, imprimis, the writer ventures to issue a

warning, with all the emphasis at his command, against
' anyone from Home, be lie old or young, going out to

tins colony " on spec." Personal experience on the

spot, coupled with the knowledge that unemployment at

ilome is at present very serious, prompts this advice.

The country is very tittle developed, and is siaarsely

populated with European settlers; a knowledge of

Ki.swahili, the language, is absolutely essential; there

are really no manufactures, and no industries which call

for experienced practical electrical men. Most of the

skilled workmen, such as fitters, wiremen, electricians,

carpenters, itc, are Indians, and no Europeans what-
ever are employed in practical or manual work, but only

in executive or managerial positions.

Mombasa, which, with Kilindini, forms the chief

port, possesses a small d.c. power station, containing
two 50-kW generators, belt-driven from two Garrett
J<0-h.p. engines of the locomobile type.

It was originally owned and operated by a private

company, the controlling interest in which was held by
Mr. T. Powiss Cobb, but the plant is at pi-esent operated
by Government, by reason of its not being standard
apparatus as called for l)y the present Electric Ordi-
nance

; presumably the Mombasa Electric Liglit and
Power Co., Ltd., was not prepared to go to the expense
of installing alternators and scrapping tlie existing

plant. If a supplier of electricity for public purposes
discontinues such supply, the Governor may take over
the job, and that apparently happened in this case.

At the time when this plant came under the writer's

observation there was a third small vertical engine,
which was not used ; and it is understood that the
B.T.H. Co. is installing new appai-atus which is not vet

in commission.

The fuel was wood, cut up into suitable leiigtlis. and
the plant was only run from sundown to midnight, when
the fires were allowed to die out. The ilaily expansion
and contraction of the boilers caused grievous trouble
with the tubes, which leaked where they were expanded
in the ])lates at the furnace ends, rendering necessary
the daily re-cxpanding of these tubes. Even then it

was difficult to keep steam on the peak load, with the

inevitable result that the voltage went down ; conse-
i^uently the public and private lighting sometimes
looked extremely anwmic. There was no power load.

1' rom Mombasa the Uganda* Railway runs to Nairobi
and the East African Highlands, and thence to the

terminus, Kisumu, on Victoria A'yauza. It has brought
civilisation to the villages on its route, to a certain ex-

tent, but a few miles on either side of the single track

brings one to primeval conditions; and even from the

train itself one can see an abundance of " game."
At Nairobi itself, where the Government othces, rail-

way headquarters, and all important commercial houses

are situated, there is a more pretentious display of elec-

trical woi'k. When, during the construction of the
' Uganda" railway, the railhead reached the spot

where Nairobi now stands, it was decided to establish

the railway workshops there ; and from these small be-

ginnings there gradualh' grew into existence the modern
town.

At that time— 16 or 17 years ago—elephants roamed
where Government House now stands ; and the engi-

peers had sport which was unique and unrivalled.

Some description of the Nairobi electrical under-
taking >iill now be attempted, but it pretends to be

nothing morf than a bare outline of what has been

done in the wilds of Africa, where the pieces of

machinery had to be transported for miles over country
without " made " roads, and where there was an ever-

present danger in the camps from carnivorous beasts,

venomous snakes, and deadly diseases.

Soon after the railway's advent, a concession to

supply electricity to Nairobi and district was obtained,

and a company was formed in England to carry out the

work, with the right to build a hydro-electric power
station on the Ruiru River at some falls about 20 miles

fiom Nairobi—provided only that a pre-determined
fixed chai-ge shoidd be made to consumers (actually half

a rupee, or eightpepce at that time) for lighting; and
that all water used .should be returned to the river.

Three turbines of tlie Francis double-flow type were

prin\arily installed, each directly connected to a 10.000-

V, .'JO-cycle, 3-phase alternator of 120 kW, running at

500 r.p.ni. Messrs. Burstall & Monkhouse were the con-

sulting engineers, and it was to their design and lay-

out that all plant was put down, including tl\e later

steam station in Nairobi proper. Energy is transmitted

over a single line to a terminal station in Nairobi, where
the pressure is reduced to 2,500 V ; and thence it is

*A misnomer, because this railwav does not reach Uganda
at all.
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distributed to transformers placed in kiosks in the

streets at points near the centre of gravity of the load.

The formation of the land at Ruiru is such that little

or no conservation of water is possible, and although a

concrete dam has been constructed across the river above

the power station to increase the static head on the tur-

bines, only the actual water flowing in the river, or very

little more, is available to develop electric power. After

the station had been in operation for a few years, severe

drought descended upon the land, which placed the com-

pany in a .serious predicament, particularly in 1916 and
1917, because of its inability, through shortage of water

in these dry seasons, to run more than two, and some-

times only one, of the generators installed. Connections

t(i the mains had increased so rapidly that on peak loads

all three generators were required ; and so it became
necessary to install some steam plant as a stand-by.

One constant-speed locomobile-type Garrett engine of

200-V h.p. was first installed in Nairobi proper, belt-

driving a 120-kW alternator generating at 2,500-V, con-

nected to the l.p. side of the transformers in the receiv-

ing, station at Nairobi. Two similar sets were subse-

quently installed, thus duplicating tlie Ruiru installation.

In passing, it is difficult to understand why constant-

speed engines were installed, because of the impossibility,

without throttling, of adjusting the load on the alterna-

tors wlieu running in parallel, and the difficulty of syn-

chronising.

It was thought, at the beginning, that the three water-

driven turbines at Kuiru could supply the whole energy
required, and, as a consequence, no arrangements were

made at either end of the transmission line for putting

the two stations in parallel.

Oil -pressure governors were originally installed on

the turbines at Ruiru, but proved unsatisfactory, and
were subsequently scrapped. The turbines are at pre-

sent hand-regulated quite satisfactorily, and at first it

was thought impracticable, if not impossible, to operate

the two stations in parallel, owing to the fact that the

(iarrett engines had extremely sensitive governors.

Eventually, however, potential transformers were con-

nected to the bus-bars at either end, and an attempt was
made experimentallj- to synchronise the two stations,

with the object of obviating anj' cessation of supply

when the steam plant took over a portion, or all, of the

load. The results exceeded expectations, and although

the hydraulic plant is still hand-operated, the two sta-

tions are running in parallel quite satisfactorily; fur-

ther, the power factor at Ruiru can be materially im-

proved by the over-excitation of the steam-driven

generators at Nairobi and the transmission-line losses

decreased.

The chief engineer and manager is Mr. Chas. Udall,

A.M.Inst.E.E., under whom the undertaking has de-

veloped from a comparatively small beginning to its

present proportions.

This gentleman some few months ago made an appli-

cation to the Governor in Council for permission to

purchase outright the present company as it stands— in

accordance with the terms of the Electric Ordinance :

but, as usual in such cases, the Nairobi municipal
atithorities put forward the standard objection and a

])lea for compulsory purchase, and the matter remains
in abeyance. Mr. Udall's object was to form a new
company with local capital, and to develop other falls

on the Thika River about .35 miles from Nairobi ; but
this enterprise is, as stated, held up in the meantime.

The only other plant supplying energy for public pur-

poses is owned by the Thika Sisal Co., Ltd., and is

situated on the Thika River some 36 or .38 miles from
Nairobi. It consists of one oOO-kW alternator, driven

by a submerged turbine with a 2.T-ft. head of water.

Current is generated at 500 volts, 50 cycles, and is

transformed up to 10,000 V for transmission to the

Sisal Co. 's own factorv, and also to two or three other

Sisal companies, which purchase energy in bulk. The
pressure is stepped down at each factory to 190 V and
67 V for use in decorticating and baling sisal, pump-
ing, &c. (Sisal is a cactus-lilte plant, the fibres of which

are used for making twine, rope, &c.). There are a

few other privately-owned plants, steam driven, and

used for sisal manufacture, and scattered about the

country districts are a few individual house-lighting

sets of the ''Delco" type, or driven by small Petter

engines, but these call for no remark.

Some years ago the Government, foreseeing the iltH;d

for some standardisation regarding the generation, &c.,

of electricity, appointed the first Government electrical

engineer, who was attached to the Public Works Depart-

ment. This officer was Mr. James McBlain, B.Sc, who
will be remembered in East Africa by reason of his

having prepared, and drawn up in legal form, the

monumental work known as " The Electric Ordinance

of the East African Protectorate" (as it was then).

This is an achievement of which any man might be

proud, forming, as it does, a concise and lucid Bill,

which provides for (1) the generation, transmission, de-

livery, sale, and use of electrical energy; (2) the making
and enforcing of regulations appertaining to and

governing such purposes ; and (3) the provision and

enforcing of penalties for contravention of the Ordi-

nance, or of the regulations made under it.

It must of necessity be some years before the Bill

can apply even to the few existing undertakings, as a

considerable amount of alteration and new work must
be done on the largest schemes (i.e., Nairobi) .-is regards

distribution, pressure for lighting and power, Ac, but

the Government is to be congratulated on having an

Ordinance in operation, which is not only a guide for

future installations, but stands as a lasting testimonial

to the ability of the first Government Electrical Engineer.

Shortly after the Bill became law, Mr. McBlain re-

signed, and when this occurred one thought his qualified

assistant was very well able to "carry on"; but the

Government thought otherwise, and another highly-

([ualified official was appointed, so that there are now

two electrical engineers employed by the Kenya Govern-

ment to do the work connected with the few schemes

outlined above.

In "German" East Africa, now known as Tangan-

yika Territory, Dar-es-Salaam is the only town possess-

ing a public supph-, except a very small one at Tanga.

The Dar-es-Salaam plant is d.c, driven by Wolfi loco-

mobile-type engines- There was a battery of accumula-

tors before the war, but that, together with most of the

street-lighting standards, was destro^'ed during the cam-

paign. The plant was operated by R.E.'s, while G.H.Q.

was at Dar-es-Salaam, and was subsequently taken over

by the Public Works Department.

There was a wireless station here during the war, and

there is one of large capacity on Mombasa Island in

operation now.

The writer would draw attention to the great possi-

bilities in front of any development of the numerous

water-falls in Kenya Colony, which apparently have not

come under the eyes of engineers or investors, possibly

by reason of the prevailing scarcity of capital. The

writer knows of the existence of more than one fall

within 50 miles of Nairobi which would afford a good

return on capital outlay, because there is at the moment

a demand for energy which the Nairobi Co. finds it quite

impossible to meet.

The Home manufacturers of electrical apparattis are

barely represented, but the B.T.H. Co. has a branch office

at Mombasa, and the British General Electric Co.. Ltd.

(of South Africa), an agency in Nairobi. America is

represented by Childs & Joseph in Nairobi, who deal

with the American " G. E." material.

There are great possibilities for electrical enterprise

in East Africa, but it suffers from lack of capital. The

rupee, originally valued at one shilling and fourpence,

has recently been stabilised at two shillings: conse-

quently investors are shy at losing 30 per cent, of the

sterling value of their outlay at the start. The cost of

native labour and the prices of local commodities have

not gone down pro rata, and it is unlikely that much

will be done until prices have steadied down and values

become self-adjusted.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Readert are invited to submit particulars oj mew or improved, demces and apparatm, which will be publiihed

if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Tea=time " Electric Fire.

Pig. 1 illustrate.s a new type of fire being manufactured by
Electric Piees, IjTD., King Street, Norwich. It consists of

an upright fire with a loading of i k\\' in two equal bars.

On the top ia a flat boiling portion with a loading of 1 k\V.

The connections to a '2-way switch are such that no more than
2 k\V can be put into circuit at one time. The fire is con-

structed of steel plate, finished in stove-black enamel, with
polished nickel facings.

Tlie " Surflex " Wiring System.

We ha.ve received from the L. M. Waterholse Electric

Co., 19, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.l, particulars of a

new wiring system designed and patented by Mr. Ij. M. Water-
house, who was formerly managing director of Simplex Con-
duits, litd. This, the " Surflex," system is applicable to

eithei' metal-sheathed or solid rubber-covered cables of vari-

ous shapes and sizes. The system natui'ally has much in

common with other wiring systems, but there are one or two
points which are claimed to make for cheapness without
sacrifice of efficiency and to which attention may be drawn.
The main feature of the " Surflex " svstem is the universal

It is capable of dealing with heavy barrels and hogsheads of

imported produce weighing up to one ton, and is controlled

in all its operations by one man. The gripping attachment is

opened by the driver when the carriage is in its highest
15o.sition, and by the operation of a change-over switch the
carriage is lowered to the height of the barrel. By the
next operation the driver releases two heavy arms which
engage themselves in the chime ends. After that the con-
troller is reversed to the elevating side and the arms take
the entire weight of the cask. The travelling carriage is

automatically set to stop at a given ix)int by means of a
limit switch, so that when the barrel is lifted quite clear of the
ground the driver may immediately start running the ma-
chine.

The 36-V battery has an output of 413 A, at a 5-hour rate

of discharge. The double-pole change-over switch which
controls the hoisting and lowering operations automatically

replaces itself in a neutral position. The driving controller

is on the left of the driver, and operates forward and reverse

gears.

The distance which electric dock transporters are required

to traverse is not very great, perhaps 400 or 500 yards, so

that a truck with the battery capacity of the new " Road-

PiG. i.—The " Shrflex " System. Ceilint, Rose.

Fig. 1.—The " Tea-time
'

Electric Fire. Fig. 3.

—

The " Surflex " System. Connector Box.

fitting, which, in the case of metal-sheathed cables, i.s of metal,
and for rubber-covered cables of insulating material. The
fitting is in two parts—a circular base plate with two screws for

fixing and a central screwed stud and a pressure plate which
is kept in position by a nut after being slipped over the stud
in the base-plate. The metal pressure plate has a domed
centre in which are four quadrant-shaped peiforations form-
ing outlets for the circuit wires. The insulating pressure
plate is flat and has four circular openings. The same fitting

is used for making connections, joints, or in mounting acces-

sories. Thus it is possible with one type of fitting to arrange
for all connection points :—switches, ceiling rases, wall sockets,
and other lighting points. Other accessories of the system in-

clude simple fittings for suspending and fixing cables, by
means of lead or tinned-brass strip; wood and hard fibre
i/overing boxes; and bonding clamps. In wiring with this
system, the base-plate of the universal fitting is first se-

(ured in position on wall or ceiling. The circuit wires are
fixed in close proximity to the fitting by means of the brass
suspenders, and they are then bent at a right angle so as
to just overlap the edge of the plate, and the pressure plate
is .slipped over the ends and the central stud, being secured
in position bv the nut. Then, the covering box. having been
drilled according to the numbei- of wires, is also slin(ied over
the stud and is secured by a circular nut (see fig. 2). In the
case of connections, these are etfected with the u.sual types
of porcelain connectors, which are placed in a position out-
side the pressure plate but enclosed by the cover-box. as
shown in fig. 3.

An Electric Transporter for Barrels.

Messrs. Elder, Demi'ster \- Co., Ltd . the w.-ll-known
•-bipning firm, are well to the fi-ont with elcofvical dock
machinery. Tlie latest thing which they have introduced is

a new type of barrel transporter, made by the Ro.adck.41"T
Ltd., Cheapside, Liverpool. This machine is designed to lift a
load of one ton, and its main feature is simplicitv of control.
The transporter is shown in fig. 4.

craft " model, which can run .50 or 60 miles on one charge.

is able to be operated very advantageously. The elevating
attachment is removable, and in its place may be arranged
a platform, suitable for carrying general merchandise up to

30 cwt. By a second attachment the machine can he u.'^ed

Ax KiicTi H.MiliEI. TliANSrORTER.

for stacking gouds. The-cost of runiiing th^ machine as 8
barrel transjxirter is about twopence jxn' ton-mile. ,

.-

The truck is strongly constructed and has the driving ;.

motor underneath the heavy steel chassis frame. The ele- .^

vating motor is of special design, and is connected througit'-'l
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a series of gears. The power is transmitted through a worm
which is fitted to the bottom of the screw, the latter bun, i^

mounted on double-thrust ball liearmgs and self-aligning

bearings. Should the controller be left in the full-on posi-

tion, after the power has been switched off and the brake

applied, it is impossible for the truck to be restarted uiitd

the conti-oller is set at neutral. This is achieved by two coils,

fitted to the switch, which are excited and hold a small

locking attachment. .\s the truck.s are in charge of unskilled

driver.->. the driver's arrangements are simplicity it.self. Eoad-

craft. Ijtd.. is now working on a model, which, in addition

to the l)arrel-transporting gear, will have a platform 5 ft.

t; hi. X 3 ft 4 in., beneath which batteries will be stored.

The platform will hold 30 cwt.. and this model will have a

haulage capacity of froui 3 to i tons.

LEGAL.

WlKELESS P.4TE.\T ClAIM--^.

0.\ Monday last the Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors
continued the heai'ing of these claims. According to the Daily
Tcieyrapli report it was pointed out by the Chairman (Mr.
Justice Sargant) that the commission would have to make a
rough approximation to the value of the Lodge Muirhead
patent m relation to other patents. 'ihe Attorney-General,
presenting the ca/se for the Crown, said that the Admiralty
had paid the Marconi Co. £m,(MM, of which i;77,(K_)ti was in

respect of thirteen strategic stations. He contended that the
balance of ±'180,UU0 liquidated the claim now before the com-
mission. Mr. Hunter Gray, K.C., for the Marconi Co.. said

that if the commission meant to take into account the amount
already paid the company would not submit to arbitration.

It was only prepared to discuss the question of what was
due on installations in respect of which no royalty had been
paid.

Ihe CH.4IRMAN said the commission had come to the con-
clusion that what had been referred to it for decision was
the amount to be paid by the .Idmu'alty for the use of the
patent in the whole of the installations, \\hether royalty had
been paid in respect of them or not. That would be a pre-

liminary step to ascertaining the amount finally due.
Mr. Hdnter Gray then asked, says our contemporary, for

an adjournment to enable him to consider the legal position,

remarking that it was a very serious matter for the Marconi
Co.
The commission granted the application for an adjournment.

Mr. Hunter Gray stated that m the event of some agreement
with the Admiralty he proposed to call Mr. Marconi as a
witness.

Ratcliff v. Shabd.

Mr. Pollock, High Court (Official Eeferee, on March 21st,

heard an action in which Mr. George Frederick Ratcliff, elec-

trical engineer, of 4'2, Uoper Baker Street, London, .sued Mr.
W. J. Shard, of Warfields Hill, Bracknell, Bucks, for £'350,

balance of charges amounting to £.56.5 for work and labour
done, and materials supplied, in connection with an electri-
cal installation at the defendant's house.
The defendant admitted having employed the plaintiff, but

said it was, inter alia, an expressed or implied term of the em-
ployment that the work should be well and efficiently done, and
that the prices should be fair and reasonable, but plaintiff,
in breach of this verbal agreement, had failed to do the work
properly and had charged unreasonably. He counter-claimed
£20, the value of certain fittings which had been removed
from his London house and not accounted for, and ^63 for
money alleged to have been paid to make good and com-
plete certain alleged defective work.

'The plaintiff's case, as stated by his coun.'iel, and disclosed
by his evidence, was that having done a great deal of work
ior the defendant extendinc over a period of over 20 vears, he
was a.sked in .January, 191fi, to carry out the installation in
respect of which claim was now .mode. The work occupied
from .Tanuary, 1916, to .January, 1917. when owing to the war
conditions it was very difScuIt to obtain labour or materials,
which accounted for the higher charges. Defendant was
one of plaintiff's first customers ,nnd had never entered into
any fornial contract with h'm. There had never previouslv
been any di.sputo, and in this case it was left to him to do
what he thought proper. The installation in the hou.se. plain-
tiff said, was very old and much of it had to be renewed. He
was not told to nut in an entirely new installation, which
would ha-ve cost about £'1.000, but to make as much use of the
old PS pos.sible, and the work was made more difficult because
the house was full of furniture and he had to keep the licht
going. He experienced gi-eat difficulty in gettincr materials
and obtaining delivery. Some he got- from the Simnlex Co.,
and the cable he got from the India Rubber Co.. of Silver-
town. In consequence of the difficulties in getting niateriiils
h;s private business suffered considerably, and in order to
carry out this job he had to sacrifice other customers. All tlip
orincipal fittmgs were removed from defendant's London
house . .

'TJi ^e course of .his cross-examination. the. plaintiff .«aid
toat the old electric lighting was working satisfactorily, but

he had to put in new work in consequence of an increase in

the number of Ughts. According to the tests he made he did

not think there was any danger of fire and he did not tell the
defendant that there was. He denied having told defendant
that it would be a £400 job, and he did not regard £600 for a
house like defendant's as too much.
The men who had done the work were called to give evi-

dence as to its efficiency and the time occupied by it, the
foreman stating that the usual precautions were taken to

prevent fire in accordance with the fire office rules.

The Official Eeferee, in the result, expressed an opinion
that plaintiff's charges were excessive, and gave judgment)
for him for £104 and for the defendant for £10 on the coun-
ter-claim for lamps taken awav bv plaintiff. He gave plain-

tiff costs on the High Court .scale".

PARLIAMENTARY N0TE5.

The Engineering Lock-out.—On Monday the adjournment of

the House having been.moved, Mr. J. R. Glynes called atten-

tion to the situation caused by the lock-out in the engineering
trade, and discussed the issue involved from the standpoint
of Labour. Mr. Hopkinson was among the later speakers,
and, as one who was not a member of the Employers' Federa-
tion, he criticised the claims put forward by that body re-

garding management functions. Later the Minister of

Labour took part in the debate and justified the Government
policy of non-intervention while ballots were still proceeding.
Sir Allan Smith spoke on behalf of the federated employers,
repudiating the suggestion that t.hey were trying to smash
the Unions. 'Ihey hoped that the Unions would become in-

finitely stronger. They objected to the action of the men
who were trying to undermine the Ti'ade Union principle and
destroy discipline within the Unions. The employers and the
men's representatives had settled the question of managerial
control, but the ballot was against the agreement, and the
fcmplovp.rs found that they were up against a fundamental
principlL- on which the whole relations between employers and
workpeople were based. The House having been addressed
by Mr. A. Henderson, the Speaker put the motion " that the
House do now adjourn," but it was rejected by a majority of
8'2—80 for and 162 against.

Sir Allan Smith's speech contained a statement to the effect

that if the employers' right to manage then- factories were
admitted by the unions the employers would be prepared to
confer with the unions as to the manner in which the mana-
gerial functions were to operate. This statement was
followed on Tuesday by lengthy meetings of the organisations,
which are watching over the union interests, and it is re-

ported that these organisations were seeking a basis on which
such a conference might be held. On Wednesday Messrs.
Henderson. Clynes and R. B. Walker had a long conver.sation
with Sir AUan Smith regarding his House of Commons state-

ment.
Electricity Orders Approved.—The following Special Ordp'

made by the Electi-icity Commis.sioners under the Electricity

(Sunply) .Acts, 1882 to 1919, and confirmed by the Minister
of Transport, were approved, on March loth, by the House
of Lords: Wig.ston Magna: Cheadle and Gatley; Hayward's
Heath and Cuckfield : .Johnstone (Renfrew); Milngavie
(Dumbarton): Bromyard and Kington: Preston: and an
Order amendin.g certain Provisional Orders granted to the
Elecvtrical Distribution of Yorkshire, Ltd.

The British Association.—.At a meeting held on March
J 6th. at Liverpool, to arrange for the 1923 meeting of the
British Association in that city. Sir William Herdman
announced that the Council of the .'Association had decided
to nominate as President for that year Sir Ernest Rutherford,
Professor of Physics at Cambridge, who had a world-wide
reputation for his investigations into radio-activity, and on the
structure of the atom, and for his realisation of the dream
of mediaeval alchemists in performing the transmutation of
elements.

—

Horning Post.

M^'ssages Over Trolley M'ires.—Reprer-entativ-es of four
big Eastern .\merican railroads and a party of radio experts
and eneineers at Schenectadv. N.Y.. recently participated in

a test of a new communicating system for electric railroads

by talking from a moving trolley on the Schenectadv Rail-
road to a .sub-station three miles away, says the T. rf- T. Ape.
Tliis was the first demonstration of the application of "can'ier
current " communication to the problem of communicating
between the head and rear ends of lonrr freight trains or to
expedite train operation held up by faulty block systems.
The demonstration was carried out under the direction of

the General Electric Co. before a committee of the .\merican
Railway Association. The trolley wire, carrying cun'ent to the
electric engine or trolley car. i*i used as :i carrier of telephone
r-ommunication by means of another current of different fre

quency, which is superimposed on the wire and travels along
it. In effect, the system transmits messages eleotricaUy,

partly over a wire and partly through space.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Egbert Henry Liddell, trading

as Liddell & Mclnnes, 4, The Crescent, Carlisle, electrical

engineer.—The receiving order in this matter was made on

February 21st, on debtor's own petition. The statement of

affairs shows gross liabilities of £359, of which ±'333 is ex-

pected to rank for dividend, while the assets are estimated

to realise £178, from which preferential claims have to be

deducted of i:'27, and there is a deficiency of £18-2. Debtor
attributes his failure to bad trade ever since the coal strike,

and to tendering for contracts at too low a price, partly to

keep his men. It .appears that he commenced busines .shortly

after the armistice, going into partnership with another.

This partnership was dissolved in .\pril. 1919, debtor re-

ceiving £12.5 as his share. Later in the same year he started

at his present address in partnership with a relation, but

this was dissolved in February or March. 1921. Debtor had
no capital on starting the last partnership, but his partner

brought in £370, of which only £231 had been repaid. Debtor
became aware of his position in .\pril last year.

T.4MES Victor Figgins. electrical encrineer, of Pottery Ter-

race, Alexandra Road, Newport.—Bankrupt appeared before

the ReCTstrar at Newport bankruptcy court last week for

his public examination. The statement of afFiiirs .showed

liabilities amounting to £752. and assets of £38. Debtor
stated that the causes of his failure were bad debts, loss on
a contract, and the coal strike. Before joining the armv debtor

was a plumber at Portsmouth. Tn November, 1919, he
commenced business at Pottery Terrace, Newport, trading as

Figgins A- Bridges, but from Februarv. 1921. he carried on
the business alone. Replyinc to the Official Receiver, debtor
stated that his financial position was not wholly disclosed at

a private meetina of creditors in September 'ast. when a,

composition of fis. Rd. in the fi was arranged: the fnend
who was to provide the monev died before the arrangements
could be completed. The examinntion was closerl.

Bfrx^rd B*i?xktt, electrical encineer. late of 104, '^Tiite-

chapel Ttoad. E —A general meeting of the creditors was held
nt the Lndon Bankruntcv Court on "^Tarch 10*"h. when Mr.
Wm, Osborne, accountant. Balfour House. Finsburv Pave-
ment. E.G.. was elected to the post of trustee to administer
the estate in bankruptcv. Tlie stqt<>ment of affairs showed
total liabilities £2.203 funsecured £1.475^ and .-.ssets valued at

-''1.14R. According to the observations of Mr. W. P. Bowyer,
Senior Official R.eceiver, the debtor commenced business as an
electrical engineer with £100 canital in March, 1911. at 70.

WHiitechanel Road. E.. under the stvle of B. Bame+t. hut
transferrcl it to No. 104 at the end of 1914. From March,
1919. to February. 1920, he also tr,aded there as a garage
proprietor apd dealer in motor-cars, but abandoned that

branch, as it was not a success. In May, 1920, he expended
£800 on plant and raachinerv and started as a manufacturer
of electric switchboards, but. owing to foreign competition,
that undertaking proved a failure and was abandoned last

.lanuary. The debtor continued the electrical engineering
business rmtil last March, when tw-o partners joined him.
each providing £250 capital. They onened a branch shop at

17. Maddox Street, W.. under the style of " The Regent Elec-

trical Installation Co.." and both businesses were continiiii'

until July 29th last, when the partnership was dissolved and
a receiver appointed at the instance of his partners. The
debtor then, with £100 provided bv friends, again commenced
business on his own account and in his own name at 104.

\\'hitechapel Road ffirst floor), but in September sold the
goodwill, office furniture, and stock-in-trade, valued at £100,
to a companv then formed to acouire it. As vendor he re-

ceived the £100 in shares, and until the date of the receiving
order he acted as managing director of the company. The
debtor attributes his insolvency to loss in connection with the
garage and motor-car business, to the cost of repairs at 104.

Whitechanel Road, to loss on the purcha.se and sale of plant
and machinerv. and to law costs.

Frederick Ch.^rles Goss. (V4. Gloucester Road, Bishopston.
Bristol, electrical engineer. The first meeting of creditors
was held on March 1.5th at the Official Receiver's offices, 2fi.

Baldwin Street. Bristol. The statement of affairs was given
in our last issue. The casi' being a summaiy one was left

with the Official Receiver.
Graham Moore Hai.lett, 7, King Street. Frome, Somerset,

electrical engineer.—The statement of affairs shows liabilities

of £881, while the assets are estimated to realise £362. from
which preferential claims of £4 have to he deducted, leaving
net assets of £3-58, or a deficiencv of £.522. Debtor attributes
his failure to loss on contracts through lack of experience in
estimating, depreciation of stock through the falling market,
and bad trade. He commenced business at 7. .Mexandra Road.
FrnniP. on April 8th. 1919. with £fi5 capital. In November,
1920. the business was removed t'o his present address. Debtor
became aware of his position in December last. A fair set

of bool"s has been kept.

F. E. Mathers, electrical engineer, ]0c.' High Street. Don-
ca«te'-'.—La«t dav for proofs for dividend. April -^t-h. Trustee :

Mr. L. J. Clegg." 14. Figtree Lane. Sheffield.

A. .T. 'V^.'Tt.i.rox . motor and elecW'^al engineer. The Grange.
Furnbatii r.-iinmon Bncko T not •^ty for privifo f^r 'liTiflpnd.

April 5th. Trustee : Mr. F. W. Davies, 28, Theobald's Road,
liedtord Row, VV.0.1.

A. E. Dickinson (Grown Electrical Co.), electrical engi-
neer and contractor, 157, Hunslet Koad, Leeds.—Irustee

;

Mr. H. 0. BowUng, 24, Bond Street, Leeds, released March
l^t.

H. M. WoLLMAN, electrical factor, 9, Greasbrough Road,
Parkgate, Eotherham.—Last day for proofs for dividend
.\pril 3rd; Trustee: L. J. Clegg, Otticial Receiver's Otiices,
a, Figtree Lane, Sheffield.

R. P. Baker & F. C. Stubbs (Sheffield Electric Construc-
tion Co.), 124, Pond Street, Shettield.—First and final divi-
dend of 4s. lojd. in the £, payable at the Official Receiver's
offices, Sheffield.

Company Liquidations.

—

Semco, Ltd., electrical engineers,
19, High Street, Shoreditch, Loudon E.—Ihe creaitors ot

the above were called together on March Itjtb, at the Great
Lastern Hotel, Liverpool Stieet, E.G. The chair was oc-
cupied by Mr. F. B. Darke, the liquidator of the company,
\viio submitted a statement of aftairs which showed liabili-

ties of £5,952. After allouiug £155 for preferentuil claims
the assets were estimated to realise £2,5b3, or a fleficiency

as regarded the creditors of £3,iJ69. The assets consisted of
equity in freehold premises £2-57; plant, &c., £501; stock
and work in progress £876; hook-debts £1,090; and cash at
bank £s. With regard to the liabUities, it was stated that
£404 was due to the bank and there were cash creditors for
£3,016. The directors were creditors in respect of fees
amounting to £544, but those claims would be withdrawn.
Mr. Darke reported that the company was registered on
September 10th, 1919, to acquire a business from the Standard
Electrical ifc Maintenance Co. The goodwill was valued at

£2,000. In the 12 months to -August 31st, 1920, there was
a loss on the trading of £870, the turnover being approxi-
mately £19,000. In the following year the turnover was
£19,555, and there w'as a loss on the trading of £4,780. The
loss in the latter period was accounted for chiefly through
unremunerative contracts, and the electrical strike. In ad-

dition, the company opened a foundry at Forest Gate, on
which money was lost, and it had since been closed down.
The company also lost on manufacture of the Semco sparking
plugs. In answer to questions, it was stated that the issued

capital of the company was £6,200, of which £2.200 was
issued for cash. Originally there were four directors of

the company, and up to August of last year they di'ew £8
a week each. Then for about a month the drawings were
increased to £10 weekly, but were again reduced to £8 a
week each. In September two of the directors retired. The
company had carried out a substantial contract for the Isling-

ton Borough Council, and work to the extent of about £2,000

remained to be completed. It was a profitable contract to

complete. Mr. P. Houstoun (Messrs. Corfield & Cripwell).

said he thought the present position was largely due to mis-

fortune, and he proposed a resolution in favour of the

volun<^ary liquidation of the company being continued with
Mr. Darke as liquidator. 'Ihe resolution was carried unani-

mously and an informal committee was also appointed con-

sisting of the represent.itives of the (ieneral Electric Co.,

Ltd., Phoenix-Tester. Ltd., and the Cable Accessories Co.

The principal creditors are :

n.T.T. Elcrlric Lamp Co.
Metallic Electrical Engii

.Metropoliton - Vickers EI&

327 General Electric Co.
\ulcnn Electric Co.

115 Phoenis-Testcr. Ltd.
Cthle Accessories Co.

64 Wholesale Fittings Co.

Grafton Dynamos. Ltd.—At a meeting of creditors held at

Glasgow on March 17th. the statement of affairs was submitted,

also a statement accounting for the loses. The meeting con-

firmed the appointment of Mr. .1. W. ^^acKinnon. 145. St.

Vincent Street. Glasgow, as.liouidator under voluntarv liqui-

dation. The liabilities (including bank overdraft £996, and

trade creditors £429) are £1.419. and the net free assets £119.

.showing a deficiency of £1.300, and an apparent dividend of

Is. Sd. in the £ subject to realisation and expen,=es. The share

capita! was £10.000. The bonk value of the patents is £5.000.

but these are estimated at nil. Tlie losses on trading have

been:—To September. 1919. £721: September. 1920. £2,258:

Sentemher, 1921, £1,333; and from September last to February

27th. 1922. £437.
Midland Electrtc Co. (SorxHroRT). TjTD.—'Windine np

volunt-arilv. .Toint hquidators : M'-. W. F. Brown and Mr.
-T. A. Bond. Hoghton Chambers. Hoghton Street. Southnort.

Meeting of creditors. March 27th. at the liquidators' offices.

Particulars of claims by April 30t.h.

Tinkers, Ltd.—Winding up volnniarily for reconstrnction

purposes. Joint linuidators ; Mr.. F. Tinker and Mr. A. E.

Chadwick. both of Hyde, who are authorised to consent to the,

registration of a new companv under the name of Tinkers,

Ltd. ,
.-

Thackfu. Bfli. & Co.. Ltd.—Meeting of memher?. April 24th.

at Pinners' Hall. Austin Friars. E.C.. to hear an account of

h» T-inrline up fiom thp liqiiidatnr. Mr T H Agar
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The Adapta Sign and Trading Co., Ltd., 5, Green Street,

Leicester Square, W.—Under a compulsory winding up, the

first meetings of the creditors and shareholders were held last

week at the Carey Street offices of the Board of Trade, Lin-

coln's Inn, W.C. A statement of aff'aiis was presented, show-

ing gross liabilities £1,119 (unsecured £769), assets valued

at £130, and a total deficiency of £11,027 as regards contri-

butories.

Mr. E. T. A. Phillips, Official Receiver, reported that the

company was formed as a private company in September, 1920,

with a nominal capital of £15,000, to acquke certain rights

and interests in an invention relating to advertising signs.

It was called the " Adapta," and was composed of a brass

frame which contained a sheet of frosted glass and a sheet

of plain glass, between which block letters were held in posi-

tion in order to display any words which the advertisement
required. Behind the frosted glass, a metal box was fitted,

containing electric lamps., which, when alight, gave a trans-

lucent effect to the advertisement. The metal boxes were
manufactiured bv the Metropolitan Construction Co., Ltd.,

upon whose petition the winding-up order was made. A few
weeks prior to the Advertising Exhibition in ]9'21. the com-
pany ordered from the Metroiwlitan Construction Co. 140

containers, which were delivered at the Exhibition, the com-
pany paying £300 on account. The goods were found to be
defective in various respects, and the suppliers agreed tn

make the necessary adjustments. That arrangement was
duly carried out, but the Metropolitan Construction Co. re-

fused to deUver the goods until they were paid for, and
they now held them as security for the balance due to them
on the order. .\ £'i.'20O order for " Adapta " signs for the
Advertising Exhibition was placed with the company by
Messrs. Kerr & Co., of Shaftesbury Avenue. W.C, but during
the Exhibition the goods were taken over by Col. Radchffc,
who jiiiid the company £2.000 on account, in addition to

which he arranged to have them stored at the company's
registered office, with a view to their being realised by the
company on his behalf. The failure of the company was attri-

buted by the directors to losses incuiTed through transactions
with Messrs. Kerr & Co. and to dissensions among the direc-

tors, which had an adverse effect upon the company's man-
agement and prospects. The Official Receiver was left in

charge of the liquidation.

City School of Wireless Telegraphy, Ltd.—Winding up
voluntarily. Liquidator : Mr. A. Lloyd, 17, Sedgeley Avenue.
Sedgeley Park, Manchester. Meeting of creditors, March 29th,
at 61. High Street, Manchester. Particulars of claims to the
liquidator by April loth.

Electric Brass Wares, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator: Mr. T. E. .-X. Killip. Meeting of creditors, March
•38th, at 21, Tempesf Tley, Liverpool.

SrTTON-IN-.\SH|-IELD MoTOR AND ELECTRICAL EnGINEE;RING
Co., Ltd.—Meeting. April 26th. at 1. King John's Chambers.
Bridlesmith rinto. Nottingham, to hear an account of the
winding-up from the liquidator. Mr. .J. Keetley.
Cedes Electric Traction. Ltd.—First and final dividend of

10s. 8d. in the £. under order of the Court, payable at the
offices of the Official Receiver, Carey Street, W.C.
Swift Electrical. Ltd.— .\ petition for the winding-up has

been presented to the High Court by Messrs. Watshams, elec-

trical engineers, .33, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, and
will be heard in Ijondou on April 4th.

Receiver Appointed.

—

New Welding Co.. Ltd.—Mr. E. D.
Basden, of 73. Basinghall Street, E.C. was appointed as re-
ceiver on March Sth, 1922. under powers contained in deben-
tures dated June 29th, October 10th, and November 4th and
9th. 1921.

Dissolutions of Partnership.

—

Edwards & Barcham, motor-
cai- dealers and manufacturers and repairers of electrical acces-
sories, 29, Portman Mews South. London.—Constance Wormald
Bircham and Christophe Edwards have di.s«olved partnership.
RoLLixsoN & Greensmith, electrical engineers. Tavistock

Chambers, Beastmarket Hill. Nottingham.—Mr. J. E. RoIIin-
son ,and Mr. E. J. Greensmith have dissolved partnership. Mr.
Eollinson will attend to debts.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. W. J. Howell & Co.,
Li'D.. of Leeds, have appointed Mr. H. De Grey Firth, of
Prudential Buildings. Leeds, as their agent for electrical wood-
work in Bradford, Manchester, Newcastle, Hull, &c.
Messrs. Holder-Harrison. Ltd., have removed to 1 and

2, Chiswell Street. London, E.C.
,The International General Electric Co., Inc., has changed

its London address from Cannon Street. E.C, to Crown House
Aldwych. London. W.C.2.
The name of The Ideal Cinema and Electrical Supplies,

Keighley. has been chanced to the Ideal Electrical Supplies
Co. (partners. Messrs. J. Leach and H. W. Silson), 11. Russell
Street. The firm desires to receive electrical catalogues and
trade leaflets for retail purposes and general installation wiring
and contracting.
The Premifji Electric Welding Co.. Ltd., announces that

as a measure for increasing efficiencv it is concentrating a
number of its departments in the London area. The head
office, technical and research laboratories, and the electrode
factory- has this week been transferred to Abbev Wood
London, SJE. 2 CPhoBe No. - Woolwioh S66," Direct London
bj-xc). where all communications should h<« sent.

The Galwav Electric Co., Ltd. (Newtownsmith, Galway),
whose works have been destroyed by fire, has lost thereoy
all Its catalogues, price hsts, and other documents, and ir
wishes to receive new copies of such publications from all
firms with which it has dealt in the past and others also.

1 HE Enterprise Manufacturing Co., Ltd., has removed to
Electric House. Grape Street. ShattesDury Avenue, London,
W.C. 2, where larger stocks will be kept. '

Mr. p. G. Titchmaksh, 2:3, Soho Road. Handsworth, Bir-
mingham, IS now representing the " Jeary " Electrical Co.,
Mr. W. Kemp has removed to a larger workshop at Brook

Lane, Ashley Road, Bristol, where he desires to receive manu-
facturers' catalogues, showcards and over-printed advertisinc
matter. "

Messrs. Coward & Co., sole London agents for Messrs
lowNSHENDs, Ltd., and Messrs. William Pemberton, both ofBirmmgham^ have removed to larger premises in 81 Char-
lotte Street, W.l.
Mr. J. Michael, of the Ironmarket, Newcastle, Staffs., has

removed to 20, George Street. Newcastle, where, in addition
to conti-actmg and electrical repairing work, he has a sales
counter. Manufacturers and others are asked to send price
lists and catalogues.

After April 1st the London office addi'ess of Electric Con-
trol, Ltd wdl be Hastings House.. Norfolk Street, Strand.
W.C.2. Telephone

: City 2487. Teleiirams :
" Elecontrol

Estrand London." Particulars of " Empire " automatic con-
ti-ol gear and S/C high-pressure fuses mav be obtained there
The firm desu-es it to be known that it is now acting entii-ely
independently of any other manufacturers of switch gear or
control gear.

The Electrical Specialities Co., of Liverpool, is openin"
a branch at 67. Briggate. Leeds, on April 3rd next, with
Mr. Sherwood in charge.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Bastl^n Electric Co., Ltd.,
185, Wardour Street, W.l.—An illustrated price Ust of plain
and artistic " Quartzahte " electric fires, mutile, tube, and
crucible furnaces, baking ovens, storage geysers, &c.
Messrs. Richson & Co., 114, New Oxford Street, W.C.I.—

A price hst giving illustrations of glass pendant fittings,
artistic table standards, bowl fittings, &c.
Messrs. Spicer & Co., Ltd., 41, Red Lion Street, Clerken-

well, B.C.I.—March price list of electrical accessories, in-
cluding motors, lampholders, switches, adapters, &c.
The English Electric Co., Ltd., Queen's House, Kings-

way, W.C. 2.—Publication No. 304, illustrating and describing
the Engli.sh Electric industrial motor; and Publication No.
319, a well-illustrated and detailed description of an elec-
trically-driven reversing rolling-mill at the Skinningi-ovc
Iron Works, Yorks.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.. East Pitts-

l)urgh. Pa., U.S.A.—Februar.v-March number of "Contact,"
the company's publicity magazine.
Mr. Albert Morgan, .A.M.I.E.B., 138, (Jower Street, W.C.J.

-^Au illustrated price list of pulley-blocks, crabs, rail benders,
lifting jacks, cranes, ,'src.

Metallic Engineering Co.. Ltd.. Met« House. Corporation
Street. Biiniingham.—An illustrated and priced Ust of
" Meta, " electric irons, toasters, lx)wl fires, kettles. &o.
Electric Utilities, Ltd., 1-3, Rhelgate Road, S.W.ll.'

Two leaflets giving illustrations and prices of " TTtilitv
"

I'ooker-radiators and electric ovens.
Messrs. W. .T. Howell A- Co., Ltd., 100. Albion Street.

JiCeds.—.A well-illustrated catalogue of woodwork of various
de.scriptions for the electrical and gramophone industries,
including back-boards, indicator cases, fuse-board cases, in-
strument oases, &c.
Messrs. Gent & Co., Ltd., 2.5, Victoria Street, S.W.l.—

Folder 82, giving illustrations, details, and prices of iron-
clad mining telephones, bells, and sirens.

Messrs. Meldrums, I/td., Timpe.rley. near Manchester.

—

Two illustrated descriptive lists, dealing re.spectively with
forced-draught furnaces, and mechanical stokers.
The Parsons Motor Co., Ltd., Town Quay Works, South-

ampton.—A nublication giving numerous illustrations of ap-
plication of Parsons engines to a number of nurposes. These
include electric welding sets, Ughting and power plants,
pumping plants, air compressors, locomotives, i<-c.

Messrs. Tickers, Ltd., River Don W'orks, Sheffield.—An
illustrated leaflet advertising stain- and rust-proof golf-club
heads.

The London Factors & .Agents, J,td.. 38 and .39, Parha-
ment Street. S.W.l.—A blotting card advertising automobile
lamps and other low-voltage metal and carbon filament
lamns.

Messrs. T. Caltete. Ltd., 11. Little St. Andrew Street,
W.C2.—A series of illustrated and nriced leaflets deah'ng wit'i
" violet-ray " anna.ratns. electric vibrators, hot- and cold-air
douches, and " teleswitches."

For Sale Bv order of the liouidator and receiver of the
Rerpco Carbon Co.. T,td.. Messrs. Bradshaw, Brown & Co. will

sell bv .-luction, on .Anril 4th. on the premises. MiMon Works,
Grnvesend. the machinery, plant. A'c.

IDopcaster Corporation invites offers for steara-raising plant. -

Halifax Corpcvration Tramways and Electricity Depprtment
has for disposfl-l two 2.5-kW b.iJancers. made bY the Electric

Constmcfion Co , Ltd. (See onr advprtispment pages fn-dny )
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Private Arrangement.

—

James Pitkin & Co., Ltd., scientific

instrument makeis, '2S, Hatton Garden, E.G.—In pursuance

of Section 120 of the Gnmpanies (Consolidation) Act, a meet-

ing of the creditors of this company was held on March 1.5tb,

for the purpose of considering a scheme of arrangement which

had been proposed to be made between the company and the

unsecured creditors. An informal conference of the principal

creditors was held in .January last, and arising from that

conference the creditors had been requested to agree to a

scheme by signing a form accepting immediate part-pay-

ment. The great majority of the creditors had accepted the

arrangement, but the present meeting had become necessary

in order to get formal approval. It was pointed out that the

necessity for the scheme had risen entirely through the Alad-

din Renew Electric Lamp Corporation, Ltd.. having failed to

pay a large sum of money owing to the company. The Alad-

din Co., it w-as alleged, ordered a number of machines in-

volving thousands of pounds, and refused to take delivery and

pay for more than a small proportion. The protection of the

Court was sought but, after protracted litigation, by the time

the final judgment in Messrs. Pitkin's favour was obtained,

the Aladdin Co. went into liquidation. It may be recalled

that the verdict was for £3.400 and costs, totalling over

£^ 000. and of this sum only £1.100 was obtained. The total

amount due to creditors was approximately £4.000, and the

Ministrv of Munitions were creditors for £1.060. It was
stated that, under the scheme now proposed, at least .5s. in the

£ wenld be paid promptly, and it was confidently hoped that

a further snm would be paid, assuming the company could

carry on business and dispose of its stock and assets. The
directors expressed great recret that the necessity for the

scheme had arisen at all. and they sought the assistance of

t,>ie orerlitors. as it was throusih no fault of their own that

the po^'ition had arisen, but entirelv. as they alleTed. thrnnch

fhp attitude t'lken un hv the Aladdin Renew F.lectric Lamp
Cornnration. Tid. Tt was stated that a number of proxies

had Keen received in favour of the scheme, and the result

of the voting would he renorted to the Court in due course.

Booh Votires.

—

The Derimn} Eihirntor, Vol. TV. No. 1.5,

Marfh. 102'?. Tiondon : The Tlecimal Association. Price Rd.

—This iosne gives a verv full .summary of recent develop-

ments of the metric svstem movement: a considerable amount
of nrogress is recorded. The position re'^nrdins light, heat,

and nower units is reviewed hv " EC R." Tt is of interest

to note that the " all-or-nothing " policy of the Association

has been amended in favour of a more gradual reform
_
by

acoim'lation of existing units to the nearest metric equiva-

lent.

The M/'frnvnVfnv-VhVeTR an^effe. Febrnnrv. 1?)22.—This

issue incliirlpc nn artiele on the Che^tpr bulk siinnly scheme;

notes nn elpftrical nrogreco during 1921 ; and " The Function

and T imitafiAno of Tnciila+ion."
" M»"harii''''l T n^"-ifntor=." a renrint of a naper read hv

Mr iuhrev B Smith before the Biesol Engine Users' As-

SOci-'tioTi T.oT>rInTi : TTip A '"oria Hon . Price 4s.

"Welfare Work," Vol. TTT. No. 27._ M;>rch, -jqoo.—This

number contains a review of f'lrthcoroing industrial legisla-

tion; noteo on the proTrpco of fhp -n-plfnrp movement abroad;

and an art'Mp on ' Health Prnhlpm= AfTef-tin" Tndustrv," hv

Dr. W. F, PpTden. nort rnedii-al o^rpr for Manchester.
" M. il' C Machine Mining." for March. Gl"=gow : Messrs.

Movor & Couloon. ltd. Price fid. post free.—This issue con-

tains a number of interesting articles upon coal-cutting

machinprv and its emplovment.
" Modern Stpam r.pnprntors for the Efficient TTtilisation of

f!a=ponE FupIs. anil ^hp FflF;"ient Pp^-nvprv of Waste Heat."

hv Mr. P Rt n. Kirke. M A., A M T.C.E. fMp=srs. Snencer-

T^ono^onrt T td^—Penrinto^ from the lourn"! of the Wpst of

•Si^otlan-l Trnn & Steel Institute. Glasgow : Eraser, Asher and
Co., Ltd.

T amn PnMiritv.—Amnnc the manv weddin" halts held in

djffprpnt parts of the conntrv in connection with the Royal
marriage was a verv successful one which took nlace at

Dpvon=hIre Park. Easfbournp An 0=ram " exhibit " was
one of t.hp nrize winners. The suhiect wore an " Osram
lamn coiH-ume. and an 0=Tam helmet, the word " Osrnm "

wa"= npatly an/I nrominentlv printed on the costume, and ap-

propriate nuhlipitv literaturp was in the hand. We nniler-

srtand +hat Oornm drp-^spo have figured at over a hundred
similar functions during the present season, have won many
prices, and have been of value to electrical contractors.

Frenf'i Fxnorts Last Year The value of the French ex-

ports nf (Ivnamos. fcr.. in 1921 != rptnmod at 19.=573 000 fr..

that nf plppfrical annarntns at 9" RRT.OOO fr.. and that of

TnapTii^p t"ols at aQ07'>000 fr. These fignrps comnarp vri+V,

-11 OROnnO fr. in thp race of dvT.anio= in 1920 and fi 9.W 000

fr. in 1119: plpr-tri^al apnnra+,i= 12fi 263,000 fr and O7.3"6,0O0

fr : and maphipe tools ' 69.780.000 fr. and 17.913.000 fr. in

1920 and 1919 resnpntively.

The Lein»i<? . T>^\T.—A Ttrnfer'a TmiJc S/^rvire message
states that from the point of view of attendance, the Fair
held in T einzig. from Marph 4th to llth. was a success, over
1'40.000 visitors having attended. T,arge numbers of order'-

were hooked ip every departmpnt. but the fear is exoressod

that many of these orders will be cancelled, and .that -the

various reservstions nia<^e.hT thp 'pliers a p.,trv .delivery.- prices,

iSrc.,..will give rise to considerable -trouble. .. .-

An Inquiry from Peru.—The Commercial Secretary to

H.M. Legation at Lima, Peru, reports that a local company,
with head offices in the United States, is desirous of entering

into communication with L'nited Kingdom linns in a posi-

tion to offer electrical material and fittings, electric elevators,

electric motors, gas engines, water pumps, &c. Tlie firm

is erecting a number of buildings on behalf of the Peruviau
church authorities who, it is understofjd, are in a position

to effect prompt payment for the work. United Kingdom
manufacturers and exporters can obtain the name and ad-

dress of the company on application to the Department of
'

'.Overseas Trade.

The Shipbuildinj^ Trades Dispute.—.\ccording to the
Daily Express notices were to be posted on Wednesday by
the Shipbuilding Employers' Federation making effective the
cut of 10s. 6d. from the war bonus as from March :30tb and a,

further cut of 6s. as from April 6th. This decision embodies
the second, or modified, offer made to the Engineering and
Shipbuilding Federation at the negotiations which were
broken off by the men's delegates. The employers had then
to consider whether they should stand to their original notice

to make an immediate cut of 16s. 6d.. with another of 10s. to

follow shortly. They have taken the more moderate line

indicated.

Bitumen Prices.—Messrs. Shell-Mex, Ltd., announce a

further substantial reduction in their prices of Max bitumen
and other bituminous products.

The Clocks at Waterloo.—Over two hundred impulse
clock dials have been installed in the recently opened Water-
loo Station, including a large four-faced turret clock sus-

pended from the roof in the centre of the station. The
whole of this installation was carried out by the Svnchronome
Co., Ltd., '

Social Event.—The third annual gathering of the South-
port Electricity Mains Department staff was held on the even-

ing of March i6th. The proceedings, which took the form of a

hot-pot .snpper and social, were attended by the new borough
electrical engineer, Mr. E. Moxon. The health of " Our New
Chief " was drunk with musical honours, and Mr. Moxon
suitably replied.

New French Companies.—.Among the new companies re-

cently formed in connection with the electrical industry in

France are the Societe T>a Bakelite (Matieres Pla.stiquesl.

organised in Paris (175, Avenue de Choisy) with a capital of

1.400.000 fr. ; and T>a Compagnie Francaise des Proc'des Emile
Hachely (Appareils et Machines ElectrinuesV with headquarters

at Saint-Louis and a capital of 1,.500.000 fr.

Reduction of Capital.

—

Tcrxer, .\thkrton & Co., Ltd., and
Reouced.—A petition for the confirmation of the resolution

reducing the capital of the company from £17.5.000 to £140.116

has been presented to the High Court, and is now pending. A
list of creditors is to be made out as for April 27th. 1922.

Patent Restoration.—.An order ha? been made restoring

patent No. 29.210 of 19U. granted to Henri Francois Etienne.

Sylvain Dusseris for " Improvements in means for converting

a continuous rotary movement into a step-by-step rotary move-
ment."

A Bastian Issue.—.V lengthv circular has been issued hy

Mr. C. O. Bastian. the secretary of the Bastian Electric Co..

Ltd., reporting upon the past difficulties and achievements

and the present position of the company. The lifigation with

Messrs. May & Padmore, Ltd.. has been settled, and the nego-

tiations with the B.T.H. Co., Ltd.. regarding nickel-chromium

resistance wire have been satisfactorily concluded, and in place

of sub-contracting arrangements previously in force, the

Bastian Co. now desires to establish the manufacture of its

products in its own premises. This involves the eojuipnient of

a suitable factory, and necessitates the rai.=ing of .£10.000 in

first mortgage debenture bonds of £50 each (these will also

pay off the existing £3,000 first and second mortgage deben-

tures). The bonds are being offered to shareholders, creditors,

and customers, and full particulars of the bnsine.ss of the com-

pany can be found in the circulars just is.sued.

Agricultural Electric Supply in France.—The success of

co-operative agricultural electric supply companies in France

is shown by the fact that one such company or group of com-

panies possesses 3.50 km. of line, supplies 50 communes with

power, and has a membership of 1..500. The companv in

question is the Co-oPerative .\gricole d'Electricite de la Region

de Longiicil-Saintp-Marie. which held its general meeting on

February 2Gth at Chevrieres. The report detailed the^ satisfac-

tory results of the first year's working, and the meeting sanc-

tioned a dividend of 5 per cent., after providing for reserve

fund. This company forms one of five co-operative concerns

formed at the same time and frronped under a single manage-

ment.

Furnace Demonstrations in Holland.—Messrs. ArrosuTic

.WD Er.KCTRic FrrtVACTs. LTr>.. have made arrangements with

the Riiksniiverhpid-T-'br.ratorinm fDutch Government Indus-

trial Laboratorvl at Delft. Holland, to give a week's demon
stration, of Wild-Barfield furnaces to mannfacturers in tha'

country. The demon «rtm+ions will start op March 2Pth. and

will continue through -the week. Dut<:h readers of thPf

Reviext who are interested "in electrical or mechanipal epgb

neerinc are invited- to "attend. ' . .
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The Johannesburg Strike.—The order calling off the strike

of gold miners, employes of the Victoria Falls ir'ower Co., and
engineers came into force on March 17th. The men had been
3Ut 67 days in all. The mine-workers' union, which numbers
21,000 members, led the way by opposing a ballot as being
impracticable, and passing a lesolution dissociating them-
selves entirely from the revolutionary movement.

—

Renter
(Johannesburg).

New Belgian Companies.—There has been formed at

Brussels (34. Rue Van Sehoor) the Enterprises Generales
d'Electricite Beiges et Etrangferes for the manufactm-e of and
trade in electric cables, insulating tubes, &c.

The Association Industrielle et Technique is the style of a
company launched at Brussels (Rue de la Regence) for

trade in electrical and mechanical appliances, &c.
Henri Poulain et Cie. has been embodied as a company

en commandite simple for trade in electrical appliances of

all kinds for the undertaking of electrical installations.

Offices at Lessines.

Lead.—Messrs. James Forster & Co. reported on March
18th :

—
" Closing prices yesterday were .£21 12s. 6d. for

March, and f21 7s, 6d. for June, against £20 17s. 6d. and
£% 15s. resnectively at the end of last week. The rise is

chiefly due to ' bear " attempts at covering and reserve in

selling by leading interests, and is certainly not due to in-

creased consumptive demand, which, both in the domestic
and electrical trades, continues very dull. . . . Germany
is reported to be short of lead and stocks very bare. The
Board of Trade returns for February are :—Imports, 15,981;
exports, 5,325; left for home absorption, 10,65& tons."

ITarap Price Reduction.—A reduction in the price of Royal
Ediswan " Kingolite " lamps is announced, amounting to as
much as Is. 9d. jwr lamp in some cases.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.—ViCTORU.—The Victorian Cabinet has agreed to

the extension of the Morwell electricity scheme to certain
country districts, beginning with the territory between
Geelong and Warrnambool, in the neighbourhood of the rail-

way. The necessary works are being begun forthwith, and will
be finished in from 12 to 18 months. The cost will be
£160,000.—fleufer (Melbourne).

Ayr.

—

Ye.\r's Working.—The annual report of the electri-

cal engineer (Mr. R. Marshall) for the past year records a
total revenue to the electricity undertaking of £39,856, as
compared with £31,358 in the previous year. Working ex-
penses amounted to £27,089, leaving a gross profit of £12,767.
After deduction of interest and sinking fund payments there
was a net surplus of £2,896.

Bristol.

—

Loan.—Application is to be made to the Electricity
Commissioners for sanction to a loan of £42,750 for electricity
purposes.

Ceylon.

—

W.^ter Power Scheme.—The Government proposes
to combine the waters of two of the head-streams of the
Kelani Ganga. about 40 miles from Colombo, and to form
a reservoir. It is estimated that electricity to the extent
of 2(X),0(X) h.p. will be generated. The cost of construction
and initial working expenses will amount to nearly
£1,000,000.

Continental.

—

Italy.—Proposals have been submitted for
the construction of hydraulic plant to harness the waters
of the Upper Natisone River, between Udine and Julian
Venetia. The central station would be erected at Stupizza,
situated on the banks of the Natisone, south-west of
Caporetto, between there and Cividale, in the Province of
I'dine. The estimated cost of the construction is 20,0(X),000

lire. ITie generating station will be the first of its kind in
the vicinity. In the Provinces of Venetia and Mantua the
Government will also spend 36,000,000 lire upon new hy-
draulic works, including, among other projects, the Po-
Brondolo Canal and the inland waterway between Venice
antl Milan, via Brondolo, Cavanella, the Po River, Cremono,
.arid Lodi.
France.—.\ scheme is in hand for harnessing the Dordogne

River from Vernejoux to Argentat. The proposal includes the
erection of several barraaes and power stations capable of gene-
rating approximately 100,000 h.p., the power being available for
:igricultural and industrial needs throughout the region of
the Centre. The cost of construction will amount to
about 400 million francs. Three barrages and three power
stations are to be constructed from Vernei'oux to Brivesac,
giving a total outmit of 86 fHVI kW. The first barrage, which
is to be built at the point known as " I^e Chambon." will be
114 m. high. It is claimed that it will be the highest con-
struction of its kind in the world —Re)/fer's Trade Service
(Paris).

Conway.—Electriciti Supply.—The Council has accepted
the terms of the North Wales Power Co. for the supply of
electricity in bulk, and it is anticipated that the laying of
cables and distributing mains will shortly be commenced.
Two sub-stations are to be erected.

Crieff.—Electricity Scheme.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have approved the Town Council's ajjplication for
an Order to supply the district with electricity, and the
matter is to be brought before Parliament.

Drogheda.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Corporation has re-
referred to the Finance Committee a recommendation for
pubhc electric hghting. The services of an electrical engineer
are to be secured- to submif an estimate of the cost, &c.

Galway.

—

Pike.—The electricity works have been destroyed
by fire. The damage is estimated at £15,000.

Grays.—Loan.—The Urban Council has applied to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for sanction to a loan of £5,500 for a
turbo-generator and other additional plant.

Hartlepool.

—

Loan.—The Corporation is applying to the
Electricity Commissioners for sanction to a loan of £7,209
for mains and services.

Howth (Co. Dublin).

—

Electricity Supply.—The Urban
Council has decided to proceed with the electricity scheme for .

the Sutton district.

Hull.—Electricity in Bulk.—The Electricity Committee
has agreed to supply electricity in bulk to the Malt (^o.'s

works at Wincolmlee. The company has guaranteed to take
one milUon units per annum.

India.

—

Coonoor.—The Municipal Council has under con-
sideration a proposal to supply the district with electricity.

The cost of the scheme is estimated at Rs. 2J lacs, and the
charge per unit at 6 annas.

Kidwelly.

—

Water Power Scheme.—The Council has under.
consideration a pro{)osal to supply the town with electricity,

and it is proposed to utihse the Gwendraeth River for this

purpose.

London.

—

St. M.^rylebone.—The Borough Council has re-

ceived the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to a loan
of £15,000 for mains and services.

Hampstead.—The power station is to be closed and the
district will receive a supply of electricity from St. Maryle-
bone.

Lydney.

—

New Power Station.—The Norehard Syndicate.
Ltd., have applied to the Electricity Commissioners for per-

mission to erect an electricity generating station adjoining

the Norehard ColUery.

Milnrow.

—

Application for Order.—The Urban District

Council has applied to the Electricity Commissioners for a
Special Order authorising the Council to generate and dis-

tribute electrical energy for public and private purposes.

Portsmouth.

—

Extension op Supply.—The Corporation has
under consideration a proposal to extend its area of electricity

supply to Havant and Emsworth. The estimated cost of

laving mains and services and providing transformers ia

£i5,800.

Price Reductions.—Reductions in the charges for electri-

city are to be made in the following districts : Ashton-under-
Lyne, Hackney, Ramsgate, St. Marylebone, and St. Pancras.

Storrington.

—

Public Lighting Rejected.—Two tenders

for public lighting were recently submitted to the Parish

Council, one from the gas company and the other from Mr.
Hecks, who offered to hght the streets electrically. The
Council, however, decided not to accept either, with the con-

sequence that there is no pubho hghting.

Stratiord=on=Avon.

—

Extensions.—The Town Council has
passed plans for extensions to the works of the electricity

company.

Tynemouth.

—

Year's Working.—The accounts of the Cor-

poration electricity department (Engineer : Mr. C. TurnbuU,
M.I.E.E.) for the year ended March 31st, 1921, show a total

revenue of £52,146, as compared with £34,851 in 1919-20.

Working expenditure amounted to £22,846 (£13,642) ; capital

expenditure out of revenue to £9,508 (£7,809); and capital

charges to £7,063 (£6,629); leaving a net surplus of £2.895.

comparing favourably with a loss of £293 in the preceding

period. The number of units sold rose from 5.811,884 to

7,516,.571—equal to 104.4 units per head of population. The
average selling price was 1.62d. per unit. Referring to the

change of system from direct current to three-phnse a.c,

the Engineer says that this must proceed, as, if the Cor-

poration decides to put down a generating station of its own
when the present bulk-«upply agreement lapses, an a.c

station would be preferable.
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Warrington.—New Sub-station.—The Corporatiou has re-

ceived authority from the Electricity Commissioners to

borrow the mouey required for the erection of a sub-station

at Stockton Heath.

West Kilbride.—Electricitv Supply.—The Ayrshire North-

ern District Committee has authorised the adoption of electric

lighting throughout the district.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTEjj.

Cliesterfield.-Extension of Time.—The Minister of 'Trans-

port has exiiended the time until May, ly'is, of the Chester-
neld (.'orporation Acts, J.913-i4, for the completion of the
overhead equipment aud other apparatus for working trolie.v

Vfhicle.s and ul.io for the c-onipletinn uf certain tramways.

Continental.

—

1i"ai.y.—A railway is to be built between
Adria and Arianu, in the Province of Kovigo, as soou as the

necessary financial arrangements have been made. The dis-

tance between the two points is about 15 km., and a bridge

is to be built across the Po River, over which the line will

pass.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Kome).

France.—The Union Electrique Kegionale has been formed
at Civray (Vienne) to carry out the electrincation of the lines

from Civray to Kuliec and Sauze to Vaussais, and works con-
nected witn the production and distribution of electricity.

Spain.—Application has been made to the Government
for a concession for the construction and working of an under-
ground electric railway in Barcelona, Det\veen the Plaza de
Cataluna and the Calle de Gandwen.

Fleetwood.

—

Track Renewals.—The Urban District Council
has recommended to the Blackpool Corporation that several

lengths of tramway track in its area be renewed.

Guatemala.—New Electric Railway.—An electric railway

is to be constructed in the highlands of Los Altos. Elec-
tricity will be generated by hydraulic power. The cost of the
scheme is estimated at about ±'4oO,U(.iO.

Keighley.

—

Track Renewals.—The Tramways Committee
has recuuimended that application be made to the Ministry
of Transiwrt for sanction to borrow £-10,01)0 for the purpose
of j-econstructing two and a half miles of single tracK. I he
Committee also proposes to increase the fares on each stage

by JO per cent.

Llandudno.

—

Strike.—A consultation between the manager
of the Llandudno & Colwyn Bay Electric Railway, Ltd., ami
men of the permanent way, has resulted in union and non-
union men of that section returning to work. There is no
change in the situation as regards the drivers and conductors.

London.

—

Electrification ok Suburban Railways.—Agree-

ment has been reached between the members of the Southern
Railway Group in the matter of electrification, and the work
is to be put in hand almost immediately. The L.B. it S.C.

Railway Co. hopes to complete the Balham-Wallingtou sec-

tion by the end of the present year. This will effect a con-
siderable improvement in the suburban services and com-
plete a circular route.

The S.E. & C. Railway Co. is to adopt a 1,500-3,000-V

three-wire system, using conductor rails, states the Morning
Post, and the first section of the work will embrace about
94 route miles. The lines marked for early electrification

are those to Dartford, Orpington, and Hayes, and a number
(if loops.

Underground " Speeding-up."—The " Passimeter," which
was installed at Kilburn Park station on the Bakerloo Rail-

way three months ago, having proved a success, it has been
decided to install similar devices at other tube stations.

Breakdown.—Ti-affic on practically the whole of the Under-
ground Railway system was held up for nearly half-an-hour

on Thursday of last week, owing to the fusing cf a switch

at the Lots Road power station.

Newcastle=on=Tyne.

—

Strike Settled.—Tlie strike of the

tramway employes, which had lasted for three weeks, was
settled last Saturday. .-V ballot was taken, wbicb .sh'^vod a.

large majority in favour of resuming work en the -iS-hour

instead of the 44-hour basis. Tlie men have been promised

full advantages under the National Agreement.

IxgUiRV.—The Ministry of Transport has given notice that

an inquiry will be held on Friday. March 3Lst. at Newca.stle

Town Hall into the application of the Corporation to amend
the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Corporation Light Railway Order,

by the inclusion therein of an additional railway.

Swansea.

—

Extf.n.sion of Timf..—The Minister of Ti-ansport

has extended the time of the Swansea Corporation .\ct

lor the completion of tramways until August, V^ii.

- IcLEGRAPH AND .TELEPHONE NOTES.

France.

—

Proposed Transfer of Telephone Service.—A
Bill has been mtroduced mto the irench Chamber to transfer

the present State workmg of tue telephones to private tiamls.

The reasons given are that the Stale nas lareu Dauiy in me
business and that the organisation is wuouy aniiqualed.

According to the stalemems of the opponents ot Staie work-

ing, in France there is only one telepuone to 143 inhabitants,

while m England the ratio is one to -34, in Germany one to

u9, and in ihe United States, one to S. Ihe connections

between the towns, in particular, are in a most aetective

condition, owing to out-of-date and insufficient equipment.

The bad condition of the State's finance precludes the possi-

bility of a thorough reorganisation. It is, theretore, liro-

po.setl that the organisation should be transterred to a private

company, which should be granted a lease of 30 years, the

State sharing, with the staft, in the profits.

Guernsey.

—

Year's Working.—Ihe report upon the work-

ing of the States Telephone Department lor ihe year I9:il

.shows a net profit of £oll, the largest yei made ; the prohr in

the previous year was i'oU. Ihe number ot lines mcrea.s<-a oy

1-44 to '.1,806." but subscribers' and public calls showed a de-

crease, the total being l.fr.i5,.594.

Sweden.—Proposed .new Station.—.\ccording to Sya Day-

tijt. .illeluiiicta, negotiations with tUe American rCaaio Uor-

puraiiou have taKen a lavourable turn and the ieiegruph
'

lioanl has proposed to the Government lo begin tne cun-

siruciion ol a great radio stawon, tne cost ot wuich is cal-

culated at kr. 0,uuu,OUU.

—

tieuter's iraae Service (blockhoim).

Switzerland.—W ireless in the Alps.—it is reported that

M. i^acarne nas developed special \viteiess apparuius lor in-

stallation m the Mom iiianc Ubsei-\atoi-y. ihe abnormal
aimospneric and weather conditions have mane tuis a

umicuit lask, but M. Lacarne has now establi^ned communi-
cation between the observatory and the Jbmei iouer, aud
hopes to extend the system to other parts of the Aips. It

has been suggested that this apparatus would be useiul in

cases of accidents to climbers, as help could be sought Irom
the nearest centre.

I'ne lieiepnoue service.

—

Overcharging.—The London leie-

grapu and j.eiepnoue L/Ommitiee, repreoeatmy lue >.>uami..er

ui woiumerce, vue x-ort ox ix>uuoii Aumorny, lae i^.^.^., auu
oLdei- bodies, reports that it nnds Justiucation lor lue aiic^a-

iions Ol overcuarging oy me Vjr.l'.u. lor teiepuonu aerviv.e.

bpecinc cases are quoteu, and ine worst snow a tuat a suu-
sciiuer was charged lor j,3xb cans wueu ouiy u,o-i.3 nau ueeu
liiaue. It IS dCiiuow.euged mat in some cases me lault lies

with the subscriber uimself, but the commuiee minks luiti,

tue attention oi tuose who record calls snouid be drawn lo

a number of cu'cumstances in which errors may occur.

These mclude ihe non-notihcaiion ot the operator in ca.'^es

of " cut-oas," " wrong niuubers," " no reply," Jcc. Ihe
Committee, whilst satisfied that ihe Department is anxious
to ensure accuracy, cannot admit that everythmg in this

direction has been done.
ikc Times reports that the Association of Chambers of

Comiiifc;-u; protests against the arbitrary methods ol the Post
Office with regard to telephone accounts, many users being
charged considerably in excess of the number of calls used
without being able to obtain any redress. If the pre.->enl)

method of recording calls is essential, it further • desu-es

strongly to impress upon the Postmaster-General that
greater accuracy be observed.
New London-Manchester Cable.—It is stated that the

underground telephone cable from London to Manchester
is nearly completed, and it is expected to bring it into service

next month. A considerable saving in. copper has been
etfected by equipping the cable with repeaters. .\t the com-
mencement there will be a temporary repeater station at

Leicester, but later permanent stations -will be installed at

Derby and Fenny Stratford.

New Exchanges.—A move has been made for a new
telephone exchange for Bolton as the result of repre-

sentations to the Po.stm3.ster-General that the existing ex-

change is out of date and not equal to the demands of the

town. Strong claims were pressed for an automatic service,

but the common battery system was decided upon. Part

of the equipment for the new exchange has already been
delivered, and a large proportion of the int^-rior and exterior

wiring has been completed. During the second half of this

year it is expected that Bolton will be fully equipped with

a common battery system of telephones.

—

Dailii Dispatch.

.\t a meeting of Xewcn.'stle-on-Tyne Rotary Club on th''

17th iust., Mr. J. R. M. Elliott. Superintendent-Engineer of

Newcastle Post Office, in the course of an address uivin
" Telephones," gave some int'eresting information on develop-

ments in that district. He described the four system*

in use. and said that the latest development, the autoinati<-

system, which aimed at the elimination of the otx^-ator. had
only been installed at one centre in that district, namely,

at Darlington. At prtsent there were 1.5 automatic ex-

changes in the countrv, and six additional ones were in

course of erection. In Newcastle the necessity for a new
exchange, to take the place of the Citv and Central R>-

changes, liad been umler consideration for some tinii'. \
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site was available, and investigations and studies of com-
parative annual costs were proceeding with a view to de-

termining whether the system to be adopted should be
manual or automatic. In the event of the decision being in

favour of the latter it would be necessary to convert all the

exchanges within" a radius of a few miles of Newcastle to

automatic also, in order to secure the best results. He men-
tioned that the busy-hour number of calls in the Newcastle
area alone was 11,500. The progi'amme of new underground
cables in hand was extensive ; in Gateshead 11 miles of new
cable was beuig laid, comprLsiug 1.100 miles of wire; m
Newcastle 27 miles of cable, comprising 5,000 miles of wire;

and in Wallsend and Walker seven mdes of cable, compris-

ing (wO miles of wire, were in hand. Since the war new-

cable plant had been provided, or 'nas in course of provision,

for local development purposes at 4'2 different centres through-

out the district. The total length of cable was 93 miles,

and comprised 11,000 miles of wire, the total cost being over

;6150,000. In connecting up these cables nearly a quarter of

a million joints had to be made. A main cable route was
being constructed between Newcastle and Durham, and
thence to West Hartlepool. The cables contained 5,000 miles

of wire, and the cost of the work would be about ^142,0LX).

Dealing with long-distance telephony and the use of the

thermionic valve repeater, he said that a new cable route

had been decided uixjn between London and Glasgow,

having repeater stations at 60-mile intervals. The route in

that di.strict would pass ria Catterick, Darlington, Durham,
Newca.stle, Otterburn, and .Jedburgh. Part of the work was
already in progress. A new automatic telephone exchange is

to be "installed for the eastern district of Hull. This exten-

sion of the automatic system is intended to meet demands
which the present cable system cannot accommodate.

—

Daily
Dispatch.
Proposed Eedttction of Ch.^rges.—The Select Committee

of the House of Commons, which has been investigating

several matters relating to the telephone service, has issued

its report. The Committee considers that the telephone and
telegi'aph services should be entirely separated, financially,

from other Post Office departments, but should remain under
the control of the Postmaster-General. With reference to

charges, the Committee favours the continuance of the mes-
sage rate as being much fairer in practice than the flat rate.

An immediate reduction in charges of 10 per cent, is recom-
mended, and it is thought that the administrative changes
suggested will result in an almost immediate saving of 8 per
cent.

Wireless Telegraphy.—South America.—The Vossische

Zcituny states that m order to avoid the erection of com-
petive wireless stations in Argentina, the German Tele-

funken Co., whose share capital is held half by the Berlin
A.E.G. and half by the Siemens and Halske Co., is trans-

ferring a portion of it,s hitherto dominating holding in the
Trans-radio Ai-gentina to the Radio Corporation of America,
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., of London, and the
Societe Generale pour Telegraphic sans Fil. The Trans-
radio Argentina is erecting a large wireless station in the
vicinity of Buenos Aires, which it is expected will be
brought into service in li32.3. The Berliner Tagcblatt says
that the Wireless Transmarine Communication Co. (Draht-
loser L^eberseeverkehr A.G.), of Berlin, will enter into close
relations with the station at Buenos Aires.

—

Financial Times.
Italy.—A German company, having offices in Rome, has ac-

quired the whole of the patent rights of the Telefunken Co.
(Germany) for Italy. A plan for the construction of a high-
power radio-station has been presented to the Italian Govern-
ment, which is considering the matter.
Wireless Apparatps in German Schools.—In reply to a

complaint made by the Vossische Zcitung that the Army of
Occupation at Aix-le-Chapelle has seized the wireless appara-
tus used for teaching purpo-ses in one of the schools for
higher education in that town, it is stated that this appara-
tus was confiscated in accordance with the decision of the
Inter-Allied authorities that schola.stic establishments on the
left bank of the Rhine, though allowed to use w-ireless appa-
ratus for teaching purposes, must not possess .sets capable of
receiving or transmitting messages over great distances or
havine a power of more than six watts. The apparatus in
question had a power of 1,000 wMs.—Reuier (Bru.ssels).

The Telegraph and Telephone Service.—1920-21 .Accounts.—The Postmpster-General's financial statement regarding the
services for the year ended March 31st, 1921, has been pub-
lished (H.M. Stationery Office, 6d. netl. This .shows that tele-
graph revenue amounted to ;£5..585.381, expenditure to
.{'8.120.990, and the net deficit to .£3.728 779. The ennivalent
figures for 1919-20 were £5.741,415,. £6,775.930, and £2.6.36.183
respectivelv. The telephone service had a revenue of £9..387.-5.31
an expenditure of £10,137.320, and incurred a net loss of
£4.721.970. The 1919-20 fieures were :—£9.2:32,063. £7..545.S29.
and £1.961.710. The Tmnerial Cable Service earned a profit
of £82.213 (£.56 217). with a revenue of £239.319 (^208.720).
The " Point-to-Point " Wireless Telegraph Service had an
income of £749 and incurred a loss of £11.222. The Ship
and Shore W,T. Service had a surplus of £6.860: the Anglo-
Belpiap Telpohone Service made a profit of £11.645: .nnd tl^o

Anglo-French Telephone Service produced a surplus of ^18.575.
Tlie net working costs of crenfrating stntions were —Black-
friars. £.58,014 ; . and Savmgs Bank, £5,672.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the iss^ie oj the Electrical Review in which the
Ofjicial Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Ashton=un(ler=Lyne.—April 12th. Electricity Dcp.u-tnu-ni.

Eight (i,600-V equipments. (See this issue.)

Australia.—Melbourne.—May 11th. Victorian Electricity
Comnii.ssioners. 960 miles of aluminium steel-cored cable;
3,000 lb. flat armoured wire; 4,000 lb. No. 4 tie wke.—Reuter's
Trade Service (Melbourne).

Brisbane.—April 25th. Met. Water Supply and Sewerage
Board. Electrical equipment, pumps, and blowers at the
Pinkenba pumping station and Luggage Point treatment
works, including transformers, motors and blowers, motors
and pumps, switchgear, and rotary converter; supply and
erection of h.p. aerial transmission line, Breakfast Creek to
Luggage Point. Mr. G. Johnston, secretary to the Board,
Albert Street, Brisbane.

Bedford.—April 5th. Electricity Department. E.h.p.,
h.p., and l.p. underground cables for 12 months. (See this
issue.)

Belgium.—April 5th. Belgian Post and Telegraph
authorities at La Salle Madeleine. Brussels. 1,520 metres of
armoured lead-covered, paper-msulated cable and 551 metres
of bare lead-covered, paper-insulated cable.

April 10th. Municipal authorities of Esschen (Province of
Antwerp). Establishment of an electricity distribution system
in the town. Particulars from the Maison Communale.
Esschen (Antwerp).

Cheadle and Uatley.—April 3rd. Urban District Council.
E.h.p., m.p., and l.p. mams and street hghting accessories
(March 10th.)

Croydon.-March 27th. Electricity Department. Steani-
raismg plant, consisting of water-tube boiler, &c. (March
loth.)

Douglas (Isle of Man).—.\pril 10th. Corporation. Six
miles l.p., ttiree-core, lead-covered cable, distribution pillars,
bcrvice material, meters, &c. (See this issue.)

Dundee.—April 20th. Electricity Department. One 12-
panel d.c. swiichboard, fom- 3,000-amp. d.c. oii'cuit-breaker
panels, and tiu'ee starting panels for rotaries. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh—.\pril 15th. Electricity Department. Con-
verting plant for lightmg and traction, .ana d.c. switchgear,
for the Portobello station. (March lOth.)

Hove.—March 31st. Electricity Department. L.p.
feeder switchboard. (March 17th.)

India.—March 31st. High Commissioner of India. Elec-
tric cable. (March 17th.)
April 7th. inert electric cells, Leclanche cells and spare

parts.
,

, ,

Kettering.—March 27th. Electricity Department. Two
feeder cables. (Mai'ch 17th.)

Liverpool.—March 27th. West Derby Union. Electrical
supplies for three months. Mr. H. P. Cleaver, Union Offices,
Brougham Terrace, Liverpool.

London.—L.C.C.—.April 10th. .Ash conveyor of the water-
immersed, drag-link type, and ash hopper for the Greenwich
power station. (March luth.)

March 27th. Wiring and fitting for electric Ughting and
power at the Stamford Hill Stores Depot. (Mai-ch I7th.)
Lambeth.—March 2yth. Board of Guardians. InstaUation

of an electric lift and dismantling and removal of existing hfl
at the Infirmary. Mr. J. L. Goldspiuk, clerk to the Guardians.
Guardians' Offices, Brook Street. Kennington Road, S.E.
Wandsworth.—April 12th. Board of Guardians. Installa-

tion of electric lighting and fire alarms at the Swaffield Road
Schools. (See this issue.)

Loughborough.—.\pril 14th. Electricity Department.
E.h.p. switchgear, and extensions to d.c. switchaear. (Sec
this issue.)

Rosslynlee.—Midlothian and Peebles District Asylum.
Stores for six months, including electric fittings. ClerK and
Treasurer, 19, Heriot Row, Edinburgh.

Salford.—Tramways Department. Top covers for six
tramcars. General 'manager. Tramways Department, 32,
Blackfriars Street, Salford.

South Africa.—Durban.—.April 19th. Corporation. Supply
of consumers' meters, &c. (see Elec. Rev., December 30th.
p. 892). The closing date for tenders has been extended to
April 19th. Firms not represented in South Africa are advised
by the Department of Overseas Ti-ade to forward tenders as
soon as possible to Messrs. Web.ster, Steel & Co., 5, East India
Avenue, E.C.3, the agents of the Corporation.*
Johannesburg.—April 12th. Municipal Council. 15 miles

0000 S.W.G., .4 in., round section H.D. trolley wire.*
Six 3,000-3,300-V cubicles"
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Spain,~The Board of Works of the port of Gij6n has in-

vited tenders for three 3-ton electric cranes, the estimated cost

of which is 351,000 pesetas.

April 29th. Harbuur Works Aiithoiities. Alicante. Three

electrically-operated cranes. Particulars from La Junta de

Obras del Puerto, Alicante.

Walthamstow. — .\pril 12th. Electricity Department.
E.h.p. feeder cable and l.p. distributor and public lighting

cables. (See this issue.)

Warrington.—March 28th. Board of Guardians. Elec-

trical goods for three months. A. Bottomley. clerk, Bewsey
Chambers.

WoIverhampton.^.April 12th. Board of Guardians,
electric lighting installation at the Institution, Heath Town.
(See this issue.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade

(Room 84), 85. Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Australia.—Melbourne. City Council. Accepted :

—

Oil switches, £481.—Electric Equipment Co.
Isolating switches. £101.—Tombs & Howcroft Pty., Ltd.

3.000 gas-filled l.-,mps. £1,350.-British General Electric Co., Ltd.

In connection with the tender of Messrs. Lawrence &• Hanson for 3.000

gasfilled lamps at £1.212 (see Elec. Rev., January 30th, p. 96), the firm has

informed the Council that owing to an error it is unable to execute the

contract.

Two Edison-type eHectric-^rehiclc batteries, £631.—Tombs & Howcroft

Pty., Ltd.
Reason electricity meters, £432.—W. G. Watson & Co.. Ltd.

Two 2.000-amp. isolating switches, £340.—Met.-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
—Tenders.

Sydney.—City Council. Accepted :^—

Fuse boxes and fuses, £2,250.—English Elec. Co. of Australia, Ltd.

Berkshire.—County Mental Hospital Committee. Ac-
cepted :

—

Reinstatement of the electric wiring and installation at the hospital, '£5,8()2.

—Mr. Wheeler.

Blackpool.—By a printer's error in our last issue two
items from our Blackpool " Contract Clo-sed " enti-y fell down
into the " Bradford " paragraph. The one 1,000-kW rotary

converter and the two 3(X)-kW ditto were ordered by the

Blackpool Tramways Committee.

Chester.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted:

—

Switchgear in connection with the supply of electricity to Hoole, £915.—
Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.

Denny (Stirlingshire).—Messrs. Malcolm & Allan have
secured "the contract for an electric lighting installation at the

parish church.

Dover.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Electric wiring at the Isolation Hospital, £103.—Mr. J. Martin.

Edinburgh.—Corporation. Accepted:

—

Supply of time switches.—Venner Time Switches, Ltd.

Eston.—Urban District Council. Messrs. Clough, Smith
and Co., Ltd., have received the contract for the supply and
erection of the overhead equipment comprising 700 poles, &c..

and the supply and laying of about 4J miles of underground
mains, in connection with the town hghting of South Bank,
Grangetown, Normanby and Teesville.

France.—The French Thomson-Houston Co. is reported
to have obtained an order for 1,000 dynamos for the French
State Railways for train lighting.

—

Exchange Telegraph (Ant-
werp).

Glasgow.—Tramway Department. Recommended:

—

E.h.p. cable (lead covered^ for Pinkston power station.—Hackbridge Cable
Co., Ltd.

Switches, for Parkhead depdt.-English Electric and Siemens' Supplies,

Ltd.

Corporation. Accepted :
—

Electrical installation at 750 houses in connection with the Mosspark
housing scheme, £8,933, subject to the approval of the Scottish Board
o( Health.—R. J. Sinclair.

Government Contracts.—The following new Government
contracts were placed during February, 1^ :

—
Admiralty Contract and Purchase Decart-ment.

Boiler-house equipment.—Ruston & Hornsbv. Ltd.
LInderground supply cables.-Foote, Milne '& Co.
Electric traveller.—Stothert & Pitt, Ltd.
Electrodes.—Quasi-.-Xrc Co., Ltd. ; Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd.
Magnetic collision mat.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
L.p. switchboards.—Whipp & Bourne, Ltd.
Portable resistance testing sets.—Everett. Edgcumbe & Co., Ltd.
Rewinding armatures of electric generators.—W. H. Allen, Sons & Cd.,

Ltd.
(;irlx>n drive and circulating i

man Co., Ltd.

War Office.

Electric cable.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Electrical equipment.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric fans.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
C.enerator repairs.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Switchboards.—Drake & Gorhani, l.ld.

nd spore parts.-Jas. Keith & Bl.ick-

AlR MlNISTRy.

Amplifiera.—Marconi Scientific Instrument Cc
Condensers.—Gambrell Bros., Ltd.
Engin*^riven pumps.—Rees Roturbo Manufa'
Valves.—General Electric Co., Ltd.

•ing Co

Post Office.

Telephone apparatus.—General Electric Co., Ltd. (Peel-Conner Telephone
Works); Western Electric Co.. Ltd.

Testing, protective apparatus, &c.—Cambridge & Paul Instrument Co.,
Ltd.; Phoenix Telephone' & Electric Works, Ltd.; Western Electric

Co., Ltd.
Submarine cable.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Telegraph and telephone cable.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.; W. T.
Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

Jointing sleeves.—Dugard Bros., Ltd.

Laying conduits.—.Additional contracts for laying conduits in London and
different parts of the country were placed during the month.

Lilts.—Waterloo Street Parcels Office : A. & P. Steyens.
Manufacture, supply, drawing-in, and jointing cable.—Waltham Cross-

Bishop's Slortlord : Johnson & Phillips, Ltd. 01dh.im-Huddersfield-
Halifax: Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd. Stanmorc-Chesham

:

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. Walsall-Wolverhampton-Wcdnesbury-
Willenhall : British Insulated 8i Helsby . Cables, Ltd.

Pneumatic telephone docket distributing tubers.—London Trunk Exchange,
G.P.O. (S.) : Western Electric Co.. Ltd.

H.M. Office Wo
Engineering services.—Bethnal Green houses, electric wiring : Tredegars,

Ltd. Frimley sanatorium, electric wiring : Alpha Manufactu.ring Co.,
Ltd. Teddington Laboratory, electric lilt ; W. W'adsworth & Sons.
Storage battery: Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd. Cable, &c.

:

Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd.; Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Battery material.—Pritchett & Gold 4 E.P.S. Co., Ltd.
Switchgear.—Metropolitan-X'ickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Telephones.—Phonopore Construction Co., Ltd.

X-ray outfits.—Cox Cavendish Electric Co., Ltd.

Commissioners of Public Works, Dublin.

allation of electric lighting plant. Leopardstown Park Hospital.

—

Handlev & Robit Ltd.

London.—St. PANCRAS.-^-Electricity and Public Lighting
Committee. Coal for the Electricity Department;—

2,000 tons Bentinck J in. nuttv slack, 23s. 2d. por ton; 500 tons 1 in.

hard nuttv slack, 22s. 5d. per ton; 500 tons Ramcrolt hards, 3Ss. 6d.

per ton.—J. H. Beattie & Co., Ltd. (accepted).

Ash-handling plant for King's Road station, £2,555.—I'nderfeed Stoker
Co., Ltd. (recommended).

Stepney.—Electricity Committee.
Supply of electiricity to the Wappmg hydraulic power station. Meters,

£166.—A. Re)rolle S: Co., Ltd. (recommended).

FCLHAM.—Electricity and Lighting Committee.—The Com-
mittee recommends the Council to authorise the acceptance by
the Hammersmith B.C. of the tender of the Pirelli-General

Cable Works of d65,065 for the cable required for the duplicate

main in connection with the linking-up scheme.

Water-circulating system :

—

Excavation work and erection of a reinforced concrete sump-screening
well and culvert, £4,487.-J Cochrane & Son, Ltd. (recommended).

Rcvohing screen with driving motor, cable, and connections, £1,513.—
f. W. Brackett & Co., Ltd. (recommended).

Hammersmith. — Electricity Committee. Recommended
(annual contracts) :

—
Stoneware conduit (£175).—Albion Clay Co., Ltd.
Insulated wires (£141).—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.
Draw boxes, frames and covers (£320).—W. Lucy S: Co., Ltd.

Stoke Newington.—Electric Lighting Committee. Recom-
mended :

—
Spare parts for e.h.p. switchboard (£109).—General Electric Co.. Ltd.

Hackney.—Public Health Committee. Accepted :

—

Mechanical clinker loader, £630.—Ransomes & Rapier, Ltd.

Kensington.—Borough Council. Recommended :

—

Installation of electricity at the Town Hall, £925.—Rawlings Bro.'i.. Ltd.

New Zealand.—With further reference to our note on
page 57, Elec. Rev., January 13th, below we now publish froiii

Tenders fm'ther particulars of the tenders accepted by the

Public Works Committee in ooimection with the Mangahao
hydro-electric power scheme :

—
Seven 4,000-kV.\ transformers (BrltUh manufacture), £16,574.—A. D.

Riley & Co.
Three 6,450-b.h.p. and two 3,250-b.h.p. waterwheels, £23,795.—Boving an<l

Co.
Three 6,000-kVA and two 3,000-kVA generators, £54,96"..-Met.-\'ick. rs

Electrical Co.
Delivery is to be made within 15 months.

The contract for the supply of the steel pipe-Line for the

Waikaremoana hydro-electric power plant is, states Tcnder.'i,

being carried out by Messrs. Cory-Wright & Salmon, of Wel-
lington, N.Z., at a cost of £12,510, and is now approaching
completion.

$tockton'On°Tees.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted;—
i:ii.|i.. l.p., and pilot cables, £2,969.—British Insulated & Helsby (-abl.-s.

The Still Engine.—In a paper read before the Institute of

Marine Engineers (Inc.) on March 14th, Mr. F. L. Martineau
.stated that the Still system could be apjilied to any type of

internal-combustion engine by the nintlilication of a few
details, with a resulting inciea.se in oiitput witii the same fuel

consumption. Whereas the Die.sel i^ngiue could ouly convert

•'U per cent, of the heat value of the fuel into useful work, by
changing it to the Still .\vstera. the iinipiirtiiiu could be rai.seil

to 4') per cent.
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I FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal lilstilutlon of Great Britain.—Saturday, March 25th. At Albemarle
Street, VV. .-Vt 3 p.m. Lcoiure on "Radio-activity," by Sir E. Ruther-

ford, F.R.S. (Lecture I\'.).

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Kent Section).—Saturday, March
23th. At the Church liiblitute, Maidstone. At 6.3U p.m. Lecture on
" Petroleum : its Insulating and Lubricating Power," by. Mr. E. A. E»ans.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, March 28th. ,At the Royal So-

ciety of Arts, John Street, .Adelphi, VV.C. At 8 p.m. Joint discussion with

the Royal Institute of British Architects on "The Lighting of Public

Buildings; Scientific Methods and Architectural Requirements."

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—V\'«inesday, March 29th. At the Wel-
beck Hot.-l. Ai r nm. r.,per on "The X-ray Examination of Materials,"

by Mr. J. F. Driver.

Industrial League anu Council.-Wednesday, March 29th. At Ca.\ton H.ill,

S.W.I. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " The Necessity lor Educating the

Worker in IndusLiial Economics," by Major I. Salmon.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, March 30th. .At the Institu-

tion, Victoria Embankment, W.C. At 6 p.m. Paper on " Applications of

Electricity to Agriculture," by Mr. R Borlase Matthews.

(North-Eastern Centre).—Monday, March 2rth. At Armstrong Col-

lege. Newcastle-on-Tvne. .At 7.15 p.m. Paper on " Protective .Apparatus

for Turbo-.Alternators," by' Mr. J. .A. Kuyser.

(North-Midland Centre).—Tuesday,. March 28th. At the Hotel Metri>

pole. Leeds, At 7 p.m. Paper on " Protective .Apparatus for Turbo-
Alternators," by Mr. J. .A. Kuyser.

(East-Midland Sub-Centre).—Tuesday, March 28th. At The College,

Loughborough. .At ti.4."t |,.m. Paper on "The Future of Power Genera-
tion," by .Mr. A. H. Scabrook.

(North-western Students' Centre).—Tuesday, March 28th. At the

Houldsworth Hall, Deansgate, Manchester. At 7.30 p.m. Address by the

Chairman of the N.W. Centre (Mr. W. Walker).

Chemical Society.—Thursdav. March 30th. At Burlington House, Piccadilly.

W. At 4.30 p.m. Presidential address by Sir James Walker, F.R.S.

8 p.m. Informal meeting.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Fridav, March 31st. At the Institu-

tion, Storey's Gate, S.W. At 6 p.m. Paper on " The Milling of Screws,

and Other Problems in the Theory of Screw-threads," by Prof. H. H.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, March 31st. At Caxton Hall, S.W.
At 8 p.m. Lecturette, " The Steel-smelting Shop," by Mr. D. P.

Dickinson.

Batti-Wallahs' Society.—Friday, March 31st. At the Holborn Restaurant,

W.C. At 7 p.m. Eleventh annual dinner (ladies' night).

THE " ELECTRICAL REVIEW

"

DEPARTMENT.
SERVICE

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this

week we need the names of suppliers or manui'actm-ers of :
—

Ferrihte Illumination strip holders.

Banbury electric heaters.

Roland-Wilde fuel caloriirieter.

Pa.scarella electrolier (used chiefly for railway work).

NOTES.

Bradford Electrical Contractors' Dinner.—The fourth an-
nual dinner of the Bradford branch of the National Fede-
rated Electrical Association took place on March 17th. Mr.
Armistead Smith presided over a large attendance, and the
visitors included representatives of the municipal electricity

ttuthority, manufacturers of electrical appliances, and whole-
salers and factors. Mr. Percy Collinson (ex-president of the

Braiiford branch and of the National Association, supporting
the toast of the N.F.E.A.,, propo.sed by Mr. L. W. Douth-
waite, said the great difficulty the contractors had always
been up against as contractors had been to come to an under-
standing with electricity supply authorities and manufac-
tiu-ers. There were even yet electricity undertakings which
were not content with their legitimate function, but insisted

on entering into competition with the contractors. He be-
heved there was now a much better spirit and that full

understanding would soon be reached. The municipal engi-
neers declared that there was a distinct demand for the hire-

purchase system in motors, and in the near future it would
be essential for contractors to formulate a hire-purchase
scheme, or they could no longer stand in the way of the
municipal engineer doing it. Mr. Collin.son said he believed
this was about the only stumbling block now to a definite
understanding, and he hoped it would .soon be removed.
When he had a.sked manufacturers why they could not see
their way to put the contractors on a fau-er basis, they repUed :

" Well, why should we? You presumably are claiming
these discounts because you are retailers. Where are your
ihowrooms? Where is your publicity? Are you pushing
the goods enough?" The manufacturer was prepared to do
.anything for anybody who was going to help to sell his
goods, but the contractor was looked upon as not doing his
best. Mr. Collinson said his own reply had always been :

" Whilst you feed the contractor on skimmed milk he cannot
afford greater showroom and publicitv facilities and more
travellers." This question of showrooms, however, was
certainly a very vital one. In Bradford they had a muni-
cipal showroom, and Mr. Collinson believed the contractors
had a good working arrangement with that department, but
it was a question whether that showroom in itself was ade-
quate, and whether the individual contractors should not
haye showrooms also; it was a question whether they should

not co-operate either . with the existing showroom or with
each other for a showroom of their own. The chairman,
responding, said in Bradford the contractors were already in

negotiation with the municipal department with a view to a
pubhcity campaign, ft might be only, a comparatively small

beginning, but they hoped it would grow. Mr. L. Jessop,

proposing " The. Guests," said the members were glad to

welcome the visitors, amongst whom they had Mr. Thos.

Roles (the city electrical engineer), Mr! C. E. .\llsop (the

sales manager to the deiJartment),, Messrs. Barnett and
Parker (as representing the consumers' department of the

trade), Mes.srs. Douthwaite and .Dyson (for the wholesalers

and. factors), representatives of the Metroixjlitan Vickers Co.

and the General Electric Co. (for the general rnanufacturers),

representatives of Messrs. Henley and the Liverpool Cable

Co. (for cable manufacturers), and also contractors who were
not members of the Federation.
Mr. Thos. Roles, .responding, said he had always recog-

nised , the contractors as very im.nortant auxiliaries to the

electricity supply department; all branches of the trade mu.st

pull together. The .\ssociation was for the good of the elec-

trical business, and he considered that there was no city in
^

the country in which there was a better clar;s of electrical

work done than Bradford. There was a feeling that the

contractors were not doing everything they could do to foster

the latent demand. He doubted whether contractors fully

appreciated the grea-t extent of that 'pros]>ective demand, and
as an illustration he instanced the immense use of electricity

for domestic purposes in America. The time would come
when there would be very few good houses of £15 per year

or so I'ental without an electric washing and ironing outfit.

The Bradford Cornoration did not want to -do the direct

selling to the public if the contractors would do it. The
Corporation wanted to sell electi-icity. .\s to co-operaticin

for showrooms, when the Corporation showroom was put in

hand, he had himself .stated that if the contractors would run

a co-operative showroom he would ask the Corporation not

to proceed. In the matter of the price of energy, they would
have to have an output of some fifteen million units to

effect a material reduction, and the department would be
thankful for the contractors" help.

Mr. Smith (General Electric Co., Ltd.). Leeds office, said

that if the contractors could grip the suggestion made by
Mr. Collinson. it would be a great step forward. The avera.ge

con.sumer did not know what could be done electrically, and
it was up to the contractors to let him know.
In the course of the evening an enjoyable programme of

music and humorous monologue was provided by Messrs. f.

Ackroyd, W. D. Wilson, Tj. Bacon, A. C. Loxley, and A.

Frillinghouse. all members of the branch.

Appointments Vacant.—Plumber-jointer for the City of

Carlisle Electricity Department; the Manchester Corporation

is inviting applications for the ixjsition of General Manager of

its tramway undertaking. (See our advertisement columns
to-day.)

The Language of Science.—Scientific reports do not often

provide humorous reading, but the following comparison will

show that this quality, even if unintentional, is not always
lacking. Giambattista Porta, a Neapolitan philosopher who
died in 161.5, was requested to report his views on the lode-

stone, which he did as follows.
" I think the lodestone is a mixture of stone and iron,

as an iron stone or a stone of iron. Yet do not think the

stone is so changed into ii'on as to lose its own nature nor

that the iron is so drowned in the stone but it preserves it-

self; and whilst one labours to get the victory of the other

the attraction is made by the combat between them. In

that body there is more of the stone than of iron, and there-

fore the iron, that it may not be subdued by the stone, desires

the force anti company of iron ; that not being able to resist

alone, it may be able by more help to defend itself. For
all creatures defend their being; wherefore that it may enjoy

friendly help and not lose its own perfection it willingly

draws iron to it, or iron willingly comes to that."

More than three hundred years later, that is, early last

year, a University professor, giving evidence before a Parlia-

inentary Committee on fuel .supply, was reported as saying ;
—

" Tn the main it is correct, but not scientifically correct.

My talk might be criticised, part of this, in the analysis of

coal. In analysing coal, called proximate analysis, coal is

generally analysed for moisture, volatile combustion, fixed

carbon and ash. Now the moisture in this coal is not the

moisture that would appear in a piece of coal, but it is con-

tained in the coal. This moisture is driven off your coal in

your analysis as practically boiling water. Volatile combus-
tibles comprise various constituents. Your fixed carbon is

the remaining carbon contained in the ash. Following that,

we know that the general accepted classification of coal in

the lowest form is lignite, next bituminous, and next, gener-

ally speaking, is an anthracite. The classification of coal is

a very difficult subject, and everybody who knows anytbin!,'

about classification of coal has a different idea from another

man, but, generally .speaking, between lignite and bituminous

the distinction is in the moisture content of your coal."

How delighted be must have been when he read this effu-

sion. One cannot help wondering what he really did say!

H. WtLLIAMS0'>I.

Member Faraday Society.
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London County Council Committees.—The following Com-

mittees have beeu appointed lor the year l'JtJ.--2ii :

—
Hiyhuiays Cummatce.-Ss/h. D. Uavies Mr. B. F. Galei-,

Mr r. C. J^. GoU. Kaii of Haddo, Mr. G. H. Hume, m-. L. H.

Kemp, l.t.-Col. A. U. H. Keunard, Mr. S. March, Mr. G. Vv.

Mattnews Mr. W. J. Morton, Mr. J. Osborn. ,Mi8S R. M.

Pai"ons Gapt. G. E. Pierrepomt, Ur. F W . Baflety. Mr. A.

N. Scott. Gapt. U. Wakeman, Mr. H. Watd. and Mr. W. J.

6tofes and Contracts Committee.—Lt.-Col. E. Ball. Sir J.

Benn, Bart., Mr. J. G. Butler, Mi-. D. Cawdron, Mr E. Cruse.

Mr D. Davies, Mr. P. Holmes, Mr. W. Hunt. Mr. W. C.

Johnson, Mr. \V. J. Pincombe, Sii- L. Pound, Bait., Mi". 1 -

H. K-eed, and Major I. Salmon.
-r, -at i^

London Electricitu Supply' Committee.—̂ li. E. M. ^ent.^,

Mr P \ Harris, Mr. G. H. Hume, Sir C. Jackson, Mr. H,

Mills, Lord Monk-Bretton, Mr. H. Morrison, Mr. G. \V.

Nicholson, Mr. R. C. Norman. Miss R. M. Parsons, Major I.

Sahnon, Mr. E. Sanger, Mr. H. Ward, and Mr. W. J. Webb.

Electric Arc Welding.—The object of Mr A.
J.

W^all's

paper ou the subject ol " Electric Weldmg Applied to Stee

Construction, with Special Reference to Ships, which he read

to members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers last

month, is to call attention to the various ways m
which electric welding is being appUed to ship construction,

and to indicate further possibilities m this connection tor

steel structm-es. Reference is also made to the necessity tor

taking reasonable precautions in carrying out this work. Elec-

tric welding is now approved by registration societies tor tlie

survey of shipping, for strength parts of a ship structure, ihis

may be said to be the greatest step made in this branch of

industry and it has demonstrated that an electrically-welded

vessel can carry out successfully the work of a sea-going

carrier.
. , r 41

The author considers that there is very ample scope for tlie

application of electric welding to the structure of a ship.

or to any other steel structure. It would result m more

efficient structures because of better joints with less materia .

If judiciously applied, the cost need not be greater than with

riveting This is especially true if the increased earning

capacity of a vessel, due to increased deadweight is taken into

account, since hrst cost is by no means the only consideration.

It would be expected that there should also be a reduced

upkeep cost. The saving of weight is of particular value in

warships and high-speed merchant vessels, because the horse-

power required to propel them can be considerably reduced.

This saving of weight is also important in any structure

which ha.s to carry its own weight. A welded structure is

more homogeneous than a riveted one. Further experience

would appear to be necessary before saying dehnitely that,

in a combination of riveted and welded joints, the greater

sUp of the riveted joints- after the stress exceeds its elastic

ehp value would throw all the stress on to the welded joints;

but in any case such a contingency should be avoided, because

it would appear to be unwise to stress a riveted jomt beyond

its elastic slip value. -

With regard to the ultknate extensibility and contraction ot

area of a butt-welded mild-steel piece, these are not as great

as in a plain piece of mild steel. This would not appear to be

a drawback, because the extensibility of the weld at its

breaking pomt is about sixty times its extensibility at the

yield point, giving a good margin. If, in the future, steel

is produced for structural work with higher mechanical quali-

ties than the present mild steel, it follows from what the

author says about riveted joints that riveting will not give the

extra strength commensurate with the better steel, and weld-

ing appears to present the best and probably the only solution.

Spot or resistance weldmg is dangerous in structural work

liecause an oxide line must of necessity be produced at th«

junction between the two surfaces, and the unwelded portions

act as leading cracks, causing failure through the oxide line.

All that has been stated has been based on the assumption

that the welding has been properly carried out. Good welding

depends on the use of an efficient electrode and a capable and

conscientious welder. The first condition can easily be met by

specification and test. Lloyd's Register, and it is believed

the British Admiraltv, have already framed tests which would

satisfv them. Without doubt welders should receive special-

ised training and should be morally incapable of doing scamped

work or covering up bad work. It is now recognised by many
practical shipbuilders that there are gi'cat possibilities m
electric welding.

Commercial Electrolvtic Iron.— \ process of producing

commercially electrolytic iron that bus been developed m
France is described in the iron and Coal Trades Review as

consisting of the electrolysing of a concentrated solution of

ferrous chloride at a temperature of 7-3 (leg. C. Ca.st-iron

soluble anodes are used and a rotating steel mandrel forms

the cathode: a current density of LOOO A per sq. m. is em-

ployed, and a deposition of dense, smooth iron of any

flesired thickness is obtained by the use of depolarisers.

Moreover, there is no irregularity of wall thickness in tubes

made bv the process. Sulphide ores are mostly emp'oyoil.

and a new use is therefore found for the nio.st abundant, and

correspondingly cheap. American pvrrLotite ore. The National

Tube Co.'s tests resulted in a yield poins of 52,0<>J lb. of iron

deposited per sq. in., the scleroscope hardness of 27 falliny

to LL upon re-heating, and the Brineh hardness of ibb to

54, the elongation being 1'2 per cent, on an b-in. strip.

The Batti=Wallahs' Society.—This Society held its annual

general meeting at the Holborn Restaurant on Monday last,

when a goodly and representative gathering was presided over

by Mr. \V. E. li-eland, the retu-ing president. Mr. Pooley,

who has been the hon. secretary for the past twelve years, and
Mr. A. J. Greenly, the hon. entertainment secretary, both of

whom wished to retire, but felt unable to do so while the

Society's alfairs languished, now relinquish their posts. They
are succeeded by Mr. M. Whitgift as hon. secretary, and ^h

.

E. G. Batt as hon. entertamment secretary. Mr. Edgiu-

Barralet is the new president, with a strong committee, and it

has been resolved that the festive meetings shall now be ix-

coinmenced, and an active season is in contemplation. The
committee for 19il is:—Messrs. A. W. Blake. Lycslie Dix(jii.

M. R. Gardner, R. Grierson, A. F. Harmer, and L. S. Richard-

son, with officers as above.

Service Notes.—Lieut. C. G. Omm.4xey has been appointed ,

to the battle-cruiser Hood, flagship of the Atlantic tieet, as

Squadron W.T. officer. Captain F. H. M.4STEKS, C.B.E., T.D.,
|

A.M.I.E.E., from the London Electrical Engineers, has been

promoted major in the general hst of the Reserve of Gfficers

of the Royal Engineers. Major K. W. E. Edgcumbe, T.D.,

M.InstC.E., M.I.E.E., has reUnquished his commission m
the London Electrical Engineers, retaining his rank, with

permission to wear the prescribed uniform.

Miners' Welfare Fund.—The committee appointed by the

Secretary for- Mines to allocate the fund constituted under

Section 20 of the Mining Industry Act, 1920, has voted ±12.000

to provide for important research work in connection w ith (a)

miners' safety lamps, both flame and electric, and (b) coal

dust dangers; and also the preparation of abstracts of research

data both in this country and abroad. ±1,000 was voted to-

wards research in connection with the control of atmospheric

conditions in deep and hot mines. All these research activities

will be carried on under the supervision of the Mines Depart-

ment.

Synchronisation of Kinema Film and Voice.—A demon-
stration was given, on March 3rd, at the Albert Hall, Leeds,

of the invention of Mr. Claude H. Verity for the synchroni-

sation of film and voice in kmematograph productions. By
exi)eriment over a considerable lime past, Mr. Verity has

produced an apparatus which certamly yields co-timing of the

lip movements of persons on the screen with the sounds

emitted from the electrically-controlled gramophone, although

the typical defects of gramophone rendering, the scraping,

the harshness and, at tunes, mdistinctness of words, are en-

hanced by the amplifier horns which have to be used, in con-

junction with a microphone attachment, in order to spread

the sound over a large building. Mr. Verity put his

apparatus under a very severe test, having engaged a large

hall, the acoustic properties of which are by no means of the

best. The sounds reverberated considerably, also because,

being a private view, by invitation, there was a comparatively

small audience in proportion to the size of the place. The
problem which Mr. Verity has yet to face is that of securing

clarity of vocal enunciation whilst retaining tonal volume.

The Verity system of synchronisation is b:.-sed on complete

electrical harmony between the projector, at one end of the

hall, and the gramophone behind the screen at the other end.

Attached to the projector is a revolution counter, and there

is also a commutator for electrically operating the counter

attached ' to the gramophone. The spindle on which this iij

mounted has attached to it a rotating contact which operates

a parallel row of fights. At the gramophone end a second

row of parallel lights is controlled by a similar contact maker.

There is also a revolution counter showing the revolutions of

the gramophone turn-table and working ki conjunction with

the rotating contact. The film is consecutively number<5d to

correspond with the numbers shown on the revolution counter

attached to the projector. By this combination, each of which

is essential to the other, it is possible to synchroni.se the

gramophone and the projector so that for any length of time

they do' not vary more than one-twenty-fourth of a second.

In case of the break of the film it can be re-set, so that on

starting up the machines, synchronisation is continued.

Owing to each section of the film being numbered conse-

cutively, it is possible to detect at a glance if a single picture

of any section of film is missing or damaged, and black spac-

ing is then inserted so that the film is always the sitme

length until a fresh section can be secured. An automatic

testing machine is employed for testing and showing if one

picture is missing at any portion of the film.

A company is shortly to be formed to place the Verity in-

xciition on the market. .\ public show of three weeks'

duriitinn is to be given at the Albert Hall, Leeds, commencing

.\prd :}id. Mr. Verity is a native of Leeds, and has an office

at 168, Briggate.

The Wimbledon Case.—.\s we go to press we learn that on

Mondav next, at 8 p.m., the Town Council will consider »

resolution to appoint Mr. A. E. McKenzie. M.I.E.E. (of the

staff of Mes.srs. Sparks ^r Partners), chief electrical engineer

to the Council, at a salary of £1,000 a year, as from June 1st.
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A Transmission Line Dinner.—The landowners and
farmers in the Auiman Valley, uver whose land the Swauiea
Corporation Elecirwity I.)epartmeufs new overhead trans-

mission line to the Amman Valley has heen erected, were

entertained to dinner at the Hotel Metropole, Swansea, on

iViday last, by Messrs. Calleuder's Cable & Construction Co.,

Ltd., who carried out the work. The line extends 16^ miles

from the sub-station at Manseltou, Swansea, to the sub-

station at Celliceidrin colliery, Brynamman, and there are

three transmission lines and an earth line carried on 158

poles. The route followed is over the Gellionen mountain,

via the Clydach Valley, into the Amnian Valley, and a tap-

ping tower is to be erected on the moiint:iiii for an exten-

sion into Clydach. Contracts have already been entered intu

with three collieries for the consumption of auout four mil-

lion units, and negotiations are proceeding with other colliery

undertakings. The bulk of the requirements of the Gorseinon
Electric i:ighting Co., will also be supplied by means of this

extension. The Swansea borough electrical engineer, Mr.
G. W. Burr, presided over the dinner. Mr. Foulds, secretary

of Mes.srs. Callender's, in proposing the toast of " The Swan-
sea Corporation," pointed out that in extending the line

beyond the borough the Corporation had undoubtedly given

a great idvantag_e to the outlying districts. Mr. Worsdell,

of Messrs. Callender's, proposed " The Electricity Commit-
tee," and Ueut-Col. A. Sinclair, the chairman, in reply,

emphasised the advantages which the farmers might derive

from this tran,smission line for agricultural purposes. The
toast of " Mes.srs. Callenders," proposed by the vice-chair-

man of the Electricity Committee, Mr. George Colwell, was
responded to by Mr. Foulds.

Glasgow's Labour=saving Houses.—V\'e regret that oy a
slip in transcription, in the last paragraph on page 296, the
words " ii million kWh " were inserted instead of " 2J
thousand million kWh."

Cable Charts and Cable Calculations.—The article on this

subject which we published in our last issue has attracted the

attention of Messrs. Drake & Gorham, Ltd., who have sent us

a specimen copy of a pocket " Voltage-Drop Calculator " based
on the alignment principle which they have had in hand for

some months and are about to issue. This is a very ingenious
and u.seful contrivance; the. scales are so chosen that the same
graduations do duty twice over, and the whole thing measures
less than OJ by 4s inches when closed. For convenience in

use, a reference lirie on celluloid, rotating on a sliding centre,

is provided. The device is thoroughly practical, direct read-

ing, and just the thing for the pocket.

The Electrical Wholesalers' Federation, Ltd.—The March
meeting of the Council of the E.W.P. was held in Birming-
ham recently, at the invitation of the members of the Mid-
land Section. At the election of officers, Mr. A. G. Beaver
(Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., London) was unanimously elected

to occupy the presidential chair for the ensuing year 19'2'2-3,

and Mr. A. Holman (Holman & Co., Glasgow) was elected

vice-president, '^he members of the Federation were specially

invited to the "ritish Industries Fair at Birmingham, and
were entertained at lunch by members of the Executive
Council and the electrical exhibitors.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Inkobmal Meet-
ing.—On Manfi 6th Mr. E. Amorose opened a discussion
on the testing of e.h.p. cables. Mr. Ambkosb described in

detail the latest form of the Delon te.sting apparatus; his
remarks were mainly confined to the problems arising with
potentials of from '2U,000 to 30,000 V and upwards on cables
of considerable length. He pointed cut the failure of the
ordinary loop and fall-of-potential methods for tinding a
fault of, say 100,000 ohms resistance on a long feeder. He
also spoke of the tendency of the dielectric to melt and seal

a fault under testing.

In the ensuing discussion Mr. W. E. Rogers, speaking
from experience limited to medium pressures, thought that
faults were generally self-evident and arose at joints or ter-

minals.
Mr. A. F. N. RrcH.ARDs, Dr. R. D. Gifford, and Mr. E. F.

Hethkrixgton spoke next. Mr. C. Grover drew attention to

the danger of quickly charging a cable under test and the
importance of slowly discharging it. A charge would
accumulate in, a cable for some time after it had been dis-

connected, and it wa.s often important to leave it earthed
for inany houi's.

Mr. P. DnNSHr:ATH drew a diagram of a method of testing
he had used before the Delon set came to his aid.

Messrs. C. A. Newell, A. G. Hilling, and O. L. Record
followed, and then Mr. G. L. Addenbrooke spoke of the
nefd for m'>re attention to this subject. Cables cost about.

half the total outlay on an electrical sy.stem, but tbrnueli not
beinL' :i« spectacular as the superstructure and machines they
got little or no consideration excent from the people whose
duty it wao to maintain tbem. Mr. W. E. Br.ahshaw and
Mr. A. G. Kennedy were followed by Mr. J B. Spark, who
outlined a single dron-of-potential method he had evolved.
Mr. Amehose, in conclusion, reviewed the points raided and
the meeting accorded him a vote of thanks.

Morth-Western Centre.—There was a very large gather-

ing of the members and their friends at the Manchester
Municipal College of 'lechnology on March ViUth to witness

an exhibition of kinematograph films, two of the subjects

being " Telephone Inventions of To-day " and " Electricity

in the Home," exhibited by Mr. F. Gill. Mr. P. Torchio's

fihn showing tests on oil switches was exhibited by Dr. C. C.

Garrard.

Summer Meeting.—The programme for the Institution's

Summer Meeting is substantially the same as that arranged

for last year, but abandoned on account of the coal strike.

The first two days (May SOth and 31st) will be spent in

Glasgow, and visits will be paid to the Dalmarnock power
station and a number of works. Excursions to Fort William
and Kinlochleven are being arranged on June 1st and 2nd.

Members wishing to participate are asked to communicate
with the Secretary of the Institution before March 31st.

Xorth-Eastern Centre.—It bad been arranged that the

president (Mr. J. S. Highfield) should give an address upon
" The Primary and Secondary Education of Engineers " at

the meeting of the Centre on March 13th, but he was pre-

vented from attending by ill-health. Mr. J. R. Beard delivered

a lecture on his American impressions.

Liverpool Sub-Centre.—The paper by Messrs. L. .1. Eoniero

and .1. B. Palmer on the " Interconnection of a.c. Power
Stations " was read before the Sub-Centre on March 2Uth.

The discussion was opened by Mr. Morton, who was followed

by Dr. Marchant, Mr. Breach. Mr. L. B. Wilson, Mr. H.
Midgley, Mr. Malpas, Mr. Rettie, ami Mr. Dickinson. Mr.
Romero replied to the discussion.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—On March 21st, at an
ordinary meeting of the Institution, Mr. W. Wiilox, M.A.,

read a paper on " All-Electric Automatic Power Signahing

on the Metropohtan Railway." The author traced the

growth of the system from 1909 to the present time and esti-

mated the savmg in wages at i;325 jier week. The number of

levers was reduced by the all-electric system from 645 to

311, and during 1920 the cost of maintenance of the system
only amounted to iT23 per route-mile.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—On March 11th

a paper on " Ball Bearings, with special reference to Elec-

trical Machinery," was read by Mr. C. Allen, of the Skefko

Co. The lecturer gave an excellent account of the physical,

mechanical and mathematical considerations which governed

the design and construction of ball and roller bearings, with

special reference to the investigations of Hertz, Striebeck

and Goodman. Single-row and double-row self-aligning

bearings were explained, with the thrust capacity of each

type. A number of figures were given, bearing uix)n trans-

mission efficiency of plain and ball bearings, the coefficient

of friction of ball bearings being given at .001 and of plain

bearings, under good conditions, of at least ten times this

figure. An account was given of recent experience and. prac-

tice on the Continent and in America, where large motors
and rotary converters were being constructed with ball bear-

ings with very satisfactory results.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—.^t a meeting held in the

Caxton Hall, S.W.I, on March 17th, an interesting lecture

on " Power Factor Improvement " was dehvered by Mr.

G. H. Ayres. The lecture covered the subject in a very full

manner, and was well illustrated by lantern slides. Mr.

Ayres first went into the nature of the power factor of an

a.c. circuit, showing how a low power factor necessitated

additional plant to deal with a given load as well as re-

quiring cables of larger section—a serious item in long-

distance transmission. Then the lecturer described in fairiy

full detail methods of improving low power factor, dealing

first with static condensers. Several types made by the

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., were illustrated.

The Scherbius phase advancer and the Miles-Walker cor-

recting apparatus were then described. The oscillator or

vibrator designed by Dr. Gisbert Kapp was also dealt with,

and various forms of this, made by a number of electrical

firms, were shown on the screen. Comparative costs per

kV.fV of the several methods were given. The lecturer also

made mention of the ways in which electricity supply autho-

rities encouraged good power factor and penalised low power
factor, stating that the most practical method seemed to be

to fix a " datum " line for charges, and deduct from or add to

this in the same proportion as the consumer's power factor

rose above or fell below the selected percentage.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—On March 9th, Dr.
Aitchison, of Birminghaai, gave a lecture on " Steel as an
Engineering Material." The crystalline .structure of steel

was fully explained, illustrations being shown of crystals

varying in size from minute particles to nearly four inches

in length. During forging or rolling of the ingots these

crystals are di-awn out into fine fibres, and the properties of

the metal vary considerably according to the direction of the

fibres or grain in the test piece. Sharp corners and notches

and small particles of slag in the steel frequently cause local

.stresses, and sometimes complete fracture of the part. The
lecturer w-as of opinion that the actual composition of a

steel was not so important as its condition and constitution

with regard to heat treatment.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN. i

T}ie EditoTt invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, aiso electric tramway and railway officials, to
keep readers of the Electrical Keview posted as to their
movements.

The recommendations of the Salford Electricity Committee
with reference to the resignation of Mr. J. A. Robertson,
borough electrical engineer, and his appointment as consulting
engineer at a retaining fee of i'oOO per annum, part of his
duties to be supervising the construction of the new generating
station at Agecroft at a fee of £2 per cent, upon its total
cost (see ELEq. Rev., March 3rd, 19-2-2, p. 310), came before
a special Council meeting last week and the adjourned
meetmg on Wednesday this week. At last week's
meeting there was a lengthy discussion. The Com-
mittee revised its original reeonomendation, substituting
a fixed fee of £U,IM for 2 per cent, on the cost,
but there was an amendment to refer the matter back
on certain grounds, one of the points of controversy being
whether Mr. Ikibertson should be permitted to employ the
servants of the Corporation. Last week the amendment was
adopted by 31 votes agamst 17, and the Council accepted a
motion to adjom-n for a week. When the Council met on
Wednesday it transpired that there_was misunderstandmg in
regard to the controversial pomt mentioned above. As a
matter of fact, it had been proposed that from the sum fixed
as the fees for the Agecrolt station. Mr. Robertson was to
bear the whole of the expendituie on techmcal staff, otfices,
preparation of specifications, diawmgs, iVc.

Ml-. Robertson felt it to be necessary to relinquish the
routine work of the Salford department when he was en-
gaged by the Preston Corporation to construct a new power
station, but the Salford Committee desii-ed him to retain his
cormection with the department and act us consultmg engi-
neer. It is not surprismg, therefore, that on Wednesday the
Council reversed last week's decision and referred the ques-
tion of Mr. Robertson's appointment as consulting engineer
to a special meeting of the Council.

It is announced that Sir William Noble intends to retu-e
from the position of engineer-in-chief to the General Post
Office, which he took up in June, 1919. He was knighted ia
1920. Su- William is 61 years of age. An account of his
career, together with a photograph, appeared in the Electrical
Review for May 9th, 1919.
An Adelaide newspaiJer stated early in Januai-v that it was

reported that the chaii'man of the Municipal Tramways Trust
(Mr. a. B. Moncrieff. C.M.G., C.E., M.I.C.E.) desii-ed to
retire from the position, and that he intended to take a
trip to England at a later date. Mr. Moncrieff was first
appointed in 1910. for a term of six years, and when that
expired, in January, 1916, he was selected again for another
12 months, and so on until the present. He is now in his
seventy-seventh year.

Tenders states that Mr. C. H. Wickham, of the Adelaide
Tramways, has been appointed works manager to the Mel-
lx)urne Tramways Board.
Mr. ^^. T. Kerr having now left the City of Hereford Elec-

tricity Department, asks that for the next "few weeks all com-
munications with regard to the West Gloucestershire Power
scheme should be addressed to him at " Netherwood," Tupsley,
Hereford.
Mr. G. J. Stanley, A.M.I.E.E., has changed his address to

82. Queen's Drive, West Derby, Liverpool.
The Times announces the engagement between Trevor

F. D. Rose (late R.P.A.). only son of Mr. and Mrs. Rose, of 66,
Portland Place, London, W., and Irene Phyllis, vounger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Hirst, of 40, Park Lane, Lon-
don, W, and " Foxhill," Earlev. Berkshire.
Major H. 0. Wraith, M.I.Mech.E.. M.I.E.E., has been

.nppointed manager of the Lighthouse Department of Messrs.
Chance Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Smethwick, Birmingham.

Obituary.—Dr. J. T. Merz.—We regret to record that Dr.
J. T. Merz. Ph.D., Hon. D.C.L., LL.D., Vice-Chairman of the
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.. passed away
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne on March 21st. Dr. Merz. who was
born at Manchester in 1840, at first devoted himself to
chemistry, although he was also a mathematician of a high
order. But in addition to his other extensive scientific and
philosophical w'ork, he was. from an early date interested in
the development of electrical supply. He was one of the
founders of the Newca.stle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co.,
e.stablished in 1889. of which he was for many years chairman.
He was 'closely connected with, and took the deepest interest
in, the expan.?ion of this company from an electric lighting
company into one of the most important power undertakings
in the country. He was also, in 1881, a director of the Swan
Electric Light Co., the nr.st glow-lamp manufacturers in this
country. In addition to all his business interests he also took
a close interest in the question of technical education, and
was for many years closely associated with the work of the
AiTOstrong College, Newcastle. Among his numerous impor-
tant literary works, the most notable were " A History of

European Thought in the Nineteenth Century," " Religion and
Science," and " A Eiagment on the H uma n Mind."

Will.—The late Mr. J. C. Glegg, a director of the Aberdeen
Electrical Engineering Co. and of various other Scottish
undertakings, left i650,840.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Leiios Lamp Co., Ltd (180,339).—Private company.
RegisicreU MarLti i.jih. Capital, 4,:i,j<xi in il i.nares. lo ac4uire [he bu»incs(>

ol A.. Ue Jong, carried on ai it. .Anurcw's House, 02-*, Holborn Viaduct, h.C.I,
and CO carry on the bu:»incs^ ol <^><.-ctrician^, elcct/ical engineer:,, manulac-
Lurers ot, and dealers in, and agents lor all kinds ol electric lamps, inc. ihe
6ut>sernjers (each with one share) are;—W. J. \voodhuu:>e, t*b, cecile Park.
Crouch bnd, i\ .8, articled clerk; ^.Groves, Si, frestun Koad, brtghton,
^usse:t, law student. A. dc Jung, signs as director. Registered ollice : Si-i,

HoiDorn Viaduct, E.C.

Workington tlectric Power Co., Ltd. (180,361).—Private
company, ivc^jiatered .\iarch lath. l..apiial, i';i„.ouo in xi shares. 10 carry-

on the Ousinctsa ul nianulacturers and supplier:, ot electrical energy, tkc. Ihe
lirst directors are;—b. Kelly, " L>ryanaeh.d," Maxwell Koad, Dangor, Co.
Liown, merchant ; Mrs. M. tvelly, no address given ; &. Moss, ^station street,

Belfast ; 1'. b. Durham, Heiisinghain Koad, \V hitehaven, mining engineer.

So long as the iit. Helens Colliery and brickworks Co., Ltd., hold ^,UUU
shares they may appoint one ol their directors to be a director ol this com-
pany, yualihcaiion |e.\cepl such nominee, who requires none), £1UU. Re-
muneration as lL\ed by the company. Secretary : W. Addison. Solicitor : O.
F. Urmrod, Whitehaven, Cumberland.

Dalgetti Electric, Ltd. ( 180,308) .—Private company.
Regibitrcd March lilh. i^apilal, JtoUO in £i shares, 'lo carrj on the busint:s:5

ol electrical engineers for dealing in all contracts and sales of elcclriciil

fittings and materials pertaining thereto, &c. Ihe first directors are: W. E.

L. iiury, H, Walvcrion Avenue, Kingston Hill; K. H. Limining, 34, Cavorsham
Koad, Kingston; J. G. U hile, 3J, Auckland Terrace. Kingston. gualifica-

tion, 30 siiares. Registered oftice : 10, Conduit Street, W.

London Lamps, Ltd. (180,314).—Private company. Re-
gistered March l4th. Capitui, £oW in £o shares. To carry on the' business

of manufacturers of and dealers in electrical and other lamps and apparatus,

&c. :ihe subscribers are :—G. C. Walsh, 6t), Hatton Garden, E.G., electrical

engineer; J. Mackay,
, 6y, Hatton Garden, E.C, company secretary. G. C.

Walsh is sole permanent director. Secretary; J. Mackay. Registered office;

69, Hatton Garden, E.C.I.

London Radio College.—The London Radio College, Ltd.,
has been r*.-gisiered as a " private " company with a nominal capital ot

£2,000 in £1 shares. The objects are : to establish schools for instruction in

radio-telegraphy or telephony or other method of intercommunication, &c.

The subscribers (each with one share) are ;—A. E. Fournier, 18, Fleet Street.

E.G., articled clerk; J. Ball. IS, Fleet Street, E.G., clerk. The directors are

to number not less than two nor more than six. The Radio Communication
Co., Ltd., shall have the right to be represented on the board by one-half

of its members and to nominate one of such number to be chairman. Sub-
ject thereto the subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Qualification, £50.

Remuneration as fixed by the company. Solicitors : .Amery. Parkes & Co.,

18, Fleet Street, E.G. No notice of situation of registered office was hied at

time of incorporation. The file number is 180,296.

Perfecta Electric, Ltd. (180,298).—Private company.
Registered March 13th. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To acquire " The
Pertecta Cinema Shutter" from the patentee, J. H. Greenfield, and to carry

on the business of kinenia. theatrical and general maintenance work, electri-

cians, mechanical engineers, &c. The permanent directors are :—J. T. Hall,

557, Crookesmoor Road, Sheffield; J. H. Greenfield. 81, Pickering Road.
Sheffield; A. G. Hides, 46, Owlergreave Road. Darnall, Sheffield. Qualifica-

tion of first three directors : must be a member of the company ; of other

directors, £200. Remuneration, £20 each per annum. Solicitor : J. Baker, 29.

Bank Street, Sheffield.

Elite Electricars, Ltd. (180,386).—Private company. Re-
gistered March 17th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on business

as indicated by the title. The sut>scribers (each with one share) are :—E. H.
Lewis, 9, Plasturton Place, Cardiff, motor engineer; F. S. Munn, 158, Cathe-
dral Road, Cardiff, engineer. F. S. Munn signs as director. Remuneration
as fi.xed by the company. Solicitor ; C. Crowther, 23, .-Vbingdon Street. West-

Bideford and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.^Prospec-
tus of a company to f>e formed to acquire the benefit of two agreements
entered into by S. I. Knill, of Barnstaple, sanctioning the construction of

work for the supply of electricity in Bideford and Northam, &c. Capital.

£25,000 in £1 shares (7,500 7 per cent, preference and 17.500 ordinary). Pro-

posed directors :—Major VV. Ascott, O.B.E., " Westbridge," Bideford; E. \V.

S Bartless, " Glenburnie," Bideford; J. U. Fulford. J. P.. " Southcote."
Bideford; J. N. A. Houblon. M.I.E.E., " Bo.\ford," Newbury; Sir Robert
M. Hvslop, J. P., C.C, 139, Cannon Street, EC; H. N. G. Stucelev. J. P..
" Mor'eton," Bideford; G. C. Smvth-Richards. " Filleigh," South Mollon.
Engineers and contractors : Crompton & Co., Ltd., London and Chelmsford.
Solicitors: Hole. Seldon & Ward. Bideford. Secretaries and office (pro tern.):

Robert & Richard Blackmore, " Alexandra House," The Quay, Bideford.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

East India Tramways Co., Ltd. (i4,4oi).—Return dated
December 8th, 1921. Capital. £100,000 in £1 shares (li,000 preferred, M.OOO
ordinary, and 50.000 deferred), 7,476 preferred, 33,433 ordinary, and 50.000

deferred shares taken up. £7,489 paid, including £() paid on 24 preferred shares
forfeited. £83,426 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Brecknell, Munro & Rogers, Ltd. (79,766).—Capital,
£150,000 in 2,200 pref. shares of £5 each and 278.UOO ordinarv shares of 10s.

e.ich. R.lurn dated January 25th. 1922. 2.058 pref. and 174,820 ordinary
shares taken up. lOs. per share called up on l(i0.7()7 ordinarv and £5 per,

share on 2.058 prof. £90,673 10s. paid. £7.031 cunsidercxi as paid on 14.0(i3

ordinary shares. Mortgages' and charges, nil.

Hexham and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Deben-
ture and mortgage both dated February 24th. 1922. "to s>.^ure £23.000. charged
on tlie company's undertaking and property, present and future, including
uncalled capital and certain land and premises at Hexham Bridge End, .North-

umberland. Holders: D. M. Muir. Grev Street. .M—iian.tle-on-Tyne ; ami
T. H. Oiley, 6, Princes Street, E,C.
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Bourne End and District Electricity Corporation, Ltd,

—

Issue on February 2Sth, 1M2, ol £1,102 8s. lOd. debentures, part of 2 series

already registered.

Cesco, Ltd.—Debenture dated March 2nd, 1922, to secure
^.OOO, charged on the coTipany's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital. Holders : Branch Nominees, Ltd., l.'i,

Bishopsgate, E.C.

Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation)
(formerly Dubilier Electrical Syndicate, Ltd.).—Satisfaction in full on Novem-
ber 7th,' 1921, of debenture dated February 17th, 1920. securing £20.000.

Burnham and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Particu-
lars of £750 debentures authorised October 5lh, 1921; whole amount issued;

charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, in.

eluding uncalled capital.

Oldham, Ashton & Hyde Electric Tramways, Ltd.—Satis-
faction in full on various dates from Julv 25th. 1916, to January 1st. 1921.

of debentures issued under Kust deed dated Julv 21st. 1S99. securing £15,800.

filed March 14th, 1922 (liquidators appointed .August 3rd, 19211.

National Conduit and Cable Co.. Ltd. (59,251).—Return
dated December 31st, 1921. Capital, £1.000 in £1 shares. All shares taken
up. £7 paid. £993 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Chadburn's (Ship) Telegraph Co., Ltd. (56,572).—Return
dated February 14th. 1922. Capital. £120.000 in £1 shares (60,000 pref. and
60.000 ordinary). All shares taken up. £1 per share called up on 50,000

pref. and .50.000 ordinary. £100.000 paid; £20,000 considered as paid on the

remainder. Mortgages and charges, nil.

India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Co.,
Ltd. (11,220).—Return dated December 14th, 1921. Capi-
tal, £1.250.000 in £1 shares (750.000 ordinarv. 250,000 pref., and 2.50,000 un-
issued). All the ordinary and preference shares taken up and paid for in

full. Mortgages and charges, £400.000

Central Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (63,080) .—Return dated
February 28lh. 1922. Capital. £100.000 in £5 shares. All shares taken up and
paid for in full. Mortgages and charges. £1,000.000.

Perfect Burglar Alarm Co., Ltd. (112,522).—Return dated
Februarv 9th. 1922. Capital. £4.000 in 1.000 pref. and 3.000 ordinary shares
of £1 each. 230 preference and 1.710 ordinarv shares taken up. £1.382 lOs.

paid, being £1 per share on 1,210 and 1.5s. pei^ share on 230. 500 shares con-
sidered as fully paid. Mortgages and charges, nil

Vaughan Crane Co., Ltd. (61.526).—Return dated Febru-
ary 1st. 1922. Caoital. fil.W.OOO in .50.000 pref. and 100.000 ordinary shares
of £1 each. 16,680 preference and 53..578 ordinarv shares taken un. £43.469
paid; £26.789 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges. £5.000.

Railway Finance and Construction Co., Ltd. (72,015).

—

Return dated January 12lh. 1922. Caoital. £100.000 in. £1 shares. 92.292
shares taken uo- £6.576 paid, being £1 per share on 6.57 and 4«. ner share
on 29.595. £85.716 considerej as paid, being £1 ner share on 62.040 and
16s. per share on 29.595. Mortgages and charges, nil.

CITY NOTES.

Sir Harry Renwick, K.B.E., presided
County of at the annual general meeting on March

London Electric 14th, and in moving the adoption of the
Supply Co., Ltd. reoort and accounts said that in spite

adverse trading conditions, the financial
position of the company had been strengthened. While the
revenue had increased by over 10 ner cent., expenditure
had decrea.sed by about 6 per cent. The.se results were due
to economies effected through improvements made in genera-
tion and di.st^ribution, and much credit was due to the en-
gineering staff. Rntes and taxes had shown a rise of ^1S.(X)0,
making the rate of taxation ..37d. per unit sold, nlmo.st three
times the pre-war figure. Ki this point the chairman regis-
tered a nrotest against extravagant municipal- expenditure,
stating that it was time an "axe " was applied to it. It
was only fair to say, however, that manv authorities were
seriously trving to reduce expenditure. He drew attention
to the substantial inTease 'n reserves which h.->d been madp
during the veir. The capital expenditure had reached the
figure of i!9 929.7.51

, a net increase of £19^740 fnr the ye^r.
Turning to the working of the companv. Sir Harry RenwicV
R.iid that tho units sold dnrino' the period nnd'ir review hn-l

risen by 1.6fifiR56 to .51,220.079. \r\ addition of fi 09R kW
had been made to the comnanv"s connectien^. These in-
crprt'^es. althoi7"h not up ^^^ nrevious rates of inei-enge. were
'itisfn-tiry. Earlv in lO'^O the comnany applied to the
P.lectricitv f^nmmissionevs for permission to e'-ect a, large
stntion at P^rVing. .Mt-bough an inqnirv had been b^ld
in Oot<^bor of that vea'-. the scheme was held un nerding n.

ftirther inquiry. At last, however, nprtnissirn had been
secured, a snecial .Act had been obtained and the station
was destined +o nlav a l^rro r^art in the future nipnlv of
p'octriVitr +1 T,nndoTi Refpn-inrr to the last EVetricitv
rRur,nlvl Pill, the chnirr,!.-, snid +bnt thorn ws much useful
matter in if, huf (ipvpvnl plonses rmnired drnstin arnenrTmenf.
panor-iallv that normitt'ng the ^rp-tion of s^narate stations bv
railwnv 'omnanies Tn cenchision. he forecasted another
successful year and increasing success.

The Sy^ffvsl- Eav^ehf'dninc states that
Tl,o Sweltsh the El°Vtri'ka \ P. VoH- has resolved

Volta Co. ir. c; into Tinuidation. The negotiations
which have b^en proceedinf for some t'rpo

^as*- to nrocure further cnnital havp nrovr-d vnanccessful
Tn 1920 the copanany ws 'f.^pric^trncted l^v +Iie share capital

being redncpd from =; 000 000 kr. to 2. .500.000 kr,. !ind p'-e

fpronc shares for. 3.000 OOO kr. "nd npw n<-rt;narr cbp'eo for

T,OnO,nOO l.-r „-^rp suh-'-'-ibpd. The rear 1920 rppultpd in n

loM of 2..ino,000 Ur. The npw«pappr states that the cause

of the company's difficult position should be sought in the
great expansion which took place .in the favourable years
of 1918 and 1919. The large workshop installations, which
then were brought into existence, must have caused great
losses in association with the considerable stocks.

The report of the Schweiz. Gesellschaft
A Swiss Invest= fur Electrische Industrie, of Glarus, states
ment Company, that the 4i and -5 per cent, loan had been

exchanged for per cent, cumula-
tive preference shares, and the share capital reduced
from -20,000,000 to 4,000,000 francs. Owing to exchange
conditions it was impossible to pay any dividend on
the preference capital for 19'21. The exchange deficiency
rose from '37.88 millions of francs in 1920 to 29.90 millions
last year. The year yielded a gross surplus of 650,000 fr.,

but as the legal redemption instalment of the exchange de-
ficiency absorbed 1,660,000 fr., the past vear closed with a
loss of 1,010,000 fr. This compares with a loss of 22..33

millions of francs in 1920, before the reconstruction of the
company.

The connections to the company's- sys-

Newcastle=upon= tem during 1921 increased by 23,596 h.p.

Tyne Electric to 365,536 h.p. The profit was £347,219,
Supply Co., Ltd. against £.392,643 for 1920. There is carried

to reserve for plant renewals and im-
provements £10,000, as against £30,000 in 1920, leaving
£337,219, plus £13,091 brought forward, making £350,310
available, against £372,241. From this £106,442 is required
for debenture and loan interest (against £67,914) ; and
£50,000 is put to reserve for special depreciation and con-
tingencies other than equalisation of dividends (against

£25,000). The 3ividends on the 7 per cent, and 5 per cent,

preference shares require £179,8S5, but there is no dividend
on the ordinary .shares (this required, at 8 per cent., £103,814
in the previous year), and £13,982 is to be carried forward.
The expenditure on plant renewals and improvements during
the year amounted to £9.441. " The three months' stoppage
of the ooal mines and the general depression in trade
caused a serious reduction in the company's output, and this,

together with a continuance of high labour costs, has
materially affected its profits. As a result the directors are
unable to recommend the payment of a diiddend on the
ordinary shares. The additional capital ^expenditure on
works for the year amounted to £801.862. and represents
power station extensions, and additions to the company's
transmission and distribution system. This amount,
together with £581,364, representing discount on. and ex-
penses of, issue of debenture stocks, makes a total charge
to capital account of £1,.383.227. During the year £1,.383.109

of first and £850,000 of second mortgage debenture stocks
were issued: of this last-mentioned sura £750.000 was issued
in December last. Prior to that issue a meeting of the
second mortgage debenture stockholders was held, at which
the authorised amount of the stock was increased from
£,500.000 to £2.000,000, and the rate of interest payable from
5 to 6 per cent, per annum. The Whitehall Trust, Titd.. has
been duly appointed to act as .sole trustee for the fir.st mort-
gage debenture holders.

The profit for 1921. after making pro-

tish Insulated vision for estimated liability for Corpora-
and Helsby tion Profits Tax to date, amounts to

Cables, Ltd. £502,.5'34. plus £116,864 brought for-

ward ^ directors' and debenture tru.stees'

fees, and remuneration to works' committee amount to

£9,665; interest on first debenture .stock. £22.500; interest

on second debenture stock. £10.000 ; dividend on preference

shares. £30,000; interim dividend on ordinary shares to June
30th. 1921. £37..500. These leave a disposable balance of

£.509.723, out of which there has been apnropriated to de-

preci.ntinn on buildings, plant, machinery, itc. £30.000; and
transferred to first mortgage debenture stock redemption
accoimt £5,000. The directors recommend a further divi-

dend of C)y per cent, on the ordinary shares, together with a

bonus of 5 per cent., making, with the interim dividend, a

total of 15 per cent, for the vear. absorbing £112.500; and
leaving to carry forward £.362.223. Though fully employed
during the first half of the year, the factories were not so

busv during the latter half, and there has recently been a

decided diminution in the value of the orders received.

Meeting. March 27th, at Liverpool.

The annual General meeting was held on

Brompton & March 16th. Mr. H. R. Pppton presiding.

Kensington Tn moving the adoption of the report and

Flectricity accounts, the chairman exnresspd satisfac-

Supply Co., Ltd. ti'^n at the results, stating that, in snite of

difficulties, the year under review had been

one of pi-ogress. .Although the total works costs had doubled

during the war. the comnany's prices had only risen by 33

per cent. A new 1..500-kW turbo-alternator had he«n installed

during the vear. but., owing to delavs in delivery, the bene-

fits from it "were onlv obtained during the last month of the

(ear This addition to the plant would be sufficient to meet

the demand for some time to come. Its cost (£39.0001 wonld

be provided entirelv out of profits. Owing to the coal striko

anrl other adverse" eircnmstances the company's net profit

waB slightly rednccd. The dividend, however, was main-
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tained at the previous year's level, and a larger sum was being

earned torward. j iu »

Keterrmg to the Accessories Co., the chairman said that

its assets were still worth their book value; it constituted

one of theur best customers; and contributed effectively to

the supply business.
^^^^ ^^^^^^_^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

Browett, Lindley bank interest, writing off .£6,244 for depre-

anU Co Ltd. ciation, and making provision tor taxation

and contingencies, there is a net proht tor

1921 of i£14.05S. plus £9,11S brought forward. After paymg

6 per cent, per annum (less tax) for the year on the preler-

enTe shares, and a further dividend o lU per cent., less tax

on preference shares, disposing of all arrears, a dividend ot

10 wr cent, less tax, is paid on the ordinary shares, leaving

^111737 t<5 carrv forward. A night shift has been worked tor

the ' greater part of the year, and the output constitutes a

record in the company's history, excluding the war period.

The orders on hand are considerably less than they weie a

vea^- ago. and the night shift has been stopped, but the new

year has shown an improvement in the orders received, ibe

h per cent, first mortgage debenture stock, which fell due for

redemption on January 1st. 1922, was renewed lor a Penod of

ten vears at the rate of U per cent, per annum. Of he

je50 000 authorised, only i20,000 has been issued to the publu.,

and' it is not intended to place any more at present.

The balance carried to net profit and loss

Urban Electric .ircount for 1921 is ^9o,o63, as compared

SuDDlv Co., Ltd. with .£86,685 a year ago. After deductmg
^'^ '

debenture charges and income tax,

amounting to f60,856. and adding £2 163 brought toward the

available balance of £36,869 is to be dealt wit^i as jollows to

reserve for depreciation, £25.000; one half-year s dividend on

th? cumulative preference shares. £6,250; carrying torward

The 'following table shows the load connected in kW and

the income from the undertakings in 1920 and 1921 :—

Loail in icw. Profits.

igioT* iflii. 1930. 1931.

H^wirk .
•'."6 4,340 i-10,758 JE5,737

Weybridge and Walton .. .. 4, TO 4,^^3 5.01 9.160

Godalming -
,

.• • 2.19J J,io6 .i,ll» .

Twickenham and Distnct .. 12.677 1,141 2j.3 9 59 291

grrore^ed.uth.Co.nwa.i.; g ', "s ^ 6.336

« • •• •• •• 1'^' i'f/. Itm i^

S^w^u^T :: :: .. .. i-™ i.e^s 5,1.0 5^83

Cornwall Co - -^ '"" „-,

Penzance Co - ^ ^ '_Z

Totals 16.882 48,120 — -

The annual meeting was held on March

Chelsea Elec= 15th. Mr. W. R. Davies (chairman), who

tricity Supply presided, said that the accounts were even

Co., Ltd. more satisfactory than those of last year,

when he congratulated the .shareholders

upon the results. The directors were able, for the first time

m 16 vears. to present an absolutely clean balance sheet. It

had taken this period to extinguish the founders' .shares foi'

which a special Act was obtained in 1905, but their extinc-

tion was now accompUshed. and the net profits would, in

future, be whollv devoted to payment of dividends. The

amount of debenture stock outstanding had been reduced

to £89.670. and the depreciation fund, notwithstanding heavy

withdrawals for the purchase of replacement plant, now
stood at £205.000. So that if the company was bought out

in 1931. the date of expiry of the present Provisional Order,

the shareholders would receive at least the par value of

their holdings. Mr. Davies hoped that future dividends

would be larger, and also that charges would be lower. The
bulk supnly agreement with the Central Electric Supply

Co. would eventually furnish all the power required in ex-

cess of that provided by the company's Diesel plant, which
it was intended to keep in commission. The capital commit-
ments in respect of this hulk supply would ultimately amount
to between £35,000 and £40.000. but there were sufficient

funds in hand for this purpo.se. Investments, valued in the

balance sheet as £45,022. had a present-day value of £.51.000;

n certain amount of these would be sold to provide funds foi-

taking the bulk supply.

Mr. J. B. Braithwaite (chairman) pre-

City of London .^^ided at the annual meeting, held on March
Electric Lij^hting loth. He said that in spite of con-

Co., Ltd. siderable difficulties the revenue had in-

creased, and expenses had not increased in

the same proportion. Referring to the Electricity (Supply)
\ct. of 1919. which he thought had been greatly over-rated.

he said that the net result of the Electricity Commissioners'
three years' work was the delimitation of the boundary of

the London district, but no scheme for co-ordinating the
supply had been approved.

Tlie company's Eankside station was destined to play an in-

creasingly important part in the supply of electricity to Lon-
don, and the companv had. been doing all it could to help for-

ward +'hp Bolution of the problem . The P.lpftricity ^Snpplyl

Bill, now before the House of Lords, contained, in its i.n-

sent shape, a number of clauses, which, the company thought,

required considerable modification to render the measure
cft'ective. Companies were .severely handicapped, as com-
pared with local authorities, by the fact that their tenure was
limited. An extension of tenure was essential, and the Com-
missioners had stated that they approved of this extension
" in principle " for the London companies.
Turning trj the working of the company, Mr. Braithwaite

said that considerable economies had been effected, and it was
hoped th.it charges would be reduced during the current year.

.\n extended tenure woiild greatly facilitate the return to pre-

war prices. The new plant had been installed and would
be running in a week or two. The capital raised during last

year would be sufficient for the present ; the chairman hoped
that the next amount would be raised on more reasonable
terms.

The net profit for 1921, after charging de-

Newcastle and benture and loan interest, and allowing
District £]4.(KKl for depreciation, is £8.101, plus

Electric Lij^hting £13,9.55 brought forward. After paying
Co., Ltd. 4 per cent, less income tax. £13,725 is

carried forward. The coal dispute and
trade depression had an adverse effect on the demand for

energy. £1.320 of 6 per cent., second mortgage debentures
has been redeemed and loans of £3.963 repaid. Capital ex-

])ended during the year £29,895, largely on mains for new
consumers. Dr. J. B. Simpson las re-signed from the hoard
owing to ill-health. He had been a director since the forma-
tion of the company, and chairman for the last 15 years.

His son. Lt.-Col. F. R. Simpson, has been appointed chair-

man.

Direct Spanish Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The report for 1921

.shows that, after including £25.173 brought forward, and
after paying income tax, loan interest, E.P.D. and Corpora-

tion Profits Tax, the balance is £17,644. 'Ihe preference and
ordinary dividends of 10 per cent, require £9,465; £5,000 is

put to reserve; and £3,179 is carried forward, subject to Cor-

poration Profit.s Tax. The cables worked well during the

year.

Electro=Bleach and By^Products, Ltd.—At the annual

meeting, on March loth, the chairman, Mr. A. T. Smith,

.said that having regard to the troublous times they had
passed through it was satisfactory to have been able to pay

their preference dividend. They had been able to slightly

reduce wages during the year, but he feared that the

present labour troubles would have the effect of increasing

prices again.

British Thomson=Houston Co., Ltd.— Issue of .£1,500,000

7 per cent, debenture stock. It is announced that allotment

letters and scrip certificates should be forwarded to the com-

pany's office. Crown House, Aldwych, \V,C,2, for exchange

for definitive certificates.

Carmarthen Electric Supply, Ltd.—The accounts for 1921

hbow a profit of £886, jilus £644 brought forward. The
directors recommend that ,£-545 be transferred to the depre-

ciation fund, and after paying the preference dividend th.'

ordinary .shares are to receive 5 per cent, (less income tax),

leaving ,£497 to be carried forward.

Pritchett & Gold and E.P.S. Co.. Ltd.—The financial

Press reports a dividend of 10 per cent,, less tax, on the

ordinary shares. £10,000 is put to reserve, and £29,063 is
,

being carried forward, subject to income and Corporation

taxes.

Isle of Wight Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—The
directors, according to the Financier, are paying 10 per cent,

on the preference shares for the two years ended April, 1920,

putting £10,000 to renewal fund, and carrying forward £.583.

British Aluminium Co., Ltd.—Final dividend at the rate

of 5 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares, making 5

per cent, for the year. £20.000 to depreciation reserve:

£10,000 to reserve; £14,791 carried forward.

County of Durham Electrical Power Distribution Co.—
Profit foi- 1921. £60.952, plus £1.274 brought in. Dividend of

Hi per cent, for year on ordinary shares, carrying forward

£842.—F/i'fi»cin/ Times.

Robey & Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 2i per cent., less tax.

on preference and ordinary shares: £1.0f)0 to provident fund

for employes; carrying forward £26,517.

Llanelly and District Electric Lighting and Traction Co.,

Ltd.—Dividend on the ordinary shares for 192L 7 per cent..

less tax; carried forward .£472.

Madras Electric Tramways (1904). Ltd—.'\ final dividend

at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, less tax. is to be paid on

the preference shares.

Liverpool District Lighting Co., Ltd.—The directors .^n

nounce a dividend of 5 per cent., less tax, for 1921.

MetropolitanVickers Electrical Co.. Ltd.—The directors*

recommend a dividend on the ordinary shares of 13* per cent.,

less income tax, for the year 1921.

Ransomes. Sims & Jefteries. Ltd.—According to the

Finn-Arier no preferenc dividend is to be paid
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Prospectuses.

—

The Navsari Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—

We have received a copy of the prospectus of this company,

which was issued in India a sho»t time ago, inviting sub-

scriptions to a first issue of 40,0()0 ordinary shares of Rs. 10

each at par. 2,000 of which were taken up by the vendor

(Mr. A. K. Modi, the proprietor of the Pioneer Electric Co.,

Df Bombay), the remainder being offered pubUcly. The com-

pany was to purchase Mr. Modi's business, named above,

mdthe Navsari electric licence 19-21 granted to him by the

Government of Baroda for electricity supply for all purposes,

except in bulk. A power station is to be put down and dis-

tribution will be a.c. with overhead mains. The Tata Engi-

ueering Co.. Ltd., has prepared a scheme under which the

buildings, plant, and four miles of street hghting and over-

lead mains, will cost Rs. 3,50.000.

Jutland Telephone Co.. Lfd.—This wwk an issue of =6500,000

in ji per cent, sterhng bonds of i'lOO each has been advertised

in the London Press at ±'93 per bond. The capital and in-

terest are unconditionally guaranteed by the Danish Govern-

ment. The proceeds will be employed for ' the extension of

the company's system.

The list was closed early on Monday morning, the issue

having been well over-subscribed.

Kensinjjton and Knii«htsbridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.

—The ordinary general meeting was held on March 16th.

3ol. R. E. Crompton, C.B., chairman of the company, who
presided, said he was glad to tell them that the wave of bad
trade had not affected the company as it was feared at one
time it would do. When they considered the high cost of

;oal and material and the heavy taxation, local and other-

^'ise, they had every reason to congratulate themselves upon
he satisfactory balance-sheet which was placed before them.
He hoped that this good progress would continue, so that
hey might be able to supply energy to cu.stomers at a de-

Teased rate.

—

Financial \ews.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealinsjs in the following have
leen sivciallv allowed by the Committee under Rule 148a :

—

Cordoba flight. Power il- Traction Co.—75.571 ordinary
;hares of £1 each, fully paid. Nos. 600.001 to 675..571.

Cordoba Lidit. Power & Ti-actinn Co.—300.000 7 per cent,

umnlative preference shares of £1 each, fully paid. Nos. 1

o 3(X),000: .365.S11 new 7 per cent, cumulative preference
shares of £1 e.nch. fullv paid, Nos. 300.OO1 to 665 .811.

Marconi's '^'ireless Telegranh Co.—20.000 ordinary shares

)f £1 each, fully paid. Nos. 2.913.2.59 to 2.9.33.05S-

Tlip undenuentioned have been ordered to be officially

lunted :
—

Cordoba Ligh+. Power .ind Traction Co.—7.=i..'i7T ordinary
hares of £1 ench. fuHv paid fNo«. 600.001 to 675..571).

Marconi's 'Wivelpss Telerfanh Co.—90 000 ordinary .shares uf

il each, fully paid (Nos. 2,913,259 to 2.9.33,2.58).

Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribution.

—

Tie Fin^^nrial Timrs reports that the net profit for 1921 was
'105 $.58 plus £18,517 broucht in. makinc £124.375. .^fter de-

!ucting interest on debenture stock and lonn, depreciation on
ilant. machinery. &r.. amount written off commission and
xpenst's of issues of debentures and shares and expenses
luring construction, transfer to debenture stock redemption
ccount £.500. to re.'^erve £5.000, preference dividend and in-

erim ordinary dividend, there j-emained £47.404. The direc-

ors recommended a further dividend on the ordinary shares
f 6 per rent., making 10 per cent, for the year, carrying for-

ward £30,604.

German Companies.—The Badische Landeselektriziiiitsver-
nrgunq Gcsrll.frliaff . nf Carlsruhe, has iust invited applica-
lons for 5 prn- cent, debentures to the extent of 300,000.000
narks, issued at lOOi per cept. Applications are also being
ovited by the Ohcrhaverische Ueberland^rntrnle GeseU-
chaft. of Munich, for 6.000 new shares of 1,000 marks ea^h,
'.sued at a premium of 180 per cent.

\

Hadfields, Ltd.—Final dividend of 6d. per share, making
per cent., free of tax, for the year.

Bell Teleohone Co., of Canada.—The net earnings for 1921
ere S2.276 421. after piovidinc iR2..549.715 for depreciation
nri $.595,000 for taxes. Interest charces absorbed $1 .lfi.8.,P00.

nd after providinrt for dividend of 8 ner cent., a deficiency
?ipninR of $776,009. Surplus and reserves stand at
22.501.399.—Financier.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

HR City talks of cheaper monev after the present comparative
tightness " is over, but it is doubtful whether any real hope

" a reduction in the Bank Rate is entertained as likely tn
latei-ialise on this side of Easter. The first quarter of the
iST is. of course, the most prDductive from the point of view
the Treasury, because taxes pmir in at ax> especially rapid

ite during th» last few wp^ks of thp nation's finann'al year

The Government has plenty of money in hand, so there is no
particular call for national borrow mg. In spite of an occa-

sional spasm of stiller rates, the present position tends to make
for ease m tlie money market, ami, tUerelore, mcieases the-

possibility of another tall in the tiank Kate. Slock Exchange
mai'kets reflect the considerable amounts of capital available

tor investment, and prices aie weil mamtained in most in-

stances. Ihe volume of business, however, is smaller than
that of two or three weeks back, and the unrest in domestic
labour circles, in South Africa, India, Kenya, Egypt, and else-

where is imposmg somethmg of a check upon tUe willmgness
of the public to invest their' money in Stock Exchange
iiecurities.

All the electricity companies have now presented their ac-

counts. In some cases, the meetings have been held, and the
County of London function produced an interestmg speech
from Sir Harry Renwick, the chau-man, who took a broad
view of the outlook for his company and for London electricity

as well. He confessed himself an optimist, and gave chapter
and verse for his expectations that the future holds every pro-

mise of hopefulness for extension of the use of electricity in

bulk. Shareholders in other electrical companies cannot fail

to derive satisfaction from the prospects w-hich open up for

the industry, and not even Parliament is likely to be able to

retard the progress w'hich the current year should witness.

The Bromptou & Kensington company made a profit last

year of £41,000, or about £1,9U0 less than that for 1920. while
the profit of the Charing Cross & West End. namely, £100,400.
showed a reduction of about £2,4IX), though the City under-
taking wiped this out with a profit of £111,300, an increase of

about" £48,000. The City of London's £2:31,300 profit was
£211, tKX) up. and the County of London, with £342,000, showed
a gain of £98,000. Chelsea's £43,400 is £1,500 better, and the
Metropohtan company announce a profit of £114,300, being
some £7,000 up. St. James's made £10,000 more than in the
previous year, and the South Metropolitan topped £100,000

—

some £17,.500 higher than the profit in 1920 The Westminster
figures showed little variation from those of the previous year.

Tlie current number of the Economist gives an exhaustive table

of the gross annual earnings of the principal London com-
panies for the past seven years, adding the figures of 1913 for

purposes of comparison. They are as follows :
—

Gross Revenue.

-
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increase. India-Rubber shares at 13s. 9d. are 1/16 lower. The
Cable nxanufactunng gi-oup remains hard, with Henleys at

38s. ex dividend. Callenders 4i per cent, debenture rose 3 to

16i. Telegraph Constructions at -Mi are ex dividend.

Marconis have come to the front again, with a rise to 40s..

at which price there are buyers. Marconi Marines stiffened to

'26s. 3d., and the market as a whole gives evidence of more
vitaUty than has characterised it recently. Cable stocks are

mostly steady. Western Telegraphs at 181 are i lower, and
Globes eased off to 18i, while Auglo-.\merican Telegraph pre-

ferred and deferred are both a Uttle down. The reactions,

however, in comparison with the previous advances, are

trifling. The newly issued stocks and shares and debentures

hold their prices with noticeable firmness.

British Electric Traction ordinary is changing hands on tho

basis of 43, and the preference about 7'2. The 5 per cent,

debenture stock is 76. Metropolitans at 37i xd. are 2 points

up. Underground Incomes, after a rise to 73, reverted to 71*.

There is not much doing in Districts. A small amount of thc

company's 4 per cent, guaranteed stock is offered at 66^, show-

ing a return of 6 per cent, on the money. It is not often that

any of this stock comes to market. Anglo-Argentine Ti»m-
ways are quiet, and Brazil Tractions lost a point. Mexicans

remain stagnant. City of Buenos Ayres ordinary at 4 are 5s.

Higher. 'Shanghai Electric Constructions—a very narrow
market—gained 10s. at 18.

The rubber market holds np fairly well, but there is no trade

worth mentioning in the shares. Engineering and armament
prices are scarcely affected by the lock-out and its develop-

ments. Babcock '&, Wilcox keep pood at 2J, and certain of the

armament shares are slightly better than they were a week
ago.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

HoMK Electrioity Coupanies.

Dividend, Price
, " ^ Mar. 21, RlBe or
193r), 1991. 1!)9<. fall.

Brnmpton Ordinary 12 12 7i
—

Charing Cross Ordinary .. .. 8 9 6\A > {i
do. do. do, 4J Pret, ,. 4J 4i S% —

Chelsea .. B 6 *h -H J

City of l.:indon 14 14 S-!/- 1-2/3

do do, 6 per cent. Pref, .. 6 6 1 —
County of London 8 8 I'lsd + i

do. do. 6 per cent, Pref,.. 6 6 PJxd —
Kensington Ordinary 9 10 6 + i

London Electric 2} 4 13 + i

do. do, 6 per cent. Pref,., R 6 44 -1- J
Metropolitan 7 7 4^x3 —

do, 44per cent, Pref... 4} 4* 8* —
St, Jimes' and Pall Mall .. .. 19 12 7ixd +i
South London 7 7 BJ + i
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 U —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 B^sd -I-4/.

Teleoraphb and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 96 —1

do. Def '
.. IJ li 2U — I

Chile Telephone 6 6 6a —
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 7? -4- i
Eastern Extension 10 10 19^ —
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 187i

—
alobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 18* — k

do. do. Pref 6 8 10^ —J
Great Northern Tel 32 34 38j
Indo-European 10 10 B'^ —
Marconi 35 15 '2 + te
Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12 -J

—
United R. Plate Tnl 8 8 (l —
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 If 5 —J

HoUK Ratls,

Central London Ord, Assented .,4 4 69 —
Metropolitan 1} li 87J +2

do. District .. .. Nil Nil 27xd + J
Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil 2 —
do, do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 6/6 —
do, do. Income.. ,, 4 2 7ii —

FoBEioH Trams, &o,

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref, .

.

6* 12J SJ —
do. do. 3nd Pref. .. Nil 6i Hi -t i
do, do. 6 per cent. Deb. 6 6 74 —

Brazil Tractions ., Nil Nil P'.l —1
British Columbia Eleo. RIy. Pfoe,,, 5 6 "44 —

do, do. Preferred .. 6 93/- .W^ -2
do. do. Deferred 8 194/. 68i —2
do, do. Deb .. 41 4} 6*jxd —

Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 684 —
do do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Ni! Nil 27* —I

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 16* —
do, Pref Nil Nil 814 —
do, iBt Bonds ,. .. Nil 6 63i

—

MANtnTACTURINO CoHPANIZS
Babooob 4 Wilcox 16 16 95 —
British Alnmininm Ord 10 10 15/- —
British Insulated Ord, .. .. 16 16 87- -fgd.
Callenders 16 16 IJ —

ejPref B4 64 1-f,
—

Crompton Ord 10 10 16/- —
Edison-Bwan 10 — 4/- —

do. do, 5 per cent. Deb, .. 6 6 69 —
Electric Construction 10 10 1 + -^
English Electric 8 8 9/fi —

do, Pref 6 6 16/8 + i
Gen. Blec. Pref 6^64 20/9 —

do, Ord 10 10 91/- -i-9d.

Henley 16 16 SB/.xd —
do, 44 Pref 444 —

TndiB-Rnbber 10 — H — j>
Het,-VloberB Pre! 8 8 9^ + -fe

Bieme&B Ord 10 10 95/- —
Ttlacnvb Oon , .. 90 SO 34ixd — i

* DiTidends paid free^of Income Tax,

5 11 7
9 8
6 8 1

•6 12
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THE PRESENT SITUATION OF THE POWER STATION ENGINEER.

By E. SMYTHE.

DuHiNu the present heavy and luug-lastiug trade de-

pression, the power station engineer has, tor the first

time in the history of public power supply, suffered

unemployment due to the trade slump. It is the con-

tention of the writer that this is not simply an un-

pleasant and novel experience, attached only to tliis

exceptionally severe depression, but that it will become

a recurring feature in tlie career of the station engineer.

This idea does not seem to be shared by many station

men; but to the writer it seems so inevitable and serious

as to be worih discussion in the columns of that staunch

friend of tlie station engineer. The Electrical Review.

Anxious ])aterfamiliases and station men themselves

have for 30 years looked on the electrical power station

as a place free from the troubles due to bad trade and

from the risk of interrupted employment. It is

no exaggeration to state that on this account alone,

very many quite competent engineers endured salaries

and conditions which were for many years a scandal.

To-day, however, the situation has altered, and very

much for the worse; for men of long service, holding-

important official positions, have Ijeen dispensed with,

owing to bad trade.

In stating that this tendency of power station work

to ebb and flow with the trade tide will remain with

us, it should be remembered that up to the date of the

war, the power station capacity, even in the best-served

districts, was much below the power-absorbing capacity

of the conmiunity.

Even during times of most severe trade depression,

there were always a few people installing electric light;

whilst in pre-war trade depressions it was the rule for

many firms to look round at their ancient driving

arrangements, call in an expert, and ascertain exactly

where and how they could save by electrification. On
this account the load was always progressive, even if

only mildly so ; it was therefore neither needful nor

prudent to reduce the technical staffs of power stations

in those days.

The fact to be remembered and insisted on is that in

pre-war days the public supply of electricity only served

a small proportion of the power demand ; to-day the

reverse is the case.

During the war, factories were built and electrified,

and run from the public supply mains as the quickest

means of getting the factory running; to cope with this

demand, stations were extended enormoush- ; and plant

was put down with the firm belief either that the war
would last for ever or that trade would expand each

year at an ever-increasing rate.

As a consequence of this policy, we have up and down
the country, power plants containing large capacity

generating sets and no work for them to do. In several

cases the whole present power demands of the district

could be supplied through the plant which saw the sta-

tion through the war ; whilst the newer installation is

not only not wanted, but is in such large units that there

is not sufficient work to provide an economical load for

these sets.

The present situation, then, is one in which so many
works in every district are run from the mains, that a
bad trade slump at once cuts off half the work of the

station or stations supplying the district ; the output
of energy diminishes, and with it the rovenue and tlie

ability to retain and pay an adequate technical staff.

The point is not that there are no fresh applications
for power connections coming in, but that the existing
connections are not being used.

It is on this account that the mains engineer is in

a rather stronger position than his station colleague;
mains work must go on even if the load has been reduced
by two-thirds ; but a concern having two or more sta-

tions can, and must, close one or more stations when the
demand goes down drastically.

The case of the men attached to a waste heat station

is of course obvious if their particular source of waste

heat either closes down, or goes on to short weeks.

In bygone days, when lighting was an important

percentage of the total output, and when the power load

was smaller tlian the traction load formed by the dis-

trict tramways, such conditions made employment sure

and constant.

The question arises how the altered situation can be

met.

The immediate need of those on the unemployed list

can be satisfied by a general whip round each month or

two; such a contribution should be made permanent,

however, for it will be wanted at every ebb of the trade

tide.

Tliere are too many men in the profession ; and steps

should be taken not only to discourage youngsters enter-

ing the line, but to ensure that if they do enter it, they

are adequately trained both mechanically and electri-

cally, and so able to leave the power-station industry

as chances occur..

The first method was practised many years ago by

the navigating officers of the merchant service, and did

a very great deal to end an intolerable situation, in

which men with masters' certificates were often serving

as junior mates in their late thirties, and many a man
with an officer's qualifications sailed before the mast.

The publication of the poor prospects of the profes-

sion in return for a very trying life, so stopped the flow

of junior men passing for second mate, that the ship-

owning fraternity were compelled to give better pay and

conditions to get men. It has been by resorting to

similar tactics that the teaching profession has created

a dearth of male teachers, and so assisted to improve

their prospects.

The second point—the insistence on a thorough train-

ing—means that men must be made to come into station

work through the shops ; at least three years should

be spent on such work as turbines, reciprocating steam

engines, or, gas- and oil-engine work, with as much mill-

wrighting as can be managed. Another year should be

spent in a winding shop.

If a youth leaves school at 16, this -will make him
20 years old, and he will then be able tp benefit from,

say, 18 months' hard work in a power-station .boiler-

house. In the year between 21 and 22 he should serve

on the switchboard for six months, and by the age of

2.3 he will be a passable all-round junior engineer.

The present system of training youngsters, in those

stations which accept apprentices, is one-sided, and only

to the advantage of the station ; it leaves the youngster

at the end of his apprenticeship little more than a

glorified switchboard attendant, and tied absolutely to

the one department of th? one line he has experience of.

In travelling about on business, the writer has been

appealed to by far too many younsrsters of this type

during the last twelve months for the experience to be

forsrotten. It is not pleasant to have to draw from an

intelligent youngster of 22 or 2-3 the fact that he has

done nothing but switchboard work, and to tell him
tlirtt you cannot at the moment see any prospect of

liel|)inu; him.

These men are a danger to the station engineer; he

will either have to provide for their keep during out-

of-work periods, or see them as potential supplanters in

tlie case of a serious dispute.

Were these men trained properly, they could, and

would, get out of the station line during good times

and into large works as assistant power and plant

engineers; they would thus automatically prevent the

overstocking of the junior ranks, and. above all, would

be much more useful men than the purely station-trained

man.
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Unless some siuli steps are taken, the positions in

the boiler house will have to be filled by men recruited

largely from the sea-going engineers ; and as the boiler

house is the place in which money is either saved <ji'

lost, and on which the station depends for its low costs,

thi^s jJost is bound in course of time to become the senior

post on the station. Other men may of course hold

other opinions, but the writer feels convinced of three

outstanding facts with regard to the station engineer

:

He must recognise that his job is no longer safe from

trade fluctuations and the risk of unemployment. He
UiUst oi'ganise, to keep down the rush into the profession,

and in turn see that suitable men are trained thoroughly.

Above all, he must stick to his association, and bring

about the suggested reforms through its assistance. In

fact, at no time has there been greater need for tlie

station men to hold together and to their association.

would be increased. It is therefore advisable to balance either

by mean.s of a small rotary balancer or a battery, though in

many existing systems the plant already installed and in

parallel wit)i which the rectifier would have to work, is rjuite

capable of doing this.

Epficiencv and Powkic F.vctor.

The efficiency figures already indicated have reference to

the rectifier proper only. Tlie overall commercial efficiency

mu.st. however, include all los.ses in the auxiliary gear such
as main transformer, excitation, vacuum pump and reactance-
coils. Due to the comparatively .small lo.sses in the rectifier

soo
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MIGH-POWER MERCURY ARC RFXTIFIERS.

Bv R. L. MORRISON, A.M.I.E.E.

(Concluded from page 390.)

Three-Wire Syste-Ms.

With the rectifier it is unfortunately not possible tn divide

the pressuie on a tliree-wire system and consequently the

usual cour.se is to connect across the outers and deal with the
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touched being 95. .5 per cent., which is some 2 per cent, higher

than tta.s guaranteed. It will be noticed that the power fa.-tor

Varies roughly between 93 per cent, and 95 per cent., and i.s

T
1 1 1 1 1

1 r

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24'

Ri. 14.—COM1'.M(.\TIVE-I,OS.S CURVES FOR RAH.WAY LCAD.

wliat might generally

be expected lor all

similar rectifier equip-

ments. The regula-

tion curve, No. Ill,

show.s a drop of about
10 per cent., which is

that for which the

plant was designed hi

view of its having to

run in parallel with

motor generators in the

same sub-station.

In this matter of

efficiency the rectifier

shows lip to consider-

able advantage if a

typical case is taken
and the annual saving

to be effected is worked
out on the ba.sis of the

daily load curve. B}
way of example the

los.ses for the 1,200 k\V,

1,500-volt sets shown in

fig. 12 have been
plotted in fig. 14 for an
actual railway load

,

rectifiers and rotary

converters both being

of Brown-Boveri manu-
facture and designed

for a 50-period supply.

The space included be-

tween the two uppei
curves represents the

difference in the losses

of the two types of con-

verter and, if this is

averaged out over the

18 working hours it

will be found that

those for the rotary
converter exceed those

for the rectifier by
about 650 kW-hours.
representing an annual
loss of some 337,00C

kW-hours. An addi-

tional advantage with
the rectifier is that it.=

efficiency has a tend-

ency to increase after

the plant has been in

use . for some time,
mainly due to the drop
in the arc decreasing as

the vacuum improves.

Tj.^YOUT OF Ef.CTIFIKR

Plants.

At a d.c. pressure of

5.50 volts the output?
would be 330. 660 and
990 kW for the three
standard sizes manufac-
tured, and would vary
up or down from these
figures according as

the pressure is above or below that mentioned. In view of
the cylinders and pump set being at a potential above earth
very slightly below that of the d.c. working pressure, it i.s

now customary to completely enclose them in a substantial
expanded metal scicon instead of the old methud of simply
railing them otl. The insulated vacuum cock and cooUng
water controls are operated from the exterior of the screen
so that it is impossible for the attendants to come into acci-
dental contact with live parts.
The lay-out of rectifier equipments is an extremely simple

matter. A typical set with its trausformer, switch panel, &c.,
haying an output of 500 k\V at 550 volts is seen in fig. 15,
while a photograph of the same set is reproduced in fig. 10.
The absence of foundations is a noticeable feature. The
cooUng water is circulated by a 0.5 h.p. motor-driven centri-
fugal pump, through the radiator coolers seen mounted on the
staging above the rectifiers. These coolers are provided for
all plants supplying traction or other loads where one pole
of the system to which the rectifier is connected is earthed,
or where the d.c. pressure exceeds 600 volts, the object being
to eliminate the efi'ects of electrolysis. It is also advisable to
use the re-coolers where the fresh water supply is of an un-
suitable quality. For the usual Corporation three-wire sy.s-

tems in this country the ordinary town water supply is in-
variably suitable, the quantity required being very small ami
amounting at the most to a pint or two per 100 amperes d.c.

])i'V minute at an inlet temperature of about 60 deg. F.

Maintenance and Attendanck.

With the rectifier the question of maintenance scarcely

10. 1-5.—Lav-out of 500-kW. .5.50-V Tlant.
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need be considered because the plant is a stationary one with
the arc operating in a chamber from which the air has been
completely evacuated. Consequently, in the ordinary way
there is no deterioration of either anodes or mercury and in
general the only replacenient.s that may be necessary are
insulators and washers that have been accidentally damaged.
Such a contingency is, however, very remote and in most of
the plants installed by Brown-Boveri the cylinders have not
been opened up for years.
While the rectifier is. by virtue cf its construction, the

nearest approach to the ordinary static tran.sformer that
it is possible to have, yet it does not possess in the same
degree the outstanding advantage of the latter, that of being
able to dispense entirely with attendance. This is, of course,
only in its present stage of development but what can be
even now definitely stated is that the little attention that is

desirable need be comparatively unskilled. The attention
required is not continuous but takes the form of periodica!
.supervision. In consequence of intensive study and the im-
provements that are being con.stantly effected, it is confi-
dently anticipated that before long this question of attendance
will be definitely solved, especially by the introduction of
.semi-autojnatic control. Even now if completely automati-
cally controlled only very occasional supervision would be
required.

Advantages.

Brieflv summarised, the following are the inherent advan-
tages of the rectifier when compared with other classes of
converter.

(1) High efficiency over a wide range of outpnt.

(2) Simple operation and little attention.

(3) High overload capacity and insensibility to short-
circuits.

(4) Negligible maintenance.

(.5) Low weisht and no special foundations necessary.
The rectifiers can now be fitted with rollers and in
conseauence the usual cranes can be generally dis-
iiensed with, other simpler and cheaper lifting tackle
being provided instead.

(6) Absolutelv noiseless and vibrationless operation of
the rectifier proper. The usual hum of the trans-
formers is, of course, present. wbiV the vacuum pump,
when in use, can be heard a little. Consenuently
rei-'tifier sub-.=tatinns can be erected in crowded areas
without the locality being aware of their existence.

(7) Where new sub-stations have to be built these need
only be of very light construction.

General.

To indicate the expansion of rectifier sales it may be stated
that in spite of the depressed condition of trade last year the

sures for which rectifiers have so far been designed is from
110 to 1,575 V, a large majority being between 440 and 660 V.
The initial cost of rectifier equipments where d.c. pressures

up to about .500 volts are concerned is usually a little higher
than that of a rotary converter equipment of the same size.

The higher efficiency and lower maintenance and attendance
charges with the rectifier, however, easily outweigh any

Fig. 16.—5(X)-kW, .5-50-V Pla.vt.

difference that may exist. The case automatically alters when
the higher traction pressures of 1,200-1,SOU volts are reached
—thus for 3,000 kW sets transforming from three-phase at
10,000 volts and 50 cycles to direct current at 1,500 volts, the
initial cost when compared with rotary converters designed
for the same conditions is in the proportion of 170 to 214,
both plants being of the same manufacture. These figures
in each instance include everything from the h.p. terminals
of the transtonner to the d.c. bus-bars

Several sets for dealing with 1.100 and 1,200 volts have
already been supplied, while a recent contract obtained from

one of the French railways provides for

sixteen l,200-k\V sets at 1.575 volts d.c.

-•V 1.200-volt traction set that has been in

completely succes.sful operation in

Sweden since April last year is seen in

fig. 17. Higher d.c. pressures than
about 1.6(X) volts would at pre,=ent have
to be obtained by connecting two recti-

fiers in series. It is anticipated, how-
ever, that as a result of the experience
at present being gained and the re-

searches being can'ied out that it will be
possible to go to 3.000 volts with perfect

"1' safety at no distant date.

I In appearance rectifier enuipments are
always very pleasing. This is clearly

seen in the vieu given in fig. 18. which
shows a .set cf «ix rectifiers in line, put
into commission last year on the CoTi-

tinent, four being in use on the town
lighting and power supply, and two on
the traction system.*
In conclusion, the author desires to

express his acknowledgments and
thanks to his company (Jle^^rs. Power-
Rectifiers. T td.) for the facilities and in-

formation given him in connection with
the preparation of this article, and also

to Mr. .\. Ode-mitt (chief enfli^eer of

the rectifier .snles denartment of Messrs.
Brown. Boveri A- Co.. Baden. Switzer-
land), for miny valuable dita and much
assistance placed at his disposal for the

same purpose.

Tie -Guu-kW. l,2t)u-\' Traction Sct.

output ordered during the first six months was in excess of
that for the whole of 1920.

Practically any kind of load can be handled by the recti-
fier. Installations which have ah-eady been executed or are
in course of construction are principally for full-gauge railway
work, tramways, and lighting and power. The range of pres-

Scandinavian Power Transmission.

—

The report of the Scandinavian Joint
Commission which was appointed last

year to consider the question of the
electrical transmission of power from Norway to Denmark ia

expected to be completed in the smnmer. The electrical nn-tion

of the Commission is on the point of reassembling in Stockholm.

•See Electrical Review. October 14th, 1921, for c description o( th«

rectifier installation erected in this country—that at Ips^-ich.— Eds.
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5IAM: A GROWING MARKET. ELECTRICITY AND AIRCRAFT.

Imports of electrical goods and/ apparatus into Bangkok
(Siam) during the last financial year (1920-21) totalled about

£110,000 in value, as compared with ^£122,000 in 1919-20, and

£87,000 during the preceding twelve months. Of machinery,

including machine tools, the values imported have been

:

£102,000 in 1918-19, £173,000 in 1919-20, and £443,000 in

1920-21. It will be seen, therefore, that the market is of

considerable interest to the engineer.

The general trend and futm-e possibilities of this trade are

described in a report by H.M. Consul-General at Bangkok,

which has recently been issued by the Department of Over-
seas Trade. For many reasons the market is worthy of atten-

tion. The country is rich in resources, and is expanding
rapidly. It is true that it suffered during the international

Vm. IS.—Six Recth'iers Opf.h.wing in Farm lel (see p. 426)

slump which occurred after the Armistice, but, on the other
hand, importers did not over-purchase, if the volume of

goois bought from abroad, rather than their value, be taken
into consideration. Further, the Siamese are well disposed
towards British ma.uufactures.

Take, for instance, metal goods. The value imported dur-
ing the last financial year (1920-21) was £933,000, as com-
pared with £692,000 in 1919-20. Of these £418,000 worth
are credited to the United Kingdom, £61,00(!) to Hong-Kong,
and £63,000 to Singapore. It is safe to assume that the
last two represent, for the most part, goods of British
origin. They consisted of railroad material, galvanised
sheets, bars, sections and sheets, wire manufactures and
nails (other than wire nails), and tin plates. The value of

the imports of these goods from the United States was
£246.000.

The share of the chief countries of supply in the electrical
^rri machinerv trade is shown below :—

,

an-J - Countries from
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other wireless methods, depended for its ultimate accuracy on

a careful study of the conditions which determined the nature

of the path follo^ved bv the waves.

Major Feed M. Gkeex, O.B.E.. M.Tnst.C.E., F.R.Ae.S..

t<x)k as his subject " Research from the Designers', Con-
structors', and Users' Points of View," and in the course of

his paper observed that there were many ways in which

wireless telegraphy and telephony could help in navigation,

but it was essential that the gear carried on the aeroplane

should be as light and as simple to use as possible. ITie

important thing was to convince the pilot himself that the

gear with -nhich he was provided was absolutely reliable.

Wireless control of the aeroplane itself from the ground was
certainly a ix>ssibility of the future, and it might be that

the pilot of an air liner would give up the control of the

iieroplane when within a certain distance of his landing-

place to a ground pilot, who would bring the aeroplane into

iiort.

Lt.,-Col. W. A. Bmstow, M.I.E.E., M.I.A.E.. F.R.Ae.S..

read a paper on " Aerial Transport. To-day and To-morrow."

and explained that experience had .shown the meteorological

and wireless services to be the twin guardians of safety in

the highest ix>.ssible degree. Times innumerable machines

had l>een saved from danger by the timely warning by wireless

telephone of sudden changes in the weather conditions.

The services of the Marconi Co. and the constant w-ork

of its able staff on the development of wireless telephony had

lieen of the very greatest value, and the improvements that

had been made were of a most substantial and gratifying

nature.

The r.sE OF T.ight as an Xit> to Aerial Navigation.

A paper on the above subject was read by Lt.-Col. L. h'.

Blandy at the recent meeting of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society, when the chair was occupied by General Sir

Frederick Sykes. Controller-General of Civil .\viation.

In the introductory portion of the paper li.-Col. Blandy

briefly described the searchlight equipment in use around

London for anti-aircraft operations during the war. It com-

prised both stationary searchlights, chiefly taking 50 amperes,

though ultimately some 150-amp. types were introduced, and

motor-lorries on which generators were mounted.
Turning to peace developments, the author described the

arrangements for lighting aircraft of the R. 36 type, which

was lit internally bv 12-volt lamps. Energy was derived

from five generators belt-driven from the main propellor shaft,

charging a 40 amp-hr. battery. For the passencer accommo-
dation 48 lamps of 8 c.ji. each were used, and other lights

were assigned to the control car, power car, wireless cabin,

&c.
External lights had already been dealt with by the Inter-

national Convention for .\erial Navigation. Thev included

a, white forward hght (8 km. range), a green light on the

right (5 km. range), and a' red lamp of .similar range on the

left. Special design was necessary to prevent the green light

being seen from the left, or the red light from the right.

A 'white light must also be attached to the rear (also 5 km.
range). Actual examples of such lights were exhibited at

the meeting and it was mentioned that some difficulty had
been experienced in obtaining constancy of colouration for

the glasses used for the red and green lights. In view of

the high speed at which modern aircraft travelled, navigation

lights were of obvious importance, and the present range

might have to he increased. Thus, if two aircraft, each

travelling at 100 m.p.h., meet in mid-air. the period of time

from sighting the lights to collision was only 90 seconds for

the headlights and .50 seconds for the side lights.

Another form of light carried on board was used to facili-

tate landing. Chemical flare lights had been used for that

purpose, but more recently electric lamps had aLso been de-

velciied. Such lamps might lie used in reflectors and mounted
on the machine structure. In France varied designs, com-
prising electric wing-tip lamps, fuselage lamps, and clusters

of lamps mounted low down under the fuselage, were
adopted, ritimatelv gasfilled lamps of 1.000-2,000 c.p.

were developed for that work, and as those lamps w'ere run
off a ]2-volt battery and took .50-00 amperes, they had to be
of special design and involved various problems, notably the

sealing in of electrodes carrying .such high currents. Tliere

was a consens\is nf opinion that, for landing, the electric lamp
Mas as good as the chemical flare, and it had special advan-
tages, such as the fact that it was under control and could be
switched on and off for a definite period.

Aerodrome lighting involved lights used to indicate ob-
^Iructions. illumination of the actual landing ground, and
fixed illuminated signs to indicate the direction of the w'ind.

iVc. High wireless masts formed dangerous obstructions,

and required to be lighted with special care. At Crovdon and
T,vmpne fiO-watt lamps were placed at intervals along the

ridges and highest ixiints of roofs, masts. &c. Tlie lamps
were enclo.sed in watertight fittings with o\iter red glass, and
that display of red lights afforded, incidentallv. a good means
nf recngnisinc the ficrodromc. At tlie t<ip nf the very high
wireless masts l.OOO-watt gasfilled lamps, with a red outer

cover, were placed, and also down each le" nf the mast. Th"
marking out of landing places had been the subject of much
study, one important point being the mounting of lamps in

reflectors giving the necessary wide angle of visibility. One

arrangement favom'ed for the purpose of marking-out landing
areas was the arrangements of Ughts in the form of " L's,"
and such lamps were controlled by special revolving switches,
so as to indicate, by the effect ou the lamps, the direction of

the wind. Searchlights had also been proposed and experi-
mented with to facilitate landing. But when the machine
was alighting the shadow-trouble was apt to cause difticulty

and the method was considered un.-^afe. Searchlights might,
however, prove of value for the actual lighting of the ground.

In the concluding part of the paper the author describeil
various forms of aerial lighthouses, a feature of which, as
contrasted with marine lighthouses, was the wide angle
through which the light required to be recognised. Ex-
perience had shown the need for a practically liomogenous
light throughout 180 degrees and the avoidance of any "dark
spots" liad proved more difficult than might at fir.st siglit

be imagined.
.\n appendix to the paper contained a summary of the

lecommendations of the International Convention with
regard to lights used for signalling.

SHOWROOM DISPLAYS AND DEMONSTRA-
TIONS.

The fifth of the E.D.A. Sale.sman.ship Conferences was held
on Friday, March 17th, when Mr. A. C. Bostel, of Croydon,
read a paper on " Salesmanship in Relation to Showroom Di.s'-

plays and Demonstrations." Mr. H. Marryat, M.I.E.E., oc-

cupied the chair.

Mr. Bostel dealt with the subject from the central station
engineer's point of view, and was firmly of the opinion that
all supply undertal ings, however restricted then' powers might
be, should have showrooms to demonsti'ate the uses to which
electricity can be put. A large number of showTooms for the
display of electrical apparatus, he said, were very poorl\

equipped, and even in- some large .stores he had found a larg.-

amount of shoddy apparatus offered for sale. Dealing with win-
dow display and arrangement, Mr. Bostel said that the space
in.side tlie window of a showroom should be such as to allov.

one or two examples of each article which was of use to be
shown, so arranged that everything could be seen from out-

side. Each article should have a card, stating what it was,
its price, and Cost of running i>er hour or per operation. The
display should he as varied as possiljle, and not overcrowded,
nor mixed np with wiring accessories. The display .should

also be altered frequently to suit the seasons. He emphasised
the importance of maintaining the lighting until about 11

o'clock at night, so that the display should not be hidden from
the i5ublic when the showroom was closed. Out.-iide lighting

could also be demonstrated, but the outside lamps should only
be switched on for demonstration purposes, as otherwise they
would seriously contrast with the window display. Show-
rooms .should be divided up into sections, each section being
devoted to a particular purpose. The ix)wer section should
have one or two direct-driven machines. Most manufacturers
would be pleased to loan machines, provided their represent^i-

tive could bring his prospective client in. .\ .small motor could
he fixed, and means whereby a brake could be applied to the
pulley, .showing on a wattmeter connected how easily and
quickly an electric motor adjusted its consumption to the

load. A diagram on the wall show'ihg the space occupied by
a gas engine and tanks, compared with a motor of the same
output, would be useful. An overload release should be in

operation, showing how easily an overload on a motor was
guarded again.st. the niotor should lie on sUde rails to

demonstrate the ea.se with which a slack belt was taken up,

and it was very convincing to have a record of the average

revenue received per b.h.p. installed of different classes of

machine driving. It was wise not to have too nianv elabor-

ate control devices about; these were things which could

come in afterwards, it being reni»mbered that the showroom
was i;sed for the demonstration of the u.ses of electricity to

laymen, the maiority of whom were mterested only in M-hat

a motor would dolmd what it would cost. It was a mistake

to show many different makes of apparatus, and a salesman

should carefully investigate th.-> various makers' goods,

thoroughlv test them, and decide which were best. Another

.section of the showroom should lie devoted to lichtin". and

include a darkened partitioned cunboard showing the effect of

various reflectors and different tyjies rf fittings, and the con-

sumption of anparntus .should be given. Tlien. if space per-

mitted, a hall for '200 or 300 peonle should be set aside for talks

and demonstrations. Mr. Bostel eniohasi.sed the importance nf

displaving plainly marked cards with the goods. The public

should be encouraged to visit the showroom, not necessarily

to buy. but to see what was on.

Tlie greatest care .should be exercised in the selection and

manacement of a showroom staff. The necessary knowledge

could be easily acnuired bv a young person of average^ intelli-

gence, and the author said he found that Tirls posces.'ing thf

necessarv personality, appearance, and address made ide.il as-

sistants. It was important that the manacrer should always en-

courage his staff to keep up-to-date in their work.
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All sales and moneys received should be kept distinct from

the accounts for energy sold, so that an accurate record of

the results of a department might be maintained. Particulars

of each sale should be recorded, with the name and address

of the purchaser, for the Ijeneiit of the outside staff.

Dealing with the investigation of complaints, the author

pointed out how necessary it was to deal carefully with each

one. To satisfy a consumer was just as important as ob-

taining new business. Finally, Mr. Bostel touched briefly on

the qualities necessary in salesmen The staff should possess

tenacity of purpose, enthusiasm, optimism, and a deep belief

in the goods they handled.

In the ensuing discussion, Mr. P.vqr said it was important

tfhat inspectors, fitters, &c., should be equipped with the

necessary kno>vledge to enable them lo advise customers as

to what was the best thing to use under certain circum-

stances.

Mr. Seam.vn spoke from thi^ noiut of view of the ordinary

contractor. It was often beyond the contractor to have a

showroom of the size dealt with by the lecturer, and he sug-

gested the stimulation of public interest by the holding of

popular lectures on electricity and its uses. He also suggested

that contractors in various districts should combine and run
a i)ermanent exhibition, supported by the supply companies
in their districts. These exhibitions should be devoted to

demonstrations, and there should be no sales, but pamphlets '

containing the names of the contractors should be available.

He expressed himself as very much against manufacturers
opening showrooms themselves, and also urged that supply
authorities should supply power to contractors at a nominal
rate.

Mr. Young .said that the three jiroblems before contractors

were to get showrooms ojien. to get the people into them,
and to sell the goods when the people were in. As to the
latter, salesmen were very enei'getic and enthusiastic, but it

was e.ssential that they should always be natural, sincere,

concise, and should alway.-; speak the truth. Getting people
into the .shops was a difficvdt matter, and he would like to

find some easy method of doing this. He him.self had
found that silk shades in a showroom window attracted at-

t^-ntion. There were not enough showrooms open, and the
electrical industry was suffering tfi-day from the fact that
the goods were not being .shown to the piti)lic. He had .spent a
great deal of money on showrooms, but there had been no
profit on them, but he believed the time was nov.' at bnnd
when profits would be made. He complained of the difficulties

contractors had to face through manufacturers giving discounts
to the public. Some manufactin-ers, on the other hand,
asked their customers the name of their contractor, and if

cash were paid for the apparatus sold, they would credit
the contractor with his discount. Tf the indnsti'y were to
develop, as it should, then the retailer must be encouraged.
Mr. Mann said that his firm had a showroom, and it had

paid, because people came in to see the appliances e.\hibited,
and were not pressed to buy, but the majority of them came
back for their fittings, A-c. With regard to saleswomen, he
was of the opinion that they should be encouraged, because
they were a help in dealing with their own sex.
Mr. \^'. A. GiLLOTT asked how many contractors were able

to thoroughly denionstrate all classes of cooking and heating
apparatus in their showrooms. In his opinion there were
very few. His firm {Jackson Electric Stove Co.) had a show-
room which was mainly used for educational purposes. If
anyone came into it he was asked foi- the name of his con-
tractor, and if the cHent paid ca.sh for whatever he bad pur-
cha.sed the contractor was informed that a discount had been
placed to his credit. No purchasers, except those connecf^d
with the trade, were allowed discount. He was not sm-e that
he was in favour of exhibiting the price of each article; it
was better to tell a customer how much a machine would
cost to run.
Mr. HiTtHMAN pleaded fnr more co-operation, especially

among contractors in their own districts. He sugge.sted that
;

a number of contractors in a provincial town should come to-
gether and run a co-operative showroom. Thev could pool
their capital and goodwill, and form a .small companv, or go
into partnership.
Mr, BrsH advocated the changinL' of window displays fre-

qnently and also dealing with one kind of article at a time,
I Hiis would create interest, and people would be more in-
Hmed to inspect the other goods. It was advisable to make
a^displav look .se.isonable. He did not .see whv manufacturers
should loan goods to contractors. Contractors did not carrv
enough ,stock.

Mr. Calvert leaned towards tlie displav of clearlv marked
groups of articles in the windows, with price tickets, because
if they concentrated on one tvpe of article for, sav a week
people would aet tired of it and walk past. He did not
think lady saleswomen in contractors' showrooms were a
success.

Mr. Robinson (Croydon) pointed to the difficulties of a
suburban contractor. People who lived in Croydon would
not select "onds in Crovdon, hut would fo to the hi u London
tores for them, Ruburhan contr.utors did much educational
work, whereas the stores were onlv int<>re.sted in selling, and
not in the efficient working of the apparatus,
Mr, C, T,EP.VERS (Hotpoint Electricnl Appliance Co.) said

that he had always been sj;ruck by the fact that in a pQunicipal

showroom there was usually nothing to indicate that it was
an information bureau. Supply authorities never seemed to
allow the pubUc to see their generating stations. Tliis
should influence the public, because the air of safety and
efficiency and cleanliness in a generating station would im-
press them.
The Chairman, deahng with the organi.satiou of public

lectures, &c., to further pubhc interest in electricity, said that
the E,D,.A. was considering this matter at the present time,
and hoped to do more. It chiefly remained for contractors^
manufacturers, and supply authorities to provide the necessary
funds. He also referred to the activities of the Electrical
Contractors' Association with regard to the opening of show-
rooms.
Mr. Bostel, replying to the discussion, said it had not been

his experience that inspectors, &c., w^ere more enlightened
than the salesmen, and could deal with consumers better At
Croydon they had inaugurated a scheme whereby these nion
were given commission on any new business they might in-
troduce, but the Qusiness obtained was very small, and the
information given by the men was bad. He had given lec-
tures in the pubhc libraries in Croydon, on the use's of elec-
tricity in the home; these were fairly well attended, but by
the sort of people who wanted s...mething for nothing, and
the arr.ount of business ari.sing from them was small' In
Croydon contractors had been supplied with energy at nominal
ra(«s, and it was a practice which should be followed through-
out the country. The practice in Crovdon was to have a
.small standing charge, and then supply at Id. per unit, and
it had induced contractors to maice a better show. Much
had jjeen said with regard to manufacturers lending goods
In his opinion, manufacturers were only too eager "to" push
things into the showroom. He was in favour of inviting the
pubhc to view the supply station. In conclusion,. he expressed
the opinion that the future of the industry lay in co-opera-
tion with the contractors.
The Chairsian announced that that completed the session's

salesman.ship lectures, and it was hoped that another series
would be held next session. It >vould be an excellent thing
for the industry if the movement could be extended to the
provmces.
Mr. J. W. Beauchamp (director of the E.D.A.), responding

to a vote of thanks, said there was one feature in everything
the E.p.A. undertook, and that was that all a.ssociatibns in
the industry were represented.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letlers rccciurd by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cnnnoi appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their coinmunications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published iinless we have tne writer's name and
address in ovr possession.

Switching Certificates.

As the originators of the competitions under which the above
certificates are awarded, we were naturally interested in the
letters which appeared in your issues of December 3Uth, 1921.
and January 13th, 1922. Regarding the query of "Inter-
mediate," modesty forbids us to state our opinion as to the
value of the certificates to their holders; sufficient to say that,
as the examinations have lieen held continuously during the
past nine years, and as there appears to lie no falling off in
the number of would-be holders, it suggests that they must
carry some recognition in the trade. During this time, in spite
of the wax, we have received some 3,000 entries, and of this
number nearly 2,000 have succeeded in obtaining certificates.

The question papers are answered in a man's leisure time,
and at his own home, and the answers, taken as a whole, show
intelligent work and initiative. In awarding these certificates,

the idea was to provide some tangible recognition of the work
done by the holders, and. as Mr. J. C. Tree points out. not
with a view of giving any guarantee that holders would obtain
employment on their production. Notwith.standing this, many
have written stating the benefits they have directly derived
through taking part in the examinations. It appears that
" Intermediate " must have struck a bad patch, as there are
very few contractors at the pre.sent time who are not fully

alive to the great advantages of modern switch controls, re-

alising that an employe having this knowledge is an asset to

bis firm. There is no doubt but that anyone taking part in

the examinations must extend his knowledge, as in answering
the questions a fair amount of initiative is required.

Incidentally, educated and up-to-date workers will naturally

bring benefit to all branches of the industry, and it is satis-

factory to note that enterprising contractor.s recommend their

employes to improve their knowledge by entering for the

examinations,
Tlianks are due to the late Mr, W, Perren Maycock.

M.T,E.E,. for the systematic manner in which he organised

the .scheme and controlled the examinations until his death.

His enthusiasm and ability were most useful factors towards

the success attained, and we are as forhinate in his suocei?sor.

Mr. W. H, Bray, A,M,I.E.E., one of the most successful
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teachers of electrical engineering and electrical installation

work in London. The City & Guilds of London Institute did

excellent work witli its system of examinations in electrical

subjects, but now, after 40 years' existence, all that remain

are the examinations in the Honours Grade, those previously

held in the earlier grades having been cancelled some three or

'four years ago at the request of the Board of Education.

When the Board of Education decided on the cancellation of

the City & Guilds examinations, our own Institution would

have been well advised to have then introduced an examina-

tion scheme suitable for the artisan. Such a scheme would

have been of great benefit to the industry, and the certificates

awarded would have received greater recognition than those

of the City & Guilds.
. . , .u ^ u

We think that where any contractors have stated that the

knowledge possessed by " Intermediate " is of little use. they

must have had very hazy ideas of the whole scheme. We are.

therefore, willing to send to any contractor on request a set of

three current question papers, in order to prove to him their

real practical nature, and think, after perasal, he will agree

that the questions are practical and by no means easily

answered.
,. . i_

At the time of writing, it is with great satisfaction we hear

that examinations in "Grade I of "Electrical Installation

Work " are to be reinstated for this year.

A. P. Lundberg & Sons.

London, N.7,

March loth. 19'22.

|.\bbreviated,—Ens. Eli;c. Re\.]

A Combination Fan and Heater.

I was very much interested in Mr. H. Ashdown's letter in

your issue of the 3rd inst., and would state that I obtained

a Provisioudi Ti^tent for a combined fan and heater on Eeb-

niary 'iOth, 19'21 (No. 6469k which is several months prior

to the date of Mr. Ashdown's Provisional Patent. This is

a fan capable of emitting either hot or cold air in any de-

sired radial direction. When hot air is required, the fan can

be regulated to a wide range of slow speeds, whilst for cold

air the fan is used in the usual manner giving full speed

with three regulations.

Probably, however, someone can quote the date of a similar

patent prior to mine.
Arthur Charles,

Burnley, Mamniing Director,

March ISth, 19'2-2. Bumlcij Components, Ltd.

Iron-Nickel Accumulators.

There are some places for which lead accumulators are

not quite suitable, for in.stance, some country-house batteries

and starting batteries in motor-boats—in both these cases

the batteries are often left idle and uncharged for months.

I should be much obliged to any of your readers who have

had experience of iron-nickel accumulators in similar situa-

tions, if they would let me know how these compare with

lead batteries.

R. P. F.

March iSth. 1922.

The Cost of Living in India.

from time to time you ask for and publish letters dealing

with conditions of living abroad, and I take this opportunity

of forwarding some cuttings from the Stitesman, which is

Calcutta's leading newspaper, and is said to have the largest

circulation of any daily paper in India.

I quite fully bear out what the correspondents say, and
should advise any married man coming to this country to

be more than careful in his inquiries before making the
final plunge. It is an absolute impossibility to live in Cal-

cutta (and I believe practically the .same conditions prevail

in any other Presidency town and Rangoon. &c.), on less

than Rs.1,000 a month, for a married man without children,

and this does not allow for any saving or provision for trips

to the hills for the wife or oneself; these are a necessity
at least every other year for the wife.

I can assure all your readers that the trials and discom-
forts, itc, of this country are most decidedly not " worth
the candle " nnles.~ one is able to save at least one-third of

one's salary. If any reader is contemplating coming to India
and cares to write through the Editors. I .shall bo pleased, at

any time, to supply him with the actual figures of an aver-

age married man's expenditure in this city.

To cap all. the present taxation proposals of the Indian
Oovemment will add about 15 per cent, to the cost of living.

T wonder if salaries will incrr.Tso bv the same amount!!

Calcutta,

March ind. 1922.

T. Jager, A.M.I.E.E.

The Quick-make and Quick-break Switch.

With reference to the correspondence appearing in your
columns regarding the above, the consensus of opinion un-
doubtedly seems in favour of a quick " make," provided that
this ensures a full and satisfactory contact; not necessarily
contact area, but contact with minimum watt loss.

To make the switch thoroughly satisfactory, the spring ci.i

trolling this positive action should have ample margin to alio

for fatigue and to en.sure that the positive action is maintained
throughout the life of the switch. The quick-make movement
-hould be compulsory and quite independent of the speed of

luindle operation. If this is satisfactorily designed, it should
not be necessary to have a " follow on " movement (except
as an added insurance), and where this " follow on " move-
ment is embodied in a switch as an essential part of operation,

it would seem a confession on the part of the makers that the
spring alone cannot be relied on to make a full and satisfactory

contact, and that if the " follow on " motion was eliminated
that contact would be unsatisfactory. This type of switch
cannot be described as a real advance over the slow " make "

hand-operated switch whicli certainly ensures a satisfactory

contact.

It is surprising that purchasers of switches should always
rely merely on the manufacturers' own rating of the switches,

and that no tests or guarantees of perfoiTnance are asked for.

In other apparatus such as motors, transformers, &c., full

guarantees of perfoiTnance are always available.

R. R. Smith.
March mh, 1922.

The primary feature of an ideal switch is its ability to

carry the rated current throughout the life of the switch
with a minimum watt loss. Any movement necessary to

interrupt the circuit should, therefore, not interfere with this

function.

The secondary object of the switch is to make or interrupt

the cu'cuit under full load with a minimum of sparking. It

is, therefore, advisable that both the " make " and " break ".

should be, if possible, instantaneous and positive in action,'

and that no inching should be possible in either direction. If

the " follow-on " movement by hand, is necessary to ensure

full contact in the '' make." it follows that it is equally neces-

sary that the switch should be inched in the reverse direction

A\hen switching off to allow the spring to function. Tins

is a common fault in many quick " make " switches, and it is,

in our opinion, essential that the operator should only be

called upon to provide the necessary power to compress the

snrings, making the speed of operation in both directions en-

tirely automatic and positive; in other words, a "trigger

action " should oe provided.

As manufacturers of a quick " make " and " break
"

switch, we claim to have produced an apparatus embodying all

the features mentioned above, and, in addition to this, main-

taining the whole of these features under full-load working
conditions in a satisfactory condition throughout its hfe.

Magnome.
March \5th, 1922.

FThe cuttings referred to mention as causes of the trouble :

—Exorbitant rents (in spite of the existence of a Rent Con-
troller) : the false standard of living which Europeans are

compelled to adopt: as well as the high cost of essenitaal

commodities.—Eds . Eleo. Bev.J

Tlic replies to my letter under the above heading which ap-

l>eared in your issue of February 24th last have been most

gratifying, and coming from manufacturers and designers of

switcligear are very mstructive and interesting.

The writer is of the opinion that most of the commercial

switches on the market, from the tumbler upwards, are in

practice switched onquickly. although not actually quick-make

.^witches. The time element in switching on or closing an

ordinary switch, as against a quick-make switch, is only a

matter of a fraction of a second, so that in practice it would

appear that most, if not all. switches have the benefit of a

quick-make to all intents and purposes. There is no desire

or inducement for an operator, skilled or unskilled, to pur-

Twsely make slowlv, so that I think the time taken in actu-

ally making the circuit with a so-called slow-make switch as

again.st a quick-make switch is almo.st negligible.
„

I am inclined to agree with the letter from " Switcher

in vour issue of March 17th when he says :

' I consider tijat

\\\ih a well-designed .slow-make switch this partial contact

would in most cases bo as good as the normal contact of the

(|uick-make switch." that is, assuming the slow-make switch

was not quite closed.
^ i„

With regard to ironclad switches with a lever protruding

through the cover, there are undoubtedly a large number of

cheap and badlv-made switches on the market, and the burn-

ing of contacts.&c, is mainly due to faulty mechanical design

The writer k-nows of one electrical inspector who, when

examining plant, is never satisfied when the switch is in the

so-called
"

off
" position without first opening the box to

satisfv himself that the switch is actually ofE.
_

He infoms

ine on many occasions when the lever is in the off positw"

and the cover has been removed, he has found one pole sti

in partial contact; owing to flimsy mechanical design, bota

blades or poles do not always work together, and the P<]sit on

of the operating lever is therefore not always a guide to tne

actual position of the switch.
, , ^, • i .i,„ .„h

However, there are points m favour of both quick-make ana
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slow-make switches, and from the correspondence which has

followed, it would appear that there are quite a number of

manufacturers offering excellent switches of both designs.

C. W. Dennv.
London, S.W.. March 20t/^, 192-2.

Technical Workers' Salaries.

I notice in this week's "Personal Column" of the Electrical

Review that a borough electrical engineer is complaining

that his present salary is only 24 per cent, in excess of his

pre-war salary. If his case is considered hard, what might

be said of a senior technical assistant employed by a great

Institution very clo.-^ly (need it be specified how clo.sely?)

allied to the electrical industry, who is in receipt of a salary

which is only 8 per cent, above the pre-war rate; the last

occasion that an increase was conceded having been some-

where in the early days of the war?
Yet this is a fact.

Assoc. Memli.

March Uth, 1922.

The Walkerburn Hydro=EIectric Scheme.

The question of storing water power has engaged the ;it-

tention of water power engineers for some time, and your

description of the above plant has no doubt been read

with much interest, though to many of your readers the

question has no doubt arisen—" Was it worth while? " and it

is this very question I will try to examine on the basis of

the figures you have produced in your article. I fear, how-

ever, that if this in-stallation is taken as a fair sample of what

might occur elsewhere, many of your readers may consider,

and rightly so, the capital outlay out of all proportion to the

results obtained.

There are three methods by which hydro-electric power

can be stored, viz., mechanical, electrical, and calorific or heat

storage. Probablv the mechanical method is the most effi-

cient and yields the best results, provided they can be arrived

at without undue capital outlay. The capital outlay is stated

to be in the neighbourhood of £100,000 including the < 'ectri-

fication of the mills, whilst a gross horse power of 450 is

obtained. Prom reliable figures I have before me, the elec-

trification of the mills to absorb the 4.50 h.p. should not have

exceeded, say, =£10,000, and we therefore arrive at a capital

outlav of £90.000 on this hydro-electric plant, which works

out at about f200 per h.p. This figure is excessively high

and cannot be economically justified in a country where
coal i= comp.Tratively cheap, and probably more economical

resu'ts would hnve been obtained by the installation of a

I'lo^el or a s\iperheated ste.im-engine plant.

_ have also examined the financial aspect of electrical

storage, and find that the probable cost of accumulators to

absorb 2.30 h.p. would not have exceeded £15.000, so I frankly

confe.ss I do not see how on the basis of -the figures available,

the water-power storage scheme in this case could have been
justified nn a commercial basis. Even the estimated saving

of £10,000 a year barely covers interest on capital and depre-

ciation, and leaves nothing for redemption. Had a public

supply been available, an outlay of £5.000 a year would
easily have purchased all the power required.

-As a contractor of water-power plants of over 20 years'

standing. I am glad to see the interest roused on all questions

of hydraulic power plants, but I submit with all due deference
that if the development of water power is to follow sane
lines, it is absolutely essential that the financial aspect is

given very close consideration, as schemes not economically
ju.stifiab]e are bound to set back the development of water
power in this country. I very much doubt whether schemes
of this nature can be sound commercial propositions, when
the capital outlay exceeds from £100 to £120 per horse power.
I was reminded, when T read the description, of the famous

remark, " C'eat magnifique, mais ce n'est pas la guerre."

James Gordon, A.M.I.M.E.
London, March 15th, 1922.

A High=resistance Fault.

I have a three-core cable on a 3,000-volt a.c. circuit which
I have found tests only 50,000 ohms between phases on all

three cores, the test to earth being 20 megohms. I should be
pleased if any reader would inform me how to find the exact
spot where the fault is.

Review Reader.
Marcel \3th, 1922.

Charges for Services.

I am pleased to note that my recent letter on the above
jharges has at least brought to light the fact that these are
airly general. However, I have yet to hear of the under-
taking that makes its charges as steep as in this district.

.vhether legal or otherwise. The lowest quotation yet received
jeing £4 15s., for a single service, approximate length 2 yd.,
j.o supply to a shop requiring 2.5 .4 for lighting; the highest
)eing £96 odd. for approximately 160 yd., so that Mr. Ashwell
laa evidently been let off Ughtly. It is certainly time that

.some check was put on the exorbitant charges made by some
supply undertakings. The suburban resident is naturally uij-

willmg to pay tor something that will never be his own. It

is, therefore, a stumbling block to electrical progress. During
the last six months we have had '-ii orders for installations-

turned down owing to these charges and 70 owing to lack ol

enterprise on the part of a supply authority in refusing to

lay short extensions. The only alternative for the progressive

contractor is to mark time until those responsible .nj-.' from
their slumbers. What hopes?

Contractor.

Private House Lighting at 25 Periods.

I have read with interest Mr. T. R. Keruick's letter of

February 17th, also the article he refers to. I estimate there

are over 40,000 pairs of eyes that are seeing to read, work,
and play by 25-cycle lighting in South Wales (not counting
tho.se who walk on streets lit by the same type of illumina-

tion), many of them for 18 years, and I have not noticed any
abnormal effect upon then- eyesight or their temperaments. 1

doubt if anyone sitting in a room illuminated by a gasfiUed

lamp in a semi-indirect fitting could tell the frequency of

the supply.

C. T. Allan,
Assistant Manager,

Cardiff. The South Wales Electrical Power
March I5th, 1922. Distribution Co., Ltd.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS FOR FEBRUARY, 1922.

The official returns of electrical export business for the mouth
of iiebruary show a considerable lallmg oil" m values, the total

being £9y-.^,778, a deciease of £370,000 ou the January figures

of ±'i,36d,4(3. In comparmg the figures, due allowance should
be made for the lact that February contained fewer
days than the previous month. Nearly all the items of elec-

trical exports sliow decreased values, the prmoipal reductions

occurrmg m electrical machinery (£245,000 dec), telegraph

and telephone cable and material (£70,000 dec), electrical

goods and apparatus (£22,000 dec), and insulated wire

(£25,000 dec).
Ihe figures for electrical imports were £287, (i05, as compared

with £lo5,o»l for January, an addition of roughly £130,000;
in electrical machinery imports an increase of £165.000 is re-

corded, whilst a failmg ott occurred in the items for electrical

goods and apparatus of £14,000; and in telegraph and tele-

phone imports of £10,000.

The re-export total of electrical goods and machinery, &c.,

at £25,245. was £10,000 up on the previous month, the figures

for the glow lamps section showing an appreciation of £15.000,

whilst reduced values were registered in other sections, prin-

cipally in electrical goods and apparatus imd telegraph and
telephone cable and material.

Value op Electrical Exports and Imports fob
Febru.ars;, 1922.

Electrical goods and apparatus
(unenumerated)

Insulated wire
Glow lamps
Arc lamps and parts
Batteries and accumulators
Meters and instruments
Carbons

Electrical Machinery^
Railway and tramway motors
Other motors and generators 177,240

Switchboards (not telegraph

or telephone) 24,389

Electrical machinery (un-

enumerated) 191. .597

Telegraph and Telephone Cable and Material
Telegraph and telephone
wire and cable (not sub-
marine)

Submarine telegraph and
telephone cable

Telegraph and telephone in-

struments and apparatus 139.732

Exports.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YBT PDBLISHBD.)

Coaipiled expressly for this journal bv Messrs. Sefton-Jonss, O'Dell ani
ST8PUENS, Chartered Patent Agents, '285, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

6,306. • Spark plugs." T. E. Rofe and S. le F. Varvel. March 3rd.

S,308. •• .Sparking plug." K. H. Harlcy. March 3rd.

6,323. " Electricjl instruments in vacuo." M. A. Codd. March 3rd.

6,32^. *' Governing mechanism for multiple motor power- plants." Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. March 3rd. (United States, March 3rd,
1921.)

f},330. " Cubicles for enckised electric switchgear." Mctropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd.. and E. E. I. Pilcher and A E. L. Scanes. March 3rd.

6,33-2. •• Electric hoisting device." B. Bomborn. March 3rd.

b,337. " High-frequency therapeutic applicators." R. A. S. Paget and
I. R. Quain. March 3rd.

«,358. " Electric light titlings, &c." T. Cracknell. March 3rd.

(i,3(i:i. " Dynamo-electric machines." Sir C. A. Parsons and J. Rosen.
.March 3rd.

6.372. " Arrangement for increasing speed of telegraphing over long lines."
K. Kupfmuller and K. W. Wagner. Ma.ch 3rd. (Germany, March 4th, VJ21.)

6.373. " increasing speed of signalling." A. E O'dell (C. Lorenz Akt. Ges.)
.\laix;h 3rd.

i,3Hii. " Electro magnets." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.) March 3rd.

6,381. " Electric arc weWing apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Ltd. (General Electric Co.) March 3rd. (United States, July 2rth, 1921.)

6,393. " Head-lights (or motor-cars, &c." J. Ward. March 4th.

6,423. " Systems of wireless telegraphy and telephony." G. T. Smith
Clarke. March 4tb.

6.436. " Electrical hot-air stove." G. Combont. March 4th.

6.437. " Locking devices for electric incandescent lamps, &c." R. R. Bury
and J. Stone & Co., Ltd. March 4th

6,453. " Device for testing sparking plugs and ignition systems of internal-
combustion engines." J. J. Elias. March 4th.

6,465. " Radio-antenna systems." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. March
4th. (Germany, March 5th, 1921.)

6,474. " Motor-vehicle lamps." B. W. Harcourt. March 4th.

6,495. " Apparatus for testing electrical apparatus and installations." G, C.
Lang. March 6th.

6,518. " Telephone systems." \V. Muller. March 6th. (Germany, March
41h, 1921.)

6.521. " Electric reading lamps, &c." J. Watson. March 6th.

6,536. " Telephone instrument app.-iratus and attachments." H. D. Pvne.
Aiarch 6th.

6,554. " Incandescent electric lamps." A. C. Hyde. March 6th.

6,561. " Electrical burglar alarm systems, $,c." J. F. Broom. March 6th.

6,.574. " Generation of high-frequency electric oscillations." E. W. B. Gill,
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., and J. H. Morrell. March 6th.

6,575. " Manufacture of electrical conductors." R. B. Ransford (Smith).
March 6th.

6,580. " Signalling apparatus for road vehicles and aeroplanes " Arrota
lilectrical and Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., and H. Masterman. March 6th.

6,582. " Automatic voltage-regulators." C. H. Klyne. March 6th.

6.683. " Cable telegraphy." S. G. Brown. March 6th.

6,687. •' Oil-filled electrical devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). March 6th.

6,598. " Method of shortening duration of telegraph signals on long lines."
K. Kiipfmuller and K. W. Wagner. March 6th. Germany, March 7th, 1921.)

6,608. " Apparatus for electrical ringing of bells." H. Marliere. March
Sth. (Belgium. March 7th. 1921.)

6,622. " Galvanic batteries." L. Fuller and Fuller's United Electric Works,
Ltd. Mareh 7th.

6,633. " Anti-vibration fitting fo'r electric light." A. Fortescue. March 7th.

6,637. " Induction motors." T. F. Wall. March 7th.

6.651. " Electric switches." A L. Davis. March 7th.

6,685. ' Driving-means (or car-lighting dynamos." R. L. Wood. .March
7tk

6,709. " Electric switches." D. Tinlot. March 7th.

6,713. ' Electric contact-makers for steering-wheels o( motor-vehicles."
Eural Patents, Ltd., and H. J. Waller. March 7th.

6,715. " Means for obtaining pol.Tr diagram of alternating electromotive
force or current." J. T. M. Morris and F. R. F. Ramsay. March 7th.

6,717. " Electro-magnetic compasses." T. N. Whitehead. March 7th.

6.723. " Induction motors" W. F. Higgs. March 7th.

6.724. " Mine signalling apparatus." W. H. Cooper. March 7th.

6,732. " Tag blocks terminal strips, S:c." Automatic Telephone Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., and S. R. Smith. March 7th.

6,734. " Controllers (or electrically-operated cranes, hoists &c " N G
Lsngrish and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. March 7th.

6,736. •• Electric drilling machines." C. H. VIdal. March 7th.

6.740. " Wireless telegraphic and telephor
R Re€s. March 7th.

6.741. " Holders (or electric incandescent lamps." A. PQschel. March 7lh.

6,747. " Apparatus for le-magnetising magneto magnets and recharging
sfcondary batteries." D. Forrest. March 7th.

a,755. " Regulating devices for electric installations." Etablissements De
Dion-Bouton Soc. Anon. March 7th. (France, April 14th, 1921.)

6,758. Rotors." A. Flettner. March 7th (Germany, March 9th, 1921.)
6,793. " Electric resistance welding." R. F. Woodburn. March 8th.

6,821. " Electrically-propelled vehicles." L. B. Hewitt and Metropolitan
Electric T-amways, Ltd. March 8th.

6.823. " Electrical starting-mechanism for fluid-pressure engines." I A
Cole. Humber. Ltd., and L. J. Shorter. March 8th.

6,827. " Waterproof electric blasting cap." A. L. Oliver. March 8th.
6,833. " Magneto detectors and astatic and directional magnetic compasses "

A. E. Beattie. March 8th.
"^

6,849. " Producing elecIro-anEESthetic current (or treatment of nervous
diseases." R. Aray.. March 8th.

. ^l*''*-
"Control of dynamo-electric machines." A." S. Cachemaille (West-

mghouse Electric and Manu(acturing Co). March Sth.
6.856. " Methods of making silica or quartz glass." British Thomson-

Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). March Sth.
6.857. Electricity meters." R. Amberton. March 8lh.
6.858. " Electrical testing apparatus." R. Amberton and R H. Barbour

March Sth.

6,862. " Means (or converting a direct or unidirectional electric current into
a high-frequency alternating current.' P. d'Aigneaux. March Sth

li'ol;!- !.' F''<^"'"=
.ignition systems." J. Higginson. March Sth.

6.898. Automatic telephone systems." Relay Automatic Telephone Co.,

ving instr H. P.

Ltd.. and E J C. Rousseau. M.arch Sth
6,905. •• Telephone systems/' Automatic Telepl Ma ufacturing Co., Ltd.

March Sth. (United States, February 20lh.)

«*'*"' " ^'"^'"'^ machines for heating rivets, ic." W. J. Readett. March

.-•''"l",,
," Electric switches." W. Preston. H. S. Rogers, and W. Walker.

M.irch 9th.

6.9.53. " Sparking-plug terminals." E. Martin. March 9th
6.9.55. " Electric lighting fixtures." R. M. Beard. March 9

li.'J'Ji. •' Ignition in internal-combustion engines." S. J. Frosl. March Sth.
6,;»4. • Electric switchis." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General

Electric Co.). March 9lh.

6.938. " Electric talking-machines, &c." J. H. Nicholson. March 9th.
7.(101. " Wireless masU." C. J. .Aston and A. G. T. Cusins. March 9th.
7,008. " Synchronous motor for electric drive of clockworks." R. Michl.

March 9lh.

7,041. " Electrical shop sign" H. L. Moisselle. March 10th.
7.047. " Leading-in wires (or electric incandescent lamps." S. O. Cowper-

Coles. March 10th.

7.048. " Joints of high-tension electric cables." A. M. Taylor. March 10th.
7.105. " Current-collecting apparatus for electric railwavs and tramways."

A. A. Bull. March 10th
7.106. " Current-collecting apparatus for electric railways and tramwavs."

C W. Kay. March 10th.
7.107. "Current-collecting apparatus for electric railways and tramwavs.'

C. W. Kay. March 10th
7,121. ' Ventilating or cooling electrical machines." K. Baumann, Metro-

politan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd. March 10th.
7,125. " Protective arrangements for alternating-curr»'nt electric circuits."

R. W. Biles and A. Revrolle & Co., Ltd. March 10th.
7.136. " Electric switch-fuses." Electrical Improv.ments, Ltd.. and R. W.

Gregory. March 10th.

7,142. " Element for storage-batterv cells." E. Vare. March 10th. (Bel-

gium. .March 10th, 1921.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which 'he speciBcations wi
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

xsao.
West & Co., Ltd., and V. Brei

and Metals

September 2nd, 192

Rose. September 13tl

33,536. " Magnetic blow-out devic
.May 11th, 1921. (175,663.)

24,836. " Electric arc welding systems." Wilson Weld
Inc. February 18th, 1920. (159,488.)

25.356. " Spark-plug connections." R. McGrc
(175,671.)

26,246. "Electrolytic cells.' J. Harris and J
1920. (175,673.)

28,906. " Means for controlling electric currents and for detecting or recor<

ing radio-signals." C. S. Agate and P. W. Willans. October 12th, 193
(175,679.)

29.128. " Apparatus for maintaining a gas electrode in operative condition.

F. P. Habicht. October 14th, 1919. (152,364.)

31,943. " Means for generating and transmitting electric currents to electr

reciprocating hammers and the like." H. Fairbrother (Electric Tool Mam
factoring Co., Inc.). November 11th, 1920. (175.714.)

33,014. " Electric light installations for alternating current." Naamlooi
Vent.ootschap Philips' Gloeilampentabrieken. December Sth, 1919. (155,238.

32,238. " Magneto-electric generators for signalling purposes," S. G. FrOB

November 15th, 1920. (175,720.)

32,.537. " Train-control systems." Au'omatic Telephone Manufacturing Co
Ltd., A. E. Hudd, and A. F. Bound. November 18th, 1920. (175.733.)

32,748. " Electric cooking apparatus." E. Kuhlo. November 20th, 1911

(154,194.)

33,813. " Construction of high-tension electric cables." W. T. Henley
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., P. Dunsheath, and C. Grover. November 20tl

1920. (175,753.)

32,936. " Electrical switches." H. Garde. November 22nd. 1920. (175,716

33.056. " Wireless transmission o( signals." Title Insurance and Trust Co
August 37th, 1917. (154,530.)

33.060. " .Method of and apparatus for locating ore bodies bv electricr,;

means." E. C. Hanson. Mav 7th, 1919. (154,534.)

33.061. " Electro-therapeutic apparatus," E. C. Hanson. July 12th, 1919

(154.535.)

33.068.

and W. J
33,188

lighting, heating, and power installations." H- J. Rend
November 23rd 1920. (175,760.)

Means for recording telephone calls." A. W. Wood. November
24th, 1920. (Cognate application 3,699/31.) (175,763.)

33,8-29. " Hydrophones." F. L. Hopwood. November 30th, 19-39. (175,78S.,

Directional hydrophones." F. L. Hopwood. November 30th. l'.J20.

Metropolitan-Vickers Elfr al Co., Ltd
ufacturing Co.). December 1st, 1920.

J. H.

ehicles."

33.830.

(175,784.)

33,965.

(Westingh:
1175,788.)

34,120. " Electric hoists, lifts, inclined railwavs. and the like." Wavgood
Otis, Ltd. (Otis Elevator Co.). December 2nd, 1920. (175.793.)

34.157. " Means for locking and unlocking electric switch plugs."
Gath. December 3rd. 1930. (175.794.)

34,2.54. '' .Automatic couplings for railway, tramway, and similar v

A. L. McColl. December 3rd.' 1930. (17-5,799.)

34,574. " System of control from a distance for regulating devices of electric

vehicles." Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon. December 30th. 1919. (1.56.089.)

34.804. ".Electric motor control." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltili

(General Electric Co.). December 9th, 1920. (175.815.)

35,093. " Automatic locking-devices for manuallv^jperated brakes used off

tramwnv. railway, and like vehicles." S. Thomas. December 13th. ISSIfe

(175.823).

35,213. " Means for jointing submarine electric cables." W. T. Henleyl*
Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd., and E. E. Judge. December 14th. 1920. |175,826.>

36,448. " Jointing of armoured electric cables." British In.sulaled and
Helsbv Cables. Ltd.. and R. W. Blades. December 30th. 1920. (175,852.)

36,488. " Protective device (or direct-current electric motors." C. E. Fair^

burn. December 30tli, 1930. (175,853.)

I9ai.
rgk. Janua Slsl,2,791. " Electric motor-control systems." T.

1931. (175.877.)

2,899. " Electric.il accumulators." Van Raden & Co., Ltd., and R. Rankilk
January 22nd. 1921. (175,878.) l

3,010. "Systems of voltage regulation." British Thomson-Houston C«^
Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 24th, 1921. (175.879.) i

3.739. " Means or apparatus (or coupling electric cables and the WkeSf
G. Andrew and F. H. Wilkinson. February Isl. 1921. (175.887.) •

5.393. "Construction o( electric accumulators" G. W. Richards. Fcbmiiy
16th, 1921. (175.896.)

7,143. " " Aoparatus for treating eases with silent electric discharges."
I. Srarvasy. February 15th. 1918. (159,843.)

13.8-34. " .\pparatus (or starting electric synchronous motors." Compagnie
G^nirale Electrique. October 6th," 1930. (169.'953.)

19,479. • Teiephonographs and the like." Telegraphon Ges. Aug. Slth.

19-20. (168.305.)

21,017. " El.rtrlcal circuit breakers." Metropolitan-Vickers Electric.il Co..

I.til. October ISth 1920. (170.556.)
33,354. " Oil-break electric switch with resistance," Maschinenfabrik Oer-

likon. December '0th, 1930. ^72,658.)

X9aa.
2.008. Train-control systems and apparatus for use therewith." Automatic

T.-U-phone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., A. F. Hudd. .--nd A. F. Bound November
18th. 1920. (Dividod apolication on 175.733.> (175.945.)
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THE PROGKESS OF THE ENGINEEEIN&
LOCK-OUT.

The situation is subject to rapid kaleidoscopic ehauges.

Over-night the prospects of settlement are reported

bright; next morning we read of a " hitch " and a like-

lihood of the trouble extending. At the moment of

writing this article the outlook appeared to have im-

proved. Now, as we go to press, it has changed for the

worse, and there seems to be an actual deadlock.

The latest information shows that the conferences have

completely failed, as the A.E.U. insisted upon the with-

drawal of the lock-out notices when negotiations on the

question of workshop practice and managerial control

were resumed. The next step was to be the posting on

Wednesday of additional lock-out notices affecting men
in the other unions. It is stated that this concerns

500,000 workers, in addition to the' 250,000 A.E.U.

members previously locked out.

The 47 unions who were engaged last week in a ballot

on the employers' management memorandum voted, as

was to be expected, against the acceptance of the views

expressed therein. When a dispute has already been

entered upon, and the spirit of combat is in the very

air, it is in the highest degree unlikely that the rank and

file will be found to be inclined to take long views. Had
the engineers been allowed to remain at work, and had

the A:E.U. agreed to refer the question again to the

membership, there might have been some hope that a

stoppage would be avoided.

The Government, fearing that if the House of Com-

mons discussed the situation, provocative things might

be said, at first refused to give time for a debate ; but

wiser counsels appear to have prevailed, causing their

fears to be regarded as groundless. A debate therefore

took place, and although at one time it seems to have

become so lethargic as to have been in imminent danger

of dying of inanition, the views of labour, of the Govern-

ment, and of the employers were enunciated. Stripped

of mere debating points, such as the " chipping " of

the employers for quoting Justice and some of Lenin's

conclusions, and the surprising sugg.estion that a mani-

festo issued to 30,000 members of the union was " a

strictly private and confidential document," we think

the fact emerges that both sides have the interests of the

country at heart. Although Mr. Gould, of Cardiff, is of

the opinion that " we have got to get rid of all this sense-

less talk about investigation," there was enough of the

real truth about the present state of trade in his speech

to show that full investigation and full knowledge of all

the facts would be of the greatest possible value. Every-

body wants to get away from these disputes, which by

their recurrence interfere with the national and indivi-

dual advancement. The best—the only—method of

avoiding them is the spread of knowledge of all the

factors and conditions involved. Men like Mr. Gould

seem to say: " No investigation is necessary. I know

the facts,, and you must accept my conclusions." The

representatives of labour reply :

'

' We also know the

facts, but the conclusions we draw are very different

from yours." Bu.t the final arbiter in these matters is

public opinion, and public opinion will insist that the

whole truth shall be disclosed, so that a proper judgment

may be formed upon the question. Was not a Select

Committee of the House of Commons told thirty years

ago by a prominent railway magnate of the time that

" you might as well have a trade union or an ' amal-

gamated society ' in the army, where discipline has to

be kept at a very high standard, as have it on the rail-

[433]
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ways "
1 The Committee reported that the working

conditions comprehended under the name of discipline

were " indistinguishable from white slavery." Would
any railway director or high official of to-day speak in

that way of trade unions, or consider white slavery to

be the only, or the best, method of administration on

ike railways? In spite of the Englishman's privilege of

grumbling, there is no doubt that railway travelling has

improved in comfort and in service beyond anything

that was thought of in the early nineties, although the

N.U.R. has the power temporarily to paralyse industrj\

Every accommodation between parties to any discussion

involves something of giving and something of taking

on both sides. There is always a haunting feeling that

perhaps too much has been given, that the gain will not

be worth the price paid, or might have been obtained at

a less heavy price. Complete knowledge tends to

eliminate this feeling.

We therefore feel that the Minister of Labour is wrong
in not making arrangements at once for the setting up
of an Industrial Court. Sir Allan Smith asks what an
Industrial Court can do that a conference of eighty men,
forty from either side, cannot do. We think the plain

man will be inclined to say that it can do a great deal

more, can do it better, and can do it more quickly. The
Government's view, as expressed by Mr. Chamberlain,
is that the setting up of such a court, and the proceed-

ings before it, would cause delay and extend the area

of the dispute. All the more reason, then, for setting it

up without any delay of a preliminary nature. The
area of the dispute has already extended. Is either

party afraid to lay its cards on the table ? We do not
think so. Then there can be no objection from that

point of view. It may be that at an Industrial Court
Sir Allan Smith would not be able to say :

'

' We are

going to know where we are. We are going to manage
the shops, or the shops are not going to run. We are

going to make this an absolute condition of employment
for all trades."

Going, going ... if there is much more of this sort

of talk we shall find that the engineering industry has
gone—gone to Germany, or some other country where
employers, instead of locking their gates, find work to

keep them open. We have pointed out before now that

the capable leadership of men is as important to indus-

try as anything can be, and there is much in the view of

Mr. Austin Hopkinson that if an employer is not imme-
diately and cheerfully obeyed by his workpeople he
should look within himself to ascertain the cause.

Nowadays, of course, there is all too little of individu-
ality on both sides, and it must not be forgotten that
entrance into a combination for the purpose of collective

action necessitates the surrender of the right of separate
action. From being able to give effect immediately to

the course of action which may appear to be correct, the
worker or the employing firm becomes only one of a num-
ber, able, it is true, to give expression to opinions and
thereby to influence, so far as may be, the views of

fellow-members, but not to put those opinions into prac-
tice unless and until the majority have been brought
into agreement with them. Mr. Hopkinson holds that
an employer, by becoming a member of the Federation,
abrogates managerial functions and leaves them to the
Federation. This, of course, is going too far. Such an
employer still has the right, and the duty, of running
his own factory, but he does it in line with the general
policy agreed upon by himself in common with the other
federated employers. The worst feature, in our view,
of combinations of this kind, whether of employers or
of employed, is that they protect the inefficient. The
fastest speed of the body is the fastest speed of the slowest
member of it, and the improvement of the worst to be
equal to the best is, at best, a slow process, even suppos-
ing it to be seriously undertaken or contemplated.
The appeal of the churches will be read with approval

by all who value plain and honourable dealing. As Sir
Allan Smith admitted when he put his signature to the
Whitley Report, and as he stated in the House of
Commons, there must be conference and co-operative

action between employers and employed. So important,
so vital is this, that there must be permanent machinery
for the purpose. AVe said at first that it is evident that
both sides have the interests of the nation at heart. Then
let us liave an end of asperity and impatience, and let

liotli parties try to understand one another. Is the over-

time question the governing factor in the dispute? Only
so far as it brings into prominence the function of man-
agement. Does, or can, any sane employer want over-

time as a regular thing, when it costs him half as much
again as ordinary time and must necessarily be less

efficient? Obviously not. With the dice so heavily
loaded against him, the employer will, as we have long
ago shown, and as Mr. Hopkinson pointed out in his

speech, have every inducement to avoid it, even to the
extent of employing more workers or of running more
than one shift.

The statement issued by the A.E.U. on " Why We
Are Locked Out " does not take the matter verj' mucli
further. Much is made of the refusal of the employers
to accept the qualified recognition of their managerial
rights which is conveyed in the clause:—

The right of the employers to exercise managerial func-
tions in their establishments shall continue as hitherto, and
the Union shall have the right to continue to perform its

proper functions.
" l^tat is to say," goes on the statement, in italics,

" the Union asked for no change in the existing position.

It was the emptuyers who were seeking to alter the rela-

tionship previously existing between the parties."

It must be remembered that the Union's own inter-

pretation of this was that only those relations estab-

lished since 1914 were to continue to exist. Now com-
pare the clause with the original, rejected by three per
cent, of the membership out of a total poll of twenty
per cent. :

—
The lYade Union shall not interfere with the right of the

employers to exercise managerial functions in their estab-
lishments, and the Federation shall not interfere with the
proper functions of the Trade Union.

If the new clause means no more than the old, why
was any change made? The existing position had be-

come intoleral^le, and the Union executive admitted it

by offering the terms for ballot.

We believe, as we said at the beginning of the dispute.

that it was wrong to accept the decision of so small a

proportion of the membership, and the revelations of

the slipshod manner in which the ballot was conducted

confirm that view. If Mr. Robert Young is right in

calling twenty per cent, a very large proportion of the

membership, and in saying that the A.E.U. method of

conducting a ballot outshines that of the other unions,

we can only say it is time that state of things was
changed. If the unions are wise, they will see to it

themselves: if they do not, it cannot fail to become n

question for legislation-.

More than twelve months have passed

.4 Market since British trade with Spain was
in- Jeopardy, threatened with virtual extinction by

the imposition of a highly-protective

import tariff. This was described as provisional and
was followed by the announcement that permanent legis-

lation was being drafted. But it soon became gener-

ally understood that the new tariff was to be more highly

protective than the temporary one. Meanwhile the dis-

location of Spain's foreign commerce grew increasingly

serious, and all those interested in it from the point

of view of either export or import trade united in

protest against the contemplated legislation. Practi-

cally the only section which supported the proposals was

the Catalan textile industry. To this section in par-

ticular is believed to be due the rigorous nature of the

new tariff law, which has now been published and found

to justify the worst fears of the various interests affected.

Many branches of Spanish industry dependent upon im-

ported supplies of raw or semi-manufacttired products,

chemicals, and other essential materials find their activi-

ties jeopardised by high costs. The fruit growers fear
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that retaliatory measures such as have already been

adopted in France will deprive them of all their loreign

outlets in turn. Every section of the community com-

plains of the excessive rise in the cost of living. Yet

the Spanish Government refuses to moderate the levies.

It appears to have been blinded to its true economic

interests by the pressing need for revenue.

British engineering and other firms engaged in ex-

porting to Spain foresee a profitless end to the agree-

able business relationships which they have spent many
years in forming and cementing. They have lodged

their protests through the Commercial Diplomatic Ser-

vice, the Federation of British Industries, and the

British Chamber of Commerce in Barcelona. On the

effectiveness of the presentation of their case depends the

ruin or the survival of British trade in Spain. The
Commercial Secretary, whose report is summarised on

another page, practically acknowledges the truth of this

statement. We therefore urge the British Government
to use every economic weapon it possesses in order to save

the situation.

The controversy in connection with

Private Enter= the present Electricity Supply Bill has

prise in Electri= brought up the old question how far the

city Supply. rights of private enterprise will be con-

served under the new organisation.

Critics who are whole-hoggers have raised an alarmist

cry, but is this borne out by fact? We have now had
considerable experience of the Electricity (Supply) Act,

1919, of which the new Bill is the financial supplement.

No one can claim that, in carrying out their executive

duties under this Bill, any preference has been given

by the Electricity Commissioners to municipal trading

as such. Whatever decisions have been come to, it is

quite evident that the ruling factors have been entirely

technical, and in no sense political. By this we mean
that the Commissioners have, so far as anyone can see,

paid no attention whatever to tlie question whether any
particular project was to be worked by a municipal
undertaking or by a company. Certainly it would be

difficult to show any anti-company bias. As regards

the authorising of company operation we have, for in-

stance," the' North Wales Electric Power" Co., which has

been authorised to erect a hydro-electric station in

North Wales. The Yorkshire Power Co. has had a

similar permission for a station in its area. On the other

side, of course, there are consents su.ch as Nottingham,
where the working is under municipal control, but cer-

tainly a very even balance has been kept so far. So
much for what is public. As to a great deal of work,
of which the results do not become public, from all we
have heard every possible assistance has been given
under the new regime to undertakers who have needed
it, wholly irrespective of whether they w;ere company or

municipal. Broadly, therefore, we think that there is

every justification from experience to anticipate that
under the future operation of these Acts there will be a

full and free field given to private enterprise.

The President of the Manchester
Ignorance, but Chamber of Commerce, in his able

not Bliss. speech at the annual dinner of the Man-
chester Local Centre of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, was cai-eful to make it plain
that he did not claim to have any knowledge of matters
electrical. Such ignorance of matters lying outside
one's own province is not culpable, and it is not expected
f'i the lay Press that expert scientific commentary shall
lie forthcoming in the ordinary way. We must, how-
ever, express amazement at the credulity that has been
displayed on several recent occasions. " Synthetic
gold " (whatever that may mean) has been discovered by
' a German scientist." The particular German con-
cerned turns out to have no scientific knowledge of any
value, while it isobvious that gold, being an elementary
substance, cannot be " svnthesised " at all. "Synthetic
coal " is the reputed discovery of another genius, who

makes his fuel out of rock and stones. We had thought

that this was the long-established practice of the British

coal merchant, at all events where domestic coal is con-

cerned.

A fair example of the appalling nonsense served up to

(and, apparently, greedily absorbed by) the public, in

the name of scientific information, was provided by The
Daily Express recently in a sensational note headed

:

" Metal Turned into Gas. Age-Long Dream of

Alchemists Solved. Terrific Heat.", The substance of

it is that Messrs. G. L. Wendt and C. E. Iron, at

Chicago University, have transmuted tungsten into

helium ; and no doubt the proceedings of the Middle
West section of the American Chemical Society, bef.ire

which body this accomplishment was reported, will be

found to contain accurate information as to what has

really been done. We hope and believe that we are

justified in refusing to credit that responsible scientists

talked about producing " the highest temperature ever

known in the universe," or the discharge of " 100,000

volts of electricity at high speed " through a fine tung-

sten wire, which promptly " exploded with a deafening
report, producing a flash two hundred times brighter

tlian sunlight and lasting less than 100,000th part of a

second." Under this condition, it is stated, the tung-

sten wire decomposed into helium gas.

The possibility of transmutation, or the change of

one element into another, is not denied, and has been

confirmed by experimental evidence obtained from
radium and its derivatives. In the case cited, the gas

wliich was principally in evidence was not helium, but

something to which we are more accustomed. It is

familiarly known as " hot air," and when condensed, it

produces sensational paragraphs such as the one before

The by-laws of the Chartered Insti-

The By=laws of tution of Electrical Engineers, which
the I.E.E. take the place of the Articles of Asso-

ciation of the old Institution, were

unanimously approved at the special general meeting

last week. The fact is significant of the greater confi-

dence reposed in the Council by the members nowadaj's,

a very satisfactory condition; that confidence is due, we
believe, largely to the circumstance that the policy of

the Council is framed on broad and enterprising lines,

in accordance with the wishes of the membership, and
not upon a slavish adherence to precedent and to obso-

lete traditions which restricted the scope of the Institu-

tion's activities. Thus it has come about that the Presi-

dent, at the annual dinner of the North-Western Local

Centre last Friday, was able to say that the Institution

for many years now had been trying to keep in touch

with the commerce of the country, as well' as witli'

science, for without trade the work of, engineering and
of all science would be as nothing. That sentiment ap-'

peared in our pages many times during the struggle of

ten years ago to save the Institution frohi the old-

fogeyism which threatened it.

Many of our readers, too, will recall the battles of

1911-12 over the mode of election of the Council, which

resulted, inter alia, in the rule that the number of

Council nominees should exceed the number of vacan-

cies, in order to ensure that a ballot would always be

necessary; that rule has now been abrogated, without

a fight, but the privilege of nominating Associate Mem-
bers has very properly been extended to the Associate

Members, who number nearly three-quarters of the cor-

porate membership. A ballot is still desirable; without

it, the constitution of the Council will as formerly be

determined 'wholly by the Council, the members will

feel that thej- have no hand in it, and discontent will

again arise. We have been told that the Council wel-

comes outside nominations, and it will be " up to " the

members generally to see that they are forthcoming.

We are triad to see that the strictly technical character

of the qualifications for full Membership has been em-

phasised by omitting the provision which enabled' the

Council to admit non-technical men to that class.
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THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION OF A.C. LOAD PROBLEMS.

By J, A. VAN TILBURG,

The following graphic method of solving the various

problems arising in daily a.c. practice will no doubt

appeal to most engineers.

The method used is both simple and accurate, and

can be used for all problems. The entire absence of cal-

culations will prove an advantage to many who have

become a little rusty on mathematics.

Example 1 has been set out in detail for the benefit of

those not conversant with the graphic method. Ex-

amples 5 and 6, applied to synchronous motors, will, it

is hoped, prove to be of special interest to many.

Example 1.

—

Addition of Two Inductive Loads.

Problem.—To an inductive load 1, of, say, 100 kVA
(lagging) power factor 0.8, it is intended to add an in-

ductive load 2 of, say, 80 kVA (lagging) P.F. 0.75.

Question.—What is the resulting kVA load, and what

is its P.F. t

Data : Load 1 kVA = 100 P.F. 0.8

kW = kVA X P.F. = 100 X 0.8 = 80

Load 2 kVA = 80 P.F. 0.75

kW = kVA X P.F. = 80 X .75 = bO

Constructioti.~Sca.\e 50 kVA = 1".

Load 1.—On horizontal line XX set off the distance

al> = 1.6" = 80 kW. Draw the perpendicular YY at b.

Solution,.—The triangle aed is the vector triangle of

the total load.

X'
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line eg = load 3. From g construct the vector triangle

of load 4 as in example 3 = ghj.

Solution.—The triangle akj is the vector triangle of

the total load.

aj = the vector sum ac, ce, eg, and gj, = kVA total

load.

ak = kW total load, akjaj = P.F. total load.

The Application of the Graphic Method to

Stnchronocs Motors.

With the aid of the graphic method it is easy to deter-

mine the improvement of the power factor of an in-

ductive load which will result from the addition of a

synchronous motor to the load.

Problem.—To an inductive load, one of say 100 kVA
a;p.f. 0.8 (lagging), it is intended to add a synchronous

motor of, say, 50 kVA.
Question.—What will be the total load and what the

improvement in p.f. of the load with various useful

leads on the synchronous motor 1

Construction.—To scale 20 kVA = 1'.

Draw the vector triangle of load 1 as before. With
centre e and radius 2.5" = 50 kVA (rating of motor),

draw the quadrant de.

The line cd represents the condition where the syn-

chronous motor is doing work to its full rated capacity,

i.e., 50 kVA at unity p.f., and the corresponding

triangle afd is the vector triangle of the total load.

Y

The line ce represents a separately driven synchronous

condenser of 50 kVA rating and the triangle aeb is

the corresponding vector triangle of the total load.

It is, of course, impossible to realise the ideal con-

dition represented by the quadrant, and this in prac-

tice would be modified to the curve as shown, which can

be constructed from data supplied by the makers of the

motor as follows :
—

Rating motor 50 kVA at p.f. unity p.f. at J load 0.9.

p.f. at I load 0.75

p.f. at^ load 0.4

all leading.

Set off along cd the points j, h. g, representing ^, J,

Drop the perpendiculars gk, hi, and jm.

I load = 37.5 kVA = 37.5/0.9

i load = 25 kVA= 26/0.75

} load = 12.5 kVA = 12. 5/0.4

and J load.

We have
P.F. J load = 0.9.

= 41.6 approx.
P.F. i load = 0.76.

= 33.3 approx.

P.F. ^ load = .4.

= 30.1 approi.
With centre c and radius = 41.6 to scale, draw the

sector ss intersecting the perpendicular g a,t k. Do
the same at h with centre c and radius 33.3 to scale;

similarly at j. We then have the points d, k, I, and m,
and the curve can be drawn through these.

Example 6.

It is intended to carry 35 kW useful load on the

synchronous motor. What will be the total load and
what the p.f. of the total load?

Construction.—Along cd set off to scale en = 35 kW ;

drop the perpendicular re/J. Connect a with o (the point

of intersection between perpendicular and curve).

Solution.—The triangle apo will be the vector triangle

of the total load. As before ao = total kVA and
apjao = p.f. total load.

Example 7.

It is intended to add a 50-kVA synchronous motor
to a load 1, of, say, 100 kVA at p.f. 0.8. The p.f. is to

be improved to 0.9. What load can the motor take and
improve the power factor as required ?

Construction.—Along af set off at = 2", tlien p.f.

must be 0.9. 2/0.9 = 2.22 approximately.

At t draw the perpendicular tu with centre a and
radius 2.22, draw the sector as shown. From a draw the

line ar through u (point of intersection of sector and
perpendicular). The line aur intersects the curve for

the motor at r. Draw the perpendicular u'v through r ;

cv will be the useful load in kW on the motor and the

triangle arw represents the total load.

Remarks :
—

1. It will be seen that in this case the improvement
of the p.f. of the total load is chiefly due to the addition

of load at unity p.f.

2. The radial differences between curve and sector are

proportional to the power taken from the line by the

motor to give leading wattless current.

3. It will be seen that it is generally not efficient to

improve the p.f. of an inductive load beyond, say, 0.95,.

as a large increase in the capacity of the motor is neces-

sary with only a small increase in wattless leading

power, as indicated by the almost horizontal portion of

the curve mz.

4. It will be apparent that in most cases a more
efficient condition will result if the synchronous motor
is at least partly loaded. The most efficient point is

easily determined by the above method for any par-

ticular motor.

NOTES ON QUICK-MAKE, QUICK-BREAK SWITCHQEAR.

By J. ANDERSON.

"Quick-break" has become almost universal on
switchgear of all sizes, and is sometimes found in con-
junction with "quick-make,"' but few engineers have
paused, in recent years, to consider whether either or
both are necessary.

It can be shown that in certain cases quick-break is

distinctly detrimental, as, for example, when breaking
a highly-inductive d.c. circuit; the quicker the break
the higher the induced voltage rise, and the greater the
chance of damage to apparatus connected adjacent to
the source of the pressure rise.

It can also be shown that in certain cases quick-make
is detrimental, as, for example, when switching-on a
transformer to a supply system having considerable

capacity in the high-pressure supply cables. Apart
from any question of voltage rise, there is a consider-

able instantaneous current rush when switching-on a

large transforjiier, and trouble so frequently results

from the tripping of the overload breaker on the feeder

that some supply authorities lit slow-make, slow-break

oil- immersed switches on the transformer panels, which
merely serve as isolating switches, and give a tacit, if

not explicit, instruction to the attendant that, when
switching-on, he is expected to close the switch slowly

till the contacts just touch and " sizzle," thus charging

up the transformer and reducing the current rush.

There is a wide field between these limits, where either

quick-make or quick-break, or both, may be beneficial,
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and a few cases where both, are essential, and to crystal-

lise ideas it is convenient to take a few definite cases

uiid examine tiiem in detail.

It is the practice in large supply stations generating

alternating current at high voltages to use both quick-

make and (juick-break oil-immersed switches : quick-

make because it is inherent to the electrical operation

of the switchgear, and quick-break because it is con-

sidered advantageous. In fact, every effort is made
to get as quick a break as possible, and initial speeds

of break of 11 ft. to 14 ft. per second are aimed at.

Some makers go further, and try to expedite the break

by means of magnetic blow-out.

If tests in air are any criterion, it may be stated

definitely and positively that quick-break in conjunc-

tion with magnetic blow-out is necessary only to a

limited extent, and through a comparatively very small

distance; the speed of break is proportional to the

current and the field, and is independent of voltage,

and once the constant is known for a given shape of

contact it is readily calculated.

It is certain that without magnetic blow-out only

very short and slow breaks are necessary for alternating

currents at voltages up to 440 ; a recent test on single-

phase 440 volts, 600 amperes, 25 cycles, gave 1/16 in.

slow break under oil, and a separation of 0.014 in. in

air slow break between copger electrodes is sufficient to

interrupt 121 amperes at 440 volts, 25 cycles.

In fact, it is quite a moot point whether quick-break

is not a distinct disadvantage with alternating current;

if the time of break is shorter than one quarter cycle

it is possible to draw out quite long arcs in air. A
test with a switch completing its travel in 0.01 second

on 25-cycle supply gave 1^ in. for 100 amperes at 440
volts.

The facts are somewhat different on d.c. circuits.

The slow-break separation of the contacts is roughly
proportional to the current up to about 10 amperes at

440 volts, but above 10 amperes the separation required

is erratic, and the only thing that can be said is that

it need not exceed 4 in. to 4i^ in. for any current at

440 volts.

The actual length of the arc is quite another story,

but it is readily calculated from laws deduced from
tests made in uniform magnetic fields and assuming that

the arc is working in a field equal to the earth's field.

Tests on quick-break show that for speeds of 4 ft. to

.40 ft. per second the separation distance of the con-

tacts is the same as for slow-break. In other words,
quick-break does no good at all so far as breaking the

circuit is concerned ; it only decreases the damage to

the contacts by reducing the time the arc lasts.

Tests in air with uniform magnetic fields from 0.05
to 10.0 kilolines per square inch show that if regular
results are to be obtained it is necessary to separate the
contacts at a speed proportional to the current and the
field through a relatively small distance, a matter of

half an inch or so for currents up to 2,000 amperes, and
that neither increase of speed nor increase of separation
is of any advantage.

There are certain circumstances where the use of
quick-break is imperative, and that is where any
hesitation in operating the switch is likely to occin-, and .

they really entail regular uninterrupted break rather
than quick-break. An example is a .series limit switch
on a cranei where the crane may just creep up to the
point, of opening the limit switch sufficiently to cause
arcing, but not sufficiently to break the circuit.
.The argument for quick-make holds equally well in

this case, because the crane may bave travelled far
emough partially to close the shunt limit switch and
caiise- destructive sparking before the circuit-breaker
opens. Consequently the same general rule holds for
quick-make as for quick-break, tliat where any hesita-
tion in operating the switch is likely to occur either or
lK)th ai'e advantageous, and they become more and more
advantageous as the currents become greater relativelv
to the size of the switch.

For example, very few tumbler switches of 5-anip.

and 10-amp. capacity on the market to-day will break

their rated carrying capacity on 220 volts d.c. If they

are operated smartly once they may just clear; if they

are operated half a dozen times in rapid succession so

that the contact gets hot, they will fail.

If they have cleared the first time or two the contacts

have roughened, and the quick-make, quick-break pat-

tern, which should be the best, becomes the worst, be-

cause the spring is never of sufficient strength to pull

off a badly-roughened knife contact.

From this it follows that, if a quick-make, quick-

break tumbler switch is to be really effective and
dependable, the knife form of contact must be abaTi-

doned and the design must be brought into line with the

practice on heavier gear by using some form of block

or vee contatt which cannot fail to separate even when
roughened.

A complete statement regarding the requirements of

a quick-make, quick-break switch is that, in addition

to the block or vee contact, it should have a positive
" push on " to start motion in case the mechanism has

got stiff from disuse, and a positive " push off " to start

motion in case of roughness or partial welding ; in

effect, the ideal tumbler switch should be designed on

the same lines as are recognised to be the best standard

practice for limit switches on crane control.

On the other hand, tumbler switches are rarely, if

ever, loaded to their rated capacity; a 5-ampere switch

is seldom required to carry more than 1.0 to 1.5 am-
peres at 220 volts, or double these currents at 110 volts,

and even on d.c. it can break these currents so easily

that it really does not matter if the quick-make and
quick-break are purely nominal ; certainly on a.c. it

absolutely does not matter at all.

The argument in favour of quick-make on account

of the large instantaneous-current rush with metal-

filament lamps is purely academic, and does not cut any
ice in practice. When these lamps were first introduced

people thought that it would be necessary to switch

them on through a variable resistance, and several of

tliese resistances were put on the market. To-day no
one dreams of using a resistance for that purpose. The
current rush is so transient that even a very light con-

tact has no time to heat sufficiently to cause roughening.

A discussion on the ideals of tumbler-switch design

is rather futile to-day, when it is almost impassible to

get people to accept Britisli-made switches as a gift

in the face of the cut-throat Oernian- competition.

A LIGHTNING ARRESTER FOR SUBMARINE
CABLES. 't

Bv J. RyMER-.rOXES.

In constructing a lightning arrester the object of prime
importance should be to protect the cable—or other

instruments—not only from a single lightning discharge,

but from a succession of shocks; and in order to do tlii>

satisfactorily the arrester should be provided with th.

means of self-preservation.

Several metnods have been devised for protecting th.

cable, but only a few include means for safeguartiing tin

efficiency of the lightning arrester itself.

The value of a submarine cable is .sogreat.th.it

adequate means ii.uist be adopted for fwUy protecting it

—and also the apparatus for working tlie cable— from
injury by lightning. Therefore, in the arrester, recom-

mended by the writer, and illustrated by the . figure,

advantage is taken of a combination, in one instruniejit.

of some of the most reliable methods.
1. Chief importance is attached to the reuuirk:ibl\

effectual power of discharging lightning possessed h\

points J, of which there are 48, viz., 2.4 stout serrated

* No. A ].0.56, earlier fonn; + No. .'I 1.340. improved form;
both made hv The I.B.G.P. IVl. Works. Silvertowh. T/Dndon.

E. . .

I Siemens \- Halske's point lightning discharger ; Breguet's
sawteeth lightning discharger.
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edges, s; 12 medium-size screws tipped with platinum,

m; 10 fine platinum wire points, /; and also two pairs

of points, p, acting as additional leaks for silently dis-

cliarging the lightning to earth.

2. A plate protector §, viz., two stout metal plates,

or, better still, carbon plates, p', separated by mica

sheet, with air gaps to facilitate discharge to earth.

3. Two choke coils, c', to slow and therebj' increase

tiie lightning discharge ||
through the points.

4. A fine platinum wire, w, doubly covered with silk,

is introduced in the lightning's path 1, to be fused, and

thereby prevent an unusually Ixeavy lightning discharge

—part of which might possibly get past the points and

plate arresters—from entering the cable.

This fine wire passes through an ivoi-y eye-hole, i,

itear the end of each of the two flat brass springs, c and

I (connected to the cable and (say) the underground line

terminals c and l respectively), for the purpose of draw-

ing them down from their earth contacts, e; and, mid-

way between them, this wire dips under the grooved

end, g, of a light metal rod, r, adjustable vertically by

the screw s, so as to strain the wire near the middle of

its length to any desired degree of tension short of

breaking. The rupture of this wire and the consequent

protection to the cable is further increased by connect-

ing the metal straining rod /• to earth, so that any
part of the lightning discharge that might possibly

injure the dielectric, if it entered the cable, is prevented

The Rymer-Jones Lightning Arrester.

from doing so, if it can pass through the silk covering,
at g, of the wire to earth and thereby localise the heat-

ing, and facilitate fusion at this point.

Moreover, another result of the fusion, or fracture,

of the wire is to release the brass springs c and I, and
so put both the underground and cable direct to earth
automaticallj'—on the principle of the Saunders' light-

ning guard—until the electric storm has passed and
the wire has been renewed. The wire w is, however, so
efficiently protected by the numerous fine points and
also by the plate discharger— in conjunction with the

choke coil's slowing power—that, except in very heavy
and prolonged electric storms, the fine platinum wire
may be expected to remain uninjured, thus rendering
spare fusible wires unnecessary.

§ Meissner plate discharger—direct to earth ; Fardley (1847)
plate di-Sfharger—direct to earth ; Siemens & Halske's plat<>

discharger— dii-ect to earth. Of. "The Electric Tplegraph
History and Progress." IRoliert Sabine.]

II Based on the principle adopted bv Sn Ohver Lodge.
HBreguefs (1846) fusing tine wire; Fardley (1847) fusing

fine wire; Meissner silk insiiLted wire from the line, twisted
around a silk-covered earth wire.

—

Ibid.

It will be noticed that the fine platinum wire v) is

firmly secured at both ends under screws, and therefore

it has a constant resistance so long as it remains un-

damaged by lightning; which fact is an important

consideration for preserving a sensitive duplex balance,

because any variable contact resistance due to too light

a pressure, or dirt, or oxidation, will aSect the elec-

trical distribution of charge along the submarine, or

artificial, cable to a considerable distance from the

sending end.

In this particular lightning arrester reliance is chiefly

placed on the very large number of both blunt and

exceedingl)' fine points, not only for safeguarding itself

and the cable, but, if necessary, even the metal plates

also—if metal is used instead of carbon—from surface

fusion during a heavy lightning storm.

Both the points and plate discharges, acting together,

are counted on—but especially the former—to protect

also the fine platinum wire which provides a constant

resistance for duplex signalling : but, so far as lightning

is concerned, this wire is only intended to be a last

resource for effectually keeping it out of the cable by

itself breaking down when the points and plates can

no longer serve as a sufficient protection. In other

words, it is intended and expected that the fine wire

protector will vof break down, and therefore will not

require renewal except under very unusual circum-

stances.

The above lightning arrester is well insulated, where

necessary, on ebonite pillars, and is mounted on a

marble slab having holes through which stout and well-

insulated leads pass to both the lines and also to the

metal earth plate. The instrument is protected by a

n)etal cover, and should, moreover, be installed in a

thoroughly damp-proof cupboard.

SOUTH-WEST MIDLANDS ELECTRICITY

DISTRICT.

ih]

Electricity Commissioners' Decision.

The Electricity Conmfiissioners have considered the evi-

dence given at the inquiry held at Binnincham. in November
last, into the scheme for the above-mentioned district, suli-

mitted iointlv by the Corporation of Birmingham and the

Rhrop-shire. Worcester.shire and Staffordshire Electric Power
Co.. and have decided as follow-.s :

—
1. The area provisionally determined is confirmed sub-

ject in the following amendments:—
(a) The exclusion of the Municipal Borough of Stour-

bridge, and the TTrban Districts of Rowley Regis

and Lye, and Wollescote.

The inclu.sion of the remainder of the Rural District

of Tamworth. the Municinal Borouah of Tamworth.
the Parish of Oa.stle Hill in the Rural District of

Dudley, and the Parish of Kinver in the Rural

District of Seisdon ; and

(c) The inclusion of the Parishes of Brednn. "Norton

hv Bredon. Overbury. Conderton, and Teddingtnn,

all in the Rural District of Tewkesbury CWorres-

ter).

These parishes are within the provisionally de-

termined district as shown on the map issued by
the Commissioners, but through inadvertence were

not referred to in the Notice of provisional deter-

mination .

((f) The question of the inclusion of nart of the Parish

of Great Parr, in the Rural District of Wnlsall.

and part of the Parish of Shenstone. in the Riiral

District of Tiich field, has been reserved by the

Commissioners nendinc thf consideration of the

evidence given at the local innuiry at '^'olvprhamp-

ton in resDPct .of the North-West Midlands Elec-

tricity District.

2. The Commissioners apnrove generally the joint scheme
of the Cornoration of Pirminaham. and the Shrnnshire.

Worcester.shire and Staffordshire Electric Power Co.. as

amended during; the course uf the inquirv.

.\ Draft Order embodying the scheme, with certain mioor
amendments, will be forwarded in due course to the Cor-

poration and the Power Company, and also to other inter-

ested parties, prior to the holding of the further inquiry re-

quired by Section 5 (4) of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919/

which, it is hoped, will take place in May.
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COMPENSATION FOR LOSS

EMPLOYMENT, &c.

OF

Bt W. S. KENNEDY.

A Note on Section 16 of the Act of 1919.

A viUKSTiON whicL has recently excited some interest is

that of the circumstances under which officers and

servants of an authorised undertaker are entitled to

compensation under Section 16 of the Act of 1919.

The first case under the Act—that of the Morley elec-

tricity undertaking—was dealt with at some length in

the issue of the Electrical Review for January 20th,

and shortly commented on in the issue of February 3rd.

Into the question of fact in that case it is not the

purpose of the present note to inquire; the amounts
there allocated seem, on the face of it, to be open to

some criticism, but without fuller information than is

available to the writer it is impossible to form

any valuable conclusion. The section in question

is a lengthy one, bjut may be summarised as follows :
—

Compensation is to be paid to any officer or servant

of an authorised undertaker who (1) has suffered loss

of employment or diminution of salary or wages, or (2)

has relinquished his employment because he was re-

quired to perform duties which were not analogous to

those he performed before or were an unreasonable

addition thereto, or (3) has been placed in a worse

position in respect to conditions of service, including

under that head tenure of office and the prospect of

such things as pensions, gratuities, sick fund, and other

benefits, whether these were legally due or given by
customary practice.

The governing words of the section, however, are that

the claimant must prove to the satisfaction of the

referee appointed by the Ministry of Labour that his

change in condition or circumstances arises " in con-

sequence of this Act." Otherwise no claim under Sec-

tion 16 can be substantiated. Looking into this matter
a little more closely, we see that at least one curious

consequence follows. The section gives a right to com-
pensation where a certain loss has occurred through one

of three causes, viz. : (1) the transfer of an under-
taking or part of an undertaking

; (2) a scheme for the

improvement of supply having come into operation ;

(3) an agreement for rendering mutual assistance

having been entered into between two or more under-
takers.

But, as has been said, these causes must have become
operative in consequence of the Act of 1919. Now, Sec-

tion 19 of the Act, which gives authorised undertakers
the power to enter into agreements for mutual assist-

ance and other purposes (and under which apparently
the agreement between the Morley Corporation and the

Leeds Corporation was entered into) merely extends for

a specified period to undertakers outside London the

powers which were possessed by the undertakers in

London, both local authorities and companies, under
the London Electric Supply Act, 1908, and the London
(Westminster and Kensington) Electric Supply Com-
panies Act, 1908. Certain agreements between London
undertakers are already in existence, entered into

under the provisions of those two Acts, and to such
agreements the provisions as regards compensation in

the Act of 1919 do not apply. Nor, it may well be

argued, would those provisions apply to further agree-

ments of the same natiire entered into by London
undertakers. They would be authorised not by the Act
of 1919, which is unnecessary in the case of London,
but under the earlier powers given by the two Acts of

1908. The question is not free from doubt, for it

may be argued on the other side that the Act of

1919 gave an impetus to the making of such agree-

ments, and although they could have been arranged
before its passage there would not have been in iis

absence sufficient motive power to bring them into

existence. Reference is here made only to agreements
which are made b}- mutual arrangement between the

parties, not to those which are entered into under the

compulsory powers of the Commissioners, whatever

these may be found to amount to on more detailed

inquiry.

It is not suggested that either companies or local

authorities in London would willingly treat their

officers or employees worse because no legal obligation

lies on them to grant the compensation which outside

the metropolis must be given. And in the case of the

companies it is hoped no difficulties would arise. The
local authorities, however, stand in a different position ;

they are trustees for the ratepayers, and, in the absence

of a legal obligation, have little moral right to spend

other people's money on schemes of compensation which

may not commend themselves to the ratepayers, how-

ever generous they maj- be to those directly interested.

It is believed that a case has arisen where a cor-

poration having purchased a tramway from a company
has decided to close down the company's power station

and supply the required energy from its own existing

station. The question has been raised whether the com-

pany's staff who have been discharged are entitled to

compensation under Section 16. Since the transaction

is one which could undoubtedly have been carried out

without any reference to the Act of 1919, the question

must be answered in the negative. Other rights to

compensation, at common law or under special agree-

ments, may exist, but Section 16, as has been said,

gives such a right only where the loss is suffered in

consequence of the Act of 1919.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

London Tube Extensions.—On Monday, in the House of

Commons, Lieut.-Col. Sir Frederick Hull asked the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer what was the rate of interest covered
by the guarantee of the Government under the Trade Facili-

ties Act to the London Electric Railway Co. in respect of the
capital to be raised to carry out the extension works pro-

posed to be executed by the company.
Mr. Hilton Young, in reply, said that details of the agree-

ment which was yet to be completed between the Treasury
and the London Electric Railway could not yet be pubhshed.
The capital needed by the company would be raised by a public
issue of debentures, and the rate of interest to be covered
by the Treasury's guarantee depended on the terms on which
that issue could be made.
South Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co.'s Bill.—On

March 24th this Bill, which sought to reduce the ordinarv
capital from £610,120 to £152.530 on the ground that the
balance was unrepresented by available assets, was before a
Select Committee of the House of Lords. Mr. Tyldesley
Jones, K.C., for the promoters, said that, among other
things, the Bill sought to enable local authorities who en-
tered into an agreement to take energy from the company to

contribute to the company's capital. The only opposition was
from certain gas companies. He said that from the start

the company was overburdened with capital. In 1907 the
company was in difficulties and large consumers came to the
rescue and formed the Treforest Electrical Consumers" Co.,

which entered into an agreement with the Power Co. and the
debenture holders, by which the undertaking was to be carried
on by the Consumers' Co. for the benefit of the consumers
who agreed to find the money. It was explained thait the
Bill would be the means of .saving a large amount of money
to local authorities, who would otherwise have to provide
their own supply.

Counsel appeared for eleven gas companies, who took ex-

ception to the ratepayers' money being put into an ahen con-

cern over which they had no control whatever. The Coin
mitt-ee were of the opinion that the Bill .should proceed.

Cardiff Corporation E.rtensinn Proi-islonal Order Hill.—This
Bill has been liefore Lord Newton's Select Committee. Op-
position to certain clauses was offered by the South Wales
Electrical Power Co. According to the South Wales Echo,
the principal point at issue was the dispute between the Cor-
poration and the Power Co.
Counsel said the Corporation, as successors to the Rural

Council in the added areas, were prepared to take over the
agreements the Council had with the company in respect to

electrical supply in bulk. The company were bound tlo

supply, but the Council were not bound t<i take. Thev were,

however, under obligation to pay fl50 per annum to the

company whether they took the current to the amount or not.

The Corporation were only taking one-fourth of the ares
|

and they offered £40 per annum. i

Counsel for the company asked that Cardiff be put under
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the obliga.tioii to take from the company all electricity sup-
plied in the added area east of the River Taff until the expiry
of the agreement 18 years hence.
The Chairman said the Committee were of the opinion £40

was insufficient, and that a reasonable amount should be
agreed by the Corporation and company in consultation.
The parties undertook to do so.
Doncastcr Corporation Bill.—This Bill, which proposes,

among,st other things, to give to the Council further powers
with reference to the electricity undertaking and to authorise
it to run motor omnibuses as an extension of the tramway
service, was under consideration last week In' a lonujiittee
of the House of Lords.

German I-:iectrical Plant.-Mr. H.4SL.\M asked the President
of the Board of Trade whether he was aware of the difficulty
that Enghsh companies had experienced for some months in
obtoiuing quotations for electrical plant from German firms;
and could he state whether this condition was due to elec-
trical firms in Germany being too heavily engaged owing to
the urgent demand for German home purposes and also for
the needs of neutral countries?
Mr. B.\LDWiN- replied : My attention had not previously been

drawn to this particular matter. .\s regards the second part
of the question. I understand that many branches of the elec-
trical industry are actively engaged on home and also, to some
extent, on foreign orders.

THE BRITISH ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION (INC.).

A WORLD-POWER CONFERENCE AT WEMBLEY IN 1924.

The report and accounts of the Council of the B.E.A.M.A.

for the year ended September 30th, 1921, were submitted at

the annual general meeting held at the Connaught Rooms on

March 16th. There was a large attendance of members.
Mr. W. O. Smith (Elliott Bros. (London), Ltd.), Chairman

of the Council, who presided, presented and reviewed the
accounts and balance sheet, and the accounts were unani-
mously adopted. The chainnan then proposed the adoption
of the report., and in speaking to the motion .said that at the
last annual meeting he was compelled to deal with the then
existing situation in a somewhat pe.s.simistic tone, and in the

light of subsequent events he thought they would agree that

the pessimism was justified. The industry at that time was in

a bad state, but it was nothing to what they had since had to

endure. Soon after last year's meeting came the coal strike,

lasting for many weeks, and it was followed by a business

depression such as had never been experienced in the life of

the electi"ical and allied industries. He ventured then to

assert that the tone of the Stock Exchange was one of the

bei?t indications of the state of the trade of this country. He
still held that opinion, although experts^ explained that the
recent boom was due solely to the tart that vast sums of

money which had accumulated on deposit at the banks had
(owing to the reduction of the bank ra.t.e, and the consequent
small interest allowed on deposits) been withdrawn, and
there had been a wild scramble for gilt-edgod securities, to

obtain a better yield: hence, the abnofmal ri.se in those
securities. The increase in values, however, was not con-
fined to gilt-edged securities, for many others, and even in-

dustrials, had received a good deal of attention. Mr. Smith
continued :

" What I look at is that, whereas a year ago the
Stock Exchange was in the depths of depre-s.sion, to-day
there is buoyancy and optuni.sm all round, and I venture
now to express the conviction that the feeling of optimism
in that quarter will gradually permeate other branches of

business, and tho.se who have been holding back to see which
way the cat jumped will, before long, sell out of the gilt-

edged securities and utilise the money so relea.sed in financ-
ing new enterprises and new developments or additions to
existing plants, and a fair proportion should find its way
into the electrical and allied indu.stries in the shape of orders.
I do not think for a moment that we .shall see an immediate
boom. Tlie .start mav be slow, but so long as it is gradual
and increasing the improvement is the more likely to be
solid and durable."
The speaker said it was far easier to work an Association

like the B.E..\.M.A. when everybody was bu.sy and profits
were being made, and every member felt that he was doino
all in his power, not only for himself, but also for the good
of the industry as a whole. Tt was a different matter when
work was scarce and order bonks were more or less empty.
Tt was then that the individual fimi or company was
tempted to act for himself and his own pncl.-et. forgettin"
entirely the good of the industry. What would be the result
if that course were generally adopted? Tliere would be n
scramble for any work going about; and the indu.stry would
find itself in exactlv the same unsati.sfactorv position as it
was before the B.E.A.M.A. was started, namely, that the
only one who benefited by n cut-throat policv would be the
oon.sumer. whilst' the supplier would be working either at a
loss or at such a small margin of profit as to l>e unremunera-
tive. -'Vsam. what would be the. po.sition of individual raem-

T J-!
*^'' B.E.A.M.A. had done nothing else it had done

.'plendid work in brmging them together to know each other
and to trust each other. Tt had taught them that their com-
petitors were human and as honest as themselves instead of
"•^ formerly, their worst enpmies and terribly dishonest neople'

T3 4'"''a ^/a *? continue in the happier .state which the

S -S* ,/ . "^^ brought about or are we to revert to the pre-
B.E.A.M.A state? If the former let us exercise natience
and act as ,f we^knew that, in the apt words of an old philoso-
pher

: That which is mi (ox the interest of tfae whole swarm

is not for the interest of a single bee.' Better times are surely
coming, and when they do we shall reap the benefit
of our patience and our bonds of union. In this way we
shall emerge from the trying ordeal through which we have
been passing stronger and more united than we have ever
been before."
The B.E.A.M.A. director brought before the Council last

autumn a scheme which he designated " The World-Power
Conference," the object of which was to bring together, in
London, experts from all parts of the world to discuss the
important subject of " power " in its many aspects. The
scheme was carefully considered by their Council at several
meetings, and, as a result, they authorised the director to
promote the conference which, by the kind permission of the
Executive Council of the British Empire Exhibition, would
be held at Wembley during the spring or early summer of
19'24. Tlie Association was inviting technical institutions and
trade organisations in this and other countries to co-operate
ill this enterprise. The exhibition authorities had agreed to
give the u.se of a conference hall at the exhibition free of
charge, and to provide certain entertainment for guests from
other countries.

Mr. Smith next mentioned a personal matter, which had
already been referred to in another place. Three years ago
the Council were good enough to elect him as their chair-
man. He accepted the position with some reluctance, feeling
that it .should have been filled by a younger man. The con-
fidence which the Council then sliowed in him was repeated
liy two further elections to that position. He felt that now,
for two rea.sons, the time had arrived when he .should retire.
" Those reasons are that T feel it will be for the good of the
B.E.A.M.A. and fair to my.self. Good for the B.E.A.M.A.,
because I feel that three years is quite long enough for any-
one to hold the chairmanship: one has probably got into a
gi'oove and new blood is required. Fair to myself : because
after nearly fifty years of business life I am beginning to
feel the want of a little more leisure and less responsibility.

I can assure you that the office of chairman entails a great
deal of work, but I have been fortunate in that my health
has stood the strain .so well that .since I became chairman,
three years ago, T have not been ab.sent from a single council
meeting. Tliose three years have been very ple.asant years
for me, for, whatever work has been entailed it has been a
great satisfaction to assist in the fostering of those great
principles of co-operation for which the B.E.A.M.A. .stands."

He was not retiring from the Council, and he hoped, at least,

to be able to work out the remainder of his three years'

sentence at the Council table. He returned thanks for the
kindnes and courtesy that he had invariably received from
every member of the -\s.sociation with whom he had been
brought into personal contact, and concluded by tendering
his special thanks to the .staff of the Association.

[We understand that at a subsequent meeting of the Council
Mr. B Longbottom (Electromotors, Ijtd.) was elected chair-

man of the A.ssnciation.

—

Eds.]
Mr. Smith then proposed the adoption of the report,

which was seconded bv Mr. Pybus. managing director of the
English Electric Co.. Ltd.. and carried unanimously.
The Chairman then declared the result of the ballot, to fill

the five vacancies on the Council, and after the re-election of

the auditors and a vote of thanks to the Chairman, proposed
by Mr Berry (British Electric Ti-an.sfomier Co.. T,td.) the
proceedings terminated.
The report of the Council, from which we shall next week

give extracts, shows that the membership at the end
of the year numbered 200. A year previously it totalled 224.

The report reviews the state of the home and export trade.
Parliamentary matters, the conf?rpncc of tlie .Toint and In-
du.strial Councils, the Electrical Research Association, and
deals with standardisation, traffic, conditions of contract, the
work of the B.E.D..\.. the T.P.S.. and relations with other
^ssociations. The Council has under consideration proposals
for participating in the British Empire Exhibition, 1924.
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THE TELEPHONE SERVICE.

The Eeport of the Select Committee appointed to inquire

into the organisation and administration of the Telephone

Service was issued last week (H.M. Stationery Office, Blue

Book No. 54, price 4s.).

The Committee comments on the absence in this country

of friendly feeling between the telephone service and the

pubhc, which is found to exist abroad, and whilst regretting

.the aloofness of the public, is inclined to blame the Post
Office, remarking that the latter " has given some gi-ound

for saying that it appears to believe that the public was
made for the Post Office and not the Post Office for the pub-

lic. It tends too much to a cast-iron application of regula-

tions in an improper way."
It considers that the re-organisation of the telephone ad-

ministration on more commercial lines is the fundamental
requirement for efficient development, and recommends the
separation of the telegraph and telephone department from
the mails, without, however, removing them from the con-

trol of the Postmaster-General. The existing organisation is

criticised, and contrasted with foreign practice, according to

which a Director-General is placed in control of the tele-

graph and telephone services, with large powei's, and is

respon-sible directly to a Minister, whereas in this country
these .services' are controlled by the Secretai-y's Department,
which possesses no special qualifications for the iivork. A
'thoi'oilgh reform is recommended, to be' entrusted to a body
of men of wide administrative experience not connected with
the Civil Service. The terms of reference did not cover the
question of restoring the telephone service to private enter-
prise, but the Committee states that practically all United
States authorities claim advantages for that policy ; it also
points out that in other countries co-partnership schemes
Tvith farmers have been very successful, and suggests
that more might be done in that direction here. The Post
Office has not taken a .sufficiently broad view of the develop-
ment of rural telephony, which is of advantage to other
classes of subscribers besides farmers, and a definite policy
of development should be formulated. .Additional trunk Lines
should be laid as requii'ed, without waiting mitil materials are
cheaper.
Where the Post Office is not disposed to undertake active

development the Committee suggests that licences may be
granted to local authorities or to co-operative associations,
under satisfactory arrangements, and cites the Ontario Tele
phone Act, 1918, as a suitable basis, the Railway and Canal
Commission being indicated as an appropriate body to grant
sanctions for such schemes. The conditions to be fulfilled
are that the area applying for sanction should furnish evi-
dence showing that : (1) telephone facilities are not available
at reasonable rates

: (2) a respon.sible authority is prepared to
undertake the work; (3) proper financial guarantees are
forthcoming: and (4) definite plans and estimates have been
prepared and opportunity given to the Post Office for appro-
val or criticism. New plant might be supplied at cost price
through the Post Office at less cost than the responsible
authority could purchase it for.

Regarding wages, the Committee finds that in 1920-21.
when there was a deficit of £4,480.000. the war bonus paid
in the telephone department was f4. 700,000. and that the
Post Office was paying on an average 64 per cent, in excess
of the commercial rates ruling in London. As the cost of
living falls wages will go down, approximately at the rate of
£190,000 a year for each 5 per cent, reduction, and the Com-
mittee insists that telephone charges shall be correspondingly
reduced. Exception is also taken to the addition of the war
bonus to the 1920 wages, i^steadl of to the rates paid in 1914,
as in other trades.

,

The commercial accounting system is approved, but the
Committee points out that the estimates of outlay on which
the existing telephone tariff is based are now in excess of the
actual cost, and that the provision for depreciation should be
adjusted in accordance with the conditions of to-day. Thus,
the annual charge for depreciation might be reduced from
£2.960.000 (in 1922-23) to £2,4S4.000. It is also suggested
that salaries and other overhead charges for new con.structiou
and renewals should be debited to the capital and deprecia-
tion accounts, and not to revenue, as at pre.sent, the .saving
to the present nser amounting to £.586.000 on the figures
for 1920-21. The total annual .savincs to the present user,
therefore, would be at least £1,062.000. permitting of a re-
duction of not less th.Tn 8 per cent, in the telenhone charges.
The Committee points out that in the Post Office estimates

for 1920-21 an item of £2,19] .000 apnears for "capital ex-
penses for telephone administration." which is used for
interest and repayment of loan.s, and is charged to revenue,
tfhereas in a nriyate imdertakin'' part of it. would un-
doubtedly be charged to c.npit.nl. To nvoid this undue burden
on the t.Txmyer the Post Office should have a capital account.
Commercial methods should be followed, and a profit and
loss account should be instituted, the balance remaining afte»-

na^nng interest on borrowed cnnital being carried forward
instead of being, credited or debited to the Trensiiry.

.In view of the reductions in cost outlined in the report the
Committee recommends th.nt :i reduction of 10 per cent, be
made on subscribers* accounts for service given after March

31st, 1922, without prejudice to other modifications, and that
the rate for extra mileage be reduced from £10 to £5 per
annum.
The Committee, whilst giving due weight to the evidence

expressing doubt whether telephone extension is a paying
proposition, suggests that the larger the number of sub-

scribers connected with an exchange the larger will be the
probable number of calls made by each, and that while the
total cost of serving a subscriber may thus be increa.=ed, the
total cost per call to the department may lie reduced.
Delays in transmission are attributed mainly to an inade

quate provision of trunk lines, and the Committee points out
that really adequate facilities would create a demand for

trunk service. Inexperience on the part of operators is

blamed for delays, and also for the wrong-number trouble.

The Committee dissents from the view that the basis of

the tariff should be the actual cost, pointing out that a high
development in residence telephones is a great factor in

accelerating general development, and 'thus lowering rates;

residence telephones, therefore, should be charged for at a
lower rate than business telephones, which, moreover, are

paid for out of income not subject to income tax. k unifonn
rate for the whole country is considered unfavourable to

development; it is suggested that the countrs' should lie

divided into preas. in eflf-h of which a local advisory conr-

miftee should be constituted, with a voice in determining
the incidence of charging and the grouping of localities. The
Committee approves of the me=.sage rate as the. basi« of

charging, and condemns the flat rate fov business lines,

though it mav serve for snfiall areas, bu+ thinks that a lower
annual rental might be -^barged for residences than for busi-

ness premises. The charges for trunk-line service sbou'H

have been raised sooner tbsn they were, but the scale should

be les= steeplv cfaduated for the shorter di^t'ances.

Sir Evelvn Cecil W3« tl^o cbninnan of the Compittte». and
it is interestinc to note tlmt this "-3.= tb" first ocya'.-ion f".

which an expert a,s.=eB8or (Mr. W. \V. Oook) was appointed to

assist such a committee in its deliberations.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. od Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents shoxdd forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we Iiave tne writer's name and
address in our possessioyj.

A Warning.

I should like to di'aw attention to the increasing practice

of certain extreme municipal undertakings. Several instances

have lately come to my notice, of men of known and pro-

nounced Communist ideas, being worked mto various large

power houses. These men start, lusually, in a fairly low-

grade, but are promoted to positions of vital importance a.s

soon as possible. This means that in the event of trouble,

either political or industrial, the control of vast amounts of

power will be in the hands of these, only too anxious to

do harm. In cases where technical knowledge is lacking, by
posing as Labour men they are pulled through by the men
under their charge. In a power house it is almost impossible

to let a man down without letting oneself down as well. In

justice, I must say, I have not found either an E.P.E..'^. or

an E.T.IT. man in the above category.

C. B.

March lith, 1922.

The Lock=out of the Engineers.

One cause of the present trouble appears to be the failure

of the attempt to regulate the working of overtime by means
of legislation or agreements between the employers and the

unions, nor is it easy to see how a practical working arrange-

ment is to be arrived at until both sides recognise that the

whole question rests with, and rightly so. the individual,

employe, and that neither the employer nor the union has

any right to dictate to him as to when he should or should

not work overtime. The regular working hours constitute

part of an agreement between employers and employed, are

the same for all and may well be settled on behalf of the men
as a whole by their union, but every man. no matter what his

particular work may be, has the right to expect that after

the usual working hours his time is his own, and that it shall

not be regarded as an offence if he decides to cease working

at the regular time. Once you concede to the employer the

right of dismissal for refusal to work overtime the workman
becomes a slave in effect, and it is natural and reasonable for

him to resent such a position. On the other hand, the unions

should have no more power over the free tune of the individual

than the employer, nor anv right to prevent a man'.s working

overtime if he wishes to. The result of their interference is

xhown by the present situation, in which the unions are using

their powers for political purposes or under the mistaken con-

viction that the prohibition of overtime will increase employ-

ment. Some employers may contend that they must have
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the right to demand overtime or they could not carry on. To
such the reply is that, apart from trade union influence, men
are in general eager enough to 'work overtime, and for two
veiy good reasons—they are glad of the extra money and also

consider it good pohcy to obhge their foreman or manager,
incentives which are sufficient in themselves. If only the

employers on the one side and the unions on the other would
recognise the fundamental principle that neither .should have
any right to dictate tu, coerce, or interfere with the indi-

vidual worker with respect to the disposal of his time after

the regular working hours in any way whatever, the overtime
difficulty would probably disappear.

Some '25 years' experience of the matter from the em-
ployer's point of view leads me to the conclusion that it de-

pends entirely upon mutual goodwill, which is not likely to

be promoted by the intervention of the unions.

G. Szekacs.
Tatsfield, Surrey.
March ^ind, 1922.

A High-resistance Fault.

To locate a fault in a three-core cable in which the insula-

tion resistance between cores is 50,000 ohms, and between
cores and earth '2(1 megohms, .such as described in the current
issue of the Electrical Ekview by your correspondent,
" Review Reader," presents no great difficulty if due care be
taien in making a test.

A method which has been used in a similar case, and
which is based on " fall of potential," is as follows: At one
end of tlie faulty cable make a low-resi.stance connection
between one core and the lead sheath, and isolate the remain-
ing cores. At the other end arrange a few secondary
batt-eries and an anmieter, and send through the loop, formed
by the core and the sheath, a current sufficient to give a
readable deflection on the instruments to be used. Then,
take a reading on a galvanometer connected across the
core, to which reference has already been made, and one of
the isolated cores, and, in order to overcome any local e.m.f.
set up in the fault, repeat this reading with the main current
reversed. Now, connect the core at this end to the sheath
and, removing the apparatus to the other end, take a similar
set of readings while a like current i.-, passing thi'ough the
loop. Call the mean of the fir.'4 two readings a, and the
second two b. Then, if the length of the cable is L. the di.s-

tiiDce, .T, of the fault from the end where the a readings were
made is given by the equation .t = ahlia + b).

To render the matter clearer, diagram 1 is apjiended.

->/^oo//-

.e:
-. Core/
^ „ 2.

Hf^ ^leodS/reaM

r)!\0E.4M 1.

Another method, capable of being applied with different

apparatus, is a bridge method, and is as under:—
As in the preceding case, join one core, marked 3 in dia-

gram 2, to the sheath at one end b. At the other end, a,

connect a length, say 10 ft. of wire—No. 20 S.W.G. tinned
copper answers very well—across the core 3 and the sheath •

and a portable battery, giving about 100 volts, tn one of the

, A ->Fou/^
~t Core:/

Ca ^ lleod6/,ea//i

Dl\G1!AM 2.

isolated cores and to a point, o, on the test wire such that
no deflection is observable on the low resistance galva-
nometer connected across the two ends of the testing wire.
Measure the length of wire from o to the core 8, and from o
to the sheath : call these lengths a and p respectively. Now,
carry out a similar test at the other end, B, of the cable
and call the lengths thus obtained b and q. Then the posi-
tion of the fault is given by :

X = !./(C-1-1)

where j = the distance from end a to the fault L = the length
of the cable and c = t(a-f 7))/(i(/)-f (7), which expression sim-
phfies to b/a, if the same length of wire has been used when
testing at each end.

., , C. G. Watson.
London, N.17.

March 26th, 1922.

The Lead-Hydrate Storage Battery.

With reference to the above article in the Electrical Re-
view of March •24th, it would be interesting to hear from
those who have had exiJerience with this type in actual

practice, as compared with, the ordinary lead-oxide accnmu
lator.

1). .Mitchell.

London.
March •25il,, I9'i-J.

The Institution Kuilding.

Iiimiediately following the Faraday celebrations you inserted

lily letter calling attention to the bad lUuiuii'.ation of the
leeture hall. Since then the Member of L'ouucil who, to-

gether with our immediate ija.st-president, was responsible

tor the alterations, announced at an ordinary meeting of

members (commented on in " Electrical indiistries," on
December 7th, i'J'2i), has informed me that at the iaraday
celebrations the top hghts were omitted to be turned on,
and also shown me the details of the altered illumination,
which was fully used at last Thursday's meeting.

It IS good to know the Council were not satisfied with
(he illumination, when we returned " home," but it is to

l)e regretted that the altered lighting cannot be called a
re il improvement or form an object lesson in good practice.

ihe cove ugliting, auove tne Council table, has been abol-

ished and the illumination ot tbe side coves tapered, from
zero to maximum m the 10 or 15 feet adjoining it. The
back cove is lully iliummated. 'lo compensate lor the re-

sultant lack ol light around the I'resmeut, lour high-candle
power half-watt (inert gashlled) lamps have been lixed above
the glass ceilmg, so that, the fresiaeut is fully aware of " the
fierce lights that beats upon a throne," for he sutters from
glare both from the opposite cove and especially from the
direct rays of the ceilmg-hid lamps.
Ihe improvement is a shulfle and not I'adical.

The illummation in other pai'ts of our home is apparently
having attention, for newly erected miLk-glass hemispheres
of an obsolete and inefficient type are bemg tried in one
room, apparently regardless of the fact that this form of
semi-mdnect illumination is already dying out.

As destructive criticism should always be supported by
constructive suggestions, I am sending to the Cuuiku
scheme that will be an improvement on what we. have at

present, in oui' lecture hall, and the object of this letter is

to get others, who have the interests ol correct illummation
at heart, to do the sameso that the whole queistioii ca.n be
reconsidered and a model 'up-to-date illumination be obtained.

Tjondon,
March '25th, 19'22.

Justus Eck, M.I.E.E.

Safety First.

" The decision which has been arrived at in England to

allow the installation of a 1,500-volt thnd rail is, pre-

sumably, for special cases only and for the operating con-

ditions and clearances pertaining to railways in Great
Britain and which do not exist in America,"

" It will be difficult to install within American railway
clearances a properly insulated and protected 1,500-volt third

rail—in fact, it is believed impracticalile to do so in a manner
which will adequately safeguard the public and the employes."
In my opinion it is equally difficult and impracticable in

Great Britain.

Those extracts from Mr. George Gibbs's report in Bulletin

I.R.A., December, 1921, on electric railways, to be dealt

with by the International Railway Association next month,
deserve more prominence in Great Britain than has been
given them, particularly with a view to avoiding quite un-
necessary risk of railway employes' lives.

No more practically experienced railway man has com-
mented upon the Advisory Committee's decision. As long ago
as 1903, when Mr. George Gibbs was commissioned by the
directors of four New York (now electrified) railways to sug-

gest the best location for the thiixl lail to meet the re-

quirements of steam and electric railway conditions jointly,

he especially dwel* upon providing for " the safety of em-
ployes and public." and we .should now heed his tactful

criticism of Great Britain's decision which does not ade-
quately safeguard employes or public.

Does anyone know of any operating conditions or clear-

ances in Great Britain on railways where 1..5IXt volts can be
installed near the ground in a manner which will adequately
.•afeguard the employes and public?

I do not know of any.
AVhere, if any. are the " special cases only " in Great

Britain, which Mr. George Gibbs presumes the Advi.wry
Committee knew of? Why are they not specifically listed?

By all means make progress, but make it safely; and do
Tint cake quite useless risks with the lives of others.

March lith, 1922.

Reasonably Safe.

E
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Cost of Living ia India.

In reference to the inguiry of your correspondent, Mr. T.

Jager on the cost of living in India at Es. 1,000, it may in-

terest him, and others, to know the difference of thirty years

ago. I then hved, and kept up appearances, in the best

part of Calcutta (Kyd Street) for nearly two years, on a

salary of Rs. 60 per month, increasing to 75 and lOO; true

it -was rather a pinch, but wuth cai-e I could afford an oc-

casional visit to the theatre, and other little luxuries, and al-

together had a jolly f^iood time, and kept my balance on the

right side. If I could put the years back, I would jump at

the chance of tioinf out there on the same conditions.

Study economy and live like a lord.

J. M. Lee.

London,
March 27fh, 1922.

LEGAL.

.1. Glikstex & Son, Ltd., v. Swte Assuii.\.\cK Co., Ltd.

The hearing of this action was concluded on March 24th,

before Mr. justice Jiailliache and a special jury in tne King s

bench Uivision, after having occupied the court tor four

clays I'he plaintins, who are timber merchants, of (Jorpora-

tion Road, Strattora, K., claimed iiU.UUO, as the aggregate

amount One from the defendants under three msurance

policies of ±'6,00U, £i,oOO and £2,oU0, agamst loss of timber

by a hre wtiich occurred m August last.

Sir Jonn bunon, A.G., Mr. a. H. Cohen, K.C., and Mr.

Cyril Aing appeareu lor tne plaintms, and defenaants were

represenuBU oy xVtr. K. A. Wngnt, J\.C., Air. Douglas Hogg,

K.C., ana Mr. Roland 'ihomas.

The defence was that the loss was occasioned by not or

civil commotion, and that as it was an exceptional risk tney

were not Jiable. ihey said, further, that tlie policies con-

tained a warranty on the part of the plaintins tnat tne um-

ber, <S:e., insured" should not be placed witbm 100 yards of

a saw-mill. They alleged that tnere was a saw-miil at all

iiu.es on tne premises and that they -were liable, if at au,

only for tunber winch was placed more than lOO yards from

the mill.

The plaintiffs, in reply to this, said that they gave notice

to the aelendants when they were about to erect the mill,

and the defendants assented to the alteration in the risk.

Defendants also said that if they gave a warranty it was nut

lor 100 ft. but yards.

Sir John Simon, m opening, explained the situation of the

plaintiffs' vard and the circumstances under w-hich the lire

originated," stating that it was for the defendants to prove

that it was caused by not or civil commotion. Plaintiffs

were, he said, going on three policies out of a greater number
that covered the whole of the plaintiffs' premises, because

at the time of the outbreak the whole of the timber was

valued at £fj7;i,000. Although the insurance companies were

informed of the saw-mill they did not elect to go off the risk,

and at the time of the fire none of the insurance companies

had endorsed on plaintiffs' policies the particular zone which

they were covering. The first question was, what caused the

hre? and the plaintiffs denied that it was the outcome of a

riot. On the previous Friday (August 5th)_ plaintiffs had

advertised for timber port^ers, and offered 65s. a week as

wages, inviting applications at half-past seven o'clock on the

Monday morning. Applicants appeared in large numbers, a

few' hundreds presenting themselves at the entrance to the

yard. The gates were pressed open by the crush, but there

was no ground for saying that the men were riotous or vio-

lent. About '20 or 30 men wei;e picked out and the rest were
told that they would not be wanted. That, no doubt,

caused a demonstration, and the men did not leave the yard

for a time, but within an hour, with the help of the police,

the yard was cleared. The shed in which the fire .started

was stacked with valuable timber, and it was the middle one
of three of the same size near the new saw-mills. Each shed,

being dark inside, was lighted by electricity, the lamps hang-
ing from the roof. A considerable wind was blowing, and
the lamns swung about, and the smashing of one of the
lights or the rubbing of the wires was tht- probable cause of

the fire. It was just as the hooter was going for one o'clock

that Mr. Gliksten's attention was called to smoke issuing

from the middle shed. The roof was alight but not the tim-

ber, and as the roof was 30 ft. from the ground the fire

could not have been caused by some lurking miscreant. Tlie

idea that the fire was caused by incendiarism by the dis-

appointed men might be dismissed from the minds of the

jury because the police remained in force for some time after

the men had left and saw nothing of any raid upon the

premises.
Mr. Ret'R'^n Gliksten, chairman and managing director o\

the plaintiff company, gave evidence in accordance with
counsel's statement, and said that the fire raged for four
days. There was no fnith in the .suggestion th.it the fire was
caused bv men who raided the vard.

Answering Mr. W_bight, K.C, witness agreed that on
August 3rd he had made formal apphcation to the police
authorities for compensation on the ground that the hre was
caused by not, but that he did on the advue of his solicitors

Several of the yard employes were caiicd to prove that the
fire was not caused by not, a view in which they were con-
lu'med by police ofttcers.

Ms. J.A.Mts SwixBtHNE, electrical expert, said that when the
fire broke out on the tarred roof ot a building like plamtitts'
shed.s it would create black smoke, such as was seen in this
case when the fire started. Witness explained how, in his
opinion, the tire occurred from a fault at one of the electric
fittings in the roof, caused through the constant swinging
of a lamp by the wind.
In cross-examination, witness agreed that if within four

nunutes there was a great burst ol flame it would Icjok as if

the tire started from the bottom. There were, he said, weak
spots in plaintiffs' electric lighting installation through years
of use, and the evidence of witnesses as to what they saw
when they rushed into the burning shed was quite consistent
with his theory that the fire started in the roof of the
building.

Mr. C. V. Hill, civil and electrical engineer, of Old Queen
Street, Westminster, gave evidence in confirmation of that
given by the previous witness, and said, in cross-examination,
that plaintiffs' wiring installation did not infringe the wiring
regulations of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. It

had been in use for 9 or 10 years. He thought the hanging
flexible wires might have become frayed by the constant
swinging in the wind, and so have been reduced in section

until the few remaining strands were overheated.
For the defence, witnesses were called to support the asser-

tion that the fire was caused by some of the men who had i

failed to get employment, and one witne.ss had heard it said]
that GUksten's yard ought to be burned down, while anotherj
asserted that he had heard a man say " you'll see a flare-up|

soon."
Mr. Wright contended that the fusing of the electric wirel

was highly improbable, and asked the jury to find that thej
yard was set on fire by the disappointed men.
Mr. Justice Bailh.iche, in summing up, spoke of the im-*

portanc* of the issue which the jury had to decide : first,

on account of the large sum of money involved; and,
secondly, because if the story told by defendants' witnesses
were true, the police \\ere deserving of the greatest censure.

The destruction of such a property at such a time, and under
such circumstances, said his Lordship, almost amounted to a

national disaster. It w-as for the defendants to satisfy the
jury that the fire was caused by rioters, and they would have
to say whether the yard was set on fire by incendiaries, be-

cause that had a great bearing on the ca,se. If, as the plaintiffs

had said, the fire originated in the roof, then, of course, the
men could not have started the fire. \ great deal had been
said of the extraordinary coincidence that upon the very
morning of the riot the electric wires should have fu.sed,

causing the fire, and he agreed that it was extraordinary.

His Lordship pointed out that there was no excep-
tion in the policy with regard to fire caused by wicked
persons, but only fire caused durinc a riot by rioters. If

there had been a riot, then plaintiffs could claim nominally-
against the police for compensation. The great difficulty in

the case was the difference of time between the riot at ten

o'clock and the fire at one o'clock, and there certainly was
no evidence that the men u.sing sticks and stones against

opposition were incited to riot and set fire to the yard.

The jury, after a .short consultation, found that the fire

was not caused by incendiaries, and that at the time of the

fire there was no riot.
'

After the jury had been discharged counsel proceeded to:'

deal with the legal question involved regarding the con-

ditions of the policies, and .several insurance witnesses were'
called in that relation.

,

Mr. W'right contended that the insurance was inoperative.^

as soon as plaintiffs broke the warrantv not to erect a saw-

mifl.

His I.,ouDSHiP, in the result, gave judgment for the plain-^

tiffs, with costs upon a sum due following adju.stment by the

proi^er persons to do the work.

\V.4LL V. FALCKE.

In the King's Bench Divi.sion on March 22nd, Mr. Justice

Branson, sitting without a jury, had before him an action in'

which Mr. A. E. Wall, of Pinner, sought to recover from Mr.'

Cecil E. Falcke. secretary of the B.E. Co.. Ltd.. manufactur

ing electricians, of Ixjndcn and Birmingham, £250 money re-

j

ceived. Plaintiff took over the company's established businesslr

of Witchall & Co., who made electric switches, after the war,3

and wanted a selling organisiition. He consequently csime to*

,an arrangement with defendant to have the use of his com-

pany's selling organisition. Plaintiff said his part of the

arrangement was that he should take f'250 worth of shares

from one of the defendant company's sh.areholderiv—.a Mr.

Bavliss, of Warwick Road, .\cock Green. Birmingham. Plaintiff

alleged that although he had paid his f250 he had never

received his shares, and lie asked for a return of his money.

The defence set up was that it was never proposed that

plaintiff .-.hould have fi50 worth of shares, and it was alleged
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that his payment of £250 was not for that number of shares,

but as an instalment in part payment of ±750 worth of shares.

Defendant gave evidence, and said he did not stand to make
or lose anything out of the transaction. Mr. Bayliss knew
that he was selling the shares to plaintiff.

His Lordship, in the result, said he accepted the evidence of

the plaintitf, and gave judgment for him for the amount
claimed with costs. The defendant's counterclaim for ^6500

alleged balance of the i'750 for shares was dismissed also with
costs.

Pine for " Wire Tapping"
Richard Hodki.n, labourer, Hartington Colliery, Staveley. was
fined 20s. at Chesterfield, on March 18th, for tapping an elec-

tric cable to get light in a dirt tip cabin. George Bradshaw,
electrician at the pit, said if Hodkin had tapped the high in-

stead of the low-pressure wire he would have been killed.—SheiJieUl Inilcncndeut.

Sentence.

At the Mansion House, last week, before the Lord Mayor,
James Young, porter, and John Sheldi-ake, painter, were
charged ^\ith being concerned in l:)reaking and entering 10(j.

Upper Thames Street, and .stealing 3,100 electric lamps, the
property of the B.T.T. Electric Lamp & Accessories Co., Ltd.
According to the CHy Press, the police were unable to produce
any evidence of lireaking and entering, and the accused were
therefore charged with being concerned in the theft of the
goods. Accused pleaded guilty. The Lord Mayor sentenced
Young to six and Sheldrake to two months in the second
division.

Compensation Award.

In the Mayor's and City of London Court, on Monday, Ed-
ward Crampton, of Silvertown, obtained judgment for ±'1<«>

and 20 guineas costs as compensation for injuries which oc-

curred to him owing to an accident happening while working
for the India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works
Co., Ltd., in December, 1920. He was sawing some wood
when his left hand was cut. The thumb of the left hand
was cut off to the first joint.

Workmen's Compen-sation Ca.se.

At the Birmingham County Court, on March 21st, a tramcar
driver, 0. L. Owen, sought, under the Workmen's Compen.sa-
tion Act, to secure the restoration of certain weekly jiayments.
the respondents being the Bii-mingham Corporation. Accord-
ing to the Birtninyham Post, in 1915, applicant was driving a
tramcar on the Oozells route, when the brakes failed. The car
left the track and collided with a standard and overturned. As
a result three persons were killed and 25 injured. Applicant
received medical treatment until July, 1916. From the date
of the accident to June 19th. 1916, he was paid 19s. a week
compensation. Payment ceased upon an agi'eement for a
declaration of liability being recorded. In November. 1921,
there was a reorganisation of the department, and applicant
was emplo.ved as a night watchman. He continued to work
for the Corporation until January 5th. 1922, when he reported
sick, l^he respondents denied liability on the ground that any
incapacity was due to the accident. His Honour found for
applicant and awarded him copnpen.sation at the rate of 20s. a
\\ eeii.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Easter Holidays.—Owing to April 14th being Good
Friday, the issue of the Electrical Review due to appear on
the afternoon of that day will be published at 9 a.m. on
Thursday, April 13th. All editorial matter for that issue

should therefore reach us considerably earlier than usual. The
advertisement department asks that new copy (with blocks)

and alterations to existing displayed advertisements should be
delivered at Ludgate Hill not later than the morning of April

6th (next Thursday). Official notices and small prepaid
advertisements can be received up to 5 p.m. on Tuesday,
April lltli. For the i.s.sue of April 21st, new copy and blocks

must be received l)y the morning of Wednesday, April 12th.

Dissolution of Partnership.—Kingham & Purcell, electri-

cal engineers and contractors, 75, Pasture Road, and 176,

Boothferry Road, Goole.—Messrs. W. A. Kingham and S. A.

Purcell have dissolved partnership. Mr. Purcell will attend

to debts.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—John Glxn Williams, colliery

electrician, Duffryn C\nimer, Port Talbot.—Bankrupt ap-

[jejred at Neath bankrupty court on March 21st for his

adjourned public examination. The Official Receiver re-

ported that the debtor had now submitted amended a<!Counts

showing gross liabilities amounting to J;8,1.55 and assets of

±49. Aft-er questioning debtor about numerous items in the
;i<.-counts the Official Receiver asked for the examination to

be adjourned for the signing of the notes.

Graham Moore Hali.ktt, 1. King Street, Frome, Somerset-
shire, electrical engineer.—The fir.st meeting of the creditors

was held (.n March 22nd at the Official Receiver's offices, 26,

Baldwin Street. Bristol. The statement of affairs showed rank-
ing liabilities of ±880, again.st assets of ±3-3, or a deficiency
of ±.522. Debtor attrilmted his failure to loss of contracts
through lack of experience in estimating, depreciation of stock
through falling markets, and bad trade. It appeared that
he started business about six months after leaving the Army
in (k-tober, 1918. He became aware of hi.s position in Decem-
ber last. The creditors decided to appoint Mr. Emett, of

Nicholas Street, as trustee of the estate. The following are
creditors:

—

£ e
Callander's Cable Cii. ... 64 Metal .''aer.cies, I.I.I U
Drake & Gorham 40 Metropi.lilan-Vickers Llii. ... 20
English Electric & .Siemens P.-tterV, Ltd 288

Supplies 26 Russei: (T.) & Co., Ltd. ... 23
Kint; (]. C.) & Co 12 Simpion, Baker & Co 54
General Cable Co W EIco Electric Manufacturing Co. 16
Hallelt. Mrs 40 Strickland. E. R 10
Bankers 71 Ward & Goldstone 17

-A. T. Williams and W. J. Bevan, electrical and general
engineers, 49, Commercial Street, .Aberdare.—A meeting of the
rreditors was held at the Official Receiver's office, Cardiff, on
March 22nd. Tlie liabilities expected to rank for dividend
'were set down at ±1.708 and the assets at ±436. Debtors
jnttributed their failure to depression in trade, keen competi-
tion and lo.sses en contracts.

j

W. J. DicKPN (W. Dicken & Son), electrical engineer 2.
f pper Hich Street, Barg^ed.—Receiving order- made M.i'rch
|21ot on debtor's r.wn petition.
;

P. RAwri.iprR (Frank Rpwclifl'e i<t Co.). electrical engineer, 8.
!^un Street. Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Receiving order made March
ilst on rreditcr's petition.

B. Barnett, electrical engineer, 104, Whitechapel Road, E.l.
—li-ustee, Mr. W. A. J. Osborne. BaUour House, Finsbury
Pavement, E.C. Apjwinted March 18th.
Frederick Charles Goss, 64, Gloucester Road, Bishopston,

Bristol, electrical engineer. The following are creditors;—
£ i-

Bristol Corpor;
Dq

(Ele ity Ha ulator Co., Ltd.
17 Ktar, S

Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.
13 Metropolitan Vickers Electrical

B.E. Co. (Lincoln and U:

ham), Ltd.
B.T.T. Electric Lamp Co. ... 23 Co.,' Ltd.
Bristol Times and Mirror, Ltd. ... 12 Newtons, Taunton (Incorporated
Dodge, A 10 Ko.a.,, Lta.), London
Edison Swan Electric Co. . . 37 Fetters, Ltd.
EIco Electric Manufacturing Co., Russell & Co., Ltd
Ltd 10 Simpson Baker & Co., Ltd.

Fuller's United Electric Works, Vl'holesale Fittings Co.. Ltd. ..

Ltd 22 Smith. IJ.

Graha J. H., S: Co., Ltd. 14

Company Liquidations.—Bedesco, Ltd.—Winding up volun-
tarily. Liquidator, Mr. A. E. Quaife, 155, Fenchurch Street,
E.C. Meetmg of creditors, April 3rd.

Hyde & Thomson, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquida-
tor, Mr. E. A. Leadbetter, 38, Church Street, Sheffield.
Meeting of creditors, April 4th.

Butler &, Spragg, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors, March 31st
at 131, Edmund Street, Bu-mingham. Liquidator. Mr. R. A.
Felton. The meeting is formal. All creditors are being paid
in full. The liquidation is for the purpose of reconstruction.
Tinkers, Ltd.—Particulars tjf claims by April 24t.h to the

liquidators, Mes.srs. F. Tinker and k. E. (jhadwick, Daisyfield
Boiler Works, Newton, Hyde.
Thanet Electric Co., Ltd., Margate.—The creditors wdre

called together recently at the Institute of Chartered Secre-
taries, 59a, London Wall, London, E.C. 2. It was reported that
an extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders had pre-
viously been held in London, when a resolution in favour of
voluntary liquidation was passed, and Mr. H. Kirby, of 840,
Salisbury House, E.C. 2, was appointed as liquidator. He
stated that the liquidation was a formal matter, and
the business had been purchased by a well-known trader at
Margate, who intended to carry it on. The whole of the
liabilities had been or would be paid in full.

Bombay Electric Supply A- Tramways Co., Ltd.—Meeting.
May 2nd, at 3 and 4, Clement's Inn, Strand, W.C, to hear an
account of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. P. C.
Rimington.
R. B. Hand & Co., Ltd.—Meeting, April 26th, at Balfour

Hou.se, Finsbury Pavement. E.G.. to hear an account of the
winding up from the liquidators, Messrs. P. J. Hooper and
W. A. J. Osborne.

New French Companies La .Socic^ttf Fermi^re des Forces
Motrices de la Garonne is the name of a new company whicli
has lately been formed in Paris (82. Boulevard Haussniann)
with a capital of 1,000,000 fr.

Reduction of Capital.—W. H. Dorman & Co.. Ltd. and
Reduced.—.\ petition for the confirmation of the reduction of

the capital of the company from ±700.000 to ±437.000 has been
presented to the High Court and will be heard by Mr. .Justice

Lawrence in London on April 4th.
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Trade AmMuncemeats.—Th« address ol Meurt. Heap,
DlGBsr * RiLEX has been altered to 91, Victoria Street, West-
minster, Lxmdon, S.W. 'Phone No. "Victoria 666"; Tele-

graphic address, " Grounds, Sowest, London."
Mr. H.4BOLD FATOi. electrical engineer, has ope.n«d new pro-

mises at 1, Back Jane Street, off Station Square, Harrogate
•Mr. H. B. TfRNER, cf 79, Playford Koad, London, SA, l-

to-morrow taking over the complete control of Messrs. Hall

aad Turner, wholesale factors of electrical goods, and he desires

to receive price lists for cables, switches, lampholders, &c.

A partnership has been entered into between E. H. Phillips

and K.ENT Bros Electric Wire Co- as from March 1st, and
has been registered under the title of Kent Bros. Electric Wire
Cu. A- E. H. Phillips, fu) the manufacture and supply of silk,

.utton, and .-namel oopfier wires. Then- Ixindon office is al

37, Iviug Stiivl. Cownt Garden, W.G.A
'Die ExKiELD Ediswa-N Cable \\"urks. Ltd., have opened a

blanch dtiice and depot at «, York Place, Leeds, under tlic

iiianagement of Mr. G. H. Murphy.
.
Mr,XL C.1SPEUSOX, wholesale electrical factor, of 11 and 17,

.Upper- Mill Hill. I-<;eds, has removed to 46, I'aik Square, Leeds.

Mr. H. A. Neale, luiving severed his connection with iSealc

and R-eund, Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation) is now ti-ading

under the name of H. A. Neale & Go., and has taken offices

at 116, High Holborn, London. He wishes to receive cata-

logues.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Gent & Co., Ltd., Faraday

Works, i^icester.—An illustrated card dealing with " Pul-

synetic " clock ct)iitrol«.

• From the Metropolitax-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., we
have received a wall calendar, with monthly slips, for the year

ending March. 19-J3.

Messrs. James McMillan & Co., Clun House, Surrey Street.

W.C.2.—-In illustrated and priced pamphlet dealing with the
" Telur " stop clock for controlling the length of trunk tele-

phone calls.

MiissHS. Gboroe Nobbs, LtD.. 89, Cleveland Street, Fitzroy

Square, W.I.—Leaflet Y'209. illustrating and describing

Ck-nii Neptune " electric hot-water radiators.

The Suffolk Iron Fodndby {1920), Ltd., Stewmarket.

—An illustrated booklet dealing with welding rods and

rtirxes for cast iron.

Messrs. Mocl & Co., Lti>., 43. Old Queen Street, S.W.I.—
An illustrated folder dealing with the " Teletel " telephone

caU counter.

The Rawlplug Co., Ltd., Gloucester House, Cromwell

Road, S.W.7.—A well-illustrated booklet giving full directions

for the employment of " Rawplugs." Also a priced and

illustrated leaflet.

Adtomatic and Electric Fi-rnaces, Ltd., 281-283, Gray s Inn

Road, W.C.L—An illustrated' leaflet inviting the reader to

witness demonstrations of Wild-Bariield electric furnaces.

Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., En-

gineering Department, Blomfield Street, I.x>ndon Wall, B.C. 2.

—Pubhcation rK.\, t-'iving prices, sizes, and illustrations of

malleable iron bonding clamps.
_

Messrs. Watts, Fixcham & Co.. Ltd., 22. Billi1«r Street,

E.C.3.—Leaflet ESa, illustrating and describing tlie " Mey-

rick " conductor rail insulator.

Mr. H. C. Slixgsby. 142-146, Old Street. E.C.I.—Design

Chart No. 197. giving numerous illustrations' of trucks, bar-

rows, ladders, &c.

The Midland Electric Power Installation Co., Old Mill

Street "Wolverhampton.—An illustrated leaflet showing a re-

\\:ound 160-kW armature and advertising all kinds. of electrical

repairs.

Messrs. James Dawson & Son, Ttfd., Lincoln.—An_illus-

ti-ated booklet giving particulars of the manufacture of " Lin-

cona " balata belting.

Milling Electrical Co., 17.' Whitefriars Street, London,

E.G.4.—Brochure describing electrical organ-blowing equip-

ments, made complete in the same works.

Private Arrangements.-W. L. Knight, trading as W. L.

Knight & Son, 6, Oak End Ways, Gerrards Cros.s, electrical

engineer.—.\ circular has been issued to the creditors of the

above stating that a meeting was recently held, and an investi-

gation into the position has now been completed by Messrs.

Coi-field &: Cii)i\\ell. accountants. 'Die statement of affairs

prepared, showed liabilities of ^806. while, after allowing ;£46

for preferential claims, the assets were estimated to realise

;£331, or a deficiency of £47.5. With regard to the stock, this

is stated to be of a very miscellaneous character, and at a

forced sale might realise poorly. The book debts were owing

from some 60 to 70 customers, and were all for small amounts.

In accordance with a resolution adopted at the meeting, the

debtor had executed s deed of assignment with Mr. W. A. .].

Osborn as trustee. Mr. Osborn reports that 'the bu.sines.s is

beins carried on for the time being, pending an offer being

made for the concern.

Australian Tariff Board.—The Hi«h Commissioner for

Australia has been advised that the Commonwealth Tariff

Board, created by the Tariff Board Act passed by the Federal

Parliament last vear. has now been constituted by the

appointment of Mr. R. M. Oaklky (chairmanl, Mr. Herbert

Brookes, end Mr. Walter Leitch. Mr. Oakley is the Acting

Deputy Comptroller of Customs: Mr. Brookes, who is a pa.st-

president of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of Australia,

i« th* rcprcMntative of th« manufacturari ; while Mr. Leitch,
G.B.K., who was Australia's Director of Munitions during the
war, and the hrst Director of the Commonwealth Bureau of

Commerce and industry, will represent the importers. 'Ihe
operation of the anti-dumping proposals of the Commonwealth
Government, enacted in December last m the Customs laritf

'Industries Preservation) Act, will be the care of the new
Board, and among its most important responsibilities will be
that of advising as to the imposition of the duties provided
for by that Act. The " dumping duties " are intended to
prevent mjury to AustraUan industries by the sale of goods
from other countries at prices below the normal cost of their
production. These duties will safeguard the manufacturing
industries of .Australia, that is to say. against the unfair com
petition of countries whose circumstances allow them to sell

their goods at less than normal prices. .\s sptritied by the
.\ustrahan Act, dumping duties are to be irnpo.'>fd in respect
of goods exported tn Austraha and sold to an importer there
at a price likely t<j be detrimental to an Australian industry

—

goodb consigned to Au.stralia whic\i may similarly be sold

there at less than a reasonable price—goods carried to Australia
at freight rates which are lower than the prevailing rates

—

and goods sold to an importer in Australia at prices made
possible by a depreciated rate of exchange in the country of

export, whether those goods have been manufactured wholly
or in part from material supplied from that country.
There is also an important jirovLsion for a " dumping

lireference duty " to be imposed on goods from foreign
countries offered in Australia at less than the fair market
value of such goods <is then ^re mmuifartuTed and told in tht

United Kingdom.
The Tariff Board will inquire into each case in question and

will report to the Minister for Trade and Customs. Set up.

also, to investigate the operation of the Australian Tariff, the

detailed nature of which calls for an expert body of the kind,

the work of the Board will include careful study of the effect

of the Tariff upon industries, and it will advise the Govera-
ment as to means for encouraging further development of those

industries. Prominent among the matters it will handle are

disputes arising out uf interpretation of the Tariff ; the neces-

tity for new, increased, or reduced duties; and determination

of the application of Australia's British Preferential Tariff, or

the Intermediate Tariff'; and it will deal with complaints as

to unnecessarily high charges by manufacturers, or any
action alleged to be in restraint of trade, to the detriment of

the public.

The Tariff Board will make its reconmiendations to the

Minister for Trade and Cu,stoms, and it will submit annual
reports as to Tariff matters generally.

Openings for Trade in the Netherlands.—H.M. Consul-

General at Rotterdam has forwarded to the Department of

Overseas Trade extracts from the Dutch Press of recent dates,

in which particulars are given of undertakings which niav

lead to openings for British trade ;
—

Electric Power Station (Zu'o/!p).—The N.V. Electriciteits-

fabriek " Ijsselcentrale " at Zwolle are drawing up plans for

the extension of their power station. A large new boiler-

house will be built. Work will commence in the com'se (if

this summer.
Tramway System in South Limburg.-—The Limburgsche

Tramweg Mij. (director, Ir. H. Euijten. of Roermond; tech-

nical engineer A. P. Zuurendonk, Grasbroekenweg 4, Heerlen ;

engineer, J. M. Meijer. of Kruisstraat 26. Heerlen, have plans

in hand for the laying down of a large tramway syistein iii

South Limburg, of which several lines will be put into execu-

tion this year. The work is to he dealt with by the aliove-

mentioned Mr. Zuurendonk. Estimate for the whole system,

which totals 180 k.m., amounts to 1,5,000,000 gulden.

Electric Worhx {Eotterdam).—lt has been decided to

build a rectifying installation with a capacity of 1,850 k\\ .

E.stimate for a rectifier of 850 kW. 70.(K)0 gulden; motor

generator of i.OOO kW. 65.000 gulden; switchgear, 26,ai0

gulden; divers. 89.000 gulden.

Electric Grinding Mill (Delft).—The firm of Aaldijk " De
Groene Molen," of Zuidwal, Delft, intend converting their

windmill into a mill driven by electric power. Work will

probalilv commence this sunmier.

Boiler House {lironingen).—The "Provincial Electncitcits-

bedriif van Groningen " (Provincial Electric Supply Co.), ot

Groningen, intend extending their electric power station by

building a big new boiler house. W'ork will probably com-

mence next autumn.

Workmen's Shares in Supply Works.—The Rhenish-

\Ve-.t|ihalian Electricitv ^^ orks Co.. wn'.ch is a joint private

and municipal undertaking of Essen, is to raise its share

capital by 400 millions to 5.50 millions nt marks for the pur-

pose among other matters, of increasing the community of

interests existing lietween the omnaMy and certain lignite

and coal mines. Out of the total i.ssue 25.aX) r.-gistered

shares for 25.000.000 marks are to be offered to the com-

pnnv's workmen in order " to make a practical attempt fur-

ther to interest these circbs in the undertaking.
'

French Competition.—Four prizes to a total of 30,000

fr. are offered bv the citv of Besangon. France, for plans for

utilising the waters of tVie River Doub, which runs through

the citv, bv means of a w.iter-pnwer generating station, l-ar-

ticulars mav be obtained of the Maine (town councU).
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ficraiaii Trade Activity in China.—Information contained
ia the Intelligence Report for Changsha shows that German
irms are re-opening a.nd are making a keen bid for the re-

covery of their old footing in the trade of Hunan. Several
German dye and electrical agencies have been started, and
Germans are busily seeking financial support from the
United States.

Carlowitz it Co. have re-opened premises in the Russian
Concession, and have a large advertisement in the Chinese
papers to the effect that the following agencies are held : Pried
Krupp (steel and machinery), I.udwig Loewe (machinery),
Lang (railway materials), Schule (flour and rice milling

machinery), CJarbe Lahmeyer & Co. (electrical supplies),

.^gfa (photographic chemicalsK Henschel (locomotives),

Zeiss (telescopes and school instruments), Pohlig (tele-

graphic and railway materials). Wanderer (motors and cycle),

Deutsche Sprengstoff (mining explosives), Becker and
Piscantor (.stamping, weaving and mining machinery).
Kraiise (printimj machinery).

—

Briiish Chamher of Commerce
Journal (Shanghai).

Railways and Road Transport.—The Federation of British

Industries has issued a memorandum in reply to the state-

ment issued recently by the L. & N.W. Railway group sup-

porting its claim for powers to run road transport inde-

pendently of the railways. The trading community is appre-

hensive of the ultimate results of these powers, fearing that
they may lead to complete nionciix>ly. In any case it is con-

sidered that existing road transport concerns are not ade-

(juately protected in tlie Bill which the railway companies
are promoting.

The Brussels Fair.—We liave received from the Munici-
pality of Brussels copies of a small leaflet inviting manufac-
turers to exhibit at the Fair which is to be hold from ,4pril 3rd

to 19th at the Pare du Cinquantenaire.

Scottish Electricians' Wages.—The Scottish Electrical

Contractors' .Association has offered to stabilise wages until

the end of the year at the present rate of Is. 7id. per hour.

The branches of the Electrical Trades Union have voted in

favour of acceptance. The Union Executive will ratify the

agreement accordingly. Over 'i.OlKt men are involved.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade marks in

respect of goods and productions connected with the electrical

trades and industries. Those who desire to enter an opposi-

tion to any of the applications have one month in which to

do so from the date given below :
—

Rotaloc. No. 417,662. Class 13.—Electric switches and
fu.ses. Panniter, Hope & Sugden. Ltd., Huhne Electrical

Works, Ellesmere Street, Hulme. Manchester. March loth.

Watic. No. 4'21,178. Electrical goods in Cla.ss 16.—Laur-
ence Maxwell Waterhouse. trading as the L. M. Waterhouse
Electric Co., 19, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street. London, ^^.

March 1.5th, \9-il.

.Airolite. No. 421, -564. Class 16.—Windmill-driven electri-

citv generating plants. Telford. Grier & Mackav, Ltd., 18,

Biilit.er Street. London. E.C. l.i/3/22.

Pa.solite. No. 121.42(1. Class 13.—Electric and other lami)s

and electric switches. .1. W^ Pickavant k Co.. Ltd.. QuOcko
Works. Lombard Street, Birmingham. March 22nd, 1922.

South African Tariff.—The South .African Customs
authorities have recently given a decision to the effect that

" automatic extension reels for electric lamps " are to be
classified under No. 114b of the tariff, the duty being 3 per

cent, in the case of foreign manufactures, British productions
being admitted free of duty.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. report

March 2sth ;—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £& 15s., 35s. de-

crease: ditto ditto sheet, no change: ditto ditto wire rods.

£76 15s., 35s. decrea,'^: ditto ditto he. wire. 9 13/16d.. 3/16d.

to id. decrease: silicium bronze wire. Is. Hd., ^d. decrease.

Mfssrs. James k Shakespeare report March 29th :—Copper
liars (be.st selected), sheet and rods, no change: English pig

li'nd, £23 5s., lOs. increase.

New Belgian Company.—Tbeic li.is been funned at Hru^-
M'ls tht-' Comiiagnie Generale Industi-ielle Belgo-Polouaise for

the nianulacture of. and trade in, high- and low-tension electric

conductors, hard and soft rubhe'- for various uses, ,tc. The
capital of the company is 350,'X)('l fr.

Belgian Electrical Exhibition.—.An exhibition of agricul-
tural, commercial, and household appliances worked electri-

cally is being arranged by the Societe des Agriculteurs de
rOise and the city of Compiegne for the period .Tune 17th to

25th. It will be held on the borders of the devastated regions
and in the centre of an important group of electricity under-
takings, and hence will a.ssume more than ordinary dimensions.
Further particulars may be obtained from the Iiircctcnr des
Services .Agricoles de I'Oise at Beauvais.

Welsh National Exhibition Postponed.—The Secretary of
the Welsh National Exhibition announced on March 22nd
that circum.stances had arisen which made it necessary to
postpone the exhibition, which was to have been held at
Cardiff from May to October next, until May-October, 192:i.

Australian Patent Law^^—In th« iioarrf nf Trait Jaurnaltm-
March 23rd it is announced that a copy of the Common-
wealth Patents .Act, 1921, may now be seen in the Patent
Office Library. The .Act was passed on December 15th, and
provides for the extension of the tenu of patents from 14 to

16 years, for the prolongation of the tenn of a patent where
loss or damage has been caused by the war, and for other
amendments of the principal Act.

The International Building Trades Exhibition.—The lath
International Buildmg Trades Exhibition will be held at
Olympia from .April 11th to 27th. It will.be opened by Mr.
Paul Waterhouse, M..A.. President of the Royal Institute of
British Architects.

Book Notices.—Year Book and Export Register of the
Federation of British Industries, 1922. London : Industrial
Publicity Service, Ltd. 25s. post free.—This is a volume of
considerable thickness, and it is divided into four main sec-

tions. The first gives a general survey of the scojie and
activities of the Federation of British Industrie's; particulars
of the qualification for, and advantages derived from, member-
ship; list of members of the Grand Council and Executive
Committee ; the grouping system ; the Home Department

;

and the Overseas Department. In .section II the manufac-
tures and products of F.B.I, firms and associations are
arranged alphabetically, with the names and addresses of the
firms at home and overseas. Section III gives an alphahetical
list of firms, together with a brief description of their business,
head offices and works, cable addresses, also a list of assQcia-
tions that are members, with a statement of their ob.iects, also
lists of members of these Associations, such as the B.E.A.M.A..
the Cable Makers' Association, &c. Section IV. consists of
341) pages of members' advertisements, amphfying the informa-
tion given in the other sections.

" Model Que.stions and Answers on the Thermionic -Valve,"
by C. Jones. 44 pp., illustrated. Glasgow : J. Munro & Co..
Ltd. Price 2s. 6d. net.

The Bulletin of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontario. Vol XI, No. 1. Toronto : The Commission.—This
i.ssue gives an account of the opening of the Queenston-Chiji-
pawa Development, and includes an article on " Service," as
well as technical notes.

" Science Abstracts A. A- B." Vol XXV, No. 290. Part 2.

February 28th. 1922. Price 2s. 6d. each, and Indices to Vol.
XXIV, sections A & B. Price 2s. 6d. London : E. & P. N.
Spon. Lt<l.

Journal of the .American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Vol. XLI, No. 3. March, 1925. iVew York : The Institute.
Price $1.

A Birmingham Exhibition.—The accompanying photo-
graph gives a view of the stand of the Birmingham Cor-
poration Electric Supply Department at the National Ti-ades
Exhibition, which remains open at Bingley Hall in that *ity
until May 13th. The stand contains many e.xamples of the
latest applications of electricity to dome.sticUses, and is there-
fore of sj)ecial interest to the numerous purchasers of hou,s«'s

.iiid to architects and builders who have, at the present tim<-.
housing schemes in hand. There is a very large selection of
table lamps, bronze fittings T\ith ornamental shades, bowl fit-

tings, fittings with rays to harmoni,se with different colour
schemes, lanterns for shop lightmg and signs, also an up-to

ElscRUv ""^
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Cranes, &c., for Canada The Department of Overseas
Trade states that H.M. Trade Commissioner at Winnipeg
reports that a Western Canadian firm requires particulars of

electric cranes and other loading and unloading equipment
tor docks. Full details may lie dbtained from the depart-

ment.

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made restoring

l)atent No. 1'28,316. of 1917. granted to iJ. N. Autonoff for

Improvements relating to electric batteries."

For Sale.—The Marshal of the Admiralty Prize Court is

inviting offers for 24 cases of hard fibre sheets, rods and
tubes ex Stanja. Particulars from Messrs. Hale & Son, 10.

Fenchurch Avenue, E.G. (See our advertisement pages to-

day.)

Australian Works Closed.—The Financial Times reports

that the new works of John Lysaght, Ltd.. which were
opened at Newcastle. Australia, on April 4th last year, have
been closed down owing to the high cost of production, and
300 men from Newport and Bristol have been thrown out of

employment. lb is stated that the works were unable to

compete with the imported article—galvanised iron and black

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.
Abercynon.—Electricity Supply.—The Mountain Ash Urban

District Council has decided to introduce electric lighting m
the Abercynon aiea. Negotiations have been entered into

with the Merthyr Electrical Co. for a supply of electricity,

tailing a satisfactory arrangement, the Council proposes to

apply for sanction to install its own plant.

Ashford (Kent).—Application for Order.—The Urban
Council has decided to apply for a Special Order for electric

lighting.

Australia.—^T.4s.m.\ma.—According to the Hoard of Trade

Journal, in the course of hi.-^ recent introduction of hydro-

electric woiks propo.sals in the Tasmanian Housf of Kepresen-

latives, the Minister for Works stated that prior to making his

1919 statement the chief engineer and general manager cf

the Department had complete estimates prepared by the engi-

neering officers of the Department on the basis cf previous

costs, in which it was shown that ±"2,500.000 would be re-

quired to complete the Great Lake Scheme to the stage when
JO.OOO h.p. could be delivered at Risdon, 10,000 h.p. at Elec-

trona, 3,000 h.p. at Launceston, and 6,000 h.p. at Hobart,
leaving 8,'20<J h.p. as spare, thus making a total of 57,'200 h.p.

delivered at the coast. Included in this estimate was a pre-

liminary estimate of ±2.50,000 for the Upper Shannon portion

of the scheme, leaving an estimate for the net Waddamana
scheme of ±'2,250.000. The revised estimate for this work
shows that this figure will he exceeded by 2.5 per cent. ; that

is to say, it will now be ±'2,S00.0(KJ. The amount already voted

for the Great Lake scheme to date amounts to ±1.977..50O. The
sum of ±820.000 is being asked for this financial year to com-
plete the Waddamana lievelopment. When the Waddamana
power station is completed, and the new lines to Launceston
.and Risdon are finished, as they will be in August, the De-
partment will be in a position to supply the Electrolytic Zinc
Co. with 30.000 h.p., the C;irbide Co. with 5.000 h.p.. Laun-
ceston with 3.000 h.p.. and the whole of the Derwent Valley,

from and including Electrona. the Hobart district, Clareinont,

and New Norfolk, with all the power that may be require<l

for the general public supply, and be able to connect to the

system an additional 8.000 h.p. over the initial demand at

any point at which it may lie required.

Axminster.—Electricity Supply.—Messrs. .Tohnson and
Phillips, Ltd.. having been informed of a propo.sal to launch an
electric Ughting scheme in Axminster, have approached the

clerk to the Urban Distiict Council, stating that the cost of

such an installation would be ±5,000. The Council has de-

cided to offer no opposition to tlie scheme.

Bedwellty.— Loan.—The Council has decided to apply for a

loan of ±7."0(«l for extensions to the electricity undertaking.

Bedworth.—Street Lii;HTiNr..—The Parish Council lias

ariepted the tender of the Lieicestershire and Warwickshu'c
Electric Light and Power Co. for pul'lic lighting fur three

years at ±4 2s. fid. per lamp.

Bradford.—New Plant.—The second 12,000-kW turbc-

generator installed at the electricity works was formallx-

.started la.st week.

Brighton.—New Plant.—Owing to the increasing demand
for electricity, the Electricity Committee has recommended
that alterations and improvements to the plant at the power
station be made at a cost of approximately ±105,000. with
an initial outlay of ±85.(M"10. It is proposed to install a new
6.000-k\V turbo-alternator and a 4,000-kW turbo-generator at

an estimated cost of ±42.000. and it is recommended that appli-

cation be made to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction

to borrow that amount.

Cardiff.—Disclaimer.—The City electrical engineer (Mr.

C. G. Morley New) states that the Special Order recently

gi'anted to the districts of Risca. ]\Iynddislyn. and Bedwas does

not concern the Cardiff Corporation. The consulting engineers

for the scheme are Messrs. .\rthur Ellis & Partners.

Continental. — Finland. — Hufvudstadabladet is informed

that the Finnish Government has entered into negotiations

with a Belgian company, which is the owner of the Vallin-

koski Falls, for co-operation as regards exploitation of the

water power of the river Vuok.sen, including the famous
Imatra rapids. It is understood that the Belgian company
will grant the Finnish State a loan of about ten milUon
dollars. At present only about 14.000 h.p. is being utilised,

while, according to the scheme adopted by the Government,
an initial power of over 100,000 turbine h.p. would be ob-

tained.

—

Renter.
France.—I'he Compagnie des Forces motrices de la Basse

Grosne (Seine et Loue) has applied for a concession to dis-

tribute electrical energy in the communes of ^ux. Saint-Loup
de Varenne, and Cevre. The Seyssel group of communes m
the Ain department has received authority to construct and
work an electric supply network for its district. The com-
munal authority of Utell (Alpes Maritimes) has secured a

concession for an electric distribution network.
In order to meet the increasing demand for electricity in

the Rouen district, the Compagnie Centrale d'Energie Elec-

trique is extending the Grand Quevilly power station by the

addition of two turbo-alternating sets cf l,t)(XI-kW capacity.

Switzerland.—According to The Timca, a new cable has

recently been completed between Monthey (Valais) and
Forclaz (Vaud). It is connected with the Friburg cables on
one side and with the Monthey-Brigue cable on the other.

The latter conveys electrical power of 45,000 h.p., and the

surplus energy can thus be diverted over the .Alps to the Fri-

burg and Berne cables. The Monthey-Porclaz cable is the

last of the four connecting the power stations on the south

side of the Alps with those on the northern side.

Spain.—The Sociedad Fuerzas Motrices del Valle de Lecrin

was formed in July last by the Tranvias y Ferrocariles elec-

tricos de Granada with the object of developing the waterfalls

in the Valley of I.ecrin for traction, lighting, irrigation, and
industrial purposes. The first waterfall to be developed will

be one on the River Durcal, of 4,000 h.p. capacity; the electri-

city generated will supply the stretch of country between
Granada, Malaga, and .\lmeria. The company has already se-

cured buyers for the whole of its anticipated output, and the

works are expected to be finished by the autumn,

Corwen.—W.4Ter Power Scheme.—Colonel R. Vaughan
VVynn has submitted to the ratepayers a scheme for supply-

ing the town with electricity. It is proposed to utilise the

Cynwyd Waterfalls, about two miles away.

Eston.—Electricity Supply.—The Urban District Council

has decided, in face of much opposition, to proceed with an
extensive electric lighting scheme.

Inverness.—Hydro-electric Scheme.—At a meeting of the

Town Council on March 17th, the hydro-electric scheme wa«
again discussed. It was stated that Sir W. G. Armstrong,
Whitw'orth & Co., Ltd., were prepared t<^> guarantee deben-

tures to the extent of ±130,(X)0, but a further £100.(100 would
be required. The firm advised the postponement of further

consideration of the scheme until November next, when the

results of a further survey would be a\ailable. In reply to

questions, it was stated that the scheme would he designed

for an annual output of 1,425,000 units, and the price of energy
would be about 6d. per unit for lighting and 2d. for power.

A sum of ±642 had already been spent in connection with

the scheme. Treasurer Young said that a sisecific understand-

ing with Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. should be

arrived at, and on his proposal the engineer was directed to

sulimit a complete statement of the outlay up to date.

Leyton.—Proposed Sdb-st.ation.—The Urban District Coun-
cil has received a letter from the Electricity Commissioners in

regard to the application of the Council for .ssinction to borrow

±34,454 for the erection of an electricity sub-station and for

the provision of mains, plant, etc.. for supply of electricity to

the lyondon County Council tramways, asking for a copy of

the diaft agreement with the London County Council and a

iletailed estimate of flie financial res-ult of the proposed expendi-

ture. The Council has instructed the eU'ctrical engineer to

prepare a .statement.

Long Ashton.—Street Lichtlnc;.—The Pari.sh Council has

under consideration an offer from the North Somerset Electric

Lighting Co. to light the village with electricity.

Newton Abbot.—Extension of Time.—The Urban District

Council IS applying to the Minister of Tiansport for an exten-

sion of time until July 2:^rd, 1923. within which time the Coun-

cil mav give notice to the T'rban Electric Supply Co. under

the Newton Abbot Electric Light Order, 1899.

Preston.—Order .Approved.—The Corporation Electricity

Order. 1922, has received the approval of both Houses of

ParUament.
Loan.—Tlie Town Council has decided to apply to the Elec-

tricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow ±305.000 for the

purchase of the undertaking of the National Electric Supply

Co.. Ltd.. in pursuance of an agreement made on March 30th,

1921. and for the necessary expenses in connection therewith.

Price Reductions Reductions in the charges for electri-

city are to be ni;ide in the following districts :—Bedford, Dub-

lin, and Hoylake.
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Swansea.

—

Proposed Extensions Postponed.—A canvass of

the residents at the Mumbles has been taken, and the result

shows an estimated revenue of .£1,7.50. The cost of extending

the mains to Oystermouth and the erection of a sub-station is

estimated at ±'1H,I.KX1. The Council has decided that as the

result of the canvass is unsatisfactory, the matter be deferred

for three months.

Skipton.—Bulk Sopply.—The Council has accepted the ten^

der of the Western Electric Co., Ltd., for the supply and
laying of cables, at a cost of £7,865, for a supply of electricity

in bulk from Keighley.

Teignmouth.—Electricity ScHExrE.—The scheme for supply-

ing the district with electricity is nearing completion. A con-

tract for the mains has been placed for the first IJ miles of

streets in the town, and it is anticipated that the Electric

Lighting Co. will be in a position to supply electrical energy
to consumers within three months.

Trelewis.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—Negotiations for a bulk
supply of electricity from the South Wales Power Co. for the
lighting of Trelewis and distrii-t have been completed by the

local Council.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTEis.

Canada. — Hvdro-Electric " Eadials." — The Electrical

Seu-8 (Toronto) has published some criticisms by Sir Adam
Beck, chairman of the Hydi'o-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario, upon the report of the Sutherland Cominittee ap-
pointed to examine the proposals to construct hydro-electric

radials {i.e.. electrically-operated railways) in the province of

Ontario. The Commission's report was inimical to the
scheme, but Sir Adam .states that its conclusions were based
on inadequate information secured from witnesses who had
only cursorily studied the proposals. He shows that the esti-

mates of traffic possibilities put forward by one witness
allowed for only one-tenth the volume of traffic upon radials
already in operation in .similar districts. In the nuitter of

operating costs. Sir Adam Beck charges the Commission with
having based its figures on statistics for 1919 and 1920, two
abnormal years. In conclusion, Sir Adam states that whereas
the Hydro-Electric Po\ter Commission's investigations were
carried out by experts, the Sutherland Commission discloses

inconsistency' and inaccuracy.

Continental.—Norway.—The Board of Trade Journal states
that according to the recent Report on the Industrial and
Economic Conditions in Norway, the electrification of the
railway line from Christiania to Drammen is nearing com-
pletion, and it is hoped that it will be possible to open the
section Christiania-Asker (about 26 km.) shortly. Work is

proceeding upon the electrification of the Ofot railway (from
Narvik to the Swedish border). The question of the electrifi-

cation of other sections of railway is still under consideration.

Japan.—Tokio.—The first railless electric car is expected
to be in operation by the end of April. The car will have
no conductor, the passengers paying their fares at the ex-
change offices at stations.

Sunderland.—Strike.—The Ministry of Labour recently
called a conference between the management and represen-
tatives of the employes of the District Ti-amways with a view
to ending the strike which has been in operation for over a
month past. The manager made several alternative sugges-
tions, but all were rejected by the men, and the strike con-
tinues without any immediate prospect of settlement. The sug-
gestion has been made that the local authorities in the district
should take over the undertaking.

Uruguay.—Montevideo.—Despite formal protest by the
British Foreign Office, the Municipality of Montevideo con-
tinues forcibly to control the funds of the British tramway
company in that city. The municipality has extracted a fur-
ther sum from the company's coffers to pay tho increase in
wages in respect of the first fortnight in March. In tho House
of Cnniamns the Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs stated
that H.M. liovernment had protested against this arbitrary
appropriation of British moneys. .\lthough the Uruguayan
Chambers recently resumed their sitting, the grant of permis
sion to raii-p the fares is still withheld. Meanwiiile the com-
pany i.5 t.;iking legal action against the municipality.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.—Sydney.—The Postal Department has intro-
duced the Murray multiplex system, combined with Baudot
prmters, into the Sydney telegraph offices for communication
with Melbourne. The system is to be extended to Brisbane
shortly.

A large scheme of automatic telephone exchanges is in hand.
It IS proposed to erect a new exchange in South Sydney at a
total cost of £.3a^.'240; one at East Svdnev costing £195,880-
and also three smaller exchanges.

Canada.

—

Winnipeg.—The Electrical News (Toronto) says
that the Manitoba Telephone System has placed contracts for
the conversion of two of the Winnipeg exchanges to auto-
matic working. The Port Rouge exchange is to be equipped
by the Northern Electric Co., and Messrs. Siemens Bros., of

\\'oolwich, have secured the contract for the St. John's ex-
change. Some 12,tl00 lines are involved, comprising two-thirds
of the city's system.

,

Private Competition Forbidden.—A prominent officer

connected with the Norwegian telegraph service states

that, as the Government has a monopoly of the telegraph and
telephone in Norway, it cannot allow private companies to

establish a wireless telephone service to England in competi-
tion with the telegraph.

—

Renter.

Siberia. — Telegrj^ph Traffic.—Trans-Siberian telegraph
traffic has now been opened. One message from Europe
to Peking took twenty minutes, the regular commercial mes-
sages to Eui'ope from Tientsin taking one hour and twenty
minutes.

—

Renter (Peking).

Tlie Telepiione Service.

—

New Cable to Northern Ireland.
—A new submarine cable has been laid between Port Mora,
Scotland, and Port Patrick, Donaghadee. a distance of "ioi

geographical miles, and will shortly be put into service. This
will provide two additional trunk circuits between Glasgow
and Belfast. Continuous loading has been employed in this

cable, and in addition to the two physical circuits, arrange-

ments have been made for the superposition of a third ,a
" phantom " circuit.

Wireless Telegraphy.

—

Empire Press Union's Resolution.
—At a recent meeting of the Council of the Empire Press

Union, at which the President, Viscount Burnham, was pre-

sent, a resolution was adopted urging upon the Government
the necessity for improved telegraphic communications within

the Empii'e. and advocating the carrying out of an Imperial

wireless chain, which would meet with general approval from
the Dominions immediately.
The " Watcher " System.—Strong protest against the con-

tinuance of the employment of wireless watchers has been
made by the Association of Wireless Telegraphists, which
alleges that the system is dangerous and inefficient. The
Board of Trade Committee investigating the subject has not

yet reported, although it has been .sitting for some time.

Kenya Colony.—A start has been made on the Kenya
Colony link in the Imjierial wireless chain, and two experts,

Commander Watson, B.N., and Major Ward, R.M..\., have
arrived in Nairobi to institute preliminary investigations and
tests as to the physical conditions prevailing in the country.

A small test plant has already been erected on the proposed site

at Thika, a small township about thirty miles from Nairobi,

but it is believed that at least two years must elapse before

active operations are commenced.

—

Morniny Post.

Exhibition in Rome.—.\n exhibition of wireless telegraphy

will be held shortly in Rome. Eighteen firms engaged in, the

manufacture of this class of apparatus will be represented, and
different types of instruments, including the latest develop-

ments, will be shown working. Within the next few years

this means of communication will undoubtedly be largely ex-

tended in Italy.

—

Ttmes Trade Supplement.
Chile.—The Board of Trade Journal .states that the Chilean

naval authorities are instituting a wireless zone in the .southern

territories of the country for navigational purposes. The zone
will contain eight stations; three of these are already working,
but lack of funds has retarded the equipment of the others.

Australian Wireless Agreement.—Mr. Hughes, the Com-
monwealth Prime Minister, .speakinu at Melliourne on March
24th, said that the Parlimentary Committee, charged with
the examination of the draft wireless agreement for the pur-

pose of maintaining direct communication with Great Britain,

had recommended certain alterations in the agreement. The.se

alterations were designed, the Premier .said, to strengthen the

position of the Government. The Caliinet has agreed to the
amendments, and the agreement will be signed and will take
effect forthwith.

—

Jicuier (Melbourne).
The agreement provides that the Government shall .always

luild a majority of the shares of tlie cnntracting company.
That the company must not enter any combine, but remain
ail independent British business, and that the companv must
give preference to Australian goods and In returned soldiers.

The proposed wireless rates are; full rat^. 2s. a word; de-

ferred, Is.; week-end, fid.; Press, M ; deferred. .3d.

—

Renter.
Vn R.rchnnge telegram .states that the. Commonwealth will

subscribe £-500,001. The company takes over the existing
.\n.strahan radio stations, and three hiah-power stations are
to be erected within two years in Britain, Australia, and
Canada, to provide direct communication, also feeder stations
to connect capital cities.

.\ New Swedish Station.—It is reported from Stockholm
that plans for a new great wireless station in Sweden have
now been completed, and that the.'se. together with an offer

made by the Radio Corporation of the United States, have been
pl-'ced before Parliament for consideration.
Switzerland.—According to the IViener Zeifnnp. a IVIarconi

company has been formed in Switzerland which will take over
the wireless traffic between that country and the outside
world. The capital of the company is IS million Swiss francs
in 500 fr. .sharps. The company will be worked on a mixed
system, whereby the State will het-ome a shareholder, taking
a considerable part of tlTe gross receipts and half the net profits
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over 8 per cent. The promoters are, besides the Marconi Co.
of London, a Swiss group under the leadership of the Swiss
Dispatch Agency and another group dominated by the Swiss
Bankverein.

Wireless Telegraphy.—South Africa.—The Government of
the Union intends Id establish a wireless station for the
purpose of inaugurating an adequate service with other
countries, and is considering several schemes with this end in
view.

,

An. international wireless telegraph conference was opened
at Cannes on Tuesday last, with Signor Maxconi as president.—Renter.

Wireless Telephony.

—

Calls from Aeroplanes.—The Daihi
Mail states that a regular commercial wireless telephone ser-
vice—the fir.st of it.s kind—is to be put into operation in the
next few weeks linking np the cross-Channel aeroplanes direct
with the offices of telephone subscribers in I^ondon. Recog-
nition of this service as a regular pubUc telephone call system
is to be given by the General Post Office.

The necessary apparatus is being installed at the London
Air Station at Croydon, and the general idea is that each aero-
plane passenger, while crossing the Channel, will be allowed
two wii-eless telephone calls per journey. He will be able to
caJl up and speak dii-ect to his office in London ; or it will be
possible for him to be called up direct from his office in
London.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Ashton=under=Lyne.—.'\pril 12th. Electricitv Department.

Eight 6,600-V equipments. (March 34th.)

Australia.-^MELBonBNE.-May 11th. Victorian Electricity
Commissioners. 960 miles of aluminium steel-cored cable;
3,000 lb. flat armoured wire ; 4,000 lb. No. 4 tie viire.—Renter's
Trade Service (Melbourne).

•July 5th. Victorian Railways. One 2-ton storage battery
truck with jib crane and lifting magnet.—Renter's Trade
Sen-ice (Melbourne).
Brisba.ne.-April 25th. Met. Water Supply and Sewerage

Board. Electrical equipment pumps, transmi.ssion line. &c.
(See this column in our last issue.)

Bedford.—.April 5th. Electricitv Department. E.h.p.,
h.p.. and l.p. underground cables for 12 months. (March 24th)

^
Belgium.—Municipal .Authorities of Rhisne (Province of

Namur). Establishment of a system of electricity supply
mains in the town.
April 7th. The Brussels Municipal Authorities. Cables and

acces.sories required in connection with the electricity supply
undertaking up to the end of the present year (102.000 metres
armoured cable). Particulars for 2 fr. from the Service d'Elec-
tritite, 11. Rue Sainte-Catherine. Brussels.
May 10th. The Societ'e Nationale des Chemins de Per

Vicinaus. 14, Rue de la Science. Brussels. Supply and lay-
ing of aiTiioured underground cables and special returns for
feeding the hues in the North Antwerp group of local rail-

ways. Particulars may be obtained for 3 fr. from the above
address.

Birmingham.—.April 7th. Electric Supplv Department.
Electric motors ranging from i b.h.p. to 15 b.hip. (approximate
number required 100). (See this issue.)

Douglas (Isle of Man).—.April 10th. Corporation. Six
miles l.p., three-core, lead-covered cable, distribution pillars,
service material, meters, Ac. (March 24th.)

Dundee.—April 20th. Electricity Department. One 12
panel d.c. switchboard, four 3,000-amp. d.c. circuit-breaker
p.mels, and three starting panels for rotaries. (March 24th.)

lidinburgh.—.April 10th. Electricity Supply Department.
Coal for six or twelve months. Forms from Engineer.

-April 4th. Tramways Department. One 5-cwt. pneumatic
)iower hammer, with electric motor and starter. Particulars
from tramway manager.

Falmouth.—Trustees of the Weslev Church. Designs and
(.estimates for electric lighting installa'tion. (See this issue.)

Hornsey.—.April 20th. Electricitv Department. One cool-
ing towel-. (See this issue.)

India.—.April 7th. Inert electric cells, Leclanche ceils and
spare part-s. (March 24th.)

London.—Wandsworth.—April 12th. Board of Guardians.
Installation of electric lighting and hre alarms qt the
Swaffield Road Schools (March 24th.)

Stepney.—April 20th. Electricity Supply Department.
Three 1,000-kW converting plants and one 50-ton, electrically-
driven overhead gantry crane. (See t4iis issue.). <,,..i...-. '.

Loughborough.—.April Uth. Electricitv Department. ,

E.h.p. .>witchgear, and extensions to d.c. switchgear. (March
24th.)

Rhondda.—April 12th. U.D.C. Wiring and E.L. fixtures
for 42 houses at Penygraig. Specifications (21b.) from the
manager, Electricity \\'orks, Porth.

Walthamstow. — .April 12th. Electricity Department.
E.h.p. feeder cable and l.p. distributor and public lightiDg
cables. (March 24th.)

Warrington.—.April 18th. Electricity Department. H.
and l.p. [laper and lead covered cable. (See this i.s.sue.)

Wolverhampton—April 12th. Board of Guardians.
Electric lighting installation at the Institution, Heath Town
(March 24th.)

CLOSED.
Belgium.—Eight Belgian firms competed for the Ghent

municipal contract for four electric cranes for the Port of
(ihent ; the prices ranged from 1.35,00(J fr. to 249,875 fr.. the
lowest offer being that of the Societe Metallurgique-Elec-
trique. of Brussels.

Three concerns—including one from Czecho-Slovakia—Mih-
mitted tenders to the Belgian Post and Telegraph authoriti. <

in Brussels for the supply and laying of telephone cables in

the Antwerp district. The lowest quotation (620.969 fr.) s\;is

that of M. "E. Janssens. of Schaerbeek. Brussels.

Portsmouth.—Board of Guardians. .Accepted:

—

ICIectrical fittings.—Mr. J. Southey.

Skipton.—Electricity Committee.
Supply and laying cables for bulk supply from Keighley, £7,865, condi-

tional on their pacing not less than district standard rate for labour;
to their employing not less than 90 per cent, of labour required
from amongst Skipton unemployed; and to the free maintenance
clause in the specification being extended for a period of five years ^
from the completion of the work.—Western Electric Co.. Ltd.

Wakefield.—Education Committee. Accepted:

—

.Vlter.itions to Thornes House, electrical work.—Mr. \V. Robb.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, April 1st. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " Radio-Activity," by Sir Ernest
Rutherford, F.R.S. (Lecture V.).

Friday, .April 7th. .At 9 p.m. Lecture on " The Evolution of the Ele-
ments."" by Sir Ernest Rutherford. F.R.S.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—Saturday, April 1st. At Ander-
ton's Hotel. Fleet Street, E.G. At 3 p.m. Paper on " Elcclric Vehicles."
bv Mr. J. D. Sparks.

' Saturdav. .Vpril 8th. At the Engineers' Club. At 7 p.m. Annual
dinner.

Society of Engineers.—Monday. -April 3rd. .At Burlington House. Piccadillj,

W. At 5.30 p.m. Paper on " Fractures in Concrete," by Mr. H. Benthani.

British Electrical Development Association.—.Monday, .April 3rd. .At the
Farmers' Club. '2. Whitehall Court. S.W I. At 4 p.m. Paper on " Elec-

tric Pou-.T .-.s an Aid to Agriculture." by Mr. R. Borlase Matthews.

Roentgen Society.—Tuesday. .April 4th. .At the Institution of Electric.il

Ffigint. IS, N'ictoria Embankment, W.C. .At 8.15 p.m. Ordinary scietltific

Dynamicables.—Tuesdav, .April 4th. .At the Trocadero Reslnurant, Piccadillv.

.\nniversary dinner.' '

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday. April 4th. .At the Institution.
,

Great George Street. S.W. .At fi p.m. Paper on " Corrosion of Ferrous
(

.Metals." by Sir R. A. Hadfield, Ban., F.R.S.

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.—Wednesday. .April 5th. At the
'

Institute of Patent .Agents. .At 7 p.m. Paper on '' E)ebatable Points in I

Works .Accountancy," by Mr. R. J. H. Ryall.
'

-]

(Birmingham and District Branch).—Friday, .April 7th. At the

Ih.imlwr of Commerce. New Street. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on "The Func-
'

tion .jt Works .Accountancy." by .Mr. J. A. L,icey.

Chemical Society.—Thursdav. April 6th. .At Burlington House, \V. .At 8
'

p.m. Ordinary meeting.
'

Belfast Association of Engineers.—Thursday, .April 6th. At the Municipal

College of Technology. Annual general meeting.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursdav, April 6ih. .At the Institu-

tion, X'ictoria Ilmbankment. At 6 p.m. Adjourn.-d discussion on Mr. .

K. Bc.ilase .Malllvws's paper on " .Applications of El.clrifity to .Agricul- '

<North-Western Centre).—Tuesday. April 4th. At the Engineers'
'

Club, ."vlanchester. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on " rroticliv.- .Apparatus lor Turbo.Paper on " JVoti-riiv.- .\pp;j

h.rn.Tt.irs." by Mr. ]. A^ Kuyser.

(Western Centre).—Monday, April 3rd. At Sv Ordinarv mr«l'

(South-Midland Centre).—Wednesday, .\oril jlh. .At the University, .

Birmingham. .At 7 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

(South-Midland Centre, Students' Section).-Tuesday, April 4th. At

the Grand Hotel, Birmingham. At 7.30 p.m. Lantern lecture. "With
the Wireless Signals Co.,' R.E.. in E^ist Alrica. 191U-1918," bv Mr. J. A.

Coop...

(Wireless Section).—Wedncsdav. .April 5th. .\t the Institution. \ ic-

toria Embankment W.C. At 6 p.m. Paper on " Provision of Power lor

Wireless Telegraphy," by Capt. J. H. Whittaker-Swlnlon, R.E.

British Science Guild.-Thursdav, April 6th. At the Roval Society of Arts.

lohn Street .Adelphi, W.C. At 3 p.m. Annual meeting. May 23rd.

'innual dinner.

Optical Society.—Thursdav, April 6th. At the Imperi.il College of Science,

South K.nsington. At 7.30 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Friday, April 7th. At the Philosophical In-

stitute. At 8 p.m. " Notes on a.c. and d.c. Plants," by .Mr. J. Walker. •

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday. April 7th. At Caxton Hall, S.W.

.At S p m. Lecturette. "Engineering in Southern Persia," bv Mr. J. «
Maple.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—Saturday. April 8th. At the

Gmnd Hotel. Colmore Row. At 7 p.m. T-- •• V,-ps on Marine

Salv.iae." b\ Mr, V. H. Pear.son.
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THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW"
DEPARTMENT.

SERVICE

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this week,
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—
Mclntyre jointing sleeves (suitable for aerial cables).
" Big Brute " test clips (American-British agents' name

wanted).

Aurorascope G.P. pocket throat and ear outfit used by
doctors and dentists.

Telephone cord terminal tags (small terminals for

fitting to ends of telephone cables).

" Meirowski " insulating material.

" Flail " electric fans.

N0TE5.

The E.W.F. Scottish Section.—The first annual dinner of
the Scottish Section of the Electrical Wholesalers'
Federation. Ltd., was held at Glasgow on March '24th.

Mr. Brown, chairman of the Section, presiding. Among
the invited guests were Mr. Morgan, of the Glasgow
Corporation (deputising for Mr. Mitchell, who had a

prior engagement); Mr. Ure, representing the Scotti.sh Con-,
tractors' Association : and Mr. McArthur, representing the
manufacturers. A long toast list was gone through, inter-

mingled with a first-class musical programme. The speeches
struck the note that all sections of the electrical industry,
manufacturers, factors and contractors, should work together
for the common good. The Dinner Committee, consisting of

Messrs. Fotheringham. Service. Munro. Holman, and Yuille
(secretary) was cordially thanked.

Electricity Supply Rej^ulations.—We have received a copy
of the Regulations of the Electricity Commissioners for secur-

ing the safety of the public and ensuring a proper and
sufficient supply of electrical energy. lO'M (H.M. Stationery
Office, price 4d. net). Except for the substitution of the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for the Board of Trade and other verba)

alterations to suit the new conditions, the reeulations are
identical with those issued by the Board of Trade in 1909.

Efficiency of Large Steam Turbine.—Recent tests made
cm the 60.()00-kW cross-compound, triple-cylinder .steam tur-

bine installed in 1918 at the Seventy-fourth Street station of

the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., show that a .steam con-
sumption of 11 lb. per kilowatt-hour can be obtained under
normal conditions. The highest Rankine and thermal
efficiencies obtained were 76 per cent, and 23.1 per cent, re-

spectively. With the high-pressure turbine and one low-
pressure turbine in service, the lowest consumption was
11.25 lb. per kilowatt-hour. When operating in this way the
c-on.sumption is better than that for the complete .set at loads
below '25.000 kW. The 60.000-kW turbine is of the Westing-
hou.se type, consisting of one high-pressuve and two low- pres-

sure elements, each element driving a separate generator.
The nonnal steam pressure at the throttle is 2'20 lb. absolute
with a superheat of 1.50 deg. Fahr., exhausting into a vacuum
of 29 in. referred to a 30-in. barometer at .58.1 deg. Fahr. The
speed of all three elements is 1,.500 r.pm.

—

Electrical Wnrld.

The Transmutation of Tungsten.—The Daily Mail recently

reported that two Chicago chemists had succeeded in convert-
ing tungsten into ga-seous helium by means of a high-pressure
discharge which gave a temperature of 50,lXX> deg. F. Mr.
H. F. Fratton has written to the Daihi Mail stating that he
and a colleague (Mr. E. S. Pangbouvne) succeeded in doing
this la.st December. They released a di.scharge at a pressure
(if 81.650 V into a tungsten lamp enclosed in an exhausted
vessel. The lamn burst, with evidence of the generation of

intense heat. Upon subsequent analysis of the remains nn
trace of tungsten could be found, but neon, argon, and a third

unidentified gas were present.

New Electric Coaling Crane.—The official test of a new
SO-ton 3-motor coaling crane built to the order of Ardrossan
Harbour Co. by Messrs. Alex. Chaplin & Co., Ltd., crane-

makers, Govan. has taken place. The crane was tested in all

motions with full loads and then with '25 per cent, overload,

and gave every satisfaction. This is the first electric coaling
crane supplied to any of the .\yshire ports. The electric equip-
ment is by the Electric Construction Company and Messrs.
Edward Holmes & Co. The power is alternating current taken
from Kilmarnock Corporation.

The LE.E. Commemoration Meetings.—We have received
a number of applications for reprints nf the portraits repro-

duced in our articles on the jubilee of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, biit not. at present, sufficient to justify

further action. However, our offer (p. 343) holds good, and
will be kept open so that readers who are interested, but have
not remembered to write to us on the matter, will have a
further opportunity of doing so.

The Styrian Hydro-Electric Scheme.—The Styrian Watoi-
Power and jijlectncity Co., Ltd., ot Graz, Styna, has for-

warded a reply to the statements made in the article entitled
" A Large Stynau Hydro-i^lectnc Scheme." which was pub-
lished in this journal on January 13th, 1922.

As to the disappomtment manilested m the article that only
a small part of tlie comprehensive scheme outlined was to be
put in liand at first, the company states that the principal

difficulties he in a financial direction. Expressed m Austrian
currency, the expenditure on the works would amount to

milliards of .\ustrian crowns (kronen), and possibly be inci'eas-

ing day by day, although it might not advance in a stable

currency. The directors say that they Know from experience
that no foreign investors would participate in such an under-
taJdng unless Austrian capital were to set a good example in

this respect. When the new types of issues of ordinary and
preference shares and 5 per cent, debenture stock have proved
satisfactory to .Austrians, the directors state that foreign in-

vestors will not fail also to become interested in the underr
taking; indeed, the rate of construction will depend prin-

cipally on the participation of the latter. At all events, the
larger works embodied in the general scheme wiU not be begun
until the smaller ones have yielded satisfactory working
results.

The letter then proceeds to consider the question as to

whether it would be possible for the company to supply energy
at sale prices which would permit it successfully to compete
with foreign coal as a source of energy, with petroleum or
with native Ugnite, and also allow the company to pay 6 per
cent, on the share capital, reckoned in a stable currency. On
these points the directors state that owing to the depreciation
of the Austrian crown the results from the calculations made
by tne experts are constantly varying, and for this reason it

was impossible to mention in the prospectus the future costs

of production and the presumed selling price. They say, how-
ever, that during last summer the sale price for electric cur-

rent was 10 Austrian crowns per kW-hour. whereas in the

middle of March, 19'22, it was '200 crowns per kW-hour. The
only definite result of all the calculations is that water-power
energy will cost half the price of that of energy from steam
power generating stations.

Pursuing this point, the letter remarks that foreign in-

vestors in countries having a stable currency will readily

agree to this contention, as the chief item of expense in hydro-
electric plants depends upon the cost of construction. In
Austria this is said to he below the world parity. On the •

other hand, the current derived from steam power generating
stations depends upon the price of coal, petroleum. &c., but as

coal and petroleum have to be transported over long distances

on foreign railways, neither fuel is likely to become cheaper in

.\ustria, while the enormous shortage of pit coal in .Austria

will not permit of any large reduction in the price of native

Ugnite in that country.

The communication further states that it is highly probable
that Austrian consumers will be able to pay for electrical

energy at the price which is l)eing calculated at the present
time, which is below the world parity, and also to pay the in-

terest in a stable currency, as they would receive the energy
at a lower price than they could obtain a supply from any
new works elsewhere.
As to the question of contracts for the supply of energy,

the letter says that the company is not to start any new works
unless a sufficient number of prospective consumers agree to

pay the rates fixed by the tariff, thus enabling the company
to fulfil the pledges given in the prospectus.

The company's reply does not seem to call forth many obser-

vations. As consumers are to be offered energy at a price

lower than that which would have to be paid for steam
generated electricity, and presumably at a lower price than
the cost of the production of power by the use of pit coal,

lignite or petroleum—which price is to include the addition

necessary to pay a rate of interest of 6 per cent, on the ordi-

nary shares in a stable currency—such a tariff' should encour-
age prospective consumers to come in and soon place a full

load on the capacity of the plant of the initial station on the
Lower Teigitsch.

At the same time, it is a pity that the company, in its reply,

has not mentioned the total amount of the subscriptions al-

ready received in Austria in response to the recent invitation

or invitations for capital.

A " Lightning Generator."—By means of apparatus which
Will give a momentary di.scharge " of 10,000 amp. at 1'20,000

volts, Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, chief consulting engineer of the
General Electric Co. (U.S.A.), and his co-workers, Messrs.

J. L. R. Hayden and X. A. Lougee, have been able to repro-

duce lightning on a small scale, and thus test the performance
of apparatus and objects when subjected to this phenomenon.
In the tests which have been made with lightning arresters

it has been found that their occasional failure to function

properly is due to causes far different from those heretofore

imagined. The apparatus consists essentially of '200 large

glass plates arranged as a conden.ser for charging with rec-

tifieil hich-voltatje electricity, .\lthough the power and volt-

age behind the discharge produced are only one five-hundredth

of the values for natural lightning, this apparatus will

shatter blocks of wood and tree branches. There are pros-

pects of making a still more powerful lightning generator.—

Electrical World.
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The Synchronising EHect of two Adjacent Transmission

Lines.—la an arlacle published in the General Electric Hevicw

for March, Mr. T. Nishi, of the Imperial University of Tokio.

Japan, discus.ses the mutual synchroni.sing ettect of three-phase

transmission lines carried on the same poles. The ettect was

hrst observed in Japan on the system of the Inawashiro

Hydro-Electric Co., which had two 110,000-V cucuits on the

same towers. When generators respectively connected to

these lines were being synchronised, at no load, the synchro-

.scope needle showed a tendency to slow down when passmg

the in-phase position and to swing rapidly pa.st the 180-degree

out-of-phase position, and when the frequencies approached

equalitv the pointer stopped near the in-phase position, show-

ing that the two generators tended to keep exactly in phase

;

when the generators were loaded the effect was not so notice-

able. A similar reaction was observed on the system of the

Southern Sierras Power Co.. in California, but in this ca.se

the machines tended to keep exactly 180 deg. out of phase.

In the former ca.>« the conductors of the same phase occupied

positions diametrically opposite one another, whilst in the

latter they were in the same relative positions. The author

discusses the phenomenon on the basis of the capacities be-

tween the lines, and shows that the theory accounts for the

results. Hence the best arrangement of the conductors on

this score is that indicated in X herewith, as opposed to B.

2 3 3 .3

1

In-Electricity (Supply) Bill, 1922.—The Council of the

corporated Municipal Electrical Association, representing un-

dertakings that have capital involved to the extent of some

i'.80,000,000, at a meeting on March 17th, considered the ques-

tion of the Electricity (Supply) Bill, 10-2'i, and in view of the

verv great importance which it attached to the early jias^age ot

this Bill, to facilitate the more rapid development of electric

supplv . throughout the country, instructed the hon. secretary

to send a copy of the following resolution, which was passed

unanimouslv, to all members of the House of Lords:—
•• That hi the opinion of the Council of the Incorporated

Municipal Electrical As.sociation the Electricity (Supply)Biil.

1922, should be carried into law at the earliest possible dat<'

in the interests of the industry."

The committee stage of the Bill in the House of Lord.s has

been postpnned .several times; it is now set down for Tue.s-

3ay next, April 4th.

National Society of Inventors.—.\ public meeting of

the above Society was held at the Chamber of Com-
merce. Binningham, on Monday last presided over by

Mr. H. E. Sutherland, when Major J. Hall-Edwards,

F.R.S. (Edin.), &c., well known for his research work
in connection with X-rays, delivered an able address on
" The Society and its Possibilities." He emphasised the po.s-

sibilities of a carefully thought-out .scheme bringing together

the inventor and the manufacturer, and preventing the loss of

lirilhant ideas vxhich often fell through for want of scientific

aid, and remained undeveloped for lack of funds on the part of

the inventor. He also pointed out that very few inventions

had been created by the manufacturer himself, the inventions

of individuals being in the majority of cases acquired by the

manufacturer at his own figure, which had been very small

compared to the actual value and to the amount which could

no doubt have been obtained for the inventor had he liad tl"

backing of a society. Moreover, the manufacturer, who had

a problem to solve, by offering a reward for a solut'on wov'rl

be able to set at work the brains of quite a number of in-

ventors.

The Society is open to inventors, patent agents, solicitors

fpatent lawV scientists and manufacturers, for their muki:il

benefit. The secretary can be communicated with through

the Chamber (jf Commerce, Birmingham.

Works Magazines.—The benelicial influence of works
magazines is fully recognised by the Industrial Welfare'

Society, and the second of a series of annual conferences of

editors of these journals is to be held in the SiK?iety's offices,

.")1. Palace Street'. Westminster, on .\pril 28th. The conference

will devote itself to the discussion of the es<=entials for success

in works and staff magazines.

A Lecture on Lighting.—Mr. W. J. Liberty (Public Light-

ing Inspector of the City of I>ondon| gave a popular lecture

on " The Romance of Artificial Lighting " at Heme Hill on

March nth. The lecture outUned the history of lighting

from the earliest time tip to the present day.

David Hughes's Experimental Apparatus.—In a letter to

The Times, of Mardi 2Sth. Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton
states that in addition t.) Ihivid Hughes's notebooks con-

taining an account of his experiments in wireless telegraphy

in 1879. which have recently been bequeathed to the British

Museum, the Museum has acquired a further set of these

notebooks, containing Hughes's own illustrated account of

his invention of the microphone.
" Still more interesting is the fact that a search, suggested

by myself to Colonel H. 0. I vons, of the Science Museum,
made amongst the contents of n room full of Hughes's per-

sonal effects that for the last 20 years have been stored in a

furniture repository in London, has vevenled the existence

of a number of electrical instruments, comprising the original

first microphones invented by Hughes, and the actual

apparatus with which he made his early wireless ex-

periments, all obviously constructed with his own
hands. The .several instruments can easily be identified by

the illustrated descriptions in the notebooks, and we thus
have a collection of great historical and .scientific interest,

which, through the generosity of the Hughes trustees, has
been presented to the Science Museum in South Kensmgt ju,

where it will .shortly be on public view."

Kinematograph Exhibition at Finsbury Technical College.

—By permission of Mr. Catter.son-Smith, chief electrical lec-

turer, the .students and staff of the engineering faculty were
again, on March 24th, able to enjoy an exhibition of industrial

films kindly loaned liy the British Thomson-Houston Co..

Ltd.. of Rugby. Tlie first film illu.strated the application

of electricity in iron-ore mines and in the calcining opefar

tions preceding the smelting of the ore. The scenes showed
the processes of drilling holes in the face of the ore for ex-

plosives, collecting the ore, taking the tubs to the station by
accumulator tractors, hauling them to the .surface by mining
locomotives, and raising the ore into hoppers by elevators

and thence by charging cars into kilns to be calcined. The
various operations were electrically controlled, and this re-

duced the manual labour to a minimum. The scenes also

showed the electric traction w-ork. the lighting of the mines,

the power station, the chemical laboratories, and several elec-

trically driven accessories of the kilns. This film is the best

and clearest yet produced in connection with this somewhat
difficult subject. The second film, on " Electricity in Steel

Works," dealt with th.> marufacture of steel from the raw
liiaterial to the finished nroduct a"d the processes involved

in making steel wires and plates. It included excellent views
of the furnace, the pouring of the metal, the .soaking pits,

the cogging and rod mills in operation. At the c'^se of the
le'-ture Mr. Catterson-Smith expressed thank.^ to the Bri*'-''

Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.. and Mr. B. B. ^yilliams, third-

venr electrical student, for their efforts in bringing about wiiat

had been a most instructive and interesting afternoon.

The Importance of the Spanish Language.—Senor Oscar
Victor Salomon, Consul-General for Peru, writing under dat.-

March 20th from .36-37. Oneen Street. Cheanside. to Mr. .1.

Landfear Lucas, of the Spectacle Makers' Company, says

:

" You are doubtless aware the Spanish language and literature-

is receiving full and generous attention at the English I'niver-

sities. in fact, a sound and scholarly recognition. But when
\ve come down to the schools the case is different. French.

;'nd German before the war. held the field in the .sciiools. and
Spanish has been left largely in the care of the foreign

teacher who knows its value and coaches the aspiring City

youth in his leisure hours. T do not think I can be contra-

dicted when I say that in the main Spinish is a neglected

language in the .schools of this country. This statement, how-
ever, would not be true of the technical schools which include

both Snanish and Italian in many instances. I cin only say. '

and with the strongest emphasis, that the vasiness of the

future commercial trade between this country and South
America renders it absolutelv imperative that wherever French .

is taught Spanish also .should be taught."

—

Financial Times. >

Appointment Vacant.—Switchboard attendant (75s. 6d.), ,.

for the Rawtenstall Corporation tramways and electricity de-

partments. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Soft X=rays from Arcs in Gas 'Vapour.—The I'.S. Bureau
of Standard's announces that experiments have been con

ducted in which soft X-rays, having wave lengths longer

than those previously known, were produced and their wave
lengths determined. According to the Journal of the A.I.E.E..

the new X-rays differ in many ways from X-rays as ordinarily ;

understood. Thus, all known .substances, including even J
ordinary air, are opaque to the .soft X-rays, which can only

be detected by their effect upon objects located inside the

vacuum tubes in which the rays are produced. All of the

chemical elements can be made under proper conditions to

give off radiations which are characteristic of the element.

Some of the radiations are visible hght. and .sf)me are in the

range of X-rays. The radiations described are the .softest,

longest-wave-length X-rays characteristic of several of the

elements. Measurements have been made in twelve different

gases, and the experiments are of interest because they par

tially close the gap between visible light of the shortest uni

^-rays of the longest wave lengths previously made. It has

been known for a long time that radio waves and light waves

are both electromagnetic, differing only in wave length, and

X-rays were found to be very short waves of the same kind.

The radio waves ordinarily used are measured in metres, and

there is only a very small gap between the shortest radiii

wave and the longest heat waves: the latter have a wave

length of about 0.3 mm. From the longest heat waves down
to ordinary light waves which have a wave-length of a few

ten-thousandths of a mi'limetre, there is no gap and. indeed,

measurements in the ultr.vviolet have been extended down

to wa^e lengths only a little longer than 00001 mm. There

was, however, a gap between this and the longest known
X-ravs, which were a little more than O.OiXXIOl mm. in wave

length.' The present mea,surements nearly close this uap. .is

some of the X-rays measured are of greater wave lengths than

are the shortest ultra-violet radiations.
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U.S.A. Insulated Wire and Cable Standardisation.—Insu-
lated wire and cable con-stitute the biggest single item of

manui'actured electrical matei'ials, their value being about
17 per cent, of the total value of all such equipment. There
are something like fifteen specifacation.s in wide use in

the United States, and little has been done to co-ordinate

them. It has, therefore, become a matter o'f concern to both
manufacturers and users of wire to bring about some co-

ordination, with the idea of establishing a definite set of

American standards.

The first step was taken last winter, when the following

ten organisations agreed to act as sponsors, under the aus-

pices of the American Engineering Standards Committee, for

a comprehensive standardisation of electric wii'e and cable

for other than telephone and telegraph use : American Elec-

tric Railway Association. American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, American Eaihvay Engineering Association,

American Society for Testing Materials, Associated Manufac-
turers of Electrical Supplies, Association of Edison Illuminat-

ing Companies, Association of Railway Electrical Engineers,
National Board of Fire Underwriters, National Electric Light
Association, National Fire Protection Association. These
organisations enlisted the co-operation of several others, and
created a comprehensive group of committees to handle the
work. The other co-operating organisations are : Associated
Bell Telephone Companies. Electric Power Club, Society of

Automobile Engineers, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Dept.
of Navy, U.S. Dept. of War.

Tlie first meeting of the Sectional Committee was held at

the headquarters of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers on December Gth. 1921, when plans of organisation and
procedure were adoiiteil, officers were elected, and the work
wso definitely launched.
There are twelve technical committees to which specific

phases of the work have been assigned. Like the Sectional

Committee itself, they are made \\p of representatives desig-

nated by the various organisations concerned in the par-
ticular subject with which each committee deals. The com-
mittees are as follows : Definitions, Copper Conductors,
Stranding. Eublier Insulation, Impregnated Paper In.sulation,

Varnish Cloth Insulation. Magnet Wire. Fibrous Coverings,
Met.-'lli'- CoveriiiL's. Standard Make-Ups. Exn^rt, Weather-
proof, Heat Resisting and Similar Materials. The number of

engineers participating in the work is over 1.30.

—

T. S T. Age.

Motor=car Headlicshts.—Much attention i.*; being devoted
to the elimination of the dazzling effect of vehicle headlights.
A new device, that is claimed by the Daily Netvs to be effec-

tive, is the Pasnlite. devised by Mr. J. W. Pickavant, of Lom-
bard Street, Birmingham, and intended for use on any car
with an electric light installation. It consists of an extra
lamp placed upon the off-side running-board behin'l the wing,
at a height of about 2 ft., and proiecting a beam reavwards at
an angle of 4.5 deg. to the side of the car. As a car or pedes-
trian apnroaches, a two-wav switch is used to cut out or dim
the headlights and bring the Pasnlite into operation. Tlie
side of. the car and the edge of the road are thus brightly
lighted, and there is no " dark spot " for the driver of the
oncoming car; indeed, his road ahead is lighted for some
way by the other's Pasolite. A demonstration was given
at Purford Bridge recentlv. when representatives of Scotland
Yard and tlie Ministrv of Transport were present. General
approval was expressed.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institntion of Electrical Engineers.—-\mendment. of By-
Laws.—Two special general meetings of members were held
on March 'i^rd at the Institution. The first was called to

give formal appi-oval tn financial arrangements, while the
wninil was asked to cnii.sent fci r.itain amendments to by-
laws. \t tlie latter m.-i.ting the President briefly intro-
duced the mattei' and moved the amendments, and Mr.
1,1. B. .\tkin.son made an explanatory .statement and seconded
the resolntifin. which was carried unanimously. The altera-
tions made fall under two headings : (a) Purely verbal altera-
tions necessitated by the change of status of the Institution;
and ill) .•\meiidments involving Questions of principle.
The expression "abroad" used in connection with the

situation of niembens is defined as "outside great Britain,
Ireland, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man." The
correct fonii of description of each class of member is set
out (with abbreviations), and it is to be noted that the use
of the title " Chartered electrical engineer " has not been
sanctioned by the Privy Council, and is therefore prohibited.
To preserve the strictly technical character of full member-
ship of the Institution the proviso that a person " so promi-
nently a.ssociated with the obiects of the Institution that his
admission as a Member would .... conduce to the interests
of the Institution." has been deleted. The power of expul-
sion IS placed in the hands of the Council, with a right of
appeal to a committee of three Past-Presidents. This is neces-

sary in view of the small proportion of the membership which
can possibly attend a general meeting. Certain alterations are
made in the constitution of the Council. It is provided that
instead of three Associate Members and three .'^.ssociates

serving on the Council the members .shall be four and two
respectively. The reason for this is the growth of the asso-
ciate membership in proportion to the class of associate. The
nomination of two candidates in excess of the number of
vacancies by the Council is to be discontinued. Associate
Members will in future be permitted to nominate .Associate-
Member candidates for the Council. The number of signa-
tories to a member's nomination is to be limited to ten. The
term "Local Centre " is to be the future designation of the
provincial branches, in accordance with the expressed wishes
of these Centres.
Mb. F. VV. Purse expressed approval of the amendments,

and said that many members were looking forward to yet
another—the lowering of subscription rates.
Dr. S. P.-iRKER Smith said he would have preferred that

the expulsion of a member should be left to a general meet-
ing, as the Council W(iuld be placed in rather an invidious
position in such a case. He would not, however, move an
amendment.
Me. C. le Maistre thought the change a, good one, as it

was preferable that such matters should be discussed
privately.

Mr. F. C. Raphael, recalling a dispute of 10 j'ears ago, wel-
comed the change in the nomination methods.
The President, while sympathising with Dr. Parker

Smith's views on the expulsion of a member, was compelled
to agree with Mr. le Maistre that privacy w-as desirable.

Altered Arrangements for Meetings.—The discussion on
Mr. E. Borlase Matthews's paper on " .Applications . of Elec-
tricity to Agriculture " will be continued at the ordinary
meeting to be held on April 6th. Mr. ,1. .A. Kuyser's paper
on " Protective Apparatus for Turbo-alternators " will be read
and discussed on -April '27th (in.stead of April 6th). The joint

meeting with the Rontgen Society and the Electro-Therapeutic
Section of the Royal Society of Medicine, previously an-
nounced for April 27th, has been postponed to a later date.

Informal Meeting.—At the final meeting of the session, on
March 20th, Mr. F. Pooley was in the chair, and Mr. Arthur
Wright opened a discussion on " The Importance of Con-
sidering Finance in Electrical Undertakings."
Mr. Wright thought the financial and legislative side was

outside the scope of the practical man, but he hoped to show
it was of the utmost importance, and should be studied,
especially by the younger members, on whose shoulders the
immense future of the industry would rest.

Mr. Wright said that general and cheap electricity supply
was now recognised as the biggest national want of most
industrial nations. We were passed by countries to-day hav-
ing far higher costs cf materials, wages, and brains than ours.
The fire insurance rules in U.S.A. were much more drastic
and arbitrary than ours. Northern Italy and Switzerland
were much poorer, yet electrical development was going on
there at a rate which in England w'ould employ all our re-

sources. The main cau.se of our being behind was the per-
nicious effect of the old Electric Lighting Acts and the
parochial spirit of their purchase clauses. The present Gov-
ernment, realising this, was endeavom'ing to rectify some of
the old defects, yet nothing was being done to remedy the
real cause, namely, the discouragement of private capital
and enterprise to enter the electricity" supply field. Only
private money and enterprise could be relied on for the big
developments; ratepayer.^ were not likely to allow their rates
to be mortgaged for enterprises far away from their towns,
and in which they would not have the sole vote in the
management. Private financiers would not .supply capital
unle.ss its expenditure was wholly under the control of men
elected by them. In his conclusions Mr. Wright declared that
although we had a friendly Government atmosphere and
keen Commissioners, the move must come from the industry
in the form of a united request for better encouragement of
private enterpri.se.

Mr. .1. S. HiGHFiF.LD (president), said that the present-day
proposal was to set up Joint Electricity .Authorities which
were to raise money to carry out works. If thev succeeded
in this they would, in many ca.=es. duplicate the work of
the power comoanies and wa.ste would result. If the money
was obtained the proper cour.si' would be tn buy out ex-
isting undertakings.
Mr. W. A. Chamen stated that about three time.s the amount

of energy generated in South Wales by statutory authorities
was generated by private industrial plants. This was often
distributed over extensive areas by quite illegal wavleaves
and periodically a large consumer was absorbed by the in-

du.strial concerns and taken off the supply company's mains.
Mr.^ E. T. RuTHVEN Murray spoke of the difficulty of

charging a uniform rate to varying consumers whore the
conditions were often va.stly different.

Mr. H. M. Sayers said that it was not true that the in-

terests of the supply companies and the local authorities
were antagonistic. The municipalities w'ere co-operative con-
cerns having the public services for the investment of their
savings. The chief thing the supply companies required was
securitv of tenure.
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Mewr«. W. E. Warrilow, R. .J. Mitchell, J. D. Spsrks.

A. G. Hilling, E. W. Moss. B. \V. Hughman, E. GripTson.

and A. B. Ea.son also spoke.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—.\t a meeting of the

Society, on March' '29th, Mr. .James F. Driver, M.I.E.E.,

lectured upon " The X-Ray Examination of Materials." The
lecturer described the nature of and method of producing

X-rays, and then spoke of the examination of metals, welds,

&c. The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides.

Chelmsford Engineering Society.—The principal feature

of the Conver.sazinne, hold on March l.Sth, was an exhibition

of numerous enpineering and scismtific devices, supplied by
members and the Chelmsford engineering firms. Messrs.

Hoffmann showed a number of heat-treatment arrangements
and riveting machines, as well as gauges and measm'ing
instruments. The Marconi Co. exhibited a variety of wire-

less apparatus, with which demonstrations were given

;

kinema films dealing with " wireless " matters were shown
in a separate rofnn. The various stages of dynamo manufac-
ture were shown by Messrs. Crompton & Co. ; this firm also

displayed several kinds of switchgear and instruments. A
number of Messrs. Crompton's employes demonstrated de-

vices nf their own. These included a soap film stretched by
centrifugal force; colour photography apparatus: arc weld-
ing outfits; and a " vortex gun." The first part of the even-
ing was devoted to an excellent concert.

Paisley Association of Electrical Engineers.—The Asso-
I'.iation held a successful smoking concert on March 17th.
During the proceedings prizes were presented to junior meni-
liers for papers on electrical subjects, and the chairman (Mr.
W. R. Scott) briefly outlined the As.sociation's work during
the year.

Tramway Association Meetings.—The annual congress of
the Tramwavs and Light Railwavs Association is to be held.pt
Bournemouth on .Tune ''ind and '23rd. Among the papers to
be presented will be " Bourp>Mnnuth Corporation Tramwavs."
by Mr. T. Bulfin :

" Rnille.ss Traction." br Mr. E. M. Munm:
and " Modern Improvements in Rolling Stock," by Mr. C. .T.

Spencer. . '

The annual confej'e'ice- of the Municinal Tramwavs Associa-
tion is to be held on September 1.3th, 14th, and 15th. at New-
•astJe-on-Tvne. The siunmer meeting of the Managers'
Section takes place in Glasgow on .Tune 15th and 16th.

OUR EPERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editor) invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
atid industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to
keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their
movements.

Mr. A. r. M. i'LEMiNU, who is unquestionably our leading
specialist in technical education and training in connection
with electrical engineermg, was born in the Isle, of Wight m
1881. He re^-eived his cngmeering training at Finsbnry Tech-
nical College iai the years 1897 and 1898, and the following
year he spent with the London Electric Supply Corporation,
at Deptford. He was with Messrs. Elliott Bros., instru-
ment makers, in 1900, and in the same year he crossed the
.\tlantic to join the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., Pittsburgh, remaining there until 190'2. in that vear he
entered the service of the British Westinghouse Co..
Trafford Park, Manchester (now Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co.. Ltd.) and has remained there until the
present time. During this period of twenty years he
was engaged for some years as the company's insula-
tion specialist, dealing with all investigations relating t<j

the manufacture and design of insulation, the testing of new
juat<?rials, and the investigation of electrical failures. Subse-
quently he wa.s api)ointed superintendent of the transformer
department, and during the period from about 1906 to 1914 he
was responsible for the design and manufacture of all types of
transformers totalling some millions of kilowatts! ' He was also
.superintendent of tlie departments manufacturing insulating
juaterials arid electrical _ windings of all kinds during this
period. He was responsible almost i'rom the commencement
of the British Westinghouse Co. at Trafford Park for the train-
ing of apprentices, and in 191'2 he established the works
school for the training of trade apprentices. This has grown
from an original number of 100 trade apprentices to 650, and
in addition there are now about 80 public or secondary school
and 100 L'uiversity men undertaking special courses of train-
ing. Since 1916 he has been manager of the research organi-
sation of the company and also of its educational and training
work, and during this time has designed and equipped exten-
sive research laboratories on the works premises, as well as
in. certain of the associated companies. Mr. Fleming is the
author or part-author of a number of books on subjects coming
within the scope indicated by the above duties, and he has
also read a number of papers before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, the British Association, the ^Manchester Asso-
ciation of Engineers, and various other educational and tech-

leal «oeie«iei u different part* of th« United Kingdom; ftUo

H>«for« Weifar* Workeri' Institute conference* and conference*

of the variouB research ftuociationi. Mr. Fleming ii la.

M.I.E.E. (he filled the chair of the North-Western Section in

1918); also a member of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, the American Society for Testing Material*, the
British Association, the .Junior Institution of Engineers, the
Manchester Association of Engineers. &.c. He is a member of

Council of the British Electrical and Allied Industries' Re-
search A.ssociation and of many of its committees and sub-com-
mittees; chainiian of the B.E.A.M..\. Education Committee;
member of the Education Committee of the Federation of

British Industries; member of the Board of Governors of the

Manchester and District Armaments Scholar.ships Committee.
He is a director of ilessrs. B. S. & W. Whiteley, Ltd.. manu-
facturers of Fullerboard and insulating sheet material, Pool,

Leeds, and is a member of the Commission appointed in 1921

by the Secretary of State for India on Indian Students under
the chairmanship of Lord Lytton. During the war he
organised, at the request of the Admiralty, a body of scientists

and manufacturers known as the Lancashire Anti-Submarine
Committee, to conduct research regarding submarine detecting

devices. He also ori-'anised the .selection and training of the

Mr. a. P. M. Fleming.

School of Listeners for employment on patrol craft for suh-
marine defection. He received the degree of M.Sc.Tech.
(Honoris Causa) of Manchester LTniversity in 19'20; the honour
of O.B.E. was conferred upon him in 1918; and he was made
a C.B.E. in 19'20. In 1915 Mr. Fleming undertook, on behalf

of the consultative committee appointed prior to t\e establish-

ment of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
an investigation into the research laboratories associated with
various industries in the United States. As the foregoing notes
will indicate, he has been closely identified with educational
work connected with industry during the past twenty years.

In addition to the educatiohal activities of the Metropolitan-
^

Vickers Co., he was joint organiser of the Engineering Train-

'

ing Organisation, which was finally taken over by the Engi-
^

neering Employers' Federation.
The Times reports that the King has appointed Sir GERiLi>

EDW.4RD CnADwvcK-HEALEV, Bt., C.B.E. , to be a member of

the Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors, to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of Lord Rayleigh.
Mr. John Little, manager of the Manchester and Liver-

pool offices of Messrs. Cammell, Laird & Co., Ltd., who was
returned to the Southport Town Council in November last as .

representative of the Middle Cla.sses Union, has been appointed
chairman of the Southport Corporation Electricity Committee.
The Sheffield Independent reports that the Chair of Civil and

Mechanical Engineering in the University of Leeds will be

vacant shortly, owing to the resignation of Professor J. Good-
man, who has held the Chair since 1890. Professor Goodman
proposes to give hi* time to research, and the L'niversity

Council has assigned to him accommodation for this purpose.

Mr. .\. G. Marsh is retiring from the board of director* of

the Z Electric I.ui»p and Siipplie* Co., Ltd.. in order to oora-

mence business as a wholesale electrical .supplier and maiui-

facturers' agent.
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Mr. Clifi'ORD Mitoksll, jji»«ac«r •! the new workt of th«

Marconi Wuelasi Telegraph Co.. at Chelniiford, iince they

\\i.'Xe instiluteu in lyii, has resigned from that poeition, and

iVir. H. B HuhA', aboistaut works maiiager for nine years,

has been appointed in his place

Mr. W. G. HuKST, enguieer and manager Burnham and Dis-

trict Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has been appointed engineer

and manager of the Teignmouth Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.

Mr. Akihur H. Shoki has been appointed to the position of

engineer, secretary and manager of the Burnham-on-Sea.
Somerset, and District Electric Supply Co. He was in charge

of plant (tJUU h.p.) at -Nobel's Hxploaivea Co. during tke war
;ind imtil he resigned last year.

Obituary.

—

Mr. Rich.^rd Henry Rice.—We regret to learn

from our transatlantic contemporaries that Mr. Richard
lfeni"y Rice, manager of the Lynn Works of the General Klec-

tric Co., from 191» until his death, passed away suddenly

trom heart failure, while snow-shoeing at Bolton, on Lake
(Jeorge, N.Y., on February 10th. He was born in ls63. After

engineering training and experience with various concerns, he

became connect-ed with the General Electric Co. as a con-

sultant on steam engineering in IWi, and was for years in

charge of the steam-turbine department of the Lynn Works.
The General Electric Review mentions as a tribute to his

originality, that he had taken out more than 50 patents, but

we are di'awn to quote from the Heview the following eulo-

gium of the man hunself by "J. R. H."—sometiiing which in

the long run is more desirable than even his greatest scientific

achievements :
—

" What we really want to put on record is that we more
than respected him—we loved him. A\'hy is it that we have

this feelmg toward some men and not toward others'? We
have stated that Mr. Rice had lived a life that fulfilled our

conception of what an engineer's life should be and we beUevc
that that is why we loved him.

' He was clever—he was capable—he was a man of achieve-

ments—he was a conspicuously successful man in his profet-

sion—he was the chief Cif a large organisation of men. And
yet Mr. Bice was simple, in the most charming sense of the

word. He seemed to respect all men and to look for the good

that was in them and all men respected him. He was demo-
cratic—he was kind. Whoever heard Richard Rice say a small

or an unkind thing about another human being'.' Who re-

members a mean or petty action of his"?
' He gave more to the world than he attempted t-o take from

the world. Some men take more than tliey give—he gave

more than he took. He gave more in counsel—more in kind-

ness—more in sympathy. He helped everyone he could help

—

every time he could help them. That is why his associates.

companions and friends loved Richard Rice and why they so

sincerely mourn his loss.
" Thank God that such men as he get to the top."

Mr. NiCHOL.\s KiLVERT.—We regret to record that Mr. N.
Kilvert, chairman of the Lancashire Dynamo and Motor Co.,

Ltd., passed away suddenly at his residence at Hale on March
•24th. Mr. Kilvert, who was 63 years of age, was chairman of

X. Kilvert & Sons, lard refiners, Trafford Park. Mr. Kilvert

was one of the founders of the Lancashire Dynamo & Motor
Co.. Ltd., and chairman from its inception. He was also

chairman of the Lancashire Ordnance and .Accessories Co., of

Stockport, and a director of Messrs. Browett. Lindley & Co.,

Ltd., of Patricroft. He was a vice-president of the British

Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' .Association. Mr. Kilvert
was a very far-seeing man, and business-like in all his under-
takings, which were very extensive. He always had the wel-

fare of his employes at heart, was always accessible, and spent
considerable sums in advancing their well-being.

Mr. E. H. Kannredther.—The death is announced at Bir-

mingham of Mr. Ernest H. Kannreuther, the Italian Consul
in that city and head of the export merchant firm of Messrs.
Kannreuther & Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, large exporters of

general hardware, gas and electrical engineering equipment,
&c. Mr. Kannreuther was honoured with the Order of the
Crown of .I^ly for his work on behalf of that country.

Will The late Rt. Hon. P. Hcth Jackson, banker, and
a. director of the Eastern Telegraph Co., the British Trade Cor-
poration, and other companies, left f169.9<.17 gross and ;6101,t)77

net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

N'ortb'Western Electrical Co., Ltd. (180,477).—Private
ccrnpany. Registered March 21st. Cipital. £100 in f 1 shares. To carry on
the business of electrical engineers and contractors. &c. The first directors
are: T. C. Hartley. 186, Salthouse Road. Barrow-in-Furness; J. T. Stor<y, 43,

Raglan Street. Barrow-in-Furness. Qualification, 10 shares. Secretary : J. T.
Storey. Registered office : 55, Strand, Barrow-tn-Furn.-ss.

Automobile and Electrical Equipments, Ltd. (180,460).

—

Private.company. Registered .March 21st. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To
take over the business of suppliers and repairf^rs of motor and electrical equip-
nient for motor engines, cars and craft of all kinds carried on at 1 end B,

Marylebone Passage, Wells Street, Oxford Street, W., as the " Automobile
Ilec'trical Equipment Co.," and to adopt an agreement with C. de Winter and
R. A. Roberts. The first directors are t R. Herbert-Smith, 24, Sedgeford Road.
Old Oak Road, W.12, engineer: R. Cooke-Jones, 7, Celia Road, Tufnell Park.
N.19, motor engineer (joint managing directors). Qualification, £50. Re-
muneration, £50 each per annum. Secretary {pro tern) : R. Herb«rt-Smith.
Registered office ; 1 and 2, Marvlebone Passage, Wells Street, W.l, ,

Grierson, Ltd. ( 180,410) .—Private company. Registered
.March loth. Capital, i;iO,i>uu in Jtl shares ^4,u«0 non-cuniuialive participating
pictcrencej. lo carry on the busiiu^&s. ol electrical and mechanical engineers,
electricians, builders, contractors, manulacturers of and dealers in machinery,
apparatus, equipment, lamps, illuminaiii^ devices, medical appliances ana
scientific instruments, kincniatogr^ph equipment, Ac. Ihe first uircciors are:
J. L. Atusgrave, " Hcatherdenc, ' Lirove I'ark; Chiswick, \V.4; R. G. Crittall,
...I, VVickham Way, Beckenham (both directors of Richard Crittall i Co., Ltd.);
t. Herring, ±>, kcswick Koad. tast Putney, S.W. ; P. .M. B. Grenville, " tair-
lighl," Kingston Hill, Kingston, burrey (both directors of J. JeUreys & Co.,
Ltd.). Richard Crittall i: Co., i-td., and J. Jeflreys Hi Co., Ltd., may, whilst
holding £aUO shares, each appoint two directors." Qualification (except- life or
managing diractors). i'^jO. Kegistered office ; 197, v\'ardour Street, \v".

Norchard Syndicate, Ltd. (180,553).—Private company.
Registered March iord. Capital, £1,U0U in £L shares. To construct, maintain
and Work electric generating stations, to produce and use electrical energy and
supply the same to towns, collieries, buildings, lactones, mines, railways, tram-
ways and others, &c. Ihe permanent directors are: W. T. Kerr, Netherwood,
'luii>le\, Herelord, electrical engineer; G. C. Woods, 3, Mew Court, Lincoln'...

Inn, \\ .C, solicitor. Qualification, £100. Registered office: 3, New Court,
Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

Magneto, Accumulator and Generator Services, Ltd.
(18u,41a,.—Private company. Kegistered March isth. Capital, £oO0 in £1
shares. To carry on business as mechanical transport igniuon repairers, and
any other branch of the electrical- engineering trade; to act as receiving ageiils
and lurther the interests of the Northern. Motor KxelTange, Ltd., in Newcastle-
upon-lyne and elsewhere. The first directors are: K. H. Johnson, 2, The
Cedars, Sunderland, motor engineer (permanent); C. R. Burnham, 10, Azalea
terrace South, Sunderland, motor engineer. Qualification, 50 shares. Regis-
tered office : 4, Ridley Place, Newcastli^upon-Tyne.

United Wire Works (Birmingham), Ltd. ( 180,566) .—Pri-
vate company. Registered March 23rd. capital. £120,000 in £1 shares (60,000
preference). To acquire from the Unitc-d Wire Works, Ltd., the goodwill and
certain of the assets and liabilities of the branch business of that compani
carried on at Birmingham. The subscribers (each with one ordinary share)
are : H. C. Chambers, " Kerri," Blakesley Road, Yardley, Birmingham,
solicit'or's managing clerk; j. MacCormack, 1, York Drive, Glasgow, W., wire
manufacturer. The holders of ordinary shares numbered 1 to 12,500 may
appoint half the directors, and the holders of ordinary shares 12,501 to 25,000

appoint the other half. Each such section may appoint the chairman in"
(except managing

Birmingha
,
fn : of

,
divided between them. Solicitors :

Motolite Dynamos, Ltd. (180,416).—Private company.
Registered March iBth. Capital, £3,000 in- 2,000 preference shares of £1 each

s ol dyn
lanufacturers of and dealers
L. S. Chains, e, Dungar\-an
C. Pontet, Spring Cottage,
H. C. H. Smvth. 35, Cleve-
. Qualification, £100. Re.

Landnr Road Work>,

of 5s. each
engineers,, elect

Ihe first direct

Putnev, S.VV.15, elaetrical engir
Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.12, er

/enue. Chiswick, W.4, electrical engineer. (

ion as fixed by the companv. Registered offic

Rojd, ."Vskew Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.12,

A. P. Maglen, Ltd. (180,568).—Private company. Regis-
tered March 24th. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To CJrry on the business of
manufacturers, importers, and distributors of electric lamps, electric light
fittings, electrical appliances and apparatus, &c. The subscribers (each with
one share) are: \V. R. Preston, "Midlands," 2, Claremont Gardens, Sur-
biton, Surrey, company director; S. H. Buckland, 4, Regent Street, S.W.I,
chartered accountant. W. R. Preston is the first and permanent dire<'tor.

Kegistered office : Sicilian House, Southampton Row, W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Low Engineering Co., Ltd.—Charge on the company'.s
undert.iking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital dated
February 22nd, 1922, to secure £3,000. Holder : The Hon. C. N. Bruce. 1,

Lowndes Square, S.W.

Spicer & Co., Ltd.—Issue on March 16th, 1916, of ^6600,
and on August loth, 1917, ol £250 debentures, parts of a series (filed March
17th, 1922).

Evans (Electrical), Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on March
14th, 1922, of debenture dated December 14th, 1921, securing £1.100, filed.

Hirst and second debentures both dated March 14th, 1922, to secure £300 and
£1,040 respectively, charged on the company's undertaking and property, pre-

-vent and future, including uncalled capital. Holders: G, J. Gully, 35, Croydon
Road. S.E., and E. J. Walker. Southbank, Ravensbourne Road, Bromlev,
Kent.

Lamp Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (76,151).—Return dated
Februarv 9th. 19'32. Capital £10.000 in £1 shares. 5,400 shares taken up.

£5,400 paid. Mortgages and charges. £2.500 debentures.

Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd. (72,097).—Return dated Janu-
arv 3rd, 19-22. Capital, £100,000 in £1 shares (75,000 ordinarv and 25,000 pre-

ference). 51,008 ordinary and '23,997 preference shares taken up. £13,004
paid. £62,001 considcrcxl as paid. Mortgages and charges, £6,500.

Suppliers Construction Co., Ltd. (formerly Charing Cross
and Citv Electric Co., Ltd.) (66,-C81).—Capiul, £350,000 in £5 shares. Return
.lated December 8th, 19'21. All shares taken up. £350,000 paid. Mortgages
and charges, nil.

Aron Electricity Meter, Ltd.—Capital ,£350,000 in 125,000
p»relerence and 225.000 ordinarv shares of £1 each. Return dated Januarv 2nd,

1922. 124,8% preference and 125,000 ordinary shares taken up. £124,948 10s.

paid on the preference, including £52 10s. paid on forfeited shares. 125,000

ordinary shares credited as fully paid. Mortgages and charges. £92,100.

Mexico Electric Tramways, Ltd.—Capital .£1,000,000 in
500,000 preference and 500.000 ordinary shares of £1 e,ich. Return dated

D<K-ember 31st, 1921. All shares taken up. £.500,000 paid on the preference.

'£300,000 considered as paid on the ordinary. Mortgages and charges, £721.000.

Nalder Bros. & Thompson, Ltd. (62,214).—Last annual
return dated March 16th, 19'21, when capital was £25,000 in 12,500 preference

and 12,500 ordinarv ihares of £1 each, of which 11,500 preference and 11,781

ordinary had been issued. £134381 had been paid on 11.500 preference and

1 781 ordinary, and £10,000 was considered as paid on lO.fXKl ordinary. Mort-

gages and charges, nil. In June, 1921. the capital was increased to £30.000

bv the creation of 2,500 new preference and 2,500 new ordinary shares. 400

preference and 100 ordinarv shares were allotted, pavable in cash, on December

12lh, 1921.

Morley Electrical Engine-, ^ng Co, Ltd. (52,358).—
Return dated February 22nd, 1922. Capn. . £5,000 in £1 shares. All Jlhares

taken up. £1,090 paid; £3,980 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges,

£3,000.
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CITY NOTES.

Newcastle=on=

Tyne & District

hlectric Light=

ing Co., Ltd.

Hadfields, Ltd.

The annual meeting ":is held on

March 24th. Col. F. E. Simpson, who pre-

sided, said the capital expended during the.

year was ,-e29,89-5, of which amount £"2i,35a

was for mains to meet the continued in-

creased demand for electrical energy for

existmg and new consumers. Agreements had been entered

fntn for the supplv of current to collieries in the ^f^Vb^in

.rM which had"^^ necessitated considerable extensions to then

?.;- These collieries were now connected, and were yield-

Tna revenit. In 19 4 the company paid in rates i'i.OW, last

vear (including the supplementary rates) ±'5,OG4, an mcrea^^

nf is tS) which was equal to a dividend ot 14 per cent, (less

taxt on the ordinary shares. This was an item over w^ich

he' company had no control, but the limiting of niuncipal ex-

«ndtoe was one of the most important questions to be coii-

penaiture was uu
j receipts showed a

dec'e'ase of Sg Sr Th sTas accounted for by the coal.trade

U^oute wh.^h asted three months, and by the serious trade

the rate of 4 per cent., less income tax, was approved.

After paving the dividend announced in

our last issue, £1'22,6.57 is to be carried for-

ward The report says that the year was

not without serious industrial troubles, and the unfortunate

Lai mineis' dispute, which lasted for thirteen weeks, greatly

aSe -t™ the workmgs of the company. . Owmg to the consider-

ate volume of orders m hand at the tegmning ot the yea

19 1 the™ffects of the general depression m the engineeiing

mdusti. were not acutely felt until the latter part of the y a

j

•With' regard to this company's interests in the LniU(

States tht°a'Ute trade depre.ssion prevalent there has retarded

the Hadfield Penfield Steel Co. in consolidating its various

nterests and developing the Hadfield system, and it has been

necessaiT for this companv to afiord some financial support to

he Sican compan/. iliere are now signs ot a^ "nproved

demand for the American Company s products, and that the

exStions which were formed by your directors in develcp-

fn" this new field will mature The new steel foundry.

a^ichlorms an important part of the ='daptation of our wa

extensions to peace purposes, is now comp eted ^^d lias

fiome months been working successfully. It will undoubtecllv

pro'-id?a profitable addition to our resources when the genera

conditions of trade improve. The two smaller rolling mills

are also now working successfully, and the large cogging and

billed n" mill is approaching completion, ana will be available

for Sul service s^ soon as the opportunity arrives through a

revival of trade."
i i- „

In his speech at the annual meeting

British Insulated held on Monday at Liverpool Mr. James

and Helsby Taylor, the chairman, said that the profit

Cables Ltd. was the largest in the history of the com-
'

" pany, but in view of prevailing con-

ditions it would be difficult to maintain that high level.

Their large capital expenditure m reorganising the works

at-ter the war had been fully justified. There was a special

demand to-day for high-tension cables, and there was no firni

in this count'ry in a better position to supply this demand

than this company. While they were the largest manu ac-

turers of high-tension and other cables in the country they

had many subsidiary industries, and the latter departments

had also "been brought up to date. Owing to the facilities

which their large capital expenditure in 1920 gave them

they had been able during the year to execute the important

orders which were on the books at the beginning of the year,

and promntlv to execute orders subsequently received. The

profits were largely due to the improvements carried out in

the factory previoii.sly referred to; to the completion of old

contracts, ' and to the judicious purcha.se of raw material.

They were one of the comparatively few companies who ]'•]

not required to increase their capital at a time when the rnte

(if interest was so high, thanks, to a great ex|t<?nt, to the

facilities extended by their bankers. The sneaker next

reviewed the profit and lass account. Later, after alludin'i

to the first-class condition of the works nnd to the adequncv

of the proposed allocntion to depreciation, he said that la.=t

year, under the headirxr ,if pt/v-ks and work in profTess. t^ey

had an increase of .i'269.(KX); this year a liecrease of J?4n4.000.

This was accounted for by the smaller vnhime of trad''ric; at

the close of the vear. and also by the decline in the value of

materials. Sundry debt'^rs were lower by £4''.'^,Rlri. vrh--''^

=howed a sreat fallinc off in trade. Last, vcnr thev ''"ed t'-"

ba"V»r= £'i^\.r^(\^\ '••* this yoar they owed them nothing, and
had in hand f .')19 '>9?1, which showed a strong cash nooition.

but also the bad state of trade. After mentioning tlitioning the invest-

ments in the Midland Electric Corporation and the Electric

Supply Co. of Victoria, Dtd., Mr. Taylor said that they still

hart a large interest in the Automatic Telephone Manufactur-

ing Co.. Ltd., and, in his opinion, that company was steadily

strengtliening its position.

While it was not proposed to increase the reserve account

this year, it was felt that it would be better to increase the

larry forward. " Wp. are living in a period of great uncer-

tainty and unrest, whether regarded from the economic,

political, or .social point of view, and business is afiected as

a necessary consequence. Orders are scarce, and it is e.s.sen

tial to make stronger efforts than ever to obtain them both

at home and abroad, not only to enable us to make mone
but to provide work for our men. In this struggle to obtain

business we have to face keen competition, hence the ner.

sity to consolidate the company's position financially. I

opinion of the board is that 1922 will probably be a year :

difficulties, not only in our own special trade, but in tha.l ..I

the counti-y generally. They feel that in such circumstances

the firm which has ample cash resources is in the be.st posi-

tion to face the unknown future, and they therefore projiose

to carry forward the large sum of ^6362,223."

The net profits for 19-1 amount to

British i;221,o07, plus ±19,.534 brought forward.

Aluminium Provision for income tax, depreciation of

Co., Ltd. investments, and proportion of profits

payable to directors requires £87,000;

prior lien debenture service fund, £'48,000; debenture stock

service fund, ±'43,'224; reserve for depreciation, ±'20,000;

carried to reserve account, £10,0(^)0. After paying the 6 per
cent, preference dividend and 5 per cent, on the ordinary
shares (both less tax), £14,791 remains to be carried .

forward. The depreciation reserve account, including 1

£2(!),000 applied out of the profits of the year, now j

.stands at ±'.570,000, and the redemption accounts created out ]

of revenue in respect of prior lien debentures and the de-

benture stock amount to £217,175, making together a total

of £787,175. The reserve account, including £10,(XI0 set

aside out of the profits of the year, now amounts to £180,000,

and is mainly invested in Government .securities. Consider-
able additions at the .A.lumina Works in Scotland, and at the
rolling mills at Milton and Warrington, England, which were
commenced in 1920, were practically completed during the
year. The whole of the works and plant at the various fac-

tories have been well maintained out of revenue. The
falling-otf in demand, which commenced in the latter half of

1920, continued in increasing .scale during the whole of the
year under review. The conditions were accentuated by the
coal .strike, which la.sted for a period of 16 weeks, and by the ^

chaotic .state of the exchanges with other countries, par-
ticularly in Europe. In consequence two of the company's
aluminium works and one of its alumina factories were shut
down for a considerable part of the year. There are some
signs of improvement since the close of the year, but some
time must elapse before conditions in the trade become nor- '

nial. The Lochaber Water Power Bill received the RoyrI
.\ssent on .Tuly 28th, 1921. The powers provide for a large
hydro-elecfrric develonnient in Scotland close to the rnm-
nany's exi.sting works at Kinlochleven. Considerable time
has been given under the Act before the works need be com-
menced, and it is not intended to take stens in this direction
until the indu.sti-y shows definite signs of improvement.

The profits earned 'by the company dur-

Waste Heat and ing the year ended .January 31st, 1922. after

Gas Electrical deducting administration expenses and in-

Generating terest on loans, amount to £.S5,620, against

Stations, Ltd. £34,439 in the previous year; less trans-

ferred t<5 reserve, £10,000 (against £14.000).
The amount brought forward was £12,()03, and the available
sum is, therefore, £32,222 (against £3s,203). The directors
recommend that a dividend be declared at the rate of 6 ]ier

cent, for the year, £19,2(X) (against 8 per cent., £-.B,(iOO),

leaving £13,022 to carry forward. The amount standing to
the credit of the reserve account is now £143,85L The re-

demption funds in respect to plant supplied on hire purchase
terms amount to £21,360. Capital expenditure during the year
amounted to £20,664, £15,001 of which was in connection with
the new power station at Horden. .\ further amount of

£10,000 will probably be required to finally complete this

station and the extensions in connection with the gas engine
plant at Weardale. To meet the above expenditure it has
lieen iiecessai-y to borrow temporarily from the coninany's
bankers, and this arrangement will continue from time to

tune during the current year. The results of the past year
were greatly affected by the miners' strike, the whole of the
stations being closed down during the three months from April
to June, 1921. The plant at the Horden nower station was
put into operation again in .August, and the Teesbridge» and
Ayresome power stations started up in September, since when
these three stations have been running satisfactorily. It is

honed that the Newport plant will be running again at the
end of this month, but- the Clarence and Weardale stations are
still completely shut down. Tlie aggregate output from all

the company's generating stations showed a reduction of 59
per cent, on the previous year.
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The balance of profit for 1921 was

Clyde Valley £106,389, plus £69,693 brought forward,

Electrical making £176,082. The preference divi-

Power Co. fiend for the year (to April, 1922), (6 per

cent.), absorbs £18,000. An interim divi-

dend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum for the halt-year on

the ordinary shares and a ftnal dividend at the rate ot 10 per

cent, per annum, makes 7J per cent, for the year, absorbmg
£45,000; dividend on the second preference shares for the

year (to December, 1921), £4,0r2; transferred to con-

tingency fund, £50,000; transferred U) second prefer-

ence share special reserve fund, £1,000; writing down
cost of second preference share issue, £6,463, carrying forward

£51,547. An issue of additional share capital to the amount
of £500,000 in .50,000 8 per cent, cumulative second preference

shares of £10 each was made in October and is now fully paid

up. The 15.000-k\V turbo-alternator installed at Clyde's Mill

power station was put un commercial load in July. The com-
pany's business has been adversely aftected during the year

by the coal strike, which lasted for three months, and by the

general trade depression. The Electricity Commissioners have
provisionally delmiited the West of Scotland Electricity Dis-

trict, under powers conferred on them by the Electricity

(Supply) Act, 1919, and a committee has been formed, repre-

sentative of all authorised undertakers and other interested

bodies within the district, for the purpose of submitting to

the Electricity Commissioners a scheme under Section 5 of

the Act for improving the existing organisation for the supply

of electricity in the district.

Sir Henry C. Mance, CLE., presided at

Davis and annual meeting on March 21st. In his

Timmins, Ltd. opening remarks he referred briefly to the
engineering lock-out, .saying that he con-

sidered employers were entitled to direct the work in their

own factories. He hoped for an early settlement of the dis-

pute. Owing to the fall in prices they had had to write down
the value of their stocks, and as they considered themselves
entitled to a refund of Excess Profits Duty payments, they had
made application to the Inland Revenue authorities. A
favourable consideration of this would materially affect next
years' balance sheet. The value of investments and the bank
balance were satisfactory, and he had no anxiety regarding
the future.

Mr. G. E; Davis (managing director) also addressed tbe
meeting, saying that the company had had to contend with
high working costs, as well as with the slump and depre-

ciated stocks. The recovery of industry was contingent upon
reduced taxation. He regretted the occurrence of the present
dispute, as the firm was on good terms with its employes. The
employers w'ere not out to smash the trade unions, but were
determined to control their own works.

Sir Henry Mance was re-elected chairman of the company.

Vereiniote Elektricitatn-Akticngescll-

Austrian srlmft in Wien.—The report read at

Company. the 24th ordinary general meeting of

the company stated that the difficulties

experienced in the past had considerably lightened,
but the higb price of coal and materials and the
increased charges of labour rendered the sale price cf electric
current inadequate, except in the case of the Czecho-Slovakian
works, where the price of current for some time had kept a
steady level. Special attention had been devoted by the man-
agement to the upkeep of the works, whereby the output had
been considerably improved. As the cost for maintenance and
renewals was unusually high, single parts in mo.st cases costing
more than the whole installation, the writing down reserve
had been increased by 3,000,000 kr, which, however, was far
below the actual requirements. The political upheaval of the
year 1918 had created many hard tasks for firms, and in the
altered circumstances they had striven to preserve their pro-
perty and suit themselves to the new conditions. A number
of schemes were under consideration, and one or other would
he realised ; but it must be borne in mind that they would
involve huge building outlays, while existing installations were
hard to acquire, holders being loth to part with tangible values.
The net profits of the business vear, inclusive of the carrv for-
ward of last year, totalled 6.33'('.795 kr.. which would be'dealt
with as follows :— per cent, as dividend on the 36,000,000 kr.
(•hare capital; S.lOO.fiOO kr. to the reserve fund; of the rest,
sfter the statutory provision for the directorate, 1,800.000 kr.
would be distributed as a 5 per cent, super-dividend, the
balance of 198,549 kr. being carried forward.

The Philips Lamp Co.—The .\msterdam correspondent of
the Financial Times states that the Philips Incandescent Lamp

.
shares were firm on the Bour.se on several days last week
they improved from 186 per cent, to 210 per "cent, on the
publication of the report for 1921. " In 1921 the company
^ril?^ on "ts increased capital of 10.200,000 fr. ordinary and
4.O0O.00O fr. preferred shares 6.000.000 fr. net, of whi'ch no
less than 4..500.000 fr. is set aside for depreciation, the balance
being u.sed to pay 11 per cent, on the ordinary and 7 per cent

T *°*' P''pfP''''<''i. It is evident from the balance-sheet that the
stocks have been written down in a most drastic way as thev
figure at only 2,500.000 fr."

Singapore Electric Tramways, Ltd.—The directors state
that since the offer from the Municipality of Singapore for
the purchase of the company's undertaking was submitted
to a meeting of debenture holders on February 17th last, and
rejected, negotiations with the Shanghai Electric Construe
tion Co. have been commenced, and are now proceeding. In
the event nf their being brought to a satisfactory conclu.sion.
meetings of debenture holders and shareholders will be con-
vened to consider resolutions to give effect to an arrange-
ment for the reorganisation and financing of this company.—Financial Times.

Llanelly and District Electric Lighting and Traction Co.,
Ltd.—The annual general meetini; was held in London on
March 24th, Mr. A. K. Holland pre.sidiug. In presenting the
report and accounts, the chairman said that in spite of adverse
conditions they had been able to maintain the aividend at the
same level as that of the two previous years (7 per cent.) and
also to put an increased sum to reserve. He referred to the
capital issues during tbe year which had met with success,
and stated that the new plant was gradually getting fully
Ifeaded.

Shawinigan Water and Power Co.—The report for 1921
shows gross earnings of $4,2-i4,U46, against ^3,943,5-59 lor
previous year, ana net revenue i(>i,590,813, as against
!pl,609,043. After making usual appropriations and paying
dividend on common shares of 7 per cent., there is carried
forward $1.55,406. Owing to the depressed industrial con-
ditions of last year, says the Financial Times, the completion
ui the new power development at Shawinigan Falls will be
postponed to September 1st, 1922.

National Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—At the annual meet-
ing, held m Preston on March 16th, the chairman (Mr. .lohn
Booth) said that satisfactory terms having been arranged for
the acquisition of the Company's undertaking by the Preston
Corporation, steps would have to be taken towards the hqui-
dation of the company. Two statutory meetings for this
purpose would be held m a few days. The chairman said that
the coal strike had had an adverse effect upon the year's
results.

German Companies.—The annual report of the Siemens
Elektrische Betriebe contains an unpleasant surprise for share-
holders, who are informed that the company has been severely
hit by the appreciation of foreign, especially Sw'iss, exchange".
The company's debts on this account, the report states,
amount to 163,(.lOO,O00 marks, part of which can be covered
from the reserve fund, but there remains an uncovered loss of
162,.500,000 marks, which is more than four times the com-
pany's capital.

—

Renter (Berlin).
The Felten und Guilleaume Carlswerk Gesell.schaft, of

Mulhehn and Cologne, has, just invited apphcations for
50,000 ordinary shares of 1,'000 marks—representing an in-
crease of capital of no less than 50,000,000 marks—the new
shares being offered at a premium of 400 per cent.

Stock E.\change Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been specially allowed by the Committee under Rule 148a :

—
Jutland Telephone Co. (Jydsk Telephon AktieseLskab).—

—£500,000 5i per cent, sterling bonds of 1922, issued at 93 per
cent., partly paid and fully paid, after issue of allotment
letters.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.—51.046 ordinarv shares
of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 6.270,905 to 6,321.9.50.

Newmarket Electric Light Co., Ltd.—At the annual meet-
ing on March 20th. Mr. P. E. Gripper (chau-man) stated that
a gross profit of £3,435 had been made, as against £2,95;3.
After providing for debenture interest and adding balance
brought forward there was a balance of £2,974. A dividend
of 3 per cent, was declared, £1,7.50 transfen-ed to reserve,
and the balance, £427, carried forward.

Swansea Improvements and Tramways Co., Ltd.—

A

dividend of 6 iier cent, on the ordinary shares for 1921 is to
be paid and £3,613 carried forward. New capital expenditure
during the year was £15.154, and renewals costmg £8,58:3 were
charged to renewals fund.

Tyneside Electrical Development, Co.—The profit for the
year ended January 31.st was £3.291, plus £1,.383 brought for-
ward. £1,100 is placed to reserve. A final dividend of 3
per cent, on the preferred ordinary shares, making 6 per
cent, for the year, is recommended, "carrying forward £574.

Bideford and District Supply Co., Ltd.—This company,
which appeared in the list of " New Companies " in our
last issue, has invited offers for the whole of its preference
and ordinary share capital. The list was announced to close
to-day (Friday).

Reading Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 4 per
cent, on the ordinary shares for 1921 is announced. £3.52 is

put to writing down debenture expenses account, £5..500 to
depreciation and reserve, and £1.779 is carried forward.

Cia. de Electricidad de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, Ltd.
—Holders of coupons No. 21 attached to the company's bonds
payable on April 1st, 1923, will receive payment at the rate of
8s. per coupon.
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Austin Motor Co., Ltd.—The Press reports that the re-

ceiver lor the debenture holders was paid off last weeJs and
a new scheme, under which the business will be carried out

by the board came into operation on March '25th.

South Staffordshire Tramways Co., Ltd.—A dividend of

4 per cent, on the preference shares is announced, and ±'46'i

is to be earned forward.

Wood & Cairns, Ltd.—We are informed that the company
has declared for 1921 dividends of Ti per cent., less tax, on
both the preference and the ordinary shares.

P. & W. Maciellan, Ltd.—Dividend of 8 per cent, on the

ordinary shares, carrying forward i'27,039.

STOCKS AND SHARE5.
Tdesdai Evening.

With the end of the iirst quarter of the year, there has come
the usual tightenmg process in the Money Market, though

this is so seasonable that it has occasioned no change m Stock

Kxchange prices. In fact, the War Ixian has attained a record

level, and the strength of gilt-edged .securities made further

upward progress as the \^ ar Loan advanced towards 99.

Home Railway .stocks have become one of the most active of

the markets round the House. Amongst these, Metropolitans

are enjoying a considerable amount of populai'ity. iJistricts

have begun to follow the leadership of " Mets.," while the

stocks of the Undergroimd,company linger behind the others.

The old rumour has been revived to the effect that the Great

Western is angling for purchase, of the Metropohtan. As we
have observed many times during the last '25 years in this

particular column of the Klectkic.il Review, there is nothing

very unlikely in such a project. The Great Western and
Metropohtan are closely .associated in various suburban ser-

vices, and, with the present-day tendency towards grouping of

companies, the absorption of various Welsh lines by the Great

Western is not at all unhkely to be followed by that of the

Metropohtan. Consequently, the ordinary stock has gone up
to 39J, and the company's prior-charges are also stronger. The

yi per cent, debenture stock at 70i and the 3i i^er cent. " A "

debenture at a point lower are both better than they were a

week ago. District 3 per cent. Con.sohdated R«nt-Charge has

risen to 5.5, and the company's guaranteed stock at 69 ex divi-

dend is a point or two harder. Central London 4^ per cent,

preference at 67 is better and almost unobtainable. The com-
pany ordinary assented stock is '2 higher at 64. City & South
London 5 per cent, preferences, of the vai'ious four dates, are

difficult to obtain at the common-quoted level of about 76^.

London Electric 4 per cent, jireference. moved up to 69. which
is ex dividend, and Metropolitan 3J i^er cent, preference at

64 is also xd. Disti'ict H per cent, preference has been chang-
ing hands about 58. Underground Electric Railways of London
6 per cent, income debenture has strengthened to 96; the other

issues are dull for choice.

Electricity supply shares continue to move upwards. In
every week during the past two months there have been rises

in the lists of ordinary and preference shares. The improve-
ments, moreover, are held in every case. It is rarely that any
of the gains are even relaxed. Preference shares are wanted
as well as ordinary, while the debenture stocks have become
almost impossible to buy". City of London preference advanced
to a guinea, and gains are established this week in Charing
Cross ordinary. CheLsea^with a jump of 12s. 6d.—County of

lx)ndon, Kensingtons (7s. 6d. higher). South Londons and
Westminsters. Provincial shares are strong, and Yorkshire
Electric preference, the price of which opened after allotment
at 4s. 9d. pretnium. are now up to 8s. premium. North
Metropolitan preference stiffened to 1^ premium. Other new
issues in this particular market hold theii' prices without show-
ing marked features. Several companies, according to rumours
that do not sound improbable, are likely to ask for fresh
capital in the near future.

There must have been a lot of selling orders about in Mar-
conis. to be executed when the price rose to £2. Around the
level figure, the quotation hung for several days before it could
get away, though once the selling at this price had been
cleared off, a further half-crown advance came about promptly.
The market has thrown off much of the weakness which
oppressed it at the time not long ago when the Italian holders
were endeavouring to realise shares, and it now begins to at-

tract a good deal of speculative attention. Tliis interest has
started to extend, and Canadians spurted from 6s. 9d. to
8s. 3d. Marines are a little harder at 26s. 9d.
In the market for Cable stocks the tendency has been a little

less firm. Eastern Extensions are i lower, and Eastern ordi-
nary lost a point, Indo-Europeans. on the other hand, are £'i
up at 37, on the reported quieting-down of the di,sturbances in
the Dependency. Westerns at 18i are ex the dividend. United
River Plates lost 1/16, and a few of the American dollar stocks
in this market are better. Telegraph Constructions at 24s. are
58. down. Henley's, after lieing 39s., reacted to 37s. 6d., but
the preference at 4Jt are half-a-crown better. Callenders have
risen to 35s. 9d. British Insulated ordinary at £'2 a share are
another 3s. higher, on the excellent report just out. The
figures make a capital showing, and the company may be con-

gratulated upon the way in which it has come through a very
difficult year. British Aluminiums fell 1/16 to 13s. 9d.. and
Edisons 6d.. to 3s. 6d. Siemens are unaltered at "2.58. Metro-
politan-Vickers preference at 2 3/16 are again 1/16 up, m con-
sequence of the dividend announcement on the ordinaiy shares,
to which reference was made here last week. Edmimdson's
cumulative preference at 3J have gained hve shillings.

Monterey Light & Power new issues have nou' come to l>e

officially quoted, and stand at 34. 16^ and 4 for the " A," " B "

and " C " ie.spectively. Shawinigan at Hoi and Kaministiquia.
at a6i are both a point harder. 'Ihe Mexican market is almost
dormant, and the only change this week is a rise of a point
in Mexican Light & Power first .Ixinds at 63^. Brazil Tractions
at 41, showing a gain of 2, follow the course set by the prices
for the country's ixinds. Anglo-Argentine Tramways first pre-
ference hardened to 3 5/16. City of Buenos Aj-res Trams are
better at 4 1/6 and, in the home list, Torquay Tramway ordi-
nary shares at 19s. 6d. have risen about is.

" Something of
feature has been furnished this week by a rise to '26s. 3d. in
Brush ordinary shares, demand being stimulated by the recent

,

report.

Vickers have been a firm mai-ket at 9s. 4Jd., and the engi-
neering group as a whole is very firm. Babcocks remain at 1

2g. Amongst rubber shares, there is nothing doing. The
[

market is once more neglected, and no one seems to take any
|

interest in the share-list.

[As in certain copies of the ELECTRiciL Review for March
24th, some of the figures appearing in the "Gross Revenue"
and " Expenses " tables were not very plainly printed, we shall
be pleased to .send a clear pull to any reader whose copy was
not legible if he will drop a line to " The Editors."]

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricit7 Coupanibb.

Broropton Ordinary
Chaiing Cross Ordinary

do. do. do. 4i Pref. ..

Chelsea
City of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pre!..

.

C junty of London
do. do. 6 per cent. Fret..

.

Kensington Ordinary
London Electrio

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...
Metropolitan

do, 4A per cent. Pref..

.

St. James' and Pall Mall
SouUi Liondon
South Metropolitan Pref
Westminster Ordinary

Telboraphs .

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref
do. Def

Chile Telephone
Cuba Sub. Ord
Eastern Extension
Eastern Tel. Ord
Globe Tel. and T. Ord

do. do. Pref
Great Northern Tel
Indo-European
Marconi
Oriental Telephone Ord
United R. Plate Tel
West India and Panama
Western Telegraph

Central London Ord. Assented
Metropolitan

do. District .

Underground Electrio Ordinary

Price
Mar. 28,

luai.

*i *i

I Telefhohes.

+ i

+ 6

+ S
+ 4

+ i

+ 4

+ i

£8 6 6
7 7

6 13 4
6 17 1

7 l.i 7
5 14 3
6 15

6 11 G
7 17
9 6 4
7 5 5

1B6^
18«
10?

do. do. Income..

Nfl

FOEEION Traus, &a,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. 6* 13* 8,';.

do. do. and Pref. .

.

Nil 6j 8^
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. 6 6 74

Brazil Tractions NU NU 41

British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfce... 6 6 fi4J

do. do. Preferred .. 6 98/- f>f<5

do. do. Deferred ..

do. do. Deb.
Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. £hii rtii :f

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil II

do. Pref Nil NU 8(

do, 1st Bonds .. .. Nil 6 61

Makufaotttbzno Ooh?anibb
Babcook & Wilcox 16 16 1

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 :

British Insulated Ord, .. .. 16 16

Callenders 16 16

ejPref 6i 6i
Crompton Ord 10 10
Edison-Bwan 10 —

do. do, 6 per cent. Deb. ..6 6
Electric Construction 10 10
English Electric B 8

do. Pref 6 8
Gen. Eleo, Pref 64 64

do. Ord 10 10
Henley 15 16

do. 44 Pref H 44
India.Rubber 10 —
Mel.-Vlokers Pref 8 8
Siemens Ord 10 10

Telegraph Oon Ml

* DiTidsnds paid free of

35/9

lfi/8

ao/9

31 f-

16 n
44 *i- li

8 K,
10 96/.

SO 34

Income Tax,

-ed.

+ .id.

+ *

-i

6 11 7
8 8 3
6 lU

7 16 6
•7 18
•10 13
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ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN CHILE.

British Participation in Contract Work.

By PERCY F. MARTIN, F.R.Q S.

The number and value of eontracts entered, into by the

CjhileutL Government with foreign electrical firms has

attracted attention to Chile as a favourable field for elec-

trical . operation. Hitlierto, British enterprise has

played- a prominent part in its- hydro-electrical develop-

luent;- but, of late, competition from both United States

and German sources has become additionally keen, with

tke, result that it is now no longer a matter of facility

to obtain -concessions upon terms anything like as atti-ac-

tive jis before the war. Teutonic competition is the

more to -ba feared in view of the superior advantages
(enjoyed by our German rivals, first, in connection with

their- persistency in canvassing for orders, in which the

heads^an^- not- merely subordinate officials—of active

firms engage : secondly, by an improved and extended

ocean transport service; and. thirdly, by the prevalent

rate of exchange which enables German manufacturers
to quote prices very much below those possible for either

North-American or European houses.

Chile possesses two -kinds of hydrographic basins:

the srreat depressions which extend from the Cordillera

de los Andes to the sea, and the lesser hollows which
collect the streams from the western watershed from
the coastal-range. The sources of most Chilean rivers

are found at considerable heights, while their courses

are relatively sliort. They invariably exhibit in their

upper and middle parts, and often, indeed, in their

lower courses, sharp inclinations which could easily be

utilised for the generation of hydro-electric power,
and especially for the installation of central electric

power-stations for the transmission of mechanical energy
over long distances. The network of rivers which covers

Chilean territory permits of the utilisation throusliout

the countrv. and with comparative facility, of the power
permanently developed hv these streams.

One river alone may be cited as an instance, namelv,
the Palena. which flows, at 43° 4.5 S. latitude, into

the south-west of the Corcovado Gulf. Navigable up to

its first rapids, a distance of 22 miles, by vessels draw-
ing 9 ft. of wat«r, the river-entrance is obstructed bv
a bar of shifting sand which leaves a channel varying
according: to the time of the vear and the weather pre-
vailing in the Gulf. Past the bar, depths are found,
at low tide of 15 to 21 ft., soundings generally givins:

irregular results. The river, however, always affords

a channel of not less than 11 ft. in depth, and, in some
parts, a depth of as much as 66 ft. is found. The ebb-
tide has a velocity of two to four miles an hour, while
often at the first rapids the current is very strong, and
at every half-mile there are other rapids.
Other rivers of commercial or industrial importance

are the Aysen, the Baker, and Pascua. The first is

navigable for 7i miles, to near the first rapids : the
second has a lensrth of 97 miles, and rises in Lakes
Buenos Airps and Cochrane: while tho third, rising in
Lake San Martin, and flowing for -35 miles throueh a
narrow channel, has an abundance of water with a
current of ereat strength. The Lacustrine region like-
w-ise exhibits interesting characteristics from the point
of view of industry assisted by hydro-electric installa-
tion's.

.
One of the most imnortant hvdro-electric concern*; in

Chile, known as the Comnaiiia Nacion.-il de Fuerza Elec-
trica, in combination with the Chilean Electric Tram-
ways and Litrht Co., Ltd., has recently got to work.
The available capital is £12.000.000 sterling, the
greater nart of which will be devoted to the develop-
ment of hydro-electric energy from the mountain
streams in the central section of the Republic and the
supply of light and power to the capital, Santiago, and

the adjacent cities and towns. The new combination
will be known as the Compaflia Chilena de Electricidiid,

Limitada, and will control the whole of the street-rail-

way system of the capital and the electric light and
power supply of that city, while it will also be in a

position to furnish electric energy for the various

industries located in the Santiago-Valparaiso district.

The company has secured a contract to furnish the

current required by the electrification now under way
of the first zone of the State railways, which under-
taking is in the hands of the Westinghouse Electric

International Company, with whom are associated the

Chilean agents, Messrs. Errazuriz, Simpson k Co., and
Messrs. Spruile. Braden & Co., of New York. The
Campania Chilena de Electrieidad possess several

power plants, while another hydro-electric station of

50.000 h.p. is about to be constructed by them. The
plants now in operation include that of La Florida,

located 12 miles from Santiago, with 20.000 h.p., and
a steam auxiliary in the capital of 18,000 h.p. (now to

be increased to 28.000 h.p.).

At Maitenes. 36 miles from Santiago, on the Rio
Colorado, an additional plant is now under construc-

tion to supply 35,000 h.p. The capital being expended
upon this enterprise, which is almost entirely of Chilean
origin, exceeds $3,250,000 (gold). Eighteen thousand
h.p. is to be developed -at once. This important con-

cession has been granted to a group of British,

North-American, and native 'electrical engineers, which
includes Messrs. Percy H. Ipsen : George C. Kenrick,
and John Tonkin. The chief engineer is Mr. F. S.

Badsrer. of the firm of Messrs. J. G. 'White k Co., Ltd..
of London and New York, a specialist in hydraulics :

while the manager will be Mr. Norman Rowe, who for-

nierly occupied a similar position with the Guanaju.Tto
Power and Electric Co., of Guanajuato. Mexico. The
former engineer of the same company, Mr. T. K. Mat-
thewson. will occupy a similar position with the Com-
paflia Chilena de Electricidiid, Limitada. in conjunction
with a number of Chilean engineers of acknowledged
ability. It is proposed to exploit a wide district com-
prised within the area lying between the port of 'Val-

paraiso, the capital city of Santiago, and the town of

Rancagua, wherein plants are to be erected on the

main rivers Colorado and Maipo capable of supplying
electric energy to the extent of 90,000 h.p. This power
will become available for industry at a price which will

compare favourably with that of other countries in

which electric enerey is derived from natural forces.

The obvious uses will probably include the electrification

of future as well as of existina: railways. Four large

electric plants are contemplated in the future: but. for

- the present, one only, capable of developing 35.000 h.p..

will be constructed at Maitenes, where a fall of 183
metres is available, other necessary conditions being
equally favourable.

A smaller project for supplying the central railway
zone of Chile with electric power has proved eminently
successful, and the State railway management has been
favoured with a letter of congratulation from the
National Society of Chilean Miners. High expectations
have been built upon the emnlo;^'mpnt of surnlus currenf
in developing several of the mining and industrial

enterprises located in this part of the country.

Other Chilean electrical enterprises, either commenced,
or about to be commenced, include the extension of tlie

electric lighting service in the town of Quiritue, the

original concession for which was granted to Sefior Jose

Raurich : an electric tramway service for the port and
city of Antofagasta, connecting the principal streets of
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the town with the port; the construction of an electric

power and lighting works at San Francisco de Limache,

the concession for which was granted to Senor Jorge

Ariztia; and the installation of an electric plant in the

town of Natales, in the Magellan Territory, the conces-

sion for which has been granted by the Government to

Senor Gregorio Salas.

It has been decided that a considerable portion (over

2.') per cent.) of the 144 miles of track comprising the

tirst zone of railways to be electrified in Chile shall be

double-tracked. These sections lie between Valparaiso

and Limache, a distance of 27 miles ; between Ocoa and
Llai-Llai, eight miles; and between Yungai and Ma-

pocho station, a distance of It miles, makins; a total

distance of 36J miles of double line. The track will be

5 ft. 6 in. gauge, laid on Chilean oak sleepers and rock-

ballasted practically the entire length of the line, in the

first zone : for the section between Llai-Llai and La
Cumbre (the Summit) and that between Calera and
Ocoa, the rails will be 85 lb., but for the rest of the

line between Valparaiso and Santiago the weight of the

rails will be 80 lb., and for the branch to Los Andes,

751b.

In Chile, grade conditions have always proved an

obstacle in the way of moving trains expeditiously and

cheaply. In order to overcome this difficulty in the

first zone, it has been necessary to maintain several

"helper" sections to handle the freight traffic,

while practically all passenger-trains have required

"helpers " to ascend the Tabon grade, between Llai-

Llai and La Cumbre. With electric operation, " helper
"

services will be eliminated, except in connection with

the freight trains ascending the Tabon grade. Here the

maximum ascent is 2.25 per cent., while the Summit
has an elevation of 2,600 ft. above the level of the sea.

The maximum grade on the eastern slope is 1.81 per

cent., and is located north of San Ram6n. Santiago,

the capital of the Republic, stands at an elevation of

1.800 ft. The change to electric traction will permit

of largely increasing the freight tonnage without the

necessity of changing the rails, since track stresses will

be less even with engines of greater power than those

in service at the present time. The facts that greater

tonnage per train can be borne, and that for equal

tonnage the track maintenance will be less with electric

operation than with steam, largely influenced the

Chilean Govprnnient in its decision to electrify this por-

tion of the .State svstem.

SPAIN ISOLATED: EFFECTS OF NEW TARIFF.

Outlook for

British Trade.

conveniences.

In his report on the industries and commerce of Spain up

to December, 19'21 (Department of Overseas Trade, Is. 6d.),

Capt. TJ. de B. Charles, the Commercial Secretary to H.M.

Embassy, Madrid, emphasises how-, after the cessation of the

war boom Spanish producers found themselves once more

confronted with the stern realities of competition. Through-
out 1921 the inevitable process of normalisation continued,

and Capt. Charles adds that, in the ca.se of Spain, it was a

painfully depressing process of coming down to earth.

The heavy import tariff, so long threatened and now intro-

duced, arose from the precipitate fall in prices which brought
Spanish industry to a gravely necessitous state. If, however,
the tariff remains in force, it is the opinion of many, not
only outside, but also inside Spain, that the Government at

Madrid will be faced with^a situation for which the remedy
will prove worse than the disease.

In Capt. Charles's view, although a high
tariff will inevitably reduce imports of

manufactured goods to a minimum, and
probably keep out luxuries and modern

sufficiently large variety of requirements
would remain to be imported. In spite of high costs of pro-

duction, high freights and a high exchange rate, H.M. Com-
mercial Secretary records welcome enterprise on the part of

individual British manufacturers in their efforts to meet the
Spanish manufacturer half way. This new spirit of flexibility

is appreciated by the Spaniard and. Capt. Charles states, will

undoubtpHly hear fruit when conditions improve. At equal
prices British goods are still preferred, ow'ina to their reputa-
tion for quality ; in fact, within reason they often find a
market even at a higher price. It is this element of goodwill
that has caused consideration to be given to British offers in

many cases where otherwise the price would have immediately
ruled them out.

With a new tariff subject for three months after its

eventual introduction to moflifications by Ti"eaty, it is impos-
sible to forecast the trend of future commerce between Great
Britain and Spain with ,''nv certainty. Much will denend on
the success or failure of the steps taken by His Majesty's
Government to prevent the excessively hifb duties proposed
by the Spanish Tariff Commission from being permanently
apnlied to British goods.
Beneath the gloomy surface of tbincs, however, certain

basic factors cive ground for hope. Spain is manifestly un-
equal to supplying all her wants in any event. Tlie reputa-
tion of British manufactures ns the best still subsists. There
are signs of improvement in British selling methods—though
there is luiieli leeway vo,t to he mnrle np—and if costs of pro-

duetion continue to mnrlerate anrl freights become lower there
will be every reason to antifinate a re-establishment of

trade on a sound footing, provided that the new duties are

not out of all proportion to the leal interests of S^nin herself.

Whatever extremes the tariff may reach there will inevitably

remain, after Spanish industrv li-w done its ntniost. a larce

unsatisfied demand, and it will lielinve the British manufac-
turer to study the market afresh in the light of the new
duties, with a view to aseert'iinin" in what ways it may ve*

be possible to pi'-k up the threads of pre-war business and
capture new markets.

For a long period high freights con-

Handicaps tributed to keep down the influx of goods
on Imports. from abroad, but transport ceased to be a

determining factor, while Germany,
France, Belgium and Italy were more than compensated for

this handicap by the depreciation of their exchanges. The
situation would have been less acute if any corresponding
adjustment had taken place in the con<litions of production in

Spain. But little or nothing of the kind happened. Just as
Spain took a long time to respond to war conditions, so it

is taking a long time to re-adapt itself to conditions of peace.

A spirit of sacrifice has yet to manifest itself. Labour has
indeed moderated some of its demands, but only negatively.

The attitude to impending wage reductions is illustrated by a

manifesto which the local Miners' Federation i.ssued to its

members in November, calling on them to resist the jiroposed

reductions in the mining industrj- by force. The coal in-

dustry, which during the war had expanded to almost double
its normal proportions, had been severely hit. Prices reached
such heights that cost of production became merely incidental.

Throughout 1919 and 1920 these conditions continued. In
the year under review the bubble suddenly burst. The col-

lapse of coal prices in Great Britain caused a panic in the.

.\stiu-ias. which was only saved from being more serious still

by the British miners' strike. As a result of frantic appeals

to the Government, the duties are being raised on imports,

while the maximum consumption of Spanish coal has been
made compulsory in the Navy, on the railways and in the

mines. It remains to be seen to what ext^ent these measures
will suffice to meet the crisis. The margin of price and
quality in favour of British coal is .so great that it seems •

bound to find its way into the market somehow, even though
in reduced quantities.

While various factors contributed to cripple Spanish im-

port trade there has been a marked falling off at the same
time in Spani.sh exports, mainly due to the revival of activity

in the countries which had been at war. The British coal

dispute not only interrupted Spain's imports of coal, but in-

directly, owing to the clo.sing of the Was* fnmnces in Great
Britain, bad the effect also of greatly diminishing Spani'^'-

exports of iron ore. In no foreign country did the coal

mininfT dispute in Great Britain re-act so exceedingly severely

as in Spain.
The Commercial Secretary analyses the';

Competition in Spanish import trade returns. Certain

Hni|ineering of the comments be makes relative to

Supplies. engineering products are of interest in

view of the representations which are

being made with a view to obtaining a reduction in the

import duties.

Marhinerji.—The statistics of the first three quarters of

1921 indicate that the trade in machinery has been main-

tained, but it is probable that the final figures for the whole

year will .show a decrease owing to the rise in duties. A
serious alarm was caused among importers by the Royal De-

cree of .lune last restricting mines to Spanish sources of

supply for all future machinei-v which they might require.

In fixed sf<?am and gas engines Great Britain has been

hard pressed by Germany, and most of the fixed machines

over 25,000 kilograms in "weight have been suppUed by the

i
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latter country. Germany also leads in semi-fixed engines,

followed by the U.S.A. and Great Britain.

Cylindrical steam generators (multi-tubular) is one of the

few lines in which Great Britain has retained most of the

trade.

In telegraphic and telephonic apparatus the leading source

of supply is Germany, followed at a respectful distance by

Great Britain.

Electric lamps come from Holland, Germany and the

U.S.A. in that order, but there is a large production in the

country by German, Dutch and French interests. The
Gennan increase is notable.

In dynamos, electric motors and switchboards competition

for a trade some four times as large as in 1930 has been
swamped by Gennany, which has supplied nearly half the

total imports. France has. nevertheles.s. increased her trade

more than two and a-half times in the lighter weights, while
falling back in heavy machines. A substantial increase is

apparent in the imports from Great Britain. The U.S.A.
hardly maintained her trade in machines under 400 kg., but
has gained considerably in macliines above that weight.

Hydraulic motors are mainly supplied by Switzerland and
Germany.
Great Britain retains the lead in cranes with about half

the total trade, but France and the U.S.A. have supplied in-

creasing quantities

In pumps Great Britain has been overtaken by both the

U.S.A. and Germany.
Great Britain also leads in textile machinery, with some

.50 per cent., but Germany has gained more ground during
the year.

In machine tools Great Britain has fallen behind, though
not so much as the U.S.A. More than half this trade is now
in the hands of Germany.

The report contains some interesting

Industrial reni.irks on the progress of engineerina

Progress. production in Spain. It will be recalled

that in connection with the big Spanish
railway contract an order for wagons was allotted to Spanish
firms and one for passenger coaches and luggage vans was
divided between Spanish and Belgian companies. A Bar-

celona works received an order for liO locomotives, five of

wliich have already been delivered. Tlieir trials are said to

have given verv good results. Other firms, amongst wh^m
should be mentioned the Sociedad Espaiiola de Cnnstniccion

Babcock y Wilcox, are proposing to extend their operations

to the manufacture of locomotives and spare parts. With
the heavy increase in Customs duties on imported locomotives

and the special Government facilities granted to Spanish
firms undertaking this class of manufacture, the output from
Spanish shops should show a large increase in the coming year.

The new shops of the Sociedad Espanola de Construccion

Naval at Reinosa have now begun to supply .special steels,

forgings and castings to all the company's works in Spain.

Aluminium kitchen ware is manufactured, but with no
great success. The Toledo steel manufacturers have rernained

abreast of competition. Eibar is a centre of increasing indus-

trial importance, and now manufactures, besides firearms,

large quantities of engineers' ttKils and small agricultural

hand implements, which are exported to South America. In

Vizcaya and Guipuzcoa small machine tools are now being

manufactured with considerable success.

During the year under review hydro-

Hydro=Electric electric development has been principally

Works. confined to installations of small horse-

power, although construction is proceeding

on a number of important installations in different parts of

the country.
Mention should be made of the new power station erected

by the Bbro Co. at Camarassa to the North-west of Barcelona,

where the plant, which is one of the largest, if not the

largest, in Spain is now in operation, giving 150.000 h.p. to

the industry of Cataluna.

The Hidroelectrica Espanola. the second most important

company in Spain, have nearly completed construction on
their station at Dos Aguas. the junction of the rivers Jucar

and Gabriel, to the south-west of Valencia. This station will

give some 100.000 h.p. when completed, and will no doubt

help to improve the inadequate power and light service of

Madrid, where the demands have increased .so enormously in

the past few years that the existing stations are quite in-

sufficient to meet the requirements. The problem in Madrid

is certainly very acute, and it appears within the bounds of

pos.sibility that a laree steam power station will have to be

erected to make Madrid independent of power stoppages due

to an inadequate rainfall.

The enormous potential horse-power of the Ebro and Duero
rivprs is still unharnes,sed, altliouah it is said that the inter-

national difficulties have nearlv been ove-rome and develop-

ment is now not likely to be long delayed.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL HEATING.

A lfx;ture on " Industrial Electrical Heating; its present

position and future prospects," was delivered to members of

the Sheffield Gas Consumers' Association, on March 13th,

by Mr. J. G. Pearce, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. (Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.—Research department). The
first part of the lecture reviewed the supply of electricity

generally, tracing its progress in lighting and for power, and
leading up to the growth of its employment as a heating

agent. The speaker gave a number of examples of the use

of electrical heating on a large scale for industrial purposes,

and said that only the surface of an immense field had been
touched. The part of the paper of greater intei-est to our

readers was that giving many details of furnaces at present in

use, as well as of others in course of construction or pro.iected.

Dealing with industrial electric heating in the United States,

Mr. Pearce said that in the latest type of resistance furnace em-
ployed the resister was actually put inside the furnace so that

it radiated heat directly to the material to be heated . A small

muffle furnace of the type made by the Westinghouse Co.

had a loading of 6.8 kW and reached 2.000 deg. F. in 75 min-
utes ; -50 steps of temperature control could be obtained be-

tween .500 deg. P. and 2,000 deg F. During the war very

considerable strides were made in America in the applica-

tion of wire-wound furnaces, and the largest types were used

for heat-treating gun forgings. These large furnaces used
nichrome ribbon in sections up to 2 in. wide by J in. thick in

loops supported by refractory insulating members projecting

from the wall of the furnace. The walls of such a furnace
might be 4 in. thickness of refractory and in. of heat-insu-
lation. In one .such equipment there were fovu' furnaces and
a quenching tank. The furnace was 24 ft. high and 6 ft. in

diameter inside. The rating was 400 kW at 440 volts. 60
cycles, a.c. It was found that 12 three-inch tubes (22.300 lb)

took 1.880 kWh. and three four-inch water jackets (1.1700 lb.)

took 2,088 kWh. The weight per kW-hour was 1].25 lb.,

making 200 kW-hours per ton. i.e., at the price of Sheffield
power, about 20s. per ton. The operating cost in the United
States was 12s. per ton. The gas advocates said it needed
8,000 cu. ft. per ton to harden or anneal steel and
4,5(X1 cu. ft. to temper and normalise it. At the
mcst favourable Sheffield rates this would cost .30s.

and 16s. 6d. per ton resiiectivelv. A Coventrv firm found th;'t

it would pay to melt brass electrically at 2d. per kWh. It
would cost_33s. per ton in Sheffield by gas. or about 15s. 6d.
by electricity in Sheffield. With ordnance, of course, cost

was not a major consideration, especially if the risks of dis-

tortion and cracking with other methods of heating were con-

sidered. The time taken to heat was from 5i to 6 hours. The
radiation loss was 70 kW, 75 kW being predicted by the de-

signer. The steel was hardened at 1.450 deg. F., and tempered

at 1,150 deg. F. The pyrometer was sensitive to 4- or - J of

1 per cent, of the range. Of these furnaces 22, aggregating

70,000 kW were built during the war, the largest being 8 ft.

by 85 ft., internal dimensions, rating 700 kW, and yet this

w'as only half the total of resistance furnaces at present in-

stalled. A furnace was under construction of 10 ft. 6 in. dia-

meter, 105 ft. high, taking 2,850 kW, and 320,000 lb. of steel.

'The resisters were found dependable and i)ermanent, having

a life of about two years. Joints were welded when required.

The furnace was fitted with several zones, each independ-

entlv controlled for temperature. The temperature control

was"effected by having two thermo-couples in each zone, one

near the charge and one near the resister. When the charge

was put in the couple recorded a fall, and the absorption was

so rapid that the temperature fell, but recovered ultimately

the temperature curves advanced and approached each other.

In this case the difference between the two due to radiation

was -50 deg. F.

Mr. Pearce showed by means of a slide an annular rmg
furnace used for carburising and annealing motor parts. The

outside overall diameter was 19 ft., height 7 ft., hearth dia-

meter 15 ft. outside and 5 ft. inside, making the annular ring

of the furnace 5 ft. wide. The heating chamber itself was

2 ft. high. The rating was 270 kW at 440-V, three-phase.

60 cycles. The main heating zone was at 1.580 deg. F.. and

there was a soaking zone at 1..52o deg. F.. temperature being

automatically controlled and recorded. This furnace took 170

kWh per ton of steel, i.e., about 17s, per ton, at the Sheffield

price of 1.2d. per kWh. The charge was 3.000 lb., and

the hearth revolved at .six speeds, from .30 to 75 minutes per

revolution. When shut off at night, it would anneal a furnace

full of iron and steel castings before the morning—when it

reached 1.000 deg. F. In 40 minutes after starting it was back

at 1..5i5 deg. P. for hardening. The advantages found from

experi.='nce were as follows:—No TLstortion of long parts, due

to uniform heat absorption; temperature, and time, and rate

of heating were under absolute control ; scaling was elinii-

nated and only a flash pickle was required on annealed material

instead of 3 to 4 hours on annealed material: physical pro-

perties were more uniform ; handling labour was halved ; there
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were no rejections for faulty heat treatment; and hardening

was made mechanical.

Turninfi to En^.'li-^h-made furnaces, the speaker dealt with

the Wild-Barlield radiation furnace, in which the winding

was put round a quartz cylinder. The furnace was combined

with an arrangement for automatically determining when to

harden. Tlie point above which steel lost its magnetic pro-

perties was the quenching point, so that when the steel

failed to cause a current to flow in a detector coil round the

muffle it was removed and qu.'nched. This furnace took

9.5 kW. 70 lb. of work lieing produced per hour. At 1.2d.

per k\\h it cost about £1 a ton to run and turned out about

25 cwt. per 40-hour week. It was claimed that a gas furnace

cost £1 7s. per ton to treat hacksaws; this was reduced to

£'2 lis. per ton with this furnace. The Morgan Crucible Co.

had developed a crucible furnace in two sizes of 20 lb. and

200 lb., the heat being cenerated by current which actually

passed through the crucible. These sizes took 15 and 30 kV.A

respectively. In the 200-lb. size, to melt 100 lb. took 27 to

.35 kWh. when cold—time 2 to 2* hours, and 17 to 24 kWh,
when hot—time 1 to 1^ hours.

The Leeds Electrical Construction Co. had developed several

ingenious appliances for electrical heating. One of the rnost

interesting applications was for rivet heating, and electrical

heaters for rivets could be taken to .sdtuations were other

forms of heater were impossible. In America a special type

had been developed in which the rivet completed a circuit.

One American fiiTO using 55 rivet heaters in one department
found the electi-ical cost to be Is. 8d. per 100 lb. of rivets. Oil

heating cost Ss. 6d. per 100 lb. The consumption was 14 kWh
per 100 lb. The same firm had an automatic plant for harden-

ing and tempering steel sti'ip. .Alternating current was actually

passed through the strip and the temperature could be ad-

justed within fine limits. Heating was done in a neutral at-

mosphere and no scale was produced. The strip was treated

in a chamber of phosphor bronze castings lined with refrac-

tory, and an oil trough was used for quenching. After this

the strip was reheated and quenched for tempering and wound
on revolving drums. The cost was stated to be one-half the

cost of gas if the basic figures were 2d. per kWh and 4s. per

1,000 cu. ft. Progress on these lines had also been made in

the United States, and in many cases material of uniform cross

section ,was heated by direct resistance or induction {e.g.,

thinwalled nickel-steel tubes). Furnaces working on tlie re-

sister principle, but using non-metallic resist-ers. had been em-
ployed for many years. Among recent developments a small

furnace built up of carbon rings and made by the N.P..L. was
of interest. It was very successful, but as yet only used for

small furnaces. The Baily furnace, using a granular carbon
resistor, was also very successful on a commercial scale. It

took time to heat up and was relatively less efficient than other
furnaces, but it was certain in operation and gave no elec-

trode troubles. Soaking, pits 'for hot stripped ingots had also

been made by Mr. Baily, and reheating furnaces for hot
blooms and billets. The present luisatisfactory features of

soaking pits which caused lack of unifonnity in ingot tem-
perature, excessive oxidation, and high labour charges had
led to the electrical pit. It cost in one installation lid. per
ton to keep ingots hot at 2.100 deg. F.. Is. 6d. per ton to
boost ineots at l.SOO deg. F.. and 2s. Id. per ton to boo.s*

ingots at 1..500 deg. F. to 2.t(M deg. F. It was suggested thpt
.steel rails could be treated for 25s. per ton with power at Id.
per kWh, with remarkable con.^equences in improved physi-
cal properties.

These applications were all in the iron and steel industries,
but recent developments had included heaters for the produc-
tion of synthetic nitrogen, in which 40 kW of power was dis-

.sipat€d in a space 2 ft. long and 1 ft. in diameter, anneahng
ovens for the tin-plate indu.sti-y. and all sorts of furnaces for
glass annealing and meltinc. The economv obtained in re-

pair work bv electric welding was extraordinary. Damage to
a German ship estimated to cost -CS.OOO and twelve months
to replace had been repaired for f.500 in 52 hours.

,

It would be agreed that the potentialities of electrical energy
as a heating agent had scarcely been touched. The conver-
sion of the heat energy of coal to electricity was really an
advantage because it enabled us to take anywhere we liked
iust the heat needed without wa.ste. and it had a series of
incidental advantage.? possessed by no other fuel.

CO-OPERATIVE ELECTRICAL PUBLICITY.

Electricity Supply Costs.—In Tha Cost Accountant (the
official journal of the Institute of Cost and Works Account-
ants) Mr. G. W. Charlesworth, of Wolverhampton Corpora-
tion Electricity Department, is publishing a serial article on
" Electricity Supply, with special reference to the Cost of
Production of Electrical Energy." Mr. Charlesworth, whose
exhaustive paper at the I.M.E.A. Conference last year was
regarded as an important contribution to the literature of
electricity supply administration, deals with the subject very
fully, showing how sound methods of costing can be applied
to the industry, and giving numerous examples of suitable
forms, time sheets, stores warrants, accounts, &c., in full

detail. The article will be found interesting and useful to
managers and accountants engaged in electricity supply.

Discussion at Bhistol.

At the first informal meeting of the members of the Western
Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, at Bristol,

Mr. J. W. Beauchamp. director and secretary of the B.E.D..\.,

lectured, with the aid of lantern slides, on the subject of " The
Work of the British Electrical Development Association, and
upon Adverti.sing in Connection with Engineering and Elec-

tri'ity Development Generally."

The speaker said that there was a tendency for the general

form of advertising to increase, its object being to enhance
the prestige of the industry represented, to stimulate nublic

interest in its products and to make people more receptive of

the particular advertisine carried out by individual under-
takings supporting it. If properly carried out. such work
added definitely to the return secured bv the ordinary
advertisin<7 or sellinc activities of the individual firms repre-

sented. Perhaps the earliest notable example of this class

of work was to be found in the operations of the British

Commercial Gas .'Association, now established for many years
under the most able direction and supported, it was said,

by 85 per cent, of the eas undertakings of the country, who
contributed to its funds on a scile considerably higher than
that called for bv the E.DA. Electrical develonment in co-

operative form had been in progress in America for some
years—there were in that country two associations :—The
National Electric T.isht .Association—to n groat extent renre-

senting the sunplv undertakings: and the .American Society

for Electrical Development—largely supnorted by the manu-
facturers and contractor dealers. Tlie E.D.A. was in touch
with these bodies, and interchansed literatnre and communi-
cations with them. The advertising work of the London
traffic combine and the L.C.C. Tramwavs. might aImo.it l>e

said to fall in the same catecrory. and althoueh in each
case carried out for the benefit of a single organisation it

was intended to stimulate the travelling hahit.

Joint "demand-building" campaigns of this sort had also

been carried out more or less thoroughly in other industries.

It was difficult to conceive any public service which lent
itself better to propaganda of this class than the electrical

industry. Such associated efforts soon revealed many diffi-

culties internal to the industry and afforded a means of

discussing and removing them, and the maintenance of a
united front against attack by competitors, and also a means
of removing misunderstandings from the public mind. In
short, .such work was educative and could be made of a

really elevating charflcter if carried out on behalf of some-
thing really useful and kenf free from exaggeration.

The success of advertising, particularly advertising which
was unassociated with anv particular name, depended very
much upon the nature of the subject. In this respect we
were fortiniate. electricitv ahvavs had a Press of its own:
it anpealed to the popular imagination and it was very easy
to do the advertising work in such a manner that it became
educative and attractive.

'^Tiere a suitable trade name could be invented in connec-
tion with an article, it was freouentlv well worth while to

.spend a great deal on emphasisinc the trade name, rather
with the view of inducing the public to use the name as a

nart of the language, than with reference to a particular

firm. In the minds of many people any small camera is a
" Kodak," and already ladies began to talk about and ask
for " Hoovers " when thev meant suction cleaners, by which
term they did not know them. .\t the nresent time, although
both sunply rmdertakin.'is and contr.Tctors were doing more
advertising than formerly, it was principally carried out by
the manufacturers, each nushing his own goods and name.
but the success of all sections was foimded on the growth in

the public demand for the electric method.
Costly advertisements circulating over wide area.i. could

only be immediatelv effective in those parts where their ap-

peal was supnorted bv reasonable charges for electricity, the

pi-esence of adequate distributi<m systems, facilities for wiring,

&-C.. and for some cla^sses of anparatus, also bv hiring systems,

.showrooms and a general disposition to take load-buildinc

seriously and provide an all-round public service of electri-

city.

The internal work of the E.D.A. tended to remove restric-

tions and bring about more intensive local support to these

advertising campaigns.
Turning to the position of the E.D.A.. Mr. Beauchamp said

that in .Tanuary its inembership consisted of about 5.50 con-

tributors amongst supply undertakings. Iioth company and
municipal, the manufacturers and the contractors. The
Council of the Association was very representative and has

been formed by election of a certain number of members
on behalf of each of the sectional associations. On the sub-

committees there were a good many co-opted persons selected

on account of their interest in si>ecific problems which came
before the Association from time to time. Municipal supply

undertakings were able to become members and contribute

to the funds of the .\s.sociation under Section 30 of the Elec-

tricity Supply .\ct, 1919, and generally the Electricity Com-
missioners were very helpful and s>-mpathetic. Manufacturers

?ind contractors paid a fixed sum per annum, supplementary
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to which, many had given special contributions towards the

work. There was no doubt that the work done so far had
conferred a considerable amount of benefit on those who had
not joined the Association—a state of affairs which only

needed to be explained in order to be renaedied.

The Domestic Committee was interested in any problems
relating to electricity in the home, and domestic load buildmg;

it had collected much infoiTiiatiou on heating, cooking, ifcc,

which was at the disposal of members.
The Tariff Cuuuuittee existed foi' the consideration of any

matters connected with rates and charges for supply and was in

close touch with the Commissioneis with regard to methods «!'

charging and the prospect of generalising multipart systems and
supporting them by suitable legislation. " Publicity " matter
could be had on application, and material for editorial articies

on electricity and its uses was sent out from the E.D.A.
offices, and given to writers of articles and books. The Coun-
cil was anxious for the series of salesmanship conferences,

running in London at present, to be taken up by provincial

Centres. The E.D.A. was associated with a number of other

bodies interested in housings smoke abatement, health, &c.,

and was represented on various committees deahng with such
subjects as wiring rules, unemployment, certification of con-

tractors, electric vehicles, &c.

Mr. Beauchamp then outlined the policy of the E.D.A., and
said that often statements and facts were presented in a

way which engineers might think undesirably elementary or

even childish, but these messages had to be very brief, in

the simplest language, and designed to attract and rivet at-

tention by means of slogans or happy turns of phrase.

His committee was strongly of the opinion that somethin-;

more should be done by all sections of the industry to take

the public into their confidence, to let the public know, in

simple terms, a little more about the problems and difficulties

of the supplier, contractor, and the maker of electrical mater-

ials, to let them understand how the ultimate service of

electricity depends upon the happy joint working of those

three sections, and to bring about amongst everyone in the

industry a fuller realisation of the fact that the consumer
does not buy electricity or electrical material because that

is particularly what he wants, but that he buys and uses

the, combination of electrical energy and electrical appliances

in order that he may secure in a form most convenient and
economical to him the actual light, heat, or power wliich he
is really needing.

' la'the ensuing di.scussion, Mr. W.ilker said that he con-

sidered that nothing could beat the personal canvasser. The
propaganda work which was being carried out by the Associ-

ation would assist the contractor, the dealer, in fact every-
body connected with electricity. He would like to know
something more of the film which the E.D.A. proposed screen-

ing. The research department of the Association should prove
of immense value to the industry. Electric cookers wanted
working out on new lines, they were at present too much like

gas cookers.

Mr. Roberts thought there was one problem which the
E.D.A. could tackle right away, and that was to appoint a
committee to trace the origin of unknown fires. Almost
every fire the origin of which was obscure was attributed to
the fusing of an eleclric wire.
Mr. F. W. Pkosser (sales manager, Bristol Electricity De-

partment) said it was necessary that an active local campaign
should be carried on simultaneously and the various inquiries
followed up to the fullest extent. He was very interested in

the conferences on salesmanship, and he would be glad to
hear that similar conferences could be arranged in provincial
centres.

Mr. F. L. Thom.^s (installations engineer, Bristol Electricity
Department) thought there was a lot of room for education
as far as consumers and users of electricity were concerned.
There existed gross ignorance as to the functions of the
various apparatus placed on consumers' premises.
Mr. A. J. Newman (deputy engineer. Bristol) said that

the addi'ess he had the pleasure of hearing d.^alt chiefly with
the ways and means of increasing output, but he supposed
the E.D.A. also provided engineers with data relating to
diversity and load factors so as to enable them to fix their
charges for various classes of supply. Some information upon
the subject would be of great assistance.
Mr. T. Hood (Me.s.srs. T. Hood & Co.) said that the con-

tractors, as a body, had a big grievance against rings—unless
they were polite and looked after the business and signed
this and that they were shut off altogether. The prices as
agreed l)y the various manufacturers were those which were
current in the least efficient of that rarticular groun.

Mr. C. T. Alean (South Wales Power Co., Ltd.) said that
they had no difficulty in disposing of iht irons and hot-plates
and there was a big field for wa.shing machines. Electric
cookers were too big, as most of the miners were supplied
with free coal. He considered that pamphlets and posters
printed in Wel.sh would be a great advantage.

Mr. A. C. McWhirt'^r considered that co-operation should
be carried out to the fulle.st degree between the manufacturer,
the factor, and the contractor, with the supply authority.
They should all meet ;together and discuss the question of
pushing electric sales on the lines Mr. Beauchamp. had .shown
them. Salesmanship could be discussed at these meetings
and young men encouraged to attend.

Mr. J. W. Beauchamp, in the course of his reply, stated
that personal canvassing was very important, but trained
canvassers would have to be paid a, decent wage. Useful
work for women could be found in this direction. Cooks had
been brought up to adjustable dampers antl they treated
electric cookers m precisely the same way as they would a
coal fire—they had to be taught the switching habit. He was
glad to hear Mi-. Prosser's remarks, and if he cared to go
further with the matter he (Mr. Beauchamp) would be only
too pleased to render him assistance in arranging a salesman-
ship conference in Bristol. Local newspapers were very good
mediums for advertising, but die advertisements must be
drawn carefully and cleverly. Then there were local show-
rooms and exhibitions,

. but it was necessary to make a local
study of the problem. There was little information so far as
regarded diversity and load factois, although some information
had been obtained from America and a fevv places in England.
Mr. Hood raised a very delicate topic. The question of ring
discounts was very vexed and an informal conference tact-
fully arranged might lead to some solution.

AN UNDERGROUND E.M.P. CABLE.

The British Lisulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., has sent us
some particulars of work recently carried out for the North
Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.. I^td. The work consisted
of the laying and jointing of (JJ miles of .05 sq. in., 3-core
single- wire armoured '20.(!)tK)-V cable, and the same length- of
combined screened pilot and telephone cable, both laid in the
same trench. The feeder will be protected by means of the
" Merz-Beard " protective .system.

The route is from the Supply Company's' power station at
Tlertford to a new .sub-.station at Welwyn Garden Citv. and

'i
'
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used in iointmg, the joints being protected by creo8oted

'°lh: ^We ts'^^Xlt'r'iS minutes by mea^s of a Delon

unTtoectional testing set with 8C),U0U \ ^^J^%^''\
OOlKja V between cores and earth. Tlie lUustiations ings.

and 2) show the jointing arrangements.

THE UTILISATION OF WASTE HEAT

FROM POWER STATIONS.

The papers upon the use of exhaust steam and waste heat

from generating stations by Messrs. C. Ingham Haden and

P H Whysall (abstracted in our issue of January 'iitli,

p'l39) were read at a meetmg of the North-Western Centre

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers m Manchester on

^'tnThe'efsmng discussion Mr. S. L. Pearce said that there

was a good theoretical case for the use of waste heat, but

the theoretically-perfect and the commercially-practicable

were rarely attained together. He questioned the accuracy

of the conversion-efficiency figures lor gas and electricity

works. The efficiency of gasworks was probably more hke

37 per cent. The ratio of U.56 per cent, tor electrical

stations was no doubt correct for the older s ations. Theie

was every reason to hope for 20 per cent, in the future
;
one

station was aiming at, and expecting to get, 20 per cent. At

the same time, what was really required was a comparison

of utilised heat units; he thought that there was no dithculty

in proving that to give a definite amount of heat to the con-

sumer involved a smaller destruction of coal at a modern

electricity works than at a modern gasworks. After query-

ing one or two other figures. Mr. Pearce said that one ot the

first difliculties in the utilisation of waste heat was to find

a market for it; then transmission methods had to be con-

sidered There were three methods in general : First, steam

might be drawn off through a conden.sing turbine or con-

densing engine after partial expan.sion—in this electricity

supply was the primarv object. Secondly, separate boiler

plant" cnuld be put down, together with non-condensing

generating sets, to deal with the heating load in the vicinity

of the station—this would make heatinc; the primary object.

The third method was to supply live steam direct. The posi-

tion of the station in relation k) the heatmg load would

determine the use of a particular method. A further problem

was the difficulty of co-ordinating the heatmg and lighting

loads: manv suggestions, such as " thermal storage," had

been made for dealing with -this. In Manchester live steam

had to be used at times. He considered that Mr. Haden's

cm-ves presented the case for steam heating in too favourable

a light. Emphasis should be laid on the commercial aspect

of the problem. Mr. Pearce gave some figures which indi-

cated the high cost of subways and ducts. He did not think

they would ever obtain sufficient revenue to cover the cost

of .supplying steam.
Mr. J. Frith advocated unbiased con.sideration of the two

services—electricity and heating. The interests .should be

combined to benefit the community as a whole. He main-

tained that the demands for electricity and heat in factories

were of the same order of magnitude. It was the latent

heat in the steam which should be used. This would best

be obtained by running the station on low vacuum with

calorifiers taking the place of condensers. The vacuum on

the steam side of the calorifier would be under the control

of the station and varied according to needs. With regard to

transmission, new towns should be laid out tn allow of this.

Mr. F. Biggin said that the heat losses in tran.smi.s.sion

were small. Tlie objection to increased boiler power could

be met with the argument that this was balanced by the

elimination of numerous small and wasteful boiler plants

elsewhere. He quoted the example of a combined lichti'iu.

power and heating installation which was saving fT.OOO a

year by the use of a .single heating system supplied from the

station, instead of a number of small .systems.

Mr. D. Brownlie said that although converting a station

from condensing to " pass out " would mean a large di'op

in power it would pay the country to install more plant and
sell the heat. Transmission los.ses only amounted to about
.04 lb. of steTiii per .squiire font of surface ner hour.
Mr. H. C. Lamb put forward some illustrations to show

that it was impo.ssible to lialance electric-il and heating loads,

even in such a favourable district as Manchester.
Mr. Nelson Haden wished to .=ee cn-operation between

gas and electricity works and other public services, which,
would le.Td to a more satisfactory position as regarded heat-
in0. He mentioned that 336 towns in the United States had
central heating stations; most of them were supnlied w'ith

high-pre.s.sure steam, and the stations were under the control
of nnd worked in conjunction ivith the electri-al stati(-is.

Mr. a. B. Mali.inson .said that not only the load factor,
but also the pressure factor had to he considered. The pres-
sure could be standardised for supplying dwellings, but manu-

facturing processes required varying pressures. He spoke

of the encouragement which would be given to manufac-

turers to put down"mills near a works from which they

could obtain both power and heat.

Mr. W. Bccles and Mr. Stcbbs also spoke.

Mr. C. I. Haden, in reply, .said that many electrical engi-

neers would be converted to the idea of the combined heating

and generating plant if they investigated the subject.

Mr. Whysall said that it; did not pay the users of low-

pressure steam to install redncing-pressure plant unless they

could sell their surplus electrical energy. He advocated co-

operation between manufacturers and supply authorities for

this purpose.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

Dinner at North-Western Local Centre.

The annual dinner of the North-Western Centre was held at )

the Midland Hotel, Manchester, on March 24th. Aid. W.
Walker (chairman of the Centre) presided, and amongst the

chief guests were the President of the Institution (Mr. J. S.

Highfield)) and representatives of the electricity supply in-

dustry, educational institutions, the municipality, &c.

The loyal toasts having been duly honoured, Mr. W. Clare

Lees proposed " The Institution of Electrical Engineers,"

and, in doing so, thought he was not exaggerating when he

said that the I.E.E., with its membership of 10,000, was the

largest institution of its kind in the world. An institution

that could survive fifty years and keep on growing must be
fulfilling some important function, and it was a matter to

lie proud of that Manchester was the centre of its work. He
thought that if some of their old members, like Siemens and
Kelvin, could be brought back and see the immense work
the Institution had done they would say that the task they
had started had been worthily maintained. On behalf of

Manchester he was heartily glad to welcome Mr. J. S.

Highfield, president of the Institution.

Mr. Highfield responded to the toast. The Institution,

he said, for many years now had been trying to keep in

touch with the commerce of the country, as well as with
science. Without trade the work of engineering and of all

science would be as nothing. He was glad to be able to in-

form them that the last stage in the Royal Charter had been
completed, and the new by-laws had been unanimously
approved at a meeting held the previous evening. The
Council owed a great deal to the members of the local Centres
for assistance in framing useful by-laws. They were going
through hard times in the engineering trade, but electricity

supply was the foundation of the whole engineering
luisiness. So long as .supply flourished all other branches of

electrical engineering would flourish. He imderstood that
when suggestions were made in South-East Lancashire for

improving electricity supply by setting up what he would
call a Gilbertian body, consisting of all sorts of people elected
liy (jther bodies, responsible neither to ratepayers nor to

shareholders, they said "No." He thought they were right;

in fact he knew they were right. Electrical engineering
carried a gi"eat many other trades on its back, and he hoped,
therefore, that they would go forward and gather strength
in good comradeship.
The Chairman proposed " Our Guests." who, he said, were

the leaders of men, organisers and captains of the community
in that area. He was sorry that the Lord Mayor could not
be present, because it was forty years since they had had an
engineer a,s lord mayor. He hoped it would not be forty

years before they had another. With the number of tech-
nical organisations in Manchester it was becoming increas-
ingly difficult to give attention to the work of eaeh of thean.

He thought, therefore, that it would be advisable if the older
societies got together to see if a proportion of the nieeting.s

could not be joint meetings. That evening they met under
the shadow of a' cloud—he referred to the engineering cri.sis.

into which he was afraid there was a tendency for other
societies and bodies of men to be drawn. From his knowledge
of both sides of the dispute he believed that the trouble arose
very largely from a misunderstanding of the true facts of

the case. There was no doubt that a large number of men
believed that a deliberate attempt was being made to injure

the trade unions, but he could say thiat such was not the
case. He hoped that suspicion would be soon dispelled, and
that both sides would soon come together, as ultimately they
would have tn do.

Dr. TT; F. Pakshall, in his reply, said it was a pleasure to

come to T/ancashire because (he county got hold of the engi-
neer's end of things. In the south they had engineering
adulterated. The engineering intelligence of I>ancashire was
of the hichest order.

After the snenehes there was an interval for an informal
talk amongst the members, after which a musical programme
was rendered.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Seadert are invited to mimit partieulari oj new or improved devices a?id apparatut, which will he publUhed

if considered of fufficieni interest.

A Simple Magneto Tester.

Having in miud that modern petrol motor cars not only

(.ompribe magnetos for ignition work, but also dynamos,
motors, batteries, and lamps, quite a number of garage pro-

prietors and motor repair lirms are now devoting special at-

tention to electrical repair work, and in some instances simple
testing appliances have been devised. The accompanying
illustration (fig. 1) depicts the simple magneto testing arrange-

ment which is in use in connection with the repair depart-

ment of the Eastern Gaiugk Co., 418-418a. Romford Road,
Forest Gate, London, E. A.s will be seen, it coniprises a
wooden platfonn. at one end of which is mounted a driving

wheel with a handle; at the other end is an adjustable stirrup

and clip so arranged as to be adaptable to any make or size

of magneto. Secured to the wooden base, behind the clip,

are four terminals to which the leads from the magneto dis-

tributor can be instantly secured, the terminals being also

connected up to leads to which sparking plugs may be at-

tached. Towards the rear edge of the stand is an iron bar
twisted to form its own uprights; the bar is provided with

of bevel, worm and spur gearing. The large spur wheel is

6 ft. IJ in. diameter, and, as can be seen from the illustration,
forms a part of one of the drum flanges. Instead of a shaft,
heavy hollow cast-steel trunnions are attached to the sides of
the drum. The necks of these trunnions run in cast-iron bear-
ings, which are supiwrted by heavy steel frame work sur-
rounding the drum. To enable the pump motors to be fed
while the cable is bring lowered, iJower transmitting gear has
been provided, and it will be see'' mounted on the right-hand
side of the winch. Fig. .3 is a ciose-up view of this with the
cover removed. Three heavy slip rings are mounted on the
end of one of the trunnions, and are supported by three insu-
lated studs. Energy is transmitted to the slip rings by means

Fig. 1.—a Simple Magneto Testkr.
Power-transmitting Gear.

four equi-distant threaded holes to receive the sparking plugs.
To test a magneto, it is only necessary to secure it to the
stand, slip on the driving liand, and turn the handle. Aa the
ratio of the pulleys is about 4 to 1, the machine can be run at
agood speed, and its working checked by means of the spark
given at the plug terminals.

Large Hand=operated Cable Winches.

The cable winch illu.strated in fig. '2 is one of two designed
and manufactured by Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., Blomfield Street, E.0.'2. which have re-

cently been shipped to a large firm in India. These winches
are being used in connection with the sinking of two mine
shafts, where it is nece.ssary to use motor-driven- sinking
pumps. The feeding cable for the pump motors was also

of heavy laminated copper bands provided with an adjustable
spring ten.sion device. The small slip ring at the extreme
end of the gear is connected to the drum and the laminated
copper bands to the steel frame work, so that the drum is

always earthed. The cores of the cable for feeding the pump
motors are permanently attached to the slip rings, and the
cable passes along the hollow trunnion and through a hole
in the opposite flange. It is then laid in a groove cast in the
trunnion casting attached to this flange, and held in position

by means of heavy clamps. The cable then passes through
another hole in the flange and on to the barrel of the drum.

Artistic Table Lamps.

Tlie possibilities of enhaucing the appearance of a room by
means of appropriate electric lighting are not fully appre-

ciated, and what should be part of the decoration is .sometimes
entirely out of harmony. To give its customers a wide
choice and enable them to suit their individual needs, the
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., 77, Upper Thames
Street, E.G. 4, has introduced a large selection of table stan-

FiG, 2.—\ Large Hand-operated Cable Winch. Pig. 4.—.\. B.T.H. Table Standard.

manufactured by Me.ssrs. Henley's, and each length is

1,014 ft., and weighs 7:i tons. It is a .7.5 sq. in., 3-core cable.
rubber insulated, armoured with special high tensile steel
wire, and jute braided, the overall diameter being 3| in.

It was specified that the winches .should be operated by
hand, and it was therefore necessary to provide gearing giving
a reduction of 524 to 1. This reduction is obtained by means

dards carried out in various sizes, designs, and finishes. One
of these is illustrated in fig. 4. "This is 20J in. in height with

an amber-glass shade 16i in. in diameter. It is fitted with

two pull-chain switch lampholders and a flexible cord with a

combined ping and lampholder adapter. This standard is sup-

plied in one of three finishes, antique bronze, Florentine relief,

or dark French brown.
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THE FARADAY SOCIETY. REVIEWS.

PASSIVITi AND OVERPOTENTIAL.

Mb. Ulick R. Evans read a very suggestive paper at the

February meeting of the Faraday Society, m which he put

forward a new conception of the " protective oxide-film
'

on metals, which is so often called upon to explam such

surface effects on metals as passivity and over-pot«ntial. Pas-

sivity, it will be remembered, is an inactive state that can

be induced in metals such as iron, chromium and others, in

which they fail to rSact with acids or other electrolytic re-

agents which normally attack them. Over-potential is the

depression of the P.D. at a cathodic surface below the

equilibrium P.D. before hydrogen is evolved in bubbles.

The usual .oxide-film," in the literal sense, which is

called upon to explain passivity or the resistance of highly-

oxidisable metals, such as aluminium, to corrosion, is unsatis-

factory m that It cannot be detected by ordinary means; m
fact tue less conspicuous the protective corrosion product the

more it seems to protect. Moreover, an oxide-tilm which is

quite eiScient m preventing coiTosiou by a sulphate solution,

breaks down entu-ely in the presence of chlorides. To re-

move these and similar ditticuities Mr. Evans introduces the

factor of the relative interfacial tendency of the three sub-

stances involved (metal, corroding reagent and corrosion

product). The values of these three tensions will determine

whether the corrosion product will cling to and protect the

metal, or whether it will enter the body of the liquid phase

or corroding substance and so fail to protect the metal. Aii

iron anode surrounded by a nitrate solution, free from

chlorides, undergoes no visible change when current passes,

but becomes passive; a similar anode in a solution contain-

ing chloride develops a most visible precipitate of hydroxide,

which completely fails to protect the anode. Apparently

the protective film in the first case is the compact clinging

variety, but in the second case the chloride acts as a partial

peptising agent, preventing the oxide from being compact

and protective, and pulling it away from the surface.

Generallv speaking, salts which have a peptising actujii upon

metallic ' hvdroxides may be expected to cause activation,

while those which have a flocculating action may be expected

to favour passivity.

As to the nature of the oxide-film, this is not to be regarded

as a very thin film of the solid oxide. It mu.st be looked

upon as a layer of adsorbed oxygen atoms, or discharged

aniohs rich in' oxygen, sucli as would naturally fonn on the

surface of an anodically polarised anode. This layer of

oxygen atoms forms a connecting link between the solution,

or" corroding agent, and the metal. By reducing the dis-

continuity at the interface it reduces the interfacial energy.

Surface concentration of the oxygen atoms is detennined by

the P.D. existing at the electrode. This conception explains

admirably the hindrance caused to the entry of metal into

solution, and. substituting hydrogen for oxygen, the cathodic

phenomen of overpotential. .\t the same time, it does not

require the invention of hy[X)thetical oxides on anodes or

hypothetical hydrides on cathodes, which have previously

been po-stulated to explain these surface phenomena.

The Energy of Gaseous Mot-EcrLES.

At the same meeting Prof. J. R. Partington considered

the question of the internal energy of gaseous molecules from
the point of view of present conceptions of atomic structure.

Seeing that the monatomic molecules of the five inert gases,

of mercury vapour and of de.siccated iodine vapour, have
identical energies, it is clear that the determining factor must
be, not the configuration and structure of the atomic nucleus,

but the manner in which the molecule is built up of the
nuclei of its constituent atoms and of surrounding electrons,

in other words, the internal configuration of the molecule.
A difficulty which now arises is to reconcile the modern con-
ception of emission of atomic energy in definite quanta units
with the old theory of equipartition, which- divided un the
translational and rotational energy exchanged by collisions
between molecules among their degrees of freedom. Prof.
Partington makes the assuinption that on the quantum
theory the translational energy, is represented with a fre-
quency equal to the collision frequency, and on this assump-
tion recalculates the molecular heat of hydrogen and nitro-
sJen. In the di.«ussion the question was raised whether
it is legitimate to apply the equipartition theory at all if the
quantum conception be adopted.

Fiftv Years on the Leeds Tramways.—Mr. William Tav-
lor, of Hun,slet. who. at the age of 70,' is a timekeeper in the
I.^eds Cnrnnration Electric Tramways Department, and now
completes 50 years' sei-vice with the tramwavs of the city, has
been the recipient of a presentation from Iiis fellow emimves
and of a gift of £M ,hv the Tramways Conmiittee. Mr. fa'y^

lor be2an_asa driver of horse tramcars and was one of the first
of the drivers of electric cars.

The Diagnosing of Troubles in Electrical Machines. By Miles

Walker, M.A., D.Sc, M.I.E.E., Professor of Electrical

Engineering, Manchester University. Pp. 3d -1-450; fig.

33"2. London : Longmans, Green & Uo. Price 32s. net..

The causes of troubles arising in the continuous working of

electrical machinery, leading .sometimes to failure, are so vari-

ous and often so unexpected, that at first sight it would seem
a hopeless task to make any moderately complete classification,

and base on it a guide to remedy, i'et the author has admir-

ably succeeded in this difficult task and has given us a book
which will not only be a useful counsellor to the engineer,

who may at a moment's notice have to investigate ani.if
possible find a remedy for a mj'sterious defect, but also to

the designer, so that he may avoid hidden dangers quitei

outside the orthodox theory of design. The book deals to

some extent with theory and design, but only in so far as is

necessary to make diagnosis clear and remedies understand-
able ; its main object is to help the man who may be classified

as a " trouble engineer." A few 'words of general advice aie
given him in the preface and may be summarised in a few
words : Find out the facts from personal observation, draw
your conclusions from these facts and not from other persons'

suppo.sitions ; make a list of all possible causes of failure that
occur to you; take such measurements as this list may suggest;
leave the narrow track of preconceived opinion and take a
broad view of the case, including all theoretically possible

causes of the trouble.

The author dis-tinguishes between " out-door " and " shop
cases. In the former the natural presumption is that the

machine has after erection worked satisfactorily until in course
of time the trouble has developed. The investigator would
therefore be right in confining himself primarily to faulty

material, workmanship, or improper use, but not to defects

of design. This simplifies his task compared with, a " shop
case where design must be included as a possible caut; of

trouble. Un the other hand, an out-door case is often more
difficult, because testing appliances may have to be specially

procured, and there is not the same freedom in putting the
machine into all possible load and running conditions that
obtains in the test room of a dynamo works. . . _

In the introductory chapter the reader is given a list of

the most important pieces of apparatus which an engineer,
suddenly called to some remote site of trouble, should take
with him. It is a rather formidable collection of testing apph-
ances.

In classifying the subject matter the author has adopted
the plan ot first treating troubles which are conunorv to all

types of dynamoelectric machinery, and then those -which

may be met with in some special machines or in some details

of machines generally. Thus Chapter I deals with break-down
of insulation (30 pages) ; Chapter II with overheating ('27

pages) ; Chapter III with low efficiency (47 pages). .4s eflici-

ency is primarily a question of design, this chapter contains
a good deal of important theoretical matter, including accu-
rate methods for testing efficiency. The next chapter is headed

Miscellaneous Troubles," such as want of balance, resonance
in turbo-shafts, pulling over by magnetic attraction, and a

remedy by .splitting the winding into symmetrical parts,

bearing currents, loose spider, tooth lamination, punchings,
and insufficient grin of fingers. .\ curious ca.se of the per-

foration of mica tubes is mentioned and explained on p. 149.

In spite of the greatest care it might happen that an almosl
invisibly small iron filing attaches itself to a coil when it is

laid down on a bench. If the conductor is stranded and the
minute rod of iron embeds itself between the strands and is

firmly held in position by the sticky compound between the
strands nothing will happen, but if the iron is close to the
inner surface of the micanite tube it may work itself loose

and under the action of the armature current and main field

producing an elliptical rotating field, begin its destruclive
career of grinding away the mica. In modern machines the
strength of this field may reach 1,500 c.g.s. units, but- much,
less suffices to set up the grinding action. The author esti-

mates that a field of 200 c.g.s. units sufiices, and quotes an
experiment in which a field of COO cg.s. units acting on, 3
particle of iron i niilligrara in 'neight ground a hole 0!2 mm.
deep in mica in four hours. Iron adhering to the outside of

a micanite tube does not penetrate the material; it simply
makes a pockmark because it is pulled to the side of the slot.

At the end of this chapter we find a dissertation on noise and
how to cure it, which leads the author into the domain of
acoustics.

Before entering int-o the discussion of special cases of
trouble or that connected with certain details, there is a
chapter on the use of vector diagram,?. Tlie author has found
that only a small proportion of trouble-engineers make use
of vectors when attacking alternating current problems. This
seems to be due to want of confidence in the answer given by
the diagram, and this again is due to the uncertainty as to
the direction in which the vectors shall be drawn. "To help
the reader to a correct application of vector diagrams to poly-
phase problems the author trives -what he calls " some hints

"

which he has found useful in his own work, but which in
reality is an expansion of the basic principles on which vector
diagrams are to be drawn. Beginning -with the simple cir-

cuit and the correct way of using the two-wattmeter method

;;
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on a three-phase circuit he ijlun^'es straight away into the
intricate problem of obtaining balance in all three phases for a
siii;jl''-pb;iM- Lad by the use of chokiDt; coils. The subject

is difficult, iateresting, and of great commercial importance,
because "J ^t^ctric furnaces, but the transition from
the simpfe to the complex problem is too abrupt.
It would have been better to pave the w-ay by a gradual
development from the simple to the more difficult

cases. An engineer who is not well versed with vectors—and
it is this person whom the author wishes to help—will not be
able to follow him in the equalisation of load in the three
circuits, nor in the vector treatment of synchronous machines,
which follows.

Uluiptci- \"I treats of alternating current generators. Causes.

of trouble to fail to generate sufficient or any voltage, un-
steady voltage, magnetic defects, &c., are investigated. On
p. iiyi will be found a diss»?rtation on the best way to change
a two-phase winding on an old machine to the modern three-
phase type. Here the method of moments previously ex-
plained is of particular value. This is, strictly speaking, a design
question, but discovery of faults and criticism of design are so
mixed up that rigid discrimination is not possible. The same
holds good for the following paragraphs, such as bad wave
form, regulation, sharing of vcattless load, parallel operation,
phase swinging, flywheel effect, damping, and other matters
incidental to the use of synchronous generators.
The regulation of d.c. generators occupies Chapters VII and

Viil with 53 pages, whilst sparking at the brushes is con-
sidered in the following chapter of '2'2 pages. Here a great
deal of very useful practical information is given. The curves
on page 307 showing mean contact drop between positive

&nd negative brush for different current densities with no less

than 23 types of brush, will be useful to designers.
In dealing with commutation the author confines himself

almost entirely to the modern type of machine with inter-

poles. The method of analysis beloved by mathematical theo-
rists is not much in evidence, but instead we find an easily
understandable treatment based on common-sense mathema-
tics and reinforced by experiment, chiefly with the oscillo-

graph.

We next come to the d.c. motor (shunt compound and
^es) armature reaction, commutating poles, condition of
stability, parallel working, and hunting. In the following
hapter we are taken to synchronous converters and here the
;reatment is very exhaustive. The author leads off with the
problem of starting, both from the a.c. and d.c. side; next
le con.siders adjustment of voltage, heating of armature
.vinding, converters in parallel on the same transformer, pul-
ating of armature current illustrated by oscillograms, the
welve-phase supply obtained from tappings on three trans-
'ormers, hunting, short-circuit effects, flash-over, and other
lefects. In the following chapter {\TV) the subject is con-
inued and extended to synchronous motor generators, whilst
n Chapter XV. we come to the induction motor. Since the
)ook is intended for professional men the derivation of the
ircle diagram is not included, but there are some useful hints
in defects and their cure; also a clear explanation why even
t full synchronous .speed the closing of the a.c. switch may
le followed by an enormous current rush, which may mechani-
ally damage the motor. The explanation on p. 422 of the
rawling of the motor due to the seventh harmonic, and why
he fifth has no effect will be useful even to the professional
sader.

Transformers, not coming under the title of machines, since
his indicates moving things, are not included in the diag-
osis, but it is rather surpri.sing that the author is silent on
vo types of motors which have considerable practical import-
nce. These are the asynchronous-synchronous motor, now
xtensively used, and the a.c. commutator motor, which is
Iready in use to some extent, and promises to come into
lore extensive use now that America has shown the way.
The last chapter deals with the oscillograph used in com-
lercial te.sting. and on p. 4.30 is shown the apparatus used by
le Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., arranged as a
fiiversal testing set. The oscillograph, with all the auxiliary
)par:itus is mounted on wheels, and can be brought up to
ly machine to be diagnosed, .so that the discovery of defects
made more easy and certain than would be the ca.se if the
jparatus had to be specially procured and assembled in each
,se.

Since the general plan of the book i.s to deal with defects
ore or less common to all machinery first, and then elaborate
e diagnosis of special cases, it is unavoidable that back
ferences be made. This the author does by referring to
evious illustrations but without giving the pages where
ey are to be found. It would be a convenience if he were
add this information in a future edition. That a new

ition will .soon be wanted appears certain. The matter is
good, and the get-up in the way of printing illustrations,

id a romplcx index, so attractive that no manufacturer of
namo machinery can afford to bo without it, and as to the
trouble engineer," he will find it invaluable.

i
GiSBERT KaPP.

\

e Motor Electrical Manual. Pp. 168, illustrated. London:
Temple Press, Ltd. Price 3s. net.

The success or otherwise of this kind of book depends
gely on knowing what to leave out. Obviously it is a

ilifficult task to compress into 155 small pages a complete edu-
cation in the principles of electrical engineering from the
commencement, together with practical instructions on the
maintenance of all the electric appliances used on modern
cars; to be really successful the author must combine com-
plete rnastery of his subject together with a very able pen

;

there is no room for waste of words. In the present case
the result is that the information on most points is rather
sketchy and incomplete ; we never seem to get to the bottom
of anything; we read a few linos about some piece of appara-
tus, and are just getting interested when we are switched off
on to something else.

The book is stated in the introduction to be for " motor car
owners and users," and therefore we look to find information
such as most of these readers desire, that is to say, practical
hints on upkeep and management, mentioning the principal
types of apparatus in use, so that the reader may learn some-
thing about his own car, together with a short and very clear
dissertation on the theory of the subject, this theory being
confined to a few early chapters, and not confused with the
practical portions of the text. In the present volume the
theory and the practical information are too much intermixed.
For example, the principle of induction should have been
thoroughly expounded in the course of the first two chapters,
and then left alone, only practical examples of its apphcation
being given afterwards. Instead of this the idea of induction
is rather- vaguely referred to in Chapter 3 on the magneto,
is again taken up in Chapter 4 on coil ignition, and once more,
in Chapter 6, on the dynamo, a return is made to this elemen-
tary theory. Readers of this class of book, moreover do not
take the subject very seriously ; they like a book which can be
read easily without too much " heavy thinking." It is
essential, therefore, in order to catch and hold the attention
of such readers, that the subject should be dished up in such
an attractive form that it tempts their appetite and assists
the digestion of the more soUd nourishment which is (or
should be) concealed within. In the present volume no
attempt is made to " gild the philosophic pill," but the facts
are presented in a rather dry monotonous procession.
The first two chapters deal with the most elementary facts

ot electrical knowledge, pressure, current, resistance, magnetic
fields, &c. In Chapter 3 a big jump is made to the magneto

;

it is a far cry from the pith-ball-and-vulcaiiite-rud type of
experiment to the intricacies of the actions and re-actions
which occur within the high-tension magneto. A better
arrangement would have been to deal first with 'the induction
coil. Short descriptions are given of the various parts of a
magneto, timing, relative speeds, &c., followed by the induc-
tor, and one or two other types, concluding with some practical
hints on the care of magnetos.

Coil ignition is dealt with in Chapter 4, two good diagrams
being given on p. 62, and this is the best chapter in the book,
though the statement that spark intensity in coil ignition does
not depend on the speed of make and break (p. 56) is mis-
leading. The spark is of greatest intensity at low speeds,
and weakens with increase of speed, as mentioned in the same
book only a few pages further on.
Chapter 5 deals with sparking plugs in principle and con-

struction. Chapter 6 is entitled " The Dynamo—its Action,"
a return being made here to elementary theory, as previously
mentioned. Descriptions of ordinary, and a few special car
types are given so far as this can be accomplished in ten
pages. Chapter 7 deals fairly comprehensively with accumu-
lators,' while the following chapter treats of lamps and
switches.
Chapter 9 is devoted to electric starting, short descriptions

of single and combined units being given, with an outline of
the Bendix pinion gear and hints on upkeep. A few notes
on electric vehicles in Chapter 10 are followed by a slight
sketch of the Entz transmission. In Chapter 11 electric
auxiliaries are dealt with, including electric . welding and
X-rays, though the owner or user is not hkely to have much
to do with the latter operations. A useful glossary of electrical
terms is given in the last chapter, followed by notes on
materials used in the construction of electrical apparatus,
with tables of weights, measures, wire gauge sizes, &c.
There are only a few misprints in the book, but an amusing

one occurs at the end of Chaptor 5. dealing with plugs.
Apparently the word plug has .sunk deep into the compo.sitor's
brain, for he finishes the chapter with the .sentence " when
the sparking points are too far away from the main volume
of mixture there is a tendency for the ignition and combus-
tion to be pluggish." .'^fter all, there is only one letter
different in the word sluggish !

An index, interleaved with publisher's advertisements,
occurs at the beginning of the book. The author's name is

not given, no one
_
apparently being anxious to assume the

responsibihty of being father to this rather dull little orphan.
-F.H.H.

Radium Deposits.

—

Science quotes a report to the effect that
Prof. Scouppe. of the University of Ghent, has discovered two
radium depo.sits in the Belgian Congo which are said to be
the richest in the world. The mineral, which has been
named " curite." is to be treated at Hoboken. near Antwerp,
and it is stated that one grain of radium will be produce**
from ten tons of the mineral.
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(NOT TBT FDBUSHBD.)
Cocnpiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sefton-Jones, O'Dell ani

Stephens, Chartered Patent .Agents, 285, High Holtorn, Loncion, W.C. 1.

ulated and cables." J. B. Belcher. March

7,174. ' Couplings (or machines of high-voltage dircct-t

lem. C. J. lieiii and Soc. .Anon, des Ateliers de fc^cheron. March 10th.

(Germany, .Ipril 15th, 1921.)

7,176.
• Antenna systems for wireless signalling." Ges. fur Drahtlose

Telegraphie. March lOth. (Germany, March 32th, 1921.)

7,19". " Contact legs tor thermionic valves." F. \V. Pcllant. March 11th.

7,210. " Electric horns." I. H. Parsons. March 11th.

7,223. " Head-lamps of motor-vehicles." T. W. Simpson. March lllh.

7.229. " Projection arc lamp." F. T. Ashton. March 11th.

7.240. " Protective devices for direct-current circuits." Electrical Improve-
ments, Ltd., L. C. Grant, and R. W. Gregory. March 11th.

7.2.^2. " Electrical fuses." G. A. Cheetham and Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical C;©., Ltd. March 11th.

7,258. " Electric incandescent lamps, &c." General Electric Co., Ltd.,

and J. J. Gracie. March 11th.

7,2€0. " Electrical separation of suspended particles from gases." P. C.

RiTshen (Siemens Schuckertwerke). March 11th.

7,265. " Locking-devices for electric safety lamps." E. Sommerfield (firm

of). March 11th. (Germany, March 12th, 1921.)

7,278. " Cascade rotary converters." Forges Ateliers de ConstructioriS

Electriques de Jeumont. March 13th. (France, April 5th, 1921.)

7,295. " Electric horns, &c." W. J. Gjoderidge. March 13th.

7,297. " Electric cables." F. J. Brislee and British Insulated & Helsby
Cables, Ltd. March 13th.

7,317. " Electric switches." A. Howes. March 13th.

7.320. " Electric cut-outs." A. J. D. Krause and A. H. Railing. March
13th.

7.321. •' Cx>nnector for

13th.

7,326. " Apparatus for electrical treatment of baldness, &c." M. F. Fisher.
March 13lh.

7,332. " Automatic, &c., telephone switching systems." H. Baron (F. Alden-
dorff). March 13th.

7.336. " Methods for determining direction of electro-magnetic or electro-
static fields." N. Lea and Radio Communication Co., Ltd. March 13th.

7.345. " Printing telegraph receiver." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western
Electric Co., Inc.). March 13th.

7.346. " Uniting metal bodies electrically." P. Buckley and Buckley
Saunders & Co., Ltd. March 13th.

7,358. " Thermo-electric fabric and process for manufacture of same." A.
Negromanti. March 13th.

7,364. " Appliance for increasing audibility of telephones, gramophones, S;c."

Baron Clifford of Chudleigh (W. H. Clifford'). March 13th.
7,366. " Electric furnaces." E. P. Barfield and L. W. Wild. March 13th.
7,369. " Producing commutator bars." A. O. Hinchlifl, S. J. Watson, and

Watlifl Co. March 13th.
7.371. " Unfusible electro-thermic safety devices." G. Gallo. R. Lenner,

and P. Parvopassu. March 13th.

7.378. " Registration of telephone calls." A. Watts. .March 13th.

7.399. " Indirect lighting." S. Coxon. March 14th.

7.411. " Portable electric lamps." C. E. P. Gabriel. March 14th.

7,4.37. " Devices for attachment to mouthpieces of telephone transmitters."
M. M. Dessau and Plantation Rubber Manufacturing Co., Ltd. March 14th.

7,446. " Apparatus for testing strength of permanent magnets." A. T.
Scorey. March 14th.

7,471. " Electric circuit interrupters." .Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,
Ltd. March 14th. (United States, March Uth, 1921.)

7,472.—" Electrical insulating cylinders." A. P. M. Fleming and Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and B. S. & W. Whiteley, Ltd. March
Uth.

7,476. ".Manufacture of electric insulators, &c., from ceramic paste."
L. A. Cordenot. March 14th. (France. March 21st, 1921.)

7.483. " Inert cells." Ever Ready Co. (Great Britain), Ltd., and C. S.
Mummery. March 14th.

7.484. " Electrically-heated mould for finishing stockings, gloves, &c."
F. Schuster. March 14th.

7,494. "Amplifiers." J. M. Miller. March Uth. (United States, March
13th, 1921.)

7,509. "Telephone mouthpiece disinfectant." E. C. R. Marks (W. H.
B-rnnett). March 14th.

7,513. " Electric power accumulator." G. A. Bartholomew. March 14th.

7,532. " Induction motors, &c." T. F. Wall. March ISt.h

7,536. " Call recorders for telephones." E. R. Bickley. March 15th.

7,541. " Electric control of a number of telephones." B. J. Baker.
March 15th. ,

7,548. " .Accumulator and accessory cases for motor-cycles, &c." R. H.
Playfoot. March 15th.

7.621. " Electric cells." Soc. Le Carbonc. March 15th. (France, June 3rd,
1921.)

7.622. " Wet electric cells." Soc. Le Carbone. .March 15th. (France,
December 9th, 1921.)

7,632. "Glass electrodes for high-frcquencv electric currents." \V. H.
Gwynn. March 15th.

7,651. " Means for attaching electric wires to sparking plugs." E. Temple.
March 16th.

f t. l s f

7,674 " Electric lighting systems of motor vehicles, &c." E. W. Reed.
Marchl 6th.

7,684. " Electric -adyertising signs." Implitico, Ltd., and H. S Lambert
and \V. R. Lambert. March ]6th.

7.708. " Control of turbine-driven electrically-operated winding plant, &c."
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and A. Stubbs. March 16th.

7.734. " Electro-magnetic relay." D. C. Crowe. March 16th.
7.739. " Dynamo-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.,

and H. W. Taylor. March 16th.

7.740. "Resilient wheels." British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). March 16th.

7,753. " Tr.insformers for wireless circuits." A. P. Welch,- March 16th.
7.770. " Electric switch gear of the truck type, &c." W. J. Davis and

Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd." March 16th.

7.771. " Electric switch-point detecting, &c., apparatus." J. Ashton and
British Power Railway Signal Co., Ltd. March 16th.

7.774. " Electric cut-outs." A. Baderna. March lOth. (Italy, March 17th,

7.775. " Electric cut-outs." A. Baderna, March 16th. (Italy, March 17th,

lian^'
" ^'^"'"^ cut-outs." A. Baderna. March 16th. (Italy, March Uth,

7,785. " Electro-magnet'ically operated switch mechanism." A. E. Honey
an,l L. Snellgrove. March 17th.

^
7.814. " Electrically-propelled motor vehicles." C. J. Gordon. March 17th.
7.8.'». "Electric switch and fuse boxes." F. J. Holton and M. I. Railing

and T. Taylor, March 17th

7,842. "Switching mechanism for telephone, &c., systems." Automatic
Telephone Manul .during Co., Ltd. .March 17lh. (Vnited St.ites, March SSth.

7.846. " Electric contact breakers." A. J. H. Elverson. March 17th.

7.847. " Electric switches." W. Clark. March 17th.

7,852. " Telephiyne systems." Automatic Telephone Manuiaoturing Co.>

Ltd. .March 17th. (United Suites, April 26th, 1920.)

7,855. " Electro-magnetically operated switch mecljaiiism." ^. ^Stooe and
Co.. Ltd. March 17th.

7,859. " Electrical signalling systems." Radio Communication Co., Ltd.,

and J. Scott-Taggart. March 17lh.
7,8(j0. " Oscillating valve systems, &c.. for wireless telegraphy." Radio

Communication Co., Ltd., and J. Scott-Taggart. March 17th.

7,870. " .Multiple control apparatus for electric railways." Akt. Ges. Browa
Eoveri et Cie. March 17th. (Switzerland, March 17th', 1921.)

7,881. "Electrical massage apparatus." T. J. T. Hodgkinson. March 17th.

7,890. •" Electro-magnetic locks." V. G. Murray. March 17lh. (British

India, .March 19th, 1921.)

7,893. " Radio-electric relay and electric signalling." J. C. N. Graafland.
March 17th. (Holland. September 23rd, 1921.)

7.902. " Self-propelled floating electric power station. F. W. Raisin.

March 18th.

7,933. " Portable electric standard lamps." S. J. Levi and H. Rottenburg.
March. 18th

7,939. " Manufacture of ;

Cowles. March 18th.

7,947. " Control of electric motors for traction."
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. March 18th.

7,909. " Dvnamo-electric machines." British Thi

K. R. Hopkirk. and H. W. Taylor. March 18tli.

ylinders for primary batteries." S. O. Cowper

T. Ferguson and Metro-

^son-Houston Co., Ltd.,

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which *he specifications wi
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

(Dictagraph Products

Co., Ltd. (Western Electri

J. Stone &• Co., Ltd. (V

i-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gener

magnets
33,805.

of additi

33,832.

1920.
24,988. " Telephonic instruments." E. W

Corporation). August 30th, 1920. (176,019.)

25,035. " Storage batteries." D. W. Davis. August 30th, 1920. (176.020.

27.301. " Dvnamo-electric machines." fe. A. Watson and M.-L. Magneto
Syndicate, Ltd. September 25th, 1920. (176,032.)

27.909. " Electrical switching or circuit-breaking mechanism." Cutter Elec-

trical and Manufacturing fo. October 2nd, 1919. (151,939.)

27,917. " Electrical switching or circuit-breaking mechanism." Cutter Elec-

trical and Manufacturing Co. December 24th, 1919. (155,807.)

28,610. " Magneto electric machines." R. Bosch Akt. Ges. October a4th

1919. (153,294.)

30,389. " Systems of electric motor control." British Thomson-Houston Co.

Ltd. (General Electric Co.). October 27th, 1920. (176,052.)

30,638. " Electric heating and cooking apparatus." B. G. Battson. Octobe
29th, 1920. (176,055.)

30,685. " Suspension chains for electroliers and for like electrical purposes

E J. Perry. October 30th, 1920. (176,057.)

31,182. " Switching apparatus for automatic
exchange systems." D. L. Lienzen and K. I:

(176,065.)

32,995. " Insulated tubes." Western Electric

Co., Inc.). November 2Srd, 1920. (176,074.)

33,319. " Train-lighting and like dynamos."
Heaton). November 25th, 1920. (176,088.)

33,648. " Electric meters." British Tho
Electric Co.). November 29th, 1920. (176,110.)

33,665. " Cooking apparatus for use with gas, liquid fuel, or electricity,

Svenska Aktiebolaget Gasaccumulator. December 3rd, 1919. (154.604.)

33,717. "Portable electro-magnetic apparatus for magnetising permaner
A. Hewlett. November 30th, 1920. (176,120.) J
Electric switches." G. Comboni. November 30lh, 1920. (Pattr

not granted.) (176,123.)

Electro-m-ignetic relays." Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. (Clltk

anufacturing Co.). November 30th. 1920. (176,126.)

33,853. " Wireless electrical signalling and apparatus therefor." H. Wtd
(H. S. Mills). November 30th, 1920. (176,128.)

33,942. " Methods of protecting electric transformers." British Thomste
Houston Co., Ltd., and H. S. Holbrook. December 1st, 1920. (176,134.)

34,041. " Electric relays and their application to telephone systen

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Automatic Electric Cs.

December 2nd, 1920. (176,143.)

34,218. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gens)
Electric Co.). December 3rd, 1920. (176.147.)

34,543. " Electric light fittings." British Thomson-Houston Co., Lk
(General Electric Co.). December 7th, 1920. (176,153.)

34.768. " Electric lamp-holders and shade carriers therefor." V. H«i<
December 9th, 1920. (176,159.)

35,152. '* Coin-actuated signalling apparatus for telephone systems." P. f.

T. de Villiers and A. Rogers Jenkins. April 27th, 1920. (162,639.)

35,446. " Electrical apparatus for protection against burglary and lb
like." E. H. Bock. December 16th, 1920. (176,170.)

36.623. " Me.tsuring instruments for incandescent electric lamps." Bl

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Genera! Electric Co.). December 31st,

(176.190.)

36.624. " Methods of protecting electric trans.-nission or distribution syste

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). December
1920. (176,191.)

373. " Electric knife-blade fuse." A. L. Eustice. March 7th,

(1,56,497.)

1,124. " Insulators." Metallurgique Elect

Etablissements Vedovelli et Iristley). Decer
1,237. " Arrangement for the suppression

high-voltage networks." Siemens Schuck'
(.Addition to 157,123.) (157,325.)

1,486. " Crystal detector for wireless telegraphy." A. Bonnefont.
ber 13th, 1919. (157,778.)

1.844. "Well-globe fittings for electric lamps." Veritvs, Ltd., i

rOns. January 12th, 1921. (176,201.)

1.845. " Wail fittings for electric lamps." \"erilys, Ltd., and T.
January 12th, 1921. (176,202.)

2,110. " High-frequency telegraphy and telephony over wires." Geff.'

Drahtlose Telegraphie. January 16th, 1920. (1,58.198.)

ique (.Ancienne Soc. Anon.
ber 13th. 1919. (157,247.)

of the earth leakage current

rtwerke Ges. May 31st,

rrenft*

»4»

i
3.470.

(158,2,50.)

eloctro-che" Method and appa
• Dr. H. Spiel. July 19th, 1917
" Adapters for use in connection with elec

cults.- F. Young. January 28th, 1921. (176,220.)

3,665. " Brush-holders for dvnamo-electric machi
January 31st, 1921. (176,225.)'

6,138. " Secondary electri<i batteries or accumulators." B. Heap <r

Chloride Electrical 'Storage Co., Ltd. February 23rd, 1921. (176.244.)

7,285. "High-tension ctBctj;ical condensers," P. Bunet. May 18th, 19*

I gas r

lighting and other ci

" E. H. H. Hassk

(163,684.)

7.749.
'

E. R. My
8.448.

'

(176,259.1

Insulating supports or holdi

rs. March llth^i?2.1. (17.6,2.'i3.)

Electric heating "apparatus'." E

for lorhead electric trolley wires

luntwvler. March ISth, 192
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have been built up or are in contemplation. But there

io a limit even to the financial aid which private Chinese

interests are prepared or are able to go to in the dispatch

of students to other lands; and it is here that the

opportunity arises for a big industrial nation to come

in to assist China for mutual benefit, an opportunity

not' only of receiving Chinese students in manufacturing

works in an industrial country, but also of rendering

valuable aid in the training of Chinese in technical

.schools in China herself.

It seems advisable in this connection again to em-

phasise the fact that the industrial or engineering stu-

dent of to-day is the works or factory manager of the

future, and that his particular training naturally gives

him special interest in the use of the plant and

machinery made by the foreign country where he

received his industrial education or in the equipment

with which he had become familiar in a technical school

in China. The former <;onsideration was perhaps one

of the reasons why the Government of the United States

decided to return America's share in the Boxer indem-

nity, so as to permit of the maintenance of Chinese

students in industrial training in the United States.

In this connection the British Chamber of Commerce
Journal, of Shanghai, discussing the question of tech-

nical scholarships for Chinese, expresses the hope that

the institution and grant of such scholarships will be

brought within the scope of the Associated British Cham-
bers of Commerce in China at no distant date, and states

that this would be rendered possible if the Briti.sh

Government were also to remit the Boxer indemnity. In

this event the Associated Chambers consider that the ex-

perience of the Government of India in the matter of

the grant of scholarships to Indians during the past

twenty years, permitting them to come to England for

training, would be an invaluable guide to the Chambers
in proceeding with the matter witli regard to China.

The prevision of the United States Government in the

relinquishment of the Boxer indemnity has been justi-

fied by events. A constant stream of Chinese .students

reaches the United States every year, and over two

thousand are studying there at present. In France a

similar number is to be found as a result (1) of the for-

mation in Peking of the Chinese-French Educational

Community, and (2) of the facilities afforded by the

French Government for securing the introduction of the

students into French educational institutions and
French industrial works. On the other hand, only one

tenth of this number is known to be either in England
or in Germany. Thus, there should be plenty of scope

for the proposal of the .\ssociated Chambers of Com-
merce in China in the direction of scholarships for ap-

proved Chinese students who would be sent for ti'ainin^'

to Great Britain.

If, however, it is impo.ssible for the time being foi-

various reasons to increase the number of Chinese stu-

dents in England, the best alternative is to assist in the

training of them in their own country; and a fresli

occasion is now available for British firms to render aid

in this direction in their own common interest for tlie

furtherance of trade with China. According to tlie

Biilhtin of the Federation of British Industries, tlic

Education Committee of tlie Federatidii recently hail

under consideration the question of the Chunghua
Vocational School, which was established in the neigh-

bourhood of Shanghai in l!)18, through the efforts of

the National Association of Vocational Education in

China. The committee decided to rei'ommend the school

to the attention of members as a project worthy of con-

sideration both on account of the useful work the school

is carrying on and of the excellent opportunity it affords

for acquainting the Chinese generally with British

methods and manufacturers. Designed to provide voca-

tional education for the Chinese student at home, the

Bulletin states that with the exception of that at the

Hong Kong University, it is the only engineering voca-

tional school in China. This statement naturally im-

plies that the German combined languiigc and engineer-

ing school in China disappeared during the war and has

not been re-established.

The Chunghua school at present comprises an engineer-

ing shop, wood-working, button-baking, and enamelling

shops, physics and chemical laboratories, an electro-

plating shop, &c., but in view of the wide-spread demand
for admission, it is desired to extend the curriculum so

as to include electrical and civil engineering, industrial

chemistry, textile manufactures and dyeing, toy-

making, printing, and other courses in applied science.

Tlie tuition is free in all cases, although students are re-

quired to pay their own boarding fees, and the necessary

funds are largely provided by the sale of the goods

manufactured in the school workshops. At present the

institution is practically an English school, but, accord-

ing to a member of the Federation who recently visited

it, the Americans are taking a keen interest in the school

and are anxious to obtain control over it. The plant

is said to be getting somewhat out-of-date, and the

school is in great need of new equipment.

The question now is whether the school is to main-

tain its English character or become Americanised.

We should saj' that it is in the greatest interest of

British firms to preserve the English nature of the school

and not let any competitors derive the ultimate advan-

tages resulting from the English training at the school

or receive the fruits of these labours in the future. For

these and other reasons we heartily support the recom-

mendation of the Education Committee of the F.B.I.

that British firms should come forward once again (as

they did at Hong Kong in response to our appeal) and
supply, or contribute towards the purchase of plant and

equipment required by the school.

We have discussed this matter again and again in

relation to particular markets of the world. Hong-
kong University's needs were met, there has recently

been an appeal in our pages on behalf of Cape Town, and
now we have the present requirements of China put

prominently before us. We have long felt that British

manufacturers would find it well worth their while to

consider the whole of the important future engineering

markets of the world and elaborate a world policy and

organisation- to deal enterprisingly with their trade

relationships to foreign students—the leading engineer-

purchasers or advisers of to-morrow. We are therefore

glad to note that in the BE.A.M. A. the subject of

admitting oversea students into its members' works has,

been carefully investigated, and a publication is being

prepared setting out the facilities that are in existence.

The number of oversea students in the,works in ques-

tinii is extremely small, namely, only 92, and they come

from all parts of the world, but chiefly from Australia.

Eirypt. Indi.n. and South Africa.

THE LOCK-OUT.

Last week there seemed, at the time of writing our lead-

ing article, to be some reason for optimism ; at the time

of writing this there is a division among the unions

which may be the beginning of the end.

Notices were posted in engineering works connected

with the Employers' Federation on Wednesday last week,

to members of Unions other than the A.E.U., and the

notices were to become effective within the week. It

soon became obvious that there was disagreement be-

tween the A.E.U. and the other unions regarding a basis

for reopening negotiations. On Saturday night there

was a conference at the Ministry of Labour to consider

a new document submitted by the employers on the pre-

vious day. On Tuesdfvy the negotiating committee met

the Prime Minister, by invitation, and later it was an-

nounced that the three Federations of Unions, other

than the A.IC.U., through their representatives, in-
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formed the Prime Minister that they wera prepared to

accept the employers' revised memorandum as the basis

of negotiations if the employers would postpone the lock-

out notices which were to terminate on the Wednesday

as stated above. Whether the employers will agree to

this is unknown to us at the moment. The. Prime

Minister tried to bring pressure to bear upon the

A.E.U., but the latter adhered to their previous decision

that as the principles embodied in the memorandum of

April 1st were the same as those in the memorandum of

November, 1921, which their members had rejected by

ballot, the basis was not one on which they could resume

negotiations. The Labour house is therefore divided

against itself, and it remains to be seen how long it can

stand.

From a close study of public opinion, as reflected in

the newspapers representing various parts of the coun-

try, we are of the opinion that there is no feeling in

favour of this lock-out. There' is, and we think it is justi-

fied, a due appreciation of the difficulties of engineering

employers with regard to the shop steward question and

the much-talked-of managerial functions. But the esist-

ence of some just cause for complaint, and its general

acceptance as correct, does not guarantee wise, tactful,

or considerate handling of the issue. There is a wide-

spread feeling of impatience and annoyance at this un-

expected blow, coming as it does just at the moment
when trade appeared to be taking a turn for the better.

The employers being the party responsible for the lock-

out, and for the repeated breaking-off of negotiations

on one pretext or another, it is natural that doubt shall

ari.se as to what lies behind it all. The overtime ques-

tion can be dismissed ; it is obviously the merest occa-

sion for the dispute, and not its cause. As we said last

week, no sane employer wants to pay time-and-a-half for

less efficient work. The managerial function question

is more plausible, but in itself it is not sufficient for what
must quite candidly be described as the arbitrary atti-

tude that has been adopted by the employers throughout
the whole course of the trouble. The extension of the

dispute and the bitterness engendered has led to un-
reasonableness and displays of temper on the part of the

hot-headed section of the workers. The Communist
urges them to " Fight, damn it, fight !

" The Electrical
Trades Union suggests butting in with a strike and an
attempt to shut down the power stations. No sympathy
will be extended to wild nonsense of this kind, but we
have learned to take it from whence it comes. We ex-
pect better things from the employers; and after we
have heard so much during the years of the war about
co-partnership, team work, bearing one another's bur-
dens, and what not, it is disheartening to find an abso-
lutely unyielding frame of mind, refusing to discuss
terms, but merely presenting them for acceptance.
The Unions still press for the setting-up of an Indus-

trial Court, \Nha.t the country wants is the facts, and
these can be ascertained by an Industrial Court better
tlian by any other method.

Already, as news reports show, some employers are
starting to economise with their office staffs. We hinted
at the possibility of this earlv in the dispute. If the
ifclmical workers had a really powerful union of their
own, some useful opposition to such a move might be
organised; but as they have made their bed, so must
they lie. If trained technical men will not find the
money required for the purpose, if they neglect, as they
have neglected, the opportunity of creating and main-
taining the needful organisation, thev have only them-
selves to thank when thev find themselves out' in the
cold.

It IS to be hoped that the employers will feel sucli
confidence in the rectitude of their side of the case that
they will join with the Unions in a.sking for an inquiry.
If not, it is the plain duty of the Government, in the

interests of truth and of the nation at large to take the

necessary steps to bring the Industrial Court into being.

If its findings are unacceptable they cannot be enforced,

though there would naturally be strong moral pressure
against the side I'efusing to accept them ; btit even in

this lamentable eventuality the facts, for instance, about
managerial functions, their exercise and the amount of

interference with them that exists, would be available
for the information of the public.

The Institution of Electrical Engi-

Electricity in neers on Thursday last week enjoyed an
Agriculture. exceptional treat when Mr. R. Borlase

Matthews described the uses to which he

has applied electricity on his 600-acre farm. In addi-

tion to ordinary lantern slides, he made excellent use of

the kinematograph to illustrate farming operations, not

only on his own but also on Continental farms, thus

vividly impressing on the minds of the audience the

nature of the problems with which the farmer is con-

fronted and the methods which have been adopted to

solve them. Incidentally, he also indicated by this

means the rapid progress which is being made in the

utilisation of water-power in a German province for the

generation of electricity ; and his demonstration of

mechanical accountancy was most effective.

In the course of the discussion (which was to be re-

sumed yesterday, owing to the large number of members
who desired to take part in it), Mr. Bernard Jenkin, \<-ho

stated that he had just completed seven years' " appren-

ticeship " to farming (how many more electrical engi-

neers are going back to the land?), laid stress on the

enormous proportion of transport and haulage met with

in farming operations, and drew the conclusion that
electricity was eminently unfitted to compete with the

internal-combustion-engined tractor. Although Mr.
Matthews uses a battery vehicle on his farm, it cannot
be denied that Mr. Jenkin's case is a strong one, under
existing conditions ; but how long will this obtain ?

Battery traction has been tried for ploughing and other
haulage operations on farms, but is handicapped by the
excessive weight of the vehicle, which makes it most un-
suitable for use except on metalled roads, while the occa-
sional efforts involved in ploughing call for excessive
rates of discharge from the battery, to the detriment of
the plates. But when a battery tractor weighing only
half or one third as much as the present vehicle is avail-
able, capable also of standing up to heavy discharges
with equanimity, the situation will be fundamentally
changed, and the uses of electricity on the farm will be
immensely extended.

The opposition to the Bill in the

Tlie Electricity House of Lords on Tuesday last

Supply Bill. assumed a ridiculous aspect. It was
gravely alleged that the Bill was too

technical and too complicated to be dealt with by the

House, and should be referred to a Select Committee,
although that House did not hesitate to deal drastically

with the far more complicated and technical Bill of

1919 in a couple of days. Scruples regarding the lay-

ing of burdens on the ratepayers were advanced by men
who in the same breath demanded a procedure involving
the expenditure of perhaps £20,000, a delay of many
months, and the probable crippling of the work of the

Electricity Commissioners for another year at least.

The whole subject has already been thrashed out ad
nauseam, and the opposition seems to be merely that of
interested parties who wish to block the Bill at "any cost.

However, nine clauses were passed on Tuesday, embody-
ing the bulk of the provisions of importance.
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ILLUMINATED ELECTRIC SIGNS.

The remarkable displays of animated electric signs

wliicli for .some time past Iiave enlivened Piccadilly

Circus and otiier busy traffic centres in London have

attracted much attention, due not only to the skill with

which they have been designed, but also to the novelty

and ingenuity of the movements which they simulate.

Some particulars regarding the methods by which these

striking effects are produced may be of interest to our

readers. The field is one in which electrical methods
are not merely supreme, but absolutely without a rival,

for by no other means can results be obtained which can

for a moment be compared with them.

The use of electric signs is, of course, as old as the

incandescent lamp, but it should not be supposed that

the subject has been fully developed—far from it.

Progress in this Cdinitry wms held l)ark during the years

Fig. ].—riccADiLiA' Circus, London, at Xuiht.

of war for obvious reasons. Iiul even licfcu-e that period
our American confreres had carried tlie construction of

electric signs to a jiitrli dl' magnitude and splendour
that left us far in the rrar, and wc have a great deal to

learn from them. As a matter of fact, tlie Piccadilly
signs to whicli we have referred are based directly upon
American practice ; but on that foundation new ideas

and new method.s liavc been superposed, and we hope
to see a distinctively " British school " established in

this art.

The signs with which we .ire here concerned were
designed and erected l)y the Klectric Sign Department of

__©

Fig. -Section of Standahd Boro' Ei.wtric Sign Letter.

the Borough Bill-posting Co., and were constructed
in the company's London workshops. Apart from the
feature of motion, the signs differ materially in detail

from the practice customarily followed ; the letters and
other elements in particular are much improved in

visibility and legibility by the adoption of a channel
form, as shown in fig. 2. It has been found that letters

composed of lamps projecting from flat surfaces, whilst
clear enough from the front, become confused and

illegible when viewed at an angle, owing to their
mutual interference; by sinking the lamps into chan-
nels of sheet metal, tliis defect is entirelv removed.
whilst at till' sail tu the are better protected

Fiii. :;.—Ki.ixTRic Suixs in Course of Construction at the
Boro' Electric Signs WoRKSHor.

The frame work is light but very strong, and the lines

of the illuminated letters, instead of being made up of

bright points, become continuous, as is well shown in

fig. i. owing to the reflections from the back and sides

of the channel, the ])ro])ortions of which have been deter-

mined to suit the sign-type lamps which are used. Jn^i-

BUfLOS BONNIE
:;
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I

1.— BoRO " Skins at riccAOiLiA Circus.

dentally, the cli

cated designs.

given herewith.

aniiels can be built up in most compli-

as illustrated in ti". .3 and other views
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The lamps and holders are of course most important
features in the construction. The former are made of

a particular standard size and shape, and are provided

Fio. !).—Lamp, Hgldkk, Cw. \M' Ih

with Ellison screw bases, the bayonet holder beinp; e

tiiely unsuitable for this purpose, owing to tlie narr<

separation of the parts exjiosed to a pressure of "iliil

of colour attachment is the cap, which is hemispherical
in form and fits snugly over the pip end of the lamp
only. Its use is confined mainly to displays having
coloured backgrounds, such as the familiar flaming
torches or the vivid green plumage of the Strand parrot.

When an opal cap is used with the standard white
channel letter a very noticeable improvement in the efltect

is obtained. The series of bright light spots, generally
accepted as inherent to all electric signs, disappears
almost entirely, and the channel is instead filled with a
soft white light of practically uniform value, giving
very clear definition over a wide angle of view, while
permitting wider lamp spacing than is otherwise neces-
sary. The difference in the effects obtained with the
hood and the cap respectively is well seen in fig. 4, where
the lamps in the word " Glaxo" are fitted with hoods,
whilst the lamps in the other words are fitted with opal
caps.

Turning now to the method of imparting the appear-
ance of movement to the signs, we illustrate in figs. G
and 8 two of the controllers used for this purpose, the
former being in the company's workshop and the latter,

photopraphed in situ, being the apparatus which actu-
ates the picture of a revolving wlieel and other features
of the Pirelli sign shown in fig. 4. The controller or
llasher, as it is more commonly termed, consists of one

^^ .
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as for the segments, which can be cut to any arc of a

circle and set so as to make and break contact at any
desired point in the course of a revolution. In the case

of a complicated sign such as that shown in fig. 7,

several drums of varying speeds are mounted in the same
framework, and driven by the same motor; they are

interconnected as may be necessary to produce the

required sequence. In the sign illustrated in fig. 7,

the bottle appears first as full, and the wine-glass

empty; "wine" commences to flow from the bottle to

in the background. The signs are set in operation by
^ enner time switches, which control automatic circuit-

breakers ; these, with the necessary fuses and watt-hour
meters, constitute the equipment of the switchboard
panels, which are mounted on angle-iron frames.

With the resources that we have described, an infinite

variety of effects can be obtained; examples in opera-
tion to-day, in addition to the one we have described
above, are the revolving wheel of the Pirelli sign, the
rotating globe of the Coliseum, the Ijrilliantlv scintilla-

FlG. 8.—CONTKOIXEK ACTUATING THE PiRELM SiGN.

the glass, and the level of the liquid in the former is

gradually lowered by cutting off successive strata of

red lamps, and lighting in their stead lines of opal-

capped lamps, while the glass similarly is made to appear

gradually to become full by a reversal of this process.

The bottle then vanishes, and the' name of the brand is

illuminated. By suitable disposition of the segmental

contacts, the letters can either be written, or spelt out,

or simultaneously lighted up. The various components
of these controllers have been standardised, so that anv

Fig. 9.- -A Section of the Piccadilly Installation, showing
THE Sandeman Flasher and Switchgear.

combination can lie iiiadf up from ii very complete range

of parts which are kept in stock. .Although the me-

chanism may be in operation for several hours a day, it

undergoes but little wear, and requires a minimum of

attention.

Fig. 9 shows parts of two of the switchboards in-

stalled at Piccadilly Circus, with one of the controllers

ting garment of a danseuse near Charing Cross, the very

realistic fountain in Piccadilly," and the lightning

Hashes, waving flags, and fancy borders elsewhere.

Opinions may differ as to the sesthetic merits of such

signs, but there is no question as to their advertising

value, or the fascination which they exercise over those

who are not familiar with them, and the supply under-

takings no doubt appreciate their advantages as con-

sumers of electrical energy. The company responsible

for these new departures is to be congratulated on its

enterprise, for which there is abundant scope in our

great cities.

In conclusion, our thanks are due to Mr. G. P. Gar-

bett, manager of the Boro' Electric Sign Department,

for the opportunity to inspect and photograph the

apparatus, and for facilities to prepare tliis :irticle.

An Electric Cotton Picker.—The satherint; of cotton is a

tedious and lengthy process, and the size of the crop of any

cotton grower is dependent upon the amount of labour he i»

able to obtain. In the .\merican cotton fields it is known
that most growers could produce crops three times the size

of their prescAt crops if a quicker method of picking werb

available. According to the Te^Hilc Recorder, the American

General Electric Co. has put upon the market a machine

which will revolutioni.>^e cotton-pii-kmg methods, ensuring

greater speed and cleaner cotton, and further, one that will

onlv gather cotton that is fully ripe. The gathering device

consists of an attachment to the end of a long suction tube

composed of two brushes, which revolve inwards, enclosed in

a metal case. These have a comb-like movement, and pull

the cotton free without collecting any jvirt of the boll or

leaves The freed cotton is then taken through the suction

pipe to a container. This receptacle is nipunted on »

carriage, and also mounted on this arc an engine and dynamo,

which supply power to the motors. .Just before the cotton

drops into the container it is cleaned by a motor-driven fan.

There are four picking tubes and appliances to ea<-h machine.

By the use of tliis machine picking is cnTried out four times

as fast as bv hand, and in.st^^id of its taking l.tW lb. of seed

cotton to make a 50»-lb. bale of cotton lint, only l,4oU ID.

of seed cotton is required.
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THE AUSTRALIAN MARKET.

[From a Local Contributor.]

If, in c-oiinuon with all other countries, Australia, at

the moment, is suffering from the effects of the world-

wide commercial depression, her great natural resources

and potential wealth are such that, when the anticipated

trade improvement does conmience to take effect, she

should be one of the first to recover and, therefore, the

present may be an opportune time to consider some of

the more important aspects of the electrical industry in

Australia, with special reference to their bearing upon

the British export trade.

For four years or more British manufacturers, with

what patience they could muster, were obliged to recon-

cile themselves to viewing practically the whole of the

Australian electrical business going to America and

Japan, and, therefore, it may not be out of place to

examine, first, the competition likely to be experienced

by Britain in her efforts to regain this most important

market, and, in this connexion, some statistics of

electrical imports obtained from the Commonwealth
Government Customs Departmental Returns are set out

below. In this table, which otherwise contains some

illuminating comparisons of the relative values of cer-

tain Australian electrical imports for pre-war and post-

war years, it has to be stated that the method of classi-

fication—that of the Customs Department— is not alto-

gether an admirable one from the point of view of the

proper segregation of classes of apparatus.

DvNAMO Electric Machinrs, including Static Transformers,
Induction Coils, Electric Fans and Parts jhereof.

1913. 1918/1919. I9I9/I920.

184,161 327,318

300,574 381,440

nil nil

United Kingdom 273.7.5fi

United States 141,524

Germany 29,553

Starting and Control Apparatus, including Switchboards
(except Telephone Boards).

1913. 1916/1919. 1919/1920.

United Kinjjdom 37,250 25.990

United States 30.763 64,974

Cable and Wire (Covered).
1913. 1918/1919.

47,668

73,019

1919/1920.

United Kingdom
United States
Japan
Canada
{jermany
Belgium

561,780
19,691
nil

nil

30,848

19,877

Copper Wire.
1913.

146.711 531,978

112,003 29.237

301.867 50,881

51,093 17.828

nil nil

nil nil

1918/1919. 1919/1920.

United Kingdom 175.916 4,063 36,640

I.'nited States 10,956 38.875 31.475

Belgium 21,662 nil nil

Germany 4,396 nil nil

Accumulators or Storage Batteries.
1913. 1918/1919. 1919/1920.

i; £ £

United Kingdom 121,721 10,750 44,520

United States 8.929 100,872 77.038

Germany 31,375 nil nil

The competition to be expected by British makers may
be classified into American, Japanese, other foreign

and, finally', local.

America always had a considerable share of the Aus-

tralian electrical business even before the war, but a refer-

ence to the foregoing tables will show that the war

enabled America to establish herself in this market more

firmly than ever; this is most apparent in the first two

groups of the table. Australian conditions closely

approximate to those obtaining in America, and Ameri-

can practice is being increasingly followed here, in sup-

port of which statement and without going into detail,

the Victorian Government's 132,000-volt transmission

line (Morwell scheme) and the Tasmanian Government's

88,000-voU lin? may be cited. Outdoor transformers

are employed and outdoor switchgear is being more fre-

quently called for ; overhead lines are universal, except

in the business quarters of the cities.

These factors, combined with the customary Americaa

energy with regard to canvassing and propaganda, plus

their "bulk production and general standardisation me-

thods, greatly assist the Americans to retain their busi-

ness in this country.

The Electrical Review for October 20th, 1916 (p.

433), published some interesting extracts from a report

by the United States Consul on the position of electrical

affairs in Australia as it appeared to him, and, although

this is an old report, it can be profitably referred to

again, while a recent statement by Mr. Ferrin (late

American Trade Commissioner to Australia) is of par-

ticular interest just now, especially following upon a

recent American loan to an Australian State Government

—the first loan obtained from without the Empire. Ex-

tracts are given below from Mr. Ferrin's statement

(quoted from the Sydney Morning Herald of November

10th, 1921):—
" Mr. Ferrin said yesterday he would like to see American

capital represented more largely in the development of Aus-

tralia. The interest rate in America was declining, and there

was every indication that money would accumulate there for

investment abroad. . . . The position in Australia was

probably sounder than in any other country that had been

affected by the war (my itahcs), and it seemed to him that

there were abundant opportunities for the profitable use of

capital. . . . Mr. Ferrin said the imports into Australia

from America had increased very largely during the past few

years, and last year were valued at ^£30.000,000, as compared

with jei5.000,000 in 1919, and an average of £5,000,000 a year

before the war. Owing to the exchange position and other

factors, that, in his opinion, were only temporary, trade had

decline'd during the past few months, but it should increase

materially in the future. . . . There is a possibility that

some of the large manufacturing concerns in America might

establish ptents in Austraha, and that might become a strong

probability if the Commonwealth Government w^ere to offer

concessions in the shape of a reduction of the duties on. say,

the machinery required to be imported here to equip these

plants."

On the other side of the ledger is a strong prevalent

feeling in Australia that her destiny is irrevocably joined

with that of the United Kingdom, and that it is neces-

sary to do everything possible to re-establish trade rela-

tions within the Empire, and this patriotic attitude is

evidenced by the fact that while, in the past, loans raised

in London were frequently largely expended in the pur-

chase of plant in America, it is now the practice for

certain Government Departments and also municipali-

ties to give a definite percentage of preference to British

manufactures as against foreign makers, over and above

that secured by the tariff. This, however, has to be con-

sidered from a wider aspect, as a similar preference is

granted to the Australian manufacturer over the British,

and this, in a country where political and party influence

in the settling of more important contracts is at times in

evidence, should not be overlooked.

If America is the most formidable competitor with

regard to plant and apparatus, Japan is. at present, to

be reckoned with so far as accessories are concerned.

In the mercantile sense, Japan made the utmost of

the war situation, developing her foreign trade to an

enormous extent. Considerable business in electrical

supplies of all kinds, but principally lamps, wires, and

cables, and general accessories was done in Australia

during the war, and once again a reference to the fore-

going^able will prove of interest. If, generally speak-

?ng, the quality of the goods and the conduct of business

originally left' a great'deal to be desired, it has to be

admitted that improvements in both respects have been

made, and the Japanese Government, realising that past

business methods have not always been above reproach

and jealous of the good name of Japan, is alleged to he
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taking steps to ensure that there shall be fewer transac-

tions calculated to be irritating to the customer.

Not only did Japan cater for the small accessories,

but quotations were made for more important plant,

such as transformers, motors, and pumps, and, if they

did not secure any business in this apparatus, it indi-

cates the scope of their recent enterprises, while it is the

fact that they have supplied to Australia a 20,000-volt

paper cable.

These facts speak for themselves without laboured
comment. It is sufficient to say that Japan is wide
awake and keen to a degree. She is developing her con-

siderable mineral resources and building up her manu-
facturing industries as rapidly and efficiently as cir-

cumstances permit, in connection with which it must
be remembered that there is the added point that

American capital has established various electrical enter-

prises in Japan.
However, admitting all this, past experience seems to

support the idea that, save in the very cheapest lines,

Japan will not recover her war trade unless British

makers unthinkably sacrifice their well-earned reputa-

tion for quality, and this opinion is supported by the

very strong feeling in Australia against coloured labour
and also by the fact that Japan, in common with Europe
and America, is experiencing her labour troubles.

The other foreign competition may be expected from
the usual sources, namely, Sweden, Switzerland. Italy,

Holland, Denmark, and Belgium. Most of the leading
electrical manufacturers in these countries are more or

less adequately represented in Australia, and, in at

least one instance, that of a well-established Swiss firm,

steps have been recently taken to open an Australian
office. The Dutch lamp manufacturers are strongly en-

trenched here, but recent developments may alter that
position somewhat. As regards former enemy countries,

the Australian Government until recently stood alone in

jirohibiting commercial relations, but it has recently
sanctioned the resumption of trade relations with Ger-
many as from August 1st next, at which date it is only
to be expected that every effort will be made by German
manufacturers to get a substantial share of tlie Austra-
lian business. Coupled Tvith this decision of the Federal
Government is a statement that special precautions will

be introduced to prevent " dumping," but it remains
to be seen if these will prove efficacious.

We next have to consider what competition the British
manufacturers may expect to meet with from the
Australian factories which are engaged in the manufac-
ture of electrical plant and appliances. Prior to the
war, Australia was ill-equipped from a general manu-
facturing point of view, and this, coupled with her re-

moteness from the world's manufacturing centres,

caused her much inconvenience. Forced to depend
more and more upon her own factoi-ies, there were num-
bers of enterprises, large and small, started in most
engineering sections with considerable extensions to
those already established. An instance may be cited in
the Broken Hill Co.'s Steel Works at Newcastle, employ-
ing over 5,000 men. The electrical l)ranch was not over-
looked, and both in Victoria and in New South Wales
factories of considerable importance have been extended
or established. In this and in other of the Australian
States there is a host of small factories, turning out
transformers, meters, switchgear, motors, conduit
fittings, heating appliances, &c. That the manufacture
in Australia of important electrical plant is regarded
seriously is evidenced by the fact that Government and
municipal contracts for turbo-alternators up to 12,000
kW have been placed, and, admitting present depend-
ence upon parent or other British factories for designs
or supply of parts not readily to be made in
Australia, it is evident that Australian competition can-
not be lightlv disregarded. As showing only one aspect,
there is at Port Kembla (N.S.W.) a factory largely de-
voted to the manufacture of bare copper cables. This
factory turns out practically the whole of the bare
copper cables used in Australia, the ereat majority of
which before the war came fyom Britain.

Then we have a factory noted for the manufacture
^f dry core telegraph cables ; this concern is already in

receipt of a contract from the P.M.G.'s Department
approximating £230,000.

However, it has to be stated that the sparseness of

Australia's population plus the scattering of these few

millions over the seaboard of a Continent and the conse-

quent difficulties preventing that mass production pos-

sible in a closely-populated country will, in the writer's

opinion, prevent any marked success for Australian

electrical manufacturing enterpri.se. Local and quali-

fied success there must be, but there seems to be every

indication that Australian manufacturers will shortly

be called upon to fight for their very existence. This

refers, of course, more particularly to the concerns estab-

lished since 1914.

The tariff has been increased considerably, and, as

regards the principal electrical apparatus, now reads:—
British
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ascerta-ined that a ship similaily fitted could at that time have

been purchased from the Admiralty for j£331,000. While it is

neither within our province to comment upon, nor in con-

formity with our personal opinions to criticise, the policy of

the local ship construction, we think the public should know
the additional co-st involved.

We may iieit consider tlie general commercial possi-

bilities for the future. Australia's position amongst

the self-governing Dominions from the point of view of

future potentialities ranks very high, and, with a return

to normal conditions, she should be amongst the first to

set in train the various schemes retarded by the war or

by the present depression. A sound immigration policy

has been inaugurated, and within a decade great strides

should have been made towards that considerable in-

crease in population which is Australia's vital necessity.

Lord Northcliffe realised that during his recent visit,

and may be expected to do all within his power to sup-

port a sound policy fur bringing- to Australia the desir-

able innnigrant.

From the electrical aspect, it is ([uite impossible to

i^auge the developments wliich }iiay be expected within

the next decade, but it may be said, without danger of

exaggeration, that with the increased population and the

world's finance on a sounder footing, electrical business

will boom as never before. The Victorian Government

has placed important contracts for the development of

the vast Morwell brown coal deposits ; this scheme is in-

tended to supply Melbourne and the intervening towns

on the route. Many other State Governments have large

irrigation and hydro-electric schemes in view which are

only delayed by the ijuestion of finance.

Considerable attention has been given recently to the

necessity of making country life in Australia more at-

tractive, and so prevent the rush to the cities, and in

that effort, electricity must play its part in the scheme.

Even so, there is little doubt that the capital cities must

extend considerably in all respects. Sydney aims at

becoming the second city of the Empire, and is content

with little short of the most modern ideas. Her White
Bay generating station (for the tramway system) is one

of the most modern and up-to-date stations in existence.

Queensland is regarded by many as the coming State

in view of her still largely untouclied mineral, agricul-

tural and pastoral resources.

In Melbourne and Newcastle, existing cable and steam

trams must ultimately be superseded hj electric trams.

Small townships will almost invariably have an elec-

tricity supply, and it is the rule rather than the excep-

tion in Australia to find the "juice" in such small

communities as would, in England, still stand by oil ;

this is, of course, due to the almost complete absence of

irritating restrictions regarding wa}'-leaves, &c.

Country-house work provides a promising field, and
some thousands of self-contained auto-lighting plants

have been sold for " stations " and similar establish-

rfients.

To sum up, it may Ije said that Australia's primary
products are capable of huge extensions, even if all of

her wool, wheat, meat and mining trades are at present

under the heavy commercial weather. Her powers of

recuperation, even after devastating droughts, are so

marked tliat Australia's future is assured.

Taking all in all, there is every incentive for the

British manufacturer of electrical material and appara-
tus to put forward his best effort to regain and extend

that .\ustralian business so laboriously built up and
shattered during the war. It will not be done without
Rerious and consistently applied effort, plus rontinued
close attention to details. Every effort nnist be made to

see that ((uality is maintained, as Australia's standard
is high, and nothing short of the best is of any use for

this market. It is to be stressed that the Australian

Customs Department regularly opens up shipments of

such diverse importations as boots and vulcanised ruliber

cables, and carries out various tests ; those on boots need
not interest us, but cables are tested to see if tliey come
up to the labelled description and, if they fail to pass

the test, the whole shipment is returned to the country
of origin.

A good deal has been written about the trade war after

the war, with particular reference to the export trade,

and there has been more than the usual criticism of

British conservatism and its detrimental effect upon
British commerce in Colonial and foreign markets. Al-

though there is a certain amount of exaggeration in

this criticism, made principally by those who have not

sufficiently considered the recent industrial tribulations

in Britain, it has to be admitted there is an element of

foundation for the adverse criticism in question.

British makers must put their organisations on the

most efficient footing, with special steps to see that their

agents and branch offices are strongly supported in every

way ; the latter is of paramount importance, and it is

to be emphasised tliat 12,000 miles cannot be adequately

served per cablegram.

In conclusion, the following extract from The Times

may be of interest. In a leading article referring to

the zinc contracts it asks:—
How did Germany manajie to secure a monopoly of Austra-

lian ores? The true ansner is that we were asleep, and the

Oermans very much nwakc. Our manufacturers did nnt

trouble about the source of the zinc supplies so long as tbey

obtained what they wanted. On the other hand, the Metal
Gesellschaft spent hundreds of thousands of pounds in discover-

infj special smelting proce-s.ses. while we did not spend a penny.

Concentrates had not come here because we were unable to

handle them with equal advantage. This was proved in 1914

and 191.5. when thou.sands of tons of intercepted concentrates

lay for months unused in Briti-sh ports, owing to the absence

of nlants for treatment.
Had we shown the equivalent of German alertness, enter-

pri.se. appreciation of research and capacitv for organisation,

continues The Tinii'ii. the zinc industry would have lieen devel-

oped by Australian and British instead of by German canital,

and ore would hnvp been smelted on the spot or in Britain.

The need for Mr. Hughes's sharp sword und niir belated efforts

to spur on our metallurgists wonld not then have arisen.

If, hereafter, concludes Thr Timeif. we develop that technical

knowledge which will enable ns to treat ores as cheaplv as

Germanv and Bel<jium. niir hold on the industry will be abso-

lute and unshakable at everv point.

LOW GRADE COALS FOR ELECTRIC

POWER GENERATION.

In a paiier read before the Society of Akts on Friday,

February '24th, Professor W. A. Bone, F.R.S., professor of

chemical technology at the Imperial College of Science and

Technology, discussed the utilisation of brown coals and fig-

nites, and the steps which are being taken in Australia

towards the production of cheap electric power by this means.

In the Latrobe Valley, Victoria, Australia, there is an area,

50 miles long, which is estimated to contain, within 1,000 ft.

of the surface, over 31,000,000 tons of brown coals and lig-

nites. These are low-grade fuels, which contain something

like 50 per cent, of water in the raw state, but by a drying

process the water content can be considerably reduced. In

1917 the Advisory Committee appointed by the Victorian

Government to investigate the possibilities of generating

electric power on a large scale from the Morwell coal (in the

Latrobe Valley) reported that, notwithstanding its low grade,

power could be more cheaply generated from it for the City

of Melbourne than from black coal imported from New
South Wales. It was oHicially estimated at about that time

that the cost of producing raw Morwell coal at the mines

would not exceed 2s. 9d. per ton, and that it could be de-

livered by the then existing railway in Melbourne (97 miles

distant) at 7s. 8d. per ton, against about '20s. for black coal

from New South Wales. Things are now moving rapidly

on the lines indicated in the committee's report. Large-

scale steam trials are in progress, with a view to ascertain-

ing how the coal may best be burnt under boilers, and a

large electric power station scheme at Morwell is now
materialising, with every prospect of success, in connection

with which a large order for water-tube boilers was recently

placed in this country. .\s a result of all these developments

it is anticipated that in a few years hence, not only will the

City of Melbourne derive the whole of its electric power from
Morwell coal, but also the Victorian State Railways will

be worked electrically by energy generated from the same
deposits.

Researches have lieen carried out by Prof. Bone in the

direction of the heat treatment of these fuels below 400 deg.

0. as a possible method of enhancing their fuel values, and
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it has been found that such treatment affords a ready means
of up-grading such coals, and of improving their fuel values
generally. Also, Prof. Bone got into touch with the Under-
feed Stoker Co., which designed and patented an apparatus for

the purpose of both drying and up-grading the fuel con-
tinuou.sly in one operation, using only the sensible heat in

the burnt gases pas.<:ing away from a boiler. He exhibited

a diagram showing the general arrangement of a water-tube
boiler with a mechanical stoker fitted with one of such attach-

ments as designed by the Underfeed Stoker Co., which has
been installed by the Victorian Government Electricity Com-
missioners at Morwell, and is now undergoing systematic
trials there under the supervision of Mr. H. R. Harper, their

chief engineer. One of the principal advantages which it is

expected will be gained by the use of such a fuel improver
in connection with big power-station boiler installations,

such as that at Morwell, where a low-grade, but cheap, brown
coal must be used, is that by so drying and up-grading the
fxiel before burning in "the boiler grate it will give a much
hotter and more radiant fire than it would otherwise do, with
a consequent increase in both the steam output per boiler and
the thermal efficiency of the .system as a whole. Indeed, in

submitting its scheme for the ]\Iorwell contract the Under-
feed Stoker Co. guaranteed that nine boilers fitted with its

new fuel improver attachment would give the same .steam

output as twelve boilers fired with the untreated fuel, and
with a greater thermal efficiency. .Judging by the results

achieved so far. it seems probable that the anticipations of

the company will be fulfilled.

During the discuR.sjon w-hich followed the reading of the
paner Mr. John McWhae. the Agent-General for Victoria,

said it was anticipnted that early in 3924 electrical energy
would be supplied from Morwell throughout the whole State.
It was calculated that they would be able to supply electrical

energj' to manufacturers at £4 8s. per horse-power year, and
at the mine mouth. £2 17s. 6d. per horse-power year. The
prospect in Victoria was a magnificent one.

that by error the motor was stamped 1.000 revs, instead of

1,600 revs. If ever striking corroboration were wanted for

plaintiffs' story, it was to be found in that letter. He asked
himself what was the explanation of that letter consistent

with the defendants' statement now. The more one analysed
that the more impossible was it to reconcile that letter Tvith

the case defendants now put forward. The only unfortunate
letter from plaintiffs' point of view was a letter written by
Mr. Smith on February 3rd, 1921, shortly before the writ was
issued. That letter was not consistent with the evidence of

the witnesses, and if he thought that letter represented the
true facts at the time, he should give full weight to it. But
the letter was not written to defendants. It was written to

the sub-contractors, who were complaining, and four days
afterwards Mr. Smith wrote to the same people saying

:

" The statements I made in my last letter were inaccurate.

I made those statements on the strength of a report from
defendants." That might afford a complete answer on the
part of Mr. Smith to any criticisms directed by counsel for

the defence to his letter. His Lordship had no doubt there
was a warranty of this 1.000 revs, a minute motor. Was
there a breach? It was quite evident at some stage or an-
other this was a 1,600 rev. motor, and an independent expert
had put it at 1,450 revs. The only answer of defendants
was that the machine must have been altered. He believed
that the fact was that defendants did not appreciate the
nature of t'ne alteration that had been made at the time the
motor was sold. Someone then had altered the machine from
parallel to a new arrangement, and defendants not appre-
ciating that alteration sold the motor as if the arrangement
were still parallel. There was no question of honesty or dis-

honesty, but his Lordship was satisfied that there was a war-
ranty, and that there was a breach. The question was. what
ought to be the damages? On the whole he thought he would
be doing justice between the parties if he assessed the dam-
ages at ilOO. There would be judgment for plaintiffs for

flOO. with costs on the High Court scale.

LEGAL.

W. Smith (Camberwell), Ltd., v. Sdgden.

In the King's Bench Division before Mr. Justice McCardie, on
March 28th. plaintiffs, of Denmark Hill, sued defendant, trad-
ing as W. H. Sugden & Co., of Barking, claiming damages for

alleged breach of contract for the sale of an electric motor
or for alleged breach of warranty in respect of the sale of the
motor in June. 1920.

Mr. GovER, for the plaintiffs, said the action was by plaintiff's

for breach of warranty on the sale of a second-hand electric

motor, plaintiffs giving notice to defendants of the express
purpose for which they required it. Defendants traversed
these statements, and denied the warranty or the breach.
Plaintiffs were builders and contractors, and they had a con-
tract for a client at a house about eight miles from Boxmoor
Station. Part of the work consisted of the installation of
pumping plant which plaintiffs put out to contract with another
firm. They calculated the work the pump would have to do.
and they were satisfied that they would want a motor of

1.000 revs, per minute. There was no time for plaintiffs to
get a new motor, and though they had offers and could have
got motors of higher powers, they could not get one of the
power they retjuired. They heard that defendants had a
motor of the kind they required, and in June they informed
defendants that the sub-contractors had specified for a motor
of 1,000 revs., and they explained to defendants the purpose
for which they required it. Thereupon defendants, who were
electrical engineers and manufacturers, assured plaintiffs that
the motor was a 1,0(K1 revs, per minute motor, and showed
them a plate on the machine which showed it to be " h.p. 3,

1,050 revs., 110 volts, direct current." After being satisfied

that the motor was in proper order, plaintiffs bought it for
;64o. It was sent to the sub-contractors, who fixed it as part
of the pumping installation. After it was wired and running,
it made a good deal of noise, and the engineer calculated that
it was running at 1,600 revs. Finding it to be unfitted for
the work it was required to do, plaintiffs had to obtain an-
other motor in order to prevent a breakdown of the pumping
installation. In February, plaintiffs wrote to defendants that
they intended to return the motor because it was not in
accordance with the warranty, but defendants refused to take
it back.

Evidence having been given.
Mr. WooDG.'iTE, for the defence, said his contention was

that there was no warranty and no breach. Defendants
were dealers in second-hand motors. They agreed to supply
plaintiffs with a second-hand electric motor, and the motor
was approved by plaintiffs' representative after inspection.
Defendants sold the motor as seen and approved by plaintiffs'

representative, and did not give any warranty whatever that
the motor was fit for the purpose of being used by plaintiffs

to caiTy out their sub-contract. They gave no warranty with
the motor whatever.
Mr. Justice McCardie, in giving judgment, said a letter

had been pjodaced in wbicb defendants wrot* to plaintiffs

Tyler v. Kryn & Lahy Metal Works, Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division, on March 30th, Mr. Justice
McCardie heard an action brought by Mrs. Catherine Tyler, a
widow, on her own behalf and that of her two infant children,
against the Kryn & Lahy Metal Works, Ltd., of Holborn.
claiming, under Lord Campbell's .\ct, for compensation for
the death of her husband, Percy Tyler, an electrician, who
was killed in an accident at defendants' works.
Mr. Doughty, for the plaintiff, said that the accident

occurred on November 15th, 1920. at defendants' factory at

Letchworth, the deceased man being killed by being caught on
a runner of a bridge crane. He had to clunb up an upriglit and
pass between two runners on which two cranes ran, in order
to get to the cage of one of the two travelling electric cranes.

.\s his head emerged it was caught by the travelhng crane
and crushed, and he was instantly killed.

Mr. Justice McCardie, in giving judgment, said he was not
satisfied that negUgence had been proved against defendants.
The cranes and girders and so on were all in proper order,

and were .so arranged as to comply \Aith every obligation of

care, and he saw nothing in the arrangement of the ladder
or in the means of access from the ladder to the girder

to suggest any negligence at all. He had seen a good deal

of factory management and machinery arrangement, but he
confessed he did not think that the suggestion for the pro-

vision of some kind of collapsible cage or guard, such as had
been suggested by counsel for plaintiff, would ever have
occurred to any careful factory manager that he knew, and ho
did not think the suggestion would have been made in this case

unless the legal advisers of plaintiff had not exercised their ii>-

genuity to find something. His Lordship, therefore, held that

the absence of this extraordinary collapsible cage was not in

any way negligence. His Lordship .saw no negUgence in the
methods of work adopted by defendants, and he could not

find any negligence against them. With regard to the Fac-
tory Act Regulations, in his T^ordship's view of the facts there

was no dangerous part of the machinery to be found. The
movement of the crane itself might be attended with danger,

but there was no dangerous part, and he therefore rejected

the application of the Factory Acts. In his Lordship's view
the accident occurred, not from any negligence on the part of

defendants, but solely owing to the negligence of poor T>ler

himself. His Ixirdship exonerated defendants entirely from
negligence, and as he found, with great reluctance, that

the accident arose solely from the negligence of Tyler himself,

he must give judgment for the defendants, with costs.

Mr. Doughty asked for an award under the Workmen's
Compensation Act.

His Lordship made an award of J6300. and directed that £lo
should be deducted towards the costs.

Black Smoke Is'disance.

At the instance of the Poplar Borough Council, the Charing
Cross, West End. and City Electric Supply Co.. Ltd., was
summoned nt West Ham Police Court last week for emitting

black smoke in such quantity as to cause a nuisance, from

ite wor^s dt Marshgate Lane. Stratford, According to Th«
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Times report, Mr. F. A. S. Stern, for the company, said they

vised 80,000 tons of coal a year. Latterly they had been receiv-

ing all sorts and conditions of coal, and at times it had been
difficult to avoid a nuisance. Mr. RatcUffe Cousins made a
formal order to abate the nuisance forthwith, and ordered the

company to pay £5 5s. costs.

Account Collector Sentenced.

At Bradford, on March 30th, Edward Holmes, clerk and
collector, until recently in the employment of the City
Treasurer's department, was sent to prison for two months jn

the second division for embezzling i"23 lis. 5d.. The money
had been collected from the Great Northern Hotel. Laister-

dyke. in respect of an electricity account. There had been
other items collected on the same day and not accoimted for.

The defendant expressed his keen regret and blamed drink.
He said he had often collected between £400 and ±'-300 per day
without touching it. The Chairman of the Bradford Gas
Committee and the chief assistant overseer gave the man a
good character.

RuNBAKEN Magneto Co., Ltd., v. H. L. Raphael's Refinery.

In this case, according to the Daily Dispatch, judgment was
given in the High Court on Monday for the plamtilfs. Plain-
tiffs, of Manchester, claimed from defendants, of Limehouse,
London, damages for alleged failure to supply, under contract
dated June '26th, 1920, .5,OCK3 body castings. 5,000 inspection
covers, and 5,000 collector end plates for magnetos.

Plaintiffs' case was that defendants failed to supply samples
by the end of July. 1920, which was a term of the contract,
and later repudiated the contract.

To that defendants' reply was that the contract was varied,

and samples were submitted within the altered time limit,

and that plaintiffs refused to approve them, although this was
one of the terms impUed. They coiinterclaimed for ±'266 for
work done on the samples and ±'85 for loss of profit. The reply
of the plaintiffs to this was that the samples were defective.

Judgment for the plaintiffs for fl.OOC) damages and costs.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
{By our Parliamentary Reporter.)

The Engineering Dispute.—Dr. Macnamara .stated, on Mon-
day, with regard to the engineering dispute, that he had been
able to arrange on Saturday a meeting between the em-
ployers' representatives and the mediating committee, as a
result of which a proposal had been submitted to a conference
of representatives of the trade unions that day. Discussion
on that proposal was proceeding. It would be inadvisable to
make any further statement at the moment. In the ca.se of

the shipbuilding dispute the result of the ballot had not yet
been announced, and pending that he did not think he could
make a statement on the future course of events.
Electric-lamp Bulb Imports.—Mr. Eaffan asked the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade if he was aware that a firm of

British electric-lamp manufacturers was a party to an appli-
cation for a duty to be imposed on electric-lamp bulbs im-
ported from Germany ; whether his attention had been called
to the fact that the only evidence produced to the Safeguard-
ing of Industries Act Committee showing 1921 importation of

these goods from Germany, related to a .sub-sitantial consign-
ment of bulbs actually imported by these complainants them-
selves, as a result of an order given by them at the time when
the coal strike in this country threatened then' home .supplies

;

and whether he was aware of this when he referred the com-
plaint to the Committee.
Mr. Baldwin replied : I am aware of the evidence to which

the hon. member refers. The position of the firm in question
would, I think, be more correctly described as that of a wit-
ness called by the appUcants than that of a party to the appli-
cation. The answer to the last part of the question is in the
negative. Electric-lamp bulbs were included in the complaint
nnder the general heading of illuminating glassware.

Raihvaii Fares.—Mr. Leonard Lyle asked the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of Ti-ansport whether he had made,
or intended to make, any representations to the railway com-
panies, both overhead and underground, in favour of reduc-
tion of their fares, in view of the decrease in the cost of living
and in the rate of navment of labour.
Mr. Neal replied : I have recently been in cnmmimieation

with tHe railway companies, and am informed that they have
before them numerous apnlic.ntions for the reduction of rail-

way rates and charges, and tlmt these are receiving considera-
tion. So far as the underground comnanies are concerned, I
have closely in mind the provisions of Section 6 of the London
Electric Railway Companies (Fares. &c.) Act. 1920.

Wireless as Aid in Industry.—Sir Douglas Newton asked
the Postmaster-General if he was prepared substantially to
modify and relax, at an early date, the existing regulations
restricting the use of wireless telephones: and if he would
sanction and promote the daily broadcasting, by established
and suitablv equipped radio stations, of wireless telephone
messages likely to prove of value to trade and industry in
this country or being of general public interest.

Mr. Rellaway replied : I am entirely sympathetic towards
the idea of utilising wireless telephony for the broadcasimg
of messages of the kind referred to by the hon. member. The
whole question is being referred to the ImiJerial Communica-
tions Committee in order that the views of the other depart-
ments concerned may be obtained as early as possible.

. The Londoti County Council {Tramways, Trolley Vehicles
and Improvements) Bill.—In the Llouse of Commons, on
Mapch 30th, this Bill was read a second time. It was decided,
by 86 votes to 72, to give an instruction to the Committee
W'hich is to deal with the Bill, that a proviso should be in-

serted making the erection of trolley vehicle equipment on,
over, under, along, or across any street or road subject to the
provisions of " Section 23 of the London Countv Tramwavs
(Electrical Power) Act, 1900.

Lieut. -Col. AssHETON-PowNALL, w'ho moved the instruction,

said that Section 23 of the Act of 1900 gave the borough
councils the right to veto a system of overhead traction. The
London County Council had made repeated efibrts dm-ing the
last ten years to get round this veto, but without success.

They were now trying to get round it again. The Lewisham
Borough Council had decided by 28 votes to 8 against the in-

troduction of overhead traction.—Sir P. Dawson seconded.
Sir A. Shirley Benn, in opposing, said that the cheapest

and most satisfactory system of tramways that could be
adopted must be laid down. The L.C.C. experts said that if

the line in question was to be extended to the Crystal Palace
and on into Penge it would be necessary to adopt the rail-

less troUev system. That could be adopted for an outlay of

£148,000. while the conduit system would cost £600.000.

Major Gray said that in York the railless tramway was
w-orking at 6d. per car-mile cheaper than the omnibuses.
Mr. Ammon, a Labour Member, said that the Bill was neces-

sary in the interests of cheap travel, and it was important to

support the most economical means of locomotion. In 14

towns and cities in this country the overhead trolley system
was in operation, and was abundantly successful.

Mr. Neal, Lnder-Secretary to the Ministry of Transport,
said that the House ought not to give borough councils the
power to veto a decision of the House, nor should they limit

the decision of a committee. From the point of view of the

Ministry, anything which would improve the transport facih-

tie^ of London was worthy of consideration by the Committee.
If the London General Omnibus Co., which petitioned against

the Bill, could .show a committee that it was willing and
able to supply the needs of the district, the case of the
opponents of the Bill would be very much strengthened. The
amendment, if carried, would kill the scheme.
The result of the division, by which the instruction was

carried bj* 86 votes to 72, was received with cheers.

Railway Electrification.—In the House of Commons on
March 29th, Major Kelley asked the Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministi-y of Transport whether any preliminary surveys

had been made for the electrification of railways in the coal-

fields of South Yorkshire, Nottingham, and Derbyshire; and
whether any railway route in those areas was to be electrified.

Mr. Neal replied : I have made inquiries and am informed

that the railway companies concerned are not at present con-

sidering any project for the electrification of any of their lines

in the area referred to.

Edinburgh Corporation Electricity Supply.—In the House of

Commons on Tuesday, Mr. WiUiam Graham asked the Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Ministry of Tranisport whether his

department had had under consideration a scheme for the

supply of electricity by the Corporation of Edinburgh, to in-

clude the city of Edinburgh, the county of Midlothian, the

county of East Lothian, and other areas; whether, in the case-

of East Lothian an application had been lodged for powers in

a certain area by the Musselburgh and District Electric Light
and Traction Co. : what was the present position of this appli-

cation ; and whether, in view of the fact that the needs of thi.s

large area must be considered together, he would an-ange that

the Corporation of Edinburgh should be heard in the necessary

inquirv before anv powers were granted to the Musselburgh
Co.
Mr. Neal replied : The Electricity Commissioners have given

notice of a provisional determination of an electricity district

for the area mentioned. The Musselburgh and District Elec-

tric Light and Traction Co. have applied to the Electricity

Commissioners for a , special order extending their area of

supply. The Corporation of Edinburgh is opposing the grant-

in,a of this order, and will have the opportunity of stating its

case before the Commissioners.

The Electricity Supply Bill.—The House of Lords on Tuesday
gave further consideration to the Electricity (Supply) Bill.

On the motion to go into committee, the Marquess of Salis-

nnRY asked the Government to agree to the reference of the
Bill to a Select Committee for consideration and report. He
-said that the Bill was a very complicated and technical one,

and raised principles which, so far as he kJnew. had never

been accepted in our legislation. It raised questions which
needed investigation, such as the extent to which the supply

of electricity should be under bureaucratic control, and the

extent to which the rates should be used for the purposes of

the Bill.

T>ord Haldane pointed out that the scheme underlying the

Bill had been investigated three times. It did not put a

burden on the public, but proposed to make a saving of

£
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55,000,01)0 tons of coal a year. In Lomdon tlie ratepayers

paid throagh the nose for electricity, and the system proposed,

if properl\- carried out, would be an enormous saving to the

public. It would be a great misfortupe if this plan were de-

layed.

Lord (;.\iNFOKD said that we were behind a great number
of countries in connection v>ith our electric power, and it

was essential that we should have cheap power all over the.

i-ountry. He thought that the best W'ay to secure general

agreement was for the matter to be thrashed out by a Select

Committee of that House.
The Earl of Bessbokoigh moved an amendment to refer the

Bill to a Select Committee.
Viscount Peel, Secretary of State for India, who has charge

of the Bill, resisted the amendment. He said that the sole

purpose of the measure was to enable the Act of 1919 to be-

come operative. Once it was passed, various schemes prepared

by the Electricity Commissioners under the Act of 1919 would
be put into effect. It was true that there were 60 amend-
ments to the Bill in the Order Paper, but four only were of

•substance, and these could very well bo dealt with by that

House in Committee, and thus avoid the delay of referring

the Bill to a Select Committee. To refer the Bill to a Select

Committee would be enormously to prejudice its fortunes,

even if it did not absolutely destroy its chances 6f being passed

into law this session.

On a division, the amendment was rejected by 4'2 votes to

40, and the House then went into Committee on the Bill.

On Clause 5, which deals with the powers of authorised

undertakers, &c.. to give financial assistance, Lord Askwith
moved an amendment with the object of preventing local

authorities from entering into various monetary transactions

set forth in the clause.

Lord Moxkbretton said that the Bill would break down if

the amendment were accepted. The Bill was considered and
agreed to by all parties on the L.C.C., but it was absolutely

essential that an amendment of this kind should be put on one

side if the L.C.C. were to be able to transfer to a joint elec-

tricity authority p<5wers it had with regard to the purchase of

electricity undertakings.
Viscount Peel said that he could not accept the amendment,

•which would wreck the finances of the joint electricity autho-

rities.

The Marquess of S.^lisbdry supported the amendment,
which was negatived.

The Earl of Bessborodgh moved an amendment providing

that the council of a county district to which the clause was

to apply should have a population of not less than 50,000.
This amendment was agreed to.

The Committee also agreed to an amendment moved by the
Earl of Bessborough, limiting the annual liabihty to the pro-
ceeds of a rate of Id. in the £ in the case of a local authority
which was not an authorised undertaker. An addition was
also agreed to, moved by Viscount Peel, that, in the case of
an authorised undertaker, the liability .should be limited to
the estimated annual amount of capital charges of which it

would be reheved by reason of taking a supply in bulk from
the joint electricity authority; .such e.stimated amount would
be determined by the Electricity Commissioners, v\ ho.se

decision was to be final.

The Earl of Bessborough moved a new clause defining the
power of joint electricity authorities to lea.se undertakings to
authorised undertakers. This was accepted by Visoount Peel
and agreed to. Clause 9 was added to the Bill.

The consideration of the remainder of the Bill was postponed
until Wednesday, April 5th.

Private Bills.—Behre the Standing Orders Committee of the
House of Lords on Tuesday the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.
made an application asking that the Standing Orders might
be dispensed with so that additional provision might be in-

cluded in the Bill, already before Parliament in this session.
The Bill seeks additional power for the company and the
additional provision is with regard to additional capital. The
Committee being satisfied with the reasons put forward,
granted the application.

Torquay Corporation.—An application was made by the Tor-
quay Corporation asking that the Standing Orders might be
dispen.sed with in order that it might be pennitted to de-
posit a Bill seeking powers to extend the electricity under-
taking and to construct a new generating station. The Com-
mittee granted the application.

^yirehss Service between India and England.—In the House
of Commons on March 'iath, Mr. liurd asked the Under-Sec-
retary for India if an Indian application had been made to

the Indian Government for a licence to work a direct wireless

service between India and England; who was the applicant;
and whether the licence was being granted.
Earl Winterton replied that he had understood that such

an application had been received, but the Government of India
did not consider it desirable, at this early stage, to disclose the
name of the, applicant. No li?ences to private persons for

wireless stations between England and India were being
granted at present.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Nath.^n Prins, merchant and
agent, late of 74, Forest Road, Dalston, N.E.—The
debtor had traded in electrical accessories, and under

a receiving order made against his estate on March
16th, on the petition of Expert Traders, Ltd., the statutory

first meeting of his creditors was held on March bOth

at Bankruptcy Buildings. Carey Street, W.C. It appears

that the debtor is a Dutch subject, and that he came
to England in 1912, afterwards being employed by a
fiiTU dealing in electric lighting appliances. In the middle of

1919 he began on his own account and dealt in electrical acces-

sories at 74, Forest Road, Dalston. He had no capital when he
began that business, but he managed to make a profit of from
£S to £i a week. The claim of the iietitioning creditors, who
are the only creditors, amounts to Jcli'i. and is in respect of

goods supplied, they having obtained judgment against him in

November last. The debtor is now engaged as a traveller by
a firm of iniiwrters and exporters, and he attributes his pre-

sent position to the drop in the prices of goods and to slackness

of trade. He values his assets at £10. The meeting was
closed, there being no proposal before it. and the matter re-

mained in the hands of the Official Receiver.

E. CooKSON (W. TurnbuU & Co.). automobile, electrical, and
mechanical engineer. Express Magneto Repair Works. Eliza-

beth Street and Charles Street. Blackpool.—Receiving order

made March '28th on debtor's own petition.

J. F. Ludlow .and R. R. Ludlow (Ludlow Bros.), electrical

contractors, 196, Church Road. Redfield. Bristol.—Receiving
order made March '29th on debtors' own petition. First meet-
ing April l'2th, at the Official Receiver's Office, Bristol; public
examination April '21st, at the Guildhall. Bristol.

C. F. Nason, electrician, 93, Butt Rojul, Colchest<»r.—Re-
ceiving order made March '27th on debtor's own jietition.

First meeting April 13th, at 5, Buttermarket, Ipsw'ich

;

public examination April 26th, at the I^aw Courts. Col-

chester.

F. Rawclikke (F. Rawclifl'e & Co.). electrical engineer, 8.

Nun Street. Newcastle-on-Tyne.—First meeting April 11th at

Official Receiver's offices. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Public exami-
nation May 4th at the County Court. Newcastle-on-Tyne.

W. J. DiCKEN (W. Dicken it Son), electrical engineer. 2.

T'pper High Street. Bargoed.—First meeting .\pril 13th at 34,

Park Place, Cardiff: public examination .\pril 27th. at the
Town Hall, Merthvr Tvdfil.

Company Liquidations.

—

Bedesco, Ltd., manufacturers of
electric ligliting sets, London.—The creditors were called to-

gether on April 3rd at the offices of Messrs. Quaife .t l\ike,

accountants, 155, Fenchurch Street. London, E.G. Mr. A. E.
Quaife. who occupied the chair, stated that the company had
passed the usual resolution in favour of voluntary liquidation,

and had appointed him to act as liquidator. He auded that

he had ascertained that the liabilities amounted to £1.170.

while the net assets were expected to produce £139. The
creditors passed a resolution confirming the voluntary liquida-

tion of the company, with Mr. Quaife as the liquidator.

SwiET Electrical Ltd.—In the Companies Winding L'p

Court, on Tuesday, Mr. Justice Lawrence made an order for

the compulsory winding-up of this company on the petition

of Messrs. Watshams, of 33, 'King Street, Covent Garden,
electrical engineers, judgment creditors, for £1'22. There was
no opposition to the petition. \

White Bros. Engineering and M.achinery Co., Ltd.—A
petition for the winding-up has been presented by Mrs. C.-

Young, coke contractor, of 5a. Church Street, West Ham,.
and will be heard in London on April 11th.

Stentophone (Motor Accessories). Ltd.—Winding up
voluntarily. Liquidator. Mr. A. H. Treloggan, 310, Alcester

Road. Moseley, Birmingham.
Washington it Co., I^td.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-i

dator. Mr. H. Rhodes, of Halifax. Meeting April 10th at Com-.
mercial Bank Chambers, Halifax.

W. H. Lane Proprietary. Ltd.—According to a Melbourne •

newspaper, an order for the winding-up of this company,
aiechaiiical and electrical engineers, of Queen Street, Mel-
bourne, was made on February 9th by Sir William Irvine, the

Chief .Tustice. on the application of the English. Scottish and
Au.stralian Bank. For the bank it was .stated that the petition

was on the gi'ound that the company was unable to pay its

debts. The bank was the principal creditor, the company
owing it £8.661;. The company did not oppose the application.

Dissolutions of Partnership.

—

Pvne Manumcturing Co..

electrical engineers ami manufactuivrs. I.atimer Rixid. Ted-
dington.—Mr. 11, D. Pyne and Mr. P. F. Clark have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Pyne will attend to debts.

BuiNDLKV \- Elbourne Consulting engineers. 110. Victoria

Street. S.W.—The partnership between Mr. H. S. B. Brindley,
who died on March •28th, 1920. and Mr. E. F. Elbourne. has

been dissolved as froili that date.. Debts will be attended to

by Mr. Elbourne.
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Trade Announcements.—The Anglo-Overseas Engineers

AND Merchants, Ltd., and the Anglo-Spanish Industrial

Association have removed to Lennox House, Norfolk Street,

Strand, W.C.'i, where they have additional office accommoda-
tion. Telephone No. unaltered :

" Central 694."

The Inihistkul Publicity Buhkau, which publishe.s ii series

ot useful little 31)0-word folders of an interesting and chatty

I'haracter for employes (they are called the "P.D.T." (Pay-day

Talks) method of securing the goodwill of Labour), has re-

moved Its ottices from Carditt to -lU. Bennett's Hill, Bir-

mingham.
The Alfo Electrical Engineering Co. is closing tlown its

branch business at Telegraph Road, Heswall.

Mr. Harry floGERS, Jj'riars Gate, Warrmgton, has opened
branch premises at 4, Walton Road, Stockton Heath (to deal

with installation work), where he wishes to receive catalogues

of electrical accessories, motors, fittings, &c.

The a. & A. Electrical Co., Ltd., of 13, Farringdon Road,
London, E.G., has taken over the business of Spicer & Co.,

Ltd., of Red Lion Street, Clerkenwell, B.C., and it will attend

to all accounts and carry on the business under its own
name. Mr. S. J. i^evi, managing director of Spicer & Co., has

been elected a director and appointed manager of the A. & A.

Co.

Catalogues and Lists.—Industrial Engineering, Ltd.,

Poland House, 167, Oxford Street, W.I.—An illustrated pam-
phlet describing the " Post Stylolectric " pen, an electrical

[len for indelibly marking all kinds of materials.

Messrs. Baucuck & Wilcox, Ltd., Oriel House, Farringdon
Street, E.C.4.—An illustrated pamphlet entitled " Steam
Generation." dealing with boilers, stokers, ash plant, coal-

handling gear, and other steam-raising accessories.

Enterpri.se Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Electric House,
Grai)e Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.C."2;—Net trade

price list of cables, conduits, and accessories.

The Midland Electric Manuf.^cturing Co., Ltd., Barford

Street. Bii'mingham.—A well-illustrated price list of switch-

and fuse-gear, including the "' Paragon," " Kantark," " Glas-

gow " and other types.

The Alton Battery Co., Ltd., 90-91. Queen Street, E.G. 4.

—

Three leaflets deahng with "A.B.C." accumulators, giving full

dimensions and particulars.

Messrs. Higgs Bros., Sand Pits, Birmingham.—Monthly
Magazine for April, giving reduced prices of motors and
dynamos in stock, notes on the manufacture of these machines,
and humour.
The Electric Construction Co., Ltd., Dashwood House,

9, New Broad Street, E.G.—Publication B-495, illustrating

and describing the construction and characteristics of multi-

speed induction motors (Greedy patents).

The Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., Falkirk. N.B.—An illustrated

leaflet advertising the " Falco Double-Ray " electric heater
and toaster. Priced.
Electro-Metals, Ltd., -56, King«way, W.G.'3,—Leaflet 1001.

A well-illustrated description of the construction and working
. of the lirm's electric furnace.

Messrs. Handley Page have issued a wall calendar with
monthly .slips for the pe'iod ending March, 1924. A Handley
Page machine is shown crossing the coast line.

Messrs. Walker, Crosweller it Co.. '265. Strand, W.C2.
.'^n illustrated leaflet advertising " Arkou " dial draught
gauges and water column gauges.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.

—

Price List No. 939, giving illustrations and particulars of

porcelain insulators, ceiling roses, lampholders, tumbler
switches, and other electrical accessories.

Materiel Electrique Alex. Lefebvre, 9, Rue Ar.sene Hous-
saye. Paris (Vllle).—List of plant for sale (No. oo). including
complete generating .sets, generators, motors, motor-generators,
rotary converters, and all kinds of prime movers. Prices are
given in most cases.

The G. & P. Electrical Co., 29, Heathcote Street, Notting-
ham.'— .-^ priced leaflet advertising country house lighting and
power plants.

Mr Robert Crust, 40, Brook Street, Bradford.— .A.n illu.';-

trated leaflet dealing with the " Bradford " patent wii'ing box.

Book Notices.—" Marine \Mreless Pocket Book," by W.
"H. Marchant, pp. vii-|-177, illustrated, price 6s. net.

" The Dvnamo : Its Theorv. Design, and Manufacture." 1)V

C. C. Hawkins. Vol. I. Pp. xxiv-l-61.5. .313 figs. Price 21s.

net. London: Sir I. Pitman i- Sons. Ltd.
Journal of the Institution of Engineers (India). Vol. T.

September, 1921. Calcutta : The Institution. Rs. 50 per an-
num.

" Electric Accumulators : Their Construction and Manage-
ment." bv B. E. .lones. New edition. Revised by A. H.
Averv. Pp. ir,2; ."57 figs., London: Cassell & Co." Pri/'c
Is. 6d. net,

"Ttie Structure of the Atom." by S. Miall. 26 pp., illus-

trated. Tondon : Benn Bros., Ltd. Price Is. fid. net.
" Handbook on Controllers for Electric Motors " (29 pp.),

St. Louis, Mo.. U.S.A.: The Electric Powder Club. Price 2.5

cents.—This is a concise description of various types of con-
trollers and starters, together with details of installation and
connection.

"The M, & C. Apnrentices' Magazine." Vol. 6. No. 21.
Olasiow: Mayor & Coulson. Ltd.—This is.=ue contains, as
usual, many interesting articles and notes, including " The

Outlook," by Mr. Sam Mavor, and " Reminiscences of a
Pioneer," by Mr. Henry Edmunds, M.Inst.G.E.
"The Electrical Power Engineer," Vol. IV, No. 3, March,

1922. London : The Electi'ical Power Engineers' Association.
Price 6d.—In this nmiiber appears an article on " The Prob
lem cf High-speed Boilers for Power Stations." by R. Royds.
M.Sc; a witty short .story, " T'he Piunaway "; arid nuiiiei -

ous reports of the Association's activities.

Annuaire' Officiel des Addresses Telegraphiques, 1922. Lon-
don : Business Directories, Ltd. (sole agents here for the Paris
publishers of the volume). 25s. net, carriage paid.—This is

the first issue of a volume of 800 to 900 pages, in which is given
what purports to be a full list of French business houses, to-

gether with their telephone numbers, codes, and languages
used, trade and telegraphic addresses. The volume is in three
sections : (1) A general alphabetical hst of firms and then-
particulars; (2) an alphabetical arrangement of telegraphic
addresses, &c.

; (3) a classified and alphabetical trade index.
The directory should be of service to all having business rela-

tions with French houses.
" Touring by Motor Coach " is the title of an attractive

booklet issued by The Lancashire United Tramways, Ltd..
price Is. It gives the mileage of journeys to beauty spots from
various centres, with brief descriptions of the localities visited,
and a map of Lancashire and the adjoining counties within
a radius of 70 or 80 miles of the headquarters at Atherton.

Brazilian Centenary Exhibition, 1922.—In face of the
existing world-wide economic situation, it was hardly to be
expected that the response of British manufacturers to the
invitation to show at the Brazilian Exhibition, commemorative
of the first Centenary of Independence, to be held from Sep-
tember 7th to November 15th next, would be either large or
representative ; but in spite of .serious industi-ial difficulties at
home, the depreciation in value of Brazilian currency, and the
consequent trade depression exi.sting in that country, and, above
all, of the still high cost of freights to South America (not-
w-ithstanding the special reduction of 30 iJer cent, made by
the two British lines engaged in the transport of exhibits to
Brazil), participation by British firms, either in the form of

special exhibits or of models and transparents in connection
with single samples, promises to be not wholly unimportant.
In view of the long-established friendship between Brazil and
the British Empire, special efforts have been made to bring
about official as w'ell as private participation.

It is to be regretted that certain British firms which had
practically decided ujxm participation have now been com-
pelled to withdraw. Their final decision has been influenced
by the deadlock in the home engineering trade, continued
delays in coal deliveries, and the steady decline in foreign ex-

changes. On the other hand, preparations which were well

advanced for the dispatch of. heavy machinery and rolling

stock exhibits are still proceeding, and, should no further un-
toward circumstance occur and certain objections in connection
with the site of the British exhibits be overcome, it seems pro-

bable that shipment will take place very shortly.

It should be remembered that goods aiTiving after June
next, the ultimate date fixed by the Executive Committee,
may be refused entrance; they would thus lose all right to

exemption from duties and probably become a complete loss

to the shippers, who would be without any right of appeal.

Moreover, only fifteen days are allowed for the removal from
the country of goods on exhibition, and if any remain after

three months they will be deemed to have been abandoned.
On the other hand, it is important that intending British

exhibitors should know that at the conclusion of the Rio de
.laneiro Exhibition (provisionally fixed for November 15th),

certain other Brazilian States will hold local expositions,

notably Maranhao. Exhibitors should thus be enabled to trans-

port their displays at comparatively small cost to other indus-

trial centres of the Union.

—

Renter's Trade Service.

Patent Applications.—.Applications have been made for

the restoration of the following patents :

—

No. 5,419 of 1913. Granted to Charles Hilliard Donald for
" Improvements in or relating to ropewavs."
No. 4.191 of 1915 and the patent of addition No. 117,351 of

1917. granted to Royles, Ltd., John James Royle and George
Eric Royle for " Improvements in or relating to steam traps

and the like."

A " Relay " Gift.—The Relay Actowatic Telephone Co.,

Ltd.. has sent us a neat ash tray. This is of glass, and dis-

plays an illustration of a relay, the firm's name and addre-ss

appearing as a border.

The British Industries Fairs.—.\ joint meeting of the

C/Ouncil of the Birmingham section of the British Industries

Fairs and exhibitors at this section was held on March 29th.

Many suggestions for future Fairs were put forward, and
some will no doubt be acted upon. It was considered that

the month of May would prove more advantageous to the Bir-

mingham section, although it was probably not advisable to

alter the date of the London exhibition. A suggestion by the

Council to introduce standardised stands was not favourably

received, and was on this account dropped. The admission
of the public was agreed upon, although only for certain

days: a small charge would be made to obviate overcrowding.

The transference of the Section to London was not considered

feasible, the proximity of Birmingham to the factories being

a strong reason for the retention of the present site.
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A Glasgow Exhibition.—A Public Health Exhibition is to

be held ai the Kelvin Hall from July 25th to li»th. The Uor-

poration Electricity and Lighting Committees ar« partici-

pating.

E.D.A. Activities.—We have received another of the

bunches of literature which from time to time are sent to us

by the E.D.A. This collection of pamphlets, reprints. &c.. is

quite up to the usual standard id its attention-compelliny

qualities and interest. A jwrody of " The Sonj,' of the Shirt
"

depicts conditions very different to those \\hich made the

original a classic—a change brought about by the introduction

of the motor-driven sewing machine. Many interesting facts

regarding cooking—the Cinderella of electrical operation.s—are

given in .several leaflets; and in various ways the housewife

is taught that emancipation from domestic drudgery is at her

hand if she will only use electricity for the tasks which at

present make her life a burden.

Wages in tlie Electricity Supply Industry.—Consequent
upon tne fall of fourteen points in the official statistics of the

cost of living, and in accordance with the national agreement,

a reduction of Id. per hour in the wages of electrical workers

takes effect as from April 1st.

Boiler Contracts.—Orders received during the last two
months by the Stirlixu Boiler Co., Ltd., for Indian State

railways, municipal, colliery, and industrial authorities, com-
prise 17 boilers, having a total heating surface of 84,600 sq. ft.

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs.

Anderson & GARL.'iND will sell by auction on April '25th and
following days at Cramlington Aerodrome, near 5sewcastle-on-

Tyne. electricity generating plant, heating boilers, &c.

Lincoln Corporation Electricity Department has a quantity

of surplus plant for disposal, including generating sets, engines,

boilers, switchboard panels, pump, coal-handling plant, &c.

Gillingham Corporation Electric Light Department invites

offers for surplus generating plant, including water-tube

boilers, superheaters, feed pumps, condenser, piping, &c.

Edinburgh Corporation Electricity Department has tor dis-

posal six generating sets.

By order of the High Court Mr. H. Holmes, of Hohnes and
Co., in conjunction with Me.=srs. L. Farmer & Sons, will offer

by auction on May 3rd, at Winchester House, Old Broad
Street, E.C., the freehold premises, fitted with lifts, central

heating and electric power, (fcc. lately occupied by Messrs.

John Brinsmead & Sons, in Grafton Street. (See our adver-

tisement columns to-day.)

Social Events.—National Association ok Supervising Elec-

tricians.—A whist drive and dinner took place ki the Mecca
Caft5, Ludgate Hill, on Saturday, March '25th. The com-
pany comprised about 70 ladies and gentlemen, pa.st and
present members of the Board of Control of the National Asso-

ciation of Supervising Electticians and their friends. During
an excellently served dinner, Mr. R. W. Whitley, in a

humorous speech, proposed the toast of " The Ladies," to

which, much to the amu.sement of the diners, Mr. W. J.

Eevell responded on behalf of the fair sex. An excellent

musical programme and a most enjoyable whist drive, with

Mr. A. J. Stiling acting as M.C., added much to the succe.ss

of the evening. The promoters, Messrs. W. J. Revell and A.

J. Stiling, thoroughly deserved the vote of thanks propo,sed by

Mr. .J. M. Crowdy, one of the founders of the .Association,

while Mr. T. H. Windibank, as chairman, caused much merri-

ment with his humorous remarks when distributing the prizes

and delighted the guests with the manner in which he carried

out his duties.

The annual dinner of the Willesden District Council's Elec-

tricitv Department took place on March '25th. Councillor W.
A. Hill, chairman of the Electricity Committee, presiding.

In responding to the toast of " The Electricity Department,"
Mr. Blake, the electrical engineer, spoke of the progress

made during the past ten years, making special reference to

the success of the Council's electric vehicles. A very enjoyable

musical programme was provided.

Forthcoming Exhibitions.—The following exhibitions are

being organised :•

—

IjONDOn.—May 1st to 6th, Photographic Fair: July 3rd to

14th, London Fair and Market.
Birmingham.—May 25th to June 3rd, Industrial and Com-

mercial Efficiency Exhibition ; June 15th to '24th, International

Foundry Trades Exhibition.
Belgium (Liege).—^June and July, International Technical

Engineering Exhibition. (Mons).—November. Commercial
Fair.

Brazil {Rio dr Janeiro).—September 7tli to November 15th,

Centenary Exhibition.
EsTHONiA ilfeval).—September 2nd to 11th. Agricultural and

Industrial Exhibition.
France (Paris).—May 10th to 05th, Sample Fair. (Ftennes).

—May 27th to .Tune 6th, Exhibition and Fair.

Italy (Padua).—.Tune 1st to 15th, International Sample Fair.

Jugo-Slavia (TJubljaiin).—September '2nd to 11th, Inter-

national Sample Fair.

Latvia (Rioa).—June 11th to Kth, Agricultural and Indus-
dial Exhibition.
PoLA^'D (Lemiierp).—SeT)tember Sth to 15th, Eastern Fair.

Trieste.—September 3rd to ISth, International Sample Fair.

Joint Industrial Councils.—Between twenty and thirty

joint industrial councils and interim reconstruction commit-
tees for various important mdustries have been in conmiuni-
cation with the Ministry of Labour with a view to obtaming
legislation giving jwwer to the Ministry to make bmdmg upon
the whole of any industry any wage award or agreement, it so
requested by tne joint industrial council or interim recon-
struction committee concerned. There are instances, it is

alleged, where employers have broken away from the joint

industrial council, and the machinery has been rendered prac-

tically abortive in consequence. The decisions of the iTade
Board, when continued by the Ministry of l^abour, are legal

and binding, and while there is no desire on the pait of the
employers or unions to substitute joint industrial councils for

trade boards, it is desired that the machinery of the councils
shall be equally effective, and that they shall have similai-

powers. The Ministry of Labour has replied that the suggested
legislation can only come through the efforts of the councils

themselves.

—

Daily Telegraph

.

The British Electrical Development Association (Inc.).

—

The following are the names of the chief officers and members
of the Executive Committee of the E.D.A. for 19'22-'23 :

—
President : Councillor E. C. Ransome. O.B.E., J. P.

Past President : Mr. Hugo Hirst, M.I.E.E.
Vice-Presidents : Mr. Alderman W. Walker. A. M.I.E.E.;

Mr. W. B. Woodhouse, M.I.E.E.
Chairman of Council : Mr. Llewelvn B. Atkinson,

A.M.Inst.CE., M.I.E.E.
Executive Committee.—Chairman : Mr. Llewelyn B. Atkin-

son : Members : Messrs. S. T. Allen, A. P. Ambler, A. F.
Ben-y, W. P. Bishop, H. J. Cash. T. W. Cole. A. C. Cramb,
R. S. Downe, D. N. Dunlop, J. E. Edgecombe, W. A. Gillott.

R. Hardie, H. Marrvat. E. A. Marx, L. L. Robinson. T. Roles.

E. T. Ruthven-Murrav, R. P. Sloan, S. H. Stanley, L. G.
Tate, Major H. Clifford Palmer, and Lt.-Col. W. A. Vignoles.

Co-opted Members.—Tariff Sub-Committee : Messrs. W. L.
Madgen, P. M. Eossdale, A. N. Rye, and P. D. Tuckett; Do-
mestic Electrification Sub-Committee ; Messrs. J. H. Bowden,
C. G. Nobbs. I. V. Robinson, and P. Selley.

Mr. J. W. Beauchamp is the director and secretarv (15,

Savoy Street, W.C.2).

Birmingham Trade.—The annual report of the Birming-
ham Chamber of C'ommerce shows that it has a membership
larger than that of any provincial Chamber of C'ommerce,
and in its character it is thoroughly representative of Bir-

mingham and Midland industries, and particularly of the hard-
ware and metals, the electrical and mechanical engineering,
and the motor, cycle, and gun trades. About '260 new members
were elected last year, making a total at the end of the year
of 3,496 (and this number has since been much increased).

The report claims that the strength of the commercial organi-

sation of the country through the Ch:unbers of Commerce
has considerably increa.sed during the year, and that never
in their history have they been more useful and powerful.

Young Engineers Leaving for Canada.—An effect of the
prevailing industrial unrest was seen at the Liverpool landing-

stage on Saturday, when 50 young engineers joined the Cana-
dian Pacific liner Melita, bound for Canada, to take up farm-
ing in the Western provinces of the Dominion. They hajl from
London, Glasgow, Liverpool, Sheffield. Birmingham, and Ports-

mouth, and generally expressed the view that, owing to the

uncertainty of work in this country, it had become necessary

for them to take up farming as a means of earning a regular

livelihood.

—

Manchester Guardian.

Change of Telephone Number.—The telephone number of

Sir Charles Bright & Partners, consulting engineers, has been
altered to " Bishopsgate. 1T20 " (2 lines).

Economic Conditions in Turkey.—Captain Courthope-
Munroe (Commercial Secretary to the British High Commis- .

sion, Constantinople) in a recent report to the Department
of Overseas Trade, sums up his impressions as follows : "In
the first report printed after the Armistice it was stated that

the whole trend of events in Constantinople had been to

carry on somehow in spite of disorganisation until the shortly-

expected peace arrived. This is now nearly three years ago,

and the end seems no nearer in sight. It is true that the

remarkable facility that the Turkish public seem to pos.sess

in some way to get over one crisis after another finds the city

in certain respects perhaps in a slightly better position at tlie

beginning of 19'22. There is no doubt as regards Anatolia •

that, given internal peace and a stable government, people

would be prepared to invest money in the exploitation of its

rich resources, even where before the war the risk was great.

The solvency of the country, however, is bound up with the

.\natolian question. Turkey has a heavy bill of expenses to

pay, and this is growing larger each day with the continued

.\liied occupation, and until both Turkey and Russia are once

more at peace it is not likely that the Turkish market will

afford much attraction for foreign trade."

Unemployment.—The Ministrv of Lalxjur returns for

March '20th" showed a total of 1.762,076 totally unemployed—
a decrease of 30,323 on the week. This wiis the largest weekly

decrease this year, and made a total deerease of 172,000 in

ten weeks. There was also a decrease of about 6,000 in the

number working " short " time. The returns dated March
27th show a further reduction to 1,739,764.
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British Trade in Belgium.—The first all-British co-opera-

tive sample room was opened in Brussels on March '28th by
Sir George Grahame. the British Ambassador.
The room in which the exhibition is housed is a lofty build-

ing more than 50 ft. by 40 ft. in dimensions, and has a large

glass roof, giving bright daylight to every corner. The second-

ary hall measures 40 ft. by 25 ft., and offers advantages where
the combination of natural and artificial light is required. The
premises, situated as they are, at 9, Rue de Ligne, are right

in the business centre of Brussels. The idea of the sample
room is. put shortly, to supply a permanent sample and stock

room for British manufacturers at, what is, in fact, a nominal
cost. The samples displayed are in charge of a competent
manager, who replaces, in effect, the commercial traveller of

the firm in the ordinary 4ock-room. Literature, price lists,

and full pt^rticulars of the goods for sale are stored with the
exhibit of samples, and will be handed to and explained by
the resident manager. The official opening ceremony was
attended by a large and thoroughly repre.sentative body of

Belgian Ministers and merchants. The Federation of British

Industries was represented by Mr. G. H. Locock and Mr. S.

Springer.

Sir George Grahame, in opening the showroom, said :
" The

best chance for a speedy recovery of Europe in present cir-

cumstances is for our industrial organisations to work
together in order to improve the general situation. It is

generally recognised that mutual assi.stance, the study of each
other's methods of industry and trade, could with advantage

take the place of the old doctrine of reckless competition. The
existence of this permanent exhibition in Brussels, the object

of which is to offer facilities to Belgian buyers for inspecting

British goods with the lenst inconvenience, should go far to

assist in this direction. We in England rely to a great extent

upon the supply of "certain Belgian products, just as you, on
your part, find it advantageous to rely for others' goods on
Great Britain. I hope that the exhibition will serve to form a

further bond between Belgian and Briti.sh commercial
interests, w-hich from mediEeval times has been of so close

and friendly a nature."

M. Van de Vyvere, Minist<?r of Economic Affairs, also made
a speech welcoming the establishment of the showroom as a

means of fostering closer cominercial relations between the
two countries.

—

Rcuier.

Ctilna.—-A company to be known as the Ming Yuan Eiec-

trie Light Co. is being established at Chuchow. Anwhei.

Empire Resources and tlieir Development,—At a meeting
of the Council of the British Empire Producers' Organisation,

last week, the question oi the organisation of the resources of

the Cdwu Colonies was discussed, and it was decided to

appoint a committee of representative producers from all the

<>own Colonies and Dependencies to consider what steps

should be taken :
—

(a) To promote the development of natural resources and
encourage the investment of British capital in the

Crown Colonies.

(b) To improve means of communication between the said

Colonies and other parts of the Empire.
(<) To readjust tariff arrangements so as to ensure that the

products of such colonies in cases where import duties

are imposed in Great Britain should be admitted on
special terms, and that the tariffs of the .said colonies

should be readjusted .so as to give the largest prefer-

ence possible to imports of goods produced in Great
Britain.

Tlie Building Trades Exhibition.—This exhibition, which
is to be held at Olympia from April 11th to '27th, will include

interior arrangements as well as construction, and apparatus
for'heating, lighting, and ventilating buildings will be dis-

played. Other exhibits will include machinery for wood-work-
ing, metal-working, concrete mixing, &c.

Imports into India,—H.M. Senior Trade Commissioner
in India has forwarded to the Department of Overseas Trade
an analysis of the imports into India during the nine months
ended December -ilst, J.921. He states that although the total

imports into the country show a very considerable contractiuii

owing to the prevailing depression, the reduction in the im-
ports of British goods is not so great as in the case of our
principal conipetitor.s. The percentage falling off' in .American
and Japanese imports is greater than in the case of British

goods. .lava now ranks as the .second largest exporter to

fndia. and is followed by the Lulled States and .lapan With
regard to machinery ind milt ^>''llk. the outstanding featurfi

of the period under re\iew ha,~ been the very marked increase
in the imports of machinery of all kinds from 14 to over '25

crores of rupees. In electrical apparatus the total importti

advanced from 2.43 to 3. -35 crores: British shipments from
1.81 to 2.32 crores; American from .39 to .71 crore ; and Italian
from .04 to .14 crore. There was a falling away in imports
from Japan.

Railways in Brazil.—-The Federation of British Industries
ha.s recently received a suggestion made by the Federal Inspec-
torate of Railways in Brazil with regard to the repBesentation
jn that country of British manufacturers of rolling stock. It
is suggested that the interests of British manufacturers would
be much advanced by the appointment of a technical expert
representative of all British man-ufacturers, with an office in
Rio de Janeiro.—FinoncioZ limea.

Italian Exhibitions.—.An Ideal Home Exhibition is being

held in Turin, under the auspices of the Societa Idroelettrica

Piedmontese and other electrical undertakings, duiing April

and May.
At Milan an agricultural show is to be held from .April l'2tli

to '27th. The 700th anniversary of the foundation of the

universitv of Padua is to be celebrated by an exhibition of

scientific' apparatus from May 14th to 17th. There will be a

number of prize competitions.

A French Absorption.—The shareholders in the Compagnie
Generale d'Electricite have just sanctioned an increase in the

share capital from oO,(WO,000 to 60,000,000 fr. and the issue of

7,143 new shares of oOO fr. each to the Societe de I'Accumula-

teur Tudor for the assets h-ansferred by the latter to the

former.

Russian Trade Developments,—The Russian Trade Dele-

gation has received the following information :

—

German lathe manufacturers have proposed to open a

Petronrad branch for manufacturing lathes from Russian

materials.

A new " Commissariat for Energy " has been established to

superintend electricity supphes and the electrical industries.

The recently-destroyed Petrograd telephone station has

rapidly been rebuilt and is renewing private telephone instal-

lations.

Twenty of the biggest German firms have offered electro-

technical materials to the Petrograd Electrical Trust.

The Petrograd economic organisations are preparing for the

opening of navigation : 150 commodious stores are ready to

accept freights.

—

Rcuter'x Trade Service.

The German Cable Syndicate.—It is stated that the pro-

tracted negotiations between the syndicated cable and insu-

lated wire makers and the ring-free firms have now been

brought to a- conclusion, the latter, with two exceptions, hav-

ing joined the syndicate. One of the outside firn>s is said to

be compelled to keep aloof, as its manufactures do not com-

ply with the regulations of the Association of German Makers

of Conductors. It is now expected that prices will be in-

creased.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Bideford.—Electricity Supply.—At a recent public ineeting

a resolution was carried in favour of the electric lighting

scheme prepared by the newly-formed Electric Light Co. Th"
cost of carrying out the scheme is estimated at £'25.000. A
system of overhead wiring is being adopted.

Blackpool.—DKMRTMEXT.4L .Administrwion.—A suggestion

has been made that the dual administration of the Blai"kriool

electricity and trarawav undertakings should cea.se, and +>iat

two departments should be set up. A proposal to this effect

will be placed before the General Purposes Committee at a

special meeting.

Brecon.

—

Electricity Supply.—.Anph'-ation is to be made bv

the Gas Co for power to .supply the district with electricity.

The Council has decided to support the scheme.

Canada.

—

Qi'fenston-Chipp.aw* Development.—The Hydro-

Flectric Power Commission of Ontario recentlv placed in opera-

tion the second set of the Oneenstown-Chinnawa 'Nincnra)

developm^int. having a capacitv of from S.t.OOO to 60.000 h.p.

TTie CorP'Tii<i«''o" n'-'-nrwd for the cancellation of --ontracts for

the supply of 25.000 h.p.. and the new "eneratinf set was
pla'-ed on hilf loarl to meet this demand. Ot^^er a rrap cements
and contracts for the si'pplv of pokier to the Gommiss'on were
to +erminat.e bef'^ro the end of last month, which wou'd
'"nder necessarv the operation of the new set under full load.

The third set is beincr in.stal'ed. and. it is ex"°cted. w-'I ' '^

in nnerat'nn in the course of three months.

—

Eenter'n Trade
fir "-ire (Toronto).
Xr\vForxD';\ND —The Colonial L^cislntur" Ins been notified

'v the P'-^mier nf th° withdrawal by the Reid-Xewfoundland
Pailwav C'^. of its "^"beme for wat<«r-power dovplopniept &c

,

airier tbo P'lmber River, o" th'^ west coast of Xewfoundland.
—RfiUer'.? Trade Service (St. John's).

ConHnent.''l. — BELGTi-^f.—La Sooiete d'Klectricite di»

rK«ca"t. of -Vnfwp'-p. T<-hirli has litely entered into a contract
witli thp municipal authontios of Antwerp for the snpnly

iin'il thi' end of JOS'?, ol' tb" electijcitv required for liahtinc;

.ind powpv at thn do("k3 in the northern part of the city. Inst

ved'' girpplied eWtrical energy to r. total of 30.0.59 611 kV^Ti.

an incrpa«e "f ff per cent, ov"- ]92(). a* the new foneriting

station at Me"\ern p 7.000-kW uo'ieratirg set is a'readv ip

onpration while work on the erecti'^n of n second set of

10.000 kW eapacitv is well advincd. In ordor t., nieot +hc>

increaMPg demand for electricitv from ou'oide di-^tricta the

nmPanv '« prepnripir nhns to eyt'end its disfrih"tinff niaiii.'i

nl'^nc the Mo'iRO-S'-Vieldt -Tunction Capfl a.»i fa-- is Tiirnb 'i'-

FpvNrn.—TTip Ministpr.q of .Vgr'cuttiir'-. F''r""ico. T^iHio

Works and the Interior have now obtoi'npd M. 'Vrillprand's ap-

nrovl of a decree jpiitituting nn iDt^r-MiniKternl cornm I'/^oioyi

for the nurposn of drawinor un a propranime 'or thedistr;.

bution of elertricf nower in rural comm"pe« and for flni^'ne the

financial means of carrying out the schimf.—Rcw/cr fTaris-).
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The Mimster of Public Works is introducing into

the Chamber a Bill authorising the construction at I'Aber

Vrach (Finistfere Department) of a tidal power station.—

Renter (Paris).

Darlington.—Disposal of Profit.—.\t a meeting of the

Electricity and Light Railways Committee it was reported that

there was a proht during the year of £4,000 on the electricity

undertaking. Of this amount £"2..500 is to be used for the

relief of the rates and f1.500 added to the reserve fund.

Dublin.—Extensions.—Mr. L. J. Kettle, city electricity en-

gineer, has reiwrted to the Corporation that the estimated cost

of CNtending electricity supply to the Kilmainham and Inchi-

core suburban districts would be £4.5,000.

Glasgow.-HospiT.tL Lighting.—The Health Committee has

remitted to a special sub-committee a proposal to install 'electric

lighting at Shieldhall Hospital at a co.st of £2,455.

Hawarden.-Application fok Order.—The Hural Council has

applied for a Special Order to enable it to supply electricity

in the parishes of East Saltney, Higher Kintoerton, Hope,

Llanfvnydd, Sealand, and Tryddyn, and part of the parish

of Hawarden, and to authorise the Council to purchase elec-

tricity in bulk from the North Wales Power & Ti-action Co..

Ltd.

Inverness.—Proposed Extension of Scheme.—It is proposed

that the Corporation shall extend its contemplated electricity

supply scheme to include Banffshire, Aberdeenshire, and

Moray.

Ilford.-Loans.—Application is to be made to the Electri-

city Commissioners for sanction to loans of £9,527, to cover

excess expenditure, and £10,000 for mains and services.

Leyton.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Urban Council has re-

ceived sanction to boiTow £27,500 in respect of the application

for a loan of £34,454 for the erection of the sub-station at

Waterloo Road.

London.—Westminster.—The City of Westminster has re-

cently installed about lAKK) new " Revo " hghting fittings m
the streets, the fittings being of a new type specially made
for this particular installation by the Cable Accessories Co..

Ltd.

Maesteg.—Application for Ohder.—The Council is apply-

ing to the Electricity Commissioners for an order authorising

the Council to establish an electricity supply undertaking.

Mid.Lancashire.—Electricity Scheme.—The joint scheme
of Blackburn and Preston for dealing with the electricity

supply in Mid-Lancashire has been definitely prepared for

consideration by the Electricity Commissioners. The area ex-

tends from Fleetwood to the industrial area of East Lanca-

shire, capital power stations lieing planned at Blackburn.

Preston, Burnley, and Rawtenstall, with " jieak load " sta-

tions at Blackburn. Burnley, Accrington, and Nelson, and
distributing stations at Fleetwood and St. Annes. The initial

scheme is to link up the stations at Preston, Blackburn, and
Burnley through .\ccrington, the cables to be laid before

1920. after A\hich year the extensions in other towns will be

carried out. Tlie controlling body will consist of representa-

tives of the local authorities concerned. With the exception of

Blackburn, present supplies will be available for stations con-

structed '20 or 30 years ago. Most of the sites, however, are

not favourable for cheap generation. The scheme provides

that during the years 1922-31 existing stations, with the excep-

tion of Blackluirn and Rawtenstall, should be gradually closed

down, and normal supplies be forthcoming froni the larger

stations at Blackburn. Preston, and Burnley, all iviter-con-

nected with each other. Several of the other stations may be
retained for emergency purposes for a time. The Blackburn

, station is equipped with 20,000 kW. to be extended to 30,000
kW ; Preston will have 20,000 kW. to be extended to 40.000
kW ; and Burnley will have a capacity of 20.000 kW, to be
extended to 30,000 kW. It is proposed that Preston should
Ije in a position to give a supply not later than 1924. The
annual saving as a result of the project is estimated at

£95,622.

Morecambe.—Loan Sa.nctioned.—The Town Council has re-

ceived sanction to a loan of £3,110 for electric lighting work
"at the Promenade.

Newton Abbot.— .\pPLirATioN ior Extension ok Timl.-
Application is beinc made to the Electricity Oommi-ssioners
for an extension of time under the Act of 1915 for the pur-
cha.sc of the local electricity imdertaking.

North Berwick.—PrRCHASE of ELECTniCITY TrNDERTAKING.

—

The To'.\n Council has under consideration a propo.sal to pur-
chase the local electricity undertaking.

Ogmore and Garw.—Electricity Supply.—Tlie I'.B.C. is

applying to the Electricity Commissioners for a special order
authorising the Council to provide and disti'ibiit*' electric-

I'liergv and to purchase :i supjilv of electricitv from the South
Wal<-s Electrical Power Distribution (>.., ltd.. Mc'^srs Cor-
Bros, it Co.. Jitd.. and Ibi- C)gniore Valley Ele(-tric liight and
Power Co.. Ltd.. or any otlu-r conipany, A-c, prodiiciiij; <ir

generating electricity.

Price Reductions.—Reductions .^re to be made in the
i-harges lor, electricity in the following districts : Barkint;
Batt^rspa. Blackpool^ Boot-le, Glasgow, Horshaifl, Ilford, and
Muidutaoti,

Reigate.—New Plant.—In order to meet the increased de-

mand for electricity, the Corporation is installing new plant

at an estimated cost of £-18,100.

Sidmouth.—Loan.—The Urban District Council has decided

to apply for sanction to borro-w £12,000 for plant, &c., in con-

nection with the electric lighting scheme.

Salford.—Proposed Large Station.—.\ special committee of

the Corporation met on ilonday to consider the question of

the proposed large station at .\geci-oft. and certain suggestions

of the Electricity Committee, including the retention of Mr.
J. A. Robertson as consulting eneineer. An alternative put

forward by the Lan^a.shire Electric Power Co. that Salford

should stay its hand in the poss^bihty of being supplied by
Manchester from its new station at Barton, when it was com-
pleted, was rejected. A special meeting of the Council is likely

to be called to deal with the situation.

Truro.—Electricity in Bulk.—Tlie Town Council has re-

ceived approval from the Electricity Commissioners of a
scheme for obtaining a supply of electricity in bulk from the

Cornwall Electric Power Co., as an alternative to the Coun-
cil's erecting its own generating station. Arrangements are

being made for the supply.

Workington.-Electricity Slpply,—The Workington Elec-

tric Power Co., Ltd.. has been formed to supply the district

with electricity. The power station is being erected near the

Siddick Colliery, which will be the first place to receive a
supply.

Worthing.—Extension of Supply.—The Corporation is pro-

motina a Parliamentary Bill in which authority is sought to

extend its area of supply to Durrington.

Warminster.- -Electricity Scheme.—The newly-formed Elec-

tric Light Co. has decided to erect a power station on a site

near the Market Place, and it is hoped to have a supply of

electricity available by Christmag^

York.—Loan.—The Town Council has decided to apply for

n loan of £4.400 for the extension of the sub-station at Wel-
b'ncton Row. Mains extensions invclvinc an estimated expen-
diture of £6.3-50 are to be carried out during the year.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Burnley.—Tr.\ck Renewals.—The Tl-amw ays Committee pro-

po.ses to relay the track in certain districts, including sections

on the Rosegrove, Manchester Road, and Towneley routes,

while a double line is to be laid between Rosehill Road .and

Carr Road.

Cardiff.—Loan.—It was reported at a meeting of the Tram-
ways Committee that £301,000 had been expended on track

reconstruction, and as the fund set apart for the purpose had
been absorbed it was recommended that application be made
for a loan of £160,000 to complete the work.
Proposed Fare Reduuction.—The tramway manager has

been instructed to prepare a report on the proposed re-intro-

duction of Id. fares (the present minimum is l^d.) and on the
introduction of special fares for children.

Continental.—France.—It is estimated that the expenditure :

on the clec-tritlcation of a length of l,8(i(l miles of the Orleans'

railway will exceed 470,tK)0.000 fr. on the pre-war basis of

prices, of which 150.000. (HXi fr. would be for lo?omotives.

Sweden.—The conversion of the International Swedish
Riksgrans-Narvik Railway, which has been twelve years under
construction, is apnrcaching completion. The continuation lo

Narvik is expected to be completed by October this year.

when the scheme in its entirety will be finished.

Edinburgh.—New Cars.—Car bodies for the Corporation's

nc"- electric cars are under construction bv Messrs. P.

McHardy & Elliott, Edinburgh.

Leeds.—Extension of Time.—The Mini.ster of Transport has

extended the time until .Vugust. 19-23. of the I.#eds Corpora-

tion .\ct, 1914, for the completion of certain tramways.

Halifax.—Tk\ck Renewals—The Tramuays Committee ha^

recommended to the To-n-n Council that an additional tram-

way loop line be constructed at Long Lover Lane, Spring Hal!

Lane, at a cost of about .£500. The committee has also

authorised the tram\\'a\' manager to repair the track at

Bradford Road, EailifFeBridge. at na estimated cost of £2.(XKI.

Newcastle=on=Tyne.

—

Inquiry.—.-Vn inquiry was held in

Newcastle-on-Tyne". at the instance of the Ministry of Trans-

port, on .Miinli 3lNt, as to the expediency of granting an appli-

cation liy ihr Citv Ciirporatian to amend the Ni'wi-astle Cor-

l>oratinn l,ii;lil li;iil\\;i\ Order by including an .-idditional rail-

way. It \iiis .stated tbat the application was fur ronsci-.t to

iiiake an addition to tli.> ( losl'orth Light Hailuiiy, The line

(if the new jiroposed light railway was situate near the western

boundary of the City, and when construcled it would, in con-

junction with TramroadNo 2. now in i-ourse of construction,

form a means of communication «ith the centre of the city.

The lenuth \\-ns six furlongs and the estimated cost of the

I>ermanent -way was £7.0.50. The total co.st of cunatructioD

and acquisition of laud and buildint;s wat £13,564,
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia. — Trunk Telethones. — The Sydney Morning
Herald states that the duplication of the telephone trunk line

between Sydney and Melbourne has been completed. A
duplex telegraph circuit has been superimposed upon each of

the circuit wires. The length of the new cable is 580 miles,

and it has cost about i'36,0tX).

Italy.

—

Communication with Prance —As the outcome of

negotiations between the Governments of Pi'ance and Italy it

has been decided to open up a new telephone line between the
two countries by linking the Susa oftice with that of Modana,
making u.se of the exi.sting French connection between Tunel
del Prejus and Modaca.

Switzerland.

—

Lausanne.—A loud-speaking wireless tele-

phone installation has just been completed at Lausanne which
will be in communication with the Eiffel Tower telephone
each day between five and six in the evening. It will be able

to recoid communications from London. Berlin, and even
America, while aeroplanes on the London-Paris-Lausanne
services will be able to maintain constant communication with,

the new station.

—

Ueuter.

The Telephone Service.

—

Neav London Exchange.—Tlic
" Maryland ' Exchange, designed to replace the Stratford

and Broadway Exchanges, was opened on April 1st. The
switchboards and auxiliary apparatus of all kinds are of the
most up-to-date central battery type. The equipment includes
electric lamp signals and other labour-saving devices. At the
opening, accommodation will be provided for approximately
2,00() subscribers and 460 junctions to other exchanges in

l>ondon. Ample external cable plant exists in the neighbour-
hood, and the " Maryland " exchange will be capalile of ex-

tension to meet the needs of the district for a number of years

ahead. The exchanee has taken nearly eighteen months to

liuild and equip. Tlie " Maryland " exchange is the twelfth
new exchange to be opened in London since the Armi.stice.

" PiXED-TiME " Call System.—Arrangements have been
made to enable telephone sub.scribers to book trunk calls in

advance. The calls, which will be effected at or about a

-pecified hour, as desired l)y the subscriber, will he known
1^ " fixed time " calls, and the booking may be cither for a

-iiigle call, which can be given in by telephone or in writing,

or for a daily call for a minimum period of a week, including

or excluding Saturdays and Sundays, according to the sub-
scriber's wish, under a standing order to be given in writing.

The call will be regarded as effective if connectio'n is marie
within ten minutes after the time for which it is booked. A
single " fixed-time " call should be booked at least three hours
before the time at which it is required, and the .subscriber

should ask for " Trunks " or " Toll." as for an ordinary call.

Every effort will be made to comnlete a " fixed-time "
,-;all at

or about the time desired, but in the event of ijiadequate

notice being given to the department there may be a risk of

failure to obtain the connection at the appointed hour. A
" fixed-time " call may be t f either three or six minutes"
duration, but will not Ix' extended beyond a period of six

minutes if there are other calls awaiting completion.

Uruguay.

—

Flores Island.—A portable radiographic in.stal-

lation has been erected on Plores Island to replace the sub-

marine telegraph hitherto connecting it with the mainland.

—

Review of the River Plafe.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Elecjtrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Argentina.—Buenos Aires —June ibth. Municipal Couu-

' il- Plant lor hydro-electric generating station and trans
•ormer sub-sitation.*

Ashton=under=Lyne.—April 12th. Electricity Department.
Eight 6.61W-V equipments. (March 24th.)

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—May llth. Victorian Electricity

Commissioners. 9(iO miles of aluminium steel-cored cable;
:i,000 lb. flat armoured wire ; 4.000 lb. No. 4 tie mie—Renter's
Trade Service (Melbourne).
May 23rd. Porous cells, &c.*
Perth, W.A.—May 24th. Postma-ster-neneral's Department.

Telegraph and telephone accessories.*

.July yth. Victorian Kailways. One 2-ton storage battery
truck with jib crane and lifting magnet.

—

Renter's Trade
Service (Melbourne).
May 31st. Victorian Railways. Two double-wheel lathes

with motor and control gear.*
Tasmanu.—June 23rd. P.M.G.'s Department, Hobart.

Telephone and telegraph instrument parts. (See this issue.)

Beigium.—,^pril 12th. Belgian State Rpilways. Supply
of 3()7 tons of copper wire.

May 10th. Belgian Government Light Railways. Supply
and laying of armoured cables for tramway lines north of

Antwerp.

Brighton.—May 8th. Electricity Department. One 6,000-
kW turbo-altern.ator and exciter with condenser, and one
geared turbo-driven d.c. generating plant. (See this i-ssiie.)

Bury.—April loth. Electricity Department. 1,000 yd. of

cast-iion pijjes. 3 ft. 6 in. internal diamet^, construction of

intake cbaml>er. and all contingent w^orks between Tottington

railway bridge and power station. Chamber HaD. Mr. J.

Ainswortu Settle, borough engineer.

Douglas (Isle of Man) April 10th. Corporation. Six

miles l.p., three-core, lead-covered cable, distribution pillars,

.service material, meters. &c. (March 24th.)

Mav 8th. Corporation. Engme-house plant, mcluding

10-ton travelling crane, two oil engines, complete with oU

storage tank, cooler piping, two 210-kW d.c. generators and

balancer booster .set; main switchboard wiring and connec-

tions, .storage battery and connections. (See this issue.)

Dundee.—April 2bth. Electricity Department. One 12-

panel d.c. switchboard, four 3.000-amp. d.c. circuit-breaker

panels, and three starting panels for rotaries. (Maxch 24th.)

Falmouth.—Trustees of the Wesley Church. Designs and

estuiiatfs lor electric lighting in.stallation. (March 31st.)

Glasgow.—Mav 1st. Electricity Department. Cables,

meters, and carbons, for 12 months. (See this issue.)

Gravesend.—April 12th. Corporation. Wiring 58 houses,

for the T.O. Borough electrical engineer.

Hornsey.—.April 20th. Electricity Department. One cool-

ing tower. (March 31st.)

London.—Wandsworth.—April 12th. Board of Guardians.

In-tallatiun of electric lighting and fire alarms at the

Swaffield Road Schools. (March 24th.)

Stki'nky .—April 20th. Electricity Supply Department.

Three l,OUU-kW converting sets and one 50-ton electrically-

driven overhead gantry crane. (March 31st.)

H M. Office ok Works.—May 4th. Engineering labour

(electrical &c.) required in the district during a period of

three years. Secretary. H.M. Oflice of Works (Contracts

Branch). King Charles Street, London, SW.l.
Metropolitan Asylums Board.—April 2bth. Installation ot

tw-o electric automatic passenger lifts and two electric auto-

matic service lifts at Tooting Bee Mental Hospital. &c. (See

this issue.)

Loughborough.—.April 14th. Electricity Department

E h.p. switchgear, and extensions to d.c. switchgear. (March

24th.)

Manchester.—April 13th. Electricitv Comimttee. lb-ton

overhead travelling crane (hand operated). Mr. F. E Hughes,

.secretary Electricity Department. Town Hall. Manchester.

New Zealand.—Wellington.—July 8th. Public Works De-

partment. Eight steel transmission line towers.—Rente?' s

Trade Service (Melbourne).

Rhondda.—April 12th. U.D.C, Wiring and fixtures

for 12 houses at Penygraig. Specifications (21s.) Irom the

manager. Electricity Works, Forth.

South Africa..-KRUGERSDORP.-April 24th Municipal

Council. According to information received by the D.O.i. in

London, tenders are invited for work and materials tor the

conversion of the d.c. electric lighting system at Krugersdorp

to a c viz a.c. transformers, voltage regulators, cables, over-

head i'ransmission lines, switchgear. l.p. feeders and distribu-

tors motors and meters. Alternate tenders are invited for the

completion of the whole scheme and for taking over the elec-

trical plant at present in the Pretoria Street power station.

Tune required to supply material or to complete work to be

stated Particulars from the Town Engmeer or the Consulting

Engineer. Prof. W. Buchanan, 75, Louis Botha Avenue.

Houghton Estate, Johannesburg.

WMthamstow. - April 12th. Electricity Department

E h.p feeder cable and l.p. distributor and public hghting

cables. (March 24th.)

Warrington.—April ISth. Electricity Department H.

and l.n. paper and lead-covered cable. (March 31st.

1

April ISth. Electricity and Tramways Committee Tram-

wav pole planting wagon. Mr. F. V. L. Matthias borough

elp'^trical and tramway engineer. Electricity Works, War-

rington. '

, ^ J.

Wolverhampton. — April 12th. Board of Guardians.

Electric liahting installation at the Institution, Heath lown.

(March 24th.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c can ' be in.spected at the Department of Overseas Trade

(Room 84), 3."., Old Queen Street, S.W.L

CLOSED.
Australia.—Melbourne.—Victorian Railways. Accepted

One 30-lon overhead travelling crane (£2.225V-Herbort Morris.^Ltd

-Section A.-Item I, indoor 3-phase &c., £1.227 each

;

item 2. £569 Mch ; item 3. indoor single-phase. 4c.. £260 '^<i-^^"?"
B.—Item 1. outdoor S-phase with temninal boxes, Sc. £723 eac*;

ilom 2. ditto. n.203 each; item '3. ijvfoor sinsle phve. So., tUi
~tt^: iletii 4. two jHdilional 3.ph»- '- """" .,-i.'_«-l.-^- .h,l

rhiMip», LM,

£3.280 each.-»-7oh'n5pr ahd
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Benalla, Victoria, Shire Council has accepted the following

in connection with the installation of an electric plant:—
Power plant (£6,400).—Wm. Adams & Co.

Bare copper cable (il.aOO).—Homewood & O'.Xeil Pty.. Ltd.

Insulated cable.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Lid.

Switchboard f£400).—T, Houlton & Co.

.Alternators (£1,250).—Thomas Bros.

Msters (£630).—.Australian General Electric Co.

Insulators.—British General Electric Co., Ltd.

Fuses.—Lawrence Hanson Electrical Co., Ltd.

Street lighting fittings (£135).—Edison Sw.4n Elec

Lightning arresters.-Noyes Bros.

Common-nealth Postmaster-General's Department for South

.\ustralia :
—

30 tons h.d. copper wire, 100 lb, per mile (£2,700). -British Insulated aii<I

Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Victorian State Rivers and Water Suppl.v:—
Induction motors and transformers, for the Red CliHs pumping plant

(£2,095).—Weymouths, Ltd.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Co.. Ltd.

Victorian Public Works Department:
iSicators (£837).—.\uM

Belgium.—From a Belgian conesiwndeut we learn that the

foUowmg tenders were among those received by the St. Gilles

Corporation for the supply of 14,700 metres armoured cable

and 4,000 kg. bare copper wire :
—

Soc .An. Nederlandsch Kabelfabrlek a Delft. (Hollande). 174,965 fr.

Manufacture de cables ^lectriques en caoutchouc d'Eupen, 177,607 fr.

Ateliers de constructions electriques de Charleroi, 184,399.50 fr.

J. Corvilain, Saint Gilles, 203,187 fr.

Soc. Italiana Conduttori Elettrici. Leghorn, 245,380 fr.

We understand that tenders were received from three

Belgian, one Dutch, one Czecho-Slovakian, two Italian, and
four French concerns.

The Belgian Post Office received tenders as follows for the

laying-in, jointing and delivery of 1'2,853 metres lead covered,

3,165 metres armoured, and 119 metres rubber, telephone cable

in Antwerp :
—

The Electric Cable & Conduit To. (Mr. Janssens), 620,969.65 fr.

Cableries de Presbourg. 622,639.43 fr.

.A.C.E.C, Charleroi, 747,093.77 fr.

Chippenham.—-Town Council. Accepted:

—

Installing electric lighting in the Council houses.—Mr. A. R. Fox.

Dundee.—The Corporation Electricity Committee has ac-

cepted an offer by a Berlin firm for the supply of cables. The
lowest British offer was i£851. but it was reported that the

-German firm was prepared to offer cable of the same cjuality

at least 10 pev cent, cheaper. Replying to a member, who
moved that the British oifer be accepte(i, Mr. H. Richardson,

the engineer, pointed out that it only meant a saving of .£80

or £90 in this case, whereas if they let it go out that they
were shutting the door to Continental tenderers it would mean
the payment of scores of thousands more in the future than
would otherwise be the case. The German offer was accepted.

Edinburgh.—The Tramway Committee has, by a majority,
recommended the acceptance' of a German (Cologne) manufac-
turer's tender for 130 tons tramway rails and 5 tons fish

plates ; . also another German firm's tender for steel poles. The
different prices were :

—
Rails :—German tender, £1,365: British tender, £1,495.
Poles :—German (Dusseldorf), £5,436 ; British, £7,977.

Glasgow.—Housing Committee. The Corporation has re-

ceived a letter fi>Dm the Scottish Board of Health approving of

the tender of Mr. R. J. Sinclair, Glasgow, for electric hght^
ing of the Council's houses at Mosspark. but suggesting that

acceptance should now be given for 500 houses in place of the
750 recommended. The Committee on Housing has agreed
to the restriction.

Corporation. Electricity Committee. Recommended :
—

Four Penstock sluice valves in connection with the second inlet ralvcrt

at the Dalmarnock power station (£1,320) —Hnm. Baker & Co.

Electricity C'ommitte>e. .\ccepted :
—

Circulating water pipes and foundations (£11,012).—Yorkshire Hennebiquc
Co., Ltd.

, Converting plant (^16,927). switchgear (£1,414).—British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd.

Electrical work at .Glasgow Municipal buildings extension (accepted).

—

Johnston, Park & Co.

Tramways Committee. Recommended :
—

. V.i.r. -cable.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Kettering.—U.D.C. .Accepted:—
Feeder cables.—Union C.ihle Co., Dagonham Dock.

North 'Woolwich.—Messrs. Harland A- Wolff, I-td.. hav
placed orders for electrical equipment (over iE3'2,000) with a

Glasgow firm in connection with' the new site at !!Corth Wool-
wich yard. This includes two 3-motor '20-ton cranes, five 3-

juotor 10-ton cranes, one 4-raotor overhead travelling crane,
four 3-motor 3-ton .slewing mono-rail cranes, and the necessar\-

runs of longitudinal conductor. Tlie two '2(;)-tonners will co.st

fu.;537; the five lO-tonners, £11.792; the four-motor overhead
10-tonner. ;£4,3(X); and the four three.-motor slewing cranes,
£7,224.

Sallord.—Education Committee. Accepted:

—

' Electric wiring and sunplying lamps at Hankinsou Street scIkkiI.—I'ow.t
and Lighting Supplies Co., Ltd.

Tramways Committee. Stores for six months. Accepted :
—

Armature coils.—P. R. Jackson & Co., Ltd.
Field and armature coils.—Barrett & Thornton.

-"' Lanips and drv cells.—English Electric & Siemens Supplies, Ltd.: British
Insulated i Hslsby Cables, Ltd.

Carbon brushes.—J. Eades.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, April 8th. M Albemai
Street, W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on *' Radio-activity,'* by Sir Ernest Ruth«
ford, F.R.S.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.— Saturday, .April 8th. .At 7.

nor.r Row. Pap.-r, " .Notes on .Marine Salvage,"
.Mr H. Pl

Sallord Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturdav, .-\pril 8th. .\t

the Royal Technical College. At 7 p.m. Lecture on " Steam Turbines."
by Mr. G. G. Stoney.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—Saturday, April 8th. At the

Engint-ers' Club, Coventry Street. W. At 7 p.m. Annual dinner.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (North-Eastern Centre).—Monday.
.April 10th. .\t .Armstrong College. N'ewcastle-on-Tyne. Ar 7.t5. Annual
general meeting.

(North-Western Centre).—Tuesday. Apiil 11th. At the Engineer.'
Club. .\Ianchester. .Vt 7 p.m. Informal meeting, discussion on " High-
power .M.-Tcury Arc Rectifiers." to be open.-d by Mr. 'R. I.. iMorri:.on.

(Scottish Centre).—Tuesday, April lllh. At 20. Bath Str.-et, Glasi:o-v.

At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " RoLary Converters," by Mr. V. P. Whilaker.
tmg.

Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de France.—Tuesday . April 11th. At the In.

Nlifution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate. S.W. .\t ."(.SO p.m. Pr-'-

.-.idential .iddress, " Co-operation between Engineering Institutions in

France and Great Britain." by Mr. W. Noble Twelvetrees.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, April 11th. M
St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. Lecture on '* Temporary
Expedients," by .Mr. W. E. Highfield.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.—Wednesday, .April 12th. At St. Bride's
Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. Paper on " The Artesian Wells and Geolo-
gical Strata of London," by Mr. R. Langton Cxtle.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW-
DEPARTMENT.

SERVICE

To enable us to complete rephes to queries received this week
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of ;^

Relv-a-Bell Burglar Alarms.
I

NOTES.

The Locli=out.—The forty-seven trade unions having
accepted the memorandum of April 1st as a basis of negotia-

tions regarding managerial rights, the lock-out notices relating

to them were suspended on Wednesday, and negotiations be-

tween the Employers' Federation and the Negotiating Com-
mittee of the Unions will begin on Monday. In the House
of Commons on Wednesday, Dr. Macnamara, Minister of

Liabour. said he could see no justification for instituting a
(jourt of Inquiry under Part II of the Industrial Courts Act
in respect of a matter conjointly affecting four groups of

unions, three having found it possible to resume negotiations

with the employers and the fourth not.

Invitation to The Trade to Exhibit at Hanley.—Firms
willing to co-operate with the Potteries Branch of the Elec-

trical Contractors' Association in making a good exhibit of

electrical manufactures for domestic and similar service, at

the Ideal Homes Exhibition, to be held at HaHley, from
May 4th to '20th, are asked to communicate with the Secre-

tary of the Branch. Mr. .\. Gould, c/o Messrs. Barnett ct Sons,

34, Church Street, Stoke-on-Trent.

Co>Partnership in Industry.—Lord Robert Cecil occupied

the chair at a limcheon given by the Labour Co-Partnership

Association on March '29th, and the chief guests were Lord
Leverhulme and Mr. D. Milne Watson. The chairman said

that the history of industrial matters during the past few

months pointed to the necessity for a change in the organisa-

tiiOT of industry. Men and women of ability on both sides

were ranged against one another when, if they would com-

bine, they might improve the prosperity of industry and the

nation. I.xjrd Leverhulme said that the tinus with which he

was connected had weathered the storm mainly through co-

partnership. Co-partnership was not a sliort cut to increased

profits, and anyone who approached it from that angle was

likely to be disappointed. Mr. Milne Watson described the

scheme being worked by the Gas Light and Coke Co.

Editors' Difliculties.—The Journal of the Briti.sh Chamber
of Commerce of Tm'key and the Balkan States, in apologisint;

for an error, states that there are many difliculties m editing

a journal at a distance of 3,000 miles from the printer, and

that this functionary invariably gets his own way. We are not

so far separated from our printer, but even so we occasionally

have to make apologies for mistakes. Our readers will notice

that these axe usually (and truthfully) described as " printer's

errors," proving that difliculties do not always decrease with

the distance.

The Batti'Wallahs' Society.—The eleventh annual dinner

of the StX'iety took place on March 31st; Jlr. Edgar S. Barra-

let, the Prt\sident. occupied the chair, .\ft-er an excellent

ilinner a concert, intersjiersed with toa.st^s, was given. Mr.

E. G. Batt sang " The Batti-Wallahs' Song," by Mr. F. .T.

ColUs. and other items were rendered by Miss Elsa Cameron

and Messrs. .Alfred Ricardo, L-eonard Underwood, Wilkin, and

McGowan. The toast list included " The Society '^ and " The

Ladies and Visitors."
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An Industrial Organisation.—At the London School of

Economics on March •Mth Mr. Hugo Hirst (chairman of the

General Electric Co., Ltd.) delivered an address on " The
Characteristics of a Great Industrial Organisation." Mr.
Hirst .said that ho considered the definition of " Industry

"

to be the combination of brain, labour, and capital to create

values from raw materials. As his audience consisted mainly
of civil servants, he explained the difl'erence between govern-
mental organisation and that of a money-making business.

He said that while the aim of a business firm was to obtain
results, which could be measured, in a limited period, a
Government department was framed to last for generations,

and its benefits could not be estimated in terms of money.
A Government department possessed dictatorial powers, but
in business supplier and purchaser were equal. Civil sei-vants,

unhke men in business, had to be self-<'ftacing. and conse-
quently some of the best men in the country o'ere suffocated

by routine. Turning to the organisation of his company, Mr.
Hirst said that experience had taught them that the only safe
basis o|' orgaiiis;ition was not system, but the human factor

that controlled it. This meant the selection of men for the
chief positions who thoroughly under.stood the wishes of the
heads of the concern. Men were .selected and assisted in

every possible way to further the success of their departments.
and they were given power equal to that of ownership. Ex-
cept the annual audit, there was no control which would
lower them in the eyes of their subordinates, and although he
would not say that everyone had been successful, he did not
know of a single case in which this confidence had been mis-
placed. These managers were allowed certain sums of money
for their use. but all capital expenditure had to receive the
sanction of the head office, and all money from sales went
through to the head office. In studying managers' balance-
sheets, the speaker said that profits were not the only indica-

tion of the .success of a branch. He studied the balance-.sheet

to see if the sales were a reasonable proportion of the possible

sales in the district, and also if the stock was in the right
proportion to Bale>s. ."Vnothjer point dealt with was the
ratio of expenses to sales, and in this many complicating
points arose, .such as the fluctuation of the cost of materials,
&c. The " captain of industry " had a difficult task. He
could not possibly know all the details of his business, but he
must be a man of high integrity and education to be able to
understand all the scientific, technical and commercial prob-
lems which were put before him for decision. Research, de-
velopment, production, sales, and distribution must be cor-

rectly co-ordinated in his programme. He must also be con-
versant with the political and economic conditions of many
coimtries. As an example of the work of a rantain of indus-
try. Mr. Hirst outlined the history of the G.E.C. lamp works,
with all its risks and final success. He concluded by pointing
nut that no municipal or Government authority would dare
to take the risks a business man mu.st take to succeed.

Smoke Abatement.—The Coal Smoke .Abatement Society
recently organised a deputation to meet Sir .-Vlfred Mond,
Minister of Health, consisting of influential representatives of

many widely-different interests. Sir Aston Webb spoke of the
deleterious effect of smoke upon buildings and works of art.

He considered that domestic ranges should be abandoned.

—

Mr. Thomas Paxton. Lord Provost of Glasgow, said that
much had been accomplished in his city by lectures and de-
monstrations. In the city's Act not only was " black " smoke
prohibited, but the Corporation had powers to prosecute in

other cases.—Mr. Andrew Taylor, L.C.C., considered that the
word " black " should be deleted from the Act of Parliament
concerning smoke nuisance

;
yellow smoke contained more

objectionable chemical compounds.—Sir W. Napier Shaw
(Royal Meteorological Society) said that in residential London
domestic smoke was I'esimnsible for two-thirds of the atmos-
pheric pollution. Lord Newton's Committee dealt only with
the industrial side of the smoke nuisance problem, but if

legislation was to be of any use it must deal with the domestic
aspect as well.

Sir .\lfred Jlond. in reply, said that he was very interested
in the subject. He thought that local authcuities might do
much more to mitigate the nuisance. If domestic heating
by other forms could only be made sufficiently cheap they
would soon replace raw coal, but he doubted if anything could
be done in the way of legi.slation abolishing the open hearth.
Propaganda could effect a great deal, and upon the advice
uf Ljnl Newton's Committee the .Ministry of Health had
assigned to competent oflicers tlir task of advi.smg and assist-
mg manufacturers and local authorities.

Dundee Electricity Department.— Hif'h praise is meted uiiL
to the organisation of the Dundee' ('orporation Electricity Di>-
partuient by the Visiting Comniittpc of the Dundee Touii
I'ouncil. which has been making exhaustive inquiries into the
Torking of the various municipal departments. A report
issued on the Electricity Department ends as follows :

" The
•onimittee Wiis much impressed by the whole organisation,
'^videntlv giving the engineer an oversight and grip through-
"Ut, ami yet without the useless redundancies of organisation
tliat are in some modern systems. They were also very
pleased to observe the good spirit and the conspicuous interest
in their work shown by the staff throughout. They spoke aa
' tbey and the iindertaking were one. The custom observed
5f having a monthly meeting of the staff for discussion of
nethpde and suggestions for improvements is typical."

Late Parliamentary Notes,

—

Electricity Supply Bill.—
The House of Lords resumed on \Vedne3day the consideration
of the Electricity (Supply) Bill in Committee. On Clause 1(»

(power to continue wayleaves). Viscount Peel moved amend-
ments designed to reserve to the railway companies the pro-
tection afforded to them under the Act of 1919. These were
agreed to.

Lord MoNKBRETON moved a new clause to follow Clause 11
(power to make agreements as to the erecting of generating
stations), providing that the Electricity Commissioners might
by Order suspend for such i»riod as they thought fit the pur-
chase by a joint electricity authority or the L.C.C. or any local
authority in the case of any transfer of lease to a joint elec-
tricity authority of any part of an authorised undertaker'.s
undertakings, provided that consent to such suspension has
been previously obtained. This new clause was agreed to.

The Conmiittee stage of the Bill was concluded without fur-
ther amendment, and the Bill, as amended, was reported to
the House. The Earl of Ciuwford stated that the report stage
would be taken on Tuesday, April 11th.
Special Orders Approved.—Both Houses of Parliament on

Wednesday approved the Special Orders made by the Electi-i-
city. Commissioners under the Electricity (Supply) Acts, 188'2

to 1919, and confirmed by the Minister of Ti'ansport under
the Electricity (Supply) .\ct. 1919, in respect of the following :

The urban district of Amble. Northumberland, the parish of
Distington. Whitehaven, Cumberland (both presented on Feb-
ruary •27th); the urban district of Ammanford. Oamiarthen,
the borough of Wareham'and parts of the parishes of Ai'ne
and Wareham St. Martin, in the rural district of Wareham
and Purbeck. Dorset (all presented on March 13th); and the
urban districts of Great Harwood and Rishton and the parishes
of Wilpshire. Clayton-le-Dale and Ramsgreave, in the rural dis-
trict of Blackburn, Lanes, (presented March 14th).

Motor Head Lights.—The Council of the Optical Society
is arranging a programme of papers dealing with motor head
lights, having reference, more particularly, to the optical prob-
lems involved. The question of "glare " or " dazzle." and
the methods proposed for overcoming it will be considered,
from the points of view of the optician, the lamp manu-
facturer, and the road user. The meeting will be held at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensing-
ton, on May 11th next, and anyone desiring to contribute to
the discussion or to exhibit models, or give experimental
demonstrations is requested to communicate w'ith the honorary
secretary of the Society.. Mr. P. F. S. Bryson, Glass Research
Association, 50. Bedford Square, W.C.I.

X=rays and Cancer.—The Medical Correspondent of
The Times reports that good results have been obtained in
the treatment of cancerous growths by X-rays at the W'est
London Hospital. Of over 200 cases, many were considered
incurable, but only ten patients have died after the lapse of

a year. It is not yet known whether the " cures " are per-
manent, and it is not suggested that benefit is likely to occur
in every case. The results so far obtained certainly warrant
the continuance and expansion of the work.

The League of Nations Technical Commission.—The Con-
sultative and Technical Commission for Communications and
Transit, constituted at the wish of the last Assembly of

the League of Nations, is meeting in Geneva. The Com-
mission has to prepare a general convention concerning the
international regime of railways, and questions relating to in-

ternal navigation, air and road transport, transfer of water
power or electvicitv from one country to another, are on the
agenda.

—

The Times.

Mining Dangers Research Board.—The Secretary for

Mines has appointed the following sub-committee of the above
Board to deal with Technical Appliances :—Col. W. C.
Blackett. C.B.E. (chairman) ; the Rt. Hon. W. Brace, P.O.,
M.P. ; Mr. C. P. Sparks. C.B.E. ; Dr. R. V. Wheeler, P.I.C.

;

Mr. C. D. Mottram. B.Sc. (secretary). Mr. Mottram's ad-
dresses are the County Hotel. Newcastle-on-Tyne; and Mines
Department. 46, Victoria Street. S.W.I.

—

hoard of Trade
.Inurnal.

Vulcanising Rubber with the Electric Oven.—.\n .Anieri-

can brush company has adopted electricity instead of steam
for vulcanising mbber brushes. \n oven measuring' -53 in.

. deep, 28 in. wide.- and 35 in. high i.s used, with electric heating
oleuicnts at the bottom. Automatic temix?ratiire controllers
are <-uiplovcd. .\c<wdiug tu the fjlcclrlcnl 11 ..W./. i\„: ivMill

is a leiiiiction in the, c-ijst of viilcaiii.Ning.

Water Power in the United States .-\s the result uf in-

vestigations made by the I'.S. (ieological Survey, it is stated

that the capacity of turbines installed of more than l«» h.p.

amounts to 7,8.52.94b h.p., distributed amongst 3.110 instal-

lations. The potential water-powers of the United States
amount to a minimum of 27.943,000, with a maximum value
almost exactly double.

The Felten and Guilleaume Group.—It is st.nted that the
J'"elti'n and Guilleaume Co. of Cologne-Mulheini. whieh for-

merly lo.st control over the .\ustrian Felten and Guilleaume
works when the latter was converted into a joint stock com-
pany, has now regained a decisive influence in the latter

through the acquisition of a considerable number of shares.

The Austrian company holds the majority of the shares in

the Buda-Pesth company bearing the same name.
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Appointment Vacant.—Telephone line foreman (^250;,
for the Government cit British Guiana Post Otfice Department.
(See " Official Notices " to-day.)

The Electrical Power Engineers' Association (London
Western Section).—On Saturday last a dinner was held by
the London Wr-tt-rn Section at the Holborn Restaurant. The
chairman of thf Section, Mr. W. J. Oswald, presided over an
attendance which, as he remarked, suffered from the coinci-

dence with Boat-Race Day. Ladies were present, and a very

excellent musical entertainment was provided, Mr. Tom
Kinniburgh's songs and those of Miss Vera Mills being parti-

cularly appreciated. After the loyal toast had been duly

honoured. Mr. W. J. Jetfery. president of the Association, pro-

posed " The Sectfon," which, he had heard, embodied the

brains of the E.P.E.A. (a claim made also for each of the

other Sections) ; its chairman was his -senior lieutenant this

year. Mr. Oswald, in responding, explained that he had re-

signed the post of chairman in accordance with the rules, but
the Section refused to accept his resignation. The aim of the

Association w-as not merely to improve salaries, but to uplift

the profession of power engineer and to benefit the whole of

the electricity supply industry. The efficient training of engi-

neers was now their main concern, for they must have the

most competent men in what he claimed to be the premier
profession ; it was a problem of vital importance. A lock-out

was unfortunately in progress, but the jxjwer engineers were
determined that the electricity supply industry should not be
dragged into the conflict. Mr. A. P. Harmer proix>sed " The
Visitors, the Ladies, and the Press," drawing siiecial atten-

tion to the valuable work of Mr. Pooley on the I.E.E. Informal
Meetings Connnittee. Mr. Whitgift as " informal " reporter,

and Mr. W. A. Jones as secretary of the Association. Mr. A.

Gay. responding, advocated closer relation.ship between the

senior and junior officers in the supply industry, and Mr. A. H.
.Allen also responding )>aid a tribute to the high ideals of the

Association and the excellent qualities of its leaders.

Mr. J. H. Parker proposed the health of the Chairman

—

a man in a thou.sand—which was accorded musical honoms.
Mr. Oswald, in reply, emphasised the duty of everyone to help

on the work of the world, and at a later stage expressed the

indebtedness of the company to the hon. secretary, Mr. W.
Cornet, and Mr. Harmer for the admirable entertainment
which they had organi.sed.

Annealing Steel by Electricity.—Hy using the electric fur-

nace, a Buffalo company has annealed thousands of tons of

.--teel wire without a single rejection, using only 115 kWh per

ton. The wiie was § in. in diameter, and was passed through

the furnace in charges of 7,.500 lb. Heat was economised by
placing the cold charge alongside of the cooling charge for

three hours in a preheating chamber, after which it was
placed for three liours in a chamber heated to 1,360 deg. F.

'The labour involved was that of two men for seven minutes
once in three hours. Working ten hours a day, the fm-nace

tu)'ns out a ton of annealed wire with a consumption of

18-5 kWh : on continuous 24rhour operation the consumption
is reduced to 11.5 kWh. The product is superior to that of a

furnace heated with fuel, and is less oxidised. The annealing

is perfectly uniform, greatly facilitating subsequent opera-

tions. Tlie heating' elements are of heavy nickel-chromium

ribbon, suspended on refractory insulators fixed to the side

w-alls of the furnace, with a total rating of 180 kW, and the

temperature is controlled bv automatic apparatus.

—

Electrical

irorW.

INSTITUTION N0TE5.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

Council's Nomina-
tions.—The following have been nominated by the Council

for the vacancies which will occur in the offices of president,

vice-presidents honorarv treasurer, and ordinary members of

Council on September 3bth, 1922:—
President.—F. Gill, European Chief Engineer, International

Western Electric Co.
Vice-Presidents.—W.H. Eccles, D.Sc, F.E.S., Professor of

Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics. City and Guilds

Technical College, Fmsbury ; A A. Campbell^ Swmtou. F R S ,

consulting engineer, 66. Victoria Street, S.W.I.
Honorary Treasurer.—Sir James Devonshire, K.B.E.,

director, Underground Electric Railways Co. of London, Ltd.

Ordinary Menibers of Cojincil.—Members (three vacancies).

—J. W. Beauchamp, director and secretary, British Electrical

Development Association ; A. C. Cramb, engineer and man-
ager, Borough Electricity Works, Croydon; Major K.

Edgcumbe, L.E.E., joint managing director, Messrs. Everett,

Edgcumbe & Co., f^td. ; C. C. Garrard, Ph.D., manager, .switch

and controller department. General Electric Co.. Ltd.; W. M.
Selvey. consulfins engineer.

.Vssociate ;Mciiib<'is (three vacancie.s).—^F. W. Oawter.
lyondon manager. Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.; A. B.
i lart. a.ssistant statV engineer. Engineer-in-Chief 's Office.

General Post Office ; W. R. Rawling.s, joint managing director,

Messrs. Raw lings Bros.. I^td.

.Associate (one vacancy).—D. N. Dunlop, director, British

Electrical and .Allied Manufacturers' Association.

Kelvin LECTtrRE.—The 13th Kelvin Lecture will be given by
Su- Ernest R.utherford, K.B.E.. F.R.S., on " ElectTicity aod
Matter," on Thursday, May 18th, at 6 p.m.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Southern Divi=

sion).

—

A general nieelmg will be held on Fridav evening,
April -ilst, at the Essex Hall, Strand, W.C, at 7 o'clock. On
Fi'iday. April 'iMth, at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Victoria Embankment, W.C, at 7 p.m. Mr. C. F. Hewitt
will lecture on the " Design of Generating Plant."

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers (Inc.).

—

A paper'
entitled " I^«cation of Signals as an .\id to Traffic Working
will be read by Mr. R. S. Proud before this Institution at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers at 3 p.m. on Thursdav,
April 20th.

Royal Institution.—.\mongst the lectures to be given after
Easter are the following : Friday evening discourses, May
19th, bv Sir William Bragg. " The Structure of Organic Crvs-
tals "

; May 26th, by Prof. W. E. Dalby, " The Internal Com-
bustion Engine : its Influence and its Problems." Day lee- >

tures. ,\pril 26th and Mav 6th. Prof. D. H. MacGregor, on i

" Industrial Relationships'"; May 13th and 20th. Prof. O. W. |

Richard.son, " The Disappearing Gap between the X-rav and
T'ltra-violet Spectra."

'

Iron and Steel Institute.—Tlie annual meeting of the In-

.stitute will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers on
May 4th and 5th. Among the papers to be submitted at the
meeting are " Recent Developments in Power Production."
by D. Selby-Bigge. and "X-ray Studies on the Crystal Struc-

ture of Steel." by .A. Westgren and C. Pi'hagmen. The annual
dinner is to be held at the Connaught Rooms on the evening'

of the fir-st day. The date of the autumn meeting, which i^

to be held in London, has been fixed as September 5th. 6tli

and 7th.

Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de Prance.—The opening
meeting of the British Section for the Session 1922-2:3 will

take place on .April 11th at the In.stitution of Mechanical Engi-
neers. The nresidential address will take the form of an
opening to a discu.ssion on " Co-operation between Engineer-
ing Institutions in France and Great Britain." Members of

British engineering .societies are invited to attend.

Electrical Society of Glasgow.—On March 21st the fir>t

formal meeting of the Society was held, when Mr. P. J. Sims
manager for Scotland of the General Electric Co.. Ltd.. read

a paper on " Organisation."

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN,
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connccteo
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tratnway and railway officials, k
keep readers of the Electbical Review posted as to theii

movements.

Mii. Frank Marsh, foundry foreman with Mes.-r.s. Curran'
Cardiff Foundry and Engineering Co.. has been appointet

jiublic lighting inspector by the Cardiff Electricity Commitfe
at i£350 per annum.
Mr. C. E. Skinner, manager of the Research Departmen

of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., hai

been appointed assistant director of engineering in that bolB

pany. His duties will cover research, standards, and othe

work along these lines.

Mr. B. p. Kerridge, formerly under-surveyor of MessH
Baldwin's collieries and later H.M. Inspector of Mines at Nen
port, sailed for India last week to take up an apixjintment a

the first Electrical Inspector under the Mines Department t

the Indian Government.
Mr. J. J. C. Bradfield, chief engineer for metropolite;

railway construction, N.S.W. railways, was leaving .\ustra|i

on March 16th for .America and t!reat Britain, where he wi
be available foi' consultation by intending tenderers for tb

erection of the Sydney Harbour bridge, .\ccordiug to Tcnden
it Ls expected that 12 firms will tender for the work, four froi

North -America, four from Europe, and four from Gnja

Britain

.

There are 69 apphcants for the post of sales supermtendeE
m the Edinburgh Corporation Electricity Department at jSSC

per anmmi.
Mr. John Bernard, manager of the Bolton Tramw^ays I><

partment, has been elected one of the employers' represento

lives on the National Joint Industrial Council for the tran

ways industi-y in .succession to Mr. J. M. McElroy. the retirir

manager of Manchester tramways.
Blackpool "Tramways and Electricity Committee is to advc

ti.se for a successor to Mr. C. I. Baker, the chief trail

superintendent, who has been apix)inted elsewhere.

It is announced that Sir Freherick Svkes has lieen :

jiointed a. dii-ector of the .Anglo-.Argeiitine Tiamway.s. Co.. Lt

Tenders reports that Mr. .A. E. Fork, late traffic superint.

dent, .\delaide Municipal Tramways Trust, has been appoinli

assi,4ant general manager of the .\uckland. N.Z., tramwa'

at £1.(KK( per annum and allowances.

We regret to learn that, owing to ill-health. Mr. .^rthitr 1

Canning, for a number of years connected with the finn

W. Canning & Co., I;td.. Birmingham, has been coinpelled

resign his position on the dire'ctorate apd to definitely wti

from b^iidnesB. ....
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Mr. Henry J. Spooner, M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.Iast.C.E.,
&c., head ol the Polytechnic School of Engineering, Regent
Street, is retiring from that position in July after having
held it for 40 years. During that period over 20,U0O students
have been trained under him, many of whom are at present
holding important oificial administrative and executive posi-

tions in all parts of the world. He has been a member of

the leading engineering and scientific sotieties of this country
for nearly 40 years, and is also a member of French and
American sQ:ieties, as well as of the International Com-
mittee on Industrial Fatigue. The jrioneer instructional
courses in motor-car and aeronautical engineering in this

country were arranged by him. and he is the author of 16
published works on engineering, mechanical science and
economics, and of professional papers. These include a
standard work on " Machine Design," and a war book,
" Wealth from Waste." Mr. Spooner has also been in prac-
tice 86 a consulting engineer since 1884. During the war some
2,000 workers of both sexes went through intensive courses
of training under his supervision, and he acted as honorary
technical adviser to the King George Hospital, and to the
Union of South Africa, in connection with the vocational work
at the Military Hospital in Richmond Park. Mr. Spooner
received the cordial thanks of the Governor-General and of

Mr. Henrv J. Spooner.

Head of the Regent Street Polvtechnic School of Engineering:

the High Commissioner of the Union of South Africa for his

services. In 1917 he delivered a Chadwick public lecture on
" Fatigue and the Worker " at H.M. Munition Works at

Gretna, and in April, 1921, he initiated in America the cam-
paign against noise by writing a paper on " Fatigue due to

Noise, and Methods of Elimination," and he initiated the
movement in this country at Blackburn in November, 1921,

when he delivered a Chadwick public lecture on " Problems
of Noise and Fatigue." In the year 1895 his services in the
cause of science w'ere recognised by H.M. King Alexander of

Serbia, who conferred on him the Knight Commandership of

the Royal Order of St. Sava, ^nd in the year 1907 H.M. King
George of Greece conferred on him the Knighthood of the
Golden Cross of the Redeemer. Mr. Spooner has happily not
been ahsent from his work through illness for a single day for

40 years—surely a remarkable record.- His retirement is being
mad" the occasion by his past and present students for pre-

senting him with some tangible evidence of their appreciation.
Old students who de.sire to contribute are a.sked to communi-
cate' with Mr. F. R. S. Rice at the Polvtechnic, Regent Street,
W.I.
Mk. Grohgk P. Cosw.hy, managing director of the Nuneaton

Electrical Contracting Co.. Ltd., ha.s resicmed his position with
the ciimpany, and will .shortlv open offices in Nuneaton as
consulting engineer and manufacturers' acent.
M the Newcastle-on-Tyne City Council meeting last week

the Town Clerk read a letter from Mr. Ernest H.\tton, tram-
wavs manager, who, referring to his resignation tendered in
Feliruary. said that he had had further advice regarding his
h^alth, and had received a more favourable report. After the
short rest he bad had he was feelinc somewhat better, and
therefore desired to be allowed to withdraw his resignation.
Tbe matter was referred to the Tramways Committee.

Obituary.—Mr. J. N. Paxman.—We regret to record the
death, which occurred at Bournemouth on March 29th, of Mr.
James Noah Paxman. of Colchester. He was prominently
connected with the founding of the firm of Davey. Paxman and
Co., and had been twice Mayor of Colchester. The Times
states that his firm supplied the power and " drove the first

public electric light for exhibitions in London, notably at the

Crystal Palace and elsewhere," while it also " supplied the

lighting power at one of the Paris Exhibitions."

Mr. E. a. Claremont.—We regret to learn that the death

took place suddenly on Tuesday morning of Mr. E. A. Clare-

mont, managing dii-ector of Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd,.

Trafford Park.

Will.—The late Mr. Hugh Bramwell, chainnan of the Tre-

forest Electrical Consumers Co., left ^621,466 gross and ^615,315

net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Whitehall Electric InvestmeDts, Ltd.—Registered on
March 30th, bv Messrs. Ashursc, Morris, Crisp & Co., with a nominal capital

of £<j,oOO,000 'in 1,500,000 7J per cent, cumulative preference and 5.000,000

ordinary shares of £1 each. I'he preference shares rank first for return of

capital in the event of winding up. rhe obJL^:ts are : to acquire certain bonds,

det>enlures, and debenture stock comprised in an agreement (not tiied) with

the Whitehall Securities Corporation, Ltd., to subscribe for, underwrite,

acquire, hold, and deal in the shares, stocks and securities of any electrical

undertakings, and transport and public utility services, to acquire any licences

or concessions for or in connection with the generation, utilisation, dtslribution

and supply of light, heat, sound and power by electricity or otherwise, or with

the construction, equipment and control of railways, tramways and electric

lighting and power supply works and the carriage of passengers atid goods;

to supply electricity for all purposes. business as electrical

Further preference shares to a nominal

It exceeding £3,500,000 may be issued to rank, fari passa, with the

eference shares, but othi

sanction of an extraordina

shares. The preference shai

Subject as above, each sha
the

may be issued to rank, pari

such original preference shares without the

resolution of the holders of such preference

confer votes only under special circumstances.

onfers one vote. The directors are authorised

il amount of the capital, but no specific informatit

ng the £2,500,000 'first mortgage debentur.

is not to be less than three nor more than lo. 1 ne

arson. Sir Clarendon G. Hvde, Vincent \V. Yorke,

E. Worswick; no addresses given. Qualification, one

fixed bv the company. Secretarv : J. Lister Walsh.

47, Parliament Street, S.W.I. File number 180,780.

is filed at present

The number of directors

first are : Hon. Clive Pf

J. H. Macdonald, and A.
share. Remuneration as

The registered office is at

Cambrian Electrolytic Zinc Co.—The Cambrian Electro-

Ivtic Zinc Co., Ltd., was registered on March 30th with a nominal capital of

£50.000 in 185,000 participating preference shares of 5s. each and 75.000 ordinary

shares of Is. each. The objects are : To acquire the undertaking of the Lis-

burne Development Syndicate, Ltd., and the Welsh Mines Corporation, Ltd..

to acquire any mines, oil or mining rights and metalliferous or other land in

the United Kingdom or elsewhere, to adopt the process known as the '* Electro-

lytic deposition of zinc," and to carry on the business of miners, preparers for

rri.'irket of ores, metals, precious stones and minerals, &c. The minimum cash

subscription is seven shares. The first directors are : Newman Goldman, 96,

Kidgemount Gardens W.C.I; C. S. Quatermaine, Bank Chambers, Dorset

Street, W.l ; E. A. Wakefield, " Lymhurst," Esher. The registered office is

KM, Kishopsgate, E.C.2. The file number is 170,746.

Burndept, Ltd. (180,745).—Private company. Registered
March 30lh. Capital, £20,000 in £1 shares. To acquire from Burnham and

Co., of St. Paul's Wharf. Deptford, S.E.8, the benefit of certain existing in-

ventions relating to wireless telegraphy or telephony, &c. The subscribers

(each with one share) are : A. W. Slade, 73, Nichols Square, Hackney Road,

E.2. clerk; F. A. Saxon, 2, Newcornen Road. Finchley, N., clerk. The sub-

scribers are to appoint the first directors. Registered office : 391, Strand,

W.C.2.

Milliken Brothers, Lttf. (180,722).—Private company.
Registered March 29th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To adopt an agree-

ment with the Milliken Brothers Manufacturing Co., Incorporated, of New-

York, and to carry on the business of wireless, electrical, mechanical and

mining engineers, electricians, suppliers of electricity, manufacturers of and

dealers in and ctters on hire of the unit system of structural steel as des-

cribed in Patent No. 17,136, of 1915, Sic. The first directors are: C. T
Wilkinson, 35 Hillcroft Crescent, Ealing, W.5 (managing director); W. H. P
Gibson, 49. North Side, Clapham Common, S.W-.4, solicitor (chairman); C. T.

Cl.-ick, Pennsylvania Hotel, New York, steel and iron manufacturer. Qualifi-

cation, £100. Registered oflicc : Amberley House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.

Jowitt Engineering Co., Ltd. (180,713).—Private com-
pany. Registered .March 29th. Capital, £750 in Is. shares. To take over the

business carried on by the Jowitt Engineering Co., to adopt an agreement

with J. E. Hackford, B.Sc, and R. F. Power, and to carry on the business

of manufacturers of gas producers and rotary and reciprocating engines of

all kinds whether for oil, gas, steam, water, electricity or other motive power,

S:c. The permanent directors are : J. E. Hackford (chairman). 37, Mecklen-

burgh Square, W.C chemical engineer; R. F. Power. 110. Victoria Street,

S.VV.l. engineer. Qualific-ation, 200 .shares. Remuneration as fixed by the

.ompanv. Solicitors T Warren .Morton Jfc Co , 45, Bloomsburv Square, Wri

Henry Summers & Sons. Ltd. (180,666).—Private com-
pany. Registered March 28th. Capital. £3,000 in £1 shares (1,300 8 per cent,

cumulative preference and 1.700 ordinary). To take over the business of elec-

trical and general engineers, S;c., carried on at la, Essian Street and 13a,

Anchor Stre"it, Stepney, E.. bv H. Summers. W. D. Summers and L. Summers.

The first directors are : H. Summers, 40, Shrewsbury Road. Forest Gate. E.7

(life managing director); W. D. Summers. 40, Shrewsbury Road, Forest Gate,

E.7; L. Summers. 35, Chester Road, Wanste.nd, E.U. Qualification (except

first directors), £50. Remuneration as fixeil by the company. Secretary : L.

Summers. Registered office ; la, Essian Street, Stepney, E.l.

Neon Lights, Ltd. (180.617).—Private company. Regi.s-

tered March 2Sth. Capital, £10,000 in 7,.500 10 per cent, cumulative partici-

pating preference shares of £1 and 5,000 ordinary shares of 10s. e,ich. To
.'icquire the rights and other interests in the agency and concession for th.-

United Kingdom, granted to E. Bailey, Ir.iding as the Electrograph Co., vl

!l. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.. under an agreement between himself

.ind Paz and .-iilva. of Paris, for 3.500 fully paid 10 per ront. preference an<l

S.OOO fully paid ordinary shares, and to carry on in the United Kingdom or

elsewhere the business of manufacturers and factors of. agents and advertise-

ment contractors for and dealers In neon lamps and lights and any electrical

scientific, mechanical and other device In which the said lamps and lights can

bo used, &c. The life directors are : A. G. Read. 115, Baker Street, W.,

advertising agent and managing director Read and Lerey, Ltd. (managing

director): E. Bailey, 9, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W., F.C.R.A. Quah-

(joation, £W0. Remuneration as Bied by the compiny. Re<;iii«re<i office :

Ho, Baker Sired. W.l.
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Globe Supplies (Electrical), Ltd. ( 180, 1 04).—Private com-
pany RegistereS March 29th. Capital. foWU in £1 shares. To carfy on

business as indicated bv the title. The subscribers (each with one share) arc :

K. Bruce 159, Pentonvill,; Road, N.. pianoforte manufacturer; J. R. White-

house, 159. Pentonville Road.N., electrician. F. Bruce signs as director.

Remuneration: one guin,-a each per meeting attended. Solicitor: t^. H. K.

Tavlor. 17, Charing Cross Road, W.C.I.

Light and Power Co.. Ltd. (180,591).—Private company.
Registered March J4!h. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ne» of electricians, mechanical engineers, manufacturers and workers of and

dealers in electricity, motive power and light, &c. The first directors are :

W Cussens, 23. Dovercourt Road. Sheffield, secretary, H. R. Brown, 4. Law-

son Road. Sheffield (life chairman). Qualification. £25. Remuneration as

fixed by the company. Secretary: W. Cuss,:ns. Registered office: J9, Norfolk

Street, Sheffield.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

County of Dorset Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Issue on
.March 22n>i, 1922, o( £.',«« debentures, part of a .series already registered.

North Wales Power and Traction Co., Ltd.—Mortgage
dated March 9th. 1923,. to secure £16,500, charged on transmission line gear,

transformers and apparatus incident or annexed thereto constructed between

Capel Curig and Penrhyn Quarries,, Carnarvonshire, pursuant to a certain

agreement. Holder : Lord Penrhyn.

British Electron, Ltd.—Mortgage on land, works, ma-
chinery, &c.. at Trafford Park. Manchester, dated March 15th, 1922, to secure

all moneys due or to become due from the company to L.J.C. and ,\l. Bank.

Modern Electrical Supply Co., Ltd.—Particulars of J5,000
debentures authorised by resolution of Maa-ch 9th, 1922, whole amount issued;

charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, in-

cluding uncalled capital.

Chase Brothers, Ltd.—W. Peet, of 39, Mark Lane, E.C.,
was appointed receiver and manager on March ISth, 1922, under powers con-

tained in debenture dated October 25th, 1920.

John Spencer, Ltd. (56,764).—Return dated December
6th, 1S»21. Capital, £75,000 in 10,000 preference and 5.000 ordinary shares of

£5 each. 10.000 preference an<l 1,027 ordinar\' shares taken up. £55,113 con-

sidered as paid. Mortgages and charges. £25.000.

Huntalite. Ltd. (formerlv Hunter Electric Candle Lamp
Co.. Ltd.) (81,387).—Capital. £-2.0()0 in £1 shares. Return dated November
16th, 1921. 1.800 shares taken up. £1,500 paid. £300 considered as paid.

Mortgages and charges, nil.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co.. Ltd.
(84,167).—Return dated February 17th, 1922. Capital. £600.000 in £5 shares

(70.000 preference). 46,261 preferenc? and 40.977 ordinary shares taken up.

£436,190 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges. £272,373.

Provincial Tramways Co., Ltd. (6,445).—Return dated
January 14th. 1922. Capital, £275,440 in 10.000 ordinary shares of £10 each

and 175.440 ordinary shares of £1 each. 10,000 oreference and 124.560 ordinary

shares taken up. £10 per share called up on 3,814 preference and £1 per

share on 134,560 ordinary, £l(^2.700 paid. £61,860 considered as paid on 6,186

preference. Mortgages and charges, £175,000.

CITY NOTES.
During 1921 the connections increased

Bromley (Kent) from 5,479 to 5,7'36 k\V. To meet thie in-

Electric Light & creasing demand, a bulk supply from the

Power Co., Ltd. West Kent Electric Co., Ltd., has been
arranged for. .\dditional machinei-y and

mains are being laid down to utilise this supply at ai

cost of i£lo,00O, drawn from the general reserve, and
it is proposed to capitalise this amount by the issue of

bonus shares to the value of i'15,000 to the existing share-

holders. Extraordinary general meetings are to be held to

approve the issue of these bonus share.s and for convenience to

authorise the conversion of the existing £5 shares into five .

shares of £1 each. The gross profit for the year was ±'17,.575,

compared with fl'2,611 in 1920. After pavment of debenture
interest, trustees' fees, &c. (dE3,002), writing off ^3,000 of fhe
cost of investments, and adding .£1.314 brought forw.ird, there

is a balance of i'l'2,S87. A. dividend of 10 per cent, for the
year will absorb £7,.500; ±'4,500 is to be placed to depreciation
find renewal reserve account, and the balance of i£8,S7 carried

forward.-
The report of the directors of the N.V.

Dutch Glow PhOips' Gloeilampen Fabrieken, of Eind-
I.amp Works, hove.n, states that one half of the new fac-

tory buildings was brought into use during
19'21. and it was hoped that the other part would be in full

i>|>'ratioii l>-fore next .Vugust. EfTorts wry,: iinibtantly lifiiig

made, both in the phv.sical and chemical laboialorics. a.-- \vell a--

in the mechanical .shops. U> discover new improvements and
bring them into practical working, .\lthough the economic
situation of the whole world was .still very uncertain tlie direc

tors could look hopefully to the futuie, thanks to tlie strong

nosition of the company and the fact that orders were on hand
for a long time forward. The gross profits amounted to

fi 041,0(X) florins, as compared with 10.150,000 florins in 1920.

With an eye to the future and the maintenance of the strong

position in relation to competition, it was proposed to leave

untouched the reserTe fund of 5.20S.OOO fl. for extensions and
t.i> write off the whole of the rxpendituro incurred on exten-

sions in 1921. naiTK'lv 4.4,Sl.OO0 fl. on machinery, apparatus
and instruments, buildincjs, and housing acfnmmodatinn. The
net profits are 1,560.000 f\.. as against 7.145,000 fl. in 1920, and
the dividends, as mentioned a fortnight ago. are 7 per cent.

(11 per cent, in 1930) on the preference shares and 11 per

cent. (31- per cent.) on the ordinary shares. The ordinary

share capital is 10,200,000 fl., 'and the preference shares

4,500,000 fl-, as in the previous year.

The N. V. Pope's Metaal Draadlaitopea Fabriek, of Venlo,
proposes to pay a dividend for 1920-21 at the- rate- of 6 per

cent, on the cumulative preference shares, as contrasted with

75 per cent, in the previous year, and to carry the balance
forvvard.

The annual meeting was held in New-
Waste Heat and castle on March .31st. Mr. E. Lloyd
Gas Electrical Pease, who presideil, said- that the
Generating Sta= capital expenditure had been £20,664.

tions, Ltd, il->,0(Xt in connection with the new power
station at Horden, and the balance on the

gas engines at the extensions at Weatdale power station

-

There were certain other items still to be paid in connection
with the Horden power station, but it was not likely that they
v/ould exceed £10,000. The depression in the coal and iron

trades had resulted in a very much redjiced output from their

generating -stations. The miners' strike resulted in the coke
ovens and blast furnaces-, from which they got their waste
heat, being entirely closed down, and some of them had not

even yet been re-opened. The first station to start again after

the .strike was the new Horden station, and in .\ugust .\yre-

some and Teesbridge were re-started, and those stations had
been working satisfactorily ever since, although he Was sorry

to say there was a prospect of Teesbridge being shut down
owing to lack of improvement in the iron trade. Newport,
which was their station with the greatest capacity, had been
re-started, but was only working on a comparatively small

output. Weardale was still shut down, and so far as they
could hear there was no immediate prospect of its re-starting.

The bad trade conditions had also affected the company's
investments in the Bankfoot Power Co.. -sv'hich utihsed waste
heat and gas from two banks of coke ovens at Bankfoot and
Bowden CIo.se. Both of that company's stations were shut

down completely for some time, and -nere only working on
small capacity. He was afraid they would have to wait for

improvement of general trade conditions before there was any
material improvement in their output. In view of the difficul-

ties of trade during the year the directors considered the

results very satisfactory, but they did not consider it wise at

present- to dra-sv' further on the amount brought forward, but

to pay only 6 per cent., carrying forward £13.000. They hoped
that the present year would show better results, but prospects

were not bright.

For the year ended September 30th. 1921,

.4rgentine Trara=the gross receipts of the tramway depart-

ways & Power Co.ment were $690,f>57 paper, an increase of

.$12,S,271 paper. The gross receipts of the
light and power department were $336.-314 paper, an increase

of $66,447 paper. The net receipts from operation totalled

£28,028. an increase of £5,442. Including interest and trans-

fer fees the revenue was £28.5.59. against £26.893. .Alter charg-

ing interest and sinking fund on debenture stock and London
expen.ses. and transferring £5.0iX) to reserve for renewals,

there remains £10,245. X scheme of arrangement, recently

approved by holders of preference and ordinarv shares, pro-

vides, inter alia, that £18,323 standing to credit of revenue
account at September -30th, 1920, shiill be carried to reserve,

and .shall not be treated as profit available for dividend. Sub-
ject to the scheme being approved by the Court, and to

£.50.000 of 5 per cent, debenture stock, subscriptions for which
have been conditionally promised, being allotted, the directors

pronose a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, (less tax) oti the

nrefereuce in respect of the past year, carrying forward the

balance.

The directors, in their report for the

Edison year ended -lune 30th, 1921. state that.

Swan Electric after providing for the adjustments .shown

Co., Ltd. in the accounts, the balance standing to

the debit of profit and lo.ss is £344.720. The
board re^mnmendi; that £-55,110(1 now standing to reserve be

ir:insferred to profit and loss account, thus reducing the debit

balance to £2'^9,720- The directors regret that the op<>ratii)ns

of the company shiiuld have i-esu1ted in the li>ss shown, hut

the general depression in trade has adversely affected all in-

dustrial undertakings, and the fall in values of all raw

materials and manufactured uoods has been uniirecedenteil.

The adverse trade eonditions have been aggravated and aocen

tuiiled bv the iiirMilders'. i-nal miners' ami shirnvrighls' strik-

The Hist ul llif-se labiiiu tioublts t-Diiiiiiciiced in SeptMrnb'

'

I92U. Hiul i-iiiitinued for lour mouths, and had the effect cl

restricting the activities of practieally every trade in which

metals formetl a part. The strike of shipwrights neces.S)tated

vessi'ls being sent to Continental norts to be fitted out. which

resulted in a very serious loss of business to the company.

The coal strike, lasting four months, re.sulted in the

company's business being practically brought to a stand-

still in many parts t-if the country. Under the.se circumstances

the works cnuld onlv be operated on a scale considerably h<»-

low their full rapacity, and various work.shops were not able

to carr\- their due proportion of overhead charges, whirh h.'vve

been a heavv burden upon the business, but every effort has

been made to reduce them to the lowest figure. A complete

and searching valuation of stocks of raw materials and manu-

factured and partly-manufactured goods has been made, and

it has been found necessary to writ* off as depreciation th.^
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large sum of i.'346,445. which accounts tor the greater portion

ot the loss made. Since iNovember last the position oi the

company has slowly improved, and with a moderate revival of

trade the outlook tor tne company should become much more
favourable. Since the date oi the balance sheet, loans irom
the company's bankers have been increased by i;90.15U,

making tne lotal loan advanced by them to date ±ol3,yoU. A
meeting of .shareholders held la.st November authorised an
increase in the borrowing powers of the directors on behalf ol

the company. I'u provide the necessary security for the

advances made, the Board has issued to the bank £100,tKJO

second debenture stock, together with a further specific charge
of iiOti.UlAI upon certain ot the properties of the company.

Ml-. A. F. I'hilips and Mr. G. L. E. Philips, of Phiups Glow-
lanipworks, l^td.. of Eindhoven, Holland, have retired from
the board us technical directors. Subsequent to such retire-

ment the board, under legal advice, commenced proceedings
against Philips Ulowlampworks, Ltd., with the view of deter-

mining the agreement existing between that company and the
Edison Swan Electric Co., ]jtd., and also in relation to other
matters. Mr. C. E. Hunter resigned his position as managing
director of the company in January, 19'21, and Mr. C. J. Ford
has been apiiointed in his stead.

Meeting, April 11th, at \Yinchester House, E.G.

The profit and loss account for the year

Brush Electrical ended December, iy'21, shows that after

bngineering providing for general charges, maintenance
Co., Ltd. of plant and buildings, and interest on the

company's debenture stocks and loans.

there remains a, balance of i£'23'2. 60"2, making with

i'141.983 brought forward a total balance of i:374,5s6, sub-

ject to E.P.D. for 1920 and previous years, Income and Cor-
poration Profits Taxes, and directors' additional remuneration.
There is allocated to depreciation of buildings and plant

£14,400, to depreciation of patents and goodwill i'60U, to

further 4 per cerjt. interest on the prior lien participating

second debenture stock ±''2,044, and to general reserve ±7,319,
leaving M90.'2So. out of which it is proposed to pay a dividend
at the rate of 1.5 iier cent, per annum on the ordinary shares

"for the year, absorbing ±6d,tK19. pa.\ing directors' additional

remuneration i'2,'267, and carrying forward ;6"214,074.

The general re.serve account has been increased by ±1,809;
profit on purchase of the company's debenture stocks for

sinking fund purposes, and ±73.191, now appropriated to it,

raises the general reserve fund to ±150,000. ±92,809 was ex-

pended on capital account during the year. The remaining ex-

tensions in hand of the Loughborough Works have made good
progress and should come into service in the course of the
current year. The company entered the year 1921 with a
.substantial volume of orders in hand. Notwithstanding the
general trade depression which prevailed dui'ing the year,

the works were kept fully employed, the output of Bi-ush-

Ljungstrom turbo-generator sets in particular having largely

increased. In .July, 1921. a fire occurred at the Loughborough
works, resulting in the destruction of a large timber .shed and
contents. A satisfactory settlement has been effected with
the insurance companies in respect of the loss thereby in-

curred.

Meeting : Monday, April 10th.

Mr. A. W. Tait. C.B.E., pre.sided on Fri-

British day last at the annual general meeting. held
Aluminium at Winchester House. E.C. He said that the

Co., Ltd. net profit amounted to ±221,r)(¥), as com-
pared with ±428,1.57 in 1920. The trading

profit W.1S ±18:i.041, as against ±373,779. or a decrease of

approximately ±190,000. The .substantial decrease in the trad-

ing profit was not unexpected. He mentioned at the last

annual meeting that the trading for the year 1930 had been a
record one, not only for the company but also for the industry,

but he warned the shareholders that a .sudden falling off in

demand had become evident in August of that year due to the
collapse, not only in this country but all over the world, of the

motor-car industry, which was a very large consumer of metal
in ingot and manufactured forms. He also mentioned that

there had been a considerable falling off in other channels of

trade, liotli at home and abroad. Tliis depression assumed
serious proportions about the end of tlie year, and continued
with increa.sing severity during the whole of 1921. The result

of the sudden and continued slump in trade was an over-

production of metal. They immediately took steps to meet
the conditions by closing down t^\o of their aluminium plants
and one of their alumina plants and reducing production at
their other works. Those drastic steps which were taken in

the early part of the year were nece.ssary to prevent the accu-
mulation of stocks at high prices and the consequent locking
up of resources. So far. there had been no great improvement
in the position, and their aluminium works in Norway were
still closed down, although they had .somewhat increa.sed out-
put at their works in Scotland. He could not see how they
could expect business to show definite signs of improvement
until there was a more or less general return to normal trading
conditions. Owing to the comjietition of other producers, the
price of the metal had fallen .substantially during last year,
and was now practically on the basis of pre-war values. There
was reason, therefore, to hope that should trade generally show-
some signs of improvement, there would be a fairly quick re-

covery in the industry. The uses of the metal in industry

generally were increasing every day, and the research which
nad taken place and was all the tune going on, particularly
in alloys, had revealed certam valuable discoveries wnich, when
thoroughly tested and brought into use, should increase sub-
stantially the demand for the metal. Costs had been abnormal
m consequence ol the falling oil m production and the closmg
do-sxn of certain of the worts. Costs were also increased by
the coal strike. Labour rates reached their high point in the
.•v-pring of last year, but they had been able to obtain certain
reductions since then m consequence of the decrease in the
cost of living. He believed there would be fm-ther decreases
in the cost* of materials and labour, all of which would enable
them to compete on better terms for such business as might be
a-\-ailable, and also to develop the uses of the metal in certain
directions which jiromised a large consumption in future. It
was satisfactory to note that the Fi-ench Government, which
placed a 20 per cent, ad valorem export tax on bauxite after
the end of the war, had now repealed that tax in its entiiety,
and as they were large bauxite users, that would be of material
assistance. Given freedom from international trouble and com-
plications, the recovery of the aluminium industry would be
quicker and greater than most people imagined. Having re-
ferred to the crushing burden ol taxation which the company
had to bear in income tax and Corporation Profits Tax. the
ChaiiTuan mentioned the Lochaber water power scheme pro-
moted by the company, and said that steps would
not be taken to pro-^eed n-ith the scheme until the
general conditions of trade and the expansion of their
own industry w-arranted it, but the directors con-
sidered that the powers obtained were an asset of potential
value to the company. Proceediijg to refer to the balance
sheet, he said that stocks of metal, raw- materials, and stores,
at ±399,322, .showed a reduction of approximately ±48,600 as
compared with the previous year. During the year the prior
lien debentures outstanding had been reduced by ±13,700, and
now stood at ±700,8(K), and the debenture stock had been re-
duced by ±10,096, and now amounted to ±611.989. In order
that the shareholders might more clearly appreciate the re-
serves which had been created in the company, but -nhich
were, of course, invested in its business, they had placed to-
gether in the account the redemption accounts and the depre-
ciation reserve account, which, -n-ith the allocation of ±'20,000
out of the profits of the year, now- amounted to ±570,000.
Tho.se tw-o re.serves together made a total of ±787,174. which,
he thought, could be regarded as a substantial figure to meet
any decUne in valuation or depreciations w-hich might have
occun-ed in their fixed as.sets. The reserve account had been
increa.sed to ±180,000 by ±10.(X10 set aside out of the profits of
the year. The total re.serves of the company, therefore,
amounted to approximately ±9«)7,(>X), which was very little

short of the total issued ordinary share capital. It was by
reason of those reserves that the company had been able to
iiuild up its bu.siness and to increase its productive capacity,
and had also been able to go through a period of depression,
such as they, along n-ith others, were experiencing at the pre-
sent time, without undue anxiety. The accounts justified the
dividend which they -ivere recommending, and, although that
showed a substantial reduction on the rate of dividend paid in
respect of the previous year, lie had mentioned the reason for
the substantial reduction in their iirolits, and on the -nhole he
thought the results w-ere not unsatisfactory considering the
period of acute depre.s-sion through which the industry had
pa.si3ed. He did not mean to say that this jieriod was finished,
but he did believe that the worst was behind them, and, if

they could only obtain some relief from the burden of taxation,
and Eui-o|ie would show- signs of settling down, it should not
be very long before there was some revival in industry, in
which he felt sure they would get their full share. Major E.
W. Cooper, O.B.E., seconded the motion, which was carried
unanimously.

During 1921 the equivalent of 13.372
Folkestone Elec- S-c.p. lamps were connected (making
tricity Supply 212,180). Including the receipts from

Co., Ltd. hired installations, the profit on the
revenue accounts for the three undertak-

ings amounted to .±17,681, an increase of ±2,767. This
amount, with ±8,32 brought forward and interest on invest-
ments, &c., and aft(M- allowing for interest on debenture stock
and bank overdraft, and dividend on preference shares,
.showed .a balance of ±12,317. Out of this ±7,501 is put to
depreciation fund, ,±1,5'25 to reserve fund, and a dividend of

4J per cent, (less income taxi on the ordinary shares for the
year -n-ill require ±2..375. leaving ±855 to carry forward. The
payment of the dividend recommended is subject to the con-
sent of the Electricity Commissioners. Application has been
made to the Electricity Commissioners for extended powers
in the district by incorporating the Urban District of Cheriton
and the pari.shes of Saltwood. Newington. and Hawkinge in

the company's area of supply, but the formal Order has not
yet been obtained. Tlie board has approved substantial ex-

tensions to plant, and orders have been placed for additional

machinery. Some portion of this has already been installed

and the remainder .should be running in time for the season

load. It is not proDosed to make any issue of loan catrital

for the present, but to obtain the necessary cash required bv

means of temporary loan. Since the close of the financial

vear the company's holding of War Stock and War Bonds
has been sold and has realised a' small profit on the purchase

price.
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Mr. R. P. Sloau, C.B.E., presided at the

Newcastle=on» anuuul meeting, heUl m iNewcastle, on
Tyne tiecmc March 28th. Alter appreciative reference

Supply Co., Ltd. had been made to the late Dr. Merz the
chairman said that the past year had been

one of unparalle^led trade depression. Their prosperity de-

(jended upon the trade done on the North-East Coast, for prac-

tically every industry was .served by the power company. It

frequently happened that depres.sion in one industry was coun-

ter-balanced by prosperity in another, but last year trade de-

pression and the mining stoppage affected, more or less, every

class of consumer. Iheii' domestic supplies, however, for

lighting, heating, and cooking, were not seriously affected.

They had had to expend considerable sums of money on ex-

tending their system in Newcastle, and there were signs of

a very substantial increase in that particular line of their

business. The profits of the year had amounted to £347,iii8,

a reduction of £45,425 upon the previous year. The directors

were extremely disappointed that the results did not enable

them to recommend the payment of a dividend upon the

ordmary shares. Iheir costs had not fallen to the same ex-

tent ashad their output, and as a result, during the coal

stoppage they had incurred a considerable loss. They had to

pay high rates for the labour they employed. Their total

labour bill was ^399,979, as against £394,195 in 19i!U, wi

represented an average of about 180 per cent, above pre-war

rates per employe. Certain reductions came into operation at

the end of the year, the cumulative result of which would be

considerable saving during the year. Another heavy charge

they had to bear was that of rates, and the average rate m
the £ wliich they had to pay last year represented 166 per

cent, more than the average rate for 1914. Another special

item of cost was their share of the expenses of the department
of the Electricity Commissioners. He had always thought

that much good would result from the setting up of that body,

whose primary object WMS to secure an abundant and cheap

supply of electricity. He did think it unfair, however,

that the greatest burden of the expense of that body should

fall on those undertakings which most nearly approached the

Commission's ideal. Referring to the suggested electrification

of a portion of the main line of the North-Eastern Railway,

he said that had not yet materialised, and in view of railway

amalgamations it was difficult to say what developments were
likely to take place in that connection. Witli regard to the

prospects for the current year the chairman said that with all

the uncertainty and unrest in the industrial woi'ld it was
almost impossible to make any forecast. The dispute in the

engineering industry, he hoped, would soon be settled. Ship-

building industry was the most depressed of any of the local

industries, but he was glad to say that there were distinct

signs of improvement in the coal mining industry, and as they

included a large number of collieries amongst their customers

they should benefit accordingly. If the reductions in expenses

should continue, and with the extended use they should make
of their newer and more economical plant, there ought to be

an improvement in the results in the coming year. The
adoption of the report was cai'ried with two dissentients.

The report shows that the available profit

Metropolitan' for the year ended December, 19'21, includ-

Vickers Electrical ing ^.58.824 brought forward, is, after pro-

Co., Ltd. viding for taxation, ^395,926. Out of this

£35,000 has heen put to special depreciation

of plant, machinery, &c., and £100.000 to general reserve

account. Dividends of 8 per cent, on the preference shares

and ]'2i per rent, on the ordinary, less income tax, require

£168,111, and there remains to be carried forward £92,815.

Orders received during the year, owing to the prevailing trade

conditions, show a falling off as compared with 1920. The
works were, nevertheless, partly due to orders carried forward
from 1920, kept well employed, and, but for the labour

troubles and the coal strike, the accounts would have shown
an even better result. During the year 25.523 preference

shares have been converted into 51.046 ordinary shares, mak-
ing a total of 68,475 preference shares .so converted. An
application for a quotation of the ordinary .shares resulting

from the conversions in 1921 is now before the Stock Ex-
change, and when the quotation has been granted the whole
of these ordinary shares will be in all respects identical with
those now quoted. Mr. Alexander Spencer, a_ member of the

board for many years, has been chosen as vice-chairman in

place of the late Sir Francis H. Barker.

Clyde V.iUev Electrical Power Co.—The annual meetinj^

was held in Glasgow on March 3(lth. Sir Fi-ederick C.

Gardiner, who presided, stated that in view of the coal strike

and the general trade depression the results were satisfactory.

Contracts for supply showed an increase during the year of

13,390 h.p., and connections to mains an increase of 15,201 h.p.

Loxley Bros., Ltd.—.-\ financial contemporary states that

the board has decided to postnone payment of the dividend on
preference shares for the half-year ended March 31st pending
the preparation of the bnlance sheet to that date.

British Engine, Boiler, and Electrical Insurance Co.. Ltd.
—After reservins £12,411 for income tax and corporation tax

and addint £5,030 to )>ension fund, the directors recommend a-

final dividend of lis. per share, and the n.sual bonus of 4r.

(both le.ss tax), carrying forward £33,416.

North Melbourne Electric Tramways & Lighting Co., Ltd.
—The Financier states that an extraordinary general ineetmg
and a separate meeting of the holders of the 5 i>er cent, ae-
bentures were to be held yesterday to consuler an otter from
the State Electricity Commission of \'ictoria for the acquisi-
tion of the company's undertakmgs. .\fter lengthy negotia-
tions the Commission has offered illli.ildl), and to take cer-

tain stores at a valuation (not to exceed £3,0(K)). Payment
IS to be made as to £25,000 in ca.sh, and the balance in Victoria
(Au.stralia) Government 6 per cent, debentures, having a cur-
rency of 12 to 13 years (as may be arranged), .such Govern-
ment bonds to be accepted by the company at par. As th"
price offered is insufficient to pay the debenture-holders in
full there will be nothing left to distribute amongst the share-
holders.

Bristol Tramways and Carriage Co., Ltd.—The revenue
for 1921 was £1,022,208, and the working and general ex-
penses and renewals £951,589, leaving, with the balance
brought forward and with an amount recovered on an adjust-

ment of income tax, a net revenue balance of £104,100. After
meeting debenture stock and loan interest (£31,249), paying
4 per cent, on the preference shares and 7 per cent, free of

tax on the ordinary shares, £3,668 is to be carried forward.
The reserve fund amounts to £339,557. The receipts of the
tramways department show an increase of £112,186 and those
of the carriage department a decrease of £7,996. The number
of passengers carried on the company's cars and motor omni-
buses was 72,301,531, as compared with 84,983,434 in the ini-

vious year, a decrease of 12,681,903.

Torquay Tramways Co., Ltd.—Mr. Harold T. Barnett,
presiding at the annual meeting on March 30th, said that in

spite of losses due to the coal strike, the annual revenue had
increased by £710, and the number of pas.sengers carried \\ms

a record for the company. There was a net profit of £3iJ.17s,

and after providing for debenture service, a dividend of S iier

c«nt.. free of income tax, was paid, leaving £2,206 to carry for-

ward. The formation of a separate company to carry on the

motor "bus undertaking is being considered;

Sir W. G. Armstrong, 'Whitworth & Co., Ltd.—Final divi-

dend on the ordinary shares for 1921 21 per cent., making 5

per cent, for the year, against 10 per cent, for 1920. The
Times says that the dividend, though lower than a year ago, is

equal to the most sanguine expectations, and must be regarded
as indicating a considerable measure of success in developing
the civil engineering side of the business, in spite of the de-

pression prevailing in the industry.

Slough and Datchet Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—During
1921 the capitul expended was £10,496 on cable extensions and
a new boiler, making £105,877. 3,390 lamps (30 watts) equi-

valent added, making 57,183. Units sold fell from 2,225,.3:31 to

1.955,849. Revenue increased from £26,!)64 to .£31.106. Net
profit £8,9.30. £3,000 to depreciation and reserve; dividend
6 per cent., less tax; £2,839 carried forward.

Salisbury Electric Light and Supply Co.? Ltd.—During
1921 a ].2(l(i-k\V >et was added The lialance on the year's work-
ing was £9, hi:: 'as against £7, -531 in 192(1). Debenture interest

absorbs £733. Out of the balance, jilus £3,695 brought for-

ward, a total dividend of 10 per cent, for the year is to be paid;

£7,.5UO goes to reserve, and £1,065 is to be carried forward.
Mr. J. C. Wigham has retired from the board, and ]V{r. A. N.
Rye has been elected in his place. The annual meeting was
held on Maiv'h 21st, Mr. C. J. Woodrow presiding.

Nairobi Electric Power and Lighting Co., Ltd.—At an
extraordinary meeting of members, held on March' 29th, the
appointment of Mr. G. A. Higlett as liquidator was confirmed,
and on the same day he sent out notices declaring a first dis-

tribution of capital at the rate of 24s. per £1 share. The de-

bentures and lalo^^ n creditors were also paid off.

South London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Divi-

dend of 4i per cent, on the ordinary .shares for half-year, mak-
ing 7 per cent, for the year; £12,,500 to reserve for deprecia-

tion, &c. ; £17,.500 to general reseive ; £5,000 to reserve for con-

tingencies; £5,661 can-ied forward.

New York Telephone Co.—Total net earning.s for 1921

$21,393,035, less .$8,148,492 for interest charges, leaving ni
_

profit of $43,244,543. Dividends amounting to 8 j'^r cent{

have been paid : surplus of $403,296 carried to total .surplus.-^

Financial Times.

Windsor Electrical Installation Co., Ltd During 192t
£2.798 was spent on ca|iital account. The profit was £7,59v
(including £1,424 brought forward). Debenture and ot||i^

interest £502; 5 per cent, preference dividend, £824; depreoilf

tion, lenewal and reserve fund, £2,500; directors' fees. £500;
dividend on ordinary .shares, 4 per cent., less tax; .£1.804 cur-

ried forwai-d. The demand for electricity is well maintained
2.708 (30 watt) lamps equivalent having been connected.

making 72,806.

A. Reyrolle & Co.. Ltd.—Profit for 1921, .£64,662 (in-

cluding amount brought forward); £15,000 put to reserve: divi-

dend 12J per cent, on the ordinary .shares; carried forward

£12,190.
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Prospectuses.

—

Whitehall Electric Investments, Ltd.—This

company, concerning which particulars are given in our " New
Companies Registered " section to-day, has been publicly

offermg lor sale ±'-2,.5OO,0(XI 6 per cent, lirst mortgage deben-

ture stock (19'25 to 1949) at 87i per cent., and l,500,OU0 7J per

cent, cumulative preference shares of i'l each at par. The
Hon. Clive Pear.son is chairman, and the following are the

other directors : Sir Clarendon G. Hyde, Messrs Vincent \V.

Yorke, .Jnlin H. Macdonald, and A. E. Worswick. The offices

are at 47. Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.I. _The offei-

is made by the Whitehall Tru.st, Ltd., which has acquire<l the

stock and shares from Whitehall Electric Investments, Ltd.

The prospectus contains a lengthy statement regarding the

companies in which the new concern is largely interested, and
gives particulars of the net income receivable therefrom on
the basis of figures for the last three years. The undertakings

referred to are : Compania Chilena de Electricidad, Limitada

;

Compania Electrica de Tampico, S.A. ; Puebla Tramway,
Light & Power Co.'; Vera Cruz Electric Light, Power and
Traction, Ltd. ; Compania de Luz Electrica y Euerza Motriz

de Orizaba. S.A. ; and the Compania Veracruzana de Luz y
Fuerza. S..4. According to a statement .signed by the chair-

man (the Hon. CUve Pearson) and given in the prospectus,

the companies referred to have now in operation 73,700 h.p.

in hyihd-electri.- and steam plants, 49,0(W h.p. being owned
and '24,700 h.p. on lease. " The combined lengths of the

tramway systems is 166 miles with an equipment of 589 cars.

The nuTuber of customers to whom light is supplied is not less

than 4b.0(K), and motors connected to power users aggregate

approximately 40,00*1 h.p. The hydro-electric and .steam power
now being developed exceeds .sd.dUJ h.p., and the companies
have various water rights in reserve for future needs." The
company has been formed mainly for the purpose of acquiring

interests in companies engaged in supplying power and light

to .cities, towns and industries, and in operating tramways,
and of assisting in the development of electrical imdertakn
generally. It is proposed that, as a general rule, the company
shall hold a majority of the ordinary share capital of com-
panies in which it is interested. The object of the present

issae is to provide ^3,2.50,000, which will be used in repaying
Whitehall Securities Corporation, Ltd., JEI, 1-50,000, being the

amount already provided by it. and in payment to that com-
pany of the balance of f'2,100,000 for the further developments
above referred to. The balance of :£257.o00 will be available

for working capital of Whitehall Ele>ctric Investments, Ltd.

The list of applications was to close on or before yesterday.

Metropolitan Railway Co. — An is.sue of f600,000 five per

cent, preference stock is being offered at 87. The list opened
on Wednesday and is to close to-day (or before).

London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd.—The directors

report that during 19'2i the additions to buildings and plant

have been practically completed. The usual provision has
been made for depreciation. It is necessary to continue a
careful policy, therefore, out of a profit of i?83,9'24, plus

f38,9'26 brought forward, sE.50,0(X) is put to reserve, making
the general reserve account .£1.5(1.000. The special reserve

account remains at £'20,000. After paying the preference divi-

dend, less tax. a final dividend on the ordinary shares is recom-
mended, which, with the interim dividend paid last June, will

make a total rate of 7} per cent., less tax, for the year, leav-

ing to carry forward £44,545.

The company is naturally affected by the depres.sed state

of trade, customers' orders on hand being considerably less

than heretofore. The death is recorded of Mr. .\. L. Don, an
original member of the board.

Windermere and District Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.

—

Gross revenue during 1921, £8,382; an increase of £1,7'25.

Working expenses, £^,677. an increase of £818. Keswick
Electric Light Co. has again paid 5 per cent, on account of

arrears of debenture interest, and this company's share is

£334. The revenue balance, including £3'24 brought forward,
is £3,364. Debenture interest, bankers charges, &c., re-

quire £1,083. £1,000 has been put to depreciation reserve, and
a dividend of 3 per cent, is to be paid on the preference shares
leaving .£441 to carry forward.

Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribution, Ltd.
—Mr. .James Taylor, presirling at the annual meeting of the
company on March '27th, s:\'\i\ that although not so high as

last year, the profit whs .still cood. The year had been one
of difficulties. A serio\is breakdown of plant occurred early in

the year, then came the coal .strike and bad trade. Owing to

increased costs, they had had to rai.se their charges and he
was afraid that it would be a long time before they could
return to pre-war rates. Referring' to the formation of elec-

trii'ity districts, Mr. Taylor said that the shareholders'
interests were being carefully watched.

Stock Fxr,hant5e Notices.—Denlin^s in the following h.ive
been sneciallv allowed bv the Exchange Committee under
Rule H8a :—

'

Cordoba Light, Power and Traction Co.—£'243.877 new 6

ner cent, debenture stof-k (ranking for interest from December
1st. 1921)- iind £]50.(IOO new 6 ner rent, debenture stock
(ranking for interest from Anril l.st. 1922.)

Tapnton Electric Traction Co.. Ltd.—Total receipts for

1921. including £611 hroUL'ht fnrw.ard. totilled £2.749. .After

meetinc pxnen.s^s !>"d paying debenture interest, there is a
debit balance of £225.

W. Canning & Co., Ltd.—The Financial Times reports that
the accounts for 19'21 show a loss of £'23,671, after chargmg
all expenses, including maintenance and full depreciations
of properties, plant and fixtures, less a surplus of £1,452
brought in, leaving a deficiency of £'22,'218 to be carried for-

ward.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TUESD.AV EVEXIXO.

The principal feature of the week is the way in which Home
Railway stocks have been advancing. The Undergrounds
joined in the general buoyancy shown by the market, and,
although something of a reaction occurred from the top, the
general disposition has been to keep prices at high levels.

Nevertheless, the cautious see in the present position an
element of danger. If people started selling their stocks with
any degree of freedom, there would certainly be a substantial
reaction, because the rise has rushed up prices at an extremely
rapid pace, and it would not require much of a selling pressure
to bring about a fau'ly violent fall. Several companies are
known to be on the point of issuing fresh capital, and amongst
the.se the Metropolitan is one of the earliest to make an appeal.
The stock is £600,000 in 5 i^er cent, preference at 87.

Metroix>litan Con.solidated and District ordinary have been
two of the leaders in the activity of the past few days. Dis-
tricts are 5 points up. Underground Electrics also came to the
front with a run, the £10 shares jumping 10s. to '2J, the
shilling .shares gaining Is. 6d. at 7s., and the incomes being
5 better at 76^. So ready is the appetite of the public to
absorb railway stock at the present time that even the Con-
tingent Certificates of the Undergi'ound Electnc Railways Co.
have been sought out by the gamblers, who have given prices
ranging from 6d. to 9d. for these extremely speculative
insecurities. Together with the ordinary issues, those in the
prior-charge groups moved up sympathetically; debenture, pre-

ference, guaranteed and rent-charge stocks are mostly better,

by several points, than they were this time last week. Central
London ordinary and deferred, non-assented, have advanced to

40 and 36^ respectively.

The higher prices to which electricity supply shares have
attained are having the very natural effect of bringing in a
few sellers. There is no lowering of quotations, however. In
point of fact, prices are generally a little "netter on the week.
The position is that instead of there being only buyers and no
stock on offer, there is at the present time a fair amount of

supply to be obtained in some of the leading companies. This
is, of course, all to the good of the market, since it increases

the flexibility, and also the popularity, of electric lighting

shares. If investors find, after persistent inquiries, that they
are unable to get .stock in any particular section, they will

give up the attempt and utihse the money in other directions.

But supply of stock encourages business, and yields to -be

obtained from electric shares are still good. For instance,

7i per cent, is afforded by Charing Cross ordinary. Metro-
politans and Westminsters; while Chelseas yield only 5i per

cent., the rise in their case having been particularly marked.
South Metropolitan ordinary at .30s. are on a 6J per cent. ba.sis

of yield, but 8 per cent, or over is still obtainable from Bromp-
tons, Kensingtons, St. James's, South Londons and London
Electrics.

Bromley (Kent) Electric Light & Power ordinary shares are
5s. higher on 4|. The dividend is announced at 10 per cent.,

and thij directors propose to canitalise £15,000 from the reserve

fund, by the issue of bonus shares to proprietors. It is fur-

ther intended to divide each existing £5 shares into five shares
of £1 each. Shareholders should keen their shares as a good
investment. Charing Cross ordinary have risen to 6^ and the
preference to 32-. Other changes in the list are insignificant,

being caused mainly by deduction of dividends in several cases.

Shropshire Electric debenture improved to 102. Yorkshire
Electric new preference have risen to 9s. 3d. premium over
the issue price of £4 per share, for the shares of the nominal
value of £5 each. Scottish Power preference at '20s. 6d. are

the turn better.

The market for manufacturing shares is steady. English
Electric Notes have risen 4 points to 92. Metrocolitan-Vickers
preference at 2 5/16 are another i higher. London
Electric Wire preference advanced to 1 1/32 on the
nnblication of an excellent report. The nrofit is a little less

than it was in the piecedinc twelvemonth, but the companv
imintains the 7J per cent, dividend on the ordinary shares (all

privatelv held), and the bnlance-s^net is a good example of

what .such documents should be. The amount of liquid assets

is unnsiially large.

The Edison &• Swan report shows a disastrous state of affairs.

Last vear there was a net nrofit of nearlv £94.000. but this

year the debit balance is £344.700. The directors rewmmer"!
th.-'t £.55.000 standing to rese>-ve should be tr.insferred to profit

and loss. A sum of .£346,445 has been written off the value

of stocks of raw materiils. itc. Next Tuesday's meetinc ma''

b'-inu a gleam cf con.solation. The result caused no nominal
alteration in the nrice of the shares, which mmain about

3s. 6d., but naturally they are not easy to sell. That the com-
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pany must have done badly it was generally expected would

be made manifest when the report appeared, but figures such

as these were scarcely expected.

Mexican matters are beginning to look up again, and im-

provements have occurred in Mexican Electric Light Firsts at

61i, Pachuca Fives at 62J, Mexican Light & Power Firsts at

65J, and several others. Anglo-,\rgentine Tramways first and

second preferences spurted to 3|, British Columbia Electric

preference at 66i is i points better. Eio Ti'amway Fives at

n\ have gained a couple of points, and the market for dollar

bonds is fairly firm throughout.

The principal change in the telegraph and telephone list is

a rise to 8 in Cuba Submarines (after 8J), this being os, up,

.Great Northerns are similarly better at '28^ The Eastern

group has scarcely moved. Henleys at 37s, 6d. recovered from

a little depression which lowered the price to 36s. 9d. Siemens

have been an active and a good market during the past few

business days, .llthougb the quoted price remains unchanged

at 25s., the market is really better than this would imply.

Babcock & Wilcox rose j to 3, and amongst the newcomers,

Jutland Telephone debenture strengthened to '2i premium.

An important issue has been made by the Whitehall Electric

Investments, Ltd. Investors have been offered '2^ million

pounds 6 per cent, first mortgage debenture stock at Kl\ and

li million pounds 1\ per cent, cumulative preference of ^1
each at par. Aimnunition shares are firm, Viekers advancing

in company w-ith the strength shown by Metropolitan-Vickers.

A rather harder tendency is noticeable amongst i-ubbers,

though business in the shares remains on the smallest possible

scale.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES

Bomb Blbotbioity Companies,

Diyidena, Price
,,

' , April 4, Rise or

1930. 1991, lU9'i. fall,

Brompton Ordinary 12 W 7|
—

Charing Cross Ordinary . . .

.

8 9 bt +8
do. do. do. 4JPret. .. ^i « ?*

,,

"
Chelsea 6 6 6«^d -
City ol London tj M 35/.xd -

do. do. 6 per cent. Pre!. .

.

6 8 Ija —
County of London 8 8 11* —

do. do. 6per cent. Pre!... 6 8 ?* ,
~

Kensington Ordinary 9 10 jjxd —
London Electric Si 4 14 —

do. do. 6 percent. Pret... 6 8 4|
—

Metropolitan ', ' if
~

do. 4i per cent. Pret... 4i 4J 8* —
St. James' and Pall MaU .. .. 13 13 7i -
South London 7 7 8|xd +i
South Metropolitan Prel 7 7 li —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 6j

—

TELsaaAPHS and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Prel ... 6 6 97 -
do. Del ij li aii -

Chile Telephone 8 6 68

CubaSub.Ord J
'

f
+i

Eastern Extension 10 lu 1S| —
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 1864 —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 18J

—
do. do. Prel 8 6 lOJ -

Great Northern Tel Sa ?* ?2* +^
Indo-European 10 10 b7 —
Marconi So IB -^S

^
Oriental Telephone Ord 13 13 *

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 H
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 IB* —

HouE Raii.8,

Central London Ord. Assented ..4 4 64 —
Metropolitan U IJ "4 *i

do. District .. .. Nil Nil 84 -f6

Underground Electric Ordinary .. Nil Nil 2ft + Jl

do. do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 7/- -H/6

do. do. Income.. ..4 3 76i -^6

FOBEION Tkaus, ftOi

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Prel. .

.

6* 13J Bg + %
do. do. and Prel. .. Nfl 6* FS +J
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. 6 6 744 + *

Brazil Tractions OTl Nil 41 —
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfoe... 6 6 bSJ -¥2

do. do. Preferred .. 6 93/- 68k —
do. do. Deferred .. 8 134/- 68j —
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 41 70 +84

Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 68* —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 37* —

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 16J —
do. Pref Nil NU 84i -3
do, Ist Bonds .. .. Nil B 66J -f2

MAlfUFAOTUBINO OoHPA2nBB

Babcock & WUoox 16 18 8 -I- J

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 'J —
British Insulated Ord 16 16 lU'^^ —

,

Callenders IB 16 Ij —M.
6iPrel 6J 8J lA -

Crompton Ord 10 10 16/- —
Edlson-Swan 10 — 3/6 —

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ,, 6 6 19 —
Electric Construction 10 10 20/9 —
EngUsh Electric B 8 9/9 —

do, Pret 6 8 16/8xd —
Gen, Blec, Prel «1 6i 30/9 —

do, Ord 10 10 31/- —
Henley .. .- 16 16 1* —

do. 4* Prel 4i i\ H —
Indla-Rnl>ber 10 — H —
Mel.-Vlokers Prel 8 8 3,^ -4- \

BiemensOrd 10 10 86/- —
Telegt»ph Oon MM 34 —

• DlTidends paid tree of Income Tax.

H 15
6 11 6HOD

6 11 7
8 16
6 8 10

— A •6 18 6

7 11 9
7 U 9
6 14 U
Nil

7 10 .5

»7 18 U
•in 13 n

9 10
8
6 9

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, lu making use of the fiffurea appearing

in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstance*

Wednesday, April 5th.

CHEMICALS. Ac.

Acid, Oxallo per lb.

Ammoniao Sal per ton
Ammonia, Muriate (large orystal) n
Bisulphide ot Carbon

' Borax „
I
Copper Sulphate

I
Potash, Chlorate per lb,

I „ Perchlorate . . . . „
I
Shellac per cwt

. Sulphur, Sublimed Flowers . . „

t „ Lump
I Sodtt, Chlorate per lb.

I „ Crystals per ton

r Sodium Bichromate, casks .. per lb.

METALS. Ac.

A Aluminium, Ingots per ton
b „ Wire per lb.

6 „ Sheet ,

p Babbitt's Metal and Anti-friction Metal

—

Grade I per ton net
Grade II „ „
Grade III „ „

c Brass (rolled metal 3" to 13" basis) per ib.

c M Tubes (solid drawn) . . „

G „ Wire, basis

G Copper Tubes (solid drawn) . . „

c I,
Bars (best selected) . . per ton

e H Sheet „

c „ Rod
d u (Bleotrolytio) Bars . . „

d H M Sheets .. „

<f „ „ Wire Rods, , „

d „ M H,C, Wire, , per lb,

/ Ebonite Rod
/ „ Sheet „
a Serman Silver Wire
A Gutta-percha, fine

b India-rubber, Para fine

/ Iron Pig (Cleveland Warrants) . . per ton
/ „ Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O. ijual, „

If Lead, English Pig
g Mercury per bot.

e Mica (in original oases) small . . per lb,

e „ „ „ medium . . „

e u „ „ large ..

Phosphor Bronze, plain castings,. „

p „ „ drawn bars and rods „

p „ „ rolled strip & sheet „

p ,, „ Wire „
o Platinum per oz.

d tiiiiolum Bronze Wire . . . . per lb.

r Steel, Magnet, in bars
n Tin, Block (English) . . . . per ton
o „ Wire, Nos, 1 to 16 .. .. per lb.

8*d.
x6d
£68

£W
£in

ed. to Sid,
7id.
Xlu 16s.

£18
£13
M-
£7
5M,

£130
1/9 to 3/6
1/6 to 2/-

£147
£106
£61
9id.

Hid. to 1/-

9Sd,
1/iJ
£88
£88
£83

£64 IDs.

£146 lOs.

£74 10s.

9!.!<i.

a/tt

8/-

3/6

13/6

lOJd.
Nom.
£37
£33

£10 153.

8d. to 3/-

4/- to 8/-

10/- to SO/- & up
l/l

1/3*
i/si

l/i|

£19 lus.

1/14

W-
£144
8/-

£2 dec.

16/' uic.

^. dec.

£2 ueo.
£2 dec.
£2 dec.
Si dec,

£8 aec.
',d. tofd. dec»^

*d. dec.
90/- dec.

id. dec.

a 8. Boor t Oo,

b The British Aluminium Co., Ltd.

c 'rhos, iioiton a tsoae, t^ia.

d Frederick Smith & Oo,

e P. Wiggins & Sons.

f lodla-Rubber, Gutta-Peroha and
Telegraph Works Co,, Ltd

QaolaUons supplied by—
g James a Shakespeare,
b Edward Till a Oo,
i Boiling & Lowe,
/ Richard Johnson ft Nephew, LM,
tt P, Ormlslon & Sons.

o Johnson, Matthey & Co., Ltd.

p C. Clifford & Son, Ltd.

r W. F, Dennis ft Uo.

The International Conference on H.P. Transmission Sys-

tems.—With reference to the announcement on p. 344 of

our issue of March 10th, that the full report of the conference

held last November would be pubUshed in April, the general

secretary of the Union des Syndicats de I'Electricite informs

us that the period during which orders from abroad may be

placed at the reduced price of 60 fr. has been extended from

April 1st to May loth. Copies may be ordered from the

general secretary ('25, Boulevard Malesherbes, Paris), stating

whether they are to be in French or EngUsh.

Service Notes.—Consequent on a Naval officer being put

in charge of the Bermuda Wireless Station, Lieutenant

E. C. Bearcroft has been ordered to return home to join

the Chatham Division, Royal Marine Light Infantry. Recruit-

ing for the electrical departments of Both services is rather

dull at the moment. The contemplated reductions in estab-

lishment have something to do with this. Lieutenant L. S,

King, from the London Electrical Engineers, has been posted

to the Territorial Army Reserve of Officers. He was com-

missioned during the late war.

A German Electrical Conference,—During the German
Tra(l<' Show, to be held at Munich from May to October, there

will be licld the '28th vearlv conference of the Verband Deut-

.scher Techniker. fixed for May •2Sth to June 1st, at which

.some l,ylX) (li-rraan technicians are exjiected to be present.

Among the addresses given will be " Long Distance Transmis-

sion," • Employment of Electrical Energy for Chemical Pur-

poses." " Electricitv in Gases," and " Electrification of Mam
liines." The conference will be followed by an " electric

week."
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TRY ANOTHER WAY.

By "AN EX-MUNICIPAL CLERK."

It seems that some of the Local Authorities' new houses

are being wired on the free-wiring system. As the

owner of the house and the owner of the wiring will, in

these cases, be the same person (or thing, or whatever

a Local Authority is), I suppose this means that a pro-

portion of the rent will be allocated to the wiring

accounts, and this should not present much difficulty

even to the municipal mind.
Incidentally "free" wiring seems about as appro-

priate a descriptive term as could be found. I have a

free house on the same system from which my landlord

can evict me any time I fail to produce the instalments

of liberty.

The matter will not be so simple if any of the Local

Authorities contemplate wiring any other parties'

houses with the object of recouping themselves by a

separate rental for the use of the wiring. In case the

project is being considered—I can't say certainly that

it is—by any Local Authority, let it fir.st consider the

position of those who already have such systems at work,

and have a care and be very careful.

The free-wiring systems at present in existence are,

in most oases, white elephants round the necks of their

respective undertakings (or let us say " millstones on

their hands "—we like to help mis the metaphors.

—

Eds.).

Some twenty years ago, when municipal engineers

were being goaded into fierce eSorts to meet gas com-
petition, a brilliant genius conceived the idea of wiring

houses entirely gratis and free of charge to the owners

—

and getting the money back by charging the consumers
a rental per point per annum, these charges being so

worked out that in the course of about thirty years or

so the capital expended would be recovered. The under-
taking could then start making a profit.

One or two unexpected factors delayed this consum-
mation somewhat, such as, for instance, houses remain-

ing empty for long periods (this has not been quite so

noticeable of late), installations, although carried out
in the best casing and capping, requiring to be renewed
after a period of service of, sa}-, twelve or fifteen years,

and generally troubles resulting from an imbroglio with
foreign powers necessitating armed intervention b}' the

Crown forces for some years.

These annoyances were, however, trifles compared
with the business of persuading consumers into paying
the necessary rent (where the wiring had been done
previously to their arrival), and although none but the

very stifi-necked or Oriento-Scottish stuck to their guns,

undoubtedly the majority were left with a sore feeling

that there was a catch in it somewhere.

The procedure when anyone required a supply at a

free-wired house was approximately this:—The intend-

ing consumer wrote to the electricity offices asking for

a supply, and, according as his letter was aggressive,

polite, or timid, he would be answered

—

By a request for an interview.

By a typical official letter, such as "I have your re-

quest for application form for supply and would point
out that this should be on the official application form
which is enclosed."

The timid ones were told to come to the office.

The consumers' representative (a man of iron nerve
with a heart of stone— a sort of human reinforced con-
crete) always undertook the job of explaining the free-

wiring scheme to the first and usually the most danger-
ous class of applicant, the others being left to smaller
fry. He was called "consumers' representative," be-

cause officially his job was to look after the interests of

the consumers—and Heaven help him if he did.

The most powerful weapon in his hands was. of course,
the fact that people who have once tasted the joys of
getting light by moving a brass knob can rarely bring
themselves to return to the tyranny of the little wooden

box. Those whom he failed to reduce to what he called

a reasonable frame of mind (very few), i.e., who abso-

lutely refused to pay at all, went without a supply alto-

gether. Others who considered the whole business a

swindle, and said so, were usually mollified by the farce

of labelling a number of points " Not in use," and
charging rent only on the remainder, an ingeniously

dignified method of bargaining.
I have often wondered what would have been the

position if any coarse-fibred person had insisted on his

legal right to a supply, at the same time refusing rent

for the installation, and I hope some electrical Hampden
will do it to satisfy my curiosity.

A point that was always wonderfully clear to the con-

sumer was that while his rent included all fittings and
lamps, the lamps he was entitled to were carbon-fila-

ment lamps—this because the wiring was done and the

agreements were made out in the days of the old carbon

lamp, which some of your readers may remember—and
if they wanted lamps to see by, they had to pay the

difference.

Tenants were not usually so difficult to deal with as

people who bought houses (we tenants are a spineless

race), owing probably to their ingrained habit of pay-

ing moneys periodically for which they received no
tangible benefit.

House-owners who occupied their own houses were

much worse, and had never by any chance been told,

before they bought, that the electrical installation was
someone else's property—so they said : and the Coun-
cil's nameplates had a habit of turning their faces to

the wall when house-buyers were about. This wasn't

the Council's fault, of course, but most of them thought

i: was, and consequently there was a large proportion

of points " Not in use " among this class.

The record case of obstinacy that occurred in this

connection was as follows:—A strong-minded person of

the type " that has never been done yet " informed the

local Council—an assemblage of the low-moralled—in

the course of an acrimonious correspondence on the sub-

ject of wiring rent, that the electrical fitments were

always considered part of the fabric— a natural fungus

that grew in houses, I suppose he thought. He refused

absolutely to have the installation in his house, ami

gave the Council two days to get it out. At the end of

two days, the Council having acted with its usual expe-

dition, he threw it out himself, in the road, and had

the house wired at his own expense. He became a
" private-wired " consumer and the only known case of

a consumer getting the better of an electrical under-

taking.

There is a sequel, however.

The imbroglio previously referred to occurred shortly

afterwards, and the strong-minded one intervened

(armed) and left his house empty and placarded " To
brt Sold " by a house agent. While it was awaiting the

arrival of a new owner the Council's nameplate was

fixed to his installation, and by this simple process it

again became a " free-wired " house.

This incident actually occurred within 8,000 miles

of where you read this, unless you are on a very high

mountain in New Zealand. I hope this clue won't give

it away.

The consumer— the man who keeps us all, when you

think it out—has, of course, got to pay for his installa-

tion somehow, but there must be some more tactful wav
of making him do it than the free-wiring system : it

ii far too direct.

Mules, I have found, will only allow themselves to be

saildled with a big load if they don't see it. Vf\i\ should

the consumer not only be allowed to see it, but have his

nose rubbed into it as well?

For the purpose of the analogy I find I have called

the consumer a mule, He is not, of course,
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ELECTRO-FARMING.

By R. BORLASE MATTHEWS, M.I.E.E.

Aliniract 0/ inipcr irail before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.]

In Euglaud and NN'alfs ajoue there are 418,000 farms and
small holdings, of which nearly 10 per cent, have each an
area of over 150 acres. Ahout SJ per cent, of the total number
are of over 300 acres each. Hence, if use -svere made of elec-

tricity to any considerable extent in fanning operations there
would be an enormous demand both for apparatus and for

energy.
For some time past the author has been making careful ex-

perimental investigation into the practical possibilities of the

use of electricity in agriculture, and in this paper he gives the
outcome of the results of his practical experience.

The experimental work has T^een carried out on the lines

of actual working fanning with strict regard to profit

and loss. Nearly all the author's experiments have
lieen eairied out on his own farm of 600 acres at

Greater Pelcourt, East Grinstead. At the same time he has
been making a cai'eful study of Continental methods of attack-

ing the same problem.
The conclusion arrived at by the author is that for the most

successful operation of farms the use of electricity will be
essential from the points of view both of cutting down the
total cost of power and labour and of obtaining an increased
output, and the autlior maintains that an increased efliciency,

including the circumvention of adverse weather conditions, is

easily obtained by electrical methods. Tnoidentnllv. the

application of electricity to agriculture will do niiR-li eventu-
ally to raise the status of the labourer.

For farmers of under 1-50 acres careful thought must be given

to ensure that an adequate return is obtained for the capital

expended, as the numl)er of hours of use of each machine is

limited. For larger farms, as the hoiu's of u.se are longer, it

is not .so easy to make a mistake with regard to the equipment.
A table, compiled by the author, indicates the very wide

scope which exists for electricity on a modern farm. All the

particulars are collated from actual practice on present-day

farms, but naturally all the methods are not to be found on,

and further, are not suitable for, any one farm. Incidentally

this table will be found of con.siderable assistance when con-

sidering the pos.sibilities of the applications of electricity on

any particular farm.
In general, most of the problems associated with electrical

drives inpide the farm buildings are now solved—except that,

as in other industries, many radical changes will have to take

place in the design of the actual machines. Incidentally, as

.so many farm buildings are ill-adapted for the mounting of

counter-shafts and the like, there will obviously be an in-

creased demand for self-contained machinery. Further,
owing to the lack of skill on the part of the farm labourer,

the biggest demand will always be for that type of machinery
which is practically self-contained and fool-proof. However,
for the next few years, while farmers are conservatively "try-

ing out" electricity, the portable motor will serve most require-

ments.
On the land much slower progress has lieen made in applv-

ing electrical methods. Only a few days' work each year is

required in any one field, and even this .short time is occupied

with diverse operations. Electi'icfll methods of performing
these operations have now nassed the experimental staffe and
are about to be introduced commercially on the sound basis

that it will pay the farmer to adopt them.
-Mthouch. even under the best conditions, the load factor

of an individual arable field is low. the completely electrically

equipped farm has a load factor which is quite satisfactory

from the central station point of view, esnecially when any
farm is considered in conjunction with neichboui-ing farms.

.\ gi'eat deal of work that ouaht to be sub.stituted by electi-ic

power is being done by manual labour on farms to-dav. How-
ever, even progre.ssive farmers are not usually aware that elec-

tricitv can assi.st them until an electrical engineer studies the
situation and shows them the possibilities. A difficultv arises

here in that but few engineers have sufficient knowledge of

the intimate details of fanning methods to develop electrical

methods without considerable study, and sometimes a good
deal of investigation, before success is attained.

The general problem might be simplified if the farmer were
looked looked at in another licht. He is really a manufacturer
who. commencing with certain raw materials, nuts them into

a more refined condition—with nossiWy a second process if he
converts his refined materials into the form of animal flesh

In the course of this procedure all by-jtroducts are—or should
he—fully utilised. Viewed in this way. it does not take an
engineer long to realise that the lines unon which farms are

normally worked are based unon an abvmdance of chenn
labour and a disregard for time. On the other hand, the
engineer will soon find that ther*^ are reallv serious diffi'-ulties

in modernising a business in whicli the load factor of each
tnachine, or nos.sible machine, is so low.

Continental experience shows that the apnual consumption

of electricity in farm buildings alone is proportional to the size
of the whole farrn and averages 10 kWh per acre. The con-
sumption in the farm-house would average 1 kWh per 33-\vatt
lamp per annum, or an average of '210 k\Yh. To this must be
added 800 kWh, for heating, cooking and domestic power. If

the farm were very modern there would be in addition a con-
sumption of 3.3 kWh per acre of arable land for ploughing,
plus one-third of this for cultivation, electro-culture, electric
silage, harvesting, &c., or a total of 44 kWh per acre.

As the outcome of experience, practice in electric power '

distribution for agricidtural purposes is settling down to a
.simple standard. While the main distribution may be at any
pressure over .50,(KX) volts, in Europe a sub-distribution of

10.000 volts, three-phase, 50 periods, is becon)ing standard.
J

In America this .eub-distribution is at either 13.200 or 6.600 ]

volts, three-phase. 60 periods. The Continental standard final

pressure for farm supply is 380 volts foi- three-phase motors,
and for Ughting 2'20 volts sinule-pbase (ul)tained between any
phase and a neutral conductor). The electric distribution

lines in such a case consist of four wires, the fourth or neutral

wire also acting as a guard. .\t road crossings tall iron-lattice

standards are employed, of such a height that if a wire gives

way at either support it will not come into ccvntact with
ordinary traffic. In addition, each wire as it leaves a standard
to cross the road is strengthened by one or two stays attached
to insulators. This would seem to be a much simpler and
more effective method than the use of cradles.

The number and size of transformers are reduced to a mini-
mum. For farm work a useful minimum size is a 50-kV.\
transformer. From this transformer supply distribution lines

can be conveniently run in any direction for a distance not
exceeding 2,.500 yards (say. 2 km). In Denmark overhead
lines of 25 mm" (0.0-39 sq. in.) are usually employed for farm
supply: where the load is 50 kVA, or more, a section of

35 mm- (0.0.54 sq. in.) is employed. To allow for the pres.sure-

drop, the motors which are installed at the ends of the lines

are wound for a voltaae from 10 to 15 per cent, lower than

normal. It is rarelv that the bigger motors are operated in

the evening', when the lights are mainly in use.

Unquestionably the best and cheapest method bv which the

farmer can obtain power is from a public distribution net-

work, but where this does not exist he must install a pronerly-

designed indenendent plant—for electricity is now indispen-

sable on the farm.
The author has devised an arrangement whei'eby the

farmer's oil tractor can he made to give effective service until

a permanent plant is available. A special reinforced concrete

runway, having .strong .side guiding kerbs always aligns the

tractor in the same position facinff the dynamO, which is

driven by belt from the tractor pulley. Belt-tightener rails,

provided with an adju.sting screw operated by a crank handle,

enable the belt to be very quickly adjusted as the tractor is

taken away or brought in.

Power rates, based on the horse-power of the motors con-

nected, discourage a farmer from installing a number of

motor.s—in fact, in America, in certain districts where svh
rates exist, farmers are installing oil engines to reduce the

number of their electric motors. Aft^r all it is the maximum
demand that affects a public supply, and maximum-dem.and
meters, with a .suitable time-lag, are rea.sonably cheap. With

the aid of .suitable technical advice it can be demonstrated to

fanners that they can obtain better terms on a self-restricted

maximum demand. Agricultural-implement manufacturers

are already catering for this requirement by providing such

machines as threshers, in such a fonn that the work is carried

out in two separate stages. In one machine the corn is

threshed and cleaned sufficiently for the farmer's own needs.

In the second machine that portion of the corn from the

thresher that is intended for the market is finally dressed,

cleaned and .sorted. Either of these machines can be driven

by a 5-h.p. electric motor, as compared with the 12J-h.p. motor

required for a standard full-size thresher. The saving in

wages for extra men more than compen.sates for the extra

time taken. In this manner, and by the aid of self-restricted

circuits, an average fann will offer a very satisfactory load

factor for the central station.

Electrically-oper.ated farm machinery—both the mechanical

and electrical portions—should rarely need overhaul. This, in

fact, is one rea.son why machinery is not employed to a greater

extent on some farms. A trouble that is oft<>n encountered

with farm electric motors is damage by moisture, due either

to rain or to condensation. Ball-hearing electric motors are to

he nreferred fnr farm use. if provided with ccvid felt nackings.

as frequent lubrication is eliminated. T'ndoubtedly the most

practical motor for farm use is the three-nhase squirrel-cage

tvpe. For farms of over 3(X) acres the author favours three-

nhase power installations on this account, coupled with the

fact thnt as .soon as a public power supply is available the
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farmer who already has a private installation will not have
to change his motors.
At first thought the load factor of a farm does not appear to

be very attractive. However, if electricity is available, ex-

perience shows that it will soon be employed for a variety of

other purposes, if only the attention of the farmer is drawn
to its possibilities. A very important use, where water is not
already laid on, is for driving the water pump for general
farm purposes and al.so for domestic use. Still another service

which may be reckoned among the essentials is the driving of

a liquid-manure pump. If a dairy herd of more than 10 cows
is kept, it is advisable to employ a motor-driven cream sepa-

rator and also a milking machine. For driving the milking
machines from 2 to 3 h.p. is required. Milking machines
have proved a very valuable asset to the farmer and, where
run under the direct supervision of the farmer or his son, are
highly successful; and any complaints tliat ari.se as to the in-

effective operation of these machines will nearly always be
found to be due to the fact that they aie in the charge of cow-
men who do not take any interest in their operation. Over
0.000 farms in New Zealand employ milking machines. The
milking load comes on very early in the morning and again
in the afternoon. The preparation of food for the live stock

is usually carried nut in the morning. If a threshing machine
and also a hay and straw transjiorter and elevator are added
to the above equipment there will be a fairly heavy load for

12 hours each day during the winter. In addition electric

lighting will be needed in the early morning hours and again
at night. At the hay- and corn-harvest periods the driving of

the barn machinery would lie replac(Hl l>y the operation of an
electric fan for curing the hay and sheaves of corn, also for

elevating hay and .silage crops; in addition a chafiTi'ng machine
would have to be driven for cutting silage. If a number of

sheep were kept an electric shearing machine should -be em-
ployed: in fact, once electric power is availal)le, its u.se will

extend in many directions. Among the uses on the land that
should be .seriously considered nowadays are electric ploughing
;ind cultivation, electro-culture nf iirowina crops, and electric

treatment of silage. On a small farm of under 1-50 acres the
barn machinery required can usually be driven by a 1-h.p.

motor. On a farm of 1.50 to BOO acres n 5-h.p. electric motor is

most suitable. On farms of over 300 acres at lea.st 1.5-h.p.

motors are required. A very good estimate can be fornled of

the power necessary to drive a madiine by sul)stituting a J

to 2-h.p. motor for a man or two men, or replacing a horse or
two hor.ses by one 5-h.p. motor.
A table prepared by the author shows that for individual

drives the size of motor required on farms vai'ies from 1/30 to

150 h.p. An air-pressure system of supplying water is the
most efficacious, the size of motor required being from J to

.3 h.p.

With a view to the elimination of counter-shaft drives and
also to enable each piece of barn machinery to be placed in

the position where it is most convenient for it to do its work,
portable electric motors are havincr a 'considerable vogue. Their
ii.se certainly reduces the number of motors necessary on a
farm arid also the capital invested. However, it is a moot
point whether in the course of the vear's use the value of the
time lost in adju-sting and fixing them would not pay the
interest and depreciation on a direct-cnnnefted motor. 'Con-
siderable difficulty is often exnerienced with the installation

of a .suitable counter-shaft drive, and portable motors have
one great noint in their favour, i.e., they enable new drives
to be tried and experimented upon in cases of doubt. For
work outside the farm buildings thev are often invaluable.
and are a most useful addition even when the main drives are
fixed. The motors should preferablv l^p of the drip-proof type,
a more economical form than the totally enclosed type, and yet

possessing a good deal of nrotection. If the motor is of the ordi-

nary open tvpe it should be nrovided with a dust-protecting
cover. Continental practice favours very substantial, three-
noint susnension hor.se-drawn enclosed vans for motors of

15 to 40 h.n. For smaller motors the author advocates a

wooden platform, suitable for use with a transporter, as em-
ployed under modern factory conditions, so that the lif+intr

truck cqn be pu.shed underneath it when it is required to
move the nifitor to another place.

{To he concluded.)

DiscDssioN IN London.

Mr. LI. B. .\tkinson .said that the two main disadvantages
from the point of view of the application of electricity to
agriculture were the very small financial return per acre to
the farmer, and the very small amount of time in any given
year that any machinery could work. Taking the period of
seven years before 1914. and working in the ordinary way, it

had been shown that the return per acre was about £5 lis.,
find taking a 1.50 acre farm the average return from produce
would be from ^7.50 to £1.000. From the figures given in

evidence before the Agricultural Commission in 1919 the total
cost per acre was £4 198. 3d., leaving a margin of about 15s.
per acre, .so that a man farming 1.50 acres would have a net
return from his produce of £112 per annum, and that was
such an amount that the farmer would look very carefully
into any scheme for the use of electricity to see where he was
going to benefit, and it certainly did not leave him in a posi-

tion to spend large capital sums in the use of electricity. The

author had said that the maximum load, leaving out the
larger works, on a 150-acre farm, would be 3-kW of maximum
demand for 1,500 hours a year for farm buildings, which was
about IJ hours use of the maximum load per day, or 4J kW-
hours per day. Then came the cost at which this would be
supplied or at which it would be used, and we must not for-

get that for these smaller powers there was a serious com-
petitor in the small petrol or paraffin engines which were very
largely u.sed, not only in this country, but all over the world.
-\n electricitv supply company might look to a revenue of £10
per annum from such a farm, if the supplv was given at 2.6d.
per unit, which it would have to be in order to compete. Tlius
the supply company could not afford a capital expenditure of
more than £73 in order to give a supply to a 150-acre farm.
If the .supply was given at 4d. ner unit—a figure mentioned in
the paper, and one which he thought many farmers would be
pleased to pay—the supplv company could afford a capital ex-
penditure of £1.50, and thp revenue would then be between
£30 and £40 instead of £10. Greater savings would be made
by increased production, and that was why he would like to
.stre.ss the question of eleftro-cultnre The reports of the
Committee appointed by the Board of .\griculture. mentioned
in the paper, showed an increase of about .30 per cent, by
electro-culturp in the case of .spring-sown corn crops, both of
the grain and the straw; and going back to the 1.50-acre farm,
an increase of 30 per cent, would add something like £1 16s.
to the los. which was the nre.sent net return.

Mr. Bernaru .Tf.nkin said he wished to sneak more from the
farmer's point of view, although he had only had seven years'
exnerience of farming a .300-acre farm. He had made certain
i-alculations of the amount of haulage done by hor.ses on his
farm, and had arrived at a figure of 4,000 miles loaded and
LOOO miles empty, and it wa.s interesting to inquire how far
p'ectricity could be used for replacing that horse haulage.
It .seemed to him that electricity was un.suited to a very larce
extent. He did not think that electricity could compete with
the tractor for ploughing, because the load was entirely a
haulage load, inclndinc hnulimi on the road, which electricity
could not do. Electric lighting in fann buildings was ex-
tremely desirable, and it was eminently suitabe for drivinc
.small machines, but thp small oil engine would do it every bit
as well. In many respects electricity was eminently unsuited
becau.se the power could not he got wherp it was wanted, and
they could not have cables lying about the fields. Much the
same remarks were to be made as rpciarded sewnne pumning.
In the electrification of crops the difficulty would be with re-
gard to the .suppo'-^s for carrviiir thp wires, and he could not

I- '"..liinx that there was a far bigger margin for iupreased
profit in the difference between good and bad farming by
ordinnrv methods than was available by the use of electricity.
Mr. F. .A.YTON', managing director of Messrs. Bansomes,

Rims iV .lefferies, Iitd.. of Ipswich, said he was ilad to be by
the side of his old chipf (Mr. .lenkin) ncfain. who bad taken
up agriculture whilst he (Mr. Avton) was interested in the
manufopfure of agricultural implements. He di.sn greed with
some of the author's remarks as to {he lack of skill shown in
the design of ploucbs, and assured him that a considerable
amount of care and consideration was given to this matter.
The conditions in this country at the present time were that
there was no demand for electric ploughing, and there was
no induppment for ninnufapfurers to make such plant. .\s

soon as there was a demand the plant would instantly be
forthcoming.
Mr. T. F. Nr.WMAN .said he was .specially interested in electro-

culture. He had worked a fiOO acre fann for the past 14 vears.
and used three tracto'-s and six horses, nnd be calculated that
the work done would necessitate 30.000 units i>er annum or
60 units per acre per annum. It seemed to him that the com-
petition of petrol must always be a formidable factor in farm-
ing, and Mr. Ferranti. in an address to the Institution some
years ago. .said something to the same effect, that the con-
venience and portaI)ility of the petrol en cine would make it

a strong rival of the electric motor. Mr. Newman rpferred to
Prof. I/emstrom's experiments in the u.se of high-pres.sure
electricity for stimulating growing crops. I^emBtrom fir.st

started with wires 10 in. off the cround. and he raised
them as the crops grew. The poles were 13 ft. anart, but it

was found essential to have fewer poles pnd wires high up out
of the wav of farming operations. At Evesham the sneakc-
had pxpprimented with poles at varving distances apart ,and
the final experiments were with poles 110 yds one way nnd
16*? 'yds. the other, which was one for every four ncrps, but
that was found to hp ton far anart for the sofpt'' if thp net-
work. In 1906 he secured the co-operat-on of Sir Oliver I^odgp
and the late Mr. R. Bomford. and a series of experi-
ments was started in 1906- these had been carried on until

the present time. Electricitv was said to be a stimulant to

the crops, but a stimulant should not be tnken too often no"-

too reculnrlv. and it occurred to him as pos.sible that in fpine of

the experiments the cron had been over-.stimulated. In one
experiment of his n very much stronger current wa.s given,
and during the first throe weeks of the crop a distinct advan-
tnce was to be observed, but after that it died away, and "t
the hari'pst the electrified prop vielded about the same as the
unelectrified cron. He thoucht that more time should be
civen to the small-.scale experiments—pot-culture work—which
w.Ts more completely under control.

The discussion was then adjourned until .\pril 6th,
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THE DAYSOHMS "UTILITY" ARC WELDER.

A New Field for Electric Welding.

Althodgh we have already descnljed the Daysohms low-
pressiu-e a.c. an' welder (Electrical Eeview, May Ibth, 1921,
p. 631), we think it will be of interest to our readers to give a
description of the latest pattern of this machine, which has
been designed to supply a very large, but hitherto much
neglected market ; this market is found among the medium-
sized and small iron-working shops, down to the motor-car
repairing shop employing only two or three men. and using,
say, not more than sis or seven kilowatts for light and power.
Mast published accounts of work done by electric arc weld-

ing have usually described large and impressive undertakings,
.such as ship's bulkheads, constructional ironwork for large
buildings, &c., with the result that the small man is not
aware of the vast amount of profitable
work that lies to his hand, and, po.ssibly

owing to the consequent lack of demand,
his wants in the matter of a simple out-
fit which may be installed iipon such a

small circuit as is indicated above have
not been adequately catered for.

The Day.sohras Utility welder is de-

signed to work on the ordinary a.c.

supply circuits, and takes a maximum of
.") kVA from the mains; it can, therefore,
be installed on any lighting circuit. Its

current range on the secondary circuit is

from '20 to SO amperes at an open-circuit
pressure of 5.5 volts, which is sufficient

for any normal make of electrode on the
market when this machine is used; and
it can handle work from 19-gauge sheet-
iron to z in. thick, though larger work
can be done, as will be described later.

The outfit consists of a step-down
transformer of 5 kVA capacity and a

Daysohms automatic choker, the essen-
tial features of which are that a much
lower choke is in circuit when the arc is

struck than when it is running ; also the
amount of choke in circuit when strik-

ing the arc may be adjusted, quite irrespective of the amount
in circuit with the arc when welding, both these adjustments
beinc continuous and not in steps.

This is of the highest importance when welding thin
material, such as No. 19-gauge steel plate. If "a fixed choke is

used to regulate the current, owing to the rapidly falling volt-

ampere characteristic produced by it across the arc space, it

is practically impo.ssible to get an arc on striking with «o
little as 5.5 volts on open circuit. If the open-circuit pressure

enables a better adjustment of the welding current to be
niade, and the scale enables the operator to return to any
known position.

The standard machine is designed to work at an open-circuit
pressure of 55 volts and a current range of 50 to 150 amperes.
The dashpot, in all the machines, has now been modified by

giving it a conical bore, thus lessening its action as the current
is reduced ; this again greatly improves the machine for weld-
ing thin material.

In the case of the 19-gauge sheet it is very noticeable that
there is no buckling, as there would be with gas welding ; the
current taken for this is 30 amperes at 55 volts, equal to
1.65 kVA. and this means an actual consumption of appre-

IS
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examples of such jobs, with their cost in labour and materials,

executed by the Foster Engineering Co., Ltd., of Wimbledon,
for their own use, in their own factory.

Fig. 3 shows a machine for corrugating up to 6 ft. No. 18

gauge steel sheets for welded transformer cases; with the ex-

ception of the bearings, which are standard plummer blocks,

bolted on to the framework ; the whole machine is welded
up of strip and angle iron, the gear wheels being taken from
a dismantled crab. The labour and materials on this machine
came to ±'36, whereas to buy such a machine would have cost,

at the time it was made, about i'300, the saving on this one
job being sufficient to pay for the welder more than twice over.

Fig. 4 shows a pipe bender used for bending the oil cumulat-

ing pipes of transformers, with which many hundreds of feet

of pipe have been bent; this machine is alinost entirely made
up of scrap. A tube is clamped between the jaws on the left

and passes out between two cast-ii-on rollers having semi-

circular grooved edges, the long handle being in a horizontal

position ; a rope fixed to the end of the handle passes once
round fast and loose pulleys on the shafting, and when bend-

ing the operator pushes the rope on to the fast pulley and
then puts sufficient pull on the rope to enable the shafting to

draw the handle steadily into a vertical position, when the

right angle bend is made perfectly smoothly. The cost of this

machine in labour and materials came to £'2 1.3s.

Another job done at Messrs. Foster's, but not illustrated, was
a sheet holder for a 6-ft. metal shears. The price of this,

tendered by the makers of the shears, was ;690. The cost of

making and welding it on the spot came to ±'15. Again, a

trolley used for carrying loads up to 6i tons, running on a

narrow-gauge workshop track, was welded up from stock plate,

strip, and scrap. The total cost of this was : labour, ±'4

;

material. ±.5; total, ±9.

THE BRITISH ELECTRICAL AND
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

ALLIED
(INC.).

The Council's Report.

The report of the Council for the year 1921. to which we made
brief reference last week, mentions that neither the roll of

membership nor the record of work exhibits any serious indi-

cation of a diminution of energy, although the Association has
just passed through a period whicn atiorded little encourage-
ment to the co-operative idea and many discouragements both
iu number and variety.

It appears to have been reserved for 1921—the third year
after the termination of the greatest war known to history— to

exhibit the real effect of war upon industry. As an associa-

tion of manufacturers, they had seen, during 1921. that world
business was still to be done ; but it was first necessary that
the relation of the world's money to the British sovereign
should become itabilised. This was not yet the case, and the
operations of world commerce were correspondingly hampered.
.\s an association of manufacturers, living by then- energies for

which there had been so little outlet, and attempting to con-
tribute to the sti'eam of the national life by tllfeir export trade,

their steadiness and patience under adverse conditions and thf

highest taxation of any country in the world, were sufficient

Fig. U.—Pulley Exlaiuikd by \Yeldinc Fig. 7.—Detail of Hinge. Fig. 8.—a Welded Dock.

Fig. .5 .shows a fly press which has been strengthened, and
the whole stand (from which the bolts have been removed)
welded up and stiffened with angle-iron diagonals to take the
torque.

Fig. 6 is an illustration of a pulley which has been increased
in diameter from 12 in. to 17 in., of which there are a num-
l-ier of examples in Messrs. Foster's works. The cost of this
job was : labour, Is. lOd.; material, 2s. lOd. ; total, 4s. 8d. for
labour and material.

The cast-iron 12-in. pulley was the standard one on a power
.hack saw, but ran the machine ttx) fast; it was built up to
17 in. as follows : a disk of 3/16-in. .steel was roughly cut
and a central hole bored large enough to take the hub
of the pulley ; this was clamped on the pulley by two hooks
round the spokes, with nuts on the other side. Four angle
pieces were welded on the face of the disk, pressing on the
rim of the puUey to ensure centralisation. The edge of the

' di.sk was then turned up by mounting the pulley on a mandrel.
Round the outer edge of the disk was welded a strip of

3/16-in. steel, previou.sly rolled round in rollers and welded
#[); round the centre of this outer face was welded a 1 in. x
\ in. strip of steel, to give a " crown " effect and prevent the
belt running off.

Fig. 8 shows the 6-ft. 6-in. iron door of a transformer house
welded in position. The frame consists of angle iron welded
up and fitted inside with ancle plates fitting round the end of
the bricks. Fig. 7 gives a close-up view of one of the hinges.
In all the illu.strations the welds have been chalked to throw
them up; in practice they are quite unobtrusive.

It will be seen from what wo have said that the " Utility
"

welder opens up a new and wide field of operations. It rnay
be compared with a soldering bit. in that it enables .sheet
metal, angle-iron, &c., to be built up into every conceivable
combination—but with the difference that for the weakness
of solder is substituted the strength of iron or steel. There is
immense scope for .sucK work, not only in general jobbing
workshops, garages, &c., but also in the repair shops of rail-
ways, tramways, and motor omnibus undertakings, in con-
tractors' yards, &c.. and in the manufacture in quantity of a
variety of hollow-ware and other ironmongery.

proof that they had the qualities necessary for taking the

fullest advantage of the opportunities of restoring British

prestige in the world's markets, which at no distant date must
inevitably return. A significant indication of the state of

world finance had been the sudden move during 1921 on the

part of almost all countries towards revision of tariff. Other
grounds for revision apart, countries must of course provide

revenue for running themselves: and on the principle of the

less trade done, the more must be paid for doing it, almost all

countries, and particularly our own Dominions, had been
active in this direction. With the assistance of its overseas

committees, the .Association had to pa«s under review during
the year the tariffs of New Zealand, Canada, India. Spain, and
South Africa. In the case of New Zealand, they had been
successful in securing the admission duty free, of British elec-

trical apparatus; and in the case of India, a reduction of from
1\\ per cent, to 2i per cent., ad valorem, of the duty on high-

pressure switchboards, oil switches, motor starters, controllers,

regulators, rheostats, and transformers. Representations,

originating with the Australian Committee, that "value"
according to the current rate of exchange should be the value

on which import duties were made chargeable, were accepted,

and this was now the practice throughout all the Dominions,
a matter of some importance having regard to the appreciated

exchanges of two countries doing large business with the

Dominions. An Imixrial conference of Dominion Customs
authorities which sat during the .spring reconmiended the
general adoption of a standard form of declaration, but the

Dominions had not yet found it practicable to adopt it. The
Export Committee had agreed upon a standard full text of

conditions for non-erection work. The report refers briefly to

the new technical cable code, by the u.se of which the cost of

cabling messages connected with tenders and contracts would
be very greatly reduced, only single code words being required

where with existing codes extended phrases would be neces-

sary. The Council has recommended the various sections to

give careful attention to the provisions of the Safeguarding of

Industries Xct with a view to taking advantage of them.

The B.E.A.M.A. relations with the Board of Trade are such

that any exporting member desirous of availing himself of
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the facilities under the Overseas Trade (Credits and Insurance)

Amendment Act, 19*21, is sure of obtaining the best contidential

advice and assistance from the Association. The Association

has such relations with the Trade Facilities Act Advisory Com-
mittee as will enable it to keep in touch with opera-

tions regarding guar;tnt«es of capital. The Local Authorities

(Financial Provismus) Act confers on municipalities larger

ix)wers of boxTowing and dealing with their hnances, especially

with regard t<:> susjiending their sinking fund payments in

respect of revenue-producmg works.
With regard to tiie Conference of Joint Industrial Councils,

which is described as one of the most important of the in-

dustrial organisations established in this country, the report

says that this sprang into life during the year under the aegis

of Mr. LI. B. Atkinson, who happily seized the moment for its

formation when the industry appeared to be most divided as

to the representations which should be made to the Govern-
ment on the subject of unemployment. The new organisation

combines for common action, in addition to the B.E.A.M.A.
and other associations the Joint Industrial Councils of the cable

makers, the electricity supply industry, and the contractors.

Thus ' the industry " as a whole, i.e., including both employer
and employed, can speak to government departments with a
single voice. The Conference does not deal with questions of

w'ages or other labour matters ordinarily dealt with by em-
ployers' organisations and trade unions.

It was considered desirable to revise the Association's scheme
of scholarships and studentships (particulars of which were
issued last year), due to the fact that the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research announced scholarships and
grants-in-aid which covered practically the same ground as the
.'\.ssociation's scheme. Candidates for such research scholar-

ships were therefore put into touch with the Department, and
tlie I'unds previou.sly intended for research scholarships were,

uitli the consent of the grantors, allocated to scholarships de-

voted entirely to educational purposes.

The question of admitting overseas students into the works
of members, as ti-ade conditions permit, was carefully investi-

gated during the year, and a publication setting out the facili-

ties existing in members' works and the educational possi-

bilities offered in this country is in course of preparation. A
census made early in the year, of overseas students in members'
works, showed a total of ninety-two students from the follow-

inc countries; Argentine. Australia, Burma, China. Chile,

Egypt, India. Japan, Malay States, New Zealand, Norway,
Russia, South Africa. Spain, Tasmania; the counti-ies sending
the greatest numbers being Australia, Egypt, India, and South
Africa.

The Electrical Research Association was last reported as an
incorporated body, .so that 1921 was its first complete year of

work, during which it entirely cleared the ground and built

foundations for the superstructure. At the end of the Asso-

ciation's financial year eleven sections divided into thirty-nine

committees had been formed, retaining the services of one
liundred and fifty experts in the various branches of research.

Those assisting showed their appreciation of the importance of

the work by regular attendances in spite of the pressure of

other duties and the trying conditions under which ordinary
business w-as carried on ; and it is clear that the establishment
of a central body able to secure the help and win the con-
fidence of all interested parties, from the premier departments
of State to the smallest manufacturing firm, is gradually win-
ning its way to success. The Association's own committee has
been correspondingly reorganised and enlarged, so as directly

to represent the interests of the sections of 'the Association.

The interest of members in standardisation work has been
very well maintained during the year. This is an encouraging
sign. Nothing is better calculated to consolidate the position

of the British electrical industry in foreign markets than the

adoption by those markets of British Standards.

With the return to normal conditions, a sti-icter interpreta-

tion was given by the Home Ofiice to the regulations as to the
installation and use of electricity in mines. Upon the issue of

ll.M. Electrical Inspector's Memorandum embodying his inter-

pretation, several conferences took place between the Asso-
ciation, the Inspector, and the Mining Engineers' Associa-

tion. As a result, certain general conclusions were reached,
and published in the technical Press, as to safeguarding surface
switchboards. Committees of the Association are now drafting
specifications for underground machinery and apparatus,
which may, in due time, result in new B.E.S.A. specifications

for mining motors, switchgear, mining plugs for coal cutters,

and other portable apparatus; but before that can happen,
there will arise many important questions affecting both manu-
facturer and mine manager, as, for example, with regard to

guarantees that apparatus will be and remain safe when used
in highly explosive atmospheres, as suggested in certain part.i

of the memorandum. These matters are now under considera-
tion.

The revision of the specification. Electrical Machinery, pub-
lished in 1917 by the E.S.C. (now the B.E.S.A.) was taken in

hand during the year, and was one of the subjects of discus-

.siun at the I.E.C. Paris meeting. It is proposed to divide the
work into several sections covering, respectively, industrial

motors and generators, large machines (includina turbo-alter-

nators), rotary converters, and transformers. Drafts of the
specifications were completed by the dynamo and motor and
rnt.i''v converter sections, which will form bases for discussion

in B.E.S.A. panels; and the transformer .section, by its Tech-

nical Committee, is engaged on the preparation of a draft for

transformers. A B.iii.b.A. panel on traction motors has also

been set up upon whicn tlie Association is represented. lecU-
mcal committees ot otHer sections have, el«rjiig Uie year, oeeu
active in jomt worK.
ine .niuisuy ol iiansport and the railway companies had in

haiiu, uuring the year, ine enure revision ol Ucncral tiaiiway
uiussijicauun uj Uouas (a voiunie oi nearly •MO pages and about
oU.UAj important busmess tacts), ana ttie ti.ij.A.Al.A. Iralnc
uomnutriee had to concentrate practically its whole attention
upon tnose pioceedmgs.
oo numerous were lue objections presented that a co-ordinat-

ing committee was formed, with headquarters at the F.a.l.,
on'wtiicli ttiis Assocviation, through its iratuc Committee, re-

presented and co-oruinated the electrical interests, and assisted

in co-ordmatmg ottier allied groups. Ihe Kates Advisory Com-
mittee louud 11 expedient to recognise this committee and to

suspend its sittings tor a lime to permit ot its conierring with
a committee ot the railway companies. These conferences con-
tinued until the end of January and resulted in reducmg very
materially the number of objections, securing agreement on
many points, and breaking down in great measure the feehng
of antagonism between the traders and the railway companies.
Ihe Kaies Advisory Committee has now resumed its sittings to

settle those oases on whicli agreement was not reached.
jNotwithstandmg a reduction in the wages of railway

workers, equivalent to about i;'iO,OUO,tXA) per annum, and a
material reiiuction in the cost of raiiway piant and materials,

no reduction has been made in the rates for general mer-
chandise which stand at approximately Hi per cent, above
pre-war rates. 'Ihe attitude of the raiiway companies has
ueen thatthey are entitied to make a certain profit regardless

ot the state ot trade and the lack of protitS*in other industries.

I'hey argued that a reduction iii rates would not bring about
such an increase in traffic as would recompense them. in
short, the sound old policy of " small profits and quick
returns " has been abandoned by the railways for the policy

of making profits regardless of turnover.

The report refers to the Railways Act, 19'21 ; to the opposition

that traders will continue to otter to the road traffic proposals

of the railway companies; and to claims for damage, Ac, and
the question of demurrage.
The Revising Committee carried through, during the yeai'.

several important amendments to the text of the I.E.E. Model
Form of General Condttions. Twenty-four of the forty clause.";

underwent amendment in committee; and the new text, after

ratification by lx)th Councils, came into currency on Novem-
ber 1st. The Revising Conmiittee has since presented to the

I.E.E. a new text, based on the " Model " text (above named),
purporting to cover export work, so as to provide for cases

where the customer abroad siiecifies " I.E.E. Conditions so far'

as they may apply." since they do not apply primarily to ex-

iwrt. An I.E.E. special committee of revision is now consider-

ing the text with a view to recommending the Council to

sanction it.

The Association's short set entitled Conditions of Sale " A."
covering .sales without erection, has earned an excellent re-

putation. A proposal was recently made for the adoption by
tlie industry generally of that text, suitably amended, as a
non-erection set, and the text is now in discussion between
the I.E.E. and the Association with a view to joint adoption.

With regard to the sets of conditions issued by Government
departments and considered to be inequitaiile, the Federation
of British Industries opened tlie matter with the Government
departments concerned, and the Association is co-operating

with the Federation to bring about a satisfactory result.

The report mentions with regret that only about one-fifth

of the members directly support the Beatna journal by adver-

tising in its pages, and the Council hopes for a large accession

of advertising supporters .so that, with decreasing cost of proj

duction, the journal may become self-supporting in 192'2.

The progress of the I?ritish Electrical Development Associa-

tion is reviewed. Many problems of electricity supply, which
are internally related to the interests of the manufacturer,
were dealt with during 19'21, notably those arising on housing
colonies, housing schemes, tariffs, charges for supply; the re-

laxation of restrictions upon new construction works; and the

promotion of the science of salesmanship. The Council recom-

mends memliers to acquaint the secretary of the E.D..\. with

any new- devices and developments in their branch of industcj\

so that the public may l^e kept alive to the best and latest

practice. The Council, believing in the value of the Industrial

Publicity Service, Ltd., to members, has increased its holding

in the company. Preparations are now completed for giving a

separate establishment to the propaganda side of the activities

of that company, and Industrial Intelligence. Ltd.. has l>een

registered as a company limited by guarantee. The B.E.A.M..-V.,

the F.B.I. . the Briti.sh Engineers' .Association, the Cable

Makers' Asscxiation, and the Electric Lamp Manufacturers'

Association are the first members, and other associations and

persons or comiianies are to be invited to join. It is not in-

tended to be :i trnding company, but will carry out the distri-

bution throughout the world of news matter of British in-

dustrial and commercial interest which, on a smaller scale,

has been conducted by I.P.S. since 1918. The main source of

funds for the t'n'poso is the profit derived from the advertising

agency work of I.P.S.

The Council lias under consideration propo-sals for participat-

ing in the British Empire Exhibition, 1934, and full infor«
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mation will be communicated to members wben advantageous

arrangements are made. The partial suspension of the Stand-

ing Rule as to exhibitions which expued on December 31st,

19-il, has been extended to December 31st, 192'2. Members
therefore contmue to be free until that date to close contracts

for exhibiting at any exhibition not wholly or mainly elec-

trical.
" The educational effect of the Rule would seem to be

evidenced by the fact that for the last three or four years the

great majority of members have studiously refrained from

accepting invitations to exhibit at many exhibitions held dur-

ing that period."

After referring to the excellent relations which continue to

subsist between the Association and kindred bodies, the report

states that the membership on the regi.ster at the end of the

rear was 200.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the jollowino week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter ctiii be publisheil unlc^is u-e hiicr the wriler'n nainc and

address in our possession.

The Uninsulated Return.

I supply several customers with current (continuous)

through accumulators. The system is double wire, insulated,

in casing. A customer has had his house wired with
" Stannos," using the outer copper casing ;is return. Some
of this is carried along an outside wall exposed to the weather.

Is this to be recommended where the other customers have
two insulated wires'.' There is a considerable leakage. Tlie

district is usually damu in winter.
Wm. S. Freeman.

Otford.

March -idth, 19-2'2.

The Cost of Living in India.

\Vith reference to the inquiry of Mr. T. Jager, on the cost

of living in India at Rs. l.Oyct a month, it may interest

those concerned to know that I lived in the Punjab Presi-

dency in Lahore on a salary of Rs. 125 a month. I was then
connected W'ith the Bengal Punjab. Railway in 1906 to liKIS.

Myself and a friend of mine named Davies lived together and
kept up good appearances and always had a good balance after

spending freely on luxuries. I should like those days to come
again. I would gladiv jump at the chance at the present time
on Rs. l.OnO and live like a Rajah.

S, H. CundalL
Sedbergh.

April Srd, 1922.

What's in a Name?
A glance down the staff-roll of a large factory could be ex-

liected to reveal occasional curiosities of nomenclature, but
the writer opines that for a place employing .5.50 persons all

told, the remarkable interest of names given here is unique,
all, exactly as written, being on the roll of a Manchester
power station. Amongst names with a literary flavour, we
find Shakespeare, Swinboiirne. Scott and Spencer. Psychic
.science' is represented by Lodge, Stead and Doyle, and w-ith

special reference to the latter we have Sherlock Holmes and
Law. All grades, too, are represented. Prince, Peers and
Plowman, .4bbott, Baron and Harper.
We have Brewers, Clarkes. Coopers, Cookes, Fryers,

Potters, Taylors and Turners, and all kinds, Brown, Grey and
White.
We have Flowers, Budd and Twigg; also, alas, Fogg.
Each has its antithesis; Sweetman is contrasted with

Lemon and Seville. We have Grace and 'Vice.

We have Saxon, Norman and Welsh. We have Lyons and
two Lambs, to .say nothing of Elkes, Bales, Owles and several
Foxes and Parrotts.
There is a pro.sperous touch about J«hn Bradbury and

Coyne, and the reverse about Owen, Fall and Farrow.
Memories of the countryside in summertime come with

Akers, Horsfield, Appleyard. Flowers. Budd. Twigg, and the
notes of Martins. Owles and riutridge in the Wood, and the
iwme country in the winter-time with .John Peel. Hunt and
Hunter. Fox. Kerr, Spurr and Warren.
Childhood days are recalled by Kite, Pye, and Bratt.
In politics we have a Ma/.zini, Snowden, Macdonald, and

Law. while Lord Birkenhead's honoured cogomen of Smith
appears in wholesale quantities.
The stage is repre.^ented most excellently bv J. Forbes

Robertson in Drama, and by Hicks in Comedy".
Lexicography is represe'nted by .Johnson and Nuttall. and

Music by Sims Reeves and Chant, accompanied bv a num-
ber of Bells.

War is sugcested bv Vickers and Gunn, and Architecture
from Chappells and Halls down to the humble Hutt.

It may he an advantage to be called Kean, or awkward
to be called Slack, And perhaps Knott.

William Tranter.
Stuart Street Electricity Works,
Manchester.

Iron=Nickel Accumulators.

It occurs to us that " R. P. F.," whose letter regardmg
iron-nickel accumulators you printed in the Electric.\l
Review of March 24th, would be interested to know that the
following yachts have been equipped with iron-nickel-alkahne
accumulators, and to the best of our knowledge their owners
are very well pleased with the results :

—

Name of Yacht. Tonnage. Equipment.
Fantome 1 170 tons 50 V

300 Ah
Fantome II , ... .548 tons 2 batteries

100 V
300 Ah

^hemara 477 t,ms 50 V

'^hoda ,su tons 25 V

Jeanette 921 tons 50 V
^,. .'„,,, 300 Ah
We shall Lie please<l to supply anv further infoi-iiiation vou

may desire.

Kdison Accumulators, Ltd.
London, W.l.
March 31st, 1922.

Commercial Klectrolytic Iron.

I have noticed in " Notes " of your is.sue of the 24th inst
a reference to plant for the production of commercial electro-
lytic iron.

It may interest your i-eaders,to know that the process origi-
nated in this country and that a licence w:is granted to the
hrm referred to.

„ ,

Sherard CowperColes.
Sunburv-on-Thames.
March 28(/j, 1922.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY AT THE GLASGOW
EXHIBITION.

Visitors to the Bakers', Grocers', Confectioners' and Allied
Trades Exhibition, opened last week in the Kelvin Hall.
Glasgow, showed much interest in the up-to-date electrical

machinery for use in these trades, which could be seen in
operation.

Morton (Wishaw), Ltd., showed a composite cake plant,

consisting of a Morton duplex mixer and Morton whisk, witli

electric drive, as well as a new model reversing brake for

power and a new model electrically-heated pie machine. The
" Gem " Labour-saving Device Co. (Manchester) showed the
" tiem " electric vacuum cleaner, complete with all acces-
sories. The stand of John H. Spence & Son, Glasgow, was
of considerable interest to butchers and allied trades, the
" Alexander " machines being on show. The General Utility
Co., Ltd., Glasgow, had a comprehensive display of machines
and plant for the catering trade, including electric motors,
while Bramigk & Co., London, showed machinery and acces-
.sories for the chocolate and confectionery trade. Hobart
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. London, displayed direct-driven ma-
chinery, including electric dough-mixers, electric cake-mixers
and whisks, electric coffee mills and roasters, and electric dish-
washers for hotels. W. M. Still & Sons, Ltd., Hatton
Garden, showed the J. & S. boiling water apparatus for tea
making, &c.. electrically heated. Messrs. Thos. Melvin and
Sons, Ltd., Glasgow, had a fine show of various bakery ma-
chinery, including " triple action " and " Simplex " types of
dough kneaders and 3-speed and 4-speed combination cake
machines and eeg whisks. Rose Bros. (Gainsborough), Ltd.,
exhibited wrapping machines. G. Davidson Gibson, Glasgow,
showed " Grafton " automatic bacon slicing machines, hand
and electrically driven, and " delta " potato peehng machines
for hand and power drive. Jos. Baker. Sous & Perkins, Ltd..
London and Peterborough, displayed a patent " Ovamixa "

three-speed whisk with a direct geared motor. The Priertv
Mason Machine Co., Ltd., Stockport; Thomas Collins & Co",
bakery engineers. Bristol: C Portway A Son. Halstead. E.ssex

;

and Jackson Boilers. Ltd., Leed.s, all had attractive displays.
James Cruickshank. Edinburgh, exhibited the " Lothian

"

bread moulder and the " Giant " 4-speed cake machine driven
bv electric motor and Petter oil engine: while Belhaven. Ltd..
Wishaw, displayed bakery and confectionery plant, and
Messrs. Reads & Bakers' Machinery, Ltd., London, showed
the Read 3-speed misers in operation.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS, AND PLANT.
Readert are invited to rubmit particulart oj new or imprcn-ed devices cmd apparatut, which will be published

if conMdered of tufficient interett.

" Genii Neptune " Hot=water Radiators.

Messrs. George Nobbs, Ltd., s9, Cleveland Street, Fitzroy

Square. W.l, have introduced a new " unit " system of heat-

ing by means of hot-water radiators. The " Genii Neptune "

i:nits are strongly constructed of cast-u"on. and are of neat

appearance (see fig. 1). They are made in two sizes, with

A Cable^bonding Nipple.

The Walker Electrical Service, 11, Clyde Street. Edin-
burgh, has introduced a small brass bonding nipple for use
in wiring systems in which 3/.029 twin cables are employed.
This consists of a Hanged brass bush threaded internally and
externally, and a hexagon nut. As will be seen from the

1-iG. 1.—A iiO-wwT • Genu Neptuxe " Unit.

Fig. -2.—Three '2.5U-watt U.mts Fig. 3.

—

Combined. Wall-mounting.

immersion heaters of "250- or 5(.KJ-watt loading. The radiatois

are made for wall mounting, and can be built up by arranging
them either side-by-side (as shown in fig. • 2) or back-to-

back. The heating elements are enclosed in heavy tinned-

copper sheaths terminating in flanged gunmetal bosses with
temiinal caps, and seciu'ely fitted to the boss of the radiator.

The units shown in fig. 2 are of the 260-watt size; fig. 8 sho^rts

the method of mounting on a wall.

ThermiC'Magnetic Flashers.

What is claimed to be an entirely new form of flasher for

actuating electric signs has been designed by the Scientific

Electric Co.. of the Piatt. Putney, S.W.1.5, for continuous
working on currents of from 0.3 to 10 amperes, at pressures
of from 100 to 240 volts. Its chief characteristics are the
employment of a magnet in conjunction with thermostatic
metal, which combination is said to result in a large and
quick make and break being obtained. .Ml parts are lubustly

made, the contacts being constructed of lunj.jtea and j. ro-

Fig. 4.—.\ Thermic -M\o\r.Tic Vi

vided with finely-threaded adjusting screws. The maximum
temperature that the device can reach is below 60 deg. C. so

that the possibility of its burning out can be ignored. Two
sizes are made, either for one- or two-way duty; the smiil'er

size is illustrated in fig. 4, its dimensions being -5 x 1.5 x 1.5 in.

Should the device fail to fimction owing to worn contacts it

is only necessary to screw in the contact screw until it begins

to operate again. This can be done as often as required untiil

the contacts have I'loen completely consumed. The time of

flash can also be varied by means of the contact screw. In-

quiries should be addressed to Mr. 0. C. McKenzie, 15, Newton
Road, Cricklewoodi, N.W.2.

illustration (fig. 5), the bush is screwed on to the lead of

the cable and projects into the connector box, the flange

resting on the outside. The hexagon nut is then screwed
111 and tightened against the interior of the box.

The " Deylite " Fitting.

Fig. 6 illustrates the " Deylite ' fitting manufactured by
.Messrs. J. & W. B. Smith, Ltd., 15-23, Farringdon Road"',

EC.]. This is made in one piece, consisting of a top reflector

Pig. G.—The " Devlite " Fitting.

and a bottom bowl of opal glass, between which is a oleAt

flint glass panel The fitting gives a soft, shadowle.ss light;

and is dustproof.

New Switch= and Fuse-gear.

From Mr. George Turnock, 41, High Street, .\ston,

Bii-mingham, we have recei%'ed samples of switch- and fuee^

gear embodying some new features, which he has designed.

The " Pennington " double-pole switch and fuses are coi-

tained in a " cast-iron box " 1 ft. high. 6 in. wide, and about

8 in. in depth overall. The switch portion is mounted on a

strong quick-make-and-break device and the operating handte

is interlocked with the hinged cover, preventing oiieniBg

while the switch is on. The switch blades consist of brass

bars, upon each end of which is fitted a laminated copper

contact jiiece. These contacts are made in two V-shaped

parts with a V-shaped space between them, and they fit into

and over corresponding tenninals fixed in a porcelain-

shrouded bast> The fuse-bases are of ixircelain mounted on

teak blocks. On these bases are mounted copper spring con-

tacts and brass terminal blocks, providing for the side entry

of small copper connecting rods from the fuse-baivs. Ihese

terminals are entirely enclosed by porcelain covers, in the

top of which are two slots for the receipt of the contact

blades of the fuse bridge. The latter has a sohd top ana
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the blades are sunk into the under-side as ia also an asbestos

tube carrying the fuse wii'e. An asbestos-slate shield is

placed between the two poles, and the box is lined with
asbestos-paper. A small cut-out, also sent to us, is made m
four parts. The base is similar to the fuse-base ; de.scribed

above; and this is also enclosed by a porcelain cover. The
fuse bridge is in two parts. The bridge proper is a porcelain

block, into which copper blades with specially-designed flat

heads slide. The fuse wire is twisted round two projections,

which funu a part of these heads, and underneath the heads,
covering tlie top of the bridge, is an asbestos pad. .A steel

stinup with a grub screw in the top is swivelled in the
bridge, .so that it can be brought up and over the fourth part
—an ortlinary {x>rcelaiu block which clamps the fuse-blade

heads in ]X)sition—being it.self held by the stiirniJ and grub-
screw. By this means it ' is claimed that the entry of air

is prevented and any dame cau-sed by the blowing of the fu.se

is immediately damped.

The " OnoroH " Lampholder.

Mi(. .T. A. Brook, of .^4, Blacknioorfoot Road. Crosland
Moor, Hudder.sfield, has sent us a .sample of his new
" Onoroff " lampholder, which, as its name implies, enables
a lamp, bj rernain in it and to be in or out of cu-cuit. The
holder is of a staihdard type, but the slot into which the
lamp' pins .slide is extended on both sides of the entiy, .so that
it the lamp is inserted and turned to the right, as usual, the
lamp is illuminated. If it is turned to the left it is fixed

in the holder but remains " off." It is claimed that this

ilevice' is a cheap and effective substitute for key-switch
holders where there are several lamps on one circuit. The
cost is the .same as that of an ordinary lampholder.

SINGLE AND THREE-PHASE
MOTORS.

COMMUTATOR

DiscDssioN .AT Leeds;

At a well-attended meeting of the North-Midl.and Centre of
TiftJ Institution of Electrical Engineers, Dr. S. P. Smith
read his paper on the above subject (which was abstracted in

our issue of January 13th) on January 17th, when Mr, W. E.
BURN.4ND occupied the chair.

A numlier of slides were exhibited and explained by. the
lecturer, who pointed out that the illustrations showed what
could be done with the motors.
Mr. Greedy, who opened the discussion, contented himseif

by exhibiting two slides, which showed something of the
practical side of one type of motor..
Mr. Woodhouse hoped that Prof. Smith's faith was

justified. He (Mr. Woodhouse) had had a certain amount
of expei'ience with that type of motor in the past, first of
all with the single-phase motor with the series characteristic
ih 'which the speed was regulated by shifting the brushes,
which behaved perfectly. Worsted spinning was carried on
on cop frames, and the tension of the thread depended on the
particular diameter of the turn on the bobljin on which the
yarn was worked. If they could vary the speed of their
spindles in proportion to the diameter of the bobbins they
could keep the tension of the yarn constant, pack the yarn
tighter, get 3 bigger weight on the cop, and also a bigger
output from the frame. The disadvantage was that the motor
bad a series characteristic, and the average speed depended to
sane extent on the temperature of the spinning room.' Un-
forhniately. to get the best result the line pressure had to
1)0 kept absdhitely constant. It was finally abandoned as not -
lieing (|nite .suitable. Had they been able to get a single-
phase commutator motor with a shunt characteristic he
thouuht the results might have been better. Undoubtedly
for tluit sort of purpose there was a big field for a variable-
spe^<i a.c. motflr. With larger motors for fan driving the
only disadvantage was that of the first cost. Mr. Woodhouse
had had experience also of other types of variable-speed a.c.
motors which had not been satisfactory. '

Mk. Brown (Bradford) said that Mr. Greedy could offer
* machine which, to a ceitain ix)int, had great advantages,
liut which failed in a good man,\- places when compared with
the shant-controlled d.c- motor. What was wanted was a
machine which would give anything up to a 6 to 1 sneed
ratio with an infinite nuihber of gradations. The size of the
motor, which was really wanted in the textile industry would
not lie anything more than about 100 b.p.—orobably" 20, 30.
-to, .50 b.p. Would he more common sizes. From a practical
view-point the method of control was all important. Gan-
didlv, he did not want a comniutator. With regard to the
iiiHthod of altering the brash feed in order to produce the
different speeds, in. each case the variii(ion w.ns made bv a
wheel or b-.indle on the motor itself. When they got down
to practi^'al politics they would hare to develop a means
i.if controlling the speed of the motor from a distance, so that
the operator could do it him.'^elf without the danger of blow-
ing'' hirhself up or daniaging the motor. In most drawing
'_>thces, when a roan ."^et out to design a motor-drive he looked
tor the most awkward, comer he could find, and that was the
place for .the motor. ."Then .the draughtsman devised all

kinds. of fancy drives in order to reach the machine where
the power was to be absorbed. It was m those cases where
the difficulty of controlhng the commutator might arise, and
it was a point which would do with a good deal of considera-
tion.

Mr. .Atkinson observed that the way Dr. Smith had put
the subject before them had revealed the matter to him in
quite a different light.

Mr. p. B. Adkins, .A.M. (Doncaster), pomted out that the
paper stated that " no flux embraces the short-circuited coils
when tlie brushes are iij the neutral position." That was
contrary to his (Mr. Adkm's) experience. When the brushes
were in a neutral position the machine sparked worst, as in
a repulsion motor. His difficulty was to build small repul-
.sion motors with more than six poles owing to the power
1 actor, starting torque, and overload capacity being so very
poor. He should like to know if they were to understand
that it was possible to build .small single-phase motors for
50 cycles to start as repulsion motors, and change to shunt
motors on reaching synchronous speed without any centri-
fugal device or moving parts, so that they would still be
capable of speed variation by voltage control in such manner
that the h.n. out:->ut was proportionate'.'
The Chairman, in bringing the discussion to a close, said

that, personally, he liked tht; machines, but he could not sell

them. The use of the inter-pole for utilising the current
short-circuited by the brushes was a great invention. It

was really that which had made the machine practicable in
large sizes.

Dr. S. p. Smith, in replying to -the discussion, said some
British finns ought to be saved frohi themselves. Britain
was a nation which largely lived by export trade, and that
export trade, to a great extent, vvas engineering. Let them
look at the jxjsition they were in with regard to traction work.
If they took the thing they knew most about, d.c. traction,
they might think that quite a number of British lines were
electrified, and that they were getting on pretty well in that
way, but to speak as a designer or manufacturer one did not
feel quite .so happy. If they counted all the electrified lines

in this country and the names of the firms by which the
apparatus or equipment was designed and built they would
get an unpleaisant surprise; far too little equipment had been
designed and built in this country. There' were one or two
notable exceptions, fortunately, but, generally .speaking, most
of their electrified railways had l>een equipped with foreign
equipment. The orders might have been given to British
firms, but he was talking about where the apparatus came
fi-om. In some cases it was built in this countiy, but not
designed in the country. One hoped that in the future the
exception would become the rule. They had spoken about
it as if they were great authorities on the matter, and
nutually they had been factors. .As to alternating-current
traction, those who had studied the problem had already
come to see that they would not get any one basic system at
all. Single-phase motors were being used in Switzerland,
Italy, and—to some extent—in Germany, Sweden, Norway,
and .Austria on a veiy wide scale. Locomotives were being
turned out almost every week. Last sununer he was in the
shops in S\vitzei-land, and he could not see anything else

but railway equipment, nearly all .single-phase. One hoped
that it would not be many years before Russia began to pull

together, and like most people who had water-power, Russia
would electrify her railways. If Britain went on in the way
she had done in the past British firms would not get the
orders. The Colonies were only beginning to electrify, and
it did not follow that they would finish with the .system thev
hiid started with. Six to one was about the. limit of what oi>'

might ask in the way of speed range. Gradual speed control

was easily obtained by brush changing, ami with regard to

high cost the fact that the orders were few made the price

high because they could not standardise. ^Vitb I'egard to

reuKite control, on .some of the 200 or 300-h.p. motors the
brushes became, too heavy for .suitable hand control, and thev
needed a little motor, but if the motor was' very small it

became a question whether tlie control motor might not be
rather large compared with the driving motor. Still theii'

was no (litficulty in that, and it had often been done, Thev
were making use of a cijiamutator. not becau.se they liked

it—they disliked^ it—but because it gave tbeui the partii-id;"-

eharactpriatics that tliev wanted to get. He did not think
that reiillv one could do without it!' It was good to know
tlmt Mr. Burnand was one of the pioneers in the design of

thnse machines.

Klectrolytic Zinc.—.An attempt is shortly to be made to

turn to commercial account the dumps, containing 150,000
t'lns of material, at the inactive zinc, and lead mines in

North Cardigan.shire. The oropn.sal is .so to treat the blende
ore lying in these dumps by the electrolytic nrocess as to

produce zinc. This will be a pioneering experiment so far

as this country is concerned, but the electrolytic nroce.ss has
been adopted in British Columbia and Ta.smania with marked
success, and it is rontended thjt there is no reason why it

should not succeed equallv in North Cardigan, where the
water power resources will nrobably be utilised in connec-
tion with the scheme.

—

Birmingham .Post.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YBT FUBLIBHBD,)

Compiled exprestly tor this journal by HtssRs. Sefton-Jonss, O'Dell and
SiEPHBNs, Chartered Patent Agents. 385, High HoUorn, London, W.C. 1.

British Thonist
",9"0. " Allernatirg-current dynamo electric machine

Houston Co.. Ltd. March 18th.

7.984. "Sparking plugs." M. A. Gray and A. D. Paterson. March ISth

*'!!£l'-.." ^^':'^'"",'':°,P^''!.'*i'J ''oo'"" R- Bosch Akt. Gos. March SUlh.(Germany, October i7th. IMl.l
8.011. " Electrical control ge Addii .Tnd A. G. Hartley. M.irdi

th, H. T. Hull, and W. H.

20th

8.036. " Electric couiilings." E. K
Slaughter. .March 20th.

8.043. "Sparking plugs." A. .\I. Reigatc (P. Saphra). March 30th.
S.OoG. "Coil ignition systems for internal-combustion engines" \ \

Block, J. W. Coward. March 30th.
8.064. "Remote control' switches." L. Calvctc. March 2fllh.

8,066. " Apparatus for conversion of musical sounds or their mcch inical

MaTh 1i!lV."'°."'"'"''"'
"' """ "'""•'

'^- '' ^- '^"°'"'" '""' l^- '^^- '*"»'•="•

8,078. "Electrical condensers, and method of making them." Wireless

l*^™'^
^Apparatus Co. March 30th. (United States, March 3Ulh. 1U21.I

March 20th
brush-holder for commutators." W. J. Randall.

8,081 " Train-lighting. &c., dynamos." A. H. Darker and J. Stone and
Co., Ltd. March 30th.

8,083. " Dynamu.«lectric machines. Sc." W. B. Saycrs. March 30lh.
8,111. " Switch for flashing signs." H. Roltenburg. March 30,h.
8,115. " Oscillatory circuits." C. J. R. Alsford. March 31st.
8,143. " Intervalve high-frequency transformers." W . K. Burnc. March

8,148. " Sound-producing horns for gramophones, S:c. lelcnhone receivers
&c." S. D. 13ennett. .March 31st.

• f

8,182. " Brush-holder lor electric machine*." J. Kaper. .March 21st.

,.'*'^?'^-„ " ^^<^"'"^ soldering irons, S:c." C. S. Best and L. O. Meier
March 21st. '

8,188. " Electric heating apparatu
March 31st.

8,191

8,310. " Elect!

Best and L. O. Me

rs." P. G. A. H. Voighl. .March 2lsl.

,. , J ,. , „ . .

nterrupters." Melropolitan-Xickers Electrical
Co., Ltd. March 21st (United States, March 33rd 1921

)

,„•*••:" ^K'"? 'psul.ators." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
(Rai way «; Industrial Engineering Co.). March 21st.

8,210. "Joints of electric cables 4c." J. H van \icrsen March -^Ui
(Holland, November Isl, 1921.)

'
'

'^'"^='' -'^'•

8,237. "Regulating devices for dynamos." A. J. Jullin March 21st
(Krance, March 26th, 1921.)

'

8.343. " Measuring intensity of cress-talk between lines of a multiple-wire
telephoae system." Fellen & Guilleaume Carlswerk Akt. Ges. March 21st.
(Germany, May 36th, 1921.)

8.344. "Apparatus lor feeding polyphase mercury-vapour rectifiers." Akt.

Ifo-r™^.".'. '^"i''" " <^'«- ^'^^':'' 21st. (Switzerland. March 24lh, 1921 )

8,24j. Magneto-electric ignition apparatus for internal-combustion en-
gines. Scintilla. March 31st. (Switzerland, April 29th 1921 )

8.247. "Control of electrically-propelled vehicles." British Thomson-
Houston Co.. Ltd., and H. C. Hastings. .March 21sl.

8.248. "Electric insulators." M. K. H. Gouverneur. March 21si (United
States, .\pril "th, 1921.)

U-nitea

8.249. •• Electric sw;itches." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. (General
Electric Co.). March 21st.

8.362. " Transformer of ihrirc-phase currents into monophasic current
"

A. Verner. March 21st.
monopnasic curient.

8.271. " Telegr.aph .systems." W. J. Cole.

8.:)03. " Electric welding and heating devi
8.305. " Electric switches." H. W. Clolhi

JIareh 22nd.
8.306. " Electric lamps." A, A. Sandbrook. .March 22nd.
8.333. "Telephones." H. M. Macnaughton-Joncs. March 22nd.
8,341. "Dials for telephone services." F. McClarence. March 22nd.
8,348. "Protective systems for electric condu, tors." K. W. Biles and \

Reyrolle & Co., Ltd. March 32nd.
8.352. "Synchronising electric safety lift lock." W. C. KarascU. .Marcl

E. Schroder. March 22nd.

d A. Reyrolle & Co.. Ltd.

22nd
8,354. " .Automatic electric motor

Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). March 32nd
on-Hoi

8.368. "Glow-discharge tubes," J. Engl. J. Mas.olle. .,nd H. Vot;l .Marc
22nd._^__ (Germany, March 34th, 1931.)

" "'
on Bros. (Derby). Ltdpressors. Ne

G. .\cwburv and II. l-'. 'I homas.

ifying apparatus." H. Andre. March

-March 22nd. (Krance. iMarch

rnating-curi

and liltings."

les." H. W.

\V. Langdon-

" Electrical driving of
and F. N^-wton. March 22nd.

8.371. " Lock for electric lids
March 22nd.

8.372. " Alternating<urrent re
22nd. (France, March 36th, 1921.)

8,374. "Spark plugs." J. de La Boi
29th. 1921.)

8,381. " Electric condensers." Dubilier Condensor Co. (1931), Ltd., andW H. Goodman. March 23nd.
^.4l9. " Head, Ike, lamps fur motor vehicles, Sc." E. Talbot. March 23rd.
8.431. " Connectors and couplings for ckvtric cahl.-s." II. Hawkins and

L. K. Lei-. March 33rd.
8.425. " Llilising discarded drv-cell batteries." G. H. Stevenson March

23rd.

8.426. " Continuity clip for elecl
A. Fletcher. March" 23rd.

8,455. " Electrical cper.itiun of a
Underbill. March 23rd.

8.457. " Electric welding on alte
Davics and A. Sonnies. March 23rd

8,462. " Inductances." A. Onwood. March 23rd

8,403. " Electrical ignition svstcms for inlernal-combiislion engines " \
Drummond. March 23rd. •

"

8,485. " Electric drives for sound-reproducing machines." British Thoni.
son Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). March 23ril.

8.469. " Cathode delivery tube for reiording electric frequencies free from
inertia." J. Engl, J. Massolle. and H. Vogt. March 23rd (Germany.
March 24th. 1921.)

' •'

8.470. " Process for undistorted record of snunds on n support sensitive to
light." J. Engl, J. Massolle, and H. Vogl. .March 23rd. (Germ.inv. March
24th, 1921.)

V ),

8.471. " Electric arc welding." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). March 23rd.

8,494. " Change-speed device for electric drl\ e cl undi-rwear looms " F
Portal. March 23rd.

8,.')03. " Electric switches." L. J. Hooper and C:. I. Pratt. March S3rd

8.504. "Wireless telegraph receiving systems," C, S. Franklin and B. I.

Wilt. March 33rd.

8,507. " Electric clocks." L, H, M. Huvdts. M.nrch 23rd.. (Holland,
September 30th, 1921.)

S.512. " Collector for electric cranes for collecting current from trolley
wir^s." O. Morgan, March 24th.

8,513. " Collector for electric cranes for collecting current from trolley
wires." O. Morgan. March 34lh.

8.533. " Electric contacts." H. J. S. Thomas. .March 24th.

8,526. " Electric contacts." E. K. Beddington. March 24th.

8.534. " Automatic electric illuminating device lor alarm clocks." A. B
Brothwell. March 24th.

8.535. " T.lephone Irnnsmilter mouthpieces," A. F. Marsh. March 24th.

8,540. " Electric accumulator." A. H. Culley and L. Molt. .March 24th.

8.554. " Terminal electric connections." M. L. Williams. .March 24lh.

8.555. " Commutators or distributors for electric ignition circuits, &x." G.
II. Mottershcad. March 34th.

C..5(8. " Protecting device for electric motors, &c." C. J. Rixen. March
34lh.

8..')83. " Electric ciicuil interrupters." .Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co..
Ltd. March 24lh. (United States. March 24th. 1921.)

8.590. " Electric resistance furnaces." L. J. Hancock and T. R. Hancock
March 24th.

8.591. "Means for preventing oxidation of eliclric conductors. &c." L. J

Hancock and T. R. H.nit.«:k .M.,rch 24lh,

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
jarinthest

abridged,
:h the specificatii

eedings will be

1820.
electrical circuits for use with ionic I

ruber 5th, 1930. (176,390.)

L. Collins. April 6th, 1321. (176,393.)

iautographic, tolepholographic wire or u

Anon, des XSI^graphes t. Beiin. Decet

.i.Uoe. " Telegraphic and oti

or valves." W. H. Lccles. N(
18,!P39. " Sparking plugs."
30.8aO. " Sc-cret telegraphic,

less transmission systems." Sc
24th. 1914. (153,597.)

25,451. " System lor controlling relays by means of wave trains especial!)

for wireless high-speed telegraphy." Siemens 4 Halskc Aki. Ges. Scptemb'rr

3rd. 1920. (Addition to 14b.Ja4.) (176.401.)

27,181. " Barrel apparatus for the electro-deposition of metals." \\

.

lurton. September 34th. 1930. (176,411.)

37,583. " Alternating current generators." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic.

September 39th, 1919. (151,651.)

1:7,666. " Process of electrically etching printing reproduction or reliel

plates for various purposes." \\ . H. Mellersh Jackson (Weeks Photo En.

graving Co.). September 39th, 1930. (176,412.)

38,388. " Electric switches." 1-. Painter and G. H. Idc. October 7lh,

1920. (176,421.)

30,643. " Vibratory devices for subaqueous sound signalling apparatus."

Signal Ges. December 15th, 1919. (Addition to 148.973.) (155.„69.)

ol,576. " Electric lamps for use in mines and for other purposes." Thor
Ek.ctric Safety Lamp Co., Ltd., and T. Stretton. November 8th, 1930.

(176,445.)

33,869. " Tramcars, omnibuses, and like vehicles." J. A. Davenport.

December 1st. 1920. (176,406.)

34.126. " ^lanufJCIure of carbon." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). December 2nd, 1930. (176,476.)

34 137. " Governing mechanism." liritish Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). December 2nd. 1920. (176.477.)

34,238. "Electric heating element." Automatic and Electric Furnaces,

Ltd., and J. P. Coleman. December 3rd. 1930. (176,481.)

34,301. " Electro magneticallv-operatcd lime lag device

December 4lh, 1930. (176.483.)

34,447. " Dvnamo-eleclric machinery." H. F. Joel, sen., and H. F. Joel.

iun. Dec«mb6r 6th, 1920. (176,488.)

34,469. " Generation of continuous waves for wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony by thermionic valves supplied direct Ironi a low frequency polyphase

lircuit." L. G. Preston, C. L. Fortescue, H. Morris Airey, and G. Shearing.

December 6th. 1930. (176.491.)

34.554. " Electric heating or resistance elements or units," J. C. C.

M.icdonogh. December 7th, 1930. (176.498.)

34,602. " Increasing the efiiciencv of dvnamos or motors.'

and F. P. Brvan. December Tth, 1930. (176,503.)

34.816. " Shades or scre'ens for electric and gas lights."

Comber 9th, 1920. (176.517.) _
.35.019. " Electric fuse boards." R. W. Bill. December 13th, 199^

(176,528.) ,'

35,297. " Protective devices for clecuical distribution systems and appall

lus." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). DecemlT
1.5th. 1920. (176.539.)

35.338. " Duplex telegraphy and telephony." Soc. Francaise Radio^lectriqi|

January 16th. 1920. (157.889.) ^
35,715. " Electric circuit breakers and the like." R. A. R. Bolton and I

Bacon. December 20th. 1920. (176,547.)
j

35,976. " Electric driving or winding device especially adapted for clod

work movements and the like." Landis & Gyr Akt. Ges. December 26d

1919. (155,780.)
'

;

36.086. " Appar:ilos for the conversion of continuous or alternating eleetll

currents into alternating currents of any desired frequ<

Soc. .Anon, pour I'exploitation dos Precedes M. Lebla
23rd, 1919. (165,784.1

isax.
215. "Electric switches." S. F. Woodell. January 4th. 1931. (176.571.).

370. " Enclosed electric fuses." A. L. Eustice. June 31st. 1918. (156,491

438. " Operation of elcctromagnvtic clutches." Sk-mens Schuckertwerl

(i.s, Decembcv 12th, 1913. (156,528.^

670. " Condjcuirs for electric machines consisting of several members e<|
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It would appear probable that the financial condition of

the country, which prompted the Government last year

to curtail the extent of its contribution to industrial re-

search, has re.sulted in greater efforts on the part of in-

dustry itself. The first anniversary meeting of the

National Institute of Industrial Psychology was held at

the Mansion House, London, on March 27th, when Mr.

H. J. Welch (chairman of the Institute) presided, and

the meeting was addressed by Viscount Haldane, Mr.

W. L. Hichens, and Dr. C. S. Myers, F.R.S. (Professor

of Applied Psychology at Cambridge). A feature of the

speeches was an appeal for funds, not only for the pur-

pose of carrying on research, but also for investigating

the practical application of the results.

The Institute was formed a little more than a year

ago, and it will be remembered that it was in January,

1921, that the Industrial Fatigue Research Board re-

ceived a provisional notice from the Medical Research

Council that the Treasury could not contemplate the con-

tinuation, after March oist of that year, of the financial

provision previously made for the work of the Board,

and a request that steps should be taken by that date

to transfer any important work to the independent sup-

port of industrial or other voluntary associations. As

the result of strong representations by the Board, how-

ever, steps were taken by the Council to ensure the con-

tinuance of the work, which enabled the Board to avoid

Ihe sacrifice of many valuable data that had been col-

lected, and permitted it to undertake fresh investiga-

tion, although on a more restricted scale than pre-

viously.

The objects of the National Institute of Industrial

Psychology, as explained by the chairman, are to assist

employers in finding the best way to do each piece of

work, and, in addition, to help employers to find the

best worker for each class of job, and the best job for

each worker. The way in which the Institute is going

to do this is by bringing to the assistance of the employer

the latest scientific knowledge and the advantage of

scientific training. It is claimed that the application of

science to fatigue research, motion study, vocational se-

lection and training will do what is most inijportant at

the present time, namely, help to increase output ; it will

reduce unnecessary fatigue, and add directly and in-

directly to the happiness mid well-being nf the workers,

although the cynic may jierliMiis he iiardniied for reHeet-

ing that things seem to have gone frtmi bad to worse

since industrial psychology has been taken so seriously

here.

Many eminent scientists ami iiulustriulists are among

the members of the Institute, and it is a good thing that

this should be so, as both the scientific and practical sides

are represeute'd. It is important to note that at the

[505]
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meeting it was announced that Dr. Myers would retire

from iis Chair at Cambridge as from June next, in

order that he may devote the whole of his time and
ability to the work of the Institute. Dr. Myers has done

much valuable work for the Industrial Fatigue Research

Board, and has carried out a great deal of research in

the direction of improving the lot of workers, and inci-

dentally improving the working of a factory from the

employer's point of view.

Dealing with some of the investigations being carried

out by the Institute, Dr. Myers said that these included

the arranging of materials in the best positions, the

training of backward workers in the best methods, deter-

mining the most suitable distribution of rest pauses,

vocational selection, &c., and by such means the Institute

liad already increased the output of various departments

in certain factories by from iJ to 40 per cent., whilst in-

cidentally decreasing the fatigue of the workers. Tests

for certain classes of w-orkers have already been formu-
lated, as has been done to a larger extent in America,
and in Germany. We have heard so much in the last

few years with regard to psychological investigation that
there are many who are beginning to doubt that it will

lead us anywhere, but a move has been made by the In-

stitute in the direction of sending trained psychologists
into various factories, the results of whose work have
proved to be highly satisfactory, from the point of

view of both employers and employed. If the confidence
of the workers themselves can be gained, it is a great
step forward, because it has long been recognised that
the suspicion which rests in the mind of the worker to-

day is a stumbling block to the establishment of better

relations between employer and employed. Mr. Salmon,
of Messrs. J. Lyons & Co.. who employ some 20,000
people, spoke of the great advantages which had accrued
to his firm as the result of the efforts of the Institute.

By the application of scientific knowledge, the firm has
been shown how to handle its goods to the best advan-
tage, and the manual staff has been able to handle 30 to

35 per cent, more goods, with less phj-sical effort.

Numerous instances could be quoted in which particular
firms have benefited, and it is the intention of the In-

stitute not to forget the practical side of the subject.

A resolution was passed at the meeting pointing out
that a more complete and scientific development of the
nation's human resources and a reduction of wasteful
and misapplied energy are matters of urgent national
importance: that the methods adopted by the Institute
have been shown to reduce costs of production, to pro-
mote the development of individual ability, to eliminate
unnecessary effort and fatigue, and to improve the health
and well-being of the worker : and that it is imperative
that a national fund should be immediately established
to enable the Institute to extend its sphere of usefulness
and to continue the necessary researches into the
scientific problems involved. It is a very complex pro-
l)lem, however, and not one which it is easy to get em-
jiloyers to take sufficiently seriously, especially in times
of trade depression, and it is well that we have such
enthusiastic workers as those who are trying to further
the interests of the Institute.

The outstanding feature ef interest

The Electricity last week for the electricity supply in-

Supply Bill, dustry was the passage of the Electri-

city (Supply) Bill through the Commit-
tee stage in the House of Lords. For days before the fate-

ful Tuesday, a formidable-looking load of amendments
had gradually accumulated—amendments of all sizes.

big guns and little guns, some indeed warranted to sink
(he ship. And when tlie Tuesday evening debate began.
this formidable artillery reverberated ominously in the
opening strategy of the Marquess of Salisbury. Like
the fat boy in Pickwick, he made our blood run cold as
to what might happen if the House were temerarious

enough to expose itself to the proposed attack instead of

taking cover under a " Select Committee.'- And tlieii

the unexpected happened. " All went merry as a mar-
riage bell." There were a few faint-hearted whoops of

old war-cries, but they (juickly died away under pres-

sure of Lord Peel's suave, business-like handling. In a
couple of evenings the whole batch of amendments was
disposed of without the noble Lords liaving to work after

dinner. Various factors contributed to this satisfactory

conclusion. First of all, the Lords seemed in no temper
to stand any of those vague fulminations about colossal

expenditures, with regard to which one of our esteemed
financial contemporaries distinguislied itself ; and Lord
Peel's quiet, reasonable common-sense became conta-
gious, resulting in a give-and-take policy which
delivered the whole debate from any touch of rancour.
In this connection we certainly think that Lord Peel,

and presumably the Electricity Commissioners as his

advisers, adopted an attitude which was irreproachably
conciliatory. Whenever a concession could be made.
Lord Peel seemed anxious to make it. We do not mean
that everyone had what he wanted, or that everyone had
what he ought to have been allowed, but there was ob-

viously a great desire on tlie jjart of Lord Peel to square
the Bill with every interest so far as he could see his
way to do so. He was firm enough when necessary, as
when he would not listen on principle to any amend-
ments based on injury (real or imaginary) to the gas
interests, and uncompromisingly denied a locus to ga.s

qua gas. Altogether, therefore, all jiarties came through
with general credit, and we hope that when the Bill is

submitted to the House of Commons, the same business-

like dispatch will characterise its passage.

The salesmanship conferences organ-
Salesmanship ised by the B.E.D.A. during the session

Conferences. 1921-22, came to an end on Fridaj',

March 17th. The conferences have
been really helpful to those takiiifr part in them, and the

feeling of the meeting was reflected in the words of Mr.
Young, a contractor, who jaroposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. Beaucliamp, Director of the B.E.D.A., for the able

manner in which he had organised them. Mr. Young
said that the gatherings had been a great help in

raising that enthusiasm which had been so often men-
tioned as a necessary ijuality in a salesman, and that

they had been a big force behind the endeavours of

many during the winter. The interest which has been

taken by the industry is exemplified by the large num-
ber attending and by the keenness with which they
liave entered into the discussions. Indeed, serious con-

sideration was given to the suggestion made during the

course of the session that accommodation for a larger

number should be obtained, and at the fourth lecture.

acting upon the advice given by various speakers, the

meetings opened half an hour earlier in order to give

more time for discussion. Tlie conferences were organ-
ised as an experiment, liecause it was felt tiiat many of

those engaged in selling electrical goods had had no real

trainitig in salesmanship, although they had spent years

in learning the technique of the business, and that by
getting together and talkina: on salesmanship some good
might result. So successful a session must of course be

followed by another series of conferences next winter.

Perhaps thev will be on a more ambitious scale, and.
as was originally hoped, they may extend to the pro-

vinces.

A good deal of the discussion at the last conference,

turned on the policy of manufacturers of electrical

ap]iaratus with regard to supplying the public directly."

This subject is always interesting. On this occasion"

one well-known manufacturing company, the day befovf

the conference, announced that it would not sell direct to

the public at a di.'count- It is a well-known fact that
electrical contiactors not unnaturally feel very deeply

on this matter. It was stated at the conference that

some firms supplied direct to the public, and that in|

six cases out of ten discount was given without question.

i
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Cases were quoted by contractors in which they had

estimated the cost of wiring premises ' and supplying

the necessary tittings, but had been subsequently told

by their clients that they could get discount by pur-

chasing direct from the makers. This is cutting the

ground from under the feet of the contractors, who

regard it as a short-sighted policy on the part of the

manufacturers, which, will re-act upon the latter. The

manufacturers' case was put forward by their represen-

tatives at the conference, several of whom stated that

they had showrooms primarily for demonstrating their

goods, especially when they were of a specialised nature,

and that when a customer made a purchase and paid

cash he was asked for the name and address of his con-

tractor, whom the manufacturers credited with discount.

If such a policy were general there is no doubt that it

would be to the advantage of all concerned, except per-

haps a few purchasers; but there are difficulties, in

that some buyers falsely represent themselves as con-

tractors, and in some cases a buyer has not a contractor,

because he may have moved into a new house in which

he is using electricity for the first time. To get over

this difficulty it was suggested that if contractors were

to co-operate for the purposes of providing better

facilities for advertising and demonstrating electrical

goods, the discount could be paid to the town from

which the purchaser came, and each contractor would

get his quota, but this involves a much bigger ques-

tion, and is a matter of time. Competition on the

part of supply authorities was also touched upon, but

it was pointed out on their behalf that they were not

a bit interested in tlie sale' of apparatus, lint merely

looked upon them as a means to an end.

All things considered, it is evident that the contractor

is beginning to come into his own, and tliat manufac-
turers and supply authorities alike are sliowing a

willingness to extend to him- that consideration wliich

lie considers is his due. For the contractor it must be

said that he is not slow to recognise it, if the remarks
at the E.D.A. conference are any indication. Unless

there is co-operation between the supply authorities,

manufacturers, and contractors, there cannot be that

full developiiient of the uses of electricity which is

possible.

We were pleased to note in a recent

University issue of the RiiUefiii of the Federation

Training for of Britisli Industries a (luestionnaire

Industry. circulated to its members on the subject

of University Training for Industry.

-Uldressed to all trades, the questions are necessarily

somewhat general, and they invite opinions on the

value of University education to industry, and its pos-

ilile development; co-operation between the trades

nd Universities for purpo.ses of research; and the best

' urriculum and general views and suggestions are

ii.vited. The blunt question is also put—Are Univer-
sity Graduates better fitted for responsible positions in

iiade than those who have not had such training?

Our own views on tlie subject as applied to the

engineering industry are fairly well known to our
leaders.

Except in the rarest instances, no man can achieve
important results in engineering to-day without a
thorough scientific training such as can only be obtained

• at the Universities, new or old. We go further, and say
that a man who aspires to make a name in engineering
must undergo an intensive training in science to the
exclusion of dead languages if he is to begin his career
at a reasonably early age. Life is not long enough to
enable any but an exceptional man to become first a

I, classical scholar and afterwards a scientific man. And
in our opinion anything short of scholarship in the
classics is largely waste of effort even from a classical
point of view. Two modern languages are desirable in
addition to good English.

Engineering now embraces so many branches of

science that a man's whole time and thought must be

given up to it from the age of IG to 21 or 22, and if

m that period he can sandwich in a part of his practical

workshop training as well, he will be lucky.

The day of the " rule-of-thumb " or practical man
is over, except, as we have said, in the rarest instances,

where natural genius and extraordinary energy enable

a man to teach himself as he goes along. The day of the
" well-educated " youth who knows little of science and
nothing of practical engineering, never existed, and
never will in our profession.

In some brnches of trade, no doubt, a " liberal educa-

tion " has its old value, and a public-school boy, with

the usual public-school attainments may score success.

But engineering is just as impossible to such a youth
as medicine, or surgery, or the law would be ; though,

unfortunatel}% the profession is not yet protected like

medicine, or surgery, or the law, against the unfit. Yet
where an incompetent doctor may kill one sick man, an
incompetent engineer may drop a lift-full, or smash
up a train-full of healthy people.

To the main question we would therefore answer that

an indispensable part of the training of all engineers,

except rare men of genius, is a thorough scientific

course in a University.

To suggest improvement in the methods of training

and a closer co-operation between University Research

Departments and trade, and a better appreciation

(from a salary point of view) of the finished product,

follows naturally ; but on these points we await with
interest the result of the questionnaire.

The resumed discussion on Mr. R.

Electricity in Borlase Matthews's paper at the I.E.E.

Agriculture. last week assumed a complexion totally

differing from that of the first occasion.

There was an atmosphere of optimism, progress, and

development in which the prospects of farming with the

aid of electricity assumed a roseate hue, and the enthu-

siasm with which the case for electricity was presented

was heartening. Stress was laid on the remarkable pro-

gress which electrical methods had made on the Con-

tinent, especially in South Germany, where, Dr.

Crowley said, almost every farm was using electricity,

and Mr. Carney pointed out that so far from electrical

applications being confined to large farms, it was the

small-holder who derived the greatest benefit from them,

he being unable to employ much labour. The extended

adoption of electricity on dairy farms in Denmark and
in New Zealand has already been recorded in our pages,

and in a recent article by Mr. Lawrence Birks, chief

electrical engineer to the N.Z. Public Works Depart-

ment, it is stated that the demand for this purpose will

constitute a large proportion of the total demand for

hydro-electric power in the Dominion.
Mr. E. K. Scott struck a novel note when he advo-

cated the manufacture of fertiliser by the farmer him-
self with the arc process, which, he declared, was easy

to carry on, even on a small scale, and could be started

and stopped at any time, to suit the user's convenience.

This proposition may be somewhat beyond the capabili-

ties of the small farmer, but its possibilities in the

hands of a co-operative body should not be overlooked,

and the supply authorities especially ought to bear it

in mind as a useful off-peak load.

Perhaps the most striking and impressive statements

were those made by the author in the course of his reply

—that since the war more than half the motors made
by Continental manufacturers were destined for farm
work, and that electricity at 2s. a kilowatt-hour would
be cheaper than horses. Accepting these figures in view

of Mr. Matthews's unquestionable knowledge of the sub-

ject, it is clear that we have in our rural areas a magni-
ficent electrical market which is as yet practically un-

touched, and the electrical industry is irreatly indebted

to the author for drawing attention to it so effectively.
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FOREIGN TRADE REVIVAL.

By ERNEST T. WILLIAMS.

It will probaljly be unnecessiiiy in this article to dwell

on the great importance to tliis country of foreign trade

revival. It is significant that on November 26th last

two members of the Cabinet made statements on this

subject. Lord Birkenhead, the Lord Chancellor, speak-

ing at Tunbridge Wells, said:—
" We must address ourselves to the restoration of the

markets of the world as a whole, without inquiring

whether they were enemy or friendly markets. All we

needed to ask was whether they were markets that would

co-operate with us in recreating and restoring the pros-

perity of the world."

Mr. Stanley Baldwin, President of

the Board of Trade, said:—
" If the loss of working days is at the

same rate as last year it means death."

It appears to be a peculiar character-

istic of the British people that they fail

to foresee and provide beforehand to

meet a crisis, but rather wait till it

comes upon them, and then " muddle

through." This has been repeated

over and over again in our history,

and one need not therefore be greatly

surprised that though, during the war,

various authoritative statements were

made as to the inevitable aftermath.

no concerted steps appear to have been

taken to provide for the present con-

tingency.

It is true that during the war a Min-

istry of Reconstruction was formed,

but it appears to have had little effect,

so far as foreign trade is concerned.

In a booklet published early in 1917,

"ititled " Keconstruction and Foreign

Trade,"* the writer indicated in dia-

gram No. I the boom to be anticipated

in trade immediately following the

armistice, also the present slump, and

urged the necessity of organising to

counteract it. In fact, constructive

proposals were put forward for build-

ing up our foreign trade, so that the

record rise prior to 191.'} might be

continued. Thougli these proposals

created considerable interest, the con-

centration on war effort precluded their

serious consideration. It is not with-

out interest to note, however, that they

were translated by a member of the

Japanese Cabinet, who afterwards ap-

plied for the publication rights in

Japanese.

At the invitation of the Editors of

the Electrical Review, the writer

proposes in this short article briefly

to consider the proposals then put for-

ward, though obviously it will not be

possible in the space available to re-

produce more than two or three of the

diagrams or to enter into detailed ex-

planations.

It is only comparatively recently that the importance

of foreign trade to this country has been reali.^ed by the

general public. The home trader, for example, failed

ty appreciate the reflex action of good or bad foreign

trade on home trade, and the workman has not alto-

gether understood tlie dependence of this country on

foreign markets for its material prosperity. It is now
realised, even in labour circles, that greater individual

prosperity can only be brought about by increased pro-

duction, which, however, but serves to emphasise the

• Pubhshed by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., price Ss.

fact that increased production is useless unless there is

a sale for the resulting products.

Now in this country, which is unable to feed and sus-

tain its population except through the importation of

foodstuffs from abroad, the question of foreign trade is

more vital than in a country which can be self-sustain-

ing. In fact, our prosperity can roughly be measured

by the rise or fall of foreign trade. It therefore follows

that the keystone of industrial prosperity, good employ-

ment, mass production, contentment, higher standards

of livin", better edufation, A-c. is foreirrn trade, and

DIAGRAM No. I.-THE FEDERATION OF COMMERCE

Showing tha devalopmont of Cr.porta (Mapohandise) since 1000 A.p.

i
On April 3rd, 1922, the Prime Minister stated in Parliament that our.

foreign trade had now fallen to 50 per cent, below pre-war level.

this being so, it is somewhat surjirising that no con-

certed action has been taken by tlie people and govern-

ment of this country to deal with this vastly important

problem, for not only would this be desirable in ordi-

nary times, but the present burdens of taxation, unem-

ployment and unrest, call for exceptional measures.

Even though the flower of our manhood was diverted

from productive operations during the war. our pro-

ductive capacity reached a height never previously

thought to be possible, wliich proves that, gfiven a stiit-

able outlet for production, not only would the unein-
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ployment problem cease, but also the prosperity and

standard of living of the individual would be greatly

increased. The statement that we can " produce the

goods," therefore, requires no confirmation.

How, then, is it possible to revive our foreign trade,

and ensure that permanent and steady increase, which

should follow the introduction of more scientific metliods

of production and the normal increase of population ?

It has been the writer's privilege to fill positions in pri-

vate trade, and Government and municipal departments,

and without entering into a discussion of the various

reasons, it is his confirmed opinion that trade, and
particularly foreign trade, is best left in the hands of

private enterprise. In considering the following pro-

posals, it is important that tliis should be kept in view,

as any organisation should, in the writer's opinion, have

for its final and sole purpose the encouragement and
assistance of private enterprise in foreign trade.

that the hub should be the work of trade itself and under
its control, though it would be desirable to insure that

full measure of support which the Government, with its

various world-wide ramifications can give, by having a
limited representation of the Government as part oi the

scheme.

Prior to the organisation of the Federation of British

Industries, the writer had suggested that this hub should

be called the Federation of British Commerce, and that

it should be controlled by a Central Board, Council and
Committees in London, tlie Board to be made up of the

followina; twelve members:—
Engineering,

Textiles,

Transport,

Agriculture & Fisheries,

Mining,
Chemical,

Miscellaneous trades.

Finance,

Law,
Government departments,
British Dominions,
Parliamentary,

PRESIDENT.
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tion, in which the Governments themselves would be re-

presented.

The writer considers that tlie above is the first step to

be taken, but it is desirable to indicate what further ex-

pansion could and probably would readily follow the

establishuient of such an organisation.

In all large world centres there are Itading diplomatic,

Consular and trade representatives, and, referring again
to the analogy of a wheel without a hub, there is the

same lack of co-ordination of British interests, as at

home. It would therefore be desirable to provide simi-

lar Divisional Boards in these centres, though on a much
smaller scale than the Central Board. These Divisional

Boards would deal with local problims, but would be

under the direction of the Central Board in London.
The following diagram indicates the centres in which it

is proposed such Boards should be established:—

It is interesting to note that in "Reflections of a

Financier," recently written by Mr. Otto Kalin—one of

America's leading financiers—who threw all his re-

sources and energies into the cause of the Allies, the

question of economic organisation is dealt with. In one

of his essays he discourses on " The need for a general

economic stafi," and points out that America—and for

that matter other countries— failed to take full advan-
tage of the " unprecedented opportunities within their!

grasp after the Armistice." He says :

—

" We should have had (as some of us urged during the

war) in one of the departments of the Government a com-
petent economic general staff, with well matured plans

prepared and ready for the occasions as they arose.i

Some of the opportunities then before us are no longeri

recoverable, but many others remain. ... If, however,!

business pulls one way, labour another, farmers a third.;

CENTRAL BOARD IN LONDON

DIVISIONAL BOARDS WITH OFFICES IN

m»ii mwname ulcuita NtW tOM BUENOS AYRtS SNUGNll
for
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name of the organisation, which could be affixed to bills

of lading.

Without entering into this further, it will be seen that

a very simple means could be devised of collecting the

revenue. P'irms and associations joining the organisa-

tion would, for this small contribution, be able to call

upon the organisation's influential resources throughout

the world, but at the same time would be entirely free

from any kind of control.

Space does not permit of the consideration in detail

of these facilities, which, however, would be very con-

siderable. Apart from this direct benefit, however,

there would be the indirect advantage of the influence

the organisation would have on trade as a whole, speak-

ing as a co-ordinated inter-Empire and representative

authority on trade questions.

It is vital to the well-being of the Empire that we
should greatly increase our Inter-Empire trade, and an
essential part of the scheme is the full participation of

our Dominions in it. It has been shown in the booklet

upon this subject how this could readily be arranged by
enabling any Dominion to be represented at its own cost

on the Central Board, Divisional Boards, and District

Commissioners' Staffs. Unless some such scheme as this

is carried out at an early date, the Dominions will make
their own arrangements for trade representatives, and
the possibility of having a joint Empire organisation

will for ever be lost.

Many leading business men who have studied the

scheme have been impressed with its great possibilities,

but there appears to be a tendency to leave any steps of

this kind to the Government. On the other hand, the

attitude of the Government has been to leave the initia-

tion of such schemes to private enterprise. It is ex-

ceedingly unfortunate that this " leaving it to the other

fellow " attitude is persisted in, as it is now evident that
it will take the united efforts of all concerned to bring
about economic stabilisation, and restore British trade
to its rightful place. If one or more powerful trade
groups took the initiative, there is little doubt they
would meet with quick response from the Government,
which is at its " wits' end " to know how to deal with
trade revival and the unemployment problem. To men-
tion but one of the very urgent matters in which the

organisation could play a leading part, we need only
refer to the question of currency and exchange. The
financial member of the board and his advisory com-
mittee, representing the financial interests of the Em-
pire, could, in co-operation with the various trades
represented, put forward with no uncertain voice a
demand for international action, and incidentally, the

organisation could give valuable expert advice to its

nismbers on the various exchange and currency prob-
lems in any part of the world to which they may be
exporting.

The writer believes that the setting up of a Royal
Commission to report on the subject of foreign trade
revival—or any other similar temporary expedient

—

would be quite inadequate.

Similarly the occasional calling in of a few business

men to give advice to the Cabinet only touches the fringe
ot the subject. What we need is a Trade Council—or

Parliament—under the control of trade itself, with a

permanent, live board of experts, any one of whom can
be changed quinquennially if the trade he represents

desires to make such a change. These gentlemen should
be the best experts obtainable in each trade, and though
the salary (say £3,000 per annum) may be considerably
lower than such men's market value, yet their public
spirit, together with the honour of being elected to and
of holding such a position, would no doubt help to

attract tlie right men. A point of very great import-
ance is that they would be able to devote the whole of

their time, energy, and thought to their own par-
ticular branch of trade, and in this work they would
be assisted by their expert advisory committees.
Foreign trade should be dealt with as a non-political

subject, and the best brains of the country should bg

secured to devote their attention to the carrying out of

a progressive programme and continuous policy.

Fluctuations in trade should, as far as possible, be

foreseen and provided for. If, for example,* such a

board had been set up after the Armistice, it is certain

that it would have realised the temporary nature of

the boom and have forecasted at an early date the inevi-

table slump, and would, with an authoritative voice,

have issued a warning which would have saved business

firms many millions sterling and have prevented the

sudden collapse which has so undermined that

confidence which is essential to good trade, that it is

likely to be a long time before it is fully restored again.

The board should be the expert medium for advising

and assisting in foreign trade matters generally, whether

this concerns the development of new resources for ob-

taining raw material—cotton for example—the impor-

tation of raw material from the best and cheapest world

sources, or the export of our manufactured or other

products. The board would be of great value in advis-

ing the Government on all matters of trade and com-
merce.

In conclusion, there is a feeling abroad that we have
only to " sit tight " and things will come right of

themselves, and there may be something in this if we
are prepared to wait a number of years, but in the

meantime what is to be done to alleviate the misery and
wretchedness and the danger of national strife ever

lurking in the shades of bad trade 1 The sooner we
address ourselves seriously to taking concerted action

on this important problem the sooner shall we regain

something of the prosperity of pre-war years. Nay,
even more—the possibilities opened up by adopting

efficient methods of foreign trade expansion are suffi-

ciently great to make us believe that the future holds

very much more of prosperity than the past if we but

take steps to realise it, and the writer submits that it

is the duty of our traders to address themselves to this

problem, and use every effort to obtain such united

action as alone can brins: about the desired result.

The U.S. Federal Power Commission.—The first annual

report of the Federal Power Commission discloses the fact

that prior to 1920 there was comparatively little water-power

development. The flood of applications which has followed

the passage of the Federal Water Power Kct of 3920 and the

projects on which, notwithstanding the industrial depression

and the uncertain financial situation, construction has already

started under hcence issued l)y the Commission, is abundant

proof, both of the extent to which former legislation stood

in the way of power development and of the generally satis-

factory character of the present law.

In the 16 months following the passage of the Act there

were filed with the Commission 186 appUcations for prelimi-

nary permit and 85 applications for licence to develop water

ixiwer, 260 in all, which, after deducting conflicting applica-

tions and those rejected or withdrawn, aggregated the

stupendous totals of 11,060,000 primary and 5,766,000

secondary h.p.. or 16.826,0tKI h.p. of estimated installation.

This is twice the water power which has been developed in

the United States to date, and exceeds the combined potential

water-power resources of Norway, Sweden, Finland and the

Arctic and Baltic drainages of Russia. It is 70 per cent,

greater than the combined resources of France and Italy. It

is from five to six times greater than the aggregate of all

applications filed with the Federal. Government during the

preceding 1,5 years.
, ,_ , „ i.

The country could not, of course, absorb at once all the

power projected for development, and many appUcations may
never be carried out. It is lielieved. however, that the

greater part of the works involved will eventually be con-

structed. To complete the projects applied for will require

capital exceeding in the aggregate two billions of dollars. The

collateral expenditures for distribution systems, for cus-

tomers' installation and in accessory indnstries will be ."several

times greater. Much time and care has been devoted during

the vear to compilation of the rules and regidations goveni-

ing administration of the Federal Water Power Act^ The

first ten regulations included matters which had been

covered in considerable degree by regulations under earher

laws; the remaining subjects to t?e covered were largely neY?<

—Journal, A.I.E.Pi^
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TEMPERATURE STRESSES UNDER SHORT-CIRCUIT^ CURRENTS.

By H. S. HOLBROOK, B.Sc, A.M.I. E.E., Assoc.A.I.E.E.

General.

The short-circuit currents which occur on modern
electrical systems are so large that small section con-
ductors in the path of the current reach a very high
temperature in a short space of time. There are usually
such conductors in the primary windings of small
ampere-rating, multi-turn primary current trans-
formers. It is, therefore, necessary when installing
current transformers on large systems to consider the
possible short-circuit current through the circuit and
to state a limit to the minimum primary rating of cur-
i-ent transformer which can be employed.
On the usual short-circuit conditions the time is so

short that there is no appreciable dissipation of heat

resistance of the apparatus as its temperature rises.

If we do this and assume the usual figures for the

physical properties of copper, we deduce the curves

given in tigs. 1 and 2, which show how the temperature

rises with the time for various current densities. It

will be noted that for higher densities the rise is almost
1

instantaneous, which shows the undesirability of extra
j

heavy overloads for even a short time.

(2) Limiting Temperatures and Current Densities.

To utilise the curves in fig. 1 and tig. 2, it is neces-

sary to consider limits for the initial and final tem-

peratures of the apparatus during the short-circuit

period.
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In practice the current during a short circuit in a

bi" power station is not generally constant. If the

short circuit occurs when the voltage wave is passing

through its zero value, the short-circuit current will

experience a "doubling" efiect, and there will be a

transient depending on the ratio of the circuit reactance

to the circuit resistance. Also, the line voltage will

"•enerallv drop, due to armature reactance, etc. Fig. 5

shows how the current varies in a typical case. This

diagram is not plotted for more than 10 cycles, corres-

ponding to 0.2 second on a 50-cycle system, as the

B.E.S.A. recommends the assumption of that time

interval as the time required to open a modern " in-

stantaneous " oil switch.

In the majority of stations it is, however, standard

practice for the switchboard attendant to close any

circuit breaker which trips automatically, and if this

is done before the short circuit has cleared itself there

will be in consequence a second rush of current. It is

nearly correct to assume that the temperature produced

bv two such rushes of current is the same as would be

produced bv constant current of the r.m.s. value of

the current in fig. 5 taken over the whole short-circuit

period.

The r.m.s. value for the whole short-circuit period

with the current varying as shown in fig. 5, is eight-

and-a-half times the full-load r.m.s. current, if the

current is supplied by a generator having 10 per cent,

effective impedance under short-circuit conditions and

assuming that the current is limited only by the

generator impedance.

(i) Minimum Size of Cubrent Transformers.

From fig. 3 the limiting density for a current of con-

stant r.m.s. value producing a limiting temperature of

300 deg. C. at the end of 0.4 second is 160,000 amps,

per square inch.

It is common practice to run the primary windings

of current transformers at a current density when

carrying rated primary current of 1,500 amps, per

square inch.

If we consider a case when all the generators are avail-

able for feeding a short-circuit current passing through

one current transformer, and assume the fault has no

resistance and that there is only the generator react-

ance to limit the short-circuit current, then it follows

from the above notes that the primary current rating

for that current transformer must not be less than the

combined full-load rating of all the generators divided

by (160,000)/(8.5 x 1,500), i.e., the rating of the cur-

rent transformers must not be less than 1/(12.5) times

the combined full-load current rating of all the genera-

ting plant.

Of course, in practice the fault has usually appreci-

able resistance, and smaller current transformers than

given by this rule have been used with satisfaction.

Again, the use of feeder reactors and bus sectionalising

reactors helps to reduce the severity of the short-circuit

currents. It is preferable, therefore, in all cases, and

especially when the circuit breakers have time lags fitted,

to calculate the short-circuit current for the particular

case and estimate the minimum permissible rating of

the current transformer with the aid of fis;s. 3 and 4.

ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTH AMERICA.

[From Our Special Correspondent.]

The electrical power plant of the Argentine State Rail-

ways at Tafi Viejo, in the Province of Tucuman, is about

to be further extended. The plant, which has a capacity

of about 2,000 h.p. in six vertical, triple-expansion en-

gines, direct-connect«d to 240-kW, 220-volt direct-

current generators, is considered one of the most com-

plete in Argentiua, having been in operation since 1911.

So far, the largest hydro-electric plant erected in the

district is that owned by the Compaflia Hidro Electrica

de Tucuman, on the Lules River, now in the tenth year

of its operation. Argentina presents a favourable field

for the introduction of small electric plants, in addition

to electrical supplies, such as lubricating oil, belting,

lamps and accessories.

Electrically-operated machinery has been adopted in

connection with a new blast furnace erected in Jujuy,

the first of its kind in Argentina. Large beds of lead

and iron ore in the vicinity are being treated, the enter-

prise employing between 90 and 100 men, and producing

about 24 tons per diem. So far success has attended

the enterprise, and it is thought th.at a wider employ-

ment of electrical machinery in similar industrial enter-

prises will result.

Electrical machinery is becoming more in use upon
Argentine sugar-plantations, especially in the districts

of Tucuman and Mendoza. At the end of last year three

large plants had been erected in Tucuman, and four

others owned bv the Compania Anglo-Argentina, in the

•ame district. Electrically-operated shops have been

erected by the Central Argentine Railway, at Perez, near

Rosario. while the port-works in the same city have now
•completed their plant, developing 1.000 kW, manu-
factured by Messrs. Schneider et Compacrnie, at Creusot.

France. Tlie internal combustion enirines in use show
a variety of makes, including British. Frencli, Italian,

American, and German.
The Province of Santa Fe, Argentina, which pos-

sesses a number of important waterfalls that could be

utilised for the development of electric power, is con-

sidering a wide extension of hydro-electric power plants.

Several concessions have been applied for, the majority

of which will doubtless be granted. At the Bamba plant,

Cordoba, the head is about 95 ft., and at the Calera

plant, located in the same district, the fall is about

145 ft., while at the Rio Primcro the turbines operate

with a head of about 35 ft.

A new electrically-operated omnibus line has been

authori.sed for the city of Buenos Aires, destined to im-

l)rove passenger transport facilities between the various

railway stations and outlying suburban districts.

Four lines in all will be established, uniting the follow-

ing points : Once de Setiembre and Constitucion rail-

way termini, belonging to the Buenos Aires Western

and the Buenos Aires Great Southern railways respec-

tively ; Once de Setiembre and Retiro, the terminus of

the Buenos Aires Central Railway ; Retiro and Consti-

tucion ; and Plaza Congreso and Plaza Italia.

The Argentine market for electrical goods, hitherto

largely dominated by Germans, presents at present a

field of great competition upon the part of British,

Italian, Dutch, and other European manufacturers, in

addition to a strong bid for supremacy upon the part

of United States firms. Two of the largest German
manufacturers are maintaining local branches, and carry

large stocks of electrical apparatus, besides maintaining

travelling salesmen to all parts of the Republic and

technical staffs to assist in planning designs for central

stations. Italian intereste are centred in two large

liranches of home factories, the methods of selling

adopted being much about the same as the German.

Only one British manufacturer of electrical goods has

arranged direct representation, and this through an

affiliated company. A Dutch factory has proved a

strong competitor in the lamp market since 1914, sales

being conducted, through a representative, to large

dealers only. A considerable amount of advertising is
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carried on, and heavy stocks are maintained, most of

them being on consignment to agents. The position of

American manufacturers is also very strong, with direct

factory branches of four of the larger United States

firms and permanent resident representatives of three

or four other leading companies. On the whole, Euro-
pean designs are preferred, and machinery is rated in

accordance with European specifications as regards
heating and overloads. The supply lines are mostly
heating-appliances, incandescent lamps, insulators, in-

sulated wire and lamp sockets ; strong competition is

met with in all these from local manufacturers.
The continued high price of imported coal in Brazil

has rendered the employment of hydro-electric power
more popular, several of the newest factories having
arranged to introduce electrical motive power. Among
these is a new sugar-mill inaugurated in the State of

Rio de Janeiro, near the Tangua station of the Leopol-
dina Railway, the first sugar-mill to be introduced en-

tirely operated by electrical power, although an
auxiliary steam-plant has been provided in case of

emergency. In Parahyba. what is regarded as the

largest and most up-to-date tannery in South America
has just been completed with a plant fitted with new
electric tanning machinery. The work turned out is

said to be on a par with that of the best tanneries in

other parts of the world. A third factory to be
equipped with electrical plant is the Fabrica do Ful-
minante Nacional e Polvora Jacare. which is now manu-
facturing fulminnte and powder of verv high grade at

Novo Iguassu. Electrical machinery to be introduced
is expected to prove highly successful as well as

economical.

Similarly-operated machinery is contemplated in

connection with an oleo-margarine factory, the enter-

prise of a Dutch syndicate, and with a phosphorus fac-

tory located at Sao Jeronymo, the property of the Minas
Railway Co., in the State of Rio Grande do Sul. The
machinery has been ordered to special design in France.

The Mexican Government continues to offer induce-

ments for the establishment of hydro-electric plants in

or near the Federal district, supplementary to, and,

consequently, in, competition with, existing power
))lants, mainly owned by British corporations. A recent

decree has been issued reducing Federal taxes on the use

of water for power and irrigation, and, among other

proposals under consideration, are two submitted by

Mexicans for irrigation and hydro-electric plants.

Two electrical installations have recently been

adopted by two industrial enterprises at Mazatlan

(Mexico), the first in connection with a cigarette factory,

acquired by an American firm ; and the other in

relation to a new brewery to be worked by electrical

machinery, for the first time in this district. The
daily capacity of the brewery is 90 barrels of beer,

and eight tons of ice.

A concession for an electric railway has been granted

t) certain interests in Lima for a line from that city

to the bathing resort of La Punta. The original con-

cession was for a double-track road, but this has now
been modified so as to permit of the construction of only

11 km. of single track from Lima to the village of Bella

Vista, which must be ptit into use within eighteen

months from the date of the contract. The prolonga-

tion to La Punta and the double tracking of the line

must be completed within an additional two years.

THE ELECTRICITY WORKS OF QENNEVILLIERS.

Gennevillibrs is a suburb to the north of Paris,

situated on the left bank_of the River Seine, and not far

from St. Denis—about 10 km. (6J miles)) from Notre

Dame. On this site a huge new power station has been

erected, and is in course of equipment with plant which

will have a rated output of 200,000 kW, and may be

extended to 320,000 kW ; it is therefore with some justice

that the claim is made that this will be the most powerful

generating station in the world. The first turbo-alter-

nator, of 40,000 kW, was recently set in operation, and

we think that some particulars of the installation may
be of interest to our readers.

The work was undertaken by the Union d'Electricite,

and was carried out under the direction of M. E.

Mercier, deputy manager of the Union. A full account

of the station is about to appear in La Bevue Indust-

rielle* and a description of the civil engineering works
appeared in the March issue of that journal over the
signature of M. G. Mercier, Engineer-in-Chief of

Bridges and Roads, who was in charge of this part of

the undertaking. For the particulars that follow, we
are indebted partly to our French contemporary, and
partly to the Union d'Electricite, from which we also
received the photographs here reproduced.

It should first be explained that during the war the
various power stations supplying electricity to Paris
were heavily overworked, and by the return of peace re-

quired extensive overhauling and renovation. On the
other hand, some of the old stations generated three-
phase, others two-phase current, at four different fre-

quencies, and innumerable supply pressures were in use
(how like London !). Hence it was decided to seize the
unique opportunity for reorganising the distribution of
electrical energy in the metropolitan area, and the

•An editigjj ^'jH be published JD Encljsh; see axkx '"Book
Notices,"

Union d'Electricite was formed for this purpose in 1919.

This project was only made possible by the fact that the

various supply authorities realised that it was devised

in their best interests.

The programme of the Union for the unification of

electricity supply comprised the erection of a 200,000-

kW three-phase power station, generating at 50 cycles,

6,000 volts, and the successive closing of the old power
stations ; the establishment of a vast underground net-

work of transmission mains surrounding Paris and
branching out towards neighbouring towns ; and the

Fig. 1.

—

Gennevilliers Electricity Works (January. lO"^).

erection of sub-stations in each of the existing supply

areas to lower the pressure to the local supply voltage,

the respective undertakers becoming solely distributing

authorities.

The finance of this great project, embracing an outlay

of more than 250,000-000 ira-uoa, was based wholly upon
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the enonaomy that would be effected by the generation of

electricity in one huge station of the most modern design,

as 'compared with the cost of running the old power

stations.

The scheme, so sympathetically received by those most

directly concerned, was no less heartily welcomed by the

public authorities ; moresQver, it harmonised with the

ducts for the circulating water, the former being in

duplicate. Two travelling cranes, respectively of 20

and 100 tons lifting capacity, serve the turbine-room.

Alongside of the foundations of the generating sets are

two galleries for cables and filtered air respectively, and
next to these comes the transformer room, with a large

batterv room in the basement.

Fig. -Tn.\NSVERSE Verticil Section, Gennevilliers Electricity Works.

general scheme of unification of electricity supply for the

whole of France which was being developed by the Minis-

try of Public Works, and which will eventually enable

the metropolitan area to be linked up with the hydro-

electric power stations on the Rhone, the Rhine, and the
" Massif Central," as well as the northern collieries.

The site of the Gennevilliers power station covers

about 25 acres, and is provided with a wharf on the

river, a railway siding, and a large coal storage area.

The turbine-room is of steel construction with a rein-

forced-concrete foundation, and brick filling ; its dimen-
sions are 24.5 by 92.5 m., with a total height from the

footings to the roof ridges of 42 m. It will contain five

generating sets, of 40,000 kW each, with provision for

extension to eight sets. Each set is mounted on a

hollow platform of reinforced concrete carried by six

The transformer room is as long as the turbine room,

and is of similar construction, 5 m. wide, with a 40-ton

travelling crane. Beyond this room is the low-pressure

(•3,000-volt) switchgear room, 7 m. wide and 84| m.

long, in three stories; besides the main switchgear it

liouses the auxiliary switchgear at -3.000 volts, the d.c.

5'^'lE _^i=i. MACHINES_24;<.JO iBATjMENT ccsj
~^ TfwisrawATtKo

Flo.- 3.—Sectio.v or Turbine-Room.

columns of the same material, which rise from three
heavy longitudinal walls running from end to end of the
room. Beneath and between the turbo-alternators are
situated the condensers, air-coolers, and auxiliary
plant; and beneath these again are the lead and return

Fig. 4.—St.wor of 40,000-kW Alternator.

switchgear at. 500 volts, and the three-phase switchgear

at 220 volts, as well as the auxiliary transformers, the

telephone exchange, the "dispatching" room, and the

air filters.

;

The boiler-house is constructed of reinforced concrete

E
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with a steel-framed roof, and is 61 m. wide and S6 m.

long. It contains two rows of boilers, one consisting of

10 Babcock boilers and the other of five of the Stirling

typo. In the basement are railways for the removal of

ashes, &c., and above are coal bunkers having a total

capacity of 3,800 tons.

The high-pressure switch-room (60,000 volts) is se-

parated from the low-pressure switch-room by a covered

way, and is 106 m. long by 29 m. wide; it is built of re-

inforced concrete columns with a low-pitched roof.
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ing through the alternator is of the tubular type with

a surface of 1,000 m', and is cooled by the condensate

from the main condenser; when full of water, it weighs

about 38 tons. Every precaution has been taken to pro-

vide for economical running at light load, or when the

temperature of the circulating water or that of the con-

densate is unduly high.

As the result of all the efforts made to conserve heat

energy, the makers have guaranteed that with steam at

313 lb. pressure and 707 deg. F.. and circulating water

at 59 deg. F., the heat consumption per kWh at a load

of 30,000 kAV shall not exceed 3,000 calories (11,910

B.th.u.).

The plans for the power station were settled in Octo-

ber, 1919, and the contracts were placed in January,

1920. It was of supreme importance that the first

generating sets should be at work during the winter of

1921-22, and the work was pressed on, in the face of

great difficulties, with the utmost vigour. The success-

ful result reflects the greatest credit on the engineers

and contractors.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS,

AND PLANT.
Readeri are invited to xubmit particularx of new or improved devices

and apparatus, which will be published if considered of sufficient

interest.

The " Cosmos " 2=kW Radiant Fire.

The question of obtaining the maximuna amount of radiant
heat from a given quantity of fuel or energy consumed is

claiming the attention not only of the electrical manufacturers,
but also of the foremost coal and gas-fire makers. The elec-

trical industry, however, can more closely follow the laws of
projection, in so far as it does not have to consider flues,

chimneys, and other attendant evils necessary for combustion.
These are dealt with by the station engineer, and the electric
tire designer commences with the most concentrated form of
heat—the electric current. Taking advantage of this fact, the
Meteopolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., of TrafEord Park.
Manchester, has produced the " Cosmos " 2-kW fire to meet
the demand for a general room-heating radiator; the main
features of its construction are as follows :—
The reflector is constructed of hammered sheet copper,

shaped to obtain the main projection of heat rays at an angle
of about 40 deg. from the floor. The hammering, whOe greatly
enhancing the appearance of the fire, especially when on

Fig. 1.—The " Cosmos " ^-kW Radunt Fire.

;ircuit, also ensures a greater dispersion of the radiant heat.
The polished sides, of plain sheet copper, reflect the glowing
lammer marks, and the cosy appearance is obtained at all
uigles of vision.

The bottom aperture is another entirely new feature. All
)ther radiators, gas and electric, are constructed so that no
|ieat is available on the floor or carpet immediately in front,
j-nd cold feet are not an uncommon afifliction. The aperture
|iUow3 the projection of heat rays to this portion of the
oom. Secondly, as 100 per cent, radiant efficiency is not
obtainable, the fire is so designed that anv convected currents
'I au- applied to the best u.se. The opening allows a

gentle flow of air to pass which strikes the back of the re-

flector, thus directmg a slow circulation throughout the room
which keeps the atmosphere m a healthy and pleasing condi-
tion.

From a purely heating aspect the excellence of the " Cos-
mos " cylindrical type of element is now well-known through-
out the trade in connection with the " Cosmos " bowl fire. In
the 2-kW fire the element is a self-contained part (fig. 2) and,
by taking out the screws holding the connection box, can be
withdrawn from the radiator frame. Connection is made by
means of strong terminals mounted on a heavy porcelain
block, two element sections (500 watts each) being straight
on to the wall-plug control, and the remaining two element
sections controlled by the s.p. rotary switch mounted on the

Pig. 2.—The " Cosmos " Heating Element.

fire. The object of having part of the tire controlled at the
wall plug IS to prevent " live " flexibles, when the fire is not
in use. In order to replace an element section all that is

necessary is to release the retaining nut at the opposite end
of the element from the terminals, disconnect and spring the
section out, insert the new section, reconnect, and tighten
the screw.
In order to run this element at a high temperature, and

so obtain the very high radiant efficiency which this fire pos-
sesses, a special resistance wire of exceptional quality is

u.sed. Life tests are being carried out, and after '2,000 burning
hours the element is still perfectly satisfactory. Before the
complete elements leave the factory they are flashed at 1,000
volts; a further flash test is made between the element and
frame after complete assembly.
The general appearance of the fire is one of its best sellinT

points. It was shown at the " Ideal Home " exhibition, and
its cosy glow impressed us as being most attractive.

The construction of the guard has been carefully considered,
aoid the utiUty of this part of the appliance will be readily
appreciated. An ebonised handle is fitted to reverse the guard
to form a trivet, and the guard is self-aligning so as to make
proper contact with the supports. With the aid of this de-
vice the " Cosmos " 2-kW fire will boil a two-pint kettle of
water in 15 minutes, and cooking operations such as grilling,

frying, &c., can also be carried out.

The " Cosmos " fire only weighs 10 lb. complete, and a
suitable lifting. handle, heat-insulated, is fitted on the back
of the reflector, rendering it extremely handy and portable
from room to room.

A " Ford " Ignition System.

Some owners of " Ford " cars are dissatisfied with the
foiin of ignition usually fitted owing to its complication. The
sub.stitution of a high-pressure magneto does not afford a satis-

factory solution of the problem, as it is difficult to start up

3.—The Runbaken " Foed " Ignition Unit.

the engine from cold unless battery ignition is used. For this

reason the makers have purposely retained their original

system, because it gives both magneto and battery igiqition.
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The Ednbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., Cheetwood Road, Derby
Street, Manchester, has devised a simplified dual ignitiou

s.vst€m. This utilises the magneto system already installed

on the car. Instead of four coils and their accompanying
tremblers, complicated connections, &c., a small neat trans-

former coil is u.sed. There is only one contact breaker and
one high-pressure distributor, both of which are readily acces-

sible and simple in construction, being similar to those used
on a magneto. The assembly (illustrated in tig. 3) includes

transformer, distributor, interchangeable mounting plate,

bolts, and cable, and no furthet additions are required.

Quick=make and Quick^break Tumbler Switches.

We have received from Messrs. J. H. Tucker *. Co., Ltd., of

King's Eoad, Tyseley, Birmingham, a sample of their latest

production in tumbler switch manufacture, namely, a quick-

make and quick-break switch with positive make and com-
plete positive break. It is claimed that, whilst Messrs. Tucker
placed their first patented quick-make and quick-break switch

on the market in 1914, this new switch is a marked advance
upon the type in which the action reUes entirely upon the

spring, which has only an " initial " po.sitive action, and
which may allow the switch arm to be withdrawn from the

contacts but only sufficiently to just clear them without break-

ing the " arc."

The makers state that they have for many years recognised

the advisability of quick-make-and-break switches under cer-

tain conditions, and have also realised the necessity of a

complete positive make and complete positive break. Thi.s

necessity might arise in any switch through other causes than
failure of the spring itself, such as a mishap to the spring

mechanism or damage to the contacts caused by any cir-

cumstances beyond the control of the manufacturer. For the

past two years they have been engaged on producing an ideal

combination embracing these features, and the sample before

us (fig. 4) is the result of their efforts in this direction.

The spring is of the compression type, enclosed in a speci-

ally designed chamber forming in itself a complete " spring

unit." In the unlikely event of the spring breaking it is

still contained within the chamber and continues to function.

A direct drive (quite apart from the spring or the spring

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
(By our Parliamentary Reporter.)

Electricitu Supplt/.—On April 6th Mr. William Greenwood
asked the total estimated cost of the adminis-tration of the
Electricity Commissioners' department for the past year,
and if the advisability of repealmg Section 29 of the Electricity
(Supply) .let. 1919, would be considered, as the^ expense of the
Electricity Commissioners levied on the undertakers under
this section was a direct tax on the electricity supply industry.
Mr. Neal (Parliamentary Secretary to "the Ministry of

Transport) said that the cost for the year l!>21-2 was approxi-
mately f44,000. The answer to the second part of the ques-
tion was in the negative.
Mr. William Greenwood asked whether a majority of the

electricity supply undertakings in Lancashire had objected to
setting up a Joint Electricity Authority under the 1919 Act
and had substituted a scheme for an advisory board only.
Mr, Neal said that if the question referred to the whole of

Lancashire the answer was in the negative. In the West
Lanca.shtre district a Joint Electricity Authority was to be
formed under a scheme submitted by the authorised under-
takers. In Mid-Lancashire an inquiry had not yet been held,
but alternative schemes had been submitted : One for the
setting-up of an Advisory Board and the other for constitut-

ing a Joint Electricity .\uthority. In South-East Lancashire
proposals had been submitted by the undertakers to the Com-
mis,sioners for the setting-up of an .-Advisory Board, and these
proposals were under consideration.

Mr. William Greenwood asked whether the advisability of

amending Section 19 of the Electricity (Supply) .\ct. 1919.

would be considered, so as to provide that the transitory powers
of the Electricity Commissioners would cease where an advisory

board scheme instead of a Joint Electricity Authority had
been set up in any electricity district.

Mr. Neal said he was advised that the powers mentioned
might be of assistance to an Advi-sory Board, and he was
therefore unable to recommend an alteration in the law in

the sense indicated in the question.

Torquay Corporation {ElectricHy) Bill.—This Bill was read
a second time in the Hou.se of Lords, on Monday.
Edinburgh Tramwaijs.—In the House of Commons, on

Monday, April 10th, Mr. William Graham asked the Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transpoi-t. whether he
had received the report of the Commissioners appointed to

inquire into the tramway problem in Princes Street, Edin-
burgh ; and. if so, w-hether he could state the decision that

had been reached.
Mr. Neal said that he had received the Report in question,

and decided to adopt the recommendation therein contained
viz., that the request of the Corporation of Edinburgh {<>

permission to put up centre poles to carry the overhead eler

trical equipment in Princes Street, and to alter the positin:

of the rails on the northern side of the street should be granted.

Fig. 4.

—

New " Tdcker " quick-make and quick-break

Tumbler Switch.

chamber) is obtained from the switch " dolly " to the con-

tact arm, in such a manner as to cause the latter to ti-avel its

full extent in either direction, and the switch can consequently

be placed in its correct ' on " or " off " position, even if the

entire spring mechanism is I'emoved—a fact which we have
verified.

In addition to the features above mentioned, many minor
improvements are embodied in this new " Tucker " produc-

tion. The contact clips are specially designed to give even
contact to the switch arm, and are of flexible hardened cop-

per, permanently fixed in their correct position by heavy
brass clamping plates. To prevent the possibility of arcing

across the contacts, an exceptionally high and wide dividing

wall of china has been placed between them. The contacts

are placed well away from the switch bridge and cover, so

that arcing on to any dead part of the switch is impossible.

With the object of obtaining a clear wide break, the cable

clamping screw in the terminal has been reversed, so that

it is impossible for this to shorten the arcing distance when
the switch breaks, as it does not project towards the contacts.

The reversing of this screw will also be appreciated by con-
tractors generally, as it gives ample room for manipulation by
an ordinary acrew-driver without the risk of damaging the
china.

The construction of the whole switch is extremely simple.

and the mechanism is a combination of robust parts. Even
the dolly pin and other rotating parts are properly machined
pivots and screws, and the switch is thoroughly sound
mechanically and electricaJly.

The F.B.I.—A petition has been presented praying for

the grant of a charter of incorporation to the Federation
of British Industries. Petitions for or against have to be

delivered at the Privy Council Ofliee, on or before May 5th

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appeal

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be puhlislied unless we have the writer's name ant
address in our possession.

The Lockout.

I have read your article in the current number of the ElHC
trical Review on the present labour trouble, and I takt

strong exception to the tone of it. Of course, I do not for j

moment deny that yoji are entitled to express your opinions

but at the same time I am quite at liberty to join issue ant

say that I do not agree with you.
Of course, if you restrict your reading to the views expressP'

by your contemporaries, the Contmuuist, Herald, and simih;

publications, it is easy to understand tliat your opinion h:i

been tinged with a certain colour, but I woulil venture ti

suggest that you read the series of articles that liave beei

published from time to tune in the Daily Telegraph, as wel

as those which appeared in the Times, before you hint th,r

there is something behind the employers' lock-out which i

not evident from the front.

Do you for a moment think that the resjionsible liodies e

men who constitute the various .\ss(XMations forming the Engi

neering Employers' Federation are anxious to go on pa.vint

their overhead charges and close down their productive acti

vity for mere amusement?
Do you know that the whole rea.son for the lock-out is tli;i

an agreement on the management question was negotiated be

tween the Executive of the employers and that of the TJnioi

and was turned down by a voting minority of only 20 pel

cent, of the raember.ship of the A.E.U.'?
You allude to the " arbitrary attitude adopted by theeni

ployers throughout the whole course of the trouble"; it '

probable you may not be aware that in dealing with dele
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gates holding extreme views that any attitude other than that

of firmness is immediately taken as an indication of weakness.
Are you also aware of the obstruction, to say the least,

which the employers have had to endure at the hands of the

extremists who very often control, although numerically in

the minority, the feeling in the shop'.'

There is much more I could say. I am not writing to you
for publication (although as far as I am concerned you are at

liberty to do so), but having been a reader of your pajjer for

so many years, I wish to express how much I resent the

innuendos, not to say mis-statements, contained in the article

alluded to.

I enclose you a pamphlet dealing with a number of instances

affecting " management " which we employers justly complain
of.

In conclusion, I should like to add that I welcome unions
unbiased by politics, who can negotiate agreements and con-

ditions and honour such agreements when made.

April 10th, 1922.

An Electrical Manufacturer.

I write to thank you for your sane and tolerant leader on
this subject. The crisis demands plain words. It was, as

everyone knows, prepared for, and led up to, by conversations
between the representatives of the Employers and of the
Trade Union on the subject of overtime—an altogether
academic question to most of us, unfortunately. Then the
issue was suddenly widened to " the right to exercise mana-
gerial functions," whatever the phra.se may mean. There
was, as you observe, a doubt " as to what lies behind it all."

There is none now. for it is abundantly clear that Sir .\llan

Smith and his colleagues meant war.
It is known that the funds of the Unions ai-e almost de-

pleted, and the workers are poor ; it is hardly magnanimous

—

to put the case mildly—for successful gentlemen to take ad-
vantage of the poverty of others, and to force them, through

the suffering of their dependenfis, to accept humiliating
terms. The effect on the minds of the workers will be evident
to everyone not entirely devoid of imagination. It will tend
neither to co-operation between employers and employed, nor
to the increased production so much desired. Rather will it

engender a deep-seated desire to revolt at the first opportunity.

What does this matter, though? Are there not guns, aero-

planes and tanks hei'e, as in South Africa . . ?

But why in the name of common sense should the employer
take the rdU of the arrogant dictator? Prosperity does not
lie that way, but rather through the exercise of reason aud
tolerance. Whatever faults he may meet with in his -workmen,

the fact remains that it is only by their co-operation—willing

or unwilling—that he has attained his present position.

.One can only hope that those employers w'ho desire the co-

operation and goodwill of workmen, and not the abject obedi-

ence of defeated and broken men, will see to it that their

opinion is allowed some weight in the ultimate settlement.

S. Phaser.
April lQth,192'2.

Joints behind Switches.

Lead-covered cable is coming very much into u.se for house-

wiring jobs; twin cable is generally used, but in practice I

find that much unsatisfactory work is done by joint-making,

which is generally done on the negative wire and packed in

behind the switch base; this, besides being a very poor job,

is also very troublesome.
I would suggest to the various switch manufacturers that

they put a switeh on the market arranged so that this nega-

tive joint may be taken on it. and carried through on a termi-

nal, which could be suitably .arranged on the switch.
.

Martin J. Coleman.
Ballaghadereen

,

April 10th, 1922.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Jesse Frederick Ludlow and
Robert Redvers Ludlow, trading in co-partner.ship as Ludlow-
Bros., 195, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol, electrical con-

tractors.—The receiving order in this matter was made on
March 29th on debtors' own petition. The statement of affairs

shows liabilities of i6307, against net assets of £.53, or a

deficiency of ^254. Debtors attribute their failure to -nant of

capital, bad trade and depreciation of stock. It appears that in

October. 1919, with a total capital of i'lo, they started business

as electrical conti'actors at their present address. The business

does not seem to have been successful from the start, and
they became aware of their position in March, 1921. A full

set of books has not been kept.

Arthur Kershaw and Charles Herbert Wood, trading as
• Kershaw (Sr Wood. 9, Bradford Road, Pewsbury, electrical

engineers and merchants.— The application for discharge of

these debtors was heard on .\pril .5th at the County Court
House, Dew'sbury. The Official Receiver stated that they filed

their petition in 1920, when the ranking liabilities amounted
to ;£4,796 and the assets realised .£1,437. A first and final

dividend of 4s. in the £ was paid, and the debtors now offered

to pay jointly a sum of f25 a quarter for two years, making a
total of £200, for the lienefit of the creditors. The discharge
was granted, subject to the payment of the quarterly sums
agreed to.

W. Camp (W. Camp & Co.), electrical engineer, Carr Lane,
Slaithwaite, Huddersfield.—Receiving order made April 4th,

on debtor's own petition. First meeting April 21st
;
public

examination May 8th ; both at the County Court House.
Huddersfield.
Douglas C. Bate, electrical manufacturer and supplier, 16,

.Tcihn Dalton Street, Manchester.—Receiving order made .\pril

4th, on debtor's own petition.

H. Oldfield, grocer, general dealer, and electrical engineer,

51, Milton Terrace, High Street, Heckmondwike.^<"ir,st meet-
ing April 20th : public examination May 4th: both ;it the

(Jounty Court House. Dewsbury.
. S. Beckett. .Tumor, electrician, -in. Deaue Street. Bolton.

Last day for proofs for dividend, .\pril 22nd. Trustee : .Mr.

J. G. Gibson, Official Receiver, Byrom Street, Manchester.

F. A. S. WoRMULL (Lewisham Electric Wiring Co.). electri-

cal engineer, 273, High Street, Lewisham,. S.E.—First and
final dividend of 4s. 10|d. in the £. payable April 24th, at 29,

Russell Square. W.C.I.

Company Liquidations.

—

Planet Electric Co., Ltd.—Parti-
culars of claims to the liquidator. Mr. S. H. Swallow-, 07,

Broad Street Avenue, E.C., by May Sth.

Globe Electric Co., Ltd.—Meeting May 4th, at 119. Fins-

bury Pavement. E.G.. to hear an account of the winding-up
from the liquidator, Mr. W'. .\. Osborne.
B.E. Co. (of London and Birmingham), Ltd.—Meeting.

April 20th. at Cannon Street Hotel. E.C. Liquidator, Mr. F.

'Eowland. 70, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

Dissolutions of Partnership.—Thorpe, Willers Co., im-

porters of electrical goods, hardware, cutlery, toys, &c., 78,

Olympia Street, Burnley.—Mes.srs. G. Thorpe, H. H. C. J. L.

Willers, H. Precious, and A. Precious have dissolved partner-

ship. '
.

' '

'

Marylebone Electric Fittings Co., designers and manufac-

turers of electric light fittings, 4, Ramillies Place, Oxford

Circus, W.—Mr. J. Leitch and Mr. T. Smith have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Leitch will attend to debts and continue

the business under the same style.
''

Brash & Russell, electrical, mechanical, and general engi-

neers, 438, Baltic Street, Bridgeton, Glasgow.—Messrs. J.

Brash and R. McL. Russell have dissolved partnership. Mr.

Russell will attend to debts and carry on the business under

his own name at 4.38. Baltic Street. Mr. Brash will caiTv on

husineas temporarily at 65, Bath Street, Glasgow, during the'

completion of his new works, under the .style of J. Brash and

Co.

Trade Announcement.— The telephone number of the

Sheffield branch of English Electi-ic & Siemens Supplies, Ltd.

(22, High Street, Sheffield), has been altered to Central 3.535.

Catalogues and Osts.

—

Messrs. Simpson. Baker & Co.,

2/5, Nelson Street, Bristol.—An illustrated net price list of

electrical accessories of all -kinds, including cables, wires,

conduits, bells, pendants, shades, &c.

Messrs. Frost Bros., 26. Little Park Street, Coventry.—

An illustrated booklet, describing " rotameters," for measmung
the rate of flow of gases and liquids.

The Ruxbaken Maoxeto Co., T,ti)., Cheetwood T/ane, Derby

Street, Manchester.—.\n illustrated pamphlet describing a new
• Ford " ignition system.

The Gener.u, Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet Hou.=e, Kingsway,

W.C.2.—Leaflet O-S. 2706, giving illustrations and prices of

" Osraui " gasRlled "daylight" lamps for colour tnatchitig.

Ateliers de Constructions Electiuques- de Chauleroi, 5(;.

\ ictoria Street, S.W.I.—An illustrated stock list (in French)

of motors, djTnamos, and transformers.

Berry's Electric, Ltd., 85, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

W.l.—An illustrated and priced leaflet, describing the " Orto-

safe " electric iron. • -

Messrs. ErsKine, Heap & Co., Ltd., Austi-alia House,

Strand. W.C.2 : Three pamphlets-:—S.D.I, dealing with oil-

immersed star-delta starters; A.T.I, oil-immersed auto-trans-

former starters; and R.S.I, oil-immersed rotor starters. All

the gear described is fitted with no-voltage and overload trips;

fully illustrated and priced.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., Trafford Park,

Manchester.—Special publications. No. 7840/3. dealing with

"Planer Drives," and No. 7874/2, " Power in the Textile

Mill." These are well-illustrated and fiiHv Hrscriptive.
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Private Arrangements.—T. G. Coaton, trading as T. G.
CoATON & Co., electrical engineer, 16, Humberstone Road,
Leicester.— The creditors were called together recently when
a statement of affairs was presented which .showed habilities
of 4'2,479. Of that amount £i,'ill was due to unsecured
creditors, and there were partly secured creditors for i;396
who held securities valued at £144. After allowing £11 for
preferential claims the assets were estimated to reahse ie798
or a deficiency of il,681. It was reiwrted that the debtor com-
menced business in 1912, in partnership with his brother
the capital being about ±'300. Subsequently they were joined
by another partner who brought in £100.

'

In 1919 the part-
nership was dissolved. At the date of the dissolution a
balance sheet prepared showed a capital of i£17,000. After
discussing the position a resolution was passed to the effect
that the debtor should execute a deed of composition to Mr
E. H. Hawkins, of Messrs. Poppleton, Appleby & Hawkins
4, Charterhouse Square, London, E.C., to secure the pay-
ment of a compo.sition of 10s. in the £. payable as to 5s in
three months. 2s. 6d. in six months, and 2s. 6d. in nine
months. A committee was also appointed consisting of the
representatives of Messrs. Drake & Gorham, Ltd., the British
Thomson-Houston. Co., Ltd., and the General Electric Co
Ltd.
Herbert D. Carter, Ltd., electrical contractors and iron-

mongers, Edison House. Colwyn Bay.—In response to a cir-
coilar issued by the company, a meeting of the creditors cf
the above was held recently at Colwyn Bav. No statement
of affairs was submitted, but it was stated that the company
was a private limited liability concern which was formedm March. 1915, with a capital of £5,000. divided into 4 000
ordinary and 1.000 preference shares of the face value of £1
each. The whole of the preference shares had been issued,
while 3,000 ordinary shares had been i.ssued. Of the issued
capital of £4,000, the greater amount was for a consideration
other than cash. In September, 1917, Mr. Carter advanced
£1,100 to the bu.siness and was given a finst debenture. Bn
September, 1921, a second debenture for £1,.500 was created.
Until 1920, the company carried on business as elec-
trical engineers a.nd the three largest creditors were for goods
supplied in connection with such contracts. Since the date
mentioned the company had also carried on business as iron-
mongers. A receiver had been appointed on behalf of the
debenture-holders. The meeting had been called for the pur-
po.se of a report being submitted as to the position, but no
definite resolution was passed.

Deed of Assignment.—Clayton Motors, Park Lane Mills,
Chorley Lane, Leeds.—Mr. A. V. Clayton executed a deed of
as.signment on April 7th. A meeting of creditors was called
for Tuesday, 11th inst., at Leeds, when a statement of affairs
was to be submitted.
Book Notices.—We have received a copy of Current

Opinion, the new official organ of the Industrial League and
Council (3d.). It contains information regarding the work of
the League and articles on " Unemployment Insurance " " An
Industrial Parliament "

(,J. E. Clvnes, M.P.), " Fiiiding aWay Out •' (Sir W. J. Noble), " Waste in Industry " (Prof.
Spooner), and other matters. A supplement of eight pages
contains an essay to wage-earners on " Fair Play," by Mr
James Smith, managing director of the Wellman Smith "Owen
Engineering Corporation, Ltd,
_' Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers " Vol

LX., March, 1922, No. 307. This issue contains the following
papers :

" Utilisation of Exhaust Steam from Electric Gene-
rating Stations and Coal Economy," bv Mr. C. I, Ha,den
" Utilisation of Waste Heat from Electrical Generating
Stations" by Mr. F. H. Whysall; "Interconnection of
Alternating-Current Power Stations," by Mr. L. Romero and
Mr. .1. B. Pahner; " A Method of Regulating the Voltages on
tlie two sides of a Tliree-wire d.c. Svstem EquaHsed bv Static
Balancers," by Mr. R. D. Archibald; " Single and Three-phase
a.c. Commutator Motors with series and shunt characteris-
tics," by Mr. S. P. Smith; "Test Results obtained from a
Three-phase Shunt Commutator Motor," bv Mr. F. J. Teago-
" Determination of the Decrement of a Distant Station 1iy
means of a Coil Aerial," by Major ,T. Er.skine-Murrav and MrB Williams; and "Directional Transmission of Electro-Mag-
netic Waves for Navigation Purposes," bv Major ,T. Erskine-
Murray and Mr. J. Robinson.
"Bulletin of the Cleveland Technical Institute," Vol. I

No. C (fifi pp.). Middlesbrough : The Institute. Containing
iib.stracts of articles upon all branches of engineering and
technology.

" A Course in Electrical Engineering," Vol. IT., " .\lfernat
ing Currents." by C. E. Dawes. Pp. xiv-f.526. figs. 406.
Price 20s. " Economics of Electrical Di.«tribution," by P
Reynau and H. P. Seelve. Pn. viii & 209, figs. 57 '

Price
12s. 6d. London : McGraw-Hill' Publishing Co., I^td.

Lead.—Reportins; on April 8th, Messrs. James Forster
and Co. say :

" With regard to the future, we understand that
there is a better demand for lead in the East, and it is not
anticipated that any more supplies from Burma will be sent
t'T this market for some time to come. Australian supplies
V, ill probably f.end to decrease until the price of lead recovers
still further. There is also a decidedly better demand being
experienced for export than for some time past. We look for
a continuance of the firm tone now prevailing, with a tondcnc\
for a further moderate advance in pricp."

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs.
Eadon & Lockwood, will sell by auction at ~ the National
Ordnance and Filling Factory, Chilwell, Notts., on April 24th
and 25th, plant and machinery, including four Lancashire
boilers with superheaters and Bennis stokers, a l,5(X)-kW
turbo-generator, electric cranes, &c.

The Corporations of Middlesbrough, Thornal)y-on-Tee.< and
Stockton-on-Tees, having taken over the undertaking of the

Imperial Tramways, Ltd.. in the three boroughs, invite offers

for the portions of the land, buildings, machinery and plant

not required by the Corporations in connection with the
running of the tramway undertaking.
By direction of the Disposal Board. Mes.srs. Geering and

Colyer will sell by auction on April 2-5th and following days.

at Harty Ferry, near Faversham. electric motors, wireless

instruments, &c. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. .Smith & Co. report

April 11th:—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £66 10s.. £2 increase;

ditto, ditto. sheet«, no change; ditto, ditto, wire rods, £76 10s.,

£•2 increase; ditto, ditto, h.c. wire, 9 15/16d., Jd. increase;

silicium bronze wire. Is. l|d., Jd. decrease.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report April 11th :—Copper
bars (best .selected), sheet and rod, no change; English pig

lead, £23 10s.. 10s. increase.

Canadian National Exhibition.—.-\lthough the annual
Canailiiiii Niitional Exhibition, which is being held in Toronto
from August 2('>th to September 9th, will not be a trade exhi-

bition, as it is open to the public, it will provide an excelleu^

opportunity for British manufactureis and merchants to dL
play their wares to advantage. H.M. Trade Commissioner a|
Toronto states that to secure the maximum benefit from th

show exhibitors should have a local branch or other selhnj

organi-sation to ensure the following-up of inquiries. &c. Hs
asks for catalogues and trade literature from manufacturers
and others for distribution from the Bureau of Information,
which is to be established in connection with the exhibition.

Amongst the lists required are those connected with electric

railway equipment; electrical machinery, appliances and equip-

ment; mining machinery and supplies; textile machinery;
industrial machinery ; and scientific instruments. Catalogues,

samples, &c.. should be sent direct to H.M. Trade Commis-
sioner at Toronto, 24, West Adelaide Street, Toronto.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended we give
a summary of the recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

trical trades and industries. Those who desire to enter an
opposition to any of the appUcations have one month in which
to do so from the dates given below :

—
Lalley Light (lettering and design). No. 415,656. Class 6C

Combined dynamo and engine for use in producing electrio

light and power. Lalley Light Corporation. 759. Bellevue
Avenue, Detroit. U.S.A. (Herbert Haddan & Co., 31/32, Bed-
ford Stieet, London, W.C.).. March 29th, 1922.

Solstice. No. 421,096. Class 13. Electric metal filament
lamps. .lohn Sharwood Thomas, Faxfield House, 28, Watling
Street, London, E.G. March 29th, 1922.

Figure Design. No. 419,641. Class 40. Electrical insulat-

ing compounds, of which bitumen is the predominating
material. The Dimmer & Trinidad Lake .\sphalt Co., Ltd.,
34,- Victoria Street, London, S.W. March 29th, 1922.

Pasolite. No. 421,209. Class 6. Magneto electric machines
and dynamos. J. W. Pickavant & Co.. Ltd., Quickko Works,
Lombard Street. Birmingham. April 5th, 1922.

Silvertown. No. 412,794. Class 8. Lightning protectors,

vibrator sets for telephones, electric keys, pole changers
(electrical), resistances (electrical), rheo.stats. relays (electrical),

Jjeclanche cells, charged porous pots for I^eclanche cells, and
portable testing sets for cables. India Rubber. Gutta Percha
and Telegraph Works, Ltd., 106, Cannon Street, London, E.0.«.

April 5th, 1922.

Kemolite. No. 422,979. Class 11. Electric apparatus.
Phyllis Earie. Ltd., 15. North Audlev Street. London, W.
April 5th, 1922.

Webwood. No. 422.125. Class 13. Electric switches, lamp-
holders and elech'ic fittings. Webb A- I,ewis- (Engineering).
Ltd., 109a, Eussell Street. Birmin.aham. April 5th. 1922.

Tlie " Ace " of Electrical Apparatus (lettering and design).

No. 420,824. Class 13. An electric bedwarmer of sheet metal.

Frederick G. Beale. trading as the Southern Electrical Co.,

111. St. George's Park Avenue, Westcliff, Essex. April otb.

1922.

Hbhensonne. No. 421„346. Class 11. Mercury vapour and
other lamps for medical and .surgical use. Quarzlampen
Gesellschaft. 1, Fi'ankfurterland Stras.se. Haiiau-am-Main,
Germanv (Edwin Evans & Co. ,27, Chancerv Lane, I.x)ndon,

W.C). April .")fh, 1922.

The A.E.O. and Trade in Hsthonia.—Two foreign com-
panies, the .'Mlgemeine Elektricitiits Ge.«<^llschaft and Messrs.

Prowodnik. have made applications for authority to open
branches in Esthonia.

—

Rniter (Reval).

Electric Truck Contracts.—British Electric Vehicle.s, Ltd.,

has received an ord<-r finm the .\dmii'altv for .s<wcn special rail

trucks, also one from the Spanish Railways for its standard

model electric trucks. The company has recently .supplifil

the Ebbw Vale Steel, Iron A- Coal Co. with another six small

electric IncomotiTes, making s total of 14 in ferrice.
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Vandervell Magnetos.—Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co.,

Ltd., have converted their magneto factory at Brighton into

one for the manufacture of small tools, and have transferred

the magneto work to Acton, where all communications on the

subject should be addressed.

Catalogues Wanted.

—

Mr. F. J. Barton, of 3, Alexandra
Terrace, JJawIish, deskes to receive price lists of small lighting

sets and wiring material.

Brazilian Centenary Exhibition.—The British Section at

this exhibition, which is to be held at Rio de Janeiro from
September 7th to December 31st next, in celebration of the

centenary of Brazilian independence, is being organised

by the Department of Overseas Trade. Realising that

many British tirms which could do good business there

cannot at present afford the sum necessary to exhibit

the actual goods on the scale required, the Department has
made arrangements for the display of such goods by means
of models, kinema films, lantern shdes and lumiere plates.

Lumiere plates, which are coloured reproductions on glass,

lend themselves particularly well to the display of such
articles as fabrics, jewellery, pottery, and so on. An idea

of their effectiveness for exhibition purposes can be obtained

in the offices of the Department of Overseas Trade, at 3.5,

Old Queen Street.- Westminster, where an exhibition m
miniature has been constructed to show what can be done
on these lines.

Meters for Canada.—H.M. Trade Commissioner at

Winnipeg has received an inquiry from Vancouver, British

Columbia, for supplies of electricity meters. The annual
demand for electricity meters in Vancouver is stated to

amount to about five thousand, delivery of which runs into

about four hundred per month, all the year round. The
type required is a bottom-connected single-phase, watt-hour
meter, the sizes ranging from 10 amps, to 800 amps. The
10-amp. size is in greatest demand, and now costs .$8.75 laid

down at Vancouver, all charges paid. The inquu'ers are

anxious to receive in duplicate from United Kingdom manu-
facturers full particulars and lowesrt prices. Documents,
which give full information relative to the type of meters
which are in use in British Columbia, have been received in

the Department of Overseas Trade in London, in connection
with this inquiry, and can be seen on application at Room 49,

where the name and address of the inquiriers can also be ob-
tained.

New French Company.—La Soci^t6 Union Electrique du
Bassin de la Loire (U.E.L.) is the name of a new company
which has latelv been formed in Paris (73, Boulevard Hauss-
mann) with a capital of 4,000,000 fr.

Trade Films.—.At the StoU Picture Theatre on Ajwil 6th,
the London Press Exchange, Ltd., gave an exhibition of a
number of films dealing in various ways with well-known
commodities. The " message " of each film was effectively

hidden in a " story," ensuring the interest of the public, who
would not be content to sit through the exhibition of a mere
advertisement. Among the films shown was " The Econo-
mist "—a romance of the " Osram " lamp.

Social Event.—The Union Cable Sports and Social Club
held a social and dance in their Works' Canteen on Saturday
last. In the afternoon the Football Club played their last

League match of the season, Henley's Athletic Club being the
opponents. The visiting team won by two goals to nil. After
the mat-ch the two teams and their friends eat down to a
cold spread, which was followed by a concert and dance. The
Union Cable Sports and Social Clula has held many social func-
tions, the previous one being a dinner and theatre party on
March 24tli, at which the staff entertained the general
manager.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.
Ashtoo.

—

Electricity Supply.—The District Council has
received applications from various local bodies for permission
to take a supply of electricity from the South Lancasbii-c
Tramw-ay Co. Permission has been refused, and the question
has been defen'ed for three months. MeanwhUe the town
clerk has been instructed to obtain particulars as to taking a
bulk supply of electricity.

Abram (Lanes.).

—

Electricity Supply.—The Council is to
obtain particulars from the South Lancashire Tramways Cn.,
as to the terms upon which the company would be willing to
supply the district with electricity.

Australia.—Perth —It is proposed to spend an additional
fl75,000 upon new plant and equipment for the East Perth
Government power station.
Tenterkield (N.S.W.).—The residents have had placed

before them a hydro-electric scheme. The alternative pro-
posals, which have been advanced by an expert, will cost from
£30,000 to d£35,000 each.
Stawell (Vic.).—The Borough Council is to borrow £12,500

shortly in order that it may proceed with a scheme for gene-
rating electricity for the township.—flewter's Trade Service
(Melbourne).
LlSMORB (N.S.W.).—Application is being made bv the

Municipal Council for sanction to the borrowing of £35,000
in connection with the electricity scheme.

Barrow.

—

Extensions.—The Electricity Committee has ap-

pointed a Bub-committee to deal with the question of extend-

ing the electricity supply to the urban districts of Ulverston

and Dalton.

Blackpool.

—

Extensions.—The Corporation is to spend
£106,000 on extensions to the electricity works during the

nest twelve months.

Bradford.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned the borrowing of £14,980 by the Cor-

poration for converting plant, &c., for the electricity under-
taking.

Bridgend.

—

New Plant.—The Urban District Council has
decided to overhaul and install new plant at the electricity

works, at a cost of £6,500.

Coleraine.

—

Electricity Scheme.—The Honourable the Irish

Society, London, which has property rights in Coleraine dis-

trict, Co. DeiTy, has refused to continue negotiations with
the LTrban Council with regard to the latter's proposals to

rent the -n'ater-power at the Cutts, on the River Bann for the

purjx)se of generating electricity. The Society states that the

loss caused to salmon fishing would be considerable. At a
recent meeting of the Council, it was decided to point out to

the Society that turbines had been installed on other rivers

without damage to the fisheries.

Continental.

—

France.—An intercommunal network is to be
set up in the Ardennes, the communes of the cantons of

Rumigny, Rocroi, Signy-le-Petit, and Chaumont-Porcien hav-

ing fonned themselves into a trust for the purpose. It is in-

t-ended to erect the main station at Liart, a second at Maubert-
Pontaine, and a third at Roquigny. Seventy-one communes
will be interested, and the estimated outlay is 4,500,000 fr.

An important electrical scheme is about to be taken in hand .

in the Departements du Centre et de I'Ouest in connection

with the development of the basin of the Dordogne River.

The departments have been divided for the pm'pose into

economic regions, and these into sections and gi'oups. The
Inter-regional Commission, which has the control of these

matters, has favourably entertained the demand for a conces-

sion from the Clermont region, which has accordingly begun
its operations.

Russia.—The Russian Trade Delegation reports that a

company has been formed', participated in by the BerUn Elec-

trical Co., to re-equip Kiew with power stations and tram-

ways.

—

Eeuter's Trade Service.

Denbigh.

—

Electricity Supply.—^The residents are being

canvassed with a view to ascertaining the number who would
be prepared to take a supply of electricity if the borough
were connected to the main cable of the North Wales Power
and Traction Co.

Dundee.—Bulk Supply.—^The Electricity Committee has ap-

proached the Hydro-Electric Development Co., Ltd., with a
view to obtaining a supply of electricity. The company stated

that if the Corixyration «as prepai'ed to lea.se it-s station the

company would undertake to relieve it of the capital charges,

interest, and sinking fund. It would also undertake to supply
electricity at as cheap a rate as that at which the Cor-

poration could supply, and if the Corporation thought it was
desu-able to extend its area of supply, the company would be
agreeable to give an extended supply. The figures quoted by
the company were £3 7s. 6d. per kW of maximum demand,
plus .'id. per unit. Mr. Richardson, the Corporation engineer,

said the price quoted was not lower than that at which elec-

tricity could be produced by the Electricity Department at

pre.sent. It was recommended that the Town Council should

con.sider the principle of combination between the company
and the Electricity Department, provided financial terms
favourable to the city could be arranged.

Hawkshead.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Electric Light
Committee is circularising the district to ascertain the demand
for electricity. Two schemes are proposed, one costing £1,2'X)

and the other involving an outlay of £'2,00O.

Hazel Grove and Bramhall.—Electricity ix Bulk.—At a
recent meeting of the St-CR-kport Town Council, the electrical

engineer submitt<'d a letter from Mr, T. L. Miller, consult-

ing engineer, a-sking if the Corporation was prepared to give

a supply to the Hazel Grove and Bramhall urban district.

It was resolved that the writer be informed that the Corpora-
tion was prepared to furnish a bulk supply of electricity for

(li.^ifribution by the Urban Council.

Horsham.

—

Reduced Charges.—The Trban District Council
has reduced the charges for electricity for lighting from
Sd. to 7Jd. per unit, and for power by id. per unit, the
reductions to take effect as from the March meter readings

India.

—

Water-power Scheme.—The Punjab Plydro-Electric

Power Supply Co., Ltd., has been formed to develop and work
the Rosul, Dhimber Weir, Gujranwalla and Joyanwalla falls

of the Punjab canal. The four falls will develop a total of abouti

34,000 h.p.—Renter's Trade Service (Bombay).

Kilmarnock.

—

Extended Supply.—The Town Council has
been granted a special order authorising it to supply electri-

city to places outside the borough, including the Burghs of

.Ardro.«an, Saltcoats. Kilwinning. Stewarton. and Cumnock.

Maidenhead.—Lo\N.—The Town Council has applied for a
loan of £3,.300 for extensions to the generating plant.
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Marlborough.—Ordpr Revoked.—The Minister of, Transport

hafi revoked the Marlborough Electric Lighting .
Order,. 1913,

as to the T\:hole of the area of supply as from April 6th. 1922.

Navan.

—

Inquiry.—An inquiry into the application of the

Urban Council for a loan of i'lO.riOO to carry out an electric

lighting scheme will be held by a Provisional Government in-

spector in the Council Chamber on the 22nd inst.

New Zealand.—AucKL.iND.—An important stage has now
been reached in the negotiations between the Government and

the City Council, with a view to the immediate prosecution

of the Arapuni hydro-electric scheme, which involves dammmg
the Mikato River. It is e.stimated that the first .stage of

50,000 h.p. will cost j£130,.500 for the head works, and i574,000

for the main transmission system throughout Auckland and

Taranaki provinces. It is hoped eventually to develop 102,000

h.p. The Govermnent will complete the constructional w^ork

vrithin sis years, if an agreement can be reached with Auck-
land with regard to the quantity of energy which it can pro-

mise to consume.

Price Reductions.—Reductions are to be made in the

rtiarges for electricitv in the following districts:—Dewsbnry,
Wakefield, and \Yat.ford.

Salford.

—

New Power Station.—The Special Committee,
w-hich has had under consideration the advisability of proceed-

ing with the erection of a new generating station at Agecroft,

p.stimated to cost about i'750,000. has decided_ that the .\ge-

croft scheme should be proceeded with immediately, and that

the services of Mr. J. A. Robertson shall be retained as con-

sultant. It is expected that the work will take from two to

two and a half years to complete, until which time Salford

w'ill draw a carry-over supply from Manchester. The agree-

ment by which a bulk supply is delivered from the city will

'terminate in October, and the Salford Town Council is to be

asked to agree to two years' extension of the period, when
it is expected that the Agecroft supply will become available.

At a meeting held on April 10th, the above recommendations
were adopted by the Council.

Stretford.—Electricity in Bulk.—The Urban District

Council is applying to the Manchester Corporation for a bulk

supply of electricity.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Blackpool.—Track Renewals.—The Corporation proposes

to relay tramway track during the next 12 months at a cost

of i£97'.000.

HuNNiNG Powers.—The Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee has agi-eed that the agreement at present in force be-

tween the Corporation and the St. .\nnes Urban District

(>>uncil as to the latter's tramway running powders in the

liorough shall be continued for a further three months.

Continental.—France.—The suburban railway from Paris

to Trappes. which is owned by the State, is to be electrified,

and the work is expected to take two years to complete,

although a portion of the line has already been partly con-

verted. Tenders are now being considered for the supply

of 30 electric locomotives at an estimated cost of 14,000,000 fr.

Liverpool.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Ti-amways Committee
has received from the Ministry of Transport sanction to the

boiTowing of £132.200 for the reconstruction and doubling of

the Liverpool and Prescot Light Railway.

London.
—

" Underground " Holiday Fares.—For the four

days of the Easter recess the " Underground " companies are

issuing special cheap return day-tickets to Hampstead and

Golders Green, from most of their stations.

The Position of the L.C.C. Tramways.—^In its report to

the Ijondon County Council u)X)n the London traffic problem,

the Highways Committee states that one of the chief obstacles

the Council has encountered in the working of the tramway.s

has been the persistent opposition to its endeavours to link

up and develop the tramways as a complete sy.stem. adapted

to the needs of the whole area. The s\stem consists of 15

separate undertakings which have been acquired since IS94.

In- seeking powers to Imk these up, the Council has been

obstructed by local authorities, and, in fact, out of the 18')

miles of line which the Coimcil has desired to construct since

1901, about 110 miles has not even been considered by Par-

liament. The Committee considers that the time has come
when the Government should give every possible assistance

to the Council in alleviating the present traffic troubles.

St. Helens.

—

New- Route.—The Town Council has agreed

to the recommendations of the Ti-amways Committee to lay

a double line of track from Croppers Hill to the borough

boundary and to relay the track in Church Street. Appli-

cation is to be made for sanction to borrow f40,000 for carry-

ing out the -ivork.

Wolverhampton.

—

Revised Fares.—The Corporation Trajii-

ways Committee has decided to recommend that the 2d.

minimum ordinary fare should be reduced to Hd-. and that

the other fares remain as at present,' the revised minimum to

become oper.ative as-eoon as arrangements can be made.

Australia.

—

Wireless Telegraphy.—:Mr. Fish, chairman of

the Amalgamated Wireless Co., says that the Australian sta-

tion con-esponding to stations in England and Canada will

be completed in two years' time. At the Australian main sta-

tion the aerial will be rigged on 24 towers, each 600 ft. high,

covering nearly two square miles of ground. The plant for

the main station will be imported from Great ^Britain, and
the plant for the State feeder stations, it is hoped, will be
made in Australia. The site of the main station will be some-
where near Melbourne or Sydney.

—

Morning Post.

Wireless Telephony.

—

Broadcasting.—In reply to a ques- (
tion in Parliament on the subject of broadcasting wireless tele-

phone messages, the Postmaster-General said that the whole
question was being referred to the Imixrial Communications
Committee. The Postmaster-CJeueral .stated that he was en-
tirely sympathetic with the idea.

—

Daily Mail.

Finland.

—

Wireless Telephony.—.\s wa« mentioned several

months ago, the South Finland Interurban Telephone Co. had
applied to the Finnish Government for a concession to e.stab-

lish a wireless telep|hone service between Helsingfors and
Stockholm, and a similar concession was being sought in

Sweden by the Svenska Radio Co. In Finland the question
was referred by the Council of State to the military authori-
ties and the telegraph administration ; the fonner has recom-
mended the approval of the scheme, l>ut the latter have not
yet presented a report. It appears, however, that the Tele-

graph Administration desires to have a telephone system be-

tween Finland and Stockholm in its own hands, by means of

a cable, and for the purpose of inquiry a representative re-

centlv paid a visit to Stockholm. It is estimated that a cable

would involve an expenditure of from 20.000,000 to 40,000,000
Finni.sh marks, whereas a wireless station for telephony would
amount to 1,000,000 marks. The question remains unsettled.

Telegrams from Helsingfors report that a preliminary agree-

ment has been reached for laying a telephone cable between
Stockholm and Helsingfors, comprising nine lines. The
agreement has been made, and says that the project has
only been investigated. It is possible that radio-telephony

may take the place of the proposed cable.

—

Reuter's Trade

Service (Stockholm).

French Africa.—Wireless Telegraphy.—The key of the

wireless system in the Sahara is the station of Colomb-Bechar,
set up in 1917. The first plant had a capacity of 2 kVA, but
there are now installed two 10-kVA alternators. The station

has a heavy traffic with the whole of the We«t Saharan re-

gion—^Adadla, Taghit. Igli, Beni-Abba.s, Tabelbala, Timimoum,
and Abrad—witli alternative routes to Bon-Denib and Oran
on occasions of interruption of communications: and a daily

.service to Batiia and Timbuctoo when weather peraiits.

Communication w ith the Eiffel Tower and Lyons is also made
on occasion. There is now being installed a big station at

Ain-el-Hadjar on the Perezam to. Colomb-Bechar railway,

which will afford communication with France and Algeria.
,

Italy.—Wireless Telegraphy.—A concessipn has been
'

asked for to erect a wireless station for the transmission of

news throughout Italy. The station w ill be set up near Rome,
and styled the " Araldo " (Herald). It will have a capacity

of -5 kW, and be able to transmit messages over a distance

of 1,000 km. It is not proposed to occupy the Hertzian field

for more than from W) to 120 minutes in 14 hours.

The Telephone Service.

—

Party Lines.—The G.P.O. authori-

ties are considering the possibilities of a new telephone party

line, says the Daily Mail. Mr. David Pelton Moore, the re-

presentative for the Hastings system, which has been suc-

cessfully carried out in the United States, said: "Our_ sys-

tem is designed to enable the exchange to call eaqh individual

subscriber on a party-line and to give him a private line in

precisely the same manner as with the pre-seut single line.

Pi-om two to twenty-four subscribers can be placed on a single

line.
' By chocking traffic conditions of single lines and

addiug a sufficient number of subscribers, it is )X)ssiblo to re-

duce the cost from W to 7.5 per cent., while affording to eacL

subscriber a secret and uninterrupted service. The present

plant will fprve with the addition of a few essentials."

Automatic Equipment at Newcastle.—Su- William Noble.

Engineer-in-Chief to the General Post Office, in an address to

the Newcastle and Gateshead Chamber of Commerce on

March 2Sth, said it had been decided to change the existing

plant in Newcastle by substituting automatic equipment.

The first exchanges to be dealt with would be the Central and

Citv, Newcastle and Gateshead. The territory at present

served by the Central and City would be in future divided

between one large automatic exchange to be called the Cen-

tral, and two smaller ones, named East .ind We.st. Plans were

now in hand for three new exchange buildings on the north

side of the Tvne, and the building at Gateshead was in course

of erection. Immediately the buildings were ready, installa-

tion work would be commenced. The reconstruction of plant

at the remaining exchanges within the five-mile radius would

b« undertaken from time to time at might be necessary.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheseB at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Eleotbioal Review in' which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Argentina.—Buenos Aires.—June '28th. Municipal Coun-

fil. Plant for hydro-electric generating station and trans-

former sub-station.*

Mav 10th. aT.WX) metres of 6,600-V cable and 10,006 miles

2,'3U0-V cable.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—May lltb. Victorian Electricity

Commissioners. 960 miles of aluminium st<?el-cored cable;

3,000 lb. flat armoured wire; 4,000 lb. No. 4 tie wire.

July 5th. Victorian Railways. Three passenger electric

elevators and one freight elevator • with all equipment.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).
September Ist. Victorian Electricity CommissionerSr Five

surface feed-water heaters, .six surface vapour condensers, and
12 feed-water evaporators.

—

Hcuter's Trade Service (Mel-

bourne).

May 'iJ^rd. Porous cells, &c.*

July oth. Victorian Railways. One 'i-ton storage battery

truck with jib crane and lifting magnet.

Belgium.

—

Brussels.—April 1.3th. Post Office authorities.

Terminal boxes for telephoue cables.

. April 19th. Supply and laying 1,990 metres telephone cable

at Boom and ."Most.

April '2»Jth. 18.000 metres of telephone cable for Ghent.

Brighton.—May 8th. Electricity Department. One 6;000-
k\V turbo-alternator and exciter with condenser, and one
geared turbo-driven d.c. generating plant. (April 7th.)

Bury.—April loth. Electricity Department. 1,000 yd. of

ca.st-iron pipes, 3 ft. 6 in, internal diameter, consti-uction of

intake chamber, and all contingent works betyseen Tottington
railway bridge and power station. Chamber Hall. Mr. J.

Amsworth Settle, borough engineer.

Clydebank.—Electric lighting installation for premises in

Miller Street for the County Education authority. Clerk to

the authority, 18, Park Circus, Charing Cross. Glasgow.

Dundee.—April 20th. Electricity Department. Steelwork
for Craigie sub-station. Burgh engineer.

Edinburgh—April 24th. Tramways Department. 70
trucks and electrical equipment of cars, also wheels and axles.

Tramway manager,, 2, St. James' Square, Edinburgh.

Glasgow.—May 1st. Electricity Department. Cables,
meters, and carbons, for 12 months. (See this i.ssue.)

Hornsey.—,^pril 20th. Electricity Department. One cool-

ing tower! (March 31,st,)

London.—STBPNEV.—.\pril 20tb. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Three. l,0(X)-k\V converting .sets and one 50-ton elec-

trically driven overhead gantry crane. (March 31st,)

H.M. Office of Works,—May 4th. Engineering labour
(electrical, &c.) required in the Newcastle-on-Tyne and
Southampton districts during a period of three years. Secre-
tary-, H.M. Office of Works (Contracts Branch). King Charles
Street, Lxjndon, S.W.I.

Metropolitan .Asylums Bo.ird,—April 26th. Installation of
two electric automatic passenger lifts and two electric auto-
matic service lifts at Tooting Bee Mental Hospital, &c.
(April 7tb.)

Manchester.—Electric lighting installation at St. Stephen's
Church. Harpurhey. F. Eutter, 76, Oarisbrook Street,
Harpurhey.

New Zealand.—ArrKLAND.—-Tune 1st. Tramways Depart-
ment. Electric ci|uipment for t,en bogie tramcars.

—

Renter's
Trade Service (Melbourne).
^Wellington. —July 8th. Public Works Department,
Eight steel trausmi.ssion line tuners,

Sallord— Electriralh -driven detrilus dredgers and/or re-
I iprwatmg pumps for sewage disposal works. Weaste. James
Diggle & Son. civil engineers. 14. Brown Street. Manchester.

Siam.—Bangkok.—June 5th, Department of Posts and
Telegraphs. Telegraph and' telephone materials, about
i'lO.lKiO. Chief electrical engineer. Telephone Exchange.
Bangkok.*

Warrington—.\pril 18th. Fllectricitv Department. H.
and I. p. paper and lead-covered cable.

' (March 3lBt.)

April ISth. Electricity and Tr§sr-n^ys Committee. Tram-
way pole-planting wagon. Mr. P. V. h. Matthias, borough
'lectrical and tramway engineer. Electricity Works, War-
ington.

A. copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,
tc., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
Room 84), 3.5, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Barrow.—Electricity Department. Stores for three

months. Accepted :—
Insulating tape, &c,—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrica: Co,, Ltd.
Insulating compound, e.h.p. ditto. Sic—British Insulated & Helsby

Cables, Ltd.
Bitumen.—Dussek Bitumen Co.
Pin plugs.—.^. P. Lundberg & Sons,

npholdei-s, tumbler switches, adapter plugs, &c.—General Electric Co.,
Ltd.

Fuse wire, half-watt lamps, and carbon fila

Electric Co-, Ltd.
A.c. and d.c. electric meters,—Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.
Earthenware pipes and troughs.—Doulton & Co,
Casing and capping,—Downes & Davies.
Meter boards,—E. Last & Sons,
Lead seals,i—Acme Lead Seal Co,
Copper wire,—Johnson & Beckwith, Lid,

Belgium.—Belgian Post Office. We are informed that
the following tenders were received for the supply and laying
in of l,.50O metres of telephone cable at Tournai, Mouseron.
and Bruges :

—

Comp. Industrielle des T^I^phones, Paris
Ateliers de Constructions Electriques tie Charleroi
Compagnie G^mjralc des Cables, Lyons ...

A. Cailleaux et Cie., Brussels ... •

\V. T. Henley's Telegraph Works. London. 66,345 fr., .

Electric Cables* Conduits Co,, Schaerbeek ..,

A. Keiffner, Schaerbeek
Siemens & Halske. Berlin

42,230,28 Ir.

49,105.72 Ir.

52,150.72 fr.

65,571 fr.

i,f,, Antwerp,
69,057 fr,

71,160 fr.

82,812 fr.

We understand that the following tenders were submitted
to the Brussels Corporation for cables and accessories:—

A,C,E.C„ Charleroi 2,105,704,35 fr.
Cablerics d'Eupen 2,172,901,65 fr.
Cablerics de Presbourg 2,559,148 fr.

Metropolitan-Vickers 3.281,336 fr.

Bell Telephone 3,637.679.06 fr,

Cdbleries de Lyon Unit prices.
Prescott

Zurich ;;; ;[

Bolton.—Electricity Committee. Accepted:

—

Switchgear extensions at. Back o' th' Bank generating station and Soa
Road sub-station.—Bertram Thomas.

Tramways Committee.
Ei^ht new tramcar equipments,—English Electric Co., Ltd,

Bradford.—Electricity Committee.
,500 5-amp. single-phase a,c, meters.—Thompson & Co.
Electrical installation at new offices and showrooms of the Electricity De-

partment, Sunbridge Road.—Jessop & Boydell, Ltd.
Cast-steel nozzle bos for vertical turbine.—British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd.
Feed-water piping for boiler-house. Valley Road works,—Alton & Co., Ltd.

Dublin.—Electricity and Public Lighting Committee.
Accepted :

—
Supply of transformers for 12 months (approx. amount £7,000).-British

Electric Transformer Co.. I^td.

Edinburgh.—The Town Council has disapproved of the
Tramway Committee's recommendation (mentioned in our last
issue) to allot rail and pole contracts to German firms, and
the successful firms are :

—
Steel tramway rails and fishplates (£1,527).—Dorman, Long & Co.
Three-piece tramway steel poles,—Stewart & Llovds, Ltd.
Tr.imwav car top covers (£4.300),-Craven's Railway Carriage & Wagon

Co.. Ltd., London.

The recommendation was rejected by 3tf votes to 19, and
the main argument ailvanced for the Briti,sh tenders to be
accepted was the need for keeping trade in this country.

Liverpool.—Corporation. .Accepted:

—

11*1 40-h.p, D.K, 20a motors, including roller bearings.—English Electric
Co.. Ltd.

London.

—

Stepnev.—Electricity Committee, Coal for the
Electricity Department :

—
Two barges Scotch (Wemyss) washed pea nuts (24s, lOd, ton).—J. Hudson

and Co. (accepted).
Wood flooring in new test room (£106).—.Acme Flooring & Paving Co.

(1904). Ltd. (accepted).

One ton plumber's solder (£69).—G. W. Neale (accepted).
Gunmetal multi-jet nozzle heater (£55).—G. & J. Weir, Ltd. (recom-

mended).
Carbon-dioxide indicating outfit (£.".,3).—Cambridge & Paul Instrument Co.;

Ltd. (recomniendeJ).
Elcctricalls-operated adding machine, with motor and drive (£252) —

Hurrough's .Adding M.ichine, Ltd. (recommended).

St. Marylebone.—Electricity Committee. Recommended.
In connection with the supply of electricity to Messrs. Peter
Robinson. Etd., Bourne it Hollingsworth, Ltd.. tiiid Deiien-
ham. Ltd.

Transformers (£3,53"),—British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.
l-;,h,p. switchgear (€2,HRS),—K.'rguson. Pailin. Ltd.
(ir.ulr.ling.wat.r inaiiw .ind f»ed-w.il.-r pTp.'s (£3,!I40).—Ailon & Co., Lid
Valves (£1,9-28), -J. Blakehoruugh .V ,Son, Ltd.
I'jst-iron pipes (£515).—DavU S Slack. Ltd.
Water-softening plant (£1.950).—Becco Kngineerine & crhemical Co., Ltd.
l; ! p switchgear for Hnniost,-irl hulk -upph (£l,0'21l.— Fergu'on r.iilin

Lt.J

Supply of cable for 12 months:—
Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd. (recommended)
Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd.
Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.
Hcniev's (VV. T.) Tele. Works Co., Ltd.
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Glover (W. T.) & Co., Ltd.
British Ins. & Helsby Cables. Ltd,
Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Pirelli-General Cable Works Ltd.
Callender's Cable & Const. Co., Ltd.
India Rubber, G. P. & Tele. Works Co.. Ltd. UnabI
St, Helen's Cable Co,, Ltd.
Constructional steel work for Osborn Sti

Brown & Co. (recommended).

Maidenhead.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

One 4-cylindcr vertical heavy oil engine, with 2(M-k\V dynamo and eijuip.
menl, for the tlectricity works (£5,239).-Ruston & Hornsby, Ltd.

£20,918
22,:j21

23,922
23,950
24,260
24.847
24,376
24.457
24,872
25.854

Unable to tender,
b-statlon (£74).—Redpath,
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Maidstone.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Twenty-five " Xcel '* electric irons for hiring purposes.—Drake & Gorham
(Wholesale), Ltd.

Transformers (£128).—Ferranti, Ltd.

New Zealand.

—

Mangahao.—Hydro-electric scheme. The
Government has accepted the tender of Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co., at ^630,764, lor swit<'hgear. The Mangahao in-

stallation will have the highest electrical pressure in Austra-

lasia. The lowest tender received was one for £24,666 from
America.

—

Reuter's Trade Service (Wellington).

The following tender has been ac<:«pted by the PubUc Works
Department of the New Zealand Government:—

Sevrn 4,000-k\'.\. 110,000-volt, single-phase, oil-immersed, forced-cooled

transformers, in connection with the Mangahao hydro-electric power
scheme.—Ferranti. Ltd.

Reading.—^The following contracts have been placed by
Messrs. May & Hawes, consulting engineers, on behalf of the

Reading Electric Supply Co., Ltd. :
—

l,500-k\V three-phase Belliss-English Electric turbo-alternator and con-

denser.—Bclliss & Morcom, Ltd.
l,0(KI-kW rotary converter.—The English Electric Co., Ltd.

Wolverliampton.—Electricity Committee. -Accepted:

—

Ash bunkers and conveyor trough .(£490).-A. H. Guest & Co.
Two 40,000-lb. water-tube boilers, with superheaters complete (£8,508).-

The Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd.

Four self-contained forced-draught travelling grate stokers complete
(£6.122).—The Underfeed Stoker Co.

Stand-by telpher coal grab for the present telpher machine (£295).

—

Strachan & Henshaw, Ltd.

FORTMCOMINO EVENTS.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (East-Midland Sub-Centre).—Tuesday,
April 18th. At the College, Loughborough. At 6.45 p.m. Paper on
" Electric Vehicles," by Mr. R. J. Mitchell.

(Sheffield Sub-Centre).—Wednesday. April 19th At the Royal Vic-
toria Hotel. Sheffield. At 7.30 p.m. Ordinary meeting. Visit of President
and smoking concert.

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.—Wednesday, April 19th. At the
Institute of Patent Agents, Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At " p.m. Last
meeting of the session. Paper on " Treatment of On-Costs with particular
reference to Machine Rates," by Mr. R. Townsend.

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.—Thursday, .^pril 20th. At the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, \^ictoria Embankment, S.W. At 3
p.m. Paper on " The Location of Signals as an Aid to Traffic Work-
ing," by Mr. R. S. Proud.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Southern Division).— Friday,
.April 21st. At the Essex Hall, Strand, W.C. At 7 p.m. General meeting.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, April .21st. At Caxton Hall, S.W.
At 8 p.m. Paper on "Condenser and Choke Coil Protective Apparatus,"
bv Mr. S. A. Stigant.

NOTES.

Tlie Lead'Ilydrate Battery.—The article which appeared
exclusively in our issue of Mai'ch 24th on the lead-hydrate
storage battery has attracted much attention. It has been
represented to us from a certain source that a catalogue issued
by the makers gives particulars only of cells which, so far as
capacity per lb. is concerned, show no advantage compared
with cells of the ordinary type, the data not being in accord-
ance with the remarkable claims put forward and quoted, on
the makers' responsibiuty, in the aiticle. Fiu-ther. we are
informed that batteries purchased from the makers ehow no
higher capacity than other makes, that their quotations in
answer to inquiries do not offer higher capacities, and in fact
that the high-capacity batteries referred to in the article are
not available for purchase.
In view of these statements, we have inquired of Messrs.

Siebe, Gorman & Co.. Ltd.. and have received from them the
following letter, dated April 11th :

—
" In reply to your letter of to-day's date, we beg to state

that up to the present we have only dehvered to customers
starter batteries for motor cars. These starter batteries do
nf>t require abnormally high capacity, but, on the other hand,
they do require a low internal resistance so that a big initial
discharge can be obtained. This is the case T^ith all batteries
supplied up to the present, and they .should not therefore be
compared with the batteries a« put forward in your article of
Mai-ch 24th, in which it is stated that .such high capacity
batteries have an output of about 3(> watt-hours per lb. The
ordinary high-capacity battery is rated at about 12 to 15 watt-
hours per lb.

" The company is prepared to supplv batteries giving,
approximately, this high capacity, in accordance with the
circular issued by them. This result has been definitely estab-
lished by actual experiment, which we are prepared to demon-
strate immediately before the Editors of the Review or their
own technical representative.

" We are. Gentlemen.
" Yours faithfully,

" For Siebe, Gorman & Co.. Ltd.,
" H. Trevor Daw.son, Director."

To prevent misunderstanding, we have ascertained from the
company that the high-capacity batteries which they are pre-
pared to supply are those giving 30 watt-hours per pound.

Wireless Telegraphists' Dispute.—In consequence of a
dispute, about S(X) wireless operators in the employment of
the Marconi International Marine Communication Co.. Ltd., at
Bristol Channel ports ceased work on Thursday. Mr. F.
Davies, South Wales district secretary of the Association of
Wireless Telegraphists, to which the operators belong, stated
that they were prepared to accept the small wage reduction
proposed, but they definitely refused to undertake any extra
duties, such as tallying, in addition to their telegraphic work,
on the ground that it was outside their agreement with the
Marconi Co. He was hopeful that negotiations would soon
be resumed. Pickets have been posted at the docks at
London and Liverpool and the North-East Coast and Bristol
Channel ports, with the result that many wireless telegraphists
have refused to sign ships' articles.

Educational.

—

University College, London.—Professor J.

A. Fleming has been compelled by illness to cancel all

engagements for the present, and will consequently be unable
to deliver the course of lectures on " Modern Improvements
in Telephony " at University College which had been an-
nounced to begin on April 2(3th. It is hoped that Professor
Fleming will be able to deliver the course in October.
Polytechnic, Regent Street, London.—Electrical Engi-

neering Department.—Special courses of six lectures,

each commencing May 8th, will be given during the summer
term, on the following subjects : Electric hghting and illu-

mination, power factor and its improvement, alternating
current measurements, protection of e.h.p. systems, and in-

dustrial electrical measuiing instruments. Fee for the course,
7s. 6d. Pull particulars are given in our advertisement col-

umns to-day.
Bradford Municipal Technical College.—^The authorities

have arranged a special course of indoor lectures and, where
suitable, out-door practices, in various subjects, including
wireless telegraphy (every Thursday, commencing May 18th).

by Mr. H. G. Evans, M.Sc, and scientific and industrial

magnetic measurements (every Tuesdav, commencing Mav
16th), by Mr. S. Barlett, B.Sc.

Fatalities.—-.An inquest was held on April 4th into the
death of William Whitehouse. a fitter's mate, employed by
the Worcester Electricity Department. Evidence showed that
the deceased went beneath a mechanical stoker to make an
adjustment when he was caught by a wheel on some shafting,

and killed. The Chairman of the Corporation Electricity Com-
mittee said that if it were possible to devise a suitable screen
to prevent such an accident in future, it would be installed.

A verdict of " Accidental death " was returned.
On April 8th an employe of the Leeds electricity works,

George Brown, came into contact with some " live " metal
while working on a switchboard, with fatal results.

Appointments Vacant.—Senior assistant electrical engi-
neers (shift duties) (£"i50), for the Newcastle-on-Tj-ne Electric

Supply Co., Ltd.; sub-station attendant (87s. 3d.), for the
Stoke Newington Borough Council electricit>' department.
(See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Tlie Electricity (Supply) Bill, 1922.—The Report stage of
the Bill was taken in the House of Lords on Tuesday last.

The Earl of Bessborough moved an amendment to Clause 1,

restricting the borrowing powers of joint electricity authorities
to a maximum of fKW,0(I0, except when Parliamentary sanc-
tion was obtained.

Viscount Peel said the amendment would cripple the autho-
rities, and proposed an amendment in substitution for it pro-
viding that the maximum amount that might be borrowed by
an authority should be specified in the scheme constituting
the authority.
Lord Monkbretton, on behalf of the L.C.C., said that Lord

Bessborough's amendment would destroy the Bill, and if the
Bill were not passed in its present form, the L.C.C. would
have to reconsider the proposed extension of tenure of the
London companies.
Lord Bessborough's amendment was withdrawn and Viscount

Peel's adopted. An amendment to Clause 16 exempting thosi
members of a j'oint electricity authority who did not take s
supjjly of electricity from liability to make good any deficiency

was agreed to, and the Report stage was concluded.
The Incorporated Association of Electric Power Companies,

representing thirteen of these companies in Great Britain, has
issued a memorandum setting forth the position of the com-
panies under the Electricity (Supply) Bill. 19'2-2. It is re-

garded as essential that a measure of protection .should be

given, and the .Association contends that the operation of

Joint Electricity .Authorities should be excluded from thi

power companies' areas No local authority in the area of

a power company should be permitted to contribute to the
expenses of a Joint .-Vuthority, but power should be given to

such an authority to grant financial assistance to the com-
pany in certain circumstances. It is complained that there
is no guarantee in the Bill that a Joint Electricity Authority
will be under an obligation to supply power at a lower rate

than or as low a rate as that charged by an existing undertaker
in the area. In apportioning the expenses of the Electricity
Commissioners, the basis should be " units sold " not " units

generated," and bulk supplies should be specially treated so

"that distributors would also be asses.sed for a fair proportion
of expenses: under the present Bill, distributors would ap-

parently escape any contribjjtkw.
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standard Specification for Tramway Rails.—The British

Engineering Standards .Association has issued a revised edi-

tion (No. 2—19'2'2) of the Standard Specification for Ti-amway
Rails and Fishplates, originally issued in 1903. The principal

modifications are set out in a preface. In the manufacture
of rails by the Bessemer and open hearth processes, both acid

and basic, a higher minimum carbon content is specified, and
in the case of " basic " rails added silicon has been provided
for. The minimum tensile strength of rails has been increased

to 45 tons per sq. in. Testing procedure is set out in detail,

and an arbitration .clause has been added. Section S is a
special heavy section designed for use in exceptional traffic

conditions : and Section 9 is primarily intended for interurban
tramways employing sleeper construction.

Service Notes.

—

Territorial Armii Reserve—Engineers.—
Major A. J. Bickinson. A.M.I.E.E.. T.D., having attained the
age limit, was retired on April 5th. He retains the rank of

Major.
. General Lis/.—E.E.—Capt. H. L. Bazalgette, A.M.I.C.E..
A.M.I.E.E.. from the London Electrical Engineers, takes the
rank of captain as from April 5th.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

Dik.ner.—Arrange-
ments have been made for the members of the Institu-

tion to dine together at the Engineers' Club after the ordinary
meeting of the Institution, to be held on April 27th. The
charge per cover will be 5s. 6d. Members wishing to be pre-

sent at the dinner are requested to send their names to the

Secretary in advance either in writing or by telephone.

CoNVERS.^zioxE.—The annual conversazione will he held at

the Natural History Museum, South Kensington, on June
29th.

North-Western Centre.—The annual general meeting of

the Centre is to be held on April 25th, at the Engineers' Club,

Manchester, when the annual report will be pre.sented, and
the election of a chairman, two vice-chairmen, honorary
secretary, and four ordinary members of committee will take

place.

Aberdeen Sub-Centre.—The number of members in the

district does not warrant the continuance of this Sub-Centre,

and the Institution Council has. therefore, decided to dissolve

it.

New Stddbnts' Section.s.—The Institution Council has ap-

proved of the formation of Students' Sections at Leeds and
Sheffield.

Institution of Engineers (India).—The first volume of the
Journal of the Icstitution is of particular interest as it gives

a concise review of the circumstances which led up to the

formation of the Institution, its constitution, and future

prospects, by the Organising Secretary (Mr. Hugh W. Brady.
M.I.Mech.E.). A full report of the inaugural ceremony, in-

cluding the presidential address by Sir Eajendra Nath Mook-
erjee, K.C.I.E., is also given. The volume embodies the
first annual report and an account of the first annual general

meeting, and it is satisfactory to note from the fonner that it

is improbable that the loan offered to the Institution by the
Government of India will be required. Six papers are con-

tained in the Journal, dealing respectively with " The Howrah
Bridge Problem." " Light Railways," " Electro-Chemical In-

du.stries," " Portland Cemen*," " Driving Belts," and " The
Patent System." The subscription for the Journal is 50
rupees per annum.
The second annual general me.eting was held earlv in Janu-

ary, when Major G. H. WiUis.' CLE., M.V.O.. R.E..
M.I.Mech..E.. was elected president. Major Willis is Ma.ster

of the Bombay Mint, and has been for .some time President of

the Bombay Association of the Institution.

Institution of Production Engineers.

—

.\ general meeting
nf the Institution will l)e held on .April 21st. at the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers, when Mr. J. R. Smith, A.M.I.E.E.,
chief electrical engineer to Me.ssrs. J. & E. Hall, Ltd., Dart-
ford, will dehver a paper, to be illustrated by lantern slides.

dealing with " Electricity in a Machine Shop."

Liverpool Engineering Society.—On .April .5th Mr. .Sten v
B. Freeman, C.B.E.. read a paper entitled " Some Remarks
on Turbine Gearing." The paper dealt with the marine
aspett of the .subject and compared fir.st of all the steam
turbine with the oil engine for ship propulsion. Then such
considerations as gear-cutting, the material employed, the
wearing of gears, &c.. were taken, the author giving instances
which had come to his notice.

Institute of Metals.—.A ballot for the election of members
and student members of the Institute will be held on Wednes-
day, April 19th. The twelfth annual Mav lecture is to be
delivered on May .3rd. bv Prof. Sir Ernest Rutherford, P.R.S..
on " The Relation of the Elements." Membership applica-
tion forms and cards of invitation to the lecture mav be ob-
tamed on application to Mr. G. Shaw Scott, M.Sc. the
secretary. 36. Victoria Street, S.W.I

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—At the meeting on March
2-lth, Mr. J. McEwan Brown, of the Post Office Telephones,
delivered a lecture on " Magnets." On April 7th, Mr. J.

Walker read a paper entitled " Notes on a.c. and d.c. Plant,"
which was illustrated by a large number of lantern slides, and
dealt chiefly with maintenance questions.

Members who intended to visit the WaLkerburn Hydro-
Electric Works on Saturday, April 22nd, were invited to send
their names to the secretary so that arrangements might be
made for transport, &c.

Glasgow Corporation Engineering Society.—The Glasgow
Corporation Electricity Department Engineering Society

brought a very successful session to a clo.se on April 3rd, when
a paper on " Heat Balance " was read by Mr. John Bruce.
This paper won the prize offered at the beginning of the
session by the management, for the best es.=ay on the subject.

The Society has now a membership of 300, and the monthly
meetings are well attended.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editort invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side oj the profession

and industry, also electric tramicaij and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

We learn with interest that, in consequence of u reorganisa-

tion of the Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd., Mr. W. A.

GiLLOTT, A.M.I.E.E., is severing his connection with that

company. Mr. GiUott is in the exceptional position of a fully

qualified power transmission engineer who 'has turned his

attention to the development side of the electricity supply

industry, with remarkable success; of the 11 years that he was
connected with the Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric Supply Co.,

Ltd., he spent some eight years in developing electric heating

and cooking over the whole of the company's area, with a

free hand, the result being a profitable load of 15,000 kW.
His paper on the subject before the I.E.E. led to the forma-

tion of the Electrical Development .Association, of the council

and committees of which he is an active member, and during
1918-19 he was in control of the ele<-trical work in connection

with the National Kitchens and Restaurants under Lord
Rhondda. In 1920 Mr. GiUott, at the invitation of the Jackson
Electric Stove Co., Ltd., joined that concern as sales manager,
in which capacity, amongst other achievements, he initiated

the use of electricity for cooking on the Great Northern Rail-

way trains which we recently described, besides carrying on
a propaganda which has benefited the industry generally. His
private address is " Dunsinane," Lladley Road, New Barnet,
Herts.
Major-General Sir Frederick Sykf.s has been elected a direc-

tor of the Underground Electric Railways of London.
The Spe:ial Committee of the Salford Corporation appointed

to consider the Electricity Committee's proposals submitted at

Mon4ay's Council meeting a recommendation that the Council
should appoint Mr. J. A. Robertson as engineer " to design

and du'ect the construction of the new electricity generating

station at Agecroft and the laying of the necessary main
transmission lines, at an inclusive remuneration of d£14,00<1.

together with reasonable travelling expenses, on condition

that the inclusive fee shall include the fees and expenses of an
architect and other necessary technical assistants, and the
cost of the preparation of all necessary plans, &c." According
to the Manchester Guardian it was further recommended that
for a period of twelve months from April 1st instant Mr.
Robertson should be appointed consulting engineer to the Cor-
poration in connection with the existing electricity under-
taking at an inclusive fee of £500 per annum, the Corporalion
reserving power to renew the appointment at the end of the
period stated. The Council on Monday adopted the above
recommendation.

In the King's Bench Division, on Monday, the .settlement

of the libel action, brought by Sir Philip Dawson, M.P..
asain.st Lord Alfred Douglas, and a paper called " Plain En-
glish," was mentioned. The libel appeared in that paper
while Sir Philip was standing as Conservative candidate for

I/ewishaiii, last .August. Lord Alfred Douglas said he was
awav at the time and had nothing to do with the appearaiwe
nf the libel. The other parties concerned apologised and paid
n sum of money into Court.
Mr. H. Dickinson, the Liverpool City electrical engineer, is

to be resDonsible for the duties of City Lighting Engineer and
Official Inspector of existing electric meters. Mr. W. H.
Wardle, principal assistant in the Liverpool Electric Lighting
Department, has been recommended for an increase in his
present salary from £300 per annum plus E.P.E.A. bonus, to

£3.50 plus Corooration bonus.
Mr. H. J. B. Chapplr has been aonoint^d lecturer in elec-

trical engineering at the Bradford Municipal Technical Col-
lege at £370 per annum.
Mr. .Johnstone Wright. Bradford, has been annointed City

electrical engineer at Belfast in eucees-sion to Mr. Et.oxAM.
who is retiring on pension. Mr. Wright received his technical
training in mechanical and electrical engineering at Cdasgow
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Technical College, began his professLnoal career as construc-

tion and testing engineer to the British Electric Plant Co.,

Alloa, and was afterwards chief assistant at the Oban Elec-

tricity Works. Between 1906 and 1919 he filled several im-
portant position in the Cleveland, Durham and Newcastle-on-
Tyne group of power companies. In September, 1919, he was
appointed deputy electrical engineer of Bradford.
Mr. G. L. F. Philips, vi'ho has just retired as manager of

the N. V. Philips Gloeiiampen Fabrieken, has been elected a

director of the company. In place of Mr. G. Swope, of New
York, Mr. J. W. Woodward, of Paris, one of the European
managers of the International General Electric Co., has
also been appointed a director of the Philips company.
We regret to learn that Prof. J. A. Eleminp has been com-

pelled on account of illness to cancel all engagements for the

present. We tnist that he will speedily recover his normal
health.

Mr. E. H. Pitts, O.B.E., has been appointed to act as Staff

Officer for the Underground companies. Mr. Pitts will hold
this post in addition to his duties as secretary to the Joint
Standing Committee of the companies.

Obituary.—Mr. J. N. Paxm.^n.—We announced in our last

issue the death of Mr. James Noah Paxman, one of the

founders of the firm of Davey. Paxman & Co.. Ltd., Standard
Ironworks, Colchester. The firm was inaugurated in the year
1865, by Air. Charles M. Davey, Mr. Paxman, and Mr. Henry
Davey, at premises in Culver Street, in the centre of Col-

chester, but its growth was so rapid that in 1876 a larger and
more convenient site was found at the Hythe, much closer

to the river than the original works, and it was there that
Mr. Paxman's chief work was carried out, for, two vears

Mr. James Noah Paxman.

later, tbe Davey s retired from the business, and fhe subse-

quent development of the firm was due, in the main, to him.
la 1869 he patented the " Paxman " vertical boiler, and in 1878

Ins automatic cut-off gear. At the International Electric Ex-
hibition, held in London, in 1882, Mr. Paxman's engine ran
so steadily and perfectly that it was retained by the jury

for carrying out their experiments; they commended it Uir

its efficient and regular performance;;, and awarded hnn a

gold medal From 1880 onwards the " Paxman " plant for the

supply of electricity for lighting has been a feature of

every British exhibition, notably at all those held at Earl's

Court. .
London ; a large plant also figured at the Paris Ex-

hibition, of 1889. Among other specialities, Mr. Paxman. ex-

perimented with the dry-back flue and tubular boiler, and after

a series of trials put on the market his well-known " Econo-
mic '.' boiler., a boiler noted for its economy, and widely
u.sed. Notwithstanding his active engineering practice,

Mr. Paxman devoted much time to the welfare of Colchester,

and the County of Essex. He was on two occasions Mayor of

the borough and acted as High Sheriff of the County in 190.3

and 1904. His benefactions to the town of Colchester include
substantial help to the Technical School for Science and Art.

the gift of part of the public park, the Victoria Tower of

the Town Hall, and the tower of St. Leonard's Church. At
the time of his /leath he was in his 91st year, and, though

failing health obliged him to live far from the works, his

mental faculties were unimpaired, and up to the last he re-

mained in close touch with the bu.siness of his company.
Mr. J. J. Easton.—We regret to learn that Mr. J. J. Easton
passed away at Sidmouth, Devon, on April 7th, at the age

of 73 years. Mr. Easton entered Messrs. Siemens Brothers'

offices at 3, Great George Street, Westminster, in 1866, at the

age of 19, and remained with the firm and with the succeed-

ing companj-—Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.,—until June,
19l9, when he retired. During this period of 51 years, he
was largely instrumental in furthering the growth of the

company's business, and for many years had charge of its

commercial organisation in relation to all classes of cables and
telegraphy. Mr. Easton was a keen business man, was
happy in his family surroundings, and found in fishing bis

great hobby and recreation.

Mrs. J. A. EoBERTsoK.—Our readers will learn with regret

of the death of Mrs. Robertson, wife of Mr. J. A. Robertson,
borough electrical engineer of Salford, after an illness which
commenced suddenly in September last. Mr. Robertson has
lately been passing through a period of keen distress in this re-

gard, having to divide his attentions between his wife, critically

ill at Greenock, where .she had l)een taken in the hope that the

change would do her good, and the Salford Corporation dis-

cussions regarding his appointment. We desire to pass on
to him our own and our readers' sympathy with him in his

great bereavement.
Su- John Benn.—Vv'e regret to record that Sir John Williams

Benn. Bart., passed away on Monday morning, at his residence

in Surrey, at the age of 12 years. Sir John had been a man
piominent in public atiau-s for the greater part of his life,

but to us and to our readers he is best known by rea.son

of his lengthy connection with the London County Council
(especially the part he played in connection with its electric

tramway system), and through his interest in the trade Press.

The Benn interest in trade journals was latterly owned and
develojied under the style of Benn Eros.. Ltd., which owns
among other papers The Electrician and the Hardware Troth
Journal. Of this company. Sir John was chairman, and Mr.
Ernest J. P. Benn. fhe eldest son and heir, who now assumes
the title, is managing director.

Wills.—The late Sir George Carter (Cammell, Laird and
Co.. Ltd.) -left i620,755 gross, and net personalty nil.

Mr. H. S. J. Booth, managing director of the Electrophone,,
Ltd., left £6,9-X) gross, and £6,030 net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

British Horo=Electric, Ltd. (180,8.55).

—

Private company.^
RcgisterL-J April 3rd. Cipital, £50,000 in fl shares. To adopt agrMmcntsT
(U with H. Binggueley and F. G. Trollope and (2) with the CompagniC^
G^n^ralp Horo-EIectriques ; to develop and turn to account the inventions^

n the first agreement, and to carry on -tha
.inulacturers of and dealers in electrical and other n'atcheSJA

clocks, timepieces and horological instruments, &c. The firep

F. G. Trollope, 17. Bolton Street. W.l, gentleman; L. W. Ni
Hicklev, Much Hadham. Herts, solicitor; .M. P. Favre-Bulle. B'd Beausifaur,,;!

I'aris; H. Binggueley, 1, .Montague Str.;et, W.CA. manufacturer; Ll.-Co).*

H. W. Snow. 52. Chester Xgrrace, S.Wl. gualification ; £100. Remunerli-;
tion (except managing director), £500 per annum divided between them.
Secretary : V. G. Frohman, 34, Waldgrave Road. Ealing, W.j. Solicitors:-

Clowe, Hicklev S: Hc.nver, 10, King's Bench Walk. Temple. E.C. :

Metals Reproduction, Ltd. (180,811).—Private company.
Registered March 31sl. Capital, £15,000 in £1 shares. To acquire any in-,

xentions relating to the reproduction of metals ; and in particular to acquire
from Sherard Cowper Coles the benefit of certain discoveries or inventions, to

carry on any business relating to above or to tfie reproduction, working, manu-
facture, development or improvement of any nietal, metalliferous or oth*r

products or anv chemical, svnthetic or other substitute for the same. &c. Tlw-
permanent directors are; Cecil H. Nicholson, 96. Piccadilly, W.l; Sherard
Cowper Coles, Rossall House. Sunbury-on-Thames; Frank tie Fontaine Eng-
land, 10. Porchester Place. Hyde Park, W. Qualification : £100. Remunera-
tion : £150 each per annum. Secretary : F. de F. England. Regislered-ofifice:

40, Grosvenor Place, W.

Kilrush Electric Lighting and Power Co., Ltd.—Private
company. Registered in Dublin March 31st. Capital. £5,300 in £1 shares.

To carrv on at Kilrush the business of an .Ictric light cnmpanv in .all its

branches'. The subscribers are: D. Ryan, Kilrush, miller, 500 shares; T. J.

Mahony, Kilrush, hardware merchant, 1,000; G. Brew, Henry Sucet. Kilrush,

hardware merchant, 100; J. Saunders, Moore Street, Kilrush, boot merchant,

100; r. O'Shea. Moore Street. Kilrush, draper, 300; P. Tubridv. Francis

Street, Kilrush, civil engineer, 100; «. J. Canlwell. li. Fleet Str.-.-t. Dublin,

.iigineei. 2.i0. The hi^t directors are the abme sub-iriber^ and I >. G. J. Cjlll-

«..|l. R.:c,sle,r,l ,^ffi.. : Burton Street. Kilru«li

Standard Carbon Brush Holder Co.— The Standard Car-
bon Brush Holder Co., Ltd., was registered on .\pril 1st as a company limited

bv guarantee, with 20 members each liable for £10 in the event of winding up.

The objects are : to acquire from W. H. Scott and A. A, Pollock patent

No. 140.913, of 1920. tor an invention relating 10 improvements in current

collecting devices for <lynamo-electric machines, and to carry on the business

of electrical engineers and contractors, manufacturers of and dealers in ekc-

tric, magnetic, galvanic and other apparatus. &c. T he manacement is vested

in an Executive Committee, the first members of which .arc: H T, Boothroyd.

Ltd. (H. T. Boothrovd, governing director), Rootle, I.ivernool ; British Thomson-

Houston Co., Ltd. (M. "C. Lusk), Rugby; Lancashire Dvttamo and Motor Co..

Ltd. (.A. P. Wood, managing director), Trafford Park. Manchester; Mather md
Piatt, Ltd. (E. Roberts, director). Park Works. Manchester; Laurence. Scolt

and Co., Ltd. (W. H. Scott, director), Norwich; Brush Electrical Engineering

Co., Ltd. (W. Johnstone, executive director), Loughborough ; Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. (R. S. Hilton), Trafford Park, Manchester;

Electromotors, Ltd. (B. Longbotlom. managing director), Openshaw, Man-

chester. Solicitors: T. Trimmell. 71. Lincoln's Inn Fields. W.C. Xo notice

of situation of registered office was filed at time -oi incorporation. The file

number is 1'30,843.
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Spensers, Ltd. (180,818).—Private company.—Registered
March Slst. Capital, £12,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of

manufacturers of and dealers in electrical plant, machinery, meters, apparatus

and appliances, producers and suppliers of electricity, electrical, mechanical,

hydraulic and general engineers, &c. The first directors are; H. E. Smith,

Attadale, Bush Hill Park, Enfield; K. Smith, St. Lawrence, Millway, Mill

Hill, N.W.r; C. K. Black, Milton, Stanmore, Middlese-^. Secretary: C.

Kennedy Black. Registered office ; 6, London Street, Paddington.

MacdODald Brown, Ltd. (180,840).—Private company.
Registered .\pril 1st. Capital, £250 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

of electrical, mechanical and general engineers, &c. The first directors are :

H. Holt, 14. Oucensborough Terrace, Bavswaler, W. ; F. T. Warne, 4, Rose-

mary .\venue.~Church End, Finchlev, N. Secretary ; H. C. Mundy. Regis-

tered office : 39, Furnival Street, Holborn, E.C.4.

.4. Peckston, Ltd. (180,849).—Private company. Regis-
tered April 3r.l. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To take over the business of

an electrical engineer carried on by .Austin Peckston at 42, Wilson Street,

Middlesbrough. The permanent directors are : A. Peckston, 3, West View,
.Acklam Road, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough (managing director): A .W. Foster,
" Wynneholme," The Avenue, Marton-in-Cleveland, Yorks. Registered office :

42. Wilson Street, Middlesbrough.

Dunblane and District Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.
(12.127).—Registered in Edinburgh March 30th. Capital, £15.000 in £1
shares. To canrv on the business of an electric light, heat and power supply

companv, &c. The first directors are: A. H. Anderson, The Firs, Dunblane,
estate factor; D. C. Blair, Cluny, Dunblane, merchant; H. Marshall, Stirling

Arms Hotel. Dunblane, hotel proprietor; J. A. Stirling, Kippendavie, Dun-
blane, landed proprietor; A. B. Wilson, St. Brvde's, Dunblane, manufacturer.
Minimum cash subscription : £3,500. Oualification : £250. Secretary : J. L.

Cox. Registered i.ffice : Park Cottage, Pisgah, Dunblane.

Anti^Vibration Electric Lamp Co., Ltd. (180,973).—Pri-
vate company. Registered .April 6th. Capital, £500 in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of manufacturers, exporters and importers of and dealers in

electric, gas, and lighting goods and accessories, &c. The subscribers (each
with one skare) are :—W. Lennard, 3, Love Lane, Eastcheap. E.C.3 mer-
chant: R. C. Radeglia, 3, Love Lane, Eajtcheap, E.C,3, merchant. The
subscribers are to appoint the lijst directors. Solicitors : H. Crafter & Co.,

7, Southampton Street, W.C.I.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd. (23,743).—Return dated
January 12th, 1922. Capital, £650,000 in £1 shares (365,000 preference and
285,000 ordinary). 351.238 preference and 268.317 ordinary shares taken up.
£248,816 paid. f3"0.739 considered as paid. Mortgage* and charges, £80,000.

Cape Electric Tramways, Ltd. (54,686).—Return dated
December 2»th, 1921. Capital £.500,000 in £1 shares. 491,223 taken up.
£91,222 paid. £400,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, £225,000.

New Phonopore Telephone Co., Ltd. (44,654).—Return
dated December 26th, 1921. Capital, £10,000 in 9,000 ordinarv and 1,000

'

founders' shares of £1 each. 7.141 ordinao-y and 1,000 founders' shares taken
up. £1 per share called up on 6.741 ordinarv shares. £6,731 paid, leaving £10
in arrears. £1,400 considered as paid on 1,000 founders' and 400 ordinarv.
•Mortgages and charges, £2.566 13s. 4d.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. J. .\nnan Bryce (Chairmafl) pre-
Metropolitan= sided at the annual meeting, held on April

Vickers Electrical •5th, at 4, Central Buildings, Westminster.
Co., Ltd. In the course of his remarks on the balance

sheet, he said that sundry creditors at
£1,386,707. compared with last year's figure of £2,'.i44,06'2, and
showed the substantial reduction of ^68.57,3.55. This reduction
was partly due to a decrease in the number of new orders
received during the year as compared with those taken in
19'20, and partly to the increased efficiency caused by working
on narrower margins of material. General reserve account
had been increased by a further £100,000. The balance carried
forward, i£92,815, showed an increase of i'33,991 as compared
with 1920. On the other side of the balance sheet stock and
materials on hand represented £1,977,032, compared with
£2,788.941, a decrease of £811,909. This diminution was
due to the .same causes as in the ca.se of the item sundry
creditors. Sundry debtors, £1,969,885, showed a reduction of
£58.996, mainly resulting from the efficiency of the coUectious
department. Tliat there had been rjo greater reduction was
a satisfactory feature of the business. It showed that there
was a large amount of work on baud, the results of which
would appear in future aocounts. Cash in hand and at
bankers, £4.55,085, compared with £245.709. This substantial
increase of £209,976 arose partly from the reahsation of cer-
tain investments, and partly from the fact that cash tended
to accumulate as orders fell off. Coming to the profit and
loss account, the profit available for the year was £440 34'^

or' nearly £40,000 in excess of 1920. This was satisfactory in
view of the depression in trade during the year. Orders re-
ceived were considerably fewer than in the preceding year,
but they were able to keep the shops fully employed owing to
the number of orders remaining unexecuted at the beginning
of the period. It was still too early in the current year to
fonn an opinion as to prospects. There hald latelv been a
considerable decUne in orders, but the electrical industry did
not feel the effects of the depression as soon as most other in-
dustries did, and thev were still working on orders received
«ome time ago. which were likely to show comparative! v
favourable results. The same could not be said of most of the

orders reicently taken. For these there Lad been keen compe-
tition, the object being to keep works as fully employed as
possible. One large order, running into about a mi 11 inn

pounds, for the supply of electricai railway equipment to the
South Alrican Government, they had been fortunate enough
to secure during the cuiTent year in face of severe competition
from both -\merica and the Continent, 'i'heii- traction de-

.
partment, of which Mr. P. S. 'I\irner was the head, was to
De congratulated on the work that it did in obtammg this
order, fill lately there had been some prospects of a brighter
day for the inaustries of the country. Cheaper money was
beginning to encom-age investment. Food prices, ana with
them the cost of livmg, were falling. With the larger output
aud lower prices of coal there had come a revival m the export
of that staple, and signs of an increased demand in the metal
aod other industries. In then- particular industry a renewal
of activity was expected in connection with the schemes for
co-ordination of power supply and electrification of railways,m the orders for which tne company, with technical equip-
ment second to none, was entitled to hope for a fail- share.
But the sky had suddenly become overcast. 'I'he di.spute m
the engmeermg trade, now extended to the allied trades, had
thrown a cloud over the prospects of a revival of mdustry,
and it might be long belore the horizciu was clear. The
occasion oi the dispute was the question of overtime, but the
leal issue was whether the management of an enterprise was
to be in the hands of the employer or of the workman. It
was a vital issue, which did not admit of compromise. The
circumstances of the dispute were remarkable. At the ballot
of the Amalgamated iaigineers only about -Jli) per cent, seem
to have voted, and there was reason to believe mat the smah-
ness of the vote was due to many members not havmc
received notice of the ballot. it was a curious feature of
mdustrial, as of political life, that the extremists or die-
hard elements, though insignificant in numbers, so often
succeeded by violent or unscrupulous methods in imposmg
their will on the more moderate man. So long as the moderateman sutlered "himself to be overborne by the violent, so long
would industrial equihbrium be unattainable. It may, per"-
haps, be held that these rejm-ring spasms of industrial unrest
however deplorable, were the mevitable concomitants ot re-
adjustment after the terrible upheaval caused by the war. Ko
less formidable were other corollaries of that upheaval—the
clash of nationalities—the burden of taxation—the chaos of
exchaJiges. Let them hope that the Conference of Genoa
niight have better guidance among these problems than the
Conference of Paris. There would be no peace, either for
nations or for industries, so long as they forgot that all were
members of one body. W ith regard to the internal activities of
the company, he had before him reports by the works
manager (Mr. Bailey), the research and education manager
(Mr. i<leming), the superintendent of labour (Mr. WahnsleyJ
the superintendent of women workers (Miss Wilson), the
works committee, the staff committee, and the Women
Workers' Committee, of which Mr. Eatchffe, Mr. Kostron, and
Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Egan were the respective chairmen.' All
the reports bore witness to the continuance of the most cordial
harmony between the management and the workers. It had
always been the policy of the administration to inquke into
and discuss with the workers any complaints ur grievances
they might have with a view to amicable settlement. Of late
years this policy had been greatly facilitated by the estabhsh-
ment of a works committee elected by the workers with cfce
of themselves as chairmaii. The sittings of this commititee
were attended by a representative of the management, and at
the meeting there were not only discussions of complaints
and grievances, but valuable suggestions for the more
efficient conduct of the business were often made by the
workers themselves. From time to time attempts had been
made by extremists from outside to stir up mischief, but these
attempts had always failed., and no industrial dispute had ever
originated in their factory. While the policy of harmonious
working had always been a feature of theu- administration, he
was happy to be able to assure them that it had never been
.so marked a feature as under the wise handling of the manag-
ing director (Captain Hilton), who had succeeded in infusing
the whole administration from top to bottom with his own
kmdly human spirit. This year the task had been specially
ilifficult. The decline in orders had entailed a reduction in
the amount of employment, but great pains had been taken to
spread the work so as to dij^place as few as possible and to
provide employment for those who, by long or good service,
had most claim for consideration. The output of the year
had been the largest during the history of the company" ex-
ceeding by 35 per cent, the output of 1919. This high degree
of efficiency was obtained in spite of a decrease in the number
of workmen, and of delay caused by the coal strike, to meet
which some of the boiler furnaces were converted to oil firing.
The average rate of wages showed a slight decrease from that
of 19-20, but was still about double the pre-war rate. The
Chairman proceeded to give details of the working of the
Benevolent Fund, the Provident Fund, and the ^^orkmen9
Canteen, and referred to the activities of the Research and
Education Departments. Reference was made also to the
death of Sir Francis Barker, and the chairman said it had
been decided to invite Mr. Douglas Vickers, head of the greati
organisation which bore his name, to take the vacant place ooj
the board.
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Mr. A. Spencer seconded the motioa, and the report was

adopted without discussioo.

The retiring directors and auditors having been re-elected,

the chairman proposed a vote of thanks to Captain Hilton

(managing dii'ector), Mr. Bailey (works manager), to Messrs.

Rand and McKinstry and Lloyd (Sales and Export Depart-

ments) Messrs. Peck and Baumann (Engineering Depart-

ment), 'Mr. Cooke (comptroller), and Mi.ss Wilson (supermten-

dent of women). He referred also to the valuable services ren-"

dered by the secretarial ptaff in London, at the head of which

was Mr. Scanes, who, like himself, had been connected with

the company from its inception, indeed, they were the two

oldest inhabitants.
, j j .

The motion was carried and briefly acknowledged by

Capt. Hilton.

The annual meeting was held at 88,

The Brush Elec- Kingsway. London, VV.C, on Monday.

trical Engineer- Mr. E. Garcke, who presided, said the

ing Co., Ltd. directors were glad to be able to report

a further substantial improvement in the

general prosperity of the company. In view of the marked

improvement, it might be interesting to compare the recent

advances with the year immediately preceding the war. For

the year ended December, 1913, the profit shown by the

audited accounts, after deducting interest on debenture stocks,

expenses of management and maintenance, but before charg-

ing depreciation, was ±"20,061. For the last year of the war,

1918, the corresponding figure was ±89,053. For 1919 it was

±146,040. For 1920 it was ±189,052; and for the past year, 1921,

it was ±230,557. In the course of his review of the accounts,

the speaker said that the item " patents and goodwill
"

was being gradually written down, but it was quite a nominal

figure considering the increased value of their patent rights.

Their stock of goods and materials on hand and work in pro-

gress showed a considerable reduction. It was only ±401,000,

compared with close on ±600.000 in the preceding balance

.sheet. That accounted for the improved tinaucjal position,

for they had converted a large part of their stock into amounts

owing to them or into actual cash. The amounts owing to

them were ±355,000, compared with ±226,000 in the preceding

balance sheet. Their shares and debentures in other com-

panies stood at the low figure of ±5,934. The general charges

were about ±3,600 higher, but the maintenance of buildings had

cost them less. They had paid away less for interest on de-

bentures and bank loans, and on the other side there was a

very substantial increase in the gross profits. Taking it alto-

gether, he thought this was the best balance sheet which the

company had issued since its reconstruction 34 years ago. It

was not easy, under present conditions, to obtain a clear view

of what the future might bring forth. At the .present tjme

they had a very substantial amount of work in hand, and
with the anticipated revival of business they were justified in

looking to the future with confidence, always provided, of

course, that the labour unions recognised the altered circum-

fitances of to-day and settled down to production under con-

ditions permitting of successful competition for work both

at home and abroad. Mr. Garcke continued :
" The present

dispute with the Amalgamated Engineering Union on the

right of employers to exercise full managerial functions in

their own factories is naturally affecting work in our shops,

as the great bulk of our skilled workmen are out. The dis-

pute seemed likely to extend to other unions, whose members
by ballot voted in .support of the A.E.U. attitude, but later

developments have led to the suspension of the notice given

to the members of these other unions, and there- seems to be
some probability of a stoppage being avoided in their case.

But whatever the result of the negotiations now pending with
these allied unions may be, it will be impossible for us, and
for many other engineering firms who are similarly situated,

to keep our works open for long in the absence of so large

a proportion of skilled mechanics, and if the members of the
Amalgamated Engineering Union do not return to work soon
it will become a question with many firms either of shutting
down completely or endeavouring to replace the skilled men
by training others to do their work." On previous occasions
he had referred to the development of their IBrush-Ljungstrom
turbo-generator plant, and had drawn attention to the
change which the installation of this plant had brought about
in the fortunes of certain electricity supply undertakings.
The merits of the design were now generally recognised, and
evidence of the economies which it effected in steam con-
.sumption continued to accumulate. If they examined the
latest coroplete returns of all electricity supply stations in
Great Britain, large and small, generating by steam, they
would find that the average cost of fuel per unit sold was
.935d., or rather less than one penny per unit. On this basis
every 1/lOth of a penny per unit in fuel costs meant a
difference of ±1,000.000 in the coal consumption of the public
electricity supply stations of Great Britain. Besides its high
efficiency the B|rush-Ijiung,strom turbitie plant had other
features to recommend it, and with these advantages he
thought they might look forward to the further developijient
of this section of their business. The new shop they were
completing for turbine manufacture was a very fine building
504 ft. long by 80 ft. wide in one span, and 45 ft. high to
the eaves, which would increase their capacity for the pro-
duction of heavy plant by at least 50 per cent. The shop

itself was practically finished, part of the equipment of

machine tools was ready and the remainder well forward, so

that they hoped before long to obtain some benefit from their

outlay on this extension. Their output in transformers was
also a record for the year. In conclusion, the chaii'man re-

ferred to the excellent services rendered by the stall, specially

mentioning Mr. Broadhurst, the managing director, and othei'

executive officers.

Mr. B. S. Bro.^dhubst seconded, and the resolution was
carried. I

The annual meeting waa held in New- *
A. Reyrolle & ca.stle-on-Tyne on April 7th. Mr. \V. Negus, ?

Co., Ltd. who presided, said that during the past ;

year they had paid off the whole of the

debentures, ±6,400, which were outstanding at their previous

meeting. At the end of 1920 they also owed to the bank an

overdraft of ±36,300, which had not only been wiped off, but

there was a large balance in hand. Stores, stock, and work
in progress were represented by ±125,700, w-hich was about

±100,000 less than the previous year. Part of this reduction

was accounted for by the smaller amount of work now in

hand, but it also represented the severe reduction which had
taken place in the value of all materials during the year. ,

Their cash on short loan or deposit with the bank totalled
•

±91,000. That was a very satisfactory position so far as cash
resources were concerned, but of course it indicated the very

f

severe contraction in trade which had taken place, and they ';

would much prefer that the capital was utilised in carrying V

out work. The profit for the year was ±54,826, an increase

of ±12,626 over 1920. The value of goods sold in 1921 was
about 16 per cent, higher than in 1920, and as most of the
sales were in respect of orders and contracts booked durini;

1919 or 1920, when high prices were ruling, the accounts for

the year showed a satisfactory increase in profits. .Vs re-

garded the current year, he was glad to .say they were in a

faii'ly satisfactory position, as they still had many orders and
contracts which had not been completed. On the other hand,
orders for new work were coming in very .slowly, and unless
there was some very distinct improvement in trade in the
near future it was bound to have a serious effect on their

profits. Apart from the small volume of work in the market,
prices were very low and competition was keen, so keen that

there was very little margin of profit. They were fully

equipped for the highest class of work, and when an improve-
in trade came they looked forward to a share.

Mr. P. D. Tuckett presided at the annual
Urban Electric meeting on March 28th. In moving the

Supply Co., Ltd. adoption of the report and accounts the
chairman said that in spite of the coal

strike and industrial depression there had been a substantial
improvement in the results. Had it not been for the set-back
experienced by the Cornwall Power Co. and Hawick, the in-

crease would have been some ±12,000 larger. The adverse
result at Hawick reflected the depression in the tweed trade,

upon which the prosperity of the town was largely dependent.
Although a gradual improvement was hoped for, the chair-

man feared that recovery would be slow. Last year's output
fell by 40 per cent. The contracting profit had fallen from
±4,623 in 1920 to ±2,555 ; but 1920 was an exceptional year, and
the fall not unexpected; the amount was not unsatis-

factory. While gratified to be able to resume a dividend
payment, the directors deplored the necessity for additg
still further to the arrears of cumulative dividend ; there were
now four years' dividends unpaid. This position was due.
as he had mentioned at previous meetings, to the refusal of

the authorities to permit them to adjust their prices to

constantly advancing costs. Mr. Tuckett calculated that
the company had lost ±150,000 as a result of these restric-

tions. They had at la.st, however, been conceded higher
rates, and with lower costs it should be possible to resume
payment of the full preference dividend in a year's time.
Turning to the balance sheet, the chairman pointed outi

that the outstanding debenture debt had been reduced by
±9,000, while the amount due to contractors had been paid
off to the extent of ±30,000; the latter had been further
reduced during the present year. The total of reserves had
increased by nearly ±38,000. Although the company could
rely upon assistance from Edmundson's in any emergency, it

was incumbent upon the company to husband its resources
to avoid increasing the debt to that firm. Owing partly to

reluctance to undertake new business involving capital ex-
penditure, and partly to industrial depression, the additional
connections made were the smallest for some years. Refer-
ring to the Cornwall Power Co., the speaker said that the
closing of the tin mines had resulted in the loss of about 70

per cent, of its business and the outlook remained very
discouraging. .\t the same time the opinion was held in

mining circles that there was still plentv of tin to be worked:
it was therefore hoped that eventually the jxisition would
right itself. Five of their undertakings still remained under
the restrictions imposed by the Statutory l^ndertakings (Tem-
porary Increase of Charges) Act. 1918. .As the fate of the
present Electricity (Supply) Bill appeared uncertain, the
company had taken, by the advice of the Electricity Com-
missioners, other steps to remove the anomaly. They were
anxious to reduce their charges to their customers, but owing
to the re.strictions under which the company had laboured, it
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would ill serve the real interests of cousumers if prices were

reduced prematurely; the present charges were by no means
excessive. The special exemption from the operations of

the Corporation Profits Tax, granted to public utility com-

panies, owing to the special circumstances under which they

worked, terminated at the end of the present year. The
same considerations which secured this exemption still re-

mained, and representations were on this account being

made to the Government to permit its continuance; it was
hoped that the application would be successful, especially, as

competing local authorities would still be exempt from taxa-

tion. Mr. Crosthwaite seconded the resolution, and after

the chairman had stated, in reply to a question, that he did

not consider that the funding of arrears of preference divi-

dend would be advantageous to the shareholders, the resolu-

tion was carried unamimously. Mr. F. E. Gripper, the re-

tiring director was re-elected.

The directors report a particularly satis-

British factory result for the year ended Decem-
L. M. Ericsson ber, 1921. After writing down stocks to

Manufacturing present day values and after charging

Co., Ltd. £'2*2,107 for annual depreciation of build-

ings, plant, ttc, s69,977 for income tax,

£9,122 for interest on debentures and loans, and d660O for de-

benture issue expenses (being the balance thereof), the net

profit amounts to if.S,997, plus i;43,S97 brought forw^ard, mak-
ing an available total of i;ir2,.S94. The preference dividend

requires £5,999, and a dividend of 10 per cent, (free of income

tax) to the ordinary shareholders. £10.001. There is to be

placed to reserve account £30,000. and to special reserve ac-

count, to meet future contingencies, £15,000, carrying for-

ward,' subject to payment of Corporation Profits Tax, £51,893.

The loans included in last year's balance sheet, which

amounted to £109.727, have been paid off. The cash position,

at the end of 1921, shows a balance in hand of £32,034, and in

addition, bills receivable for £26,300 are held. Lieut.-Col.

P. \V. d'Alton has been api)ointed a director of the company.

Sii- G. H. Fisher-Smith presided at the

London Electric annual meeting held in London on April

Wire Co. & 7th. After referring with regret to the

Smiths, Ltd. death of Mr. A. L. Don, an original director,

who had been connected with the com-
pany for the last 29 years, he went through the accounts.

He stated that investments held by the company had in-

creased to the extent of £185,430, which addition represented

investments in gilt-edged securities, priced at cost or less. The
total under this heading was expected to increase rather

than decrease in value during 1922. On the liabilities side

there was a decrease in sundry creditors of £144,007, and
under this heading provision ha:d been made to meet the
heavy demands to be made by the Inland Revenue
authorities for taxation. The general reserve account
was increased by £50,0(X), because it was felt neces-

sary to take a conservative view of the future, the general

re.serve account now standing at £150, CKX). Although the

profit for the year showed a shght decrease, the balance avail-

able for distribution, after the interim and final dividends on
the preference shares and an interim dividend of li per cent.

on the ordinary shares had been paid, was higher by £5,619.

There had been a considerable falling off in customers' or-

ders and the gooti showing was to a great extent due to

customers' orders carried forward from 1920 to 1921. It was
not easy to forecast the futm'e, but it was hoped that the
Government would insist upon rigid economy and reduce
taxation, and all must endeavour to remove the 'existing

indu.strial unrest. These two conditions, being within the
country's control, would, if accomplished, improve trade and
lessen unemployment. The chairman urged that masters
and men .should pull together, for without co-operation between
them real commercial success was impossible. Wheln the
employer and tlie employed worked together in harmony
confidence would be restored and business enterprise re-

sumed. He had no hesitation in saying that w'ith a revival
of trade the electrical industry would be one of the first

to reap the advantage, so that this company had good rea-
son for hope in the future, being wholly connected with
this particular industry and splendidly equipped to take
advantage of a trade revival when it came.

The annual meeting held at Toronto on
Canadian March 28th, had before it the report for

General Elec« 1921. which stated that while 1920 was
trie Co., Ltd. a year of great expansion in both volume

Df business and in profits for the com-
pany, 1921 was one for the whole country of very great
shrinkage in the amount of business secured and profits
made, and this company was no exception to this general
condition. Therefore (says the Financial News abstract),
until there is a general improvement in trade conditions
and greater activity in building operations and other com-
struction work, any substantial increase in the company's
volume of business cannot be looked for. The profit and loss
statement shows that a profit of $1,707,439 was earned, and
after deducting $519,416 for interest paid on borrowed capita!
and $401,831 for depreciation, the net profit is $706,092; adding
$778,672 brought in, there is $1,474,764 to credit of profit and
losa. From this $927,038 has been paid in dividends at the rate

of S per cent, per annum on ixjuimon stock, imd 7 per cent,
per annum on preferred stock, leaving $5o7,726 carried to
credit of the ac^jount, showing that the directors had to
draw on the undivided profits to the extent of $220,946 to
provide for the dividends. The cash outlay on plants and
equipment during the year amounted to about $1,400,000,
and was practically limited to carrying out and completing
extensions commenced in 1920, and no new additions are
contemplated in the immediate future. The patents and
goodwill are carried at the nominal value of $1, but as an
indication of their actual value, it is stated that some time
ago an arrangement was concluded under which the com-
pany granted a licence to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Co. of Canada, Ltd., to manufacture, use, and sell devices
in connection with wireless telegraph and telephone opera-
tions, the patents for which are the property of this com-
pany and included in the above account. As a consideration,
this company has received a considerable portion of the
share capital of the Marconi Co. The Marconi Wireless Tele-
graph Co., of Great Britain, is interested with the Canadian
General Electric on an equal share basis in the Canadian
company, and as it is expected that the next few years will
witness a great development in the use of wireless telegraph
and telephone apparatus, the outcome of this transaction should
be very satisfactory. A further arrangement was entered into
under which this company took a material interest in the
Canadian Radio Corporation, Ltd.. of Toronto, controlling
the Canadian Independent Telephone Co., Ltd. This com-
pany is rapidly developing the manufacture and distribution
of wired wireless, standard telephone, and automatic tele-
phone apparatus under the Squier and De Forest patents,
which it owns for Canada.

Rangoon Electric Tramway and Supply Co.—According
to the Financial Times, a dividend of Rs. 1 per share,
free of tax, to shareholders domiciled in India or Burma
on ordinary shares, making Rs. li for the year, is recom-
mended; £30,000 to reserve for renewals; £2,927 for depre-
ciation on sundry assets in Rangoon ; £7,333 for Indian income
tax; £3,359 for corporation tax; £3,641 for employes' provi-
dent fund and bonus ; ^2,927 for depreciation of sundry assets

;

£3,224 for loss on exchange and expenses of new issue ; £26,305
for repairs, renewals, and maintenance; £12,969 carried for-
ward. It is proposed to increase capital to £800,000 by the
creation of 300,000 shares of £1 each.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Owing to unavoidable
delays in obtaining the necessary returns from foreign
stations and administrations, it will be impossible to issue the
audited accounts for the year ended December 31st, 1921, m
time to allow of the annual general meeting being held in the
month of May, but a meeting will be convened as soon as the
full aocounts can be submitted. A final dividend for the year
1921, of 2i per cent., free of income tax, on the ordinary
stock, is to be paid, making 10 per cent., free of income tax;
also one at the rate of 3^ per cent, per annum, less income
tax, on the preference stock for the first quarter of 1922.

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Co.,
Ltd.—Owing to delays in obtaining the necessary returns
from foreign stations and administrations, the accounts for
the year ended December 31st, 1921, cannot be ready in time
to allow of the annual general meeting being held next
month. A final dividend for the year of 2J per cent., free

of income tax, is to be paid, making the total for the year
1921, 10 per cent., free of income tax.

Melton Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Mr. VV. J. New pre-
sided at the annual meeting, recently held at Melton Mow-
bray. The report .showed a gross profit of £7,166, as against
£5.092. Itie debenture and loan interest absorb £1.007.
^1,000 is put aside for repair of accumulators, £2,000 is

put to renewal of plant, £1,000 to general reserve, 10 per cent,
is the total dividend for the year, and £687 is to be earned
forward.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The undermentioned securities
have been ordered to be officially quoted ;

—
British Thomson-Houston Co.—J91,500,0(X) seven per cent,

mortgage debenture stock.

South Metropolitan Electric Light & Power Co.—6,532 seven
per cent, cumulative first preference shares of £1 each, fully

paid, Nos. 293,469 to 3rX),000; and 3.634 six per cent, cumu-
lative second preference shares of £1 each, fully paid,
Nos. 396,367 to 400,000.

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—755.780 or-

dinary shares of £1 each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 755.780), and
650,000 6 per cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each,
fully paid (Nos. 1..500.001 to 2,150,000).

Thames Valley Electric Power Board.—£350,000 6 per cent,
debentures of £100 each (guaranteed bv the Government of

New Zealand) (Nos. 1 to 3,.500).

Direct United States Cable Co., Ltd.—A final dividend of
48. per share, less tax, making a total of 4 per cent, for the year
ended March 31st, is announced.

Indo-European Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of
£1 2s. 6d. per share for 1921, making a total of 7 per cent.,

free of tax, for the year.
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Chiswick Electricity Supply Corporatlftn, Ltd.—Accord-
ing to the Financier, the report'lor 1921 stat-es that the capital

expenditure on works at Chiswick and Aberystwyth was
i;3,893. The revenue for the year was de43,722, against

£41,987. After paying sinking fund, premium and trustees'

fees, the profits were £17,373, compared with £15,770. De-
ducting interest on fii-st mortgage debenture stock, the balance

to credit of net revenue was £14,029. Dividend, 8 per cent.

:

to depreciation reserve, £8,000; carrying forward, £3,040.

W. H. Dorman & Co., Ltd.—Reduction of Capital.—In

the Chancery Division, on April 4th, Mi-. Justice Lawrence
heard the i)etition of W. H. Dorman & Co., Ltd., engineers,

of Stafford, and confirmed the reduction of the capital from

£700,000 to £437,600, by writing off l-Ss. i>er share on each

of the issued ordinary shares.

Evered & Co., Ltd.—Meetings of the holders of the " A "

and " B " shares of the company are to be held on May 3rd

to consider and approve a scheme of arrangement between the

company and themselves, as directed by the Court on March

24th.

STOCKS AND SHARE5.
MONLlAi EVENLNU.

People who would not look at the War Loan when the price

was about 85 are now confident that the quotation will go

well over 100, and are iackmg theii- fancy, as the saying goes,

by the employment of surplus funds in the purchase of the

stock at pai-.
' Ihere has l)een an enormous amount of buying

during the past few business days, and the robust strength

shown by the War Loan is the principal reason for the firm-

ness exhibited by investment securities of all kmds. That

people are not ru.shing indiscriminately after new stocks, how-

ever, is shown by the remarkable re.sult of last week's issue

of the Whitehall Electric debenture stock and preference

shares. . The imderwriters of the debenture have been left

with 75 per cent., while the preference underwriters received

92 per cent, of the 7^ per cent, cumulative shares offered at

par. The per cent, debenture stock came out at 87^ The

offer for sale was made by the Whitehall Trust, Ltd.

The Whitehall Electric Investments, Ltd., as already an-

nounced, has been formed mainly for the purpose of acquiring

interests in companies engaged in supplymg power and hght

to cities, towns and industries, m operating tramways and

assisting in the development of electrical undertakings gener-

ally, in South America and Mexico. The prospectus showed

the debenture stoc-k to be tolerably well secured, while the

preference shares do not seem to be a bad investment of a

rather speculative class. The price of the latter opened at

2s. 9d. discount, and hardened to 2s. 3d. discount ; the deben-

ture stock from 2? discount rose to Is discount, so that

those who did not apply on the prospectus have now an oppor-

tunity for getting into the preference at fi'gures more favom"-

able than those of the underwriters, whose commission was
sixpence per share.

Electricity supply shares show" no diminution of their

strength. Further rises havfe occurred in Brompton ordinary

at 7i, Westminsters 7, MetroiX)litans 4s. Londons 1 9/10,

County of Londons 12. City of London preference regained

their dividend at a guinea, and the list as a whole exhibits

marked buoyancy. .
'

'

. .

The firmness has extended to manufacturing shares.

Edisons recovered to 4s. 6d., on the expectation that the meet-

ing on Tuesday this week might elicit a speech from the chair-

man that would aft'ord consolation to shareholders. The first

.preference, which had been down to 12s. 6d., hardened to

13s. 9d.. and the 5 per. cent, debenture stock at 63 is a jjoint

to the good. English Electrics sti'engthened to 10s. 3d.

Metropolitan-Vickers preference rose to 2i, and Vickers ordi-

nary at lis. 9d. are materially better on the week. The com-
pany is about to start an air service in connection with the

Shell oil concern, for transport to Rangoon. Siemens at

27s. 6d. are half-a-crown up, and the preference at 30s. show
a substantial rise. Henley's advanced to 2, Callender's to

37s. 6d. British Insulated are a gocd market at 39s. Babcdek
and W'ilcox at 34 are again half-a-crown higher. The new
issues are also better. Jutland Telephone debenture, is up to

4i premium, and Telephone Manufacturing scrip has risen

to 95.

The Eastern Telegraph Co. has announced its usual dividend,

making 10 per cent, for the year, and the Eastern Extension
followed suit. Both companies, however, state that the ac-
counts w'ill not be here in time to allow of the general meet-
ings being held in May. This delay is the cause of a little

curiosity, because it Ls generally held that companies are
getting back to pre-war pnnctuahty in the matter of present-

ing accounts, &c. Nothing more has been heard in Stock
Exchange circles of the rumour, current a little while ago, to

the efl'ex;t that the cable to India is to be duplicated.

Prices in the cable market are better, -ahh rises in Eastern
ordinary, Eastern Extensions, Globes. Great Northerns (30s.

up). Indo-Europeans and Western Telegraphs. The last-

named have advanced 7e. 6d. Anglo-American preferred at

98i shows a gain of IJ. Marcouis hardened to 2 3/16, and
Fnited River Plate Telephones at 6| have more than recovered
the slight dulness which overtook the price last week. Tele-
graph Constructions at 24^ are lOa. higher.

Central Ixjndon As.sented ordinary at 65 is 1 better, and the
Untierground group is generally firmer, with improvements
in Metropohtans. Underground ordinary, and Income Bonds.
Districts at 33^ have shed 10s. after their rise of 5 points last
week. The real strength of the market is seen more especi-
ally in the prior-charge stocks. New Metropolitan prefer^gce
was subscribed in the course of a few hours, and a premium
of two or three points is expected to be established when
deahngs begin.

. .

The foreign hst is good, with big rises in most of the stocks
connected with Mexico. These range from 2 to 5 points, in
con.sequence of the expectation that present negotiations will
definitely result in some mutual understanding being reached
between the United States and Mexico that will have the
effect of permitting fonual recognition of the latt«r by America
and this country. British Columbia Electric stocks have
spurted, the deferred rising 6 points. -Anglo-Argentine Tram-
ways are better; the 5 per cent, debenture stocks gained 3. .\

number of improvements occurred in various dollar bonds.
The rubber market has strengthened owing to an improve-
ment in the price of the produce, and generally speaking, the
markets of the Stock Exchange are \\indLng up the week
before Ea.ster with a healthy tone and a disposition to follow
the rise of the War Loan, which at the time of writing is sale-

able at 100. In our own price-lists this week there are over
forty rises, against a solitary decline.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTBICAL COMPANIES.
Horn Eliotbioitt OoupAmsB,

Dividend. Price
y

• ^ April 10, Rise or
1930. 1991. 1993. tall.

Brompton Ordinary 19 19 li + i
Charing Cross Ordinary . . .

.

8 9 6J —
do. do. do. 4i Pref. ..4)4) B) —

Chelsea 6 6 5) —
City ot London 14 14 35/- —

do. do. Bpercent. Prel. .. 6 6 91/. +1/-
County ol London B 8 19 + |

do. do. 5 per cent. Prel. .

.

6 6 9J +i
Kensington Ordinary 9 10 6Jxd —
London Eleotric 9

J

4 l^g — ^g
do. do. 6per oent. Pref... 6 6 4| +i

Metropolitan 7 7 41 -H J
do. 4iper cent. Pref... 4) 4) Si +1

St. James' and PaU MaU .. .. 19 U 7i —
South London 7 7 8|xd —
South Metropolitan Pret 7 7 1| —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 1 + J

TELEaRAFHS AND TSLEPHOMEB.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 9SJ +1*
do. Del li li 9U —

Chile Telephone 6 6 6i
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 8 —
Eastern Extension 10 10 183 -1-1

Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 188* +9
Globe Tel. and T, Ord 10 10 188 + J

do. do. Pref 6 6 lOJ + §
Great Northern Tel 99 94 30J -HJ
Indo-European 10 10 88 +1
Marconi 96 16 2,'g + ^5
Oriental Telephone Ord 19 19 9 —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 8J -^ J

West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6;- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 IBl + |

HouB Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 6') +1
Metropolitan 11 14 *i > i

do. District Nil Nil 8!) -J
Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil Ji + J
do, do. "A".. .. Nil Nil II- —
do, do, Income.. ..4 1 Vi +1

FoBElQM Trahb, &a.

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref, .

.

5J 19* Sg —
do. do, 9ndPref, .. Nil 6J 8J + J
do, do, 6 per oent. Deb, 6 6 17.^ +3

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 41 —
British Columbia Eleo, Rly. Pfce... 6 B H8j +9

do. do. Preferred .. B 98/. 6li +3
do. do. Deferred .. S 194/- 6li -f6

do. do. Ueb. .. 41 41 7i +9
Mexico Trams. 5 per cen'.. Bonds .. Nil Nil 63J -to

do do. 6 per oent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 3!) 4S
Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 191 +3

do, Pref Nil NU HgJ -1-4

do, let Bonds .. .. NU 6 701 ho

MAMUTAOTtmnio OoupAHne
Baboook & Wilcox 16 16 8J + J

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 {! —
British Insulated Ord IB 16 S9;-xa +2 9

Callenders 16 16 If -h j
BJPref 6i 6) lA -

CromptonOrd 10 10 16/- —
Edison-Swan .. .. .. .. 10 — 4/6 -t-l,-

do. do, 6 per oent. Deb. .. 6 6 63 —
Bleotrlo Construction 10 10 20/9 —
English Eleotric B 8 10/8 -f6d.

do, Pref 6 6 16/3xd —
Gen. Eleo. Pref 6) 6} 90/9 —

do. Ord 10 10 91/- -
Henley 16 16 9 + i

do. 4»Pref 4i 4 4i -
India-Rntber 10 — JJ

—
Mel.-Vickers Prel B 8 9^ + A
Blemens Ord 10 10 97^ -1^ i
TeltgtaphOo «0 W 94) +i

• DlrldendB paid Irea ot Inooms Tax,

8
5 14
6 13
6 10

6 10

7 19
6 U
6 17

•7 II 6
9 11 10

6 18 1

B 1 (,
9 U IB.:

15 18 1

9 10 6

7 10

& » I
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QUBBINQS."

By O. E. MOORE.

The word " gubbings " is slang—te(.hnical slang it is

true, but still slang. Now, regarding slang, I wish to

state right away that I am not one of the purists who
oppose its use. I consider that a slang-word is no worse

than a word from a dead or even modern foreign lang-

uage, because most people would understand the slang-

word and not the latter. And on referring to the dic-

tionary I feel fortified in my belief, for it says that

slang is "an expressive kind of speech used by classes

of persons among themselves." After all, we need to

be expressive sometimes. Certainly I am an unblush-

ing supporter of technical slang. (In view of my record

I can hardly say otherwise .') There are many words

which are much too stiff and distant; and as electrical

engineering (to give a familiar instance) has evolved,

so have alternatives to formal names and expressions

appeared, a kind of intimate patois coming into use.

Of course at impressive affairs like the reading of

papers one expects the proprieties to be observed, but

imagine the sensation if a speaker so far forgot himself

as to refer to " the com. of our old genny." and to

talk airily of " pushing the jolly old juice about "
!

However, on these historic occasions we must be lenient

with posterity and firmlj' abhor engineering jargon.

Away from such functions I think we may be forgiven

if we lapse into familiar work-a-day colloquialisms. It

may be laziness, it may even be a shaky memory, but one

feels much more at ease.

Army inventiveness in the neological line res\ilted in

quite a flood of such expressions as "the doings,"
" oojah," " carryonski," and the like. These were

terms which one applied at will, but naturally the actual

object referred to at the moment was known to everybody-

present. At any rate it was supposed to be known. I

remember a sad event when this was not so; the pro-

posal was that the "old bat" should be heaved into
" the doings," the latter beinsr a particularly foetid

French pond and the " old bat " a set of accumulators

which at a critical moment had been a "wash-out"
owincT to sulphation. I admit that to throw the " old

bat " into the stagnant " doings " would be typical of

Army extravagance ; be that^ as it may. the Command-
ing Officer happened to be lingering in the vicinity

and somehqw or other jumped to the conclusion that he

was the " old bat " under discussion.

Now, " gubbings " is to be classed with the terms

just mentioned ; to be more precise, it is an engineer-

ingism. Before dealing with its use and misuse a little

biography will not be out of place. The word was
originally introduced to the writer and his colleagues

by Mr. Seven-Upside-Down-E, and it is the outstanding

example of that gentleman's large and expressive stock

of slang. One may well wonder how he came to possess

so curio\is a name— I hasten to explain that it is one

of his incidental names (unknown as yet at Somerset
House), and it was conferred upon him by his fellow

technicians. How this came about is really a story in

itself. " Our place " had recently undergone one of

those trying periods (from which no industrial under-
taking is exempt) when a heartbreaking series of petty
" disappearances " had taken place. The writer, for

instance, was despoiled of a pair of cutting pliers which
had become endeared to him by years of faithful ser-

vice; and our friend with tlie unusual name was also

numbered among the victims. As usual, the brigand
did not think of walking-off with a meter, or the box
of scrap-iron, or even that confounded rotary with the

fearful brush rattle. Of course the culprit was not
found—he never is; and, of course, as a result of the

various losses everybody was seized with a perfect frenzy
of marking his own belongings and such others as had
somehow come into his possession. Now, our afore-

mentioned friend's initials ar^ "V- E," AmOBg the

stocks of stamps he could find an ',' E," but no " L."

L'ndismaj-ed, and with true engineer's resource, he used

a No. 7 stamp upside-down. Is it any wonder, then,

that he automatically became " iVIr. Seven Upside-Down-
E"? The christening was inevitable! The intro-

ducer of the term " gubbings," therefore, was Mr.

Seven-Upside-Down-E. I say " introducer," because,

lather to my disappointment, I found that he was not

the inventor. There are so few real inventors nowa-
daj's that it is an honour—a rare honour—to meet one.

The author of "gubbings" remains unknown to me.
I have, however, traced the word back as far as possible,

and the most I can find out about it is that once it

had an elevated meaning, an R.A.F. pilot using it to

indicate low-lying clouds or " scud." And so eventu-

ally and deviously it came to earth, and when I first

heard it in use it referred to so material a substance

as the filings and dirt which appear from nowhere, and
with malice aforethought nestle between the braking-
magnet and disk of a meter. " Well," I suppose
many readers will say, " I'm hanged if that stuff is

worth giving a name to. " But a meter-man has a deep

and abiding interest in such gubbings; they sometimes

" Directing a Forceful Blast."

are the bane of his existence, for to them it's a ridicu-

lously easy feat to slow-down a meter and even to stop

it on low loads. Needless to say, neither the meter-

man nor an electricity supply undertaking is at all

enamoured of gubbings, but " it's an ill wind that

gathers no moss," I have been told, and to many a con-

sumer they could form the unknown benefactor reduc-

ing his quarter's bill or even being responsible for quite

gratuitous " juice."

Of course, gubbings ai'e often blamed when (not

being present) they should be thanked. For meters are

like many other fractious things in this world. They
behave annoyingly ; you take them down

;
you re-

assemble—and lo ! without any radical change having

been effected their behaviour is now exemplary. Or
sometimes you may get the converse, when the result is

not so pleasant. With meters one rather gets into the

jiabit of directing a forceful blast at the gaps between

the braking-magnet and disk as soon as the cover happens

to be removed; it may be that no gubbings are present,

but still, there is a sort of feeling or instinct that one

should do this. That shows the. sort of stigma resting
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on gubbings. There comes to mind the case of a poly-

phase power meter which behaved in a most unorthodox

way; it ran quite well on one-twentieth load, but

stopped on full load. A special brand of gubbings was

immediately suspected, but could not be tracked down;

the problem even called for deep thought. Quite acci-

dentally it was discovered that the moving system was

seriously unbalanced, and this had its effect when torque

was at a maximum, the pivot being pulled up to the

top of the jewel-cup and the disks impinging on the

]ioles. No gubbings, though !

Since the post-war blight fell upon industry, gub-

bings have attained unto more importance, for many
works, collieries, and so on, require so little power that

there is but insignificant metering to be done. This is

where gubbings are in their element. It may be that

the only load is a couple of lamps in the office and one

in the commissionaire's cabin, with an occasional motor

running, and if the meter is, say, a heavy-amperage

one and gubbings happen to be present, there's small

hope of the meter showing much consumption of power.

If this sort of thing were not noticed—well, there would

soon be appreciable loss of revenue. Hence eternal

vigilance on the part of the meter people. It will

readily be understood that gubbings have quite a,

definite connection with the economic situation. AVhen

this fact occurred to me I thought that a really impos-

ing and classical article might be written upon gub-

binsfs in relation to the industrial depression. I had

an idea (a vague and perhaps too-imaginative idea) that

one could point the moral very effectively by comparing

the wheels of trade to meter-disks—the gubbings, of

course, being inflated currencies, international sus-

picion and disorganisation, the Bolshevistic attitude

of No. 12.'? Branch Society of Stop-Valve Supervisors,

and so on and so fortii. The remedy would be delight-

fully simple : Merely blow the gubbings away ! But I

fear the idea is too lofty, and anyway 1 am a bit

timorous of powerful diatribes camouflaged as technical

analogies.

In any case something happened which turned me
against the term "gubbings." Interested readers will

recollect that it was applied in the first instance to

something quite specific. But in the course of time

{familiarity breeding contempt) the term was extended,

and it appeared that you could have gubbings on the

poles of meter elements. Then it began to signify ani/

foreign matter which impeded the action of a meter

—

dirt in the pinion or may be rust on the pivotal spindle-

end. Worse was to follow. " Gubbings " began to be

applied to such useful articles as Blackley tape, solder-

ing flux, and the like; in short, anything which the

speaker's mental lethargy or low. slangy taste per-

mitted. And—crowning horror .'— it once referred to

an I.E.E. subscription.

Under such circumstances I, for one, will have no
share in applying or popularising the term. Now that

it can have no definite meaning it is no better than such

familiar things as " what-d'ye-call-it " and "the
doings." From being a real, specific thing it has de-

generated into a shadowy anything. I don't want to

have any dealings with so loose a term as " gubbings."
It has ceased to be scientific and is simply anathema :

and it fills me with just the feeling I had when, after

solemnly warning one of the girl assistants to note the

current value at a given signal, the helpful creature re-

ported "Five amps, and a bit."

Now, therefore, do I state my abhorrence of the term
"gubbings," and hereby regret any support I may
have given to its general adoption.

II

ELECTRO-FARMING.

By R. BORLASE MATTHEWS, M.I.E.E.

[Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.]

{Concluded from page 497.)

Some of the more interesting details of the more important
uses of electricity applied to agriculture are given in an ap-
pendix to the paper which, coupled with the paper, will in-

dicate that scientific electro-farming is one of the chief fac-

tors in furthering the world's progress.

Appendix.

The employment of electric light in pla^e of other illu-

minants unquestionably adds very greatly to the safety and
convenience of work in such places as barns, byres, stables a<nd

yards where there is so much hay, straw and other inflam-

mable material. But there are many other incidental advan-
tages.

The author's experience on his own farm has shown that
since installing electric light in the cow byres, milk loss due
to spilling has practically stopped. In fact, the value of the
milk so saved is more than sufficient to pay (at 4d. per kWh)
for the energy consumed. Certain animals can be brought to

an earlier maturity by caiTying on the feeding for a few
houi after sunset and also before sunrise, in the winter time
in ncrthern climates. Electric lighting is also being used very
successfully in poultry laying-houses, with the object of in-

creasing the egg production during the winter months, when
eggs fetch the highest prices. Careful investigation seems
to indicate that the hens do not lay more eggs per annum,
but by the use of electric lighting, and consequently longer
hours of feeding, it has been conclusively shown that more
eggs are produced at the time they are most in demand. The
cost of supplying electric light from fi a.m. to dawn and from
dusk to 9 p.m. is only Id. per bird per year.

On account of the drlek'rious effects encountered in farm
buildings, arising cliicHv fi-nm ammoniacal and acid fumes,
the general system of wiring should be similar to that used iiti

chemical factories. For the same reason the fittings should
preferably be of the all-porcelain type which can be sealed

up to prevent ingress of moisture, il-c. While 0.75 foot-candle
is suggested for the farm buildings, four or five times this

illumination is recommended for the living rooms of the
farm house.

Various electrical methods have been employed to obtain

sterile milk. However, the question has arisen whether
absolutely sterile milk is of advantage to anyone except the
trader. The temperature of incubators can be regulated more
accurately by the aid of electric heaters than by amy other

means. The greatest advance in incubator construction is,

however, the employment of electric fans for thoroughly cir-

culating the air inside the apparatus. Incubators of the

same capacity on ordinary lines would require seven times
the floor space and, consequently, much larger buildings.

One regulator and two thermometers are required for a

10,000-egg incubator, as against 74 or more regulators and a
similar number of thermometers necessary with the ordinary

mammoth incubator. Moreover, the electric fan-operated incu-

bator permits continuous factory-like hatching. On every
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Fig. 1.—Single-winder Single-c.ible Electric Ploughing.

Tuesday, say, a fresh lot of eggs is put in the incubator and

at the same time live chickens are removed from the bottom

trays. Tlie percentage of fertile eggs hatched is higher than

is obtained in natural or other artificial prcK-csses; the author

has averaged S3.5 per cent, with a '2,'24()-egg incubator—the

first and only one so far in this country. Above all, tiie chicks

are healthier and stronger.
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Eggs incubated in machines of the ordinary type have to

be taken out of the apparatus and cooled once or twice every
'24 hours, but under the electric fan system the eggs require

absolutely no >cooling. A 60-egg incubator of the ordinary
pattern, but electrically heated, takes '11 kW to hatch out,

while a similar apparatus, but containing 250 eggs, consumes
16 kWh, i.e., the larger the incubator the lower the consump-
tion per egg.

The only difference between electric and ordinary heating
in hovers and " foster-mothers " is the substitution of a
resistance for a lamp. Recently experiments have been made
in California with electric heaters placed round the circum-
ference of a fair-sized room, holding 1,000 or more chicks. A
large-scale commercial brooder house in this country recently
designed by the author comprises 42 compartments, each hold-

ing 75 chicks. A hot-water-heated air radiator is placed in the

centre of each. These radiators are now being adapted for

conversion into electric heaters.

High-pressure electrical treatment is in the experimental
stage, and no definite results are available. The general idea
is to pi'oduce a high-pressure discharge by means of a fine dis-

tribution wire, above young chicks and also laying birds, for

an hour or so each day, and seems to stimulate the birds.

Probably any good effects are due to the purification of the
air in the brooder or laying houses. I'esulting from the pro-

duction of ozone in the corona discharge. It is also quite

ix)ssible that it assists the birds to relieve themselves of any
pests.

An electric lamp is, of course, ideal for testing eggs, as it is

so easily switched on and provides such a powerful source of

light.

The Meteorological Office hopes that wireless weather fore-

casts will be, of considerable use to farmers who may have
access to a small wireless receiving set. Careful consideration
is being given to the matter of issuing the forecasts by wire-
less telephony.
In the near future, where sufficient water is available, elec-

tric pumping will undoubtedly be used on farms for irrigation

in seasons of low rainfall. Thus the farmer will have yet
another aid in circumventing the weather, and will be able to

adjust the supply of water to the needs of the crop. Only by
electric pumping is such a scheme, desirable as is in itself,

a commercially possible project.

In Holland and other countries very large electric pumping
installations are now in operation for the removal of excess
water. Windmills have been displaced, because when pump-
ing is required during rainy periods there is usually no wind.
An interesting development of irrigational farming is the
maintenance of the water level in the fields at definite depths
below the surfaice. in accordance with the nature of the crops,
controlled by automatic electric pump.'.
Much experimental work in electric ploughing has been

carried out. but no entirely satisfactory solution has been
reaehed. Extensive practical work in Germany, Sweden.
Italy, and France has sufficiently demonstrated that the
results are in favour of electricity as compared with animal,
steam, or oil ploughing tackle. The only important competi-
tor of electricity is steam, under conditions where fields are
very large, and even then the electric system has many
superior advantages. In the case of small fields the electric

system is undoubtedly most advantageous on account of its

great economy. The systems employed so far may be sum-
marised as belonging to one or other of the following
groups :

—

(a) .'Vn electric accumulator plough.

(b) An electric motor-operated plough, with a trailing supply
cable.

(c) An electrically-hauled plough on the Fowler .steam
system.

(rl) An electrically-hauled plough on a modified Fowler
system with a single winder,

(c) An electrically-hauled plough of the Roundabout or
Howard steam system.

Table I. shows the position with regard to the systems :
—

Table I.

System. Remarks.
(a) Equipment too heavy; packs the land excessively;

cannot be used on soft ground,
(fc) Heavy equipment; considerable wear on trailing

cable ; electric cable winding gear unsatis-
factory.

(<) I ii)iil)le-rope haulage; large capital outlay; method
successful on large scale; requires wide head-
lands, trailing distribution electric cables and
80-125 h. p.

(il) A compromise between systems (c) and (e).

(c) Siugle-rope haulage; the most practical for ordinary
farms; outlay reasonable; requires 30-60 h.p.

;

anchorage difficulties not nearly so great as
with the Howard .steam system.

Double-rope haulage is beyond the reach of the average
farmer, as he has not sufficient land to ju.stify the outlay. It
IS. however, well adapted for contract or co-operative work.
For this purpo.se the author has .sugge.sted a plant for use in
situations where there is no public supply of electricity. It
consists of a heavy oil generating set, of Diesel or semi-Diesel
type, mounted on a, lorry that is intended to be drawn to the

point on a main road nearest to the fields to be ploughed, the

idea being that such a heavy plant could not be successfully

hauled over soft or ploughed land. The electric power is trans-

mitted by a temporary overhead line to the field to be

ploughed. A somewhat similar scheme has been put into

practice in France and Germany, but substituting for the

lorry power station a portable transformer house, which is

drawn up close to the nearest h.p. transmission line.

The single-rope method of ploughing, fig. 1. though old

from a steam-tackle point of view, is comparatively new as

an electrical method. The taekle comprises a single electric

motor with two haulage-rope drums, either of which can be

driven by the motor, as desired by the operator, while the

other pulley pays out rope. The haulage rope, by the aid of

suitable pulleys, follows round the sides of the field to be

ploughed. At two corners anchored angle pulleys are pro-

vided. At the other two corners are stationed pulleys mounted
upon carriages. Aq anchor rope is taken from ea>ch of these

carriages to the side of the field. When the rope is pulled by
the haulage set the pulley carriages are drawn along to the

extent permitted by the slack in their anchor ropes. The
balance plough is attached to the haulage rope between the

two pulley carriages. The method of ploughing is to haul the

plough from one pulley carriage to the other. The balance

plough is then turned over ready for the next set of furrows.

Before starting the new run, the anchor rope of the further

pulley carriage is slackened out, thus permitting this carriage

to advance a distance equivalent to the width of the new set

of furrows. The plough is then drawn over to_ this further

pulley carriage, a.nd so on. Thus, as the ploughing proceeds,

the pulley carriages gradually approach the hauling set.

A large haulage set will plough from 19 to 20 acres per day

(on an average) as compared with nearly 1 acre with horses.

Electric ploughing sets can be used on much steejier ground

than steam .sets. Normally from 30 to 36 kWh are consumed
per acre, ploughing three 12-in. furrows at once on average

ground. The nature of the ground and weather conditions

markedly affect the consumption.
Tlie problem of electric ploughing is not merely a matter of

solving electrical difficulties. It involves also a careful con-

sideration of the design of the implements to lie employed.

The scientific principles of the design of even suih features as

ploughshares do not seem to have been carefully investi-

gated.

Regarding the electrical operation of harvesting machinery,

the increased cost of labour and the greater value of time,

nowadavs call for faster cutting and also the possibihty of

cutting any kind of crop in any sort of condition bv machinery.

The use of an electric motor drive for the binder (as de-

veloped bv the author) meets the.se requirements, and tests on

binders show that the draft is lessened. As the drive is not

obtained from the bull wheel the machine can be used in

certain sections of the farm where wet ground has hitherto

made the operation of the binder very difficult. The use of

the electric motor also permits the cutting of heavy grain in

a proper workmanlike way when the binder has to be drawn

at comparatively low speeds, e.y.. when turning corners and

the like. This is accompUshed, owing to the fact that the

knives or secticjns run at a constant speed throughout. It is

this fact, coupled T\-ith the possibility of the independent con-

trol of the speed of the knives, that makes it practicable to

cut heavy tangled crops that have been blown by the winds.

With the electric motor drive ci'ops can be cut at a rate about

one-third faster than the normal. Similar beneficial results

:ire to be obtained when mowing machines are electrically

equipped for cutting grass for hay.

In America combined harvesting and threshing machines

are successfully employed. This system saves considerable

time and circumvents bad weather conditions, which so often

spoil a crop after cutting. In Great Britain this practice

cannot be followed at present, owing to the necessity for cm-
ing the grain, whi;A is not subjected to such powerful sunshine

whilst growing. The author is, however, of the opinion that

it can be accomplished, if projier drying and curing electric-

fan arrangements are provided at the farm buildings. A
combined harvester and thresher is essentially a machine to

be electrically driven.

The object of electro-culture is to increase the harvest yield

by stimulating plant growth. It is very difficult to determine

what increase can be obtained by electrical means, because so

many natural factors, whose exact influence is still but im-

)iiTfectly understood, also affect the result. On the whole an

electrically-treated crop may be reckoned upon to produce at

least 10 per cent, more grain, accompanied with a propor-

tionate increase in the quantity of straw. The cost of electricity

is neghgible. so that the problem has little interest for thi'

electricity supply undertaking. Vegetable growth is accel-

erated by currents of the order of 0.3 X 10-" ampere, but

plants are injured by currents of 10x10"" ampere. The
chief question, therefore, is what amount of capital is neces-

sary to attain this increase in the crops. The cost of stringing

the wires is not at all important, for 4 or 5 lb. of fine wire

(29 S.W.G.) is all that is required per acre, plus the heavier

insulator-borne cable supports around the field. The serious

factor is the cost of the transforming and rectifying apparatus.

It is estimated that the capital cost of a lOO-acre equipment
would be about £4 per acre. By deduction from the experi-

ments which have so far been carried out, the most suitable
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arrangement for a commercial farm is to provide an alternatiug-

current supply; a 100,000-volt oil-cooled transformer; and a

mechanical rectifier driven by a small synchronous motor.

The overhead network should be 15 ft. above the ground. It

would probably be necessary to operate such a plant only tor

about an hour in the morning and again in the evening, dur-

ing the spring and early summer months. The transformer

would be preferably switched on and off by a time-switch. A
Lodge or similar valve would probably give a more efficient

discharge than a mechajjical rectifier, but on large-scale work
these valves do not appear to be so practicable. In the course

of time it seems quite likely that the tn-anstormer may be

superseded by a motor-driven influence machine. Owing to

the low power factor of these installations it is necessary,

before accepting the readings of any instruments, to see that

due coiTections have been made. However, there are con-

siderable differences of opinion as to methods.

An interesting feature that seems to be allied with electrical

treatment, is the possibility of, the destruction of insect pests,

largely brought about by the fact that, in the presence of a

high-pressure discharge, the antennae, wings, legs, &c., of the

insects tend to rise and so become uncontrollable, causing the

insects to fall helplessly to the ground.

Various theories have been put forward to account for the

effects produced, e.g., that the discharge produces manurial or

plait-feeding effects. However, the quantity of electricity

used is so small that only aa infinitesimal amount of manure

or its equivalent could possibly be produced, even under the

most favourable conditions. In fact, the best results from

electrification are always obtained from the land which is

richest in nitrogen. Hence the author's deduction is that it

is entirely a physical, stimulative effect. Whatever the cause

the fact "remains that better results are obtained with elec-

trically-treated crops. Also the cost of can-ying out the

electrical treatment (apart from considerations of the capital

required for the installation) is nominal.

The employment of short heat waves from luminous electric

heater lamps" has been experimented upon on a small scale,

and it w^ould .seem that the power consumption necessary is

likelv to be very great.

A "drving plant is a useful form of rural industry that can

be ficonomicallv added to many electrically-equippe^d farms.

Many farm products in seasons of plenty are wasted, simply

because it does not pay to market them at the time. It does

not pay to employ electricity as the heating medium for dry-

ing purposes. However, rubbish can be burned to provide the

necessary heat, the fan being electrically driven. The author

has successfully dried wet green grass by the aid of an elec-

trically-driven fan alone, without auxiliary heating other than

that produced by the natural heating of the rick.

Normally, given suitable weather conditions, there is no

better way of making hay than by the aid of the sun. How-
ever, in bad weather, artificial hay-making becomes a com-

mfeivial proposition.

Artificially-dried hay looks better, has a better aroma than

naturally-dried hay, and its food or nutritive value is greater.

Incidentally, when artificial drying is adopted, the process can

be made continuous instead of necessitating the concentration

of a large amount of labour for a relatively short period. If

the hay-drying apparatus be combined with auxiliary arrange-

ments" for drying fruit, vegetables, hops, etc., it becomes a

paying proposition for any farm, even when it is not used for

hav-drying in favourable sunny seasons.

The 'ensilage method of conserving green fodder for the

winter has la.^lv come into extended use. The latest develop-

ment is electrical silage, of which there are already nearly 100

examples in Germany. It is claimed that by this method the

fodder is better preserved, as objectionable bacterial action is

arrested before it has time to do any damage.' Each silo has

an earthed electrode fixed at the bottom, and a live electrode

is placed on top of the freshlv-cut green-stuff, when the silo is

filled. ITp to 10 kVA is required for a silo of about 20 ft. (6 m.)

in height and 14 ft. (4.2.5 m.) in diameter, and the time re-

quired is from 24 to 4.'! hours. Ten tons of fodder require

between 1.30 and 200 kWh.
The commercial test of any improved method is the financial

result, and this can be shown accurately only by the aid of

proper account books. An ordinary farm cannot afford large

book-keepers' salaries, and accordingly the author devised a

semi-automatic system for keepinc and analysing his own
accounts, as it was very essential to keep accurate accounts

on a farm where new methods were being applied. This
" Auto-Count.incy " system would, although originated^ for

farmers, also be a boon to all small professional and business

offices. It is a double-entry method, which does not depart

in any feature from the accepted princinles of modern efficient

book-keeping. The sy.stem is preferably carried out with the

aid of an electrically-operated book-keepinp machine, adapted

by the author from the now familiar cash register of tin'

shop-keeper (the ordinarv cash register is, of course, merely

a single-entry device). These machines are costly, but thev

can be purchased for a sum not exceeding the salary of a good

clerk for a year.

Not only are proper ledger accounts kept by this method,

but also the analysis of the costs of any department of the

farm are rendered available, whilst, at the same time, the

services of skilled clerks are dispen.sed with. Every account,

whether " out " or " w," is entered op slips of paper in quadn

ruplicate. These slips are then inserted in a mechanical file

or pasted into a set of loose-leaf books, if so preferred, lu

accordance with their classifications. This placing of slips

substitutes the usual posting of separate entries by the pen

of a clerk, and mistakes due to copying are avoided. Further,

no particular skill or knowledge of book-keeping is required,

while a trial balance of the whole business can be read off

at any moment. This is due to the fact that all accounts are

kept simultaneously. Hence, account-keeping by electricity

has much to commend it to the farmer. A suitable electric

machine would consume about 2 k'Wh per annum; the size of

motor required is only aV h.p.

DiscDssiON IN London.

When the discussion was resumed on April 6th, the 1'ke-

siLiENT said that on the last occasion there was a tendency on
the part of the speakers to say that electricity was of little

value on a farm except for light work, and he was sure they

would all look forward to hearing that electricity could be used

on a large scale on a farm. It was of interest and import-

ance to find that engineers were taking an interest in farming

;

the farmers would learn something from the engineer as a con-

.sequence. and the engineers would learn still more from the

farmers. An institute had been set up for the purpose of con-

ducting scientific research upon farming methods, and it had
issued careful instructions as to how cows should be milked
and what should be done to keep the milk clean.

Mr. BoRLASE M.\TTHEWS then showed a further series of

lantern slides illustrating applications of electricity on the farm
(in the same lines as those exhibited when he read the paper
originally.

Mr. H. W. RiCH.ARDSON said that on the last occasion he
found it a little difficult to realise that he was at a meeting of

electrical engineers, so pessimistic was the tone of the speakers

as to the possibility of the uses of electricity on the farm,

except as regarded electro-culture. He could not help feeling

that a brighter note might have been struck in the remarks
Mr. Atkinson made last time. Most of the difficulties referred

to had been overcome in Germany, America. Holland, and
Denmark, and surely they were capable of overcoming them
in this country. The position with regard to electricity on the

farm at the present moment was very like that w-ith regard

to heating and cooking some years ago, when many people

thought there was no future for it, but there could be no doubt
as to the value of electricity for cooking and heating now, and
he believed there was a still greater future for it. If they did

not consider the matter seriously they would eventually find

they were losing business through not preparing early enough.
There were 418.000 farms and small holdings in the country,

and if they took 60 per cent, of them as likely to use electri-

city, that was 250,000. If each used 2 kW for five hours a day
—a low figure—that meant a consumption of considerably over

one thousand million units per annum. That w-as more than
the total number of units that were generated and supphed in

the whole country in 1910, so that it would be a valuable addi-

tion to the load. Tlie Institution ought to appoint a com-
mittee for the purpose of collecting data with regard to the

uses of electricity on the farm and to see how the whole thing

could be stimulated by taking it up in an energetic manner.
As to transmission, he was not sure that they should reckon
on having a three-phase supply all over the country in the

future. It had been said that there was some prospect of the

single-phase railway system being developed to a considerable

extent, and, as this would form one means by which supply to

farms would be given, it was a point to be considered. He
had understood that the fat content of milk was improved by
hand milking owing to the stripping action of the hands in

milking. Milking would be rather a useful load, as it was
done early in the morning and late in the evening, and the

load w'as considerably greater in the summer tlian in the

wint<?r. Electric fans in the cowshed assisted cleanliness. In

Hereford a load factor of from 20 to 25 per cent, had been

obtained. The manufacturers needed to pay a lot of attention

to the switchgear, and it seemed to him that the push-button

variety would l>e largely required. There was great scope for

improving the efficiency of poultry farming by the use of elec-

tricity, biit the British farmer rather looked upon poultry as

a side line. There would be an advantage in having two

smaller motors rather than one largo one for ploughing, as the

smaller motors could be used for other purposes than plough-

ing. As for electro-culture, Mr. Britton. of Chester, had in-

creased his vegetable crop by something like SO or 90 per cent.,

although it was admitted that that result was rather of a

freak character. Nevertheless, it did suggest that large in-

cre^ises in yields could he obtained by electrical stimulation

methods. He himself had rather thought the effect of electro-

culture was due to an action of the current on the ground, and

it might be worth while making the experiment of treating

the grouud before sowing the crop and not during growth. A
farmer working 1.50 acres was making a great deal more than

.£112 a year, as mentioned by Mr. Atkinson, but at the same

tima he" believed a groat deal of good could be done by co-

operative methods with regard to machinery. Tliere were co-

operative societies all over Germany, and if that policy were

adopted in England, it would assist materially in the develop-

ment of the uses of electricity.

Mr. W. R, Cooper said ope of the main difficulties was the
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farmer himself. It -was all a matter of £ a. d. from the

farmer's pomt of view, and the author had not gone into that

side of the question sufficiently, remembering that farm labour

was comparatively cheap. He was surprised to see a quotation

from the report of the Electroculture Committee—of which
body he was a member—as he understood that those reports

had not yet been published.

Dr. F. J. Crowlev said that anyone who had investigated

the use of electricity in farming on the Continent would be
optimistic. At the same tmie, when one considered the small

amount of attention that had been given by electrical manu-
facturers in this country to the perfecting of plant for that

purpose, one could, to a certain extent, understand the small

progress that had been made in England. It was necessary

completely to redesign plant used on the Continent for use in

this country. There had been tremendous development in the

use of mechanical plant on farms in a comparatively short

time, and there were enormous possibihties for the use of elec-

tricity to drive that plant; experience on the Continent and
in America had shown that wherever a supply of electricity

existed, electricity could meet the need for power. The
manner in which electricity was being employed on farms in

southern Germany was truly remarkable. Dr. Crowley showed
a large number of lantern slides depicting various uses of elec-

tricity on Continental farms, and also types of apparatus. As
for ploughing, there was a big difference between the type of

plant used in iVance and in Germany; in the latter, very

heavy equipment was used, whilst in France they were endea-

vouring to evolve a light anchorage wagon in connection with

electric ploughing. It was probable that an intermediate

weight would suit the conditions in this country. He did not
agree with the author's advocacy of the roundabout system of

electric ploughing ; he could not see why a system that had
failed with steam should be more suitable with electricity.

The single or double haulage system would probably be best.

The method of dealing with ploughing and other apparatus

must be co-operative.

Mr. H. A. Carney said that in Germany the most extended
use of electricity was on the small farms, and there was a
greater use for electricity for simpler purposes, such as lighting

and power, than in the more complicated ones, such as electro-

culture. In connection with poultry and pig rearing, a great

deal could be accomphshed by increasing the hours of light

and shortening the time to bring the animals to maturity, and
the financial return to the farmer could be considerably in-

creased in that way. The small-holder stood in greatest need

of the services of electricity, because such a man could not

afford to employ much labour and had to do the bulk of the

work himself. The petrol engine would not give Imn the same
service because of the need for some mechanical knowledge to

keep it in good working order and, moreover, the attention

which an oil engine needed occupied time which would be

more profitably expended on fanning. On the figures given

in the paper, the consumption would vary from 'J6,000 units

per annum upwards, so that from the supply point of view the

smaller the farm the more profitable would the supply be-

come, because it was in the case of small farms that the

greatest use would need to be made of electricity. In some
cases a considerable amount of pole line might be necessary

to give the supply, but in Xew Zealand the supply autho-

rities considered it perfectly good business to supply a milking

machine load only, knowing that as the farmer became accus-

tomed to the use of electricity, he would extend its appli-

cations; 25 per cent, of the milking in New Zealand was now
done electrically, and the load was increasing at the rate of

10 per cent, per annum. Another method adopted in New-

Zealand was co-operation between neighbouring small holders;

a number of farmers would associate and get a supply at a

certain {xjint, which would be given at a bulk price, and then

they made their own arrangement-s for getting the supply to

their farms. They supplied the poles, and the labour and the

neces.sary technical assistance was given by the supply autho-

rity; thus the overhead distribution lines were constructed at

a minimum cost.

Mr. HvDF. pleaded for a little more enthusiasm in this branch

of the industry. His experience of electrified farms in Ger-

many and Sweden was that the more electricity was used, the

more it was wanted. One .5-h.p. and one 1.5-h.p. motor could

do all the work on a small fann, the small machine lieing on

a barrow and the larger one on a covered tnick. He agreed

that electric ploughing did not .seem to have reached a very

important .stage at present. As to supply, the difficulty was
that they had not much overhead equipment to give it. It

would be a commercial proposition to build a power station to

supply a number of small holdings, but that involved pioneer

work for farmers which they probably would not like.

Mr. 0. J. Hopkins said that the paper de.scriljed farms as

thev might hoije them to be in the future, whereas Mr. Atkin-

son had described them as they were to-day; if a .supply were

more ea.sily obtainable than was the case now, many farmers

would take it. He w-as not altogether with the author in his

recommendation of -individual motors for every machine, on
' the .score of cost, and it would be better to have a portable

motor and a belt, which could be applied to various machines.

Milking machines had not been the success in this country

that they should have been. The farmer objected to compli-

cated machinery on the score of the expen.se of repairs, and he
knew of a case in which a farmer left a tractor to fall to pieces

in the field rather than have it repaired, owing to the cost.

The farmer decided hie' -operations for the day early in the

morning, and wireless weather reports during the day would
not help him very much.

Mr. a. K. Scott suggested the possibility of the farmer mak-
ing his own nitric fertiliser by the arc process, when electricity

became generally available, because the arc fui-nace was simple
to handle. They ought to take the broad view and remember
that suggestions made at meetings might enormously benefit

people in the Colonies and elsewhere. Farms in this country
were small, but a farm in New Zealand was of 139,000 acres,

and in those cases the ijossibility of making nitric fertiliser on
the farm by the arc process should not be overlooked. In
Illinois a colliery belonging to the Standard Oil Co., of

Indiana, had put up an electrical plant which was five times
as large as the colliery itself wanted, but it was realised that
the country around was agricultural, and developments were
being prepared for in advance. There would be a world-'n'ide

market for nitric fertiliser, quite apart from its manufacture
on a small scale on individual farms. The process could be
worked on both a large and a small commercial scale.

Mr. R. BoRL.4SE Matthews, replying to the discussion, said

that since the war, Continental motor manufacturers had
turned out more than half their output for farm purposes,
which amounted to many hundreds of thousands of kilowatts
per annum. Over 600,000 h.p. of motors were now used on
fai-ms, and he did not think the practicabihty of using elec-

tricity on farms could be questioned. This country was the
chief centre for the distribution of agricultural machinery for

the world, even if some of the appliances were of American
origin ; therefore, they should be in the van as regarded
electro-farming. It was difficult to say what was the smallest

fai-m that could be electrically equipped. On the Continent
he had seen a '24-acre fai-m equipped electrically, and no farm
there was considered too small to benefit from the use of

electricity. The oil engine was not a good substitute for elec-

tricity. He had experienced that to his cost, and knew some-
thing about it. Assuming an outlay pi £-X for an electric

motor, 10 per cent., or £'i per annum, or IJd. per day, would
cover the interest and depreciation. That -n-as equivalent to

a man's time for 48 hours, and was much less than the time
he would lose in looking after the oil engine for a year. In
fact, £'2 was less than the cost of a man's time spent in start-

ing up the oil engine when it was in good order. Last year
each of his horses cost £147, including a portion of the driver's

time. Electricity at 2s. per unit would be cheaper than horses
for such work as it would be applicable to. On the small
farm w-here electric power was available one horse was enough.
He himself kept three horses on'a 600-acre farm. The prin-

ciple to work upon was intensified fai-ming to increase the
output and the profits, and great savings could be effected by
the judicious application of electricity. Tte Howard steam-
ploughing .system had been a failure, but when applied to

electric ploughing it was a most practicable system when
they were using from 12 to 60 h.p. ITie most successful

system at the moment for that power wag the roundabout
system, although possibly the eventual system would not be
that one. He was trying a new motor which looked as if it

would work out to about one-third the cost of existing motors,
•and in that case the individual drive would justify itself.

Finally, Mr. Matthews offered to show his farm to anyone
interested.

The National Association of Supervising Electricians.

—

About 20 members of the N..\.S.E. availed them-selves of

the invitation of the Electrical Apparatus Co.. Ltd., to in-

spect that company's Vauxhall Works, on Saturday last. An
idea of the wide range of the company's work w-as gathered
from the numerous examples set out in the shops. Major
.\mberton and Mes.srs. Evans and Walton acted as guides,

and carefully explained everything and carried out many
demonstrations on starters and controllers. They were fully

occupied in answering the searching questions put to them.
Special interest was .shown in a printing press controller,

recently completed by the firm. Upon the conclusion of the
tour of the shop, tea w-as served in the draw-ing office, and
after this Mr. Windibank expressed the thanks of the Associ-

ation for the company's hospitality and courtesy. He hoped
that both would derive profit from the visit. In replying.

Major Amberton acknowledged the u.sefulness of many sug-

gestions made by the visitors, and said that mo.st of them
would undoubtedly be adopted .

U.S.A. Electric Vehicle Market.—The Electric Automo-
bile Show opened at New York on April 3rd. and the general

opinion is that the show will be the most comprehensive of

its kind ever held in New York City.

The Steinmetz Electric Motor Car Corporation has placed

on the market a l-ton delivery truck, designed by Mr. C. P.

Steinmetz, of the General Electric Co.. selling at 2.700 dollars,

f.o.b. Baltimore. The -n'eight of this truck is 4.450 lb.,

radius of operation .50 miles, average speed 20 miles, wheel-

base 114 in., pneumatic tires 33 in. by 5 in. The monthly
meetings sponsored bv the Automobile Bureau of the New
York Edison Co. are proving very popular: subjects of interest

to the trade are discussed.—Keufc/'s Trade Service (New
York).
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THE LIGHTING OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS. CYC-ARC ELECTRIC WELDING.

A I'Ai'ER on the above subject was read by Messrs. E. H. Eay-

ner, J. W. T. Walsh, and H. Buckley, of the National Phy-

sical Laboratory, at the meeting of the Illdminating Enoi-

NEBRING Society, on March '28th, the chair being taken by

Sir Joseph Petavel, director of the laboratory.

The discussion was arranged jointly with the Eoypl In-

stitute of British Architects.

The paper was devoted mainly to experiments arising out

of a request received from H.M. Office of Works for informa-

tion which would assist in drawing up a specification lor

lighting installations at the new building of the Mmistry of

Pensions at Acton. Semi-indirect lightmg, with a gener,al

illumination of four foot-candles, was decided upon, and the

results of the experiments were assembled by the authors in
'

a series of sixteen diagrams, which were discussed in detail.

A summary of results shows that the average illumination at-

tained varied from 2.9 to 4.7 foot^candles, the consumption

from 38 to 0.65 watt per sq. ft. and the coefficient of utilisa-

tion (i.e.. the isercentage of the total flux of light falling upon

the working plane) from 43 to 63 per cent. A feature of m-

terest was the limit set on the brightness of hghtmg units

which in the various installations fell withm the hmits of

6 and 2.5 c.p. per sq. in., representing quite a moderate

lii-illiancy. The data should prove useful for futm-e reference

in view of the variety of semi-indirect fittings experimented

with, some of the ordinary open type, others with over-

reflectors.
'

, ^ 1 i

Another section of the paper was devoted to some experi-

ments in the design of skylights used in pictme galleries, new

proposals for which were submitted by Sir Frank Bames, ot

the Office of Works. The chief aim of the new design was

to avoid the troublesome reflections of relatively bright ob-

jects in the glass of pictures. A final section of the paper con-

tained an account of a special building for experiments on

illumination which is being erected in the grounds of the

National Phvsical Laboratory. It is hoped that the building

will be very serviceable in enabling resultant dayhght illu-

mination to be determined with greater precision when a

building is in course of design.

Following the presentation of the paper, Capt. J. W.
Liberty, pubUc lighting inspector to the City of Loudon

showed a number of lantern slides lUu-stratmg methods of

lightin" adopted in decorative interiors. The photographs

were taken by Mr. J. S. Dow. exclusively by the artificial

light available. The first views referred to various rooms at

the Guildhall, a pleasing installation being that m the historic

Crypt w^here simple diffusing glass panes are used to soften

the light from gasfiUed lamps. Several charmmg effects pro-

duced in the new Marylebone Town Hall, notably some ex-

amples by concealed lights in- domes, were next shown. The

lighting of a committee room (mdirect cornice hghtmg) and

of the council chamber (crystal chandehers enclosmg gas-

filled lamps and supplemented by electric candles) excited

some comment in view of the very dark walls, panelled m wal-

nut which occasion difficulties from the standpoint of illu-

mination. A contrast in method is afforded by the mam office

at the new Port of London Authority's building, where the

surroundings are of a very light tint, and the lighting is

effected by gasfiUed lamps of an aggregate of 20,000 c.p.

massed in the vast central dome. Another interesting ex-

ample of modem methods is to be found m the Middlesex

Sessions Hall, w^here semi-indirect lighting is generally em-

ployed with excellent effect. Through the courtesy ot Mr.

Charles A. Baker, electrical engineer to the L.C.C., some parti-

culars of the illumination provided in the various rooms were

given. The method adopted in the assembly hall, where the

illumination is derived exclusively from bracket lights in

diffusing globes, appears to give very pleasing results, and

the same applies to the decorative semi-mdu-ect fitting used

in the domes in some of the courts. Capt. Liberty also re-

fen-ed to the new Ijondon County Council Hall, on the Em-
bantanent, which like the Port of London Authority's build-

ing, is still being completed. A feature thereof is the immense

length of some of the corridors. Capt. Liberty stated thpt

it was hoped, when the arrangements had reached a more ad-

vanced stage, to give fuller particulars of these two buildings.

Another interesting example of spectacular lighting was

shown by Mr. Cunnington ; namely, the emergency flood-

lighting of the entrance to Waterloo Station, recently opened

by the Queen. The lichting was necessarily effected by units

placed quite near to the face of the l)uilding. and there was

therefore some difficulty in avoiding inconvenient shadows.

But considering that this was essentially an emergency light-

ing instaflation the effect was quite striking. A fact^ com-

mented upon in the discussion was the undoubted rise in

the standard of illumiiiatinn in public buildings since the

Society commenced its work in 1909. The conditions of light-

ing in modern buildings arc now very much better than

a few vears ago.

At the conf-lusion of the discussion, the chairman announced

that the next meeting, to 1>e held at the end of April, would

be devoted to a discussion nti the use of light in hospitals, at

which thp co-oneration of the medical profession would be

specially invited.

DISCDSSIO^" AT Leeds.

At a meeting of the members of the North Midland Centke

of the Institution of Electrical Enginllks, on February

14th, Mr. Martin read Messrs. Steel and Martin's pai)er

on the above process of electric welding, an abstract of which )

apiieared in our issue of December yth, 1921. Before con- i

eluding his paper Mr. Martin expressed his thanks to Mr.

Hefford, the Leeds city electricity engineer, for the arrange-

ments which his department had made to give them a supply

of electricity in order to demonstrate the possibilities and
features of their api)aratus. They were able because of this

to make larger welds in the lecture room than they had been
able to do anywhere else in the provinces. The paper was illus-

trated with many lantern slides, and after the discussion

demonstrations were made.
The Chairman (Mr. Burnand) in opening the discussion,

said he had been impressed by the short time taken to weld
a light tube (0.2 of a second), but there was a system of weld-

ing even quicker than that, which was used for welding light

things, such as spectacle frames. That was done in a
thousandth of a second. He did not think it was reahsed
how quick the discharge from a condenser W'as; the

explosion of gunpowder was a very leisurely thing com-
pared with the rate of discharge from a condenser. Another
method was described by Mr. D. F. Miner, of the American
Westinghouse Co., probably towards the end of 1920. Mr.
Miner struck an arc just as Messrs. Steel and Martin did,

and di'ied it up, but the particular feature was that he
utiUsed a reactance. He stored electro-magnetic energy m
a sort of big core, which was nearly closed. He charged it

up comparatively slowly, and it was discharged in a frac-

tion of a second. That piece of apparatus took the place of

the flywheel motor-generator which Messrs. Steel and
Martin utilised, and gave a very heavy discharge for li

fraction of a second without taking any very great current
from the supply. An oscillogram taken during a weld
between copper and steel rods f in. in diameter indicated a
peak of current of 2,600 amperes, an arc of 30 volts, a maxi-
mum pow'er of 60 kW, energy of 0.00077 kW-hour, and the

welding time as 0.0094 second. Tliat corresponded fairlv

closely to some of Messrs. Steel and Martin's figures, but was
somewhat quicker. The apparatus bore a close resemblance
to the authors', but differed in detail.

Mr. Hill (Bradford) remarked that there appeared to be
con.siderable u.se for such welding as the authors had ex-

plained in general engineering, perhaps more so than in

electrical engineering.

Mr. Balmi'orth thought that if the surfaces had to be

cleaned it would, perhaps, detract from the process rather

than if surfaces could be simply welded together without
cleansing.

Mr. Hall (HoUinwood, Lancashire) drew attention to

another welding process which was developed nineteen

years ago by Mr. Perranti. and which had been used for a
number of years quite successfully. In that case the attempt
w-as to weld steel plates on to broken disks and bars, in which
they had to have accuracy of setting as well as strength.

They developed the resistance method of welding by adding
to it the automatic features that Mr. Martin had mentioned.'

They had also found that the time when the current w-as

passing varied up to six seconds. In some of the plates

welded they used a section which was practically half a

square inch in the large cases. Such welding as that would
take six seconds, but to make the weld possible they had
to treat the surface before welding. In the case of a turbine

disk the .smaller plates were put on at the rate of six a

minute, the limit being not the energy consumed, but

the work the men had to do to bring the material to and
from the job. That was carried on on a large scale at Messrs.

Vickers's works in Sheffield. There they started welding
steel in the first place and found no trouble with it. .i^fter-

wards they tried bronze and several gunmetals.

Mr. Martin, in replying to the discussion, said that with

regard to the Westinghouse method of arc welding the chair-

man had not made it clear whether they were using auto-

matic timing in any form. The main unsatisfactory feature

was the unusual size and weight of the storage coils. There

were many other disadvantages which would be serious in

developing a method like that commercially. The American
We.stinghousp Co. would have difficulty in welding .such varia-

tions as the Martin and Steel method could do, such extremes

as welding a steel pin on to a heavy armour plate, cfx

to a tube, or a thin plate. They had been asked about th<^

welding of stellite two or three times. Mr. Martin thought

that they Avould weld it quite ea.silv. though they had not

done so yet. They could weld with unclean surfaces, but

they could naturally weld better with clean ,«urfaces. It

was more serious with the small welds where they had not

the heat and had not the time to remove the explosive effects

of grease; if grease was about gases were generated, and

tended to blow the arc on one side. Bust was an oxide of

iron with a high melting point: if they wt enough oxide 't

melted, and umn nlncing th» stud in the molten plate th«

ox'de was squeezed out and did not interfere.

The suggestion that there were possibilities of using the
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Cyc-arc process for blading turbines he regarded as rather

visionary at the present time, but he saw no reason why it

should not be developed. Why was the resistance method
not developed if satisfactory results had been obtained from
it for a number of years'.' It seemed rather curious that

improvements were not made so that they could have kept
up with the modern turbine's requirements.
Mr. H.tLL (HoUinwood) observed that the resistance

method of welding was developed in connection with special

welding, high temperatures, &c. It was dropped by the
people who had control of the patent; the patents ran out,

and then there was no object in spending more money as

there was little hope of reaping a reward. He had b«en
associated with the method since 1902.

Mr. Jones, in moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Martin, said

he seemed to be most successful when the metals were dis-

similar. It looked as if the metals when they came together
seemed to be more homogeneous; the structure of the metal
appeared to have altered. That might have something to do
with the fact that the welded portion was stronger than the
other portion.

LEGAL.

Postmaster-Geneeal v. Herbert E. Brooks.

Proceedings were taken by the Postmaster-General in the
Railway and Canals Commi.ssioners' Court on April 6th by way
of a new trial, because it was said that after a county court
judgment, imposing rents of os., 10s., 15s., and £1 a year each
for electric telegraph poles, instead of " the usual shilling a
year," other landowners had sent in asking for 10s. each for
poles on their land, and. since there were nearly a milliou poles
on private property in this country, such demands would create
a revolution in and be the ruin of an important public ser-

vice. It was the first time such a matter had been brought
before the Railway and Canals Commissioners' Court under
the extended jurisdiction given by the Telegraph Construction
Act of 1916.

The action was brought for a new trial by the Postmaster-
General because of the fixation of rent of six telegraph poles
on land of Mr. H. E. Brooks, J.P,, C.A., of Stafford Lodge,
near Grays, Essex. For three other poles Mi-. Justice J. D.
Crawford, at the Romford County Court, apparently said there
should be no charge, under a judgment of Mr. Justice Lush,
becau.se those poles were upon a road. The Railways and
Canals Commissioners Court consisted of Mr. Justice Lush, Mr.
Tindal Atkinson, K.C., and Sir Lewis Coward, K.C.
Mr. Harold Murphy, for the Postmaster-General, explained

that he thought Mr. Brooks's main defence (Mr. Brooks
appeared in person) was that, having given up his right to
the telephone, owing to increased charges, he deemed himself
entitled to exact from the Postmaster-General a much heavier
rental than was paid by the National Telephone Co. They
paid Is.

Mr. Justice Ldsh : But Mr. Brooks had the advantage of
free calls in those days.

Mr. Murphy said the Postmaster-Geoeral contended that
the rates he should pay should depend on present damages
and there were no damages whatever to Mr. Brooks.
Mr. Justice Lush : So he is to be paid nothing? You are

in occupation of his land. You cannot put up poles qn some-
body else's land and .say you ought not to have any acknow-
ledgment from the user.
Mr. Murphy : I am given a statutory right to place poles

on the land on coming to you if he fails to give consent. What
you have to con.sider is whether .such comiitions as he seeks
to impose are contrary to public interest. If there is no detri-
ment or loss of amenity the imposition of any pecuniary pay-
ment would be contrary to public interest, and the imposition
of a heavy rental would be ruinous to a public service.
Mr. Justice Lush : It would be contrai-y to public interest

that you should pay him nothing. I dare say you would like
to pay him nothing.
Mr. Murphy complained that the county court judge's

award worked out at 60s. for six poles. There were 818,000
poles on private property, and the average payment was
Is. 4d.; 30 per cent, were free; 9.5 per cent, were less than
Is; more was paid for telephone .standards with stays on the
top of buildings and in private gardens, as was equitable. The
rent proposed now would be a revolution of the whole system.
and on its precedent landowners were coming in with demands
for lOs. a pole. Tliat wa-s the .serious aspect of the ca.se.
Giving evidence for the Postmaster-General, Mr. Charles

.Tarrold E\'e, of Meissrs. Thurgood. Martin & Eve. auctioneers
and valuers, said there were nine heads of damage under
which he usually assessed damage, and in Mr. Brooks's case
he could find no damage under any of them. The poles took
nothing from the plough. They were in a wood; thev hurt
no grass, growing crops, fences or hedges ; there was no risk
of telegraph men leaving gates open for cattle to stray, there
were no gates; there was no game to be disturbed and co
cover; no hedge to plash; no spoliation of commercial value;
no pruning of ornamental trees for the wires; hay carts could
pass under the wires, but there were no cart tracks; driven

partridges would have to surmount a higher wood on the
other side, and as to unsightliness there was no house near to
see the poles. The only development; value of the property
was in minerals axid forestry, if Mr. Brooks was going to
build, quarry, or make an avenue, he could give notice to the
Postmaster-General to remove the poles.
Mr. Justice Lush: For a small avenue or path I am con-

vinced the poles would not be removed.
Mr. Eve said he himself had never charged more than a

shilling a pole and he had charged as little as a shilling for
twenty.
Mr. Brooks contended that there was present damage and

that he should receive payment iu respect of interest in
the land and its amenities. He was, he said, director of a
cement company, and this chalk land would eventually be
worked for cement. He had been in negotiation with his
colleagues for the purchase of this property. When he gave
the Postmaster-General notice to move the poles, three weeks
passed, he was presented with a polite bludgeon—he waB
told, in ellect, " we will not get out, and we are going to use
our compulsory power and we give you notice accordingly."
Such a threat of htigation did not attract a purchaser. No-
body waflted to buy a lawsuit along with land. He wanted
to sell the estate as a whole, but if a purchaser shied at the
telegraph poles, 11 acres would be cut off from the property on
the other side of the road and he would be left with those
11 acres hung up in the air, i"2,000 or £'3,000 worse off than
if he had not sold it at all. Nobody would buy 11 acres for
building. Ten shillings a pole was not adequate compensa-
tion for putting this fear in the heart of a purchaser. If the
Postmaster-General was presented with a notice to remove on
account of quarrying, he might be expected to be just as
obstructive and litigious as now and he was only carrying
on a trading department. Mr. Brooks suggested that it was
only the common knowledge of landowners of the Postmaster-
General's legal resources, who compelled them, under this
duress, to accept a shilling.

Mr. J. Sinnott, member of the In.stitution of Electrical
Engmeers and engineer to the Post Office engineering depart-
ment, put m returns of consents to the Post Office erection of
poles.

Mr. Brooks observed that at the present moment the Post-
master-General was contending with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer as to what should be done with the anticipated
profits of his undertaking for the year just beginning. As
manager for the State of a trading concern, the Postmaster-
General should pay a reasonable rental for the facilities he
enjoyed at the expense of the private individual.
Mr. Justice Lush said the situation was an interesting one

and It was the first of its kind that the Court had had since
the Telegraph Construction Act of 1916. There was the ques-
tion whether a capitali.sed .sum should not be paid instead of
rent. He understood Mr. Eve had mentioned a period of 16
or 20 years for capitahsatioo.
Mr. Murphy replied that he said nothing against the

principle of capitalisation, but in Mr. Brooks's case the assess-
ment should be small.
Mr. Justice Lush said the Court desired to look into the

matter, and. as that was the first case of its kind, would
reserve its judgment. Judgment would have to be delivered
in the next law term.

Childs v. Greenberg.

At Marylebone County Court, last week. Henry Edward
Childs, an electrician, of Notting Hill, sued Phihp Greenberg,
a tailor, also of Notting Hill, for £49 10s., the cost of goods
sold and work done.

Plaintiff's case was that he carried out certain wiring at
defendant's house for lighting purposes, which he estimated
at £21, but subsequently reduced to £20. Defendant was to
have four lighting points; there was also an agreement to
install wiring for heating purposes, to cost £14. Plaintiff com-
pleted the work on November 14th last and defendant paid him
£10 on account. The house was connected with the local
electric supply system, as to which defendant made no com-
plaint. Witness installed the wiring in steel tubes, which
was the ordinary way of doing such work. He agreed to put
the steel tubing down the walls, but not to " chase "

it in the
walls. He had heard nothing of not having done the work
in accordanice with the requirements of the local electrical
supply company.
An expert gave evidence that plaintiff carried out the work

properly, and that there was no risk of danger owing to the
tubing not being " chased " or put below the boards of the
floors.

Defendant, in his evidence, said his complaint was that
the work had) not bean carried out according to contract.
Plaintiff promised to put the tubing in the walls and ceilings,
so that it would not show; otherwise it was to be " chased

"

so as to be invisible.

Judge Scully said that he would not say that the manner in

which plaintiff put in the tubing was unsafe but, in his
opinion, it was not according to contract. He gave judg-
ment for plaintiff for £.35 5s., the amount paid into Court with
costs up to the time of payment in. The judge added that
the sum was quite sufficient.
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CoMMERCUL Traveller's Notice.

In the Mayor's and City of London Court, last week, a com-
mercial traveller named Moscow sued Burstein Isaacs & Co.,
Ltd., City merchants, for £90 damages for wrongful dismissal.

Plaintiff was a commercial traveller at HI a week and commis-
sion, and after working for three months he was dismissed
with a week's notice. He claimed that there was a universal
custom that commercial travellers were entitled to three
months' notice, and made his claim accordingly. The de-

fendants said the plaintiff was engaged for three months on
trial, but that, in any event, he was only entitled to a week's
notice, which was given him, and that travellers were not
entitled to three months' notice. Judge Jackson held that the
plaintiff was not engaged on trial, and that commercial
travellers in the City—he cared not what trade they belonged
to—could not be dismissed on a week's notice simply because
they were paid their salary weekly. In his view, if there was
•not a universal custom, he held that a reasonable notice for a
commercial traveller was three mouths, and therefore he gave
judgment for the plaintiff for ^84 and costs, stating that he
would facilitate an appeal if the defendants so desired in order
that the matter might be settled once and for all.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., k. Empire Electric
Lamp Co.

In the Chancery Division, on April 7th, Mr. Justice Lawrence
granted to the plaintiffs an injunction until judgment—or
further order—restraining the Empire Electric Lamp Co., of

Shepherd's Bush, from infringing their letters patent for im-
provements in leading-in wires in incandescent electric lamps.
The defendants did not appear.

REVIEWS.

Fifty Years of Elect ricitu ; the Memoirs of an Electrical
Engineer. By J. A. Fleming, D.Sc, P.R.S. Pp. xi +
371; figs. 21, 16 plates. London: Wireless Press, Ltd.
Price 30s. net.

The fifty years embrace the period from 1870 to 1920, but
in an introductory chapter the author goes further back,
sketching briefly the discoveries of workers in the field of
electricity and magnetism since Volta, and in considerable
detail the development of telegraphy since Cooke and Wheat-
stone up t<3 the year 1870. The book is not intended only for
the professional engineer, but also (and perhaps more so) for
the person whom the author characterises as the " intelligent
general reader." In the very first pages he invites this person
to consider what the position of mankind would be if iron
were not a magnetic material. T'he professional man need
not be told what that W'ould imply; he knows what we owe
to Oersted's discovery and Faraday's researches, but a lay-
man could npt be expected to realise this. Therefore the author
tells him. Electric trains and tramways could not function
because the dynamo could never have been invented. Even
the service on steam lines would be slow and dangerous for
want of electric signalling. No electric lighting, heating,
cooking and ventilation ; no transmission of power, no motor
cars using magnetos for ignition; no telephones, and, in fact,
paralysis of social life' as we know it now. To bring home
to the lay mind the importance of electrical engineering he
draws a picture of what would be the result if after arduous
researches of scientific committees it were discovered how iron
could be made susceptible to magnetisation. It would be an
intense relief from social disaster, and this shows the layman
what benefits the electrical engineer has conferred upon the
human race.

The author next draws a comparison between the politician
and the electrical engineer. Naturally the former comes off
second best, although politicians are apt to think that their
services are essential to the community. As a matter of
historic fact, they have been rather detrimental, as is shown
by the Electric Lighting Act of 1.8,82 and the political tinker-
ing which went on for some sub.sequent years until the Act
had been cast into some tolerable form free from the worst
trammels wliich in the esirly years throttled the industry. It
is this kind of reasoning which the author puts forth to
justify his book. To quote his own words: "It seemed,
therefore, possible that some slight service might be rendered
to the general reader by giving a brief account in popular but
not inaccurate language, drawn to some extent from the per-
sonal experience of the writer." In a later chapter the author
returns to the charge against the politician, and quotes with
approval Tyndal's statement that it would be a wholesome
and natural test to make admission to the House of Commons
contingent on a knowledge of the principles of natural philo-
eophy. In the same chapter there are .some other suggestions
by the author him.self; these will be mentioned at the end of
this review.
Turninc now to the subject m.itter of the book, professional

men in all branches of electrical engineering will find some-
thing to interest them in every chanter, but not to the same
degree, or rather, not in the same detail. It is quite obvious
that the vast field cannot be covered in the 3.50 pages of text,
but in the selection of the parts which are accorded more de^

tailed treatment the author shows a preference for kinematic
rather than dynamic engineermg. Thus he describes in great
detail with all the various levers, sprmgs, pawls, stops, gears,
and mechanism generally (all well illustrated by diagrams and
plates) a large variety of telegraphs, includmg the \\ neat-
.stone automatic, its puncher, tne typewriter periorator oi Cell
and Creed, differential relays, duplex and multiplex working,
and the various successors ot the Hughes prmting telegraph,

which has been treated in detail in the introductory chapter,
because invented before ltl7U. I'he ma.ss of technical infor-

mation in Chapter I should satisfy the most exacting tele-

graphic engineer. We find here not only the instruments
themselves, but accessory apparatus and the alphabets used
by different inventors. A list of names must here suffice,

such as Baudot, Edison, Murray, S. G. Brown, Keurtley, Axel
Urtling, Muu'head, &c.
Next the author takes us to submarine telegraphy, and here

he is not so diffuse, and rightly so, because the romance con-
nected with Atlantic cables has been told by many writers,

and comparatively recently in Thompson's Lite of Kelvin.
Still, the author gives us sufficient material to be able to

appreciate the scientific foresight, pluck, and skill of the men
who were in that enterprise, whilst charitably refraining from
any comments on the lU-fated " thunder pump " which has
been the cause of so much financial loss.

The next 2y pages of this chapter are devoted to telephony,
not an undue allowance for so great a subject, especially as

the text not only deals with technicalities, but also with
various patent litigations and the famous case of the Attorney-
General V. the Edison Telephone Co. This leaves but small
space for purely technical matters, which, however, is utilised

to the best advantage. Even such recondite subjects as loaded

lines, phantom circuits, exchanges, both hand-worked and
automatic (of which type we learn there are 20 in use at the

present tirne in England) are mentioned and explained, whilst

the basic fact how articulate speech is reproduced by the

effect of changes in the strength of an electric current ia

clearly explained by diagrams and oscillograph records.

In Chapter II, covering, in the space of 40 pages, dynamos,
alternators, transformers and motors, the author deals with
these important matters with disappointing brevity. After
explaining the magnetisation characteristic the distortion of

the field by armature current, he deals with the Bru.sh ami
Thomson-Houston arc lighting machines, multipolar d.c. ma-
chines, the Ferranti alternator, the transfoniier, the modern
three-phase alternator, and the parallel working of alternators.

Here there is a curious slip. On p. 42 we are told that if one
machine lags behind the other by 90 deg. it will be converted

into a motor and be driven by the other machine. Why
exactly 90 deg.'? Surely a much smaller pha.se difference

suffices, whilst a difference of 90 deg. will bring the machines
perilously near to breaking step. We also get a short account

of the compensated a.c. series commutator motor and the in-

duction motor, as developed by Ferraris, Tesla, and Dolivo
Dobrowolsky. Considering that nearly all the power used in

industry is derived from a.c. machinery, both the expert and
the intelligent general reader might reasonably look for a
somewhat fuller treatment.
To make up for this we find in Chapter HI a very full

account, both historical and technical, of electric lamps. After

showing the regulating mechanisms of arc lamps and the con-

struction of the earher incandescent lamps, the author takes

us straight away to the modern metallic-filament lamps, and
explains the process of obtaining a ductile tungsten wire ; he

shows plates of lamps, fittings, switches, conduits, fusible

plugs, house distributing boards. &c. Photometry is not

omitted, and on page 160 we are introduced to the " Edison
effect," the basic principle of wireless telephony, which ia

further treated in a subsequent chapter.

The domestic use of electricity other than lighting is given

in Chapter IV, which also contains a good deal of informatiour

on the important matter of electric furnaces for industrial pur-

poses, such as the manufacture of carborundum and alumi-

nium, the refining of steel, the production of graphitic carbon,

the fixation of nitrogen by the Birkeland-Eyde process, and
even the production of pig iron, but here the author tells us

that the use of electricity is commercially impossible unless

the energy can be obtained at a farthing per kWh. Some in

teresting figures given by the author may be quoted. Alumi-

nium made before the electric furnace came into use was

considered a rare metal. The world's production was only

three tons a year, and the price i£2 16s. per lb. In 1906 the

world production had risen to 12,000 tons, and the price had

fallen to Is. lOd. per lb. Since the war, production and price

have considerably increased.

In Chapter V we come to electricity .supply stations, stonige

batteries, railways, and the transmission of power. The in-

telligent general reader would have been interested to learn

something about the big electricity schemes which have been

maturing within the last few years, and which involve the con-

trol nf the supply to large districts by electricity hoards, the

erection of super power stations, the unification of pressure

and frequency, and the linking-up of electricity works all over

the country. On these matters the author is unfortunately

silent. The history of the first Niagara undertaking is given

in some detail, and we learn that the original company and

the three which came into existence later draw no less than

800.000 b.p. from the falls. Various important works in Swit-

zerland are also described, including the Beznau-Ehinefelden.
Engelberg-Luceme, Kander-Beme, and a Thury station
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Bupplying power from St. Maurice to iiausanne. The author

next describes suuie English works, more especially the Green-

wich, Neasdeii und Lots Road stations which supply power to

the London tramways and ihe " Underground " lines; he then

gives a short historical review of the development of iiiain-line

electrification. He expresses no opinion as to the merits of

rival systems (d.c, and single- and three-phase a.c), but one

can hardly agree with him when, on page QM, he says that a

large amount of railway traction work has been done in Swit-

zerland and Italy with three-phase current and three-phase

induction motors. As regards Italy, this is correct, but in

Switzerland there are nut many examples, and with the excep-

tion of the Simplon, no imi)ortant lines are worked oil this

system, whilst the electrification of the Gothard Hne has been
made by single-phase with commutator motors, which have
proved so successful on the Loetschberg line.

Chapter VI is called " Electric Theory and Measurements."
Oue would expect such a subject to be taken at the beginning

of the book so as to give the general reader some sort of basis

for what follows. Apart from some elementary text-book

matter, such as Oersted's discovery and Faraday's method of

showing lines of force by iron filings, there is a detailed

account of the potentiometer and an explanation of displace-

ment currents, after which we are introduced to Hertzian
waves, the cohei'er, Rontgen tubes, electrons, speculations as

to the ether and the theory of relativity, all, of course, in

the briefest outline. ^^ireless telegraphy and telephony re-

ceive, in the next chapter, more ample treatment. As might
lie expected from the author of " The Principles of Electric

Wave Telegraphy," this chapter is altogether admirable.
The writer takes us from the first experimental work of Mar-
coni in 1895 to the demonstration at the B..\. meeting in

Dover, when wireless messages passed between Dover and
Boulogne, and shows how Marconi succeeded by gradual
development of his system to send, in December, 1901, with
a 2.5-h.p. plant, signals from Cornwall to Newfoundland. Then
follow accounts and explanations of further improvements,
by which atmospherics were reduced, the range increased, and
the system made absolutely reliable. The author then ex-
plains the next great step, which was the discovery of how
undamped waves can be produced, and he describes several

methods. (Duddell and Poulsen arcs, dynamic machines such
as the Alexanderson, Latour. Goldschmidt, and Marconi's
timed spark), and comes finally to his own invention of the
Fleming valve and its use as an amplifier. This leads to

wireless telephony, w-ith which he concludes the chapter.
.\\\ this is well w'orth careful reading, as is also the last

chapter headed " Conclusion." Here the author strikes the
same note as in the beginning of the book, namely, an in-

.sistence upon the benefit the world has derived from the
labour of the electrical engineer, coupled wifh an appeal to
the State to not only refrain from hindering development, but
actually to assist it by promoting scientific research. As
regards private research establishments, he contrasts onr back-
wardness with the great work done by American firms and
pre-war German firms, but private laboratories expected to
yield unmediate results in definite branches of industry are
not enough. He pleads for general scientific research even if

the utilisation of discoveries is not immediately in view.
Hence scientists of recognised ability, by means of State
(.'rants, should be set free to pursue their investigations with-
out having to rely on industrial employment for their liveli-

hood, or, if at a university, be required to teach any but a
^mall number of highly-gifted students.—Gisbert K.^pp.

.4 Practical Treatise on Three-phase Induction Motors- By
LE0N-.4RD E. Wood. Pp. iv -1-130: figs. 72. London: The
Electrical Review, Ltd. Price 6s. 6d. net.

This little book is intended for the guidance of those respon-
sible for the installation, maintenance, and repair of three-
phase induction motors. The author is clearly a practical man
who has gained most of his knowledge in the hard school of
'xperience, and, as such, he is well qualified to undertake the
task of writing an essentially practical book of this kind. The
construction of the induction motor is described in a clear
ind common-sense way that must be a boon to those practical
men in charge of motors who wish to know the whys and
•vherefores without undergoing the ordeal of a regular tech-
nical training. The method of winding three-phase stators
md rotMrs is explained in simple language and by the aid of
Mear diagrams. Considerable space is devoted to describing
'he several methods of starting squirrel-cage and slip-ring in-
iuction motors, and diagrams are given showing the wiring
onnectioDs between the motor, the starter and the supply
nains. Many useful hints are given with regard to tracing

j

aults and carrying out repairs. The book is well bound, well
jirinted, and profusely illustrated.

j

At times the author displays the defects of his merits in not
jilways being exactly scientifically correct, although he is

jUvays clear in his meaning. The object of this little book,
lowever. is not to teach science, but to give practical men a.

|!()od understanding of the motors in their charge, and. as such.
|vp have nothing but praise for it. The number of men
ngaged upon the manufacture, maintenance, and repair of
nduction motors who would benefit by reading this book i.s'

jery great, and it is to Be regretted that the pre.sent high co?t
f publishing made it impossible to prodtice the book to sell
lor less than 6s. 6d. net.

Liquid and Gaseous Fuels. By Vivian B. Lewes, F.I.C,
P.C.S. Revised by J. B. C. Kershaw, F.I.C. Pp.
xiv-l-3.53; figs. 59. Second Edition. London: Constable
and Co.. 1931. Pricelfe.6d.net.

In the early days of liquid fuel it was pointed out by W. H.
Booth in his " Liquid Fuel and Its Combustion," that liquid

fuel could never be anything but a special fuel, to be used
t(i cope economically with the crest of a peak load whose
endurance or breadth of base was out of all proportion to its

\ertical height on a diagram of current consumption.
These views are endorsed in tlie book before us. and are

fully recognised by oil fuel supply , companies. It was stated

twenty years ago by Booth that the annual oil production of

the world was only some five per cent, of the coal produc-
tion. A very recent writer put it at 10 per cent. In the
book before us the ratio of coal to oil is put at about one to

twenty, and of the one of oil only one-third is available as

fuel. With all the strenuous efforts to find fresh sources of
oil it seems difficult to keej) pace with the rate of exhaustion
of the present still-flowing wells. The book before us is

decidedly on the side of the pessimists, and indeed looks
to the somewhat speedy combustion of the last ton of coal or
gallon of oil, and points out in a final chapter how the world
may soon be driven to find its winter warmth in the sunbeams
of last month rather than in the age-long stored light and
heat of the sun in the coal and oil now so rapidly coming
to an end.
The editor of the present edition has introdticed matter to

bring the book up to date, much of such matter being culled

from Lewes's own lectures and writings made sub.sequent to

the issue of the first edition.

The latter few pages of Chapter VTI are, if carefully read
and pondered over, a veritable encyclopedia of the science of

combustion, for the reader is brought face to face with the
important factor of temperature and the evil effect of ex-
posure of flame to cold bodies, such as, for example, water-
cooled boiler plates. The question of temperature is usually
neglected. The waste gas from the blast furnace comes in

for very few hues. This is to be regretted. Thwaite, to whose
efforts the world's recognition of this great pow'er agent is

due, died in poverty. He was never fairly recognised in this

country, but his ideas w-ere promptly .seized by Germany, and
this was the last brick w'hich put the German iron industry
in the next line to that of the United States, and indirectly

encouraged Germany to go to war.

Electrical Transmission of Energy. By W. M. Thornton,
D.Sc. Pp. xi-l-116; 49 figs. London: Sir I. Pitman and
Son. Price 2s. 6d. net.

This book consists of brief statements of scientific facts

concerning the tran.smission of electrical energy. These facts

are reviewed in the light of the electronic theory, and there is

practically no purely empirical matter in the volume.
The very wide range of subjects dealt with may be judged

from the following, which were specially interesting to the
reviewer :

—
1. .A summary of the properties of the other end of electrons

with notes on the nature and shape of electrons.

2. Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction from the elec-

tronic standpoint.
3. The theory of dielectric strength of materials.

4. Dielectric hysteresis.

5. Electric waves and impulses.

6. Breaking of electric circuits.

.\ll these subjects must appeal to all electrical supply engi-

neers, even from the most materialistic standpoint, while their

scientific interest is evident.

The book is by no means one which can be read at a sitting,

but it should be readily mastered by anyone with a good
'.•rounding of electricity and mathematics in the course of a
few weeks.
The author states that the subject matter was originally

oiven as a series of informal lectures, and many readers will.

like the reviewer, envy those who were fortunate enough to

attend them.
The book is well printed and botind, and only one error

(6.36''" at the top of p. 24 should read 6.36 X 10'") was
noticed by the reviewer.
There is a short bibliography of works on modern electrical

theory for those who wish to pursue the subject further.

Wages in the Electricity Supply Industry.—Sir William^
Mackenzie. K.C.. sat as an arbitrator appointed by the
Minister of Labour at the City Hall. Cardili. on April 4th.

to investigate a claim by the employers' side of the South
Wales and Monmouthshire .Toint Industrial Council for the
Electricity Supply Industry for a reduction in the wages f)f

.skilled and semi-skilled men by 6s. a week, and those of un
skilled men bv 4s. Mr. Moxon (chairman of the Newport
Corporation Electricity Committee) conducted the case on
behalf of the emplover.=. and among others present was Mr.
W. ,A. Chamen (of the South Wales Power Tiistrihution Co),
and Mr. C. G. Morlev New 'the Cardiff electrical engineer).

Mr. .J. L. Davis and Mr. F. Quick represented the employes.
The arbitrator reserved his decision.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(HOT YBT PUBUSHBD.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sbpton-Jones, O'Delu and
bThPHENS, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, Hi(>h Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

Electric Co., Ltd. March

Electric Co.,

8.597. " Loaded transmission lines." Wcste
24th. (United States, June 4th, 1921.)

8.598. "Telephone systems." L. Polinkowsky and We
Ltd. March 24th.

8,600. " Fusenrarriers and connections therefor." W. J. Markham.
March 24th.

8,608. " High-tension transformers." E. Haefely et Cie. jVkt. Ges. March
24th. (Switzerland, July 26th, 1921.)

5.619. " Arrangement for maintaining constant the speed of direct<urrent
elretrical machines." J. Bcthenod. March 24th. (France, March 25th, 1921.)

8.620. " System for registering telephone calls." P. Lavender. March

(Derby), Ltd.,

24lh.

8,624. " High-frequency electric generators." Newton
and F. Newton. March 24th. •

8,633. " Method of magnifying intermittent electric impulses." H. St. G.
Anson. March 24th.

8,639. " Electrically-propelled coke trucks." Electricars, Ltd., and J. P.
Kemp. March Sith.

8,646. " Electric insulators." W. H. Eccles. March 25th.
8.670. " Electric switches. &c." F. D. Denner and L. J. Uepine. March

S5th.
8.671. " Electric distribution or fuse boards, &c." H. B. Prentice. March

25th.

8,673. " System of winding electric coils for inductances for rajio-tele-
graphy, ic." T. A. VV. Robinson. March 25th.

8,687. " Electric lime transmitters." C. G. Hayward. March 25th.
8,710. " Electric signalling systems for railways, &c." Westinghouse

Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd. '(Union Switch & Signal Co.). March 25th.
8,721. " Regulation on long-distance transmission lines." A. M. Taylor

March 27th.

8,763. " Device (or transmitting electrical impulses by means of balls,
disks, &c." J. H. Broome. March 27th.

8,765. " Devices for receiving and transmitting electric impulses." J. H.
Broome. March 27th.

& k j

8,769. " Sparking plug." F. Jones. March 27th.
8,773. "Overload circuit breakers." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. March 2"th

(Germany, April 25th, 1921.)
8,785. " Counting and indicating device (or telephone calls, &c." W,

Morell Akt. Cres. March 27th. (Germany, October 17th, 1921.)
8,787. "Systems of electrical distribution." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical

Co.. Ltd. March 27th. (United States, June 3rd, 1921.)
8,793. "Telephone systems." Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. March 27th.

(Germany, March 31st, 1921.)

8.807. " Microphones." E. D. Young. March 27th.
8.808. " Stand for Rontgen tubes, &c." Reiniger, Gebbert & Schall .Akt

Ges. March 27th. (Germany, March 26th, 1921.)
8,811. " Multi-filament electric lamps and switches therefor." S. G.

Barker. March 27th.
8,813. "Vibration indicators." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (Gen-

eral Electric Co.). March 27th.
8.822. " Short circuiting electrical devices." C. F. Killar. March 27lh.
8.824. " Manufacture of silver and electro-plated goods." E. S. lones

March 28th.
8.825. " Systems of reception for modulated wave telegraphy and tele-

phony." E. y. Robinson. March 38th.
8,830. " Sparking electrode for sparking plugs." H. S. Hutchison

March 28th.
8,842. " Electric furnaces." E, Marthesi. M.irch 28th.
8,848. " Reversing gears operated bv electro-magnetically actuated friction

clutches." H. T. Boothrovd. March 28th.
8,869. " Head lamps for motor vehicles." J. C. Morrison. March 28th.

8.880. " Self-indicating sparking plug." P. \V. Corless. March 28th,

8.881. " Electric switches." W. S. Kelly. March 28th.
8,887. " Overload circuit breakers." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. March 28th.

(Germany, June 20th, 1921.)
8,890. " Electric overload protective systems." iK. Krupp Akt. Ges.

March 28th. (Germany, May 26th, 1921.)'

8,899, " Indicitin.B mechanism for printing telegraphs." E. E. Klein-

machines." British Thnni-
ison-Houston). March 28th.
lamps to holders." M. J.

Telepho Ltd. (A. H.

Schmidt. March 28th
8.904. " Braking systems for dynamo-e

son-Houston Co., Ltd. (Compagnie Francais
8,906. " Locking device for securing el

Railing and C. VV. Saunders. March 28th
8.909. " Terminal banks." Coventry Ax.

Adams). March 28th.
8.910. " Machine switching telephone systems." Coventry Automatic Tele-

phones, Ltd. (R. C. Arter). March 28th.
8.914. "Telephone exchange systems." Wesetrn Electric Co., Ltd. (Wes-

tern Electric Co.. Inc.). March 28th.

8.915. "Electric motor for gramophones, &c." C. A. Vouldon. March 2Slh.
8,917. " Elecdric signalling system for railways." G. C. Reed. March

28th.

8,941. " Method of equalising pairs of self-induction coils for loavling
pupinised four-wire telephone lines." Feltcn & Guilleaume Carlswerk Akt.
Ges. March 28th. (Germany. October 22nd, 1921.)

8,943. "Telephone systems." Siemens i Halske Akt. Ges. March 28th.
(GeriTiany, April 7th, 1921.)

8.952. " Ignition circuit makers for internal combustion liquid piston
prime movers," S. P. Christie. March 29th.

8.953. " Three electrode thermionic valves or vacuum tubes." L J Rich
March 29th. (United States, April 2nd 1921.)

8,959. "Flow meters." V. R. Nicholson. March 29th.
8.965. " Electrically-driven lathes." V. R. Nicholson. March 29th.
8.966. " .Accumulators or storage batteries." J. Timms. March 29th
8.973. " Devices for wireless telegraphy, &c." R. VV. Robson. March 29lh.
8,979. " Head lamps of road vehicles." S. Coxon, P. Ross and F. M.

ch for

Soulsby. March 29th
9,005. " Multiple-way

March 29th.

9,009. " Electrical ill

March 29lh.

9,021. "Tim- sv-'-'i

Co., Ltd. March 29th
9,023. " Metal-filament in-.indescen

and J. A. Orange. March 29th.
9,032. " Electric converting appara

A. H. Br,

s. &c." H. Cooper and B. Radley.

e." G. A. W.ilsh and L. T. Walsh,

kensey and Franco-British Electrical

mps." Cosmos Lamp Works, Ltd.,

"
J. E. Calverley and W. E. High-

necting telephone, &c., wires to insulators."

field. March 29th
9,034. " Hand tools (or

P T. Nielson. M.irch 29th.
9,063. " Electricity meters of the electrolytic type." P. C. Rushen (Si

Schuckertwerkel. March 29th.

'"'"??
Mi,^'""'''^

"'""'' ^'''' ='PP""<"s." P. Druey and H. Kennedy S: Co.
-March 29th

9,084. " Telephone
April 21st. 1921.)

9,089. " Thermostat
(United Slates, April 8lh, 1921.)

9.109. " Electric lamps for cycles, &c " A. J. Rllev. March 30th

L. S. Scher. March 29th. (United States,

.Spencer Thermostat Co. March 29th.

9.114. ' Ele
«,»., , ,-, .

'1^^ tester." F. L. Heppell.' March 30th.
9,122, Electric water heater?." G. VV. Close and Imperial Engineering

Cc., and W. T. Pearson. March 30th.
K " "S

9.125. " Electric ignition apparatus." E. H. Cardwell. March 30th.
9,133. " Electrolier chains." VV. J. Beaver. March 30th.
9,143. " Intercommunication telephone systems." V, Hutchinson. March

30th.

9,lj4. " Electric heaters or stoves." C. E. Garratt. March 30lh.

9,159. " Electric conduit fittings." R. E. Barton and Bartons & Sons,
Ltd. March 30lh.

9.178. " Multiplex printing telegraphy and radio telegraphy." E. Peruzzi
and S. Preti. March 30th. (Italy, .March 31sl, 1921.)

9.179. " Electric switches." F. J. Holtom and M. J. Railing and 1.
Taylor. March 30th.

9.180. " Speed control of electric motors." A. E. Angold and M. J. Rail-
ing. March 30th,

9,210. " Mounting electrodes or electric discharge points in hulls of
ships." James' .Anlifouling Appliances, Ltd., and H. Neville and J. B.
VVilkie. March 30lh.

9,219. " Telephonic apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and
K. F. Kingwell. March 30th.

9,231. " Electric installations." Soc. La Metallurgique Electrique. March
30th. (France, December 28th, 1921.)

9,238. " Collapsible boxes or cartons for electric lamps." A. Avjss.
March 31st.

9,252. " Connector
March 31st.

9,330. " Methods of indicating and recording load on weighing machines
and dynamometers." H. S. Hcle-Shaw. March 31st.

upling for electric cables." J. Greenhalgh.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses an

printed and abridged, and ubseque ngs

T. W.

i9ao.
23,249. " Automatic electric direction indicator for motor vehicle:

Bennett. March 23rd, 1921. (176,814,)

26,473. " Rotating field magnet for high-speed electric machines." M,
Gruber. September 15th, 1919. (151,020.)

28,116. " Electro-scopic apparatus." F. A. Johnten and K. Rahbek. Feb*
ruary loth, 1919. (151,997.)

28,203. " Electric lamp or similar. brackets." F. Marpole and V. C. Bond.
October 5th, 1920. (176,825.)

28,714. " .Method of cable signalling." F. E. Pernot and L. J. Rich.
October 11th, 1920. (176,827.)

29,012. " Diaphragms and the like for telephone transmitters." R. L.
Murray and Telephone Manufacturing Co. (1U20), Ltd. October 13th, 1920.

(176,831.)

31,317. " Electrical wiring systems." H. V . .VIcLoughlin. November olh,

1920. (176,839.)

31,618. " Magneto-electric machines." R. Bosch Akt. Ges. April 22nd,
1920. (162,264.)

34,276. " Electric heaters." C. A. .\ardell. .April 13th, 1920. (161,927.)

34,504. " Electric cord conductors." C. E. Carter. December 7th, IMO.
(176,859.)

35,303. " Liquid electric controllers and/or starters for electric motors."
A. West & Co., Ltd., and A. West. December 15th, 1920. (176,887.)

35,316. "Telephone exchange syste-ns." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (West-
ern Electric Co., Inc.). December lath, 1920. (176,889.)

35.336. .
" Wireless transmitting stations." H. J. Round. December Ijlh,

1920. (176,892.)

35.337. " Aerial systems employed in wireless telegraphy and telephony.**

C. S. Franklin. December loth, 1920. (Addition to 155,330.) (176,893.)

35,464. " Thermionic valves for wireless telegraphy and telephony." L. G.
Preston, B. Hodgson, and T. E. Goldup. December 16th, 1920. (176,898.)

35,620. " Electric resistance material and methods of manufacturing tht
same." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). I^enl-
ber 18th, 1920. (176,905.)

35.938. " Selector switches for automatic telephone system." Weslefn
Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co., Inc.) December 22nd, 199t.

(176,911.)

xaax.
461. " Electric relays." N. VV. McLachlan. January 5th, 1921. (176,938,)

1.228. " Self-induction coil couples for loading duplex telephone syslenu
operating on the Pupin principle." l-'elten i Guilleaume Carlswerke AkU
Ges. January 2nd, 1920. (157.316.)

1,.396. " Machine for providing cables with a loop or eve and for wrl#-
ping the cables." O. E. Edstrom. January 10th. 1921. (176',943.)

1,4121. " .Alternating-icurrent electric motors." British Thomson-Housla
Co . Ltd. September 11th, 1914. (157,720.)

2.270. " Cable clamp." R. Zollner. January I7th, 1921. (176.968.)

3.055. " Electro-magnetic switches or cut-outs." .\. H. Railing. C. ,0.

Garrard and VV. Wilson. January 25th, 1921. (176,978.)

3,209. " Impulse transmitters." Automatic Telephone Manuf.ncturing 0>,
Ltd. February 13th. 1920. 1158,826.)

3,579. " Battery cell covers." R. M. Jones. January 29th, 1021. (176,981.)

4,195- " Electricallv-heatcd cooking ranges." .Metropolitan-Vickers EICD-

trical Co., Ltd. March Ist, 1920. (169,872.)

5,235. " Electric light pendants." H. M. Burr. J E. Barber and W. F.
Merry. February 15th. 1021. (Cognate applic.ition 16.400 21.) (177,008.)

5,348. " Electrical regulators." Igranic Electric Co.. Ltd. (Cutler-HamniBr
Manufacturing Co.). February 16th. 1921. (177.009.)

,
5,627. " Electro-rrt-ch->nical pocket lamp." Soc. Blot Garnier & Chevaliee.

July 24th, 1920. (167,141.)
.^.674. " Chargini* boards for electric accumulators." C. E. P. Gabrid.

Febru.irv 19th. 1921. (177.016.)

6.1.^8. " .Alternating electric current circuits comprising condensers." &^.
23rd. 1921. 1177,024.)

j ff
icnv^ig

4

Febn
6,381. " Electric lamps for use on motor vehicles." C. L. I. Ma

Co.. Ltd.. and E. A. Watson. February 25th. 1921. (177,026.)
7,007. " Head liahis for automobiles and the like." P. V. Mertzinger.

March 8th. 1920. (159,835.)

7.293. " Electrical relay devices." Metropolitan-Vickers Ekclric Co., Lid
May 4th, 1920. (163.027.)

7.449 " Truck type electric switchboards." Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Ind
H. Bailey. March ^th. 1921. (177.044.^

8,096. " Aoparatus for production of X-rays." E. E. Greville and F. W.
Read. M irch ISth. 1921. (177.0.55.)

8,981. " .Startins devices for electric motors." British Thomson-Houston
Co.. Ltd., and J. Sugden. March 23rd. 1921. (177.060.)

12,187. " Electric terminal couplings." VV. J. Polvblank. April S8th, 19JI

(177,082.)

14,790. " Change-over apparatus for operating electricallv-propelletl vebicl.->

with different voltages." AkI. G<^. Brown, Bovvri « Cie". May 38th, WSO
(163,998.)

15.324. " .Apparatus for propelling conveyor trucks with electric drive."

Siemens Schuckertwcrke Ges. June '2nd, 1920. (164,332.1
]i;,736. " Electric bed warmer." Dr. H. Guggcnbuhl. .September 7lh.

1920. (168.856.)

16,738. " Rotnrv hiph-lension electrical machines with oil bath." K.

Kando. June Iflth, 1918. ;165.046.)
25,248. " Process (or electrical gas purification." Lodge Fume Co.. Lid

(Met.illhank und Metallureische Gfs.). September 23rd. 1921. 077,117.)
2.';,284. " Electric switches." H. Spengler ct E. Chenu. September 5»rd.

1920. (169.4.59.)

27,674. " Stand (or electric irons." W. Hodgson. October 29th, U20.
(170,844.)

*
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that they should be included with switchgear, which was
less damageable.

When dealing with meters, Mr. Broadbent said the
trade suffered severely from American and Continental
competition. The Association had obtained informa-
tion from ten of its members who specialised in meters,
and had found that in twelve months 740,000 instru-

ments had been sent, representing a tonnage of 3,100,
including packing. The average rate was £3 per ton,

making £9,300 paid in carriage. Owing to the very
efficient methods of packing, the claims for damages on
that amount did not exceed £50, or about half of 1 per
cent, of the freight cost. The railway companies pro-
posed that meters should be in classes 19 and 20 in
the new classification, for the non-recording and record-
ing types respectively. This represented an increase on
the present rates, and he contended that the rates
should not be raised. He handed to the chairman a
number of meters to show that they were quite strong,
and not very liable to damage. Mr. Pike said that the
meters were first put into class 3 of the present classifi-

cation because they were unclassified. The companies
had applied to the Board of Trade, which had put them
into class i, the entry being " Electrical Instruments for

Ele<!tric Lighting and Power." The railway companies
had asked for class 5.

The Committee said that the classification should be
maintained in both cases. Switchgear, ironclad, sent
without meters, should be at the rate proposed by the
railway companies, but with meters it should go at a
higher rate, as proposed by the railway companies.
With regard to the meters themselves, these should be in

classes 18 and 19 for non-recording and recording
respectively, and not 19 and 20, as proposed by the
railway companies.

At a private conference of certain of

Representatiou the London Municipal Councils held on
of Labour April 7th, to deal with some points on
on J.E.A.'s. which they are in opposition to the

draft scheme of the Electricity Com-
missioners for a Joint Electricity Authority for Loudon,
one of the items to be dealt with was an alleged

ignoring of the claim for Labour representation.

The view of the Electricity Commissioners, if we may
judge by the schemes already issued, is that Labour
representation is not to be included in any of them. In
coming to this decision we think the Commissioners are
not. only sound on questions of policy, but also have the
law on their side. Taking the latter point first, the

Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, does not provide for any
representation of Labour on Joint Electricity Authori-
ties. That this omission is intentional will be seen by
the history of the Act; the original Electricity (Supply)
Bill, when it was brought from the Commons on Novem-
ber 27th, 1919, included the formation of Joint Elec-

tricity Authorities as an alternative to the formation of

District Electricity Boards. The constitution of the
District Electricity Bc(ard included specifically the re-

presentation of " labour "; but the constitution of the
Joint Electricity Authority did not do so, and the

clause remained unaltered when the Bill became law in

1919. , The reason for excluding Labour from the J.E.A.'s
is obvious. The District Boards were compulsory
bodies with compulsory powers, whereas the J.E.A.'s
are merely bodies formed by the voluntary co-operation
of undertakers and others interested, a quite radical

difference. It seems indisputable, therefore, that

Labour was designedly omitted from the constitution

of Joint Electricity Authorities. When the Bill came
into the House of Lords at the end of 1919 the Dis-

trict Boards were entirely struck out, and only the

J.E.A.'s remained, so all title of Labour to any repre-

sentation entirely disappeared. Coming to the actual

clause as it stands in the Act of 1919, the only possible

words under which Labour could claim to squeeze in

are a reference to the representation of " other inter-

ests," but no one, we think, could possibly read this as

meaning Labour, especially in view of the history of

the original Bill. We think, therefore, that the Electri-

city Commissioners are perfectly right, from the legal

point of view, in including no representation of Labour.
As to the side of policy and fairness, when the Electri-

cit}- Bill was first being drafted in the early part of

1919, there was no National Industrial Council in exist-

ence. It came into being, it will be remembered, in

May, 1919, and thereafter District Councils were set

up, and during the year a full scheme covering the

whole of the industry was brought into operatioa. It

was agreed by the Trade Union side that this system of

Whitley Councils should deal with the whole of the
(

interests of Labour throughout the industry, and it has J

in fact done so ever since that time. Whatever justifi- i

cation, therefore, there might have been for the inclu-

sion of Labour when the Bill was first drafted has now i

entirely disappeared. There is no reason at all for i

bringing up the matter again, since if there is any point

on which Labour is dissatified with the present arrange-

ments, the proper course is to modify the existing ma-
chinery of the Whitley Councils. Representation of

Labour on a J.E.A. would obviously be an anomaly, and
would not harmonise in any sense with the existing

Whitley Council arrangements. Altogether, therefore,

we think that the Commissioners are wise in not enter-

taining any proposal for Labour representation, either

direct or indirect.

The Electricity (Supply) Bill has

The Electricity now passed through the House of Lords,

(Supply) Bill, and will, it is presumed, in a short

time have to run the gauntlet of the

House of Commons. In the interim, we take it, the

various parties interested in the Bill will be deciding

'

their policy for the Commons. It is to be hoped, how-
ever, that we have seen the last of the merely blocking

tactics and that any amendments now put forward iu

the House of Commons will be only those which will

directly benefit either the electricity supply under-

takings themselves or else the Joint Authorities, and not

be merely covert attacks on the principle of the Bill.

As the Bill now stands, certain sections of the industry

have indubitably a good deal to congratulate themselves

'

upon—the power companies have obtained verj- import-

ant concessions and a modification in their favour of

the existing Act, with the result that they are delivered

from the menace which they have alwaj-s feared in the

shape of possible competition by a Joint Electricity

Authority. Electricity supply companies have a valu-

able asset in the clause which empowers the Electricity

Commissioners bj- an Order to grant extension of tenure

under certain conditions, which is obviously a matter

of most important consideration. Then, as to a gain

by local authorities, these are now placed in the same
position as companies with regard to being able to

obtain revision of prices charged to consumers. Fur-"

ther, the period of revision for all undertakers has now,

been reduced from five j-ears to three years, and a
disability has been removed from certain companies

which had not the power to apph- for such revision

owing to the early date of their Orders, and so forth.

Then there is the power of Joint Authorities to lease"

their iindertakiugs to authorised undertakers, andl

I'ice versa. Finally, the Joint Electricity Authorities,

will have financial powers and be able to function, and,

for the benefit of those who felt qualms about the finan-

cing, there are certain safeguards added.

Altogether, therefore, there are some very material

gains to the industry in the Bill. Broadly, it would

look as though those interested would be well advised to

take the line of safeguarding what they had already

obtained rather than again to raise the question of

principles as in the House of Lords. One must antici-

pate a certain amount of frr»-lance criticism of the Bill

when it comes to the Commons, but tlie more disputants

there are in the melSe the more likelihood there is, per-

haps, for some of the substantial gains to be lost on this

last round : so those who are fairly satisfied with the Bill

should think twice before creating anything like all-

round o)iposition and an extended attack.
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EXTENSIONS AT STOKE-ON-TRENT ELECTRICITY WORKS.

When the Pottery towns were federated in 191U and

their electricity supply was brought under common

management, the borough electrical engineer of Hanley,

Mr. C. H. Yeaman, found himself in charge of a mealey

of systems operating at different voltages. The three-

wire d.c. system was used at Burslem (220/440 volts),

Stoke (240/480 volts), and Longton (230/460 volts), and

single-phase a.c. at Hanley (100, 200, 400, and 2,000

1921 ; the whole of the moving blading, as well as the fixed

blading in the velocity stage, is of 5 per cent, nickel

steel machined from the solid. In addition to the usual

governors, forced lubrication, &c., an interesting fea-

ture of the plant is the system of feed-water heating

adopted. The arrangement of the feed-heater is shown

in fig. 4 ; steam is diverted from the turbine at a pres-

sure corresponding to a vacuum of about 20 inches, to-

Pio. 1.—Stoke-on-Trent Power Station : Turbine-room.

volts, 100 cycles). Obviously unification on modern

lines was called for, and it was decided to extend at

Hanley with three-phase extra-high-pressure plant of

3,000-kW capacity, which was set at work in 1913;

supply in bulk was given to sub-stations at the various

centres, and supplemented by the

local steam plant during heavy

load*.

The increased demand for power

due to the war necessitated additions

to the generating plant, and the

work was put in hand in 1917, a

3,000-kW turbine being started up
in March, 1919; but in October,

1918, the Corporation, on the advice

of Sir John Snell, had decided to

adopt ilr. Teaman's recommenda-
tion to install additional plant, and

a second 3,000-kW set has been put

into service, the- inaugural ceremony
taking place on March 30th. Two
three-phase turbo-generators of

1,000 kW each are also about to be

started in the Burslem and Stoke

sub-works, in place of old d.c. sets

aggregating 300 kW.
turbo-alter-

the condensin

gether with leakage steam from the turbine glands, «&c.,

and raises the temperature of the feed-water to about

150 deg. F. in the heater, which is practically an

auxiliary condenser. Tests made by Mr. W. M. Selvey

on the first 3,000-kW set showed that the effect on the

The new 3,000-kW
nator, together with
Bwitchgear, was built

Electrical Co., Ltd.;

plant and
by the Metropolitan-Vickers

it generates three-phase cur-

rent at 5U cycles per second, 6,000/6,600 volts. The
turbine is of the Metropolitan-Vickers Kateau high-pres-

sure impulse tvpe, which was described in the Ktkc-

TRICAL Revttdw of April 30th. 1920. and .^pril 1 ."th

Pig. 2.—Metropolitan-Vickers 3,000-kW Set.

efficiency of the whole set of by-passing out 5.6 per cent,

of the steam at a low pressure was extremely small, and

the heat gained by the feed water, raised 54.8 deg. F.

in temperature, represented an improvement of about

4.4 per cent, in the total heat consumption.

The turbine work* with steam at a gauEre pre^^iire nf

170)1, por <q it, nt the <tnp v.-iIvp. oip-r'p.-i'.'d h< "^f^"
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deg. F., the circulating water being at 80 deg. F.

In the tests above mentioned, the corrected steam con-

siiniption was 12.98 lb. per kWh, with the feed heater

in operation, and 12.90 lb. without it, at full load.

The xiondensing plant is of the Metropolitan-Vickers

Leblanc surface type, the auxiliaries being driven by

Metropolitan-Vickers induction motors. The con-

densers for the two 3,000-kW sets are provided with

Mather & Piatt circulating water pumps driven by

110-b.h.p. 1,000-r.p.m. motors. The niiiin air and

condensate ' extraction equipment

consists of a Leblanc rotary valve-

less dry-air pump coupled to n

centrifugal condensate extraction

pump, the two being driven by a

2S-b.h.p., 1,500-r.pm. motor. An
additional equTpment, consisting of

a steam-operated air ejector and a

centrifugal condensate extraction

pump, has been installed, and a Lea

recorder is provided.

The alternator is of the Metro-

politan-Vickers turbo-type with self-

ventilated stator and rotor. The

latter is machined from a solid steel

forging. The exciter is of the

radial-commutator type.

The boilers are of the Stirling five-

drum type, eight in number, of

which the last three form part of the

new extensions, and have a rated

output of 31,600 lb. of steam per

hour, the heating surface being

8,282 sq. ft. and the superheating

surface 820 sq. ft. The mechanical

stokers are of the Underfeed Co.'s make. No econo-

misers are provided. The chimneys are of steel, 90 ft.

high from the firing-floor level.

The switchgear, which is' illustrated in fig. 3, is an

extension of the system installed in 1913, and wai

supplied bv the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.
;

it is of the cubicle type, with oilcircuit-breakersoi im-

proved design. The generators are provided with the

Merz-Price balanced potential system of protection and

automatic field-breaking apparatus.

plied by the British Electric Plant Co., Ltd., and Messrs.

G. cV J. Weir, Ltd., and the piping by Messrs. Alton
and Co., Ltd.

The extra-high-pressure mains are of Messrs. Cal-

lender's make, paper-insulated, lead-sheathed and
armoured, and are laid in stoneware troughs filled witii

compound. The new Stoke and Burslem feeders are of

the split-conductor type. A motor-generator of 500 kW
has been installed in the central power house bv the

En<;lish Eh'ctric Co.. Ltd.

Fig. 3.—Main Switchbo.^rd.

According to the statistical returns of the Electricity

Commissioners for 1920-21, the Hanley power station

ranked fifth in order of merit out of 114 generating
stations of 5 to 15 million kWh output per annum, and
the maximum peak load was 6,185 kW. The coal con-

sumption was 2.74 lb. per unit generated.

The new 3,000-kW set, with three boilers and auxili-

aries, in 1918 was estimated to cost £102,000, as com-
pared with an estimated cost of £33,000 in 1916 for the

previous 3,000-kW set and two boilers, &c.

The two 1,000-kW turbo-generators installed at

Burslem and Stoke sub-works were ordered in 1920
from the English Electric Co., Ltd., and run at 3,000

r.p.m. ; a 1,000-kW rotary converter at Burslem and
a 1,000-kW motor converter at Stoke are included in the

extension scheme, which will be completed in the summer.
The undertaking as a whole will then have a net

capacity of some 8,000 kW. Authority has been ob-

tained for a further extension of 5,000 kW, for which
the plans are being prepared.

Fig. 4.—Arrangement of Feed He.wer.

There are four cooling towers, built by the Davenport

Engineering Co., Ltd., of the natural-draught type, the

last two forming part of the extensions; these are to-

gether capable of dealing with 400,000 gallons per hour.

The coal conveyors and elevators were supplied by

the New Conveyor Co., Ltd. Coal is brought lo the

power station by three electric automatic end-tipping

vehicles, two of the Edison and one of the Orwell type.

Ash is removed by trucks on rails, installed by Messrs.

Matthews & Yates. The boiler feed pumps were sup-

Smoke Abatement in Leeds.—.\ Smoke .Abatement Com-
mittee has been formed at Leeds, comprising the Health Com-
mittee and representatives of the Electricity and Gas De-
partments, and manufacturers and business men have been co-

opted. The first meeting was held on April 6th, under
the chairmanship of Dr. C. H. Moorhouse, when a plan of

campaign was considered, both as to industrial and domestic

smoke. In view of the decline of smoke during the summer
it was felt that this was not the best time to take public}

action, but a small committee was appointed to prepare plans

for a series of lectures and other forms of publicity, to start

next autumn, to which firemen nnd stokers of industrial

works would be specially invited. It was resolved that certi-

ficates should be given at the end of a course in practical

fuel economy and fuel choraistry. The public side of the

question, it was decided, should be dealt with by general

propaganda and meetings and through trade unions, urging the

public to use electric and gas heating.

A Luxemburg Electrical Scheme.— It is reported from

T;uxemburg that a groun headed by t)ie Biinque C<=ntrale de

Bruxelles has submitted to the Government of the Grand

Duchy 8 sclieme for the general electrification of Luxembur(J.

The project comprises the provision of light and power for all

the towns, the supply of gas in the city nf Luxemburg, the

working of trmnw-iys. the conversion of the local railways to

electric traction. &c.
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THE MANQNALL-IRVINQ THRUST-BORER.

An Improved Method of Cable Laying.

The objfit of the uiaLhliif lU^stribed Ijelow is to eliminate

trenching and tunnelling and the consequent heavy

cost and inconvenience involved by those operations when

laying pipes, cables, &c., either under the streets in

towns or in the open country. The method emploj-ed

is to bore horizontal holes through the ground below the

surface, between pits sunk at the required distance

apart; there is no cutting action and consequently no

spoil, the hole being bored by the displacement and
compression of the surrounding earth. This system

Fig. L—The Thrust Borer in Position.

should be extremely useful, as it enables, for example,
a cable to be laid across a street without disturbing its

surface ; it thus obviates the necessity to obtain permis-
sion to break open the roadway for cable-laying pur-
poses.

Many tj'pes of machines are made by the Hydraulic
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Chester. The largest engine-
driven one is capable of boring holes to accommodate
stoneware pipes up to 12 in. internal diameter, but it

should be pointed out that holes of this size can only
be made in pure clay, or some other very plastic ma-
terial,, on account of the large amount of earth that has
to be displaced. Then, again, engine-driven machines
to bore 4- and 6-in. holes at an overall speed of .300 ft.

per hour can make borings very accurately for a dist.mfe
of ino ft., and possess ample power in the witlidrawal
gear to enable heavy cables to be pulled back through
the completed bore.

As previously mentioned, the action is not a real
boring process, for the head does not rotate, the hole
being formed by the displacement of the earth sur-
rounding the head. The latter is of a special form, and
IS advanced against one wall of a pit sunk in the
ground, the force being derived from a hydraulic
cylinder, the reaction of wliich is taken up against the
opposite wall of the pit. The large power-driven ma-
chines derive their supply of hydraulic energy from
pumps driven by a prime. mover—say, an 8-h.p. petrol
engine. But a series of smaller and more portable
appliances has been produced, for which the hydraulic
power is obtained by means of hand-operated pumps.

It should be made clear that quite unlike the larger
machines the small sets can undertake, on account of
their special proportions, borings in much harder
ground than hard clay; in fact, practically all classes
of " made " ground can be dealt with, excluding, of
course, rock, chalk, large stones, brick footings, con-
crete, itc. The hand-operated sets are primarily made
for short borings and are so arranged that a greater
ground displacement load per sq. in. of boring face
can be applied than with the larger machines. The

,.. .—

;

small sets are primarily suitable for
short borings for service work, street

crossings, &c. Should the ground
appear to be too hard, large holes
are bored by piercing initially a
small one and then enlarging it in

one or more subsequent operations to
the final size. The nominal range,
or length of hole bored, in one
setting by the machines can, of

course, be exceeded when working in

suitable ground.
The smallest appliance requires a

pit 4 ft. long by 2 ft. wide; its ram
stroke is 3 ft., and the sizes of

boring heads are IJ, 2^, and 3 in.

diameter. Its over-all speed is

about 60 ft. per hour, and its

nominal range 40 ft.

The diagrams in fig. 1 illustrate

the thrust borer in its pit ready for

operation. For the purpose of

aligning the appliance on the point
in the receiving pit at which it is

desired that the bore shall terminate,
a target rod is erected over the mid
point of the front edge of the receiv-

ing pit. The borer is then slung by
wires from two suspension frames
placed across the mouth of the bor-

ing pit and is roughly aligned on
the receiving pit by altering the

positions of the suspension frames and adjusting the

lengths of the wires. The borer is next fixed in position

by screwing out the back and front plates against the

rear and front faces of the pit. The accurate align-

ment is then effected by applying two sighting tubes to

pegs provided on the hydraulic cylinder and sighting
along the tops of these tubes on to a bar placed at a

BORING PIT

j^jiaspB^so^**

Pig. 2.

—

Drawing C.4ble into Hole.

known height on the target rod at the receiving pit.

Tlie necessary horizontal and vertical adjiistment is

effected by screws connecting the hydraulic cylinder to

the carriage that extends between the front and back
plates.

Actual boring is begun by advancing the conical-

pointed rod into the ground for the full length of the

stroke of the cylinder. The hydraulic jiiston is then
run back, leaving the pilot bar in the ground, and on to

its projecting rear end is slipped the full-sized cone-

shaped boring head to be used. Into the head is

screwed a tube, the other end of which is connected to
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the hydraulic piston, and thus forms the piston rod
for the next stroke, an additional length of tube being
screwed on for each succeeding stroke until the pilot,

followed by the boring head, emerges in the receiving

pit.

To permit the withdrawal of the tubing, after the

pilot and boring head have been uncoupled, to be done
by power, the hydraulic cylinder is swung vertically up-
yards through 90 deg. (fig. 3), and fitted with a with-
drawal ram, over which a rope may be led to the end
of the last-inserted length of tubing, and a flexible

cable or lead pipe may be drawn through the hole during
the withdrawal operation, as illustrated in fig. 2.

Alternatively, if a steel or iron pipe is to be accommo-
dated in the bored hole, the pipe itself may be used as

the piston rod and left in the hole, dispensing with
the withdrawal operation, and thus boring the hole and
laying the pipe in one operation.

Naturally, when making borings across streets in

towns great care must be taken to avoid any buried
pipes, cables, &c. An earthenware pipe would be broken
if encountered by the boring head, but it is extremely
unlikely that an electric cable or metal pipe would be

damaged in any way. If in doubt, it is advisable to

sink the boring pits a little deeper so as to make quite

sure .of being below the service obstacles. The photo-

graph reproduced in fig. 4 is of a water service lead pipe
being laid across a tar-macadam road in Rochdale, tlie

ground being composed of dry sand and flints, and the

range about 25 ft. The machine, which is in constant

use in Rochdale bv both the water and electricity de-

FlO. .3.—WlTHDRAWAI, OF BORING TdBES.

partments, is slightly smaller than the present standard
(type B2) for this work, and is making a saving of from
i;fi to £10 per boring.

It was recently found necessary to lay an extra 3|-in.

steel-tape armoured Callender's feeder cable from a sub-

station at one end of the Hydraulic Engineering Co.'s

works at Chester to a point near the main entrance.

The only route possible for the cable lay across heavily-

concreted ground covered with setts, with a railway at

one point. Apart from the heavy cost of cutting through

this, it was undesirable from the point of view of greatly
handicapping traffic inside the works. The electrical
engineer of Chester accordingly had the work carried
out by thrust-boring. The works yard is of consider-
able age, and many existing pipes, brick-wall footings,
&c., had to be avoided in boring, and the nature of
the ground varied considerably from clay to water-
logged " made " ground. A 5-in. hole was cut througli
in three lengths of about 50 ft. each, and the cable was
drawn through the borings without diflSculty.

Fig. i.—LaiiiNg Lead
Water Pipe.

Fig. -5.

—

Electric Cable Drawn
through Thrust Bore.

Fig. 5 is a reproduction of a photograph that shows
the cable entering the trench after having passed through
the bore; the whitewash is still on the cable, and the

general good condition of the fabric indicat«s the ease

with which the cable passed through the bore. Each
successive boring was made at a slight angle to the

nrevious boring, thus forming the arc of a circle, and
even this did not cause any scouring action on the bore

when pulling the cable through.

The Post Office Engineering Department has employed
the method to bore a number of closely adjacent holes

for telephone cables beneath the Channel Sea River at

Stratford, London.

MUNICIPAL ELECTRICITY WORKS COSTS.

Complete Weekly Report.

Br " INTERESTED."

When preparing a weekly statement of costs for a muni-

cipal electricity supply undertaking, a certain difficulty

is experienced in devising a method for including such

items as establishment, overhead, and capital charges.

Often establishment charges, ascertained in the* usual

manner, say, monthly, can be apportioned to the^^

numerous headings week by week on a percentage basis.;

calculated upon wages only or wages and material coni-

l)ined. " Overheads,'' however, do not fit into such an

arrangement quite so well, as the variation of output at

different times of the year would seem unnecessarily to

burden the costs during summer time, and unduly

favour the cost per unit figure shown during times of

heavy load. By making due allowance for the varying

output and apportioning these charges according there-

to, one can arrive at a certain sum per month, adjust-

able from time to time, as may prove necessary. Pro-

portions can then be allocated weekly to the cost report.s.

Capital charges may be obtained from the annual esti-

mates, likewise adjusted in corresponding manner

should fresh capital be taken up or the output fall much

below, or exceed the estimate, and calculated at the rate

per unit.
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not the prorision for unemployment insurance a pro-

duction cost like any other trading expense? If this

obligation were taken, would there not be a direct

incentive to get rid of unemployment altogether ?

Such an important question cannot be hurriedly de-

cided, and many details must be investigated. It must
be considered whether a State contribution is necessary

as at present and what State control would be required.

How far can industries be grouped, and what about the
" under dog? "

What are the benefits to be? Should they be small

with small contributions, or large, approximating to

the normal wage, with high contributions? Can em-
ployes on short time be given part benefit, and how are

the workshy, the degenerate, and the mentally deficient

to be dealt with?
It may be that the Investigation Committee would

lead to the formation of a Parliament of Industry, and
it is worth while considering whether such a Parliament
could not usefully be employed in setting on foot the

preliminary inquiries.

The whole question is one of deep interest, and it is

significant that it is now no longer a question of

insurance or no insurance, but rather a desire to pro-
vide for unemployment on the most economical terms
with the hope that some new scheme can be evolved which
will result in unemployment being reduced, and thereby
proving that such a solution is good business.

THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA.

[Communicated.]

One of the dominating questions at the present time

among European nations is that in relation to Russia,

concerning which it seems quite impossible to obtain

completely trustworthy information.

Apart from reports that have been received from Genoa
this week, all the news which appertains to Russia eman-

ates from one of three sources. The first is represented by

foreigners who have either worked in the country for

many years, including, perhaps involuntarily, the

period of the war and subsequent years, or who have

recently visited the country or rather a part of the coun-

try. In the former case the information brought back

may be said to be fairly reliable, because foreigners of

different nationalities seem to be in agreement in their

statements as to the industrial situation, while in the

latter it is impossible for visitors to learn much, and in

the event of their not. understanding the Russian

language, what they can narrate is practically of no im-

portance whatever for obvious reasons.

The second source of information is formed by the

official news agency bearing the name of Rosta, of

Moscow, which circulates over the European continent
daily wireless news derived from official sources and
from the native newspapers. The third is the Russian
newspapers themselves, and in this connection there
seems no doubt that some of these newspapers, at least

those whose English equivalents are the " Economic
Life " and the " News " ('Isvestija) of Moscow, do at
times throw light on the actual situation of industrial
affairs in Russia, particularly when they are quoting
from and commenting on Soviet official documents.

Basing our observations on the second source of

information, the first question which arises is that of

the foreign trade of the country. On this point the
Ro.-^ta agency circulated in the third week in March a
report of the decision arrived at by the Soviet Central
Executive Commission respecting the new organisation
given to the foreign trade, which is now established or
confirmed as a State monopoly on a wider basis than
some time ago.

The administration of this State monopoly h.is been
entrusted to the Foreign Trade Commissariat, which is

now empowered to dispose of State goods in external
markets and also find export markets for the products
of private undertakings or of the Central Co-operative
'Association (CentrosojusV and the proceeds from the
disposal of these products will be applied to the pur-
chase abroad of foreign articles required hv these pri-
vate undertakinrrs or the Centrosojus. At the same
time, both the private undertakings and the Central Co-
operative Association are to be permitted to carry on
direct itrjule with other cpuptrjes an pondjtion that the

proposed contracts are to be previously approved by the

Foreign Trade Commissariat.
It is further provided that the F.T.C., in conjunction

with the Council of Labour and Defence, will organise

joint Russian-foreign limited companies with the object

of rendering it possible for foreign capital to participate

in the acquisition of export goods in Russia, in their

sale abroad, and in the importation into Russia of

articles required in the country. Similar companies
can be formed by the State establishments on the same
conditions and also under the control of the F.T.C.

It will be seen that this decision, which represents the

latest decree of the Soviet Government, vests absolute

powers in the F.T.C.

The Petrograd Chamber of Trade.—Just previous to

the extension of the powers of the F.T.C, the Chamber
of Trade (Commerce) of Petrograd, which appears to be

a huge undertaking covering that province and several

adjoining provinces (governments), circulated to various

European newspapers a detailed statement concerning
the possibilities of trading with Russia.

The Chamber points out that as a result of the recent

change in the Russian political economic situation, it is

now possible for the external trade of the country to

develop normally. It is thus possible for the syndi-

cates, the trusts, concession holders. &c., to enter into

relations with the world's markets through the F.T.C,
while foreign firms have obtained the right of working
the natural resources of Russia in the form of conces-

sions.

The Chamber further states that it has established

import and export departments which are intended to

facilitate relations with the rest of the world, to estab-

lish statistics of Russian production, the number of

concessions and the natural resources of the country,

and to form organisations in different markets to pro-

mote the export trade. It is intended to start such

organisations at first in London and New York, and
tj open a trade register to deal with transport, insur-

ance and Customs questions. The export department
has been divided into sections representing timber and
wood products, flax and hemp, porcelain, furs and
carpets, engravings, itc. The import department will

comprise food products, fuel, agricultural machinery,

cliemical products, electro-technical manufactures,

nietals and machinery.
The Chamber of Trade will, it says, give information

to those interested.

The Return of Properties.—The new economic policy

which the Soviet Government embarked upon a few

months ago included the return to former owners of

their properties in the form of industrial establishments

or works by the grant of concessions. In other words,

the former owners are permitted to take possession of

thejr own properties gnder State concessions running
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mostly for periods of five years, and from 10 to 26 per

cent, of the production in each case has to be surren-

dered to the Government, apparently as rental for the

concessions. The balance of the production can be

freely disposed of in tlie home market or in the export

trade.

Several thousands of concessions have already been

(^ranted to their former Russian owners in quite a

number of branches of trade and industry, including

the metal trades, leather, chemicals, timber, textiles, &c.

On the other hand, some of the industrial works and

establishments of the same kind in one particular dis-

trict have been grouped together under a single admin-

istration under the title of State trusts, or, more cor-

rectly, industrial groups. Among these there were 42

in existence in February of the present year, covering

the flax industry, textiles, timber, mining, metals,

paper, and the electrical industry-.

The. Bogy of Foreign Concessions.—During the past

twelve months many rumours and reports have been

circulated from Russia concerning the grant of con-

cessions to foreign companies and other foreign inter-

ests. To the great surprise at times of some foreign

firms, of which notable instances recently arose in rela-

tion to Sweden, they have learnt for the first time from

Russian information that they have been granted con-

cessions, whereas in reality they knew nothing about

the matter and had not even been in negotiation with

the Soviet autliorities on the question.

The fact is, practically speaking, that no couces.sions

have actually either been awarded to foreigners, been

accepted by them, or are being worked by them at the

present time. Under existing conditions the possession

of a Russian concession is of no value whatever.

Until the safety of life can be assured and guarantees

are able to be given with regard to the legal security of

private property from an international point of view,

it is absolutely out of the question for foreigners seri-

ously to think of attempting to work a Russian con-

cession ; thej', of course, may accept one without assum-

ing any responsibility or liabilities in the matter if

they choose.

When such guarantees are foithcoiuing—and they

could only exist under the operation of binding treaties

of commerce— it will be time enough for subjects of other

nations to take into consideration the problem of work-

ing concessions. This is all the more the case, as

holders of concessions are under the obligation to pro-

vide food and other necessaries for their workmen—

a

task which would be formidable under existing condi-

tions.

The Question of Labour.—The labour problem is a

matter of extreme difficulty to those who are carrying

on Russian establishments and works.

All the best of the pre-war skilled workmen have en-

tirely disappeared, as they have either been killed

during the war and the revolution, have died of disease

or famine, or have migrated from the industrial dis-

tricts to the agricultural territories where there was

more chance of obtaining food products.

A statement to this effect was recently made by a

German engineer who a short time ago returned to his

native country after a residence of many years in South

Russia as manager of an industrial works. And when

we learn, as has just been announced from Russian

oflBcial sources, that nearly 14,000,000 persons have died

through the effects of the war and the revolution and

subsequent events, it seems reasonable to accept as

correct the statements of the German engineer concern-

ing the lack of skilled artisans in the South of Russia

at the present time.

So great is tlie shortage in the industrial region of

the South of Russia that the German engineer states

that in tlie industrial restoration of Russia it will be

necessary to import a large contingent of foreign me-

chanics and foremen in order to set things in operation.

The food problem lies at the root of the evil of the

low production which prevails on all hands. It is im-

possible for production to be permanently increased,

because if an augmentation takes place at one time, it

is soon followed by a falling-off owing to the failure of

the food supply. In fact, the Russians now prefer to

work on the farms rather than in industrial works,

as the former certainly afford better prospects of getting

something to eat. Nest to food comes the question of

fuel, particularly coal and wood, and raw materials,

of which a general shortage exists even in what were

once the centres of production. In fact, production

may be defined as chiefly the provision of the direct needs

of the works or other industrial establishments con-

cerned.

There is, however, one point in favour of the work-

men at the present time, at all events in the region of

the Ural. The work of wholesale destruction which

was practised during the revolution and subsequent

periods has given way in this particular region to a

determination to protect properly, such as still remains,

from any further attempts at destruction.

According to a Swede who recently returned from

the Ural, the men who were formerly employed at works

which- are now at a standstill owing to there being no

coal and other raw materials available, have appointed

committees among themselves, which take turns in watch-

ing the premises night and day, while in the case of

the works which are still in operation, the task of guard-

ing the works is being jointly undertaken by the manage-

ment and tlie workmen.
Iron and Steel Froduction Insignificant.—The de-

plorable situation of the iron and steel industry in the

greatest centre of production in pre-war times—the

legion of the South of Russia, including the district of

tlie Donetz—was set forth by another German engineer

who returned from that area some time ago.

Now, the Soviet official statistics show that the pro-

duction of pig iron in Soutli Russia in 1921 only

amounted to 120,000 tons, whereas the quantity made

in that region in 1913 was 3,040,000 tons, thus show-

ing what a catastrophe has happened in such an impor-

tant industry.

The figures relating to pig iron are merely a reflex

of a similar state of affairs in the coal industry in the

Donetz basin. It is imperative that the output of coal

should be enormously increased if there is to be any

serious talk about the industrial restoration of Russia.

Russian Foreign Trade in 1921.—A few words may
bo said in conclusion respecting the foreign trade of

the country last year.

The "Russian Economic Life" recently published

figures showing that in the nine months ended with Sep-

tember. 1921, the imports from England occupied the

first place with a quantity of 11,590.000 poods: those

from Germany had the second place with 8,216,000

poods, and the United States was third with 6,924,000

poods. On the other hand, the exports from Russia in

the same period of nine months were very modest,

having been 467,000 poods in the first quarter, 2,135,000

poods in the second, and 2,973,000 poods in the third.

Apart from the above statements, the Russian Foreign

Trade Department in Berlin has published certain

figures in relation to the trade with Germany last year.

Among other matters it is mentioned that Germany ex-

ported to Russia agricultural machinery and implements

of the value of 130,000,000 marks, electrical goods for

96,000.000 marks and chemical products for 75,000,000

marks in 1921.

The Russian Electrical Industrt.

The electrification of Russia, according to the scheme

attributed to M. Lenin, is to be carried out as far as

possible .and will result in tlie salvation of that countrv.

The Moscow otficial economic journal announced in

February that at a meeting of the State Project Com-

mission, which had just lieen held, the question was dis-

cussed of establishing a State bank for proceeding with

the electrification of Russia. A special commission, it

was said, which had investigated the problem, had

reached the conclusion that the funds at the disposal,

of the State were inadequate for this purpose, and that

the only outlet was to appeal for the assistance of private
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capital both in Russia and abroad, and that in connec-

tion with this idea the plan was conceived of creating a

bank in which the State, the co-operative associations,

and foreign capital would participate.

It was considered, in order to induce private

capital to participate, that it would be essential to

offer interest at the rate of 8 per cent, on the ordinary

shares and on loans for a period of 18 year.s in a gold

currency. All payments to shareholders would be made
in bank paper at the quotation of the daj' if the share-

holders were to be free from losses as a consequence of

the possible further fall in the Soviet currency. In

order to guarantee the capital of the bank, it was sub-

mitted by the Project Commission that the bank must
be given the right to carry out extensive transactions in

merchandise. Apparently no steps have been taken as

yet to deal with this side of the problem.

The commission which, as previously mentioned, wax
appointed to inquire into the matter of the electrifica-

tion of Russia, published a report last October covering

n ) fewer than 600 pages. Among the recommendations
made by the commission with regard to the first stage of

the general scheme of electrification may be mentioned
the suggested erection of .30 generating stations, of

which 20 would be operated by means of steam plant

capable of producing 1,100.000 kW. and 10 would be

hj-dro-electric works of a total of 640,000 kW. It was
hoped in Russian circles, the commission said, that

foreign capital, particularly American and German,
would become interested in this the first stage of the

general scheme.

German Interests and Russia.— It is known tliat the

Germans attach great importance to the share which they

hope to take in connection with the electrification of

Russia, and in this direction attention may well be

directed to certain statements which were made a short

time ago in a Berlin contemporary by Herr M. P.

Gurewitsch, an engineer of Zurich.

This engineer stated that the electrical manufacturing
industry in Russia before the war had only been slightly

developed, and that, too, mostly by the efforts of Russian
branches of German firms. Although he does not say
so, what these branches _produced in Russia was only
the manufactures which they did not find it d:?sirable to

import from the parent companies in Germany. As a

consequence, the production of dynamos and motors in

Russia only amounted to 14,300 of a combined power
of 34,000 kW in 1913. But let it be noted that in the

same year Germany exported to Russia electro-technical

manufactures of the pre-war gold value of £17,000,000
and turbo-generators for £175,000.
The above figures are given by the engineer of

Zurich. It has to be remembered that at that time there
was no Herr Hugo Stinnes concerned with the German
electrical industry. His interests in this respect are
now represented by his association with the Siemens and
Schuckert group, and one or more of his agents were
recently endeavouring to negotiate business in Russia.
On the other hand, there is Herr Walther Rathenau and
the A. E.G. interests, which were also represented in

Russia in former periods of peace, and who are declared
to have M. Krassin as a supporter at the present time,
although nothing appears to be known as to any present
activity of the A. E.G. group in Russia.

As far as German interests in Russia are concerned,
it looks as if the Russian market is to be a source of

contention between these two groups unless they join
forces for the general promotion of German trade with
Russia; and for that matter it would be surprising if

they did not co-operate for the purpose in the near
future.

The Imatra Falls Again.—As to the question of
generating works in Russia, it appears that there were
over 250 small stations in existence in 1913 of a total
of 450,000 kW, while the private install.ations with
their own generating plant in works and other establish-
ments numbered from 5,000 to 6,000.
At that period there was some idea of the electrical

iransjnisgion of power from the ^matra Falls in Finland

to Petrograd in order to afford an addition to the

generating station belonging to or partly the propert}'

of Belgian interests. It is now announced from Hel-

singfors that the Belgian Imatra Co., which owns one

of the falls in the Vuoksen, but not, as is said the

Imatra Falls, has been approached by the Finnish
Government with a view to the formation of a joint com-
pany with the Government of Finland for the uniform
exploitation of the important falls in the Vuoksen on
a common basis, that the Belgian company has ex-

pressed its readiness to co-operate in the matter, and
that as it possesses electrical interests in Petrograd, the

Belgian company desires that an arrangement should
also be made for the transmission of power to Petrograd.

The hope is expressed in Finnish circles that it

may be possible to reach an understanding in the

matter of the delivery of a supply to Petrograd, but
for the moment a Finnish law stands on the statute

liook which prohibits the export of electrical energy.

Apart from this outside aspiration, it will be seen

from the brief extracts of the report of the Russian
Commission that the larger part of the first stage of

the general scheme, which is to occupy a period of ten

years for execution, is to apply to the establishment of

steam power generating stations.

But despite the use of peat as fuel to a sliglit extent,

and of wood to a larger extent, for the production of

steam, the main problem of the immediate future would
appear, both for the electricity supply works and the

industries of the country, to depend upon a very con

siderable augmentation in the output of pit coal in the

great basin of the Donetz as the principal centre of

production now that the Dombrova basin in former
Russian Poland is no longer available to Russia.

Coal is the vital question, apart from food, upon
which the whole future of Russia depends. A plentiful

supply would render it possible to set the economic
machinery in motion ; it would permit of the produc-
tion on a larger scale of iron and steel, including rails;

would assist in the restoration of the railway network,

the erection and equipment of electricity works and
tramwavs, and would gradually bring Russia to the

economic level which prevailed in 1913. But without

an abundance of coal there would seem to be very faint

hopes of the industrial resuscitation of Russia in the

nest few vears.

BRITISH PLANT FOR NEW ZEALAND.

We have already announced the bare fact that the Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical C!o., Ltd.. has received from the New
Zealand Government the order for generators and switchgear
for the new Mangahao power station. This station forms
the first of a series dotted throughout the whole of the

North Island, which will finally be linked up by transmis-
sion lines, at 110,000 volts, roughly forming a ring round
the southern portion of the island. A duplicate line wiU also

be run from the centre of the system up the northern penin-

sula. From Mangahao station two sets of duplicate feeders

will be run at present, these going respectively to the Bunny-
thorpe station, i miles distant, and to the city of Wellington,
t;3 miles away.
The order placed with the Metropolitan-Vickers Go. includes

the supply of three 6,T)00-kVA and two 3,000-kVA water-
wheel generators, 11.000 volts, 3-phase. 50 cycles, 0.8 power
faictor, driven by overhung water-wheels, with horizontal

shafts, running at 375 r.p.m. Each generator will have its

own direct-driven exciter, and in addition provision is being
made for a stand-by motor-driven exciter set, so that when
necessary th^ excitation of one or more generators cata be
transferred to the auxiliary exciter bus.

Cooling air for the generators will be drawn through a
separate ventilation tunnel, circulation being maintained
partly by a separate blower, and partly by the usual fans

on the rotor, the blower being designed to maintain two
inches pressure. The generators are designed for an overspeed
of SO per cent., and will have a regulation of 27 per cent, at

0.8 power factor. Provision will be made for shding the

stators, so as to facilitate access to the rotor when necessary
for inspection and cleaning work.
The ciu-rent from the generators will be tsken through

automatic oil switches of the MetropoUtan-Vickers " HF2 "

type, through selector switches to duplicate 11,000-volt bus-
bars. Both bus-bars will be sectionalised in the middle,
and this sectionalising is carried out correspondingly on the

liO.OOO-volt bus, BP that the whole syBtem can, if neoesaary,
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be split into two entirely independent portions. From the
generated-voltage l>us-bars, supply will be taken through
two 12,000-kV.\ tran.slormer banks to the UU,000-volt bus-

bars, and thence to the iour outgoing ll((-kW feeders. There
will be foui- local feeders at ll.UUU volts. The 11,000-volt

equipment will be mounted in a conventional moulded stone

cubicle structure. The e.h.p. switches for controlling the

transformer circuits will lie indoors, while the isolating

switches, oil circuit-breakers and lightning arresters for the

feeder circuits will be accommodated on the roof of the
power station. In this way the total ground space occupied

is kept down to a minimum.
Each generator and transformer unit will be protected by

the usual circulating-current system, while on the 110,000-volt

feeders there will be fitted the new Metropolitan-Viekers
compensated overload relay, which is desig'ned to give an
inverse operating time characteristic with a definite adjust-

able minimum. In addition the pairs of feeders will be
protected by balanced, biased relays, which will operate in

the event of the failure or short-circuiting of either feeder.
This order marks a definite period in the history of switch-

gear development in this country, in that it is the fir.st placed
for British-built material, for so high a voltage. We have
already referred in our columns to the developments which
the Metrnpolitan-Vickers Co. is making in this direction,

and at a later date we hope to publish more complete details

of the scheme now referred to.

AERIAL INSULATORS FOR
TELEGRAPHY.

WIRELESS

As a consequence of the revolutionary developments which
have taken place in wireless communication in recent years,
and the erection of wireless stations on lines far exceeding
both in power and dimension the earlier efforts of the pioneer
wireless engineers, it has been found necessary to reconsider
the principles underlying the design of suitable insulators.

The advent of structures of the order of seven and eight hun-
dred feet in height has resulted in a necessity for insulators
with properties, both mechanical and electrical, which far

exceed those with which engineers generally are acquainted.
The general construction of wireless aerials embodies in

most cases the use of triatic sta.ys. from which the aerial con-
ductors themselves are suspended. It is well known that
porcelain has properties which make it the most suitable

material for the insulation of aerial conductors, both for

transmission line work and also for radio frequencies. Por-
celain withstands heat, and. if properly made, has very great

mechanical strength. Synthetic substances and compounds

the continuous high-frequency discharge which inevitably
passes over their surfaces when in a wet condition. It has
been found that the discharge burns their surfaces and very
quickly destroys their insulating and mechanical properties.

For some years small porcelain rods have been used in tension
for light aerial loads with considerable success, their surfaces
being unaffected by the conditions of working. These, how-
ever, are limited to comparatively light loads, and therefore
it was incumbent upon x>orcelain insulator manufacturers to

turn their attention to a design of insulator which would
embody the three important protierties of low capacity, high
insulating value, and abihty to bear very high tensile loads.

The aerial insulator, shown in the accompanying illustration,

is claimed to combine these three qualities.

The overall length of this insulator is 5 ft. 10 in., and its

weight is 87 lb. It has very low capacity—0.000002 micro-
farad (approx.). In a t^ensile load proof test it withstands
10,000 lb. Its spark-over voltage, when dry. is 4.50 kV, r.m.s.
(approx.) at 100 cycles; and, under rain, 220 kV, r.m.s.
(approx.), at 100 cycles. The insulator is also unpuncturable.
An interesting feature in connection with this insulator is

the testing machine, which is also illustrated. This was
sjiecially designed for the purpose of testing heavy-load aerial
insulators, and. incidentally, to take simultaneous electro-
mechanical tests on other types of insulator. Both the design
and the manufacture of this machine were carried out by the
porcelain manufacturers themselves.
The fittings shown on the insulator are all of galvanised

malleable cast iron and steel, and the insulator is provided with
tiux distribution rings at either or both ends.
This insulator is the largest of its type to be made in

England, and it may be justly claimed that it is somewhat
of a triumph for the British porcelain industry.
The insulator has been developed by Messrs. C. P. Elwell,

Ivtd.. wireless contractors, in conjunction with Messrs.
BuUers, Ltd., the manufacturers, who are responsible for the
design, dimensions. &c.
We ai'e informed that this type of insulator is being em-

ployed in connection with the Imperial Wireless Chain, and
has already been installed at Leafield and Northolt.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.

A.N Aerial Insulator for Wireless Telegraphy under Test

are not usually capable of withstanding high temperatures,
and their surfaces are affected when used under high-frequency
conditions.

For many years it has been considered that when it is
necessary to apply mechanical stress to porcelain, this should
be done in such a manner that the material is only under com-
pression. This has been a great handicap to the insulator
designer, in that he is limited to such designs as the well-
known ' goose egg " or the Hewlett types. Neither of these
designs is suitable for aerial in.sulation at radio frequencies

;

tor one thing their capacity is relatively high, owing to the
close proxiniity of the electrodes. Rubber-covered rope strops
and synthetic substances, of which the strength in tension is
good, have been tried, but the increasing use of continuous-
wave telegraphy has shown that they will not stand up to

The several researches undertaken by the British Electrical
and AUied Industries Research Association are now reaching
the .stage at which a number of reports and technical publi-
cations can be announced, and several more will shortly be
available. The publications on insulating materials include
one giving instructions for the study of untreated papers for

purposes other than cable manufacture.
A full account of the researches on
which these instructions are based is also

to be published. In addition there are

similar reports upon the mechanical and
physical testing of pressboards, press-

pahn, &c., and on vulcanised fibres. The
electrical testing of fibrous insulating

materials is covered comprehensively by
another publication ; the scope of the re-

search on electrical tests of all these
materials is being extended to include
standai'dised methods suitable for all in-

sulating materials. Sheets, rods and
tubes of composite insulating materials
are dealt with in another publication.

The researches upon which this is based
have already proved of great value to the
co-operating manufacturers, and marked
improvements in their products are
reported. A full account of these
researches will shortly be issued. Work
on the composite class of insulators (still

under consideration) includes the evolu-

tion of test methods for fire and heat-

resisting properties, the practical appli-

cation of these methods to materials on
the market, and work on moulding pro-

perties and on the action of solvents and
hot oil.

_

The committee on synthetic resins has prepared a technical

publication giving directions for the study of synthetic resin

varnish-paper and varnish-fabric boards, and also reports on
the possibility of establishing and safeguarding in this country

the manufacture of raw materials for these resins. Other

work in this section includes a report on the requirements of

Government departafifents with reference to synthetic resin

products and tests upon moulded products. Samples of

varnish-paper and varnish-fabrk boards, and of moulded pro-

ducts are being collected.

The use of mica for condensers and commutators is the

subject of a report issued by the committee on mica and
micanite. The report deals with the classification, identifiica-

tion, and properties of mica : investigations are still proceed-

ing on the mechanical and electrical tests of various kinds of
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mica, steps have been taken to clear up the existing con-

fusion in the classiiication, manufacture and use of inicanite

by bringing in close touch all parties interested in this

material.
. . .

The researches on the electrical strength and resistivity,

and on the thermal properties of insulating oils are progres-

sing. The former are to be carried out in close co-operation

with Professor J. A. Fleming at London University, where a

programme of research has been mapped out. In addition to

these specialised researches on insulating materials the general

researches on dielectrics are being actively pursued. New
work in this direction includes an investigation of the cathode

ray tube as an instrument for the measurement of dielectric

losses at high frequencies, and an examination of these losses

at high voltages by the use of an electrostatic wattmeter.

Three reports are in preparation in the section dealing with

conductors. The first will clear up outstanding points on

the heating of buried cables, except dielectric loss problems;

the second report will suggest material improvements arising

out of tests on standard wood poles for overhead lines. The
third report in this section will treat with test results obtained

on long overhead copper cables; the work on aluminium and

steel cables is nearing completion.

Several valuable researches, on a practical scale, are pro-

gressing in connection with electrical control apparatus. These

include tests on oil circuit breakers (for which the 6,000-kW

alternator has now been prepared and its characteristics de-

termined), on mining switchgear. fusible cut-outs, and air

circuit breakers for d.c. This last research has the practical

co-operation of the London County Council and the London
and Korth-Western Railway Co., Ltd. A forthcoming paper

by the National Physical Laboratory is, also announced, giving

the results of tests on the conductivity of joints in copper

and aluminium bars.

Recent researches on stainless steel have necessitated a re-

vision of the programme previously mapped out for research

on turbine blading. Good progress is reported in the tests

on turbine nozzles at Manchester University. It is interest-

ing to learn that Professor Callendar is undertaking

researches on turbines and on the properties of high-pressure

and high-temperature steam. Amongst the miscellaneous re-

searches and new inquiries undertaken by the Association

may be noted : tests on the relation of the permissible varia-

tions of supply voltage to " flicker " of incandescent lamps,

conferences with Government departments on accumulators

and batteries, and researches on the wave-flirm of generators.

A full review of the progress of all the activities of the Asso-

ciation may be found in the Quarterly Progress Report for

April.

A VISIT TO THE CEAQ WORK5.

The members of the Midland Institute of Mining, Civil,

and Mechanical Engineers visited the works of the Ceag
Miners' Supply Co., Ltd., manufacturers of electric safety

lamps, Barnsley. on April 8th.

The party was received by Mr. R. J. Plummer (managing
director), and Mr. J. Griersori (general manager), and con-

ducted over the extensive and well-appointed works. The
Ceag, Co. was originally German, with works at iJortmund,

hut Mr. Plummer purchased the whole of the shares from
the Public Tru.stee, and formed a limited company which
is entirely British. About 300 collieries now use the Ceag,

and the total number supplied to date is 500,fK)0. The
Barnsley works has been e.stablished three years, and is still

extending. . Some '200 people are there employed on the

manufacture of lamps and accessories, and the output capacity

is 700 lamps per day. Including the firm's other works,
wheie the battery plates are manufactured, the total number
of employes is 500.

The departments at garn.sley include the following :—Two
large assembly shops, two machine shops, press shop, ac-

cumulator shops, charging stand shops, tinning shop, electro-

plating shop, laboratory, and tool room. The company de-

votes its whole energies to the manufacture and improve-
jiient of the " Ceag " lamp. Very striking features noticed

during the tour of the works were the methods employed by
the company to ensure accuracy of production, all artif^des

being made to gauges and jigs, and afterwards submitted to

very rhise inspection. Many special-purpo.se tools are in

use, differing very considerably from standard productions.

These tools have been designed and manufactured in the
company's own works. The company mannfa.?tures all its

own dies and tools, and is quite 'Independent of outside

sources of supply. The material used for the making of the

lamp cases is mild .^teel, which is received in the form of

tubes, oiit of which the cases are cut. The head and bot-

tom of the lamp are pressed, and the bottom is electrically

welded on. The cases and tops are all tinned, the tinnine not
merely adding to the apnearance of the lamn. but also fiviiv^

a protective coatin.g. In som^ cases the parts are notaslied

after tinning, in order to get rid of any free acid which might
be Vft abont. and which w^uld fet under the joints.

The works includes a well-eqnipned laboratory where all

electrical and mechanical tests can be iindertuken, and many

very interesting tests were in hand at the time of the visit.

Every bulb is tested against a standard bulb, in order to com-
pare the light given. Lamps are also tested in batches, and
some of these, which the visitors inspected, .showed very

clearly the differences that exist between lamps, and the

necessity for the standardisation of bulbs. The.se Liatches are

tested to destruction, under working conditions, being al-

lowed to run a shift of eight hours, and then having an inter-

val of eight minutes before starting the next shift. The
average life of a good bulb is between 500 and 600 hours.

Another feature of the laboratory is the polariscope, for

discovering strains in the bulb glasses. These strains are

shown by colour lines, tension being signified by red and
compression by green or blue. All the " Ceag " glasses are
tested for glass strain, and any which are bad are promptly
rejected.

In the office were on view examples of all the various
kinds of lamps made by the company. These included two
or three kinds of standard lamps; a special lamp for signal-

ling, showing red, white, and green lights; a special lamp
with swing reflector; a cap lamp, which will run for twelve
hours continuously; a shaft or .sinking lamp; an officials' small
lamp ; and an electi-ic torch. The standard lamps, fitted with
.standard accumulators, give about li s.p., and will burn for

ten hours.
The inspection of the works was followed by luncheon, at

the invitation of the directors of the Ceag Co. Mr. R. J.

Plummer (managing director) presided, and was supported liy

Mr. C. A. Longbottom (director). Lieut.-Col. Rhodes (pre.-ij-

dent of the Institute), Mr. J. H. W. Laverick (ex-president),

Mr. E. J. Foley (Director of Health and Welfare, Mines
Liepartment), Prof. Wheeler, and others.

Colonel Rhodes, expressing the indebtedness of the In-

stitute to the directors of the company, said his experience
of the electric miner's lamp went back a long way. He re-

membered Mr. Fleuss coming round with his device about
1884, and also the appliance of Messrs. Swan & Pitkin, in

1888 and 1889. So far as the lamp whose manufacture they
had seen that day was concerned, he remembered very well

when, in 1912, the late Sir Arthur Markham offered his

prize for the be.st electric safety lamp, and the " Ceag " was
awarded the first prize. It was very gratifying to know that

the lamp they bought was, to a great extent, being manu-
f3j?tured by the people who sold it. He wished they could
always say the same about the things that they bought.

Mr. Plummer, in reply, said it had been a pleasure and*

honour to have such an august body visiting the works that,

day. They did endeavour to give pains, care, and attention

to the making of every part of the lamp. The visitors had!

seen the jigs and gauges that were used, in order to ensur^
having a perfect article, as nearly as possible. -

Mr. C. A. LoNT,B0TTOM, in seconding the welcome which,
Mr. Plummer had given to the visitors, spoke of the im-
provements that had been made in the works .since the
company took it over. He added that they were now starting

a research department, and if the members of the Institute

went round again in twelve months they would find that vast

improvements had been made.

B.T.H. " Trutint " Lighting.—Those who visited the re-

cent Ideal Home Exhibition at the Olympia and the Royal
Gardens, in the annexe, no doubt noticed that there was no
distortion of colour values, such as one might expect under
artificial light. The flowers and foliage looked exactly

they ought to look in a sunny open-air garden. The explana-
tion is to be found in our first article on the show, namely,
B.T.H. " Trutint " lamps were used to light the gardens
sixty of them—each equipped with a 1,000-watt Mazda gas-

filled lamp. E.s.«entially this unit consists of a Mazdalux metal
reflector, over the month of which is fitted a s[iecial .«creen.

All the light from the Mazda lamp has to pa.ss through this

screen, which absorbs a large proportion of the red and yellow

rays. At Olympia the " Ti-iitint " units were suspended well

above the line of sight, and the general effect was strikingly

like that of diffused snnlitrht. One very interesting phe-

nomenon was observed in this connection. When the liglits

were switched out at night the hundreds of tulips in the

gardens, with one accord, closed up their- petals. .\nd with

the same simole and simultaneous fiiith tb-^v al' n>ieii'^'^ aei>>1

as soon as the light was switched on. This fact, although,

of course. quit«> in accordance with horticultiu-al tbeow,
formed a remarkable and entirelv unsolicited testimonial to

the effectiveness of " Trutint " lighting.

£5.000 for X-TPV 'Wor'<.—The Board of Mannceinent of

the Man-^iester Royal Infirmary states that Mr. Robert

McDouffall has intimated bis desire to defray the entire cost

—fo.OOO—of equipping a Radiological Department at the in-

f^'-marv ns a memo'-ial to his father, the late Mr. Arthur

McDougall.—T;ip Times.

Swedish Electrical Dispute Settled.—The preliminary

agreement in the electrical industry has been ratified by both

narties. The asrewnent involve^ reductions in wages amount-

ing by stages to 33 per cent.—Weiifer's Trade Service (Stock-

holm).
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SOUTH-EAST LANCASHIRE
DISTRICT.

ELECTRICITY

The Electricitv Commissioners' Decision.

The Electricity Commissioners have considered the evidence

given at the inquiry held by them in January last at Man-

chester* into (a) the scheme submitted by the Conference of

Authorised Undertakers in the above-named district for the

establishment of a South-East Lancashire Electricity Board,

and (b) the representations made to them by various bodies

for the inclusion in, or exclusion from, the district of their

respective areas. The authorities in the district (Salford and

Stretford excepted) were unanimously opposed to the forma-

tion of a Joint Electricity ."Vuthority, and emphasised their

view that an Advisory Board should be set up.

The Conmiissioners entertain some doubt whether the pro-

visions by which the Advisory Board will make representa-

tions to constituent authorities with a right of appeal to the

C'ommissioners will enable sufficiently comprehensive works to

l>e undertaken. They apprehend that there may be a tend-

ency to proceed by piecemeal extensions of stations and inter-

connecting lines at an ultimate increased cost to the con-

stituent authorities and the consumers concerned. An ad-

visory board may also experience difliculty in securing sup-

plies in unoccupied areas, more especially in those contained

m the enlarged district south of the Manchester Ship Canal,

for which a Joint Electricity Authority would be empowered

to make provision.

In view, however, of the unanimous support given to the

scheme by the autuorised undertakers, both local authority

and company, and of their strong opinion that this voluntary

arrangement is the best the Commissioners are prepared tu

make an order embodying the arrangements which the con-

stituent authorities have agreed to carry out, as set forth

m the administrative scheme t (as amended in the courSe

of the inquiry), and in the technical particulars submitteid

by the Coflference.

The Commissioners confirm the area provisionally deter-

mined I subject to the following amendments :

The exclusion of the urban districts of Lymm (Cheshire),

and Haydock (Lancashire), both of which are now included

in the Mersey and We.st Lancashire Electricity District.

The inclusion of the urban district of Adlington, inadver-

tently omitted from the notice of provisional determination
and from the published map; and the iiiclusion of the muni-
cipal boroughs of Buxton and Macclesfield, the urban dis-

tricts of Bolhngton, New Mills, and Yeardsley-cum-Whaley.
the rural districts of Macclesfield, Hayfield, and Disley, and
the parishes of Chapel-en-le-Frith, Chinley, Bugsworth and
Brownside, Fermlee, Green-Fairfield, Hartington-upper-
Quarter, King.sterdale, Peakforest and Wormhill.
The title " South-East Lancashire Electricity Board " is

liable to be misinterpreted, and a more appropriate title

would be " South-East Lancashire Electricity Advisory
Board."
The number of representatives on the Board is unneces-

sarily large. If the authorities in the district are unwilling

to reduce the size of the Board, the Commissioners, having
regard to the agreement arrived at between the constituent

authorities, will be prepared to include in their Order the

proposal .submitted in the second schedule to the amended
scheme .subject to certain modifications consequent upon the
agreed representation of the Stalybridge. Hyde. Mo.s.sley and
Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board, and upon the
increased area of the Electricity District. It is unneces.sary

that county councils should be represented on the Advisory
Board.
The engineer of the Stalybridge. &c., Electricity Board

should be a member of the Engineering Advi.sory Committee,
liut having regard to the non-standard frequency of the

Stalybridge system, he .should be entitled only to attend
the meetings of the Conunittee when electrical developments
and propo.sals are to be considered which may affect the

area of the Stalybridge, &c.. Electricity) Board, and the
areas contiguous thereto.
The agreed provisions for contribution to the administra-

tive expenses of the Board are approved.
The Yorkshire Electric Power Co. will not be required to

furnish plans of new works to the Board, but only to furnish

8uch statistics as may refer to supplies given by the power
company within the urban districts of Saddlesworth and
Springhead.
The Order will include provision for the submission by

the Board of an annual report to the Commissioners.
The Commissioners approve generallv the technical .scheme.

subject to a prov'sion that modifications thereof may here-

after be made with the approval of the Commis.sioners.

*Elec. Rev., January 20th. 1922; p. 97.

' t Elfc. Rev.. September Sflth. 1921. p. 4-54. and Novembee
4tb, 1921, p. 596.

I Elec, Rev., June 2oth, 1920; p. 815.

The actual direction of the times and method of working
inter-connected stations so as to produce the most economical
results will be best effected by an otficer of the Board ap-

pointed for that purpose who would carry out the programme
of working laid down by the Engineering Advisory Commit-
tee and approved by the Board ; a scheme of control of gene-
rating stations fpUowing the above-mentioned lines should
be framed by the Board and submitted tor the approval
of the Commissioners.
The Board, within two years from the date of its estab-

lishment, W'ill be required to submit proposals for securing

a supply in areas within the district which are not at that

date within the areas of supply of authorised distributors,

and in which there is a reasonable prospect of such supply
being remunerative.
The observations of the Conference will be invited on the

clauses of the draft Order before the Commissioners hold the
further inquirv required bv Section 5 (4) of the Electricitv

(Supply) Act, 1919.

LEGAL.

A MuNicii'.\L Candidate's Electricity.

An unpaid electricity account for £'2 5s. 2d. w-as responsible

for a very unusual application by the Blackpool Corporation
at the local County Court against Mr. James Kay. a candidate
at the November municipal elections. The Deputy Town
Clerk said that the application of the Corporation was that
an account, amounting to £'2 5s. 2d., for electricity supplied,
might be allowed to be sent in and paid by the respondent,
as provided by the Municipal Elections (Corrupt and Illegal

Practices) Act of 1884. Mr. Kay was a candidate at the
November municipal election, and his committee room was
supplied by the Corporation with electricity. The -Act pro-

vided that all exjienses incurred by him had to be paid within
21 days, and that the County Court might, on the applica-

tion either of the candidate or of a creditor, allow any claim
to be sent in or any expenses to be paid after the time fixed

by the Act. Mr. Kay had paid all his other bills and made
a return to the Town Clerk, but he had omitted to pay this

account. It had apparently been done without any intention
to evade payment, and he presumed it was forgetfulness,

although, as a matter of fact, there was sent to each candi-
date, after the election day, a copy of the section of the

Act, telling him the various things he had to do. Respondent
had neglected to get in that account, although among the
accounts paid there w-as one relating to electrical fittings for

the committee room and the hire of an electric stove. He
a.sked that the account might be sent in and paid by Mr.
Kay. The application was granted.

Boys' Foomsh Act.

At the Dudley Children's Court, on April 12th, Albert
Hicks (13), and Reginald Aston (13), were charged with
doing wilful damage to the extent of £900 to property
belonging to Messrs. W. Goodyear & Sons, Ltd. Mr. F. W.
Green, who prosecuted, explained that the firm had a
private railway from the works down to the Great Western
line in Shaw Road. It was worked by an overhead electric

cable, the cable being fed from a switch in the hollow of the
siding, some 150 yards from the highway. On ."^pril l.st the
electric tram attached to the railway trucks was left some
distance from the top of the incline, inside the works, and
the power was switched off at the main. The charge against
the boys was that they switched on the power, uncoupled
the train, and operated the levers with the aid of a spanner
they found in the tram. The boys were then on the tram,
which began to move down the incline, and, finding they
could not stop it. they jumped off, thus saving their lives.

The tram ran down the incline, crashed into a truck at the
bottom, and did a great deal of damage. It wa.s stated that
the gradient w'as 1 in 15.

An employe said the main switch would have to be
operated before the tram would move. The switch-box was
half-way down the incline, and was not kept locked.

The presiding magistrate said it was a very wicked thing
to do, and many lives might have been lost. Aston was dis-

charged and Hicks was ordered to receive six strokes with
the birch.

A Westminster War Memorial.—On .April 12th the chair-

man of the Westminster Electric Supply Corporation. Ltd..

unveiled a war memorial to the memory of employes of

the company. Capt. E. I. Bax said that the tablet was erected

in memory of heroes who laid down their lives in defence of

their country, and it would serve to recall their memories,

not only to us. but would also preserve them for posterity.

He .said that thev did not forcet those who placed their

lives in the same hazard and had returned among them. In

placing the wreath in the name of the Westminster Electric

Supplv Corporation, he saluted the memory of the departed.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

{By our PaTliamentary Reporter.]

Yorkshire Eleciric Power JiilL—On Tuesday, Api'il llthr.a

Bill which seeks to confer further powers ou the Yorkshire

Electi-ic Power 'C<>. came before the Unopposed Bills Con>-

mittee of the House of Ixirds. The Bill provides for the con-

version of the capital of the company into '2.UtX);000 shares of

fl' each—the existing flO ordinaries each into ten il ordi-

naries, and the ±3 preferences each into five ±1 preferences;

and provides for arrangements " in connection therewith,

fower is also taken for the issue of additional capital, and

for a numl)er of domestic matters connected with the admini-

stration of the undertaking. It is proposed by a special addi-

tional provision to increase the capital of the company from
i'2,(X)O,O00 to i£4,(XK.),000 to provide for the ordinary develop-

ment of the company and for developments in accordance

with suggestions of the Electricity Commissioners following

local inquiries.

Formal evidence was given, and the Bill was passed for

third reading.

Electricity in Agriculture.—Sir A. Grif&th-Bosca-nen, the

Minister of Agriculture, replying to a question asked in the

House of Commons by Mr. A. T. Davies on April 11th, said

that the Ministr}* was closely observing developments in the

application of electricity to agriculture. A Committee deal-

ing with electroculture had been in existence for four years,

and under its direction a gi-eat deal of experimental work had
been done. The chairman of the Commission was Sir John
Suell, and among its members were the leaders of several

branches of electrical and agricultural science. Progress was
necessarily .slow- in a question so complex and difficult, but the

work of the Committee had now reached a stage where ex-

periments were being conducted on an economic scale. So
far as concerned the application of electricity to stationary

machinery and lighting, a good deal of progress had been made
in several parts of the country. The MinLstry was in close

touch with a gentleman who was applying electricity to a large

fiirni, and it had the benefit of the data derived from his

experiments. Some of his results had already been published.

;iud the Ministry had arranged for them to be summarised and
published in the Ministry's Journal for the benefit of farmers

in general. At the same time, it was desirable to say that the

development of the uses of electricity in farming must largely

depend on the extension of power stations and cable services,

and the utilisation of natural sources of power.

The Electricity (Supply) Bill.—The Electricity (Supply)

BiU. which was read the third time and pa.ssed in the Hou.se

of Tjords on April l'2th. was read a fir.st time in the House of

Commons on the same day.

'

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. CorTespondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address tn our potietsion.

The Lock-out.

I am a regular reader of the Electrical Review, and re-

ferring to a letter on " The Lock-out," by " .\n Electrical

Manufacturer," I beg to point out to him the fact that

trade unions came into being chiefly as a safeguard and
also a preventative against inhumane and selfish, feudalistic

treatment of the working classes by the master man. Per-

sonally, I think and know that the majority of union men
concerned are of the same opinion.

If a speedy settlement is the common desideratum it can
only be realised by insisting on the withdrawal of Sir Allan

Smith.
He is the Jonah of the conference; if he is not cast out

the ship will sink {i.e., industry), with masters and men
alike.

Why not Sir Robert Hadfield, Bart., in his place?—

a

thorough gentleman and eminent manufacturer, honoured
as such by every trade unionist.

Sir Allan Smith is only imbuing hatred for himself and
similar men in the rank and file.

The British workman is the finest in the world, if treated

fairly, at the same time remembering that many have not

had the chance of a good education and, therefore, have be-

come pawns in the game of life. There are good and bad men
of education existing in all sections of the industry; unfortu-

nately they take advantage of this and sway the men bow
they will.

George Heasman,
F/lth.nm. Elect ririan.

Ai.ril VMh. 1022.

' ^;,' '^;;.JEarly I.ampholder Patents,.:. J.', 'T'.'. -yd

Under the heading of New Electrical Devices," I notice
a dcscriptiun of the " OnbrolT" lampholder, which might
lead your readers to infer that the idea underlying -the ilesigu

is entirely novel. This is far' from being the case, a.s you
will see trotn •the photograph which I *ndbse of liauphoMers
in juy collection, which were on the. market about thirty-

five years ago.
;

llir l.:)yoiM't-i;ip lampholder was introduced in the
"eiglitii-." tlir i)(>infeld patent

,
under which it was manu-

factured liriiig diaed .lanuary, 18S4. ' At first the lamp
caps were short brass tubes filled with plaster of paris, having
two brass contacts embedded in the plaster. This was im-
proved upon by Mr. .\lfred Swan (a brother of Sir Joseph
Swan) who conceived the idea of making the cap of black
pres.sed glass, which he called " Vitrite," with the metal
contacts cast in. He established the Vitrite Works, at Gates-
head, and proceeded to apply the method to the manu-
facture' of Idnipholders as well as caps. The photograph shows
two patterns of Vitrite lampholders. the one on the right being
the earlier in date. In both holders the brass tube has two
pips projecting inwards . which engage with bayonet jomt
grooves formed in the Vitrite base. In the holder on the
right the springiness of the split brass tube is relied upon
to keep it in place, but the one on the left has a screwed
ring which can be forced on to the base, thus fixing the

relative positions of base and tube. Both bases have screwed
brass nipples, and terminals which carry the spring piston

contacts, cast into the Vitrite. It is interesting to note that

the lamp cap shown has the pins engaging the bayonet
slots formed of the Vitrite itself, though later patterns have
brass pins cast in. The lamp shown oo the left is one
having platinum loop contacts and is carried in an " Adapter,"
which was introduced to tide over the transition stage be-

tween loop lamps and capped lamps. The surface of the
Vitrite cap was so hard and smooth, as compared with the
plaster-filled cap, that it soon occurred to me that a form
of cheap switch lampholder could be produced by having
a bayonet-joint slot extending on both sides of the opening.

I visited Mr. Swan at his works and made the suggestion

to him. with the result that he immediately put it into

practice, and placed on the market the holders shown above.

Owing to the brittlencss of the Vitrite the holders were
not much of a success, but brass caps with Vitrite faces

having the contact plates cast in have survived, and are

now used almost universally for bayonet-capped lamps.

J. H. Holmes.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

April 15th, 1922.

Dundee and the German Quotation for Cable.

I am sorry to note from your issue, of April 7th, that

Dundee Corporation has placed an order with a German
cable manufacturer at a price 10 per cent, lower than the

nearest British offer. (So Germany did win the war after

all!) I am more sorry to note that Mr. H. Richardson, the

engineer, " pointed out that if they let it go out that they

were shutting the door to Continental tenderers it would
mean the payment of scores of thousands more in the future."

Mr. Richardson evidently uants to convey to his committee
that there is no competition by cable manufacturers of this

country. If he thinks so. he is wrong. From the published

figures of cable " tenders accepted." I can tell him that for

some types, cable makers quite evidently, often sell either

at very little over cost, at cost, or below cost, because of

internal competition.
Perhaps Mr. Richardson would like to see electric cable

manufacture in this country reduced tn that stage of com-
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petitioQ when it would be difficult to get a reliable cable,

and when all cable workers and staff would be abominably
sweated. As an employe in the cable "industry, I want to

get a reasonable living. Mr. Richardson wants to reduce
me below the level of the German worker.
'I suppose Mr. Richardson is still a member of the Associ-

a'tefl Municipal Electrical Engineers of Great Britain and
Iceland, which fixes, on a very high plane, the scale of

salary on which municipal electrical engineers should be
p^id. , If he is a member, he should resign at once, if 'he

wishes to be consistent. .
,

;

The cable uiakers of this country
,
might very conceivably

obtain their supplies of jute yarn from Germany, at a lower
price than from Dundee. This might not ultimately benefit

the cable makers, but it would be unfortunate for Dundee.
.,The great pity is that, as Germany has put the world in

its. present chaotic condition. Mr. Richardson thinks it neces-

sary for him to hasten to-do his bit to help Germany get

on her legs first, and as/soon as pdssible.

OthelJo.
April 13th, 1922.

Rats V. C.T.S,

Many silly advertisements have been inflicted upon^ us
with reference to the above system of wiring, apparently
with the idea of making the contrai^tor smile, thereby en.suring

all order. The advertisement appearing under the above
heading in the Electrical Review, of April 14th. has no
suspicion of humour in its composition ; as a matter of

fact one can scarcely credit any iJrrn stooping to such methods
to boost business.

The whole affair can pnly be described as fiendishly cruel.

This letter is not written by anyone interested in any
rival system, but by just an ordinary contractor who signs

himself

—

Completely Disgusted.

April 13th, 1922. _^ _

It was with feelings of disgust that, on looking through

your valued jom-nal to-day, I came across an advertisement.

re C.T.S. Surely the firm in question are not so hard driven

to obtain business that they are compelled to revert to the

practice of starving a rat to prove their contention that this

cla.ss of cable is " ratproof?"
The mere fact of imprisoning a rat, to secure evidence, is,

to my mind, a form of cruelty, which I sincerely hope will

be investigated by the R.S.P.C.A.

Some months ago, during a lecture on the good and bad

points of C.T.S., by one of this firm's representatives, a case

was cited where rats on a whaler were responsible for des-

troying a considerable amount of this cable, while the vessel

was being reconditioned. I am not sure, but beUeve the

ship in question came from South Georgia. Be that as it

may. the torturing by a responsible firm of a dumb creature

for the purpose of filthy lucre is a disgrace, and should not

be tolerated by any decent-minded person.

By all means' destroy rats, but do not inflict torture, for

what is purely an advertising stunt.

Disgusted.

April lath. 192>2

[It is hardly necessary to say that we sympathise with the

feelings of both of our correspondents.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Charles Godolphin Bennett,

66, Mai'k Lane, E.G.—An apphcation was made last week to

Mr- Registrar Hope at the London Bankruptcy Court for

approval to a scheme for the payment of a composition of

7s. 6d. in the £ The Official Receiver reported that the
debtor failed in December, 1921, with liabilities i01,422 and
assets valued at £103. He was a commission agent carrying

on business as Bennett Bros. In March, 1916, he became as.so-

ciated with another person in experunenting with and putting

on the market an electric switchholder. and, he financed the

project to the extent of ii2,0(IO. The failure was attributed to

lack of capital and to a total loss of £2,847 sustained in con-

nection with the electric switchholder. The Official Receiver

further reported that proofs to the amount of £214 had been
>vithdrawn, and another proof for £267 would not be pressed,

as the creditor was willing to rely upon the security he had
in hand. His Honour agreed that the terms of the com-
position were reasonable and calculated to benefit the creditors;

he ordered the scheme to be approved and the receiving order
rescinded.

J. F. Ludlow and R R. Lddlow (trading in co-partnership
as Ludlow Bros., electrical contractors, 196, Church Road,
Redfield, Bristol). The following are creditors herein :

—
English Electric & Siemens Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ... 40

Supplies, Ltd 57 Rose Bros 21
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. 35 Simpson, Baker & Co 53
EIco Electric Manufacturing Shafford, C. H 53
Co., Ltd. 22

Pr.4Nk Rawcliffe, electrical engineer (Frank Rawclifife and
Oo.), 8, Nun Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.—The first meeting
of the creditors was held on -\pril 11th at the Official Re-
reiver's office. Pearl Buildings, 4, Northumberland Street.

Newcastle-on-Tyne. The statement of affairs showed liabili-

ties of £.3,8ij6, against as.«ets of £11. The Official Receiver
stated that a limited company had been foiTued in August,
1921,to take over the liabilities. This company was now in

voluntary liquidation, and there had been a suggestion of a
payment of 10s. in the £ by means of debentures, liquidated
every three months. Debtor stated that the whole of the
creditors could claim against the limited company and get 10s.

in the £. The meeting was adjourned.

P. S. Ormonde (carrying on business in partnership with
An'other as the Soho Electrical Works)^ electrician, 125, Isling-
tofil Liverpool.—Receiving order made April 8th on debtor's
own petition.

B. CooKSON (\V. Turnbull it Co.). automobile, electrical, and
mechanical engineer. Express Magneto Repair Works, Eliza-
beth Street and Charles Street. Blackpool.—First meeting
.A.pril 20th at the Official Receiver's offices, Preston. Public
examination, ,\pril 21.=t, at the Court House, Blackpool.

S. Holmes (Holmes & Co.). electrical contractor. Palatine
Chambers, Halifax.—Receiving order made April 11th on
debtor's own petition. First meeting .^pril 2.Sth. Public
examination May 19th, both at the County Court. Halifax.

.4. Vivian, electrical engineer. 180, Gray's Inn Road, W.C—
Receiving order made .\pril lOth on creditor's petition. . Fu-.^t
meating April 26th. Public examination .June 20th. both at
Cax^: Street, W.C.

Company Liquidations.—Howard Pnedmatic Englneering

Co., Ltd.-A petition for the windmg-up has been presented

to the High Court by W. Gowland (Gowland Bros.), East-

bourne, and will be heard in London on .A.pril 2.5th.

Bishops Castle Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—A
petition for the winding-up has been presented to the County
Court of Hereford by the Premier Accumulator Co. (1921),

Ltd., of Northampton, and will be heard at the County Court,

Leominst,er, on May 8th.

J. T. Callaohan & Co.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquida-

tor : Mr. W. Eaves, 15, Fountain Street, Manchester.

B.E. Co. (of London and Birmingham), Ltd.—Particulars
of claims had to be sent to the liquidator. Mr. F. Rowland, 70.

Queen Victoria Street, E.G.. by April 20th.

Codes, Ltd.—Meeting May 17th at 24/25, Penchurch Street,

E.G., to hear an account of the winding-up from the liquidator,

Mr. J. W. Starkey.
N.ational Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Winding up volun-

tarily, owing to the sale of the undertaking to the Preston

Corporation. Liquidator : Mr. W'. H. Ainsworth, 11, Winck-
ley Street, Preston. Meeting April 25th.

E. O. F. Syndicate, Ltd.—Meeting of members May 19th

at 20, Lawrence Lane, E.G. 2, to hear an aceount of the

winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. A. N. Stockdale.

NuNN Ridsdale & Co., Ltd.—At an extraordinary general

meeting, held on April 4th, it was decided that the company,
by reason of its liabilities, is unable to continue business, and
that it is advisable to wind it up. Mr. W. B. Taylor, chair-

man.
Dissolutions of Partnership.—Sleigh & Wood, electrical

and mechanical engineers. Consett Chambers, Newcastle-on-

Tyne.—Messrs. L. Wood and H. Mearns have dissolved part-

nership. Mr. Wood will carry on the business alone.

.John E. Favbll & Co., electrical merchants. 2. North Street.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Mr. J. E. Favell and Mr. T. D. Martin
have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended to by Mr.
Favell. who will continue the business under the same style.

DuNSTER & Bacon, electricians, 19. North Hohnes Road,
Canterbury.—Messrs. C. G. Dunster and V. E. Bacon have
dissolved partnership.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. Fred. Shaw, late technical

manager and chief designer for Messrs. W. Robinson & Co.,

electric hoist manufacturers, of Birmingham, has now started

in buomess at Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Bir-

mingham, as a consulting, mechanical, and electrical engineer,
also as a manufacturers' agent, and is representing Messrs.

Rowland Priest, of Cradley Heath, for electric and hand-
power hfting appUances; Messrs. N. Horsfall & Co., of Man-
chester, for electric goods and passenger lifts; and the Spring-

field Electric Co., of Guiseley, for a.c. motors.
Hviiro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Co.

—

A finan-

cial paper states that a meeting is to be held in Melbourne on
.\pril 21st for the purpose of considering a re.solution that the

name of the company be changed to Carbide and Electro Pro-
ducts, Ltd.

.Messrs. Bass & Co., electrical engineers, 402, E.sspx Road.
London, N.l, announce that the biisinps.s has been .-.old by the

proprietor, Mr. R. .\. .lones, to Mr. U. H. Bayliss, who will

trade under the existing name.
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The Solidite Manufacturing Co., Ittd., of 28, John Street,

Bedford Row, London, W.C.I, haa been formed to take over

the business of the Improved Solidite Co., Ltd., of Wands-
worth. The new company has taken commodious works at

Mitcham. where it will do business in any cla.ss of insula-

tion material. All correspondence should be sent to the head
office, as above, which is also the address of the company's
sales managers, Messrs. Harwell. Ltd.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Whitworth Electric Lamp
Co., Ltd., 195, North End Road, West Kensington, W.14.

—

April net trade price list of electric lamps and lighting acces-

sories.

Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., 210-212, Tot-

tenham Court Road. W.I.—Pamphlets Nos. 316 and 317,

giving illustrations, prices, and particulars of wireless tele-

graphv headgear receivers.
' The I.T.C. Ltd., 8. Princes Street, Westminster, S.W 1.—
Two illu.strated pamphlets advertising the " New System "

automatic intercommunication telephones.

The Rely-a-Bell Burglar and Fire Alarm Co., Ltd., 80,

Coleman Street. B.C. 2.—An illustrated folder advertising the
firm's alarm system.
Messrs. Gillespie & Beales, Amberley House, Norfolk

Street. London. W.C.2.—Folder announcing reduced prices
for their " Nilfisk " electric suction cleaners, models A, B,
0, and D.
Huntalite, Ltd., 25. Newman Street, W.l.—An illustrated

and priced pamphlet advertising candle lamps and accessories.

The Rheostatic Co., Slough. Bucks.—.An illustrated booklet
describing unbreakable and non-corrodible resistance grids.

Private Arrangement.

—

Webster & Son, Rendezvous Street,

Folkestone, electrical engineers, &c.—Li response to a cir-

cular letter issued by Mr. W. J. Bennett, accountant, of 173.

Fleet Street, London, E.C., a meeting of the creditors herein
was held recently, at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C.
The statement of affairs presented showed liabihties of £4,347,
made up as follows:—Ti-ade creditors, £3,491; bank over-
draft, £475; and cash creditors, £381. Alter allowing £264
for preferential claims, the assets were estimated to reaUse
£3,707, or a deficiency of £640. The a.ssets consisted of good
book debts £1.592; doubtful and bad debts £608, expected to
produce £125; stock £2.031. valued at £1,500; work in progress
£101; fixtures and fittings £343, estimated to realise £150;
plant, machinery and tools £770, valued at £285; deposits
£11 10s. ; and cars £236, expected to produce £106. It was
stated that the bank was unsecured except for two insur-
ance iwlicies. which had be«n deposited with it. The
bu.siness was an old-established one, having been founded
nearly 50 years ago. During the year ended March 31st, 1920.
there was a net profit of about £300, while during the fol-

lowing 12 months there was a loss of £290. During the next
six months there w-as a los's of about £200. Since tliat date
the trade had improved, and during the period between Octo-
ber 21st, 1921, and February 20th last, there was a net pro-
fit of rather more than £260. The present position was largely
due to the general slump in trade, and lack of capital. Several
creditors expressed sympathy with the debtors, and one of
the largest creditors said he had inspected the premises, which
were well-equipped with good stock. Owing to pressing
creditors a deed of assignment had been executed to Mr. W. .1.

Bennett, and after some discussion it was decided to confirm
the deed, while a committee of five of the principal creditors
was appointed to decide the course to be adopted for the
carrying on of the business.

For Sale—By direction of the High Court, Mr. H.
Holmes, of Messrs. H. Holmes & Co. (in conjunction with
Me.ssrs. Tj. Farmer & Sons), will sell bv auction on May 3rd
at Winchester House. Old Broad Street. E.C. the freehold
manufacturing premises, consisting of .several blocks of build-
ings fitted with lifts, central heating, electric power, &c.. at
Grafton Road, Kentish Town, lately occupied by' Messrs.
John Brinsmead & Sons.
Peterborough Corporation Electricity Department invites

offers for one 500-kW d.c. turbo-generator, one 240-kW
Belliss-Crompton steam dynamo, six Lancashire boilers, two
steam pumps, fan, valves, and piping. (See our advertisement
pages to-day.)

Unemployment.—There was an increase of 2,753 in the
total unemployed refiistered on April 3rd, the number being
1.742,517. The number of people working .short time on April
3rd was 209.000. a decrease of 13.690 on the week, belief
schemes are report<=d to have absorbed, up to April 1st.
137,700 workers.

L.C.C. and Foreign Tenders for Stores.—The High-
ways Committee reports that in connection with the selec-
tion of names <if firms to be placed on the lists, for certain
classes of tramway stores, materials, &c.. the question
of the inclusion of the names of foreign firms arose. In view.
lioTi ever, of the fact that some time would necessarily elapse
before the suitability of such firms to tender for the
class of materials required could be ascertained, it was de-
cided, so far as concerned contracts for which arrangements
had to be made at an early date, to include only British firms,
and it consulted the General Purposes Committee on the ques-
tion of including in future selected lists the names of foreign
firras. In conforroity with the opinion expressed by the

Committee, it has decided not to include the names of such
firms on the lists. At the same time it desires to make it

clear that in any case in which there are reasonable grounds
for believing that tenders are not being submitted on an in-

dependent basis and that advantage is being taken of the

limitation to British firms, it will not hesitate to invite ten-

ders by advertisement, in which case foreign firms will be at

liberty to tender equally with British firms.

The Handicapped Indian Electrical Industry.—Indian In-

dustries and Power, in a recent editorial note, said that in

view of the importance of electriinty in the development of

Indian industries, it would be thought that special encourage-
ment would be given to the electrical industry. Such, how-
ever, is not the case, and the industry labours under a
number of fiscal impositions. Invidious distinctions have
been made between electrical and other apparatus. For in-

stance, while shafting an4 belting are a.ssessed a<:cording to

the present tariff at 2^ per cent., electric cables and trolley

wires, serving the same purpose—the transmission of power,
are subjected to a rate of 11 per cent.: insulators and in.stru-

inents are also rated at this level. In the case of electric lifts

all but the motor and gearing are charged at 11 per cent..

whereas, if the parts were ordered separately as iron or steel

hardware, only 2i per cent, would have to be paid. When
relief is granted it is in a peculiar fashion. Formerly all

switchgear was charged at 11 per cent., but. upon the receipt

of protests, the Government decided to charge all starters and
switchgear on high-pressure circuits at 2J per cent. Thus the
smaller users still retained the burden while large firms taking
bulk supplies received relief. Another example of faulty

rating is that while telephones are charged at 11 per cent.,

telecraph apparatus is rated at 2J per cent. A movement is

on foot to secure that all electrical apparatus shall be treated
as power-driven machinery and charged at 2J per cent.

The Building Exhibition.—The Building Trades Exhibi-
tion at Olympia, which closes on April 27th, is concerned chiefly

with the design, erection, and decoration of houses, shops,

&c., and the electrical industry does not figure very largely in

the show. Two or three firms exhibit electric lifts. Medway's
Safety Lift Co., Ltd., shows a working passenger Uft. ar-

ranged for 'both automatic push-button operation and car.

switch control, fitted with tamper-proof locks and a decelerat-

ing device. This firm also shows a model hft \^'ith an electric

door-opera tiug device, as well as a service lift and a travelling

pulley bk>ck. Messrs. Waygood-Utis, Ltd., also have a.

demonstration passenger lift in operation, the special featui'e

of which is the overspeed braking device. On this stand are

also examples of lift engines, controllers, and model lifts.

Messrs. Marryat & Scott, Ltd., also show lifts and acces-

sories, including an automatic gate-locking device, which is

demonstrated; and a " trip indicator " recording the number
of journeys and the duration of each. The Falkirk Iron Co.,

Ltd., shows a number of electric irons and the " Double-
Ray " heater, which can be used for toasting or cooking small

quantities of food. Numerous examples of it« " New System
"

intercommunication telephones are displayed by the Tele-

phone Manufacturing Co. (1920), Ltd., including " larynga-

phones " and a loud-speaking telephone which enables a
works manager to be spoken to from any part of the works
and to reply without going near the instrument. Among the

trucks, 'oarrows. &c., exhibited by Mr. H. C. Slingsby is au
electric truck, with elevating platform, of American design.

Vacuum cleaning apparatus is shown by the British Vacuum
Cleaner Co., Ltd., and the Sturtevant Engineering Co..

Ltd. Several firms have examples of concrete mixers, and
there are numerous electrically-driven machines for wood-
working, rock crushing, and other purposes. A noticeable

feature of the show is the popularity of the advertising globes

containing coloured transparencies revolving round an electric

lamp.

Certificates of Origin for Belgium —The Board of Trade

Journal, dated April 13th. contained a model certificate of

origin such as is required by the Belgian Government in the

case of many classes of goods imported into Belgium. It takes

the form of a declaration that the articles were not made in

Germany; the country of origin has to be given; and the

certificate has to be attested by a Consular officer or a

Chamber of Commerce.

Our Foreign Trade.

—

March Figures.—The following were

the values of imports and exports of electrical goods and ma-
chinery during March. 1922:—

3 months.
March, 1922.

Imporls.— 1922. Inc. or dec. Inc. or dec.

Electrical g(HHls and £ £ £
apparatus 115.510 109.899 -368,625

Machinery 774.-34.5 -521 ,.304 -2.177.861

Exports.—
Electrical goods and
apparatus 629.471 526.247 -1.533,974 ,

Machinery 5,882.023 -1.417,675 -5.439.515

Re-exporis.—
Electrical goods and
apparatus 17,676 -12,64S -39.674

Machinery 82.999 -5,694 -69.«55
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Social Event.—On April 8th the members of the G.E.R.
Electrical Department at Parkston Quay held their eecond
annual elecfrically-cooked dinner at Harwich. Mr. J. H.
Child occupied the chair and spoke of the progress which the
department had made in a few years. Messrs. C. Orvis and
Abbott were present^ed with wallets of Treasury notes upon
their retirement, and an excellent musical programme was
provided.

Chinese Notes.—The Chinese Merchants' Electric Co., in

Nantao. Shanghai, consists of two departments, tramways
and electric lighting. The business in both departments was
prosperous last year. The company hopes to extend it.s

tramway service on Chung Hwa Road. A newly imported
electric plant is to be installed soon.

The Haiping Hydro-Electric Co.. in Peitaiho, has been
registered by the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce.

Electrical Trade Openings in the Netherlands.—According
to information forwarded by H.M. Consul-General, at Rotter-
dam, to the Department of Overseas Trade, the following
undertakings may lead to openings for Briti-sh trade :

—
(Koog a/d Zaan) The Managing Board of the Starch Fac-

tory " De Beijeukorf," formerly M. K. Honig, of Koog aan
de Zaan. intend adding to their works a new water-pump sta-

tion with electric motors. Work will commence in a few
months' time.

The Municipal Electric Works at Haarlem (address : Har-
men .Jansweg 1.31). intend extending the electric power station,

estimate gld.248.000; work will be commenced as soon as pos-

sible.

A loan of gld.2,400,000 (divided into 2,400 7 per cent, bonds,
of gld.1.000 each, is being rai.sed by the Oost-Java Stoom-
tram Maatscbappij for the purpose of completing the electri-

fication of their lines at Soerabaja. Dutch East Indies. A
double track will be laid down with a total length of about
21 kilometres.

The Trade Facilities Act and Electrical Schemes.—There
was issued last week White Paper No. 62 (H.M. Stationery
Office) containing a statement concerning guarantees which
the Ireasury has announced its willingness to give, under
the Trade Facilities Act, 19'21, for the payment of loans to be
applied towards the carrying out of capital undertakings.
The total sum involved in loans is ±'14.956,145, £ll,50l).H()0

being for two electric railway schemes. Principal and interest

are guaranteed, and the periods for repayment of the loans

range from four to fifty years. The list includes the follow-

ing :—
Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, £500,000 (25 years;

redeemable after 15 years). Purchase and installation of

additional generating plant and buildings, additional high-
pressure cables and transformers, and additional direct-current

mains.
Underground Railways, £5,(XIO,000 (.50 years). Enlargement

of tunnel of the City and South London Railway, improve-
ment of stations and provi.sion of new rolling stock; and the
extension of London Electric Railway from Golder's Green to

Edgware.
Minehead Electric Supply Co., £4,500 (25 years). Provision

of generator and overhead mains.
South-Eastern and Chatham Railway Co., £6,500,000 (25

years). Electrification of suburban lines.

Kent Electric Power Co., £15,600 (20 years). Provision of

mains, transforming apparatus and station plant.

German Glow Lamp Prices.—The .Association of German
Glow Lamp Works has increa.sed the war-time addition on
vacuum and gasfilled metal filament lamps from 400 to 550
per cent., and that on pocket lamps and telephone lamps from
500 to 650 per cent.

Book Notices.—I'.S. Bureau of Standards. Technologic
Paper No. 208, " Weighing by Substitution " (5 cents)

;

and Scientific Paper No. 42.S. " The Radio Direction Finder
and its Application to Navigation " (15 cents). Washington :

Government Printing Office.—The second paper is a review
of radio dii'ection-finding methods and a long, illustrated

description of the system develoi^ed by the Bureau of

Standards is given. In the same connection, a copy of the
" Radio Service Bulletin." issued monthly by the Bureau of

Navigation, which has also been received, is of interest. Thi.s

contains information relating to wireless navigation, including
call signals, particulars of stations, and a great amount of

technical information.
MrjssKS. .JoHNso.v .^ Phillips. Ltd., have sent us No. 8 of

their " Ti'ansformer .\bstracts," a series of booklets which
should prcAe ot great service t<i all who have to deal with
transformers. This nunilier is devcted to the induence of

transformer connections on third harmonic voltages and cur
rents—a subject dealt with in our columns some time ago
(March nth. 18th, and 25th. 1921). The previous " Abstract-s

"

cover a wide field. The earlier issues contain mformation
upon the construction of transformers; methods of making
inquiries; and tendering. Then testmg methods are ex-
plained, showing that "

.T. & P." transformers are carefully
tested to ensure the fulfilrtient of the guaranteed perform-
ances. The tests upon ratio, impedance, insulation resistance,
iron loss. &c., are included. Heat-run tests, which are made
if required, receive separate treatment, Packing, examination,

installation, and maintenance also receive attention. Other
subjects covered by the series are the drying-out of trans-
formers on site and switching-in current rushes.
Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal.—Vol. XV, part

I. April. 1922. London ; The Electrical Review, Ltd. Price
2s. net.

" Metropolitan-Vickers Gazette," March.—Included in this

issue are illustrated articles on " The Reconstruction of the
Devastated French Winding Equipments." by Mr. .J. F.
Perry. A.M.I.E.E. ; "Notes on Lightning and Lightning
Arresters." by Mr. A. Bannister, B.Sc. ; "Air-break
Switches," &c.
The British Engineers' Association has issued a; Special

Economic number (March) of its Bulletin, discussing " Some
Economic Realities and Reflections of Concern to British En-
gineers," and examining some of the salient features of the
present industrial situation and their implications.

" Welfare Work," April, 1922. London ; Welfare
Workers' Institute.—The features of this number are articles

on the present position of Trade Boards, and employes' .service

work from an American point of view ; and reviews of foreign
industrial developments, recent legislation, and the Society's
activities.

Messrs. Cleworth, Wheal & Co., Ltd., Grange Engineer-
ing Works, Trows Lane, Castleton, near Manchester, have
sent us a booklet containing a complete set of hygrometrical
tables for wet and dry bulb temperatures, published with the
permission of Prof. .James Glaisher, F.R.S. The temperature
of the dew point, the elastic force of vapour, the weight of
vapour in a cubic foot of air, degree of humidity, and the
weight of a cubic foot of air are given for temperatures be-
tween 30 and 100 deg. F.

Cable Manufacture in Holland.—The report for 1921 of

the directors of the N.V. Nederlandsche Kabelfabriek states

that the company was one of the many which suffereil

from the pressure of the times, partly as a consequence
of the difference between the wages paid in Holland and
those in Germany. Attention was dii'ected in the report
tor 1920 to the mcrease in the percentage taken by the
share of wages in the costs of production, and this had not de-

creased in the past year since the prices of raw materials had
fallen to the pre-war level. German competition in Holland,
which rendered it impossible in 19'20 to obtain at least re-

munerative prices, had become accentuated in the meantime.
The directors were confident that the moment was not far

distant when this unsound condition must come to an end.
either by an advance in the standard of living of the work-
men in Germany or by a reduction of that m Holland. An
influence in this direction could also be manifested by the
fact that the enormous stocks which were placed on the Ger-
man market after the termination of the state of war were
being slowly consumed, and the Germans, with their depre-

ciated cun'ency. had to go and make purchases in the world's

markets.
After these far from stimulating observations, the report

proceeds to state that the working results in 19'21 were not
unsatisfactory. This situation for a considerable part was
contributed to by the gradually extending sales in other
countries, where the company in many cases only had to meet
the competition of English firms. The development of the

agencies in different countries was proceeding regularly, and
it was expected that the export trade, which was first taken

in hand in the autumn of 1920, would at one time absorb a
large portion of the production. \ second factor which
affected the favourable results was the influence exercised by
the rolling mill on the sale of rolled copper wire which was
delivered to third parties. The new works' buildings were
completed, and the lead press, one of the largest capacity,

and the necessary machines T\ere erected. The company con-

tinued to enjoy the confidence of customers, and if the latter

purchased cables elsewhere it was solely due to the dift'erence

in the price. The gross profits amount to 1,106,000 florins, as

compared with 1,588,000 florins in 19'20. After writing off

4'22,000 florins for depreciation, as against .594,(K)0 florins, and
making other allocations, the net profits are returned at

6'25,000 florins, as contrasted with 9.51,000 in 1920. The direc-

tors recommend a dividend at the rate of 17 per cent., as

against '23 per cent, in the previous year.

Belgian Cable Manufacturing Company.—The report of

the Societe Beige potir la Fabrication des Cable.? et Fils Elec-

triques states that the net profits in 1921 amount to 7.50,000 fr..

as compared with 1,'218,000 fr. in the previous year. It is pro-

posed to pay a dividend at the gross rate of 36.10 fr. per

share, as against 45.62 fr. in 19'30. The company shared in

the increase in the capital of the Soci^to des Cables et Tubes
iki Nord of Roubaix. which is the new title of the company
formed in Paris in 1913 to sell the Belgian company's manu-
factures in France. But as it is no longer pos.sible for this

sale business to be transacted owing to the considerable in-

crease in the French import duties, the Roubaix company is

erecting a factory which will soon be brought into activity.

Brazilian Railway Tenders.— It is reported from Rio de

.Taneiro that the tenders sent in for the work of electrifying

the Central Brazil Railwnv. th» time for receiving which ex-

pired with March, emanated .solely from British and American

firm*,
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Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended we give
a summary ot the recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

tricai
,
trades and industries. Those who desire to enter an

opposition to any of the applications have one month in which
to do so from the dates given below.

Little Giant. No. 41, '242. Class 6.—Electrical tools, &c.

Greenfield Tap and Die Co., Deerfield Street, Greenfield, Mass..
^ TJ.S.-'V. (White, Langner. Stephens & Parry, 88-90. Chancery
Lane, London, W.C). April 12th, .1922.

Stomos. No. 422,413. Class 8.—Insulated electric cable.

Puller's United Electrical Works, Ltd., Grove Road, Chad-
well Heath. Essex. April 12th, 1922.

Amporos. No. 422,.595. Class 8.—Charged porous pots for

primary batteries. The India Eubber. Gutta Percha and
Telegraph W'orks, Ltd., 106, Cannon Street, London, E.C.
April 12th. 1922.

Simplex. No. 422,898. Class 13.—Electrical apparatus
and fittings of metal. Laurence Maxwell Waterhouse, trad-

ing as the L. M. Waterhouse Electric Co.. 19, Rathbone Place,

Oxford Street, London, W.C. April 12th, 1922.

Thennozote. No. 422,203. Class 50.—Electrical insulating
substances of asbestos, mica, resin, oils, and . bitumen.
Charles Lancaster Marshall, " Dunoon." Doyle Gardens,
Harlesden, N.W. April 12th, 1922.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.

—

Wagga (N.S.W.).—The scheme for supplying the

disti-ict with electricity is nearing completion and the elec-

tricity for street lighting will be switehed on on May 1st.

The scheme, when completed, will have cost £75,000.
. Victoria.—At a conference of western district municipali-

ties, held at Camperdown, Sir John Marsh, chairman of the

State Electricity Commission, explained the Commission's
scheme for the supplying of electricity in bulk to the western
district. The estimated cost of the scheme in its initial stages

is i'122,000. rising to £146,000 on completion.
Warringah (N.S.W.).—The Shire Council proposes raising

a loan of £23,000 for the purpose of carrying out an electriicity

supply scheme. It is intended to purchase a bulk supply of

electricity from the Sydney City Council.

Bradford.

—

Extensions.—As the result of a recent canvass
of the residents at Wyke and district the Bradford Electricity

Committee has recommended that the engineer be authorised

to proceed with the laying of distributing cables, the pro-

vision of a transformer chamber, and other necessary works,
the cost (approximately £5.415) to be defrayed out of borrow-
ing powers recently authorised.

Bedworth.—Street Lighting.—The Parish Council has en-
tered into a contract with the Leicestershire & Warwickshire
Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd., for lighting the streets

for a period of three years.

Bootle.

—

Sale of Undertaking Opposed.—A petition signed
by a large number of consumers of electricity has been sent
to the Electricity Commissioners and to the Town Clerks of

Liverpool and Bootle opposing the proposed sale of the elec-

tricity undertaking to the Liverpool Corporation, the agree-
ment to which has been signed and sealed by both Corpora-
tions, and awaits confirmation by the Electricity Commis-
sioners. It is stated by the petitioners that the agreement
(1) was come to by Bootle T.C. without consulting the bur-
gesses of the borough and without due consideration

; (2)

contains no provisions at all to protect the petitioners' rights,

and leaves the future prices to be charged for electricity to
the absolute discretion of the liverpool Corporation, and
does not provide for a cheap and abundant supply ; and (3)

if it is advisable for the electricity undertakings to become
a joint undertaking they should be worked jointly only on a
partnership basis.

Blackburn.—Order .\pproved.—The Electricity (Exten-
sion) Special Order 1922, granting the Corporation power to
.supply electricity to the urban di.stricts of Rishton and Great
Harwood and the parishes of Wilpshire, Ramsgreaves, and
Clayton-le-Dale, has now been approved by Parliament.

Budleigh Salterton.—Electricity SuprLT—The TJ.D.C. is

applying to the Electricity Commissioners for authority to
generate and supply electricity for all public and private pur-
poses within the urban district of Budleigh Salterton.

Canada.

—

Ontario.—In the Ontario Legislature on .April

12th. it was decided to appoint a Royal Commission to conduct
an investigation into the estimates and expenditure of the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission. This has arisen through
e.xpenditure being greatly in excess of estimates.

Continental.—Finland—The Finni.* Water Power Commit-
tee has asked the Ministrv for Communications to include in
the Budget for 1923 an estimate of 22,000,000 marks for works
in connection with the projpcfcd exploitation of the Imatra
Falls and 2-50,000 marks for the purpose of investigations in
connection with other waterfalls belonging to the State.

France.—A committee representing 71 communes in the

Cantons of Rumigny, Signy-le-Petit, and Chaumont-Porcien,
in the Ardennes, has recently been appointed to draw up
a scheme for the establishment of a station to supply the

district w'ith electricity for lighting and power purposes.

Dundalk.^

—

Loan.—The Urban Council ha« asked the Irish

Minister of Economics to sanction a loan of £18,000 to extend
the municipal electrical works.

Glasgow.

—

New Sdb-stations.—The Dean of Guild Court
has granted permission to the Corporation to erect electricity

sub-stations at .Alexandra Parade and Greenhead Street.

Area of Supply.—The Electricity Committee has recom-
mended that application be made to the Electricity Commis-
sioners for a Special Order for power to extend its area of

supply to Killermont, Lambhill, Bishopbriggs, Rob Royston,
Millerston, &c.

Guildford.—Report on Extensions.-Mr. G. W. Spencer
Hawes has submitted to the Corporation a report on the ex-

tensions required at the electricity works. Owing to the
increased load it has recently been necessary to run all the
plant installed, including reserve machines, and Mr. Hawes
therefore recommends the purchase of either (a) a 500-kW
d.c. geared turbo-generator from the Peterborough Corpora-
tion; or (b) a Howden triple-expansion engine coupled to a

300-kW Crompton d.c. generator from the Harrow under-
taking. A new 12,000 lb. per hour boiler is required,

together with a superheater and mechanical stoker. Induced
draught apparatus should also be installed. Mr. Hawes says
that the present switchboard requires replacement. As re-

gards cables, he suggests the installation of two new feeder
mains, 370 yards of .2 sq. in., and 960 yards of .4 sq. in., and
also 7,000 yards of three-core distributing mains. The con-
sultant estimates the total cost at £20,000. The cost of pur-

chase of the undertaking is £60,000, the borrowing of which
has already received sanction.

Hemel Hempstead.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Town Coun-
cil has accepted terms submitted by Watford Urban District

Council for a supply of electricity. Watford is to apply for a
Special Order, under which the Corporation will have the
option of purchase after 21. 28 or 35 years, and afterwards at

the end of each 10 years. The maximum charge to be inserted

in the Order is to be 9d. per unit, but as to actual charges, con-

sumers in the borough are to pay during the first 10 years

12| per cent, above the prices at Watford, and during the

next 11 years 5 per cent, above.

Holmfirth.

—

Extensions.—The Electricity Committee has
decided to extend the mains from Wooldale Town End to Bill

Lane to complete the circuit at Svcamore, and from Hey
Gap to Cliffe.

London.

—

St. Marylebone.—The borough electrical engi-

neer (Mr. C. H. Smyth) has sent us a list of revised charges for

energy. The flat rate for lighting is reduced from Sd. to 7d.

per unit; the maximum demand system is made more attrac-

tive by the reduction of the time for which the higher prices

are charged ; and the flat rate for heating and cooking is re-

duced from IJd. to IJd. per unit, or a charge of lid. per unit

will include the hire of apparatus.

Lydney.

—

Proposed New Station.—An inquiry was recently

held by the Electricity Commissioners into an application

by the Norchard Syndicate. Ltd.. for power to erect a
generating station and to supply electricity to the Forest of

Dean. The scheme was opposed by the Ofiice of Works on

the ground that the promoters should purchase the power
station at Beachley instead of erecting a new station at

Lydney. The engineer to the company stated that the esti-

mated cost of purchasing the power station and of making
the necessary alterations and extensions was £813,000. .\s

against this he had firm contracts for building and equipping-

a new station, which could be fed with a water supply from
the Lyd. with a coal supply which could be delivered into

the station at a cost of a few pence per ton so far as freight-

age was concerned, from the adjacent railway, and, antici-

pating a low works cost, he estimated the selling price for

power at a little over one penny per unit. Insistence on
acquiring Beachley would end the scheme, as on the figures

it would not be possible to rai.se the capital to finish it. Ixird

Bledisloe .said that if any diificulty arose as to the site the

promoters were welcome to select one anywhere on his estate.

Oswestry.

—

Maximum Charges.—The Electricity Comiuisi-

sioners have conducted an inquiry into the application of the

(5swestry Electric Lighting & Power Co.. Ltd., for sanction

to increase its maximum charges from Sd. to Is. 3d. per unit.

Opposition to the proposal was offered by the Oswe.stry Cor-

poration and the Oswestry Traders' Association.

Portrush.

—

Electricity Works Opened.—The electricity

works erected by the Urban Council was opened on April

13tii. -About £17.000 has been expended on the scheme, and

the majority of the business and private houses are connected.

Portsmouth.

—

.Area ok Si rpr.Y.-The Town Council has de-

cided to apply for a Special Order to extend the area ot supplv

to the Havant Urban & Rural Districts, and the Warblington

Rural District. The estimated cost is .f]5.S(X>. and it is pro-

posed that the charge to con.sumers in the new area shall be

2d. per unit above that at Portsmouth for lighting, and Jd.

above for power. '
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Preston.—Purchase of Undertaking.—Negotiations were

recently completed for the purchase by the Corporation of the

electricity undertaking from the United Electric Supply Co.

Price Reductions.—^Reductions are to be made in the

charges for electricity in the following districts : Bridgend,

Denny (Stirlingshire), Halifax, Hove, Nuneaton, Ripley, St.

Helens. Wigan, and Worcester.

Sheffield.—Proposed Closing of Station.—At a recent

meeting of the District Council No. 2, Electricity Supply In-

dustry {Yorkshire, &c.), it was reported that the Sheflield

Corporation had the closing-down of the Kelham Island power

station under consideration, and that the District Council had

received a request to intervene on behalf of the men who
would necessarily be discharged if this took place. The

Council decided to await the result of a Corporation meeting

upon the subject before taking any action.

Shrewsbury.—Loan.—The Town Council has decided to

make application for sanction to borrow ^£15,000 for the erec-

tion of oil engines to supplement the steam engines now in

use at the electricity works.

South Africa.—Barberton.—The municipal authorities are

borrowing £17,000 for the institution of an electricity under-

taking.

Stafford.-Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Council has re-

ceived the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to the

borrowing of £4,710' for cable and switchgear.

Torquay.-Parliamentary Bill.—At a recent meeting of

ratepayers approval was given to the Bill being promoted by

the Town Council for the purchase of the Newton Abbot

undertaking of the Urban Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

Truro.—Electricity Supply.—At a meeting of the City

Council the Town Clerk read the reply of the Electricity Com-

missioners expressing the opinion that it would be much
better for the Corporation to purchase a bulk supply from

the power company than to establish a new generating

station at Truro. He was in communication with the power

company as to its submitting the draft of an agreement m
accordance with Section 19 of the Electricity (Supply) Act,

1919. with reference to the co.st of laying the h.p. main. outside

the area covered by the Order of 1913.

United States.—California.—The Federal Power Commis-
sion has approved the issue of a final licence to the San
.Joaquin Light & Power Corporation, of Fresno. California,

for the construction of a hydraulic power plant on the north

and west forks of the Kings Eiver, in California. According

to the plans submitted the project will cost approximately

50 million dollars.—Reufcr's Trade Service (Washington).

Warrington.

—

Proposed Extension of Supply.—The Cor-

poration has referred to the Electrical Engineer a suggestion

by the Great Sankey Parish Council that the district be cir-

cularised with reference to the supply of electricity.

Wigan.—British v. Foreign Plant.—At a recent meeting
of the Town Council, the chairman of the Electricity Com-
mittee said that tenders had been invited for the supply and
erection of a new turbo-alternator and condensing plant.

Twenty-one tenders were received, the majority being

Briti.sh, and the Committee had decided not to consider the

foreign offers. Although the difference between foreign and
British prices appeared to be considerable, upon considera-

tion it was found that the benefits to be obtained by the
purchase of British plant gave British manufacturers the
right of priority. Apart from this, reductions in wages would
result in a lowering of prices; a clause to this effect appeared
in al! contracts.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—Melbourne.—^The North Melbourne Electric

Tramways & Lighting Co. has received an offer from the
State Electricity Commission of Victoria for the acquisition
nf its undertakings. The Commission has offered £110,000,
ind to take certain stores at a valuation not to exceed £3.000.

Ceylon.—Railway Electrification.—According to Indian
Industries and Poiver, the electrification of a portion of the
j.I.P. Railway system ha« been the subject of several re-

xirts by Messrs. Merz & McLellan, consulting engineers,
ngaged to advise on the scheme. The proposals drawn up
irovide practically for doubling the present suburban service.

ITie annual train mileage on the suburban side, which now
imounts on an average to 900,000, will, when the full service
s introduced, enable more than twice that figure to be satis-
actorily worked. It is pointed out that the first necessity is

jor an accelerated service as far as Thana, including the
larbour branch and the Mahim Chord line, to give direct
iccess to the new trade centres to the ea.st nf the island. On
nmpletion an extension to Kalyan would he undertaken.

Doncaster.—New Track —The Corporation is applying to
he Ministry of Transport for sanction to borrow £2,1,50 for
he doubling of the existing single tramway track from the
3op in Arksey Lane to a bend in the High Street.

Order Approved.—The Ministry of Transport has sanc-

tioned the Light Railways (Extensions) Order, 1922, authoris-

ing the extension of the existing light railway undertaking of

the Corporation.

Hutton Magna.

—

Extension of Time.^—The Minister of

Transport has extended the time of the Hutton Magna Light
Railway Order, 191.5, for the completion of the railway. &c..

until May. 1923.

India.

—

Calcutta.—The Corporation has decided to serve a
notice on the Calcutta Tramways Co., requesting it to carry
out the repair of tramway tracks within a reasonable period.

In the event of default proceedings are to be instituted
against the company.

London.

—

Withdrawal of L.C.C. Proposal.—Owing to the
passing of a proviso in the House of Commons, rendering
the L.C.C. scheme for the construction of a railless trolley

route from Norwood to Lee Green liable to veto by local

authorities, the Council decided to withdraw that part of its

Bill. Mr. Neal (Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of

Transport) said that this instance demonstrated the extreme
inconvenience which arose from having separate authorities
responsible for traffic and roads.

Western Valleys (Mon.). — Kxtension op Time.-The
Minister of Transport has extended the times of the Western
Valleys (Mon.) Railless Electric Traction Act, 1913, and of the
Western Valleys (Mon.) Railless Electric Traction (Exten-
sion) Order, 1914, for the completion of the trolley vehicle
equipment, until February, 1923. and July, 1923, respectively.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Finland.—EsTHONU Cable.—The President of the Republic
of Finland has just confirmed a proposal to be placed before
the Parliament concerning a cable agreement between
Estland and Finland.

Switzerland.

—

High-speed Wireless Service.—A new high-
speed wireless service, available to the public, between Berne
and Great Britain, was inaugurated on April 12th. The new
Swiss wireless station has been erected by the Marconi Co.
for a Swiss company, in which the Swiss Government is

intere.sted, and will ultimately place Switzerland in direct
touch with every European country.

—

Renter's Trade Service.

The Telephone Service.—A resolution was passed on April
11th by the London Telephone Advisory Committee urging
that prompt effect should be given to the report of the Select
Comniittee on the Telephone Service as a whole, and
especially to those portions relative to the reduction in
charges, the separation of the administration of telephones
and telegraphs from mails, the division of the country into
separately administered districts, and the securing of better
co-ordination throughout the Department.

—

Morning Post.
New Birkenhead Exchange.—A new telephone exchange

was opened in the Liverpool di.'itrict last week, and will be
known as Willaston (Birkenhead). The exchange will serve
a portion of the existing Bromborough Hooton and Neston
exchange areas.

Wireless Telephony. — International OoNFERENCE.^The
International Wireless Conference, which met at Cannes, has
been transferred to Paris, says the Daily Express. The dele-
gates are discussing wireless telephony and the construction
(if wireless stations in Brnz-il nnd the Argentine.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
[The dale giiyen in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in tvhich the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Argentina—Buenos Aires.—June 28th. Municipal Coun-

cil. Plant for hydro-electric generating station and trans-
former sub-station.*

May 10th. 37,(XX) metres of 6.600-V cable and 10,000 miles
2,200-V cable.

Australia.—Melbourne.—May Uth. Victorian Electricity
(ommissioners. 9fi0 miles nf aluminium pteel-cored ;

cable
;

3.000 lb. fiat armoured wi]-p ; 4,000 lb., No. 4 tie wire.
September 1st. Victorian Ele.ctricity Commissioners. Five

.surface feed-water heaters, six surface vapour condensers, and
12 feed-water evaporators.—fieM/er's Trade Service (Mel-
bourne). -
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July 5th. Victwrian Railways. One 2-ton storage battery

truck with jib crane and lifting magnet. Three passenger

electric elevators and one freight elevator with all equipment.
—Reuier'a Trade Service (Melbourne).

Belgium.—May 9th. The municipal authorities of Saint-

Giiles, Brussels. Two sets of asynchronous motors and con-

tinuous-current generators, together with the necessary acces-

sories. Service d Electricite, 40, Rue de Bethleem, Saint Uilles.

May 8th. Direction des Pontes et Chaussees, 52. Boulevard

du Regent. Brussels. Installation of an electric lift at the

Palais de Justice, Brussels. Cahir des Charges No. 11. 15,

Rue des Augustins, Brussels.

Brighton.—May 8th. Electricity Department. One 6,0(X)-

kW turbo-alternator and exciter with condenser, and one

geared turbo-driven d.c. generating plant. (April 7th.)

Cardiff.—May 2nd. Overhead steel bunkers and con-

structional steelwork. The electrical engineer. The Hayes,

Cardiff.

Doncaster.—May 8th. Electricity Department. Two
water-tube boilers, with economiseis, induced draught plant,

and steel chimney. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh.—.April 24th. Tramways Department. 70

trucks and electrical equipment of cars, also wheels and axles.

Pramway manager, 2, St. James' Square, Edinburgh.

Egypt.

—

Alex.indria.—June 1st. Ports and Lights Admin-
istration, The Arsenal. Six months' supply of general stores,

including electrical gear, &c.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Cairo).

Glasgovi'.—May 1st. Electricity Department. Cables,

meters, and carbons, for 12 months. (April 14th.)

London.—H.M. Office ok Works.—May 4th. Engineering
labour (electrical, &c.) required in the Newcastle-on-'Tyne and
Southampton districts during a period of three years. Secre-

tary, H.M. Office of Works (Contracts Branch), King Charles

Street. London, S.W.I.
Metropolitan Asylums Board.—.\pril 26th. Installation of

two electric automatic passenger lifts and two electric auto-

matic service lifts at Tooting Bee Mental Hospital, &c.

(April 7th.)

New Zealand.

—

Auckland.—June Ist. Tramways Departs

ment. Electric equipment for ten bogie tramcars.

—

Renter's

Trade Service (Melbourne).
Wellington. — July 8th. Public Works Department.

Bight steel transmission line towers.

Salford.—.'\pril 22nd. Electricity Department. Two
forced-draught mechanical stokers for two Lancashire boilers.

Borough electrical engineer. Electricity Works, Frederick

Road, Salford.

Siam.

—

Bangkok.—June 5th. Department of Posts and
Telegraphs. Telegraph and telephone materials, about
i;iO,000. Chief electrical engineer. Telephone Exchange,

York.—May 5th. Electricity Department. One 500-k\V
rotary converter, transformer switchgear. &c. (See this issue.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84), 35. Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Belgium.—The contract for cables and accessories for the

Brussels Corporation (see list of tendere. Electrical Review,
April 14th, p. 523) was secured by the A.C.E.C. Charleroi,

of London, at a price of over £40,000.

Buxton.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Cable.—Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.

Cannock.—Urban Council. Accepted:

—

Wiring the Council offices.—Raybould & .\ncott.

Glasgow.—Tramways Department. Recommended:

—

Copper trollev wire.—Thomas Bolton & Sons, Ltd.; British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Corporation. Accepted:

—

Alterations to the electric light installation at Townhead District Library.

—Johnston, Park & Co.

India.

—

Calcutta.—Contracts in connection with the
scheme of the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation. Ltd., for
extensions to the main power .station, amounting to about
JE250.000, have already been placed. According to Indian
Engineering, an order for a 15,00(_l-kW turbo-alternator
generating set has been given to the English Electric Co., Ltd.
-Among other firms to secure orders, states the Industrial
Daily News, are the Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd., for two 60,000-
Ib. boilers; the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., for trans-
formers; Hick. Hargreaves i- Co.. Ltd.. for condensing plant;
and Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., for cables.

London.—Metropolitan .Asylums Board. .Accepted:

—

Installation of si.t electricallv-driven sewing machines at the Eastern
Hospital (£116).—Jones' Sewing Machine Co.

St. George's Home, alterations. &c.. to electric lighting, fire alarms, and
domestic bell Installations (£85).—S. Reed & Son.

Correction.—The list of tenders for supply of cable for 12
months, also for constructional steel work, given on page 628
of our last issue, related to Stepney, and was inserted boieath
the Marylebone sub-beading tbrougb an error on the part of
the printer-

Portsmouth.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Green economiser (or the electricity works (f3,726).—Babcock ft Wilcox,
Ltd.

Sunderland.—Electricity Department. Accepted:

—

600 yards .15 four-core cable.—British Ins. Si Helsby Cable,, Ltd.
Service bo.xes and link boxes.—Callender's Cable and Const. Co., Ltd.
Creosoted redwood capping.—Armstrong. Addison & Co.
L.p. switch panels.—Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd.
Temperature and flue gas recorders.—-Cambridge & Paul Scientific Instru*

ment Co.. Ltd.
Electric drilling machine.—Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd.

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.— .'^aiurday, April ^ml.
.At 2.4.') p.m. \ isit tu .Manchester Corporation electric power station,
Barton.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—Monday, April 34th. At the In-
stitution ul tlectrical llngineers, \ ictoria Embankment, S.W. At 2.30
p.m. Annual general meeting.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, April 25ih. /Vt the Institution,
Great George Street, S.W. .\t 6 p.m. Annual general meeting.

Royal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, April 26th. At John Street, Adelphi.
W'.C. At 8 p.m. Paper on " The Use and Advantages of Electric Power
in the Factory, as Illustrated by its .Application to the Jute Industry," bv
.Mr. J. F. Crowley.

Optical Society.-Thursday, April 27th. At the Imperial College of Science,
Suuth Kensington, S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " The Mechanical Con.
^nuiiiion of the Microscope from a Historical Standpoint," by Prof. A.
ToHarJ.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.-Thursday, April 27ih. At the institu-

tion. Victoria Embankment. At 6 p.m. Paper on *' Protective Apparatus
for Turbo-alternators," by .Mr. J. A. Kuyser.

(Liverpool Suh-Oentre).—Monday, April 24th. At the Universit.
Liverpool. .At 7 p.m. Lc-cture on " Engineering Advertising and i

Work ol the E.D.A.," by Mr. J. \V. Beauchamp.

(East-Midland Sub-Centre).-Tuesday, April 25th. At the Colleg..
I^oughborough. At 6.45 p.m. Paper on *' Electric Vehicles," by Mr. K.

J. Mitchell.

(South-Midland Centre).—Students' Section.—Tuesday, April 25th. At
the University, Birmingham. At 7.30 p.m- Annual general meeting.

(North-Western Centre).—Tuesdai, .\pril £5th. At the Engineers'
Club, Manchester. At 7 p.m. Annual general meeting. Lecture on
" Engineering Advertising and the Work of the E.D.A.," by Mr. J. W.
Beauchamp.

Friday, .April 28th. At the Manchester Municipal College of Technology,
Sack^ilfe Street. .At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " Recent Developments in

Atomic Research." by Prof. \V. L. Bragg, F.R.S.

(North-Midland Centre).—Tuesday. April 25th. At the Hotel Mei>
pole. King Street, Leeds. At 7 p.m. .Annual general meeting and smoki:

(Scottish Centre).—Fridai
Dundee. At 7.30 p.m. Pape
Motors with Shunt and Series

April 28th. .At the Technical Institui

on " Single and Three-phase Commutai'
Characteristics," by Dr. S. P. Smith.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday, April 26th. .At the Royal In^'

tution. Colquitt Street. .At 8 p.m. .Annual general meeting.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Thursdav , April 27th. At the R.i

.Society of Aru, John Street, Adelphi. W.C. At 8 p.m. Joint discu5si<

with the Royal Society of Medicine (Sections of Surgery and Ophthalni
logy) on the" Use of Light in Hospitals."

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday. April '28th. At Caxton Hall. S.W
At 8 p.m. Lecturette. " Some Notes on the Utilisation of Water Power,*
by Capt. H. Whittaker. late R.E.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, April 28th. At the Institu-

tion. Storey's Gate. .At 6 p.m. Paper on " An .Account of Some Experi-

ments on the -Action of Cutting Tools." by Prof. E. G. Coker and Mr.
K. C. Chakko.

(Graduates' Section).—Mondav, .April 24th. At 7 p.iu. Paper or

"Jigs and Tools." by Mr. B. A. C. Hills.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.—Soithers Division.—Friday
April 28th. At the Institution of Electrical Engineers. .At 7 p.m. LectuR
" Some Notes on the Design of Generating Plant," by Mr. C. F. Hewitt.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW-
DEPARTMENT.

SERVICE

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this weal
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—
The " Watchman " safe or cash box (containing electd-

cally operated alarm).

Electric poker (a device for igniting coal fires withcj^i

the aid of wood or pajwr).

NOTES.

The Lock=out.—There is little to report respecting

engineering trade lock-out beyond the fact that negotiation

l>etween the Engim^ermg Employers" Federation and tlie -^

trade unions broke down at the end of last week. Thi- itx'k

out of members of the .A.E.U. is now in its sixth week, anj

as we go to press there is a reported likelihood of the ^

unions retm-ning to associated action with the -A.E.U . frou

which they broke away in order to negotiate separately. Tlv

A.E.U. Executive is inviting loans of £1 and upwards fc

fighting purposes, with the intention of repaying the mone'

immediately after the lock-out ends. It is stated that tb'

unions were to meet again on Wednesday: also that the em
ployers' federations were to meet io receive the report of th^

Negotiating Committee and to decide when the 6nspende<

lock-out notices ebould be enforced. There is a renewed de
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mand from the labour side for a special meeting of the Trades

Union Congress to consider the question of joint action, and

there, is, among many other i-umours, one to the effect that

the continuation of the struggle may occasion secessions from

the employers' side—with what truth this report may be

credited we know not.

The breach with the 51 unions is over definitions of mana-
gerial functiiin-s and workshop control.

Wiring by Non=Unionists.—A case, similar to that which
occurred at Hackney a short time ago, has arisen at Chelms-

ford, where members of the E.T. IJ. employed by the Electric

Supply C-orporatioa have been forbidden to connect up an

installation erected by men who were not members ot the

E.T.U. As a consequence of the inability, or unwillingness,

of the Trade Union members of the District Whitley Council

for the area to remove the veto the employer members have
withdrawn from that body, and the case is to be refeiTed to

the National Council.

An Echo of the Johannesburg Strike.—Mr. Bernard San-

key, general manager of the municipal Gas and Electric

Supply Department, has sent us a copy of the Johannesburg

Star, dated March 18th. Among luimerous advertisements

retlectiug various phases of the recent industrial trouble there

appear three calling for men to carry on the pubUc services.

All trades are asked for and employes on strike are apparently

permitted to ret-urn.

The news columns are almost wholly devoted to informa-

tion about the strike and its consequences. One of the most
serious of these items is a long list of killed and wounded
which makes the reader realise what happened on the Baud
far better than the bare statement of the number of casualties

which appeared in the English Press.

.\n article appears under the heading " Epic of the Power
Station "; the following is abstracted from it:—

" There is a log book at the Johannesburg power station,

and it holds three recent entries of an interesting character.

They constitute a brief but graphic record of the strike. The
first was written across the page in ink, on Monday night,

February '27th, and reads. ' Station shut down by the com-
mand of the shop stewards.' But a similar entr>1 on the

Wednesday following says :
' Station put in commission, not

by command (these three words are heavily underlined) of

the shop stewards.
" On Sunday. March l'2th, there is no entry of this nature

in ink ; only the page torn at the top ; a tear that continues
for many leaves. That record was made by a bullet, a
sniper's me.ssage in all probability, which performed a won-
derful ricochet stunt, but did nothing further beyond provide
a topic of amused conversation on the part of the men who
were carrying on.
" On Thursday the huge machinery hall was bright and

clean, but its full thunder and reverberation did not smite the
ear. The public has little idea of the task that confronted
the officials and the volunteers when the fires were drawn
on that memorable Monday night. To the credit of the men
who came out, let it be said that they left everything in as
good order as their peremptory exit allowed, and that they
did not make the slightest attempt to injure plant or make
the running of it more difficult for their successors. But the
' clean ' coal which had been used for some weeks was a very
ilirty coal as far as its burning properties were concerned, and
it had left the furnaces in anything but a clean state. The.sr
had to be got into condition first of all, and this and a score
of other matters had to be undertaken in candle light, and by
men who were totally unacquainted with the plant and place
where they were working. To make matters worse, the
frightened natives could not be discovered, having hidden
them.selves in every possible dark comer."

In the end. by dint of hard labour, the volunteers won
through and maintained the supply.

The Electrification of Russia: Proposed Government In =

dustrial Banli—The Chief Committee for Electrification, in
considerinrr the means for giving effect to the decree on the
electrification of P,ussia, has come to the conclusion that the
work of electrification can only as.sume its due importance if

it is done at once on a wide .scale. The Government means
for this purpose are insufficipnt: therefore it is necessary to
invite nrivate canital. both Kussian and foreian. for the pur
r>o.«e. In view of this the Chief Committee for Electrification
has drawn up a project for a Crovernment Bank of Industrv
for tho EVrtrifiration of Kussia 'with a corresponding parti-
cipation of the limited cinital of the co-onerntive societies.
and with the addition of foreign capital. This proiect was
examined some time ago by the Government Planning Com-
mittee, says a leadinrr "Rus.<!ian iournal. .A^rording to the
nrnipct of nn industr'al elctrical share bank, the shares would
be issued in series of a million <: 10 roubles cold earh up to
a Mai of eO.nnn.fXV) roubles gold. The nrefprential riaht of
takjnc =harpo and bonds would he rp.=crvprl to the Govern

j

mpnt. For the nurnose of an pxt^nsive i"trodn"tion of nri-

!

V!>*e canital in the Government Indiisti-ial Bank for the Elec-
trification of Russia, the Government proposes cnarnnteeing
an income on the shares and bonds for a Period of fifteen
i-oars at the rate of .^ ppr cent, gold: and all accounts -with
shareholders would be kept in money values at the official

rat« of the day. Thus the interests of clients of the bank arc

protected against a decline in Government securities. Besides
this, the bank would have the prerogative of extensive busi-

ness operations. For the organisation expenses in connection
with the bank the Government is asked for lO.OWI.OtKJ roubles

gold. The Bank would begin business after the amortisation
by the Government of 51 per cent, of the shares and bonds
of the first issue. In submitting this proposition to the
Government Planning Committee, the representatives of the
Chief Committee for the Electrification of Russia quoted the

experience of Japan, where such a bank was formed for

financing the industrial exploitation of Sagalien and Corea.

The Japanese guaranteed a 5 per cent, interest on the shares,

and in the event not only had not the Government to pay, but
the Bank paid dividends of 6 to S per cent, on the shares.

The electrification of Russia is of .such primary importance
that credits should be opened for the purpose, and the easiest

conditions should be offered. In the discussion that followed

the presentation of the report. Prof. Gorieff said that con-

sidering the guarantee of an 8 per cent, dividend provided in

the statutes was quite sufficient to attract capital from the

Entente countries. German capitalists would willingly take

part in the Bank, as Germany was mostly a provider of ma-
terial for the needs of electrification. In conclusion, the
Government Planning Committee decided that for a way out

from the economic decline of the country the plan submitted
for financing the electrification most certainly merited adop-
tion ; and the Committee urged the earliest possible formation
of a board for the Bank, that could proceed at once to pre-

paratory measures.

A 20.000-k'W Electric Boiler.—For nearly six months the
Belgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper Co. has been "producing its pro-

cess steam with a Gfi.OOO-kW electric steam generator.

Sixty thousand pounds of water are being evaporated per hour
with a thermal efficiencv of 98 per cent., inchidinfj los-ses in

100 ft. of piping. According to reports, ensineers of the paper
company have estimated a saving of $4,000 per month with

the new system, which saves 75 tons of coal a day. Installa-

tion costs—about $25,000—were 40 per cent, less than the cost

of the coal-biiminc plant replaced.

Three-phase. 6 fiOO-volt power from the Shawinigan "Water

and Power Co.. Montreal, is utilised directly in the tanks, the

resistance of the water converting th^ electrical energy into

heat for generating the steam. The amount of steam

generated, the pressure, anri the amount of n-ater used are

governed by the depth of immersion of the electrodes in tVo

tanks. The desicn was developed by P. T. Kaelin, chief engi-

neer of the power comnanv.
Alreadv cenerators of this t^-pc. with a total rating of

TOO 000 kW, have been ipst-^lled or contracted for. accordiiTg

to F. TTodson. nresidont of the Electric Furnace Construction

Co.. Philade'nhia. He declares that the mo=t important appli-

cations of the electrif =team generators will probably be in

industries situated within convenient transmission ra.nge of

hydro-electric plants!. Where savings in initial cos+. snare

occupied and operating expense are verv imnortar't. the elec-

tric steam cenerator will have many points in its favour.

—

Electrical World.

Another Woman Engineer.—.\ woman entjineer has set

up a business for herself in Exeter, and ha.s already installed

one lighting .set for a country house. She is Miss Partridge,

B.Sc. a member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

and also an active member of the Women's Engineering

Society. She is holding a small exhibition of electrical appli-

ances next month. During the war Miss Partridge was work-

ing as head of a testing department in an electrical firm, and
immediately afterwards >was responsible for the production of

material in another large concern.

—

Evening News.

Electricity in Agriculture.—In the Spalding district of Lin-
colnshire—the centre of a flower-growing industry—growers
are now using electric light in order to secure early bloom.
Large glasshou.ses are being fitted up with powerful electric,

lamps, and during a part of the night and on sunless and dull

days the light is switched on and the bloom is thus secured

much earlier than would otherwise be the case. In this way
in one glasshouse 150.000 valuable tulips were brought to per-

fection, and in another 500,000 ornatus. — Westminster
Gazette.

Fatality.—.\n inquest was held at Wakefield on .April 18th
into the death of 'VV. Ogilvie, an employe of the Yorkshire
Electric Power Co., Ltd. .\ witness stated that he was re-

quested to attend to a failure of supply on April 17th, and
upon entering the Rothwell sub-station he found deceased
lying on the floor. Both his hands were severely burned,
showing that he had grasped a live conductor. To reach the
latter it was necessary to raise the hands above the head.
Evidence was given showing that the deceased suff'ered from
depression and in-somnia. and a verdict of " Suicide while
temporarily of unsound mind " was returned.

Termites in California.—The ravages of insects abroad
have recently been described as constituting a peril to civili-

sation. In a letter to the Electrical M'orld, Jlr. R. E. Cunning-
ham, Superintendent of Distribution to the Southern OaU-
fomia Edison Co.. states that termites have begun to attack
untreated cedar poles, their operations extending tct the cross-

arms and even the insulator pins. The damage can be pre-

vented by creosoting the poles.
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Floodlighting a War Memorial.—The British-Thomson-

Houston Co., Ltd., has sent us the accompanying photograph

and particulars of an effective use of floodlighting. The sub-

jects on this occasion were the memorial gates at Eugby,

recently unveiled by Lord French. Two B.T.H. floodlight

projectors were employed; these were fitted with " Mazda "

Floodlighting of the War Memorial Gates, Rugby.

gasiilled lamps and fixed on the opposite side of the road at

a height of about 7 ft. To avoid any unevenness of light

diffusing mirror reflectors were used, and each projector

was fitted with a " spill shield," ensuring that the light was
kept within the correct limits. The excellence of the result

can be fairly well gauged from the illustration.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — North-Eastern
Centre.—The annual general meetmg of the Centre was held

on April 10th, Dr. VV. M. Thornton iu the chair. The Presi-

dent of the Institution (Mr. J. S. Highfield) was present, and
received a cordial welcome. The report of the committ«?e

stated that the membership of the Centre continued to grow,

the principal increase, as in the previous year, being in the

students' saction. The membership was: members, 57; asso-

ciate members, 209; associates, 10; graduates, 51; and
students, 161; making a total of 488, compared with 449 in

the last session. The average attendance at the meetings

had been 70.

Mr. W. T. MacCall, the treasurer, submitted the financial

statement, which showed an increased credit balance in

hand.
The officers for the session 1922-23 are as follows : Chairman.

Mr. E. Fawssett, M.I.E.E. ; Vice-Chairmen, Messrs. T. Carter,

M.I.E.E. and F. G. C. Baldwin, M.I.E.E. ; Honorary Secre-

tary, Mr. H. B. Poynder, A.M.I.E.E.
. East Midland Sdb-Centre.—The rneeting at which Mr.

il. J. Mitchell was to have read his paper on " Electric

Vehicles " has been postponed from April 18th to the 25th.

when it will be delivered at Loughborough College at

6A5 p.m.
Sooth Midland Centre.—At a meeting held on April 5th

Dr. C. O. Garrard and Mr. F. Gill exhibited their kinemato-

graph films. At the conclusion Mr. R. A. Chattock. m
Sianking Dr. Garrard and Mr. Gill for the exhibition they had
given. a.sked Dr. Garrard whether any photographs had been

taken of the operation of high-voltage switches under heavy

currents when they w-ere operating under the normal high

voltages for which the switches were designed. Whilst the

demonstration given of the breaking of these switches under
heavy currents at low voltages was quite instructive, the

much more onerous conditions of breaking under high voltage

would probably produce quite different results in the operation

of the switches.

Sheffield Students' Section.—Members of the section

Ijaid a visit of inspection to the new Rotherham station on
.Vpril 8th. Mr. E. Cross (the chief engineer), and Mr. H. W.
Rodgers (station superintendent), acted as guides, and after-

wards, at the Technical In.stitute. Mr. Rodgers gave a de-

scription of the undertaking, while Mr. Cross imparted par-

ticulars of working costs and capital expenditure.

SroTTisfi Centre.—.\t a- meeting of the Scottish C-entre of

tlie Institution, held in Glasgow last week—Mr. B. T. Goslin

presiding—the following office bearers were elected :—Chair-
man : Mr. .^. S. Hampton: vice-chairmen: Messrs. R. B.

Mitchell and Alex. Lindsay; hon. secretary : Mr. -loseph Tay-

lor: assistant hon. secretary : Mr. W. P. Mitchell; j;hairman

of Studeate' Sectinn •- Mr. J. F. Ni«lson. .
'

,

i

Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de France.—In his presiden-

tial address to the British Section, on April llth, Mr. \V.'

Noble Twelvetrees advocated closer relationships between'

French and British engineers, and to that end suggested that^

the relative value of engineering diplomas in the twa
countries should be determined to facilitate the entry oE^

members of one nation into the engineering institutions of

the other.
^_

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—The final meet-

ing of the se.ssion was held on April 8th. when a paper wag
read by Mr. V. H. Pearson on " Marine Salvage." During
the late war Mr. Pearson personally assisted at the salvinr

of over twenty ships, so that his reminiscences and eJ^
periences were interesting and at times thrilling. The lec-

turer explained at length the various methods used, ancr

illustrated his remarks by a large number of lantern slidCT

illiistratitig-variotis' stages of' many of the Ships being salvefff

Stoke=on=Trent Association of Engineers.—The annu^
meeting of the As.s<:)ciation was held on April 1st. Mr. W. H.
Good (President) presiding. Dr. A. W. A.shton, M.I.E.Bj,

(Principal of the Engineering Department, Central School -Oz

Science and Technology. Stoke), was elected President for thtf

1922-23 session. The accounts showed a credit balance of
£15. The meeting was followed by the reading of a papei

on " Heat Losses in Exhaust Steam." by Mr. A. E. Edwardi
who reviewed a number of methods for the employment
the heat in waste steam.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the last meeting of

the Association Mr. Harold Moore read a paper on "Some
Characteristics of Petroleum Oils used on Diesel Engines."

He referred to the various tests carried out on fuel oils, and
explained the bearings of these tests on the behaviour of oils

in the engines. In this manner specific gravity, flash point.

viscosity, cold test, heat value, ultimate composition, sulphur

content, spontaneous ignition temperature, ash content,

mechanical impurities, water content and Engler distillation,

were dealt with.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—The Council has made the

following awards for papers read and discussed during the

session 1921-22: Telford medals to Sir Henry Fowler, K.B.E.,

Mr. H. N. Gresley. C.B.E., and Mr. H. F. Parshall, D.Sc.

:

a Watt medal to Mr. William Willox, M.A. ; an Indian

premium to Mr. F. G. Roval-Dawson ; and Telford premiums to

Mr. A. W. Rendell, Mr. W. F. Stanton, B.Sc, and Mr. A. C.

Walsh. The Council has also made the following awards for

papers printed without discussion in the Proceedings for the

session 1920-21; A George Stephenson meda! to Mr. J. H.
Tavlor; Telford premiums to Mr. F. H. Hummel, M.Sc.

:

Mr. E. .1. Finnan, M.Sc., and Mr. Herbert Chatley. D.Se.

;

and a Trevithick premium to Mr. G. E. Lillie, F.C.H.

Institute of Physics.—^The Institute of Physics, of which

Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., is now President, is arranging for

the delivery of a course of public lectures with a view to

indicating the growing importance and place which physics

now holds in industn,' and manufacture. The first of these

lectures will be delivered by Prof. A. Barr, of Glasgow, on

April 56th, at 8 p.m.. at the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The Rt. Hon. H. A. L. Fisher, Minister for Education, has

accepted the invitation of the Institute to preside on this

occasion.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

The Earl of Crawford and Balcaxres has be«n appointed

Minister of Transport in succession to Viscount Peel. Lard

Crawford will receive no salary for his new post; he will con-

tinue his duties as First Commissioner of Works, and has been

invited to become a member of the Cabinet.

There were .38 applications for the position of general

manager of the Manchester Corporation tramways, rendered

vacant by the retirement of Mr. J. M. McElroy. The Speicial

Sub-committee selected five, and. later, decided to ask three

candidates to appear before it on April 2oth. The three art-

Mr. E. S. Ravner (general manager of the Hull Corporatidfl

tramwavs). Mr. .1. S. D. Moffet (general manager of the

Belf;i.st "Corporation tramways), and Mr. H. Mattinson (chief

civil engineer of the Manchester Corporation tramways).

Swindon Town Council has referred back to the Finance

Committee for reconsideration a rex^ommendation to redutc

the salarv of the electrical engineer. Mr. A. Nicklin. from

£.500 to £475 a year, and that of !Mr. T. Mftcalf. manager

and secretary of the tramways, from i'52<l to £494.

Mr. Charles Collinge. permanent way superintendent of

the Coventry Corporation Tramways, who is leaving I-

Rochdale, has been presented by the staff with a suit case

We are informed the following ch^mges have recently be.

effected at the Simplex and Credenda Joint Sales Depots, at
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both CarJiff' and Newcastle, mainly as the result of Mr. A. G.

Eobsou'8 resignation from the management of the latter

oflice. The appointment of Mr. J. Entwistle as manager of

the Newcastle and District branch, made vacant the position

he has hitherto occupied in charge of the Cardiff office. He
has been succeeded there by Mr. H. E. Barringer, who has

been connected with the depot at Bristol for a considerable

period, after having over '21 years' experience at' the head

office and works of Simplex Conduits, Ltd.

Mr. F. M. Jones, formerly of the B.T.H. Co.. contract de-

partment, Eugby, and lately assistant general manager to

Messrs. Boving '& Co. and Eleictro-Metals, Ltd., is joining

the staff of Messrs. W. H. Allen, Sons & Co.. of Bedford, at

the end of this month.

Wills.—The late Sir Francis Heney Barker, a director of

the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and other com-
panies, left £118,801.

Mr. John Gibson, of Eccles (of the Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co.), whose death we announced recently, left

£1,402.

CITY NOTES.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

J. B. Bower & Co., Ltd. (180.937).—Private company.
Registered April 5th. Capital, flO.OOO in £1 shares. Manufacturers of and

•lealers in electrical apparatus, machines, accessories, and goods at Wim-
bledon or elsewhere, and to acquire the business carried on bv the Wimbledon
Electrical Co., Ltd.. The first directors are:—J. P. Wallis Trevone, Effing-

ham Road. Surbiton, flour merchant; J. B. Bower, 17, Church Lane. Merton

Park, Wimbledon, S.W.19, engineer, both directors of Wimbledon Electirical

Co., Ltd.; O. O. Dale. "Heath Side," Crook Log, Bexley Heath. J. B.

Bower is managing and permanent director. Qualification of permanent

director, one share; of other directors, 100 ordinary shares. Remuneration of

managing director, as fixed by board; of other directors, £50 each per annum
(chairman £75). Registered office, 15, Kingston Road, Wimbledon, S.W.19.

Lighting and Power Finance Corporation, Ltd. (181,031).
• Private company. Registered April 8th. Capital, £2,000 in 1,800 prefer-

ence shares of £1 each and 4,000 ordinary shares of Is. each. To carry on

iny trade connected with electric lighting, electrical distribution for li^ht,

heat, and power, electrical and general engineering, building, and contracting,

lor the supply and construction of electrical and engineering works, and

also to act as financiers, underwriters, stock and share brokers, &c. The
^ubscribers (each with 20 preference shares) are:—R. E. Lenon, 139, Cannon
Street, E.C., electrician; W._C. Green, 20, Abchurch Lane, E.C., engineer.

I'he subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Qualification, £20. Re-

muneration of managing director not less than £250 per anjium.. Registered

jflice, 30, Abchurch Lane, E.G.

British Bock Bearings, Ltd. (181,022).—Private com-
oany. Registered April 8th. Capital, £50,000 in £1 shares. To acquire rights

jnder certain patents for inventions relating to roller bearings and machines

'or grinding the rolls of roller bearings, together with the exclusive licence

Tom the Bock Bearing Co., Inc. (incorporated in Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A.), and
:o carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in roller bearings

ind steam, electrical, petrol, or other engines, carriages, wagons, &c. The
irst directors are :—W. T. MacLellan, C.B.E., 5, Langham Street, W.l (direc-

:or P. & W. MacLellan, Ltd.. Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., and Lancashire Wire
.;o., Ltd.); G. H. Thomson, 3, Princes Terrace, Glasgow (director P. and
W. MacLellan, Ltd.); T. Simpson, 36, The Vale, Golders Green, N.W.ll.
Qualification a'nd remuneration as fixed by the company. Solicitors : Har-

Jiove & Co., 16, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

Electricity Concessions (Ireland), Ltd.—Private com-
)any. Registered in Dublin, April Sth. Capital, £1.919 in 380 shares of £5
ach and 380 shares of Is. To acquire the business of electrical engineers and
ontractors carried on by A. D. Brown at Municipal Buildings, Blackrock, as

he " Irish Overseas Direct Trading and Engineers' Association." The first

lirectors are:

—

A. Brown, 6, Mulgrave Teirace, Kingstown, engineer; D. J.

:Jvrne, 12, Main Street, Blackrock, CO. Dublin, property owner. Secretary :

;
J. Crowe. Registered office: Municipal Buildings, Blackrock, co. Dublin.

Watson's Electric Co., Ltd. (181,015).—Private com-
lany. Registered April 7th. Capital, £1,000 in 400 7 per cent, cumulative
>rT(erence and 600 ordinary shares of £1 each. To adopt an agreement with
*\ Watson and G. Bennett, and to carry on the business of manufacturers of

tnd dealers in electric lighting and starting sets and accessories for motor
ind other vehicles, vessels, and ai«:ra(t. So. The first directors are :—A.
"armer. 12, The Rise, Palmers Green, N.13; F. Watson. 175, Masterman
ioad, East Ham, Essex; G. Bennett, 15, Brampton Road, East Ham,
iesti. Qualification, £25. Remuneration of chairman, £10 per annum; of

'ther directors, £5 each per annum. Secretary : F. Watson. Registered
ffice, II, Northumberland Alley, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES,

Nairobi Electric Power and Lighting Co., Ltd.—Satisfac-
lon to the extent of C12.000 (being balance outstanding) on March 31st,

922, of debentures dated September 10th. 1913, and July 26th, 1915, securing
30,000.

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd Trust deed,
ated March 23rd, 1922, to secure £500,0(SO debenture stock, charged on tha
ompany's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled
apital, but excluding company's property at Barking, subject to prior
ebentures securing first and second debenture stocks. Trustees : Trustees
orporation, Ltd., Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Northampton Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. (28 640).
-Return dated March 10th, 1922. Capital, £-350,000 in £1 shares (10 " A,"
12.601 "B" ordinary, and 37,389 "B" preference). All shares taken up.
250.000 paid. Mortgages and charges, £110,000. The capital was increased

,) £350,000 on March 27th by the creation of a further 100,000 shares of £1
pch.

St. Austell and District Electric Lighting and Power Co.,
•td. (66,382).—Return dated October 31st, 1921. Capital,
10.000 in £1 shares (3.000 preference and 7,000 ordinary). 3,000 preference

lum'""
°"''""'y shares taken up. £7,687 paid. Mortgages and charges.

The annual meeting was held at Win-

Edison Chester House, London, on April 11th. Mr.

Swan Electric C. Jermyn Ford^ who presided, first dealt

Co., Ltd. with some items in the balance sheet. He
said the debenture stock sinking fund had

been still further increased, and now amounted to i.'4'2,778.

whiich was in the iiature of a reserve, in addition to the

general reserve account of MooMO. Sundry creditors

amounted to £391,810, against £428,000 in the previous year,

but this had been largely reduced, and at the present time they

stood at approximately f'275,000. Loans were largely in-

creased. Freehold property figured at £194,000, an increase

of £47,000, and plant and machinery had been increased by
£35.000, both due mainly to additions to the lamp works and
meter works. Stocks had come down from £900,000 to

£618,000. Sundry debtors appeared at £214,000, which was
£160,000 less than they were in the previous year, due to

slackness of trade. The period covered by the accounts had
been disastrous; indeed, the most disastrous for industry

which this country, and, in fact, the commercial world

had ever known. It was anticipated, and reasonably antici-

pated, that after the devastation and check to production

caused by the war a lengthy period of industrial activity and
prosperity was in store. Up to the end of 1920 this hope
seemed to be fulfilled and the whole commercial world had
accumulated stocks of raw materials and manufactured goods
in anticipation of the continuance of the greatest industrial
activity. How these hopes were suddenly dissipated by the
tremendous slump which came so imexpectedly upon us was
unfortunately prominently before all of them. These mis-

fortunes were accentuated, if. not to a great extent brought
about, so far as this country was concerned, by several causes
which might have been avoided if only saner counsels had
been allowed to operate. The first trouble arose, as they
might remember, with the strike of the moulders, the second
was the disastrous coal strike, which affected not only all of

them as individuals, but every industry in the kingdom, and
caused losses of millions of pounds which would otherwise
have been available for industry generally. The third cause,
which particularly affected that company, which was not
possibly appreciated by the ordinary public, was the strike of

the shipwrights, followed by that of the ship joiners, which
affected all our largest ports, and continued for close upon
twelve months, until August last. During its continuance
large numbers of vessels which, in the ordinary course,

would have been fitted out in home ports, had to be sent to

the Continent for the purpose, resulting in a great loss of

trade to the country. The loss shown by the accounts was
heavy, and it was poor consolation to remark that hundreds
of other industrial concerns were in a similar position to them-
selves. This loss was largely attributable to two causes, the
greater being the unprecedented fall in values of all the raw
materials and manufactured goods which had occurred during
the period covered by the accounts, the other being due tio

stagnation in trade. The fall which had taken place in values
of all raw materials and manufactured goods parti-

cularly of the class dealt with by this company, had
been extraordinary and unprecedented, and varied from 20 to

75 per cent., and the directors felt that the position, being
as it was, it had to be seriously faced. That being so, they
had made a most careful and minute valuation of their

stocks, both in this country and abroad, and the figures at

which they appeared in the balance sheet, viz., £618,000, re-

presented the bed-rock prices. This depreciation amounted to

£346,000, and was responsible for the greater part of the loss

shown. In arriving at these values the most conservative

attitude had been adopted, and all doubtful stocks had been
absolutely ehminated, which ensured that at whatever price

they were able eventually to realise them it would be to the
g(X»d. For the purpose of any refund which might be ob-

tained on Excess Profits Duty paid, the Government fixed the

date for stock values at August 31st last, and these values

were, therefore, those which were current at that date. One
could not say at this moment whether there would still be

a fall in values, but it was to be trusted that prices had
touched bottom. The Board had explored every avenue
withio the company's organisation for economies, but the

accounts had only benefited to a small extent. If a cut price

was carried too far the danger hne was approached, and they

would then not be preparetl for any revival of trade. During
the period covered by the accounts the company, in common
with other manufacturers of electric lamps, reduced the price

of its lamps 15 per cent., which cost it £26.000 in hard

cash. That, they would agree, was a most unfortunate cir-

cumstance, coming at a time when money was scarce and
losses had otherwise occurred. With reference to the German
competition, those who were not closely in touch with indus-

trial concerns could hardly understand the full burden of that

competition, but it did seem unfair that British workshops

should be kept idle by German competition and British' doles
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should have to be given out of the ratepayers' pockets in

consequence. Anotuer cause of trade depression was un-

questionably high income tax, the iniquitous (Jorporation ta.x,

and the high local rates. Ihere was one bright spot, he was

glad to allude to, and that wa.s their lamp works, wtiich had

been progressing most satislactonly. 'iney had introduced

two new types ol lamp. One was the ' PliUolite " Lnot

i'uUerhte as appeared in the report of the meeting pub-

lished m our adverusement pages last week.—iijDS. Ji.E.J

which was destined to obviate all glare, and that had caugnt on

beyond their most sanguine expectations. 'Ihe other was the

Dayhght ijamp, constructed ol specially tinted glass, which

gave a daylight ettect, and was ol great use in all cases where

Ihe question of colours came into play. Considering the

slack tunes, the lamp sales had been good, and this branch

of the business should largely develop, and they were now
thoroughly equipped to deal with it. Loans from bankers

had been increased to £-J.-£i,dOO, and since the date of the

accounts there had been a still further increase, and the

amount now stood at £313,950. but without their bankers'

assistance they would have been placed in a serious po.sitiou.

The board had been asked whecher it intended to have a

reconstruction scheme. It had given the matter considera-

tion and obtained the views of some of the largest share-

holders, who felt that no good purpose would be served by

bringing forward a scheme at this juncture, and in this view

the i3oard agreed. He was pleased to say that Mr. A. F.

Berry had consented to join the board of directors. The
board would meet its dithculties with a calm view of the

future, and he was convinced that with a moderate revival

of trade they ought to do fairly well.

Mr. E. C. QuiLTER seconded the resolution, and said he
trusted the shareholders would give the board their assistance

and absolute confidence.

The resolution was carried.

The following resolution was also passed :
" That the pay-

ment of the half-year's dividend of 7 per cent, per annum
upon the first participating preference shares to January 31st,

1921, be and is hereby confirmed ; and that the payment of

the half-year's interest upon the preference shares to July

31st, 1921, be and is hereby confirmed."
Votes of thanks to the chairman and the .staff terminated

the meeting.

The Oerlikon Accumulator Works Co.

Swiss intends to pay a dividend at the rate of

Companies. 20 per cent, out of net profits of 615,000 fr.

for 1921, being the same rate as in 1920,

when the net profits were 817,000 fr.

The report for 1921 of the Aluminium Industry Co., of Neu-
hausen, to which reference was recently made, attributes

the reduction in the dividend from 16 per cent, in

1920 to 8 per cent, last year to the heavy decline in

the .sale prices, inadequiite turnover, and the difficulties en-

countered in quickly bringing about a reduction in the co.'^ts

of production in Switzerland. As to the first-mentioned

cause, it is stated that the sale prices in recent months have
approximately fallen to the pre-war level, but the contest for

markets has not in any way come to an end. During the
past year it was possible to secure the removal of the still

existing requisition of the works' installations and of indi-

vidual mines of the Fi-ench subsidiary companies. Working
at the bauxite mines had been resumed, but the Alumina
Works required fundamental restoration, and claims iov

equivalent compen.sation had been made. Concerning the
bauxite company, in Transylvania, the report mentions that
this undertaking Bad been reconstructed according to

Rumanian law and with the assistance of Rumanian circles;

Imt the production had not yet been restarted owing to the
ilisorganisation of the transport conditions. It had. however,
been possible for the Alumina Works to increa.se its output.
The share capital of the Neuhausen company remains at

42,000,000 fr., as in each of the two preceding years; the net
profits, as previously mentioned, were 3,865.000 fr.. including
the balance forward, as contrasted with 7.629,444 fr. in 1920.

A new participation appears among the investments in the
form of the .Muminium Rolling Mills Co.. of Schaffhaui?en.

The Electricity Supply Co., of Berlin.

German records an increase in the net profits from
Companies. 4,631,000 marks in 1920 to 5,175.000 marks

last year, and an advance in the rate of
dividend from 14 to 16 per cent, in the two vears respectivelv.
The share capital is now to be raised by 20,000.000 to 50,000.000
marks and 6 per cent, preference shares issued for 5,000,000
marks, each having ten votes.
The directors of Siemens Elehtrische Betriebe A.G., of

Hamburg, which is financially interested in many electricity
supply works, report (in accordance with the Commercial
Code) the loss of one-half of the share capital through exchange
debts, particularly with regard to the companv's loans in Swiss
francs. The ordinary share capital is 40,000,000 marks and
the Swiss loan amounts to 20.000.000 fr. Brief reference to
this matter has already appeared in these pages.
The directors of the Mix rf Genest Telephone and Tele-

(iraph Worhs Co., of Schoneherg. recommend a dividend at
the rate of 16 per cent, for 1921, as compared with 15 per cent.

in the preceding year. At the same time it is proposed to in-

crease the ordinary share capital by 15,000,000 to 4O,'M),000

marks, and also to make an issue of 6.000.0(JO marks in 6 per
cent, cumulative preference shares, each having six votes.

The Saxony Works, Light d Fower Co., of Dresden, re-

ports gross profits of 40,110.000 marks for 1921. as against
17,010,000 marks in the preceding year. After having written
off 10,850,000 marks for depreciation, as compared with
8,940.0(30 marks, it is intended to pay a dividend at the rate

of 20 per cent, on the share capital of 72,000,000 marks, this

result contrasting with 16 per cent, on 40.00O,(KXt marks in

1920.

The Wireless Oversea Communication {Veherseeverkehr)
I'o., of Berhn, reports an increase in the traffic from the
stations at Nauen and Eilvese in 1921. particularly with the
United States and European countries. 'The directors mention
the community of interests concluded with the Radio Corpora-
tion and the international arrangements respecting the joint

erection and working of the Transradio Argentina, near
I5uenos .A.ires. .\fter .setting aside 2.926,(X)0 marks for depre-

ciation and maintenance funds, the accounts .show net profits

of 3,445.000 marks, permitting of the payment of a dividend
at the rate of 12 per cent, on share capital of 25,000,000 marks.
It is intended to double the ordinary share capital by making a

fresh issue of 25,0(X).000 marks, and to issue 5.000,000 marks
in 6 per cent, preference shares, each having 10 votes, and
debentures for 25.000.000 marks.
The Bergmann Elektricitats Werke Gesellschaft, of Berlin,

reports a net profit of no less than 19.573.448 marks for the

last financial year, as compared with only 13.068,371 marks in

1920. The dividend on the old shares is being increas<'d from
15 to 20 per cent., while the holders of the new shares are to

receive 10 per cent. It is propo.sed to still further increase the

capital, the new shares to be offered at a premium of 32(3 per

cent.

The Societe Versaillaise de Tramtiayf
French electriques et de Distrib^^tion d'Energie in-

Companies. tends to raise its capital by a further

issue, which is being made this month, ol

2,000,(300 250-fr. shares, in order to set up new supply lines foi

its distribution networks. The company has just declarer

dividends for the past year at the rate of 22..50 fr. to th<

preference shares, 20 fr. to the ordinary shares, and 7.50 t<

shares de jouissance

Compagnie Franqaise des Cables Telegraphiqiies.—The share
holders have confirmed in an extraordinary meeting the increaft

of the capital proposed in Novemlx-r last, of 8.(300,0(30 fr. ii

2.50-fr. shares, payable in metal. The companv's capital i

now 24,00(3.0(30 fr.

Indo=European Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The directors hop
to be able to furnish the accounts for 1921 in the course o

two or three months. .\t the general meeting to be held oi

Wednesday next the directors will recommend a final dividen

of £1 2s. 6d. per share, free of tax. for 1921, making, with tl)

interim dividend already paid, 7 per cent, for the year. T'

accounts for 1919 and for 1920 will be brought up for confirm
tion at the meeting. The year 1921 was devoted to th

organisation of staff and to the accumulation and distributio

of material for the reconstruction of the line in anticipatio

of its re-opening as a whole, and there is little further <

interest to report. There are, however, at this moment cei

tain important developments which the directors hope t

report to the meeting.

Jarrow & District Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—The tot:

revenue for 1921 was ±'14,624. a decrease of £'1.908. Aft.^

deducting all exjienses chargeable to revenue, including ii

terest on debentures, and putting ±'8(30 to renewals, ther

remains a .surplus of £1,156, plus £4,219 brought forward,
dividend of 4 per cent, for the year on the ordinary share

requires £2,397. leaving £2,977 to be carried forward. Tli

coal strike and trade depression in the district adversel

affected the revenue. The Mini.ster of Transport having >
pressed the opinion that it is in the public intere.st th

through running of cars on the tramways of the South Shield

Corporation and the company should be put into operatioi

the directors ho)ie to make satisfactory arrangements wit

the Corporation for the early inauguration of through .service-

City Electric Light Co., Ltd. (Brisbane) In their rt

port for the year ended January 31st, 1922, tie director

state that, after making additions to the franchise and pni

chase sinking fund, and renewal, replacement and contii

gencies account, and contributing to the employes' providen

fund, there remains a credit balance of £77,359. which, wit

the balance brought forward, makes a sum of £77.541. On
of this year's profits the directors paid an interim divider'

with dividend duty in September amounting to £.34..506. an

they recommended in January a fiu-ther dividend of 3 pe

cent, on the 6 per cent, preference shares. 3i per cent, on th

7 per cent, preference shares, and 5 per cent, on the ordinar

shares, free of State tax. The payment of the recommendr
dividend, together with the dividend dutv and an allowai!'

for Federal tax, wiH absorb £42,925, leaving £109 to i

carried forward.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The undermentioned ha^

lieen ordered to he officiallv quoted :

Barcelona Traction, Light & Power.—£823..'V10 7 per ceul

50-year prior lien " A " bonds (Nos. 4,368 to 12.6tX1).
_
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Companies to be Struck oH the Register.—The following

are to be stimk off the register within three months unless

cause is shown to the contrary :
—

British Sherardisers, Ltd. .

Denton Electrical Construction ("o., Ltd.

Derby Lamp Works, Ltd.

Electric Timel^eepars, Ltd.

Electro-Galvanizers, Ltd.

E.M.K. (1914), Ltd.

Holmquist Electric Co. (1911), Ltd.

Londonderry-Moville Electric Railway Syndicate, Ltd.

Roger Dawson, Ltd.

Sandbanks Railless Electric Car Co., Ltd.
- South-Western Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.

Standard Turbine Co., Ltd.

Swanage Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.

United States Railless Electric Traction Co.. Ltd.

Wycombe (Borough) Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.

—During 19J1 the connections advanced from 3,519 to

Smi k\V. Gross profit on tiading, including contracting

business, it'17,004 (compared with. il6,993). After paying de-

l)euture and loan iuterest, &c., paying 10 per cent, dividend

on the shares for the year, putting £5,0U0 to the renewal

reserve fund, and £4,000 to general reserve fund, £'2^6 is to-

be carried forward. Additional plant, co.sting £15,000, is

now being installed to meet the increasing demand, ;ind an

issue of 3,000 £5 cum. 10 per cent, preference shares is to be

matle. Mr. 3. C. Wighani has retired from the board ami

Mr. ,\. N. Eye has been elected in his place.

Winnipeg Electric Railway Co.—Gross earnings from

operations for 19-21, $5,418.0-24; operating expenses, before

charging depreciation, $3,559,380; leaving net operating

revenue, $1,8.58,644; plus miscellaneous income, $161,406;

making $'2,0-20.050. Deducting interest charges on debenture

stock, bonds, gold, notes, &c., $633,331; extinguishment of

discoi!mt on securities, $5'2,5'26 ; city percentage and car licence

taxes, $183,070; taxes, $164,314; miscellaneous non-operating

expenses, $3,3r2; and other income deductions, $54,532; net

income, excluding depreciation, was $9'28,965; an increase for

year of $132.389.—F/nancifr.

Windsor Electrical Installation Co., Ltd.—.\t the annual

meeting, on April 5th, Sir Wilham Shipley, who presided,

said that the balance, after providing for debenture interest,

.preference dividend, &c.. was £3, '204, out of which it was
proposed to pay a dividend of 4 per cent., less income tax, on

the ordinary shares; £1,804 wwild be carried forward. The
profit for the year was smaller, notwithstanding an increase

of £2,000 in revenue. They had had to pay more for their

bulk supply from the Slough & Datchet Co. owing to the cost

of coal.

Slough and Datchet Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Capt. C. J.

Jackaman, pre.siding at the annual meeting on April 5th.

reported a revenue of £31,106, an increase of £4,442. The
net pnjfit available for distribution was £8,930. This was
divided as follows: depreciation and re.serve, £3,000; a divi-

dend of 6 per cent., less tax; directors' fees; carried forward,

£2,839. Capital expenditure amounted to £10.000, and in-

cluded the provision of an additional boiler and new mains.

Folkestone Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—The annual meet-
ing was held on April '7th, Alderman 0. Spurgen. J.P., pre-

siding. It was stated that the gross profit showed an increase

of £2.7G7. Subject to the consent of the Electricity Commis-
sioners it was proposed to pay a dividend of 4| per cent, on
the ordinary shares. Substantial improvements were in hand
and-some of the new plant was already running.

Reduction of Capital.— T. G. NYhite & Co., IjTD.—A petition

for the confirmation of the reduction of capital from £500,0(KI

to £350,000 has been presented to the High Court and will

be heard in Tiondon on May 9th.

Monte Video Telephone Co., Ltd.—An interim dividend on
the ordinary shares at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free
of tax, for the half-year is announced.

Tilling>Stevens Motors, Ltd.—The Financier states that the
directors report a loss on the year's working of £148,212. The
balance brought forward was £18,170, leaving to the debit of
profit and loss account £166,382. .\bnormal trade conditions
prevailed throughout the whole of the year. In addition,
stot^ks in hand were taken at market prices and were i-on-

siilerably lower than actual costs.

Brolt, Ltd.—The directors' report for 1921 (as quoted in
the financial Press) states that trading has resulted in a loss

j

of £2:3,808. after providing ample depreciation of buildings, '

plant and machinery, and making due provision for all bad
and doubtful debts. Dedu.-ting the surplus of £1,758 brought
forward there is a net deficiency of £22,049 to be carried
forward.

North of Scotland Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—
Balance on working during 19-21. £7.776. plus £0.34 brought
forward. After paying 10 per cent, on the preference shares.
and IJ per cent, on the ordinary, £4,500 is put to renewal
reserve, carrying forward £785.

River Plate Electricity Co.. Ltd.—Dividend 7 per cent,
for 1921 on the ordinarv shares, £10.WH1 to reserve, carrying
forward £9.104. It is recommended that £49,573. part of the
reserve, be capitalised and divided among ordinary stock-
holders.

STOCKS AND SHARE5.

TuESD.AV Evening.

EvRRiBOUY supposed that the Bank Rate would be reduced

on the Thursday in this present week. The Bank of England

provided a dramatic and wholly unexpected surprise by lower-

ing the rate to 4 per cent, on the eve of Good EViday. The

immediate effect electrified the markets. Investment stocks

Ijecame more than ever difficult to buy. Second as well as

first-class descriptions advanced further in price. An illus-

tration of the way in which the pendulum swung is provided

by Whitehall Electric debentures which, 2i discount a week

ago, rallied to 10s. discount. The preference shares. 92 per

cent, of them left with the underwriters, went up from 2s. 9d.

discount to Is. discount. The underwriters, some of whom
felt far from happy at first, are now regarding their shares

with more calmness than is po.ssible, for example, to anyone

trying to write about them, with a vigorous game of ping-pong

going on, and a gramophone grinding out fox-trots and jazz.

Cable stocks and shares etand out with peculiar strength

where nearly everything is strong. Carefully deliberated

advice to buy these issues, offered here from time to time, is

fully justified by the ri.se in Eastern ordinary stock to 193J.

in Westerns and Eastern Extensions to 19i. Globe followed

suit as a matter of course. Anglo-American Telegraph pre-

ferred is within a couple of points over par. Telephone prices

have advanced with those of the cable companies. Orientals

and United River Plate Telephones are better. Jutland deben-

ture is 1\ higher at 5J premium.

Nor is there any reason why these prices should not be

maintained. The one thing that might bring about a reaction

in Stock Exchange securities is a revival in trade. This would

lead to money being withdrawn from stocks and shares in

order that it might be utilised industrially. With the Bank
Rate down to 4 per cent., an impetus -nill be given to trade,

and the Genoa Conference may do something to help in the

straightening-out of the foreign exchange problems. Never-

theless, the trade outlook, brighter though it be, is not suffi-

ciently settled to make it a serious competitor to the Stock

Exchange markets as a medium for employment of capital.

Prices will go better in all sound-class markets, and, as already

observed, the demand now is for sttxks and shares which,

only three months ago, were deemed very second-rate.

The Underground Railway stocks have been exceptionally

dull, the reason being a certain amount of profit-taking on the

eve of the holiday. Metropolitans and Districts have had so

sharp a jump before the present boom started that the re-

action is natural, but a recovery in Districts shows that the

market undercurrent is good enough to justify expectations of

a further improvement by and bye.

Mexican Utilities are booming. There are rises that range

from 2 to 10 points in the popular stocks. The Light & Power
issues are in active demand. Both clas.ses of bonds haVe be-

come almost impossible to buy. This has served to bring the

preferred shares into notice, and the price rose 10 to 48J.

Following these, the Common shares hardened to 21^. Mexico
Ti'ams, Pachuca i''ives, and Mexican Electric Fives have
strengthened with the rest. Briti.sh Columbia Electric Rail-

way deferred and preferred stocks are buoyant. Mo.st of the
foreign traction bonds and shares are stronger. Brazilian

Traction gained no less than 9 points. Anglo-Argentine firsts

gave way to 3^, but the Seconds rose as. to 4.

The Edison Swan meeting produced an interesting speech
from Mr. Ford, the chairman, who went into .some detail to

explain the trading loss of £310,000. He admitted that there
were few signs at present of any immediate revival in trade,

but described the lamp department as the bright spot in the
situation. No change has taken place in the prices of the com-
pany's shares. General Electric ordinary at 22s. 9d. are Is. 9d.
better on tlie week.
.County of London ordinary, now split into £1 shares, are

25s. bid. equivalent to 12J for the £10 shares. The preference
hardened to 20s., which is equal, of cour.se, to £10. London
Electrics rose I to 1 11/16. Kensington ordinary at 61 have
recovered part of their recently-deducted dividend. The hst
throughout .shows noticeable strength, although prices remain
on much the same basis as that of a week ago. Yorkshire
ordinary at % are 5s. better, and the new Yorkshire Power
preference, which came out at £4, are 4 9/16 for the fully-

paid, and lis. 6d. premium for the partly-paid.
The manufacturing group shows up decidedly well. Al-

though some of the engineering shares are a trifle easier, Bab-
cock k Wilcox going back to 3, the shares in companies con-
nected with cable work have advanced in most cases.

Oallenders are up to £2, and the preference at 22s. 6d. are
1/16 better. Henlev's at 2 1/lfi are also the fraction up; the
preference rose 2s. 6d. to 4i. Metropolitan -Vickers preference
retain their rise at 2J, Siemens ordinary are better tbao they
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appear at 27s. 6d.' bid, and the preference-have gone over 31s.

Dealers complain that there is no stock in the market, and
they cannot satisfy the dozens of buyers who come to them
every day. Electric Constructions at 22s. 6d. are. Is. 9d.

better. British Insulated ordinary have risen to &% making a
rise of 3s. 9d. in a fortnight. In preference shares, there is

something approaching a famine.

The North Metropolitan 8 per cent, preference remains
about lOlJ. Evidently the investor does not care for the right

which the company has to redeem the stock in five years'

time at lOJ. Were it not for this, the price would certainly

be standing several points higher. Although the Stock Ex-
change took on ii somewhat dull appearance after the holidays

as a result of the ix)ssible complications arising at Genoa out

of the German-Russian " treaty " (so called), the reduction in

the Bank Rate proved far too strong an influence for invest-

ment stocks to suffer any decline in company with the more
speculative stocks and shares which gave way in various

markets. Even rubber shares are looking better, in conse-

quence of the timid hope that has sprung up as to the possi-

biUty of a demand arising for the product. Armament shares

are good ;
good, that is to say, as compared with the prices

of a few months ago, and an all-round improvement in iron

and steel shares testifies to the belief that it will not be long
before the industrial troubles are composed in the engineering

world. Investment stocks are moving on to the level of a

6 per cent, return. In many ca,ses even this yield is not
obtainable from gilt-edged secmities, with the consequence
that the public are driven to seek higher-yielding industrial

stocks and shares for employment of the money which hither-

to has been lying in the banks.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Hour Eleotbioitt Companies,

Dividend, Price

,
'

^ April 18, Rise or
1930. 19:11. 199a. fall.

Brompton Ordinary 19 19 7i —
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 8 9 Bj —

do. do. do. 4JPrel, .. 4i 4J Si —
Ciielsea 6 6 5J

—
City of London 14 14 35/- —

do. do. 6 per cent. PreJ. .

.

6 6 21/- —
County of London 8 8 IJ -1-

.j

do. do. 6 per cent, Pref... 6 6 1 + \

Kensington Ordinary 9 10 61 -i- J
London Eleotrio 9J 4 Iji -f- i

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 8 41 —
Metropolitan 1 7 44 —

do, 4J per cent. Pref... 4) 4) 8g —
St. James' and Pail Mall . . .

.

19 19 7* —
South London 7 7 8| —
Sooth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 11 —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 7 —

TsLEaaAPHS and Telephones.

Anglo-Am, Tel. Pref 6 6 109 -^8i
do. Def IJ 84/3 92* -Hi

Chile Telephone 6 6 6|J +,;,

CubaSub. Ord 7 7 8^ ^ ti

Eastern Extension 10 10 19J -k- %
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 193J +6
Olobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 19i -H S

do. do. Pref 6 6 llj -H i

Great Northern Tel 99 94 31J -Hi

Indo-European 10 10 88 —
Marconi 9B IB 2,', —
Oriental Telephone Ord 19 19 9i -t- i
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 7^ -H J
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil B/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 193 -t- i

Home Rails.

Central London Ord, Assented ..4 4 65 —
MetropoUtan \\ 9i 41i —\

do. District Nil 1 81 -h J

Underground Electric Ordinary .. Nil Nil 'il —4
do, do. "A".. .. Nil Nil 7/- —
do. do, Income.. ..9 4 764 —1

FoREIOH Tbahs, &a.

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. 6) VA i\ — i
do. do. 2nd Pref. .. Nil B( 4 + i
do, do. 6 per cent. Deb. B 6 774 —

Brazil Tractions NU Nil 5

J

-K9

British ColDmbiaEleo. Rly. Ptoe... B 6 73} -fS

do. do. Preferred.. 6 98/- 70 -l-8i

do. do. Deferred .. B 194/- 71i -1-7

do. do. Deb. .. 4i «t 7i —
Mexico Trams. E per cent. Bonds .

.

NU Nil 70) -I-

7

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil Sil -1-9

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 91} -t'9

do, Pref Nil NU 48$ -HlO

do, Ist Bonds .. .. Nil 6 78$ -t-8

MAMUTAOTCBIKa OOUPANIIB
Babcock & Wilcox IB 16 B — i
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 H —
British Insulated Ord 16 16 9 -1-1/-

CaUenders IB IB 2 + k
eiPref 6i 6i U -fA

Orompton Ord 10 10 16/- —
Edison-Swan 10 — 4/6 —

do. do. B per cent. Deb. ..6 6 69 —

1

Bleotrio Construction 10 10 1^ -1-1/9

EngUsh Electric 8 8 10/8 —
do, Pref 6 6 16/3 —

Sen, Blec, Pref 6) 6i 90/9 —
do. Ord 10 10 93/9 -1-1/9

Henley IB IB 2,^ -f^
do. 4iPret 41 4i i\ -H t
ndia-Rutber 10 — H —
Met.-Vlckers Fret 8 8 ^, —
Blemeng Ord 10 10 97/6 —
Telegraph Go U U 94} —

• DlTldenda paid free of Income Tax,

6

7 17

7 2 3
6 16 6

B 4

6 7 7
7 13 8
6 11 7

6 17
•6 13
»6 12 3

Nil
•6 4

6 16 1

•6 12 9
•8 19 10
E 18 1

7 10

7 10
E IS 7
18 6 8

Sid.
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OUTDOOR 5WITCHQEAR.

By J. B. RUDKIN.

The necessity of developing the water power now un-

utilised, for the most part, in man}- countries for the

production of electric power for railways, lighting,

electro-chemistry, and industrial works, has become one

of the most important economic problems owing to the

comparatively high price of coal of recent j-ears. Many
large hydro-electric power stations have been put into

operation, and have successfully assisted in the dis-

placement of coal, and have at the same
time contributed largely to the industrial

progress of the countries concerned. This

is especially the case in Switzerland,

where, owing to the high price of coal,

the electrification of the main railways is

rapidly being extended.

The development of the supply of electric

power to all parts of the country must fol-

low, one of the main objects of which is

the equal distribution of the available

srpply in both winter and summer. This

ca ^ only be attained by the linking-up of

the generating st;itions whereby the whole

netA'ork of the country forms one Ip.rge

system, working on a common bus-Ii,ir.

and crossing Switzerland from ea.st to

west. The economical solution of this

probleiii in consideration of the great dis-

tances of the transmission requires corre-

spondingly high transmission voltages,

and the Swiss bus-bar has been calculated

for a normal working voltage of 110.000.

with a possibility of being eventually in-

creased to 135.000 volts.

This constantly increasing working
voltage naturally furnished many pro-

hlems to the designer of the apparatus, and parti-

cular attention had to be paid to the construction

of oil switches. It was soon perceived, however.

did not recommend the installation of the apparatus in

buildings, with due regard to clearness of observation,

security of service, and finally the cost of the building.

There only remained the method of employing switch-

gear in the open air and unprotected, which has been

used in America for some years.

The electrical apparatus manufacturers, Sprecher and
Schuh Co., of Aarau, Switzerland, were the first Euro.-

biG. 1.—OUTDODI SwrR'mtR.'(K W GoESGEN,
OF 13.5,000 VOLTS.

FOR A Pressure

-Slngle-polk Oil Switch,
foh 24,000 volts.

Pig. .3.

—

Single-puli: imi, Switch,
for .50,000 volts, with lowereu

Oil Tank. r'

that the dimensions of the apparatus, and the distance
between the conductors with voltages of 80,000 to

135,000, which mus^ he employed for such transmissions,

[lean company to further the construction of such open-

air switchgear and apparatus.

There were many new points to be considered in the

construction of the apparatus, and especi-|

ally the oil switches, such as, for instance,:

perfect insulation in all weathers, full

security of service, even at the lowest

winter temperature, large distance be-

tween live parts in consideration of the

liability of short circuits due to foreign

bodies (e.g., wings of birds), ample means
of disconnection, great speed of switch-

ing, and construction of the contact

arrangements for obtaining the highest

breaking capacity.

This last point leads to the subdivision

nf the switching distances, i.e., to the

.ipplication of multiple interruption, com-
[ilete separation of the phases into single-

pole switch units, and the arrangement of

the main contacts, which cannot be de-

formed by the violent stress of a short

circuit.

The fir.st large outdoor switch station in

Switzerland is that of the Swiss bus-bar

at Goesgen for 135,000 volts, built by the

Societe Suisse pour le Transport et la

Distribution d'Electricite S.A.. Berne,

fitted with apparatus of Spreclier and
Schuh. This station is illustrated in

fig. 1, and is divided into a middle nave

and two side naves.

The high middle lattice structure con-

tains the biis bars, with the necessary
' isolating .switches and service platforms;

below is the operating gear of the oil switches.

which, however, are normally driven electrically from

the controlling bouse, Both side naves are used for
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mounting the oil switches, choking coils and isolating

switches for the incoming and outgoing lines.

The other illustrations on p. .T(i7 show a single-pole

oil-switch for 24,000 volts, fig. 2, and one for 50,000
volts, fig. 3, with lowered oil tank.

The picture given below, fig. 4, shows an oil-switch

group with choking coils and isolating switches. The
inclined entrance of the conductors of the oil switches

will be seen to be an arrangement which, with small

switch dimensions, gives long distance between the live

parts lying outside. Tlie points of view already men-
tioned for the construction of outdoor switchgear in-

evitably lead to a definite minimmih limit of pressure,

for which these aiiparatus can l^e built with full security

of service. This limit will lie at al)out 21,000 volts.

J1G5 FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

By JAMES EDGAK.

Fig. 4. -Set of Oil Switches with Cuokixg Cou.s .and Iso-

lating Switches. 1.3.5,000 volts.

The oil switch in this illustration consists of three

single-pole switches with separate tanks coupled
mechanically to form one three-pole unit with electrical

remote control gear of the solenoid type for outdoor ser-

vice, the operating panel being located in the attendant's
hut. The switches are fitted with direct connected over-

load time limit relays mounted on the top of the switch,

and an ammeter is mounted in the high-pressure
circuit, without series transformers.

With regard to the question of the comparative cost

of outdoor and indoor installations, including the
necessary structures required in each case, from infor-

mation which Messrs. Sprecher & Schuh have been able
to obtain, there appears to be a saving of 25 to .30 per
cent, in the case of an outdoor installation, as against
the same outfit in the usual " indoor " arrangement.
The maximum saving applies to stations for 50,000 volts

and upwards. The saving decreases as the voltage de-

creases, and equal cost will be arrived at with 24,000
volts.

This information .nppears to l)e confirmed by Ameri-
can experience, and according to a recent report of tlie

chief engineer of the West Peiin. Power Co.. Pitts-

burgh, this company has decided to build all its new
25,000-volt switching stations as outdoor stations.

Are machining jigs as much used in electrical shops as

they might be ( The writer is tempted to ask the ques-

tion because in recent visits to works of this kind he

has seen many jobs on machine tables being drilled and
bored after having come from the marking-ofl table that

could quite well have been machined in jigs, not only

lowering production costs but ensuring greater accuracy

ill final erection. The setting of a casting on a machine
table is nearly always a tedious process, requiring great

skill, and the results are seldom as satisfactory us when
a jig has been used. The jib ensures interchangeability

([uite apart from the skill of the operator, and in the

manufacture of duplicate parts is of great assistance.

It is not proposed to discuss the designing of jigs here,

but simply their suitability to what may be termed
medium sized and large electrical work. It is too

iiftcu supposed that a jig is only profitable if a large

iHiiiibLT of castings are required, but this is not so. We
know uf one firm of large Diesel oil engine makers which
has reduced jig use to a fine art, and finds it profitable

to make a jig that will only be used a few times. It is

possible by the exercise of a little ingenuity to make one

jig suitable for one or two operations, and sometimes to

use two jigs in conjunction to machine one jjart.

Tlie works manager of an electrical manufacturing
concern confessed to the writer recently that jigs were

not as much used in the works as they might be, but he

did not suggest a cause. One wonders if it is that firms

are so much concerned about jierfecting designs that they

in some measure overlook the importance of manufactur-
ing details. Good machines are installed, but tiie

greatest use is not made of them.

The petrol engine has been more responsible for thf

development of the jig system of machining than per-

haps any other factor. Foreign competition may have

had something to do with this, but the electrical engineer

is also faced with foreign competition. With the rise of

the motor car there came the necessity not only for pre-

cision methods, but also for cheap and quick production.

Gradually engineers concerned with other than petrol

engines have seen the advantage of jigs, and now in

almost every department of small engineering the jig

has displaced to a great extent the marking-off table,

and jigs have become simplified and perfected. The jig

designer is now installed in most engineering wrt|.-.

It should be rememliered that the economy of :

jigs does not end in the machine shop. Indeed, it only

begins there. The time saved by jig-machined work in

iti passage through the various departments is incalcul-

able, apart from the greater satisfaction obtained.

It is quite wrong to suppose that jigs are not suitable

for large work. In lowered handling charges alone, a

jig soon pays for itself, whilst less skilled labour can be

employed. When a jig has been so designed that the

work is easily inserted and quickly withdrawn, and

when the clamping is arranged so that no damage is done

to the casting, a mistake on the part of the machine

operator is scarcely possible.

The planning department of a modern works caa

easily tell whether a jig will be profitable or not. It

does seem a pity that works which are admirably laid

out and splendidly equipped with modern machinery

should fail to reach the highest production because of a

persistent belief tliat jigs niav be suitable for internal-

combustion engines but nothing else. Many castinpp

used in big electrical work are suitable in every way for

the employment of jigs.

The Floatini? Exhibition.—Owing to the dispute in the

engineerinp industry the sailing of the steamer British Tradt

has been postponed from May 1st to .Tune. The vessel is to

undertake a voyage of about 38.000 miles, and it will call af

a number of the chief ports of the world, including Buenos

Aires, Rio de Janeiro. Montevideo, and numerous Empire
ports. The voyage will occupy from eight to nine months.
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ELECTRIC MOTOR STARTERS.

[Abstniids of imjicrs and discussions before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.]

The British Engiueering Standards Association felt that much
benefit to all parties concerned would arise frona a discussion

of the specifications that have been framed by a Committee

luider the chairmanship of Mr. C. H. Wordingham. C.B.E.,

in their draft form before they were issued to the publii'.

as it was thought that the Committee would be likely to

receive valuable suggestions from manufacturers aiAl users

which might enable it to improve the specifications before

they were issued.

Accordingly, at a recent meeting of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, three papers on the .subject were pre-

sented and discussed, of which the following are abstracts.

British Standard SpecificatJons for Motor Starters.

By C. H. ^YORDINGHAM, C.B.E., PAST PRESIDENT.

A REQUEST for standardisation with regard to motors .starters

led to the .formation by the British Engineering Standards

Association in 1914 of a committee under the chairmanship of

the author. The following definition of a motor starter was

adopted :

—

" The term 'motor starter ' denotes a device arranged for

stating and accelerating a motor to normal speed, but not

.idapted for use in positions intermediate between the ' off
'

position and the ' full-on ' position."

The corresponding definition of a motor controller is as

follows :

—

" A controller is a device having several steps, contacts or

positions, .sometimes called notches, used with or without

resistances, for regulating the speed of a motor or motors, and

may or may not be used for starting. The term ' controller
'

-loes not include the resistances or other means of control em-
ployed therewith.

" Simple shunt regulators are not iucludcd in this defini-

tiou."

A specification for face-plate rheostatic starters was prepared

iiul issued first. It was found necessary to discrimiuate

letween ordinary duty and heavy duty starters, the frequency

if .starting being the same in both, and the difference being m
lie starting periods. The committee was greatly helped liy

Mr. G. H. Roberts. C.B.E.. who made trials on starters actu-

illy in use and known to behave satisfactorily at Woolwich.

The committee was very anxious to provide interchange-

ibility of contacts and centres of fixing holes, but the makers

lave not found it possible at the present time to get sufficient

igreement among them.selves with regard to these points.

On completion of the specification for face-plate starters the

ollowing specifications were commenced, the Panel Com-
uittee responsible for their preparation being under Mr. G. H.

-loberts's able chairmanship : Drum .starters, liquid starters,

witch starters, multiple switch starters, contactor starters.

LUto-transfornier (compensator) starters. These epecificataons

ire .still in draft form and are not yet approved for issue, but

iroofs are available for all desirous of taking part in this

liscussion. >

When the British standard specification for face-plate

tarters was first issued it was generally agreed that after use

or a year or two this first attempt at a definite standard for

he rating of motor starters might need revision. In the

"reparation of the remaining specifications for motor starters

ull use is being made of the experience gained in connection

vith the pioneer specification, and it is intended to revise

i.S.S. No. 82 to bring it into conformity with the new ones

I

5 soon as they have been issued.

Each draft specification is divided into four main parts,

lamely : (i) general definitions; (ii) rating, sizes and mark-
Dg: (iii) design and construction: and (iv) te.sts.

< Mr. Scott Ram pointed out that as the degree of protection
leces.sarv for a motor starter to enable it to pass the require-
oents of the Home OiSce depended entirely upon the location
f electrical apparatus, it wns not possible to indicate in a

pecification whether a starter would or wouM not comply
rith the regulations of his department. In some cases " open
ype " might be approved, and in others " flame-proof

"

overs might be necessary.

The provision of an overload release on a standard starter has
i6en made optional.

j

In conclusion, I would emphasise the fact that every
jJ.E.S.A. specification comes up automatically for considera-
lon and, if necessary, for revision each year.

Electric Motor Starters.

By J. ANDERSON, M.I.E.E.

The paper deals with the practical development of an elec-

tric motor starter from the first principles relating to current,
torque and resistance valves, to the data required by the sales-

man. First it describes the method adopted of working in
percentages for all calculations; defines starting, accelerating
and rurming torques; refers to the lack of data regarding
starting conditions; and gives tables of stored energy m
rotors, for the normal load torque during acceleration and for
the stored energy of a number of typical machines.
A convenient formula is :

.4 = s/t X .5. -5 X K where a, = accelerating time (sees.) ; s =
stored energy at full speed (ft. -lb. per b.h.p.); T = percentage
of full-load motor torque available for acceleration ; and K
= (0.-5) constant depending on the shape of the accelerating
curve. Accelerations are classified and typical diagrams with
automatic contactor and hanld-operated starters are given.
When a current is passed through a motor and rotation

commences, the speed rises until the back electromotive force
cuts down the current to an amount which gives rise to a
torque just sufficient to overcome the running friction or load
at that s{!eed. When the starter arm is moved to the next
notch to cut out resistance there is a current-rush, the peak
of which is determined by the ratio of the first resistance to
the second, which gradually dies away as the speed and
back electromotive force rise until balance is restored and
the current corresponding to the running torque at the new
speed is flowing. If this is relocated on the third and sub-
sequent notches and all the peaks and valleys are equal, the
acceleration is called "natural regular"; "regular" be-
cause the peaks and valleys are equal, and " natural " because
the valley current corresponds to the running torque and
cannot be reduced.

Fig. 1 is drawn for the correct accelerating time on each
notch, and these times are in proportion to the ratio of the
resistances.

K-
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fluence the acceleration. Owing to the increased torque avail-

able for acceleration the total time is reduced to about 7.06

seconds. An ammeter should be installed with a red mark
at the valley current when it is desired to operate a starter in

this way, and the operator then traverses the contacts at the

right time by passing from notch to notch when the current

falls to the mark.
^

Kg. 4 is an example of " forced irregular acceleration ' and

is typical of centrifugal hydro-extractors; it is "forced" in
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DiSCOSSION AT NEWCASTLE-ON-TY>fE.

.Vr a meeting of members of the North-Eastehn Centre of

the Lnshtution oa I'^ebruary -iith, wheu Prof. W. M. Thorn-
ton presided, two papers on the above subject were considered
—namely, that by Mr. J. Anderson, which is abstracted
on p. 569, and that by Mr. \Y. Wilson, which was summarised
in our issue of December IGth, liJ'il.

The Chairman, in opening the discussion, said the real point
in either kind of starter was its heating capacity, and Mr.
Anderson, amongst his useful figures, had shown that there
was some irregularitj-. Future developments lay in the dii-ec-

tion of an automatic starter, for iu what the authors had dealt
with there was still the human element, and that should be,

as far as possible, eliminated from electrical api^aratus.

Mr. J. ScHUiL said the advantage of a liquid starter was its

very gradual acceleration, but that featuie was to be found
in some other tyjje.^ of starter that had not been mentioned;
he referred to oue in which graphite was used to graduate
the resistance, ami another type, similar in principle, in which
the carbon was mixed with small pieces of mica.
Mr. T. Carter referred to the developments made in starters,

and said he thought that the points of difficulty raised with
regard to d.c. would in the course of time be met. Even in

email sizes he found liquid starters were satisfactory, and in

all cases the troubles met with were mainly due to bad u«age
and neglect—the men working them had no idea as to quan-
tity. As to the strength of liquids, the speaker generally
worked upon 10 per cent, or 15 per c«nt., and that seemed
generally satisfactory for starters for 300 or 400 h.p. Starters
should be based upon the horse-power-minute principle, and
having agreed upon the principle of rating, it .should be
tlearly st.;ited so that persons concerned would know what it

meant. One advantage of liquid starters was that one could
see more or less what their condition was and what, if any-
thing, was wrong. He was glad that Mr. Wilson referred to

what some might regard as a small matter, that was the figure

of absorption of h.p., and drew attention to the fact that the
figure should be divided by two. The question of design
needed to have attention drawn to it. It was extremely diffi-

cult to get customers to give details of w-hat they wanted
when ordering a starter. The idea that some persons had
about torque would be amusing, were it not so serious.

Mr. G. Mallixso\ said that in the case of shipyard cranes
the resistances sometimes lasted six months, but others only
lasted three weeks. While many cast-iron grids were satis-

factory, others were very troublesome, and the solution seemed
to be to use one of good cast iron, as very often the iron used
was mixed in the foundry, and was used for resistances " to

save money," and it broke the first time it was used. There
was an automatic starter already in existence which operated
perfectly.

Mr. J. GiBBlNS agreed as to the difficulty of getting details

of construction from the motor makers, and regretted that
the practice w-as becoming more pronounced. Very often
the particulars were not ol)tained until the motors were
on the site and bolted down, and then there were delays in

starting up. Unfortunately, most engineers looked on the
switch as a side line, with the result that many a first-class

motor was running unsatisfactorily simply because improper
switchgear had been installed. The importance of switchgear
could not be over emphasised ; in his opinion sw'itchgear
was a sort of insurance, and money well spent upon it was a
sound investment.
Mr. J. Anderson briefly replied to the discussion, but could

not explain why grids broke as they often did. Some were
perfect, and others broke by the basketful. One thing they
should remembey was that they could not fu.se them, and the
breaking might be due to the heavy current.
Mr. W. Wilson, also in reply, said the reason why they were

apt to get a " kick " at the last contact was clearly due to the
electrolyte l>eing too weak. He concurred wdth Mr. Carter's
statement that most defects they met with were the result of

bad usage. It was amazing how people seemed to think that
having got a starter they could leave it alone for months and
the apparatus would still work, but there w-as a time when
even a liquid rheostat would " turn." It must have reason-
able attention—and water—which some seemed to think was
not necessary. He criticised the manner in which liquid
rheostats were hampered with regard to the rating. It was
necessary to standardise a thing if the industry were to
prosper, but unless standardisation were to go hand in hand
with development, it would not be standardisation, but stag-
nation.

Discussion in London.

Mr. Gi'NTON opened the discussion by explaining that pro-
gress in the framing of specifications must necessarily be slow.
so as not to discourage makers' endeavours to effect improve-
ments. A new fe.Tture of the specifications was the intro-
duction of constructional clauses.
Mr. J. L. M. Slater (a member of the B.E.S.A. panel) ex-

plained that a thenno-couple temperature measurement was
to be preferred for small wire. With regard to electrolytes
u.sed in liquid starters, a potash-alum solution gave satisfac-
tion and close speed control, but it had not been mentioned in
the paper.

Mr. Foster was of the opinion that the amount of trouble

that was experienced with low-voltage coils was not generally
appreciated. When such coils were made each should be
marked to mdicate what it would stand.
Mr. J. T. Mould, who introduced himself as one of the

offenders who brought the specifications mto being, referred
to the reasons why it took so much time to mtroduce
standards, and to the work of the committee. They had
to comprornise between the ideal and the practicable, and
could not ignore what had gone before, nor the results ob-
tained by, and the experience of, makers. They had not to
frame new standards, but to co-ordinate those already m
existence. It was not possible to give the user all he desirea
because the maker knew more about the difficulties that were
encountered. If the user got what he wanted it would prob-
ably be too expen.<!ive for him to use.
Mr. Cautek pointed out that the proposed rating clause of

hquid starters did not mean what it said. Mr W'ilson's
specification was better than the B.E.S.A. one. A disadvant-
age of liquid starters was that the operator was apt to forget
to replenish the liquid; moreover, operators did not usually
know what a 10 per cent, soda solution was; if it was stated as
1 lb. to the gallon they would understand it.

Mr. .1. W. Blaikie queried whether the results of MrW ilson s small-scale expenments under a head of liquid would
apply to large apparatus wherein the actions took place nearer
the surface of the electrolyte. He thought they should
differentiate Ijetween the terms • low-voltage " and ' no volt-
age " coils.

Mr. a. Dover exhibited .curves relating to. and explained
the method of calculating, grading coefficients and the resist-
ajjce of sections.

Mr. H Brazil suggested that for liquid starters it might
be possible to use a material that was intermediate between
a liquid and a solid, say, a powder. Prehminarv e.xperiments
with powdered carbon for such a purpose seemed to indicate
that its use would abolish the troubles that Mr. Wil.son men-
tioned when d.c. was used. Such a powder could be used at
a higher temperature and, therefore, a higher rating than a
hquid.
Mr. J. Anderson, in reply to the dia:ussion, did not think

a thermo-couple would give a more correct temperature than
a thermometer.
Mr. W. Wilson, also in reply, explained that the ultimate

rating was not altered by the upper layers of the electrolyte
becoming hot, although that would alter the resistance some-
what. But a liquid starter was not the same as others which
had definite steps, each of which should have a definite resist-
ance. He was glad it was intended to revise the propo.=ed
specifications annually. Standards must progress with the
results of research, or else they would result in enforced stag-
nation. He did not think it possible for a liquid re.sj.stance
to break down, unless one or more of the three following
conditions obtained

: boiling, scum, or long floating of the
electrodes.

The discussion was resumed on March SSrd.
Mr. r. Good, a member of the Committee dealing with

the matter, stated that practically all of the suggestions made
at the previous meeting were eminently good and were being
embodied in the draft specifications. He outlined the fonna-
tion of th^ B.E.S.A. and its work, paying special attention
to the electrical committees. Mr. Carter had objected to the
method of rating hquid starters. The rating of any starter
was based upon the line characteristics or upon those of the
CQotor to which it was applied. The same basis had accord-
ingly been adopted for the liquid starter. Standardisation
was not merely the fixing of dimensions, it included many
considerations, not the least important of which was cost.
Mr. C. S. Buyers stated that in one part of the specifica-

tions it was stated that no combustible material should be
used in the case or frame of a starter. This practically con-
fined makers to porcelain, slate, or mica insulation, and pre-
cluded many well-tried materials. Why not emplov the word
" inflanm^able " rather than "combustible"? The specifi-
cations for liquid starters ought to be extended to cover syn-
chronous induction-motor starters.

Mr. J. C. Brntley said that drum-type starters were gradu-
ally replacing the face-plate type. He drew attention to the
fact that 1.5 different methods of enclosure were given : taking
this in connection with a fairly large range of ratings a^id
types might give an overwhelming number of different de-
signs. He considered that for all industrial purposes motors
un to .50 h.p. .should be fitted with totally-enclo.sed starters.

Mr. Bentley thought that making the nrovision of an over-
load relea.se optional was a retrograde steo. With regard to
the temperature limits for coils and resistances, while the
wound-ciiil temperatures specified seemed satisfactory th<'

same could not be said regarding resistance units. These
should be allowed a bicher continuous rating than 100 deg. C.
He cnn.sidered that there were too many con+actor starters,

and that the use of slate bases should be discontinued in
favour of insulated metal fixing media.
Mr. a. E. Constable. aft<^r suggestina that the six speci-

fications should be combined in one vohime, pointed out a
number of discrepancies which, he stated, he would .send in

in writing. He said that, although the Admiralty wag re-

presented on the Committee, it did not insist tViat its special

requirements should be embodied in the specifications.
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II
Mr. J. W. Sims thought that more should be heard from

users of motor starters. He objected to the use of the term
" compensaited " as applied to auto-transformer starters,

stating that compensation implied balance, and the auto-

transformer did not balance anything. With regard to mark-

ings, these should be more fully given, to enable the user

to ascertain the type of motor for which a starter wa.s de-

signed. In the case of a three-wire system he thought that

marking the tenninals "1, 2, and 3 " would lead to ti-ouble

—the neutral should be plainly marked.

Mr. Le M.usTiiE (secretary to the B.E.S.A.) said he hoped

that these meetings were forerunners of many similar meet-

ings, as opinions expressed in this w-ay were of the utmost

value to the Association. The industry owed a great deal

to Mr. Wordingham for the enormous amount of work he

had done; i* was at his suggestion that these meetings had

been arranged. He also paid a tribute to the work of Mr.

Good. He congratulated the Institution upon being the first

of the big engineering societies to open its doors for the dis-

cussion of the specifications.

The President regretted that Mr. ^Yordingham was not

present to reply to the discussion. He (the president) would

not presume to do so. He would like to express his appre-

ciation of the great care which the Committee had take.ii

U> guard against over-elaboration. No attempt had been

made to specify materials, which was satisfactory in view

of the improvements which were always taking place. He
had observed a tendency in the electrical industry to mnke
everything " fool-proof." and he thought this was overdone.

Surely they should realise that the men who handled those

thinos knew something about them; if they did not they

wo'dd snnn learn by using apoarahis in the wrong way.
Mr. \V. Wilson considered the temi^erature rise permitted

in liquid rbeo.stats was too low.

INDUCTION-TYPE SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.

Discussion .4t Bristol.

Me. L. H. Care's paper en the above subject (which vvas ab-

stracted ill our issue of January 6th, 192'2) was read before

the Western Centre of the Institutio.n of Electric.4l Engi-
neers on March tjth, when, in opening the discussion. Major
E. I. David (Powell Duffryn CoUieries, Ltd.), said that the

astonishing fatt brought out by the discussions was that al-

though those motors had been made in this country for 10 or

12 years, and abroad for 20 years, no operating experiences

wei'e given by any of _the speakers at the previous discussions.

On the system with which he was connected, a number of

synchronous induction motors had been running for some time,

the total h.p. being 2,655: A comparison therefore between
the running of machines of varying types was possible. Mr.
Carr gave the impression that starting a synchronous induc-

tion motor was considerably simpler than starting a salient-

pole motor, whereas the fact was that the actions were almo.'st

identical. Major David exhibited a number of starting curves,

and argued that the salient-pole synchronous motor was
equally as good as the synchronous induction motor for start-

ing compressors, but the ordinary induction motor was prefer-

able to the synchronous induction motor for starting fans. The
efficiency of the salient-pole synchronous motor w'as normally
at least 2 per cent, higher than that of the synchronous in-

duction motor. T^-o per cent, difference in efficiency on a con-

tinuously running machine like a colliery compressor repre-

sented something like .£300 per annum. On smaller machines,
particularly at .8 leading p.f., the difference was still higher, up
to 45 per cent. The lower efficiency in the case of the syn-
chronous induction motor was accounted for partly by greater
excitation. The claim for the synchronous induction motor of

advantage due to the higher pull-out torque as an induction
motor was not home out in practice. The change from
synchronous to induction running was accompanied by violent

surging. Further, 'the salient-pole machine would hold m
synchronism at full load with a drop of supply voltage up to
.50 per cent., whereas 25 per cent, would be about the limit of
the synchronous induction motor. The salient-pole motor,
owing to its large air gap and nigged rotor construction, was
particularlv suited for direct coupling to high-speed com-
pressors of the piston type. No intermediat* bearing was re-
quired, resulting in a saving in length, and the s.p.m. exciter
was a normal ] IO/160-volt machine against a freak 40/50-volt
one. The slip rings carried 1.50/100 amns. against 3.50/450;
the starting gear was very similar; the liquid starter was re-

placed by an autn-transformer; the .same number of switches
and other in.struments was required. Tlie starting toroue was
ample for the purpose, and the starting current and kilowatts
onlv sliihtly greater.

Reliability was e.s.sential for mine fan motors. A plain in-
duction motor, with a simnle rotor winding not subject to
high voltage shocks at starting, was inherently more reliable
than the freak rotor of a svnchronous induction motor. If

power factnr improvement was renuired. a pha.se advancer,
which might be used or not at will, would meet all require-
ments, and might be added at any time as the mine loacl,

developed. If a clutch or other .starting device was provided.

then a saLient-pole machine was preferable to a eynchronous
induction motor.
Large mining pump motors running at 1,500 or 3,000 r.p.m.

had usually power factors of from 93 per cent, to 96 per cent.

To obtam a leading p.f. of 0.9 would entail a sacrifice of 2 to

3 per cent, efficiency, and require high rotor starting volts, in-

creased complicatioq, cost, and liabiUty to breakdown. Fur-
ther, for colliery use the motors would have to be totally

enclosed, and all the switchgear flameproof. The reduced re-

liability would be sufficient to put it out of court in the eyea
of a mining engineer. For driving Ilgner sets, or any drive

where energy was required from the moving masses during
peak loads, the plain induction motor with a phase advancer
slip regulator, which could be arranged to give up to 15 per
cent, speed drop from light to full load, was preferable. A set

of that type was installed in that district driving a rolling milL
Perhaps the plain induction motor without the slip regulator
had a p.f. from 5 per cent, to 10 per cent, higher than that
of the synchronous induction motor running as an induction
motor. In addition to the power-factor improving machines
already indicated. Major David had a 23G-kVA static condenser
also in operation at 3,000 volts, which had given very satis-

factory results. He agreed with the author that the s.i.m.

could be made a satisfactory and reliable machine, but it waa
not the sujierlative machine he endeavoured to prove it to be.

Mr. C. S. Buyers (Messrs. Crompton & Co., Chelmsford)
differed in opinion from one or two speakers in that he con-
sidered that type of motor, for several reasons, very suitable

for driving the main fan at a colliery where the power factor

might be as low as 0.6 lagging, a figure which was not un-

common. First, fan motors ran at a fairly low speed and were
in many instances underloaded for the first few years to allow

for change of pulleys in the future when a greater volume of

air became necessary; a synchronous induction motor could

be run at a leading power factor at any load, thus rectifying

the effect of lagging currents in the system. Secondly, a fan

motor ran for six days a week at a constant load, and did not
require to be started and stopped frequently, all of whidi
were in favour of the synchronous induction motor. Thirdly,

the air gap of a synchronous induction motor w'as generally

greater than that of a plain induction motor, a matter con-

sidered of importance by colliery engineers, who rightly re-

garded reliability as an essential feature of a fan motor. The
desirability of using synchronous induction motors where suit-

able conditions prevailed should be evident if one considered

that the losses in a system operating at 0.7 power factor were
twice as great as when o{5erating at unity power factor. Mr.
Carr did not include in his diagrams, showing the various

methods of connecting the rotor windings of synchronous in-

duction motors, the scheme adopted by Messrs. Crompton and
Co. Their method was to wind the rotor two-phase and to

connect the neutral point of the rotor winding directly in

series with the exciter armature, and with the dippers of a
two-phase liquid starter, the two free ends of the rotor wind-

ing being connected to the insulated pots of the starter. The
exciter was always at earth potential at starting, even if the

slip-ring voltage were as high as 2,000 volts. With that ar-

rangement the starting apparatus was exactly as for an
induction motor, and could lie operated bv unskilled labour.

Mr. D. Weir (British Tliomson-Houston Co.. Ltd., Rugby)
said the synchronous induction motor was technically an in-

terestmg machine, bat there were grave doubts among some
of the leading manufacturers, and among many operating

engineers, as to the suitabibty of that type of motor for the

drives commonly met with in practice. For one instance in

which the synchronous induction motor could be used advan-

tageously there were ten in which the ordinary salient-polo

synchronous motor showed up to much greater advantage.

The only advantage . that the synchronous induction motor

could claim over the self-synchronising salient-pole machine
was its high starting torque, but that advantage was ob-

tained at a somewhat formidable price, not only in the matter

of initial ci >t. but also in efficiency, robustness, and to a certain

extent, stability. The alternative scheme of driving the load

through a clutch .should not be lost sight of. How many cases

were there in practice where a high starting torque was really

unavoidable? How much better surely to employ one of the

comparatively simple devices for unloading the apparatus dur-

ing the starting period ! The efficiency of the synchronous

induction motor might be 2 or even 3 per cent, lower in some

cases. The salient-pole machine for unity power factor^ opera-

tion would on the average be 2 per cent, better in efficiency

than the corresponding induction motor, or (taking Mr. Carr's

figure of 1 per cent.) the salient-pole machine was at least

3 per cent, better than the corresponding synchronous induc-

tion motor. In .some cases it might be even from 4 to 5 per

cent, better. If the salient-pole machine were designed for .9

power factor leadinir. the efficiency would still be from 2_to

4 per cent. l>etter than that of the synchronous induction

motor—a very material advantage for the salient-pole machine.

On the average, the synchronous-induction motor enuipmant
was approximately 23 per cent, dearer than the .salient-pole

equipment, llinsp who bad to m.Tintain a lar^e installation of

induction motors knew what a real difficulty the small air gap

was. True, the svnchronons-induction motor had an air cap

30 per cent, areatpr than that of the corresponding indu''tioli

motor, but nevertheless it w.a.s. even at that, still a sm/iU air

gap. Why retain that undesirable feature unnecessarilv in

those cases where a svnchronous m.ichine could be installed?
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That the low-voltage exciter was a troublesome feature had
beeu burne out by Major David's remarks. When one con-

sidered the very serious drawbacks, the attitude of a few
iiiil"irtant luarjufacturers in this country, and of the majority

<jf the large American manufacturers, in refusing to build the
synchronous-induction motor, except in very special cases, was
quite understandable. If the synchronous-induction motor

I
had a useful held, it was a very Limited one indeed.

Ml-. P. J. Plevin (Metropolitan-Vickers Electiical Co., Ltd.,

I Cardiff) pointed out that Mr. Carr mentioned that the human
I

element might materially affect the value of the starting cur-

rent of a synchronous-induction motor, and that by ill-judged

switching-m it might exceed the normal by no less than 2j
times. Such a figure was well above the average of the start-

ing cm'rents of salient-pole synchronous machines as guar-

anteed by the makers and, as expert operation could not
always be depended upon, it would seem that one of the chief

advantages claimed (ov the .synchronous-induction type over
the salient-pole synchronous type vanished, unless the latter

was similarly affected.

Mr. C. CwKE Atchiso.v (Bittou, near Bristol) explained that

supply engineers had not taken enough cognisance of power
factor in the past and were reaping their crop of trouble. As
to methods of charging. English engineers had not taken power
factor into account, but abroad some supply authorities did

so and charged a higher price for supplies at lower power
factor. If supply undertakings had taken up the question of

power factor in .some such way originally, they would have
had some suitable plant installed and would not be receiving

so many inquiries as to how to rectify present troubles.

The discussion was continued by Mr. W. A. Ch.imen, Mr.
C. T. Allan, and Prof. D. Robertson (Bristol University).

Mr. L. H. A. Carr pleaded that his paper should be read. It

was stated therein that "the drives most favoured by
operating engineers are compressors, &c." Not that he re-

commended them exclusively for compressors, but that
operating engineers favoured them

—

a mere statement of fact.

It was not at all his intention to push that machine where
it had no place, but some customers would have quotations
for them, and would put them in, and it was of no use to
quarrel with a po.ssible customer because he wished to con-
sider a machine which might not. in the manufacturer's
opinion, be the most suitable for the job. People wanted
them, and manufacturers had to supply them. With refer-

ence to Major David's remarks, what they were all after was
fundamental fact, so that the best machine for the purpose
could always be put in in any given case. Major David re-

ferred to high rotor volts in connection with n starter trouble;
surely the rotor voltage had nothing to do with the question.
With regard to flameproof sets, synchronous induction motors
would not be put forward for use where Piegulation 132
applied. The difficulty was the exciter, and existed with any
d.c. machine. Mr. Plevin seemed to have misunderstood the
point about starting current. The 2J times full-load current
Referred to in the paper was synchronising current, not start-

mg current, and was only reached during one cycle. The
whole kick only lasted five cycles and could scarcely be
measured on an ordinary meter. The author could not agree
with all Mr. Weir's figures for the difference in efficiency

lietween salient^pole and induction-type synchronous motors.
His relative-price figure was certainly wrong. The synchron-
ous induction motor was just about beginning to take its

rightful place, and the reason why it had not already done so
was that it has not been sufficiently pushed in the past.

fuel to the heating radiators, hot-water supply, light, and
power, the over-all eificiency of which was expected lo reach
oU or 60 per cent. Such a figure could nut be approacLied
by an internal-combustion eugme plant or the largest and
most efficient steam-power condensing electric station that
could be built. The reason was that a combined heating and
powder plant could make use of the latent heat of steam,
whereas the condensing steam station could not do so. '1 hese
high efficiencies could be attained by any steam power
station where the conditions were such that the waste heat
from the exhaust could be economically utilised.
"In regard to ao-, 40-, or 50-h.p. plants running normal

hours (nine hours per day), it seems that (provided reasonable
prices can be secured) the cheapest power is that purchased
from the electric supply mams, although the latest forms of
oil engme run the public supply very closely, particularly li
longer hours than the normal are worked. If the power is
required intermittently it will probably be found that instal-
lations up to, say, 000 h.p. or more, can be run most cheaply
Irom the public mains even when the rate of charge is com-
paratively high. Also, where more power is required in sum-mer than m winter, the public supply is probably the
cheapest. •'

" Where ^the machinery to be driven is concentrated and
can easily be reached by one power unit directly coupled to
It, a single large gas or oil engine is generally the cheapest
form of i)ower to install, \\here, although the same amount
of power IS required, it is spUt up among a number of units
If current can be obtained at about l.od. to 2d. per kilowatt^
hour, the public supply is cheapest, because if a works power
plant be installed it has first to drive an electric generator
which in turn has to drive the individual motors, thus more
than doubling the capital cost as compared with that of a
direct-connected engine with no electric generator "

Eefemng to the super-station of, say, 200 OOO kW Mr
Seabrook said that even the best of these did not give' more
than about 17 per cent, thermal efiiciencv in actual practice
and a very highly skilled staff and perpetual vigilance were
required to maintain that figure. The small lOO-h.p. plant
could easily equal it, in fact, it could largely exceed it where
waste-heat boilers were fitted to the exhausts. The greatest
difficulty with the super station was the transmission
—the bigger the generating station, the bigger and more
costly the transmission and distribution svstem • and the 17
per ce_nt. efficiency at the power station was greatly drawn
upon by the time the kilowatts were transformed up (prob-
ably twice), delivered to the consumer (perhaps ''0 miles
away) probably transformed twice, and perhaps converted
once, before the power was in a usable form. This in all
probability reduced the thermal efficiency at the point of use
to aliout 12 per cent., whereas the small lOO-h.p. plant
rendered its thermal efficiency of 17 per cent., at the con-
sumer s works.
Looking at actual cases, they could, more often than not

buy electric power from quite small and medium-sized
stations cheaper than from the largest. Also the profits
made by the biggest undertakings did not appear to be
greater m proportion than those made by the smaller onesHe saw very strong evidence in favour of decentralisation
rather than concentration: and the construction of power
stations on more modest lines appeared to him to promise
far more useful results. People were now inclined to pro-
ceed on less grandiose lines, viz.. in the direction of medium-
sized power stations, and he beUeved thev were right

THERMAL EFFICIENCY,

On March 8th an address was given before the AssocL4-
TiON OF Engineehs-in-Ch.4RGE by Mr. A. Hugh Seabrook,
M.I.Mech.E., M.I.E.E., on "Large and Small Power Stations
in relation to Thermal Efficiency, and other Considerations."
Describing himself as a " fuel engineer," he mentioned the
extremely high thermal efficiency at which a power plant
could be run when there was a constant demand for heat,
such as existed at many large private institutions, hotels and
the like. His firm was drawing up plans for the reorganisa-
tion of the heating and lighting services of an old institution,
at present Hghted mainly liy gas, and served for heat and
hot water in a most inefficient manner by 14 boilers. By
converting the gas lighting to electric, installing a couple of
high-pressure boilers which would supply steam to an electric
light and nower plant, and by using the waste stearn from
the latter for heating, hot water, and cooking, an enormous
saving could be made over the present costs. This saving
was enhanced by the fact that the large boilers could u.se a
fuel costing le.ss than half the price per ton of the fuel at
present used. In such a ca.se one drove and heated by elec-
tricity everything possible up to a well-defined limit, because,
under these special circumstances, electricity cost practicalh
nothing to produce .so far as fuel was concerned.

If one considered that little power station as a separat<^
unit, it would make a shockingly poor shnwintr of about fi tn
7 per cent, efficiency from n thermal point of view. But
that was not the way to look at it; that power station was
only one link in a chain of thermal changes from the raw

The Metallurgical Aspect of Electric Welding.—.\t a recent
meeting of the Sheffield Society nf Engineers and Metallur-
gists, Mr. J. H. Paterson, D.Sc, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
lectured on " The Metallurgical Aspect of Electric Welding."
To a considerable extent the lecture was devoted to the consi-
deration of nitrogen and oxygen in steel. Mr. Paterson referred
to the various processes of welding, and laid down the asser-
tion that the correct current-strength at which to weld was
the highest pos.5ible—certainly the higher the current-strength
the more perfect would be the weld. The percentage of oxy-
gen varied according to the strength, existing in globules in
the metal, and, though generally nitrogen had a bad effect on
the steel, it had at the same time a tendency to strengthen.
His own experiments at Newcastle had been" conducted with
the help of a specially-prepared iron box with a glass front, and
four openings for experiments, and he had found that, by
this, means, he could arrive at any strength he wished, often
without the lea.st trace of foreitrn or objectionable matter. It
had been of very great use to him in his experimental work.
It was possible even then to find occasionallv that nitrogen
could not be wholly excluded, but at the mostit was no more
than .02.5 per cent., so that it was practicallv neghgible

—

ShefHeld Daily Telegraph.
, g g .

Renovating Glow Lamns in Finland.— It Is calculated
that the annua] consumption of glow lamps in Finland
nmnunts to 2,000,000. The Suomen Sahkwlamn-putedehdas.
0\.. of Helsmgfors. has now .started a factory for the resto-
ration of worn-out lamps according to methods devised in
Finland. The capacity of the factory is 300/400 lamps per day.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Riaderx are invited to tubmit partieulart oj new or improved devicet and apparatui, which will ie publiihed

if considered of tufficient interett.

The " CasteU " Figure Lock.

The Castell figure lock is a new type of lock which has

been designed for use on oil-switch cell doors.

It has been a practice in the past to supply for use on these

doors substantial padlocks of the Yale type, aijd, also, an ad-

ditional catch operated by hand, or by a railway key, the pur-

pose of the catch being to hold the door rigidly against the

cell frame work. The figure lock, however, replaces the pad-

lock, and obviates the use of the additional catch.

The lock is of simple and strong construction, consisting of

a rotatable centre portion in an outer casing. This centre

portion, upon which is cast a raised number, can only be

turned when a key, having a corresponding sunk number
to that on the lock, is inserted, so that it is impos.sible for

any key to open the wrong door. The key has a movement
of 90 deg., the figures being in a vertical position when the

lock is closed. The ma.ster key is similar in de.«ign to the
figure key, with the exception that the inside base is so

formed as to suit any lock. When it is desired, names of

Four, spRihle^

Fig. 1.—The " C.^strll " Figure Lock.

circuits can be engraved on the square shanks of the keys.

The lock is so constructed that the locking lever behind the

door can be adjusted horizontally to suit varying thicknesses

of floor posts, and, at the same tune, it ensm-es tightly fitting

doors.

There can be 99 changes of locks with figures of the size

shown in the illustration (fig. 1), although, when required, 999

changes can be provided by using smaller figures.

In cases where cell doors are of such a size as to necessi-

tate locking at the top and bottom corners, a figure lock can

be supplied for the top. and a special catcli for the bottom.

This catch has the adjustable feature of the figure lock, and
is designed for operating with the same key.

The locks have a black . lacquer finish, the keys being

nickel-plated. The inventor is Mr. -J. H. Castell, Clun House,
Surrey Street, W.C.a.

The Venner Stop=watch.

Messrs. Venner Time Switches, Ltd., of 45, Horseferry

Eoad, London^ S.W.I, recently showed us a stop-watch which
they are introducint;. which possesses exceptional advantages.

The dial, about 2 in. in diameter, is divided into ten

seconds, each of which is sub-divided into tenths of a second

;

the minutes dial is sub-divided in sixths corresponding to

the complete revolutions of the seconds hand, and reads up
to 10 minutes, the dial being printed in two colours. The
tenth-second divisions are about l/16th in. wide, so that
readings can readily be made to one-fortieth of a second as
easily as to one-fifth on the ordinary dial, and the .seconds

hand does not .start with a jump, but quite .imoothly, re-

turning accurately to zero.

The most interesting feature of this watch is the escape-
ment, which is of the usual lever and balance-wheel type,
with ruby pallets and a non-magnetic hair-spring, free from
temperature error; the balance-wheel oscillates at such a

high frequency that its movement can hardly be seen, -and
consequently the seconds hand appears to rotate not by
.steps but at uniform speed. The workmanship is of a high
order, and the mechanism is enclosed in a tightly fit

nickel ca.se. For meter testing, and all similar tests in-

volving the aiccurate measurement of short periods of time,
this is a fir.st-class instrument.

A New Wiring Box.
Mr. Robert Crust. 40 Brook Street, Bradford, has sent us

particulars of his "Bradford " connector box, the principal
feature of which is the way it ensures continuity in a
conduit svstem. As will be seen from the illustration

(fig. 2) this is a circular wooden box into which extension

pieces from conduit grips are brought, being fastened by one
screw in the centre. The box can be used for mounting all

kinds of Lighting accessories, such as switches, ceiling roses,

lie.

A Convenient Fuse Plug.

A Canadian finn. The " Repeater 6 " Fuse Plug Co., of

Burhngton, Ont., has placed a new type of fuse plug on the
market. In this are arranged six fu.ses, so that when one

Fig. 2.

—

The " Bradford "

CONNF.CTOR Box.
Fig. 3.

—

Thk " Rr.rKATi :i;

Fuse Plug.

blows another may be put into circuit by a turn of a knob.
The illustration (tig. .3) is taken from the Electrical S'ews
Toronto).

Linliing Tumbler Switches.

We have received from Mr. R. A. Macaulay, of 48, Ashton
New Road. Beswick, Manchester, a sample of a device for

linkmg two ordinary tumbler switches for use as a d.p. switch,
without any modification of the latter. The Unk is a rod of

fibre, split longitudinally, with cavities formed in the two
halves to receive the heads of the dolUes; when the parts are

assembled and held together by screws, the link is securelv

attached. The device is said to be cheap, time-saving, and
adaptable to any switch, and is made in two sizes, for five

and 10 amperes.
A similar device has been sent to us by Messrs. Addib

and. Hartley, 23, Lancaster Avenue, Fennel Street, Mam-'
Chester. In this case a cylindrical hard-wood bar with hemi-
spherical ends is used. The switch dollies fit into recesses in

the ends of this and are covered in by hemispherical caps
secured to the bar by means of screws.

The " Ortosate " Electric Iron.

Thf. " Orto.safe " electric iron, recently placed on the market
by Berry's Electric, Ltd., 8.5, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

W.l, embodies an automatic switching device, which ensures
that the current is cut off when the iron is laid aside during
use. It is too easy for a housewife to leave an iron in circuit

if called away to attend to something else, and consequently
there is always a chance of the iron overheating and scorching
material—or worse—setting it on tire; all this is apart from
the waste of energy involved. Tlie " Ortosafe " device con-

l-^G. 4.

—

The " Ortosafe " Electric Iron.

ll
sists, as will be seen from fig. 4, of a bar weighted at one end

and attached by its other end to the connector, being pivoted

near the b.ick of the iron. When the weighted end falls the

connector is removed quickly from its sockets. If it is de-

sired to allow the iron to remain connected to the supply

when not in use, it may be placed in an upright position

resting on the two projecting plates seen at the back of the

iron in the illustration. The iron is at present made in two

sizes, 5 and 6 lb., and for voltages ranging from 100 to 250
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REVIEWS.

Engineering Electricity. By Prof. Ralph G. Hudson. Pp.
viii+190. Figs. 194. Plates. New York: John Wiley
and Sons (Inc.). London : Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Price
13s. 6d. net.

This book contains the substance of a course of some
twenty lectures dehvered by the author to technical students
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

It covers the general principles of the heavier branches of

electrical engineering, and is primarily intended for the use
of students who are not specialising in this subject.

It will be as well to state at once that) the style is very
condensed, and that the mathematical exposition of the sub-
ject has been used when it appears to be less involved than
the verbal method. Consequently, in order to obtain full

value from the work, it is essential that the reader should
have a sound mathematical basis, the standard being about
that of a second-year student in our technical colleges.

The first chapter, which deals with the fundamental con-
ceptions of current, voltage and power in direct^current cir-

cuits, is perhaps the most difficult to understand in the
whole of the book. The definitions given are very compre-
hensive, being framed to cover all possible kinds of circuit.

This generalisation tends to obscure the meaning of some of

the statements, and makes it more difliciilt for the beginner
to grasp the fundamental laws underlying the subject,

although it must be admitted that a student who thoroughly
masters this initial chapter will have acquired a mental
equipment which will enable him to solve most of the prob-

lems he may encounter in connection with direct-current

circuits.

In dealing with the magnetic field the author uses the
terms Maxwell, Gauss, Oersted, and Gilbert as the names of

the units of magnetic flux, flux density, reluctance and mag-
netomotive force respectively. Several attempts have beeJi

made to popularise these names in this country, with but
little success, and it is rather doubtful whether their use is

as common in the United States as is suggested by the
manner in which they are introduced into the present work.
The term to which most objection may be raised is the
Gauss, which represents flux per square centimetre, since

the former term conveys nothing to the student, whilst the
latter warns him that he must apply a conversion factor if

the area considered is measured in some other unit.

The chapters dealing with the practical applications of the
theoretical principles are well and clearly written, and cover
a wide field. Tbey could, of course, be expanded with ad-
vantage, but the limits imposed by the size of the book have
necessitated a wise discrimination.

In the chapter on alternating-current ckcuits useful sum-
maries are given of the relation between the various quan-
tities in series and parallel circuits containing resistance,

capacity and inductance.
A novel feature is the inclusion at the end of the book of a

number of excellent reproductions from photographs of

machines, instruments, &c., in various stages of assembly.
This method of collecting the illustrations together in one
part of the book has much to commend it, as it is usually
impossible for them to coincide exactly with the text, and
by this arrangement the attention is not distracted by an
illustration which probably has no connection with the

, letterpress on the page to which it happens to be adjacent.
A useful set of magnetisation curves is included, and a
copper wire table which would be more valuable if EngUsh
as well as American sizes were included.

A word of praise is due for the excellent way in which the
book is produced. The type is clear and easy to read, and
the many diagrams and mathematical formulae in the text
are exceedingly well reproduced.
On the whole the work is well adapted for the class of

readers for which it is intended, and it might also serve well
as a refresher course for those whose college studies are, un-
fortunately, only too far behind them.

The Emission of Electricitv from Hot Bodies. By O. W.
RiCH.ARDSON, F.R.S. Pp. viii-f320; figs. 35. London:
Longmans Green & Co. Price 16s. net.

This is the second edition of a work first published in
1916, and deals with the exceedingly interesting problems
that arise from the atomic decomposition which is promoted
by high temperature in material of every kind.

After devoting 29 pages to considerations of a general
character which embrace the historical development of the
observations made on these phenomena, the author proceeds
to set out the main outlines of the theory of emission of elec-
trons from hot bodies. This is based, as our readers will be
aware, on the analogy furnished by the escape of molecules
in vapour from a liquid or a solid during evaporation. The
fir.st calculations of the thermionic currents to be expected at
different temperatures, on the view that the discharge from
a negatively charged conductor was carried by electrons
ejected owing to the vigour of their heat motions, were
made by the author twenty years ago, as some of our readers
may remember, and the present work contains an account
of much of the experimental work which has givelj fresh

evidence in support of his conclusions. Pages 29 to 60, m
which the theoretical aspects of the problem are presented, de-
serve particular attention from aU those who desire to ob-
tain an insight into the mechanism of the phenomena in
question, because the principles involved are so clearly ex-
pressed, and their application is develoised in so simple and
logical a manner, that it is a pleasm-e to foUow the argu-
ment. Of course, the mathematical treatment will be an
obstacle to those who have allowed this instrument to be-
come rusty in their minds for want of employment. The
difficulties, however, are not so great but that they yield to
a Uttle perseverance.. The pressure of electrons emitted from a
hot body contained in an exhausted vessel of non-conducting
material is amenable to the laws ascertained of the working
of Camot's engine. By this method the results are inde'
pendent of any suppositions about the condition of electrons
inside the hot body, and the conclusions arrived at are charac-
terised by a degree of certainty attainable in no other way.
inasmuch as the second laiw of thermodynamics is one of
the very few principles in physics to which there is no ex-
ception. The emission of positive ions by hot metala oc-
cupies 30 pages, and the treatment is admirable. The whole
subject is compUcated by problems of conduction of elec-
tricity, and progress is impeded by the absence of any com-
prehensive theory of conduction in metaUic conductors. An-
other difficulty lies in the want of a satisfactory explanation
of the contact potential difference between metals, with re-
gard to which there has been much controversy. It began
more than a century ago. and is still unsettled."
The question is of fundamental importance in the inter-

pretation of the theory of the emission of electricity from
hot bodies, and it is to be hoped it will now receive more
earnest attention from investigators.
The last chapter deals with the results of some experi-

ments on electrons released by chemical action, the cost of
which was partially defrayed by a Government grant through
the Royal Society. It is gratifying in these days of heavy
taxations to know that some small part, at least, of the
money taken from our pockets is put to useful ends. Prom
what has been said, it will be readily seen that this is a book
which no one who desires to keep abreast of the develop-
ments now taking place in the structure of matter can afford
to neglect.

Absolute Measurements in Electricity and Magnetism By
Andrew Ge.4Y. Pp. xis -1-837; figs. 259. London:
MacMillan & Co. Price 42s. net.

This important book deals in a masterly way with the sub-
ject-matter contained in its title. The present edition embraces
in a smgle volume the ground covered by the two volumes
which preceded it, the first of which was pubhshed as long
ago as 1888. In that interval the direction taken by the pro-
gress of physical science has undergone great changes. It is
the universal experience in all depai-tments of Jmowledge,
when growth is rapid, that its devotees are now all agog
upon one branch of its development, and then all agog upon
another. In this case the subjects of physical study have
changed so profoundly since the first edition appeared that
the author was at one time evidently in doubt whether the
theory and practice of absolute measurements in electricity
and raagnetism would again command serious attention during
his lifetmie. But though the growth of science may seem
one-sided for a i)eriod, owing to the fact that scientific men
and professors share with their fellow creatures the pro-
pensity to flock, before long it always tends to round itself

off, and interest sets all the more keenly to neglected aspects
of the science on account of their having been so long in abey-
ance. The immediate cause of bringing attention round'
to the problem of absolute measm-ements in this instance
was the need that arose out of developments in wireless tele-
graphy, and this alone will suffice to pin attention upon it
for some time to come, in spite of the fact that the mysteries
of relativity and the contradictions of the quantum theory
tend to divert the interest of physicists to these most fascina-
ting questions. The author at present sees some reason to
fear that radio-activity and the phenomena of X-rays may bo
monopolise the attention of physicists as to lead again to the
neglect of more prosaic but essential work in the higher
aspects of dynamics. However that may be. the problems
dealt with in his book belong to the type to which we must
always return, and the manner of his treatment and the
arrangement of his matter are on those elemental lines which
must inevitably bo preserved in future developments of the
subject. We may expect that Gray's " Absolute Meaeure-
ments," like Gray's " Anatomy," will be familiar to studenta
for many a long day, in ever fresh editions brought up to date
by men not yet bom.

.\n Industrial Entente.—.^n interesting feature of a special
Lauder performance at the Princes Theatre, on April 26th,
will be the presence of prominent leaders of both organised
Capital and organised Labour. The performance is to be
under the personal patronage of H.R.H. the Duke of York,
and the proceeds will go to the Industrial Welfare Society, «f
which he is president.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.

qaOT XBT PUBUSHSD.)

Omnled expressly tor this journal by MisSRS. Suftok-Jones, OTSn-L ik

sSTbens, Chail'rsKi Patent .Xgenls, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

»^S. ' Insulation lor electric conductors, &c." \V. A. Powell and J. E.

Price. March 31st.

ijai. '• Electric Incandescent lamps." H. Fletcher. March 31st.

9^94. " Electric insulators.''' Callender's Cable and Construction Co.,

Ud, and A. E. Wilson. March 31st.

9396. ' Means for attachinj; conductors to electric insulators. G. \ .

Twiss. March 31st.

9,298. " Electric pocket lamps." M. Zeiler. March 31st.

•^302. "System of commutators (or automatic telephone exchanges, &c."

G. Alfani and L. Mazza. March 31st. (Italy, April 1st, 1921.)

9.306. "Trolley heads (or owrhead electric conductors." H. Richardson.

March .31st.

4,311. • Alternating-current electric instruments," E. W. Hill and G. h.

Sliotter. March 31st.

9.330. "Call indicator circuits." L. Polinkowsky and Western Electric

Co,, Ltd. March 31st.

9,321. •' Sparking plugs." F. L. EUridgc. March 31st.

9,336. "Terminals for electric couplings." T. Dobson. March 31st.

9,333. " Electric transmission for vehicles." Tilling-Stevens Motors, Ltd.,

aad H. K. Whitehorn. March 31st.

9,350. " X-ray tubes." A. C. Goolden, V. E. Pullin and A. G. Warren.

Marck 31st.

9,353. " Automatic air and oil-break electric switches. Ferguson, Failin,

Ud., and G. Pailin. March 31st.

9,3.55. " Electric fuse wire holders." J. McGrath. March 31st.

9.363. " Automatic air and oil-break electric switches." G. Pailin.

March 31st.

9.364. " Regulation of hydro-electric power stations." O. Poebing.

.March 31st. (Germany, April 1st, 1921.)

9,378. " Galvanic batteries." R. E. Beswick and Fuller's United Electric

'*orks, Ltd. April 1st.

9.3M. " Sparking pitigs." ]. H. Chapman, .\pril 1st.

9,401. "Automatic metering for telephone calls." A. J. Wheeler. April

lat.

9,412. " Magnetic lifting apparatus." J. Russell. April 1st.

9,419. " Electric switches for motor vehicles." N. A. Block and ]. W.
Coward- April 1st.

9,435. *' Device for indicating burning out or failure of electrical appara-

tus." E. Elmcs. April 1st.

9.442. " Automatic devices (or charging accumulators." C. M. E. Frank-

Ito. April 1st.

9.443. " Power transmission svstems." Metropolitan-\'ickers Electrical Co.,

Ltd. April 1st. (United States, April 12th. 1921.)

9,454. " Electrical fly killer." C. Ruffin. April 1st.

9,459. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

April 1st. (United States. April 1st, 1921.)

9.463. ""Tubular metal casings for electric conductor wires." G. W.
Humphry. April 1st.

9.464. " Measurement of high electrical resistances or ionisation strengths."

W. Brandt. April 1st. (Austria, April 2nd, 1921.)

9,467. " Antenna systems for wireless communication." E. Y, Robinson.

April 1st.

9,469. "Measurement of high electrical resistances or ionisation strengths,"

S. Strauss. April 1st. (.Austria, April 2nd, 1921.)

9,489. " Electro-magneticallv-opcrated hooters." R. Bosch .Akt. Ges. April

3r<l. (Germany, .April 18lh, 1921.)

9.519. " Printing-telegraph machines." O. L. Kleber. .\pril 3rd.

%32l. " Electric gas lamps with glow discharge." Patent-Theuhand Ges.

fur Elektrische Gluhlampen. .\pril 3rd. (Germanv, April 4th, 1921.)

9,526. "Telephone repeater svstems." Western Electric Co.. Ltd. (Western
Electric Co. Inc.). April 3rd. ',

9>S37. "Telephone exchange systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western
Electric Co. Inc.). April 3rd.

9,S29. " Electrostatic condensers." E. W. Dorey. April 3rd.

9,547. " Earth inductor devices." Aeronautical Instrument Co. .\pril 3rd.

(United Sutes, August 13th, 1921.)

9,560. " Devices for recording telephone calls." J. S. Ross. April 3rd.

9,569. " High-speed dynamoelectric machines." Soc. .Anon, pour I'Exploita-

tios des Protedfc M. Leblanc-Vicker^. -April 3rd. (France, April 16th. 1921.)

9,690. " Electric control means." J. R. C. August and E. K. Hunter.
April 4tb.

i,626'. " Illuminated night and day sign for motor vehicles." A. H. Thomp-
son. April 4th.

9.685. " Electric railwav signals." F. H. Robinson and W. F. Toplev.

April 4tk.

9.686. " Frequency-regulators for alternating-current circuits." F. W. Le
TafI (Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.). April 4th.

9,739. " Boxes for electric lamps." .A. H. Stevenson and H. G. Thompson.
April 5tk.

9,742. " Cycle dynamo lamps and transmission appertaining thereto." W.
J. Newman. April 5th.

9,763. " Means for rectifying alternating currents, &c." T. F. Wall. .April

Sth.

9.768. " Electric torches." A. A. King. April 5th.

9.769. " Current collectors." N. Clough. April 5th.

9.770. " Systems of electric traction and suspension
conductors therefor." N. Clough. April 5th.

9,775. " Amplifving wireless signal currents to work r.

S. W. Bligh and E. L. Crowe. April 5th.

9,78.3. " Cabinet for telephone call boxejs, &c." H. P. C. Estler. April 5th.

9.786. "Safely devices for switch hooks of telephone instruments." Com-
pagnie Francais.- pour I'Exploitation des ProcWfe Thomson-Houston, .\pril

5lb. (Franc,.. April 8th. 1921.)

9.842. " Electrical control gear." F. Addie and A. G. Hartley, .ipril 6th.

9.867. " .Snarking plugs." A. D. Cook, .\pril 6th.

!l.874. " E'l«tric motors." W. R. Macdonald. April 6th.

9.876. " Electric mincer." H. E. Holman. .^pril 6th.

9,886. " Prepavment electricity meters." F. Holden and Measurement, Ltd.

April etk.

9,902. " Electrical insulating device." F. C. B. Chase. ,
.April 6th.

9.910. " Headlights for motor-cars, cycles. S:c." A. E. Watson. April 7th.

9.911. " Reducing self-induction and^ eddy-current losses in untlerground

electric cables." .\. M. Taylor. .April 7th.

9.912. ** Device for ensuring electrical continuity in systems of electric steel

conthiits." W. E. Roberts. April 7th.

9,934. " Dynamo-electric m.achines." L. J. Vann. April 7th.

9,925. " Vents for electric storage batteries." R. E. Beswick and Fuller's

United Electric Works, Ltd. .April 7th.

9,929. " Detachable connectors for connecting up flexible cables to electric

kettles. 5(C." E. Townshend & Townshends, Ltd. April 7th.

9,931. " .\utomatic time switch for electric light." P. G. Barden. .April

7tli.

9.941. " Electric incandescent lamps.'* Parker, Winder & .Achurch. Ltd..

a«d J. F. Pennelather. April 7th.

fl,94T. " Automatic circuit-breakers." Crompton & Co.,^ Ltd.. and W. F.

Jeiies. April 7th.

9,948. " Submarine signalling." J. Twaddle, .\pril 7th.

9.960. " Means for selective reception of alternating currents." F. E. Pernot

an<i I.. J. Rich. April 7th.

9.;iliN.
" Electric pocket lamp." P. Rombach. April 7th. (Germany, Ko-

vember 1st, 1921.)
, , . „ r> u f «v,«r

9,970. "Amplifiers lor wireless telegraphy and telephony. O. R. C. bher-

wood. April 7th. . , , p
9 982. "Electric motor control." British Thomson-Houslon Co., no. '^.

T Hanna, and H. C. Hastings. April 7th.
, , -,u

9,997. "Long telegraph cables." Western Electric Co., Ltd. .April ith.

(Uiiited States, August 16th, 1921.) i„,,„k. «n^
10,002. " Methods of reciving in telephony and m wireless lel-^raph, ,n*

telephonv." A. E. O'Dell (Lorenz Akt. Ges.) (W. Scheppmann) April 7th.

10,003; " Electric regulating resistances for switch^;,, ic. Schweizensche

Gasapparate Fabrik Solothurn und Elektra Fabrik Eletar.scher Heiz-und Koch-

apparal.-. April 7th. (Switzerland, April 13th. 1921.)
. „

10,010. " x-ray apparatus for localisation ol foreign body in *e eyeball.

11. H. McGregor. April 8th.

for overhead

cording instrun

PUBLISHED SPtCIFICATlONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifitjations win b»

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be UKen.

x9ao.
15 687 " Electric (use boards, distribution boards, and the like." B.

Ouarmby. March 5th, 1921. (177,181.)
. . k ,;«_

"28,782. " Spark-strengtheners, especially in connection with a>mbustw»

power engines with several cylinders." A. -Nissen. October Uth, 1920.

^

'A'SU " Thermionic generators of high-frequency electric oscillaUons." H.

I. Round and P. P. Eckersley. October 19th, 1920. a7r^93.)

32 "96 " Electric accumulators or storage batteries." H. Leitner. NOTem-

bcr loth, 1920. (177,198.)
. , . , , „h „,!,,, fluids "

32 472. " Arrangements for the electric heating of water and otHer nuias. .

Fe«ta Akt. Ges. November 20th, 1919. (154,189.) . .

33,004. " Means for minimUing coupling between receiver ^"J^J^'"^}"^
amplifiers in a high-frequency signalling system." R. Fiedler and K. Hoplner^

February 5th, 19-20. (158,536.) „ . .-
i jp r MillikM

35 352 " Cord grips for electrical apparatus." A. Kirk and R. C. HilliKen.

December 15th, 19-20. (177,217.) . . , „ ,1,. „.n.
35,380. " Arrangements for indicating the position o( "PPfatus or the con-

dition of circuits at a distance." Automatic Telephone Manufacturmg Co.,

Ltd., Electrical Improvements, Ltd., A. E. Hudd ami J. R. Beard. December

IGth, 19-20. (Cognate application 26,836/-21.) (177,218.)
,155 547)

35,528. " Electric fuses." O. Cracoanu. December l.th, 1919. (155.547.)

35,755. "Calling devices adapted_ to be operated by wireless signals. W.

H. R. W. Wood.J. Davis. December 20th, 1920. (177,-240.)

35,866. " Battery lamps suitable for use by horsen

December 21st, 1920. (177,246.) „ „ u Th„r„. ,nd M S
35 953 "Charging of electric storage batteries." V, .

H. Thorpe and M. S.

WilBng. December 22nd, 19-20. (177,252.)
, c k n a^. r«=.

36.133. " Electric transformers." Reiniger, Gebbert 5: Schall, Akt. uts,

May 16th, 1918. (155,832.)
, ,^ c r^ !..«>

36.134. " High-tension electric transformers." Dr. F. Dessauer. Jupe

•23rd', 19-20. (165,435.)
.. .u ii, •• I O

36142 "Electric controllers, starters, switches, and the like, J. «.

Povell. September 23rd, 19-21. (177,263.)
n- , v ™l, »=l,h™,

36170. "Filter electrodes for electrolysis." Traun s ForscJlungslaDor»-

torium, Ges. H.O. July 5th, 1918. (155,835.) ,.„„,*
36,233. "Wireless transmitting apparatus." Marcom's Wireless Telegraph

Co., Ltd, (N. E. Davis). December -24th. 1920. (177,26i
. )

., . r
36,251. "Valve transmitters for wireless telegraphy ^ "'^ tejlKjo^„^ ,**•

Preston, H. Morris-Airey, and G. Shearing. December 24th, 19-20. (177,269.)

36,-252. "Supports for filaments in thermionic valves and o">er vacuum

tubeL" L. G. Preston, B. Hodgson, and S. R. Mullard. December 24th, 19».

'^sS.' " Alternating^urrent motors." R. Kimura and T. Seisakusho. De-

cember 30th, 1920. (.Addition to 168,695.). (177,-273.) nrrwi
36.622. "Sparking plugs." S. Fisher. December Slst, 19-20. (177,277.)

xaax.
231. " Means for determining the distance and direction of a source ol

wireless and submarine sound signals." A. U. Sarnmark. December Ut,

1434 "'connections of electric discharge vessels for amplifying electric cw-

ren'ts and potentials." J. Massole. Dr. J. Engl, and H, \ogt. April l**-

^"1 «6'^"'Ar«ngement of circuits for thermionic amplifiers." J. Ma«plle I

Dr'l Engl and H. Vogt. October 9th, 1919. (.Addition to 157 733.* (la7,7M.

1 457 •• Arrangement for mounting and sealing Ught of diaphragm for sounc

apparatus." Signal Ges. ApM 7th, 1917. (157.754.)

1,605. " Electrically-heated boilers." E. Meystre. December 5th, 1918

Q'>7 904 1

1 792 " Manufacture of telephone cables." Johnson & Philips, Ltd., an.

C. 'f. Street. January Uth; 1921. (177,-290 ) .

1 859 " Electric switches for the headlights of motor vehicles and the like.

J.H.Austin. January 12th. 1921. (177,291.)

2365 "Electric junction boxes." F. Cox. January 18th, 1921. (Ii7,3l«.

3'l57' " Electric rectifiers." P. Freedman. January 26th, 1921. (177,315.

4,093.
" Charging-hoppers for electric furnaces "C. -T. Thorssell. E. C

Friis-Beck, and E. E. D. Ediundh. February 3rd. 1921. (177,328)

4 995. "Electron-discharge devices." General Electric Co., Ltd., and A. t.

Bar'tlett. February 12th, Ifel. (177,345.)
,_

5 465 '* Vent-plugs for electric accumulators and the like. A. l-. uavis

February 17th, 19-21. (177,355.) ^ ^ . ^ „ , „ ,.^^„l. c„ Ltd
5 490. " Electric signalling." B. Davies at;d eastern Telegrapli Co., Ltd

February 17th, 1921. (177,336.) ... . ,^ ki .c •» .1^-
5 553

' " Device for preventing vibration destroying the filaments in eux.

lam';s.'' A. McArthur.' February 18th, 1921. (177,357.) „
6031. "Electric switches particularly adapted for firing explosives. J

MacDo'nald. February -22nd, 1921. (177,361.)

6 "25 "One-way transmission gear for use with train-lightmg apparatu;

Jd'te like." L. C. H. Mensing. February 24th. 1921. (177,363.)
_

8 079 " Hioh-tension distributors for electric ignition apparatus. M-L

Syndicate. Ltd. and A. P. McGowran. March 15th, 1921. a7f.S92>
,

.

8 823 " Rheostats." N. G. Langrish and Mctropolitan-Vickers Electrica

Co.', Ltd. M.-^ch 22nd, 1921. (177,399.)
, . , . . . ,„

9 35-' " Dipping tank's for coating electrical apparatus and machinery.

H. "d. Symons. March 22nd, 1921. (177,403.)
, „ ,r ,- _

13 668 "Current-collecting shoes." J. D. Twinberrow and H. t. Oa»f

May' 13th, 1921. (177(433.) ._,..„ , , . ,f,„,,„
14 550 "Electric motor controllers." Igranic F.Iectric Co., Ltd. (Cutler

H.nSr Manulcturing Co.). May 25th. 1921. nirm.)
15 591. "Control svstems for electric motors. Mctropolitan-\ ickers fclec

trioal Co., Ltd. June 9th, 1920. (164,356.)

22 149 " Electrical protective relav apparatus. MetropoIitan-VicKeri. Diet

trica'l Co., Ltd. September 17th, 19a«). (169,15-2)
, r^ i ,a

3-' 352' " Electric switches." Melropolltan-Vickers Electrical Co.. LW

D c'limber 2nd, 1920. (172,318.)

xsaa.
2,396 " Electric relays." Metropofltan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. Fck

ruarv 26th. 1921. (176.333.) ., .,

3.849. " Electric accumulators or storage batteries." H. Leitner Noveni

l»-r Ifith, 19-20. (Divided application on 177,196; cognate application Si.iMiM

(177.179.)
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CO-OPERATIVE TRADE EXPANSION.

[5

The very interestiug subje(.-t of co-operation among

British manufacturers in the securing and execution

of large electrical and other engineering contracts

abroad lias again been brought prominently before the

attention of everybody by the public announcements

that have been made of the registration of a new com-

pany formed by a number of industrial concerns of

world-wide connections and unquestionable and sub-

stantial reputation.

When the great names of Arrol, John Brown, Cam-

mell Laird, and the North British Locomotive Company,

in tlie iron and steel and engineering world, are linked

up with that of the English Electric Company, itself

already an amalgamation of a number of w^ell-known

interests, and with that of the Prudential Assurance

Company representing vast financial experience and re-

sources, we may take it for granted that large matters

are in contemplation. We may also reasonably hope

thtit such united action as the new group will take will

assist the nation in securing big business in competition

with the outside world, which shall contribute subst.an-

tiallv to the volume of work available for British works,

and fur British workers.

It must be nearly twenty years ago since we first advo-

cated in these pages the policy of co-operative action

among British engineering manufacturers in overseas

markets. Many experiments have since been tried, and

a o-reat deal of experience has been gained. Groups of

firms each specialising in a different class of product

have joined hands in order to act with strength and re-

source when large propositions were forward, in Egypt,

in China, in Canada, in pre-war Russia and Siberia.

Some of them failed and little was heard outside their

own circles of the causes of failure ; others succeeded up

to a point, but world-conditions proved to be too strong

for them, the times not being favourable for those

interested to reap the harvest which justifiably appeared

to be ripe for the foreign-traders' sickle. Experience

was gained by many men who are still amongst us. whicli

leaves them as convinced as ever of the value of group

action as a means of securing substantial trade when

world-confidence returns, freeing for execution those

vast engineering schemes which must inevitably be car-

ried out when civilisation can afford to avail itself of

the services of science, industry, and organising

ingenuity, in the development of the earth's resources.

Is that time approaching? There are some favourable

si<;iis and symptoms, and doubtless the new company

(the Power & Traction Finance Co., Ltd.) has been

formed now in order to be in a position to be ready

as opportunities arise to use the immense works,

experience, and facilities that its constituent com-

panies possess, in taking advantage of them for the

7]
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supply of any or all of its varied products in so far as

they may be needed in the carrying out of very large

works suck as the laying down of a new railway, the

electrification of a railway from start to finish, a com-

plete hydro-electric undertaking, big harljour works,

shipbuilding operations, and so forth.

Not only is practically every industrial side (even

including coal and iron production) represented in the

whole, but each constituent company is represented in

practically every part of the world. Tendering should

become a simpler matter, and the submission of one

comprehensive scheme for a large complete undertaking

would give ground for larger hopes of successful com-

petition against similar oilers submitted from other

countries.

The importance of the financial element in the scheme

can hardly be exaggerated, for it will serve to strengthen

all the other parts of the organisation without drawing

directly upon the individual financial resources which

any one of them may be needing for its direct produc-

tive operations. Long financial credit may be given by

the group which it might not be policy for its constitu-

ent parts to undertake on their own account, and settle-

ments in the form of securities not easily realisable and

therefore often unacceptable to a firm requiring its

funds to be in fluid form, might be accepted by united

forces. It would seem that strong and united effort on

the industrial and commercial sides will be backed by

financial readiness to tackle any sound proposition.

One of the differences between the new company and

those that have been formed in the past is the largeness

of the manufacturing interests directly concerned in it.

Another is the time of its formation—a moment when
British prestige stands higher than ever, when the

world is trying hard to break the shackles put upon
development by the events of 1914 and following years,

and when international competition is not materially

weakened, though it is undergoing marked changes.

It has been urged by expert advisers in many lands
that by the group system alone, in which the constituent

parts are linked together by mutual interests, could

British manufacturers hope to succeed in competition
with the vast organisations operating from other indus-
trial countries. The new concern is one more effort in

that connection, and its experience will be watched with
keen interest.

But there have been trials made of other kinds of co-

operative schemes, as our readers are well aware. Elec-

trical companies making various kinds of machinery,
apparatus, and accessories have joined hands in com-
plete amalgamation as one concern, the greater absorb-
ing the less without forming a separate company
for the purpose, and they have been strong enough both
in point of finance and in respect of business-getting

organisation to give a good account of themselves. We
have several notable examples leading the electrical

industry. Some of these can undertake the execution
of complete electrical installations of the largest kinds
—a point with regard to which formerly we were weak in
meeting Teutonic competition even in British colonies.

Further, there are large companies, and some with
specialised lines of manufacture, which are so placed
that they feel that they can go alone. Their continued
success is a proof that there is room for all kinds of

activity and for all degrees of organisation and super-
organisation in the electrical and allied industries. In
some cases makers of motors, switchgear, and so forth,

have acted in concert through joint subsidiary com-
panies operating as selling organisations overseas.

Sometimes these arrangements succeed, sometimes thev
do not.

There is another kind of co-operation which is a

matter of principle or jiolicy rather than a detailed
niece of business and financial organisation. This

class of co-operation has unquestionablj' been a good
thing for the industry when its operations have been

limited to a legitimate field ; but experience has

justified the criticism that it has its limitations, for

limitations to joint action must exist where private

enterprise is seeking profit for different parties. AVlien

the legitimate line is passed, co-operative effort may
lead to waste effort and to waste of money, saddling an

industry with burdens which there is no need whatever
for it to carry. L'nnecessary things or attempted
duplication of the expert and experienced efforts of

others do not add to the economy or efficiency of asso-

ciated industrial organisation, and they contain within

them the seeds of failure.

A large and representative association may do a

world of good if it limits its activities to matters that

are really essential, but it may mar its usefulness to an
industry and to its members if it-s solicitude is shown
where it is not sought, merely for the purpose of justify-

ing its existence or provinjr that, because it is invaluable

in some respects, it is entitled to be a sort of " universal

provider " in all. How often it has happened that

there has been more waste of time, thought, and money
upon the things that do not matter than upon those that

are of first importance but just a little dangerous to

touch !

The holding of the annual general

The E. T.B.I, meeting of the Electrical Trades Bene-

volent Institution affords a suitable

occasion for us once more to impress upon our readers

the obligation which rests upon the electrical industry to

support this, its verj- own benevolent institution, in

every possible way. We venture to suggest that this is

emphatically not a matter for the other fellow to look

after; it is a personal responsibility which to a greater

or less extent affects every one of us by virtue of our<

share in the industry. The fact that our liability is a

voluntary burden in no way lessens its incidence

—

rather it makes the matter a debt of honour ; but there

is no need to put it on so high a plane, for it is in fact

a simjjle and inexpensive method of insurance. For the

small payment of 10s. a year a member is entitled to

the full benefits afforded by the Institution in the event

of his being in need of assistance—and how many of us

can be sure that we shall never qualify for relief ? Those

who are in that hapjiy position are all the more bound
to contribute towards the needs of their less fortunate

brothers, and those who • are not so happily circum-

stanced would be well advised to enrol themselves as

members without delay. Lastly, we would draw atten-

tion to the invaluable work of the local advisory com-

mittees which have already been formed, and to the vast

scope that is open for the formation of such committees,'

as well as for the institution of coUectorships ; any col--

lector who collects the subscriptions of five members or-

raises the sum of £5 a year becomes entitled to the privi-

leges of membership, and this provision enables those

who cannot afford a personal contribution to render

valuable assistance to the Institution whilst also doing

themselves a "ood turn.

The refusal of a jointer in the

Chelmsford Chelmsford undertaking to connect up
One-man an installation, on the ground that the

Strike. wiring was done by non-union labour,

has expanded into a general case. The
Chelmsford undertaking brought tlie matter before

the District Council (Xo. 9), and asked for a settle-

ment of the principle. The employers' side of the Dis-

trict Council agreed that some settlement of the whole

question ought to be come to, which should safeguard

undertakings from being subjected to these spasmodic

one-man strikes. The employers' side indeed went so

far as to pass a resolution to the effect that unless such

individual strike action could be prevented, they

were not prepared to go on with the Council. On
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the matter being referred to the National Council, the

employers' side supported the attitude of the No. 9

District employers, and the trade-union side is left to

lind some way out of the irnpasst. That is how the

matter stands at the moment. This question of the

employes of electricity undertakings using their posi-

tion to boycott contracting firms which do not fall

in with trade-union requirements is, of course, one

which has been of serious concern to undertakings for

some time past, and naturally such a matter must

sooner or later come to a climax. It is obviously un-

rea-sonable, to say the least of it, for the trade unions

to expect that the employers' side will faithfully

adhere to all schedules of wages and working conditions '

and generally carry out the recommendations of the

Industrial Councils, and at the same time not be

assured of immunity from strikes. The trade unions

must realiso that if the Councils cannot ensure the very

thing for which they were created, namely, the peaceful

carrying on of the work of an undertaking as between

emplo.yer and employed, then it is only a question of

time before some undertaking asks: " What is the use

of these Councils? " It is a thousand pities that this

trouble has arisen, just when the Industrial Councils

are taking their permanent place in the organisation

of tlie industry. Still, we trust that the good sense

of the trade unions interested will come to the rescue,

anil that this dispute, which after all is concerned with

:i very small issue, will be quickly cleared up.

The case of " Sutton r. The King,"
.\n Aftermath which • was reported in I'Tit Times of

of the War. April 12th, involved. the discussion of a

question of considerable importance to

men who volunteered for service during the war on 'the

terms that they should continue to receive their civil

pay. The, suppliant was a skilled telegraphist in the

employ of the Post Office. In 1915, responding to a call

for volunteers, he joined the Royal Engineers on the

terms that he should receive full civil paj- ! At the time
when he joined he was earning 68s. per week. While he
was with the Colours, the remuneration of men of his

grade was increased by bonuses from time to time, so

that when he came back to civil life in 1919 his wage
was 10-ls. 7d. The Postmaster-General having refused
to pay him more than 68s. per week for the time that he
was in the Army, he sought, by petition of right, to

claim all the bonus additions, which amounted to £81.
Mr. Justice Darling decided for the suppliant, but in

the Court of Appeal this decision was reversed by a
DfLijority of two to one. Lord Justice Bankes said that
to hold that the suppliant was entitled to the bonus
additions would be to do something which the parties
could not have contemplated. He said: "Under the
spftcial conditions arising in consequence of the war
there must necessarily be circumstances where special

allowances for special conditions are given, and it could
never have been contemplated that persons not subject to
the special circumstances and conditions should receive
the special allowances."

It is easy, of course, to be wise after the event,
and to saj' that when the call for men was made
those in authority should have stated that the
allowance was to be 68s. per week and no more
whatever happened; but this was overlooked. In 1915
the desire was to get men, and no one appears to have
been over careful as to the means adopted. The Solici-
tor-General drew attention to the importance of the case.
saying that although the sum in dispute was compara-
tively small, there were other claims of a similar nature
pendin? which might involve the ta.\payer in liability
for Imndreds of thousands of pounds. . Nor does it stop
there. Numerous private employers encouraged their
men to enlist by offering to pay full salaries. Whether
Ruch agreements are contracts enforceable by action may
be debatable

; but the employer will not be easy in his
mind until the question in • Sutton v. The King " has
been finally decided by the House of Lords. Incident-

ally, the case draws attention to something which is at

the root of many of the financial difficulties which now
embarrass the statesman and the country. To meet
great and pressing needs the taxpayer was committed to

enormous burdens of which he is only now feeling the

real weight. Perhaps it was thought that Germany,
when vanquished, would pay; but that is a dream which
has not been realised.

As regards the merits of the particular case, we can-

not think that a telegraphist who joined up and received

more than three pounds a week in addition to his Army
pay can have very much to complain of. As compared
with the man who volunteered with no employer at his

back, or any member of the old Army which was wiped
nut during the first few months of the war, his position
is fortunate in the extreme.

Although the Report of the Railway
Safety First Electritication Advisory Committee,

on the Railways, published by the Ministry of Transport
last year, has no mandatory effect, its

purpose was certainly to indicate the lines upon which,
in the opinion of the Committee, future developments
should take place. Apart from the suggested standards
for clearances, &c., the principal recommendation was
that direct current should be adopted at a pressure of

1,500 volts or a multiple thereof. The question whether
the contact rail or the overhead conductor should be
employed was left open, though, as we remarked when
commenting on the interim report in October, 1920, the
latter is much to be preferred when a high pressure is

employed.

In our* issue of March 31st, 1922, Mr. Theodore
Stevens, who has an intimate knowledge of the details

of railway electrification both at home and abroad, drew
attention to,.the view of Mr., George Gibbs that a third-

rail .systeni at 1,500 volts could not be installed on
American railways with safety to the public and the em-
ployes, an opinion which, in its bearing upon Britis'.j

conditions, he emphatically endorsed. Mr. Stevens on
Monday last completed a course of lectures which he has
been delivering to fifth-year students of the L.C.C.
School of Engineering and Navigation, and devoted at-

tention especially to the question of safety. After
quoting other objections raised by Mr. Gibbs to the
use of the third rail on technical grounds, such as dis-

continuity at complicated crossings, obstruction, &c., he
stated that Mr. Gibbs was of opinion that 1,200 volts, or
even 1,500 volts, was not high enough for economical
results, and should not be used on the third rail. French
experts had also decided that above 1,500 volts the over-

head conductor was essential.

In view of the steady progress that is being made in

the development of high-pressure d.c. machines, mer-
cury-vapour rectifiers, and other means of converting
a.c. to d.c, it cannot be doubted that pressures exceed-
ing 3,000 volts d.c. (which has been used for many years
on the Chicago-St. Paul railway) will come into use for
economical reasons, and it is most important that all

new main-line construction shall be carried out with
due regard to this consideration. Mr. Stevens con-
demned the adoption of 1,500 volts on the third rail,

and questioned whether the Advisory Committee had
ever considered the risk to life at all ; even trespassers,
he remarked, did not deserve sudden death as a punish-
ment for trespassing ! For suburban services he
strongly advocated the 600-volt third-rail system, and
gave estimates showing that any saving in cost due to

the use of a 3,000-volt (1, 500-1, 500-yolt three-wir.')

third-rail system would be more than counterltalanced
by the increased cost of the track construction and
rolling-stock equipment.

• In addition to safety, tlie advantage of uniformitv
attaches to the 600-volt system for suburban service ; but
for the major schemes of electrification which we hope
to see put in hand before loner, we believe thewpin-iit of

evidence and experience is whnllv nn tho ^idp r-f ^^,r^ nv •

head system at a pressure of at least 3,000 rr,','<.
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PNEUMATIC COAL-HANDLING PLANT.

THE BANKSIDE INSTALLATION.

Only during the past two or tliree years has the pneu-

matic system of handling I'oal, oxide, flue deposits, ifec,

received mucli attention from electric power station

authorities and other large users of coal. It has long

been known, however, that the pneumatic systejn is

applicable to the handling of a very large proportion of

Fig. 1.—Pneumatic CoAL-HANnLixc, Plaxt at Bankside

industrial coal, but many causes—mainly, no doubt, the

relative cheapness of casijal labour in the past—have

delayed its adoption on a practical scale.* But times

and conditions have changed, and any method that tends

to reduce labour charges is bound to receive close

attention from the managerjient of industrial concerns.

With a pneumatic plant the only labour required is

that for the manipulation of the pipes and, further, the

pneumatic plant woriis the whole time; there is no
waiting for the " return empty." as in the case of the

grab, or skip. Also no trimming is necessary; thus

expensive and laborious work in that direction is done

away with. The usefulness of the pneuniatic method is

not by an}' means limited to the disdiarging of ships

and barges ; it is invaluable in all those cases wliere

the application of ordinary straightforward mechanical

elevators and conveyors is difficult, or impossible. A
pneumatic plant may be u.sed, for example, for the re-

moval of coal from dumps, or from railway Avagons, and
for the transporting of coal over intervening roadways,

canals, or other obstacles. When transport from a fixed

point to a dump, or other more or less extended area, is

required, a pressure or blowing system, acting on the

same principle, may be employed.

Everj- suction conveying plant, no matter hoAV it may
be elaborated to suit the conditions, comprises the fol-

lowing elements :

—

(1) The conveying' pipes through which the ma-
terial (coal, grain, A-c.) is conveyed by a current

of air.

(2) The vacuum ])umps and their prime mover to

produce the aforementioned current of air.

(3) The receiver, or expansion chanilier, in wliirh

the material is deposited in consequence .<]f tlie

diminution of the speed of the current of air.

(4) The discharging mechanism for extracting the

material from the expansion eliamber without

loss of air.

(5) The dust separator, for cleaning tlie air l)efore

returning it to the atmosphere.

(6) Air piping connecting the receiver to the dust

separator, and the dust separator to the

vacuum pump.

• See El;EC. Rev., December 2nd, 1921, p. 762.

Important progress has been made in the development

of pneumatic plant for dealing with various materials

by Messrs. Ilenry Simon, Ltd., Manchester, and an

interesting example of their work is the pneumatic coal-

handling plant recently installed by that tirm at the

Bankside electricity generating station of the City of
i

London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.
;

This im-tallation comprises two units, each capable of .

handling (50 tons of coal per hour, and is said to be the I

largest of its kind in the world. Each unit consists of 1

a braced steel toAver, fig. 1, 65 ft. high, containing a

receiver and tipjjer seal, whilst the pneumatic pumps
1;

are housed alongside No. 1 tower. A 12-in. diameter f

jiipe boom is connected to each receiver, each of the latter
;

being 15 ft. deep by 6 ft. 3 in. in diameter, by means of

.;i SAvivel joint which provides for the lateral movement
of the boom. A length of 8-in. diairieter flexible piping

with telescopic sections and a suction nozzle is coupled

up to the end of each boom, and hand-winches are fitted

for controlling the lufling and telescopic movements of

the pipes. The booms are of such a length and the re-

ceiver towers are so placed that the pipes can command
eight Thames lighters lying at two berths four abreast.

This is an excellent example of the flexibility of the

pneumatic sj'stem.

The suction nozzles are plunged into the coal. Avhich is

at once sucked into the pipe, and is delivered through

tipper seals on to band conveyors which transport the

fuel to tlie bunkers. Tlie conveyor bands were formerl

fed by the grabs used for discharging the coal from ti

li'jliters. This method of employing the pneumatii

plant for the difficult part of the work in conjunction

r... - \ ACITM PrMis.

witli ordinary band conveyors for transferring tli

material from point to point, is recommended by tli

makers where its adoption is practicable.

Tlie imeumatic installation is operated by a twin

cylinder double-acting pump, fig. 2, driven by an eler

trie motor of 2-10 h'.p., each cylinder being connected t'

it« respective receiver, so that it is possible for one uni

to be discharging coal whilst the other is not in use
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The vacuum pump, which has cylinders 49 in. in diam-
eter and a 16-in. stroke, has been designed specially for

this class of work, and is of the vertical pattern with

valves situated in the top and bottom covers. The valves

are composed of single steel disks of special material,

mounted on spindles with light springs. The pump is

designed to give a high efficiency with a low vacuum,
or small pressure difference of from 7 in. to 12 in. of

Pig. 3.—" Tipper Se.*...

rnercurj-, and is constructed so as to be unaffected by
anj- coal dust which may be carried over in the air. Tlie

piston is not lubricated in the ordinary way, but to

prevent any unnecessary friction the cast-iron piston

rings carry a special dry graphite composition which
requires little or no attention.

The suction nozzle employed is of special construction,

being rectangular in shape, 24 in. by 5 in., and is fitted

with an adjustable air valve for admitting secondary air.

The total vertical lift is approximately 60 ft. ; tlie

pipe is fitted at its bend, where there is the most wear,

with a renewable plate of special form. It may not be

evident how it is that coal can be sucked up to such a

height. The fact is, however, that it is not entirely due

upper pipe slides into the lower one, thus preventing
the material falling between the joint and causing
jamming. The lower end of the pipe is raised or lowered
by means of wire ropes carried over guide pulleys, and
the boom is designed for operation at all angles, from
horizontal to 45 deg. ; it is raised or lowered by hand-
operated winches. The receiver is divided into three
parts, the middle one of which is connected by means
of a 16-in. pipe to the vacuum pumps, which cause
the coal to be drawn up. The receiver contains
a nest of vertical fabric pipes, or filtering tubes,

through the fabric of which the dust-laden air has to
pass before entering the vacuum chamber, the object
being to prevent dirty air from reaching the pumps.
The filter pipes are shaken at intervals, so as to cause
the coal dust that has accumulated in them to fall into
the hopper.

The discharging mechanism or " tipper seal," fig. 3,

beneath the reteiver is a double-compartment rocking
air-tight box with a vertical hinged partition o, thus
consisting of two pockets, j h, which are alternately

brought into communication with k, the outlet from the
receiver. Whilst one pocket j is in communication
with the receiver it is under vacuum and the hinged
door L is held in the closed position by the pressure of

the atmosphere. The other pocket h is at the same time
swung far enough over to admit air through the feed

opening G, and the hinged door l automatically opens
and discharges the contents of the pocket into the hopper
below, from which it passes to the belt conveyor. It

will be noticed that in the upper casting m, air porta n
are provided for the purpose of exhausting the air from
the pockets before coal is admitted to them, the object

being to i)revent the inrush of air carrying the coal

over into the dust collector.

The seal is made to oscillate through the desired angle
by means of a crank and connecting rod p operated by
a train of gear wheels q. Provision is made to pre-

PiG. 4.—Elevation of Pneumatic Coal-handling Plant. Fro. u.—Plan of Pnf.umatic Coai.-ha.ndllng Plant.

to suction. A large quantity of air is, of course, drawn
up in addition to the coal and its speed in so doing-

is sufficient partly to drag and partly to force the coal

upwards. The coal handled at Bankside is in the form
known as " nuts " and " slack." The class and condi-

tion of the fuel affect to some degree the efficiency of

the plant, and the size of the coal must of necessity be

small; it is usual to specify 2 in. as the maximum size,

but if the suction pipe be not too small and the propor-
tion of small coal be large, lumps of from 4 to 6 in. will

be carried through without difficulty, but fine dust may
cause trouble if it is very wet.

The horizontal distance from the nozzle to the receiver

may be about 90 ft. ; from the boom elbow the pipe dia-

meter is increased to 10 in. and finally to 12 in. The
suction piping is telescopic and enables the height of tlie

nozzle to be varied to the extent of from 10 ft. to 15 ft.

according to the level of the material in the barge; the

vent damage to the seal should any solid body, such as

a piece of iron, become jammed between the cross bar
of the tipping box and the lip of the seating.

Figs. 4 and 5 show respectively an elevation and a

plan of one unit of the plant.

.Vlthough the pneumatic method of handling coal

iiiiirht at first sight appear to be somewhat expensive,

the system offers the advantage of enabling the fuel to

be unloaded with great rapidity. Even if the cost per ton

of roal transported in this manner were to exceed the

cost of handling it by means of grabs, it is claimed that

• the speed of operation and other advantages gained

would more than compensate for this.

Our thanks are due to Mr. F. Bailey, engineer and
joint managing director of the City of London Electric

Licrhting Co., Ltd., and to Messrs. Henry Simon. Ltd.,

for permission to inspect the plant referred to above and
publish the details thereof.
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NOTES ON SINGLE-PHASE COMMUTATOR MOTORS.

By N. PENSABENE-PEREZ, M.I.E.E.

As the field of application for electrically-driven

apparatus becomes wider, tliere is an increasing de-

mand in this country for a single-phase motor which,

unlike the induction type, has the following features:—
(1) A powerful starting torque.

(2) A .moderately small current at starting.

(3) A simple starting switch.

(4) A good power factor.

, (5) A good range of speeds by simple control.

It is well known that none of the above features are

natural qualities of the induction type of motor, and

when the second feature, which is possible, is insisted

upon by the electricity supply authorities the use of

slip-rings and complicated starting gears makes the

cost of the motor quite prohibitive.

The single-phase commutator motor of small size

having series or shunt characteristics deserves greater

favour from power users than it has had up to the pre-

sent, because, apart from the above features which it

possesses, it is a simple, reliable, and inexpensive

machine.

The plain series type, on account of its great sim-

plicity, should be used in preference to the constant-

speed type, and in case of small power its series charac-

teristic does not debar its use in most applications when

rough way of taking into account these iron losses can be

justitied by the faci that we can assume these losses to

vary approximately as the square of the flux and there-

fore with the square of the current just like copper

losses.

The power input is proportional to ov . dv cost =
ov . ID, or to the segment td, because ov is constant.

The power taken by the armature consists of the useful

power, plus friction and armature iron losses. This

power is given by the product of the e.ni.f. with the

current or by OE . dv=ov . pe, or by the segments pe.

It is clear that all points like d move in a circle, having
ov as diameter.

Now, ED being proportional to the current like

DV, the angle a is constant, therefore the points like e

juove also in a circle, the centre of which M can be

found, as clearly shown in the diagram. If the friction

and armature iron losses are represented in the scale

of power by the segment pq, then qk represents the

motor output. The armature torque (including frir-

tion and iron loss torque) being proportional to the

square of the current is represented by the segment tv.

The e.m.f. oe being proportional to the current multi-

plied by the speed, and the current being proportional

to. the segment dv or ev, the ratio oe/ev is propor-

tional to the speed which therefore it can represent.

the apparatus driven takes such a good percentage of

power, even when doing no useful work, as prevents the

motor from reaching inadmissibly high speeds.

To calculate the maximum speed when running light

it is necessary to know the characteristic of the motor
as well as the power necessary to drive the apparatus
light at different speeds. As this is a vital question
upon which the adoption or rejection of this type of

piotor depends, the following consideration may per-

haps be found of some use.

Let us first consider the diagram connecting voltage,

current, power, and speed of such a motor when the
internal losses in it are taken into consideration. In
fig. 1 the supply voltage is represented by the vector
ov, while oe represents the e.m.f. induced in the

armature by rotation. The flux being in phase
with the current, oe will also be in phase with the
current.

The impedance voltage of the armature and field is

at 90 degrees to the current and represented by the.
vector DV, which also represents the current magnitude.
The vector ed represents the voltage drop due to the
total resistance duly increased to take into considera-
tion the iron losses in the stator core as well as the
losses in the short-circuited coils and brushes. This

For any working condition fixed by points like e, the

speed can thus be found and the friction and armature
iron losses plotted, thus obtaining the curve qEo, ,w-hich

cuts the circle oev in tlie point Eo, fixing the no-load

conditions and the maximum speed the motor will reach

when running light. With the exception of very small '

fractional-h.p. motors, this no-load speed is generally

very high as compared to the full-load speed : tlierefore

this type of motor can only be recommended in cases

when the friction in the apparatus driven constitutes a

considerable proportion of the motor load. This condi-

tion is generalh' fulfilled when very heavy reduction

gears are used or in the case of heavy shafting, low-

speed machine tools, air compressors, iVc.

The diagram we have been tracing is the working
diagram of a J b.h.p. 3,000 r.p.m., 50 cycles, 200 volts

series motor made by the Electro-Dynamic Construc-

tion Co., London, and driving by means of a chain an

air compressor running at 500 r.p.m. (fig. 3). In a case

like this, such type of motor is obviously most suitable.

as it gives a powerful torque to start the compressor

against full pressure, witli a relatively small starting

current and without any danger of running away when
the compressor wjorks against atmospheric pressure.

Moreover, a tumbler switch is all that is required for
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starting the compressor. The power factor is also

satisfactory. '

In order to find the working conditions of this motor

when driving the compressor, the curve Qi Ei has been

plotted by knowing the total friction losses, qq, of the

compressor and chain at different speeds. This curve

will cut the circle oev at e,. which will give the running-

light speed, current, il-c.

THE LOCALISATION OF A PARTIAL DIS-

CONNECTION FAULT IN A CABLE.

Fio. 3.

In fig. 2 tlie current, torque, output in b.h.p., and
power factor have been plotted as functions of the speed

with the usual co-ordinates in order to give the results at

a glance. The a.c. series commutator motor is at its

best when working above synchronism, as far as spark-

ing troubles and power factor are concerned. Hawever,
for a small output it is possible to run this motor
considerably below synchronism with fairly satisfactory

results. The speed regulation of a series motor can be

accomplished practically without loss of power either

by varying the voltage applied by means of a graduated
auto-transformer or bv means of a variable impedance
diverter across the field winding.
The diagram shown for a voltage v will hold good

for any voltage ^- . v if we read the current and volts as

before, but in this ratio k. and the torque and power
in the ratio k'. The scale of speed will be as before,

being given by a ratio of voltages.

Thus, if we wish to know the speed of the motor in

question when supplied at, say, 160 volts and giving
the full-load torque as before, we have to trace t"'v =
TV (200/160)', and get the working points d" and e",

from which we can read a speed equal to 1,6.30 r.p.m.,

as given by oe'/e'v.

It will be seen that a small voltage reduction will give

a very large reduction in speed for the same torque.

The power factor, however, is reduced from .8 to .67.

The use of a variable impedance diverter is less ex-

pensive when no transformer is needed for the motor
on account of other considerations. The constant-speed
type single-phase commutator motor is a somewhat more
complicated machine, and its theory not so simple, but
it has a greater field of application.

Licensing of Wiremen in Ontario.—A Labour member
has introduced to the Provincial Legi.slature a measure pro-
viding for the examination and hcensing of electrical con-
tractors and electricians. The Electrical News recently pub-
lished a review of this Bill. The measure is not to apply to
employes of pubHc utility companies or authorities, acting
under the direction of officers of such authorities. Appren-
tices are debarred from carrying out installations, except as
assistants to electricians licensed under the Act, and under
their direct supervision. An examining board, consisting of
three members exi)erienced in electrical work, will be ap-
pointed, one of whom will be a contractor and one a journey-
man electrician. The licences are of four different classes,
depending upon the nature of the work to be executed by the
licensee and the length of his experience. Everv contractor,
upon receiving a licence, will be required to deposit a bond
as a guarantee of the faithful performance of any installation
work he may carry out. Penalties will be imposed upon any
COTtracfor or journeyman performing work without being pre-
viously licensed.

By HAROLD OHLSON.

It happens occasionally that the conductor of a cable

is broken by a momentary strain without injury to the

dielectric, and the result may be that the two ends are

brought together by the elastic nature of the insulating

material, and there is not complete disconnection. The
bridge balance will show a total resistance higher than
that of the copper conductor, and often very variable."

The method of measuring the capacity from each end
to the break gives no result unless the disconnection is

complete. The following test, devised by the writer

some years ago for use on partial disconnection faults,

requires no special instruments or complicated connec-

tions, and in practice has been found to give satisfac-

tory results. As described below, it is adapted for tests

on the comparatively short lengths of cable dealt with
in the factory.

A preliminary bridge reading with a low battery
power will give the resistance offered by the broken con-

ductor, and by subtracting the resistance of the copper,
known by former tests or calculated, the resistance' of

the disconnection is found. This may vary consider-

ably, but close watching of the bridge balance will give
valuable information as to the probable resistance of

the break during localisation. By a simple arrange-
ment of connections, the resistance may be watched on
the bridge until a favourable moment of steady value
is observed, and then the cable is at once plugged to the

localising battery and the galvanometer throw noted.
The interval between the bridge reading and the comple-
tion of the localisation test, especially if only one throw
is taken, need not be more than a few seconds.

The connections for the tests are as shown in fig. 1.

where r = total resistance of broken cable circuit,

B = resistance of partial disconnection,

X and R-(a;+B)=the resistances of the two parts of the

conductor.

A single cell of constant e.m.f. and very low resistance

is required for the test, and the connections, especially

that at A, must be of negligible resistance.

For the first operation the end of the cable shown in

the diagram as connected to the carbon pole of the

battery, is freed from it and insulated. Connection is

made at d to earth the battery, and the discharge from

the cable, after charging it to the full battery potential,

is observed by changing the connection from a to c. This

observation need be made once only, as it remains con-

stant as long as b is sufficiently low to make a test for

partial disconnection necessary.

The connections are then arranged exactly as in the

diagram, in order that the cable may be charged by a

]iotential falling along the resistance of the copper and
that of the break. Connections are made at d and a,

and then the following operations are performed in

quick succession but exact order; the earth is discon-

nected from the battery, the battery pole to line is

disconnected from the cable, and the cable is discharged

through the galvanometer. The throw obtained is a

measure of the quantity of charge resulting from the

capacities of the two parts of the cable and the potential

charging them, this potential being governed in its

fall by the copper resistance of the two parts of the cable

and the resistance of the break. A second observation

may afterwards he made with the cable ends reversed.
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Keferring to the diagram, fig. 1 :
—

First operation, with cable end free.

(1) Connect at d. (2) Connect at a. (3) Discon-

nect at A and connect at c. Galvanometer throw = T =

full charge.

Second operation, with cable end to battery.

(1) Connect at d and a. (2) Disconnect at i>. (3)

Disconnect at a. (4) Connect at c. Galvanometer
throw= Ti.

Repeat second operation with ends reversed. Gal-

vanometer throw = T2.

The distribution of potential in the seccmd and third

operations may be shown diagramiiiatically (fig-. 2).

R - 1/ + Bl

DISCHARGE T, OBSERVED, WITH IT TO LINE

R-Ut+B) D X

discharge tj observed. with r - (» + b) to line

Fig. 2.

Let Ci be the capacity of the length of cable with

copper resistance x, and 0= that of cable with resistance

R - (x+b).

Then
c, charged to j (v + v,) + c, to j v, _ ,^, ,^

c, charged to ^ (v + v,) + c, to ^ v^
'

But as potential, resistance, and capacity (of a cable)

are interdependent, the above expression may be written

wholly in terms of resistance.

^ ./; (b -f R — g) + ^ (B — j- — b) (R — ./ — b) _
J (B - « - B) (k + B -- X) -f- ^ ./ {^J

= "^i'^-'

t,/t, (r2 _ b2) - (r2 - 2 E B + b2)
whence .r = -^l^-^

.. ,, j—

r

'

2 B (1 + t,/t,)

where .i; = ohms of conductor to break from end to line

when Ti is observed.

An examination of this formula and tlie potential

diagrams will show that as long as the break resistance,

oven though it varies considerably, does not fall below
a value which is high compared with that of the con-

ductor, the proportion between the two discharges t,

and T, gives very closely the proportion of the lengths

of cable on each side of the break, and the correcting

formula may be disregarded. In many cases this will

happen, and a localisation suflSciently accurate for

practical purposes is made very quickly and easily.

The break resistance need not be determined with any
degree of accuracy, so long as it remains suflBciently

high to make the conductor resistance of .small import-
ance.

The jjotential diagrams also show that if the break
resistance does not change between the observation of

Ti and Tj, then Ti+ T2 = t, and it is not necessary to

reverse the cable ends, t. being t-t,. With a rapidly

varying: break of low resistance it may be found better,

after determining t, to take a number of observations

of Ti, each immediately after a bridge reading, and
deduce t,, but a test with reversed ends is a valuable

guide to the behaviour of the break and the condition

of the battery and connections.

If the ends of the cable cannot be connected directly

to the instruments in tlie test room, tlie l^ads must be

considered as part of the cable circuit, but if an

assistant is available the battery may be joined directly

to the cable in the factorv and only a single lead used

(from c to g) to convey the discharge through the gal-

vanometer in the test room to earth.

BROOKHIRST AUTOMATIC MOTOR-STARTING SWITCHQEAR.

Not content with improving their hand-operated starters by
the adoption of the drum-type controller, which we described

in our issue of January 27th, 1922, Messes. Brook, Hirst .and

Co., Ltd., have now brought out a solenoid-type automatic
motor-starting panel which presents novel features. In gen-

eral form the panel is similar to the hand-operated gear, but
the start.pr movement and the method
of controlling the rate of starting are

new departures. Sliding contacts and
contactors are replaced by a device
which, it is claimed, embodies the ad-

vantage of numerous steps which
characterise the one and that of butt
contacts which is possessed by the other.

In the " Brookhirst " solenoid-type
starter, illustrated in fig. 1, the fixed

contacts are of carbon, mounted in

stamped holders. Behind each carbon
is a spring which ensures the requisite

pressure between the fixed and moving
contacts. The moving contact consists

of a bar a-ctuated by a single .solenoid,

but in such a way that it approaches
each carbon with a direct butt move-
ment, .so that contact is established in-

stantaneously over the whole area of the
carbon. In the course of its further
movement the bar presses the carbon
home into the holder, and subsequently
there is a .slight sliding movement wliicli

tends to clean the contact surfaces.

This action is repeated on each step and,
there being one solenoid only, it is pos-

sible to provide economically an ample
number of steps.

The advantages of this movement are
several. With designs employing a sliding contact, there is a
noticeable tendency when starting up for the starter arm to

etick, owing to the contacts becoming pitted; such a tendency
is, of course, eliminated in the design under consideration, anil

the necessity for constant suijervision and adjustment is thus

avoided. The number of stai"ting steps being always adequate

to the output, the acceleration of the motor is gradual, and it

benefits by the elimination of excessive current peaks. The
absence of arcing on the contacts means that they require

renewing at long interval nnlv.

Fig. 1.- Brookhirst " ST.UiTKR Mechanism, in Three Tositions.

Sliding movement indic-iltnl by arrow-head on contact bar.

The timing of the starter movement is effected by an eddy-

current retardcr. 'llie eolenoid plunger, acting through a rack

and train of gears, causes an aluminium disk to revolve be-

tween the poles of an electromagnet excited by the main
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;iima.ture ourreat. The eddy ourieuts generated in the disk

<'.\ei'cise a braliing effect upon it and upon the plungei". As
tins effect varies in dii'ect proportion to the starting current,

the retarder provides the vital characteristic of quick starting

with light loads and slow starting with heavy loads. Unhke
the oil dashpot, the retarder is unaffected by dirt or tempera-
ture changes, nor does it continue to exercise a braking effect

when the starter arm is returning to " oft." Since the con-

tact springs also tend to force the ami to the " oft' " position,

there is a positive return, with no (Mjssibility of the arm
sticking on the backward movement. Apart iroiu the auto-

matic variation of the braking effect with the load, it can
also be adjusted lor normal starting conditions by regulating

the distance between the poles of the electromagnet.
The possibility of governing the movement of the starter

electromagnctically in this way, instead of by a dashpot,
means a. very great increase in reliability. A heavy overload
during starting may result in a complete interruption,, tem-
porarily, of the starting operation, thus avoiding au excessive

rush of current such as might <lamage the mot<jr. And,
finally, the lack of any necessity for constant attention and
adjustment effects a by no means negligible saving of time on
the part of the maintenance staff.

The starter is not normally an'anged for " inching," though
this may be carrietl out by the use of the " start ' and
"stop" buttons in sequence. Where, howevor, this opera-
tion is to be an important function of the starter, a special

inching feature is embodied. This enable.s incliing to be
effected without the starter anu coming inlo action. The

Fig. '2.—Sx.udi;]! with Fig. '',.—SrAnxKH with H.wD-oPBii.ATED
SoLF,xoiD-ori:uATED SfKED r;i;ori..ATi()N ; Dooms Oi'F.N.

Speed Regulator.
'

" BrOOKHIRST " SOI/RNOID-TYPK MOTOR CoNTROI. PANELS.

inching current can be varied within prescribed limits by
means of links and terminals which are provided.
This starter constitutes the central feature of an ironclad

panel which comprises, in addition, a double-pole circuit
breaker and a double-pole isolating switch. The former, con-
sisting of two magnetic lilow-out contactors and two adjust-
able solenoid-type overload trips, provides complete protection
for the motor both during starting and running. The
isolating switeh, which is fitted in a sealed compnrinient with
external operating handle, is in(erkx?ked with the doors in
such a way that the latter cannot be opened or left open unless
the isolator is "

oft'
" and the panel " dead."

For certain applications (e.y., printing presses) it is not as
a rule necessary to effect speed changes at the work itself,

but the speed having once been set it must be po.ssible to
start, stop, and " inch " the motor frequently, the speed at
each restart always reaching and finally icmaining at the set
speed. In such a case a regulator of the automatic accelera-
tion type, as included in the panel illustrated in fig. 3, is

used. The regulator is adjusted by hand to the required
speed, if necessary while the work is in progress. On re-

stai-ting, after normal speed has been reached, the motor auto-
matically accelerates to the speed which has been set. The
accelerator bar and contacts which achieve this object (shown
on the left of fig. 1) also cut-out the whole of the shunt
resistance on stopping, so that on restarting or " inching

"

it is not necessary previously to bring the regulator handle
to the " all resistance out " position.

There are some conditions, again, in which it is desirable to

have complete control of the speed by push buttons at the

working position. For these applications a panel such as that

illustrated in fig. 2 is employed. The regulator in this case is

of the automatic type, operated by two solenoids, and it. is

possible from a convenient push-button station to start, stop,
" inch," accelerate, or retard the motor.

It is also possible to employ a thu-d system of speed regula-

tion using a constant-speed panel and a separate hand-operated

shunt regulator, which can be arranged either with a pedestal,

or for wall mounting, and can thus be placed in close

proximity to the work. • This arrangement is intended

for applications where it is necessary to effect speed adjust-

ments at the work itself, but not to start and stop frequently.

Each time the motor is started or " inched," the regulator

mu.st lie brought to the "all resistance out" position, and
when normal speed is again attained the regulator must be

readjusted to give the required sjjeed.

The push buttons for controlling these automatic panels

can be ai'ranged in the most convenient manner tor each

application. It is usual for a set of buttons to be fitted, in

a .single box, constituting a control .station; this would com-
prise five buttons (start, inch, accelerate, retard, stop) or a

lesser number dejiending uiJon the aiTangement. Such a

control station can be fixed either to some stationary portion

of the machine or to. say. the saddle of a lathe if this is

more conv;enient. Where a separate hand-oi)erated speed

regulator is employed, one such pustT-button station is fitted

in the same case as the regulator. Duplicate control stations

can be fitted at convenient points on large machines, and,

where deskable, emergency stop buttons can be arranged

in suitable positions. For flat-bed printing presses the

cDiitrol station takes a slightly different form: two push

buttons are included (" run " and " inch "), and the motor
is stopped by a lever which may be quickly knocked off in

either direction.

In addition to these arrangements of push buttons, panel."!

can, of course, be controlled by a float switch or some other

form of self-acting master swit<-h for pumps and similar

applications.

EXPORTS AND IJWPORTS OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS FOR MARCH, 1922.

The iVIarch official figures of electrical export business show

an increase of £1'21,80S on the February totals, but a decrease

of £'2-5-1.8S7 as compared with the .January retm-n. The value

of electrical machmery exported during March was ;£92,00(J

in excess of those for February, increases also being recorded

in the .sections for electrical goods, glow lamps, batteries and

accumulators.
The total tonnage of electrical machinery exported during

March w'as 1.89(5 tons, as compared with 1,720 tons in March,

19-21 Electrical imports and re-exports totals for March show

a falluag off in value of £35,000 and ±'6,000 respectively.

Values oi'- Electrical Exports and Imports for March, 19-22.

Exports
£

Imports. Re-exports

apparatusElectrical goods and
(iineniiinei-ated)

Insulated w-ire,

Glow lamps
Arc lamps and parts

Batteries and accumulators ...

Meters and instruments
Carbons

lilec t rical Mac hine ry

.

—
Railway and tramway motors
Other motors and generators

Switchboards (not telegraph or

telephone)
Electrical machinery (unenu-

merated)

Telegraph and Telephone Cable and Materia

Telegraph and telephone wire

and cable (not submarine)
Submarine telegraph and tele-

phone cable

Telegraph and telephone in-

struments and apparatus

113..573

147,037

38.349

2.364

47,.520

ai,747

3,.502

22.554

277.451

15,501

las.iio

29.839

17,773

180,260

£

47,229

19,457

11, .547

1,081

8,670

3.674

5,1.57

136,511

4,3

13,463

4,821

724

9,063

572
loe

2,091

1,196

Totals I.114..5.S6 152,021 19.774

Wireless Telegraphists' Dispute.—A meeting between Mr.

Ward, chairman of the London District Association of Eto-

gineering Employers, representatives of the Marconi Co., and

of the Association of Wireless and Cable Telegraphists, took

place at Broadway House, on April 21st, at which it was
agreed that the negotiations, which had been broken off,

.should be resumed and that the telegraphists should return

to duty forthwith.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspotidents should forward

their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and

address in our posseision.

Rats V. C.T.S.

With reference to the disgusting advertisement of the

C.T.S. Co., may I suggest that the particular rodent in ques-

tion was a self-'respectmg animal and would not contaminate

itself by eating the above firm's evidently disgusting product.

It preferred death.

I am of the same opinion, and I shall, personally, never

use C.T.S. cable again.
Fairplay.

.lpr(7 l^nd, 1932.

The advertisement issued by the St. Helens Co. showing

the starving rat, with humorous comments, recalls to one's

mind the stories of the brutalities which used to sicken us

during the war. Then there was at any rate the excuse that

they arose from war passions, but there is no such excuse

for the torture of the rat. That comes from even more ignoble

reasons.
The advertisement debases the name of Englishman

throughout the world. It is a new and horrible development

in advertising which I trust will come to an instant end.

The plea that there is a .scientific value in the experiment

will not hold. The fact that a starving rat, in a cage, would

not touch the cable does not prove that rats will not touch it

under other conditions.

I beg leave to sign myself
An Englishman.

April 22nd, 1922.

The correspondents who, in your last week's columns, waxed
BO nobly indignant anent the sad death of a rat for " the pur-

pose of filthy lucre," would surely do better to reserve their

wrath—and their energies—and to train the guns of their

t-ensure on things that really matter. Why this outcry con-

cerning an unloved rodent, when there are untold numbers
of the genus " Homo " dying to-day in a similar manner (and

scarcely a word said) who might be spared such " cruelty
"

by a mere tithe of the " filthy lucre " which a civilised world

spent on the recent holocaust of destruction?

Herein, I would suggest, lies far worthier scope for their

"humanity," if such is genuinely the flag under which they

are sailing

!

Sense of Proportion.

Can " Disgusted " or "'Completely Disgusted " suggest a

less cruel but equally efficient method of proving if rats attack

c.t.s.?

Can " Disgusted " give fuller details to prove his statement
that rats destroyed a considerable amount of c.t.s. on a whaler,

6o that this allegation may be worth consideration? His
signature would also be useful.

J. H. C. Brooking.
St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., Ltd.

Warrington, April QAth. 1922.

[Several letters on this subject have been received, too late

for insertion.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Employers' Agreements.
Now that certain groups of employers are going the length

of closing down half the engineermg works in the country on
the pretest of groups of workpeople (through their unions)
interfermg with what they consider to be their rights, it does
not seem inappropriate to ask them when they propose to cease
interfering with the rights of their workpeople.
The interference I refer to is the practice amongst certain

groups of firms in the electrical industry (I believe practically

all in the B.E.A.M.A.) of not taking each other's employes.
On the surface this looks a very simple, innocent and un-

objectionable arrangement between firms (each of which
suspects the other of plundering it!), and possibly was origin-
ally made without any ulterior motive, but what does it

become in practice? An employe of firm A applies to firm B
for a job. firm B first of all asks firm A if it is willing to
release him, and secondly, what it thinks of him. If firm A
is willing to release him. finn B a.ssumes he is no good, and he
hears no more ; if firm A is unwilling, the result is the same,
but he is a marked man—if no worse.
Many of us have had to take quite unsuitable berths since

the war, and in this way we are kept in them to our own and
our employers' and om- country's detrimen*.
The simple economic aspect of the question is this : if firm B

can afford to offer a man better pay than firm A, it is either
due to firm B's better management (neglecting any httle
inequality in that all-pervading attribute greed) or to the
rngn's greater suitability for the viork that firm proposes to
give him. and, apart from the unwarrantable interference with
the man's liberties, it is r.ot good that firm ,\ should continue
to monopolise a man and not fully use him; it is equally bad
that firm B should be deprived of the chance of making better

use of him. and it is beyond all reason that a man should :: t

be free to sell his services to whomsoever he chooses (or i'.is

the opportunity) in the same way as the products of hi;; -r-

vices are sold by his employer.
, .,

There are at present many " square pegs in round holct.
'

and it is certainly not to any employer's interest to keep tiieia .

there against their inclinations.

No man with common sense wants to change a " crib " in

which he is comfortable and has ordinary prospects, and no
employer who knows his business wants a man who is not

.

satisfied.
. . ^

Why, then, do these groups of employers continue this
,

objectionable practice, which benefits nobody, hinders recon-'

struction, damages national industry, and oppresses the King's

subjects? And why are thev allowed to?
Pollux.

April -nth, 1922.
|

[We have ascertained from the secretary of the B.E..A..M..\. ^
that there is no such practice amongst groups of firms in that

,

.Association.—Eds. Ei.ec. Rev.]

Tiie Lock'Out. i

-Also a constant reader for 20 years, I agree with Mr. »

Heasman that it is evident that Sir Allan MacGregor Smith. I

the chairman of the Employers' Federation, ami a Scottish i

^soUcitor, is the Jonah of the party. We have had dictators ]

like Napoleon, the Kaiser, and now Sir .-Vllan Smith; had tlwse I

men only used sanity and put their education to the bett-er-
||

ment of the human race, the world would be in a purer state
^

to-day ; instead they only create discontent and Bolshevism. We I

agree that there is no better worker than an Engli.«hman when 1

treated fairly. But for the boys of 1914-15, some of the gentle-
\

men of Sir .Allan Smith's type might not have been here, and '

the dear Germans might have confiscated their property.

What then? It would be very interesting to know how much
some of them had in August, 1914. and how much they have .

got in April, 1922, after the glorious debacle of blood. Per- •

sonally, I envy no man, respect honest sane men, both good

employers and straight workmen, having worked in works
and factories all over the country for many years, and do so

now. O for sanity and reason, and less of Shylocks!

Constant Reader.
Apnl 22nfi, 1922.

Liquid Starters for Three=phase .A.C. Motors.

The electrolyte in the above switches is composed of con-

centrated carbonate of soda (powdered) and water. The tanks

are porcelain cylinders with cast-iron ends and plungers, the

latter having copper strip conductors attached, and being also

immersed in the electrolyte. The switches are always in

parallel with the .short-ch-cuiting switch when motors are run-

ning with Kapp vibrators in the rotor circuit ; the current is

from 300 to 400 amps. Trouble is caused by a non-conducting
film forming on the cast iron and the soda crystallising at the

bottom of the tanks. There is no similar trouole in other

switches where current does not pass through the liquid,

except for starting up. Can you. or any reader, kindly state

the cause, or suggest another electrolyte which will not corrode

or injure the copper or cast iron?
Delta.

.ipril 22nd, 1922.

Finding Faults.

I will be obliged if some of your mains readers will give

the quickest method of finding faults in direct-current, triple-

concentric cables (armoured and lead-covered, laid direct)

when no other instruments are available, but a small milli-

voltmeter. Current for testing could be taken from mains; a

three-wire system with inner core negative, middle positive,

and outer neutral.

1. Dead short caused by water getting into old pick hole,

shorting and earthing all three conductors (lead not bonded
at joint boxes).

2. Earth on outside conductor (neutral) only (lead not

bonded at joint boxes).

3. Short and earth between outer and middle core (* and -f ).

The above faults refer chietJy to long triple concentric I.e. and
a. feeder cables.

Colonial.

.4pril 22nd. 1922.

Representation of Labour on Joint Electricity Authorities.

Your leading article on this subject in last week's issue is

very interesting to me. for. as usual, you have again ably

demonstrated that you have, either not the foresight, or the

wish to state a case for Labour.
You should be well aware that W'hitley Councils are ho.ih^s

which «it and pass pious resolutions, fervently hoping that :it

least some of their resolutions will prove acceptable to .-i>nio

of the electricity undertakings in the area. Personally, ir in

actual experience. I am one of the first to agree that '\Vlii: "v

Councils have done an amount of good work—chieliy dmi.' ju

the first year ol theii- inception—also I agree that a number
of the employer representatives have on occa.'^ion proved theiii-

selves to be sympathetically inclined towards Labour, but after

all, the following instances will prove that Labour is not at

present satisfied with it« ehare of the "control of industry " :—
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1. Numbers of electricity undertakings definitely refuse to

conform to any decision of any Whitley Council.

•i. Cases can be cited of employers' representatives who,

while sitting as members of Whitley Councils, refuse to apply

resolutions of their Council to then- own undertakings.

3. The only persons that I have any record of as having

violated Whitley Council decisions are employers, the mernbers

of the Ti-;ide Unions having always conformed to the decisions

no matter how unpalatable they have been.

4. The employes in the London area have, during the past

15 months, had reductions in wages averaging over all grades

nearly •25s. per week. These reductions, chiefly imder the

National SUding-scale Agreement, were forced upon the trade-

union side of the National Council by the employers' side, vvho

threatened to put into operation the Hi per cent, reduction

applied to the engineering trades. Mark this carefuUy, no
negotiations, just an ultimatum from the employers' side of

the Council who instructed the trade-union side to choose be-

tween two alternative methods of wage reduction. Yet now
that these heavy wage reductions have taken place, now that

v,e have men employed in power stations who are not earning

a living wage, when the trade-union side of a W'hitley Council

ask lor similar reductions in price per unit to consumers, they

are told not to interfere in " managerial functions."

No, let all electricity undertakings conform to Whitley
Council decisions, let the employers' side of the Councils show
a decided tendency to study the welfare of the workers who
produce the profits of the industry—then, and not until then,

will Labour be content with Whitley Councils. Until that day

comes, strikes, lock-outs, and general distrust by the workers

will predominate.
Meanwhile, Mr. Editor, the workers will demand that at

least a small minority of the members on any J.E.A. shall be

their representatives, watching all proceedings, and where
necessary in discussion putting forward the view of the

worker. " Unless this policy is agreed to. the Labour Party of

the House of Commons will be sadly lacking in its duty if

it allows the Electricity Supply Bill to pass unchallenged.

Worker.
April iiih. 192'2.

Joints Behind Switches.

With reference to Mr. Martin J. Coleman's letter in your

issue of April 1-ith on the subject of joints behind switches,

he suggests that switch manufacturers should provide on their

switches a connection terminal for making a joint in the nega-

tive wire instead of this being jointed at the back of the

switch, which is unsatisfactory.

We beg to say that we are able to supply, and have sup-

plied for a, number of years, such an arrangement on our
tumbler .switchi-s.

W. J. Line,

Chief of Technical and Design Dept.
Bii-mingham, J. H. Tuchcr i- Co.] Ltd.

.ipril mh, 19-2-2.

With reference to the letter from Mr. Martiti J. Coleman,
Ballaghadereen, pubhshed in the Eeview of 14th inst., we
would say that we agree with him, and have for some time
been u.sing a switch made up as he suggests. If he cares to

give us his full addi-e,ss we shall be pleased to forward him
full particulars and prices.

A. Schamasch.
The Expert Electrical Co.

London, .Ipril 2'2nd, 1922.

In reply to your correspondent, Mr. Martin J. Coleman, in
your issue of April 14th, I would suggest as an alternative to

joint-making on negative wires, which is usually carried out
in lighting installations wired with twin lead-covered cables,

to carry the cables from the distribution board to the nearest
ceiling rose, and loop from one rose to another, using 3-plate
ceiling roses. A twin cable should then be run between each
ceiling rose and the switch base, one wire being looped to the
live plate, and the other, the swit<?h wire, being connected to
the spare plate. The pendants could then be attached in the
usual way between the negative and switch plates at the ceil-

ing rose. This method would provide an efficient installation,
from which extensions could be carried out quite readily, and
«t the same time eliminate all joints.

I have carried out many installations by this method, as
Well as by the method of jointing behind switch bases, and
in all cases the work has stood for upwards of ten years with-
out giving any trouble. •

Ii' jointing behind switch-bases, however, it is essential
that the joints should be mechanically sound, and afterwards
properly soldered and insulated,

Horace J. Arthur.
Wolverhampton

.

April l^nd, 1922.

Correct Recognition of Pioneer Work.
An old Brush colleague of the writer's has sent from Los

Angeles a 95-pace pamphlet de.scribing the development of
electric power in California. It is full of interesting infor-

mation, and there aa-e numerous graphs which show at a

glance the wonderful expansion of electric power developed

from water, especially for pumping and in'igation.

The purpose of this letter, however, is to draw attention

to a statement made by the editor of The Journal of Elec-

tricity and Westerii Industry, which read as follows:—
" About a hundred years ago. to be exact, in 1830. there

lived in this country a young man named Joseph Henry,
and it was due to Joseph, Henry, an American, that the great

laws of electricity became so known that we could harness our

water power. A simple experiment will give you some con-

ception of how the thing works, as the saying goes. Yon are

all familiar with what is known as a horse-shoe magnet. Well,

Joseph Henry found that when he took an ordinary wire and
dashed that wire across the end of a magnet, a current of elec-

tricity began to flow in that wire. No one knows exactly

why it does, but that was the thing he found. He was the

first to discover that law. That is all the thing is, simply a

wj-e dashing across in front of a magnet, causing a current

to go alternately back and forth in the city far away. And,
by the way. it is interesting to note that Henry never got

the credit for that law. A man over in England by the name of

Michael Faraday one year later published this law, and in

late years it has become known as the Faraday-Henry law."-'

There is, of course, some truth in the above, but the at-

tempt to belittle Faraday is too obvious to be passed over.

Such crude statements must necessarily create a certain

amount of annoyance.
I think it would be a useful thing for the Institutions of

Electrical Engineers, in this country and U.S.A., and possibly

other countries, to have committees of elder men who would
consider the records of any important achievement. They
might file for future reference important documents, records

of tests, and working drawings and sketches, which would
establish beyond doubt any claims for recognition made by

a pioneer or by the pioneer's descendants. For many years

the late Dr. Silvanus Thompson did this useful work, but
there does not seem to be anyone to follow him, and I think

the time is ripe for it to be done by official committees.

The recent discovery of the early apparatus of the late

Prof, Hughes is a case in point. Fortunately, Mr. Campbell
Swinton and the trustees have acted promptly and with
knowledge and thus saved these otherwise crude bits of ap-

paratus for posterity to see and wonder at. There are prob-

ably other such cases.

In an interesting speech at the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers' Commemoration Meeting, Col. R. E. Crompton re-

ferred in appreciative terms to the inventive work of a former
partner of his during the pioneer days. The name was quite

unfamiliar to most of the audience, and yet, according to

Col, Crompton, he was responsible for many important, but
small, improvements.

It often happens that it is the small improvements which
count most in big developments. Take, for instance, the
introduction of loose oiling rings for the bearings of dynamos
in the early nineties. Up to that time pin lubricators had
been employed, and the oil had a bad habit of getting on to

the commutator. It would be interesting to know who
really was the first to introduce this effective method of lubri-

cation from an oil bath immediately under the bearing.

E. Kilburn Scott.

London, April list, 1922.

The Future of Electric Vehicles.

I notice that I am reported as having state'd, in the dis-

cu.ssion which followed Mr. R. J. Mitchell's address on " Elec-

tric Vehicles," before the Western Centre of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, at Swansea, on the 3rd instant, that

I thought the future of electrics would be largely determined
by the cost and supply of petrol for the internal-combustion

engine.
My remarks have evidently been wrongly reported, for 1

hold that the advantages of the electric vehicle, in the way
of economy, reliability, &c., are such that, whatever may be

the price of petrol, it is bound to be increasingly adopted in

the sphere of town delivery and transport work.
In the discussion, I put forward these views, and at the

same time referred to statements which have of late appeared

in technical journals in the U,S,A., devoted to automobile
matters, foreshadowing the likelihood of supplies of petrol

falling short of the rapidly growing demand, and the prob-

able concomitant increase in the price of that conunodity. J

pointed out that, where petrol vehicles were at present used

for short-distant work in towns and cities, they could, with

advantage, be replaced by electric vehicles, and that it was
fortunate, therefore, that we had, in the latter, a means of

relieving the situation which might be created by a petrol

shortage.
The electric vehicle is in the main, of course, the com-

petitor of horse haulage, and only comes into rivalry with
other power haulage methods when the latter are employed
in services which come within the scope of the electric. Re-

sults show conclusively that the latter can perform such work
more cheaply and with greater reliabilitv.

F. Ayten.
Ipswich, April mh, 1922.

E
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS, AND PLANT.
Readert are invited to rubmit particulart oj new or improved deficit and apparatm, which will be published

if contidered of tuficient interett.

The " Briarton " Washing Machine.

In view of the small number of such apphances the advent
of a new British washing machine is always to be welcomed.
The number of British designs upon the (narket is almost
insignificant compared with the host of Anerican washing
machines. The " Briarton " machine, made by Messrs.
Arton & \^AI.TO^•. Ltd., Thomas Street, Cheethani Hill,

Manchester, was introduced a few months ago, and the
makers claim that it is superior to any American washing
machine, and ranch more suitable for the Bi'itish market.
The " Bi'iarton " is of the revolving-cylinder type. The
cylinder is 20 in. in diameter and '20 in. long, and is made of

heavy gauge perforated zinc bound by tinned brass edging.
Motion is imparted to this cylinder by a j-h.p. motor and
bevel gears. The wringer, which is driven by a geared shaft,

has two rubber rollers, each 15 in. long and 2 in. in diameter,

F:g. I'.-T; B)iIAI(T El.ECTRIC \V.\SHER.

quite ample for all ordinary hou.sehold work. The direction

of rotation of tlie rollers is reversible, and the wringer i.s

swivelled, and may be turned in a complete circle and locked
in any position. A reversible drip board is al.so provided. All

fa.st-running geaus are machine cut with helical teeth, and
run continuously in an oil bath. The wringer tlriving gear
is enclosed in grea.se proof boxes. The control consists of one
switch and a lever for each of the two operation!?—washing
and wringing. The motor is fitted with ball bearings and
drives through a friction clutch designed to prevent overload-
ing. To facilitate washing by providing ready hot water, a
gas burner is fitted under the onf<>r casing of the tank. The
machine is compnct, it only occupies a space measuring
2 ft. 10 in. by 2 ft. 3 in.

Increasing the Carrying Capacity of a Rheostat.

The following is a method developed at the National Electric
Tight -Association laboratories, Cleveland, Ohio, for increasing
the current-carrying capacity of a rheostat. Referritog ti)

the diagram (fig. 2), it will be seen that the ordinary sliding
rheostat is employed. The free end of the resistance R is,

however, brought out to a binding po.st E, and from this
binding post is a connection, with an interrupting switch K.
to a point near to the other terminal of the I'esistance A. A
second shding contact d is also introduced. In operation the
ordinai-y procedure is adopted, with the switch K oijen, the
current entering at a passing through R, the slide c, and

Pig. 2.- -Method o:- Increasing the Carrvino Cawcity oe a

Rheostat.

nut at B. To increase the current, slide c is moved towards a
until it has passed over three-fourths of the distance from
E to A. To obtain a larger current, both slides are moved to
the centre of the resistance, and the switch k Ls closed. The
resistance will be about the same as it was with one slide and
one-fourth of the resistance in use. The current will be
divided at a, half of it entering at E and pas.sing out at n, the
other half enteri" it \ and passing out at c. To further in-

crease the cuiTent, slide c is moved towards a, or D towards
E, or the two slides are separated. It is stated that two of

these are in use at the laboratories, and it is often convenient
to control a current of 50 or GO A with a rheostat originally
constructed to carry 30 A.—Jounitil of the Franklin In$titute.

.Abstract.

" Delas " Air Kxtractors.

In our issue of October 21st, 1921 (p. -i-H), we described the

jirinciples and construction of " Delas " .st«im-jet air extrac-
tors manufactured in this counti'y by Mes-M-s. Cole, Marche.nt
AND MoKLEY. LTD., of Bradford. We are now able to illustrate

an actual installation of these extractors. The three shown
in fig. 3 are emplovcil in conjunction with one of a pair of jet

condensers supplied by ]\Iessrs. Cole, Maichent \- Morley.
Ltd., to the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Tor installa-

tion at the Llanbradach (Cardiff) Collieries. Each condem-cr
is able to deal with .S2,(X)0 lb. of steam per hour, while main-
taining a vacuum of 275 in. with cooling water at a temiiera-

ture of 75 deg. F. The air extractors are capable of extracting
170 II). of air per hour. The injection water extraction pump
is of the centrifugal type, having a di.echarge diameter of

Hi in. and a speed of 720 r.p.ni. The pump has a capacity

Fi(i. 3.

—

Jet Coxdexser fitied with " I'elas " Air
Extractors.

of 295,000 gal. per hour and requires 113 h.p. to drive ifc,

The conden.ser is of the low-level nozzle type, in which the

steam passes at high velocity through a series of water
jets from siiecially-designed nozzles, the mixture passing

through a converging cone to the bottom of the condenser,

from which it is withdrawn by the extraction pump. Tlie air

and vapour, rising to the outlet, are extracted from the coolest

part of the condenser. -A vacuum-breaking valve is fitted :
this

ensures safety in working, and oi>erates by admission of liigb-

pressur-e steam to the back of the valve, the admission of steam

lieing controlled by a float. .A special feature of the plant is

that the valves and pipework are so arranged that any com-

bination of jets can be used or either jet can b<? completely

isolated. The principal dimensions of the condenser are:

height to top of condenser shell, 12.5 ft. : height to turbine

exhaust outlet, 17.5 ft. ; and external diameter of condenser

shell, 7 ft.

An Electric Motor Bicycle.

Two years aiio at a. motor-cycle exhibition held in Italy, Signer

Giordani exliibited an eltn-tric motor Idcycle \\hich attracted

considerable att^'ntion. The machine was, however, not then

in a practicable stage; it has since been improved, and has

lat<d\- been pirt on the market by the OFriciNA Meccan:c.v Elet-
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TBICA Ome, of 8, Via della Signora, Milau. While closely

resembling an ordinary i>etrol motor-cycle, a d.c. electric motor

rated at J h.p. is momited in the position usually occupied by

the engine. The .spindle of the motor, which nms on ball

bearings, is provided with a two-speed gear and drives the

rear wheel through a chain, the ratio of the two chain wheels

being 1 to 8.

The energy is suppUed by a battery of Tudor accumulatois

carried in spring-suspended aluminium iMses at the side of the

rear wheel, fig. 4. A hund-opcarted brake acts on the front

Fig. 4.

—

An Electric Motor Bicycle.

wheel rim, while there is also a brake on the rear wheel, con-

trolled both by hand and foot, this being so coupled up to tho

controller that when applied the power is switched off.

The makers do not claim that the new machine, which
weighs 198 lb., will compete with motor-cycles of the touring

type; on the other hand, they assert that it will meet the

requirements of doctors and other professional men who in

these days cannot afford to run a motor-car and who do not

desire to ride a pedal bicycle. It is .stated that the machine
can run a distance of of about Wt miles on a single charge, thus

enabling the owner to cover more than his usual daily distance

at speeds ranging from 6 to Ki miles per hour. The maker-s

also claim that the cost of running the machine is luucli lower'

than that of a petrol motor-i'ycle.

THE ENGINEERING LOCK-OUT.

Since our la.st issue appeared meetings have been held at)

whiL'h the Executives of the Unions other than the .\.E.L.,

considered a conuuunication from the Engineering Employers'
Federation, but they could not accept the latter's conditions
as a basis for the resumption of negotiations. It seems that the
lock-out notices regarding the mcniljers of these unions will

not take effect until next Tuesday, .so there is j'et time for
the situation to undergo a favouraljle change, though there
are few indications in thiit direction.

We quote the following review of the .situation as it .stood

atthe beginning of tlie week, from The Times, the writer
being the " Labour Correspondent " of that paper:—

" The point on which negotiations have broken down is

concerned with the application of the conditionally accepted
principle that the trade unions shall not interfere with the
right of the employers to exerci.se managerial functions m
the shops, and the Federation shall not interfere with the
proper functions of the trade unions. The employers have
conceded that when material changes in working conditions
are to be introduced the workjieople directly concerned or
their representatives in the shop shall be given, if practicable,
not less than 10 days' notice of the change and afforded an
opportunity for discussion. This is qualified, however, by
insistence that the management shall, in the first instance.
be entitled to determine what changes in recognised working
conditions may be described as material changes. The unions
claim that any such decision should be come to jointly, and
not by either side w-ithout reference to the other.
"Both sides regard the matter as of fir.st importance, and the

unions' negotiating committee throughout the prolonged dis-
cussion of the past fortnight have pressed the dema,nd that
the principle of mutuality should be accepted. The employers,
however, take the view that, unless determination rests wit)h
them, the exerci.se of managerial functions in such a way as
' their responsibilities to the industry render necessary.'
would be impossible in practice, and they submit" that ample
safeaunrds have been offered to secure that no hardship woiild
result to the workpeople involved. No formula has been
found which would enable the parties to come to terms on
the nuestion. and the i.ssue apparently is to be fought out in
the field of industrial .strife."
On the .same day (April 24th) The Times published a brief

]earier m the course of which it gave expression to the follow-
ing oninions. which, our readers hardlv need to be informed,
are those held bv ourselves :

—

" Common sense, and, we might add, common patriotism,
demand from the engineering employers and workmen alike

a more accommodating spii'it than has been shown in the
recent negotiations. We have never believed in the doctrine
that these great industrial upheavals are inevitable. On the
contrary, we are prepared to trust to the instinctive gocid
will of the two partners in the industrial corporation on which
our national prosperity is based. We fear that in the present
dispute men of an extreme way of thinking have dominated
the negotiations, possibly on both sides. The nation i.s to-day
more than ever suspicious of extreme opinions, and it will
not tolerate the fatalistic view which burdens it with avoidable
lo.s.ses. It demands a sound and sensible adjustment of in-

dustrial differences, and will applaud those, from whatever
quarter they may be drawn, who by the exercise of wi.sci

moderation can rescue two of its greatest industries from a
plight to which they should never have been reduced."
An official statement was issued by the Employers' Federa-

tion, containing particulars of the procedure proposed b>(

it for the avoidance of dispute.s. 'I he " Special Provisions
re Material Changes in Recognised Working Conditions."
will be found in full in The, Times (.\pril •24th), as wiU
also statements issued liy the I'nions, which led to a coii-

linu.ince of the dead-lock.
According to The Times Labour Correspondent (April 2.5th)

if there is not definite agreement within the week the fight
must go on.

lie says that negotiations have reduced the i.s.sue

to a point which could scarcely be further fined
down. The controversy about overtime has receded
into the background, and the matter now in dispute
is concerned with the right of employers to determine
what is and what is not a material change in recognised work-
ing conditions in their establishments. It will be necessary to
recognise that in the end the leal light which the employers are
waging is with the Amalgamated Engineering Union rather
than with the associated unions. L^nless terms are arranged
with the skilled engineers, work for the semi-skilled and un-
skilled men in the shops would in any case steadily diminish.
On Tuesday the lock-out notices affecting the members of

unions other than the .\.E.U, were posted in federated shops.
It is stated that smur :;,(iiiii firms throughout the Kingdom
are affiliated to tin- Inl, raliuii. The Times on Wednesdav
printed a letter that IiikI lun-n .sent by the Engineering Fer-
eration to the .'V.E.U., and the Secretary of the Negotiating
Committee of the other unions, stating "that the Minister of
Labour was being pres.sed by certain unions to institute a
Court of Inquiry under Part II of the Industrial Courts Al-I,

1919. If such a court were set up the employers would take
part in the proceedings, and see that their case was fully
brought forward. The employers intimate their wilhngnes."
to resume the di.scussion on the questions at is.sue on the
acceptance of the procedure contained in their memorandum,
printed in Monday's Times, respecting changes in recognised
working conditions, but in the event of a Court of Inquiry
being .set up, the employers will feel that they are no longer
bound by the terms of any proposals which have been made
by them or on then" behalf since the commencement of negoti-
ations. - They state that the difficulty which they face at,

the moment is one in which politi?al issues have been the
motive and in which outside, and even international, policy
has been the real cause of the present unfortunate state of
affairs.

The employers' committee may find it necessary, at an
early date, to consider whether, in the interests of the work-
peonle. the employers, and the industry, it would not be well
to intimate generallv that for workpeople who are prepared
to enter into individual agreement with the employers on
the questions at issue, employment will be available.

( )n the men's side it was proposed to ask the Parliamentary
Lal)our Party to nut a private notice que.stion in the House
of Commons on Thursday, with respect to the Government
instituting a Court of Inquiry.

Cancer Research.—I^ord .\tfaolstan. the Evenino Nev^s
learns, has written to the Imperial Cancer Research Fund
from Ottawa, informing the committee that he has de-ided
to give the f20,000 which he offered early in February for
cancer research work to the fund. Lord .-Mholstan has also
offered £20,000 for a medicinal cure for cancer within the next
five years. Sir William Church, Chairman of the Fund, was
a former President of the Roval College of Physicians There
is a further offer of .flO.OOO" by Sir William 'Veno, of Man-
chester, for an effective non-surgical cancer cure.

Corrosion of Condenser Tubes.—.\ second and revised
edition has just been issued by the Corrosion Research Com-
mittee. 36, Victoria Street, S.W. 1., of the pamphlet entitled
" Notes on the Corrosion and Protection of Conden.ser Tubes."
The document, which is published at 2s. 8d. post free, is in-
tended to be of service to manufacturers of tubes and con-
densing plant and to the engineers who use them. It is of
an essentially practical character, and embodies the results of
ten years' research. The first edition of 1.0(X1 copies was ex-
hausted within a week of publication. The new edition con-
tains much valuable additional matter.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Edgene Cookson, trading as W.
Tuinbull ev Co., at the Jb>.\press Magneto Repair Works, as an
automobile, electrical and mechanical engineer.—At Blackpool
Bankruptcy Court, on .\prii iLst, bankrupt attended tor his

examination. His gross liabilities were stated to be £93'i, and
there was a deficiency of £&S0. Debtor attributed his failure

to expenses incurred in renovating business premises, pressure
by creditors, and money paid for vacant possession of pre-

mises. The Oflicial Jrieceiver said debtor tiled his petition

owing to execution having been levied upon his effects. On
demobilisation from the Army, he "n'orked for a firm of elec-

tricians for three or four months, and in May, 1919, started

on his own account. Jle then had £30 or ±'40 as his Army
gratuity. He had three removals from premises, and at the
time of the last one he had practically no capital, but he
liorrowed £375 from his friends, i'.50 of which liad since been
repaid. For the six months ending September, lO'il, he made
a profit of =£'2.5. He first became aware of his insolvency in

March this year. The examination was adjourned.

Aneurix Ttjdor Williams and Williaii John Bevax, trad-

ing a.s an electrical and general engineering company at 49,

Commercial Street, Aberdare.—This public examination took
place at the .\berdare Bankruptcy Court on April 'ilst. The
liabilities were returned at ±'1,708, and there was a deficiency

of ±'1,'27'2. Debtors stated that they started business in part-

nership in December, 1919, with .±'100 capital, contributed in

equal shares. For the first few months the business went on
all right, but the moulders' strike in 1920 cau.sed much diffi-

culty in obtaining materials, and involved them in less of

work. The coal stoppages of October, 19'20, and April, 1921,
also affected them, and, later, prices had to be cut considerably
in order to meet keen competition. In .\ugust, 192J, they
liecame aware of their insolvency, but they continued to trade
and contract fresh debts in the hope that matters v\ould im-
prove. .\t this period they were asked by the bank manager
to submit a statement showing precisely their ixjsition. In
that statement they indicated that they expected to receive

^1,21'2. This represented the total value of contracts plus
their profits. They did not explain this to the bank, becauee
they thought the statement would be understood in that way.
They denied, when closely" questioned, that they had any in-

tention to mislead. The examination was adjourned to enable
debtors to amend their deficiency account.

John Walker, importer and manufacturer of medical elec-

trical appliances, 9, Thistle Street, Glasgow, carrying on
business from time to time as John Walker, as John Walker
and Co., as Walker & Co., and as Walker & Nicholson at
Glasgow.—Under this sequestration bankrupt's examination
took place at the Summary Court, Glasgow, on April 13th.

Creditors were to meet in the Chaml>ers of Messrs. David
Spalding & Muir, chartered accountants, 190, West George
Street, Glasgow, on Tuesday, April 25th. Mr. Hugh Muir is

trustee of the estate.

William John Dicken, trading as W. Dicken & Son, 2,

Upper High Street, Bargoed, Glamorgan, electrical engineer.
—The first meeting of the creditors v\as held on April 13th at

34. Park Place, Cardiff. Debtor attributed his failure to heavy
expenses, depression in trade, and slump in prices. It

appeared that he started at his present premises with about
±5.50 free capital, his savings, in October, 1920. He did not
think that the business had ever paid. The statement of

affairs showed a deficiency of ±'130. The matter was left

with the Oflicial Receiver as trustee of the estate.

Charles Frederick Nason, 93, Butt Eoad, Colchester,
Essex, electrician.—The following are creditors:—
Braulik, J
Williams & Co
Jeary Electrical Co.

R. T. Morrison, electrical engineering contractor, late of

82. Lumb Lane, Bradford.—Receiving order made April 22nd
on debtor's own i)etition.

R. V. Maynfr, electrical engineer, late of Narrow and
Wentworth Streets, Peterborough.—Receiving order made
April 20th on debtor's own petition.

H. Doyle (.\cces.sories Supply Co.), factor in electi-ical

accessories, 56, Hardman Street, Deansgate, ilanche.ster.

—

Last day for proofs for dividend May 10th. Titistee : Mr. J.

G. Gibson, Official Receiver, BvTon Street, Manchester.
Jesse Frederick Ludlow and Robert Redvers Lddlow,

trading as Ludlow Bros., 196. Church Road, Redfield, Bristol,
electrical contractors.—The first meeting of creditors was held
recently at the Official Receiver's Offices. 26, Baldwin Street,
Bri.stol. The statement of affaii-s showed liabilities of ±307,
against assets of .£.53. or a deficiency of ±254. Debtors attri-

buted their failure to want of capital, bad trade, and depre-
ciation of stock. It appeared that J. F. Ludlow started busi-
ness as a jobbing electrician, and in October, 1919. was joined
by his brother. Tliev failed to make the business a success,
and became awnre of their po>=itinn last INIarch. Tlie nntter
was left in the hands of the Official Receiver as trustee of the
estate. The public examination was held Jrecentlv at the
Guildhall, Bristol. J. F. Ludlow stated that he ' and his
brother started business as electrical contractors with a joint

3e Hands. R. B.. & Co.
20 J. S: R. El.xlric Lamp Co.

capital of ±'15, but he aftens'ards put an additional ±35 into

the business. After further questions the examination was
adjourned.

t'REDERiCK Charles Goss, 64, Gloucester Road, Bishopston,
Bristol, electrical engineer.—The public examination ot this

debtor was held on .A.pril il.st at the Guildhall, Bristol. The
statement of attau's showed gross liabilities of ±1,307, of which
±1,291 was exjiected to rank for dividend, and there wat, a
deficiency of ±1,022. Debtor stated that in May, 1919, he
started m business as an electrical engineer in partnership
with a relative. The partnership capital of ±50 was provided
by debtor. In October, 1919, the partnership was dissolved,

and debtor contiuued on his own account. He denied that

he took contracts at cut prices, and said that his prices
were the market prices ruhng at the time. During the last

12 months the slump in the electricity trade had been enor-
mous. After further questions the examination was ad-l

journed.

Company Liquidations.

—

Eiqdem Spakking Plugs, Ltd.—
Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator: Mr. H. Franklin, 30
Garrard Street, W. Meeting, April 28th. Particulars of clai:

to the liquidator by May 17th.

Maxim Lamp Works, Ltd.—First meetings, creditors ai:

contributories. May 3rd, at Carey Street, W.C.
The B.E. Co. (of London and Birmingham), Ltd., 57

Up|)er Thames Street, London, E.G., and at Birmingham
wholesale manufacturing electricians.—A meeting of tht

creditors was held on April 20th at the Cannon Street Hotel
Ix)ndon, E.G., when tlie representative of the General Acces
series Co., the principal trade creditors, was elected to th<

chair. Mr. Frederick Roland, C.\.. of 70, Queen Victorii

Street, E.G., stated that the usual resolution for voluntar-
liquidation had been passed, and he had been appointed
the liijuidator. He proceeded to read figures, from whicb
appeared that the liabiUties totalled ±9,9-59, made up as 1<

lo«s :—Trade creditors, ±7, '240; cash creditors, ±2,2114; am
unsecured balance due to bank, ±425. The as,sets were esti

mated to reaUse ±7,400, from which had to be deducted ±31'

for preferential claims, leaving net assets of ±7,090. Th
assets consisted of cash in hand, ±17; stocks, ±2,864, estimate'

to realise ±2,500; office furniture and fittings, ±1,340, ex

pected to produce ±.50ll; book debts, ±3,541, valued a

±2,.51K); lease of London premises, i2C>; and unpaid call^

±1,850. The company had two branches in Birmingham-
sales depot and an assembling and manufacturing shop. Th
Binuingham premises were valued in the books at ±3,381, bii

they were charged to the bank to secure ±2.425. 'The pr.

mises might not reali.se sufficient to dischai'ge the bank'
claim, and they had been included as unsecured creditors ft

±425. The company invested ±2,000 in a subsidiary compau
called the B.E. Manufactm'ing Co. That company had
nominal capital of ±6,000, and manufactured articles for th

parent company to sell. At the moment no value had bee

placed upon these shares. The B.E. Co. (London and Bi

minghara), Ltd., was registered as a private company i

June 22nd, 1916, with a nominal capital of ±2,000, and
acquii-ed for ±1,000 the stock and fixtui-es of a business prti

viously carried on by Mr. Fauke in London and Birminghair|
The ±1,000 was paid by the issue of shares, and there werj
two signatories to the articles of association. Subsequentlf
shares to the value of ±998 were taken up for cash. In Janil
ary, 1919, the capital was increased to ±10.000. and shares tl

the face value of ±4,000 were subscribed for. Finally,

whole of the capital was issued, and the company seemedj
have received ±9,000 for shares. On November loth. Iff^

the capital was increa.sed to ±20,000 by the creation ot 10,(

cumulative preference shares of ±1 each, tearing interest^

the rate of 8 per cent., free of income tax. A number j

those preference .shares had also been issued for cash.

ing the year to June. 1917, the company made a net profitj

.£308, and a. dividend of 10 per cent, was declared,
following year the profit rose to ±1.062, and there was a dij

dend paid of 15 jier cent. During the year to June. 1919,

profit dropped to ^475. but there was a dividend declared

'

the rate of 15 per cent. Since the inception of the compan
the total amount paid in directors' fees was only ±21. Th
iseriod to June. 1920, was the most successful in the histor

of the company, the net profit being ±2,412. That amount
however, was not available for dividend owing to the liabiiit

for E.P.D., which, however, was never paid owing to tli

subsequent losses. The troubles of the company began abou
that time. There was some difficulty with regard to the outpul

and the factory was purchased in Birmingham. During th'

year to June. 1921, there was a loss of over ±4,<XX> on th'

Birmingham factory, and the trading of the company gener

ally for that year showed a loss of .±7.0(X). The nre.'^nt posi

tioii of the company was due to the lo.ss at Birmincham, ani

the slump in trade. The companv was only a small one, Uii

when it met with misfortune it had no reserves to fall barll

upon.
In answer to a question, the liquidator said he did not thinl

there was any prospect of a reconstruction scheme b«iij

brought forward.
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On the motion of the Chairman, a resolution was passed
;onfirming the voluntary Uquidation of the company, with
Mr. Roland as liquidator, and a committee of five of the
principal creditors was also appointed.
SoLECTRic Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator,

Mr. F. N. Clarke, 4. Pavilion Buildings, Brighton. Meeting
Df creditors, April -iSth.

Star Electrical Engineering & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—
Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. W. E. Boyd. 07,

Cleethorpe Road, Grimsby. Meeting of creditors. May 12th,

at the Royal Hotel, Grimsby. Particulars of claims to be

sent til the liquidator by July 1st.

George England, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquida-

tor, Mr. W. Boniface, 10, Serjeants' Inn, W.C. Meeting of

reditors. May 3rd, at Anderton's Hotel. Fleet Street, E.G.
Particulai's of claims to be sent to the liquidators by Maji

3rd.

Eclipse Carbordnddm & Electrite Co., Ltd.—Winding np
voluntarily. Liquidator. Mr. G. Lord, 6'2. New Broad
Street. E.G. Meeting of creditors. May 5th, at the office of

the hquidator. to whom particulars of claims should be sent
forthwith.

Dissolution of Partnership.

—

Bibby &; Mottershead.
plumbers and electricians, 40, Park Green, Macclesfield.

—

Messrs. Bibby & Mottershead have dissolved partnership.
Debts will be attended to by Mr. Bibby.

Private Arrangement.—Spencer John Tucker, trading as

Tucker & Bateson, wholesale electrical suppliers, 55, Berners
Street, London, ^^'.—In response to a circular letter issued by
Mr. T. L. Summers, accountant, of 64, Victoria Street, S.W.,
a meeting of the creditors of the above was held recently at

Winchester House, E.G. The statement of affairs presented
showed liabilities of ;61,108, of which f866 was due to the
trade, and £'Hi to cash creditors. After allowing f'29 for
preferential claims, the a.ssets were estimated to realise ;£133.

It was stated that the debtor commenced the business in 1919
with a, capital of ±'40, but he had since borrowed from rela-

tives, who were now creditors to the extent of ±'377, but one
held securities valued at ±'135. The business had been carried

on at a loss, and the present position was due to that fact. A
deed of assignment had already been executed owing to press-

ing creditors. It was stated that if the deed was accepted by
the creditors the cash claims would be withdrawn. A resolu-

tion was passed confirming the deed already executed. The
following are creditors :—

£ £
Soctoi? Commerciale de I'.^p- Electric Heating Co 20
pareillage G.irdy, P.iris ... L5S Heath, Samuel, & Co., Ltd. ... 23

Kersons Mfg. Co.. Ltd 97 Aerogen & Co.. Ltd 20
Davies, Kent & Stewart, Ltd. ... 70 Langley & Sons, Ltd 20
Joseph, C 67 Bovton, Charles, & Co., Ltd. ... 16
Kent. William 61 Campari, C ... 10
Townshends. Ltd 54 Loach, S. G., & Co.. Lid. ... 10
Tucker & Edgar 48 Marshall Electric Co 14
Falk, Stadelmann & Co. ... 25 Creditors under £10 118
Johnson & Jorgenson 24

Sequestration.—The estates of J. L. Brown A Co.. elec-

trical engineers, 9"20. PoUokshaws Pioad. Glasgow, and J. L.
Brown, the only jiartner of the firm, were sequestrated
by the Sheriff of Lanarkshire at Glasgow on April 21st. Meet-
ing to elect trustee and commissioners May 5th, at the Faculty
Hall, St. George' .s Place, Glasgow. A composition iuay be
offered at the meeting.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. H. C. Tofield, A.M.I.E.E..
has resigned his po^itiini as managing director of Tofield and
Robin.son, Ltd., electrical engineers, Birmingham, and has
commenced business on his own account at Temple Passage.
Temple Street. Birmingham. He has been appointed sole

agent for " Delco " electric lighting and pumping plants for
the County of Warwickshire.
We learn that the business of Messrs. Semco, Ltd., of

Shoreditch (in liquidation), has lieen acquired by the Eastern
.\rmatur6 Winding Co. In addition to its operations at its

existing establishment at Shadwell, this company will carry
on business at 19-2tl. High Street. Shoreditch, and 53, Cotton
Street, Poplar.

Mp.. C. G. Dunster announces that in future he 'syill carry
on alone the business of Dunster & Bacon, electrical engi-
neers, of 19, North Holmes Eoad, Canterbury.
Messrs. Hor.4cb Gree.n & Co., motor and dynamo manu-

facturers, have opened an office at Amberley House, Norfolk
Street. London, W.C. 2. to deal with home and export
business.

Mr. p. T. Hewson, A.M.I.E.E.. having severed his connec-
tion as superintending engineer with Messrs. Drake & Gor-
liam, Ltd., has now started business, in partnership with
Mr. H. V. Lown. under the title of Hewson & Lown, as elec-
trical and general engineers, at 22. Noel Street. Oxford Street,
London. W.l. The firm desires to receive copies of catalogues.

In addition to manufacturing electrical machinery and
cables, the A.C.E.C, of 5fi. Victoria Street, S.W.. specialise
in the production of moulded insulating materials for switch
handles and bases, bnish spindles, terminal covers and bases,
arc shields. &c. The company has recently built an entirely
new factory for the mass production of such parts. We have
before us a sample of the material in the form of an
ash or pin tray.
On Monday next the London offices and stores of Messrs.

J. H. Tdckb^ & Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, will be removed

from Shaftesbury Avenue to 101. Dean Street, W.l. Tele-
phone number unaltered. The new premises have greatly in-
creased stock accommodation, and they will also provide
showrooms where Tncker manufactures (accessories, ironclad
gear and switchgear) will be displayed and demonstrated.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Mirrlees W.wson Co., Ltd.,
Scotland Street, Glasgow.—A well-produced booklet illus-
trating and describing various patterns of central condenser
ejector aii- pumps.

Messrs. Stoit Bros., , 134, Deansgate, Manchester.-An
illustrated catalogue dealing with high-speed wire-covering
machines suitable for covering fine conductors.
Messrs. E. P. Allam & Co., 107-109, Gray's Inn Eoad,

W.C.I.—April stock hst of d.c. motors ranging from 1 to
38 h.p.

RoTAX (Motor Accessories). Ltd., Willesden Junction,
N.W.IO.—An illustrated catalogue giving details of Newton's
d.c. motors and generators.
The Jeary Electrical Co;, Ltd., 8, Lambeth Hill, Queen

Victoi'ia Street, E.C.4.—A coloured showcard illustrating the
difference between house-cleaning by old-fashioned methods
and by the " .Jeary " electric suction cleaner.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House. Kingsway,

W.C.2. Bulletin No. 15, " Street Lighting by Gasfilled
Lamps."—^This publication contain." numerous illustrations of
the application of various types of G.E.C. lanterns, &c., to
the lighting of streets, railway stations, &c. Several examples
of lanterns are illustrated and fully described, and a great
amount of illumination data, including polar curves, is also
included. Installation Leaflet. No. P2,746. giving particu-
lars of stonework cubicle switchgear installed at Soutbport.
(Illustrated.)

Electric Components, Winchester House, Birmingham.

—

A price list of conduit fittings of all types, including elbows,
tees, boxes, couphngs, &c.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.

—

List No. 940. giving particulars, illustrations, and prices of
" Simplex " multiple switchboxes, interlocking switch-plugs,
watertight switches, and ironclad cut-out«.

Messrs. A. 0. Wells & Co., 102-104. Midland Road, St.

Paneras, N.W.I.—An illustrated leaflet describing an oil

and water separator and waste-oil filter.

Messrs. Gyer, Hill & Oyer, 661-663, Harrow Eoad. Willes-
den, N.W.IO.—April price list of Government surplus stores of
all kinds.

The British Autom.wic Telephone Installation Co., Ltd..
82, Victoria Street, S.W. 1. A booklet (76 pp.) containing
illustrations of the co.mpany's apparatus, including wall sets,

desk sets, swit<?hhoards. indicators, &c.

Catalogues "Wanted.—The Artic Fuse and Electrical
Manufacturing Co., Jjid., of 66, South .John Street, Liver-
pool, wishes to receive catalogues and prices of British-made
electrical apparatus for houseliold purposes.

For Sale.—Bv direction of the Disposal Board, .\lr. C. D.
Phillips will sell by auction on May 8th. 12th. 16th and
17th. at Swindon. Newbury, and Didcot. plant, machinery,
locomotives, rolling stock, machine tools, electrical plant,

cable, and fittings. &c.
By direction of the Disposal Board. Messrs. Oliver. Apple-

ton & Kitchen will sell by auction, at the Central Stores Depot
No. 85. Barnbow, near Leeds, on May 16th and following days,
engines.' boiler, machine tools, electric motors and equipment,
fans, transformers, generating sets, itc.

Sale U.D.O. Electricity Department has for disposal a
quantity of surplus d.c. generating plant. (See our advertise-
ment pages to-day.)

Australian Metal Export Restrictions.—According to a
Melbourne newspaper, the Commonwealth Gazette in Feb-
ruary contained a proclamation renewing the restriction on
the export of certain minerals. It is stated that although in
a number of quarters there has been an agitation for the re-

moval of these restrictions, the Federal Government has
thought fit to renew them. The Government is desirous that
a check shall be kept on the export of metals, alloys and
minerals from the country, in order that there shall be no
po.ssibility of German combines practically securing control of

the Austrahan ba,se metals industry, as was the case before
the war. Unless there are suspicious circumstances, it is

explained, the Minister's consent is never refused.

Stoker Contracts.—.\mong the more important orders
recently received by the Un.edfeed Stoker Co., Ltd., are
those for travelling grate-stokers for the Eastbourne, Maryle-
bone. Wolverhampton. Stafford, Liege, and Cossipore (India)

electricity undertakings.

Economic Conditions in Sweden.—The Swedish Board of
Trade, in collaboration with economic experts, has for some
time pubhshed a quarterly review of the economic conditions
in Sweden. As this review contains information which would
not otherwi.se be available to interested parties abroad, it has
been decided to pubhsh an abridged edition in English. We
have received a copy of tlie first issue, which covers the first

two months of the current year. Copies are obtainable at the
office of the Swedish Consulate-General in London, at 329.

High Holborn. W.C.I.
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Manufacture of Electric Globes in Australia.—^According
to a Sydney newspaper, it was announced in February that
1,'200 men were required by a Sydney factory for the making
of electric lamps and globes. It appears that a company had
almost completed a very laJge factory at Alexandria for the
manufacture of electrical appliances, principally electric lamps
and globes, including drawings and filaments. It was stated
that the Labour Exchange could only engage those who had
had previous experience. If the experienced labour could not
be obtained locally, it might be necessary to arrange for ex-

perienced workers to be brought from England. The com-
pany, however, desired to give preference to those already in

Australia, and those engaged first were to be utilised to a
great extent in training Australians for this industry.

New Australian Company.—^According to a Sydney news-
paper, there has recently been registered in Australia a
company entitled Rapid Electric \Yater-Heater and Sterili.ser

Co.. Ltd., with a nominal capital of i'15,000 in £1 shares. The
company pur]X)ses to acquire any patents or copyrights, &c.,

and to turn same to account. The first directors are \V.

Stubbs, F. E. Boyden, and W. Plant.

Book Notices.
—" Bulletin No. 2, 1921," of the Faculty of

Applied Science and Engineering School of Engineering Re-
search, University of Toronto, Section No. 4. " Papers on
Current Ti'ansformers, " by IT. W. Price and C. Kent Duff.

Toronto : L^niversity Press.—The papers cover certain matters
regarding ratio and phase-angle eiTors of current transformers.

Copies may be obtained gratis from Prof. H. \V. Price. Elec-

trical Building, University of Toronto.
Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Vol. XLI. No. 4, April. 1922. New York ; The Institute.

Price $1.
"Electricity," by S. U. Starling. Pp. viii+^5; 127 figs.

London : Longmans. Green & Co. Price 10s. 6d. net.
" Engineering Abstracts." New series. No. 11. April,

1922. Pubhshed by the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great
George Street. S.V\'.

" The Henlev Telegraph," March, 1922 (quarterly). Lon-
don : W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. Price 6d.

net.—Many sketches, poems, and stories of undoubted
literary merit appear in this number. In a list of the firm's

recent contracts we note one fur the supply of 33,000-V cable

to Manchester. The record of social activities is also of

interest.

Unemployment.—The total number of registered unem-
ployed on April 10th was 1,718,400, a reduction of 24,117 in

the week. The number of workers on short time also de-

creased by about 5,000. Relief schemes were reported, on
April 8th. to have absorbed 135,513 persons.
During the week ended April 17th an increa.se of 12.110

occurred in the total number of unemployed, but the number
on short-tmie dnninishcd.

Suggestions for tiie Rio E.\hibition.—For the guidance
of British manufacturers who, while unable to send samples
of their goods, are desirous of being represented at the Cen-
tenary Exhibition at Rio de .Janeiro, the Department of Over-
seas Trade arranged, last week, an exhibition of a number of

advertising devices. Amongst these were displayed photo-
graphic transparencies in natural colours, illustrating jewel-

lery, chinaware. gowns. &c., .irranged in stands electrically

lighted. LD-P.4L Pkodoctions, of Birmingham, exhibited
two very effective devices for the di.splay of :i(iverti.sements or
small objects. One of these was a partitioned cabinet, the
front of which was covered in with platinum-lacquered glass

forming a muror when unilluininated. In the cabinet were
placed models and electric lamps, and when the latter were
switched on the models were rendered visible througn the
glass front. An ingenious automatic alternating switching de-

vice was used in conjunction with this. The other exhibit
consisted of a box with back and front open, and with a clear
glass plate arranged diagonally from the back to the front.

In the roof of the box was a translucent advertising design
behind which was an electi'ic lamp. When the lamp was
switched on a reflection appeared on the glass plate. The
" mystery " of the device can be heightened by allowing
ribbons wafted by a fan to pass " through " the reflection.

Messrs. W. H. Jubb, Ltd., displayed an ingenious model
electric railway, upon which a small locomotive operating at

8 volts was running. This little engine was capable of pulling
a load of 30 lb. The third-rail system was employed. The
.suggestion made in connection with this device is that fintis'

names could appear on the side of the trucks and also that
small samples could be loaded into them. Mr. Charles Led-
widgo .showed a model raised map with boats, propelled by
mechanical means, proceeding over " trade routes." Other
exhiliits were an " Oxford " portable kinema projector (which
was demonstrated), several illuminated signs, and an illumi-
nated model of a large factoi'y.

An AlbElectric Villa.—On .April 8th an all-electric semi-
detached villa, one of a series of fourteen now in course of
erection, was opened for inspection at Gosforth. Tlie scheme
has been carried out under the .luspices of the Newcastle-
upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,, which secm-ed the aid
of a number of electrical firms to make the venture a success.
Realising the utility of electricity, the builders of the hou.seg
agncd t<i |iul in lighting and heating circuits during erection,
iind the Supiily Company extended its mains for a short dis-

tance to bring the supply to the site. The whole of the in-

terior electrical work has been carried out by Messrs. Robson
and Coleman, of Newcastle, and the same firm has supplied
all the small electrical apparatus for the houses. The larger
apparatus, including an electric cooker (Jackson), a clothes
washer (" IJniversal "), a Western Electric dish-washer, a
Watson-Norie water heater and wash boiler, was installed by
the Supply Co. It may be of interest to detail the com-
lX)nents of the installation, as such a statement will show the
completeness of the arrangements. In the hall is a 60-watt
gasfilled lamp with inverted bowl, and a 60-watt pendant
fitting is on the first landing. In the drawing room there are
a " Miller " bowl fitting (200 watt); a floor standard; a
" Em-eka " vacuum cleaner; and a " Magicoal " fire. The
dining room equipment comprises a three-light oxidised-silver
fitting; a Jacobean " Angelus " 2-kW fire; a floor standard;
"Universal" coffee service, toaster, and kettle; a hotplate;
a "Wallace" lamp; a Western Electric .sewing machine; a
"Genii" immersion heater; and a " Plexsim " vacuum
cleaner. The kitchen is illuminated by a " Pullolite " lamp
with opal shade, and the equipment consists of a cooker,
clothes-washer, and dish-washer; a "Revo" iron; a Jackson
two-pint copi>er kettle; a " Belling " boiling ring; and a hot
water circulator and wash boiler. The best bedroom contain.?

a two-light fitting with pink silk shades; a bed light with
dimming switch; a 2-kW " Xcel " heater; a milk heater;
" Universal " hair curlers and electric iron: and a small bra-^s

standard lamp. In the second bedroom is a two-light
" Joyner " fitting with silk shades; a bed light; an " OIso

"

milk warmer; a 2-kW "Cosmos" radiant heater; and an
" Electrolux " vacuum cleaner. A small bedroom contains a
100-watt " Equilux " bowl fitting; a " Quead " IJ-kW heater;
and an " Electrolux " floor polisher. In the bathroom is a
plain pendant, and a G.E.C. pedestal fire. The house remains
open for inspection until to-morrow (Saturday).

Indian ElectrO'Technical Committee.—The Indian Textile

Jintnidl recently gave particulars of the formation of a

National Electro-Technical Committee for India by the De-
partment of Industries. Such a committee was first con-

sidered in 1910, but it was decided to i)ostpone its organisation

until the manufacture of electrical machinery in India had
reached a greater .stage of development. The personnel of the

Committee is as follows :—Mr. A. C. Coubrough, C.B.E. (of

Messrs. Mather & Piatt, Ltd., Calcutta); Mr. A. Cochran,
C.B.E.. M.L.C.. M.I.N.A., M.T.E. (India). A.M.I.E.S. (of

Messrs. Burn & Co., Calcutta); and Mr. C. D. M. Hindley.
M.A. (Cantab.), chairman. Port Trust, Calcutta. It is stated,'

however, that this Committee will only function Tintil the
Institution of Engineers (India) is in the position to nominate
a permanent and larger committee.

French Agricultural Exhibition.—.V practical demonstra-
tion of the uses of electricity in agriculture is to be held either

at Lille or Douai from May 27th to June (>th. organised by

"

the. Oflice. Agricole of the Departement du Nord and the Ser-

vice de Genie Rural. The show could afford a good oppor-

tunity for builders of small motors for farm and householdi
purposes to display their goods. The secretary is M. Char-'
pentier. 2. Rue St. Bernard, Lille.

German Lamp Taxes.—The existing taxes on lamps which*
were introduced by the law of July, 1909, have been increased,'

so that the rates are now as follows per lamp:—Carbon-fila-

ment lamps. 20 pfennigs up to 15 watts; 40 pf. between
15 and 25 watts; .S(l pf. l>etween 25 and 60 watts; 1.20 mark
between 60 and M) watts; 2 marks between 100 and 200

watts; and for lamps of higher consumption 1 mark for each
additional 100 watts or portion thereof. Similar graduations,

also apply to wue lamps, Nernst burners. A-c. .\rc lamp car-'-

bons are subject to a tax of 2.40 marks, and composite carbons-

to one of 4 marks per kilogramme. *

A Swedish Manufacturing Company.—The directors of(

the New Ruth A So.sens Elektriska .•V.B., reporting on that

past year's working, state that the results were unsatisfactoi?,

the principal cause of which was to be found in the fall in

the prices of manufactures in stock. As the production simul-

taneously declined it was impossible to avoid the loss which'

was incurred despite the energetic efforts made to reduce tha'i

working expenses. The loss amounts Uj 4.8(X).000 kronen, as |f

compared with net profits of 19,0tl0 kr. in 1".>20. It is pro-

posed partly to cover the loss by the appropriation of the

reserve fimd of 2.500.000 kr. and the balance brought for-

ward, and to carry the remainder of the debit balance t<i 1!>22.

The report further states that measures have been adopted

in the present year for greatly reducing the working ex-

penses. Good connections have been obtained abroad, but

the orders are a long way from corresponding to the com-
pany's capacity for delivery, and the existing situation of

prices is not profitable. The company was reconstructed in

1920. when the share capital of .16,G.50.0(X) kr. was reduced

to 8,150.000 kr. on the formation of the new company.

The Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.—The
sessional examinations of this Institute « ill take place on

June 19th, 20th. and ilst. and will be helil in London. Man-
chester. Birmingham. Sheftield. Glasgow and Bristol. .Appli-

cation should be made on Form " C." obtainable from the

Secretary, 38. Grosvenor Gardens, at least 21 days before the

date of examinntion.
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A Belgian Bank and Trade Recovery.—The report of the

bo:irrl of directors of the Bamme d'Outremer affirms that the

economic depression from which the nhole world suffers has
apparently reached its lowest level, and that we may hope
for an early recovery of trade; it is likely that the progress

may be slow, but, in order to prepare for this resumption of

business, the companv has decided to raise its capital from
,72i millions to 1(H) millions.

The Foreign Trade of Belgium.—Belgian industries, sajs
VElectricitc pour Tons, have scored .several noteworthy vic-

tories lately and .secured important foreign contracts in the
face of competition from firms in all countries, and especially

Germany. One of these victories was the securing of ii

contract for rails amounting to % millions of levas. Of 40

adjudications in Argentine, Morocco, Brazil, Chile, China,
Denmark. Rumania, Finland, Spain, Bulgaria, and South
Africa, Belgian concerns obtained 37, or more than three-

fourths, and the Germans only eight.

British Manufacturers in Australia.—The eleventh annual
general meeting of the Australian Association of British Manu-
facturers and their Representatives was held at the head
oltice, Collins House, Melbourne, on February '2'2nd last, and
was largely attended. In moving the adoption of the report,

the retu"ing president (Mr. W. C. Guthrie) first referred to

the new Australian Customs tariff, which, he .stated, was
gratifying to British interests, inasmuch as the measure of.

preference accorded to British over foreign goods had been
very considerably extended and increased, and the credit for

this satisfactory result was due to the Association. In con-

nection with the Tariff Board which is being set up by the
Government, he said that the As.sociation had made strong
representations as to the desirability of providing that at

least one member of the hoard should be thoroughly in sym-
path.\ with Briti.sh trade. With regai'd to reciprocal trade

within the Empire, Mr. (iuthrie expressed his opinion that

the suliject was a very difficult one, instancing the possibility

of iudu.stries situated in Canada and actually American-owned,
being placed upon the same footing in the Australian market
as competitive industries in Great Britain. He regarded
optimistically the prospects for British trade in Australia,

pointing out the steady recovery since the war, and express-

ing the opinion that the extended measure of British prefer-

ence in the new tariff would materially assist this recovery.

Referring to the Geddes Economy Commission, he said that
the Association felt that any interference with the Trade
Commissioner Service, at any rat« in. Australia, would be a
most unfortunate .step, as the Service wa^s undoubtedly prov-

ing of great value to British trade. These views had been
cabled to the President of the Board of Trade.
Other speakers included Mr. S. W. B. McGregor, H.M.

Senior Trade Commissioner, who briefly referred to some of

tlie larger factors which must have an important influence on
the development of British trade, such as the Irish Settlement
and the Washington Conference. It was not generally known
to-day that Australia was Great Britain's second best cus-

tomer, India coming first. Before the war Australia came
fourth, following India, Germany, and the United States. He
believed that the question of branch factories in Australia

required the careful consideration of British manufacturers.
It was a logical and inevitable phase in the development of

Australia.

The election of memliers of the Executive Council resulted

in Mr. .7. D. Campljell (of Alexander, Ferguson Pty., Ltd.)
being cho.son president for the pre.-ient year.

Till' London office of the Association is at 3'2, Victoria Street.

Lead.—In their report dated April 22nd Messrs. James
I'oi'ster & Co. state:

—"Values have advanced, the closing

pric(>s yesterday Ijeing f i-i 15s. for .April and £23 .58. for July,

against A''22 and £21 l'2s. 6d. respectively a fortnight since . . .

There, has been little evidence of demand from consumers,
but a fair export trade continues, due probably to short direct

shipments from Spain and .\merica not selling at the moment.
Consumption in the home trade, we understand, is increasing
slowly, and would no doubt be greater if the prices of sheet,

pijX!. and white, lead were on a more reasonable level. Elec-

trical trade demand is very slow . although an improvement
should manifest itself before long, owing to the many elec-

trical .schemes which are maturing. . . . The market
clos<!s strong, with little MVailable lead about for near
delivery."

Exhibition of Foreign Samples.—The Department nf

Overseas Trade has issued a pamphlet describing its Foreign
Samples Exhibition, which i.s- now situated in new premises
at 7. to U. CM Bailey, London. E.C.4. It has been orcaniseil

for the assistance of British manufacturers in their efforts in

overseas markets; it crntains over SO.DOO samples, including
some thousands recently received. Manufacturers are invited
to visit the exhibition, which is open from 10 to -5 daily and
10 til 1 ''clocK on Saturdays.

• " Faico " Electric Cookers.—At the Princes Restaurant
on .\pril 19th the Countess of Carnworth presented the awards
inade at the recent Cookery and Food Exhibition. The Fal-
kirk Iron Co., Ijtd., received a. silver medal, the highest l.ios-

sible award in the commercial class, for its domestic electric

cooker. The firm has received an order for electric hot cup-
boards for the liner, The Einpress of Scothnd, which is being
refitted at Portsmouth.

Local Electrital Exhibitions.—An excellent display of
all classes of electrical apparatus has been arranged by the
Hackney Corporation at the King's Hall Baths. This was
opened by the Mayor on April 24th, and a number of well-

known electrical firms are represented. The Corporation Elec-
tricity Supply Department, for its own part, has contented
itself with supplying publicity matter, among which many
E.D.A. pubhcations are' noticed. Oahron Company is exhibit-
ing, among many other appliances, a new 6-kW ^cooker, in

which efficiency and cheapness are combined. A nota,ble fea-

ture of this is the extreme ease with which the elements can
be got at. The top of the stove hinges backward and the side

elements of the oven are provided with pins fitting into

sockets. Another new departure of this company is a range
of light' boiling rings of .75, 1.25, and 1.5-kVV loading, the
larger sizes arranged for two- or three-heat control. A hot-

water circulator is also on view; this .should meet with
success in Hackney, where heating energy is cheap.
The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., confines its

attention to lighting. Comparisons are made between several

kinds of lighting—carbon lamps, gasfilled and vacuum lamps,
natural daylight, and " Trutint " lamps. A case contain-

ing many examples of gasfilled lamps is also shown.
Berrv's Electric, Ltd., has a stand bearing several
" Magicoal " fires, and the H.akt Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
exhibits a large collection of accumulator batteries for various

purposes. A " Cascade " electric washer and wringer, and
an ironing machine are shown by Messrs. Frank Feesey and
Co. The Hotpoint Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., dis-

plays numerous domestic appliances, including the
" Aerobell " washer, a sewing machine, bowl fires,

kettles, toasters, vacuum cleaners, &c. The METROi
politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., also shows a large col-

lection of domestic devices, such as " Cosmos " fires, irons,

and kettles, as well as silk shades, candelabra, and floor

standards. Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies, Ltd. have
provided an " Orwell " truck for carrying a load of 4,000 lb.;

this is demonstrated. Among the many appliances exhibited

by Messrs. Belling &. Co. is a " Modernette " cooker, a com-
pact appliance with a total loading of 4,800 watts; a number
of fires of various designs, fitted with quick-make and quick-

break switches; kettles, boiling rings, urns. Ac, and
-samples of " M.K " connectors, plugs, &c. The Jackson
Electric Stove Co., Ltd., in addition to a display of small

domestic appliances, exhibits four types of electric cooker,

upon which demonstrations are being carried out. Cooking
demonstrations are also a feature of the exhibit of the

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd., where a " Tricity
"

cooker of 3.5-kW loading is shown. This has two boiling rings,

a grill being formed by means of a bafHe plate placed over one
of the rings. Other appliances shown include irons with
" universal " voltage and swivelled connectors, kettles, fires,

hotplates, toasters, &.c. The Sdn Electrical Co., Ltd., dis-

plays and demonstrates the " A. B. C." electric clothes washer,

and the stand also bears numerous other " Sunco " appliances.

Messrs. George Nobbs, Ltd., show principally water-heating

appliances, many of which have already been described in

our pages, such as the " Genii " immersion heater, the " Nep-
tune " hot^water radiator, and sterilisers and distillers. A
7.5-kW cooker is also shown, the chief feature of which is

the heat-retaining construction of the door. Railway carriage

heaters for w-orking on l,.500-2.0(K.l-V circuits are shown.

Among low-heat appliances are shown a foot-warmer and a

30-watt bed-warmer. The Falkirk Ikon Co., Ltd., promi-

nently displays its " Double-Ray " heaters and toasters, and

is also carrying out demonstrations with its electric cookers.

A number of fii'es, kettles, irons, &c., are also shown.

The St. Annes Electricity 'Department akso held an electrical

exhibition, from April 6th to 15th, at the Ansdell Institute.

A number of local contractors combined to make the show
a success. Among these were Mr. A. M. Locke, who mad©
a speciality of the " Stannos " wiring system, and Messrs.

Prank Kay & Co., who showed fittings and appliances of all

kinds. The Singer Sewing Machine Co., Ltd., demonstrated

the application of small motors to their machines. Messrs.

Baxendales, of Manchester, exhibited many domestic appli-

ances, including a " Laundiw Queen " clothes-washer.

The Five Towns Health and Home Exhibition is being held

at Hanley from May 4th to 20th. The Potteries and District

Branch of the Electrical Contractors' .Association intends to

take full advantage of this opportunity for "pushing
"

electricity, and the following members are participating:—
Me«.sr3. Baggulcv & Sons; Barnett & Soans; Blackburn.

Starling, Ltd.; E. M. Evans it Son; J. W. Potta & Co.;

.1 Richards & Co. ; L. Vaughan; and Woodward, Smith and

Co.

The Tokio Exhibition.—ffputer says that the British

building is certainly one of the most striking in the who!^

exhibition. There are to be seen some 150 British products,

ranging from a large gas engine to specimens of the latest

textile designs. The hbrary and reading rooms are well

stocked with British catalogues, in charge of the representa-

tives of the Federation of British Industries.

Auction Sales Messrs. Shirlaw, .-Mian & Co., auction-

eer^. Hamilton, have received instructions from Messrs. James
Dunlop tt Co., Ltd., owing to termination of leases, to sell

by auction on May 4th and 5th, colliery and electric plant at

Newton and Hallside Collieries.
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Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith &, Co. report
April '.ioth :—Copper (electrolytic) bars, sheets and rods, no
change.
Messrs. James & Shakespeare report April 26th :—Copper

bars (best selected), .sheet and rod. no change; English pig

lead, ;625 10s., 30s. increase.

Chinese Notes.—The citizens of Nantungchow and Hai-
men have planned to construct a light railway, 40 li in

length, startling from Chen-long, port of Haimen, to Szechang-
pah, Nantungchow.

.\ wir«less telephonic service was opened between Peking
and Tiejitsiu on March 7th. The equipment was supplied
by the China Electric Co. and manufactured by the Inter-

national Western Electric Co. (Inc.), New York. The distance
between Peking and Tientsin is 80 miles.

The wires of the long-distance telephone between Shanghai
and Nanking will soon be installed.

Before he left China, Dr. J. A. L. Waddell, the American
engineer, at the request of the Chinese Government, sub-
mitted plans for the construction of a bridge between Nanking
and Pukow and for a trolley system connecting Wuchang,
Hankow, and Hanyang.
The following companies have been registered by the

Ministry of Communications : The Ching Hsing E. L. Co., in

Sinti. Hupeh; the Hwan Hsing E. L. Co., Cbuhochen, m
Kienli; and the Chia H.si Electric Co.
The Yao Hwang Electric Light Co., in Taihing, Kiangsu,

seeks registration with the Ministry of Agriculture and
Commerce.
The Soochow Electric Co. has contracted to purchase

from a Swedish firm at a cost of Taels 80,000, plant which will

arrive in China shortly.

An electric light company has been founded at Yangliut-
sing in the neighbourhood of Tientsin. The capital is being
sub.scribed.

An " Osram " Window Display.—The General Electric
Co., Ltd., has sent us a photograph of a window display
arranged by Messrs. Thomas Gunn. Ltd.. of Fore Street, to
advertise hghting by " Osram " lamps. The arrangement is

mo.st effective.

Dublin Electrical Contractors.—At a dinner of the Elec-
trical Section of the Dublin Building Trades Employers' Asso-
ciation, Mr. A. .G. Brufy, who presided, referred to the
history of the Association and to the necessity that aro.se for
the establishment of an association for electrical contractors
when the voltage of the public electricity supply was changed
from 100 to 200. This Association afterwards became a sec-
tion of the larger and more comprehensive body. While the
membership a score of years ago numbered but four or five,

it now included practically every firm of repute in the elec-
trical industry in the city and suburbs.

A New Method of Packing Wire.—Messrs. W. T.
Henley's Telegr.^ph Works Co., Ltd., have decided to break
away from the accepted method of packing v.i.r. wires for
dispa.t<;h, i.e., wrapping them in Hessian tape which takes a
considerable time to remove, and which, once removed, is

.seldom replaced. The new method which this firm is adopt-
ing is to pack each coil in a stout fibre-board carton; these
are then packed in containers holding three, four, or five

cartons. Both cartons and containers are clearly marked
with a description of their contents. At present all qualities
of wii-e in sizes of 1/.044 (.0015 sq. in.) and 3/.0'29 (.002 sq.

in.) are being packed in this way, and the method will sub-
sequently bo extended to other sizes. The packing of
" Henley " tape is being carried out in the same manner.

New Italian Companies.—There has been formed at
Florence the Societi Eletti'ica Amiantea for the production,
distribution, and utilisation of electrical energv. Capital
400,000 lire in l,ai0-lire shares.
The Societa Eomana per le Perrovie elettriche del Nord is

the title of a company formed at Rome' with a capital of
0.000,000 lire, for the construction of railways in Northern
Italy.

Construzioni Elettromeccaniehe e Termo elettriche is the
style of a company formed at Florence, for the manufacture
of electrical apparatus. Its capital is 100,000 lire.

A co-operative company, styled the Societa, per I'Esercizio
della Tramviii. MilanoMagenta-Costano, has been formed at
Milan, with unhmited capital in 25-lire shares, for the w'orking
of the above named tramway.
There has been launched at Genoa, the Societa di Blettritita

l.iguna Centrale, for the 'distribution of electricity. Caiiital,
400.000 lire.

'

The Societa Anonima Ligure Piemontese Impianti Telefonici
Modern! has been formed at Genoa, with a capital of 500,000
lire, for the installation of telephone plant.
With its licadquarters at Genoa, the Societa Distribuzione

elettrica .-t Sesto Monferrato. whh a capital of 2(X),000 lire, has
been e.stiihlisbrd t.. supply electricity to the last-named citv.

Studir. Klettiiit(\-nico industriale Ingegneri Galeuti e Caui-
I'la'^gi is the style of a, compauy just formed, for the repre-
-rntatioD of national and foreign firms manufacturing elec-
trical machinery and apparatus. The capital is 50,000 lire,
anil the offices are at Milan.

.'^t Genoa lias been embodied the Societa Ganali Valle Stura
for the carrying out of ixTigation and olwUi.-al installation •

undertakings. Capital, 800.000 lire.

Rag. Calvi e Kurscheur is the title of a newly-started com-
panv. whose objects are trade in electrotechnical materials.

Capital, 10O,O(J0 lire; ofdces 2, Via Cesare Cantu, Milan.

Reconstruction in Europe.—^Thc Manchester Guardian
(JoDimercial has is.s'ued the lirst of a series of twelve special

j

sections devoted to the supremely important problem of re-

construction in Europe. It is issued at Is., and contains be-

tween twenty and thirty articles on exchange and cnrrency
matters as they exist to-day in the various countries of Europe
and in the U.S..\. Later sections are to appear between now
and October, in which shipping, finances, railways, the
reparation problem, banking, labour and other subjects will

be specially covered. Mr. Lloyd George, in a " message " to

the editor, describes the work as "an expert study of the
most urgent que.stion of the day." One of the articles (by
Dr. von Glasenapp, vice-president of the Reichsbauk) deals
with the German balance of indebtedness with the rest of

the world, and another, by Fr. Urbig, managing director of

the Disconto Gesellschaft. with the practicability of exchange
control in Germany.

Excess Profits Duty.—^The Para Telephone Co., havinj<
made application to the Commissioners of Inland Revenue lor

an increase of the statutory percentage as regards the business
of supplying public telephone service in Brazil, the Board of

Pveferees has ordered that the statutory percentage shall be
increased :

—

'

1. In the case of any trade or business carri«_'d on or owned by a com-
pany or other body corporate, to 7^ per cent.

2. In the case of any other trade or business:

—

(a) for accounting periods ending prior to January 1st, 1917, to

7j per cent., plus 1 per cent.

;

{b) for accounting periods ending after December 31st, 191b', to

75 per cent., plus 2 per cent. ; except that for the purposes
of sub-section (2) of Section 41 of the principal .Act, the statu-
tory percentage shall be 7^ per cent., plus 1 per cent.;

with the addition, in cases 1 and 2 (h) for the purposes of sub-section
(I) of Section 41 of. and paragraph 4 of Part II. of the Fourth
Schedule to, the principal Act. of 3 per cent, for accounting periods
ending after December 31st. 191B, and before January 1st, 1J20, ami
of 5 per cent, for accounting periods ending after December 31sl, 1919.

The Manufacture of Electrical Apparatus in China.—The
L'nited States Commercial Attache, Julean Arnold, in a report
states that the Electrical .Appliances Manufacturing Co. has
been recently organised and has purchased 75 acres of land m
Soochow for the erection of plant. It has made arrangements
with the German Siemens Co. in Germany whereby the
Chinese company will use the Siemens patents in exchange for

a certain percentage of the profits to the Gennan company.
Siemens will furnish th^ Chinese company with a corps of ex-
perts to install and assist in the operation of the plant. The
company has chosen Soochow, as land is purchased there at
less than one-tenth of the price obtaining in Shanghai, and
the location is only 80 miles west by water and 55 miles by
rail from Shanghai. Pm-thermore. labour costs are lower at
Soochow than at Shanghai. Mr. S. T. Sze. a brother of the
Chinese Minister to Washington, is manager of the new com-
pany. This concern will manufacture electric motors and all

sorts of electrical appliances suitable to the Chinese market.
The present capital is given as 1.500,0(N» Yuan (silver), or
about $800,000 gold. They expect to increa.se this capital as
the plant develops.

—

Eastern Engineering.

German Electrical Activity in Japan.—The Berlin cor-

respondent of the Fin-ancial News reports that Messrs.
Siemens Halske and Siemens Schuckert have just signed a
large electric contract with the Japanese copper mag-
nate, Furukawa. It is for the erection in Tokio of a big
establishment with machinery for the production of electricity.

The Japanese and Germans will be jointly interested, and „

during the next few days 20 of the leading engineers of the
Siemens Halske and Siemens Schuckert combination, with
a staff of technical experts, will sail for Japan.

British Insulated Works Memorial.—Manv hundreds of

the employes of British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Tytd..

Prescot. witnessed the unveiling of the memorial erected to
the employes of the works who fell in the war. Mr. Simpson
Hanua, the oldest skilled employt'' at the works, formally
handed over the memorial to Mr. James Taylor, chairman of

the board of directoi's. Mr. Taylor said that on .August 4th,

1914, 480 officers and men, fully equipfx^d. left to fight fur

their country, and at the dato of the .Armistice there were
l.ftSl employes of the works at the war.

i
LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.—IjO.\n.—.Application is to be made for a loan to

carry out the extensions of electricity supply to Oswaldtwistlc
and neighbouring distiicts.

Barry.—CoNsri.T.\NTs' Report.—The firm of Sir Chail.s

Brjght & Partners has presented to the T'rban Distiirt

Council a report upon the supply of gas and electricity to tli.'

town. The rejvirt says that Barry is one of the Largest tow us

in the country without an electricitx' ^upply of any kind, and
it is thought that if the Council does not .shortly take steps

to secure powers to generate and distribute electricity a
private company will do .so. Considerable economies could

be effected by working an electricity scheme in conjunctioc
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V itli the municipal gas undertaking; it is, therefore, suggested
thit generating plant should be installed- at the gasworks,
where an old retort house of ample dimensions is available.

The sets would consist of medium-speed, horizontal gas
engines direct coupled to d.c. generators to form a three-wire

system. A coke-fired gas producer of 2r>0 h.p. capacity would
be installed outside the engine room. It is not anticipated

that the supply of electricity would result in any diminution
of the demand for gas, but rather that the general .standard

of illumination would be raised. The consultants do not
think there would be a large demand for electricity for power,
except at the docks, where electricity is abeady available.

Birmingham.

—

Price Reductions.—The Electricity Supply
Committee has reduced its charges for energy ; the reduction

is retrospective to the last meter readings. The reduction
amounts generally to a halfpenny per unit in the price for

lighting and one-third of a penny for power. The lighting

scale now ranges from 6d. per unit, for quantities less than
l.lHKt units per quarter, to 4d. per unit for a consumption of

I
2().l)(J0 units or more. For (X)wer, heating and cooking the

i
rates are as follows; up to 300 units per quarter. iJid. per
unit: .300 units and upwards, 2.>,d. per unit. 'This revision

brings the prices back to the 1919 level.

Blackpool.—Lo.AN.—On May 2nd Col. T. C. Ekin will

conduct an inquiry on behalf of the Electricity Commissioners
into the application of the Corporation for sanction to borrow
£'2'2O,0OO for the purposes of the electricity undertaking.

Cannock Chase.—Electricity Supply.—Mr. C. Jones (elec-

trical engineer to tlie Cannock Chase Colliery Co.) has re-

ported to the Brownliills Urban Council that the company
has decided to proceed with the scheme for supplying the
adjoining districts with electricity. The supply, he says, will

be carried overhead at 440 V for power and 340 V for light-

ing. For private purposes the charge will be a maximum of

8d. per unit for lighting, and for public lighting the sug-

gested charge is ^3 per lamp per annum for the Brownhills
West district and £3 .5s. for the other districts, the company
to bear the cost of cables and standards.

Ceylon.—Hydro-Electric Scheme.—According to the Indian
Textile Jouniai the Government is reported to have now de-

cided to proceed with the Aberdeen-Laxapana hydro-electric

scheme in partnership with an engineering firm in England.
Of the necessary capital of about Rs. 14,000,000 the Govern-
ment will contribute three-fifths by raising a special loan in

England at an early date ; the remainder will have to be in-

vested by the firm undertaking the work.

Cheam.—Street Lighting.—The South Metropolitan Elec-
tric Light Co. has agreed to light the parish at a charge of

£5 5s. per standard for twelve months.

Continental.

—

Russm.—The Prussian semi-oflicial economic
journal reports the formation of a company for the electric

lighting and drainage of the city of Kieff, with the co-opera-
tion of the Electrical Undertakings Co.. of Berlin. The latter

will deliver necessary materials to the value of 5,000,000
marks, and will receive interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per
annum for any credits granted.

.JuiiO-SL.4vn.—The Direction Gt'nerale des Eaux, of the
Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, has carried out
a survey of the hydraulic power of the new State.

As a result of the inve.stigation. it is stated that the power
available at low-water amounts to 2..500,000 h.p., and to
T.riiiiMiiKI h.p. at average water levels. At present only
Ii;il.iiiii) h.p. is being utilised, although concessions were
-riirit.'d in 1919 and 1920 for the exploitation of a further
mm) h.p.

Norway.—For some time past there has been under con-
sideration the question of transmitting electric power from
Norway to Denmark. A technical committee was appointed
Ijy the Norwegian Government, while the Danish Govern-
ment also appointed a committee for the purpose of consider-
ing the practicability of putting a scheme into operation. The
Rritixh Legation at Christiania has now forwarded to the De-
liartiiient of Overseas Ti'ade an abstract from the Tidciis Tcyn.
if March •22nd, in which it is stated that " the technical com-
nittee appointed to consider the project is so far advanced in
its work that a meeting is to be held at Christiania on April
IHth. when a survey will be drawn up for the information of
lie Scandinavian Commission api)ointed to consider the ques-
ion of power tnui.^mi.'ision to Denmark. No information has

• et become available, but it is rumoured that the committee
vill report favourably upon a scheme to transmit the power
ilong flio West Coast of Sweden."
^B^RANTE.—An intercommunal syndicate has been formed at
jpinal to draft a sclieme for the electrification of a group of
ommunes in the Department of the Vosges.
Five communes in the Department of Dordogne have

ormed themselves into a syndicate, and have applied for a
oncession to build a hydro-electric station at an existing dam
n the Isle river in order to supply electricity for agricultural,
ghting, and power purposes.

Czecho-Slovakia.—According to Czecho-Slovakian Minis-
eria! utterances, a company is shortly to be formed, styledM Vereinigten Eloktricitatswerke A.G.. in Prague, to carrv
ut the following programme : The setting up and working of

(1) ai generating station at the State coal mine at Hedwig,
near Erweniz, with a capacity of 4.5,000 kW, a transmission
line to Prague (100 km.), at a pressure of IftJ.OOO V, with'
the chief transfonner stations at Prague and Kladno. The elec-
trical energy will be stepped down to 22,000 V, with feeder
conductors tor the connections in the neighbourhood, the esti-
mated co.st bemg 300,000,000 kr.

; (2) a hydro-electi-ic gene-
rating station at Stechowitz with a fall of 70 metres and a
capacity of 75,000 kW, yielding yearly 350,000,000 kWh, with
a^ cable .50 km. in length to Prague, the cost being
4-50,000,000 kr.

; (3) a low-pressure hvdro-electric station at
Vrany. with a fall of 10 metres, capacity 10,000 kW, yearly
yield 41,000,000 k^^h, with a line connecting with the Stecho-
witz electric works, the cost being 80,000,000 kr. The
Erwenitz station is to be completed within two years, that at
Stechowitz within five, and the Vranya station in 1927.—
Elcktrischc. Krafthetricbe viid Bahncn.

'

An agreement has been arranged between German-Austria
and Czecho-Slovakia with regard to the utilisation of the
water power of the Thaya river. By the agreement Czecho-
slovakia is to erect a frontier hydro-electric works between
Zaisa and Baumol. utilising such portions of the land on the
Austrian side of the river as may be needed for the river con-
structions. Czecho-Slovakia has agreed to siipply 6,000,000
kW. Construction must begin within five years after the
conclusion of this agreement.

A conference recently took place at Pressburg to arrange
the formation of an electricity supply company to serve West
Slovakia. It was agreed to start the company with a capital
of 8.000.000 kr.. which was to be doubled in three years. Con-
tributories to the scheme are the State, the county of Press-
burg. and the surrounding towns and communes. The object
of the company is the carrying out of a systematic electrifica-
tion of the Pressburger Komitat.
The Central Moravian Electrical Co. i.s mcreasing its capital

from 2,000,000 to 3,M0,00O crows. Its headquarters and
works are at Prerov, and it is intended to utilise the water-
power near Kromeriz.

Cookham.—Special Order.—The Electricity Commissioners
have submitted to the Ministry of Transport for confirmation
a Special Order granted to Lord Meston and others for the
supply of electricity within part of the parish of Cookham.

Dartford.—Phoposed Extensions.—The Urban District
Council is approaching the Erith Council to ascertain whether
it uould be prepared to negotiate for the transfer of a gene-
rating set of 200-kW capacity. Provided satisfactory arrange-
ments are arrived at it is proposed to send a deputation,
representing the Erith, Dartford and Woolwich Councils, to
wait upon the Electricity Commissioners with a view to
obtaining their consent to plant extensions.

Dundee.

—

Bulk Supply Rejected.—The Town Council has
rejected the proposed agreement between the Corporation and
the Grampian Hydro-Electric Development Co., Ltd.. as the
terms offered are nof sufficiently favourable to the city.

Glasgow.

—

Electric Cooking.—^The Corporation Electricity
Department has lately experienced a good demand on tha
part of householders for electi'ic c(X)kers. About 200 of these
appliances have been installed recently, and last week the
Electricity Department authorised the purchase of another
200. there being a long list of applications for cooking appli-

ances. The cookers are hired out at an annual rental of £'2.

India.—Bengal.—A Committee has been appointed by the
GoveriJment of Bengal to consider the question of the Hydro-
Electric Survey of the Presidency.

—

Router's Trade Service
(Bombay).

Calcutta.—It is anticipated that work on the extensions
of the Cossipore jjower station will be complete in four years.

The extensions, when completed, will nearly double the
present output, which is 21, .500 kW. The cost of the new
plant is estimated at :fi665,66.5.

Si;rat.—The report of the Surat Electricity Co. for the year
<Mided December 31st last shows that the laying of mains is

now well advanced. The power station, offices, &c., have
been completed, and the erection of generating sets, each
comprising one 1.50-b.h.p. Mirrlees-Diesel engine, with a
Croinptoii alternator, complete with .accessories, ami the work
of laying the underground mains and constructing an aerial

di,stributiou *<ysteiii, are al.so well in hand. An agreement has
been entered into with the Auglo-Persiau Oil Co., Ltd.. for
the supply of liquid fuel for a period of ten years, and it is

hoiked that the company will be in a position to commence
the supply of electricity to the district at an early date.

Langholm.—Proposed W.ater-power Scheme.—The Town
Council is having a survey made by an engineer as to the
possibilities of generating electricity by water power.

London.—St. Pancras.—The Borough Council has received
sanction from the Electricity Commissioners to the borrowing
of £'3,355 for ash-handling plant at King's Road station.

Manchester.—Reduced Charges.-The Electricity Commit-
tee has decided to recommend to the City Council a slight

reduction as from fhe June quarter in the charges for elec-
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tricity. It was reported that duriuK the past year there had

been a net profit of ^643.229 after providing for all capital

charges and income tax. This sum is to be placed to thu

reserve account.

Rochdale.—DiSPOS.\L of Profit.—On the past year's work-

ing of the electricity undertaking there is a surplus of f22,64.).

It IS propo.sed to allocate .£7.t)00 towards the relief of the

rates and! in view of the heavy contemplated expenditure

during the coming year, to carry forward the balance to

reserve.

St. Mellons.—Special Order.—The Electricity Commis-

sioners have granted a Special Order to the South ^yales

E.P.D. Ccmnanv giving it powers to supply electricity within

the rural district. Details of the area are given m three

schedules. A fourth schedule fixes the maximum price per

unit at 9d.

Shoreham--bv=Sea.—Si'Eri.M, Order.—Mr. Frank Gibbs of

Be^ch Shipyard, has been granted a Special Order enabling

him to supply electricity to Shoreham and Lancing. The

maximum price per unit he will be permitted to charge is Is.

Stafford.—Lo.\N Sanitioned.—The Electricity Commis-

sioners have .sanctioned the borrowing by the Town Council

of £4,710 for the laying of a cable to the English Electric Co.'s

works.

Stroud.—Electricity Suiu'lv.—Tlie Pairal District Council

has decided not to oppose the scheme proposed by the

Norchard Electric Power Co. for supplying the district with

electricity.

Ventnor.—Street Lighting.-The Urban Council has ac-

cepted the offer of the Isle of ^^ it'ht Electric Light Co. for

street lighting for three years for a quarterly payment of

±'GS 15s., plus 6d. per unit for electricity consumed.

Walmer.—Scheme Abandoned.—The secretary of the Gas

Co. has informed the T'rban Council that the companv i«as

definitely decided not to carry out the electric lighting

scheme owing to altered circumstances since the war.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Continental.—liAlA.—A coiupany has been formed, styled

Societa fur la Ferrovia Adriatico-Sangritana, to carry out the

electrification of the railway from the Adriatic to Sangritana.

The cost of the undertaking is estimated at 18,(XIU,0(.I0 lire,

exclusive of rolling .stock, and the line is to be complete and

ready tor working by the end of December, 1923.

Dover.—Extension oi'- Time.—The Ministry of Transport has

granted a further extension of tune to July 9th. 1922. for

constructing the St. Margaret's and Martin Mill light railway.

Edinburgh.—Proposed Extensions.—The Corporation in-

tends applying for a Provisional Order granting powers for

tramwav extensions which are expected to take seven years

to complete. The estimated cost of the extensions is as

follows: in connection with the electri tramways. :£105,144

;

for the adaptation and conversion to electric traction of the

remaining sections of the Corporation tramways. £110.644;

and for tramwav equipment, cars, rolling stock and depots,

£314,867.

Jugo=Slavia.

—

Raiiavay Constructiox.—TAp rimes Belgrade

correspondent states that a Special Committee of Ministers

is cDUsideriii- the offer of an American group to construct a

nuiiilici- ul 1 1 i(i; id-gauge railways. The lines w^ould include a

route liniii Kl.nlnvo, via Belgrade, Valjevo, anil Sopotriiko, to

the Adriatic. The .syndicate is to have the right to carry out

the electrification of any lines it constructs, and it offers the

Government $]0,00l),000' for the concession.

Manchester.—Reduced Fares.—The Tramways Committee

has de .ided to recommend the City Council to reduce the

tramway fares. The Committee has also decided to hand

over £.50,000 to the relief of the rates.

Mexico.—Railway Electrification.-The President nf the

Republic has inaugurated the work of electrification oi the

Santiago-Valparaiso line and ramifications, a length ol

3.50 km.—HcuUr's Trade Scnirr (Santiago).

Sunderland.—Strike Settled.-The strike of the employes

of the Sundcrlauil Di-itrict Tramway Co., which has lasted for

three months, w.'is M-ttli>d last Friday night.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Denmark. — Telegraph AoRttMEXT.-The Danish Store

Nordiske Telegraf Selskab has applied to the Swedish Govern-

ment for a renewal of the agreement between the two parties,

wdiieh will expire in about three years from the present time,

having been prolonged in 1910 for a period of 15 years. An

agreement also exists between the Government of Finland and

tiie Great Northern Telegraph Co. with regard to the tele-

n-aphic traffic to the west, and if Sweden were to terminate

tlie contract with the Danish com|xiny this would influeuc>>

the relations between the latter and Finland, because the com-

pany would no longer be able to fulfil its contract obligations.

Finland and Sweden would then have to arrange their own
mutual telegraphic connections. As a consequence the atti-

tude of the Swedish Government is also of exceptional

interest for Finland. Sweden receives a considerable amount -^

in tr.msit taxes, which will be increa.sed when the company's*'

services to Russia and the Far East are resumed. In some','

circles in Sweden it is desired to become independent of a.

Danish company, and in this respect there is the example ofV

Norway. But the position of Sweden and Norway in relation
;

to the company is quite different. In Norway the company
only owns the cables between Norway and England, but no
transit traffic proceeds through Norway. For the rest the

separation of Norway from the company would be very dear

to the former.

—

Financial Times.

Russia.—Telegraphic Commdnication.—Direct telegraphic

lommunication between Germany and Russia has been estab-

lished via Dvinsk.
Telegraphing to India.—The Council of People's Com-*

inissaries has granted a concession for telegraphic commuqica-

,

tion between India and Europe. Communication will bo
J:

through Russian territory, and there will be connection with,'

Turkey, Egypt, Persia, and the Mediterranean countries, says^j

the Dailij Telearaph. i

Spain.—Wireless News Service.—Spain is following thd
example of other countries and organising a wirele.ss newa|

service. A central station is to be established at Madrid,]

whence, at certain hours in the day. messages will be dis-J

patched to posts in the provinces within a radius of 600 km.!

The station will also be equipped to commirnicate .with thef
western coast, distant 700 km. from Madrid, and with thc>

Balearic Islands. The length of wave adopted is 1,.SLHJ metres.

Facilities are to be provided for the transmission and recep-

tion of news from foreign stations.

Tristan da Cunha.

—

Wikeless Commimc.^tion.—The island

will no longer be known as the loneliest in the world, as the
i

]

citizens of Cape Town, S.A., have presented the islanders j
with a wireless outfit having a range of from l.WHJ to 1,5U0

miles.— 7';'(f TiiiHS.

Wireless Telegraphy. — Imperial Chain. — The Anglo-

Egyptian wireless service via the Imperial Wireless

stations near Oxford and Cairo comme'nced on April 24th.

Telegrams will be accepted at any post office for Egypt, Pales-

tine, and Syria for transmission by w^ireless, and a corre-

sponding .service will be available in the opposite direction,

fhe rates of charge will be 3d. a word less than the cone-

spuiiding cable rates for full-rate traffic and IJd. a word less

Ihaii the corre.sponiling cable rates for deferred traffic.

—

Wot-
iiiinster Uazeitc.

Fishing Boat Installations.- During the last U-n years

wireless apparatus has been installed in some 200 Fren-h fish-.

iun ves.seis. Wireless is now regarded as an indispensable

Iiart of the eijuipment of a modern trawler. By its use infor-

mation can be collected and distributed as to the best fishing

grounds and the best time and place for disposing of the

catch. The owner can exercise control over the movements
of the vessel, and expedite or delay its return to port as de-

sired. The French postal authorities telephone the message
direct from the coast wireless station to the owners. The
range of fishing vessels is generally sufficient to allow

trawler to communicate directlv with the shore stations.—

Tl,c Times.

Wireless Telephony. — International Conference.-'Ito

International Radio Conference, which met in Paas
fcr five ilays last week, as noted in our last issue,

adjourned for a week on -April 19th, and met again

in London on the 24th inst. The Conference, tm

American idea, is attempting to induce the large radio powert

ot the world to co-operate in the building of plant in South

.\ineiica. If the plan fails it will mean duplication. The two

adiourimients. from Cannes to Paris, and from Paris to

London, would seem to .show that all has not been working

smoothlv. Oermanv is represented by delegates from tli-

Telefunken Co.. Great Britain by the British Marcimi C.

France by the Radio France, and America by the Radio ('•

lunation.—JSirminyliam. Post.

BuoADiASTiNi;.-In view of the broadcasting wireless tel.

phone .service, which Mr. C.odfrey Isaacs announced la-

week the .Marconi Co. is ready to organise, considerable in-

terest attaches to the forthcoming statement |>romised by the

Postmaster-General on the (iovernment ,ittitude regarding the

use of wireless in cases where it is likelv to prove df value

to trade and industrv. At the pre.sent time the number of

licences held bv amateurs in this country for receiving sets i-

between 6.000 and 7,000. and for transni'tting apparatus 2.^'

The annual revenue derived from the tees is. according

The Times. ,£3,265 and £355 respectively, and the annual >
^

penditure in connection with the issue of licences arid the

inspection of stations is about £5,000.

Penni.'sion to ui=e receiving apparatus is granted with corn-

par:, tive freedom bv the Post Office: but while there is a. tei

dencv in some quarters to press for the r,-moval of any restr

tions on facilities for transmission, the T"nited States (.over

ment is considering the restriction of the use of wireless tejc
,

phony for purposes other than Government and commerciai|
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coruuiunications. Though there are fewer than 300 persons

holding transmitting licences in England their activities some-

times interfere with official and commercial communications.

It is not uncommon for Croydon .\erodrome to issue a

general request to amateur transmitters to " stand by " for

varying periods. A receiving installation, too, when amplify-

ing valves are used, can occasionally cause disturbance, as

the action of the valves .sometimes puts a certain amount of

energy into the aerials. For this reason the use of amplify-

ing valves is not permitted to amateurs experimentmg
within two miles of a large official or commercial station.

CLOSED.
Egypt.—.A ^£70,000 contract for the supply and installa-

tion ut pumping machinery at .Atf, in Lower Egypt, has been
secured by a British concern. There was keen competition
on the part of Swiss, German, Fi'ench, Dutch, and other tirms,
but the contract was awarded to the Associated British Manu-
lacturers. who are the agents for the English Electric, Pater-
.^on Engineering, and Glenfield and Kennedy companies.

—

Heiitei- s Trade Service (Cairo).

France.—French Post and Telegraph authorities at .Algiers

have just placed a contract for the supply of 60 tons of copper
w u-e with the Societa des TVefileries et Laminoirs du Havre.
of Le Havre.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(The date gioen in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Elkctrical Review in which the

" Official Notice " appeared.)

Government Contracts.—The following Government con-
tracts were placed during March, 192'2 :

—

OPEN.
Argentina.—Bi:e.\os Aihes.—June '28th. Municipal Coun-

cil. Plant for hydro-electric generating station and trans-

former sub-station.*

Australia.—Mf.lbouhnf,.—September 1st. Victorian Elec-

tricity Connnissioners. Five surface feed-water heaters, six

surface vapour conden.°ers, and I'i feed-water evaporators.

.July 5th. Victorian Railways. One 'i-ton storage battery

truck with jib crane and lifting magnet. Three passenger

electric elevators and one freight elevator with all equipment.

Blackhall Colliery.— Electric light fittings for Comrades'
Club. Apply X(]. l.S, 11th Street, Blackhall Colliery, Durham.

Doncaster.—May 8th. Electricity Department. Two
water-tube boilers, with economisers, induced draught plant,

and .steel chinmey. (.\pril '21st.)

Edinburgh.—Mav 1.5th. Electricity Department. .Si.\ or

12 months' supply of electricity meters. (See this i.s.sue.)

Egypt.—.Ale.\.4NL)hi.a.—.June 1st. Ports and Jjights Admin-
istration. The .\rsenal. Six months' supply of general stores,

including electrical gear. Arc.

Fleetwood.—May i'th. lUectiicitx Department. One
].UMI)-k\V (I.e. turbo set, with switchgear and condenser. (See

this issue.)

Glasgow.—Mav 1st. Lighting Department. .Supply of

electrical fittings and accessories for 1'2 months. Specilicatiuns

from the Lighting Department, '211. Tmngate.

Grand Duchy of Lu.xemburg.—May 8th. .\dniinistration

Syndicate at I'ioerich. I;uxemburg. Supply of hve three-phase

electric motors and centrifugal pumps, ranging from li to '23

h.p. ; also five kilometres of underground electric cable, and
five kilometres of underground telephone cable in connection

with the water supply undertakings in the Esch and Capelien

Cantons.

London.—H.M. Oi-'kice ok Woiik.s.—May 4th. Engineering
labour (electrical, iVc.) required in the Newcastle-on-Tyne and
Southampton districts during a period of three years. Secre-

tary H.M Office of Works (Contracts Branch), King Charles

Street, London, S.W.l.

Manchester.—Mav 9th. Tramways Committee. Trucks
for ti-amcars. Mr. '

.J. M. McElroy.' general manager, Cor-

poration Tramways. 55, Piccadilly, Manchester.

Middleton.—.Mav 1st. Electric installation at Providence
Congregational Church. Specification from Mr. S. Pauls,

borough electrical engineer, Middleton.

Morocco.—Rabat.—May 27th. Postal Department. Supply
of bronze and copper wire, in two lots, deliverable by October
1st. also porcelain insulators, in two lots, for the posbil ser-

vice. Particulars from the Office des Postes, Telegraphes. et

Telephone.s. at Rabat, Moro<-i'(..

Mountain Ash.—May 8th. Irban District ("oum il.

E.h.p. overhead and underground tran.smis.sion mains. (Sec

this issue.)

New Zealand.—.Auckland.—June 1st. Tramways Deiiart-

ment. Electric equipment for ten bogie tramcars.
Weluxgton.—July Sth. Public Works Department.

Eight steel transmission line towers.

Preston.—Mav .Wth. Electricity Department. Two
l(),(100/12,0(in-k\V turbo-generator setts', with condensing plant,

auxiliaries, and piping; house-service plant, comprising one
l.'200-kW turbo-generatcjr and two a.c. 6.(300/ 2'20-V d.c. sets.

(See this issue.)

Siam.—Bangkok.—June '28th. Department of Posts and
Telegraphs. Telegraph and telephone materials, about
£10,000. Chief electrical engineer. Telephone Exchange,
Bangkok.

*A copy of the i>lan. specifications, ami conditions of tender,
&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84), .3.5, Old Queen Street, S.W.l.

.\uti

.TV CONTK.\CT .\ND PUKCHASE DePARTMLM.

telephone exchange equipment.—Relay Automatic Telephone
Co., Ltd.

Batteries and cells.—Premier Accumulator Co. (1921), Ltd.; Chloride like-

trical Storage Co., Ltd.; D.P. Battery Co., Ltd.
40-amp.-hr. cells.—Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.
Storage battery cells.—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Lttl.

Containers and covers lor electrical storage battery.—Fuller's United Elec-

trical Works, Ltd.
Electrodes.-Quasi-Arc Co., Ltd.

Mica.—Micanite and Insulators, Ltd.; .Mica Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.

Switchboard with instruments. &c.—Park Roval Engineering Works, Ltd.

Switches.—Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd
Tubes, conduit, and fittings.—Brotherlon Ediswan Tubes & Conduits.
Electric trolleys.—British Electric Vehicles, Ltd,

Modificatic

AlK MlNISTRV.

rdiograph apparatus.—Cambridge S: Paul Insi

•ansmitlers.—C. F. Ehvell, Ltd.

in London and the

Post Office.

Telephone apparatus.—.Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;

l^hcenix telephone S: Electrical Works, Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co..

Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Testing, protective appar.uus, &c.—.Auloni.ilic Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. ; Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd.

Wireless apparatus. -C. F. Ehvell, Ltd.

Telegraph and telephone cable.—Connoll)-s (Blackley), Ltd.; Enfield

l^xliswan Cable Works, Ltd.; \V. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co.,

Ltd.; Pirelli-Gener^il Cable Works, Ltd.; Siemens Bros. 8; Co., Ltd.;

Union Cable Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Leclanche porous cells.—General Electric Co., Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co.,

Ltd.
Loading coils.—Weslwn Electric Co., Ltd.

Condensers.—Dubilier Condenser Co. (19;il). Ltd.; Fuller's Unilcd Electric

Works, Ltd.

Cords for telephones.—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Ducts.—Doulton & Co., Ltd.

Lead sheet and strip.—T. X.- W. Farmiloe, Ltd.

Insulated stjples.—Tower Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Creosoted troughing wood.— Burt, Boulton & Haywood, Ltd.; Calder and

McDougall, Ltd.

Copper wire.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.

Laying conduits.—Many contracts for laying condc
provinces have been placetl during -the month.

Manufacture, supply, drawing-in and jointing cable.—Newcastle. Durham.
West Hartlepool : W. T. Henlev's Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd.;

Brighton, Worthin.;, Ipswich-Aldeburgh : Johnson & Phillips. Ltd.

Repairiiig battery, Birmingham Central Telephone Exchange.— Alton Bat-

tery Co., Ltd.
Telephone exchange equipment.—Windsor : .Automatic Telephone Manu-

facturing Co.. Ltd.; sub-contractors for batteries: D. P. Battery

Co., Ltd,; for charging machines: Crompton & Co.; stock for

various automatic exchanges in contemplation : .Automatic Telephone

Manufacti*ring Co., Ltd. ; Warrington : Siemens Bros. &• Co. ; sub-

contractors for batteries : Tuilor .Accumul:itor Co., Ltd. ; for charging

machine: English Electric Co., Ltd.; Rock Ferry: Siemens Bros.

;ind Co. Ltd.; sub-contractors for batteries: D. P. Battery Co., Ltd.;

for charging m;«hine : English Electric Co.. Ltd.

i'r.insmittcr (Seaforth, Liverpool, Wireless Station).—Radio Communica-
tion Co., Ltd.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Cable.—British Insulated & Helsbv Cables. Ltd.; Western Electric Co.,

Ltd.; Hooper's Telegraph & I. R. Works, Ltd.

Copper wire, X:c.—T. Bolton & Sons. Ltd.

Sounders. &c.—.Automatic Telephone Manufacturin>* Co., Ltd.

Spares for Diesel engines.— English Electric Co.. Ltd.

Switchgear.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Export Co., Lid.

Telegraph line material. &c.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Telephone apparatus.-British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.

Wireless station.—Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd.

Commissioners of Public Works, Dublin,

f^leclrical work and supplies (Dublin districl).-Handley & Robinson. Ltd.

Keighley.—^Tramway Committee. Accepted:

—

lun .ni.iur-omnihuses (at present on hire) (fl,5i5 each).—U) land Motors,

Leyton.—The Urban District Council has recently set its

seal to the following contracts :
—

clad itchgcar.—Bn Peebles .1- Co.,Motor converters and
I^td.; and Reyrolle & Co., Ltd

EMri. h.p. cable—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd.

Ir.imwav feeder cable —Union Cable Co.. Ltd.

Translor'mers.—Hackbridge Electric Conslruction Co.. Ltd.

Oierhead crane.—Vaughan Crane Co, Ltd.

London.—Hammersmith.—Electricity Committee. Recom-
mended ;

—
Supporting steelwork in connection with the two additional boilers (£37«).—

Redpath, Brown & Co., Ltd.

20-ton weighbridge, 30 It. x 8 ft. (£450).—Whcssoe Foundry and Engineer-

ing Co.. Ltd.

Th Committee has agreed to the pavment of an .idditional £925 on

the contract of the Stirling Boikr Co. of £5,160. accepted in 1918, for boiler,

superheater, and fittings, <Iue to the advances in the prices of

creases in wages, and reduction of w.irking hours.
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FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Society of Engineers.—Mondav, May 1st. .At Burlington House, Piccadilly.

W. .^t a.3tl p.m. Paper on " The Testing of Small Electrical Plant,"

(P.irt II), by Dr. C. V. Drysdal.:.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Western Centre).—Monday, May Ut.

At the South Wales Institute of Mngineers. Park Place, Cardiff. Paper on
" Electric Motor Starters," by Mr. J. .-Vnderson.

(Wireless Section).—Wednesday, May 3rd. ,\t the Institution, A'ic

toria Embankment W.C. At 6 p.m. Paper on " Short Wave Directional

Experiments," by .Mr. C. S. Franklin.

Electricity Supply Commercial Association (Greater London Division).-

Tuesday, Mav 2nd. At StratfonI Church Institute, 27, Romford Ro.ad, E.

At ".30" p.m.' .Xddrcss by Mr. G. R. Smith, general secretary.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday. May 2nd. At the Institution.

Gi.it George Street, S,W. At fi p.m. James Forrest lecture, " Some
r„vi-\Var Problems of Transport," by Sir J. A. F. Aspinall.

Roentgen Society.—Tuesday, Mav 3nd. At the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Ordinary meeting.

Institute of Metals.—Wednesday, May 3rd. .At the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, Storev'.s Gate, S.W. At 8 p.m. Annual May Lecture by Prof.

Sir E. Rutherford. F.R.S., on "The Relation of the Elements."

Iron and Steel Institute.—Thursday and Fridny, May 4th and 5th. M the

Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, S.W. At 10.30 a.m.

Annual general meeting.
M.iv 4ih. .At the Conn,aught Rooms. At 7 p.m. Annual dinner.

Chemical Society.—Thursday. May 4th. .At Burlington House, Piccadilly,

\\ At 8 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday. Mav 5th. .At Caxton Hall. S.W.
At R p.m. Lecturette. " Gold Castings under Steam Pressure," by Mr.

E. H. Ching.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Friday. May 5th. At the Philosophical In-

stitute. At 8 p.m. Annual meeting.

Royal Society of Arts.—Friday, May Sth. At John Street, Adelphi, W.C.
.At 4,30 p.m. Joint meeting with the Dominions and Colonies and Indian

Stx-tions. Lecture on " Imperial Wireless Communication," by Prof.

A\'. fl. EllIcs, F.R.S.

Association of Engineers-in-Oharge.—Saturday, May 6th. At St. Bride's

Institut., liri.l. L.ine. E.C. .At 7.80 p.m. Informal discussion on
•

t nillou ;•- Multiple Expansion Steam Engines."

London Association of Foremen-Engineers.—Saturday. May 6th. .At Can-

nnn striM t Hot.-l. .At (j p.m. Si\(\-ninth anniversary festival.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Kent Section).—Saturday, May
(ith. At slessati's Rest.iurant, Rend, zvous Street, Folkestone. At 3 p.m.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to comi^lete replies to queries ret-eiveii this week
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—
An electrically-operated bolt whereby a front or other door

can be opened from the top of a house (said to be in common
use in American apartment houses).

An adhesive tape wound on a cardboard bobbin \^•bich has

a blue line running through its centre.

NOTES.

Fatality.—Through an e.xplosiun due, it is believed, to

fusing of an electric cable of a coal-cutting machine, in View
Park Colliery, TTddingston, Lanarkshire, eleven men were in-

jured and two have since died.

The Jubilee Celebration of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers.—.\s previously intimated, if a sufficient number
of applications are received we shall be able to supply sets of

the 13 j>ortraits of electrical pioneers, which we printed in con-

nection with the I.E.E. Jubilee. A fair number of inquiries

have been sent to us, but not yet enough to cover the cost;

the offer will remain open for another fortnight.

" Luciferin " Chemical Light.—The production of cold,

artificial light by chemical means has been achieved after eight

years' experimenting by Prof. Newton Harvey, of Princeton
f'uivcrsity, U.S.A. The ba.sis of the discovery is a substance
which Prof. Harvey calls " luciferin." It is extracted from
minute shell-fi.sh. In essentials, it is stated, it is the same
as that by which glow-worms produce illumination and which
causes certain forms of decaying organic matter to glow.
Isolated from insect or other orgtinism, however, the sub'-

stancf soon loses its light-giving power, ;>gnd Prof. Harve\
was obliged to .seek a method of perpetuating it. It was found
that " luciferin " regained vitality in contact with oxygen,
but prolonged contact had the effect of again destroying the
light-giving power. Prof. Harvey and his as.«istants thercfoi-e

turned their attention to finding a catalytic agent which would
produce the desired intermittent reaction between " luciferin

"

and oxygen. The natiiiT of this i-eagent remains his secret.

For practical purposes the light-producing composition is dis-

.solved in water. In a dark room a flask full of the liquid
presents the appearance of water burning with a dark blue
flame. .\t a distance gf 4 ft., says Prof. .Harvey, it is possible
to read a newspaper. At the present stage of development he
admits- that the light has no practical use, " but like other
work in pure science, no one can predict what the practical
results will be."

—

Dailil ^Jail.

Appointments Vacant.—Electrical engineer and tramways
manager (JK-SUO), for the Bexley TJ.D.C. ; chief assistant eler-

trical engineer (j6l'io) for the Bradford Corporation Elr-i

tricity Department. (See our advertisement pages to-day. i

Educational.—Engineekixo in the Post Office.—Sir ^^ il-

liain Noble, engineer-in-chief of the Post Oflice, calls atten-

tion in The Times to the opportunities which the enginceriut.'

branch of the Post Oflice offers and to the competitive

examinations whicli are being re-introduced for assist-

ant engineerships. The first of these examinations is no\'.

taking place. They are open to :

—

(a) University graduates holding 'engineering degrees.

(h) WhitW'Orth scholars.

(c) Students of the Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology who have gained the Diploma of Membershi|)
of the Imperial College in physics or engineering, or

who hold the Diploma of Associateship of the City and
Guilds Institute.

(rf) Post Office employes nominated by the Engineer-iii-

Chief.

The age limits are from 20/2.3 years, with the proviso that

in the case of examinations held within two years of the date
of the first examination the upper limit .shall be 2.5 years. In
the case of post-graduates who have acquh-ed practical ex-

perience in approved engineering works an extension of aji-

based on the length of this experience, but not exceeding twr,

years, may be granted. Further, an ex-Service candidate
may be allowed to deduct from his age any time up to a maxi-.
mum of two years w-hich he has spent in the Forces. Success-
ful candidates will be required to serve a probationary period
of two years.

Of more interest from the point of view of careers for boys
is the open competition which is being instituted . for the
junior grade of inspector in the Engineering Department.
The age lunits in this case are from 17 to 20. with a simiittr

proviso that in the case of the exaiuinations held within the
next two years the upper limit shall be 2'2. In this case also

ex-Service candidates may deduct from their ages any time up
to a maximum of two years. A " pass " standard must be
reached in the following subjects :

—
(1) Pure mathematics; (2) applied mathematics; (3) heat,

electricity, and magnetism; (4) engineering, drawing and de-
sign, and in either (5) sound and optics; or (6) chemistry;
and also in (7) personal ciualities.

Successful candidates are required to serve a probationary
period of two years. These examinations wiU take .place \
once or twice a year as the need arises.

Technical Training in India.—It is understood that the .

Government of the United Provinces is considering the ques- '

tion of erecting a large modern institution for the training of

mechanical and electrical engineers. The college will be ' '

located at Lucknow near the O. & E. Railway locomotive
workshops.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Bombay).

Faraday House Entrance Scholarshii'S.—As a result of the
entrance scholarship examination, held at Faraday House this
month, the following awards have been made :

—
R. W. Griffin, County School, Beckenham, the " Faraday " '|

scholarship of fifty guineas per annum, tenable for two
years in college and one year in works.

,,

\>. Miiiidy. Central Foundation Boys' School, London, the
Maxwell " .scholarship of fifty guineas per annum,

tenable for one year in college and one year in works. :

W. Swindells, Municipal Secondary School. Brighton, an *

exhibition of thirty guineas per annum, tenable for two -'

years.

B. K. Watts, Aldenham School, an exhibition of thirty
guineas per annum, tenable for two years. ^

J. W. Bailey. Elizabeth College, Guernsey, an entrance
prize of twenty guineas.

D. F. Gover. Dulwich College, an entrance prize of twenty
guineas.

Service Notes.—Recruiting for the electrical branches of
the .'Service is not at all brisk at the moment. Ex-soldiers are C
being permitted to rejoin under certain conditions. Com- \
missioned Telegraphist G. H. Carkeet has been posted to the-J
battleship Iron Duke. Additional otficers of the electrical''"

imits formed during the war |>erioil have bocii posted to the .;'

Territorial Reserve of Officers. i'

Rural and Urban Dwellings.—The United States Bureau^^
of Census reports that in 1!I20 there were '20,697,204 dwellings
in the United States. Of these 54.1 per cent, are rural dwell-
ings; consequently there is a va.st market for the electrical

industry, which as yet has hardly been scratched, and the'

rural customers' demand will probably equal, if it does not
surpass, that of the urban consumers.

—

Electrical World.

Scientific Congress in Belgium.—The General Secretary
of the Association des Ingenieurs ,«ortis de I'Ecole de Liege
informs us that the Congress with which the 75th anniversary
of the foundation of the Association will be celebrated has
been postponed one week, and will open on June 18th, instead
of June 11th, 19'22. Particulars of the Congress were given in

our issue of March 10th, 19'i2, p. 343.
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Provision ol Power for Wireless Telegraphy.—The paper

that was read by Capt, J. H. vV hitiaker-Swiutum

A.M.I.E.i^., betore the W U'eless Section ot the Institution

of Klectrical Engineers on the above subject, had for its mam
objects the siu'vey ot the various forms ot power at high

pressure which have been used in connection with coa-

tmuous-wave wireless telegraphy since the early stages of the

development of that system; an examination of preaent prac-

tice in experimental working in connection with transmitting

sets of small power; and a statement as to probabilities re-

garding the future.

The essential requirements for producing " pure continuous

waves " are set out and a description is given of successful

methods, and of others.

The conclusion reached is that direct {i.e., unidire<^tional)

current directly generated is inherently the best form of

liower, and that British engineers .have now quite suflicient

experience and data to design and construct generating

machinery for lai'ge outputs at the high pressure requii-ed

for world communication.
It is hoped that means may be found of carrying on the

research work with alternating cm-rent, but at the moment
the author considens that high-pressure direct-current .<atill

holds the field, and for large-power sets it should certainly

be possible to construct thoroughly sound direct-current

generators to give 10,000 volts and, .say, from '20 to 30

amperes from one conunutator. Such machines are. of

course, quite si)ecial, and would be of the nature of special

engine-driven generators or motor-generators, which aiTange-

ment would be very satisfactory, as by variation of held

strength the transmitters could be more readily and safely

tuned up to full power. The author has reason to believe,

however, that six-phase ot' twelve-pha.se transmission could

be successfully arranged, using three-phase .50-period energy

from public supply mains as the prime mover. Twelve-phase

or, rather, twelve-half-wave continuous waves could be practi-

cally as pure as direct-current-generated continuous waves,

but for equal harmonics it is thought that they cannot be so

efficient.
*

The subject is so large that no apology is made for not

having written for the expert, as a more general paper

appeared to be needed for the average member, and to give

general information to engineers and wirele-ss enthusiasts.

A Fire-damp Detector.—An invention by two London
scientific engineers designed to make the detection of tire-

damp certain is undergoing tests at the Home Oflice. it

comprises a small attachment for .use with the present electric

hand lamp which enables the user to note the actual amount
of fire-damp, which can be easily read from a scale.

—

Daili/

Uinpatch.
According to the Daily Telegraph the device is the work of

Me.ssrs. Alfred and Leo Wilhams. of Chiswick. Fii-edamp is

found in most of the coal mines of the United Kingdom. One
of the advantages of the " methanometer " is that it will,

increase the proportion of the electric lamps employed, thereby

providing an illuminant which will at once be more perfect

in itself and less injurious to the eyesight. Messrs. Williams's

invention will enable the workman to ascertain the

actual amount of firedamp surrounding him, and, by adju-stuig

the ventilation, reduce the quantity down to safe limits. The
attachment is exceedingly .small, and will fit snugly over the

globe of the safety lamp. The inventors have a second string

to their bow—an automatic contrivance which eliminates the

personal element altogether. It is set before the miner'

descends the shaft, and raises an alarm by fia.shing a light or

sounding a bell the moment dangerous firedamp asserts its

presence. This device was brought to the notice of the Home
Ofiice two years ago, and is now passing the last tests.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Liverpool Sub-Centre.

Mr. J. \V. Beauchanip read his paper on '" Engineering Ad-
vertising and the Work of the E.D.A.," before the Sub-
Centre, on April '24th. The following members took part m
the discussion :

—
Messrs. Dickinson, Clothier, Hansom, Collie, Holttum, Col-

lin and Nisbett.

Edinhurgh Electrical Society.—On Apul 22nd, members
of the Society visited the recently constructed hydro-electric

generating station wtich supplies the Tweed Mills, at Walker-
burn, owned by Messrs. H. Ballantyne & Sons, Ltd. Mr.
Ewan conducted the party over the works, and the Society

was much interested in the unique arrangements for pumping
water to a hill reservoir during idle hours and utilising this

stored power for the day working of the mills, which we de-

scribed recently. Tlie Society had tea and field an informal

concert in the Walkerburn Hotel.

Institute of Transport.—The Institute is to hold an inter-

national congress at the Institution of Civil Engineers, from
May 17th to 20th. Sir Henry Maybury is to open the pro-

ceedings and many eminent foreign and colonial experts

will be present. Among the papers to be presented are several

upon the design of mechanical vehicles and the financial as-

pect of pas.senger and goods traffic. Capt. H. Eiall Sankey is

to read a paper on " Wireless as an Aid to Transport." A
reception will be held on May 16th, at the Hotel Metropole;

the liord Mayor. wTli give a conversazione on May 17th; and

on May 18th, the Institute's third annual dinner will ba

given.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.—The
annual general meeting of the Yorkshire Centre was held on

April .5th, Mr. C. N. Hefford (vice-chairman) presiding. A
new committee was elected, and at a subsequent meeting of

this body the following officers were elected for the ensuing

vear :—C'/iairnMit : Mr. W. M. Rogerson (Halifax); I'ice-

'Chairman: Mr. E. A. Barker (Bamsley) ; Hon. Secrciarn and

Trca.surer : Mr. S. Derwin Jones (Batley).

Mr. Eogerson was re-elected the Centre's representative

upon the Council of the I.M.E.A.

A resolution urging the necessity for passing the latent?

Electricity (Supplv) Bill into law was carried unanimously.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineert, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the projession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officiaU, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

Mr. Henry Jackson, M.I.E.E., has retired from his position

with the London & North Western Railway Co., haying

reached the age limit. He was telegraph superintendent and

electrical engineer to the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Co.

for a period of 'Hi years, and was transferred to the North

\\'estern Co. when the amalgamation took place. He com-

menced his career with Messrs. Tyer & Co. in 1877, and m
1884 was appointed electrical engineer to the Furuess Railway

Co. In these early days, in addition to railway telegraphs,

he had considerable experience in the electric lighting of

docks, petroleum storage, and ship lighting. In 1889 he was

appointed to the position on the Lancashii'e & Yorkshure Rail-

way which he has ju.st resigned. He was chairman of the

Railway Electrical and Telegraph Engineers' Conference in

1889, and again in 1915 for the duration of the war. On
Tuesday, March -iSth, the Railway Electrical and Telegraph

Engineers and a few personal friends entertained Mr. Jackson

to dinner at the Euston Hot<=l and presented him with an

easy chair and a silver tray suitably inscribed. Mr. Russell,

of the Glasgow & South Western Railway, presided, and m
making the presentation spoke in high terms of Mr. Jackson's

abilities and his readiness at ail times to as.sist and give

advice to his colleagues, and wished him every happiness m
his retirement. Mr. Fleming, of the Purness Railway, spoke

in high terms of his old chief, under whom he served between

1878 and 1889, and pointed out that Mr. Jackson was one of

the pioneers in electric lighting, having hghted Ramsden

Docks, BaiTow, with three separate Siemens dynamos supply-

ing current to three arc lamps on the top of 86-ft. lattice iron

standards.
Mr. J. A. Bromley, A.M.I.E.E., general manager of the-

Keighlev Corporation tramways, was appointed, on Friday

last, as general manager of the York City tramways.

Faversham Town Council has reduced the salary of the

electrical engineer from i'450 a year to £416.

Mr A. Manighetti, after three years in Paris, has left the

l-'rench technical staff there of the Hewattic Electric Co.,

Ltd., and is now connected with the same company's London

branch (80, York Road, King's Cro.ss. London, N.l), where he

w^ill be glad to meet old friends.

Mr J. C. AcsTEN, manager of Austen & Barnes, Ltd., elec-

tricians, has been elected chairman ot the Tonbridge Urban

Mr. Richard Fitzhenry, formerly of the English Electric

Co Ltd.. Siemens Works, at Stafford, has commenced his

duties with Messrs. Callender's Cable & Construction Co..

Ltd., Hamilton House. Victoria Embankment, E.C.4. as com-

mercial and technical representative in the London district

for cable accessory gear, including joint boxes, network boxes,

house service boxes. &c.. and cables.

Manchester Corporation Tramways Committee has ap-

pointed Major H. Mattinson the chief civil engineer of

the Corporation tramways department (see Elec. Rev., April

21st, p. 562) to be general manager, as from July 1st next, at

a salary of £1,400 per annum.

Obituary.

—

Mr. Tlvitoi o Ejimott.—We regret to record that

Mr Harold Emmott (the onlv son of Mr. Walter Emmott.

M instC.E., M.I.B.E., consulting engineer, of Halifax), died

suddenly iiJ his father's office on Thursday last week,

at the eariv age ot -35. He was educated «**"-'

Higher Grade School and Technical College, Halifax,

and at Woodhouse Grove School. Apperley Bridge. He

was apprenticed with Mr. Shaw, City electrical engi-

neer, Worcester, and afterwards acted as assistant-^ to

Mr. Busby, of the British Insulated & Helsby CaWes,

Ltd on London cable contracts, and with the L.G.O. Elec-

tricity Department. He joined his father in March, 1916, his

first work being the installation of electricity supply m the

town of Bingley. He was a member of the 6th London J^ield

Ambulance (T.), transferring to the 2nd Northern General
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Hospital, Leeds, and on the outbreak of war he was mobilised,

promoted sergeant, and was in charge of the X-ray Depart-

anent at Beckett's Park, Leeds, until the end of 1915.^ He
then applied for and obtained a commission in the R.E.. and

served in France until March 'iSrd, 1917, being invaUded out.

He then obtained a position as constructional engineer with

the Bradford Corporation, rejoining his father some two years

ago. He was an Associate Member of the Institution of filec-

trical Engineers, being admitted a student in 1903. He was

a Freemason. The .sympathy of all who know his father, Mr.

Walter Emmott (one" ot the oldeist members of the protessiou)

will go out to him and the family m their .vad bereavement.

To the manv personal friends of Mr. Harold Emmott his

early death "will mean much by the loss of a bright, genial

and gentlemanly dispo.'^itioned member of the electrical fra-

ternitv. He leaves a widow and daughter.

Captain L. C. CAiirs-Wii.soN.—We regret to note that Capt.

Louis Charles Carus-Wilson, M.C., E.C.S.. assistant experi-

mental officer at the S.E.E., Woolwich, passed away on .\pril

23rd in the Red Cross Hospital for officers at Brighton. Death

was the result of tulierculosis, contracted on .service in the

Near East. Captain Carus-Wilson, who w^as only '25 years of

age, was the second son of Ashley Carus-Wilson, late professor

of electrical engineering at McGill [Jniversity. The Times, m
referring to his work in connection with wireless

'

telegraphy

in the war, says that he received the M.C. " for invaluable

services rendered at the Battle of Messines, where, under

heavy shell fire during seven days, he showed the greatest

skill "and resource in using, for the first time in action, the

latest invention in wireless signals After lecturing on

electricitv to the British troops at Ohiigs. he was recalled,

and selected by the "vVar Office in 1919 to be ' the representa-

tive British officer ' at I'Ecole Superieure d'Electricite. of

Paris. There he won the diploma in radio-telegraphy, &c.. of

the University of Paris, and passed out of the wireless school

first on the long list of foreign officers who .completed the

course. He was then attached to the Wireless Headquarters

Staff at the Horse Guards, and later on, when engaged in

original research at Woolwich, was appointed to represent the

War Office during the installation at Cairo of the first Hnk of

the Imperial Wireless Chain." Cant. Carus-Wilson was an

Associate of the Institute of Radio Engineers of America.

Mr. I. Stephenson.—The death occurred on April loth, in

his 69th year, of Mr. Isaac Stephen.son, electrical contractor,

for many years in business in Flowergate, Whitby.

Will.—Mr. ,\lexander McGeoch, of Birmingham (W.

McGeoch & Co.) left £.37,&31.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Plant and Supplies, Ltd (181,109).—Private company.
Registered .April 12ih. Capital. £4.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

o( electrical and mechanical engineers, dealers in electrical and mechanical

plant and engineering supplies. &c. The subscribers (each with one share)

are- A P Pope, Toddington, Beds., ergineer; J. P. Southwell, 18-19, Iron-

monger Lone. E.C., C.A.; .\. P. Pope is the first director. Registered office:

12 and 13, Henrietta Street, \V.C.2.

Instrument Screw Co., Ltd. (181,233).—Private company.
Registered .April 20th. Capital. £3,000 in £1 shares. To carrv on the business

of manufacturers of' screws and parts for electric and scientific instruments,

and small engineering and scientific apparatus, S:c., in the U.K. or elsewhere.

The first directors are : E. Homberger, 17. Kenton Ro.id, Harrow-on-the-Hill

(managing director and chairman); H. Booty. 25. Kenton Road, Harrow-on-

the-Hill. Secretary ; H. C. Booty. Registered office : Stanley Road, .South

Harrow.

Haywards Heath and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.
(181,143").—Registered April 13th. Capital, £30,000 in £1 shares. To acquire

from E. A. Bridge, H. Dearden, H. l-'inch, T. White and E. Prior, with the

consent of and on such terms and conditions as may be approved by the Elec-

tricity Commissioners, the undertaking authorised by the Havwards Heath
and District Electricity Special Order, 1922, and to carry on the business of

suppliers of electricity in all its branches. The first directors are : E. A.

Bridge, Naldretts, Hurstpierpoint; H. Dearden, Lyhoath, Havwards Heath;
H. Einch, Horllbeani, Haywards Heath; T. White, Grenville, Havwards
Heath; E. Prior, Church Road. Burgess Hill. Minimum cash subscription,

£7,000. Qualification, £500. Secretary: O. S. Jaques. Registered office:

Hornbeam, Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.

Power and Traction Finance Co., Ltd.—Registered on
April 20th by Messrs. Linklaters and Paines, solicitors, 2, Bond Court, E.C.4,

as a " private " company with a nominal capital of £250,000 in £1 shares.

The objects as defined in the memorandum of association are (iiiler alia) : To
seek and secure openings for the employment of capital in any part of the
world, to apply for and turn to account any .Act of Parliament, decree, con-
cession, right or privilege, to carry on, finance, assist or participate in trading,

financial, commercial, industrial, manufacturing, mining and other businesses.

importers of any articles and as general engineers and contractors, and any
business usually carried on by trust, finance, land, mortgage and agency com-
panies and bankers, to promote companies, to purchase, underwrite, subscribe
for, hold and deal in investments and securities of all kinds, and to acquire,

construct, equip, carry out, administer and control public works and con-
veniences of all kinds. The subscribers to the memorandum of association
(each signing for one share) are t^vo clerks. The first directors are : Wm. L.
Hichens, Sir John Hunter. K.B.E.. the Rt. Hon. Lord .Meston. K.C.S.I..
P. J. Pybus, C.B.E., Sir Hugh Reid, Bt., C.B.E., and J. .Sampson, C.B.E.
No share qualification is required. The remuneration of the directors is to be
determined by the company in general

all the powers of the company to borro'

charge the undertaking, property and ut

create and issue debentures, debenture
description. The company is empowe
directors) to oass a resolution to capitali:

shares and securities. Shaj-e transfers

or raise money and to "v-.rtgage or
tiled capital of the company, and to

stock and other securities of aYiv

d (on the recommendation of the
undivided profits and to allot bonus

proposed to be
transferred inust be offered first to existing shareholders at a price to be
fixed by the proposing transferor or by arbitration. No notice of situation of
registered office was on the file to .April 24th, on which date the file first

became available for inspection. The file number is 161,220.

Kohler Co., Ltd.—Registered as a " private com-
pany on April 20th by Messrs. H. C. Davles & Son, 222, strand, \V.C.2, w, h

a nominal capital ol £10,000 in £1 shares. The objects are : To act as i:.v

porters and exporters, as principals or agents, ol wares and goods niati i-

lactured or sold by the Kohler Co., of Konler. Wisconsin, U.S.A., to manu-
Kohler automatic power and light machines, plant ^:,.

eleclr: al and othe

other
lavaloi

baths

&c. The first dii

nd dynamos, Kohler enamelled plum
sanitary ware and fittings, pipes, tubes, br

^nd enamelled goods, household articles, vacuum cle;

agricultural and domestic machinery and apoliance*

jre : W. J. Kohler, 10, High Sn-eet, Koftler. \\

lacturer; W . B. Clark, Bank House, Tring. Herts.

.ock. 143. Glencldon Road, Streatham, S.\\ .lb. bar

British subject by birth, and the other two are c

birth, gualification : one ordinary share. Remuneration. £1 each per annum,
or as the company may decide, fhe registered office Is at 329, High Holburn.

W.C. The file number is 181,235.

James Gordon & Co., Ltd. (181,247).—Private company.
Registered April 21st. Capital, £15,000 in 8,0OU 7i per cent, preference shares I

ol £1 each and 14,000 ordinary shares of 10s. each. To a.lopt agreemenu ]

with J. Gordon and J. j. Lassen and to carry on the business of founders,
|

mechanical, electrical, and marine engineers, manufacturers of water tur-

bines, go\»-rnurs, pipe lines and other water-power machinery, &c. The sub- |

scrihers (eadl with one ordinary share) are :— S. Pennells, 75, Bulwer Road.
I.eytonstone. Ell, law clerk; B. H. Gower, 13ti, Colney Hatch Lane, N.IU, .

managing clerk. The life dirc-ctors are: J. Gordon (chairman) and J. J. |

Lassen. Qualification of ordinary directors, £2.50. Registered office ; Windsor
House, Kingsway, W.C.2.

PeacehaveE Llectric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Regis-
ter,-d :,s :i pulili. comp:ln^ on April 21sl «ilh a nominal c:ipital ol

shares of £1 each an<l 20,000 ordinary

pl.ani and machinery and the right

owners. le;iseholders, and tenants on
re, and to adopt an agreement with

Ltd. The mintjTium cash subscription

illotment is £7. The first directors

lunt Street, \V. (director, Fanti Con-
Avenue Chambers, 4, Vernon Place,

W.C.I, (director of South Coast Land and Resort Co., Ltd.); C. F. Gold,

Avenue Chambers, 4, Vernon Place. W.C.I (director of South Coast Land and
Resort Co., Ltd.). Qualification (except first directors), £100. Remuneration,

£300 per annum, divided between them. The registered office is 4, Vernon
Place. W.C.I. The file number is 181.255.

Bideford and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (181,201).
—Registered April lilth. Capital, £25,000 in £l shares (7,500 preference and
17.500 ordinarv). To .acquire from S. I. Knill the rights, benefits, and
interests referred to in three agreements, two dated .April 7th and December
l.ith 1921. b 'tween himself and the Borough ol Bideford, and one dated

imself and the Urban District Council of Northam

;

dated February 9th. February 9th, and February
;. I. Knill, Crompton & Co., Ltd., and Barllett,

carrv on the business of suopliers of electricity in

directors are : Major W. Ascott, O.B.E.,
Bartlett, " Glenburnie," Bideford (director

J. U. Fulford. J.P., " Southcott."

I

£20.000 in 15,(KiO 10 per
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CITY NOTES.

Mr. Harry Kahu presided at the annual

West London meeting on April 19th. In presenting the

& Provincial report and accounts, he said that the

Electric Supply balance at profit and loss, £5,209, \yas

Co., Ltd. " practically the same as before. The divi-

sion of this profit, however, was a different

matter, as la.st year besides the current interest on the fund-

ing certificates.
"

the wliole 'of the arrears were paid off.

Accordingly the directors now recommended a dividend ol

6 per cent! on the ordinary ishares; tj per cent, on tlie cuniii-

lative preference shares; and 4i per cent, interest on tlie

funding certificates; a balance of £3.56 was carried forward.

The chairman then leferred to the working results of the

Chiswick Electricity Supply Corporation. Ltd.. the \vhole of

the capital of wliich is held by the West London Co. ;. this

report w-as dealt with in our issue of April 14th Ip. 530). The

report and accounts were adopted and the retiring directors

re-elected, and at a subsequent extraordinary meeting it was

unanimously agreed to increase tlie directors' remiineration

fr(jm .i'l,'2<H) to .il.SOO per annum.

For the year ended December 31st, 19:2L

National tliere was "a profit of ±'9,()81, plus .f.S,.538

Electric brought forward. Th-e directors recom-

,

Construction iiieiul that there lie put to depreciation on

Co., Ltd. free wired installations £1,000, to general

reserve £3,0tK), to reserve f;,;- equalisation

of divideiwls £3,01111, to reserve, Dewsbury and Ossett Ti-am-

ways £I,3UII. -^ dividend of (i per cent, requires £5,100. and
there is to be carried foruard £4,.S'20. The company is finan-

cially interested in the following undertakings:—Rhondda
Tramways Co., Ltd.: Torquay Tramways Co., Ltd.; Mex-
borough and Swintou Tramways Co. ; Mu.s.selburgh and Dis-

trict Electric Light and Traction Co., Ltd.; Dewsbury and
Ossett Tramways; City of Oxford Motor Services, Ltd.;

Bo'ness and Carnarvon Elec'.ricity Undertakings ; and Wis-

bech Electric Light A Power Co., Ltd. The coal strike and
subsequent trnde depression adversely affected the results, but

the profits geiiernlly have been .satisfactory, the net revenue
from interest on inveslmeuts, le.ss interest paid, being £5,393.

According to the Financier, the net

River Plate revenue for 1921 from all sources (includ-

Electricity ing £35,457 arrears of interest for years

Co., Ltd. 1914-19 upon 5 per cent, obligations of

( lerman Ti'ans-Oceanic Electric Co.)

amounts to £S0,(193, plus £6,982 brought forward. There
lias been tran.sferred to general reserve £30,000, as well as

other sums amounting to £111.6.54, held in suspen.se to covei'

certain contingencies. The directors recommend a dividend
nf 6 |ier cent, upon the 6 jwr cent, preference shares and a
dividend of 7 per cent, for year on the ordinary. re.serving for

taxation £10,(Hll). carrying forward £9.104. The board also

recommeiuis that £49,573, part of general reserve fund, be
capita'lised and divided among ordinary stockholders. The
board has not l>een advi.sed that all formalities connected with
transfer of a.«sets of German company to Spanish company
have been completed, and therefore the contract between
the company and Compania Hispano-.Americana de Electrici-

dad, referred to in last year's report, has not yet been for-

mally declared effective. It is, however, anticipated that all

formalities will be completed by an early date, and in the
meanwhile the Spanish company has punctually met all

interest payments upon outstanding obligations and also the
first annual repayment of principal due on October 1st last.

Meetings of the 6 per cent, mortgage
Southern Brazil debenture-holders. 8 per cent. 10-year note-
Electric Co., holders and shareholders of thivs company

Ltd. are to be held to-day to consider a
sclieme of arrangement which provides

that the redemption of the first debentures be suspended for a
period of four years; that the £182.800 8 per cent, notes be
converted into £182,800 10 per cent, cumulative preference
shares, ranking for dividend as from July, 1926; and that
the present paid-up share capital, viz., £6.50,000. be reduced
by .50 per cent., making the present £1 shares 10s. shares
fullv paid, and the amount thus written off, viz., £325,000,
with the whole or part of the .sum of £70,0.50 standing to
del>enture redemption reserve, together £395.050. to lie

utilised (.says the Financier) for writing off or W'riting down
the following : The debit balance on profit and loss account
to December 31st, 1920, of £37,8.50; the estimated loss for
1921. £.30.000; preliminary expenses. £2.5,000; discount on
issue of debentures and exjjense of further is.sue, £36.087; 8
per cent, notes issue expenses. £440; depreciation reserve, to
be apnlied in writing down investments and assets in Brazil,
£26.5,673.

Provincial Cinematograph Theatres. Ltd Net profit for
the year ended .Tanuni-y 31st. 19'22. £100,780, plus £30.6,58
brought forward. Tlie profit is not sufficient to allow of the
payment of the half-yearly dividend (due -lanuary Lst) on
the cumulative narticinating preferred ordinary shares, or of
a dividend on the ordinary shares. The Government .Amuse-
ment Tax was more than the entire profits. For the pre-

year the dividend was 12 per cent.

Cuba Submarine Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The receipts for

1921 were £65,974 and the expenses £33,010. After providing
£8.502 for income tax and £9,334 on account of E.P.D., the

balance is £15,128 plus a difference in exchange of £6,959 and
£26,646 brought forward, making £48,732. £15,000 has been
added to the general reserve fund. Interim dividends were
paid at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, less income tax,

on the preference shares, and at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum, free of income tax, on the ordinary shares, and the
directors recommend final dividends at the same rates and a

bonus of 4s. per share on the ordinary shares, free of income
tax, leaving £16, .532 to be carried forward, subject to excess
profits and other duties. Tlie new section between Cape
Cruz and Santiago has been laid at a cost of £37,.562. lanct

several repairs, including that of the Cienfuegos-Santiago 1905
cable, have been carried out during the year, costing £14,690.
Both these amounts have been charged to the re.serve fund.

Italian Companies.—The following companies have raised

their capital : Societa Idroelectrica deU'Cssola. Milan, from
5 to 211 million lire; Manifattura Ceramica Pozzi, Turin, from
2 to 3^ million lire; Societa. Industrie Telefoniche Duglio,
Milan, from 6 to 7 million lire; Societa Anonima Idroelettnca
Veneta, Venice, from 5 to 50 million lire; Societa .Anonima
Volsina. Rome, from 5 to 6 million lire ; Societa Anonima
Idroelettrica Valle del Liri, Rome, from 100,000 to 5,000,000
lire; Societa per Imprese ferroviarie e Ijavori pubblici, Rome,
from 100,000 to 2,.500.00U lire; Societa Anonima per la Pro-
duzione di Materiali i.solanti per I'Elettricita, Genoa, from
300,000 to 600.000 lire; Elettricita e Gaz Novi Ligure, Genoa,
from 1,000,000 to 2.000,0(10 lire; and Ferrovie Elettriche
Liguri, Genoa, from 600,000 to 1,200,000 lire.

Austrian Company.—The report of the Felten and Guil-
leauine Co., of Vienna, states that the results obtained in

1921 were considerably better than in the preceding year.

With the exception of slight stagnation in the middle of the
year all the departments were well occupied and the new
financial year had been entered upon with a good stock of

orders. .\fter having made provision for depreciation the
accounts show net profits of 1.56.970,000 .Austrian crow-ns and
a dividend at the rate of .50 per rent, has been declared, as
compared with 30 per cent, in 1920.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been speciallv allowed by the Committee under Rule 148a :

—
City of Wellington ok per cent, debentures, 1940.—£519,000

WehingtoQ City Electric Power Station Construction and
Tramways Improvement Loan, 1920; and £174,000 Wellington
City Water Supply Loan, 1920, issued at 98 per cent., partly
paid and fully paid, after issue of .\llotmenl Letters.

The undermentioned have been ordered to be ofBcially
quoted :

—
Brush Electrical Engineering.—248.075 ordinary shares of

£1 each, fully paid (Nos. 210.489 to 458,.563).

Lancashire Electric Light it Power.—£535.000 7^ per cent,
prior lien debenture stock.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—The accounts for
the year ended December, 1921, show that after paying all

manufacturing costs and expenses of administration there is

a net profit of £91,416, plus £6,178 brought forward. It is

proposed to place £15,000 to reserve, £4,0(.10 to depreciation
reserve ; £21,0(X) is required for the preference dividend of

7 per cent. ; the dividend on the ordinary shares is 10 per
cent, for the year, plus a bonus of '2i per cent. (£40,625)

;

£4,261 extra remuneration to directors; carried forward!
£12,708. Meeting ; Mb-, 2nd.

Greenock and Port Glasgow Tramways Co., Ltd.—After
providing for all exjx'nses, mortgage interest, &c., and setting
aside £15,675 for renewals, there is a surplus on the year's
working of £7,482. plus £410 brought forward. It is pro-
posed to put to sinking fund for loan redemption, £1,796,
and to reserve, £1,000. After paying a dividend of 5 per
cent, on the preference shares, £1,597 is to be carried forward.

New Issue.—There has recently been offered in London,
on behalf of the City of Wellington, New Zealand. £693,000
5J per cent, debentures at 98 per cent. (£519,0(.K_» Wellington
City Electric Power Station Consti-uction and Tramways Im-
provement Loan, 1920, and £174,000 Wellington City 'Water
Supply Loan, 1920). payable £5 jjer cent, on application, £43
on allotment, and £-50 on June 16th. The debentures of the
two loans will, as far as possible, be allotted pro rata.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—At the meet-
ing early* in May the directors will recommend a final divi-

dend on the ordinary shares for the half-year ended December
31st, 1921, at the rate of 6 per cent, actual, making 10 per
cent, for the year, plus a bonus of 1 per cent. Relief will be
given, as heretofore, in respect of Indian taxation.

Oriental Telephone & Electric Co.. Ltd.—Subject to final
audit the diivitnrs recommend final dividends of 3 per cent,
on the preference shares, less income tax (making 6 per cent.
for the year), and 6 per cent, on tlie ordinary, making 10 per
cent, for the year, free of tax ; also a bonus of 2 per cent, on
the ordinary shares, free of tax.

Bell's United Asbestos Co., Ltd.—Tot.il dividend for the
year 10 per cent., carrying forward £34,013,
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Ever Ready Co. (Great Britain), Ltd.—The directors re-

commend the payment of a final dividend of 5i per cent, on

the preference shares, making 9 per cent, for the year ended

March, Id'H, and 9 per cent, on the ordmary shares. Ihe

meeting will be held on May 31st.

Montreal Light Heat and Power Co.—Quarterly divi-

dends of li per cent, on the consolidated shares and 2 per

cent, on the common shares have been declared.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

Fresh accessions of .strength mark all the investment depart-

ments of the Stock Exchange. It will, perhaps, show more

clearly than anything else what is the present state of affairs

if an incident is related which occurred in a stockbroker's

office one day this week. A client sent in to the broker a

cutting from the ELECTRic.'iL Review in which it was men-

tioned that five of the principal electricity supply companies'

shares could be obtain at prices which would yield 8 per

cent on the monev. When this was. written the shares were,

of course, all on offer. Within the course of a few days not

only had the supply been absorbed, but prices had moved up,

on to a 7 per cent, level, and, moreover, there was not onein

that qumtett* of shares which could be bought at all Ihe

client complained bitterly at being unable to get the otter ot

shares which he knew, through the medium ot the iiEViEW,

were on offer at the time, but, as the dealers remark they

cannot manufacture shares, and if people decline to sell, it is

imix)ssible to supply would-be purchasers.

In the light of this incident, it is scarcely necessary to

remark that the quotations in t'ue accompanying price-hsts do

not necessarily unply that shares can be oliitamed at the pricey

named, or. indeed, that the shares can be obtained at all.

The investor sees the gilt-edged stocks rising to levels at

which the return on the money comes to less than 5 per cent.,

and he asks, natm-ally enough, what inducement there is for

him to sell sound shares unless he knows of something equally

attractive into which he can put the money. New Zealand

succeeded in floating a loan this week of five million pounds

in 5 per cents, for which the Colony received 100 per cent.,

setting a fre.sh high standard of yield for these days, and

bringing about further improvement in all similar securities.

The difficulty of knowing what to do with the money is al-

mo.st as great as knowing how to obtain that money in the

fii-st place. One has heard the semi-humorist complain that

money is useless nowadays, because it is impossible to tilud

profitable emplovment for it.

St. James's & Pall Mall'shares at 8 are 15s. higher. Metro-

politans at 5i are .5s. up, and so are Londons at 41. County

ordinary rose to 26s. 3d. bid, Citys are i up at 37s. 6d., Ken-

singtons at 61 show a gain of 5s. This kind of thing is com-

mon throughout all the lists of good industrial stocks and

shares.

Manufacturing shares are affected sympathetically by the

strength of the supply descriptions. General Electric ,^t

'24s. 3d. are Is. 6d. up. but the principal movement is in

Engli.sh Electrics which have risen no less than 6s. to 16s. 3d.,

while the preference at 17s. 6d. are Is. -Sd. better. Ele -trie

Con.structions at 1 3/16 are Is. 3d. higher, and British

Aluminiums gained half-a-crown at 16s. 3d. Edisons improved
to 5s., and the cable manufacturing shares are also a good

market, Henleys hardening to 2|. Telephone Manufacturing
Notes have risen to 308, with little supply on offer. British

Electric Transformers attracted attention by reason of the

report, which shows the company to have made a net profit

of £83.000—an increase of £18,000 over the figures of the
preceding year. ITie dividend is maintained at I2J per
cent., £15.000 is put to reserve and the substantial .sum of

£12,700 goes forward. The price of the shares is about 24s.

Elver Plate Electricity stock has risen several points to

120, on tlie declaration of a dividend of 7 per cent, for the
year, and Canadian General Electrics are firm at 103, al-

though the report now to hand does not exhibit those indica-

tions of progress which are obvious in many of the Briti.sh

electrical undertakings. The company is paying 8 per cent,

for the year, a reduction of 2 per cent., and even to do this

the surplus has to be drawn upon to the extent of 222,0(K)

dollars. The reserve account, however, still stands at the
substantial amount of seven million dollars.

Tlie Ever-Ready Co. announces a dividend of 9 per cent,
on the ordinary shares, an increase of over 4 per cent, as com-
pared with that of a year ago, and the 7 per cent, partici-

pating preference get an additional 2 per cent, by reason of
their rights. The ordinary shares are quoted at half-a-guinea :

the preference are about 10s.

TTnderground Electric income bonds are better at 77J, and
Central London assented ordinary rose to 66, but otherwise
the market is inclined to be dull. Metropolitan Consolidated,
in which there seems to be something of a weak bull account,
"ave way to 41. The company received applications for nearly

8i million pounds sterling of the £600,000 5 per cent, pre-

ference stock offered a fortnight ago. A premium of 6J poini

was promptly establi.shed, and has been steadily held. Briti

Columbia Electric stocks are all substantially higher, |ij

deferred leading with a gain of five points at 76J. On man;

previous occasions some surpri.se has been expressed here al

the way in which the stock appeared to be overlooked bj

the speculative investor, and the rise ot the past mouth nHll

surprise nobody who has followed with any attention the

fortunes of the company. Mexicans are quieter after their

boom of the previous week. Anglo-Argentine Tramways 5

per cent, debenture is no less than 6 points higher at 83i
Marconis have taken a jump to 50s., showing a gain ofl

6s. 3d. on the week. Radio common shares, which were
dull market at 14s. 6d. just lately, are now 19s. 9d., thouglf

the preference shares at 15s. have scarcely moved. Othi

Marconi shares are also better, Canadians being lis. 3<i,

There is no diminution of strength in the cable market, Eai

tern (jrdinary and GIoIjcs both showing improvements. Chile

Telephone advanced to G, and of the stocks in the American
lines, Anglo-American deferred is better at 22j.

Armament shares went ahead briskly until the labour out-

look became overcast again, when Armstrongs and Vickers

both gave way from the best prices touched. The rubber
share market is tolerably steady, owing to the unexpectedly
good showing made by vaiious rublaer-produeing companies,
whose reports are now making their appearance. The price

of the produce gives little encouragement to the market, but
rubber shareholders are well-accustomed to cheques on the

Bank of Hope. The engineering group is steady, and busi-

ness all round in stocks and shares shows a very noticeabl(

improvement as compared with what it was at the begin-

ning of the year. 1
SHARE LIST OP ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

HoUB Electricity CoMPAjnES.

Dividend, Price
^ * s April 25. Rise or
19Q0, 1931, 192', fall.

Brompton Ordinary W IS 7* —
Charing Cross Ordmary .... 8 9 6i —

do. do. do. 4iPre(, .. 4) 4) 3g + i
Chelsea 6 6 6* —
City of London 14 14 li + J

do, do. 6per cent. Pref... 8 6 2i/- —
County of London 8 8 l.";, + t'«

do. do. 6per cent. Pref... 6 6 1 —
Kensington Ordinary 9 10 6£ + J

London Electric 2J 4 1^ —
do, do, 6per oent. Pret.,. 6 6 4i -^ i

Metropolitan 1 1 64 + J
do. 4Jper oent. Pref... 4i 4i BJ —

St. James' and Pall Mall .... 13 12 8 +5
South London 7 7 8i —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 li —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 7 —

Telegraphs and Telefhombb.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 103 —

do. Def li 34/5 a2J + J
Chile Telephone 6 li 6 + ,'5

CubaSub.Ord 7 7 8J +i
Eastern Extension 10 10 19J —
Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 195* +2
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 198 +i

do. do. Pret 6 6 Hi —
Great Northern Tel 92 94 SIJ —
Indo-European 10 10 B8 —
Marconi 95 16 2^ + {,
Oriental Telephone Ord 19 13 SJ —
United E. Plate Tel 8 8 It —
West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 191 —

HoUB Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 66 -fl:

Metropolitan IJ 2i 41 — i
do. District Nil 1 84 —

Underground Electric Ordinary .

.

Nil Nil H —
do. do, "A".. .. Nil NU !( —
do. do. Income.. ..2 4 77J -H

FoBEION Traub, &Ci

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pret. .

.

6J 12i 85 -f J
do. do. 2nd Pref. .. Nil 6J 4 +|
do. do. 6 per oent. Deb, 5 6 SSJ 4 6

Brazil Traotiona Nil NU 5Dj + i
British Colombia Eleo. Rly. Ptce... 6 6 77i +*

do. do. Preferred.. 6 98/- 734 -I-3J

do. do. Deferred .. 8 194;- 764 +6
do. do. Deb. .. 4} 4} 7a —

Mexico Trams, 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 70} —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 35| -i-l

Mexican Light Common ,. .. Nil Nil 3l{ —
do. Pref Nil Nil SOJ ^3
do, iBt Bonds .. .. Nil 6 74$ —4

•MARUTAonmiita Ookfaniib
Baboock 4 Wilcox 16 16 8 —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 is -I- J
British Insulated Ord. .. .. 16 16 3 —
Callenders 16 IB 3 —

„ 64Pref OJ 6i li —
Orompton Ord 10 10 IB/- —
Edison-Swan 10 — 6/- 4 6d.

do. do. 6 per oent. Deb. ,, B 6 63 —
Electric Construction 10 10 l,^s -H/3
Bngllsh Electric 8 8 16>8 +6;-

do, Pret 6 6 i 4-^
Ben, Blec, Pref 6i 6i 2O/1I —

do. Ord 10 10 94/3 +1/6
Henley 16 15 9i 4^^

do. H Pre! 4) <i *i + t
India-Rnbber 10 — H —
Me».-VlokerB Prel 8 8 Sg —
EMemens Ocd 10 10 97/6 —
Telegtisb Co 90 90 SSi 4- i

' Dividends patd free ot Inoome Tax,

7 II 9
6 17 6
6 1 ^^

7 10

7 10

6 16
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THE ELECTRICAL HEATING OF BUILDINGS.

A rAPUii read at the meeting ol' the National Associa-

tion OF SuPEKvisiNG ELECTRICIANS on Marcli ,14th by

Mr. W. W. Nobbs, on '• The Deteiiuination of Heat
Loss from -Buildings, Avith Special Reference to Elec-

trical Heating,'' is a reminder that if electrical heat-

ing, at any rate on a large scale, is to make rapid

headway, attention will have to be given to the scientific

and fundamental principles underlying heat loss from
the walls of rooms and buildings. In other words, we
must abandon the more or less "' hit or miss " methods
which have largely been adopted in the past. This

criticism, however, applies not only to electric heating,

but also to other forms of heating, although per-

haps in a less degree. Mr. Nobbs is a past president of

the Institution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers,

and he will agree that it is only in recent years that

heating and ventilating engineer.s themselves have be-

gun to inquire into this aspect of the heating problem
on scientific lines. The Institution of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers, however, has done good work in

tliis direction through the medium of its Research
Committee, though hampered from the point of view

of funds, as most research committees are. Neverthe-

less, it must not be inferred from the paper—and we
are sure that was not Mr. Nobbs's intention—that

electrical engineers have ignored known fundamental
facts, or, rather, existing knowledge of these funda-
mental facts. The truth is that tliis knowledge lias not

existed in the past, and although a great deal more
information on questions relating to heat interchange

and heat transmission through the various materials of

which walls are made is now available than was tlu'

case only a few years ago—solely through the work of

the Institution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers

—

yet the available information is at present more or less

in its preliminary stages of accumulation. Neverthe-

less, it cannot be denied that sufficient is now available

to justify a paper on the subject to electrical engineers

pointing the way to a better utilisation of electrical

energy for heating purposes.

The author pointed out that in the early days of

electrical heating, electricians were confronted with two
difficulties. In those days the heater usually consisted

of a lamp radiator, and the first difficulty was to over-

come the erroneous idea, largely created by electricians

themselves, that electricity gave off no heat. The
second difficulty arose from the lack of experience and
data in estimating the amount of electrical energy
necessary to be expended to produce or maintain a given
heating effect. For want of other data, recourse was
evidently had to iiut-water engineers' text-books and
catalogues, antl, as a result, a highly-fallacious empiri-
cal formula connecting the power of the heater with the

cubic capacity of the room obtained much credence.

For instance, it became common practice to allow one
watt per cubic foot of space to be heated. Thus, for

a room, say 20 ft. by 10 ft. by 10 ft., having 2,000
cubic feet content, the electrician would probably sug-
gest two i-lamp radiators, each lamp consuming 250
watts. From considerations shown later in the paper
—^and arrived at, it must be admitted, long after the
days the author was speaking of in the early part of

the paper— it would be seen that the loss of heat or
heat requirements of a room or building were not
directly proportional to its volumetric capacity. In-
deed, it may easily be shown that two rooms of equal
cubic content may have anything up to 100 per cent,

difference in heat requirements.
This immediately brings us to the question of heat

transmission through building materials, in respect of
which a taljle of coefficients lias been prepared, but
even these are not the sort of data which can easily
lie aiq)lied by tlie average electrician dealing with the
heating of small rooms. These heat transmission co-

efficients apply -to. still air. and in figuring the lieat

losses of a building it is customary, for the purpose of

applying these coefficients, for heating and ventilating

engineers to assume that each room has a southern and
protected aspect, and then add a percentage to cover

the additional loss due to exposure and aspect, accord-

ing to the location of a room. '' The exact amount to

be added is largely a matter of judgment,'"' says the

author. Then there . is the question of leakage losses

and air interchange to be taken into account, and the

paper gives in a convenient form a schedule of air

interchanges which it is hoped will provide data and
methods which conform to modern practice in estim-

ating the amount of heat lost from a room or building

under a steady state of heat flow.

The paper gives two examples to illustrate the methods
described previouslj' by the author and to point out

the variance in heating requirements that may occur

in practice between rooms of the same size. Taking a

room. 20 ft. by 11 ft., used as a bedroom, with

fireplace, on the first floor of a three-storey resi-

dence having one short wall exposed to south aspect,

warmed rooms adjoining the long walls, an unheated

corridor abutting against the other short wall, a cold

attic above, and a warmed room below, the heat loss

would be approximately 8,000 B.th.u. per hour, or a

loading of 2.35 kW, and the case would be met by a

3-kW radiator. In the second example, the same room
was assumed to be a typical corner room on the ground
floor of an eight-storey office block, with an extraction

ventilator in the corner, a warmed room on the short

side, a corridor on the other, a cold basement below,

and warmed rooms above. In this case the heat loss

would be approximately 15,000 B.th.u. per hour, and
a 5-kW loading would be required.

Whilst thoroughly agreeing with the need for deal-

ing with the problem of electric heating on more
scientific lines than\are often followed, one wonders
whether the average local wiring contractor, for in-

stance, when asked to install an electric radiator in a

bedroom, could fairly be expected to go into the job

in quite such a scientific manner as was suggested,

It rather appears that by the time the various factors

iiad been calculated, the time occupied would have

wiped out the profit; or, alternatively, if the job

had to bear the cost of the time taken in arriving at

whether a 3-kW or a 5-kW heater was required, the

price would be so high that the contractor would not

get the job. With large buildings, of course, the posi-

tion would be different, but one does see a difficulty in

applying these highly scientific methods in the case of

one or two rooms in small houses, and it is not incon-

ceivable that more rough-and-ready methods will con-

tinue to be adopted in those cases. This, however, is

not intended in any way as an adverse criticism of the

paper, or of the advocacy of the adoption of scientific

principles.

Quite a number of questions were put to Mr. Nobbs
during the discussion, and one speaker mentioned that

he had found a fan being used in an office on a fairly

cold day. He had noticed that the fan was playing on

a small steam radiator, and by that means the room
was said to be warmed in half the time taken to warm
it by ordinary convection. Mr. Nobbs explained that

the steam-heated radiator was flexible in its heat-

emitting power, whereas tlie lieat flow from an electric

radiator was practically constant, and that by blowing
air over a steam radiator the heat emission could be

increased, and also the steam consumption, but it could

not be done electrically. The previous speaker jocu-

larly suggested, therefore, that if a man had a small

hot-water or steam radiator in his office, and asked him
to put in an electric radiator, he slinulil offer liim a fan

instead. -

.\nother (]uestion brought the admission from Mi'.

Nobbs that for residential and office heating, <fec., elec-

tricity, at present rates, was only practicable where one

considered intermittent heating. But there were plenty
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of large buildings wherein electric heating was commer-
cially practicable, such as theatres. In such a building
it was not necessary to heat continuously, because when
it was filled with people the problem was rather to cool

the air than to heat it. In all these things one's judg-
ment had to be used, as to the capacity of the heaters.

He had just finished a report in connection with a large

theatre, in which he had recommended the installation

of electric heaters which would amount to about 72 kW,
and it was a proposition to consider whether to use
72 kW for a couple of hours a day or to use a ton of

fuel per day. At present this particular theatre was
using ajjout six or seven tons of coal per week, and had
to employ a stoker to maintain the same conditions as

would be obtained by those 72 kW for two hours a day.
With regard to heating in conjunction with ventilation,

he mentioned the re-arranging of the heating some time
back at the Criterion Theatre, London. The building

was heated by fans blowing over electrical convcetors,

and the air so circulated had the effect of absorbing the

moisture in the air, and thus keeping the air in a proper

condition.

Speaking on the paper, Mr. G. C. Nobbs (the author's

brother) said the object of the paper was to give the

engineer data which would enable him to make his

calculations, and added that it would also give him
the means whereby he could check manufacturers' cata-

logues. He also pointed out, with reference to remarks

made as to the capacity of a radiator installed in a

bedroom, that the heat necessary need not be concen-

trated in one radiator, but could be distributed

throughout the room. Although the maximum amount
of heating was not required in a bedroom in the ordi-

nary way, in the case of illness it was an advantage

to have the heaters distributed about the room in the

cold spots where they were most needed.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENTS IN INDIA.

The first Triennial Report of the Hydro-Electric Survey of
India* bears witness to the great amount of woi'k already
accomplished under the direction of Mr. .J. W. Meares, CLE.,
M.I.E.E., Chief Engineer of the Survey, and Electrical Ad-
viser to the Government of India. The area with which the
Survey is to some extent concerned is about 1.800,000 sq. miles,
of whi?li over 1,000,000 sq. miles is under British administra-
tion. Flora this immense field, iu the face of many difficul-
ties, there has been collected relatively detailed information
concerning 190 hydro-electric power sites (estimated to be
capable of yielding 1.194,280 kW minimum continuous power).
In addition, particulars are given of 83 sites (1.102,070 kW)
of which detailed examination is desirable. There are 228
entries relating to areas and rivers not yet examined, aiid
some 69 sites are defiuitely written off as "useless for reasons
stated. It is no mean achievement tt> have collected these
data and to have published them in readable and well-ordered
form, and we emphasise the achievement the more because
the Government of India decidefl in October. 1920—as a con-
sequence of the Refonns—that all outlay on water storage and
water power must be a Provincial charge. This means that the
fimds for hydro-electric surveys must be voted from Pro-
vincial estimates, and in a good many instances reductions
have been moved. It would be a thousand pities were the
completion of the Survey to be retarded by this cause. Early
completion of the Suivev is of the utmost importance to the
industrial future of India and m to British manufacturers,
who stand to cain larce orders for the plant and machinery
reouired for this development. During the cold weather of
1920-21 technical representatives of a number of large firms)
mt<>rested in plant for hydro-electric developments visited
India as a direct result of the first two Annual Reports of the
Survey.

Minimum and Maximum Power Development.
Ev6n after three years of organised investigation it is impos-

sible to do more than estimat<> approximately the total water-
power resources of India and, before giving the principal
conclusions reached, it is necessary to define the basis upon

•Publi.shed by the Superintendent of Government Printing,
Calcutta

; 4 rupees. Obtainable from Constable & Co., London,
and the usual agents for Government publications.

which the power is reckoned. The discontinuous power of

individual sources, which may be available for six to eight

months in the year, is always much greater than the cou-

tinuous power available on minimum How in the worst years.

Particularly is this so in India, where the wet season is con-

fined to a few months and the excess of power available during
the time that the effect of the monsoon is still felt is beyond
calculation.

The Dominion Water Power Branch of Canada finds that

the " power for maximum development." dependable for six

months, is nearly double that obtainable on " ordinary mini-
mum flow," the latter being defined as based on the averages
of the minimum flow for the two lowest consecutive seven-day
periods in each year over the period for which records ard
available. The estimated flow for " maximum development "

IS based upon the lowest seven-days' flow in the lowest-flow

month of the high-flow half of the year. It is conservative
to assume that iu India the continuous {x)wer on " ordinary
minimum flow," as defined above, is 50 per cent, higher than
the continuous power on absolute minimum flow, except in

the case of Bombay and the Central Provinces. These two
areas depend almost entirely on monsoon storage, and an
addition of 20 per cent, is nearer the mark. Again, excluding
these two areas, the power for maximum development la

about three times the continuous power on absolute minimum
flow ; for the excluded areas, to allow for projects not based
on storage, 60 per cent, is added for Bombay and 30 per cent,

for the Central Provinces.

On these bases, taking round figures in each case, th*
probable minimum continuous water power in India is in-
creased from 5,.582,(KX) kW on absolute minimum flow, to

7,5-32,000 kW on ordinary minimum flow, and to 12.08O,tlO0 kW
as the probable power for maximum development. The corre-
sponding estimates for each of the main areas are shown in
Table I. The figures are believed to be conservative esti-

mates so far as concerns investigated site-s : there doubtless
remain many other unknown sites and the possibilities of

development by " lifting dam " offer an untold number of sitea

in the smaller categories. The estuuated power for the N.W.
Frontier Province is quite tentative, and is not inciea.sed m
the last two columns of Table I, I'vecause it is doubtful whether
the .Indus will ever be harnessed.

TABLE I.— Sdjimary of Water Power in India.
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Plants in Operation or Under Constrdotion.

It will be seen from the figures in Table I. that a very

mall proportion—only some 4.8 per cent.—of the probable

otal continuous water power of India (on absolute minimum
low) is represented by the site capacity of water power now
ieveloped ('213,140 kW), and plants under construction

55,640 kW). At present there is 138.780 kW installed at the

3 sites developed ; of this total there is 102,600 kW in

Bombay (50,000 kVA each at the Andhra Valley and Tata

'ower Works), and 16.900 kW in Mysore at the Cauvery
'kint. On the Jhelum River (Jamniu and Ka.?hmii- H.E.
A'orks, there is an ultimate capacity of 105.000 kW continnous

jower on minimum flow, but onlv 4.000 kW is at present in-

talled. Plant totalling 112,950 kW is to be mstalled in five

)rojects now luuler construction : of these the largest is the

05,000 kW Nila-Mula scheme, which will ultimately be tied

n with the Andhra and Tata systems for the further supply

if the Bombay industrial area.

Known Site.s Awaiting Development.

Other useful information concerning the water power de-

eloped and the plants under construction is to be found in

tir. Meares's report, but we propose to devote the limited

ipace at our disposal to the categories of known sites not yet

Ieveloped. particularly those which have now been investi-

rated by the officers of the Survey, The latter group offers

KEY MAP o' INDIA

CHIEF WATER POWER f

HYDROELEOTRIO SURVEY (

'^

I probable (ab.solute) minimum continuous water power of

,194,280 kW, to which may be adiled another 1,102,070 k\\

roDi the known sites worth detailed investigation. The
ollowing ,suininary shows the order of magnitude of the pio-

ects suggested or known in these groups:—

Over 10(1,(1011 1 3

. 50- 100,0(111 I 2

20-1)0.00(1 II
.")

10—20,0011 li 14

.5-10.00(1 !l 10

liiilO 5.0(1(1 211 2'.»
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From Table I it appears that the Provinces or States of

irincipal interest from the point of view of water power are

issam. Bengal, Bombay. Burma. Central Provinces and
5erar, Jammu and Kasbniii', Punjab and canals, and the

Inited Provinces and canals. The accompanying map shows
he chief water power areas as disclosed by the Survey to date.

In studying this map the location of present and potential

industrial areas should be borne in mind, as well as the loca-

tion of mineral deposits (as shown on the map). For various

reasons it has not yet been possible to make much progress

wdth the survey in Bengal and the Punjab, in both of which
districts the water power potentialities are great.

The Principal Prospective Sceiemes.

-Lssaiii.—In Assam the Hukong Valley project is by far the

best examined, offering, as it does, some 68,000 kW continuous

power with a very cheap development. There ari? a number
of smaller promising schemes which have been investigated

and, from 17 entries relating to sites not yet examined, it is

probable that another 300,000 kW could be developed con-

tinuously if required.

Bengal.—The only sites yet examined definitely in Bengal
are in the Duars tea planting districts in the Jaldaka and
neighbouring .streams. The possibility of development here

turns ahnost entirely on the question of " firing " (drying)

tea electrically, and it is interesting to note that a good case

can be made for the electrical method, the energy consump-
tion being about 60 kWh per 100 lb. uf tea made, compared
with 36 lb. of coal (9.000 B.th.u. per lb.) per 100 lb. of tea

delivered by a coal-fired machine. The Juldaka scheme, with
a minimum constant flow of 189 cusecs and 1,000 ft. head,
would yield 12,500 kW minimum continuous power. For the

most part Bengal consists of the alluvial

delta of the Ganges, and is practically

at sea-level. Probably the Tisto and its

tributaries could be harnessed to give

•500,000 kW in the aggregate, but the

availability of suitable sites for develop-

ment has yet to be investigated, and
there then remains the problem of

developing the sites in coiojietition with

Bengal coal.

Bombaij.—It is a matter for regret

that all work on the Survey has now
heen stopped in Bombay, and we trust

that this policy may soon be reversed.

Over a quarter of a mUlion kilowatts

has been located in sites investigated,

and there is at least as much more in

sites worth detailed examination. The
Koyna project, estimated to yield

2'25',0OO kW continuous power, is con-

sidered to be by far the most promising

of all the possible ones in Bombay, and

is among the largest continuous power

sites in the world. It is a storage

scheme with a catchment area of 346

square miles in the Western Ghats. The
mean rainfall is 1.50 in., and, by tunnel-

ling through the watershed a head of

1.600 ft. would be obtained. Messrs.

Tata. Sons & Co. have applied for a

grant to develop this project.

Burma is a wild and fever-stricken

country with bad communications, but

hydro-electric power is an economic

necessity, due to the dearth of good coal,

and it is probable that there is more
available water power than in any other

province. Most of the Burma schemes

can be developed on flow alone. Tho
yield from eleven rivers examined is

estimated to be 155,800 kW, and from

sixteen other rivers, not yet investi-

gated in detail, 492,400 kW. In addi-

tion, there are hundreds of other pos-

sible sites concerning which little
_
is

known, but which undoubtedly bring

the total water-power resources of

Burma up to 1,000,000 kW (continuous).

Three sites examined on the Nam Pang
river represent 45.000 kW ; one of many

sites on the Nam Tu would yield 29,(.X)0 kW. and the Panlaung

and Yunzalin rivers would yield about 25.000 kW each. The

Irrawaddy is said to represent about 50,000 kW continuou.s

power, but it is doubtful whether this unmense river couhl

be develoiied economically. By flood regulation and lifting

dams the Salween could be made to yield at least 120,0(X) k\\ .

whilst the Shweli (tributary of the Irrawaddy) is probably

capable of developing 250,000 kW or more.

Ceniral Provinces.—Mter the figures given in the preceding

paragraph the 13.700 kW available at the Silewani Ghat mon-

soon storage scheme (Central Provinces) comes rather as an

anti-climax. Nor is there any much larger project among the

seventeen known sites in the Provinces, which nevertheless

represent the respectable total of 113,860 kW, and include at

least three schemes (13.000 kW) which would be cheap to

develop.

Jammu and Kas/iMiir.—Although not in British India, the

Chenab River project would prolsably find its outlet for the

sale of power in the Punjab; about 29,000 k\\' could be de^

veloped continuously at a great bend in the river a few miles

north of Riazi. Particulars are given in the Report concern-
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ing a tunnel site on the Jhelum River near Muzaffarabad.
Thjs site, which is one of the finest in the whole of (geographi-
cal) India, is in Kashmir, but is unlikely to be developed for

Kashmir seeds. Under the scheme recommended a mmimum
output of 160,000 kVY could be developed continuously, the
transmission lines would be entirely in British India, and
this project, interlinked with those of the Sutlej and the
Jumna, would provide power for the whole area bordering on
the Himalayas for some time to come.

Punjab.—The Punjab has enormous potential iwwer
throughout the whole Himalayan area, but so far attention
has been devoted mainly to the Sutlej Eiver project and the
subsidiary Anu and Nangal projedts, representing in aU
89,270 kW minimum continuous power. Iij addition, 68 falls

on the canals would provide about 91,3)0 kW on normal dis-

charge or, say, 40,000 kW on minimum flow. When more
power is required in the province it can be obtained from
some of the SO sites on the Punjab rivers, which are estimated
to be capable of yielding 662,000 kW continuous power.

United Provinces.—Of the 28 .sites examined in the United
Provinces, representing about 370,000 kW continuous power
on minimum flow, a multiple flow and lifting dam scheme
for the Ganges and its tributaries acj;ounts for 140,000 k\\ .

but the practicability of this project is dependent upon flood
regulation. So also is a 65,000-kW project of the same general
type on the Pindar River. From two sites on the Ken River,
which, incidentally, would benefit irrigation, at least

32,000 kW could be developed, and far more if an upper site

were developed. Project estimates are in preparation for the
11,000-kW Beehar River project, the site of which is 130 miles
from the great industrial area of Cawnpore and 60 miles from
Allahabad. Estimates are also in preparation for the develop-
ment of the noted falls on the Tons River. This fine project
would yield 32,000 kW at a site within 130 miles of Cawnpore,
assuming a constant flow of 1,440 cusecs and a head of 335 ft.

(obtainable by an open channel). An ideal reservoir site has
been surveyed a mile above the falls and the cost per million
cu. ft. stored would be only about Es. 183, which is excep-
tionally low.
Reasons for Rejecting Sites.—Sixty-nine sites iu various

provinces and states have been found to be useless for power
purposes because the total run-off is insufficient in small
catchments, because there are no storage sites adequate to
carry over the dry season, or because the cost of development
would be prohibitive. As fuel becomes scarcer and moi-c
costlv it w ill ])ay to develop more costly sites, but no project
has been condemned on the ground of excessive cost that is

not clearly out of the question at present.
In the initial stages of the industrialisatioii of India cheap

development of hydi-o-electric power—low total investment as
well as low cost per kW—will naturally be a vital considera-
tion, and it is probable' that, in all parts of India, many of
the smaller available projects will be the first to be developed.
It is a primary function of the Survey to place on record all

available information concerning all sites, so that the most
economical scheme may be selected in each locality. This
function is being discharged in a most admirable manner, and
we commend the Report of the Survey to the attention of all

readers intere.sted more than .superficially in Indian affairs.
In the spa'Ce at our disposal it has been impossible to do more
than present some of the more -striking facts from this
masterly work, which is indeed a valuable addition to thfe
literature on Imperial resources.

TELEPHONE LINE WORK IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Discussion at Manchester.
When Mr. E. S. Byng read his paper on the above subject
(which was abstracted in our issue of November 2.5th, 1921)
at the North-Western Centre of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, Aid. W. Walker, chainnan of the Centre,
presided, and in the subsequent discussion
Mr. W. ,T. Medlyn pointed out that the foundation of any

successful business undertaking was based on the financial
studies of development schemes and, on general Hues, the
arrangements in operation in that respect in this country
were in agreement with the practice which obtained in
America. a.s described by the author. Electrolytic troubles
were much more prevalent in America than in this country,
and it was suggested that our advantage in that respect
might be due to the Board of Trade regulations relating to
power supply systems.
How could any real economy result from the use of un-

treated poles with a short life when, although timber
was cheap in many localities, the labour cost of handling was
high, and when a pole was renewed there was not only ihf
cost of dealing with that particular item, but considerable
extra expense in transferring the wires or cables which
it .supported? Maintenance charges for short.-life plant
would also be higher because of its greater liability to
fail in stormy weather. As regarded the use of motor trans-
port and machinery, it was always a question of balancing
the comparative costs of labour and machinery, an excess of
one or the other being uneconomical. The final teat of

overall costs was the price at which they could afford to

sell their services to the public, and the evidence brought

before the Select Committee on Telephones showed that in

that respect the British Post Office compared not unfavour-

ably with the rates charged in the United States when all

the factors were fairly taken into account.

Mr. T. E. Heebert emphasised the difference in the climatic

conditions so far is open-line construction was concerned.

After all, the test of any system of construction was the

annual charges which it involved. Perhaps the most note-

worthy feature of American lines was the adoption of verj-

short spans; it was probably to that that the overloaded

aerial routes in America owed their immunity from destruc-

tion. But in this country, a short span reduced the dip and

increased the rate of viliration of the wire. The result wa«

that the wire was seriously chafed at the insulators, and when
ice accumulations occurred, many of the wires broke in the

short spans.

In this country glass insulators had never found favour.

The arrangement by which two circuits were terminated in

the two grooves of the insulator—for transposition or other

purposes—would unquestionably lead to very serious trouble.

His experience of aerial cables had been a disa.strous one.

Mr. J. Shea was particularly interested in Mr. Byng's paper

because he brought home the fact that this country could be

too conservative as regarded methods of construction.

He had run single steel wire through for as many as seven

spans and it made quite a good job at a low cost. It cer-

tainly was not necessary to terminate at every pole. He was

a great believer in aerial-cable work and agreed in principle

with the American practice. There was a distinct field for

that class of work in this country. The National Telephont

Co. used a good deal of rubber-covered and lead-covered cable

particularly where competition existed (at Glasgow. Ports

mouth. Brighton, and other towns), and his experience wa;

that lead-covered cable pronerly erected was a sound pr

position. It was not faultless, but neither was an und.

ground system. Vibration w-bich caused cracks in the oai'

sheath was practically their only trouble, a problem not in;

possible of solution.

Mr. Ci. H. A. Wn^DGOOSF thought that lump sum n.ivment

for private easements would be convenient as. in addition t

the ndvant.iges named in the pnper. the consent, presumably

would not cont.iin .t three months' removal rlau.se. Eegardin,

the encouragement of the joint use of poles for telephone an

electricity sunply wires, the practice would scarcelv seera i

nrcord with the cry which had gone forth on both sides of th

Atlantic :
" Safety First."

Mr. G. Wallace pointed out that the concentration of a

testing and localising annaratus. as adopted in Manhattar

would be quite unsuitable and uneconomical if adopted i

other cities in the United States more closely akin to eve

the largest English exchange areas.

The principle of telephoning line faults +o a central distribi

tion centre had been in operation in Manchester for sok

years past, with very satisfactory results, but under preser

conditions it was more pconomical to do the prehminar

testing at +he relevant exchange.

Mr. .\. F. White said if a comparison was made betwee —
the cost of lointing in this country with that obtaininl

in America, the slower rate of from .50 to fiO prs. per horB
nt a cost, say. 9s. was to be preferred to the .A.merican Mm
^TK. at a co.st <^i fis. Not onlv Tvqq fli<^ first cost as low. bil

th» better worlan''nshin obtained in this country would tl
a large factor in ihf cheapening of the maintenance chargfl

du'-ing the life of the plant. I
Mr. C. E. Morgan had no doubt that the author had bael

shown a good deal of the best class work he was looking &'
l>'i* was he shown the worst plant conditions? His p8J(l
did not describe average conditions.

_

I
Tliere was certainly scone for aerial cables in this countrB

but only to a verv limited extent, when it might prove to \M
economical. -A. feature of the American practice was &
shortness of their aerial spans and the large spacing of 24 flfl

between the cross arms. Both of those items anpeare^^B
involve unnecessary expen.se. .'V cable with n lighter gal^|

conductor than the fiVH). one extensively used in this countr

could only be justified in the centre of densely telephor.

cities where the duct capacity was of paramount importanr

Mr. E. S. Byng explained, in reply, that in this counti

labour was not as productive as it was before the _wa

Machinery was not affected in that way. and the Americai

obtained their speeds by the use of machinery. The speed

working had no effect upon the health of the men. becaii

the men only worked a short day. .^nericans in case of

serious breakdown were willing to work any time, but unci

ordinary conditions they would not work overtime at a'

Whilst working they really worked verv hard, when th<

finished they played hard, and from the health point of vie

the Americans were better.

\Mien electricity supply lines were carried on the same pol

as telephone lines the maximum a.c. voltage allowed w:

5.000 volts between one wire and another, or 2.000 hetwp*'

one wire and earth; with d.c. 750 volts was .i.Ilowed. Tl

power wires were always placed at least four feet above tl

telephone wires so that the telephone men never came into co

tact with the power wires ; the power men had to go throui
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the telephone wires, but there was sufficient space left for

them to do so. Nearly every residence had electric light and

the supply was invariably taken overhead; therefore, unless

they had "some joint method there would be unsightly duphcar

tion of plant.

The Chairman, in dealing with the efficiency of American
workmen, wondered to what extent that efficiency arose from

the thorough educational processes they were put through in

the schools, which seemed to be part of the organisation of

the American companies. Had the English telephone system

in connection with its organisation any equivalent to that

method of training?

Discussion at Edinburgh.

/Vt a fairly well attended meeting of the Scottish Local Cen-

iKE o£ the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Mr. E. S.

Byng's paper wa.s read on March 14th, 192-2. In opening the

subsequent discussion. Mr. J. M. M. Munbo stated that what
surprised him most was the reported ease with which the

multiple cables were pulled through the wire loops called
" rings

*' himg from the steel strand for supporting the cables,

rhe absence of wear, and of electrolytic action between the

cable and rings, was also contrary to expectation.

Mr. C. Vernier, speaking of mechanical excavators, said

that in Britain they were unsuitable even for narrow rural

roads becau.se the tr(?nches were dug in grass margins close to

hedge and fence lines. That was done usually for ease of

iligging, though with excavators the difficulty in that respect

would not be great and the cable would be kept away from
growing root tips. The high insulation test required in

Britain on completed cables might not be necessary to main-

tain, but it was a useful measure of the care taken iin design

uid erection.

Mr. E. Waring thought that it would appear that American
>ngineers now went to a greater refinement than was usually

,;ansidered necessary in this country. For example, it was
stated that statistics regarding school enrolments, and birth

md death rates were taken into account ; further, that fore-

casts of telephone growth were made in relation to families

:-ather than to population, as they were considered to afford

i more reliable standard. In this country reliance had been

placed on the class of property, i.e., whether offices, shops,

warehouses, or works, and in the case of residences, the

character of the district and the rental value of the property.

Past growth aind the ratio of subscribers to population were

considered to be very useful checks on the development fore-

cast.

With regard to underground work, the author stated that

electric lamps in conjunction with portable accumulators
were used for the illumination of manholes. Did that refer

to town or country y in some of the more important man-
holes, they had permanent lighting fixtures connected with
the battery at the nearest exchange. One pair was taken

out of a cable to one side of a wall plug, the other side of

the latter being earthed ; the pair was connected to the main
'22 or 40-volt battery, as the case might be, through a suitable

fuse. The jointers had a plug and metal-filament hand
lamp. Nonnally the pair was disconnected at the exchange,

the fuse being inserted at the jointer's request. The fitting

used in the manhole was of a waterproof type.

The author's statement that glass insulators were now
standard for all purposes appeared to have evoked some sur-

prise in this country; glass insulators were tried in this country

over fifty years ago and found wanting. It might be that

improvements in manufacture had altered the position.

Mr. A. S. Hampton's opinion was that America must be

a very much drier country than he had hitherto taken it to

be. For instance, wooden pins for insulators could not be

used in this country. In the storm which occurred on
January 15th hundreds of |-in. wrought-iron plus were bent

and twisted into every conceivable shape. Had those pins

been of wood, he did not know what would have happened.
Tlie erection of poles at the rate of 300 a day of eight hours,

with eight men, was impossible in this country. Tractors

could not work on railway banks in this country ; railways

were so very near the next man's field, and if they entered

the field they would have all sorts of claims for damage,
'Tractors and machines for boring holes might be useful in

this country for rural roads, but were of no use at all foi-

railways. Glass insulators would not do in this country be-

cause the atmosphere was altogether too moist ; Ameriica must
be very much drier. He did not think a very large cable

would stand in this country. It was quite apparent that our

climatic conditions must be very much worse than they were
in America. An ordinary Ih or 400-lb. iron wire, during, a
snow storm, sometimes assumed a thickness of about five

or six inches in diameter, and if a number of wires were
carried on a pole, the pole was very liable to come down.
Poles carrying a cable anything hke the size of that described

by Mr. Byng would undoubtedly break. It was quite im-
possible to put up such poles in this country; it might be
possible in the South of England, but in Scotland no such

practice could obtain.

ELECTRIC MOTOR STARTERS.

[.Ibstracis of papers and discusaions before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.]

Electric Motor Starters.

By J. A. ANDERSON, M.I.E.E.

{f'oncladedfrom page 570.)

The standard formula for d.c. and balanced a.c. starters is

ipplicable to a.c. unequally cut out, with certain reservations.

Ihe current-rush from notch to notch is of relatively small

importance ; it is important, of course, but the basis of the

by the author's assistant, Mr. Fox, is explained, as is also

the "eddy-current" rotor starter, which presents quite

another series of problems. It consists of a choking coil

wound on a solid iron core, and the starting torque is Vine

mainly to the eddy-cm"rent and hysteresis losses in the iron at

standstill. It is a very u-seful form for reversing rolling mills,

but it would seem that a better result would be obtained by
the use of a true auto-tra.nsfornier, with more or less lami-
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An entirely diffeient series of problems has to be considered
when the resistance is inserted in the stator or when star-

delta or auto-transformer starters are used, because the motor
]s starting from short-circuit conditions and, if the subject is

to be dealt with thoroughly, it is necessary to have the per-
formance curves. Even to-day the motor makers, with one
or two exceptions, are .so unwilling to supply these data that
the suspicion ari.ses that in many cases they do not possess
them.

i)'ig. 5 is typical, and the current curve is square-shouldered
instead of saw-toothed, and the torque curve bears no resem-
blance to the current curve.

Fig. 6 has been worked out for various amounts of line

resistance and, if the load torque is known, the curve shows
how much current must be passed on the first notch; how
the motor torque and current vary while running up to speed

;

and if the load torque is laid off on the diagram as has been
done for centrifugal fan or pump loads, it can be seen how
many notches the starter should have.

Results of calculations worked out form figs. 5 and 6 are
conveniently recorded as shown in fig. 7. the arrangement of

which is due to Mr. Fox.
The auto-transformer curves al.so serve for star-delta and

series-parallel starters because these act like an auto-trans-
former with one tap and witiiout the voltage-drop in the
tiaJisformer windings. The starter maker has, then, a means
of tackling intelhgently and quickly any starting problem.

The rating of rheostatic stator starters follows the general
lines already described, but new problems arise in rating the
auto-tran.sformers. The vast majority of aulo-transformer
jobs do not require more than 10 seconds per start. The only

conceived notions acquired when dealing with transformers for
continuous duty. One of these is regulation, which is de-
termined by the temperature rise in the period. Apart from
this n IS of little consequence, because tne function of an
auto-transformer is to reduce tlie line current and the pressure
at the motor terminals, and it matters little whether this lo

due purely to transformation or not.

20 -iO 60 80 100 120 l40
Per cent friction on load torque

100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Per cent current on first notch

Fis. 7.

Rh»05tati< st.Trtrr curves, dr.'twn (or motor having 72.^ per cent, short-

circuit current. Calculated for .1,000 fl.-lb./b.h.p. stores! energy.
Use of faU-UtLe curves.—Crosses siiow points which should not be exceeded

to allow of sufficient excess motor torque to overcome static friction. For
example, constant load on friction torque tiuring acceleration of 40 per cent.

Cross r>n 400 per cent, current curve corresponds, so sure to start ; accelerating

time 38 seconds for 5,000 ft.^lb./b.h.p. and pro rata for other amounts of stored
energy. Could use STO per cent, current first notch, but balance of excess
torque to overcome st.itic friction very lew ; accelerating time 350 seconds.
Use of dolted-Une curves.—These are for fan loads. For example, if passing

300 per cent, current first notch, with load rising to 100 per cent., accelerating
time is 7H.5 seconds. With load rising to 50 per cent., accelerating time is

50 seconds.

factor that matters is the temperature-rise of the copper, i.e.,

the PR losses, and the iron has no time to heat. For short
periods, e.g., 10 to .30 seconds, the rating is based on the
specific heat multiplied by the weight of copper; the true

cooling is very poor and an auto-transformer is parti*:ularly

unsuitable for continuous-cycle starting.

There is little advantage in oil immersion. Tlie chief ad-

vantage of the oil is that it excludes moisture, prevents the
cotton covering charring, and permits the use of a fairly high
temperature-rise, say 1.50 deg. F., with perfect safety.

A point v^hich requires consideration is the inagnetLsiiiig

current; if the iron is cut down drastically this goes up and
may become very important. The designer of an auto-trans-

formei' for starting purposes has to discard many of his pre-

DlSCOSSION AT BiRMIKGHAM.

Mr. J. Anderson's paper was read and discussed at tht
South-Midland Cenire of the Institution of JiIlectricai

JiiNcilNEERS on March 15th.

Mr. W. Wilson thought the author deserved to be thankec
for emphasising the importance of the design of the cod
trolling apparatus m an electric systeiii. lue motor ha
apparently reached almost its final loim, and it was chiei,

on account of the important developments that were taku.
place in connection with the design of starting and coij

trollmg gear that the application ot the electric motor wa
still extending rapidly. The uncertainty of the data oi

which the starter designer liad to base his calculations usual!
led to very wide allowances being made m designmg .standai

etarters \\hich were therefore considerably larger, containc
a greater number ot steps, and were much more costly thai

should be necessary. Ihe import^ant point to note was tha
unless the acceleration was either automatic or hand-per
formed m such a way that the speed was exactly right a

every step, the results .secured in practice would be ver
ditterent trom those given, for example, in any of Mr. Andei
son's curves; a considerable improvement in that respet
could be effected if starters were accompanied by an instrui

tion that the correct method of operatmg the handle was t

begin moving it slowly, and to increase the speed progre;
sively as the final step was reached. Probably the number i

steps couUI Ije halved if it were not for that uncertainty aooi
the rate of acceleration. In contactor installations it w;
Ijermissible to employ fewer steps, because the rate of accelen
tion could be closely governed, and therefore the allowam
to provide for uncertainty in that respect was very muc
reduced. It would tend to a better result if far more attentio

were devoted to the starting load, even if the motor itse

had to be partly ignored. When starting at no load a u-h.|

shunt motor could be safely started with only two steps .

resistance, the whole operation absorbing, say, two second

The usual standard starters required seven or eight steps, ar

the resistances were designed to be in circuit for anythii

up to one minute. The difference in the space taken up 1

the resistance units in the two cases could be easily imagme
With regard to the voltage and current-limiting systems f

accelerating contactors, he n'as in agreement with Mr. And<
.son as to the superiority of the latter. The weak point

the voltage method was that the resistance of the coil alter

materially as it heated up, with the result that the acceleratii

ix>ints were radically altered if the machine had been
service for some httle time.

Mr. W. J. Line explained, with regard to temperature tcf

on resistances for rating purpf>ses. that for starting duties i

liance could not be placed on thermometer tests owing to t

ptxir thermal contact between the resistance wire and the tht

mometer bulb, and also the lag and reduction in readings d

to the mass of the mercury relative to the aifjoining resistan

wire. More accurate results were obtained trom the theru

capacity of the resistance material calculated from its ms
and specific heat, with, if necessary, a few per cent, allowan

for the heat dissipated during the start. Regarding out

balance currents in three-phase rotors, the author's table

showed .some remarkable figures, especially when the rol

was running praetically single phase. Under such conditio

a machine could only run nearly light, and would neitl

start nor accelerate on anything near full-load torque, b

would fall out of step. He did not agree that the currents

the stator were really practically balanced. They luit

appear .so, because the frequency of the pulsations of the .stal

current was too high for the ammeter to follow, but actua

the current in each supply line and phase of the rotor windi

was pulsating, the current peaks and valleys circulating fr<

phase to pha.se all the time. The fluctuations were, of cour

not those due to cutting out resistance steps, it being und^

stood that the phenomenon described would occur while t

resistance in the rotor pha.ses remained constant. The swii

ing of ammeters which Mr. Anderson mentioned was at a

rate in part due to the frequency of the stator current pul

tions corresponding with the natural period of the mstruiDf

swing, causing resonance or " shunting " between insti

ment and pul.sations. the swing being thereby amplified, l'-

excessive stator currents mentioned were due to the fact tl
'•

the unbalanced rotor conditions ahnost totally destroyed t|i

motor torcjue. and then the motor, in the endeavour to ccis

with the load, took an excessive stator current.

Dr. Kaiin pointed out that the .starting process, as sho'wn '

the diagrams, could only be realised in actual practice if t)

oijerator had an indication when the starter handle shoij

be moved: that could easily be provided by a rough currt*

indicator marked with red lines to show the limits or O

stepping of the current. Such an instrument need only cr

sist of a current coil with a movable iron core, a balwng
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epring, and the indicating needle. As each starter had to be

rated for a certain current, the instruments could be

standardised and embodied in the starter case itself, making
them an integral part of the starter. As the starter would

have a chance lo be used in a correct way, it could probably

be made with less steps if fitted with an indicator, and the

saving would presumaoly pay for the indicator. As long as

the current taKen depended almost entu'ely on the operator,

who had little indication whether he was using the apparatus

correctly, a large safety factor was necessary, which explained

the lo\\ temperature rise allowed at present. Ue agreed with

Mr. Anderson's remarks on the eddy-current starter, especi-

ally his criticism of the arrangement of insulated windings on
the iron core. UTie arrangement proposed by the author was
equivalent to the eddy-current start-er and had the same dis-

advantage, that the rotor cuiTent flowed through a circuit of

high reactance at the beginning and during the major part

of the starting period. That could be avoided by adopting

instead a rheostat and a choking coil with laminated core in

parallel, thus connecting the high resistance and the reactance

m parallel, instead of in series as in the two methods just

mentioned. The choking coil could then be so dimensioned
that it would take a comparatively small current during the
first part of the starting period, the bulk of the current flow-

ing through the resistance.

Mr. a. r. B.4RTLETT was surprised that there was little or

no reference to the effect of thermo-capacity in connection with
the resistance material or units. That, of course, had a
large influence on the rating. Regarding the remark that cor-

rugations on transformer tanks and the ribs on .small internal-

combustion engines were practically useless, as the oil-tank

experiments did not apjiear to have been made until a uniform
steady temiierature had been reached, such a deduction was
not justified, though no doubt the use of corrugation and
ribs had been considerably over-rated.

Me. a. E. Angold thought that many of the author's diffi-

culties arose from attempting to measiu'e temperature ri&e by
thermometers. All the electrical, also the heating and co<:il-

mg characteristics of a line of auto-transformer starters,

whether air or oil-cooled, could be expressed as powers or

roots of their lineal dimensions. Temperature tests calculated

on the rise of resistance of the copper were practical, and it

was the temperature of ftie copper in contact with the cotton
and oil which limited the duty of any such starter. In the
same way the temperature of the wire of a resistance starter

limited its duty, so that if they had a reliable method of

measuring the temperature of the wire they could hope to

set out the desired formula for rating. To determine ratings
for intermittent use, temperature must l>e calculated from
the rise of resistance. One way to do so on open spirals was
to substitute an iron wire of the same gauge and maintain
the correct wattage on the spiral. Accurate calculation, from
current and voltage readings, of the temperature rise on any
part of the spiral could then be made.
Mr. R. fJ. .Jakrman said that the author did not men-

tion the case of a mine-ventilating fan with long air-passages.
If the fan was brought up to speed quickly it would be run-
ning at full speed before the air-pressure had risen to its full

value, with the result that the m.otor would be seriously
overloaded. The motor must, therefore, be accelerated slowly
and the starter rated accordingly. The same remarks applied
to a centrifugal pump, if it started with the delivery pipe
empty. In asking for particulars of the armature resistance
from the motor makers, it was necessary also to obtain the re-
sistances of the interpole 'and compensating windings. The
author stated that the resistance drop in an auto-transformer
starter was of little consequence, but the greater the resistance
the higher the current taken from the line for a given torque.
With a rheostatic starter, if 50 per cent, current was required
in the motor, the same current must be taken from the hne,
whilst with a pure auto-transformer starter only 25 per cent.
wa.s taken from the line. The use of unequal tappings on the
phases of an auto-transformer did not appear to be necessary,
since such fine adjustment was seldom required.

Mr. J. Anuerson, in reply, said they did use smaller ratios
for the early notches as a matter of course when the power
to be broken at the notch exceeded the breaking capacity

;

extra notches were introduced to decrease the arcing. Inter-
mittent ratings could be calculated, but it was not so easv
as it seemed. Referring to Table 4, the swinging noted was
not due to synchronism of the current frequency and natural
periodic time of the instrument movement because currents
at least equal, at the peaks, to '2<')U per cent, current actuallv
flowed, although the motor wa.s on light load. Thermal
storage on short ratings was advantageous, and very high
capacities could be obtained, but it was difficult to make con-
nections in a satisfactory manner. The statement regarding
the effect of resi.stance in the auto-transformer windings was
only intended to apply within certain limits, and should not
be pushed ton far. Regarding out-of-balance with closed and
open delta auto-transformers he preferred to use three-limb
star-connected transl'ormers to avoid out-of-balance effects,
although it made the switchgear more expensive. The method
of dealing with out-of-balance currents in the appendix was
due to Mr. Fox. Measurement of temperature by ther-
mometer was standard and prefeired by the B:E.S.A.,"and as
all tests were continued for manv hours there was no doubt
that the thermometers gave .sufficiently accurate results.

MICA RESEARCH.

The investigation into the properties and uses of mica, com-
menced by me Institution of Electrical Engmeers, and now
under the directiion of the Electrical Research Association,
has not yet been completed, but a report emoodying some
importani results has been issued.
A difficulty was met with when classification came to be

considered, owing to the lack of unitormity in trade names.
A schedule (A) has therefore been prepared in which the
principle varieties are classified together with their minera-
logical group, general characteristics, and relative hardness.
The two standards of comparison are: hard, ruby mica; and
soft, amber mica. A collection of representative micas, sup-
plied by Messrs. F. Wiggms & Sons, and Messrs. Startm and
Co., has been presented to the I.E.E.

It was found that very Uttle previous work had been done
in this direction and that small regard had been paid to the
selection of the proi^er variety for a particular purpose. Owing
to the absence of data, specifications for mica usually have
recourse to the requirement that " only the best clear ruby
mica shall be used. ' In view of this it has been foimd im-
possible to define with precision test clauses suitable tor
a general mica specification, and attention has been con-
fined to specifying the principal uses and the characteristics
necessary. Schedule B is a hst of identffication tests for
micas; these consist of observations upon the calcinatiou
temperature; colour characteristics; nature of surface; optical
etiects, such as the percentage absorption of light; nature of
surface after acid treatment; and the dielectric constaiit
and losses. Schedule C sijecities the type of mica to be used for
various purposes. The main headings of this schedule are
'Commutators." "Wrappings, Channels. Tubes, and
Washers," " Condensers," " High Temperature Purposes,"
and " Mechanical and Optical." Mica for commutators has
received special attention and opinions have been obtained
from leading manufacturers and carefully sifted. The pure
mica used for commutators is usually stained and spotted,
brown and green, light and dark in colour. Separators m
one length are obtainable up to about l(j m. or more, but
when the length exceeds 6 in. it is more economical in cost
to use built-up material or micanite. In the smaller sizes
pure mica is cheaper. It is questionable if built-up mica
is better than micanite, specially made, for commutator separa-
tors, owing to the amount of adhesive required. Micanite
separators should not contain more than i or 3 per cent, of
adhesive; ordinary micanite may contain from 10 to 15 per
cent. There is no reason why micanite for separators should
not be made from spotted and stained mica, as the price of
clear mica is 100 per cent, more than that of spotted, and
about '25 per cent, more than the price of stained mica.
Some makers undercut all commutators, but flush segments
are still largely employed, especially on small machines, where
hard brushes are used. Commutation on most modem ma-
chines is so good that the machine may run for years on
the first undercut. On important machines, however, where
soft brushes are generally to be found, some makers use
soft separators, and are wiUing to pay the extra ,cost of am-
ber mica. Further research is in hand on the abrasive hard-
ness of mica in order to determine what micas will give
satisfaction with flush separators.
The following conclusions have Ijeen arrived at : All three

kinds of separators can be obtained finished to a sufficient de-
gree of accuracy for the purpose. In general -f or — one
mil can be guaranteed without difficulty on mica segments,
and -f or - two mils on built-up mica and micanite; the last
can also be brought under a guarantee of -I- or — one mil.
Pure mica makes the best mechanical job, and is less likely
to flake or change under the influence of heat. Micanite
properly compressed, and with a minimum of adhesive is

successfully and extensively employed in bath large and
small machines. It is cheaper, except in small sizes, and
is less liable to give trouble through hardness or hard spots.
Difficulty has been experienced where oil has got on to the
micanite. as the oil and adhesive together become carbonised,
necessitating the dismantling of the commutator to remedy
the trouble. This also applies to built-up mica.
Rings are sometimes made up of the more flexible grades of

mica butt- or lap-jointed, but micanite is usually employed, the
cones being built up from suitably cut pieces .stuck together
and pressed into shape while hot. The adhesive left in may
be of the order of 10 per cent.
The splitting of Indian mica is more cheaply done by Indian

labour, before shipment to Europe. It is a trade developed
solely for the electrical industry, and the tendency of the
individual buyer to purch,Tse very cautiously material in
the production of which he has no control and imperfect in
formation, has resulted in the supply consisting almost ex
clusively of clear mica, whereas, for many purposes, stained
spotted, and dark-coloured material could be used with con
siderable economy in first cost.

The Association is not prepared to make definite recom-
mendations until information is available on the nature and
incidence of inclusions and impurities in mica from the elec-
trical standpoint, showing their effect as conductors on bresk-
down voltage, surface leakage, and dielectric losses. Re-
search on this is to be put in hand.
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FULLER "SPARTA" ACCUMULATORS.

In the manufa<.ture of " Sparta " batteries of accumulators
for motor-car starting and lighting purposes, Fuller's United
Electric Works, Ltd., have the advantage of beii;g experts
in the production of ebonite articles, and it is, therefore, not
surprising that this material figures very prominently in the
firm's batteries.

The method of making the " Fuller " cell container is said

to be unique, the material being worked up in several phes
60 that the risk of a defect in any one ply becoming ultimately
responsible for a leak, is eliminated. In addition, the
bottoms are con-striicted in a novel manner which renders
them continuous with the walls, and prevents leaky bottom
joints.

Two types of ebonite lid have been developed : One is the
well-known recessed type, in which the floor of the lid lies

Flti. 1.
—

" Sp.VRTA " M0T0R-C.4B Sl.lETIN'G .\ND LlOHTI.NG BaTTERV

about i-in. below the level of the sealing compound and
forms a well in which any aicid spilt or escaping is trapped,
so as to prevent it reaching the walls of the wood box or
the floor of the battery carrier. The acid level is maintained
at a very short distance below the under-surface of the lid,

and the vent is fixed in a central dome.
By this means, splashing is prevented by
throttling the waves before they can
properly form, and only a very simpio
vent is needed to allow for the escape of

gas without risk of acid being splashed
through it.

For batteries which are mounted in an
exposed position on the car, another tyy>e

of lid has been developed, 'which is

domed so as to leave a considerable air

8pac« above the acid. To prevent splash-

ing in this case, a very simple and in-

genious vent is employed : A tube ex-

tends from the lid to just below the acid
level and has one or more vertical slots

throughout its length ; a simple screw-
down vent can-ies another tube, which
lies centrally in the one previously men-
tioned, and has also a vertical slot. The
slotted tubes form a complete carrier

path that is said to prevent any wave
from reaching the outside and, at the
same time, the slotted construction is

such as to avoid the usual defect with vents containing small
holes—namely, the formation of bubbles by the escaping gas
blowing up acid which is l>ound to lodge in such holes;

. The tenninals in the domed lid are secured by a new de-

vice that consists of small screwed ebonite collets, which
tighten on to a rubber gland collar on the terminal. The collets

are very easily removed without damaging the lid and have
the advantage that they can be removed as often as desired,

as the material of the thread is ebonite and not merely anti-

monial lead.

A further interesting use of ebonite in the " Sparta " bat-

tery is that of the end shields or " U " pieces, which are
light pieces of ebonite of channel section, which completely
shroud the sharp edges of the positive plates. It is at this

point that nearly all the .short circuits, due to the tendency
of plates to buckle, are caused, and by employing this method
of protection the Fuller Co. is enabled to take advantage

of the low resistance and fine separation afforded by con u

gated-wood separators without the usual risks attendant on
this type of separator.

,

Ihe above patented features will give an idea of the ad-
vantages of a close union between the experience of practical l

ebonite and accumulator makers combined in the one firm and
in one factory.

The materials employed in making the Fuller negative
plates expand when in use, instead of contracting as is the
case with the ordinary Htharge plate, and do not lose capacity
as the latter do on account of their increase in density. For
the first part of its life, therefore, the negative plate steadily
increases in capacity until it reaches a point, after which
the capacity is constant and further expansion does not
take place. It is these little niceties in construction and

composition which we had an oppor-
tunity of appreciating on the occa.sion of

a recent vi.sit to Chadwell Heath, which
make all the difference between two
batteries which are, in appearance,
liractically the .same. For motor-car
storting and lighting work, three size«

of plates are made—namely, the

Sparta," the " Over-size Spart." •

and the " Super-Sparta." which corre-i
snond with the sizes commonly employed^
by .American motor-car makers.
Thirteen thousand wuou separator

can be turned out by a single machinft

per day. .After the veneers have beenj
suitably grooved for the work they have
ti) do, they go through a complicated^

tn>atment which removes the whole of

the resins and other harmful compounds,
leaving behind the pure wood fibre, and
the treatment is such that no reduction

in the strength of the fibre is caused by

it. The timber employed is specially im-

poi'tod and possesses a wonderfully

straight grain, the finding of even the

smallest knot or flaw in many thousandsjj
111 separators being very rare.

.An interesting development is the pro-1

diietion of dry charged batteries which I

will give over 75 per cent, of their capa-J

citv immediately aft-er being filled with >

J

acid. This can be done whenever re-
'

quired, and although not largely resorted

to m the case of startmg batteries, is a normal process in con- :

nection with other types made in the firm's works.

The " Sparta " batterv-plate grids are of what is known ae

the basket " type, and are made by chill casting. The mter-

cell connectors are also cast in a hollow channel form, the

Fig. 5.—^FfLLER Battf.rv

reason for thi.s being aiiotdier oi those small details wh
all add their quota to the high efficiency of the prodo

When wo mention that a 71-amp.-hour battery supplied 'fa

one of the most popular makes of car has often to deliver

as much as •2-50 amps, for a short period when the starting

switch is closed, it will be realised that the heating of inter-

cell connectors is a feature that is worthy of consideration:

Tlie shape of connector chosen, while containing the neces-

sary amount of metal to carry such currents as we havft

mentioned, must be one that possesses the greatest possibW

amount of cooling surface. Special methods are adopted for

sealing in the battery so as to overcome the twin dilliculties

which beset all sealing coinround.s—namely, the danger of

becoming semi-fluid in hot climates, and that of drying off

and cracking at nomial temi-)er.ature.s. Tlie sealing is per-

formed in two operations ; the first deposits a high-melting-

point sealing compound, which would tend to be brittle and
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to develop cracks if employed throughout; then, over the

former, a thinner and more plastic compound is poured, the

result being an equal freedom from surface cracking and

from troubles which arise when the seaUng compound be-

comes plastic at high temperatures and tends to find its way
past the lid int<> the cell.

Battery boxes are made of various woods, chiefly of teak

and cypress, the latter being employed for " Sparta " bat-

teries. The reason for the selection of these woods is their

oily nature, which renders them far more immune from the

attack of acid than are woods of a drier nature. " Spai'ta
"

boxes have combed and dowelled joints, and the handles are

drilled into the .sides and pinned by steel pins in position,

thus preventing any risk of loose handles and provjdicg an

attachment which takes up no extra room in the battery

box. ...
The paint used to cover the boxes is not a spirit pamt,

which is said to di-y too rapidly to have a chance of thoroughly

impregnating the surface of the wood. Tlie boxes are tuit

brushed, but are actually soaked in a tank of paint, being

afterward.? allowed to drain and dry; by this means, the pene-

tration of all joints and crannies is ensured and the boxes are

rendered more resistant to the acid than if they were merely

brushed over with a quick-drying spirit varni.sh.

Even ebonite labels are u.sed on the batteries, the instruc-

tions being moulded legililv on the face of the labels.

THE ELECTRICAL TRADES BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Ox Monday last the annual general meeting of the Electrical

Trades Benevolent Institution was held at the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, the president of nhich, Mr. J. S. High-
field, occupied the chair.

The annual report of the Committee of Management stated

that the numi^er of members and subscribers for the year

liffl was 656. an increase of 350 over the previous year. The
total income from contributions for the year was £2,191,

making, with the receipts from dividends and other sources,

a total income of .£'2,;)07. The result of the year's \\ork was
that an amount of ,i"2,514 was carried to capital account, after

the payment of grants and expenses. The sum of £3,707 was
invested, making the total amount of invested funds at cost

£18,063.

The number of applicants for assistance was ]e.ss than
anticipated, but the amoimt given was more than double that

of the previous year. Every qualified applicant received

assistance.

The work of the Local .\dvisory Committees was reflected in

the increased membership and in the collectors' returns: in

both of these resjieets great advances had been made, due to

the activities of these committees. It was hoped that many
more such committees would be formed in various towns, biit

owing to the trade depression it had been difficult to make
progress during the past vear. The number of members at

the end of 1921 was 354. compared with 249 at the end of 1920.

The Committee again appealed to the heads of firms to

assist the Institution by a)ipointing collectors amongst the
members of their staffs, and also by encouraging members of

the staff to become members of the E.T.B.I., and therebv
to qualify themselves and theu- dependents to become eligible

for pensions should circumstances render this necessary.

The .Annual Festival was held on October 26th, 1921, and
was presided over bv Sir T. O. Caliender, .T.P. The presi-

dent's appeal resulted in a collection of £1,442. The dinner
WHS the first of the Festival dinners of the Institution at which
ladies were present. Tlie vice-presidents were Sir William
Noble and Mr. L. B. .\tkinson. who ably supported the presi-

dent in his appeal made at the dinner, which met with a
generous response.
The Committee again drew attention to the advantages of

membership, which were summarised as follows :

—

" (") Provision kor Oneself.—There will be an ever-
increasing number of persons in this walk of life who.
through ill-health or other misfortune, unexpectedly find

them.selves in a destitute position. Seeing that there is now
more than £10,000 invested, a member (or a member's
widow or dependents) brought to .such an unfortunate posi-

tion is assured of the ability of the Institution to give
adequate assistance.

" (6) Help for Others,—By lieconiing a member you
assist towards giving temporary financial assistance to many
who either are not qualified for pensions or only require
some financial assistance to tide over difficulties.
" Membership canies with it voting powers, to be exercised

when any application is made for a pension.
" The subscription of members is 10s. per annum, or such

larger amount as each member is w-illing to give, and it may
be paid in instalmenis,"
^Ioving the adoption of the report and accounts, Mr. High-

field expressed his pleasure at being invited to preside at
the meeting, because he was president of the Benevolent
Fund of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and his pre-

sence in the chair emphasised the fact that the two benevoient
funds kept closely in touch with one another, and that there

was no overlapping of their operations; each had it.s own
sphere, and the Electrical Ti-ades Benevolent Institution

existed for the purpose of assisting persons who weie nut
members of the I.E.E.
The income for the year was £2,907, compared with £2.333

in 192U; memljers' subscriptions amounted to £227, com-
pai-ed with £198 in 1920, and what was still more satisfactory,

the number of ordinary members had increased from 1513 to

249, and life members from 93 to 104. Dividends received

amounted to £715, compared with £613. The total expendi-

ture amounted to £281, compared with £275, the inctea.-«

being due to the very considerable increase in correspondence
entailed by the larger membership and the activities of the

local advisory committees. Tlie number of grants made was
the greatest since 1915 The amount carried to the balance-

sheet was £2^514. compared with £2,000 in the previous year.

Mr. J. Y. Fletcher, chairman of the C^immittee, seconded
the motion, which was unanimously adopted.
The following members of the Committee retired by rota-

tion, and, being eligible, were unanimou.slv re-elected :
—

Messrs. R. W. Hughman, E. F. Johnson, Lt.-Col. H. M. Leaf,

Messrs. P. A. Lundl>erg, W. C. Mountain, F. PI. Nalder,

W. R. Rawlings, A. A. Campbell-Swinton, and L. 0. Tate.

The resignation of Mr. F. W. Fifield was accepted with
regret. Messrs. Price, Waterhousp & Co. were re-elected hon.

auditors, and votes of thanks were accorded to them, to the

lion, solicitors (Messrs. Sugden it Hextall), to the hon. secre-

tary (Mr. F. B. O. Hawes), and to the electrical Press, as

well as to the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and to the

chairman, Mr. Highfield, for presiding at the meeting.

LEGAL.

CH.4RGE OF Fr.4UDULE.NTL1' OBTAINING ELECTRICITY.

On April 21st Gideon George Grieve and Archibald A.

Manges, carrying on hu.siness as electrical and mechaaical
engineers at 14, West Bute Street, Cardiff, appeared at Cardiff

police court, summoned on five counts for laying an electric

wire to the Corporation supply so as to obtain electricity

without its passing through the meter; and for culpable negli-

gence and wilfully injuring the fittings and using the elec-

tricity without the consent of the electricity undertakers.
Mr. Kenvyn Rees, on behalf of the Corporation, stated that

when defendants went into occupation at West Bute Street

they made application for a meter to be installed. There was
a meter on the premises, and this was connected up and the
various fittings and fuses sealed up. For the first reading up
to December 3rd they used 15 Units; until -January 15th the
meter recorded 64 units; but on February 13th the meter re-

corded nothing. It was then found that the meter had been
Ijm-nt out. The seals on the Corporation fuses had been
broken and a fuse capable of carrying a higher current
of electricity had been substituted. A wire had been
connected by which electricity could be consumed without
passing through the meter. By another wire defenldants

could get electricity for heating purposes. The men sold

electrical heating appai'atus. and it was assumed that they
had been demonstrating these goods to probable purchasers
without paying for the energy.
F. G. BARN.4RD, an electrical engineer employed by the

Cardiff Corporation, said the reason the meter burnt out was
because an overload of current had passed through it. If con-
sumption had gone on at the same rate as before there would
have been approximately £2 worth of electricity used. This
was for lighting only, and did not include any cun'ent which
might have been used for heating or any of the extra supply
which burned the meter out. He said that the cost of I'e-

placing the meter would be £3 10s.

Defendants pleaded guilty to fraudulently and feloniously

consuming the current, and on this count the Stipendiary
magistrate, Sir Thomas Lewis, fined them £50 each, or three
months' imprisonment, and ordered the witbdi-awal ot the
other charges.

D.4MAGE TO Feeder Box.

At the Marylebone Police Court, on April 20th, Geoffrey
William Holt, an officer in the Royal Artillery, was prosecuted
for licing diiink while in charge of a motor car. and driving
to the public danger. A police constable stat<?d that defendant
I'an against another car and then drove into a feeder box,
knocking it over and causing trouble at the power stition.

Mr. D'Eyncourt imposed a fine of £15, and .suspended the

defendant's licence for six months for dangerous driving, but
dismissed the charge of drunkenness.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., v Hamilton.

In the Court of Appeal this interlocutory appeal by the de-

fendant, who it will be remembered was a former employe
of the plaintiffs, from an order of Jlr. Justice P. O. Law-
rence, was dismissed on Tuesday,
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT TBT PUBblBHiSD.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sefton-Jones, O'Deli. an
Srci'HENS, Charlered Patent .\gents, 28J, High Holborn, London, VV.C. 1.

R.10,016. *' Balttry ignition devices for internal-combustion, engit

13o«ch .'ikt. Gcs. April 8th. (Germ:in>. .May 17th, 1921.)

10.028. " Appaqratus for recording telephonic conversation." O. Zinkt.
April 8th.

lU.OW. "Dimmer-switches for motor vehicle lamps." .\. t,. Pcnn and
Stamping and .Spinning Works, Ltd. April 8th

10,043. " Electric switches." J. Hampson and R. Olsen. April 8th.

10,058. " Muitiple.\ telegraphy." F. E. Pernot ami L. J. Rich. April 8th.

10.076. " Apparatus for starting loW-powered electric tnotors." A. M^lolle.

April 8tB.

10.084. " Electric condensers." W. J. Cole and Telegraph Condenser Co.,

Ltd. April 8th.

10.088. " Telephone systeins." H. S. Conr.id. -April 8th.

10.089. " Apparatus >r use in automatic telephone, &c., systems." H. S.

Conr.-id. April 8th.

10.090. " Telephone switching, Sic, metihanism." H. S. Conrad. April 8th.

10.091. " Telephone switching, &c„ mechanism." H. S. Conrad. April 8th.

10,09-2. " Telephone systems." H.S.Conrad. April 8th.

10.093. " Telephone svstems." K. S. Conrad. April 8th.

10.094. " Telephone systems." H. S. Conrad. April 8th.

10,115. " Dirigible head lamps for automobiles." A. R. Pellow. April 10th.

10,117. " Electric switch." A. C. Barton and F. H. Leffler. April lOlh.

10,122. " Rhcost.it, S:c." E. G. Craven. April 10th.
10,137. " Enclosed dvnamo-electric machines." W. McGee S: Son, Ltd.,

J. U. White and T. White. April 10th.
10.142. " Methods of locking elec.ric incandescent lamps to holders." J.

H. Reeves and J. Tavlor. April 10th.
10.143. " Liflmg magnets." H. R. Jones. W. E. Lawton, and C. E. Wood.

April 10th.

10.144. '• Lifting magnets." H. R. Jones, W. E. Lawton, and C. E. Wood.
April 10th.

10.146. " Process of drving paper or fibrous insulated electric cables." F.
Richardson. April 10th.

10,lti4. " Port lights." Steward Davit & Equipment Corporation. .April

ICth.

Ltd., W.

and Relav

10,207. " Electric lamp fittings." Dritish Thomson-Houston
Millner and H. C. Wheat. .April 10th.

10.214. "Automatic, itc, telephone sy.stems." B. B. Joh
Automatic Telephone Co., lltd. April 10th.

10.215. " Long-distance telephone installations." Soc. d'Etudes pour
Liaisons T61^phoniqu<-s et T^legraphiques a Longue Distance. April 10th.
(France, July 81b. 1921.)

10.216. "Junction between electric circuits." Soc. d'Etudes' pour Liaisons
1 ijliphoniques n lelegraphiques a Longue Distance. April 10th. (France,
June 2O1I1, 1921.)

j

10,220. '• Controlling mechanism of electrically-propelled vehicles." Mossav
and Co., Ltd.. I'. A. H. .Mossav, and Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies, Ltd. Apri'l

lOtb.

10324. "Telephone svstems." Siemens & Halske Akt. Gcs. April lOlh.
(Germany, April 9lh. 1921.)

10.231. " Spark plugs." W. H. Chard, O. S. Eastman, and W. F. Hills.
April lOtU.

10.234. " Electric recording and sounding device." W. H. Christie and
F. N. Uenison. .April 10th.

10.243. " Electric locomotives, tr.amcars, ro.id vehicles, &c." W. P.
Durtnall. April 11th.

10.245. " Automatic switch." A. C. Barton and F. H. Leffler. April Uth.
10.24G. " Electricallv-healed trc-eing iron for koot, &c., manufacture." C.

H. W. Brown. April llth.
10,257. " Rotating contact switch lor electric bavonet holder fitting." F.

A. Mihvard. April lllh.
10.282. " Elcctric.ilh-conlrolled indicating device." A. J. Greeorv and J.

Nicol. April llth.
'

10.297. " Magnetic box." S. Orchard. April llth.
10.300. " Altrrnating-current circuit models (or eduifational purposes." J.

K. Catterson-Smith. April llth.
10,311. " Diaphragm for sound recording; reproducing telephonic, &c.,

instruments." M. A. Renison. April llth.
10,343. " Damping device for switch contacts for electromagnetic vibrating

numbers." A. H. .Maitre and V. H. G. Martin. April llth. (France, April
IStli, 1921.1

10,348. ' Prepayment meters for gas, water, electricity, &c." Landis and
G>r Akt. Ges. .April llth. (Switzerland, April 12th, 1921.)

10.371. " Storage h.ittcries." Chloride Electrical Storage Co.. Ltd. (W. E.
K^ishaw). April llth.

10,373. " Electric brush holders, &c." A. Mt^lotte. April llth.
10,382. "Charging electric accumulators." C. C. Garrard, M. J. Railing

an.l W. Wilson. April llth.
10.386. " Met il ano<l.>s for electro deposition." Scovill Manufacturing Co.

(R. B. Ransfotd). April llth.
10,393. " Regulators for electron discharge dciires

Houston Co.. Ltd. (General Electric Co.). April llth.
10,397. " Means (nr connecting electrical conductors to sparking plugs."

I- F. WiederhoHt. .April llth.
10,402. '* Holders and adapters for radio telephonic and telegraphic appara-

tus." C. B. Kersting. April llth.
10,421. " Galvanic b.ntteries." L. Fuller and Fuller's United Electric

Works. Ltd. April 12th.
10.427. " Device (or anplication of electric power to agricultural ma-

chiiKry." .1. A. Davies. April 12th.
Ml,445. " Submarine signalling apparatus." L. J. Price. .April 12th.
10,462. "Thermionic valve holders." G. H. Moodv. April 12th.
10,466. " Burglar alarm." S. C. Harv.nrd. .April 12th.
10,469. " Automatic telephone svstems." H. T. Body, W. H. Grinsted, and

Siemens Bros, i Co.. Ltd. .April l2th.
10.473. " Electric b.-.lterv lamp." W. .tJandford. April 12th.
10.474. • Electric time switches." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. April 12th. (Ger-

m.Tny. May 23rd, 1921.)
'

10,480. " Transmission of telephone numbers, &c." Automatic Telephone
M.inutacturing Co.. Ltd.. and H. H. Harrison. April 12th.

levice." Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. April 12th.
rhes." I. f?. Tucker. April 12th.
ches." J. B. Tucker. April ]2th.

British Then

10,486. " Adveri
lO.WS. "Electr
10,499. " Electi

10.507. "Telephone
C Marris. April 12th.

al Electric Co., Ltd., and G.

(or lilts, S.C." F. G. Bell and Sterling Tele-10,510,

phone ft Electric Co.. Ltd. April 12th
lfl,.512. •• Electric furnaces." F. P. BarfieUl and L. W. Wild. April 12th.

nts." M. Morrison. April 12lh

i-Houston Co., Ltd.

amways, &c." C. W.

10..513. " Rectifiers for electr:

(Inited States. April I2th, 1921.)

U),.516. " Electrical anparatus." British Tho
(G.-neral Electric Co.) April 12th.

10,517, " Automati^ warning signals (or railway
Te^er and I). D. Walker. April 12th.

lfl,.518. "Contact rail (or electric traction." H. P.Trodi. April 12th.
10,S2(>. " Electric discharge tub< s." H. L. Down and W. A. Hole -Anril

12ih.
'

10..'i2.';. "Single flash r-idiographv." F. Hernaman Johnson. April 12th.
lO..^?. " Electric installations for lighting. Sic, on motor cars, ic." C. A.

V:,n.l.rveH .md C. A. Vandervell 8: Co.. Ltd. April 12th.

for connecting electric, &c.. G. W. Hun10.538. "

April 12th.

10.539. " Electric wiring systems (or lead-sheathed cables, ic." G. W.
Humphrv. April 12th.

10,548. "Closed electric furnace." .\. Helfenslein. .April 12th. I.Au-tii.

April 12th, 1921.)

10,572. " Elcclricallv-operatcd warning horns." T. G. P. Healev. Ai.ril

13th. ,

10,580. "Electric switches." J. Clement and L. Gillard. A|>ril 13th.

10,585. " Electric switches." J. A. Crabtree. April 13lh.

10.580. " Electric switches." J. A. Crabtree. April 13lh.

10,598. ".Method of jointing electric conductors." J. F. Schlcpcr. , -Vpril

13th.

10,612. " Adjustable clips for electrical wiring." A. G. Bullen. .April 13il

10.627. " Sp.arking plugs." Soc. .Anon, des .Anciens Etablissements P
h.ird et Levassor. April 15th. (France, April 13th, 1821.)

10.628. " Permanent magnets." F. Krupp Akt. Gcs. April 13th. (G<

manv.-June 29th, 1921.)
10.629. " Electric overload protective svstems." F. Krupp Akt. G(

April 13th. (Germany, Mav 28th, 1921.)

10.649. " Cooling o( electrical apparatus." Bureau d'Organisation Econt

mique. .April 13th. (Germanv, April 13th, 1921.)

10.650. " Electrolysis o( witer." R. Pechranz. .April 13th.

10,656. " Electric distributing svstems." N. Togami. April 13lh.

10.659. " Electric batteries." F. Lis. .April 13th.

10.660. "Electric cooking devices." S. M. Townsend. April 13th.

lO.GOt!. " Electromagnetic regulating devices (or dynamo-electric machi

J. Etchells and Vickers, Ltd. .April ISth.
10,671. " .Alternating-current distributing svstems." Ferranti, Ltd.,

A. H. Higgs. April 13th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specificatii

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be

isao.
al power trans devices."

and power plant." C. H. Ferguson

29.625. " Elcctro-nie

August 20th, 1921. (i:

33,192. " Portable electric ligh

vember 24th, 1920. (177,569.)

33,703. " Process and installations for the electro-mechanical utili

tides." A. Defour. November 29th, 1920. (177,576.)

35.627. " Protective devices for electrical po'

.\1. Royce (G. H. H. Bernard). December 18th, 1920. (177,582.)

systems

eld. December 22nd, 193|.l35,922. " Electrical instruments." M. B.
(Cognate application 27,937/21.) (177,.W4.)

36,407. " Electro-magnetic relays or like contact-making devices." Auf
matic Telephone Manulacturing Co., Ltd. September 7th, 1920. (.Addition

,

156,076.) (168,644.)
,

36,474. " Means for actuating electric switches." A. C. Day. Decemln
(Convention date not granted.) (157,079.)

.Apparatus for testing dvnaino electrical machiiw^s." .A. Ytlerbel

ma Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget. December 30th,

30th, 1920
36,503.

and AUm
(177,603.)

•36,625 .Apparatus for coating metals with metal." British Thomst
n Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). December 31st, 1920. (177,608.) .J

36,626. " Current-collecting devices for dynamo-electric machii
like." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). Decern^
31st, 1920. (177,609.)

36,666. " Electricity multicore cable dividing boxes or apparatus
\\'ales Electrical Power Distribution Co. and A. Wisdom. December 3l3
1920. (177,610.)

X921.
356. " Electrical condenser and method of making the same." W. Dubilif

January 18th, 1916. (156,483.)

652. " Means for regulating the terminal voltage of electrical valve-tubes."

Dr. F. Schroter. September 1st, 1919. (156,664.)

983. " Testing arrangements for automatic telephone systems." SiemenI
and Halske Akt. Ges. March 26th, 1918. (157,117.)

1,236. " .Arrangement for telephone installations '

working." Siemens & Halske Akt. Gcs.
1,324. " Wireless telegraph receivers.'

August 29th, 1919. (157,403.)

1,388. " Means for interrupting electric currents, particularly applicable *t I

lightning arresters." Schweitzer & Conr.id. June 21st, 1918. (157,457.)

1,398. " Means for the optico-electric reproduction of photographicallv

Dr. J. Engl, H. Vogt and J. ,Massollc. December 22nd,'l9IU|

automatic exchang I

December 8th, 1916. (157,324.)

Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphk

corded sounds.
(157,466.)

1,740. " Type of swivelling shoe colle.

from overhead conductor." F. H. Brigf
2.670. " Pendulum electrical indicate

ard.

for the collecting of electric |>owcl
January llth, 1921. (177,624.1 I

' R. Scruby. January 20th, 19811

starters and j-egulators." .A. H. Railing, C. ^1Electrit

md W. Wilson. January 25th, 1921. (177,643.) ^.
• Electric switches."" A. Shore and A. P. Witchell. January Stfll3.211

1921. (177,645.)

3,409. " Electric switches." A. H. Railing. C. C. Garrard, and A. if
Searle. Januarv 28th, 1921. (.Addition to 132,936.) (177,651.) J

5,491. " Electric cables or conductors." J. Drennan. February 17lh, oB
(Cognate application 15,826/21.) (177,666.)

5,837. " Sparking plugs for ignition purposes." .A. E. Heath. FebruA
21st. 1921. (177,671.)

5,905. " Dirigible headlights for motor vehicles." J. J. Bavor. Febl

21st. 1931. (177,672.)

6,161. " Means for actuating repeater signals on locomotives or n:

of el.-ctric railways." J. Bethenod. February 24th, 1940. (159.471.)

6,619. " Eicctrically-heated soldering irons." W. Clark and Clark
Electric Devices, Ltd. February 28th, 1921. (177.678.)

7.03.i. " Manulaeture of electric cables for conveying energy.
Reddie (Soc. Pirelli & Co.). March 3rd. 1921. (177.683.)

8.775. " Electric starters (or internal-combustion engines." Z. R. Del

\eneria. March 23rd, 1920. (160,729.)

9.i73. " Speed-regulating svstems for electric motors." British i

Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). .March 30th, 1921. (177.71-

9,911. " .Apparatus for suppressing the upper harmonic waves in t! .

current circuit of metal vapour rectifiers." .Akt. Gcs, Brown, Boveri l1 t.

.Mav 15th, 1920. (163,686.)

10,005. " Sparking plugs." L. S. Clarke. April 5th, 1921. a~-'l-2.)
_

10,051. " Plug connections for electric circuits." G. F. Ostins. .April 5;

1921. (177,713.)

11,038. " Rot.ary timing switches or current distributors (or ignition appv
tus o( internal-combustion engines," R. S. Bowen. April 17th, 182'

(161,!)17.)

i'ing equipment for ships." Signal Gcs. May 31^

C. J. B<-

12,352. " Sound
19-20. (164.311.)

13.601 " Laopii
the like." ~ "

13,762.

(177,732.)

15,261.

Ltd. Jur
16.881.

strips of paper and the like on electric conductors ar

iver and E. A. Claremont. May 13lh. 1921. (177.731.)
|

liquid Jieating-.ipplianees." E. Richtcr. May 17th. U2

lits." W". R. Mickclwright and Mickelwrigh' Electric resistance u:

2nd. 1921. (177,735.)
' Electrical operation and control of railway

National Pneumatic Co. September 10th, 19-30. (168.8.i8.)

29.777. " Electric installations comprising an electric grner^Tir

bined tvith a storage battery." J. Bethenod. November 8th. 19-JO

doors
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There is little enough of compliment to be presented to

any of the three parties to the dispute which is now

obstructing the engineering industry, and which con-

stitutes the chief domestic obstacle to the revival in

trade that is so persistently trying to materialise.

What little there is, however, may be offered to the

Government for having at last set up an Industrial

Court to investigate the causes of, and make known the

facts concerning, the diflBculties which exist. The desir-

ability of this step was first urged by us over a month

ago, but the Government then believed that delay would

thereby be caused and the area of the dispute extended.

The area of the dispute extended itself, without any help

from an Industrial Court, and the delay of four weeks

or more that has occurred might have been avoided by

prompter action on the part of the Minister of Labour.

In support of the statement that trade is trying to

revive, we may remark that improvement is recorded by

responsible persons connected with the following indus-

tries: boots, hats and caps, pig iron, cotton, wool,

chemicals, South Wales co:il, and Birmingham exports.

The managing director of one of the largest electrical

manufacturing concerns has been publicly quoted as say-

ing that the input of orders has lately improved, that

inquiries are more plentiful, and that if labour condi-

tions were more settled, the industry would make rapid

strides in the direction of recovery. In passing, we

may remark that there is ample room for the coal trade

to revive still further by making a reduction of fifty per

cent, or so in the price of domestic coal. The wages

dispute in the cotton industry, which at one time

threatened to lead to a stoppage, has been amicably ad-

justed, and congratulations are due to both sides for

having avoided an interruption to business. We have

once before quoted The Times of February 24th last as

saving: "These things have been successfully done in

otlier industries, and can be done in the engineering in-

ilustrv.'' Here is an example of the truth of that state-

ment. A stoppage has been avoided in the cotton in-

dustry, and we cannot help feeling that a stoppage

might have been avoided in the engineering industry.

When confronted with a difficulty, or a problem of any

kind, it is ah.ays useful to ask two questions about it.

The first is: What t.< it that we want I and the second is :

What fs preventing us from getting itt Well, now,

what do we want in the engineering industiy ! There

can only be one answer, viz., good trade and plenty of

employment. And why are we not getting it? Too

high wages, say some ; and as a consequence wages are

reduced. A Labour correspondent writing in The

Observer of April 30th states that " over a substantial

[iroportion of British industry, wages, taking into

account the cost of living and leaving aside the present

;i:3]
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unemployment, are as low as they were before the war,

and among large numbers of workers, a good deal

lower." If we accept this as true, it is clear that we
have cast adrift from any idea of an improved standard

of living. Too high profit.s, say others. This will un-

failingly be proved erroneous when the balance-sheets for

1922 are produced. So far as we are able to foresee,

many of the engineering dividends that are paid on this

year's trading will be jiaid out of moneys carried for-

ward; and unless more business can be obtained, 1923
will show an even worse state of things. Too high over-

head charges, perhaps. It is true that railwaj' charges,

postal expenses, hotel prices, and other expenses con-

nected with selling and delivering goods are, on the

average, at least twice what they were before the war.
Xone of these suggestions gives—taken all together they

do not give—an adequate answer to the question.

The real and suflBcient reason is lack of business.

The cure of unemployment is fundamentally a selling

problem. The war has been finished for a long time
now, and it is high time things got back into their

normal stride. Whether we like it or not, if we are to

avoid starving here in England we have got to trade
with Russia; we have got to trade with Poland; we have
got to increase our trade with France; aye, and we have
got to trade with Central Europe. Particularly is this

true of the engineering industry. The cotton industry
can sell its goods in tropical countries, and it is unlikely
that the slump in cotton will ever be so complete as

it lias lately been in our own industry. We do not pro-
fess politics in these columns. We are accused by an em-
ployer of reading nothing but The Communist and Tlie

Herald; on the other hand, a worker has told us that
we have not the foresight or the wish to state a case for

labour. We think it likely, from these comments, that

we have succeeded in our intention of being quite im-
partial. But politics or no politics, it is devoutly to

l3e hoped that the Prime Minister will, by the time these

lines are before our readers, have succeeded in establish-

ing at Genoa a basis upon which the commercial struc-

ture of Europe can be rebuilt. By this means it will

be possible to extend the market for British goods; em-
ployment will be more plentiful and unemployment will

decrease; if there were no unemployment there would
be no objection to overtime, and one ostensible cause
of the lock-out would disappear.

We see, then, that even the present dispute depends
for its solution on the restoration of stability in Europe.
The." snarling," to use Mr. Lloyd George's expression,
at home is an echo of the snarling between the nations.
The Industrial Court will reveal the truth about internal
conditions, and what is wrong with them must be set

right. The two sides have published statements of their
views, and the chief impression gained from reading
them carefully is that a regrettable obstinacy has been
displayed by both. The employers have not been as wise
and tactful as could have been wished, but the insistence
of the engineers on the "verdict" of their ridiculous
and farcical ballot (at which .320,000 did not take the
trouble—or did they have the opportunity?—to vote)
is such as to become irritating. Let us put the fact quite
plainly. The A.E.U. executive accepted the terms of

November last, which were put to the men, and they
were not rejected. They were not accepted, it is true,
but let us carry the case to the point of absurdity. Sup-
pose only one man had taken the trouble to vote, and
he had voted against the terms ; would that have been
accepted as a valid result? or. if he had voted in favour
(if the t*>rms, would the men have accepted that? If not.
where is the limit to be drawn, between 20 per cent, and
one individual? The A.E.U. will have to adopt Mr.
Clynes's advice, and forget the indecisive ballot on the
November terms. The stubbornness of the employers
has culminated in a public invitation to the men in-

dividually to break away from tlieir union, and this
while the Court of Inquiry is sitting. The sittings of
tlie Industrial Court are to be held in public— this is a^
it should be.

Ix a recent issue, commenting upon

Are Whitley the claim of labour to be represented on

Councils a the Joint Electricity Authorities, we

Success ? said that the ind;istry was already fully

provided for in this respect by the

National Industrial Council and the District Councils.

In our "Correspondence" columns last week we pub-

lished a letter in which the sufiiciencies of the Whitley

Councils were challenged from the Union side. This,

of course, was only an individual opinion, and we do

not think it reflects the general feeling of the Trade
Union with regard to the Councils any more than the

occasional secession of some small aggrieved undertaking

is indicative of the general feeling of the employers.

Still, among those who are not in touch with the Coun-
cils the question is sometimes asked whether after all they

are really a success, and the points raised by our Trade-

Union correspondent are just those which would natur-

ally arise. He claimed that a number of electricity

undertakings refused to conform to the decisions of the

Councils ; that some of the Employers' representatives

on the Councils did not follow the recommendations in

their own undertakings ; and that there was a distinct

failure in carrying out the spirit of the Whitley Councils

in the present national sliding scale agreement which,

he suggested, was forced on the Trade-Union side. Now
these statements are not in accordance with the facts.

In the first place, we can say that the National and
District Councils in the electricity supply industry have

been an unqualified success. By this we do not mean
that there has not been failure on all sorts of small

points ; much less do we mean that everybody concerned

has been pleased. It is obvious that you cannot for

three years settle basic rates and the up and down
adjustments for the employes of 500 undertakings with-

out somebody feeling aggrieved on one side or the other.

But considering the magnitude of the task, what troubles

have actually ensued ? How many electricity under-

takings have refused to conform to any decision of any
Whitley Council, as suggested by our correspondent .'

Practically none of any size and importance, and even

iu total, very few^ indeed. Eveji amongst the few the

grievance has usually been on some specific point, some-

times a quite small one. Moreover, it will be found that

these comparatively few unimportant undertakings

actually do follow very generally the recommendations of

the Whitley Council, and if we take the number of work-

men who belong to these disgruntled undertakings we
shall find that tney form' an insignificant fraction of the

total number of employes in the industry. The big

undertakings, such as Manchester, Glasgow, Birming-
ham, Bradford, Sheffield, Newcastle, the two dozen or so

big municipal and company undertakings in London,
and the mass of njedium-sized undertakings throughout
the country, have given the fullest adherence to the

Whitley system from the beginning. Then as to the

actual members of the employers' side loyally carrying

out the recommendations of the Council, tliis again

might apply to the representative of some few small com-

pany or municipal undertakings, whose directors or

councillors do not support liim. But if lists were made
of the undertakings which have loyally supported the

Whitley Councils throughout and those wliicli have re-

fused to do so, it would l)e found that the latter were
entirely negligible. Even when we come down to tlie

i|uestion mentioned above of the National Slidinsj Scale

Agreement by whicli the. wages of all workmen through-

out the country are leduced as the cost i>f living falhs, far

from this being merely a sectional agreement, it has

been adopted by both sides of each of the 1.3 District

Councils, and has been in satisfactory operation for

some months.

But if we are to realise the great success of the Wliitley

Councils in this industry, we must take a l)road view.

Since Whitley Councils have been in operation, strikes

and lock-outs liavr been ]>ractically unknown, and this

during a most critical pcrioil of adjustment of wages.

Coinp:iro the histcu-y of the electricity supply industry
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with that of the engineering industry, or any other big

industry, during the last three years, and the contrast

is astounding. Not a single dispute of any magnitude

between the employers and the workmen has arisen in the

electricity supply industry during this period, and not

one that has led to a strike at any important under-

taking. To realise what the Whitley Councils have done

for the industry, one has only to imagine the chaos which

would have ensued during this critical period if the 500

undertakings in this country had tried to settle their

own problems individually and independently with their

own workmen or the two or three dozen Trade Unions

interested in the industry.

Above all, a firm basis of mutual understanding and
sympathy has been established between both sides. We
have only to look at the engineering industry at the pre-

sent moment and the deplorable lock-out, resulting from
the lack of just this understanding, to realise the value

of the work done by the Councils in this direction. We
desire once more to emphasise the value of direct per-

sonal association between employers and workpeople, for

the interchange of thoughts and opinions ; by no other

means can mutual confidence and esteem be brought into

being. To such intercourse the parties must bring the

will to seek agreement and to study the facts from the

other's point of view as well as their own. No rational

person would take a hand at a game of whist with the

idea of getting the better of his partner, besides defeat-

ing his opponents— " play not one hand alone, but both

combined! " That is the spirit in which capital and
labour should play the game of industrial organisation,

for their joint benefit; and it is the spirit which per-

vades the principles of Whitleyism.

Those who talk lightly of the Councils in the electri-

city supply industry or affect to think that the

industry might be just as well off without them are

doing the industry the greatest disservice, and by the in-

dustry we mean equally the workmen and the under-
takings themselves. So far as our experience is con-
cerned, we have found that these adverse criticisms

originate either with those who know nothing of the

work of the Councils or of the industrial situation
generally, or with those who criticise the Councils merely
as part of some extraneous argument. Those who know
most about the Whitley Councils are their strongest sup-
porters.

SwiTZERL.^ND is Suffering probably
Swiss Franc more than any other country, from the

and so-called " exchange dumping " which
German Mark, has resulted from the depreciation of

the German mark. In machinery
Germany has been able at times to undersell Switzerland

to the extent of 70 per cent,, for the German manufac-
turer has been able to buy his raw material for about
one third of the price paid by the Swiss maker, whilst
his wage bill has been about one-tenth. The prosperity
of Swiss industry depends so largely upon export trade
that the depression in Central and Eastern Europe has
been very severely felt by it, and this sensitiveness has
been increased owing to the high exchange value of the
Swiss franc, P^r these reasons Swiss manufacturers
will welcome the reports that in certain classes of goods
Germany is losing her capacity to undercut interna-
tional prices. The possibility has been under discus-
sion for some time. The tremendous advantage from
the selling point of view of the depreciated mark has
been to some extent off.set by the larger amount of cur-
rency needed in the purchase of raw materials from
abroad. On the other hand it has to be taken into con-
sideration that the cost of raw material has much less
influence on the final cost than the wage bill has, and
that, in this latter respect, Germany retains a weighty
advantage. Yet there is evidence that high cost of pro-
duction is telling aprainst Germany's competitive power
in export trade in certain lines, whether this be due to
increased expenditure on fuel, raw material, wages, or
all combined. He- rices are said to have almost

reached the world's level in heavy iron and steel, steam
engines and tlie better-quality woollens. In order to

reduce costs, the firms concerned in the production of

electrical porcelain are arranging to transfer the manu-
facture from Berlin and district to neighbourhoods
where labour is cheaper. It cannot be said that there

are yet many signs of German electrical machinery and
apparatus rising in price above international parity,

but if the high quotations in certain lines are genuine
and not due merely to inability to give prompt delivery,

it seems more than probable that the same tendency will

be noticeable in electrical goods.

If German manufacturers had any steadfast belief in

the continued advantage in export trade of the depre-

ciated mark, they would scarcely arrange to start branch
factories abroad. Yet, as a recent Berlin dispatch to

The Times stated, an agreement has been entered into

between the Siemens-Schuckert Co. and a Japanese firm,

by which the Siemens Co. will construct a large factory

in Tokio for the output of electrical machinery. How
seriously the Swiss electrical industry has been affected

by German undercutting is shown in the report by H.M.
Commercial Secretary at Berne, which is summarised in

another column.

Extra-Council nominations, bring-
The I.E.E. iiig up the number of candidates to nine
Council for three vacancies, have ensured that
Election. there shall be a ballot for the Member

class ; and one extra-Council nomina-
tion for the Associate Member class has fortuitously

saved the Council from what would otherwise have been
a " regrettable incident" in the shape of a reissue of

nominations.

Amid so admirable an array of candidates it is some-
what difficult, and possibly invidious, to make a choice ;

but we think it will be generally agreed to be in the in-

terests of the industry that Mr. J: W. Beauchamp,
director of the E.D\A., shall be elected. Another candi-
date who similarly unites official position with personal
qualities of a high order is Mr. A. C. Cramb, hon.
secretary of the I.M.E.A, The services which Mr, A. M.
Sillar has rendered to the industry, not only in his pro-
fessional capacity but particularly, on the social side,

should surely count in his favour ; and Major Kenelm
Edgcumbe would undoubtedly be a valuable acquisition

to the Council, Not one of these gentlemen has ever
been a member of Council,

The Budget introduced by Sir Robert
A Helpful Home, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Budget. on Monday last, and now under con-

sideration by the House of Commons, is

the first in which an attempt has been made since the
European war to relieve British trade and industry of

part of the oppressive burdens thrown thereon by the
cost of the war itself, and by the extravagance of

national expenditure which followed it. The Chan-
cellor, in intimating the decisions or recommendations
of the Cabinet, reduces the Income Tax impost by one
shilling in the pound, and industry, so sadly in need
of a tonic, is thankful for this small mercy. It looked
for a larger reduction and for the abandonment oi the
iniquitous Corporation Tax as reliefs which were essen-
tial in order to give an impetus to business enterprise,
but any reduction at all is a move in the right direction,
especially as it suggests that other falls will follow. The
reductions in postal charges have been welcomed by
tverybody, but they, too, are insufficient. When the
increases were made they had the immediate effect of dis-

couraging the circulation of business-getting literature
;

it is expected that many schemes of this kind may now
be proceeded with and some of the lost trade recovered.
The reduction of telephone charges, for which a million
pounds is stated to be available, should also bring relief

to traders; but at the time of writing we do not know
how the reductions will be allocated. On the whole, we
welcome the Budget as indicative of returning sanity
and as affording some encouragement to industry.
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HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT IN BOLIVIA.

By WILLIAM T. TAYLOR, M.lnst.C.E., M.LE.E.

The following particulars of a hydro-electric under-

taking in Bolivia, the execution of which involved a.

iivnuber of unique features, may be of interest to readers

of the Ei-KCTRiCAL Review :
—

The great amount of constructional work and the ex-

pense involved in the complete hydraulic works for a

power plant consisting of five 650-h.p. units seems well

worthy of mention. Coal is not mined in Bolivia

or in any other near-by country. The development

was carried out in a remote part of the world under
great difficulties and at an altitude ranging between

14.600 and 1.3,025 ft. above sea-level. The develop-

ment was the most oconoiiiical and the nearest to the

Fjg. 1.—HiDHo-ELErrRic Pdwkh Statu
FoREGIiOrND.

RivKK Bed in

power market (Pulacaya and Huanchaca), which was
50 miles distant from the'powor-hou.se site. The scheme
as a whole represents, perhaps, the extreme outside limit

of financial responsibility a company or party would go
to in the construction of any hydro-electric system in

that the cost per h.p. developed and its relation with
the amount of power capable of development was very
excessive—something like four times the ordinary aver-

age cost for such works. Suffice it to say that the cost

was warranted in view of the fact that tlie minimum
price for coal (pre-war) was, for bulk supplies, never
less than £5 per ton, and the pilferage, wastage, and
other losses before reaching the boilers amounted to

about 15 per cent.

The watershed takes iu a large area of the southern
slope of the Frailes range of mountains (Cordillera de
los Frailes), draining into the two rivers, Rio Visicza
and the Rio Cagua. At a point about one mile above
the present head-works these two rivers meet and con-
tinue as one stream flowing into a narrow gorge and
passing the site of diversion and head-works, which
latter are located at the extreme head of what is known
as the Yura Valley, the residential site of a race called
the Yura Indians.

The rainy season conunences in the month of Novem-
ber and ends in Feln-uary. • Its effect on the average
stream-flow is to inorea.se it several times, but is not
destructive like many of the South American rivers
during the period of rains. Tlie dry season commences
in the month of May and ends in the month of August :

its effect on the present hydraulic development is of
little consequence. The average flow of water is at the
rate of -300 cubic feet per second.

The intake to the canal and conduit is located at an
elevation of 13,025 ft. above sea level. The total length
of the conduit is seven miles. It consists of natural
rock-cut, masonry-lined, concrete-lined, and timber-
lined canal, two siphons, thirteen masonry, steel, and

wooden bridge-flumes, and twenty-eight tunnels. The

average grade for the total length of conduit is approxi-

mately 1.1 ft. per 1,000 ft.

The amount of tunnel construction work involved (for

tiie most part through solid rock) is given in the fol-

lowins; tabular form:—

Xu.
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Moll no

Steel Siphons.

siplion ... 304 ft. clear span.

" Chanro " sipl

54 ft. vertical depth.

410 ft. clear span.

63 ft. vertical depth.

The survey of the 7-niile conduit-route was made in

a rugged and for the mo.st part precipitous mountain

range situated well above the " timber-line " or " belt
"

{i.e., a high altitude at which trees and grass cannot

grow). The tunnel work, the bridge-flume work, and

the water-courses crossing the conduit-route, each re-

nnn()()()i]i)(]|

Fig. 4.—Part Pf.an of Powhr Station.

quired individual study before a decision could be given

as to the best lay-out and the most suitable hydraulic

properties of the different sections of conduit for the

grade chosen.

The remaining portion of the seven miles of conduit
consists of open-cut canal, jjart of which is masonry-
lined ; other sections are timber-lined, this being neces-

sary due to the high velocity of flow for ordinary earth.

At favourable parts of the total length of conduit, three

sand- or settling-basins were built in and form part
of the conduit; these basins are located 3,400 ft.,

!),570 ft., and 37,150 ft. distant respectively from tlie

intake. This is not the best location, but the topo-

graphical features and econouw were the deciding fac-

tors. On the up-stream side of tlie two siphons large
sluice-gates and an overflow are provided, as also at the
first and last sand-basins. On the down-stream side of
the last sand-basin the conduit is widened out to a
little over twice the normal width for a distance of

75 .ft. The average conduit area is 30 sq. ft.

The the point of view of pondage capacity, the topo-
graphy of the mountain slope did not lend itself to a
forebay of the area desired, and use was made of the
widening-out of the conduit above mentioned, which
was at no great distance above the forebay site. One
riveted-steel pipe-line 801 ft. in length, working under
a pressure of 148 lb. per sq. in., equivalent to a head
pf 340 ft., is installed. The thickness of this pipe near
the header is 0.72 in., and its inside diameter is 60 in.
At the foot of the pipe-line is a header (see fig. 4),
which supplies, from five different points, five water-
wheels. Also, at the bottom of the 340-ft. fall, before
reaching the lieader, a relief-valve (fig. 3) is installed
in the pipe-line; this relief-valve, when actuated, shoots
water thu.s liberated into the wheel-race. Near the
relief-valve and before reaching the header, two pipes
are taken off tlie main piite-line for supply to tlie water-
driven exciters. The header and relief-valves are
located outside the generating station building and are
without housing (see fig. 3).

The generating station is a steel-structural building.

It is 163 ft. in length by 66 ft. in width and 24.5 ft. in

height to the bottom point of the steel roof strusses.

The station building is of sufficient size to accommodate
eight 500-kVA complete sets and three water-driven

exciters. The main generating station floor, where the

generators are situated, occupies one-half of the build-

ing from end to end, this portion being served by a
hand-operated travelling crane. The other half of the

main generating station is arranged in two floors (see

fig. 2). The lower floor is situated on the same level as

the generator floor ; it is in three sections. The

J
centre section takes in all the low-pressure

and the 3,000-volt generator bus-bars,

switchboard, and generator and other elec-

trical instruments ; in the other two
sections all the power transformers are

located (see fig. 4). The upper floor con-

tains all the 25,000-volt bus-bars, switches,

lightning arresters, and choke coils, space

being left for future installations, as in

tlie case of the two sections for power
transformers.

At the jiresent time there are five 675-

h.p. horizontal-type Pelton wheels, each

direct-connected to a 500-kVA, 3,000-volt,

25-cycle, three-phase, star-connected gene-

rator running at 300 r.p.m. To each set

is connected an hydraulic governor. Mas-

sive fly-wheels have been fitted on the main
shafts of the generators to aid speed regu-

lation. Load conditions at the receiving

station are very severe. The two exciters

lire driven by Pelton wheels. Each ex-

citer has a capacity of 60 kW at 250 volts,

and is capable of exciting all the five

generators, which take a total current of

approximately 5 x 45 = 225 amperes at

full output. Each generator is rated at

97.5 amperes per phase, but at the present time common
practice is to run them at 110 or even 125 amperes per

phase for many hours continuously. As the power

factor at the generating station is generally low (about

0.78), due entirely to the inductive load at the

receiving end of the 25,000-volt transmission line, and

Fig. 5.—25,000-VOLT Transmission Line, showing Sectional
isiNG Switch and Method of Supporting the Earth Wires.

as the generators are unduly heated by the resulting

ampere load, one of the generators is usuall}' run as a
synchronous condenser. Instead of giving 120 amperes
per phase, each generator now gives about 100 amperes
jjcr phase for equal kW output; in other words.
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the output of each machine has been increased by

making use of an idle generator, the operation being

simply that of running the set up to speed, synchronising

it, giving it full exciting current, then turning the

water off the wheel. Obviously this would have a much
better effect on the system as a whole were it installed

at the receiving end, a distance of 50 miles. The load

factor of the system throughout the year is slightly over

70 per cent.

From the bus-bars, behind the switchboard, three main
leads are carried to the second floor of the generating

station, where the low-pressure bus-bars of the power

transformers are located. At the present time there

are ten 200-kVA, 14,250-volt, single-phase trans-

formers arranged in three groups and connected in

delta on the 3,000-volt side, the high-pressure windings

having their phase-windings connected in star to give

25,000 volts between phases. One transformer is a

spare ; the transformer wiring and its switching are so

arranged that this spare unit can, almost instantly, be

connected on to any phase of the system. Each power

transformer is oil-insulated and water-cooled by means
of an internal cooling-coil. External cooling is also

arranged for. A device is placed around, and near, the

top of the boiler-plate transformer tank or casing, and

water is fed through openings so that it flows over the

entire outer surface of the tank down into a water-race

at the foot of each tank. This additional and external

method of cooling is found to be quite efficient : it is a

cheap and entirely reliable addition to the internal

cooling-coil arrangement, and aids materially in draw-

ing heavy intermittent overloads from the transformers

with safe temperature rise.

Triple-pole air-break switches are employed thrnugh-

out. i.e.. for the venerators, tlie transformers, and the

Fig. G.—Section House for Patrol Men.

25,000-volt busbars and outgoing transmission lines.

The generators are fused with glass-enclosed fuses, and
the transformers are fused on the high-pressure side with
the ordinary open-fuse. Each phase of the 25,000-volt

switches and fuses is separated by means of a non-com-
bustible barrier, and at the top of these barriers are

located the busbars which tie-in the three groups of

transformers to the transmission line through one air-

break switch and three choke-coils.

Because of the very severe lightning storms that pre-

vail in these regions, several types of lightning arresters

have been installed. Some experimental work in this

direction was carried on, leading to the conclusion that

the most troublesome type of lightning arrester is the

horn-gap with oil-immersed resistance in the earth cii-

cuit. The water-jet arrester fitted with the glass tube
gives better service than the water jet not fitted with a
tube; with this type of lightning arrester care is neces-

sary to regulate properly for the percentage excess

operating voltage. The multi-gap (shunt) carbon-resist-

ance type of lightning arrester is also used. The most
reliable of the three types is the water-jet with glass-tube
discharge-passage. The country through which the trans-
mission line extends is very mountainous and rugged.
Expansive outcrops of iron-bearing minerals are ex-

posed along the route, and serve to attract lightninsr.

The lowest point of elevation of the transmission line

is about 12,500 ft., and the maximum about 14,U00 ft.

above sea level. Between the months of November and
February very severe wind and lightning storms roll

over the mountains, and frequently cause interruptions

by the puncturing of insulators, transformers, and
sometimes lightning arrester burn-outs. The nature of

the country is such as to make it a difficult matter for

linemen to patrol the lines properly; after dark it is

practically impossible to do so, because of the danger of

falling over a precipice. During the lightning season

of each year the most frequent troubles are due to in-

sulator failures.

Two earth-return telephone lines traverse the whole

transmission-line route. These telephone lines are so

arranged that either one metallic circuit or two earth-

return circuits can be operated. Telephone switching

arrangements are made at each of the patrol houses, at

the main receiving station, and at the generating

station.

The patrol houses are located where the sectionalising

switches are installed. All tlie shorter sections are

located in the most difficult and inaccessible regions.

The common class of patrol house is shown in fig. 6.

The transmission line consists of one three-phase cir-

cuit with the conductors arranged throughout the fifty

miles of line in a horizontal plane on one cross-arm.

The conductors are of hard-drawn copper, solid wire

;

each wire is approximately No. 3/0 S.W.G. size. The
line conductors are given a one-third turn at three

different parts of the entire transmission length, or one

complete transposition. The insulators are of green

glass, and are mounted on wooden cross-arms by means
of wooden pins each spaced 2.75 ft. apart on the same
cross-arm, the two outer conductors being 5.5 ft. apart.

The poles are of steel lattice-work construction, are

32 ft. long, and are spaced at an

average of about 125 ft. apart on

straight runs ; the distance between

poles is slightly less on irregular

ground. There are no very long •

spans in the transmission line. The
line is daily patrolled on mule-back,

as horses cannot work at that alti-

tude. The patrol-men are Bolivians.

The transmission line has an over-

head earth-wire for protection pur-

poses, as will be seen from fig. 5. One
of the line sectionalising-switches is

shown. On each side of the line will

be seen a metal upright support

which holds the galvanised-iron

earth-wire above and on either side

of the main transmission line wires. The pole

seen in the background (fig. 5) shows the regular support
used throughout the transmission line for supporting
the two earth-wires, which are connected by means of

wires to the steel lattice-poles. Certain sections of the

transmission line have wooden supports, while others

arc provided with two iron rods and an iron cross-rod

which connect the earth-wires to the metal pole.

The receiving station is of steel structural construc-

tion, and is located at an elevation of 13,624 ft. above

sea level. A part of the receiving station is designed

to accommodate an auxiliary steam plant. This

auxiliary plant consists of six 200-h.p. boilers of the

horizontal type, a compound Corliss type engine of

1.000 li.p. capacity, and a direct-connected 650-kYA.
3.000-volt. 25-cycle. three-phase revolving-field type

generator. The high-pressure equipment, and the

power transformers, are an exact duplicate of those in

the generating station 50 miles aw.ay. Tliere are three

exciters, two motor-driven and another driven bv means
of a marine type steam engine. The sub-station also

contains a 3,000 '550-volt motor-generator set for elec-

tric traction purpo,ses. At a point aboiit 4.5 miles dis-

tant from the main sub-station a 3.000-volt three-phase

line feeds a sub-st.ation supplying current to a motor-

generator set. which latter is tied-in on the 550-voIt.

generator side, with the electric traction service fed bv
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the main sub-station. Six electric locomotives are at

present in operation for both underground and surface

electric traction service.

Another interesting part of the installation is the

pumping in large quantity (nearl}- 9,000 cu. yd. per

day) at a great depth (1,775 ft.) of natural boiling

water containing dangerous acids. One 650-h.p. motor-

driven pump lifts water at approximately 55 deg. C. a

vertical distance of 1,475 ft. The pumping difficulties

encountered due to the high altitude, the destructive

acids, and dangerous gases, called for special materials

and special pump designs and all manner of means of

signalling, il-c. The greater part of the underground

workings are operating continuously at a temperature

ranging between 42 deg. C. and 50 deg. C, in the

rooms where the 3, 000-volt motors are working. Several

of the underground motors are fed from transformer

stations located underground. The .3,000-volt switch-

boards, instruments, iVc, are also located underground.

The larger underground electric equipment installed

includes the following items :-^

Electric Hoists (Underground).

" Pulviner " hoist 125 h.p. motor
" San Leon " hoist 125 ,.

" Pero " hoist 125 .,

" Beta " hoist 50 ..

•• .Upha " hoist 50 „

Electric Pumps.
Located at a vertical depth of 1,775 ft. ; two '2.50-h.p. motors

1,475 ft. ; one 620 .,

1,475 ft.; one 300 ..

1,475 ft; two 250 „
1,375 ft.; one 250 .,

1,375 ft.; one 50 .,

1,275 ft.; one 250 ..

1,275 ft.; one 35 ,,

1,150 ft.; two 450 ,.

1,150 ft.; four 250 ,.

Electric Ventilators.
Located at a vertical depth of 1,375 ft., 100-h.p. motor

1.150 ft., 50-h.p. ,.

,, ,, ,. .. (various) 50-h.p. ,,

Electric Compressor.
Located at a vertical depth of 1,150 ft., 220-h.p. motor.

The total motor capacity installed underground is

4,325 h.p.

On the surface (not underground) important works
are installed, such as exceptionally large machine shops

and workshops capable of handling very large castings

;

iron and brass foundries ; concentration plant ; electro-

lytic plant; extraction and refining plant; and a 200-

h.p. synchronous-motor-driven compressor which, when
idle (not mechanically loaded), is floated on the system

as a synchronous condenser.

The author was the chief technical director, with the

title of Injeniero Jefe Superior del Servicio Electrico y
Tallers.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN THE UNITED STATES.'

The Present Situation.

The electric vehicle has become an economic factor in

the business life of America. When the high cost, of

haulage and delivery in large cities is analysed, it be-

comes more readily observable that the most conservative

business organisations, to which reliable transport at the

lowest cost is of vital importance, are consistent users of

electric vehicles. As one of many examples that could

be given, the American Railway Express Co. may be

cit«d. It was in June, 1908, that the firm bought its

first electric vehicle ; , a few weeks ago it enlarged its

fleet by the purchase of 105 more. The company oper-

ates now 1,426 vehicles, and its sole business is trans-

portation. In addition to the repeat orders which

prove the satisfaction and economy that have resulted

from the initial orders placed years ago, it should at

least be of interest to know that there are electric

vehicles in continuous daily service, 12, 18, 20, and
even 24 years old; there are about 1,000 in New York
City which have been 11 years in service.

Why this tv'pe of vehicle possesses so long a life is

easily explained by its simple, robust construction ; its

speed, while adequate for city traffic, is not a contribu-

ting factor to large maintenance and repair expenses;

lower insurance rates ; no energy consumption when
standing idle ; extremely low depreciation ; longer life

of tires ; the most economical and cheap form of power
(it is said that the tire cost of a light electric truck is less

than that of keeping a single horse in shoes, and that

electricity costs less than food for a single horse doing
the same work) are a few of the many features of the

electric truck that make the cost per mile, ton-mile, or

ton hauled the lowest of any known method of trans-

port.

Of late years several manufacturers have invested

large sums of money in modern plant equipped witii the

latest machinery and facilities to manufacture electric

vehicles in every way equal in detail of construction
to any internal-combustion engined car of correspond-
ing size. It must be remembered that the entire indus-
try has been created within a single generation—

a

'Based on articleg appearing in the General Electric Beview,
April, 1923,

short period of time for a development of this magni-

tude. With such a display of testimony as is readily

available from those in a position to express intelligent

and unbiased opinions on the subject, it would be im-

possible to account for the relatively small number of

electric vehicles now in use, were it not that equally

unbiased and spontaneous opinions can be obtained

from others who have tried such vehicles and failed to

get satisfactory service from them. The question,

therefore, presents itself : Why do some users obtain

good service while others do not? The answer is that

some vehicles are operated under unfavourable condi-

tions and by operators who not only do not know any-

thing about electric vehicles, but who are making no

effort to learn anything, because they have been told

that there is nothing to learn. The popular fiction that

a child can operate an electric vehicle has been a fixed

part of the creed of salesmen too long. There is no

mysterious virtue in an electric vehicle bj- which it will

continue to give good service when its operation is left

entirely to someone who never had an opportunity of

learning anything about electrical apparatus.

The first attempt to provide technical training of any

kind for electric vehicle operators was made a little

over a year ago by Prof. E. G. Cooley, of the Continua-

tion Schools of Chicago, who had the co-operation of the

Commonwealth Edison Co. and the local electric-vehicle

industry. By operators are meant those who are respon-

sible for keeping the vehicles in proper working order,

not the drivers.

The school, which is the only one of the kind as far

as we know, is in charge of Mr. John Crowell, as head

master, and has a complete equipment of all the appara-

tus and instruments necessary for a technical course of

this kind, as well as a modern machine shop, in the

rliarge of an instructor, which is open to students taking

tlie course. Several classes have already been conducted

with an average attendance of about a dozen in each

class. The development of the electric-vehicle industry

will bring about an increased demand for competent

operators, and competent operators will in turn create

ft,
demand for more electric vehicles.

Reliability h one of the chief essentials in ftre-flght*
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in;.' appliances, and the use of electric propulsion for

this class of service, as illustrated in fig. 1, is a tribute

to the perfection that the electric vehicle has attained.

An idea of the modern passenger vehicle is conveyed by

fig. 2 (Rauch & Lang. Inc.), while fig. 3, which shows

the supplementing of haulage with power for miscella-

neous purposes, illustrates the usefulness of electric

vehicles. Fig. 4 is a view of 41 delivery wagons in

laundry service (Ward Motor Vehicle Co.), and serves

Fig. 1.—An Electric Fire Engine.

the purpose of indicating the size of fleets of " electrics
"

in use in the United States.

Progress in accumulator development has played an

important part in establishing the electric vehicle on its

present economic basis. It is customary to use the

maximum number of cells, consistent with the charging

source; the nominal 110-volt d.c. source calls for 40

or 42 lead-acid cells, or'60 nickel-iron-alkali cells. With
the increase of the output up to lOJ watt-hours per lb.,

the practical limit of capacity for the lead battery

seems (says Mr. Bruce Ford) to have been reached, and
even then at some sacrifice of life compared to the pre-

vious thicker and more rugged plates. The Exide-Iron-

clad positive plate gives about 9| watt-hours per lb. of

cell and two or three times as long a life as any of the

garages, and the realisation of the value uf the electric

vehicle by electricity supply authorities, who have not

only advertised, but have made available their show,

rooms for free public exhibitions, have established the

permanence of the electric vehicle.

Concerning battery-charging systems, in some citieg

enterprising generating station authorities have

arranged to transfer fully-charged batteries of standard

construction. This plan should receive further atten-

tion. Another method is the sale of'

the vehicle without a battery, th^

latter being considered a separai

unit for which a definite renti

charge is made : the amount,
course, must be sufficient to pay th

interest on the cost of the battery, i

maintenance, and a reasonabli

profit. This plan has been in opera-

tion at Hartford, Conn., since 11(12,1

and is being given serious considera-|

tion by battery manufacturers. I

appears that its introduction woul
add greatly to the success of the elec

trie vehicle and cause a much nior

rapid growth than in the past.

Time is a very important factor i

conmiercial establishments ; there-

fore, the systems used must be cap-j

able of charging the battery in thi

proper length of time to make th(

vehicle available for whatever worl

it has to perform. Systems are in

use that will charge batteries in aa'

short a time as 3^ hours, but the first

cost of charging equipment is very

nearly in inverse proportion to

the time that is available for charging. " In general,

any charging rate is permissible which does not produce
excessive gassing, or a cell temperature exceeding 110

deg. F." The three methods of charging, in the order

in which they came into use, are as follows:—
(1) Tlie series-resistance, or constant-current me-

thod is still used where an attendant is avail-

able, or when other methods might be imprac-

ticable.

(2) The constant-potential method was adopted in

several garages a few years ago and gave good
results, but it has disadvantages.

(3) The modified constant-potential method is

combination of the two foregoing methods, and
is fa.st gaining popularity.

Pig. -i.—A 192-2 Electric Sedan

jirevious pasted plates. The nickel-iron battery gives

about 14 watt-hours per lb. of cell; tlie capacity per
unit of space, however, is slightlj- lower than that of

the lead battery. Each type has some advantages over
the other.

The development of battery-charging equipment, re-

finements in motor design, the number of new electric

The principal advantage of system (1) is it« flexibility;

different sizes of battery can be charged at different times

from the same circuit—a useful feature from the public '<

garage point of view. Its principal disadvantages are:

Charging results uncertain, due to having to rely on
j

the attention of the operator : it costs more to install, i

and involves a longer time for charging.
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The advantage of method (2) lies in the possibility of

charging in about 15 per cent, less time than the quick-

est combination of system (3). and at the same time there

is little likelihood of damaging the battery. Its disad-

vantages are that, if few liatteries are to be charged, the

charging apparatus must be verj- large, due to the high

starting rate (from 100 to 150 amps, per battery). If a

large number is to be dealt with from the same bus-

har.s, it is possible to start one battery at a time and
wait from 15 to "iO minutes before putting the next bat-

tery in circ'.iit. Any slight variations in the bus-bar

]iressure cause great fluctuations in the charging rates

Fig. 4.—a Fi.kkt ok 41 Vehiclks.

which may be harmful to tlie battery; furthermore, all

tlie batteries must contain the same number of cells, if

they are to be charged from one bus-bar. But it must
be mentioned that many users are satisfied with the

system.

Method (o) is similar to (L'), the only difference being

the addition of a fixed resistance to cushion the shocks

that result from the heavy inrush of current at the start.

There is no doubt that this is the system of the future.

Regardless of the method of charging, or the type of

battery charged, a device for disconnecting the battery

when the charge has been completed is almost essential,

and is used in nearly all modern installations. The
most practical device is a combined ampere-hour meter

and electromagnetic trip for breaking the charging
circuit when the meter pointer reaches the full-charge

point. The meter is preferably mounted on the vehicle.

When the source of supply is a.c, the mercury-arc is

used in the home garage for charging the electric

passenger-car on account of its simplicity ; the motor-
generator set for a single vehicle is also being used to a

large extent. When the source of supply is d.c, a
rheostat can be used, but if the number of cells is less

than 30 it is more economical to use a motor-generator,

and, in any case, the charging characteristics are likely

to be better than when a resistance is used. When
charging batteries for a fleet of vehicles a switchboard

is. of course, needed.

Three general methods of motor application are in

use, namely : (a) either two or four motors are mounted
on the axle, and the power is communicated to either

two or four wheels tlirough a system of annular and
spur gearing operating in oil ; (b) the motor is mounted
on the chassis and drives a live rear axle through a worm
or spiral bevel gear; (c) the motor is mounted on the

chassis, and the power is transmitted through a bevel

gear to shafts that are, in turn, geared through
pinions and annular gears to the rear wheels. To pro-
vide a machine that can be adapted to any of the above
forms of transmission, the General Electric Co., of

Schenectady, N.Y.. has developed a motor, fig. 5, of

whicli the magnet frame and commutator-end bearing
liead are one-piece castings, machined from end to end.
Tlie armature is motmted on ball bearings, and the
hearing heads at both commutator and pinion ends are
enclosed, so that the motor is thoroughly protected from
moisture.

The motors are all of the two-brush stud, four-pole

construction, and both the fields and armature are

wound with rectangular wire ; the result is a motor of

low tooth density, high torque ratios, and liberal over-

load capacities. The machines are designed to operate

totally enclosed continuously on normal load with a 65-

deg. rise above 25 deg. C. ambient air, and for one hour
on 200 per cent, load with a maximum of 75 deg. C. rise.

The average brush density on normal load is 25 amp.
per sq. in., and a copper-graphite brush is used when
the machine is to operate at 60 volts or less. A second

type of motor is constructed with a magnet frame made
from a steel phite (in which handholes are punched)

pressed into cylindrical form and
welded, and in a final operation

forced through a sizing die. This

type of frame contains much less ma-
terial than a casting, in which a

liberal allowance has to be made to

cover wastage in finishing. For

passenger-cars the motor torque

ratio can be approximately 4 to 1 ;

for commercial vehicles it should be

as high as possible.

It is often necessary and advisable

for tlie same concern to use both

petrol-driven and electric wagons,

each type in its particular field.

Users of such a mixed fleet find that

it is a very difficult matter to train

mechanics to " service " the different

vehicles properly, and that the

problem is greatly simplified by standardising a limited

number of the different types of machines. The advan-

tages of interchangeability of parts (so far as is possible)

are so favourable that it is surprising that the idea has

not been carried out to a greater extent.

Concerning the electrically-driven pleasure vehicle,

tlie following figures represent average values.

Present-day batteries have a life varying in car-miles

from 10,000 to 20,000, depending on their excellence.

The cost of their renewal varies from two to three cents

per mile. Tires sliow an average renewal cost of

1 cent per mile, which represents a mileage of from

12,000 to 18.000 miles, figures which at fir.st thought

mav seem high, but are easih- explained by the fact that

electric pleasure cars are only operated at moderate

speeds and for the most part are driven on well-paved

streets and roads. Service records show that the total

t f
Fig. .3.—A G.E.O. (U.S.A. Electric-vehicle Motor.

cost of repairs, oiling, ic, varies from three-tenths to

one-half of a cent per mile. With electric energy at five

cents per kilowatt-hour it costs about 80 cents to fully

charge a battery capable of supplying sufficient energy

for 60 miles of travel. This represents a cost, of one

and three-tenths cents per mile.

Sumiriing up, the total operating expenses of an

electric passenger car will not be far from 5 to 5i

cents per mile. As nearly as can be determined,

the direct operating cost of an electric passenger car is

about 60 per cent, of that of a gasoline car of equal
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excellence and accommodations. When all other items,

such as insurance, depreciation, &c., all of which

favour the ''electric," are considered, the total cost to

own and operate an electric car, as compared with a

similar gasoline car, will approach a ratio of one-half.

It will seem somewhat of a paradox that an article of

such undoubted economic merit still continues to be in

minority use. The cause of this, experience has proved,

is psychological, and not due to any lack of merit,

mechanical or electrical, on the part of the "electric."

The average person is so thrilled by speed and sensa-

tional performance that these overshadow all other con-

siderations. The time is not far distant, however, when
the shrewd man will consider the purchase of an auto-

mobile on the same basis that he does any other machine
which he uses to carry on his business. In other words,

its ability to meet his requirements— its reliability,

economy, and cost of ownership and operation—will be

the guiding factors. When passenger cars are selected

scientifically, more " electrics " will be used.

Within the past ten years the situation has been

vastly improved. As the appreciation of the limitations

as well as the possibilities of the electric vehicle has

slowly been demonstrated ancf disseminated, and its

costs and selling prices reduced, public garages have

been built for the accommodation of fleets as well as for

single vehicles, and portable or semi-portable garages

placed upon the market which, equipped with very

reliable but comparatively inexpensive and simple

charging apparatus, have afforded relief in this direc-

tion, so that the problem of housing and caring for the

electric vehicle has been greatly simplified and cheap-

ened.

Meanwhile, experience has shown with adequate exact-

ness the field within which electric vehicles may be profit-

ably employed, and while it is quite possible to design

and equip an " electric " with a speed range equal to

that of a corresponding internal-combustion engined

vehicle, such vehicles are commercially impracticable

due to mileage limitations, and the field for touring and
speed vehicles is by common consent left to the makers
of petrol cars. On the contrary, where the normal speed

required is not in excess of 20 or 25 miles an hour, the

radius of travel not exceeding 60 miles per charge, and
there is necessity for frequent stopping and starting,

the electric vehicle finds its legitimate and proper place.

Within this field it possesses a great many advantages.

Generally speaking, the "electric" can be operated at

from 25 to 30 per cent, less cost than the corresponding

petrol car. Its mechanism and construction are far

simpler; it is less liable to derangement; there is little,

if any, fire risk attendant upon its use. Inspection,

oiling, and cleaning are more easily and cheaply accom-

plished ; it is particularly dependable under adverse

weather conditions. Altogether it requires much less

attention and entails much less cost in upkeep and main-
tenance. There are at present b'etween 9,300 and 9,600

commercial vehicles, between 19,500 and 20,000 passen-

ger vehicles, from 2,300 to 2,400 battery locomotives,

and from 8,300 to 8,500 industrial trucks in use in the

United States.

For charging these 29,000 odd road vehicles alone,

some 80 to 85 million kilowatt-hours of electricity is

required annually, in itself no mean revenue-producing

load for the central stations of the country.

As a pleasure vehicle for smooth, noiseless, and luxu-

rious riding the " electric " has no equal ; as a com-

mercial vehicle within its proper field it is thoroughly
reliable and dependable. The horse is too slow, insani-

tary, short-lived, limited in capacity and endurance.

Dr. J. A. Harriss, Special Deputy Police Commissioner
of New York City, in charge of traffic, urges immediate
lejrislation to abolish the use of horses in Manhattan by
1925. There is to-day in the U.S.A. one motor-car for

every twelve persons, and more than nine times as many
passenger cars as motor trucks. The supply of petrol

and fuel oil is fixed, and we are drawing at an ever-

increasing rate upon Nature's stores of these fuels. On
the contrary, ekotricjtj' pan b<? secured as I'^ng as water

flows and fuel burns. The future of the electric car

within its legitimate field, with regard to dependability,

simplicity, ease of handling, long life, and low cost of

maintenance and operation, is assured by its demon-
strated superiority.

It has won its recognised place in performing a con-

stantly increasing share of the world's work. It does

not assert its applicability to all services, but it does
,

assert and is ever ready to prove its superiority to any
'

other known means of transportation in the wide and
important fields to which it is properly applicable.

SMOKE SCREENS FOR BUYERS.

Bt w. a. c. phillpot.

The recent controversy regarding the endeavours of a

buyer to protect himself from the assaults of the army
of salesmen who are making such desperate efforts to

overcome the effects of slump on their own particular

interests by an intensified use of the honeyed word and
grinning countenance (known as salesmanship), has

at least had the effect of giving the general electrical

public some idea of what a buyer has to contend with.

It was also interesting to note that in the case of the

courteously-worded notice which raised the question of

the desirability of seeing travellers at all times, the

cudgels were nnt taken up by an electrical salesman

(for prudential reasons perhaps), but by an outsider on
behalf of his brothers in our trade.

Messrs. Simplex, being naturally wicked, no doubt,

defend themselves vigorously when attacked, but. curi-

ously enough, both parties ignore—not because they are

unaware of it, I am sure—the fact that the real sting,

the concealed caustic, of the notice lies in these two
phrases: " Cut out small talk " and " Please be brief.

Now, to tell a traveller that any of his talk is small

.

!<; to plunge poisoned darts into his most vital organ-
his mouth-organ ; to request him to be brief is to ask.

him to abstain from further use of the respiratory pro-

cess. Like two into one—he can't.

Travellers' small talk, as this buyer so unkindly
calls it, is as necessary to their existence as oxygen, andj
in the course of long waits for interviews they evenj

practise on one another, as any commissionaire will telU"

you. (It is done to keep the jaws supple.) But howl

can a traveller show his selling ability if he must not,

small talk (or talk small) and must be brief? How can
he bring his knowledge of psychology to bear on the

buyer if you do not give him time to pronounce the

word ? The buyers know the answer to this, by the way,

but dare not give it for the sake of those at home. ,

As a. matter of fact, electrical travellers liave less toj

grumble at in this respect than those in other trades.-

Among the wholesale chemists you sometimes come
across a waiting room with a first- and a second-class

pigeon-hole—only they are labelled " General " (or

"Inquiries") and "Travellers'" respectively. In-

others, neatly painted up, appears the inscription
" Travellers. Mondays and Thursdays, 10 to 12."
" Terse " is one of the things I have heard it called.

I don't tiiink either of these pretty customs has

reached the electrical trade yet. Neither, I must ad-

mit, has an even prettier one—rather rare even among
the chemists—of having a separate waiting-room (com-

plete with chairs) open at all times for travellers, or I

have never had the luck to see it.

The reason— so Good Buyers say—for seeing all trav-

ellers at all times is that bv not doing so you ma;i miss

a good proposition. (I admit the odds as being any-

thing you like to a fraction against, at present.) The

man witli a good proposition may call on the wrong

day—and take it to someone else's right day—and so

you lose it.

The Good Buyer, too. will make much of the Bad

Traveller, preetjng him with nods and becks and
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wreathed smiles and a cigarette and a chair in front of

the radiator.

The Good Traveller is not so often the one with a

good proposition, and so does not need this encourage-

ment, but rather the icy word, the tishy hand, and the

fold corridor. The Good Traveller, if he is an artist

—

and he always is in one direction, at any rate— is, I some-

times think, rather hampered by the good proposition.

He knows he knows all tUe arts of salesmanship, and it

is possible that he prefers something that will enable

him to display his powers—and his personality: dud

Stuff, in fact. If he is capable of supplying Diabolus

with fur-lined overalls for working hours, why should

his cab-tire flex be a penny a yard, or his I. W. blocks

a shilling a gross cheaper than those of his competitors i

And if he sees a notice-board that tells him (by impli-

cation) that he is not welcome just now, he will come

again and sell with redoubled violence.

The Bad Traveller—who calls at the right time

—

knowing nothing of the art of selling, will endeavour to

obtain your order by the superiority of his goods and

the inferiority of his prices. The Good Buyer knows

this, but he has never (until now) presented his know-

ledge to the world.

An ingenious method cultivated among the fraternitj-

is tl)e use of a dummy ear with Which to listen to

salesmanship and talking points, in conjunction with

a microphone ear with which information as to prices,

terms, delivery times, &c., can be obtained. We can-

not all, however, contrive this—cotton-wool plugs have

been found unreliable—and it is this disability w-hich

has led to the use of the notice-board and the conver-

sational current limiter.

A certain Good Buyer of my acquaintance (it was

ine) inherited such a notice-board—an ultra-polite one,

too—from his predecessor, an Excellent Buyer, whose

one weakness it was, and enjoyed complete bliss on

Tuesdays, Thursdaj-s, and Saturdays. However, an

assertive, overfed conscience soon began to nag me (I

mean him) on the subject of these halcj-on days.
" Suppose," it said, " the case of a man with some-

thing really good coming up from the provinces for the

day on a Tuesdaj-. Will he, after seeing your board,

spend a night in London? "

The G. B. supposed it, and thought of scrapping the

board. He decided to find out first, though, what the

travellers really thought of it, and managed to get the

candid opinion of an old hand. It is to be regretted

that this candid opinion can only be communicated
verbal] V.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.
Meadeis are invited to mbmit particularn af iiew or improved deiieea

and- apparatiig. which will be published if cmi^d-ered of suficient

interest.

jv The " Post Stylolectric " Pen.

-•-Industrul Exginerrim;, Ltd.. Poland House. 107. Oxford
Street, W.l. is demonstratuip at Mes-srs. Selfridge's a new type
of marking! pen recently put on the market by a Kew York
firm. This is the "Post Stylolectric" pen (fig. 1). a simple
electricaJly-heated appliance, by means of which marks can be

Fig. 1.—The " Post Stylolectrtc " Pen.

M-oichefl " into almost any substance. In order to obtain
the required degree of heat, the pen is placed in series with
an electric light bulb of the necessary size. This is effected liy

means of a .special series plug which can be attached to a lamp-
holder. Four different points axe supplied for variou.s pur-
poses. The pen can be used for marking, re-touching blue-
prmts or photographs, for small soldering applications, for
caBtel^, and it has numerous other uses.

The " Minirisk " Burglar .41arin System.

Some time ago we commented rather facetiously, but not
altogether tmjustly, upon a lay contemporary's description
of a burglar alarm system, which was made to appear both
miraculous and absurd at once. Having inspected, the

ilinirisk " system, which was the one referred to. we can
now say that, although the description was exaggerated, the
methods employed possess ingenuity and novelty. The prin-
ciple of the " Miniri.sk " system is an adaptation of the
Wheatstone bridge, i.e., .the alarm is operated by the upset-
ting of balanced resistances. Two adjacent arms of the
bridge consist of equal resistances; the third arm is formed by
an adjustable resistance ; while the fourth arm is the exterior
alarm circuit. A 4-V battery supplies energy to the bridge,
parallel paths being formed respectively by (1) a fixed re-

sistance and the adjustable resi.stance; and (2) the other
fixed resistance and the exterior circuit. A balanced relay i.s

connected across the two arms. The composition of what
we have called the " exterior circuit " must be explained. In
this all the points or objects which it is desired to protect are

Fig. 2.

—

The " Mixirisk " Burgur Aurm.

in series. The methods of protection are various, and a few
examples are given. Panelhng may be guarded by a length
of very thin wire so distributed over each panel that an
attempt to break or cut through must sever the wire.

Vases and similar objets d'art may be placed on a spring
contact which is released to break the cucuit when the
article is lifted. A similar spring catch may be fitted in the
bottom of a window frame so that it is held down while the
window is closed, and released when the window is opened;
n closed desk may be .similarly protected. The backs of

valuable pamtings may be covered with a composition paper
consisting of two sheets of tinfoil .separated by paper insu-

lation, so that the two tinfoil sheets are bridged when pierced

by a knife or stUetto. As it would be quite easy for a burglar
who might possess a knowledge of the system to bridge across

th© w-ires before removing an article or entering a room,
compact resistances of two or three hundred ohms may
be employed at each point ; these also add to the efficiency

of the system. The method of operation can be gathered
from the foregoing information. When interruption is made
at any point the bridge arrangement is unbalanced, a cur-

rent is sent through the relay, and the needle of this swings
to either side and completes an alarm bell circuit by re-

leasing a catch retaining a plunger in an oil-filled cylinder.

The plunger makes contact with three points at regular inter-

vals, and in some installations bombs have been employed
in conjunction with this. In banks or- post ofiices, where it

is desired to guard against " hold-ups," a whe with one end
fixed loosely in a socket may be employed. This is installed

behind the counter, a short dist.mce from the floor, and can
be readily disconnected by a movement of the foot.

The illustration (fig. 2) .shows the case containing the fixed

and adjustable resistances, the relay, and the plunger. This
is ordinarily enclosed in an iron cover, which itself forms
part of the protective circuit.

The .system, which we have seen satisfactorily working, is

being handled by Messrs. Dr.^ke & Gorham, Ltd., 36, Gros-
venor Gardens, S.W J..

A New Lamp-colouring Varnish.

The new " Alpha-Sunra " varnish for colouring electric

lamp bulbs will be of interest to all users of coloured lamps,

inasmuch as its application and removal are extremely simple

operations. It is a product of the Loxdon 1>ve M.iXfF.^CTURiXG

Co., Ltd., and is manufactured af> its City Mills. 86 to 94.

High Street, Stratford, London, E.15. It is in the form of

E
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a liquid that is obtainable in a variety of colours, and all that

is necessary to colour the lamps is to dip them into the varnish

and allow them to drain and dry for a few minutes. The tihu

of varnish that adheres to the glass is very thm and cannot

be washed, scraped, or peeled off, and it is said to withstand

the effects of the weather ; in fact, it is very difficult to re-

move it except by means of the solvent which the makers

supplv for the purpose.

When applying the varnish no heat is required, as it will

firy in from 10 to 15 minutes, and no experience is required,

either for its application or removal.

Apparatus for Reenergising " Ford " Magneto Magnets.

Those of our readers who own " Ford " cars will be aware

of the fact that the magnets of the magnetos fitted to these

machines require attention from time to time, and often

very frequently. A number of methods are employed to

restore magneto efficiency, the usual way l>eing to apply an

electro-magnet for a series of short periods to the magneto

magnets. This invariably involves the taking-down of the

magneto. The principal feature of the " Wonder " magneto

re-charger " is its ability to perform the operation while tlie

magneto remains in position on the car. The method em-

ployed consists in connecting one lead to the terminal post

ami another to earth and giving a number^ of shocks of four

seconds' duration with a current of about '2(5 A at 1-5 or 16 \ .

We recently inspected the apparatus at the Hammersmith

depot of International Motors. Ltd., which is adopting the

device as a part of its service svstem. In this case the re-

charger was operating upon a 110-V, (Id-cycle, single-phase

circuit and the current was converted to d.c. by means of

chemical rectifiers consisting of lead and aluminium plates m
an acid solution. These, with a snap switch on the a.c. side

and an ammeter on the d.c. side, w'ere contained in a case

measuring H in. x IS in. x 6 in. A twin cable was plugged

into circuit and taken to the magneto, and the exhaust pipe

of a Ford " car. The application of energy four or five

times appeared to increase the ignition efficiency to a great

extent. The mventor, Mr. David Forrest, informs ns that the

chemical cells would also be employed upon a d.c. supply,

acting as resistances. He also states that a large number of

these re-chargers are at present in use in Canada, and he

possesses testimonials from several firms.

The device is being handled by the Wonder Rp.charger Co.

OF Cre.^t Britain, 7, Camberwell Green, S.E.5.

LEGAL.

Electeo-Metals, Ltd., v. Malleable Steel Castings Co.

{19U9), Ltd.

The hearing w'as resumed on May '2nd, before Mi-. Justice

Sankey, of the action, the hearing of which was begun i,n

February, in which the plaintiffs sued the defendants, of Scotia

Works, Pendleton, Manchester, to recover i;l,'239 in respect,

of the balance of purchase price of a 30-cwt. electric smelt-

ing furnace sold to the defendants under an order of May 10th.

1918. The defendants' case was that the plant was unsatis-

factory, and they set up various warranties that they alleged

the plaintiffs failed to comply with, and they counterclaimed

for loss suffered by the alleged deficiencies of the plant, which,

it appeared, was installed at the defendants' works. Mr.

T W. H Inskip K.C., and Mr. Wilfred Lewis were for the

plaintifls, and Mr. T. Eastham. K.C., and Mr. E. Bennett

represented the defendants.

A considerable body of evidence had been given at the pre-

vious hearings, reported in the Electrical Keviisw for Feb-

ruary 17th and '24th, and the only witness now remaining was

Mr. Edward A. Walsh, director and works manager of defen-

dants, whose evidence had been taken before an examiner.

In his evidence Mr. Walsh referred to the giving of the

alleged warranties, and .said that they were never able to run

the furnace successfully as a commercial proposition ; it never

produced .steel suitable for steel castings, nor did it produce

steel using 800 units per ton in the ladle.

Replying to Mr. Eastham, Mr. Walsh said he was present

at the interview between Mr. Bibby, of the plaintiff company,
and his father, Mr. Walsh, at the works at Salford on Feb-

ru.-.ry 17th, 1918. Tliey all went over the works.

At the close of the evidence, Mr. Eastham ai-gued that the

defendants' case was established that the furnace was unsatis-

factory and. as one of the witnesses had said, was " a bunch
of trouble from start to finish." He contended the warranty
was that it should produce 40 tons tensile steel with 15 per

cent, elongation, the steel to be produced to the defendants'

satisfaction, with the ordinary process of annealing. This w-as

the sort of guarantee that the plaintiff's were in the habit of

giving, and it was not a fancy guarantee. He asked the Com't
to say that the contract was broken with regard to the

warranty as to electricity ; the defendants' counterclaim was
for .i'8.i8'2 plus .such sum as the Court might con.sider fair

with regard to the liability of the defendants to the Salford

Corporation under an agreement as to the supply of elec-

tricity.

For the plaintiffs, Mr. Tnsktp, K.C. argued that the furnace
was callable <if lunning at about 800 uiiit.s continuously, and

that the representation was that this was the average i uu-
.'•umptiou for such a furnace. The only representation was
that the furnace would be capable of producing steel to the

defendants' satisfaction, and there never was any guarantee
given as to 40 tons tensile strength and 15 per cent, elonga-

tion. ;

In giving judgment, Mr. Justice Sankev said it was alleged!

that the plaintiffs warranted that this furnace would producei
steel ol a tensile strength of 40 tons to the .square inch andj
Jo per cent, elongation unannealed, but on the whole he coul(^

not conclude that any such warranty was given. Tho making
of steel castings was expert work, and he did not thiiiky

that Mr. Walsh had adequate knowledge of these niattersi
He thought there was a guarantee that the consumption 0*
electricity would be about 800 to 85(1 units for continuous
working, but he was of opinion he could not find, if there

had been continuous working, that the guarantee woiihl not
have been complied with. He was .satisfied on the whole that

the furnace was fitted for its work, but it was a long time
being got into proper order, and defendants were entnleil to

recover as to certain cNpt-ndituie for wages, electricity, Ac.

lie gave the plaintiffs judgment on the claim for -t'l.l.'iO 14s. 7d.

and cost.s. and on the cmmterclaim he gave the defendants
judgment for £289 JGs. 2d. and half the costs of the counts-
claim.

PiTTMAN V. May & Wallrock.

Mh. Geo. Pittman, electrician, of Shenley Road, Camberwell,
sued, in the King's Bench Division, Mr. Jerome Walter May,
of New Bond Street, and Mr. Samuel Wallrock, of Brook
Street, Hanover Square, for i!2'20 for an electrical installation

at the Brixton Hall, and suggested that he found, after the in-

structions of Mr. May, that the defendants were in partnership
as the Brixton Dancing Palace, Ltd., but he knew nothing of

the company till he received a notification from its receiver

and manager. The receiver said he had surrendered the lease

as be was unable to pay the rent. Mr. May rephed that he
acted, and to plaintiff's knowdedge, as agent for the Brixton
Dancing Palace, Ltd., and Mr. Wakock said that he was
never in partnership with Mr. May.
Mr. Justice Rowlatt, giving judgment, said the question

was whether the electrician was employed by Mr. May per-

sonally or employed by Mr. May on behalf of the company.
This sort of dispute showed what his Lordship thought was
often neglected, but in the result could never be safely neg-

lected. It showed how important it was that a contractor,

when he was asked to do work, should siiy, " Who am I doing
it for? " and if he was told it was a company he ougnt to

find out whether it was worth the money. The electrician

had done work for Mr. May's own house. In respect of the

work here in question, May asserted and plaintiff' denied that

there was mention of the company. The dcK-uments wer<.

against plaintiff. He addressed the Brixton Dancing:

Palace, and received three cheques signed by the company
Plaintiff .said he did not notice the company's name on a docu-

ment, but persons should notice things in business, and thi.-

showed him as clearly as possible that the persons to whon
he was giving a receipt were the Brixton Dancing Palace

Ltd., and that the rest of the money was to come from them
He might have said " the contract was with May: I am noi

going to have it altered now." He did not, and he did no'

sue May till the company had practically gone to pieces. Hi.'

Lordship did not feel justified in giving him a judgmen'
against May, sori-y as he felt for him. Had it been that May
had no money and the company had been prosperous, it wouU
have been said for the company, had he sued it, " Oh, you sOt

May." The plaintiff', unhappily, must lose his case.

Postmaster-General i'. Herbert E. Brooks.

In the Railway and Canal Commission Court, consisting o

Mr. Justice Lu.sh. Mr. Tindal Atkinson, K.C. and Sir Lewi:

Cow'ard, K.C., on Monday, May 1st, a considered judgnien

was given in the re-heard action in which Judge Crawford, a

the Romford County Court, had fixed the rent which thi

Postmaster-General should pav for telegraph poles on tlie lan(

of Mr. Herbert E. Brooks, J. P., of Stottord Lodge, near Grays

Essex. The County (3ourt Judge had tixed the rent of .*evera

poles at 5s. each, of some at 15s.. and one at £1.

Mr. Justice Lush said the application ought to have beei

made in the first instance to the Railway and Canal Comraif

sion Court, and not to the County Court Judge, who had D>

jurisdiction when the case related to the land of a piivat<

owner. Tlie case, he continued, raised a question of genera

importance as to the position and rights of the Postmaster

General with regard to the construction and maintenance

telegraph poles and wires en the land of a private ownw
This was the first case which had been l^fore that Cnur

under the Telegi-aph Construction Act of 1910, which enablei

the Postmaster-General to apply to the Court for a compulsor;

order if the owner refused his consent to having the po.sts 01

his land. His Lordship, having traced the extension of Hi'

right of the telegraph authorities to carry their wires over the

land of other ]XMsons. said the Act of 191(5 brought the lan<

of private owners within the range of the limited compulsor.'i

iioweis previouslv conferred on the Postmaster-General. Th'

application was ' made under the Act of 1916. Mr. Brook!

having refused his unconditional consent to the posts and wuei
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l>eing maintained on his land. They were first erected under

au agreement between Mr. Brooks and the National Telephone

Co., which had come to an end. A diflerence arose between

Mr. Brooks and the Postmaster-General, and this difference

was referred to Judge Crawford m the Count)- Court, who
made an award directing certain annual payments to be made
in respect of some of the poles. Ihe Postmaster-General was
dissatistied with the award, and applied that it should be re-

ferred to that Court. In his Lordship's opinion a mistake had

been made in the procedure adopted. The difference ought to

have been referred to that Court in the hrst instance and not

to the County Court Judge, who had no jurisdiction to deal

with the matter. It was never intended that a dispute as to

the compulsory entry on land of a private owner should be
. referred to a magistrate or County Court Judge in the first

instance. As this was not an appeal from the County Court
Judge, the question was not of importance in that case, but

similar ca.ses in future must come first to that Court. Mr.
HrcHiks had properly admitted that the question was only as

to the terms and conditions under which his consent should

be given, and this was obviously a matter of considerable

'public importance. The poles in question were on woodland
belonging to Mr. Brooks and near a private road, which was
also his property. If the convenient user or enjoyment of the

land was interfered with, such interference was subject to

proper consideration. The land in question had a valuable

bed of chalk under it which would shortly be developed or soUi

in order that the chalk could be worked, and Mr. Brooks's
chief complaint was that it would be a serious inconvenience
to him and would certainly cause him loss as a prospective

vendor of the land to have these obstructions there. His
Ijordship thought that the amenities of the land were substan-
tially affected by the existence of the posts and wires, and
particularly in resiject of three of the posts a substantial pay-
ment ought to be made in respect of that inconvenience. He
held that the sum of 5s. each ought to be paid for all the posts
eScept these three. For two of the latter 10s. each should be
paid, and for the third 'iOs. He did not think that these sums
were excessive when the posts and wires were carried right
across a wood with a right to entry on the land, and neces-
sarily involving a substantial interference with the amenities
enjoyed. Moreover, tlje Postmaster-General had the advan-
tage of taking these short routes for his telegraph wires. Mr.
Harold Murphy, for the Postmaster-General, had stated that
in a large number of cases owners of land had been content to
accept Is. a year, and that if a larger sum than 5s. was
awarded the Postmaster-General would be met with exorbitant
claims. The answer to that, said his lyordship, wa.s that each
case must depend on special circumstances, and the pre,sent

ease, which justified those tenns, must not be, treated as a
precedent applying to all cases. If a landowner made an un-
reasonable demand which was successfully resisted, the Court
had power with respect to the costs, and the owner might
have cause to regret making his claim. In the present case,
Mr. Brooks was entitled to his costs.

Mr. Ti.\D.\L Atkinson and Sir Lewis Coward concurred.
Mr. Bhooks said he had net incurred any substantial costs,

and he did not propo.se making any claim in that respect
against the Postmaster-General.
Mr. Justice Lush said that in that case there would be no

order as to costs.

Workmen's Compens.^tion.

In the Mayor's and City of London Court, on Monday, a claim
was made by George Scott, labourer, Bermondsey, under the
Workmen's Comjien-sation Act. against B. C. Taylor, pro-
prietor of the B.T.T. 'Electric Lamp and Acce.s.sories Co.,
10, Rangoon Street. Crutchcd Friars, for compensation for
injuries that befell him on February 3rd at Black Lamb Alley.
Upper Thames Street. Plaintiff's case was that on February
3rd, during the course of his employment, he was standing in
the street waiting for a barrel filled with electric bulbs to be
lowered three storeys on to the street. While the barrel was
being lowered it slipped out of the .sling and .struck Scott.
injuring his head, no.se, right wrist, right knee and lip. His
wages were £S 10s. a week. He claimed 3.5s. a week from the
date of the accident, but defendant now agreed to pav i'17
compensation and £8 costs, which plaintiff accepted.

" The
Court approved.

Bradfohd Contiiactor Fined.

At Bradford Police Court, on April ^uth, Harry Wilkinson,
builder, of Baring Avenue, was charged with obtaining elec-
tricity by improper means from the Bradford Corporation,
and William Threapletou, an electrical contractor, was sum-
moned for connecting up to a Corporation line without [ler-
mission. It was .stated that Threapletou was engaged to
in.stall ele.tric lighting equipment in Wilkinson's hou.se, but
he failed to send in the " test notice " required bv the' Cor-
poration before the cable was connected with the main, and
electricity was used which had not passed through the meter
Wilkinson's defence was that he knew nothing about the
regulations and tru.sted to the contractor he emploved to see
to .such mntters. The defence of Threapletou was that he
nad been ill and the connection was made without his realis-
ing the breach of rules.—The Bench dismissed the case
against Wilkin.son, believing that, like any ordinary house-

holder, he had engaged someone to do the work, who, ha
supposed, was qualified to take the responsibility, though
appearances pointed to his having known something of tlie

matter. Threapletou was fined £5, the Stipendiary Magis-

trate pointing out how important the test was in avoidmg
risk of damage, or even fire, quite apart from the matter of

meter charges. Even if defendant were ill it was his duty

to see that the work was done properly.

Cn.ARGE OF Fr.\udulextlv Estr.acting Electricity.

.\t the Larne (Co. Antrim) Magistrates' Court, Hugh J.

McKerrell, motor garage proprietor, was charged by the

Larne Electric Light Co. with fraudulently abstracting elec-

tricity from the company's main.
John Wili.ia.vison, an electrician in the company's employ-

ment, .stated that he found two wires connected to the mam
and leading into the garage, being there connected to a

KJO-watt lamp, a portable lamp of -10 or CiO watts, and a board

for the charging of accumulators erected on the wall. The
current for these lamps did not pass through the meter. For
the quarter ended December 31st last defendant's meter only

registered six units, but collectively the lamps on his

premises would consume one unit in "i^ hours. When spoken
to. defendant said he had only just connected the wire in order

to get a light into the oil store.

The Court committed McKerrell for trial at Quarter Ses-

sions, but allowed bail.

The Testing of Small HIectrical Plant.—.\t a meeting of

the Society of Engineers, on May 1st, Dr. 0. V. Drysdale,

O.B.E., continued his discourse on the above subject. He first

dealt with the testmg of d.c. generators and motors by the

use of a regenerative bi'ake, giving details and curves of actual

tests. The speed was best measured by a roller stroboscope,

although a vibrating reed or other good tachometer would
serve. The direct method of testing the ratio of input to out-

put was detailed, and then the indu'ect method was reviewed.
the way in which fixed and variable losses were measured being
explained. Dr. Drysdale showed that the agreement between
the direct test and the indirect estimate was remarkably close.

and ascribed the higher effective armature resistance obtained
by the indirect method, to losses due to short-circuit currents

in the armature coils at commutation. Curves were shown
illustrating the performance of an induction motor running
both as a motor and as an asynchronous generator, and the

methods of ascertaining phase displacement were described.

In making indirect tests of induction motors, the author said

tliat it should be remembered that as they were rotating
field-machines, the true no-load condition of the machine
should be considered as that when the rotor was running at
the synchronous speed. In this condition with a polyphase
machine, the rotor bars were cutting no flux, and there was
no torque on the rotor, so that if the electrical input was
measured when the rotor was rotated at the synchronous
speed, by means of a small regenerative brake, the
wattmeter showed the stator core loss, plus the stator

C"R loss for the no-load current, while the brake
gave the bearing friction and windage torque at the
synchronous speed and" imder running conditions. In the case
of single-phase induction motors, where the rotating field was
produced by the reaction of the rotor on the stator current,
the wattmeter reading at synchronous speed gave the sum
of the stator core loss and the stator and rotor losses at no-
load. Direct testing of synchronous alternators and motors
was then touched upon., and results of indirect tests were
illustrated by curves. In conclusion, the author mentioned
methods of testing large alternators and transformers.

Wireless and Kinematography.—In a Chicago film studio
(says the Evening News) the combined use of the wirele.ss

telephone and the kinematograph has been succe.s.sfuny tested.
.\n actor talked under wireless telephone broadcasting con-
ditions, while watching his movements in a film on the screen.
The film wa.s a " master reel " controlling the projection of
cijjiies in various other places. As the various test audiences
viewed the several identical reels, running simultaneously
under a method of electrical synchronisation, they heard the
actor's voice.

Electric Vehicles at Birmingham.—In a report of the Bir-
raiiighain Corporation Salvage Department, just issued, the
Committee states that the Department has at present a fleet
of 34 electric vehicles, and that it is intended to buy seven
more. The vehicles are used in the collection of refu.se on the
continuous system in those districts which are at considerable
distances from depots, and which could only be worked on
the continuous systeni by horse haulage at greatly increased
cost. The city is divided into small areas, to each of which a
collectiin vehicle is allocated. The object of the system is to
ensure that every house on a particular round shall be visited
weekly, so that all receive equal treatment. Nearly half the
city is now provided with a continuous svstem of collecting
refuse by means of electric vehicles. It is considerably
superior to the old system of collecting bv means of horse-
drawn wagons. The two new 100-k\A' generating sets at
the "Montague Street destructor works are giving .satisfaction.
X quarter of a million tons of refuse are collected in Birming-
ham annually and dealt with at the destructor works.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Willum John Dickjjn, trading

as W. Dicken & Sons, electrical engineers, li, Upper Higti

Street, Bargoed.—The exuiuiuation in bankruptcy took place

at Merthyr, on .\pril iiTtb. The dehcieqcy was returneu as

i'130 on habilities of £59o. Debtor stated that for nine year.s

prior to January, 19-20, he was employed as an electrical engi-

neer by a company at Rhymiiey, latterly at a salary of ±'(300

per annum. The business was then acquired by another

company and his services were dispensed with. In October,

1920, he commenced in business with .£550 capital, money
that he had saved, taking his premises on a seven yeara'

lease, at an annual rent of £200, and rates. The busmess,

however, did not pay from the l)eginning. Trade depression

and the slump in prices combined to make matters impos-
sible for him, and in January last he found himself iu.solvent.

The examination was closed.

Samuel Holmes, 'io, Gladstone Eoad, Halifax, trading at

Palatine Chambers, Halifax, as Holmes & Co., electrical en-

gineers.—A meeting of creditors was held on April '2Sth, at

Halifax. The debtor's statement of affairs showed gross lia.-

bilities of ±'629. and the deficiency £623. It was stated

there were seventeen unsecured creditors. Inexperience,

heavy worljing expenses, and illness were given as reasons

for failure. The matter was left in the hands of the Official

Receiver.

W. W. Theeapletox, electrical and mechanical engineer
Thornbury Eoad, Bradford.—Receiving order made April '26th,

on debtor's own petition. Krst meeting ; May 10th. Public
examination. May '24th.

J. B. RoBERTSo.v, electrical engineer's manager, Whitbarrow
Lane, Lymm.—Receiving order made April 'iitn, on debtor's

own petition. First meeting, May 10th, at Liverpool; public

examination, June '2nd, at Warrington.
R. T. Morrison, electrical engineering contractor, 82,

Lumb Lane, Bradford.—First meeting May 6th, at the Offi-

cial Receiver's Offices, Bradford; public examination May
'24th, at the County Court, Bradford.

P. RoTHWELL (trading in partnership with P. A. Rothwell,
a minor, as P. A. Rothwell & Co.), electrical engineer, 64,

Higher Bridge Street, Bolton.—Last day for proofs for divi-

dend May 1.3th. Trustee : Mr. J. G. Gibsuls, Official Receiver,

Byrom Street, Manchester.
W. Bennett, electrical contractor. Back Sitwell Street,

Derby.—First and final dividend of Is. IJd. in the £, payable
May 10th, at the Official Receiver's Offices, 4, Castle Place,

Nottingham.
Charles Archibald Hendeeson, 63, Queen Victoria Street,

E.G.—Under a receiving order made on April 12th against

this debtor, who had earned on business as an insulating

materials merchant, the creditors met at the London Bank-
ruptcy Court on Monday before Mr. F. T. Garton, Official

Receiver. The petitioning creditor, so it appeared, was a
moneylender. Tlie Official Receiver reported that, according
to statements that the debtor had made, he joined the Army
in ^fii? cs^ ^^s demobilised in October, 1919, with the rank
's fc:<;aTenant. Shortlj- afterwards he bought for .£450, w'hich

ne borrowed, the business of Allen & McMaster, insulating

materials merchants. The trading was a success until some
nine months ago, when he found himself short of capital in

consequence of guarantees, some of which he had to pay, in

respect of loans to friends. He also stated that certain of his

customers curtailed their credit when they heard that it was
his intention to manufacture on his own account. He had
been hoping from day to day that friends would provide the
money necessary to equip a factory, but he had done practi-

cally no business for some months past. He roughly estimated
his liabilities at £2,000. of w'hich he said £500 was due to

moneylenders and the balance, in respect of trade accounts.
He attributed his present position to the failure to equip a
factory to manufacture the goods in which he had dealt and
to heavy interest and loans and guarantees for friends. On
the debtor's behalf it was stated that he was prepared to

make an offer for the payment of 7s. 6d. in the £ to trade
creditors. It was understood that for the purposes of snch a
proposal the family creditors would w^ithdraw their claims.

On behalf of the creditors. Mr. Webb pointed out that the
bankruptcy petition was adjourned for months to enable the
debtor to make a proposal. He was not very hopeful. The
chief creditor, however, remarked that he was in favour of

an adjournment, and the Official Receiver thereupon adjourned
the meeting until May iSnd.
Ch.arles Frederick Nason, 93, Butt Road, Colchester, elec-

trician.—The public examination of this debtor was held
recently at the Law Courts, Town Hall, Colchester, The state-

meat of affair's showed liabilities of £103, and there was a
deficiency of £72. Debtor stated that he had been an electri-

cian for 30 years, and had saved about £'20 w'hen he started

in business. He attributed his failure to the expenses entailed
consequerit on the illness and death of his wife, to the illness

of his children, and lack of sufficient trade. .After further ques-

tions the examination was adjourned.
Percy Chas. Maidment. electrical engineer, A-c. 13,

Beauchamp Place. South Kensington, S.W.—Tliis debtor
attended before Mr. Registrar Prancke on .\pril 2$th at the

London Bankruptcy Court for public examination upon
accounts showing liabilities £1,688, against a.sseLs valued at

£92. Replying to Mr. \yvyan, Official Receiver, the debtor

stated that he served in the .\rmy from Februan.'. 1916, to

February, 1919, nlreu he was demobilised. He then entered

into partnership with two other persons, and commenced busi-

ness a,s electrical engineers under the .stvle of " Wright Bros,

and Maidment," at 164, Sloane Street, S.W. In August, 1919.

the partner.ship was dissolved, witness agreeing to pay his late

partners £4, '250 for their interest in the business, stock, lease,

and fixtures. He continued the business under the style of
" P. C. Maidment " until March, 19'21, when he .sold it foiS

£4,-500. He then commenced as an electrical engineer, builder,

i&c. at 13, Beauchamp Place, and traded until the stock

Was sold under an execution in January last, since when he_

had been without regular occupation. Witness attributed^

his insolvency to lack of capital and bad trade. The exami-
nation was concluded.
Aneurin TtiDOR WILLL4MS and WiLLUM John Bevan, tradings

as the Electrical and General Engineering Co.. 49. Commer-
cial Street, Aberdare, electrical engineers.—The pubhc ex.

amination of these debtors was held recently at the Temper,
ance Hall, Aberdare. The liabilities were returned at £1.709,

against a.s.sets of £437. or a deficiency of £1,'272. It appeared
that debtors started business in partnership with £100 capital,,

contributed in equal shares, in December, 1919. For the first

few months they were successful, but in consequence of the
moulders' strike in 19'20 much difficulty nas experienced in

obtaining materials, and this resulted in the loss of work.
They were also affected by the coal stoppages of October, 19'20,

and April, 1921, and subsequently, through keen competition
prices had to be cut considerably. They became aw'are of their;

position in Augu.st, 19'21, but continued trading in the hope that,

matters wonld improve. After further questions, the cm
was adjourned to enable debtors to amend their defieienc;

account.

William Camp, trading as William Camp & Co., Carx Lane,'
Slaithwaite, near Huddersfield, electiital engineer.—The first

meeting of creditors was held recently at Huddersfield. The
statement of affair's showed gross habilities of £593. all o£
which was expected to rank against assets of .£100. or ai

deficiency of £493. Debtor attributed his failirre to shortness

of capital, bad trade, and ill-health. The case being a som^
mary one, was left with the Official Receiver.

W. F. Rim.mer, electrical engineer, 21, Ellesmere Street,'

Patricroft, Lanes.—Receiving order made April 28th oH
creditor's petition.

Company Liquidations.—Hubert D. Carter (Bangor>,
Ltd., electrical merchants, &c.. Bangor.—In pursuance of the
provisions of the Companies (Consohdation) -\ct, a meetmg
of creditors was held recently at the offices of Messrs. A.
Mclntyre & Co., accountants. Strand Buildings, Colwyii
Bay. The statement of affairs presented showed ranking
liabilities of £2,073. The indebtedness to the trade was
£1,035, while Mr. H. D. Carter was a cash creditor for £155,
and there were arrears of salary due to him of £794. The
assets were estimated to realise £617. or a deficiency as re-

garded the creditors of £1.456. The assets consisted of book
debts £357, expected to produce £300; stock at cost £'2.'>3,

valued at £'200; fixtures and fittings. &c., £39; materials on
jobs, £5; and cash in hand, .£73. The nominal capital of

the company was £5.000 divided into 2,00(i preference shares
and 3,000 ordinary shares, all of the face value of £1 each
The issued capital was £2,502, consisting of 1,000 preference
shares and 1,502 ordinary shares. The company was regis-

tered in February, 19'20, when it took over an existing busi-

ness as a going concern. The company was to act as a dis-

tributing agency for another concern on a 10 per cent, basisi

The purchase price paid by the company was £2.50(1. practi-

cally all of which was satisfied by the allotment of fully-paid

shares. Only two shares were issued for cash. Mr. Carter
was entitled to a salary of about £400 per annum, but he
had never received anything, and was now a creditor for ik

substantial amount. A petition had been presented for tl»
compulsory winding-up of the company, but it was stated

that if the voluntary liquidation was continued Mr. Carter
would withdraw his claim for £794. Several creditors ex-

pressed the opinion that it would not be advantageous for

compulsory liquidation to take place, and a resolution was
passed confirming the voluntary liquidation with Mr. G. G.
Poppleton. of Messrs. Poppleton & Appleby. C..\., Corpora-
tion Street. Birmingham, as joint liquidator.

United Engineering Co., Ltd.—Last day for proofs for

dividend. May loth. Liquidator : Mr. H. E. Buraess. Senior
Official Receiver and Liquidator. Carey Street, W.C.
Waits. Williams A- Co.. Ltd., electrical engineers. Trf"y8-

field Road Works, Goldhawk Road. Shepherd'.s Bush. London.
W.—A meeting of creditors was held recently, when a state-

ment of affairs was submitted which showed ranking liabili-

ties of .£'35.607, against as.sets estimated to realise £11.027.

After allowing £198 for preferential claims, the assets were
estimated to realise .£10,829. or a deficiency of £14.778. Hie
principal assets were freehold land and buildings. £9,156. ex-

pected to produce £4,500; plant, &c., £5,474, estimated to
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realise £2,0(;)0; stock and tools, i£7,902, valued a1 £2,500; and
doubtful and bad debts. £9,740, estimated to realise £1,350.

The goodwill, patents. &c.. appeared in the books at ±'5.466,

but no value was placed upon them in the statement of affairs.

The company also held shares of the face value of £4,950 in

the British Generator Co., Ltd., on which no value was at

present placed. It was reported that the company was regis-

tered in .\pril, 19'20, with a nominal capital of £60.000, and
shares to the value of £35,700 were issued for cash. A further

5.(HX* shares of £1 each were issued as fully paid to the

British Cienerator Co.. Ltd.. as consideration for assets trans-

ferred. The company had manufactured lighting sets, but

had exiunienced great difficulty in perfecting them while the

sole selling agents, recentlv went into voluntarv liquidation

owing Watts, Williams & Co.. Ltd.. £-2.200, of which nothing

had yet been paid. The company had also carried on a weld-

ing business and repair .shops. During the year ended March
31st. 1921. there was a loss on the trading of £8,350, while

since that date there had been further losses aggregating

£16,(X)0. Owing to the heavy los.ses the directors and their

friends had advanced sub.stantial sums to enable the company
to continue, and they were now cash creditors for rather more
than ,£18.00(1. After a short discussion the creditors decided

to confinn the voluntarv liquidation of the company with Mr.
F. .T. Carpenter, of Messrs. W. B. Keen & Co.. C.A., 23, Queen
Victoria Street. E.C., as liquidator.

British Gbner,4tor Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liciuidator . Mr. F. .T. Cari'ienter. 23. Queen Victoria Street,

E.C. Meeting of creditors. May Sth, at Queen Victoria Street.

B.C. Particulars of claims by May 27th.

IlirERiA Co.. Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator :

Mr. J. N. Calvert, ti3. Water Street, Liverpool.

Stanton it Co.. Ltd.—Meeting of creditors at the offices of

the liquidator, Mr. H. V. Watson. 29, Friar Street, Leicester,

May 8th. Particulars of claims by May ijth.

Sequestration.—The estates of Living.stonb & Malcolm,
electricians. 7, Canal Street. Coatbridge, and of J. Livingstone
and F. Malcolm, the individual partners of the said firm as

partners, and as individuals, were sequestrated by the Sheriff

of Lanark on April 26th. Meeting to elect Trustee and Com-
mi.s.sioners. May 8th, at the County Buildings, Airdrie.

Dissolutions of Partnersliip.—Heath Electrical akd
Mechanical Engineering Co., electrical and mechanical en-

gineers, 1, Pembroke Terrace, Cardiff.—Mr. B. W. Bartlett

and Mr. S. C. Crocker have dissolved partnership. Mr. Crocker
will attend to debts and continue the busine.ss undei' the
same style.

Bill A- Berry, electrical engineers and manufactm-ers'
agents, 18 to 26, Constitution Hill, Birmingham.—Messrs.

W. H. Bill & J. H. Berry have dis.solved partnership.

Denver & Havler, electricians. 89, Sackville Road. Hove.

—

Mr. F. Denyer and Mr. A. W. Hayler have di.ssolved partner-

ship. Debts will be attended to by Mr. Hayler.

Trade .\nnouncements.—Messes. W. E. Beardsall & Co.,

Ltd.. of MynshuU's House, Cateaton Street, Manchester,
notifv us that their telephone number has been altered to

"City 906-7."

Messrs. Arthur Jones & Co., of 15, Dock Street, Middles-
brough, have been appointed sub-agents for Middlesbrough
and Teeside under the Simplex and Credenda Joint Sales

Service, and they hold stocks of tlie manufactures of both

Simplex Conduits, Ltd.. and Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd.
Mr. G. Lock, lately with the Surbiton Electric Co., Ltd.,

has commenced business as an electrical engineer, at 164,

Thornhill Road, Tolw'orth, Surbiton.

Messrs. John M. Henderson & Co.. of Aberdeen, have
made arrangements w-ith Mr. F. G. Mitchell, of The Mitchell

Conveyor A Transporter Co., Ltd., contracting engineers, 45-

50, Holbovn Viaduct, Loudon. E.C.I, to undertake the manu-
facture of Krom crushers, Maxecon Mills, and new-type Kent
mills for that c-ompany. They have also acquired joint selling

rights of these machines.
Messks. Shenton it Co.. Ltd., have opened a new branch

at 3. Park Lane, Queen Street, Cardiff, where Mr. G. W.
Richards (formerly with Messrs. Drake & Gorham (Whole-
sale). Ltd., at Liverpool) is manager.
Mr. Hor,\ce Hind has commenced business on his own

account at Exchange Buildings. Stockton-on-Tees, as a con-

sulting, electrical, and mechanical engineer—re-establishing

the firm of Hind & Son carried on in Stockton since 1837 by
his late father. The finu wishes to receive copies of catalogues.

&?.

Messrs. (.keen A- Smith, Ltd.. ot .\lbert Works, Meadow
L^me,' Leeds, have been appointed sole agents in the West
Riding of Yorkshire for Messrs. Greenwood & Batley, Ltd.. of

l*eds. makers of dynamos, alternators, motors, A-c.

Messrs. Drake & Gorham Wholesale, Ltd., announce that
Messrs. H. R. Cleave & Co.. at 6, Bristol Bridge, Bristol, hav-
ing resigned their agency by mutual consent, they have opened
a depot at 35, Broad Street, Bristol, under the management
cf Mr. .\. J. NicoU. who has been with the company for the
jiast sixteen .vears. Telegraphic address ; Dragorlite Bristol.

Messes. H. R. Cleave & Co. are now trading as factors in

their own name, and will continue to carry large stocks of

lamps.

Messrs. Connolly's (Bl.acklcy), Ltd., electrical cable
. manufacturers and sole makers of Connolly's Blackley tape

and enamelled wire, are moving their London office from Fins-

bury Square, City, back to Westminster, their original address

(given up at (Jovernmeut demand). As from May 8th their

addre.ss will be 18, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.VV.l. Tele-

phona : Victoria 636^''. lelegrams: " Lifehold Vic London."

Catalogues and Lists.—Callender's Cable & Constedction

Co., Ltd., Hamilton House, Victoria Embankment, E.C.4.—
Two illustrated and priced pamphlets, one dealing with " Cal-

lender " cut-outs of various types, and the other with unit

tyiie cable racks. .\lso an illustrated booklet describing an

improved design of network joint or disconnecting boxes.

Messrs. J. H. Holmes & Co,, Portland Road, Newcastle-

on-tyne.—A well-illustrated and priceH catalogue of a.o.

induction motors for pressures up to 650 V, at various fre-

quencies. Full specifications are given and a great amount
of technical inforuiatiou also appears.

Sterling Telephone & Electuic Co., Ltd., 210-212, Totten-

ham Court Road, W.l.—Pubhcation No. 319, giving reduced

prices for articles contained in the 11th edition catalogue.

Messrs. Higgs Bros., Sand Pits, Birmingham.—Monthly
Magazine for May, giving details and prices of two- and three-

phase induction motor's, and d.c. motors and dynamos; also

notes on manufacture, &c.

Messrs. Gent & Co., Ltd., Faraday Works, Leicester.—

Publication 38b, giving revised and reduced prices of telephone

apparatus, &c.
Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd., Whitehouse Street, Aston.

Birmingham.—List No. CL 123, giving prices and illustrations

of toasters, kettles, hot-plates, fires, and other electrical appli-

ances.

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs. T.

Whitfield & Son are selling by auction on May 18th and 19th,

at Shawbury Aerodiome, Shrewsbury, machinery, electric light

and power plant, cable, &c.

Carlisle Corporation Electricity Department invites offers

for one d.c. turbo-generator set, surface condenser, air pump
and circulating pump.
Oldham Corporation Electricity Department has for disposal

one Babcock & Wilcox land-type water-tube boiler ('25.000 lb.

per hour), complete with chain-grate stoker. Green's econo-

miser, and induced draught plant, and one 1,200-kW Brush

d.c. turbo-tandein generator with condensing plant. (See our

advertisement columns to-day.)

Swedish Engineering Industry.—In the March SwcJisk

Economic Revieiv it is stat.Ml th;it in spite of the fact that

some works have increas.d pindii.tion, the number of per-

sons employed in the engiiifcriny tiades is still declining:—
Electrical Other mech.

Number of employes Wharfs

Sept. 1st. 19'20 lO.OW)

June 30th, 19'21 o.iXXi

January Ist, 1922 ... 4,Ml
" German competition is to a great extent the crux of the

situation, and will remain so. a« long as the declining mark
exchange counterbalances the decrease in the cost of pro-

duction. Lately several foreign orders have, however, been

placed in Sweden on account of the tardy delivery of the Ger-

man works. The Russian orders placed in Sweden, which

mamly concern locomotive engines, keep about 4,000 workers

engaged."

Armstrong-Whitworth's Hydro=Electric Enterprise.—In

May, 1920. Sir W. G. .^rmmrong, Whitworth & ('o., Ltd.,

initiated a hydro-electric section as a part of their civil en-

gineering department, to secure orders for water turbines to

be manufactured at their Elswick Works to the designs of a

well-known Norwegian firm. The volume of business laid

before the hydro-electric section since it was first established

was such as to cause the board to decide to form a. separate

hydro-electric department, as a unit apart f.'com the divil

engineering department, as from January 1st,. 1922. The,

new department, like the old hydro-electric section, is deal-

ing with complete water power development schemes

throughout all the various stages, no less than with the

various component parts of such schemes, civil engineering,

mechanical and electrical. Messrs. Armstrong now have sur-

vey parties out in many parts of the world looking into

projects which have been brought before them for submission

to the powerful financial group with whom they are working

in the city of I^ondon, and it can only be anticipated thati

the part they will play in the coming era of intensive hydro-

electric development in the Empire will be a very important

one. not only in the Empire, but in all parts of the

world. The offices. of the hydro-electric department are at

S. Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.I, and the de-

partment is under the management of Mr. Douglas Spencer,

.who is assisted by w^ell-known hydro-electric engineers—Mr.
'

Robert P. Tod, Mr. V. Bataillard. and a large staff of British

engineers.

A Silvertown Award.—A financial daily paper states that

the India-rubber, Gutta-Percha and Telegraph Works Co..

Silvertown, E., has been awarded the first prize. £1,400, in the

\ir Ministry competition for safety fuel tanks for aircraft.

New Argentine Company.—There has been formed at Rio

de Janeiro (146, Rua Evaristo da Veiga) a company with the

style of Amadeo Disante e Ca, for trade in e'ectric accumu-

lators. Capital 100,000 milreis.

indush-y
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Crompton's Athletic Club.—The annual general meeting
of Crompton's Athletic Club was held in the Club House,
on Saturday, April 2'2nd. Mr. J. Ankers presiding over an
enthusiastic meeting. The secretary, ]Mr. P. G. Cheverton,
in presenting the report' and accounts, referred to the kind-

ness of the directors in bearing the full cost of the Christ-

mas tea and entertainment to the \yives and children. Mr.
T. Britton. manager and director, was re-elected president,

and the following were re-elected vice-presidents, with the
addition of Mr. W. J. Freeland and Mr. H. Church :—Lieut.-

Col. J. Clibborn. CLE., H. Burge. T. E. Dann, T. Gray,
Major W. C. Hale. M.C., J. H. Johnson, A E. Hohring. P.

Morgan, Saxton. W. A. Noble, C. Peel, J. A. R. Pitts, E.
Reeves, J. A. Rennie.'A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S., C. P.
Turnell, T. Taylor, J. Houblon, J. N. Watson, and Sir Glyn
West. Mr. P. G. Cheverton was re-elected Hon. Sec., Mr.
J. C. Cubitt was confirmed by the meeting as his assistant,

while Mr. J. Barker was re-elected Hon. Treasurer, and
Messrs. W. Crabb and F. Thompson Hon. Audtiors. 'i'lie

committee for the ensuing year was elected.

Electricians' Wages in Cape Town.—A new; rate of pay
for electricians came into operation upoln April 1st as fol-

lows : skilled men, ^s. 8d. per hour: men with over five years'

experience, minimum 2s. '2d. per hour.

Transformers for Canada.—H.M. Trade Commissioner
at Winnipeg reports that a Western Canadian firm has re-

cently consulted him regarding the supply of electric trans-

formers. General particulars of the t>pe used in CanacTia.

have been forwarded to the Department of Overseas Trade,
together with a rough sketch and paiticulars of tendering
conditions. T"nited Kingdom manufacturers may examine
these, and the name and address of the company referred to

may also be obtained uix)n application to the Department at

35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

" Pulsynetic " Electric Clocks.—The Liverpool Over-
head Railway has placed an order with Messrs. Gent
AND Co., Ltd., for an installation of " Pulsynetic

"

electric clocks. Waterproof impulse clocks in cast-

iron cases are being fitted at every station on the system, as
well as in signal cabins, the power station, and administra-
tive departments, and all are controlled by a master clock or
" transmitter " fixed at Dingle Station. The installation

proves to be one of more than ordinary interest, because the
connecting wires which loop up the clocks are " broken

"

when the draw-bridge at Clai'ence Dock .swings, and the time-
keeping of the whole system is not affected by this temporary
disconnection. Further, the vibration of the steel structure,

caused by passing trains, does not affect the time-keeping of

the impulse clocks. L'niform time over the whole railway is

thus ensured.

The Tenders for Bra'zilian Railway Electrification.—The
Rio de .Janeiro correspondent of The Times reports that tenders
for the electrification of the Central of Brazil State Railway
were opened last week in the presence of the interested parties.

Offers were received from the General Electric Co. (American),
the Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. (British), and
the Westinghouse Co. (American).

" The proposals all contain so many alternative .specifications

that as yet it is impossible to state which is lowe.st, but cnrsnry
examination induces the lielief that the lowest tenders are in

the order mentioned, with Httle difference between the Vickers
and the General Electric. Government experts will have some
time for the studv of the proposals before the award is made.
The total value of the contract is aliout £2,000,0(¥). It is in-

teresting to note that representatives of .several important
American banking houses are taking part in the negotiations
with the Government for financing this work." ,

Book Notices.—" Practical Eugraving on Metal." pp. viii-f-

14L figs. mo. Price Is. (id. net. " Maintenance and Repair
of Electrical Measuring Instruments," by H. G. Yarrill. Pp.
vii-l-78, figs. 21. Price 2s. 6d. net. " Beginner's Guide to
the Microscope," by C. B. Heath. Pp. 120, figs. 46. Price
Is. (3d. net. London : Percival Marshall & Co.
The Jnurnal of the South African Institution of Engineers.

Vol. XX. No. S, March, 1922. Johannesburg: The Institu-
tion. Price .2s. net.—This i.ssue contains a paper and dis-

cussion on "The Preservative Treatment of Mine Timlier,"
and a discussion on " Oil for Power Production."

Bulletin No. 0, " On the Electro-Deposition of Iron, bv
W. E. Hughes, B.A. (Cantab.). London : H.M. Stationery
Office. Price (is. Gd. net.—This publication contains the results
of researches made by Mr. Hughes, with the a<?sistance of
grants made by the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Re.search. The first part is descriptive, and deals with the
elTects of temperature, current den.sity, and mechanical move-
ment. The .second jtart is devoted to (heoretical considerations,
Ar., including the crystallisation of t<ubstances in general;
application to electro-deposited metal: and workshop applica-
tion. An appendix contains a bibhography relating to the
electro-deposition of iron, and the properties of electrolytic

iron. The report is copiously illustrated by photomicro-
graphs.

" Dynamo Design and Construction," bv .\. H. Averv. Pp.
viii -1-264, 254 figs. London : Cassell & Co.', Ltd. Price6s.net.

Transactions of the South African Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Vol. XIIL. Part I, Jan. -Feb.. 1922. Johannes-
burg : The Institute. Price 3s. net.—This contains a report

of the annual general meeting on February 16th, and the
inaugural address of the new President, Mr. E. V. Perrow.
The accounts presented showed the financial position to be
very sound. This issue also contains a discussion on a paper
by Mr. B. Sankey, entitled " Reinforced Concrete Poles for
Overhead Line and Traction Work"; and a memorandum
addressed to the Minister of Railways, jointly by the South
African Institution of Engineers and the Institute, urging ^
speedy decision regarding the electrification of the Sou"
African railways, and the provision of an abundant supply
electricity for industrial purposes.

" Coal Saving by Modern Methods of Steam Generation,"
by David Brownlie, B.Sc. (Hons.). A-c. (15 pp.).—This is a

series of reprints from the Textile Manufacturer, giving the
results of working of 65 lioiler plants in the dyeing, bleaching,
calico-printing, and finishing industries, consuming 275.6.37

tons of coal annually. It is shown that the average net work-
ing efficiency is only 61.41 per cent., while individual plants
vary from 80.09 per cent, to 4().06 per cent. The publication

may be obtained from the author at 4, Grangethorpe Drive,
Burnage, Manchester. Price 2s. 6d. net.

Local Exhibitions.—Referring to the note on p. .593 of our
issue of April 28th, regarding the electrical exhibition held by
the St. Annes Urban District Council, Messrs. Baxendale and
Co., Ltd., infoi'm us that they exhibited, amongst other well-

known " I'niversal " domestic appliances, not the " L.aundry
Queen " but the " I'niversal" clothes washer.

Water=tube Boiler Manufacture.—In the course of his

speech at the meeting of Clayton & Shuttleworth, Ltd., at

Lincoln. Mr. P. W. Robson, the chairman, said, w'ith regard
to the engineering dispute, that there could be no stable peace
in the indu.stry until the present issues had been settled in

accordance with the employers' demand for the simple right

to the unquestioned exercise of projjer managerial functions in

their respective works, coupled with ample safeguards to pro-

tect and preserve the proper functions of trade unionism. Ht
was strongly of opinion that when the dispute was terminated
on the employers' terms both sides would come to a closer an<i

better understanding than had been possible for some yea^^

past, and that therefore the issues would not have been foughl

in vain. The company had developed a large new boiler work?
within the last few years, and received substantial orders frou

railway companies for locomotive boilers. Tlie most impor
taut development in this department, however, was the iutro

duction of water-tube boiler manufacture, and in this connec
tion a very important order had been placed w'lth the company
by the London County Council for three very large units ani

their accessories, to be installed at Cireenwich ix)wer station

Another London municipality had also within the last few day
decided to adopt the company's patented boiler, and it wa
confidently anticipated that these preliminary contracts wouli

be the forerunners of many others.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.\ppended is .

summary of the recent applications for British trade mark
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec

trical trade and industries. Any firm desiring to enter an op
position to any of the appUcatiuns have one month in whicl

to do so from the dates mentioned below' :
—

Van Dorn (lettering and design). No. 410,424. Class (

Electricailv-operated tools. The Van Dorn Electric Tool Co.

2,978, W(X)dmill Road, Cleveland, O.. U.S.A. (F. Hero
Rogers, Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria Street, London
E.G.). April 26th, 1922.

Little Giant. No. 414,.515. Cla.ss 0. Electric tools. &c. Tli

Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd., 170-S, Piccadilly

I>ondon, W. April 26th, 1922.

Embassy. No. 428,157. Class 6. Electrical vacuum cleamn
machines. Mver Gilston, 21a, L'pperhead Road, Leed^
April 26th, 1922.

Runex (lettering and design). No. 422,861. Class 8. Elei

trical .necumulators (not for medical use). The Chloride Elei

trie Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton Junction, Mancliester. .\pri

26th, 1922.

PoVtex. No. 422.862. Cla.ss 8. Electric accuniulatois (Ui

for medical use). The Chloride ELvtric Storage Co.. Ltd

Clifton Junction, Manchester. .April 2(lth. 1922.

Wheel and Wing Design. No. 421.619. Class 13. Met
goods for use as part^s of electric lighting and iH)wer sets. it.

The Austin Motor Co.. lAA., Northfield. Biimingham. Apr

26th, 1922.

Bogev. No. 422.720. Cla.ss 13. Electric hand laiiir

P.ritish A Allied Electrical Agencv. Ltd., 13, CharterhoUs

Street, Holborn Circus, I^ndon, E.C. April 19th, 1922.
'

Correction.—We are indebted to the Simplex Conduit

Ltd.,. Garrison Lane, Bimiingham. for pointing out a mi

print in our issue of April 21st last in connection with tl;

list of trade mark applications. The tenii applied for h

Laurence Maxwell Waterhou.se. trading as the I.. M. Watei

hou.se Electric Co., 19, Rathlmne Place. London, W.C. undt

No. 422.898, Class 13. in respect of electrical appai-atus an

fittings is " Surflex " .md not " Simplex " as printed.

New Indian Companies.—.-\monjJ the new concerns n
cently formed in India in connection with the supply i

electricitv for lighting and power purposes, are the followingl

The Multar Electric Supply Co.. Multar, Punjab, capiti|

I.OOO.IAW rupees: and the Punjab Hydro-Electric Power Su||

plv Co., Delhi, capital 6.000.00(1 rupees.
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Electrical Trade Prospects in South Africa.—The Times
Trade Supplement (April 28th) published the following notes
on the electrical outlook in South Africa, from " A Corres-

pondent " :

—

" British exporters of electric plant should be on the look

out for an immediate increase of orders from private and
municipal sources in South Africa. Every recent month has
witnes-sed the installation of lighting schemes in towns and
villages, and the increa.sed demand for power has forced the

civic authorities at Cape Town. Durban, Johannesburg, and
Pretoria to extend existing generating stations and lay down
additional plant. The market for electrical machinery and
material indeed, is about the only one which was not affected

by the universal trade slump last year, and""it is a matter for

attention that oversea purcha.ses in 1921 were valued at ap-

proximately f•2,(KK1,000 compared with £1,680,000 in 1920 and
£1,040,000 in 1913. For the current year the prospects are
excellent. Reports from Johannesburg and other business
centres indicate tjiat stocks of fittings, &c., are sufficient for

the moment, but no secret is made of the fact that indenting
on a large scale will have to be resumed as soon as the power
plants now on order, have been installed. The opportunities
presenting themselves are attracting the attention of American
and German competitors, and although Great Britain is looked
to by South Africa for the bulk of its electrical plant at the
moment, manufacturers .should lose no opportunity for

strengthening their relations with the market. Writing with
numerous recent conver.sations with municipal engineers in

mind, it does not seem likely that many of the contracts for
generating plant will be placed outside the Empire, but note
should be taken of the pronounced tendency on the part of

the valuable bus'iness in fittings, lamps, cooking and heating
apparatus, and general accessories to pass into the hands of

competitors. This, it seems, is very largely owing to want of

scientific propaganda woi'k on tne part of British manufac-
turers. Tenders are called for publicly for generating plant,

but local merchants suppiy fittings and accessories, and it is

they who should be canvassed by representatives, catalogues,

'and notices of new lines and patterns. The latter point,

indeed, is one to which much more attention might usefully

be directed. South Africa is keen on new electrical devices
of all kinds, and American manufacturers are taking pams
to cultivate this ground. British exporters who w-atot the
business must follow suit or be badly left behind."

The South Africnn Mining and Engineering Journal for April

8th, just to hand, reports on the situation as follows:
—

" An
important dealer in electrical wares says that things are un-
doubtedly getting better and business is improving by degrees.

Orders from outside Johannesburg are now much more numei'-
ous and for bigger quantities than has been the case for

months past; in town also trade is improving. Prices show
as yet no change, but the indications are that they will in-

crease rather than decline. In wiring especially^ which has
recently declined considerably, the tendency will be upwards,
as the cost of replacement far exceeds the price at which it

has recently been .sold. Porcelain is much about the same,
but up to now prices locally have undergone no great change.
This dealer .said inquiries from the country districts and even
from far afield are now of a very encouraging nature. Elec-

trical goods are coming in freely, and there are now no short-

ages in any lines. The recent strike in Germany has affected

deliveries fiom there very materially, but consignments are

expected shortly."

Calendars.—Messrs. O. A. Parsons & Co., I/td., of Heaton
Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne, have issued a calendar with
monthly date cards from April to December, 1922. A novel
feature is a model representing a sectional view of a group
of Parsons end-tightened reaction blading, showing that the
radial clearance is never less than 'S/IG inch, whilst the
axial clearance, as denion.'itrated by the working of the
model, is controllable by the thrust block, being enlarged
^\hen warming-up and starting, and reduced when running
to a very small clearance.

The Ekfield Edisw.an Cable Works, Ltd., Central House,
Pinsbury Square, London, E.C.2, has issued a calendar with
monthly sheets for the period from April, 1922, to March,
192.3. Each monthly sheet also contains calendars for the
preceding and the following months.

New French Company.—La Soci^t^ des Usines Hydro-
Electrique du Samson is the name of a new company which
has lately been formed at Samson (Commune de Maizeret),
with a capital of 1,000,000 francs.

Lead.—Messrs. James I'orster & Co. report under date
April 29th :

—
" The position, having regard to the cessation of shipments

from Australia, is not without anxiety. Consumption re-

mains very poor. The electrical trades are working at under
•50 per cent, of the normal, and the domestic trades continue
to consume only about .5,0Ci0 tons per month. Export busi-
ness is also very quiet.

Kitchen Reform.—The kitchen of the Reform Club, Pall
Mall, is to be modernised and re-equipped this summer, and
the contract for this work has been placed with Messrs. Ben-
ham & Sons, Ltd., of Wigmore Street. W., who originally
fitted up this kitchen in 1842.

Social Events.—On April 26th the Simplex Social and
Welfare Club held the last of a successful series of concerts,
for the year 1921-1922, in the new canteen of the works, at
Birmingham. This was carried out under the direction of
Mr. Frank Trotman, the well-known Birmingham comedian,
who is also a member of the Simplex staff. Mr.
E. P. Bennett, the president of the club, took the
chair, and he was supported by Messrs. A. J. Spiller and
W'. B. Randall (vice-presidents), Mr. H. F. McLoughlin, and
members of the Social Welfare Committee. Mr. Ralph Seaton
acted as secretary.

Unemployment.—In future unemployment returns issued
by the Ministry of Labour will apply to Great Britain only.
The total number of registered unemployed on .Aprn 24th was
1,610,100 as compared with 1,633,926 a week earlier. There
was a decrease of over 12,000 in workers on " short time."
Relief schemes had absorbed, up to April 22nd, 134,059 per-
sons.

West Midlands D.LC.—The second annual meeting of
the No. 5 (West Midlands Area) District Industrial Council
for the Electricity Supply Industry was held on April 28th.
A very satisfactory report was submitted and approved.
Among the subjects mentioned in the report was that of the
variation of standard working conditions for small under-
takings; both sides of the Council were agreed that this was
necessary, and steps were taken in this direction. Other points
reviewed were wage adjustments; short-time working; works
committees; and apprentices' wages. The accounts showed
a credit balance of over £11.

Russia's Electrification.—According to the Russian official

economic journal, a great step forwaid has been made in

the general scheme of electrification by the establishment of a
connection between the different power stations and works in

the different provinces, a system which is said to be almost
completed in the South Russian provinces and the district of

the Urals. The journal suggests that a beginning should now
be made with the conversion of the railways, taking first

the lines which traverse the Donetz coal basin, and then
gradually making extensions to the other railways.
The Russian Trade Delegation learns from Moscow that a

large electrification bank is being organised with the par-
ticipation of foreign banks, notably the Credito Italiano, to
promote electrification works in Hussi&.—Reuter's Trade
Service.

Trade Boom in Saxony.—.Addressing the shareholders at
the annual meeting of the Saxony Electrical Works Co., held
at Dresden on April 24th. the chairman mentioned that the
company began the new year (1922) with orders on hand
of the value of 167 millions of marks, as compared with 82
millions at the opening of 1921. The value of the orders in-

creased to 259 milUons in February, to 380 millions in March,
and to 470 millions of marks in ,\pril, 1922.

Tasmanian Hydro^Electric Developments.—Sir Francis
Newdegate, Governor of Western Australia, who is on leave

in this country, stated in a Press interview on Saturday that

in Tasmania, of which he was Governor when eight years

ago he went to Australasia, there was great scope for hydro-
electria development. The water supply from the great
lakes in the middle of the island was harnessed,

and wonderfully cheap electric power was the result. Because
of this cheapness there was every indication that Tasmania
would become a great manufacturing centre. For some time
past there had been considerable factory development.

A Continental Cable Trade Agreement.—It was recently

mentioned that the Felten ct Guilleaume Co., of Cologne, haif

succeeded in regaining the share majority control over the
companies of the same name in Vienna and Budapest. It may
now be added that arrangements have been made between the
companies for the mutual interchange of patents and ex-

perience, and that the markets in .\ustria. and Jugo-Slavia
have been reserved to the Austrian and Hungarian companies
and the new cable company formed at Neusatz, while the

companies will act jointly with regard to oversea and other ex-

port mai-kets.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—Hydro-Electric Works.—It is reported from
Buenos Aires that as a result of arrangements made with the

Government of Brazil, work will shortly be begun in con-

nection with the utilisation of the falls of the Iguassu. The
initial plant is to be capable of developing 150,000 h.p. ; this

will subsequently be increased to 300.000 h.p. It i.s proposed

to transmit the power to Buenos Aires and intermediate places

by means of a quadruple transmission line. The import duties

on the electrical machinery required have been reduced to

facilitate the procuring of the plant from abroad.

Barrow.—Extension of Supply.—The electrical engineer

has been instructed to apply to the Electricity Commissioners
for sanction to proceed with the projected electricity supply to

Dalton, Ulverston, and Rampside.
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Barnstaple.—Loans Sanctioned.—The Town Council has

received sanction to loans of £-2.100 fob condensing plant at

the electricity works, and il.oOO for mains, servites, and
meters. The charge for electricity for lighting has been re-

duced to 9d. per unit, and for power to 7d.

Bedford.

—

Ash-handmng Ixve.xtion.—At a meeting of the

Electricity Committee it was reported that Messrs. E. W. L.

Phillips and J. E. Blaikie had patented an invention for re-

moving clinker from the boiler-house and were prepared to

license tlie Council to use such invention without fee. The
Committee recommended that the offer be accepted with the

thanks of the Council.

Brighton.—Electricity Supply.—Owing to development-s

in the district the Corporation ha.s decided to discontinue, the

supply of electricHy to Aldrington. The load is to be trans-

ferred to the Hove generating station.

Camborne.

—

Peoposep , Chakge-ovee.—^The. Urban District

Council has received an application from the Urban Electric

Supply Co.. for consent. to,change the existing system of elec-

tricity supply from d.c, lighting '240 V, and power 480 V,

to a.c. at the same voltages and a frequency of 2.5 cycles. The
application has been referred to the Highways Committee.

Chester.-Inquiry.-.\t a public inquiry held recently, an
inspector appointed by the Electricity Commissioners heard
objections made by the Flintshire and Hawarden Eural
Councils to the proposal of the Chester Corporation to supply

electricity within the Kural District of Hoole and parts of the

Eural Districts of Chester, Tarvin, and Hawarden. Mr. S. E.
Britton. electrical engineer to the Chester Corporation, gave

evidence to the effect that it was essential, if the Corporation

was to be enabled to give cheap supplies from its power
station in Chester and the power station at H.M. factory at

Queensferry. that the area, of distribution should be much
wider than it was at present and as large as circumstances
would allow.

Continental.

—

Holland.—The Dutch Government has
nominated a commission to carry out a general scheme of

electrification, the plans for which have already been di'awn

up. It is proposed to set up five large stations, which will

replace the large number of small installations now work-
ing. The five stations will be linked up by a 50,(X)0-volt

cable. There will be a double distribution network on d
special system. Up to the present it has been decided that

the stations will be at Amsterdam, Eotterdam and South
Brabant, and the fourth will possibly be situated on the
Dutch coalfield.

Belgium.—The delegates of the communes of the cantons
of Somergem and Nevele, East Flinders, 'at a recent meeting
decided, to set up a joint undertaking for the supply of elec-

tricity in the districts concerned. It was settled that the
centi-al station should be erected at Aeltre, and the service

Technique Provincial was instructed to prepare the plans.

France.—The work of reconstructing the power station of the
Societe des Tramways de Lille is now practically completed;
the remaining work comprises the installation of a 3,000-kW
turbo-alternator; when this is completed the station will not
only be able to supph" all the requirements of the tramways,
but also those of private consumers.

Douglas (I. of M.).—Electricity Supply.—A special Elec-

tricity Committee has considered letters from Messrs. Hand-
cock & Dykes, enclosing particulars of the system for the
supply of electrical energy for the approval of Tynwald,
under the ternrsof Section 9 of the Douglas Corporation
Electric Light Act. The e.stimated expenditure, including
the site, &c,, is . i;'62,050. The- Corporation has applied for

sanction to borrow this amount, and the application has been
remitted by Tynwald to a Committee tor consideration.
Under the Act the area is to be lighted by electricity within
two years, but the scheme is being held up iiending the
approval of the I'ynw.ald Council.

Dundee.

—

Hydbo-electeic Scheme.—The Tbw^n Council on
April 'iTth considered a new phase in the situation connected
with the negotiations between the Corporation and the
Hydro-Electric Development Co., Ltd. The Council agreed,
in view of the offer of the company to exclude Dundee from
its Bill, that the city's opposition to the Bill should be with-
drawn provided the company undertook not to lay its cables
through Dundee; and that the permission to electrify trac-

tion should be limited to the electrification of main-line rail-

ways.

Formby.—Electuicity Supply.—The Urban District Coun-
cil has decided to engage an expert to prepare a scheme for
the .supply of electricity to the district. It was stated at the
meeting of the U. D.C. that some time ago. when the Lanca-
shire it Yorkshire l-;ail\\a>' (^'o. was approached with reference
to supplying electricitv from its power station at Formby,
the company stated it had no powers to .supply electricity, but
that the L. & N.W. Eailway Co., which now controlled the
I,ancashire & Yorkshire Railway Co., had powers.

Glasgow.—Electricity i'or Industrial Purposes.—The
manager recently reported to the Corporation Electricity
Committee that he had been in communication with the Elec-
trical Contractors' .'^.ssociation regarding the question of hir-
ing-out electric motors for manufacturing and industrial
purposes, and the matter had been left iq his han^s. It liaa

l)een remitted to the Sub-Committee on Propaganda to con-

sider the question of making an active carivass with the view f>^
of encouraging the Use of electricity for industrial purposes.

Liverpool.

—

Proposed Transfer of Undertaking.—Tha 'l,"^

Liverpool District Lighting Co.'s electricity plant at Waterloo "
is to be acquired by the Corporation, and a deputation repre-

.senting the Urban District Councils of Waterloo-with-
Seaforth and Great Crosby recently met the Corporation
Electricity Committee to ask for jjreferential terms as a con-

dition of consent to the extension of the Liverpool supply
area to Bootle, Litherland, Waterloo, and Crosby. The offer

of the Electricity Committee was that there .should be an
immediate reduction of the present charge of 9d. The re-

duced charge would be 8Jd., and as prices declined in Liver-

jiool. so Waterloo and Crosby would benefit. The deputation
declined the offer.

Luton.—LoANs.^In connection with a .supply of electricity

ill bulk from the IS^orth Metropolitan Electric Power Supply
Co., the Town Council is applying for loans of £3,733 for

transformers and switchgear, and f8,267 for cables.

Lynn.

—

Loan.—Application is to be made to the Electri-

city Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing of jE10,000

for electricity purposes. ..:,,.

Menai Bridge.

—

Proposed Purchase of Undertaking.—The
Urban District Council is negotiating with the Electricity

Supply Co. for the purchase of its undertaking.

Navan.

—

Inquiry.—Mr. M. Evan has conducted an inquiry
into the proposal of the I'.D.C. to carry out an electric light-

ing scheme in the town, at an estimated cost of £'9,900. There
was no opposition from the ratepayers.

Porthcawl.

—

Electricity Supply.—At a recent meeting of
the Council Mr. D. J. Rees proposed that the Council should
employ a consulting electrical engineer to report upon the
advisability of installing plant for the electric lighting of the
town. He outlined a scheme, the total cost of which would
be approximately £10,000. The proposal was supported by»
several members, and the Council appointed a sub-committee
to examine the scheme and rexiort.

Rochdale.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—.\n agreement has been
arranged between the Corporation and the Bury Electricity

Committee whereby Bury will furnish the Corporation w-ith

a bulk supply .of electricitv.

Royton (Oldham).—Electeicity Supply.—The General ?|
Purposes Committee of the U.D.C. has appointed- a sub- *]

committee to confer with the Crompton U.D.C. with
reference to a scheme for the supply of electricity to the dis-

trict. ' "'

South Africa.

—

Eobertson.—^The ratepayers have authorised
the Municipality to raise a loan not exceeding £2.5,000 for the
purpose of carrying out an electric lighting scheme prepared
by Mr. Charles G. Trevett, consulting engineer.

Southport.

—

^Proposed Extensions.—.\ccording to a report
prepared by Mr. E. MoxoN, the borough electrical engineer,
nearly £70,000 is required for the purpose of extensions and
alterations at the electricity works. He recommends the
installation of a l,500-k^V three-phase turbo-alternator.

The total estimated expenditure on mains and equipment,
inclusive of requirements for services and meters, is given at

£38,730, and the estimated expenditure on new generating
plant is shown at £31.150.
The Finance Committee has instructed the Town ClerE to

make application to the Electricity Commissioners for sanc-
tion to borrow £69,000 for the proposed extensions.

Walden.

—

Electricity Supply.-The Town Council has ap-
pointed a committee to prepare a report as to the expediency
of installing electric lighting in the borough. A Provisional
Order was granted to the Council before 1914, but during' the
war period further progress was prevented.

Warrington.

—

Price Eeductions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee is reducing the price of electricity by 20 per cent, for
power and lieating, and by 10 per cent, for lighting, and trac-

tion.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Continental.

—

Holland.—In connection with the .scheme

for erecting power stations in various cities it is propostnt li'

electrify the railway of the Izeren Spoorweg Maatschapi>ij,

the plans for which were drawn up in 1918. The next are

the secondary lines w-hich, with the State railways, are now
the subjects of survey, as regards both their lines and
materials. Overhead transmission will be preferred to the

thii'd rail, owing to the characteristics of the ground. The
power station which will supply electricity for the railways

will be set up at Leidchen Dam,. to the east of the Hague,
and will have a capacity of 30.000 kW. The electrificatien of

existing steam tramway lines is also to be carried out. The
concession for the conversion of the Gooiscbe tramway is

isxpeeted to bij granted this year. The CoBViersion of the line
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has just been completed and the erection of the_power station

begun. On the other hand, the Zeeuwsch Vlaamsche Tram-
weg Maatschappij at Axel, in Zeeland, proposes to set up in

this province a new line of tramways with stations, depots,

and sheds. The works are to be started this year.

It.4L1".—By a Ministerial Decree the electrification of the,

Voghera-Piacenza line is to be taken in baud at once. \\"heu

this is finished the lines terminating at Piacenza will be com-
pleted. Tenders are now being invited for the several branch
fines of the Jlilan-Bologna section. The electrification of the
Napoli-Reggio Calabria line has just received the sanction of

the Consiglio Superiore delle Acque and the work will be
started shortly.

Glasgow.

—

Phpjposed Purchase op Ukdektaking.—The Cor-
poration Tramways Committee has recommended the Corpora-

tion to offer ;6'2.50,000 for the acquisition of the undertaking
of the Paisley District Tramway Co.

Halifax.—New Track.—The Tramways Committee proposes

to apply to the Ministry of Transport for saflction to the
construction of an extra loop and the doubling of the tram-
way between Cousin Lane and Pharoah Lane, Illingworth.

Leeds.

—

Transport of Coal.—The Tramways Committee has
under consideration a proposal to use the tramways for trans-

porting coal direct from the collieries, near the city to the big

works in the district.

Trailer Cars.—It is also proposed to introduce trailer cars,

and a deputation is to visit London to see titiilers in use.

London.

—

Through Services.—A through service of the
L.O.C. tramcars from Victoria Embankment to Wimbledon
Hill and to Kew Bi'idge was commenced last Tuesday. The fare

at mid-day between the Embankment and Hammersmith
Broadway to Kew Bridge will be 5d.

,

Luton.—Extension of Time.—The Town Council has applied

for an extension of time until August 11th, 1923, for comple-
tion of the work authorised by the Tramways Order, 1905.

Newport.

—

Sunday Services.—In order to meet the eompeti-
tiou of the motor 'buses the Tramways Committee has recom-
mended the Corporation to inaugurate Sunday "tramcar ser-

vices.

Rhondda.

—

Proposed Amalgamation.—The Tramways Com-
pany has invited the Urban District Council to send repre-

sentatives to an inquiry to be held at Pontypridd shortly by
the Pontypridd U.D.C. and the Rhondda Tramways Co. into

a, proposed joint service of cars from Pontypridd to Tony-
pandy and Ti'eherbert. A joint system is already in opera-
tion in the Rhondda Foch Valley from Pontypridd to Fern-
dale, and has proved successful. The Rhondda Council has
decided to be represented at the Convention.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australasia.

—

Wireless Telephony.—In its wiretss tele-

phony tests on March 10th last the Australian Postal Depart-
ment established communication with New Zealand, this

being the first occasion on which this has been accomplished
in Australasia.

Austria.—Wireless Telegraphy.—.An Austrian wireless com-
pany has been chartered with a capital of 250,000,000 kronen,
fiiriii.-^hed by the Siemens-Schuckert Teletunken Companies
and the Vienna Bankverein service connected with the Berlin
Tclefunken. Existing Austrian stations are to be enlarged
to enable direct wireless service "with all Europe and. America
to be furnished.

—

Financial Times.

China.

—

Peking-Harbin Telephone.—The Chinese Ministry
of Communications has completed the survey of the long/
distance telephone route between Peking and Harbin. The
^linistry is making preparations to start work, and has
signed a contract for the purchase of the necessary materials
from the China Electricity Co. Work was to be begun dur-
ing March an4'«as to be finished in May.

—

Router's Truth
SdTvicc (Shanghai).

Irish Free State.- TELEURArH SkHticE. The li^isb Post ( )tiic.'

has made arrangements with the Commercial Cable Co .

Watervilk, and the Marconi Wireless Co., Clifden. to handle
Irish traffic for America at Irish stations, and thus avoid rout-
ing the messages rm London.

—

M'estminsicr Guscite.

Italy.

—

New Cables.— -\ decree published in Italy confinii.s
the agreement between the Italian Covermnent and the Com-
pagnia Italiana dei Cavi Telegrafici Sottomarini to lay a
,'able, the work to be finished within three years, connecting
Italy with South America, and another cable, the work to be
j'inished within two years, connecting Italy with Greece.

—

T. ,1- r. Age.

Mexico.—WiRLESS Telegraphy.—The Marconi Co. has pro-
;>osed to the Mexican Government a scheme whereby the
;ompany would control for fifty years all wireless stations
>uilt or to be built on Mexican territory. After the expira-
tion of the fifty years the wii-eless stations would be turned

over to the Government or the concession renewed. The,
Government regards the offer in its present form as uijaccept-
able, but it is believed would be prepared to give it favourable
consideration if modified.

—

Financial News.
Switzerland.—New Wireless Station.—The Swiss Marconi

wireless .station was formally opened at Munchen Buchseo,
near Berne, on April 26th. Dr. i'lUTer, Director-General of the
Swiss Telegraph Administration, expressed the hope that the
Swiss statiori would develop in such. a. way as to be able to
coitmiunicate also with far-distant oversea stations.

—

Financial
Times.

The Telephone Service.—Leeds Autqm.wic Exchange.—
When re(-ently addressing the Leeds Chamber of Commerce
Sir William Noble, engineer-in-chief of the G.P.O., said that
in the local auto-exchange service well over 30,000 calls were
originating per day. The original equipment provided for
0,8UU subscribers'^ lines, with an ultimate capacity for 15,000
lines. Three to four thousand automatic dial calls were dealt
with daily in the Leeds local area. In '1921 an order was
placed for an extension of the automatic plant, comprising
equipment for 2,600 additional lines, bringing the fitted
capacity of the exchange up to 9,600 lines. Dialling out to
the sub-exchanges in the Leeds area is proposed, and it will
give direct communication with Headingley, Roundhay,
Chapeltown, Stanningley, Moriey, Rothwell, Horsforth, and
Crossgates. The next a-nd mo.st important step in the de-
velopment of the Leeds area for automatic communication
will be the conversion of the sub-exchanges to full automatic
working, thus dispensing altogether with manual operation
of the local area traffic. Schemes to effect this are already!
in hand for Roundhay, Chapeltown. Headmgiey, and Stan-
ningley. In England the Post Office had tried to popularise
the party system, but had not met with success. The farmers
did not respoiid to the idea, although advantageous terms
had been offered to the,m.

New Call Boxes.—The Post Office, as an experiment, has
in.stalled at Charing Cross Railway Station four "automatic"
telephone call-boxes, and five more are to be available at the
Bank Station. The instruments involve a new method of
procedure on the part of the caller. He calls up the exchange
by inserting his three pennies in the coin-box, and then gives
the number he wants. If he finds he has to wait too long
for an answer he can, by pu.shing a button, labelled " B,"
get his pennies returned. Should the call be answered the
caller hears the subscriber speak, but cannot himself be heard
until he pushes button " A." The depression of this button
transfers the coins into another channel, and completes the
circuit between caller and subscriber. The Post Office claims
that the system saves time and eliminates the. feverish ring-
ing of callers who think they are being kept waiting too long.—The Times.
Reduced Charges.—Sir Robert Home. Chanceyor of the

Exchequer, announced in his Budget speech in the House of
Commons on Monday thjit the telephone service charges would
be reduced. The estimated revenue included : Telegraphs,
i;5.'230,000, or ^670.000 le^s than last vear. Telephones.
i.'I3,728.(H;K:i, or ie3,22,S,00(.» more than last year. The Post-
master-General (Mr. Kellawayl was to give precise details
of the proposed reductions in the House yesterday.
CiRiMSBY Automatic Exchange.—The Grimsby' exchange,

which was the first complete automatic installation in the
country, is to be equipped this month with an extension pro-
viding 550 additional lines. A new underground cable between
Grimsby and Hull is being laid,, which will greatly increase
the facilities for communication between the two places and
greatly reduce the risk of interniption through storms or
breakdowns due to atmospheric conditions.

United States.—Telegraph Suit Withdrawn.—The United
States .Attorney-General has decided to withdraw the
Government's suit against the Postal Telegraph Co. to con-
trol the latter's turnover and its war-time earnings of
$4,000,000, and accept in return a sum of $1,680,000, as com-
pensation.

—

Financiid News.
Wireless Telegraphy.

—

International Conference.—The
Commercial Radio International Committee, composed of the
representatives of the"' Radio Corporation of America, Com-
pagnie Generale de Telegraphic sans Eil, Gesellschaft fur
Drahtlose Telegraphic m.b.H.. and Marconi's Wireless Tele-
graph Co., Ltd., has completed its conference. Developments
in different parts of the world of wireless telegraph and tele-

phonp communication were considered, and as a result of thtj

Hgreement between the four companies a number of new in-

ternational wureless telegraph .services will be opened in the
early future. It was decided that the companies should not
creel and would not view with favour the erection by others of
any stations which would entail the harmful radiation outside
an agreed radius of harmonics or .secondary waves which were
beyond the definite wavebands allotted to each particular
station.

Future Regulations.—At a conference last week it is said
that the final form of future regulations was completed. Tlie

Times understands that the Wireless Sub-Committee of the
Imperial Communications Committee, which has for some
time past been hearing and considering the views of Govern-
ment Departments on the development of wireless facilities

in this country, has arrived at certain decisions, which have
been approved by Mr. Churchill, the chairman of the mqin
committee.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

{The date, given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the ieme of the Electrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Aberdare.—Urban District Council Electricity Depart-

ment. Second-hand oOli/VOO-kW Belliss or other a.c. steam

generatmg set. (See this issue.)-

Powell Duffryjj Steam Coal Co.. Ltd. Copper wire and

electrical accessories for three or six months. Stores manager,

Aberaman Offices. Aberdare.

Aberdeen.—May 22n<l. Electricity Department. Struc-

tural i-ti-ehvork, corrugated iron sheeting, &c., for the new
boiler-house at Ferryhill. (See this issue.)

Argentina.—Buenos Aires.—June 28th. Municipal Coun-

cil. Plant for hydro-electric generating station and trans-

former sub-station.*

Australia.-MELBODENE.—September let. Victorian Elec-

tricity Commissioners. Five surface feed-water heaters, six

surface vapour condensers, and 12 feed-water evaporators.

October 17th. Postmaster-Ueneral's Department. Supply

of automatic switchboards and associated apparatus for two

suburban exchanges at Melbourne.

In connection with the scheme to grant relief to thousands

of unsatisfied applicants for telephones, the Postmaster-Gen-

eral is placing orders, and is about to invite tenders for large

supplies of material, including British cables and insulated

wire, involving an. outlay of ±2,000,000.—ficuter's Trade Ser-

vice (Melbourne).
Sydney.—]Mav 29th. Department of Public Works. One

1,000-kW steam turbo-generator, complete with fittings and

accessories, for the State power house at Uhr's Point.*

Bradford.—Mav 9th. Corporation. Electric light instal-

lations, housing scheme No. 3, Bradford Moor, 20 houses;

scheme No. 4, Scholemoor, 100 houses. City architect, Town
Hall.

• Bulgaria.—May 10th. State Mining Department. Ma-
chinery aud plant, for the Bulgarian State Mines.*

Doncaster.—May 8th. Electricity Deparlnicnt. Two
water-tube boilers,' with economisers, nuluccd draught plant,

aud steel cbinmey. (April 2lBt.)

Dorchester.—Mav 24th. Electricilv Department. One
vertical gas engine 'direct coupled to l.tiOO-kW d.c. generator.

with gas producer plarit, pipework, auxiliaries, &c. (See this

issue.)

Dundalk.—May 16th. Electricity Department. One
340-kW Diesel generator, one lOO-kW motor generator, one 50-

kW balancer, switchgear, &c. ; replating 500-V storage battery.

(See this issue.)

Eccles.—May 8th.—Town Council. Supply and erection

of overhead distributing mains for 200 houses on the Anson

Street housing site. Borough electrical engineer. Cawdor
Street. Patricroft.

Edinburgh.—Mav ITjth. Electricity Dep.irtnient. Six or

12 months' supply 'of electricity meters. (April 2Sth.)

Tramways Department. Steel rails, fi.shplates. trucks, elec-

tric w-elding plant, &c. The Manager.

Egypt,—Alexandria.—June 1st. Ports and Lights Admin-
istration. The Arsenal. Six months' supply of general stores,

including electrical gear, &c.

Fleetwood.—Mav S)lh. Electricity Dcparlnient. One
l,000-k\V d.c. turbo set, with switchgear and condeustn-.

(April 2Sth.)

India.—May 26th. High Commissioner's Department.

Insulator cups, porcelain or glass. (See this issue.)

London.—Paddington.—May 15th. Great We.stern Rail-

way. Three or six months' supply of stores, including tele-

graph instruments, electrical apparatus, lamps, &c. (See this

issue.)

Bethnal Green.—May 16th. Board of Guardians. Instal-

lation of a telephone .switchboard and instruments at the

hospital, Cambridge Road, E.2. (See this issue.)

Hackney.—.June 14th. Electricity Committee. Pipework

and valves. (See this issue.)

Stepney.—June 8th. Electricity Supply Department. Three

water-tute boilers, with chimneys, economisers. and acces-

sories ; two 10,000-kW turbo-alternators with condensers, acces-

sories, and switchgear. (See this issue.)

H.M. Ofhce of Works.—May 19th. Ironfounders' and
smiths' work,' electrical labour in day work, aud mechanical

labour in daywork, in the Windsor district. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—Mav 9th. Tramways Committee. Trucks
for tramcars. Mr. J. M. McElroy, general manager.

May 23rd.—Electricity Committee. Electrical storage

batteries, for Barton power station. One 120-cell

battery, capacity 600 amp. for one hour; one 130-ceU battery,

capacity 300 auip. -hours at 1.10 hr. rate. (See this issue.)

Morocco.—Rabat.—May 27th. Po.stal Department. Supply
of bronze and copper wire, in two lots, deliverable by October]?

1st, also porcelain insulators, in two lots, for the postal ser-|

vice. Particulars from the Office des Postes, Telegraphes, ef"

Telephones, at Rabat, Morocco.

Mountain Ash.—May 8th. Urban District Council.?

E.h.p. overhead and underground transmission mains. (Aprtt'

28th.)

Preston.—May 30th. Electricity Department. Two
10,000/12,000-kW turbo-generator sets, with condensing plant,

auxiliaries, and piping; house-service plant, comprising one
1,200-kW turbo-generator and two a.c. 6,600/220-V d.c. sets.

South Africa.—April 28th.

—

Electrific.wiox of Gle.\cob-

Pietermaritzbi'rq Section.—June 29th. South African Rail-

ways and Harbours Board. Steel-frame buildings for power
station. Specifications and forms of tender from the
High Commissioner of the Union of South Africa, Trafalgar
Square. W.C.2.

'Warrington.—May 13th. Gas Department. For laying
cable and altering switchboard for the Corporation Gas De-
partment. Particulars from Mr. W. S. Haddock, general

manager.
May 15th. Electricity Department. E.h.p. sub-station

ironclad switchgear. (See this issue.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street. S.W.I.

CLOSED.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—City Council Electricity Depart-
ment. Accepted :—

2,300 vd. 1.25 sq. in. single conductor lead-covered cable (£1.833).—W. T.
Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Lid.

Three 500-fcVA transformers (£1,506).—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co..
Ltd.

One electrically-driven air compressor (f171).—Homewood & O'Neill.
One 2,000-kW rotary converter (£8,133).—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrica:

Co., Ltd.
Steel doors and plates for h.p. switch cuhi. les (£676).—Johnston & Ashlon
Insulated copper cables (£465, approx.).—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Work>

Co., Ltd.

SuBiAco (W..\.).—Municipal Council. Accepted:

—

Transforincrs (£2,404).—Geo. Wills & Co.
Switchgear and h. and l.p. apparatus (£2,522).—British General EleclrK

Co., Ltd.—Tenders.

Bath.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted:

—

I'atent self-cleaning band screen (£998). for the condensing w.iter

intake cham'
Laying mains t

Co., Ltd.

Bolton.—Electricity Department. Accepted:

—

Electrical installation at the new picture house, St. George's Rond.—Mr
G. H. Blackburn.

*

Bridgend.—Electricity Department. .Accepted:

—

llii:l.-sp,-«l turbine engine 'ronn.ct<-d to 2-phase altermtor (£3.443).—W. H
\ll.n. Sons & Co. The plant has an output capririlv of .iflO kW an^

..,p:ihility of overload ol 25 per cent.

Cheadle and Gatley.—Urban Council. Accepted:

—

Cables for the electricity scheme (£18,737).—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Glasgow.—Tramway's Committee. Recommended:

—

Cable.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.; and Pirelli-General Cable W'ork'

Ltd.

Globe jlrain insulators.-British Insulated &• Helsby Cables, Ltd.

London.

—

St. Marylebone.—Electric Supply Cominittei'

The Committee recommends the following additional pay

ments in connection with the undermentioned contracts, du'

to increased costs of manufacture, material, &c. :

—

Boilers, £1,194 (making £4.944).—Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

8.000-kW turbivalternator (£976).—Oerlikon Co.. Ltd.

Water-cooling towers (£341).—Clynf Engineering Co., Ltd.

Salford.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted:

—

Maintenance and calibration of the automatic coal-weighing machine t

12 months (£100).—W. & T. Avery. Ltd.

Two (i.600-V switch cubicles for sub-stations (£4.'>0). One e.h.p. ditl'

for supplv .at Pendleton (£325).— Metropol!tan-\'lckcre Electrical Co

Ltd.

^Transmutation of Metal.—The discovery of turning

into helium gas, described recently in the Dailij ^^ail a

having been mtiilo in the United States, has been matle Wt*

in this countrv, savs the same journal. Mr. H. F. Fratfcii

and his colleague. Mr. E. S. Pangbourne. last December oit,

charged a current at 81.6.50 volts into an electric lamp encloeei

in an exhausted vessel, and the lamp burst, with m-idenoe c

intense heat and light evolution. Analysis of the content!

of the vacuum cylinder, they say, showed that no tra^ Q

the original tungsten filament of the lamp remained, but
\

gas was evolved consisting of neon, argon, and a third el<;

mcutary gas so far not identified.
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FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.— Saturday. Mav 6th. .^t St. Bride's
In.niui, Bride I-Tiie. EX\ M 7.30 a.m. Informal discussion on
•

I n.ll'ivv ;. Multiple Expansion Steam Engines."

London Association of Foremen-Engineers.—Saturday. May 6th. At Can-
non Stre.'t Hoo-1. At 6 p.m. Sixty-ninth anniversary festival.

Electrical Potwer Engineers' Association (Kent Section).—Saturday. Mav
Ifssnti't Rostaurint. Rendezvous Street, Fclliestone. At .i p.m.

Gr ling.

institute of Transport.—Mondav, May 8th. At the Institution of Civil En-
gineers. Great George Stroet. S.VV. At j.30 p.m. Paper on " Recent Im-
provements in Equipment for Electric Traction on Railways Making
for Economy." by Mr. R. T. Smith.

Electricity Supply Commercial Association.-Tuesday, May 9ih. M Wort-
ley Hall. Seven Siners Road. .\. At 7.30 p.m. .Address by Mr. G. R.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Liverpool Sub-Centre).—Monday, May
Sih. .\t the Compton Hotel, Cliurch Street, Liverpool. At 7 p.m. Annu.il

(East-Midland Sub-Centre).—Tu.-d.iv . Mav 9th. At the College,
I.MU-lil-i.M-.j-h At fi.4."i (i.ni. Anno. I g./ncral meeting.

Society of Technical Engineers (South-Eastern District).—Wednesday,
M:,v lOih. At th.- Institution of El.rtri.-al Engineers, Victoria Embank-
ni.-nt. At 7 p.m. Lecture on " An Engineering Tour in India." by Dr,

J. F. Crtnvley.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Nortfi-Western Branch).—Thursday,
.May llth. At thv Manchester College of Technology. At 7 p.m. Lecture
on "Tanks and Chain-track Artillery," by Mr. L.'A. Legros.

Optical Society.—Thursday, Mav Ulh. At the Imperial College of Science.
At 7.30 p.m. Discussion on Motor-car Headlights."

Physical Society of London.—Friday. May 12th. At the Imperial College
,,( Stien.i . souih K. n^inijton, S.W. At 5 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, Mav 13lh. At .Albemarle
Sir.rt, W. .\t 3 |. 111. L.Yture on "The IJisaDwanng Gap between the

X-Riiv and lllra-\'iolet Spectra. (1) Grating Results." by Prof. O. W.
kichaVdson, F.R.S.

NOTES.

The Lock'Out.—The lock-out notices not having been
suspended they took effect, in respect of the 47 unions, on
Tuesday. The inquiry by Sir William Mackenzie was opened
on Wednesday. It was open to the Press, but there was no
accommodation available for the general public. The em-
ployers opened their works to men willing to accept employ-
ment on individual contracts which involved acceptance of

the employers' three conditions of managerial control.

Miners' Nystagmus.—The first report of the Miners'
Nystagmus Committee of the Medical Research Committee
has just been issued (H.M. Stationery Office. Price Is. t3d.

net). While the report is, of course, written chiefiy from the
optico-medical point of view, there are a number of items
which come within our scope. In an introduction to the re-

port it is stated that the Committee is agreed in fixing the
blame for nystagmus principally upon deficient illumination.

In the case of electric lamps this is generally brought about
by the reduction of the voltage as the battery nears exhaus-
tion, but another cause is the obscuration of the glasses by
coal-dust and dirt. Conditions are considerably improved by
the use of electric cap lamps, where illumination is brought
to bear directly on tlie work without impairing the miner's
vision. In Section E, which deals particularly with illumina-
tion, it is said that the di.'iease is common in Belgium.
Fijance, and Germany, where safety lamps are almo.'st univer-
.sally used. In the United States, where open lights and
electric cap lamps are employed, the disease is very uncom-
mon, and the same is the case in Japan, where the general
method of lighting is by acetylene. A great deal of photo-
metric data is given, and it is reported that the introduction
of the electric lamp has improved the general illumination.
Dissatisfaction is expressed at the variation of the quality of

lamps of the same type—chiefly due to bad bulbs; an example
is quoted in which two cap lamps, ostensibly identical, gave
readings of 1.4 and .8 candle-power respectively. Photo-
metric readings show that the cap lamp often gives from ten
to twenty times more illumination upon the working area
than an oil or electric lamp; the cap lamp is so much nearer
the work, and its rays fall at right angles, and not obliquely.

The committee alleges that much ili.scredit has been brought
to the electric lamp industry by the inferior lamps supplied
by some makers, which have failed under the .stress of pit'

work.

Fire.—On .\pril 22nd a fire broke out at the Gowanbank
Ironworks. Falkirk, owned by Messrs. Cockburn & Co., I;til.

Damage to the extent of several thousands of pounds wa.s
caused, a large and valuable stock of electric stove.s being
destroyed.

Appointment Vacant.—Winder (300 taels per month, tael
= Ms.) for the Shan^iliai Municipal Council Electricity De-
partment. (See our advertisement columns to-day.)

Generating Plant in the United States.—.According to the
Electrical World, on October 1st, ]{>21, there were 5,533 cen-
tral generating .stations in the United States, with a total
installed generator rating of 14.466,915 kW. The increase
from January 1st, 1920, was 1,706,015 kW, or 7.6 per cent,
per annum. Out of the former total the amount of reserve
equipment was 169. .577 kW. Nearly 65 per cent, of the
stations are privately owned.

Telephone Extensions.—.-\ considerable development and
extension of the telephone system in Great Britain involving
the expenditure of £9,500,000 out of capital, is projected for
the cm-rent financial year. The chief items will be as follows,
says The Times :

—
£2,230,000 on trunk works, including the extension of the

" backbone " trunk system, by the provision of undergiound
ducts and cables. £343,000 for extension of the overhead
service. £3, .500,000 for local works, the provision of sub-
scribers' circuits, junction lines, and public call offices.

£2,250,000 for new exchanges and the extension of existing
exchanges, including sites and buildings. The construction
of two long underground routes will be put in hand, namely,
from Leeds to Edinburgh via Darlington, Newcastle, and
Jedburgh, and from Worcester to Bristol via Gloucester. The
Leeds to Edinburgh cable will complete the main underground
rout* between London and Scotland, and the Worcester to

Bristol cable will provide communication between Birming-
ham and Bristol. Among the shorter and more important
extensions of the existing underground system which will be
begun or completed during the financial year are the following
new routes:—London to Soufiiend, Bristol to Bath, Man-
chester to Preston, Preston to Lancaster, Bradford to Dews-
bury, Colchester to Jpswich, Pontypool to Abergavenny,
Swansea to Pontardawe, Glasgow to Whitecraig. Kirkintil-
loch and Kilsyth and Edinburgh to Kirkcaldy.
The new overhead trunk circuits will number about 200

and will, in some instances, increase the capacity of the ex-
isting routes, and in other cases, such as Bristol to Oxford,
Exeter to Yeovil, and Nottingham to King's Lynn, will create
new direct routes by the eliuiination of intermediate switch-
ing points. In connection with the local development works,
underground ducts and cables will be laid in a large number
of towns. The scheme for new exchanges and the extension
of existing exchanges includes the installation of equipment
for about 30 new exchanges and for the extension of somei
40 of the more miportant existing exchanges. .\ new ex-
change IS to be provided in Central London near the ilonu-
ment and the work is to be begun at once. In the outer,

suburbs exchanges will shortly be opened at Tottenham and
Barnet, and equipment is to be provided for new excLianges
at Eltham, Kilburn, Southall, Nunhead, Woodford, Walling-
ton, Addiscombe, Thorton Heath, and Hounslow. In the
country the work will include new exchanges at Ramsgate,
Eastbourne, Southampton, Swansea, Birmingham, Sheffield,

Buxton, Liverpool. Inverness, anil Dundee.
Provision is made in the year's work for a considerable ex-

tension of the automatic telephone system in the working of

the new exchanges at Southampton, Gloucester, Swansea,
Sheffield, Shrewsbury, Fleetwood, Dundee, and Kirkcaldy, all

of which will be equipped with automatic plant. The equip-
ment will also be extended at the automatic exchanges al-

ready existing at Ep.5om, Newport (Mon.), Chepstow, Leeds,
Accrington, and Darlington. It is claimed that the propor-
tion of subscribers served by the automatic system is greater

than that of any other telephone administration in the world.
Leeds, with some 6,000 subscribers on the automatic system,
is the largest automatic exchange in this country, and Hurley,
near Marlow, with 19, is the smallest. While conjditions

are not anything like normal, the telephone industry is ex-

periencing less difficulty in obtaining its raw material than
was the case 12 months or so ago.

Electric Cranes in a Shipyard.—The new " East Yard "

at Dalmuir of Messrs. William Beardmore ct Co., Ltd., which
covers an area of 12 acres, contains four biiilding berths,

which are served by four electrically-driven Toplis cantilever

cranes, arranged in pairs between the berths. One of each
pair spans both bows in the berths on either side, and the

other fjoth sterns. The working radius of each crane is 105 ft.

The yard is .self-contained, having its own power-house, &c.

Electric Farming.—.As reported in the daily Press, Mr. A.
T. Davies, M.P., recently raised the question of the applica-

tion of electricity to agriculture. In reply to his question as

to the present position of electric farming, the Minister of

.Xgriculture is reported to have stated :
" The Ministry was in

close touch with a gentleman who was applying electricity

anil they had had the benefit of the data derived from his-

own experiments. Some of his results liad ah-eady been pub-

lished, iind the Mini.stry had arranged for them to be suin-

mari.sed and published in the Ministry's Journal for the

benefit of farmers in general." It will doubtless interest

our readers to know (if they have not already guessed as

much), that the reference is to the work of Mr. R. Borlase

Matthews. An abstract of his paper on the applications of

electricity to agriculture, read before the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers, was given recently in our columns, tlius

to some extent forestalling the Journal of the Ministry of

Agriculture.

The Electrical Engineers' Ball, 1922.—It is very satis-

factory to learn that, owing to the splendid response to the

invitations issued by the Committee for the last dance (held

on February 10th), the General Committee was able to

hand a sum of 55 guineas to the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers' Benevolent Fund, and -55 guineas to the Electrical

Trades Benevolent Institution.
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Fatality.—Whilst working on a condenser tower at Blacli-

pool Electricity Works, on April ^Tth, Ralph Curran (34),

fell a distance of 50 ft., and wa.s killed.

Electric Vehicles in New Zealand.—During last year 26

electric commercial motor vehicles, valued at £10,587, were
imported into New Zealand. Only one vehicle was British,

the remainder being American.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— No.minatioxs for

Council.—The ballot papers for the election of members of

Council, which have to be retm'ned by May 8th, contain, in

addition to the Council's nominations, the following names,

put forward from outside :

—

Ordinary Members of Council: Mr. E. A. Ch.4TT0CK, city

electrical engineer, Birmingham.
Mr. E. H. Fletcher, B.A., consulting electrical and me-

chanical engineer, Cardiff.

Mr. A. M. SiLLAR, consulting engineer, Westminster.
Associate Members of Council : Mr. A. F. Harmer, power

sui>erintendent, MetroixDlitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

London.
The list of nominations by the Council was published in our

issue of April 7th. and then showed three nominations for

three vacancies in the class of Associate Members. It hap-

pened, however, that Mr. A. B. Hart, one of these nominees,

was transferred to full membership and thus became ineligible

for election in the former class. Consequently Mr. Hart's

name now appears in the list of nominations for the Member
class. Mr. HaiToer takes his place, and there will be no
ballot for the class of Associate Member; but there are nine
nominations for three vacancies in the senior class.

Western Centre.—The chairman (Mr. A. C. MacWhirter)
presided over a meeting held on May l.st. The joint hon.

secretary (Mr. C. T. Allan) reported that the member.ship roll

stood at 487, being an addition of four since the last meeting.

It was announced that a summer meeting would be held in

the neighbourhood of the Stroud Valley. Mr. James Ander-
son read his paper ou " Electric Motor Starters," illustrated

by lantern slides. At the close of the paper a discussion of a

highly technical nature ensued, to which Major Amberton,
Major David, and Messrs. H. Ellis, C. Morley-New, T. Hood,
Llewellyn Hughes, .T. W. Fidoe, J. B. G. Lewis, C. T. Allan,

and the chairman contributed.

North-Western Centre.—The annual general meeting was
held at Manchester on April 'ioth, Aldemian W. Walker pre-

.siding. The Committee's report for the year showed that

eleven meetings were held, three being of an informal

chai-acter. The membership) had continued to increase, the

aggregate number of members, associates and student-s being

now 1,333, which compared with 1,214. 984, and 833 in the last

three years. Eegret was expressed that, after three years'

.service, Mr. A. G. Ellis had found himself obliged to relin-

(juish the office of secretary. On the recommendation of the

Council, Mr. .\. L. Green, the assistant secretary, had been
elected an Honorary Associate of the Institution in recogni-

tion of his '21 years' service with the N.W. Centre. For the

Benevolent Fund f109 had been collected, of which £44 was
contributed by the Liverpool Sub-Centre, which, founded in

1919, continued to make good progress, the membership being
now 449. The Students' Section had held eight meetings.

Mr. Watson moved the adoption of the report, and Mr.
Medlyn having seconded, the report was unanimously ap-

proved. Thanks were voted to Alderman Walker and to Mr.
Ellis for their services.

Mr. J. Frith made an appeal on behalf of the Benevolent
Fund.
The officers for the next session were appointed as follows :

Chairman: Mr. A. S. Barnard; Vice-Chairmen : Messrs. G.
A. Juhlin and H. C. Lamb; Honorary Secretary : Mr. W. .\.

Coates; Committee : Messrs. Ellis, Mallinson, Medlyn. and
Pearce.
A lecture upon " Electrical Engineering Advertising

"

was delivered by Mr. J. W. Beauchami', director of

the Electrical Development Association. He said it had
been proved that it was worth while to expend a.

reasonable amount, contributed by those associated with
an industry, upon advertising schemes which brought
its merits before ihe public in a general way instead
of being limited to the products of an individual firm or com-
pany. It was difficult to conceive a public service which lent
itself better to propaganda than oliMtiii;il rn;,'ineering, and if

kept free from exaggeration and iiinv biirlistcring it could be
made of educational value as well a,s protitable. Electricity
appealed to the jwpular imagination, and its use was an indi-
cation of the state of civilisation reached by the community,
if " civilisation " meant the attainment of easy living and a
high standard of comfort. But a difficulty in the way of a
national scheme of advertising was the difference in the con-
ditions which prevailed in various districts. A very costly
advertisement circulating over wide areas could only be imme-
diately ettective in those parts where the appeal was supported
by reasonable charges for electricity. Neither the supply com-
pany nor the manufacturer of electrical apparatus sold the
entire article that the consumer required, hut only a part.

One was apt to forget that the consumer was not looking for

electricity itself, but for what it would give him—heat, hght,

and power—to increase his comfort or save his pocket.

Liverpool Sub-Centre.—The following officers have been
nominated for Session 192'2-23 :

—

Chairman : Mr. B. Welbourn;
Vice-Chairmen : Messrs. E. M. HoUingsworth and H. H.
HarrLson ; Hon. Secretary: Mr. Oscar C. Waygood; Com-
inittee : Messrs. L. Breach, W. Lang, .J. A. Morton, E. Moxon.
and F. .J. Teago. As the number of nominees corresponds

to the number of vacancies, there will be no necessity for a
ballot.

Scottish Centre.—Members of the Scottish Centre of the

Institution on Friday attended the seventh ordinary meeting
of the Institution in Dundee. A busy day was spent in visiting

public works. In the evening a paper was read by Prof. S.

Parker Smith, entitled " Single- and Three-Phase Altemating-

cuiTent Commutator Motors with Series and Shunt Character-

istics."

Bradford Engineering Society.—Mr. C. E. .Mlsop, sales

manager to the Bradford Coi-poration Electricity Department,
has been re-elected, for a second year of office, president of the

'

Society. Mr. E. D. Spurr is one of the vice-president*, and
the hon. secretary is Prof. G. F. Charnock. head of the Engi-

neering Department of the Technical College.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—Members of

the West of Scotland branch of the Association on Saturday
last visited the Clydesmill ixjwer station, Cambuslang, of the

Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co. Office bearers of the

branch have been elected as follows:

—

President: Mr. D.
Martin. Glasgow ; Vice-Presidents : Messrs. D. M'Queen and
D. L. Frew; Treasurers: Messrs. C. L. Brown & Melville,

C.A., Glasgow; Secretary: Mr. D. S. Baddeley, 50. Welling-

ton Street, Glasgow.

Institution of Engineers, Australia.—L"nder the auspices

of the Institution, a conference of engineers was held in

Melbourne in February, which delegates from all parts of the

Commonwealth attended. Prof. E. W. Chapman was elected

president for the 1922-23 Session, siicceeding Mr. W. J. New-
bigiu, at the second annual meeting held on February 3rd.

Among the papers contributed during the conference \^as one
dealing with the Victorian State electricity scheme, by Sir

-John Mouash, chairman of the Victorian Electricity Commis-
sion. Mr. E. G. Ritchie, M.Inst.C.E., described the Maroon-
diih Dam. and Mr. W. Stone read a paiier on " The Internal

Mechanism of Lubrication." The automatic telephone ex-

change at Collingwood was the subject of a paper by Mr. R.

Lawson. Visits were paid by delegates to a number of places

of interest, including the Newport power station and railway.

workshops: the -Jolimont workshops and sub-station; and
the Melbourne small arms ammunition factory.

Institute of Transport.—In a paper read before the Insti-

tute on April 21st, Mr. .1. K. Bruce, traffic manager of the

L.C.O. tramways, suggested the increasing of the speed

of tramcars by the adoption of an improved fonn of motor.

He stated that this would permit the running of 170 fewer

cars, resulting in a saving in maintenance of i'70,fKX) per

annum.

Royal Institution.—On May Uth, at 3 p.m.. Professor F.

Keeble delivers the first of two lectures at the Eoyal Institu-

tion on "Plant Sensitiveness"; and on Saturday, May 13th,

Professor O. W. Richardson delivers the first of two lectures

on the " Disappearing Gap Between the X-ray and the Ultra-

A'iolet Spectra."

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors itivite electrical engineen, whether connected
with ihe technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officiah, to

keep readers of the ELECTRICAL Review posted as to their

movements.

At a meeting of the Aberdeen Electricity Committee, the

convener raised the question of stabilising the electrical

engineer's salary. He said that in 1914 the salary was £750,

and with bonus it had risen to £1,050. If stabilised the salary

should be fixed at £850 at least. According to local rei>orts
'

the matter was heatedly discussed, and the matter was ad-

journed till the next meeting.
Mr. a. H. Dykes has been elected chairman of the Becken-

'

ham Urban District Council for the ensuing year.

Mr. G. p. Roy. M.I.E.E.. succeeded Mr. W. Sutherland.

V.D., M.I.E.E.. as Diiector-General (Engineering) Posts and

felegraphs. India. Mr. Roy has seen a good deal of service

in the Orient, and (says our conespondent) it is apparent that

the final appointment comes as a recognition of all that has

gone before.

The Finance Committee of the Carlisle City Council

recommended that the salaries of the electrical engineer and
the assistant electrical engineer be reduced by 10 per cent.

The Electricity Committee decided against the reduction in

the salary of the electrical engineer, but the City Council

on April 26th adopted the recommendation as from October.

1st next.

Barnstaple Town Council has referred back for further

consideration the recommendation to reduce the salaries and
wages of its officials, &c., including the electrical engineer

and b,is assistant.
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Major WiLLUM Paxman, O.B.E., has been elected to succeed

the late Mr. J. N. Paxman as chairman of Davey, Paxman
and Co., Ltd., of Colchester.

Mr. C. J. Baker, sui^erintendent of Blackpool Corporation

tramways, entered upon his duties as manager of the Ashton-

imder-Lyne tramways on Monday last. On April 27th his

colleagues at Blackpool made him suitable presentations.

Councillor H. Brooks, chairman of the Electricity and Tram-
ways Committee, presented him with a cheque from the Elec-

tricity and Tramways Employes' Institute (which he was
largely instrumental in establishing), and Mr. Chas. Furness,

the tramway manager, presented bun with an oak grand-

father's clock, subscribed for by the tramway employes.

The marriage took place at Chester, on April '26th, of Mu.
Daniel Jenklns, M.Sc, district manager for the Swansea area

of Metropohtau-Vickers, Ltd., and Miss Jane Whiti'ington

Thomas, youngest daughter of the late Mr. Robert Thomas,
shipowner, Liverpool.

A barometer has been presented to Mr. T. F. Patten, senior

charge engineer, by the power station staff of Messrs. Vickers,

Ltd.. River Don Works. Sheffield, on the occasion of his

marriage.
Mr. H. H. Oxley has resigned the position of London and

district manager to Messrs. Mann, Egerton & Co., Ltd., with

a view to organising and developing the sale of the Sims light

and power plant. Before joining Messrs. Mann, Egerton,' Mr.
Oxley was on the .staff of Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.

Mr. Max Palk, chairman of Mes-srs. Falk, Stadelmann and
Co., Ltd., has just i-eturned from a six months' trip to

Australia, made partly for business reasons, and partly for

the benefit of his health. To mark the occasion of his return

a dinner was given in his honour, on Satiu:day la.st, at Pra.s-

cati's Restaurant, by the heads of departments and repre-

sentatives of the firm, Mr. L. Thurner being in the chair.

The toast of " the gue.st of the evening " was proposed in

appropriate tenns by Mr. A. R. McClelland, and in reply,

Mr. Max Falk gave a brief sketch of his trip, and a descrip-

tion of conditions in Au.stralia and New Zealand. Amongst
other toa.sts was that of " Our Colonial Branches," proposed

by Mr. Max Falk, with which was coupled the name of Mr.
H. S. Potter, the company's South African representative,

who is at present on a visit to this country.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Derby, K.G., has accepted the presi-

dency of the B.E..'V.M.A., in succession to the Rt. Hon. Jjord

Ampthill, who has been elected first past-president.

Mr. J. CuLKiN has resigned his position as a director of

Messrs. Culkin & Parkinson, Ltd., Ill, Woodhouse I;ane,

Leeds, and is now not connected with the firm.

Obituary.—The death has taken place, after an operation,

of Mb. George 'W. Maisey, who had for '23 years been electri-

cian to the Aldernaston estate, near Reading.
Mr. C. G. Robertson.—We regret to record that Mr. C. G.

Robertson. O.B.E., submarine works manager, at Vicker's

naval construction works, Barrow, died from pneumonia on
Monday night. He had a great deal to do with the develop-

ment of the internal combustion engine.

Mr. .J. F. Clunas.—The death occurred at Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex, on April 2'2nd. of Mr. James F. Chinas, who for the

last four years had been attached to the staff of Messrs.

Vickers, Ltd., in their electrical and latterly in the hydro-
electric department. During the war. Mr. Chinas served in

the Royal Naval Volunteers Signal Division, having gone
through the Gallipuli campaign from the second day until

the withdrawal, and afterwards served a year and a half in

Flanders, when he was invahded out of the army, owing to

an accident, which fnade him unfit for further military ser-

vice. Mr. Chinas was trained and started his engineering,

career in the works of Messrs. Bruce Peebles & Co., at Bon-
nington. Edinburgh, and sul.isequently served in the London
office of that firm. Previous to the outbreak of war, he had
been a number of years in the office of Messrs. Tozer, Kem-
sley & Millbourn, whose service he left in order to volunteer
for the army, shortly after the outbreak of war. Mr. Clunas's
cheerful, straightforward, and conscientious disposition had
gained him a wide circle of friends, who will be grieved to

hear of bis sucKlen death before reaching middle age, and
in the midst i>{ a promi.sing career.

Will.—Tlie estate of the late Mr. John Summerscales, of

Scarborough, formerly of .\rmley, Leeds, who was closely

associated with the Morley Electiical Engineering Co.. has
been valued at £42.19-5 gross and £40.77,3 net personalty.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Stur^e & Baker, Ltd, (181,382).—Private companv. Re-
gislcrcd April STth. r.ipit.jl, iH.OOW in il shares (1.500 6 per cent, cuinulolive
prcfurence and 6,500 ordinary). To take over the business of electrical .icces-

sories manufacturers carri<xi on by W. H. Sturge and E. T. Baker at Premier
Works, .Sheepcote Strec-t, Birmingham as " Sturge and Baker." The per-
manent directors are: W. H. Sturge, 3.5, Carpenter Road, Edgbaston, Birming-
liam; E. T. Baker, 124, Cough Road. Edgbaston, Birmingliam. Secretary:
E. T. Baker. Registered office : Premier Works, Slieepiote Street, Birming-

Invincible Electrical Engineering Co.. Ltd. (181,286).—
Privat,. comp.nnv. Registered April^'24th. Capital, f 1.000 in £1 shares. To
carrv on husines": as indicated bv the title. The first directors are: J. H.
Challmor. 134, Park Lane East.' Tipton; E. A. Kelsall, 14, Dudley Road,
Tipton; C. J. Arnold 60. Dudley Street, Wednesbury. Registered office: 134,
Park Lane East, Tipton, StaJts.

Llangefni Electric Ligiit & Power Co., Ltd.—Transfer of
mortgage dated .\pril 7ih, 192a, to secure 47,000, charged on power station

and electric light works in Mill Street, Llangefni, Anglesey. Holders:

National Provincial and Union Bank of England.

Connolly's (Blackley), Ltd.—Debenture dated April 12th,
1922, to secure £5,000, charged on the companv'h undertaking and property,

present and future including uncalled capital.' Holders: L.C.W. and Parr's

Bank.

Tees Power Station Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction to the extent
of fti.OOO on February I4th and flj.900 on February 15th, 1922, of debenture
covered by trust deed dated May Tth, 191H, securing £600,000.

Watson Marsh & Co. (Hampstead), Ltd.—Mortgage on
24, Golders Green Road, N.\\ ., ilatetl April 3rd, 1922, to secure all moneys
due or to become due from the company to Barclay's Bank.

Electrical Engineering (West Bromwich), Ltd.—Mort-
gage dated April 7th. 1922, to secure £1,100, charged on 402. Higli Street,

sVest Bromwich. Holders: T. A. Nighling:il.?, West Bn.mwich, and L. J.

Nurse, Tipton.

Sutton=in'Ashfield Motor and Electrical Engineering Co.,

Ltd.—J. Keetley, 1, Kin^ John's Chambers, Bridlesmith
Gate, Nottingham, ceased to act as receiver on April 20th, 1922.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. J. Herbert Tritton presided at the
Indo=European annual general meeting on April 26th.

Telegraph Dealing with the accounts, he drew atten-

Co., Ltd. tion to an item of i'43,9'i6, which was ex-

penditure incurred in preparation for the

re-establishment of the line. They' were still without the
necessary information from other administrations to enable
them to close the books, but the company was not the only

one in this position. The investments showed continued
appreciation, while the position as regarded the Russian assets

was more favourable, and writing-off was not to be undertaken
at the moment. Owing to the exhaustion of the fund for

equalisation of dividends, the total dividend for 19'21 was re-

stricted to 7 per cent. The chairman was pleased to inform
the meeting that the Polish concession had been signed some
time ago, and within the last few days the Russian Depart-

'

ment of Posts and Telegraphs had advised them that the con-

cession from the Moscow Government was signed on April

l'2lth. This concession covered the whole of the territory

traversed by the company's line from the Polish frontier to

Persia. The company's Russian representative, Mr. Watt,
was to be given credit for much in this connection. They
had aheady secured a concession from Persia, and that being
obtained from Germany had been agreed to in principle, al-

though not actually signed. The condition of the company's
line was more satisfactory than could have been expected. The
Une was workable for a length of over '2(X> miles north-west
of Odessa, and similarly for 300 miles east of Odessa into the
Crimea. Beyond the Straits of Kertch the line was in work-
ing order between Ekaterinodar and Tiflis, but between Tiflis

and Erivan there was a short stretch where repairs were not
yet completed. The section Erivan-Djoulfa on the Russo-Per-
sian frontier, and the Persian section Djoulfa to Teheran were
also in working order. The Black Sea cable from Odessa to

Constantinople had already been officially opened by the Soviet

Government. This cable would therefore shortly be again

available for the classes of traffic previously dealt with, and
should help to re-establish business relations with South Russia
and the Black Sea ports. The Persian lines were in good
order and available at any moment. The most arduous part

of the work of reconstruction was undoubtedly the section

from the German and Poli.sh frontier in the west to the Polish-

Russian frontier in the east. A new line 4<X) miles long had to

be built, and the work would take some months. Every pos-

.sible effort was being made to expedite this construction, and
special appliances and material had been supphed for the pur-
pose It was of the utmost importance that the Indo route
should again carry international traffic; accordingly, the
directors were arranging, where the company's line could
not at once be made available, to obtain permission from the
Governments concerned to use. temporarily, a wke or wires
to enable them to carry through traffic. This should offer no
difficulty, and the directors anticipated an early resumption of

activities in this direction.

Sir W. R. Brooke, K.C.I.E., seconded the motion for the
adoption of the report and accounts, which was carried unani-
mously.

At the annual meeting, held on April 27th
The National at the offices. 62 and 63. Queen Street.

Electric E.G.. Mr. G. H. Nisbett, who presided.

Construction said that the year's working had again
Co., Ltd. shown an improvement on the previous

year. They had thought it advisable to

take that opportunity of providing .some sultstantial allow-

ances. Of the sum of iE4,511, at which thi'. free-wired instal-

lations appeared in the books, it was proposed to write off

£1,000. It wa/S proposed to start a general reserve fund with
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i;3,tXJU, and to provide a similar sum lor a reburvf lor ecjuulisa-

tion ol dividends, with a view to providing as far as possible
for the payment of a steady dividend in spite of the fluctua-
tions that were inevitable with a tradmg company. The
management expenses, &c.. amounted to £4,306 as compared
with i'3,828 last year, owing to the larger volume of business
done. Ihe revenue from lree-«u-ed installations was practi-
cally the same as the year before. Profits on contracts shewed
a very .satisfactory increase, being £'10.fl46, a.s compared with
£6,4,51. Interests on investments were nearly ±'500 down,
mostly owing to the coal strike and to the subsequent trade
depression. They were hoping for better results this year, and
that working costs would fall to meet the altered cir-

cumstances. The profit on the working of tramway and light-
ing undertakings was £1,573, as compared with £'2,0:W in the
year before. The overdraft at the bank was £7,997, as com-
jwred with £13,(108 the year liefore, and lie was glad to .say

that that item had since been considerably reduced—in fact,
that (lay they had a balance to their credit of over £4,0(KI, On
the other side of the balance sheet, free-wij-ed installations
showed a decrea.se in value of about £'J90. Contracts in course
of completion (less payments on account) were now only
£1,736, as compared with £12,106 last year, showing a con-
siderable reduction in that item of the company's business.
They had reason to think, however, that some further business
of value would shortly be in band bv the company. The ex-
penditure of the Wisbech Electric Light & Power Co. still con-
tinued. That concern was doing very well, and it followed that
with a light and power company the better its business the
more the capital expenditure increased for the pro-
vision of additional plant, mains, and services. The
debtors on sundry accounts were £36,7'24, as com-
pared with £30,148 in the previous year, the difference
being an indication of the increased business that
had lieen done. During the year Mr. Harold T. Barnett
joined the board: he had had a wide and varied experience of
company work, and particularly of electrical undertakings, and
they thought his assistance would be valuable to them and
remunerative to the company. CTenerally speaking, they had
every reason to \ye. satisfied with the progress of the under-
takings. Mr. \Y. B. Oownie, managing director, seconded the
motion, and the report was adopted.

The annual meeting was held on Tue.s-
British day at Winchester House, E.G., Mr. A. F.

Electric Trans= Berry in the chaii-. Proposing the adop-
former Co., Ltd. tion of the report, and dealing first with

the balance sheet, the chau'nian said thai
on the debtor .side sundry creditors were £'87,000 less than a
year ago, principally due to the fact that they had been using
up stocks of materials as far as possible ; and also due to the
falling off of orders during the latter period of the vear under
review. The decrease of £16.5,010 in the stock and the in-
crease of nearly £100,000 in their cash position were, to a
large extent, also due to the same causes. The valuation of
stock and materials had been carried out by the manager on
the same conservative basis as in pa.st years] and the work in
progress was taken from their cost books. As to deprecia-
tion reserve, he pointed out last year that during 1920 thev
had considerably added to the assets against which that
reserve stood, and that although at that time they did not
need to add anything to that account, it might be" necessary
to increase the reserve this year. It was therefore proposed
to increase the amount carried to depreciation from £3,000
to £4,000, and the total would then stand at £27,300. That
was against the item in the balance sheet of £284,727 for
freehold land, buildings, plant, machinery, &.c. With regard
to the reserve account, they proposed to add £15,000 this
year, bringing the account up to a little over £63,000. Turn-
ing to the other side of the account, the item of freehold
land, buildings, plant, &c., had been increased by just over
£47,000, the bulk of which repre.sented new plant and
machinery, spent during the past year in connection with the
recent extensions of their works. Sundry debtors were down
by nearly £9,000 as compared with last vear. All the debts
were considered good, and since the end 'of the vear £76,348
had been received out of the £124.172 appearing in the
accounts. Turning to the profit and loss account, general
charges were about £10.500 more than for the previous twelve
months. The gross profit on trading was nearlv £40,000
more, and net profit was increased by iust over £21.000. It
would be seen from the renort tliat thev had an available
balance of £97. .594 10s. 4d. £19.000 of that w,-s appronn'ated
to reserve, and £21,000 to the pavment of the preference
dividend. With regard to the dividend on the ordinarv
shares, this was the fourth year in succession they had been
able to recommend a dividend of 10 per cent, plus 2} per
cent, bonus. The extra remuneration to the directors,
amounting to £4.261. was calculated in accordance with the
.'Articles of Association, and the increase of about £2.000 in
that item was due to the increased profit earned. It would
be seen that they were proposing to distribute about two-
thirds only of the available profits and to carrv forward, a
balance to next year of £12,708. In no previous vear had
they shown as good results as tho.se for 1921, and sometimes
he feared that the shareholders were .so used to prosperity
that a feeling might be engendered causing them to forget
that the company had been through times of adversity. ITiey

had been, and were going through, times of such difticult>

of late that he could not tielp feelmg the time might not lii_

distant when the strong confidence of the shareholders wuuld
again be ijeeded to help them tide over one or more years
during which it might not be possible to produce those
splendid results to which they had now become accustomed,
and which therefore, to some extent, they expected. It

would have been plea.sant for him to have referred only to

those things that plea.sed, but at these meetings they had
always endeavoured to give the shareholders such information
as they could, and where it had been in any way possible to
foreca.st results they had endeavoured to do so. They might
remember that la.st year they started with 50 per cent, more
work in hand in money value, or 30 per cent, more in horse-
power, than at the beginning of 1920. This year they started
with, roughly. 60 per cent. le.ss work in hand, calculated in

horse-power, which would be still worse in money value, than
they had at the beginning of 1921. Further, the work in
hand woulil not carry with it the same ratio of profit which'
they looked forward to last year. Tin- ditticiilties due to that
.shortage of work, magnified, as they were, by strikes and
lock-out troubles, could not be overlooked. Last year he gave
the opinion that the next few years would test the capacity
of captains of industry. Some of theui hoped that adversity^
would bring the different interests in the ranks of industry!

much closer together, but they all knew that that was a state'

of affairs to be wLshed and worked for rather than one accom-
plished. It appeared to him that the more active minorities^
whose business or avowed intention it was to work trouble-
between the different members of the various British Indus-

d

trial teams were having their own way far too much, and he;
feared that industry would not prosper as they desired until i

its natural leaders were actually encouraged to lead. They
were, however, well aware that the Stock Exchange fra-

ternity were indicating in no uncertain way their belief in a
return to comparntivelv good times. There were signs of some
improvement in Ihe heavier industries, but he would be
agreeably surprised if the return to prosiierity was
sufficient to enable ordinary dividends of any appreciable
value to be continued, at any rate, for the next year. Those
extremely bad times could be made to have their uses, and
in a company such as theirs there was very much to do in

the way of staff work and co-ordination of effort in connec-
tion with other sections of the industry. The results of the
past year were the results of a carefully thought-out policyl

loyally carried out by their office and works staff. T'nless,

their plans had been laid long ago with the greatest prudence
thev might even during the nast yenr have found themselves
with a heavy loss instead of record profits. Mr. T. Rowe
sec'onded the motion, which was unanimonrfly agreed to after

a short discussion of a congratulatory character.

The accounts for 1921 show gross in-

Radio Corpora^ come from Transoceanic communicationa
tion of America. $2,138,626; gross sales, $1.4f)8,920: from

marine service. $553,298; total, $4,160,844.

Deducting general operating and administration expenses,
depreciation of plant and cost of sales. $3,762,231. the
balance was $398,613, making with other income, $426,800,
applied against amortisation of patents. The capital

consists of 3.955.974 shares of 7 per cent, preferred
stock of par vaFue of $5 per share, and 5.732.0(X) shares of

common stock of no par value, against which there is equity
of $12.0.39.607. or $2.11 per share for each share of common
stock. No dividend was paid during the year 1921 on either

the preferred or the common stock outstanding. The report

states that the current liabilities have been reduced by about
$930,000. and the current assets exceed current liabilities bv
nearly $4,000,(XK). During the year $3.000,(KIO was spent in

extending plant and equipment, investments in which now
total $12,702,086. Pieserves for depreciation and obsolescence
of plant and amorti.sation of patents amount to $2,318,135.^
Financial Timrs.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been specially allowed by the Committee under Rule 148a :

—
Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour.—131, .530 new ordinary

shares of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 918.471 to 1.0.50.0(X).

Pennsylvania Water and Power Co.—$245.(X)0 first mortgage
5 per cent, sinking fund gold bonds. 1940. Nos. 10.941 to
11.185 ($1,000).
Stewarts & Llovds.—8.070 deferred .shares of £1 each. fuUv

paid, Nos. 2.6.30.031 to £2,638.1(KI
.Application has been made to the Committee to allow the

following to be quoted offi-'ially :—Mersey Power Co.—
£300.000 7J per cent, mortgage debenture stock.

Direct United States Cable Co., Ltd.—The total income
during the year ended March. 1922. was £45.224 plus £4.265
brought forward. After providing for income tax. directors'
fees, and administration expenses, and paying a dividend of
4 per cent, for the year, £3,916 remains to be carried forward.
Practically the whole of the investments have been retained,
and these have appreciated in value considerably during the
year.

City of Buenos Aires Tramway Co. (1904). Ltd.—Divi-
dend of Is. 3cl. per .share (being at" the rate of 5 per cent. I)er

annum), less tax, for the quarter ended March 31st.
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Southern Brazil Electric Co., Ltd.—Meetings of the 6

jper cent, mortgage debenture holders, 8 per cent, ten-year-

note-holder.s and shareholders of this company were held last

week, in London, at Winchester House, E.O., to consider a

scheme of arrangement.
Mr. E. H. ToowL, the Chan-man, in moving the resolution

at the meeting of the noteholders, said that at the rate of

exchange now ruling they were only earning enough to meet

the interest on the issue of G per cent, debentures, and there

was nothing over to continue their redemption. The cur-

rency revenue was increasing satisfactorily, and the prospects

of a profitable expansion of the business were good. It only

required a rise in the value of the milreis to irnprove theu-

position, and, according to the general opinion of those con-

versant with Brazilian affairs, a rise could be confidently

expected in the future. The motion was carried unanimously.

The scheme was subsequently approved by the shareholders.

The meeting of the G per cent, mortgage debenture holders

was ajjounicil for 14 days as a quorum was not present.

Madras Klectric Tramway.s (1904), Ltd.—The gross

pi-drtt for ivyi is £:i4,tjHl. After debiting interest and London
office exiienses, making provision for the debenture stock

sinking fund, and transferring £10,000 to depreciation and

renewal account, there remains ±'9,744, plus £o,oo<i brought

forward. The preference tlividend for tbe year, less income

tax, absorbs ±'G,0(X>, 5 i>er cent, free of tax is to be paid on

the ordinary shares, and i;0,43G is to l>e carried forward. The
traffic receipts and running expen.ses in rupees show dei>reases

of 15. -5 per cent, -and 10.5 per cent. resi)ectively on 19'20. The
results for the past year were prejudicialiy affected by a,

strike which continued from January 10th to February '2Gth,

and by the general depression which prevailed in India.

During the strike a service of motor-'buses was inaugurated

and is still competing with the tramway.

North of Scotland Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—
The report fur I'Jiil, to which w'e made brief reference in our

issue of April 'ilst, shows that the connections in Montrose
have increased from 1,743 k\\ to 1,849 kW. in Brechin from
92.S k\V to 934 kW, and in Inverness from 2,346 kW to 2,513

k\V, making a total of 5,29G kW connected in the three towns.

The capital has been increased by the issue of 25,000 £1 cumu-
lative 111 per cent, preference shares, which have all been
.^ub.scribed for. The issue has enabled the directors to reduce

the amount outstanding on loan account by iE25,000. After

providmg for interest on debentures and loans, amounting to

±'2,724, and making provision for income tax, amounting to

£92", there remains £7,777, plus ±634 brought forward. At
the meeting held on April 26th it was resolved to pay a 10 per

cent, dividend on preference shares, and a li per cent, divi-

dend (being the maximum dividend allowed rmder the Tem-
|)orary Increase of Charges Act) on the ordinary .shares. ±'4, .500

is placed to renewal reserve account, and £786 carried forward.

Arbroath Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—In the re-

port for 1921, which was adopted at the annual meeting held

last Friday, the directors stated that they proposed shortly to

offer to the public part of the new shares created in 1920 in

order to provide for an extension of plant. A dividend of 8
jier cent., less tax, on ordinary shares for the year, and an
additional dividend of 1 per cent., less tax, on preference
shares, making 6 per cent, for the year, were declared. The
report showed profits amounting to £3,935, plus £1,080 brought
in, less interest charges, and 5 per cent, preference dividend
paid (£991). £1,000 is placed to reserve and renewals fund
(making it £11,000), and, after payment of ordinary ajid addi-

tional preference dividends, £1,679 remains to be carried for-

ward. The business is developing healthily. The number of

consumers has largely increased, and large sums have been
.spent on new mains.

The A. E.G. in Danzig.—The A.F,.G. Electricity Co. of

Danzig, which lias a share capital of 300,000 marks, reports
net profits of 72.970 marks for 1921, as compared with
92.081 marks in 1920. The dividend is at the rate of 20 per
cent., as in 1920. The outstanding debts amoujnted to
10,370,000 marks at the end of the year (15,140,000 marks in

192(J), while the creditor account reached 8,870,000 marks
(28,840,(.k:iO marks).

Gateshead and District Tramways Co.—Total revenue for

1921, £141.803. After deducting all expenses, including £3,000
provision for renewals, the balance is £43,818, plus £2.018
brought forward. There is put to sinking fund for redemption
of mortgages ±3,173 ; 6 per cent, is paid on the 6 per cent,
preference shares and 5 per cent, on the 5 per cent, preference,
also 10 per cent, on the ordinary, leaving £22,407 to carry
forward. Capital expended during the year, £49,416.

Dawlish Electric Light Co.—At the annual meeting on
April 7th. Mr. P. G. Avant. the chairman, announced a bal-

ance of ±'.S'24 on the year's working. The directors advised
the distribution of a dividend of 5 per cent. The Chairman
said that only±7,00nof the £10.000 capital had been taken up;
the balance was needed to improve the company's position.

Mexborough and Swinton Tramways Co., Ltd.—The
directors announce a dividend of 2J per cent., free of tax.
£2.(100 is ))ut to reserve and renewals account ; £245 is written
off furniture, fittings, olant, .tc. ; £-500 is put aside for income
tax; and ±246 carried forward.

Craigpark Electric Cable Co., Ltd.—For the year ended
March, i9'22, there was a net proht of £12,054 (after providing
for Corporation Tax), plus £2,160 urought forward. It is pro-
posed to put ±'2,000 to depreciation of buildings and ma-
chinery, and £2,000 to reserve ; the preference dividend
of G per cent, for the year requires £2,850 ; a dividend of

I'ij per cent, is to be paid on the ordinary shares (±4,687),
leaving ±2.676 (subject to directors' fees) to carry forward.
Ttie coal strike compelled the company to shut down for six

weeks, and trade depression which foUow^ed resulted in short
time having to be worked for months thereafter. Meeting,
Glasgow, May 5th.

Great Northern Telegraph Co., Ltd., of Denmark.—For
the year 1921 the directors recommend the distrilnition of a
total dividend and bonus of 22 per cent., including the 5 per
cent, already paid, transferring £33,333 to the reserve and
renewal fund; £.55,.556 has been allotted to the iiension fund.
It is further projwsed to set aside ±'2'22,'2'i2 for extraordinar\'
taxes, and to carry forward ±302,679 to 1922. The general
meeting will be held at Copenhagen on .Tune 30th.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The net
revenue for 19'.il was ±21(i,y7"7. again.st £'il3.334 for 19'20. The
tot;il dividend on the ordinary shares is 10 per cent., with a
bonus of 1 iier cent.

English Electric Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 5 per cent.,
less t;ix, on the ordinary shares for 1921 is reconunended.

Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd Dividend 11 per cent., sub-
ject to tax, on the i.rdinary .shares.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TuESD.w Evening.

The Stock Exchange is used to taking its Budgets and its

pleasures with equal philosophy. Consensus of House opinion
declared that Sir Robert Home's concessions were no more,
though considerably less, than might have been expected.
They are read by the investment markets much in the
same way as anything else is which assists in the direction of
lower taxation. They are obvious links in the chain of the
Government's determination to reduce money rates in order
to cheapen the costs of living, and, if possible, to stimulate
trade.

Upon the securities, the dividend on which is paid free-

of-tax, the income tax proposals had little, if any, direct in-
fluence. Certainly the cable group is no weaker, although
some of the stockholders in the Eastern circle of companies
were rendered a little uneasy in advaiice of the announce-
ment. To work out the actual difference, a yield of 5 per
cent, on the money with tax at 6s. in the pound is equivalent
to £7 •2s. 6d. gross, while with a 5s. tax, the return is equal
to .£6 13s. 4d. per cent. The latter, which can be obtained
from the Eastern stock.s—Globes, Western, Eastern Exten-
sion and Eastern—is high enough to attract investment
money at a time when banks pay only 2 per cent, on deposit.
The spectacular market amongst electrical issues is that

for the various Marconi shares. Radio ordiaary, the old
American Marconis, suddenly jumped from 16s. to 26s. ; the
preferred moved more quietly, from 14s. to 16s. 6d. Both
reacted from the best. American buyers have been in the
field, on the idea that the recent wireless conference in the
States has eliminated competition, and opened the way to
vigorous new developments. Marconi, parerjt. shares went
over 50s. before giving way to 2 7/16 as the inevitable profit-

takers came into the market. Canadian Marconis went up
to r2s., and held most of their advance. The rise in Radios
does not let out at a profit most of the British holders of
American Marconis, but the market has been so dead, for a
couple of years past, that the present flutter of excitement
is extremely welcome.

Last week's remark.able series of rises in Mexican and
other foreign utility-traction descriptions has been well main-
tained. It dislodged but little stock, holders of Mexicans
preferring to await the next turn in tlie financial wheel re-

volving at Washington. Mexican Light & Power issues are
higher. Visitors from Vancouver, staying in London on semi-
official business, have spoken cheerfully on the subject of

the British Columbia Electric Railway, and the demand for

the stocks is not surprising. Anglo-Argentine Tramways first

preference are being exchanged by some people for the same
company's Seconds, upon which there are heavier arrears

of back dividends to come. Canadian Electric bonds are

better, would-be buyers insisting that prices should be marked-
up when bids fail to produce any supply of stock.

In the electric supply shares. City Lights are better at

3Ss. 9d.. St. James's ro.se to 8|, and Westminsters to 7J. Met-
ropohtan preference are harder at 3J. but the County of Lon-
don ordinary at 25s. are a trifle easier. The manufacturing
group shows a good deal of strength, the feature being a

rise of Vs. in Crompton ordinary, which has taken the price

to •22s. Edison debenture at 63 is a point to the good, and
Electric Constructions hardened to 2os. Last week's ri.se of

6s. in English Electrics has served to bring in a few sellers,

and the price has gone back to 13s. 9d. General Electric

ordinary are lower at 23s. 3d., hut the preference at '228. 3d.
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are decidedly better. India Rubber shares advanced to 15s.,

and British Aluminiums hold their rise of the previous week.
The railway market is generally better. L^nderground In-

come bonds advanced to 785 ; Metropolitans and Di.stricts are

both 10s. higher. Underground £10 shares at 2i are 4 up,

though the "A " shares at 6s. 6d. have given way a trifle.

The speculation which sprang up a few weeks ago in the

Contingent Certificates of the company has died down, and
the price of these is now about sixpence. London Electric

Railway shares are better at 4. East Londons have gone
back a trifle, owing to a diminution of interest in the stocks.

Dealings are expected to begin in River Plate Electricity

new shares during the course of this week, and the market
will probably open on the basis of 'iOs. to 22s. Other new is-

sues are maintaining their prices, and the hblders decline to

.sell their .stock (except in those cases where there are stale

stags about), owing to the difficulty of replacing good in-

vestments with others at prices that yield respectable rates.

Whitehall Electric debenture is now fully-paid, and stands

at 87-1—a discount of i per cent.; the preference .shares iit

18s. 6d. are Is. 6d. discount.

There is nothing much doing in the Rubber market, al-

though trade in the produce is said to be reviving with Ger-

many. The armament shares are better, an abrupt rise m
Vickers drawing attention to the group as a whole. The iron

and steel market remains dullish, under the influence of the

engineering lock-out. This, together with the situation which

has developed at Genoa and various other disturbing factors

abroad, are neutralising in the Stock Exchange markets any
favourable effect which might otherwise have been produced

by reduced taxation announced in the Budget.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES,

HoHi Eleotbioitt Ooupamies,

Dividend. Price
y ' * - ^ Mav 9, Rise or
1930. 1991, 1929. fall

Brompton Ordinary 19 19
'

Charing Cross Ordinary .... 8 9 6i —
do. do. do. 4iPret. .. 4J 4J 8|

Chelsea 6 8 54 —
City of London U 14 Its + I's

do. do. 8 per cent. PreJ. . . 6 8 31/- —
County of London 8 8 li — ^s

do. do. 6per cent. Pref... 8 6 1 —
Kensington Ordinary 9 10 6g —
London Electric 9J 4 l}i —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 4| —
Metropolitan 7 7 6i —

do. 4Jper cent. Pref... 4(4} 8| +i
8t. James' and Pall Mall .. ..19 13 »k +i
South London 7 7 81 —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 U —
Westminster Ordinary 10 10 Ik + i

TsLSaKAPHS MS TlLBrBOHKB.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 8 105 +1
do. Det -.. li 84/5 33 + i

Chile Telephone 8 8 6i + }

Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 8* — i

Eastern Extension 10 10 193 +i
Eastern Tel. Ord .. 10 10 191* —1
alobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 Wi —

do. do. Pref 6 8 Hi —
Great Northern Tel 98 31 81 — i

Indo-European 10 10 40i +2i
Marconi 96 16 2^. -I- ,'„

Oriental Telephone Ord 19 IS 9

J

—
United R. Plate Tel B 8 7g +J
West India and Panama .. .. NH Nil 6;- —
Western Telegraph 10 10 198 —

Horn RAn.8,

Central London Ord. Assented ..4 4 66 —
Metropolitan li H 41

J

+ i

do. District Nil 1 84* 4 *

Dndergronnd Electric Ordinary .. Nil Nil aj -f J
do. do. "A".. .. NU Nil 6/S -6d.
do, do. Income.. ..9 4 78i -i-l

FoBEioN Trams, Ao,

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref. .. 6i 19i 8i —
do. do. 2nd Pref. . . Nil 6J 4 —
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. 6 6 64^ +1

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 49 — li
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce... 6 6 ni —

do. do. Preferred .. B 93/- VSJ —
do. do. Deferred .. 8 194/- 764 —I
do. do. Deb. .. 4J 4J 78 -H

Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 704 —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 86$ -H

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 98$ 4 2

do, Pref Nil Nil 64 +34
do. Ist Bonds .. .. NU 6 74i

—

MAHCTAOTnania Oohpakibb
Babcock & Wilcox 16 16 8 —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 H' —
British Insulated Ord, .. .. 16 16 1^^ — A
Callenders 16 16 9 —

64 Pref 6i «i li —
CromptonOrd 10 10 99/- -f7/-

Edison-Swan .10 — 6/. —
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, ..6 6 83 41

Electric Construction 10 10 H +^l^
BngUsh Electric 8 B 18 9 —4

do. Pref 6 8 i
—

Gen. Bleo. Pref 8i 6i 99 3 41/6
do. Ord 10 10 91/3 —1/-

Benley 16 16 24 —
do. 41 Pref 4i 4i 4^ —

India-Rubber in —
j + ^\

Met.-Vlokerg Pref 8 s 9i —
Siemene Ord 10 lu 97/6 —
Telegraph Oo 90 90 9S2 4 i

* DlTldenda psld tree of Inoome Tax,

_ £8

8 9 9
6 16 7
6

6 16 6
7 116
4 16 6

7 U 9
6 17 6
6 18 4

7 14 10
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THE ELECTRO-METALS 5TEEL FURNACE,

Lv common with all other practical applications of electri-

city, the electric furnace has been developed to a i-emarkable

degree during the past ten years. The possibilities of the
electric furnacje were first seriously considered by Sweden, a
country which, while possessing large iron-ore deposits,

had insufficient coal for their treatment, but which was en-
dowed with a means of generating electricity cheaply—its

e.xtensive water-power. One of the first Swedish furnaces,

the " Jern-Kontoret," was described in the Electrical Ee-
viBW of July 12th, 1912, and we give below some details of

a modern furnace made by Electro-Metals, Ltd., which em-

FiG. 1.

—

Ornerai, .Arrangement or .S-ton Furnace.

bodies most of the principles of the Swedish prototype, but
including developments which have taken place mainly in

Great Britain.

This furnace is of the conducting hearth type, and operates
on two-phase, low-pressure alternating current, obtained
either from a transformed h.p. two-phase supply, or, by way
of Scott-connected transformers, from a three-phase supply.
The magnetic field .set up by the combination of the two
arcs, provided between carbon electrodes and the hearth,
imparts a circulation to the charge ensuring uniform heating,
which is of special advantage in the melting of sjiecial alloy
.steels, owing to the different densities of the materials
employed. To make the sy.stem a succe.ss it is im-
portant that not only should the furnace itself be cor-
rectly proportioned and strongly constructed, but also that
the best possible control of electrodes and tilting methods
should be provided.

The hearth of the Electro-Metals furnace is elliptical in
plan, the axes of the ellipse at the surface of the bath being
so proportioned that the radiation from the two arcs gives
equal temperatures all round the periphery, resulting in even
melting. The furnace bodies are of heavy steel plate with
longitudinal and transverse bracing, and the refractories are
designed with a view to both strength and small radiation
losses. .\s the regulation of the load is effected by the raising
or lowering of the electrodes, the control gear has to be*

designed to ensure accuracy and ease of adjustment. The
weight of the electrode, with its contact clamp, copper leads,
and .supporting carriage, is considerable ; accordingly, in order
to minimise the power required for hoisting, a counterweight
is introduced which travels in the opposite direction to the
electrode. This counterweight is adjustable so tiiat (the
weights of varying lengths of electrode are compensated, and
the total counterweight is so arranged as to require .slightly
less power to raise than to lower the electrode. This en-
sures rapid reduction of overload and gradual motion when
moving the electrode down to make contact with the charge.
In furnaces of less than three tons capacity the electrode op-
eration is done by hand ; in the larger sizes motors, operated
by automatic control gear, are employed. In the latter
case auxiliary hand control is also provided in case of the-
failure of the motorg for any reason. Two ammeters are
mounted at the back of every furnace to enable aa operator

to regulate the hand controls. Every electrode carriage is

suspended from two steel ropes, so that in the event of a
rope breaking the electrode is not dropped into the charge.
The half-ton and one-ton furnaces are tilted by hand. Bevel
and worm gears, operated by a large hand-wheel, actuate a
pinion which engages with a gear segment at the opposite
side of the furnace, giving a forward tilt of 30 deg., and 3.

backward tilt of 5 deg., from the vertical. These small fm--

naces rest on ball-bearing rollers, and as the load is balanced
a very small effort is required to tilt them. The larger
.sizes have motor-driven tilting gears, situated behind and be-
low the furnace. The motor is operated by means of a tram-
way-type reversing controller arranged for dynamic braking
when the motor supply is d.c; a.c. motors are fitted with
solenoid-operated brakes. An enclosed chain drive trans-
mits the power to the tilting gear, which is mounted on
trunnions to enable it to follow the angle of tilt, this sleeve
being cut as an internal worm. By its rotation the long
duplex helical rack is moved outwards or inwards. This
rack, being connected to the furnace body by a special swivel-
ling cross-head, pushes the furnace over, or draws it back
to its normal position. Pig. 1 is a side elevation of a 3-ton
furnace, showing the electrode and tilting gears. The elec-

trode holders are designed to obviate water cooling. The
copper contact strips round the electrode are pressed against
its surface by means of a chain link belt. Ample contact
area is allowed and the grip is made by means of a steel

screw with swivel nuts. The chain belts are fastened at
the back to a bronze casting, in order to break the magnetic
circuit around the electrode, the casting in turn being se-

cured to the electrode carriage. Surrounding the electrodes
at the roof openings are combined water coolers and elec-

trode economisers. the construction of which is shown in fig.

'i. The bronze water cooler rests on the brick roof, and
serves to protect it at the point at which it is subjected to
the greatest heat. The economiser consists of four sealing
rings, each composed of three hollow cast-iron segments.
These rings are .so shaped that they tend to slide one over
the other, making contact with the electrode and preventing
smoke and flame issuing from the electrode openings. As
a result the portion of the electrode above the roof is kept cool
and does not burn away, and the electrode does not taper.
The external electrical equipment plays an important part

in these furnaces. Furnaces of three tons capacity or
over have two totally-enclosed motors for the operation of
the electrodes, these motors being automatically controlled.
Where direct current is not available, a small motor-gene
rator set is necessary as up to the present no really satis-

factory system of automatic control has been devised for
a.c. electrode motors. The switchgear for the control of the
h.p. supply to the transformers is usually enclosed in a
sheet-steel cubicle, and consists of a knife-pattern isolating

switch interlocked with a main oil-break switch, suitably
protected by an overload relay and trip gear. Furnaces of

FiG. 2.—Combined Water-Cooler and Electrode Economiser.

more than 10 cwt. capacity are arranged with a choice of

two or more secondary voltages and a selector switch is pro-

vided. The transformers themselves are oil-immersed; the
larger sizes are water-cooled. The secondary windings are

brought out in the form of heavy copper bars, interleaved to

reduce induction losses.

Electro-Metals furnaces of three tons capacity and upwards
are equipped with the " Watford " system of automatic con-

trol for the electrode operating motors. The control gear

is mounted in totally-enclosed, cast-iron pillars, one for each
electrode, with protected glass doors. The automatic control

is governed by the current from the secondary winding of a

.series transformer mounted around the low-pressure leads

to the electrode. Small variations in the current are dealt

with by the current regulator which imparts a series of small

impulses to the electrode motor. When a considerable varia-

tion in the load occurs, however, a superimposed voltage col}-^

trol is automatically brought into operation, giving a continu-

ous motion to the electrode motor which results in a rapid
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restoration to normal load. Auxili.iry contacts on the regu-
lators cause dynamic braking of tho motor armature as soon
as the power supply to the motor ceases. A drum-type con-
troller for hand operation is also fitted. Limit switches are
provided to prevent the over-travel of the electrodes, and a
further feature provides for the automatic raising of thi-

lining, is collected by means of a mild steel casting, pla ^
Ijelow the hearth and continued up behind the l)ack wall af
the furnace, passing out through the back, plate at a point
above the level of the liquid charge. Fig. 3 is a cross-section

I «.— (33 »~-~^ ^y:-.—^ ».--,-^[3 G._»,-B

Fio. 3.—Cross-Section of He.^rth, Sho« ixg M.\tekials Used
IN CONSTRUCTIO.N. Fig, 4.—.\x Installed U-to.n Fcrxacr.

electrodes clear of the charge, in the event of the main oil

switch Ijeing tripped on an overload, preventing the pos-

sibility of closing the main switch on a load.

The hearth current, after passing through the conductive

through a typical furnace, and the materials used in coa-
structiou are indicated. .

Fig. 4 is an illustration of a IJ-ton Electro-Metals furnsKt^

installed at the works of Messrs. Sutherland, Ijtd., Belfast.

THE SWISS FRANC AND GERMAN MARK.

A DEPBESSI^'G account of Swiss economic conditions is pre-

sented in the report which has recently been issued by the
Department of Overseas Trade (Is. 9d.), from the pen of H.M.
Commercial Secretary, at Berne (Mr. J. Picton Bagge).

It depicts the situation up to December last and, unfortu-
nately, little improvement has since taken place. Then every
branch of industry was suffering. Over 'iO per cent, of the
factory hands were entirely without employment, whilst a

further 13 per cent, were only partially employed. Taxation
and high cost of living are credited with part responsibility.

Industrialists contend that farmers are un'flidy favoiu'ed, while
the latter plead that without tariff protection they would be
lost. The Governrueut's task of holding the balance ba-
tween the two parties is made more difficult by the deficits

in the Federal Budgets.
The state of the machine industry is

Machine portrayed by the state of unemployment.
Industry. At the beginning of lO'iO there were 53,575

Workmen employed by the 178 firms
forming the Union of Swiss Machine Manufacturers. On
the -ilst of November, 19-21, 13,000 of these hajd been dis-

missed. Of the remaining 40,000. only about 18,000 are
fully employed, whilst the remainder are working reduced
hours to the extent of 30 to 50 per cent. In consequence of

the high rate of exchange of the Swiss franc, exports are
greatly reduced, whilst French locomotive orders have ceased
owing to the need of keeping French works occupied. Swit-
zerland's severest competitor, namely. Germany, is able to
undersell Swiss manufacturers by 70 per cent., owing to the
high-internal purchasing power of the mark. .\t the pe-
sent moment, says the report, the German manufacturer
can buy his raw material for one-third and even less of the
price paid by Swiss manufacturers in the world's markets,
whilst his wage bill is about one-tenth of that of the Swiss
producer.
Swiss machine industries are dependent on the welfare

of other countries, for the home market can only consume
about '25 per cent, of the production. .\ stabilisation of the
German rate of exchange would materially contribute to a
revival.

Trade depression has had its usual effect on labour, and
at the date of the report (December) there were no strikes or
lock-out-s.

With regard to wages, including bonus for the rise in the
cost of living, they were as follows at the beginning of the
year :

—
Fr. per hour.

For skilled workmen 1.90
For workmen's assistants 1.58
.\verage for adult workman 1.76

(1914 r,5.8 centimes).

Since then the cost of living boims has been reduced by
half, making a reduction of 8 per cent, in the wage bill, in-

cluding bonus. \ further reduction may be expected in
the near future, by which it is hoped to bring the cost of
production down to a sterling basis competition level. Qom-

petition with France will scarcely be possible until the ex-

change on France rises to fr. 50.

A possibility to be faced is the transfer of Swiss Industrie^
t-o neighbouring countries under the pressure of present coj
ditions. Should the factories be transferred to other countrk
a number of the better workmen would also emigrate. &
far no appreciable movement has been made in this direC'

tion, but it is impossible to foretell what the future mx}
bring.

The balance sheets of many machine and metallurgical firm.

show the gravity of the present position. The fall in th'

cost of living, with consequent reduction in wages, maj
however, enable the Swiss manufacturer to compete ono
more. In this he will also be favoured by the great decreas
in the price of coal, of which, owing to stocks on hand, b
has not yet been able to avail himself.

The following table shows the most important imports c

machinery during the first nine months of the year M21
compared to the same period of 1920 (the latest figures avai
able) :

—
Imports (in tons).

Parts of machinery ...

Steam boilers

Spinning machines ...

Weaving looms
Knitting machines ...

Embroidery machines
Sewing machines
.Agricultural machines
Dynamo-electric machines
Machine for the manufacture of paper 1,258
Machine too'ls

Machines for the preparation of

food-stuffs 738

It will be .seen that the only increase in machinery in

])orts relates to dynamo-electric machines and to machinei
for the manufacture of paper, the figures being respective!

418 tons (292 tons), and 1,258 tons (817 tons). No less tha

32.9 tons of the former article was imported from Gerinar
(2,52 tons in 1920). 49 tons from France (10 tons). 18 tor

from Norway (nil), six t-ons from the United States (12 tfflis

and three tons from Great Britain (two tons). Germany w;

also the principal supplier of machinery for the paper-makir
industry and furnished 1.224 tons out of a total of 1.2.58 ton

The electrification of the Federal Kai

I:lectro=Technical ways has given good employment to th

Industry. industry, but the general difficulties

to-day have had their effect on the expo
trade, for which the factories mostly work. Some of tl

large factories export) as much as 80 ]vr cent, to 'M per cen

of their production. Foreign competition has been much ff

in both the home and foreign markets, and so severe did

become as regarded accumulators, cables, incandescent lami

1921
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aud lamp stands that the import of these articles has been
restricted.

The high cost of production is another factor that mili-
tate-s against successful Swiss competition. The reasons
given for this high cost of production, apart from high wages
necessitated by the high cost of living, are the reduction of

weekly hours of work to 48 and a decrease in the desire to work.
It is felt that this can only be overcome by the establishment
of closer and better relations between employers and em
ployed.

Swiss manufacturers express the hope that, provided they
can effect reasonable reductions in the cost of production
the high quality of their goods will enable the industry to
maintain its markets.
As regards exports, dynamos and electric motors occupy

the principal place, and. an increase is recorded a« com-
pared with 1920. The respective figures are :—1921, 5,3.59

ti.ns (fr.:32.4r,7,(XKi) ; 1920, 5,04(J tons (fr.30,939,000). France
was the chief client with 1,264 tons. Other importers were Bel-
gium (7(KI). Spain (G18), Norwav (538), Great Britain (3GU),

Holland (327), Dutch East Indies (257), Japan (178K China
(105). The loss of the Eu.s.sian market is much felt in this
itom.
The exprirt of electric meters was considerable and amounted

to 357 tons (fr. 7.433,000). Great Britain and Belgium each im-
ported 71 tons, whilst France (63), Italy (43), and Czecho-
slovakia (33) were also buyers. Other markets were Australia,
Japan, Brazil, Chile, and Holland.
The exiwrt of telephone instruments, cables. &c., was very

small, for the factories work principally for the home market.

Incandescent lamps found a good market in Italy (04 t<ms).

The total export was 106 tons, valued at 3,247,000 francs.
The construction of electric locomotives has made much

progress, and very powerful machines have been built to the
order of the Federal Railways. Three locomotives were ex-
ported to Peru.

With the exception of locomotives
Machinery (1,081 tons as against 695 tons), spinning
Exports. machinery (1,838 as against 1,.542), knit-

ting machinery (411 tons as against 391
tons), dynamo-electric machinery [as shown above), and
hydi-aulic machines and pumps (4,301 tons as against 2,4-17

tons), exports belonging to this category of goods have de-

clined con.siderably. It may be of interest to note that out
of the 37 locomotives exported by Switzerland, 11 were pur-
chased by Austria, 10 by Spain, 5 were shipped to East Africa,
and 9 to the Dutch Indies. Only three electric locomotives
were exported (as against one in 1920), all of them being
shipped to Peru.
The principal purclia.'ers of hydraulic machines and punijis

were Spain (1,097 tons—3S2 tons), Japan (T0li5 tons—231
tons), France (7(17 tons—832 ton.s), and Great Britain (271

tons—1-56 tons).

Striking decreases are ob.served with regard to ex-
ports of machine tools (2,007 tons—6.5.37 tons), machine tools

for the preparation of foodstuffs (2.140 tons—3.599 tons), gas
and petroleum engines (3,948 ton.s—6,088 ton.s), steam lioilers

(1,74-4 tons—2,324 tons), embroidery machines (1,0.39 tons

—

3,212 tons), agricultural machines (248 tons—401 tons), and
printing machines (304 tons—492 tons).

ARGENTINA AS A MARKET FOR ELECTRICAL MATERIAL.

In a report to the Department of Trade and Commerce at

Ottawa, dated January i7th last, Mr. B. S. Webb, the Cana-
dian Trade Commissioner at Buenos Aires, gives a good deal

of useful information with regard to the market in Ai-gentina
for electrical material. During the year 1920, imports were
worth approximately $4,700,000, reckoned according to

officially assigned values at 1906 prices, or more than double
that amount at existing prices. German manufacturers for-

merly supplied Argentina with one-half of her requirements
in electrical material, one-third of the trade going to the
United Kingdom, and about 5 per cent, to the United States
and Italy respectively. During the war an increasingly large
share of the trade was secured by United States manufac-
turers until the year 1917, w'hen half of the goods imported
were of American manufacture, the United States thus re-

placing Germany rather than England or Italy in the Argen-
tine market. Since 1917 no detailed statrstics have been avail-

able regarding the origin of imiwrts, though it is well known
that the hold of the United States on the market has been con-
siderably relaxed.

The AJgentine market for electrical material is a highly com-
petitive one, foreign manufacturers evidently using it as an
outlet for surplus production. That electrical material is sold

in Argentina, if not at cost, at least on a very small margin
of profit, is apparent from the following examples of close

c.i.f. Buenos Aires prices : a porcelain two-pin surface recep-

tacle, with plug, at 8/10 cents Canadian ; a flush wall
receptacle at 42/60 cents; a Bergmann surface switch at
8 cents; a H-H type switch at 21 cents; a flush wall switch at

34/64 cents. Although there are a few cases in which manu-
facturers ship to their representatives on consignment (and
this mostly applies to incandescent lamps), business in elec-

trical material is usually carried on through manufacturers'
representatives who call on importers, book orders for goods
to be shipped direct to the importer and paid for on the terms
which his credit rating entitles him to receive, ranging from
cash against documents to delivery of documents against
acceptation of drafts of from thirty to ninety days' sight.

In addition to the manufacturers doing business through local

agents, the lar^e electrical combinations known as the General
Electric Co. (U.S.A.), the Western Electric Co., the English
Electric and Siemens Co., and the General Electric Co., Ltd.
(London), operate branches in Argentina, carrying stocks
from which the wholesale and retail trades and consumers are
supplied; the Metropolitan-Vickers Co., Ltd., is reported to
be about to begin operations. It is estimated that there are
some 2.01X1 dealers in electrical material in business in Buenos
Aires, Rosario, Cordoba and Bahia Blanca, of which number
115 possess a credit rating entitling them to be considered as
importers.
Ten years ago the trade demanded German types of acces-

sories, but during the war. German electrical material being
unobtainable, dealers were obliged to stock American goods,
with the result that the consumer, through force of circum-
stances, has now become accustomed to comparatively high-
grade acces.sories of American and English manufacture. In
all new buildings wiring is carried in buried steel conduits.
and flush wall receptacles and flush switches are used in place
of the old surface types. Certain well-known American types
of fittings are now considered as standard types, and it is a
significant fact that, while German fittings are again being

offered in large quantities and at very low prices, the types
oti'ered are better than those supplied before the war, and in

some cases are almost exact replicas of American types; the
German quality, however, is below pre-war standards. Eng-
lish electrical material is considered good, but not the best,

the designs being too heavy and prices too high.
Wire and cables are imported into Argentina during a

normal year to the extent of 8,000 tons. This commodity is

divided for Customs purposes into three classes: transmission
cables for public works, duty free ; insulated wire and cable
five millimetres diameter and over, 7 per cent. ; insulated wire
and flexible cord of a diameter less than five millimetres,
32 per cent. Among British ' concerns supplying are the
British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., and W. T.

Henley's Telegraph Works, Co., Ltd. There is not much
sale for lead-covered wires.

Electric motors are used for power purposes to the almost
complete exclusion of steam and other power. Most of the
motors imported are for use in connection with repair shops,

printing works, clothes-making and similar establishments;
the majority used being therefore of small sizes, ranging from
i to 30 h.p. Motors are also required for raising water to

roof cisterns on all buildings 70 ft. or more in height, the
pressure of the mains not being sufficient to raise water to a
higher level ; centrifugal pumps with a lift of 60 metres, direct-

coupled to high-speed motors of from 1 h.p. to 5 h.p., are

used for this purpose. Motors wound for direct current are

imported in sizes up to but not including 3 h.p.. and may be
for 220 volts; 3 h.p. and over must be for 440 volts. Motors
wound for alternating current must all be for three-phase.

50 cycles at 225 volts. There has been an exceptionally brisk

demand for ^ to IJ kW, 32-volt farm lighting sets, and as

many as twenty English and United States manufacturers are

now competing for this trade. The most usual installation

consists of a 3-h.p. petrol motor du'ect connected to a li-kW
direct-current shunt-wound generator, switchboard usually

mounted on engine base, semi-automatic arrangement pre-

ferred. With the above set a battery of from 180 Ah to 280 Ah
is employed.
Imports of lighting fixtures have fallen off considerably

during recent years, and now amount to some 90 tons per

annum as compared with a pre-war average of 500 tons. Eng-
lish and American designs, being less ornamental than the

French types popular in Argentina, are not considered suit-

able for house lighting, but are used fairly extensively for

shop and office lighting.- ;\Iany of the English designs cannot
be made locally to advantage, and there will always be a

certain limited demand for these.

Electricity meters are now imported almost exclusively from
the United States, the type used being the motor type, such
old types as electrolytic meters having disappeared.

Incandescent lamps worth at present prices about a million

dollars are imported annually, being sold on a very small

margin of profit, with the keenest competition between manu-
facturers of the different producing countries. The lamp most
widely sold is the Phihps. made in Holland. A feature of this

market is the fact that tlie .several brands of lamps are exten-

sively advertised, and the consumer usually a.sks for a given

brand of lamp when purcha.sing. " One-watt " and " half-

watt " lamps in sizes under 100 candle-power are supplied in

proportions of 70 per cent;. an<J 30 per cent, respectively; over
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100 candle-power, half-watts only are used. A 100-watt lamp

is being sold from stock to-day, wholesale, at 76 Canadian

cents, this price including factory cost, freight, insurance.

Customs duties, landing charges, cost of exchange, and im-

porter's profit.

Nearly all the lamp sockets used are of the German keyless

type, brass and porcelain. Edison key sockets not being used

to any appreciable extent.

Large numbers of electrical appliances, such as disk heaters,

toasters, grills, radiator stoves and irons were formerly im-

ported from the United States, but owing to the exchange

situation the trade has been secured by the local industry.

Secondary batteries or accumulators were imported on a

comparatively small scale some years ago, but imports have

been increasing. Service stations have been established for

'Prestolite, Exide. and other makes of batteries, but a factor

militating against the sale locally of batteries is the fact that

most of the automobiles now being imported arrive equipped

with self-starter and batteries.

The demand for fans has fallen off considerably, annual im-

ports now averaging '2.000 per annum as compared with a

pre-war average of 12,000. Two-thirds of the quantities im-

ported are of Italian make, the balance being of .\merican

manufacture.

Before the war, Bergmann insulated brass-covered conduit

was used to a large extent, but later fell into disuse as the

^ize of buildings increa-sed. Steel tubing then replaced the

Bergmann to a large extent; there being two classes sold, the

light gauge European types and the heavy-gauge American
type, which are now sold in the following proportions : Berg--

inann 20 per cent., hght steel 50 per cent., and heavy steel'

30 per cent.

For street and public lighting arc lamps have been replaced^

to a large extent by gasfilled filament lamps, and the impor-'

tation of carbons has declined from a pre-war average of

(HW.fXX) kg. to 180.000 kg. during 1920.

There is only one hydro-electric generating plant in Argen-
tina; it is located near the city of Tucuman, to which point

elecliic energy is conveyed for public buildings and for dis-

tribution, but the system is not a very large one. The
various provincial lighting companies u.se high-pressure lines

for feeding the smaller towns along 'their systems, but
in general, the demand for large-size insulators for high-

pressure lines is not very large. Small reel insulators, lor

interior wiring, spiked bell insulators, and reel or bell insu-

lators for telegraph lines are imported on a very much larger

scale, and there is quite a good demand for round and oval

cleats.

PHANTOM TELEPHONE CIRCUITS AND COMBINED TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE CIRCUITS.

By J. Q. HILL.

(Abstract of paper read before the iNSTiTD'noN OF ELECTRICAL Engineers.)

The methods generally employed in the utilisation of telegraph

and telephone circuits to transmit two or more electrical

communications simultaneously without interference between
them, fall under two heads : The impedance or retardation

method and the O(iuipotential method. The impedance
method of simultaneous telegraph and telephone working
applied to single-wire working was introduced by P. Van
Rysselberghe, a Belgian, in 1882. Combined working is ren-

dered possible by the different impedance of inductance coils

and condensers, resiJectively, to high- and low-frequency cur-

rent.'i. The action depends upon the fundamental difference

of Morse signals and telephone speech currents. The mean
frequency of voice currents is taken for calculation purposes
as 800 periods per second. The duration of a Morse " dot

"

is taken as J/l"2th second. If an electrical condenser of suffi-

cient capacity is placed in series with a telephone receiver in

an ordinary telephone circuit, the attenuation of speech

currents is only just perceptible to the ear. The impedance to

very low-frequency cui'rents is, however, very high. If a

suitable inductive impedance is placed in the line lead of a
telegraph set the speed of telegraph signalling is reduced, but
it is stiU possible to signal at hand speed. The reduction in

the rate of rise of the telegraph signals reduces the normal
tendency of those signals to cause disturbance in the telephone
circuit, in view of the simple fact that the disturbing signals

vary in intensity in proportion to the rate of change of

voltage at the terminals of the condenser. The application of

these principles in the Van Rysselberghe system is shown in

fig. 1. RL is a high inductive impedance placed in the path
of the telegraph apparatus, and c is a condenser in the tele-

phone circuit, the two sets of apparatus being joined in par-

allel and connected to the line. In the illustration both ends
of the line are shown. Owing to the changes in the per-
meability of the iron cores and the effective resistances of

the telegraph apparatus with different current strengths, ex-

periment is preferable to calculation. A mathematical study
of the problem shows that the rate of rise in voltage is logar-

ithmic, and by arranging suitable values of the resi-stance and
inductance of the retardation coil, the capacity of the con-
denser, and the resistance of the non-inductive line, the rate
of rise of voltage may be advanced or retarded. Although
the more complex apparatus shown in fig. 1 causes modifica-
tion of the.se effects, experiment shows that relatively high
inductance in the retardation coil and condenser capacity give
good results. It is not possible, however, by the arrange-
ment of a condenser shunted by a long non-inductive line to
eliminate entirely the disturbing effect of Morse signals upon
the telephone circuit, due to the rate of change of voltage at
the condenser terminals. The retarding device RL. shown in
fig. 1. does not protect the superimposed telephone apparatus
in the same circuit from the disturbing influence of contiguous
uncomposited telegraph circuits. The remedy is to place re-
tarding devices in the circuits which cause the disturbance.

It is necessary to consider the effect of retarding devices
upon the rate of telegraph signalling in aerial circuits. In a
Morse-Wheatstone circuit a speed of 600 words per minute
could be obtained in the most favourable circumstances, but
it is preferred to work at a speed which can be maintained
under all conditions, and '300 words is frequently selected,
equivalent to signals of l/80th second duration. The voltage
rises to only about one-third of its maximum value in that
time, and it is therefore impossible to add a heavy retardation
in such 9 circuit', In practice, with the aroount of retarda^

tion necessary to reduce the noise in the telephone, and bear-

ing in mind the necessity for keeping the voltage of the
telegraph circuit as low as ixjssible for the same reason. 60
words per minute on an overhead line working duplex can
only be obtained under the most favourable conditions. The
Van Rysselberghe ej'stem is generally worked at hand speed.

'The introduction of a retarding device sometimes causes diffi-

culty in balancing telegraph duplex circuits, and it is found
in practice that if the windings of the retardation coil are
joined up so as to oppose each other, balancing is much
easier.

The ordinary ringing magneto-generator, with a low
jieriodicity of about 17 periods per second, is liable to inter-

fere with the telegraph apparatus. Some form of interrupter

or buzzer is therefore generally used on composited circuits.

The Western Electric Co. has developed a vibrating-bar
generator with a natural frequency of 140 periods per second,

which is used in conjunction with a bar tuned to the same
frequency and actuated by currents which pass through bob-
bins wound on pole pieces on each side of the reed.

In this system a relatively pix)r circuit, unsuited for long-

distance working, is usually obtained, but if the device is

installed on a high-grade copper conductor the sjjeaking range
may be considerably increased. Since Van Rysselberghe's
.sy.stem many other devices to give the same results have been
introduced, among which may be mentioned the " Phono-
jxjre " system of Air. C. L. l.angdon-Davies and the Turchi-
Brune system. The " Pullerphone " also occupies a promi-
nent place. One of the many variations of the Van Ryssel-
Ijerghe system (one end only) is shown in fig. 3. In this

a bridging coil is placed in .series with the receiver. This
apparatus suppresses noise by sacrificing efficiency.

Fig. 3 shows an arrangement for utilising the two nires
of a double-wire circuit to form two duplex circuits; this is

known as composited working. In this country the arrange-
ment is sometimes used to superpose telephone call wires
worked bv telegraph, upon junction circuits worked on the

common battery system (fig. 3). or, alternatively, one wire is

used as a telegraph call wu'e, and the other for automatic sig-

nalling on the junction circuit. Simplex and composited sets

have been used in this country for many years.

An example of the equipotential metho<i of superposing is

given in tig. 4. The relative transmission efficiency of side

and phantom circuits in aerial lines dejiends essentially upon
the arrangement of the wires on the poles. Tliis efficiency

is inversely proportional to the real part /3 of the complex
attenuation constant P+ja, and may be found by the follow-

ing formula :

—

^ + .i a = \' [(,R -f j « L") ((; + ./ u, r)]

Where /3 = real part of attenuation constant; (7.= wave-length
constant; R = effective resistance per unit length ; L=effective

inductance per unit length: G=effective leakance per unit

length; and c = effective capacity per unit length. TTie

transmission efficiency is also affected by the imjiedance of

the circuit. In the case of an electrically long Une. the quan-
tity z„ is usually known ,is the characteristic impedance: and

V Vg + j a c/

The minimum attenuation constant in unloaded cii'cuits is

theoretically attained when lg=cr. .Vs a general rule, the

transmission efficiency of a circuit is improved by separating

the wire* more widely, because the nomjal capacity of a oi^
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cuit, as compared with its inductance, is in excess from the

point of view of the capacity and inductance required to pro-

duce the minimum attenuation constant. But, unless the

circuit is perfectly balanced, the separation increases in-

ductive disturbance from sources outside the superposed four-

wire system. If the fom- conductors of a phantom-circuit

combination are arranged on the pole arms so as to fonn
a square as seen end on, the side circuits being the diagonals

of the square, it can be shown theoretically that the relative

values of capacity and inductance of .side and phantom cir-

cuits are such that the capacity of the phantom circuit is

more than twice that of the side circuit, and that the induct-

ance of the phantom circuit is somewhat less than half that

of the side circuit. It follows that the transmission efficiency

of the phantom circuit is a little less than that of the side

circuit. In the case of four wires arranged at equal hori-

zontal distances on the same pole arm, the two side circuits

being formed of adjacent wires from left to right in each case

Pig

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.—The Van Ri-SSELBEROHS System.
•2.—A Varution of the Van Rysselberghe System.

and crossed at equal intervals, it can be shown that the

inductance l of the phantom circuit is greater than one-half

of that of the side circuit, and that its capacity is less than

twice that of the side circuit. As a consequence, verified in

practice, the phantom circuit has a lower attenuation.

The relative transmission efficiency of side and phantom
circuits in unloaded underground circuits of the multiple

twin type in air-space cables follows the general rule. Owing,
however, to their closeness, the capacity is relatively much
larger and the inductance smaller than in aerial wu'es, with

a con.sequent lowering of efficiency. Experiment upon recent

cables shows that the capacity of a phantom circuit is approxi-

mately 50 per cent, in excess of that of the side circuit.

It is possible to carry the principle of " phantoming
"

further and to obtain a second circuit by combining two four-

wire cores and twisting them together in the same way as

the two side circuits are twisted in order to form an ordinary
phantom circuit.

The capacity of gutta-percha-insulated submarine cables is

easily calculated. Owing to their immersion, the four wires

of such cables are screened, and this simplifies the capacity

relations. As a consequence, a metallic-loaded phantom cir-

cuit has approximately the same efficiency as the side circuit.

The earthed phantom circuit, however, is materially les.s

efficient than the other two circuits owing to the increased
effective resistance.

It is possible, under favourable circuit conditions, to com-
bine the two arrangements shown in figs. 3 and 4. For this

«f fidutnf cAnufJi celt » tMns/eimu ifiitdingi

' Ffiit/ieoai e/Kult Mritng

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fid. 3.—Two Duplex Circuits ox a Double-wire Circuit.

Fifi. 4.

—

Loaded Side and Phantom Circuits.

purpose the telegraph .sets arranged as in fig. 3 may be added
to the ends of the two side circuits in fig. 4. In order to

secure a balanced arrangement, it would be necessary for all

the telegraph instruments to have the same impedance at the
same end of the line.

Transformers in phantom circuits have to meet special

requirement.s which make their design difficult, but the
Western Electric Co.'s " Typ« 4006 A " has been found very
.suitable.

When a phantom circuit is loaded, a .separate and extra coil

is usually required at every loading point, as shown in fig. 4.

The coil is so arranged that a current sent round each side-

circuit coil in an inductive direction pas.ses round the two
halves of the phantom-circuit coil in opposite directions. \

current flowing in the phantom-circuit coils in an inductive
direction passes through the side-circuit coils in a non-induc-
tive direction.

In practice, the relative efficiency of transmission of the
side and phantom circuits is also largely determined by com-
mercial considerations, such as the economic spacing of load-

ing coils. Owing to the indeterminate nature of the S're-

quencies entering into speech, it is necessary to experiment
to find the widest permissible spacing. The rule hitherto
obtaining in Great Britain is : c d l= ^, where c is the capa-
city of the cable circuit in microfarads per mile; d is the
distance in miles separating the coils; and L is the inductance
of the loading coils.

In order to balance a loaded phantom circuit, the potential

in the A and B wires (fig. 4) mnst be equal at all frequencies,
and, unless the impedances of these lines are equal at all points
equidistant from the sending end, the exceeding of the hmits of

overbalance will result in overhearing. In order to secure a
l^erfect balance, the resistance, capacity, inductance, and
leakance of the four wires must be theoretically equal. Re-
sistance and leakance can be controlled to a large extent in

manufacture, but si^ecial steps have to he taken with regard
to capacity. Each four-wire core in a cable is balanced in

short lengths, and the complete unit taken for independent
balancing is a loading-coil section, present practice favouring
lengths of l.G and J. 12-5 miles. Each loading coil section is

divided into lengths of 0.1 mile, and these are tested separ-
ately and combined with other .similar lengths to produce the
l)est results in the loading-coil .section. The capacity system
of a four-wire core may be represented by ten capacities be-
tween different wires, and between wires and earth, and it

can be shown that from six capacity mea.surements the neces-
.sary combinations to avoid overhearing and cross-talk can be
deduced (fig. .5). These measurements are made by means of

a double-bridge sfjecially designed for use on the road.
Apparatus is also designed for the rapid meaisurement of the

3il
'f^P T

C^pdcity rddtions in i pluntom <
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inductance of any coil must not vajry from the mean induct-

ance of each coil by more than 2 per cent. The loading coils

must be spaced at intervals which do not vary more than
'2 per cent, from the mean spacing distance. The limits ot

variation of capacity have not been fixed in this country, but

(jerman exi)eriments show that this should not be more than
•2 per cent, from the mean inductance per section, and that

the electrostatic capacity per section should not vary more
than li per cent.

In conclusion, the author states that the ultimate object is

to find that combination which for a given number of years

will give the required overall efficiency at the most econo-

mical cost. In an appendix some particulars of electrical

fillers are given. The methods of determinmg the relevant

quantities and calculating transmission properties are dealt

with.

Discussion in London.
Sib Andeew Ocilvie, in opening the discussion, spoke of the

historical and commercial aspects of phantom cu'cuit systems.

The Vau Eysselberghe system did not lend itself to ordinary

exchange systems, and it had only a limited application to

long-distance work; its best field was in railway signalling

and for using small telegraph offices for telephony. As the
telephone and telegraph wrvices in this country had been
instituted by separate authorities the Van Kysselberghe
system had not been used to a great extent, although in

America this and similar systems had been used for news-
paper and business offices. Composited telegraph circuits

superposed on telephone trunk fines had enabled a good deal

of telegraphing to be carried out at low cost. 'fhe Post
Uffice had also been succe.ssful in superposing phantom circuits

on submarine cables. The development of thermionic valves
would probably give a new lease of life to the system, as it

might be applied for long-distance communication, thus effect-

ing a considerable saving of copper.

Mr. S. a. Pollock said that the limitations of the Van
Eysselberghe system were fundamental, and would retard
much further development. Mr. Hill had jire-sented an ad-
mirable mathematical treatment of the suljjeet, but the
speaker thought that a great deal depended upon experiment.
Resistance was a factor of success, and could not be replaced
by an ordinary inductance; it wa.s easier to find a resistance

without short-circuiting tendencies than an inductance with
the same advantage. Although the Van Eysselberghe system
could not l)e much further developed, the application of phan-
tom telegraph circuits upon telephone lines had not reached
iis maximum development. If the method of generating a
pure sine wave or half-w'ave had been available some years
earlier it would have (Tone away with impeding apparatus: it

would have only been necessary to separate the telephone and
telegraph circuits by a telephone transformer. The only
restrictive condition was that the system involved a constant
frequency. The bar to phantom circuits was the fundamental
difficulty of keeping the circuits entirely separate.
Mr. a, B, Hart said that in inve.stigating interference

between two circuits, telephone and telegraph, coupled by a
condenser, thev found that they were dealing with a rapidly-
oscillating, high-frequency current. He wished to know what
was the minimum frequency which could be used to give satis-
factory telephone working. The author had said that increas-
ing the inductance above the theoretical value of one-half that
of the side circuit gave a phantom circuit having a lower
attenuation constant, and therefore a higher transmission
efficiency, than the side circuit, owing to the relatively
smaller capacity of the phantom circuit and its higher degree
of loading. Should not the words " relatively lower re.sistance"
be used instead of " relatively smaller capacity "? Referring
to Mr. Hill's description of methods for obtaining balanced
circuits, the speaker said that they often had to couple a
balanced to an unbalanced circuit, this efficiency then proved
a disadvantage. It was sometimes better to sacrifice a little
transmission efficiency in order to avoid carry-over currents.
Mr. a. E. Thompson stated that combined phantom and

composited circuits had been used in Denmark for some time,
there being such lines from Copenhagen to five distant places.
In Fra.nce, during the War, the American Armv had u.sed the
method. The Bell companies of America had 700.000 miles
of circuits, and 90 per cent, of these were comnosited. The
svstem was also in general use unon the .American railroads.
The P.O. arrangement shown in the author's fig. 7 had nianv
disadvantages, including condensers of too high capacitv, and
no protection against " cross-fire " between circuits.
The President, at this point, introduced Mr. S. Im.ad.^, of

the .Tapanese Government Department of Communications.
This gentleman, who was received with acclamation. exnres.sed
his pleasure at being able to nttend a meeting of the Institu-
tion and his thanks to Mr. Hill for his naper.
Mr. W. J. Thorrowgood spnke of the use upon railways

of the systems dealt with. The sunerposed circuits, he said,
w-ere not so delicate as niifht be thought. He instanced a
case where, in a length of 7fl miles of .single fine, there were
14 telegraphs and 1-5 telephone instruments, and, speech could
l)e transmitted from one end to the other; this showed the
canabilities of the sy,stem. The example quoted had been in
use for a great inany years and the coujilings lietween circuits
were, extremely simple. Mr. Thorrowgood also gave some
narticulars of the sy.stem between the Southampton and
V\ aterloo stations of the L. & S.W. Railwav.

Mr. C. Robinson said that the author had mentioned the
lack of automatic signalUng, but the progress of Post Otfice

research in this direction had been held up by the War. The
finst con-sideration in the design of filters was the cut-off puint.

This could easdy be calculated if the inductance and capacity
were known and the resistance could be adjusted.
Mr. G. C. M.\rriss asked if machine telegraphs had been

employed in this country on these circuits, and also wha,t was
the maximum signalling speed which had been found prac-
ticable. He wajited to know if much difficulty had l)een en-
countered in balancing, for relay purposes, different phantom
circuits in the same cable. Could not valve relays be u.sed

instead of filters in the telegraph cu'cuit?

C.4PT. P. Reid said that filters would cut off frequencies
aliove 2,000 but not those below. If audible speech could be
obtained at a frequency of 1,400, why not space out the load-
ing coils and save money'? He considered that cable manu-
facturers should standardise capacities for special types of
cables.

-Mr. Hill, in replying, said that Mr. Pollock had stated that
resistance was necessary, but he (Mr. Hill) thought that it

was not essential. He had been astounded at the small size

of condenser necessary to obviate telegraphic induction. Mr.
Hart had questioned his statement regarding transmission
efficiency, but he (the author) meant exactly what he had
.said. The re.sistance could not vary, it was the variation of
capacity which gave the effect. The system used by the
American Aiiny was merely a secret method, and not worthy
of a great deal of attention, but he was interested to he.ar of

the Dani.sh developments mentioned. He agreed that tlie

technical terms u.sed required re-arrangement. The re.st of

the author's reply was reserved for publication in the In.stitu-

tiou Journal.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received hy us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forwara
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address m our poaseaeion.

Employers' Agreements,

The reply given by the secretary of the B.E.A.M.A. witlr
regard to the practice amongst certain groups of firms of.

not taking each others' employes is what one would naturally

expect. No more weight can be placed on this statemeut
than that such understandings are not recorded on the min-
utes of any B.E.A.M.A. meetings, and no one would expect
them to be. That understandings of the sort exist, however, •

in certain groups of firms is only too obvious.

For instance, when the shares of one company are held by
another the management would view the application of a
memhep of the staff of the controlled firm in the light of

a transfer to be made by mutual agreement. It is only a
step from this to the .same understanding between a large

group of firms in a modern combine. The trouble, however,
does not stop there, but has invaded as.sociations of firms
where one would have expected a different state of things as
the members belong to difi'erent financial groups.

April 'Bth. 1922. " Castor."

Regarding the footnote to the letter of " Pollux " in the
current Electrical Review, 1 .should like to say that while
I have no doubt the secretary of the B.E.A.M.A. can find no
trace of such a practice as is indicated by your correspondent,
yet, if he were to join the outside staff—I can only speak as
I know—of one of the associated cable makers, he would
find exceedmgly great difficulty in transferring his services

to another of the associated companies. In fact, during
twenty years' experience of cables. I have not known of one
man—foreman, jointer or engineer—who has moved directiv

from one of the companies to another. Further, it is well

known by the staffs of at least two of the large cable com-
panies that there is not the least chance of securing a positioi

with a " rival " firm.

C. G. Watson,
Tiondon, .\pril •29th. 1922.

a-

1
Finding Faults.

A mains department in whirh thi- oidy instrument available
for testing is a millivoltmeter. is very ill equipped, but. a.s-

suming that your correspondent " Colonial " lias wire of some
sort to use for connections, something can be done to locate the
faults—no doubt numerous on his unbonded lead system—of
the kinds mentioned in the la.st two of his categories.
Regarding the first case, in which all the conductors are

earthed, the mo.st certain and generally the quickest and
cheapest way of finding the fault is to cut the cable into
two approximately equal lengths; cut the faulty one of the^
two lengths tlius made into two, and so on until the f.iuli'

is located to as short a. length as it is considered advi.sable'
to relay.

Case 2. in which the neutral conductor is earthed, can be
dealt with by a method which has alreadv been outlined in
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the Electrical Review (see "Correspondence " columns, issue

of March 31st last), but which will now be described in ii

moditied form in order to meet the different conditions of

this case. This is it ;—At one end of the faulty cable, make
a, sound connection between the neutral and, say, the negative

coniluctors. At the other end, connect the same two con-

ductors by means of any convenient length—ten feet will

conunonly be found both convenient and sufficient—of wire

;

across the ends of this wire connect the precious millivolt-

ineter ; to the positive, or negative, of the supply connect
one terminal of a resistance—a filament lamp will do; but,

if one is found insufficient, others can be added in parallel

with it— the other terminal being connected by means of a

flexible lead to a point on the loop wire such that no deflec-

tion is observable on the millivoltmeter after contact has
been made a few seconds. Then, the position of tlie fault

is given by the equation , .r = iaLl {a+ b), where x = the
distance of the fault from the testing end, a = the
length of loop wire from the faulty neutral conductor to

the point of balance, b = the length of loop wire from the
Degative of the faulty cable to the point of balance, and L =
the length of the faulty cable.

From what has been written above, the following diagram
:an be understood ;

—

It is assumed that the neutral of the supply system is

ilready earthed, but if this is not the case, then it should be
<o while the test is being made. It is also assumed that the
negative and neutral conductors are of equal cross-.section.

If such is not the case a correction will have to be applied.

rhis is easily done by making L in the above equation equal
;o \{cjd+\). where c = cross-section of neutral conductor,
i = cross-section of negative conductor, and I = length of

;able.

Case 3 can be dealt with similarly to case 2. That is to
iay, in the present case the neutral, positive and negative
should be treated as earth, neutral, and negative of case '2.

[he diagram below will perhaps make the arrangement clear.

London, N.171
AvrW Q9th, 1922.

CO, Watson,

The MangnalMrving Thrust^Borer.

I have read with considerable interest the article in your
ssue of .\pril 2l8t entitled " An Improved Method of Cable
«iying," by using the Mangnall-Irving Thrust-Borer. It

ppears to me that the title " \n Improved Method of Cable
-aying " is, to say the least, misleading.
The method of cable laying de.scribed appears to be only
pplicable to one particular ca.se, i.e., when it is required to
ay an iron pipe into which cable is to be drawn, and even
n this case " caulked " or " lead joints " in the pipe to be laid
I'ould be most difficult, if not impossible.
The hulk of the power and lighting cables of to-day are

?ad-covered armoured cables, and these should be protected
rom externnl mechanical damage by being covered with
ile.s, bricks, or a creosoted wood board, which could not be
chieved when using a thrust-borer.
If plain lead-covered cables are used, which is the exception

ather than the rule, then they should be either laid " solid,'"
a which case the thrust-borer machine wouW be useless, or
rawn into pipes or ducts.
The majority of engineers use earthenware ducts in

ireference to iron pipes, so that the use of the thrust-borer
3 extremely limited as far as cable-laying is concerned.

I know it is easy to criticise, but I am looking at the matter
from the mains engineer's point of view. Doubtless, for lay-
ing iron and steel pipes, if the jointing of these is of no
importance, and lead water services, &c., the use of the
thrust-borer may be useful and cheap, but I fail to see that
this method can appreciably reduce, much less eliminate, the
trenching,, &c., that is a necessary part of present-da v cable-
laying.

F. O. Trotman.
Sheffield.

April mil, 1922.

Private Electricity Supply.

I should be pleased if you or any reader of the Electrical
Review could furnish me w'ith particulars regarding the
following matter :

—
A party who is the owner of about twelve houses wishes to

install a lighting plant to supply current to this property. The
houses are at present supplied with gas. and the question
arises : is he in order in doing this, and charging by meter, or
a fixed yearly premium, or by adding a sum to the yearly
rental of the houses? The Corporation electricitv main runs
within half a mile away, but they do not intend laying the
cable up to these houses. Could the gas companv take pro-
'•eedings, seeing that they have the right of supply'.'

'

April 0Mh,m2.
''•^'•*"'^-

[The gas company has no voice in the matter. The owner,
however, is unable to commence a supply of electrical energy
for sale, as we gather from the letter that the Corporation
jiossesses statutory powers to supply electricity in the area, and
it is immune from competition. He should apply to the Cor-
IX)ration and to the Electricity Commissioners for {lermission
to supply electricity to his tenants.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Municipal Klectricity Works Costs.

.With reference to the article by " tntere.sted " in your
issue of April 21st, I venture to make one criticism.
True " co.sting " nece.s.sarily involves ascertaining what is

the actual cost, and therefore the practice of adjusting certain
overhead charges from time to time to meet a varying load
at difl'erent seasons, though expedient, cannot really be said
to represent the true cost of the output produced over ;ii

given period.

London. E. Williams.
April 29(;/, 1922.

The Industrial Situation in Russia.

I read with much interest the article " The Industrial Situ-
ation in Russia," publi-shed in the Electrical Review of
April 21st. On the third page of this article I find, how-
ever, a statement attributed to Mr. Gurewitsch, an engineei
of Zurich, which is probably due to a typographical error.
The statement says that in 1913 14,300 dynamos and motors
were manufactured in Russia for a total capacity of 34,000 kW,
and that Germany's imports of electrical material into Russiam 1913 amounted to £17,000,000 at pre-war gold value. Both
these figures are wrong. The total capacitv of dvnamos in
motors manufactured in Russia in 1913 amounted to 356,000 kW
and the average German imports into Russia for the yeart
1912 and 1913 amounted to about £1,500,000. Both thest:
figures are from official statistics. You will agree with me
that five factories with over 6,000 workmen should be able to
turn out a little more than 34,000 k\Y per annum.
On account of the Custom tariff very few machines, except

the quite small ones, say up to 25/50 ii.p., could be imported
into Russia. What Russia imported from Germany was
mostly lamps, fittings, instruments, insulating and wiring
material, electric lighting supplies, switchgear, &c.

April ISth, 1922.
A Reader.

Colouring Lamp Bulbs.

Referring to your Service Department Notes, on page 378,
of March 17th, 1922, No. 2,312, you ask for manufacturers of
yellow lacquer for lamps. It may be of interest to you to
know of a way of colouring lamps I came across in a book
of practical receipts, some years ago, and have always found
very successful, and the ingredients can be obtained any-
where.

1. Prepare the bulbs by washing carefully in soap and
water, taking care not to finger them afterwards.

2. Prepared bath made of white of egg and water in the
proportion of two whites to one pint of water; beat well,
let it settle and filter.

Then dip the lainps in and hang up to dry.
3. Dissolve aniline colours in ordinary photographer's col-

lodion; I use ether collodion.
The colour can be made as deep as required ; it is prefer-

able to have the colour on the light side and dip more than
once if necessary.

4. Red and blue give a clear solution
;
green, thick, which

requires filtering; yellow dries pasty, but gives better results
than if clear.
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' 5. Combinationj? of colours can be made up and I have
painted with an ordinary brush flags of natioijs.

I have used this for "Christmas tree lamps, which have
been in use .several years now and the frosting and colounng
is still in fair condition.

6. Current should be passed through the lamps when ap-

parently dry to harden the coating.

Batti Wallah.
Calcutta. April lQ,th. 1922.

Joints Behind Switches.

Your correspondent in the issue of the 14th insst. refers to

the desirability of switch manufacturers affording facilities at

the back of switches for negative wire connections, to obviate

joints being in the negative wire behind switches, especially in

twin lead-sheathed wire. Such a method of dealing with the

matter would not meet with general approval. It is quite easy

to loop the positive through the switch without cutting the

negative, and at the same time provide continuity for earth-

ing the sheathing. A more serious matter and hard to detect

is the " nicking " of conductors by careless workmen when
trimming ends of cables for making connections, also cutting

into the insulation when cutting around lead sheathing in

trimming. Hundreds of plants are running at unknown risks

to-day from this cause. If the contractors and the trade

unions could combine to raise the standard of workmanship,
it would help the trade enormously.

Faraday.
April %th. 1922.

Mr. Coleman's suggestion of a three-terminal switch in your
issue of April 24th has been met with the expected reply in

your last issue, that such switches are on the market, and also

with the suggestion that a three-plate ceiling rose offers a
useful alternative.

In cases where it is more convenient to loop the " feed
"

with the " feed to the next point " near the switch than near
the ceiling rose, we recoimnend on our wiring system the use
of a " W.S. 1007 " junction box at about ceiling level above
the switch, and the connections shown in the diagram here-
with. In this way twin cable is used throughout, all the loop-

TO NEXT POI^^

JUNCTION BOX

PENDANT

ing being done at junction boxes placed in the most convenient
positions; one cable instead of two is brought down to the

switch; and the three-terminal switch, which brings both poles

near together under a cover which can be easily removed by
the consumer, is avoided.

Incidentally, the value of the cable saved by shortening the

distance to loop back practically pays for the cost of the
junction box.

F. Charles Raphael.
Manager, Cable and ]Virc Dept.,

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Ponders End, May Isi, 1922.

Replying to the suggestion made by Mr. Martin J. Coleman
in your issue of April 14th (p. 519) we would state that such a
switch as that suggested, namely, an ordinary switch with an
extra terminal for looping, has formed a part of the Henley
wiring system for many years.

W. Bishop.
Manager, Sales Dept.

ir. T. Henleu's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
London. April ii'.th, 1922.

A Question of Courtesy.

I wonder if the Editors or subscribers to this Journal can
advise the writer why one .so rarely obtains the " courtesy

"

of a. reply from the architect or consulting engineer, in the
case of applying to tender on contracts advertised in trade
journale.

My firm has an excellent system of following up in these

cases, and always we enclose an addressed reply card, often

stamped, yet rarely do we receive it again.

Application to tender is not an advertisement, and surely a

reply is due—even if the tender is already cut and dried before

publicity.

The point seems to me one of lack of co-operative courtesy

as between the professional and contracting sides of the build-

ing and contracting trade, which is not helpful to the con-

tractor in keeping his advertising and correspondence in that

order it should be kept in a well-run business.

Advertising and Publicity.

London, April Wth, 1922.

Rats V. C.T.S.

I have no financial interest in C.T.S. Your previous corre-
'

spondents, " Disgusted " and " Completely Disgusted." do-
not make similar disclaimers regarding all C.T.S. rival systems
of wiring. Had they done so one could only regret such sloppy

J
sentiments as they express. 1

Do they .sympathise with these " dumb creatures " who'
regularly attack sleeping children, for instance?
To test a fact of immense value t-o the community generally,

and to the electrical industry in particular, are we to weep for

the hunger of one rodent or invite the aid of the R.S.P.C.A.?
To insult any respectable firm by saying tuey are " stooping

to boost business " and " torturing dumb creatures (sic) for

filthy lucre," is, in my opinion, much greater cruelty and
^

grossly unfair, particularly when it is done anonymously
through your columns, and with your sympathy added.

H. C. Crews.
Manche.ster. April -Mth, 1922.

[The corresiK>ndents referred to were not. so far as we can
^

judge, connected with " rival systems."

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

I am in thorough agreement with " Fairplay," and " An
Englishman," and, in so far as memory serves, with " Dis-

gusted," and " Completely Disgusted," also.

May I point out to " Sense of Proportion " that because,
men are dying of starvation is no justification for the starving

of a rat ; the fact that millions of men are leading a precarious *

and penurious existence at the present moment is only a

sign of the imperfect organisation of society—it is also a sign

of the selfishness of the society when so many of them have
recently suffered for their countrymen—but the torture of "an
unloved rodent " is a sign of a cruel and savage temper, which
would only be tolerated in an inhuman or uncivilised society,

Mr. Brooking's second query has no bearing oil the funda-
mental point at issue and can safely be ignored, but his first

query could certainly be answered. However, I, for one,

am not prepared to help anyone who attempts to uphold a

typically unintelligent and soulless commercial but contemp-
tible procedure.

C. G. Watson, M.I.E.E.
London, N.17.

April
_ mh, 1922.

To my mind the cruelty of the experiment described in the

recent advertisement of Messrs. The St. Helens Cable Co.,

lies in the futility of that experiment.
A rat will gnaw its way through wood and sheet lead, and

I have experience of breakdowri of cables due to the lead

.sheathing being damaged by rats, but surely if a ra-t la

imprisoned with a piece of wood and a piece of lead as its..

sole means of support, it will die of starvation? These things

are not a diet, but are damaged either because they are in

the way, or the rat requires the material for some other pur--

pose.

Thus, I think, the St. Helens experiment proves nothing.
Had the experimenter put a well-nourished rat into a boJC".

made of C.T.S,^ with due regard to ventilation, and placed

a .supply of food on the outside of the box, I am of the opinion
that the result would have been different.

Francis Thos. Fawcett.
Woodford Green,
April Wth, 1922.

Replying to Mr. Brooking's invitation to show in what
other way the question of C.T.S. and " Eats " could have
been settled, I have to indicate the probability that if Mr,

.

Brooking had al.so placed some lead-covered cable through
the cage bars he would have found it untouched. I have
specialised in twin lead-covered wjring since 1S97, and have

not come acro.ss any evidence that lead-covered cables are

eaten a.s a food, but have in mind several cases where they

have been attacked in places where the \\ires formed an ob-

struction in a " run." Their replacement in a slightly differ-

ent position has, in the cases I have met with, resulted in &

cessation of the trouble. Curiously, I had a case reported

on the 22nd .\pril, where a lead-covered twin cable had been

gnawed through, and I have taken the opportunity to have

it replaced by C.T.S. in exa-tly the same position. In this

case there is no question of food—the wires are in the ceiling

space under a loft floor, already almost full of Oats, which,

have run through rather wide joints in the boards, I will

report the result in a week or two, and suggest that this is
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much better test than the one which has aroused such wide-
pread indignation.

Experiments involving pain and terror to animals should
aly be conducted under the .same strict regulations as those

)ming under the heading " Vivisection," and it should be

condition precedent to any experiment that its imperativs
eed is certified by the Council oi: the lustitution of Elec-
ical Engineers.
This is my first letter on the Subject.

i

W. Fennell,
Anrthwich, May \i<t, lOSS. Enyincrr and Secretarii.

Northwirh Electric Sillily Co.. Ltd.

As iKi exclusively advertising man has so far associated him-
If with the protest raised against the recent advertisement
the St. Helens Cable Co., perhaps you will allow me, as

le who has for over 'JO years been responsible for a very
rge volume of advertising, to add my name to those already
ceived. Into the ethics of the experiment it is not neces-
ry to enter, but the pubUcation of the callous details in

ch a form is utterly repugnant to one's sense of good taste
id good feeling, and to my mind, inexcusable on any gi'ound.
scientific " or otherwise.

E. C. Reed.
London, Mai/ W. 1»2.

My directors have to-day had their attention called to an
vertisement which has appeared in your paper under the
ading of " Rats v. C.T.S.." of which advertisement they
d no knowledge prior to its appearance in the Press.
I'hey were unaware of any such exiserknents being carried
t at Warrington, and they have taken effective steps to pre-
nt a repetition of any .similar investigations.
rhey entirely disapprove of such experiments and of such
yertisements. and desire me to express their regret that any-
Ing of the kind should have taken place.

H. Evans,
Secretary,

St. HcJcns Caldc if Hiiliher Co.'. Ltd.
^Vanington, May -lad, 1922.

Several other letters on this subject have been received,
rering little from those inserted. We think the matter has
w been adequately di.scussed and that no u.seful purpo.se
II he served by prolonging the correspondence.

—

Eds Elec
v.]

British and German Instruments.

V second draft of tlie (lennan V.D.E. specification for elec-
L-al niea.suring instruiuents. which is ti) cnme into force next
ir, has ju.st been published, and it may he worth while to
ripaie it with the corresjwnding B.E.S..V. specification,

t is (|uite clear tliiit the German document is modelled ujwn
• British sjiecification—several of the requirements are
nti-al, and where they differ the Briti.sh is, in nearly
•ry cii.se, the more .stringent cif the two. German instrii-
nts ,-ire divided into four classes as against our three—the
t two classes (E A- F) differing but little from one another,
I corresponding roughly with our "Sub-Standard." The
uireiuents of their industrial instruments (classes G & H),
the other hand, are definitely inferior to our first and
md grades. Not only is this the case as regards general
uracy, but the allowable disturbance by stray magnetic
Is may be cited as being at least double that in our speci-
tion, for the corre.sponding classes, ihe same appUes to
dead-beatness called for, which is little more than half

,'ood as the B.E.S.A. requirements.
think it worth while to draw attention to this very defi-
• superiority of instruments complying with the British
cification since, with our usual love of self-depreciation, it
often been .stated that our Specification was less rigid than
fe r)f other countries. As far as I am aware no other
ntry has issued such a specification, with the exception
he present German one, which certainly does not bear out
contention.

one or two directions, innovations have been introduced
h are. I think, useful, as, for example, the expression of
accuracy of all cla.sses of deflectional instruments as a
entage of the maximum scale reading, instead ot as a,

entage of the reading itself, as is done in some cases in
B.E.S..A. Specification. Incidentally, it is laid down that
11' instrninent rc;ids high the error is to be regarded a.>i

ive. The practice at the X.P.L. is thi- conver.se of this.
1 feel th''t it is time this quu-stion was settjpd. one way or
other. Every instrument is required to bear a symbol
•ating its_ w-orking principle, such as " Moving Coil,"
it Wire," kc. A repeated overb'ad test, intended to
iver mechanical weaknesses, has been introduced, and
it well be included in the next revision of B E S A

[jification SO.
"' "

e designers of electrical measuring instruments in this
tr\- have, evidently, little to learn and nothing to fear
this latest V.D.E. Specification.

Kenelm Edgcumbe.
ndon, Man Isf. 1922. Major.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

(Fp.oir OUR Parliamentary Eeporter.)

Rating of Machinery.—On April 28th Sir J. Remnant
moved the .second reading of the Eating of Machinery Bill.

He explained that the object of the measure was to make*
it clear that, in estimating the rateable value for purposes uf

local rates on any hereditament that might be used for trade

business or manufacturing purposes, machinery should not

be included unless fixed or attached to the hereditament.

Clause 2 of the Bill defined the expression "fixed or attached"

machinery as that which was so fixed that it could not be

removed from its place without necessitating the removal of

any part of the hereditament. There was no question, he
said, that the whole of our system of rating was in such

a muddle that no manufacturer knew where he stood.

The systems in ^ogue varied with the large number of

different assessment authorities throughout the country. Pie

had heard of a case that day at Leeds, where there were
four different assessment authorities with four different

.systems. To-day the manufacturers in England and
Wales were at a great disadvantage compared with those

in Scotland, Ireland, or, indeed, in any other country. One
of the great causes of the present unemployment was due to the

fact that many of our manufacturers had had to pay in State

and local taxation alone more than their foreign competitors

had to pay in labour plus standing charges. Pie instanced

the case of a great engineering firm w-hich, before the war,

was rated at ^8,7.59. It had Ijeen given notice by the

Union assessor that he intended to increase the percentage

of the capital value of the machinery, and that for the

future it would be rated at £47,673 ! Over 60 per cent,

of that valuation was due to the inclusion of machinery that

would have been exempted in any other country. He failed

to see why English and Welsh manufacturers should be thus
penalised.

Sir Iox Hamilton Be.nn, who seconded, said that the rating

of machinery penalised enterprise and efficiency. It en-

couraged the maintenance of old and obsolete machinery and
the continuance of old methods. It was curious that we,
who prided ourselves on being a business race, .should be the
only nation that made a manufacturer pay' higher rates if

he scrapped old iron and installed modern machinery.
Many other repre.sentatives of manufacturing and business

interests supported the Bill, which, by 127 votes to 17, was
read a second time.

The Engineering Dispute.—On April 27th, in reply to Mr.
Clynes, who asked whether, now that negotiations in the
engineering dispute had broken down, the (Jovernment would
.set up a court of inquiry, Mr. Chamberlain said: "His
Majesty's Government have been most anxious that this
calamitous dispute .should, if possible, be settled by the
parties them.selves without Government interference, but the
Government have throughout kept in touch with all parties
to the negotiations, and have more than once succeeded m
bringing them together again when a final rupture seemed
inevitable. The special dispute on wages in the shipbuilding
trade appears now to be in course of settlement, a basis of
agreement having been arrived at for submission to the mem-
bers of the unions concerned. No agreement has been
reached, however, in the engineering trades on the questions
related to managerial functions, and an extension of the lock-
out seems inevitable. In these circumstances the Minister
of Labour, on behalf of PT.M. Government, has appointed
Sir ^^'illiam Mackenzie to be a Court of Inquiry under Part
II. of the Industrial Courts Act, so that the public may have
an independent account of the character and limits "of the
question or questions in dispute."

[This subject is refeired to in our leading columns and in
" Notes."]

Empire Wireless -Chain.—In the IIou.se of Commons, on
April 26th, Mr. Hurd aske<l the i^ostmaster-General whether
any, and, if so, what., replies had been received from the
Governments of the Dominions and India respecting their
attitude towards the Imperial Wireless Chain ; and whether
any of them, and, if so, which, had eiitered upon wireless
projects of their own, independently of the Post Office
scheme.
Mr. Kellawav, Postmaster-General, repliea :

" The only
Dominion which has entered upon any wireless project of its

own is .Australia, whose representative at the Imperial meet-
ings of last year reserved to the Commonwealth Governnu^nt
full freedom of action to decide in what manner it would
co-operate in the Imperial Wireless .scheme. The Indinnl
Government has stated that it will have difficulty in finding
funds to erect a high-power station of its own. and the posi-

tion thus created will also be examined. Communications
are proceeding with the Union Government and the Canadian
Government is .sending two representatives to this country to

discus.-; the matter.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Csmpiled expressly for this jour

Stephens, Chartered Patent Ag
al by Messhs. Sefton-Jonbs, O'Dell «ni

nts, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

Halske Akl. Ges

enera: Electr:Hl

10,B74. " Electric storage bat

%%7^°---A,X'^^'!'t preventing operation o. ^>«tric ^Ppl\-es o„

ntotor vehicJ." Scintilla. April 13th. (Switzerland May 20th, 1J21.)

10,678. " Electric incandescent lamps, &c." S. J. Frost. April IJth

10 683. ' Ignition devices for, internal-combustion engines. t. Urbam

Aori'l 13th. (Krance, April 14th, 1921.)
.

To,695. •• Head light? for vehicles." A. L. Strange. April IMU.

10 700 " Electric apparatus for producing ozone. W . i. (jralt-lsaKer

''l0 70f""''Rad?o"ia"mit.ing svstcnis." E. F. VV. Alexanderson and British

'''Si?u"""°a"uif a;r^gemt?;s' "'"electric relays." H. R. Wright. Apri,

13'h.
. , . . „-,.„,, „i ,„i„n,obile'i

'

10,728. "Circuit-controlling devices lor ignition sv^tems oi .iuiomou..e.

.

D C. Williamson. April 18th. „ ,.

10.744. "Manufacture of electric incandescent lamps, wireless ^ahts. it.

H. J. Osborn. April 18th. .

10.754. " Electric switches." S. R. Gibbon, .'ipnl 18th.

10.759. "Candle lamps." Wyncott &: Sons, Ltd. April 18th.

11.1791. "Electric fuses." J. A. Crabtree. April 18th.

lo!796. "Electric pump." J. B. Belcher. April 18th.

10.79S. "Sparking plugs. &c." F. J. Mills and G. H. Ward. April I8th.

10,808. "Power generator." W. J. Rodgerson. April 18th

10,812. " ElectricalUMlriven pumps." W. N. Cheyney, D. Maclachlan, and

''V82i°""Ei:ar;'c'"switci«." British Brass Fittings, Ltd., G. N. Sperryn,

'tMr^'iJi^^ stm-wlwing machines." E. SchrSde.. April 18,h.

10.836. " Electric butt-welding machines." E. Schroder. April 18th.

10.837. "Electric heating and welding apparatus.' E. bchroder. April

"lo;861. " Storage batteries." Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co. April

18ih. (United States, March 11th.) ir„.rnnnv
10,871. "Wireless telegraphy." G. Passarge. April 18th. (Germany,

•"'l0.'886."''"'Idecting-devices for telephone systems." C. Rockley. April 18.h.

10,887.
" Inductance devices." Western Electric Co.. Ltd. April 18th.

(L'ni'ted' States, May 31st, 1921.) .,
10,895. " Electric pocket-lamps." B. Rogge. April 18th.

10,903. "Radio-active tubes." Etablissements Gaifle-Gallot et Pilon. Apiil

18th! (France, May 24th, 1921.)
,, ^ . ..^ , „,:,,„• pi„,.,rr,

10 904 " Cable guide for cable drums." Compagnic d Entreprises Elettro-

M&aniques. April i8th. (France, May 6th 1921.)

10,905. " Electric commutating switches. J. Bally. April 181h. (france,

^"li9"9"''"'Scl for electric incandescent lamps." R. L. RoUe. April IB.h.

JO,923. " Electric condensers." E. J. Hailing. .April 18th.

10,932. " Apparatus for automatically operating electric switches.

I'risby. Aoril 19th.
, ., ,„ ,

l(l,;i46. " Electrodes." R. F. Woodburn. April 19th

10,953. " Ignition magnetos." W. Calder. .April 19th.

UU67. "Connection of electric cables to ek-ctrical apparatus." I. B.

Holt and Melropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. April 19th. ^

10,968. "Apparatus -for regulation of gasfilled X-ray tubes. A. C.

Gunstone and X-rays, Ltd. April 19th. „
10 975. "Magneto-electric machines." H. Kaupmann. April 19th.

10,982. " Electrically-heated flat-irons." Oriente.-t Handelsges. April IJth.

'''liTM7:'''''''il'e^7^"J^^^s}^^A. P. Lundberg, G. C. Lundberg, P. A. Lund-

bcru and G. Peag. April 19th.
,

llOaO. "Automatic traffic distribution for telephone systems. Compagme

Krancaise pour I'Exploitation des ProciSdfe Thomson-Houston. April 19th.

(France, April 19th, 1921.) .^, „ , ^ , , .

11,007. "Suspension devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

^U 008 ' "Electrically-heated devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(International General Electric Co.). April 19th
.„,:, lOth

11009. "Electric flat-iron." H. Baron (R. Frister Akt. Ges.). April 19th.

11,027. " Electric water-heaters." J. R. Quain. .April 19lh.

11044 " Automatic step-by-step switches for telephone systenjs." Auto-

matic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. April 19th. (United States, April

'^ll'ole'"
'••

Process for electrolytically manufacturing compact metallic beryl-

hum'." H. Goldschmidt and A. Stock. April 19th.

11,047. " Electric cut-outs." A. Baderna. April 19th. (Italy, April 28th,

n.060. "Apparatus for actuating electric indicators for engine-rooms,

&c " R Ainslev. April 20th. .
,

11 079 " Operating devices for brakes, throttle valves, m.ignetos, S:c
,

ol

automobiles." Calthorpe Motor Co. (1912), Ltd., E. C. Davison, and J. I.

Hillhouse. April 20th. „„,.,., a -, „n,t,
11,095. " Electric heating fabric." B. R. Charles. .April 20th.

11,114. " Sparking plugs." A. J. Bohringer and C. G. Pullin. April 20th.

II 121 " Insulating sleeves for electric transformers, Sic" E. Hafely et

Cic.'Akt. Ges. April 20th. (Switzerland, April 21st, 1921.) ^ m a .

11 127. " Protective devices for dynamo-electric machines. \\ . h. M. Avres

.,n,r English Electric Co., Ltd. April 20th.
,- i , , ,»,. i.-

11.14.5 "Electtic insulators." British Thomson-Houston to., 1.1.1. (M. 1.

11 Gouvcrneur). April 20th.
,, . , „, , ..,,

11,147. "Measuring distances with the ai.l of sound." Atlas-Werke Akt.

G. .. April 20th. (Germany, May 24th. 1921.)
, , on.l.

11.154 "Telegraphic sending-keys." N. W. McLachlan. April 20lh.

II 104 "Manufacture of electric thermal fabric." A. Negromanti. Apul

20th! (Italy, April 30th, 1921.) k ,• „ .„
11,165. " Switch apparatus for electric starters ' of internal-combustion en-

nines." Scintilla. April 20th. (Switzeriand, May 4th, 1921.)

11,173. "Manufacture of storage-battery separators. H. Wade (OouW

Sl.,r.ia.- Battery Co.). April 20th. ,...,- m , ,„
11. IW..

" Asvnchronous induction electric machine." \. M.-.r,inelto.

April 20th. (I'talv, July 3nd, 1921.)

11.201. " Tramcars." H. Sutton. April 21st.

11,223. "Sparking plugs." J. Judge. April 21st.

11,227. " Squirrel-cage rotors, &c." J. Jones. April 21st.

11,259. " Electro-magnetic apparatus." J. Erskine-Murray. April 21st.

11206 "Sparking plugs." A. T. W. Goldsmith. April 31st.

11 "74 " Receiving <ievice for sound echoes." Atlas-Werkc Akt, Ges.

April" 21st. (Germany, May 3lst, 1921.)
,

11 075 "Measuring distance with the aid of sound impulses.' Atlas-

Werke Akt. Ges. April 21st. (Germnnv, May 27th, 1921.) .

11,281 ''Electric heating apparatus for hair-waving." P. Sartory. April

^^11287 "Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd
'

Aoril 21st. (United States, March 29th.)

11,295 ''Primary cells." Soc, Anon le Carbone. April 21st. (France.

March 18th.)

11,:)(I0. "Alternating-current leturiers." bienicns

April 21st. (Germany, May 24th, 1921.)

11,302. " Repeaters lor railway-signalling systems.

'u3M!"''""lns'trument transformers." Landis & Gyr Akt. Ges. April

(Switzerland, April 21st, 1921.) ...
11305. "Prepayment meter." Landis S: Gyr Akt. Ges. April

(Svitz--rland, April 21st, 1921.)
. . , „ ,

11,306. "Supporting core on electrical •p^\>''""S'"^''"^.""^- '

ind Gvr Akt Ges. .April 21st. (Switzerland, .April .ilst, ly-l.)
'

11,314. " Automatic commutating switches." Anciens Etablissetnente

Li^r Benard et Turenne. April 21st. (France, June 10th 1921.)

11.316. "Sparking plug." Fauth & Muhlberger and W. MuW

'

'u.318.^'" Electric controllers." Electro-Mechanical Brake Co., Lid.

\1 1 Pattison. April 21st.
. ^ . ,.

11,338. "Cover lor protection of electric cables laid in the ground.

''UMS.- "*j^lulti?oTe- magnetic pendulum." B. J. Baker. April 22nd:

!I,356. " Electric light fittings. " F. Marshall. April 22nd.

11,363. " Electricity meters." R, Ambcrton. .April 22nd.

11.367. " Telegraph instruments." A. Gordon and Siemens Bros, i

Lid. .April 22nd. „ ,, , ,.. , ,.,__ „
11.368. " Metering calls in telephone systems. U. A. Christian, V

Patterson, and Siemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd. April a2nd.

11 Sfi9 "Circuit arraneemenis for operating automatic, S:c., teleph^

terns'- J. Berrv, C L Peters, and Siemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd. April

11.379. "Automatic telephone systems." R. L. Murray and fel

.Manufacturing Co., Ltd. April 22nd.

11.380. "Telephone svstems." Ges. fur Drahtiose Telegraphic. April

iGermany, April 23rd, 1921.)
. .... „ ,

11,382. " Oil-immersed overload electric circuit-breakers. J.

'

'il,383."
" .Manufacture of fuse-heads for electric firing." W. O. Littlello

and Nobel's Explosives Co., Ltd. April 22nd.
, ...,.,,

11.396. " Overhead construction for carrying electric conduits, &c. J.

Thompson. April 22nd.
,. r c .. x,«-

11.397. " Radio-communication, &c., signalling systems." J. Scott-Tagga

'^'ii!40l''
• Telephone cabk-s." Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., and G. C. Pe

son. April 22nd.

11,759. "Candle lamps." F. Goodwin. April 18th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

xsao.
the J. H. Whittaker-Sv

27,772. " Vac -. - -

tun. September 30lh, 19-20. (177,816.)

•29,258 "Electric switches." J. F. Smith. January 24th, 19-21 (177^

30 425 " Dynamo-electric machines and method ol constructing the san

J. B. Wiard. October 27th, 1920. (177,ffi7.)
j 1 vv <:h.

30,597. "Electric ri_v;_et-heatQis." W. S. Johnson and J. VV. She

"33,626. ^"''"Means' foJ'botding the metallic sheaths of electric conducio

M. J. Railing, F. G. Quance, an.l H. \. Owen- .November 29th, 1

'^SMM.' " Dvnanio^lectric machinery." W. B. Sayers. December 3

1920. (177,851.)
. . \\>-„.,n Electric Co

36,630. " Radio-transmitling apparatus. W estc.rn tleclric <-o.,

December 31st, 1919. (156,159.)

SeTeS "Primary electric batteries." Dr. O. Lrbasch. December -

1919. (156,171.)
laai..

297. "Aerials for use in wireless signalling." T. L. Eckcrsley. Jan

''466.^'*^''combined
'

electric resistance and .<:"'-»"'"
J*'°'^f^"""

^

Lamp Co., Ltd., and T. Streton. January oth 1921. (17, ,874.)

827 " Wireless and light signalling devices." A. U. Sarnmark. Decc

1st, i919. (156,760.) „.. _ . ...

853. "Incandescent electric lamps." N. Wise. February
,
th.

'^859'^'"
Spark-plugs lor use in internal-combustion engines." F. L. M;

June 3rd, 1919. • (156,779.)
. ,. , . . • ir k

93» "Arrangement of brushes for disc-shaped commutators. F. h

-'kt'Ces Februarv I7th. 1917. (157,088.) .,,.,,.
1 364" Devices 'for modulating the amplitude of electrical high-freq.

oscillations." H.- Vogt, Dr. J. Eng!. and J. Massolle. April 7th,

'"l',^?"' " Dynamo-electric machines." J. Bijur. November 8th,

'^fmx'" Apparatus for recording the nuniber of calls made by teK^

bv a subscriber." H. J. Webb and E- Webb. January "'h. 1921. (1-

•.)074 "Variable reactances." British fhomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

cr!;!" Electric Co.). Januarv 17th, 19-21. (177,898.) .
, ^

2,302. " Subscribers' instruments for ^^'»"'^"'"\P}^°"'^
, .

^>f.':

Sieinens Bros. &• Co., Ltd., and C. R- Riber. Jan. 18th, 1921. (Addi.i

'1:^:' •• Ad!,Ters for electric lampholders." E. Schattner. January

"'3W^'"°/ndLating instrmiionts." British -Thomson-Houston Co..

•°^^^"' ^l^:;;::is'io^v]^:l:^'s,';^!;;s.?"'c. Pl'^nlell and J. Ro.

^^^ ??l5eti^of^;ii-'tLs for ...f--A.helen^Jof^cc,ricw,

J. S. K. Townsend and J. II. Morrell. -ehruary 15th, 9-21. <^"-^^>^

5 468 " Binding-posts for electro-medicol apparatus. I-
.

Re.id ano

Greville. Februarv 17th. 19-21. (177,941.1
k 1 •• r He Lc

6141 "Electric incandescent lamp and holder thcrelor. 1-. ue

Febru-arv 33rd, 1921. (177.955.) ^ •, R h.,.-,,. ^-ird l*'l (17r
6,156." Electric fittings." N. A .

Sca.fe. .F<-^;."-">
.
^''^^

*'^,i-.Jl'^

6 488 "Devices tor testing th.- electric ii'nuion in intern.il-<oinf

rn..'ines" W Out Febru.irv 30th. 1921. (177,!Ka.)
,

7A4 " Auton:."tfc electric switches." W. J. Allen, W. D. \ ick.

llth. 1921. (177,975.) ,.!,;„_'• r, Schi
8 "35 "Commutators lor dvnamo-electric m.iihines. u. aii.

''i^,."i^J^.^J'^^ time-switch." A. J. Wheeler. March

^1U''"^t^.n.me„.s lor applving the rai. i^i-ted by radium
^

ladii-active substances." I. A. Hodgson, R. H. Walker, and J. H. K

shall. lune 13th, mi. (178,032.1
.. November 8th.

22.800. " nvnamo.<-lectric "i^<;hines. l- bijur. ^o^emoer

(Divided anplication on 157.-2-J.-l (168 332.)

07 080 "Process and appnratus for pui living
J"--!;;' »> "^"^

•JiemcnslSihuckerlwerke Ges (Vtober 22nd. 1920. (l,0,57o.)

1922.
isaa.

601 " Flertric iunetion boxes or the like." M. J. Railing. F. G. O

and H. \ Owen. November 29th, 1920. (Divided application on 1

"4^-'"
Electric switches." P. Mcrguin. February 18.h, U«l. 0"
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Some thirty pages are devoted to a consideratiou of

the iron and steel and allied trades. In the case of iron

and steel, the Commercial Secretaryi at Cologne thinks
that Germany occupies a predominant position in the

export trade, but this view of the question is not enter-

tained by the German producers themselves. The latter,

as well as other industries, have the advantages of tlie

so-called indirect subsidies previously mentioned, and
the benefit of comparatively cheap labour. The present
boom in the trade, which is attributed to foreign pur-
chases on account of the collapse in the exchange, specu-
lative merchant buying for higher prices, extensions of

plant and the replenishment of stocks, is not con-

sidered altogether healthy. The export trade last year
was favourable, new capital was readily forthcoming,
and the amounts paid away in dividends by a number
ot companies for the financial year ended with June were
very appreciable— in paper marks. Passing on from
the further amalgamations and communities of inter-

ests which were established last year, the report proceeds
to discuss the problem of wages in the metal industries,

the important point being brought out that the present
tendency is for the wages of the unskilled workman to

approach very closely those of the skilled man. The
prices given of various iron and steel products are
merely of past interest, as quotations have moved still

further upwards to a considerable extent since the official

report was completed, and the same observation applie-s

ti the prices given of the different qualities of coal. As
no official figures are available, it is impossible to state

the actual production of iron and steel last year, but
the report puts the make of steel at 7,500,000 tons.

German statements, however, put the total at 8,800,000
tons.

As to the que.stion of mechanical and electrical engi-
neering, the report recalls the fact that the exports of

electrical products in 1920 at 67,000 tons were about
one half of the exports of 133,000 tons in 1913, but the
corresponding figures for 1921 are not available. The
electrical trades were kept well occupied on inland re-

quirements last year, electricity supply and telephone
extensions and electrical transport developments provid-
ing an appreciable amorint of work, while the general
activity in reconstruction throughout different indus-
tries resulted in a keen demand for plant and appara-
tus of all descriptions. The collapse of the exchange in

August, we are told, led to a flood of foreign orders, but
many of these engagements are said to have been less

remunerative than was originally estimated, owing to

the increased cost of raw materials and the further rise

in wages. The present tendency amongst engineering
firms is to quote on short delivery contracts a fixed price
subject to surcharges corresponding to increases in the
cost of production since the date of the order.

Proceeding to consider the question of the supply of

electrical power, the report refers to the well-known
instances of the Rhenish Westphalian Electricity Works
Co. and the Communal Electricity Works Association
^n the same region ; to the use of lignite for the pro-
duction of steam at electricity works and to the pros-
pective more extended use of lignite in the future at
works for supplying high-pressure overland transmis-
sion lines. In this connection it is mentioned in the coal
part of the report that the development of electrical

power is gradually altering the whole country's fuel
position. This is being effected by the erection of great
stations on the site of lignite deposits, in which the
brown coal is delivered straight from the mines into
the boiler furnaces, and secondly, by means of water-
power. The vast schemes for the exploitation of the
latter, the report says, will probably take a decade to
complete, but in the meantime every year will see an
extension of its use. This is the brief intimation given
of schemes which certainly are vast, taking into con-
sideration the comparatively limited water-power re-

sources of the country.

The part dealing witli labour and the cost of living
is worthy of consideration by those who have the time
to devote to these problems; the great German chemical

industry is entirely overlooked by the report, but ship-

ping; German ports and waterway schemes occupy a

large amount of space.

Taken altogether, the report should prove of interest

to those who are unfamiliar with the almost daily course

of trade and industry in (Jerrnany, and also be of value

as a record of certain movements in different industries

last year. There is, however, one important matter

which appears to have entirely escaped attention. We
refer to the influence which is being exercised on the cost

of production and on the competitive powers of German
manufacturers in the world's markets by the constant

working of overtime by many workmen who, despite

trade unions, willingly put in two or three extra hours

a day for the purpose ot earning more money for the

provision, not of necessities!, but of luxuries. If the

commercial secretaries could throw some light on this

problem in a short report of a few pages, it would be a

matter of the greatest interest to manufacturers in

L'eneral in the United Kinsrdom.

Since attending the dinner of ex-

Electrical hibitors in connection with the recent
Exhibitions. Hackney Electrical Exhibition, and

marking their enthusiastic apprecia-

tion of the manner in which that demonstration was con-

ducted, we have read an interesting editorial article in

the Electrical World on the practical abandonment of

electrical exhibitions in the United States ; and it seems

that from both sources we may derive some useful hints

for the better conduct of such shows.

In the first place, the exhibitors at Hackney laid the

greatest stress on the hearty co-operation that they had
received from the borough electrical engineer, Mr. L. L.

Robinson, and his " live-wire " staff, who spared no
effort to ensure and augment the success of the exhibi-

tion ;
" tons of juice " were available, and everything

that a manufacturer could wish done by the electricity

supply department was done—even to the extent of in-

augurating a domestic tariff which will give a severe

shock to electricity supply managers in other Metro-

politan areas, as it represents a cut of about 50 per

cent., and in many cases will mean an all-round figure

of less than l|d. per kWh. Secondly, the exhibition as

a whole represented a judicious selection of apparatus,

rather than the bewildering profusion which on

former occasions has dazzled and confused the visitor

by its excessive variety. Now, the latter is the very

feature to which our American contemporary ascribes

the disfavour into which the electrical exhibition has

fallen in the United States. He says: "Here was a

great throng of people come to see. Here was a gref.t

display of electrical appliances. They were both in the

same place and yet they didn't get together, and the

results fell far short of the opportunity. And the

reason was because always the people were deceived as to

what they were to see. They came to see electricity do
things and we showed them only appliances." The
italics are ours, and we think the last sentence goes to

the root of the matter. The public wants to see electric

cookers cook real food ; to see the washer wash soiled

'

linen : to be educated in electrical operations—and the

author outlines a system of conducting "a functional

electric show " which is well worth the attention of our

supply managers and their indefatigable foster-mother,

E.D.A. Lastly, we may refer to the importance of

making a charge of admission to an exhibition of this

kind, as was done at Hackney, not for the purpose of

covering the expenses, but for two reasons—to exclude,

at least in part, the throng of mere sight-seers who
crowd round demonstrations and prevent consumers,

actual or prospective, from deriving the full benefit from

them ; and to impre.ss the latter witli the value of admis-

sion to the exhibition, for that which can be had for no-

thing is generally valued at about the same price. No
consumer would be deterred from visiting the exhibition

by the imposition of a small charge for admission.
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We attach the greatest importance to the holding of

tliese displays and demonstrations as a most valuable

and efficient means of educating the public in the advan-

tages of electrical methods; but. man\ifacturers and con-

tractors cannot be expected to spend time and money in

supporting them unless they iii'e conducted on the most

advantageous lines and hold out good prospects of lead-

ing to profitable business.

Theue is a clause in the Electricity

The Purchase Bill, which is now before the House of

Clause. Conunons, which is of the utmost finan-

cial importance to electricity supply

companies, especially the smaller jirovincial companies.

The clause in cpiestion (Clause 13) gives power to the

Klectricity Commissioners to postpone the date at which

tlie local authority has the oi)tion of purchase. The Bill

jnovides that tlie Electricity (^'onunissioners may do this

citlier in tlie Order under wliich they constitute a Joint

Klectricity Authority or else by a Special Order. The

Commissioners can, of course, impose, such conditions

ii:; fliey think fit. Also, the postponement of the date of

liurchase has to be agreed to by the local authority in

which the powers of purchase are at present vested.

Where tlie Commissioners grant such suspension of date

or purchase \inder an Order constituting a Joint Elec-

tricity Authority, they may also impose a sliding scale

bv which prices and dividends are inter-related.

Such a postponement of the purcliase date would be

to mhny companies a concession of the utmost import-

ance, and would materially facilitate their finance. It

will be remembered that it was the shortness of the

tenure (21 years) in the 1882 Act that stopped company
development, and that it was only when the tenui-e was

doubled (-1:2 j-ears) by tlie 1888 Act that company elec-

tricity undertakings could be made stifficiently promis-

ing to get the public generally to invest. Indeed,

tliroughout the history of company undertakings this

i|uestion of tenure has repeatedly crojiped up as a big

factor to be taken into account when providing finance.

Moreover, nowadays when many undertakings are get-

ting within a measurable distance of their purchase date,

the question of tlie lengtJi of life of the company becomes

more important. To many companies, therefore, the

chance of getting an extension, which is held out by the

present Bill, should be most welcome. The concession

will be all the more valuable if the undertaking is able to

get a supply in bulk (from a Joint Authority or else-

where), since it will then be able to devote its whole

capital to the extension of its distributing system and
Jiushing tlie business commercially. The clause is

utidouljtedly one of the ])lums in this particuar legis-

l.itive |iuddiiig.

It is rarely tliat shareiiolders receive

Cable Com= a directors' report so full of vim and
municatioDS. breathing so much energy and aggres-

sive business vitality as that issued b}'

the Mackay Companies, dated February 15tli, 1922.

The first three pages are devoted to a short historical

survey of activities in connection with the establisli-

nient of Anglo-American caliie communication, followed

by an outline of the future policy and activities of the

company: and the following paragraph, on page 4, is

worthy of note :
—

" The new position of the United States in the affairs of
the world makes imperative a broad and constructive program
on the part of the American cable companies, backed up by
the. moral and diplomatic assistance of the United States
Government. . . ."

Accordingly, the Commercial Cable Co. has entered
into an agreement with the German Government, which
was executed on Januarv ITtli last, for the laying of a
cable from New York via the Azores to Emden, and this

is to be in operation on or before October 1st, 192.3. A
cable via the Azores from New York to France has been
decided upon, and power to deal direct with the public
m France is being souirht. Permission is being sought

from the American State Departineiit to lay a second

Pacific cable. New offices have been secured in Worm-
wood Street, and the report also states that a direct

wire between London and Antwerp has been leased. It

is hoped to secure a wire also between London and Am-
sterdam or Rotterdam. A new cable steamer, the John
II'. Mackay. was launched during the year. The land-

line system is being built up, and an action at law has

been decided in the company's favour.

Perhaps the dominant position of American tele-

grajjhic enterprises is best shown by a sentence w-hich

reads as follows:—
" All of the cables operating between the United States and

England are controlled by American companies."

Other cables could be mentioned connecting British

Colonies which, although owned hj British under-
takings, are controlled absolutely by American com-
jianies, either through shareholders or agreements, and
it is surely time that steps were taken by the Britisli

companies, backed by the British Government, to see

that the British Empire is bound together by cables

under British control.
,

It is noteworthy that the report under review does not
this year refer to wireless activities, and no doubt it

has been found illogical to state that communication by
radio is only tit for ship and shore work when, as a
matter of fact, several trans-Atlantic high-speed auto-

matic duplexed circuits exist, competing with the cable

services. Thus, wireless telegraph channels are func-

tioning effectively between the U.S.A. and France, Ger-

many, Norway, and Great Britain, as well as between
tlie U.S.A. and Hawaii Islands and Japan, between

London and France, &c., and other long-distance ser-

vices by wireless are contemplated.

We have often dealt with the importance of pro-

viding the Empire with proper telegraphic facilities and
advocated " all-red " routes, and it is to be hoped that

negotiations now pending for an Imperial chain will be

lirought to a rapid and successful conclusion. Too much
valuable time has unfortunatelv alreadv been wasted.

L'nfoktunately at the time of writ-

The Engineering ing there is nothing good to report

Lock=out. regarding the lock-out situation. The
inquiry has been held, and Sir William

Mackenzie has made an effort to bring the parties

nearer together, but without success. His report will be

awaited with interest— it is stated that it was formall}'

laid on the table at the House of Commons on Tuesday
night. We prefer not to form a hasty judgment as to

the real influence of the Industrial Court Inquiry on

the situation. We are aware that things were said

during the proceedings which did not make for peace.

One side seemed all along to have little desire for an

inquiry, and the position was not made easier by the

attempt to draw the men into the works on individual

contract arrangements while the investigation was pro-

ceeding. On the other hand, allusions to a future

altered industrial order are of little use while a dispute

is in progre,ss, however high may have been the expecta-

tions raised during the war regarding the post-war im-

provement of Labour's position. It is impossible lo

forget the desire of extremists to " get rid of tlie

masters," to ignore the statements of those wlio made no
secret of the fact that harmonious relations were the

last things that they desired, or to overlook Union
circulars which expressed the avowed object of "con-
trolling industry." These things all go to the making
of atmosphere, and atiriosphere means much when efforts

are being made to bring about a lasting settlement of

the complex question of managerial cmilrol. If only

Labour could stifle its idealistic extremists and Capital

its reactionaries who want things to remain as they

were eight or nine years ago. both sides might find it

easier to work together amicably, perhaps even under
Whitley Councils: .Meanwhile, trade is being lost. Union
funds irrow smaller, the share-out shrinks to 10s. per

week, and the spirit of discontent inevitably spreads.
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THE SPEARING WATER-TUBE BOILER.

We recently described the new boiler-house plant in-

stalled at tlie Wimbledon Corporation ii,lectricity Works
(Electrical JJeview, October 7th, 1921, p. 485), the

chief features of which were two " Spearing " water-

tube boilers each having an evaporative capacity of

25,000 lb. of steam per hour. Boilers of this type are

not new; a large numljer of them have been made, some

ot which have been in service for 12 years, and arrange-

ments have now been completed for the manufacture of

the boiler on an adequate scale. For this jjurpose the

Spearing Boiler Co., Ltd., has acquired a controlling

interest in the well-known firm of Messrs. Tinkers, Ltd.,

whose works at Hyde, near Manchester, we visited re-

cently. The Spearing boiler is alreadj- being manu-
factured in these works, and plans have been drawn up
for the enlargement of the factory to double the exist-

ing caiiacity.

There are two types of Spearing boiler, the first with

a longitudinal drum and the second with a cross drum.
The first type is adopted for smaller sizes, and the latter

for boilers of larger capacity. Both are of the sec-

tional header class; and the main distinctive features

common to both are the downcomer pipes, the reservoii'

mud drum, the enlarged nipples, and the straight

headers.

Taking the last first, the headers are straight, rec-

tangular, and larger in area than usual by 40 per cent.

Straight headers have the advantage of affording freer

circulation to the steam and water and of being more
easily cleaned than the sinuous type. As it is not neces-

sary to stretcli the material in construction to tlie

same ilegree as in the sinuous headers, the thickness of

the straight headers is more uniform. Furtlier, it is

a simpler matter to make the joints between the straight

headers air-tight. The headers are connected to the

drums by nipple tubes which are 28 per cent, larger

in area than is usually the case— a feature which in-

creases the safe and steady steaming i-a]iacity of the

boiler.

The reservoir mud druni has to be considered in con-

nection with tlie downcomer jjipe which leads to it from

drum to the headers and tubes. The arrangement
is well shown in figs. 1 and 2. The internal dia-

meter of tlie downcomer pipe is usually about JS in., so

that the risk of choking by deposit or incrustation is

negligible. In the ))osition which it occupies it is not

Fig. 1.—Two i.OtKt-Lu. Si'FMiixi; Bmi.Kiis in Coit.se of
P'Ul'CTIOX.

subjected to excessive temperature. Each pipe is solid-

drawn, and is flanged at each end so that it may Ik?

bolted to stand-pipes riveted to the steam drum and mud
drum respectively. This arrangement enables the down-
comer pipe to be readily detached if necessary.

ECONOMtSEX

Fin.

HALF CROSS SECTrON HALF FRONT VIEW

•ONCITUDINAL SECTION

7,.iOO sq. It. Erononiis,.r-h<-aling sur/ate, 2,800 sq. 11. Working pressure ISO 111. fx-r sq. in. Supoihwt. iflO dog.

-SPKAlilNO CrOS.S-D|!UM BoILRR, WITH SUPERHE.tTER, ECONOMISEH, .\XD MECH.AXIC.AL STOKKH.

the circulation drum. The function of this pipe—one. By means of the downconier pipe all the water is cir-

iwo, or more are fitted according to the evaporative culated through the mud drum, which collects and
capacity of the boiler— is to secure positive circulation retains deposit which would otherwise be distributed
from tlie main steam and water drum through the mud through the he.-iders or on the steam eenexatiiig surfaces.
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The mud drum is of ample size, and is easily accessible

for cleaning. Tlie ^vater flows from it through short

connecting nipples to the back headers, .providing a full

supply of water to the bottom rows of tubes first. Tlie

flow is in the right direction along the tubes—upward
and onward. As the tubes nearer the fire play the

larger part in steam generation, the correct mode of

water supply is of great importance. The Spearing

boiler claims to surpass other water-tube boilers in this

connection, and it has been especially successful in the

:i.-Si'K',i:i.\(i r, lis IN .VssKMuMXG Shop at thi: ITviii:

WOHKS.

CUM' (if oil tiring, the I'lt'cdiiiii iinui blistering of the

tuljes due to the positive sujiply (if water to the bottom

rows of tubes being very marked.
In the longitudinal drum type the lieaders are con-

nected to the drum by curved nipples directly expanded

into holes in the drum. The.se holes are compensated

for by a doubling plate, thus avoiding the weakness of

a cross-box with a large opening in the shell and a con-

siderable flat surface.

One outstanding result of the general design of the

Spearing boiler, witli large downcomer pijjes, large

niiijiles, and straight headers, is that a free, natural,

and positive circulation is secured. This feature, com-

bined with the ample steam and water capacity, enaliles

the l)oiler to respond readily to overload demands. The
renewal atid the cleaning of tubes are not onlv excep-

FiG. 4.—-Large Planing Machine with Ending Device.

tionally simple, on account of tlic tul)es being straii^lit

and easy of access, Imt tlie necessity for either is re-

duced by the peculiarities of circulation mentioned
above. Expansion and contraction stresses are also

niinimised, as all parts liable to considerable clianges
in dimensions are free to adjust themselves.

The factory. Avhich is situated near Newton station
on the Great Central Raihvay, contains machinery
which can be directly adapted to the manufacture of

Spearing boilers, and also possesses considerable room

for additional plant. At present the capacity of the

works is three boilers per week, and the developments
immediately in sight will provide for an output of at

least ten complete large boilers per week.

The first step in the process of manufacture is the
planing of the fiat plate on all edges. This is done on
a 30-ft. planing machine fitted with an ending device
which completes the ends at the same time as the sides.

Tlie plates are tlien bent info cylindrical form in bend-
ing rolls capable of taking plates up to 10 ft. in length
and 1 in. in thickness. These rolls Avill shortly be sup-
plemented by an hydraulic upsetting press, by means
of which the edges of the plates will be pressed into the
true cylindrical form.

Tlie company is also about to install neAV large elec-

trically-driven plate-bending rolls made by Messrs. John
Mu.sgrave & Sons, Ltd., for bending plates tip to 20 ft.

in length and IJ in. in thickness. The rolls are fitted

with a hinged bearing, to alloAv of the cylinder being
easily witlidrawn from the top roller. The bottom
rolls are driven by a 75-b.h.p. electric motor through
steel gearing, and the adjustment of tlie top roller is

effected by means of a 20-b.h.p. electric motor. Tlie

total weight of the machine will be 75 or SO tons.

All lioles are solid drilled right through : and after

the drilling operation is completed the whole drum is

f;iken apart and the holes are i-leaned to take away all

tlie swarf lietwoeii the plates, si as t<i ensure the perfect

lit (if the butt strap plates and ends. Where possible,

the rivetiiiL;' is ihine liv means of an livdr.uilic riveting

Fig. 5.—Ei.ECTniCAEi.v-nmvEN Bending Rolls.

machine capable of exerting pressure up to 150 tons.
In other cases the Avork is done by hand or by means of

pneumatic riveters. After the riveting is completed,
the edges of all plates are fullered by pneumatic tools
to ensure a tight fit.

After hydraulic testing to double the working pres-
sure, the holes required for connecting up to the
headers are drilled by means of a special trepanning
machine. Three of these machines are already in-
stalled, and in the near future the ei^uipment will be
increased to nine.

The headers are solid-drawn from mild steel, and,
except in the boilers for the lowest pressure, they are all

fitted with internal caps. In assembling the tubes into
tlie headers, tlie end of each tube is placed in position
and is expanded until it makes close contact with the
circiiiiiference of the hole in the header. The ends of
the tubes are then bell-mouthed by means of a pneumatic
tool, so that any tendency for the tube to draw out is

tfficiently checked.

Each section of tubes and headers is completed by
itself, the final process being the fitting of the caps.
.\11 the caps are internal, and, owing to the smooth sur-
face obtained by the solid drawing of the header, it

has been found unnecessary to machine the header in
order to obtain efl!icient contact between the cap and
the base. This permits of a very rapid assembling,
after which each section is hydraulically tested up to
double the working pressure.

Following the testing of the tubes and headers, the
various parts are assembled and. after inspection, are
taken down for transport.
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The fitting shop, where all the small eoiupoueiit parts,

.stand-pipes, tubes, &c., are drilled, is equipped with

machines for planing and shaping the sides of butt

straps, saws for sawing tiie tubes, and screwing and

tapping machines for the headers.

Ail Spearing boilers are titted with Ferguson patent

sectional superheaters, which have been thoroughly

tested on all types of boilers for many years. The chief

feature of the Ferguson superheater is the ease with

which sections can be removed without disturbing other

sections or steam-pipe connections. Each section con-

sists of a U-shaped tube terminating in flanges which

are bolted to the headers. When a section is removed,

blank flanges can be placed on the openings so that the

superheater as a whole can continue working.

The weight of each section is about 120 lb., so that

there is no necessity to use expensive lifting tackle in

effecting repairs or replacements. The joints, which

are out of the path of the flue gases, can be examined

while the boiler is working. The amount of superheat

obtained can be varied by increasing or decreasing

the number of sections. It is claimed that on the

average the use of the Ferguson sectional superheater

reduces the coal bill from 10 to 20 per cent.

proportion of farmers are not die-hards. It remains,

therefore, as a first step, only to discover where tliese

Thi: Mii.i. l'n\i>. Mil. I., ^^l' 1 l.'HI Ml I. INF..

^''i^^^E. ' '^^nR
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The fariu is situated 1,000 yards from the mill, and
the power is trausiiiitted by a pair of 19/18 bare copper
conductors supported on IG poles. The insulators are

of Messrs. De La Rue's unbreakable variety, fixed

directly to the poles by swan-neck bolts. The power
and telephone lines were completely erected by farm
hdjour. In fact, tlie only skilled man employed was
a wivi'iiian to wire the buildings.

ERIX'TING the TUKBl.NE.

The Old Mill Sluice and Site of Wheel are shown.

At the farm a 6-h.p. CJ.E.C. motor drives tiie main
shaft formerly turned by an 8-h.p. Petter oil engine,
now 21 years old, but as lively as ever. From this sliaft

are driven a root cleaner and chopper, a circular saw,
a corn mill, a chaff-cutter, and a Lister vacuum pump
for milking six cows at a time. This last absorbs 1.75
kW, and it is interesting to note that when the electric

drive was initiated it was. speedil}- discovered that the

main shaft alone was wasting more power than was re-

cjuired to saw up trees a foot thick I

Owing to the high price of batteries and the low

l)rice of milk, ilr. Hecks decided to dispense with the

luxury of an accumulator until next autumn. How-
ever, light for the liouse, farm buildings, and adjacent

parish church, was required for the winter evenings,

and something had to be devised. In the end it was
arranged to have 1-3 cells of the battery at the farm end
of tjie line, and to charge them in series with the 6-h.p.

motor, a change-over SAvitch cutting them out when
necessary.

During tlie recent lambing season it was proved well

worth while to run a temporary overhead line of a pair
(if 1/9 aluiiLiiiiuiii wires a distance of 500 yards to the

Completed Turbine Pit, showing One of the Poles.
Dr..\ft Tube and T.4IL Race. The Line Runs Straight

Across Country.

l)en, and many a young lamb owes its acquaintance
witii Mary, not to say mint sauce, to the fact that it was
horn under a lucky star in the shape of a half-watt

laiiq).

Thus is seen the apparent anachronism of electric

luilking in a barn tliat was there in Cromwell's time,

au<l electric light in a Norman church surrounded by
yew trees, from which former Suilingtonians cut the

long-bows with which they resisted the last invasion of

our shores.

THE LOAD POWER-FACTOR AND ITS MEASUREMENT.
SOME EVERETT, EDUCUMBE INSTRUMENTS.

1'hobablt no question, at the present time, is receiving

more attention, not only in this country, but also in

America and on the Continent, than that of the effect

of reduced power factor upon the cost of electrical

I'liergy.

It is recognised that the cost at which such energy can

be supplied depends principally upon two factors,

which may be called the ''running cost" and the

"capital cost." That botli these factors, but particu-
larly the latter, are affected by power-factor, will be

apparent from the following considerations.

Referring to fig. 1 . and assuming for the sake of

simplicity a single-phase system, tlie horizontal line

represents the kilowatts generated, the angle of phase
displacement between current and voltage (almost in-

yarial)ly a lag), and the sloping line represents^ the
volt-amperes which have to be supplied at a power factor
of cos 1> (0.7 in the case illu.strated). It is clear that if

the power factor is unity (i.e., if cos ^ = 1 or = 0),

the volt-amperes «ud the watts are equal to one another.

whilst at all other power-factors the volt-amperes are

greater than the watts.

It will be seen from fig. 1 that the VA are actually

made up of two components at right angles, known
respectively as the "active component" (horizontal)

and the " reactive component " (verti.cal).

The active component, which is equal to the watts, is

made up of the product of the voltage into that

component of tlie current which is in phase with

the volts, whilst the reactive component is equal

to the product of the voltage into that component
of tlie current, which is 90° out of phase with it. The
current and voltage in the latter case being 90° out of

phase with one another, transmit no power, so that the

reactive component is often spoken of as the "watt-
less " or " idle " component, or even as the " wattless

power," altliouL'h the latter appears tn be a contradic-

tion in terms.

Fig. 2 shows, graphically, the relationship between

power-factor and VA, for a fixed power output at the

station, The VA output is expressed as a percentage
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of that corresponding to unity power-factor. It will

be seen that at a power-factor of 0.7 the VA output is

more than 40 per cent, greater than that at unity. This

means that all electrical plant has to be. installed for

an output 40 per cent, greater than that which would

be necessary were the power-factor unity, since the out-

put of generators or transformers and the carrying

capacity- of cables depend upon tlie volt-amperes rather

than upon tlie watts. As a result, the capital cost of

the electrical plant is greatly increased—in fact, at a

power factor of 0.5 it is almost doubled. In this respect

it will be seen that a low power-factor is much the same

in its bearing upon the capital cost of the electrical

plant as a correspondingly low load-factor.

300 —
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tilt' avfiagf value thereof. This is ordinarily a very

laborious process, entailing- either the summation of a

very large number of reading;.s scaled off the chart or

the measurement of the area by means of a planimeter.

The latter method involves the division of the record

into a number of small pieces, measuring the area of

each, adding tlieni togetlier and dividing their sum by

the length of tlie chart—altogether a very tedious pro-

cess.

.Ul this is nbviated by the use of the Everett-Edg-

cuiiibt' ch.Li't ]ilaiiinictci'. yhcAvii in tig. 4. This cuji-

sists of a metal framcworK, at one eml of which provi-

sion is made for the reception of the roll of chart, as it

is taken from the giapher. and at the otlier is a roller

provided «itli a milled kimb, by irieans of which the

chart can lie -wnund on to it. The chart passes over

an accurately machined surface on which rests a special

planimeter running in a groove. To determine the

average value from tlie curve, the jilaninieter scale is

set to zero, and the cliart is slowly transferred from

the left-lian<l roller t;i tlie right hand, the jiointer of

the I'lanimeter lieiiig. uicaiiwhilc, kept on the record

line. After the chart h.is lieeti transferred, in tliiswav.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

ImiIC'.ATJXO PoWER-1-ACT()K Mktek.

from the one roller to the other, the planimeter reading
is taken and this figure, divided by the length of chart

which has been passed under it, gives the average value

of the power-factor or other ipiantity, over the period.

In the ca.se of a graphic record of VA or reactive

VA, it is more than likely that the total quantity deliv-

ered during the [leriod may l)e reijuired, rather than
the average value. 'J'he total can be read off the plani-

meter dir'ect, by proceeding as described above, except

that it is unnecessary to divide by the length of chart.

So far, only graphic instruments have been con-

sidered, but for many purjioses indicating power-factor
meters, VA meters or reactive VA meter.s are of great
value. They have proved most useful, for example, .as

a means of educating the consumer's engineer. If lie

has one of these instruments on the switchlioard by the

side of his ammeters and voltmeters lie will have the

([uestion of power-factor brought forcibly to his notice,

and it is found tliat in a large number of cases this

alone produces very beneficial results, in that it leads

to the switching-out of unloaded transformers or motors,
and so fortli. In those eases in which synchronous
niotoi's or otlier means of rectifying tlip power-factor are
available, such an indicating power-factor meter or re-

active VA meter is, ot* course, a necessity. Fig. 5 sliows

one (jf the large sector pattern, havi'iy- a scale 12 in.

hintr.

Austrian Installation Firms. — Under the stvlc of
\creiniauiip der Rl.-ktn. teclinischen Installations-Industrie
Osteireichs has lately hefii fonned a .society for the protection
<>t the economic interests of the hiager installation firms in
.\ustria. The .scope of the society's o[X>i-ations is hmited to
those exclusively enea^'ed in electrotechnical installations.
The secretary is Engineer Emil Futter.

(Fro.m Our Pari.iamk.ntakv Reporter.)

Postal Hates Fiediictiun and Wireless Telephony.—Mr.

Kellaway, Postmaster-General, in introducing the Post Office

e.stimates, detailed the changes in postal rates and arrange-

ments :—For letters not exceeding 1 oz., 'id. to lid.
;
post<.'ards,

J Id. to Id.: printed pajiers. Id. to id.; and the restoration of

Sunday collections. The new rates would, he said, come into

operation on May 2yth. Dealing with the telephone service,

he said that the number of subscribers had increased by
16,691. and on March 31st was 995,'24-2. The total nuraber
of new subscribers was 75,.500, and the number of cessations

was 64,0(X), of which '29,000 were due to the increased tariff.

Duiiiig the year 53U rural call offices had been opened at

post offices, and 3, '290 had been opened on rural 'party lines.

In submitting proposals for the reduction of telephone charges,
he did not propose to proceed on the principle recommended
by the Select Committee, of an all-round percentage reduc-
tion. Such a reduction of S per cent., which was the utmost
that he could make with a surplus of i61,'2O0,O0U on the tele-

jihone account, would be of very small benefit to the great
majority of telephone users. He proposed reductions which
would cost in a full year f 1.100,000. These were a reduction
f t<>lephone rental of £1 Ills, a year to users, making the rental

in London i£7 ; in Birmingham, Liverpool, Glasgow, and Man-
chester, £6 10s. ; and in the rest of the country £6. He fol-

lowed the Select Committee's recommendation in making the
charge to private users less than the charge for telephones
used for business purposes. The cost of this concession would
be £200,000 in a full year, and ,£1(50,000 this year. The next
reduction, which would apply to all users, was a reduction
of the local message fee from IJd. to l^d., costing £440,000 in

a full year, and £3.50.000 this year. He proposed a reduc-
tion in the extra mileage charge on private wires and at ter-

minals from £10 to £8. costing £]4'2.000 in a full year, and
£120,000 this year. The principal proposal with regard to

trunk calls was that there should be a substantially cheaper
rate for calls between 2 p.m. and 1 p.m. The average re-

duction of the rate would be 25 per cent. He proposed to
abolish the local fee on all trunk calls over Is. 6d. in amount,
and to make modifications below that charge.
Aher outlining proposals for rural areas, Mr. Kellaway

said that he was unable to adopt the recommendation of the
Select Committee on Telephones, that the telegraphs and
telephones should be united and the united .service completely
separated from the mails on the ground that it would not only
make for confusion and inefficiency, but would also be ex-
tremely expensive. Turning to the question of the broad-
casting of wireless messages, or radio-telephone broadcasting,
he .said that the sy.stein had a great vogue in the United
States, and he had received a report showing that there
were 7.50.000 of these receiving .stations open in the United
States. There had also been a considerable increase in the
United States in the number of transmitting stations, and
the result of this increase had been chaos. Mr. Hoover, the
Minister of the American Government, under whose charge
this work came, had recently appointed a conmiittee to pro-
pose legislation to correct the chaos brought about by the
unregulated erection of transmitting stations. We, fortu-
nately, had avoided that difficulty. Proposals had come to him
from several quarters for permission to open transmitting
stations in this country. He had referred these propo.sals to
the Wireless Sub-Committee of the Imperial Communica-
tions Committee, presided over by Sir Henry Norman,
and it had made recommendations ^^liich he had adopted.
He had decided to allcnv the establishment of a limited num-
lier of radio-telephone broadcasting stations. The country
would be divided, roughly, into areas centring on I^ondon
Cardiff. Plymouth, Birmingham, Manchester. Newcastle. Gla.s-

gow or Edinburgh, but not both, and Aberdeen, and one or
more broadcasting stations w-ould be allowed in each of tho.se
areas, Permis.sion for these .stations would only be granted
to British firms which were boxa-fidr manufacturers of wdre-
less apparatus. It was iinpussible, and it would not be in
the interests of wireless telephony to grant all the applica-
tions that had been made to him fur the right of transmis-
.sion. He was asking the various firms which had applied to
come together at the Post Office and co-operate, so that an
efficient service might be rendered, that there might be no
danger of monoixily, and that each .service should not
interfere with the efficient working of the other. The
stations would be limited to a power of U kilowatts, and fur-
ni.shed with wave lengths which should not interfere with
other services. The normal hours for broadcasting would be
rroin 5 p.rii. to 11 p.m.. except on Sundays, when there would
be no limit. There would be certain regulations with regard
to the character and class of news which these agencies would
bo allowed to transmit, but on that head he had not yet
come to a decision.

He also proposed that the facilities for obtaining permits
for the reception of these messages should be greatly simpli-
fied, and in future it would be po.ssible for anyone desiring to
install a receiving station to go to any post office and receive a
permit for 10s.. in the way they could obtain any other Ucence.
The possibilities of this gervice were almost unlimited. In the
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United States it was suggested that souic an-angomeiit might

be made by wttc-h speeches of members of Congress might

be radiated', and he could foresee a time when, perhaps on

the table of that House, a receiver would be properly concealed

so as not to jar the aesthetic senses of members, and their

eloquence would be transmitted to those of their constitu-

ents who were prepared to pay the cost

!

Grampian Electricity Supply-—This Bill came before a

House of Commons Select Committee on May -ind. Mr. W. E.

Tvldesley Jones, K.C., who appeared for the promoters

of the Bill, said that the measm-e was of very great

importanc*. The proposals of the Bill were to incor-

porate a statutory company, to be called the Grampian Elec-

tricity Supply Co., and to empower that company to construct

works in the neighbourhood of the Grampians for the purpose

of harnessing the very large amount of water-power which

was to-day running to waste, and by means of that water-

power to work generating stations for generatmg electricity

which could be used for commercial, industrial, and domestic

purposes in a large part of Scotland. There were no very

large supplies of water for generating electricity in England

;

it was in North Wales and Scotland that it was found possible

to utilise on a large scale water-power for the generation

of energy. To some extent already that power had F^een

made use of. An Aluminium Co. was utilising it in North

Wales, and .such a company was also doing the s;ime in

Scotland, a little to the west of the position of the present

scheme. A scheme for harnessing the water-iwwer of the

I'ountry had been reported on favourably on four occasions

bv Departmental Committees.
"Replying to the Chairman, Mr. Tylde^ley Jones said that

the present position was that the very large area of supply

offered great possibilities, because there was Dundee, a large

seaboard, and plenty of land on which factories could be

erected.

The promoters of the Bill claimed that \\ith the power of

harnessing the water supply of the Grampians they would

be able to bring about a congregation in the area of supply

of enormous industries which would utilise that ix)wer. They
would also make available for the use of towns in the area

energy w'hich, in many cases, was developed now by means
of steam power plant or w'hich, in other cases, they had

not got at all. That power would be utilised in sonie cases

at considerable distance from the generating station. The
.scheme was one initiated by private enterprise, to be assisted,

it was hoped, by a State guarantee. The scheme would do

for a large part of Scotland what cheap coal had dope for

other parts of that country and for England. ITie scheme could

be developed at any stage. They could complete one part

(if it by constructing one generating station at a time. Ihey
could lead up to the development of the whole scheme by

easy stages. Negotiations were proceeding between the pro-

moters of the Bill and the Board of Trade with a view to

inserting a clause in the Bill by which the State could have

the right on agreed terms -and conditions to take over the

undertakings by a certain date if the occasion should arise.

The Hydro-Electric Development Co. were the promoters

of the .scheme, and were promoting the Bill. The company
comprised the British Italian Corporation, Ltd., the British

Trade Corporation, the London, County and Westminister

and Parr's Bank, Messrs. Wallace Brothers li Co., the British

Steamship Inve.stment Trust, and other authorised shareholders

were Sir H. Babington Smith, Mr. Austen Harris. Mr. Ernest

Cox, and Mr. Manzie Fe. The scheme proposed to use Lochs
Ericht, Rannoch, and Garry, the River Garry, Loch .\n-

Tseclich, TiOchs .\n-Eoin, Truim, Bruar, and Whaire. Tlie

catchment area was 417 square miles, and the waters to be

utilised were capable of generating 56,fXlO h.p. continuously.

By means of a dam at each end of Loch Ericht it was pro-

posed to raise the level of the loch by 37 ft., and they could

draw the loch down 25 ft., thus giving a total variation of

58 ft. A certain amount of land would be subnierged by
this process. They proposed to strike a tunnel, which would
bring the w-ater down to a power station at Loch Rannoch,
which would be capable of generating 26,900 h.p. By means
of conduits water would be brought into Ericht from various

small lochs, making the Ericht a huge reservoir for the col-

lection of those waters. Other power stations would be set

up on the Bruar River, which should produce 4.200 h.p.; on
the Garry River, 7, .500 h.p., and near the tunnel, 17,400. In

every case the promoters were willing to pay for every jienny-

worth of injury done. When the Bill was deposited there

were 31 iJetitions. There were only three—those of three

limdowner-s—left now. A petition from Dundee had been
withdrawn, and they had agreed not to enter into any com-
])ctition in Dundee, except with regard to a supply for rail-

way trains. They could not supply to any undertaking in

Dundee without the Council's consent. The whole scheme
would cost 45 millions, inclusive of the works, but meantime
authority was sought to raise only one million pounds. In
the ordinary course they could only borrow a sum equal to

a. half of their authorised capital, but in this ca.se they w'ere

seeking for power to borrow '2i millions. They hoped that the

Credit Facilities Advisory Committee would guarantee the

interest on their debenture stock. Tliis could be done with-

out any cost to the State.

The Committee adjourned until May 3rd.

On May 3rd, it was stated that an agreement nad been

reached between the promoters and one of the objectors, Mrs.

la Terriere, of Dunalastair. Much evidence of a technical

character was given, in the course of which it was stated

that at the completion of the first stage of the scheme, with a

scale of 170,000,000 units per annum, the cost per unit would

be .ayjGd., but the price to be charged to the consumers
wouldj of course, be higher, because of other charges, which
must be taken into account. Excluding Edinburgh and Glas-

gow , which were special cases, the cost of production under
the scheme would be di.stinctly lower than under any of the

existing steam efectricitv stations, if capital costs were in-

cluded."

Further evidence was heard on Thursday, ami the Commit-
tee adjourned until Tue.sday, May 9th, when the Bill was
piissed by the Committee.
Mottiiijjhamshire and Derbyshire Tramways.—This Bill was

considered by the L^nopposed Bills Committee of the House of

Commons on May .3rd. It was stated that the Bill sought
powers for the con.struction of additional tramways intended

to link up the main system of the company to the Ilkeston

Tramways. After formal evidence the Bill was passed for

third reading.

Ayr Burghs Tramways.—Mr. Mckbo, Secretary for Scot-

laud, has introduced into the House of Commons a Bill,

which has been read a first time, to confirm a Provisional

Order under The Private Ijcgislation Procedure (ScotlaniJ) .;

-\ct, 1899, relating to .\yr Burghs (Tramways, &c.), to he
proceeded with under Sections 8 and 9 of the Act.

TJic Electricity Bill.—The second reading of the Electricity

(Supply) Bill in the House of Commons has been deferred

until May loth.

Yorkshire Electric Power Bill.—This Bill has been read a J
third time in the House of Lords, and a first time in the
House of Commons.

Electrification of Suburban. Railway Lines.—Mr. Malone \
asked the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Trans-
port, whether a guarantee of £6,500,000 had been made to

the South-Eastern & Chatham Railway Co., under the Trade
Facilities Act, 1921, for the electrification of suburban lines;

whether he w^as aware that districts radiating in a north-
easterly and east-north-easterly direction from the City were
provided with more inadequate train facilities than any other
suburban locality; and whether, taking into consideration tie
large amount of unemployed labour power now available, he
could consult with the Great Eastern Railway Co. with a
view to putting into effect a scheme for the electrification of

suburban lines.

Mr. Ne.^l said he was aware of the congestion at certain ^
hours in the districts named, and he had been in consulta-
tion with the Great Eastern Railway and had informed them :

that the Trade Facilities Committee were prepared to con-
sider an application from them foa' a.ssi.stance in raising

capital for electrification work, liut he understtxjd that they
did not propos<> to make such an ripplication.

In reply to questions by Mr. Gilbeht, Mr. Yoixt;
.said the definite terms of the loan guaranteed by .

the Government to the T'nderground Railway Com-
panies had not yet l)een settled, and he, therefore, could not
say whether or not one of the conditions would be that an
annual sinking fund should l)e provided for the repayment of

the loan, but in any case, the repayment would l)e an uncon-
ditional obligation of the companies. .\s regarded the last part
of the question, no special conditions were imjwsed ; but the
companies were, of tour.se, amenable to the existing provisions
of tfie law in this respect. tJne of the results of the guarantee
would be that the accommodation on the City & South Ijondon
I-Uiilway would be very considerably improved, and the com-
fort of the travelling public thereby increased.

]yirelcss for Aircraft.—Mr. Malone asked the Secretary of

State for Air, whether he was aware that the aiTangements
for communication Ijy wireless telegraphy with aircraft flying

on the London-Paris route were far from satisfactory, and
that improvements in the wireless telegraphy facilities would
considerably increase the efficiency of the route and minimise '.

risks of accidents; and whether the .\n' Ministry was repre-
,

sented at the recent international wireless telegraph confer-

ence in Paris.

Capt. Guest replied : The answer to the first part of the

question is that I am s;itistied that the airangements made
in England for communication by wireless telephony with

aircraft flying on the London-Paris air route are complete

and efficient, but I am aware that the wireless arrangements
are not so satisfactory on the remainder of the route to Paris.

The urgent necessity of arranging wireless facilities on the

French part of the route has been recommended by us to

the French authorities on several occasions, and it is under-

stood that wireless stations have actually been established at

St. Inglevert and Le Bourget, but, up to the present, these

are not functioning satisfactorily. Witliin the last few days,

in connection with the recent air collision in France, the Mr
Ministry has again approached the Fi-ench authorities on this

.subject,' and T hope that the difficulties will now- be over-

come by them, and the wireless stations put into working

order. The answer to the last part of my hou. friend's ques-

tion is in the affirmative. The .\ir Ministry representative

was the liead of the British delegation.
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Imports. from Germany.—}Ai. B.tLDWiN, President of the

Board of Trade, informed Mr. Kiley that during the six,

loonths. ended March 31st, 19-2-2, there were imported into

the United Kingdom, from Germany, electrical goods and
apparatus, electrical instruments (other than telegraphic and
telephonic) to the value of £'1,081; and electro-medical ap-

paratus, X-ray tubes, wireless valves and vacuum tubes, to

the value of JE815. The quantity of domestic hollow-ware

of aluminium imported into the United Kingdom during

1921, registered as consigned from Germany, was 659 tons,

valued at £130,828.

The Barking Scheme.—dipt. M.\rtin asked the Parliament-

ary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport, whether, in the

interests of the unemployed in the East of London, and also

in the interests of the pressing needs of prospective con-

sumers in the district with regard to the question of the

erection of the proposed electric generating station at Bar-

king, he was now able to say whether the company's reply

had been in the hands of the Commissioners since March 1st

;

and when the formal sanction of the Commissioners would
be given.

ifr. Keal replied : I am informed by the Electricity

Commissioners that they hope that it will be possible to is-

sue the consent at an early date.

Trains on the Underground.—Mr. Leonard Lyle asked the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport if

he could state the frequency with which trains were now
run on the tube railway of London, in business hours;
whether he was aware that, when the Select Committee on
ijondon Traffic reported, it was stated that trains were run
with a frequency which reached the maximum capacity of

the lines; and whether he was aware that it was now quite

common for five minutes or more to elapse between any two
trains on the tube railways, even during the peak hours.

Mr. Ne.4L replied : The booked intervals between trains on
the underground railways during peak-load hours vary from
li to 2i minutes, and any greater interval is abnormal and
due to delay to an individual train. I have not been able

to trace the statement mentioned in the second part of the
question.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us alter 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forwara
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address m our possession.

An Anomaly.

The following should, I think, be placed on record in all

electrical papers ;
—

The headquarters of the Electricity Commissioners is Gwydyr
House, Whitehall, a board on the door announcing this fact.

I was passing the place last Friday and first noticed that the
lamp over the gate was fitted with an upright, incandescent
gas mantle; further investigation resulted in finding two
large cone-shaped candle or torch snuffers, one on each side

of the gateway on the railings. Further, a notice is on the
door stating that admittance can be obtained by ringing the
bell, which is one of the old-fashioned brass knob, crank
bells. The place was closed, but it would be interesting to
know whether gas is used for lighting the interior, as it is for
the outside lamp.

William B. Clarke.
Ponders End, May 8th, 1922.

[The " cobbler's wife " again.—Eds. ELur. Rev.I

Prospects in the Argentine.

The following letter, which I have just received, may be of
interest :

"I have this morning heard from my agents in the Argen-
tine, and I am sorry to say that the news is by no means
encouraging. Products of British manufacture are absolutely
out of it against American, and, above all, German. The
people there allow that British products are by far the best
and last very much longer, but in spite of this the Germans
have almo.st the entii-e ti'ade. which. I think, is what you have
heard from another source."

Bernard Drake.
T«ndon. May Sth, 1922.

Domestic Electrical Appliances.

_
\\e feel that that section of the electrical industry which

18 m closest touch with the general public, i.e., the electrical
contractor and retailer, should be made aware of the en-
deavours that are being made in another industry to se-
cure a portion, if not all, of the business to be done in the
above.

The official organ of the retailers of sewing and washing
machines and carpet .sweepers is continuallv advising its
readers to take up these lines.

The following passage is taken from the said journal, "dated

May Ist :
—

"We will only add that the daily Press is creating a de-

mand for sewing and washing machines and carpet cleaners,

and that it is for the domestic washing trade to supply the
demand and not leave it to the electrical trade."
Our own practice has, of course, been to treat with the

legitimate electrical trader, but we think you should im-
press on yom' readers the great danger they are in of losing
a good portion of what is proving a very lucrative and grow-
'°2 fie'"^-

E. H. Morton,

Works Manager, Sun Electrical Co_., Ltd.

London, May 6th, 1922.

The Lead Hydrate Battery.

I am informed by the makers of the above battery that
after completely discharging it will give 90 per cent, of its

rated capacity at any rate of discharge, after only 15 min-
utes' charging.
Perhaps someone will correct me, if I am wrong, but pre-

sumably a battery rated at, say, 100 ampere-hours at the
10-hour rate would at 100 per cent, efficiency require to be
charged at no less than 360 amperes for 1.5 minutes!

Surely, this must be a wonderful batterv.

Electricity Works,
Parnborough, Hants.
May Sth. 1922.

B. W. Gothard,
Chief Engineer

LEGAL.

J. HoLBROOK & Co. V. Court.

In the Mayor's and City of London Court, on Friday,, before
Judge Jackson, the hearing of a test case was resumed in
which plaintiffs, electrical engineers, 1, Foster Lane, Cheap-
side, E.G., claimed £6d 3s. against defendant, a purveyor of
meat and fish dealer. Post Otfice Square, Whyteleafe, Surrey,
for installing the electric light at his shop, A:c. Mr. E. J.

Sutcliffe appeared for the plaintiffs and Mr. Baker for the
defendant. Mr. Sutcliffe said that the defence was that to
induce the defendant to give the order plaintiffs' representa-
tive, Martin, warranted that they had made the necessary
arrangements with the Electrical Supply Co. to put the cables
in the road, and that they would be laid down within two
or three weeks. Defendant gave the order on the faith of
that represntation, which, he said, plaintiffs' representative
fraudulently or recklessly made, and he had lost the
whole value of the work as the power had never been supplied.
He counter-claimed for the sum claimed, and £10 damages
for the misrepresentation. Plaintiffs' case was that defend-
ant gave the order for installing the electric light and the
work was done. Plaintiff's did not represent that the supply
company would put in the mains either in two or three weeks
or any definite time. Plaintiffs agreed to wire the defend-
ant's fi.sh depot for £9 1.5s., the butcher's .shop for £24, the
refrigerator and sausage making machine, &c. The work
was completed and plaintiffs did their best to get the supply
company to extend its mains to the village, but that had
not yet happened. That was no reason why they should
not be paid their account. Defendant said that the plain-
tiffs' services were useless to him, as the supply was not yet
in the village, because plaintiffs never got 15 customers
as arranged. Plaintiffs said they did but that three backed
out. The further hearing was adjourned last July, Judge
Jackson suggesting that the plaintiffs' work might vet be
very useful. Mr. Sutcliffe now said that the parties had not
been able to arrive at a settlement. Martin, plaintiffs' repre-
sentative, said that Howard, the former engineer to the Ur-
ban Electric Supply Co., told him if he could get 15
subscribers the cable would be laid. He got the 15 subscribers
and then Howard said it would be done in two or three weeks.
.\fter that defendant gave him the order to do the wiring,
•lames Smith, plaintiffs' chief electrician, confirmed Martin's
evidence. Harry Bland, electrician to the plaintiffs, was also
railed. Edward Lewis, the present resident engineer for the
T'rban Electric Supply Co.. said he hoped some dav to get
the electric mains through Whyteleafe. He would not do the
work at present, because of the great outlav which would
l)e required, but prices were dropping. For the defence, Mr.
Court, the defendant, said that Martin distinctly told him that
his neighbours were going in for electric light installatons
instead of gas. He was more concerned about the power for
driving his machinery and refrigerator than for the light.
When he asked about the cables being laid, Martin told him
that the Urban Supply Co. had made arrangements to have
the cables laid. Nothing was said about the number of snb-
.scribers that would be wanted. He signed the application
form only when he was told that the cable would be laid
in two to three weekg.
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Mr S. Howard, engineer, Norbury, formerly the resident

engineer to tlie Urban Electric Supply Co., said he told Mar-

tin he would lav the cable if 15 subscribers signed agreemepts,

which were very different to promises, as he knew ihat

had never been done. He never promised Martin defamtely

that he would lay the mains in any particular time. Judge

Jackson said the case was certainly important as there were

others dependent upon it. He had come to the conclusion that

there was misrepresentation, but not fraudulent. He need

not go into the question whether there was any warranty

or not, although he thought there was. He found for the

plaintiffs for the amount claimed, without costs, but for the

defendant for 50 guineas on the counter-claim, with costs.

VoKES V. Cardiff Corporwion and the Salvation Armt.

Ik this action, heard at Cardiff County Court last week, Mrs.

Mary Elsie Yokes, of Canton, Cardiff, sued the joint defend-

ants for £U) damages for personal injuries. On January 3rd

plaintiff was pasing along Kingsway when something di-opped

in front of her, and on looking down she saw her left foot bleed-

ing having been cut by the falling glass of one of the lamps of

an electric standard. She was taken into a hotel near by and

a doctor summoned, two stitches being put into the wound. A
gale was blowing at the time and the lamp was on a standard

to which was attached a streamer banner put there by the

Salvation Army, which was stretched across the road to

a standard on 'the other side. For the Corporation it was

submitted that the accident was due to the banner being

strung so near the lamp that it caused the standard to vibrate

more than it should have done, thus shaking out the glass.

The banner had been put up by the Salvation Army without

the permission of the police, and the Corporation therefore dis-

claimed liability. A point arose with regard to the anti-vibra-

tion device on the lamp, and in respect of this Donald Arthur

Watson, a corporation lighting inspector, said that a definite

indication as to whether the lamp guard was screwed too

tightly was given bv a rubber protector at the bottom of the

lamp "guard. The ball-joint, being rough-cast, had a sluggish

movement, and the lamp would not swing more than two

inches. The city electrical engineer (Jlr. C. G. Morley Kew).

said the ball-joint referred to was not a true ball-joint, but

had a definite stop-point, and abnonnal swinging would cause

a jar which would bring about the fall.

Judge Hill Kelly, entering judgment for the Corporation

with costs, and for plaintiff against the Salvation Army for

i;'25 with costs, said that the anti-vibration device of the ball-

joint was made insufficient through the additional vibration

created by the wind acting on the banner.

C.T.S. V. Eats.

As a result of the advertisement " C.T.S. v. Eats," of the

St Helens Cable & Eubber Co., Ltd., Warrington, in thei

Electrical Review, of April 14th, the E.S.P.C.A. ofiices were

inundated with letters, and at Warrington Police Court on

Thursday (May 4th), Mr. J. H. C. Brooking, the Cable Com-
pany's g'eneral manager, was fined £5, and two guineas costs,

for "cruelty to the rat by not providing it with suflicient

nourishment. The magistrates were Mr. J. H. Smethurst

(chairman). Dr. Naden, and Mr. J. E. Eichardson.

Mr. T. S. Steel appeared for the defendant.

Mr. F. A. Lewis prosecuting on behalf of the E.S.P.C.A.,

said the circumstances in the case disclosed a parti-

cularly callous indifl'erence to the suffering of an animal. Ap-

parently complaints had been received that rats had been

gnawing through the firm's cable. In order that they might

test the rumour or accusation, they hit upon the fiendish de-

vice of catching a rat on Sunday morning, March 13th, and

putting it in a cage with three pieces of cable which they

smeared with essence of aniseed, to entice the rat, and they

handled the cable with gloves so that the rat could not smell

human fingers. The rat was kept in the cage with three pieces

of " succulent " rubber for four diiys. They watered it each

day, and on the second or third day a small piece of bread

was put into the cage and the rat ate it ravenously. On the

Thursday night the creature died, and the firm promptly
proceeded to advertise the fact in the Electrical Eeview.
If the finn thought they were going to achieve an
advertisement by that means they succeeded beyond their

expectations, because at once the E.S,P.C..-V. was inundated
with letters from hard-headed business men.

Mr. Steel : You can only state what can be given in evi-

dence.
The Clerk : Keep to the facts.

Mr. I;EWis said that the following week two letters ap-

peared in the Electrical Review.
Mr. Steel : Again, I object.

The Clerk again ruled in favour of Mr. Steel, and Mj.
Lewis continuing, said that on April 24th Mr. EJ-ooking;
was seen by Inspe'^tor Dee, and at the time had the adver-
tisement before him. He said " I am entirely responsible
for this thing," and .idded that he was conductinc a scientific

experiment, and did not think he was committing cruelty
lit all. "I ask vou," concluded Mr. Lewi.o, "to inflict such
a penalty as will stop an experiment of this nature, which.

after all, is only a trade gain and cannot advance science

in any way whatever. It is simply put into the paper tor

financial gain and nothing else.
"

Mr. Steel said he was prepared to admit there had been a

technical offence, within the meaning of the Act. Mr. Brook-

ing claimed, on behalf of his invention, that rats would not

attack the sheathing, and that it might be relied upon and

did not require, as most cables did, an iron casing. Inquiries

were made from time to time by customers regarding the

sheathing and despfte the fact that various experiments were

tried—a piece of sheathing was left lying about the works

where there w'ere a number of rats, but it was not attacked

—

it was not enough for customers, who said they had no proof.

Another attempt was made by putting a piece of sheathing

across the rat hole, and he (Mr. Steel), had a piece in hin

possession which was across a rat run for over two months, aiid

there was not a mark on it. Even that, however, was not

sufficient to satisfy customers.

Mr. Lewis : If we are to keep to facts, we must keep to

them. I hope he is nut getting another gratuitous advertise-

ment.
Mr. Steel ; I am not doing that consciously.

Continuing, Mr. Steel said that being desirous of demon-
strating the fact that the sheathing was impervious to rat^.

Mr. Brooking thought it would be better to try it with a rut.

and it was done as a scientific experiment. There was uu

intention to be cruel, as was proved by the fact that water

was supplied twice each day, and on one occasion it was fed

with a piece of bread.

Mr. Lewis : A small piece of bread.

In reply to the Chairman, Mr. Brookixo said if the insu-

lation was exposed and gnawed there was a possibility cf

injury to the cable and of fires being caused. It was neces-

sary to find out the effect of the proximity of rats. He would
like to correct one of Mr. Steel's statements. He (Mr. Brorok-

ing) did not know for certain that the sheathing would with-

stand the rats. There had been much contradictory evidence,

so that he thought it necessary to have the experiment made
and the result published.

The Chairman of the bench asked Mr. Lewis, if a firm

wished to expeirment in the interests of the community,
whether it would not be possible to experiment or to obtain

a licence which would enable them to do it.

Mr. Lewis said it was absolutely impos.?ib[e. The firm would
have to take the run of things and not inflict pain and suffer-

ing. They could not obtain a licence; the only licences were
for vivisection, &c.

The bench retired, and on their return, the Chairman said

the offence had been admitted, and they were satisfied that

there had been cruelty according to the law. They could

have inflicted a fine of £25 or sentence of three months' im-
prisonment, but they had no desire to do anything of the

kind. Defendant would be fined £5.

On the application of Mr. Lewis, two guineas costs were
allowed. He applied originally for three guineas.

A. Williams & Son v. Carlin Bros.

A claim for £40 damages for alleged breach of agreement
was made at Preston County Court, on May 3rd, by plain-

tiffs, electrical engineers, against defendants, of James Street,

Liverpool. It was stated that last November plaintiffs en-

tered into an agreement with the defendants whereby plain-

tiffs were to supply a " Time-saver " washing machine, com-
plete with an electric motor. There was also an agree-

ment respecting an exchange of typewriters. The applica-

tion was for £6 and £5 damages. The judge gave a verdict

for this amount, defendants not being represented.

Kelly & Tarshis v. Alexandra Clothing Co.

In the Shoreditch County Court, on May 1st, before Judge
Cluer, Messrs. Kelly & Tarshis, of Shoreditch, electrical engi-

neers, sued the Alexandra Clothing Co., Bow, to recover

£15 6s., the balance of an account for £70 6s. for electrical

work carried out.

Mr. C. H. CocMBE was counsel for the plaintiffs, and the

defendant appeared in person. Mr. Tarshis gave evidence, and
said that he fitted the factory with electricity. He supplied

a motor and starter for £'25, and to prove that was the correct

price, having had difficulty in getting his money on previous

occasions, he asked for the money before supplying, and got;

it. As to a radiator, he denied that he had ever promised to
J'

take it back ; the defendants had spoiled it themselves. They
had laid it on its side, heated a kettle on it. the water had
run over. cau.sing " shorts " and the constant breaking of the

wires. As to the electric lights in the office, it was true they

went wrong, but that was due to a leaky roof and not bad

work, as it had to be passed by the Borough Council and the

insurance company. He put it right, sending two men to do

it, and the price he had charged was so ridiculous that it

would have paid him better to give the defendants £1 to stop

away. In cross-exainination, he denied that he agreed to send

a 3-h.p. motor for £25. but only sent a '2-h.p. motor, which
should have been £1S. The defendants, however, said this was
the fact, the iirice all alonij having Ix^en agreed at £18 for a
'2 h.p. motor, w hich plaintiff deolai-ed he could not get hold of.
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Finally, he said he could get a 3-h.p. motor for £25, to which
defendant agreed, but he seqt in a 2-h.p. machine after all.

One of the radiators was intended for heating purposes, but
there was no heat from it.

Judge Cluer eventually found for the plaintiffs for £S 16s.

only, and judgment was entered accordingly, with costs.

South St.\ffordshike Tramw.ays (Lessees) Co., Ltd. v.

M.woR, A-c, OF West Beomwich.

I.\ the Divisional Com't of King's Bench on May 5th Mr. Jus-

tice Lush and ^Ii". Justice Greer heard a motion by the West
Bromwich Corporation to set aside an award made by Sir

Lynden Maca&iey in December last, sitting as arbitrator, on
the ground that he had made declarations after his award
which were beyond his jurisdiction.

Mr. Disturn.al, K.C, appearing for the Corporation, ex-

plained that the matter arose out of a lease granted by the
Corporation to the Tramway Co. of the tramways within the
Corporation area. The Corporation, under the lease, imder-
took to keep the tramways and the roadway adjoining in

repair. There was a covenant by which the Tramway Co.
agreed to contribute to the net cost, plus a certain percentage
for overhead charges, of renewals, and the Tramway Co. under-
took to pay annually to the Corporation the net cost of

renewals of the track as distinguished from the adjoining road.
From time to time the stipulations of the lease were varied,
and in 1917 there was an agreement by -which the 'amount to

be expended by the Corporation and the amount to be con-
tributed were cut down, and it was agreed that the Corpora-
tion should keep the tramway in the condition in which it

had been during the war, and that the lessee company should
contribute £1,500. The arbitration was as to whether or not
the Corporation had performed its obhgation in keeping the
tramway in repair in accordance with the agreement.
The arbitrator, in his award, said the plaintiff's were not

entitled to the damages which they claimed, but he awarded
them 403. nominal damages, for what he considered breaches
of covenant by the Corporation, and fnat 40s. had
been tendered to the plaintiff's in the course of the proceedings.
The arbitrator said counsel had made a series of declarations
for which one could not see the necessity, as the claim was
merely one for damages. He. however, made a declaration
in respect of matters which another arbitrator must take into
consideration in determining what further sums the lessee

company should pay by way of contribution to the Gorpcxra-

tiou in respect of repairs to the hne.
Mr. Tyldeslev Jones, K.C, for the company, in reply to

Mr. Justice Lush, agreed that the pleadings left the matter
in doubt as to whether there had been any consent to enlarge
the dispute, but he submitted that on the documents both
parties left to the arbitrator the determination of what was
the effect of previous breaches of covenant on subsequent
liability.

Mr. Justice Lush said it would be better to remit the
matter to the arbitrator to expunge from the award so much
of it as related to declarations of the future, leaving only the
declarations a-s to the past. His Lordship added, in the course
of his judgment, that he thought the arbitrator should have
omitted from his award matters relating to future considera-
tions. He had. however, made as part of his award certain

declarations which laid down principles upon which future
assessments would have to be made. If it was allowed to

stand, it was clear that it would be binding upon the parties,

and therefore binding npon any arbitrator who might be
appointed in future disputes. He was of opinion that the
arbitrator had no jurisdiction on .such matters, and the award
would have, therefore, to be remitted to him.
Mr. Justice Greer concurred.

A CARDIFF Corporation Claim.

Cardiff Corporation was awarded ill 10s. damages at the
County Court last week against a local shipowner who drove
his motor backwards for some distance along the wrong side

of the street and broke down an electric fire alarm post.

Dam.ages Against Perth Corporation.

The Dundee Advertiser reports that damages amounting to

J6102 have been awarded to Mrs. Catherine Malloch, against
the Perth Town Council, as compensation for injuries received
in a tramway accident which occurred in August, 1920. The
applicant stated that she was alighting at a stopping place

when the conductor blew his whistle, the car started with a
jerk, and plaintiff' was thrown to the ground, sustaining in-

juries to her right shoulder, which incapacitated her for busi-

ness. The Sheriff allowed the claim upon the ground that
the Corporation was responsible for accidents caused by the
negligence of its employes.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—A. V. Clayton (Clayton Motors),
eugmeer, l^aik Lane Mills, Leeds.—Receiving order made
on April 29th ou debtor's own petition.
Samcel Holmes, trading as Holmes & Co., Palatine Cham-

bers, Hahtax, electrical contractor. The following are
creditors:—
Bateman, Stanley ..

Bell, B., & Co.
Halilas Office Suppli<
Halifax Corporation
Hartle "

Co.

40 lllingworth,
30 Lazarus & I

11 Lipton, B.
U Priestley, J.

Silekt Electr
Wright Mou

, im
. 150

- ....... ....... ..j| Eng. Co.
Hartley, Percy ""

Hoyle, Joshua .„

Herbert Oldfield, 51. Milton Terrace, High Street. Heck-
mondwike. late Silver Street. Stainforth. near Doncaster, elec-
trical engineer, fornjerly a grocer and general dealer.
—The pubUc examination of this debtor was held re-
cently at Dewsbury. According to the statement of
affairs, there was a deficiency of £irA. Debtor attributed his
failure to [oss by fire. He stated that when he went to Stain-
forth he had f.j(X» capital and furniture valued at £400. A fire
occurred on the Stainforth premises in Februarv, 1921. The
turnover had been about JIO weekly. After further questions

,
the examination was closed.
Wm. Hexrv Eoslington, lately trading as the Greenling

Electric Supplies, 240, High Holborn, W.C—The first meet-
ing of creditors under this failure was held on Mav 5th at
the London Bankruptcy Court. The Oflicial Receiver "reported
that the debtor carried on business in partnership under the
style of the Greenling Electric Supplies, into which as sleep-

I

ing Partoer he put £100, his partner providing the experi-
1

ence. They each drew £10 a week from the business from
December 1st, 1919, until the end of the following March,

'^qrvi
""'^'"sss needed further capital, his partner borrowed

I

i.dlM) on their joint promissory note from his (debtor's) father-
in-law, and they raised a further £300 on security of

j

tbeu-.jomt promissory note. The whole of the money so
raised went into the business, in addition to which they

I

obtained an overdraft from the bank of £250, which had
1

since been reduced to £40. Tlie partnership, which had been
verbal, was dissolved by mutual consent in Mav, 1920 the

i.k *^t''°^
°^'^'" ^'^^ ^^^''^^ ='"'' liabilities of the business

aitbough he had since a.scertained that book debts of the face
:

value of £1 OIX) were irrecoverable. He afterwards transferred
the busmess to -210. High Holborn. and converted it into a
limited cnmpanv called Greenling Electric Supplies, Ltd with
f nommal capital of £5.000. As vendor he was allotted 1 000

ordinary shares in payment of stock and contracts, and he
was appointed managing director of the company at a re-

muneration of £500 per annum plus director's fees £100 per
annum. Preference shares to the extent of £1.000 were taken
up for cash. The debtor had, however, resigned his director-

ship and transferred his holding in the company to another
person. He attributed his failure to the long illness of his

wife and heavy expenses thereof, and to the lack of trade.

His statement of affairs showed liabilities £1,209 and assets nil.

The estate was left in the hands of the Official Receiver.

Frank Eawcliffe (trading as Frank Raweliff'e (t Co.), 8, Nun
Street, Newcastle-on-Tyue, electrical engineer.—The adjourned
first meeting of the creditors was held recently at the Oflicial

Receiver's office, 4, Northumberland Street, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. The statement of affairs showed liabihties of £-3,866,

against assets of £11. At the last meeting it was stated that
debtor claimed that a company registered on August 15th, 1921,
had taken over his business and agreed to pay the liabilities

owing on April 16th, 1921, besides paying debtor £7,000 in
shares and £3,500 in cash. Debtor stated that he had only
received the shares. A resolution for voluntary hquidation
was passed on January 30th last, and debtor said that under
the liquidation he waived all claim to the £3,500 cash, 1»
enable his creditors and the creditors of the company to be
paid a dividend of 10s. in the £. to be secured by a debenturtj
in a new company about to be formed. If the creditors
approved of that arrangement and decided to treat the new
company as their debtors there would be no liabihties in the
present procedings, but if they objected the trustee would
have to be advised with regard to the £3,500. After some
discussion the meeting was further adjourned.

F. S. Ormonde (carrying on business in co-partnership with
another as The Soho Electrical Works), electrician, 125,
Islington, Liverpool.—First meetinc. May 11th. Public ex-
amination May 30th, at the Court House," Liverpool.

R. F. Mayner. electrical engineer. Narrow and Wentworth
Streets. Peterborough.—First meeting May 9th. Public ex-
amination June 9th, at the Law Courts, Peterborough.
W. Camp (W. Camp & Co.), electrical engineer, Carr Lane,

Slaithwaite, Hudderefield.—Last dav for proofs for dividend,
Mav 20tli. Trustee ; Mr. W. Durrance, Official Receiver 12
Duke Street, Bradford.
D. C Bate, electrical manufacturer and supplier. 16, John

Dalton Street, Manche,ster.—First meeting. May l'7th. at the
Official Receiver's offices, Manchester; public examination,
June .30th. at the Court House. Manchester.
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Company Liquidations.—Watts, Williams & Co,, Ltd.,

electrical engineers, Leystield Road Works, Goldhawk Koad,

Shepherd's aush, Loudon, W—The following are creditors

herein —
Burt & Co
Churchill iC) Ik Co,
Cook, Howard E.

Electric Aulo Supplies
Engj^averi' Guild, -Ltd,

Harman (J- I-'-) * Co
Mavo (Frank) ii Co
Freeman, W. C.

Hermans, Ltd. ...

(iestetner, D.. Ltd.

iMorton. G. N., Ltd.

Howland Bros,

Graham i\.) &; Co.

H 'MuM Lev.

M London Electric VVirine Co ib

aO L.P.S. Electrical Co 'M

ir Middleton, J. K Wlj

ili Morgan Crucible Co 6is

120 Bankers 3,019

23 -New System Private Telephone
54 Co.

i5,69'J

lis Parsons it Sons 24

... "5 Raggett i Co. '. 18

... 10 Rigbv (F. W.) i Co,, Ltd, ,.. 36

12 Ripaiilts, Ltd, ,„ B'

... 20 Simmons, J, S 12

Hammersmith Borough Council 169 Thorn & Hoddle Acetylene Co. 30

Harper, Bean S: Son, Ltd, .,. 50 Universal Card Engravmg Co. 60

Herbert Terry i Co., Ltd. ... 479 Webb, \V. i .\ iT

Hall (John) & Son (Bristol), Ltd. 14 Whittingham & Wilkir

Keen (VV, B.) S Co 52 Williams, Ciptain

King's Patent .Agency. Ltd, .„ 21

Anglo-Mexican Electric Co., Ltd.—W'inding up volun-

tarily. Liquidator : Mr, R, R. Skelsey. Meeting of creditors

May 17th. at 47, Parliament Street, S,W. Particulars to the

liquidator by June 1st.

\V. E. Blake, Ltd,—Meeting of creditors May 16th, at the

offices of the liquidator, Mr, H, B, Everett, 3/7, Southampton
Street, Strand, W,C.2, to whom particulars should be sent by

June 4th.

Vactite Wire Co., Ltd.—Meeting, of members called for

June 7th, at 12, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W., to hear an account

of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr, L. J. Yeoman.
The Maxim Lamp Works, Ltd., 70, Canonbury Road,

Highbury, N.—The creditors and shareholders of this com-
pany (in liquidation) met last week at the Carey Street offices

of the Board of Ti'ade, Lincoln's Inn, W,C. Mr, E, T, A.

Phillips, Official Receiver, reported that the company was
formed in March, 1910, with a nominal capital of ±'8,000,

divided into 6,000 cumulative participating preference and
'2,000 ordinary shares of £1 each; the whole of the shares had
been issued. The object of the formation was to acquire the

business carried on by the Receiver for the debenture holders

of the Maxim Lamp Works Electrical Co,, Ltd., of Shernall

Street, Walthamstow. A statement of affairs showing the
position as at the date of the appointment of the debenture
holders' Receiver on July 2Sth, 1921, was presented, from
which it appeared that the liabilities amounted to ±11,050, of

which £4,987 was expected to rank against assets valued at

±3,579. and consisting of the estimated surplus from the fully-

secured debts. After payment of the preferential claim, £77;
and of the loans on debenture bonds, ±3,000; there was
shown a balance of ±502 available for the unsecured creditors,

who were accordingly faced with a deficiency of ±4,485: Mr.
Alfred Tosh was acting as the receiver for the debenture
holders. The liquidation was left in the hands of the Official

Receiver. Appended is a list of the chief creditors:—
£ £

Glashutter-vcrks Auterbruten, Plowden & Thompson, Ltd, ,,. 452
Penzig ... 112 Johnston (R.) & Co., Ltd. ... 115

Bomkessel, P., Berlin 85 Sloun Electrical Co 393
British and .Vorthirn Shipping Shereaton Glass Co.. Ltd. ,„ 367

Agency 10 Stella Lamp Co,, Ltd 43
Brightling (G, C.) & Co,, Ltd. 35 Scientific Metals Co., Ltd. ... 528
Burton, A. E 30 Tomey (F.) & Co., Ltd 261
British Oxygen Co., Lid. ... IS Trailer, Goodall & Palleson ... 401
Durom, Ltd. 22 Vactite Wire Co., Ltd 26
Douglas, W.. Ltd 36 Wiggins (H.) & Co., Ltd. .. 12
Davis (C. J.) & Co., Ltd. ... 119 Williamson, J., Ltd 71
Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd. 87 Walsh, Walsh J 169
Gunn Trading Co.. Ltd. ... 33 Z. Electric Lamp Supplies, Ltd. 156
General Electric Co., Ltd. ... 240 Soacke (Z.) & Co. Dresden ... 76
Good (H.) S: Son, Ltd 12 Hatcher, F. ..' 93
Hayes ii Hayes 14 Poynter, J. F 71
Imperial United Lamp Co. ... 474 Gas Light & Coke Co 117
Melin (C.) & Co 25 UUngton Jcurnal 90
Moncricff, J., Ltd 13 Fullv secured 2,274
Phelps (E. B.) & Co 51 Preference .... 77

Hubert D. Carter (Bangor), Ltd., electrical instrument
dealers. High Street, Bangor.—At Bangor County Court, on
Monday, Mr. Burgis. of Manchester, applied for a compul-
.sory winding-up order in this case. Mr. Burgis said the
company was formed in 1920 with a capital of ±5,000. There
was also another company, said Mr. Burgis, at Colwyn Bay,
which was established in 1917 with a capital of ±5,000. The
Colwyn Bay Co. suppUed electrical appliances to the Bangor
firm; the two firms had the same secretary, the same
directors, and the same auditors. He suggested that
the two companies were .so closely allied that there
ought to be an independent investigation, Mr, Burgis repre-
.sented Higgine, Ltd,, Downes & Davies, Electrical Appliances,
lid,, the General Electric Co,, Ltd,, and another creditor with
claims amounting to ±360, Mr. Hooson, Official Receiver,
said he had been appointed provisional liquidator, and the
Judge eventually made an order for the voluntarv winding-up
of the estate, the official liquidators to be Messrs. Poppleton
(Birmingham), and Eaves (Manche.ster), the costs of the
petitioners, the Official Receiver, the provisional hquidator,
and Messrs. Bone & Johnson to come out of the estate.
SwARREN, Ltd.—Fir.st meeting of creditors and contri-

butories. May 19th, at Carey Street, W.C.

Dissolution of Partnership.—Maid.stone Electric Weld-
ing Co.. electric and oxy-acetylene welders. Queen Anne
Road, Maidstone.—Messrs. J. W. Yissenga, W. D. Vanson

and R. Newton have dissolved partnership. Debts will be

a,ttended to by Messrs. J. A. Robertson and W. D. Vanson,

who wiU continue the business under the same style.

Deed of Assignment.—In the matter of Willum Morris,

electrical engineer, (cinema Buildings, Bridgend, who made
a deed of assignment to his creditors in June, 1921, the trus-

tee, Mr. \\ . A. J. Osborne, gives notice that all claims of

creditors must be notified to him at the offices of Messrs.

Corheld & Cripwell, 119, i'insbury Pavement, before May
14th in order to benefit under a dividend about to be declared.

'

Trade Announcements.—Mr. J. W. Russell, electrical en-

gineer, of 49a, Fore Street, Hertford, and N\atford, has opened

u branch business at Ware.
Messrs. John Marsden & Sons, electrical engineers, of

Hudderstield, have removed their bu.siness from Aspinall's

Yard, Market Place, to 1, Upperhead Row.
The Lassen Meier & Engineering Co. has been acquired by

James Gordon & Co., Ltd., of Windsor House, Kingsway,
W.C. 2. Mr. J. J. Lassen has accepted the position of joint

managing director, and will conduct the section of the busi-

ness dealing with boiler efficiency apphances and instruments.

The latter company specialises in the design and manufacture
of water power plant.

The Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd., Stratford, London, has
just opened a branch office at 6, Bridge Street. York, imder
the management of Mr. R,. H. RawUnson. A depot for the

repair of storage batteries is also being prepared at the same.,

address. -^

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. W'.wson & Sons (Electro-'

Medical), Ltd., Sunic House, Pai-ker Street, Kingsway,
W.C. 2.—Bulletins Xos. 43s, dealing with the " lono.stat." a set

for all medical applications of electric energy ; 45s, describing

the radiological ionometer and other instruments for measur-
ing X-ray dosage; and 46s, relating to waterproof surface in-

-

tensifying screens. All fully illustrated and priced.

Welco Patents, 150, Alma Street, Birmingham.

—

.\ folder

illustrating and describing the " Welco " electric i)edestal

heater.

Messrs. Baxendale & Co., Ltd., Miller Street, Manchester.
—An illustrated folder advertising the '" ElectoUte " small.

lighting and power sets.

Electrical Components, Ltd., 90, Great Charles Street,

Snow Hill, Birmingham.—List No. 95, an abridged net price

list of electrical accessories of all kinds, including switches,.

lu.'^es, lighting fittings, and cables. ,\lso a supplementary
price list of electric fans.

Carron Co., Carron, Falkirk.—An illustrated and priced

catalogue of electrical cooking appliances, showing various
types of ovens, and boiling rings and plates.

The Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., Britarmia Works, Tivi-

dale, Tipton, Staffs.—List No. 3, giving prices and illustrations

of " Revo " electric fans; list No. 7, an illustrated price Ust
of " Revo " fuse and switchgear; and Form 57, dealing with
reflector fittings for interior hghting.
The London Factors & .\gents, Ltd., 38 & 39, Parliament

Street, S.W'.l.

—

A net price list of electrical accessories, in-

cluding batteries, bells, conduits, cables, lamps, switches, &c.
Messrs. Malcolm & Allan, Ltd., 42, Henrietta Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.—Stock lists of d.c. and a.c. motors and fans,

&c. ;

The British Automatic Telephone Installation Co., Ltd.,
82, Victoria Street, S.W.I.—An illustrated explanatory
pamphlet for non-technical readers upon automatic telephone
systems.
The Sunderland Forge iV Engineering Co., Ltd., Sunder-

land.—An illustrated description of the firm's works at
Sunderland, Belfast, and Blaydon-on-Tyne, with particulars
of manufactures. '^

Messrs. Griffiths Bros. & Co., London, Tjtd,, Madn
l\oad, Bermondsey, S.E.16.—Two leaflets deaUng with " Shayr'
dolite " varnish for colouring lamps. &c. 1

.Ateliers de Constructions Electriqces de Charleroi. 56i
Victoria Street. S.W.I.—May list of motors and dynamos iia

stock. T|

The Reliance Telephone Co., Ltd., Goschen Buildings*
12-13. Henrietta Street, W.C.2.—A booklet dealing with th|
installation and maintenance of the " Reliance " intercoms
munication telephone system.

fi

The English Electric Co., T>td., Queen's House. KingswayJi
W.C.2.—Publications No. ^0. " The English Electric Cvlini
drical-balanced Valve"; No. 331. " Tlie E.E. Relief Valve";
No. 332. •• The E.E. Bucket Attachment for Impulse Wheels •"}

and No. 3fi(), " The FuUagar Oil Engine for Land Purposes." t

Education and Apprenticeship.—The Bradford Educa^
tional Authority is devoting its attention to a subject of
general interest to manufacturers and contractors in this
country. Under the Fisher Education Act boys are debarred
from leaving secondary schools until the end "of the term id
which they attain_ their sixteenth birthday, the maximum
age at which apprentices usually commence their training.
In the opinion of Bradford manufacturers this prevents the
entry into trades of numbers of lads ot superior education
and is likely to have a detrimental effect upon the standard
of work. The Chairman of the Educational .•\uthority there-
fore advocates a revision of apprenticeship regulations,
although it would appear that the object would be more
easily obtained by a suitable revision of the Fisher .\ct.
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Our " Contractors' Column."—It does not appear to be
generally recognised that the information given in our "Con-
tractors' Column" is collected by us editorially and is not
advertisement matter, though it is placed in our advertise-

ment pages. Occasionally, however, our correspondents ex-

press their appreciation of the value of the section. This
week a correspondent in Wales writes; "I am a regular
reader of your paper, and have found in particular your
Contractors' Column ' most useful, and take this oppor-

tunity of thankin:3 you."

To Produce a Trade Boom?—We rull the following; from
Current Opinion, the new otficial organ of the Inciustrial

League and Council :
—
THE COUEITE.

Every day and in every ivay

Trade is going up !

Jones has gone -n-here the palm trees sway
To open a branch in Mandalay :

Brown has been seven months away
Canvassing orders and goods from gay
Little New York to far Cathay :

Slaving and sweating to make things pay
Eobinson down at the Works will stay.

But I—I have chosen the better way

—

Good M. Coue showed me the way

—

I simply sit in the office and say.

Every day, every day
Trade is going vp I A. M. L.

Electric Cafe at Cardiff.—-\ development of considerable
interest received its send-off at Cardiff on April dSth, when the
Electric House Cafe, 47, St. Mary Street, was opened with
a luncheon given by the directors to a few of their friends.

Mr. A. C. McWhirter, M.I.E.E.. chairman of the directors,

presided over the function, and was .supported by the follow-

ing members of the board :—Messrs. C. T. Allan, A.M.I.E.E..
T. E. Alger, A.M.I.E.E., J. H. P. Berthon, A.M.I.E.E..
W. A. Chamen, M.I.E.E.. H. Ellis, M.LE.E., T. Hood,
A.M.I.E.E., D. fi. Eeid, and H. Wintle, A.M.I.E.E., mana-
ging director and secretary. There were also pre.sent at the
luncheon Mr. C. G. Morley New. the Cardiff City electrical

engineer, Mr. R'. L. Horsfield. Cardiff' Corporation tramway
manager, and Mr. W. North Lewis, -J. P.. chairman of the

South Wales Electric Power Distribution Co. An apology for

inability to attend was read from Mr. A. F. Berry, of
" Tricity House," London. The toast of the " Electric House
Cafes. Ltd.," was given by Mr. Morley New, who wished the

enterprise the success which, he said, it deserved. He said

the idea «as to bring home to the puljlic the value of elec-

trical appliances in the kitchen and the superiority of electrical

cooking over any other method. In responding. Mr.
MacWhirter remarked that the aim of the directors was to

advance the use of electricity for domestic purposes and to

provide the business men of the city with a sort of business

men's hmcheon club. The venture was unlike any other in

that, although they hoped to get a little profit, they were
not out for profit, but for propaganda. Their kitchen was to

be so arranged that any person interested in the use of

electricity might inspect the methods of cooking and be
fihown the right manner of handling the electric cooking
apparatu.*. Later it was hoped to organise lectures and give

demonstrations in electrical cooking, laundry work, &c.

Hackney Electrical Exhibition.—On Wednesdav last week
a well-attended exhibitors' dinner, organised by Mr. F. H.
Howell, of the Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., was. held at the Great
Eastern Hotel. Mr. Howell was chairman, and the principal

guests were the Mayor and C'Ouncillors of Hackney, the

borough electrical engineer (Mr. L. L. Robinson) and his staff,

and the director of E.D.A. (Mr. .1. W. Beauchamp).
The keynote of the proceedings was the enthusiastic testimony

of the exhibitors to the success of the exhibition, and to the
energy and enterprise of the electricity department, as well as
of E.D.A. . in organising and conducting the show. The
Mayor commented on the large number of visitors and the
great interest they displayed in electric cookers and washers,
and declared that electricity was the servant of the man of

moderate means as well as of the well-to-do. Mr. G. Nobbs,
proposing the health of the borough electrical engineer and
his staff, said the exhibition was a revelation to the exhibitors
of what could he done by an enlightened electricity depart-
ment; everything that a manufacturer could wish for had
been provided, including an excellent tariff for domestic con-
sumers. He suggested that the staff should receive bonuse.<<

proportional to the number of units sold and (inversely) to the
cost of generation and distribution. Mr. Robinson, respond-
ing, said that the public in Hackney had a personal interest
in the exhibition, as the municipality was not out to make
profits, but to render public servii-e. The department wa.s
hiring out cookers, washers, and radiators on a fair basis, and
serving the community at cost plus a reasonable margin. A
hearty spirit of " matey-ness " prevailed throughout the
Council and the electricity department, including the work-
men, and " team-work " was done by the exhibitors and the
staff, as it should be throughout the whole industry. The
manager, Mr. Self, was a tower of strength, and Mr.
Beauchamp had rendered invaluable assistance. Councillor
Jackson, chairman of the Electricity Committee, proposed the

health of " The Exhibitors." and Mr. H. H. Berry, m reply,

endorsed Mr. Nobbs's remarks regarding the excellence of the
arrangements and the exceptional qualities of Mr. Robinson.
.\lderman H. Morrison, L.C.C., proposed " E.D.A. and the
Electrical Press " in eulogistic terms, pointing out the value
of co-operation, and remarking that the exhibition had demon-
strated that the manufacturer and the municipal authority
could work together to their joint benefit. In the course of

his reply Mr. Beauchamp claimed that the exhibition, from
the business aspect, had made a record. A reasonable tariff

and a hiring scheme were essential factors if the manufac-
turers who exhibited were to be fairly treated. The people
with few servants or none at all were the customers they
should cultivate. The electrical Press could do more for them
if they would tell it more fully what they were doing.
The tariff for domestic uses of electricity, mentioned above,

is as follows : '2s. per 60-watt lamp or its equivalent, per
quarter; energy for all purposes at Id. per unit, 5 per cent, di.s-

count for ca.sh within 14 days.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messr.s. F. Smith & Co. report

May 10th:—Copper (electrolytic) bars. £67; 10s. increase.

Do., do. sheets, no change. Do., do. wire rods, £77 10s. ; £1
increase. Do., do. h.c. wire, no change.
Messrs. James & Shakespeare report May. 11th:—Copper

bars (best selected), sheet and rod. no change. EngUsh pig

lead. £25 10s. ; 10s. increase.

" Faico " Cookers for Hackney.

—

An interesting outcome
of the Hackney Exhibition is indicated by the accompanying
photograph of a dozen " Falco " cookers ready for dispatch,

which was taken on Monday last. Tliese cookers were ordered

by the Hackney Borough Council for hiring-<iut to consumers
in accordance with its new scheme for encouraging the use of

electricity for domestic purposes, which is mentioned m the

adjoining column: the order was placed with the London office

of the Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., on Friday last, as a first instal-

ment, and it will be seen that the company did n, t take long

to comply with it. though the Hackney Corporation's specifica-

tion necessitated certain departures from the makers' standard

pattern

.

Manufacturing in Sweden.— Tlie directors of the A.U.
Elektraverken report a loss of l,il81,tK)0 kr. in 1921. as com-
pared with a loss of .312,000 kr. in the previous year, and a.

portion has been covered by the absorption of the reserve fund

of 4.50,000 kr. A large part of the loss is attributed to ihi'

necessity for writing down the stocks. The report stat^w

that the industrial depression which began in 1920. which was
specially noticeable in the company's branch as a consequence

of low exchange dumpmg. was further increased in the past

year. The orders from domestic customers experienced a con-

siderable decrease, and any noteworthy exports were not pos-

sible. During the year the directors endeavoured to reduce

wages and general expenses and otherwise adapt the activity

to the conditions now prevailing. Owing to falling sale

prices, it was found necessary largely to write down the stocks

of raw materials and finished products, while the loss on actual

working was 638,000 kr. No dividend was paid either for

1920 or 1921, but a rate of 10 per cent, was distributed in 1917

and 191S.

Chinese Notes.

—

Finance and Corn-merer reports that Chme>e
merchants in Shanghai have raised, capital for the estabUsh

ment of a Shanghai-Woosung telephone company —Reuter'x

Trade Service (Shanghai).

Ma Hui-chieh and other capitalists have raised a sum of

$.5,000,000 for the establishment of the " Kiao-ao Electricity

Co.. Ltd., " at Tsingtao. The company will undertake elec-

trical enterprises along the Kiaochow-Tsinan Railway. Its

head office will be -situated at Tsingtao with branches at

Tsinan, Shanghai, and Tientsin.

The Tiao Hua Electric Light Co.. Ltd., at Tipu. Chekiang.

has been established by Lang Er-k'ang and others. Apphca-

tion for registration has been sent to the Ministry of .Agri-

culture and Commerce through the Board of Industry of

Chekiang.
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Catalogues Wanted.—Mr. B. Stdart Finch, electrical engi-

neer, Old Bank House, Monmouth, desires to receive cata-

logues.

The Alco Fittings Co., of 14, Ellison Street, London. E.l.

wish to receive catalogues and net price particulars of a.c. and

d.c. fans, -n-ashing machines, and irons.

Lead.—Messrs. James Forster & Co., reporting on May
6th, state :

—
"Trade reports continue very pes.simistic. there being no

improvement in either the liuilding or electrical trade require-

ments. On the other hand, the cessation of .shipments from

Australia is a grave feature. The lead is being smelted but

not shipped, as the present levels of prices are said to be un-

economic, but they are far above pre-war average figures, and

experience suggests that if Australia cannot produce at present

figures, we shall not want sufficient lead, although in the

meantime the removal of 7,000 tons per month even tem-

porarily may be awkward."

Electric Furnace Demonstration.—With a view to demon-
strating the utility and consistent results produced with the

Wild-Barfield electric furnace, demonstrations have been ar-

ranged to be held at Messrs. J. H. Holmes. Portland Road.

Newcastle-on-Tyne. for a week, starting^ from May loth. In-

vitations to witness these demonstrations are extended to

anyone who may be interested, and visitors are asked to take

small samples for treatment. Further information can be

obtained from either the Newcastle Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.,

or Messrs. Prangnell Partners, 47. Pilgrim Street. Newcastle.

Boolt Notices.—The Toronto Electrical News issued a

special " Prairie Number " on April loth. Those interested

in the Canadian electrical industry, as well as the general

reader, will find much in this of value. The publication deals

with that part of Canada which is not so much in the eye of

the British public. Much is heard of Ontario and Quebec,

but Manitoba, .\lberta, .Tnd Saskatchewan, with which pro-

vinces this issue deals, have been comparativelv neglected.

The public utility undertakings of Winnineg receive very full

treatment by hieh officials concerned with them. Outside

Ontario, and Quebec, the Winnipeg River is the largest source

of hydro-electric power, and its develnnment 'is still procress-

ine.' The citv itself alreadv utilises 68.000 h.p.. and the Mani-

toba Power Co., Ltd.. is planning to harness 56.000 h.n. An-

other large hvdro-electric plant described is that of the Calgarv

Power Co.. T,td.. developing 31.000 h.p. Saskatoon fSask.)

has a 10.400-kW steam station, and it is stated that the pro-

du'-tion cost is only 2.77 cents per kWh. while the average

selling price is S:2^ cents. Other steam stations described fire

those owned bv the municipalities of ]\Tnose .Taw (6.000 kW).

Edmonton (14.000 kWl, and Regina (11.000 kWl. Special

attention is given to street railway operntion in Calflan^ and

Winnipeg, and the telephone systems of the prairie provinces.

Tn Manitoba there is a telephone to every nine of the popu-

lation. Other features of this issue are not«s upon salesman-

ship in relation to the special characteristics of the Canadian

supplv systems and the national temperament.

"Data for Pump Users" (16 pn.). Reading: The Pulso-

meter Engineering Co.. Ltd. This is a collection of tabulated

information and formulas relative to numping work. Among
the tables given are lists of average efficiencies, relative speeds.

&c.. of various tvpes of electric motors.

Included in the May number of Welfare- Work is

a dispassionate review of a recent work on " Shar-ing

Profits with Emplovi^s," by .1. A. Bowie, M.A. The report

of the Cave Committee on Trade Boards is considered, and

notes on recent industrial legislation also appear.

"Practical Profit Sharing." reprinted from the Manchester

Guardian Commercial, with an introduction by Seebohna

Eowntree. Manchester : Manchester Guardian, Ltd. Price

Is.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.\ppended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade marks,

in respect of goods and productions conneci:«d with the elec-

trical trades and industries. Any firm desiring to enter an

opposition to any of the applications has one month in

which to do so, from the dates given below ;

Nagel Electric Toledo (lettering and design). No. 415,616.

Class 6. Electric dynamos, fans, blowers, motors. &c. The
W. G. Nagel Electric Co.. •IS-S'i. St. Clair Street. Toledo, 0.,

U.S.A. (Marks & Clerk, 57-S. Liuc.iln's Inn Fields, London,
W.C). May 3rd. 1922.

Lucas, British made (lettering and design). No. 418,846.

Electric goods in Class 8, No. 419,972. Class 13. Electric

lighting equipment for cycles and motor vehicles. JosepW
Lucas, Ltd., Great King Street. Binningham. May 3rd, 1922.

Metallam. No. 420.207. Class 13. Electric incandescent
lamps (ordinarv). The A. & A. Electrical Co., Ltd., 13, Far-

ringdon Road, London, E.C. May 3rd, 1922.

Austrian Foreign Trade.—The foreign trade returns of

.Austria for 1921 show that the imports of machinery, includ-

ing electrical, amounted to 18,787 tons, as compared with
20,890 tons in 1920. On the other hand, the exports of ma-
chinery increa.sed from 43..3.ol tons in 1920 to .53,718 tons last

yeiir, and those of the elech-ical industry advanced from 1.961

tons to ('i,91."i Inns in the two years rcspei-tively.

Britisli Indian Electric Committee.—.\t a luncheon held

by the British Indian Electric Committee on May 1st, to meet
certain directors of their member companies recently returned

from a visit to India, the chairman of the committee (Mr.

K. A. Scott-Moncrieff, M.I.E.E.), in opening, stated that,

broadly speaking, the Committee was formed to promote

co-operative action by those electric supply and tramway
companies which were registered in the United Kingdom and
were operating in India. As instances of what the Commit-
tee had so far achieved he might mention the successful

efforts which the Committee had made in the way of secur-

ing co-ordination of income tax practice in India, and also m
the way of obtaining standardisation of depreciation allow-

ances on a scale more generous to the companies than the

companies' repre.seutatives in India had been .successful in

obtaining. The Committee had also had under consideration

the alterations which the Government of India proposed to

make in the Act governing the supply of electricity in India

and the Rules thereunder. With regard to the .\ct itself,

practically every recommendation put forward by the Com-
mittee had been successful. With regard to the Rules, noth-

ing had so far been published to enable the Committee to

judge to what extent its efforts had been successful. The
subject which had most recently been engaging the attention

of the Committee was that of the alterations which the

Government of India proposed to make in the existing Boiler

Laws, which, if carried into effect as di-afted, would be of

very serious importance to all users of boilers. Speaking of

the increasing co-operation between electricity interests in

India and the vast possibilities immediately available in that

country, he anticipated the day in the near future when it

might be possible for the managers of the supply undertak-

ings, isolated as they were, to hold a general conference once

a year on the lines of those held in Britain by municipal
electrical undertakings.
Mr. J. G. B. Stone, Chairman of the Calcutta Tramways

Co., Ltd., and the Indian Electric Supply & Traction Co..

Ltd., said that he was firmly of opinion that the supply of

electricity was one of the most promising fields for invest-

ment at the present time, and if the Government adopted a

consistent line of policy many of the troubles would dis-

appear. Mr. Stone also referred to the desirability of bring-

ing back the rupee to its value of Is. 4d., as against the

present arbitrarily fixed 2s., which was doing a good deal of

harm.
Major-General R. H. Mahon, C.B., C.S.I., vice-chairman

of the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd., spoke opti-

mistically of future prospects given some reasonable improve-

ment in government from home. He considered that, to »

great extent, the present trade depression was but a passing

phase, and that peaceful and more prosperous conditions

were returning rapidly. His company was at the present

time swamped with applications for new connections, and its

output had pas.sed all former records.

Mr. Taylor pleaded for a long period of political quietness,

when he felt that business would develop naturally. He
referred to the cost of living, which was still extremely high,

and to the somewhat difficult conditions under which Euro-
peans in responsible positions were obliged to work.
Lord Meston, K.C.S.I.. chairman of the Calcutta Electric

Supply Corporation, Ltd., emphasised the remarks of the

previous speakers on the need of a firm and consistent

Government policy. He considered that the country was
only on the threshold of electrification. The introduction of

more modern plant, effective control from home, and closer

co-operation between officers of undertakings working in

that country would produce a splendid investment for capital.

Glasgow Diesel Works Purchased.—The Financial New*
says it is announced by Messrs. Swan, Hunt«r & Wigham
Richardson. Ltd., that they have completed the purchase o^

the North British Diesel Engine Works at Glasgow.
'

Motor Production in Holland.—Tlie report for 1921 of the

N.V. Electromotoren Fabriek Dorot. of Dordrecht, states thjA

the fall in sale prices continued during the whole of the year,

this being attributable for the most part to competition from
Germany as a consequence of the depreciated currency. Cer-

tain indications suggest that this rivalry will soon come
to an end. as the various German works are overloaded with

unexecuted orders and their costs of production are high*
despite the fall in the mark. Tlic unfavourable re8ull|

achieved by the company in the past year v^ere due to t^
general depression accentuated by the depreciation of ttS

German mark, and to a strike of several week^' duration. «

The gross profits amounted to 247.0(X1 florins, as against

756.000 fl. in 1920, but the final result is a loss of 8,585 fl., as

compared with net profits of 34.000 fl. in the previous year.

As to the new financial year, the report states that raw ma-

terials and semi-finished products stand in the books at such a

level that it will not be necessary to write them down for 1922.

Wages have been reduced by from 10 to 15 per cent., and the

general expenses will also be considerably reduced. Under

these circumstances the costs of production will be lower, and

it will also be possible to sell motors at lower prices. It

cannot be foreseen whether the reduction in sale prices will

be ,su(T5cient successfully to meet competition, the incalculable

factors being the course of tlic mark and the cipability ff

( iermany to effect deliveries.
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Forthcoming Exhibitions.—The following exhibitions are
being organised ;

—
London.—July 3rd to 14th. London Fair and Market;

October 1.3th to 23rd, Commercial Motor Exhibition.
Manxhesteb.—October 6th to 20th, Textile Machinery Ex-

hibition.

C.4N.iD.\ (Torofito).—August 26th to September 9th, Cana-
dian National Exhibition.
AusTRU (VienHa).—September 10th to 16th. International

Sample Fair.

Belgium {Liege).—June and July, Technical Engineering
Exhibition.
Brazil {Rio de Janeiro).—September 7th to November loth.

Centenary Exhibition.
Czecho-Slovakla {Prague) .—Se-ptemhei 24th to 30th, Sample

Fair.

EsTHONLi (fiei'fl/).—September 2nd to lUh. Agricultm-al and
Industrial Pair.

Prance {Bordeaux).—June 15th to 30th, Sample Fair;
(Lyons), October 1st to loth, Sample Fair.

Holland (Amsterdam).—June 24th to July 23rd, Inventions
Exhibition; (L'trecht). September 4th to 9th. Sample Pah'.

Italy (A/'ap^es).—September 16th to 30th, Sample Fair.

.Jdgo-Slavia {Llubljana).—September 2nd to 11th, Inter-

national Sample Fair.

Luxembourg.—August 14th to 22nd. Fair.

Poland {Lemherg).—September -Sth to loth, Ea.^tern Fair.

Trieste.—September 3rd to 18th. International Sample Fair.

The Newfoundland Marliet.—With an import trade in ma-
chinery worth between one million and one and a- quarter
milhons sterling annually. Newfoundland should prove an in-

teresting market to the engineering industry. Capt. E. J.

Edwards, formerly H.M. Senior Trade Commissioner, in a

report recently issued by the Department of Overseas Trade
(price 9d.1, strongly urges L'nited Kingdom manufacturers to

quote their very lowest prices to Newfoundland buyers, on
account first, of American competition, and secondly, of the
heavy import duties. There is a strong feeling against New-
foundland being included in Canadian agency agreements.
Importers and merchants are willing and anxious to do biisi-

ness with the United Kingdom, either through a Newfound-
land agent, direct with the manufacturer, or through a visit-

ing representative from the United Kingdom. Capt. Edwards
considers it very important that manufacturers should visit

Newfoundland personally or send representatives at frequent
intervals. When on a visit to Canada they are recommended
to sail from England by direct boat to St. John's. Newfound-
land, and. after a stay of a few days there, to take one of the
frequent beats to Halifax, Nova Scotia, before commencing
their Dominion tour. The report contains a short survey of

Newfoundland's mineral resources. It states that their future
exploitation should be carefully watched, not only by
capitahsts. investors and concerns requiring various minerals
for manufacturing purposes, but also by engineers producing
machinery and plant for mining, smelting and fabricating.

Corporation Profits Tax.—In a letter addressed by the
Stroud Electric Supply Co., Ltd., to the Electricity Commis-
sioners on May 1st, their attention was drawn to what would
appear to be an incongruity in connection with the incidence
of the above tax. The company says:

—
"Interest paid on

temporary loans is. of course, allowed as an expense in con-
nection with C.P.T.. and similarly the recipient is not liable

for C.P.T. thereon unless such interest is received from a
company not liable to C.P.T.

—

e.g., a statutory electric supply
undertaking. It will thus be seen that interest on temporary
loans received from an unauthorised electric supply under-
taking is free from C.P.T., whereas, if received from a statu-

tory undertaking, duty is chargeable thereon, although in

neither case has the payer any liability. The matter is brought
to your notice in the hope that this anomaly, whereby
unauthorised undertakings are placed in a more advantageous
position in obtaining credit than statutory undertakings, will

be removed under the forthcoming Finance Act."

German Electrical Industry.

—

The Times Berlin correspon-
dent refers, under date May 8th. to a new manufacturing
group which has been formed in Germany, and is outhned
in the annual report of the Linke-Hoffmann Works. The
arrangement has been come to with the .\llgemeine Elec-
tricitats-Gesellschaft in view of the future electrification of
the German railways ajid the expected demand for electrical

locomotives, and has resulted in the formation of a new
group, consisting of the Linke-Hoffmann Works, the A.G
Laushener and the A.E.G., and by these the " Sgahl & Walz-
werk Hennicsdors " has been founded. The Linke-Hofif-
mann and .A..E.G. have acquired an interest in the Rheinische
Metallwaaren and Maschinen Fabrik of Dusseldorf, and the
former's holdings in J. P. Goossens Lochner & Co., and
Rudcilf Lochner & Co. have been increased. The capital of
certain subsidiarv companies has also been increased. In
1920 the Linke-Hoffmann raised its capital by '56,000,000
marks, and of this increase the A.E.G. has taken over
30.000.000 ordinary shares. .An increase of 80.000,000 marks
was authorised last December, the greater part of which is

being expended in improvine the company's holdings in
other countries. The Ijinke-Hoflfmann gross profits for the
year 1921 were 218.019.928 marks, compared with 82,n0O,OCiO
in 1920 and 26,000.000 in 1919.

Local Electrical Exhibitions.—The Brighton Corporation
intends to hold a popular electrical exhibition durmg
October. It is proposed to recover the cost by the imposition
of a small charge for admission.
The Five Towns Health and Home Exhibition opened at

Hanley on May 4th with a very attractive display arranged by
local contractors. Domestic appliances of all kinds are rep-
resented, and every care has been taken to ensure the com-
fort and convenience of visitors. Music is being provided
by the bands of the Welsh Guards and the Eoyal Marines
(Plymouth Division). A charge of Is. is being made for
admission; the show remains open until May 20th.

Trade Conditions in South America.—For some time past
it has been held here that the prospects for doing export
trade with South American countries were not j^t at all

promising. Students of the situation have made various
estimates as to when a sufficient improvement might occur
to justify enterprising trade-getting activity there by British
export firms. In view of the uncertainty that is in many
minds it may be useful to quote the views that were
expressed in London last week by the chairman (Mr. R. J.

Hose) of the British Bank of South America, Ltd. He is

reported to have stated that in Brazil the depression in com-
merce which set in during the second half of 1920 became
still more pronounced throughout 1921, and a very large
number of failures took place, with correspondingly heavy
losses to most of the banks. It was to be hoped that thi-

new loan for £9,000,000 would entirely reheve the situation,
and that the market for coffee might revive sufficiently to
enable realisation to be made with moderate rapidity. Prom
a purely commercial point of view the horizon was now con-
.Mdeiably brighter than it was a few months ago. Business
conditions in Argentina throughout 1921 were far from satis-
factory and commercial failures were heavy, but it was en-
couraging to note that since the beginning of this year wheat
had been leaving the country very steadily, shipments show-

,
ing a very considerable increase over those for the same
period of last year. This activity in the wheat market had
certainly eased the general commercial situation. One of
the chief features of the year was the great recovery in the
wool trade, which had done much to alleviate the pressing
necessities of those engaged in sheep rearing. With regard
to Uruguay, the unfavourable balance of trade had been
somewhat reduced ; the maize prospects were fair, while the
wheat crop was reported to be good.

Engineering Strike in Czecho.Slovakia.—The industrial
struggle for lowering the cost of production in Czecho-
slovakia was intensified on May 4th by the declaration of a
strike in engineering works throughout West Bohemia, in-
cluding Prague. Thirty-eight estabKshments have closed down,
afi;ecting nearly 40,000 workmen. The employers are deter-
mined to lower wages by 10 per cent., while the employes

.
are demanding a sliding scale according to the index figures
of the cost of living.

—

Renter (Prague).

Swiss Aluminium Industry.—Before and even during the
war the production policy of the Swiss aluminium industry
was directed towards supplying the German aluminium-work-
ing industries with raw aluminium. The depreciation of the
mark and the increase in German ahiminium production dur-
ing the war, however, induced the German aluminium-
working indu.~tries to abandon the Sw-iss metal. While, m
1913. 5,644,700 kg. of aluminium and even in 1920 3,542,400 kg.
was exported to Germany these exports dropped in 1921 to
1,646,100 kg. This compelled the Swiss aluminium industry
to look for new markets, which were found in 1921 in the
L'nited States and Japan. Thus m 1921. 3,420,600 kg. of alu-
minium to the value of 8,523.000 fr., found its way to the
United States, and 894.100 kg., to the value of 2.075,000 fr.,

to Japan. Besides this. Switzerland's aluminium industry,
which is concentrated in the hands of the Aluminium Indus-
try Society, of Neuhausen (capital 42,000,000 fr.), has com-
menced payina more attention to the aluminium-working in-

dustries of Switzerland, and to participate financially in
these, .^t the present time there are in Switzerland a number
of aluminium rolling mills, which work up the metal into
bars, plates, tubes, and wire, and which exported during 1921
1,193.400 kg. (valued at 5,402.000 fr.). Half of this amount
went to the United States and one quarter to British India.
The third and last department of the Swiss aluminium in-

dustry consists of several factories of aluminium vessels and
other aoods, the export figures of which totalled clofs upon
xOOO.OOO fr. in 1921.— Beufcr's Trade Service (Zurich).

Electrical Appliances Demonstration.—In the showrooms
nf the Ootmty of London Electric Supply Co.. Ltd., Messr*
L. G. Hawkins & Co.. Ltd.. are running a demon."tration
and display for the public. All their " Universal " electrical
appliances, " Miller " electrical fixtures, &c., are on exhibi-
tion.

Electrical Supplies in South Africa—The Sinuth African
Mining and Enainrering .Journn], of April 15tb. stated that
business in electrical wares was quite good at present, and
a big iraproverjent was expected within tlie next month or
two. Inquiries were starting again from all outside districts,

and things in town generally were brisker; an important
dealer said the signs were most encouraging. " Consign-
ments are coming in freely, but Continental material is

still lagging behind."
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Electricians' Strike in Melbourne.—Five hundred electrical

installation workers ceased Tiork on May 9th as a, protest

against a reduction of 7 per cent, in their wages. The Union
officials expected a. thousand to be out by May lOih.—Renter

(Melbourne).

For Sale.—Blackpool Corporation Electricity Supply De-
li.irtment has for disposal a quantity of second-hand generat-

ing plant. Whitehaven Corporation Electricity Supply De-

li:! rtment has for disposal two Babcock & Wilcox land-type

\va.ter-tube boilers, 1,966 sq. ft., 160 lb. pressure, complete

with superheaters and Bennis sprinkler stokers, &c., &c.

Full particulars are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

The A. E.G. in Russia.—^The Genoa correspondent of the

Manchester Daily Dispatch quotes the Berne Financial Re-

viezv as stating that after the signing of the Treaty of Eapallo

one of the most important concessions that Dr. Eathenau ob-

tained from the Soviet Government was for the supply of

electricity to Petrograd by the AUgemeine Blektrizitiitsgesell-

schaft of Berlin. This concession was formerly granted to a

Swiss company, but was expropriated by the Soviets, who
have so far paid no compensation.

New Belgian Companies.—The following Belgian com-
jianies have recently been formed ;—Enteri^rises Generales

Electro-mecaniques (14, Eue de Chene, Brussels); objects:

Electrotechnical manufacture, sales, installations, and studies.

De Boole et Sluys Rue Middelburg (104. Boitsfort) ; electrical

and mechanical undertakings. Vercauteren & Porta (34, Rue
Neure, Alost) ; manufacture, installation and trade in elec-

trical apparatus of all kinds. Licht en Kracht (Ghent) ;
pur-

chase and sale of all articles relating to lighting and motive
power.

Openings for Trade in tlie Netherlands.—H.M. Consul-
General at Eotterdam has forwarded to the Department of

Overseas Trade the following extracts from the Dutch Press,

concerning undertakings which may lead to openings fcr

British traae :

—

The N.V. Provinciale Utrechtsche Electricit-cits Mij (Provin-

cial Electric Supply Co.. of Utrecht), of 32, Catharijnesingel.

Utrecht, are preparing plans in co-operation with the manage-
ment of the Municipal Electric Works and Tramways (Nicolaas

Beetsstraat, 3. Utrecht), for the building of a large provincial

electric power station near Utrecht. Iii connection with the
negotiations with the authorities s definite decision on this

."subject will be made in a few months' time.

Proposals have been put before the Ptotterdam Town Council
to extend the telephone exchange by an additional building
with a capacity of 20,000 line.s—estimate Gld. 4.50,000.

It is also the intention to build an additional station at the
electric power undertaking at Rotterdam. This station will

probably have three machines of 1,500 kW each—estimate Gld.
600,000.'

In connection with different works to be carried out in the
Prise d'Eau of the Dune Waterworks and at the pumping
.station " Leiduin," proposals have been put before the Town
Council of Amsterdam for the electrification of the existing

pumping stations on the Westerkanaal and the Barnaart-
Schusterkanaal—estimate Gld. 2.5,000; the laying down of a
low-pressure cable for the pumping stations, and of the neces-
sary telephone communication, and the erection of a trans-

former installation in the pumping station at the Barnaart-
Schusterkanaal—e.«timate G!d.30,000 ; also for the erection of

a steam engine and dvnamo with central condensing plant

—

estimate Gld.32,000.

United States Customs Tariff.—A reprint of the essential
parts of the proposed United States Customs Tariff, as re-

ported by the Senate Finance Committee to the United States
Senate, was issued on Thursday as a special supplement to the
Board of Trade Journal.

Indian Schemes.—In connection with the Calcutta Cor-
poration's water supply improvement scheme, pumping ma-
chinery will be required. The estimates oi Messrs. St. George
Moore and La Trobe Bateman have been approved. Tenders
for electric plant are to be invited.

At the Conference of the Department of Industries that is

being held at Calcutta, the .subject of rural engineering is

receiving attention. The expression " rural engineering " in-

cludes the use of power machinery and motors in agriculture.

—

J^cuter's Trade Service (Bombay).

Australian Representation.—Messrs. Johnson & Phillips,
Ltd., of Charlton, London, S.E.7, whose Austrahan branch
office is in Sydney, N.S.W.. would be glad to hear from
other British manufacturers desirous of Australian represen-
tation, whose products could be sold in conjunction with
their own to mutual advantage. Their Australian manager
is at present in London, and interviews could be arranged
with interested applicants by appointment.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.
Australia.;—Victoria .^It has lieen definitely decided by the

Victorian Government to embark upon a further electrical

scheme of considerable pretensions. The imdertasing w-ill be
allied to that which is at present being carried out ..n tt'P fx-

tensive brown coal fields at Morwell, in Gippsland, where

electricity is to be generated and transmitted to Melbourne, a

distance of over 90 miles, for cheap distribution. The Cabinet

has approved of a scheme presented by the Chairman of the

Electricity Commis.sion (General Sir John Monash) whereby
a great portion of the country lying between Geelong and
Warrnambool will be served by the Commis.sion. Parts of

this western district are given over to dairying and other areas

to mixed farming. The area to be served with electric energy

amounts to 120 square miles. When the demand for electricity

justifies the expenditure, an extension of the shceme to Port

Fairy will be embarked upon. The Premier has explained

that the capital works required for this scheme are estimated

to cost approximately ^6160,000, but that only ^620,000 will

be required during the next year or two. The Government
has guaranteed that amount to the Electricity Commission
and work will be undertaken forthwith. With reasonably

good deliveries of the necessary apparatus it is thought that
power will be available as far as Warrnambool within 18

months. The transmission line is to consist of aluminium con-

ductors mounted on wooden poles. There will be transformer
stations for distribution at all the larger centres.

—

Renter's •

Tnide Service (Melbourne).
The Morwell Scheme.—As the township of Morwell, where

the brown coal deposits ai-e situated, is five miles from the
site of the new power station it has been decided to call the
generating plant the Yallouon undertaking. The initial

capacity of this station will be 50,000 kW, and the transmis-
sion pressure 120,000 V.

Birkenhead.

—

Extension ok Supply.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has recommended to the Town Council that in order
to supply Upton and Noctorum with electricity a new sub-
station be erected at Upton and cables laid at a cost of

£11,910.

Birmingham.

—

Poweb from Refuse.—The new generating
.sets which have been installed at the Montague Street Salvage
Depot in connection with the refuse destructor were set in

motion on May 3rd by the Lord Mayor (Alderman David
Davis). The generating plant has been installed at a cost of

,£9.000 to utilise the steam raised by the burning of house
refuse in the destructor. The energy generated is sufficient

to run the whole of the plant for lighting the depot, and for

charging the accumulators of the electric vehicles used by the
department.

—

Birmingham Post.

Blackpool.

—

Inquiry.—Col. T. C. Ekin held an inquiry at

Blackpool on May 2nd into the application of the Blackpool
Corporation for sanction to the borrowing of £220,000 for

electricity works extensions. The town clerk said that
although the original application was for ±'220,000, by the
provisional acceptance qf terjders consideration would be given
that day to ±'159,000 of that sum. The total expenditure on
the electricity works to date was ±326,357. The net debt was
±107,148. Figures were given which showed that there were
now nearly 5,000 consumers, and the number connected during
the last twelve months established a record. It was stat-ed

that the Electricity Commissioners had expressed approval as
to one of the two 5,(X)0-kW sets, and the inspector said the
question was as to the necessity for the other .set.

The borough electrical engineer (Mr. C. Furness) .stated

that he had advised the Electricity Committee to put down
modern plant, so that in the event of neighbouring authorities
requiring a. bulk supply Blackpool would be in a position to
furnish it. The second 5.000-kW .set would be held as a
stand-by until the demand for electricity was sufficient for its

commercial use. The inspector .said that there was the pos.si-

bility of a bulk supply from elsewhere before 193tT. The
engineer said he hoped the inspector was not seriously sug-
gesting that Blackpool sliould stand by on one set until 1930.

The present appUcation was to meet demands in the Blackpool
area only. It was proposed to begin the work as soon as
possible. No opposition was offered to the scheme.

Bolton.

—

Lo.w Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commissioners
have considered the Corporation's application for sanction to

Ixirrow ±31,300 for extensions in connection with the elec-

tricity undertaking, and have agreed to sanction ±25,000 on
account. The Commissioners intimate they will be prepared
to con.sider any further sums required when the total cost of

the work has been approximately ascertained.

Bradford.

—

Loans Sanctioned.—The Electricity Committee
has received the .sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to

the borrowing of ±359,679 for purposes of the electricity under-
taking, and also to the borrowing of ±45,381 for land,

buildings, mains, and sub station equipment. The latter

loan is subject to the following reservation :
" Tlie

Commissioners have considered the application of the
Corporation for suspen.sion of sinking fund in respect
of this loan, liut having regard to the fact that whan
the supply of electricity becomes available in the Idle.

Thackley and Thornton districts a fairly substantial revenue
may be expected to accrue, the Commissioners cannot see

their way to sanction suspension of sinking fund."

Burntwood.

—

Street Lighting.—The Parish Council has

accepted the tender of the Cannock Chase Colliery Co.. Ltd.,

for public lighting bv electricity at Chase Town and Chase

Terrace at ±205 for the season, against ±226 12s. 6d. paid for

gas. The lamps to be converted are .58 gas and 9 oil.
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Bury.

—

Year's Working,—There is a net profit of £1,429

on the working of the electi-icity undertaking for the past year.

Camborne.

—

Change-over Sanctioned,—The Urban Dis-

trict Council, on the recommendation of, the Highways Corn-

mittce, has approved the application of the Urban Electric

Supiily Co, to change the existing system of electricity supply

frcin d,c. to a.c.

Canada.

—

Ontario.—A Royal Commission has been ap-

pointed by the Ontario Government to investigate the

Queenston-Chippawa hydro-electric development of the Hydro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario. The commission is

to consist of Walter D. Gregory, lawyer, of Toronto, chair-

man : Michael J. Haney, civil engineer, of Port Credit ;
Lloyd

Harris, of the Massey-Harris Co., of Brantford; James A.

Boss, manufacturer, of Toronto; and Dr. Robert A. Ross, con-

sulting engineer, of Montreal. Very wide powers are vested

in the commission, including the investigation of all estimat.es

given from time to time in connection with the Chippawa
development, the reason for their increase, the total cost of

the completed project, its capacity, the method of its con-

struction, supervision and management, and the extent to

which the price of electricity will be affected by the cost of

the work. In addition, the commission is empowered to in-

vestigate the Ni^igon and any other power development
undertaken by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission.

—

EIrctrical World.

Chippenham.

—

Street Lighting.—The Town CouncO has
.iccepted the olfer of the Electric Supply Co. for public electric

lighting for six months at 6Jd. per ynit and £1 7s. per quarter

for maintenance.

Continental.

—

Belgium.—^The generating station of the

Societe des Centrales Electriques des Flandres at Langerbrugge
has been extended by the addition of a new 6,600-kW generat-

ing set and two new boilers, the capacity of the plant now
being 17,200 kW, The high-pressure mains have been ex-

tended from 218 to 245 km,, and the low-pressure mains from
250 to 287 km. The capacity of the transformer sub-stations

has been increased from 14,000 to 16,000 kW, The company
now supplies electricity to 43 villages. The authorities of

^Vestern Flanders propose to introduce electricity for lighting

and power .jurposes in all the villages in the province, and
the company is negotiating with them for the work. With
the object of ensuring greater regularity in the supply and
to reduce the costs, the mains in the Heyst, Duinbergen,
Knocke and Le Zoute districts on the coast have been changed
from continuous to alternating current.

Austria.—Tlie first nitrogen factory is about to be set up in

.Austria, its locality being Gnlling, in the district of Salzburg.
The concern is an offshoot of the Kontinentale Stickstoff A.G..
which has made an agreement with the municipal authorities

to finance a scheme fca- the erection of a 100,00(J-h.p. generating
station at Fusch, which is expected to be completed by April.

192.3. and which will furnish the power for the working of the
factory.

France.—The Energie Electrique de Maine et Anjou has
upplied for a conce.ssion to .set up a distribution network
affecting the four departcmcnts cf Mayenne, Orne. Sarthe,
and Maine-et-Loire, The first line, at .50,(X)0 V, will supply
four localities : the second, at 50,000 V. will serve ten localities

;

and the third, at 5.000 V, will serve five localities in the
'lepartemenh named.
By a decision come to at a meeting recently convened by

thf Mayors of th.^ canton of Fontaine-le-Dun (Seine Inferieure).
1 concession is to be granted to a concessionaire company to

l>e formed to establish and work an electrification scheme for

the whole canton, consi.sting of 17 communes.
The technical officials of the departemetit of Seine-et-Oise

met recently to consider the preliminaries for the setting up
>f an electric distribution network to supply the 18 communes
)f the canton of Perte-Alais with electricity for lighting and
power purposes.

An electi-ical distribution scheme is to be established in the
'ommune of Maule, the electricity being obtained from the
Ouest-Lumiere company.
Doncaster.

—

^Loan.—The Corporation has decided to borrow
£•32,550 for extensions in connection with the electricity under-
aking.

F.gremont and Cleator Moor.—Tlie Cumberland Waste
Meat Owners Co.. Ijtd., is applying to the Electricity Com-
nissioners for authority to generate and supply electricity for
ill purpo-ses within the urban districts of Egremont and
leator Moor.

Elgin.

—

Electricity Supply.—Edmundson's Electricity Cor-
loration is preparing a scheme for the Town Council for light-

ng the town with electricity. Terms are being arranged to
iell the undertaking to the Council, if required. It is stated
hat an early decision of tlie Town Council would enable the
'orporation to supply electricity by the autumn.

Erith.—The West Kent Electric Co., Ltd.. is applying to
hf Electricity Commissioners for consent to erect a generat-
ng station in the narish of Erfth. \ public inquiry is to be
ipened at the Middlesex Guildhall, Westminster, on May
Mh and following days.

1
Farnham.

—

Proposed Increased Charges.—The Famham
"as and Electricity Co. is applying to the Eleotricifrsr Com-
jnissioners for sanction to increase the charge for electricity

Irom 8d. to Is. per unit.

Holywood (Co. Down).

—

Electricity Supply.—The Urban
District Council has under consideration a proposal to instali

electric lighting in the district. A sub-committee has been
appointed to consider the matter and report.

Llanbedr.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Korth Wales Power
Co. has asked the Llanbedr Council to ascertain the number
(if hou.seholders likely to use electricity if the company decides

to give a supply.

London.

—

Hampstead.—The L.C.C. Highways Committee,
reports that it has approved a proposal of the Borough Coun-
cil to change over the remaining part of its supply system
to a 50-cycle bulk supply system.

St. Marylebone.—The Borough Council has received sanc-

tion from the Electricity Commi.ssioners to a loan of i69,587

for mains. transfoiTners and switchgear.

Manchester.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—At the request of the

Stretford U.D.C. the Electricity Committee has agreed to

supply electricity in bulk. Tlie committee is seeking power
to borrow £240,000 for mains and distributing stations.

Penmaenmawr.

—

Electricity Supply.—The North Wales
Power & Traction Co., Ltd.. has intimated to the U.D.C. that

it is prepared to supply electricity for electric lighting, and
a committee has been appointed to enter into negotiations
with a view to arriving at an agreement for a .supply.

Rawtenstall (Lanes.).

—

Year's Working.—The report on
the year's working of the electricity department shows a
surplus of nearly £2,000.

Rochdale.

—

Correction.—We understand that the Bury
Corporation has not. as stated in our last issue, agreed to

supply electricity in bulk to Roc-hdale. but has merely fur-

nished the terms for such a supply.

Y'ear's Working.—The accounts of the electricity under-
taking for the past year show a net profit of £22,649. Of this

£15,649 is being carried to the reserve fund and £7,000 is set

aside for the relief of ihe rates.

Rotherham.

—

Electrictty in Bulk.—Negotiations are in

progress for the Corporation to supply the Worksop U.D.C.
with electricity in bulk.

"Winchester.—Electric Cooking Applunces. — The City

Council has authorised the expenditure of £250 for the pur-

chase of electric cookers for hiring out.

Worcester.

—

Extension of Supply.—^The Oity Council has
decided to apply to the Electricity Commissioners for a

special Order giving power to the Council to supply electrical

energy within an extended area, including the portion of the
county outside the city boundary and within a radius of three

miles from the Cross at Worcester, and enabling the Council
to supply in bulk to the Shropshire and Worcestershire Power
Co., Ltd., and the Malvern Ti.P.C.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—Arrangements are being made by
the Railway Department for the electrification of the line

between Melbourne and Mordi'alloc. and it is hoped to have
the new system in ojjcration before the end of June.

Birkenhead.

—

Year's Working.—There was a, net profit of

£2.247 on the working of the Corporation tramways during
the past year.

Blackpool.

—

New Track.—The Tramways Committee has
given instructions for the preparation of plans showing the
proposed doubling of the tramway in Warbreck Road, between
Warley Road and Derby Road, and application is to be made
for sanction to carry out the work.
Reduced Fares.—The Tramways Committee has decided to

issue reduced-fare tickets in books, at the rate of six for Is.,

to be available on the Promenade route only, between Central
station and North and South Shore respectively.

"

Bury.

—

Year's Working.—^There was a net loss of £15,317
on the working of the Corporation tramways during the past
year.

Oldham.

—

Year's Working.—The report on the year's work-
ing of the tramway undertaking for the past year shows a net
surplus of £18.000, of which £1,000 is to be allocated to thi'

accident fund of the department. There is a possibiUty of the

fares being reduced.

Rawtenstall.—Year's Working.—The accounts of the
tramway undertaking for the past year show a surplus of over
£4,000.

"

Rochdale.

—

Year's Working.—There was a deficit of

£19.000 on the past year's working of the tramway depart-

ment.

Stretford.

—

Extension of Time.—The Urban District Coun-
cil has given notice of its intention to apply to the Ministry

of Transport for an extension of the time for the carrying out

of the Stretford Light Railways Order, 190G, and of Railway
\o. 10. authorised by the West Manchester Light Railways
(New Lines, &c.) Order for a period of two years commencing
on June 15th, 1922.
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South^Eastern & Chatham Railway.—Electrification.—
The Times understands that the agreements between the Trade
Facilities Advisory Committee, the 'treasury, and the com-
pany in connection with the forthcoming electrification of

suburban hues by the South-Eastern Sc Chatham Railway Co.

are in draft, but have not yet been signed. A special meeting
of stockholders for their approval will be held within a month.
There will be no capital issue. The Treasury will guarantee
a sum of ;£6,500,000, which includes principal and interest.

The period named is 25 years. A construction company will

be formed to undertake the electrification of the Imes and will

obtain the necessary funds from the Treasury. The works,
when completed, and the generating station will be leased to

the South-Eastern & Chatham managing committee, or then-

successors in any group which may be formed under the Rail-

ways -let, on terms to be arranged. Preliminary arrange-
ments are being made to start work on the new scheme.

-Application ha.s been made to the Electricity Commissioners
by the Managing Committee for consent to the establishment
of a generating statiori at Angerstein's Wharf Charlton. A
pubhc inquiry will be opened at the Middlesex Guildhall, on
May 30th.

The Financial News is informed that the difficulty regarding
the system to be employed, which has held up the commence-
ment of the electrification of the South-Eastern & Chatham
Railway, has been settled by conference between the company
and the other two principal railway companies form-
ing the Southern group. It is understood that the system
to be employed is that originally put forward by the South-
Eastern Co.'s electrical engineer.

West Bromvvich.

—

Track Renewals.—The Highways Com-
mittee has recommended that the tramway track from Carter's
Green to the Birmingham boundary be reconstructed at a cost

of ^70,000 ; and that the track from Carter's Green to W'ednes-
bury and Tipton be renewed and repaired at a cost of j£17,000.

.•Application is to be made for sanction to the borrowing of

the necessary money to carry out the work.

power

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Russia.—Cable Concession.-The Pravda reports that the
Soviet Government has approved the prc)iect of granting the
Indo-European Cable Co. a concession of the cable running
through the territory of the Soviet Republic linking up with
the cables of the above company in other countries. The
Black Sea cable belongs to this company, joining up Odessa
and Constantinople, and besides this the company has the use
of the land cable run from the present Russo-Polish frontier
through Odessa, Kertch; and Tiflis to the Russo-Persian fron-
tier.

—

The Times.

Siberian Telegraph Route.—The Chinese Telegraph Ad-
ministration announces that telegraphic communication be-
tween the Far East and Europe via Siberia has been re-

established. Telegrams intended for transmission by this

route should be marked " via Helampo." They will be
accepted for all countries in Europe, Russia in Europe, Russia
in Asia west of, and including, Habarovsk. and Outer Mon-
golia (L'iga). Rates are as follows : Europe, $1.40; Russia in
Europe. $0.7.5; Russia in Asia, $0.36; Outer Mongolia (Urga),
$l.'2o.

United States.

—

'^'ireless Development.—The City Govei-n-
ment of New York has voted ilO.OOO for a radio plant to
broadcast concerts, speeches of important visitors, and city
notices, and to provide receiving stations in parks and other
public places. Broadcasting to date has been controlled almost
exclusively by electrical enterprises deriving their profit from
the sale of receiving apparatus designed for private homes.
There is a score of these enterprises now hsted on the Stock
Exchange, and a score of others is almost ready for listing.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Temporary .\hra.vqement in Cable Dispute.—The State Do-
pai-tment announces that the Government has authorised the
landing of the Western Union cable from Barbados at Miami,
Florida. Officials explain that the authorisation for the land-
ing is a temporary measure. The line will be sealed imme-
diately and not pennitted to operate until all .\merican and
British ^^ estern Telegraph Companies consumate the complete
agreement for the relinquishment of exclusive privileges on
Ijoth coasts of South America now pending.

—

Eorhaitye [elr-

iiraph (Washington).

Wireless Telegraphy.—Prouress in Wireless.—M. Henri
Deslandres. director of the great French Observatory at
Meudon, called attention in a recent address to the progressive
increase in horse-power used in the transmitting stations of
wireless telegraphy and telephony. When the first French
station was established at the Eiffel To\\er only three horse-
power was u.sed in each signal. In 1910 this was raised to 75.
in 1914 to 150, and before the end of the war to 300. When in
1915 a station was constructed at Lyons in case the Eiffel
Tower should be destroyed by the enemy the transmitting
horse-power was 450. In the station erected at Bordeaux it

\\as 1..500. The station now in constnictinn at Ste-.\asLze, near
Mi'lun, has a horse-power of 2,000. In the United States of

America a station is under constructioq with
10,000 h.p.— 3'/ie Times.
Banking by Wireless on Ships.—The Farmers' Loan at)j|

Trust Co. recently aimounced that arrangement-s had be
made with a leading London bank so that wireless payment*
might be made at any time to passengers en route on boarc
the Cunard liners Mauretania, Aquitania. and Berengaria
Through the branch banks on board pa.s.-engers similarlv mig
also order payments to persons in the United States. 'This L
believed to mark an innovation in banking methods on trans
Atlantic ships.

—

Renter (Xew York).

Wireless Telephony.—.A. Universal Amplifier.-The Butcm
of Engineering of the Navy Department has finally arriy
at a successful design for a universal amplifier for riidio co
munication and other similar purposes. Dr. J. M. Miller,
the Navy's Radio Research Laboratory in Washington,
constructed a six-stage amplifier which gives practically
same amplification from a lower hmit uf several hundn
metres to an upper limit in the neighbourhood of 20.0
metres.—Reuter's Trade Service (Waskington).
Popular " Wireless."—Considerable public interest __

been aroused, and the manufacture of wireless apparatus 1^
received an imi>etus by the statements recently made by
Postmaster-General regarding the estabhshment of " broad
casting " stations. A number of manufacturers have com
nienced to advertise wii-eless telephony receiving sets at price
within the reach of thousands. One firm has produced a a
for use in an area the size of London at the low price of ££

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in. parentheses at the end of the paragrapi

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which t

Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Aberdare.—Urban District Council Electricilv Depart

ment. Second-hand 500/700-kW Belhss or other' a. c. stean
generating set. (May 5th.)

Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co., Ltd. Copper wire aqi

electrical accessories for three or six months. Stores manage
-Aberaman Offices, Aberdare.

Aberdeen.—May 22nd. Electricity Department. Strut
tural steelwork, corrugated iron sheeting. iSrc. for the ne^
boiler-house at Ferryhill. (May 5th.)

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—October 17th. Postmaster-G«r
eral's Department. Supply of automatic switchboards
associated apparatus for two suburban exchanges at Me'

bourne.
June 7th. 'Victorian Railwavs. Supply and dehvery

7,190 steel rails (60 lb.); 7,3*1 fishplates.*

July 5th. 'Victorian Railways. Storage battery tnick ali'

battery charging equipment.*
Queensland.—June 30th. Municipal Council. Electri

power generating plant, switchboard and other equipment.-
Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).
Sydney.-May 29th. Department of Public Works. On

1.000-kW steam turbo-generator, complete with fittings

accessories, for the State power house at Uhr's Point.*

Belfast.—May 19th. Tramways Committee. Reel
struction of the permanent way under tw'o alternative sch
(See this issue.)

May 19th. Supply of 4 junctions and 12 crossovers. (Sei

this issue.)

Belgium.—May loth. Aeronautical Division of the Bel
gian Ministry of Defence. Two small generating sets and
wireless telegraphy and telephony receiving and dispatchinj

station, at Ostend, and similar plant for Haren. At the latta

place a small battery of accumulators is also required.

Directeur de T.-Aeronautique, 75, Rue de Commerce, Brussels.

May 24th. Municipal authorities of Saint Trond. Estab
lishment of a system of electricity distribution in the town
(1) The underground h. and l.p. mains; (2) the distributioi

post apparatus and two transfomier cabins; and (3) the ovjf
head distribution mains and accessories. Specifications (7 f

from the Hotel de Ville, Saint Trond.

Bognor.—May loth. Town Council. Electric light

for pavilion, ,ic' Suixeyor to the Council. Council Oflices.

Dorchester.—Mav 24th. Electricity Department. Q
vertical gas engine direct coupled to a l.OuO-kW d.c. generat
with gas producer plant, pipework, auxiharies, &c. (May oi

Dundalk.—May 23rd, Electricity Department. OfR^
340-kW Diesel generator, one lOO-kW motor generator, one W
kW balancer, switchgear, Ac; replating 500-V storage ba;

tery. (May oth.)

Edinburgh.—May 15th. Electricity Department. Six oi

12 mouths' supply of electricity meters. (.lApril 28th.)

India.—May 26th. High Commissioner's Department
Insulator cups, porcelain or glass. (May 5th.)

France.

—

Ner.ac. Departesient Lot et Garonne.—May 25th

Municipal Council. Material and installation for an electrica

distribution network at Nerac.
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Italy.—July 31st. The State Railways announce that the

period for the reception of- tenders for the electrification of

the boiofna-Venice-Monfalcone line, fixed previously for April

30th. 1922, has been extended until July 31st, 1922. Oilers

received before April 30ih wiil be retm-ued in order that they

mav be represented before July 31st.

—

Heuter's Trade Service

(Milan).

Kirkcaldy.—June 5th. Electricity works. Steam turbine,

three-phase" alternator, condensing' plant and piping. (See

this week's issue.)

London.—P.4DDINGT0X.—May 1.5th. Great Western Rail-

way. Ihree or six months' supply of stores, including tele-

graph instruments, electrical apparatus, lamps, &c. (May 5th.)

Beth.\.\l Green".—May 16th. Board of Guardians. Instal-

lation of a telephone switchboard and instruments at the

hospital, Cambridge Road, E.2. (May 5th.)

H.ACK.NEV.—June 14th. Electricity Committee. Pipework

and valves. (May 5th.)

Stepney.—June 8th. Electricity Supply Department. Three
water-tube boilers, with chimneys, economisers. and acces-

sories; two 10,000-k\V turbo-alternators with condensers,

accessories, and switchgear. (May oth.)

H.M. Office of Works.—May 19th. Ironfounders' and
emiths' work, electrical labour in day work, and mechanical
labour in day work, in the Windsor district. (May 5th.)

Manchester.—May 23rd. Electricity Committee. Electri-

cal storage batteries, for Barton power station. One 120-cell

battery, capacity 6(_l0 amp. for one hour; one 120-cell battery,

capacity 300 amp. -hours at 1.10 hr. rate. (May 5th.)

Morocco.—R.iB.w.—May 27th. Postal Department. Supply

of bronze and copper wire, in two lots, deliverable by October

vice; also 5(H) wall telephone equipments, with battery com-

plete. Particulars from the Office des Postes, Telegraphes, et

Telephones. 75, Boulevard Brune, Paris.

New Zealand.—Wellington.—July 4th. Department of

Pubhc Works. Three 1.320-kVA single-phase transformers,

with accessories.*

Nottingham.—June Oth. Electricity Department. North
Wiliord pover station. Six steel-tube fuel economisers, four

stetM chimneys, six induced draught fans, &c. ; e.h.p. main
switchgear. e.h.p. and l.p. auxihary switchgear, cable connec-

tions. &c.: three 30-in., one 10-in., and three 3-in. electrically-

driven centrifugal pumps; one 75-ton overhead travelling

electric crane, one 10-ton and one 5-ton overhead travelling

hand crane, &c. ; two 750-kW rotary converters, one 35-kW
motor generator-boo.ster, &c. (See this Lssue.)

Preston.—Mav 30th. Electricity Department. Two
10.0O0/12,OU0-kW turbo-generator sets.' with conden.sing plant,

auxiliaries, and piping ; one 1,200-kW turbo-generator and
two a.c. G,60O/22O-V d.c. sets. (April 28th.)

June ilth. Electricity Department. Boilers, stokers, econo-

misers, fans, chimneys, feed piping, and feed pumps. (See

this week's issue.)

South Africa.—Fr.^nkfort, Orange Free State.—The
Municipality is inviting tenders for a hydro-electric scheme.

Particulars from the consulting engineer, Mr. W. Ingham.
101. Consolidated Buildings, Fox Street. Johannesburg.
Grahamstown, Cape Province.—September 1st. Power

plant, alternators, switchboard, transformers, cables. &c.

Specifications from Mr. F. G. Clarkson, town clerk.

Warrington.—May 15th. Electricity Department. E.h.p.

sub-staticn ironclad switchgear. (May 5th.)

'.\ copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender.

&c.. can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84). 3.5. Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

ol the whole of lli.

CLOSED.
Blackpool.—Trannvavs and Electricity Committee. .-Vc-

cepted:—
Supply of double-deck motor-'bus lor Thoriiton-Clevelejs service.—Tillinji-

Stevens Motors, Ltd.

Bolton.—Tramways Committee. .-Vccepted:-

Right of advertising on the interior of the vc

tramcars lor a periotl ol five years Iruni the termination ol their pn:-

sent contract (£450 a year).—F. Mason & Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :
—

E.h.p. switchgear, lor the Bradshawgate sub-station.—General litectiic

Co.. Ltd.

Bradford.—Tramways Committee.
Twelve pairs ol manganese steel points., at £101 ].. r pair. - H...JIVIils. I, hi.

Fileclricit\- Committee, .\ccepted:

—

Electrical installation at the new officer and showrooms.—Jes.sup 6i I3o\

dell, Ltd.

Cardiff.—Electricity and Tramways Committee. .Ac-

cepted:

—

Bunkers and a boiler-house roof at the Roath power station (£3,4il). -

Booth & Sons, Bolton.

India.—Messrs. Royce, Ltd., of Trafford Park, have just

received an order from Messrs. Kerr. Stuart & Co., Ltd., of

Stoke-on-Trent, for four Royce standard three-motor over-

head electric travelling cranes, each of 40 tons capacity and
fitted with a lO-ton auxiliary lifting barrel. The cranes are
for works in India, and Messrs. Royce having long made a
special study of the manufacture of electrical equipment to

suit peculiar climates, the equipment for this contract is being
specially manufactured to suit the climate of India.

London.—StEPNEY.—Coal suppUes.
The Electricity Committee recommends that fresh contracts (about 12,000

tons) be entered into with Messrs. E. Foster & Co. as from July 1st

lor double-screened peas, at 24s. lOd. per ton, and nuts at 2as. 7d.

per ton. .Messrs. Foster undertake to reduce their existing contract

price 5s. per ton for coal supplied during April; 7s. 6d. per ion for

supplies during May; and 10s. per ton for coal supplies during June;

the effect of these reductions will be a saving to the Council of about

£7oO on the existing contracts.

For the supplv of Walsall Wood beans, the Council is at present paying

.Messrs Foster 3Ss. per ton, and under the contract there are arrears

of about 3,000 tons outstanding, fn consideration of the Council's

entering into a new contract for the suppfy as from April 1st of 3,200

tons of similar coal, Messrs. Foster will supply the same at 25s. lOd.

per ton and cancel the arrears. The saving to the Council under

this arrangement is estimated at £930.

Mr-ssrs. Bradburv, Son & Co. (1920). Ltd.. are under contract lor the supply

of Tamworth beans, Notts, washed single, and/or Ansley Hall peas

at 30s. per ton, which amount the firm is. in respect of supplies

from April 1st to June 30th, prepared to reduce by 5s. per ton in

consideration of the Council entering into a fresh contract, as from

July 1st, for 5.000 tons of similar coal at 24s. per ton. A saving ol

£525 will be effected in this instance.

The Committee recomme'nds that these offers be accepted.

Electricity Committee. Accepted ;
—

One barge Scotch (Wemyss) washed pea nuts. 24s. lOd.
-- & Co.

per -J. Hud-

One mile 3-way 4 in. conduits (£891).—Sutton S: Co.

Fiftv tons pitch (£218).—Forbes, Abbot it Lennard. Ltd.

Twenty-eight h.p. switches for Limehousc generating station (£83 each).—

A. ReyroUe & Co., Ltd.

London County Codncil.—Education Committee. Ac-

cepted :

—

Electric lighting installation at Belleville Road, Battersea (£718), and

Wormholt Road, Hammersmith (£719).—A Hawkins & Sons.

Estabhshment Committee. Accepted :

—
New County Hall.

Eight electric service lifts (extension of existing contract) (£3,470).—Express

Lift Co., Ltd.
. . u , . • ,

Steel conduits and accessories required m connection with electrical in-

stallation (£2,889, and further quantities not exceeding £4,000) —
Stella Conduit Co., Ltd.

Cast iron boxes (£364, and (urther quantities not exceeding £600).-Stella

Main switchboards for auxiliary lighting supply (£800).— Dorman and

Smith, Ltd.
, J

Motor booster for ditto (£850).-Crompton & Co.. Ltd.

Electric fittinps for office floors.—(approx. no. of fittings, 000) (£9aO).—

PW. Rands & Co.; (approx! no. of fittings, 9(iO) (£1,170) -IJavis,

Cash S: Co.; (approx. no. of fittings. 750) (£000).-Best & Lloyd.

Cut-outs lor sub-distribution boards for permanent electrical installation

(£230).—Dorman & Smith.
, , o ,« i

Twin flexible conductors (£150).—Hooper's Telegraph and I.R. Works.

Supply of division bells (about 70) (£450).—Sterling Telephone and Electric

Co., Ltd.
. . ,n,„n,

Pneumatic dispatch tube in connection with electric annunciators (ildO).—

Lamson Pneumatic Tube Co., Ltd.

Fire Brigade Committee.

Installation of electric lighting apparatus at tlip Bethiuil

Green fire station :

0. N. Haden & Co. (accepted) £260

sr^s'^^co"""'
'"°

»;;Slegman 6: Vo.
.

Higgs &: Hill. Ltd. - .

J-,'
Commercial Telephone and ElerhK.il lo.. I.i'l ^*i

J
Biggs

Metropolitan Asylums Board.—Works Committee.

Ihe following tenders were received for installation of electric passenger

and service lifts at Tooting Bee Mental Hospital extension ;—

Hill (J.) St Sons •£!.'•?<'

Penrose Lilts, Ltd 2,0a9

Titan Lift Co. -'"J"

Evans (R. A.), Ltd. - ,
,;••«'

Smith, Major & Stevens. Lhl, A183

Aldous & Campbell, Ltd. ^.200

Pickerings, Ltd. --'^

City ElKtrical Co. --^
Ritchie (J.) & Sons 2.200

Express Lift Co., Ltd ,^.320

Strong (H. O.) & Sons. I. Hi, ^.*}«

Etchells, Congdon & Muir, l.M, ^.«1

Bennie (J.). Ltd. ^ , .;'"?

Warburton (W.) S: Co., Ltd. -.4a8

Hammond Bros. & Champncss, l.ld. 2,4«3

Holt & Willetts --.•0"

.Marrvat & Scott. Ltd -.;«•

VVaygood, Otis, Ltd • 'f™'
Medway's Safetv Lift Co.. Ltd 2,h90

Keighlev Electrical Eng. Co., Ltd 'J.^OO

Hevwoo'd (S. H.) S: Co., Ltd 2,98.S

Willetts, Chos., Jun., Ltd 3,3<2

Contract Committee. Accepted :

—

Magnetos for Mead ambulance station.—British Lighting and Ignition

Co., Ltd.

Loughborough.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

One 3 000-kW turbo-alternator (£29.(100).-Brush Electrical Engineering

Co., Ltd.

One 25,000-lb. boiler, wiih superheater, mechanical stoker, econuiinser,

and auxiliary plant (£15,213).—Spearing Boiler Co., Ltd.

Extensions to high- and luvv-pres-ui e main, (£4.725).-Marinlosh Cahl.;

Co., Ltd.

Manchester.—Electricity Committee, .\ccepted:

—

Telephone switchboard at Stuart Street station.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Cable.—Johnson it Phillips, Ltd.

In connection with Ihe accepted tender of Messrs. Ferranti for three 0,000-

kV.\ three-phase transformers, fans, ifcc.. at Oldham Road B sub-slation. th.'

authority to sublet the fan to Messrs. Davidson & Co. has been rescinded, and

to sublet the vork

North Wales.—Welsh Highland Railway Co. Accepted:

Construction of light railway along the Aberglaslvn Pass to Beddgelert

(abciut £00,000).—Sir R. McAlpine & Sons.

Wolverhampton.—Electricity Committee. Accepted:

—

On' l.OfMLkW rotary converter each.—English Electric Co., Ltd. (£2,639);

(i.neril Electric Co., Ltd. (2,902).
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FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Oreat Britain.—Saturday, May 13th. At Albemarlf

Street. W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " The Disappearing Gap between the

X-rav and Ultra-Violet Spectra. (1) Grating Results," by Prol. O. W.
Richardson, K.R.S.

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.—Wednesday, May 17th. At the

Institution of Electrical Kngineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. At i

p.m. Discussion on .Mr. Roberts's paper on " Some Recent Developments

of Token Working on Single-line Railways."

Electricity Supply Commercial Association.—Wednesday, May 17th. At the

Grove Hall, Hammersmith Broadway, W. At 7.30 p.m. ."Vddress by

Mr. 0. R. Smith, general secretary.

Institute of Transport.—Wednesday, May 17th. to Saturday, May 30th. At

the Institution of Civil Engineers. International Congress.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, May 18th. At Burlington House, Piccadilly.

W. .At S p.m. Ordinary scientific meeting, to be followed by an informal

meeting.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Thursday, .May 18th. At the Cafi Monico,

Shaftesbury .\venue. At 6.30 p.m. Annual dinner.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday. May 18th. At the Institu-

tion, Victoria Embankment. At fi p.m. Thirteenth Kelvin lecture, " Elec-

tricity and Matter," by Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S.

(Irish Centre).—Meeting in conjunction with the Dublin May Agricul-

tural Show. Tuesday, May 16th. At Leinster House. Kildare Street.

Dublin. At 8 p.m. Paper on " Electro-Farming, or the Application of

Electricity to Agriculture." by Mr. R. Borlase Matthews.

(Liverpool Sub-Centre).—Tuesday, May 16th. At the University,

I-iverpool. At 3.45 p.m. Lecture on " Cheapening of Electricity Supply

in Great Britain," by Mr. C. H. Wordingham.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.-Thursday. May 18th. At the

Engineers' Club. At 6.30 p.m. Taper on " Electric Vehicles," by Mr.

J. D. Spark.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To complete replies to queries received this week we need the

names of supplier.s or manufaeturers of :
—

" Electrostan " fuse wire.

Also wanted, the London address of the Krondell KjelUn

Co.

NOTES.
The Electrical Exhibition of 1924.—The Electrical Engi-

neering Section of the British Empire Exhibition, London,

19'24, w-ill be organised and space allocated by the B.E.A.M.A.,

under the direction of a special committee representing all

branches of the electrical intlusti-j'-

Experiments at Aldwych Underground Station.—The
" Underground " is experimenting with a new mechanical

device which will save the travelling public time and trouble

at the less busy traffic points. At Aldwych station, which is

a quiet traffic centre, a novel electrically-operated machine

has been installed inside the lift, enabling the lift man to

issue tickets and at the same time to control the working of

his lift. The booking of tickets and the admission to the lift

being thus concentrated at one time and point, and actiom-

plished practically at one movement, there will be a consider-

able saving of delay and trouble to the passenger. Another

interesting feature of this new arrangement is the telephone

fitted to the machine, which enables the operator to coin-

municate with any of the 2.000 telephone extensions of the
" Underground " sy.stem in the event of a lift failure occurr-

ing at any point in the lift shaft. The whole apparatus,

consisting of an " .Automaticket " machine, lift control and
telephone, only takes up as much space as two passengers.

Fatality.—An inquest was held on May 6th on the body
of William Turner (35), of Handsworth. Birmingham, a fore-

man electrician, whose death tcxjk place on May 4th at the

premises of Messrs. Evered & Co., Sun-ey Works, Smethwick.
Turner was engaged^ with the assistance of George Wilson.

in work on a 440-V switchboard. Wilson was standing near

by when he heard a groan, and immediately .switched off the

energy. He found that Turner's hands were tightly clutch-

ing a part of the switchboard. On arrival at the hospital,

death had taken place. Wilson stated that rubber mats and
pieces of wood were provided had Turner cared to use them.
The coroner returned a verdict of " Accidental Death," and
said he was satisfied that the firm had done everything in its

power to provide for the safety and comfort of the work-
people, if the regulations were complied with.

Macadamised Roads.—In a circular addressed to highway
authorities (No. 149a (Roads)), the Ministry of Transport has

drawn the attention of highway authorities to experiments
carried out by the .Joint Departmental Committee on Damage
to Fisheries, set up by the Ministries of Transport and of

Agriculture and Fisheries, on the injury to inland fisheries

caused by treating roads with tar, iSrc. As a result of these

investigations the committee states that highway authorities

should give preference to aspha'ltic bitumen free from tar pro-

ducts for the treatment of roads draining directly into fishing

waters, as there is no evidence before the committee that

washings from such bitumen have any deleterious action on
fish or other stream life.

Appointments Vacant.—Two shift assistants for the Hull
Corporation Electricity Department : shift engineer for New-
port (Mon.) Electricity Department. (See our advertisement

pages to-day.)

Electricity and Agriculture.—Under the auspices of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, and in conjunction with

the Dublin May Agricultural Show, Mr. R. Borlase Matthewg,'

M.I.E.E., is to repeat the paper which he read recently in

London. This lecture will be given on May 16th at Leinster

House, Kildare Street, Dublin.

British Standard Specifications.—.Among the recent public

cations of the British Engineering Standards Association is a
specification prescribing graphical symbc^ls for electrical pur-

poses (No. 108, 19'2'J, Is. 4d. post free). This has been com-
piled with the aid of Government departments, the Institutioi^

of Electrical Engineers, and other technical societies, indufti

trial organisations, and experts interested in the subject. ThJ
selection has been made with the following points in view :*

Each symbol should be self-explanatory, easy to draw,
general use, and should relate to a single device. Special

attention is drawn to Sections 7 and 8. In the former, dea^
ing with telegrafihs and telephones, the scheme of symbols
and conventions adopted by the Post Office has been largely

utilised. Section 8. " Radio communication," was prepared
by a joint committee of the Post Otfice, the Admiralty, the
War Office, the Royal .Air Force, and Marconi's.

.Another recently-published specification is No. 128, 192'2,|
" Dimensions and Resistances of Bare Annealed Copper Wirej
for Electrical Machinery and Apparatus " (Is. '2d. post free).

In this, resistance values have been calculated from the value
for the resistivity of copper laid down by the International
Electrotechnical Commission. The sizes are designated by
the diameter expressed in decimals of an inch. With a view
to encouraging reduction in the number of sizes commonly

used the 29 sizes which constitute the even numbers of the
S.W.G. are classed as "primary standard": the remaining
'28 are called " secondary .standard " sizes; and the use of the
third class or " exceptional standard " sizes, it is urged,

should be restricted to the utmost. These specifications can
be obtained from the Association's offices, 28, Victoria Street,

S.W.I.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The annual general
meeting will be held on May 25th at 6 p.m.. and the annual
conversazione on June 29th.

South-Midland Centre.—.At the recent annual general meet-
ing Mr. R. A. Chattock (chairman) presented a sohd silver

coffee pot and milk jug of Georgian design to Mr. J. D.

Morgan, the retiring hon. secretary, as a mark of esteem.

Mr. Chattock stated that since Mr. Morgan took office ten

years ago the membership had increased from 450 to 795. Mr.
Morgan was relinquishing the position owing to the calls

made upon his time by special research work he had taken
up. Messrs. Rosher and Lawson also expressed their appre-

ciation of Mr. Morgan's services to the Centre. Mr. J. D.
Morgan briefly replied, .saying that he had made an enor-

mous number of friends while acting as hon. secretary.

Liverpool Sdb-Cextre.—The third annual general meeting
of the Sub-Centre was held on May Sth. .Alderman Walker,
chairman of the North-Western Centre, seconded a vote of

thanks to the retiring chairman, which was proposed by
Prof. Marchant. The officers for the ensuing session were
elected, and the annual report adopted. The business of the

meeting was followed by a concert. .Alderman Walker contri-

buting some of his Lanca.shire stories.

Royal Institution.—The annual meeting was held on May
1st, Sir .James Reid. Bart., vice-president, in the chair. The'

annual report of the Committee of A'isitors for the year 1921,

testifying to the efficient management of the Institution, was
read and adopted, and the report of the Davy Faraday Re-

search Laboratory Committee was read. Fifty-seven new
members were elected in 19'21, and 63 lectures and 19 even-

ing discourses were delivered. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, the Duke of

Northumberland; treasurer, Sir James Crichton-Browne;
secretary, Colonel E. H. Grove-Hills.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—The annual business meet-
ing of the Society was held on May 5th. The chairman. Mr.
D. S. Munro, gave a brief review of the increased progress

of the Society during the past session, and a satisfactory

financial statement was presented by the treasurer. Prizes

were given to the apprentices for their competitive papers;

Office bearers for the coming session were elected as follows
:'

Chairman. B. W. J. Stark; vice-chairman. J. Walker; com--

mittee : Messrs. J. G. Mackintosh. .A. Whiteley, Orr, and
Carse.

Institute of Metals.—Professor Sir Ernest Rutherford.

F.R.S. , delivered the twelfth annual May lecture on " The
Relation of the Elements." to members of the Institute on

May 3rd, at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Mr.

Tjeonard Sumner, M.Sc. (president), was in the chair. Sir

Ernest Rutherford said that it had become clear that atoms

were electrical structures of the same general type, consist-

ing of a minute but massive charged nucleus surrounded at

a distanc* by a distribution of negative electrons. The work

of Moseley had shown that an unexpectedly simple relation

existed between the elements. .Apart from its mass, the

properties of an element were defined by a whole number
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which represented the charge on the nucleus and the number
oJE the outer electrons. This number also gave the ordmal

or atomic number of the element arranged in oi'der of in-

creasing weight. All the known elements were defined by

numbers startmg from 1 for hydrogen, and ending at 9'2 for

ui'amum, and only a few numbers were missmg. The dis-

cussion of the structure divided it.self into two parts, one the

laws controlling the position and movements of the outer

electrons, and the other the constitution of the nucleus. It

seemed clear thut hydrogen nuclei were constituents of the

nuclei of these atoms, and were m all probability satellites

of the main system. It was beheved that the helium nucleus

was a secondary structure built up of four hydrogen nuclei,

and that consequently the nuclei of all elements consisted

ultimately of an ordered structure of hydrogen nuclei and
electrons.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tht Editors invite electTical engineert, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

\Tr H. HoDsox L.iNC.ASTER, executive officer in the Black-

pool Corporation Tramways llepartment, has been appointed

traffic superintendent of that undertaking, in succession to

Mr. C. 1. Baker, who has gone to Ashton-under-Lyne asi

tramways manager. There was a large number of appli-

cants. Mr. Lancaster is the son of the late Mr. John Lan-
caster, a former Blackpool tramways manager. He had early

experience in tramway work under his father, and later

acted as traffic assistant manager for the West H&m Cor-

poration, returning to Blackpool twelve years ago.

A communication just received from Cape Town states

that Mr. G. H. Swingler, city electrical engineer, " left by
last week's mail " on a holiday trip to England, and the

Continent.
The Times records that on his retirement, at the age of 65,

from the Post Office Engineering Department, at Canter-

bury, Mr. H. J. Porter, who in 1884 erected the first tele-

phone line in Canterbury, has been presented by his colleagues

with a purse and a cheque.
Mr. S. C. Hurry has been appointed sales engineer to The

Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd., of 14.3, Sloane Street, Lon-
don, S.W.I. Mr. Hurry, who joined the comp(any on de-

mobilisation in December, 1919, as assistant sales engineer, has
long been closely associated with electric heating and cooking
developments. He commenced his training with West Ham
Corporation Electricity Department, afterwards going to

Torquay and Sheffield Electricity Departments to assist in

popularising domestic electricity.

Mr. B. Hudson, of Aldershot, has been appointed shift

engineer, at the Southport Municipal Electricity Works.
Prior to taking up his post as street lighting inspector under

the Cardiff City Council, Mr. FraniJ Marsh, for nine years
foreman with Messrs. Curran's Engineering & Foundry Co.,

Cardiff Docks, was presented, by the firm and the workmen,
with a gold watch.
Hackney Borough Council Electricity Committee recom-

mends that the 10 per cent, addition for the increase in the
cost of living included in the salary of Mr. L. L. Robinson,
borough electrical engineer, be discontinued; and that Mr.
H. C. TossELL be promoted to the position of distribution
clerk in the Electricity Department (Class 4), at ±''2.50 per
annum, subject to sliding scale adjustment.
Swindon Town Council has reduced, as from March 31st

last, the salary of the electrical engineer, Mr. A. Nicklin,
from i£500 to £426 a year, and that of the secretary and tram-
ways manager, Mr. T. Medcalf, from ;65'20 to i'494. Mr.
Nicklin, who is suffering from a nervous breakdown, has been
granted a month's leave of absence.

Mii. A. C. Devey, M.I.B.E., is about to retire from business
after twenty-five years' service with the British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Ltd.. during which period he has built up a
wide circle of friendship with engineers in all parts of the
country. Mr. Devey entered the electrical world in 1885 at
the Hanover Square School of Telegraphy, and in 1687, re-
sponding to an advertisement in the Electrical Eeview, he
joined the well-known pioneer firm of Paterson & Cooper,
under Mr. W. B. Es.son ; he remained with the company in
this country, and with an associated company in France, until
1897, when he joined the " B.I.W. Co." His retirement is

due to health considerations, and we trust that he will long
enjoy the leisure which he has so well earned.
Mr. J. M. L. Slater, A.M.I.E.E.. is relinquishing hi.s

appointment in the D.E.E. Department of the Admiralty in
order to take up a nosition with the Electrical Apparatus Co.,
Titd.. and Messrs. Bray. Markham & Eeiss, Ltd. Mr. Slater
has been previously connected with the Igranic Electric Co..
Ltd., and with the switchgear department of the Metropolitan-
Viokers Electrical Co.
Mr. E. F. Spencer has just resigned the position of manag-

ing director of the Aqua Electric Co., and desires to get into
touch with persons interested in water heaters.

Obituary.—Mr. J. C. Taylor.—The death has occurred, at
Aberdeen, of Mr. John Clark Taylor, retired superintendent of

Post Office Telegraphs. Mr. Taylor, who retired on pension in

1897, lectured extensively in Aberdeen and district on elec--

tricity, telegraphy, meteorology, and astronomy.
Mr. W. H. M.vrHus.—We regret to record that Mr. W. H.

Mathias, J.P., a director of the Treforest Consumers' Electri-
city Co., Ltd., and a director of numerous South Wales col-

liery undertakings, passed away on Monday at the age of 74

years.

Mr. John WiLLLiiis.—The death occurred on Tuesday at
Bridgend, at the age of 73, of Mr. John Wilhams, one of the
pioneers of the Ogmore Valley Electric Light Co.

Wills.—The late Mr. Robert Robertson, commercial man-
ager of the Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co., left £12.459.
The late Mr. S. R. Bldndstone, dii-ector of various electric

tramway companies, left £19,334 gross and £18,955 net per-
sonalty.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

G. Edward Carr, Ltd. (181,547).—Private company. Re-
gibtcred May 4lh. Capital, fl2,OU0 in £1 shares. To adopt an agreement
with G. E. Carr and to carry on the business of electricians, manulacturers
und repairers of and dealers in mechanical and electrical appliances and lamps,
armature winders, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : G. f:..

Cut, 560, Shields Road. Newc^istle-on-Tyne, engineer; G. V. Gray, 3r, Grainger
Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, accountant. G. E. Carr signs as director. Quali-
tication, JEICIO. Registered office : 560. Shields Koad. Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Grosvenor Clark Electrical, Ltd. (181,548).—Private
company. Registered i\lay 4th. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on
the business of electrical engineers, manufacturers and agents tor the sale
and purchase of electrical fittings and appliances, &c. The permanent directors
are; VV. P. Grosvenor, 36, Harlech Koad, Southgate, N.U. engineer; J. A.
Clark, 29, Chandos Road, East Finchley, N.2, engineer; W. Clement Drew,
31, .Magdalen Road, X^ndsworth, S.W.18, insurance broker. Qualification,
£50. Remuneration, as fixed by the company. Secretary : W. Clement Drew.
Registered office 3-4. Great Winchester Street, E.C.2.

Holes, Ltd. (181,508).—Private company. Registered
May 3rd. Capital, £1,500 in £1 shares. To adopt an agreement with S. H.
Hole and C. Hole, and to carry on at Bursledon, Hants., or elsewiiere, the
business of general engineers, manufacturers or repairers of all types of
steam, electrical or internal combustion engines or machinery, &c. The first

directors are: N. H. Everitt, Swains House, Bembridge. I.W.; S. H. Hole,
61, Union Street, Ryde, I.W.; C. Hole. Tranby, Peartree Green, Southampton.
Qualification : 100 shares. Registered office : 61. Union Street, Ryde, I.W.

Sunbeam Light Co., Ltd. (181,492).—Private company.
Registered .May 2nu. Capital. £250 in £1 shares. To carry on the Ijusiness
of agents for and dealers in electric lamps and light fittings, gas shades and
fittings, oil and other lamps, Jtc. The life directors are : A. P. H. van den
Dorpel. 38, Norry Road. Putney, S.W.I; Mrs. C. M. Thoeenes, 4, Crescent
Wood Road, Sydenham Hill, S.E. Registered office: 155, Praed Street.
Paddington, W.

Magdynamo Engineering Co., Ltd. (181,483).—Private
company. Registered May 2nd. Capital, £1,000 in 2s. fid. shares. To acquire
the business of magneto manufacturers and repairers and motor accessories
manufacturers carried on by S. Miiligan and E. Sumnierfield at 28, Bateman's
Row, Curtain Road, E.C.2, and to carry on the business of engineers, iron
and brass founders, wire drawers and metal workers, &c. I'he permanent
directors are: S. Miiligan, 19, .\lbany Road. N.4; E. Summerfield, 2a, Thorpe-
dale Road, Hornsey, or 19, Albany Road, N.4. No qualification necessary.

"Registered office: 2«, Bateman's Row, E.C.2.

Woodstock Electric Light Co., Ltd. (181,541).—Private
company. Registered May 4th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on
business as indicated by the title, and to adopt an agreement with the A\'ood-
stock Electric Light and Power Co. The subscribers {each with one share)
are: G. W. Smith, Oxford Street, Woodstock, grocer; J. H. Dew, High
Street, Woodstock, bacon curer. The first directors are : J. F. Wickson, G. G.
Banbury, C. Buckingham, A. R. Lay, A. Longworth and G. W. Smith, all

of Wotxlstock, Oxon. Solicitors ; Julius. Edwards and Julius, 8, Old Jewry,
E.C.2.

Welwyn Garden City Electricity Supply Co.—Registered
on May 1st with a capital ol £25,000 in 23.500 preference shares of £1 each
and 30,000 ordinary shares of Is. each. The objects are: to carry on at
Welwyn Garden City the business of an electricity supply company in all its

branches. The first directors are : Sir Theodore G. Chambers, k.B.E., 76,
Handside Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, (director, Welwyn Restaurants.
Ltd., Second Garden City. Ltd., and Welwyn Garden City, Ltd., and chair-
man Peacock and Nilamby (Ceylon) Tea and Rubber Estates. Ltd.); J. R.
Farquharson. Kilbrannan, 35, Coolhurst Road. N.8 (director. Second Garden
City, Ltd.. Letchworth Cottages and Buildings, Ltd., Welwyn Garden City,
Ltd., &€.); C. B. Purdam, Woodside, Wilbury Road, Letchworth (director.
Welwyn Restaurants, Ltd., Second Garden City, Ltd., Letchworth Co-opera-
tive Houses, Ltd,, and Welwyn Garden City, Ltd.); Capt. R. L. Reiss, Brocks-
wood Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, (director, Hewht Construction Syn-
dicate, Ltd., Welwyn Restaurants, Ltd.. London Labourers' Dwellings, Ltd..
Second Garden Ci'ty. Ltd., Welwyn Garden City. Ltd., and other com-
panies). The minimum cash subscription upon which the directors may pro-
ceed to allotment is seven shares. Qualification : 100 preference shares. Re-
muneration (if any), as fixed by the company. Secretary : F. J. Osborn.
Solicitors : Grundy, Kershaw, Samson & Co., 6, Austin Friars. B.C. No
notice of situation of registered office was filed at time of incorporation. The
file number is 181,468.

Gardner Engines, Ireland, Ltd.—Private company. Re-
gistered in Dublin April 22nd. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares. To'carry on
business as electricians, mechanics, gas and oil engineers. Sic. The sub-
scribers (each with one share) are :—C. Kendrick Edwards, Abbey Chambers.
Middle Abbey Street. Dublin, mechanical engineer; C. H. Hardman 96, Lower
Baggot Street. Dublin, mechanical engineer. The first directors are : K.
Edwards and C. K. Edwards. Secretary : C. H. Hardman. Registered office :

94-96, Middle Abbey Street. Dublin.

Gardner Engines, Ireland, Ltd. (N.I.23).—Private com-
pany. Registered in Belfast April •27th. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares. To
carry into effect an agreement between Norris, Henty & Gardners. Ltd., and L.
Gardners and Sons, Ltd., ajid to carry on business as mechanical, electrical,
gas and oil engineers, and the like. &c'. The subscribers (each with one share)
are : C. Kendrick Edwards, The Leets, Hampton Park, Belfast, mechanical
engineer; M. R. Wylie. 65, Scottish Temperance Buildings. Donegal Square
South. Belfast, mercantile clerk. The first directors are : Kendrick Edwards,
C. Kendrick Edwards, and two others to be nominated bv the two companies
mentioned above. Secretary :. Mary R. Wylie. Register.xi office : 65. 66, and
67, Scottish Temperance Buildings, Donegal Square South, Belfast.
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OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Henry Summers & Son, Ltd.—Mortgage debenture dated
April Izm", Ijili, to secure i*J0, chiirfjed on ihe company's undcrtakiny and

properly, present and loturc. Holder : H. Summers, H), Shrewsbury Koad,

Mineaead Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full

on Uccember dlst, laai, of two cnarges dated- November 2aih, l'M7, and De-

cember rjnd, IjOJ, securing i'j.OUO eacli tilled .April 2»th, la22).

r^ortaampton blectric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Parti-
culars ol iiKi.oiW debentures and preuiiums ai a per cent, authorised March
llth, and covered by trust deed dated .\oril llih, 1:<22 ; none isstied : charged

on the co.npany's undertaking and property, present and future, including un-

called capital (ranking, pan passu, with £60,000 debenture stock covered by

deed dated January Oth, 1921). Trustees : C. B. Fisher, C.B.E., Clipslon

House, Market Harborough ; J. Pendercd, Redwell, Wellingborough; and

P- H. Page, 33, Billing Koad, Norlhanipton.

Seale, Austen & Barnes, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on
November 2Sth, lull, of charge dated September 2ath, 1911, securing all

moneys then du» or to become due from company to bankers, (Filed April

28th, '1922).

Midland Counties Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Trust deed
dated .April 2ath 1922 (supplemental to trust deeds dated February 26th, 19U,
Novernber 15th, 1915, and April 14th, 1919, securing £375,000 5 per cent, de-

benture stock); charged on certain shares, and debenture slock, &:c., in Derby-

shire,, and .Nottinghamshire Electric Power Co., Nottinghamshire and Derby-

shire Tramwavs Co., and Leamington and WVwick Electrical Co., 1-td.

Trustees : Trustees Corporation, Ltd.

Wliitehall Electric Investments, Ltd.—A trust deed dated
April 13th, 1922, to secure i'2,500,000 first mortgage debenture stock has been

registered. The deed constitutes (a) a first specific charge on £2,715,556

stg. a per cent. 37-year first mortgage bonds of Compania Chilina di Electrici-

dad Limitada, £474,169 s;g. 7 per cent, first mortgage debenture stock of

Compania Electrica di Tampico, S.A., and £636,000 stg. 5 per cent, deben-

tures of General Securities, Ltd.; and (6) a floating charge on the company's
undertaking and other assets lor the time being, including uncalled capital.

The trustees for the debenture stock holders are : 1 he London City and Midland
Executive and Trustee Co., Ltd., 5, Threadneedle Street, E.C., and the Rt.

Hon'. Viscount Cowdray, P.C, 47, Parliament Street, S.W. " Commission,
allowance or discount "

: £492,500.

Northallerton Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd. (59,301).
—Return dated .March ijth, 1922. Capital, £<i,aO0 in 2,aO0 preference shares ot

£1 each, and 12,000 ordinary shares of 6s. each. 1,161 preference and 4,921

ordinary shares taken up. £2,627 6s. paid. £10 remains in arrears. Mort-

gages and charges, £3,900.

Electric Light Insurance & Maintenance Co., Ltd.
(80,801),—Return dated March 2nd, 1922. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. 1,'255

shares taken up. £1,257 10s, paid, including £2 10s. on 50 forfeited shares.

Mortgages and charges, £2,'220 10s

Brompton & Kensington Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.
(25,913).—Return dated March 30lh, 1922. Capital, £300,000 in 20.000 pre-

ference and 40,000 ordinary shares of £5 each. 5,035 preference and 34.695

ordinary shares talceh up. '£195.000 paid on 5,305 preference and 33,695 ordi-

nil.

£1,000 considered as paid on 1.000 ordinarx. .Mortgages and charge;

Newcastle & District Electric Li,

-Return dated April 7th, 1922. Capital,

.ing £^500

Co., Ltd. (28,022).
1 £10 shares. All shares
Mortgages and charges.taken ^p. £297,500 paid, le

£301,180.

Ellerd Styles & Co., Ltd.—B. R. Morris and L. F. S.
Young, of 287, Upper Street, Islington, N., were appointed receivers and
managers on April '28lh, 1922, under powers contained in debentures dated

January 20th, 1922.

Chase Bros., Ltd.—W. Peet, of 37/40, Mark Lane, E.C.,
ceased to act as receiver or marfager on .April 25th, 1922.

New Development Co., Ltd. (112,145).—Capital, ^5,000
in £1 shares. Return dated April 3rd, 1922. 1,275 shares taken up. £1,275

paid. Mortgages and charges, nil,

Airedale Electrical and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Charge
on company's undertaking and property, including uncalled capital (subject

to prior mortgage for £600) dated April 20th, 1922, to secure £350. Holder :

P. Ainley, 8, Western Road, Milnsbridge, Huddersfield.

Oxford Electric Lighting Co., Ltd. (34,635).-Capital,
£173,000 in £1 shares ('2(j,000 ordinary and 15,000 preference). Return dated
March 20th, 1922. 20,000 ordinary and 11,000 preference taken up. £122,560
paid on 13.200 ordinary and 11,000 preference (including £1,550 on 310 ordinary
shares forfeited). £34,000 conside.ed as paid on 6,800 ordinary. Mortgages
and charges, £75,000,

CITY NOTES.

The name of thii5 company was changed
Lancashire from the Lancashire Power Construction

Electric Light Co., Ltd., by resolution in September last.

and Power The report for the year ended March 31st,

Co., Ltd. 19'22. states that the trading profits of the

Lancashire Electric Power Co. (the Parlia-

mentary Company) for 1921, after payment of ojjerating costs,

general establishment charges, and directors' fees, amounted
to ±'94,328, out of which sum ±20,000 has been applied to the
reserve fund of that company, increasing it to ±148,0tX). The
profit and loss account of the L.E.L. & P. Co. shows that ttie

balance for the year, aff-er crediting the interest and dividend
re;-eived, and debiting the interest on the debentures of this

company and other expenses, was ±36,796, plus ±4,192 brought
forv\ard. A dividend at the rate of 6 i>sr cent, per annum (in-

come tax free) on 465, IXX) cumulative convertible first prefer-
ence shares of ±1 each for the year requires ±25,793, and a
dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum (less income
tax) on 137. .500 fully paid 7 per cent, cumulative participating
preference shares of ±1 each for the year absorbs ±6,73'7,

leaving to carry forward ±8 458. The extensions of the Parlia-
mentary Co.'s power station have been completed; the first new
unit of 13,500 h.p, was put into commission in March, 1921.
and the second ofl3,.500h.p.in the September following. These
are giving satisfactory service, and the economies obtained

1920.
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nd renewals fund, £43,326; transferred to insurance fund,

S5,000; dividend on ordinary shares, 10 per cent, for the year,

nd a bonus of 1 per cent., £64.187; leaving to be carried for-

ward i'43,'230. The ordinary shareholders continue to receive

be benefit of the relief afforded in previous years iu respect

f income tax and super tax paid in India. The preference

ividend is paid free of taxation on income, both British and

ndiau, up to 6s. in the £. The debenture interest is income

ax free. It is proposed to grant to the staff in India a bonus

quivalent to '2 per cent, of the net Indian profits, in respect

if approved service actually rendered m the year 19'21. Major-

5eneral E. H. Mahon, the deputy chairman of the board,

isited India last winter, and conducted a thorough inspection

if the undertakmg. The general meeting was asked to pass a

esolution intended to consolidate the borrowing powers of the

lirectors as already sanctioned, and also to enable them to

ibtain sterling advances, if necessary, against rupees held in

ndia.
The directors report that for the year

English ended December, 1921, the balance to the

Electric credit of profit and loss accoimt (including

Co., Ltd. £46,236 brought forward, and amounts
transferred from reserves previously set

iside and no longer required) is £363,659. From this is de-

lucted : debenture interest, £52, .533 ; interest on 8 per cent,

.ecured notes, £100,000; trustees' fees, £360; dividend at the

ate of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares,

641,914; leaving a balance of £108,852. It is proposed to

ransfer to reserve for contingencies £60,000, and to pay a

lividend on the ordinary shares (payable May 31st, 1922) at

he rate of 5 per cent, per annum, less tax, absorbing

£53,253. There will remain to be carried forward £55..599. In

,-iew of the heavy fall in the price of materials during the

rear under review the directors have considered it advisable

write down the stocks of materials, &c., held by the English

31ectric Co. and its subsidiaries, so as to reduce them to

•urrent market values or less, and this decision has been given

ffect to in the present accounts. The variations of the assets

,hown iu the balance sheet as compared with the figures of

,he previous year are chiefly the result of the progress which
las been made towards completing the amalgamation of the

ompany's subsidiaries, the Dick Kerr Works at Preston

laving i)een transferred to this company in April last year and
he Coventry Ordnance Works having been leased as from
lanuary 1st, 1921. The falling off in orders which was general

n the steel and engineering trades in the earlier part of the

ear under review was unhappily accelerated by the prolonged

oal strike, with the result that during the later months some
if the company's works were not fully employed. But for

his handicap the available profits would have been higher,

fleeting : May 16th, at the Connaught Rooms.

A copy of the report of this company.
General which is before us, shows that during the

Electric Co. year 1921 the orders received by the com-
(U.S.A.). panv were $179,722,000, as compared with

$318,470,438 for 1920. For the first quar-

er of 1922 orders received have been at an annual rate iri.

xcess of $200,000,000. Tufilled orders at the close of the year,

ifter eliminating cancellations, were $45,391,000 for large appa-

atus, as again.st $111,778,000 at the end of 1920. Net sales

lilled were $221,007,992, compared with $275,758,487 for 1920.

The income from sales during 1921, after adequate deprccia-

ions and provision for federal taxes, was $21,676,683, and the

neome from other sources was $6,478,984, making $28,155,607.

Jiterest and discount on debentures absorbs $2,078,683, and
nterest on notes payable, &c., $734,172, and the investment
securities reserve $3,700,000, leaving available $21,652,812.

^'ash dividends required $13,409,522, leaving the surplus in ex-

:es8 of cash dividends $8,243,290. The accounts of the Inter-

lational Cieneral Electric Co., Inc., are excluded from this

eport. In any comparisons made with the reports for 1919
ind 1920 this fact should be borne in mind. The net expendi-
ures for additional land, buildings, machinery and other
aanufacturing equipment during 1921 were $8,907,133, a con-
iderable part of which was for equipment of special character
md subject to early ob.solescence in the event of changes iu

lesigb. There has been written off plant accounts as a whole
he sum of $8,486,520. The net book value of all plants at
December 31st, 1921, was $66,957,295. At the annual meeting
n 1921 authoritv was given to increa-se the capital stock of

he companv from $175,(»0.000 to $185,000,000. The number
if stockholders at December .31st. 1921, was 27,890, of whom
3,987 were women. The year 1921, with its contraction in

iiusiness and the unavoidable processes of re-adjustment made
necessary thereby, has been exceptionally trying and difficult.

j

Reduction of Capital.—Turner, Atherton & Co., Ltd.,
Hnd Reduced.—.\ petition has been presented to the Court in

I

he Chancery of the County Palatine of Lancaster, Man-
hester district, for confirmation of the proposed reduction of
:he capital from £175,000 to £140,116.

Pinchin, Johnson & Co., Ltd.—The net profit for 1921 was
1:45,924 plus i'l(i,.)S8 brought forward. The dividend for the
ear on the ordinary shares is 7i per cent, less tax. £1,.500 is

•vritt^n off preliminary expenses of new capital issue and
t'lG,.5l2 is to be carried forward.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The undermentioned securities

have been ordered to be officially quoted :

—
Pennsvlvania Water & Power.—$245,000 first mortgage sink-

ing fund 5 per cent, gold bonds, 1940 (Nos. 10,941 to 11.1S5;

$1,000).

Stewarts & Llovds.—8,070 deferred shares of ±T each, fully

paid (Nos. 2,630,()31 to 2,638,100).

Deahngs in the following have been specially allowed by

the Committee under rule 148a ;
—

River Plate Electricity Co.—49,4.53 new ordinary shares of

£1 each, fully paid, Nos. 297,441 to 346,893.

Application has been made to the Stock Exchange Commit-
tee to allow the following to be quoted ;

—
Jutland Telephone Co.—£.500.000 51 per cent, sterling bonds.

City of Wellington.—Scrip, fully and partly paid, for

£519,000 Wellington City Power Station Construction aud
Tramw'ay Improvements 51 per cent, debentures, 1920, and fur

£174,000 Wellington Citv Water Supplv 51 per cent, deben-

tures, 1920.

Primitiva Gas Co., of Buenos Aires.—.Vccounts for 1921

show a balance of revenue and interest from purcha.sers of the

electrical section of £84.197, plus receipts from other sources,

making £84,495. Deducting debenture interest, £62,064, sink-

ing funds, interest on loans, London office expenses, &c.,

totalling £83,527, leaves (according to the Financial Times)

a profit of the year's working of £968, reducing the debit

balance of £46'2,677 brought in to £461,709. It was not until

October last that the benefit of cheaper coal and freights was
obtained. It has not been possible to make any provision for

retiro amortisation. The sale contract of the electrical section

to the Deutsch-Ueberseeische Elektricitiits Gesellschaft has been

transfen-ed to the Compania Hispano-.-\merican.a de Electrici-

dad, which took over the assets and liabilities of the German
company, and has agreed to pay additional £2, .500 per annum
for duration of contract.

Ramsgate & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—For the

year 1921 there was a gross profit of £8,033, against £5,356

"for 1920. After providing for preference dividend, interest

on loans, and income tax, and adding £477 brought forward, a

dividend' of 10 per cent, is to be paid, £2,200 to be put to

reserve, and £l,.50O to reserve for depreciation, leaving £311

to be carried forward. Mr. .T. C. Wigham retired from the

board, and Mr. A. .1. Pippard was appointed to the vacancy,

but he has since taken an appointment abroad, and 'Mr. W. E.

Brandreth has been elected in his place.

Cleveland and Durham Electric Power Co., Ltd.—The
report shows that connections to the system at the end of last

year amounted to 142,698 h.p., w-hich, compared with the

previous year's figure of 130,798 h.p., shows an increase of

11,900 h.p. The profit for the year was £40,462, which, w-ith

the balance brought forward, made a total credit of £45,821.

Interest on debentures, &c., absorbed £43,945, leaving a

balance of £1,876 to be carried forward. The capital expendi-

ture on w-orks during the year amounted to £33,628.

Bath Electric Tramways, Ltd.—.\fter charging adminis-

tration expenses and including £2,305 brought forward, the

accounts for 1921 show an available balance, of £17,433.

£5,449 is required for interest on 41 per cent, first mortgage
debenture stock ; £1,()00 for sinking fund ; and £3,750 for divi-

dend on preference shares. £5,000 has been put to contingen-

cies and renewals account, and £2,234 is to be carried forward

to provide for contingencies and replacements.

New Issue.—The Northampton Electric Light atid Power
Co., Ltd., recently ofi:ered 40,000 £1 ordinary shares to the

shareholders at par-, and these were taken up. The £40,000

7 per cent, second debenture stock ofl'ered at the .same time

to the shareholders and debenture stockholders at 102 per

cent, was largely over-subscribed.

Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.—The direc-

tors recommend a dividend of 15 per cent. (3s. per share, of

which Is. per share was paid on November 2nd) for the year

ended December 31st, 1921. The final dividend will be paid

on the 26th inst. The annual general meeting will be held on
May 25th.

Peterborough Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—.^fter placing

£3, .500 to renewals fund, and paying 6 per cent, per annum
on the cumulative preference shares, a dividend of 5 per cent.

on the ordinary shares is recommended, carrying forward
£1,271, against £931 brought in.

Cordoba Light, Power and Traction Co.—The directors

announce an interim dividend payable on the preference shares

at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum (subject to tax) in respect

of the six months ended March 31st on 300.000, and in respect

of the four months ended March 31st on 365,811 shares.

Adelaide Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Interhn dividend at

the rate of 12 per cent, per annum.

Western Union Telegraph Co.—Quarterly dividend of 1|
per cent, oa the common stock.
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Middleton Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—After providing for

the preference dividend and paying 5 per cent, per annum on

the ordinary shares, ^3,30S is to be carried forward.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.—A final dividend of Is. per

share (5 per cent.), free of tax. is announced, making 10 per

cent., free of tax, for the year 19'21.

Melbourne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—An interim dividend

of 5 per cent., free of tax, on the ordinary shares is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

Two cross-currents are at work in the Stock Exchange mar-

kets, making their influence felt in practically every part of

the House. One is the unsatisfactory state of mind produced

by the Genoa Conference, which has the effect, of course,

of causing people to be rather shy of Stock Exchange securi-

ties of any kind. The second is the result of the Budget,

and the reduction of Income Tax, which, while it was gener-

ally expected, will continue to have an indirect bearing in

the way of forcing capital into good investments of all kinds.

So long as money remains as cheap as it is at present—so

long, that is, as the banks give no more than '2 per cent, on

deposit accounts—the gilt-edged stocks are bound to remain

very firm. Within the last six months, a complete change

has" come over financial circumstances. Instead of being

able to get six to seven per cent, with perfectly good security,

the present-day investor finds himself confronted with the

fact that 5 per cent, is the utmost which can be obtained,

except in comparatively short-dated stocks. The level of

yield to an investor has sunk to ii per cent, for the best-

class descriptions, and this movement finds reflection in the

prices of all kinds of sound stocks and shares, ordinary as

well as prior-charge.

Two new issues which have been underwritten this week
are for a quarter of a million pounds each, of 7 i^er cent, second

debenture stock, by the Calcutta Tramways Co., at 95, and
5 per cent, tax-free debentures from the Indian Electric Sup-

ply Co., for which the public are asked 94. The under-

writing was concluded without difficulty, and, were it not

for the unsettlement produced in the mind of the investor

by the events of the past few months in India, it would be

safe to say that the issues would be snapped up like the

proverbial hot cakes. Indeed, had it not been for the various

disturbances in the Dependency, these two companies would
most likely have been able to obtain better prices for their

issues, because the security in each case is good enough to

have ensured, given normal conditions, a ready response

from those who are on the look-out for such investments. It

will be interesting to see how the i.ssues fare ; notwithstanding
the nervou.sness that still lurks with regard to Indian affau's,

it may prove to be the case that the appetite for investments
will prove stronger than the apprehension just mentioned.
The electric railway market has taken a turn for the better,

encouraged by the greater .strength shown by the railway list

as a whole. Great curiosity is displayed in the terms upon
which the Underground company will make its issue of .stock

guaranteed by the Government, but up to the moment of
writing, nothing definite has transpired. Improvement m
Metropolitans and Districts is attributed partly to seasonal
activities on the part of the enterprising 'bus company, whose
announcement of its summer services coincides, happily, with
the blaze of sunshine that ushered in the week.
The English Electric Co. has cut down its previous 8 per

cent, dividend to 5 per cent, for the year lately ended. The
company has done quite well, and the net profit of ;E210,8()0

is about £37,000 better than that of the previous year. The
fact of the notes ranking for interest, and, also, that stocks
have had to be written down, combine to render the directors
conservative in the matter of dividend distribution. The
carry-forward of j£.')5,600 is about £10,000 more- than that of
last year, and £60,000 has been put on one side as a contin-
gency reserve. The ordinary remain at 13s. 9d., and the pre-
ference are I7s. 6d.

General Electric ordinary at 23s. 3d. are keeping their price,
and the preference hardened to 22s. 9d.. the " B " preference,
however, being a trifle easier at 23s. 9d. Metropolitan-Vickers
preference improved to 2i Henley's preference, Callender's
preference, and British In.sulated ordinary are all better.
Cromptons at IJ are a few pence h.arder. Edison-Swan 5 per
cent, debenture stock at 64 is again a point up.

St. .James's & Pall Mall ordinary at SJ and South Londons
at 3J both show gains of J. South London preference rose to
22s. 6d.. South Metropolitan preference to 23s. 9d., and the
latter company's 4 per cent, debenture stock to 62i Chelsea
ordinary are also half-a-crown higher at .5|. Midland Electric
ordinary shares at IJ are 1/16 to the good.
Of the telegraph and telephone stocks, Anglo-American

deferred at 23i show a gain of the fraction. The Eastern
group is very firm. No changes in prices have occurred.
Marconia at 2i axe another 1/16 up. A sharp rise carried

Canadian Marconi^ to 12s. 9d.. on rumours that the company
may be absorbed by the Radio Corporation. Eadio Common,
after giving way to 22s. 6d., recovered to 23s. 6d.. and the

preferred, whicfi dropped to 14s.. are now 15s. 3d. The in-

tention of the Postmaster-General to increase the use of radio-

telephony has aroused considerable interest in the market,

and people are looking round to see, if possible, which com-

panies are likely to benefit from the giving out of work that

will be required in connection w-ith such expansion. Tele-

graph Constructions at 26 are 5s. higher, and. on the yield

which they otter, seem to be fully-valued. Nevertheless, the

demand for the shares is so persistent as to suggest that there

may be something, at present not generally known, to make
the shares worth the money.

Calcutta Tramways ordinary shares at 4i and Piangoon

Trams at 3i are both better. British Columbia Electric stocks

have given way, the preferred and deferred being down 2 and
4 respectively, to the common level of 71^, although the 5 per

cent, preference stock at 80 shows a gain of 2J. Mexican
Light & Pow-er Common, after its rise of last week, put on
another IJ points. Brazilian Tractions have recovered a trifle

after their drop, and the .i^nglo-Argentine Tramway group is

steady. Canadian General Electrics at 103§ show a .small fall.

Rubber shares are quiet and the market is listless, with a

dull tone in consequence of the fall to 8Jd. per lb. in the

price of the produce. Amongst armaments, Vickers hardened ,

a trifle in anticipation of the meeting held this week. The
engineering list is steady, but the protracted dispute in the

trade renders the public unwilling to take a hand in the

market, while the dividend reductions on the part of some of

the big iron concerns have exercised a slightly depressing

effect.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Houi Elkotricity Coupanies,

Dividend, Price
, V May 9, Klseor YJeM
19^0. 1931. 1939. (all. p.o.

Brompton Ordinary 13 13 n — MOO
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 8 9 6} — 740

do. do, do. 4iFreI, ..4^4^ B| — 6 4 2
Chelsea 6 6 5g + i f! 6 8
City of London 14 14 ifj- — 7 4 6

do. do. 6 per cent, Pre!.. . 6 6 33/6 ^1/6 6 6 8
County of London 8 8 li — 680

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 1 — 6 u

Kensington Ordinary 9 10 6| — 7 11 n

London Electric H 4 IS —
,'e 7 « 10

do. do. 6 per cent. Pret... 6 8 ii — 6 9 S
Metropolitan 7 7 61 — 6 16 7

do. 4i per cent. Prel... 4^ 4) B| — 6 U

Bt. James' and Pall Mall .. .. 19 13 sj + I, 7 5 5
South London 7 7 8i +| SOU
South Metropolitan Prel 7 7 1j — 6 4 5

Westminster Ordinary 10 10 7i — 7 4

TELSORAfBS Atn> TeLEPHOHIB.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Prel 6 6 103 — 5 16 6

do. Del li 84/3 33i -i- ) 7 8 6
Chile Telephone 8 6 6^ — 4 16 6
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 8i — 8 4 8

Eastern Extension 10 10 19| — 6 8 3

Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 1944 — 5 9 10
(ilobe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 191 — 6 3 8

do. do. Pref 6 6 llj — 6 7 7
Great Northern Tel 33 34 31 — 7 14
Indo-European 10 10 40J — 6 B S
Marconi 96 16 3« + I'n 6
Oriental Telephone Ord 13 IS 9f + i 'e 1 1

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 7,'j + ,'s
•6 7 6

West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- — Nil
Western Telegraph 10 10 19g — >6 8 8

Home Baixs.

Central London Ord, Assented .. 4 4 67 ^-1 5 19 6
Metropolitan li 3^ 46 -i-8i 6

do. District NU I 86 -fl 9 17 3
Underground Electric Ordinary .. Nil Nil 9g —i Nil

do. do. "A".. .. NU Nil 6/6 -6d. Nil
do, do. Income.. ..3 4 77i —1 •6 8 3

FoBBioif Teams, &o,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. 6i 13i 8g — 7 11 9
do. do. 3nd Pret, .. Nil 6J 4 — 6 17 6
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, 6 6 84^ — S 18 4

Brazil Tractions Nil Nil 49) 4- i Nil
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce... 6 6 8C -i-i^ 6 6

do. do. Preferred .. 6 98/- 7IJ —9 'S 9 6
do. do. Deferred .. 8 134/- 7l5 —i •8 7 6
do. do. Deb. .. 4i ^ 78 — 6 16 6

Mexico Trams, 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 704 — —
do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 364 — Nil

Meiioan Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 9bJ -(2 NU
do. Pref Nil Nil 54 — Nil
do, Ist Bonds .. .. Nil 6 74) — 6 14 3

MAMUrAOTUKlKO OoHPANIBS
Baboocb & Wilcox 16 16 8 — 6 6 8
British Aluminium Ord 10 W H — —
British Insulated Ord, .. ,. 16 16 2 -t- ,<, 7 10
Callenders 16 16 2 _ 7 10

„ 64 Pref 6} 64 lA + •'»• 6 9 6
OromptonOrd 10 10 33/6 -i-6d. 3 17 10
Bdlson-Swan • 10 — 6/- — —

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, ..6 6 64 -fl 7 16 4
Electric Construction 10 10 H — 8
BngUsh Electric 8 8 18/9 — 7 6 6

do. Pref 6 6 j
— 6 17 9

Gen, Bleo, Pref 6} 64 32,9 +M. 611 8
do, Ord 10 10 91/3 — 8 19

Henley 16 16 3^ — 7 19
do. 44 Prel 4 4 4<> + ,<^ 6 4 4

India-Rnbber in —
J

— —
Mel.-Viokera Prel 8 8 94 +4 6 8
BlemenB Ord 10 10 97/6 — •7 6 6

Teleg»pb Oo 90 90 96 -|- i •« 13 8

• DiTldandi v*ld tree of Income Tax,
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.

By R. GILLESPIE WILLIAMS.

Among the many useful inventions of the last fifty years,

none perhaps is of greater interest than the small electric

lighting plant. These sets enable householders, who are

isolated from an outside lighting supply of any descrip-

tion, to have their own independent lighting system.

Lighting plants at present may be divided into two
rlasses: sets capable of taking also power and heating

Mppliauces, and those suitable for lighting alone, the

hitter class being by far in the majority, and generally

taking the form of small automatic (or semi-automatic)

lighting sets.

In an article which recently appeared in the Elec-
trical Review, the writer aimed to bring out the

superiority of the oil engine and belt-driven dynamo,
,ind to show that generally these are preferable. There
is little doubt technically that this is the case, but in-

tending purchasers do not alway.s desire to spend so

iiuicli money, especially for installations of from 20 to

30 lights.

For small installations, therefore, where lighting alone

is required, the automatic or semi-automatic type plant

is a very valuable asset, provided—and this is not al-

ways the case—that the plant is of sufficient capacity for

the job. Unfortunately, owing to somewhat exaggerated

claims in the advertising literature, several automatic
sets have been installed where they should not have been,

I
and the subsecjuent failure of these sets to operate satis-

r factorih- has led to unfavourable opinions regarding
' them.

A word may be said here regarding advertising litera-

ture, for this does not always convey an accurat« im-
pression of actual outpiit. Tlie advertising literature

sliould contain straightforward statements of construc-

tion, design, and output, but it is wiser that detailed

descriptions of the uses the set may be put to, should be

given small space and left to the contractor or engineer
undertaking the job. The instances in which plants

have been sent abroad and proved utter failures owing
to misleading literature and inaccurate salesmanship
statements are far too common, and the smaller sets in

particular would be brought into better repute if less

attention were given to the advantages, and more to the

capacity, of lighting sets.

P^or some years it has been the wish of both engineers

.iiid the public to utilise lighting plants for other pur-
jioses than lighting, especially for electric cooking and
heating. For the time being it does not seem possible

seriously to consider electric heating from lighting sets,

but there is no reason why electric cooking should not
lie (lone.

A fair-sized electric cooking combination consumes a

iiia.ximum of, .say, 4,000 watts, which with a 100-volt

installation means a current of 40 amperes. Assuming
that the ma.vimiim loading is not continuously in use, a
.'iOO-am)iere-hour 100-volt accumulator battery would
answer the purpose for both lighting (50-light installa-

tion) and cooking. Now, the cost of this battery would
})e somewhere about £300, l)ut for lighting alone, assum-
ing the installation to be for 50 lights, an outlay of £110
would cover the cost of the accumulators. It will thus
lip seen that the purchaser is called ujion to expend
nearly £200 on the additional batteries alone for the

privilege of electric cooking, which, together with an in-

crease in the cost of the actual plant, makes the pro-
position far too expensive to be generally taken up.
The alternative to working from the battery is direct

generating, and it will be found that in this direction
alone is the solution of the problem. For one thing, in

the case of the cooking installation just mentioned, the
voltage could be 200 volts, reducing the current to 20
amperes. It has generally l)een recognised that in such
cases of direct generating, the mo.st economical method is

to run the lighting ofi a small accumulator battery.

while supplying current for the cooking, Ac, direct from
the dynamo.
The present system has its disadvantages, inasmuch

as it is not very convenient to have to specially start up
the engine to do a little cooking. It would be far more
advantageous to design the engine to start up automati-
cally when cooking is required. There is no particular
difficulty in the way of this arrangement, except perhaps
a little prejudice, the dynamo operated from the lighting
battery providing an excellent self-starter for the engine.
The fact has got to be faced that direct generating is

going to play a very important part in lighting plant
construction, and we may expect to see direct generating
for lighting as well as power in the near future.

It may be said that little would be lost by dispensing
with the accumulator battery; indeed, the points in its

favour may be summed up in a few words : its advantage
lies in the fact that the supply is available at an instant's

notice, without the necessity of specially starting up the

engine.

Apart from this, it could be easily dispensed with; it

is not necessary to remind those with experience in

lighting-plant work that the accumulator set is respon-
sible for most of the troubles encountered. Direct
generating alone presents a satisfactory solution to tlie

difficulties of practical output and low outlay.

The prevalent notions that a direct generating plant
must necessarily break down, or that the system cannot
be satisfactorily put into practice, are merely opinions,

and liable to contradiction by successful results. A
successful engineer is usually conservative, and it is

but natural therefore to encounter adver,se criticisms of

direct generating, but these are very seldom supported
by actvial personal experience, and are more often actu-

ated I)y belief in accumulator charging and lack of desire

to change the system. There is, however, a great need
for a change of system, as will be seen liy the case of the

cooking installation ju.st considered.

With direct generating the jirimary difficulty is fuel

consumption. To obtain economical results, the ]iropor-

tion of the fuel consumed to the number of lanijis must
be .as nearly prn rata as possible.

This side of the question, however, lias been receiving

much attention, and exhaustive experiments have been

and are being carried out in connection with the subject.

By the use of a tension governor, whereby the effort

transmitted to the dynamo by the engine controls the

feed valve, very nearly prn rata results have been ob-

tained, the proportions being fairly even above 10 per

cent, of full load, and the highest efficiency at three-

quarter fiill load.

Fresh difficulties are also introduced into the design

of the engine, and although the basis of design will

rem.'vin the s.'ime, the engine— iu the smaller sizes at

least—will differ consider.ably from those employed in

present-day practice for lighting plants.

The engine in favour now for small-plant work is the

single-cylinder, two-stroke engine, on account of its ex-

treme simplicity. The importance also of a steady speed

when direct coupled to a dynamo cannot be exaggerated,

and the ordinary oil engine is therefore unsuitable foi-

til is work.

Other questions of importance are wear and tear and
]H)ssibility of breakdown. The two-stroke engine is by
far the simplest, and therefore less likely to break down
by re:ison of faulty parts, but the wear and tear on the

engine is greater. The fuel consumption also of the

two-stroke engine is higher than that of a four-stroke

engine of the same output.

All points considered, it seems far more satisfactory

to use a four-stroke engine for direct generating, pro-

vided that the design is such that an even and steady

speed will be obtained.
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Tlie resistance of the tiijJiJet.s and valve gear is far

more responsible for the somewhat uneven sjjeed than

tlie four-cycle operation, and provided therefore this

point can be .satisfactorily dealt with, the main difficulty

is met.

A new era lias been reached in internal-combustion

engine design in the last few months. The jiroduction

of a four-cycle engine with no tappets or valve gear

other than a cylindrical sleeve valve is tending to revolu-

tionise design in this direction. This engine is almost

ideal for direct generating. The cj-lindei-s are cooled

by sucking a powerful draught of air through ports in

the cylinder castings. The suction is created by the fly-

wheel, which is shaped internally in the form of a fan.

The absence of tapjjets and springs in the valve-gear

enables a very steady speed to be maintained, and, for

lighting plant work, the engine is admirably adapted.

What remaining scruples op])onents to direct generating

may have should be dispelled liy the use of this engine.

It is claimed that it is almost impossible for it to break

down, and consideration of its features tends to bear out

this statement.

A point that has not yet been mentioned is the ques-

tion of expenditure. It is generally considered more
expensive to manufacture an engine for direct generat-

ing—but with the type of engine under consideration

this does not seem to hold so true, within certain limit*.

To facilitate the production of an even and steady

speed, two cylinders may be used instead of one, but

this tends to bring up the cost of the engine. Single-

cylinder engines are used with success for direct generat-

ing, and there seems to be no need to depart from this

design, except for the perfecting of the system and the

production of an improved and more scientific plant.

But for cases in which low expenditure is the primary
object, single-cylinder engines may be successfully used.

There seems to be no reason at all why a I.5-kW, 100-

volt direct generatint;- plant of '5.5 h.p. should not be

|iroduced at the retail price of £150. Compared to a

battery charging plant of the same output and voltage,

retailing at £260, the commercial possibilities of direct

generating may be seen.

In the majority of cases where an electric lighting set

is installed, the purchasers desire to use electrical appli-

ances far beyond the capacity of their plants. A num-
ber of inquiries which result in disappointment to the

iiiqiiirer are caused tlirough a keen appreciation of the

many advantages electricity has to offer, and a per-

sonal desire to experience them. Electric cooking is

often wanted, but it does not require much diplomacy

on the part of a salesman to induce an inquirer to re-

main contented with a coal fire as far as heating is con-

cerned.

Where electric cooking begins to be considered it will

be seen that the higher the voltage the better, and here

it is that the accumulator charging plant begins to fail.

A pressure of 200 volts is perfectly practical with direct

generating, but not so very practical with accumulators.

The adoption of 110 volts, as at jireseut with large

lighting plants, means that the cost of wiring is lieavy,

and particularly with electric cooking when 4,000-watt

loads begin to be considered. It is better to employ
200 volts.

Trade begets trade, and the installation of 3 to 1-kW
plants where at present 1.5-kW plants are being used,

will not only liven up the whole electrical trade, but in-

crea.se the demand for lighting plants themselves.

It would be, of course, advisable, in the event of a

plant of some 8 or 10 h.p. capacity being installed, to

run the lighting supply oft a small accumulator battery

of low voltage, specially installed for that purpose, as

the })ercentage of the lighting l<jad compared to the total

load would be so small that econumieal results would not

be obtainable.

The automatic control gear is not such a coniplicate<l

matter as at first appears the case. All that is reipiired

of it is. as soon as a circuit is closed, to start up the
,

dynamo as a motor, and, when the engine is firing and i

running steadily, convert it back to a dynamo. i

Solenoid and contactor switches operated electrically

from the starting battery, and controlled by such factors

as engine speed and generator output, will enable a fool-

proof system of control gear to be obtained.

It should be remembered in considering fuel consump-
tion that tlie loss of 30 per cent, of current experienced

in Iiattery-charging is not experienced with direct

generating, and this saving will mure than offset any

small fluctuatidiis in t1ie engine's fuel consumption.

There are many possilile systems of design, but the

writer is not urging, nor does he believe in, what may
Ije termed " freak " mechanisms, but only inechani.snis

of a straightforward and practical nature, which may
be rendered reasonably immune from breakdown by

sound workmanshi]) and principle.

GERMAN COMPETITION IN ITALY.

(.): the many British prodnct.s that formerly had a profitable

sale in Italy only four are at present likely to lind buyers.

Such is the opinion expressed by the British Commercial
Htvrct.iiy at Rume (Mr. Henderson). The four in question

i.iv textile machinery, tinplate machinery, machinery aci-es-

!:i:;ies such as beltiny, and English cloth. Thus three of the
four are nf interest to tlie engineer. The rate of exchange
Ijctween the lira, on the one side, and sterling or the mark
ui; the other, helps German comi)etiliun and constitutes a

.serious drawback to British trade.

It muy be that Gennany is losing some of the advantages
in export trade, which she has enjoyed owing to the deprecia-
tion of the mark. But. even if that proves to be the case,

the low eXichange value of the lira compared with sterling

will remain a serious obstacle to our commercial activities.

Although there is a strong movement in Italy to prevent
the purchase of German material, the Commercial Secretary
considers it highly improbable that the Italian Government
will introduce any legislation against low-exchange dumping.
The anti-Germai! sentiment has been effective in stopping the
purchase of certain railway plant in Berlin, but there is still

a possibility that Germany .will be allowed to undertake
t'ertain public works by way of leparations.

t)n the .subject of German imports, Mr. Henderson says,

during tlie first half of I'.l-il the volume of trade between
Italy and Gci'inany was practically the same as between Italy
and Prance. Germany thus took the third place along with
France among the countries with whom Italy trades, as com-
pired with .sixth place in the con-esponding period of the
previous year. Moreover, the volume of German trade was
three-quarters that of Great Britain, as compared with one-
quarter in 1920. Although her trade has thus largely increased,

there IS no I'vidci'.ce that Germany has, as yet, regained any-

thing approaching to the dominating position which she pre-

viously held with regard to industrial and commercial enter-

prises in Italy. There is no reluctance to purchase German
goods, but there is a .strong feeling against anything which
might tend to reduce Italy to the state of economic depend-
ence in which slie used to be. This was shown in the wave
of pojinlar indignation excited by the publicaticm of what
purported to be a despatch written by the German Connner-
cial .attache, in which he was said to have .set forth the

various methods by which Italy could be again brought into

dependence on Germany.

America is in the same position as Great

Waning U.S. Britain in respect of the handicap impostnl

Competition. by the appreciation of her currency, anil 4
her trade with Italy cannot but be affected

'

by the falling off in Italian exports which will take place '.

if and w hen the new ..American tariff comes into for.e. There
j

liave been rumours of various activities including a.
plan lor .-H'nding .semi-manufactured articles from .\nierica

to be made up in Italy, but no scheme i>f this

nature has so far been made public. The ilimger that America
would replace Great Britain as the principal .sour .e of Italy's

coal supplies, appears less than it did a year ago. The
quidity of Knglisli coal is preferred, and the extra freight

makes it ditVn iilt for the .\merican product to comjx'te on
an econonuc basis.

The re|)ort ilcscribes the struggles whii-h tlie metal indu.stry

his undergone in endeavouring to maintain th<' position

which it reached during the war. The manufacture of cast

iron is a problem due to the need to import raw material,

especially coal. Sinailar difficulties in connection with ste«l
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manufacture have induced producers to limit the production

of ingots and to concentrate- on the rolling mills and forges

where coal can be replaced by electric energy.

Much attention continues to be devoted to the develop-

ment of hydro-electric power for railways and industry. The
position with regard to railway electi'itication has been
described recently in the pages of the Review.

As to water power, in inio there were 8'2y

Water Power. establishments of over 3tK) h.p.. which de-

veloped a total force of OliS.WKl h.p. In 19-20

there were SS-i similar establishments developing 1.1.5'2.1'20 h.p.,

and 54 (3.59, '210 h.p.) were under construction. There were also

300 establishments of under 300 h.p.. representing a total force

of 300,0(X) h.p. In addition to the above there are .several large

schemes in hand which will not be completed for some time.

These include the artificial lakes in the valleys of the Reno
and the Imentra. in the Bologna district, which will be used

m connection with the electrification of the trans-.\ppenine

railway between Emilia, and Tuscany : similar work in the
Abruzzi : the Silani lakes in Calabria, and the Tirso lakes

in Sardinia. These schemes are calculated to produce 700,00<.l

h.p.

The artificial lake at Tirso, it is said, will have a capacity
of -tin million cubic metres, and will be the largest in Europe,
jiiil the third largest in the world.
The progress made during 19'20-'21 on the hydro-electric

power station.s for use in conne^'tion with various railway
lines is as follows :

—
The Melezet was completed. The work on the Bardonec-

i hia .station which uses the water power of the Rochesmolles
w;is brought to an advanced stage. A .start was made on
the central station of Saviana and Costrola on the Reno and
Linrentra near Bagni della Poretta, and also on the station

on the Sagittario near .\nversa Scanno.

Tlie Government has been authorised
Telephone and to expehd 1.50 million lire on telegraphs

Telegraph and telephones, the expenditure to be spread
Work. over four years. The immediate pro-

gramme as regards telephones is:— (1)

The completion of the automatic exchanges in the prin-
npal towns; (2) the laying of new lines to carry the in-
• ve.Tsed traffic; (3) the connection of 409 important towns
« ith the trunk lines; (4) the re-e.stablishment of direct tele-

phone communication with the principal cities in Central
Ijirope: (5) the improvement of audibility between the ex-
lifinifies of Italy; (fi) the completion of the laying of trunk
iiiic i-ahles between Milan, Genoa and Turin; (7) the erection
of wireless stations.

INDUCTION TYPE SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.

DiscL'ssio.v .4T Edinbirgh.

.\t a meeting of the Scottish Centre of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, Mr. L. H. A. C.4RR read his paper on
the above subject (an abstract of which appeared in our issue
of .lanuary 6th), and in the eour.se of the subsequent discus-
-inn

Mr. C. W. Mar.sr.vll said he understood that it was a fairly
' inimon Continental i)ractice to supply the rotors of induc-

iion motors of the ordinary type with direct current in order
to improve power factor, but no details of the methods em-
jiloved had been disclosed.

Mr. A. E. McColl thought that one of the principal
reasons why they should consider synchronous plant, or
types of induction motors which had the characteri.stics of

synchronous plant, was the extremely low power factor

which had to be tolerated nowadays. With district supply
authorities the territorial ramifications would be such as to

preclude the possibility of giving secondary di.stribution by
means of direct current, and adherence to a.c. supply usually
involved the power authority in all the losses consequent on
low power factor. The chief offender was the comparatively
small induction motor where the ratio of actual mechanical
load to the rated output was small. He saw no hope in that
ca.se of the synchronous induction motor displacing the
ordinary indiiction motor, as it became difficult to justify

I be dift'erence in cost in the smaller sizes, and the .static con-
den.ser would, on .50-cycle circuits, successfully meet the
competition of the synchronous induction motor. This new
type. hr>wever, had an assured future, particularly in

its application to loads of an intermittent nature.. In en-
defivouriug to better the power factor of the supply
authorities' mains, any proposition involvinc additional out-

lay was very coldly received. T'ntil the difference in cost

between an ordinary induction motor and the proposition
the author made was lessened, it would be difficult to secure
the adoption of that tvpe of motor. However, when the
adoption of tariffs involving power-factor rebates and penal-
ties became uniform throughout the country, the author would
become busy.

Mr. D. S. Baddelev would have liked to hear more of prac-
tical results. He explained that with a 3-phase winding on

the rotor, when ruuuing as a synchronous uiutur, the pliases

were unbalanced electrically. The Oerlikon Co. appeared to

have seen that objection, and took out patents for sectionalis-

ing the windings. What was the effect on the exciter

.system T\ith that type of .synchronous motor? It appeared
that in changing over a heavy shock was thrown on the exci-

tation system momentarily. The maximum voltage at the

moment of starting (G.OCHI volts) appeared to be dangerous
when unskilled labour was employed. A synchronous motor
manufactured by Messrs. Crompton & Co., Ltd., employed a

'2-pha.se rotor winding with the exciter permanently in

circuit. That type appeared to be greatly simplified in its

starting gear, starting up as an ordinary induction motor and
pulling into synchronism automatically without the employ-
ment of any change-over switches, A-c. Also, the liquid

starter and the exciter circuits were " earthed," eliminating

any danger from the momentarily high voltage at starting.

Mr. J. F. Nielson wished the synchronous induction motor
had come before his notice at a very much earlier date, and
thought the author might have said more about how the
costs of supply could be cheapened.
Mr. G. .Austin pointed out, with regard to the motors

which were iu.stalled in Dundee, that they were on the 3-phase

principle, and designed on very liberal lines, with very good
clearances between the rotor and stator. Two of the machines
were of 300 h.p. capacity, and they worked excellently. Not
only so. hut they actually started and stopped, hour in. hour
out. during the day. automatically. The reason for adopting
synchronous induction motors for air compressor driving,

which called for starting and stopping every now and then,

was that the power factor at starting was very low. The
lavL'est machine at Dundee was of 6.50 h.p., supplied at

high voltage switched on direct, and gave no trouble what-
ever through high voltage at starting. The circuit resistances

were never broken, but the contactors were switched on in

rotation, and then when the moment of synchronising came
the contactors were all tripped out in .=eries and the exciter

switched on with the resistance in parallel with it, but the

extra voltage was about 30 volts, and the whole resistance in

parallel with the starter was comparatively high, so that

there w.is only about one per cent, of the starting current

passing through its windings, which was negligible. In any
case, it would only be momentary, and'with the gear enclosed

there was really no danger.

]\Ir. H. a. McGt'i'FiE ^yas interested from the point of view

of the consumer, and spoke of power-factor improvement by
means of the static condenser. Probably he was biased in

favour of it. Iieing one of the first to make use of it. and
the results obtained had been entirely satisfactory for fifteen

years. He would never again consider synchronous motors

if static condensers could be used. Points in f#vour of the

.static condenser were absence of trouble and simplicity of

operation : it should be considered by engineers more than

it had been in this country.

Mr. W. J. Cooper was of the opinion that there wa.s a

ver>' great field for synchronous motors, particularly in the

coai areas. It should be quite possible to co-ordinate the

operations of ventilating and pumping in such a. way that it

would be possible to use large synchronous motors, but if

consumers were to be encouraged to do that, power companies

would require to find .some way of giving rebates for leading

jiower factor, and where large capital expenditure was neces

sary some systeni of special treatment would require to be

devised.

Mr. I.. H. .\. Cahi! could only say in renly fo the remark--

as to the superiority of .static condensers, that in cases which

he had jiersonally worked out the synchronous induction

motor was cheaper to install than the combination of an

ordinary induction motor and static condenser. The
difficulty of getting consumers to install power-factor correct-

ing devices, because of their capital cost, Mr. Carr thought,

was entirely a question of the tariff. The extra capital cost for

the synchronous induction motor was of the order of 2-5 to 40

per cent., which was probably on the high .side, as he did not

w^ish to be accused of exaggerating the merits of the

maehine. Mr. Carr did not share Mr. Baddeley's gorxl

opinion of the Oerlikon patent.s, and stated that motors liuilt

on that system showed extremely bad balance, especially at

starting ; the gain on ordinary loads was not great.

lon-pict

Story of an Electric Meter." produced under the direction of

the r.S. Department of Commerce in co-operaticu i\itli the

Sang:imo Electric Co., of Springfield, 111., was expected to

be ready for distribution by the Department of Commerce
on .\lirii 1st. The film shows, in a gi-aphic way. the steps

in tlie manufacture of an electric meter, as well as its many
uses. A feature of the film will be the animated drawings

showing complete operation of the meter itself. This is the

first film to be produced under the direction of the U.S. De-

partment of Commerce, in co-operation with American in-

dustries, for the purpose of promoting foreign trade abroad

and for educational uses throughout the United States. It

will be given the widest pos.sible circulation by the Govern-

ment.

—

Commerce Reiiorts.
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PROTECTIVE APPARATUS FOR TURBO-GENERATORS.

By J. A. KUYSER, M.I.E.E.

{Absiiurl uf piipi

Thk paper dfuls biicHy with the cau»

tiirbo-altfrnat<ji-.s. particularly in the stator wiuding, and dis

cusses means of limiting damage when they do occur. In this

connection, to avoid the serious objection to wet- and dry-air

filters, an air-cooling sy.stem has been developed and so

arranged that the air-circulating system is completely closed

on itself ; thu«, the only dirt that can be deposited in the ma-

chine is that contained in the original volume of aii- which

fills the air-circulating system, and this amount is entirely

negligible. Fig. 1 shows a sectional arrangement of a

generator and air-cooler.

The advantages and disadvantages of some of the systems

of alternator protection at present in use are pointed out.

ad before the Institution ok Elkcthical Engineeks.)

of breakdowns in u.^ed to operate a tripping relay (by means of a transformer).

Fiu. 1.—A New Aik-cooling System.

particularly as regards protection againtt faults between tuni.s

of the same phast: winding. The cost of rewinding a o.OOU-kW

stator is of the order of Si,500, and the loss due to an inter-

ruption of -several months in the supply may be many times

that amount. The cost of complete protective gear as outlined

in the paper, including an automatic field switch, is of the

order of a few hundred pounds, and, therefore, insignificant

compared with its value as an insurarfce against loss.

.\ new proposal (by the author and Mr. J. E. Beard) for a

protective gear which will operate for all possible faults, in-

cluding faults between turns, is illustrated in fig. 2. The
protected generator A, B, c, D is provided with tappings E, v, u

from the mid-point of each phase. Eeactance coils (or poten-

tial transformers) are connected in parallel with each phase

and also provided with mid-point tappings M, N, o. The mid-

point of the generator and that of the reactance coils are con-

nected together. Curr<^nt transfonners are inserted in the mid-

point connections and their secondaries are connected to the

relayis.

The unbalancing of the voltages in the phase halves or the

.shifting of the mid-point in the generator phase winding occurs

not only on a fault between turns but also when a fault occurs

to earth or between phases. For example, a fault to earth at

K (fig. '2) will circulate a large current in kd which will reduce

the voltage of de to a greater extent than the voltage of ae.

The same will be the case for a fault from K to any point of

the other two phases.

The system will therefore deal with any fault in the gene-

rator wiuding, including faults between turns, and will give

more complete protection than has hitherto been obtainable.

A fault outside the generator (in the cables leading from the

generator) will rftit cause unbalancing,

and the generator leads would therefore

not be protected. To include the leads

in the protection, the cables can be pro-

vided with a conducting shield sur-

rounding the central core and insulated

for half the phase voltage from the core

and from the armour. This shield is

connected to the mid-point at the

generator end. The reactance coils in

this case are located at the switchboard
and their mid-points connected to the

shield. A fault from one of the cores to

earth must be preceded by a fault from
the core to the .shield which forms the

mid-point connection, and such a fault

will oiierate the gear.

The generator winding has in this sy's-

tem to be provided with three tappings
insulated for 50 per cent, of the gene-

rator voltage, and three terminals for

the mid-point connections, which nor-

nally carry no current and can be of very

small section. It is not necessary to

bring out the 6-phase leads as in other

systems; the star point can be made in

llic ^rat(lr winding and the generator therefore requires only
fdiir main leads and three small pilot leads.

Instead of installing separate reactance coils the potential

tiansformers which are usually required in connection w-ith

the voltmeters and wattmeters can be provided with tappings
and used for the protective gear. A convenient arrangement is

shown in fig. 3. Two potential transformers are required iier

phase, the secondaries of which are connected in opix>sition

in series with the relay. Special secondary windings are pro-

vided for the instruments. As regards the sensitivity and the

operation for faults to earth near the star point, this gear is

.similar to the self-balancing gear in so far as no operation is

tc be feaied for heavy overloads and the relays can be set to

their maxinmm .sensitivity. The limitation for dealing with
these faults is therefore determined only by the sensitivity of

the relays, the impedance of the reactance coils, and the

.Tiiiount of resistance between the neutral point and earth.

A simplification can be made in the case of a generator where
the phases are wound in two parallel circuits (fig. 4). In this
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diately the fault occurs. This field switch, so far as the pro-

tection of the generator is concerned, is as important as, it

not rhore important than, the mam switch.

The phenomena occurring when the field circuit is opened

have lieen investigated, and it is shown that it is possible to

open the main field circuit without the use of any discharge

resistance. Different methods at present in use to open the

main, or exciter, field unnecessarily prolong the di.scharge of

the field and the destructive etl'ect of the fault currents. It

is, therefore, reconmiended that a simple circuit breaker w-ith-

oiit any di.scharge resistance, and operated directly by the

fault-current relays, be provided in the main field circuit,

fig. 6, although there would not be much to choose betvveen

tnpping the switch as indicated above, or by means of an

auxiUary switch on the main a.c. circuit breaker, or by the

The possibihty of preventing extensive damage in the event

of a fault occurring in a generator winding depends largely

niKin the speed with which the main curcuit breaker can be

opened, and the voltage reduced at the generator terminals.

.\ complete protective system for a turbo-generator set would

consist of the fcillowing : Balanced protective gear ;
inlet and

outlet air dampers; automatic cut-off valve on turbine, and

vacuum breaker on condenser; main circuit breaker and field

switch; steam pipes inside the end hells. \\\, with the excep-

tion of the steam supply to the end bells, could, without risk

to the plant, be made to operate automatically upon the occur-

rence of a fault in the generator. It is questionable whether

the complete protective system outlined above is necessary, as

a fire can usually be prevented if the main field is " kiUed
"

instantaneously.

I

Fig. C—Method of Tripping Adto-Field Switch.

combination of both methods, if the main breaker is very

jijuick-acting and is periodically tested to eliminate all possi-

bility of " sticking."
11 serious damage is to be prevented, fire extinguishing must

! done immediately after the accident and preferably auto-

iiMtically by the action of the fault-current relays, and an
^ .iiiiguisher must be used which will not ruin the insulation.

1 1 1 - sound practice to provide air dampers in the air inlet and
• iiilet. which are automatically closed by means of solenoids

'Mii'igised from the protective relays.

i'lg. 7 shows the arrangement adopted for a 15,000-k\V set.

A point which requires attention on these dampers is the leak-

age, as the volume of air normally circulating is so large that

even a small part of it is suflicient to sustain a fire w'hich has
been well started. As soon as the dampers are closed the an
pressure generated l)y the fans rises considerably. The
dampers must therefore be made to fit well ; also the generator
casing and end guards should be designed for as small clear-

ances as possible. It is highly probable that many air dampers,
particularly in the case of large machines, would fail to extin-

guish a fire on account of excessive leakage.
Another advantage of damjxiis in the air ducts is that the

air circulation can be (wsitively stopped while the generator is

not in operation, thus preventing condensation of humidity
due to the natural draught in the liuilding. Such condensa-
tion may also take place when a cold machine is started up
and the air temiJerature is aliove the temperature of the ma-
chine. When this condition occurs it is advisable to leave the
dampers closed until the generator has attained a temperature
above that of the cooling air. In addition to the use of air

dampers, the provision of pipes inside the end bells, through
which steam may be turned upon the windings, is being em-
ployed, more particularly on the Continent and in the United
States, and seems to give good results.

The author is of opinion that a system of steam pipes can
be recommend'Ml. The only doubtful point is the influence of
the hot .steam on the in.snlation. It is not likely that the con-
densed steam can penetrate very far into the interior of the
insulated windings, and a thorough drying-out after the appli-
cation should remove al! moisture. The temperature of the
steam cannot rise above 100 deg. C. after e.xpansion through
the nozzles, and therefore cannot harm the insulation. Ar-
rangements should be made to prevent any steam leaking past
the inlet valve during normal operation. It is not advisable
to operate the steam valves automatically from the Merz-Price
relays. It would be ]X).s.sible to install thermo-electric relays
m the generator to operate the v.ilves; however, there is still
a po.s.sibility that the .steam jets may be operated by an acci-
dental closmg of the relays. Ste.-im is likely to do less damage
to the generator than is water. The difficulties of extinguish-
ing fire are practically eliminated wlien the circulating system
IS used, as the amount of air available for sustaining the com-
bustion is limited. Damage due to the electric ar<' would,
'however, contirme until the field was " killed." and the gene-
rator disconnected from other running machines.

DiSCIJSSION IN LoNnoN.

The paper was read and discussed' in Ixjndon on .\pril 'iTth.

The President (Mr. J. S. Highfield) suggested that it

wcjuld be useful in such papers to be told the value of tho

apparatus which the protective device had to protect. There

was the possibility of a frightful amount of darnage, loss,

anil annoyance on account of the lack of an effective protec-

tive gear.

Dr. S. P.4RKER Smith had no sympathy with the paper on

general lines, because it ought to be possible to design

machines in such a way that they did not uequire protection

against external faults. It ought to be po.ssible to " short " the

terminals without injuring the machine, and unless that

could be done they could not say they had reached the stage

of perfection towards which they were undoubtedly moving.

In the better mechanical design of alternators was involved

the question of what they were prepared to pay for greatt^r

reliability, and the same applied to protection agailqst in-

ternal faults; a great deal could be done to prevent the de-

stiuction of machines through faults occurring, by paying
greater attention to the mechanical details. He had not very

much faith in the proposal mentioned in the paper of breaking
the field quickly, as cutting off the field current did not

destroy the field, and it was the existence of the field tliat^

would cause the damage once the short-circuit had started.

It was the wrong policy to rely on cutting off the field current
as suf&eient protection until there was more evidence of the

time taken by the flux to die away.
Ma.iou Kenelm Edgcumbe said the most interesting point

to him was the smallness of the voltage when the field was
lu'oken, and the author seemed to think he had done his job

when he had reduced the current to zero. That, however,
was not really .so. and what he wanted to know was the
amount of heat which the flux remaining in the alternator

after the field current had been broken, would generate.

Mr. H. W. Clothier said that notwith.standing what had
been .said by Dr. Parker Smith, the evidence in the paper was
so convincing that users could not afford to ignore the study
of automatic protective devices. At the same time he con-

tended that no serious case had been proved against the 1.5-

vear-old Merz-Price balance svstem. or the five-vear old .self-

opeiatmEnn-uil

Fig. 7.

—

Gkneratiii{ Coomxg-.air Damper.

balance system, although he agreed that the author's new.
mid-point, or between turns, system should be given a trial.

Mis company had equipped a machine on that method, which
was shortly to be subjected to a .series of short-circuits. The
objections to the system, in his opinion, were the potential
apparatus, the extra tapping on the stator coils, and the
absence of protection for the alternator terminals. .Ml those,
however, could be got over satisfactorily by careful design of

the detailed parts. The author's" propo.sal to screen the ter-

minals and cable by a mid-point connection to the switch-
lioard mainly depended for its .success on a good design of
terminal box mounted on the alternator frame, which would
combine the high-pressure and mid-point screen conductors,
prefeiably compound filled. There was an alternative, if objec-
tion was made on account of the special cable involved,
and that would be to use a balanced leakage protection in
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addition to the mid-point protection system, consisting of a
set of three current transformers mounted on the switchboard
and balanced through a pilot wire with a single transformer
of the " bar " type threaded over the neutral conductor of

the alternator. There nas room for the alternator and the

switchgear builders to co-operate.

Mr. A. D. Sloan agreed with Prof, Parker Smith that pro-

tective devices were only temporary expedients.

Mr. H. BR.4ZIL was staggered by the number of potential

transformers in the author's new system of protection, 'lliey

were things which u.sers of large generating sets were always
trying to avoid, and constituted a very grave objection to the

system. It was necessary to get back to simplicity.

Mr. L. M. JocKEL said that the author's system was very

complicated when looked at from the operating engineer's

standpoint, and he doubted whether many operating engi-

neers would care to tackle it until it had been further te.sted

in practice. He did not think many operating engineers

would countenance a system such as that shown in the

author's fig. 6, as it seemed to him to be totally bad from
the reliability point of view, and it also had several other

disadvantages of a theoretical nature. His experience had
been that the less potential apparatus they had in the .station

the safer he felt and, generally, he held the view that there

was too much tendency to place the onus on the apparatus

and lessen the responsibility of the personal element. Finally.

Mr. Jockel suggested the pos.sibility of using indicating lamps
in connection with the air washer dampers, and carbon di-

oxide gas for injection into the ventilating system instead of

air.

Mr. L. Andrews said that it was necessary for the genera-

tor and switchgear makers to work in parallel with the object

of tackling the question as one engineering proposition.

Mr. E. T. Williams urged designers to look at the matter
more from the operator's point of view than was usually the
ca.sp. His experience was that the troubles involved by the

protective apparatus were greater than the troubles they
were put in to prevent. Greater reliability of tlie main
plant was required, and he would think twice before he advo-

cated anything of the nature suggested by the author's new
system for the protection of an alternator.

Owing to the lateness of the hour the author intimated his

intention of giving his full reply in writing.

DisenssioN AT Newcastle.

At the North-Eastekn Centre of the Institution ov Elec-
trical Engineers Mr. J. A. Kuyser read his paper on March
27th, and during the discussion that followed

Mr. C. H. Davidson congratulated the author on being
privileged to publish the results of the work he had been
engaged on for the last eighteen months. The curves shown
confirmed what had been deduced from theory. The great
need was for the opening.of the neutral switch, for if that
were done automatically by the protective arrangements it

would prevent serious burning of the core when faults to
earth occurred. In dealing with the closed-air-circuit sy.stein

the author referred to the diflficulty occasioned by the bring-
ing in of moi.sture by leakage air, but if the ducts were all

inside the engine-room Mr. Davidson could not understand
why much moisture should be deposite'd. Concerning the
application of mid-point protective gear to two alternators,
the disadvantage of that particular arrangement was that two
machines would be tripped in case of a fault, and it would
probably take some time to discover which of the two was
the faulty alternator. Recently it took the best part of a day
to find out why a machine had tripped, and the breakdown
was only discovered when the rotor was taken out. It
appeared as if in the arrangements described by the author
a device should be incorporated to indicate the faulty machine.
The curves which showed what happened when a field was
broken confirmed the speaker's view that the fields of modern
high-speed machines could not be killed in.stantaneou,sly. The
object of breaking the field without a discharge resistance
was to reduce the a.c. voltage as quickly as po.ssible, and it

was obvious that to enable this to be done the minimum
arnount of damping should be allowed in the rotor, consistent
with limiting the voltage ri.se in the field windings to a
reasonable fi.gure. Why should there be any advantage in
tripping the auto-field switch direct from the fault-current
relays rather than from an auxiliary switch on the main a.c.
breakers? It was almost unknown for a modern switch to
stick, and if it did he failed to see what advantage would be
gained by opening the field breaker alone.

Mr. H. W. Clothier said the author had remarked that dur-
ing the past two or three years advances had been made in the
protection of turbo-generators, but he asked whether the
position was not rather that in the past the persons respon-
sible for the protection of alternators had not properly appre-
ciated the need for the use of such protective gear, but were
ju.st awakening to the fact in the period the author named?
As a matter of fact such .systems had been used, and had
been open for use. for almo.st fifteen years. The use of a field
switch in the exciter circuit was not suflicient to cut out the
amount of damage. In.surance companies would be very
much interested in the paper. About four years ago mid-

point protection was first mentioned to him as a possibility,

and they went on with a view of taking out specifications,
"

but found that Mr. Kuyser hail anticipated them by about
two months. The term " mid-point " could be more properly

described as " between-turn " protection; actually it mighD
not be mid-point," it was a balance between two ijarts of

the alternator winding. Some objection might be made ta

the sy.stem because it meant bringing out another point in

the alternator winding.

Mr. J. Rosen referred to the statement that breakdowns
had not been traced to excessive temperature rises, and said

his experience was, and he would say it most definitely, that
excessive temperature rises, no matter what the material,

had caused a large number of breakdowns, and they could

take it that the higher the temperature rise was the shorter

would be the life of the alternator, but .sometimes they
found it impos.sible to trace the cau.«e of the trouble because

the whole thing was completely burned out. As to the en-

closed system of ventilation, they had a cooler in use ft,;-

three of four years which gave entire satisfaction. He would
like to see greater care taken to prevent breakdowns rather
than to limit the damage.

Mr. G. L. Porter thought protection between the tuvn.«

was an excellent thing. The alternator was the only thing

they had that was liable to break down between the turns, for

transformers failed very seldom.

Mr. J. W. ToWNEi.EV referred to temperature rise, and said

the author's observations were contrary to his (the speaker'.s)

experience in most ca.ses. In some ca.ses ymaehines would
run for a long time at a high temperature, but then they
failed perhaps through the deterioration of the insulation,

and broke down between the turns. If they exceeded a cer-

tain temperature they had to be prepared for a relatively

short life. The use of delicate protecting devices appealed to

one in different ways depend'ing on the size of the station.

A defect in some of the complicated protective gear might
cause a -shut-down which would have been avoided if they
hail not had the gear. The enclosed system of ventilatioi:

and air-cooling had been done very successfully, and the

troubles were obvious. They had adopted another system
which they had found very satisfactory, viz., the use of <-oc()a-.

nut matting for filters, and they found that after running a

;'J,(T(HI-k\\' alternator regularly for two .years the amount of

dirt that had not been removed was quite witliin what might
be called rea.sonable limits, and was insuflicient to cai

trouble.

The autlior replied biielly to the jinints raised.

Dlsccssion at Leeds.

,\t the North Midland Centre of the Institi'tion of Elec-

trical Engineers, on March '2Sth, Mr. Spurr (Bradford) pre-

sided over a good attendance when Mr. .1. .\. Kuyser read his

paper.

In opening the discus.sion the Chairman said that as far

as they were concerned in Bradford all their alternators were
|-,rotected on the system shown in the paper as the Merz-
Price current balance. It was quite eyident. from the oscil-

lograph records which had been exhibited, that they could

do away with the full breaking resistance. It seemed quite

possible that it was taking up their time, and there was no
doubt they should be able to have the ifault current done
away with altogether. The mid-point protective gear

appeared to be a little complicated. Temperature had been
the cause of .some failures. With regard to the protection of

a 3-pha.se generator by the Merz-Price (balanced-current)

system, if there was anything wrong with the gear they
could not use the machine; in that way it was .self-proteo

five. They had to get the fault cleared, or cut out—one of

its great points which he had not seen mentioned. With
regard to fire protection, a point worthy of attention wag
that they got a lot of dirt on the windings, even through '

air filters. It was .some iieople's practice to remove the end

'

covers and spray the windmgs with paint or varni.sh to keep

'

a good surface. With regard to static discharge, the recom-
mendation that the stator be entirely recleaned and var-

nished was a complete cure. In Bradford thev had steam
jets on the large machines for fire protection. If tliey could

turn on the steam at the same time as they tripped the oil

switch they might have some eftective result.

Mr. Carter observed that he had experienced the failure

of the field of a 1.500-kW lf5()-r.p.m. Westinghonse i5-eycle

alternator running in parallel with 1(I.(KK1 kW of plant

—

tw"0 turbines and seven smaller machines. Rather to their

surprise nothing happened. The machine ran on in parallel,

and after perhaps 15 or '20 seconds the field switch was again

closed. It kept up the load, and everything went steadily.

In another case probably 10,000 kW of alternating-current.

2.5-cycle plant, and somewhere in the neigh bourhi-md of S.OOO

kW of direct-current plant was running, the two were tied

together without any trip gear with the exception of alleged

faihng-feed trips on the alternators and rever.se trips. Owing
to a mistake in the switching the excitation was cut off the

main exciter, which excited all the alternators. The d.c. .

and a.c. bars were to a certain ext*-nt in parallel throufffi ^
a matter of :i,00l) kW of converting plant: some of the'
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motor generators were up to three miles away from the

power house. The result of that failure of the field was what
amounted almost to a short circuit. Tlie d.c. generators pumped
a heavv current by the rotary converters into the a.c. machine.

From the moment of the fault to the time they were running

hack steadily on the busbars was only nine minutes, and no
damage took place, but the alternators came out of parallel,

and each one had to be re-synchronised. The thing he
wanted to point out was that, under certain conditions, not-

withstanding a failure of field, the switches remained in,

and they did not get currents which were enormous.
In replying to points raised, Mr. J. A.. Ki'Yser said it was

gratifying to know that Mr. Spurr's experience confirmed in

general what was .set forth in the pajier. They hoped that they

had now cured the complete buin-out by the protective gear

which they were putting in. They had tested the mid-poiiit

gear in the factory upon a generator and the sensitivity was
very high ; he was also sure it would not operate in the case

of a short circuit. One machine was now in operation with

the mid-point gear uiider actyal operating conditions, and it

had been running satisfactorily for some time. Extended
trial under actual conditions was the only way to test con-

troversial points. To bring the tappings outside of the

generator winding would not be very difficult. If they used

the mid-point gear it was not necessary to have six terminals

in the way required in the case of the Merz-Price gear, or

self-balancing gear. It was not neces.sary to bring out the

two ends of each winding; they needed to break up the ter-

minal and three mid-points; that was seve'n leads in all.

which could be made as heavy as the main leads. It would
have to be found out in practice whether the complications

were worse than others. The mid-point connections them-
selves could hardly be considered a complication ; there were
objections in connection with potential transformers. They
were already provided on a variety of machines, and in such
ca.ses there was not much extra complication. By some i>

might be considered a disadvantage (if a fault developed in

the potential transformer) to shut the whole machine down
and interrupt the .supply for a time. Potential transformers
were fairly reliable if they were not made too .small. There
was a large percentage of machines in which it was possible
to use one bar per slot and thus avoid faults. Bradford
w.is one of the few cases where steam pii)es had been in-

.stalled on the generators. He knew of a case where S.tatio

discharge returned to earth on end connections every time
the layer of dirt was broken, and at all the places wliere the

layer was broken small sparks occurred between the adjacent
layers. Mr. Carter had confirmed some of the points made
in the paper. Regarding the interchange of current between
the machines, if they tripped the field in one machine the
i|ue.stion whether heavy or .small current flowed depended on
the de.sign of the machine. Whilst the magnetising current
was low the whole current would be small. That it was;

pos,sible to run on, and that the machine dropped into stride

again, did not always hapjien ; he knew it happened in the
case of turbo-alternators. They had "tried all kinds of weti

filters, but had not found a single type which was really

.satisfactory. The closed-air sy.stem was running very satis--

factorily. but one thing which must be guarded against was
the leakage of the air. It would still carry over a certain

amoimt of moisture and dirt which would be deposited.

That was a point which could easily be dealt with. Wit'i
ii-gard to the type of filter which amounted to a lot of scrap
dipped in oil or some other sticky .substance which would
hold the dust and dirt out of the air, he could not say
definitely yet whether it was sati.sfactory or not. but he
thought there was a market for a filter of that type in spite

of the closed-air circulating system which was not always
applicable.

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION OF

ENGINEERING INSTITUTIONS.

At a meeting of the British Section of the Societs des Inge-
iueur.s-Civils de Prance, held at the Institution of Mechanical
Kngineers, f.oiulon. on .\pril 11th, Mr. \V. Noble Twelvetrees
delivered his presidential address, the subject of whi,?h was
" Co-operation Between Engineering In.stitutions in Prance
and Great Britain."

,\fter dealing with the history and work of the French
Society, Mr. Twelvetrees said the essential objects of the
British Section were : (1) to provide for the establishment
of closer relations between members resident in different

pscrts of Creat Britain and the British Empire ; and ('i) to
encourage professional and friendly intercourse between
French and British engineers generally. At the first meeting
of the British Section, under the presidency of Mr. C. H.
Wordingham, it was pointed out that the Section might
conduce materially to the attainment of the second of these
objects by drawing into the ranks of the French Society as
many members as possible of the engineering institutions
^nd societies of this countrv. and by working, at the same
t'nie, for the recruiting of French engineers as members of
Briti.sh engineering institutions. The first of these sugges-

tions had met with a most promising response, for the mem-
bership of the Section, which was doubled by the end of
li)20, was now approximately three times that existing at the
ilate when the Section was formed. The second suggestion
that French engineers should be invited to offer themselves
for membership of British institutions, was oije that the Sec-
tion would gladly attempt if the idea were approved by the
In.stitutions concerned. There was one ob.stacle which had
in the past prevented many young French engineers from
joining British institutions, namely, that the qualifications

for associate-membership usually included the passing of ex-
aminations, or the possession of an approved diploma or cer-

tificate exempting candidates from examination. In view of

these reqiiiiements it seeuied desirable that the equivalence
of French and British engineering diplomas and certificates

should be determined, with the object of preparing a list cl

French qualifications which would be accepted by British
engineering institutions, in every case with due regard to
special requirements, as exempting candidates w-holly or in

part from the examinations prescribed. The British section
consisted exclusively of engineer.s who had been elected
iiieiubers of the parent society, all such becoming and remain-
ing members of the Section while resident in the British Em-
pire, without any formality or financial responsibility. In-
cidentally, it was mentioned that arrangements had been
made with engineering firms in Lorraine to accept a few
Briti.sh engineering students for periods of three months
during the summer, so that some experience might be gained
of French engineering practice.

In conclusion, Mr. Twelvetrees said that once the engineer-
ing institutions on both sides of the Channel w'ere effectively

organised, the next step should be the formation of a Franco-
British Committee, whose special business it would be to con-
sider all po.ssible means of bringing into closer touch the
engineers of the two nations, and the scheme could well lie

spread to other countries on the same lines. Incidentally,
he mentioned that an American Section of the French Society
had been formed.
Contrary to the usual practice, the address was thrown open

to discu.ssion. Several speakers took part, and all of them
heartily welcomed the scheme of federation, both as between
engineering institutions in the individual countries, and also

as between the federated bodies of different countries.

Mr. C. H. WohdimtHam, speaking on the question of the
federation of engineering institu'.ions in this country, said it

must be admitted that there were serious difficulties in the
way of producing a workable scheme, mainly owing to the
jealousies and opposition of the smaller societies, which felt

that lliey ought not to be left out. Per.sonally, lie agreed
that they should not be left out, but it was not practicable
that all of them should be represented on a central body
directly. He .suggested, therefore, that it might be possible

to group these smaller societies together .so far as they dealt
with a particular branch of engineering, arid then federate
the groups under the main institution representing that
branch. The main institutions then could be federated
together in the Grand Council of the whole engineering body
of this country. In that way he believed it would be possible

to federate all the .societies together and avoid the jealou.sies

wdiich would otherwi.se be destructive of the practical carry-
ing out of the scheme.

Cai'T.^ix H. Rhi.Ij Sankev said that the conference between
• the Institutions of Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineers,
and Naval -\rchitects. which had been referred to. had made
progress, and it ^^cjuld not be long before details of a scheme
would be publi.shed. The difficulties were, no doubt, with the
smaller institutions, but that matter had also been considered.
Mh. ^^'. H. PATCHEi.r., whilst upholding the principle of

federation, did not think that in this country they could get
anything approaching the federation that existed in .America,
which Would be altogether too unwieldy for us, and he believed
it would soon be too unwieldy for .Vmerica, beciiu.se they were,
in America, trenching on politics and doing things which we
dared not do at all in this country. He believed the tendency
in all countries in future would be for the engineering insti-

tutions to pay more attention to men than to materials. Tlie
old definition was to con.sider materials fir.st, but in future
we should have to con.sider the men, and the materials would
follow.

Mr. E. Fiandeh Etcheixs, whilst an advocate of closer
union among.st engineers, thought the difficulties were so great
that he. personally, would prefer not to undertake the work
required. He looked to the " Civils " to be the leaders in this

movement for federation, and the existence of specialised
institutii>ns would, in his opinion, strengthen the position of

the Institution of Civil Engineers. Despite delays and set-

backs, be firmly believed we were moving forward in the
direction which had been discussed.

\ Population Map.—The Dorlnnd .Apency, Ltd., has
sent us a cony of a map of the Briti.sh Isles, in which
the densitv of population in various parts and zones is indi-

cated. It is thought that this may be of assistance to reader-s

interested in advertising and selling goods. The Agency sup-
plies the mail, iiroperly packed, at Is. 3d. post free.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
leaders are imited to sii/imit particulars i>/ luw or improred deeirea and apjiaratw. irKirh oill be published

if considered of suflicient interest.

" Carron " Boiling Rings and Plates.

.\s mentioned recently, in connection with the Hackney
electrical exhibition. C.VRnoN Co.. Falkirk. N.B., has intro-

duced a range of tliree electric boiling rings (fig. 1). These
are of the onen-coil type, the elements being laid in a fii'eclay

Fui. 1.- C.AERON- " Open-coil Boiijno Ring.

I'( rmer. The base is of cast iron, and the upper frame i.'^

nickel-plated. Two .separate porcelain metal-sheathed con-
nectors are provided in the case of two of these rings; the

third is provided with three, arranged for three-heat contnil.

The rings are in two .sizes, 6 in. and S in. diameter, with
loadings of 7.50 and I, '2.50 \Y respectively.

flaps 1- have lips .s, which scrajx' along the floor of the duct

and pick up stones and sand, which are deposited in the

gutter.

The whole screen is guided only from .\ to B and from K to

M. Its excellent, .self-cleaning property and the .simplicity of

the whole contrivance are strong points in its favour. It will

lie noticed also that the screen scrapes along the floor of the

duct, removing sand and mud, and keeping it clean, whilst

sealing the pa.ssage without tlie u.se of a bottom roller.

Unit Type Cable Racks.

.\ convenient form of cal)le rack has l)eeu placed on the

market by Callender's C.ibi.k A- Cox.sTRrcTioN Co., Ltij..

Hamilton House. Victoria Embankment. E.C.-l. This consists

of a back jilate. which can be fixeil to a wall nv nther structure.

C-MiHON " Solid-type Boiuxg Plate.
Fill. ().— IldOK being ri.ArEii

IN Back Plate.
P'lii. 7.

—

Back Vieav

OF Cable Rack.

Solid-type boiling plates (tig. 2) of similar .sizes and loadings

have also been introduced. These have cast-iron tops, nickel-

plated casing, brass nickel-plated .side handles, and .sheet-iron

bases.

A Chain Intake Screen.

We have received from Mr. E, C. Barton particulars of a

simple and ingenious intake screen which he noticed recently

at the La Tine electricity works, in Switzerland. .\s shown
in fig. 3, it consists of chains running over guides a r and
K M, driven by a rotating drum d, and trailing on the floor of

the water duct; the chains are compo.sed <if links L (fig. I) with

and removable hooks. Our illustration show (tig. 0) tlie in-

sertion of a hook, and (fig. 7) the bacjc of the rack with hooks
in position. The rack is made in several sizes, for accommo-
dating from two to six cables of sizes ranging from H in., or

i>elow. to 3 in. in overall diameter.

The " Hydrotherra " Water Heater.

.A compact form of instantaneous water heater has lieen

placed on the market by Mr. A. W. C. Frost, Alderman's
Hou.se. Bishop.sgate, E.C.'2. This device (illustrated in fig. .S)

is arr.uiged to tit directly upon a water-supply pipe, taking
the place of an ordinary tap. and it combines lioth the func-

Fio. 3. Fig. 4.

A ('mix Intake Sckeex.

pivoted flaps, each flap consisting of a frame tilled with net-

ting. As the chain pas.ses over the drum, the flaps, shown
at T in fig. 5 fall violently on the guide G, thus shaking off

the dirt and debris which they have collected, the rubbish
falling into a gutter R and being carried olT by a stream of

water. Fig. 4 is a detail view of the drum and chain. The

tious of a tap ami of a heater. When the handle .seen in the'
illustration is at the position marked " " water pa.sses

into the apixiratus. Fixin moving the handle to "
.1
" cold

water is released. At " 2 " tlie current is .switched on. and
the flowing water is raised to a temiierature of SG deg. F.

Between points "2" and "3" the temperature is gradually
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raised to a maximum of ]9'2 deg. P. If the handle is turned

bayond "3" the energy is immediately switched off, and

between "3" and "0" cold water issues, the flow being

Pift.. 8.—Thb " Hydrotherm " Water Heater.

stopped at "0." The device is arranged for any voltage and
tar d.c. or a.e.

THE GRADING OF POWDERS.

Thb Faraday Society and the Oil and Chemists' Colour Asso-

oiation held two joint meetings during Maxch, at which were
discussed some of the propertiee of powders that are of indus-

trial interest, and more particularly the various means that are

or could be employed for their separation and grading. The
Societies joined forces in order that the subject might be con-

sidered from various asix>cts, and the theme proved to be of

much greater interest and variety than might have been imag-
ined from the title. The principal contributions were made by
Pkof. T. M. Lovvby, who dealt with grading by elutriation

;

Prof. P. G. H. BoswEHi who, speaking from the geologist's

standpoint, discussed the separation of the finer constituents

of sedimentary rocks; Dr. J. W. French, who six)ke of the

abrasives and powders used for grinding and polishing glass;

Mr. C5. A. Klein, who dealt with the grading of pigments;
Mk. B. a. Keen, who brought in the treatment of soils by
grading for study of their physico-chemical properties; and
Mr. R. Whyupbr, whose subject was elutriation as practised

in the separation of cacao husk from cocoa powder. In addi-

tion, theoretical contributions were made by Prof. Alfred
W. Porter and Dr. A. T. Williams ; while Dr. E. Lessiku
indicated applications in the cleaning of coal, a pr<x:ess largely

(le[>endent on elutriation methods; and Mr. Holman spoke on
ore-dressing. The treatment of the subject, therefore, did not
lack variety. We can here only summarise very briefly the

outstanding features of the various contributions.

Prof. Lowry's pai:>er described experiments made by him
and Mr. L. P. McHatton to determine empirically the laws
which govern grading by elutriation, or, in other words, the
separation of fine from coarse particles by means of flowing

water. This method ha.s not up to the present been largely

used in large-scale oi)erations, but it is invaluable on the
small scale and notably for testing and laboratory purposes.
The most satisfactory method of elutriation was found to be
m the use of a long vertical tube through which water flowed
with a known velocity, and several series of measm'ements were
made in this way, in which the maximum and minimum
diameters of the particles were detennined in the fractions

carried away by a current of water flowing at 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8

mm. per second. The powders used were ground quartz and
ground barytes, and empirical results were obtained, which
may be of general application, given the proper constants in

all instances, showing the influence of the diameter of the
tube and the temperature of the water for powders of dift'ere'nt

densities. The importance of the matter Ues in the necessitj'

for standardising methods of grading as a preliminary to the
scientific study of the effect of the size of the particles in

materials used in the powdered form, such as cements, refrac-

tories, ores, paints, drugs, footstuffs. and so forth. At pre,sent

chaos seems to rule in the.'?o matters, and the extent to which
grinding is carried is determined frequently by the crudest
<if rule-of-thumb methods.
To the geologist, Profes.sor Boswell stated, powders have

a double interest, " pure " and " appUed." He may be con-
cerned with the finer sedimentary rocks and problems regard-
ing their origin and desire to establish a description of them
on a quantitative basis; or with the fine grinding of geological
materials, such as abrasives (quartz, felspar, flint, &c.), stones,
pottery-slaps, brick and tUe-making earths, soils, and so forth.

Much of Prof. Boswell's paper dealt with the application and
the hmitations of Stokes's Law on the fall of small spheres in
a Tiscous medium to the special case of the elutriation and
subsidence of clays, and a modified form of the law was given.
He also indicated standard conditions .suitable to be applied
in the mechanical analysis of sediments.

Dr. French, in his paper on abrasives, stated that it was
necessary to know the principles of abrasion before on^e

could predict with certainty the abrasive qualities of a
material and the best conditions of working. His interest.-

ing paper, therefore, was chiefly a study of the process of

abrasifm. based on experiment.s made with grains of a
definite size, for example, steel shot. It was laid down that

the rate of abrasion depends on the size of the grains; the

force of impact which itself depends on the load on the tool,

its speed of translation and its grip on the grains; and the

nimiber of impacts per unit time. Finally, the process of

polishing was described and contrasted with grinding. It

was concluded that polishing action is essentially physical,

and not chemical, and that in the case of glass the concep-

tions of Sir George Beilby, derived from work on metals, on
the formation of a surface amorphous layer which flows over

the cavities beneath, do not necessarily apply.

SOME POST-WAR PROBLEMS
TRANSPORT.

OF

.James Forrest Lectdre.

On May 2nd, at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Sir John
A. P. Aspinall delivered the above lecture to a fairly large

audience. The s[«aker drew attention to the enormous in-

crease in the growth of traffic which had taken place during
and since the war, and pointed out that the outward movement
of suburban traffic had forced the railway companies to in-

stitute si)ecial arrangements on the main lines to deal with
the problem. The underground^ railways of London were
ondeavourmg to provide every facility for suburban pa.ssengers.

but there still remained a great .deal to be done in the way of

extension and improvement of services. The problem of load-

ing was a ditucult one. but it might be met by the provision

of more stations or by the u.se of three platforms instead of

two at existing stations; the central platform would be used

for outgoing passengers only. Tubes below those already con-

structed had been suggested for fast through trains. Sii- John
.\spinall exhibited on the screen several diagrams made by
the Board of Trade to show the density, origin, &c., of London
traffic. It wa^ shown that the north-vve.st and south-west dis-

tricts required greater faciUties for travel. The density in the

east was the greatest, and the brmit of this was borne by the

steam railway termini. The magnitude of road traffic was
also shown by a diagram, and the speaker gave details of

the vast amount of work being done by the motor omnibu.ses.

He thought that the improvements in these services and the

rigidity of tramways would militate against any considerable

extension of the latter. Many schemes had been put forward
for dealing with lx)ndon traffic, but in most cases they had
proved failures, principally due to the working of our Private

Bill legislation. The present piecemeal developments would
never provide a satisfactory solution to the question of London
transport. The speaker urged the institution of a committee
of competent men with a knowledge of public requirements,

to formulate new schemes- and co-ordinate existing systems.

The amount of traffic dealt with by the Thames bridges was
illustrated in a third diagram. This clearly showed the neces-

sity for another bridge to reUeve that at Blackfriars. Sir

,Iohn also dealt with a suggestion for the improvement of

Charing Cross bridge, by making it a double-deck structure.

The railway would remain at the present level, but another

bridge for road traffio would be constructed above it. The
station would be re-built at a lower level, and be used mainly
for local traffic. Under the grouping of the southern railways

it would appear desirable to make Waterloo the terminus for

all main-line traffic. The L. & S.W. and S.E. & C. Railways

ah-eady had stations there, and a loop could be constructed

to enable the L.B. & S.C. Railway traffic to terminate there.

The speaker thought that the grouping of railways would
result in great economy in working costs. In this connection

he exhibited two diagrams which showed the apiwrtionment
of expenditure of the railway companies both before and after

the war. The greatest proportional increase was .shown in the

cost of labour. The main problem before railway engineers

was the reduction of working costs, and there was no doubt
that this would be achieved by electrification. The electrifi-

cation of lines would result in practically doubling their carry-

ing capacity. As an example of .successful electrification, the

sijeaker in.s"tanced the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-

way, upon which a journey of 440 miles was performed by
one locomotive. This increa.se in capacity would permit the

ixistponement of heavy capital expenditure upon \»idening

and other improvements which the retention of steam locomo-

tion would involve. Sir John refeiTed his audience to Sir

Vincent R. Hill's recent paper upon railway electrification.

He claimed that the acceptance of a standard system by the

Committee apixjinted to deal with the subject had swept away
one important objection to electrification. British manu-
facturers were prepared for the~ work. The electrification of

.suburban lines was recognised as es.sential, but there was still

a certain amount of hesitation regarding main lines. Sir Joiin

thought that there was no reason for postponing work which
would benefit alike the workers, the, manufacturers, and the

public. Other countries had the advantage of large water-

powers, but we should have to rely uixin coal. However, the

co-ordination of electricity undertakings should result in a

supply at reasonable prices, facilitating the work of railway

electrification. A cheaper supply would al.-^o lead to a greatei-

use of electric trolley buses—a very flexible form of locomotion.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

1922.

polypha11.422. " Neutralising capacity curxe

svstems." A. M. Taylor. .-Vpril 24th.

11,434. ' Ignition devices." F. Jeannin. April 24th.

11,436. " Wireless apparatus." H. L. Crowther and VV. H. Derriman and

J. Robinson. April 24th.

11,*15. "Tramcar." H. J. Aldwinckle. April 24th.

n,4oB. •• Electric switches." C. G. Bennett. April 24th.

11,462. " Voltage transformer (or continuous electric currents." F. M. M.
de Vaulserre. April 24th. (France, April 27th, 1921.)

11,466. " Sclectinj^ systems." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electri.

Co., Inc.) April 24th.

11,46a. "Sparking plugs." E. C. Homan and A. Taylor, .^prii 24lh.

11,47.5. " EU-ctric connecting devices." O. Ellinger. April 24th. (Ger-

many, .-^pril 23rd„ 1921.)

11,480. " Electric stop-motions for textile machinery." Hincline Engini-er-

in!< Co. and O. V. Iniray. April 24th.

Il,4b7. " Means for supplying electric current of low voltage from a supply

of hiuh voltage." R. Barwinkcl. April 24th.

11,603, " Electric furnaces." R. A. Driscoll. April 24th.

11,508. " Device for electro-mechanical lamps for mines, &c." A. I.uzv-

.\prir 24th. (France, August 4th, 1921.)

11,511. " Incandescent electric lamps." C. V. Smith. April 24th.

11,517. " Portable electric power stand." H. E. Dickerson. April 25th.

11,52B. " Electric horns for motor vehicles." R. R. Leggott. .April 25th.

11,539. " Electrical connection." A. E. Thurstan. April 25th.

11,552. "Spark plugs." C. Hough. April 25th.

11,582. " Sparking plugs." R. f . Woodruff. .April 25th.

11,592. "Electric horns, Sc." B. Ames and P. J. Gllinson and Hcinzc
Electric Co. April 25th.

11,600. " Electric heating units." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). April 25th. r

11,(501. " Means for reducing distortion in repeating systems." Western
Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co., Inc.) April 25th.

11,606. " Receiving, reproducing or reinforcing sound waves," D. C. A.
Hultstrom. April 25th.

11,611. " Electric indicating and/or recording mechanism for weighing
apparatus." J. Collie (W. Nikolsky). April 25th.

11,613. " Support for mounting electric head lights on automobiles."
Fallimento Soc, Anon. Manifattura L. Duca (formerly Soc. .Anon. Manifactlura
L. Duca). April 25lh. (Italy. April 28th, 1921.)

11,617. " Electric safety lamps for mines, &c." V. Pawelecki. .April 25th.

11,634. " Manufacture of electrical conductors." W. S. Smith, .April 25th.

11.667. " Electric lamps." A. E. Thomas. April 26th,

11.671. " Electric light fittings, &c." S. Coxon and P. Ross and F. M.
Soulsby. April 26lh.

11,676. " Cookmg attachment for electric heaters." A. R. Dow. .April 26lh,

11.668. "Sparking plugs." D. Young. April 26th,

11.703. " Car-lighting dynamos, Sic." P. C. Hanks. April 26th.

11.704. " Electric switches." G. C. Lundberg and A. P. Lundberg and
P, A. Lundberg and G. Pegg. April 26th.

11.726. " Electric ovens." W. Bradley and J. H. Williams. April 26th,

11.727. " Induction coils." British Lighting and Ignition Co., Ltd., and
E, O. Turner. April 26th.

11,732. " Dynamo electric machines." Sir C. A. Parsons and J. Rosen.
April 26th.

11.750. " Electric head lights for automobiles." Fallimento Soc. Anon,
Manifattura L. Duca (formerly Soc. Anon. Manifattura L. Duca). April 26th.
(Italy, April 28th, 1921.)

11.761. • Wire-stranding or cable-making machines." A. Wood and G,
Wood and J. Wood. April 26th.

11.762. " Detachable electric light fittings." E. Isherwood. April 27th.

11.767. "Spherically, chromatically, and astigmatically-corrected telephoto
objictive." C. Zeiss (firm of). April 27th. (Germany, May 7th, 1921.)

11,770, " Cooling devices for sparking plugs." W. E. Holdom. April 27th.

11,773. "Trolley heads for electric cars," R. Gaskell and W. E. Kerslake.
April 27th.

11.775. " Electric tumbler switches." A. C. Wynne. April 27th.

11,797. "Electric alarm switches," G. W. Wacker. .April 27th.

11,803. " Putting up platinum contacts for magnetos." W. D. Meagher.
April 27th.

11,813. " Electric head lamps for motor-cars, S:c." P. G, P. McCulloch and
W. E. Marshall. April 27th.

11.817. " Rotary electrical hand switch." A. H. Mollik. April 27th,

ll.B.ra. " Insulators tor suspended high-tension electric wires." A.
Renaudin. April 27th. (France, February 23rd, 1930.)

11,853, " Insulators for suspended high-tension electric wires," A, Ren-
audin, April 27th. (F«-ance, February 23rd, 1920.)

11,868. "Sparking plugs." H. A. Joel and E. W. Riley. April 27th,

11,883. " Magnet poles for commutator machines with compensating wind,
ings." L. Torda. April 27th.

11,886. " Apparatus for detecting defective insulator units in a series sub-
jected to a high alternating tension." C. E. Bennett. April 27th. (Spain,
April 30th. 1921.)

11,890. " Electric spinning wheel." J. Cutner. April 28th,

11,896, " Dry batteries," G. R. Baynton. April 28th.

11,901. " Electric condensers." W. J. Cole. April 28th.

11.907. '* Magnetos for internal-combustion engines." A. K. Gordon,
.April 2Sth,

11.908. " Forming armature coils." A. Nicholson. April 28th.

11,931. " Apparatus for distributing electric current," British Insulated
and Helsby Cables, Ltd., and G. H. Nisbett. April 28th.

11,945. " Electric burglar-alarm contact." E. Barber. April 26th.

11,962. " Instruments to indicate electrical resistance of circuit in which
they are included." Evershed & Vignoles. Ltd., and G. B. Rolfe. April 28th.

11.965. " Burglar-alarm clocks." A. Reuther. April 28th.

11.974. " Sparking plugs." W. F. Burningham. April 28th.

11.975. " Railway signalling systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing
Co.. Ltd., and A, E. Hudd. April 28th.

11.976. "Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd. April 28th. (United States, April 28th, 1921.)

11.977. " Phase-increasing apparatus for supplying current-rectifying de-
vices, &c," Burfeau d*Organisation Economiquc. April 28th. ((jermany,
April 28th, 1921.)

12.001. " X-ray, &c,, tubes," E. E, Burnside and Newton S: Wright, Ltd.
April 28th.

12,005. " Direction-finding apparatus for wireless telegraphy." C. E.
Horton and L. G. Preston. April 28th.

12.013. '" Manufacture of cores for mercurial cut-outs," W. H, Illing-

«orth. April 29th.

12.014. " Electric cut-out." W. H. Illingworth. April 29th.

12.015. " Device for locking starting switches of automobiles, 4c." G. J,
Tackson. April 29th.

12,026. " Miners' safety lamps." E. A. Hailwood. April 39th.

12,047. " Electric plug connectors." W. E. Shore, April 29th,

12,067. " Means for drawing attention to position of switch in ignition

Lrcuit of internal-combustion engines." A. G. Benstead and Rotax (Motor
;), Ltd. April 29lh.

12.069, " Electricity supply apparatus." R. Amberton. April 29th.

12.070, " Electric lamp-holders and switches," N, D, G, Robertson and
Engineering and Equipment Co.. Ltd, April 2!lth,\Va

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
•9 in parentheses art

and abridged, and

1920.
October 29tli,

October 6lti,

October 7th, 1920. (178,143.)

transmission of pictures," J, C. Grant. October

atus," T. Appleby and L, M. Knoll, June 14th, 1919,

ctric machines," R. Bosch Akt, Gcs, June ISlh, 1920.

18,998, " Wireless receiving systems," E, H, Armstrong.
11)13. (147,042.)

28,338. ".Automatic telephone pay station." G. A, Long,
1920. (178,141.)

28,401), " Automatic valves or switches to secure the more
of gas, electricity, stei

poses." G. Wilkinson.
2a,0S3. " Telegraphic

14th, 1920. (178,145.)

Jtljii. " Radio-appa
(153,267.)

31,869. " Dvnamo-el,
(165,059.)

1921.
163, " Electrically-conducting strips or bands for recording and reproducing

sound waves." R, Mylo. January 2nd, 1920. (156,216.)

306. " Electric railways." Compagnie du Chemin de ler de Paris ^ Or-
leans. August 30th, 1917. (156,263.)

324. " Manufacture of coils for electric machines," A. H. Hibbs, Janu-
ary 5th, 1921. (178,174.)

691. " Receivers for electro-magnetic wave systems," H. J. J, M, d*

Regnauld de Bellescize. October 10th, 1919. (156,680.)

730. "Aircraft lor electrically prospecting (or minerals or water," H,
Lowe"y. March 27th, 1919. (156,696.)

787. " Electric pocket lamps," .A, Luzv. August 4th. 1919. (Addition to

130,027.) (156,726,) i

796, " Suction cleaning devices." Apei Electrical Manufacturing Co. Sep-

tember 27th, 1915. (156,735.)

797. " Suction cleaners." Apex Electrical Manufacturing Co, January 17th,

1917. (156,736.)

890. " Cable telegraphy transmitters." F, L. Rogers. May 5th, 1919.

(156,803.)

950. " Apparatus for converting and/or transforming electric currents."

J, E. Calverley and W, E, Highfield. January 8th, 1921. (178,190.)

1,106. " Arrangements for transmitting signals and articulate speech under
water." Signal Ges. December 20th, 1919. (157,232.)

1,328. " Wireless telephone transmitters." Ges. Fur Drahllose Telegraphic,

December 23rd, 1919. (157,407.)

1,362. " Multiple stage amplifiers." J. Massolle, H. Vogt, and Dr. J.

Engl. December 2nd, 1919. (157,435.)
23rd. 1920. (158,334.

, H, Vogt, and Dr J.

Ltd. January

1,387. " Electric switch," A. Messer. Ja

1.406, " Electric discharge tubes." J, Masolle. H,
Engl. December 2nd, 1919. (157,706.)

1,435. " Electric motors." British Thomson-Houston Co.,

4th, 1918. (157,724.)

1,463. " Electrically-operated glow lamp for the reproduct
electric frequencies." J. Massolle, Dr. J, Engl, and H. Vogt. March 3rd,

1919. (157,757.)

1,500. " Electrolytic process and apparatus for the separation of platinum
from other metals contained in platiniferous materials." E. Slatineau. De-
cember 19th, 1919. (157,785.)

1,564. " Electrical connections and switches for enabling an electric cur-

rent consuming device to be used on circuits of different voltages," R. Heli-

brun. February 18th, 1914. (157,838.)

1,633. " Electric welding." R. Mack. November 5th, 1919, (157,922,)

1,639. " Thermionic oscillation generators, particularly for wireless sig-

nalling." Dr. E. F. Huth Ges, and Dr, B, Rosenbaum. July 24th. 1919.

(157,928.)

1,989. " Electric gas lamps with glow discharge." Studien Ges. fur

Elektrische Leuchtrohren. June 16th, 1920. (165,067.)

3,080. " Devices for the sparkless disconnection of an inductive resistance."

F. Krupp Akt. Ges, February 12th, 1920, (158,873,)

2,416, " Casings for electrical apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 18th. 1931. (178,217.)

2,709. " Electric contacting devices for magneto electric machines." A. P.

Pehrson and H. Lloyd. January 20th, 1921. (178,224.)

2.806. " Methods of and apparatus for measuring magnetic induction."

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 21st,

1921. (178,226.)

2,889. " Means for preventing unauthorised removal or theft of electric

lamps." J. A. Brook. January 22nd, 1921. (178,229.)

3,266. " Electric lighting systems for vehicles." S. V, Gramlich, January
25th. 1921, (178,234,)

3.492, " Electro-magnetic vibrating devices, especially for sound trans-

mitters." Dr. W. Kunze. January 28th, 1921. (178,235.)

4,454, " EFectric toasters or the like," Crcdenda Conduits. Ltd,, and F,

F, D. Davidson, February 6th, 1921. (178,246.)

4,772. " Automatic or semi-automatic telephone systems." Relay Automatic
Telephone Co., Ltd. February 11th, 1920. (158.910.)

6,279. " Electric distribution systems." British 1 homson-Houston Co., Lid.

(General Electric Co.). February 34th, 1921. (178.266.)

6,759. "Secondary electric batteries or accumulators." Chloride Electrical

Storage Co,, Ltd. (B. Ford). March 1st, 1921. (178,271.)

6.807. " .Apparatus for the remote control of electric motors, lamps, ;

the like." L. Kardorff. March 1st, 1921. (178.272.)

7.998. " Elertric heaters." G, Durando. March I4th, 1921. (.Addition

154,183.) (178.280.)
8.943," Process (or the manufacture of ohoto electric cells." T. W. Case.

March 23rd, 1921. (178,300.)

8,9+4. " Photo electric cells." T. W. Case. March 23rd, 1931. a78,301.)

8,971. " Bobbins for use in electromagnetic apparatus." E. A. WatSMl!
and M-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd. March 23rd, 1921. (178,302.)

10,823. " Inverse tiine-limit relays." W. H. Petersen and Allmannd
Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget. April 13th, 1921. (178.319.)

17,179. " Electric controlling devices for prime movers." C. Leffler. July

5th, 1920. (165,786.)

20,186. " Electric battery lamps." M. L. Kaplan. July 2rth. 1921.

(178,375.)

21,439. " Cooling of electric generators driven by steam turbines
"

Maschincnfabrik Oerlikon. August 12th, 1920. (167,778.)

22,376. " Electrical varn-gassing apparatus." SienicBS S^-huchertwerkc

Ges. Deremb<r 18th, 1920. (173.310.)

24,501. " Electric time switch." V, A, J. Corlin. January 13th, 1921.

(174,037.)

33,990, " He.id lamps for automobiles," D. J, Ritchie. Janunr, Sth, 1921-

(Divided application on 173,243,) (Cognate application 33,991/21) (178,38S

)

I \
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We summarise on another page the introductory portion

of the Report and the conclusions of the Court of Inquiry

which has investigated the engineering trades dispute,

and we regret that it has not been possible to reproduce

the report in full. It is an interesting and exhaus-

tive document, and the description of the course of

events relating to the various agreements which have

from time to time subsisted between the employers and

the workpeople has considerable value as a concise and

clear historical document. The Report is published by

H.M. Stationery Office at the price of 6d., and it should

be purchased and studied by all who are interested in

the working of the industrial machine—and this in-

cludes, or ought to include, everyone whose bread-and-

butter depends on the mamtenance of prosperity in

British engineering.

It is apparent that the Overtime Agreement of Sep-

tember, 1920, was not three months old when trouble

began to arise over the interpretation of the words
" when overtime is necessary." Sir William Mackenzie,

K.C., who, as our readers are aware, was the Court of

Inquiry in the present instance, shows in his report that,

by custom, the decision as to when overtime was neces-

sary was made by the employer, who is, in his words,
'

' the person most competent to decide this question of

urgency in any particular case." We are naturally

glad to find that the views we have expressed on this

question are upheld, for it was clear at the beginning

that, as the employers and the members of the A.K.U.

Executive had, after prolonged discussion, agreed, the

interference with managerial functions that had grown

up during the last few years had become intolerable,

and was a serious hindrance to business. The conten-

tion of Mr. Peter Dickinson, a member of the A.E.U.

Executive, who gave evidence, was this: "When the

workmen want changes in workshop conditions they have

to make application, and there has to be consultation

and conference. We think the same rule should apply

to the employers, and not that they should be able to do

just as they like without consultation." The only other

witness who appeared, Mr. W. H. Hutchinson, was

asked by Sir William Mackenzie what he thought should

be done instead of letting the instructions of the man-

agement be observed pending the discussion of any

question in connection therewith. His reply was: " I

think the whole thing should be held up."

No doubt these views come naturally to those who see

only one side of the question. We would have expected

them to be brought forward and to be pressed for all.

and more than, they were worth at the discussion out of

which the memorandum of November, 1921, was evolved.

We remember that it was stated in one of the manifestoes

issued by the A.E.U. that it was only after sixteen hours"

discussion that their executive agreed to recommend the

acceptance of that memorandum by their members.

Such pertinacity in the presentation of the point of

view is entirely reasonable, within limits. It was

praiseworthy up to the point of the acceptance of the

memorandum. It is disappointing, however, to find

that after persons have apparently accepted, as the result

of protracted discussion, another point of view than

that with which they started, they should fall back on

the old one at a later date. The man who never changes

his mind is an impossible person : probably James II

was one of the most notorious examples in history of this

type of individual. The man who changes with every

[685J
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wind that blows, whose opinion is ever that of the last

person who was with him, is equally impossible; and
probably history will write down the late Tsar Nicholas

as belonging to this variety. We know all about the

woman convinced against her will, but we are entitled

to expect from reasonable men that they shall, when
they have renounced an unsound view, and adopted one

which they consider sounder, remain of the same opinion

until some material change of circumstances shall occur

und thereby warrant a further modification. The pro-

bability is that the A.E.U. Executive were rebuked by
the more extreme element, and were told that their

business was, not to be reasonable, but to stick up for

the rights of prior consultation and prior consent.

.Surely it must be clear that it is not possible that " the

whole thing should be held up " while negotiations

which may take anything up to six weeks are carried

through. Examples must be within the knowledge of

all our readers, of work which has been placed in other

countries because customers have felt that British

labour conditions were not sufficiently stable to allow of

reliance upon promised delivery dates. Dependability

in this, as in other, respects has been the mainstay of

British business in the past. We are accustomed to

repeat, with justifiable pride, that an Englishman's
word is his bond, and now that the practical abandon-
ment of the contract price adjustment clause has largely

restored the financial truth of this boast, it becomes
necessary to see that it is invulnerable from other

directions also.

All agreements of the kinds dealt with here, as well

as those between manufacturers covering the sale of their

goods, must necessarily suffer from a degree of looseness

of phraseology which would not be tolerated in docu-

ments dealing with definite legal transactions. A docu-

ment of the kind sometimes called a "gentleman's
agreement " is meant to be honoured rather in the spirit

than in the letter. Sir William Mackenzie, in clause 31

of the Report, says: "Experience of the working of

these agreements appears to confirm what a perusal of

them suggests : that they do great credit to the ingenuity
and good sense of the parties and afford a safeguard
against the nurturing and continuance of grievances or

difficulties which, if not ventilated, would have grave
consequences." However, it cannot be regarded as sur-

prising that the employers came, in the present instance,

to the conclusion that it was necessary to clear the air,

for a good deal of fog has accumulated around shop
customs and practices, and there appears to be a tend-

ency to regard what has been done within four parti-

cular walls as something approaching in inflexibility a

law of the Medes and Persians. It would be absurd to

have to remove the manufacture of some piece of

apparatus from one works to another, possibly under
the control of the same company, for the sole reason that

shop customs or wages which had been established in the

one situation, were unprofitable and were not suscep-

tible of variation while the manufacture continued to iDe

carried on in that situation. This seems to presuppose
a degree of immutability in earthly afiairs of which the

physical universe affords no evidence. The necessity for

the introduction of new processes, of new machinery and
methods, must be a matter for the judgment of the em-
ployers, simply because, if it were not so, business would
disappear, and with it, employment. Sir William
Mackenzie puts it as well as it can be put when he says

that " means should be devised whereby skilled men dis-

placed as the result of introducing new methods or pro-
cesses may be rapidly absorbed in work suitable to their

qualifications." He does not entertain any fear " that
the scope of employment will become restricted or that,

in the industry as a whole, skill and good workmanship
will become superabundant." This is absolutely in

accordance with the experience of all who have been
concerned in electrical and engineering manufacture in

this country. The object in view must not be merely
the completion of a certain quota of business or trade in

the cheapest manner possible, but the general expansion
and improvement of business as a whole, and the con-

sequent advancement of the sum total of human hap-

piness.

The representatives of the employers and of the

unions, including the A.E.U., met together on Tuesday
last. The Observer of Sunday held the view that

currents of opinion were at work which led some of the

moat influential employers to express forcible dissatis-

faction with the " intransigeance " of their Federation.

According to the Daily Telegraph, the number of em-
ployers attending on Tuesday seemed to be larger than

had been customary in the previous negotiations. Con-
versations regarding procedure and the November
Memorandum having taken place, the employers pro-

posed to submit definite proposals for the consideration

of the Unions on Wednesday. The Telegraph added:—
" While the employers' proposals will maintain intact

the principle of their right to manage their works—

a

right which the trade unions say they do not in any way
challenge—it is hoped that such a modification of the

machinery for avoiding disputes may be arranged as will

secure the right to the exercise of managerial functions

in a form which will prepare the way for a settlement of

the dispute. There is a recognition on the part of the

employers that in cases where the introduction of im-

proved machinery displaces skilled craftsmen for semi-

skilled or unskilled men, any hardship should so far as

possible be mitigated by finding other work for the

skilled men who have been displaced."

In the Trade Supplement of The
" Siinplifica> Times under date April 29th appeared

tion." the first of a series of articles on
" Simplification in the United States,"

by Mr. Cecil Chisholm. It seems that simplification in

industry is having a good run in the States just now,

one of its main objects being to bring down the cost of

production and thereby to restore a general prosperity

in trade. Conferences appear to have been held under

the auspices of the Department of Commerce at Wash-
ington, and an instance is quoted in connection with the

American paving brick industry. Mr. Hoover pre-

sided at this conference, the result of which was that

the varieties of paving brick to be manufactured in

future were reduced in number from 66 to 20.

Other trades are being tackled in a similar fashion,

with the result that standardisation and reduction of

types are being secured by general agreement.

The work seems to be somewhat similar to that done by

the Engineering Standards Association on this side in

connection with steel sections, steel rails, and many
other items.

The American Committee appears to have been chiefly

the outcome of the war, the War Industries Board hav-

ing effected very important savings when the supply of

materials was unequal to the demand.
In our view nothing can exceed the importance,

especially in the engineering trade, of standardisation,

and we only wish that it were possible to commence in

the electrical industry by adopting a standard voltage

for the whole country. The advantages which might

have been secured by the pursuit of such a policy from )

the beginning are so colossal that if this method had
been adopted the use of electricity would probably have

been by this time wellnigh universal. The idea of

endeavouring to retrace our steps has for the present

been suspended or at least postponed until better times

enable us to bear the sacrifices involved. In the mean-

time, unfortunately, every development of the various

undertakings leads us further and further from the

ideal.

It is not only in the direction of standardisation in

manufacture, but in almost every relation of life that

simplification is required. A simplified currency would

be quite an easy matter and would assist foreign Powers

in placing their orders with us almost as much as a good

reduction in prices. Simplified systems for postal and

telephone charges would be equally beneficial to the bnsi-
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ness world, while a simplification of legal methods and

procedure is one of our greatest necessities. Patents

and designs, railway rates and freights might all be the

subject of enormous improvement, with a minimum of

expenditure, and a simplification of taxation in general

would be almost as valuable as another Is. og the income

tax. Unfortunately the tendency of the time is towards

over-organisation, complication and variation, and we

fear that this will be so as long as the legal mind man-

ages to retain the preponderating influence in all the

affairs of the nation.

At the end of the year the War Addi-

Workmen's tior^s Acts, which provide for an

Compensation, increase in compensation, will expire,

and Parliament has recently discussed

the amendments in the Workmen's Compensation Act,

1906. A year or two ago a Committee appointed by the

House of Commons considered the matter, and came to

the conclusion that the law should be reviewed, as when

the subject was introduced in 1897 it-was entirely novel,

whilst to-day Workmen's compensation is part of the

law in every ci-vilised State and in every other country

isi more in favour of the Workman and more advanced

than it is in this country. The Committee was strongly

of opinion that benefits should be more generous to the

workman in case of injury and more generous to the

family in case of fatal accident. The Committee was

fully satisfied that the increased scale of benefit would

not materially increase the cost of production, as in the

most expensive industries it would not exceed Id., and

in the majority of industries would be not more than a

fraction of Id. in eveiy £1 charged to production.

lilt was asserted that the tendency was for accidents to

increase, and that every j-ear 500,000 workers were

killed or injured, of whom or in respect of whom 430,000

were compensated, and that 14,000,000 working days

were lost in consequem'.e of such accidents.

On behalf of the Government the House was asked to

accept a motion which had been moved calling for a

Government Bill, and it was stated that whilst there was

a grea't deal to be said for compulsory insurance or State

insurance there was no unanimity of opinion, and the

Government could not be pledged to any detail of re-

form. The main thing was, in the first place, to prevent

accident, and in the second to adopt the best means to

secure recovery, the question being a national one

having no reference to party.

It was suggested that a joint committee of employers

and workers should consider the recommendation of the

Committee so as to find a basis for a scheme to be intro-

duced to the House in the hope that a round-table con-

ference would shortly be held which would enable the

Government to introduce and carry during the present

Session a reallv effective and useful measure.

capacity of the plaat amounted to 1,340,000 kW. One
of the primary conditions for the further development
of the industry w-as the combination and systematisa-

tion of the undertakings. Though an increasing num-
ber of consolidation schemes were being reported, the

Minister stated that it was necessary to give a greater

impetus to this tendency among the electrical under-

takings, and at the same time he urged that electrical

engineers should attain the primary object in view of

those favouring combination by the readjustment of

power transmission systems or management of plant,

thereby raising the efficiency of the plant so as to pro-

mote the power-consuming industries, upon which the

economic life of Japan depended. In conclusion, the

Minister referred to the electrical manufacturing indus-

try, the development of which, he said, largely depended

upon the industry itself. Improved machinery was re-

(piired in connection with the progress of lighting and
power undertakings, but the Japanese electrical construc-

tion works were not yet able to produce plant" which

could bear comparison with good foreign machinery.

According to the official Journal of

The Japanese the Yokohama Chamber of Commerce,
Electrical the Electricity Bureau of the Japanese
Industry. Department of Communications records

a remarkable development in the elec-

trical industry in that countr}-. During the ten months
ended with October, 1921, a further sum of 166,000,000

yen was invested in electrical undertakings. At the end
of that month there were 728 works supplying power, 52

electric tramways and railways, and 50 other combined
supply and traction undertakings, making a total of

830. Although this total shows a decrease of four under-
takings as compared with the number existing at the

.end of 1920, the explanation lies in the circumstance that

certain works have absorbed others. In tlie course of

a statement issued at the beginning of the year, the

Minister of Commlinications is reported to have re-

marked that his policy was to accelerate the formation
of combinations. The electrical industry, he said, occu-

pied the most prominent position of all the in-

dustries in Japan ; it had attracted an aggregate

capital of 1,600,000,000 yen, while the productive

In the I.E.E. paper, of which we give

High-speed an abstract to-day, Lieut. -Col. A. G. T.

Wireless Cusins refers to the fact that the

Telegraphy. ether is in danger of being overcrowded.

Whilst the policy of the Post Office in

restricting the installation of transmitting sets in this

countrv has prevented the plague of promiscuous signal-

ling which has been experienced in the United States, it

appears that even the commercial and official wirek s

stations of Europe are beginning to suffer from mutual

interference, although they have the range of wave-

lengths between 50 and 50,000 metres to work in. No
doubt the selective properties of receiving apparatus will

be further improved as time goes on, and will alleviate

the situation. In the meantime, attention is being

directed to high-speed transmission, which shortens the

period during which the ether is occupied, and is found

to afford considerable relief in respect of atmospheric

disturbances; the possibilities of directional control are

also being investigated.

Great credit is due to the work accomplished by the

Royal Engineers both during the war and since the

Armistice. At the same time, it should not be forgotten

that high-speed wireless, up to a point, was done before

the war. In September, 1912, Marconi's Wireless Tele-

graph Co., Ltd., gave a demonstration of its working at

their Chelmsford works to representatives of Govern-

ment departments, recording on a tape signals trans-

mitted from Poldhu. Further demonstrations were

given by the company at Clifden in January. 1914, when

speeds of 100 and 145 words per, minute were attained,

and again between Chelmsford and Galway in May,

1914. The Postmaster-General of that day proposed to

adopt the system between Stonehaven and Newcastle-on-

Tyne as a stand-by to the overland wires. These facts

were recorded in our pages at the time. The war, of

course, delayed further developments.

The article by Mr. P. Dunsheath,

Lead=covered which appears elsewhere in this issue.

Wires. recalls the lengthy correspondence

which took place in our pages some

months ago on the durability of lead-covered wires. As

the author points out, lead is one of the most durable of

the base metals, under normal conditions, but like

Achilles, it has one vulnerable spot— its affinity for

certain organic acids.

• However, it will be seen that the Lynton case was

altogther exceptional; the wire was carried through the

cores of oak beams, where the conditions were to a

unique degree favourable to corrosion, and even then the

cable lasted over 20 years. Under ordinary circum-

stances, therefore, with the exercise of common sense,

and sound workmanship, there is no reason to anticipate

that any trouble will arise from the use of lead-covered

wire, even in contact with oak.
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SUBMARINE DIESEL ENGINES AT SOUTHEND.

When the Germans built and equipped their submarines,

we may be sure that no pains were spared to make them

reliable, safe, and efficient, and as the motive power

was the principal consideration there can be no doubt

that the engines installed were of a high order. It is

therefore satisfactorj' to know that when the undersea

craft were surrendered to the Allies not all of these

engines were dismantled and scrapped. Many of them

were adapted to peace purposes, after having been used

for purposes the reverse of peaceful. Consequently in

two or three electricity undertakings in England these

Diesel engines may now be found, and one of these

undertakings is at Southend-on-Sea.

The official inauguration of the converted Diesel

plant took place on April 27th. when the Mayor and
t'ouncil, accompanied by contractors' representatives

and others, made a tour of the electricity undertaking

of the county borough, which comprises four sets of

plant contained in a main station at London Road,

sub-generating stations at Leigh and Thorpe Bay, and

a battery sub-station in Chalkwell Park.

For a considerable time controversy has raged round

the comparative advantages of steam and oil, and also

in connection with centralisation of plant as compared
with small stations at several places. As regards the

first point, the contentions of tlic l)oruugh electrical

Fig. 1.—The Thorpe Bay Sub-station.

engineer (Mr. Robert Birkett, M.LE.E.) in favour of

oil engines would appear to be justified. Southend is

as far away from the coalfields as almost any district

in the country, so that the cost of coal is considerably

heightened by transport charges ; although in this respect

it should be said that the town is conveniently situated

for the handling of water-borne coal. This enhanced

cost has forced the Corporation Electricity Department

to purchase inferior grades of coal in an endeavour to

balance accounts at the expense of efficiency. Another

serious impediment to the employment of steam plant

is the deleterious effect which the local water has upon
boiler tubes and condensers. The Corporation has had

to install a special \vater-treatment plant, owing to

this, and it is stated that the ultimate cost of water is

over four shillings per thoiisand gallons

!

At various times the erection of a large steam station

at one of tliree sites has been advocated, the alternative

suggestion being the installation of Diesel engines at

two or three suitable points. The present steam sta-

tion at London Road is unable to deal efficiently with

the demand in outlying districts. The plant produces

direct current at 460-500 V, and it will be seen that the

transmission losses in feeders to districts four miles or

more away would be considerable. Therefore, the only
alternative to the installation of a.c. plant at the Lon-
don Road station or Ijoosting plant elsewhere was the

scheme adopted, viz., the erection of two sub-generating
stations equipped with oil engines. In the early days of

the European war an order was placed with Messrs.
Belliss .t Morcom, Ltd., for tliree six-cylinder Diesel

engines direct-coupled to 200-k\V d.c. generators. These
were completed but never delivered to the town ; at the

request of the Government the Corporation allowed them
to be diverted for war purposes. The position of the

undertaking after the war was acute, new plant being
urgently required. At the suggestion of the engineer,
it was decided to secure the engines of surrendered
German submarines and liave them re-conditioned and
adapted to land use by Messrs. Belliss A; Morcom, Ltd.
This was carried out, and the plant is now available for

supplying the urgent demand for power.
The Thorpe Bay station was the first to be visited by

the party. Here two 550-b.h.p. Diesels, taken from
the UB 149, have been installed with their original

generators capable of an outpiit of from 270 to .300 kW
each. A marble switchboard has been erected and fitted

hj the Electric Construction Co., Ltd. Thorpe Bay is

a irrowing residential district between Southend and
.Shoebur^•ness, and appears to pre-

sent a likely field for electrical

development. The next part of the

itinerary was a visit to the Chalk-

well Park battery station, in which

are housed 268 Chloride cells with a

capacity of 4,000 Ah, together with

a Lancashire Dynamo Co. booster.

The switching here is arranged for

either direct control or for " re-

mote '

' operation from the London
Road station. At Leigh, where tlie

visitors were regaled with tea, there

are two large Diesel sets, consisting

of 1,200 (nominal) h.p. six-cylinder

engines, from the submarine U 164,

driving 500-kW generators. The

Leigh sub-station was specially

erected to accommodate the three

200-kW sets ordered from Messrs.

Belliss k Morcom, and only about

lialf of the building is taken up by

the German plant. The party was

introduced to Mr. W. Sharpe, who
is in charge of the Diesel plant.

This gentleman was placed in charge

of the first captured submarine, and has a thorough

knowledge of the machinery.

The inspection concluded at the London Road sta-

tion, where there are installed four Belliss & Morcom

three-crank, triple-expansion steam engines, one

coupled to a B.T.-H. generator and the rest to Crompton

generators, each of 500-kW capacity; one Howden

triple-expansion engine driving an E.C.C. generator;

and two more submarine Diesel sets. The last are

similar to those at the Leigh sub-station, the generators

being capable of an output of from 500 to 540 kW.

They were taken from the U 100. The steam generating

plant at this station has recently been extended by the

addition of a new Ledward & Beckett evaporative con-

denser capable of dealing with 60.000 lb. of steam per

hour, a Niclausse boiler of 30.000 lb. capacity,

an induced-draught plant, and an ash-conveyor and

elevator.

It is claimed that the Southend Diesel engine installa-

tion is the largest of its kind in this country. The

nominal output is 5,900 b.h.p., but this has been rated

down to 4,000 b.h.p. or 2.500 kW. The generating

costs, it is stated, are only half of those of the steam
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plant, and, as mentioned before, there is a marked
diminution in transmission losses.

The construction of the generators is worthy of special

mention. Each unit consists of two d.c. generators

totally enclosed by a common casing. They have one
bearing per armature and, therefore, two per set,

thus allowing the armature to be rotated independently
of the engine, if desired. Tliose at London Road sta-

The armatures are considerably smaller than those of

the usual 500-kW, 1,000-A, land-type machines. The
great increase of output for a given size is accomplished
by the use of forced draught fans (independently driven
at 2,000 r.p.m.) forcing air through the ventilating
ducts and thus to the windings. In the event of the
stoppage of the fans, the temperature of the windings
would rise very rapidly beyond the safe limit. With-

FiG. 2.—The LiiUiii Slb-swtjun.

lion were constructed by tsiemens-Schuckert in 1916,
the continuous rating for each armature under genera-
ting conditions being 1,000 A at 270 V, giving 2f0 kW
at 460 r.p.m. Under motoring conditions {i.e., when
propelling the submarine) the continuous rating was
1,000 A at 220 V, giving 199 kW at 267 r.p.m. For
one hour the rating is 210 Y, 1,160 A, or 220 k\V at
338 r.p.m.

Tlie two generators are externally connected in series,
making the whole a 540-kW unit. The machine has ten
main poles, interpoles, and a special compensating
winding. Should a fault develop on either of the inter-
poles or compensating winding, both can be immedi-
ately cut out by means of the main terminal connec-
tions, and the machine can be run as a "shunt." An
interesting feature of the compensating winding is that
it consists of single copper conductors § in. by U in.,
passing through slots situated under the main poles and
parallel to the armature conductors. As the conductors
of this winding are entirely separate, they are con-
nected in series by means of heavily-enamelled copper
back and front connections, giving the whole the appear-
ance of an a.c. chain-wound stator. By removing the
inspection door access is given to the brush gear and its
respective flexible connections. On disconnecting these
the rocker can be rotated and any particular brush arm
can be inspected. These arms are made of mild steel
fitted with copper oxidised spring steel brusli boxes,
fastened to the spindle with ca.st-iron clamps. The
existence of so much iron and steel on this brusli gear
suggests that the Germans were rather short of b'rass
during the war. There are ten brushes per arm. giv-
ing a total of one hundred per commutator, the dimen-
sions of the brush being 2 in. long, 11 /16 in. wide and
9/16 in. thick.

out the fans and with inspection doors removed half
load can be obtained with safety. This dependency of

the main unit upon a small auxiliary is naturally a
disadvantage.

The two sets at Leigh were also made by Siemens-
Schuckert and are dated 1918, being rated as 540-k\V
generators. They differ from those at London Road
in respect of tlie construction of the field svstem. They

Fig. -3.—Exterior of Leigh Scb-statio.\.

have no compensating windings and possess smaller
bru.shes for the same output. The field system is of the
revolving type connected to the main yoke by a heavy
oil dash-pot. The dash-pot come into action under
motoring conditions when heavy starting currents were
required. By releasing the dash-pot the field svstem
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can be rotated, enabling any field coil or interpole to be

removed without disconnecting the main yoke or re-

moving the armature.

The Thorpe Bay generators were made by the A. E.G.

of Berlin (1918), and have a continuous rated output of

600 A at 310 V and 450 r.p.m. As the armatures are

connected in series, an output of 600 A at 620 V, or

372 kW, can be obtained. There are eight main poles

without a compound winding, and the interpoles can

bo quickly disconnected by the main terminal connec-

tions. In this case also the field system revolves, if

necessary, and therefore has similar advantages to those

at Leigh. The field current of these dynamos is ex-

tremely high compared with the field current of those at

London Road ; in the total TR loss field coils at

full excitation is approximately 20,450 watts. Those

at London Road have a loss of only 7,469 watts

for a greater output. The brush gear is made up of

mild steel arms and brass boxes, there being three

brushes per arm, giving a total of 24 per commutator.

The dimensions of the brush are 2 in. long, IJ in. wide,

and 39/64 in. thick. Here also the maximum output

is obtained by the use of forced draught fans.

On all these sets it has been found necessary to under-

cut the commutator mica. With a fixed brush position

and within the range of the generators, all sets carry

any load with perfect commutation leaving little, to be

desired.

Fig. 1 is a view of the Thorpe Bay installation from
the generator end. The engines are seen more clearly

in fig. 2, which illustrates the Leigh sub-station. It

will be seen that ample space has been provided in eacli

case, and that the buildings are well lighted and venti-

lated. Fig. 3 is an exterior view of the Leigh building.

Upon the conclusion of the visit, the party was enter-

tained at " supper " by Councillor G. Radford, .the

Chairman of the Light Railways and Electric Light

Committee. In proposing the toast of " The Electricity

(/ndertaking," the Mayor (Alderman Sir John Francis,

J. P.) paid a tribute to the work of Councillor Radford
and Mr. Robert Birkett, the borough electrical engi-

neer, and Mr. Radford responded. In the course of

liis reply to the toast of " The Electrical Engineer,"
Mr. Birkett outlined the history of the undertaking,

and stated the reasons for his preference for Diesel

plant. He gave some examples of the reliability and
longevity of these engines, mentioning that in Germany
many had been running practically continuously for 14

or 15 years. With Diesel engines a thermal efficiency of

from 25 to 30 per cent, could be obtained.

THE CORROSION OF LEAD-COVERED WIRING BY OAK.

By P. DUNSHEATH, MA., B.Sc,

Chief of Research, W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co.', Ltd.

An unusual case of the corrosion of lead-covered wiring

was recently brought to light by Mr. P. T. Kimmins,
manager ot the Lynton and Lynmouth Electric Light

Co.* In carrying out the rewiring of the Lynton Town
Hall, which is famous for its fine oak work, the exist-

ing wiring was found to be very badly corroded in

places and, as a matter of interest, Mr. Kimmins sent

several short pieces of the recovered cable to the Elec-

trical Review office. By the courtesy of this gentle-

man and of the Editors we have been able to make an

examination of the samples, and have detected one or

two points of sufficient interest to justify a few notes

on the effect of oak on lead.

The cable, which was 7/. 029 v.i.r. lead-covered, was
erected in 1900. Some of the wiring was carried out

on beams of Stettin oak, and in places had been drawn
through holes bored in the beams. Where the lead

covering was not in contact with the oak there was no
corrosion, but where it passed through the beams, cor-

rosion had taken place to a serious extent. Fig. 1

shows the general appearance of two of the worst por-

tions. The entire surface is coated with a white crust,

varying in thickness up to more than one-sixteenth of

an inch, which, on analysis, proves to be the basic

carbonate of lead (white lead), and in places there is

very little of the original sheathing left. The deposit

has been examined for traces of substances likely to

cause corrosion. Foreign matters, such as nitrates and
chlorides, cannot be detected, and the carbonate is

slightly acid ; but, although the acid is found to be

organic, it is not present in sufficient quantity to be

identified.

In considering the features of this case, it is of

interest to note a few general considerations on the use

of lead work in proximity to oak. For many years it

has been recognised by architects and builders that lead

should not be fixed in contact with green oak. Care is

taken in museums not to store objects made of lead in

oak cabinets, although mahogany and other woods are
quite safe. The lead linings in old oak coffins are said

to be converted to a white earthy mass of the basic

carbonate, and, in erecting sulphuric acid chambers in

*See Electrical Review, Vol. 89, p. 817, 1921.

chemical works, care is taken to keep oak away from

the lead.

A few years ago particulars were published! of two

cases of failure of lead roofing due to the action of oak.

In one case the lead sheet had lain in contact with a

wood foundation for an unknown period—the building

was two hundred years old—and, when taken up, was
found to have a thick white crust of lead carbonate.

Some of the beams were oak and some pine, but only

those parts in contact with the oak showed the corrosion.

In the second case, the lead had only been renewed nine

years, yet in one part seven pounds of lead had been

destroyed per square yard, while at another part of the

.same building, which was a church, lead laid in 1833

was found to be still in good condition.

A correspondent of the Builders' Journal some years

ago| described a case where the lead glazing of windows

in a billiard room was corroded with the formation of

a white powdery substance. In this case the walls of

the room were almost completely covered with oak panel-

ling, and the ceiling had exposed oak joists and beams.

It is fairly well known that the cause of the corrosion

of lead in contact with oak is the presence of organic

acids in the latter. The chemical action which takes

place is best illustrated by the commercial method of

manufacturing white lead. Strips of lead are hung in

a chamber containing acetic acid vapour and moist car-

bon dioxide. Although the chemical changes which take

place are somewhat complicated, they can be outlined

as follows; The oxidation of the lead in the moist air

first produces the hydroxide Pb (OH),, which reacts with

the acetic acid CH, CO. OH, forming lead acetate Pb

(CJLO,),. In the absence of carbon dioxide the chemi-

cal cJmnge would probably cease at this stage ; but.

with CO2 present, the lead acetate is converted into the

basic lead cnrbonate 2 PI) CO,Pb (OH).., and the acid

is partially regenerated for further action. In this

way .a small quantity of acetic acid can effect the cor-

rosion of a. large quantity of lead, as it may be used

ever and over again.

Among the organic acids found in oak are acetic and

Uoximal Society of Chemical Industry. Vol. 37, p. 39t, 1918.

IDuildcTs' Journal. Vol. 24, p. 149, 1906.
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tannic, and it is by no means certain which is respon-

sible for the corrosion of lead, although the action would

probably be very much the same in either case. With

tannic acid the intermediate product, instead of the

acetate, would be lead tannate, but the final product

would be the same—the carbonate.

It is useful to connect some of the factors in the cor-

rosion process with the various examples quoted. In

the Lynton case the corrosion was most noticeable where

the cable ran through holes in the beams. At these

points, due to absence of ventilation, the air surround-

ing the cable would be charged with the acid vapours

from the wood ; and temperature rise, due to current,

would no doubt accelerate the chemical action. In the

lead roofing cases there would be no ventilation under

the lead sheet and the acid vapour would tend to be-

come concentrated. Variation between one part and

another of the same roof might easily be caused by tem-

perature differences due to one part being subjected to

the rays of the sun and another part being always

shaded. In the panelled library case, with such a large

surface of oak—particularly if it were not well seasoned

—the air in this room would become charged with the

acid vapour which would tend to condense, along with

moisture, on the cold window frames, so supplying the

corroding influence just where required. This par-

ticular action would not be likely to occur on a lead-

covered cable in the same room as the relatively low

temperature condition, so necessary for the condensa-

approximate to the number of years the cable has been

installed. Still higher magnification, which was only

employed visually, showed that the lines seen in the

photograph were made up of a large number of finer

lines, and that the former are really due to the periodic

crowding together of the latter.

One is very tempted to theorise on this peculiar

formation and on other minor observations of the struc-

ture noted in the examination ; but, whether the rings

be due to the peculiarities of colloidal diffusion, or varia-

tions in temperature, humidity, or CO2 content, a good

deal of experimental work would be required to arrive

at any satisfactory conclusion.

In view of the recent discussion which has taken place

on the relative merits of lead-covered and other systems

of wiring, it is important that a case like the Lynton
one should be given publicity. A case of corrosion here

and there, which may be quite easily explained when
investigated, is liable, in the absence of full inquiry, to

create an entirely erroneous impression and may be used

as a basis for destructive criticism as prejudiced as

ungrounded. In rubber we have a wonderfully conve-

nient insulating material ; but, from its very nature,

the life of a rubber-insulated cable is very closely related

to the efficiency of the protection afforded it against the

well-known destructive effects of air, light, and moisture.

The use of a lead covering provides a remarkably good

solution of this problem. For convenience of handling,

on account of its ductility, a lead sheath has no rival.

Fig. 1.—S.4MPLES of Corroded Cable. Fig. '2.—Section of Corroded Cable
(Magnified 4 Diameters).

3.

—

Sample of I.f.ad Carbonate
(MaQNIFIBD 16 DlAMBFERS).

tion of the acid vapour in an open space, would not

hold. The important factor, then, common to all cases,

seems to be that of the ventilation in the immediate
vicinity of the lead.

Detailed examination of the Lynton samples under a

microscope revealed one or two unusual points of

interest. Sections of the cable, plus the corrosion pro-

duct, were cut, mounted in wax, and polished. Fig. 2

shows a complete section magnified five diameters, while

fig. 3 shows a small part of the carbonate alone magni-
fied twenty diameters.*

It will be seen from fig. 2 that tlie lead carbonate is

built up from the surface of the cable with a columnar
structure, each column being not sector shaped, but hav-

ing the same width at the top and bottom. This, of

course, would be expected from considerations of the

action involved. The corrosion takes place at the sur-

face of the lead, and the new product raises the layers

already formed, so building the columns by adding to

the material at the base.

The most interesting feature, however, was noticed

under the higher magnification. As will be seen from
'fig. 3, annular rings similar to those found in the sec-

tions of trees are clearly defined. The number cannot
be counted with any precision, owing to the absence of

definition near the outer skin ; but it appears to

• The illustrations are four-fifths of the size of the original

photographs,—PJnS,

It is absolutely impervious to air, light, and moisture,

will not rust, and, in the absence of certain well-known

and easily-avoided destructive agencies, has remarkable

endurance. In spite of a certain amount of loose talk-

ing on the subject of corrosion, a lead-covered rubber-

insulated wire does make a sound mechanical and elec-

trical job. Certainly it requires the exercise of

common sense and judgment in use. To run a lead

cable through an oak beam, where a plumber would

decline to lay a waterpipe, is asking for trouble, but

there is no reason why the intelligence should all rest

with the plumber. Our own experience, as the result of

experiments and observation, has been that, if the posi-

tion is well ventilated, corrosion of lead in contact with

well-seasoned oak is very slight indeed. We have met

cases where, after many years, the effect even in a con-

fined space has only amounted to the merest film on the

surface of the lead, but obviously a beam of heavy sec-

tion, even if well seasoned, must still contain organic

acids in the interior, and, considering the circumstances

under which it was erected, the Lynton cable did well to

last as long as 21 years.

A " Leader " Cable lor Aeroplanes.—An experiment with

an electric cable for the guidance of aeroplanes is to be com-

menced at Brussels in the course of a few days. In Franco

the reports of the experts and a cub-committee are await^Q

hfitore commencing experiments.—lyee^mmsteT Qa^eUe,
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CALL TO THE ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR.

Bt a. E. PERKINS.

That a wide field of opportunity exists for the electric

supply undertaking and the contractor, at the present

time, few will gainsay.

Not only is the field vast from the standpoint of secur-

ing new business, but when one considers that, from the

ordinary house-building cofitract, the electrical con-

tractor is only taking a matter of 2.4 per cent, of the

total labour costs, the figure gives food for thought,

alongside that of the plumber, for instance, who takes

4 per cent.

The writer has been struck, in looking over and
analysing a number of building bills of quantities, costs.

Ac, to find the different trades work out on the average

as under :
—

Percentage of cost.

Labour only.

Bricklayers 32.5

Carpenters 24.0

Plasterers 17.0

Painters 7.1

Plumbers 4.0

Electricians 2.4

All others 13.0

100.0 per cent.

It would appear from the foregoing that the electrical

contractor is not taking anything like his share of new
work that is going, and there is urgent need for a

vigorous educational campaign amongst the public.
" Cleanliness is next to godliness," and good

plumbers' work and sanitation is a sine qua non in the

modern house, but surely, in these days of labour-saving

devices and servantless houses, there is ample oppor-
tunity for the electrical contractor to take a higher per-

centage than 2.4 of the total labour costs.

These figures are put forward, therefore, in an endea-
vour to show the rank and file of electricians how wide a
field of opportunity they have before them.

The writer ventures to think that if a little less secrecy

and mystery were observed, and the public educated in

the rudiments as affecting the care, repair of small

breakdowns, successful and efficient operation and main-
tenance of the various electrical items marketed, there

would be a real revival in the electrical contractor's

business, but when, as so often happens, apparently diffi-

culties are placed in the layman's way. the whole busi-

ness veiled in a shroud of mvstery. is there anv wonder
that the average householder fights shy of the all-electric

house ?

RUSSIAN NOTES.

Russia's ElectTification Position.—The Isvestiya says
that, according to the Glavelektro Department, on
January 1st this year there were 955 electric stations on
Russian territory, with a total output of 410,000 kW, of which
Btations 621 are in towns and 332 in country places, whilst two
are district stations.

Where Russia is Electrifying.—A beginning has been
made with the work of electrification of the following govern-
ments and districts of the South-East of Russia : Don, Kuban-
Black Sea. Stavropol. Ter. Gorsky Republic, Daghestan,
Kabardinsk, .and the Kabatchevsky-tchetcher territory. The
work is being directed by the district bureau of the Land De-
partrnent and the technical staff includes 18 engineers and 15
technical experts. Tlie most active work at the moment is

being done at certain selected points.

Electricity in Agriculture m Russia.—The peasentry, says an
official journal, are expecting considerable help from the
Government in the introduction of electricity into agriculture
and into village life. It is recommended that the Government
should engage in propaganda to popularise electricity amongst
the country people, including their education in the simpler
forms of apphcation of current. But they must be aided
financially, and such aid .should be accomranied by the for-

mation of co-operative sqcjaties to jiandle t))« ivu^iuess. This

was provided for when the Elektrozem (country electric

council) was instructed to draw up a normal agreement to

apply to a co-operative country community for instalUng elec-

tricity and the plannmg of variants to typical agricultural

electric plants. Notwithstanding approved plans, &c., recom-
mended by the Elektrozem for thirty agricultural plants, this

number was reduced to a fifth, and further reduction is

threatened. Obviously, says the writer quoled in the official

journal. " the reduced programme can only be called experi-

mental."
From midsummer the Practical Electrotechnic Institute of

Moscow will start a course of instruction in electricity in

agriculture.

Russian Electrical Tr^st Difficulties.—Not long ago a con-
ference was held at the offices of the Glavelektro (chief elec-

trical department) attended by representatives of the electro-

industrial trusts and responsible servants of the Glavelektro,

at which questions were studied affecting current work, par-
ticularly combination in the electrical industry. According
to the reports submitted by the representatives of the trust it

appeared that the position of the trustified electrical industries
was very discouraging. Most of the trusts began operations in

the month of January this year, and with regard to the
arrangements to once more effect combinations there was an
insignificant reserve of cash, which made it impossible to put
the business on a genuine commercial basis. The financial

position of the electric trusts was complicated further by their

not having goods of such a nature as would quickly sell on
the market, whilst the products which they did possess, and
which might have been bought by the consumer, the latter

was not in a position to pay for.

One of the most discouraging features of the electrical busi-

ness at present is the action of a large number of

government establishments which, possessing some reserves
of electrotechnical material have been throwing them
on to the market at very low prices, practically selling

them off, and thus depriving the trusts of the possi-

bility of disposing of their goods in a regular way.
There is also to be observed the extremely abnormal
position as to giving orders for electro-technical goods abroad.
The representatives of the trusts submitted quite a number
of cases in which branches of the electrical department, re-

ceiving drafts in gold value, have been buying electrical

material on the foreign market, altogether indifferent to the
interests of the Russian electrical industry, which, it was
.said, could quite well have manufactured the said goods, and
even have delivered them promptly in completed condition.

One of the most striking cases of this kind was the arrange-
ment recently made to send an order abroad for cables to the
value of 7,000,000 gold roubles, whereas this order could have
been executed by the electric trust of Central Russia in a
much shorter time, and at prices no higher than those on the
foreign market. By taking energetic measures the trusts

succeeded in preventing the transfer of this order abroad; but
this does not exhaust the question of a better organised treat-

ment of the question of purchases of electrical material from
foreign houses.
At the conference there was also discussed the abnormal

position of the stores business. Hitherto stocks of electrical

materials were not handed over to the trusts, and in some
stores electrical property is being jobbed off. Further, it was
urged that it was necessary to regulate the importation of raw
material and equipment from abroad that might be necessary
in the electrical industry, so that, as far as possible, the pur-
chase of goods on the foreign markets might be avoided—that
is, of .such goods as are made by Russian electrical establish-

ments.
In the discussion the question was raised of realising a por-

tion of the products of the trusts abroad and the necessity for

introducing high protective duties on some products of foreign

manufacture, particular reference being made to the desira-

bility of putting the production of lamps into the position of a
government monopoly, and so on. At the conclusion of the
discussion it was observed that the question of the present

condition of the electrical industry should be submitted cleairly

to the governing bodies, indicating that without a close con-

nection with foreign markets by way of export of some elec-

trical materials produced in Russia, and also the introduction

in a definite form of foreign' capital into the Russian electrical

indu.stry, the revival of the latter is impossible. The con-

ference decided to call a second meeting of the representatives

of the trust in a short time in order to clear up the very scut«
problems of the electrical industries.

Scandinavian Amenities.—The Swedish Association of the

Electrical Industry has just drawn the attention of the

Government to the fact that certain departments of State

have not ob.served the rule that preference is to be given to

Swedish manufacturers in making purchases. In the present

case the offenders are the Building and Pension Departments,
which have ))urcha.sed Norwegian elevators (lifts) at a price

difference of onlv 10 per cent., and the.se lifts, the Association

states, are considered by the Norwegian State authorities to

be inferior to the types made in S\seden,
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THE ENGINEERING LOCK-OUT.

Sib William M.U'kenzie's Report on the Causes and Circum-
stances OF THE Dispute.

On Thursday last week, just after we had gone to Press, the
report was published of the Court of Inquiry (Sir Wilham
M. Mackenzie, K.B.E., K.C.) appointed by the Minister of

Labour, under the Industrial Courts Act, 1919,' to inquire into

and report upon the causes and circumstances 'of the Engineer-
ing Trades Dispute, 19'2'2. between the Engineering and
National Employers' Federations and the Amalgamated Engi-
neering Union in relation to the Memorandinn of November
17th and 18th. and between the Engineering and National
Employers' Federations and certain other Ti'ade TTnions (in-

cluding the E.T.U.) in relation to clauses 1, '2, and 3 of the
same Memorandum. The report is preceded by the following
copy of the Memorandum referred to, and by a list of the
Unions;—
Memorandum ok Conference held on November 17th and

18tb, 1921.

1. General.—1. The Ti'ade Union shall not interfere with
the right of the employers to exercise managerial functions in

their establishments, and the Federations shall not interfere

with the proper functions of the Trade Union.
2. In the exercise of these functions, the parties shall have

regard to the provisions for avoiding disputes of 17th April.

1914. which are amplified by the Shops Stewards and Works
Committee Agreement of 90th May, 1919, and to the terms
of other national and local agreements between the patties.

3. Instructions of the management shall be observed pend-
ing any question in connection therewith being discussed
in accordance with the provisions referred to.

n. Overtime.—It is agreed that in terms of the Overtime
and Nightshift Agreement of 29th and .30th September. 1920.

the employers have the right to decide when overtime is

necessary, the workpeople or their representatives being en-
titled to bring forward under the provision referred to any
cases of overtime thev desire discussed. Meantime the over-

time required shall be proceeded with.

Signed on behalf of :
—

The Engineering and the The Amalgamated Engineer-
National Employers' Pedera- ing Union :

tione

:

J. T. Brownlie,
Allan M. Smith. Chairman.

Chairman. .'\. H. Smethurst.
James Brown, Secretary.

Secretary.

The Court .sat at 5. Old Palace Yard. London, on April 28th
and May 3rd to 6th. inclusive. Onlv two witnesses were
called (and these appeared for the A.E.U.). but other parties
put in a considerable amount of documents rv evidence.

The immediate cause of the dispute was a dift'erence between
the employers and the A.E.U. as to the interpretation of

Clause (il embodied in an agreement of Septeml>er 29th and
30th. 1920, concerning the question of overtime, i.e. :

—
"

(j) The Federations and the Trade Union agree that

systematic overtime is deprecated as a method of produc-
tion, and that when overtime is necessary the following
provisions shall apply, viz. :

—
No Union workman shall be required to work more

than 30 hours' overtime in any four vfeeks after full

shop hours have been worked, allowance being made for

time lost through sickness, absence with leave or en-
forced idleness.

In the following cases overtime is not to lie re.stricted

—

Breakdowns

E^pfacements 1 Whether for the employers or theii-

Alterations J
customers.

Trial trips.

Completion of work against delivery dates.

So far as repairs to ships are concerned, the removal of

restriction on overtime shall not affect the operation of

any agreement made by the Union or its constituent
'I^'ade Unions with organisations of ship repairing em-
ployers."

The agreement from which this clause is extracted was sub-
mitted to the members of the A.E.U. , and, on a ballot, wa"
accepted by a majority of some 43.000 out of a total vote of

some 81,000; it took effect on or about December 19th, 1920.

On December 28th, 1920. a circular letter was addressed to

the district delegates of the Amalgamated Engineering Union
by the general .secretary, which contained the following obser-

vations :
—

" With regard to Section (j) of the agreement, which
deals with the maximum amount of overtime that mem-
bers are called upon to work, it should be understood tbar
the paragraph implies that it is considered necessary by
both parties.

District committees should have due regard to the num-
bers of men unemployed, and whether such overtime will

tend to ab.sorb mcmberR who are unemployed."
The employers, on liecoming acquaint+'d with the cnnstru'-

tiun which had been placed iiy the A.E.U. ou the clause in

question, challenged its accuracy, and the parties n»et in

conference to consider the matter on April 7th, 1921.
The report contains a lengthy narrative of the correspon-

dence, discussions, ballots, lock-out developments, &c., and
proceeds to state various considerations relating to these
matters. Finally the Court states the conclusions at which it

arrived in the following terms :
—

(1) As affecting the Employers and the Amalgamated
Engineering Union.

47. The general conditions in regard to overtime are settled

by the overtime agreement of September, 1920, which provides,
inter alia, that

(a) Systematic overtime is to be deprecated;
(b) Necessary overtime for breakdown, repaii-s, replace-

ments, alterations, trial trips, completion against
delivery, dates, &c., is to be allowed;

(c) Thirty hours in any four weeks may be worked;
(d) Rate of payment for overtime is increased to time-

and-a-half.

The question of necessity in regard to overtime is related to

the requirements of the work to be done and the business in
hand, and as to this necessity the management alone are in a
position to judge. The National Agreement, allowing 30 hours
in four weeks, implies that, up to that limit, overtime, granted
its necessity, is regarded as reasonable. Up to that limit there
must be freedom to the management to act in the exercise
of their discretion. Beyond that limit, overtime would be
open to the suggestion that it is unreasonable. The general
limit of 30 hours is, of course, subject' to further discussion;
and if experience shows that the deterrent economic effect of
the rate of time and a half is inadequate to prevent unneces-
sary overtime, there is a case for further negotiation with a
view to a revised national agreement.

('2) As affecting the Employers and all tlie I'nivns.

(a) The employers contend that if British engineering is

to maintain its appropriate place in the forefront of
the industries of the world there must be freedom to

the management to introduce such changes into the
works as may be necessary for the proper develop-
ment of the industry. There are general agreemente
between the national organisations of the employers
and the Trade Unions settling many of. the conditions
of employment in the industry and providing detailed

machinery for the discussion of matters arising be-
tween employers and employed. It is understood
that the employers are nilhng that the kind of ques-
tion which has been under discussion during the
present dispute should be settled by general national
agreement, or determined in accordance with pro-

cedure set up by such agreements. This is a view
to which the Unions do not take exception.

(b) In the ordinary com'se, a projected workshop change
would be more or less common knowledge in the shop
for some time before the pr(j|.K)sed change was made,
but information as to the proposed change in the recog-

nised working conditions should be given to the work-
people directly concerned or their repre!^eutative8 in

the shop, and in order that there may be time for
discussion, if discussion is desired, the information
should be available to the \vorkpeople directly con-
cerned or their representatives in the shop a limited
period before it is proposed that the change should
be made.

(c) The opportunity for prior consultation between the
management and the men directly concerned or their

representatives iu the shop upon proposed changes in

the recognised working conditions should be adequate,
but should not involve undue delay, [f consultatipn
during the limited period mentioned in the last para-
graph does not result in an agreement, the further
stages of the Provisions for Avoiding Disputes should
follow, but in the meantime the management may,
if they think it necessary and in the exercise of their

discretion, put the change into operation, any subse-

quent agreement that may be reached upon the case
having retrospective effect where appropriate. In
the case of those Unions which have not yet any
provisions for avoiding disputes, a simple procedure
should in the meantime be adopted to deal with
changes in the shop.

(rf) It is evident that the opposition to change on the part
of the skilled men is due largely to the uncertainty
which the members of the Unions feel as to their

position if they are displaced as a result of the change.
An expanding industry like the engineering trade is

capable fit making readjustments affecting particular

classes of workpeople, while at the same time pro-
viding for the proper utilisation of the skill thus set

free.

An agreement to the principle of making such
arrangements as shall provide avenues of employment
for such men ought not to be difficult; and as the
success of any change depends largely on its willing

acceptance by the men, the measure of such acceptance
will depend on the action of the employers, in con-

junction with the Union, in accommodating in skilled

employment the men set free. i
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It will of course be understood that the changes referred

to, which are the subject of difference between the parties,

are not changes in such matters as wages and hours, which
are determined on a national basis.

48. These conclusions doubtless require elaboration, and
require to be stat<?d with greater preciseness for the purpose
of any formal agreement between the parties. In my opinion,

however, the matter is one in which no agreement, however
carefully devised, can wholly take the place of good sense and
good will between the parties, and an appreciation by either

side of the difficulties and point of view of the other. The
managing of a business is a responsible and difficult task, and
no individual workman or Trade Union official should unneces-
sarily or without good cause add to its anxieties. Similarly,

each employer, and those acting under him, should recognise
that, in his more restricted sphere, the workman is conscious
that issues are sometimes at stake which are of the utmost
importance to him and upon which consultation and, as far

as possible, accommodation may be the wisest as well as the
most humane policy.

Sir William Mackenzie expresses high appreciation of Mr.
Godfrey H. Ince's services and assistance, as Secretary, dur-
ing the course of this inquiry.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

(From odr Specul Paruame.n'tarv Reporter).

Grampian Electricity Supply Bill.—When the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons which has been considering
this Bill met on May 9th, it was announced that agreement
had been reached on all points in dispute with regard to the
protection of proprietorial rights and other matters. The
Committee then formally examined the Bill and adjusted the
Clauses and ordered the Bill to be reported to the House.
In the House of Commons, on May 10th, Mr. Briggs asked

the Chancellor of the Exchequer if he was aware that the pro-

moters of the Grampian Electric Supply Bill had received a
letter, dated April 2(.)th, 19'2'2, from the secretary of the Trade
Facilities Act Committee stating that, subject to the approval
of the Electricity Commissioners, the committee would be pre-

' pared to recommend a guarantee of both capital and interest

of the debenture issue of the company equal in amount to the
ordinary share capital of the company ; and was he satisfied

that the commercial future of this company warranted the use
of pubHc money to guarantee capital and interest to such a
proportion of debenture issue?

Sir R. HoRNE replied that he stated during the passage of

the Trade Facilities Act that he proposed to be guided in the
guarantees given under the Act solely by the advice of the
Trade Facihties Act Advisory Committee, which consisted of

three business men of very great experience and ability. He
understood that the committ.ee was prepared to recommend
a guarantee in this case provided the scheme matured in time.

L.C.C. {Tramways and Improvements) Bill.—This Bill (the

title of which has been changed from the L.C.C. (Tramways.
Trolley Vehicles and Improvements Bill) came before a Select

Committee of the House of Commons on May 10th, Mr.
Ormsby-Gore presiding. W'hen the Bill received a second
reading it contained a proposal that powers should be given
to construct a trolley tram'n'ay to be run from Norwood Road
to the Crystal Palace. It was stated that as the local

authority, the Lewisham Borough Council, had exercised its

right of veto, that part of the scheme had been dropped. The
remainder of the Bill was concerned with the construction of

an electric tramway of about five-eighths of a mile along
Amhurst Park, connecting the L.C.C. tramway in Stamford
Hill and that of the Metropolitan Electric Tramways Co.,

which opposed the Bill, in Seven Sisters Road. It wae ex-
plained that the local authorities concerned desired that the
tramways should be made. The only opposition came from
the Metropolitan Electric Tramways Co.
The Chairman said that the Committee had unanimously

agreed to pass the Bill. If the ground for rejecting the BOl
"was to be congestion, the Committee would have expected that
the Ministry of Transport and the pohce authorities would
have had .some observations to make, but no such observations
had been made. It did not seem that the property

, of the Metropolitan Electric Tramways Co. would be
damaged or in any way rendered less valuable or would be
prejudiced. The Committee, therefore, ordered the Bill to be
reported to the House.

Ayr Burgh Electricity Bill.—A Select Committee of the
House of Lords, presided over by Lord Bristol, began the
consideration of this Bill on May 9th. The measure has been
promoted by the Corporation of Ayr with the object of em-
powering it to construct generating stations and works,
and to utilise the waters of Loch Doon for the purpose of

generating electricity for the burgh of Ayr and the surround-
ing district to be included in the extended area of the
Corporation. The promoters intend to augment the existing

supply of electricity, which is generated by steam in the burgh.
and which is found to be inadequate. Originally there were
ten petitioners against the scheme, but three of these have

.witbdriwn, arnong the remaining petitioners being ; the

County Council of Ayr, the Kilmarnock Town Council, the
Doon Fishery Board, the River Doon Syndicate, and the
Marquis of Ailsa.

Mr. H. P. MacMillan, K.C, for the promoters, said that
if they were permitted to proceed with the scheme, the Cor-
poration would be enabled to double the output of the existing

plant, and so meet all requirements. The hydrauUc works
would cost about £113,000; the power station and equipment
f43,000; the transmission svstem £-58,000; and the general
costs £6,000; a total of £220,000. The present charges to the
consumer were very low, and were regulated by the Order of

1890. For any amount up to 20 units 13s. 4d. was charged,

and for each unit over 20 8d. per unit, with a provision that
20 units would be supplied. It was proposed in the present
Bill to increase the charge to Is. per unit. It was also pro-

posed to extend the area supplied with electric power by the
Corporation. The scheme would involve the acquisition of

the necessary land, the erection of a power station, and the
turning of Loch Doon into a reservoir. The raising of the
level of the loch by 5 ft. would not involve the submergence
of land of any importance, while with regard to the sluices at

the loch, the Corporation desired to have control of these, with
certain safeguards. There was a fall of 120 ft. in three-

quarters of a mile from the entrance of the loch, and this was
admirably suited for the purpose in view. The crux of the
whole scheme was the generation of the water power through
that three-guarters of a mile.

Mr. Sandeman, K.C, for the Kilmarnock Town Council, said

that Kilmarnock had made arrangements to supply Ayr and
the surrounding district with electrical power, and in-

creased its power station on the understanding that a

bargain which had been entered into with Ayr would be
ratified. This " little toy scheme " of Ayr was extravagant in

the highest degree.
The Committee adjourned, and at the resumed hearing, on

May 10th. Mr. MacMillan said that the Ayr County Council
had withdrawn its opposition on terms agreed on. The pro-

moters would not press for an extension of their supply area

in the southern part of the county, but asked that they should

not be precluded from supplying electrical power in the county
if they so desired. After hearing evidence the Committee
again adjourned.
Further evidence was heard on May 11th, and the Com-

mittee again adjourned.

Miscellaneous Bills.—The Yorkshire Electric Power Bill and
the Great Northern Railway Bill have been read a second time
in the House of Commons ; and the Bristol Tramways Bill

and the Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Tramways Bill have
been read the third time. The Ayr Burgh (Tramways, &c.)

Order Confirmation Bill has been read a second tune.

The South Whales Electrical Power Distribution Co. Bill has
been read a third time in the House of Lords and passed, as

has also the Metropolitan Railway Bill.

State of Trade and Industry.—Mr. Stanley Baldwin, the

President of the Board of Trade, during a discussion on the

Board of Trade Vote in the House of Commons on May Uth.
said that the coal. trade was the only one which, after pro-

tracted and very severe suffering, had got down to an economic
level, and the result had been that the coal trade was the only

one in which the export trade had come back to something
like the pre-war average. For the country nothing could be
of greater importance, because coal was one of our most
valuable exports, and until we could begin to export freely we
should not begin to find the machinery for paying for our

goods. The iron and steel trades were going through a very

difficult time, but it was something to see orders coming in.

The only thing for that trade, and the only thing for all, was
patience and hard work. The right hon. gentleman gave

favourable reports of the cotton, woollen, hosiery, leather, and
chemical trades, and said that the electrical trades were fairly

bu,sy. The textile machinery trade had been very busy.

Industrial ('iirfsf .—Last week the Minister of Labour was
asked whether he could state the national loss in time and
wages, respectively, through industrial unrest in the last two
months.

Dr. Macn.amara said that the aggregate time lost in March
and April in trade disputes involving stoppages of work was
estimated to have amounted to approximately 9.000.000 work-
ing days. This figure included time lost by workpeople
thrown out of work owing to the disputes at the establish-

ments where the disputes occun-ed, as well as by those work-
people actually on strike or locked out. but it did not include

time lost by workpeople rendered idle at other establi-sbments.

as to which figures were not available. The information in

his possession was not sufficient to enable him to give a

rehable estimate of the aggregate loss in wages resulting from
the disputes.

Broadcasting to Ireland.—Mr. O'Neill asked the Postmaster-

General whether wireless telephone receiving instruments in-

stalled under the new scheme in Northern Ireland would be
within reach of any of the broadcasting stations in Great
Britain ; and, if not, would he say what steps he proposed to

take to enable the public in Northern Ireland to take advant-

age of the facilities recently announced, in view of the fact

that the Post Office in Nortiiern Ireland wa,« stjll administered

wholly by the Imperial GoveroHjent
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Mr. Kellaway said that if a broadcasting station was erected

at Glasgow under the new scheme it could, no doubt, be heard

in Northern Ireland, but better results would probably be

obtained if a station wei-e eventually erected in that area. In

view of the present position in Northern Ireland licences were

not at present being issued, but when the situation became
more normal the clauns of that area would not be overlooked.

North Metropolitan Electric Bill.—The Unopposed Bills

Committee of the House of Lords had before them on Tuesday
a Bill to confer further powers on the North Metropolitan

Electric Power Supply Co. to provide for the vesting in the

said company of the undertakings of the North Metropolitan

Electric Power and Distribution Co., Ltd., and the dissolution

of that company and for other purposes. There was no oppo-

sition, and the Bill was passed for third reading.

Electricity (Siipplij) Bill.—On Monday last Mr. Neal (Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Ministry of Ti'ansport) moved the

second reading of the Electricity (Supply) Bill in the House of

Commons. He reviewed the history of legislation affectmg

electricity in this country, and after explaining the provisions

of the Bill, said that it proposed to complete and make work-
able the measure of 1919. It gave the joint electricity

authorities, subject to the approval of the Electricity Com-
missioners, power to borrow, and those persons interested

ix>wer to lend, in respect of electrical undertakings. Since

1919 no fewer than 930 applications for borrowing had come
before the Commissioners, and 86-5 of these had been dealt

with ; 243 out of '253 applications relating to price revisions

had been disposed of; and 7-5 Special Orders had been made.
He emphasised the fact that while other countries were de-

veloping their power supplies from natural sources and com-
petition in industi-y was becoming keener than ever, we were
dealing with a wa.sting asset in our coal Eupply. It was a

scientific fact that in the production of steam power 80 per

cent, of the calorific value of coal was lost, and while indi-

vidual manufacturers were put to the cost of restoring their

own power-producing plants, we were by those means handi-

capping the development of industry. The Bill would be of

value in relieving unemployment in the best possible way.
The rejection was moved by Mr. G. Balfour, who said that

he wished to .secure proper and adequate control by the House
of Commons over the finance of the large authorities proposed

to be set up under the Act of 1919. not one of which had been\

created. Pie contended that financial powers should be given

to the joint electricity authorities by Provisional Orders, which
orders should be laid before Parhament for confirmation. By
this measure of Parhamentary . control some safeguard against

waste would lie provided.

Sir R. CLoroH seconded the rejection.

Sir Philip Dawson expressed a fear that certain clauses

would be likely to make electricity dearer rather than cheaper.

Mr. Myer-s, on behalf of the Labour Party, supported the

general principles of the Bill.

The debate was adjourned at 11 o'clock.

LEGAL .

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd., v. Wykeham
Stddios, Ltd.

Mb. Justice Swift was engaged in the King's Bench Division

on May 9th and 10th in hearing an action by plaintiffs against

the Wykeham Studios, Ltd., of 16-5, Victoria Street, Westmin-
ster, to recover a balance of account for electricity supplied.

The case raised an interesting question whether energy used

for arc lamps in photographic businesses .should be charged at

lighting or power rates.

Mr. W. S. Kennedy appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr.
G. E. Blanco White was for the defendants.

Mr. Kennedy, in opening the case, said that the claim was
for ±'8'2 18s. od., and defendants had admitted £48 5s. lOd.,

so that a colplparatively small amount was in dispute. There
was no dispute as to the quantity of energy supplied—the sole

question being as to the rate which plaintiffs were entitled to

charge for energy used in arc lamps for taking photographs.

The defendants claimed that the charge should be at the

power rate, but the plaintiffs .said that they were entitled to

charge up to the maximum so long as no undue preference

was shown. In July, 1913, the defendants entered into a con-

tract to take a supply for certain lamps for lighting purposes
and for a photographic arc lamp, which agreement provided

for a lighting rate of 4^d. per unit. The photographic arc lamp
l>eing on a .separate circuit, was charged for at a lower rate.

In 1916 the plaintiffs claimed to alter the terms of supply, and
gave notice to the defendants. This provided for a certain

' number of incandescent lamps for lighting and one .50-ampere

photographic arc lamp at the penny rate, which was continued
up to May, 1921. .^fter 1916 there were increased costs of pro-

duction, and the plaintiffs gave notice of an increased charge
for the arc lamp, viz., the ordinary lighting rate. There was
no suggestion in this case that it was necessary to supply
power at one rate and light at another. No suggestion waa
made in the defence that any undue preference had been given.

Such a construction of the Act as the other side was con-
tending for would lead to a state of affairs never contemplated
by the Legislature or anyone connected with the Act. It was

impossible for any undertaking to supply a person using a

small arc and for a short time at the same price as it would
supply power to a railway company. Keferrmg to the defen-

dants atiidavit. counsel said that they claimed to continue the

use of the arc lamp at the power rate l:iecause they had
hitherto been supplied at that rate. He did not admit that it

was a power rate because it was charged at power rate. The
company had a power rate, and it would vary according to

the circumstances under which it was used.

His Lordship : Does it concern you to say that this is

separate from the power rate, seeing that you have the right

to fix the power rate according to circumstances'?

Mr. Kennedy said he did not know that it did. If the

plaintiffs were entitled to vary the power rate, which he was
not concerned to deny, the defendants were supplied for power.

His Lordship said that upon the facts he was inclined to

think that this was energy supplied for power purpose.s, and
the plaintiffs' case was that it was a supply in which they
had a right to ilifferentiate as to the rate at which they

charged. The defendants appeared to have assumed that there

was no right to differentiate in the charges for power.
Mr. Blanco White said he did not wish to put his case

higher than it was. His point was that they might charge
him the power rate if they did not charge more than the maxi-
mum, and that, he contended, was what they were doing.

His Lordship ; You are complaining of undue preference

because they are charging you more than they are charging
other users for power purposes, although somewhat less than
the lighting rate.

Mr. White said he contended that they were in the power
class, and were entitled to be charged not more than the least

favoured of power users. What the company had done was to

slightly alter its form of agreement and call it a general

form of agreement for supplying electrical energy. They
originally took supplies in 1916, which terminated in 1921.

and they were charged the lighting rate until Chiistmas, 1921,

when they entered into an agreement, and the Corporation
admitted that it was not a power charge at 4d. a unit. His
clients were not parties to that agreement, and they said that

the charge for power was 2d. or IJd. per unit, and, as defen-

dants were in the power class, they said that they were being
charged more than the maximum for power, as they were
asked to pay 4d. instead of lid. The power charge waa
originally Id., but had gone up durmg the war.
His Lordship -. They are making a new class altogether.

Mr. W^hite said the Photographic Association had admitted
it was not power, and in consideration of that admission they
had got a reduction of 2d., but defendants were not bound
by that, and in consequence the matter was now before his

Lordship.
His Lordship pointed out that the members of the Photo-

graphic Association were paying a ditt'erent rate from other

light and power consumers.
Mr. White said he relied upon the company's advertisement

that it supplied electricity for power purposes at IJd. per unit.

Mr. Kennedy admitted that the company offered to supply
electricity for the purposes of power at lid. per unit; that

was a price adapted to some ca.ses, but not to every case. In
each case, a special charge was made. They were charging
defendants the same rate, as every other consumer in the dis-

trict who was using the current for the .same purpose under
similar circumstances. The defendants had had an agree-

ment subject to three months' notice to terminate. Unless the

defendants went to the length of saying that a fixed sum
must be paid by all pow-er u.^eis. they must fail. There was
no evidence of undue preference. Neither did Mr. White
think his clients were charged above the maximum. In the

cu'cumstances, he said, the company was justified in charging

defendants 4d. per unit.

His Lordship said the case raised important points in con-

nection with the supply of electricity, and he would reserve

his judgment.

Porter i'. Mayor, &c., of Ipswich.

On May 11th. before a King's Bench Divisional Court, the Rev.
Edward W. Porter appealed for the reversal of a decision made
by Judge Marchant at Ipswich County Court. Plaintiff had
applied. for damages and an injunction against the Corporation

on account of the erection of electric lighting poles upon a

bank bordering his property and a public road. The County
Court judge held that the poles were erected on public

property, and dismissed the action.

Mr. Hawke, K.C, for appellant, said that Mr. Porter's

property was bounded on the highway side by a bank extend-

ing about 600 ft. along the road. In correspondence the Cor-

poration had contended that this bank had slipped forward,

owing to rain and .snow, and encroached 4i in. upon the high-

way. The Corporation also pleaded its statutory titles as light-

ing authority.

Mr. Montgomery, K.C. for the Corporation, .said that the

Corporation wished to establish that, as a lighting authority,

it had power to put po.sts into land, the surface of which was
dedicated to the public as highway. He maintaineil that the

roadway extended from the hedge on one side of the road to

that on the other side.

Mr. Justice Bray said that this was a fallacy, as a boundary,

fence included the hedge and the bank on which the hedge

was situated.

B
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Mr. Montgomery said that the bank oo which the hedge
was placed was 2 ft. high, and horizontally from the Une of

tho hedge to the edge of the gra,ss was 2 ft. 6 in.

Mr. Hawke asked that the case should not be .sent back but
decided at once. Mr. Porter had thrown the onus of proof

upon the Corporation, which had failed to discharge it.

In giving judgment, Mr. .Ju.stice Bray baid that it was
argued that what the County Court judge found was simply
that the particular points where the poles were put did not
belong to the plaintiff; it was not disputed that the poles were
put on the slope of the bank. The judge undoubtedly found,

and wrongly, that the whole of the bank belonged to the high-

way. The Corporation, as to the four poles, must be found
trespassers. Regarding two of the poles, the digging of which
plaintiff said disturbed his sub-soil, the Corporation pleaded

Section 2 of the Gas Works Clauses, 1847, which it said en-

titled lighting undertakers reasonably to break the surface of

dedicated roads. The appellant said that a following proviso

required that, where the land of a private owner was to be
disturbed, his consent must be first obtained. Six feet was a
reasonable depth for the poles, and no structure beneath was
interfered with. The plaintift' nuist, therefore, lase on Ills

contention as to these two poles. He also complained of the
cutting of a tree, to which, the C'orjioration said, Mr. Porter's

sister had given sanction. Miss Porter had no authority to

do this, and Mr. Porter objected. The plaintiff would be given
the nominal damages of 5s. for the cuttting of the tree, 40s.

damages for the placing of the four poles, and his injunction

against the electric lighting authority, with costs, except that
he must bear the additional costs, if there were any, of his

plea with regard to the digging for the two other poles.

Mr. Montgomery asked for leave to appeal, as it might be
a serious matter if the Corporation had to remove the wires
and was unable to give a supply of electricity to an applicant.

It might be that the proper course wa.s to consult the Elec-
tricity Commissioners under the statutes. Leave to appeal
was refu.?ed, but the appellant agreed to a limited stay of exe-
cution.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lnfters rereived hy un after 5 p.m. on Tuesday rnnnni appear

until the folloiving tvecl;. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless wc have the writer's name and
address in our

Joints Behind Switches.

We were interested in the series of replie.s to I^lr. Martin
Coleman's letter, with regard to a form of corafiction ter-

minal in switches.
Fi'om our point of view, the connection terminal is very

useful, but we think it a rather dangerous thing to use in
view of the fact that it exposes the " feeds " to possible
abuse and other disadvantages.

Mr. Martin, presumably like a good many more, is " fed
up " with the form of porcelain connector, with its little

screws that often chew the wires in half, and the porcelain
protection that has considerable surface leakage, and other
troubles too numerous to mention.
We are one of those firms that are also " fed up." as the

saying goes, so we turned to and devised our own connector,
which is now incorporated in our recently protected wiring
system (which, by the way, is based upon the cost per out-
let and our experience as contractors).
We send you two cards descriptive of our connectors which,

we trust, will interest many of your readers.

Fio. 1.

Fig. 1 shows an enlarged view of the all-metal or all-insula-
tion connector. The connector comprises three members—an
in.sulated or metallic core, externally screw-tlireaded, b, and
two sleeves, a, internally screw^ed to fit B, having slits cut in
them at A,. In the working of this connector, the ends are
prepared in the usual way, and the sleeves are slipped over
them ; the bared ends of the cable or wire are then threaded
through the bore of the core and their extremities are set
down at right angles.

The sleeves are then brought up and the sleeve slits made
to engage the wires; the subsequent act of screwing the
sleeves on the core tends to wind the extremities of the wires

around one another, as shown in the section. In a modifica-
tion of this we are putting copper tube inserts in the core,
which we hope will considerably increase the conductivity
and mechanical strength of the bond. \Ve may say that the
metallic connector is for use with non-insulated wires or
cables. The connector is simple, requires no tools, and makes
a sound reliable joint of copper to copper with considerable
strength.

Figs. 2 and 3 sho« our " Pill-box " connector, which is used
principally to form the connections in the tee boxes, used in
the wiring system, and by which we are able to put a large
number of joints oouifortably in a very small space and be
lii'ifecMy sine nf their in.sulation reliability. Fig. 2 shows Ihe

^^^G) )^^
ES^SsS-

Fig. -2.

form of metallic bond of the wires, which has the advantage
of l>eing securely made without possible damage to the wires,

and without obstruction by any surrounding objects. After
thi.-i joint has been made, the rubber box, fig. ;-i, lined inter-

nally with para, is taken in which the joint is placed. In

order to get the joint into the box, it is parti'd npen at the

Fig. 3.

slit s, wide enough for the joint to pass and lie snugly in the
box. With proper formation it is quite an easy matter to

get as many as four connections in the area of, say,, an ordin-
ary i-in. conduit tee.

We hope shortly to put these on the market, and if anyi

of your readers wish for further information we shall be
most pleased to give it at any time.

George Humphry,
Bristol, May 15th, 19'22. Humpliry Electric Co.

The Cost of Living in India.

Pveferring to the correspondence regarding the cost of living

in India and the letter from Mr. Lee, it is rather interesting

to note the very rapid rise in prices which must have taken
place within three years from the time he mentions.

I came to Calcutta 27 years ago, and although I could not
afford to live in one of the best parts of the town, my mini-
mum living expenses, without allowing anything for doctor,

holidays, or recreation, were Rs.185 per month, and I had
precious little enjoyment in life out of that.

However, what happened 30 years ago is of little u.se to men
proposing to come out here now, and from my experience a
man who once comes out here and stays out here any tune
has little chance of obtaining work elsewhere afterwards; he
must, therefore, be prepared to stick it for the rest of his

working days, which may. be considerably shortened by the
climate or his mode of living.

\t the present time, for a young unmarried man who wants
to put a bit by. it is useless to .start on le.ss thA Rs..50O per
month, and for a juarried man Rs. 1.000 is on the low side if

he wishes to give his wife any comfort and send his wife and
family (if any) home within a reasonable time.

The whole cost of living out hei'e is inflated to such an
alwurd extent that the game is not worth the candle ; there is

little comfort except for people with plenty of money, and
half a loaf at home of British bread is worth a very large

whole one of Indian.
My advice, therefore, to those who propose to come out i-s

" don't." e.specially if you are married, unless you want to

spend the rest of your working days in India, and also, if

niarrifil. be s<>parated most of the time from your family.

Calcutta. " Rattiwallah."
April 'llth, 1922.

Opportunities for Business-.

In view of the present co.st of materials and labom', many of

those who have electric lighting installed are prevented from
appreciating to the full extent the advantages secured by the
use of improved methods of switching. Possibly it may not
l»e generally known that many of these facilities are easily

obtainable at little expense, and practically without altera-

tions to, or interference with, the existing wiring.
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For instance, conversion from single to two-point conti'ol

in such places as bedrooms, offices, staircases, halls, passages,

&c.. mean.s the simple replacement of the existing switch by

a two-way ; from the latter switch a triple-flexible cord can

be carried to the position where the extra control is required,

at which jwint a second two-way switch is fixed. Three-core

cable, with metal or other sheathing, can of course be used,

if desired.

This conversion from single to two-point control is shown in

the first two diagrams of the accompanying figure.

Should similar control be required from a third, or even a

fourth, position, the third diagram shows the simple exten-

sions which give the desired result. Where more than two
switches are used, the additional ones must be of the interme-

diate pattern.

If preferred, both the end and intermediate positions can

be arranged with jwndant-pattern switches, and in such cases

the flexil)le cords may be conveniently suspended from ceil-

ing ro.ses, those being three and four-plate respectively.

Such conversions would provide remunerative employment
for a contractor during these lean times, and assi.st in building

up a goodwill among his clients, who will appreciate the

conveniences of improved control obtained at such small

cost. With improved trade conditions, such contractors will

undoubtedly be the first to reap the tenefit, by receiving

additional work from their satisfied clients, or from such

clients' recommendations.
.Judicious circularisation, pointing out the advantages gained

by improved controls, viz.. convenience and economy, and
the ease and cheapness of conversion, would undoubtedly

bring good results.

A. P. Luadberg & Sons.

London, May 9th, 1922.

I fear I must agree in every respect with what his agent
says with regard to British versus American and German pro-

ducts. The same state of affah'H exists, I believe, all along
the South American Continent from my own experiences,

whilst in Brazil (Bahia), articles of British manufacture w-ere

exceedingly hard to obtain, and when it was possible to get

them, prices were absolutely beyond the reach of all except
the wealthiest.

Without going into details, I might add that I never re

member having seen in the city of Bahia anything but

American and German automobiles, and in the .shops practi-

aUy everything was of German or American manufacture.
One of the greatest reasons, I believe, why English goods

have not a ready market, in Brazil at least, is the fact that

there are no catalogues of British manufactured articles

printed in the language (Portuguese).
Tliere are, of course, numerous ti-ade journals printed in

Spanish, but these are only sent to subscribers, and in manv
cases, only to the Consulate, where they lie piled one upon
the other year in and year out, and are never used unless

specially called for. Not so with German publications, for

I remember it was quite a regular thing for our house, and
indeed every other of the slightest repute, to receive catalogues

of all classes of goods printed in the native language ami
sent out periodically from Germany.

It is all very well for jieople to .say that English i.s non-

spoken by every educated foreigner, but the Brazilian is

naturally going to pay much more attention to periodicals

printed in his own language, and this, of course, applies to

the many thousands who do not speak, what to them is a very

difficult language to learn—our o\\n.

Francis A. Hutchinson.

London, May 15th. 1922.

Prospects in the Argentine.

I have read with much interest Mr. Bernard Drake's letter

published in your issue of the 12th instant, with regard to

the above.

The Load Power Factor and its Measurement.

I have read with interest the article describing some instru-

ments manufactured by Messrs. Everett, Edgcumbe for the

measurement of power factor. As far as my experience goes,

a recording instrument of the type described would not be nf

much commercial value, as both the supply undertaking and

the consumer are concerned chiefly with the power factor at

the time of maximum demand.
A tariff that incorporates a charge based on average pow;er-

factor conditions is doomed to fail commercially, and I think

it is evident from all that has been written and said on the

subject in recent months that a two-part scale for kVA demand
and a limning charge per unit is the only .scale likely to meet

the need, or a variation which would give a similar result.

What, therefore, is very badly needed is an integrating watt-

hour meter to record the units, with a demand indicator to

give the demand in kVA with a time lag of say 15-30 minutes

as may be required.

To my knowledge certain makers are busily engaged on in-

struments of this kind, and I think we may confidently hope

that in the near future a satisfactory instrument will be

brought on the market. Undoubtedly Messrs. Everett,

Edgcumbe's recording instrument will be of value in conduct-

ing certain tests. &c.. but I do not see how it can be applied

for ordinarv everv-day commercial use.

E. W. Dorey.

London.
May Wth. 1922.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—F. Ridoway and T. Tynan
(Ridgway & Tynan), electrical engineers, 21, Bowling Old

Lane, Bradford.—Fteceiving order made May 8th on debtors'

own petition. First meeting. May 19th, at the Official

Receiver's Offices, Bradford; pubhc examination, May 24th, at

the County Court, Bradford.

G. Hill, G. Noble, and E. Cowley (G. Hill & Co.), elec-

trical engineers, 22, Chantry Lane, Great Grimsby.—Receiving
order made May 6th on debtors' ow'n petition. First meeting.
May 20th, at the Official Receiver's Offices, Great Grimsby

;

public examination, June 1st, at the Town Hall, Great
Grimsby.

William Walton Threapleton, Thornbury Road, Bradford,
electrical and mechanical engineer.—The first meeting of

creditors was held on May 10th at the Official Receiver's
Offices, 12, Duke Street, Bradford. The statement of affairs

showed a deficiency of f.309. The matter was left in the hands
<if the Official Receiver as trustee of the estate.

\. R. Gibbons, electrical engineer, 8, The Parade, New
Elthain.—Receiving order made May 9th on creditor's petition.

Fir.st meeting. May 22nd, at 29. Russell Square, W.C; public
examination, .Tune 20th, at the Court House, Greenwich.
W. F. RiMMER, electrical engineer, 21 . Elle.smere Street.

Patricroft.—First meeting. May 23rd. at the Official Receiver's
Offices, Manchester; public examination, .Tune l.ith, at the
Court House, Salford.

J Owen (.T. Owen & Sons), electrical engineer, 186. West-

combe Hill and 3, The Grove. Greenwich.—First dividend of

2s. 3d. in the £, payable May 30th at 29, Russell Square, W.C.

W. A. Davis, electrical engineer, late of 3. Coronation

Street, Leeds.—First and final dividend of 2id. in the £, pay-

able May 2.5th at the Official Receiver's Offices, Leeds.

H. M." Wollman, electrical factor, late of 9, Greasboro Road,

Park-gate, Rotherham.—First and final dividend of 4s. 4Jd. in

the £. payable at the Official Receiver's Offices, Sheffield.

R. S. Magson (R. S. Magson & Co.), electrical engmeer, 10,

Stoney Stanton Road, Coventry.—Receiving order made May
11th on debtor's own petition.

T. Carter, electrical engineer, 2, South Street. Dorchester,

and High Street. Swanage.—Receiving order made May 11th

on creditor's petition.

J. H. Hopkins (Electrical Maintenance Co.). 57. Castellaine

Mansions, Maida Vale, l^ondon, W.—Application for discharge

to be heard at Carey Street, June ICth.

Company Liquidations.

—

Park Bros., Ltd.—Winding up

vohintarilv. Liquidator: Mr. W. A. J. Osborne. Balfour

House, Finsbury Pavement, E.G. Meeting of creditors. May
19th, at the liquidator's offices; particulars of claims by

June 23rd.

Portarlington Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Parti-
culars of claims by -Tune 22nd to the liquidator, Mr. M. Crow-

ley, 10, College Green. Dublin.
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Redolo, Ltd.—Meeting Jnne loth at 5, Castle Street, Liver-

pool, to hear an account of the winding up from the liqui-

dator, Mr. E. J. Walker.
Spiral Flexible Metallic Tubing Co., Ltd.—Winding up

voluntarily. Liquidator : Mr. A. Franca, West Bar Chambers,
Boar Lane, Leeds.
Beta Batteries, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator

:

.\fr. J. A. Cameron, 5. Ne^^ Court, Lincoln's Inn, W.0.'2.

Meeting of creditor.s at the liquidator's offices. May 26th.

Particulars of claims by June ITth.

Aqda Electric Co.. Ltd.—Wmding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator: Mr. C. H. McKiiight, 36, New Broad Street, E.C.2.
Meeting of creditors May 29th. at the Institute of Secretaries,

o9a, London Wall. E.C. Particulars of claims by July lUth.

Perna Engineering Works (Blackpool), Ltd.—Meeting
called for June 2(lth at 97, Church Street, Blackpool, to hear an
account of the winding-up from the liquidator. Mr. T. Green-
halgh.
British Utilities, Ltd.—Meeting called for June 22nd at 54,

New Broad Street. E.G.. to hear an account of the winding-up
from the liquidator, Mr. H. Morgan.

Deed of Assignment.—W. L. Knight (W. L. Knight and
Son), electrical engineer, 6, Oak End Wave. Gerrards Cross.

—

Particulars of claims to be sent by May 26th to the Ti'ustee.

Mr. W. A. J. Osborne. Balfour House, Finsburv Pavement,
E.C.

Receiver Appointed.

—

Mr. Charles Comins, F.C.A., of 50,

Cannon Street, E.C. 4, has been appointed receiver of Hignten-
site. Ltd., on behalf of the debenture-holders.

Trade Announcements.

—

The Wayne Engineering and
Eqdipmeni Co., LiTD., has opened branch othces at Man-
chester, Birmingham, Norwich, Kendal, Newcastle-on-'i'yne.

and Glasgow, i'hat at Manchester is at the Efandem Co.,

Ltd., 2S, Queen Street, 'Albert Square, Manchester.

His premises in Packer's Bow, Chesterheld, having been

demoUshed, Mr. Edgar K. Morris, A.M.I.E.E.. electrical

engineer, has taken temporary premises in Elder Yard.
The Metallic Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., has

changed the address of its Manchester branch to 63. Bridge

Street, Deansgate.
Ihe Electrical Maintenance Co., of 103, Cambridge Street,

Glasgow, was registered in Scotland last month. The com-
pany has a branch in Edinburgh for electrical repairs and
maintenance.
We are infoi-med that Mr. A. De Jong, 32/34, Holborn

Viaduct, London. E.G., has been appointed agent in Great
Britain and Ireland for Messrs. Philips Glowlampworks, Eind-
hoven, Holland, for the sale of their carbon, caudle, show-
window "Savelite," and telephone lamps and electric fittings.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. Ad.am Hilger, Ltd., 75a,

Camden Koad, N.W.I.—An illustrated description (with

prices) of the " Hilger " chemical spectrometer.

Materiel Electrique Ale:C Lefebvre, 9, Rue Arsfene Hous-
saye, Paris (VUI).—Lists of plant for sale, including generat-

ing sets, engines, rotary converters, transformers, a.c. and
d.c. generators, pumping sets, &c.

Soperlamp, Ltd., 197, Old Street, E.C.2.—Leaflet adver-

tising the " Superadio No. 1 " wireless telephony receiving set.

Sterling I'elephone & Electric Co., Ltd., 210-212, Totten-

ham Court Road, W.I.—Publications No. 318, deahng with

ironclad telephones fitted with throat microphone trans-

mitters; and No. 321, advertising telephone receivers for wire-

less telephony and telegraphy.

Messrs. Sims & Sims, Stanhope Terrace, Gloucester Gate,

N.W.I.—An illustrated booklet describing the " Sims " small

lighting and power plant ranging from .5 to 6.4 kW.
Poster Engineering Co., Ltd., Morden Works. Wimbledon,

S.W.19.—A price list of " Crown " cables and tapes.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kings-
way. W.C.2.—Booklet No. V.2,754, giving illustrations and re-

duced prices of " Preezor " electric fans of various types.

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot, Lanes.
—Publication No. P174, a list of cables suppUed, to a number
of authorities, for working pressures of 11,000 V and above.

This includes several for 33,000 V, and one for 100,000 V, d.c.

supplied to the Metropolitan E.S. Co., Ltd.
We have received a copy of " World-Wide Publicity " pub-

lished by Messrs. Frrdk. E. Potter, Ltd., advertising agents,

of Imperial House, Kingsway. It is brought out in celebra-

tion of their semi-jubilee, it being 25 years since the business
was started by Mr. F. E. Potter, who is still in active man-
agement.

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Mr. M.
Marshall will hold a six-days' public sale of machinery, power,
and generating station plant, A-c, at the Central Stores Depot,
Georgetown, near Glasgow, commencing June 12th.

Assets Auctions Co., Ltd., will sell by auction, on May 24th.

at 119-121. Newington Causeway, the stock of an electrical

goods factor.

Sunderland Corporation Electricity Department has a quan-
tity of arc lamp carbons for disposal.

Cardiff Corporation Electricity Department invites offers

for two Musgi'ave Lancashire boilers, .30 in. by 8 in., 150-lb.

working pressure, with superheaters, mechanical stokers,

one 300-kW" G.E.C. motor generator, with control panel,

travelling crane, &c. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Book Notices.
—

" Central Electric Stations in Canada
"

(Census of Industry, 1919) (56 pp.). Ottawa, Canada:
Dominion Bureau of Statistics.—This publication gives, in

tabular form, abundant information of a varied nature, re-

garding the electricity supply industry of Canada. Among the
nguies given may be mentioned : the total investment in

undertakings; the power produced; stations grouped in accord-
ance with their nature, e.g., steam, oil. or hydraulic, or d.i-.

or a.c. ; the number of employes; the mileage of transmission
and distribution lines; and a great deal more. The informa-
tion is given both for Canada as a whole and for individual
provinces.

A.C.E.C. Bulletin." April, 1922 (32 pp.). London:
Ateliers de Constructions Electriques do Charleroi.—This num-
ber contains articles and notes (in French) upon the A.C.E.C.
works; the application of electricity to rolling mills; centri-

fugal pumps; high-pressure cables; winding engines. &c.
" Electro-Farming," by R. Borlase Matthews, Wh.Ex.,

M.I.E.E.,, &c. (46 pp., illust.). London; The Electrical
Development Association, Inc. Price Is.—This is a reprint
from Ve Ingenieur of a paper read before the Electrotechnical
Section of the Koninkhjk Instituut van Ingenieurs, at Nijme-
gen, Holland. It deals very comprehensively with the numerous
applications of electricity to farming operations, (ic, and in-

cludes illustrations of a number of cases in which electrical

power has been employed with success. As in his I.E.E.
paper. Mr. Matthews recounts his ow"n experiences in the use
of electricity on the farm.

" Modern Practice in Heat Engines," by T. Petrie. Pp. xii

-f264; 113 figs. London: Longmans, Green & Co. Price 15s.

net.

Electric Power Systems," by W. T. Taylor. Pp. xii-l-108;

9 figs. Price 2s. 6d. net. " High Voltage Power Trans-
formers," by W. T. Taylor, pp. x-fll8; 26 figs.; price 2s. 6d.

net. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons. Ltd.
The Cost Accountant, the official journal of the Institute of

Cost and Works Accountants, commences its second volume
with the June number, and will contain the first instalment
of a new series of articles by Mr. C. W. Charlesworth.
F.C.W.A., entitled " The Interpretation and Analysis of Elec-
tricity Supply Costs."

" The Year-Book of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony for

1922." London : The Wireless Press. Price 15s.

The " Special Articles Section " of this issue deals with the
improvements made in the aerial and earthing systems of

high-power stations and the development of high-speed work-
ing. In this connection articles by Dr. Meissner on " The
Earthing Resistance of .Antenna* " and on " The Recording
of Wireless Signals." by Dr. Abraham, are included. Other
additions to this section are articles on the history of long-

distance wireless telegraphy and " The Rectification Effect in

its Relation to the Compo.sition and Stiiicture of Crystals."

Other new featm'es of interest are a list of the licensed

amateurs' transmitting stations in this country, and -a map
which enables the distance of the world's wireless stations from
London to be ascertained without difficulty. All recurring
information has been brought up to date and added to.

" The Beginner's Guide to the Microscoiie," by Chas. E.
Heath. (118 pp.) London : Percival Marshall & Co. Price

Is. 6d. net.—This work describes the principles and construc-

tion of microscopes, and deals with such points as achromatism,
magnification, illumination, &c. The choice and use of a
microscope are treated of, and the mounting of objects for

examination, with particulars of mounting materials, is also

described.
" Y'pres to Verdun "

: a collection of photographs of the

war areas in France and Flanders, specially taken by Sir Alex-

ander B. W. Kennedy, F.R.S. London: "Country Life,"

Ltd. Price 15s. net.—This work is a valuable addition to the
existing pictorial records of the ravages of the great war,

and is, in addition, a powerful argument against future wars.

The photographs are excellent and well reproduced, and the

notes, which are interspersed with them, are an admirable
summary of the " human " touches which official histories

'

lack, as well as providing a concise reivew of many of the

principal actions.
" The Structure of the Atom." by Stephen Miall, B.Sc.

(26 pp.). London : Benn Bros., Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net.—This
is stated to be a. series of notes upon recent theories regarding

the structure of matter. It reviews, briefly, the work of the

numerous scientists who have devoted, and are devoting,

particular attention to the subject. A non-mathematical style

is adopted, and the little work aims to give students an idea

of what has been done and of objects still to be achieved.

The Bulletin of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario, February, 1922. Toronto : The Commission.—In-
cluded in this issue are articles on the Nipigon development

:

the effect of unloaded transformers on a system'.s jiower factor;

kV.\ measurement and its eft'ect on ixiwer factor; and notes

on distribution in rural areas.

Registration of Business Names Act.—Tlie Board of Trade,

under the authority conferred upon them by the Registration,-

of Business Names .\ct. 1916. have appointed Mr. Henry
Birtles. the Regi.^trar of Joint Stock Companies, and Mr..

.\rthur Edwin Campbell-Taylor. O.B.E.. the Assistant Regis-

trar of Joint Stock Companies, to be registrar and a.ssistant

registrar of business names respectively for the purposes of

the aforesaid Act.
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Telephone Wires and Cables for British Columbia.—H.M.
Trade Commissioner lor Western Canada (Mr. L. B. Beale)
has recently been in communication with a company which
maintains a telephone system in Western Canada, and has
intnnated to the Trade Commissioner that it is prepared
to do business i\ith firms in this country who can quote
advantageous prices and delivery dates. Particulars of the
telephone wire and lead-covered paper-insulated cable re-

quired by the company may be obtained at the Department of

Overseas Trade (Room -19} in London. The company has
been obtaining material from sources of supply in the North
American Continent, and its readiness to purchase from
the United Kingdom is not due to any dissatisfaction with
existing connections. The import duty on telephone cable of

TJnit«d Kingdom manufacture is '20 per cent, ad valorem, as
against 30 per cent, ad valorem in the case of United States
manufacture, to which must be added in each case a sales

tax of 4 per cent, of the duty paid value. In estimating the

cost of delivering material in British Columbia, the advan-
tages in the matter of cheap freight rates to be secured by
shipment via the Panama Canal should not be lost sight of.

Italo=American Co-operation. — According to the
Elpttricista, there has recently been formed in Italy the
Societa Italo-Americana per la Elettrotrazione, of which seven
of the most important power companies in Italy are members,
as well as .\nierican firms, the object of the concern being
the organisation of relations between Italian industrial finns
and foreign firms, especially American, to promote the pro-

duction and distribution of electricity and the construction
and working of electric traction undertakings. It seems, says
our contemporary, that the principal object of this company is

the introduction into Italy of .American systems of continuous
lurrent traction at high potential. Furthennore, a commission
of technical experts has been sent to the United States to

^tudy on the spot this form of electrification.

Wage Reductions in New Zealand.—The Arbitration
Court has delivered a verdict that weekly wages which, during
the war and post-war periods, had been increased by bonuses
to meet the incioased cost of living, would be reduced by 5s.

in the case of adalt males, by '2s. Ijd. for adult females, and
Is. 6d. for juniors. The representatives of the employers on
the Court dissented from the Court's decision on the grounds
that the deductions were insuflicient, but the Court declared
that any further reductions would entrench on the mainten-
ance of a fair standard of living.

—

Reuter (Wellington).

Electricity Supply Rifle League.—The following are the
results of matches shot during March and April :—City Co.,

584, Central Co., 583; City Co.. 5S2, County Co., 580; Metro-
politan Co., 567, Hackney, odo; Metropolitan Co., 578, St.

.lames', 564; Shoreditch, 586, St. James', 541; Central Co.,

578, County Co., 676; Central Co., 577, Hackney. 536; City
Co., 570. Metropolitan Co., 567; County Co., 577, St.

James', .554; Shoreditch, .58(i, Metropolitan Co., 582.

West Midlands 'O.l.C.—We have received a copy of the
.second annual report of the Xo. 5 (West Midlands Area) Dis-
trict Indu.strial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry.
In common with other district councils, steps were taken
during the year to modify the application of standard work-
jng conditions to imdertukings of l,OO0-k\\' capacity or less.

and a satisfactory settlement was arrived at. It was decided
that members of the A.E.U. .employed in electricity works
should have their rates of pay regulated by the Council for

the Engineering Industry. Tlie Council approved, in prin-
ciple, the model constitution of works committees formu-
lated by the National Council, but was of the opinion that
details should be left to the individual undertakings con-
ivriied. During the year a reduction in the demand for
• nergy in the district necessitated the curtailment of work-
ing hours, but the Council reports that normal hours have
now been resumed, with few exceptions. The financial state-

ment is satisfactory, showing a credit balance of £11 14s.

A Dutch Company.—The report for 1921 of the ."Mgem
Nederl. Electriceits Mij. (late Groeneveld. Euempool & Co.)
states that thei'c was a tendency for sale prices to advance at
the beginning of the year, so that it was as.sumed that losses
on the book value of the stocks would be out of the question.
The contrary, however, proved to be the case, chiefly owing
to the fact that Germany placed materials and machinery on
the market at lower prices and in such a manner that many
articles fell from 10 to '20 per cent, and more below the ore-war
prices. During the year, and as a consequence of tne con-
tinuing depre.ssion in industry, the incjuiries and the normal
orders for installation and repair works were considerably less
than in the previous year. The final result for 19'2] was a loss
of 865.0(10 florins, which it i« proposed to extinguish by
writing down the share capital from 1,.5(XI,000 fl. to 375,0<10 fl.

Local Electrical Exhibition.—A Torquay electrical con-
Mactor, Mr. Sydney Truscott, recently arranged, with the
-losistance of the Corporation, an exhibition of domestic elec-
trical appliances. The display was well arranged and compre-
hensive in nature, .\mong the exhibits vere the " Tricity

"

cooker, the 'Time-Saver" washing machine, the "Win-
sum " radiator , the ' Genii-Neptune " radiator, the
" Hoover " vacuum cUaner, " Tungar " rectifiers and trans-
formers, " Vio-Ray " high-frequency sets. &c.

Publicity.—The Eawlplug Co., of Gloucester House, Crom-
well Road, London, S.W.7, in pursuance of their established
enterprising publicity pohcy, have continued their newspaper
propaganda relating to " Rawlplugs " by taking the front
liage of a well-known lyondon daily newspaper on May 25th.

Siberia.—.\ccording to a report by H.M. Consul at Vladi-
vostock, a committee has recently been formed in Vladivostock
for the purix)se of rebuilding the town of Nikolaevsk-on-Amur,
which was burnt down in 1920, and which is at present under
Japanese, administration, with a vie\\' to restoring the trade
and industry of that district. The plans of the committee
provide for the establishment of a town electric lighting sta-

tion, a commercial port with wharves, warehouses, the instal-

lation of a telephone service, and many other works and pre-

mises. The committee invites the co-operation of British
enterprise and capital in the work of reconstruction. Fur-
ther details regarding the financing of the various under-
takings and the terms of the different concessions may be ob-
tained by interested British firms and commercial organisa-
tions on application to the Department of Overseas Trade. 35,

Old Queen Street, S.W.I. , quoting reference DOT/FR/5478.

Lead.—In their report dated May 13th, Messrs. James
Forster & Co. say :

—
" Spot lead is very scarce, owing to delay

in discharging at the docks. . . The Board of 'Trade Re-
turns for April are : Imports, 14,180 tons, exports, 2,433 tons,

leaving for home absorption 11,747 tons, making the latter

figure for the first four months 4'?,591 tons—nearly 8,000 tons
above the average for 1921. It is impossible to believe that

this increase of about '20 per cent, is due to consumption. The
production of sheets and pipe, although a little improved, ,is

still round about 5.0OO tons per month, a figure which
corresponds with that of the average for last year ; while it is

certain that the electrical cables and accumulator trades are

much less active than they were last year. The belief that

much of the imports this year has gone into private stores

seems to have a good deal of justification from the above
figures."

Turkey's Delayed Recovery.—The recovery of Turkey is

largely dependent upon the reconstimction of Southern Russia,

jiarticularly those districts which feed the Black Sea ports.

Judging by the attitude of those who are making themselves

heard at Genoa as the mouthpieces of Russia, any inclination

on the part of merchants and capitalists to re-enter that

country is likely to be baulked. Yet the fairly successful be-

ginnings that Italy has made in resuming trade on a barter

basis l^tween Ti'ieste and the Black Sea suggests that some
revival at Constantinople may not be much longer delayed.

In the first report <m Turkey, printed by the Department of

Overseas Trade after the Armistice, it was stated that the

whole trend of events in Constantinople had been to caiTy

on somehow in spite of disorganisation until the shortly-

expected peace arrived. In the recent repoil; by the Commer-
cial Secretary at Constantinople it is remarked that this is

now nearly three years ago. and the end seems no nearer in

sight. It is true that the remarkable facility that the

Turkish public seems to possess in some way to get over one

crisis after another finds the town in certain respects perhaps

in a slightly better position at the beginning of 1922. Tliere

is no doubt, as regards .\natolia. that, given internal jieace and
a stable Government, people would be prepared to invest

money in the exploitation of its rich resources, even where
before the war the risk was great. The solvency of the coun-

try, however, is bound up with the Anatolian question.

Turkey has a heavy bill of expenses to pay. and this is grow-

ing larger each day with the continual Allied occupation, and
until both this country and Russia are once more at peace,

it is not likely that this market will afford nmch attraction

for foreign ti'ade.

We have received a copy of the r-eport of the British

Chamber of Commerce of Turkev for 19'21. During that year
1'22 members were admitted, this being the second largest

number elected in any one year since the Chamber was
established, as compared with 175 during 1920, which was the

lecord year. This result would be satisfactory were it not

for thefact that resignations " and the disappearance of a

number of firms of mushroom growth " have resulted in a net

increase of only 43 to the end of December, 19'2].

Netherlands.—H.M. Consul-General at .Antwerp reports

to the Department of Overseas Trade in London that the

Municipal Council of Den Ham (province of Overijsel) has
decided to proceed with the electrification of Den Ham and
Vroorashoop, for which purpose a loan of Old. 115.000 will be

issued.

Electriiication in Russia.—The Russian Trade Dele'^^tion

learns from Moscow that the Government is considering a Bill

to authorise the establi.shment of local electrification corpora-

tions, comprising i)ublic bodies and private individuals, to

obtain local concessions for 'the exploitation of electricity for

from 5 to 50 years.

—

Renter's Trade Service.

The Paris Fair.—The Paris correspondent of the
,\/oriiiH,/ Fast states that there are 4. -500 exhibitors at the

Fair. From the industrial point of view the most interesting

feature is probably the section devoted to agricultural ma-
chinery. The engineering section is notable for its electrical

display, and for its demonstration of kugh-grade machine
tools.
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Our Foreign Trade.

—

April Figures.—The follovsing were
the values of imports and exports of electrical goods and ma-
chinery during April, 192'2 :

—

* months,

April, 1922.

Imports :
— i'->'^- l"'- <"' <i"- I"':- <" dec.

Electrical goods and £ £ £

apparatus 100,530 -UO,473 -479,098
Machinery 6.52,283 -376,495 -3,554,356

Exports :
—

Electrical goods and
apparatus .594,091 —542,018 —2,375,992

Machinerj' 4,280,354 -3,503,948 -8,943,463

Re-rxporfs :
—

Electrical goods and
apparatus' 33,862 +8.682 -30,992

Machinery 94,4:34 -371 -70,326

-Works Welfare.—At Messrs. Dick, Kerr's canteen,
Preston, on May 9th, a team of girl employes of the English
Electric Co. gave a programme of physical exercises and folk
dancing before Miss Orme, of Coventry, judge in a competition
fcr girls, in connection with the firm's welfare .scheme.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended is a
summary of the recent applications fur British trade marks in
respect of goods and productions connected with the electrical
trades and industries. Firms desiring to enter an objection to
any of the applications have one month in which to do so from
the dates given below. In the case of foreign firms, the name
of the representative in this country to whom notice of objec-
tion should be sent is also given :

—
Newking. No. 416,978. Class 13. Electrical contacts.—

George Herbert (Handsworth), Ltd., 14, St. Mary's Row,
Birmingham. Mav 10th, 1922.

•T.E. (lettering and design). No. 423,863. Class 16. Porce-
lain and earthenware.—The Jeary Electrical Co.. Ltd., 8, Lam-
beth Hill, E.C, May 10th, 1922.
Lucas. No. 419,973. Class 18. Electric lighting equipments

for cycles and motor vehicles.—.Joseph Lucas. Ltd., Great
King Street, Birmingham. Mav 10th, 1922.
HeLsby. No. 419,277. Class 8. Electric cables.—The

British In.sulated & Helsbv Cables, Ltd.. Prescot. May 10th,
1922.

Pre.scot. No. 419,278. Class 8. Electric cables.—The
British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot, Lanes. Mav
10th. 1922.

Autoskop, No. 421.144. Class 13. Electric spark indicat-
ing devices.—Sophus K. OLsen, trading as L. Poulsen & Co..
11. Nyharn, Copenhagen. Denmark (A. S. Cachemaille, 2,
Norfolk Street. London, W.C). May 10th, 1922.
Owl (design). No. 416,584. Class" 13. Electric horns and

alarms for use with motor vehicles.—Thos. S. Rogers, 25,
Edmund Road, Alma Rock, Birmingham. May 10th, 1922.

New Belgian Company—La Socif^te de I'Usine Hvdro-
electrolytique du Samson is the name of a new company which
has lately beeo formed at Samson-Maizeret (Province of
Namur), with a capital of 1,000,000 fr., for the purpose of
generating and distributing electrical energy and also for the
manufacture of accumulators and electrical apparatus.

Wild=Barfield Furnaces.—.AuTOM.\Tif and Eusctric Fcn-
NACEs. Ltd., informs us that it ha.s inti-oduced a marine type
of \\'ild-Barfield electric furnace for use on boaxd ship. This
has lieen examined by Admiralty experts and passed for
installation in H.M. ships.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen—The arbiter in the dispute between the Cor-
poration Electricity Department and Mr. Wm. Taw^se, con-
tractor, regarding the operations for supplying water' from
the River Dee for condensing purposes in connection with
the extensions at the electricity station, has given his decision,
which is understood to be in the natuie of a compromise be-
tween the parties, each to pay its own expenses and halt
the arbitei's fees. The Corporation has also to appoint a
civil engineer to take charge of the work, which will he re-
sumed forthwith.

Barnes.—Profit and Prick Reductions.—There was a profit
of £-2.M> on the working of the electricity undertaking for the
past year, and the Council is reducing the charge for elec-
tricity by Id. per unit for lighting and id. for power and heat-
ing.

Mains Extensions.—During the present financial vear a
sum of £4,46;^ is to be exi)ended on extensions of mains and
services. £3,.500 is to be charged to capital account and the
remainder to revenue account.

Barnsley.—Price Redttctions.—The Electricity Committee
has recommended that the following reductions be made in
the charges for electricity :—Lighting, from Sd. to 7d per
unit: public lighting, from 2}d. to 2id. : flat rate consumers
liv Id.: and lor heating and conking. Uiim 2d. to ]jd.

Bedwellty.

—

Loan.—Application is to be made to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing of ±'10,000

for the erection of sub-stations, laying of cables, &c.

Bexhill.

—

Year's Working.—The report of the borough
accountant on the electricity undertaking for the year ended
March last records a gross profit for the year of i.'10,145. an
increa.se of £2,(385 on the previous year. The working costs
have increased by ±'1,7'23, while the income has risen by
i4,407. .After making provision for repayment of loans, in-

come tax, Src, there remains a net profit on the year's work-
ing of ±'2,122, as compared with ±'639 in the previous year.

Corwen.

—

Electricity Supply.—A. limited company has been
formed to carry out a hydro-electric scheme for the town.
Electric-ity will be generated at the Cynwyd waterfalls, about
two miles away, where two turbines will be installed.

Croydon.

—

Application for Order.—The Town Council has
appliid for an Order to enable it to supply electricity to

Addiiigton. which is outside the borough. The cost of the pro-

lioocd extension is about ±'l,0(Kl. Owing to the increase in the
demand for electricity, ±'12,084 is to be expended on addi-

tional plant.

Exmoutb.—.\prLic.wio.N for New Order.—The Electric

Supply Corporation is applying to the Electricity Commis-
sioners for an Order rescinding the Exmoutb Electric Lighting
Order. IIJOO, and granting to the Corporation in lieu a

new Order authorising the supply of electricity in the urban
district of Exmoutb.

Farnham.

—

Inquiry.—An inquiry is to be made by th?

Electricity Commissioners into an application by the Gas and
Electricity Co. for the ^Jrice of electricity to be increased. The
present charge for lighting is 9d. per unit, and under the pre-

sent application the minimum charge is to be altered from
±'2 13s. 4d. to ±2 lOs. per annum, with the minimum number
of units chargeable per annum reduced from (30 to 50. The
LTrban District Council has decided to oppo.se the application.

Greenlaw.—Electricity Supply.-The Berwickshire County
Council has granted permission to the Greenlaw Electric

Supply Co. to erect overhead lines in the town for the trans-

mission of electricity.

Henley=on.Thames.—Electricity Supply.—.\t a meeting of

the Town Council last week, a deputation from the Reading
Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.. attended, and the managing
director explained a projected scheme for supplying elec-

tricity to the town and adjacent parishes. It was stated that
for Henley the charge for lighting would not be above Is. per
unit ; for heating 3d. per unit for the first 1.000 units and 2Jd.
above that amount: and for power 4d. per imit up to 5,(XXI and
3^d. for each additional unit.

Heywood.

—

Year's \Yorking.—Inhere was a loss of JEl.047

on the working of the electricity undertaking during the past
year.

Hitchin.

—

Special Order.—The Electric Supply Corporation
is applying to the Electricity Commissioners for an order
rescinding the Hitchin Electric Lighting Order, 1902, and
granting to the Corporation a new Order authorising the
.supply of electricity in the nrban district of Hitchin.

Lerwick.

—

Electricity Supply.—It is proposed to form a
private company to light the town with electricity. Mr. 0.
Tliomson has approached the Town Council on the subject.

Leyton.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commissioners
have .sanctioned the borrowing of ±27,.500 for the erection of a
sub-station at the junction of Church and Waterloo Roads.

Liverpool.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have s.anctioned the Ixirrowing of ±'.50.0(X) for mains.

Menai Bridge.

—

Purchase of Undertaking.—At a recent
meeting of the Council it «as decided to purchase the local

electricity uudert^aking.

Middleton.

—

Electricity Supply.—.Arrangements have been /

made to obtain a supply of electricity from the Manchester
undertaking, and the Corporation is to lay a 33,(X)0-V cable
from the Manchester lioundary at Blackley to the electricity

worts in the borough, which, together with the installation

of sub-station plant to enable aji increased bulk supply to be
obtained, will cost ±33,(X10. It is intended at a later date to

lay a cable from Middleton to the Failsworth boundary of

Manchester, so that in the event of the supply i-ia Blackley
failing it will be possible to obtain a supply by means of the
Failsworth cable.

Milnrow.—Loan—The Urban District Council ha*; decided
to apply to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to a

loan for carrying out extensions in connection with the electri-

city undertaking.

Pontypridd.

—

Extension of Supply.—The Town Council
has decided to extend its mains to Trehafod at an estimated
cost of ±1.029.

Portsmouth.

—

Extension of .Area of Supply.—The Corpora-
tion has applied to the Electricity Commissioners for autho-
rity to extend its area of supply to include the urban dis-

triet.s of Havant and Warblington. and the rural district of
Hav.int, and to provide and distribute electrical energy for all

purposes with the added districts.
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Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Couucil has received sanction

to a loan of £3,000 for extensions to the engine house at the
electricity works.

Skelton and Brotton.—Reduced Charges.—The Urban Dis-

trict Council has reduced the charges for electricity for light-

ing from 6d. to 5Jd. per unit, and for power, cooking, and
heating purposes from "iid. to '2\d. per unit.

South Africa.

—

Government Proposals.—The Cape Town
correspondent of TJic Times says that the Government has
introduced an electi'icity Bill providing for the appointment of

a Commission for establishing and maintaining stations for

the supply of electricity to Government and local authorities,

companies, and individuals, also for an investigation regard-

ing additional supplies and the co-ordination of existing under-

takings with a view to stimulating the provision of a cheap
and abundant supply of electricity. Except in the case of

municipalities the Commission will be empowered under the

Bill to fix prices and order a return to consumers of '25 iier

cent, of the surplus profits. After 38 years the Government
may give two years' notice of its intention to expropriate all

but municipal electrical undertakings, paying nothing for

goodwill or prospective profits.

Sunderland.

—

Reduced Charges.—^The Town Council has

authorised the following reduced scale of charges for electricity

for heating and cooking purposes, in place of the fiat rate of

'1\A. per miit :—Not exceeding 500 units per quarter, i^d. per

unit; .5(X)-i,I.K)0 units, '2id. ; 1,000-1,500 units, '2d. per unit;

1 ,5(Xl-'2,.500 units. Ijd. ; exceeding 2,.500 units per quarter, l^d.

Wallasey.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Council has re-

ceived .sanction from the Electricity Commissioners to a loan

of i'T.illK) for electricity purposes.

Warminster.

—

Extension of Supply.—The Electric Light

Co. has acquired an old foundry near the Market Place for use

as a generating station, and arrangements have been made
for the mains to be extended to the village of Sutton Veney,
and it is hoped to have electricity available by Christmas.

Warwick.

—

Street Ijghting.—The Town Council has ac-

cepted the tender of the Leamington and Warwick Electric

Supply Co. for lighting the streets in a portion of the area by
electricity.

Chichester.

—

Special Order.—The Corporation is applying
for a Special Order under the Electricity (Supply) Acts,

to .supply electricity within the districts of Appledrani,

Birdham. Donnington, Eamley, East Wittering, Hunston,
Lavant, Merston, New Kshbourne, North Mundham, Oving,
Selsey, Sidlesham, Westhampnett, West Itchenor, and West
Wittering.

Worksop.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—Negotiations are in pro-

gress between the Urban District Council and the Rotherham
Corporation for a bulk supply of electricity.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Accrington.

—

Year's Working.—^There was a profit on the
tramway undertaking for the past year of d65,300, as com-
pared with a loss of £'2,008 for the previous year.

Barrow.

—

Reduced Fares.—The Town Council has sanc-

tioned the introduction of penny fares and new stages on the

tramways.

Burnley.

—

Track Renewals.—Application is to be made by
the Town Council to borrow ii'40,-5()0 for renewal of the tram-
way track on Padiham Road, Manchester Road, and Rose-
grove routes.

Chile.

—

Railway Electrification.—Sir Robt. Harvey, chair-

man of the Nitrate Railways Co., Ltd., la.st week said that
the late chairman spent several months in the Chilean
capital early last year, and, after prolonged negotiations, he
agreed with the Chilean Government upon a programme of

electrification and other improvements, and two decrees were
issued by the Government covering those aiTangements. Un-
fortunately, however, when the.se decrees came before Parlia-

ment, the Chilean, Congress withheld ratification. The decree
for the extension of the company's concessions had been
innulled. They had presented a further petition to the
Chilean Government relating to the decree for extension of

concessions, setting out again the arguments contained in their
original petition, and emphasising the fact that w-ithout such
extension they could not obtain and aniorti.se the necessary
capital for electrification and other improvements.
Although they were disappointed that .=;o far their decrees

remained in .itatii qvn, they were so confident that this scheme
of electrification and improvements would be to the interests
of the nitrate industry, and therefore to the country generally,
that they had every hope of an early and favourable decision.
Their friends, the Nitrate Producers, had realised that an
increase in tariffs was justified, and that the electrification of

their bank section would make so much more easy the solu-

tion of the traffic problem that they were giving them their

benevolent support with the Chilean Government.

Continental.

—

Spain.—A concession has been granted to the
Sociedad .^nonima Ferrocarril Metropolitano de Barcelona for

the construction and working of an underground electric rail-

way to link the Barcelona-Tarragona and the Barcelona-France
railways in Barcelona. The scheme will cost 710.784 pesetas.

The Work will be begun within two or three months, and it

is hoped to complete it within six years.

Application for a concession to construct an electric tram-
way in Seville has been applied for by the Compania
Tranvia de Sevilla.

Germany.—.An outlay of 111,000,000 marks has been partially

voted for the electrification of the railway lines in Bavaria
comprised in the Garmischer and Holzkirchner group, which
are dependent on the great station now being built on the
Walcheren See, This station is expected to be completed bv
the end of Vd'ii. A 100,000-V supply network will be con-
structed to embrace some 14 towns : on the completion of this,

further exten,sions will be made from Basing, Middle Isar

Landschaft to Regensburg

Halifax.

—

Accident.—A Corporation electric tramcar was
considerably damaged in a collision, last week, with a motor
lorry coming from a side road at West Vale. The front of the
tramcar was forced from the rails, the driving platform was
smashed in, and the brake wheels and steering gear were
buckled. The driver escaped without injury.

Heywood.

—

Year's Working.—Last year's working of the
tramways resulted in a loss of £2,431.

Hull.

—

Order Refused.—The Ministry of Transport has de-

clined to grant the Corporation a Jjight Railway Order to
enable it to run electric tramcars to Hessle. There was con-
siderable opposition to the application, especially from the
North-Eastern Railway and the proprietors of motor-omnibuses.

Leeds.

—

Year's, Working.—The annual report of the gen-
eral manager of the Tramways Department (Mr. J. B.
Hamilton) for the year ended March 31st, 19'22, sliows a total

income of £9-59,703, as compared with £995,638 in the pre-

vious year. Working expenses amounted to £702.'250

(£7'29,345). leaving a gross profit of £'257,453, to which is

added £177, bank interest, giving a total of £257,630.

Ijoan charges, income tax, &c., absorbed £162,786, leaving a

balance of £94,844. As, however, the net cost of permanent
way renewals amounted to £138.110, there was a net deficit

for the year of £43,266, as against £5,6'22 profit in 19'20-2L

This is the first year in which the undertaking has shown a

deficit.

The report on the railless traction undertaking shows a total

revenue of £13,345, as compared with £13.564 in the previous

year. Working expenses amounted to £11.937 (£11.604), leav-

ing a gross profit of £1,408; income tax and loan charges ab-

sorbed £2,054, leaving a net deficit of £646. There was a loss

of £347 in the previous year.

London.

—

.Accident.—Two tramcars came into coUision at

the comer of Dalston Lane and Amhurst Road just before mid-

night last Saturday. Whilst turning a corner near Dalston

Lane the lights on one of the tramcars went out, and the

car following ran into it at considerable speed. Eight pas-

sengers were severely injured.

Plymouth.

—

Year's Working.—The working of the tram-

way undertaking for the past year shows a profit of £7,000.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Hull.

—

Municipal Telephones.—At a recent meeting of the

Corporation Telephones Committee it was stated that even

allowing for the reductions being made by the Post Office

for telephone .service, the Hull subscribers were saving from
£16,000 to £'20,000 a year as compared with the Government
charges. There was a profit of nearly £4,000 for the year

ended March 31st last, after paying £10,000 in royalties to the

State. The total paid in royalties since the inauguration of

the service is £74,000. The system has between 12.000 and

13,000 subscribers.

Pacific Cable.—PiioPDSEii Duplication.—Mr. Milward, of the

Pacific Cable Board, who is now in Fiji inquiring in connec-

tion with the duplication of the Pacific cable, is going to Lon
don to meet the directors in .June, when a decision on the pro-

ject IS expected He estimates the cost at £2,000,000. with

work occupying two years,

—

Daily Mail.

The Telephone Service.

—

New Developments.—The Post

Office announced, on May 10th, some details regarding

the expenditure of 9J million jiounds upon the im
provement and extension of the telejihone .'-ervice. It

i.s proposed to open twelve new exchanges at the

following places m the London area:—Monument (S.E.I,

Barnet, Tottenham. Eltham, Kilburn, Southall, Hounslow,
Nunhead, Woodford, Wallington, Addiscombe, and Thornton
Heath.
In the provinces nine new exchanges are to be installed,

namely, at Eastbourne, Southampton. Swansea. Birmingham,
Sheffield, Buxton, Liverpool, Inverness, and Dundee.
Automatic svstems are to be introduced into Gloucester,

Swansea, Sheffield. Shrewsbury. Dundee, and Kirkcaldy, while

new automatic exchanges are to be installed at Southampton
and Fleetwood, where the system is already working.
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United States.—Wireless on a Train.—The Southern Pacific

Railroad Oo. has had installed on one of it? trains a radio

receiving set to receive the broadcasting of concerts. &c. The
first trial, which took place on .\pril 9th, was quite success-

ful. The aerial consisted of forty feet of two-strand antenna
14 in. above the a-oof of the car. The two strands were tapped

at the centre of the car. and the taps joined inside of the car

and connected to the receiving instruments. The receiving

tvt consisted of a two-st<»p " Magnavos " audio frequency

power amplifier, a ty|ie " R '2 Magnavox " amphfying horn,

and a Western Electric tT\o-step amplifier and detector, a 200-V
" B " battery and tl-V filament battery. Four wires were
laid on the cement floor of the car under the carpet and
brought to one common terminal at the set.

—

Telegraph and
Telephone Age.

Wireless Telegraphy.—On Friday night last damage to the
amount of between ^20.000 and £.30.000 was done to the
British naval wireless station at Bunbeg, Co. Donegal. .A. few-

weeks ago a party of the I.R..\. mutineers took possession of

the station, and. having used it for various purposes, last

week they sold the fittings and furniture and set the place

on fire. The exten.sive mansion-house, naval and military
quarters, and the wireless portion of the building—all of

which had been put up during the war—were burned.

Wireless Telephony.—The T. <f- T. Age credits Maior-General
G. O. Squier with the invention of a new development in
wireless telephony bv w'hich speech can be received by attach-
ing the usual receiving set to an electric lighting circuit and
eliminating the antenuEP. The whole operation, it is stated,
consists of removing .i lamp from its holder and plugging in
the receiver of the radio set.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electkical Review in which the
Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Aberdare.—Urban District Council Electricity Depart-

ment. Second-hand oOO/700-kW Belliss or other a.c. steam
generating set. (May 5th.)

Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co., Ltd. Copper wire and
electrical accessories for three or sis months. Stores manager,
Aberaman Offices, Aberdare.

Aberdeen.—May 22nd. Electricity Department. Struc-
tural steelwork, corrugated iron sheeting, &c.. for the new
boiler-house at Ferryhill. (May 5th.)

Argentina.—Bdenos Aires.—June 3.8th. Argentine Board
of Sanitary Works. Hydro-electric generating station and
transforming sub-station for the town of Catamarca :—Three
16o-h.p. Pelton wheels, three 110-kW three-phase alternators,
switchboard, two iO-kV.A three-phase static transformers,
piping, valves, and accessories, spares, &c. ; two 130-kW motor-
generators, with switchboard and spares.*

BcENOS Aires Waterworks.—Machinery for three pumping
stations, one i)ower station, and eight transforming sub-
stations. Copy of the specifications and conditions of tender
(in Spanish), with blue prints, can be seen at the Department
of Trade. 35, Old Queen Street, E.C. (Room 49), up to June
10th.*

Australia.—Melbourne.—September 1st. Electricitv Com-
mission. Five surface feed water heaters, six surface' vapour
condensers. 12 feed-water evaporators. (See this issue.)
October 17th. Postmaster-General's Department. Supply

of automatic switchboards and associated apparatus for two
suburban exchanges at Melbourne.
June 20th. Po.^tnia.stcr-General's Department. 420J tons

bronze wrre (sched. 28J, 400 tons galvanised iron wire (sched
32), 47 tons galvanised steel wire (sched. 32), 413,400 jointing
sleeves (sched. 33). (See this issue.)

„ ^}i?^
"^^^^ Victorian Railways. Supply and delivery of

7,190 steel rails (60 lb.); 7,390 fishplates.*
Queensland (Bowen).—June 30th. Municipal Council

Electric power generating plant, ewitchboard and other equip-
ment.

Belgium.-ST. Gillos (Brussels). —May 23rd. Municipal
Council, .\rmoured cable, &c.*
May 22nd. Municipal Authorities of Antwerp. Construc-

tion of a higher technical elementary school. The estimated
cost 18^8.000 fr.. and electrical firms interested can see a
copy of the specification (in French) at the Department of
Overseas Tr.-ide (P^m 41). 35, Old Queen Street, London,
S.W.l. (Ref. 15.500/FW/PN.) .

u uu,

Dorchester.--May 24th. Electricitv Department. One
vertical gas engine direct coupled to a l.OOO-kW d.c. generator,
with gas producer plant, pipework, auxiharies. &c. (May 5th.)
Dundalli.—May 23rd. Electricitv Department.

"

One
.340-kW Diesel generator, one lOO-kW motor-generator, one 50-
kW balancer, switchgear, &c. ; replating SOO-Y storage bat-
tery. (May 5th.)

France.—Nerac. Departeme.nt Lot et Garonne.—May '25th.
Municipal Council. Material and installation for an electrical
distribution network at Nerac.

Glasgow.—The Education authority invites tenders for in-

stalling electric hght in a number of schools. Schedules from
Property Department, 129, Bath Street, Glasgow.

Greenlaw (Berwick).—Parish Council. Wiring Town
Hall for electric Ughting installation, also street lighting.

Mr. D. Ijeitch. clerk, Parish Council offices, Greenlaw, Ber-

wickshire.

India.—.May 26th. High Commissioner's Department.
Insulator cups, porcelain or glass. (May 5th.)

June 9th. High Commissioner's Department. Copper tele-

graph wire, Carsack elements for Leclanche cells, v.i.r. insu-

lated cable. (See this i.ssue.)

Italy.—July 31st. The State Railways announce that the

lieriod for the reception of tenders for the electrification of

the Bologna-Venice-Monfalcone line, fixed previously for April

30th, 1922, has been extended until July 31st, 1922.

Kirkcaldy.—June 5th. Electricity works. Steam turbine,

three-phase alternator, condensing plant and piping. (May
12th.)

London.—Hacknev.—June 14th. Electricity Committee.
Pijiework and valves. (May 5th.)

Islington.—May 27th. Board of Guardians. Electric Ught
and power installation at the Institution, &c., St. John's Road,
Holloway. (See this issue.)

Stepney.—June 8th. Electricity Supply Department.
Three water-tube boDers, with chimneys, economisers, and
accessories; two 10,000-kW turbo-alternators with con-
densers, accessories, and switchgear. (May 5th.)

Manchester.—May 23rd. Electricity Committee. Electri-

cal storage batteries, for Barton power station. One 130-cell

battery, capacity 600 amp. for one hour; one 120-cell battery,

capacity 3(.HI amp.-hours at the 10-hr. rate. (May 5th.)

New Zealand.

—

Wellington.—July 4th. Department of

Public Works. Three 1,320-kVA single-phase transformers,
with accessories.*

Nottingham.—June 9th. Electricity Department. North
Wilford ixiwer station. Six steel-tube fuel economisers, four
steel chimneys, six induced draught fans, &c. ; e.h.p. main
.switchgear, e.h.p. and l.p. auxiliary switchgear, cable connec-
tions, &c.; three 30-in., one 10-in., and three 3-in. electri-

cally-driven centrifugal pumps; one 75-ton overhead travelling

electric crane, one 10-ton and one 5-ton overhead travelling

hand crane, &c. : two 750-kW rotary converters, one 35-kW
motor generator-booster, &c. (May 12th.)

Preston.—June 24th. Electricity Dfepartment. Boilers,

stokers, economisers, fans, chimneys, feed piping, and feed
pumps. (May 12th.)

Rhondda.—June 6th. Electiicity Committee. Sub-sta-
tion, e.h.p. and l.p. switchgear. (See this issue.)

Siam.

—

Bangkok.—June 28th. Department of Posts and
Telegraphs. Telegraph and telephone material, including wire,

cable, wall telephones, &c.*

South Africa.—Frankfort. Orange Free St.ate.—The
Mmiicipahty is inviting tenders for a hydro-electric scheme.
Particulars from the consulting engineer. Mr. W. Ingham,
101. Consohdated Buildings, Fox Street, Johannesburg.
Grahamstown, Cape Province.—September 1st. Power

plant, alternators, switchboard, transformers, cables, &c.
Specifications from Mr. F. G. Clarkson, town clerk.*

Sunderland.—June 1st. Tramways Department. 150
tons of steel tramway rails. Genei-al manager.

Warrington.—May 30th. Cheshire Lines Committee.
Six months' -supply of .stores and materials, including tele-

graph materials. Stores Superintendent. Cheshire Lines. Vvar-
rington. i

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender, \
&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.l.

t

CLOSED.
Australia.—Melbourne.—Electricity Supply Committee.

.^ccepted :
—

Copper bars. £1.53; 25 tons bare h.d. copper cable, £3.267.—Brilish
Insulated 5: Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Sydney.—Electricitv Committee. Recommended :—
i-amp. meters (£3,187)!—Electricity .Meter Manubcturing Co.—Tenders.

Cardiff.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted:

—

Erection of bunkers a'nd boiler-house root. Roath pouer station.—John
Booth & Sons. Ltd.. Hulton Steelworks. Bolton.

Farnborough.—Urban Council. .Accepted:

—

Installini; the electric light in the large hall it the Town Hall.—Bureh
and V^ertue.

Glasgow.—Corporation. .Accepted:

—

.\Uerations to electric lighting at Corporation district libraries (£52).—
J

Johnston, Park & Co.

Corporation. Tramways Committee. Recommended:-
H.p. switchgear lor Whitcvale sub-station.—Metropolitan-Vickers El«f-j

trical Co., Ltd.
Spare resistance for electric welding plant.—The Electro-Mechanical Brali

Co., Ltd.
-Steam piping lor lO.OOO-kW turbo-alternator.-John Spencer, Ltd.

Tramway poles.—Stewarts i- Lloyds, Ltd.

Sub-Committee on Works and Stores. Recommended:—
Electrical tnaterials required bv the departments during the next six

months.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
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India.

—

Jubbdlpobe.—The contract for the installation of

plant, wiring, and other equipment for the lighting of the

Cantonment, the city and suburbs has been placed with the
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. It is expected
that the work will take between two and three years.

—

Imlian
Ennitiecring.

Portsmouth.—Town Council.
Cabl. i (£483).—Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd.
Cab).- (£521.—Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.
Steelwork for new engine-house roof (£145).—Braithwaite & Co.
Circulating pump (£870) and three feed pumps (£185 each).—G. & J. Weir,

Ltd.

Weymouth.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Commutator lor the turbo-generator (£195).—Brush Electrical Enjineer-
in^ Co.. Ltd.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Fridav, jMav 19th. \t Caxton Hall,
S.W. At 8 p.m. Lecturette, " Engineering Business in China," by Mr.
F. W. G. Clark.

Frida\, Mav 2Cth. At 8 p.m. Lecturette, " Engineering Appointments
and How to (>t Them," by Mr. J. C. Rennie.

Institute of Physics.—Tuesday, Mav 23rd. .^t Burlington House, Piccadilh

,

W. At 5 p.m. Annual general meeting. Presidential address by Sir

J. J. Thomson, F.R.S.
Royal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, Mav 24th. .At John Street, .Adelphi.

W.C. At 8 p.m. Paper on " The Natural Power Resources of Ireland
(Coal, Peat, W.nter Power), " bv Mr. G. Fletcher Department of ."Vgri-

culture and Technical Instruction for Ireland.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday. May 25th. .\t the Insti-

tution, Victoria Embankment, S.W. At 6 p.m. Annual general meeting.
The annual general meeting of the Benevolent Fund will be held at

5.45 p.m.
Illuminating Engineering Society.—Thursday, Mav 2Sth. At the Roval

.Society of Arts. John Street, .Adelphi, W.C. At 8 p.m. Annual meeting.
Presidential address by Sir J. H. Parsons. F.R.S.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—Thursday. May 25th.
At 2 p.m. Visit to the Osram Works of the General Electric Co., Ltd.

Physical Society of London.—Fridav. Mav 26th. At the Imperial College
of Science, South Kensington. S.W. At 5 p.m. Lecture on " Atomic
Weights and Isotopes." by Dr. F. W. .4ston, F.R.S.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Fridav, Mav 26th. At Albem-irle
Street, W. At 9 p.m. Lecture on " Tbe Inlernal-combusrion Engine,
its Influence and its Problems," bv Prof. Vl'. E. Dalbv.
Saturday. Mav 20th. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " The Disappearing Gap

Between the X-rav and Ultra-Violet Spectra"; (ii.) " Photo-Electric
.Methods," by Prof. O. W. Richardson, F.R.S.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.—Saturdav, Mav 2rth. At the Holborn
Restaurant (Venetian Chamber). At 6 for 6.30 p.m. Twentv-second
annual dinner.

Electricity District Inquiry.—Tu.!^dav, Mav 30th. At the Middlesex Guild-
hall, Westminster. S.W. At 10.30 a.m. ' Inquirv bv the Electricity Com-
missioners into the applications of the South-Eastern & Chathain Rail-
way Co.'s Managing Committee and the West Kent Electric Co., Ltd..
for consent to the establishment of power stations at Charlton and Bel-
vedere respectively.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

We continue to receive man\' inquiries without the necessary
stamped addressed envelope for reply. We would, therefore,

once again remind inquirers of the simple mles of the Service
Department ;

—
1. Address your inquiries to the Electrical Review, Ltd.,

Service Department, and enclose a stamped addressed enve-
lope.

'2. Do not ask for information until you have satisfied your-
self that it is not already contained in our advertisement pages.

3. If we are the means of putting you in touch with the
firm or firms that you require, do us the favour of mentioning
the Electrical Review.
No charge is made for the seA'ice.

To complete our answers this week we need the names of

suppliers or manufacturers of ;
—

Millington & Miller. Lamp Shade Remover.
.\n electrica' device for locating iron pipes in the ground.
He<'!a irons and heating apparatus (Swiss).

NOTES.

The Lock'Out.—According to the various newspaper
reports of yesterday morning, the revised proposals of the
employers were before the conference on \^'ednesday, and were
favourably viewed by the union representatives, who regardeci
them as more satisfactory than previous proposals and likely
to afford a basis of settlement. The following agreed state-
ment was issued on Wednesday night :

—
" The union representatives have been in negotiation with

the employers, and have considered the' proposals submitted
for their consideration by the employers. Further questions
were addressed to the employers and answers received, and the
conference stands adjourned until to-morrow morning. The
union representatives will meet separately at 10 o'clock and
will meet the employers in joint conference later."

A Journal of Scientific Instruments The Institute of
Physics, impressed with the need of a journal deahng with
methods of measurement and the construction and use of
instruments, has under consideration the publication of a

journal bearing the above title. In Germany there are some
four or five journals which cover this field, and one of these,
which devotes itself entirely to the subject of scientific instru-
ments, has been of great influence in imparting a sense of the
importance of scientific methods in the study of technical and
iudustrial problems. Incidentally, it has been largely instru-
mental in fostering the scientific instrument trade of the
country.

Research workers and manufacturers in this country have
long felt the need of such a journal, for although descriptions
of instruments and methods of mea.'iurement are published in
the specialised journals and in the Transactions of learned
societies, emphasis is not, as a rule, laid on the construction
of the instruments, nor are detailed drawings generally repro-
duced. Still less does one find an indication of possible
applications of an instrument or method in a field other than
that for which it was originally devised. Physical measure-
ment is the basis of all exact scientific and industrial work,
and a journal of the proposed scope will not only be of direct
value to the research worker in physics, chemistry, engineer-
ing, biology and medicine, but it will also materially aid
manufacturers of scientific instruments and act as an incentive
to invention and progress.
The jciurnal will be managed by a committee appointed .by

the Institute nf Physics, on which the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research and the National Physical Laboratory
will be represented, and the editorial work will be carried out
at the National Physical Laboratory, assisted by a scientific
advisory committee appointed by the Institute of Physics. It
will probably consist of 3'3 pages, and will be published
monthly at 2s. 6d. per issue. The Institute will only fi-tid it

possible to make itself responsible for the journal if its

financial position is secured, and as a means of ascertaining
what support may be expected a specimen number is now
being issued gratis. Anyone desirous of obtainiug a copy
of this number is asketl to apply to the Secretary of the
Institute of Physics, 10, Essex Street. London, W.C.2, and to
enclose 6d. to cover postage.

Appointment Vacant.—Tramw-ays manager C^e-iOO), for
the Keighley Corjxjration tramway's. (See our advertisement
pages to-day.)

Service Notes—Lieutenant J. M. How-son has been posted
to the battleship Conrageous as flag-lieutenant to Rear-Admiral
E. Hyde Parker and as signalling and wireless officer to the
Reserve Fleet, from the 15th inst. Lieutenant Howson was
formerly serving in the same capacity on the battleship Con-
queror. Lieutenant B. R. Willett, D.S.O., has been similarly
posted to the battleship Revenge as signalling and wireless
officer to Rear-Admiral A. A. M. Duff. He won the Dis-
tinguished Service Cross during the fighting in the Korth Sea
in 1915. Latterly he was at the Naval College. Lieutenant
W. S. Mnnn has joined the staff of the battleship Revenge for
wireless duties.

" Anti^Dazzle " Lamps.—Mr. J. W. T. Walsh, of the
National Physical Laboratory, lecturing before the Optical
Society, on i\Iay 11th, on the problem of glare from motor-car
headlights, said that about '2.000 devices had either been put
on the market or .suggested in the last five j-ears, with the
object of giving the lamp beam the required distribution to
eliminate glare, but the problem was still awaiting solution.
Owing to the increasing number of accidents attributable to
it, the matter was one of continually greater urgency. In the
United States the problem had been dealt with by confining
the main part of the beam to the region below the horizontal.
Fifteen States (including New York and Ohio) had put a limit
to the candle-power above the horizontal. 35 States imposed a
maximum candle-power of beam, and 19 States specified a
maximum candle-power varying from 21 to 32 for the lamp
inside the projector. The only (ievices worth con.sidering were
those which aimed at re-distributing the light in the beam.
Mr. Walsh empha.sispd the desirability of uniformity of " anti-
dazzle " legislation throiighout the world, and mentioned that
the International Commission on Illumination had appointed
a special commission to secure this object.

—

The Times.

Brakes for Tramcars.—Mr. J. W. Dawson, assistant
tramway engineer to the Bradford Corporation, lectured
before the Yorkshire Association of Civil Engineers, at Brad-
ford Technical College, on May 8th, on " Brakes for Tramway
and Road Vehicles." Professor G. F. Charnock. president of
the Association, occupied the chair, and commented on the
large percentage of tramway accidents which were found to
be due to defective brakes, and remarked that every passenger
who caused an electric car to be stopped tor him "to enter or
alight was responsible for an expenditure of energy which
would carry him nine miles. It had been ascertained that in
several large cities the stopping and starting of cars cost in
energy as much as i'SCOOO in a year. The lecturer referred
very largely to the electric tramway braking system in Brad-
ford, where, owing to the hilly nature of the routes, it was a
mo.^t important factor. The Bradford cars were fitted with
three brakes. The track brake war. applied to such au extent
as practically to balance the effect of gravitj' pull on the car
on any gradient; the electric brake was in such a position
that in the event of a car exceeding eight or nine miles per
hour the brake would come into operation and limit the speed

;

and the hand-brake provided general control of the car.
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A l.OOO.OOO.volt Transformer.—We reproduce from the

Wfsting )iousf International some particulars and illustrations

of the 1,0C»0,000-V, 1,000-kVA transformer made hy the

Westinghouse Co., to which previous reference has been made
in our pages. The windings of this transformer, seen in fig. 1,

contain nearly 70 miles of wire, and are assembled on the

principle of a conden.ser bu.shing. The transformer is divided

into a number of cylindrical coils, each consisting of one layer

of turns wound on a micarta tube. The two sets of windings

are cross-connected so as to produce a progressively increasing

i'lG. 1.—The Windings of the Fig. 2.—The 1,000,000-V

1,000,000-V TRANSFonMEi;. Transformer Installed.

voltage from the inner, or smallest diameter, coils to the

larger diameter coils. The windings of these large coils con-

sist of treated cloth-covered cable to withstand the heavy

surges produced when the apparatus under t«st flashes over.

Fig. •! shows the completed in.stallation. The terminal bush-

ing is 19 ft. in length, 41.5 in. in diameter, and weighs

9,000 lb. The static shield is 10 ft. in diameter and '20 in.

deep. From the dimensions given, and from the comparison

'

provided by the man appearing in fig. 1, a good idea of the

size of this transformer may be gained.

Fatality On Mav 5th the inquest was resumed on Wil-
liam Bacon, of Sutton-in-Ashfiekl. who was killed while work-

ing a coal-cutting machine at Silver Hill Colliery. William
Smith, who was working with deceased, stated that on April

27th it was found that the controller into which the coal-

cutter was plugged was damaged, and so a new one was fitted.

Witness plugged into this' and received a severe shock. He
was assisted to his feet, and it was found that Bacon, who
was several yards away, was lying on his face, dead. Tlie

electrician in charge stated that he tested the machine and
found it in order, except for a leakage due to the faulty insu-

lation of the earth wire; the controller was correctly fixed.

Witness thought that the mishap was due to the operator

having switched on before inserting the plug. It was elicited

from the witness Smith that he bad had no proper instruction

in the handling of the apparatus. The jury found that Bacon
was accidentally killed, adding that it considered that

proper rules should be drawn up and strictly adhered to.

A Fan Adapted for the Removal of Suspended Particles.—

A modification in the design of the ordinary paddle-wheel

type of fan blower, whereby it is adapted for the removal of

cinders and dust from the air it handles, has been developed

by the B. F. Sturtevant Co. Buckets are provided at the

inlet edges of the blades, and from each bucket an inclined

channel leads the dust to a special dust chamber, where it)

drops out of suspension and is removed from hoppers
periodically.

It is claimed that this type of blower is just as efficient) a

fan as the average induced-draft fan. and that it removes!

up to 75 per cent, of the solid matter in the air, depending,

of course, on the nature of the n;aterial. Two large fans.'

installed in connection with six ,500-h.p. boilers in New York
City each remove about 250 lb. of cinders per hour when
.the boilers are operating at 200 per cent, of rating. This
type of fan has also found successful application in connec-
tion with boilers using pulverised fuel.

—

Clirm. dnd Mrf.

Engineering.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

Wireless Section
Committee, 1922-23.—The fullDuinti members have been nomi-
nated to serve on the Wiivlcss Section Conunittee for 1922-

1933: Chairman, Prof. G. W. (). Howe. D.Sc. New nomina-
tions for membership of the Committee; S. Brvdon, M.Sc.

;

J. St. Vincent Pletts; Capt. H. R. Sankey, C.B., C.B.E., E.E.
R. L. Smith-Rose, B.Sc. The following will continue to serve

as members of the Committee: B. Binvon, O.B.E. ; E. C*
Clinker; Dr. W. H. Eccles, F.R.S.; Prof. C. L. Fortescue;'.

(J. H. Nash, C.B.E.; C. C. Paterson, O.B.E. ; Capt. H. J.,
Hound, M.C.; L. B. Turner, M.A. }
Not later than H days after the publication of the Com-

«

mittee's list of nominations, any five members of the Wire-
less Section may nominate any other duly qualified person

to fill any vacancy.
Liverpool Sub-Centre .-^The third annual report of the

Sub-Centre states that seven ordinary meetings have been
held, with an average attendance of 99 members. The mem-
bership increased in total from 367 to 147. The Council of

the Institution has agreed to the inclusion of the whole of

the counties of Flint, Denbigh, Merioneth, Montgomery, and
Carnarvon, and also the Island of Anglesey, within the North- .

Western Area ; this territory has been added to the Sub-Centre's
area.

Institute of Transport.—On Wednesday last. Sir Henry P. '^

Maybury, K.C.M.G. (President), opened the London Trans-
liort Congress at the Institution of Civil Engineers. The Pre-
sident of the Board of Trade (Mr. Stanley Baldwin) was pre-

sent, and welcomed the delegates. During the morning
papers were read by Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick on " Recent Im-
provements in Ti'ansport Facilities in the Port of London "

;

Capt. H. Riall Sankey, C.B., on " Wireless as an aid to Trans-
port"; and- Col. C. PI. Bressey, O.B.E., on "The Design,
Construction and Maintenance of Highways in Relation to the
Development of Mechanically-propelled Vehicular Traffic." In
the afternoon visits were made to ^^'embley, Marconi House,
the George V Dock, the new Great West Arterial Road, and
the Somers Town goods station of the Midland Railway.
Among the papers delivered yesterday (Thursday) was one on
" The Future Design of Road Vehicles for Passenger and
Goods Services," by Sir John I. Thornycroft, K.B.E. Visits

were made in the afternoon to Lots Road power station,

Messrs. Vickers's aviation works, and other places of interest.

The Congress continues to-day and to-morrow, the latter day
being devoted to visits to railway stations, telephone

exchanges. &c. A conversazione was held at the Mansion

,

House on Wednesday evening, the delegates being received by
the Ixjrd Mayor and Lady Mayoress.

Yorkshire Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.

—

Jlr. .1 H. Willia.ms 'Barnsley) has been elected President of

the .'Vssuciation for the ensuing session, with Messrs. Roslyn

Holiday, and 3. R. Haigh (Lofthouse) as vice-president. Mr.
W. Winter (Castleford) has been re-appointed hon. secretary.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—June Meeting.—At a

meetiiit; of tlic Association on June 2nd, at the Institution of

Electri(':il Engineers, a paper on " Marine Diesel Engines,"

by Mr. H. F. P. Purday, B.Sc, is to be read and di.scussed.

Non-members interested in the subject, and desirous o£

attending the meeting, can make application for tickets of

admission to the honorary secretarv at 19, Cadogan Gardens,

S.W.3.

British Society of Engineers.—Mr. Caleb Smith (Walsall)

has been elected' president of this Society (which was founded

in 1919) for session 1922-23. The Society is organising an

aerial expedition to the North Pole, and it is also aiming at

the establishment of '28 branches in the United Kingdom,
each equipped with a wireless telephone receiving station.

Particulars mav be obtained from the secretary, Hon. Capt.

C. Frobisher '21, Nesfield Wav, Stubbin Estate. Shirogreen.

Shefiield.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tlir Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected'.

with the technical or the commercial siJe of the profession

and industry, also electric tramwau and railway officials, to'

heep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

We have pleasure in giving a portrait of Mr. C. le Mai.stbb,

secretarv of the B.E.S.A. and the I.EC. which we have ex-

tracted from him with the utmost difiiculty, his view being

that while his association is. of course, highly meritorious, his>

own personalitv is merely a part of the organisation, ot n(|

particular interest to our readers. But we have our own views

on the subject, and we think that anyone who is personallji

acquainted with Mr. le Maistre, and with the strenuous laboui-8-

which he undertakes on behalf of the two bodies above meii-

tioned, in the interests of British industry, will agree that his

personalitv, his tact, his diplomacy, his courtesy, and ,ibo%-e

all his tireless energv, have had a large share in raisnii; the

B.E.S.A. and the I.E.C. to the high plane of etViciencx and

appreciation which they now occupy.

Mr. LE Maistre has l)een connected with the work of

standardisation since its very early days, having joined the

staft' of the Engineering Standards Coramitt<>p, as it then was,

at the beginning of iai3. It is interesting to note that the

Association reached its 21st birthday oh April 26th last. Mr. le

Maistre assisted Colonel Crompton. the honorary secretary and

founder of the International Electrotechnical Commission, m
the gathering together of the electricians of the world to form

the I.E.C, of which he has been the general secretary since
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its inception, and in connection with which he has travelled

in over twenty different counines. .lust before the war broke

out the I.E.G. held one of its most successful meetings in

Berlin, when 25 nations were represented, the meeting being

held in spite of mauv difficulties.

In 1916, on behalf of the Electrical Section of the Standards

Committee, Mr. le Maistre went to America to confer with

the Standards Committee of the .\uierican Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. He also visited Canada. It was during his

absence on his visit that, the late secretary of the Engineering

Standards Committee. Mr. Leslie Robertson, was lost on the

Hampshire with Lord Kitchener. When he came back from
America, Mr. le Maistre w'as appointed as Mr. Robertson's

successor. On hearing the sad news of Mr. Robertson's loss,

which was telegraphed to him in Canada, one of the most vivid

recollections he had was of spending the last evening before

sailing, -vvith his late chief, with whom, during latter years, he

had become extremely friendly, and to whom he was very

attached.
When Mr. le Maistre took over the work of the Engineering

Standards Committee in 1916 there were 100 committees; now
there are over 400. The work has increased at least five-fold.

Mr. C. D. Le M.ustre, C.B.E.,

Secrctarii of the British Engineering Standards Asiociation.

and in spite of many difficulties, not the least being the

financial one, the Association is, as the Americans say, " de-

livering the goods."
Mr. le Maistre, who was born in Jersey in 1874, was edu-

cated at Brighton College and at the Central Technical College,

where he obtained his diploma ; his engineering training was
gained in the old Thames Iron Works. He also passed some
considerable time in consulting work, country house and
factory lighting.

In 1919, as secretai-y of the B.E.S..\., he went to Canada
and the United States, and was consulted by the founders of

the American Engineering Standards Committee, then in the

throes of organisation. Professor Comfort .\dams was at that

time chairman of the .\merican committee, and, with him,
Mr. le Mai.stre had many interviews with members of the

.\merican Government, the Bureau of Standards, and the
various American Engineering Societies, all of whom were
much impres.'ipd with the progress being made in Great Britain

in co-ordinating i'.idustrial standardisation.

In 192], with the consent of the main committee of the
B.E.S.A., he acted as chairman of an unofficial conference of

secretaries of the various standardising bodies now in existence.

Although the meeting was unofficial, its recommendations
have been placed before tlie executive committees of the
respective standardising bodies, and this should be of con-
siderable assistance in promoting, along right lines, inter-

national agreement on standardisation generally. He is a
corporate member of the Institution of Civil Engineers
(A.M.Inst.C.E.). a member of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, an .\ssociate of the City & Guilds Institute, the
Central Technical College, and he is the local honorarv' secre-

tary of the .\merican Institute of Electrical Engineers. For his

connection with aircraft work during the war he received
the C.B.E.

Sir T. H. Holland, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., D.Sc., F.R.S., has

accepted the invitation of the governing body of the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, London, to be rector, in

succession to Sir Alfred Keogh, G.C.B.. LL.D., who is retir-

ing at the end of August under tne age limit.

The Delegacy of the City and Guilds (Engineering) College,

which forms the engineering section of the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, has appointed Professor C. L.

FoRTESCUE, O.B.E., M.A. (Cantab.), M.I.E.E., of the Royal

Naval College, Greenwich, to succeed Professor T. Mather,

F.R.S., who is resigning the Chair of Electrical Engineering

in the college at the close of the present session.

Sir RiCH.^RD (tREOokv, P.R.A.S., P.Inst.P., has accepted

the position of president of the Decimal Association, in succes-

sion to the late Lord Belhaven and Stenton.

At a meeting of thi> Faversham Town Council, last week, a

letter was read from the Association of Municipal Electrical

Engineers protesting against the reduction of the salary of the

electrical engineer (Mr. Sommerville) to £396 per annum, and

a.sking the Council if it could not at present see its way

to pay him the Association's scale and continue the salary paid

to him in 1921. The Council decided to adhere to the reduc-

tion-
.. „..

Mr. Clifford Mitchell, works manager at Marconi s W ire-

le.ss Telegraph Works, at Chelmsford, who has resigned, has

been presented by the employes with au antique walnut

bureau, a silver cigar case, and an address.

The Paislev Town Council is reducing salaries of a number
of officials; the reduction in the case of the electrical engineer

is £36.
According to The Times. Mr. Henuv J. B. Ch.4PPLE, B.Sc.

(Engineering), Whitworth Scholar, has been appointed lec-

turer in electrical engineering at the Bradford Technical

Dr. FR.4NK B. Jewett, of New York, has been elected Presi-

dent of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers for the

ensuing vear.

Mr. .T. W. Rodger, A.M.I.E.E., who for some years has

been chief transformer designer and assistant manager with

Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., has relinquished his connection with

them in order to take up a similar position with the Hack-

bridge Electric Construction Co.. Ltd.
t^- ^ • .

Mr J .1. BfTLRR has been appointed Manchester DLstrict

Secretary of the Federation of British Industries, as succes-

sor to Mr. John Haworth, who has retired. Mr. Butler has

been the F.B.I, special organiser for the East Midland area

for nearly three years.

Obiluarv.—Mr. W. T. Chadburn.—Mr. \V. J. Chadburn.

who has died at Mansfield, at the age of 68, was a du-ector ot

the Mansfield Ti-amways Co. He was Mayor of Mansfield in

1899.

Mr. T. F. Judge.—T/ie Times records the death of

Mr Thomas F. Judge, mill superintendent of the

\nglo-Newfoundland Development Go's Paper mills, which

occurred at Grand Falls, Newfoundland, last Friday.
•• Mr. Judge went to Grand Falls in 1908 to arrange

for and superintend the installation of electrical power and

lighting plant. He was appointed head electrical engineer,

and ten years ago he became mill superintendent at Grand

Falls. Before joining the Anglo-Newfoundland Development

Co he had supervised similar electrical installations at St.

Croix Mills and 1 .aurentide Mills, under the direction of Mr^

G. P. Hardy, of New York. The excellence of the power and

lighting plant at Grand Falls bears witness to the .skill and

thoroughness of his work."
, , . ,

Mr. W. B. Whyte.—Mr. William Bebtie Whyte. electrical

engineer at the Beachlev power station, was killed in a motor

accident, which took place on Thursday night last week at

Pennsylvania Village, near Chepstow.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Park Electrical and Engineering to., Ltd. (181,622).—
Private companv Registered Mav 8th. Capital, £10.000 in £1 share?. To

.cquire the land and buildings in .\shburlon Road. Traflord Park. Manches-

'

ter. now owned by the Park Electrical and Engineering Co.. and to

carry on the business of electrical and mechanical engineers, electricians, and

nianulacturers, &c. The permanent directors arc :—G. L. Brown, " l-ernje.a.

Park Hill Drive, Rutherglen, Lanark, engineer; A. C. Penn>. "Spring

Hank," 33, Talbot Road, Old Tratford, Manchester, engineer. Qu.-.lihcation.

£500 Remuneration as fixed by the company. Secretary : G. I., lirown.

Solicits ; J. Prior, 438, Corn li.xchange Buildings, Manchcslcr.

Magneto Repair and Winding Co., Ltd. (181,658).—Pri-
rate companv. Registered May 9th. Capital, £500 in £1 shares. To take

ov. r ihc business oi i^agnelo repairing and clectriLal engineering carried

on bv D. Jones at 5. Salubrious Place, Swansea, as the " .Magneto Winding

and Repairing Co." The provisional directors are :~D. Jones, "Vaudeville."

Tveroes. PantySynnon. Carmarthenshire Line, colliery examiner; F. H.

Tiiomas, 132. Bryn Road. Swansea, electrical engineer. Qualification, £100.

Swri-tary : D. Jones. Registered office : 5, S.ilubrious Place, Swans.a,

Russell Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd. (181,431).—Pri-
vate company. Registered April 29th. Capital, £2.000 in £1 shares. To

acquire and work electric meter patent No. 4.368;22, of which L. T. C. Russell

is the sole patentee. 8rc. The permanent directors are: L. T. C. Russell. 21.

Manor Ro,ad. Stamford Hill. N.16; W. G. Dewsbury. 5. Bergholt Crescent,

N.IG; E. W. Jones, 2. Treviso Road, Forest Hill, S.E. Qualification: 100

shares. Remuneration, as fixed bv the companv. <;.cretary :
*•" R. Reed.

Registered office, 60, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4
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Gas and Electricity Development Co., Ltd.—Registered on

Mav Bth as a private company, with a nominal capital of £2,000 ,n £1 shares.

Thr objects are : To adopt an agr-»ment with Sir Charlts Bright & P=""«-J.
Ltd., The Premier Gas Engine Co.. Ltd., Crompton & Co.. Ltd., and F. J.

Palmar, and to carrv on the business of gas, electricity, and water supply,

metallurgical, mechanical, and chemical engineers, electricity and gas makers

and distributors, consultants, technical and financial advisers, and heat,

light, and power specialists. &c. The signatories to the Memorandum of

.^sociation (each subscribing for one share) are :-E. W. Goodale. 6a Red-

ford Square, W.C.I, solicitor; R. W. Ki.ldes, UO, Hainault Road, Le^ylon-

etone. E.ll, clerk. Sir Charles Bright & Partners. Ltd.. have the right to

appoint two directors, and the remaining parties to the above agreement have

the right to appoint one director each. The first directors are not named%

Qualification (except nominee as above), 100 shares Remuneration as fix_ed

by the companv. The rpgisl.-red office is 146, Bishopsgate, E.C.2. The file

number is ISl.MS.

Sir Charles Bright & Partners, Ltd.—Registered on May
lOth as a private companv. with a nominal capital of £2.000 in £1 shares. The

objects are : To adopt an agreement with Sir Charles Bright & Partners

and to carrv on the business of advising, inspecting, consulting, and super-

intending engineers, electric (including telegraph, telephone, and submarine

cable), gas, mining, and railwav engineers, naval and general architects,

technical experts in shipping and engineering m.itters, &c. The permanent

directors are :—Sir Charles Bright. " Leigh Grange," Kent, civil engineer

(chairman); A. H. Seabrook, Potters Bar, Middlesex, engineer; A. ]. Stubbs.^

"Carlisle Lodge." Woodside. Surrev. civil engineer; I.t.-Col. H. W. Wor-

dall. " Stinstord House." Dorchester, engineer. Qualification of permanent

directors. 100 shares; of ordinary directors. 250 shares. Secretary: A. J.

Slubbs. The registered office is 146. Bishopsgate. E.C. The file number is

181.695.

Illuminated Identification Number Plate Co.. Ltd.
(181,688).—Private comnanv. Registered Mav 10th. Capital. £.500 in £1

shares. To carrv on the business of manufacturers and sellers of parts and

apparatus of all' kinds for lighting, illuminating, and heating, contractors.

general engineers, ironfounders. mechanical engineers, tool makers, brass-

founders, welding engineers, manufacturers of goods in connection with light-

ing or motor vehicles and cycle trades, dealers and letters to hire of motors,

cars cycles, carriages, and vehicles, manufacturers of and dealers in lamps,

l-interns burners, mantles, X-c. The subscribers (each with one ordinarv

share) are ;—D. A. Ellam, 10. Raglan Street. Halifax, millwright: H.

P..binson. 72. High Street. Halifax, engineer; N. R. Spencer. 75. Old Ue
Bank. Halifax, solicitor's clerk. The first directors are not named. D. A.

Ellam signs as manager. Registered office : 10. Raglan Street, Halifax.

Newcastleton Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (12.204).—Private
companv. Registered in Edinburgh May Sth. Capital. £1.000 in £1 shares.

T.> carrv on business as indicated bv the title. The first directors are :—

Miss Agnes Scott, 6. Langholm Street. Newcastleton; C. Wood. 6. Lang-

holm Street. Newcastleton.' engineer; T. Martin. 9. Langholm Street, New-
castleton. retired; T. ]. Ewart, 5. Union Street, Newcastleton. draoer; T.

Oliver, 3, Doncaster Street. Newcastleton, grocer; A. Oliver. 18. South

Hermitage Street, Newcastleton, grocer; R. Wilson, Grapes Hotel. New-
castleton. chauffeur; J. Davidson. 13. Winchester Lane. Newcastleton. retired;

D. Oliver. 37, South Hermitage Street, Newcastleton, grocer: I. Carruthers,

1, Doncaster Street. Newcastleton. baker. Qualification. £50. Registered

office: 44a. South Hermitage Street. Newcastleton.

Superadio, Ltd. (181,747').—Private companv. Regis-
tered May 12th. Capital. £1.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of

manufacturers, exporters and importers of and dealers in wireless telegraphic

and telephonic aopliances, installations, goods and accessories of all kinds,

electrical, gas. oil and lighting goods. &c. The subscribers (each with one

share) are :'—C. Orgel 24. Queen Elizabeth's Walk. N.l(!. electrical accessories

dealer; S. Orgel. 107. Queen's Road. Finsbury Park. N.4, wireless and elec-

trical accessories merchant. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors.

Registered office : 111. Great Eastern Street. E.C.

Acme Production Co., Ltd. (181,752).—Private company.
Registered May "12th. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares. To acquire the business

of manufacturers of and dealers in electrical and mechanical appliances and
scientific instruments now carried on bv W. J. Allen and W. D. Vick at 73J.
Coleshill Street. Birmingham. The permanent directors are :—W. J. Allen.

Peak House. Westbourne Road. Walsall, electrical specialities manufacturer;

W. D. -Vick, 23, Florrence Road", Acocks Green, electrical specialities manu-
facturer; W. H. Fulford. no address gi\en. Remuneration of W. J. Allen and
W. D. Vick £260 each per annum, and in addition a yearlv percentage of the

said sum of £260 calculated at the same rate per cent, as the rate of dividends

declared for the vear on the ordinarv shares. No remuneration for W. H.
Fulford. Registered office: 73i. Coleshill Street. Biimingham.

Wholesale Electrical Co. (1922), Ltd. (181,751).—Regis-
tered Mav l'2th. Capital, £20,000 in 20.000 cumulative 10 oer cent, participat-

ing preference shares of £1 each and 10.000 ordinary shares of Is. each. To
.adopt an agreement with A. W. Little, and to carry on the business oT iron-

founders.; mechanical and electrical engineers, manufacturers of machinery
.-ind electrical equipment, toolmakers. brassfounders, metal workers. &c. The
first directors are :—A. W. Little (chairman), .\vonhurst, Freshford, Bath
(director of Wey Engineering Co., Ltd.): H. F. Rutherdon. 1, Oxford Villas,

I.implev Sjoke. Wilts, (director of the Wcv Engineering Co.. Ltd); T. W.
Greaves. Dornev House. Wevbridge. Surrev. Minimum cash subscription:
- shares. Qualification : 1 share. Remuneration. £75 each per annum (chair-

man £100). Registered office : r>, Guildhall Chamhrrs. .')l-4, Basinghall Street,

E.C.2.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Northampton Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Issue
on .\pril 2rth. 1922, of £40,000 7 per cent, second debenture stock, part of

a series already registered.

Weydon Lamp Co., Ltd.—Particulars of ,£3,000 in deben-
tures, authorised March 1st. 1922. Present issue. £1.300, charged on the

company's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled

capital.

Bodmin Electric Light and Supply Co.. Ltd.—Issue on
May 2nd, 1922, of £100 <lebcrlurcs, part of a series already registered.

Joseph Walton & Son (Nelson), Ltd.—Debenture, and as
collateral security thereto, a mortgage charged on the company's undertaking

and property, present and future including uncalled capital, and certain

lands and premise.- in Nelson, both dated April 24th. 1922. to secure all

monevs due or to become due from the company to the Bank of Liverpool

and Martins.

Remco Carbon Co., Ltd.—R. Crane, of 46 and 47, London
Wall. E.G.. was appointed receiver on March 1st. 1922. under powers con-

tained in debentures dated November 29th. 1918.

Bombay Electric Supply and Tramways Co., Ltd. (in
liquidation).-^Satisfaction in fulf o"n M.Tch Mth. 1923 (a) of debenture stock

dated November 7th, 1905, -.xuring £600,000. and iM of charge contained in

trust deed dated May 13th, 1909, securing £210,000 second mortgage debentures.

Ltd. (26,015).— !
:e shares of £5 each.

298,250 paid on -39,650 <
aid on 350 ordmary. \
stock.

St. James' & Pall Mall Electric Light Co., Ltd. (26,015).—
]

Capital £300.000 in 40.000 ordinarv and 20.000 preference ^ ' "" —

^

Return dated .March )4th. 10'22. All shares taken up. £2;ir

ordinarv and 20.000 preference. £1.730 considered ;

.Mortg.iges and charges. £150.000 3i per cent, debenti

City of London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd. (34,406).—
Capital. £2,000,000 in 400,000 6 per cent, first preference. 300.OU0 8 p.r cent,

second preference, and 800,000 ordinarv shares of £1 each, plus £500.000 un-

denominated. Return dated March '29th, 1922. All the first and sciond

preference and ordinarv shares taken up. £1,500,000 paid. Mortgages and

charges. £800,000.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—Issue on May 1st,

1922, of £300 debentures, part of a series already registered.

Barraclough Brothers, Ltd.—H. S. Dickinson, of 30,
Hud<lersfield Road, Brighouse, ceased to act as receiver on August 24th, 1921

imilite filed .Mav 11th, 192-2,1.

CITY NOTES.

English
Electric

Co., Ltd.

The ordinary general meeting was held
on Mav 16th at the Connaught Booms Sir
C. E. Ellis, G.B.E., K.C.B.. in the chair.
Proposing the adoption of the report, the
chairman said the balance sheet showed for

the first time the full liability for the note issue. It show-ed
also, however, a considerable reduction under the heading of-^

sundi-y creditors and credit balances. On the assets side this
year's figure for land, buildings, plant, machinery, ic,
covered an increase of nearly ^700,000. whereas the interest in
subsidiary and other companies was less by approximately
j£826,000 than a year ago. These differences indicated further
progress in the absorption of the constituent firms into a
unified system. During the year the Dick, Kerr works at
Preston had been transferred and the Coventry Ordnance
Works leased to the company. The stocks had in the aggre-
fc'ate been very much reduced during the year, both in quan-
tity and value. As early as 19'30 they were able to foresee, to
some extent at least, that, although orders still continued to
flow in, the market was, in fact, being exhausted. Conse-
quently they began to reduce their stocks to the lowest possible
limits. In addition to making the reduction in quantity, they
had met the heavy fall in the market value of all materials
during the year by a special -n-riting-down of the stocks, item
by item, to a figure which represented to-day's replacement
value or less. Prom the profit and loss account it would be
seen that the available balance was slightly in excess of that
of last year, and that the net profits brought to credit for the
year included dividends received from subsidiary companies,
and amounts transferred from reserves previously set aside

and no longer required. He though they would agree that
the result was satisfactory. The re'cord of 1921 was not the
only factor w-hieh they had had to consider in determining what
distribution they should make to the ordinary shareholders.

They had felt bound also to look ahead, and there they saw
uncertainties on every hand, and the board, in recommending
a dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 5 per cent,

per annum, considered that it had not unfairly reconciled

the natural expectations of the shareholders with the needs
of a diiiicult and obscure period to come. Dui-ing the year
steps had been taken to effect every possible economy through-
out the company's organisation. There were obvious difficul-

ties in carrying out a task of this nature if the inevitable hard-

ship to individuals -n'as to be mitigated w-ithout sacrificing the

interests of the business as a whole. They would be glad to

know that, great as the economies had been, their selling

organisation at home and abroad, both in the number and
calibre of their representatives, had been increased and
strengthened. On the general trade position during last year

and the present outlook throughout the world he need add.

little to the remarks he had already made. The appalling

chaos in many of their best markets, and the apparent failure

of any scheme on a grand scale to breathe new life into the

trade of Europe, had produced a situation without precedent

in British industry in modern times. While they welcomed
froverument assistance, both direct and indirect, particularly

as regarded finance, he was strongly of opinion that the best,

and soundest way out of most of present difliculties w-ould be,

found to be through the efforts of private enterprise. Trade?

was less in need of new channels than of the removal of en-J

cumbrance.s from the old ones. So strongly did they hold this

view that they had recently, with five powerful associates

world-wide reputation, formed the Power A- Traction Financd

Co., Ltd.. with the object of deaUng w-ith comprehensive engij

neering contracts on a large scale. In spit<^ of gener"

economic conditions it remained ta-ue that the electric

industry had been less seriously affected than many others,

had the advantage amongst the industries? of this country of

youth and vigour. In its modified prosperity their company
had retained a full share. During the last year they had

secured many important contracts. Amongst them were a

complete central station installation, comprising buildings and

plant, for the Borough of Leicester, important railway electri-

fication contracts in Spain and in Japan, and others. On all

sides there were signs that public works tix> long delayed

were shortly to be put in hand, aqd in this respect the future
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was full of promise. Competitiou by Germany and other coun-

tries with depreciated cun'encies had not been so serious as

the abnormal rates of exchange would appear to imply. In
many cases this had been due to a well-founded doubt m the

mind of the buyer whether those countries were sufficiently

stable, either industrially or politically, to enable them to

maintam the deliveries offerea. Low prices were a poor sub

stitute for conUdence which had been destroyed. German ex-

port trade had also been severely restricted by feverish

activity at home. Recent reports, however, suggested that

this internal boom was waning, if, in consequence, Germany
and their other iiuropean competitors were able to offer very

much shorter deliveries for their exports, the menace of their

competition might yet be felt in a more severe form. Kailway
electrification, less on technical than on financial grounds,

had made relatively slight progress in this country. But it

was at least satisfactory to note that the two railway electri-

fication contracts placed for the Dominions since the armistice

—one for the Government of New Zealand and one for the
Government of South .\frica—had been placed in Great
Britain; the former contract was secured by their company.
On the technical side of their business the last year had been
one of ceaseless activity. Improvements in their existmg
designs and in many cases entuely new lines of machinery
had been developed, manufactured, and put into operation,

and already the satisfactory performance of this more modern
plant was bearing fruit, both at home and abroad. The pro-

gi'ess of re-allocating the classes of work amongst their several

factories in order to secure increased efficiency had proceeded
a step further. The effect of the specialisation of certain fac-

tories to a particular kind of operation was already making
itself felt in reduced costs and better pz'oduction. Taking,
for instance, the case of electric traction equipments, he
thought he was correct in saying that the sections of the
iLancashire & Yorkshire Railway, electrified by Messrs. Dick.
Kerr, and those of the North-Eastern Railway, electi-ified by
Messrs. Siemens, were the only two main-line railways m
Great Britain operating with direct-current at a pressure

even appro.xunating to that now proposed for modern schemes
Instead, however, of continuing to manufactm'e these equip-
ments in two works, the whole of the output, with the tech-

nical experience and staff of both concerns, was concentrated
at Preston. This principle was being carried out over the
whole range of their products, and was one of the outstand-
ing advantages to be gained by a combination such as their

own. Perhaps the most disturbing feature in the prospects

for the electrical industry was the continuance of the engineer-

ing lock-out. If the favourable view with which foreign buyers
had regarded the industrial stability of this country in the
past was to be threatened by disputes such as this the trade

revival in this country might be indefinitely postponed. That
was neither the time nor place to discuss the merits and
demerits of the engineering lock-out. but it was, in his judg-
ment, certain that the vast number of workmen and employers
were prepared to take the commonsense view that by real

co-operation, and not by abuse of power on either side, were
the security of one class and the aspirations of the other to

be achieved. Whilst expressing a determination loyally to

support the majority of the great federation to which their

trade was allied, they were bound to say that in all their works
the relations between their workpeople and themselves were
excellent in every way. The damage to British trade in the
eyes of the world by the present serious labour dispute in this

country would be almost irreparable unless it was brought to

a rapid conclusion, and he sincerely trusted that the joint

meeting which was to be held would be the precursor of a

settlement satisfactory to both parties. It might be that there

were extremists on one side or the other, but whether that wa.s

so or not a most grave responsibility rested upon the nego-
tiators, which could only be met by a policy of co-oiieration

and goodwill.

Lord Meston seconded the motion, and the report was unani-

mously adopted.
During 19-21 the revenue was .£114.773

Cork Electric and the expenses were i698,772. leaving

Tramways and i£16,001 plus ^5,703 brought forward. In-

Lighting come tax absorbs £2,053. interest account
Co., Ltd. ;62-51. interest on debentures i;4,600. and

there is transferred to reserve for depre-
ciation and renewals £12,U(X». leaving a balance of f2,80(1 to
be carried forward. The revenue from the tramways was
£1,406 less than for the previous year due to the strike. The
revenue from lighting and power shows an increase of £6,430
and the profits on supply sales, discounts, &c.. a decrea.se of

£1,018. The cost of generating w-as £1,593 less than for the
previous year due to the fall towards the end of the year in
the price of coal. There were increases of (a) £687 in the cost
of rnaintaining and operating the tramways, (b) £1.841 in the
lighting and power distribution expenses, (c) £2,576 in insur-
ances, management, and other general expen.ses, and (rf) £293
in bad debts. In view of the heavy los.ses sustained by the
company last year through (1) the two months' strike of its

employes. (2) the subsequent coal strike which involved the
purchase of large stocks of coal at exorbitant prices in order
to maintain the supply of energy, and (3) the disturbed state
of the country during the first half of the year, which severely
affected business generally, the directors consider the results
satisfactory. The capital expenditure during the year

amounted to £35.031, mainly for the installation of a 2.000-kW
Curtis turbine and other plant at the Cork generating station,
additional cables and house services to meet the increasing
demand for hghting and power, and new plant installed at the
Queenstown station to reduce the cost of generating. The
revenue to date shows an increase over the corresponding
period of last year and enables the company to pay a halt-
.vear's dividend on the 5 per cent, cumulative preferenco
share capital. This payment vfili clear the arrears to Juno
30th, 1920.

The capital expended during 1921 was
Potteries £12,199. The revenue for the year waa

Electric Traction £300,832.
Co., Ltd, The traffic and parcels receipts amounted

to £283,153, exceeding those of 1920 bv
£2,521. The expenses increased bv £0.6ti2. After deducting
all expenses chargeable to revenue, including £11,025 for de-
benture interest, and a provision of £10,000 for renewals there
remams £27,841. as compared with £28,500 for 1920.' Ad-
ding £6.082 brought forward, there is available £33,923.
Out of this there is placed to reserve account £5,000; a

dividend on the preference shares (5 per cent, per annum)
requires £12,250; a dividend on the ordinary shares at the
rate of 4 per cent, per annum requires £9,800; and £6,873 is
to be carried forward.
The reserve will now stand at £114,523. and the renewals

fund at £55,891.
The traffic receipts for the first few months of the year,

showed sub.stantial increa.ses on both the tramway and omni-
bus services. Later, the coal miners' .strike, competition by
independently-owned vehicles, and general trade depression
in the district caused a serious falling-oft' in the number of
passengers carried. The motor omnibus services were ex-
tended. Working expenses continued high during the year.

The net profit for the year 1921 was
Babcock and £49l),181, plus £99,828 brought forward,
Wilcox, Ltd. making £590,008. Out of this were paid

the interim dividends (November 3rd, 1921)
of 3 per cent, on the preference shares, 2i per cent, on the
second preference shares, and of 7 per cent, on the ordinary
shares, amounting to £157,894, and the directors recommend
that the following dividends be paid for the half-year ended
December, 1921, viz. ; 3 per cent, on the preference shares, less
income tax. £3,000; 2J per cent, on the second preference
shares, less income tax, £4,476; 9 per cent, on the ordinary
shares (free of income tax), £193,394; there is to be put to
reserve fund £150,000, to staff pension fund £10,000, and
£71,243 remains to be carried forward. " During the year
under review a good many contracts were carried out which
were placed with us during the preceding year, and. in common
with other engineering concerns, we have been affected by the
slump in trade. The recent labour disturbance has, of course,
temporarily reduced our output. It will be seen that the
amount we have to provide for income tax and Corporation
profits tax is most oppressive, and, notwithstanding the small
reduction just made, in our opinion such burdensome taxatiou
cannot fail to continue to adversely affect all British in-
dustries."

Lord Mesfcon, K.C.S I., presided at the
Calcutta annual meeting held at the company's
Electric London offices on May 9th. In moving the

Supply Cor- adoption of the report and accounts the
poration, Ltd-, chairman said that during the year the

total amount of capital expenditure had
risen from 1^ millions to 2i millions .sterling. This was due to
the pm-chase of new plant, which, it was hoped, would soon
be adding, to the company's revenue. Although a small sur-
charge had been imposed upon the price of energy sold this
was more than absorbed by increased charges for coal and
labour. There was no profit on exchange during the year.
Although there had been labour troubles in the course of

the period under review, these had been successfully handled
by Mr. Martens, the company's agent, and the shareholders
could be congratulated upon having a loyal and competent
staff. When the company applied for an extension of ten
years (to 1938) of the first period at which the Bengal Govern-
ment had the option of purchasing the undertaking, some
criticism was made by the City Council; nevertheless the ex-
tension was obtained. Trade in England was still hampered
by the engineering dispute. Such a state of affairs would
surely drive the most patriotic firms to place orders for heavy
electrical plant outside England. In India there was a reaction
against recent political extravagances, although the period of
trial was not yet at an end. India needed enterpri.ses like that
of the company which catered for her industrial welfare. The
company had been in existence for 25 years, during which
period it had attained a position of gi-eat importance; even so
it was still merely at the threshold of great possibilities. Lord
Me.ston. in conclusion, mentioned with regret the death of Mr.
G. S. Williams, deputy agent, and the retirement, through ill-

health, of Mr. F. R. Reeves; the latter'e place on the board
had been filled by Sir George Sutherland.
In seconding the chairman's motion, Major-General E. H.

Mahon, C.B., C.S.I., deputy chairman, gave some details of
his recent visit of inspection. He spoke of the remarkable
growth of the city of Calcutta since his last visit nine years
previously, a development in which the company had partici-

pated. Their supply 4rea now covered not only the district
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administered by the Calcutta Council, but also the areas ol'

nine or ten other municipalities. In the company's dealings

with the Calcutta Municipal Council it had to be realised that

the Council had to endeavour to obtam amenities lor its rate-

payers at as low a cost as possible, which made its position

aitticult. He was glad to say, however, that good relationr

had been established after consultation with tbe municijial

leaders. (;en. Mahon was of the opinion that the majority of

the Indians valued their partnership lu tlie British Empire,
and were not anxious lor a change of government. In con-

cluding, he desired to express his appreciation of the work of

the etalt, from the boiler-house employes to the agent. After

the re-election of the retiring director, Mr. A. M. H. Wakond,
and the re-appuintnient of the auditors, the chairman moved
the following resolution :

—
" That the directors be, and they are, hereby authorised in

borrow or raise, such sums as they think fit, provided that the
total amount at any one time outstanding in respect of moneys
borrowed or raised by the directors shall not, without the sanc-

tion of a general meeting of the company, exceed i;5UO,OU0 in

addition to (1) the amount which the directors are empowered
to borrow or raise under Article S3 (H) of the Articles of Asso-

ciation, namely, one-half of the issued share capital of the

company, and (2) the £lOO,tK10 sanctioned at the extraordinary
general meeting of the company held on May I'Ah, 1921, ana
{i) the amount of any advances that may from time to time
be outstanding in respect of loans obtained by the company
in England against or on the security of cash, notes, or bills

held by the company or standing to the company's credit with
any bank or financial in.stitiition in India."

'the motion was seconded by the deputy chairman, and
unanimously adopted.

Speaking at the annual meeting on May
Bath Electric 10th, Mr. J. B. Hamilton, C.B. (chairman).
Tramways, Ltd. said that, in spite of assertions to the con-

trary, there was not much fear that tram-
ways would be suijerseded by other forms of traction. Due to

the fine summer and the increased fares sanctioned by the
Ministry of Transport, the revenue had shown a considerable
increase. Repairs and maintenance charges had, however,
reduced the net revenue, Tlie first mortgage debentures had
been reduced and the sinking fund increased during the year.

The Bath Tramways Motor Co. had done well, and was proving
a good investment. Referring to road maintenance charges,

the chairman said that a movement was being made by tram-
way undertakings to get rid of a part of this burden, and he
had hopes of its success.

The directors report that for the year
Indian Electric ended December, 1921, the surplus on

Supply and working in Cawnpore was i''26,50"2 (against

Traction Co., £34,970 in 1920), and including transfer

Ltd. fees and bank interest the credit side of net
revenue account shows a total of £30,5(X).

The actual net earnings in India were Rs.4,35,232, as against
Rs. 4, 10,222 for 1920, but the .sterling equivalent was lower,
owing to the fall in exchange from the exceptional rates realised

last year. London expenditure was i£2,433 (against i'2,462 in

1920), and after providing £2,980 for debenture interest there is

a profit of £25,087. The amount brought forward was £5,075.
The interim dividend of 3 per cent, on the ordinary shares
absorbed £2.952, and a final dividend of 7 per cent., making
10 per cent, for the year, requires £7,159. Dividends for the
year on the preference shares absorbed £8,201. There is put
to reserve for depreciation and renewals £7,736. and directors'

commissions on dividends amount to £916, leaving to be
carried forward, subject to taxation, £3,198. Meeting :

London, May 22nd.

Callender's ^'^® accounts for the year ended Decem-

Cable and ''^"^ ^li^t, 1921, .show a balance to the credit

Construction
"f profit and loss account of £217,012. From

Co Ltd *^'^ must be deducted interest on deben-
''

ture stock £13,500; dividend on 6i per cent,
preference shares for year, £26.000: dividend on 7i per cent,
preference shares for year, £30,000; apjiropriation for depre-
ciation of buildings, plant and machinery. £30,000; appropria-
tion for depreciation of oflice furniture, £500 ; leaving a balance
of £117,012; to which is added the balance from 1920 of

£108,101. leaving an available balance of £225,113. It is pro-
posed to pay a dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of

15 per cent, per annum, le.ss income tax, being 3s. per .share,

of which Is. per share, less income tax, was paid in November.
1921, and 2s. per share less income tax will be paid forthwith,
£75,000; leaving to be carried forward £150,113.
The company's operations were seriously hampered by the

stoppage of production in the coal trade during the early part
of 1921. No adequate supplies of fuel could be obtained, and
it became necessary to close the workshops, so that for over
two months output practically ceased. In spite of this the
accounts for the past year show results which are, in the
opinion of the directors, sati.sfactory. Re-organisation in the
workshops and other economies have resulted m greater
efficiency and diminished cost of production, which have con-
tributed to tho.se favourable results. The machinery for the
manufacture of e.h.p. caliles for 30.000 volts "and up-
wards, with the extensions made during the year, is now in

full operation. In the latter part of the year there was a
falling off in the demand, both at home and abroad, for wires

and cables of all descriptions. This was, however, counter-
acted by important contracts previously secured by the com-
pany. l?^oreign business has been difficult, especially with tne
Continent, on account of adverse exchanges and other con-

ditions, which have affected all British industries. Every
possible step is bemg taken to safeguard and extend the com-
pany's interests abroad. The .\nchor Cabie Co. at Leigh has
been similarly atlected, especially with its loreign busmess.
There are, however, some signs pointing to the resumptioQ of

better trade in this country.
Meeting : London, May 25th.

The four dividends paid in .Vpril, July,

Anglo-American November, and i<ebruary, togeiher with
I'elegraph £78,750 tor income tax, absorbed altogether
Co., Ltd. £262,.5U0, being the rent paid by the

Western Union Telegraph Co. for the year,
equal to 3ii per cent, on the ordinary stock. per cent, on th?
preferred stock, and Ij per cent, on the deferred stock.
Bonuses of 2s. 3d. per cent, upon the ordinary stock and 4s. 6d.

per cent, on the deferred stuck were paid in Eebruary. The
balance at credit of revenue account available for the payment
of dividends for the quarter to March 3Jst, 1922, is £65,625.

The traffic receipts (less working ex-
Northern penses), dividends, and other revenues for

General Trans- the year 1921, amounted to £59.411. After
port Co., Ltd. providing for admimstration expenses, de-

ducting £6,111 for loan and debenture in-
terest, and making a provision of £18,367 for renewals, there
remains £29,938, plus £18,540 brought forward. There is put
to sinking fund for redemption of debenture stock £l,4il;
dividend, 6 per cent, for the year, on the preference shares
£6,523; dividend, 10 per cent, for the year, on the ordinary
shares £22,711; carried forward £17,833. During the year the
additional capital expenditure on the motor omnibus under-
taking amounted to £47,440. The fleet now consists of 117
motor vehicles, an increase of 20. The company's investments
in the Gateshead & District 'Tiamways Co., the Jarrow and
Disti'ict Electric Traction Co., Ltd., and the Tynemouth and
District Electric Traction Co., Ltd., stand in the books at

£402,909.

Prospectuses.

—

The Indian Electric Supply d Traction
Co., Ltd.—The list was opened toward the end of last

week for subscriptions to an is.sue of £2.)0.0()0 five

per cent, debentures, in denominations of £100 and
£20 each (free of income tax). The issue price was
94 per cent. The money is required for the purpose
of extensions of electricity supply producing facilities in the
City of Cawnpore. where there is great indu.strial activity,

which must lead to increased electrical demand. Holders of

the existing 6 per cent, first mortgage debentures (£49.600 out-
standing) have the option of converting into this i.s.sue. A
sufficient sum of money is to be placed with the trustees of
the first debenture holders to repay at maturity any of the
existing debentures outstanding and to provide interest

thereon, thus freeing the company's assets from all existing
charges, and thereby making the present issue a first mort-
gage. The issued share capital is £240,000. On the ordinary
shares 9 per cent, was paid for 1919. 10 per cent, for 1920, ancj
10 per cent, is recommended for 1921.

Calcutta Tramways Co., Ltd.—The list closed last week
in an issue of £250,000 seven per cent, second (regis-

tered) debentures at 95 per cent., in denominations
of £100. The object of the issue was to repay bank
advances, to provide funds for additional plant and rolling

stock to meet the requirements of the increasing traffic, and
for the general capital purposes of the company. The ordinary
shares received 10 per cent., tax free, for 1919. and 7 per cent., \
tax free, for 1920. but the accounts for 1921 are not yet com-
plete, though it is stated in the prospectus that the earnings
have been very adversely affected by unrest, strikes. &c. The ,

chairman visited Calcutta in January and made arrangements v

with the men with a view to avoiding trouble in the future; -_

increased fares were introduced on February 1st: and the '.

traffic receipts for the first quarter of 1922 have increased by ..

about £10,()00 as compared with the corresponding quarter of
1920.

On May 3rd there were offered in New York $25,000,000 ,,

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co. refunding mortgage 5 per 4
lent. bonds, series " A." The company is a subsidiary of j
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. The issue was x
over-subscribed. 1

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.—The report for 1921. which has*
just come to hand, states that the profits would have com-

*

pared quite favourably W'ith those of 192(1. but for the heavy
Tall in prices of stocks and work in hand, which necessit-ated

the writing down of values to current market prices. In view
of the present state of trade caused by the engineers' lock-out,

and the consequent falling off of hu.siness, the directors did

not recommend the payment of a dividend on this occasion.

Submarine Cables Trust.—The revenue for tlie vear ended
April 15th, ]922. was £29,958 and expen^^s £L9S3". leaving a
balance of i'27.974. plus £19 brought forward. .\fter pro-

viding £7,941 to meet payment of coupons and £546 to be re-

funded to Inland Revenue. £19.456 has been transferred to

redemption fund and £50 carried forward,

—

Financial Times.
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German Telegraph Companies.—A Renter dispatch from
Berlin states that the united boards of directors of the German
.Vtlantic, German South American, and East European Tele-

j,'raph Companies have decided to recommend to shareholders

the fusion of the.se companies. The German Atlantic Co. will

increase its capital in this connection by 13J million marks of

ordinary .shares as well as 2^ million marks of preference

shares.

The Times Berhn correspondent, in referring to the matter,

says: "The companies, which were compelled under the

Treaty of Versailles to hand over their cables to the Allies

against compensation from the German Government, have not

yet come to an agreement with the Government. It is ex-

pected, however, that the negotiations, will be completed at

the end of the present month, when a general meeting will

be held to confirm the amalgamation."

Compahia ItalO'Argentina de Electricidad.—The report

for 1921 showed a gross proht of .$m/'u 1,S01,09'2. .\ dividend

of $9 per share was recommended, absorbing $983,336, and
after paying directors' fees, contributing to reserve, &c., a

surplus of $.38,870 was carried forward. During the year a

new r2,500-kVA turbo-alternator was put into commission at

the " Pedro Mendoza," the principal station. The boiler

plant was also added to. This station now contains five sets

with an aggregate output of 43,7.50 k\'.\. Three new convert.er

sets, of 1,0(10 kW eac-h, were installed in thr<"e sub-stations.

Over 2.3,<KlO metres of new cables was laid during the year.-

77,477,.3O0 kWh was generated at the main station, and
2,124,977 kWh at the Diesel sub-generating stations. The
service was regularly and satisfactorily maintained.

Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Co., Ltd.—The
directors have offered to holders of o{ per cent, income bonds
to exchange such bonds for 6 per cent, first mortgage bonds
on the basis of giving £1 nominal value of 6 per cent, first

mortgage bonds lor every £o nominal value of the 5J per cen.t

income bonds surrendered (with all coupons) for exchange.
The 6 per cent, first mortgage bonds will have attached the
half-yearly interest coupon due December 1st, 1922.

Vera Cruz Electric Light, Power and Traction Co.—The
net profits in Mexico tor 1921. amounted to 629,649 dols.,

which, converted into sterling at 24. od. per peso, is equiva-
lent to ^70,708. As the actual exchange value of the Mexican
peso exceeded 24.od. during the year, exchange account again
shows a profit. After meeting all expenses, debenture interest

Bnd annual sinking fund charge, there is an available balance
of i;64, 7.52 plus £21.980 brought forward. It is proposed to pay
a ilividend of 10 per cent, for the year, of which 5 per cent,

lius aheady been paid, and a bonus of 2i per cent., placmg
to depreciation and reserve account ;620,000, and carrymg
forward £22,982.

—

Financier.

Pinchin, Johnson & Co., Ltd.—Mr. Edward Robson pre-
sided at the annual general meeting on May 10th. He said

that in spite of abnormal conditions good results had been
obtained, and he hoped that business would show an early
improvement. A mortgage of j£6,000 on one of the factories

was repaid during the year, and at the present time there was
not a single charge on the business in priority to their

preference shares.

A Prague Electricity Loan.—The Manchester Guardian
states that Messrs. Helbert, Wagg & Co.. the London bankers,
have tendered successfully for a loan of 1,500,000 sterling and
$7,.500,O0O to the Municipality of Prague for the extension of

the electricity, water, and gas works, which will be given as
security for the loan.

.4merican Telephone and Telegraph Co.—According to
the Financial Times, this company has disposed of its holdings
of common stock in the Radio Corporation of .\merica. It is

stated that it is the policy of the company only to hold the
securities of its a.s.sociated companies in the Bell telephone
system.

Rhondda Tramways Co., Ltd. — According to the
Financier the directors recommend a dividend of 4 per cent.
on the preference shares, putting ^^49.5 to depreciation of furni-
ture, &c., ±'.5.000 to reserve and renewals account, £4,191 for
loss on operating motor omnibuses. £.30,828 for repairs and
maintenance, and carrying £1,S2G forward.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been specially allowed by the Committee under Rule 148a :

—
Siemens Bros. & Co.—£466.000 4} per cent, debenture stock.

Mexican Light and Power Co.—.According to a financial
daily it is announced that Coupon No. 6 (dated December 1st,

1914) will be paid on June 1st.

Gravesend and Northfleet Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—
After putting fl.OW to reserve :iii.l paying 6 pe"r cent, on the
preference shares for the year. £l,25.s is to be carried forward.

Tynemouth and District Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—It
is proposed to pay a dividend of 10 per cent, for the year on
the ordinary shares, leaving .£0,488 to be carried forward.

Castner=Kellner Alkali Co., Ltd.—A dividend at the rate
of 8 per cent, actual (less tax) fur the half-year ended at March
IS announced.

Coventry Chain Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend of 6 per cent.
per annum on the ordinary shares for the half-year ended
February, 1922.

Scarborough Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—.According to the
Financier, there was a net profit of £4.5 for the year, making
with £9,817 brought forward, £9,862. The maximum dividend
of 2i per cent, is recommended, leaving £7.612 to be carried
forward.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TUESD.W EVENI.NU.

The main featm'e of the markets is the way in which prices

have rushed along in the Home Railway lists. Evidently the
public imagination is stirred by the popular speculation of the
moment, for there can be no doubt as to much of the buying
partaking of the gambling order. When markets become more
normal, as they will do from next Monday onwards, there i»

likely to be a general settling down of prices ia this depait-

iiient. Undergrounds have scarcely gone at the same break-
neck speed as some of the .steam stock.*, though Metropolitans
and Districts are very substantially higher than they were at

the beginning of the year. It is a little curious to notice that
the latter for a day or two stood higher in the market than the
tleferred stocks of the Great Xortheru and the South-Eastern
companies, both of which have been in receipt of dividends for

many years, whereas the District Company has paid, of course,

only one dividend during the last four decades.

The return to more noi-mal conditions in the Stock Exchange
will be introduced by the reinstitution of fortnightly settle-

ments, and by the peiTuission given to start contango business
again, which will come about as a result of the action of the
Stock Exchange Committ<>e on Monday in this week.
Strenuous opposition has been offered to the re-establishment
of contangoes which, it is contended, will open the door to

waves of speculation unhealthy to the markets and dangerous
t<i the community. The system of cash dealings under which
the Stock Exchange worked throughout the war did good ser-

vice as an emergency measure, but it has outgrown its useful-

ness, and the handicaps which it imposes upon freedom of

dealing are thrown into sharper relief week by week. The
official end of the war was announced at the end of last

.A.ugust, so that there are still a few months to run before the
pre-war liabilities must be coinpul.sorily cleared up. The Stock
Exchange Committee has gone ahead of time, and the result

is likely to prove beneficial .so long as members of the HoUse
will refrain from encouraging business of a dangerous descrip-

tion.

The remarkable success which attended the issues of the
Calcutta Electric and the Inuian Electric Supply companies,
details of which were given here last week, shows how eager
is the investment demand on the part of the public. There ia

some talk, indeed, of a further reduction in the Bank Rate,

and this impression may possibly have something to do with
the success that most of the new issues score. Be that as it

may, the lists of the two issues just mentioned were open for

a very short space of time, and allotments of the Calcutta were
on a modest scale. Ttiose in the Indian Electric Supply com-
pany are not out yet. Meanwhile, the older stocks are well

held at their previous premiums, and the success of the Cal-

cutta debenture led to the price of the ordinary shares rising

to 4s, the 5 per cent, preference hardening to 3j. Calcutta
Electric Supply ordinary shares are better at 23s. 3d.

Electricity supply shares generally are a good market, though
in one or two cases the best prices recently touched have given
way to a more moderate level. From this, the inference may
be reasonably drawn that the rise in prices has tempted a few
.shares to market. Charing Cross ordinary, however, are 5s.

higher at 6i. and the preference at 3} show J ri.se. Smith-
fields are good at 3. South Metropolitan preference at 1 3/16
are 1/16 up. Westminsters rose to 7i. City Lights eased off

to 38s. Of the more recent issues, .Jutland Telephone 5J per
cents, at lOOJ are 7J premium, and Metropolitan Railway
5 per cent, preference has gone back from the top, standing
now at 9 premium. North Metropolitan Electric Power second
preference, with £65 paid, ia quoted 3 premium, and Whitehall
Electric Investment preference remain at 18s. 6d., the deben-
tures, which came out at 87^,.now commanding a few shillings

premium. Yorkshire Electric 6 per cent, preference, which
subscribers obtained at £4, are now 5. Tlie Castner-KelLner
Co. has declared a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, actual
for the past six months.
Something of a sensation has been caused by a dramatic

rise in Marconi's shares. The Postmaster-General's enthu-
siastic support of radio-telephony drew immediate attention to

Marconi shares, and from 50s. the price sprang to 56s. 3d., with
scarcely a look-back. Speculation is active in the market, and
the shares of some of the subsidiary companies followed the
rise of those in the parent undertaking. Marines are 5s. higher
at 35s. Radios are rather firmer at 24s. 3d., the preferred
remaining at 15s. For .Automatic Telephones there has been
a little inquiry, and shares have been done lately at 10s. 9d.

International .\utomatics changed hands the other day at
7s, 3d., the company's preference being quoted at 15s.

British Aluminiums have been an active and a rising market.
The price rose as high as ISs. 6d., and the nominal middle
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price of 17s. 6d. shows a rise of Is. 3d. on the week. English

Electrics are similarly better at ISs., and the preference im-

proved to 18s. 3d. Siemens have come into further demand,

owing to the report and the maintenance of the 10 per cent,

dividend; the price advanced to 28s. 9d., while General Elec-

trics are steadv, Croniptons 6d. lower, and Edisons unchanged.

The cable manufacturing group is firm as a whole, the move-

ments being confined lo small fractions this week.

Anglo-Argentine Tramways fii'st preference have taken on

a little fresh animation, and are better at 3 11/16; the 5 per

cent, debenture at 83i is a point down. In Mexicans the

tendency, for the time being, is inclined to be dull, although

Mexico Tramwavs 5 per cent, bonds are an exception. British

Columbia Electric stocks failed to show recovery from their

decline of last week, the preference issue, however, still being

wanted. It is worth noticing that the Indian group of traction

and supplv shares exhibits a better tendency than has been

noticeable' for some time past. Apparently India is settling

down again, and the declines which occurred in a good many
of the Indian industrial shares have not passed unnoticed by

the investor.

The rubber market, it is becoming almost monotonous to

say, is as dull as ever. Raw rubber is back to a shade below

8d. a lb., but in spite of the weakness of the material, a number
of the good companies show in their recent reports that they

can keep going without difficulty under present conditions,

though profits, of course, are very moderate. The iron and

steel group, together with armament and engineering shares,

still waits on the lock-out in the engineering trade. To the

onlooker, the surprising part about this is the calm way in

which both sides appear to accept a position which appears to

, be so ruinously expensive.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

HOMB ELEOXaiOITY COMPANIES.

DiTldend, Price
,.

" ^ May 16, Bl86 or TleW
1920. 1991, 1999. fall. p.o,

Brompton Ordinary 19 19 7J _ *? « «

Charing Cross Ordinary .. .. 8 9 6« + i » '° °

do. do, do. 4iPret. .. 4i 4J B| +J 6 00
Chelsea 6 6 6| — 6 6 8

City ol London 14 14 8H/-^ -9d. 7 7 4

do. do. Bperoent. Pret... 8 6 99/6 — ^ ^ ?
County o( London ^ ? }*

~
? S !!

do. do. 6peroent. Pref... 6 6 1 — 6

Kensington Ordinary 9 10 68 — '4,2
London Bleotrio 9i 4 IS — ' ° ^J

do. do. 6peroent. Prel... 6 6 41 — 6 9 9

Metropolitan 7 7 64 — ° '5 '

do. 4J per cent. Pref... 4i 4J 8J — 6

St. James' and Pall Mall .... 19 19 8i - ' ^ ^
South London 7 7 8* -

? ,2 2
Sooth Metropolitan Prel 7 7 If's + ii 5 18

Westminster Ordinary 10 10 7i +i 6 18

Telrorafhs and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pret 6 6 102» — » 6 17 1

do. Del 14 84/8 943 -Ht 7 2 6

Chile Telephone 8 8 Bj — ^ 1^ 6

Cuba Sub. Ord '..77 8* — ^ 4 8

Eastern Extension 10 10 19g — 6 8 8

Eastern Tel. Ord 10 10 1944 - 6 9 10

aiDbe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10 191 -i 6 4

do. do. Prel 6 8 llj — J 6 7

Great Northern Tel 99 94 31 — 7 14

Indo-Bnropean 10 10 40* — 6 8 5

Marooni 96 IB 9J -H ,, 6 6 9

Oriental Telephone Ord 19 19 9? — 'S 1 1

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 74 + I'j
•6 6 8

West India and Panama .. .. Nil Nil 6/- — Nil

Western Telegraph 10 10 Iflg — <6 8 8

Home Bails,

Central London Ord. Assented ..4 4 68 +1 6 17 8

Metropolitan 14 ^i 46 —
do. Dlstrlol Nil 1 884 4 84

Underground Eleotrio Ordinary .. Nil Nil 94 + J
do. do. "A".. .. NU Nil 7/- +ei.
do. dp. Income.. .. 9 4 eoj +3

FoBEiQN Tbaus, ia,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. 6* 191 Bli -h ,'j

do. do. 9nd Prel. .. Nil 6* 4 —
do. do. 6 per oent. Deb. 6 6 834 —

1

Brazil Traotions NU NU 49 —J
British OoInmblaEIeo. Rly. Pice... 6 6 8C4 + ^

do. do. Prelerred.. 6 98/- 71* —
do. do. Delerred .. 8 194/- 714 —
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 41 78 —

Mexico Trams. 6 per cent. Bonds .. Nil Nil 714 -t-l

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

.

Nil Nil 86} —
Mexican Light Common .. .. NU Nil 9^4 —

do. Pref Nil NU 64 —
do, lat Bonds .. .. NU 6 744 -

MANDTAOTDIUNa OoUPANIBB
Babcook A WUcox 16 18 8 —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 i + ,\
British Insulated Ord 16 16 2,', -•- ,',

OaUenders 16 16 2-/., + .',

64 Prel 64 84 lA - '

Orompton Ord 10 10 99/- —6d.
Bdlson-Bwan 10 — 6/- —

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, .• 6 6 64 —
Electric Construction 10 10 1\ —
BngUsh Electric 8 8 16/- + iV

do. Pref 8 8 18/3 -t-9d.

Gen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 99/9 —
do. Ord 10 10 iV- -8d.

Henley 16 16 9^, — A
do. 44Frsi 44 44 4,', —

Indla-Bnl)ber 10 — | —
Met.-VIokers Piel 8 » 94 —
BlemeDsOid 10 10 i;, + fg
Telegiiph Oo 90 90 96 —

• DMdenda paid Iiee of laoome Tax.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making use of the figures appearing

in the following list, that in some csises the prices are only general,

and they may vary according: to quantities and other circumstancep.

9 11 9
NU
Nil

•4 19 6

6 13
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HIGH-SPEED WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

By Lieut.-Col. A. Q. T. CUSINS.

[Abstract of paper read before the Wireless Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

This paper consists in the main of a record of experimental
progress directed towards the mechanicalisation of wireless

telegraphy in as simple and portable a form as possible.

The recent International Conference in Paris disclosed the
disquieting fact that the ether is already in danger of being
overcrowded.
Even taking into account the refinement which has bean

attained in selectivity, that is to say, in reducing the per-

centage difference in frequency at which two simultaneous
messages can be received conveniently, and allowing full

credit to the progress made in directive working both in

transmission and in reception, even then the gamut of fre-

quency over which operation is possible is very limited, and
between the upper and lower limits, say from 6,000,000 to

6,000, or in wave-lengths from 50 to 50,0(X) metres, choice is

are now able to use the Wheatstone, on sets up to 6 kW, with
an ordinary single-current key straight into the circuit with-

out any intermediate mechanical device.

For remote control, whether at hand or high speed, the

key is replaced by a Creed relay. The a<2tion is practically

sparkless, in spite of the fact that the high-pressure voltage

reaches 9,000 volts.

However, for the small sets, of about 2 kW, now working
between Aldershot and Cologne, trial was made of utilising

the anode-filament path of a small " control " valve as the

grid leak of the main generating valve. By operating on the

grid-filament circuit of the control valve, the resistance of

its anode-filament path may be varied enormously, and the

Fig. 1—Contindocs-wave High-speed Set for Field Use. Fig. 4.—Receptiok Connections for High-speed Recordlng.

fui-ther limited by the interdependence between the three
factors : power, frequency, and distance. .\s the mutual inter-
ference between very large stations becomes more marked, it

is possible that they will tend to be limited to operations over
ocean tra<:ts where distance is the deciding factor.
Over shorter distances it is suggested that the practice will

arise of installing medium-power stations with a more limited
area of operation and relaying tralBc from one to another.
Such a system, employing a geographical method of distribu-
tion of wave-lengths so as to minimise interference sliould
be very elastic and capable of expansion. In order to make

oscillations of the main generating valve be controlled in-

stantaneously over their full amplitude. So delicate is this

method of control that it is easily possible, using an ordinary

Post Office Wheatstone transmitter, unaltered, to close the
grid-filament circuit of the control valve when a signal is re-

quired to pass, and to apply the requisite negative pressure

to the grid and so check the oscillation of the main generating

valve during the spacing period. This action is to all intents

and purposes instantaneous; in fig. 1 the actual W'heatstone
instrument is at a distance from the tran.smitter. the signals

being relayed to the latter through a Post Office relay. This
allows of the sending of a message from an office at any
desired distance from the wireless transmitting station, pas-

sing the message from wire to wireless without intermediate

Fig. 3.

Gn^
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the Central Telegraph Office, London, and Aldershot, then
from Aldershot to Cologne by miUtary wu-eless, and from
Cologne military wireless station to the German Post Office
by wire. Through transmission has also been carried on with
a certain amount of steady success, using Wheatstone ti-ans-
misaion and Creed printer reception, the working speed being
100 words a minute.

Reception.—Loop reception for small and medium-sized
stations allows of the transmitter being placed at such a
jHjint as will cause a minimum of interference while still

maintaining maximimi efficiency on the line of direction of
reception ; recent experiments have resulted in the reduction
of such interference to a most remarkable degree.
There is a point below which an unaided signal fails to

operate a detector, and to cau.se a detector valve to " rectify
"

it is nece.ssary to intensify the signal frequency. .A. really
satisfactory tuned high-frequency amplifier was evolved which
was found to be extremely stable. It gives an amplication

factor of about x 750 on three valves, with a 3 per cent, fac-
tor of selectivity, i.e., a reduction of signal strength to 30
per cent, of the maximum is brought about by a 3
per cent, variation of wave-length. Such an instrument is a,

very irnportant addition to any system of reception when
selectivity is desired.

With regard to the " trigger " relay an important point to
realise is that the reversal of the increment of grid potential
which was sufficient to cause the valve to " trig," is not nearly
sufficient to cause the oscillations to stop when once started.
ajid satisfactory quenching is one of the most difficult features
of the problem.
A high-speed quench could not be obtained by means of a

magnetic relay in the anode circuit of the trigging valve.
Therefore, a non-inductive resistance was substituted. At-
tempts were then made to short-circuit the anode reaction
coil, thus providing a quench, by means of a rapidly re-
volving commutator (fig. 2) separated from the motor which
was well removed from the valve relay, the drive to the
commutator being by a long belt. A much greater im-
provement was produced by arranging the brushes on the
commutator so that at any speed of rotation the duration of
the short-circuiting period could be controllad.
To get a cuiTent corresponding to the incoming .signals and

large enough to operate a P.O. relay at speed, the non-induc-
tive resistance of fig. 2 was connected to a valve B (fig. 3) ; R
is of the order of .30,000 ohms. The grid of valve v is Icept
negative so that the current from the anode battery is very
small.

When a signal is received the trigging valve o.=cillates .and
its anode current traversing R may then well be about
two milliami)eres. There is then a potential difference across R
of 60 volts, A being negative with regard to b. Therefore,
as long as the current (or signal) endures, the grid of v is
raised by 60 volts above its normal voltage with respect to the
filament, or becornes 60 volts more twsitive. This condition
allows the anode current of v (which traverses the P.O. re-
lay) to become very large and the relay is thus operated.
The relay in this arrangement is re-wound with No. 44 S.W.G.
wire.

A standard receiving set was then made up. Fig. 4 shows
the receiving circuits : perfect records were obtained at 100
words per minute. By using a very loose coupling between
aerial and closed circuit it was possible to receive through
atmospherics. Later the quench again gave trouble and the
origin was found to be the belt drive. It appeared to be due
to some frictional effect between belt and driving pullev. The
quenching commutator was again mounted directly on the
motor and care taken to make it dead smooth. The brushes
were also adjusted to mnke a very licht contact on the ro-
tating commutator, n.r.d these precautions finallv disposed of
the quenching troubles, which were after all not apparentiv
attributable in any way tn inductive effects from the motor.
This arrangement then wns taken to be the standard method
for working reliably at 100 words per minute.
A .standard receiving outfit nns then taken to Cologne

and the transmission arranced fmm Woolwich. The trans-
mitting set was provided with .5.000 volts direct current, nnd
the cm-rent obtained in the aerial was almut 10 amperes.' The
wave length was 1,700 metres. During these reception trials

at Cologne the speed was raised to 1.50 words a minute and
long Press extracts were successfully recorded.
The rate of quench (g) per second must be not less than

the desired number of words per minute X 2.7. 'Lhe use of
a rotating commutator with brushes becomes very difficult at
this speed, especially when frictional effects sijoil the result
and have, therefore, to be reduced to a minimum. Several
electrical methods have been tried and fig. 5 shows the most

i

satisfactory.
j

The method consists of supplying the trigging valve of the
valve relay with high-pressure current in pulses and not con-
tinuously as previously. This will result in the trigging valve
oscillatiiig dming only a portion of the time during which it

is supplied with high-pressure current and in the oscillation
fading out, or in other words, the quenching of oscillations,
during the period when no current is supplied. The valve
w (fig. 5) is caused to oscillate as shown at a suitable fre-
quency, e.g., from 1,000 to 3,000 per second. The valve Y
is employed as a valve in the usually accepted sense. The
grid of w is connected to the grid of Y through a large resist-

ance. The filaments are directly connected. The result is

that the grid of y is made alternately positive and negative at
the frequency of o.scillation of w. The high-pressure supply
for the valve relay is passed from A to u. i.e.. through valve Y
from anode to filament. Therefore, when the grid of y is

sufficiently negative no current can be supplied to the valve
relay. Fig. 6 makes the action clear.

Suppose A, B (fig. 5) to be joined to the positive and nega^
tive respectively of a 100-volt battery. Suppose the valve w
is oscillating at 1,000 periodg per second and that the energy
is such that the grid of y is caused to vary in potential from
-(-60 volts to-60 volts, then if a (fig. 6) is the anode charac-
teristic of valve y. b of fig. 6 represents the current which
the 100-volt battery would deliver. By adjustment of the
frequency and energy of oscillation of w and by a permanent t

control of the potential of the grid of y the curve B can be
varied in shape at will and conditions established to obtain
a satisfactory quench.
Quenching by means of this arrangement has been found

to be satisfactory for all speeds of transmission of which the
standard Wheatstone transmitter is capable.
The current to operate the P.O. relay was obtained as

shown in fig. 3, but it is not a suitable arrangement for speeds
much over 100 words pei- minute. The arrangement shown
in fig. 7 was therefore devi.sed.

The valve A is the direct-current amplifying valve .shown in
fig. 3. Its anode circuit, however, is modified as shown.
The current from the anode battery now flows to the grid
of valve c. thence to the filament, and thence by n (10.(XX)

ohms) to the anode.
When valve A passes no anode current (no signal) the anode

current of valve c (marking valve) is very small. The anode
current of valve B (spacing valve) will, however, be large,

since the grid of b is maint.iined positive by the grid battery.

Hence a large spacing current will flow from n to r through
inker or relay, with a relatively small marking current from
n to n.

When a signal is received, these conditions are reversed.

Milliammeters are inserted in the anode marking and spacing

Fig. 9.

—

Diagram of Remote Control High-speed Wireless

Telegraphy.

circuits in order to allow of satisfactory balancing being ob-

tained. In practice, when receiving a prolonged series of

dots at high speeds these two instruments both read about 2ii

milliamperes. The actual value of curre^it in each circuit

varies by some 30 milliamperes. i.e.. from 10 m.\ to 40 m,4
according to whether a signal is being received or not. Al-

though the relay or reicording instrument is not actually
supplied with double current, the effect is the same as that
of a true double current of half the value. With this ar-

rangement the Wheatstone receiver or P.O. relay can be
made to operate at the fastest rate of the standard trans-

mitter.

Pig. 8 gives the complete theoretical aiTangement froml
aerial to recorder. .All switches and the like are omitted fori

the. sake of simplicity.
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Although fig, 8 shows a Wheatstone receiver, a Creed re-

ceiver and printer have been suocessfuUy operated from the
Post Ofifice relay, thus enabling wireless messages trans-
mitted at 10 words per minute to be received, printed m
Roman characters, and ready for delivery with practically no
delay.

The P.O. relay shown in figs. 3 and 4 may be replaced
by a chemical inker. This consists in specially prepared paper
drawn between a roller and a marking pointer, the pointer

and roller maintaining continuous contact with the paper.
The arrival of a signal causes a current to pass through the

paper, causing a discoloration, the signal being recorded m
the same form as with a Whoatstone recorder. The paper,
which may be the standard \\'heatstone slip, is prepared by
passing it through a bath of potassium iodide solution. The
paper when used is dry to the touch, but owing to the pres-

ence of a deliquescent salt contains sufficient moisture to

enable a current to pass and produce a mark by liberation of

iodine. Perfect signals have been obtained at 3.000 words
per minute, but it is suggested that with the present apparatus
a working si.)eed of 1..500 words per minute with a marking
current of 15 milliamperes is a working proposition.

Remote Control.—To be able to deal with the traffic at

some point other than the site of the wireless station a sys-

tem of remote^ control has been devised. Fig. 9 shows the
arrangement.

The method of operatioii is as follows :
—

Traiismistslon.—The signal office makes the signal to the
wireless station meaning " I want to transmit " by pressing

the bell push once. The wireless station acknowledges by
putting its control switch to " wait " (while the generator is

started, valves lighted. &c.), thus showing a red light at

each end. When the \A'ireless gear is ready for transmission
the wireless operator puts his switch to " carry on," thus
changing the red light for a green one, and letting the signal

office know that transmission may take place. The signal office

now calls the distant wireless station by hand, and when about
to send automatic sends a predetermined signal, for example,
six M's. The signal office then goes over to automatic and
runs slip.

Reception,—The normal position of both switches is at
" receive." The wireless operator at the station (who is on
watch) hears his call. He sends a warning signal to the
signal office, conveying that automatic may be expected {i.e.,

rings bell once). On hearing the pre-determined signal (six

M's—upon the first of which he would act) the operator
puts his control switch to " carry on," which action now
starts the Wheatstone receiver in the signal office, and the
signals are there recorded. Co-ordination is ensured by the
fact that the red and green lights are identical in action at

both ends and a direct telephone is always available.

All the apparatus described is of a type requiring to be
tuned throughout to the incoming signal. This has been
superseded by a type of self-quenching relay, which is ^et

to a given frequency. The incoming signal is not applied
directly, but through a frequency-chanRer, that is, the signal
is heterodyned, and the heterodyne beat is adjusted to the
frequency of the relay apparatus. This last, which is called
the " Autakym," is not a true Turner trigger, in that the
signal effects a change in the nature of the anode current
of the trigger valve rather than of its value. As this device,

once set. does not call for readjustment on variation of
wave-length, and as the same heterodyne is used both for
aural and automatic reception, it is a very handy in.strument
for use where reception may have tn deal with working on a

variety of wave-lengths, as might happen in the field.

Conclusion.—There can be no doubt that the direct record-
ing on paper, and indeed printing, of wireless sdgnals is

now an accomplished fact. The speed at which it is pcssible
to work is at least as great as the speed at which the Wheat-
stone apparatus itself will work, and, with a specially con-
structed transmitted and chemical inker, speeds of over 1,000
words per minute have been recorded.

Possibly little is to be gained at present for general utility

purposes in pushing up the speed to more than about 100
words per minute. The need, however, for a printing-tele-
graph machine that can operate at, say, 300 words per minute
from a Post Office relay is great, and the development
of such a machine seems to be the determining factor in
deciding the speed at which the wireless system shall operate.

Austrian Dynamo Works.—The .Austrian Dynamo Works
Co., of Vienna, reports that the production in 1921 was several
times greater than in the preceding year. It is claimed that
the undertaking is now one of the largest motor works in
.Austria, specialisation being made of the construction of small
and medium-sized types of motors. It has been possible to
open up a number of foreign connections, which have led to
the receipt of considerable State orders and to association with
foreign works producing benzine engines and agricultural
machinery. The dividend is 30 per cent., as against 15 per
cent, in 1990.

ROTARY CONVERTERS.

DisoDssioN AT Newcastle.
At a meeting of members of the North-East Centre of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, at Newcastle-on-'Tyue,
Mr. P. P. Whitaker subm^'-ted his paper upon the above sub-
ject, which was abstracted in our issue of March 17th.
Dr. W. M. Thornton, who presided, oiiened the discus-

sion by saying that the paper was really divided into two
piu'tions—flash-over, and telephone disturbances—and which
of those was the more important was for the individual con-
cerned to decide. Referring to flash-overs, he said there
was a statement in the paper as to this being due to ihe
copper vapour. They had made a good many experiments at
the Armstrong College, and the result proved that it waa due
to carbon dust. The arc seemed to follow a fall in resistance,
and it was much easier to get a flash-over with carbon dust
than from copper vapour, unless indeed the " vapoar " was
really particles of copper. They got over the difficulty by
the use of "wipers" on the surface of the commutators
behind the brushes. That entii-ely stopped flashing. Un-
fortunately " wipers " were not a commercial proposition,
although in the laboratory they presented no difificultv, anil

the action was perfect. The wipers did not wipe " vapours,"
but soUd particles. How much the commutator had to
" short " before it fla.shed over was an interesting point,
Mr, W. T. Dalton thought the author's figs. 5 and 6 rep-

resented machines that would be very suitable for automatic
sub-stations, where there would be no one in attendance.
.As to regenerative braking, he was not sure but that some
alteration would have to be made to the motors. As to
rippling they had made many experiments with rotary con-
verters, and certain improvements had been made which
reduced the ripples to a very low figure. The question of
interference with telephonic lines was an important one with
the railways. Certain telephone systems were more sensi-
tive than were others and one, the central-battery system,
was particularly so, but he thought railways were in a better
position than were the tramways, as the permanent way
was insulated from the earth by the sleepers; con.sequently,
he thought railways would be less subject to those dis-

turbances than tramways,
Mr. TowNEND spoke of the limitations of rotary converters

as dealt with in the paper, and thought the electrical limita-
tions as laid down were more fixed than were the mechanical
limits. He did not think that the peripheral speed of
8,000 ft. per minute was too great. There was a rea.sonable
prosnect of a radial commutator solving the problem of getting
1,500 k\V at .50 periods. He was very optimistic of the de-
velopment of converter design. Tlie speaker drew atten-
tion to the Storer arc sunpresser. which had proved
exceedingly satisfactory. He had seen the device applied,
and it seemed difficult to say whether it stopped the flash or
not. There was a tremendous report and a blaze, but there
was practically no damage. He regretted that the author
had said nothing about flash barriers; the idea was old, but it

misht be u.seful.

Mr, C, Sykes referred to his visit to Rugby, where a .series

of tests had been carried out on " shorts " on a 1,.500-kW
machine. What struck the speaker was the fact that there
was no burning of the commutator. Before .seeing that
type of machine he had generally found that a rotary con-
verter had, after a flash-over, to be shut down and another
put into commission until the first had been cleaned and
lirushed down. Yet there were about 37 " .^horts " put on the
machine he saw and. apparently, it would have been possible
to have put on manv more before the machine would have
had to be nut out of commission. Two slight marks on the
surface were all that could be seen, which suggested that the
flame had been blown clear of the commutator, and broken
on the projecting end of the commutator bars.

Mr, .1. R. Beard said that in the Newcastle district the
m-oblem bad had much time devoted to it, and he thought
it should be known that the machine was exceedingly satis-

factory. It had been runnine for a considerable time, and
it was a fact that the machine would clear short-circuits.

Quite recently thev had occa.sion to look into the wear of the
commutator, and it must have had a thousand short-circuits,
but in seventeen years it had only worn one-onarter of an
inch, which meant 68 years for one inch! At that rate the
life of the commutator would be as long as that of the wind-
ing,

Mr. H. B. PoDNDER, referring to the same machine as the
last sneaker, said that he believed onlv three times in its hfo
had the a.c. circuit pas.sed on a flash a^t all. and on each
occasion there was reason to believe that the d.c. circuit was
at fault. He thought there was a great deal of misconcep-
tion as to flash-over, and drew a diagram to show how, in

certain instances, the flash-over was from the slip rings to

the bed-plates,

Mr, H, W. Clothier said it seemed that Mr. Whitaker was
trving to solve the pi'iiblem in tbn machine itself independently
of the switchgear engineer; if that could be done it was
the be.st course, but he did not refer to a high-speed circuit

breaker. The speaker described a high-speed diverter switch
which acted in the 100th part of a second.
Other points were raised by Messrs. Fawsse'IT. Rosen, and

McLean, and the author replied to some of the points raised.
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Discussion at Birmingham.

Mr. F. p. \Vhitaker read his paper before members of the

South Midland Centre of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, and a discussion followed.

Mr. B. A. Chattock pointed out that Mr. Whitaker ap-

parently put elficiency before reliability. Supply station

engineers looked upon reliability as of the first importance,

and he thought that railway engineers w'ould adopt the

same attitude. With reliability was wrapped up simplicity—

both as regarded the installation and the operation of it. He
was convinced that it was better to sacrifice one per cent, or

one-and-a-half per cent, of the efficiency if greater reliabihty

and simplicity of operation were thereby obtained.

With a periodicity of 50, the maximum d.c. voltage that

could be generated in a rotary converter
,

with a single com-

mutator was only 1,000, whereas with a periodicity of 25 it

was '2,000. It seemed that was a very important point in

favour of 25 periods compared with 50, because with double

the voltage the number of sijb-sta.tions required would be

very considerably reduced. Running two rotary converters in

series seemed to detract very seriously from the important

requirement of simplicity of operation—espex;ially for auto-

matic operation of sub-stations, which was practically a neces-

sity in view cf the heavy cost of the labour that would be re-

quired in a number of non-automatic sub-stations.

As regarded the use of high-speed circuit breakers, it seerned

that with, so much rotating plant on the system (consdsting

of the motors on the trains as well as the rotary converters

themselves) there must be a risk of high-voltage surges being

caused when the breaker opened, due to self-induction.

Automatic sub-stations would be a necessity for railway

work, and it was evident that the initial cost of an auto-

matic rotary equipment was about double the cost of the

ordinary equipment. That would militate against the adop-

tion of rotary converters when comparing their use with

the mercury arc rectifier, as it was quite possible to make
the operation of the latter automatic with very httle extra

expense.

Mr. Forrest pointed out that 1,500-volt rotary converters

fitted with means for projecting the arc or flame away from
the commutator in the event of a short circuit occurring,

would be dangerous to approach w-hen running on load. It

would be highly dangerous for an attendant to feel or examine
the bearing at the commntator end in case a short circuit

came on whilst he was doing so. The mercury vapour recti-

fier was a much more desirable sub-station nnit for high-

voltage traction purposes. The maintenance of the proper

vacuum was undoubtedly a problem, but high-vacuum
pumps were now brought to a high pitch of perfection.

The cost of a fuUy-automatic rotary-converter sub-station

equipment was at present far too high ; the cost of a 300-kW
rotary-converter unit arranged for automatic operation was al-

most exactly twice as great as that of the same unit arranged

for manual control. As the automatic sub-st*tion would gener-

ally only be called upon to run a few hours per day. it was
essential that its capital cost should be kept down to a mini-

mum, even at the expense of efficiency, so that even if mercui-y-

vapour rectifiers were not ultimately chosen, it was possible

that railway engineers might install simple induction motor-

generators in sub-stations arranged for automatic control.

Mr. F. W. Carter was of the opinion that the rotary, within

its limits, was still foremost among sub-station units, and
showed no sign yet of yielding to any rival, but it was doubt-

ful whether railway engineers generally would be prepared

to follow the author's ultimate limits of voltage and frequency.

The rotaries Mr. Whitaker mentioned were generally 6-phase

ones, but the 12-phase rotary could, equally with the 6-phase

one, be run from a .S-phase circuit. At unity power factor

the latter had a smaller armature In.ss. whilst the loss in the

coils next to the taps was greater' than the mean of that in

the 12-phase rotary. Moreover, the reactance voltage was
more uniform, so that the conditions for commutation were
better. Against those advantages must be set the disadvan-
tage of having 12 slip rings instead of ,six.

Dr. M. Kahn assumed a machine protected by a d.c. cir-

cuit breaker (not of specially high speed) and with the a.c.

breakers set with time limits, so as to avoid the delay
due to starting and synchronising the rotary after it bad been
cut off the a.c. supply, and stated that an overload thrown
suddenly on to the machine (due to the rapid rise in

current) caused deceleration of the armature, so that a con-
siderable part of the energy given out on the d.c. .'lide was
Hupplied by the moving masses of the armature and not in

the form of a.c. energy, i.e.. the a.c. did not rise anything
like as rapidly as the d.c. The commuta.ting poles of rotary
converters had to be adjusted to fniit permanent running con-
ditions, when the alternaiting and direct currents in the
armature were practically balanced; and the armature reac-

tion w-as comparatively small. Tender the transient conditions
of shoi"t circuit, when the dr. iirniatiire was not balanced
by a corresponding a.c, the armature reaction was greatly
increa,5ed and the commutating poles were practically put
out of action, which led to violent sparking unless special pre-

cautions were taken.

It was possible that no actual flash over took place while
the " short " wn? or^ the machioe, A« soqd as the ^.c circT^it

breaker opened, the copper vapour enveloping the commutator
j

would act as a conductor between the brush arms, and cause '

a flash over.

A contributing factor was the unbalancing of alternating

and direct currents in the armature in the opposite direc-

tion to the one described above.

The phenomenon was akin to hunting, and flash-overs

might occur in rapid succession untO the machine was
cleared on the a.c. side. The explanation showed the great

importance attached to the fan mentioned in the paper which
blew away the copper gas as soon as it was formed round
the commutator. Magnetic blow-outs and fla.sh guards were,

of course, valuable further safeguards.

Prof. Cramp thought the paper demonstrated that the

rotary converter was very ill-fitted for railway work.

The author omitted all mention of the transformers and
their connections, which were an essential part of the equip-

ment. For instance, if the efficiency and power-factor curves

did not include the transformers, the maximum efficiency

obtained would not be very high when transformer losses

were allowed for, although the general characteristics of the

machine shown in the curves were very good. A distinc-

tion should be drawn between telephone disturbance due to

ripples on the a.c. mains and those due to the d.c. feeders.

In this country it was proposed for raUways to use under-

ground a.c. cables, which would obviate the former, and the

latter could be avoided bv reactance on the d.c. side. That
would have a secondary beneficial effect, viz., that on short

circuit the interpoles would be more effective, since the a.c.

supply current and its armature reacfn'on would be more
nearly in phase with the current changes on the d.c. side.

Experiments at the Birmingham University showed tha.t

the ripples on the tramway simply system due to the con-

verter commutators were negligible when compared with

telephone disturbances set up by the tramcar motors, and
that would be more nronounced in railwav work where the

motors were relativelv so much larger. Those disturlxinces

were probably due quite as much to tooth flux as to any other

cause.

Major A. M. Taylor congratulated the author upon having
made progress distinctly in advance of what had been achieved

in .America. Mr. Whitaker was on the safer line in not de-

pending exclusively upon external control, because the flash-

over could take place across the commutator (and in fact

did so) after the external switch had operated. 1,500 volts

was hopelessly inadequate for main line electrification : 6,000

should be aimed at, but in default of that 3,000 might be
passably efficient.

With 1,500 volts and allowing 2.000 kW per train, main line

electrification from London to Bimiingham to give present

.services would require an expenditure of something like

£600,000 on rotary converters and transformers alone, as

against some £20.000 for static transformers in the sub-

stations, if single-phase locomotives were employed running
at, say, 11,000 volts and 25 periods. It had been urged that
1 supply to such locomotives wa= impracticable at low co.st,

but from any 25-period station it would be practicable to

supply from unaltered generators ii.c.. direct from the main
bu.sbars of the station) and by .suitably sectionahsing the

line three-pha,se .step-down transfoimers could each take up
three successive sections of line, thus loa<3ing up the phases
equally. In 50-period .stations there was no reason why a
second alternator designed for half the frequency should
not be carried on the same shaft as that for the full fre-

quency [S^ periods).

Mr. F. P. Whitaker, in reply, said that whether one or

two machines would be used to supplv 1..500-V d.c. .50-

cycle, a.c. would depend on the factor of .safety that could

be obtained in the design a.nd construction of such machines.
and he was of the opinion that at the present stage a greater

margin could be obtained by installing two machines in series,

and without higher fir.st cost or .-acrifice of efficiency.

.\ great deal could be done by speeding up the mechanical
operation of breakers, but it was not advisable to ao too far

in increasing the speed of break of the arc. His curves
covered the performance of the rotary converter set, including
tran.sformers.

The mercury arc rectifier was not as simple as the rotary,

esnecially when large sizes had to 'ie dealt with. The il.--

voltage was not so uniform and free from undulations as

tb.at of the rotary. The d.c. voltage regulation was poor, neces-

sitating larger voltage ranges on the line and equipments.
Ttie h.p. power factor was low, and the i\.c. current wave
shano on the h.p. side was poor. Also the time taken to

start up a sp.are equipment made it rather unsuited to trac-

tion requirements.

DiscnssiON at Glasgow.

At the sixth nrdinarv and annual general meeting of ninn-
l>ers of the Scottish Centre of the Instithtion of Ei.F.rTRUM,

Engineers (the last meeting of the 1921 22 session) that wa?
held at Glasgow on April 11th. Mr. E. T. Gosling. Chairman of

the Centre, presiding. Mr. WTiitaker's paI^er was read.

In the course of the discussion that followed Mr. G. G^

Braid dealt with the conditions under which rotarje*
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in traction service. He explained that for tramway service

large temporary overloads and short-circuits were very fre-

quent and instanced a personal experience of a station m
which about lOU short-circuits occurred per day. He then

dealt with the questiou of ripples, and stated that the actual

ripples ijroduced by converters had been reduced to very

small magnitude, and did not exceed from i to 1 per cent,

of the d.c. voltage. The mercury-vapour rectifier would be

much worse than the rotary in this respect.

Mr. A. P. RoBEKTSON referred to the great advantage arising

from keeping machines in on the a.c. side after a short-

circuit had occurred. With a high-speed breaker the d.c.

side could be quickly cleared without opening the a.c. switch,

and so whenever the fault was cleared the machine could be

put back into the d.c. circuit with very little delay.

Mr. A. E. McCoLL was inclined to doubt the wisdom of

taking for granted that railways would be operated by d.c.

at all, and instanced the fact that the Swiss GovemmeBt was
definitely committed to a.c. IS'o selective action was obtained

by circuit-breakers when faults occurred close to the supply

station. Mr. McCoU also referred to a case in which a.

rotary converter designed by Mr. Whitaker had given rise

to trouble on the telephone system.

Mr. G. M. S. SiCHEL dwelt chiefly on commutation and
instanced defects that arose in practice when using diverters

in parallel with the interpole windings. Would a 6-phase

rotary converter, fed through a Scott-connected bank from a

2-phase supply, be likely to give rise to commutation troubles'/

He had had experience with such rotaries which showed a

tendency to flash over whenever the least disturbance oc-

curred on the d.c. side. Mr. Sichel also spoke of an Americaji

device for short-circuiting the slip-rings through a reactance

when excessive overload occurred on the d.c. side of rotary

converters. The object was to reduce the short-circuit current

in the transformer and allow the arc which developed at

the brushes to clear, thus avoiding excessive transformer

stresses or damage to the commutator slip rings and brushes.

In conclusion, he thought it was a mistake to allow excessive

currents, of the order of from five to ten times full load, to

be taken from a machine under any circumstances and in-

stanced the conservative policy of boiler makers on the ques-

tion of overload.

Mr. W. J. Belsey dealt with the necessity for designing

apparatus specially for the job on which it had to be utilised,

and spoke of the necessity for manufacturers to look well

ahead and to carry out experiments and development work to

meet any conditions that might come along.

Mr. James Anderson was .specially interested in the appli-

cation of anti-friction ball or roller bearings to electrical

machines.
Mr. J. Henderson spoke as a manufacturer of motor con-

verters, rotary converters, and motor generators, and stated

that reliability should be the first con.sideratioin, especially

where automatic operation was being considered. He agreed
with Mr. Whitaker that the average voltage between com-
mutator segments should be low, but stated that higher pres-

sures than 13 volts quit« often had to be used. He put
the maximum commutator speed at 6,000 ft. per minute. He
was of the opinion that the advantages of having single units,

smaller floor .space, and greater reliability, were all on the side

of the motor converter. For 3,000 volts direct current Mr.
Henderson recommended the use of two 1.500-V. d.c. motor
converters. Mr. F. P. Whiwker, in reply, stated that the
circuit breakers broke circuit in about one two-hundredth of
a second, but that figure was given with reservation ; the use
of a high-.speed breaker with a badly designed machine would
not improve matters much. The conditions were very dif-

ferent in England from those prevailing in Switzerland, and
while a.c. might be suitable for the latter country, it was
much less suitable in Britain. With regard to ball and
roller bearings, the gain in efflcieticy due to their use was
of the order of from .1 to .1.5 per cent., and so far as hi-s exi-

perience had gone they were not successful on rotary con-
verter work. The device referred to by Mr. Sichel for di-
minishing the effects of short-circuits seemed to Mr. Whitaker
to be crude and of little value.

Tokennorkin^ on Singleline Railways.—In a paper read
recently before the Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.
Mr. W. S. Roberts .said that in token-working on single-line
railways the endeavour should not be to totally eliminate the
human element, as the l>est apparatus wouldoccasionally go
wrong. Methods were suggested for preventing the recurrence
of such an accident as that at Abermule in Januarv. 1921. Tlie
token-delivering apparatus might be so arranged that the
station official would have to put the starting signal at
" Danger " before releasing a token: obtain the actual token
before he could lower the starting signal : either (a) replace
the starting signal before the train could be " belled " on. or
(b) replace the signal before another token could be obtained;
and replace the starting signal to " Danger "

if the train for
which it was lowered was cancelled. The train ofiicials would
have four safeguards, all of which would have to be ignored
before an accident could occur. Further developments of the
scheme were described and the switching svstem was ex-
plained.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT
THE THEATRE ROYAL, DRURY LANE.

Not the least important of the improvements effected in

the rehabilitation of the TTieatre Boyal, Drury Lane, is the
scheme of lighting carried out by the architects, in con-

junction with the General Electric Co.. Ltd. The fittings

themselves, illustrations of some of which we reproduce here-

FiG. 1.—M.4IN Auditorium Fitting.

with, are splendid examples of modem workmanship. They
are executed in the " Early Empire " style, characteristic of

the interior decoration of the theatre.

The auditorium is illuminated from the ceihng by a central,

fitting and five smaller ones of similar type. The main fitting

Fig. '1.—uowi. Pendant for Corridor.

(fig. 1) is arranged for 30 lights, is 8 ft. . in diameter, and
weighs 1-5 cwt. It consists of a large upper corona surrounded
by six 3-light flambeau brackets, a lower corona completing a
panelled basket, the whole being carried out in cast braes
finished in a rich dark ormolu judiciously reUeved with blue
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enamel enrichment. The panels are glazed, with heavy cut

plate glass, and the fitting is completed by a lower cut glass

L>owl. Ihe fave subsidiary littmgs are ot similar design, but

are without the upper corona and brackets. Numerous two-

light flambeau brackets on the box and circle fronts give addi-

tional illumination to the auditormm, and between the boxes

are installed four large standards on black marble bases with

ormolu enrichment. In the boxes, bowl pendants finished

dark ormolu and blue, with silk cord suspension, and
" Kquiluxo " glassware- are installed. Ceiling fittings of the

same type provide the main illumination for the circles, and

are supplemented by three-light flambeau brackets applied to

the front of decorative pilasters. The main entrance contains

a central gilt electrolier with cut plate glass panels and bowl

and six outside arms carrying pendant lights. On the stak-

case flambeaux lights are fitted. Fig. 2 shows the bowl

pendant u,sed in the corridors.

The whole of the electric light fittings for the theatre were

designed and manufactured by the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

and"in addition to the main fittings already described, sub-

sidiary fittings, such as " Exit " signs, ceiling fittings in

lobbies, police light, &c., are included. The CJ.E.C. also

supplied all the lamps and cables u.sed in the theatre.
" Osvam " ga.sfillcd and vacuum-type lamps being exclusively

employed; the wires and caliles were manufactured at the

Pirelli-General works at Southampton.
We are indebted to the proprietors of the Tlieatre Royal for

ix-rmission to publi.sh this desi-ripticm.

ELECTRICAL NOTES FROM INDIA.

(From Our Special CoRRKsroNDENT.)

Mention has previously been made in the.se Notes of the

power station which the .\ndhra Valley Co. has erected, and

which will very shortly be in operation. Some details of

the great work are availal)le. and will prove of interest.

At the top of the Western Ghats, an artificial lake has been

made, with a main dam 1.850 ft. in length and 190 ft. in

height, with a thickness of 148 ft. at the base and 1-5 ft. at

the top. This is situated at the south end; and a further

small dam has been constructed along the western side. The

outlet of the lake is at the end furthest from the main dam
wall nine miles away ; and the static head of water on the

Pelton wheels will be 1,7.50 ft. The maximum capacity of

the lake is 14,484 million cb. ft., and the catchment area is

roughly 48 .square miles, and represents IIO.OOO.OIX) cb. ft. of

water per inch (jf rainfall. The average rainfall in the catch-

ment area is 105 in. per annum, which falls wholly during

the few months of the rainy season. .\t high-flood level, the

lake will have an area of 1'25 sq. miles, and will vary in

depth from 75 ft. at the tunnel entrance to 200 ft. at the main

dam. The tunnel is about 9.0CH) ft. in length, with a 300-ft.

channel, the whole of w-hich has been blasted out of sohd

rock. Between the head works and the power station there

will eventually be installed eight penstocks, but only two
are receiving "attention at the moment with the object of

enabUng two of the generators to be put into commission as

soon as possible—in fact, it is hoped to be supplying from

this station before the next monsoon. The main dam was
designed by the late Sir Michael Nethersole. who, in the

early days of the Andhra Valley schemes, was Tata's chief

hydraulic engineer. It is situated where the valley narrows

off con.siderably, for obvious reasons, and its spillway is

equipped with automatic sluice gates. The gates remain

closed until water commences to flow over the top of the

spiUway. Then, by a system of counterweights, operated by

the overflowing water, the gates open, and remain so, until

the water level is normal again, when, by their own weight,

they close. The penstocks will be 4.800 ft. in length, with

diameters of 42 in. in the upper .section, and 38 in. below.

The power station proper is situated close up to the fcKit

of the Western Ghats, and consists of two main buildings

connected by a covered way ; and of these, one houses the

turbo-generators, the l.p. sw'itchgear, and the control board;

whilst the other contains the 5,000/100.000-V transformers and
the h.p. switchgear, together with the outgoing line equip-

ment. The whole of the switchgear is electrically operated

from the control board. Six generators will be installed prim-

arily, each nf 10,000 kVA capacity, generating .3-phase cur-

rent at 5,000 V and 50 cycles. This will be stepped-up to

100.000 V for transmission to Bombay, over copper lines upon
steel tower structures, the route from Bhivtiuri to Dharavi
(the terminal station in Bombay) beins via Chinchavli. Neral,

Badlapur, Kalyan, Thana Creek, and Sion. There is a tie

line. 17 miles long, from Bhivpiiri to Khopoli (the Tata Hvdro-
Flectv'" Co.'s nower stationl. and a further tie between Parel
(the Tntn Hydro-Electric Co.'s terminal .station in Bombay)
and Dharavi. seven miles long.

The total length of transmission line is 80 miles. The in-

onming transmission-line energv will be transformed down to

22.000 V at the Dharavi receiving station, and there distri-

buted to consumers' sub-stations, where there will be a fur-

ther reduction to 2,200 V. 400 V, nncT -m V.
Many of the large cotton mills in Bombav and environs arc

lieing equipped electrically, in preparation for the time when

the Andl»--a Valley Power Co. is ready to supply. One of the
most important of these is the Kohinoor Mills, Ltd., at Dadar
which is being equipped by the B.T.H. Co., Ltd., with the 1

necessary motors, switchgear, and general apparatus. Messrs.
Mather & Piatt supplied the electrical equipment for the
bleaching department, but the whole of the erection is in the
hands ot the B.T.H. Co.'s local engineers.

j

After many years of postponement, the question of an elec-

tricity supply to the cantonments, city, and suburbs of Jubbul-
pore is a fait accompli, thanks to the solicitude of Sir Frank
Sly's Government, and the laudable enterprise of a Bombay
company, headed Dy Mr. Lallubhai Samaldas, CLE., a well-

known industrial magnate. The contract for the entire in-

stallation of plant and wiring, together with the necessary
distributing equipment, is in the hands of the Metropohtan-
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. It is estimated that about two
years will be required for the completion of the work. The
Metropolitan-Vickers Co. has also secured a licence to supply
electricity to the town and cantonment of Jhansi.

The Bombay Association of the Institution of Engineers
(India) is contemplating the provision of a central meeting
place, with the usual club facilities, for its members. Al-

though formed only a few months ago, the membership of the
Association is steadily rising, and the need for permanent
headquarters is already felt. With a view to enabling the
meml>ers to discuss the various papeis which were read at the
recent annual general meeting of the Institution of Engineers,
the .A.-ssociation has arranged to hold a series of special meet-
ings at the Bombay Mint. In this connection it may be noted
that written contributions to the discussion w'ill be welcomed,
and will, if approved by the local committee, be forwarded to

Calcutta for publication in the Journal of the Institution.

Recently, at the annual prize-giving of the Bengal Engineer-
ing College, Mr. B. Heaton, the Principal, stated that the
most imixjrtant event of the past year, so far as engineering
education in India was concerned, had been the consolidation

of the Institution of Engineers, a body which was formed to

protect the interests, and to forward the well-being and profes-

cional efficiency, of Indian-trained engineers.

Another noteworthy feature of the past year had Iieen the
summoning of a conference of the principals of Indian engi-

neering colleges, and of representatives of Indian Universities,

to meet together at Simla and to discuss the position of

Indian engineering colleges, and problems concerning the

training of engineers for Government .service that had been
dealt with by the reports of the Royal Public Service Com-
mission, the Indian Industries Commis.sion. the Public Works
Re-organisation Committee, and the Calcutta University Com-
mission, all of whom had visited the Engineering College and
commented on the methods of training. Such a conference

was long overdue, and a committee appointed by the Bengal
(jovemment to consider the recommendations of that confer-

ence was now sitting.

With regard to the training of electrical and mechanical
engineers, there had been progress; and the Ck>vemment had
decided to forge a close link between the practical training

available in the w-orkshops of the Presidency and the technical

training given in the electrical and mechanical engineering

classes of the College. It had appointed a Board to control

apprenticeship training and to look after the classes. The
Board had formulated a syllabus for an admission examina-
tion for pupils wishing to take up workshop apprenticeship.

The President, in the cour.se of his address, said that the

Government of India was anxious to do all in its power to

provide facilities for Indians to qualify themselves for tech-

nical services; and with this end in view, the Railway Board
was considering the question of providing for "passed''
students of the engineering colleges, practical training in civil

engineering on railways, and in mechanical engineering in the

railway workshops.

Electric Vehicles at Hackney.—The money-saving quali-

ties of electric vehicles employed in the collection of house
refuse are again exemplified in a recent report of the Hackney
borough surveyor. The report deals with the working of four

of these vehicles for fourteen weeks ended January 2l8t, 1922.

The total cost of collecting 1.787 tons, including capital

charges, was £1,120. The cost of collection by contractors

would have amounted to £1.324; thus a saving of £204 was
effected. The present contract rate per ton, with wages at

£4 per man, is 14s. 9Jd. ; this for 43.(«)0 tons, which is the

estimated quantity of refuse collected per annum in the *

whole of the borough, would be .£31,847. The estimated run- f
ning costs of 27 vehicles, which could re]ilace the present sys-

tem, would be £22.744. ,\dding capital charges, the total

expenditure would amount to ,£28.444. showing an annual
saving of £3,403, or Is. 7d. per ton. The Finance Committee,
in reporting on these figures, shows that even it the wage--

of contractors' men were reduced to 62s. per week, a saving of

£2,2'2S could he effected yearly.

"The Council proposes to expend £23,4iX) for vehicles. £8,10('

for garage accommodation, and £5.450 for charging plant.

imaking a total of £37.040. in order to institute a svstein of

refuse collection by electric vehicles. .\ further £6.(XX1 is re-

nuired for improving the methods of handling the refuse at

the destructor.
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THE "VISCO" AIR FILTER.

V vERi' interesting and simple new air filter for use in can-
iiiction with turbo-alternators, blowers, compressors and venti-
hting plant, has recently been introduced by 1'he Visco En-
..iNKERiXG Co.. Ltd.. of Westminster. It may be termed a dry
aji lilter in contradistinction to the so-called wet air filters
m- air washers, and appears to fill a long-felt want, as if the
laims made for it are substantiated they would appear to

Ji.spose of the disadvantages of some other types of filters

built up from a number of these standard units into the'
shape desired.

Ine hlt«rmg rings lie quite irregularly in the cell and offer
a very large surface to the air passing through, 1 cu. ft. of
nngs representmg about 300 sq. ft. Due to their irregular
position, the air is deflected from its straight course a great
number of tunes without at the same time, even after months
of use, meeting with any undue resistance. The latter varies
between 4 mm. and S mm. W.G., according to the time the
filter has been in use. Fig. 3 shows the front of the filter
when clean, and after having been in operation for over 400
working hours. It is very interesting to inote the thick
covering of dust.
The cleaning operation, by either hot soda w-ntcr or steam,

UiG. 1.—" Visco ' Aih Filter \t Fflham ElectkIcity \Vo!i

Fig. 3.—Puo.nt of Filter whe.n Cle.an, .4xd after 4S0 hode
USE.

The filtering medium consists of innumerable short rings
of very thin coppered steel tubing of small diameter, coated
with a very thin film of " Viscinol," a high-class mineral
oil of special characteristics. It has a very high flash-point,
and the temperature of the fire test is such as to render it

practically non-evaporating and non-inflammable. This is very
important, as it is essential that there should be no pos.sibility

of oil vapours being formed at any temperature likely to occur
in practice. At the same time, the solidifying temperature
is exceptionally low, so that the filter will not be affected by

-ril jiid tiaiiie, air inlrt side. Back ot Section.

Fig. '2.—Details of "Visco" Celi

frost. The extreme viscosity prevents the oil from " running,"
and it is claimed that " Viscinol " will retain its filtering
capacity for many months. Dust of all kinds has a great
affinity for " Viscinol."
The cells, as shown in fig. 2, which contain the filtering

ring, are made in standard sections about 20 in. sq. and 3 in.
deep, and are stamped out of steel in one operation. The
front is covered with expanded metal, and the back is pro-
vided with louvres. The cells are simply hooked on to a
square steel frame. Any size or arrangement of filter can be

is very sunple, and becomes necessary only after many weeks'
service. After cleaning, the cells are re-coated with " Visci-
nol " by simple immersion, and are then again ready for use.
-As a number of spare cells are supplied, the replacing of a
dirty cell by a clean one is a matter ot only a few seconds,
and the service of the filter need never be interrupted. It
can be completely cleaned whilst at work by replacing one
cell at a time.
The great simplicity of the design, the absence of working

parts, and absolute independence of atmospheric conditions,
in conjunction with the
small space occupied, high
efficiency, and low initial

cost, appear to render this
filter a very attractive pro-
position. Fig. 1 givea a
view of a filter with a capa-
city of 1.5.000 cub. ft. per
minute, and clearly shows
the extreme simplicity of
the plant and the small
space it occupies. Fire risk
is eliminated, as the filter is

m.ide entirely of metal.
For small air compressort, •

nir brakes, &c.. special
designs of small filters are
supplied.

The company draws atten-
tion to the claims of the dry
air filter as compared with
the wet filter, and states
that since 1916 over 2,000
sets, with a total capacitv of
over 20,000,000 cub. ft." of

air per minute, have been supplied. They are u.sed by,
amongst other electrical firms, the following :"—

Fulham Borough Council 15,000 cub. ft.
Brompton and Kensington E.S. Co.... f) 000 cub ft
Kensington and Nottmg Hill E.L. Co. S 000 cub. ft.
Darlington Corporation .30,000 cub. ft.
Glasgow Corporation Tramwavs ... 4.5.000 cub. ft.

London and South-Westem Railway 21.0(J0 cub. ft.

and some even larger sizes have been supph'ed to users abroad.

Frame.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Headers are invited to submit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

A New Type of Feeder and Network Box.

Feeder and network boxes (known as the new C.S.W. tyjie)

possessing a number of novel and excellent features, are now
being made by Cullender's Cable and Constrdction Go.,

Ltd., Hamilton House, Victoria Embankment, E.C4. The
fundamental improvements embodied in the design are ;—The
mounting of the fittings on metallic frames; and the pro-

vision of renewable and adjustable spring contacts for fuses or

Fig. 1.—Frame Construction of New C.S.W. Box, and

Link Extractor.

links, kn improved form of grip fuse or link extractor is also

provided. Fig. 1 shows the construction of the frame. It

will be seen that this is formed by steel rods with rigid end

pieces provided ^^^th feet. The insulators are moulded with

grooves which fit over the rods, enabling the insulator to be

moved along to the required position. This form of coiistnic-

tion gives the necessary rigidity and strength
;

provides a

clear space on the underside of the grid for cables to be

jointed in the box; permits ready assembling and jointing;

Fig. 2.—Method of Assembling Contacts.

and also enables the interior gear to be packed for transit

separately, thus reducing breakages. The gear is so arranged

that none but sweated joints are below the compound level.

The type of spring clip usually supplied with network boxes

has been found to be either too flimsy, resulting in excessive

heating, or else so constructed that renewal is difficult and

expensive. A difficulty in cleaning contact surfaces has also

been met with. In the Callender-Watson spring clip these

objections are removed. Tlie chief advantages of the contact

are :—Easily-removable springs; adjustable pressure on con-

tact surfaces; the spring, when removed, leaves a wide space
between contact jaws, facilitating cleaning; the spring itself

is not relied upon to carry any current; the spring is in com-
pression, minimising fatigue in material ; and there is no over-
heating. These spring clips form part of a loose contact head
which is connected to the cable or bus-bar stalks by a grip
contact, which introduces a minimum electrical resistance.
The spring contact is shown in fig. 2. In the new fuse extrac-
tor a definite grip on the fuse-holders or " doUheads " is ob-
tained. Ttie extractor, which is seen in fig. 1, is made of
" Kalanite," and con.«ii5ts of a two-part handle, one half being
made to slide over the other. When the .sliding part is raised
by means of the finger, two recesses in the other half are
disclosed, into which the doUheads fit. When the sliding
portion is lowered, these recesses, with the doUheads inside,
are covered, the doUheads being secured within the handle.
When enclosed fuses are preferred, they can be supplied. For
bonding the boxes are fitted with an attachment consisting
of shallow iron pockets split on the centre line and embracing
the lead sheath and armour of the cable. These pockets are
filled with molten lead, which effectively bonds the lead sheath
and armour of the cable to a copper bonding strand attached
to the box by a clamp. This makes an efficient electrical

bond and obviates the use of armour clamps.

" Artie " Pressure-contact Self^aligning Fuses.

The weakest points about replaceable fuses are the contacts;
unless the current flowing is very small, there is always a
possibility of an imperfect contact being made at some time •

in the life of the device, with consequent heating, which tends
to aggravate the trouble. The British Engineering Standards
Asi5ociation attaches as much importance to the pressure
between the surfaces in contact as to their area in securing
freedom from heating.

In designing the " Artie " fuse, the makers made a depar-
ture from common practice by substituting for the usual
spring clips an arrangement calculated to ensure both a large

Fig. 3.
—

" Artic " Self-Aligning Fuse, '2-5-400 Amperes.

area of contact surfaces and a definite strong pressure between
them under aU circumstances. With these aims in view, they
adopted rigid terminal clips and freely-moving contact plates

on the fuses, forced outwards by strong springs; these plates

are .self-aligning in all directions, so that the fuse can be rocked,

about without affecting the efficiency of the contacts. There '

Fig. 4.—" S "-type "Artic" Fosb, 5-25 Amperes. I

is a separate spring, of coppered steel, for each plate, arranged

in a recess in the porcelain, as shown in the section, fig. 3; it

will be seen that when the fuse is removed from the clips the

plates are retained in position by small channel plates. The

parts are so designed that they are easily assembled, yet they

cannot come off, although in a 100-ampere fuse there are 12

metal parts (in addition to screws and washers) not one of

which is attached to the porcelain. In the smaller fuse (5 to

25 amperes), fig. 4, the contact plates are arranged in a

different manner but ou the same principle, and cannot ba
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displaced without the use of a tool. The latter fuse is pro-
Tided with a zig-zag path for the fuse wire approximating to

a, spiral of two convolutions, bo that the current produces a
magnetic blow-out at the middle of the wire, whilst the hole
in which the fuse blows is at right angles to the live metal
parts, and discharges the gases from the arc away from the
contacts. This " S "-type fuse is very compact, though the
break is 85 in. in length, occupying a space IJ in. square, and
ia mounted on a porcelain base, which can be threaded on
rods; the bases are easily accessible for wiring by hinging out-
wards on the supporting rode, with a minimum of slack cable.
In the larger fuses the path of the fuse wire ia straight
through, with ample provision for the escape of gases and for
the circulation of air, and in both types the operator's hand
is well protected from risk of bums or iiock. A careful inspec-
tion of sample " Artie " fuses has convinced us that they
constitute an important advance in fuse design, and will give
a good account of themselves in practice. They are made by
the Abtio Fdsb and Electrical Mandfactdring Co., Ltd., of
68, South John Street, Liverpool.

A Lamp-shade Retaining Ring.
We illustrate in fig. 5 a new form of lamp-shade retaining

ring, for which patent registration has been applied for by
Mr. Hugh P. Bennett, 17, Tinto Road, Newlands, Glasgow.
As will be seen, this is a ring with two inclined slots, the
upper edges of which are provided with serrations, which

Fig. 5.—A New Lamp-Shade Retaining Ring.

engage with two diametrically-opposed pins on the lamp-
holder. The principal advantages claimed for this form of ring
are : there is no thread to strip ; any thickness of shade can
be employed; and the removal or replacing of the shade is

facilitated. To save labour the inventor suggests the punching
of projections on the holder in place of the pins.

PHYSICS IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE.

The newly-formed Institute of Physics has planned a series of
lectures on the role which physics plays, or should play, in the
various industries. The first of these lectures dealt with
" Physics in Engineering Science," and it was dehvered by Dr.
Archibald Barr, of Glasgow, on April 26th, at the Institution
of Civil Engineers. Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, the Minister for
Education, gave a send-off to the series by presiding at this
lecture, and the thanks of the Institute were offered to the
chairmarj and the lecturer by Sir J. J. Thomson, the
president.

Mr. Fisher, in his opening remarks, said that the appeal
of the Institute was more particularly made to the business
man, whom it reminded of the potentialities of wealth con-
tained in the intelligent application of physical principles to
industry. They built up their industrial prosperity in a period
when they were well served by fortune with cheap coal and
cheap labour, by a system of trial and error. They could not
maintain their supremacy by this method in a competitive
world. Science alone, he said, could enable them to maintaio
and extend their industrial conquests. The country was now
waking up to the importance of physics, and while chemistry
had the lead, physics was pursuing, as was evidenced by the
increasing employment of physicists in industrial research and
by the growing use of physical instruments and apparatus in
numerous industries.

Dr. Barr began by contrasting the two different kinds of
knowledge, that gained from science and that accumulated as
a result of personal practical experience. One feature of the
former was the length of time it often took before it was
absorbed by the arts. This delay, however, obtained, and was
bound to obtain, even in the case of inventions, for an in-
dustry was built up on plant—that was invested capital—and
organised knowledge and skill, and these could not be scrapped
at a moment's notice. If an eiScient and economical method
were discovered of producing electrical energy direct from coal
it would probably be necessary to take political action to pre-
vent its too precipitate application. Industry was an organism

in deJicate adjustment with its environment, and they must
not destroy its balance by adding weight or by undermining its
foundations till due preparations for the change had been
made. In other words, " knowledge, like timber, should not
be used till it is seasoned."
In a sense engineering science was really physics, for it was

concerned with the properties of matter and the transformation
of energy. But there was an imjwrtant difference between the
two in the complexity of the problems' which the engineer had
to solve. He could not reduce them to their simplest forms-
deal with one variable at a time—hke the physicist. A struc-
ture, like an animal, was an organism, and it had grown by
gradual adaptation to its environment or conditions. The
engineer had to devise a structure to meet requirements best
in respect of all the functions that were to be performed. He
could not proceed from first principles, as in solving a mathe-
matical problem. His structure must be the result of a long
process of evolution ; his method largely the method of trial
and error. Dr. Barr illustrated the considerations and con-
ditions which defined the engineer's use of this method from
the designing and building of a crane, and he showed how
the calculation of the physicist had to be based on the ex-
perience of the engineer. In many respects the apphcations
of physical laws in dealing with such a problem were in their
infancy. It was only in very recent years that due attention
had been given to the problem of findmg the distribution of
.Jtress over various interfaces in a structural part that had
any kind of discontinuity of form, and it was still more
recently that a beginning had been made to give full considera-
tion to the effect of more complex systems of stressing in pro-
ducmg failure in materials of construction. Only in the
simplest cases could one at present calculate precisely the
initial stresses produced in a structural part by a given system
of external forces, or the strength of a given material to bear
those stresses if they were at all complex. The use of a factor
of safety of five or more was hardly a scientific operation, and
here, therefore, was a fruitful field awaiting joint cultivation
by the physicist and the engineer.
The lecturer claimed the name of " science " for the accumu-

lated and co-ordinated experience of the engineer, even if
sometimes it was science in Bacon's " Natural History Stage,"
and he went on to contrast the methods and processes by
which progress was made in pure physics and in engineering
practice. In pure science experiments were conducted under
conditions that could be definitely specified, and the mathe-
matical processes subsequently employed were founded upon
idealised data. The engineer utilised these ideaUsed results,
but he must bring in also the disturbing agents and phe-
nomena excluded by the physicist. Dr. Barr illustrated this
process from the design and construction of scientific instru-
™s°ts. Thus, while theoretically redundancy of constraint
should be avoided as involving unknowable reactions, other
considerations made it imperative to depart from a construc-
tion preferable on the restricted view of the problem.
Considerations of safety and convenience made it impossible
to use for a crane the three feet hole-slot-and-plane method
of support so effectively used by Kelvin in his scientific
instruments. The three-support-single-slot-and-plane guidance
that would serve for parts of an instrument that were to have
relative motion in a straight line would not suit for a planing-
niachine table. The areas of sliding must be large to prevent
abrasion and undue friction, and the table would require to be
very heavily constructed to resist undue bending were it.

not so supported that.the rigidity of the base of the machine
was used to reinforce the rigidity of the moving table. It
was practical considerations that led to the redundancy of
constraint that had been criticised in the Forth Bridge, while
the Quebec Bridge, where an attempt was made to have 9
more determinate system of stresses, did not even reach th«
stage of complete erection.
In conclusion, Dr. Barr characterised pure science from the

standpoint of the engineer as the leaven and not the lump;
an mvaluable servant, but a bad master if it induced hint
to neglect the accumulated results of the labours of his prede-
cessors. Much had yet to be done by physicists to solve even

•n "u*^'
s'^^sntary problems the engineer had to face, but

still the engineer must absorb all that chemists and physicists
were able to teach him about the properties of materials and
compound with it his large-scale experience of engineering
practice. The union would react on the physicist, not only in
givmg hun new problems to attaek, but also in adding to their
knowledge of the laws of the physical world.

The next lecture of the series will be delivered by Sir AlfredEwmg on July 4th, and it wUl deal with the physicist in
engmeermg practice. Sur Charles Parsons will preside on that
occasion.

The third lecture will deal with the physicist in electrical
engineering, and will be delivered by Mr. Clifford C. Paterson
on October 18th. Su- J. J. Thomson will be the chairman.

Fire.—Messrs. Baldwin's works at Landore (Swansea),
formerly the National Shell Factory, was completely destroyed
by fire on May 2nd. The damage amounts to many thousand*
of pounds, valuable plant and machinery having been
destroyed.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET PDBLI8HED.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messks. Sefton-Jones, O'Dell and
Stephens, Chartered Patent Agents, 28J, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

..'• O. P. Cr; April 27th. (Fr; April11,838. " Thermal
27th, 1921.)

12.071. " Motor-car, &c., lamps." T. B. Jones. April SSth.
12.072. " Insulating material." W. S. Smith. April 29th.
12.073. *' Means for protecting electric apparatus iroin excess current." J.

Bethenod. April 29th. (France, May 3rd, 1921.)
12,086. "Sparking plugs." A. W. Holmes and G. Lister. April 29th.
13,088. "Selecting switches." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western

Electric Co., Inc.) April 29th.
12,108. " Thermionic vacuum tubes." C. Holt. May 1st.

12,122. " Devices lor converting electrical energy into mechanical energy."
C. R. Crotton. May 1st.

12,127. " Sparking plug." H. Swallow. May 1st.

12,li4. Cycle lighting dynamo." G. S. Helliwell. May 1st.

12.145. " Jointing glass protective covers of electric lamps, &c., to fit-

tings or casings." W. B. Shaw. May 1st.

13.146. "Attachment for telephones." M. C. Pierce. May 1st.

12.147. " Sound reproducers." C. M. Streete. May 1st.

12.152. " Electrical means for indicating, measuring, and/or recording
small movements and vibrations of solid bodies." H. A. Thomas. May 1st.

12.153. " Telegraphic apparatus for transmitting messages, drawings, &c."
P. M. Macintyre. May 1st.

12.154. "Thermostatic valves." W. P. Young. May 1st.

13,163. " Automatic keyboard and sound-recording and reproducing instru-
ments." F. A. Andrews and C. Lamb. May Ut.

12.174. " Multipolar magneto-electric machine." H. Krebs and E. Wolff.
May 1st.

12.175. " Drum-type controller." R. F. Baerlocher. May 1st.

12.176. " Electric resistance grids." R. F. Baerlocher. Maygrids." R. F. Baerlocher. May 1st.

12,192. " Electric lamps." W. H. Eggington and H. Lucas. May 1st.

12,199. " Electric ciphering apparatus." A. Scherbius. May 1st. (Ger-
many, May 23rd, 1921.)
12,^9. " Transmission systems for electric, drives." F. B. Holt and

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. May 1st.

12,236. " Means for preventing use of telephone without prepayment." J.
D. K. Restler. May 1st.

13,270. " Electric resistances." S. H. Van Abbott, W. Ede, Radio Manufac-
turing Co., and E. W. Scammell. May 2nd.

12,272. " Metallic electric conduit svstems. Sic." H. S. Cowx. May 2nd.
12,309. " Electric advertising cash change plate." C. W. Moss. May 2nd.
12,317. " Electric meters." G. Sperti. May 2nd.
12,333. " Electric meters for recording telephone calls." W. Ramsay.

May 2nd.
12,347. " Electric controllers for lighting circuits." Igranic Electric Co.,

Ltd. (Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co.). May 2nd.
12.363. " Electric incandescent lamps." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). May 2nd.
12.364. " Electron discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

May 2nd. (United Slates, May 24th, 1921.)
12.369. " Driving mechanisms." Western Electric Co., Ltd. May 2nd.
12.370. "Illumination means for testing eggs." Ever Ready Co. ' (Great

Britain), Ltd., A. H. Sheppard. May 2nd.
12.374. " Induction train-control systems." J. B. Regan. May 2nd.
13.375. " Induction train-control systems." J. B. Regan. May 2nd.
13,383. "I Electro-mechanical control sv'stems." Soc. Des Etablissements

Gaumont. May 2nd, (France, May 28th 1921.)
12,386. " Power plants." S. Klech. May 2nd.
13,389. " Gas-tight electric switches and lamps." F. W. Jolly and Walts,

Fincham & Co., Ltd. May 2nd.
12,393. " Sparking plugs." K. E. L. Guinness. May 2nd.
12,404. " Inductance coil holders lor wireless telegraphy, &c." A W.

Knight. May 3rd.
s F /.

12,407. " Sparking plug." C. Lansdown and J. P. Sharpe. Mav 3rd.
12,411. " Tramcars and tramway tracks." J. R. Cahill. Mav 3rd.
12,419. " Wire cable couplings." 'C. Forrest, W. E. Gunthorpe A. Sym,

and R. Sym. May 3rd.
12,431. " Time-indicating device for use with telephones, &c." R. B.

__ electric lighting sets for motor-
vehicles, &c." W. J. Nicholas and P. J. W. Roberts. May 3rd.

12.455. " Dirigible head lights." F. Ottremba. May 3rd.
12,469. "Cable ends." H. Stanbridge. May 3rd,

May 3rd.

13,473. " Electric light fittings." F. P. Fletcher. May 3rd.
12.491. " Magneto drives for motor-cars, &c." L. J. Pinch. May
13,501. " Electric pocket lamps." L. Lavaillant and B. Stahelli.

(France, November 14th. 1921.)
12,504. " Electric lamps." BritTsh Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General

Electric Co.). May 3rd.
12,508. " Electrically-propelled vehicles." J. E. Hamilton and Industrial

Appliances, Ltd. May 3rd.
12,538. " Electric torches." Ever Ready Co. (Great Britain), Ltd., and F. S.

Johnson. May 3rd.
'. •

13.553. " Alternating-current motor groups." Forges et Ateliers de Con-
structions Electriques de Jeumont. May 4th. (France, June 9th, 1931.)

13.554. " Loading coils." Forges et Ateliers de Constructions Electriques
de Jeumont. May 4lh. (France, March 27th.)

12,559. ^' Sparking plug." J.Nairn. May 4th.""
elding." J. D. Morrison. May 4th.12,590. " Electrodes for electric

12,591. " Electri
May 4th.

12.596. " Motor-car
worth. Ma

ngme-starters i.ng ." K. A. B. Gilfillan.

W. A. Brooks and W. G. Pa'

13,599 " Sparking plugs." L. S. Clarke and W. Wieland. May 4th.
12,W7. "'Electric [amp fittings." F. H. B. Rathbone. May 4th.
12,634. " Riveted joints for connecting electrical conductors to insula

Scintilla. May 4th. (Switzerland, May 4th, 1921.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will be

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

19SO.
„™'Sil,'\

" ^'''^•"' •'ansmittars." Sperry Gyroscope Co. October 20lh, 1919
(153,674.)

1930'''^i78"4^'T'™
""^"""' '^^'^^^"

^- '^- ^- Favre-Bull. November Uth

34,423. " Thermionic amplifiers used in transmitting speech or like cur

l'^'^}? .,Z^^',.".^
frequencies." Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. December 5th

l'»19. (154.925.)

35,510. " Insulation of electric cables." C. J. Beaver and E. A. Clare
mont. December 17th, 1930. (178,499.)

xsai.
242. " Electric motor controllers." G. .M. Sh

January 4th, 1921. (178.507.)
' Efettric fuses." A. L Eu

ind F. H. Taylo

September 3rd. 1919. (1.56,685.)

1,087. " Means for transmitting time s
P. Trichard. July 13th, 1917. (157,213.)

1,325. "Wireless receiving systems."
December 2nd, 1919. (157,404.)

1.450. " Differential circuit couplings
high-frequency oscillations by means of s

Vogt, and Dr. J. Engl. March 3rd, 1919. (157,748.)

1.451. " Differential circuit couplings for varying the amplitude of high-
frequency oscillations by means of low-frequency oscillations." J. Massolle.
" and Dr. J. Engl. September 8th, 1920. (Addition to 157,748.)

ignals over electric supply circuit-

Ges. Fiir Orahtlose Telegraphi<

for modulating the amplitudes of

:illations." J. Massolle, H.

Electrical trip switches for railway, tramway, and like indicating
." P. H. Waller. January 10th, 1921. (178,518.)

Rheostats and grids therefor." W. H. Keller. January 6th, 1914.

Telegraph Co.

ufacturing Co.,

electrically-

ingle man."

chinery and the

Electric Co.,

(168,846.)

1,514. "

1,532. "

(157,803.)

1,649. "

connected
(157,938.)

1,870. " Systems of charging electric batteries." Crompton & Co., Ltd.,

W. F. Jones, and H. C. Waters. January 12th, 1921. (178,524.)

2,018. " Electric current regulator for automobile headlights." H. E.

Wallaie. January 13th, 1921. (178,530.)
2,299. " Insulators for electric lines." Soc. Le Basaile. January 23rd,

1920. (158,254.)

2,309. " Automatic and semi-automatic telephone exchange systems." W.
Aitken. January 17th, 1921. (Cognate application, 3,165/21, 3,777/21, and
4.459/21.) (178,546.)

2.379. " Balancing ocean cable systems." Western Un
January 2Sth, 1920. (158,262.)

2,565. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone N
Ltd. January 19th, 1920. (158,276.)

2.684. " Signalling arrangement for preventing accidents
worked railroads where the electric locomotive is attended by or

F. Griinig. November 25th, 1920. (171,961.)

3.685. " Electric motor control." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and
H. C. Hastings. January 20th, 1921. (178,571.)

2.717. " Electric discharge tubes." Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips' Gloei-

lampenfabrieken. January 22nd, 1930. (158,509.)

2.718. " Electric discharge tubes." Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips'

Gloeilampenfabriektn. January 22nd, 1920. (158,510.)

2.719. " Induction apparatus, more particularly for electro-therapeutics." P.

Bischofberger. December 14th, 1920. (172,919.)

3,798. " Electric telegraphy." B, Davies and Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.

January 31st. 1921. (178,575.)

3,280. " Electric switching mechanism for electric motor control." British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 26th, 1921.

(178.585.)

3,802. " Manufacture of commutators of dynamo-electric
like." L. Neal. February 1st, 1921. (178,597.)

3.809. " Electric generating and supply systems." Igr,

Ltd. (Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.). February 1st. 1921. a78,59B.)
4,193. " Protective systems for turbo-electric and like generating sets."

J. A. Kuvser and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. Februairy 4lh.

1921. (178,604.)

4,383. " Transformers, reactance coils, and like electrical apparatus."
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). February 7th, 1921.

(178,609.)

4,474. " I^ocking devicr.s for electric incandescent lamps." H. Francis.
February 8th, 1921. (178,612.)

4,617. " Electric lamp discharge devices or the like." British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. (Oneral Electric Co.). February 9th, 1921. (178,616.)

4.889. " Road vehicle electric lamps." A. J. Curnow and Howes and
Burley, Ltd. February 11th, 1921. (178.633.)

4,950. " Junction boxes." A. P. Rutherford and A. N. Haddow. Feb-
ruary 12th, 1921. (178,625.)

5,521. " Automatic electric couplings." A. V. Tomlinson (Westinghouse
Air Brake Co.). February 17th, 1921. (178,640.)

5,557. " Securing wires, cables, and the like for ignition magnetos and the

like." Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd., F. H. Farrer, and F. Pountner.
February 18th, 1931. (178,641.)

6,130. " Electrical device for preventing the unauthorised use of motor road

vehicles." J. Cssar and A. Stevens. February 23rd, 1921. (178.650.)

6.540. " Safety electric signal for railw

1921. (178.656.)

'

7.021. " Electric lamp-holders." Compri
Ltd.. .and R. Lomax. March 3rd, 1931.

7.036. " Electric cables for conveying e
and Co.). March 3rd. 1921. (178,662.)

7.304. " Reversing contactors for electric circi

and A. West. March 7lh, 1921. (178,667.)

7.351. " Self-regulating dynamo-electric machii
March 8th, 1921. (178.668.)

8,822 " Radial-type commutators for dynamo-electric machines." G. A.

Tuhlin and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. March 22nd, 1921.

(178.685.)

9.604. " Sockets or bases of trolley poles for electrically-propelled vehicles."

E. M. Munro. March 31st, 1921. (178,701.)

9.874. " Electric switch and fuse contacts." A. E. Wilson and Callender's

C.nble and Constructim Co., Ltd. April 4th, 1931. (178,704.)

uple manometers." K. Kambayashi. May 11th, 1921.

L. Sanchez. February 26th,

Starter and Switchgear Co.,

(178,661.)

nergy." L. N. Reddie (Soc. Pirelli

A. West & Co.. Ltd..

W. Holt i Brolt, Ltd.

'Thei13.406
(178,737.)

14,065. " Means for ploughing with an electric tractor." P. Roulph.
May 19lh, 1921. (178,741.)

14.123. " Electrical vibrator for treating violins and like musical instru-

ments, also applicable for other purposes." G. De Cairos-Rego. May 21st,

1920. (163.669.)

14.3.12. " Oil tanks for electrical apparatus." F. Gatta. May 23rd, 1921.

(178.744.)

16,966. " Electric batteries." Svenska Ackumulator Aktiebolaget Jungner.

June 21st, 1930. (165,102.)

17,597. " Electrical measuring and indicating instruments." R. H. Bar-

bour and A. J. Martin. June 28th, 1921. (178.764.)

18.007. " Control of electric motors for electric cranes and the like." D.
Adamson. W. Brooke, and E. Holme & Co.. Ltd. Julv 2nd. 1921. (178.765.>

,

18.846. " Operating circuit and switch arr.ingements for electric car m
F. B. Dehn (National Pneumatic Co.! Julv 12th, 1921. fl78.7e9.)

19,540. " Rheostats and other electric circuit controllers." leranic F.lec-
j

Ltd. (Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.). July 20th, 1921.

(178,771.)

31,002.

aih. 1931

31,283.

Co. (Gre
36.003,

ndescent lamps." J. W. Manley. August'!

and Ever ReadyJ

Holders for clectrac

(178,773.)

Electric torches or flashliffhts." F. S. lohns
Britain), Ltd. .\ugust 10th. 1921. a7R,774.)
Devices for the sparkless disconnection of an inductive resistance,

F. Krupp Akt. G-^. October 4th, 1930. (Addition to 1.58.873.> (1(i9.721.1

27.231. " Automatic and semi-automatic teleohone systems." W. Ait|

lanuarv 17th. 1921. (Divided application on 178,546.) (Cognate appli

25.563/31.) (178.783.)

37.787. " Means for operating signals or for proi)

effects between two bodies in relative movement." G.*s, Fiir Drahtlose
griohle anH H. Gewecke. October 22nd. 1930. (170.583.)

29.635. " Process and apparatus for startip-* Ihree-nhnse induction el

motors." Siemens.Schuckertwerke Ges. T . emSer PJlth. 1920. n73.480.J!
35.045. " Overlo'>d switches for motors which are started hv

starting resistance." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. January 3rd, 1931. a73,S24.)

26th, 1921. (176.332.)
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The Kelvin Lecture which was delivered last week before

the Institution of Electrical Engineers by Sir Ernest

Rutherford was in the highest degree worthy of the

occasion, and made the evening a memorable one in

the minds of his crowded audience. With regard to the

address itself, two features were conspicuously evident

—that the author had no use for notes, and that he was

labouring under the difficulty of condensing into a

discourse of little more than an hour a mass of infor-

mation sufficient for a whole series of lectures. No one

alive knows more about this fascinating subject than

Sir Ernest, who has himself made so many and so im-

portant contributions to atomic research, and who most

fortunately is eminently endowed with that rare gift

—

the ability to impart his knowledge to others in simple

terms. Had Lord Kelvin himself been present at the

lecture devoted to his memory, we feel that he would

have been foremost in appreciation of the splendid

achievements described by the speaker, and of the

manner in which they were discussed.

The subject is, as yet, so far removed from the inter-

ests of the workaday world that to many of the audience,

no doubt, it was wholly unfamiliar ground. Even

those who were more or less acquainted with the activi-

ties of the electron, a body believed to have a diameter

of 0.000000000G0037 cm., which is 100,000 times

smaller than a molecule of hydrogen, might be excused

for marvelling at Sir Ernest's courage in endeavouring

to dissect the positive nucleus, which is far smaller;

but the effort has already been justified by a measure

of success giving promise of still greater achieve-

ments in the future. Bombarding nitrogen atoms with

alpha particles emitted by radium—which are known

to be nuclei of helium—resulted in the expulsion

of hydrogen nuclei from the nitrogen atoms. Similar

results were obtained from five other elements, indica-

ting that hydrogen was a constituent of each of them

;

particular interest attaches to aluminium, in which case

it has been shown that the hydrogen nucleus is endowed

with greater energy than that contained in the projec-

tile—the helium nucleus which drives it out. Thus we

have here an example of energy artificially extracted

from an atom—a hint of the profoundest significance,

for if we could do this on the large scale, we should be

able to propel a liner across the Atlantic with the

energy stored up in a bucketful of clay. True, it has

been suggested that, once started, the process might

prove to be self-sustaining, and that the solid earth

might be dissipated into primordial chaos. That is a

contingency which may at last provide a solution to the

troubles in Ireland and the Labour problem; but it

is as yet remote. Sir Ernest Rutherford's projectiles

only hit the target twice in a million rounds, and if all

the alpha particles emitted by one gram of radium

(136,000,000,000 per second) were fired into aluminium,

he has said, the amount of hydrogen liberated by

the disintegration of the aluminium nuclei could not

exceed one-thousandth of a cubic millimetre per annum !

There is a long and thorny path to tread before we un-

lock the boundless stores of energy contained in the

ubiquitous atom.

We have laid some emphasis upon the immensity of

the statistical data, on the one hand, and the infinite-

simal magnitudes of the particles, on the other, that the

modern physicist so confidently handles. Is that confi-

dence misplaced? Those who have not followed and

weighed the evidence as it has accumulated may be

[721]
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pardoued for expressing incredulity, for certainly the

statements seem incredible. But let them study the

researches which have been so patiently conducted and
so exhaustively recorded, and their doubts will be re-

placed by whole-hearted admiration of the men who
have done the work ; and they will rejoice to learn that

this country's sons have led the way into this fairyland

of science—Crookes, Lodge, Richardson, Thomson,
Wilson, the Braggs, Soddy, Moseley, Rutherford, Aston
—to name but a few of the workers.

Faraday, with a few coils of wire and bits of steel

and sealing wax, laid the foundations of the electrical

engineering industry. Who knows of what giant

industry these researches into the constitution of the

atom may be the germ? Of what momentous import-

ance to the human race their fruits may become? We
are surrounded by, and dependent upon, the products

of scientific researches of the past, and every step for-

ward is a matter for congratulation and a new endow-
ment for our posterity.

To say that public disappointment
Lock'Out is felt over the breakdown of the nego-

Developments. tiations which were started so hopefully

last week is to speak mildly. Follow-

ing on the report of the Industrial Court, upon which
we commented in our issue of May 19th, the employers
ofiered terms based upon Sir William Mackenzie's find-

ings. The offer was at first turned down, and the

A.E.U. declined even to continue negotiations. Com-
munications were made to the Press by members of the

A.E.U. Executive to the effect that there would be no
object in their attending the conference if the same
proposals as had been rejected were to be discussed.

This we could not understand, and we felt that it would
have been an "object" to suggest alternative terms.

Early this week, however, the A.E.U. prepared counter-

proposals which were to be submitted to the employers
on Wednesday, but the A.E.U. declined to be influenced

by any action that the 47 other unions might take in the

direction of peace. These 47 unions are to be ballotted

regarding the employers' latest proposals, and the result

will be known on June 2nd. The A.E.U. will gain
little and may lose much by its policy of isolation. The
public justifiably wants to learn why, after invoking the

Industrial Court, the conclusions of which seem fair not
only to the public, but to the other unions, the A.E.U.
alone should reject them.

Matters will have to be settled in conference sooner
or later. Whether the conflict be ended now, or

whether the A.E.U. pawn its premises while its members
and their wives and families are reduced to the lowest
ebb of poverty and distress, the negotiators must finally

agree terms round a table. That side comes out vic-

torious in a trade dispute which has the backing of en-
lightened public opinion. Before the Industrial Court
let in the daylight, the employers, thanks to a lack of

publicity as to their aims and an almost ostentatious
disregard for the views of the public, had decidedly
the lesser share of that backing. The sympathy of the
public will unfailingly be lost by a policy of stubborn
obstinacy, by whichever side displayed, and any attempt
to hold up public utility undertakings in London will

arouse the wrath of practically the whole community.
No more suicidal weapon could be used.

Writing in the absence of the counter-proposals, we
assume that, reduced to the lowest terms, the dispute is

between the following two methods of putting the case
ad to the managerial functions

:

The employers have the right to manage their estab-
lishments and the trade unions have the right to exercise
the proper functions of trade unions." (Employers.)

"The right of the employers to exercise managerial
functions in their establishments shall continue as hither-
to, and the Union sliall have the right to continue to per-
form its proper functions." (.^.E.U.)

It will be noted that the employers have changed the
wording, so that " shall not interfere " does not occur.
We may note also that the word "continue" occurs

twice in the alternative wording contained in the

A.E.U. statement, and we know that that means that

the relations established during the stress of war condi-

tions, and since, are to continue. But surely the

A.E.U. must see that wartime conditions were very

diiierent from the ordinary conditions of business, let

alone the depressed conditions which exist now. Then,

manufacturing establishments were choked and con-

gested with business. There was practically no unem-
ployment. Now, orders are scarce, competition is keen,

shops are empty, and business cannot be obtained unless

it is certain that the manufacturer will be able to keep

his delivery promise. The manufacturer must be the

one to decide what overtime is necessary, and by what
processes his product shall be made, and he must be

able to act promptly. Moreover, it was proved before

the Industrial Court that the custom of the trade had
been for the employer to decide these questions.

While we can hardly ?dmit that the clauses quoted

are, as has been said in one newspaper, of a platitu-

dinous nature, we believe it would be best to endeavour

to come to an agreement in general terms, and to trust

to the ingenuity and good sense which Sir William
Mackenzie found to have prevailed in the past. Such
agreement cannot, however, be arrived at if the A.E.U.

continues to adopt an obstinate attitude devoid of good-

will and reasonableness. We repeat that the moral

support which it has hitherto enjoyed will be with-

held if the Union acts in a spirit so lacking in st'-.rts-

manship as to refuse to accept the verdict of the tribunal

it was most instrumental in setting up.

Though we are a specialised technical

The Solemn '•'-^'^ trade journal and only occasionally

Doty of make appeal to the general non-elec-

Remembrance. trical public, we receive numerous
requests from charitable and other

organisations for publicity to be given in our pages to

their very deserving objects. It is never easy to refuse

applications of such a character, but it often has to be

done. Sometimes it is impossible to adopt that course,

for an overwhelming sense of duty urges us, and some-

times feelings of deep gratitude to those whose debt we

can never expect fully to repay, compel us. Such a

case is that of Field-Marshal Earl Haig's Remembrance
League—an " appeal for ex-Service men of all ranks."

Membership of the Remembrance League is intended to

denote that we remember that this country was saved by

the ex-Service men of all rank for whom Earl Haig is

now appealing. There are many of these men and their

dependents, the widows and orphans of those who fell,

and the disabled as well, who are in sore need and dis-

tress, especially just now, and they can be and are helped

through the medium of the Benevolent Branch of the

British Legion, but the need for funds is great. Earl

Haig appeals—and who has a better right to make de-

mands upon us in such a connection ?—for men and

women to enrol themselves as members of the Remem-
brance League, and in doing so to undertake to sub-

scribe annually an amount according to their means.

No words of ours could strengthen that appeal. Cap-

tain W. G. Willcox, the Organising Secretary of Earl

Haig's Appeal for the British Legion, confidently awaits

a response from our readers, at his oflice at British

Columbia House, 1, Regent Street, London, S.W.I.

The State makes heavy demands upon our earnings, and

trade is not in a flourishing condition, but we must not

let these objections deafen our ears to the appeal of our

generosity or stifle in our consciences the sense of OTir

responsibility.

We are glad to note that the Federa-

Fair Contract tion of British Industries has moved in

Conditions. ij^e matter of obtaining in public con-

tract specifications fair and uniform
contract conditions. It has appointed a large and
representative committee to consider the whole subject.

This ocsiiaitt^e has prepared a number of specimen

genera! conditions wuicli it is submitting to the mem-
bers and associate members of the Federation for their
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consideration and approval, and it is taking the neces-

sary preliminary steps to secure their adoption. These

fundamental conditions, which are intended to apply to

all contracts entered into by public bodies, refer to the

following questions:—(a) Arbitration. (b) Delay in

delivery, (c) Damages for delay, [d) Liability for

accidents and damage. (e) General liability of con-

ti actor ; and (/) Fair wages clause. The Federation

asks its members to furnish—in confidence—concrete

instances of cases where hardship and injustice to the

contractor have resulted from present-day conditions,

and their alternative suggestions to the Committee's

proposals.

As the most practical method of working, the Commit-

tee approached the War Office, seeking through it an

interview with a Government Contracts Co-ordinating

Committee, which consists of representatives from the

Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry, and other Govern-

ment purchasing dejsartments. It feels that if it

could induce the Government to adopt these general con-

ditions, the moral effect upon individual municipalities,

and eventually upon public companies and their con-

sulting engineers, would be such that their general adop-

tion would be considerably hastened. Many of our

readers will remember the long-standing and continuous

interest of the Electrical Review in this subject.

Some twenty-five years ago we drew attention in a long

series oT articles to the very unfair general conditions

which at that time commonly formed part of electrical

plant specifications. Public opinion then, and continu-

ously since, has caused the most flagrantly unjust stipu-

lations to be modified, and in recent years the produc-

tion by the Institution of Electrical Engineers of a

model set of General Conditions for electrical contracts

has done much to standardise the conditions attaching

to electrical plant contracts.

Much remains to be done to codify and simplify the

general conditions embodied in general public contracts,

and we wisli the Federation every success.

The War Office has replied to its request on tlie

lines of suggesting separate negotiation with each De-

partment rather than the settlement of principles with

a representative Government Committee and the subse-

quent application of details with each Department.
The Committee, however, feels that its contention of

settling principles first is the right one, and it is con-

tinuing its efforts to secure the interview with the Co-

ordinating Committee that it considers essential.

Sir Robert Hadfield's paper on

The Significance " The Corrosion of Ferrous Metals,"

of Corrosion, read last month before the Institution

of Civil Engineers, will for many years

be regarded as a classic by engineers, metallurgists, and

chemists. Sir Robert is correct in emphasising the im-

portance of producing alloy steels which have the

capacity of resisting corrosion. Of very great value to

the general community is an understanding of the

financial cost of the corrosion that is 'taking place. We
doubt whether an estimate from any one else than this

talented Past President of the Iron and Steel Institute
would carry anything like the authority of the startling

figures put forward. Sir Robert estimates that in 1920
the loss by rusting in use was 29,000,000 tons of steel.

For that year, taking steel at £20 per ton, and after

making allowances for protection, ic, the annual cost

of wastage is estimated as probably over £700,000,000
sterling. Sir Robert gives this figure for the whole
world : as our personal guess (and it is only a guess),
and having in mind alike the tonnage of its mercantile
marine, its railway mileage, its diverse minor uses,
and in our big cities the adverse atmospheric condi-
tions, it is not too much to assume that two-thirds of
that loss, say £450,000,000, represents a wasting
of the wealth of the United Kingdom and the allied

Dominions, Commonwealths and Colonial possessions
which go to make up the British Empire. If, then, this

loss of £450,000,000 (nearly half our Budget) could be

reduced by one-third, the effect in ^six or seven years

would be the accumulation of a sum equal to our^jiresent

war indebtedness to the United States.

It is' no mean task- that is open for our attainment,

and the race which has given the world rustless table

cutlery, to say nothing of the slowly corroding silicon

steel, may yet provide joists,- channels, and. angles for

our structures and plates for our boilers and .ships hav-

ing all the required mechanical properties, and a greatly

lowered coefficient of relative corrosion. But . ev^n

given the new steels, we^are confronted by the .fact^that

such can only come into use on new work and in ,the

replacements of old work. Therefore, even \yhen the

metallurgist has solved the problem, it will be many
decades before the usage of relatively corfo&ionless

steels can become universal. -
'

, ,. _,

Even then we are not able to forecast whether or not

these new steels will still require protection, with paint.

Probably they will. Meanwhile, is there not something

to be said for a scientific study of paints? A good

paint properly applied to a clean- iron or steel surfacje,

and properly maintained, will retard corrosion to a

very appreciable extent.

We appear to lack scientific standards for the pre-

determination of the insulating* value of paints. At
present we are content to judge their value after the

lapse of two or three years. Such judgments of value

are often vitiated, and an unfair and adverse opinion

deduced with regard to a good paint, because it may
have been applied in a slovenly fashion to a rusty sur-

face. The whole engineering world does need authorita-

tive standards in order that tests may be made to pre-

determine in a few days, or at most weeks, the suita-

bility of any paint to meet any specified conditions. .

As compared with other branches of engineering,

those concerned with the control of large electrical

undertakings are sparing users of paint. We do not

mean parsimonious, but the quantities of paint required

to maintain their structures in good condition are small.

Yet with the extension of electric traction, the increase

of overhead transmission lines of all sorts, and the

maintenance of the roofing and other steelwork of our
power stations, the electrical engineer will be more and
more concerned with the protective efficiency of paints.

Apart from paints, there are other aspects of corro-

sion which interest us keenly. The increased use of

electric welding has, for example, raised the question

whether liability to corrosion is not enhanced by the

proximity of welded to unwelded areas. Again, too,

we have all been relieved by the successful efforts of the

metallurgist to retard the corrosion of turbine blades

and condenser tubes. Some suspect that yet other cor-

rosion troubles are germinating and will make them-

. selves apparent shortly. There is^ therefore every per-

sonal reason why the electrical engineer should follow

closely all searchings after means to alleviate or to

prevent corrosion, in addition to the wider economic

reason of reducing that enormous bill of £700,000,000.

An important announcement made
Small Generat= by the Electricity Commissioners is

ing Stations, recorded in our columns to-day. The

Commissioners have decided to take no

notice of private generating stations up to 50 kW, which

can now be put down without even communicating with

them, and may be of any type, d.c. or a.c. Whilst, no

doubt, the Commissioners readily consented to the estab-

lishment of such installations when applied to, the mere
necessity of making such an application has n.deterrihg

effect on the mind of a jnaji^who is contemplating the

step. Hence the removal of the formality is.condiicyX'e

to the quicker development of small villag? lighting

undertakings, for which there is an enorni«jius/.8COpei ;,.

•The word insulating is not used in its. electrical seniie.

althouKh all paints have a eArfin small valu?^a!^^4i'i ^lectricsfl

insulator by virtue of their high resistance. .
• '.'.'jj i.;.

.''

(,
'.

'
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THE THEORY OF ACTION OF THE "SHORT WAVE" CONDENSER.

By F. ADDEY, B.Sc, M.I.E.E., Fellow I.R.E.

The arrangement used for obtaining a short wave in

the ship sets of the Marconi Co., by placing a condenser

in parallel with the secondary of the transmitting

jigger, although so widely used in practice, does not

appear to be anywhere satisfactorily described in print.

The writer i« acquainted with only one text-book in

which a description and explanation of this device are

given, and in this case the explanation is far from

complete. It is therefore thought that the method of

explaining the action of the short-wave condenser given

below will be of interest.

As an introduction, it is necessary to consider the

following arrangement:—
If we have a condenser and an inductance joined in

parallel, and we apply an alternating voltage v of fre-

quency « to the terminals of the condenser, as shown

in tig. 1, then if the magnitudes of the condenser and

inductance are so adjusted that the oscillatory circuit

which they form is tuned to the frequency ?i, that is, if

pL = l//)c, where p='2''n, and if there is no resistance

in either of the parallel paths, no current will flow

through the inductance-condenser combination.

This can be shown as follows :
—

The current vector through l will be of magnitude

y jph, and will lag 90° on v. The current vector through

c will be of magnitude \pc and will lead 90° on v. If

pL = l /pc these two current vectors will be of equal mag-

nitude, and as they differ 180° in phase they will

exactly cancel one anotlier, and therefore the resultant

current flowing from the alternating voltage supply will

be zero.

Since, however, as regards the circuit round l and c,

these two current vectors are in phase with one another,

an alternating current of magnitude v/pL or vpc will

flow round this circuit.

The resistances which cannot be avoided in the paths

of II and ic will cause the respective current vectors

to differ in phase from the applied voltage vector by

We shall have

:

I.. = v/(pL-l/pc.)

I. = v/(ly>C,).

Since, by hypothesis, /;!,= 1//)C = 1/pX (1/Ci+ l/Cj),

therefore ph is greater than 1,/)C;. That is, in the

path through c^ and l, the inductance reactance will be

greater than the capacity reactance, and therefore the

current vector i^ will lag 90° on v.

In the path through Ci the current vector ic will, of

course, lead 90° on v.

Hence, if we make Ti, = Ic '^e shall in this case also

get the two current vectors cancelling one another, and

therefore no current will How from the supply.

To make Jl ^ Jc we must have ph-l jpc^ = l /pCi. or

pL=l/7;X(lyci + l/C2). But this is the ease, by hypo-

thesis.

Hence the arrangement shown in fig. '2, when tuned
to the frequency n, acts as a barrier to currents of this

frequency, similarly to the arrangement shown in

fig. 1, while at the same time a current of frequency n

flows in the circuit lc, c^. Any resistances in tlie paths

will have the effect, as already explained in connection

with fig. 1, of reducing the phase difference between

the current vectors, and so causing a " make-up "

current to flow from the source of supply.

"1_ C, + C,

F:q. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

less than 90°. They will therefore not exactly neutral-

ise one another, and there will consequently be a
resultant current from the source of supply. This cur-

rent, which will usually be small, makes good the energy
losses due to the resistances.

Suppose, now, we replace the condenser c by two
condensers Ci and Ci in series, and we make the con-

nection with the external supply to the terminals of

the condenser Ci. as shown in fig. 2. It will be shown
that, if the circuit l Ci c, be tuned to the frequency n,

the combination of the parallel paths CjL and c, will

act as a barrier to currents from the external supply at

this frequency.

The aerial circuit shown in fig. .3 is electrically

equivalent to that shown in fig. 2, the capacity of the

aerial to earth taking the place of the condenser c. in

fig. 2. Therefore, if we tune this aerial circuit to

the frequency », and make connection at tlie points a
and B to a supply at this frequency, only the small
" make-up " current will flow from the supply, while

at the same time the aerial will be set into oscillation.

The alternating supply to the aerial circuit can be

taken from the terminals of a condenser c, which is

joined in series with an inductance l,j to form an
oscillatory circuit adjusted to the frequency n (fig. 4).

The circuit Lj . c. is excited from another oscillatorv
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circuit L, . c, in which a spark gap is placed, and which

is set into oscillation in the usual manner.
We therefore now have the circuit consisting of the

aerial with l, and c, in series set into oscillation, and
since only the small make-up current will be flowing

from the circuit La . c, to the aerial circuit, these two

circuits can be considered as oscillating independently

of one another. Since, however, the terminals of the

condenser Ci are joined to those of Cj, these two con-

densers can be replaced by a single condenser of

capacity equal to the sum of the capacities of the

separate condensers.

We therefore finally obtain the arrangement shown
in fig. 5, which is the arrangement actually used.

It may be of interest to give some figures for an
actual installation. These ficjures refer to a large land

station at which the short-wave condenser arrangement

is used to produce a 600-metre ware for communication
with ships.

The aerial has an inductance of 62 microhenrys and
a capacity of 5.4 jars (.006 microfarad).

i.j is 28.9 microhenrys, and (c+c,) is 6.76 jars (.0064
microfarad). When oscillations of a frequency of

500,000, corresponding to a wave length of 600 metres,

are impressed on the circuit, the condenser (Cs+ Ci)

automatically divides itself into two parts, of 3.16 jars

(Cj) and 2.6 jars (Ci) respectively.

A capacity of 3.16 jars in series with Lj of 28.9

microhenrys, and a capacity of 2.6 jars in series

with the aerial having the electrical constants men-
tioned, each give an oscillatory circuit tuned to 600
metres.

Thus the actions explained above take place, and a
6nn-metre wave is radiated.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S SOIREE.

DuiiiNG the evening of .May 17th a representative gather-

ing of Fellows and guests was welcomed at Burlington

House, Piccadilly, by Sir Charles Sherrington, K.B.E.,

M.D., president, the occasion being the annual conver-

sazione that is held by the Society. The main interest,

as usual, centred on the exhibits, and demonstrations

attracted attention throughout the evening, in the

course of which Lord Kayleigh, F.R.S., lectured on
" The Aurora Borealis and its Spectrum," and witn the

aid of photographs illustrated some recent spectroscopic

investigations on the aurora, particularly its occurrence

on ordinary nights in the South of England.
- One of Messrs. Ogilvy & Co.'s exhibits was a new
electric microscope lamp for research work ; this em-
bodies several useful features. The hood is so con-

structed that it gives the maximufti ventilation com-
bined with the minimum of reflection, which materially
lessens the fatigue experienced in long periods of micro-
scopical observation. The hood is in the form of a
vertical steel cylinder, on the flat top of which is fitted

a push-bar switch and a standard bayonet lamp socket.

On the front and inside of the hood is permanently fitted

an iris diaphragm close to the side of the lamp bulb,

which serves the double purpose of regulating the size of

the source of light and enables the user to project an
accurately focussed image of the light source. The
hood is fitted to a detachable circular brass base, and a

clamping screw ensures the hood's being replaced to the

correct position of alignment. In front of the base is

attached a small prismatic optical bench supporting a
condensing system, iris diaphragm, and light filter

liolder. The condensing system holder is fitted with
screws so that the condenser may be accurately centred
to the permanently fixed iris diaphragm and may also be
interchangeable. This holder is on a hinged mount so
that the condenser may be conveniently swung out of the
optic axis when not required and a strong spring catch
ensures accurate alignment when it is replaced. The
lamp may be raised or lowered to any desired position,
and the hood with its components may be inclined to
any angle required. The electric lamp bulb is of the
gasfilled type but made of a special mixture of glass
which presents an exceedingly fine opal surface. The
metallic filament is entirely obscured ; the opal glass
diffuses the rays emanating from the filament and when
the surface of the glass bulb is sharply focused in the
plane of the object, i.e., the aperture of the iris
diaphragm which is practically in the same plane as the
surface of the electric lamp, there is no structure or
granular matter shown in the field of view, and con-
sequently no interference with the image of the object.
The National Institute for Medical Research had on

view a new type of microscope outfit designed to give
great stability and, therefore, specially suited for work
with high powers. The illuminating medium is a

luerciiry-vapour lamp of new design and high efficienc}",

.i.iu iiiemoua were suowu oi mouitymg lUe lignt intensity

so tiiat under any conditions oi use tue light tliat reaches

lue eye is constant in quality and quaniity. In photo-
grapuing micro-organisms by means oi ultra-violet

iiguc, ii has recently been lound possible to utilise

shorter wave-lengths than any hitherto used. I'hoto-

micrographs were shown to demonstrate the result of

photographing stained bacteria by visible light and un-
stained living bacteria by ultra-violet light.

The Western Electric Co., Ltd., showed telephone
transmission apparatus that gives direct readings of the

transmission loss, in miles of standard cable, of tele-

phone circuits and apparatus. The instrument is so

constructed as to give visual readings, eliminating the

need of aural observations. Associated with and supply-
ing current to the set is a high-frequency oscil-

lator in two parts: (1) Voice frequency oscillator— d.

thermionic tube generator arranged to give frequencies
from 200 to 3,000 cycles per second, and (2) ultra-audio
frequency oscillator—a thermionic tube generator,
which extends the range of the voice frequency oscillator

up to 50,000 cycles per second, normally in steps of 100
cycles. The oscillators give a uniform output at all fre-

quencies and have a pure wave form.
The Science Museum, South Kensington, loaned the

original microphones and historical experimental
apparatus made and used by Prof. David E. Hughes,
F.K.S., in his experiments, which led him from the dis-

covery of the microphone in 1878 to the transmission
and reception of wireless signals in 1879. The original
model of his induction balance was shown, as well as
several examples of pencil and granular microphones;
also his transmitting and receiving apparatus for wire-
less signals. [Prof. Hughes exhibited his induction
balance at the Royal Society's conversazione on May
28th, 1879.]

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton. F.R.S., exhibited
specimens of the results obtained by several difierent
methods of recording wireless signals, as follows:—(1)
Photographic records from a string galvanometer directly
connected in the aerial circuit; (2) photographic records
from a sensitive manometric flame caused to dance to
telephonic sounds; (3) records by siphon pen and Morse
inker, actuated by Brown relays and crystal detector;
(4) records by siphon pen actuated by thermionic
v;ilves

; (5) Creed perforated tape obtained with ther-
mionic valves, and resulting print in Roman type. The
string galvanometer records were obtained in 1910 in
Copenhagen, with sipfnals sent from Tralee, in Ireland.
All the others were taken in London, some of them before
the war, from sundry transmitting stations, many of
which were in different parts of Europe, the most dis-
tant being tjiat at Moscow.

The Royal Observatory, Greenwich, had on view,
amongst other things. Admiralty magnetic charts, 1922,
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showing curves of equal magnetic variation and dip and

ol' equal horizontal force.

A most fascinating demonstration was that of the

Cutting Tools Research Committee of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers (Sir John Dewrance and Prof.

E. G. Coker, l!'.R.S.) of the action of milling and

planing tools. A milling cutter, driven by a small

motor through reducing gear, was arranged to take

definite depths of cut from strips of transparent

materials, while the latter were moved continuously up

to the cutter by an ordinary feed motion. The cutting

action of the moving teeth was viewed in polarised light,

and shown to be somewhat complicated, as compared

with that of a single planing tool ; the latter can be

shown in action with the same apparatus.

An ingenious device was the micro indicator of tlie

Cambridge and Paul Instrument Co., Ltd., for taking

diagrams from high-speed engines. It was designed by

Mr. W. G. Collins, and was shown mounted on a

cylinder. The vertical movement of the end of the in-

dicator piston deflects a strong triangular spring carry-

ing a stylus. By an electro-magnetic device, preferably

operated by an automatic switch, this stylus is made to

scratch a micro diagram of a single complete cycle upon
a disk of transparent celluloid. After taking a diagram
the disk can be rotated by a ratchet connected to a

Bowden wire, so that ten separate diagrams may be

taken in rapid succession. The movement of the piston

is very slight and the moving parts are light, and hence

the inertia of the moving system is small and the natural

period short, also the capacity of the cylinder is small.

The actual size of the indelible record obtained is

approximately 3 mm. base (time) by 2^ mm. height

(pressure). The records can be photographically en-

larged, or projected for observation or tracing or read

with a microscope. The indicator is particularly suit-

able for indicating the engines of aeroplanes whilst in

flight or of motor cars in motion.

To physiologists working on respiration and the

respiratory functions of the blood, it is important to be

able to measure the carbon-dioxide in alveolar air. The
instrument shown, suggested by Prof. A. V. Hill, pro-

vides a convenient and accurate way of measuring this

percentage. The patient breathes out in the ordinary
way and then, by an efiort, expels through a katharo-
meter of the Shakespear type, the residue of the gas in

the lungs which has been in actual contact with the blood
system. The percentage of COj in this residue is then
read on the indicator scale, which is calibrated 0—10 per
cent. CO2. The whole outfit is contained in a portable
case.

Mr. W. M. Mordey demonstrated some effects of alter-

nating magnetism, his experiments illustrating, among
other effects, the following :—(1) Repulsion from a
multiphase electro magnet of magnetic materials, in-

cluding finely divided iron, nickel, cobalt, magnetite
and specular haematite. (2) Steady movement or

migration of these materials through or from a multi-

phase field in a direction opposite to that due to eddy
currents. Slow rotation of materials on their own axes

under certain conditions. (3) In 1 -phase field, iron,

nickel, cobalt and magnetite act as in a uni-directional

field. (4) Repulsion from the poles of a 1 -phase magnet,
of finely divided specular haematite (a feebly paramag-
netic substance) which forms a ring round and at a dis-

tance from each pole— a development of the " equa-
torial " formation. (5) The formation in a multiphase
field of " planes of force" by iron, nickel, cobalt, and
magnetite. (6) No movement of finely divided alumi-
nium in a multiphase field nor of lead shot. (7)' Water
containing any of the above materials driven uphill in

a multiphase field—a surface-tension effect. (8) The
possibility of application to the concentration or separa-
tion of certain minerals, wet or dry. It is said that the
above effects appear to be associated with hysteresis

—

or rather with hysteresis/susceptibility—the movements
of repulsion and migration increasing with the fre-

quency up to at least 85 periods per second. At 150
and at 350 periods magnetite and specular haematite
exhibit only paramagnetic properties, standing erect

without motion and oriented to the poles. It is assumed
that with these materials, hysteresis has ceased or greatly
diminished at 150 periods.

(To he continued.)

HYDRO-ELECTRIC COURSE AT GRENOBLE UNIVERSITY.

SUMMER HOLIDAY COURSE, 1922.

It will be remembered that a course of instruction on
the subjects of hydro-electric installations and power
transmission was inaugurated two years ago for British

hoped that the French eSort will continue to meet with
success, especially as it is considered of some import-
ance that the Entente which was formed between many

Fia. I.

—

Dam under Construction at Grenoble, and
Power Lines.

students at the Polytechnic Institute, University of

Grenoble, in the French Alps. We have referred to the

matter from time to time, and as there is no such centre

as Grenoble in the British Isles where the practical study
of water-power developments can be undertaken, it is

Fio. 2.

—

Armoured Concrete Flame and Power Conductoh

British and French engineers during the war perio^

should be maintained.

The course is held during the August vacation in

order that British students may attend; this year the

course will commence on August 7th, and will extend
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over approximately four weeks. Tlie lectures will be

given in easy French of a character that anyone who has

learned French at school should be able to understand
without difficulty. A special course of French for those

who do not know the language sufficiently well to take

the course will be given during the four weeks preceding

the beginning of the technical course at a special fee.

A special feature of the course is the visits paid to

some of the numerous water-power installations at work

I i -.^ '-<

Fig. 3.—a 3-phase Village
Transformer Post.

Fig. 4.

—

Old and Modern h.p.

Transmission Lines.

or under construction in the neighbourhood, in order

to illustrate points emphasised in the lectures. Installa-

tions of a number of different types can be seen in the

neighbourhood.

The fees for the lecture course will be 110 fr., or

about £2 10s. at the present rate of exchange. A special

committee exists at Grenoble to assist stu4ents to find

suitable accommodation, the cost of which varies from
240 to 600 fr. a month, or about £5 to £12. Half-rate

tickets will be granted on the French railways from a

French port to Grenoble and back for students under the

age of 28 years, but to obtain this advantage arrange-

ments must be made well in advance through the Office

National.

The lectures are of a thoroughly practical character.

The course should prove valuable not merely to engineer-

ing students, but also to mechanical and electrical engi-

neers who wish to keep in touch with recent develop-

ments in hydraulic power and in allied electrical trans-

mission. It is possible for engineers beyond the student
stage to spend an enjoyable holiday at Grenoble and
learn something at the same time.

Grenoble is a delightful centre for excursions in the

French Alps, and it is by no means expensive. In the

past the directors of some of the local works using elec-

tricity for motive power, for electrometallurgical work,
and for electro-chemistry have been very kind in show-
ing matters of interest to students attending t'le 'ourse.

Some of the earliest power transmission work in France
was carried out in the Grenoble district, so that the
advances that have been made can be studied and the
effect of time noted.

W'ith resrard to the accompanying illustrations, the
first is a reproduction of a dam under construction at
Grenoble, with the three-phase transmission lines for
supplying drivinf power for the contractors' motors.
Fior. 4 is a view of power lines near Grenoble, compris-
ing a multiple 2fi.000-volt line erected over 20 years ao'o.

and a modern 40.000-volt one runnins' alongside the
main road. Fig-. .^ shows a three-phase villajre trans-
former post which has evidently been erected with some
reara'-d to economy, but arood enoueh for tho job: while
fiT. 2 shows an .irmoured concrete flume in the Drac
Valley, above which the conductors carrying power to
electro-chemical works can he seen.

Further particulars can bo obt.-'ined from the Office

^''ational des TTniversitf^s of-. Eco'es Francaises. 46, Great
Marlborough Street, London, W.l.

THE SIEMENS ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS.

Last week we paid a visit to the electric lamp works,

Dalston, of Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., and
inspected the various processes which are there carried

on, from the raw oxide of tungsten to the finished gas-

filled lamp. The factory, which was erected 20 years

ago, has always been employed in manufacturing metal-

filament lamps, Messrs. Siemens having led the way by

placing on the market the first commercially satisfactory

lamp of this type—the tantalum lamp, which was manu-
factured in large quantities up to the outbreak of the

war. The manufacture of drawn-wire tungsten-filament

lamps had been commenced in 1908, but did not entail

the abandonment of tantalum, the superior strength of

which made up for its lower efficiency in many indus-

trial applications ; however, the difficulty of obtaining

supplies of raw material during the war and the im-

provement in the quality of tungsten lumps led to the

suspension of the tantalum lamp manufacture. On the

other hand, whereas only straight filaments had been
used at Dalston up to 1913, the manufacture of spiral-

ised filaments and gasfilled lamps has been greatly de-

veloped since that date. In 1910 the range of tungsten
drawn-wire lamps was extended to cover all the usual
patterns, which were sold under the trade name,
" Wotan "

; and in 1911 the Siemens Wotan traction
lamp, having a spiralised filament suspended on a special

spider, was introduced, with highly satisfactory results,

the lamp being widely adopted for lighting tramcars
and railway trains.. Lastly, the manufacture of gas-
filled lamps was begun m 1913, and large numbers were
made, under diflSculties, during the war; development

has continued in this direction, and the works are now
well equipped for producing gasfilled lamps in large
quantities. Special gasfilled lamps are made for pro-
jection and optical purposes, with concentrated fila-

ments, in various arrangements, and gasfilled lamps

Fig. 1.—Swaging and Wire-DrawiNg Machines.

designed for automobile and locomotive headlights have
been introduced, all these tungsten lamps being now
sold under the trade name " Siemens Britannia."

Great strides have been made in the manufacture of

tungsten wire since the early days when filaments wera

not drawn wire but fragile aggregations; yet the pr<H
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cesses by which the drawn wire, of extraordinarily high
tensile strength, is made, are in the main unchanged,
being similar in many respects to those by which tanta-

lum wire was made. The invention of the gasfilled lamp,
with its concentrated spiralised filament heated to a very

hif,'h temperature, presented new problems to the metal-

lurgist, demanding still higher qualities of wire. At
tlie Siemens works close attention lias been given to this

subject, anil as tlie result of tlie researches there carried

on a brand of tungsten wire has been produced from
which exceptionally good results have been obtained.

The chemical dejjartment is well staffed and equipped,

as is due to its great importance in this industry, and
an elaborate system of photomicrographic examination
of the tungsten at every stage of its manufacture has

been developed.

We have previously described the mode of prepara-
tion of tungsten on several occasions, but a resitme of

the process may be of interest. It commences with the

commercial tungstic oxide, which is first thoroughly

purified by prolonged chemical treatment, and then re-

<luced to a metallic powder by heating in a current of

hydrogen. This powder is pressed into a stick 7 in.

long bv \ in. square, which is baked in order to in-

crease its strength. The baked slug is then sintered by
raising it to a blinding white heat by means of an
electric current in an atmosphere of hydrogen, becoming

Fig. '2.

—

Pine-wire Drawing Machines.

a solid bar of tungsten. The sintered slug is next

passed through swaging machines, by which its dia-

meter is reduced from \ in. square to 32 mils round
wire, whilst its length is increased from 7 in. up to over

30 ft. The wire is drawn through a succession of

diamond dies until it is reduced to the diameter desired.

Photomicrographs of the tungsten are taken, both in

slug and wire form, for the purpose of examining the

grain and fibrous texture of tungsten produced from
various mixtures, as well as the changes which take place

after the same tungsten has been under current in an
electric lamp.

The spiralising of the filament is done exclusively by
machinery. For the heavier gauge wires, Messrs.

Siemens Brothers are using a number of automatic ma-
chines of their own design, which can be regulated to

wind any desired style of filament.

The wire is wound on a mandrel in a somewhat
similar manner to that employed for makinjr an ordi-

nary spiral spring, with the exception that in these

machines the holder contains a drum of tungsten wire
and is carried on a traversing attachment to ensure even
winding. The wire is passed through adjustable ten-

sion grips, and tlie traverse is automatically " tripped
"

at certain intervals so that a number of short straisrht

lengths of wire are left between the sections of spiralled

filament. These facilitate mounting on the spider, and
occur where the filament passes through the supporting
loops.

For fine wires a different system is adopted. A man-
drel composed of soft brasg wire is fed into tl^e machine

from a drum, and the filament is spiralised round this

as it passes through the machine. Then the wire man-
drel with the spiralised filament round it is rewound on
a separate drum. Owing to the small diameters worked
on these machines, it is practically impossible to remove

Fig. 3.

—

Sealing-in Dei'aktment eur Staxuard and
Gasfilled Lamps.

the spirals from the mandrel in the ordinary manner
without damaging them, and in this case the mandrel is

dissolved in a chemical solution, leaving the spiralised

wire intact, ready for mounting on the spider.

The interior glass structure which provides a sealed

entry for the conducting wires, and to which the fila-

ment supports are attached, is known as the combined
foot and spider. The glass tube of which the foot is

composed is first cut up into the required lengths, which

are flanged at one end to form a base to seal into the

bulbs, by automatic machines which are provided with

a magazine feed, and work without attention.

The leading-in wires, stem, and foot are next

assembled on the foot-making machines ; the glass com-

ponents are heated to a suitable temperature bv means
(if gas flames and the " pinch " is made, which hermeti-

callv seals the lower end of the flan";ed tube and at the

Fig. 4.—.\ Section of the Exhausting and Gasfilling
Department.

same time welds the stem and the leading-in wires into

the " seal."

In building up the spider a suitable number of buttons

are first formed on the stem : the radial supports are

then fixed into tliese. In the past these two operations

were carried out separately and by hand, but Messrs.

Siemens Rrothers have installed some sjiecial machines

in wliiih the two processes are combined. The wire used
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for the spider anus is fed from a bobbin into the ma-

chine, which automatically adjusts the lengths of the

supports and forms the pigtail loops—an extremely

clever example of automatic operation.

In the case of high-wattage gasfilled lamps, where the

leading-in wires end in metal tape electrodes, the ends

of the filaments—which ;-.ie necessarily of fairly heavy

gauge—are secured to the tapes by a process of spot

welding. All spirals arc carefully inspected before

being mounted on the " foot." The very tine filaments

used for the 'M- and 40-watt gasfilled lamps, of wire

approximately l/l,000tli of an inch in diameter, are

examined by placing them in an optical apparatus,

which projects the image of die spiral—highly magnified

—on to a screen.

The process of enclosing the " foot " and filament

within the bulb is called '" sealing in," and for this pur-

pose also machines arc used.

The modern trend in electric lamp making is in tlie

direction of so-c;dleil " ))ipless '" lamps, in which the

pip is concealed within the ca|) of the lamp, thus leaving

the base of the bulb perfectly rounded. This is

arranged for when the " foot " is made. A small stem

tube is passed through the flanged leading-in tube, and
welded on to the " foot " just aljove the " pinch." The
filament is then mounted, and the completed foot is

sealed into the neck of the bulb in the ordinary way.
The bulb is afterwards exhausted through the stem tube,

and the pip is formed at the cap end of the bulb.

Fig. 5.

—

Capping and Testing Department.

It is found that tliis nietho<l does not add materially
to the cost of manufacture, while the elimination of the
" pip " end from the finished lamps considerably re-

duces breakages in transit.

The lamps are exhausted entirely by Siemens patent
rotary oil pumps, after which the filling gas is admitted
to the bulb by means of a two-way valve, under a pre-
determined pressure. After gasfiUing the bulb is

sealed. A new type of pump has been devised which
is completely automatic in its action. This apparatus
not only exhausts the bulb, but also tests for vacuum,
gasfills, and seals the bulb.

The factory is well equipped with various types of

photometers, including a sphere photometer by which
the spherical candle-power of gasfilled lamps can be
measured directly.

On another photometer special adjustments have been
fitted which allow comparisons to be made of the tem-
perature of the filament and the colour value of the
Fight emitted by gasfilled lamps. On this apparatus the
lamps can be tested by means of Wratteii screens of pre-
determined value, which arc supplied by tile National
Physical Laboratory. Siemens gasfilled lamps are,
therefore, very accurately tested in respect of rating
limits, and the manufacturing specification adopted in

the factory embodies all the conditions outlined in the

British Engineering Standards Specification.

The lamps are fitted with caps on a radial machine,

which allows of a number of lamps being dealt with at

the same time.

rJreat stress is placed on the testing and examinatioH

of parts in every process of manufacture, and special

attention is given to the final test. Every completed

lamp before it leaves the factory is thoroughly tested in

all respects to ensure accuracy of performance, accord-

ing to the ratings marked on the lamp, and to eliminate

any lamps in which minor mechanical defects may have

occurred during handling.

In addition to this, many thousands of lamps of all

types and ratings are tested to dests-uction, in order to

obtain definite proofs of the average life of lamps pro-

duced in the factory.

The lamps are not stored at the Dalaton factory, but

are immediately transferred to the commodious stores

owned by the company at 89a, Shacklewell Lane, which
have a floor space of 46,000 sq. ft.

Numerous examples of special lamps have been de-

signed and manufactured at the Siemens Dalston Lamp
Works, each representing a large amount of experi-

mental and pioneer work. Amongst these may be men-
tioned the projector type gasfilled lamps (vertical and
horizontal grid patterns, tubular pattern, and special

type for kinematograph lanterns) ;
gasfilled head-light

lamps for railways ; the " Sylvalux " gasfilled lamp,

with opalescent bulb to screen the filament, but with the

absorption factor reduced to the minimum ; and the
" daylight" lamp (gasfilled), which without the aid of

reflectors or expensive fitments is claimed to give a light

of the consistency of sunlight, in which colours can be

accurately matched. A special lamp of high candle-

power was also made for the lantern of the Croydon
aerial lighthouse pylon.

An interesting feature of the factory is the use of

automatic machines for a great variety of operations,

some of which one would have thought impracticable by

machinery, such as the spider-making automatics,

which, with several other devices, were designed and
made entirely by the company's own stafi. The im-
pression left upon us was that the factory was thoroughly

up-to-date and run on, scientific lines—two qualities

which are essential to success in the manufacture of

electric lamps.

LEGAL.

Pined fob Altering an Electric Meter.

At Colchester, last week, William Godfrey was charged with
wilfully and fraudulently altering, by putting it back
50 units, the index to a meter for measuring the supply of
electricity, which had been installed by the Corporation at
thp "Sen" Horse" Hotel.

Defendant pleaded guilty.

Tt was stated that the defendant had been in the employ
of the Corporation as a meter fixer for some time. In
January the meter at the "Sea Horse" was found to be not
a,s it should be, and a Mr. Tracey on January 26th put upon
it a special seal with a special mark. In February, when
examination was again made, it was found that the seal had
been removed and replaced by another one. Inquiries were
made, and the tools of the Corporation employes were ex-
amined. On the seal were found marks that corresponded
to defendant's tools.

Defendant had nothing to say, and the Bench imposed a
fine of £5.

Mrs. Ethel Rosa Ha,skins. wife of the licensee of the " Ses
Horse." was then .summoned for counselling and procuring
the commission of the offence. She pleaded not guilty.

Godfrey said that he went into the "Sea Horse" as a cus-
tomer, and while he was there Mrs. Haskins asked him to put
the meter back, which he did. She afterwards gave him a
drink and a packet of cigarettes.

The Bench found the case proved and imposed the maxi-
mum penalty of £5.

Westminster Electric StippL? Corporation v. Wykeham
Studios, Ltti.

Thts case, which raised the Question of wh.it rate should be
paid by photographers obtainine electri'ity for business pur-
poses, was decided by Mr. Justice Swift in the King'fl Bench
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Divisioij on Monday, May Sand. Previous hearings were

reported in our last issue.

Mr. Justice Eigby Swift, in the course of his judgment,

said the defendants contended that in law the plaintiffs were

not entitled to charge them at the rate of 3d. or 4d. per

uijit in. the Midsummer, Michaelmas, and Christmas quarters

for certain electricity supplied, and contended if they had
charged at the rate of 2d. per unit, which was all they were
legally entitled to do, they had been paid in full.

The defendants had for some years been in the habit of

using electricity for a photographic arc lamp, and it was
admitted that the electricity, for the price of which this

action was brought, had been used by the defendants for

purposes other than general illuminating purposes. The
plaintiffs sought to charge the defendants at a higher rate

than the maximum rate stated by them to be payable for

electricity used for power purposes, and the defendants

objected that the current, having been used for power pur-

poses, that was to say, for purposes other than lighting, and
through a separate meter—they were not liable to be charged
more than the maximum rate for power purposes.

His Lordship found as a fact that the electric current used
by the defendants, for the price of which the plaintiffs

claimed was used by the defendants for power purposes and
not for lighting, and that it should be charged for at the

power rate and not at the lighting rate. This, however, did

not dispose of the action, for the plaintiffs contended that

even if they were under the circumstances compelled to treat

the defendants as taking electricity for power purposes only,

they might still charge them at the rates which they had
charged in this action, that was to say, 7d. per unit for the
quarters ending Midsummer and Michaelmas, and 4d. for the

quarter ending at Christmas, ]9'21. The right of the plain-

tiffs so to charge was dependant upon the construction of

sees. 19 and W of the Electric Lighting Act, 1882. By sec.

19 it was provided that where a supply of electricity was
provided in any part of an area for private purposes, then,

except in so far as was otherwise provided by the terms of

the licence order or special Act authorising such supply,
every company or person within that part of the area
should on application be entitled to a supply on the same
terms on which any other company or person in such part
of the area was entitled under similar circumsta'nces to a
corresponding supply. Section 20 provided that the under-
takers should not in making any agreements for a supply of

electricity show any undue preference to any local authority,
company, or person, but. save as aforesaid, they might make
such charges for the supply of electricity as might be agreed
upon, not exceeding the limits of price imposed by. or in pur-
suance of, the licence, order, or special Act authorising them
to supply electricity. The meaning of these two sections
had been discussed in four cases, to which his attention had
been called; the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd., v.

Ginder. 1901: the Attorney-General of Victoria v. the
Mayor, Aldermen, Councillors, and Citizens of Melbourne,
1907; the Attorney-General v. Long Eaton Urban Council,
1914; and the Attorney-General v. Hackney Borough Council.
He thought the result of these decisions was that where
current was supplied on two different systems, the choice of
which was left to the consumer, there was no infringement
of sees. 19 and 20, and that as between customers for each
system the undertakers were entitled to differentiate as to
price provided that the special circumstances of each cus-
tomer were had regard to. But it was contended that in this
case the defendants, using the current for power purposes,
had been charging more than the rate which was fixed and
advertised by the plaintiffs as being the rate for current sup-
plied for power. He did not see why this should not be
done if regard was had to the special circumstances of
those who were charged at the higher rate, and if a proper
differentiation could be made between them and others who
were being supplied with current for power purposes in the
same area. Provided that the undertakers did not charge
more than the amount which was fixed by the .\ct, or which
for the time being was agreed upon between them and the
con-sumer, he could not see why they should not be allowed
to charge a consumer more if the circumstances under which
he was taking power were not similar to those of other per-
sons who were taking it. In this particular case the "pho-
tographers, speaking generally, were not taking current for
power purposes under similar circumstances to other manu-
facturers. Their lamp was not burning regularly and for
fixed hours during the day or night, but it was intermittently
used as occasion necessitated for the taking of particular
photographs, and he thought that the undertakers were en-
titled to say that, although their ordinary charge to persons
using current for power purposes was 2d. per unit, they
would charge a higher rate to persons who took current for
use in a photographic arc lamp. He, at any rate, saw
nothing in the sections to which he had referred, and as
they had been construed by the Courts in the cases he had
mentioned—which was inconsistent with that view. It
was clear that the plaintiffs were under no agreement to
charge the defendants other than the rates which they did.
and the defendants had ample notice of the rates whicli they
would be charged if they took the current. All photogra-
phers in the area using this supply had been treated in the

same way, and he saw no reason for holding that the de-

fendants, taking this current, with notice that they would
be charged for it at the rates which they had been charged,

should be reheved from payment of those rates. Under all the

circumstances there must be judgment in favour of the

plaintiffs for the amount claimed, vJith. costs.

CH.4RLES SbMON & Cc, I/TD., V. BRADFORD CORPORATION.

Mr. Justice Eve, on May 17th, concluded the hearing of

an action brought by plaintiffs, stuff and wool merchants, of

Bolton Eoad. Bradford, against the Corporation, to restrain

the latter from erecting an electric power station on the

south side of Balme Street, so as to interfere tvith the light-

ing of plaintiffs' warehouse on the north side of the street.

Mr. Hughes, K.C., and Mr. Bennett were for plaintiffs, and
Mr. J. H. Cunliffe, K.C., Mr. Tomlin, K.C.. and Mr. Woods
for the defendant Corporation.

Mr. Hughes, K.C, in opening, stated that the plaintiff,';'

warehouse was situated at the corner of Bolton Road and
Balme Street, and was erected on what was originally Cor-

poration land, which was acquired by plaintiffs' predecessor*;.

The Corporation's proposal to build the electric power station

on the south side of Balme Street would seriously interfere

with their business by diminishing the amount of northerly

light, which was a most essential element in matching the

various shades of dye colours of various pieces of cloth. The
plaintiffs' warehouse consisted of a building of six floors with
36 windows, and on the opposite side of Bakne Street at the

present moment were only low buildings. The Corporation's

proposed electric lighting station would be 73 ft. high, and
this would seriously affect the lighting of plaintiffs' ground,
first, and second floors. As a rule an angle of 45 degrees
was usually taken in buildings of this character, but in the

present case the Corporation's electric station would be only

34 degrees.

Mr. Walter Jackson, architect and surveyor, stated that

the Corporation's electric station would take a very large pro-

portion of the plaintiffs' northerly Ught, as much as 55 per •

cent, on the ground floor. 51 on the first, 44 on the second,

and 34 on the third floor. The property would be greatly

depreciated in value.

Sir Bannister Fletcher, architect and surveyor, stated

that when the electric station waf5 built the plaintiffs' two
easterly windows on the three lower floors and the other
windows on the same floor would be affected, especially as
regarded indirect and diffused light generally.

Mr. Cunliffe. K.C, for the defendants, said the plaintiffs

seemed to think they were entitled to a special light, but
what quantity or quality of light they wanted was difficult

to say. The case for the Corporation was that the plaintiffs

would only be slightly affected, and that when the power
station wa.=; erected they would still have a good and effective

light for the carrying on of their business. They would be
in a far better -position after the building was erected than
many other firms in Bradford in the same trade. It could

not be admitted for a moment that the development of Brad-
ford in respect of electrical supply should be stopped rjn this

question of lighting..

Mr. Percy John Waldram, engineer and surveyor,! saod

that when the power station was erected the plaintiffs' ware-
house would still be distinctly above the average- for light.

Several other experts expressed the same view, and his
Lordship reserved judgment.

Is A Tramcar a Carruge?

Last week the Bradford Stipendiary Magistrate heard a case

demanding a ruling as to whether an electric tramcar was a
" carriage " within the meaning of the Town Police Clauses

Act, 1847, and as such should be passed by motorists on the
" off " (right hand) side, except when there was actual neces-

sity or sufficient reason for deviation permitting passage on
the near side. The case was one in which Sidney D. Gold-
thorpe. a Halifax .motor-haulage contractor, was summoned,
in respect of a collision with a laundn.' van when he passed

a Bradford tramcar on the near side. The laundry van was
crossing the road in front of the tramcar. The Stipendiary
Magistrate gave his judgment on iViday, and quoted a
High Court decision on a previous Bradford case (Burton ti.

Nicholson), under the Motor Cars Order, 1904. He ruled that

a tramcar was a " carriage " within the meaning of the law,

and that it uas the duty of the motorist to pass on the right

hand side, unless there was good reason for deviation. In the

present case, however, there had been good reason for passing

on the left-hand side, as there were two tramcars passing each
other m opposite directions, as well as the overtaking motor
car and the crossing laundry van. He summons, therefore,

was dismissed.

Copper Cooling Coils for Transformers.—Iron pipes are

often used for the cooling coils of water-cooled transformers,

and it has been found that they are liable to give trouble

through rust, &c. To prevent this the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co,, U.S.A., has decided to supply only

copper coils, without increase in price.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us alter 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward

their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and

address in our possession.

The Mangnalllrving Thrust Borer.

Your correspondent, Mr. F. O. Ti-otman, makes some

sweeping assertions in his letter to you on the Mangnall-

Ii-ving thrust borer in your issue of the 5th inst., and thmks

it misleading to describe its use as an "improvement." I

have just put two Is-in. screwed steel pipes across a main

road, paved with wood blocks and with a double tramway
track, by means of this apparatus. These are to accommo-

date a service line and a small high-pressure cable. The job

was started at 10 a.m. and completed by u p.m., taking six

working hours. The width of the roadway is 31 ft. G in.

The cost has been as follows :
—

£ s. d.

Labour (3 men, 6 hours) 19 9

70 ft. IJ in. steel tube 3 15 10

Re-instatement, 3 yd. super tar-mac 15

£5 10 7

If the work had been done in the manner favoured by

your correspondent the cost would have been :
—

£ s. d.

Labour (4 men. 18 hours) 4 10 4

70 ft. stoneware duct, cement, &c. 4 7 6

Re-instatement, 5 yd. super wood blocks and
1 yd. suner tar-mac 9

£n 17 10

There has been a saving of 70 per cent, in the cost of the

work, to say nothing of traffic obstruction, or of the per-

manent deterioration of wood block paving when it has been

patched.
This may be a " particular case," but I meet'scores of such

particular cases in the course of a twelvemonth, and I sug-

( gest that this is an improved method of dealing with them.

There is no virtue in a lead-jointed pipe if a screwed and
socketed pipe can be laid more cheaply, and not a great deal

ill tiles, bricks, or creosot<?d wood boards as a protection to

armoured cables. There is more protection in laying them
another foot or 18 in. deep, and this can be done at the

trifling cost of getting out the bore pits to that much greater

depth.
Edgar LI. Ingram.

Parkstone, Dorset.

May 15th. 1922.

My notice has just been called to Mr. F. O. Trotman's
letter to you on the above subject in your issue of May 5th.

Mr. Trotman's main point appears to be that he disapproves
of the title " An improved method of cable laying," given
to your excellent article of April 21st last, on the ground
that the word " improved " is misleading. As Mr. Trotman
looks at this from a mains engineer's point of view, I beg to

suggest that he should get into touch with the mains engi-

neer of his own town—Sheffield—where a machine has been
in use daily for the last 31 months. He would then be able,

no doubt, to obtain all the information he requires as to

how the Sheffield cables are laid by thrust-boring.

The poiat raised of not being able to make an iron pipe
tight at the joint is, of course, absurd. High-pressure aas
service's have been laid in a great many cases in quite diffi-

cult ground by actually using the lap-welded service t"Pe
to take the load of boring, and these pipes on being sub-
jected to the usual high-pressure test have shown rot tlie

slightest leakage of any kind. Caulked joints are, of course,
quite unnecessary. Bitumen jointed earthenware sewer
pipes in 12-in. boreholes have likewise been laid without
leakage.

I suggest that Mr. Trotman might accept your t>!tle of
" an improved method of cable laying." For instance, it

would be untrue to suggest that wireless telegraphy and
telephony are not improved means of communication on the
ground that their application in certain cases is inconvenient.
There is a growing tendency to lay armoured cables direct in
the ground without any form of pipe protection.

A. R. Mangnall.
Chester, May QOth, 1922.

Referring to Mr. F. O. Trotman's letter in your issue of
May 4th. may I point out that the laying of mains by- this
method is not restricted to cables drawn through iron piping.

Obviously, a conduit whose overall diameter at the joints
is not greater than that of the conduit itself is desirable,
and any conduit complying with this can be easily pushed
through the bore hole by means of an attachment to the
withdrawal gear which is used for withdrawing the boring
tnEes.

The writer was present at some tests made by a Govern-
ment department, in which Key fibre conduit with socket
and spigot joints was employed; the overall diameter of the
joints of this type of conduit is, of course, the same as that

of the conduit itself. The joirits are actually made in the
thrust pit, prior to the introduction of each length into the
entrance of the bore hole, by painting the ends with a bitu-

minous solution, which sets very quickly, owing to the
nature of the conduit, and is quite an easy matter.
As a matter of fact, for short runs, such as services, those

ducts, which are very light, can be pushed length after

length into the bore by hand, if the boring is made of suffi-

cient diameter to allow for a little clearance.

A. R. Porter.
Trafford Park, Manchester,
May 22nd, 1922.

Private Electricity Supply.

On page 645 of your issue of May oth is an interes&ng
point dealing with private supply, and notwithstanding yom-
official comment on this matter, I would like to sugg:est that

in this case the owner of the property is not entering into

the business of electricity supply as is generally understood,
but is merely generating current for use on his own property.

I gather that you are of the opinion that it would be a busi-

ness in the sense described in the 1909 Act, but to me there
just seems to be a doubt as to whether this is strictly cor-

rect.

The point, I believe, will be of interest to several con-

sumers throughout the country, and if you can amplify your
comments on the matter, I feel sure it would be much ap-

preciated by others as well as

Doubtful.
May 16th. 1922.

[We cannot recall any case in which the question whether
" the business of the company or person affording the sup-
ply is not primarily that of the supply of electrical energy
to consumers " (Electric Lighting Act, 1909, Clause 23) has
come before the Courts; but we take it that the proviso re-

fers to cases where a person has a surplus of electricity avail-

able, which he is at liberty to sell to consumers. In the
present instance, the plant is to be put down specially to

supply consumers, and the fact that those consumers are
tenants of the supplier does not affect the question—they
are members of the public ; the plant is to be used solely

for this purpose, and. in our opinion, "the business would
not be covered by the proviso.

However, if the local statutory undertaker consents, the
way is open, for the Electricity Commissioners have now
removed all restrictions on supplies up to 50 kW.

—

^Eds. Elec.
ReV .

]

Apply in Person.

A short time back we advertised in your Revikw for a
driver of a cable-making machine. One answer which we
had, read :

" WDl the advertiser please call at the above
address and oblige."

We think this might interest some employers of labour.

Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Percy W. S.«key.
Liverpool, May 16th, 1922. Worhs Manager.

Civil Service Examination for Post Office Engineering
Inspector.

I think some good might be done if you published the
following facts about the above examination, which was
advertised in your issue of the 12th inst.

The examination is fixed to start on July 13th. The final

examinations of the London University take place during

part of the same period. For instance, the B.Sc. (Engi-
neering exam, starts on the 3rd and finishes on the 14th July.

Surely this could be avoided. I am sitting for the B.Sc.

(Eng.), and also wish to take the Inspectorship examination,

which, at present, I cannot do. No doubt there are many
others in a similar position.

The age limit is 22, with a maximum of two years de-

duction for army service. Why should those w^ho voluntarily

.spent more than two years in the army be thus handicappett?

The regulation seems to me to have been made for the bene-

fit of " dodgers." Personally. I spent 3i years in the army,
so I suffer to the extent of a year and a half.

The publicity which the above could receive through the
Electrical Review would .surely cause the Civil Service Com-
mission to take a more reasonable view of the matter.

May 15th, 1922.

A Might'be Entrant.

Does the Institution Need a Wider Outlook?

On several occasions, after .some years' residence abroad, I

have, on coming home, been struck by the insular parish-

pump point of view that characterises meetings of the Listi-

tution of Electrical Engineers. Naturally, having its origin

in Great Britain, the happenings here must loom large at

E
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the meetings and in the proceedings, but the Institution has

now widened its activities to all parts of the British Common-
wealth, and, moreover, it is concerned with a branch of en-

gineering that has a world-wide appeal. I think, therefore,

that matters that happen outside the British Isles should

receive more attention than they do, and also that speakers

in the discussions might endeavour to see things in a broader

way.
Readers may have noticed that the Institution of Civil En-

gineers is as much interested in engineering abroad as in

what happens at home, and the proceedings of the I.O.E.

contain many papers descriptive of engineering work in all

parts of the world. Partly as a result the membership is

very widespread.
Engineers as a class travel a great deal, and large manu-

facturing concerns are as much interested in orders from
overseas as they are in local orders. The Institution mem-
bership must, therefore, contain many members who think

as I do.

I suggest that a suitable leaven of engineers now resident

in this country, who have lived in some particular country

overseas long enough to know intimately actual conditions,

.should be introduced ioto the British Council in order to en-

sure that the proceedings of the Institution shall in future

have that wider outlook which several observers, as well as

mvself, feel that it needs.
E. Kilburn Scott.

London. N.l.

May 16th, 1922.

A Tragedy in Trousers.

Among your " Situations Vacant " advertisements, a week
or so ago, appeared " Lady Shorthand-Typist wanted," and
I applied, although I am, owing to circumstances over which
I had no control, a man.
This morning I received a polite request for an interview,

with w-hieh I graciously complied, but apparently my letter

hadn't made it sufficiently clear that I wear a skirt round
each leg, because the man who interviewed me appeared
both surprised and annoyed, and suspicious and aggrieved,
and told me almost immediately that I was no lady, with
which I agreed—and I then went on to point out that in

addition to being a first-class stenographer I was throwing
in my technical knowledge (I do estimating when not rest-

ing), which would, at least have saved them the trouble of

correcting those " typists' " errors, the removal of which
has taken some of the best hairs of my life.

In spite of all this, and the fact that the screw I asked
was within their limit—or they wouldn't have written—

I

could get nothing better than " we—er—have always been
used to lady typists—and—er—in fact, that is what we al-

ways have had. and—er—we've got so used to lady typists
that—er—in fact I'm afraid we've always had lady typists."
(Luckily the aesthetic aspect wasn't even mentioned).
No real objection at all, except that I belong to the sex

that reasons and pokes fires from the bottom, and had I
been only partially attired, clean shaved, and had my voice
ironed I could have had the job.

Apart from the daft conservatism shown by such an at-

titude, will anyone tell me what earthly reason there can
be for denying work to a man who needs it because he is

one?
As a friend of mine in a sober interval the other day re-

marked to the lady who was drawing his lunch :
" If they'd

only shut all the pubs, stop all the horses and shoot all the
women, this'd be a fine world."
But perhaps somebody will start another war soon, and

then we'll all have a job.

W. A. C. Phillpot.
London. Mav 19th, 1922.

Broadcasting Wireless Telephony.

As a manufacturer of telephone and telegraph apparatus
I am anxious to take part in the coming rush of orders for
wireless telephone sets which the daily papers are now
boosting. I have spoken to one or two friends in the trade,
but have been told that the monopoly of the manufacture
and sale of receiving sete will be in the hands of Marconi's
and one other firm. I am curious to know what will happen
to numerous small firms now advertising complete receiving
sets from £6 upwards. Will they be forced to close down
through Marconi's monopoly, or will the small manufacturer
be able to execute orders for this class of work?

_
I should be glad if you could enlighten me in this direc-

tion, which will also assist other small manufacturers.

Tuner.
May 19th, 1922.

[We are not aware that any such monopoly exists, or can
exist.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

the autumn months, and I should be glad to have the ex-

perience of your readers as to whether a water wheel would
not be more satisfactory.

For a given head and quantity of water, I should be
glad to know how a waterwheel of similar power would com-
pare as regards efficiency, and further, whether a waterwheel
can be used satisfactorily to drive a dynamo.
Any information from readers who are operating small

plants of this nature would be much appreciated by

Waterwheel.

The Lead'hydrate Battery.

Replying to your correspondent Mr. B. W. Gothard, the
above must be a wonderful battery

!

Assuming that the battery can be charged at 300 times the
normal rate, what .'iensible person is going to the expense
uf a plant to give this output?
There are evidently other " Canadian Wonders " besiil.s

the type of bean known by that name ! and, perhaps, the
battery will last as long as the bean.

J. N. S.
Manchester.

Fans and Fancies.

So far, the retailers do not appear to be making much of a
show with regard to fans, an excellent selling line in this
weather.
The average table fan consumes no more energy than a

lamp, and it might very well be shown in a window against
a 50-watt lamp with some statement to that effect.

A fan on a bracket in the doorway with a few ribbons, or
any simple device of that kind to remind the weary passer-by
of the comfort to be obtained so cheaply with an electric fan,
should surely stimulate business. It is possible to devise
many attractive window fit-ups with the fan ; now or never is

the time.

J. W. Beauchamp,
Director and Secretary,

British Electrical Development Association Inc.

London, May 23rd, 1922.

Turbine or Waterwheel?
I am interested in a small water turbine of about 8 h.p.,

working under a head of 14 ft. Much trouble has been,
caused by the accumulation of leaves in the turbine during

Wireless Position=finding for Aircraft.—Since October of
last year a wireless " position-finding " system has been under
trial to enable air pilots to ascertain their position when flying

on the cross-Channel au-ways. We are informed by the Air
Ministry that this system has, on several occasions, proved to
be of particular advantage in adverse weather conditions, and
has been introduced as a regular feature of the civil aviation
wireless service. It is a further development of wireless direc-

tion finding. Un^il last October direction finding work was
carried out only by the civil aviation wneless s.tation at the
London Air Port of Croydon, and was limited to giving a pilot

his compass bearing from that station. The direction-finding

station at Pulham Airship Base, Norfolk, has been successfully

operated as the second station of the system during the past
six months, thus enabling two bearings to be taken simul-
taneously upon a single aircraft, and its position detennined
by plotting the bearings upon a chart, the point of inter-

section giving the aircraft's position. Direct intercommunica-
tion between Croydon and Pulham is effected by radio-tele-

phony, and the pilot can be informed of his position with a
high degree of accuracy under normal conditions. The radius
of action for giving position is approximately 200 miles from
the control station, which in this case is Croydon. Although
primarily designed for radio-telephony, the system is equally

adaptable for radio-telegraphy; the change over being carried

into efl'ect by a simple switch in a few seconds. The position

can normally be given within two minutes. Similar facihties

can be afforded from Croydon to aircraft engaged on inland
flights and services. In February last an aeroplane flying over

the airway between Paris and London was navigated entirely

by wireless, the pilot seeing the ground only on one occasion

for a few minutes.

A Postage Meter.—The Postmaster-General has authorised
the Pitney-Bowes postage meter for general use, says the

Westminster Gazette, which dispenses with adhesive .stamps.

Letters of any size are fed into the instrument electrically at

the rate of 250 per minute, and sealed, stamped, cancelled,

dated, timed, and stacked ready for packing into bundles, if

necessary.

A detachable meter registers impressions up to 300.000 at

one charging, and then stops automatically. For recharging,

one takes the meter to the nearest post oflSce, pays for the

number of stamps required, and it is readjusted for further

use by an official who holds the only key. A separate meter is

required for each value of stamps, and this can be changed
instantly. .\ cheaper handworked machine may be used for

smaller busine.ss. The immediate saving in time and trouble

is obvious. Over 300 of these machines are in use in the

United States. The Universal Stamping Machine Co. seea

infinite possibilities in its applicability.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Engineering at the British Empire Exhibition, 1924.—
We have already announced that the arrangements connected
with the Electrical Engineering exhibits at the 19il Exhibi-
tion are in the hands of the B.E.A.M..\. and under the direc-

tion of a special committee, representing all branches of the
electrical industry. We understand that full particulars will

be available for electrical manufacturers and other intending
exhibitors almost immediately.
We are now informed that the British Engineers' Association

has been entrusted with the task of organising the Shipbuild-
ing, Marine, Mechanical, and General Engineering Section of
the Exhibition. The worls of organising this section and allot-

ting space therein will be controlled by a special committee
composed of the President and CJouncil of the Association and
a number of independent representatives of the engineering
industry. Within the limits of the space available—about
238,0UO square feet—every effort will be exerted to make the
engineering exhibits representative of all that is best in
modern British practice. Full particulars, plane, and forms
of application lor space will be available for issue at an early
date. Inquiries should be addressed to Mr. D. A. Bremner,
Director. The British Engineers' Association, 32, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.I.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—W. Francis, electrical engineer,
4, Prospect Place, Cheam, Surrey.—Receiving order made May
l(5th on creditor's petition. First meeting May 30th, at 29,

Russell Square, W.C. Pubhc examination June 21st, at the
County Court, Croydon.
Albert Ralph Gibbons, 8, The Parade, New Eltham, Kent,

electrical engineer.—The first meeting of the creditors of the
above was held on May 22nd, at 29. Russell Square, W.C.I.
The statement of affairs showed liabihties of JioST, and there
were no assets. Debtor attributed his failure to depression
in trade, depreciation of stock, losses on contracts and un-
remunerative wages paid. It appeared that for 8 years
prior to 1914 he caM"ied on business as an electrician and
automobile engineer, at Tunbridge Wells. In March, 1919,
he started business at his present address as an electrical and
automobile engineer, with £90 capital. The business was
successful until about March, 1921, when there was a depres-
sion in ti'ade, and he was under the necessity of retaining
a number of skilled workmen for whom he had not fuD
remunerative employment. Since September, 1921, the
creditors had pressed for payment, and in December, 1921,
a creditor obtained judgment for £14.5. The only books of
account kept were a creditor's ledger and cash book. The
matter was left in the hands of the Official Receiver as
trustee of the estate.

The following are creditors :—

Brown Bros., Ltd
British Pure Oil Co.
Smith 4 Co., B. W.
Calmont, King & Co.
District Times, Ltd.
Hutchinson Motor Engineer

George Hill, George Noble, and Edgak Cowley, trading
in co-partnership as George Hill & Co., 22, Chantry Lane,
Great Grimsby, electrical engineers. The following are
creditors herein :

—

77
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Deed of Assignment.—.1. N. Bardslex, plumber and electri-

cian 179, Katherine Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.—Particulars

of cfaims by May 31st to the trustee, Mr. A. T. Eaves, 15.

Fountain Street, Manchester.

Trade Announcements.

—

Mk. FB-tNcis Cooper, electrical

engineer, Wollaston, has opened a branch shop at High Street,

Wellingborough. He desires to receive catalogues.

Messes. Plant & Supplies, Ltd., of 12 and 13, Henrietta
Street, London. W.C.li, have purchased the business of Mr.
Ashley Pope, Toddington, near Dunstable, and he has been
appointed managing director. The company are the sole

agents and distributors for London, the Home C!ounties, and
Southern England for the " Sceando " lamps.

The London office of the Hofkiiakn Manofactdrlng Co.,

Ltd., has been removed from 59, New Oxford Street to 8,

Bedford Square, W.C.I. Telephone number and telegraphic

address unaltered, viz. :
" 529 Museum " and " Ploffmannly,

Westcent." All branch offices are, we are informed, staffed

by experienced engineers, and stocks of the company's bearings
are carried.

Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., announce that in order
to cope with their increasing South of England business, they
have opened extensive premises at Sa and 9, Great Chapel
Street, Oxford Sti-eet, W.l (thi-ee minutes from Tottenham
Court PUjad Tube station), •nhere they are carrying varied
stocks tor wholesale customers. Mr. J. S. Child (ex-joint sales

manager to the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.) has under-
taken the company's representation for London and district,

and all orders for this area will in future be dealt with from
the above London depot.

Mr. R. J. WiLMOT, secretary to the A. & A. Electrical Co.,
Ltd., has resigned from that finn in order to take up his
appointment as secretary to the L.P.A., Ltd.

Mr. Eric Toft having retired from the fu'm of Radford and
Toft, electrical engiueers, of 8, Station Buildings, Altrincham,
Cheshire, the business will be continued by Mr. Luke Bad-
I'ord under the style of L. Radford & Co.

Mr. E. F. Turner, for many yeai-s works manager for Blind,
Gillingham & C-o., has commenced business as an electrical

engineer at 20, Banbury Road, Oxford.

Mr. F. Kent, who was formerly with Messrs. Crompton
and Co., Ltd., has been appointed manager of a branch busi-
ness at Priory Road, High Wycombe, established by Walters,
Dobson & Co., electrical and general engineers, of Sheffield.

The London office of Messrs. W. H. Allen, Sons & Co.,
Ltd., has this week been moved to 5, Victoria Street, v\est-
minster, London, S.W.I.

Messrs. Callesder's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., are
this week removing their central office for Scotland from
Stirling to 23, Melville Street, Edinburgh.
Messrs. Mawdsleys, Ltd., of Durslev, have appointed

Messrs. E. A. Ingold, Ltd., of 129, Otley Road, Shipley, to
represent them in Yorkshire.

Mr. Duncan White, late with Messrs. Brooks & White, has
joined the Hotpoint Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., 21, IBerners
Street, London, W.l.
Messrs. G. S. Peckham & Co., of 4 & 5, New Compton

Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, have been ap-
pointed London and South of England sole agents for the
Patent Flexible Belting Co., Eldwick, Bingley, Yorlcs.. for
the sale of its new flexible leather belting.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.,
Charlton. S.E.7.—An illustrated pamphlet describing trans-
former-oil testing equipments. "Transformer Abstracts"
No. 9. This deals with the current distribution with inter-
connected-star static balancers and is fully illustrated with
diagrams.

The Rees Roturbo Mandf.^cturing Co., Ltd., Wolverhamp-
ton.—Catalogue R. 197, giving particulars and numerous illut,-

trations of rotary jet condensers and vacuum pumps.
Allied National Corporation, Ltd., 72-74, Queen Victoria

Street, S.W.I.—An illustrated and priced catalogue of trans-
formers manufactured by Le Transformateur (S.A.), Paris,
for which the Corporation is agent. Also several price lists of
oil switches, line insulators, and other apparatus made by the
French firm. La Metallurgique Electrique.

The Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd., Ponders End, Middle-
.sex.—Eight illustrated and priced leaflets dealing with insula-
tion and combination testing sets, moving iron and moving
coil instruments, galvanometers, &c.

Messrs. John Phillips & Co., 166, Walworth Road, S.E.17—An illustrated pamphlet describing a commutator-mica
notching machine.
Messrs. George Nobbs, Ltd., 89, Cleveland Street, Pitzrov

Square, W.l.—Leaflet Y204, an illustrated description of
" Genii Push System " electric water heaters.

The General Electric Co., Tjtd.. Magnet House, Kings-
way, W.C.2.—Catalogue Section X (5), an illustrated price list

of electric motor starters of many types, d.c. and a.c, with
particulars of pedestal mounting; also a description and
photographs of the electric lighting of the " Korwich Picture
House."

Superlamp, Ltd., 197, Old Street, E.C.2.—A leaflet adver-
tising the " Lesradio No. 1 " wireless telephony receiving set.

Cailender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., Hamilton]
House, Victoria Embankment, E.C.4.—^An illustrated booklet^
describing the ''Kaleeeo" wiring system.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Caxton House, West-'J
minster, S.W.I.—An illustrated and priced pami)hlet dealingJ
with primary cells and batteries for use on the h.p. circuitj

of wireless apparatus employing thermionic valves.

A booklet entitled, "The Reflections of a Commercial!
Studio," has been received from Messes. Gheenlys, Ltd., 37-:j

38, Strand. It is printed in colour, and gives specimen de-

signs for letter-headings, folders, booklets, catalogues, ehow-
cards, and Press advertisements. .-V lengthy list of firms fori
whom Greenlys have executed work of this description ia -

given at the end.

The Zenith Manufacturing Co., Villiers Road, Willesden
Green, N.W.2.—Leaflet ZM 55, giving prices and particulars
of " Zenite " vitreous enamelled resistance units.

Welco Patents, 50, Alma Street, Birmingham.—An illus-

trated folder, giving details and prices of electric fires,

kettles, toasters, and other small domestic appliances.
The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff

Road, Tottenham, N.17.—A series of illustrated leaflets adver-
tising Benjamin " automobile accessories—lights, horns, &c.

Staff Dinner.—On Friday last the Ixindon office staff of

C.E.C, Ltd., held a dinner at the Mecca Cafe, Ludgate Hill,

E.C., to welcome home Mr. and Mrs. Ellis on their return
from a 13 months' tour of the world. I\Ir. Elhs (mauagmg
du-ector), replying to his toast, explained that the whole 13
months of the trip had been devoted to seeking first-hand
knowledge of trade conditions of the export market. He
narrated illustrative anecdotes or incidents typical of Spain,
South America, United States, Canada, Honolulu, New Zea-
land, -Australia, Ceylon and India. After reviewing the indus-
trial troubles in most of these countries. Mr. EUis compared
them with those of the home countiy, and said that unques-
tionably if he had to start life again he could choose nothing .

better than England. Of the Colonies he placed Austraha at

,

the top of the list for the settler, and Canada was noted as

the most enterprising. The proceedings included a musical
programme.

The Cost of Producing and Distributing Catalogues, &c.

—

High postal rates and printing costs ha\e told against the

production and distrilnition <if a great deal of trade-gettmg
literature, catalogues, price lists, trade jomnals, ifcc. Were .

these matters both settled satisfactorily so that reasonable
charges and a stabilised printing trade were in existence,,

manufacturers and traders might be induced to proceed more
enterprisingly with their business-seeking propaganda. Some
reduction in the halfpenny postal rates comes into force on
May 29th, and it is to be hoped that as the result of the
movement in the printing trades those concerned will be
able to come to an agreement which will be reasonable
and acceptable to all parties. We are convinced that were
such the case, in a short space of time, there would be such

an increase of work as would absorb a good deal of the at pre-

sent unemployed labour. Whatever may happen in the prmt-
ing trades, however, it is as well not to overlook the immedi-
ate advantage that postal reduction alone should bring, and in

this connection we may quote from a letter issued by the

Association of Master Printers (London Central Districts),

where it is pointed out that the new half-penny postal^

rate will carry any of the following ;

—

8-page catalogue (size 14 by 9^ in.)

16-page catalogue (size lOJ by 8i in.) v

16-page catalogue (size 9J by 7 in.) ^
24-page catalogue (size 8 by SJ in.)

32-page catalogue (size 8J by 4J in.)
;

36-page catalogue (size 7{ by 4J in.)

These catalogues can be enclosed in envelopes or wrappers.

The halfpenny rate enables industrial firms to send out mil-

lions of prosiJectuses, balance sheets, circulars, price lists, in-

voices, statements, order forms, market reports, acknowledg-
ment fonns (imitation typev^Titten circulars if handed to the

Post Office in lots of not less than 20 copies). It also allowtf

of a mailing card—that is. a printed matter card, minimunl
size Si by 55 in. up to a maximum size of 12 by 34 in.

yNew French Company.—There has been formed at P:

fRue de Vivienne. 8) a company under the style of Sociii

Nouvelle d'Eclairage, Chauffage et Force Motrice de St. Geif

main-en-Laye et extensions. The objei'ts are the working of

public services for supplving electric limiting, heating, and
power. Capital 2,600.000 fr. in lOO-fr. shares, 15,000 of

the 26.000 shares being paid as set-off for the assets of tfe

Society St. Germainoise d'Eclairage et de Chauffage, whil^l

have been taken over.

G.E.C. Fan Propaganda.—The niNFRAi, Elfctric Co.,

IvTD., in order to increase the sales of its " Freezor " fans, has

arranged to give dealers free advertisement in the Vailri Mail.

Full particulars are contained in a brochure issued by the com-

pany.

i
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Protecting the Buyer.—^In order to jM-otect buyers of elec-

trical material against the supply of goods purporting to be
made by well-known electrical firms when such is not the case.

Si.Mi'LEX Conduits, Ltd., is arranging an advertisement in

wliich the distinctive marks of leading electrical manufac-
turers are set lorth.

Cardiff Engineering Exhibition.—The South Wales In-

stitute of Engmeers will be holdmg an engineering exhibi-

tion at the Drill Hall, Cardiff, from November •20th to -ioth

inclusive. The mornings will be occupied by conferences

held at the Institute, in Park Place, and papers for discus-

sion are invited. There will be six sections to the exhibition :

(I) scientific instruments; (2) steam section; (3) electrical

^fction (switchgear, cables, controllers, overhead lines, elec-

trical tools, and other appliances, small motors, electric

cranes, and telephone and wu'eless apparatus)
; (4) mechanical

.-cction; (5) workshop appliances; (6)) mining and general in-

dustrial section. Manufacturers who are desirous of taking

|iart in the exhibition are requested to write to the secretary

nf the Institute, Park Place, Cardiff, for particulars and
apphcation forms.

j
Australian Tariff Decisions.—.'^mong the tariff decisions

approved by the Australian Customs fJepartmeut are the

following :
—

Electric machines and appliances for the production and
distribution of electricity from brown coal, including light-

', ning arresters, frequency absorbers and parts thereof, switch-

gear, transformers, and other appliances u.sed in connection

with these machines. These may be admitted under item
174—free under the British preference tariff. 5 per cent,

under the intermediate, and 10 per cent, under the general

tariff.-^Rf liter's Trade Service.

Unemployment.—On May 8th the number of persons
registered in Great Britain as totally unemployed was
1,587,000, being '29,682 fewer than a week previously. There
was also a reduction of •27,281 in the number of workers on
short time and drawing part Ijenefits. The first total was
further reduced by May 14th to l,-553,500, while short-time

. workers numbered 130,000.

All^EIectric Canteen at Glasgow.—Members of the Cor-
, poration Electricity Committee participated in a pleasant

function on Friday, when a tournament was held on the
bowling green at Dalmarnock, recently ojiened for the season.

At the conclusion of the games the party sat down to dinner,

when the capabilities of the " all-electric " cooking plant in-

stalled at the canteen used by the employes were tested. Mr.
R. B. Mitchell, engineer and manager of the Electricity De-
partment, expressed gratitude for the gift of the canteen,
and said he was sure the employes would give of their best in

return for what had been done for them. The canteen is a
commodious building, and the kitchen equipment represents
the most up-to-date developments in electric cooking appli-

ances. There are a treble-oven suite, intended principally for

roasting and baking ; a large boiling table ; a fish-cooking ser-

vice; three hot-plate cupboards; hot water and soup urns;
a tea and coffee infuser; and other appUances for various
cuUnary oijerations.

Elite Commercial Electrical Vehicles.—A new concern
known as Elite Electric Vehicles, Ltd., has recently com-
menced the construction of electrical commercial motor
vehicles at Tudor Lane, Cardiff'. Lorries and vans of a carry-

ing capacity of from 10 cwt. upwards are being turned out,

while special attention is also being devoted to the con-
struction of refuse-collection and street-watering machines.

Battery Manufacture in Sweden.—The Swedish Jungner
.Accumulator Cli. repurts a loss of 478,000 kronen for 1921,

which is covereil liy appropriations from the reserve and con-
tingency funds. This result compares with net profits of

•232,000 kr. in 19'20, and a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent,

on the ordinary shaies.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.\ppended is a
summary of the recent appUcations for British trade marks in

respect of goods and productions associated with the electrical

trades and industries. FiiTus desu'ing to enter an objection
to any of the applications have one month in which to do
so from the dates given below. In the case of foreign firms,
the name of the representatives in this country to whom
notice of objection should be sent is also given.
Watt (lettering and design). No. 422,^218. Class 6. Dyna-

mos, electric motors, blowers, &c. No. 4^22,0S8. Electrical
goods m class 13. The " Watt " Electrical Co., Ltd., 17-18,
Railway Approach. London Bridge, S.E. May 17th, 19'22.

Condor. No. 418,842. Class 13. Electric lamps (ordinary).
Xaamlooze Vennootschap Popes Metaaldraad Lampenfabriek
Keltenstraat, Venloo, Holland. May 17th, 1922. (H d'
Fitzpatrick & Co., 94. Hope Street, Glasgow.)
Elwell-Parker. Loading, Electric Industrial Trucks. Four-

wheel Steer (lettering and design). No. 4^21,683, Class 22
Electric trucks. The Elwell-Parker Electric Co., 4223 St
Clair Avenue, Cleveland, 0., U.S.A. Mav 17th, 1922. (Gilles-
pie Partners, Ltd., 80, Gracechurch Street, London, E.G.)

German Electrical Enterprise in Austria.—According to a
dispatch from the Times' correspondent in Vienna theLabmet recently accepted the offer of the AUgemeine Elec-
tnzitats Gesellschaft of Berlin to take over the Wollersdorf
Munition Works. These works were enlarged during the war
and used to employ over 30,000 hands. An attempt has been
made to have them used for other purposes. Up to date thev
have been costing ^-2.5,000 a month, and something will cer-
tainly have to be spent on them for several years more
lu '!f ir%^

'^^'^ ^® °^^<^® *o pay. Under the agreement with
the A.L.G. 60 per cent, of the capital in the company is to
be Austrian, the Government itself becoming a prominent
shareholder. It is proposed to convert the works for the
manufacture of electric plant, boilers, and sewmg machines.

South African Railway Electrification.—The Morning Post.^
col-respondent at Cape Town reports a speech delivered by
General Smuts, in the Assembly, dealing with the counti-y's
industrial policy. He foreshadowed a new policy of bounties
for Union iron and steel, extending to a pferiod of ten years,
and also a preference for South African copper in connection
with the new electrification schemes.

For Sale.—Messrs. Paton & Baldwins, Ltd., of Rutland
Mills, Wakefield, invite offers for one 400-kW turbo-alternator
set.

Oldham Corporation Electricity Department has for disposal
one Babcock & Wilcox land-type boiler, with chain grate
stoker, economiser and induced draught plant, and one 1.'200-

kW mixed pressure Brush d.c. turbo-tandem generator with
condensing plant. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Electrical Wages in Scotland.—We are officially informed
that it has now been agreed between the Electrical Con-
tractors' Association of Scotland and the Electrical Ti'ades
Union, in view of the reductions in wages which have taken
place since the beginning of the year, that the present rate
of pay should be stabilised until December 31,st next, when
it will be open to either party to review the situation. .A

correspondent states that the Association offered a stabilised

minimum of Is. 75d. an hour for 1922, subject to no stoppage
of work and the optional payment of a lower rate on ship-

building work.
The Perth members of the Electrical Power Engineers'

.Association have applied to the Corporation for increased
holidays, but the Electricity Committee have agreed to con-

tinue the present holidays pending the decision of the Scottish

Council of the Industry.
The Aberdeen local branch of the Electrical Trades Union

have asked the Corporation Electricity Committee to stabilise

the present rates of pay to employes in the electricity works
and lighting department as from the 1st inst. to May 1st next
year. They point out there has been a reduction of 17s.

already from July last yea^

New Metropolitan' Vickers Showroom.—The Metro-
poLiTAN-ViCKERS ELECTECI.4L Co., I^TD., added another show-
room to its organisation on May 24th, when premises were
opened at 1'27, George Street, Edinburgh. Everything in the
way of lighting and small power appliances is on view, and
special attention is being given to electric cooking and heating.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. report

May •2ith :—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £70 10s., 45s. increase;

do. do. sheets, no change; do. do. wire rods, £80 10s., 45s. in-

crease; do. do. h.c. wire, lOfd., 6/16d. increase.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report May 24th :—Copper
bars (best selected), sheet and rod, no change; English pig

lead, £26 5s., '20s. increase.

Book Notices.—" The Directly-Useful (D.U.) Technical
Series." London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd.—Two of the

works in this aptly-named series have been re-issued. Part 1

of "Mathematics for Engineers," by W. N. Rose,
B.Sc.(Eng.) (514 pp.. price 10s. 6d. net) has reached its

third edition, with a section on determinants added. A
fourth edition appears of " Electrical Engineering Testing,"
by G. D. Aspinall Parr. M.Sc. &c. (691 pp., price 16s. net).

The new edition has been considerably revised and enlarged,

there being 132 additional pages, of which 116 relate to new
a.c. and d.c. tests. A new volume has been added to the
series—the first part of Messrs. Batson and Hyde's treatise

on " Mechanical Testing " (413 pp., price '218. net). This
first volume deals with the testing of consti^uctional materials.

The scope of the work is so wdde that it would be impossible

to give it adequate treatment in the space available. The
materials dealt with include steel, cast-iron, timber, stone,

brick, concrete, limes and cements. Particulars of hardness
and abrasion tests are given, and notes are made upda the

effects of temperature, time, and shape. Measuring instru-

ments and other apparatus receive careful consideration.

The construction and employment of electric furnaces made
at the N.P.L. are described, together with notes on pjTo
metric methods.

" Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1919."
(•557 pp.. 134 plates). Washington (U.S. .A.) : Government
Printing Office,—A number of interesting papers are included
in this report, as well as financial particulars. An excellent

review of th« existing state of wireless telephony as applied
to various purposes is included. A paper on " Radium and
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the Electron," by Sir Ernest Eutherford, is reprinted from
Nature, and a short description of the work of Sir WilUam
Eamsay, by Mr. Charles Moureu, appears.

Scientific Papers of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, No.

430, "High-Frequency Re.sistance of Inductance Coils"; and

No. 431, " The Field Radiated from Two Horizontal Coils."

Washington : Government Printing Office. Price 5 cents

each.—In both papers the subjects are treated mathe-

matically. In the first publication a formula is derived for

the value of the current at any point in an inductance coil

when the e.m.f. induced in any part of the coil is known.
The latter paper deals with the characteristics of special

transmitting coil antennae designed to facilitate the landing

of aeroplanes.
" Questions and Solutions in Magnetism and Electricity."

by William J. White. 2nd edition (108 p.p.). London : S.

Eentell & Co., Ltd. Price 2s. 6d. net.—The object of this

work, as stated in the preface, is to aid students desirous of

obtaining the certificate in magnetism and electricity

awarded by the City and Guilds of Ixjndon Institute. The
questions set during the 1914-1918 period have been in-

cluded in the second edition.
" Patents and Chemical Research," by Harold E. Potts,

M.Sc. (198 pp.). Liverpool : The University Press. Price

8s. 6d. net.—This volume, although its title would appear to

restrict its application, is mainly a treatise upon Patent Law,
patent procedure, the preparation of specifications, &c.,

although the majority of the actual and hypothetical cases

employed are of a chemical nature. The chapter on "Maxi-

mum Protection for an Invention" applies particularly to

chemical inventions, and will be of considerable value to

chemists in their search for information as to the " patenta-

bility " of processes and improvements. The final chapter

deals with the state of the law in other countries; the United
States of America receives considerable attention. At the

end of the book is an index to the subject matter, and
another of the actual cases cited in the work.

The Marconi Infenwtiunal Directory, Buyers' and Ex-
porters' Guide. London : Marconi International Code Co.,

Ltd. Price 2.5s.—This is the first annual edition of a large

international business book of between 1,100 and 1,200 pages,

which is so arranged as to enable the user to make quick

reference to any item. The alphabetical section gives the full

titles, description of business, full postal and cable addresses

of the leading business houses of the world, and it is arranged
in one complete series instead of providing separate lists for

each country or St-ate. Similarly, the Buyers' and Exporters'

Guide shows under each trade heading the principal firms in

each country engaged in that particular trade, and at one
opening firms in any part of the world may be selected.

There are indexes to the Buyers' and Exporters' Guide which
have been translated into five different languages, thus
enabling subscribers of almost any nationality to use the sec-

tion. Another section is the calSe address register, which
enables one to identify the sender of a cablegram when an
unfamiliar signature has been used. The volume should be
very useful to those whose business calls for the dispatch and
receipt of cables, or who buy or sell in foreign and Colonial

markets.
" Boiler Plant Testing," by D. Brownlie. Pp. 124-168, 20

figs. Price 10s. 6d. net; "Principles of Electrical Engineer-
ing." by W. H. Timbie and V. Bush. Pp. viii-fSlB. Price

20s. net. London : Chapman & Hall.
" Metropolitan-Yickers Gazette," Vol. IV, No. 109. April,

1922. Manchester : Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
Price Is.

" Elementarv Determinants for Electrical Engineers," bv
H. P. Few. Pp. 98; figs. 82. London: S. Eentell & Co.,

Ltd. 4s. net.

Dutch Wire and Cable Works.—The report of the direc-

tors of the N. V. Hollandsche Draad en KabeU'abriek of Am-
sterdam states that the year 1921 was one of falling sale prices

under the influence of German competition. This decline,

which was only partly equalised by the decrease in the cost
of raw materials, was principally dominated by the sudden
great fall in the mark, so that sale prices sometimes were
below the purchase prices of raw materials. As. however, Ger-
many also had to import raw materials which the company
liken i,se needed for manufactures, such price proportions were
only provisional, and again disappeared as soon as some sta-

bility in the exchange took place. It was not necessary for
the company to follow such extremes, although orders had
to be accepted at prices which only covered the direct expenses.
According to quantity, the turnover in 1921 was 20 per cent,
larger than in the previous year, but the profit balance was
about one-third of that in 1920. In fact, the net profits
amounted to 173,000 florins, as against 479,000 florins, exclu-
sive of the balance forward, the former amount being devoted
to depreciation and reserve funds. In 1920 a dividend at the
rate of 8 per cent, was paid.

Ideal Home Exhibition. 1923.—We are informed that the
Ideal Home Exhibition (Daily Mail) will be held again in
March, 1923. instead of waiting until 1924. Electrical manu-
facturers should see to it that their applications for space are
lodged at an earlv date. The Organising Secretarv's address
is 130. Fleet Street, E.C.4.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

Extensions.—The electricity works are to be
extended at an estimated cost of ill.OOO.

Accrington.

—

Extension of Area of Supply.—The Corpora-
tion is applying to the Electricity Commissioners for

authority to extend the area of supply of electricity so as to

include the urban district of Oswaldtwistle.

Australia.

—

Sydney.—The City Council is to spend over

f.500,000 on additions to the electricity undertaking to meet
demands for electricity up to the end of 1925. After that
date it is proposed to erect a new power station at an initial

outlay of £1.000.000.—neuter's Trade Service.

Barrow.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the elec-

trical engineer for the past year shows a total reveiiue of

£77.122. Working expenses amounted to JE51,010, as com-
pared with £68,663, leaving a gross profit of £26,112. After
providing for sinking fund and interest charges there was a
net profit of £374. In the previous year there was a deficit

of £2,500.

Ceylon.

—

Kandy.—The MunicipaUty has arranged to pur-
chase the electricity undertaking of the Colombo Gas and
Water Works Co.. at a cost of Rs.150,000.

Continental.

—

France.—The Societe des Forces Motrices de
la Loue has made application for a concession to set up a
distribution network to serve 76 conmiunes in the Departement
des Doubs and 44 communes in the Departement du Jura.

The Compagnie Centrale d'Eclahage et de Chauffage par le

Gaz (22. Rue de Londres, Paris) has applied for a concession
to distribute electrical energy for public services tin the
Departements of C6tes-du-Nord and Ile-et-Vilaine, embrac-
ing 49 communes.
Germany.—Recent official statistics show that the output of

public electricitv supplv stations in Germanv rose from
2,200 million kWh in lOil to 7.200 million kWh'in 1920. The
aggregate maximum demand was from IJ to 2 milUon kW
in 1920. In that year there were eleven undertakings which
supplied more than 100 million kWh, principal among which
was the Rheinische We.stfalisches Elektricitatswerke. which
had an output of 626 millions, from a plant of .S-SO.OOO-kW

capacity. The difficulty of coal supply has had the effect of

limiting further developments in generation by steam plant,

and more and more attention is being paid to hydro-electric

sources, such as the Middle and Lower Isar, the Walchensee.
the Ehine-Main-Danube waterway and others to which we
have made reference in previous issues. Schemes in hand aim
at the development of some 200.000 kW—representing an
annual output of 1,000 million kWh—and the harnessing of

many other large water-powers is contemplated.

Crewe.

—

Price Eeddction.—The charges for electricity are

to be reduced by 12J per cent.

Ealing.

—

Price Reduction.—The Borough Council is reduc-
ing the charges for electricity from 9Jd. to 9d. per unit for

lighting and by id. per unit for power supply.

Grays.

—

Electricity Supply.—At a recent meeting of the
Urban Council the Electricity Committee reported that the
Electricity Commissioners had declined to grant the loan of

£5,500 for extensions to the electricity works, and suggested
that the Council should wait until it could obtain electricity

from the Barking station of the County of London Supply
Co. The committee recommended that the urgency of the
local situation be explained to the Commissioners, with a
view to obtaining a reversal of this decision. The recommen-
dation was adopted.

Haslingden.

—

Year's Working.—^There was a profit of £513
on the working of the electricity undertaking for the past
year.

Huddersfield.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report on
the electricity undertaking for the past year shows a gross

profit of £40.028. Loan charges, interest, &c., absorbed
£.39,613. leavmg a net profit of £413.

Inverurie.

—

Electricity Supply.—Mr. J. C. Sawyers, con-
sulting engineer to the Town Council, has submited a report

on the proposed scheme of electricity supply to the town, m
which he recommends that the Council approach the Scotland
Eailway Co. to ascertain the terms on which it would he
prepared to lay mains, &c.. or if the Council decides tJ^

install the mains, the terms on which the company would
be prepared to give a supply of electricity.

Lyme Regis.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Electricity Com-
missioners are to hold an inquiry at the Town Hall on May
30th into the proposed scheme of electricity supply.

New Zealand.

—

Dunedin.—The City Council has decided to

purcha.se a new 3,000-kW generator, which will be installed

at Waipori. An agreement has been concluded with the

Minister of Public Works under which the whole of its elec-

tricity will be purchased from the Government when the

power from Arapuni is available, and the Council has

guaranteed to pay £105.(X)0 per annum for 15,000 kW. The
Government has undertaken to commence work at Arapimi
forthwith and to deliver electricity in bulk to the Power
Board by April 1st, 1928.—flcufer's Trade Service (Welling-

ton).
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Polmont (Stirlingshire).—Electricity Supply.—There is a

proposal before the County Council for lighting the district

with electricity. The Scottish Midlands Electricity Supply,

Ltd., has been asked to furnish estimates.

Portsmouth.^PRiCE Ebddction.—The Town Council has de-

cided to reduce the charge for electricity to ordinaiy consumers
by id. per unit.

Preston.

—

New Power Station.—The Electricity Commit-
tee is making application to the Electricity Commissioners for

consent to the establishment of a generating station, and
to the boiTowing of £416,4-50 for the purpose. The Town
Clerk of Preston has been authorised to take the necessary

steps, in conjunction with the Blackburn authority, for the
presentation of a scheme for the Mid-Lancashire electricity

district to the Commissioners at a local inquiry. The Com-
missioners have given formal coni3ent to the Corporation's

erecting a generating station at Penwottham, ha'ving an
initial capacity of 30,000 kW.
Rickmanswortti and Chorleywood.

—

Proposed Increased
Charges.—The Colne VaUey Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has
applied for power to increase the charge for electricity to lOd.

per unit, with minimum payments of 12s. 6d. for the winter
quarters and 8s. 4d. for the summer quarters.

Slioreliam.

—

Order Approved.—The Special Order made by
the Electricity Commissioners in respect of the Urban Dis-

trict Council has been passed by the House of Lords.

Slirewsbury.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned the borrowing of i£13,50O for exten-
sions to the electricity works, and will be prepared to give
sanction to a further amount when the cost of carrying out
the extensions has been ascertained.

St. Mellons.

—

Order Approved.—The House of Lords has
approved the Special Order made by the Electricity Commis-
sioners in respect of various parishes in the rural district.

Stirling.

—

Eedcced Charges.—The Corporation has reduced
the charges for electricity from Sd. to 7d. per unit for lighting,

and has taken 32J per cent, off the war increase for power.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Blackburn.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the
general manager of the tramway department (Mr. J. H.
Cowell) for the year ending March 25th last shows a total

income of £125, '765, as compared with £137,759 in the pre-

vious year. Working expenses amounted to £107,460
(£119.841), leavmg a gross profit of £18,305 (£17,918). Capi-
tal charges, interest, &c., absorbed £16,659, leaving a net
profit of £1,646. There was a profit of £751 in the year
1920-21.

Bradford.-Eailless Vehicles.—The text was recently
issued of the Bill to confirm Provisional Orders of the Ministry
of Transport for the alteration of Bradford local Acts authori-
sing the Corporation to run railless trolley cars on a num-
ber of the routes at present served by tramways and on other
routes. The Bill authorises borrowings for various other Cor-
poration undertakings, and £10,000 for the purpose of a repair
depot, for the establishment and equipment of the trolley

vehicles, and for tramway purposes, and such sums as the
Minister of Transport may from time to time sanction. The
Minister of Transport is given power to hold an inquiry with
reference to the purposes of the Order.

Burton=on=Trent.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of
the Tramways Committee for the past year shows a loss on
the year's working of £549, against a loss of £3,003 in the
previous year. The number of passengers carried was over
4,000,000, and the cost per car roile dropped from 22.19d. to
21.49d.

Chile.

—

Railway Electrification.—The electrification of the
Chilean State Railways is being carried out on a 3,000-V d.c.

overhead system, on American principles. It is proposed to
erect a 30,000-kW hydro-electi-ic station for this and other
purposes at Maitines. The power (50 cycle, three-phase) will
be transmitted at 110,000 V to Santiago, a distance of 377
miles. There will be five sub-stations, each containing, in
the first place, two 2,000-kW motor-generator sets. The loco-
motives will include six express passenger, 11 local pas.senger,
15 goods, and the shunting locomotives. These, and the re-st

of the electrical equipment, are being supplied by the Westing-
house Electric International Co.

Continental.

—

Italy.—The construction of two new railway
lines in the province of Reggio Emilia will shortly be begun.
The lines run from Reggio to Brescello and Novellare to
Miraridola. For the former a guarantee of 600.000 lire in State
securities has already been deposited, while a loan for the con-
struction works has been arranged. ,

Dutch East Indies.—Railway Electrification.—After close
study of conditions extending over several years, the Dutch
East India authorities have decided to electrify the whole
railway system. Direct current at 1,.500 volts is to be used,
but later the Batavia-Sourabaya section may be raised to
3,000 volts, single-phase, if conditions warrant.

Two power stations, giving about 40,000 horse-power, are
being erected, one to the south-west of Sukabumi on the
Tjitjatih, about 63 miles from Batavia, and the other on the
Tji Anten, about 44 miles from Batavia. It is estimated that
of this 40,000 horse-power, 30,000 will be requii-ed for the line

and that 10,000 will be available for light and power in other
directions. It is expected that the first part of the line,

between Meester Cornelis and Tandjong Priok, wOl be in

oiJeration early next year. Tandjong Priok is sharing to a
large extent in the awakening of activity observable in the

Far East, and the electrification of its rail service should
assist its development and add to its importance. A project

is under consideration to erect a tin-smelting works at this

port, and British experts have been consulted.

Haslingden.

—

Year's Working.—There was a loss of £320
on the tramway undertaking for the past year.

Iceland.

—

Railway Electrification.—It is reported that

Norwegian engineers are now engaged on the construction of

the first electric railway in Iceland, namely, between
Reykjavik and Rangjavellir, a distance of 62 miles. The
source of power is a waterfall on the Sog, where a generating

station is being erected.

Leeds.

—

Express Cars.—The new express tramway track

between Harehills Lane and Oakwood, Roundhay, was in-

spected on Friday last week by a representative of the

Ministry of Transport, who expressed satisfaction with the

work, and sanctioned the opening of the line, subject to cer-

tain minor precautions. After the inspection, Mr. J. B.
Hamilton, tramway and commercial manager to the Cor-
poration, announced that the connecting of the new and
existing lines would be effected that night, and the first car

would run on Sunday rooming.

Manchester.

—

Threatened Strike.—A strike is threatened
by the tramway track repairers over a cut in wages, the out-

come of an arbitration award. The award reduces the wages
of the day workers by IJd. per hour and increases their hours
by 5J a week. The wages of the night workers are reduced
by 7d. an hour. It is hoped to remove the discontent through
the men's unions, which have arranged a conference with the

Corporation.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.

—

Wireless Telegraphy.—Under the agreement
signed by the Federal Government and the Amalgamated
Wireless Co. for giving effect to a scheme for direct wireless

communication with Great Britain, directors have been

appointed by both contracting parties. Mr. Fisk, the com-
pany's manager, has sailed for England to arrange for the

erection of a high-power station, says The Times.

Cable Rates.

—

Canada.—The Commercial Cable Co. an-

nounces that on and after May 22nd the charge for deferred

messages between Great Britain and Cape Breton, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and the Pro-

vinces' of Quebec and Ontario was reduced to 4Jd. per word.

The Western Union Telegraph Co. makes a similar announce-

ment.
Italy.—The surtax on telegraph and wireless telegraph com-

munication rates with foreign countries paid for in Itahan

paper money was reduced to 300 per cent, as from the 10th

inst.

Prance.—The rates for telegrams from Fi-ance to places

abroad were increased from May 16th.—Renter's Trade Ser-

vice.

Norway.—From May 1st telegraph rates were reduced 20

per cent, with all countries, except Sweden and Denmark.
England.—The rates for telegrams to many places abroad

(a long hst of which was published in the London Gazette of

May 16th) from this country have also been revised.

Guernsey.

—

Telephone Extensions.—On May 10th a new
switchboard was inaugurated at Telephone House in the St.

Sampson's di.strict of the island. Jurat J. E. Dorey, president

of the States Telephone Council, explained that from the

original expected maximum of 300 connections, it nas expected

to reach 3,0<W by the end of the season. In 1898 the staff

numbered 26; to-day it was 70. Mr. E. H. Bennett, manager
of the States Telephone Djpartment, said that the new board

was designed to the specifications of Mr. A. R. Bennett, con-

sultant to the department, and was supplied by the Federal

Telegraph and Telephone Co., of America; Messrs. Pettigrew

and Merriman, Ltd.. being the European agents who supplied

the main frame and power board. The switchboard was of the

multipole type, and the calling indicators were self-restoring;

the present capacity of the board was for 500 subscribers'

lines, but it could be extended to accommodate 800. The sub-

scriber called the exchange by magneto on Mr. A. R. Bennett's
ring-through and clearing system. The ring-offs, operators'

speaking, day and night bells, and fuse alarms were worked
bv a central batterv. The cost of the equipment was £2,550,

and that of the building £4.37. There ^^as a total of 2,816

telephone stations on the island, or one telephone per 13.2

people. In 1899 the revenue was £1,047, while that in 1922
was £12,000. New underground cables were on order for the

St. Sampson's district.

—

Guernsey Evening Press.
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Italy.

—

New Telephone Lines.—An extraordinary outlay of

150,000.000 lire has been authorised by the Italian Government
for the construction of new telegraph and telephone lines along

the courses of the railways to be electrified. The above sum
is spread over four years up to 1925.

Submarine Cables".—A convention has been concluded be^

tween the Italian Government and the Compania Itahana dei

Cavi Telgrafi Sottomarine (Italian Submarine Cable Co.)

for the laying, use, and maintenance of a cable between Italy

and South America and of another between Italy and Greece.

The former, says the Financier, is to connect Italy with Spain.

Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina and—depending upon the consent

of the respective Governments—with the Canary and Cape

Verde Islands. The company engages to obtain from the

interested foreign Governments the necessary pennits for the

cable approaches and for the working of offices at cable ends.

For the duration of this convention, which is fixed at 50

yeai-s, the Italian Government has agreed not to grant to an-

(ither person or company the right to bring submarine cables

to Italv for direct connection with South America, and also

not to do this on its own account without first notifying the

company which, on an equality of conditions, will always be

given preference in matters of "this kind over offers from other

ItaUan or foreign companies.
The completion of the cable to South America must be

effected within three years from the date of approval of the

convention. Delay is subject to penalty, and a three-year

delay will cause the convention to be annulled. The cable

between Italy and Greece (from Brindisi to the Bay of

Butrinto) is to be completed within two years.

Police Wireless.

—

The Times announces that for the last

three months experiments have been going on at Scotland

Yard to test the use of wireless as an aid to directing the

movements of the pohce in search of criminals, and, accord-

ing to the DaiJy Mail, a discussion on the subject will take

place at the annual meeting of the Chief Constables' Associa-

tion in London on June 2nd. In Prance and America experi-

ments have been going on for some time, apparatus having

been installed at various police stations and also on motor
vehicles, which act as mobile receiving stations. According

to The Tim.es, every Chicago policeman is to be equipped with

a miniature receiving set. The earlier pattern of apparatus,

which was intended to enable constables to receive spoken
messages, proved unsuccessful owing to interference from
various causes. The pattern now in use simply reacts to

wireless waves in such a manner as to produce a mild electric

shock in the policeman's arm. He then hurries to one of

the special pohce telephone boxes, which are placed on lamp-
posts in all American cities, and calls up his station. Wireless

receiving sets have been ordered for each of the fifty police

stations of Chicago.

Sweden.

—

New Telephone Cable.—The Telegi-aph Board has
informed the Government that it intends to lay a telephone

cable between Sweden and Finland. As the cable will be im-
ported, the Board requests that no Customs duties be imposed.
—Renter's Trade Service (Stockholm).

Wireless Telephony.

—

New Claim.—^It is claimed for Mr.
John Hays Hammond, junior, that he has perfected a com-
paratively simple apparatus to prevent any radio station from
receiving messages except those which are intended for it. The
same wave can be made to carry several messages at the same
time, and, further, it is stated that both voice and code may
be transmitted.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Broadcasting.—According to the DaUy Express, the Post-
master-General has addressed a letter to the hon. secretary of

the Wireless Society of London, in which he states that he
has considered the recommendations of the committee of the
Society regarding regulations governing amateur trans-

mission. He agrees that the restriction that transmission
must be confined to five other stations should be withdrawn,
and that transmission should be permitted for an aggregate
maximujn of two hours in each twenty-four hours, with cer-

tain reservations. The following wave lengths will be allo-

cated for amateur transmission :—^150 to 200 metres, inclusive
(spark c.w. and telephony) and 440 metres (c.w. and tele-

phony only). The fixed wave-length of 1,(XX) metres will be
withdrawn.
The Times records that on May 18th a private meeting of

representatives of ^ms engaged in the manufacture of wire-
less apparatus was held at the General Post Office to discuss
the aiTangements to be made to carry into effect the scheme
recently announced by the Postmaster-General in the House
of Commons for broadcasting matter (including music) by
wireless sets.

" It was recognised generally that, in order to avoid inter-
ference, broadcasting stations would have to be very limited
in number. Some of the representatives thought that not
more than eight could work simultaneously in Great
Britain, using the power (IJ kilowatt,?) and the band of wave-
lengths (360-425 metres) allowed for the purpose, without
such interference as would produce practical chaos. The best
means of attaining the objects seemed to lie in co-operation
among the firms concerned, and it was suggested that one or
possibly two gi'oups should be fanned, which should become
responsible, both financially and otherwise, for the erection
and mB.int^nano* of the stations and the provision of suitable

programmes. It was arranged that the various firms should

collaborate in the immediate preparation of a co-operative

scheme, or at the most of two such schemes, for consideration

by the Post Olfice authorities."

A private conference of manufacturers of wireless appara-

tus was held at the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
May 4th, at which Mr. Godfrey Isaacs presided, with the

object of an-anging a scheme of co-oi>eration ; 33 firms have
signified their readiness to broadcast, but that figure is

thought to be too large. At present only tw-o broadcasting

stations, one in London and the other at Manchester, are

fully equipped.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which ilic

" Official \otice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Argentina.

—

Boenos Aires.—Jtme 2.Sth. Argentme Board
of Sanitary Works. Hjdro-electric generating station and
transforming sub-station for the town of Catamarca :—Three
165-h.p. Pelton wheels, three 110-kW thi-ee-phase alternators.

switchboard, two 20-kVA three-phase static transformers,

piping, valves, and accessories, spares, &c. ; two 130-kW motor-

generators, with switchboard and spares.*

Buenos Aires Waterworks.—Machinery for three pumping
stations, one power station, and eight transforming sub-

.stations. Copy of the specifications and conditions of tender

(in Spanish), with blue prints, can be seen at the Department
of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street, E.G. (Room 49). up
to June 10th.*

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—September 1st. Electricity Com-
mission. Five surface feed-water heaters, six surface vapour
condensers, 12 feed-water evaporators. (May 19th.)

October 17th. Postmaster-General's Department. Supply
of automatic switchboards and associated apparatus for two
suburban exchanges at Melbourne.
June 20th. Postmaster-General's Department. 420J tons

bronze wire (sched. 28), 400 tons galvanised iron wire (scbed.

32), 47 tons galvanised steel wire (sched. 32), 413,400 jointing

sleeves (sched. 33). (May 19th.)

June 7th. Victorian BaDwavs. Supply and deUverv of

7.190 steel rails (60 Ib.l; 7,390 "fishplates.*

June 17th. Aluminium steel-cored cable and accessories.

(Si3ec. No. 243.) (See this issue.)

Queensland (Bowen).—June 30th. Municipal Council.

Electric power generating plant, switchboard and other equip-

ment.

Barnes.—June 5th. Electricity Department. 3,500 yd.

l.p. cable, .40 X .40 X .20 sq. in. : a portion lead-covered and
drawn into existing ducts, and a portion armoured and laid

direct. (See this issue.)

Bulgaria.

—

Sofia.—June 15th. Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment. Puses, line annunciators, and lightning arresters.*

Glasgow.—June 2nd. Electricity Department. Works
in connection with the erection of a sub-station at Greenhead
Street, East Bridgeton. Electrical engineer, 75, Waterloo
Street.

India.—June 9th. High Commissioner's Department.
Copper telegraph wire. Carsack elements for Leclanche cells,

v.i.r. insulated cable. (May 19th.)

Italy.—July 31st. The State Railways announce that the
period for the reception of tenders for the electrification of

the Bologua-Venice-Monfalcone line, fixed previously for April

30th, 1922, has been extended until July 31st, 1922.

Kirkcaldy.—June 5th. Electricity works. Steam turbine.-j

three-phase alternator, condensing plant and piping. (May!
12th.)

London.

—

Islington.—May 27th. Board of Guardianstj
Electric light and power installation at the Listitution, &c.,1

St. John's Road, Holloway. (May 19th.)

Metropolitan .4syluiis Board.—June 21st. Installation of

forced cu-culation heating and hot-water supply apparatus,

domestic cold-w-ater supply and fire hydrant service, gas

supply mains, &c. Installation of electric lighting and ix)wer,

telephones, fire alarms, and domestic bells. (See this issue.)

Hackney.—Electricity Department. New or second-hand,
for battery charging purposes ; D.c. generator, only belt driv-

ing, 150/200 amp., 50 V., or. alternatively, cgvmbined motor
generator set. above capacity, for use on 4S0-V d.c. circuit.

(See this issue.)

Maidstone.—June 30th. Kent County Mental Hospital.

T«o 3-phase back-geared electiic motors, two centrifugsj

pumps and accessories, main switehboard, starting and OOD"

trolling gear and wiring. (See this issue.)
'
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Manchester.—June 13th. Electricity Committee. Elec-

trical distance indicating and recording thermometers, fans,

auxiliary circulating water pumps, electric capstans and
bollards. (See this issue.)

June 1.5th. Electricity Committee. Cable requirements for

eix months. Mr. F. E. Hnghes, Electricity Department, Town
Hall. Manchester.

New Zealand.

—

Wellington.—July 4th. Department of

Public Works. Three 1,320-kVA single-phase transformers,

with accessories.*

Tlie Southland Electric Power Board invites tenders, closing

in September, for electrical apparatus, including transformers,

cables, switches, insulators, meters, and other equipment.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Invercargill, N.Z.).

June 10th. City Council. One ii5-ton overhead travelling

crane, three 1,500-kW and one 500-kW rotary converters, with
transfonners. (See this issue.)

Nottingham.—June 9th. Electricity Department. North
Wilford power station. Six steel-tube fuel economisers, four

steel cbimney.s, six induced draught fans, &c. ; e.h.p. main
switchgear, e.h.p. and l.p. auxiliary switchgear, cable connec-
tions, &c.: three 30-in., one 10-in., and three 3-in. electri-

caJly-driven centrifugal pumps; one 7.5-ton overhead traveUing
electric crane, one 10-ton and one •5-ton overhead travelling

hand crane. &c.: two 750-kW rotary converters, one 3S-kW
motor generator-booster. &c. (May 12th.)

Preston.—June 24th. Electricity Department. Boilers,

stokers, economisers, fans, chimneys, feed piping, and feed
pumps. (May 12th.)

Rhondda.—June 6th. Electricity Committee. Sub-sta-
tion e.h.p. and l.p. switchgear. (May 19th.)

Salford.—June 15th. Electricity Department. Two
10,(KX)/12,000-kW turbo-generator sets with condensing plant,

auxiliaries and piping connections, house service plant com-
prising one 1,200-kW turbo-generator and two a.c. 6,000/220
V. d.c. motor generators, boilers, stokers, economisers, fans,

chimneys, steam and feed piping and feed pumps. (See this

issue.)

Siam.

—

Bangkok.—.Tune 28th. Department of Posts and
Telegraphs. Telegraph and telephone material, including wire,
cable, wall telephones, &c.*

South Africa.—Frankfort, Orange Free State.—The
Municipality is inviting tenders for a hydro-electric scheme.
Particulars from the consulting engineer, Mr. W. Ingham,
101, Consolidated Buildings, Fox Street, Johannesburg.

Grahamstown, Cape Province.—September 1st. Power
plant, alternators, switchboard, transformers, cables, &c.
Specifications from Mr. F. G. Clarkson. town clerk.*

Sunderland.—^June 1st. Tramways Department. 150
tons of steel tramway rails. General manager.

West Ham.—.Tune 13th. FJectricitv Department. One
lO.OOO-kW turbo-alternator, one 10,000-kW surface condensing
plant. (See this issue.)

Warrin^on.—May 30th. Cheshire Lines Committee.
Six months' supplv of stores and materials, including tele-

graph materials. Stores Superintendent, Cheshire Lines, War-
rington.

*.\ copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,
Ac can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Pujom 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Aberdeen.—Finance Committee. Recommended:

—

Electric lighting worlt at the Fish Market (£2"4).—Petrie & Co.

Beltjium.—Five firms—four Belgian and one German—
Rubmitted tenders recently +o the Society Nationale de.'

Chemins de Per Vicinaux. of Brussels, for the supplv and
laying of the underground armoured cables and special re-
nirns in connection with the secondary electric railwavs in the
North Antwerp section. The lowest offer (3.38.961 fr.)) was
that of the Deutsche Kabelindustrie Gesellschaft, of Berlin.

Bideford.—The Electric Light Co. has accepted the tender
of Messrs:. Crompton & Co., Ltd., for the construction of the
new works.

Government Contracts.—The followmg Government con
tracts were placed during April, 1922 :

—
ADMiitALTV Contract and Purchase Department.

Motor (Generator with control gear. i-c.—Crompton Si Co.. Ltd.
Insulating materials.—Mica M.inufacturing Co.. Ltd.: E. Macbean & Co

Ltd.: I. N. Hardv Si Sons. Ltd.: Toco Rubber ft Waterproofing Co,
Ltd.: Attwater A- Sons: Mic.inlit * Insulators, Ltd.

I H. Clarke * Cu
(.Manche«ter>, Ltd.

SwItchM and Indicators,—WMpp ft Bourne, Ltd.

Air Ministry,

Motor generator.—Crompton & Co., Ltd.

Post Office.

Telephone apparatus.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Testing, protective apparatus, &c.—British L.-M. Ericsson Manufacturing

Co., Ltd.
*

Telegraph and telephone cable.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works Ltd.:
Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd.

Dry cells.—Ever-Ready Co. (Great Britain), Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co.,
Ltd.

Station, secondary cells.—Oldham & Co., Ltd.; Van Raden & Co.
l-amp caps.—J. Hannan.
Mouthpieces for telephones.—North British K_bber Co,, Ltd.; Siemens

Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Lead sleeves.—Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co.,

Ltd.
Insulated staples.—Tower Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Copper wire.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.
Manufacture, supply, drawing-in, and jointing cable.— Brixton-Hop

Junction : Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Telephone exchange equipment.—Nelson : Peel-Conner Telephone Works,

Ltd. ; sub-contractors for batteries, D. P. Battery Co.. Ltd. Stock for
various automatic exchanges in contemplation :—Eastbourne : Siemens
Bros. & Co., Ltd. ; sub-contractors for batteries. D. P. Battery Co.,
Ltd. For charging machine : English Electric Co., Ltd.

H.M. Office of Works.
Engineering services electric lifts.—Express Lift Co., Ltd.
Llantrissant houses, electric wiring.—Electra Contracting Co.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.
Carbons-—General Electric Co.. Ltd.
Induction motors, &c.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd,
Pole distribution boxes, &c.—British Insulated ft Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Telegraph instruments.—India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works

War Office.—The Edison Swan Electric Co., I-td., has
secured from the War Office a contract for the supply of dry
batteries.

Lodz.—Word has reached Bolton from Lodz that Messrs.
Dobson & Barlow. Ltd., of Bolton, have received an order
for 100,000 spindles and other textile machinery for a large
spinning mill in that centre which is being rebuilt after a
recent fire. The new factory will be electrically driven, and
contracts for the necessary plant (which includes two steam
turbines) have been placed with English firms. It is expected
that the mill will be running at full capacity during the
autumn.

London.—St. P.^ncras.-Electricity and Public Lighting
Committee. Coal for King's Eoad station :—

500 tons IJ in. Cadley Hill nutty slack, 30s. ton, delivered; 500 tons
i in. to J in. Clifton peas, 18s. lOd. ton, delivered; 1,000 tons Pinxton
hard nutty slack, 20s. lid. ton.—J. H. Beattie & Co., Ltd. (recom-
mended).

H.p. switchgear for Grafton Road sub-station and motor
converting plant for Regent's Park sub-station ;

—
Park Royal Engineering Works £3,000
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (recommended) ... 3,044
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. 3.162
New Switchgear Construction Co., Ltd. 3[34.i)

Switchgear & Cowans, Ltd, 3,437
Ferguson, Pailin. Ltd. 3^498
Electric Construction Co., Ltd 3 786
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd 4,097
Sprecher & Schuh Co 4^307
English Electric Co., Ltd 4]370
General Electric Co., Ltd 4^8.50
Reyrollc & Co 5^288
Mudie's Electric Co 5,429

Ten Kp. d.c. switchboards, with white marble panels, complete with circuit-
breakers, ammeters, bus-bars, &c. (£800).—Northcote, Heave ft Co.
(recommended).

Electrically-driven 8-stage centrifugal pump (£915).—Holden & Brooke
(recommended).

Hammersmith.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Cable for Wormholt Housing Estate (£390).-Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd.
Ordinary and prepayment meters for 12 months.—Ferranti, Ltd.

New Zealand.—The Government has accepted further
tenders, aggregating i£.32,000, in connection with hydro-elec-
tric installations on the Waikato River, Auckland Province.
The acceptances comprise tender,*; for head gates, turbines,
generators, and exciters. All the tenders accepted were
British, including one Canadian, although in some cases for-
eign tenders were the lowest.—Render's Trade Service -"Wel-
lington).

FORTHCOMliMO EVENTS.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.-Saturdav, .Mav 27th. At the Holborn
Restaurant (Venetian Chamber). At 6 (or 6.30 p.m. Twenty-second
annual dinner.

Electricity District Inquiry.—Tuesday, May 30th At the Middlesex Guild-
hall. Westminster, S.W. At 10.30 a.m. Inquirv bv the Electricitv Com-
missioners into the applications of the South-Eastern & Chatham Rail-
way Co.'s Managing Committee and the West Kent Electric Co., Ltd.,
for consent to the establishment of power stations at Charlton and Bel-
vedere respectively.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Scottish Centre).— Summer meeting.
M.Tv 30th to June 2nd. At GI.-<gow. The following papers will be read :—
Tuesday. May 30th. At the Royal Technical College. At 10 a.m.

Paper on " The Dalmarnock Generating Station," bv Mr. R. B. Mitchell.
Wednesday, May 31st. At the University. At 10.15 a.m. Paper on

" The Hvdro-Electric Resources of the Scottish Highlands," by Prof.
.Magnus MacUan.

ifjiilor institution of BnKlneers,—Thursdav. June Ist. At the Institution of
Electrical Enplneers, Victoria Embankment, W.Ca. At r.90 p.m. Canet
Lecture on " The Railway Act of 1921." by the Rt. Hon. Sir Eric GeddM.

Ohimloal Society,—Thursday, June isi. At Burlington Home, Piccadflly,
W, Al 8 |>,m. Ordinary Kientific meelinf,
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THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this week
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—
The Fox universal voltage electric iron.

NOTES.

Lock'Out Developments.—Since our leaderette pages went
to press the negotiations between the Employers and the

A.E.U. have once again come to a deadlock. The new pro-

posals of the A.E.U. were unacceptable to the employers, who
in turn submitted the proposals that had been accepted by
the representatives of the 47 unions. The A.E.U., after con-

sideration of the employers' statement, said that they were
unable to say anything further on Wednesday. The em-
ployers said that they were quite willing to meet the A.E.U.
again if they wished to make further proposals or to negotiate

a settlement on the lines of the terms now being ballott-ed

upon by the 47 unions.
With regard to the iniquitous and ludicrous proposal that

union members employed in the maintenance of gas, water,

sewage, and electric light and power undertakings in the
County of London should be called upon to give seven days'

notice so as to bring pressure to bear upon the engineering
employers, this suggestion was turned down last week by
the National Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding
Trades at Portsmouth. In view of this rejection the matter is

now to be brought before the Executive of the A.E.U. We
have expressed our opinion of this movement in our leader-

ette pages to-day. Ilie .i^.E.U. and others •'.iterested would
do well to nip the scheme in the bud. We predict that if

they proceed far with it they will thereafter lose all along
the line.

A Birmingham War Memorial.

—

A very beautiful memo-
rial (a cenotaph) to the employes of the Binningham Cor-
poration Electric Tramways who gave their lives in the
war, has been erected in the Tramway Stadium, at King's
Heath. It will be dedicated by the Bishop of Birmingham
on Sunday. May 28th. at 9 p.m.. and unveiled by Lieut.

Clarke of the Dorset Regiment. The Lord Mayor will give
an address. The girls who acted as tramcar conductors during
the war will lay a wreath on the cenotaph.

Accidents.—While an electrician named William Maw^-
hinney was assisting to nut up an electric lighting installation

in one of the weaving sheds in the factory of Messrs. Dickson
and Sons, Dungannon. Co. Tyrone, he was caught in the
machine lielting and his right arm was torn off at the elbow.
At the Burnlev Electricitv Works on May 17th, two men em-

ployed by the Stirling Boiler Co. were erecting a new boiler

when steam was let off from another boiler. They were badly
ecalded and taken to the infii-mary.

Late Legal.—In the Mayor's and City of London Court,
on Tuesday, before Mr. Registrar Dell, a claim was made by
the C'Ounty of London Electric Supplv Co.. Ltd., Moorgate
Court, Moorgate Place, against Mr. M. Goldberg, 3, Bayer
Street, for £\ 1.3s. 4d., the cost of repairing an electric meter.
The plaintiffs' representative said that the company's meter
was damaged by fire at the defendant's premises 12 months
ago. Tliey thought the defendant was going to contest the
case, as he had stated that the plaintiff company did not claim
early enough to enable him to place the matter before the fire

insurance authorities. The Registrar said he was wondering
how the defendant was made liable for the damage, but he
saw from the agreement, produced that the defendant
acknowledged that he was responsible for the meter. Plain-
tiffs' renresentative .said that the defendant had written to the
plaintifFs' solicitors saying, although he did not admit the
claim, he would pay. There was no appearance on behalf of

the defendant, and iudcfment was entered for the plaintifFs for
the amount claimed with costs.

India as a Source of Lac, Turpentine and Resin.—Reports
on Lac. Turpentine and Resin were recently issued by Messrs.
John Murray. 5fla. .Mbemarle Street. W. (price 5s. net), as a
result of innuiries conducted bv the Imperial Institute Com-
mittee for India into the nos,<;ibility of further commercial use
in the United Kingdom of these raw materials. The import-
ance of preservina and enlarging Empire sources of raw ma-
terials is illustrnted by the investigations of tJie Committee,
which nrove that lac, turpentine and resin are in increasing
dem!<nd, and that steps to encourage better methods of pro-
duction are watched with interest by manufacturers in this
rountrv. .Among the finns which pave evidence before the
Committee as to the industrial uses of the materials mentioned
were W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.. Edison
Swan Electric Co.. Ltd.; British Electrical Federation,
T.td.; Callender'o Cable and Construction Co.. Ltd.; Siemens
Bros. (<c Co,, Ltd.: Courtaulds. I,td.: the dramonhone Co.,
Ijtd.; Jenson & Nicholson, Ltd.; and R. Inaham Clark * Co.,
Ltd. Tlie report in oue.stion will be read with interest by
tho.se who emnlov these materials in their business.

—

Bulletin of ihe Federafion of Brifish Industries.

Educational.—Technical Education in Sooth Africa.—
We have received a copy of a prospectus of technical even-
ing classes and domestic science courses instituted by the
School Board for the Cape Division. The classes are
arranged, generally, in .seven "years," ranging from elemen-
tary principles to an advanced stage. The subjects

.scheduled include electrical and mechanical engineering, anu
there are special courses in electro-technics, wireless tele-

graphy, &c. The Technical College, in Cape Towij, to which
these courses will be transferred, is nearing completion, and
is expected to be opened before the end of the present year.

Electricity as a By-Product.—Few factories are so fortu-

nately placed as the Crockett sugar refining works, Cali-

fornia, which the Journal of Electricity and Western In-

dustry says is reputed to be the largest in the world. A'

great amount of steam is required for the refining processes,

and in.stead of generating this and passing it through pres-

sure-reducing valves to bring it down to JO lb. per sq. in.

pressure, turbines take the place of the valves and produce
electricity. The steam supply is suflicient to drive "three

1,500-kW turbo-generators, which supply power to 7(kj

motors, with an aggregate capacity of 10,000 h.p. Thc.'-e

motors range from 1 to 3-50 h.p., but the general size is

1.5 h.p. The daily output of the factory is 2,000 tons, and
storage capacity for 600,000 tons is provided, all handling
being done electrically.

Fatalities.—Sherifl Shennan and a, jury conducted an in-

quiry at Hamilton, on Saturday, into the deaths of two
miners, as the result of injuries received in an explosion
in No. 1 Pit in Viewpark Colliery, Uddingston, on April 11th.

Evidence showed that the explosion occurred at an elec-

trical coal cutter in the splint coal seam of the pit, and it

was shown from the books of the colliery that gas had been
found in this section previously. It was also stated that
complaints with regard to this coal cutter had been made,
and that the machine had been repaired by the colliery

electrician, who stated that it was in good order prior to the
explosion. After the explosion, the machine was found to

be without certain studs and bolts, which, it was admitted,
made the machine not fiame-proof. The jury returned an open
verdict.

The Daily Mail states that while playing in a field near
the National Radiator Works, at HuH. on May 20th. Terrot
Glover Butlin, 12. climbed an electric power standard and
caught hold of the conductors, after which he fell to the
ground. On admission to the Hull Royal Infirmary the boy
was foimd to be dead.
At Dudley, on Monday, an inquest was held concerning the

death of James Harold .Johnson, aged 21. an electrical fitter's

as.sistant, who died on the ISth inst, from the effects of iniurieS
received on the 16th inst. while at work at the Midland
Electric Corporation's works at Ocker Hill. Mr. \. L. Tack-
lev. H.M. Divisional Electrical Inspector of Factories, and
Mr. WolfFe, H.M. Inspector of Factories, were present. Ac-
cording to the medical evidence, the man died from shock,
following very severe burns about the arms and the trunk.
A. H. Hun.ston, an electrical fitter, employed by the com-
pany stated that he, Johnson, and a labourer were engaged
in the transformer house, mounting a small transformer on
the wall. Witness was holding it and Johnson was screw-
ing it up. He had fixed the two bottom screws and had
started on the third when witness heard a cracking noise and
a flash, and on turning round saw Jnhn.son on the floor with
his clothing in flames. Witness said he did not have anyfhing
to do with the fixing of a copper bar near where the accident
happened. It was quite possible that .Tohn.son could have
reached the rod from the box on which he was standing.
Air. Edward Ralphs, the station superintendent, said that
he was inclined to the view, after having made an examina-
tion, that Johnson mu.st have come into contact with the con-
ductor. A piece of the wire was black and that indicated that
it had been in contact with somethinc that was not metal.
Tlie Coroner entered a verdict of " .Accidental death."

Fuse Replacement by Consumers.—In the early days of
electricity supply, when consumers were few. the companies
found it helpful to keep a man or men for the purpose of

replacing blown fuses. What was a minor expense then has
become a considerable item of expenditure. Accordingly,
writer in the JonrnaJ of Electricity and Western Indusfru
suggests that consumers .should be educated to replace their

own fuses by means of a few simple rules set out. with
illustrations, on a card. This might certainly save a great
deal of time and money if the simple task was properly -J
learned by the consumer.

Appointments Vacant.—Chief engineer, for an electric]
tramway and supply undertaking in the East; lecturer in elec-

trical science (^300), for the Holt Technical School: jointer

(4.50 Rs. per month), for an electrical undertaking in Burmah

;

assistant generation engineer, 550 taels per month ; station

control engineer. 4-50 taels per month ; and station electrical

assistant. 3.50 taels per month. Shanghai Municipal Electri-

city Department. (Tael = 3s.). (See our advertisement pages
to-day.)

Small Private Generating Stations.—The Electricitv Com-
missioners have decided not to make regulations as to t"he type
of current, frequency, and pressure under Section 11 of the
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Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, in the case of private generating

stations having an installed capacity not exceeding 50 kW. No
notification need be made to the Commissioners regarding
the establishment of such stations.

Wireless Wave Meters.—On Mav 15th the Royal Com-
mission on Awards to Inventors heard a claim by Prof. J. S.

E. Townsend, F.E.S., Professor of Physics at Oxford, in re-

spect of an invention called a wave meter. At the tune he
made the invention he was an officer in the Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve, his duties being to instruct officers in the

theory and practice of wireless telegraphy. The invention indi-

cated the particular wave which an instrument was emitting
when used as a transmitter, or the length of the wave which
the instrument was receiving when operating as a receiver.

Counsel went on to describe how the wave length was varied

by altering either the capacity or the inductance. Prof.

Townsend's wave meter varied the inductance. Counsel pro-

duced one of the meters, a small box somewhat resembling a
camera in outward appearance. Prof. Townsend and Prof.

Whiddington, of Ijeeds, gave evidence in support of the claim,

the latter laying stress on the fact that the invention could

be used for continuous wave work, and that it was extremely
accurate. Mr. Trevor Watson, for the Crown, .said that about
2,000 of the wave meters were in use towards the end of the
war, and he admitted that the instrument was the best of its

kind at that time. While it was highly practical and ex-

tremely accurate, he contended that most of the ideas embodied
in the invention had been the basis of previous patents. The
Commission reserved its decision.

—

ilanchesfer Guardian.

Recovery of Hughes's Instruments.—In Nature of April

loth Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S., gave an account
of his discovery of a room in a furniture depository filled with
Hughes's personal effects, which had be<?ti stored since his

death in 1900:—
" The effects were carefully examined, when not only were

there discovered eight more note-books—one containing an
illustrated account of Hughes's invention of the microphone
—but also numerous instruments.

" These comprise a number of microphones, of which several

are different-sized instruments of the well-known pivoted-
lever type. Others consist of pointed carboci pencils, loosely

held at their ends between fixed carbon sockets, the whole
being mounted on sounding-boards, which in one case takes
the form of an inverted Japanese ash-tray. Several more
consist of carbon pencils suspended pendulum-wise by paper
strips, so as to bridge other carbon pencils mounted on ver-

tical sounding-boards, while others, again, consist of glass
tubes containing either carbon blocks held together by a light

spiral spring, or carbon granules. Finally, among the micro-
phones, there is the one consisting of three French nails that
has served to illustrate many a test-book.

" In addition there is an induction balance, probably the first

one that Hughes made, together with the actual instruments
with which he practised wireless telegraphy in 1879. They
are all readily identified from the illustrated descriptions in
the note-books, and include the clockwork with which currejits
from a single-cell battery, connected to one of the coils of the
induction balance, were interrupted so as to transmit wireless
signals. There are also two Bell telephones, evidently r.i.de

by Hughes himself together with two more which he says
were made for him by Sax, which he used for wireless recep-
tion in connection with a water-tight pocket battery, and a
special microphone that seems to have acted as a self-dnco-
hering coherer. This latter is contained in a glass bottle, the
loose contact being made between a steel needle and ,i vne
loop, which latter Hughes says he made more sensitive by
coating it with soot from the flame of a spirit lamp.

" With the.se simple pieces of home-made apparatus Hughes
not only prepared the way for the modern telephone trans-
mitter, but al.so transmitted and received wireless signals over
distances up to 300 yards no less than 43 years ago.

" All these instruments have been made over to the Science
Museum, South Kensington, by Mrs. Hughes's trustees, and
are now on view in Room No. 10."

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

Election of Council.
The result of the ballot for the election of officers and new
members of Council for 192'2-23 was as follows : President,
Mr. F. Gill. Vice-presidents: Dr. W. H. Eccles, F.R.S., and
Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S. Honorary treasurer.
Sir James Devon.shire, K.B.E. OrdAary members of
Oomicil : Mr. J. W. Beauchamp, Mr. R. A. Chattock, Mr.
F. W. Crawter, Mr. D. N. Dunlop, Major K. Bdgcumbe', Mr.
A. F. Harmer, and Mr. W. R. Rawlings.
Kelvin Lecture.—On Thursday last week Sir Ernest

Rutherford delivered the Kelvin Lecture before an audience
which filled the whole of the lecture theatre, standing room
included, and which gave an enthusiastic reception to the
speaker.

The lecture, which was entitled " Electricity and Matter,"
referred mainly to recent progress in the investigation of the
structure of the positive nucleus of an atom, which appears

to be highly complex ; the most striking feature of the work
was the disintegration of atoms by bombarding them with the
alpha-particles emitted from radium, which, in fact, are the
nuclei of helium, and, when expelled, represent the most
highly-concentrated source of energy known to the physicist.

Only about two in a million of these " projectiles " are suc-

cessful in striking the target (a nucleus), but seeing that
the latter is almost one-l,800th of the size of an electron,

the failure to hit every time is excusable. The particles

driven out of the atoms have a maximum range proportional
to the range of the bombarding particles, are believed to be
always atoms of hydrogen, no matter what their origin, and
may have a greater maximima energy than that of the pro-

jectile, some of which, therefore, is derived from the disin-

tegrated nucleus.
Professor E. W. Marchant moved, and Mr. S. Evershed

seconded, a vote of thanks to the lecturer, which was accorded
by acclamation.
The F.\rad.4Y Med.al.-The president, Mr. J. S. High-

field, announced at the last meeting of the Institution that

a bronze medal had been struck to commemorate the fiftieth

year of the Institution, and that the first award of the
medal had been made to Mr. Oliver Heaviside, F.R.S. , Hon.
Member. Sir OUver Lodge, at the invitation of the Presi-

dent, expressed his cordial appreciation of the proposed award,
which was endorsed by the meeting with enthusiasm.
Irish Centre.—Under the joint auspices of the Royal

Dublin Society and of the Irish Centre of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, Mr. Borlase Matthews, M.I.E.E., de-

livered a lecture in the theati-e of the Royal Dublin Society,

on the subject of " Electro-fanning or the .Application of

Electricity to Farming." Lord Eathconnell, president.

Royal Dublin Society, occupied the chair. Mr. Matthews
said that, in his opiiiion, which was based upon experimental
work conducted on a commercial scale, the highest efficiency

in farming could be reached only by electrical methods. The
conclusion that he had arrived at was that in future, tor the
most successful operation of farms, the use of e'ectricity

would be essential from the point* of view both of cutting
down the total cost of power and labour, and of obtaining an
increased output. The lecture was illustrated with lantern
and kinematograph slides, showing the application of elec-

trical energy to the different operations in farming.
Results of April Ex.^mination.—The results of the ."^pril

examination of candidates for .associate membership have been
published. Thirty-six passed the whole examination; sixteen
passed Part II onlv; and two pa.s.=ed Parti. The examination
of officers of the R.E. and Royal Corps of Signals resulted as

follows:—Passed whole examination, seventeen; passed Part I

onlv. one.

Glasgow and District Radio Cluh.

—

.\t a recent meeting
Mr. A. F. Stevenson lectured on " Cable Engineering," and
described how various types of cable were manufactured.
Lectures on " Capacity and Inductance " were recently given
by Mr. M. McLennan, and these included fnll directions for
making receiving sets. TTie club has secured new premises at
2'). Buchanan Street, which will be put into use in October.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—The fourth quadrennial
(uistave Canet lecture, entitled "The Railway Act, 1921,"
will be givei] before the Junior Institution of Engineers by
the Right Hon. Sir Eric C. Geddes, G.C.B., G.B.E., on
June 1st, in the lecture theatre of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. The chair will be taken at 7..30 p.m. by Mr. C.
H. Wordingham, C.B.E., President of the Institution.
Tickets may be obtained from the Secretary,! 39, Victoria
Street, S.W.I. The Gu.stave Canet Lecture commemorates
the presidency of the Institution of the late M. Gustave
Canet, the eminent French artillerist, during a period imme-
diately preceding his death in 1908.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Edttors invite electrical engineers, whether connected
with the technical or the commercial side of the profetsion
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to
heep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their
movements.

Sir Ernest Rutherford, who delivered the Kelvin Lecture be-
fore the I.E.E. last week, has so long been an outstanding
figure among British—and other—physicists that it may sur-
prise many, who do not know him. to learn that he is to-day
only fifty years old. Born in 1871, in Nelson, New Zealand,
he started his career by collecting all such honours in physics
as were available in his native land. He came to England in
189.5, and started in the Cavendish Laboratory, at Cambridge,
under Sir J. J. Thomson, where he had as fellow students a
band of men who have, almost without exception, done bril-

liantly in phy.sics and achieved high positions in the academic
world. His first work was on electric waves, and he invented
incidentally the detector, based on the demagnetising of thin
wires by electrical oscillations, which bears his name. He also
carried out investigations on the velocity of ions in gases, and
when, in 1898, he was appointed Professor of Physics at
McGill University. Montreal, he was already interested in the
subject with which his name is inseparably connected, radio-
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activity. The fact that he was appointed to a professojsiiip in

an important university at the age of twenty-seven, is indica-
tive of one of his chief characteristics, a marked disinclina-

tion to waste time. He started his radioactive career by an
extensive series of investigations into the radiations from
uranium, following which he discovered most of the chief

properties of radioactive substances—he demonstrated the ex-

istence and nature of the emanations and of the radioactive de-
posits, and clearly separated the radiations into the three
types still known as a, p. and y rays, proving by the use of

very strong magnetic fields that the a-rays are positively

charged particles, which he later .showed to be helium atoms.
The study of the properties of thorium and its product thorium
X, and of the analogous properties of uranium, led him to
enunciate with Prof. Soddy, in 1902, the theory of radioactive

decay—or atomic disintegration—which has ever since re-

mained the basis of all study of radioactive chaiige, and proved
completely successful in accounting for the growth and decay
of all radioactive substances. So fiiTuly established is the

theory that it is hard to go back mentally to the tune when
atoms were considered indivisible and indestructible, and to

realise to the full the novelty of the Conception twenty years

ago of the unstable atom, radiating energy.
In 1903, Rutherford was elected a Fellow of the Eoyal

Society, at the age of 3'2, and in the same year delivered a
course of the celebrated Silliman lectures. Four vears later

Sir Ernest Rdtherford.

f( new period in his career was initiated by his appointment
as Langworthy Professor of Physics, at the University of

Manchester. Here for the first time he had about him a band
of enthusiastic research students from many countries, whose
collaboration enabled him to make even fuller use of his
powers. It is impossible to mention more than a few among
even the more important investigations of the Manchester
period. The decisive proof that the a. particles are atoms of

helium shot off at high speed was obtained by enclosing
radium emanation in a very thin tube, and showing that the
o particles passing through the glass gave rise to the spectrum
of helium in the surrounding space. Single a particles were
counted. The spectrum of the /3 and y rays was investigated.
One of the most fruitful, though at first sight comparatively
unimportant, experiments was carried out in 1911 on the
scattering experienced by the a particles when they are pass-

ing through thin foils of metal. The very large devia-
tions which single particles occa.sionally undergo were
interpreted by Paithorford, as .showing that the atom con-
sists, not of a sphere of positive electricity with electrons
embedded in it, but of a positively charged nucleus,
minute compared to the size of the atom as ordinarily
estimated, in which the mass of the atom is con-
centrated, surrounded by a distribution of electrons compara-
tively far removed from it. This sun-and-planets model of

the atom, usually known as Rutherford's nucleus atom, has
had very great success from the point of view of the physicist.

and in the hands of Bohr and others has been made to yiald

astonishing results in connection with spectral series. In 1919
Rutherford went to Cambridge as Cavendish Professor of Ex-
perimental Physics, to direct the laboratory where he started
his research career. The whitewashing of the laboratory, and
a certain liveliness were the immediate results of his appomt-
ment. The most important work which he has carried out
at Cambridge has been directed to the breaking-up of the
nucleus of the atom by utilising the intense local concentra-
tion of energy offered by the a particle. By letting a particles
pass through atoms of nitrogen, he has been able to show
definitely that hydrogen can be obtained from nitrogen as a
result of the disintegration of the nucleus, and similar results
have been obtained with some other atoms. The quantities of
hydrogen thus produced are, of course, so excessively small
that only some such method as that employed by him, which
deals with individual atoms, could hope to detect it. The
present practical importance of these experiments is zero

:

their theoretical importance immense. .A.n actual transforma-
tion of the elements has been voluntarily produced; in or-
dinary radioactive change the transformation is spontaneous.
To what advances this may prove the preliminary step it

is impossible to predict.

In 1904 Rutherford was awarded the Nobel prize, and in
19'21 he was appointed to the post, so honoured by tradition,
of Professor of Natural Philosophy, at the Royal Institution.

A full catalogue of his distinctions would be wearisome. Prob-
ably enough has been said to indicate that he is a man re-

sembling the a particle in his local concentration o^ energy.
He is inimical to leisure. He can arouse enthusiasm for
science in anything short of a cow or a cabinet minister. As
a theorist, he is capable of bold speculation. There are, of

course, plenty of bold speculators, nothing commoner, but
Rutherford's speculations differ from the ordinary in proving
sound, suggestive, and, above all, capable of a confirmation
which is never lacking. This means, of course, that behind
the speculation is close thought, and the peculiar flair

for truth which is called genius. As an experimenter he is.

perhaps, the best man we have had since Faraday, and—we
believe—no result of his has ever been called into question,

nor has priority ever been disputed when claimed by him.
Naturally, his students have boundless confidence in him, and
he is not altogether without confidence in himself. ' Frank
and genial in manner, he can discuss almost any subject and
smoke almost any tobacco. He is younger in appearance and
in spirit than his fifty years, and there seems no reason to sup-

pose that his future achievements may not at least equal his

past successes.

On the recommendation of the Aberdeen Corporation Elec-

tricity Committee. Mr. Hugh R. Barr, assistant harbour
engineer, has been appointed engineer under the contract in

connection with the supply of condensing water from the river

Dee to the city electricity works.
It is announced in the daily Press that Sir Joseph Thomson,

O.M., through the British Ambassador at Washington, will

receive the medal jjf the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia,

for notable scientific work. The award describes the cele-

brated scientist as the " father of modern research for the

origin and construction of atoms and molecules."

Mr. E. M. HoLLiNGSWORTH, electrical engineer to the

United Alkali Co., has been elected a vice-chairman of the

Liverpool Sub-Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers.

Mr. OxENHAM, of Launceston, has been appointed engineer

for the new elecfric light works at Bideford (Devon.). He
has been in charge of a similar plant at Launceston running
on sawdust fuel, which is to be used at Bideford.

Mr. C. D. Falcke announces that, while making future

arrangements of his electrical interests, consequent upou the

voluntary liquidation of the B.E. Co. (of London and Bir-

mingham). Ijtd., of which he has been managing director

for the past six years, and of the original business of which
in Birmingham he was proprietor for nearly twenty years,

business communications .should be addressed to him c/o

Engineers' Club. Coventry Street. London. W.l. Personal

telephone number : "Paddington, .5069."

Obituary.—Mr. .John Tejiple. C.B.—We regret to record

the death.' at the age of S-i, of Mr. .1. Temple, a pio-

neer of transatlantic telegraphy. He entered the telegraph

service in 1852.

The Times, in referring to Mr. Temple's career, .says that,

on its formation, in 1856. he Joined the Atlantic Telegraph

Co., and worked on the staff of Sir Charles Bright, engineer-

in-chief, subsequently obtaining a post o\n board the Aga^
memnon during the laying of the first cable across the

Atlantic. In 1859 he was engaged by Messrs. Class. Elliot'

and Co., afterwards by the Telegraph Construction & Main-
tenance Co.. and acted as engineer for the Malta and Alex-

andria Cable and other Mediterranean cable companies. He^
returned to England in time for the laying, in the summers
of 1865-66. of the second Atlantic cable, and was third en.-

gineer-in-charge in these expeditions in the Great Eastet

under Sir Samuel Canning. Mr. Temple was also in i

grappling ship Albany, which picked up the first piece

the lost IfiO^ cable.

On the completion of the two cables acioF-i the /tlantic

he settled in Liverpool, but, although retiring from the regu-

lar service of the Telegraph Construction Co., h« acted tor
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them on several occasioqs as engineer and agent, and in 1C09
completed a service of 50 years -n-ith them and their prede-

cessors. In January, 1867, Mr. Temple became managmg
director of the Warrington Wire Rope Works, afterwards
being appointed chairman.
Mr. F. Edwards.—The death occurred on May 10th. alj

the age of 61 years, of Mr. Frederick Edwards, electrical

engineer, of Bruoke Street, Dumfries.
Mr. R. E. Graves, C.B.E.—We regret to record the death,

which occurred suddenly, on May '21st, of Mr. Robert Ernest
Graves, C.B.E. , H.M. Chief Inspector of Factories since

1920. Mr. Graves was a Government inspector of factories

as long ago as 1890. and he served on important committees
during the war. He was born in 1866.

In paying a tribute to Mr. Graves in the House of Commons
on Tuesday, the Home Secretary mentioned that his sudden
death might delay the issue of his annual report, as although
Mr. Graves had brought it near to completion, further revision

was still required, but that would be carried out as speedily

CITY NOTES.

The report for the year 1921 states that

British the buildmgs and machinery at the works
Thomson=Houstonat Rugby, Birmingham, Coventry, and

Co., Ltd. Willesden have been maintamed in good
condition. The extensions to the Rugby

works, which were begun in 1919, have practically all been
completed. The changes in the works at Birmingham have
all been carried out and the works are in operation. No
new works were begun during 1921, and the amounts ex-

pended during the year were principally in conljection with
the completion of the extensions at Rugby, and in connec-

tion with glass works which are being erected at Chesterfield.

It is expected that the latter will be completed during the

current year. Due to the expansion of the company's busi-

ness, the accommodation at the old offices in London, at

83, Cannon Street, E.G., was found to be inadequate. These
have been given up and more commodious oflices taken at

Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2. The profits for the year,

after deducting all expenses and charges other than interest

on debentures and loans, were £509,259. plus £2ii5,892

brought forward, making f735,150. Less interest on deben-
tures and loans £119,446. There is to be appropriated for
depreciation, reserves, &c., £160,000, and the following divi-

dends for the year are recommended : 7 per cent, free

of income tax on the preference shares, £105,000; 6 per cent,
free of income tax on the ordinary shares. £120,000; leaving
to carry forward £230,704. Arrangements on reasonable
terms are practically completed with the holders of the
preference shares, whereby from January 1st. 1922, the divi-

dends thereon will be at the rate of 7 per cent, per aiinum,
subject to income tax. During the year the directors
arranged for the issue of £1,500,000 par value 7 per cent,
mortgage debenture stock, being part of an authorised issue
of £3,000,000. The issue was largely over-subscribed. From
the proceeds the company's indebtedness was substantially
reduced, and since December 31st the entire amount due to
the International General Electric Co. Inc. has been paid off.

Under the terms of the trust deed securing the issue of the
company's 4i per cent, debenture stock the company, since
the beginning of this year, has paid to the trustees £5.565,
which was applied by them in redeeming at 105, by di-aw-
ings, £5,300 of that stock. The total par value of "said de-
benture stock redeemed to date is £65,005, which leaves a
net amount outstanding at the date of this report of
£146,995. The amount outstanding at December 31st/ 1921,
was £1.52,295. Since the beginning of the year £7,500 par
value of the new 7 per cent, debenture stock has also been
retu-ed. The Rt. Hon. Earl Buxton, G.C.M.G., has been
appointed a director. Mr. W. C. Fish has resigned from the
board, due to continued absence, and his resignation was
accepted with regret.
Meeting : London, May 30th.

The annual general meeting was held on
Lancashire May 17th. Mr. Alfred Shepherd (chair-

Electric Light man), in moving the adoption of the report
and Power and accounts, said that it would be noticed
Co., Ltd. from the balance sheet that the amount

of debentures of the Parliamentary Co. is-
sued wa.s exactly one-third of the Parliamentary Go's, shares
held; this was the limit of that company's borrowing pow-ers.
A large amount of the Parliamentary Go's, earnings was ap-
plied to the paying of interest and discount on its outstanding
debt, which had now been taken over bv their company.
Sext year the contributions from the Parliamentary Co.
should show very, material increases. It was satisfactorv to
note the results obtained by the Parliamentary Co., notwith-
standing the disputes and depression in the c«al and cotton
trades, and trade in general. The working costa were the
lotvefit. > the Lancashire district, and compared' favourably

with those of any other power company in the country. Re-
garding the re-organisation of electricity supply, he was glad
to say that the Coromissioners had intimated their intention
of authorising a voluntary joint advisory committee for the
area, as suggested by the company, instead of constituting
a joint electricity authority. It was significant that in that
district—probably the best suited for a joint authority it

such was necessary—the Commissioners, after full considera-
tion, had approved the alternative scheme. Referring to the
Electricity (Supply) Bill recently passed by the House of
Lords, Mr. Shepherd said that, although amendments had
been made to safeguard the interests of power companies, he
could not help feeUng that the electrical industry should be
free from Parliamentary interference. In conclusion, the
chairman said that future prospects seemed bright. The mo-
tion was seconded by Mr. George Balfour, M.P.. and earned
unanimously. The retiring directors and auditors were re-
elected.

The Societe Ccntrale pouT Vlndustrie
French Electrique, which is an electrical investr-

Companies. ment company, reports net profits amount-
mg to 1,277,000 fr. for 1920-21. and a divi-

dend at the rate of 25 fr. per share.
The Societe d'Electro-Chimie de Bozel reports net profits

of 479,000 fr. for 1921, and with the balance forward the sum
available for disposal is 983,000 fr. A dividend at the rate of
8 per cent, has been declared.

The Societe Franc.aise des Electrodes reports that the
general crisis was particularly experienced by the company in
1921, and the drought was also another factor which con-
tributed towards the diminution of business, as many con-
tainers for this reason were compelled to reduce their pro-
duction. The net profits, which amounted to 1.145,000 fr. in
1920, declined to 404,000 fr. last year, and the dividend is
at the rate of 25 fr. gross per share.

Mr. J. G. B. Stone (chairman), presid-
Indian Electric ing at the annual meeting on May 22nd.
Supply and said that although the company's earnings

Traction Co., in Cawnpore had increased, the fall in the
Ltd. exchange value of the rupee had had an

adverse effect. Owing. however, to
prudence in the past, last year's dividend was maintained. A
new station had been erected on the banks of the Ganges,
with an initial capacity of 6,000 kW, but owing to delays in
delivery of the plant it would not be possible to commence
running before August. Debentures to the extent of £250,000
had been issued to provide funds for the further extension
of this station and to include the conversion and repayment
of outstanding debentures.

The directors report that the operating
Shanghai Elec= profit for 1921 was £93,080, as compared

trie Construction with £85,119 for 1920. The reduction m
Co., Ltd. the credit on exchange account is to a

large extent offset by the termination of
Excess Profits Duty. The total profit was £112,945. and
£9,416 was brought forward. There is put to reserve for
renewals, £10.000; provision for Corporation Profits Tax.
£5,000; general reserve, £20,000; expenses of bonus share
issue including stamp duty on new capital, written off,

£1,100. The directors recommend a final dividend of 8 per
cent., less income tax (making 30 per cent, for the year),
leaving to be carried forward, £6,261. The loss by depre-
ciation of subsidiary coinage in 1921 was £93,731, which is

equal to 23.43 per cent, on the capital. The ratio of coin-
age depreciation to gross takings increased during the year,
and still shows an unfavourable tendency. The traffics and
net receipts for the current year continue to be satisfactory,
showing an increase over any corresponding period. Negotia-
tions with the Municipal Council for the extension of the
company's system under railless electric traction, and for
additional track facilities, to permit of an augmented service,
are well advanced. A provident fund for the benefit of the
European staff in Shanghai has been inaugurated.

Siemens Bros. ^" their report for 1921. the directors

and Co., Ltd.' ^^^ that the company has not escaped
from sharing in the general depression in

trade which began to affect its business about the middle
of 1921, and which .still continues. This depression was
particularly reflected in the order-sheet for the year, which
.showed a heavy falling off from the values of orders secured
in recent past years. A full share of orders in the market
was obtained, but demands have become scarce and many
large inquiries failed to materiali.se into orders. Fortunately,
however, the contracts in hand from 1920 eqabled output
to be^ maintained almost on the previous year's level, ex-
cept in the case of the submarine telegraph cable shop,
where work became scanty in the latter months of the year,
but where prospects are now better. A reduction in the
output of lamps from the company's Dalston factorv was
necessary owing to the general depres.sion also affecting the
lamp trade, and to the dumping of Dutch lamps on the
English market and Colonies, but the dumping has now been
effectually stopped, so far as gasfilled lamps are concerned,
by a recent judgment in the House of Lords upholding an.
important patent in which the company is interested cod-
trolliijg the manufacture of such lamps •• this country. The
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company's overseas business is being fostered and developed,

its owii representatives naving been established j(a

the more important Colonies and in India, while agents have
been appointed in other likely situations for busmess. No
definite assessments have yet been made for the company's
liability to Excess Profits buty for the years 1918, 1919, and
1920, but a sum of ±'1UO,000 was paid during the year m
respect of same. The profits for 1921 are not liable to the
duty. The profit for the year is £200,994, and lihere was
brought forward from 1920

' £i37;21S.
The interim dividend of Is. per share required i7o,(X)0;

Corporation Profits Tax for 1920, and 1921 £29,100
;
payments

on account of Excess Profits Duty £100,000; leaving profit

available £434.112.
This is to be appropriated as follows:—Half-year's dividend

to December 31st, 1921, on £300,000 10 per cent, cumulative
preference shares created during 1921, £15,000; a final divi-

dend of one shilling per share on £1, 50(1,000 of ordinary shares
making 10 per cent, for the year, free of income tax,"

£75,000; to write off book value of s.s. Faraday, £10,000 ;'•

carrying forward to 1922 (subject to balance of Excess Profits
Duty for 1918, 1919, and 1920), £334,112. Sir W. E. Law-
rence, Bart., who was a director of the company from 1907
to 1914, was invited to rejoin the board, and did so in July,
1921.

The gross receipts for 1921 were
Anglo=Argentine £4,277,601, and the expenditure was
Tramways Co., £3,305.081, leaving £972,520, plus £14,474

Ltd. for interest on investments and deposits,

&c., making £936,993. From this are
deducted annuity to City of Buenos Ayres Tramways Co.
(1904),Ltd., £70,660; interest and sinking funds on debenture
stocks. £587,821 ; sinking fund for redemption of preference
and ordinary shares, £7,587; and loss on sale of war stock,

£17,279; leaving £303.&47, plus £15,884 brought forward.
Dividends on the 5i per cent, cumulative first preference
shares for the year ended December. 1921, require £176,000;
a dividend on the 5J per cent, cumulative second preference
shares in satisfaction of six months' arrears to June 30th,
1917, absorbs £68,750; and a further dividend on these shares
in satisfaction of six months' arrears to December 31st. 1917,
which the directors now recommend, will require £68.750.
leaving to be carried forward £6,032. The receipts fromi
passenger traffic amounted to £4,206,437, an increase of 5 per
cent, over the previous year. The number of passengers
carried was 439,133.491, against 432,636,355 in 1920. The
Working expenses amounted to 76.25 per cent, of the receipts,
as compared with 75.60 per cent, last year, and 79.91 per
cent, in 1919. The traffic expenses were £1,2'23,358, against
£1,158.265, chiefly owing to increases in wages caused by
the high cost of living. The traction expenses showed a sub-
stantial reduction, being £644,724, as compared with £812,693
in 1920, although the abnormal price of fuel continued to
have an adverse effect upon operating costs. The renewals
expenditure during the year was £166,789, which has been
charged to I'evenue. The allocation to renewals reserve from
revenue in 1920 was £133.172, and, in 1919, £97,000. The
annual expenditure for renewals is necessarily a fluctuating
amount. While circumstances have rendered it larger this
year than usual, the board did not feel justified in drawing
on the renewals fund, which, in their opinion, it is desirable
to strengthen. The reduction in net receipts, as compared
with last year, is due to additional wages and maintenance
charges, increases in cost of renewals, rates, taxes, and ad-
ministration expenses in Buenos Ayres, and in the company's
contribution to the official pension fund, which amounted,
in the year under review, to £109,302, and to fluctuations iti

exchange and the absence of the benefit derived in the pre-
vious year from the adjustment of tax on payment of divi-
dend arrears. Major-General Sir Pi-ederick Svkes, G.B.E.,
K.C.B., O.M.G., has been elected a director. Owing to pres-
smg business engagements. Major James E. Dunning,
D.S.O., has ceased to be a member of the board.
In the course of his usual report on the situation in the

.Argentine, the general manager says: "On the whole I con-
sider it probable that matters will improve slightly, but very
gradually during the present year, and I do not think wq
shall be able to count upon an increase of much over 4 per
cent, on 1921. Working expenses should improve, however,
owmg to the drop in the cost of fuel, which will be very
marked this year compared with 1920 and 1921."

.

The Socicte Oenerale Bejye d'Enfreprises
Belgian Electriqites, which is an investment com-

Companies. pany, reports that the situation of the elec-
trical supply undertakings had improved

since they had been able to increase the tariffs in accordance
with exLsting conditions. The net profits realised in 1921
amounted to 2.404,000 fr.. and a dividend at the rate of 7 per
cent, has been declared (35 fr. per share less the tax of 10 per
cent.).

The report of the Compagnie Gencrale de Bailways et
d'Elecincitr states that although the economic crisis became
accentuated in 1921. the results achieved bv the company
could be considered very satisfactory and the future outlook
presented a favourable aspect. As an investment undertaking
the company's interests are centred in transport, the supply of
gas and electricity, and manufacturing companies. It had

been possible for most of the transport and supply companies
to secure permission to raise their tariffs so as to bring them •

into relation with present conditions, while the manufacturing
branches had passed through the crisis without injury, had
plenty of orders, and had yielded satisfactory results. After
having written off 1,941.000" fr., including the claims on
Russian transactions, the accounts show net profits of

1.811,000 fr. for 1921, permitting of the payment of a divi-

dend at the rate of 4 per cent.
The report of the directors of the Ateliers de Constructioits

Electriques de Charlcroi states that while the first half of

1921 yielded results which were entirely satisfactory, the last

months revealed the growing influence of the unfavourable
factors which at present burden business. It had so far been
possible for the company to cope with events by constant
improvements in the methods of working, and by the
development of the commercial organisation. But these
efforts would, perhaps, no longer be sufficient to remove the
serious consequences which the prolongation of the crisis was
bringing about unless measures were taken to deal with the
situation. The rates of wages, higher in Belgium than any-
where else, and the reduction in the working day, caused the
cost prices to be maintained at an excessive level, and ren-
dered it increasingly difficult to sustain the contest with
foreign rivals having cheaper .skilled labour and a de-
preciated currency. Under these circumstances it was neces-
sary to proceed with a readjustment of the costs of production
in order to prevent the electrical industry from experiencing
the serious difficulties which assailed other branches of national
activity at present. The existing situation was rendered still

more serious by the fact that many external markets were
being closed by the introduction of high protective tariffs,

whereas the Belgian import duties did not even permit the
Belgian makers to compete on equal terms in their home
market. For instance, the import duties on manufactures
were lower than for raw materials and semi-finished products
in the case of mechanical and electrical construction work.
After mentioning that the restoration of the works and plant
damaged by the Germans was continued during the year, the
report states that efforts were put forth to extend the markets
both at home and abroad. In the latter case agencies and
stock depots had been established in England, Holland,
Switzerland. Brazil, and in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg.
Among other plants the company delivered two flywheel alter-

nators of 6,600 to 8,000 kW, 6.000 volts, and driven by blast-

furnace gas engines, a continuous-current generator of 5,000
kW, 5.50 volts, also operated by a gas engine, and a complete
installation of blooming mill trains of 15.000 horse-power. The
accounts show net profits of 5.767,000 fr. and a dividend has
been declared at the rate of 7 per cent. (17.50 fr. per share less

tax of 10 per cent.).

The report of the Bergtnann Electricity

German Works Co. states that notwithstanding
Companies. various fluctuations, it was possible con-

siderably to increase the turnover in 1921
as compared with the previous year. The machine depart-
ment was assisted by the new Mdnich-Freimann works,
which was in full operation; and abundant occupation was
provided by the progressive electrification of agriculture.
Concerning the export trade, the report states that sales ex-
perienced a difficult course, but it was nevertheless possible to
increase the exports as a result of the more intensive aciivity

of the newly created agencies. The financial results (20 per
cent, as against 15 per cent, in 1920) have previously been
reported. During the first quarter of 1922 it is mentioned
that the turnover has further increased, and the augmenta-
tions in the orders will occupy the works for months forward.
The report of the Voigt d- Haefjner Co., of Frankfort-on-

Main. states that great extensions of the works were begun
in July, 1921. and that the new shops would be gradually
brought into use in the summer of 1922. when it was hoped
to be able to deal with the extraordinarily large accumulation
of orders. The foundry at Kesselstade was also considerably
enlarged. After writing off 1,620,000 marks for depreciation,
as against 790.000 marks in 1920, the accounts show net pro-
fits and balance forward amounting to 13,946.0(.X) marks, as
contrasted with 13,530.000 marks in 1920. It is proposed to
pay a dividend at the rate of 20 per cent, on share capital of '

30.000,000 marks, this comparing with the same rate on •

10.000,000 marks in 1920. As to the future, the directors re- t
mark that while it is dilficult to make any prediction, the new '

financial year should also show favourable results, having
regard to the large stock of orders and the great problems still

confronting the electrical industry in almost all countries.
Rheinisch-Westfalisches FAelitricitat.^u-cr'k.—^Tlie report

stated that for the creation of the means for the
further extension' of the undertakings, combined with
the continued depreciation of the currency, the management
had decided to increase the share capital from 1.50.000.000
marks to 5.50,000,0ai. The issue of 125,tXKl(NX) holders' shares
had already lieen made. Of this Tssiie, shares to 30.00X000
marks had been offered to the old shareholders in the ratio of
one new to every five old shares, and at the price of 100 per
cent. The remaining 95,000,000 shares would be allotted to
the Brikettwerk-Roddergnibe-Akt. Ges. and the Essen hard
coal concerns to strengthen the expectations looked for in those
quarters. EacJi shareholder in the Eoddergrube copipany
would be allotted two E.W.E. shares against one of the
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Eoddergrube company. To retain and secure the continuance

of the commercial connection there would, at the same time,

be offered to communal shareholders shares to ^0,U00,UUO

marks at their lace value. These nominal shares, as well as

the origmal shares, would be entitled to 5 per cent, dividend.

A furtner '25,UU0,u()0 nominal shares would be offered to the

workers of the fiheinisch-Westfalisches Elek'tricitatswerk on
the same terms, in order to make a practical attempt to still

further interest the workers in the undertaking. TUis is the

first concern to essay the Sociahst ideas of Herr Hugo Stinnes,

who hmiself is president of the duectorate. It was foreseen

by him and others that the only means of stemming the rising

tide of the workers' Socialist aims was to give the latter a
share in the undertaking's capital by means of workers' shares.

It was a private attempt to solve a difficulty in an economic
way which came up against the almost unanimous resistance

of the workers, but which would probably succeeed, as had
been the case at the Krupp works.

Kahelwerk iikcydt Aktien Gesellschaft.—It has been de-

cided to raise the capital of this company from 35,000,(XXJ to

85.tXX>.000 marks. Ot the new shares 25,000,000 marks' worth
are to be offered to the shareholders.

The directors of the Accumulator Works Co., of Berlin and
Hagen, recommend a dividend at the rate of 25 per cent, for

192i, or 5 per cent, higher than in the preceding year.

The German Cable ]Vorks Co., of Berlin, reports an increase

in the net profits from 3,172,000 marks In 1920 to 0,191,000
marks last year. The dividend is at the rate of 20 per cent,

on 40,000,000 marks, as against 17 per cent, on ordinary
shares for 12,000,000 marks in 1920.

The United Insulator M'orks Co., of Pankow, Berlin, after

having written off 121,000 marks for depreciation in 1921, re-

ports net profits of 430,000 marks, as against 393,000 marks m
the previous year. The dividend is at the rate of 12 per cent.,

as in 1920, and the share capital is to be raised by 4,000,000

to 7,000,000 marks.

The Duisburg Cable TT'orfcs Co., of Duisburg, reports net

profits of 3,066,000 marks for 1921, as compared with 2,950,000

marks in the previous year, wh,en a dividend at the rate of

25 per cent, was paid. It had been intended to distribute the

same rate for 1921, but the proposal to this effect was with-

drawn at the annual meeting, and most of the profits placed

to the contingency fund. The share capital is to be increased

from 12,000,000 to 36,000,000 marks.

The Electrical Undertakings Co., of Berlin, whose invest-

ments also comprise manufacturing works, reports net profits

of 17,339,000 marks for 1921, a.s compared with 8,770,000 marks
in the previous year. The dividend is at the rate of 20 per

cent, on share capital of 75,000,000 marks, as against 8 per

cent, in 1920.

The Concordia Electricity Co., of Dusseldorf, reports that

it was possible to re-establish pre-war relations in 1921.

Having made provision for depreciation, the accounts disclose

net profits of 2,657,000 marks, as compared with 1,111,000

marks in 1920. It is proposed to pay a dividend at the rate

of r2i per cent, on share capital of 18,000,000 marks, com-
paring with 15 per cent, on 12,000,000 marks in the previous

year.

The Land d: Marine Cable Co., of Cologne-Nippes, reports

an increased turnover for 1921 and gross profits of 8,999,000

marks, as compared with 8,048,000 marks in the previous

year. After having made provision for depreciation, &c., the

net profits are returned at 2,213,000 marks, as against

2,706,000 marks in 1920, and the dividend remains at 20 per
cent., ,Ts in 1920. The share capital is now to be increased

by 4,000,000 marks, and the issue will be taken over by the(

Felten & Guilleaume Co., which is already largely interested

in the undertaking.

The Elektriska A.B. Eck reports a loss

Swedish of 1.504,000 kr. for 1921, which is reduced
Companies. by 10,000 kr. by the appropriatioii of the

reserve fund and the rest has been carried

forward. There was a loss of 290,000 kr. in 1920 and one of

910,000 kr. in 1918.

The Telefon A.B. Cedergren states that the working of the
telephone network in Warsaw was carried on for the account
of the new company, which has to pay interest on the pur-
chase price of the company's assets in Warsaw from January
1st, 1921. A loss of 1,420,000 kr. was incurred as compared
with 900,000 kr. in 1920, thus increasing the total loss to

7,800,000 kr.

The directors of the Sicedish-Danish-Eussian Telephone Co.
report that since the end of 1920 they had endeavoured to get

into negotiation with the Russian authorities respecting pay-
ment' for the company's telephone network in Moscow. It

had, however, not yet been possible to get the matter fully

discussed with the competent authorities, so that no opinion
could be expres.sed regarding the future prospects. Concerning
the Cedergren Telephone Co.'s activity in Poland, the report
states that the provisional agreement with the Polish Govern-
ment was not converted into a definite agreement by the end
of the past year. The accounts show a loss of 1.5.50,000 kr.

for 1921, which is due to the payment of interest on loans. The
loss has been carried forward, thus increasing the deficiency

since 1917 to 5,610,000 kr.

Johnson and '^^^ report submitted at the annual

Phillips Ltd. meeting held yesterday, Thursday, showed
' ' that the profit for the year ended December,

1921, on trading accounts, Jcc. (including claim for repay-
ment of Excess Profits Duty), after making provision for bad
and doubtful debts, and after charging to revenue upwards
of £16,000 for maintenance of buildings, plant, &c., was
i;42,737 plus i;70,394 brought forward.
Deducting the dividend paid May 30th, 1921 (less tax),

£38.281 ; and a bonus of one per cent, on first mortgage de-

benture stock (less tax) J6446; there remains £74,404 which is

to be dealt with as follows :—Remuneration of directors, and
auditors' and trustees' fees, £1,671; interest on five per cent,

debenture stock to date of redemption. £1,725; interest on
8 per cent, debenture stock to December 31st, 1921, £14,000;
reserve re five per cent, debenture sinking fund, £4,788; in-

terest on second debentures to date of redemption, £1,280;
interest on loans, £5,119; income tax and corporation profits

tax (estimated), £18,428; depreciation on machinery and plant,

&c.. £12,255; leaving to be carried forward, £15.138. "The
profits on this year's business would have compared quite
favourably with last year, but for the heavy fall in prices of

stocks and work in hand, which necessitated the writing
down of values to current market prices. In view of the
present state of trade caused by the engineers' lock-out, and
the consequent falling off of business, your directors do not
recommend the payment of a dividend on this occasion."

Supplementing our previous reference to

Scarborough the report, we may state that, during
Electric Supply 1921, 4()8 new consumers were added, and

Co., Ltd. the new connections to mains were 15,405
30-watt lamps, making a total of 176.636.

Units supplied 1,727,126. an increase of 272,749. The dividend
of 2i per cent., already mentioned, cannot be paid until it

has been approved by the Electricity Commissioners; there
may therefore be some delay in paying it. As at present prices
and with existing costs of coal and labour, it is manifestly im-
possible for the company to earn reasonable profits, the direc-

tors have applied to the Electricity Commissioners for powers
to charge higher prices, and an early decision is expected.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Application has been made to

the Committee to allow the following to be officially quoted :—

•

Midland Counties Electric Supply.^00,000 7J per cent,

mortgage debenture stock.

The under-mentioned securities have been ordered to be
officiallv quoted :

—
Jutland Telephone.—Scrip, fully paid, for £500,000 5i per

cent, sterling bonds (guaranteed by the Danish Government).

Birmingham District Power and Traction Co., Ltd.—The
directors' report for 1921 shows (according to the Financier)

a net surplus of £62,840. making £67,348 with the amount
brought in. After deducting interest on debenture stock,

&c.. there is left £25.657. out of which a dividend at the rate

of 6 per cent, is proposed on the ordinary shares, leaving

£2.981 to carry forward.

Havana Electric Railway, Light and Power Co.—The
report for 1921 shows gross earnings $12,882,652, operating
expenses and taxes $7,376,343, net income $5. .506,309, miscel-

laneous income (net) $122,766, total net $5,629,075, of which
first charges absorbed $1,009,011, leaving net profits

$4,620,064. To reserve for depreciation and contingencies

$1,923,879, leaving a balance of $2,696,185, plus $3,629,099

brought in, making $6,326,084. Dividends paid (6 per cent,

on preferred stock and 6 per cent, on common stock) absorbed
$2,155,579; earned forward, $3,781.0i0.—Financial Neivs.

"West Coast of America Telegraph Co., Ltd.—After pro-

viding £1,560 for income tax ancl corporation profits tax, the
credit balance is £20,828, making, with £5,696 brought for-

ward, £26,524. £6,000 is required for preference dividend,

£10,000 is put to general reserve, and £5,000 to maintenance
ship's reserve fund leaving £5,524 to be carried forward.

Rhondda Tramways Co., Ltd.—The ordinary general
meeting of this company was held on May 18th, Mr. Harold
T. Barnett presiding. The report was adopted. The elec-

tion of Mr. E. Morley to the board to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Mr. Schlesinger, chairman of the company,
was confirmed.

Brisbane Electric Tramways Inevstment Co., Ltd .\fter

paying the debenture interest and preference dividends,

balance dividends of 4s. per share, tax free, are declareid.

making 8 per cent, for the year, tax free. £46,163 carried

forward.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.—Final divi-

dend of 6 per cent, (free of tax) on the ordinary shares,

hiaking 10 per cent, (free of tax) for the year 1921. and a
bonus of 2 per cent.

Rees-Roturbo Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Dividend of

5 per cent., less tax, on the preference shares for the year

ended September. 1918. To depreciation reserve £2,(XX); to

taxation reserve £1.013 ; carried forward £1,567.

British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—The directors recom-
mend, subject to audit, a dividend of 4i per cent, upon the

ordinary stock for the year ended March 31st, 1922. The
dividend for the previous year was 4 per cent.
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La Plata Electric Tramways, Ltd.—After providing for

(iebentuie and other interest, the accounts for 1921 show a

profit of ie2,7'20, plus £14,531 brought forward. iElO.OOO is

put to reserve fund, and £7,251 is carried forward, subject to

lorporation profits tax, if any.

Globe Telegraph & Trust Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of 5s.

per share on the ordinarj- shares.

Glenfield & Kennedy, Ltd.—A final dividend of 5 per cent,

on the ordinary .shares is declared, making 7^ per cent, for

the vear.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tdesday Evening.

The summer weather is being blamed as the principal op-

ponent to that activity in Stock Jixchange markets which

had been hoped would follow from the release of the war-

time restrictions under which business had laboured during

the last 7i years. It must be candidly admitted that the

volume of orders had ijot proved of noticeably greater dimen-

sions this week, in spite of the fact that the public are now
at liberty to enter upon speculative engagements to an ex-

tent which has hitherto been denied them since the outbreak

of war. In some few departments round the Stock Exchange,

a. little increase of activity is reported, this being the case

more particularly with shares of the purely speculative order,

but with regard to investment descriptions the benefit which

will accrue from the added flexibility given to the Stock

Exchange, through the introduction of bi-monthly settle-

ments, has not had time to make its influence felt. The re-

sult is that prices are practically uninfluenced by the new
conditions which came into force on Monday.
The report of Siemens Brothers, for 1921, caused the or-

dinary shares to fall from 29s. to 28s., though the preference

moved up to 31s. 6d. Compared with the Johnson & Philhps

result, which showed the ordinary dividend to be passed,

Siemens may be said to have done well, although the profit

of £201,000 is about £52,000 lower than in the previous

twelve months. There is, of course, much more capital to-

day upon which dividend has to be earned, but the 10 per

cent, free of tax is maintained, and it seems probable that,

when the immediate effect of the report has worn off, there

wiU be a recovery in the price. Electrical manufacturing

concerns have had, on the whole, a good year, though in well-

informed quarters the suggestion is advanced that the cur-

rent year may turn out to be less profitable than its pre-

decessor, a statement which insiders have more opportunity

for testing than the ordinary observer who merely deals in.

and writes about, the shares in such companies. A good

deal of interest is felt in the forthcoming dividend announce-

ment by the General Electric Co. ; anticipation is rather in-

cUned to look for a repetition of the usual 10 per cent, divi-

dend on the ordinary shares. Prices in this section arei

steady without showing any particular movement other than

that in Siemens. The net loss in the latter oil the week is

about 9d. a share.

The British Electric Traction Co. proposes payment of a

dividend of H per cent, on the ordinary stock for the year

ended last March, this being i per cent, more than th?
dividend for the preceding period. The ordinary is a good
market at 50i and the preference stands at 89. London and
Suburban preference hold their gain at 8s. 6d. London
United Tramways at 3s. 3d. are a trifle better.

The premium on the Calcutta Electric Traways 7 per cent,

second debenture stock has advanced to 4i, there being

steady pressure to buy the stock on the part of the specu-

lative investor who does not object to the Indian flavour,

but who looks to the security, which, according to the pros-

pectus, is ample to cover the issue. Allotment letters of the
Indian Electric Ti'action 5 per cent, free-of-tax debenture
came out to-day, Tuesday, and the prj[ce is quoted at li pre-

mium. A new Madras Electric issue will be announced at the

end of this week.
Lively excitement in the Marconi market attended the

rise in the parent shares to 2J buyers, Marines keeping them
company with a jump to 37s. As already mentioned, it is

thought that the company's claim against the Government
will come on for adjudication next month, and this serves to
quicken an attention already kindled by the development of

radio-telephony, from which the company is said to be likely

to derive substantial benefit. Canadian Marconis spurted to
13s. 9d., but Iladio Corporations ordinary lagged behind at
22s. 6d., the preferred remaining about 15s. 6d. Cable stocks
eased off on account of the adverti.sement given to the wii-e-

less group. Eastern stocks are lower, and Great Northerns
shed 15s.

Home Railway stocks are strong, with Metropolitans at

45i as one of the active features in the market. Districts
have fallen behind the rest, interest in them being .subser-
vient to that taken in the stocks which pay high rates of
dividends. Underground Electrics keep their prices. Of
the foreign stocks, Brazilian Tractions stand out the most
prominently, with a gain of 6 points at .55. This is due to
buying, largely from the country, based on the assumption
that it will not be long before the company resumes quarterly
dividends of 1 per cent, on the common shares. The pre-

ferred at 93J show a gain of 2. Anglo-Argentine Tramways
preference shares are lower, some disappointment being caused

by the issue of the report. It had been hoped that the ar-

rears of dividend on the second preference shares would be

practically cleared off, but this is not the ca.se, and the re-

port shows that something of a setback befell the company's
fortunes last year, though it was not of .<;utiicient consequence
to affect the general outlook for the future. British Columbia
issues are a little irregular. Mexican Light common fell three
dollars, the preferred two, owing to the entire lack of news
with regard to the negotiations said to be stiU progressing be-

tween Mexico City and Wa.shington. Indian Electric Tram-
way and Supply shares are generally rather better.

Of the London electricity shares, Kensingtons .show tlip

substantial rise of 10s.. Westminsters and Charing Cross
are both 7s. 6d. up, and Londons g.t 1| are 5s. higher. .\

few of the preference shares are better. Buyers clamour for

shares, and there is very little .supply to meet the demand.
Smithfields are higher at 3i.

In the manufacturing companies' list. General ' Electrics

are easier at 21s. 9d., on rumours that the company has sold,

or is about to sell, a fairly substantial line of " A " and"
" B " preferences, the aggregate, according to rumour, beina
something like £250.000. It is not expected that the.se wSl
be offered to the shareholders. Common report has it that
the lot was taken entire by certain financial interests in the
North and the Midlands. Cromptons have gone back to 1,

the preference to 21s. 3d., but English Electrics at 15s. x.d.

have recovered most of the dividend. British Aluminium ad-
vanced to 18s. 9d. The rest of the List is steady. Babcock
and Wilcox at 3| are the fraction to the good. The rubber
market is stagnant, and the continued engineering lock-out
precludes any activity that might otherwise come about in

the shares of the iron, steel, and armament companies.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.
Dividend. Price

Broiupton Ordinary
Charing Cross Ordinary

do. do. do. ih Pref.
Chelsea
City of London

do. do. fi per cent. Pref..
County of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref..

Kensington Ordinary
London Electric

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref..
Metropolitan

do. 4^ per cent. Pref..
St. James' and Pall Mall
South London
South Metropolitan Pref.
Westminster Ordinary

fall.

+ i

10 10

Si
3i

14

Telegraphs and Telephones
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6

do. Def Ih 34/6
Chile Telephone 6 fi

Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7
Eastern Extension .. U) 10

Eastern Tel. Ord. ... .. 10 in

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 10 10

do. do. Pref. B 6
Great Northern Tel 22 24
Indo-European 10 10
Marconi 2,5 15
Oriental Telephone Ord 12 12
United R. Plate Tel 8 8
West India and Panama Nil Nil
Western Telegraph 10 10

103
24

8*
18|id
190*xd

18Jm
40^m

5 16 6
7 4

4 16 6

Home Rails.
Central London Ord. Assented
Metropolitan

do . District
Underground Electric Ordinary

S 17 8'

4 ID 0*%

2 IS ti

Income ... 2 4

Foreign Trams, Ac.

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref.
do. do. 2nd Pref
do. do. 5per cent. Deb.

.

Brazil Tractions
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pee. .

do. do. Preferred
do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb

Mexico Trams. 5 per cent. Bonds .

do. do. 6 per cent. Bonds .

Mexican Light Common
do. Pref
do. 1st Bonds

3j*

SSSxd

93/-

124/-

4i

Manufacturino Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox
British Aluminium Ord.
British Insulated Ord. .

CaUenders
6J Pref.

Crompton Ord
Edis iSwa

5 per cent. Deb.
Electric Construction ...

English Electric
do. do.

. Pivf.
do. Orel

Henley
do. ii Pief. .

India-Rubber
Met.-Vickers Pref.
Siemens Ord.
Telegraph Co.

64
li

18/3
22 '9

21/9

4f!!

6 IS
6 11

5 14 t
9 11 10

* Dividends paid free of Income Tax.
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THE FINANCING OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY UNDERTAKINGS.

By C. W. CHARLESWORTH.

The difficulties encountered in the tinancing of an elec-

tricitj- supply undertaking, which are not present in

such an acute form in any other industry, create

obstacles to that quick and successful expansion vital

to manufacturing and domestic interests dependent

upon electricity supply. Discussion of the questions

arising, some of which have been recently raised, is,

therefore, opportune at the present time, when all sec-

tions of the community are endeavouring to recover

from the unfortunate effects of the late war.

When considering such questions, other matters which

are connected or interact therewith must necessarily

be raised, but the introduction of these elements often

obscures the plain facts, and if caution is not displayed

distorts the final conclusions to such an extent that com-

parisons made betweeii one method and another of

raising, rewarding, and maintaining capital are ren-

dered almost worthless.

Every undertaking to be successful must effectively

deal with the following matters of first importance :
—

1. Provision of a reliable service throughout the

supply area, so that electricity may be avail-

able generally in sufficient quantities.

2. Reduction of costs to make possible supply at

such a low price that it will, apart from

inherent advantages, successfully compete with

other forms of lighting, power, and heating.

3. Preservation of the plant, mains, and other

assets in an up-to-date condition, replacing

those obsolete, and mamtaining those retained

in use in the highest practicable state of

efficiency.

4. Extension and development in order efficiently

to meet the increasing demands awaiting

satisfaction.

Behind every one of these questions is the need for

a sufficient amount of capital, and starting with this

as a base it must be granted that the future of the

industry rests largely upon the amount of capital it can

command.
The cost of capital, like the cost of anything else,

is obviously what it is necessary to pay to obtain it
;

but it might help to be a little more precise. There are

two components in capital charges:—
1. The reward which the investor requires to induce

him to allow his rights to be subrogated to

others.

2. The maintenance of these rights, or, which is

the same thing, conservation of the buildings,

plant, mains, &c., representing them.

In the case of companies, the first item is represented

by dividends, or, what is often more to the point, the

prospect of dividends. In the case of municipalities

this item is covered by interest payable. In both cases

there is sometimes a further inducement by the offer

of issues at a discount.

The second item is always represented by provision

against depreciation and obsolescence. Companies may
allow for this by a general depreciation fund, while

municipalities meet the needs by their sinking funds,

which serve the same purpose.

Having thus defined the conditions, consideration

will be given to the same in some detail, examining the

two aspects separately.

Companies, in raising share capital, issue prospec-

tuses, giving therein information calculated to persuade
investors to acquire a part ownership of the concern,

and the promptness with which money is risked in

response will be considerably influenced by the divi-

dends expected to be enjoyed. Assume investment made
and dividends received: well and good. It may be,

however, because of trading losses, or the need for a

constant stream of fresh capital into the concern, that

tliere are no dividends, and, indeed, no prospect of

dividends; then the position is not so enviable. In

the first case shareholders may, or may not, recover.

In the second case they will probably be told that it will

be wiser to accept the directors' decision to divert any

surplus towards extending the operations of the under-

taking ; and so time goes on, until, with shares possibly

standing below par on the Exchange, and having received

no return for a number of years, at least a doubt creeps

into their minds as to whether, after all said and done,

they might not have been better advised to offer their

money under more definite conditions. This, however,

does not always end the tale, as it may be found neces-

sary after a certain point, with all surplus moneys
locked up in extensions, to go into the market for fur-

ther support, and obtain this by means of debentures

having preferential rights.

Turn now to the case of a municipality. A definite

advertisement is made for money, and a definite rate

of interest is offered. The investor, on the one hand,

having all the above facts in mind, and, on the other,

appreciating the reliable security, is content to allow

the use of his money at a lower reward than would

satisfy him under less certain conditions. It is a well-

iinown fact, which can be abundantly proved by expert

opinion and experience, that municipalities are able to

command capital in larger quantities and at a lower

rate of interest than companies. Conqjanies, however,

are in this position : Where they can raise capital by
the issue of shares they are under no obligation to pay
the reward expected, or, what is equivalent, to declare

dividends. This is the great difference, so far as the

reward of capital is concerned, between company and
municipal undertakings, but—and here is the crux of

the question—no company can continuously raise the

large amounts of capita! necessary for developments from

time to time unless it does pay a dividend at a higher

rate than the rate of interest obtainable from munici-

palities.

Dealing now with the maintenance, or protection, of

capital. Fundamentally there is no difference whatever

between a company and a municipality. In both cases,

if the capital invested is to be preserved, the cost of

the energy sold must include such a margin as will,

within the economic life of the plant, equal the original

amount expended upon it, less residual value. Com-
panies are not obliged to make this provision, while

municipalities are bound systematically to create the

necessary reserve. This is the very essence of the

matter. Companies may, and sometimes do, act on

prudent financial lines, but municipalities are legally

compelled to do so. In the one case the security may
be preserved ; in the other case it has to he preserved.

The straightforward procedure adopted by municipali-

ties creates a strength impossible to obtain in any other

way.

Capital invested in electricity supply undertakings

in this country has often been poorly rewarded in the

past, and as experience largely affects investors it is

useless in the long run to expect to be able to obtain

money unless past anticipations have been, realised.

Provided definite t€rms and .security are offered, and
fulfilled, money can be obtained, and there is no case

on record where a municipality has failed to meet its

obligations by way of interest or repayments. Diffi-

culties encountered in offering sufficiently attractive

and secure terms have been practically confined to com-

pany undertakings.

Electricity supply concerns are inherently handi-

capped in their capital operations, because of a very

low turnover, this being generally only around 20 per

cent, per annum of the total capital expenditure, and
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often less than that. The margin of safety is so very

fine that unless the strictest precautions are taken the

investment must be unattractive, and in any case very

small hope can be held out of a return such as is possible

in industries more fortunately placed. Thus one is

driven to the conclusion that, with an investing public

aware of the facts, and demandincr a return sufficiently

hjijh to compensate for the uncertainty prevailing, the

whole capital requirements of public electricity supply
can be better met under conditions similar to those ob-

taining in municipal circles than in any other way.
Supply developments in America have undoubtedly

been very much more intense than in this country, but
even there the same difficulties have confronted company
undertakers, and attempts to overcome these have been
made by invitinir consumers to subscribe capital in some-
thing like proportion to their demands for supply. A
measure of success has attended such schemes, but it is

with surprise one learns that similar steps have been
necessary in the case of a British company. The general
effect on electrical investments will be adverse, for

raising money is this way will be interpreted as a con-
fession of weakness to command support in the money
market. If money cannot he raised publicly, the
obvious reason is that the securitv offered is not suffi-

ciently sound. The loeical extension of such an admis-
sion is that our important key industry cannot main-
tain itself.

Britisli financial method.s have evolved out of our ex-

tensive commercial experience to such a degree of

soundness that throughout tlie world they are held in

respect, and immediately prior to the unprecedented
upheavals caused bv the late war financial control was
largely centred in England. This result had only been
achieved after long and varied experience, in the course
of which many propositions now put forward in newer
countries as being novel were tried and found unsatis-
factory. It is felt that the defects of the proposition
now upheld in certain quarters as ideal must be appar-
ent to keen business men. Every industry requires to
be careful of its capital, and application of any portion
to help outside concerns which are only able to utilise it

to a less degree must entail a sacrifice. Assume a case
where a company taking supply from a public under-
taking is invited to subscribe £5.000 towards tlie

capital commitments necessary to maintain the service.

This amount will earn a turnover of. say, £1,000. If it

had been retained in the consumer's business it would
probably have earned many times as much, and thus
have been more remuneratively employed. In the one
case the maximum yield to be expected would be about
5 per cent., whereas in the other 10 per cent, or even
more would have been possible; something like 5 per
cent, will have been lost by the consumer. Under these
circumstances he would certainly have Ijeen well advised
t.> take advantage of the facilities offered by municipali-
ties for obtaining abundant and cheap supplies of

capital, and the position is accurately reflected in the
necessity of paying 12 per cent, when money is obtained
in other ways.

tjoad factor improvement is certainly a more profit-

able field in wdiich to work, and tlie most successful
means of dealing with the entire problem is to increase
output per £ of capital expenditure, thus raising the
yieM or turnover and so placing the undertaking in a
position to bear the additional costs necessary to oistain
its new capital. The diversion of activities from the
obtaining of new consumers on existing networks, or a
further use of supply by present consumers, or, what
is very important, from a rearrangement of the load
to reduce the expensive " peaks " that render economical
operation so difficult, to the more limited field of obtain-
ing capital support by consumers cannot ultimately
bring out the best results.

Super-power stations have been the subject of much
adverse criticism, hut the aim nf centralised generation
does not appear always to be thoroughly appreciated.
The common test applied :

" Can enough coal be saved
to warrant the capital expenditure? " does not exhaust

the question, as the outlook of the industry will be

limited unless local generation is supplemented by large

power stations erected on sites capable of meeting all

demands, having regard to the ever-increasing use of

electrical methods, and with the ultimate view of elimin-

ating local generation as and when its economic value

disappears. It would, of course, be absurd immediately

to scrap all existing stations and replace them by cen-

tralised generation for large districts, but a careful

examination of the reorganisation schemes before the

Electricity Commissioners shows that this is not in-

tended. Development of existing sit^s to their economic

limit appears to be contemplated, with a provision for

further development in the only sound way—by the

selection and utilisation of suitable sites from which to

meet the prospective heavy demands of the near future.

Assume a group of undertakers, company and munici-

pal, witli separate power stations, the sites of which are

all nearing economic saturation, and with s;rowine:

loads to meet. Surely the best means of dealing with

tlie situation is for these undertakers to combine and
erect a common large station, contributing towards the

capital cost in proportion to their needs. Generation
efficiency would h^ increased, and capital cost per kilo-

watt reduced, in this way.

It seems rather biased to suggest that municipalities

would not be prepared to enter such schemes because

they might give other undertakers a chance of econo-

mising. The active support recently extended by the

general body of municipal undertakers throughout the <|

country to the Electricity (Supply) Bill now before Par- )

liament, upon which the development of these schemes is

dependent, directly contradicts any such supposition.

With regard to the ratepayers' interests, these may,
without any chance of mistake, be assumed directly to

support the cheaper supply that would be made possible

in this way.

An idea seems to be prevalent that combined schemes

on Joint Electricity Authority lines may be unsuccessful

because investors will not supply capital unless its

expenditure is wholly under the control of men nominated
by them. The facts already outlined in this article

should dispel such notions, which ignore the principal

aims of private investors—to oblain reward and security.

The most effective way of meeting these aims is to operate
on the lines which have proved so eminently successful

in the case of municipalities. - -

fHYDRO-ELECTRIC PROGRESS IN CANADA.

T^R 'Oonn'ninn W:i'<T Power Branch of the Department of the

Interior, Canada, has published a conci.=e review of hydro-
electric development in Canada durinfr lO^l. Tlie difficulfiea

nf adjudging progress during .such a short neriod as a year
are spoken of. but it is !=tated that an additional .300,000 b.p.

of plant was installed. This has taken place in spite of the

continuance of adverse industrial conditions, but the optimistic

note is nresent in a stat.ement of belief that the depression is

gradually being raised. A comparison with the T"nit<>d StateB

shows that Canadian development i^ greater, the 1990

figures being 2S0 h.p. per head in the Dominion and 93 h.p.

in the United State's. Hydro-electric work in Ontario hw
been fully covered in nrevious numbers of this ioumal. hut
other provinces have also gone ahead. In British C-olumbi*
the B.C. Rle-tric Railway Company instvalled. durin? 1921. k
fourth 13.300-h.p. 'set at the Stnve Falls plant. The Wanaimo
Filectri'- I;ight it Power Co. placed a 200-h.p. unit in opera-

tion. Surveys and investigator^' work have been carried OD
upon the Bridge River, where it is estimated that 360.000 h.p.

is available at a distance of 1-30 miles from Vancouver.
In Alberta, surveys fnr a development of between 8.000 aifi

10.000 h.p. at Ijike Minnewanka have proceeded. TEii«

being developed quickly owing to the urgent need for po'

in Calgary.
Progress in Manitoba during the year includes the insi

tion of two units with a total output of 13.800 h.n, at fte

Winnipeg municipal station; another unit of 6.900 h.p. is fc

course of /^rpction, bringinff flip total capacity nf the p'ant flP

to 67.100 h.p. -A new diiplii'af<> fT.Tnstiii.^=ion line to the citv

was nlso completed. Tlie plant at the Du Rnnnet Falls on

the Winnipeg River is under active conpfniftion The initisl

in.'itallation will be two units tot.iUing .56.000 h p . to be ulti-

mately extended to six units with a capacity of 166,000 h.p..
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at a cost of about $10,000,000. The Manitoba Power Commis-
sion (a similar body to the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario has been active during the past year in extending
its transmission system, and has now a considerable network.
The Qilebec authorities have carried out a great deal of

beneficial work, including the creation of storage reservoirs in

several of the principal watersheds, which have proved of

gre.at assistance to the power companies of the province. The
plant actually installed during 19'21 amounted to 90,000 h.p.,

with 42,000 h.p. in process of installation. At Grand Mere
the Laurentian Power Co. put in additional turbine capacity
equalling 42,000 h.p., while a similar step was taken by the
Shawinigan Water & Power Co., at Shawinigan Palls. The
City of Sherbrooke increased the head of the St. Francis River,
and added a 1,700-h.p. set, bringing its plant capacity up to

4,500 h.p. The Corporation d'Energie de Raphael started up
a new installation of 3.600 h.p. on the Riviere du Sud, and the
following industrial concerns also put new plant into commis-
sion :—Messrs. Price Bros. & Co., Ltd. (pulp and paper mills

—

17,600 h.p.); the Dominion Textile Co. (3,000 h.p.. replacing
an old plant): and the Ijotbiniere Ivumber Co. (1,680 h.p., on
the Nicolet Falls). The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and
Power Co. had under way the addition of two new sets of

10,800 h.p. each, making its total installation 1.51,200 h.p.

In New Brunswick, the Electric Power Commis.sion pro-
ceeded with the development of the Musquash River by the
installation of plant to the extent of 11,000 h.p., for the supply
of power to St. John and Moncton ; contracts are being nego-
tiated for the annual supplv of 15,(KX),00<) k'Wh to the former
and 5,000,000 kWh to the latter. The Bathurst Lumber Co.
has had under construction at Grand Falls on the Nepisiguit
River a plant of 13..500 h.p. for the operation of pulp and saw
mills, and the supply of power to the di.strict; 9,(XX) h.p. was
put into working during 1921. The Elecfric Power Commis-
sion has arranged to take a bulk supply from this plant, and
has completed a 33,000-V transmission line, 40 miles long, for

the purpose.
Under the direction of the Nova Scotia Power Commission,

a plant with an ultimate capacity of 15,000 h.p. is being
erected at St. Margaret's Bay, and is now ready to deliver

6,600 h.p. to Halifax when the agreement has been made.
The Yarmouth Light and Power Co. has practically com-

pleted the rebuilding of its 1.50-h.p. .station, which was
destroyed by fire. Detailed investigations have been continued
for a development of .30,000 h.p. at Sheet Harbour to supply
New Glasgow, Stellarton, Trenton, (tc, and for t^o develop-
ments of 7.500 h.p. and 1,200 h.p. at Bear River.
The Dominion Water Power Branch, after careful study of

the water-power laws and regulations in all parts of the world.
has framed a new set of regulations for the water-powers of

Western Canada, and this was published during 1921.

Prominent in the investigatory work earned out during the
year was the survey of the St. Lawrence River by Messrs.
Wooten & Bowden for the International Joint Commission.
Three complete alternative schemes for the utilisation of the
full power of the St. Lawrence were submitted. There are
now 570 stream me.isurement stations regularly maintained on
the principal streams from cr.ast to coast, in addition to tho.se

maintained by the province of Quebec.
On the Slave and Hay Rivers, special investigations have

been carried out, as a result of which a development of 3fK>,000

h.p. on the Slave River has been outlined, and another of

30.000 h.p. has been found possible on the Hay River.

It is estimated that, but for Canada's water-power, she
would have to import coal at a cost of $146, .500,000 per annum.
The capital invested in hydro-electric undertakings is about
$.534,000,000.

A lathr report of the Water Power Branch gives the most
up-to-date statistics of available and developed water-power
resources throughout the whole of the Dominion. The basis

and methods of computing potential resources are most con-

servative; only those rapids, falls, &c., are listed whose
aetual existent drop or the head possible of concentration, is

definitely known or well-established. The power estimates
are based on the 24-hour power at 80 per cent, efficiency, and
are calculated for "ordinary minimum flow" and "estimated
flow for maximum development." The recorded power avail-

able throughout the Dominion under conditions of ordinary
minimum flow is 18,2,55,000 h.p. The estimated flow for

maximum development gives a figure of .32,076,000 h.p., to

be dejiendcd upon for at least six months of the year. The
water wheels and turbines installed only utilise 2.763,000 h.p.

As it is estimated that a turbine in.stalIation of 41,700,000

could be accommodated by the existing power, it will be
seen that only 6.6 per cent, of the recorded resources is being
used. The 2,763,000 h.p. at present in use is distributed as

follows : Central electric stations for general purposes, such
aa the operation of tramways, for supplying mines, electro-

chemical and electro-metallurgical industries, the operation of

pulp and paper mills, and for general industrial and domestic
use, 2,013.000 h.p.; installed in pulp and paper mills, ana
used in addition to 161,000 h.p. from central stations. 476,000
h.p. ; installed in other industrial establishments, 274,000 h.p.

The si/e of the generating sets employed ranges from Iff to
60,000 h.p. ; the average is 3,077 h.p. It is of interest to note
that as regards central stations, privately-owned stations

'develop 1,449.000 h.p., as compared with 564,000 h.p, pro-

duced by publicly-owned stations.

PROTECTIVE'^APPARATUS FOR TURBO-
QENERATORS.

DiscDssiON AT Manchester.
Mr. J. A. KuvsER read his paper on the above subject (an

abstract of which appeared in our issue of May 12th) before
the North-Western Centre of the Institution of Ei.ectricai,
Enqixeers on .\pril 4th, and during the discussion that fol-

lowed,
Mr. (j. A. CheetUAxM said that the Merz-Price system un-

doubtedly had some disadvantages, but it had proved its
efficacy in service. The figure of 100 per cent, full-load
current for the setting of the relays undoubtedly referred to
.•^ome very antediluvian equipment. It is possible now to
give 15 per cent, of full-load quite easily without any danger
of the gear tripping under overload conditions. The trouble
when 100 [ler cent, .settings had to be given on relays was
due to the fact that designers had not recognised that current
transformers could not be readily balanced when the trans-
formers were working on a very low portion of the magneti-
sation curve, and the remedy was provided by increasing the
impedance of the relay circuits, so that the transformers
worked higher up the magnetisation curve. When the full-

load current of a machine was low it was possible to obtain
Merz-Price gear which would give better protection than self-

balancing gear. Under noniial conditions self-balancing gave
a lower fault section than the Merz-Price gear, but within
the last year or so there had been introduced an improved
scheme in connection with Merz-Price apparatus, which con-
sisted of two relays connected on the phase relays, giving a
higher setting, which was susceptible to faults between phases
and one other relay of low setting which was susceptible to
earth faults only. It enabled designers to give Merz-Price gear
protection at 7J per cent, instead of 15 with an earthing re-

sistance which passed full-load current with a dead earth on one
phase. Again, with regard to self-balancing gear, when there
was a joint in the iron circuit of the protective transformer
very great care had to be taken with regard to the position of
the leads. The joint, of course, was a convenience, as it en-
abled the transfonner to be built round the cable, but it was
a disadvantage and on the whole it was better to avoid the
joint.

One of the principal disadvantages of self-balancing gear
was that the connections had to be brought up by cable to
the switch gear cubicle if protection of the whole of the cable
was to be obtained. That certainly was expensive, and it

was usual in such ca.ses to use a shunt cable, or some other
arrangement of that type, and put the balancing transformers
at the machine terminals, and not in the switchgear cubicle.

It was quite true that additional protection was given by the
new mid-point protective gear (protection between turns),

but two disadvantages of that scheme were the utilisation of

potential transformers and that the generator terminals were
not protected.

Mr. H. C. r.AMB thought the papei- illustrated the difference

between the point of view of the designer and that of the
power engineer. The designer was pre-occupied with making
his design as perfect as possible and. when that was done,
with introducing automatic devices which would prevent the
complete destruction of the machine in case a fault did

occur; but the power engineer had a third consideration,

which was equally important; he must, under all circum-

stances, .so far as possible, maintain the continuity of the

supply. To avoid any interruption through the operation of

some automatic gear for no proper cause the engineer fought
shy of many automatic devices. That was why he liked two
links in connection with the automatic cutting out of the

generator field—not because he imagined that any harm
would come to the generator if the field were cut off. He
was reluctant, for the same reason, to make dampers on the

generators automatic; there were advantages in having them
operated by hand, provided that easy means were there for

tripping them in case of need. No power engineer would
contemplate an automatic steam connection to his generators;

that might be a very good thing, but very adequate precau-

tions would be necessary to ensure that it did not cause the

breakdown of the generator.

In his list of causes of damage to h.p. windings Mr. Kuy.ser

had omitted one. i.e., mechanical faults on rotors. He agreed

as to the adviintages of the closed-air system, but there was
a difficulty in stations which were not situated on a river

side, because in summer the temperature of the cooling-tower

system was too high for generator air cooling. The pre.ssure

of the water inside the cooler should be below atmosphere,

because if that were not the case some day or other a leak

was sure to occur, and would be itself the cause of break-

down.
Mr. Kuyser's new system of mid-point protection no doubt

had something to recommend it, but it came too late in the

day. In these days there should not be any faults between
turns. One objection to the system was the u.se of potential

transformers. A breakdown of the winding or the blowing of

one of the protective fuses of tlie transformer would cause

the relay to operate and cut the generator out. No power
engineer would contemplate installing the svstem where two
generators would be cut out in case of a fault on one of them
only. Mr. Kuyser finished up by saying :

" It is Questionable
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whether the complete protective system outliried above is

necessary, as a fire can usually be prevented if the main field

is ' killed ' instantaneously." That was what they should
all aim at.

Mr. G. A. Jdhlin pointed out that Mr. Lamb's third point
<rf importance to the power engineer was equally important
to the designer. He might not always succeed in produc-
ing a machine which would give no trouble and, therefore,

no interruption of the supply, but failure was not due to lack
of endeavour. As regarded insulation, one of the big troubles
had been dampness. A machine, which had been standing
for the Christmas holidays, when started up broke down at

approximately half voltage. The fault undoubtedly was bad
sweating, and it could only be ascribed to the fact that the
discharge from the machine was taken outside the station.

So, while one might deprecate the use of dampers there was
no doubt that they had their proper place in the complete
system of protective machines; a number of operating engi-

neers had adopted the automatic damper so as to protect the
machine against fire. One source of trouble which wa.<i

prevalent was the use of Empire tape which was of a very
poor mechanical nature. Since the adoption of mica tape on
the end windings trouble^ of that kind had ceased altogether.
String for bracing the end connections was not of the
slightest use. Mid-point protectJon had probably come n
little too late, but there was a considerable number of small
machines being installed for private installations and, in

addition to that, the scheme was applicable to transformers
which needed protection between turns. The only satisfac-

tory means of obtaining quick protection of the field was by
connecting the field with the generator itself.

Mr. H. A. R^TCMi'T said that in the mid-point protective
gear described in the paper the potential transformer seemed
to be the great weakness of the system, and would be quite
sufficient to condemn it so far as he was concerned. Another
method of protection in the case of a machine having dupli-
cate windings was somewhat like the arrangement shown
in the author's fig. 7, except that instead of two mid-point
tappings and a coil bridged across them, the two ends of the
windings were taken out in opposite directions through a

ring transformer and given exactly similar balance to the
Merz-Hunter .sy.=tem for cables. The function of most of
these protective devices was to save time when it was a matter
of burning out, and so eliminate the time lag inseparable
from the human element. In other words, the gear must be
more reliable than the human element, and more reliable
than the plant which it had to protect. Protective systems
might be overdone, and might reach a point where the
continuity of the supply was imperilled.

The Ch.\irm.^n (Aid. W. 'Walker) read a communication
from Mr. D. S. Paxton, who endorsed Mr. Kuy.ser's views re-
garding the shortcomings of both dry and wet air filters.

Machines fitted with wet air filters invariably showed a
lower insulation resistance than the other generators. Dry
filters of the cloth-pocket tj'pe, on the other hand, were cum-
bersome and required frequent attention. A recent introduc-
tion to this country was an intermediate type of air filter,

which consisted of a series of compact cells carried in an
angle-iron framework which could be built into the generator
foundation, or the outer wall of the building, each cell con-
taining a large number of small thin copper-plated ste«l tubes
or nipples, on the surface of which was a thin film of very
high flash-point, highly viscous oil. which formed the cleaning
medium, and extracted dirt, dust, and excessive moisture
from the air; it was claimed that drastic tests had clearly
demonstrated that oil would not be carried over on to the
alt.ernator windings. A closed-air system undoubtedly offered
advantages where the neces.<;ary large volume of cooling water
was available. It could not be altogether accepted, however,
that the only dirt that could be deposited in the machine was
that contained in the original volume of air in the circulating
system. The system would not be hermetically sealed, and
there was bound to be a certain amount of " breathing

"

action, in the course of which some additional dirt would
doubtless find its way into the ducts. Provision for thii
breathing action should be made at some definite point in
the air circulating s>'stem. preferably in the sides of the
straightest and longest section of the air duct, and shouW
take the form of one or two cells containing the oil film
filtering medium. The cells, being plated with their faces
parallel to the direction of air flow, would not cause any in-
flux of air under normal circumstances, but would permit the
air volume balance to be maintained during expansion and
contraction through a regulated path which would clean the
make-up air. instead of permitting it to find its way in
through devious paths, carrying dirt with it. Where in.suffici-

ent cooling water was available to permit the use of the closed-
air .'system, the oil-film filter in conjunction with a system
of air dampers, as recommended bv the author, should give
equal .security against fire risks. In fact, the oil-film filter

might be regarded as preferable even to the clo.sed-air system.
as with the latter there was some possibility of water leakage
from the cooling coils causing moLsture to be deposited on
the alternator windings.
Mr. S. Frrouson explained that the paper did not pay any

attention to faults which might attack a generator from the
outside. A fair proportion of breakdowns occurred through
lurges oij the cable system (which were harmless as such)

but on entering the windings of the generator, due to the

change in impedance causing a high voltage rise, they broke
down the end turns. External reactance would take the bump
instead of the machine in such cases. A simple form of pro-

tection which had not been mentioned by the author was the

Ferranti-Field system, which had several advantages. There
had been a tendency for machine builders to call for neutral

earthing resistance to very heavy currents to oppose the

normal current of the machine. Had it been fully appreciated

what the shock was to the system? A, neutral resistan-.e

with negative temperature coefficient, which passed a limited

current at starting and gradually increased, due, to the beat

developed, was an advantage. There was great, need lor

simplicity in protective gear; often some link in the protec-

tive gear failed to operate at the correct time. Personally,

he was very desirous of eliminating all relays and operating

directly with the fault current on to a trip coil on the oil

switch, having a mechanical arrangement to effect the pov.er

reduction. The author's new scheme of protective gear

seemed rather too complicated to be of value, especially as

it was difficult to conceive a fault between turns which did

not go to earth.

Mr. J. Frith remarked that hardly a speaker had refrained

from running down potential transformers, and he coupled with

them what was only one stage better, current transformers.

Why should they have nine-tenths of their troubles with

those apnliances? Had the author thought of eliminating the

oxygen from the circulating air? Nitrogen and CO. were
cheap enough. Why not keep a stock? It would effectually

prevent a fire being started in the alternator, and would
overcome some of the troubles that had been mentioned.
Mr. R. TowNEND thought that if the machine was of ver^'

small capacity a series winding on the exciter was really'

necessary.

Mr. E. P. Hill mentioned that he "knew of trouble in an

enclosed set for which the air was drawn from outside the

power house, and during the cold weather it became very

cold after leaving the wet filter. That caused the outside of
"

the end belts of the turbo-alternator to drip with moisture. /

which was drawn along with the air into the ducts thrnuch
*

various small openings in the joints. It was safer, therefore,

to draw in the air from the engine-room until the whole
machine reached a temperature high enough to prevent con-

densation.
Mr. .T. H. Bdohanan thought it his duty to say something

on beha'f of the makers of potential and current transformers.
The maker had a certain difBculty in supplying the appara-
tus which he thought best ; in the majority of cases much.
more importance was attached to nn increase in the cost than
to anything else. It was impossible for a manufacturer to

supply the large variety of transformers that would meet
every specification. The result was that he was in a way dis-

couraged from spending money in developing designs which
would appeal to comparatively few people. It was worth
rememhering that the best results could not always be obtained
when the transformer was used both for protective gear and
for working instruments: the best results were always ob-

tained by keeping protective gear and instruments quite
senarate.

Mr. J. A. KuvSRR, in reply to points raised during the dis-

cussion, said be had not made any extravagant claims for

tho mid-point protective gear; it was put forward tentatively.

Whether it was necessary to protect between turns was a
debatable question. It was certainly a good point to have
the pressure in the cooler below atmosphere, though a small
amount of leakage would, perhaps, not be disastrous if dis-

covered in time. Another point in connection with the air

cooler was that the system must be made air-tight.- It had
been said that mid-point protective gear came too late be-
cause there were now no faults between turns, but such-

faults did occur. Tiie dampin'' effect was rather an import-,
ant point. It would be desirab'e to have a laminated rotor
"ith infinite resistance in the dnmoing circuit, and to have
discharge resistance which would give the maximum voltnge
which it was considered the winding would stand. Tliat

would give the maximum spee,<1 one could obtain, hut unfor-
tunately that was not possible at the pre.sent time.

Gyroscope for Liners.

—

A test of a huge gyro-stabiliser

j

designed to prevent the rolling of ships, was witnessed at th«(

Philadelnhia works of the Westinchouse Electric & Manufac
tnring Co. recently bv representatives of .shipping companies
The test was declared to have been a pronounced success. It
was said thnt by using the device passengers would be en-
abled to walk on the decks, regardless of rough weather. Thes*
stabiliser, which weighs 120 tons, is to be installed i

Shipping Board steamer Hairheye State, plying betwe
Baltimore and Honolulu. It is said to be the largest evei

constructed and the first one to be placed in a large passeng^
vessel. The gv'ro-stabiliser attained during the test an ove
.speed of 10 per cent., or 880 revolutions a minute. The action
is controlled by small gvToscones along the sides of the vessel.

These register the direction of the roll and automatically start

the big stabiliser wheel revolving in the direction necessary
to counteract the motion of the ship.—Renter's Trade Serviot
(Philadelphia, U.S.A.),
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THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT CONGRESS, LONDON.

While the numerous forms of transport received a great deal

of attention at the Congress recently held by the Institute'

of transport, the scope of the proceedmgs was enlarged to

bring in a number of other matters which had a bearmg, in

one way or another, upon the mam question, for mstauce,

on the fii-st day (Alay i7th) Capt. M. Riall Sankey. O.B.,

(J.B.ii., lectured on " Wireless as au Aid to Xrarisport," anu

dealt with his subject in a very broad manner, ile reviewed

the many uses to which " wueless " is put for marine pur-

poses, such as communication, direction-hnding, A;c. in ihis

connection he displayed a slide showing one ol the communi-
cation charts issued by the Marconi (Jo. each month, on which
the sailings of various large transatlantic boats were indi-

cated. By what was perhaps merely coincidence the cliart

shown was dated " -'Ipril, liJi^i," and the tirst and only voyage

of the Titanic was marked upon it. By means of other lan-

tern shdes, Capt. bankey gave his audience a good under-

standing of the nature of the wireless equipment carried by

ocean-going vessels. The usefulness of direction-finding was
iUustrated by the case of the Norwegian steamer Untaneda,
which was recently driven out of its course and disabled

by a gale. The captain endeavoul-ed by means of " wireless
"

to give his duection, found by dead reckoning. His message
was picked up by the British steamer Fanad Head, which dis-

covered, by means of its Marconi direction fiflder, that the

Ontaneda s true position was 90 miles from that calcdlated

by the captain. In the meantime several vessels went ic the
indicated position and could find no trace of the Ontaneda.
The speaker made mention of the recently-invented wireless
" beam," for warning ships of approaching danger in fogs

or rough weather. Reference to work in this direction was
made by Mr. G. S. Franklin in the paper on " Short-wave
Directional Wireless Telegraphy," recently read before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers. The use of " wireless

"

in aircraft communications was then touched upon, and it

was shown that direction-giving was a most essential require-
ment in cross-Channel flights, w'here fogs were of such fre-

quent occurrence. The application of wireless telegraphy and
telephony to road transport was a question of a widely diHerent
nature. Capt. Sankey thought that when organised traftic

systems, ow'ned by responsible authorities came into being,
the method might be employed to give instructions to

drivers from a central position. Telephony would, in this

case, be preferable to telegraphy, as it would not be neces-
sary for drivers to learn the Mor-se code. Both transmission
and reception were used at present in the transport sec-

tion of the .'Vrmy ; the transmitter was capable of being
used for both telegraphy and telephony. The Marconi .50(1-

W equipment for this purpose W'as a good example of its

kind. With 30-ft. aerial masts, the guaranteed range for
telephony was 70 miles, and for telegraphy '200 miles. There
appeared, however, to be little scope for wireless in laind

transport as compared with its use at .sea and in the air,

and probably the Postmaster-General would show re-

sentment at its extended u.'ie for land transport purposes.
In conclusion. Capt. Sankey briefly mentioned American
experiments in the use of wireless on trains, of which little

definite information was available. In the short discussion
which ensued, Mr. Roger Smith disclosed some details of
experiments made on the Great Western Railway in 1919,
by the military authorities. A transmitting set was fixed
at Woolw'ich and a TiO-W c.w. receiving set was installed
in one coach of a train running from Paddington to Bristol.
Using a wave-length of 1,1-50 m., good telegraphic signals
were received over the whole of the journey. The receiving
aerial w-as on a '2 ft. 6 in. square frame. Some trouble w-as
experienced from R.A.F. signals which employed approxi-
mately the same wave length, and atmospherics also made
their presence felt. In tunnels and cuttings and over bridges
there were slight interruptions. Subsequently, similar ex-
periments were made on the Paddington-Fishguard route,
a length of 260 miles, and good results were obtained. Mr.
Smith emphasised the fact that the substitution of wire-
le.ss for line signalling was out of the qne-stion; its only use
would be for commercial purposes nr amusement. Mr. Nash
warned the audience that the wave-length.s remaining avail-
able were rapidly diminishing, and said that if the use of
wireless for land transport was contemplated efforts should
be made to reserve wave-lengths. This speaker also sug-
gested the use of " wired wireless," but Capt. Sankev said
that this was out.side the scope of the paper—not "

being
wireless " in the correct sense of the word. Col. Cortez-

I^igh added to Mr. Smith's information s-me particulars
of experiments in wireless telephonv made by the Marconi
Co. on the L. * N.W. Railway in 1920.

'

In this case
a transmitting set employing 50-ft. aerial masts was mounted
on the top of Euston station and a similar installation was
erected at Crewe. 1.58 miles awav. At times speech wa.s
perfect, and Col. Cortez-T;eigh thought that the system would
be of u.se in the event of the interruption by storms of
ordinary means of communication. It would certainly not
supplant the present system of signalling.

On the same morning more definite proposals were put

forwaru oy uol. c-. ±1. jaressey, U.B.Ji., lor tUe improvement
ol hignway design to meet the altering circumstances brougni

about by the ever-growing number of mechanically-propened

vehicles used for transportation purposes. ihe norse is

rapidly disappearmg from our roads, and it is certain that

the roads wdich were good enough for horses will never be

able to " stand up " to modern means of transport. Col.

Bressey gave some particulars of the great amount of woiii

being carried out upon roads all over the country, making
special reference to those in the London area. The speaker
expressed sympathy with those local authorities who had
to bear the increased maintenance costs engendered by grow-
ing traftic which did not benefit them, but did not mention
t'li' burden carried by tramway authorities, which pa\ lor

the repair of damage done by other people. Lord Montague
of Beaulieu said that the construction of suitable roads was
a matter of finance. Given the necessary, funds they had
the engineers to carry out the work. The money should
certamly be granted, for the prosperity of the nation largely

depended upon its roads.

Sir Cyril Klrkpatrick read a paper on " Recent Improve-
ments in Transport Facilities in the Port of London," in

which he drew attention to the numerous ways in which the
handling of goods at the port had been fac^ilitated. The mag-
nitude of the Authority's work is not generally realised. The
speaker showed that there was usually in store 20,000 tons
of meat, 84,000 tons of wool, 36,5(X) tons of tobacco, 300,000
tons of timber, 15,000 tons of tea, as well as huge quantities
of other goods. The various docks and wharves were dealt
with, and mention was made of the George V Dock, with
its excellent electric lighting, the electrically-operated bas-

cule bridge, bearing a public road over a lock, and its elec-

tric cranes. The speaker described the electrical pumping
plant for maintaining the water level between the George V,
Royal Albert, and Victoria Docks, comprising 245 acres of
water area. There were three 70-in. diameter centrifugal
pumps, driven by 6,(X)0-V a.c. motors. These pumped about
16i million gallons per hour for the three hours preceding
and the three hours following high-water. An interesting
feature of the plant was a long-distance electrical tide
gauge, by which a combined diagram was drawn of the level

of the water in the docks and the river simultaneouslv. The
dry dock at the George V Dock, 7-50 ft. long, 100 ft. wide,
and 35 ft. deep, could be emptied by its electrically-diriven

centrifugal pumps in three hours. As a rule the cranes used
in the Port were 3-ton electric cranes, with a radius of 60 ft.,

and equipped with luffing arms. To overcome the difficulty

of obtaining an increased outreach without swinging the
load through a larger radius, two "T"-headed cranes had
been built experimentally at the George V Dock. These
cranes travelled just as the others, but the "T"-head re-

volved in a complete circle, and on the top was a 3-ton
travelling crane of small radius. It was anticipated that a
great deal of time would be saved by this means. Electric
trucks were in extensive use throughout the docks.

On May 18th Mr. Neville Ch.^.mberlain, M.P., read a paper
on "Inland Water Transport: A Practical Pohcy," in

which he advocated central management and control;
properly-equipped terminal facilities, with ample storage
space ; and regular services. He suggested the grouping of
the navigable rivers and canals into seven sections, each
controlled by a trust.

Sir John Thornvcroft, in a paper on "The Future De-
sign of Road Vehicles for Passenger and Goods Services,"
said that he did not consider that the railless trolley
vehicle would ever be extensively used for the carriage of

goods, but it would probably have considerable scope for

passenger work. The only satisfactory substitute for gear-
box transmission was the petrol-electric system.
A paper by Prof. J. Carlier, of Liege University, upon

" Foreign Railway Practice." was read on May 19th. Aa the
chairman (Sir I. Thomas Williams) said, the title was a
little vague, because the paper was virtually a review of
attempts to find a more efficient haulage than that provided
by the modern steam locomotive. The paper opened with a
comparison of costs of operation and the capital charges as
between steam and electric working. The statements made
agreed very closely with those put forward by Sir Vincent L.
Raven in his recent paper on main-line railway electrification,

putting the coal .saving by electrification at from 50 to 66
per cent, under the ordinary conditions obtaining in Europe.
The Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway was given a
great deal of attention, but Mr. Roger T. Smith, in the sub-
sequent discussion, said that this was hardly typical, as not
only was hydro-electric energy employed, but the conditions
were vastly different to European conditions. The author
thought that only those countries wdth abundant water-
power could carry out immediate electrification. Others not
so situated would be advised to wait until it was seen if the
present steam system could be improved. Although electri-

fication was eminently satisfactory as regarded efl'iciency and
economy in working, it involved heavy capital charges. In
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this connection, howevei', Mr. Roger Smith BQggested

following the present-day policy of British railways in re-

placing locomotives out of revenue. It was admitted, he

said, that an electric locomotive could do the work of two

steam locomotives, and it should be possible to purchase one

electric engine for each pair of steam engmes relegated to

the scrap-heap; money would actually be saved in this way
to pay in part for the electrification of the permanent way.

The paper went on to say that there might be expected a

keen competition in the future between electric traction and

other forms of traction, including the application of the

Diesel engine to locomotives, in which direction majny ex-

periments had been made. Then there were possibilities in

steam-electric or petrol-electric systems; previous develop-

ments of this nature were dealt with in the paper, starting

from the " Heilmann " system, tried in Prance in 1898. This

was found to be uneconomical owing to the use of a non-

condensing engine. An improved form of the " Heilmann
"

locomotive, the " Reid-Eamsay," was tried in England in

1908. but the same deficiency barred its adoption. The
Eamsay Condensing Locomotive Co. had recently put under

test a turbo-electric locomotive, which seemed full of promise.

This appeared to effect a fuel economy of 50 per cent, as com-

pared with the ordinary steam locomotive. The ordinary

turbine-driven locomotive involved the problem of satisfac-

tory speed control, but the system was certainly simpler than

the"
" generating station on wheels " system, which badly

impressed the locomotive engineer owing to its complication.

The author expressed the opinion that the substitution f an

iuternal-combu.stion engine for the steam turbine would give

more satisfactory results, and instanced examples of ihh
type of locomotive, such as the "Diesel-Sulzer," the

"Strang," the "Pieper," and others. He suggested that if

such a system were employed it would be advisable to use a

third rail, by means of which the surplus energy of one loco-

motive might be used upon another. An alternative to this

was the employment of accumulator batteries on the en-

gines. In conclu.sion. the opinion was put forward that

electrification would be seriously handicapped by the

improvement of independent forms of traction indicated.

The Chairman said that he thought that, except in the

mo.st exceptional circumstances, electric traction was not a

paving "proposition." An .American railway statistician

had told him that the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rail-

way was one of the mo.st expensive in the United States

owing to its heavy capital charges. He had been impressed

by experiments in petrol-electric traction, which he had seen

in Hungary.
Following this paper, Col. J. W. Pkingle, C.B., read a

paper on " ' Safety ' in Railway Operation," in which he
analysed the statistics of railway accidents. He found that

about '20 per cent, of serious accidents were due to defects

in equipment, while 80 per cent, were attributable to the

failure of the " human element." About '25 per cent, of the

human errors were on the part of signalmen; the only effec-

tive remedy against these was track-circuiting, which had
the advantages that, for normal working, there was no
occasion to provide sigijalmen with a means of release for

the electrical control (as in the ca.se of token working) ; and
that the presence of any vehicles left behind in the protected

area, owing to trains being divided or being forgotten in

shunting operations, was continuously detected. Automatic
train control would have obviated at least 33 per cent, of

the 200 serious accidents analysed by the author; the advant-

ages in the direction of safety obtained by means of this,

continuous track-circuiting, and automatic signalling were
evidenced by the experience obtained on the London "Under-
ground" system. There had been cases, however, to prove

that there was still room for improvement upon the best-

equipped lines.

Mr. Sei.way said that he did not think automatic train

control would be received with favour generally owing to its

cost and offsetting disadvantages. An endeavour should be

made to improve the human element by proper training and
supervision.

Mr. J. P. Thomas, of the " Underground " railways, said

that a number of the accidents classed as " reasonably pre-

ventable " were due to faulty material, aijd there was a need
for better testing arrangements. He said that detonator fog

signals had been .supplanted on the " Underground " by
powerful electric lamps in connection with the track circuit

system. By means of automatic signalling it was possible to

cut off the power in a section from 1.5 to 20 seconds, and
this was being reduced to 10 seconds.

In the evening, at the Royal Society of .A.rts, Mr. F. V.

Rn.ssFXL, C.B.E.. lectured on " The operation of heavy
suburljan passenger services on a steam railway, with par-

ticular reference to density of service, terminal and other
facilities."

Saturday. May 20th. was devoted to visits, which included

an inspection of the L. & N.W. Railway power station at

Stonebridge Park.

i

i

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Beiiiltrs are inrited to submit particulars of iiew or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if comdered of sufficient interest.

A Versatile Machine Tool.

A New York firm, the TRirLEx Machine Tool Corporation,

has designed a bench-type machine tool which can be used for

a number of purposes. This consists of a heavy slotted bed-

plate, upon which is mounted a standard or column. On the

latter a swinging carriage, capable of vertical adjustment, is

fitted. The vertical movement of this carriage is made by

means of a substantial screw. Upon the top of the standard

is a quadrant, marked off in half-degrees, upon which is

mounted the headstock. The spindle is driven through gears

by a motor mounted upon the machine ; this permits the

head to be fixed at any angle upon the quadrant. There are

Fig. 1.—In use Fig. 2.—End Fig. 3.—Adapted
AS A Drill. Milling. for Tdrning.

The " Triplex " Machine Tool.

six spindle speeds, ranging from 90 to 1,150 r.p.m. Fig. 1

shows the machine adapted for drilling. In fig. 2 end-rnilling

is being done, the work being fixed on a shde-rest running in

the slots in the carriage. Fig. 3 shows the " Triplex " machine

in use as a lathe; in this case a special tail-stock is employed.

Screw-cutting can also be carried out by the machine. The

work is held in a chuck or spring collett, and while the spindle

is revolving a handle holding a nut segment is placed in con-

tact with a master screw, so that the spindle is caused to feed

forward, while the cutting tool remains stationary. At the

end of the thread cut the nut segment is autoniatieally thrown
out. Internal threading can be performed in the same way.

We are indebted to the Scientific American for the illustra-

tions and particulars of this machine.

The " Partridge " Pressure Detector.

The tafety of power station operators is a prime considera-

tion in the work of electricity supply, and many methods and
means are in use to ensure the immunity of employes from
shock. The device described below is not actually a new one,

as the London Electric Supply Corporation. Ltd., has employed

it for the past 12 years, but we do not think it is very well

known outside the Corporation's system. This pressure de-

tector, which was devised by Mr. G. W. Partridge

to give both visible and audible evidence of danger, consists of

an air condenser with suitable holding arrangements and a

.sparking point. The condenser is formed by a copper cylin-

der mounted upon a steel rod; one end of the latter forms the

sparking point, while the other is attached to an ebonite rod

recessed into the handle. Surrounding the cylinder is a

cylindrical case of thick micanite, the top and bottom of this

l)eing formed by wood bushes. The type described is

suitable for detecting pressures up to 11,000 V. Above this

pressure, up to 60.000 V. a special double insulating shield is

fitted between the micanite cylinder and the handle ; for the

higher pressures additional safety is en.sui'ed by using a long

bamboo wand in place of the handle.
When it is desired to ascertain if cuiTent-carrying parts are

" alive." the steel point of the detector is placed on a bare part

of the circuit, and. if the circuit is subject to an electrical

pressm-e. a static spark will be drawn when the point is re-

moved. Where gear is totally enclased, a small aperture can

be cut in the insulation of one of the connecting cables for

testing purposes:

The efficiency of the device was recently demonstrated to

us at the works of the Westminster Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Victoria Road, Willesdeu Junction, X.W.IO. this company
having taken up the manufacture and sale of the detector. It
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was shown that sufficient audible and visible indication of a

pressure as low as 2,000 V could be obtained ; it will be under-

stood, of course, that the detector is only for use on high and

extra-high pressure systems.^ The apparatus has been tested

up to 70,000 V. A noisy discharge can be obtained acl'oss a

gap of 3/16 in. nith '2,000 V. and up to li in. with 7,000 V.

Special regulations for its use have already been drawn up by

=-^i^^^^

Fig. 4.—The " P.\rtril)GE " Pressure Detector.

the London E. S. Corporation, and these are to be issued with

each detector sold.

It will be seen that owing to its simple and strong con-

struction and ab.sence of moving parts, the detector cannot

get out of order.

The illustration (fig. 4) shows the e.h.p. detector with
bamboo rod and two views of the high-pressure type with and
without a protector over the steel point.

The Langmuir Condensation Pump.

An early form of the Langmuir condensation pump was
described in our issue of January l'2th, 1917, but an im-
proved form is now being manufactured at Eugby by the
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., which is the owner of

the English patent rights. The Langmuir pump has been
designed to produce very high vacua, and is of special

value m connection with the manufacture of electric lamps
and for research work. By its aid pressures lower than 10.5

bars have been produced and measured, and a speed of

3,000/4.000 c.c. per second is obtained under normal working
conditions. The action of the pump briefly is as follows

:

The mercury M in the base of the pump is heated by a gas
burner g, and the vapour which is given off impinges on the
baffle-plate at the top of the heating chamber. This baffle-

Pio. 5.

—

The Langmuir Condens.wion Pcmp.

plate deflects the mercury vapour downwards and outwards
into the water-cooled condensation chamber c, where it mixes
with .the gas to be removed. This gas is thus carried down-
wards by the mercury vapour until the vapour condenses,
when the condensed mercury flows down the walls of the
chamber and returns to the base of the heating chamber,
while the gas is carried to the atmosphere by means of an
auxiliary pump. The proper amount of mercury for each
pump is 626 grammes, and is introduced by pouring it

through the vacuum port at the top of the pump (.see fig. 5).
The rate of water flow through the condenser should be about
1,000 c.c. per minute. In some cases the presence of mer-
cury vapour in the vessel being exhausted may be detri-

mental, and this may be avoided by putting a trap (cooled
by solid carbon dioxide or Liquid air) between tne pump
aud the vessel.

The auxiliary pump is connected to the small vacuum port
in the side of the condensation pump, and should be capable
of producing a vacuum of 0.1 mm. oi mercury. The presence
of a very httle oil or dirt in the inner chamber will make
the pump ineffective.

THE iJUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS.

Annual Dinner.
On May ISth the thir-ty-eighth annual dinner of this Institu-
tion was Ueld at the JVlonico ±iestaurant. ihe i^KtsiUENT
(iVir. U. H. WoRDiNGHAM, C.B.Ji.) occupied lUe clian anU
he was supported by a distinguished company, wUicu m-
cluded Dr. VV. H. iiccles, Prol. t.. G. CoKer, ±^rul. H j
bpooner. Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, .\lr. B. Uuentte jir V\ ia'
^^olltlmgton, Mr. Tweivetrees. and others.
After an excellent menu, and the toast of "The King "

Dr. Hele-Shaw (president of the insutution of luecbanickl
Engineers) rose to propose the toast ot ihe Institution
the speaker expressed bis pride m having been an honorary
niember ot the Institution lur thirty years, and said that the
chiet characteristic of the society was the enthusiastic waym which it was supported by its members, ne made special
reterence to the suurt papers presented to the Institution
whicii were exceUent, and so much harder to write than
long ones. Although many 'Juniors" had risen to positious
01 great importance, they always retained their pride iq the
institution, the Journal was an excellent production, which
interested him more than any similar puolicatiou-he uad
to read the journal of his own Institution. He congratulated
the members upon their Chairman (Mr E C West)- hisknowledge of refrigeration was oi great value m imparting
coolness to the Council's dehberations
Mr. West, in reply, outhned the activities of the Institu-

tion, which now had nine local sections, including two abroadand nearly 2,000 members. Many papers were read and dis'
cussed, and numerous visits were paid to works. &c but
the social side was not neglected. The Institution had a

m'i^i^f f^"'^'' .i°,
''"

^'^h
wcludmg gold and silvermeda s, a silver medal at each of the local sections theVickers prize, &c. The fourth quadrennial Gi^stave

Canet Medal was being awarded to Sir Eric Geddes GOB
fw,\^ "^^^

'°i 1.'''"*',^, "^ ^'''^'"'^ °° " '^'^^ Kailway Act of
1920 on June 1st. The engineers' register had been of
service to members in obtaining employment, but, unfortu-
nately, to-day the applications exceeded the vacancies- heasked tor assistance in this direction. In the future they
hoped to still further increase the membership and estabhsh
other local centres.

•wr)"^- ^•i.^'''^''''^'-^'^'^'
*^en proposed the toast of

Electrical Engineering." He said that he wondered why
this particular branch of engineering had been singled out
but upon reflection came to the conclusion that it was acomphment to the President of the "Juniors," MrWordingham. Electrical engineering was a youthful science!and It demanded more from its votaries than anv other
branch, and new offshoots were born every day. Wireless
telegraphy a. very recent invention, now had "a literature
which probably outweighed that of all the older sciences com-
bined. The number of "wireless" patents ran into
thousands Still electrical engineering was not yet perfect-mdeed, his father used to say :

" If you can do a thing
mechanically don t do it electrically." However the art had
a wonderful future. Referring to the President, Dr E-cles
said that Mr. Wordingham had been president of the Insti-
tution of Electrical Engineers during some remarkable vears.
but he had made his presence felt, and put the Council towork on numerous activities and improvements Mr Word-
ingham was a "human turbo-generator," full of work and
energy.

Mr. 'Wordingham, in responding, said that if electrical
engineering was a youthful science there could not be a more
appropriate toast at a " Junior " dinner. There was how-
ever, hardly a Ijranch of engineering into which electricity
did not enter. The progress of the industry depended upon
the energy of the men in it, and thev in turn depended upon
sound training and principles. A general training was essen-
tial, but after that specialisation should follow; this how-
ever, should not prevent a broad outlook upon general de-
velopments. Often developments in one indu.stry were of
great importance to other industries. In studying general
developments good abstracts were essential. At" the present
^™^,

^T^'-*".
"'^'"'^ *"° widely distributed and often duplicated

Each Institution journal published its proceedings, and the
'

technical papers printed a mass of information. 'What was
required was proper co-ordination, and he .suggested the com-
pilation of a permanent record of all proceedings of import-
ance, if possible in a universal language. Information of
an enhemeral or temporary nature could he separately pub-
lished by the In.stitutions. In the business of electricity
supply more attention was now being paid to economy in
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the boiler-house. He ' thought that hitherto too much had

been made of generating energy cheaply, and not enough of

delivenng it cheaply. Oheap electricity was only to be pro-

vided bv means of a proper tariff—such as that outlmed some

years a'''o by Dr. John Hopkinson. In conclusion, the speaker

said that his only regret at being president of the Junior

Institution of Engineers was that he had not the opportunity

of doing a great deal for its members.

Prof E G. CoKER, in proposing the health of the guests,

expressed his pleasure m seeing so many presidents of tech-

nical institutions present.
.. . . ^u t *•* t- f

Mr W B. WoRTHiNGTON (President of the Institution of

Oivil Engineers) responded, and said that, after all, every

branch of engineering was civil engineering; his own insti-

tution kept an open field for all members of the profession,

and on its Council were to be found mechanical and electri-

cal engirjeers, naval architects, and representatives of ciher

branches. 3 ^t, i i c

Mr H V PoiNTON (Vice-chamnan) proposed the toast ot

"The President." He said that Mr. Wordingham had

admirably carried on the traditions of a long line of eminent

men who had occupied that position.

Mr. Wordingham briefly acknowledged the toast.

During the evening musical items were rendered by

Messrs Ernest Jose and Ben Ivawes. and Miss Ida Norton.

THE USE OF LIGHT IN HOSPITALS.

A DISCUSSION on the above subject took place before a joint

meeting of the Roval Society of Medicine and the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society on April 27th. Mr. John Darch,

who read the introductory paper, attached special importance

to the avoidance of glare, which was unpleasant to doctors

and nurses, and might occasion real distress to the sick. Ihe

desired quiet and pleasing conditions of lUummation could

best by obtained by moderate general hghting, supplemented

by local lights. Indirect hghting, or lamps equipped with

rmg-screens of coloured china or silk, to conceal the lamps,

could be uxi. The local lights for patients should give 3 ft.-

candles on the book, and should be placed, not at the centre

of the bed-head, as is usual, but about 15 m. to the left.

Decoration of the ward was also an imirortant factor
;
ceilings

and friezes should be white, the walls of a quiet and restful

colour of medium strength, and the dado dark. Glossy and

polished surfaces, liable to give inconvenient reflections of

light sources, should preferably be avoided. Turning next

to the operating theatre, Mr. Darch remarked that existing

lighting conditions were often incomplete, and imperfections

were confessed by the frequent use of hand-lamps. He had

seen fittings over the operating table thickly covered with

dust^a condition undesirable in view of the scrupulous care

regarded as necessary to secure cleanliness in the theatre.

Ideal lighting conditions should resemble those obtained from

a clouded white skv, and fittings should preferably not be

fixed immediately over the table. Among other requirements

were included an exceptionally high illumination of not less

than 2-5 foot-candles, an arrangement which avoided incon-

venient shadows from the hands or head of the operating

surgeon [i.e.. good diffusion of light), a colour of light which

approached white as nearly as possible in view of the fact

that correct colour-estimates formed an important element in

some operations; and no exposed lights within the neld of

vision. Mr. Darch described and illustrated a number of

special contrivances for the lighting ol operating tables, in-

cluding the Seidentopf system, where a powerful beam fiom

outside the theatre vras directed and converged from different

directions on the table by a system of mirrors. The author

also illustrated a simpler arrangement for lighting from a

series of gasfilled lamps placed outside the actual room ; alter-

natively, four to six projector tubes, each containing a fiO-W

gasfilled lamp with parabolic reflector, might be mounted on

adjustable brackets attached to walls and cornices and
converged on the table. In the final section of his paper Mr.

Darch pointed out the need for emergency lighting. Lamps
should be arranced on two separate circuits, and possibly a

few lamps fed from an accumulator kept as an ultimate re-

serve. The question bad arisen whether "artificial daylight"

could be used in cases where the correct appearance of

colours was desired. He thought, however, that the units

at present available did not give a sufficiently powerful light,

and in design were not well adapted for use in an operating
the.Ttre. Special consideration should be paid to the ligliting

of di'spensaries in view of the fnct that operations of minute
accuracy had often to be carried out at high speed, and mis-
takes might have serious consequences.

. In the ensuing discussion several .surgeons and ophthalmo-
logists took part. It was agreed that. good diffusion of light

was of great importance, but that the problems had not yet

been completely solved. I>amps used for inspection pur-
poses presented interesting optical problems. It was desired

in examining patients to obtain a brichtly and evenly illumi-

nated area, free from striations. Some compact lamps of

tin's nature, using lamps with special filaments in conjunction
with suitable lenses, were .shown by Mr. J. B. Reiner. The

difficulty was to obtain a lamp which would give the desired

conditions of illumination and yet could be utilised at the

ordinary supply voltage. Mr. Conrad Beck contributed a

discussion of the requirements met with in lighting micros-

copes. Here the conditions were very varied, according to

the nature of the work and the degree of resolution de-

manded from the microscope. In some cases a very intense

illumuiation was needed, in others precautions had to be
taken to prevent the illumination of the field becoming too
dazzling. Mr. Beck favoured the use of lamps with special

compact filaments (or "Pointohte" arc-incandescent lamps)
giving a confined beam of light. In some forms of •work
colour-filters which absorbed a great deal of light were neces-

sary. Generally speaking, therefore, it should be possible

to obtain a very high illumination, to limit the area illu-

minated if desired, and to moderate the intensity by means
of an adjustable wedge of dark neutral glasses. If the
highest possible resolution, combined with a colour agree-

able to the eye was desired, monochromatic green . light

should be used. A diagram illustrating a new form of lamp
for use in operating theatres was shown by Mr. A. Wilson.
A single incandescent lamp was placed inside a special diop-

tric lens of the lighthouse type, over which was a large hood
carrying radial mirrors, by which the light was concentrated

on the operafing table. Some forms of semi-indirect units

suitable for use in hospitals were exhibited by Mr. J. W.
Jones, and Mr. J. W. Elliott showed some "PuUoUte"'
lamps, with opal glass bulbs, which, in the smaller sizes,

seemed well-adapted to ward lighting. Mr. Elhott also

exhibited a form of lamp containing both a- large a^nd a
small filament within the same bulb either of which could
be put into operation by manipulating a switch, thus giving

either normal lighting or a diminished illumination.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS FOR APRIL, 1922.

The April returns of electrical exports show a falling off in

values of £70,000 as compared with March, but some allow-

ance must be made for the Easter holidays; the electrical

export figures for the month totalled ^61,044.580 in com-
parison with those for March of £1,114.586. Lower values

were recorded in all sections of electrical exports, but especi-

ally in those for electrical goods, insulated wire, electrical

machmery, and telegraph and telephone apparatus. *

Electrical imports for April totalled £169,497, a decrease

of nearly £83.000 as compared with the previous month, the

principal reduction being in the import section of elec-

trical machinery of £67,000. Ee-exports of electrical goods
and machinery at £36,520 were nearly £17,000 up on the pre-

vious month's figures, the increase being due to a re-export

of a large quantity of glow lamps.

Values of Electrical Exports and Imports for April, 1922.

Ee-
Exports. Imports. Exports.

Electrical goods and apparatus £ £ £
(unenumerated) 82,146 42.000 4.041

Insulated wire 13:3,498 20,468 16

Glow lamps 39,178 10,435 26,398

Arc lamps and parts 955 1,398 —
Batteries and accumulators ... 41.990 6,233 5

Meters and instruments ... 28,547 4,683 1,176

Carbons 2.850 1,609 —
Electrical Machinery— |

Railway and tramway motors... 5,098 — —
Other motors and generators ... 202,263 — —
Switchboards (not telegraph or

telephone) 13,185 140 —
Electrical machinery (unenu-

merated) 243,128 68.967 2,65S

Telegraph and Telephone Cable
and Materia]—

Telegraph and telephone wire
and cable (not submarine) ... 61.813 1.241 .35

Submarine telegraph and tele-

phone cable 23,020 — —
Telegraph and telephone instru-

ments and apparatus ... 166.909 12.32:3 3.191

Totals £1,044.580 169,497 36,5i»;

.

T

E.D.A. Activities.—The British Electrical ' Development
Association has recently issued a supplement to its booklet

on " Press Advertising for Electricity Supply Authorities

and Contractors." This contains several suggestions for

advertisements suitable for insertion in local papers. These
are remarkable for their simplicity and the illustration with
which each is provided ensures the attraction of the reader's

attention. Copies of this publication can be obtained, post

free, from the Association, 15, Savoy Street. W.C.2.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

(Prom odr Special Reporter.)

Special Orders.—On the motion of Mr. A. Neal, the House
of Commons approved last week a number of Special Orders

made by the Electricity Commissioners under the .Electricity

(Supply) Acts, 1882 to 1919, and confirmed by the Minister

of Transport under the Electricity (Supply) Act. 1919, re-

lating to supply in various areas. Similar Orders were
approved in the House of Lords.

" Key Industries " Act.—During a debate in the House of

Lords on a motion to repeal the Safeguarding of Industries

Act, which imposes a duty on certain imported goods so as to

protect "key" industries. Lord Beauchamp said that there

were remarkable instances of delays and interferences at the

docks. There was one consignment of electric lamps in

which the tungsten was dutiable. The man who weiit to

the docks to arrange for the clearance was kept there nearly

the whole day. He paid 5s. clearance, and had to leave a

deposit of £1. The duty was fixed at Id. !

The motion to repeal the Act was rejected by .36 votes to 34.

" Key Industries " Dvty.—Sir R. Home, Chancellor of

the Exchequer, informed Dr. Murray that the duty paid

under the Safeguarding of Industries Act for the six months
ending March 31st was as follows : on electrical goods and
apparatus, electrical instruments (other than telegraphic

and telephonic). (1) commercial (including ammeters, volt-

meters, &c.). £946; (2) house service meters, £31; (3) scien-

tific, £211 ; on electro-medical apparatus. X-ray tubes, wire-
less valves, vacuum tubes, and X-ray apparatus, £.5,555.

Electric Lamps in Coal Mines.—In the course of a discus-

sion in the House of Commons on the vote for the Ministry
of Mines, Mr. Armitage, the Coalition Liberal Member for

Central Leeds, dealt with the question of miners' nystag-
mus, and said that attention should be drawn to the facts,

which must be known at the Ministry, with regard to pita

where electric lamps instead of oil lamps were used. In a
pit which he had to deal with, in 1912. there were about
2.400 men employed, and the nystagmus cases were eleven.
The oil lamps were taken out after that year, and while the
number of men employed had gone steadily up to 3,000, the
nystagmus cases had gone down to three. He attributed
that, to a very large extent, to the introduction of electric

lamps as against oil lamps.
Mr. R. McLaren, a Scottish member, said that the Secre-

tary for Mines ought to find out some means by which the
miner might test the condition of the atmosphere in which he
worked.

The Severn River Scheme.—Mr. Mills asked if any further
consideration had been given to the scheme prepared by Sir
Eric Oeddes for tlje utilisation of the waters of the Severn
river for the generation of electrical power; and bet'ier, m
view of the widespread unemployment and the po^.sib; jties

of economy of costs in this scheme, the Government was
prepared to sanction its construction.
Mr. Neal (Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of

Transport) said he would remind the hon. member that the
Water Power Resources Committee considered the fubjeot of
tidal power, and expressed the view that the technical kifor-

mation available with regard to the possibility of utilising the
tides in the Severn for the generatiotj of power was not
sufficiently precise to enable it to express a final opinion.
The Committee recommended that a Technical Commission
should be set up by the Board of Trade in consultation with
the Ministry of Transport to investigate the possibility from
a commercial standpoint, with special reference to the Severn
estuary. Owing to the financial position and the necessity
for drastically curtailing the expenditure of Government de-
partments, it had not been practicable to set up the proposed
commission.

The Grampian Scheme.—Mr. Briggs asked the Chancellor
of the Exchequer if he was aware that when the Grampian
Electricity Supply Bill was before the Select Committee it

was definitely stated in evidence that if the promoters
obtained a State guarantee of their debenture issue it was
their intention to refer to this in their prospectus; and
would he guard the public from being misled as to the form
of the State guarantee?

Sir R. HoRNE replied that if a guarantee was given under

I

the Trade Facilities Act the Advisory Committee appointed
1
under that Act would scrutinise the prospectus, and its

'approval would have to be obtained before the prospectus
Was issued, so that there was no danger of the public being
laiisled. as to the form of the State guarantee.
On May 23rd, the Report stage wae reached in the House

•ti Commons. A motion for the rejection of the Bill, by Mr.
Briggs. was rejected, and the Bill ordered for third reading.

1
Wireless Broadcasting.—Mr. Pike Pease informed Lieut.

-

;jo1. a. Murray that the conditions under which licences for
vireless broadcasting would be granted had been the subject
if a conference with the interests concerned. The Post-
jUaster-General would take an opportunity of making a
tatement as soon as the conditions were settled.

I
Ayr Electricity Bill.—After another week before the Select

i!!ommittee of the House of Lords, this Bill has now been

passed for third reading, subject to the minimum average

flow of water in the river Doon being S,000.(XIO gallons a

day instead of the 6,000,000 gallons which the promoters
were prepared to concede.

P.O. {Fneumatict Tubes Acquisition) BUl.—Oa Monday,
in the House of Commons the Postmaster-General moved the
second reading of the Bill, which ratifies an agreement come
to between the Post Office and the Pneumatic Despatch Co.,

which laid, forty or fifty yeai's ago, a tub© between the
General Post Office and Euston by way of Holborn and Tot-

tenham Court Road. For some thirty years, he said, the
tube had not been used for the purpose for which it was in-

tended. In carrying out underground works some local

authorities, including the London County Council, had cut

into the tube. The Post Office would in no way interfere

with work that had been done by any of these local authori-

ties, but steps would be taken to divert the Post Office

cables round such work. By using this derelict tube to

carry telephone cables a saving of £40,000 would be effected,

and the intolerable nuisance of breaking up busy thorongh-
fares would be obviated. The Bill was read a second time
and was referred to a Select Committee.
Rural Telephones.—According to The Times, Mr. Hurd aeked

the Postmaster-General whether, in view of the decision to
spend £9,5(X),0(X) this year upon telephone developments, he
would consult anthoritative agricultural opinion, through such
a body as the National Fanners' Union, as to the. best means
of increasing the use of the telephone in rural areas. Mr.
Kellaway said he was prepared to consider any concrete pro-

posals on the subject. He had decided to appoint a represen-
tative of all interests concerned in agriculture.

MARKETS FOR SMALL POWER SETS.

After describing certain types of email electric power sets

suitable for oversea use, Commerce Reports remarks that
there would eeem to be a fair field for small water-wheel
driven sets in some countries. In Ceylon, for instance, very
many plantations have small streams flowing through them
that are readily available for power development; and in a
great many cases mechanical-drive water wheels are aheady
in service. These now often have a generator belted to the
line shaft; but there is still a wide field for water-wheel
driven sets in email capacities, which may be offered to large

estates by local representatives, ready for installation without
complicated erection problems.
As naturally expected, email electric hghting sets find their

most ready markets where central-station service is least

developed and where there are large plantations and estates.

Among such countries are India, Ceylon. Mexico, parts of

Central and South America. Java, Malaysia, South Africa,

East Africa, and to some extent Indo-China and China. Other
countries are by no means excluded as possible markets, but
these are suggested as offering most favourable prospects under
normal conditions. At present the inactivity in such pro-

ducts as rubber, jute, tea, coffee, and sugar has severely

affected the buying power of the better fields for small hght-
ing plants, but manufacturers will find it well worth while to

arrange now for the necessary selling connections. General
machinery import houses and electrical dealers in foreign

countries are commonly the channels through which small
lighting sets are marketed.
According to the United States Consul at Aden, farm light-

ing plants can be sold to a limited extent in Southern
Arabia. Aden, with a population of 50.000. including many
Europeans and wealthy Parsee, Indian and Arabian merchants,
has no central-station service. The heat makes electric fans
most desirable, and the possibility of using individual lights

ing plants to operate them is a good selling factor.

United States exporters are very watchful of opportunities

for the sale of petrol lighting and power sets in Argentina.

The American Consul in Rosario recently reported a relatively

good market for such units in Northern Argentina, where
possibilities exist for their use in churches, small kinemas,
country clubs, hosjAtals, dairies, engineering construction

work, and on large estates remote from central power plants.

British manufacturers have already obtained a fair footing

with a set, using either petrol or paraffin, furnishing from
40 to 75 hghts of 16 candle-power each, or supplying four kilo-

watts for motion picture shows. Between £160 and £200
wfll purchase a hghting set for 125 lamps.
Small hghting outfits of this description are used for muni-

cipal lighting in towns which are too email to support a
general power plant as well as in mountain hotels and country
holiday resorts.

Excellent openings also arise from the circumstance that in

many districts of Northern Argentina farming operations on a

large scale are conducted from a centra! group of buildings

or several groups, in which extensive industrial operations,

too. are carried on. such as dairying, milling, and tanning.

Most of the farms are already supplied with small gas en-

gines and windmills. The possibility of utilising these types

of drive should also be kept in mind. The electric motor
could be adapted to corn-shelling, cream separating, ic^

making, sheep-shearing, milking, and pumping.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

1922. PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

Compiled eipr««ly lor this journal by Misshs. SittonJonis, O'Dill ani

St»phins. Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

British The on-HoU,642. " Methods ot making tungsten wi

Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). May 4lh.

13,654. " Electro-mechanical apparatus for working siding points." A.

Monard. May 4th. (France, May 30th, 1921.)

12,662. " Antenna systems for wireless communications." E. Y. Robinson.

May 5th.

12,674. " Recording sound vibrations and reproducing same in synchronism,

with projection of kinematograph pictures." G. H. Woodhall alid M. E. Wood-
hall. May 5th.

12,714. " .Automatically cleaning sparking plugs." M. Vitcrbo. May 5th.

12,719. " Selecting devices for telephone svstems." E. A. Petithory and

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. May Stil.

12,724. " Sparking plugs." H. E. Parkes. May 5th.

12,735. " Electric irons." Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.,

and E. Warbrick. May 5th.

12,753. " Bi-polar electrode electrolyzers." S. F. Barclay, Mather and

Piatt, Ltd., and H. E. Mellor. May 5th.

12,759. " Sound-recording and reproducing instruments." W. E. Clifton,

ClKtophone, Ltd.. and J. E. Collver. May 5th.

12,7«3. "Telephone mouthpiece." C. E. Brown and F. W. Cox. May 5th.

12,768. " Head lights for vehicles." F. L. Rapson. May 5th.

12,769 " Electric switches and/or electric incandescent lamps." G. Morel.

May 5th.

12.770. " Direct-current generators and motors." C. L. Thompson. May
5th.

12.771. " Train control." .\utomatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

May 5th.

12,775. " Means for supporting incandescent electric lamps." S. Jonas.

May 5th.

13,785. " Relays for protection of electric circuits, apparatus. Sic." A. E.

Drew. May «th.

12,788. " Shades for electric lamps, &c." A. N. Hawortk. May 9th.

12.793. " Electrical energy supply systems." J. W. Con. May 6lh.

12.795. " Electric lighting of motor vehicles." L. Newsome. May 6th.

21,831. " Illuminated electric sign." A. E. Foxlee. S. G. Higgins, C. T.

M.nrks. Mav 6th.

12,837. "Sparking plugs." F. R. Lang and F. Wright. May 6th.

12.844. " Electric relays." Mtollurgique Electrique. May 6th. (France,

May 21st, 1921.1

12.845. " Electric relays." M^tallurgique Electrique. May 6th. (France.

Mav 25tii, 1921.)

12.855. " Conversion ot electric currents." M. D. Hart. May 6th.

12.856. " Induction coils." H. B. Cough and Watson & Sons (Electro-

Medical), Ltd. May 6th.

13.861. " Ignition magnetos for internal-combustion engines." J. H. Cham-
bers and H. Lucas. May 6th.

12.862. " Multiple-control apparatus for electric railways." Akt. Ges, Brown,
Boveri et Cie. May 6th. (Switzerland. December aOth, 1921.)

12,888. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. May 6th. (United States, Mav 18th. 1921.)

12,869. "Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. Mav 6th. (United States, Mav 14th. 1921.)

12,880. " Motor-vehicle lamps for signalling." E. W. Parrish. May 6th.

12.885. " Electrically-controlled gear box." A. E. W. Maseyk. May 8lh.

12.886. " Electric welding of cast iron." K. A. Homer. May 8th.

12.890. " Electric generators, motors, &c." R. W. Sutherland and F.

Wilde. Mav 8th.

12.910. " Electric motors." H. F. Basset and J. H. Wild. May 8th.

12,914. " Electric lamp reSectors." M. Guthrie. May Sth.

12,927. " Plug and socket connections for electric circuits." M. W. W.
Mackie. May 8th.

12,933. " Efiecting variable ignition for internal-combustion engines."
C. J. Hirons. May 8th.

12,939. " Dynamos and motors." M. W. W. Mackie. May 8th.

12,945. " Electric telegraphic apparatus." ]. C. Needham. May Bth.

12.949. " Sound-reproducing machines." British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Ltd. (General Electric Co.). May 8th.

12,959. " Setting arrangements for selectors in automatic, &c., telephone
systems." C. A. W. Hultman. May 8th. (Sweden, May 28th. 1921.)

12.970. " Method for pupinising high-frequency telephone lines." Felten
and Guilleaume Carlswerk Akt. Ges. May Sth. (Germany, May 7th, 1921.)

12.971. " Multiple<ontrol apparatus for electric railways." Akt. Ges.
Brown, Boveri et Cie. May 8th. (Switzerland, April 1st.)

12.974. " Locking device for electric lamps." J. Houston. May Sth.

12.975. " Method [or manufacture of glow lamps." Deutsche Glimmlampen
Ges. and J. M. Schmierer. May 8th. (Germanv, May 9th, 1921.)

12,977. " Electric contact plug." M. A. Persson. May Sth.

12,985. " Oxide cathodes for discharge tubes." A. Wehnelt. May Sth.

(Germany, May 6th, 1921.)

13,007. " Electric condensers, &c." T. F. Wall. May 9th.

13.047. " Wireless systems." N. F. S. Hecht. May 9th.

13.048. " Thermionic valve circuits." N. F. S. Hecht. May 9th.

13.055. " Sound amplifiers for phonographs, &c." C. Stille and Tele-
graphic Ges. System Stille. May 9th.

13,059. " Electric switches." G. H. Armstrong. May 9th.

13,067. " Electric fittings." D. W. Dant and W. E. Evans. May 9th.

13,079. " Controllers for electrical apparatus." R. Brooks, B. A. G.
Churcher and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. May 9th.

13.580. "Controllers for electric traction. S-c." R. Brooks, R. G.
CunliHe and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. May 9th.

13.081. " Controllers for electrical apparatus." Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-
trical Co., Ltd., and A. Priestley. May 9th.

13.082. " Controllers for electric traction, &c." R. Brooks, W. T. Gray,
and Metropolitan-\^ickers Electrical Co., Ltd. May 9th.

13.084. '' Leading-in conductors for vitreous material." G. Hoist, D.
Lely, and Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips' Gloeilampen Fabrieken. May 9th.

13.085. " Leading-in conductors for vitreous material." G. Hoist, Naam-
looze Vennootschap Philips' Gloeilampen Fabriken, E. Oosterhuis and J. C.
Lokker. May 9th.

13,089. " Regulation of heating systems in power stations, &c." English
Electric Co.. Ltd. May 9th.

13,095. •' Electrically-operated organs." J. H. Compton. May 9th.

13.117. " Magnetic separators." R. Greaves. May 10th.

13.127. " Electric switchboxes. inspection boxes, &c." A. D. Clarke and
P. O. Knowles. May 10th.

13,151. " Carrying case for electric lamps." J. C. N. Eastick. May 10th.

13.168. " Electric lamps for mines, &c." M.L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd.,
and H. S. Potter. May 10th.

13.169. " Electric cables." S. F,. R. Beccroft, Calleiider's Cable and
Construction Co., Ltd., and A. H. Horsfield. Mav 10th.

13,187. "Wireless telegraphy and telephony." ' H. Booth. May 10th.

13,211. " Fuse boxes." C. A. Damey. May 10th.

13,215. " Electric relays." P-ltish Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. Mav 10th.

(United States, July 5th', 1921.)

The numbers in parenthese* ari

printed and abridged, and
those under which the specificati<

ill subsequent proceedings will be

29.47'J. " Electric switches lor telephone systems." E. W. Palti

rraph Products Corporation). October 19th, 1920. (178,868.)

nd the like." J. Scott

C^., Ltd. October 29th, 1920. (178.872.)

nd like electric signalling." E. Potter

nd L. J. Rfch). 'October 29th, 1930. (178.873.)

ignition de R. Bosch Akt. Ges.

storage batteries." H. Leitn

Marelli. Decei 24th, 1919

al-combustic

al-combusti(

Bosch Akt.

Bosch .\kl

ulay. January 19th,

Ltd.

like." Columbus Mc-

in high voltage nets."

(Addition to 167.123.:.

3,105.

and the
Collyer.

3,368.

3.381.

3,454.

" Sound amplifie

" Sparking plugs.'

rglar

' Modul
Taggart and Radio Communicati
30.628. " Multiplex telegraphy

(F. E. Per:
- - - - .

32,159. " High-tension electric

April 24th, 1920. (162.636.)

33,546. " Electric accumulators
ber 27lh, 1920. (178,679.)

35,912. " Ignition magnetos.

'

(155,779.)

isai..
2.483. " Ignition systems for interi

Ges. January 19th, 1990. (158,270.)

2.484. " Ignition systems (or interi

Ges. January 19th, 1920. (158,271.)

3,509. " Fuse boxes for electric cables." R. 1

1921. (Cognate application 18,075/21.) (178,905.)

2 560 "Electron discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston Co.,

(General Electric Co.). January 19th, 1921. (178,906.)

2,579. " Electrical welding of chain links

Kinnon Chain Co. July 7th, 1920. (166,104.)

2,756. •' Sound reproducing machines." J. G. A. Kitchen. Ja

1921. (178,911.)

2,785. " Arrangement lor reinforcing weak cor

Reichinstein. February 25th, 1920. (159,499.)

2,803. " Apparatus for suppressing earthing curren

Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges. January flsl, 1920.

(158.550.)

3.841. " Means for transforming light impulses into electric current im.

pulses." T. H. Nakken. January 21st. 1921. (178,917.)

2,911. " Electrodes and methods of making the same." British Thomson-

Houston Co.. Ltd. (General Electric Co.). January 22nd. 1921. (178.926.)

3.009. " Electron discharge tubes." Soc. Anon, pour I 'Exploitation des

ProcMfe M. Leblanc Vickers. April 2nd. 1930. (161.157.)

3.012. " Signalling apparatus lor use in mines and other places." T.

Chismon. January 24th. 1921. (178.930.)
*' Number dials for automatic and semi-automatic telephon- systems

like" Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., E. A. Petithory snd J. E.

January 25th, 1921. (178,936.)
- - " W. F. Smith. January 26th, 1921. (178,944.)

L. Wells. January 27th. 1921. (178,950.)

alarms." " Alarm " Ges. fur Einbruchsichere

Aniagen and A. Bachmeyer. January 28th, 1921. (176,954.)

3,527. " Delay action devices employing thermionic valves."

Radio Communication Co., Ltd. January 29th, 1921. (178,957.)

3,576. " Means for automatically varying an electrical resistance (or use

in connection with the printing of kinematograph negatives." L. Lobel.

February 3rd, 1920. ('58,829.)

3,610. " Automatically variable electrical resistances for printing kinemat*.

graph negatives." L. Lobel. September 27th, 19'20. (Patent of addition not

granted.) (169.677.)

4.057. " Electric switches." C. L. Arnold and C. R. Belling. February

3rd. 1921. (178.967.)

4.228. " High-lrequencv electrical apparatus." Mitchell's Electrical and

Wireless, Ltd., and R. Heather. February 4th, 1921. (178.971.)

4 247. " Electric furnaces." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.,

and P. N. Roseby. February 5th. 1921. (178.973.)

4.267. " Means (or regulating the current output of dynamo-electric

generators." J. W. Torrance and J. M. Torrance. February 5th. 1921.

(178,974.)

4.320. " Dimming device for use in connection with electric lamps for motor

vehicles and for other purposes." Brolt, Ltd., and W. Holt. February 7th,

1921. (178.976.)

4,538. " Switches (or electric circuits." A. Gerbold. February Sth, 1921.

(178.980.)

5,086. " Levers or point boxes for operating switches on
ways." O. R. Williams. February 14th, 1921. (178,990.)

5,232. " Radio transmitting systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

and E. F. W. Alexanderson. February 15th. 1921. (178.992.)

.'>,916. " Conduit tubing, connexions, bends, and all such appliance

used for and in the process of electric light wiring and other purposes.'

Hayward. February 22nd. 1921. (179.003.)

5.956. " Electric signalling systems." Western Electric Co.. Ltd. (W'estenl

Electric Co. Inc.). February 22nd. 1921. (179.006.)

6,009. " Coupling rod drive of driving axles of clectr:

E. C. R. Marks (Akt. Ges. Brown, Boveri et Cie.).

(179,008.)

6,110. " Electric switch." T. W. Rogers (F. Krupp Akt. Ges.). FebruatJ

23rd. 1921. (179,009.)

6.370. " Inverted voice current transmissions." Western Electric Co., Ltd.

(Western Electric Co. Inc.). February 25th, 1921. (179.016.)

6,388. " Rotors for electric generators." G. A. Juhlin, J. A. Kuyser. and

Metropclitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. February 25th, 1921. (179.017.1

6.891. " Lanterns or like fittings for electric lamps." D. J. Duncan.

March 2nd. 1921. (179,020.)

6,917. " Electric switches." W. A. Coates and Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd. (Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.). March 2nd,

1921. (Patent of addition not granted.) (179,021.)

7,201. " Protective arrangement for high-voltage insulators for electric prfr

cipitating installations.' Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges. March 9th, 19311

(Addition to 159,130.) (159,881.) }
8,349. " Gearing for starting motors and electrical generators as used d

internal-combustion engines." Armstrong Siddelev Motors. Ltd., and F. '
Smith. March 17th, 1921. (179,032.) I

8.962. " Circuit making and breaking device." E. Schattner. March SSfl

1921. (Addition to 169.510.) (179.042.)
.. U

9,098. " Process of and apparatus (or production of high v;cua." g
Tesln. March 24th. 1921. (179.043.)

J

9.657. " Circuit making and breaking device." E. Schattner. March 3W
1921. (Addition to 169,510.) (Cognate application 28,047/21.) (179,047.)

10.800. " Electric plug and socket connectors." A. P. Lundberg. G. C.

Lundberg, P. A. Lundberg, and G. Pegg. April 13th. 1921. (179.063.)

12.397. " Magneto-electric generators for use in connection with internal-

combustion engines." C. A. Godfree. April 29th, 1921. (179,073.)

13.415 " Wire drawing dies." Western Electric Co.. Ltd. Mav 13lb,

1920. (163,269.)

13,5,';7. " Instructional dev!

tion and winding of electric

wrong connections and errors

1921. (179.081.)

14.702. " Electrical furnaces." I. Rennerfell. June 2nd. 1920. a64.0U»
17.603. " Electric motor control s\-stems." Igranic Electric Co., Ifi-

(Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.). June 28th, 1921. (179,093. )

34,865. " .\rrangement for obtaining electric energy at a low voltage from

high voltage networks." Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges. December 90th. ap>
(173,517.)

i9as.
8.210. " Electric circuit interrupters." Metropolitan-\'ickers Electrical Co..

Ltd. March 23rd, 1921. (177,519.\

for facilitating expla
•matures and den
1 manufactur

on of the consiniO'

nn of the eHectsjl
Brook. May 11^>
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We desire to draw the attention of our readers to the

reports of the meetings of four well-known British

electrical manufacturing companies which appear

in our " City Notes." In times like the pre-

sent the statements made at such gatherings are of

exceptional interest to everybody connected with

the industry. Of course all of the companies have

laboured under disadvantageous circumstances common

to most industrial undertakings—the effects of last year's

coal strike, the falling-off in foreign trade, and the

heavy shadow that still overhangs the engineering trade.

But all have reason to face the future with confidence

begotten of the certainty that the electrical industry has

a great time in prospect—perhaps soon, saving the re-

sults of the operations of 1922 from being as bad as they

may threaten to be.

In the case of Messrs. Johnson and Phillips, Ltd.^

who find it wise under prevailing conditions not to

declare an ordinary dividend, though the accumulated

funds from undivided profits would have justified it.

what has weighed with the directors in adopting a con-

servative course is the prospective outlook and the

state of trade due to the lock-out which, with other

factors, is deferring the recovery of trade. But beyond

these gloomy conditions there is the brighter promise

of the large amount of electrical work that awaits atten-

tion. -Ur. MacGregor, the managing director, men-

tioned as examples the electrification of railways at

Home and in the Colonies, the erection of " huge cen-

tral stations " under the Government Electricity Bill,

the numerous municipal and other extensions, the

G.P.O. telephone extensions, and so forth. Given

Labour peace, sources of large electrical business will

be set free, and the fact that the public has recently

taken a remarkable interest in most electrical capital

issues encourages the belief, already indeed a conviction

with most of us, that electrical engineering will be one

of the very first industries to feel the benefit of a trade

revival.

Sir T. O. Callender, the managing director of Cal-

lender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., mentioned

that the closing of the company's works last year for

ten weeks was not so bad as it might have been regarded,

for advantage had been taken of the opportunity to

reorganise in such a way as more effectively to meet com-

petition. He expressed regret that their expectations with

regard to large stations had not yet materialised bring-

ing them large orders for extra-high-pressure cables.

In passing, he referred to the big contract received by

them from the City of Manchester as the largest order

of its kind in the cable industry " which had been

placed in this or in any other country." The speaker

went on to give reasons why he looked forward to the

general great development of electricity which was '' still

on the lap of the gods." although he believed it was
"very near at hand." He was quite sure that at no

very distant date the long-expected development of wide-

spread electricity supply would become an accomplished

fact. The brief review of foreign markets made by Sir

T. 0. Callender, a much-travelled industrial authority.

is thoroughly well worthy of study. Incidentally he ex-

[757]
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pressed the view which many observers are holding just

uow, that in spite of the revolution there is a very

lur^j business to be done in China. It is our

duty to study such fields more seriously than ever in

order to provide trade in substitution for that which

cannot be recovered from certain other markets which

are too exhausted and weidv to yield it at present. In

Sir Thomas's opinion our own country is getting rid

of its lethargy and is making a fresh start on the road

to real trade prosperity.

Mr. Mure Ritchie, the chairman of Siemens Bros, and

Co., Ltd., said on Tuesday that, compared with the later

moiiths of 1921, their orders received during the earlier

months of 1922 had on the whole increased. They were

therefore hopeful that as far as the volume of work was

concerned, they were past the worst. Taking the long

view, he thought that the prospects of the electrical

industry were good in view of the prospective demands
connected with railway electrification, telephonic com-

munication, and submarine telegraph cables. When
the lock-out was over, orders in larger volume were cer-

tain to be placed.

Mr. H. C. Levis, in his speech at the meeting of the

B.T.H. Co., stated that notwithstanding the general

trade depression, the volume of orders received by his

company this year to date was over 37 per cent, in excess

of those received for the corresponding period of 1921.

Orders on hand were valued at over £2,250,000, and
the volume of inquiries was very large, though the pro-

portion resulting in actual orders was not as great as in

1920. In spite of that circumstance, however, there was
still a great demand for electrical machinery, which
must be satisfied sooner or later.

We conclude these observations with a reference to the

report of the directors of the Electric Construction Co.,

Ltd., which, in spite of the difficulty in obtaining orders,

is able to pay 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares and
to place considerable sums to reserve and to dividend
equalisation. This report also strikes a hopeful note

and in the following terms:—" The number of inquiries

for electrical plant has shown no diminution, from
which it might be inferred that with settled political and
industrial conditions the electrical industry would
quickly recover." " Settled political and industrial

conditions "
! How we all long for them !—yet what a

strange world it would be—almost too good to last!—

a

millennium indeed ! ! Along that way—settled political

and industrial conditions—lie peace, plenty of work,
and promises of happiness for all classes in human
society. Yet multitudes either rnnnot or iriU nnf see it.

INDUSTEIAL TURMOIL AND A
PROPOSED PARLIAMENT.

Students of industrial problems were never before so

overwhelmed as they are to-day with floods of re-

ports, manifestoes, speeches, proposals, opinions, and
so forth intended to indicate a way out of the serious
industrial position of the nation. At several special

stages during the war matter poured in from all sides

when orators, writers, statesmen, politicians, and
private persons were all trying to steer us past the
various industrial rocks which menaced the cause
for which the Allies stood in the world crisis. At
the many conferences held in those days measures of

a patched-up description were evolved in which by
means of compromise we were able to make temporary
peace at Home in order that we might fight abroad.
None of the changes made contained the elements of per-
manency, and it was inevitable that as we returned to

a less militant state of affairs abroad we should have to
face innumerable and complex industrial problems at
Home. During the past year there have been more than
enough of them for the average man. Indeed, those who
attempt to keep pace with all such matters require
to devote all their time to them or they must jeopardise
their health and general interests.

When the Armistice of November, WIS, was signed,

many proposals were advanced for a truce in industry

—two, three, five, and even ten years were the periods

variously- proposed—but the suggestion was not accepted,

with the result that we are in June, 1922, in the midsi

of " a very serious crisis in the industrial life of the

community "' (to use the words of Lord Morris), while

Lord Burnham, speaking at a luncheon of the Aldwych
Club last week, looks upon the state of our trade now
and in the future as " being grave, even perilous." He
calls for " sanity and self-control " within the nation.

just as the King appealed for it among the nations of the

world. Lord Burnham also holds with Sir Wm. Mac-
kenzie that what we lack mainly is "good sense and
goodwill." Mr. G. H. Roberts saj-s that the unions are

in danger of destruction from within, and we do not

think he is far wrong, unfortunately, but it was di>-

tinctly interesting to hear Lord Morris classify the late

Labour minister as a " Captain of Industry." To-day
the need for a truce is being urged from both sides.

The various proposals that are before us at the Uio-

ment are (1) the formation of an Industrial Parliament
(by the National Alliance of Employers and Employed),

(2) the meeting of a group of employers and a group of

trade unionists in touch with the different branches of

industry, to sit in more or less continuous session to

forniulate a polioy and to work out its specific applica-

tion to the outstanding industrial problems of the day
and to consider ways and means of securing its accept-

ance by all concerned in industrial affairs (this is put
forward in a manifesto published by the Industrial

League and Council); and (3) Sir Charles Macara's
appeal along somewhat similar lines.

When Mr. G. H. Roberts, M.P., in his speech at the

Aldwych Club last week, said that we did not want more
parliaments he was apparently referring to proposal (1).

The League to which he belongs, invites employers and
employed to come together in a friendly atmosphere
with a determination to find a way out of our present

difficulties. It has been trying to do this for a number
of years, but its Coue-ism has not been altogether

effective. The manifesto that he, with Lord Burnham
and others, has signed, suggests a joint body which, in

effect, would be the nucleus of an Industrial Parliament
" if and when the time comes for a body of that sort to

be formed." Mr. Roberts, in saying that we do not

want more parliaments, added that we have " too many
opportunities for talk already." Few see this more
clearly than do the newspapers, and we had hoped some
time ago that the Industrial League and the Alliance

would have come together before this, with the

result that the "opportunities" would be reduced.

How can men " formulate a policy " even under
the auspices of the League without more "talk"?
After all, we cannot get anything done, it seems,

in this very human world, cursed as it is with

industrial and international turmoil, without "talk."
The League's own proposal is for both sides to come to-

gether to talk ! Sir Charles Macara's proposal is to the

same effect; and the Alliance proposal is that the Parlia-

ment shall be set up. the preliminary talking having been

done. What We want is that a Parliament shall actually

sit down at the earliest possible moment and talk until

sometliing definite is done. Why not nationally elect

these men to represent us all—order them to talk under
threat of " off with your heads if you do not forthwith

find a way out "
?

We have received a copy of the proposals of the

National Alliance, which was established for the purpose
of dealing with industrial disputes generally. The mem-
bership of this suggested Parliament is to comprise
employers' associations, companies, and firms on the one

hand, trade unions or federations of trade unions on tlie

other hand, and associate members, who presumably will

represent the interests of the general public. The
General Council will consist of an equal number of em-
ployers and employed, w-ith associate members co-opted

by the General Council itself. There will be a Natioii.il

Executive Conimittee and also local committees to tal;e

cliarce of definite a-ftaB.
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It is understood that the National Alliance has already

received the support of a large number of trade unions

and trade union branches, and if it could be made truly

representative, it should be able to fulfil a very impor-

tant function. It is certain that some new departure is

most urgently required for the purpose of preventing or

.settling industrial disputes which, combined with oui-

other troubles and disturbances, have come perilously

near to reducing the industry of this country to bank-

ruptcy.
•• The ways they have of settling things in the cotton in-

dustry appear, for the present at least, to be much
more successful than in some others, and Sir Cliarles

Macara's suggestion in The Tinufs is that the lock-out in

the engineering trade should be suspended while means

of adjusting differences are being sought for. " Should

ultimate agreement be found impossible," says Sir

Charles, " then the lock-out could be resumed." He con-

tinues his advocacy of the setting-up of a body, equally

representative of Capital and Labour, of men who hold,

or have held, foremost positions in our great industries,

presided over by such an eminent legal authority

as Sir Wm. Mackenzie. He e.xpresses the opinion that

if this course were adopted and the best advocates on

both sides were called upon to state their case, a just and

lasting settlement would be arrived at. Well, we hope

so, but everything depends upon the willingness or

otherwise of the men to follow their leaders, even assum-

ing the latter to have the strength essential to real

leadership.

Obviously the practical object to be sought is some

means of continuing the industry on the old basis while

the dispute is discussed and settled. The struggle ought

t> take place before and not after the strike ; such a

system would be advantageous to both sides.

The present procedure of considering what should be

done on the employers' side and the balloting of about

21 per cent, of the men on the employes' side is obviously

a very defective method of arriving at the real mind of

either party. We do not dwell upon the moral questions

involved ; it has long been obvious that a change of

heart is necessary to bring about Iietter conditions.

Depleted order books, loss of wages, and empty Union
coffers may change heart and temper too, and per-

haps not for the better. Even if the matter is

looked at, however, from a purely financial and indus-

trial point of view, we think no one could dispute that

the establishment of some authoritative body, which

could actually prevent the stoppage until the matter had
been properly considered and thrashed out, would be of

enormous advantage. Even a law penalising any union

for calling out its men or any employers' association for

locking its doors, without first giving three months'

notice, would appear to be a thoroughly justified in-

vasion of the freedom of the individual.

It is, liowever. more in accordance with the spirit of

the nation that such a law should be enacted informally,

and that commercial and financial penalisation should

be used to enforce it, than that it should be made the

law of the land, and enforced' by legal procedure of any
kind. An agreement between the employers and the

unions that no stoppage should take place in any circum-

stances without a given notice and complete ascertain-

ment of the opinion of the majority, by secret ballot,

would probably do more for industrial peace than any
other simple step that could be taken ; but, of course,

means would have to be provided for penalising very

effectively the union or employer who broke the pact.

If a Parliament of Industry can be set up to deal with

these matters, the question arises whether it would be

possible to bring all the trades of the country under one

administration in this manner, or whether it would be

necessary to have separate committees or parliaments

for each trade. Inevitably it would provide many more
opportunities for " talk," but perhaps to better purpose
tlian at present.

In any case, some means should be found for prevent-
ing lawyers from coming within a hundred miles of the

place of meeting.

The Soiree this year presented less

The Royal than usual of electrical interest, but

Society's Soiree, there were a few noteworthy items. Mr.

W. M. Mordey, past-president I.E.E.,

has devoted attention to hysteresis and other magnetic

)jhenomena for so many years that his demonstration of

a wholly new method of separating slightly magnetic

minerals from the gangue might be regarded as

characteristic. The phenomenon, which he demonstrated

in person, is a curious compound of attraction and

repulsion, the (juestion which shall predominate depend-

ing, apparently, on the strength and frequency of the

two-phase alternating field employed. Whether the in-

ventor himself is prepared as yet to furnish a positive

explanation of the facts we are somewhat doubtful :
but

that " it works " there can be no question, and we hope

that it will be developed into a commercially important

process. We understand that it operates satisfactorily

on water-borne mixtures, which cannot be dealt with by

the existing magnetic separators, and therefore there is

an immediate opening for its use.

Another notable item was the metallic X-ray "bulb"
shown by the Woolwich Research Department : this is a

new departure, which will very probably prove exceed-

ingly useful in the engineering workshop, where radio-

logy is already becoming established as a valuable aid

to the metallurgist and the engineer.

Of the purely physical exhibits none was more fas-

cinating than Sir William Bragg's models of the

structure of atoms—a product of X-ray research—which

also are already throwing new light on engineering pro-

blems, such as that of lubrication.

Edinburgh is justly proud of what is

Amenity and described as the " amenity " of Princes
Common Sense. Street, and the title of the finest street

in any capital in Europe has been

awarded to that street. All subjects of the British

Sovereign, from whatever corner of the Empire they may
hail, are proud of it, too, and would regret to see any-

thing done which would tend in any way to spoil it.

It is matter for rejoicing that the Corporation of

Edinburgh has decided to electrify the tramways, and
to do away with the laughably ineflScient cable system.

The tramcars must run along Princes Street, if their

usefulness is not to be seriously interfered with and,

since the overhead system has, in our view rightly, been

decided upon for the remainder of the city, it must be

continued along Princes Street. To change from over-

head to conduit for a mile of route would be objection-

able and expensive ; it is done in London, but it does

not follow that because absurd things are often done i?i

London that makes it right for other places to do them

too. The question of the moment, then, is-^span wires or

centre poles ? The tramways in Princes Street run

along the middle of the road, and not at the side, as

they do on the Victoria Embankment. The erection of

centre poles would divide the splendid wide roadwaj'

into two narrow lanes ; and although the presence of

centre poles prevents the scorching motorist from leav-

ing his proper side of the road, yet it does not seem

reasonable that all the traffic should be inconvenienced

for this purpose. The road-hog must be dealt with in

>ither ways.

We cannot agree that centre poles present a handsome
appearance in themselves. Viewed from the end of a

street, they appear congested, and almost look like a

solid obstacle. There are arc-lam)) poles at the sides

uf Princes Street, and span wire poles could be made in

keeping with them.

Centre poles were long ago removed from Sheffield

.Moor, and a joint committee of the Glasgow Corporation

Statute Labour, Tramways, and Watching and Light-

ing Committees has just voted in favour of their re-

moval from Great Western Road. If they are put up
in Edinburgh thev will have to come down again some
day ; and since they have positive drawbacks and no
advantages, the common-sense course would seem to be

to avoid them.
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LARGE ELECTRIC COLLIERY WINDERS.

A SOUTH WALES INSTALLATION.

Two duplicate winders, of the geared induction type

and the largest of their kind in the United Kingdom,

have been installed recently in the Penygarreg and

Groesfaen pits of the Rhymney Iron Co. (under the man-

agement of the Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co.).

Fig. 1.—a Large B.T.H. Colliery Windeb.

The winders, which were built by Messrs. Fullerton,

Hodgart & Barclay, Ltd., of Paisley, are designed to

raise 250 tons of coal per hour (maximum 300 tons)

from a depth of 1,860 ft. ; five tons (maximum six tons)

of coal being raised per wind of 72 seconds. Cylindro-

conical drums are used, varying in

diameter from 12 ft. to 18 ft. 6 in.,

and the ropes are 6J in. in circumfer-

ence. The total weight of the winder,

exclusive of the motor, is 120 tons, the

drum shaft alone weighing 15 tons.

The induction motors for these

winders, wound for 3,000/3,300 volts,

50 cycles, 3-phase, and supplied by the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., of

Rugby, have a' continuous r.m.s. rating

of 1,600 h.p., and are capable of carry-

ing peak loads up to 3,600 h.p. The
synchronous motor speed of 250 r.p.m.

is reduced through single-reduction

helical gearing to give a drum speed of

47.2 r.p.m., corresponding to a rope

speed of 2,850 ft. per minute, and the

motor is coupled to the pinion shaft

through a Wellman-Bibby flexible

coupling.

The rotiif, the rotor windings, and
the slip-rings were made, both with
regard to mechanical construction and
electrical insulation, to withstand
reverse-current braking and the double

voltage on reversal. The stator wind-
ings are of the open slot type, and the

coils are of a special construction and
insulation developed for very high
voltages, and used very successfully for several years.

The motor shaft, which is carried in two massive
spherical-seated bearings, is of generous dimensions to

withstand the frequent reversals of stress experienced in

motors for this service, and the slip-rings, of the open

type, are placed inside the bearings. When braking,

the maximum voltage between the slip-rings is approxi-

mately 1,550 volts, and, as can be seen in the illustra-

tion, tig. 1, the brush gear is mounted alternatively on

either side of the shaft to give additional clearance be-

twei^n the brush holders and to facilitate

adjustment and replacement of the

hrushes.

Tlie control gear, comprising high-

|jifssure, airbreak, leversing con-

tiii tors for the stator circuit and pot

lype liquid rotor regulators capable of

dissipating 900 h.p. continuously, was

supplied bv Messis. Allen, West &. Co.

A unique feature of this control is a

coiupressed-aii' cylinder tliat is con-

nected to the lever operating gear which

relieves the driver of the fatigue of

operating such a large regulator. The

compressed-air cylinder is not capable

of operating the regulator without

additional effort on the part of the

driver, and this feature ensures that the

actual control is completely in his

hands.

The high-pressure contactors are

operated through a small master con-

troller which is connected to the lever

operating gear and, in addition to the

fingers necessary for operating the con-

tactors, this master controller has

numerous additional fingers for the

various emergency and interlocking de-

vices supplied with the winders. In

order that no access can be obtained to

the high-pressure stator contactors while they are alive,

the door of the separate fireproof chamber, in which

these contactors are housed beneath the engine-room

floor, is interlocked with the main switch.

The switchgear, emergency, and indicating devices

Fig. -Dri'M End of Windkr.

were supplied by the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

and, in addition to the standard Whitmore overwind

and overspeed devices, there are two overwinding

switches, one for each cage, mounted in the headgear, to

trip the main switch in ease of an overwind. A feature
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of these additional switches is that after an overwind

has occurred it is impossible for the driver to back out

in any but the correct direction, and then only at a

creeping speed.

It is a common practice to supply a pedal switch for

short-circuiting the overwinding switches and, in this

manner, to permit backing out. but with sucH a system

there is nothing to prevent the driver from drawing the

cage still further into the headgear after he has short-

circuited the overwinding switches. With the B.T.H.

system the possibility of a mistake of this nature is

entirely eliminated.

The driver's instruments, comprising a centre-zero

wattmeter and a voltmeter, are mounted on each side

of tlie clepth indieatoi'. By using a centi-e-zero watt

iiietfi- l( is po.ssible to obtain tlie same indications as are

given by an ammeter on a Ward-Leonard equipment
that is, the needle moves to the right or left in accord-

ance with the raisino' of the right or left-hand caye in

the shaft, the pointer moving in the opposite direction

when reverse-current braking is employed. Above these

instruments are two ground-glass indicators which give

luminous printed signals to show the driver when he is

cither braking by reverse current, or when he moves his

lever in the wrong direction at the commencement of a

trip. The latter indicator is of considerable value

since, should the driver move his lever in the wrong
direction, it gives him an opportunity of rectifying his

mistake before the overwinding switches come into

operation.

In addition to the winders mentioned above, the

British Thomson-Houston Co. has recently completed the

motor and switchgear of another large winder for the

Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co. , this winder being in

course of ei-ection at the New Tredegar pit, situated

near the top of the Rliymney valley, not far from the

• iroesfaen and Penygarreg pits. The motor for this

winder has a continuous ratine oI'l.lOO h.p.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

SUMMER CONVENTION IN SCOTLAND.

However fond of London those members of the Insti-

tution are who travelled in a special L. & N.W.R. res-

taurant car by the West Coast route from Euston to

Glasgow, on Monday last, to take part in the summer
meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers at its

Scottish Centre, they will hardly agree with Dr. John-
son's saying, that the finest prospect a Scotsman ever

sees is the high road out of Scotland into England.
Glasgow, having welcomed members of the Institution

0.1 previous occasions, renewed that nelcome this year
with the heartiness associated with greetings accorded
t J old friends. Many, if not, indeed, most of those

:it tending the pi'esent convention are not unfamiliar
with the city, with its commercial and industrial

interests, its civic fiiterprise, and its academic fame to

which the late Jjord Kelvin added so remarkable a
lustre; but it may be that some members are visiting

Glasgow for the first time

—

" A city old, and somewhat plain of face,

Yet some there are who, with a lover's eye,
Ai'e quick to mark an unexpected grace.
Where strangers would indifferent pass by.

May it be yours for a brief spell to share
Old Glasgow's smiles—to pierce the veil of grey
That screens her charms from hurried eyes—to

bear
The best of her in memory away.'"

G. Matheson.

Tlie city is a cheerful place inhabited by cheerful
jjeople, not a few of whom have been imported by the
electrical profession from across the Border. The
importations during the present meeting may be ex-
pected to bestow further blessings of the same character
and so aid pleasant progress.

The total number of participants in the whole or
parts of the convention is approximately .362, and a
particularly pleasant feature is the fact that in that
number are included over 110 ladies. A'isitora have the
privilege of using five golf courses on production of
their Institution badge, and the general outline of the
programme of the meeting, which is substantially the
same as that arranged for the meeting that was to have
been held last summer, but which wa.s postponed on
account of the coal miners' dispute, a.ssures for all

who take part in it, not only an intimate knowledge
of extensive -Scotti.sh electrical enterprises and allied
trade interests, but also a fine impression of the civic
and commercial imnortance of the City of Glasgow, of
the beauty of the Firth of Clyde, and of the grandeur
and the glory of the Scottish Highlands.

The business programme commenced on Tuesday, May
30th, with an ofiicial reception at the Royal . Technical

College, a stately building in the centre of the city,

adjacent to the municipal buildings and the pleasance,

George Square. A civic welcome was accorded the

visitors by Lord Provost Thomas Paxton and the magis-
trates and members of the Glasgow Town Council.

Mr. R. B. Mitchell, engineer and manager of the Glas-

gow Corporation electricity undertaking, then read a

brief paper descriptive of the general lay-out and
equipment (if (lie Da I II la riioclv electiicity o'enerating

Fig. ]. -Turbine Room at Dalm.arxock-
oil painting).

(reproduced from an

station, fig. 1. in wiiich he drew attention to some spe-

cial features of the station, and quoted extracts from
the working figures for the whole station, test results

of individual parts of the plant, and notes on the equip-
ment which has been provided for the control of the
most important quantities. Where the closest super-
vision of the burning of fuel is imperative, the author
is of the opinion that money expended on measuring
and recording appliances is well spent. The guaran-
teed combined efficiency of boiler, superheater, and
economiser is 80 per cent. , and the boiler-house efiiciency
attained under normal working conditions is about 74
per cent. It is 'expected that under better circum-
stances this figure will be considerably improved.

The methods adopted for driving the auxiliary plant
and of using; the heat energv rejected are next in im-
portance, if not equal, to the economics of the boiler-
house. At Dalmarnock this problem has been tackled
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ill various ways ; in fact, it may seem that too many
complications . have been introduced. The auxiliary

arrangements have been very severely criticised, but the

diversity of auxiliary plant, gives experience and data

which could hardly be determined otherwise than by

trial.

Valuable lessons may be leaiiied from the results ob-

served in the operation of the Dalmarnock station, par-

ticularly in the matter of heat balance control and the

auxiliary drive. Tlje very complexity of the design

makes for exceptional tlexibility in operation, and

affords a rare opportunity to test out the different com-

binations under actual operating conditions.

All auxiliary motors are of the induction type, and

their working has been extremely satisfactory. The
economic aspect is by no means so clear, and investi-

gations are being carried out to see whether too great

a price is not being paid for the obvious advantage of

simplicity of a.c. motors. .

Every effort has been made to measure as accurately

as possible all important quantities, and for this pur-

pose each circuit in the station has been treated sepa-

rately. The equipment provides the staff with means
for practically continuous control of the boiler per-

formance, as well as of that of the tuibo-alternator sets.

No difficulty has been experienced in getting consistent

results well within 0.1 per cent, at tlie electrical end,

although, of course, the absolute accuracy of the results

is much more doubtful. For accurate tests on the tur-

bines, two steel test tanks, each of 28,000-lb. capacity,

have been installed permanently close to the turbine

room, so that verj' accurate measurement of the .steam

consumption of any set can be made when require<i.

Details of these tanks are shown in tig. 2. The whole

testing equipment has proved extremel}' convenient in

practice, and the general idea underlying the arrange-

ment of all testing equipment has been to take the pres-

sui'e, flow, and resistance as in an ordinary electrical

circuit.

It is interesting to note how the various instruments

have gradually gained the confidence of the operators.

The steam flow meter, which was looked on in the early

stages as a toy, is now considered to be absolutely essen-

tial, and the temperature measurements are now quite

as reliable and accurate as the pressure measurements.

Visitors were able to check roughly the performance of

any of the important parts of the plant while passing

through the station.

Operation Results.

Owing to the prevailing depression and to the lock-out

in the engineering trades which has been in force re-

cently, the station output during the past few months
has been much below what was expected. Dalmarnock
has been carrying the whole load of the system and
operating at a load factor of about 34 per cent.

The total generating costs for April last were

0.2635d. per kWh delivered, or 0.0S83d., excluding the

cost of fuel (the average figures for the year being

0.2584d. and 0.0759d. respectively): 10.233.203 kWh
were delivered at an expenditure of 1.98 lb. of coal per

kWh delivered. The maximum load on the station was
42,200 kW and the load factor 33.68 per cent.

As the all-important figure is lb. of coal per unit,

the scheme suggested by Mr. R. H. Parsons some time
ago in The Electrical Review has been adopted. A
testing engineer is employed, whose sole duty is to inves-

tigate problems on the economical running of the sta-

tion, and he is provided with complete testing equip-

ment. After the reading of the paper, members were
conveyed in special cars to Dalmarnock to see for them-
selves the work that is carried on there and the methods
employed.

The earliest electricity generating stations in Glas-

gow were erected in 1890: a larger station was com-
pleted in 1893 at Waterloo Street, the only advantage
of which site was its proximity to the load centre. The
Port Dundas and St. Andrew's Cross stations were
equipped during the period 1900-1904 with recipro-

cating plant: later turbo-alternator sets were installed

in these two stations to supply h.p. 3-phase energy to

sub-stations in which it was converted to l.p. d.c. for

general' use. However, in ten years' time both stations

liad nearly reached the economical limit of their

capacities, it being impracticable to extend them,
ttwing principally to a lack of adequatt- supplies of

water for condensing purposes. .\(cordingly, on the

advice of Mr. W. W. Lackie, the then engineer and
manager and now one of tlie Electricity Commissioner.s,

the Corporation procured 1 3i acres in 1910 on which
to erect the Dalmarnock station ; tlie ultimate electricul

output of this station is to he 2()(),0()0 kW.
The station is designed in two main section.s, the

first of which comprises a coal store and coal-handliiiir

plant, workshop, two boiler rooms, a turbine room,
switch house, control room, and a sub-station. Up i'>

March, 1922, £1,311,355 had been spent on the works
and plant, and the first section, when complete, will.
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The titrst section of the switch-house contains the

.step-up transformers for each alternator, five alterna-

tor and 18 feeder switches, two coupling, and two

sectionalising switches. The working pressure at the

bus-bars is 20,000 volts, and the 7,800-kVA trans-

formers are single-phase units. The switchgear is of

novel design ; in place of the conventional concrete-cell

work, ironclad construction is used throughout, and

all the switches are operated from a control room in

which the electrical measuring instruments and signal-

ling devices are situated.

A 125-cell 250-volt battery, having a capacity of

3.000 Ah at a discharge rate of 300 amperes for 10

hours, is located in the switch-house basement and is

used to excite the main turbo-alternator exciter fields,

to drive the switch-house travelling crane, and for

emergency station li;;-hting. Two fvj-cc'il h/O-'

teries, having a capacity of 250 amperes at a one-hour

I'ate of discliarge, are situated below the control room,

and are used alternately to operate tlie main switchgear

controls and telegraphs.

The neutral point of the 20,000-volt system is eartlied

through a water resistance that is capable of passing

500 amperes at 11,500 volts, and the neutral point of

each generator is earthed through a resistance which

can pass 1,500 amperes at 3,800 volts.

The electrical energy generated at Dalmarnock is

transmitted at 20,000 volts to various sub-stations,

where it is stepped down to 6,500 volts to supply the

existing e.h.p. mains. Transformation to 440 volts for

a.c. distribution and conversion to d.c. at 500 volts is

also made for l.p. supplies. The 20,000-volt cables are

of the 3-core split-conductor and 6-core types, and

are provided with the Slerz-Hunter system of protection;

a 12-pair air-spaced telephone cable is laid with each

feeder. At the distributing centres banks of 1,875-

kVA single-phase (three in a group) step-down 20,000/

6,500-volt transformers are installed, switchgear of the

ironclad type is provided on both the h.p. and l.p.

sides, and the centres are interconnected by 20,000-volt

feeders.

After being conducted over the station the visitors

were conveyed in cars back to the Municipal buildings,

where luncheon was served by invitation of the Cor-

poration of Glasgow.

As we go to press, our representative telegraphs that

tl)e weather is glorious, and that the function so far has

been very enjoyable.

{To he eon tinned.)

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S SOIREE.

{Concluded fi

The National Physical Laboratory (Dr. Kaye and Dr.

(iritfiths) exhibited apparatus for the rapid determina-

tion of thermal conductivities, more especially of non-

metallic materials. Fluorescence under ultra-violet

light was demonstrated, and a precision bridge for

platinum thermometry (Messrs. W. F. Higgins and

F. H. Schofield) was on view, the design of which is due

to Mr. F. E. Smith, F.R.S. It is intended for use with

thermometers having two potential and two current

leads. One of the leads is shunted after the manner of

the Kelvin double bridge, another is in the galvano-

meter circuit, and the remaining two are in variable

arms of the bridge. The net is such that the resist-

ances of the two variable arms are of the order of

100 times that of the thermometer. This enables brush
contacts to be used without appreciable sacrifice of pre-

cision. The bridge shown was designed for thermome
ters of 10 ohms. F.I.. and the steps on the lowest dial

corresponded to 0.001° C. Differences of 1 per cent,

in the resistances of the thermometer leads do not affect

the reading.

The new rotascope shown by Dr. E. H. Rayner enables

a revolving shaft, disk, or other object to be rendered
continuously visible and yet appear to be at rest. The

-.-l.-Q

Fig. I.—A New Rotascope.

method employed eliminates the necessity for illumina-

ting the object by flashes of light of very short duration

compared with the period of rotation by the shutters

or other means commonly used for producing a pseudo-

stationary appearance, which require the object to be

invisible except for a small fraction of a revolution.

The principle made use of in the new rotascope is a

property of the reflection from a plane surface rotating

about an axis that is parallel to its plane, which is

collinear with that of the object. A form' of the

om page 726.)

optical device employed is shown in the accompanying

diagram, fig. 1, which represents three mirrors rotating

as a whole about an axis pq, which is in line with the

axis of rotation of the object. Such a system of mir-

rors has the property of causing a fixed object to appear

to rotate twice as fast as its own rotation ; it therefore

follows that, if it is rotated at half the speed of the

object, the effect will be that the object will appear to

be at rest. Such a method of eliminating the appear-

ance of rotation from a rotating body is suggested as

being of possible value for synchronising purposes,

speed measurement, the examination of the movements

of difi'erent parts of rotating machines, and the study

of the vibrational, torsional, and other strains in rota-

ting plant. By means of subsidiary optical devices

parts off the axis of rotation can be examined.

The Radiological Branch. Research Department.

Woolwich, showed an X-ray tube of the hot-cathode

type, constructed chiefly of metal— the insulation be-

tween the anode and the case being secured by a glass

sleeve. Both the anode and the metal case are water

cooled. The tube is self shielding, only a narrow pencil

of X-rays escaping from an aluminium window. It is

designed to give the characteristic radiation of iron,

and to run continuously with a heavy current.

The Explosives Branch of the Researcli Department

exhibited apparatus for the measurement of dielectric

constants at radio frequencies. The method used is an

apiilication of the heterodyne method of signalling em-

jiioved in wireless teleuraphy. Two valves generate

iisrjllations of higii and nearl>- equal frequencies, and

an audible note, whose pitch depends upon their differ-

ence in frequency, is heard in a telephone receiver. The

pitch of this note is compared with the pitch of the note

given bv an electricallv-driven tuning fork.

Sir William Bragg.' F.R.S. . and Prof. W. L. Bratrg,

F.R.S.. had an exceedingly interesting exhibit of models

of crystal structure. The methods of X-ray analysis

make it possible to construct models which show with

great accuracy the size of the cell containing the unit of

pattern of the crystal. In some simple cases the posi-

tions of the atoms in the cell are known with equal pre-

cision : in others the approximate positions can be in-

ferred. The distance between the centres of two neigh-

bniiring atoms is generally known with much more

.iccuracy than the radius of either. The models of

organic crystals are based on the principle, which seems

to be justified by success, that the benzene and naphtha-
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lene molecules are actual frameworks of definite dimen-
sions. The scale of most of the models was 100,000,000 : 1

.

Where the material cannot be obtained in cry-

stalline form, it is possible to use it in the shape of

powder ; the X-rays are passed through this and give

spectral lines from which the characteristics of the

material can be deduced. This process has been applied,

for instance, to china clay with great success. A new
X-ray bulb was also shown giving soft rays ; the copper

anticathode was water-cooled, and the tube took 10

milliamperes at 30,000 volts. This tube was used for

the examination of powders. The wave-lengths emitted

by the tube are 1.54 A.U. (strong) and 1.42 A.U. (weak).

With a current of three milliamperes a useful photo-

graph is obtained in three hours, in the case of sub-

stances of moderate densitv.

1919-20

Railway Material Ticals.
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he earnestly desired that so extremely useful and promising

a> measure might be proceeded with. He understood that

the principal obstacle was the letter written by the Trade

Facihtfes Advisory Committee. That Committee consisted of

tturee gentlemen of unique experience in business, but not of

experience in Parliamentary procedure. In all that they ilid

the Committee acted specifically subject to the condition

that appUcants who came to them would obtain the necessary

legal and Parliamentary authority. The schemee submitted

to the Committee for the assistance of the guarantee were
such as without the guarantee would not come to birth, and
it would not be worth while for the promoters of such

schemes to incur the expense of obtaining the approval of

a private Bill unless they had some assurance that if they

succeeded in obtaining the assent of Parliament to iheir pro-

posals they could count on the guarantee. He gave an
assurance that in future it would be made very clear to all

applicants to the x\dvisory Committee in regard to schemes
which required the assent of Parliament that any expression

of opinion by that Committee would be given subject to the

approval of Parliament. The immediate, effect of the Bill

would be to employ 3,0(30 men this year and 6.000 in the

third year.

On a division the motion for rejection was defeated by 18.5

votes to 78. The Bill has since passed its third reading.

Torquay Corporation Bill.—On May 23rd a Select Com-
mittee of the House of Lords considered a Bill promoted by
the Torquay Corporation providing for the transfer of the

electricity undertaking from the Urban Electric Supply Co.
at Newton Abbot to the Torquay Corporation.

Mr. W. .J. Jeeves, K.C, for the promoters, said that it was
unquestionable that Torquay needed more generating stations

than it possessed at present if the demand for electrical

energy in the district was to be supplied. It was impossible

in the present station to secure any further effective capacity.

Big works within the borough might be detrimental to the
town as a whole, and they had to keep outside the borough
to find a site for new works. The Urban Electric Supply
Co.. if they were effectively to supply the Newton .\bbot dis-

trict, would have to extend their works. For some reason
they declined to supply the Council's workmen's dwellings
with electrical energy, and in the end the Torquay Corpora-
tion and the Newton .A.bbot Urban Council met and discussed
the matter, and came to the conclusion that it would be 'n

the interest of both areas that Newton Abbot Council .~hould

exercise their option of purchase on these electrical works,
and that Torquay should find the necessary money. The Bi'l

provided that Torquay Corporation .should purchase the elec-

trical undertaking at Newton Abbot on terms on which the
owners were bound to sell to the Newton Abbot Urban
Council, because it was m the interests of both areas.

The suggested price of the undertaking was 3666,000, but the
Torquay Corporation's electrical engineer considered this sum
far too much,

Mr. TiLDESLEY Jones. K.C. in opposing, asked their Lord-
ships' protection against what could only be a partial
mea.sure of confi.scation.

No evidence was called fur the uppnsition. and the Com-
mittee found the preamble of the Bill proved. It suggested
that the terms of purchase be arranged by arbitration.

The Bill later passed its third reading.

MiscellaneouK Bills.—The South Wales Electrical Power
Distribution Bill has been read a second time in the House
of Commons. The Nottinghamsbiie and Derbyshire Tram-
ways Bill has been read a third time in the Hou.se of Lords.
The Bristol Tramways BiU has been read a second time in the
House of Lords. The London County Council (Tramways and
Improvements) Bill has been read a third time in the House
of Commons. The Ayr Burgh Electricity Bill has been read a
third time in the Lords, and passed. Un May 30th the London
Electric & City & South London Railway Companies' Bill was
read a second time in the Hou.se of Lords, and has been re-

ferred to the examiners of private Bills. The Yorkshire
Electric Power Bill has been read the third time in the
House of Commons.

Electrification in Lii.revihnrii.—(Jn May 'ilth, Mr. .\. T.

Davies asked the President (if the Board of Trade whether the

.tttention of the Overseas Trade Department or the Board of

Trade had been directed to the schemes of electrification in the

Duchy of Luxemburg': whether British engineers would he in

a position to quote for plant, machinery, and equipment in the

duchy; whether the departmeote, separately or in co-opera-

tion, were able to supply information and facilities for

.tendering to British firms; and, if not. seeing the present

state of unemployment, whether the departments would be

prepared to make any effort in this matter.

Sir. P. Lloyd Graeme (Secretary to the Overseas Trade De-
partment) said that tentative suggestions had been put for-

ward from time to time for the electrification of the Luxem-
burg railways, but he had no information that any definite

scheme had been formulated. With regard to the last part

of the question, the Commercial Secretary at Brussels, in

who.se area Luxemburg is included, kept the department in-

formed in the ordinary course of his duties, of any develop-

ments likely to be of interest to British industry, but he

would gladly have a special inquiry addressed to him on the

matter, and would communicate again in due course with
Mr. Davies.

Office of Works Dismissals.—On May 29th Mr. Erskine
asked Sir J. Gihnour. as representing the First Commissioner
of S\'orks, whether in the electrical engineering department
dismissals of workmen since the Armistice had exceeded 200

in number; and, if this was so, whether any corresponding

reduction had been made in the superintending staff.

Sir J. Gii.^roCR replied that the number of workmen dis-

charged from the electrical department was 189 out of a

total of 46-5 at the time of the Armistice; the supervisory

staff at the date numbered 16 and had been reduced to 11.

Wireless to Siciizerland.—On May 25th Mr. T. Griffiths

asked the Postmaster-General whether the new wireless ser-

vice which had been instituted between London and Switzer-

land in competition with the Government land line and cable

service was being conducted under a temporary or a penna-
nect licence.

Mr. KELL.tWAY said that no licence had yet been issued.

Temporary permission had been given to the Marconi Co.

to commence a service between London and Switzerland, but
this was subject to withdrawal if a suitable agreement was
not arrived at between the Government and the company as

to the conditions on which such licences might be granted.

The circumstances were practically the same as in the case

of the London-Paris service. The question of the conditions

under which licences could be issued was still under con-

sideration. Should such licences be granted then- terms
would be laid before ParUament.

Wireless on Passenger Aeroplanes.—On May 22nd Captain
Guest (Secretary of State for Air), informed Sir H. Britt.^in

that an agreement, which was being drawn up with the

British ancraft companies operating on the recognised air

routes between England and abroad under the Subsidy
Scheme, would include a clause providing that all approved
tleets of aircraft should be equipped with wireless. The
agreement had not yet been signed, but at present all the

large aircraft, 1-5 in number, trading regularly between Paris

and London and Brussels were fitted with wireless, and com-
municated regularly with the Air Ministry ground stations.

One French machine was at present fitted with wheless, and
the French companies had agreed that all their passenger-

carrying aircraft on this service should be similarly equipped
by the middle of August. The Dutch were also arranging ti>

equip with wireless their aircraft on the Holland England
route.

LEGAL.

Ukb.an Electric Supply Co. u. Cade.

At Stamford County Court, on May 22nd. before Judge

Dobb. the Urban Electric Supply Co. sued Alfred Cade.

St. Mary's Street, for £34 4s. 6d. An affidavit by defendant

admitted £Zi 9s. of the claim, and the dispute arose over the

difference in price for electricity consumed for lighting pur-

poses and that used for heating.

Mr. Godfrey Phillips, for plaintiffs, stated that in Sep-

tember, 1919, a contract, which had been in existence, was

cancelled by the company. They were prepared to enter

into a fresh agreement, but after several letters had been sent

a postcard was received .stating that it had been decided to

have the supply on the flat-rate basis. For three quarters

in 1920 an allowance had been made in respect of energy

used for heating purposes, but afterwards the company said

that if a rebate was expected defendant must have a separate

meter for the electricity consumed for heating purposes,

Mr. C. HoLMAN (resident engineer), explained that there

was a difference in the charge for the two uses. In the case

of a contract each unit was charged for at a low rate, but

there being uo separate meter, the account woiM be on the

lighting basis.

Defendant said that the business had been transacted br

his wife and daughter, who had come to an agreement with

the company to have the supply for heating at a lower rate,

but this Mr. FTcilinan denied.

[n the absence nf proof of a verbal aareement. his Honour
gave judgment for plaintiffs for the amount claimed.

Telephoxe Wire and Electric Cable.

Tx the Court of Appeal, before Lords Justices Bankes,

Scrutton and Atkin, on May 26th and 27th, the Liverpool

Corporation appealed from a judgment of a Divisional Court,

consisting of Justices Shearman and Salter, reversing a

decision of the County Court Judge of Liverpool, who had

found against the Postma.ster-General on his claim against

the Corporation to recover the agreed cost of £40 8s. 7d. of

repairing damage done to Post Ofiice telephone plant by an

electric light main belonging to the Corporation as the Elec-

tricitv ^uthoritv for the Citv of liverpool.

The electric tight cable had been laid in 1889. It was en-

cased in some noxj-conducting material and further enclosed
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in an iron casing. The telephone wire was in an iron pipe,

arid was adjoining and underneath the electric cable. On
August 6th, 1918, there was a leakage of electric current

through a breakage in the non-conducting material, causing

an explosion, which damaged both the electric light cable

and the telephone wire.

The Postmaster-General, in his appeal from the judgment
of the County Court Judge dismissing his claim, contended

that the judge had mis-directed himself and was wrong im

law in holding that the Postmaster-General was bound by

the terms of an agreement dated June 17th, 1896, between

ihe Liverpool Corporation and the National Telephone Co.,

a clause of which exonerated the Corporation from liability

to pay damages for nuisance occasioning loss to the Post-

master-General and also from paying the expen.ses of making
good the injury to the telephone line under the provisions of

the Telegraph Act, 1878. Tt was further submitted that the

County Court Judge was wrong in law in holding that a

letter dated January 24th, 1912, was not a sufficient notice

under the Telegraph Act, 1892.

The Divisional Court held, both on the ground of nuisance

and on the ground of debt, that the Postnuister-General was
entitled to succeed, and from this result the present appeal

was brought.
.\t the conclu.sion of the arguments their lordships reserved

judgment.

Ealing and Hammersmith Electricity Supply.

L\ the Divisional Court of King's Bench, on May 26th, before

the Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Greer, and Mr. Justice

Acton, an application was made ex parte by Mr. Eon. Brown,

K.C., for a rule nisi for a mandamus directed to the Electricity

Commissioners requiring them to show cause why they

should not hear and determine, according to law, an appli-

cation by the Ealing Corporation as owner suppliers of elec-

tricity for the Borough for leave tu enter into an agreement

with the Hammersmith Corporation for a supply of elec-

tricity. He also asked for a rule certiorari to bring up to this

Court to be qua.shed an order made by the Electricity Com-
missioners refusing them leave to proceed with the agree-

ments which had been provisionally drafted. Counsel said

that his ground of application was that the Electricity

Commissioners, in arriving at their decision, were influenced

by extraneous and irrelevant matters, and therefore their

assent to the agreement which they could give under Sec. 19

of the Electrical Supply Act. 1919, was flot properly or

judicially exercised. Counsel went on to explain that, by the

Act of 1919, the Electricity Commissioners were appointed by

the Board of Trade to regulate and supervise the supply of

electricity, and reading an affidavit by the Town Clerk of

Ealing, he said it appeared that the load was up to 75 per

cent, of the full capacity arjd the safety margin had been

reached. If, during the coming winter, there continued to be

an, increase of users, the capacity'! of supply would be overtaxed.

In the circumstances, the Borough of Hammersmith was
approached with the object of getting a supply from it to

augment that of the Eahng district. Eventually an agree-

ment was arrived at by which the Ealing Corporation was to

receive a supply in bulk on terms much more favourable to

it than those offered by the MetropoUtan Electric

Supply Co. This provisional agreement was put before the

Electricity Commissioners, who were told that the Hammer-
smith Council was quite willing to stand by its bargain.

The Commissioners, however, refused to allow the agreement,
even though the combination of the two boroughs in the
supply of light would have made a great financial difference

to Ealing. Counsel argued that the Commissioners, in con-

sidering the merits of the two proposals (one from Ealing
and the other from the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.),

went beyond the jurisdiction given them by the Act of Par-
liament. He considered that if a satisfactory agreement was
set before the Commissioners they should accept it.

In reply to the Lord Chief Justice, counsel said he submitted
that the Commissioners were dealing with extraneous and
ii'relevant matters, and they went beyond the discretion

vested in them if they went into the question whether a
supnly should not be given by another authority.
The Lord Chief Justice : it looks as if the Commissioners

have looked into the whole matter bearing upon the arrange-
ment and have come to the conclusion that, although it might
create a slight financial benefit to the parties, it was more
than counterbalanced by the objections to the combination.
Mr. Eox. Brows argued that the Commissioners were not

entitled to deal with the benefits to be derived from rival

schemes. What they had to consider tp.s the merits of the
oarticular agreement which the Corporations had entered
into.

Mr. Justice Queer : It seems to me you are asking for a
rule to (^xclude from the Act of Parliament the words

:

" With the approval of the Electricity Commissioners," words
which have a particular significance.

The IiORD Chief .Tu.stice, utter further argument, said this
was not a case in which a rule could be granted.
Counsel : Will your lordship give me leave to appeal? Jt

is a matter to which we attach con.siderable importance.

The Lord Chief Jd.stice : You do not need it.

On Monday Mr. S. J. Turner, on behalf of the Ealing Cor-

poration, applied to the Court of Appeal for a rule nisi of a

mandamus directed to the Electricity Commissioners to show
cause whether they should not give approval to the pro-

visional agreement entered into between the Ealing Corpora-

tion and the Hammersmith Corporation uijder which the

latter was to afford a bulk supply of electricity to Ealing.

Lord Justice Bankes : Why come to us?
Mr. Turner said the application was made to a Divisional

Court on Friday and the application was refused. It was for

that reason they came to the Court of Appeal to ask that the
decision of the Divisional Court might be over-ruled.

Having referred to the facts already reported in the appli-

cation to the Divisional Court, counsel said the ground of the
Corporation's objection to the decision of the Commissioners
was that in considering the application the Commis.sioners
had taken into consideration purely extraijeous matter which
they were not entitled to consider at all. The applicants said

that the discretion given to the Electricity Commissioners by
Section 19 of the Electricity Supply Act, 1919, had not been
exercised by the Commissioners judicially.

In the result their Lordships granted a rule and directed

that the form of the rule should be settled in the Crown
Ofiice.

. Gasfilled Lamp Patent Infringed.

Before Mr. Justice Eomer, in the Chancery Division, on
Tuesday, May :30th. there was a motion for judgment in the

case of the British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.. against

Semco. Ltd.. in which the plaintiffs claimed an injunction

restraining an infringement of their patent in connection with
gasfilled lamps.
Counsel for the plaintiffs said two certificates of validity

of the patent had been granted, the date of the last being
Jaimary 25th, this year, before the date of the issue of the
writ.

His Lordship made the usual order.

IjEading-Ln Wires P.went Infringed.

A MOTION for judgment in default of appearance in the.

action by the British Thomson-Hou.ston Co., Jjtd., against H.
Bake & Co. for an injunction restraining infringement of

their patent for leading-in wires for incandescent lamps came
before Mr. Justice Eomer in the Chancery Division on Tues-
day, May 30th.

Counsel for the plaintiffs said the patent had been upheld
by Mr. Justice Astbury. who had granted a certificate of

validity.

His Lordship made the usual order.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. \o
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address in out possession.

Lead'COvered Wiring.

In your issue of May 19th. 192-2, the article on pp. 690-1.
' Lead-covered Wiring." by Mr. P. Dunisheath. M.A., B.Sc.

and your comments thereon on p. 687, are of extreme
interest, but I believe both articles are incomp'ete. I have
known, as an installation foreman, 30 or 33 years ago, that

one must not run lead-covered cables, whether on or through

oak of any age excepting with some other protection, such

as another wooden suppoit for the long runs, and if passing

through oak beams, an el)oiiite or fibre tube threaded over

the wire from one end.
The fact that lead-covered cables laid in. on, or through

oak would be damaged by the acetic acid contained therein

seemed to be common knowledge to electric \\'iremen. At
thnt date " wiremen " were highly trained men, but at a

later date, when central stations were booming, the class de-

teriorated, and many details of electrical practice were for-

gotten. Lynton is a case in point.

The wiring was erected iij 1900, ten or tivelve years afti'r

the discovery that oak .supports for lead covering were un
suitable. Of course that fact was forgotten.

There is another aspect ai'ound the lead covering. T am
not a cable maker, but I believe that the lead used is the

])urest that can be bought—absolutely no other element in it.

This, however, is not advantageous as the purer the lead the

more likely is it to be affected by acids. It is so soft, ductile,

and pure that pigeon dirt will make a hole in it. The
present-day lead is " desilverized.', i.e.. every grain of silver

is removed from the raw lead. " Desilverizing " was not in-

vented until about 1850, and r<x)fs or any other leaded struc-

tures were covered with raw leail_. much harder, impervious
to acids which destroy present-day leads, less ductile, and
practically indestructible. Such lead must, of course, have
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leen used in the church laid in 1833, referred to in Mr.

Dunsheath's paper.

The suggestion is that the extraction of silver from raw

lead should be supplemented by the addition of some other

lUoy for cable work, particularly in small leads.

I "have received a communication kindly sent to me by Mr.

Llewelyn B. Atkinson, past-president of the I.E.E., and

3able expert, in which he states that :

" Some of the wiring

systems which have metal sheaths use lead with certain per-

centages of copper, antimony or till to harden them, but the

Wiring Rules specify that they shall contain not less than

95 per cent, pure lead."
Arthur E. Gott, M.I.E.E.,

Herbert Birlei/ Gold Medallist.

(Manchester Evening Schools.)

Sharnbrook.
May 2oth, 1922.

Broadcasting Wireless Telephony.

For immediate practical purposes " Tuner " is correct. A
very few wireless companies own all the recent patents.

The situation is comparable with that of the lamp trade. Any-
one may copy a carbon-filament lamp of last century if he
wants to, or he is at liberty to evolve an entirely novel type.

But the sale or manufacture of gasfiUed lamps should not be

undertaken without full knowledge of the patent situation.

The " £6 sets advertised by small firms " w'ill in general

represent the pre-war state of knowledge. Like the carbon

lamp, they are perfectly satisfactory within their limitations,

which are many, but they should be acceptable to, say, 50

per cent, of customers living within 20 miles- of the broadcast-

ing station.

The remedies are very obvious—deal only with firms of

standing, and get guarantees of indemnity against possible

patent litigation, and of suitability for your district and
aerial.

A. Hinderlicb.
Southall.

May '21th. 1922.

[Our correspondent's first paragraph affirms the existence

of a monopoly or a partial monopoly, whilst his second con-
tradicts it. If .50 per cent, of the customers within 20 miles
of a broadcasting station can be suited with apparatus not
the subject of a monopoly, obviously all of the customers can
use such apparatus, and there is no monopoly. Of course,
apparatus covered by existing patents is under a different

category.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

fuse replacement is becoming more and more the job of the

layman, and an item the busy contractor cannot now tind tlie

time to deal with. , „, -„ , j. ^t.- i

There is also a matter for Mr. J. W. Beauchamp to thmk

seriously over, and that is, the creation of a " showroom

newspaper, suitable edited for the layman m understandable

language.
. , ^^ , ^ .. -ii.

It is useless talking about " Electrical Development with

dealers and contractors in the language known only to them;

we want encouraging development among the users. Get

them interested, and they will soon demand their require-

ments from the retailer, or possibly from the wholesa.er, it

he has a district showroom (?)
'

. - , i

Mr. Beauchamp might well arrange a series of lectures m
the provinces, of a pubUc nature, incorporatmg certain de-

monstrations, and not speak among the technical fraternity,

w-ho are, generally speaking, pioneers.

George Humphry.
Humphry Electric Co.

p.S.—Depreciation of values is an important economic con-

sideration nowadays, w-ith such jumpy markets—one of the

reasons, we think, and a sound reason too, why retailers are

not showing.

Bristol. May 29th, 1922.

The Education of the Consumer.

We hope your note on " Fuse Replacement by Consumers "

will encourage some firm of manufacturers or merchants to
adopt glass covers on the type of fuse receptacle known to
the trade as bow--cut-outs, enabling one to readily find the
defective fuse. We have, from time to time, approached
firms suggesting such modification, in view of the fact that

Apply in Person.

In reply to Mr. Percy Sankey, who wrote in your last

week's issue, under the above heading, I would emphasise

that if a prospective employer of labour gave his name and

address instead of hiding behind a box number, there would

be no need for such a sarcastic reply, as given.

Advertisers for men to fill vacancies should also have the

courtesy to state when the position is filled, and thank those

who applied.
One Who Has Had Some.

May Q9th, 1922.

A Tragedy in Trousers.

A perusal of Mr. W. A. C. Phillpot's letter in your last

issue, reveals some very interesting facts regarding the posi-

tion of the male stenographer.
^

Yet—were not these " Boys of the bulldog breed " a lew

years ago? Nobody, of course, would dream of associating

the lady stenographer with the canine species. It would be

most unfair. It is equally unfair, therefore, to impute any

misdemeanour on the part of a stenographer for being born

a man.
Employers, however, are not all ahke. Some years ago,

when I was deputed to find a substitute for typing, &c., I'

was expressly—and nervously—requested by my chief not

to select anybody with " powdered cheeks and short skirts!"

But no typists' errors were allowed in that office.

Herbert G. Clayton.

London, May 11th. 1922

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Doughs Cl.^vell Bate, 1G, John
Dalton Street, Manchester, electrical manufacturer and. sui>
plier.—The first meeting cf the creditors was held recently
at the Official Receiver's offices, Byrom Street, Manchester.
The statement of affairs showed liabilities of ^1,959, while the
assets were estimated to realise i£663, from which preferential
claims of £19 had to be deducted, leaving net assets of £584,
or a deficiency of £1,374. Debtor attributed his failure to the
marked fall in prices, his periodical ill-health for the past three
years, and his total inability to attend his office since Sep-
tember, 1921. It appeared that he was in the electrical busi-

ness for over 40 years as an employe. About 14 years ago he
went to Manchester and .started on his own account at 40,
Brazennose Street, removing to his present address in 1916.

Until the Armistice the business was fairly successful, but he
had two bad periods, one after the Armistice, which lasted
about six months, and another which started in the spring
of 1990 and still persisted. A full set of books of account had
been kept. Debtor became aware of his position about the
middle of March last. The creditors decided to appoint Mr.
J. P. Warburton. certified accountant, 28, Queen Street, Man-
chester, as trustee. The follow-ing are creditors :

—

£ £
A. & A. Electrical Co 35 Hogan & Wardrop 13
Benjamin Electric, Ltd 70 Hamnel & Andrew 113
Bi-Metals, Ltd 10 Hopkins, H. H *)
Bloor (R.) & Co 13 .Moorhousc (H. D.) & Co. ... 11
Cancordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd. 5C Moores (John) &• Co 3.5

Central Electric Co 50 Premier Elec. Contracting Co. 16
Dalton & Downes ... 27 Record Electric Co 22
Eureka Conduits & Fittings Co. 25 Rosengrass, J 60
Edison Swan Electric <iO., Ltd. 46 Simmonds Bros.. Ltd IBO
Efandem Co., Ltd 20 Sle-l Tubes & Conduits Co. ... 121
Forman (Thos.) & Sons 34 Velekoid M,-jnufacturing Co. ... 81
Greenwood &• Batlev, Ltd. ... 300 White, J. C 65
Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd. ... 20

Aubrey Victor Cl.wton (Clayton Motors), Leeds.—The.

debtor's statement of affairs shows gross Uabilities £6,754,

expected to rank .£6,2.53, and the deficiency is £6.231.

Debtor alleges as the causes of failure :
" bad debts of £725,

plus costs and loss owing to failure of a company with which

I had contracts." The deficiency account includes £4.639

for depreciation of stock in trade, machinery, kc. ;
£2-53 net.

loss arising from carrying on business; personal liabilities

£995; plant, and machinery included in balance-sheet, but,

now claimed under hire agreement, £2,341. The Official

Receiver, in his remarks, says that the debtor states that he,

discovered his insolvency at the end of March, 1922. H©.
executed a deed of assignment on April 7th, 1922, and a

meeting of creditors was held on April 11th, 1922, when a.

statement of affairs was presented, showing unsecured liabili-.,

ties £6,417 and net assets £4,676. The creditors did not accept

the deed of assignment. A full set of books of account had.

iaeen kept, and these had been regularly audited, and profit

and loss account prepared. Prom these it would appear that

for the first 12 months of trading there vpas a net profit of

£12;:) ; for the following five months a net profit of £793

;

and for the 12 months ending February 28th, 1922, a net.

loss of £l,i^2. According to the balance-sheet of the same'

date there was a surplus capital of £2,348, but it did not'

include personal liabilities amounting to £995, and it iri-

cluded the plant and machinery, which is now claimed as

being on the hire-purchase system, and put down ut £2,541.

It appears that debtor commenced business under the name
of Clayton Motors in Febniary, 1920, with about .£600 capital.

£.5(X) received from the sale of a motor-car, and the. balance-

his savings. He took over ,the engineering shop of which he'

h.nd been manager for about tw'o years at an agreed price of,

£3.700. To satisfy this amount the debtor obtained the sur-
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render from the registered holder of i£2,300 debentures in the

vendor company, and personally agreed to discharge liabili-

ties amounting to about i;i,'200 owmg by the vendor com-
pany, and gave them a bill of exchange for £300. On July
i6th, 19'20. the debtor entered into a hire-purchase agree-

ment, from the debenture holder before referred to. of plant

and machinery of an agreed value of ^3,601, apparently the

tame as was included m the original sale from the vendor
company to the debtor. " At the date of the receiving order
these effects were still on the premises of the debtor, but
an auctioneer had been instructed to hold possession, and a
notice was painted on them that they were the property of

the former debenture holder. This matter will require inves-

tigation."

W. W. THBEArLETON, Thombury Road, Bradford, electrical

and mechanical engineer.—The public examination of this

debtor was held on May '24th at the County Court, Bradford.
The statement of affairs showed a deficiency of £309. Debtor
was closely questioned regarding some of his financial transac-

tions, and the examination was closed.

S. Bbckett, Jun.. electrician, 50, Deane Road, Bolton.—First

and final dividend of 6ijd. in the £ payable June 6th at the
Official Receiver's offices, Byrom Street, Manchester.

T. Carter, electrical engineer, '2, South Street, Dorchester,
and High Street, Swanage.—First meeting June 8th, at the
Official Receiver's offices, Salisbury. Public examination
June '23rd, at the County Hall, Dorchester.

F. C. Goss, electrical engineer, 3'2, Windsor Road, St.

Andrew Park, and 71, North Road. Bishopston, Bristol.—Last
day for proofs for dividend June ]3th. Trustee : Mr. F. W.
Darley, official receiver, '26, Baldwin Street, Bristol.

Company Liquidations.

—

Menai Bridge Electricity Supply
Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. liquidator : Mr. W. G.
Pritchard. High Street, Meuai Bridge. Meeting of creditors
June 7th, at the Council Chamber, Menai Bridge.
Alfo Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—Winding up volun-

tarily. Liquidator : Mr. J. R. Dickin, 37, Moorfields, Liver-
pool. Meeting of creditors June l'2th, at '20. Castle Street,
Liverpool. Particulars of claims to the liquidator by June 6th.

Spiral Flexible Metallic Tqbing Co., Ltd.—Particulars of

claims to be sent to the liquidator, Mr. A. France, West Bar
Chambers, Boar Lane, Leeds, by July 1st.

Receivers Appointed.—B. E. Manui acturing Co., Ltd.—
J. E. Pritchard. of 115, Colmore Row, Birmingham, was
appointed receiver and manager on May 19th under powers
eontained in de'oentures dated Februaiy '28th, 1922.

Corona Lamp Works, Ltd.—V. G. Teale, F.C.A., of 65,

Chancery Lane, W.C. was appointed receiver on May 15th,

1922, under powers contained in trust deed dated April 10th,

1919.

Saitex Mandfactdring Co., Ltd.—C. P. Farmery, of 6.

South Hill Park Gardens, Hampstead, was appointed re-

eeiver on May Uth, 1922, under powers contained in deben-
ture dated November 30th,.19'21.

Yorkshire Incande.scent Electric I/AMp Co.. Ltd.—Mr.
James A. Couper, 17, East Parade, Leeds, has been appointed
receiver of the assets of the compnay by the second mortgage
debenture holders. A scheme is in hand whereby it is hoped
to pay the whole of the creditors in full.

Dissolutions of Partnership.—W. D. Rodda & Co., elec-

trical factors, 37a, Fountain Street, Manchester.—Mr. W. D.
Rodda and Mr. J. Neureuter have dissolved partnership.
D.wies and Rowe, electrical contractors, 119, Dunraven

Street, Tonypandy, Glam.—Messrs. F. H. Davies and E. G.
Rowe have dissolved partnership. Mr. Rowe will attend to
debts and carry on the business.

Trade Announcements.—On and after June 6th, the
registered office of The Electric Construction Co., Ltd., will
be at IngersoU House, 9, Kingsway. London, W.C. 2.

Messrs. Shenton & Co., Ltd.. 68 and 69, Shoe Lane, E.G. 4,
have been appointed agents for Newport and Cardiff for all

manufactures of the Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Lionel Robinson & Co., of 3. Staple Inn, Holborn,

London, W.C.I, have been appointed selUng agents for the
Moler Fireproof Brick & Partition Co., Ltd.^ for the handling
of its Moler refractory material which it is putting on
the market for electric cookers, fires, grills, hotplates, &c..
under the trade name of " Radmolite." The company also
handles " Moler " in porous and granular form for the ther-
mal insulation of electric ovens, furnaces, &c.
The Enterprise Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Electric House,

Grape Street. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 2, has been
appointed sole London agent for Messrs. Barton & Sons,
Beehive Works, Green Street, W'alsall, for their conduit and
fittings, of which the Enterprise Co. holds stocks.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., Fal-
kirk, N.B.— Leaflet No. '287 G, giving details of the " Palco"
electric breakfast cooker

; priced and illustrated. Also a folder
(in Spanish) advertising the " Falco " electric iron.
Messrs. Hogan iV Wardrop, 88. Golden Lane, E.C.I.—

A

well-illustrated descriptive catalogue of cables manufactured
by the N/'V Nederlandsche Kabelfabriek (Holland), for which
the firm is agent in Great Britain and Ireland.
Messrs. Shenton & Co.. Ltd., 68 and 69, Shoe Lane. E.C.4.

—Price list of complete wireless receiving sets and spare parts.
XHfi Wandsworth Electrical MANUFACTtmiNo Co.. Ltd..

T;Tidgate Hill, Birmingham.—An Ulnstrated and priced cata-

logue (60 pp.), giving particulars of switches, fuses, andj
switchboards of numerous types.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,"!
W.C. 2.—Catalogue F Section (158 pp.).—A very comprehen-i
sive catalogue of lighting fittings, giving illustrations'!

and prices of bowls, standards, electroliers, and bracket'
fittings in great variety. Also Catalogue Section S (1), a well-
illustrated price list (58 pp.) of electric lighting accessories,.]

including distribution boards, tumbler switches, lampholdera.J
wall plugs, &c.
The English Electric Co., Ltd., 2, Taviton Street, Gordon]

Square, W.C.I.—Publication No. 357, "The English Electric]
Camshaft Control for Electric Locomotives"; and PubUc»-J
tion No. 3.59, "The Blackburn (East) Power Station." BothJ
brochures are fully illustrated.

Mr. J. C. White, A.M.I.E.B., 1, Cumberland Street, Deans
gate, Manchester.—An illustrated and priced pamphlet'
describing the " J. C. \V." wiring system and accessories.

Messrs. Isenihal & Co., Ltd., Denzil Works, Willesden,
N.W.IO.—A well-illustrated catalogue giving prices and par-
ticulars of regulating resistances for various purposes.

Scientific Appliances, 11 and '29, Sicilian Avenue, South-
ampton Row, W.C.I.—Two price lists of new and second-hand
electrical apparatus, including measuring instruments, electro-

static machines, meters, lamps, heating appliances, &c.

Patent Restoration.—.\n order has been made restorint;

Patent No. 1,453 of 1915 granted to George Saint, for a " Mer-
cury globule electrical contact maker for releasing mine wind-
ing signal indicators, actuating indicators of the stopping,
starting, and reduction of speed of machinery and the like.

"

Patent Application.—.Application has been made for the
restoration of patent No. 1'21,3'20 of 1917, granted to Henry
Chitty for " Improvements in or relating to commutators for

dynamo electric machines.

Unemployment.—The total number of registered unem-
ployed underwent another reduction during the week ended
May '2'2nd. the figure being 1,514,200 as against 1,.553,745 a
week earlier. There was also a diminution of over 10,000 in

the number of workers upon " short time."

For Sale.—Messrs. Geering & Colyer will sell by auction
on June 9th, at the Paddock, Station Road, Ashford, a quan-
tity of electrical Equipment, consisting of motors, dynamos,
switchboard, battery, &c.
East Ham Corporation Electric Lighting and Tramways De-

partment invites offers for one 350-i.h.p. horizontal cross-corn-

"

pound engine, direct coupled to one '225-kW Dick, Kerr I

generator.

Heston and Isleworth Urban District Council Electricity,
Department invites offers for a 540-Ah Tudor storage battery, ;

consisting of 300 cells. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Whitsuntide Holidays.—The works of Messrs. George Elli-
son, Birmingham, were closed for the Whitsuntide holidays
and stocktaking on Tuesday night. May 3t)th, and will re-

main so until the morning of Wednesday. June 7th. The .

offices close to-night and open on Wednesday morning.
The works and offices of Guy Motors. Ltd., Wolverhamp-

ton, will be closed for the Whitsuntide holidays, from to-night,

June '2nd, until Monday morning, June l'2th, 19'22.

Publicity Campaign.—The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., of

Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.17, has entered upon an inten-

sive advertising campaign to make its automobile products
more widely known. The scheme includes a series of adver-

tisements in the motor Press, and the circulation of a series of

four special folders showing the.se advertisements, at regular
intervals, among the motor trade throughout the country. A
complete series of small leaflets describing various acces-j

sories is also being prepared for distribution among the con-

'

eumer class. Retailers can have quantities of these over- •

printed with their own name and address.

Wages in the Electrical Contracting Industry.—In accord-

ance with the National Wages Agreements entered ixtto by

the National Federated Electrical .-Vssociation and the Elec-

trical Trades Union under dates August 7th. 1920. and Sep-.;

tember 22nd, 1921. the Sub-Committee, whose duty it is to,:-

give effect to the agreements at four monthly intervals, an-^
nounces that the variation in cost of Uving justifies a '22 per^
cent, reduction in wages, in lieu of the previous reduction of i

16 per cent., and that the net hourly rates of pay applicable*

to the respective grades are as follows :

—

2
Grade A Is. Hid.*; Grade B Is. 9d. ; Grade C Is. 7id- ; Grad*

D Is. 6d.

These rates will come into effect on the second pay-day ii*
June. 1922. for the period covered by that pay-day. and will;

remain current up to and including the period covered by'

the fij"st pay-day in October. 1922.

At the meeting of the National Joint Indu.strial Council,

held on May 34fh. 1922. the agreement to vary the grading of

Sussex from Grade " C " to Grade " D " was ratified.

This rate includes a travelling allowance. No further al-

lowances to be paid exce"pt as provfded by Rule 9 of the

fjondoh Rules, dated February, 1920. '
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Metropolitan-Vickers Wireless Apparatus.—In conjunc-
tioQ with the Radio Communication Co., Ltd., the MetropoU-
tan-Vickers Electrical Ck)., Ltd., is to undertake the manu-
facture of wireless receiving equipment. As a result of nego-
tiations between Mr. A. P. M. Fleming and the Postmaster-
General, the companies propose to erect two broadcasting sta-

tions at Tratford Park and Slough respectively. In the near
future other stations will be erected.

German Industrial Conference.—Some twelve hundred of

the most prominent industrialists of Germany recently held

a three-days' conference at Hamburg under the auspices of

the Reichsverband der Deutschen Industrie. The president

of the Reichsverband, Dr. Sorge, in his inaugural speech,

epoke in pessimistic terms of the futm-e of German industry.

It seemed, he said, as if business activity, both at home and
abroad, was giving way to stagnation. Many circumstances
which had hitherto favoured a more or less brisk export
trade had ceased to exist. The purchasing power of the home
markets was no longer able to keep pace with increasing
prices, which were caused by the depreciation of the mark
and the short supplies of raw materials. When German
industry had to compete with world market prices, many
people would realise that Germany was an expensive country
with very high costs of production, and it was very doubtful
whether Germany would then be able, as she was now, to

employ 60 per cent, of her productive forces, or whether they
would be able to permit themselves the luxury of a general
eight-hour day.

—

Renter (Berlin).

Tlie Potteries Exhibition.—We have re-

ceived from the hon. secretary of the Potteries
and District branch of the Electrical Con-
tractors' Association some photographs of the
electrical stands at the recent Hanley Health
and Home Exhibition; one of these is repro-

duced herewith. A copy of the guide—of

which 6,U0O were sold

—

has also been sent us,

and from this we gather that electricity re-

ceived the prominence commensurate with its

importance in an exhibition of this nature.
All the well-known makes of domestic appara-
tus were on view, and we think the efforts of

the local contractors should be rewarded by
the successful results which they deserve for
the way in which the electrical part of the show
was organised. The proper method of selling

electrical appliances, i.e., demonstration, was
fully utilised, and a useful pamphlet was dis-

tributed ; this embodied an interesting article

on " Domestic Lighfing," by Mr. C. H. Yea-
man, the Stoke-on-Trent electrical engineer.
Altogether there were 97 stands in the exhi-
bition. The district contractors participating
in the Association's stand were Messrs. Baggu-
ley iSr Son (Newcastle, Staffs.); Barnett & Soans
(St<ike); Blackburn, Starling & Co., Ltd.
(Ihinley); E. M. Evans & Son, Ltd. (Burs-
leni); Potts & Co. (Longton); J. Richards and
Co. (Longton) ; L. Vaughan (Hanley) ; and
Woodward, Smith & Co. (Burslem). The Asso-
ciation was official Ughting contractor.

During the first part of the exhibition music
was provided by the band of H.M. Welsh
Guards; in the latter part the band of the
Plymouth Division, Royal Marines, was in
attendance.

It would be a source of gratification if exhibitions on a
sknilar scale could be arranged in other parts of the country.

Boolt Notices.—" Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony,"
by E. Redpath. Pp. I52; 87 figs. London : Caesell & Co.,
Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net.

" Alternating C\irrent Electrical Engineering," by P. Kemp.
Pp. xii-t-516; 406 figs. London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd,
Price 17s. net.

' History of the Telephone and Telegraph in Brazil, 1851-
1921," by Dr. V. M. Berthold, Chief Foreign Statistician.
'Vnierican Telephone & Telegrapli Co.
' Some Tilings That Matter," by Lord Riddell. Pp. 187.

I-ondon : Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd. Price 7s. 6d. net.

_
"The Lead Storage Battery,' by H. G. Brown. Pp. 16-2;

liBs. 'JO. London : ix)comotive Publishing Co. Price .5s. net!
" Testing of Transformers and A.C. Machines," by C F

Sinith. Pp. xi 4-91; figs. 34. Price2s.6d.net. "Switching
and Switchgear." by H. E. Poole. Pp. ix-M18; figs 23.
Price 2s. 6d. net. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons.
Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

Price s¥'
^°' ^' ^^^^' ^^'^' ^^^ ^""^^ '^^® Institute.

I

" Experience and True Temperance," by P. N. Randall

l^p.
46. London :' The Anti-Prohibition League. Price Is.

\

Science Abstracts, A & B. Vol. XXV. part 3. No 291
larch 31st, 1922. London : E. & P. N. Spon, Ltd. Price
is. bd. each net.

Efficiency Exhibition at Birmingham.—On May 25th the
Lord Mayor opened an Industrial and Commercial Efficiency

Exhibition at Bingley Hall. In many respects this exhibi-
tion, which remains open until June 3rd, is similar to that held
last year at Olympia. Tlie combination of art and advertise-

ment is displayed in a " Poster Street," in which many excel-

lent examples of pictorial publicity are to be seen. All trades

are embodied, including metal-working, textile production,
printing, &o. M.4NIF0LDU, Ltd., of West Bromwich, shows
several indexing and recording systems. A system of record-
keeping for electrical installations devised by Mr. A. H.
HuM.^N is shown, and the Bbitish Institute of Industrul
.Art exhibits many examples of electric signs, pendants, &c.

A complete intercommunication telephone system by the
REL.4Y AuTOirATic TELEPHONE Cc, LTD., is an interesting fea-

ture of the show. Scientific instruments of various types are
exhibited by the Foster INSTR0^rENT Co., Ltd. Messrs. P. S.

Be^inett, Ltd., show " Delco-Light " small power plants
ranging from 300 to 3,000-W output.

Sterling Telephone and Electric Co.'s Manufacturing De=
velopments.—Important changes have recently been made
in the organisation of the Dageuham Works of the Sterling
Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd. In order to .secm'e the

highest efficiency of management, and to ensure the mainten-
ance of good relations between the chief control, the staff, and
the employes, together with stable conditions of employment
and mutual confidence, the directors have appointed Mr. Max
R. Lawrence, M.I.Mech.E.. M.I.A.E., to the position of works

ELECTRTC.4L CoNTR.4CTORS' STAND AT THE HaNLEY EXHIBITION.

manager. Mi". Lawrence, who is the president of the Institution

of Production Engineers, has had an exceptionally thorough
and varied experience in mechanical engineering, mainly with
the Vickers and Wolseley companies in connection with the
automobile industry, and in his hands the quahty and output
of the Sterling products may confidently be exfiected to be
maintained and materially increased. So great an influx of

orders has been experienced that Mr. Lawrence is taking steps
immediately to double the output capacity of the works by
putting on a full second shift ; evidently there is a good oppor-
tunity here for a considerable number of the young engineers,
foremen, machinists, &c., who have been kicking their heels
during the past months to get into collar again—though we
understand that only a few vacancies exist in the senior
posts. The Company, which is co-operating with Messrs.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. in respect of wireless
apparatus, has received a torrent of orders and in-
quiries for wireless equipments of the type demanded
by the new Ucensees, and is making a range of receiving
sets to meet various requirements. At present the work-
ing conditions are somewhat difficult, owing to a number
of employes" belonging to the A.E.U. being absent from work;
but as soon as possible the personnel, which normally numbers
1,.5(.K», will be increa.sed to at least 2,300 persons. The new
management is based upon a sympathetic regard for the capa-
bilities and needs of the individual worker, and a continuity of
policy which is calculated to inspire confidence in all ranks; Mr.
Lawrence, having a free hand, and being fully equipped with
exact knowledge of manufacturing co.sts and conditions, looks
forvrard to putting the.sft principles into practice at Dsgen-
ham, as Hp ha<i done in other anrrnnndings
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Works' Councils in Germany.—As workmen's councils

are now legally associated with all industrial establishments in

Germany, it is noteworthy that apart from 16 shareholders,

two representatives of the respective works' councils were pre-

sent last week at the annual meeting of the Main Power
Works Co. of Hochst.

German Lamp Taxes Increased.—The Hoard 0/ Trade

Journal of May 'ioth gave details of the increased taxes im-

posed upon electric incandescent lamps and carbons made in

Germany, or imported into that country. The increase came
into force on May 1st.

Wage Reductions in Norway,—The Arbitration Court for

dealmg with labour disputes gave its award recently in the

matter of industrial wages and holidays. Minimum wages

were reduced from kr. 1.60 to kr. 1.35 per hour and individual

wages by 60 ore. Hobdays were fixed at eight working days

yearly.

—

Reuter's Trade Service (Christiania).

Welsh National Exhibition.—At a meeting of the guaran-

tors in connection \\ith the proposed Welsh r^ational Exhibi-

tion to be held m Gai'ditf, it was decided, in view of the

industrial conditions obtaiumg at present, to postpone further

discussion of the matter until May, 1923, when, it is hoped,

circumstances will be more favourable.

Changes in Dutch Trade.—An examination of Holland's

import statistics, as contamed in the recently-issued report

by H.M. Commercial Secretary at the Hague (Department

of Overseas Trade, Is. 3d.) gives little hope of an expansion

of British trade. Commerce with all countries with high

exchanges is .at a disadvantage. On the other hand, the

movement of inland depreciation of countries with low ex-

changes is slowly making headway, with the result that con-

ditions become more equal, and therefore competition

possible.

Moreover, the result of delay in executing standing orders

and no less the insecurity as to the payment for contracts is

having the inevitable result that buyers no longer look ex-

clusively to Germany. Although efforts are being rnade by

a Dutch-German Chamber of Commerce to re-estabhsh con-

fidence, complaints steadily appear in the Press of orders

placed in Germany of which the prices upon completion are

increased arbitrarily. On the other hand, the British ex-

change has remained practically stable. In addition, British

prices have also decreased, with the further advantage that

freight is no longer such an importarit factor to be counted

with.

No special line of British produce can be singled out at

this moment to stand the first chance of gaining a greater

demand, for reasons which are obviously due to the depressed

conditions in all trades. Provided no change for the worse
takes place, and the decline in prices of raw material con-

tinues, the outlet for British produce will be much improved.
The classes of Holland's imports which are most likely to

prove of interest to the engineering trades of the United
Kingdom are shown in the following table. It may be hoped
that the trend of affairs in Germany will prevent her from
retaining the great advantages in the matter of low prices

which these figures indicate :

—

Machinery— Total

Germany
Great Britain
U.S.A.
Belgium

Electrical Machinery-
Total

Great Britain

Germany

Rails— Total
GermaoQy
Belgium

Applications for British Trade Marks.—Appended is a
summary of the recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

trical trades and industries. Firms desiring to enter an objec-

tion to any of the applications have one month tc do so from
the dates given below. In the case of foreign firms, the names
of the representatives in this country to whom notice of

objection should be sent are also given.

Bsha. No. 4'20.251. Class 8. Head-pieces and ear-piece

receivers for telephones, microphones, and battAies for use
therewith.—Siemens & Halske Aktiengesellschaft, Siemeus-
Ktadt bei Berlin. Germany. May '24th. 19-2-2 (Marks & Clerk,
57-8. Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.)
The " Coventry " Uniflex (lettering and design). No.

424,381. Class 6. Flexible shafts for pow-er transmission.

—

The Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., Spon End, Coventry. May
24th, 1922.

Permanite. No. 424,306. Class 8. Electric cables.—Sie-
mens Bros. & Co., Ltd.. Caxton House, Tothill Street, West-
minster, S.W. May 24th, 1922.

Weigh
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Trieste Sample Fair.—The Department of Overseas
Trade has received a number of English copies of the regula-

tions and application forms for the forthcoming Trieste

Sample Fair, vshich is to be held from September 3rd to 18th.—Board of Trade Journal.

Foreign Samples in Glasgow.—The exhibition arranged
in Glasgow, on May 17th, 18tn, and 19th, by the Department
of Overseas Trade was very successful. It is stated that no
less than 25 per cent, of the visiting firms followed the matter
up with specific inquiries for assistance in developing trade
in oversea markets. The Glasgow Chamber of Commerce
rendered valuable aid in the organisation of the exhibition.

A Battery's Longevity.—A client of the Chloride Electrical
Storage Co., Ltd., has written, stating that he purchased an
" Exide " car battery in 1908, and was told that its effective

life would be about two years. It is, however, still in use,

having travelled over 50,(X)0 miles in the fourteen years of

its life.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

.\rgentina.

—

Rosario.—The report of the Society d'Electricite

de Eosario for last year show.s that the company is now sup-
plying electricity to 24.807 consumers in the Rosario district,

representing a total of 29,760 kW, as against 23,055 aqd 28,001

respectivelv. The output of the plant la.st vear amounted to

27.000.000 kWh. .A. new 11,000 kW turbo-alternator has
lately been installed at the power station.

Australia.

—

Bowen (Queensland).—The Council has in-

structed its consulting engineer to prepare a scheme for sup-
plying the district with electricity. The capital xpeniv'ure
is "estimated at £U,500.

Barrow.

—

Year's Workino.—The annual report of the elec-

trical engineer on the working of the electricity undertaking
for the year ended March .31st last shows a total revenue of

^77.122. as compared with £87,068 in the previous year,
'^'orking expenses amounted to £.51.010 (£68.663), leaving
a gross profit of £26,112. as against £18.405. After providing
for interest and sinking fund there was a net profit of £374.
In the previous year there was a deficit of £2,539.

BexhilI=on=Sea.—Loan.—The Town Council is applying to

the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing
of £15,083 for extensions to the generating .station and for

the erection of a sub-station at Little Common.
Price Reddctions.—The charges for electricity are being re-

duced from lOd. to 9d. per unit for lighting and from 3d. to

2id. per unit for power.

Brighouse.—Year's Workint,.—The annual financial state-

ment of the electricity undertaking shows a net profit of £480.

Clacton=on=Sea.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of

the electrical engineer and manager (Mr. G. Brondhurst) on
the electricity undertaking, for the year ended March .31.st last,

(hows a total revenue of £10.623. Working costs accounted
for £5,229, leaving a gross profit of £5.394. After deduction
of income tax. loan charges, &c., there was » net profit of

£756. Tlie total number of units sold during the year was
279,114, an increase of 23i per cent.

Continental.

—

Belgium.—In order to meet the increased de-

mand for electricity, the Societe de Gaz et d'Electricite du
Hainer, Hainault. is installing new generating plant at each
of its three power stations. When the new plant is installed,

the total capacitv of the company's undertakings will be
42,000 kW.
La Societe d'Electricite du Pays de Liege reports an

increasing demand for electricity for power purposes,

the output of the generating station having risen during

the past year from 14.000.000 to 30,000,000 kWh. In order

to meet the growing demand the capacity of the generating
station at Sclessin is to be increased to 22,400 kW by the

installation of a new 6,000-kW set.

Luxemburg.—The Government has before it a proposal
submitted by a group of Belgian financiers for the electrifica-

tion of the iJuchy. It is proposed to erect a power station

near the town of Luxemburg and to utilise the Semis and
Lesse rivers for generating electricitv. The estimated cost of

carrying out the scheme is ].50,000,000 fr,

Turkey.—In order to cope with the increased demand for

electricity La Societe Ottnmane d'Electricite, of Constanti-
nople, is extending its power .station by the installation of a

new 10,000-kW turbo-alternator.

Derby.

—

Price RFDrcxiON.—The Corporation has decided to

redwe the charge for electricity for power purposes from 2d.

to 116. per unit.

Dunmurry (Co. Antrim).

—

Electricity Supply.—The Lis-
bum District Council has appointed a committee to consider
the question of providintr electricity in the district. The charge
to private consumers will be Is. per unit.

Electricity Districts.—Sorrn-EAST Lantashire.—It is an-
nounced that the .second inquiry in connection with the South-
East Lancashire Electricity District which the Oomnuasionera

are bound to hold, in accordance with Section 5, sub-section ,4,

of the Electricity (Supply) Act of 1919, will take place at Man-
chester on June 2()th.

We understand that the draft Order which, in effect, con-
tains the findings of the Commissioners with regard to the
scheme as submitted to them at the first inquiry, which was
held in January last (see our issues of January 20th and April
21st), does not depart in any essentials from the scheme pre-
sented to the Commissioners, in which case the proceedings of
the second inquiry are likely to be somewhat formal. The
draft Order has sub.sequently to be confirmed by the Ministry
of Transport, and then requires the approval of both Houses
of Parliament. It would appear, therefore, that there is quite
a possibility of the new Electricity Board for South-East
Lancashire being set up by the autumn of the present year,
in which case, we should imagine, it will be one of the
earliest authorities to be functioning under the Act of 1919.

East Midlands.—The Electricity Commissioners wiU hold
a local inquiry at the Guildhall, Nottingham, on Tues-
day, July nth, at 10.30 a.m. and following days, with
reference to the area to be included in the proposed district,

&c., and to consider a scheme which has been submitted by
the Conference of Municipal Electrical Undertakers for the
estabhshment of a Joint Electricity Authority. Copies of

the scheme may be obtained from Mr. W. J. Board, Guild-
hall, Nottingham, at a cost of 10s. each. Copies of supple-
mentary particulars in support of the scheme can also be
obtained at a cost of 30s. each on application at the same
address prior to the date of the inquiry.

.\ny representations with regard to the scheme should be
addressed to the. Secretary, Electricity Commission, Gwydyr
House, Whitehall, London, S.W.I, not later than Tuesday,
June 27th, 1922. and a copy of such representations or objec-
tions should at the same time be sent to Mr. W. J. Board.
The provisional determination of the area was notified in the
Electrical Review for November 5th. 1920, i

Glasgow.

—

Assisting Propaganda.—The Corporation Elec-
tricity Sub-Committee on Propaganda recommends that elec-

trical apparatus be lent to a proprietor of flats who is to fit

up the houses with complete electrical appliances for domestic
purposes, and to open the flats for public inspection for two
weeks.
Maintenance of Cookers.—The manager reports that the

cost of upkeep of electrical cookers which have been let on
hire has been less than estimated.
Extension of Area of Supply.—The Town Council is apply-

ing to the Electricity Commissioners for a special Order
extending its area of supply, so as to include the districts of

Killermont, Lambhill. Bishopbriggs, Robroyston, Millerston,
Ruchazie, Baillieston. Mount Vernon, Broomhou.se. Carmyle,
Cardonald, Hillington, and other areas adjacent thereto, m
the counties of Dumbarton, Lanark, and Renfrew.

Gourock.

—

Electricity Supply.—The Town Council has
agreed to the provisional order of Greenock Corporation
to supply the district with electricity.

Hemel Hempstead.

—

Electricity Supply Agreement.—The
Rural Council has sealed an agreement with the Watford
Urban District Council for the supply of electricity to the
parishes of King's Langley and Bovingdon. Under the agree-

ment the charge may be 12^ per cent, over and above the price

for the time being charged for a corresponding supply at

Watford, but the maximum charge must not exceed 9d. per
unit.

London.

—

Stoke Newinoton.—The Electric Lighting Com-
mittee has recommended that the charges for electricity be
reduced from 7d. to OJd. per unit for lighting, 2Jd. to 2d. for

heating, and from 5d. to Hd. per unit for power on the first

1,000 units consumed, the reduction to take place from the
next September quarter.

Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee has recom-
mended that application be made to the Electricity Commis-
sioners for .sanction to the borrowing of £72,364 in connection
with extensions to the electricity undertaking. It is proposed
to .set aside £1,000 out of the .surplus revenue of the electricity

undertaking for the purcha.se and hiring out of electrical

apparatus.

Navan.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—Sanction has been obtained to

the Electric Lighting Loan, and work is to commence imme-
diately. Tenders will be asked for in the course of a week.

Preston.

—

Loan.—Application is to be made to the Electri-

city Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing of £14,100
for the completion of the Crown Street power station, mains,
&c.

Salford.

—

New Power Station.—Tlie proposal of the Elec-

tricity Committee to erect at Agecroft a new generating
station at an e.stimated cost of £709.287 has been confirmed
by the Town Council, and application for the necessary
borrowing powers is to be made.

Tatsfleld (Surrey).

—

Electricity Supply.—At a recent parish

meeting, Mr. G. Saycatch, electrical engineer, gave particu-

lars of a proposed electric light scheme for the parish, and
a committee was appointed to ascertain the prospective number
of consumers with a view {o a local corqpany being fpnn?^
to carry out the projpct.
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Teigomouth.

—

Price Incbkasb Appmcation.—Messrs. J. & W.
Purves, Exeter, are applyinc to the Electricity CommissionerB
for authority to increase the charfies for electricity, &c.

Thorne.

—

Electricity Srppt.v.—The Parish Council has been
notified by Messrs. Pease it Partnerj^ that they are negotiatinc

with the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. to ascertain the terms
on which the company would be jirejnred to give a supply
of electricity. The former company states that it also has

imder consideration the possibility of supplying the town with
electricity in bulk.

Tregaron.

—

Electricity Scheme.-—A company has been
formed to carri- out an electric lighting scheme, promoted by
Dr. J. T. Lloyd.

United States.—New Station at New YonK.—The Hell
date power station, recently put into operation by the United
Electric Tjght and Power Co.. is built for an nltimat«
generating capacity of .SOO.OOO kW. The present installation

consi.sts of two 40.000.kW and two .^';.n(^0-kW turbo-Tenerators.
One of each size forms a " group." which is in itself a distinct

power plant: ultimatelv there will be four such amups each
with its own steam-raising plant, which can. however, be
int<>rconrected if circumstances require it. When all eight
sets are in oneration the circulating water used will amount
t,o ROO.ono.OflO crallons per dav. The current is venerated at

1],400 V. 95 cvcles in the case of the ,3.5 OW-kW sets. The
output of the larger sets is at 13,200 "V. 60 cycles.

Wallasey.

—

Ij<i\n S^NCTIONFn.—The Corporation has re-

ceived the sinction of the Electricity Commissioners to a
loan of £7,900 for electricity purposes.

Stalybridge.

—

Extensions,—The Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossiey,

'

and Dukinneld .Joint Tramways Board has decided to apply ^

to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow
f97,3(X> for extensions to plant.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia,

—

Adelaide.—^The statement of accoun+s of the
Municipal Tramwavs Trust for the hsif year ended January
.31st last shows n tofel revenue of -P2,'-lR.fi% Workinc expenses
amounted to £306 241. leaving a gross profit of £82.447. After
deducting interest, loan charges. !;c.. there was a net sur-
plus of £3.569. which, with the surplus at the end of the
previous half-vear of £12,672, makes a total for the year of
£16.241.

Chile.

—

Extension of Ttntirf.—T^a. Compania dp TVanvias
Electricos is neiotiating with the municinal authorities of
Valparaiso for the prolongation of the electric tramway con-
cession. Various extensions to the system in the Valparaiso
district are projected.

Dnndee.—Season Tickets.—The Tramways Committee re-
commends that on those routes where the maximum f.are is

3d. season tickets be issued at the rate of £3 Is. per quarter
of 13 weeks, or £12 4s, per annum.

Glasgow.

—

Proposed Pptrchase of Sdpway.—^The Corpora-
tion has made an offer of £33.5,000 to the Glassow and District
Siibwav Co. for the purchase of that company's underground
'ailwav. The Corporation believes that this railway would
be a useful adiunct to the present tramwav svstem, and would
very materially reduce the congestion of traffic on the st'-eets.

The elctrification of the underground railway, which is

operated bv cable, is suffgested- with branches to serve the
suburbs which have grown un since the underground railway
was constructed.

—

Bi^enivg News.

Liverpool.-Year's Wording.—The annual report of the
general manager of ^be Corporation tramwav undertaking
'Mr. P. Priestlv, 4.M.T.E.E.) for the ye->r ended December
31st last, ohows a totnl revenue of £1 ,.5.53 907. as compared
with £1 4.'>7..549 in tbn previous vear. Working expenses
accounted for 01.300.7,3.5 f£1 ,336 .522V leivins? a. cross nrofit
of £253.122 f£'n,027). After deducting mferp^t nr,d "linking
*und charges +here was a net profit of £1.5fi 635. In the
nrevious vear there was a deficit of .p.^3 076. The total num-
ber of passencrers ''«rried was 169.799,463, ind the average
earninijs per car milp r^^^e from 22.82d. to 27.48d. on a total
car-mileage of 13,007.,527.

I.ondpn.

—

^The " UNDERORorrNn " Guarantee.—The Fnder-
"round Pailwavs Co. ha,s issued a memorandum bv Tjord Ash-
field setting forth the conditions under which the Government
puRrant-ees the principal and int^reBti of ^1 000,000 of second
dpb<»ntuvp stock of the Tondon Electric Pailwav Co. and of
CI. 500.000 ,,f second dcbVntnre stock of the City <^'. South
Tjondon Railway Co., already authorised by Ibe respective
191.9 Acts of these couipanies and also of such further amounts
as mav be authorised by Parliament, nof exceedina- £6.000,000.
in^ludin? sums already sanctioned The improvements will

add greatly to the traffi- fa«'ilities of Tjondon and about 20,000
m»n will be found work.
OvR-vAN Cars TIip experiment of runninr a oneman car

on n-ir T;ontTon TTnited TVamwnvs between Hichmond and Tad-
worth having nroved satisfactoii\ arrangements are being
made to nlace eleven more cars of similar construction on the
same route as S(X)n as the njen have been sufficiently trained
to work them.
Preston.—Yejr's Wott^ino.—It is reported that there was a

surplus of iust over £4 000 from the nsst rear's workina of the
tramways, which will he transferred to thf reserve fund.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Germany.

—

Extension of Naden.—Considerable extension

are to be made to the Nauen wireless station to enable it

deal with a greater volume of business with the Ameri-jaS

continent. The Transradio Co. is arranging to increase it

capital by 25.000,000 marks for the purpose. Included i-.i bi
improvements i.s the erection of seven new masts 210 metre
high—four of them replacing existing masts. The powe
plant is to be reconstructed and augmented. An one of th

results of the extension communication will be establishiifl

with Argentina.

New Cable Base.—Arrangements have been completed fd

the establishment by the Commercial Cable Co. of a cab!g

ba.se at Queenstown for the repair of Tran.satlantic cables.

site has been obtained, and one of the company's cable ship

the George Ward, will be permanently stationed at Queen8_
town. It is understood that the company recently arranged to~

transmit messages direct from Waterville (Ireland) to America,
thus eliminating the delay hitherto experienced through the

necessity for forwarding messages via London.

—

Daily Tele-

graph.

Sweden.

—

Communication with Finland.—Concerning the

proposal to lay a telephone calile between Sweden and Fin-

land via Aland, the Swedish Telegraph Administration has

informed the Government that it is possible to defray the

cost out of current funds. As the cable cannot be manufac-
tured in Sweden the Riksdag has granted leave to import it

free of duty as well as the cable, to connect Sweden and Den-
mark. According to Aftonhlndet, however, private interests

are planning a wireless telephone between Aabo and Stock-

holm, which wou'd cost only .500,000 Finnish marks, whereas
the cost of the official scheme is calculated at about 10.000,000

Rnnish marks. It is said that the telephone cable between
Sweden and Finland can hardly be laid before 19'23, since the

Finni.sh Riksdag must first be consulted in connection with
the matter.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Stockholm).

United States.—As the result of the recent Government
radio conference, reports the T. d; T. Age, it is recommended
that a large measure of control be placed in the Goveita-

ment's hands. The following allocation of wave-iengths is

suggested: Trans-oceanic service, 6.000 metres: fixed radio

telephony, 3,.300; mobile service. 2,650; Government broad-

casting, 2,050: aircraft, 1,550; city and state public safety

broadcasting, 285; and amateur telephony, 275. The report

recommends the appointment of inspectors to supervise

amateur installations, these being unpaid and amateurs them-
.selves. The in,stitution of a commission to deal with ques-

tions arising out of the regulations is recommended. This
commission would consist of six government representatives

and six civilians.

Alleged Infringement ok Patents.—Ma ior-General G. 0.

Squier has commenced an action against the Amercian Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co.. for alleged infringements of a
number of his patents in connection with wireless and
" wired wireless " devices. The patents were taken out in

1911 under an early patent law, which remits the Govern-
ment fees provided the patentee stipulates that the inven-

tion may be used by Government officials in Government
work. " or by any other persons in the United States." This
has been hitherto construed as permitting any member of;.

the pulilic to work the patent, but Gen. Squier asks for aT
narrowing-down of this construction. ;

Moreover, says the T. i{- T. .Age. in reporting the matter^/
the patents are believed to disclose no advance over systemsf
shown in prior patents.

Wireless Telegraphy.-Imperial Chain Station.—It is aa<

nouiued that the wireless station at Abu Zabel (25 milei

north of Cairo) the opening of which for traJjsmis.sion pur
po.ses was nrematurelv notified by the I.oudon Post Ofticc. J!

now open for full public wireless service between Egypt, thn

Sudan, Syria, and the British Isles, and the Continent
Europe.

—

The 7'/))ic.«.

Maiicom lldi'.sR Il(uii!,s.— Marconi's Windcss Telegraph O
aiuiounri"; Hint commencing forthwith the telegraph office

Marconi House, Strand, \V.C.'2. will be open at the folloWii

times only : Monday to Satnrdav inclusive, from 7 a.m
niicinigbt: Sundays and P,;ink Holidays, trom .3 a.m.
H p.m. During tlie time Marconi House is clo.sed cv<-Ii

will collect messages on receipt of a call to London Wall 3l

— Financial Times.

^^'lREL^:ss 'IVi.Ki.i.APHv IN' SpAlN. \ccording to Senor Gi

at a conference on radiotelegraphy held recently in Madri
_

Spain's present wireless establishment consists of nine civil

s/ations, while 400 merchant ships are equipped with wireless

plant.

!^
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Wireless Telephony.—Wireless Concerts.—On and after

May 30th the English wireless concert transmitted each Tues-

day evening from Writtle, Essex, will take place at 8 p.m.

(Briti.sh simimer time) on a wave-length of 400 metres; not

at 7 p.m. on a wave-length of 700 metres, as hitherto. In

view of these changes wireless amateurs throughout the

country are invited to send reports on their reception, with

criticism of the individual items, to the Writt'.c Wireless

Station.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{Tlic date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Eeview in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Argentina.—Bdenos Aires.—June '28th. Argentine Board

of Sanitai-y Works. Hydro-electric generating station and

transforming sub-station for the town of Catamarca.* (See

this column in our la.st issue.)

Buenos Aires Waterworks.—Machinery for three pumping
gtations, one power station, and eight transforming sub-

stations.* ((See this column in our la.st issue.)

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—September 1st. Electricity Com-
^mission. Five surface feed-water heaters, six surface vapour
'conden.sers, 12 feed-water evaporators. (May 19th.)

October 17th. Postmaster-General's Department. Supply

of automatic switchboards and associated apparatus for two
suburban exchanges at Melbourne.
June '20th. Postmaster-General's Department. 4'20i. tons

bronze w'ire (sched. '28), 4(X1 tons galvanised iron wire (ached.

32), 47 tons galvanised steel wire (sched. 32), 418.400 jointing

sleeves (sched. .33). (May 19th.)

June 17th. Aluminium steel-cored cable and accessories.

(Spec. No. 243.) (May 26th.)

Queensland (Bowen).—June 30tb. Municipal Council.

Electric power generating plant, switchboard and other equip-

ment.

Barnes.—June 5th. Electricity Department. 3.500 yd.

I. p. cable. .40 X .40 X .30 sq. in.; a portion lead-covered and
drawn into existing ducts, and a portion armoured and laid

direct. (May 26th.)

Belgium.—June 12th. Service des 'Voies et Travaux, 18,

Rue Dartois, Liege. Establishment of a small central sta-

tion at tlie railway station at Montzen.
June 8th. Municipal authorities of Schaerbeek. 11,950

metres of armoured l.p. cable and 6.000 metres of armoured
h.p. cable. Service de I'Electricite, Hotel Communal. Schaer-

beek.

Bulgaria.

—

Sofia.—June 15th. Post and Telegraph Depart-

ment. Puses, line annunciators, and lightning arresters.*

Dublin.—June 12th. Dublin United Tramways Co.

(1896). Ltd. Six months' supply general stores, including

electrical supplies, &c. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh.—June 12th. Electricity Department. Under-
ground insulated cables. (See this issue.)

India.—June 9th. High Commissioner's Department.
Copper telegraph wire. Carsack elements for Leclanch^ cells,

v.i.r. insulated cable. (May 19th.)

June 23rd. Switchboard cable and cable for wiring build-

ings, dry core lead-.sheathed and armoured cable, and lead-

sheathed unarmoured submarine cable. (See this issue.)

Italy.—July 31st. The State Railways announce that the

period for the reception of tenders for the electrification of

the Bologna-Venice-Montfalcone line fixed previously for

April 30th, 1922, has been extended until July 31st, 1922.

London.

—

Metropolitan Asylums Board.—June 21st. In-

stallation of forced circulation heating and hot-water supply

apparatus, &c. Installation of electric lighting and power,
telephones, fire alarms, and domestic bells. (May '26th.)

Hackney.—Electricity Department. New or second-hand,

for battery charging purposes : D.c. generator, only belt

driven, 1.50/'2riO amp., .^^I V, or, alfernativoly, combined raotor-

penerator set. above capacity, for use on 480-V d.c. circuit.

(May 26th.)

St. Pancras.—June loth. Electricity Department. Two
Bets of motor-generator balancers, each of 1,000 kW ; l.p.

cables. (See this i.-i-we.)

Maidstone.—June 30th. Kent Counly Mental Hospital.

Two 3-phase back-geared electric motors, two eentrifugul

pumps and accessories, main switchboard, starting and con-

trolling gear .•nul wiring. (May -XHs.)

Manchester.—June 13th. Electricity Committee. Elec-
trical distance indicating and recording thermometers, fans.

auxiUarv circulating water pumps, electric capstans and
bollards, (May '26th.)

June 15th. Electricity Committee. Cable requirements for

eix months. Mr. F. E. Hughes, Electricity Department, Town
Hall, Manchester.
June 13th. Tramways Committee. Supply of electrolytic

copper and silicium bronze trolley wire, pitdh, &c Mr. J. M.

McEIroy, general manager, Corporation Tramways, 55, Picca

dilly, Manchester.
June 28th. Electricity Committee. Installation and connec-

tion complete of the subsidiary cables between generatora,

auxiliaries, transformers, and switchboards in the Barton

power station, with materials for fixing tail end boxe« and pot-

heads for all the cables scheduled. (See this issue.)

New Zealand.

—

Wellington.—July 4th. Department of

Public Works. Three 1,3'20-kVA single-phase transformers,

with accessories. One 2'25-h.p. Pelton wheel, direct-coupled

to 150-kVA generator.*

June 10th. City Council. One K-ton overhead travellmg

crane, three 1,500-kW and one 500-kW rotary converters, with

transformers. (May 26th.)

Portsmouth.—June 13th. Tramways Committee. Stores

(including insulating material, lamps, and motor windings,

&c.) for six or twelve months. (See this issue.)

Preston.—June 28th. Electricity Department. E.h.p.

switchgear. (See this issue.)

Rhondda.—June 6th. Electricity Committee. Sub-sta-

tion e.h.p. and l.p. switchgear. (May 19th.)

Salford.—June 15th. Electricity Department. Two
10,000/12,000-kW turbo-generator sets with condensing plant,

and other equipment. (May 26th.)

Siam.

—

Bangkok.—June '28th. Department of Postc and

Telegraphs. Telegraph and telephone material, including wire,

cable, wall telephones,- &c.*

South Africi.—Frankfort, Orange Free State.—The
Municipality is inviting tenders for a hydro-electric scheme.

Particulars from the consulting engineer. Mr. W. Ingham,

101. Consolidated Buildings. Fox Street, Johannesburg.

Gr.ihamstown, Cape Province.—September 1st. Power
plant, alternators, switchboard, transformers, cables, &c.

Specifications from Mr. F. G. Clarkson, town clerk.*

Caledon, Cape Province.—August 9th. Municipal Council.

Electric hghting installation. The specification has been

drawn up by Prof. Bohle. of the Tniversity of Cape Town.
Johannesburg.—June 29th. Municipal Council. Metal fila-

ment lamps:—5.000 '210 V, 60 watt; 4.000 ditto, 100 watt;

1,000 ditto; 20 watt: 5.000 240 V, 60 watt; ako cast-iron street

lighting suspension fiMings.*

Tynemouth.—June 2eth. Electricity Department. A.c.

booster. (See this issue.)

West Ham.—June 13th. Electricity Department. 0n»
10,000-kW turbo-alternator, one 10,000-kW surface condensing

plant. (Mav 26th.)

•A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tendar,

Ac, can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trad*

(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Edinburgh.—Tramway Committee. Recommended:—
no trucks (£13,310).—Brush Electrical Engineering Co.

Rails and fishplates (£13,456).—Dorman, Long Si Co.

Glasgow.—Electricity Committee. Recommended:

—

Steelwork for sub-station at Alexandra Parade (£251).— Rcdpath, Brow«
and Co.

Cast-iron boxes, section pillars, &c,—Carron Co.; McDowall, Steven and

Co.; R. Taylor & Co.
Malleable iron tubes and fittings.—Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd.; Scottisli Tube

Co., Ltd. „ . ^
Cables.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.; Callender's Cable S Con-

struction Co., Ltd. ; W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd. ; Craigpark Cable Co.,

Ltd.

D.c. meters.—Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.; Chamberlain & Hookham,
Ltd.; Ferranti, Ltd.

.\rc lamp carbons.—Beacon Carbons, Ltd.

A.c. meters.—Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.; Metropolitan-Vickers fUeo-

trical Co., Ltd.

Tramways Committee. Recommended :
—

Rubber and asbestos goods.—N.B. Rubber Co., Ltd.; Clyde Rubber Works,

Ltd.
Reconstructing car magnetic brake equipments and adding ikid-prMl

attachments.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Sub-Committee on Lighting. Recommended :

—

OSers for stores for 13 months :—
Electrical fittings and accessories.—Steele, Turner & Wright; T. Limi

and Sons; Alexander & Co.; General Electric Co.; Simpkx Co«<fui(t,

Ltd. ; iMalcolm & Allan ; Wm. Brown & Co. ; Alston, .Scott & Ce.

I..imp pillars.—D. King & -Sons; Carron Company; M. McCullocW ; J.

Allen, Senr., & Son; Philip & Bruce.

Sonth Africa.— Johannesburg.—Electricity Oommitt««. Re-

commended :
—

One 2.fl«0k\V Bruce Peebles-La Cour converter (£10,750).-Bruce PMklea

and Co., Ltd.

FORTMCOMINO EVENTS.

Inslitutlon o( Electrical Engineers (Wireltss Section). Wedii.»fc.y. June

"th. At the Institution. V icturi.i t;inb,inkni.nt, W.C. At 6 p.m. Paper*

on " The Performance of a Radio-Telegraphic Transmitter, with spMlal

reference to the new Installation at North Foreland," bv Mr. N. Lea;

and " A Dvn..niic MikIcI of Tnnt.! Electrical Circuit," by Brof. C. F.

lenkins.

Chemical Society.—Thursday. June 8lh At the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, Storey's Gate,' S.W. At 8 p.m. Lecture on " Chemical and
Physiologir.il Properties," by Dr. H. H. Dale.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, June 9th. At 3.30 p.m Visit to

the Nationil Physical Laboratory, Teddington.

Institution of Menhanlcal Engineers.-Monday, Juna I2th, to Wednesday,

Jun« 21st. Paris and Liiga Summer Meeting.
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THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this

week we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—

" Ro!ac " electric irons.

A single-pole 10-ampere fuse, with black handle, bearing

Reg. No. 629,.544.
" Radiac " bowl fitting.

NOTES.
The Lock'Out.—The position with regard to the engineer-

ing lock-out seems to be that the A.E.U. is at the end of its

financial resources. Dissatisfaction has been expressed with

the 47 unions for accepting the employers' terms, and the

view has been stated that, but for the influence of these

unions, the A.E.U. and the employers would have settled

terms between them. Mr. Hutchinson, a member of the

A.E.U. Executive, is reported as saying that if the men had
to go back on the terms suggested, he hoped they would do
so with iron in their souls, determined in future to win more
than they had lost. The .\.E.U. Executive has called a con-

ference of district delegates to be held at York to-day. The
ballot of the members of the 47 unions is in progress.

The A.E.U. very wisely declined to receive the deputation
which the extremists wished to send to urge the holding-up

of London's water, light, power, and sewerage services.

Appointments Vacant.—Assistant divisional engineer for

the Indian Government Telegraph Departmerit; mechanician
(£440) for the Government of Nigeria Posts and Telegraph
Department ; electrical engineer for the Port of London
Authority; assistant generation engineer (.5.50 taels per month),
station control engineer (450 taels per month), and station elec-

trical assistant (350 taels per month), for the Shanghai Muni-
cipal Electricity Department (tael = 3s.); tramways manager
and electrical engineer (f4.50-l-bonus), for the Urban District

Council of Aberdare; jointer (4.50 Rs. per month), for an elec-

trical undertaking in Burmah ; mechanician (81s. 4d.). for the
meter section of the Wolverhampton Corporation electrical

department. (See our advertisement columns to-day.)

A 100 per cent. Load=factor System.—The Shoreditch
Borough Council is to be congratulated upon taking a step

towards that ideal of the electricity supply engineer, the
" 100 per cent, load factor." This has been accomplished on
a small scale, but its extension is possible and desirable. As
is usual in all attempts of this nature, the alternative of

The Russell Water He.ater.

water heating has been employed. As apphed to workmen's
dwellings, which usually contain three main hghts, the water-
heating is done by means of three elements, corresponding
in wattage to the three lamps, immersed in a cylindrical
tank. By a system of two-way switching, immediately a
light is switched on, one element is cut out, and when full

Ughting is required the whole of the water-heating elements
are out of circuit. In the actual installations there are
usually three 30-watt lamps which necessitate 90 watts in the
water-heater. The meter is abolished, but it is necessary to
install a current limiter to prevent the use of lamps of a
higher wattage than those provided for. The ordinary power
rate is charged to consumers for this service, and the aver-
age weekly cost is 2s. The tank contains 4i gals, of water,
which is soon raised to 140 deg. F. when all the elements are
" on." A useful refinement embodied in the design of the
water-heater is an arrangement by which the opening of the
tap to draw off water automatically closes the inlet, prevent-
ing cold water rushing in and reducing the temperature until
the tap is turned off. Obviously this system need not be
limited to three lights, accommodation for larger installa-
tions being merely a matter of design. The arrangement has
proved very popular in Shoreditch, where ordinary Hghting
is not sufficieptly remunerative to justify the expense o(

WJriDg' Eac!^ installation costs flbont £30, which ;s eyenly

allocated to the Electricity and Housing Committees. The'
London County Council is awaiting the sanction of the'

Ministry of Health to adopt the .system in a set of twelve
dwellings in the Shoreditch area erected by the L.C.C.
this case the co.st of the installation will be borne equally by^
the L.C.C. Housing Committee and the Shoreditch Elec-|
tricity Committee. The introduction of the system is the
work of Mr. C. Newton Russell, the Shoreditch electrical;

engineer. Mr. Rus.seirs son, Mr. E. S. Russell, is respon-
sible for the design of the water-heating device, which is

illustrated. The Borough Council's scheme also includes, onl
a separate circuit, a small " Jackson " cooker and an electric]

kettle, the price of energy being 2d. per unit.

Electricity Commissioners' Inquiry.

—

Solth-Eastern ani
Chatham Railway.—On Tuesday last the Electricity Com'^
missioners opened an inquiry into an application by
Managing Committee of the South-Eastern & Chatham

"

way Co. for permission to build a new power station at 01
ton. and one by the West Kent Electricity Co. to erect oi

at Belvedere. Mr. Ciode, K.C., for the Managing Committ
said that the site at Angerstone Wharf, Charlton, covered
acres ; the station was required in connection with the electi

cation of the railway, involving the equipment of 648 miles
single track, and the scheme for a power station at AngiE

stone Wharf had been approved by the Ministry of Transpoi
The total cost would be over six 'millions sterhng, and th(

Treasury would assist by guaranteeing capital and interest]

but if the Commisroners did not consent to the erection

the power station, that- arrangement would fall through.
The inquiry is proceeding, and will be reported in oui nei

issue.

Association of Engineers=in=Charge.—The 22nd annual
dinner of the .Association was held at the Holborn Restau-

rant on May 27th, when Capt. H. Riall Sankey. C.B., C.B.E.,
president of the Association,, was in the chair, and a most
enjoyable evening was spent by a large gathering of mem-
bers and distinguished guests. Following the loyal toasts,

which were proposed by the president, Mr. H. S. Hele-Shaw,
D.Sc.LL.D., F.R.S.. proposed the " Education of Engi-
neers," and referred to the Board of Education's new scheme,

which had been arranged in conjunction with the engineer-

ing institutions. He outlined the scheme, which he described

as a step of tremendous importance, as it would raise the

standard throughout the country, so that a certificate granted

by the smallest school would carry the same weight as a uni-

versity certificate. All the arrangements had been completed
and every technical school throughout the country, without
exception, had apphed to come into the scheme. But of

course they did not consider examination as education ; it

was not the be all and end all, and in this connection he spoke
highly of Capt. Sankey's innovation that had been introduced
in the Institution of Mechanical Engineers' examination. He
had arranged personal interviews between the candidates

and examiners, and by that means they were able to get-

much more out of a man in half an hour than they couldi

hope to do in 12-hour papers.

Sir CiRiL R. S. KiRKP.^TRicK, M.Inst.C.E., chief engineer-
of the Port of London Authority, in replying to the toast,

remarked that the scheme offered immense possibiUties, and
was a link between practice and theory that was badly
needed. It made it possible for anyone to reach the top apart
from accidental advantages of birth, &c. He was circularising

his engineers-in-charge with regard to the scheme, and hoped
that in time to come no appointments would be made with-

out certificates.
" The Association " was proposed by Sir Alex. Richardson,

M.P., and the president responded, while " Our Guests and
Friends " was proposed by Mr. Alex. Ritchie, J.P., and Mr.
G. M. McKay (Sheriff of I-ondon). and Brig. -Gen. Magnus
Mowat, C.B.E. (secretary Institution of Mechanical Engi-
neers), responded. The chairman of the Association (Mr. W.
McLaren) proposed " Our President," and after a few words
from Capt. .\. E. Penn, hon. secretary of the Association."

Capt. Sankey replied, describing the work of the Associa-

.

tion during the past year as satisfactory, and announcing that >

the incorporation of the Association was under consideration.

During the dinner music was played by Mr. F. King's bijou

orchestra, and during the evening some excellent songs were
rendered by Miss A. Douglas, Miss B. Willmott, and Messrs.
H. Barrett and F. Morris: Mr. Will Dawe worked hard as
accompanist and musical director.

Teachers in Technical Institutions.—^The thirteenth
nual conference of the Association of Teachers in Technic
Institutions opens in London on Monday. June 5th. On th^
following day Viscount Burnham will deliver an address, and
several visits have been arranged. The new pre.sident is M
J. Paley Yorke, who succeeds Professor G. Knox.

Fatalities.—It was shown at an inquest held at Cae
philly on May 25th on John Woods, a boiler-maker's assistant,

who was killed while working inside a boiler at the Great
Western Railway engine sheds, that the fatality occurred
through a defective live wire being wrongly connected. Woods
told his mate that he had switched the power off. but as he
was about to hand an electric lamp to the latter he received

a fatal shock. .\. subsequent examination of the swit<-h box ky
the electrician revealed the defect, the result of which ws«

that, allteUgt) tb^ lerer indic^te^ that ttie energy WM " ofi''
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it was in fact " on." Tlie pressure was '2'20 V a.c. The elec-

trician added that the detect could not be found except by a

test. A verdict of " Accidental death " was returned.

During an inquiry into the death of a workman in the em-
ployment of Messrs. Cross & Co., Ltd., Camelon, Falkirk, it

was stated deceased was in the habit of starting the motor
at the chemical works. A fellow workman followed him into

the motor-house, and when he heard deceased shout he ran

forward and saw him lying unconscious on the ground near

the motor, with abrasions on the back of his head. Another
workman said he saw deceased's right arm suddenly shoot np
from the motorj and he then fell back, his head striking the

door. The previous day the witness had received a shock while

starting the motor. A doctor said deceased's heart was not

in good condition. After hearing the evidence and taking into

account the fact that one man had received some sort of a

shock from the motor, it was probable that deceased also got

a shock which caused his fall and subsequent death. The jury

found that the evidence was not sufficient to disclose the cause

of death.
Two men, Fred Hawkes and W. James, were both badly

burned on May '2'2nd while working on an electrified portion

of the L. A- S. ^Y. Railway. It was stated that some tools

they were carrying came into contact with a live rail.

Educational.—The Loughborough Technical College re-

ports an excellent result in connection with recent examina-
tions conducted by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

Fourteen students succeeded in the examination for associate

membership, and 11 passed the studentship examination.
These results compare very favourably with those obtained in

other centres; the next highest was London, with a total

of 16.

Royal Air Force Pageant.—The Royal Air Force Pageant
will again be held at the London Aerodrome, Hendon, on
Saturday, .June ^-Ith. Experience gained at the two pageants
already he:d has shown that the public is keenly interested

in Service Aviation, and an attractive programme is being
organised.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

War Memorial.—The
unveiling and dedication of the War Memorial in memory of

the members of the Institution who fell in the Great War will

take place at the Institution building on Wednesday, June
28th, at 4.30 p.m.
The memorial will be dedicated by the Rt. Rev. Bishop

Ryle, K.C.V.O., D.D., Dean of Westminster, and unveiled
by Air Chief Marshal Sir H. M. Trenchard, Bart., K.C.B.,
D.S.O., assisted by the President of the Institution, Mr. J. S.

Highfield, and the senior Vice-President, Dr. W. H. Eccles,

F.R.S.
The entrance hall, where the memorial will be erected,

will be reserved for nearest relatives, and special tickets will

be issued to them for this purpose. Members (other than
relatives) and their ladies will take their places in the lecture

theatre, for which no tickets w'ill be required. Those attend-

ing should arrive not later than 4.1.5 p.m., and officers who
have uniforms should attend in Service dress with decora-

tions.

Institute of Physics.—At the annual general meeting on
May -Srd the following officers were elected for the year com-
mencing October 1.4, 1922:

—

Prfsident, Sir J. J. Thomson,
O.M.; Vice-fresidcnfa, Sir Charles Parsons, K.C.B., Prof.

W. Eccles, Prof. C. H. I^es. and Mr. C. C. Paterson. The
membership at the end of the year was stated to be 408, of

whom 2.58 were Fellows. In his presidential address. Sir J. J.

Thomson said it was gratifying to know that of 67 students

who graduated with distinction in physics and chemistry
during 1921, 46 had obtained suitable positions, while 14 were
doing researcli work.

Institute of Scottish Mining Electrical Engineers.—The
four sections of the Institute, from Lanarkshire, Glasgow,
Edinburgh, and Fifeshire, held a meeting at the works of

the British Electric Plant Co., Ltd., Alloa, on May 20th. The
occasion being a unique one- the whole company was photo-

graphed, and the members were welcomed by Mr. F. G. War-
burton, one of the directors of the company. A paper was
then read by Mr. A. S. Murdoch, works manager, ' showing
the lines on which the works had been organised for mass
production and selective assembly for both motors and pumps.
It was pointed out that all in.sulating materials had to pass

a strict flash and insulating test, and members had the oppor-

tunity of inspecting the special methods adopted in the works
for insulating mining motors; some examples of up-to-date

manufactures were seen in the erecting shop, including a

vertical pumping set rated at 1,000 g.p.m. at 800 ft. head, a

450-h.p., 3,000-volt, 1,4.50-r.p.m. centrifugal pump motor, and
also such points of .special interest as electric welding and the
quick assembly of centrifugal pumps.
Tea was provided by the company, and, on behalf of the

encineers, Mr. A. M. ^luirhead, of D. Selby Bigge & Co.,

Glasgow, thanked the firm for the valuable information so

readily placed at their disposal, and paid a high tribute to the
enterprise, scientific management, and workmanship associated

with the ErjtisU filectrio Plant Co,

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The EditoTi invite electrical engineers, whether connected

ivith the technical or the commercial side of the profetsion
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

On Wednesday last Sir William Noble retired from the post

of engineer-in-chief of the Post Office, one year over the official

age for retirement, but full of vigour and in the best of health.

His period of service as engineer-in-chief has been marked by

the introduction of reforms in the organisation of the stafi',

working methods and official relations, which should bear

fruit in greatly increased efficiency. He began his work in

1877 as a telegraphist in the " Granite City," and by diligent

study acquired technical and scientific qualifications which
led to his appointment in 1893 as engineer-in-charge of the

Aberdeen section, and four years later to his promotion to a
tirst-class engineership at headquarters, followed in a few
years by advancement to second-class technical officer. In
1901 Mr. Noble became assistant superintending engineer in

the new Central Metropolitan District, and passed some
strenuous years in connection with the London telephone sys-

tem. In 1905 he was appointed first-class staff engineer-in-

charge of the Telegraph Section, and two years later Super-

intending Engineer of the Central Area, in which capacity he
served on many departmental committees, and carried out
numerous special duties. His promotion to assistant engineer-
in-chief in 1912 followed the transfer of the telephone system
to the State, with a threefold increa.se of the engineering staff,

and rapid progress w'as made with the modernisation and de-
velopment of the telephone service until the outbreak of war
put a stop to progi-ess. Since Sir William Slingo retired in

1919. Sir WiUiam Noble, who received his knighthood in the
following year, has been at the head of the engineering de-
partment, which, during his service of 45 years, has under-
gone an enormous development. His portrait was reproduced in

the Electrical Review of May 9th, 1919. We learn that Sir
William Noble has accepted a seat on the board of the General
Electric Co., Ltd., and tiat he proposes to devote his attention
mainly to the development of the telephone and wireless
sections of this important manufacturing concern.

It was officially annoimced yesterday morning that the Post-
master-General had appointed Major T. F. Purves, O.B.E..
Assistant Engineer-in-Chief, to be Engineer-in-Chief to the
Post Office, on the retirement of Sir William Noble.
Mr. A. J. Abraham, tramway manager and electrical engi-

neer to the .Aberdare Urban District Council, has resigned
his post to take up another appointment. His basic salary
was .£460, plus bonuses, making a total of £700 a year. The
Council accepted his resignation with regret, and resolved to
advertise for a manager at a basic salary of £450 per annum,
plus bonuses.

Mr. Gerald Bellhouse, C.B.E.. has been appointed Chief
Inspector of Factories in succession to the late Mr. R. E.
Graves, C.B.E. Mr. Bellhouse has been Deputy-Chief In-

spector since 1917.

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S. , M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E.,
has joined the board of W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co.,
Ltd.

Mr. Ernest A. Marx has resigned his position of general
manager with Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd., and has joined
the Z Electric Lamp & Supplies Co., Ltd., of 73, Newman
Street, W. As joint managing director with Mr. James
Scrivener, he will still be in a position to handle Pope's
" Elasta " lamps, as well as all other Association makes, to-

gether with other electrical supplies.

The Commonircalth Engineer reports that Mr. J. O. Boving,
of Messrs. Boving & Co.. Ltd., Ijondon, left Sydney in March
for Japan, after spending some weeks in New Zealand, and
visiting Tasmania, Victoria, and New South Wales. Whilst
in New Zealand, Mr. Boving, at the request of the Govern-
ment and a number of municipalities, reported on several pro-

jected hydro-electric schemes.

Mr. Johnstone Wright, deputy electrical engineer under
the Bradford Corporation, was presented with gifts from
the staff and employes of the Electricity Department on the
occasion of his severing his connection with the department
to take up the appointment of electrical engineer and business
manager of the electricity undertaking of tlie Belfast City

Council. The presentation was made by Mr. J. W. Longley,
the deputy chairman of the Electricity Committee, and took
the form of a gold wristlet watch for Mr. Wright and a lady's

handbag, in crocodile leather, for Mrs. Wright.

Before leaving Melbom-ne for England early in April, Mr.
W. H. Alabaster, city electrical engineer of Melbourne, was
present at a complimentary dinner given in his honour by
the principal officers of the Melbourne City Council. Mr.
.Alabaster was presented with a fountain pen and an illu-

minated autographed memento.
Mr. G. W. Cosby, the Northern District office manager of

the Westinghouse Morse Chain Co., Ltd., has just joined

Messrs, Jenks Bros., Ltd., of W^olverhampton, who have

been appointed sole agents for Yorkshire tor the WeBting-
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house Morse inverted tooth rocker-jomt chain drives manu-
factured by the Westinghouse Mor.se Chain Co., Ltd., at

Ijitchworth. He will be stationed at Leeds tor the time being,

at the Northern District office ol3 address, Standard Build-
ings, City Square.

Obituary.—Mr. John Martin.—It is with deep regret that
we have to announce that Mr. -John Martin, head of the
alternating-current designing department of the British Thoru-
son-Houston Co., Rugby, died on May '23rd at his residence in

Rugby. Mr. Martin was born at Little Arduthie in 1H78, and
was educated at Stonehaven and Aberdeen, studying engineer-
ing afterwards at Glasgow University, where he t<X)k the
degree of B.Sc. On leaving the University he joined the works
of the British Electrical Plant Co., of Alloa, as a pupil, and
later he entered the British Thomson-Houston works at Rugby
in 1903. Shortly after joining these works he entered the de-
signing office and became a.s.sociated with the de.sign of induc-
tion motors and allied apparatus. Prom 1914 he was in charge
of this work, and the high reputation that the B.T.-H. induc-
tion motors have enjoyed tor many years is the result of his
energy and abihty. Although of a retirinj; di.sposition, his
staunch character endeared him to a very wide circle of
friends. Mr, Martin was an Associate Member of both the
British and the American Institutions of Electrical Engineers.
Mr. H. O. Noyes.—The Commonwealth Engineer reports

that Mr. Henry Obed Noyes, governing director of Noyes
Bros., Melbourne. Pty., Ltd., died suddenly in Melbourne on
March 20th, at the age of 61 years. With his late brother,
Mr. Edward Noyes, he founded the firm of Noyes Bros, in
1888. Subsequently the New South Wales and Victorian
interests were floated as separate companies. LTnder his
direction, the finn carried out large works, including electric
lighting and railway construction.
Mr. A. C. CossoR.—We regret to record the death o!

Mr. Alfred Charles Cossor, of Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd .

electric lamp and instrument makers, of Highbury, which
occurred on May 27th, at the age of 60 years.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

John Fowler & Co. (India). Ltd. (181,834).—Private
company. Registered Mav 17th. C.ipit.nl. £1,000 in £1 sh.ires. To acquire
the branch business carried on bv .John Fowler & Co. (Leeds), Ltd., in India,
and lo carry on the business of civil, hydraulic, telegraph, mech.inical, and
general engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in wire and other cables,
manufacturers of steam ploughs and cultivating machines, contractors ic.
The first directors are :—A. Fowler. 26. Gilbert Street. Grosvenor .Square,
VV. (director John Fowler &• Co. (Leeds), Ltd.): C. H. Fowler, "Moor
House." Moortown. near Leeds (director John Fowler & Co. (Leeds), Ltd.)-
E. G. Pellv, 47, Gloucester Terr.ace, Hvde Park. W. (director .Tohn Fowler
and Co. (Leeds). Ltd.); T. Davis, 69, St. John's Park, Blackheath S.E.5
(secretary John Fowler & Co. (Leeds), Ltd.). Registered office : 113 Cannon
Street. E.C.

Good Bros.. Ltd. (181,8.52).—Private companv. Regis-
tered M.iy 18th. Capital. £3,000 in £1 shares (2,900 cumulative preference and
100 ordinary). To carry on the business of general merchants, importers and
exporters, agents and manufacturers of and dealers in electrical, magnetic,
telegranhic. telephonic and other apolianccs, «rc. The permanent directors
are:—S. Coxon. 20, Calton Avenue. Wavertree. Liveroool. electrical engineer;
VV. Inglis. 19, Mersey Ro.ad, Aigburth, Liverpool, enoineer: F. M Soulsbv
7, Marine Terrace, Waterloo, contractor. Oualificalion. 20 shares. Remu-
neration as fixed by the companv. Registered office : 3.5, South John Street,
Liverpool.

Sanders, Kennedy & Co.. Ltd. (181.822).—Private com-
pany. Registered Mav 16th. Canital. £5.000 in £1 shares «000 cumulative
preference and 1.000 ordinary). To take over the business of electrical, me.
chanical and lighting engineers carried on bv Kennedv & Co. at Hr-hbridge.
.Somerset. The first directors are :—H. A. Sanders. " Ardrossan " Burnham-
on-Sea. electrical contractor: G. F. Kennedv. The Causeway, Mark, near
Highbridge, .Somerset, electrical engineer; L. N. Stribling, ."i, Alstone Lane
Highbridge. Somerset, electrical engineer. Qualification. £100. Remuneration
as fixed bv th- comnany. Secretary : L. N. Stribling. Registered office :

Market Street, Highbridge. Somerset.

Triumph Electric Manufacturing Co.. Ltd. (181,843).—
Private companv. Registered Mav 17lh. Capital. £6.000 in £1 shares. To
acquire the bu.siness carried on by A. T. Costigan and C. K. Jenks. trading
as "The Triumph Electrir Co." at 16. Lnvedav Street, Birmingham The
permment diro-tors are :—A. T. Costigan. 3p. Woodland Road. Handswnrth,
Kirmingham; C. E. Jenks. 3. Reservoir Road. Erdington, Birmingham;
W. I.. Topnle. " Hermen House." Sutton Road. Wvlde Green, near Bir-
mincham. Registered office : 16. Lovedav Street. Birmingham.

T. C. Murnhy & Co., Ltd. (181,771).—Private companv.
Rrgixlered May 13th. Capital. £3,000 in £1 shares (.TOO preference and 2 .Wl
ordmarv). To adopt an agreement with Ad;i A. Murnhv and to carry on the
husmess of manufacturers of and dealers in ebonite, vulcanites, rubb-^r gooil^.
and oilier insulating materials, fancy, suri'ical and optical goods. &,- The
fii-.st directors .are :—G. H. Almenrader. 33. Inglewood Road. West Hamp-
stead. N.W.; Mrs. A. A. Mumhv. 37. Brook Green, Hammersmith W
OiiaIifl,--ition £100. Remuneration as fixe.1 hv ihe companv. Registered
onl.e: 10. M:,i,.h..l.r Avenue, Alders.;.-.le Street. R.C.I.

'

Culnhos F.lectrical Co., Ltd. (181,72f!).—Piiv.nle mni-
nanv. Ke^.laCrr.-d M..y lilli. Capiijl, £100 in £1 shar„ -|o carry nn ch.-
business of dealers in electrir and other lamps and fillings. &c. The first
directors are:- J. P.ders.n. Rr-g.-nt Palace Hotel. W. ; 1.'. P, K.-wlev. U.
Porllan.l Ro.iil. h'insl.iiiv Pari;. N.4. R.-gish-r.-d otrice - 06 Viclnria Slieet
We^tiiiinsier. S.W,

.......
Burke F.lectrinal Manufacturing Co., Ltd. nS2O20) —

Private comnanv. Re^ist-rd ^I,y 2.'ith. Capital. f.WO in £1 sh.a'res. To
a.lopt an agreemenl with S. I. Burke, and to carrv nn the business of elec-
tn.-;,l and geiieial enginee,-, m m.ifa, lure,s and natenlees of .lectri.:,.l
.iiarhines and -ipnaratus. &c, Ihe first directors are. .S. I, Burke. Albemarle
Court Hotel, t.einster Oard.ns. W. ; W Pax, son, C-iu! College. Cambridge.
Professor of Forestrv

; H. W. Penney. 192 Meidvale Road. Ealirg, W. ; H. A
Douglas. 130, Braidwood Road. Catford, S E.6 Qualifitrntion, £1. Remiinera.
tion as fixed by the company. Registered office : G, Francis Street. West-
minster.

Calto Co., Ltd. (181, //6).—Private company. Registered
May 15th. Capital, £3,000 in 2,500 10 per cent, cumulative preference shares

of £1 each and 10,000 ordinary shares of Is. e.ich. To adopt an at:r. cment
with the Engineering Finance Corporation, Ltd.. whereby certain letters

patent, patent rights and trade marks, including letters patent No. 114,691 and
the registered trade mark " Calto," will be assigned to the company, and
to carry on the business of general engineers, merchants, agents, managers,
brokers, factors, purchasers, vendors, importers and exporters for every .J.,

partment and branch of the engineering trade, &c. The first directors are :

—
O. Sumner. O.B.E., 23. Buckingham Gate, S.W.I, consulting engineer; J I

Barlow. J. P., 22, Buckingham Gate. S.W.I, gent. The Engineering Finan

chai
Ltd., ,vhile

and aging dii

shareholder in the
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eiTY NOTES.

Mr. C. S. B. Hilton presided at the

Rirmia^ham annual meeting on May iot-h. He stated

District Power that the increase in net receipts had been
and Traction neutralised by the increase, in taxation and
Co., Ltd. interest on loans. The Shropshire, Wor-

cestershire, and Staffordshire E.P. Co. had
suffered from the trade depres.sion, and had been unable to

pay an ordinary dividend, but the speaker hoped that future
results from their investment in that corapanv would be more
satisfactorv'. The depre,s«ion had also affected the Dudley nnd
Wolverhampton companies, but the Birmingham and Mid-
land Motor Omnibus Co.'s business had improved, enabling it

to pay a bonus. Negotiations with the local authorities con-

cerned, regarding the co-nrdination of the tenure of the tram-
wavs, had proved .successful, and an agreed Pill was now
liefore Parliament which would have the effect of postponing
purchase rights.

The net revenue for the year 1921 waa
Oriental ;£40.2-2'!. nlus £10.49'3 brou.ght forward from

Telephone and 19'30. After paying the preference divi-

Electric Co., Ltd. dend, and 10 per cent, and a bonus of 2

per cent, fboth free of tux) on the ordinary
sharp.<!, flO,(VX) is put to depreciation and general reserve,

f2.000 to staff pension fund, and £9,992 is to be carried for-

ward.
The business at all the branches of the Oriental company,

viz., Madras. Eanaoon, Moulmein, Sinfanore. and Mauritius,

and of the .Associated comDani'>s, continues to exnand. a^id

shows increased revenues for the past year. Owing to fhe
fall in the ninee exchange, however, the net revenu" from
the branches does not stand at so high a figure a= in *Vie pre-

vious vear. but compares favouralily with that for the year
1919. in which no abnorraa' movement of exchance r*tea

oceurred. At mo^t centres there are manv new apnlicants

waJting for the telephone service, and e^erv effort i.^s being
made to give facilities to intendincT sul>«crihers at the earliest

possible moment. To meet the rene-n pd demand for expen-
diture on capital account, unavoidable deferred in conse-

quence of the war. the corananv's holding of Government
securities, which was acumulated to nrovide for such contin-

gency ha« been realised for f13fi 702. showing a sumlus of

over f.5.000. The Government of India h?s now definitely

decided not to purchase the undertakings of the comnanv and
its subsidiaries in India in 1923. .\s the result of pi-o'^nped

negotiations wh'ch have recently been concluded in India bv
Mr. G. Parker Ness, the vice-chairman of this company, in

conjunction with the local comnanies, the Government has
now de'^ided to grant security of tenure to the comu'inies

imtil March. 194.S. and supplemental agreements modifying
the present licences in this ."nd o+her re=nects have been, of

will shortly be. signed. In view of this decision, the directors

have thoucht it desirable to ask the company's consultinff

engineer. Mr. W. W. Cook, to visit India, and make personal
investigation into the conditions obtaining there and the nro-

baWe requirements for the future, proceeding theu'^e to Sin-
gapore and Hong-Kong for the same purno.se. Mr. Cook is a+

present engaged on this task, which cannot fail to prove of

great advantage to the development of the comnanies' busi-

ness. At December .'^Ist, 1921, the Oriental Telephone and
Electric C-o.. Ijtd.. had a t<ital of 10,071 stations in operation,

an increase of 1 0-54 during the year. The Indian local com-
panies have declared the following dividends for the year
1921—viz.. the Bombay Telephone Co.. Ltd.. 14 per cent.,

and the Bengal Telephone Co.. T,td., 10 per cent. These
dividends have been included in the revenue account. The
accounts of the Bombay Telephone Co., Iitd., have not yet
been received, but that company had, on December .31st laet,

9.fifl.'i exchange and private lines in oneration, being a net
addition of T76 during the year. The directors of the Bengs»!
Telephone Co., Ltd., report that the demand for new tele-

phone services continues to incren«e and that the nrospects
for the future are excellent. At December Rlst. 192L that
ouipopy had .1,272 station?' in operation, being a net addition
of L4.34 during the year. The net revenue of the China and
lapan Telephone and F.lectric. Co.. Ltd., shows a .substantial

increa.se over the previous year, and a, dividend of 10 per
(end., free of income tax, fur the year has been declared, as
well as a bonus of 10 per cent., also free of income tax. in
Tiew of the passing of the dividend by that comnanv last year.
At December 31st. 1921. that company had 6.7,% stations in

oneration. an increase of 07-3 during the year. The liquidation
of the Telt-phoiif Co. of Kgvpt. Ltd., ha.s uow been completed.

The annual general rueptine was held on
Jchnson and Thursdov last week at Winchester House,
Phillips, Ltd. EC. Mr. W. C. Johnson, who nre.xided.

said that the item of ;fi3.50 000 eight per
cent, first mortgage debenture .stock on the debit side wa.s
stock which was authorised at the extraordinary general
meeting last year The issue was necessary principally to
raise sufficient funds to enable them to pay off advances from
their bankers, and also to provide further working canital,
which was urgently wanted at that time owing to the large
araount of ordsrs in hand. It was necessary to pay off the
exirting five p«r cent, first and second debentures, as it

would have been quite impossible to make a substantial de-

benture issue at that time as a third charge. Those two
items, first and second debentures, appearing on last year's
balance sheet, therefore disappeared altogether from this

year's accounts. The reserve re debenture sinking fund and
the debenture redemption suspense account, amounting to

£104,752, which had been reserved out of the profits of past
years, had been absorbed in the first place by writing off the
whole of the expenses incidental to the new issue of eight per
cent, debentures; and secondly, by increasing the general
reserve account to the round figure of £100,000. The balance
had been transferred to an account for reserve for contin-

gencies. Sundry creditors and bills amounted to £132,6.59.

That included the reserve for contingencies just mentioned,
and compared with £460,845 last year. That substantial

reduction, which would be even greater but for the inclusion

of the reserve, was largely accounted for by the use of the

proceeds of the new issue of debentures. Siqce the close of

the year the sundry creditors' item had been further reduced
by from £50,000 to £60,000. Turning to the credit side of

the balance sheet, freehold property. &c., £313,962, remained
practically the same. £12,121 had been spent on additions;

on the other hand, £12,000 had been written off for deprecia-

tion. Sundry debtors and bills, £260,627, was some £80,0«X»

less than last year. The difference was accounted for by the

sudden falUng off in business, which set in about June last

year. Stock-in-trade stood at £369,157. as compared with
£.563,3.56 last year, which meant a reduction of nearly

£200,000 on that very important item. That was due chiefly

to the writing down of values, and reduction of stocks, and
to a falling off in the value of orders received. Investments
and cash together amounted to £103,209. as against £.34,203

last year, an increase of £69,000 odd. That was further evi-

dence of the improved financial position of the company.
Turning to the profit and lass account, the profit for the year

(including claim for repayment of Excess Profits Duty,
amounting to £27,000). after making provision for bad and
doubtful debts, and after charging to revenue upwards of

£16.000 for maintenance of buildings, plant, &c.. amounted
to £42.737, as compared with £98.405 for the previous year.

Although that showed a considerable reduction in profits, it

was satisfactory to be able to say with confidence that the

profit on the year's working would have compared quite

favourably with that of the previous year had it not been
for the heavy fall in the prices of raw materials and .stocks,

which necessitated the writing down of values to current mar-
ket prices. The year under review, which looked so promising
•when they last met. soon afterwards became very seriously

hampered by the coal strike. The works practically came to

a standstill for a tune for want of coal. In the meantime
some important orders were unfortunately cancelled, with
the result that raw materials were left on their hands. Not
only were their own works affeeted, but many firms with

whom they did a large bu.siness were also compelled to shut

down. The reduction in profits would not. however, have

prevented the payment of a dividend, as they had an abund-

ance of funds accumulated from undivided profits, which
would have justified the payment of a dividend. Having re-

gard to the prospective outlook and the Present state of

trade caused by the engineers' lock-out, and the consequent

falling off of business, the anticipated recovery in trade was
thus being indefinitely deferred. The lock-out had lasted

now just over eleven weeks, with the result that the greater

part of the works had been closed down during that jwriod.

In view of tho.se facts, the directors regretted that they could

not recommend the payment of a dividend on this occasion, but
felt they must adopt the safer poUcy of conserving the

financial resources of the company. He would like to men-
tion that although a great number of their employes had
been locked out. in common with those of other federated

firms in the engineering trades, their men had not given the

slightest trouble or anxiety to the management by picketing

or interfering with the few non-union men and apprentices

who remained in the works. Indeed, they had been helpful

and sympathetic in settHng one or two minor incidents. That
feeling of good fellowship still prevailed between the work-
people and the management, and would have a beneficial

effect on the results when a new start was made in the works.
With regard to the future, he was afraid the outlook did not
look too bright at the moment. There had been a consider-

able decline in the value of orders booked during the past
few months, and .such orders as had been obtained were
secured in face of very keen competition. That was anothei-
factor which the directors had to take into con.sideration
when deciding rather to conserve the cash resource..; of tin-

•ompany.
Mr. J. MAroREfion fmanaging director), in seconding the

motion, referred to the pio.spects of the business. The strike
outlook was rather blark :it present, but they weie hoping
that a. way out of the dilBculty would soon be found and
work resumed. There was no doubt that a large amount of
work had to be done : take, for instance, the electrification
schemes prepared by (he lionio and colonial lailways, most of
which were ready to go ahead immediately financial arrange-
ments had been made. There was the Government Electricity
Bill for bulk supplies, which was now before Parlia-
ment, which, when pas.sed. would mean the erection and in-
stallation of huge cemtral stations; there were also the many
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municipal and other extensions, which should bring a large

amount of work to the industry, and incidentally to them.
There was likewise the proposed extension of the telephoiie

service by the General Post Office, which would mean new
cables, of which they hoped to get a share. There were many
other sources of business open to them, but they must have
labour peace if they were to carry on .successfully, and he
had great hopes that that would speedily be brought about.

There was no doubt that electrical engineering would be one
of the very first industries to feel the effects of a trade
revival, .since it was to their industry that all others were
now looking for assistance in the reduction of cost of produc-
tion. That was proved by the remarkable interest which was
being taken by the public generally in electrical issues of all

kinds. It was also proved in a more particular manner, so
far as they were concerned, by the fact that the number and
scope of the enquiries being received for their products was
greater at the present moment than at any period in their
history. With their factories equipped as they now were,
and the cash resources at their dispo.sal. they felt quite con-
fident in being able to undertake a full share of any work
that might be offered, and also to meet any kind of compe-
tition in attaining that end.

After some discussion, the report was adopted.

The annual meeting was held in London
Vera Cruz on May -Mth. Mr. Vincent W. Yorke. who

Electric Light, presided, said that, owing to the sanction-

Power and ing of increased fares on the tramways, and
Traction, Ltd. the revival of trade in V^era Cruz, the

revenue had shown a large increase. The
rate of exchange between London and New York during the

past three years had resulted in a profit in respect of money
remitted to London—in 1921 this profit was alxrat £13,000.

This accounted for the bonus payment. Owing to the gradual

return of the exchange to normal, it might not Be possible

to pay this bonus in future years. Additional cars had been
ordered to meet the increased traffic demands. The supply

of energy from the Puebla Tramway, Light and Power Co.

had continued satisfactorily. In conclusion, Mr. Yorke said

that political conditions in Mexico had not changed appreciably

for the better.

The annual general meeting was held

Callender's On May 2.5th, Sir Fortescue Flannery,

Cable and Bart., M.P., in the chair. In moving the

Construction adoption of the report, the chairman said

Co., Ltd. that throughout the whole period covered

by the accounts, admittedly the trade of

the country had been declining. It was, therefore, remark-
able evidence of the wisdom and foresight of the management
of the company that its business had been of such a charac-

ter as not only to escape the decline in profit, but actually to

improve upon the results of the previous year. It must also

be remembered that not only had the effects of the general

decline in trade to be avoided, but there had been other

and equally serious hindr.ances to profitable manufacturing.
They were compelled to close the works owing to the stop-

page in the coal trade for more than two months, and, natur-

al'.y, that interfered severely with their prospects. Advan-
tage was, however, taken of the interruption in their manu-
facture to review the organisation in detail, and to insti-

tute reforms which the management considered would lead

to permanent and substantial economies, both in administra-

tion and manufacturing. The efifecta of those changes had
been felt chiefly during the latter hall of the year; neverthe-
less, the consequences were obvious, and had found expres-

sion in their financial results. From the profit and loss ac-

count it would be seen that tlie net result of the trading
(after deducting the standing charges) was £217,012. or ap-
proximately £.3.5,000 more than at the end of 1920. Thej
balance sheet figures showed a remarkable difference be-

tween the two vears. The stock, raw material, and manu-
factured goods, 'were .stated at £233,2.33. at the end of 1921

:

that was approximately £500,000 less than twelve months
before. -They had, therefore, been able to liquidate their
stocks and write the residuum down to present low values
without their margin of profit suffering. On the other hand,
the expenditure on uncompleted contracts was £.331,800 as
against £191.827, or an increase of about £140.000. This
meant that they had more contracting business in progress
than at the end of 1920. That showed a healthier condition of
things, and proved that the company had been singularly
successful durinc a most troublesome year. Sundry debtors
were about £200.0n0 less than last year, but, on the other
hand, sundrv creditors and bills pavable were about £4.50,OtX)

less. In addition thev had paid off loans of £224,000 during
the same period. Proceeding to refer to the general cir-

cumstances affecting the company's business at the present
time. Sir Fortescue .said that they traded practically all over
the world, and the company's area of operatioiis was like

the P-ritish Empire, a domain upon which the sun never
set. So far as their work in India was concerned, the busi-
ness, in spite of grave unrest there, had been carried out
successfully, though often under great difficulty. Business
from Australia and South Africa had, at times, been much
restricted. Tn South .\merlca there had been more advance,

bflt wupU yet bad to be done, Id their Gontine^tel bnsineas,

their most serious diminution of trade had occurred. It wag
perfectly unnecessary for him to repeat to them the reasons
why that was so. They had been stated ad nauseam by the
chairmen of other manufacturing companies speaking to

their shareholders, and had never seriously been disputed,

viz., the advantage which their principal Continental com-
petitors possessed by a depreciated exchange and willing

workers in their shops at lower wages than in England. The
gradual improvement in the growth of international com-
merce, provided that deliberate means were not adopted to

prevent it, would, to some extent, improve the rates of ex-

change, but the far more important disadvantage which this

country unfortunately had felt the effect of during the last

two or three years, i.e., the unwillingness of the worker,
had yet to be met and overcome. It was much to be regret^

ted that at a time when every effort should be made by
masters and men to build up again the engineering industry
and their connections overseas, that industry should be brought
to a standstill and an excellent opportunity given to foreign !

competitors to obtain large orders. He sincerely hoped that f
those unhappy disputes would soon be ended, and that masters i

and men would once again pull together for the common /

good.

The accounts for the year that had expired had shown
results achieved in the teeth of grave difficulties, but those
profitable results had been helped by contracts for work, and
materials entered into, before the year in question began.
The business they were carrying through at the present time
was substantial, but he thought it only right to say that it

was by no means so substantial as it was at that time last

year. He believed that, with the economies of administra-

tion and working, this j'ear showed a reasonable prospect of

a successful result, though that must largely depend upon
developments during the nest few months. There was no
doubt that the company was feeling, as other companies had
felt, the effects of the' remarkable decUne in exports. The
sooner an effective international agreement was reached and
industrial peace in this country was also secured, the sooner
the company, and others Uke it, would be able to get bo
work without let or hindrance, and in such event, he had no
doubt, that the reports he might have to submit in the future

would be as good as that he had to move for their accept-

ance that day.

Sir T. O. Callender, .J.P., managing director, seconded the
resolution and said it had been an exceedingly difficult year
for the management and its assistants. The coal trade stop-

page had, undoubtedly, a bad affect on the business at the
time, but. on the whole, it tended to the company's advan-
tage, because it gave it the opportunity of reorganising
the factories, reinstating machinery which had been dis-

placed during the war, and, generally speaking, of turning
the old administration which had grown up under the Govern-
ment's direction, into a thoroughly commercial management.
It was not only the alteration which took place in plant and
machinery that was noticeable, but when they were able to

resume, after nearly 10 weeks' stoppage, it was found that
the men had thrown off many of the pernicious doctrines
which had formerly upset production, and that the " Ga'
Canny " policy was con.spicuous by its absence. He was glad
to say that that state of affairs had continued in the com-
pany's works. The re-organisation which had been effected

would, he hoped, be permanent, and thus enable them, suc-

cessfully, to meet competition when it came. There was no
factory in this country, and certainly no factory abroad,
which was better equipped with plant and machinery, which
was better managed, or had mare satisfactory processes than
theirs. They were aJl disappointed that more bu.siness had
not l)een done this year. They expected the large stations,

of which they had heard so much, to materialise and bring
grist to the company's mill in the shape of large orders for

e.h.p. mains, but they had not done so. and. with the
exception of Manchester, comparatively httle of the new
development was actually taking place. The order which
they had received from the City of Manchester was the
largest of its kind in the cable industry, which bad been
placed in this or any other country. It was being success-

fully carried out and would provide employment for a reason-
able period during the current year. Other important con-
tracts in various parts of the country had been placed with
the company, but the wide-spread linking-up. the construc-

tion of huge stations, and the general great development of

electricity was still on the knees of the gods, although he be-

lieved it was very near at hand. From his intimate know-
ledge of what was being done by the power companies and
by various municipal authorities in the way of the distribu-

tion of electricity, he looked forward with great confidence to

excellent business in the near future. Whether that near
future was three or four months or two years hence, it was
impossible to say. He was. however, quite sure that at no
very distant date the long expected development of wide-
spread electrical supply would become an accomplished fact.

From the position in which the company was situated, both
with its factory and its staff, he was quite sure that none
would secure a better and fairer share of that large work than
their company. The company had carried out some most in-

teresting work abroad in various parts of the world. On
the Continent they were faced with exchange difficulties and
labour conditioofl, BusUieai in India bad been very satit>
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factory during the past year. Govermneijt orders had been
quite insigniiicant, but the orders for commercial under-
takings had been good and large. The company had done
a considerable amount of work iij the neighbourhood of

Bombay. The Board believed that, in spite of the revolu-

tion, a very large business was to be done in China. The
company had sent a representative there to open up the
country and see what could be done. In South America they
were moving in several directions. Their Chilian busiuess,

as it had done for some years past, remained good. South
Africa had passed through troubles. In Australia he noticed

with great pleasure the renewed placing of orders. Looking at

the trade of this country, he thought there was a distinct

improvement. The ordinary business of electricity supply,

which suffered until recently, a grave diminution was once
again on the upward road, but it was a slow and a long

road that they had to travel. Just recently the whole senti-

ment of trade had changed for the better. Those concerned
in the supply of electric power had noticed an increased

demand. The country was getting rid of the lethargy which
had overwhelmed it and was making a start again, they
hoped, on the road to real trade prosperity. He did no*
think that they were going to step straight irjto the good
old times again, but he felt sure that the company was never
in a better position than it was at the prese.nt time, to take
advantage of a good demand when it arrived. The company
was backed by a very large staff of highly trained engineers,
electricians, and business men, scattered all over the world,
and the board wished to thank them for the excellent re-

sults obtained. The report was adopted.

The twenty-seventh ordinary general

British Thomson^ meeting was held on Tuesday, Mr. H. C.

Houston Co., Ltd. Levis (chairman and managing director)

presiding. In proposing the adoption of

the report, the chairman said he thought it would be con-
sidered very satisfactory. Last year he gave a brief synopsis

of the company's growth, and said that from about 1912
there was -a. marked improvement in the electrical business in

this country, and that the improvement had been steadily

maintained up to nearly the end of the year then under
review. He then mentioned the fact that, although a re-

action had begun, the year, as a whole, was a record one.
The volume of unfilled orders on hand at the end of that
year was such that, notwithstanding the fact that during
1921 the orders received were less in volume than for ,the

year 1920, the output for 1921—that is to say, the amount
billed to cu.«tomers— was the greatest in the history of the
company. This large output was responsible for the satisfac-

tory results appearing in the present balance sheet. Not-
withstanding the general depression throughout the country,
the vo!ume of orders received by the company this year to
date was over 37 per cent, in excess of the orders received
for the corresponding period of 1921. The company now-
bad on liand orders to the value of over i£2, 2-50,000. " The
volume of inquiries was very large, and while the proportion
which had resulted in orders was not as great as in 1920,
nevertheless there was still a great demand for electrical
machinery, which must be satisfied sooner or later, and fvom
which they confidently expected to get their fair share of
business. In the latter part of the year under review it was
deemed wise to make provision to liquidate the floating debt
of the company. An issue of £3,000,000 debenture stock was
authorised, and £1, -500,000 par value was issued on satisfac-
tory terms. The issue was largdy over-sub.scribed, and this
stock stood at a substantial premium to-day. During the
year the expenditure on factories was over £450,000, all of
which was in connection with works started or authorised
prior to the year under review, and was principally in con-
nection with the new Birmingham factory, the new glass
works which they were erecting at Chesterfield in connec-
tion with theu- electric lamp business, and extension of the
Eugby plant, all of which would be completed during the
current year. The total cost of propertv. buildings, and
plant to the end of December last was £2,670,000. Froro this
cost there had been written off year by year sums aggregating
£793,286. or over 29 per cent, of the total cost, and of the net
book value remaining nearly half represented expenditure at
pre-war costs. It must also be remembered that the present
net value included the large factory premises at Bii-mingham,
w^hich were only put into operation during the year 1921. and
the works at Chesterfield, which was not yet completed.
From this it wou'.d be seen how very substantial the total
depreciation had been. The buildings and equipment had all
been maintained in fir.st-class condition. The heading
" goodwill, patents and licences " in the balance sheet w-as
•a misnomer, as the item consisted in realitv of sums paid
for patents and licences, the actual value of which was much
greater than the fisure appearing in the balance .sheet. No
amount was included for Condwill. In addition there were
a great many patents which had come to them automatically
from the General Electric Co. and the International General
Electric Co., both of New York, under their contracts with
those companies, and without capital expenditure. In this
connection it wa.s of particular interest to note that in the
latter part of 1921 one of their most important patents cover-
ing the manufacture of the gasfiF.ed type of incandescent
lamp was sustamed by the House of Lords, and since

January 1st of this year another important lamp patent,
covering the so-called '" leading-in wire," had beea sustained,
and from this decision there had been no appeal. The effect
of those two decisions, of course, had been beneficial to the
company and its licensees in this country. The item "appara-
tus, supplies, &c.," was carried on the balance sheet at
£1,718,793. The portion covered by stock-in-trade had been
written dowii to replacement value during the year. The
balance of this item consisted of work in progress, which was
covered by firm contracts. Turning to the profit and loss
statement, the profit for the year, after deducting all ex-
penses and charges other than interest on debentures and
loans, was £509,258, an increase of nearly £40,000 over the
profit for 1920. To this there was added the amount brought
forward from the previous year, £225,891, making the total
amount to be dealt with £735,150. From this was deducted
£119,446 for interest on debentures and loans, about £60,000
less than for 1920, due to the re-arrangement of the company's
finances. The plant account had been depreciated by £60,000,
and there was a reserve of £100,000 for contingencies, which
they believed was ample for all requirements. This left a
balance to be carried to the balance sheet of £455,703. Out
of this it was proposed to pay dividends on the preference
shares at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, free of income
tax, which absorbed £105,000, and 6 per cent, on the ordinary
shares, hkewise free of income tax, which absorbed £120 000
leaving to be carried to the next balance sheet £230,703
In conclusion, Mr. Levis said he hesitated to touch on the

question of industrial disputes; much had appeared in the
Press, and it was to be hoped that all of those matters would
be amicably adjusted in the near future. He was glad in
this connection to be able to state that the personal relations
between their own employes and the management were
satisfactorj'. The report was adopted.

The net profits for the year ended March
Electric 31st, 1922, after providing £6.131 for

Construction debenture interest and £10,000 for depre-

.
Co., Ltd. elation, is £82,685, plus £53,498 brought

forward. Less provision for excess profits
duty for year 1921 (final period) £30,000, leaving £106,182.
Deduct interim dividends paid November, 1921, viz. :—7 per
cent, per annum on the preference shares £2,197; 6 per cent.
per annum on the ordinary shares £9,0tX'), both less income
tax; leaving a balance of £94,985. The directors recommend
a final dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum on the
preference shares, £2,197 ; a final dividend at the rate of 9 per
cent, per annum on the ordinary shares (making a dividend
of 7^ per cent, for the year). £13,500; a bonus of 2J per cent,
on the ordinary shares, £7,500 (all under deduction of income
tax); transferring to general reserve fund (which will then
amount to £140,000), £19,715; and to dividend equalisation
fund, £30,000; leaving to be carried forward, £22,073. The
report says:—"The difficulty in obtaining orders referred to
in the last report became more pronounced during the year
under review, and the work in progress on March 31st last was
considerably reduced. The number of inquiries for electrical
plant, however, has show'n no diminution, from which it
might be inferred that with settled pohtical and industrial
conditions the electrical indu.stry would quickly recover

"

Meeting : June 15th.

The annual general meeting was held
Siemens Bros, at Winchester House, E.G.. on Tuesday.
and Co., Ltd. Mr. G. Mure Ritchie, who presided, first

dealt in some detail with the items in the
balance sheet. He said that last vear he anticipated
that 1921 \^'ould be a better year than 1920, and an-
ticipated no difficulty in maintaining in respect of 1921
the 10 per cent, free of tax ordinary dividend. The
anticipation regarding the oftlinary dividend had been realised,
notwithstanding that increasing then- reserves and the
disbursements on their now larger preference and ordinary
share capital absorbed for 1921 £165,000, against £101,812 in
1920. Their anticipations in respect to the volume of busi-
ness and gross profits for 1921 were, however, not realised,
owing to the general decline in industry, which was acutely
aggravated by the great coal strike. The wave of depression
caused their order book to shrink severely, particularly dur-
ing the second half of last year ; nevertheless, as the 1921
results were not subject to Excess Profits Tax, they were
able, after making appropriations referred to in the balance
sheet, to carry forward to 1922 a larger amount than was
carried forward from 1920 after eliminating the Excess Profits
Duty of that year. The turnover in 1921, although less than
in 1920, exceeded £3,000,000 sterling, and the average profit
on the turnover was under 7 per cent. Thev aimed at not
making a big percentage of profit from their cu.stomers but
to .satisfy them with manufactures of the highest quahty
combined with low prices. As .soon as was necessary they
hojied to have in substitution for the Faraday another cable-
laying and cable-repairing steamer of modern tvpe and ade-
quate dimensions, but which could be employed at lower
running charges than was possible with .so old a steamer as
the Fnradaii. however suitable in other respects .she may have
been for the work. The demand for fe.lephonic apparatus in
automatic exchanges increased substantially during 1921, and,m addition to British orders, included three exchanges for
public services in Canada. They also secured, against strona
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competition from the United States, a large contract for a

6,000-line automatic exchange for Winnipeg, but this order

was secured in 19'2'2. In 19-21 they contributed substantially

towards the progress of submarine telephony by designing

and manufacturing cable of the continuously-loaded type;

their manufacture of ebonite fully maintained its high

standard of excellence, while the Stannos system of house

wiring continued to make satisfactory headway.

Their relations with their employes continued in a most

friendly manner, nut-withstanding that a comparatively

small section of their workers connected with one of the

engineering unions ceased work some time ago, no doubt out

of loyalty to their leaders, whose policy wa« controlled i-y a

.small number of extremists. He hoped, however, that when
they returned to work on tjie reasonable terras which fnat

company had always affordeu, they would reahse that these

recurring strikes rendered benefits neither to themselves Lor

to their employers, and therefore retarded or preveijted the

creation of that stream of wealth from which alone both

employers and employed could receive adequate sustenance.

He was glad to say that, compared with the later months of

1921, their orders during the earlier months of 1922 had. on

the whole, increased. They were, therefore, hopeful that as

far as the volume of work was concerned they were past the

worst. Indeed, taking a long view, he thought that in their

particular line of industry the prospects were good, since,

with the demands in view of railway electrification, better

telephonic commuijication, and new submarine telegraph

cables in all directions, they hoped to receive a fair share

of orders. Recovery seemed certain, though whether
sooner or later it was impossible to say. Undoubted y, were

the present trouble over in the engineering trade, orders in

larger volume were certaiii to be placed in their own as in

most other trades.

During recent years they had spent iarge sums in modern-
ising and expanding their works and plant, and it con-

tinued to be their policy to further expand and equip from
time to time as and when prospects of trade warranted, as the

directors fully realised that if they were to maintain a f,:ie-

most position they must keep their works in the highest

state of efliciency with the best and most modern nt, r ::d

not less with the best brains to tjarry on their operations.

Meantime, apart from and in addition to the constant t n-

deavour to bring their direct costs of production down to

and keep them at the lowest point consistent with efficiency

and good work, they were carefully scrutinising their indirect

and more general expenditure in the endeavour to bring it

into line with the fall in prices and turnover, in which direc-

tions they hoped to carry with them tiie loyalty and goodwill

of their staff, who would recognise that, to a great extent, their

owij future was involved in tlie continued financial soundness

and prosperity of the company. In conclusion the chairman
mentioned that, omitting submarine ca!)les. which might be

laid anywhere—though, fortunately, the chief cable com-
panies had their headquarters in England—their products

were delivered in 1921 to British concerns, 72 per cent., as

against 67 per cent, in 1920; to our oversea Dominions 17 per

cent, in 1921, as against 20 per cent, in 1920; and to foreign

countries 11 per cent, in 1921, as again.st 13 per cent, in 1920.

The Lord Queenborough seconded the adoption of the re-

port and accounts, whicli were approved.
The meeting confirmed the appointment of Sir Walter

Roper Lawrence, Bt., as a director of the company; and the

retiring directors, Mr. G. Mure Ritchie and Lieut. -Gen. Sir

Hubert de la Poer Gough. were re-elected. Confinnatioa
was also given to the payment of additional remuneration of

the directors by way of fees fixed b"y the board for acting as

directors of Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., and other
subsidiary companies of the company.

Mr. R. J. Howley. CB.E., presiding at

Potteries annual meeting on May 24th, said that
Electric Traction owing to the coal dispute, trade depression,

Co., Ltd. &c., the year's results had been disap-

pointing. The increase in revenue had
not been so gi'eat as the increase in working expenses. The
amount paid in rates was i£'13,.348, comparing with £6,026 in

1914. Since the summer of last year working expenses had
steadily decreased, but wages were still very high, absorbing
.52.8 per cent, of the revenue. Rates and taxes accounted
for G.2 per cent.; dividends, &c., 7.8 per cent.; and 5.3 per
cent, was .set aside for renewals and reserves. The compe-
tition of 'buses and charabancs was very keen. The system
of licensing these vehicles without restriction was unfair,
because the company, in addition to large payments of rates,
also paid rent to the Corporation. The Corporation had re-
fused to agree to the deferment of its right to purchase the
undertaking. The report was adopted.

Mr. J. W. Hill, J.P.. presiding at the
Dublin and general meeting, moved the adoption of
Lucan Electric the report, which showed fl,335 avail-
Railway Co. able, but of which a dividend was recom-

mended on the preference shares of 5 per
cent, for the half-year, leaving the cumulative preference
dividend six years in arrears, with ^864 to he carried for-
w.ard. It was explained that of the sum agreed to by the
British Government in payment of claims by Irish railways.
the company had received on account £2,728. Receipts being

considerably lower than in 1920, it was only by transferring

an amount from the sum referred to that tliey were able to

pay the dividend. In 1913 their wages were £2.319, or 31.31

per cent, of the gross receipts from traffic; in 1921 they were

i;»,693, or 71.15 per cent. Mr. Hill said he was hopeful that a

satisfactory solution of present diihculties woula be found

by the Railway Commission, which had been appointed by

the Free State Provisional Government, and which was now
inquiring into the general conditions in respect of all the Lish

lines.

The Compagnie Gencrale des Cables de

French Lyon reports net profits of 642,000 fr. for

Companies. 1921, as compared with 804,000 fr. in the

preceding year. It is proposed to pay a

dividend at the rate of 10 per cent., being the same rate as

m 1920.

The Hociete des Forges et Ateliers de Construationa, of

Jeumont, after placing 3,000,000 fr. to the depreciation fund,

reports net profits of 11,000,000 fr. for 1921, permitting of the

distribution of a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent., or 25 fr.

per share.

The Compagnie d'Electro-Mecanique reports gross profits

of 12,028,000 fr. for 1921, as compared with 9,071,000 fr. in the

preceding year. Including the balance forward, the net

profits amount to 5,482.000 fr., as against 3,528,000 fr. in

1920, and the dividend remains at 40 fr. per share, as in the

previous year.

The accounts of the Compagnie Generale de Telegrapliic

Sans Fil show an increase in the gross profits from
4,077,000 fr. in 1920 to 6,637,000 fr. last year, the net profits

being 2,526,000 fr. and 4.967,000 fr. in the two years respec-

tively. The dividend, which was at the rate of 40 fr. per

share for 1920, is maintained at this rate for the past year.

The Compagnie Thomson-Houston reports that the gross

profits increased from 33,850,000 fr. in 1920 to 35,435,000 fr.

last year. After defraying general expenses and other charges

and setting aside 3,512,000 fr. for depreciation, the net profits

and balance forward amount to 20,620,000 fr. It is propo.sed

to pay a dividend at the rate of 45 fr. per share; as in 1920.

The gross receipts for the year ended
Delhi Electric December, 1921, were :—Tramway under-
Tramways and taking, £16,381 ; electricity supply under-
Lighting Co., taking, £51,840. The revenue from the

Ltd. electricity supply undertaking represents
an increase of approximately 29i per cent.

over the figures for the previous year. The revenue from the

tramway undertaking represents a decrease of approximately

li per cent, due to a strike of the company's employes and to

political unrest. The electricity supply undertaking was not
so seriously affected by labour and other troubles. The com-
bined undertakings show a net revenue of £22.669, as com-
pared with £22,266 in 1920, which, in view of the high costs

prevailing, is satisfactory. In place of the substantial profit

on exchange earned during 1920, there was a small loss under
that head during the year under review. The profit for the

year, after charging general expenditure in London and Delhi
and debenture interest, amounted to £18,253, plus £982
brought forward. There has been put to depreciation of plant

and equipment £6,000, to renewals reserve account £1,500, to

reserve for British and Indian taxation £1,000, and it is pro-

posed to pay the following dividends (less income tax) : 8 per

cent, per annum upon the prefeiTed and participating shares,

requiring £8.000; Is. 6Jd. per share upon the ordinary shares,

requiring £2,205 ; leaving to be carried forward £-530. The
expenditure on maintenance during the year (with the excep-

tion of special renewals, amounting to £2,578) has been
charged to revenue. Additions to plant made during the year

amounted to £1,869. The amount provided out of the profits

of tke year to meet depreciation of plant and equipment is

£6,000, making the total amount to date £44.000.

The Berlin Elevated and Undtrground
Oerman Electric nailway Co.. which has ju.^t cele-

Companies. bratcd the 25th vear of its existence, reports

net profits of 4.660,0(X) marks for 1921, or

slightly more than the profits of 4,560.000 marks in the pre-

cediBg year. The ordinary share capital of 60,000,000 marks
will receive a rate of 5J per cent., as in 1920.

The German South American Telegraph Co., of Cologne,

has now issued a report and accounts for three years. The
report states that out of a total pre-war length of 7,355 nauts
of cable, 1,062 nauts remain in the posses.'^ion of the com-
pany. As to the question of compensation from the German
Government, the directors state that they have the certainty

of receiving in pai)er marks a sum in excess of the book value

of the cables. The year 1918-19 closed with a loss of 618,000

marks, which was due to losses on exchange. In 1920 this

loss was extinguished and a profit of 401,000 marks realised

and carried forward ; and in 1921 the net profits were
767,000 mark.=:, permitting of the payment of a dividend at

the rate of 5 per cent. The balance .sheet for the enid of

1921 shows -1.070.000 marks set aside for the renewal of cables,

5,190,000 marks for maintenance of cables. 2.710.000 marks
for the redemption of the cable network, .nnd 2.210.000 marks
for the restoration of cables damaged during the war.
The Electrochemical Works Co.. of Berlin, which now

belongs to the .-Uiiline Dye Trust, reports net profits of
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4,243,000 marks for 1921, as compared with 1,940,000 marks.

The dividend is at the rate of 20 per cent., or 5 per ct?Qt!.

more than iu 1920.

The Deutsche Cable Works Co., of Lichtenberg, Berhn,

reports net profits of 6,190,000 marks for 1921, as compared

with 3,17O,0UU marks in the preceding year. The du-ectors

recommend a dividend at the rate of 20 per cent., as agamst

17 per cent, in 1920, and an increase in the share capital

from 40 to 80 millions of marks.
The report of the Accumulator Works Co., of Berhn and

Hagen, states that working was prejudiced in 1921 through

strikes. A great loss was incurred owing to the shortage of

railway wagons, which rendered it impossible to utilise cargo

space which had been engaged for transmariije exports. The
increase in the sale prices of accumulators caused customers

to be still more reserved than in the preceding year, while

the turnover iu accumulators, reckoned aceordmg to the

weight of lead, was only inconsiderably greater than the
" low record figures " for 1920. After writing off 2,712,000

marks for depreciation, as compared with 2,703,000 marks,

and placing 3,000,000 marks to the works' maintenance fund,

as in 1920, the accounts show net profits and balance forward

amounting to 0,760,000 marks, as against 5,056,000 marks.

It is intended to pay a dividend at the rate of 25 per cent.,

this comparing with 20 per cent, in 1920. Concerning the

English Tudor Co., which was liquidated during the war. it

was mentioned at the recent meeting that only a preliminaiy

compensation of 600,000 marks had been paid.

The directors of the German Atlantic Telegraph Co., of

Cologne, have now i.ssued a report for the first time since

1917. The report states that the cable sections ceded under
the Treaty of Versailles included the greatest parts (7.361

nauts) of the two cables between Borkum-Fayal and New
York and the Emden-Vigo cable of 860 nauts. There re-

mained in the possession of the company three sections, from
Borkum to the Straits of Calais, as well as two sections on
the Spanish and American coast, of a total length of 1,3.35

nauts. The question as to the bases upon which Reich
compensation was to be calculated and as to the manner in

which payment was to be effected had not yet experienced a
definite legal settlement, although the negotiations were
expected to be concluded in the near future. The accounts
for 1918-19 show a loss, and those for 1921 net profits of

1,370,000 marks, including the balance forward. It is pro-

posed to pay a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, for 1920.

The participation in the North German Marine Cable Works
is booked at 3.000,000 marks. With the a.?.sistance of the

compensation from the Reich, and with the amalgamation of

the company with the German South American and East
European Telegraph companies it is proposed, in the fir.st

place, to establish a cable between Emden and Horta (the

Azores), which will there have a connection with a new cable

between Horta and New York, belonging to the Commercial
Cable Co.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been specially allowed by the committee under Rule l'48a :

—
Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire.—100.946 ordinary

shares of H each. fuUv paid. Nos. 1 to 86,940, 87,096 to 98,351

and 99,4.52 to 102,201; and 47,799 new ordinary shares of £1
e:ich, fully and partly paid, Nos. 102,202 to 150,000.

Mexico Tramways.— £211,500 six per cent. 50-year mort-
gage bonds, Nos. 12,501 to 14,615 (£100).

Application has been made to the Committee to allow the
following to be officially quoted :

—
Whitehall Ejectric Investments.—1.500,000 1i per cent,

cumulative preference shares of £1 each. fuUv paid (Nos. 1 to

1.500,000), and £2,500,000 6 per cent, first mortgage debenture
stock, 1925-1949.

Prospectus.

—

Madras Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—
This company has made a public issue of i;2(X),000 seven per

cent, second (registered) debentures at 95 per cent, for re-

paying advances obtained for the purpose of providing the

new plant neces.sary, and also for the general capital purposes
of the Corporation, including the financing of the Tramways
Company. The issue, it is stated, was more than ten times
over subscribed within a few minutes after the opening of

the lists.

Scarborough Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Mr. A. Campbell
Swinton presided at the annual meeting on May 22nd. and
.stated that he hoped the Order sanctioning increa.sed charges

would soon be granted. He also foreshadowed further capital

requirements to clear off indebtedness to the bank, and fnr

extensions to plant and mains, in all about £60,000 .

Madras Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The directors

recommend a dividend at" the rate of 8 per cent, per annum,
free of tax, on account of 1921

.

Alley & Maclellan, Ltd.—Dividend of 6 per cent, for the

year, less tax. £26,227 is put to depreciation and £5,.564

carried forward.

J. Stone & Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 7^ per cent, on the
ordinary shares for 1921, carrying £25,000 to reserve and
£128.755 forward.

AnderstoD Foundry Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of 15s. per
share, making IBs. per share for the year £10,000 to reserve.

Swiss Company,—^The Soci6t6 d'Exploltation des Cables
Electriques (Berthou-Borei system) of Cartaillod, reports gross

profits of 794,000 fr. for 1921, as compared with 1.713,000 fr.

m the preceding year. A dividend has been declared at the

rate of 100 fr. per preference bond, as contrasted with 150 fr.

m 1920.

Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, Ltd.—The accounts for the

year ended March, 1922, show a loss of £10, .552. By with-
drawing £10,525 from the reserve, a dividend of 5 per cent,

on the ordinary shares is paid, carrying forward £2,858, and
leaving £25,000 at the reserve.

Doulton & Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 5 per cent, on the
ordinary shares for the year is anounced. £53,243 is to be

carried forward.

Merthyr Electric Traction & Lighting Co., Ltd.—Dividend
of 6 per cent, on the ordinary shares, carrying £5,000 to re-

newals account, £1,200 to reserve, and £1,831 forward.

Globe Telegraph and Trust Co., Ltd.—.\ final dividend
of 5s. per share (net) on the ordinary shares is announced.

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of

5 per cent., free of tax. making 10 per cent, for the year.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

The restoration of bi-monthly settlements and of contangoes

to the, Stock Exchange markets has had a distinct effect upon
the volume of business in Home Railway stocks. Prices have

been strong and dealings animated. Optimism is allowing

free rein to its imagination in the direction of lively hopes of

what will happen under the grouping system. The market
takes no stock of such minor details as that, for example, of

the South-Eastern Railway's electrification scheme being

opposed in so far as the erection of a new power station is

concerned. Possibilities of labour trouble are ignored in the

rush to buy stock. The various sections—passenger, I'nder-

ground, Scottish, " Heavy "—are all in the running, and
lavourites are more difficult to pick than those at Epsom.

Meti'opolitan Consolidated has risen to 47, Underground In-

comes are 3 uj) at 885. It is interesting to conipaie to-day's

making-up prices—the first lor nearly eight year.'^—with tbose

of July, 1914 :
—

July 27th, May 30th,

Stock 1914. 1922. Rise or Fall.

Central London 83 ... 68 ... -15
Metropolitan 37i ... 47 ... -f 9-5

District ordinary ... 2U ... 37j ... -FlOj

Underground £10 ... 2^ ... 2 9/16 ... + 1/16
Underground 1/- 7/6 ... 7/- ... - 6d.

Underground Income ... 88 ... 883 ... — 4i

A less satisfactory showing this week is made by the group
of cable stocks and .shares. Sharp losses are shown by Eastern
ordinary. Eastern Exten.sions, Westerns, and Globes. For this,

the reason appears to be the wide advertisement given to

radio-telephony and its probable " broadcasting " develop-

ments. These have given rise to the usual mild attack of

uneasiness with which the market is familiar whenever wire-

less happens to come strongly to the front. By a queer coinci-

dence, Marconi shares have also eased off from the best. A
newspaper statement to the effect that the present price of

the shares compares with £7 as the highest, and that Mar-
conis pay over 11 per cent, on the money, may have served

to check the rising bullishness. As most people know, Mar-
conis have been nowhere near 7 since the company's capital

was doubled, and, as the company's last dividend came to

15 per cent., the actual yield is about 51 per cent, on the

money, which subsequent correction admitted. In spite of

these trivial inaccuracies, the market does not look a bad one,

and profit-taking sales were fairly readily absorljed at lower

prices. Marines drooped to 35s. Canadians are rather easier

at 12s. 6d. Excitement has evaporated from the market for

the time being.

Eastern Telegraph ordinary has shed 8 points; Eastern Ex-
tensions, We.sterns and Globes are all 10s. lower. Anglo-

.\merican defeiTed drooped to 231, and the reason for the

heaviness is, as already mentioned, the competition which has

come into the focus of public attention through the medium of

the " broadcasting " advertisement.

Electric lighting shares are all steady, with City of Tjondon

better at 38s. 9d., and Charing Cross preference np to 3i.

There are a few Charing Cross & City Undertaking 4i per

cent, preference on offer at £4 a share, at which the return on

the money is less than 5i per cent. Metropolitan preference

advanced to ,31, and London Electric preference to 4 J. St.

James & Pall Mall rose to 8|. The list of ordinary shares is

quiet ; there is not much stock on offer.

Anglo-Argentine Tramways first preference have recovered

to 3i, but the seconds fell ifurther to SJ. Brazilian Tractions,
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after their six-point jump, reacted to 53. Mexicans are some-
what neglected. Most of the Indian traction and lighting
shares are rather better, though the scrip stocks of the Cal-
cutta Electric debenture and the Indian Electric debenture
have given way to 3 and 1^ premium respectively. The sub-
scription lists lor the new Madras Electric debenture stock
were open for barely an hour.
General Electric ordinary and preference are again a little

lower, in consequence of the unofficial statement with regard
to the recent placing of a fairly large block of the " A " and
" B " preferences. The company's report is awaited with in-

terest. The Electric Construction report is good, and the com-
pany is paying, as already announced, 10 per cent, on the
ordinary shares for the year. The directors state that the diffi-

culty in obtaining orders, referred to in the last report, became
more pronounced during the year under review, and the work
in progress on March 31st last was considerably reduced.
Given settled political and industrial conditions, it is expected
that the industry will quickly recover. The price is a little

better at iSs. buyers, and the 7 per cent, preference changed
hands the other day at 20s. 9d.

The rubber market continues stagnant. Iron, steel and
armaments still wait upon the developments in connection
with the engineering lock-out. A good feature is the strength
of Callender's and Henley's. Buyers pressed for shares, of

which there was but a limited supply available, and the prices
of both are higher. Siemens at 27s. show a slight decline.

Jutland Telephone bonds are harder at 102. Telephone Manu-
facturing eight per cents, remain at 97J. Automatic Tele-
phones at 15s. have gained 5s. within the course of about a
month. Speculative buyers of lock-up shares are turning a
little attention to Venezuelan Telephones, now about 5s. 9d.

for the £1 fully-paid shares.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in makinpr use of the fissures appearing
in the followino^ list, that in some cases the prices are only general,
and they may vary accordinjr to <iuantities and other circumstances.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.
Dividend. Price
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THE RUTENBERQ SCHEME.

By THEODORE STEVENS.

The glamour of the names of places familiarised by

their connection with the life of Christ is being

exploited to transfer from Gentiles' pockets some of

their accumulations. I candidly admire Mr. Ruten-

bei'g's insight into American human nature.

He went there to get the money : and what happened

sixteen years ago, when Victoria Falls provided the bait,

is liable to be repeated over the Jordan, with KutenDerg

in place of Harper.

Many devout American Gentiles li.ive absolute con-

fidence in the ability of Jews to make money, and will

be ready for a flutter over this Jordan water-power. If

l{utenberg shows a profit with hydrocarbon as the

medium instead of liquid oxide of hydrogen flowing

from the Sea of Galilee, they will be as satisfied as are

the shareholders in the Victoria Falls Power Co., which

has never earned a farthing from Victoria Falls power.

It would appear that the British anticipated protec-

tion against foreigners entering Palestine to make
money, by way of assistance from the Foreign Office, the

Board of Trade, and their joint Department of Overseas

Trade ; but we now know that such little concessions are

granted by the Colonial Office and/or the High Commis-

sioner, and apparently no consideration would be given

by the latter to the highly correct, procedure of bringing

together the various gentlemen interested in the develop-

ment of water-power in Palestine and excluding certain

L'roups in whicli foreign capital and foreign trade

interests are mainly involved.

Can we not have a separate Palestine for each separate

Department of State, to avoid the suggestion of critics

that co-ordination between departments is a possibility?

The Times, May 26th. enumerates power-houses con-

ftaining oil engines and generators in Jaffa, Haifa, and

Jerusalem. The Daily Mail, May 25th, gives River

iVuja water-power to Jaffa. Tel Aviv, Ramleh, and
Petach Tikweh. So it seems two Jaffas are provided

—

one for water-power and one for oil engines—Victoria

Falls again.

When Sir Herbert Samuel arrived in Jerusalem as

Financial adviser, a speech of his was cabled to London
papers, in which he said more than was prudent about

ills knowledge of the water-powers of Palestine and his

intention of putting Syria's boundary far enough north

to include the water-powers in Palestine. At that time

,a straight line was the proposed boundary.

; Two facts emerge on examining the agreed boundary.
The Kasimiyeh and Litani River, which descends more
thui 3,000 ft. between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, and
whicli was south of the straight line, is north of tiie

agreed boundary. Secret diplomacy in those earlier

stages would have been of more value to the British than

it was in tlie negotiations with Rutenlierg. The Yar-

iiiiik is iKiw similarly imrtli of tlie Ijoundary.

It is clear from the accompanying map. whicli we
reproriiice from The Timef, May 29tli. that the River

Yaniiuk. which Sir William Joynsoii-Hicks. .M.P.. in his

letter to The Times, May 29th, says Rutenberg "may
divert as he sees fit," is not within Palestine for any
appreciable distance. Does >Sir William suggest that

Rutenbevg has rights in Syria also?

The Jordan, from its source to the Dead Sea, drops
.3.000 ft. Its flow varies ; hut why discuss this (|UcstinM

when oil engines are being installed?

The Times. May 26th, states that the electric jiowcr

in to be utilised for pumping. Without a lay-out of

the scheme it is not clear why so capable an engineer
does not pipe the water direct, thereby avoiding the

inefficiencies inherent in water wheels, generators, and
pumps.
On the necessity for consideration of British interests,

the Eveniixg Standard, May 29th, may be quoted:-—
" Mr. Rut«nberg seems to forget one thing. His

machinery must be protected when it is installed. His

privileges must be guaranteed when accorded. Such
protection and such guarantee can onl)' be given by
Great Britain, and to make them effective the British

taxpayer has paid, and is paying, great sums. That
fact might not justify us, as the mandatory Power, in

excluding all competition ; it certainly justifies us in

excluding competition such as Germany's, rendered pos-

sible mainly by the low taxation in which that country

persists in order to present a case for not meeting its

just obligations.
" If the House of Commons, after passing the Safe-

guarding of Industries Act, considers the Rutenberg

contracts of no practical interest, it will have strained

out a rather insignificant gnat, while swallowing a very

bulkv camel."

Senatore Marconi's Cruise.—.\n .Atlantic cruise, which it

is anticipated may provide important contributions to the

meteorological and wireless sciences, commenced on May
'26th, when Senatore Marconi sailed from Southamptoc for

America on his private steam yacht the EUitra. The
vessel is carrying, besides the normal equipment of an up-to-

date vessel, numerous instruments of an unusual character

that are to be employed in research upoto a variety of phe-

nomena. The problems which will receive Mr. Marconi's

special attention are related to the laws governing the pro-

pagation of electric waves from America and from England
;

the factors controlling the strength of wireless signals re-

ceived in America from European stations, and the formation

of electrical disturbances in space. In the latter connection

Senatore Marconi hopes to secure some useful data for ascer-

taining the position and courses of storm centres. He will

conduct numerous tests for the Meteorological Office, and
will use for this research special instruments kindly lent by
Capt. R. Brooke-Smith. R.D.. R.N.R., of the Meteorological

Office of the Air Ministry. The yacht's course will probably
include the .Azores and Bermiirla. Numerous experiments
will be made en route with direction-finding instruments,

and tests will also be made on lioard in the liigh-s]jeed recep-

tion of wireless mes.sages. Wliil.at in America Senatore
Marconi hopes to acquaint himself with the latest American
broadcasting practice, and it may be that as the Eietfra is

equipi>ed with probably the niost powerful wireless telephone

afloat. Senatore Marconi will himself engage in broadcasting

cxi)oriments.

An AlIoy=Mixinj5 Furnace.—Tlic Monojieteu Makui'Wctur-

ING Co. (1918), Ltd., has designed a furnace which ensures the
proper mixing of alloys. A mixing device arranged for a
mechanical drive is fitted. This is in the form of a perforated

dish with an up-and-down motion, which strains and mixes
the metal at the same time. The heating agent ie gas, and
special control valves are fitted.
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THE X-RAY EXAMINATION OF MATERIALS.

By J. F. DRIVER, M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of lecture delivered before

CooLlDGE tubes are now produced which are capable of run-
ning on a power input of 14 kW at voltages considerably in

excess of any other tube, and as the hardness and penetrating
power of the rays depend solely on the potential difference

between the electrodes, it is safe to say that the Coolidge tube
has made the X-ray examination of workshop materials a
practical proposition.

The tubes generally in use for the examination of metals
have a medium-sized focal spot, and are capable of working at

a potential of about 200,000 volts with a maximum current of

4.5 milliamperes. With powers of this magnitude it is pos-

sible to obtain results from about 4 in. of cast-iron, and I am
hoping soon to experiment with a tube giving mu<.'h harder

the Nottingham Society of Engineers.)

on a screen of suitable material, or act upon the silver of ?n
ordinary photographic plate. They are also capable of ionis-

ing gases so that they can conduct electricity, and though all

our laboratory work depends upon the latter method, we do
not at present see how it can be of practical utility for the
examination of materials. When the materials are thin, so

that low-power rays are required, examination by means ol

the fluorescent screen forms at once the cheapest and simplest

method. If a !arge number of parts are to be examined, they
may be carried past a fluorescent screen by means of a bel^
conveyor, as shown in fig. 4. If the rays are of high or

Fig. 4.

X RAV TUBE SOX

-The BX.4MIN.4TION or a Large Ndmber of Parts.

-Ihk Benoist Penetrometer.

TUBE BOx->-j ^.'yv,.,
I

Fig. 5.

—

Indirect Method of Examination.

rays, capable of working at a potential of 300,000 volts, and
have every hope of considerably increasing the [lenetrations

hitherto obtained.
The intensity of radiation is measured by the current

through the tube, and is easily ascertained by means of a

milUammeter Thus, when photographic records are required,

the exposure is counted m milliampere-seconds at any given
potential- The hardness of the rays is determined by the
voltage across the tube, which may be measured by a kilovolt-

meter whose action depends upon the repulsion between two
similarly-charged plates, or. when transformers are used, a

low-pressure instrument- may be arranged to indicate the
high-pressure voltage For voltages of the order of 200,00(1 a

spark gap m parallel with the tube is invariably used, the
gap being adjusted until the spark just does not take place

;

in this state the hiss across the gap is quite unmistakable.
To judge the hardness of the rays perhaps the most used
apparatus in medicul work is the Benoist penetrometer (fig. 1),

Fig. S.—Degree of Penetration for VARiors Metals.

which consists of a silver disk 1.1 mm. thick, surrounded by
12 aluminium sectors from 1 to 12 mm. thick. Rays are sent
through Uie instrument, and the hardness is judged by match-
ing on a fluorescent screen the shadow cast by the silver disk
and the steps of aliiminium as shown in fig. 2. The voltage
across the tube is about lO.OOO times the Benoist number.
The employment of X-rays for metal-testing is possible

owing to the fact that their penetration is roughly pro-
portional to the densities of different materials. Fig. 3 shows
a group of the metals commonly used in engineering work
and of " commercial " quality.

The rays proceed in straight lines from what is practically
a point on the anticathode. The rays excite phosphorescence

medium power, the fluorescent screen may be examined by
means of a suitably supported telescope, as shown in fig. 5.

This method is to be recommended in view of the great

danger to the operator when using high-power rays.

In the case of timber, hidden defects and incipient decay
are easily detected, whilst finished parts may be examined
for workmanship or defective gluemg. Fig 6 is an example
of bad workmanship m a mortice and tenon joint. Even
though the X-rays are applied only to a percentage of the

parts, the moral effect must weigh deeply with the workers.

There are many other classes of materials to which visiia

X-ray examination may be applied, such as moulded insu-

lators, motor tires, golf balls, concrete porcelain for cracks
the brazed joints of motor cycles. metaUic veins m slate foi

switchboards, &c.. of which the following illustrate examples:
fig. 7, blowholes m electrically-welded steel plate ; fig. 8
blowholes in spur-wheel section ; and fig. 9, various golf balls

If a permanent lecord is desired, the photographic plab
comes to our aid, and the depth of defects is revealed b^

taking two photographs and viewing them in a stereoscope

.shown in fig. 10, which represents the carburettor of a Beard
more aero engine, or a double exposure may be made on th»

.siime pUite .nnd the distance calculated trigonoraetrically.

Pig. 6.

—

Defective
Mortice and Tekon Joint.

Quasi-relief may be obtained by the photographic methc
of making a positive on a plate, mounting it in register wit

the negative, and making a print froiu the combination wit

the light entering at an angle.

A film has a distinct advantage over a photographic plate i

that it can be bent round or shaj^ed into curved bodies.

Exposures may be considerably reduced by the use of intei

sifying screens coated with material which fluoresces whe
acted upon by X-rays. In order that definition may be mail

tained, the fluore.scent intensifying screen should be placed

closely in contact with the emulsified film as possible. \Vb(

doublc-c^xitcd films are used, two intensifying screens njay

employed. Another step towards the reduction of length

FiG. 8.

—

Blowholi
IX Spur-wheeu
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exposures, is to employ plates coated with a thin film of fluor-

escent material. This method is the invention of Dr. Leon^

Levy, and reduces the time of exposure to about 1/20-1/25

of that of a special rapid plate. This fihn of special material

is removed after exposure and before development, by immers-

ing the plate in warm water and rubbing gently witK cotton

wool.
The potential across the tube for the examination of wood

pieces of moderate sizes is usually about 40,000 volts, whilst

Another serious difficulty is the fact that whenever a beam
of X-rays strikes any particle of matter, secondary or scattered

radiation is produced whica, if allowed to reach the photo-

graphic plate, causes " fogging," and may mask the results

desired. Most of the scattered ra-diation emanates from the

surface of the bodies encountered, and fogging may be caused
by rays thrown on to the plate or reflected back to the plate.

When the length of exposure is short, little trouble is caused,

but with heavy sections elaborate precautious must be taken
if success is to be obtained.
The usual method of protection is the employment of lead

screens. When the object is flat, the plate is surrounded by
lead, except where it is in contact with the object. IX %
sharp outline is desired, the specimen should either be sur-

rounded by mercury or lead-shot, or molten metal should be

LEAD SHIELD

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE

Fir,. 0.—X-RAYS .\rFLiED TO Golf B.\lls. Fig. 11.—The Potter Bdcky Diai'Hr.\gm.

for steel it is necessary to work at 2.50,000 volts if reasonable

thicknesses are to be penetrated. It follows, therefore, that
except for relatively thin pieces, such as welded plates,

.liurainium castings, and the like, the fluorescent screen is

quite out of the question. When homogeneous rays enter a
plate of material they are absorbed exponentially,' i.e., if 1, 2,

Fig. 10.—Stereoscopic X-ray Photograph of i. Cardurettor.

3, 4 . . . similar sheets are successively introduced, each addi-
tional sheet absorbs the same fraction of the radiation ;t

receives, so that if i is the intensity of the beam which
enters the material, and i the intensity of the beam which
leaves the material, the expression may be written i=ie—xd
where d is the thickness of the plate and /V i.« termed the
linear absorption coefficient. The increase ip thickness oi

only one-sixteenth of an inch o/ten means doubling the
applied voltage.

cast around it. In the case of ii-regularly-shaped specimens
the shielding is much more necessary. Irregular bodies may
be surrounded by or cast in wax, so that they may be
surrounded by lead-shot, the wax preventing the lead from
getting into any cavities or pockets. Deep cavities, such as
the interior of cylinders, may also be tilled with wax.
The detection of blowholes and flaws is particularly difiicult

on account of the fact that the radiograph has to record, not
an obstruction, but a somewhat more transparent portion,

which may be the set of considerable secondary radiation.

That quite shallow tool marks are recorded on the photo-
graphic plate is true, because the tool marks are close to the
plate, but the problem is to detect faults at a distance from
the plate.

A method which is being introduced into medical work,
and which holds out much promise in the radiology of metals,
is the Potter Bucky diaphragm, shown in fig. 11. The screen
consists of a grid of lead strips I in. wide and 1/50 in. thick,

which are mounted to form a portion of an arc whose centi'e

i.s the focal .spot of the X-ray tube, so that the X-rays can
pass between the grid of leaid strips, whereas secondary radia-

tion, which would cause fogging, is obstructed. The arrange-
ment as shown would cast a large number of shadows in the
form of narrow strips across the plate. In certain ca.ses this
is not a serious objection, but the ditticulty has been over-
ciiiue by mountiug the .screen so that it can be given a move-
ment in a circular path by means of a spring, the speed cE
motion being conti'olled by a dash-pot. Thus, whilst the ex-
|)ijsure is being made, the moving of the screen prevents any
shadows being foiTned, the only effect being to reduce the
exposure in the ratio of the thickness of the plate to tha
space between. This arrangement only prevents secondary
radiation in one direction, and a screen of the honeycomb
pattern is likely to prove of more value.

It is probable that X-ray examination of the crystalline
.structure of metals will throw light upon the fundamental
effect of heat treatment, rolling, annealing, &c. Here, then,
is a. very large field of research from which results of the ut-
most importance may be exnected.

Canadian Electrical Equipment.—The report of the Cana-
dian Westinghouso Co. for the past year, recently issued,
stated that the company's orders comprised mainly apparatus
of considerable size, conspicuous among which were the
hydro-electric generators, each of 60,000 h.p. capacity, with
corresponding transformer and switching units, which were
completed and put into sei'vice in the Queenston station of
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario. These are
the largest .sets of their kind operating anywhere in the
world. Pursuing the policy of broadening fne scope of
activity, the company instituted during the year the manu-
facture of electric ranges, and the development of this busi-

ness, as well as that of the Westinghou.so " Mazda " lamps
undertaken during the preceding year, has shown, it is stated,

gratifying results in quality and volume of product.

—

Board
of Trade Journal.
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THE HIPPODROME ELECTRIC SIQN.

A GEE.4T deal of attention is being attracted by a very large

electric sigQ recently erected upon the front of the Loudon
"Hippodrome." It is claimed by the makers to be the
largest of its kind in London, and therefore in this country.
It occupies the n'hnle of the corner frontage of

the theatre, a space measuring about 5.5 ft.

high and 44 ft. wide, and represents the ascent
of four rockets, each of which, upon reaching
its maximum height, divides into three
sti'eamers, terminating in stars, which havf
three colour changes. Then, in a blaze ol

light, the names of the principals (or " .stars "I

appearing in the show ("Round in 50") arc

presented. The smooth a.scent and descent nl

the " rockets " makes the sign wonderful!)
like the real thing. Over 2.(X)0 electi-ic lamp>
are used in the construction, and the.se ari'

fitted in bayonet-type phosphor-bronze holdeis.

SiU'face mounting is employed, as cleaning is

more easily, accomplished than when the lamps
are mounted in troughing. The whole of the

lamps are of the " Royal Ediswan " type. Tlie

firm's Visual practice is to use lamps with buUis
of m.anufactirred coloured glass, but, owing to

the urgency of the present case, lacquereil

iamps have had to be employed; the.se are t<i

he replaced as soon as the coloured-glass lamp-
axe available. The wiring has a total lengtli

of over 12 miles,',;,and it is protected by hun
dreds of feet of teak casing. The appcarain'

of the sign cannot adequately be judged by tli-

illustration (fig. 1), but an idea of the size m:i.\

be obtained.
The operating mechanism is seen in fig. 2.

This is contained in a teak cupboard lined with
an asbestos-cement composition. The contact

reeds in the top division of the cabinet are

those actuating the " ascent " of the " rficket."

rod; these are in the centre division. In the bottom of the

cupboard are the switches for the main signs. The motor
employed is only of J h.p., the speed being adjusted by the

lamp resistance seen on the left of the illustration. The
whole of the gear is mounted on slate bases fixed to an angle-

iron frame.
This is only one of the signs erected by the Electric SioN

Fig. 2.—CONTROLLIXG MECH.tNISM.

Co., Ltd.. which was one of the pioneers of the husiues.^ iu

this country.

Fig. 1.

—

The "Hippodkome" Sign.

To economise space this is made in two parts, one arm of the
revolving contactor drum coming into operation immediately
the other reaches its luuit. The three colours of the stai's are

operated by sets of three contact makers clamped on a steel

ELECTRIC MOTOR STARTERS.

Disccss.'ON .\T Cardiff.

Mr. .1. .\nderso.\'s paper on the above subject (which was
abstracted in our issue of .\pril 21st) was read at the Western
Cektre of the Institution of Electric.vl Engineers on May
1st, and in opening the subsequent discussion

M.4J0R R. Ambertox (Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.) agreed
that the desirability of full information as regarded the load

and starting torque with which a given starter would have
to deal was not only desirable, but essential in many
cases. Mechanical considerations wfere a large factor in the

design of starters, and the size of a given starter was tre-

quentlv governed by the space taken by the resistance, so

that the saving of a step or two through exact knowledge of

starting conditions was not, in his opinion, an important
factor, at any rate as regarded the smaller sizes, and particu-

larly when the greater adaptability of the starter with an
ample resistance and an ample number of steps was taken into

account. From the commercial point of view the principal

objection,s to the strictly " made to measure " starter were
that the makei's could not standardise, the user had to pay
more for special apparatus, and might not be able to use the
starter on another job; or on the same one under varied con-

ilitions. The quick-break was essential when breaking
(i.e.. but was a distinct disadvantage when breaking
a.c. He was not quite in agreement with the author's con-

tention that a starter should be used for accelerating only, arjd

should never be called upon to break the circuit. It was
growing j>ractice to embody a contactor in a starter, the
function of the contactor being to make and break the circuit;

inasmuch as the starter would not function without the con-
tactor the two must be regarded as one entity.

Mr. H. S. Ellis (Messrs. Arthur Ellis & Partners, Cardiff)

stated that people did not take much trouble in specifying

details in connection with starters and the conditions under,

which they were to be used, hut they would have to devote
1^

great deal more time t-o the subject in the future. With'
regard to the temperatm'e of starter elements immers<^d in oil;

if the oil was agitated at the time of starting the motor the

heat from the elements would bo di.ssiiiated more rapidly.

Mr. T. Hood (T. Hood & Co., Ltd.. Bristol) said that, to a "

large extent, the majority of them who had not had specific ex-

perience m the manufacture of starting gear had been some-

what careless in purchasing. They had inquired for starter?

of a certain size based on the h.p. of the motor rather than on

the conditions under which the work would have to be done.

If the Standardisation Coiumittse could puliHsh a schedule for

starters engineers wou'd be able to define more clearly the

specification with which the starter nmst comply. The majority i

of starter makers appeared to have their own particular viewe
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as to what kind of material should be used for resistances. If

they, as engineers, were better educated in the metallurgical

properties of alloys thev would not find them, as they did on

occasion, to be " ohmless." He (Mr. Hood) had found liqmd

st.-irters to be very troublesome, due to the creeping of soda-

laden water over the contacts, and the fact that the ohmic

value of the elfctrolyte was so much altered by the heating

effect,

.VI I. LijEWEL1.\n Hughes (Ocean Colliery Co.) considered that

luo.st starter makers had a just complaint against engineers

iu the letter's not isupplying information regarding the

exact conditions uadei' which thi^ starter had to work. For

certain conditions he nreferred the liquid starter.

Mr. J. W. FiDOE (Messrs. Wiaht & Fidoe, Cardiff) stated

that for colliery work Hquid control was the best. He regretted

that starter makers were not prepared to depart from their

standard conditions. He had had considerable difficulty m
obtaining a starter to control a three-phase rotor in a, two-

phase stator.

Ma.job E. I. L'.vviD (Powell Duffryn Colliery Co.) was a -con-

firmed liquid-starter advocate—there were no stops or contacts

to be constantly worrying about. With the Liquid starter the

resistance could be changed to tit the load. The trouble with
auto-starters was that operators considered there was only one
starting position, the result being that the auto-starter, instead

of being an intermittently rated apparatus, was a continuously

rated apparatus.
Messrs. Morley New, Allan, J. G. B. TjEwis, and

McWhikter also contributed to the discussion.

Mr. J. Anderson, in the course of his reply, said he agi-eed

vpith Major Amberton's remarks on slow breaking; very often

a quick break, especially with a.c, was a disadvantage. In

connection with oil-immersed apparatus, the head of oil above
the element largely determined the breaking capacity of the

l)reaker. Like Major David, he preferred liquid starters for

certain jobs, but there were many defects, such as creeping,

&c.. to contend with. IS a. liquid starter were perfectly main-
tained they could not have anything much better, but it re-

quired continual inspection and maintenance. Mr. Anderson
pleaded for a more intimate contact between the designer and
the user, so that knowledge of actual conditions could be
obtained.

THE INTERCONNECTION OF A.C. POWER STATIONS.

The -paper by Messrs. Romero and Palmer, which was

abstracted in our issue of March 3rd, was read and discussed

at a meeting of the North-Westeen Centre of the Institution

OF Electrical Engineers.

Mr. Peuk, opening the discussion, said he thought that the

authors might have given- one or two concrete applications

of their formula?. There were only four voltages to be con-

sidered in these problems:—the voltage at the receiving end;

that at the sending end; the ohmic drop; and the reactive

drop. These four voltages, if plotted, would form a, closed

rectangle. If there was capacity in the Ime, conditions be-

. ame a Uttle more complicated. Would the authors indicate

Liow capacity in the interconnector would affect the opera-

ting conditions? He thought it woula effect improvement,
if not too great, as it would reduce the boosting efiect re-

quired. Mr. Peck hoped that the question of regulators for

securing the boost would be thoroughly discussed.

Mr. tiATCLiFFE pointed out the respects in which Britisii

and American practice differed. In one pomt, however, there

should be agreement. Hie success of interlinking schemes
depended upon the power of the "load dispatcher"; we
should have to have a similar official in this country. He
thought there would be no harm in increasing the reactance

in these long cable lines. In the ordinary way it was desir-

able to change over the pressure from 6,600 to 33,000 V, and
he considered that in many cases it would pay to do this for

even shorter distances, although the cost of 33,00U-V cables

was very high. In areas such as South-East Lancashire ten

Uiiles would cover several imix)rtant interlinks, and with such

a small drop and a fair amount of reactance it should be
possible with a very moderate variation in busbar pres-

sure, plus a slight lead in the current, to transmit large

quantities of power with very little troulile. Mr. RatclitlV

preferred the induction type of regulator. He would like

to ask the authors if they could state the relative cost and
efficiency of regulation on the l.p. side of the transformer
and, in the other case, partly on the h.p. side. The jAasc
displacement of the induction regulator might be overcome
by the use of double boosters with opposite phase rotation.

Mr. Johnson said that in consi'iering interlinking it would
be well to look beyond the neighbouring supply company to

find an authority witli an opposite load curve.

Mr. CoATES did not understand why the contactor and face-

plate, step-by-step types of regulator, could not be constructed
for any pressure for which transformers could be built. Was
the limitation commercial or technical?
Mr. Collinge gave some particulars of an interconnection

scheme caiTied out prior to 1916, by which mutual supplies
were arranged between Salford, Manchester, and the Lan-
cashire Power Co. Load adjustment questions were met
by agreements to give definite loads and undertakings to
keep these as close as possible in the circumstances. The
question of power factor should be carefully studied : lie

knew of cases where the installation of .synchronous conden-
sers had reduced the amount of current taken by as much as
•iO per cent.

Mr. Ellis emphasised the importance of the authors' state-
ment that the division of the load depended wholly on the
adjustment of the steam supply to the prime mover. One
problem which often arose in the case of three stations in-
terlinked by a ring main was the phase angle between the
stations. This necessitated the alteration of tran.sfonnfr
connections and possibly re-winding. What method did tin-
author.s consider best for dealing with the wattless current
circulating between two parallel feeders with different line
characteristics?

Mr. HowARTH hypothesised an instance of fom' stations

with varying phases and asked how this would be adjusted,

Mr. Uarr did not think that oscillations m the hne were
due, as stated, to the original de-synchronising power of the
hue. rbey must be due partly to the machmes at each end
of the line. He suggested that the hue had no synchi-onising

power, but that it had a de-synchromsing etiect.

Mr. Paxton thought that it luiglit be accepted as an uxioi.i

that the trausmittmg station should only be called upon to

provide power under conditions which did not unduly de
range its own operation; any additional wattless compon-
ent should be provided at the receivmg end as far as possible.

It would probably be advisable to install power-factor cor

recting plant at the receivmg station. i!dr. Paxton described
a system for protecting alternators from short circuits with-
out disconnecting them from the hne. This consisted of the
installation of a second automatic pressm'e regulator to

govern the alternator's excitation.

Mr. Palaieh, m. reply, said that the authors proposed to
insert actual examples of working, as requested by Mr. Peck,
in a written reply to the discussion. He agreed that American
experience was not Ukely to be of much value to British en-
gineers. The load dispatcher should certainly have abso-
lute authority to make a system a success. In using the
higher voltage interconnection the cost of transformers had to
be balanced against lower C'P losses. He was favom-able to
induction regulators but they were expensive; they were,
moreover, probably less efficient than booster transformers.
With regard to the limitation to 3,000 V of contactor and
face-plate step-by-step regulators, inqunies addressed to
manufactm'ers had failed to secure satisfactory i-ephes.

Mr. EoMERO said that the method of transmission at lead-

ing power factor with equal voltages at both ends of the
line probably had a considerable field, where two stations

had loads of high power factor. Phase-swinging was caused
by variations of speed at the generating points. The value
for the synchronising pow-er given in the paper was the
amount of power which the line would give for single-phase
displacement.

Messrs. L. J. Romero's and J. B. Palmer's paper was read
and discussed at the Liverpool Sub-Centre of the North-
western Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
on March 20th. In the ensuing discussion

Mr. J. A. Morton said that the only difference iJetween
the parallel operation of two power stations and two gene-
rators running in parallel was the impedance of the cable
connecting the two stations, and one looked upon the cable
as merely a reactance like that between two sections of bus-
bars in the same station, but the division of the load depended
entirely upon the supply of energy to the prime movers and
not upon the voltage adjustment. A difference, in pressure
lietween the two ends of the inter-conna-tor would no*
" push " power through the cable, unless there was power
there to be " pushed."
Formula (3). appendix T, for determining the booster

capacity should be divided by 1.0(X).

The comparison of the annual cost of transmitting 10,000
kW at 0.7 and unity p.f. wns ba.sed on a .2 sq. in. cable,
which would just carry the load, but it did not necessarily
follow that that was the most economical size. In faict, a
.25 sq. in. cable would be more economical, because a consider-
able portion of the cable capital charges was for laying and
jointing, and street-work, which was constant for any size

of cable. A .25 cable would only increa.se the capital charge
by about 10 per cent., but the energy loss in the cable would
be reduced by 20 per cent., which showed that the problem
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ot the best size of inter-couiiector was a seixiratf problem

inside the mam problem. It a .25 cable had been taken, the

total costs of transmission would have come down a little.

In the author's formulas, the capacity current was ignored,

but a booster of 10 per cent, or I'i per cent, less size could

be used if the capacity current were taken into account.

The capacity current would make a much greater difference,

because it would remain practically constant, if the load

current was smaller, because it would have a proportionately

bigger effect. Eegarding the relation between the reactance

and resistance of line, should the machine reactance be taken

into account in considering the one to one ratio proposed

as a .suitable one by the authors? In the case of a B,6UU-volt

inter-connector, where there were no transformers in the

circuit, an underground cable would have very httle reactance

in itself, but if they assumed the usual 10 per cent, generator

reactance and included it at one end of the cable, tbey

could go up to about 10 miles without inserting in the cable

any extraneou.s reactance ; but if the generator reactance

was left out ot account, they would have to insert au extrau-

euus reactance of about 10 |>er cent, a.s a working uece.ssity.

Probably they v\i)iild insert .such a rea^-tance in any case tor

safety. If the tie line between these two stations were au
overhead line, its inherent reactance, which w-as about four

times as much a.s in a cable, would be .sufficient. As an
alternative to varying the voltage the impedance of thf

Une could be varied by altering an extraneous reactance.

The condenser method was the ideal for purposes of regula-

tion.

Prof. E. W. M.4RCH.4NT thought they had, first of all, to

consider inter-connection purely from the point of view - of

^omy. From figures given in the paper the actual cost

j>f transmitting energy over the 6,600-volt cable worked out
at almost exactly .01 of a penny per kilowatt-hour per mile

of transmission. If two power stations were separated by
any distance it was easy to find out from that figure whether
it would be really economical to interconnect the stations;

that was, to put additional plant in one station or to in-

crease the plant in both of them. If it would be cheaper to

take coal to one station rather than to the other by the
amount corresponding with the .01 of a penny, then the
interconnection was good from the purely economical stand-
point. The other side of the question was the insurance side,

and from that point of view one could put the cost of an
interconnection cable against the cost of spare plant. Fi-om
that point of view it was cheaper to install cables than ad-

ditional plant; the probabilities of breakdowns occurring
simultaneously in the stations would be very small.

That there was an economic limit to the distance over
which one was able, to interconnect successfully, was faii'ly

clear from the paper. The operating side was the main sub
ject of discussion in the paper. To ensure successful parallel

running, large synchronising power was needed, and it should
be possible to compensate for the addition resistance and re-

actance in the path between the two parallel-running gene-
rators by the use of boosters, but whei-e long cables were
used for int-erconuection hy themselves theie might be con-
niderable difficulty.

Mr. L. Breach explained that one of the lantern slides

shown by the authors, referred to that part of the system of

the Ontario Power Commission supplied from plant at

Niagara Falls; there were four stations when he was there

fa fifth had been put into operation quite recently), one on the
American side of 400,000 kVA, two on the Canadian side of

100,000 kVA, and one on the Canadian side of '200,000 kVA
the last was th e only one at present under the control of

the Commission, though the 800.000-kVA is coupled and
feeds into that and other systems; the stations produced

about l'J.0UU,00U kWh a day, and other steani-dnven plant

of about '200,000 kVA, fed into the systems, making about
1,000,000 kVA inter-connected. While visitmg one of the

steam stations the question of power factor vias brought
home to him very forcibly; there were three 'iO.OOO-kNA and
one 35,000-kVA sets installed and were taking about 50,000

kVA from the Palls, 25 miles away (overhead transmission),

the 35,000-kVA set was running on only 7,000 k\V of load, but
about 2'2,000 kVA apparent load; the power factor was .3o

—

the 15,000-kVA wattless component was due to the Falls in-

sisting on unity power factor—and getting it—and when one
considered what it meant in increased capital to the sending
end, additional generating and transforming plant, and also

in transmission, one was not surprised at their insisteace

In the Falls stations they did not load their generators by
the ammeters, but by the thermometers at the control boards
in connection with thermo-couples in the stator winding.

.

At another Canadian station, he saw two 6.000-kVA rotary
J(

condensers at the t-ud of two TS.OOO-volt transmission lines}

which had their own tran.-iformers. automatic field registering
J;

gear, and high-pre^.sure pum|>.s to enable the couden.sers to?
get away as induction sets; that was very complicated and •?

showed most forcibly the iiei'essity of always nursing the

power factor of the supply, and so making expensive cor-

lection unnecessary. One was apt to think papers like the
one they had just listened to. wei-e not for them in this

country, but. in the case just mentioned, the supply and re-

ceiving ends were only '25 miles apart. Constant voltage
should be kept at both sending and receiving enUs. but surely,

if the transformers formed part of a transmission line, the
busbar voltages could be kept constant by varying tappings

,

on the windings of transformers—and allowing the power'
factor to swing with the load.

Mr. L. B. Wilson asked whether the 10,tK»0 kVA mentioned
in the paper would be treated by the receiving station as a
.separate unit to replace a generator, or as a general addition
to the supply? If the former, then where the busbars were ,

sectionalised and connected through reactances it would be
necessary to have facilities for connecting up to any section
of the busbar, but if the latter (where a permanent con-
nection was made on to one section), it woui'd probably neces-
sitate the provision of busbar reactances of almost equivalent'
value to those already in use in other sections of the busbars.
There would certainly be the inherent reactance of the in-

duction regulators and transformers (where used), but, they,

being the probable places where breakdowns would occur,
could not be relied upon to lunit the fault current, as under
certain conditions the fault would be fed from at least two
stations. A combination of reactance and resistance prob-
ably would be satisfactory for earthing interconnected sta-

tions; the neutral points of alLthe generators would be con-
nected together through separate reactances to a common
point at each station. The two points would be connected
by means of au insulat«'d cable and the latt+'r would be"

earthed through a single resistance. The circulating currents
at triple frequency, between generators, would be taken i-are

of by the reactances, which at that frequency had three
times their nominal ohniic value, and any possibility of trouble
due to resonance would lie prevented by the resistance in series

with the reactances. The amount of reactance mentioned as
being in.serted in the interconnector seemed to be rathep
low. When coupling together the regulating pear would be
one of the weakest points, and that would be fairly near th*
stations. Therefore, would it would not necessary to put ia
lirotecting gear, such as reactances, between the regulators
and stations?

Messrs. H. Dickinson. C. Rettie. and A. E. Malpas. also
took part in the discussion.

THE "WAL-KALL" WIRING SYSTEM.

Judging by the number of wiring systems that are on the
market, it would seem that there is a peculiar fascination

about this subject for the inventive mind ; almost every
month an addition is made to the list, and the electrical con-

tractor is constantly being called upon to weigh the merits
of a new proposition. One deduction that may safely be
made from the attention that is devoted to the matter is that
the metaJ-sheathed wiring system is firmly estabhshed as a
permanent institution. It w-as wholly British in origin,

having been practised now for some 25 years in at least one
form, and greatly improved from time to time—but there is

always scope for further improvement, and the new depar-
ture of which we give particulars to-day will, we are sure,
be of great interest to consulting engineers, contractors, and
cable manufacturers. As w-ill be seen later, it is intended to
form a connecting link between surface wiring and concealed
wiring—to remedy some of the deficiencies of the former
whilst avoiding the costliness of the latter—combining, in
fact, the advantages of both systems as far as possible. The
patentees and manufacturers are the W'alsall Hardware
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. whose lone experience in the pro-
duction of refined crucible malleable iron fittings has been

brought to bear on the problems met with in devising thi

" ' W'al-Kall ' all-metal lead-covered wiring system."
The purpose of the new system is to provide complete prO'

tection to the insulated conductors under all conditions,

together with an efficient and self-contained system of bond-;

ing. Where the conditions are .such that lead sheathing
does not afford adequate protection, the lead-covered cabls

is enclosed in steel conduit, bonded to the sheathing, and'

the essential features cf the " Wal-Kall " system are the

provision of suitable iron fittings and bonding clips to meet
all circumstances, economy of labour in erection, and cer-

tainty of efficient bonding throughout the installation.

Where leads are to be brought down a wall to a switch,

for example, it is desirable that the wall should be chased

and the leads buried under plaster. But lead-covered cable

(to conform with the T.E.E. Wiring Rules) should never be

put under plaster without protection from corrosion by
chemical action and from nails. To meet this need a malle-

able cast-iron clip is provided (fig. 1) which grips both the

steel conduit and the sheathing of the cable at the point of

entry or exit. This fitting and bonding grip is made of one

piece of metal, with machined interior surfaces, the bonding

J
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being effected in each case by turning one screw. The grip

accurately fits the standard conduit and the lead sheath, and

the slot is carried round so far that the grip does not bed an

one point, but is free to clamp the sheathing all round; the

edges are rounded to ob%-iate any risk of cutting the lead

sheath. There are no loose parts, bonding strips, or clainps,

and the wireman has no excuse for carelessness in bonding,

which is done in the act of erecting the wiring.

Metal joint-boxes and bonding-boxes of various patterns

are used, fitted with bonding chps or nipples, or both, so

that ajjy desired combination of lead-covered wiring and
steel conduit work can be made. These fittings embody
several interesting features. Fig. 6 shows a three-way box

Fig. 1.

—

Nipple kor Bondikg Steel Conduit to Lead-
Covered Cable (" Ov.al to Round ").

Fig. 2.

—

I.e.4D-Covered Cable Switch I.e.ad Protected with
Steel Conduit.

Fig. 3.

—

Le.id-Covered C\ble enclosed in, .and bonded to,

A length ok Steel Conduit.

Fia. 4.

—

Universal Porcelain Connector.

Fig. 5.—Block Connector.

for twin cables, the lead sheathing of each of which is bonded
to the box by a grip of the type already described, cast (malle-

able) integral with the box. There is no hole through the
back of the box by which moisture could enter, external
fixing holes being provided, and the cover makes a good fit

^^ith the base. The latter is very shallow (f in.) to afford

lai ility in wiring, the necessary depth being put into the
cover.

Larger adaptable junction boxes, taking up to eight cables,

are provided, the connector in this case bemg of the type

shown in fig. 4 (whicci also fits into the circular junction

box), with a central hole for back entry.

The mode of dealing with .<;witches is illustrated in fig. 8.

which shows the " Wal-Kall " box (with no holes in the
back), brass adapter ring (drilled and tapped for use with
switch, ceiling rose, or wall .socket), and a Crabtree quick-

make and-break switch provided with special earthing plates,

ensuring the earthing of the dolly and cover m the act ot

fixing the switch to the box. The adapter jing slightly over-

laps the joint, ensuring a neat appearance, and will have
two sets of tapped holes (not three, as illustrated), one set

fitting the switch and the two- or three-pin socket, and the
other set the ceiling rose.

Fig. S.—Athchment oi- Switch to Bonding Box.

\^'here more than one switch or other fitting are to be

installed a different type of bonding box is used, with adapt-

able ends, nesting into a " Wal-Kall " wood block, as indi-

cated in fig. 9.

Fig. 6.—Three-WAV Box, wired with " Wal-Kall " Porce-
lain Connectors.

Pig. 7.

—

Fniversal Box.

Mode of Mounting Multiple Switches.

The switches are fixed by screws passing through the wood
t)lock into the tapped holes in the bonding box, without cutting

or drilling the block. Circular and square wood blocks are

also available, with holes, as in tig. 10. allowing any " Wal-
Kall " accessory to be fixed directly to the bonding box. The
wood blocks are hand polished.

The boxes are silver-grey stove fiflished, or black stove

enamelled.
From the foregoing particulars, and still more from the

illustrations, it will be seen that the new system presents a
number of interesting and novel features; great care appears
to have been taken to eliminate defects and to guard against

the introduction of faults—for instance, the ways of the cast

boxes are cored out bell-mouthed. to prevent any
possibility of injury to the insulating material, and no paint
or enamel is allowed ti> srnear th^ interior of the bonding

The porcelain connectors (fig. 5) are of a new registered

pattern, having a heavy terminal suitable for looping, a
screw which fills the hole, and a solid back, the arrangement
greatly facilitating quick wiring, and taking up very Uttle

room.
Boxes of this type are made of various sizes, terminal,

through, tee. and four-way, and for twin and 3-core cable.
Universal boxes, with blanking plugs, are also made (fig. 7),

which can be used for either I.e. cable or conduit, with the
aid of the interchangeable machined bonding nipple shown
separately in fig. 7, this in the former ca.se being fixed in
place with a screw, and taking any desired size of cable.
The fastening lugs on the boxes are staggered with regard to
the entries, so that any burr formed on the lugs is away
from the cables. For back entry with I.e. cable the box can
be drilled and a nipple inserted.

Pig. 10.— •• WAL-K.ALL Wo'iri ProcK, SHOWING CEILING EoSE
IN PO8ITIOH.

clips. By using threaded nipples with nuts to clamp them
to the boxes, screwed conduit can be coupled to the earthed

boxes, and with the bonding clips it can be used for otiher

combinations.
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Altogether the system has the air of an " engineering job,

bringing the lead-covered cable system up to the same plane

of etticiency as steel-conduit wiring, whilst retaining the ad-

vantages of the former. Although it is obviously associated

with a particular make of cable, its use is by no means

restricted to that make, provided that the sheathmg fits the

bonding clips. Besides ensuring reliable bondmg—the sine

qua non of satisfactory lead-covered wiring—a. distinct saving

in labour should result from the use of this system, as all

the parts are designed with au eye to that end; and rtith

labour at post war prices, this is ,t consideration of the first

importance.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

Anndai. Report.

The Council, at the fiftieth anuual general meeting of the

Institution, held on Thursday last week, presented its

report and statement of accounts for the year 1921-22, and in

commenting on the report, the president (Mr. J. S. High-

field) pointed out that the Council had continued to receive

evidence of the value attached to the work of the Institu-

tion both by the membership and by other societies and

bodies with which the Institution was in touch. The con-

tinual growth in membership was emphasised; the total was

10,275, an increase of 826 on last year, and the average

annual increa.se for the last three years was 1,000, notwith-

standing the increasing stringency of the quaUfications tor

admission [Since the date of the report the membership has

increased still further.] The Rt. Hon. Lord Southborough

had been elected as honorary member, and during the year

honours and distinctions had been conferred on five members;

54 members died during the year.

Several schemes for a war memorial, to be erected in the

Institution building, and a design for two bronze tablets, to

be placed in the entrance hall, had been approved, and the

War Memorial Book, containing biographical notices and

portraits of members who fell in the war, was in an advanced

state of preparation. [The unveiling of the memorial will

take place on .June 28th, the day before the conversazione.]

During the past twelve months 401 meetings of

the Institution and its territorial Centres, Sub-Centres,

Students' Sections, and committees were held; 14 addresses

and four lectures were delivered, and 21 papers were read;

in addition a number of papers were accepted for publica-

tion in the Journal without having been read at the meetings.

The President read a list of the premiums that had been

awarded for papers, and said a full account of the- commemo-
ration meetings -n'ould be published in a special number of

the Journal—probably soon after Whitsun.
The Council had approved a sugge.stion that^ a National

Electrical Convention be held under the auspices of the

Institution. It was thought that the first convention rnight

be held in connection with the. British Empu-e Exhibition,

which was to have taken place in 1923, but in view of the

postponement of the exhibition to 1924 the date of the first

convention would be reconsidered.

The attendances during the past year had been uniformly
large, and similar interest had been taken by members out-

side London. One addre,ss and seven papers had been read

before the Wireless Section.

Mr. J. Grosselin had been appointed local honorary secre-

tary for France in place of Mr. R. Y. Picon, who had resigned.

Ten informal meetings had been held, and the scope of the

subjects discussed had been widened. The attendances had
been from 80 to 100 at each meeting. The Committee
analysed and reported to the Council on the various sugges-

tions made at the meeting held on January 24th, 1921, to dis-

cuss in what ways the Institution could be made more useful
to its members. This report was considered by the Council,

and a number of the recommendations put forward by the

Committee as a re.sult of that meeting were approved, and
put into force.

The number of Students on the register of the Institution
had reached a record total of 2,455. A very full programme
of meetings, visits to works, and social functions was carried
out during the session by the .six Students' Sections now in
existence.

The following scholarships had been awarded by the
Council : David Hughes Scholarship (value f.50 : tenable for
one year), W. T. Slater (College of Technology, Manchester).
Salomons Scholarships (value ^.50: tenable for one vear),
G. R. A. Murray (King's College. London): P. G. A. Voigt
(University College, London). .With regard to the War
Thanksgiving Educntion Re.searcB "Fund (No. 1), a grant of
£100 for educational purposes had been made this vear by
the Council under the provisions of the trust deed to J. D.
Cockcroft (College of Technology. Manchester).
The number of readers in the librarv from September,

1921, to March, 1922, inclusive, was 1.202, of whom 52 were

non-members. During the year 251 books and pamphlets

were presented to the reference library, and 1,450 books were

issued from the lending hbrary to 564 borrowers; the cor-

responding numbers in the previous year were 818 and 408

respectively.

A number of objects had been presented to the museum,
and a scheme was under consideration for the better exhibi

tion uf the apparatus in the collection.

The Electrical Appointments Bward reported that the

number of unemployed members who had placed their names
on the register was 12U, as against a total of 51 last year.

The net co.st of printing and |)ubhshing the Journal, after

allowing for .sales, was ±'4,936, as compared with ±'6,7:39 (in-

cluding the cost of the supplement) in ]920. The contribu-

tion of the Institution towards the cost of publishing Scienoe

'

Abstracts in 1921 was ±'978, as compared with £261 in 1920,

but in 1922 the contribution would be reduced.

A deputation of the Ship Electrical Equipment Regulat-ions

Committee had been received by the Board of Trade in con-

nection with the .steps that were being taken by the lu.stitu-

tion, at the request of the Electrical TVades Union, to urge

the Board to hold examinations and grant certificates to sea-,

going electricians.

The Wiring Rules Committee had reported to the Council

as follows :
" Very grave ditticulty is found by this committee

in dealing with inquiries as to the conformity of appUances
aud fittings with the wuing rules, and the committee is

strongly of opinion that a body for dealing with questions of

this kind .should be set up, and they recommend the Council

to reconsider the que.stion of a National Proving House."
The Council had referred the matter to a committee for con-

sideration and report.

In its issue of November 17th, 1921. The Times publi.'jhed

a letter from Sir Henry Strakosch proposing that German
reparation payments be made in kind, principally in the

form of electrical machinery. The Council addressed a
letter to the Prime Minister and to the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer taking strong exception to the proposals.

The Council received last year a letter from the Board of

Education inviting the Institution to appoint a small body
of representatives to discuss co-operation of the Institution

with the Board in the regulation of courses of study and the

issue of certificates and diplomas to successful students. The
Council appointed a committee to meet representatives of

the Board, and five conferences were held. As a result

complete scheme to give effect to the objects in view was
approved by the Council. The proposals were now under
consideration by the Board of Education.
The Council regarded the matter as one of very

importance, tending to bring the .schools more closely into

touch with the educational needs of the industry, affording a
guide to young men as to lines of study, and providing for

a certificate the value of which would be recognised all over
the country. Similar arrangements had been made by the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers and the Institute O^

Chemistry.
The Council had appointed the President and Mr. R. T.

Smith t<> represent the Institution, at a conference summoned
by the Institution of Civil Engineers to examine the questioy
of co-operation among engineering iii.stitutions. Other insti-

tutions represented were the Institution of Mechanical Engi-
neers and the Institution of Naval .Architects.

The Committee of Management of the Benevolent Fund of

the Institution reported that on December 31st, 1921. the
capital account of the fund .stood at £7,S59. and the accti^^

mulated income at- ±1,.583. The donations and .sulxscription^

to the fund in 1921 amounted to ±1,424. In the course of thS
year 25 grants were made to 14 per.sons. amounting to a total

of ±525 5s. After making provision for contingencies, as in

the previous year, there is a margin to the good on the
revenue account of the Institution for 1921 of ±6.39. This
amount, which has been earned to the credit of the general
fund, compares with ±673 in 1920, a decrease of ±34. Mort-
gages now stand at ±24..33]. The total of the T^ife Composi-
tions Fund on -lanaary 1st, 1921, was ±5,676. Out of this

the sum of ±86 has been transferred to the General Fund. inP
accordance with the articles of association, on account of lififl

compositions of members deceased during the year, leaving tol
the credit of the fund ±5,-590, The assets amount tol
±115,.3o4. again.st liabilities ±6.415. leaving a surplus ofl

±108,939, which, in comparison with that of the year 1990.r
viz.. ±102.696. shows an improvement of ±6,243. "

I

Both the reports and the accounts were adopted unani-l
mously. *'

The Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers hd
made the following award of premiums for papers read dnriq^

the 1921-22 se.ssion. or a.ecepted for publication :
—

The Institution Premium, to Mr. .1. G. Hill; A>'rton Prj

mium, to Mr. L. H. A. Carr ; Duddell Premium, to Mr, T.
Eckersley; Fahie Premium, to Mr. E. S, Bvnc: .Tohn Ho|
kinson Premium, to Mr. F, P. Whitaker: Kelvin Premiufl
to Mr, R. Torikai ; Paris Premium, to Mr. J. A. Kuys
Extra Premiums, to Mr. J. Anderson. Mr. F. J. Teaco,
W. Wilson : Wireless Premiums, to Mr. E. B. Moiill3
Mr. L. B. Turner, and Mr, C. S, Franklin; Willans Premiu
(awarded triennially alternately by the Institution and tB

Institution of Mechanical Engineers), to Mr. K. Baumaniir|
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Eeadtrs are inrited to mhmit particulars of new or improred devices and apparatus, which will he published

if considered of sufficient interest.

A New Streef=lighting System.

A new type uf lighting fitting has recently been developed

by the American Gener.u, Electric Co., Inc. This was re-

cently described in the Electrical World. The main idea of

the device is to iDuminate the roadway only and not the

facades of buildings in addition. The reflectors, which are

employed in pairs as shown in the illustration (fig. 1), consist

of three parts, one within another, and with an opening in

each. By this means it is claimed that the gi'eater part of

the light that would be lost under ordinary conditions by
reflecting upward and outward, is collected and cast in both

there are no adjacent brightly-illuminated surfaces, upon
lioardings, 25 ft. in height. In the most favourable conditions

the spacing of the fittings can be extended to 1-5 ft. The
backplate is so designed that it may be attached either to

the front or the back of the hoarding, the tube being secured
in position by two taper pins passing through the boss in

the backplate. An insulated connector is provided at the

head of the bracket.

The " Shurvent " Fuse.

The " Shurvent " fuse system, designed by the Westing-
house Electric & Manufactdring Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

acts on a baffling principle, the underlying idea being to

retard the escape of the grises formed when the fuse "blows,"
sufficiently to maintaiij enough pressure within the cartridge

to extinguish the arc, and to allow these gases to cool, pre-

venting damage to any gear in the neighbourhood of the

Fig. 3.—The " Shurvent " Fuse.

Fig. 1.—^'Bw Street-lighting Fitting.

directions on the surface of the roadway. The rays that

would escape if only one reflector were used are picked up
by the inner reflectors and directed towards the roadway at

an angle of 10 deg. below the horizontal. Two single para-

boUc reflectors to give the same effect would have to have
approximately 15 ft. spread. The bracket holding the re-

flector is adjustable in both a horizontal and a vertical

direction.

The B.T.H. " Posterlite " Fitting.

.\ new form of fitting for illuminating posters has been
introduced by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames Street, E.0.4. This fitting,

which is illustrated in fig. 2. consists of a sheet copper
trough with silvered glass reflectors bent to correctly-designed

iitciurs to give a concentrated flat beam. The mouth of the

Fig. 2.

—

The B.T.H. " Posterlite " Fiiiing (Open).

trough has across its length louvres of diffusing glass and
metal. These modify and diffuse the light on the upper
portion of the hoarding without in any way interfering with
the main beam of light which illuminates the lower portion.
In this way an even illumination is produced over the entire
vertical .surface. The lateral distribution of light is very
wide, allowing the imits to be spaced as much as 10 ft. apart.

Each fitting takes two 250-W projector-type " Mazda " lamps,
which can be connected either in series or parallel, according
to the voltage of the circuit. " Posterlite " units can be used
on all hoardings with a height of from 10 to 20 ft., and, where

fuse. These objects are attained by the use of a series of

three washers fixed in each end of the casing. The
washers are channelled to form air chambers, and they are

connected to the inside of the casing, to each other, and to

the outer air by "staggered" openings. The design is illus-

trated in fig. 3.

4,000°kVA Single^phase Transformers.

As we recently announced, a contract for the supply of

single-phase transformers for the Mangahao (N.Z.) hydro-
electric scheme has been secured by Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.,
l.'^O, Fleet Street. E.C.4.

^
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

1922. 13,a2S. " Xerminals or connections for eloaric conductors." Britisb

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., E. G. Parrott. and .A. P. Young. May 17th.

13.932. " Burglar alarm, &C." I. Jascourt, J. Rose, and S. SigaloS,

CompilMl «iprea»ly (or thi> journal bjr Messhs. Siptoh-Jombs, O'Deu. <ho
SlKl-HlNS, Charlerid Patent AgeaU, iSi, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

13,218. " Loaded signalling conductors." Western Electric Co., Ltd.

(Western Electric Co., Inc.) May 10th.

13,229. " Magneto control devices." P. Fogarty. May 10th.

13,254. • Electric arc lamps." A. Meyere. May 11th. (France, May
12th, ia21.)

13,278. " Telephone, &c., call register." A. E. Jones and S. Robison.

May 11th.

13,298. " Electric current converting machinery." F. Contelt. May 11th.

13,307. " Magnetos." P. H. Taylor. May 11th.

13,310. " Tripping gear for automatic electric circuit breakers." A. E.

.Angold. P. H. (..oales. A. H. Railing and H. C. Turner. May 11th.

13.312. " Projection system for motor-car head lamps." H. S. Ryland.

May 11th.

13.313. " .Motor-car head lamps." H. S. Ryl.ind. May 11th.

13,31ti. " Press button switches for electrical circuits." F. Cicogna and
E. Mariani. May 11th.

13,3-22. " Electrical transformers." British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.,

and J. Roothaan. May 11th.

13,330. " overhead electric tramway systems." F. Ainsley and W. Piatt. .

.Muv nth.
13.341. " Electrically-driven road vehicles." F. Crawford. May 11th.

13.342. " Ixiadcd signalling conductors." Western Electric Co., Ltd.

(Wesicrn Ek-ciric Co., Inc.). May 11th.

13,34o. " Electric discharge tubes." Naamlooze Vennootschap. Philips'

Gloeilampen Fabrieken. May 11th. (Holland, June 14th, 1921.)

13,355. " Sparking plugs." D. H. Corbin and Sphinx Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. May 11th.

13,35(). " Manufacture of sparking plugs." D. H. Corbin and Sphinx
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. May 11th.

13,382. " (jeneration of alternating currents bv thermionic devices."

E. V. Robinson. Mav 12th.

13,384. " Electrode' holder for electric welding." R. W. Strawson.
May 12th.

13.314. " Movable supports for electric Ught, gas, S:c." J. Dugdill.
May 12th.

13,422. " Welding electrodes." A. P. Strohmenger. May 12th.

i3.4::j. " Electric switches." A. L. Davis. .Mav 12th.

13,440. " Sparking plugs." S. M. Brown. May 12th.

13.442. " Electric circuit controllers." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.). Mav 12th.

13,445. " Wireless induction coil holders." A. Rothschild. May 12lh.

13,447. " Portable accumulator cells." A. P. Ford. May 12th.

13,450. " Convertible and multiple electric junction plugs." P. Arnouil.
Mav 12th, (Trance, .May 12th, 1921.)

13.454. " Electron discharge devices." Western Electric Co., Ltd.
(Western Electric Co., Inc.) May 12th.

13,460. " Checking apparatus for telephone calls." O. & S. Oilless Bear-
ing Co., Ltd. May 12th.

13.471. " Regulating devices for electric installations." Etablissements de
Dion Bouton Soc. Anon. May 12lh. (France, June 27th, 1921.)

13,500. " Telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., and C. Gillings. May 13th.

13,525. " Movable supports for electric light, gas, &c." J. Dugdill. May
13th.

13,547. " Electrical control and/or operation of hydraulic machinery, steam,
He, engines, lifts, &c." L. G. A. D. C. Gaunt. May 13th.

13.551. " Electric cables for submarine telegraphs and telephones." W. P.
Granville and W. S. Smith. May 13th.

13.552. " Wired wireless telephone systems." Ges. fur Drahtlose Tele-
yraphie. May 13th. (Germany, May 14th, 1921.)

13,588. '• Wind-driven electric generators." C. O. Olson. May 15th.

13,595. " System for regulating voltage of dynamo or electric generator."
G. Fornaca. May 15th.

13.601. "Primary cells." V. E. Richards. May 15th.

13.602. " .Apparatus for forming denolarising element of primary cells."
V. E. Richards. May 15th.

13.603. " Primary cells," V. E. Richards. Mav 15th.
13,627. " Electric light fittings." A. Bushell. May 15th.

13,641. " Electric protective systems." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,
Ltd. Mav 15th. (United States, Mav 24th, 1921.)

13,647. " Portable electric lamps," R. C. Kay. May 15th.

13,657. " Means for reducing disturbing effects of atmospherics. Sic, in
wireless signalling." A. G. T. Cusins. .Mav 15th.

13.662. "Dynamo-electric machines." J, C. Lincoln. May 15th.
(United States, May 13th, 1921.)

13.663. " Transmitting apparatus utilising the principle of the Wheat-
-slone bridge." Schneider et Cie. Mav 15th. (France, June 15th, 1921.)

13,670, " Electric en.gines," H. Mace, Mav 15th.

13,707, " Electrically-illuminated devices." 'j. W. Stevens. May 16th.
13,717. "Head-lamps of motor vehicles," G. A. Beckett. May 16th.

13,726. "Electrodes for electric welding." J. D. Morrison. May 16th.
13.746. " Wireless telegraph transmitters, &c." C. F. Elwell, Ltd., and

B. E. G, Mittell. May 16th.

13.747. " Thermionic valves, Sic." C. F. Elwell, Ltd., and B. E. G.
Mittell. May 16th.

13.748. " Continuous wave and wireless telephony transmitters." Radio
Comjnunication Co., Ltd., J. Scott-Taggart. Mav 16th.

13.749. " Thermionic valves, &c." Radio Co'mn unication Co., Ltd,, and
J. Scott-Taggart. May 16th.

13.750. " Radio communication, &c., signalling," J, Scott-Taggart.
May 16th.

13.751. " Electric hand-lanterns." J. Eaton, Efandem Co., Ltd., and A. H.
Williams. May 16th.

13.7.55, " Head lamp for motor vehicles." J, C. Morrison. Mav 16th.

13.762. " Contacts for relays." J. B. Bolitho. May 16th.
13.763. " Wireless and wired wireless telegraphy and telephony." J. B.

Bolitho. May 16th.

13.779. " Trolley-poles of overhead systems of electric traction." Breck-
nell. Monro & Rogers, Ltd., and H. I. Rogers. Mav 16th.

13,782. " Sparking plugs." H. E. Hollawav. Mav 16th.
13.794. " Electrodes for electric welding." E' J. Clarke. May 16th.
13.795. " Electrically-operated mining plant." Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co.. Ltd., J, F. Perry, and A. -Stubbs. Mav 16th.
13,811. " Leading-in conductors for vitreous material." G. Hoist, Naam-

looze Vennootschap Phillips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, and E. Oosterhuis.
Mav 16th.

13,902. " .Method of transmitting pictures bv telegraphy." R. S. Clay.
May 17th.

13.904. " Electric ovens. &c." R. O. King. May ITth.

13.905. "Telephone instruments." British L. M. Ericsson Manuf.icturing
Co.. Ltd., and W. M. Crowe. May 17th.

13.912. " Electric switch." M. A. Persson, Mav 17th, (Syveden, June
2nd. 1921.)

13.913. " Wireless systems and apparatus." R. C. Bookless and R. T.
Smith. May 17th.

13.917. " Magneto-electric generators, &c." Evorshed & Vignoles, Ltd.,

and G. B. Rolfe. Mav 17th.

13.918. " Electric testing instruments." Evcrslied & \'ignoIes, Ltd., and
G. B. Rolfe. May 17th.

13,925. " Electric control systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
.Ccneral Electric Co.). Mav 'Kth.

17th

13,941,

13,945.

17th.

13,956.

Motor head-light." H. S. Rvland. May 17th.

Radio-communication, &c., signalling." J. Scott-Taggart. May

ManufaC'Receivers for telephones, &c." Automatic Telephonf

,, Ltd., P. N. Roseby, and S. R. Smith. May 17th.

13,957. "Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co...

Ltd. May 17th. (United States, May 23rd, 1921.)

13,967.
" Locking device for electric lamps, &c." W. J. Birnie. May 1--

13.982, "Combined automatic table bell and indicator." F. C. Au ^.r

and G. H. Austin. -May 18th.

14,004. " Automatic switches for telephone systems." Automatic Telephone

Manufacturing Co.. Ltd. May 18th. (United States, May 23rd, 1921.)

14,009. " Fan device for electric transformers, &c." Bureau d'Organisa-

tion Economique. Mav 18th. (United States, May 17th, 1921.)

nt lamps." H. A, E. Eason and Siemens Bros.14.021. " Electric incan

and Co.. Ltd. Mav 18th.

14.022. " Selecting dev
Petithorv and Si

for telephone systems." J. E. Collyer, E. A.

Bros. & Co., Ltd. May 18th.

14 030 "Radio receiving systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

May 18th. (United States, May 18th, 1921.)

14.038. " Thermostat for electric firi^alarm systems." H. A. Gill (Vigilant

Automatic Fire Alarm Co., Ltd.). May 18th.

1^,042. " Manufacture of electric incandescent lamps." General Electric

Co., Ltd. May 18th. (Germany, May 19th, 1921.)

?'

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
mbers in parentheses are those under which the specifScallona will b%

inled and abridged, and all subsequent proceeding! will be uken.

ntrolled gas valves." D. E. W. Rees. January 27lh,.

isao.
32 422 " Magnetic fuses." W, A. Legge. November 17th, 1920. (179,2U.),

33 562' " EleJtric batteries." D, Pepper. November 29th, 1319. (154,590.,

33,570. " Method of and apparatus for receiving high-frequency electric

signals." D. G. McCaa. December 4th, 1919. (15a,244.)

34,105. " Protective apparatus for ring mains or line sections in which.

the direction of the electrical energy is liable to vary." Siemens-Schuckert-

werke Ges. December 2nd, 1919. (154,622.)

36,596. "Junction boxes for conduit piping." J.W.Jones. Deceml»r 31st,

1930. (Cognate application 6,956/21.) (179,229.)

isax.
265 " Vapour electric current rectifying apparatus." A. S. Cachemailk

(Westinghouse Lamp Co.), January 4th, 1921. (179,233.) „„..,.
'76 " Manufacture of artificial filaments, threads, and films. British.

Celluiose and Chemical Manufacturing Co., Ltd., C. W. Palmer, and W. A.

Dickie. January 4th, -1921. (179,234.)

2,801. " Electrical heater-resistance elements." R. W. Reynolds. January

21st, 1921. (179,240.)

3,308. " Electricall

1921. (179,252.) . . ^. .

3 364 "Electrical means for detecting, observing, indicating, _.

ing minute movements." J. J. Dowling. January 27th, 1921. (179,254.)

3 389 "Apparatus for the reproduction of sound-waves." R. Mylo. (Janu-

ary 27th, 1920. (158,571.) . . , . „
3 489 " Electrical instantaneous water-heater with continuous circulation

E. C. R. Marks (E. Casselli). January 28th, 1921. (179,262.)

3,693. "Telegraph and telephone systems." I. Hortix. January 31st, 1921.

'"!n8^.'' " Spark plugs." P. J. Donavan. January 31st, 1921. (179^275.)

3 861 "Burglar alarms." N. Reeves. February 2nd, 1921. (1/9,209.)

3892 " Combined electric plugs or holders and circuit-breaking devices.

L. Poncet, February 2nd, 1921. (179,292.)

3,906. "Submersible electrical machinery." E. L. W. Byrne. February

2nd'. 1921. (179,295.)

4 088 "Alloys" British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric

Co.). February' 3rd, 1921. (179,306.)
. ^ , .,

4,091. " Electron discharge apparatus." General Electric Co., Ltd., andi

C. F. Trippe. February 3rd, 1921. (179,307.) '

., „ „ c
4 120 " Electrical plug switches, switch fuses, and the like. H. F.»

Sha'nah'an. February 3rd, 1921. (179,313.)

4 194. " Electrically-heated cooking ranges." Metropolitad-Vickers Elee-.

trical Co.. Ltd. March 1st, 1920. (159,871.)

4,253. " Electrical switches." G. Winter and R. Winter." February 5th,.

4 285. "Dynamo-electric machines." J. W, Burleigh. February 5th, 1921.-

(179,32(j.) ' ,,.<=, J • •

4,300. "Means for supplying current to valve-amplifiers employed in wire-

.

less signalling." P. P. Ecicerlley, J. M. Furnival. H. R. C. V. De Velde.;

and J. Stewart, Jun. February 5th, 1921. (179,321.)
,. „„ .

4 377 "Manufacture of carbon electrodes." I. Szarvasy. November 29th,

1917. (158,890.)
. , . , u .. P I

4 663 "Heavy current transmitter or repeater for telephonj. P. J-

Walsh. Februar'y 9th, 1921. (179,328.)
. . , .,

4 761 " .Arranoement for the recovery of energy in electrical railway sys-.

tem's employing series-connected d.c. motors." E. Santuari. March 1st,

1920. (159,873.) . . ^ ,,•.. -....^
4,940. " Apparatus for controlling or directing the rays of light emittetf

from the headlights of motor road vehicles and other powerful light pro-

jectors for preventing glare or dazzling effect to the eyes.' A. E. Terry.

February 12th, 1921. (179,334.) .,,,,, u ir ,, .
5,042 " Electric plug and socket couplings. J. A. Crabtrec. February

14th, l'92-l. (179,336.)
. . <- . . „-,,,

-'

5,382. "Electric insulators." Metallurgique tlectnque. September .iitn.j

1920. (169,678.) .„ , ^ , t. . ,-
5,433. " Gas or electric light fittings." T. J. Saveker. February li

1921. (179.343.) „ _ i

5 743 " Wireless receiving apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co.*

Ltd. and RC. Clinker February 19th, 1921. (.Addition to 135,932.8

(179,347.) , .J „ , _•
6,712. " El.-ctric light lamp sets (or motorcycles and sidecars. J. t.

Smith, March 1st, 1921. (179.359.)
^ u ,-. .. c u

7,340. " Safety apparatus for electric tramways and the like. s, nj

Trippe. March 8th. 1921. (179,369.)
, ,- „

8077 "Insulators for supporting electric conductors. E. Parry

15th, 1921. (179.378.)
. , , , .,...

12,238. " Method of mounting the terminals of electrical heating .

and the like." Electric Fires, Ltd.. F. L. Newhouse, and C. H. -

April 2&th. 1921. (179,424.) „ ,

12.775. "Tramway or railway rail joints." L. Ekberg. October loth,

im. (i70.265.) '
. „

13.348. " ^^eans for and methods of interlinking electric power stations.

A. M. Tavlor. February 3nd. 1921. (179,436.)

13.405. " Incandescent' electric lamps." K. Kambayashi. May 11th, 1 It.

(179.437.) , . , . V „ r . u
17,944. " El.ctrir conductors and method of insulating the sanie. j- ';

,
Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. (General Electric Co.). July 1st. 1921. i]'}'^""-

18.349. ".Commutator dvnamo-electric.al machines." Metropolitan-W i
Kf:.

EU-ctrical Co.. Ltil. Tulv 30th. 1920. (167.1.59.1 - . , ,,
33.386, " Hish-tension electric condensers." E. Pfiffner. January ,.;;:, J -i

(173,744.)

;:j
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The second post-war summer meeting of members of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers at the Scottish

Centre concluded on Friday evening last week, being

voted by one and all of the participants an unqualified

success. It was said that the popularity of the South

Wales meeting two years ago was undoubtedly largely

due to the wise decision to avoid in the programme any-

thing in the nature of formal meetings, and thereby

afford an opportunity of devoting the whole time to the

development of the purely social aspects of the trip.

This jear, however, neither the business nor the social

aspect was neglected, and the presence of so many ladies^

in the party was a particularly appreciated feature.

Everything favoured the event; the weather could not

have been better, and well-balanced organisation carried

the project through almost without a hitch. Only those

who have been concerned in the planning and carrying

out of similar arrangements can have any idea of the

time that needs to be spent and the amount of unobtru-

sive hard work that has to be done to ensure the success

ot such an outing. All those responsible for this year's

programme, and particularly Mr. Joseph Taylor, hon.

secretary and treasurer of the Scottish Centre, deserve

congratulation on the success with which their efforts

were crowned.

Those who bewailed the smallness of the number of

participants in the South Wales and Monmouthshire

trip had no cause for complaint this year, and should

similar meetings become annual events in the activities-

of the Institution, as they bid fair to do, it may be

advisable to set a limit on their size—too large a party

is apt to become unwieldy when travelling.

With a group of moderate dimensions are associated

more sociability and comfort, and opportunity is

afforded for all its members to become acquainted with

one another ; friendships formed under such congenial

circumstances are of the best and most lasting. Func-

tions of this sort play an important part in the lives of

engineers ; they provide opportunities for the younger

men to come into contact with their seniors on a plane

of social equality, which is not possible in their every-

dav course of business. Moreover, they permit informal

exchange of opinion on current topics of the day to be

carried on in a way that should be of the greatest

possible benefit to all concerned.

The case for a great National Convention of the whole

of the electrical associations in the kingdom, which we

have often advocated, and which was so cordially sup-

ported by Major H. Richardson last year in his pre-

sidential address to the I.M.E.A., stands on a different

footing. Such a Convention, like the British Associa-

tion's annual assembly, would be held at one centre, and

no question of travelling facilities would arise. As we

said nearly a year ago, it would afford to the whole of

the industry a unique opportunity for meeting every-

body and discussing everything in the electrical field,

and we were glad to not^ice in the recent report of the

Council of the Institution that the suggestion had met

with its approval, and might perhaps be brought to

fruition next year.

A feature of the Convention was the West Highland

excursion, on which journey vistas of Highland scenery

that are among the finest in all broad Scotland were re-

vealed to all who embarked on it. Not the least inter-

esting part of the varied" itinerary was the opportunity

given of witnessing examples showing how the water-

power resources of the Scottish Highlands can be utilised,

and much power that is at present being wasted can be

[793]
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conserved. Hitherto the iiiiportance of water-power

development has not been sufficiently appreciated in this

country, and many schemes that have been projected

have met with such fierce opposition, even from public

sentiment, that they have had to be abandoned.

Although the^e islands are not abundantly blessed so

far as potential water-power resources are concerned, we

have a certain amount, which w.ould, if developed, afi'ord

a considerable measure of relief to the continually in-

creasing dearness of coal and growing scarcity of fuel.

Dr. Magnus Maclean estimates that the water potential-

ities in Scotland are capable of yielding considerably

over half a million horse-power, which would mean a

saving of many million tons of coal per year. Water-

power production is many times more eflScient than

power produced . from coal—at least 90 per cent,

efficiency can be obtained from the amount of water

passing through a turbine, against 20 per cent,

from coal. Moreover, the saving in man-power by pro-

ducing energy from water power, as compared with

steam power, is large, especially if the number of men
required to mine the coal and transport it about the

country is considered.

Water power is the greatest asset a nation can possess,

and any scheme, tidal or otherwise, that is capable of

being commercially developed, even at what may appear

to be a great initial cost, should receive most careful

consideration so that the community may utilise the

gifts of nature, now running to waste, and thus relieve

the ever-increasing difficulties of our coal supply.

Dealing with export questions before

The German the recent general meeting of the

Export Trade. Central Union of the German Electro-

technical Industry at Wurzburg, Herr

Brandt stated that export prices were kept considerably

higher than the German inland prices through the con-

trol exercised by the Foreign Trade Bureau and the

action of the price department of the Central Union.

The exports, which in 1921 represented in quantity from

50 to 60 per cent, of the exports in 1913, were not in-

creasing, although the world's requirements and manu-

facturing had considerably increased in the meantime.

The United States was now producing from 50 to 60

per cent, more than in former peace times and the pro-

ductive capacity of that country had been doubled.

Large increases in the output capacity had also taken

place in England, France, and Switzerland, while other

countries, Spain, for instance, had built up an elec-

trical industry. In conclusion, the speaker remarked

that competitors had grown and the difficulties were

considerable, but the difference in prices was no longer

so great as to permit Germany to secure the orders

through this difference.

Electrical men who are studying

Advice to the foreign trade situation and are

Those about anxious to profit from the advice of a

to Trade man of ripe experience in India will

in India. do well to read carefully some informa-

tion received from one of our Special

Correspondents and published on another page to-day.

In reviewing the electrical situation there, he discusses

the changes that are taking place, pointing out that

though Japan had things all her own way during the

war, the market is now shifting back again towards the

West, though not entirely to England. Germany is

naturally resuming her former activity, and the atten-

tion of the British manufacturer and of the British

workman is directed to the effect that price will almost

inevitably have upon the course of business, notwith-

standing the war-time expression of pious determina-

tions against trading with a people whose ill-deeds made
them infamous. Another point whereon our Correspon-

dent's lengthy experience is of inestimable value is the

avoidance of indiscretions by travellers new to the

Indian market. The man who is out for orders must be

above all discreet and tactful, willing to conform to the

rules of tlie business houses whatever may be his personal

opinion regarding those rules. It is useless to imagine

that houses that have been established for many years

and have adopted particular ways of conducting their

operations will alter those ways fcfr a newcomer with-

out some very special reason. This is but one of the

many pieces of good counsel that go to make up the

complete guide required by the man who means to

seriously study a market with a view to approaching

its buyers aright and by the manufacturer who seriously

intends to make the articles that a market requires

rather than to try to pass off upon it the type of article

that he makes. Here and there the foreign buyer may be

waiting on his doorstep to receive the British salesman

01 traveller, but, generally speaking, it would be unwise

to lay out plans for a lightning tour. Frequently

enough the traveller will have to wait for the potential

purchaser's convenience if he means to have an inter-

view, and sometimes it has paid well to wait weeks to

see one man.

Under the Electricity Supply Act,

A Call 1919, the Electricity Commissioners,

for Brevity. after they have delimited a district,

hold an inquiry into schemes for the

reorganisation of the electricity supply in that district.

The Commissioners then take these schemes and revise

them, or replace them by one of their own, as they think

fit. After this the Commissioners have to publish their

approved scheme and hold another local inquiry. Now,

out of the 15 districts delimited, a good many of the

first inquiries have been held, but no second inquiry

has yet taken place. It is to be hoped that when these

second inquiries are held the Commissioners will find

some method of cutting them down to the shortest pos-

sible limit. It will be remembered that the London and

Home Counties Inquiry lasted over 26 days, and covered

over 12,000 questions, not to count counsels' speeches

and interpolated explanations. We trust that when the

second inquiry for London comes along there will be

some. limit fixed to loquacity. We are reminded of all

this by seeing that the Commissioners recently issued a

draft Order under which they may apportion the

expenses of an inquiry between the various parties and
in such proportions as they think fit. The Commissioners

would be conferring a benefit on the public if they could

use these powers as a rod of castigation on those who

insist on appearing at the inquiries as obstructionists

or merely to cross swords over ancient feuds. If the

Commissioners could recover their expenses at the

inquiries by imposing fines on irrelevancies and such-

like they would; while filling their coffers, at the same

time confer an inestimable benefit on everybody con-

cerned in the inquiry.

Some light on this question w.is

German Repara= thrown by Herr Busse in the course of

tion Otters and a report placed before the fourth

Deliveries. general meeting of the Central Union

of the German Electrotechnical Indus-

try, which was held at Wurzburg towards the end of

,May. The report stated that in connection with the

agreements for reparation deliveries in kind, the Ger-

man electrical industry alone made offers in 1921 which

represented a milliard gold marks (£50,000,000) in

lighting and power phints and a half a milliard gold

marks (£25,000,000) in telephone and telegraph instal-

lations. But practically no replies were received. It w as

onlv last winter that conditions improved, and down to

the present time the Germans had received orders worth

a total of 312,000,000 paper marks, of which 161 mil-

lions applied to lighting and power plants, 111 millions

to cables, and the "remainder to telephone and telegraph

installations. Of these orders only 2.500,000 marks

devolve upon France. 25.000.000 on Italy, 66.000.000

on Belgium (telephone and telegraph articles only), and

117,000,000 marks on Jugo-Slavia. All these orders

are exclusively for State purposes, and, with the excep-

tion of Serbia, no contract has been placed with German

wox'ks for private account.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

SUMMER CONVENTION IN SCOTLAND.

(Gantinued frum p. 763.)

For the afternoon of the first day of the Convention,

alternative attractions had been arranged : a circular

e.Kcnrsion by motor charabancs to the Glasgow Corpora-

tion reservoirs at Milngavie, via Bearsden, Stockierauir,

Hlanefield, &l-.. appealed to the majority of the visitors,

whilst the smaller

party was conveyed

by the same means
on a visit of inspec-

tion to the Clyde's

Mill electric power

station of the Clyde

Valley Electrical

Power Co., one of

the largest under-

takings of its kind

in the kingdom.
The company was

incorporated by Act

of Parliament in

1901 to generate

and supply elec-

trical energy with-

in parts of the

Counties of Lanark,
Renfrew, Dumbar-
ton, and Stirling.

The area of supply

extends from
Craigendoran and
Port Glasgow on
400

Fig. 3.—The Lord Provost and Le.^ding Members of the I.E.E.

prehensive system of distribution mains, and for the

provision of a number of sub-stations. The two stations

are located at Yoker and Motherwell, distant respectively

about 6 and 13 miles from Glasgow ; the former station

stands on the right bank of the river Clj-de, and is well

situated for the dis-

tribution of electri-

city amongst the

shipbuilding and
engineering works
lying along the

river, whilst the

latter station is in

the heart of the

liteelmaking and
coal mining dis-

tricts — both these

stations were
started on commer-
cial load in 1905.

At Yoker the plant

consists of two
3,000, two 5,000,

and one 15,000-kW
turbo - alternators,

with the necessary

boilers and auxi-

liary plant. An
additional boiler

house is in course of

construction to ac-

orawn on squared paper, whic
monlh is = 16,600. plus 1.714
shows a great departure from th

lOO ' ' ' ' 150 ' ' ' ' ZOtt ' " ' ' JM ' ' '

K — kWh per shift, in thousands.

Ill ll)e kWh generated are plott<:d per shift for pach month; the same i.s done for water. Then each month a base I:

'i represents the coal per kWh, or water p<-r kVVh, less the station losses—that is to say. if the coa! line for the pr.

K, then the base line is at 1.714. and the |ier Inrmanc- o( each shift is plotted against that line. If any shift resul:

e base line, an inspection of the summary sheet should help to reveal the cause of the disparity.

Parsons " Comparative ErFiciENCi: Diagram Obtained at Dalmarnock (see p. 762).

350

Fig. 4

the west to Lanark and Shotts in the east, 735
square miles, along the valley of the River Clyde,
and it embraces one of the most important in-

dustrial areas in ihe United Kingdom. In 1902,
a contract was awarded for the erection and equip-
ment of two generating stations, for the laying of a com-

commodate six boilers, each capable of evaporating

44.000 lb. of water per hour. The Motherwell plant

comprises one 3,000 and three 5,000-kW sets.

As an urgent war measure a third station to contain a

5,000-kW turbo-alternator, boilers, and other plant was

completed and put into service in 1915, within a year.
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This station is situated at Cambuslang, in the County of

Lanarkshire, and is built upon the left bank of the River
Clyde on the site of the old Clyde's Mill, from which it

takes its name. The buildings and plant have been ex-

tended from time to time (the ground taken up by tlie

company extends to about 52 acres), and the site i.s

admirably served by railways, over which coal may be

drawn directly from the Stirlingshire, Lanarkshire, and
Ayrshire coal fields. With the site the company
acquired the ancient water rights pertaining to Clyde's

Mill and, in addition, it lias also acquired the control-

FlG. 5.—CATCHMENT ArEA OF THE LOCHABER HyDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME,

ling interest of the water rights on the opposite side of

the river. That being so, it is entitled to utilise the

whole Mow of water passing down the River Clyde, and
in this respect the power station occupies a unique

position.

The coaling arrangement is such that the stock is

carried on the ground rather than in overhead bunkers,

thus eliminating the need for heavy steel structures.

The fuel is delivered into a " fan " siding, and is there-

after hauled by electric 'locomotives that collect their

energy from overhead conductors.

The four-roll tj-pe crushers have a

capacity of 40 tons per hour when
breaking 18-in. cubes to a size that

will pass through a 1^-in. mesh.

The 10 boilers are of the land water-

tube type, and each is capable of

evaporating 33,000 lb. of water per

hour from and at 212 deg. F. The
steam pressure is 200 lb. per .sq. in.,

and the steam is superheated to 580

deg. F. The make-up feed water for

the boilers is treated in a softening

plant.

The turbo-generator room con-

tains two 5,000 and one 15,000-k\V

sets. All the auxiliary motors are of

the three-phase type, and the main
switchgear is well laid out, complete

phase separation being aimed at

throughout. The river is dammed
at the works site, and a more or less

steady water level is maintained all

the year round.
Three-phase, 25-cycle, a.c. is*generated at 11,000 volts

at all the stations, and Mr. D. Macfarlane Macleod, chief

engineer to the company, reports that the output for

1920 reached 147,775.160 kWh, and tliat the capacity of

the constimers" plant contracted for at the end of that

year was 150.441 h.p. The company has about 200 sub-

stations on the e.h.p. network, which has a route length

of over 300 miles, including about 60 miles of overhead

transmission lines. All the stations are interconnected

through the 11 ,n00-vnlt network, and n 33,(100-V(.U

interconnecting cable is now being laid between the

Yoker and Clj-de's Mill stations.

After being entertained to afternoon tea, both parties

returned to Glasgow ; later in the evening at the City
Chambers a reception of the guests by the Lord Provost,

Conveners, and members of the Tramway and Electricity

Committees of the Corporation, took place, and was
followed by a dance. During the evening an excellent

programme of vocal music was rendered by the Glasgow
Select Choir, which was highly appreciated.

On the morning of the second day of the meeting.
May 31st, a visit was paid to

Glasgow University, a short tramcar
journey westward from the centre of

the city. Thei-e in the old Kelvin
lecture room, the scene of so many of

Lord Kelvin's early experimental

demonstrations. Principal Sir

Donald MacAlister cordially wel-

comed the visitors to Gilmorehill. A
paper on the subject of " The Hydro-
electric Resources of the Scottish

Highlands " was then read by Prof.

Magnus Maclean, D.Sc, LL.D., &c..

of the Department of Electrical

Engineering, Royal Technical Col-

lege, Glasgow, in the course of which
Ae pointed out that, personally, he

was concerned with water power not

only as an industrial proposition,

but also as a means of elevating the

national life, of restoring its man
power, of relieving the congestion in

large centres, of resettling the people

on the land, and of furnishing them
with better houses, food, and clothing, and a more
natural life in the country. In a word, he held that the

proper use of water power in the Scottish Highlands

would go far to solve some of their pressing problems

and promote comfort and contentment among large

.sections of the population—and that the healthy life of

the country would react in a beneficial way upon the

higher interests of the cities.

For several past generations the Highlands had been

pouring their best manhood and womanhood into the

Fig. 0.—Catchment Area of thk Kim-ochi.even Hydro- electric Scheme.

cities and towns, the glens and straths had been becom-

ing more and more desolate, and much of the land had

been going out of cultivation. It was not their wish

th;it tiiat race—hardy sons of the mountains—should die

out owing to their land liecoming desolate ; it should be

l>reserved as a bulwark of their freedom and more

especially to rejuvenate the life of the nation by infusing

new blood and fresh ardour into the cities.

A little industry introduced here and there through-

out the Highlands, to supi'lcnient local activities and at
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the same time utilise more fully local resources, was

what was needed. For that industry water power was

immediately available, and was so distributed by Nature

that there need be no congestion; it might be portioned

out to serve wide areas of the land, and villages would

thus spring up as marts and centres for the rural dis-

tricts.

Hitherto, the Highlands had been severely handi-

capped in the matter of industrial activity by not

having a coal supply of their own on an adequate scale,

and the present coal shortage and dearness of fuel made
it all the more important to turn to the bountiful pro-

vision of Nature by the use of which they would be no

longer dependent entirely on coal for power, but might

have their own railways and machinery worked by a

more simple and,' in the Highlands at least, more readily

available natural resource. The extent of the High-

lands was 40 per cent, of that of Scotland, and only

7 per cent, of the population was within that area.

"It is in territory such as this that a keen discrimi-

nating intellect is developed, and that the brawn and
muscle of the British race is bred and reared, and not

in congested hives of industrj-, and if employment can

be found for such a people in their own environment it

is all to the nation's interest to provide it " (Newlands).

After referring to the various reports of the Water
Power Re.sources Committee, Dr. Maclean drew attention

to some water-power schemes already' in existence in the

Scottish Highlands, and outlined some proposals that

had materialised since he addressed members of the In-

stitution on the subject at the Aberdeen Sub-Centre three

years ago. He gave some details of the Foyers River,

Loch Leven, and Kinlochleven hydro-electric power in-

stallations in connection with the production of alumi-

nium, summarised the Lochaber and Grampian water-

power schemes, and described two small installations

that made use of the water of streams without reservoirs

or batteries

—

i.e., that nt Inshes*. and another near the

head of one of the sea Ijchs in Argyllshire. The electri-

city generated by the last two works was utilised for

lighting and heating mansion houses and for driving

electric motors for farming purposes; they had given

complete satisfaction, and there were scores of similar

Highland streams running to waste through sparsely

inhabited glens and straths winch could be utilised for

industrial and other useful ))urposes at a comparatively

small expense. The rainfall varied at different parts of

the Highlands, but everj' square mile of catchment area,

even in summer, would j-ield an average flow of 180 cu.

ft. per minute, or one e.h.p. at 75 per cent, efficiency

for every 3.9 ft. of fall. Thus, there existed in the

Highlands considerably over half a million potential

horse power in the lochs and rivers wliich should at once

be utilised to establish suitable industries at the places

where the power was available.

They were now at a point of departiire in their whole

industrial sy.steni ; the old order, black and l)arbaric in

many features, was yielding jilace to new methods.

They were thus in the midst of readjustments which

heralded the dawn of a new era—a better time for the

world. For all practical j)urposes, light, heat, and
power were coming more and more to be comprehended
in the word "electricity," ami, as their coal resources

were being depleted, tliey must rely for its production

in the future to a far greater extent on oil, water power,

and other (at present undeveloped) agencies— oil and
water power were already within tlieir grasp waiting to

be used. The practical part was a problem of intense

interest to electrical engineers, hut beyond the industrial

and commercial. Prof. .Maclean tlioucrht they might all

claim to have some interest in t1ie moral and spiritual

aspects of the subject. At tlie best the getting of coal

in the bowels of the earth in dark, damp, cramped, and
often nauseous conditions was not exactly an ideal way
of making men. In the future (and might it be in the

near future) he fancied people would wonder at the

"black age." In developimr, tlierefore, the resources

of Nature—such as oil, water-power, and electricity

—

•Electrkat, Review, December 34th, 1920, p. 803.

they were helping to clean and brighten the lives of men
and to deliver them from the grinding care and the

black misery of the nether legions; thus raising them
to a higher level of health and happiness and a higher

ideal of manhood.
On the motion of Mr. C. H. Wordingham, seconded

by Mr. Roger T. Smith, a vote of thanks was accorded

Dr. Maclean for his lecture.

Prof. Andrew Gray endorsed the hope expressed by
Dr. Maclean that when power stations were established

in the Highlands, and workmen were brought there, the

housing arrangements made for the people would be not

only good, sufficient, and comfortable, but have some
pretension to elegance. The rows of houses in which
pitmen were accommodated were in many places a dis-

grace to the Lowlands of Scotland, and he hoped that

that kind of thing would not be done afresh in the High-
lands.

{To be concluded.)

SOME NOTES ON THE OPERATION OF
ROTARY CONVERTERS.

By "ROTARY."

It is the purpose of these notes to point out some details

concerning the operation of rotary converters, to sub-

station superintendents and others interested in their

maintenance.

As one concerned with their maintenance for a con-

siderable while, the writer has found the greatest trouble

encountered to be the flatting of the slip rings. This

trouble is more pronounced in low voltage and high am-
perage machines, and there are cases where long hours

of running at practically full load are required by the

exigencies of the service to which they are applied. In

most supply companies' sub-stations, however, a large

load and therefore high current density will probably

be carried only for a short portion of the day, and as

Sketch showing Rise and Fall ok Current ^^ Si.ip-RiNr.s of
Six-pole Converter.

flatting is only produced when a current is flowing tliis

trouble will not be excessive'.

It has been known for some time that when current
is passing from the brushes to the rings the material
of the brush passes or burns away, and when the current
passes from ring to brush the ring will flat.

Now, the wear on the brush is obviously not of para-

mount importance, whereas if some parts of the ring
become flatted with respect to the remainder of the ring

there will be vibration of the brushes set up and con.se-

quent sparking. One method of overcoming this would
hi to keep the current density between brushes and rings

very low. but when large currents are required this

necessarilv becomes difficult. Considerations of co.st do
not usually permit of a greater number of rincrs than
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six, and the width of brushes is limited by considerations

of good contact, low inertia, and desirability of keeping

to standard sizes.

The only way, therefore, will be to increase the num-
ber of brushes per ring or the arc covered by the brush

arms, and it will now be considered how this may be done

in such a way that all parts will be subjected to an equal

ajnount of flatting.

In order to make the explanation of this easier, the

foregoing sketch is used. Taking the case of a six-

pole rotary converter whose supply is delivered at 50

cycles, there will be three complete cycles every revolu-

tion. Considering the case when the brush span is one-

sixth the circumference of the ring, the current rises and

falls, as shown between the points a, b, c, d, e, p, and,

considering the centre portion of the sketch represent-

ing the ring to revolve, and taking point g as time
vector for the current, it will be seen that when passing

under the brush the part of the ring near the point j

current will pass to the ring, when near the point k cur-

lent will pass to and from the ring, and when near the

point H current will pass from the ring ; thus there will

be three flats formed on the ring at the points where the

current leaves only. If the segment covered by brushes

is now extended to one-third of the circumference it will

be seen that at all points of the ring currents flow both

to and from it, and therefore flatting will practically

vanish ; that is, the brushes should enclose a span equal
to a complete cycle. This has been found to be very
beneficial in certain cases.

CASUAL REMARKS FROM THE INDIAN COALFIELDS.

By A. C. CROSKELL.

Punch once gave considered advice to those contem-

plating the bonds of holy matrimony. The same advice

might safely be given to those thinking of becoming

slaves of the lamp, batti-wallahs in India, for neither

of the benefactors under this free gift scheme are likely

to put more tlian a gratuitous value on it.

Think of a horse-shoe curving round from Calcutta

to Nagpur in the Central Provinces and then back to

the sea, some hundred miles North of Madras, and you

have the coal areas of India. Imagine the nail holes

to be districts where the coal is worked, and you get

an idea of the scattered nature of the coalfields.

V^isualise if you can coal, an out-crop, waiting only

to be cjuarried, as millions of tons of it are around

Kanchi, across the Adjai Kiver, and in the undeveloped

fields of Dalton Ganj, and then scratch your head in

wonderment at the fact that but a few weeks ago a con-

tract for several hundred thousand tons of English steam

coal was placed by the Railway Board for delivery in

India for use on the locomotives.

There is hardly a fiery mine in India, so that the

safety lamp of the mild Hindu who raises the coal con-

sists of a discarded cigarette tin, soldered to a long

wire handle and primed with a lump of tow, that burns

with much smoke. The garb of the gentle Soul that

carries this lamp is even more simple ; it is a costume

that certainly would not pass the disapproving eye of

an English Urban District Councillor, if suggested as

suitable for a bathing dress. Mainly it doesn't consist,

and what little there is of it would put a handkerchief

to shame. His requirements, or rather theirs, are just

as simple, for the wife of his bosom shares equally in

his labours at the pit, whilst enjoying the additional

honour of running his simple home—a one- or possibly

two-roomed kind of shanty, provided in many cases by

the colliery company, which, from the Santiall's point

of view, is the acme of luxury.

With all these comforts to make him contented, it is

strange that during the last year or two the total

annual coal output for all India should have fallen from

about 24 million tons to 17 million tons, when India

has been enjoying what the captains of industry called

lier industrial renaissance and what the optimistic in-

vestors found to be still-born enterprises.

Our friend with the cigarette-tin safety lamp is

responsible, amongst other causes, for this fall in out-

put, because amongst other things, he has learnt to

appreciate the advantages of direct action, and at the

sliglitest provocation he downs tools and leaves his work.

Not for him are rules that seek to regulate his hour of

coming and his hour of leaving work. He scorns such

things as shifts, coming and going at his own sweet

will, the latter part of the journey being more to his

liking than the former.

No impresario could be more doubtful of the be-

haviour of a ])etted prima donna than the colliery

manager of his black labour. Having gained the rise

in pay that they asked for a few months back, one by
one, as it suited their convenience, they drifted back
to work when the stride was over. Not a ton more coal

was raised ; in fact, as I have stated before, the output
has fallen steadily, but the miner earns as much as he

did before, which is ample for his simple requirements,

consisting as they do mainly of raw grog, and he works
shorter hours to earn the money to buy it. " Why
worry? " says he—and he doesn't. It is the shareholder

that does the worrying, whilst the colliery manager
grinds his teeth, tears his hair, and thinks of appro-

priate answers to his managing agent's inquisitiveness,

knowing that he will have to reply in that mild way
which is supposed to turn away wrath.

There are three hundred million inhabitants in India,

a large proportion of them beggars by profession. A
gentleman passed me on the Grand Trunk Road yes-

terday, advancing to some holj' place in frog-like leaps,

and resting wherever a benevolent crowd could be ex-

pected to collect in more ways than one. Another
enthusiast sometimes goes by on his cart of the soap-box

genus, pulled by one of his friends. .\ liberal coating

of ashes gives both the necessary odour of sanctity, and
a seat of spikes moves the tender part of the crowd to

charity.

Although there are so many million useless unreliable

souls in India, it is almost impossible to find a man
leady to undertake a job of work. In fact, you might
say without fear of contradiction that there is not such

a man in the whole of India. Give him bucksheesh for

having salaamed you, or walk from your car to a shop

in the Bazaar, and you will be surrounded by crowd
of brown bodies willing to take pice without having

earned it. Should you try to get your miner to come
to work a little more regularly, a little more punctually,

he packs up his goods and chattels in what might have

been a pocket-handkerchief and goes over to Mr. Blank
at the next-door colliery, who, being very short of labour,

welcomes him with a gracious smile, inducts him into

his new living, inquires tenderly after his family's

liealth, and all the time wonders if his treasure will come
to work next day.

My sole qualification to discuss the advantage of

ample flanges in fiery mines, or advisability of single

suspension for shaft cables, beinfj my abysmal ignorance

on the subject, I have left technical questions alone, for

the unhappy one who may ever come to an Indian mine
will find that the plant installed is much the same as

at home—some of it vip-to-date, soine of it coeval with

tlie first experiments of Faraday. Tlie most interesting

feature about it is the ease with which a native mistri

can damage and put out of action armour-clad eear that

looks strong enough to resist the explosion of a 12-in.

shell.

The birth of a new era has just overtaken the coal-
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fields, and coal-cutters have been discovered ; their

praise is sung in sveeet American accents through the

sun-baked fields of Bengal. One well-known firm from
the States is willing to spend 200,000 dollars on pro-

paganda and introductory work. If its efforts meet
with the same success in the future as they have enjoyed

in the past, another market will be lost to England.

American mining and Indian mining, so the experts

say, have much in common. Both enjoy an immunity
from Board of Trade laws, and you can pretty well

earth your portable plant as you like, so long as you
are not found out (and there is no one to find you out),

or so long as no one is killed, for however nmch our black

brother asks to be electrocuted, by his inquisitiveness.

since the days of Mr. Gandhi, n»w happily in gaol, he

is not allowed quite so free a hand in his research work
as once he was.

POWER SUPPLY FOR THE
SOUTH-EASTERN & CHATHAM RAILWAY.

Electricitv Commissioners' Inquiry.

The Electricity Commissioners, on Tuesday, May 30th.

began an inquiry into applications by the Managing Com-
mittee of the South-Eastern & Chatham Railway Co. for

permission to build a new power station at Charlton, and by
the West Kent Electricity Co. to build a power station at

Belvedere. Sir John Snell presided.

Counsel appearing were as follows : Managing Committee
of the South-Eastern & Chatham Railway, the South-Eastern
Railway Co., and the Chatham & Dover Railway Co., Mr.
Clode. "K.C, Mr. Miller and Mr. Tyler; County of London
Electric Supply Co., the Hon. Evan Charteris. K.C; the West
Kent Electricity Co., Mr. Tyldesley Jones, K.C, and Mr.
Hariier; the London County Council, Mr. Henderson. K.C;
London Electricity Supply Joint Committee. Mr. Kennedy;
Conference of Local Authorities, Mr. Turner and Mr. Hoog-
son; London & South-We.stern Railway Co., Mr. W. Bishop.
Other parties represented were the Port of London -Authority

and the British Petroleum Co.
Mr. Clode said the proposal of the Managing Committee

of the South-Ea.stern & Chatham Railway was to erect

a generating station on a site at Angerstein's wharf. Charlton,
which had a frontage to the Thames of 675 ft. and an area
of 26 acres. It could accommodate 3.000-ton steamers, and out

of the '26 acres '2(.l acres were available for the purposes of a
generating station. The nearest sub-station, at Lewisham,
would be 3i miles away. Incidentally, counsel mentioned
that the South-Eastern & Chatham Companies were now in

a group under the Railways Act, consisting of the I^ondon
and South-Western RaOway, the London, Brighton and
South Coast Railway, the South-Eastern Railway, the

Chatham & Dover Railway, and the Managing Com-
mittee of the South-Eastern and Chatham Railways.

The Ijondon & South-Western Railway and the London,
Brighton &: South Coa.st Railway had electrically-operated

lines, and were working at '2.5 cycles. The Brighton Co. ob-

tained its power from the London Electric Supply Corpora-

tion under an agreement which would expire in 1927. but it

could be extended if energy could be supplied at a price not
more than that at which it could be obtained from other
sources. Dealing with the circumstances of the case, Mr.
Clode said that in 1903 Parliamentary powers were obtained

to adopt electric traction. Nothing was done, however, up
to the time of the war, and, of course, during the war. Soon
after the war came to an end. however, the attention of the
company was repeatedly called to the need for electrification

of the lines in order to give a better service. The difficulties

in relation t-o finance were very great, but in November, 1921.

the Trade Facilities Act came into force. Any guarantee of

interest on principal under that Act must be obtained within
twelve months of the passing of the Act. viz., November 12tli.

1922, and the Managing Committee had been in communica-
tion with the Advisory Committee under the Act. which
agreed that it was extremely important to carry out this elec-

trification scheme. The whole position had been considered,

and at first some 94 route-miles, or '2ir> single-line miles were
discussed, and later 241 route-miles, or 648 .single-line miles,

were considered, these being what might be termed the
suburban lines. The Advisory- Committee referred the
matter to the Ministry of Transport, which appointed a com-
mittee of experts, presided over by Sir Philip Nash. The
whole scheme was inquired into in its technical aspect, and
the scheme for a power station at Angerstein's Wharf was
approved. So far as he understood, there was no question
as to the technical aspect of the scheme. Then the question
of cost was inquired into, which was shown by the company
to be between 6 and 6J millions, and the Treasury was satis

fied that it was reasonable. Upon that amount the Govern-
ment said it was prepared to guarantee capital and interest if

a eatisfactory method for carrying out the work could be found

It had been decided to carry the scheme out in the form of

an agreement, under which a construction company would
be formed for the electrification of i&e London and subur-
ban lines of the company and the erection of the power
station. All this was subject to the sanction of the Elec-
tricity Commissioners to the erection of the power station.

.\ draft agreement had been prepared, by which a construc-
tion company would be formed to build the power station,

which would be leased to the railway company at a rent
which would pay off the cost in 'i5 years. It was not pro-
posed to make any public issue in the matter, as arrange-
ments had been made for avoiding this. In that way it was
hoped to get a scheme at the least possible cost. The tran-

saction would be a loan by the Bank of England against
securities and the guarantee of the Government. This agree-
ment -n'ould be pla<;ed before the Ministry of Transport in re-

lation to its powers to make orders for electrification .schemes.

A meeting of the shareholders had been called for June 2nd,
1922, for their consent, and there was every rea-son to believe

that that sanction would be given. When that was obtained
they wouid go to the Ministry of Transport for an Order,
which would be equivalent to an Act of Parliament. The
whole of this was a self-contained agreement, which hinged
on the guarantee to be given by the Treasury, and unless it

was got through before November, 1922, the opportunity
would be gone. The company had obtained this guarantee,
and cheap money, and if there was nobody who couid give a
supply at once they could not afford to wait. The terms of

the guarantee were that the whole of the work should be
carried through in three years. The Treasury and the

Ministry of Transport were insistent that the scheme should

be put in hand at once, to relieve unemployment. They would
not get the guarantee unless both the power station and the

lines were electrified in three years.

The Chairman ; Do you suggest that if we decline to give

permission for the power station the bargain will be off?

Mr. Clode said he did. If there was a stable concern

which could give a .supply, the position would be different,

but there was no power station and he had been made no
offers of a supply. He understood that the West Kent Co.

said it would give a supply, but it had not got the Com-
missioners' consent to build a power station. Moreover, the

proposal of the West Kent Co. was very strongly objected to

by others; therefore, how could that company say that it

was in a position to make an offer to pive the railway com-
pany a supply"? Even when the West Kent Co. had obtained

the consent of the Commissioners it would only have won
through to the first stage, and his submission was that the

railway company, having made a prima facie case for the

consent of the Commissioners, it was for the West Kent Co.

to show that it could do better in the matter of supply.

In answer to Sir Harry Haward (one of the Commissioners)

Mr. Clode said that if the Commissioners did not give con-

sent to the erection of the power station, the whole of the

negotiation with the Treasury would have to be^in again,

because' the consent to the guarantee was based upon the

whole scheme, generating station and lines, being completed

in three years. The capital of the construction company was
to be £10,000, and it was to make no profit, and the

Treasury agreed to enter into an agreement with the con-

struction company for guaranteeing principal and interest to

the extent of 6J millions sterling.

Sir Harry Haward said that the scheme contemplated no

other arrangement than that the construction company
should erect a power station, and that seemed to have a verv

important bearing on the proceedings of this inquuw.

Mr. Clode said the whole scheme turned upon the pro-

posal going through as a whole.

The Chairman said it would be reducing the proceedings to

a farce to tell the Commissioners that this agreement could

not be departed from, because it involved that the Commis-
sioners could not inquire into this scheme except with the

generating station.

Mr. Clode said he did not make that suggestion. What
he intended to do was to place the_ complete scheme before

the Commissioners, and then leave it for others to say they

had a better scheme. The onus was on other people to do
this.

When the inquuw was commenced on May .SOth,

there were, more or less optimistic, hopes that it would be

omplet«d before the Whitsun holiday. The proceedings

had not lasted a day and a half when it was realised that

not only would the inquiry last throughout the week before

Whitsun, but that it might not be concluded during the

week following Whit Sunday. Eventually, an adjournment was
made on June 1st until the following Wednesday, Sir John
Snell intimating that it was essential to finish by the end of

Whitsun week.
Following the opening .statement by Mr. Clode for the

S.E. & C Railway Co.. evidence was given on May .Slst and
June 1st, in support of the scheme and the whole of the

case for the Railway Co. was completed before the adjourn-

ment. Tlie principal witnesses were Mr. Cosmo Bonsor,

chairman of the company. Mr. C. P. Sparks, who had been

called in to give evidence ae an independent expert, upon the
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technical soundness of the proposals, and Mr. Alfred Eaworth.
the electrical engineer to the S.E. & C. Railway. Evidence
was also given by Mr. J. H. Thomas, M.P., on the point of

necessity to get to work quickly in order to relieve unem-
ployment; Sir Arthur Bryceson, town clerk to the Woolwich
Borough Council, al.so gave evidence to the same effect. Mr.
Harry Jones, electrical engineer to the L. & S.W. Railway Co.
was also called and gave information about that company's
power station.

The most important evidence was that of Mr. Sparks and
Mr. Raworth. The real point at issue, as indicated by the
Chairman on several occasions when counsel was tempted
to wander unduly into past history, was whether the rail-

way company's proposal was a better one in all respects

than any other, and whether any of the opponents to the
scheme were prepared to make a definite offer to supply
power by the time whea the railway company's power sta-

tion had to be completed under the agreement with the
Advisory Committee, imder the Trade Facihties Act, viz., in

three years. The necessity for electrification was agreed, said
the chairman.
Summarising the evidence, generally, the proposed power

station would have a total output of 150.000 kW, and would
be dealt with in sections. There would be sub-stations at
Lewisham, Eedhill, Tonbridge and Rochester, but for the
first portion of the scheme the supply would all be trans-
mitted to Lewisham. One of the questions as between the
two schemes, i.e.. those of the railway company and the West
Kent Co.. was the extra cost in the case of the latter of

transmission to the Lewisham sub-station, the West Kent
Go's, power station being farther away. Tlie plans for the
railway company's power station had not yet been drawn
no. but it was put forward as possible that a pressure of

11,000 V. for both generation and distribution would be used.
The maximum cost at the Lewisham sub-station was put
at 0..5d. per unit. The pressure propo.sed at the rails was
3.000 volts. The first stage would include all hues within a
15-mile radius of Charing Cross, the maximum demand for
which was nut at 29.300 kW, calling for an output of
90.000,000 kWh per annum ; the second part of the first stage
would include all lines within a radius of 30 miles of Charing
Cross, and would call for 57.000 kW maximum demand and
222 million kWh per annum, whilst the complete scheme
would have a maximum demand of 114.000 kW, and require
444 million kWh jwr annum. It was the first stage which
had to be completed in three years, under the agreement
with the Advisory Committee. A periodicity of 25 cycles
was proposed, and 15,000-kW sets would l)e" installed at a
capital cost of f4 10s. tier kW. based on recent tenders fc
the turbo-generators. The boiler house would contain ]0
boilers having an evaporative canacity of 50,000 lb. of .steam
per hour, with a pressure of 350 lb. per sq. in. The cost
of the transmission cables was put at £4,6-50 per mile. A
mas.s of tables was put in by Mr. Sparks dealing with the
details, but these were the broad outlines.
Correspondence was read between the railway company and

the West Kent Electric Power Co., relative to the erection
of the Power Co's. .station, the suggestion of the Power Co.
being that the supply would be more advantageous if taken
from a general nower station than if taken from a railway
power station. The Railway Co., however, whilst accepting
the principle that a supply should be taken from an out-
side source, if it could be obtained more cheaply in that
manner, pointed out that the evidence in its possession did
not .show that the West Kent Co. could give a cheaper supply
than the Railway Co. could generate at for itself. At the
same time, counsel for the Railway Co. emphasised the
point that it was always willing to receive an offer but
that in fact no offer had been received. One incident arismg
out of the correspondence caused Sir .John Snell to enter a
strong protest. In one letter from the West Kent Co. it was
stated that as the result of a recent interview with the Com-
inis.sioners, the impi-ession left uoon the minds of the West
Kent Co's. representatives w-as that the Commissioners were
not desirous c.f sanctioning a power station for railway pur-
poses, but were willing and anxious to sanction the West
Kent Co.'s proposed power station. Sir John Snell said he
must emphatically deny that any statement,? were made
which could give rise to that impression. Counsel on both
sides agreed that this was merely an expre.ssion of opinion
on the part of the West Kent Co., and in no way prejudiced
the proceedings
Mr. Rawortx said that throughout the whole of the nego-

tiations betw-een the Railway Co. and the West Kent Co. he
had never received an offer which he could recommend his
general manager to accept, because be had never received
an offer quotint? a price. He had given the West Kent Co.
an estimate of the requirements of the Railway Co., but had
never been quoted a definite price, although the West Kent
Co._ did offer to .supnly at a price based on a principle. Ne-
gotiations had a'so been carried on with the London Electric
Supply Corporation towards the end of last year, to which
he h.Td also given the probable maximum demand, viz.. 29.290
kW for one hour, and S5,2.50,000 units per annum. Fa that
•ase. Mr. Partridge said he could not make an offer until
the result of the London inquiry, last year, was known, A
fortnight ago. however, Mr. Partridge made an offer on
behalf of the London Electric Supply Corporation, the South

Metropolitan Co., and the West Kent Co. in general terms,
verbally, to supply from a station at Belvedere, at a cost

equal to the cost of generation by the Railway Co. itself.

He had also had a proposal from Mr. Oliver Bury, a direc-

tor of the London Electric Supply Corporation, w-ho said
that in addition to the interest on capital, he would require
a profit of 3 or 4 per cent. He reported to his general mana-
ger that there did not seem much likelihood of doing busi-
ness.

The Chairman put several questions indicating his view
that the Railway Co. should have asked for a definite quota-
tion in figures from the West Kent Co.
Witness replied that he had given an estimate of his de-

mand to both the West Kent Co. and the London Electric
Supply Corporation, but neither of the offers received was
in specific terms, and it was because of this that he came to
the conclusion that the Railway Co. could supply itself more
cheaply than it could buy power from any outside source.
Mr. Tyldesley Jones, K,C., for the West Kent Co., in the

course of cro.ss-examination, suggested that witness had made
up his mind from the beginning that the West Kent Co.
could not give the supp'.y, but Mr. Raworth replied that his
mind was quite open to begin with, but after the negotiations,
he came to the conclusion that the West Kent Co. could not
supply on suitable terms or as quickly as the Railway Co.
could.

In the course of further cross-examination it was made
clear that the original application to fhe AdvLsory Com-
mittee, under the Trade Facilities Act, was for five miUions
.sterling, which did not include the power station. Later
it was increased to 6J millions sterling, to include the gene-
rating .station, because the Railway Co. came to the con-
clusion that it could not get power from outside.

^
Mr. Tyldesley Jones contended, therefore, that the genera-

ting station was not a condition of the guarantee, although
it was now part of the arrangement that had been come to.

The Chairman said the point was whether the West Kent
Co. could give evidence as to the price at which, and when,
it could give a supply to the Railway Co. That was the
practical point : such evidence could then be tested against
the figures of the Railway Co.
Mr. Tyldesley Jones then put questions dealing with the

cost of supplying from Belvedere (West Kent Co.) as again.st
the Angerstein Wharf scheme, in respect of site, extra cost
of transmission, lI-c, indicating that the figures for these pur-
poses were unduly high as regarded the West Kent Co's.
station, as assumed by the Railway Co. In the case of the
South-Eastern Co.. nothing had been included for the cost

of the land, as it was the property of the Railway Co.
The Hon. Evan Chakteris, K.'C, for the County of Lon-

don Electric Supply Co.. elicited that no communications had
been made with that company in order to ascertain whether
it could supply at a cheap enough rate.

Mr. Raworth said that if the Railway Co. could obtain a
supply from an outside source at a suitable price, he would
not hesitate to recommend its adoption.
Answering the Chairman, as to whether any communica-

tion had been made with the L.B. & S.C. Railway, Mr.
Raworth said he had had a- conversation some time ago with
Sir Phihp Dawson, but nothing had been done. As to the
position if the I»B. & S.C. Railway and the S.E. k C. Rail-
way obtained their supplies from different sources, witness
said that it seemed to him a pity that this should be so,

liecause the combination of the two railway loads should
bring about a reduction in cost, although it would not im-
prove the load factor. The same thing applied to the large
general .station supplying other than railways. The supply
should be cheaper imder these circumstances, but, as things
w'ere. there was no such station from which a cheaper supply i

could be obtained. His original recommendation to his com- ('

pany w-as that if it were possible to obtain an outside supply ^

under proper conditions, it was the best plan to adopt, and
that accounted for the fact that the first application to the
Advisory Committee did not include the cost of a generating
station.

Mr. Sydney E. Hitchcock, rating surveyor to the Managing
Committee of the S.E. \- C. Railway, gave evidence as tn

the rates which w-ould be payable on the Angerstein Wharf
station: when in operation with an installation of 60.0(X) kW,
the rates would be £'12.000 per annum: with 90.0(K3 k\M
installed, the rates would amount to .-filS.OOO; and when the

full 150,000 kW was installed, the rates would be £30,000
per annum, on the basis of 1.5s. in the £. The rates, however,
were much higher in Erith, where the Belvedere station

would be, being at present about 278. in the £. as against
17s. in the £ at Greenwich, where the Angerstein 'V\'harf

station w-ould he. so that the West Kent Co. would have a '

higher cost in this respect.

Sir .'V.KTHrit Bryceson, Town Clerk to the Woolwich
Borough Council spoke of the need for better railway ac-

commodation. His counsel was of the opinion that nothing
should be done to hinder the electrification of these lines

even for six months.
During tlie later proceedings, Sir John Snell asked Mr.

Kennedy, representing the Joint Committee of the Londou
Companies, whetfiiv he was prepared to make n definite offer.

Mr. Kennedy said he thought he could say "Yes" to that,

judging from what he had been instructed during the mom-
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ing. At the moment, there nas no one present who could

definitely instruct him.
Mr. Clode. for the Railway Co.. said he would require a

guarantee on the payment of the debentures of the Con-
structioij Co.. and several other details of that nature, m-
cluding damages for failure to supply, as part of any oSer
of Mr. Kennedy's clients.

Mr. Tempest, general manager of the S.E. & C. Railway,
said that whilst he preferred to have the generating station

under his own control, if an outside company could be tied

down to give the necessary guarantees, it would go a long

way towards changing his opinion.

The inquiry was then adjourned till Wednesday, June 7th.

{To he continued.)

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.
H'aders are invited in submit particvlars of )iew or improved du'ees

aiul apparatus, which will be published if considered of sufficient

interest.

The " Wild=Barfleld " Marine'type Furnace.

A special ty{ie of " Wikl-Barfield " furna:e has been de-

veloped by Automatic & Electkic FunN.tCES, Ltd., '281-2S3.

Gray's Inn Road, W.C.I, especially for marine purposes. This

is illustrated in fig. 1, which also shows the control board.

A patent excess-temperature cut-out, which comes into action

when the temperature reaches 960 deg. C. is fitted, the nor-

mal working temperature being between 800 and 1100 deg. C.

The cut-out consists of a .silver wire at the bottom of the

furnace, in series with the heating winding. Thus the fusing
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the firm. The guide slides over the carrier, enabling the mar-

ohine to be moved forward until each slot is cleared out to the

maximum possible distance. Twelve cutters are supplied with
each machine; these are made in three sizes, of 1/64-in., 3/128

in., or 1/32-in., thickness.

A Deck'Caulking iMachine.

We illustrate in fig. 4 the " Clyde " deck-caulking machine,
which has recently been put on the market by Messrs. John
McDowell & Sons, -Johnstone, N.B. The makers of this

machine claim that it entirely overcomes the many difficul-

ties which the operation of mechanical caulking presents by
means of an apparatus termed the " extended seam." This
is a hollow guideway, so constructed and placed as to form
an outward and upward extension of the seam to be packed.
Within the tapered opening formed by the adjustable walls

the oakum is compressed by the hammer, and passes down-

PiG. 4—The " Ci vi i'K K-CADLKiNG Machine.

wards and enters the seam in a partially compressed state,

where it is easily driven into place by,, the point of the
hammer. The hammer is tapered roughly to correspond
with the walls of the extended seam, and the vertical recip-

rocatiog stroke is calculated to compress the material into a
thread of suitable dimensions. The width of hammer can
be made to suit any size of seam, and is driven direct by the
flywheel of an electric motor of 3 b.h.p. A reversing con-
troller is mounted on the top of the motor, and allows of

variations of speed in either direction.

For the purpose of traversing the machine along the deck
the base is fitted with fluted rollers, which are adapted to
grip the deck and travel in either dii-ection. The caulker
is kept in alignment with the seam by means of tapered
wheels placed within the seam, one .set in front and one
behind the hammer. These are designed to meet the many
irregularities found in even the best-laid planking. The
depth of blow given by the hammer is regulated by a hand
arrangement placed in front of the gear casing, and is easily

operated and accessible. The oakum thread is wound upon
a, bobbin, which carries about 450 ft., the supply to the tool
being automatic. For the purpose of moving from seam to
seam the machine is fitted with a cross-travel gear, which is

operated by means of a foot lever. By the pressure of the
foot the machine is lifted on to wheels placed to travel a6
right angles to the .seam, and by the same operation the seam
guide wheels are lifted clear of the deck. When the machine
has been placed in position the threading of the oakum is

performed in a few seconds with a special tool, and the
caulker is then ready to start. The controller is put over
rapidly to the full limit, arid the machine runs without atten-
tion to the end of the senm. automatically drawing the
oakum required from the bobbin. The machine, which
Weighs about 10 cwt.. will caulk upwards of 40 ft. per
minute, equal to the work of about 20 men. whilst only one
attendant, is required.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letterg received by u$ after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communication! at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

Turbines as Pressure Reducers.

We note in your last issue a reference regarding the use of

steam turbines, by the Crockett Sugar Refining Works, of

California, instead of pressure-reducing valves.

We might mention that such a system has been used during

ihe last few years in France ; most of the new beet sugar

factories which have been erected in the northern part of

France have been fitted with small steam turbo-generating

sets in order to use the energy generally last in pressure-

reducing valves.

The sets vary in size from about 30 to 100 iW, according
to the size of the plant, and the electrical energy generated
is used for power and lighting purposes.

P. Dieny,
Dieiiy and Lucas, Ltd.

London, May mh, 1922.

Electric Furnaces.

In a recent issue you reported on an exhibition of furnaces
which had been held in Newcastle, and, being interested, I

communicated with the firm concerned, but found that the
apparatus was not likely to fulfil my requirements. I wonder
if an\' of your readers are in a po.sition to advise me if it is

possible to obtain an electrolytic plant to treat a 50 per cent,

zinc concentrate and produce pure zinc. The electrical plant
available is a 440-volt, 3-phase, -lO-cycle, 230-amp. geai.'rafcr,

and I could give the whole of this current for use on the fur-

nace, which would be expected to deal with, say, five tons of

the coL-centrate per day.
Should any such plant be on the market I can foresee float

business being done, as at present it seems to be unknown.

Adena.
May 31s«. 1922.

Reconstruction and Foreign Trade.

There appeared in vour issue of April 14th last, an article

by Mr. Ernest T. Williams, O.B.E., M.I.E.E.. setting forth a
scheme of co-ordination bearing upon the revival of foreign

trade, which scheme was first propounded by Mr. Williams in

a paper which was published in 1916, entitled " Reconstruc-
tion and Foreign Trade."
Mr. Williams, in 1916, read before the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers, a paper on the electricity supply of Great
Britain, by which attention was first focused upon the im-
satisfactory state of that industry, and means indicated
whereby, by proper organisation, such conditions could be
remedied; the outcome of this was the reform which has
since taken place, culminating in the passing of the Elec-
tricity Supply Act, 1919, and the appointment of Electricity

Commissioners, by which means the electricity supply of

Great Britain will undoubtedly be greatly improved.
This fact is, in the view of the present writer, sufficient

to ju.stify careful consideration of the further proposals now
made by Mr. Williams, dealing with the wider matter of

British foreign trade.

Some of the important features of Mr. Williams's scheme
are as follows:—

1.—Mr. Williams points out that there are many aids to
British foreign trade, such as the Diplomatic Consular Ser-
vices; the Overseas Trade Department; Chambers of Com-
merce ; the Federation of British Industries, and similar or-

ganisations; but they are lacking in co-ordination both m
England and abroad. He urges that if a co-ordinating body
be set up under the control of trade itself, the latent pas-

sibilities of all these organisations will be rapidly developed,
and a complete scheme is worked out showing how this co-

ordinating body would be organised at home and overseas.
2.—The following imjiortant features are provided for m

the scheme :

(a) Provision is made for Dominion representation.
(h) All branches of trade, and also finance aiid law, are

provided for.

(c) Participating organisations could retain their own func
tions and authority.

id) There would be a London Council and Board, and also
boards in important foreign centres, acting in conjunc-
tion with the London board.

(c) There would be no Government control or interference.

(/) The organisation .should, before long, be self-supporting.
3.—Mr. Williams maintains, that an important Trade Coun-

cil, as proposed, being under fiie control of trade itself, with
a limited representation of Home and Dominion Governments,
would be able to investigate problems from every standpoint
and to speak with a united voice of gi-eat authority, thus
being able powerfully to influence trade revival and expan-
sion.

In the present state of unemployment and trade, it is im-
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perative that anything that might conduce to the Btimulatiou

of foreign trade should not be neglected. My purpose, there-

fore, in asking you to be good enough to find space for this

letter, is to call attention to these proposals, and to support

Mr. Williams's advocacy of the setting-up by the Govern-
ment of a committee to con.sider them, and any similar ones
which may be suggested.

Geo. V. Twiss,
London, Managing Director,

May 30th, 19'2'2. Twiss Electric Transmission, Ltd.

Fault Localisation.

With reference to " Eeview Evader's " high resistance

fault, mentioned in the " Correspondence " Columns of the
Electrical Review of Jlarch 24th, the writer had a fault

some time ago on a 3-core cable operating a 5,500-volt

3-phase system, which, he thinks, would interest your readers
and perhaps assist " Review Reader."
The cab!e was an e.h.p. 0.075 sq. in., three-core, paper in

sulated, lead-covered, laid solid in troughing, 4,7o'2 yards long
By megger test it was found that the insulation resistance

between cores and from each core to earth was io megohms,
Nos. 1 and 2 phases were open-circuited ; No. 3 phase was
continuous.
The test applied was to charge No. 3 phase and discharge

it through a galvanometer, noting the deflections.

The other two phases were then charged and discharged
in the same way, and the deflections noted.

No. 3 phase gave a deflection of 24 divisions.

No. 2 phase gave a deflection of 11 divisions.

No. 1 phase gave a deflection of 11 divisions.

The position of the fault was calculated to be at 4,752 X
11/24= 2,178 yards from the test end.

PHOTOGn.iPHic Views of the Faultv Juim.

The ground was opened up and a joint found ; the joint was
opened, and it was seen that in two of the ferrules the cores

had parted, in fact, it looked as though the ends had been

blown apart jinder load conditions, and there were dis-

tinct signs of arcing on the ends of the cores.

The three cores appeared to have been blown apart as far

as the lead sleeve would permit.

The third ferrule was loose, but was making good enough
contact to permit of the test being carried out; this corq

was easily parted by pulling the ends out of the ferrule.

As far as the writer could see. the joint appeared to have
been well made, and the ground on both sides and under-
neath the joint box was well consolidated.

In the opinion of the writer the fault was caused by elec-

tro-dynamic action set up by the heavy surge which devel-

oped as the result of a fault on another cable, which was in

parallel with this one.

The writer would be glad to have details of any similar

fault with which any of your readers may have had experi-

ence.

C. B. Marshall.
Bombay, May 12ih. 1922.

" State Salary Required."

With reference to advoitised vacancies, and the question
of remuneration, there s'ems plenty of room for improve-
ment, and I think if the advertisers cou'd put themselves in

the applicant's shoes, th' y would do differently.

Take this week's vaca'icies; (1) For an assistant: the
position might be worth anything between ±150 ajjd £450.
(2) Electrical engineer for the Port of London : might be
paid at any rate between i'4U0 and i'1.200. (3) Ship engi-
neer : no details of size of station and no particulars of salary
asked for; and many others that did not interest me.

Surely the parties concerned know how much they are
going to pay, and as things are at present it is generally pos-
sible to obtairi a man who is prepared to work below his
own market value. It seems distinctly unfair to the appli-
cants, and it would save the advertisers a lot of trouble if

the wages hanging on to the jobs were published.
If one undervalues one's services there is a fair chance of

not getting an appointment that may be worth more than
the figure suggested by the applicant, and if the opposite
course is adopted, again an opportunity of obtaining suit-
able emplovment mav be lost,

A.M. I.E. E., &e.
June 3rd, 1922.

REVIEWS.

Modern Methods of Welding as applied to Workshop Practice.

By J. H. Davies. Pp. xviii-l-263; figs. 132. London:
Constable & Co., Ijtd. Price 21s. net.

This is one of the books which make the kindly reviewer
sad at heart. It might so easily have been a thoroughly good
and useful guide to the would-be craftsman and to his in-

structors. Unfortunately the author has neither arranged
what he desired to impart in a clear and orderly sequence, nor
has he learned to write English correctly and simply. In
consequence the book is a perpetual irritant to any reader
with a sense for language, and a confusing guide to any
who come fresh to the subject without sufficient knowledge
to see through the author's ambiguities, to fill up his incom-
plete statements, and to correct his errors. It is fair to say
that there are not many positive errors of statement and
that some of these are probably due to imperfect correction of

proofs.

The author is a member of the teaching staff of Leeds
LTniversity, and that he should have written a book which
teems with examples of bad English lends point to the re-

cent complaints of sorne of our " pastors and masters," that
inability to write good English is a common fault among
those supposed to be educated, and their protest that the
teacher in any subject in an English school or college should
be incidentally a teacher of English.
The bulk of the book deals with acetylene welding.
Mr. Davies evidently understands this method very

thoroughly, and is probably a successful teacher in the class-

room and at the bench. But he does not understand the
use of the written word as a teaching medium. Consequently,
whilst anyone who aspires to train acetylene welders in

the whole mystery of that craft may find the book useful in

its detailed descriptions of apparatus and methods, he will

wish that the author had arranged his work in a more or-

derly fashion, and had not divagated into theoretical sub-
jects or repeated himself so often.

These excursions into chemical, physical, and metallurgical
theory are unfortunate. The statements are frequently so
incomplete as to be either meaningless or misleading to a
reader with no previous knowledge of the subjects, irritating

and superfluous to a reader who has such a knowledge. They
are not always so accurate as they might be.

The chapter on oxy-acetylene cutting is one of the best,

giving a fuller description of the apparatus, the methods
of using it, conditions to be observed, and capabilities of the
process than has previously come under the reviewer's notice.
Its use has not been so fully developed in this country as it

merits.

Out of the thirty-nine chapters, only six are devoted to
the various forms of electric welding. The writer is not
very happy in his handling of electrical subjects and mea-
surements, and does not appear to have the intimate prac-
tical knowledge of any form of electric welding, which is

manifested in his treatment of acetylene welding.

The chapter on "Eye Protection in Iron W'elding Opera-
tions " is quite useful, giving the transmission spectra of a
number of named glasses, and correctly pointing out that
good transmission in the yellow-green, combined with opa-
city in the infra-red, red, violet, and ultra-violet portions of

the spectrum is the ideal to be aimed at in selecting screens
for hoods and goggles.

The book has no index, a fault in any book, more serious

in this one than usual, because of the lack of arrangement
in the matter. Some of tbe illustrations are not well de-

scribed by the legends below them.
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It is distasteful to have to write thus of a book to which
the writer has certainly devoted much labour, time and
knowledge. If he tries his hand again he will be well

advised to devote more attentioQ id the arrangement of his

matter, to enlist the assistance oi someone with a sense of

style, and either to leave theorj alone or make his theo-

retical explanations at once more ( omplete and more precise.

Hays of Positive Electricity, and their Application to Chemical
Analysis. By Sir J. J. Thompson, O.M., F;R.S. Pp. x+
237 ; tigs. 4'2, plates 9. London : Longmans, Green & Co.

Price 16s. net.

Science is a plant that struggles upward to the Ught by

very many shoois, out iney do not all grow at lue same speeu,

or at least tliey do not all grow wiin equal speea at tUe

same time. Ou tue contrary, notaole growth taKes place

now at one place, now at another, and me public interest

natui'ally centres at tlie particular place where growth is

lastest. It IS mdeed there that everyone Uuds nope the

strongest, because in the truest sense ibe growtn oi one is

tne growth ot all, tor tbere is no teilmg wbat unsuspected
neip, by way ot law or analogy, may be forthconimg from
any quarter, however remote, it it oe Irom a part of the

great tree ot knowledge that is to bear the whole truth. Each
half centui'y, each quarter century even, is characterised by
the progress made therein, according to the particular de-

partment, of science where progress was greatest. At the

ijresent time the germmating bud which promises most of

immediate attamment ls the structure of the atom. Here
at any moment some discovery may be made, destmed to

immensely advance our knowledge of science and revolu-

tionise perhaps both industry and commerce. i*'or this reason

books hke that before us, which epitomise recent progress m
and about this region of a<:tive growth, are sure of a hearty

welcome, which will be the better deserved in this case, in

that the problems involved are treated with unusual
clearness and lucidity. As is seen by the sub-title, the author
particularly addresses himself to the task of showing the

advantages to be gained by usmg the positive ray for pur-

poses of chemical analysis. If only the appliances required

for the production of high vacua are available, the method
offers few difficulties of technique, and is sui'prismgly sensi-

tive. It is even more sensitive than the spectrum analysis,

and does not need more than an infinitesimal amount of

material, while special piuitication is unnecessary. The
main interest of the book, in the form in which it first

appeared, as far back as 1913, centred in this application of

the positive rays. The present edition contains much matter
even more poignant. Especial attention is given to those
properties of the positive rays which shed light on problems
of the structure of atoms and molecules and combinations
of molecules. The examination of the gases given out
when solids are bombarded by cathode rays, is fully des-

cribed in a manner that cannot fail to fasten the attention

of anyone who takes an interest in the progress of science

at its growing point. The passage dealing with the nature
of X, the substance " giving the 3-line " is positively thrill-

ing to anyone capable of emotional response to problems of

discovery. There is really no reason why the sole sotirce of

emotions of this kind should be confined to discovery of

crime. " The origin of the line ml e=S.o " is the heading of

a section of some seven or eight pages equally exciting. The
determination of atomic weights by the positive rays means
hard work and perseverance in detail and routine; it repre-

sents the more prosaic aspects of investigation and occupies
the last pages of this admirable volume.
To persons on the look-out for money-making inventions,

the book may also be commended, because the field it

covers is just the field where new and useful applications of

Science to art are most likely to be found at this moment.
Many new and unexpected l)ehaviours of atoms of the various
elements, under reproducible electric conditions, are des-

cribed, some of which are sure to be bearers of fortune to the
enterprising individual who first perceives how they may
be applied to assist the every-day purposes of his fellow men.

Modern Electrical Theory. Supplemental^ chapters. " Series
Spectra." By Norman Egbert Campbell. Pp. vi-HllO;
figs. 4. London : Cambridge University Press. Price
10s. 6d. net.

The author desires that his book on " Modern Electrical
Theory " should be always up to date, and as the progress of
the science is too rapid to permit of fresh editions following
one another fast enough to keep up with it, he has adopted
the plan of writing a series of monographs dealing with the
more important advances in physics, as they occur, in the
form of supplementary chapters to his book, numbered
accordingly. This is Chapter XV., the first of the supple-
mentary series, and contains references by chapter and page
number to Chapters I.-XIV. of the book as already published.
Any one who desires to begin the study of some of the strange
problems which have arisen from recent advances in the inves-
tigation of radiation, cannot do better than possess himself
of this work. The subjects treated of embrace the origin of

homogeneous radiation, the regularity of spectral series, the
intensity of spectral Unes, band spectra. X-ray spectra, and,
finally, the states of an atom wherein is sought the explana-
tion of all these phenomena. The phenomena of radiation,
as most people are now aware, seem to defy any means of
explanation by classical mechanics. Herein lies the fascina-
tion of the new research. The dominion of Newton's laws can
be shaken off without reproach, and this gives t, huge free-

dom for the scientific imagination to disport itself, which is

to many minds an irresistible attraction. There will always
be people to declare that the new mechaiiics creates more
problems than it disposes of, but adventurous minds werej
never deterred by considerations of this kind.
The complexity of the spectra of even the simplest bodies,

e.g., hydrogen, has always been a puzzle to phy.sicists. What
at first were taken to be single lines were soon found to
separate into cornponents when greater dispersal was ob-
tained, and when lurther decomposition came to an end the
component lines remained of a definite breadth, involving a
vai'iation in frequency of vibration which was hard to explain
until it was found to be accounted for by the motion of the
emitting molecule, on much the same principle as the chang-
ing pitch of a locomotive whistle as it passes you is explained
by i*s altered motion in respect to the position in which you
stand. Next, the various frequencies implied in the several
lines of a spectmm were found to be capable of being ex-

pressed as differences between certain quantities called tcnux.
Of course quantities can always be found such that their

differences serve to express any arbitrary number of fre-

quencies whatever. But here it was discovered that the terms
having been determined, every difference between any pair

of terms expressed the frequency of a spectral hue. Conse-
quently there could be no doubt that the existence of these
terms corresiMnded to something of physical importance, and
that that something must be looked for in the constitution
and behaviour of the atom. Now, an atom of hydrogen, con-
sisting as it does of one electron revolving about a proton,
might be expected to create a spectrum of few lines, but this

is far from the truth. In an admirable passage beginning on
page 39, the author explains why, and gives at the same time
a lucid account of the reasons that lead to the abandonment of

the Newtonian mechanics as a possible means of explaining
this difficulty, and others by which the subject is beset.

Factory Accounts in Principle and Practice. By GjVRCKE and
Fells. Eevised by J. M. Fells, C.B.E. Pp. xx-l-290.

Illustrated. London : Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price
15s. net.

This work, which was first published in 1887, has now
reached the seventh edition, the sixth having appeared in
1911; no better testimony to its value as a standard work
could be desired. It has now been brought up-to-date by Mr.
Fells, to whom Mr. Garcke records his indebtedness, and ia
a foreword the former discusses the subject of " cost account-
ing " on a scientific basis, and the growing appreciation of

its importance. When " Factory Accounts " was first pub-
lished, the subject was receiving little attention ; nowadays it

is realised that a continuous ascertainment of the costs of-

production is indispensable to the efficient conduct of a
factory. This is but another instance of the development of

a science by the application of accurate measurement, from
the primitive stage in which estimates {i.e., guess-work) are

relied upon. Consequently, when measurement is applied,

the necessity of accurate terminology becomes apparent, and
in the foreword Mr. Fells dwells upon the difficulties that ac-

countancy has met with in the course of its development, due
to the laxity of usage in this respect, as well as the erroneous
conclusions that may result from ah improper choice of the
units on which the statement of costs is based. Such ob-

stacles can only be removed by close co-operation between the
technician and the accountant.
Remarking in the preface that the new edition appears

at a time of marked iiicl\i.strial unrest, and " dissatisfaction on
the part of both employers and employed with the existing

relations between Capital and Labour," the authors state

that these questions have become too important to be dealt

with in a technical work, and they have, therefore, omitted
the chapter on "Method.-; of Remunerating Labour," which 1 >

appeared in previous editions; they record their opinion, in

which we heartily concur, that the regrettable difference of

view as to such matters between the parties prevents the at-

1

tainment of the highest degree of efficiency in production, and .

is to the prejudice ot all interests.

New Cable M'orks in Germany-—.V new cable factory isl

being erected at Ketschendorf. on the Spree, by the Germap i

Cable Works Co.. of Lichteuherg, Berlin, and the works are (

said to be making good progress. It is estimated that the

expenditure on the factory will amount to lOO.OOO.OtXI marks,

which is partly to be defrayed by an increase of 40.000.000

marks in the company's share capital, of which one-half will

be issued at the price of 900 per cent.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

William Francis, 4, Prospect
Place, Cheam. Surrey, electrical engineer.—The first meeting
ol' the creditors of the above was held on May 30th at 20,

Iliis.sell Square, W.C.J,. The statement of affairs showed lia-

bihtie,s of £111. while the assets were estimated to realise j62'2,

from which ±'13 had to be deducted for preferential claims,

leaving net a.ssets of £9, or a, deficiency of ±70. Debtor
attributed his failure to losses on contracts and high interest

paid to moneylenders. It appeared that prior to August, 1915,

debtor was employed as an electrician. In August, 1916, he
started business as ao electrician at his present address with-

out capital. The business steadily increased until early in

1920, when he made a loss on a sub-contract and was sued by
a creditor for ±'3(i. He had had recourse to money-lenders. A
full set of books had not beeq kept. Debtor became aware of

his po-sition in April, 1920. The case, being a summary one,

was. left in the hands of the Olficial Receiver as trustee of tha

estate. The following are creditors :
—

Friswell, Sir C. ...

Southern f^lectric Co.

B.E. Co
, Johnston, G. \V. ...

General Cable Mfg. Co.
Newbald & Co., E.

Reginald Silver Magson, trading as R. S. Magson & Co.,

10, Stoney Stanton Road, Coventry, electrical engineer.

—

The first meeting of creditors herein was held recently at the

Official Receiver's office. The Barracks, Smithford Street,

Coventry. According to the statement of affairs the liabili-

ties amounted to £497, while there was a fully-secured

credikir for ±10-5, holding securities valued at ±130, leaving a

surplus of £'2A. The net assets were ±283, or a deficiency of

±'213. Debtor attributed hLs position to illness of himself

and family. The case being a .summary one, was left in the

hands of the Official Receiver as trustee. The following are

creditors :
—

375 Ley'ton Timber Co.
17 Rowe & Ball

, 10 Reeves, A. H.
. 50 Howard, H. VV. ..

, 40 Times Electric Co.
12

Balmford, W.
Drake & Gorha

'.Franklin, J. J.

26 Hutt Bros
26 Magson, W

130 Morris
30 Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.JGeneral Ele

. George Hill, George Noble, and Edgar Cowley, trading

as George Hill & Co., -li Chantry Lane, Gt. Grimsby, elec-

trical engineers.—The pubUc examination of these debtors

was held on June 1st at the Town Hall, Gt. Grimsby. The
statement of affairs showed liabihties of ±4'26, and there was
a deficiency of ±217. It appeared that the business was
commenced by G. E. Hill and G. Noble in January, 1919,

with a joint capital of ±'200, provided in equal shares. In

November, 19'20, E. Cowley joined them, bringing in a

borrowed capital of ±1.50. Debtors estimated their turnover in

1919 at ±1,0(X), in 19-20 at ±2,000, and in 19'21 at ±1,400. No
balance sheets had been prepared. Tliey became aware of

their position about a year ago. They attributed their failure

to loss on contracts, insufficient capital, and loss on stock

owing to fall in prices.

.1. G. Grieve and A. .\. Manges (the Fp-to-dat<^ Electrical

and Mechanical Engineers), electrical and mechanical engi

neers, 14, West Bute Street, Cardiff.—Receiving order made
May 31st, on debtors' own petition.

T. G. CoATON (T. G. Coaton & Co.), electrical engineers,

16, Humberstone Road, Leicester.—Receiving order made
May 29th on debtor's own petition.

Company Liquidation.

—

Aqua Electric Co., Ltd., electric

geyser, &c., manufacturers, 116, Putney Bridge Road, London,
S.W.15.—In pursuance of the provision of the Companies
(Consolidation) Act, a meeting of the creditors of the above
was held on Monday, at the chartered Institute of Secretaries,

59a. London Wall, London, E.G. Mr. C. H. McKnight, C.A.,
36, New Bond Street, London, E.G., stated that the company
had gone into voluntary liquidation, and had appointed him
as liquidator. He had prepared a statement of affairs, from
which it appeared the habilities totalled ±1,.586, made up as
follows : trade creditors, ±.530 ; creditors for rent, electricity,

and gas, ±99; and unsecured cash creditors. ±958. The assets
were estimated to realise ±250, or a deficiency of ±1,336 so
far as the unsecured creditors were concerned. The assets
consisted of book debts, ±135. estimated to reaUse ±100; plant,
tools and stock (book values), ±700, expected to produce
flOO; and furniture ±309, valued at ±.50. In addition the
drawings appeared in the books at ±.320, and patents and ex-
perimental expenditure totalled ±3,171. No value was placed
on these two items in the statement of affairs. After a short
discussion a resolution was passed confirming the voluntary
liquidation of the company, with Mr. McKnight as liquidator.
The following are creditors :

—

e £
The Aluminium Plant 4 Vessel Ward. Perks & Terry 39

Co.. Ltd. ... 188 Kensington Stamping Co., Ltd. 13
The Delancy Tool Si Enginetr- Wade, George Ltd 26
mg Works 72 Midland Presswork Co., Ltd. ... 11

Butler, Spragg & Co., Utd. ... 9t Lemuel Eell &• Co 10
Westminster Tool » Electric Creditors Ufld.r flO 83

Co., LW 31

Dissolution of Partnership.—H. J. Marsden & Co., auto-
mobile, electrical and mechanical engineers, De Montfort
Street, Leicester.—Mr. H. J. Marsden and Mr. E. J. Hutchin-
son have dissolved partnership. Mr. Marsden will attend to
debts.

Private Arrangements.

—

John Thomas, 19, Porth Street,
Porth, Rhondda Valley, plumber, gasfitter and electrical engi-
neer.—The creditors were called together recently at the
offices of Messrs. Clarke, Dovey & Co., accountants, Cardiff,

when a statement of affairs was presented, which showed
liabilitie.s of ±1,305. The indebtedness to the trade was ±8'22,

the balance being in respect of cash claims. There was also

a fully-secured creditor for ±150. After allowing ±31 for pre-
ferential claims the assets were estimated to realise ±'212, or
a deficiency of ±1,093. The assets consisted of stock at cost
±'2'20, ,expected to produce ±147 ; fixtures, fittings, and uten-
sils, ±'29; hfe policy, ±10; and good book debts, ±57. Book
debts of the face value of ±226 were written off as bad. It

was stated that the debtor commenced business in January,
1920. with a capital of about ±630, and took over an existing
business. At the outset the turnover was ±33 per week, and
it went up to ±45 weekly, but had now dropped to ±28 a
week. The gross profit was estimated at about 15 per cent.,

while the outgoings were ±13 weekly. Sympathy was ex-

pressed with the debtor, and it was decided to accept a com-
position of 6s. 8d. in the ±, payable as to 2s. Gd. in three
months, '2s. 6d. in six months, and Is. Sd. in nine months.
It was also decided that the matter should be carried through
under a deed of assignment with Mr. S. E. Clutterbuck, of

Messrs. Clarke, Dovey & Co., as trustee, with a committee of

inspection. The following are creditors :
—

£ £

116 Shenton & Co.
26 Smith, J. and W. B.
16 Vivian & Sons

. 17 Wittv & Wyatt
24 Wholesale Fittings Co.

Baxendale & Co. ...

Catterson & Sons, S. P.
English Electric and

Supplies, Ltd.
General Electric Co.
Horwood & Co.
Ingersoll W'atch Co.
Morgan & Sons, D.
Mills, Henry IS

TopiELD & Robinson, Ltd., electrical engineers. Edmund
Street, Birmingham.—In response to a circular letter issued

by Messrs. Bailey, Cox & Co., solicitors, a conference of the
creditors of the above was held recently at the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce, Birmingham, when a statement of

affairs was presented, which showed ranking liabilities of

±10,755, made up as follows : unsecured creditors, ±2,476

;

bankers. ±8,079; and contingent Uability, ±200. The assets

consisted of cash in hand, ±30 ; book debts, ±2,000 ; stock-in-

trade and work in progress, ±4,500; furniture and fittings,

±'200; and plant and machinery, ±270; or a deficiency of

±3,755. With regard to the claim of the bank, it held de-

bentures to the extent of ±8,'0OO. It was reported that the
business was incorporated in May, 19'20, with a nominal capi-

tal of ±10,000. of which ±6,.500 had been allotted and paid for

in cash. The company took over the Birmingham business

of another concern as from November 1st, 1919, paying
±1,880 for the goodwill. The first year's trading_ showed a

profit of something like ±.300, but in the succeeding twelve
months there was a heavy loss, which approached ±4,000.

That loss was largely due to heavy purchases of goods which
could not be readily sold, and had since depreciated very
seriously in price. The directors had never received any fees.

The company also opened a London office, which resulted in

a loss of over ±1,0(X), and was closed. The company had
effected economies to the extent of at least ±1,300 a year,

and also had a number of profitable orders on hand. The
creditors unanimously decided to leave their accounts in

abeyance for a period of six months, during which time they
would not exercise any pressure subject to the directors re-

porting to a committee of inspection every three months, and
to a report being issued by the committee at the end of six

months. The committee consisted of the representatives of

Callender's Cable Co., Sterns Electric Co., W. T. Henley's
Telegraph Works, Co., the English Electric Co., and the
Wholesale Traders' Association.

Trade Announcements.—The North-Eastern district office of

Messrs. Ferguson, Pailin & Co., Ltd., has been removed to

90, Pilgrim Street. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Telephone number :

Central 5574. Telegraphic address :
" Tension, Newcastle-on-

Tyne."
The Jeary Electrical Co., Ltd., has removed to larger

premises in Glasgow at 95, Waterloo Street. It is carrying
large stocks. Mr. John Grogan is Scottish manager. Tele-

phone number : Central 5329.

Messrs. Hill & Provo, late with Gill & Cb., have com-
menced business as electrical engineers at 36, St. Michael's

Street, Oxford.
Messrs. Albert Lee & Co., lyro., announce that Mr. W. P.

Kerr, their Midlands and Northern representative, having
resigned, the ground wi"l. for the time being, be worked by
the managing director, Mr. Thomns Harris, and the general

mannj^^r, Mr .T Edward Aildf^a
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Kadio Instruments, Ltd., is the name of a new company
foi-med for the production of wireless instruments of new
design. Mr. J. Joseph, M.I.E.E.. who has recently resigned
his position as general manager for Mr. H. W. Sullivan, is
managing director of the new company. We understand that
he has been associated with the design and manufacture of
wireless instrmnents for the past 23 years. Mr W A
Appleton, M.B.B., M.I.R.E., late Admiralty Technical Re-
search Officer at H.M. Signal School, Portsmouth, has been
appointed Director of Research, and Chief Designer to the com-
pany, which has an illustrated and descriptive catalogue in
course of preparation. The works, offices, and show-rooms are
situated at 12a, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street. London,
W.G.I. A special department will deal with laboratory stan-
dards and radio measuring instruments, and the company will
also advise on high frequency and radio work.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Steam Fittings Co., Ltd.,
West Drayton, Middlesex. — Two illustrated and priced
pamphlets dealing respectively with electric temperature regu-
lators "for rooms and liquids," and a thermo-confactor for
giving alarms when a certain temperature is reached.
The SiLCMiNiTE Insulator Co., Ltd., The Green, Southall,

Middlesex.—An illustrated catalogue giving a description of
" Siluminite '; insulating material, and details of sheets,
insulators, and moulded fittings of this substance.
Messrs. Higgs Bros., Sand Pits, Birmingham.—Monthly

magazine for June, containing stock lists of d.c. dynamos
and motors and a.c. generators; notes on the setting of
briish-holders, and humorous items.
Messrs. Sieiiens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Caxton House, West-

minster, S.W.I.—An illustrated booklet giving a full descrip-
tion of the construction and uses of the " Multiversal " test-
ting set made by Messrs. Elliott Bros. (London), Ltd.
The New Italian Art Association, Ltd., 38, Newman Street,

^y-l-~"Two illustrated lists showing examples of alabaster-bowl
lighting fittings in numerous styles.
The Electrical Alloy Co., 4, Regent Square, W.G.I.—

A

publication deahng with resistance wires and ribbons for elec-
trical heating purposes, embodying a set of charts for deter-
mining the current-carrying capacity of ribbons and strips, &c.
The Edison Swan Electric Co., fyri)., Ponders End, Middle-

sex.—List No. AA 2-33, containing a description of the manu-
facture of " Ediswan " accumulators, and giving illustrations
and prices of various types.
Automotive Products Co., 3. Berners Street, W.I.—Two

illustrated pamphlets describing link " V " belting. Priced.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd., Garrison I>ane, Birmingham.—List

No. 909, containing very full illustrated details of conduits and
accessories, includmg junction boxes, wall plugs, tools, &c.
Prices are given upon a separate card.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co report
June 6th:—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £71 10s., 20s. increase;
do. do. sheets, no change; do. do. wire rods, £81 10s., 20s. in-
crease; do. do. h.c. wire, lO^d., Jd. increase.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report June 7th :—Copper
bars (best selected), sheet and rod, £94, £2 increase; English
pig lead, £26, 15s. decrease.

E.D.A. Activities.—The Electrical Development Associa-
tion has published an abstract of the lecture on " Electro-
Farming," recently delivered by Mr. R. Borlase Matthews,

-

M.I.B.E., before a joint meeting of the Irish Centre of the
I.E.E., and the Royal Dublin Society.
The Association has sent us a copy of the order form used

by the Winchester Electricity Department. At the head of
this form the details of the supply are given, with an
additional note that motors of over 2 h.p. are connected across
the " outers " of the city's three-wire system. To give these
particulars is not a general practice, but is obviously of great
advantage, as this essential information is likely to" be over-
looked when ordering apparatus.

Book Notices.—" Tlie Electrician Tables of Electricity
Undertakings, 1922." (1.32 pp.) London : Benn Bros.. Ltd.
Price 10s. net.—The altered arrangement of the data instituted
last year has been retained; this is an advantage permitting
of quick reference. Among the new features of the present
edition is a section devoted to data regarding Chilean under-
takings. Additional information in connection with vehicle
charging, showrooms, &,c., appears, and the charges have been
brought up to date, although these are still fluctuating, chiefly
downward. Another feature of interest is an index to article's

describing numerous undertakings which have appeared in the
Electrician.

" The Official Municipal Year Book for South Africa,"
edited by W. P. M. Henderson and F. G. Pay (415 pp.). Cape
Town : Publishers, P.O. Box 1130. London : E. G. Allen and
Sons, Ltd. Price 25s. net.—This useful directory re-appears
after an absence of eight years, during which period the joint
editors were upon active service. Every city and township in
the Dominion is included, and the information given com-
prises historical and topographical data, lists of officers, rate-
able value. &c. Section VI., which deals with electric light
and power undertakings, takes up an important part of the
volume, and the. information contained in the section is very
detailed in every case. Several items in a digest of legal
decisions possess interest for the supplier of goods ' to the

country. We consider that the book should prove a great aii

to all British manufacturers and exporters, as indicating poe
sible markets for their goods. To electrical manufacturer
the section devoted to electricity supply should be o
additional value.
The British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association ha.

just issued in its quarterly Bulletin, a union Ust of periodical
of interest for reference on industrial metallurgy. The ser
vice provided by 14 Ubraries in London, Birmingham and Maij
Chester is clearly indicated so far as concerns the 118 periodi
cals which have been selected, and the next edition wil
include additional libraries and periodicals which experiena
with the present list suggests as desirable.

" The Engineer's Year-Book," edited by H. R. Kempe
M.Inst.C.E., and W. Hanneford Smith, M.Inst.Met. Pp
Ixxxvi-t- 2,520; figs. 2,2.50. London : Crosby Ixickwood & Son
Price 30s. net.—The issue of this famihar old friend for 1922—
the 29th year of publication— is practically the same siz«

as that of the previous year, obsolete matter haviijg beer
cut out to make room for the new sections and other addi
tions. The volume has certainly reached the limiting dimen
sions for convenient handling, and if the binding were no'
so excellent it would hardly endure a twelvemonth's usage
The very large section dealing with " Steam Power,'
which occupies 245 pages, has been entirely recast and, ii

great part, rewritten by Dr. T. B. Morley, and some twent;
other sections have been revised and extended. There i"

hardly a phase of engineering practice that is not dealt wit)
in this compendium, which contains a bewildering mass o
information in condensed form; one cannot turn over th
pages without coming across some item which rivets the al

tentioq of the reader. Apart from its advantages to th
professional engineer, we wonder whether teachers of eng
neermg in general appreciate the value of this book to thei
students; as an educational work it is unexcelled by an
textbook that we have ever seen. Speaking of textbooi;
reminds us of a suggestion that we had in mind—that th

insertion of short bibliographies, or references to standai
works, at the end of each section would take up httle spac.

and would materially add to the value of the Year-Book.
" Marine Wireless Pocket Book," by W. H. Marchai

(180 pp.). London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Co., Ltd. Price 6

net.—In this work is contained a concise description of a

the apparatus used in ships' wireless equipments. A vei

wide field is covered, the systems of various companies recei

ing full attention. The first part is devoted to pow.
plant. Section IT. deals with instruments and apparati
generally, while actual examples are described in Sectioi

In. and rV. The fifth section deals with wave-meters ai

the measurement of wave-length, inductance, and capacit

.1 number of useful tables appear. The final section contai
regulations, abbreviations, codes, &c., and other general i

formation.
" Model Questions and Answers on the Thermionic Valve

by Clifford Jones (44 pp.). Glasgow ; James Munro & Ci

Ltd. Price 26. 6d. net.—This book, as the introducti'

states, has been compiled for the purpo.se of assisting studer
who are studying for the Postmaster-General's first-class ci

tificate. Commencing with the elements of the subject, t

work leads up to the use of valves in various connections a
different types of construction : it appears to meet the pi

pose for which it was written in a very full manner.
" Radio Questions and An.swers," by Ai'thur R. Wilsc

Pp. 86. London : McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.. Ltd. Pn
5s. net.—This work is intended to aid students and operate

who are about to take the examination for the ra(

operators' licences issued by the U.S. Government. It

assumed that the reader understands radio operation a

theory completely, and the book serves to amplify inforn

tion on a number of salient points. It deals with the c(

struction and working of apparatus, storage batteries a

power plant. An important section is that on " Laws a

Traffic Regulations."
" Wireless at Home," by Capt. H. de A. Donisthon

(46 pp.) London : Percival Marshall & Co. Price 6d. net 'r

This is an elementary treatise on the subject, written in m'
technical language, suitable for those who wish to erect snrl

receiving stations without going too deeply into the subj 5

of " wireless." Apart from de.^cribing installations, the bo ^

let also contains a great deal of interesting general matte I

Technologic Paper No. 209 of the I^.S. Bureau of Standar^
" Thermal Stresses in Chilled Iron Car Wheels" (40 pp.
plates). Washington : Government Printing Office. Pri«|
cents.—This describes a method of testing car wheels in

laboratory under conditions approximating to tho.se which
present when brakes are applied on long grades, and
measuring the stresses in the wheels due to the heating of

tread while the hub remains cool.
" Industrial Motor Control." bv A. T. Dover. Pp. xii-f!

figs. 5-5. Price 2s. 6d. net. ;
" Industrial Oxygen," by P. H.

Kempton. Pp. xii-f 104. Price 2s. 6d. net. London : Sij;

Pitman & Sons, Ltd.
" An Introduction to the Principles of Industrial Adn

tration." bv A. P. M. Fleming and H. J. Brocldehurst.

vii-1-140. 19 figs. London: Sir I. Pitman & Sons.
3s. 6d. net.

" The Outline of Science." edited by Prof. J. A. Thoj

in two vols. Illustrated. London : Geo. Newnes, Ltd,
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The A.E.G. in Austria.—The A.E.G., of Berlin, and the
A.B.G. Union Electricity Co., of Vienna, are each providing

one-half of the capital of a new company with a share capi-

tal of 500,000,000 Austrian crowns, under the title of the

A.E.G. Union Works, which will take a lease for 30 years of

the existing Vienna company's works at Stedlau-Hii'sch-

stetten. In future the A.E.G. Union Electricity Co. will act

as sales company for the new manufacturing company, and
other sales companies, in which the Berlin A.E.G. will have
half the share capital, will be formed for the Succession

States, Poland and Dantsig, Rumania, and Bessarabia.

A Voltage=Drop Calculator.—Messrs. Drake & Gorham
Wholesale, Ltd., have produced a useful device for calculat-

ing the voltage drop in lines of which the length, area, and
current are known. It is in book form, to fit the pocket, and
is obtainable from the company for the sum of 3s. 6d.

Sports.—The twenty-seventh annual athletic and cycling
tournament, in support of the Dublin United Tramways
Employes' Provident Fund, will be held at Lansdowne Road,
on Saturday, July 29th.

The Petrograd Accumulator Trust.—Two questions at pre-

sent constitute the chief care of the Petrograd Accumulator
Trust, namely, the supply of the factories with raw material
and the settlement of accounts with clients. The supply of the

Trust with raw material is the more diificult, as the leading

raw materials required before the war were imported almost
exclusively from abroad. Such were, for example, chemically
pure lead, which it is impossible to obtain in Russia. How
far the stocks of lead were reduced can be seen in that during
the last four years the former " Tudor " factory obtained no
more than 1.5,000 poods of lead, the "Reks" factory 3,000

poods, and the " Tern " factory 6,000 poods, whereas the normal
consumption of one factory alone, the Tudor, amounted to

between 6,000 and 8,000 poods of soft lead per month. The
reserves of new lead are completely exhausted, and the fac-

tories are supplying themselves mostly from old batteries.

These are being resmelted; but the material obtained is not
suitable to the work it is intended for. Not less urgent is the
requirement of the Trust of potash salt, chloride of calcium,

&c.

The chief electrical section bought considerable parcels of

salts and calcium, namely, 25,000 poods, abroad, and these goods
are now in Revel. With regard to lead, the Trust is seeking
to work on its 0';\'n resources. It is proposed to use lead waste
found in the factories and to organise the production of small
lead In exchange for this the concern obtains from the Union
of Hunters, furs, payable at long date, and it exchanges the

furs abroad for soft lead. It is self-evident, however, that to

carry on this peouhar combination requires a certain amount
of time. To settle accounts with the buyers proves to be par-

ticularly difficult for the Tnist, as it is working almost exclu-

Fively for Government requirements. Sixty per cent, of the

orders of the Trust are for the military department, and 40
per cent, for other Government sections. Meantime the buyers
have been paying slowly, and the position is further complicated
by the fact that even in the best case when a department does
pay its account it tenders money with such delay that in view
of the rapid decline in the exchange, the full pajTnent of the
account to the Trust amounts, in fact, to only a part of the
value of the order. In connection with this, the question of

credits at the disposal of the various departments leads to the
assumption that settlements with the Trust will be made
more normal, and so facilitate its operations.

The factories of the Trust are assured of fuel for a consider-

able time. Besides, this Trust in common with other electrical

trusts in Petrograd. shares, in the barter system, with the
Petrograd fuel department in the delivery of fuel. As the
summer time is the most suitable for working at the factories

of the Trust, where a number of the operations are listed as

injurious, and much work is done in practically open air, the
Ti-ust has decided to work uninterruptedly throughout the
summer.

Patents Extension.—.A petition has been presented to the
High Court by Mr. Charles Smith, of Tynwald, Birdhurst
Rise, South Croydon, for the extension of patents granted to
him, numbered 16,342 of 1906, and 22,525 of 1907. for inven-
tions and improvements in fire and temperature alarms or
indicators, and it will be heard in London on July 4th.

Wolfram Lamp Works.—The rebuilding of the works of
the Wolfram Lamp Co., of Augsburg, which was burnt down
two or three years ago, was commenced in 1921, and it

is expected that production will be resumed by the end of
the present year.

British Trade Ship.^We are asked to state that in view
of recent announcements of a projected voyage round the world
by the steamship Orontes, renamed British Trade, confusion
has arisen between this voyage and that arranged for another
vessel under the auspices of British Trade Ship, Ltd., of which
Earl Grey is chairman. Tlie Orontes, or British Trade, has
no connection whatever with British Trade Ship, Ltd., whose
proposal is to build a special ship for the purpose of an
exhibition and send her round the world in 1924.

The Holidays.—The works of the Metropolitan-Vickers
•Electrical Co., Ltd., at Trafford Park and Sheffield, which
ha.ve been closed from June 1st for the annual holidays, will
re-open on the rooming of Monday next, June 12th.

Electrical Production in Russia.—According to the accounts
and statistical report of the Chief Electrical Section, the
concerns engaged in the electrical industry have considerably
increased their productivity during the lust few months com-
pared with the beginning of the year. Thus, the Volta and
Barantche establishments produced electrical apparatus as fol-

lows :—In Januarv, to the value of 7,400,000 gold roubles; in

February, 11,500,000 gold roubles; and in March, 10,600,000
gold roubles. This has been done with a relatively small
increase in the personnel, namely, an increase of eighteen
on a personnel of 4(X), whilst there has been a reduction of 22
hands of the non-labouring class. The production of the
" Dynamo " factory shows an increase of 103 per cent, in

March over February ; whilst the AlexeiefE Cable Works pro-

duced in March more than double its output in January.
The production of incandescent lamps, beginning with last

December, has increased ste,Tdily in the Moscow factories.

In that month the production was 128,000; in January it

was 144.000; in February 163,000; and in March 177,000.
The position is not so favourable with the Petrograd lamp
factory, called the " Svyetlana." There, on the contrary,
there has been a decline since December for want of material
—particularly bulbs. Data on the Petrograd Telegraph Tele-
phone Trust also shows some decline in the production of

Morse instruments, and the Geisler factory discloses a
reduction in March compared with February.

For Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs.
Geering & Colyer will sell by auction on June 16th, at H.M.
Naval Depot. Dover, electrical equipment, comprising genera-
tors, meter and feeder panels, switchboards, electric hghting
sets, &c.
By order of the executors of P. F. Huddleston, deceased,

Messrs.. H. Butcher & Co. will .sell by auction, on June 27th,
at the Grove Hall, Hammersmith, a quantity of electrical

stores and accessories. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Safeguarding of Indu.stries Act.

—

Vulcanised Fibre.—In
response to a complaint from the British Electrical & Allied
Manufacturers' Association that vulcanised fibre, manufactured
in the United States, is being sold or offered for sale at prices

below the British cost of production, the Board of Trade is

setting up a committee. undei'"the chaii-manship of Sir Ber-
nard Mallett, K.C.B.. to investigate and report upon the
matter. The secretarv of this Committee is Mr. W. W. Hob-
son. Board of Trade. Great George Street, S.W.I. The first

sifting for the taking of evidence is to be held on June 20th
at 11 a.m., at 5. Old Palace Yard. Westminster, S.W.I.

A " Rawlplug " Book.—The Rawlpldg Co., Ltd., has
issued, at the price of Is., an illustrated booklet entitled
" Tips on Odd .Tobs about the House." This little publication
describes the essentials of a complete " handyman's " outfit,

and tells the reader how to set about the hundred-and-one
tasks which are the natural outcome of living in a house.

Effect of Taxation upon Trade in East and West Africa.

—

The Federation of British Industries has sent a communica-
tion to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, calling atten-

tion to the serious effect that the high level of taxation in

the British East and West .African Colonies is having upon
trade between the United Kingdom and these possessions.

Representatives of the Federation are to meet the Secretary
of State for the Colonies on June 14th, with a view to fur-

ther discussion on the subject.

C.A.V. Horns.

—

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.,
announce that, owing to the reduction of costs, due to

greatly-increased production, they are now able to reduce the
price of their C.A.V. horns. In addition they will shortly

have in production brackets that will greatly facihtate the
fitting of the horns to the majority of cars by the user himself

or by any agent.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Barrow.—Extension ok Supply.—At a recent meeting of

the Town Council, the Electricity Committee suggested the"

acceptance of the tender of Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.,

for the erection of an e.h.p. transmission line and l.p. distri-

bution line to Rampside and Roa Island at a cost of i;2,816,

subject to the Corporation Finance Committee's agreeing to

make good annually any loss in connection with the supply
up to a maximum of f200 and to the sanction of the Elec-

tricity Commissioners being obtained to the necessary loan.

Birmingham.—Year's Working.—The accounts of the elec-

tricity supply undertaking (Engineer : Mr. R. A. Chattock)

for the year ended March 31st last show a total income of

£1,041,844, comparing with jei,293,.521 in" the previous year.

Working expenses amounted to £725,042. as a.gainst £993,734,

leaving a groes surplus of £316,802 (£299.787). This was car-

ried to the profit and loss aecount, and to it was added
£34,661 from reserve as provision for unproductive capital on
the Necbellg works, and £1,686 bank interest, making a total

of dE353,149, Against this were charged loan interest, debt
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redemption instalments, &c., amounting to £312,391, leaving
a surplus of £40,858, as compared with £53,000 in 1920-21.
The total number of units sold fell from 13fi,021,417 to
111.038,406, decreases occurring in all branches of .supply. It
is of interest to note that the co.st of fuel and charges in con-
nection with this, decreased from £415,368 to £262,727, a
reduction of nearly 37 per cent., while the falling-off in the
sale of energy was less than 20 per cent. Wages and salaries
fell from £121.979 to £96,691.

Blackpool.—Year's Working.—The annual report on the
year's working of the electricity undertaking for the past
year shows a total income of £119.034, as compared with
£112,206 in the previous year. Working expenses amounted
to £82.294 (£83.321), leaving a gross profit of £36,740. After
deducting interest and other charges, there was a profit of
£14,322. In the previous year there was a surplus of £8,180.

Brighton.-Price Reduction.—The Town Council is
reducing the charges for electricity for lighting from 7d to
6d. per unit, and from 2Jd. to 1.95d. per unit to the tram-
ways.

_
Continental.

—

France.—In the course of their April ses-
.sions, the Councils-General of the Cotes du Nord and Mor-
bihan voted participation to the extent of two million
francs each in the company which is being formed for
the exploitation of a hydro-electric power station to be
constructed on the Haut Blavet. twenty km. from Pontivy.
An inter-departmental commission, appointed to study the
inethods by which the scheme is to be carried out, has de-
cided that work on the station is to be begun' shortly
Power at 45.000 V will be distributed' to the towns of
S.nint Brieuc. Pontivy. Baud. Laraballe. Dinan. Ploermel.
Auray. lK)rient. &c. The energv will be supplied at the maxi-mum price of 34 centimes per kWh for h.p. and 40 centimes
for l.p. Tlie Commission has decided, in order to prevent the
whole of the power being used for industrial purposes, to
reserve 25 ner cent, for domestic uses and for the driving of
farm rnttrhinerv.—Iienter'.i Trade Service (Paris).
A slight reduction in the price of electricity in Paris

is to be made in .Tulv (from 98 centimes neV kWh to
80 centimes) and a further reduction at the end nf the vear.
when it is honed that pre-war prices mav be reached. Tf the
lower prices for coal persist, the Municipality will be able to
make_ a con.sideraMe profit from the working of the city's
electricity supply.

—

Renfer.
Italy.—The Societa Forze Elettriche Meridinnnii i.q about

to comnletely reorganise its plant. The T,aco di Santa Croce
i« to be fed bv a sunnlv from the River Piave. The old sta-
tions at Fadalto and Nove will be re-equinped as follows •—
The former with .six sets of 1..500 kW each, generatintr elec-
tricity at 42 cycles; the latter with four sets of 15.000 kW.
A. new station is now being built at Ran Floriano which will
be equinped with four sets of 1.000 kW. and another, situated
on the Tjivenza. will have three sets of 15.000 kW. The avail-
able maximum yield of the four stations will total 20n.000 kW.

.'^n Tntercommunal Hydraulic Trust has been formed at
Tinne. inthe Valley of Giudicarie, to develoo the water-power
of the Bivers Sacra and Chiese. Twenty-seven communes of
Giudicarie. a number of communes of Lombardv. the com-
mune of Trento, and other public bodies are included in the
scheme.
Russia.-Tt has been decided to imnrove the electrification

of Ruravevki bv replacing the 16 Rmnl! mnchineo already in-
stalled by one larre one. A special building will be erected
for the station. \11 the work will be carried out bv a Moscow
trust, and the whole is expected to be finished next autumn.

Denbigh.-Electricity Schi-me.-The Electricity Committee
has recommended the Town Council to annoint Messrs. Sloan
and Lloyd Barnes, consulting engineers. Ijverpool. to prepare
a scheme for supplying the Vale of Clwyd area with electricity.

Eccles (Lanes.).—Price Reddction.-The Town Council
has reduced the increase of 100 per cent, on the standard
rates of charge for electricity for lighting, power, heating,
cooking, and other domestic purposes by 25 per cent.

Electricity District.—South-West Midlands.—It is an-
nounced that the second inquiry in connection with the above-
named electricity area which the Commissioners are bound to

- hold, in accordance with Section 5, sub-section 4, of the Elec-
tricity (Supply) Act of 1919, will take place in the Council
Chamber. Council House, Birmingham, on June 29th, at 10.;W
a.m. The scheme .submitted by the Corporation was outlined
in our issue of August 5th, 1921. and the C'omnu'.ssioncrs' in-
quiry was reported in our issue of November 25tli, 1921, and
their decision in our issue of March 31st, 1922.

Folkestone.—Extknsion of Area.—The Electric Supply Co..
Ltd., has been grantcil an iirdcr authorising it to supply elec-
tricity to fJheritnii, SaHwo<i<l. Newingtou, and Hawkinge.

Fife.—Hydro-elixtric Installation.—The Balgonie Colliei-y
Co. 's hydro-electric undertaking, upon the River I^even at
Markinch, was suc<essfull,\ inaugurated last week, the work,
which was commenced about a year ago. having been com-
pleted in record time. Mrs. Allan, wife of Mr. .T. S. Allan,
one of the directors of the company, performed the opening
ceremony by starting up the turbines. The colliery officials

were congratulated on their enterprise in developing the

water-power avaOable. Mr. Webster represented the firm of
Messrs. James Gordon & Co., Ltd., London, who supphed and
erected the turbines. Electricity is now being utilised

throughout the whole coalfield for various purposes in connec-
tion with the mining operations.

Haslingden.—Price REDncTioN.s.—The Corporation is

reducing the charges for electricity for lighting from 7id. to

7id. per unit and for heating from 3d. to 2id. per unit. The
increase of 120 per cent, on pre-war rat-cs to ordinary power
users is being reduced to l(.K) per cent.

Hornsey.

—

Extension ok Supply.—Application is being
made to the Electricity Commissioners for an Order permit-
ting the Council to supply certain works in Friern Barnet
with electricity. The proposed scheme has been approved by
the Fi'ieru Barnet Council and the North Metropolitan Electric
Power Supply Co.. Ltd.

Japan.
—

" Super-power " Scheme.—Developments in Japan
within recent months indicate the future possibility of a
super-power system to furnish electricity over the large area
between Tokyo and Osaka. The completion of the contem-
plated programme will give this Far Eastern nation one of

the largest, if not the largest, super-power systems in the
world. The principal industries in .Japan are situated along
the south coast of the Island of Nippon, the largest island

of the Japanese group, and more especially around Tokyo and
Osaka, and. to a lesser degree, Nagoya. To the north of
Nagoya and approximately half way between Osaka and
Tokyo, the rough and somewhat sparsely XJopulated provinces
of Shinano and Mino are particularly rich in water-power,
which is capable of development at such a cost as to make
transmission to both Osaka and Tokyo an economical pro-

position. The chief rivers in this district are the Kiso and
Tenryu rivers, flowing south into the Pacific Ocean, and the

Shinano river, flowing north into the Sea of Japan. These
rivers, es[>ecially the Kiso and its tributaries, have already

been utilised for power purposes to a certain extent, but it is

planned to obtain from them within the next few years an
additional half-million kW.

—

Indian Engineering.

Kendal.—New Plant.—ITie Town Council has decided to

exi>end £11.655 on new plant and cables in connection with
the electricity undertaking.

Leek.

—

Price Reductions.—The Council is reducing the
charges for electricity for lighting to 7Jd. per unit and for

cooking and heating to 2Jd. per unit, with a minimum half-

yearly charge of 15s.

Rate Relief.—The Electricity Committee has handed over

£1,500 from the profits of the year's working of the electricity

undertaking towards the relief of the rates.

Liverpool.

—

Transfer of Bootle Undertaking.—With a view
to avoiding a public inquiry, negotiations are in progress

between the Corporation and the Councils of Bootle an^
Litherland regarding the terms of the transfer of the Bootle

electricity undertaking to the City. The proposed charge for

domestic lighting is l^d. per unit in advance of the charge
within the city, with a maximum of 9d. per unit. If, how-
ever, the Liverpool charge be reduced, the charge to the

urban districts will be reduced proportionately.

London.

—

St. Marylebone.—The Borough Council has re-

ceived sanction from the Electricitv Commissioners to a loan

of £7,818, part of £11,139 applied for by the Council, for

additions to the plant at the electricity works. The Electri-

city Commissioners have deferred consideration of the applica-

tion to borrow the balance of £3.321 for cable and switchgear

in connection with the supply to Hampstead, pending the

conclusion of the agreement with the Hampstead Borough
Council.

Mullingar.

—

Electricity Scheme.— .\ scheme has been sub-

mitted to the Town Commissioners liy the Mnllingar Motor
Co. for the lighting of Mullingar with electricitj-.

Navan.

—

^Loan.—The Local Government Department of the

Irish Provisional Government has sanctioned a loan of £12,tXX)

in connection with the proposed public electric lighting

scheme.

Nuneaton.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report on tw
electricitv undertaking for the past year shows a net profit of

£2,091.

Preston.

—

]'u\vr Reductions.—Tlie Town C'Ouncil has re-

duced the charges for electricity for Ugliting by allouiiij;

jier cent, discount for ca.sh in three weeks, and for power thb

discount of 5 per cent, has been increa.sed to 15 ix-r cent.

Rochester.—Price Reductions.—Tht- Kent Electric I\iwei

Co. is reducing the charge for electricity in Rochester nudw
(:hatha.iu for lighting to Kid. pi'r unit for the lir.st 4(K) units per

quarti-r, and 7^ beyond; and for power from Id. to 3l4-
'J'lie reductions are to take elTect as from July 1st. »

\
.'

South Africa.

—

Electricity Bill.—The Government's Eld
tiicity Bill, which provides for the creation of a Commi.«siq

empowered to raise capital and erect power stations at suf

able centres, was read for the second time on May 31st in tfeil

Union House of Assembly, and was then referred to a Selefl

Coinuiittee — /^'utcr (Cape Town).
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Walsall.

—

Year's Working.—There was a profit of ;61,100

on the electricity undertaking during the year ended March
31st last, as compared with a profit of £1,614 in the previous

year.

Worcester.

—

Year's Working.—The report upon the city

electricity undertaking (Engineer : Mr. C. M. Shaw, M.I.E.E.)
for the 5'ear ended March 31st last, shows a total revenue
from all som-ces of f46,9(K5. comparing with i;il,179 in 1920-

21. Working costs amountt>d to £33.148, as against £27,236,

leaving a gross profit of £13,758 (£13,943). Loan interest,

sinking fund, taxes, and other capital charges absorbed
£12,412, leaving a net profit of £1,346 (£2,323). A sum of

£333 was spent out of revenue as capital expenditure, and
£1,.')(K3 was contributed in aid of rates. The total number of

imits sold increased from 3,6()3,349 to 4,583,621. In his report

the electrical engineer shows that by purchasing second

hand plant from Southampton a saving of £50,(.)00 has been
effected. He suggests that, consequent upon the fall of the
price of fuel, the following reductions in charges should be
made :—Lighting, ordinary rate from 7^d. to 7d. jier unit,

rateable value system (charge per unit) from Id. to id., with
reductions in special contract rates; heating, from IJd. to

Ijd. per unit; power, basic scale to remain unchanged, but
additional charge reduced from 75 to 60 per cent.

York.

—

Loan.—The Electricity Committee has recommended
that the City Council apply to the Electi'icity Commissioners
for sanction to borrow £1,200 for two air filters; £2,000 for

transformers; £3,000 for .services; and £720. being the

amount in excess of estimated cost of works at the Linton
Locks station.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Blackpool.

—

Year's Working.—^The result of the year's

working of the tramway undertaking for the past year shows a,

profit of £6,142, as compared with £144 in the previous year.

Continental.— Switzerland.—The electric railway between
Lucerne and Goldau, which was completed recently, has now
been opened, the first train travelling the distance, with
three .stops on the way, in 32 minutes.

Italy.—At a meeting of representatives of the administra-
tion of the province and the communes of Ancona, Osimo,
Castelfidardo, Camerono, Montcsicuro, Loreto, Becanati, and
Falconara. it wats decided to instruct an engineer to prepare
plans and estimates for an electric railway to link up the
communes named and eventually to serve adjacent districts m
the province. On completion of these preliminaries, applica-

tion for a concession will be made.

Dewsbury.

—

Extension of Time.—The Town Council is

applying for an extension of the time allowed for the con-
struction of tramways to Dewsbury Moor and Shaw Cross and
across the Market Place.

Halifax.

—

Reconstrdction.—The Tramways Committee has
given the general manager authority to carry out during the
next five years reconstruction and. repairs to the permanent
way, rolling stock, and overhead line equipment, at an esti-

mated cost of £56,914; and points and crossings, £10,000.

London.

—

The " Underground " Extensions.—A number
of contracts have now been placed for the extension and im-
provement of the Underground railways, the funds for which
have been guaranteed by the State. The line from Golders
Green to Hendon {li miles) is to be constructed by Messrs.
Charles Brand & Son, of lx)ndon. The extension connecting
Euston (City & South London Railway) with Camden Town
(Hampstead line) is to be carried out by Messrs. John Mow-
lem & Co. The Metropolitan l\innel & Public Works Co.,
Ltd.. Me-ssrs. Perry & Co., Ltd., and Me.ssrs. Charles Brand
and Son have each received a contract for the reconstruction,
of parts of the City & South London Railway. The whole of
the existing rolling stock on this line is to be replaced by
modern stock, and the .stations will be rebuilt upon the lines
adopted on the Bakerloo, Piccadilly, and Hampstead lines.

The value of the contracts thus placed is about £1,000,000,
and further contracts are the subject of negotiations.
Hammersmith.—On the 1st inst. a L.C.C. tramcar left the

rails at the corner of King Street, and ran into the shop-front
of a firm of milliners, doing consider.able damage. Fortunately
the car had only just left the de|«')t and only coiitaiiicil one
passenger. No one was injured.

Oldham.

—

Penny Pares.—The Corporation Tramways Com-
mittee has decided to reintroduce the penny fare, with the
proviso that wherea,'^ the first stage for passengers on any
part of the system shall he one penny, the charge for each
subsequent stage shall be a halfpenny.

Walsall.—Year's Working.—The year's working of the
tramway undertaking during the past year resulted in a net
profit of £3,987,

Italy.

—

Wireless Concessions.—A commission consisting
of five or six wireless experts is about to be nominated by the
Italian Government to proceed to Nauen and Carnarvon to
make a minute examination of these stations, with a view to
guiding the Government in questions relating to the granting
of wireless concessions,
A lively discussion has been going on in the ItaUan technical

and daily Press lately as to the system to be set up in that
country when the Marconi concession is withdrawn. It is

strongly held in some quarters that the Telefunken .system

is superior to the Marconi, while the ability of Italian manu-
facturers to supply " radioelectrical material of first quality
up tn 10 kW," is vouched for by our contemporary,
L'Audion.
According to the Minister of Telegraphs, the wireless mes-

sage traffic in Italv had increased from 700,000 words in

1019 to 4.834,000 words at the end of last year. A decree will

shortly be published allow'ing telephone subscribers to alterna-

tively make use of wireless telephony or wireless telegraphy
for the forwarding of their messages. Fi'eedom for the use of

private wireless apparatus would also be granted.

Wireless Telegraphists.—The recall of the Marconi wire-
less staff serving aboard Italian ships has created a serious
difficulty for shipowners, and was considered at a meeting
held lately at Genoa. It was decided to draw up a list of

suitable operators, to which shipowners might have resort,

instead of engaging, as had happened recently, partly qualified

men fortuitously met with.

Automatic Telephones.—Tlie automatic telephone system is

to be introduced into Turin. It is proposed to set up
five automatic stations, the largest, for 10,000 subscribers,

being built in the middle of the city, and four sub-stationf.
in the suburban districts of Milano. Borgo Po, Nizza, and
Borgo S. Paolo respectively.

New German Atlantic Cable.

—

A general meeting of the
German Atlantic, German South American, and East European
Telegraph Companies has decided upon a fusion of these
companies. This will enable the new telegraph concern to

carry out the construction of a cable from Emden to the
.\zores, to connect with the cable from New York to the
.Azores of the Commercial Cable Co. of New York.

—

Renter
(Berlin).

Proposed New Pacific Cable.—It is announced that
the directors of the Pacific Cable Board will meet shortly

in London to decide on the laying of a second cable between
the Province of British Columbia and Australia, and that the
new cable may possibly follow a different route from that
followed by the present Mne.—RetiteT (Victoria, B.C.).

Rapid Cable Service.—A Transmission Record.—The
Eastern Telegraph Co. accompli.';hed a remarkable achievement
in the cabling of the result of the Derby. They received the
names of the three winning horses at 3.24J p.m. at their

offices in Electra House, and telegrams recording this result
were delivered in Bombay at the local equivalent of 3.26 p.m.
London time; in Sydney at 3.27 p.m.; in Durban at 3.26

p.m.; in Calcutta at 3.30 p.m. It must, of course, be under-
stood that owing to the immense interest created bv the race
all over the world, special arrangements were made to clear

the hues.

—

Eeuter.

South Africa.—" Broadcasting " Offer.-The Marconi Co.
has offered the Government a. scheme for broadcast wireless
telephnnes throiighnut the Union, the cost of which would be
recouped bv the sale of receiving instruments, at from £5 to

£10. or " de Ivxe " .sets at £30. It is considered that the
scheme will prove to be a valuable educative influence on the
veld.

—

African World,

Telephone Service.

—

^Tube for Telephone Cables.—Substan-
tial economy is expected by the Postmaster-General to result

from the acquisition of the imder,ground tube of the Pneu-
matic Despatch Co., Ltd., which runs from the General Post
Office east to a point near Euston station. By the Bill now
before Parliament effect will be given to the agreement of

December .SOth last, under which the company agreed to sell

the undertaking to the department. The tube is to

he used for the accommodation of telephone cables, and
the estimated saving by placing the cables in the tube, aa
compared with the cost of laying ducts below the public
thoroughfare, is about £40,000 at current prices. The use of

the tube has the additional advantage of avoiding the disloca-

tion of street traffic which would be involved by the excava
tions required for the laying of ducts,

—

Daily Telegraph.

Wireless Telephony.

—

Broadcasting.—^In a recent interview.

Ml'. Kollaway .said that, in order to vettle the question of the
di.sseminatiou of matter by " broadcasting " from the pro
posed stations, he had decided to (*all a conference of Press
and news agency representatives and the firms interested in

the erection of the stations. No doubt strict rt^gulations

would have to be frnmed, but thex could be lifted as exi-

perlence dictated.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electeical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia. — Melbourne. — October 17th. Postmaster-

General's Department. Supply of automatic switchboards
and associated apparatus for two suburban exchanges at

Melbourne.
June 17th. Aluminium steel-cored cable and accessories.

(SiJec. No. '21.3.) (May 26th.)

Queensland (Bo wen).—June 30th. Municipal Council.

Electric power generating plant, switchboard and other equip-
ment.
Perth (W.A.).—July 36th. Postmaster-General's Depart-

ment. Telegraph and/or telephone apparatus, testing instru-

ments, protective apparatus (sched. 734). {See this issue.)

Belgium.—June 24th. Municipal authorities of Ixelles,

Brussels. Supply of electricity meters.
June 30th. Municipal authorities of Eomsee (Province of

Liege). Establishment of a system of electricity supply in

the town.

Bulgaria.—Sofia.—June 15th. Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment. Puses. Une annunciators, and lightning arresters.*

Dublin.—June 12th. Dublin United Tramways Co.
(1896), Ltd. Six months' supply general stores, including
electi'ical supplies, ttc. (June 2nd.)

Edinburgh.—June 12th. Electricity Department. Under-
ground insulated cables. (June 2nd.)

June 20th. Tramways Committee. Supply of 30 car top
covers. Manager Tramways Department.

Glasgow.—June 12th. Clyde Navigation Trustees.
Stores (including electrical stores) for three, si.x, or twelve
months. Superintendent of Stores, Govan.

India.—June 23rd. High Commissioner's Department.
Switchboard cable and cable for wiring buildings, dry core
lead-sheathed and armoured cable, and lead-sheathed un-
ai-moured submarine cable. (June 2nd.)

Limerick.—June 12th. The Administrator of St. John's
Cathedral. Wiring and fitting for electric lighting the Cathe-
dral and Presbytery at Limerick. Specification (=62 2s.) from
the consulting engineers, Messrs. J. P. Tierney & Co., 44,

Kildare Street, Dublin.

London.

—

Metropolitan Astldms Board.—June 21st. In-
stallation of forced circulation heating and hot-water supply
apparatus, &c. Installation of electric lighting and power,
telephones, fire alarms, and -domestic bells. (May 26t.h.)

St. Pancras.—June loth. Electricity Department. Two
sets of motor-generator balancers, each of 1,000 kW; l.p.

cables. (June 2nd.)

L.CO.—July loth. Wiring of the buildings, motors, tele-

phones, and supply and fixing of overhead electrical conductors
and main cables, switchboards, &c., at the Eleventh Mental
Hospital, Epsom. (See this issue.)

Maidstone.—June 30th. Kent County Mental Hospital.
Two 3-phase back-geared electric motors, two centrifugal
pumps and accessories, main switchboard, starting and con-
trolling gear and wiring. (May 26th.)

Manchester.—June 13th. Electricity Committee. Elec-
trical distance indicating and recording thermometers, fans,
auxiliary circulating water pumps, electric capstans and
bollards. (May 26th.)

June 1.5th. Electricity Committee. Cable requirements for
six months. Mr. P. E. Hughes, Electricity Department, Town
Hall, Manchester.
June 13th. Tramways Committee. Supply of electrolytic

copper and silicium bronze trolley wire, pitch, &c. Mr. J .M.
McElroy, general manager. Corporation Tramways, 55, Picca-
dilly, Manchester.
June 28th. Electricity Committee. Installation and connec-

tion complete of the subsidiary cables between generators,
auxiliaries, transformers, and switchboards in the Barton
power station, with materials for fixing tail end boxes and pot-
heads for all the cables scheduled. (June 2nd.)

Middlesbrough—June 26th. Town Council. Construc-
tion of double Ime of tramways. Borough surveyor.

Portsmouth—June 13th. Tramways Committee. Stores
(including insulating material, lamps, and motor windings,
&c.) for six or twelve months. (June 2nd.)

Preston.—June 28th. Electricitv Department. E.h.p.
switchgear. (June 2nd.)

Reigate.—June 27th. Town Council. Diesel engines and
eingle-phase. alternators, complete with accessories, two steel
oil storage tanks, one 1'3-ton overhead electric travelling crane,
^iterations to existing cast-iron water tank, (See this iesne.)

Salford.—June 15th. Electricity Department. Two
10,000/12,000-kW turbo-generator sets with condensing plant,
and other equipment. (May 26th.)

South Africa.

—

Prankfort, Orange Free State.—The
Municipality is inviting tenders for a hydro-electric scheme.
Particulars from the consulting engineer, Mr. W. Ingham,
101. Consolidated Buildings, Pox Street, .lohannesburg.
Grahamstown, Cape Province.—September 1st. Power

plant, alternators, switchboard, transformers, cables, &c.
Specifications from Mr. P. G. Clarkson. town clerk.*

Caledon, C.ipe Province.—August 9th. Municipal Council.
Electiic lighting installation. The specification has been
drawn up by Prof. Bohle, of the University of Cape Town.
Johannesbdrg.—June 29th. Municipal Council. Metal fila-

ment lamps:—5,000 210 V, 60 watt; 4,000 ditto, 100 watt;
l,f)00 ditto, 20 watt; 5,000 240 V, 60 watt; also cast-iron street

lighting suspension fittings.*

Southend--on=Sea.—Electricity Department. One 480/550 V.
d.c. generator, with .500/550 shunt regulator, to be direct

coupled to a prime mover; also one 480/.5.50-V, d.c. generator,

600/650 kW, to be direct coupled to a prime mover, both
generators to be of the multi-polar type. (See this issue.)

Tynemouth.—June 26th. Electricity Department. A.c.
booster. (June &id.)

West Ham.—June 13th. Electricity .Department. One
10,000-kW turbo-generator, one 10,000-kW surface condensing
plant. (May 20th.)

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.

Aberdeen.—Electricity Committee. Accepted:

—

Steel work for the first section of the new boiler-house at the electricity

works, Ferryhill (£8,113).—Steel Construction Co., Ltd.

Barrow-in-Furness.—Electricity Committee.
Erection of e.h.p. transmission line and l.p. distribution line to Rampside

and Roa Island (£2,816).—Johnson & Phillips. Ltd.

Belgium.—Four concerns recently submitted tenders to the
municipal authorities of Liege for the supply of a quantity

of armoured cable required in connection ^\ith the electricity

supply undertaking. The lowest offer submitted (291,665 fr.)

was that of the Kabel und Draht Gesellschaft, of Vienna.

Bray (Co. Wicklow).—Urban Council. Accepted:

—

Diesel engine and alternator for the electricity works (£5.233) (a reduction
of £1,370 on the price quoted two years ago).—Mirrlees, Bicke«-ton and
Day.

Dublin.—Electricity Committee. Accepted:

—

Two water-tube boilers for the Pigeon House station (£35,533).—Babcock
and \\'ilcox, Ltd.

Halifax.—Tramways Committee.
One group feeder equipment and control panel (£945).—British Thomson-

Houfiton Co., Ltd.

Nine e.h.p. switch panels (£3,100).—A. Reyrolle & Co.. Ltd.

Navan.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Electric lighting scheme ;—Turbines, at £2,983, with £280 for erection.—
Hay, Marvon & Co.

136 poles (£616).—The British Mannesmann Tube Co.

York.—Electricity Committee.
Rotary converter, switchgear, &c. (£2,753).—British Thomson-Houston Co.,

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

linj.

Jun> I2th. to Wednesdaj,

Society of Engineers.—Monday, June 12th, At Burlington House, Piccadilly,
W. .At 5.30 p.m. Papers on '* The Physical Properties of Clay," by
Dr. H. Chatley and Mr. A. S. E. Acker'man.

Roentgen Society.—Tuesday, June 13th. At the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, Victoria Embankment, S.W. At 8.15 p.m. Annual general
meeting.

THE " ELECTRICAL REVIEW "

DEPARTMENT.
SERVICE

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this

week we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of:

—

An electrical device for. extracting nails from packing
cases.

Beaver brand electric iron attachment.
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NOTES.

The Lock-out.—The result of the pooled vote of the 4"

unions was made known on Friday last. The voting was
99,313 for the acceptance of the modified terms submitted
by the Employers' Federation, and 4(5,881 against—majority

for settlement 52,43'2. It is said that arrangements were
being made for the return of men to work on Tuesday, or as

Boon thereafter as possible. At the York conference of the

A.E.U. delegates, some 500 of whom were present, Mr. J. T.

Brownlie made a full statement regarding the course of the

negotiations, and the secretary gave an account of the

financial position of the union. The result of the voting of

the other unions was received while the afternoon meeting
was in session. It was resolved to submit the employers'
proposals to a ballot vote of the membership, the president

expressing the hope that they would receive the most earnest

consideration having regard to the importance of main-
taining the organisation intact. The extremists met with
overwhelming defeat at York. In a letter addi'essed

to the members Mr. Brownlie strongly recommended accept-

ance of the proposals, thus bringins the lock-out to a speedy
termination, maintaining the A.E.U. organisation intact,

enabling members to return to work, thereby assisting to

stimulate a revival of the engineeririg industry and find

employment for unemployed members of the union. In the
course of his letter Mr. Brownlie said :

—
" The fact that the employers are called upon to give at

least ten days' notice of any change that is calculated to

result in the displacement of one class of workpeople
by another is an important concession, and should
not be overlooked. The employers' proposals are procedure
only, and do not affect wages or working conditions, which
must be negotiated separately, in accordance with the Pro-
visions for Avoiding Disputes.

" The employers' proposals may be distasteful to a large

section of our membership, but I would remind those who
think so that the said proposals are mild in comparison to

the terms of settlement imposed upon the engineering unions
at the end of the great lock-out in 1897-8, when many of

us thought that the ' terms of settlement ' were ' the end of

all things,' so far as engineering trade unionism was con-
cerned. Many of us thought at that period the terms of

settlement crippled beyond recovery the activities of our
organisation, but subsequent events falsified our prognosti-
cations, as during the period in which we recognised pro-

cedure for avoiding di.sputes the members of the engineering
imions gained concessions of greater value, in comparison,
than any concessions obtained during the preceding twenty-
five years, without having recourse to drastic action."

One newspaper report states that though only half of the
total membership of 400.000 in the A.E.U. has been idle,

the dispute has cost j£700,000, and there is a large fLqancial

deficiency.

It seems that the boiler-makers' vote against acceptance
was a very heavy one. Both they and the foundry workers
stood aside from the pooled vote. The action of the boiler-

makers is not likely to be definitely settled until the A.E.U.
ballot result is known. It is hoped, iowever, that not many
weeks will elapse before the shops are running at full speed
again, enabling the engineering industry to regain some of

the ground that has lately been lost.

Accident.—A serious accident occurred to A. Sales, of the
Tunbridge Wells Corporation electricity department, on May
26th. The injured man was carrying out some repairs on a
high-pressure cable, -standing upon a wet floor. He slipped,
and in falling seized the cable, receiving a shock of 2,000 V.
His cries attracted the attention of the assistant chief engineer,
who put on rubber gloves and dragged Sales away. The latter

was unconscious, but by means of artificial respiration he was
brought round, and was removed to hospital. His right leg
was burned, and his left hand was ako blackened, and some
fingers were destroyed.

Appointments Vacant.—.Assistant meter and testing engi-
neer (400 taels per month) ; meter department assistant (300
taels per month) for the Shanghai Municipal Electricity De-
partment (tael=3s.). (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Fatality.—While at work on a pumping installation at the
bottom of the shaft of the Manners Colliery. Derbyshire.
Joseph Houlden received a fatal electric shock.

Electric Veliicles in Municipal Service.—According to the
Commercial Motor, there are now over 100 municipalities
in Great Britain using electric vehicles, principally for
refuse collection and cleansing. The approximate numbers
of each make employed are as follows:—Edison, 234: Orwell,
120; General Vehicle, 60: Garrett, 33; Electromobile, 27;
Newton,_ 10; and Cedes, 17. In general, municipal work in-
volves innumerable starts and stops in relatively small
rnileage, and for such cases no vehicle possesses better quali-
ties than the electric. Its ease of control, lack of shock at
starting or stopping, and the absence of power congnmption
when standing, all combine to make it the most suitable
type of vehicle for municipal purposea.

United States Electric Veliicle Marliet.—Business in the
electric vehicle market is rather quiet. According to a semi-
official announcement, the electric truck business in the Metro-
politan district duriug the past five months shows a gain of
300 per cent., as compared with the corresponding period of
1921. The Autocar Co., of Ardmore, Pa., makers of a well-
known gasoline truck, is about to enter the electric truck
manufacturing field. The Electric Vehicles Bureau of the New
England Division of the National Electric Light Association
held its first big meeting at Boston on May aith, which was
attended by more than 200 executives and others connected
with the electric truck and allied interests. Various pliases of
the industi-y were discussed, and it was decided to hold ounilar
gatherings monthly. A proposal to hold the first Electric Auto-
mobile Show in Boston in the autumn was favourably received,
and plans will probably be submitted at the next meeting.—
Heater's Trade Service (New York).

Iron Losses.—Mr. ^\aldo V. Lyon, Assistant Professor of
Electrical Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, has written an important and interesting paper on the
problem of deterininiug the eddy-current and hysteresis losses
in relatively thin iron plates. The solution is usually obtained
on the a.ssumption that the ratio between the instantaneous
value of the magnetising force and the magnetic flux density
is a constant. I'he hysteresis loop is therefore a straight line.
The author does not make this assumption. He assumes that
the hysteresis loop is an ellipse, and .so his re.sults can take into
account the hysteresis losses. He can also use vector diagrams.
Simple formulae are thus obtained which we expect will be
found useful in practice.

—

Farad-ay House Journal.

The Neon Lamp " BIinl<."—Messrs. S. O. Pearson, B.Sc,
and H. St. G. Anson gave an interesting demonstration of
some novel properties in connection with neon gasfilled lamps
to the Physical Society on May 12th. Mr. Anson discovered
that when a neon gasfilled lamp was shunted by a condenser
and a resistance was put in series with the combination, then
the light given by the lamp " blinked " with constant fre-
quency. By varying the condenser in parallel and the resist-
ance in series, they were able to vary the frequency from a
"blink" every 10 minutes to 1.5,000 "blinks" per second.
They demonstrated the existence of these interruptions of the
current by means of a loud si>eaking telephone. The notes
started at intervals of seconds and then the frequency was in-
creased until ultimately it became inaudible at the highest
frequency. The frequency in this case was measured by means
of the heterodyne method used in radio-telegraphy. Mr. Pear-
son showed how the frequency might be found approximately
by mathematical calculation. The paper excited much interest
as it was at once recognised that the phenomenon could be
utilised for various commercial and scientific purposes.—Faraday House Journal.
A reader has noticed a curious phenomenon in connection

with the neon lamp. He has one of these on a two-switeh
circuit, fed with alternating current at 20-5 volts, 50 cycles.
When switched on, the lamp glows in the ordinary way, but
when it is switched off it is not extinguished ; it continues to
glow faintly. Apparently the capacity of the two switch wires
lying side by side for a distance of "some ten feet suflSces to
allow a small capacity current to flow round the circuit. On
bridging the switch tenuinals with the finger and thumb, the
lamp lights up almost fully, without causing appreciable dis-
comfort to the experimenter.

French Congress.—.An international congress on the appli-
cations of electricity is to be held during the Exposition
Coloniale at Marseilles from the 17th to the 20th of the
current month. The congress is divided into six sections;
(1) Production and Transport of Energy; (2) Electric Trac-
tion; (3) Electricity in the Household; (4) Mechanical Appli-
cations of Electricity

; (5) Wireless and other Electrical Means
of Communication; and (6) Electro-Chemistry and Electro-
Metallurgy. Particulars as to lodgings, forwarding of ma-
chinery, &c., may be obtained of the President du Groupe-
ment Regional de la Houille Blanche, Marseilles; and purelv
technical particulars of the Directeur de I'lnstitut Electro-
technique de Grenoble (Isere).

The Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—The Insti-
tution has published from its offices at 1.8 A- 21, Park Man-
sions, South Lambeth Road, S.W.8, a booklet containing the
report of the Committee and accounts for 1922; a report of
the annual general meeting. 1921 ; a report of the annual
festival, 1921; a list of governors, members, subscribers, arid
donors, and the rules of the Institution.

German Industrial Conditions.—The Bnlletin of the F.B.I,
quotes a correspondent in Germany to the effect that com-
plaints are made by engineering manufacturers of insufficient
stocks of raw materials and fuel. Advances in freight rates,
wages, prices of coal and raw materials, particularly pig iron,
have necessitated a corresponding increase in all selling prices.
Cast-iron rose by one-third. According to Chamber of Com-
merce reports quotations of German locomotive manufacturers
have reached the world level or even higher. In the electri-
cal supplies industry orders have been plentiful, particularly
from industrial undertakings which are anxious to utilise the
present high profits in installirig the latest improYemeuls
before oonditioos become leas 6a>tiBfactor7.
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Accident at Niagara Power Station.—On April 20th a

serious accident occurred in the plant of the Ontario Power
Co.. of Niagara Falls, which is part of the system of the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario. In this plant

there are installed 16 sets having an aggregate capacity of

200,000 h.p. It is reported that four 16,000-h.p. and two
20,000-h.p. sets were involved, the latter two being wrecked

and the other four damaged by water. When part of one of

the 20,000-h.p. generators was hurled through the roof, the

covering over the.se two machines fell and caused the turbine

casings to fail. Tlie .Johnson valves in the turbine pen-

stocks were cloeed as soon as possible, but in the meantime
the water flooded four more machines.

.\s far as can be learned, the contributory cause of the mis-

hap was a short-circuit somewhere on the line of the Hydro-
Blectric Power Commission. The sudden dropping of the

load caused the machines feeding the line to speed up. At

that time four sets in the power bouse of the Canadian
Niagara Falls Power Co. rated at 10.000 h.p. each, were run-

ning in parallel with the generators in the Ontario Power Co.'s

station. When the operator in the Canadian Niagara station

saw the four machines speeding up, he pulled over the rheo-

stats as far as they would go in an effort to cut dow-n the volt-

age. This, however, had no effect, and when it was discovered

that the sets were being driven as motors by the larger

generators in the Ontario Power Co.'s .station, the feeder

switches were opened and the Canadian Niagara ULnits cut off

the line. Shortly afterwards one of the 20,000-h.p. sets in the

Ontario Power Co.'s station failed.

The destroyed end of the power-house, with its equipment,

was erected by the Hydro-Electric Commission of Ontario

during the war to meet the great demand for power at that

time. This increased the total capacity of the station from
160.000 h.p. to 200,000 h.p. The waterwheels were built by

S. Morgan Smith Co.. and the generators by the Canadian

General Electric Co.

—

Power.

Tenacity of Conduit Grips.—The accompanying illustra-

tion shows the result of a test upon a length of |-in. con-

duit, to each end of which was fitted a " Broadbent " im-

proved patent grip tee piece (Broadbent's Patents Co.

(Southport), Ltd.). The grip is obtained by the application of

Tenacitv ok Conduit Guii'S.

a collar, having an elliptical hole, over tw-o lugs and giving

it a turn, the smaller diameter presented to the lugs causing

the collar to hold tight. It will be seen that while the conduit
was badly twisted the tee pieces remained in position.

Brass Casting Research.—The British Non-Ferrous
Metals Research Association, 71, Temple Row, Birmingham,
has carried out an extensive research on the influence of

gases on high-grade brass. A further inve.stigation is now
being started by the As.sociation at the Research Depart-
ment, Woolwich, in which the support of the Engineermg
Co-ordinating Board of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research has been secured. The prime object of

the present work is to study the conditions necessary for

securing both surface and internal soundness of strip brass

ingots, .such as are required for cold rolled sheet metal. The
investigation will throw much light on other types of casting

in non-ferrous alloys and should interest a wide circle of

manufacturers in the metal and engineering trades. Dr.
Harold Moore, O.B.E.. and Mr. B. Genders, B.Met., who
have already been engaged successfully on similar work, will

have charge of the research, which will be conducted partly

in the works of members of the .Association, and partly m
the Woolwich laboratories.

Licensing and Inspection in Quebec.—The Provincial
Government has decided to nut into immediate effect the
Law of 1921, which provides for the licensing of electrical

contractors and jdurnevmen, and lor the inspection of elec-

trical iu.stallations. A board of examiners will lie appointed,
con.sisting of three iiuiipetcnt electricians, with at least tive

years' experience of electrical work. There are to be five

classes of licences, covering individual contractors, contract-

ing firms, journeymen, kinema operators, and persons em-
ployed in public buildings who are not electricians but cap-

able of performing small electrical repairs. At present the
Act only applies to public bnildiii'i^, but the interpretation

of this term is a wide one, including, as it does, hotels,

boarding housee, hospitals, cbUrchefe, ic.

Low-temperature Carbonisation.—The various views put
forward at the conference held recently by the South Wales In-

stitute of Engineers regarding lou-tcinperature carbdnisation

were thus summaiised in the Manchester Guardian Commer-
cial : It is not easy to give an exact definition of the term
" low-temperature carbonisation " of coal. High-temperature
carbonisation consists in heating raw coal in clcsed retorts or

ovens at about 1,600-2,0<X> deg. F. In the gasworks process

the main object is the production of as much gas as possible,

and in the coke oven to obtain a hard metallurgical coal. Both
these proces.ses result in the decomposition of a large portion

of the volatile matter of the coal into gas. The object of low-

temperature carbonisation may be said to be to obtain the

maximum yield of valuable liquid products from the volatile

matter, to reduce the gas yield to a minimum, and to obtain
a residual fuel which, while being smokeless, like coke, will

be easily ignited and suitable for a household fuel. Dr.
Lander, of the Fuel Research Board, gave as his opinion that

the answer to the question :
" Will it be possible to establi.sh

on sound indu.strial lines a new industry based on the car-

bonisation of tens of millions of tons of coal per annum?"
was that the knowledge and experience which had been gained
as the result of much patient work during the past few years

had brought the answer almost within reach. If the prob-
lems of low-temperature carbonisation are solved it means a
revolution in industry. Great Britain raises 250,000,000 tons
of coal per annum and consumes al home 187,500,000 tons, of

which 20,000,000 tons is used for coke ovens and 18,000.000 tons
for gasworks. If the remaining 149,500,000 tons was sub-
mitted to low-temperature carbonisation we .should have avail-

able about 500.000.000 gallons of motor spirit (more than twice
our consumption of petrol). 75,000,000 barrels of oil, and
1,3.50,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia. The total national
saving would be over J250,000,000 per annum, including the
complete abolition of black smoke and practical independence
of the rest of the world for liquid fuel and fixed nitrogen.

Ireland's Water Resources.

—

A lecture on " The Water
Power Resources of Ireland " was delivered some time ago
before the members of the Dubhn Royal Society by Sir John
Purser Grifhth, who was Chairman of the Irish Sub-Com-
mittee of the Committee appointed by the Board of Trade in
1918 to investigate the water-power resources of the United
Kingdom.
Sir John prefaced his addi'ess by an account of the circum-

stances which led to the nomination of the Committee and by
an historical survey of previous similar inquiries. The utili-

sation of water jxiwer was no new question in Ireland, he
proceeded, but it had taken on an altogether new significance

Ijecause through electricity it was not obligatory to use it at

the point of creation. It was calculated that the power der

rivable from Ireland's water resources was equal to 500,000
continuous h.p.

The Sub-Committee had confined its investigation of re-

sources to the Shannon, Erne. Baun and Liffey rivers. The
Shannon ollered great facilities for the production of ch
power. The physical dit'ticulties were limited, and a scheme
could be devised that could be carried out piecemeal as de-

mand increased. For an outlay on 1919 prices of i'2,834,000

installations capable of producing 52,.50O h.p. could be erected.

The Erne presented more obstacles, and drainage and navigar

tion interests conflicted, but a feasible scheme costing

^2,060,000 would yield 45.500 h.p. The Bann oflered a re-

stricted problem. Most of the interests on the river were mill-

ing, and it was considered that plant developing about 12,000

h.p. could be provided that those interests alone could make
full use of at ^d. per unit.

The Liffey was full of great possibilities, and engineers
reckoned that the river was capable of producing 10,000 h.p.

continuously. A scheme for its utilisation costing £1,213,000,

including the expense of transmission lines and transformera,

would easily supply the whole of the Dublin district with SM
the power it wanted. The scheme, remarked Sir John, was
one of the most attractive he had met with. The source <jf

the necessary power was close to their doors, the market was
at hand, the need w?s great, and as an economical propo.sition

it could not, in his opinion, be challenged.

In conclusion, the lecturer drew an interesting comparison
between Ireland and Switzerland in the need for and the use

of cheap electric power. Both countries were largely agricul-

tural and destitute of coal, but, whereas Switzerland had now
so utilised its water resources that practically every domcstk
and national industry benefited, Ireland had still to iiiafc

proper use of its rivers and lakes. Now. however, it coul
proceed to develop them to the best advantage if it had tq
experience of Switzerland, .\merica and Germany to guide I

and to teach it what mistakes to avoid.

—

Financial Times.t

Electric Ship Trials.—In ibc complelion of the conversia
of the T'nited States Shipping Boiird steamship I'ictoriousI

electric drive and her highly-successful trial run. the T0
plant of the Todd Shipyards Corimration has made an
Iiortant contiibution to what may one day lie the universa

adopted method of ship propulsion. The Tebo plant

already converted to electric drive the Shipping Board st _
ships Ini-iiiril)lr. hulcpendence, and Archer, and the p5]
formance of the ^'ictorious evoked high commendation fr

the engineers and naval .architect who attended the bial.

trial run of the Victorious took plac« off the Jersey CoMt mid
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extended over a period of five hours. The contract speed of the

vessel with the original geared turbines was 10 knots. With
the new equipment she was to have equalled this speed, but

during the trials she attained a speed of 11.6 knots. One of

the outstanding features of the trials was the marked ability

to stop. The propeller was reversed from full speed of 100

revolutions per minute ahead to full speed astern in four

seconds, which brought the vessel to a dead stop in two
minutes and forty seconds. A similar vessel with reciprocating

engines would require more than .six minutes to perforrn the

same feat. Tlie quick reversal at the propeller is accomplished

at the control board by reversing the alternator leads, the tur-

bines being kept in oi-ieration during the reversing process at

a slightly reduced speed. The automatic governor keeps the

turbine speed in proportion to that of the motor driving the

projjeller. An induction motor drives the propeller, and is

80 well insulated that it could practically be operated in the

water. The installation on the Viftorious consists of a high-

.speed 3,180-h.p.. 8-stage turbine of the impulse type, driving

a .50-cvcle, three-phase alternator, which delivers power to

a total of 2,250 kW to the control board. On the control

lx)ard are placed the levers controlling both automatically and

by hand the amount of power delivered to the 3,000-h.p.

induction motor, which drives the propeller at a speed of

100 r.p.m.

—

The Steamship.

Decorative " Fullolite " Lighting.—The accompanying
illustration depicts one of a number of fittings installed in a

London showroom, in which 10-W " Eoyal Ediswan
"

" Fullolite " lamps are used. The lack of glare and the per-

Decoeative " Fullolite " Fitting.

feet diffusion of light, which are the chief characteristics of

these lamps, ensure a soft and practically shadowless

illumination over a wide area.

INSTITUTION NOTE5.

Institute of Transport.—The principal officers of the In-

stitute for the year 1922-2;3 are as follows -.—Hnn. President.

lord Ashfield of' Southwell: President, Sir Sam Fay; Vice-Pre-

sidents, Sir J. G. Broadbank, Sir Lynden Macassey, Sir H. W.
Thornton, Mr. H. H. Gordon. Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith, and
Mr. Arthur Watson. Hon.- Treasurer, Sir Philip Naeh. Mr.

H. E. Blain has consented again to act a.<; hon. secretary.

institution of Mechanical Hngineers.—The summer meet-

ing of tbi> Institution inniiiicnrcs on .lune Tith, and will cxin-

tinue until .lune 21 s(. A very full programme has been

arranged, including the reading of several papers, and visits to

various towns in France and Belgium. The first part of the

meeting takes place in Pari.s. and the latter part in Liege.

.\mong the papers to be read is one on " Electi-ic Locomo-
tives," by Sir Vincent L. Raven, K.B.E. The visits will in-

clude the new Gennevilliers power station, the Eiffel Tower
wireless station, and the works of a number of electrical manu-
facturing companies.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—On June 1st, Sir Eric

Geddes, G.C.B., delivered the fourth quadrennial Gu.stave

Ganet Lecture; Mr. 0. H. Wordingham, C.B.E. (President)

occupied the chair. Sir Eric took as his subject " The Railway
Act of 1921," and dealt with it principally in its economic
and financial aspects. He said it had be«n the aim of those

who framed the measure to reconstruct our railways on a

modern basis, and to provide facilities which eminent engineers

of every class had long desired to enable them to improve and
perfect the whole system. The community as a whole would
be benefited by reduced charges; passenger rates would be
lowered, and a partnership was set up between the companies
and the traders—a co-operation which would lead to lower
freight charges. Millions would be saved annually by the
grouping system instituted by the Act. Referring to electrifi-

cition. the speaker said that the lessons of the past 100 years

of railway work were being forgotten. Every engineer had
his ow'n ideas as to the best sj-stem to be adopted, and he
believed that various individuals were endeavouring to break
away from the generally-approved .standards. When, how-
ever, the four big companies were working, and the one big

London group stood out pre-eminently, there would be little

chance of their going astray in the matter of electrical equip-

ment. Electrification would mean great economies: he did not
refer to the multiple-unit system, which, after all, was devised
to create traffic, but to the use of electric locomotives for

heavy traffic. These would speed up working and eliminate
the need for duplicate lines. Tlie future of the railways was
not seriously menaced by road traffic, but it was to the
mechanical, civil and electrical engineers that the undertakings
must look if they were going to reduce their costs.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.

—

Annpal
C'lixvENTiox.—On June 20th the annual convention of the
I.M.E.A. will be opened at Wolverhampton, .\fter the civic

welcome, Mr. S. T. .\llen will deliver his presidential address,

and a paper on " The Ex<-ension of the Uses of Electricity for

Domestic Purposes " will be read by Lieut.-Cnl. W. A.
Vignoles. D.S.O. After luncheon at the invititinn of the
Mayor (Councillor .Tames Tliomn.son. J. P.) and Electricity

Committee of the CoriToratinn nf Wolverhampton, the mem-
bers will spend the afternoon at Apley Terrace, on the River
Severn, and in the evening the Mayoress will hold a reception.

On the following day the convention will sit at Stoke-on-
Tient, and a imjier on " The .Administration and Control of

Electricity Departments" will be read by Mr. E. Calvert.

Tlie Electricity Committee of the Cornoration nf Stcke-on-

Trent will entertain the visitors at luncheon, and after visit.-^

to the power station, main .sub-stntion, or pottery works, tea

will be taken at Trentham Gardens. On Tliursday, .Tune

22nd. the members will assemble at Birmingham, and a paper
on " Sub-station Eauipraent, includintr .Automatic Control."
will be read by Mr. R. A. Chattock at the Magnet Club of the
General Electric Co.'s Witton Works, after which the works
will be visited, and luncheon will.be .served at the Magnet
Club. In the afternoon a vi.sit will be paid to the Nechells
power station of the Birmingham Corjioration, and the Tjord

Mayor will entertain the memlvers at the Botanical Gardens.
Tn the evening the annual dinner will be held at Wolver-
hampton. On the concluding day the annual ceneral meeting
will take place, and in the afternoon Mr. S. T. .Mien will

welcome the UT^mliers on a visit to the Cornoration Electricity

Works, of which a full desciiptioh was published in the Elec-
trical Rfview of July .30th, 1920. The extensions of the
Stoke-on-Ti'ent power station (of which Mr. C. H. Yeaman
i= engineer and manager) were described in our issue of April

21st, 1922.

Institution of MininiS Eni^ineers.—The general meeting of

the Institution will he held at Sheffield, by invitation of the
President and Council of the Midland Institute of Mining,
Civil, and Mechanical Engineers, on June 20th. 21st and 22nd.

Cardiff University College Engneering Society.—Sir

Charle-s Parsons and Sir Dugald Clerk have accepted the
invitation nf Professor David and the engineering students to

become hon. presidents of the Societv. The Society has de-

cided "to issue a bulletin at intervals aiving a. list of the
appointments secured and distinctions obtained by past stu-

dents, some of whom hold important posts in the engineering
world.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Edttor$ invite electrical engineers, whether eonneeted

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

movements.

Major T. P. Porves, who on June 1st became Engineer-

itrChief to* the Post Office, was born at Blackadder Mount,

Berwickshire, on the •31st December, 1S71. entered the Post

Office service by open competitive Civil Service examination

in 1889, and was appointed as telegraphist at Edinburgh. He
rtudied science at the Heriot Waft College and at EdinburBh
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University, and in 1892 he won the first medal of the Heriot
Watt College in electricity and technical telegraphy, as a

result of which he was transferred to the engineering de-

partment of the Post Office in Edinburgh.
In 1894 he secured, by departmental examination, an ap-

pointment as mechanical and electrical draughtsman ia the

Engineer-in-Chief's office, London, and in 1900, after a further

competitive examination, held by the Civil Service Commis-
sioners, he was appointed " Technical Officer " on the Head-
quarters staff of the Engineer-in-Chief. In 1905 he became
Assistant Superintending Eogineer for the London district,

and the following year he was transferred to a similar posi-

tion in the southern district of England. In 1907 he returned
to headquarters as Staff Engineer, in charge of the designs

section of the engineering department, in which position he
controlled the technical development and the supply of all

classes of apparatus and plant used in the telegraph and
telephone services. On the outbreak of war he took a keen
intere.st in the supply of e'ectrical equipment to the Army
Signal Services, in which many thousands of the Post Office

engineering staff were engaged. When bitter experience of

the unprecedented conditions of modern trench warfare
pointed to the urgent need for new invention, he devLsed and
sent out special adaptations of telegraph and telephone appa-
ratus, which were eagerly accepted by the armies in the field.

As a result the Director of Signals in Prance invited him to

make a sy.stematic study of conditions at the front, and this

led to an arrangement with the War Office by which he took

up a commission in the Royal Engineers as a liaison officer be-

tween the Army Signal services on the one hand and the

In the course of his career Major Purves has come into in-

timate contact with all aspects of the work of the Engineering
Department, and has himself, for the past twenty years or

more, exercised a powerful influence upon the practice and
the policy of the department. His appointment as Engineer-
in-Chief is welcomed as that of one who despi.ses red tape
and has no respect for mere precedent, and as a guarantee
that straightforward and honourable dealings and the pursuit
of an enlightened and progressive policy will rule the future
of his department.

The position of Engineer-in-Chief to the Post Office involves
the supervision of almost every type of electrical engineering
plant, to the value of nearly one hundred mil:ions sterling,

the responsibility for an expenditure of about fifteen millions
per annum on new construction and maintenance, and the
control of a highly technical staff numbering about '2.5.000.

Major Purves is in the happy position of being able to say
that his thirty-three years' of service have not been inter-

rupted by a single day's sick leave, and that in all that time
he has never made a single application for a position or a
promotion or had recourse to influence of any kind in that
connection—a fact which he regards as a strong testimonial

to the single-mindedness and impartiality of Post Office ad-
ministration, and as a guarantee to young men who are think-
ing of entering its service that they will be treated fairly on
their merits, no matter who they are or where they come
from. He believes that the prospects of smart men entering
the engineering grades of the service at the present time are

distinctly good.

Majok T. F. Purves. O.B.E..

Who has succeeded Sir William Noble as Engineer-in-Chief
to the General Post Office.

producing resources of the Post Office on the other. Right up
to the end of the war he continued to move backwards and
forwards between England and Prance, travelling all over the
British lines, .studying and discussing the developing needs
of the Signal Service, and, on his return to England, setting

about devising and supplying means of meeting them. Major
Purves, with his car-load of new " gadgets." became quite a

well-known and welcome figure to Signal Service officers all

along the British front. He designed a remarkable series of

new types of electrical signalling and detecting apparatus for

all kinds of military purposes, and controlled their manufac-
ture and supply. The volume of requirements was enormous,
and the value of the orders placed for these specially de-

signed items exceeded one million pounds. In the later phases
of the war the system of telegraph and telephone communica-
tions of the British Armies reached an extraordinary degree
of development and efficiency, far beyond that of any other
nation engaged in the struggle. Major Purves bore the re-

sponsibility for the main equipment of the Army, and his

services were of incalculable value to his country.
In June. 1919. Major Purves was appointed Assistant En-

gineer-in-Chief in succession to Sir William Koble. whom he
now succeeds, at the age of 50, in the position of Engineer-
iij-Ohief,

We read in the Special Electrification Number of the South
African Raihvays and Harbours Magazine that Mr. T. P.
Pask, M.I.E.E.. Superintendent of the Electrical and Telegraph
Department of the South African Railways, was to leave

.Johannesburg on May 5th for England, on extended leave of

absence. At a gathering on April 27th of railway electricians

and other members of the service, he was presented by Mr.
F. W. Mills, chief electrical engineer, on behalf of the staff

of the electrical department, with a gold snuff box as a slight

souvenir of their pleasant association with him and a mark
of their regard.

We read in the Electrical Contractor that at a meeting of

the Council of the Electrical Contractors' Association held
at 11. Southampton Row. London, W.C. 1, on April 25th,

Mr. H. Marry.\t was nominated as president for the ensuing
year, and the nomination was adopted.

The general manager of the tramway and electricity under-
taking of the Aberdare Council, Mr. A. .1. Abraham, has
resigned to become general manager of the Bexley Heath
Electricity and Tramway Depai-tments and the Dartford
Light Railway. He has been in charge of the Aberdare
undertaking since its inception in 1913.

The marriage took place at Bristol, on June 1st, of Mr.
Harry Frederick Trewman, M.A., Professor of Electrical

Engineering at the Artillery College, Woolwich, and Miss
Violet Christine Blanche Mor.se. only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. W. Morse, of Bristol. The presents included a pair

of silver vases from the electrical engineering branch of the
Artillery College, Woolwich.

The marriage took place at the Parish Church. Queen-
liorough, Kent, on May 27th. of Mr. Roger Hodgson, chief

electrical engineer, R.N., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Miss
May Crowe, youngest daughter of Mr. Crowe, of Bastchurch,
Sheppey.

South Africa states that the City of Cape Town electrical

engineer. Mr. George H. Swingler. who is coming to Eng-
land on leave, was entertained by the senior officials of the
Electricity Department at dinner on the eve of his departure,

and received a handsome presentation.

Mr. H. H. BuRNESE, M.C.. B.Sc, A.M.Inst.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., has been appointed lecturer in civil engi-

neering at the University College of Swansea. At one time

he acted as assistant to the construction staff of the Dundee
Electricity Department, under Mr. H. Richardson, and during
the war he spent three years in France with the R.G..\.. at-

taining the rank of major, and gaining the M.C.

The Gravesend Town Council has reduced the salary of

the electrical engineer, Mr. C. F. McInnes, by 9/26ths of

his excess salary over the basic salary. The latter is £.50t),

the excess salary ^150, and the reduction .foO.

Mr. A. T. West has resigned his position with Pope's Elec-

tric Lamp Co.. Ltd.. to take up the post of Southern and
Eastern Counties Representative with the Z Electric Lamp
and Supplies Co., Ltd. Mr. G. S. Williams having resigned

his position as northern manager of Poise's Co., has been
appointed to a .similar position with the Z Electric Lamp
and Supplies Co.. Ltd., at its new branch at Liverpool.

Mr. W. J. May has been appointed sales manager and secre-

tary of Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.

The Birthday Honours List.—^The inclusion in the Birth-

day Honours List of Mr. George Sutton, chairman and manag-
ing director of W. T, Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Lt<l.. is

an event which gives rise to widespread satisfaction. Not only

will his co-directors and shareholders, always so appreciative of
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his services to the company and to the cable-making industry,

be eager to offer their congratulations, but the staff and em-
ployes of the company, and a very large circle of confreres and
admii-ers in the electrical industry will hold that by all kinds

of meritorious service Mr. Sutton has well deserved his

baronetcy. Sir George, as we shall now know him, has for

many years been interested, out-side his immediate electrical

interests, in educational matters and in local government, and
has been a generous supporter of charitable movements both

in and beyond the electrical industry. .\ brief account of

Sir George's career appeared in the Electeic.\l Review
for March 17th, 192-2, p. 381. Among the other new
baronets there -are two well-known contractors, Lieut.-Col.

Sir J. Norton-Griffiths, M.P.. and Mr. Edmund Nuttall,

A.M.I.C.E., of Nuttall & Co., civil engineers and contractors,

of Manchester. Another contractor (Mr. Edwin Airey, govern-

ing director of William Airey & Son, engineers and contrac-

tors) is among the new knights, as are also Major C. G. C.

Hamilton, M.P. (Altrincham); Mr. Ernest Montague Hugh-
man, late of the firm of Pyne, Hughman & Co.. engineers, in

India (the honorary secretary of the I.E.E. in India, who
recently rendered considerable assistance to the Benevolent

Fund of the Institution) ; Mr. E. M. Iliffe, of the well-known
firm of niffe & Sons, motor and engineering pubhshers; Alder-

man Kay, who has twice served the city of Manchester as

Lord Mayor, and has for many years had electricity supply
interests at heart; Dr. E. J. Russell, F.R.S.. director of the

Rothampsted Experimental Station under the Ministry of

Agriculture; and Mr. William Walker, C.B.E., who recently

retired from the post of Director of Health and Safety in the

Mines Department of the Board of Trade. Dr. Thomas Rauben
Lyle, P.R.S., chairman of the Electricity Commissioners of

the State of Victoria, becomes a knight bachelor. To all of

the foregoing gentlemen the Electrical Review offers its

hearty congratulations.

Obituary.—Mr. E. A. Doran.—We regret to read in the

Times " Deaths " Column that Mr. Edward Anthony Doran,
CLE., late Postmaster-General, Posts and Telegraphs, India,

passed away on May 11th at Mount Abu, India.

Wills.—The late Sir F. W. R. Fryer, chairman of the Ran-
goon Electric Tramways & Supply Co., Ltd., left £.39,489 net
personalty and f.59,581 gross.

J. p., 38, Belgrave Square, S.W.I; Brigadier-General Hon. Everard Baring,
26, Hjde Parli Street, VV.; Viscount Chilston, 36, Lower Belgrave Street,

S.W. 1 Rt. Hon. Sir William Hart Dvke, Bl., PC. D.L., Lullingstone

Castle Eynsford, Kent; Charles Sheath, J. P., Be.xlev, Kent; Sir Alfred

Waldron Smithers, Kt., J. P., M.P., Knockholt, Kent; P. Crosland Tempest,
C.B.E.. M.I.C.E. No dividend shall be paid to the shareholders of the com-
pany in excess of a dividend at the rate of 4 per cent, upon the amount paid

up on the shares held by them respectively. Subject to the payment of this

dividend, if and so far as the same shall not be provided out of the sums
payable as rent by the Corporations under the said agreement and the lease

to be granted in pursuance thereof, any profits made by the company shall

be credited to the Corporations on account and in reduction of the sums so

payable by the Corporation as rent. Qualification : 1 share. The directors

are not entitled to any remuneration. Solicitor : H. H. Groves. 9 and 10, Rail-

way Approach, London Bridge. S.E. No notice of situation of registered office

was filed at time of incorporation. The file number is 182,131.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

I. I.E. Electric Co. (1907), Ltd Satisfaction in full on
M.-iy 19th, 1922, of debentures dated December 6th, 1907, securing £2,400.

S. Gillitt & Co., Ltd.—A. Dees, of 25, James Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne, ceased to act as receiver and manager on .April 29th, 1922.

Watford Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Convey-
ance dated May 9th, 1922 (supplemental lo mortgage dated November 16th,
1920. and transfer of mortgage dated November 16th, 1921), to secure a
further fS.OOO charged on certain land at Watford. Holder : J. Fletcher,
Carnarvon.

Watson, Marsh & Co. (Hampstead), Ltd.—Satisfaction in
full on May 13th, of mortgage dated April 3rd, 1922, securing all moneys
due or to become due.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full
on May I3;h. 1922, of debenture dated May 13th, 1914, securing £300.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Particulars
of i'202,500 debentures authorised May 3rd, and covered by trust deed dated
May 22nd, 1922; present issue £90,000, charged on the company's undertaking
and property, present and futi*re, including uncalled capital. Trustees :

Metropolitan Trust Co., Ltd. (There is a discount of 6i per cent, on the
present issue of £90,000.)

Yorkshire Incandescent Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.—Issue
on March 13th. 1916. of £1,400 and on .March 10th. 1922. of £200 first deben-
tures, part of a series (filed May 35lh. 1922). J. A. Couper, of Stoney Lea,
Ilkley, was appointed receiver oii May 24th. 1922, under powers contained in

second mortgage debentures dated October 1st, 1914.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.
CITY NOTES.

Breward Sales Co., Ltd. (132,053).—Private company.

and deale
dy

business

electrical plant,

ectric fittings of

nd boats of all

hare) are : \V. A. Anderson, 94,

R. Shaw. 90, Temple Chambers,
iirector. Registered office : St.

launches

Registered May 26th. Capital, £10.000
of manufacturers, designers and importe

house lighting sets, accumulators, battel

all kinds, electrical equipment for mo!
kinds, &c. The subscribers (each with
West Roid, Westclifl-on-Sea, accountant
E.C., accountant. S. E. Smith signs

Margaret's House, 57-9, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

H. Haydon & Co., Ltd. (182,123).—Private companv.
Registered May 29th. Capital. £l..'i00 in £1 shares. To carry on the busine'ss

of electric light and general electrical engineers. &c. The first directors are :

H. H. Haydon. " Woodhorn Villa," Bruxby Street, Syston, Leicester (managing
direc,tor); R. Dunn, 90, Lome Road. Clarendon Pack, Leicester. Secretary:
R. Dunn. Registered office : 3, Welford Road, L.eicester.

Radiola Wireless Telephone Parts Co., Ltd. (182,102).—
Private company. Registered May 27th. Capital, £8,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of manuf.icturers, importers and exporters of and dealers
in wireless telephones and telephonic and telegraphic apparatus, parts and
accessories. &c. The first directors are : W. Mansfield, 17, Brunswick Street,

Liverpool; J. F. Little, 17, Brunswick Street, Liverpool, and 129, East 81st

Street, New- York, U.S.A. (both permanent, subject to each holding £500
shares). Secretary : W, Mansfield. Registered oflice ; 17, Brunswick Street,

Liverpool.

H. D. Butler & Co., Ltd. (182,157).—Private company.
Registered May 30th. Capital. £2,500 in £1 shares. To acquire the business
of a wirek.ss engineer and electrical instrument maker and agent, all carried
on by H. D. Butler at 222. Great Dover Street, W.. as " H. D. Butler & Co."
The first directors are : H. D. Butler (permanent managing director), 222,

Great Dover Street, \V. ; G. A. Huxley, '292, High Holborn, W.C. Qualifica-
tion, £200. Remuneration of H. D. Butler as managing director, £6 per
week. Registered oflice : 15, Queen Street. Cheapside, E.C.2.

L. McMichael, Ltd. (182,184).—Private company. Regis-
tered May 31st. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of
wireless engineers and contractors, dealers in electrical, magnetic, galvanic
and other apparatus for use in connection with the business of a wireless,
telephone and telegraph supply company. The pormanent directors are :

Hubert Leslie McMichael, M.LRadio.E.. 32. Quex Road, West End Lane,
N.W.6; Reni H. Klein, M.LRadio.E., 18. Crediton Hill, West End Lane,
N.W.6; Armand G. Bloch. " Brenthurst," Tcnterden Grove. Hendon. Re-
muneration, £300 per annum, divided between them. Secretary : Leslie
McMichael. Registered office : Providence Place, "rt'est End Lane, Kilburn,
N.W.

Sunray, Ltd. (182,199).—Private company. Registered
May 31st. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business' of manu-
facturers of and dealers in elc<-tric cables, wires, lines, lamns and all kinds of
electrical plant and accessories, &c. The first directors a"re : J. A. Hartley,
37, School Road, Stretford; C. S. Wallbridge, 81, Claremont Road, Ale.xandra

• Park. Manchester. So long as the Harland Engineering Co., Ltd., holds 75 [H'r

cent, of the issued capital, it mav nominate three representatives on the
board, to be known as the " Harland directors." Ounlification (except " Har-
land directors ") : 100 shares. Registered office : 196, Greengate, Salford, Man-
chester.

South=Eastern and Chatham Construction and Power Co.
—Registered on Mav 29th, with a nominal capital of £10,000 in £10 shares.
The objects are: To adopt an agreement with the Soulh-Eastern Railway Co..
the London, Chatham and Dover Railway Co., and the South-Eastern and
Chatham Railway Companies Managing Committee, and to carry on the busi-
ness of engineers, general contractors, contractors for the electrification of
railways, tramways or similar works, constructors of generating and trans.
forming stations, suppliers of electricity or other energy. &c. The minimum
cash subscription is 7 shares. The first directors are: H. C. Orme Bonsor,

Sir U. Babington Smith presided over
Oriental the 'iSth ordinary general meeting on

Telephone June 1st, and' in moving the adoption of

and Electric the report said that the results of the year
Co., Ltd. 1921 were not unsatisfactory. The net

revenue for the year, £id,2'il, was almost
identical with the corresponding figure, £49,'201, for the pre-

ceding year; they were, therefore, able to recommend the
same dividend and bonus as last year, and to transfer

iBlO.OOO to depreciation and general reserve, and i6'2,000 to the
staff pension fund, as they did a year ago. Although the
total revenue was the same, there had been variations in the
different items. The Bombay Telephone Co. had reduced its

dividend from 16 to 11 per cent., whi.e the dividend of the
Bengal Telephone Co. remained unchanged at 10 per cent.
The China & Japan Telephone Co., which had to pass its

dividend last year owing to fluctuations in exchange, had
been able this year to pay the usual 10 per cetit. divi-

dend and a bonus of 10 per cent., thus making up the divi-

dend which was passed. The business continued to expand
at their own branches. The number of -exchange lines had
shown the satisfactory increase of 10 per cent, during tne
year. The net proceeds showed a decrease, owing mainly to
the fall in the Indian exchange, but the prospects of further
expansion w-ere good, and under the new arrangement with
the Indian Government the maximum rates at Madras and
Rangoon would be increased. Negotiations were also in pro-
gress in Mauritius for an increase in rates. Proceeding to
refer to the important question of the Indian licences, the
chairman said he was glad to say that the matter was at last

settled. The negotiations began in India more than two
years ago; they were continued in this country, and they
had now been finally concluded in India. The conditions
accepted by the Government of India would, they believed,
enable the companies to provide a thoroughly efficient ser-

vice on fairly remunerative terms, and would consetiuently
make it possible for them to raise the capital retiuired for
the normal growth and improvement of the systems. The
terms, briefly, were that the Government undertook not to
exercise its option of purchasing under the existing licence
before 1943. If the option was exercised then, the purchase
would be on the terms defined in the original licences—on
plant value without any payment for goodwill. Conditions
were laid down for securing efficiency in the plant and its

operation, including the obligation to provide automatic or
central battery plant in all exchanges with over 300 sub-
scribers. The maximum rate chargeable for an exchange
connection within a radius of four miles of the exchange was
raised from Rs.'i50 to Rs.350 per annum per

_
subscriber,

subject to certain conditions as to periodical revision of the
rates, such revision to be on the basis of a standard divideiKj
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of 12i per cent, on the paid-up capital. The agreements
applying those conditions to the Bombay and Bengal com-
panies had ah-eady been signed. Those relating to the
branches at Madras and Rangoon were practically settled,

and would be signed in the near future. It was probable
that it might be found advisable to form separate Indian
companies to take over the systems at Madras and Rangoon.
At the reque-st of the board. Mr. Parker Ness, the vice-chair-

man, had made another journey to the East. He left this
country last October, and had visited Bombay, Calcutta,
Madras, Rangoon, Singapore, and Hong Kong. He was now
at Hong Kong, and would pass through India again on his
return journey. His presence in India had been most valu-

able, and had contributed in no small degree to the succ-ts-

ful conclusion of the negotiations and to the settlement of

the new basis for the Indian undertakings. They had also

found it necessary to ask Mr. W. E. Cook, their cons lining

engineer, to undertake a journey to India, Singapore, and
Hong Kong, for the purpose of advising them on num.Dus
questions which had arisen or which might arise in those
places. As they might be aware, Mr. Cook was recently
appointed by the House of Commons Committee on Tele-

phones to be its technical adviser, and there was no tele-

phone engineer in whose advice they could have greater
confidence. He was giving particular attention to the ques-
tion of the use of automatic exchanges iii tropical climates,

and he would also advise them on questions of rates and orga-
nisation generally, as well as on the valuation of their plant

—

a matter of great importance when they were considermg
the transfer of undertakings to local companies. The speaker
had mentioned last year that the new exchange at Singapore
had been brought into use in June. 1920. The new plant
was found to be satisfactory, and the efficiency of the service

given was now generally recognised. The Singapore licence

expired at present in the year 193-i, and foreseeing the
difficulties which must inevitably arise when a telephone
undertaking approached the end of its existence, they had
for some time past been in communication with the Singa-
pore Government with a view to an extension. They were
not without hope that the Government might recognise the
force of their representation and agree to this. If it was de-

sired by the Government and the local community, they
would be quite ready to consider the question of transferring

the undertaking to a local company. Similar questions had
arisen at Hong Kong, and they had just heard from Mr.
Parker Ness that an agreement had been arrived at for an
extension of the Hong Kong licence to 19.55 ; for a revision of

the rates; and for the formation of a local company, the
Oriental Co. to receive payment for its property in deben-
tures and shares of the new company. It still remained to

embody the terms in a formal agreement, but, provided no
hitch arose, he hoped the arrangement might be finally

signed before Mr. Parker Ness left Hong Kong. Having re-

ferred with satisfaction to the fact that the liquidation of the
Egyptian company had at last been completed, he said he
believed they were entering upon a new period of progress
in the history of the company. A telephone enterprise, if it

was to be efficient, and to keep pace with the demands for
exten.sion and modernisation of the plant, mu.st be prepared
to spend money freely, and must be in a position to raise

capital for this purpo.se. The conditions now settled for the
Indian licences gave security of tenure for a certain period
and a reasonable increase of rates. There was a good pros-

pect of similar arrangements in Hong Kong and Mauritius.
and perhaps in Singapore also. If those prospects were rea-
lised they would have the essential conditions necessary for
progress. He could give them some figures to show how
rapid that progress was likely to be. The number of ex-
change lines now existing in the systems worked by the
Oriental Telephone Co. and the Associated Companies was
35.000. The increase in the last two years was 6,850; that
was at the rate of about 25 per cent, on the number at the
beginning of that period. There was every reason to expect
that this rate of increase would be exceeded ; but, assuming
that it was only maintained unchanged, the number of lines
would be more than trebled in the next ten years.
Mr. H. Johnstone Grewing seconded the motion, which

was adopted unanimously.

Sir Alfred Dent, K.C.M.G., presided at

Shanghai Electric the annual meeting on May 31st. He
Construction said that the operating profits reckoned on
-Co., Ltd. the usual basis of 2s. to the dollar, were

larger than ever before. Negotiations
with the Shanghai municipality regarding the extension of
the railless traction system and for improved track facilities
were well advanced, and it was hoped shortly to commence
the first instalment of the improvements. All "the new routes
being developed had received the approval of the Municipal
Council, but agreement had not been reached as regarded
ternis and conditions. Negotiations had been opened with
a view to administering the Singapore system of the Singa-
pore Electric Tramways Co. Subsequently to the adoption
of the report, Mr. Donald McColl, the general manager, said
that the number of passengers carried had risen frorn ll'l
millions in 1909 to 120 millions in 1921, with only a mile and
a third of additional roote This was evidence' of the need
for extensions.

The profit for the year ended December,
Automatic Tele- 1921, was £38,579, plus £6,861 brought
phone Manufac- forward, making £35,440. From this
tuning Co., Ltd. have to be deducted directors' fees, £2,.560;

debenture interest, £9,567; depreciation
on patents, goodwill, buildings, plant, and machinery,
£3,0U0 ; one-fifth development expenditure written off.

£3,000; proportion of debenture issue expenses written off.

£1,000; dividend on preference shares, £12,000; carrying for-

ward £4.313. The disappointing result of the year's effort

was attributable to the exceptional trading and economic
conditions prevaihng throughout the year. Although seriously
interfered with by the coal strike and the consequent dislo-

cation of productive effort, output was. on quite a sati.sfactory

scale, and, under normal trading conditions, would have dis-

closed much better results. In common with other manu-
facturers, the company has been faced with two main
difficulties of an unprecedented character, viz.. the heavy
cost of financing orders, due to the high bank rate, and the
steady decline in the value of all commodities, necessitatmg
considerable writing down of stock values. The directors
regret that, under the circumstances, they are unable to pay
any ordinary dividend. During the year Mr. E. A. Mellinger
resigned from the board and the vacancy was filled by the
appointment of Sii" Alexander Roger, who was also elected to

the chair. Mr. James Taylor has retired from the chair, but
he retains his seat on the board. Mr. J. B. Russell retires

through ill-health.

Meeting : Liverpool, July 6th.

The profits for the year ended Decem-
International ber, 1921, were £11,799, plus £6.34 brought

Automatic Tele= forward, making £12,433. After deduct-
phone Co., Ltd. ing directors' fees. £8, and the dividend

on preference shares, £11,782, £643 is to

be carried forward. The profit for the year will ijot allow of

a dividend being paid on the ordinary and deferred shares.

Like most companies whose revenue is derived from indus-
trial undertakings, the company has felt the effects of the
adverse trading conditions which prevailed during the year;
also the productive efforts of the allied company. Automatic
Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. were retarded by the
long coal strike. During the year additional shares were
issued, viz. : 5,345 seven per cent, cumulative preference
shares of £1 each and 6,.S2.5 ordinary shares of £1 each in

exchange for a like number of shares of Automatic Telephone
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. These shares were issued on the
terms of the original offer of February 7th, 1920. During
the year Sir A. Roger joined the board, and he is taking an
active part in directing the affairs of the company. Mr. T.

Gary resigned the chairman.^hip, retaining his seat on the
board, and Sir A. Roger was elected chairman.
Meeting : Liverpool, July 6th.

The annual general meeting was held

AnglO'Argentine in London on May 30th. Sir George \.
Tramways Touche. Bast., who presided, in present-

Co., Ltd. ing the rcjiurt and accounts said that he
feared the report might have caused some

disappointment to shareholders, although they were prepared
for much less favourable re.-iiilts than tTiose of the previous

year. He hoped, however, to mitigate their disappointment.

The reasons for the reduced revenue were the ditference in

the exchange which was not so helpful as in 1920; and the

credit for income tax received in 1920 did not recur. With
the exchange so unstable there was bound to be an enormous
difference in results, but there were indications of improveii

conditions in Argentina, which helped to make the exchange
outlook more hopeful. It was to be not«d that, although
the total revenue had decreased, the traffic revenue had im-
proved; that was a true indication of the success of the

undertaking. This revenue depended upon the growth of

population. Since 1910 the increase had been over 400. OCK) in

Buenos Aires. The traffic conditions led to congestion which
made the operation of the company's services very difficult,

and the rolling stock was being used to its utmost capacity.

Last year the system carried nearly ninety million more
passengers than in 1916, and the cars ran seven milUon
more miles. The traffic expenses were £65,093 in excess of

the previous year. While £57,218 of this represented in-

creases in wages, it must be remembered that there was a
substantial increase in the number of passengers. Traction

expenses were £644,724. These were governed by the cost

of fuel and a large saving had been expected. In 192ti. the

traffic expenses were .-£812,693. but for the purposes of com-
parison a special payment of .£64.047 should be deducted, re-

ducing the amount to £74?,646. It was seen, therefore, that
the decrease ii) traction expenses was just over £100.000. In
this there was ground for encouragement as in previous

years their main difficulty had been the cost of fuel. Now,
of the many problems which beset them, they could con-

sider fuel a minor ene. Maintenance costs increased by
£71.755, but with the constant demands upon their services,

necessitating heavier charges for upkeep, and with more cars

added to the stock, such an increase was to be expected. The
cost of paving streets, charged to capital, was £24,917; this

was one of the obligations imposed by their concession and
(iould not be avoided In 1920. when the expenditure was
abnormally low, the directors had added £51,161 to the
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actual outgoings, increasing the renewals reserve fund to

£340,000. They might have drawn upon this reserve to meet
part of the 1921 charges, but it was not considered desirable

to reduce the fund below £340,000, and the whole of the

year's expenditure was, therefore, charged to revenue. The
large sum of £433,481 had been paid to the municipality m
rates and taxes. This consisted principally of the percent-

ages on their traffic receipts, payable in accordance with the

terms of their concession. The increase in traffic and the

advance in fares had only helped to balance the additional

expenditure ; they had not yet given the revenue necessary to

yield a fair return on the company's capital. From an ad-

ministration point of view there was some comfort in" the

knowledge that they were reducing costs, but, from an m-
vestment point of view, the position was less satisfactory, as

apparently no reduction in working ccsts could keep pace

with additional charges either imposed by authority or

rendered necessary by the cost of living. They had had to

sell their 5 per cent. War Stock in the early part of thei

year to meet the heavy claims of the Government for in-

come tax. The speaker did not know if it was, fully reali.sed

in Buenos Aires that the income tax was deducted from the

dividends of individual proprietors, and was, therefore, not
borne by those who travelled by the company's cars. The
question had arisen whether they should pay a full year's

dividend or only a half-year's dividend on the second pre-

ference .shares. To pay the full year it was necessary to

encroach upon the amount carried forward, reducing it to

£6,031. Although the directors hesitated to do this they
felt that it was desirable to prevent arrears on the second
preference shares increasing. There was still four years'

arrears of dividend on these shares, while the ordinary share
capital of £3.250,000 bad received no return since 1914. The
city was supplied with the finest tramway service in the
world, and the business should be self-supporting on a com-
mercial basis. Unless a change was made people would be

reluctant to embark on further tramway development, and
it would receive a check;

,
a prosperous company always

rendered the best service. The present tariff arrangement
was made in 1920, and was subject to review in 1923. It would
soon be necessary to review" the position, and they were
confident that the question would be approached by the
authorities in a fair and judicial spirit. With regard to the
future, he could give no foreca.st of the date at which the
arrears of dividend upon the second preference shares would
be paid off, enabling them to distribute a dividend on the
ordinary shares. The future was governed by too many
unknown quantities. Happily, there were signs of real im-
provement, but these should not be exaggerated. The report
was adopted.

The gross profit for the year ended
British Electric March 31st, 1922, amounts to £262,895,

Traction compared with £264.772 for 1920-1921.

Co., Ltd. After deducting the general expenses, viz.,

£44,402, there remains a net profit of

£218,494, plus £177,319 brought forward. After charging
debenture stock interest, amounting to £84,4.51, and placing
to re.serve £14,677, there remains a balance of £296,684. After
paying a dividend of 6 per cent, for the year upon the cumu-
lative participating preference stock, which requires
£42,765, a dividend of 4^ per cent, for the year is recom-
mended upon the ordinary stock, requiring £.59,682, leaving
to be carried forward to next account (subject to Corporation
Profits Tax for the vears ended March 31.st, 1920, 1921 and
1922) £194,2;«. The net profit of £218,493 for the year com-
pares with £220,197 for the preceding year. The amount
standing to the credit of re.serve account at March 31st, 1921.
was £.500,000. The re.serve now amounts to £.520,000. The
investments, which now stand in the balance sheet at

£3,987.618, show an increase of £125,802, compared with the
preceding year. The^e investments yielded a revenue of

£208.998, representing an average of 5.24 per cent, for the
past year as compared with 5.39 per cent, for tte preceding
year.

Meeting : June 16th.

The report of the Allnianna Telephon
Swedish A. B. L. M. Ericsson, which absorbed the
Ericsson Cedergren Industry Co., also contains
Company. the figures for the latter company in 1921,

and states that the value of the deliveries
amounted to 19,260.000 kronen, of which the exports repre-
sented 91.1 per cent. In 1920 the Ericsson Co. alone had a

turnover of 14.810.000 kr. as compared with 15,780,000 kr. in
1919, the exports forming 72 per cent., and 68.7 per cent, of
these totals in the two years respectively. The value of the
orders received in 1921 was 9.970,000 kr., and the orders on
the books at the end of the vear represented 8.670,000 ki-.,

as -again-st 17,0110,000 kr. at the close of 1920. After writing
off 720.000 kr. for depreciation the accounts show net profits
of 2,716.000 kr., and it is propo.sed to pay a dividend at the
rate of 3 per cent, on the share capital, which now stands at
80.678,000 kr.. as compared with 73,800.000 kr. in 1920. The
Ericsson Co. itself paid no dividend for 1920, when the
necessity for making heavy provision for depreciation owing
to the fall in prices led to a large loss. Concerning the com-
pany's subsidiaries, the renort states that the workshops of
tlie Russian company in Petrograd continued undamaged,
and were under the management of a Government representa-

tive. It had still been impossible to enter into any negotia-
tions in regard to obtaining payment for the telephone system
at Moscow, which was handed over to the Russian State m
1917, and which belonged to the Swedi.sh-Danish-Russian
Telephone Co. The report also refers to the situation of the
subsidiaries in Englana, Austria, Hungary. Holland, France,
Finland, and Mexico, and mentions that the sales organisa-
tion in Argentina has been converted into an Ai-gentine
company.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Dealings in the following have
been specially allowed by the Committee under Rule 148a :

Lla nelly and District Electric Lighting and Traction—
135,000 ordinary shares of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 1 to
60,000, 135,001 to 150,000, 225,001 to 285,000; 30,000 six per
cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fully paid,
Nos. 195,001 to 225,000; and £51,681 five per cent, first mort-
gage debenture stock.

Mexico Tramways Co.—£211,500 six per cent. 50-year mort-
gage bonds, Nos. 12,-501 to 14,615 (£100).
WelUngton (City of).—Scrip fully and partlv paid for

£319.000 Electric Power Station Construction & Ti-amway
Improvements 5^ per cent, debentures, 1920.
Hendon Electric Supply Co.—20,000 six per cent. Cumula-

tive preference shares of £5 each, fully paid, Nos. 1 to
20.000.

- 1 .

Madras Electric Supply Corporation.—£200,0(X) seven per
cent, second debentures (registered), issued at 95 per cent.,
partly paid and fully paid, Nos. 1 to 2.000 (£100).
North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.—5.000 six

per cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 "each, fully paid
Nos. 300,001 to 305,000; and £12,800 five per cent, mortgages
of £100 each, Nos. 1,901 to 2,028.

Application has been made to the Committee to allow the
following to be officially quoted :

—
Argentine Tramways and Power.—2.50.000 ordinary shares

of £1 each fully paid, 200.000 7 per cent, preference .shares of
£1 each, fully paid, and £200,000 5 per cent, debenture stock.

Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour.—100,0(10 ordinary shares
of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 800,001 to 900,000.

Aluminium Corporation, Ltd.—The accounts have been
issued for the two years ending December 31st, 1921. The
balance at the credit of profit and loss account, after deduct-
ing debenture interest to December 31st, 1921, and preference
dividends for 1919 and 1920, was £25,150, out of which a
dividend is recommended for 1921 of 7 per cent., less income
tax upon the preference stock and shares, which will absorb
£11,888, and the balance of £13,261 is to be carried forward.
The Cowlyd Dam was completed during the course of the
year, and with a view to the installation of a further pipe-
line and the carrying out of other development work, a
special meeting was called for Wednesday last to authorise
increasing the directors' borrowing powers by £500,000.

Compania Argentina de Electricidad.—The directors' re-
port for the year ended December 31st, 1921, states that appre-
ciable increa.ses were registered both in the number of con-
sumers and the sale of energy. The gross profit for the year
after providing $105,308 m/n for the debit balance of
the interest account, was ,$175,656. as .against $127,775m the previou-i year. Of this amount .$2.8.014 was
applied to amortisation of capital invested, $97,757 trans-
ferred to reserve for renewals, the legal reserve fund received
$2,594, and directors' fees absorbed a similar amount. The
payment of a dividend of 8 per cent, took $45.4.55, and the
balance ($1,242) was carried forward.

Brisbane Electric Tramways Investment Co., Ltd.—The
accounts for 1921 show dividends for the year' on shares held
by company £99.9.33. plus sundry receipts £4.381, and £42 837
brought in, making £147,151. Deducting general charges
in London (including corporation profits tax) and expenditure
m Brisbane, the net balance was £132,487. After paving de-
benture interest and preference dividend, the directors recom-
mend a balance dividend of 4s. per share, free of tax, making
8 per cent, for year, carrying forward, subject to corporation
tax, £46,162.—Fmancm/, Tiwes.

Lewes & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The re-
port for 1921 states that' the surplus on working showed a
balance of £4,575. .^fter meeting general expenses and
debenture interest and setting apart £1.750 for renewals, there
remained £4.55, making, with £1,119 brought in,, £1,574
which is to be carried forward.

Pernambuco Tramways & Power Co.—According to the
Financier, after providing for debenture and other interest,
and transferring £10.2:^0 to capital reserve, and £1,.500 to
amortisation fund, the accounts for 1921 show a credit
balance of £1,108, which is to be carried forward.

Brazilian Traction Light & Power Co.—.\ quarterly divi-
dend of 1^ per cent, on the cumulative preference shares is
announced.

Canadian General Electric Co.—Quarterlv dividend of 2
per cent, for three months ending Tune 30th, 1922. on coraraoQ
stock.
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The Dutch Ericsson Company.—The report of the Nether-

lands Ericssoi} Telephone Works Co. states that, after provid-

ing for depreciation, the net profits earned in 1921 amounted to

30,790 florins, as contrasted with 34,074 ti. in the preceding

year, wlien a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, was paid.

The 'profits in 1921 have been carried forward.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The third quarterly interim

dividend is 'Ss. per share, free of income tax, for the year

ending June 30th, 1922, being at the rate of 10 per cent, per

annum.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Tramways Co., Ltd.—Dividend

of 3 per cent, on preference shares for half-year ending June
30th, 1922, less tax.

United River Plate Telephone Co., Ltd.—Final dividend

of per cent, on the ordinary shares, making 8 per cent, for

1921, free of tax, carrying forward f:3.S,704.

STOCKS AND SHARE5.
Tuesday Evening.

Markets have fallen back into a condition of languid and

sumraer-Uke inanition. There is nothing much doing, either

in the investment or the speculative parts of the House.

Even Home Railways, which have been so very animated of

late, have quieted down to a great extent; which means, of

course, that prices after their rapid rise, are giving way a

little from the beist. In the circumstances, that they should

not have gone back further is somewhat surprising. It

seems as though most of the money which was seeking in-

vestment in Stack Exchange channels, instead of lying on
deposit at 2 per cent, with the banks, is ijow fully absorbed

into the markets. At all events. Stock Exchange men are

talking as though they do not expect anything in the shape

of good business until there is a further fall in the Bank
Rate, of which, for the time being, no particular chance
offers.

Districts at 38i are j higher, but Underground income
bonds shed a point at 82i. Metropolitans, after being 48,

returned to 47. Live'.y demand sprang up for London and
Suburban Traction preferences, the price going to 10s. 3d.

before it went back to 9s. 9d. London United Tramway
preferen?e hardened in sympathy, and touched 4s. before

losing a few coppers.

Brazil Tractions remain at 53, and the foreign tramways
group, as a whole, is quiet, the tendency of Mexicans being
towards rather lower figures. The newspapers are talkmu
about .some new insurrection in the country, and, although
nothing definite is known on the point, this is quite sufficient

to cause a little selling of Mexican stocks and .shares. No-
body has any real information, but the rumour serves to

keep possible buyers away from Mexicans for the time being.

No benefit occurred to prices on the announcement that two
more of the three outstanding coupons on Mexican Light
and Power firsts, Mexican Electric & Paoiiuca fives are to be

paid at the end of this month. Stock Exchange dea.ers.

coupon-bookers, and others, are ready to buy these coupons
at better prices than can be obtained by presenting them
at London banks.
Canadian General Electrics at 94J and the preferred at

IHi are both 3 points down. Calcuiia Electric 7 per cent,

second debentures at 2i premium are i lower, and the
Indian Electric debenture at Ij premium is similarly easier.

The allotments of the Madras Electric debenture stock w-iU

be out in the course of the next day or two. and there wi.l

probably be a small premium on the scrip. The dulness
of the Consol market is, however, a reason for a more modes!
estimate being formed of prices than was apparent even
a month ago.
This consideration is scarcely a factor in the list for home

electricity shares. London Electrics rose to 2 1/16. Charing
Cross ordinary, St. James's, and the others which improved
last week, are holding all their rises, and there is a steady
demnnd for anything which comes to market. A new in-
troduction this w'eek to the list is the 6 per cent, preference
of the Hendon Electricity Supply Co. These shares were
sold in considerable numbers on the basis of 4|, and it -was
not long before the price hardened to within an eighth of the
par value of £o. Having regard to the way in which other
good-class electrical shares have advanced lately, there is

litt'e doubt as to the Hendon preferences going over par.
as investors become more familiar with the security, for
the Hendon is one of the best of the London local companies.
British Electric Tractions are .several points better at 56i,
on the increase in the dividend to 4i per cent., against a
previous 4 per cent.
The weakness in cable stocks and shares is rapidly passing

away, and substantial recoveries have occurred in' Eastern
ordinary. Globes, Westerns and Eastern Extension shares.
Being always a narrow market, the tendency is for unex-
pected selling, however smal! in amount, to exercise a notice-
able effect upon prices. The stock re 'ently on offer, however.
is being readily taken. It is undoubtedly the case that

some of the holders of these securities are a little nervous,

as we pointed out previously, owing to the wide publicity

given to the latest developments in radio-telephony and in

wireless. It is held, reasonably enough, that the scope for

expansion in wireless is still very wide ; this will cause the
.shares of the Marconi Co. and its subsidiaries to remain active

media for speculative investment for years to come.
At the moment Marconis are weak at 21, owing to the

pressure to realise profits. The holder of the shares, how-
ever, who is content to look upon them as an investment
for the future, will disregard temporary fluctuations, and .-

leave his certificates undisturbed, unless he is of 6uf3ficiently

speculative mind to induce him to sell on any sharp rise in

the hope of buying the shares back more cheaply, when any
reaction occurs. Marconi Marines have eased off, at 32s. 9d.,

with the shares of the parent concern. In Canadians and
Radios there is not much doing; the prices are dull at lis. 9d.

and 23s. 3d. respectively. Automatic Telephones are a tiiTe

easier at 13s. 9d., on the report showing no dividend pn the
ordinary shares.

Metropolitan-Vickers ordinary rose to I 3/16. Babcock and
Wilcox remain at 3J. Generally speaking, the iron and steel

group is better, in consequence of the expected early ter-

mination of the engineering lock-out. Electric Construc-
tions hardened to 2.53. 9d., British Insulated to 22s. 6d., and
Henley's preference to 41. On the other hand, there were
small declines in Telegraph Constructions, India . Rubber
shares and Henley's ordinary. The Armament group im-
proved a trifle along with iron and steel shares. Rubber
issues remain in a sleepy state. What interest remains in

them is fastened upon the prospect of Dutch producers fall-

ing into line with British companies in the matter of an
all-round restriction of production.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES IN SOUTH AMERICA.

By PERCY F. MARTIN, F.R.Q.S.

The determination expressed by many of the South

American States to exploit their long-dormant hydro-

electric potentialities, argues the creation of an extended

market for electrical maohinerj' and accessories. Hither-

t.-) British firms have made little efiort to bid in this

direction, although a fair number of electrical installa-

tions, in the form of sugar-machinery, coal-cutting and

dressing apparatus, loading and unloading plant, and,

more recently, railway rolling-stock, may be found in

certain of the States, such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile,

and Peru. In view, however, of the widening of the

electrical supplies market (probable throughout the whole

of the ten States of South America, in practically all of

which hydro-electric installations have now been decided

upon), British manufacturers would do well to give

attention to the demands of probable buyers.

Dealers in electrical machinery and accessories do not,

as a rule, carry large stocks, owing to the expense

attached to the housing of big machinery and the loss

upon capital outlay. On the other hand, several foreign

manufacturers, particularly those of the United States

and Germany, maintain agencies with extensive show-

rooms, and, judging from the many years that these have

existed, it may be assumed that, on the whole, they pay

for their maintenance.

Before the war, it was a common complaint among
South American importers of electrical machinery and
accessories that British motors and switchgear lacked

sufficient attention to small details in the manufacture
of terminals, bearings, lubricating apparatus or brush

gear. Customers complained that motors were designed

by people who " could not liave had nmch experience of

the actual operation of such plant under heavy load

conditions." However much or however little truth was

contained in these contentions, the fact remains that

these defects in British machinery design were generally

credited, and consequently, the markets for British

manufactures were adversely affected.

In other connections fault was found with switchgear

because, so it was declared, makers " often rated their

switches too high or designed them merely to take the

ordinary full load of the motor." Under normal con-

ditions switches and circuit-breakers are not called upon
to carry more than this normal current, but on over-

loads or short-circuits they have to carry very much
heavier currents and are fi'equently destroyed in

so doing. Yet another point raised was that, in switch-

gear for small currents, mechanical strength was neg-

lected, and the current-carrying capacity appeared to

be the only consideration. It seems clear that whatever

current a switch has to carry, it must be sufficiently

strong mechanically to withstand the roughest handling
of unskilled men, such as are not infrequently placed in

charge of South American plant-s and machinerj-. Al-

though capable of being trained. South American peons

are apt to be violent and careless unless continually

watched and controlled.

In Argentina the demand for electric motors and other

electrical appliances is broadening, although at one time
the powerful German company, Compania Alemana
Transatlantica de Electricidad. which supplied the city

with electric light, held the greater part of the trade in

accessories and small plant. Roughly, one-half of the

total imports of electrical appliances came from Ger-
many, and only one-quarter from the United Kin<rdom.
Things are different nowadays, however, for while the

Germans are still supplying the Argentine market and
are finding considerable success from the abnormally low
exchansTP, experience of German machinery has not been
altoffether happy : Argentine importers, who are both
willing to pay and capable of paying a higher price for

a superior article, would lie found ready to do a much
more extensive business with British manufacturers of

electrical sroods.

In order to compete with German manufacturers,

however, it would be necessary for British exporters to

do just as the Germans do—maintain in the Argentine

either competent agents or branches holding large and

varied stocks. Among other articles which are in

demand are insulators, wires and cables, lamp-caroons,

dynamos and motors, and accessories. The most

severe competition in small motors, insulators, and acces-

sories comes from the United States; but the quality-

reputation of British wires and cables, dynamos and

motors, and accessories and meters stands very high, the

excellence of such manufactures being generally recog-

nised throughout South America.

In the city of Rosario, the most important commercial

centre next to Buenos Aires, the capital, electric motors

are used to a considerable ext«nt, those for industrial

purposes being chiefly in connection with small plant and

workshops. The most important electrical supply com-

pany is the Sociedad de Electricidad de Rosario (the

Rosario Electric Light and Power Co.), a British concern

which, besides holdins: the contract for lighting the city,

maintains show-rooms where many different kinds of

electrical supplies, plant and machinery may be in-

spected and purchased. At present there are over 1,300

electric motors in use in Rosario. ranging up to 45 h.p..

the greater demand being in relation to small motors of

from 5 to 7 h.p. The conditions with respect to voltage,

current, prices, &c., may be cited as follows:—
Main part of the city, continuous current, 440 volts

for motors over 5 h.p., and 220 volts for smaller motors.

Outer districts (which are continually extending),

three-phase alternating current. 200 volts for motors

over 5 h.p.. and 110 volts for snialler motors.

Rates for motors are as follows:—
9.7 centavos per kWh for first 30 kWh consumed per

month for each horse-power installed.

5.8 centavos per kWh for remainder up to 1,000, and

4.3 centavos per k\Vh for consumption in excess of 1,000

kWh per month.

The Rosario company has hitherto granted special

rates to large consumers, and its campaign of adver-

tising to increase the use of electric motors has materially

added to its business. It has not been customary, so

far, either to own or to rent motors, except those used

in its own plant.

While, as has been said, electric motors are used to a

considerable extent, it has not been easy to introduce new

lines, as the field is already well worked. Four of the

leading manufacturers of electrical appliances, including

motors, of which two are of United States and two of

German origin, maintain agencies in Buenos Aires, and

apparently possess a firm hold on the market. British

manufacturers are. therefore, certain to meet with a

good deal of competition ; but novelties which have found

favour on this side may also be expected to succeed in

South America. It must always be remembered that

where two articles are in competition, that which is

backed by reputation, combined with personal efiort

interested in its success, has every advantage over the

article which has to depend upon mere catalogue descrip-

tion.

In Brazil. British manufacturers, as a result of the

Centennial Exhibition, may have a chance of meeting

competition from the United States upon more equal

ground. Hitherto, most of the imports of electrical

goods into Brazil have come from America, a fact which

may be attributed in a large measure to the ownership

of the Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Santos, and Bahi'a

power companies being Canadian. Their strongest

industrial lines are transformers, insulated wire, trenern-

tors. and motors ; while the United Kingdom has led in

cables, and Germany in arc-lamp carbons and incandes-

cent lamps. There is reason to believe that active com-

petition by British manufacturers of wiring devices.
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which have lately made considerable progress both in

design and manufacture, would be rewarded with no
small amount of success. It should be carried in mind
that the Brazilians, as a race, are very intelligent, and
follow with consideraljle and even minute attention all

patented improvements effected in foreign mechanical

inventions. The Brazilians' system of higher education

has devoted much more attention to technical instruction

than have those of some of their neighbours. The School

of Mines at Ouro Preto, in the State of Minas Geraes,

may be cited as an example, this institution being, per-

haps, one of the best-equipped in South America, especi-

ally with laboratory apparatus. Several high-class

schools of engineering and polytechnic institutes are

likewise to be found in other parts of the country where
the questions of hydro-electric development are being

closely studied.

Practically all Brazilian better-class stores stock light-

ing, heating, and cooking apparatus electrically oper-

ated. Much advance has also been made in some of the

large cities, such as Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Santos,

Pernambuco, &c., in window lighting by electricity,

while sign-lighting, adopting very elaborate electric

signs, is becoming equally common in all of these towns.

Briti.sli types of incandescent lamps, such as the Mazda
drawl) wire and the Ediswan, are much preferred

to those of American or German make. Although at one

time American lamps were sold in large quantities, they

have not been found of the same quality as those emana-
ting from the United Kingdom. Two popular voltages

for which lamps may be designed are 125 for the city

of Rio de Janeiro, and 220 for nearly all the rest of

the cities. Smaller sizes are in demand, but for

advertising and street-lighting lamps of 1,000 watts

are not at all uncommon. The Edison screw-base is

the only one in popular use, the bayonet-socket being

confined to the special low-voltage lamps for train-

lighting. Carbon filament lamps are sold, but in

comparatively insignificant quantities. The same
conditions apply to miniature bulbs or the various

shapes differing from the standard pear to the round

bulb.

Chile is another of the Soutli American States where

hydro-electric development may be looked for. In addi-

tion to the Government having decided upon the electri-

fication of over 2,000 miles of national railways and the

expenditure of £1.750,000 upon hydro-electric works,

many private installations relying upon waterfalls have

been sanctioned in different parts of the Republic. Up
to the time of the war, nearly all the electric light com- .

panies in and around Valparaiso were of German
origin, and naturally favoured German supplies

wherever possible. Things have since changed, how-

ever, and a good deal of Chilean capital has replaced

that of German origin. Business in machinery is

gradually extending, wliile electrically-operated tram-

ways have almost completely replaced mule-traction.

The Chilean market is decidedly wortli studying, especi-

ally at the present time when British manufactures

of all descriptions are largely in request. Among other

contracts that have recently been decided upon has been

an extensive order for electric power plant for the use

of the Antofagasta and Bolivia Railway Co., a British-

owned line, which contemplates gradually electrifying

the whole of its tracks. .\s this work proceeds, the de-

mand will spring up for electrical appliances and
machinery in connection with neiglibouring industrial

establishments and many private residences.

THE ELECTRICAL SITUATION IN INDIA.

[From a Special Correspondent.]

During the war Japan built up a big business connec-

tion in India in a multitude of trade lines—cotton,

matches, glassware, cement, paper, porcelain and
crockery, enamelled ware and numerous others, electrical

accessories, insulated wire, glow lamps, bare copper

wire, and porcelain insulators were almost wholh'

supplied from Japan, and were of course eagerly sought

after, and big prices paid, as the Home and Continental

markets were practically closed down. Now this is all

changing; the market is shifting back again towards

the West, but unfortunately not entirely to England.

Goods are pouring in from Holland and Belgium, and
the input from Germany is largely increasing in spite

of the many earnest protestations one often heard

during the heat of the struggle against ever dealing with

Germany again. Italy, too, is sending her share,

especially of fans, both a.c. and d.c.—one enterprising

Italian firm practically dominates the market in a.c.

fans at the moment.
The matter with English-made electrical goods is. of

course, the old question of price. Take British-made

glow lamps, for instance, both one-watt and half-watt or

gasfiUed. The Continental lamp is at least 20 per cent,

cheaper, and when one goes closely into the life and
candlepower, there isn't much to find fault with. One
hears it frequently said, indeed, that the British-made

lamp is not anything like as good as it formerly was,

though how much actual fact there is in this sweeping

statement remains to be proved. There is no evidence

of German-made lamps on the market yet, but surely

they will come, and probably soon. Of the German
cheap shade there are vast quantities, and it is no un-

common thing to see fairly well finished lamps and lamp
shades at six shillings a dozen on sale in bazaar stores !

Firms are being inundated with German catalogues and

trade circulars and weekly electrical trade pamphlets of

the propaganda order, with subtle suggestions that " as

war is now over let us revive our old friendly trade con-

nections!" The native dealer does not, of course, bother

his head about who he deals with so long as prices are

tempting, and is consequently taking full advantage of

opportunities; but it is open to question whether the

British local firms and middlemen should encourage

trade with Germany under present conditions. The.

argument is fairly understandable on both sides. One^

man says, "Why should I sit idle watching mv 1920

peak-price stock of British goods growing stale on my,

shelves while my neighbour over the way plunges oa
German stuff and makes money? I can't keep the pot;

boiling on patriotism alone, without turnover." An-^

other man who perhaps fought or lost a son in the war,

argues, " Why should I help the German to pay his wari

indemnity wliile the poor British working man, who^

fought that I may live, is keeping body and soul only just

together on half or quarter time at home? " The rea

truth is probably, as Harold Cos has it, " trade has na

feelings. Men will give their lives for their country^

but in business they will rarely forgo the chance of
""

profitable bargain, even with a private enemy or a hated

foreigner.' The moral, therefore, for the British

manufacturer and workman is obvious. 4

X very large number of manufacturers' ropresenta-j

fives liave been invading India this last cold weathei^J

Britisli, Continental, and American ; and knowinfl

the present state of business in India, one fears that

their reports and orders to their head offices have not

been encouraging. Some of them are experiencea

men who have been many times over the ground beforel

many of them are inexperienced youths whom you caig

spot by the cut of their topees and the military tag oS

their business cards. The older hand spies out the land

carefully before lie pays a business call ; he finds out "

who is the right man to see in an office or works, when

is the most convenient time to call, and. above all, be
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finds out which, day of the week is mail day. It may
here be remarked that it is an amiable little weakness

of Indian business men to make believe that the out-

going mail is the most important thing imaginable, and

that he is terrifically busy on mail day—he makes a

fetish of it; except under the most pressing circum-

stances he cannot by any possible chance see a traveller

—he may as a compliment see a man with an order to

place—but a traveller, never. The truth is mostly that

he has put oS to the last moment what he should have

been doing days before, and is so worried on mail morn-

ing with business letters, and private letters as well, that

he imagines he is extremely busy. At any rate, the old

experienced drummer accepts the little weakness,

panders to it, and never calls on a mail daj-. Not so

the raw youth out for the first time ; he looks up his list

and blunders into an oflBce disregarding the "mail
day " notices in big letters scattered here and there in

prominent positions, sends in his card, gets his. merited

rebuff, and goes away disheartened and leaves a bad
impression behind.

A word of warning might here be given to the home
traveller who uses too many superlatives in describing

his wares, and who depreciates his rival's manufactures

—even to the bad taste of mentioning names. This at

once brands him as inexperienced, and results in a bad

start with his would-be customer. Let him emphasise

the selling points of his goods by all means, but at the

same time give his competitor a chance.

One more point, worth mentioning perhaps, is the

verv short-sighted policv which a few travellers cannot

resist, namely, of making snap retail sales instead of

confining themselves whollv to wholesale or agency

buvers. There have been instances recently of manu-
facturers' representatives taking small orders for

motors, switches, and electric fans from people not in

the trade. This may be considered smart for the time

being, but it is remembered by resident firms to the

future disadvantage of the salesman and his principals.

ELECTRIC LIGHT FOR THE SMALL TOWN.

By J. M. C. FIELD.

The small town seems just as far from obtaining a public

electricity supply as ever. Take, for instance, a

small country town of, say, 100 potential consumers.

To lay down a central station of the ordinary type is

hardly a promising commercial enterprise on such a

small scale as this, and the capital required is verj'

large; indeed, it can seldom be raised locally. The de-

mand for power in such places is generally small, and
for the present can be disregarded. What is wanted is

a good and reasonably cheap supply of electricity for

shop lighting, the local kinema, private dwellings, and
street lanterns. Is there anything wrong in such cases

with a supply given during lighting hours only, say from
dusk to 11 p.m. ?

The writer of this article having lived aboard ship for

months on end, where only a supply of this desi-riptiou

was available, found hardly any inconvenience from the

restricted hours of service. It was far superior to gas

jr oil lighting, to say the least of it. A warning signal

ive minutes before the engine was shut down was made
iy breaking the circuit momentarily two or three times.

V great advantage gained in this way is that limiters

•an be used in place of meters. Limiters not only show
I saving in capital cost, but also reduce the clerical work,
md, in addition, the exact revenue is known before the

nd of the quarter. When once the bulk of house wiring
ind mains work were completed, one capable man and
I boy could run the whole installation.

With all-the-year-round charges of. say, 2s. 6d. per
eek per 250 W maximum consumption, with larger

imiter settings in proportion, the revenue from 100 con-
umers would he about £15-£18 per week. Fuel and

labour would cost about £8 per week, and a fair margin
would be left for depreciation, profits, &c. If profits

were made on wiring work, the total revenue would be

further increased. A Special Order for such an under-
taking could hardly be obtained, but if a few prominent
local people were interested, permission from local

authorities should be forthcoming. At any rate there

wotdd be little fear of competition.

If we assume that electricity supply in bulk will be
available one day throughout the kingdom, we could
regard this method of supply as temporary only. The
mains and customers' installations could be laid out with
that end in view, and the actual generating plant would
only account for a comparatively small part of the total

cost. Two direct-coupled semi-Diesel sets would pro-

bably be found most suitable for the purpose, and, to-

gether with a simple switchboard, they would occupy
very little space. The storage battery has hitherto been
regarded as a necessary evil of the small station, but
by cutting out the 24-hour service it can be avoided and
capital saved on the battery itself, the building space it

occupies, the necessary boosters, &c. At the same time
battery depreciation (a very heavy item in small station

work) entirely disappears, and it is more than likely

that the labour costs of a small non-battery station would
be far less than those of a battery-equipped plant, in

spite of the fact that the engine would be required to

run for longer hours.

The Daylight Saving Act cuts out yearly 150 hours of

engine running, and the limiter system being used the
revenue would remain the same. With a few exceptions,

such as hospitals, &c., no inconvenience would be caused
by shutting off the supply at 11 p.m., and if by so doing
it is made possible to give a supply in towns where a
twenty-four hour service is practically impossible, why
not do it? Surely ,a supply that will serve nine-tenths
of the requirements is better than no supply at all.

If a bulk supply did eventually become available, the
local company having mains, &c., already installed

would stand a chance of selling out at a good price, or,

better still, substituting transformer gear for the
generating plant and running the business at a profit

as local distributors. The station buildings, mains, &c.,

would still retain their full market value, and by the
way things are going at present it is highly probable that
the engines would have completed their full natural life

long before a bulk supply was available for the average
country town.

This idea might also be carried out in fair-sized vil-

lages, too large for the co-operative scheme previously
described in this journal. In some cases it might be
possible to make use of the plant during the day by
arranging to give a power supply to a local factory, but
the staff would have to be doubled and the wear and tear
would also be proportionately increased. A public
power supply would hardly be profitable for so small an
undertaking.

Blectrilication of Industrial Plant Railways.—In a paper
recently read before the Ensjineers' Chib of Philadelphia
(U.S.A.), Mr. D. M. Petty di.scussed the feasibility of elec-

trifying the railways used iu large industrial works, and the
best method to be employed in electiilication. He came to
the conclusion that electrification was advisable, on the
grounds of economy in working, especially where numerous
starts and stops were necessitated ; less depreciation ; smaller
repair costs; more easily executed repairs, &c. The speaker
considered that storage battery locomotives should only be
used in special cases, for. although this type had numerous
advantages, the initial cost and the cost of replacement of
batteries was very heavy. He suggested a general system
of under-running third-rail collection at a pressure of 250 V.
For long distance running, however, a higher voltage was
recommended.
Reported New Russo^German Combine.—.An Exchange

Telegraph dispatch from Paris reports that a Russo-German
company has just been formed, with headquarters in Moscow,
and a capital of 30,000.000,000 paper marks. On the Ger-
man side the company will include among its shareholders
Herr Stinnes, Hen- Krupp, and the Allgemeiue Blektricitats
Gesellschaft, and on the Russian side the Soviet Government.
This combine has for its object certain large industrial works
nn Russian territory.
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BELGIUM'S RAPID RECOVERY.

EXPORT ACTIVITIES.

Mr. E. F. H. Duke, H.M. Commercial Secretary at Brussels,

has written a highly interesting report on the economic situa-

tion in Belgium- at the end of i921. Apparently there has

been some delay in its publication. It ha.s been revised, how-
ever, to March last. .\s the report is the first on Belgium
which has been issued since the Great 'War began, Mr. Duke
draws some striking comparisons between conditions then and
now.
He recalls the advantages she possessed in her thrifty and

hard-working population, her industrial resources, her

wonderful system of internal transport, and her substantial

interests in foreign enterprises. At the same time, German
finance was powerful in the Belgian metallurgical industry,

notably in engineering and electrical enterprises, many of

these being almost entu'ely dependent on German control for

the provision of their plant and raw material. The end of the

w^ar not only found Belgium deprived of the assistance of

German capital, but also found her pre-war markets closed

altogether or grown dependent, on other sources of supply,

her industrial iK)pulation decimated by war or rendered in-

efficient by enforced idleness and physical deterioration, and

the majority of her industrial plant stolen or destroyed.

The rapidity of her economic recovery has been nothing

short of marvellous, says the report, and in many respects the

situation is at the present time a great deal better than it

would appear to be from a study of mere figures.

Mr. Duke proceeds to review the financial position, from
which he concludes that, given a resumption of normal con-

ditions and a reasonable prospect of recovery from Germany

—

in at any ra.te. the same degree as other claimants—Belgium
will be in as sound a financial state as any other European
country.
Considering that the war cut off Belgium's export trade

and that prior thereto Germany bought (in 1913) 940 million

francs' worth of Belgian goods, it will be realised how essen-

tial it was to re-establish sales in foreign markets.-

Of the many steps_ taken to attain this end, that which
most nearly affects tlTe British engineering industry is pro-

bably the commercial mission to South and Central Ainerica.

This was accompanied by technical experts in the principal

branches and equipped to demonstrate by the kinema and
other means Belgian manufacturing capacity. Amongst other

methods to be adopted for the purpose of enhancing Bel-

gium's competitive power abroad are : the practical training

of students of export trade by means of scholarships offered

by banking and industrial bodies ; the increase of foreign

branches of Belgian banks, and the issue of long term credits

;

the co-ordination of Belgian export and shipping organisations

and the development of 'regular Belgian services to foreign

ports; and. lastly, the establishment by the Government of

a reliable commercial intelligence service.

After referring to the difficulties in the way of British trade

with Belgium, due mainly to the fluctuation in the value of

the franc, the Commercial Secretary gives certain reasons why
British manufacturers and business men. if they wish to re-

cover their position in the Belgian market, should put them-
.selves to some trouble to understand and appreciate the men-
tality of their potential clients in Belgium. He poiiits out

that there is much in common between the two countries, in-

cluding the principle of honesty and coimiion sense in busi-

ness affairs, and there still remains in Belgium a traditional

belief in the quality of British goods which has only been
sUghtly obscured by other influences. It is. however, quite

certain that, unless prices are considerably reduced, better

terms of credit given, more allowance made for exchance diffi-

culties, and greater attention given to punctuality in delivery.

British trade with Belgium will continue to diminish, at any
rate as regards those articles which are not dependent on
their traditional " luxury " character, or are not virtual mono-
polies of British manufacture.
The following suggestions, adds Mr. Duke, though in some

cases hackneyed and in others counsels of perfection, may be
worthy of consideration during the next few years:—

1. Catalogues and literature must be issued in French, and
mea.surements and prices be quoted in that language.

2. Quotations must lie made c.i.f. Belgian port, and, if pos-

sible, delivered inland. Continental competitors can dehver
their eoods from producer to consumer in the same wagon.

3. Reasonable credits must be given to enable the buyers
to take the least possible risks on the rate of exchance.
Where possible. pa\Tnent in francs should be accepted ; this

presents less difficulty in the case of British firms requiring

raw materials or accessories from Belgium—a process which
m itwif tends to encourage trade with Great Britain.

4. Tlie question of payment is obviously creatly facilitated

hv dealintr through an asient in Belgium, who is at the same
time a selling agent for Belgian goods. In this connection it

is es.=ential tn appoint either a Belgian agent or an English

one who has been in Belgium for some years and is thoroughly
acquainted with the country and its methods of business.

* Department of Overseas Trade. 3b. 6d.

The " personal touch " is of the highest importance. The
potential buyer in Belgium does not like business by corro-

spondence only; it is not too much to t-ay that he will pay a,
higher price in nine cases out of ten to an agent who is per-

sonally introduced and known to him rather than buy the
same goods cheaper by correspondence or from an unkncsvn
British traveller.

0. Every possible assistance should be given to Belgian
agents in respect of commission and expenses, provision of

samples, advertising matter, and the like. Complaints have-
been numerous on this subject.

6. Pirst-class travellers—if possible members of the firm

—

should visit Belgium periodically to confer with their agents,

be introduced to customers, and demonstrate new develop-

ments.
[Mr. Duke has constantly heard of and received visits from

travellers for British firms whose ignorance of the country, of

the language, even of their own busine.ss, can only be described
as lamentable.]

7. .Although it may .=eem an unimportant matter, the stamp-
ing of correspondence must receive careful attention. Smsill

items, such as the payment by the prospective buyer of double
postage on a letter, do not encourage him to do business at a
time when a rise or fall in the exchange of 10 centimes i>er

franc may make all the difference between profit and loss.

8. Efforts should be made to quote firm and not to make
additions to quoted prices on the ground of increased cost of

raw material or labour. Generally the buyer or agent will

prefer to pay a higher price in the first instance. If an in-

crease is necessary, the fullest possible explanation ehoald b^
given.

9. In this connection, a great deal of good can be done by
" putting the cards on the table. " explaining to customers the

exact situation of the manufacturer and expressing and show-
ing in practice a desire to help the Belgian customers, whether
actual or potential. Personal propaganda of this kind, carried

on between the seller and bis customers, is far more effective

than any general trade propaganda from official sources can

be.

10. .A great deal can be done by mutual co-operation be-

tween British manufacturers and traders. These who wish to

develop their business in Belgium should not fail to become
members of the British Chamber of Commerce in Belgium
(Secretary, Mr. E. F. SatcheU, -2, Rue de ia Bourse.

Brussels)!

As an indirect method of furthering British trade, the

report suggests that investment in Belgian enterprises il

worthy of consideration. The high rate of exchange has ren-

dered the opportunities of obtaining controlling interests in

Belgian industries especially attractive to British manufac-
turers and capitaUsts. In many cases advantage has been

taken of the situation by British firms, particularly in the

engineering and constructional industries. Mr. Duke can

siders that there are stiU opportunities of which advantage

may be taken, particularly in (a) building operations in the

devastated areas; (li) the development of ports, harbours and
canals and the establishment of necessary enterprises such
shipbuilding and repairing; (c) electrification schemes; anc

(d) general manufacturing industries, where the compai»
tively low cost of wages and taxation, coupled -with the pro-

spect of excellent transport conditions, may be expected |[

facilitate cheap production. ,

The Belgian buyer undoubtedly prefers an article made v
Belgium to the same quahty of article made in England, a^
the Belgian Government in particular prefers to deal witt

Belgian companies, even if they are only so in name.

At the same time British influence in Belgian companife
can be used to divert to the United Kingdom their purchai

of plant and machinery.
The report devotes a short section to a review of the e:

neering industry :
—

Before the war practically every branch of the enginee:

industry was established in Belgium. Tremendous d;

was done during the occupation, and the high ivst and
age of raw materials put further difficulties in the way
resumption Many firms have profited by the slackness f
trade during 19i30 and 1921 to complete the reconstruction

their works damaged by the Germans and to install

equipment. .At the same time attention has been given to
importance of making Belgium independent of other

tries, and particularly Germany, with regard to electrical

terial. and during 1919 six new electrical factories

established, manufacturing conduits, switchboards,

descent lamps, machinery, and signal apparatus. a

The " .Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charlerok
which has a capital of 40.<XV.(X'l<> fr.. can now exploit virtual

the whole field of electrical construction, thanks to the entilfl

modern machinery installed, and the extensions made to

works. During 1920 an immense number of orders

received, and the company has consequently been able to

over the general industrial crisis ruling in 1921
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The Societe d'Electricite et de Mecanique Prooidds
Thomson-Houston et Carels has also extended its works;

the machine tool and mounting department has been enlarged,

the foundry for small parts has been doubled, and a mechani-
cal foundry installed. Large modelling workshops have been

built, and also a warehouse for general purposes. Regulators,

alternators, transformers and large motors are now manu-
factured, \\hLle as regards the mechanical construction of

Diesel engines and steam engines, it is claimed that produc-

tion has reached the pre-war figure.

German competition in the electrical constructional indus-

try is, however, growing serious in Belgium, and the Allge-

raeine Elektricitaets Gesellsehaft has oix-ned offices in

Charleroi under the mask of a Luxemburg firm. Any sale of

British technic;il goods in this country is exceedingly difficult

owing to the high prices quoted.

TRANSMISSION LINE TESTS AT 280,000 VOLTS.

Bv E. J. C. WOOD.'

Prep.^ratory to converting the two '241-mile Big Creek lines

from 150 kV to '220 kV, the Southern California Edison Co.

made extensive field investigations to determine the feasibility

of using existing towers and standard 10-in. suspension in-

sulators, now used on the lines. In addition field tests were
made at voltages as high as '280,000 to ascertain corona loss

from conductors under actual operating conditions and differ-

ent weather and to check the charging current against cal-

culated values.

As a result of these field tests and the laboratory experi-

ments which preceded and paralleled them, it has been decided
to equip the insulators with shielding and grading rings and
to increase the number of units from nine to eleven. It is

believed that satisfactory operation at '2'20,000 volts will be
possible without any other changes.
Owing to the fact that only one bank of high-voltage trans-

formers was available for the field test, it was not possible

to transmit power, the lines being merely energised. On
September 16th, 1921, a 7-mile section of line was raised to

'275 kV, later an additional 5 miles of line was cut in ; twot
weeks later 19^ miles of line were energised to 280 kV, the
reactance of the transformers causing the voltage to increase,

together with the charging current of the line. About a
month thereafter another 6i miles of line was added, and at

this time it was determined to lower the voltage to 241 kV
to conform more nearly to what will ultimately be the opera-
ting voltage of 2'20 kV.
Before conversion to 280 kV the line was in commercial

operation at 150 kV and the insulation consisted of nine 10-m.
cap-and-pin suspension units except at anchor towers, where

Suspension Insulatok, Showing Shield Rings.

double strings of eleven units each were used. There were
arcing horns at the top and bottom of the suspension strings
and on the upper side of the dead-end.
For the purpose of the experiments, shield rings were in-

stalled at the bottom of all suspension strings and at

the top of the centre suspension. With one or two
exceptions, the old arcing horns were left at the top of the
outer suspensions. The arcing horns at the lower ends of
suspension strings were not removed, being within the in-
fluence of the shield ring and inert. When necessary to tie

down the line shield rings were placed at the top of the tie-

down strings. The double-string dead-ends had oval shields
attached at the line end; the old arcing horns were left at
the tower end.

*Electrical World. Abstract.

The shape and size of the shield rings employed was der
termined after considerable investigation of the voltage dis-
tribution along the insulator strings under different conditions.
The arcing characteristics of the shields are good. The deep
straight-sided ring, shaped so as to cause arcs to start from
its lower edge, produces an electrostatic field of a shape that
keeps the arc well away from the insulators. Under wet
conditions the arc starts from the ring clear of the lower
insulators. The first shield was made of cast iron, but the
greater number are of cast aluminum. The practicability of
sub.stituting pressed steel has been under consideration.
The 27 miles of experimental line has '291 suspension strings,

of which 249 were left with nine insulators and the remam-
mg forty-two strings were increased in length by adding two
more insulators to each. There were forty-eight tie-down
strings, which had one more insulator than the correspondmg
suspension string, and 34S double dead-end strings, in which
the number of insulators was not changed.
The conductors are steel-core aluminum concentric-strand

cables with individual wires 0.1059 in. in diameter, and the
diameter of the cable is O.'Jb in. The conductors are separated
by 17 ft. 3 in., and are arranged in a horizontal plane, the
height of conductors above gi'ound at towers being 37 ft.

Single-circuit structural-steel towers are used with a normal
spacing of 660 ft. The experimental section of the line goes
chiefly over hilly country and the spans are of irregular length
up to a maximum of '2,871 ft., with an average length of
9'28 ft.

With 278 kV between conductors, the observed charging
currents of 19.5 miles of line were 15.0, 16.1 and 14.6 amp.
for the west only, centre and easterly conductors respectively,
averaging 15.23 amp. The calculated current is 13.83, using
the weighted mean spacing and hyperbolic formula. As
shown by an analysis of the voltage wave, harmonics were
sufficient to account for an increase in charging current of

about 3 per cent., leaving a 7 per cent, increase above the
calculated to be explained by the presence of an adjacent line,

the overhead ground wire, the increase' of capacity due to
corona and the presence of the shield rings and line hard-
ware. With 27 miles of line energised at '241.5 kV, the charg-
ing currents were 17.3. 18.7 and 17.6 respectively, averaging
17.87. This is 7.5 per cent, greater than the calculated. The
current wave is less distorted than when operating at the
higher voltage.

Energised at 278 kV to '284 kV and with atmospheric con-
ditions varying from hot and dry to heavy fog, the total loss

in the 19J miles of circuit ranged from 300 to 880 kW, there
being apparently more loss in fog than in rain. One clear

morning a test was made energising the line separately from
a steam turbo-generator, so that the voltage could be varied
at will. The results correspond closely to those calculated
by Peek's formula.
There is no measurable corona loss in 27 miles of line at!

241 kV in clear weather, the maximum observed so far in

rain being '243 kW, or an average of 3 kW per mile per wire.

At the proposed operating voltage of 220 kV the losses are
negligible.

When energised at 280 kV the line is very noisy and corona
is abundant on the cable in the span, but none can be seen
on the insulators or .shields or on the conductor within a dis-

tance of about 3 ft. on either side of the shield ring. At 241
kV there is a very slight noi.se. At 220 kV operation will not
be noticeably different from that at 150 kA''. Since the whole
27-mile length of line has been energised at 241 kV, several
rainstorms have occurred. No insulator trouble developed.

Shipping and Engineerin;^ Exhibition, Olympia, 1923.—
Though 19'24 has been diH'i<led upon as the year for the
great British Empire Exhibition at Wembley Park (the elec-

trical and engineering arrangements, for which have already
been briefly announced in the.se pages), it has been resolved
that there shall be a Shipping, Engineering and Machinery Ex-
hibition held at Olympia in September next year. The de-

cision was arrived at, we are informed, at a meeting of ex-
perts, held on June 1st, at the Holborn Restaurant. Dr.
H. S. Hele-Shaw. president of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, was elected chairman of the Hon. Committee of
Experts, with Capt. H. Riall Sankey, C.B., as vice-chairman.
We are infoiTned that wide nnd influential support was given
to the movement so that the shipping and engineer-
ing industries should l)e well represent^ed. The hope
was expressed that every stall would demonstrate working
exhibits and the late.^t inventions, in order to interest the
general public. Every mechanical engineer in the world is

to be invited to the exhibition, and bulletins in foreign lan-

guages are to be .sent to all countries, so that the endeavour
mav be thoroughlv understood and appreciated. Sir

Charles A. Parsons. K.C.B.. F.R.S., is the president of the
.shipping exhibition, and among the vice-presidents are the

Rt. Hon. Ivord Weir, of Ea.stwood; Sir Archibald Denny,
Bart.; Sir E. H. Tennvson D'Evncourt; Engineer Vice-Ad-
mira! Sir George G. Goodwin, K.C.B. : Sir Alex. B. W.
Kennedy. LT..D. Sir Archibald Ro=s, K.R.E.. M.Inst. C.E.

:

and Colonel R. Saxton White. Mr. F. W. Bridges, 4, Vernon
Place, W.C.I, is the general manager.
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SHORT-WAVE DIRECTIONAL WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

Bi- C. S. FEANKLIN.

{Abatract of paper read before the WiEELESS Section of the

Institution of Electric.\i. Engixeers.)

In this paper are given results of investigatidms made with

reflectors and wave-lengths below 20 metres. The author

demonstrated with a continuous-wave valve transmitter

made by Mr. \\itt, furnishing approximately a i-metre wave,

and a reflector having a 'i-wave-iength aperture, so that some

idea could be got of the order of the du-ectional effect, or

" beam," obtained.

'i'he mvestigation was commenced by Senatore Marconi in

Italy in 1916. Ihe author assisted hmi there, and the waves

used were i and 3 metres. The only mterference experienced

with such waves was from motor boats and motor cars. These

machines apparently emit waves from near (J up to about 4U

metres m length, and the day may come when tuey will have

to have their ignition systems screened, as on some aeroplanes,

or carry a Post Office hcence for transmitting. Incidentally,

if some of the motorists were to listen to the irregularity of

their ignition they would be surprised. A coupled-circuit

spark transmitter was developed, the primary having ari air

condenser and spark in compressed air. The decrement of the

waves emitted was judged to be of the order o'f U.03. The
receiver was a carefully-picked crystal, while the reflectors

were made of a number of strips or wires tuned to the wave,

arranged on a cylindrical parabola with the aerial at the focus.

The transmitting system could be revolved and the effects

studied at the receiver. Assuming that the waves leave the

reflector as plane waves of uniform intensity, having a width

equal to the aperture of the reflector, it is not diflicult to cal-

culate the polar curve of radiation in the horizontal plane,

which should be obtained from reflectors of various apertm-es.

The method of measurement at the receiver was the "slide-

back" method with a rectifier; two reflectors with apertures

of 3J wave-lengths, one at the transmitter and one at the re-

ceiver, increased the working range about three times.

The Itahan experiments showed that good directional work-
ing could be obtained with reflectors properly proportioned

with respect to the wave-length. The attenuation over

the sea for the wave-length used was very high. The experi-

ments were continued at Carnarvon in 1917, and brought into

prominence a property of wave propagation which is not

generally known, and the extent of which is not realised. This

is the very rapid increase in the strength of the electric field

with height above the ground. The rate of increase appears

to be a function of the height divided by the wave-length,

and while not very noticeable with wave of several hundred
metres, is very marked with waves a few metres in length.

It was not possible to ascribe the weakness of signals to any
screening or reflections from trees or other objects. Signals

steadily increase in strength with height. Accurate measure-

ments were not possible, but the increase of strength of the

field at a height of 10 wave-lengths was estimated to be six

or seven times. The increase is not always uniform. When
both transmitter and receiver are at a low level the range is

very dependent on the nature of the intervening country, and

is very restricted even over the sea; when, however, both

stations are many wave-lengths alcove the intervemng
country its nature is of far less importance, and the range

is increased many times. These experiments showed that

very considerable ranges were possible with very short

waves.
In 1919 experiments were commenced at Carnarvon with

valve transmitters, with the idea of producing a directional

telephone system. A single-valve transmitter was arrived at,

taking about '200 watts with a 15-metre wave, and giving

1 ampere in the centre of a half-wave aerial. A heterodyne
receiver with supersonic beat-note was employed. Very
strong speech was obtained at Holyhead, "20 miles away. The
strength was such that shadows produced by small hills and
buildings were hardly noticeable, unless the stations were close

behind them. A t^st on the Dublin Steam Packet Co.'s boats

running from Kingston to Dublin was made in June, 1920.

Speech was received right into King.stown Harbour, 70 nauti-

cal miles from Carnarvon, and the point was proved that there

was no rapid diminution of strength after passing the horizon

line from Carnarvon.
In February. 19'21. from Hendon very good speech was re-

ceived up to 66 miles, and fair speech in the neighbourhood
of Birmingham. A reflector station was then erected at Frank-
ley, near Birmingham, 97 miles from Hendon, and tests were
started there in August, 1921. The following are some par-

ticulars of the Hendon and Birmingham plant :
—

The transmitter consists of two medium-size power valves

working in parallel. The power to the valves is usually

700 watts (4.000 volts. 175 m.\). The aerial is rather longer"

than half a wave-lenoth. and has a radiation resistance of the

order of 90 ohms. The efficiency, input to valves to aerial

power, is between 50 and 60 per cent., and about 300 watts

is actually radiated. With reflectors at both ends speech is

strong, and of very good quality—usually strong enough to be
just audible with a J to J-ohm shunt across a 60-ohm telephone.
With both reflectors down the speech is usually only just
audible with no shunt. Average measurements indicate that
the energy received when both reflectors are up is about 200
times the energy received when not using the reflectors. Thug
to get the same strength without reflectors as with them a
140-kW valve transmitter of the same eflieiency would be re-

quired. Local measurements of the polar curves taken round
the station show that the electric field in front of the .station

is increased approximately four times by the use of the re-

flector, and that the same order of increase is obtained during
reception; the increase of energy received due to the use of

the two reflectors should therefore be 4" X 4" = 256 times.

That a polar curve taken locally round the station is not the
same as the polar curve at a distance, and that the directional
effect is soon lost, the author does not agree. It is, however,
essential that the stations should be in situations free from
obstacles which might cause powerful local reflections and dis-

tort the field. The polar curve is practically constant at all

The production of waves of the order of about 12 metres and
upwai-ds is quite practicable up to several kilowatts by large

power valves, and it is also practicable to operate valves in

parallel. With such high frequencies very large currents pass
into the grid and anode, and if any attempt was made to push
up the power on a bad valve the glass would promptly melt.
The cause of the trouble was due to losses in the deposits cai

the glass, ownng to high-frequency currents induced. Such
deposits are always produced in valves during exhaustion, and
vary considerably. Mr. E. Green discovered that if the elec-

tric field in the neighbourhood of the valve was constrained
by means of a shield, so that it was at right angles to the de-
posit on the glass, then this loss d^appeared, and a formerly
bad valve would give nearly the same efficiency as a good one.
It is now therefore possible to use what are practically

standard valves, and their life apisears to be about the same as li

for lower frequencies.

Continuous-wave reception is possible on the trans-

mitting aerial while the transmitter is operating. This
has been used successfully for duplexing between Hendon and
Birmingham, and eliminates all switching. The het^'rodyne

may be either the transmitter, or an independent small hetero-

dyne in the receiver. Both the transmitter aind the re^

ceiver utilise the same aerial and reflector, and the trans-

mitter can be operated while receiving. There
no reduction in strength while the transmitter is on. but
strong cun-ents are induced in all conducting structures and
circuits close to the reflector and transmitter, such as the
supporting towers and buildings, and every variable contact
produces a noise. The elimination of all variable contacts in

the neighbourhood of the transmitter has proved a work of

some magnitude. .

Reflectors, besides giving directional working, and economifl'

ing power, show an unexpected advantage, which is probably
common to all Sharply directional systems. Practically no dis-

tortion of speech occurs. Wave-lengths of the order of 30

metres are capable of providing point-to-point directional com-
mercial service over very considerable ranges. Such services

will be comparatively secret as compared with the usual non-
directional type of transmission.

The directional effect obtained with reflectors which art

large compared with the wave-length is so good that it was
suggested that it would prove very u.seful for position finding

for ships near dangerous points, and trials are being made
with a revolving reflector erected on Inchkeith Island. Mr.
N. Wells has been superintending this work, very often under
strenuous conditions. The general idea is that a transmitter

|

and reflector revolving will act as a kind of wireless lighthouse^

so as to give the position to ships during fog when within

about 10 miles of the danger point. The reflector makes
complete revolution once every two minutes, and a distinc

tive signal is sent every half-point of the compass. It was
found that this enabled the bearing of the transmitter to be

[

determined within i point of the compass, or within 3.^

degrees.

The best method of giving the direction to a ship by mean
of such a revolving beam requires consideration. The metho
being adopted is, the author thinks, the most practical one.

When listening to a moderately sharp revolving beam the I

signals are heard only for a very short time. The exact tiins I

of maximum signals is not easy to determine by ear, but the I

times of starting and vanishing are easy to determine, as thsl

rate of rise and fall of the signals is extremely rapid. The
[

time half-way between these two times gives with great exactr
|

ness the moment when the beam is pointing to the ship.

Tlie apparatus proposed is of a very reliable nature. The I

spark transmitters are very robust, and last for years without I

attention. The receivers are simple valve rectifiers with fixed!

adjustments except for a "backing off" pot<>ntiometer tot}

dealing with powerful signals at close range. The attenua-'l

tion of these waves over the sea is so .strong that a little ex-

perience enables distance to be judged by stren.ath of signals,

and this can be measured by means of the potentioni 'ter.

The only qualification necessary for a person determining

the bearing is the ability to read a few Morse signs.
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OVERLOAD INVERSE-TIME-LIMIT RELAY WITH A DEFINITE ADJUSTABLE MINIMUM.

For the satisfactory protectiun of a system, such as a trans-

missioi) hne or distributint,' network, by means of overload
relays it is essential to have time discrimination between
the various sections, so that an overload on an outlying sec-
tion shall not cause a:l the circuit breakers to operate and
disconnect the whole system. When inverse-time-limit re-
lays, that is to say, relays which have a time of operation iri-

versely proportional to the intensity of the overload, are em-
ployed, time discrimination can be obtained for ordinary
overloads up to, say, 200 per cent, of fulMoad currentj, but
on a short circuit occurring all relays, «-hatever their time
setting, will operate practically instantaneously. In order
to overcome this disadvantage a compensated inverse-time-

ponding to the opposition of the "set up " spiral sprmg (13).
An arm (10) clauiped to the rotor spindle carries a pair of
contacts which by rotation of the disk bridge the two fixed
contacts (11), completing the trip circuit. At the top of the
rotor spindle is a piij (5) which, when the relay is not opera-
ting, rests agamst the stop (6) fixed to the adju-stable milled-
edge time-scale plate (9). Turning this p.ate alters the
position of the stop (G) and increases or decreases the dis-
tance to be travelled by the moving contacts, thus varymg
the time of operation for a given .setting.

The compensating transformer (4) is so designed that its
core becomes magnetically saturated when the current in its

ii;.

Fig. 1.—3-PoLE Rf.lav—Ofxer.al View. Fig. 2.—Char.acteri.stic Time and Load CcRvr;.

limit relay has been produced by the Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd.: this relay, called the type " PB," and
illustrated in fig. 1. has inverse-time-limit characteristios

up to a certain current value, but for higher current values

up to short-circuit conditions the re'.ay will operate with a
fixed time limit, so that by approximate time settings dis-

crimination can be obtained under all conditions. The time
and load current obtained with this relay is shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the construction cf the relay, and figs. 4 and 5

the external and internal connections.
The relay is of the induction type, and is operated by cur-

rent only. The movement consists of an aluminium disk (1)

pivoted so that it rotates between the poles of two electro-

magnets. The upper electromagnet (2) has two windings, one

prmiary winding exceeds a certain value, with the result
that a further increase in prunary current does not produce
a corresponding increase in secondary current, and, therefore,
the relay operating torque does not become greater. The
effect of this is seen in figs. 2 and 6, the curves showing the
definite minimum time of operation of the relay under ex-
tremely heavy loads. For calibration purposes a "swamp"
resistance is used in parallel with the coil on the lower elec-
tromagnet (3).

The above description of the internal windings applies to
relays for 50 periods and upwards, the arrangement of the
coils being different for 2o-period circuits.
The current settings provided are for So per cent., 100 per

cent., 125 per cent., 1.50 per cent., and 175 per cent, of fuU-

yb Trip Ceil
o =:r Pelat

Ms

Di>ianRM OF coNnecTioNs

3P01.C TYPe PB PIF.Lfll. IMOePENOENT TRIP

Fio. 3, -Diagrammatic Sketch or One Pole of a " PB "

Eelait.

of which is connected to the secondary of the compensating
tran.sfornier (4) and the other to the coil on the lower electro-
magnet (3). The primary of the " compensator " is wound
in sections, which are connected through a selection block
(8) by a plug (7) to the secondary of a current transfoiTner in
the line to be protected. The upper electro-magnet by act-
mg as a transformer itself energises the windings on the
lower electro-magnet. The fluxes produced by the two electro-
magnets being out of phase cau.sc the disk to rotate. The
speed of rotation is made proportional to the driving force
l)y the braking action of the permanent magnet (12), and the
disk is specialy shaped to give a changing torque corres-

FiG. 4.—Diagram of Exterxai, Connections of a 3-Pole
Relay.

load current of the line transformer, and these are obtained
by inserting the plug (6) in the correspondingly marked holes
in the selection block (8).

The time-.scale plate (9) already referred to has two scales;
one is to 30 seconds in black, and the other to 2 .seconds
in red. By adjustment of this scale plate the desired time
setting can be obtained, it being noted that the definite
minimum corresponding to 30 seconds is 2 seconds, and in
proportion for other settings; thus discrimination by 1/5-
.second intervals has been obtained with 10 relays in series.

Fig. G shows four time setting.? for any current setting,
and ilearly illustrates the definite minimum times obtainable
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with different time settings, the discnminatiou m this

example being 0.5-second intervals with approxmiately

twenty times the setting current. These curves are drawn

with " percentage amperes to close contacts " as abscissae,

and time of operation " to a logarithmic type of scale as

ordinates, to accentuate their shape and render their charac-

teristics more easily visible.
, • ,

Each relay of this type is fitted with a plate on which is

drawn its characteristic curve, as detennined by calibration.

Discrimination and minimum time would still be main-

tained, even with loads in excess of the twenty-fold current

shown on the scale, as the natural droop in the ratio curve

of the Hue current transformer would assist the relay. The

By Mr. Smillie.—The machine had been overhauled by the

electrician at the week-end prior to the accident. He had

seen the machine " fiashiug," but not on this occasion.

By Mr. Ferguson.—They had several times reported the

presence of " flashing," and had got their switch put right

for that. On this particular night he saw nothing of that

kind. It was not the case that, prior to the explosion, wit-

£lecTromaqnef

Fig. .5.—Diagram of Internal Connections.

minimum time can, if desired, be considerably increased by

the use of a stronger brake magnet.

Fig. 4 shows the external connections of a 3-pole type

" PB " relay arranged for independent tripping.

This type of relay is manufactured in single, two- aud

3-pole patterns. —-^—

•

THE VIEW PARK COLLIERY EXPLOSION.

Official Inqdiry.

An outstanding feature of the inquiry into the circumstances

attending the explosion at View Park Colliery, Uddingston,

was the large number of witnesses who were warned that

they need not answer, unless they liked, questions which they

thought might involve them in criminal proceedings, and

seven witnesses who had a more or less intimate connec-

tion with the actual operations prior to the accident were

warned in the Hami.ton Sheriff Court. Great interest was

taken in the inquiry, and it was stated by Mr. John Master-

ton, the Chief Inspector of Mines for the Scottish District,

that it was the most important which had ever been held m
Lanarkshire.

, • , ^ ^,_ ^ ^

Sheriff Shennan, who presided, explained at the outset

that the inquiry had reference to the deaths of Andrew

Masters and John Chalmers, miners, Uddingston, who were

fatally injured in a colliery explosion. At the inquiry, Mr.

John Masterton, Chief Inspector of Mines for Scotland, repre-

sented the Home Office : Mr. R. Ferguson, writer, Glasgow,

appeared for the employers, while Mr. Robert Smilhe, presi-

dent of the Lanarkshire Miners' Union, and Mr. J. C. Allan,

solicitor, Hamilton, watched the proceedings on behalf of the

relatives of the deceased.

Bernard Finnegan, colliery machineman, stated that on

-\pril 11th he was working with Joseph Lvnch at an electric

coal cutting machine in No. 1 pit. View Park Colliery. He had

just switched on when the explosion occurred, and the flame

travelled from Ijvnch past him. He switched off the cur-

rent and was injured in doing so. Hi» did rot notice any
flanip shootinc out of the switch-box of the machine.
Cross-examined by Mr. Masterton.—When his n,_Mghbyiir

and he went on duty that night they saw their switch box
was all right. He did not know exactly whether all the bolts

and screws belonging to the box were in at the time of the

"jccident. It was quite possible bolts would be mis^iag ard
witness would not know. It had always been the case that

bolts had been missing, as far as he could understand.

Fig. 6.

%ffn^,r„ t, ,L, cut,

-Characteristic Curves Showing Miximcm Times

With Different Settings.

ness and his mate had been instructed by the manager to,

, use an oil safety lamp in addition to the electric lamp.

Joseph Lynch, the leading machineman. deposed that the,

machine had been sticking and not working well before the

explosion. He denied, however, that there had been any
' flashing " with the coal-cutter. There were little holes

in the machine caused by studs being awanting. As the

absence of these studs did not do any harm to the machine,

he had made no complaint. Because of the fact that studs

were awanting, one could see inside the coal-cutter and detect

the electric flashes. If there was gas in the place it migb|t

go in there and cause an explosion. \

Cross-examined by Mr. Smillie. witness said it was well

known that this was a gassy district.

By Mr. Ferguson.^He did not do any adjustment to this

machine while he was working with it. He did not repoill

to the electrician that bolts were missing, because he thought

that would be seen.
*

A number of miners who were subsequently called as wit?

nesses described the exijlosion. . ^^
Frederick Boles, the night shift foreman in the colliery^'

said that he found gas where this explosion occurred o*

April 2nd, 3rd and 4th. On April -ith. the place was reported

clear, but gas was found on April 6th, 7th. 8th, and 9tb;

During the shift beginning on the evening of the 10th anqt

up to the time of the explosion he found no gas. Never at

any time had he occasion to withdraw men from the work-

ings-
. .J:

Replying to Mr. Smillie, miners agent, witness main-

tained that the gas he found was not in any dangerous quan^

tity. '-

George Thorn, the electrician at the colliery, explainedl

that he had charge of the electrical appliances in the arok

where the explosion took place. On the day before the aep

cident he had entered in the log book that the electricsfl

apparatus was in good condition. The electrical coal cutter

used in the section at the time of the explo.sion was pul

into a sati.sfactory condition at the week end before the ad

cident. It was used for the first time on the Sunday, anj

on tKe ^londay morning there was complaint about thS

bushes. Witness saw the coal cutter after the acadent, and
there was a difference in it. stud.<? beinc out. Ten bolts and
studs were missing. The absence of these meant that tlit

machine casing would not be explosion proof. He could ncjt

.iay what caused the explosioi;. Quite a possible cause, bo^
ever, was gas being ignited through lack of the bolts an
studs. Witness was present at the Rrisphall Collieries wh«
the machine was tested su'><»ef"ipn*^ to the ar/^'dct. 1»

worked satisfactorily then with the bolts and studs in

tion. With these parts out. gas was ignited, but when th4

wp'"e in. the machine was explosion nroof.

Bv Mr. Smillie.—Witness was chief electirioian at tij
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colliery ant! there was a staff of seven or eight altogether
attending to the electrical apparatus. If the men who
worked the machine said these bolts and studs had not been
in for months, he did not think that would be a true state-

ment.
The jury returned an open verdict, adding that the evidence

did not warrant a finding on the questioq of negligence.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

(From our Special P.tRLi.\ME.\T.\Ry Eei'ortf.r.)

Parliament adjourned for the Whitsuntide Recess, and will

reassemble on Monday next, -June l'2th.

Telephone Service.—On May 30th, Sir H. Brittain asked
the Postmaster-General whether he realised that many tele-

phone subscribers were sceptical as to the record of calls ac-

•credited to them at their respective exchanges, and whether
he was able to report to the House the opinion of the Post
Office as to the possibility of installing in the near future

an each exchange an effective automatic recorder. Mr. Pike
Pease said that complaints of over-charging were diminish-
ing as subscribers, formerly on the unlimited service rat^,

realised the extent of their use of the telephone. No satis-

ifactory automatic recorder had yet been devised, either in this

country or abroad. Sir H. Brittain asked whether the Post
Office ever thought of offering a reward for a satisfactoi-y

automatic recorder. It might encourage inventors. Mr.
Pike Pease replied that he had seen such an apparatus as
that referred to. but it was not considered satisfactory for

the Post Office. He would note what had been said with
regard to offering a prize.

Post Office {Pneumatic Tubes AcQiiisifion).—^In Committee
of Supply on May 30th. the House of Commons authorised
the expenditure of £11,200 " to confirm an agreement between
the Pneumatic Despatch Co., Ltd., and the Postmaster-
-General in relation to the acquisition of a certain tube
running between St. Martin's-le-Grand, in the City of

London, and Eversholt Street, in the Metropolitan borough
of bt. Pancras, and for purposes connected therewith.
Import Duties.—On May '29th Dr. Murray asked the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade whether the terms of reference of

the Optical and Scientific Instrument Committee, appointed by
him under the Safeguarding of Industries Act. included cal-

culating apparatus, cylinders and slide rules, also electrical

goods and in.struments, ammeters, voltmeters, &c., seemg
that the total imports from all countries for six months only
amounted to i£o,239; and, if not, if he would, in appointing
further committees, clearly .state what their terms of reference
included, and thus avoid the labour and expense involved m
the preparing of statements and the bringing of witnesses,
often from a long distance, before the committee, to state

that there was no justification for the making of an order.

Mr. Foot asked whether he was aware that, under the title

of optical and scientific instruments and optical elements, over
1,000 different articles were embraced, and that it was stated

before the committee who were considering the application
for the imposing of an additional 33i per cent, duty upon
these goods, that it was not necessary to consider each article,

but only one or two, as the recommendation in regard to
these would apply to all others; and whether he would say
if this proposal had received his sanction.

Mr. B.4LDWIN replied that the terms of reference to the
Committee covered optical elements and optical and other
scientific in.struments, and the Committee were directed to

report whether the conditions laid down in the Act were ful-

filled with regard to all or any particular varieties of such
articles. The Committee would, no doubt, exerci.se their dis-

cretion as to how far they should require separate evidence in

regard to any particular variety of instruments concerned;
they would also, no doubt, bear in mind their terms of

reference in deciding whether or not to admit evidence in re-

gard to any particular class of article. The import figures

quoted were quite inaccurate, as they were not the value of

the goods but the amount of dutv collected thereon.
Private BiUs.—The Ayr Burgh (Electricity) Bill and the

Torquay Corporation (Electricity) Bi.l have been read a first

time in the House of Commons, and have been referred to
the Examiners of Petitions for private bills. The Grampian
Electricity Supply Bill has been read a first time in the
House of Lords.

Rojjal Assent.—The Pioyal Assent has been given to the
following Bills: York-shire Electric Power Bill; A\t Burgh
(Tramways. &c.) Order Confirmation Bill; Metropolitan Rail-
way Bill; and the City of London (Various Powers) Bill.

Wireless Licences.—On May 30th Mr. Kennedy asked the
Postmaster-General whether the temporary permission which
was granted to the Marconi Co. to conduct a wireless tele-

graph service between London and Paris had been confirmed
by the grant of a permanent licence : and whether, having
regard to the prejudicial effect of the Marconi Co.'s .service

upon the State cable service and to the appreciable loss of
revenue, he would, in accordance with his promise, cause
the agreement to be laid before Parliament at the earliest
possible moment.

Mr. Pike Pease (Assistant Postmaster-General), said that
no formal licence had yet been issued. The question of the
conditions under which a permanent licence should be
.granted was still the subject of negotiation. In the event of
an agreement beinf reached its terms would be laid before
Parliament in accordance with the promise given. The
Marconi Co.'s service had probably withdrawn a certain
amount of traffic from the cable service, but the loss of
revenue involved was not appreciable.

Electricity and Water Charges.—On Mav 30th Captain
Eegmald TeiTell asked the Minister of Health whether his
attention had been called to the continued high charges for
essential services, as water, gas. and electricity, all over the
country; and what, if any. steps he proposed to take to
bring about a general decrease in such charges.
Sir a. Moxd said that his department dealt onlv with

water charges. These charges were generally limited by
Statute, and he was not aware that thev w'ere generally
excessive.

LEGAL.

Charles Semon & Co., Ltd., r. Bradford Corporation-.

In the Chancery Division on June 2nd, Mr. Justice Eve de-
livered judgment in this case which has been reported in
the Electrical Review.
His Lordship .said the plaintiffs were merchants engaged

in the dress goods trade, and owners in fee of a building
at the junction of Bolton Road and Balme Street, in the
centre of the City of Bradford. On the Balme Street front-
age facing northwards, the warehouse had 36 windows, six
on each floor. The building was exceptionally well lighted,
and above the average of smaller buildings" used for like
businesses in Bradford. The access of light hart been prac-
tically unimpeded inasmuch as there had never been any ob-
struction higher than a hoarding around the vacant space
on which the Corporation contemplated building an elec-
trical station to a height of 73 feet from the street level.
Plaintiffs said this building would, if erected, so diminish
the access of light to the ground, first and second floors, as
to detract from the beneficial use and occupation of thei'-
warehouse. The width of Balme Street was 45 feet, and
the proposed building would be practically co-terminous with
the warehouse. He only proposed to deal with four of the
windows on the easterly side of plaintiffs' building, for as to
the remainder, he thought the evidence was such that no
reasonable man could say that the proposed building would
seriously interfere with the light of them. Having heard
the evidence on both sides he had come to the conclusion
that it was impossible for him to hold that the plaintiffs
had establi.shed the burden that the defendants' electrical
station would be an actionable nuisance. The plaintiffs
would, w^hen it was completed, have an unusual amount of
light. Under those circumstances he could only dismiss the
action with costs.

The Water=Heating Load.—As it seems probable that the
continuous or " ItHJ per cent." load of the future will he
in the direction of water heating, it is of interest to note
the views of a water-heating expert, Mr. J. A. McDonald.
recently expounded in the Canadian Electrical \ews. Mr.
McDonald says that owing to the long periods in which hot
water is not required, the question of time is not of import-
ance; the main consideration is the most suitable loading to
give the required amounts of hot water at the proper times.
In Canada the majority of domestic boilers have a capacity
of from 30 to 40 gallons. In the case of 30-gallon boders
it has been found desirable to have an element of 700 \V,
but in special cases 600 W may be satisfactory; where ex-
cessive amounts of hot water are required 1,000 W should
be used. The last loading is quite suitable for the ordinary
purposes of a 40-ganon boiler. The writer analysed the
performance of a 700-W element in a 30-gallon boiler as fol-

lows :—The element was started up in water at 46 deg.
F., in the evening, and at 7 a.m. the following morning the
temperature of the water was 155 deg. Twenty gallons was
then withdraw-n and the temperature fell to 85 deg., rising
by 1 p.m. to 115 deg., when 18 gallons w'as drawn off. This
caused a drop to 77 deg., which rose to 108 deg. by 5 p.m..
when a further 20 gallons was required. 'With a 1,000-'U'
element the curve was similar, but the fall of temperature
upon the withdrawal of water was not so great. Heaters
and boilers of the capacity described are giving satisfactory
service, and the careful measurement of domestic require-
ments shows that the demands made in the tests are rarely,
if ever, reached.

" Safety First " in X=ray Work.—A small booklet has
been issued by Mes.srs. Watson & Sons (Electro-Medical).
Ltd., in which the recommendations of the X-Ray atod
Radium Protection Committee, regarding the securing of
safety to operators, are set out. A N.P.L. report on a
" safe " installation is also included.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

1922.

Compiled nprnalj (or this iournil by Massus. SEPioK-Joms. O'Dill imp
Stipium«, Cbarlcrxl Pilent Agenu, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

laving a high electro-14,043. " Transmission ot messages through cables h;
static capacity." C. J. Coleman. May 18th.

14.049. " Electric ignition devices tor oil fuel in boiler furnaces." E G
F. Swangren. May 18th.

14.050. "Operating-gear for electric switches, &c." H. Fawcett and Melro-
politan-Vickcrs Electrical Co., Ltd. May 18th.

14,052. " Electric accumulator batteries," Soc. des Accumulatcurs Elec-
triques Anciens Etablissements A. Dinin. May 18th. (France, July (ith, 1921.)

14,059. " Electric accumulators, iic." H. Leitner. May 18th.
14,061. "Sparking plugs." C. W. Coventry. May 18th.
14,0G4. " Insulators." Brecknell. .Munro & Rogers, Ltd , and A M

Willis. May 18th.

14,080. " Ignition apparatus (or internal-combustion engines." E. Hopps
and A. M. Lodge. May 18th.

'^'^

14,083. " Electric starting switches." E. Schattner. May 18th.
14,088. " Electric<ontrol gear." Clarke, Chapman S: Co., Ltd., and R. C

Harris. May 18th.
14,098. " Sparking plug tester." C. H. Mitchell. May 19th.
14.120. " Electric meltmg furnaces." W. Travis. May 19th.
14.121. " Attachment of picture-projecting apparatus to electric hand

Jfcc." W. K. Wilson. May 19th.
14,141. ';_Wet_ battery for wireless apparatus, medical, &c., use." E. J.

lamps.

E. T. R. Mu and L. E.

Prockter. May 19th
14.147. " Illuminated indicating dev

R. Murray. May 19th.
14.182. " Manufacture of thermionic valves, &c." S. G. Frost. Mav 19th.
14,169. "Electric primers and vent-sealing tubes." F. J. L Johnson

O. D. Lucas, and V. M. L. Experimental, Ltd. Mav 19lh.
14,190. " Electric relays." F. Allendorfl. May 19th.

,„¥'-''^.-, '.' Signalling systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. Mav
19th. (United States, May 20th, 1921.)

14,196. " Utilising parts of gramophone, &c., for wireless, S:c., telephony
or telegraphy." A. M. Keays and F. Paton-Moore. Mav 19th.

14,198. .
" Telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co ,

Ltd. May 19th. (United States, May 25th, 1921.)
14,203. " Electric horns." H. W. F. Ireland and O. Lu
14,304. " Jointing or connecting devices for electri

May 19th.
'^

,.,"•-*"• .' Oil-insulated electric switchgear, &c." J. Anderson and G.
tllison. May 19th.

14.210. " Electric outlet and fixture support." Benjamin Electric Ltd
M,iy 19th. (United States, May 20th, 1921.)

' '

14.211. "Electric outlet and fixture support." Benjamin Electric, Ltd.
.M.iy 19th. (United States, June 23rd, 1921.)

14.212. " Electric outlet and fixture support "

May 19th. (United States, .August 22nd, 1921.)
14,215. " Automatic mechanism for actuating signals, switches,

*^'f.;,„^*^"
'™'" '"''^ay trains." C. S. Smith. Mav 19th.

14,219. Undertrucks for tramcars, S:c." G. N. Cadburv, Electro-Mechani-
cal Brake Co., Ltd., and E. M. Taunton. May 19th. '

14,224. "Arrangements for multiplying frequency of alternating current."

/;»ir''
DC^'^t'o^^ Telegraphic. May 19th. (Germanv, May 30th 1921.)

i 'TT'' u ]

Transmitting antenna systems for wireless telegraphy, &c." Ges.
1.!?^'' '?^,? Telegraphic. May 19th. (Germanv. Mav 27th, 1921.)

., ,„V R««P"°" of wireless signals." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic.May 19th. (Germany, Mav 27th, 1921.) ^ ^

Jflot '.'. ?'="""= accumulators. &c." H. E. Foard. Mav 20th.

M 20'h
PP^"'"^ ''" electrically heating water." L. 'A. H. Davis.

l*'^' " E'":''"'': measuring instruments." D. Macadie. Mav 20th.

, l'^/ Variable-current generators." British Thomson^Houston Co.,
Ltd. May 20th. (United States, May 20th, 1921.)

14,300. "Sound-producing devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd
and A. P. Young. Mav 20th.

14.321. " Electric circuit fittings," G. D. Brooks. May 20th.

^ ..1*.328. " Insulation of electric conductors." Berrite. Ltd., and F Fernie
May 20th.

14,330. "Telephones, phonographs. &c." A. S. Bewlev. May 20th
14,352. " Electric motor." J. Tovopoulos. Mav 22nd.

..'^•^<^j " Electric switches." H. E. Sutherland', W. Walker and \V. Preston.
May 22nd.

' Electric H." E. Sutherland and W. Preston. May

ic switch and dashboard

14.355/6.
22nd.

14.369. " Starter transmission gears with
indicator." J. B. Bignamv. May 22nd.

14,385. " Switches for electric horns, &c." A. H. Clark. May 22nd
14,390. " Electrically controlled illuminated signs, &c." F. W WilliamsMay 22nd.
14,400. " Duplex electric motor and control svstem therefor." Western

Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co. Inc.). Ma'v 22nd.
14.426. " Fusible cut-outs for electrically heated articles." C. E. Iredell.

es." E. P. Barfield and L. W. Wild. May 22nd.
heating apparatus convertible into cooking appara

T. G. Anderson and G. H. Huntsworth

May 22nd.
14.428. " Electri

14.449. " Gas O)

tus." A. G. Mill. Mav 23rd.
14.453. " Telephone "circuits

May 23rd.

14.4,55. "Terminal boxes for high voltage cables." Forges et Atelieis dc""••" Electriques de Jeumont. May 23rd. (France, March 28th.)
ectric fan." B. Schmel/er. Mav 23rd.
ectric^ speed indicating devices."' L. E. Taylor. May 23rd.

'"'"ng filaments of electric lamp bulbs." H. Furse

14.46(1. " El

14.462. " El
14.469. " M

and J. B. Lovatt. May 23rd
14.489. "Starting and controlling apparatus for electric motors," C. C.

•;rd. A. _H. Railing and W. Wilson. May 23rd.'"
' length, ic, indicators for wireless telegraphy, &c." H. P.

G. F. Slemon. Mav 33rd.
coils, &c." I. S. Dalgleish and E. Scha

W. F. Ireland and H. Lu

14.494. " Wa
Rees. Mav 23rd.

14,497. " Tram
14.502. " Resisi

23rd.

14,513 "Loaded signalling conductors." Western Electric Co., Ltd. May
23rd. (United States, August 16th, 1931.)

14.516. " Magneto electric machines." H
May 23rd.

14,518. ".Adjustable sensitive electric regulating device." W. H. Apthorpe
and Cambridge & Paul Instrument Co., Ltd. May 23rd.

14,520. " Metal vapour rectifiers." Akt. Ges. Brown, Boveri et Cie. Mav
23rd. (Switzerland, June 11th, 1921.)

14.530. " Electro-magneticallv controlled switching apparatus." F. G.
Creed and Creed & Co., Ltd. Mav 23rd.

IV'H- ''X'"i'"g <'e>'ii:i' '°r telephones, &c." P.Lonsdale. May 23rd.
14.001). Relay for telegraphy." E. E. Moore. Mav 24th.
14,611. "Automatic electric circuit breakers." R. A. R. Bolton and Eng.

lish Klectric Co., Ltd. May 34th.
14,fj22. " Insulated electric conductors." H. C
14,625. " Electric condensers of continuously

lun. May 24th.
ble capacity." A. C,

Huskinson. May 24th
14,627. " Establishing electric connection between n

shed 5: Vignoles. Ltd., and J. C. Needham. Mav 34th
14.648. " Electric torches." Ever-Readv Co. '(Great

Goodfellow. May 24th.
14.658. " Electric time fuse and process for manufacture thereof

Eschbach. Mav 24th.

lin). Ltd.,

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Qumber* in parenthesej are those un*
printed and abridged, and all subsequ

(179,566.)

to 166,260.)

X820.
30,605. " Microphones." J. Gardner. October 29th, 1930.

. 31,376. " Electron discharge devices especially for use in w
cation." J. Scott-Taggart. November 5lh, 1920. (.\ddil

(179,568.)

32,570. " Cable telegraphy." E. Potter (F. E. Pernot and L. J. Rich).
November 18th, 1920. (179,574.)

isax.
603. " Electric switches." R. K. Mason. July 8th, 1919. (156,632.)
638. " Wireless antenna 'systema." Ges, fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. Octo-

bcr Uth, 1919. (156,654.)

795. " Suction sweepers." Ap^^ Electrical Manufacturing Co. July ath,
1915. (156,734.)

798. " Vacuum cleaning devices." Apex Electrical Manufacturing Co.
.November 25th, 1916. (156,737.)

880. " Electrical transmission arrangements, especially applicable for motor
vehicles." J. A. Stevens and Sankev S: Sons, Ltd. Januarv 7th, 1921.

(179,584.)

1,458. " Method and device for testing materials." Signal Ges. Septem-
ber 4th, 1919. (157,755.)

1.581. " Ignition in internal-combustion engines." P. Schmidt. January
10th, 1921. (Convention date not granted.) (158,235.)

1,899. " Appjr.uus lor filing lh._. burlace of tramway rails and the like." C.
Oxiev. Januarv I2lh. 1921. (179.587.)

3,685. " Electric furnace regulators." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). January 31st, 1921. (179,595.)

3,909. " Telephone repeaters." W'estern Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Elec-

tric Co. Inc.). February 2nd, 1921. (179,600.)

3.916. " Switching arrangemenis lor ^condjrv battery systems." A. H.
Cornish, H. S. Saunders, and Petters, Ltd. February 2nd, 1921. (179,601.)

4,119. " Electrical transformers and methods of forming the coils thereof."

O. Y. Imray (Executor of O. Imray, deceased) (Pittsburg Transformer Co.).

February 3rd, 1921. (179,609.)

4.181, " Electric arc welding systems and apparatus therefor." British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). February 4lh, 1921.

(179.613.)

4,233. " Sparking plugs." G. T. Wilson. February 5th, 1921. (179,617.)

4,475. " Locking devices for electric incandescent lamps." C. Dunglinson.
February 8th, 1921. (179,641.)

4,516. " Rotors for electric generators." A. B. Field, S. Neville, and Metro-

politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. February 8th, 1921. (179,647.)

4,536. " Wireless telephone transmitters." Ges. fur Drahtlose Telegraphic.

February 9th, 1920. (Patent of addition not granted.) (158,901.)
4,588.' " Electric cable junction boxes." S. D. White, T. Taylor and F. H.

Morris. February 9th, 1921. (179,650.)

4,753. " Electric switch gear." A. Revrolle & Co., H. W. Clothier and

F. N. Linstow. February 10th, 1921. (179,657.)

5,015. " Reduction of interference in wireless telegraphy and telephony."

L. G. Preston, H. Morris-Airey and G. Shearing. February 13th, 1921.

(179,670.)

5,112. " Electrolytic methods of depositing metals and apparatus therefor."

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). February 14th.

1921. (179,675.)

5,206. " .Alternating current relay." Dr. F. B. Dehn (Takamine Commer-
cial Corporation). February ISth, 1921. (179,677.)

5,259. " Concentric electric cables." A. M. Taylor. February 16th, 1921.

(Patent of addition not granted.) (179.679.)

5,713. " Trolley wheels for the poles of electric tramcars and such like."

E. Nightingale and E. Nightingale. October 28th, 1921. (179,698.)

6,013. " Thermal ammeters." Weston Electrical Instrument Co
24th. 1920. (Addition to 109,046.) (160,763.)

6.329. " Tapes for insulating the cores of multicore electric cables." H. R.
February 25th, 1921. (179.717.)

' Electric switches." J. B. Tucker. February 28th. 1921. (179.722.)
' Electric starters and cut-outs used in connection with electric light-

employing combustion engines." A. H. Railing. C. C. Garrard and
1. March 2nd. 1921. (.Mdition to 163,111.) (179.725.)
' Sparking plugs." B. Scherer. March 4th, 1921. (179.727.)
' Telephone transmission systems." Western Electri

Electric Co. Inc.). March 10th, 1921. (.Addition l

March

Williams
6,548.

6,840.

ing plan

W. Wils.
7,124.

18.018/13.>

(179,736.)

7.947. " Electric fuse boards." J. B. Tucker. March Uth. 1921. (179.742.)

8,049. " Electrical starting and energy generating machines, particularly

suitable for automobile vehicles." R, Bosch Akt. Ges. November 29th, 1920.

(172,274.)

8,765. " Guide pulleys or sheaves for cable haulage systems." S. E.

Williams. March 22nd, 1921. (179,759.)

8,862 " Dvnamo-electric machines." Sachsenwerk Licht und Kraft Akt.

Ges. March '22nd, 1920. (1«0,734.)

9,147. " Flexible couplings lor shafts." K. Baumann and Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd. March 24th, 1921. (179,769.)

9.242. " Electrical distribution fuse boards, fuse boxes, and the like." Mid-

land Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd., W. G, H. Cox, and H. E. Suther-

land. March 29th, 1921. (179.771.)

9,368. " Fusible electric cut-outs." L. Bartmann. March 29lh. 1921.

(179,773.)

9,984 " Railway signalling devices."' -Ateliers de Constructions Electriques

de Charleroi (Soc.' Anon). January SrJ, 1921. (173,729.)

10,183. " Insulated electric conductors." British Thomson-Houston Co.,"

Ltd. (General Electric Co.). April 6th, 1921. (179.779.)

11.128. " Electric safety fuses." A. L. Eustice. April 16th, 1921. (179,792. '

11.236. " Galvanic batteries." G. Oldham and J. Oldham. .April 18th. 1921.

(179,793.)

12,923. " Construction of electric switches." R. A. R. Bolton. Mav 5th,.

1921. (179.815.)

13.349. " Electrical distribution in alternating current systems." A. M.
Taylor. February 7th. 1921. (179.824.)

13.3.50. " Electrical distribution in alternating current systems." A. M.
Taylor. February 9th, 1921. (179,835.)

13.604. " Electric relays." General Railway Signal Co. Julv 19th. 1930.

(166.879.)

14.545. " Frequency multipliers for alternating electric currents," P. Tri-

chard. Mav 26th, 1920. (Addition to 160.179.) (163,716.)

17.365. " Electrical conductors." W. P. Granville. June 24th, 1921..

(179.848.)

18,044. " Process of and apoaratus for treating light ravs, cathode rays,

R.Sntgen rays, or the like." R. Bengough. September 13th, 1921. (Conven-

tion date not granted.) (165.790.)

24.247. " Spark plug valves for netroleuni and crude oil engines."'

Bolinrters Mekaniska Verkstads Aktiebolag, J. & C. G. September 29th, 1930;

(169.693.)

25,711. " Electro-magnetic relays." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing-
Co., Ltd. October 1st, 1920. (169.711.)

27.049. " Electric insulators." E. Haefely et Cie. Akt. Ges. November 6th.

19-20. (171.368.)

30.087. " Dvnamo-electric generators." J. Nevret. March 3rd. 1920;

(Divided aonlication on 1.59.830.) (171.401.^

31.095. "Teloohone insirument's." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.r
Ltd. December 7th. 1920. (172,616.)

475. " AutomTtir -lectrical suh-stations." Melropolitan-Vickers Elect^ica^

Co., Ltd. March 14lh. 1921. (177.141.)

8.249. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. (Gener»|

Electric Co.). February 2nd, 1921. (Divided application on 3.928/21.) (179,88a.y
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Next week the annual convention of the Incorporated

Municipal Electrical Association will be held at Wolver-

hampton, under the presidency of Mr. S. T. Allen, and
if the weather controller is well disposed, there is every

reason to anticipate that it will prove eminently suc-

cessful. Last year the prospects of the convention were

ruined by the coal miners' strike, but this year a serious

dispute has been brought to an end, and we are looking

forward to a resumption of activity in the engineering

industries, which will restore the missing load to

the electricity supply industry, accelerate the reduc-

tion of prices charged for electrical energy, and facilitate

the " Extension of the Uses of Electricity for Domestic

Purposes," which is the title of a paper to be read

by Lieut.-Col. W. A. Vignoles, D.S.O.

All the papers this year are by well-known engineers

on technical subjects ; nowadays the councillor members
prefer to listen, and though occasionally excellent

papers have been forthcoming from their ranks, with

all due respect we think they are well advised.

We do not know the subject of Mr. S. T. AUen's

address, but we know the author, and we are certain

that whatever his text, his remarks will be worthy of

the occasion. Lieut.-Col. Vignoles's subject affords

unlimited scope, and is of the first importance to-day;

if the Electricity Supply Bill is passed with the clause

reforming the method of charging for electricity, it will

greatly stimulate the development of the domestic load.

Mr. E. Calvert will deal with administration, and Mr.

R. A. Chattock with sub-station equipment, both of

which subjects are calculated to evoke profitable dis-

cussions. The social side of the Convention has been

ei][ually well provided for ; in such a district engineering

and other works abound, and visits have been arranged

at Stoke-on-Trent, Birmingham, and of course Wol-

verhampton, which will be well worth while.

Two items which usually appear on the programme
this year are absent—the private meetings of the com-

mittee members and the engineer members respectively.

We trust that this is a reliable symptom of the good

understanding that obtains between the parties, and that

the harmony of their relations will be maintained.

The engineers and managers before the war, like their

subordinates, were as a rule grossly underpaid, and any

attempt to restore pre-war conditions would be both

unwise and unjust.

We hope that, at some stage in the proceedings, an

opportunity will be found to discuss the holding of a

National Electrical Convention, which was advocated by

Major Richardson last year, and is supported by the

Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

There is no need to wait until the Exhibition of 1924;

and there is no time to spare, if the scheme is to be

inaugurated next year, when, we liope, industrial con-

ditions will be on a sounder basis and a new era of

prosperity for everyone in these islands will have

opened.

On Thursday and Friday nest the Tramways and

Light Railways Association will hold its annual congress,

at Bournemouth, under the presidency of Sir Arthur

Stanley, G.B.E., M.V.O. Until Wednesday, the Insti-

tution of Mechanical Engineers will still be on tour

in France and Belgium; and from Wednesday to

Saturday the Institution of Municijial and County

Engineers will be in conference at Cardiff. Evidentlj'

the latter end of June is the popular convention week,

and the fact may carry some weight in fixing the date

for the National Electrical Convention.

[829]
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The lock-out in the engineering
The Engineer^ trades is at an end. The result of the

ing Lock=out ballot of the A.E.U. membership was
Ended. announced on Tuesday; 75,478 votes

being given for acceptance of the em-
ployers' terms and ;J9,423 against, the majority for

acceptance was 36,055. The total vote was rather less

than one third of the total membership of the Union. It

was stated that arrangements had been made for A.E.U.
members to return to work as quickly as they

could be set on. The Union has suffered a loss

of one and a quarter millions on the year's

working on the general fund for 1921, and a deficiency of

over £200,000 on its contingency fund, while the loss in

wages has been put down at £4,875,000 in the case of

A.E.U. members, and at nearly nine millions including
the members of other unions. If the leaders' advice

had been accepted some months ago this need not have
been. Such is the costliness of the Extremist to

Labour and such the cost of an unrepresentative ballot.

We trust, however, that instead of returning to work
with the iron in their souls, as one Union repre-

sentative recently predicted, the employes will follow the

advice of Mr. Brownlie, their president, and settle down
to productive etfort with the determination that the

engineering trade, by which they and their employers
live, and which is so essential to the well-being of the

British nation, shall recover the ground that has been

lost. Doubtless the news of the end of the dispute

and the resumption of operations was speedily

flashed round the world, announcing to our customers

overseas that British engineering works are now hard
at work delivering the goods, and that they have no
longer any need to withhold their orders because of

uncertainty regarding the situation. Wages and some
other questions have still to be the subject of negotia-

tions, and we may trust that these will be settled without
much friction. There is a growing demand for an
industrial truce, and the crying need for it is felt by
the engineering industry.

Among the many lessons that should be learned from
this deplorable dispute there is one that seems to us to

stand out beyond all others. The Times Trade Supple-
ment ends its leading article thus :

—" If the engineer-

ing industry is to be restored to prosperity, some means
must be found of avoiding these recurrent sectional dis-

putes, which affect not only the men directly concerned,

but thousands of others in subsidiary trades." Quoting
the words with which the Westmi/ister Gazette closed its

editorial on " The End of a Sorry Dispute," we may
say that " The real lesson of the dispute is the need for

the creation of better organisation on both sides, with

a network of joint conciliation committees, to which
workshop difficulties can be referred, whose decisions

will be respected by both sides. That until it is created

there will never for long be peace in the engineering
industry is a very safe prediction."

If these Press opinions be sound, as we believe

they are, cannot we make some definite move in

the direction of setting up such conciliatory

machinery? If the men return to work with the

un-British humiliation of being beaten, it must be

remembered that the extremist views have "been as

powerful a weapon for their defeat as have the em-
ployers. Extremists are dangerous and costly in any
industrial dispiite on whichever side they use their

influence. Moderation, harmony, good sense, and good-
will, which make for stability and all-round prosperity.

they appear not to include among the more excellent

qualities. If majorities are to rule, they must prevent

the extremists from working mischief. Joint commit-
tees should be so organised that questions in dispute

can be settled at an early stage by representative men
from both sides. Strong and wise leadership of a truly

representative character should be able to counteract

the influence of those who are not averse to sacrificing

their co-workers' interests if by so doing they can

increase their own importance. Less selfishness all

round is what we need. We have to recognise that all

have rights and all have responsibilities ; all classes

are interdependent—all can succeed if each contributes

its fair share.

A QUESTION which nowadays exercises

The Compulsory the minds of some undertakers who
Laying of Mains, are rather hard up for capital is how

far they are obliged to lay new mains
on demand. These obligations were laid down in the

Electric Lighting Clauses Act, 1899, which provides that

six or more owners or occupiers of premises may re-

quire the undertaking to lay mains to supply them. A
certain amount of obligation is laid upon the undertaker

to comply with this, but the latter can insist on these

persons giving a guarantee to take supply for three

years at least, and on payment of an amount per annum
not exceeding 20 per cent, on the cost of providing the

mains. Moreover, if the undertakers consider that the

request of the prospective consumers is unreasonable or

that the provisions of the Act ought to be varied in their

particular circumstances, they can appeal to the Electri-

city Commissioners, who exercise the powers formerly
entrusted to the Board of Trade, and it is in their hands
to say tliat the request need not be complied with, or they

can authorise the undertakers to insist on a contract for

a period greater than three years and on an amount
n;reater than the 20 per cent, referred to above. Alto-

gether, therefore, if an undertaking is short of capital

and it would really be a hardship for it to comply with

a requisition to lay further mains, it has really no
grounds for being alarmed since such a number of safe-

guards are provided.

During recent years, with one or two
Gas V. notable exceptions, gas engineers have

Electricity. shown a marked disposition to main-
tain harmonious relations with their

electrical confreres, who are only too pleased to meet
them half way ; undoubtedly there is room for both

parties, and while, in some respects, they are directly in

competition with one another, there is no need for com-
petition to become unfair or acrimonious. So long as

both sides " play the game " they can jointly serve the

public to the common benefit.

We regret, therefore, that Mr. Octavius Thomas, the

newly elected president of the Wales and Monmouthshire
District Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers, at

a general meeting at Cardiff on June Sth, thought fit to

make a savage onslaught on the electrical industry. He
had a grievance against the Government in connection

with the shipyards at Chepstow, where electrical plant

had been installed in preference to gas, and after laud-

ing gas for lighting, cooking, heating, and power in the

most extravagant terms, he said (as reported in the

Wester?i. Mail) that " electric lighting was destructive to

the eyesight, nerves, and hair, and if persisted in, would

convert us into a nation of Chinese, besides exhausting

our coal supplies within a very short period. It was

also, on the average, three times more costly than gas,

light for light and conditions being equal. As for heat-

ing, it was only convected heat, therefore unstable, and

the price paid for electric heat gave the consumer an

electric shock at the first glance at the bill, notwith-

standing that it was sold at a price below the cost of

production. For power, certain claims were made on

its behalf as to its convenience, which were magnified

fourfold. Although sold at about one-third of the cost

of production, it was more than double the cost of town's

gas, even when gas was charged at a price approaching

the lighting rate."

Apparently i\Ir. Thomas himself has "lost his hair."

although we cannot suppose that he uses the electric

light, which has got so badly on his nerves. The dis-

coveries which he has made about the relative merits of

gas and electricity will not carry conviction to the minds

even of gas engineers : but it is a pity that he should

tear a passion to t.atters in this way whilst the occupant

of a position of dignity and responsibility.
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BALANCING THE RYMER-J0NE5 MARINE GALVANOMETER COIL.

By J. RYMER-JONES.

In tlie Ellctricai, Review of December Gtli, l!)18, par-

ticulars, with illustrations, have already been given of

tilt' Jlyuier-Jones marine galvanometer slide, including

the improved and patented methods of suspending and

balancing the coil, which is doubly wound, so that the

twin windings can be connected up either for use in

stiieK. or else as a differential galvanometer. In that

description reference is also made to several other im-

provements, viz. :—Employing riibbiiif/ and self-clean-

ing contacts in the place of pressing

contacts; adjustments to pLice the

soft-iron core in the exact centre of

the aluminium frame on which the

coil is wound; means of connecting-

\\]t to avoid static attraction when

using the coil windings in series, or.

alternatively, for differential pur-

poses, as well as levelling adjust-

ments required when the coil is sus-

pended much more sensitively for

use on shore.

The object of the writer of this

article is to deal more explicitly

with tlie details of the step-liy-ste])

pr(ice.ss of suspending the coil, as

shown in the diagram, and also to

II duce the principle on which per-

I- 'ting a balance is based to such a

-iiiiple rule* that what has hitherto

liccii a difficult problem, reluctantly

undertaken even by an exiiert, be-

imes so simplified that it can be

effected with comparative ease.

Suspending is effected irifhoiit eni-

ploi/iiig solder in order to preserve

the natural tensile strength of the

phosphor-bronze wire ; and the coil

•is symmetrically suspended by reev-

I ing the wire through, say, three

[holes drilled in the coil pivots, and

[then simply keying the extreme end

Iwith an exceedingly small and

[pointed peg—whose tip has been

dipped in liquid shellac varnish

before pressing it in to secure the

end tightly. The diameter of the

hiilc near the pivot end is not much
larger than the wire itself is l)road,

' niisequently whenever a wire

iiieaks, the new piece used for re-

-UNpending occupies practically tlie

s.iiiic ))osition, so tliat tlie former

iMlauce of the i-oil is not very gre.-itly

disturbed, and i an therefiire lie

easily perfected.

The e.liics of the di'illed holes are

bevelled and sm.u.lhe.l. s,, that tlie

wire may safely lie drawn taut ;

and as it lies jierfectly flat on the

jiivot ends the danger of frequent breaks— associated

with soldered ends—does not exist. .Moreover, as a

phosphor Ijronze wire retains its elasticity and flexiliility

a: this point, it is less likely tlian a soldered end to t.ike

a set when tlie coil is violently deflected, and so disturb

the instrument's zero.

The b.alaneing ailvaiitages of the special longitu<linal

and lateral adjustments of the coil's soft-iron core, and
.ilso the increased length of adjustment at the foot of

the slide, will lie fully appreciated by cable-ship elec-

ti'icians, the forme)- as a convenient means for keeping

I'^ir the conveniPBOP of iierfecting thp lialancp frpciuently,

til' ualvanoraefer can always stand in the cradle on the testinc!

I ilile, with the keys, &c., itc, around it.

the core in the centre of tlie coil's aluminium frame,

and the latter for taking up, or increasing, the slack

of the wire suspension.

The balancing process is very quickly effected by tlie

two screw-threaded wires, placed at rigiit angles to each

other, and shown also in the illustration as pa.ssing

through the central line of the pivot above the top end

of the coil. The secret of .success in easily effecting by

tlieir means a perfect balance depends on the fact that

hoi

.It the d.-siTi-il clisl

^: at each end, to

I thi- coil (ram,.,

for the ix-st of tin-

both spindles, it t

1 anti fi, pressed
nippers providpti,

is held in a

guards g g
on. .Suspending is commenced with pivot;

held by s<rews /' (=,;' I' in its midway po

is pl.icNl on the two hard metal pins

drill.il through the soft iron core; a v

liold

the iro

n.. end of

J being th

ding proce

:ion of the repair box (not

be turned out of the way
:' adjusted as shown, and

temporarily inserted, while
core ; a wooden wedge at each end keeps
and a second and separate wooden wedge

; of phosphor-bronze wire between the iron

jrely heUI, tlie operator has both hands at

h*'n the wire has been reeved through the

•uretl at both ends bv woixlen p<'gs inserted

1 unnecessarily long' ends are cut off with
ols, in the repair box.

Coil

Rymer-Jones Marine (Jalv.*nomi',ti:h Si.iin',.

loubly wound for either series ou ditierential cnniiections.

botli these Ijalancing wii-es pass exactly through the

centre, line of "iixpension, so that the alteration of the

one (//"), who.se function is to equalise the balance be-

tween, say, the hark and front of the coil, does not affect

the degi-ee of balance already existing between the two

sides; and, conversely, the same is eipially true with

regard to an alteration made in the wire (6'), intended

til eiiuilibrate any difference between the two sides of

the coil, not affecting any ilifference in the degree of

balance already existing between the back and front.

The resulting important advantage of these two wires

(//' and //') being quite independent of each other in

their influence on the coil's balance, is that any

ineipiality between the back .md front, aud also between
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the two sides, may be sepaiateh' tested for, and a

correction for the one made immediately after the other

with only one withdrawal of the .slide from the galvano-

meter, f This very greatly simplifies iialaiuing and
saves mnrh time.

PlUNCIPI.K ON WHICH A (JOOU B.M.ANCK I.-i Sl'EKDILT

EkJ'ECTED.

If, starting from a perfect balance, tlie wire b' . in-

tended to equilibrate tlie hack and front, causes a dis-

placement of the spot of, say, ten divisions from zero

when turned through one comiihte cycle*, this becomes

a constant (c") for tlie particular di'de coil used, and
an accurate guide as to how umch the same balancing-

wire should be turned to correct for an error (e") at

some other time. E.(/. :—If the displacement error (f")

lie five divisions from tlie instrument's zero, obviously

half a turn in the appi'opriate direction will correct a

lialance in tliis respect.

-A second constant ((') may in the same way be ol)-

tained for the other wire intended to bring about a

balance for e' between the two sides. It will, of course,

lie necessary to turn the cradle always through the same
antrle, sav 20 decrees, wlien observing the want of

+ To turn the adjustint; wire I'oimd. hold the flattened eml
in the cut in the head of the screw (lt'vir<^ provided in tlic

repair box.

balance in scale divisions. (See Pat. Spec. No. 117,038,
January 7th, 1918, for details of the balancing cradle;

and Electrical Review, May 2nd, 1919, p. 492.)

The ]jrocess becomes even more simplified if reference

is always made as to which, is, say, the heavier. Thus,
" Ijack live, right ten," is easil}' remembered, and means
that the (jack is heavier by a diHerence represented by
five scale divisions; and also that the riffht side is

heavier than the left by a weight represented by a
deflection of ten divisions from the instrument's zero.

These two constants (r' and c"), recorded in the

galvanometer-ca.se, will sliow through what fraction of

a turn, or how many turns, the particular balancing
wire should in each case be turned round to re-establish

a perfect balance in both respects.

liULE FOR Balancing.

Front too /ie<iri/ l)y e' divisions, turn front (flattened)

end of // in direction of hands of watch e'jc' turns.

Bac/,- too heiiri/ liy e' divisions, turn front (flattened)

end of //' in opposite direction to hands of watcli

e'/c' turns.

Bight end too heavy by e' divisions, turn riglit

(flattened) end of }/ in direction nf Imnds of watc
«'/''' turns.

Left end too heavy by f' divisions, turn right

(flattened) end of //' in opposite direction to hands of

watch (''/'' turns.

WIRELESS BROADCASTING.

By E. W. MARCHANT, D.Sc.

The discussion which has taken place recently in the lay

Press regarding '" Broadcasting " has not unnaturally

led to some consideration of its possible future. In

America there are hundreds of thousands of persons who

have wireless receiving apparatus with which they are

able to hear messages that are sent out from the broad-

casting stations that have been established in different

parts of the country, a.nd one hears of radio parties

Ijeing given at which a radio concert sent out from the

broadcasting station is the attraction. It seems not

unlikely that a similar enthusiasm will spread through

this countrj' as the possibilities of broailcasting by

wireless become more fully known.

The fascination of wireless is remarkable, and I do

not think there are many amateurs who have ever taken

up wireless as a hobby who have entirely given it up.

The ' mystery " of sitting in one's room and hearing a

message that has been sent from a place which may be

hundreds of miles away is one that wears off to some

extent, but never seems to disappear entirely. Al-

though the "boom " in wireless may not remain at its

present strength in the newspapers, it seems not un-

likely that, as greater knowledge of the possibilities of

wireless and greater skill in the manipulation of the

apparatus are gained, the use of wireless will tend to

grow rapidly. Whether wireless becomes popular with

the non-technical user depends, to a very large extent,

on the way in which broadcasting is controlled. When
the novelty of wireless itself has worn off, the use of the

broadcasting system will depend to a very large extent

on -the character of the programme of the information

or concert that is transmitted. As in the case of a

gramophone, tlie greater use and extended appreciation

oi its possibilities should lead to an iiiiproveinent in the

character of the " records." At the same time, it should

be emphasised that, under favouralile conditions, there

i: a much more faithful reproduction of music or of the

liuman voice on the wireless telephono than can be ob-

tained from a mechanical record.

It is well, however, to lay stress on the limitations of

the system. The greatest trouble in wireless reception

is caused by " atmospherics," and, no doubt, in the

suiumer time there will be a good deal of interfei'ence

from them. Fortunately " strays " are much less

serious on the shorter wave lengths than they are on the

longer ones, and although there may be some difliculties,

it does not seem likely that they will be so great as

seriously to prejudice the use of the broadcasting sys-

tem. Further, it is obviously inadvisable to have

broadcasting stations (working on the small range of

wave lengths allowed) too ifear together, otherwise the

interference between stations is likely to become serious

;

as it is, those people wlio live nearly midway between

two broadcasting stations, are likely to be jammed if

the two stations are working simultaneously, unless

there is a considerable difference in their wave lengths.

There is another obvious limitation to broadcasting:

that is, that it is controlled entirely by the transmitting

station. There is no possibility of criticism by the

audience. It has been suggested that the use of broad-

casting in wireless will have a prejudicial influence on

the newspapers. It was pointed out the other day that

*a newspaper reader could pick out the information that

lie wanted, whereas the person who " listens in " from
a broadcasting station has to wait until the particular

item of news that he wishes to hear comes through.

The effect of these stations on the newspapers, therefore,

is not likely to be very great. With the power that it is

suggested should be used by broadcasting stations

(about H kilowatts), it should be easy to pick up mes-

sages with comparatively simple receivers 40 or 5ft

miles away from the station, ilany amateurs, no doubt,

will claim that this distance is less tlian that over which
tliev lire able to send messages with much smaller powers.

riaiiiis have been made In- amateurs in Manchester that

they are alile to communicate witli otlier .imateurs near

London with a transmitting jiower of only one watt,

and that they are aide to maintain continuous commu-
nication. With such power.s. however, it must be

obvious to any person who is acquainted with the

operation of wireless apparatus, that very critical and

sensitive adjustments must be made in the receiver, and

for ordinary practical work the power that is required

will be very much crreater. Although it will, no doubt,

be possible to pick up the li-kilowatt stations at much
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greater distances than 40 or 50 miles, I think it may be

assumed that this will be about the practical range for

most receiving sets. At sea, of course, very much
greater distances than . this have been covered. There

are records, even in pre-war days, of signals fron) a

1^-kW ship set being heard many hundred miles away.

In 1915 Mr. Vyvyan, at the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, stated that in a certain area outside Mel-

bourne communication at night was very frequent with

the Cocos Islands, 2,500 miles away, where a li-kilpwatt

set was installed (these signals were received on a crystal

or other " non-valve " detector); but this, of course,

is very far from being a normal range of reception

for these detectors. There have not been many records

published recently of what has been possible with small

powers using valves, but the sending of messages across

tlie Atlantic by amateurs in America, last February,

which were received in thi^ country on four or five

evenings during the fortnight that the trials lasted, is

evidence that the li-kilowatt set, under suitable condi-

tions, may be able to transmit several hundred miles.

Freak transmission, however, is a very different thing

from the regular transmission which must be looked for

in a broadcasting station, and a receiver in the hands

of an unskilled person is very much less sensitive than

one in the hands of a skilled operator or amateur
wireless enthusiast. A range of about 100 miles for a

H-kilowatt set for most receivers will not be very far

from the truth. In a notice published last week by one

of the manufacturing compnnies it was stated that its

(hea]iest receiver would jiick up messages at a range
of about 2.") nr .'O miles. Witli a valve set using, pre-

sumnbly, two (u- three valves, the range would be

extended to 50 or 70 miles, while with the largest set.

which would presumably contain four or five valves,

tlie range would be about 150 miles. These are con-
servative figures, but will represent, approximately,
what an amateur ought to be able to do in " listening-

in ' to broadcasting stations. No doubt as tiie operator
becomes more efficient and skilful in the use of his

apparatus he will get longer and longer ranges. He
will try to hear signals from other broadcasting sta-

tions than those which are close to him, and as time
goes on we shall, no doubt, have a very interesting

record of freaks, such as those mentioned above.

It has been asked to what extent the broadcasting
firms are likely to benefit from the business of broad-
casting. The only advantage which thej' are likely

to gain is the fact that a great demand is likely to

spring up for wireless receiving sets. It is difficult ti)

see liow any form of levy can be made on receiving

stations for tlie reception of the news whicli is sent out.

It is imjjossible for the broadcasting firms to know who
is receiving the messages they transmit, and the only
advantage they have is the advertisement gained. The
obvious way of maintaining the transmitting stations

is either to use the money paid for the receiving licences

to subsidise the firms wliicli make themselves responsilile

for the stations, or else for the State to undertake the

broadcasting itself. Of these two solutions the one
thiit is likely to find most favour is the first. Those
wlio are responsible for the public control of the broad-
easting system are looking to the possibility of a very
widely extended use of wireless receivers, and for tlmt

reason are laying down very stringent conditions as to

the methods of reception that nre lieing emjiloyed.

There seems everv likelihood tlmt tliese anticipations

miiv he fulfilled.

'

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

SUMMER CONVENTION IN SCOTLAND.

iConeluiJei frimi page 797.)

On Wednesday afternoon the members were the and an evening sail down the Firth of Clyde. The
guests of Messrs. Habcock <V Wilcox, Ltd.. Ren- weather was ideal for such an occasion, and tlie visitors

frew. They joined tlie turbine steamer Queen AJe.r- had tlie opportunity of seeing the Iieauties of tlie Clyde
a.i}(lr(t at Eroomielaw. and proceeded to Renfrew, where estuni'v

—

ineliiding the Kvles of Bute— in their most

Fk;. 7.

—

Thr T.R.R. \t Kixlochlevks.

by special train they were conveved to the works of

Messrs. Babcock k. Wilcox, and in parties were con-

ducted through the various departments, finding much
that interested them in the modern ])lant and manufac-
tures. Rejoining the steamer, the c jnipany enjoyed tea

attractive aspect. Dinner was served during the return
journey, and before Gourock was reached the thanks of

the company to their hosts for the delightful experience
were expressed by Mr. J. S. Higiifield, the president,

and acknowledged by Sir James Kemnal, managing
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director of Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox. Apart from these

brief remarks there were no speeches, the entire proceed-

ings being of the most informal character. The party

returned to Glasgow by special train from Gourock.

On Thursday, June 1st, the West Highland excursion

commenced, members and their friends leaving Glasgow
by special train ; this proved to be a unique experience

to many. The West Highland line of the North British

IJailway passes through some of the most magnificent

scenery in Scotland, and undoubtedly the line has been

which lie m the shadow of tlie great hills; Loch Long is

used by the .\dmiraltj- for torpedo testing purposes, and
the torpedo station on the far shore and the line of plat-

forms in the centre of the lock were noted with interest.

From Ardlui to Garton the railway threads its course

along a maze of stupendous crags; from Gorton to

Kannoch it traverses tiie great moor of that name, the
loneliest stretoh of country in the kingdom, jet beauti-

ful, where the difficulty of securing a solid foundation
for the track was overcome bj' laying down brushwood.
Beyond Kannoch the Black Water on the left is the

feeder for the reservoir of the Kinlochleven aluminium
works, and the region to the left forms tlie principal
catchment area for the hydro-electric schemes. At
Corrour, the next station, the raihvaj- line attains its

highest point, 1,350 ft., and Loch Ossian, further on to
the right, is the highest of Scotland's lochs, 1,269 ft.

above sea level. A little further north Loch Treig came
into view, the marvellous reflection in which was a siglit

not to be forgotten.

A break in tiie journey was made at Tulloch, where,
after a picnic luncheon, the party was able to inspect
the source of supply of the new Lochaber water-power
scheme of the British Aluminium Co., Ltd., which was
sanctioned by Art of Parlianieiit in 1021 (see p. TOfi).

Ben T.ui. 3.70R ft.

Mr. and .Mrs. HiKlifieM. Si, T C^iILmkIoi
British .Muminium Co.-s St.nfl.

Fig. 9.—Thk I.E.E. in Scot^xd

splendidly engineered—Scotland in her most rebellious
mood has been conquered. The scenery may be divided
vouglily into three sections—from Helensburgh to
.Arillui, on "the bonnie banks o' Locli Lomond," tlie

rnihv.iy line hugs in succession tlie shores of three fine

loclis -Gai'c Loch, Loch Long, and Loch Lomond—all of

r. I-'. RowuII .m<l Mrs. .Xlkinson
President nnd -Past Pre^

•-M.njors M.ickf^nzie, sen. and jun.

The catchment area, 303 si). miles in extent, lies to iho

immediate north of that of tlie Kinlochleven scheme. The
average yearly rainfall is 73 in., and wifli a difTevcnce

lietween (lie level of Locli Treig and the tiirliine nozzles of

7^2 ft.. Ilic iontinnons )iiiwcr rajiable of lioiiig devejo] ed

in a vear of avciatic rai'ifall is 72,000 e.h.ii., the ninxi-
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inuiri being 100,000 e.h.p. There will be a tunnel between

Loclis Laggan and Treig 3.83 miles long and 17 ft.^ in

diameter, and another betw^een Loch Treig and Fort

William 15 miles long and IG ft. in diameter.

In the early afternoon the part_y entrained again for

Fort William, at the base of Ben Nevis, 4,40G ft., where

the night was spent.

On the final day of the meeting, Friday, June 2nd,

the members embarked on the 11. M.S. Funlier and com-

iiieneed a picturesque sail down Loch Linnhe and into

Loch Leven. in the upper stretch of which the rock-hewn

road from Invercoe to Kinlochleven came under notice.

Tliis road—a marvel of its kind—was constructed by

(Jcrman prisoners of war, and a monument, almost

wholly made of tin cans and other refuse, erected at

Duror by the Germans on the job to their fellows who
(lied there, remains a striking example of German
patience and ingenuity. The features of the way on

to Kinlochleven are the narrowness of the loch and the

ruggedness and precipitousness of the mountains, which

.Tie not really so high as tourists would imagine.

Kinlochleven, where the works of the British Aluminium
Co.. Ltd., are situated, is a little town of about 1,500

inhabitants, most of wliom are more or less dependent

on the happy enterprise by which the company, taking

advantage of Scottish water-power, has brought a large

measui-e of prosperity to this remote Highland district.

It is interesting to note that tlie maximum possible out-

]iut of aluminium was maintained by the company
without interruption throughout the war period. Dur-

ing the past 12 months tlie universal depression in the

metal and most other industries has necessitated the

ii'iiiporary closing down of a considerable amount of the

|ilant, but recently some of the plant was restarted, and

the works are now operating at nearly full load.

The power-house, with its column of parallel pipes on

the slope of the hillside, is the dominating feature of

the landscape. It contains eleven large and two small

generating sets ; each set consists of a Pelton wheel and
two d.c. generators on one shaft. The main turbines

have a guaranteed efficiency of 80 per cent., each

developing 2,900 b.h.p. at a head of 900 ft. and at
' from 300 to 400 r.p.m. They have two water jets, and

on the majority of the machines the governors are of

the hydraulic type and operate gun-metal spearhead

valves ; two of the sets have oil-controlled governing

uear. While the latter is more sensitive it is also more
romplicated, and the more robust water governors are

favoured for furnace work, for which very fine voltage

I igulation is not essential. The main generators are

sliuut-wound and have inter-poles and slot-wound drum
:irmaturos ; the two generators comprising a set are

connected in parallel, and the maximum output of each

pair is 2,200 kW at 275 volts. Electrical regulation is

provided to prevent flashing over, which might occur

owing to differences in the currents flowing in the two
armatures on one shaft. The field circuits are separate

up to their rheostats, but have a common return in

which is placed the cut-out ; the latter is operated by

two solenoids that break tlie field circuit when the ter-

minal pressure rises to 350 volts, and the current

solenoid is connected across the two leads of the same
polarity on one pair of dynamos. It is adjii-sted in

. relation to the voltage solenoid so that an out-of-balance

current short-circuits the held through a discharge

resistance. The two small turbines are of approximately

half the capacity of the main furnace sets; two genera-

tors of the compound-wound traction type are employed
to feed the electric locomotives and the cranes on the

• v.harves.

The extraction of aluminium provides an ideal loail

for a hydro-electric scheme, and the load at Kinloch-

leven is approximately 20,000 kW continuously night

and day, the capacity of the plant installed being 35.000

e.h.p. Tile average annual rainfall is 77.22 in. and the

actual head at the turbines is 935 ft. The catchment

area is 62.3 sq. miles, and the area of the Blackwater

reservoir is 1 sq. miles. The dam is 3.112 ft. in length

and its height is 86 ft. The length of the main conduit

i>-i 3J miles, and that of the pipe line \{ miles; the latter

is composed of six 39-in. diameter pipes. The whole

scheme is an example of how the resources of the Scottish

Highlands can be utilised and much power that is at

present running to waste be conserved.

The party was entertained to luncheon by the com-

pany, and later in the afternoon re-embarked on the

steamer, which retraced its way down Loch Leven to

Loch Linnhe, where the waters widen and the rambling

mountains are a kittle less impressive than the ranges

of jagged peaks further north, and so to Oban, where

the final night of the tour was spent. On Saturday

morning, June 3rd, the return journey south was com-

menced !•;'« the Oban and Callamler line of the Cale-

donian Railway Co. By going one way and returning

tlie other, a complete impression of the varied beauties

of Highland scenery was made possible. The line to

Loch Awe is cut out of the skirt of Ben Cruachan, and

the svstem in use for the prevention of accidents owing

to failing rock and boulders damaging the railway could

be seen at this point. A series of protective wires is

]ilaced a few yards up the hillside from the railway,

and when falling rock crushes them, the connecting

signals are placed at danger, so that trains cannot pro-

ceed until the security of the line is assured. The device

is used along all sections of the Oban line liable to be

damaged in that manner.

Further on the magnificent view widens, and the

Braes o' Balquhidder, lovely LochLubnaig. Callander

(the Gateway to the Trossaclis), Dunblane, the Banks of

Allan Water, are passed in rapid succession. " East,

west," says the Scots proverb, " Hame's best," and

while appreciating that dictum, all who took part in

the meeting felt that Scottish hospitality had made them

at home in the Highlands.

It only remains, in conclusion, to express apprecia-

tion of the organisation of the tour : only those who

assisted in that work can know the amoTint of laliour

that was involved. Mr. E. T. Goslin, chairman of

the Scottish Centre, and particularly Mr. Joseph

Taylor, the local hon. secretary and treasurer, are to

be congratulated upon the success of the meeting.

THE RATING OF MACHINERY.

By JOS. J. H. STANSFIELD.

To those who are not conversant with Parliamentary

procedure, and perhaps to some who are, it is difficult

to understand why a Bill which has been introduced

into Parliament seventeen times, passed its second

reading nine times, and had the Ministers in charge of

the department mainly affected by it in favour of it,

should not have passed into law.

Such is the Parliamentary history of the Eating of

Machinery Bill until this Session, when it has gone one

sta<'e further by having successfully passed the Standing

Committee to which it had been committed.

The Bill is a two-clause measure. The first clause

provides that when estimating rateable value for the

purpose of local rates, in any hereditaments which may

be used for trade, business, or manufacturing purposes,

machinery shall not be included unless it is hxed or

attached to the hereditaments. Clause 2 states what is

meant by being fixed, or attached, machines, tools, or

appliances being excluded if they are so fixed that they

can be removed without necessitating the removal of any

part of the hereditaments.

All machinery, machines, or plant used for producing

or transmitting first motive power, or for heating or

lighting, are specifically included, and if the Bill be-

nmies law the manufacturer in England and Wales will

ill this respect then be treated as his brother manut'ac-

turers in Scothmd and Ireland have been treatc<l since

1902 and 1852 respectively.

Ireland had this advantage mainly from the Valua-

tion of Ireland Act, 1852, whilst Scotland obtained the
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benefit from an Act whick was the direct outcome of a

Ko}-al Commission, appointed in 1896, and which,

when reporting in 1901, recommended what will be

carried out in 1922 if the Bill now before Parliament

becomes an Act.

Following upon the Itepurt, .Scotland, with its usual

keenness for business, inunediately took steps to carry

the recommendation into effect, which it was successful

in doing the following year, and now England and
Wales are suffering under a disadvantage not only com-
pared with Scotland aiiJ Ireland, but also with every

other country.

This is not the sole ditiicultv, for a comparison be-

tween one rating area and another shows that there is

a great disparity in the extent to which machinery is

taken into account for local rating purposes.

There is to-day greater activity on the part of Assess-

ment Committees in the rating of machinery, and where
there has been no rating in the past it is now proposed
to make an assess)iient, in which case the manufacturer
in such a locality will be to that extent handicapped in

the race for business.

The makers of electrical plant and the suppliers of

electricity are both concerned in the Bill. Where a

manufacturer has decided to equip his mill or works with
motors and to take a supply of energy from an outside

source, but at the same time retain his steam plant for

part use or stand-by purjaoses, he has had his assessment
increased, and thereby increased his working expenses.

In the debate in the- House of Commons on .\pril 28th
last, several examples were given of what the rating of

machinery means to the manufacturer. A large engi-

neering firm before the war was rated to the amount
of £8,759, and was given notice by the Union Assessor

that he intended to increase the percentage of capital

value and machinery, and that for the future the firm

would be rated to the extent of £47,673, of which 60 per
cent, was due to the inclusion of machinery which wo\dd
not have been rated in Scotland, Ireland, or abroad.
How differently manufacturers are sometimes treated

in America ! Cases were quoted where manufacturers
were offered total exemption from local rating for from
10 to 15 years as an inducement to erect new works,
and one case was mentioned where works were erected

in America which were going to cost between one and
two millions sterling and provide employment for from
500 to 1,000 men, the deciding point against their

erection in England being the uncertainty with respect

to the rating of machinery.
Very little opposition was advanced against a Second

Reading of the Bill, the principal reasons for the opposi-

tion being, in the first place, that there were so many
anomalies in rating that nothing should be done until

the whole question was dealt with : and, in the second
place, that no provision was made in the Bill to provide
some alternative method by which the loss of rates could
be made yp.

The opposition of the National Conference of Assess-

ment Committees was quoted, and their grounds of

opposition deserve quoting in full. They say :
" Among

the reasons which led the Conference to pass such a

resolution (opposing the Bill) were the following,

namely :—fa) That machinery killed, crippled, and
maimed, made widows and orphans, and created a ]ml:ilic

burden ; (b) that it ought t« hear its full share of tlie

cost of those burilens ; (c) that the use of machinery
economised space, largely increasin<;' the producing
power of the works, reduced manual laljour, clicapened

tlie cost of production and augmented manufacturers'
profits."

These grounds of opposition lead one to think that the

Conference was for the nonce regretting the days of

Good Queen Bess, for when the Poor Belief Act was
passed in 1601 machinery, railways, tclepliones and tele-

graphs did not exist.

The real difficulty, however, is tluit a reduction of

assessments in one direction must mean either an in-

crease in anotlier, or higlier rates in the £. One of

the fruits of tlae war has been an enormous increase in

the costs of nmnicipal administration and low rates

per £, with high assessments are more easily defended
than low assessments with high rates. Hence the keen
search for hereditaments which will increase the rateable

value.

A crying need of the day is to reduce municipal
expenditure by all legitimate means, but wliiUt this is

proceeding there is no valid objection to making an ad-

justment of the individual burden, particuarly when the

advantages claimed are a lessening of the handicap
which the English and Welsh ruanufacturer has to face

in his competition witli manufacturers more favourably
situated, assistance in the revival of trade, and a conse-

quent reduction of the grievous burden of unemploy-
ment.

The Bill was left to the free vote of the House. The
Minister of Health (Sir Alfred Mond) gave it his bless-

ing, and it passed its Second Reading with a m.ajority of

127 against an almost negligible minority of 17.

The future progress of the Bill will be watched with

anxiety, in the hoyje that it will on this occasion i)e

successful in passing throtich all its Parliamentary
stages and receive the Royal Assent during the present

session.

UNDERGROUND RAILWAY EXTENSIONS.

L'oN'STliLCTIONAL WuHK CoM.\U:.NLKLi.

On Monday muruiuy, -June I'Jth, in the pi'eseuce of a dis-

tinguished company, the iuuuguratiou of the programme of

new work that is being unilertaken by the Lundou under-

ground raihvav authorities took place at Golders Green,
when Sir PhiUp Lloyd Greame, K.B.E.. M.C., M.P., of the

Overseas Trade Department of the Foreign Othce and the

Boiu-d of Ti-ade. " cut the first sod " preliminary to the con-

struction of an extension of the Charing Cross-Euston and
Htimpstead Railway, from Golders Green to Edgware. In

connection with this extension further works will be carried

out as follows :— (1) The provision of a projection between
the Charing Cross-Euston & Hampstead Railway at its Cam-
den Town station and the City & South fjondon Railway at

its Euston station. (2) The reconstruction of the City and
South Ijondou Railway. The object of these works is to

provide a through service of modern electric trains from Edg-
ware to Clapham Common, thus bringing into being a much
needed connecting link between North-West and South Lon-
don, and more particularly a direct route between North-

.

West Tjondon and the City.

A contract has been placed with Messrs. Ghailes Biand
_

and Son for the construction of the line from Golders Green '

to Hendon, a distance of one mile and four furlongs. An
intermediate station, as shown on the accompanying map,
fig. 1, will be constructed at Brent. The new railway is

to be mainly on the surface, and active preparations are al-

ready being made by way of clearing a pathway for tha

line. Owing to the pastoral nature of the ground, however,

there will be comparatively little interference with the ameni-
,

tie?, of the district. The hne will cross the River Brent by ,^

means of a viaduct 30 feet hich. It is hoped to complete

the line from Golders Green to Hendon by October l.st. Id-li.

and a through service of trains will then operate between
Charing Cross and Hendon, and Moorgate and Hendon.
Orders will shortly be placed for the icconstruction of the rail-

way from Hendon to Edgware.
The accompanying map shows the district to be .^served and

the path the new line will take. Between Hendon and Edgware,
there will he two further stations, viz., Colindale and Burnt
Oak. The distances between the new .stations will be as

;

follows:—Edgware to Burnt Oak. .S^ mile: Burnt Oak to „

Colindale, .00 mile; Colindale to Hendon (Central), 1.31 miles;;

Hendon (Central) to Brent. .67 mile; Brent to Golders Green.
.06 mile; totfll 4.6^^ miles. Tlie total length of the line from
Edgware to Clapham Common will lie 16.M mile=. .\s the lino

approaches Edsiware it will run underneath the Great Northern

Railway and also Under the Midland Railway at Colindeep; at

the Edgware terminus car .sheds will bo constructed. The ex-

tension to Edgware is scheduled to be completed by January
1st, 1024.

The contract for the w-ork of connecting the Charing Cross-

Eu.don A- Hampstead Railway with the City \- South London
Railway has boon placed with Messrs. .John Mowlem & Co.,

and it is hoped to have the work completed by October 1st,

lfl2.S. The .M-home, which provides for a six track under-

ground tuliuliu- junction at Camden Town, will eventually

permit a 4-minute' service to be worked from Charina Cross

to Edgware and Highcrate, and a'so from Clapham Comnmn
to Edgware and to Highgate. These servicer having their
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couflueUL-e at Caimleii To'svii jiiiu-tion will, tberet'uie, iuvolve

a minute service of trains, or 60 trains an hour iu teach

direction, which will constitute a record. The lay-out of the
junctiims, together with the sisnallinj;, has been the subject
of a siiecial traffic .study. Flat junctions will be entirely

eliminated, and where one line cros.ses another it w'ill do so liy

" flyinfj over " or passintr under the other. This junction
work will be cari-ied out without any interference to the exist-

intr services now being run.
Regarding the reconstruction of the City it South London

Railway which, as the pioneer of London's underground tube
railway system, has served its purpose so well for 30 years,

three contracts have .so far been placed for the work : Tlie

Metropolitan Tunnel & Public Works Co.. Ltd., will deal
with the reconstnictinn of the line at C'apham Common and
Clapham Road. Mes.srs. Perry it Co., I,td.. will deal with
the reconstruction of the line between South L?land Place
and Stockwell. and Messrs. Charles Brand it Son will deal
with the reconstruction of the line between Eu.ston and King's
Cross, and from King's Cro.ss to the .\ngel.

The most important feature of the above contracts is the
enlarging of the tunnels to pei'mit of standard underground
rolling stock of the latest pattern beinff used. The tunnels are
now 10 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and this dimension will be
inoreased to 11 ft. Si in. The length of the up-to-date rolling
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they had to ciiuvort d.c. networks to a.e. distribution. The
rotary converter was essentially a ixjwer-l'actor machine, and

its influence on the ixjwer factor of a system would be very

great. In Bradford the p.f . was in the rjeighbourhood of

.98 in the working day. and they were fortunate in having

40 per cent, of their load converted to d.c. by rotary con-

verters. It was going to be a point whether they should

continue to use rotary converters or go over to three-phase

distribution. His own opinion was that from generating

station operating and transmission points of view the higher

power factor would give better results. If it cost more for

rotary-converter plant, it would probably pay them in the

end.
Replying to the discussion, Mr. Ij. Romero said if they did not

have a regulat<ir they worked with unequal voltage, and they

adju.sted their permanent voltage variation, which was usually

obtained by taps on the transformer, fixed to give them the

mo.st desirable factor at full load. When they were going

out of parallel they dropped the load to zero, and they had
practically no kilowatts flowing through the line, but they

had a big wattless current. It was the breaking of the watt-

less current when the switch was actually opened that cau.sed

the trouble. He agreed that they woulS get a variation of

the w'attless current due to variation in load. That was the

thing that the .switchboard attendants would have to look

after. He thought Mr. Juhlin's diagrams were an in-

genious way of solving the whole problem. The authoi'.s

thought that the mathematical solution was, generally speak-

ing, more accurate. Mr. Romero -n-as in favour of taking as

many con.sumers off inter-connectors as could be found. Of
course, the more consumers they took off the inter-connector

the less interchange they liad between power stations: it

would .simply be tantamount to two power stations feeding

into one network. There would not be any actual inteJr-

cha.nge of current. Obviously, where thev had a few small

consumers tapped off the inter-connector they might have to

stand a pretty large variation of pressure when the flow of

current between the two stations wns reversed from full load

in one direction to full load in another. By making the re-

actance to the re.sistance ratio hish thev improved the nower
factor regulation under varying load with unenual fixed volt-

age and under certain favourable conditions this might turn
out to he quite a good method of inter-connection, because
it was so very simple. That could only be done between
.stations who.se loads had n very liiiih power factor.

Regarding whether d.c. supply from rot-iiry converters would
not be cheaper in the lonrf run tha'i In. tbree-plja.se distribu-

tion on account fif the high power factor obtained with rotary
converters. Mr. Romero did not think the extra cost of sup-

plying at the low^er power factor would balance the lasses in

the rotarv converters and the cost of rimning rotary-con-
verter sub-stations.

Mr. .1. B. PAIiMF.R said that tapi>ing interconnectors was
general in America, The .American companies ran mains
primarily to inter-connecf their systems, but he doubted
very much wliether they would do it if there were no pros-
pects of picking up bu.siness on the way. because the distances
were sometimes very large. How tliey woidd arrange the
voltage regulation for very large powers he did not know,
but it ,seemed that lai-ge stations would probnblv all be higli

load factor stations, and the possibilitv wa.s that they would
all feed into a control station, a nucleus of a star s^.stem.
in which case they could get -a great deal of voltage regula-
tion on their generators without bothering about the effect

at consumers' terminals. Even if large .stfltions were ham-
nered bv the necessity of looking after their own networks,
he .should think that on a, very large inter-connected svstem
it would be absolutelv necessary to run the most efficient

stations at maximmn load factors, and if there were no load
variations there would be no need for any regulating appa-
ratus.

Discussion at Birmingham.

The paper was read at the SorTH Midland Centuf, of tlie

Institittion oe Eeectrical Engineers- on April 26th, when, in
opening the discussion,

Mr. R. A. Chattock said that the authors dealt more especi-
ally with the theoretical requirements, and they had apparently
overlooked the practical requirements, which were quite as
important. He called attention to the practical difhculty of
synchronising and interconnecting two loaded stations after
they had become di.scoimected through any disturbance on the
system. In Birmingham they had two large capacity stations
and two stations of smaller capacity—all running iii parallel
on one system, and when two large sections of the supply
were disconnected, in oi-der to re-interconnect them, very great
care had to be taken to get the two sides running in perfect
synchronism before the connection was made, as, if not, a
very heavy strain was likely to be thrown on the svstem at the
moment of closing the interconnector. That was" due to the
inertia of all the plant running on circuit—both generators
and motors—which had to be pulled into svnchronism if the
two sides were not exactly in step. Such a strain, if it
occurred, was likely to set up a very heavy surge on the sys-
tem, which would probably again open the interconnector. It
was generally found necessary to have men standing bv to

throw in additional interconnecting cables directly the iii.^t

one was connected, so as to give ample capacity in the link

for dealing with a surge of reasonable dimensions.

Mr. W. Lavvson stated that although the booster and tran.s-

former losses were probably small relatively, they should Ix;

included in the losses involved in the scheme of interconnec-

tion. The consideration of transmission losses raised the ques-

tion whether they should be put down to generation or distri-

bution. A method of ascertaining the transmission losses w'as

to in.stall at each station two watt-hour meters, one to measure
the input and the other to measure the output, each meter .

having a ratchet and pawl attachment to prevent reverse regis-

tration. If the interconnector were used to supply feeders

along its route the units deUvered to the feeders would liave •

to be metered and taken into account in computing tlie losses

in the interconnector. Graphic recording instruments at both

ends of the interconnector would be advantageous as affording

a convenient means for watching whether the prescribed con- .

ditions of operation were being maintained.

Mr. W. Wilson pointed out an indirect advantage of

interconnection which might be overlooked until actual work-
ing had brought it to light. The undertakings in this country

were largely of municipal origin, instituted to supply the needs
of a very limited area. The result had been that, in addition

to their being oh the whole comparatively small and in-

efficient, there had been a tendency not to see much further

than the supply of street lamps, the lighting of the more acces-

sible shops and dwellings, and such favourable motor loads as

had come within the reticulation. Thus the cost of energy,
even where it was easily available, was on the average much
too high, the load factors were far too low, and the use of

electricity was enjoyed by but a favoured small number of

town dwellers. A policy of interconnection, by joining up
.separate stations into a. combined system, would, in addition to

its other advantages, bring the supply within the reach of

many other less-favourably situated customers, W'ith conse-

quent improvement in those various respects. It was by tiie

provision of power for the host of miscellaneous consumers
situated away from the dense part of the tow'n—such a.s brick

works, flour mills, tanneries, dairies, and farms—that

good load factors were secured. The two islands of Xew Zea-

land, each of which had a length approximating to that of the
power area in the Western States, illustrated by one of Mr.
Palmer's slides—namely, about ooO miles—were being equipiied

with generating plant in a series of large hydi'o-electric

stations designed to be interconnect<?d much in the manner
described in the last appendix. The schemes were being
laid out with that end in view, and already the advantages <if

a high load-factor had been experienced. 'There was no doubt.

however, that harm had been done in the past by considering

interconnection as a substitute for centralisation in the case
'

of districts like the London area, which were supplied by a

large collection of miscellaneous small stations. The improve-
ment of the London supply by the institution of a few sets of

large plant, in place of the extraordinary number of small

ones that did the work in the past, appeared to have been con-

siderably delayed by the recurring proposal to interlink the
existing stations, an expedient which, according to the sup-

porters of the proposal, would effect the same end. As a matter
of fact, until the war the two schemes mutually conflicte<l.

and neither was carried out. but there was liltle doubt that
^

the result of joining together these heterogeneous s^ts of

plant w'ould have been chiefly to have increased the overhead
charges without securing anything like a corresponding advant-

age. In the main, however, interconnection was a most im- >

portant principle.

Mr. Rogers stated that the interconnection of generating

stations belonging to the siinie authority and situated at no
great distance apart offered no special difficulty, and was
largely a matter of careful design of the interconnector and
feeder system, with jiartiiular attention to sectionalising of

the bus bars into groups, w ith graded reactances to miniiui.se

trouble under fault conditions. Transfer of load to meet chang-
ing conditions could be readily effected by volfcige variation

and adjustment of the steam supply to the generators, with-

out the need of booster plant. The problem as it affectedpower
stations belonging to different authorities and .situated at con-

.siderable distances apart, was a different proposition. A study
of the authors' Table I emphasised that the p.f. of the trans-

ferred load was one of the vital points to be determined. In

the hypothetical ca.se taken it would .seem that to transmit the

load at unity jiower factor the most economical condition so

far as the interconnector feeder wa-s loncerned wmild make
the position of the receiving station rather an unhappy one in

so far as it had to deal with a hugg wattless coniponent. In

such a case amicable co-operation by the authorities concerned

would be necessary. If pos.sible the combination of tie lines

and interconnector feeders feeding into common sub-stations

would be advantageous in most cases. Referring to the types

of booster plant, he considered that the induction regulator,

though expensive, was the best to adopt.

Mr. L. Romero, in reply, said that in his experience there

w-ere very few operating difficulties encountered in the parallel

running of power stations. Perhajxs the most serious of them
was the breaking of the link when trouble occurred, due to

the opening of one of the switches. It was very desirable

whenever possible to arrange the switches on the intercon-
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nector to open only for a fault on the tie line itself, or if over-

load protection was considered necessary it should he set very

high, and given a considerable time lag. On grounds of

economy he strongly favoured tapping interconnecting lines to

supply load along the route. In the present state of develop-

ment of booster apparatus the induction regulator was the

best to adopt under most conditions, although it was obvious

that, given satisfactory apparatus, the most economical method
would be by tappings on the main transformer winding and

the step-by-"step switch. Mr. Lawson's suggestion with re-

gard to metering was an excellent one. The paper took up
the matter at the point where a case had been made out for

interlinking after consideration of all pros and cons. They
were by no means of opinion that interconnecting was a cure

for all ills. The chief points in favour of it were economy in

working, and reliability, and against those must be set the

lir.st and running costs of tVir link.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.
Headers are invited to mhmit particnlarx »f new or improved dericex

and apparatus, which will be published if considered of sufficie'nt

interest.

The " Isco C " Cut=out.

A new type of small house service cut-out has been intro-

duced bv Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co..
Ltd., Blomfleld Street. London Wall, E.C.2. This, the " Isco
C " cut-out. illusti'ated in fig. 1. is designed for a working
current of 10 A at 260 V. The case is of light cast-iron,

finished in stoved green enamel, and provided with a brass
farthing screw and clamping washers. The base is fitted with

Pig. 1.—The " Isco C " Cut-out.

a pair of heavy sohd terminals fitted with brass cheese-headed
grub screws. The fuse carrier is of novel design. It is fitted

with sub.stantial seh-ahgning U-shaped contacts, and the
asbestos tube through which the fuse, wire passes Ues trans-

versely across the carrier in a deep groove. The method of

threading the wire is shown in fig. 2. Another new feature
embodied in the design is the slam catch, and the sealing
device which saves a great deal of trouble. In a series of

Fig. 2.—The Fuse Careier.

tests carried out at the N.P.L., the positive pole of a 1,000-Ah,
340-V batter^' was connected to the top terminal of a cut-out,
and also with a resistance of 0.100 ohm to the earthing screw
of the case—the negative pole being connected to the bottom
terminal. It was found that 'the fuse opened the circuit
clearly without arcing, and the onlv adverse result was a
superficial blackening of the asbestos lining of the Ud.

The " Hydrantomat."

We were recently given an opportunity to inspect a novel
method of raising water by the use of low-head streams,
which, although possessing nothing of an electrical character,
may conceivably be put into use for various purposes in
steam-raising plants or other adjuncts of electrical engineer-
ing.

This apparatus, known as the "Hydrautomat," is the inven-
tion of Sir. Thomas Gaskell Allen, whose firm, Allen, Liver-
sedge, Ltd., is well known in all parts of the engineermg
world. The most noticeable point of the system is its sim-
Ijlicity, which has been described as " ridiculous." It is

entirely self-contained, providing its own motive power by
natural means, and its only moving part is a sluice gate. A
working example of the " Hydrautomat," erected upon the
estate of Sir Samuel Barrow, is illustrated in fig. B. The
apparatus is arranged as follows : the lowest cylindrical tank
seen in the illustration is closed and air-tight, with a pipe
leading into it from the high level of a six-foot fall water-
course. This is the " operating chamber." situated about
halfway between high and low-water level—in this case a

Fig. 3.—The " HYDRADTOiWT."

fall of six feet. From this chamber there is also a discharge

pipe to the lower level—the tailrace. Above the operating
chamber, to the required height, is a flight of alternate

closed and open tanks, which may be erected in a tower, as
in the example, or in steps up a hillside. These tanks are
interconnected by pipes, and in addition each of the closed

tanks is connected to a " bus " air pipe running from the
operating chamber. From the top tank, which is an open
one, the water may be conducted to the point of appUcation.
The apparatus has two strokes, pressure and suction. The

pressure stroke is created by the inflowing of water to the
operating chamber. The air in this is compressed and forced
out along the air-conducting pipe to the closed tanks. The
effect is to force out the water in these up to the next open
tanks. At the end of thLs stroke the operating chamber aiid

the open tanks are full of water, and the closed tanks full

of air. Then the suction stroke follows. The contents of
the operating chamber are discharged into the tailrace,

and simultaneously the inlet from the headrace is closed
automatically. This creates a vacuum in the chamber and
closed tank.5. which causes the water in the open tanks to be
sucked up into the closed tanks above them, leaving the
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latter lull of wuter aud the upea tanks and chamber empty.
The headrace inlet is then automatically opened and the
cycle recommences. The pipes between the tanks are all

water-sealed, so that all non-return valves or mechanical
checks are dispensed with. The normal efficiency of the
system is about 8U per cent. It will be seen that the prm-
cipal use to which the " Hydrautomat " may be put is irri-

gation, although many other methods of employment will

readily suggest themselves. It is of interest to note ttwi
only twice before m the history of hydi'ostatics has the
principle embodied m this system been remotely approached.
Hero of Alexandria, in the third century, and Giambatista
della Porta, in the sixteenth century, made experimeiits in

this direction.

The system, which has secm'ed world patents, is being
worked by the Allen Hydkost.wic Pl'so- Svndic.vte, Ltd.,

106, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

" Genii P.S," Water Heaters.

A light, compact, and safe water heater is being mauufac-
frured by Messr.s. George Nobbs,, Ltd., «y, Cleveland Street,

Ij'itzroy Square, VV.f. This is known as the "Genii P.S."
.sy.stem—the "P.S." staudmg for "push system," so-called

because the cold water entering the tank pushes heated
water before it to the top of the tank, from \^hence it issues

through an outlet pipe. The arrangement is shown in the
dniwing (tig. 1). The si.^e of the tank iind the electrical

^ ^^r.„.jL.j

Pig. 4.—The " Gfnii P.S." W.ateh He.iter.

loading of the element depend upon the amoimt and tem-
perature of the supply desired. Small quantities of boiling
water can be obtained by the use of a small tank and a com-
paratively large element. If, however, continuous light load-
ing is required the loading of the element may be fairly
small and the tank large. The tanks are made in four sizes
-;-10 pt., '20 pt., gal., and 10 gal.—and each size is pro-
vided with a range of elements to suit practically any
requirement. In most cases a three-heat switch can be fitted
if desired.

CORRESPONDENCE,
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published -unless we have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

The I.E.E. Summer Convention,

In commenting on Dr. Magnus Maclean's paper in your
leading article of June 9th under the above heading you
state :

—
" Although these islands are not abundantly blessed so far

as potential water-power resources are concerned we have a
certain amount, which would, if developed, afford a con-
siderable measure of relief to the continually increasing
deamess of coal and growing scarcity of fuel," &c.
There is another side to the question, which is usually

overlooked both by technical and non-technical writers on
this subject. The best grades of coal mined in this country
readily find a market for ships' bunkering, export, household
purposes, manufacturing purposes, and steam raising. A
critic inclined to split straws may change the order in which
the various sources of outlet are .stated, but the result i.s

the same.
There is a ready demand in normal times for British coal

for these purposes because of its admittedly high quality.

In sorting out the best gr.-ides of coal for the markets men-
tinned an appreciable quantity of small coal is left over ; '

coal is of low grade, because of the high percentage of incom-
bu.'tible it contains. It also follows that when the smaller
coals are wa.shed nn appreci.ible quantity of small coal
remains, and that this is also of low arade.
These low-grade fuels do not readily find a market, and

the cost of mining and bringing such coal to the surface
naturally remains to be added to the market price obtained
for the sa.eabie grades.

A great deal has been accomplished in the utilisation of

these low-grade fuels for steam raismg, and a tremendous
held is available lor further development in this direction.

It will be agreeil by those iu a position to judge that power
developed from .such fuels can be obtained m industrial area-s

at a price which water power in this country has no chance
of competing against; and a second point is that the increased
outlet for such low-grade fuels ii likely to react favourably
on the " dearue.ss of coal and growing scarcity of fuel."

It is not too muili to claim that there is no room for costly

water-power scheiiies in remote, districts in Scotland until
the coalfields aiv exhausted for export and industrial pur-
poses.

.4. B. Muirhead.
Glasgow, Jinu- UMh, i'M2.

I We agree with our correcpondent to the extent that water-
power development must be on an economically sound ba.sis;

it would be foplish to incur excessive capital outlay in tins

direction if energy could be produced to better advantage
from fuel. We have also pointed out, time and again, that
large electric power stations can utilise low-grade fuels which
are useless for any other purpose, and therefore their erec-

tion is justified even if their themial efficiency is low. But
we cannot agree at all that water-power development should
be deferred until the coalfields are exhausted, nor cau we
ignore the arguments regarding the social benefits to be de-
rived from the production of energy in the Scottish High-
lands, which have been so ably set forth by Mr. Newlands,
Mr. Munro, and Prof. Magnus Maclean, and which form an
essential part of the economic case for the projects in ques-
tion.

—

Eds. Elec. Review.]

Broadcasting Wireless Telephony.

A £'0 " wii-eless set " (in other words, a crystal .«pt) is

useless for receiving signals unless situated within a few
hundred yards of the transmission station, when it is not
connected to an outside aerial.

Only one person in an apartment house, boarding house,
hotel, or flat will be able to use the outside aerial. The rest,

if they wish to receive telephony at all must use indoor
aerials with valve sets. There are other rea.sons, such as
deafness, being surrounded by very high buildings, or ex-
tremely noisy situation, by reason of which a crystal set

will in practice prove unacceptable.

Perhaps in assuming the number of people suffering from
these various drawbacks at 50 per cent. I was on the high
side, but in any case the proportion is very considerable.

To return to my analogy, there -could be no lamp mono-
poly, because the carbon-filament lamp patents have mostly
expired, but to people who wish to use indirect Ughting,
flood lighting, and the many other applications of high power
lamps it would not be very mucli help to suggest carbon
lamps.

A. Hinderlich.
Southall, Juve Vlth. 19±2.

" State Salary Required."

That which " A.M.I.E.E." complains about in bis letter,

published on the 9th inst., is on^y in keeping with the lack

of business ability shown by a number of British employers.

They are evidently so carried away with a sense of their

own importance and greatness in the eyes of the world, that

they do not think it necessary to supply the really essential

details w-heu advertising for men of ability and brains.

Another . point I would raise is the extreme lack of

courtesy shown to those unfortunate beings who spend time

and postage stamps in applying to mandarins for employ-
ment ; only about one in a thousand has the decency to

reply to the waiting applicants, although the columns of

the Electrical Review are open to enable them to notify

those who have applied for situations that the past is now
filled. Then they are amazed that the workers show signs

of distrust and discontent.

Clear out the Cuthberts and Percys and all other favourites

nf circumstance.^ and give brains and ability a chance. By
doing so they wUl enable Britain to regain that which she

ha,s lost, ami no doubt trade will soon again boom in the

old country.
One Who Has Been Had.

Sheffield, June l-2th, 19'2-2.

F.M, Earl Haig's Appeal.

I am greatly indebted to you for the leaderette in your

i.ssue of May i27th. and I feel it would lie intere^^tins and
gratifying to your reader.s to know that the " Remembrance
League " owes its creation to a well-known member of the

electrical profession, and one of the oldest memliers of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers. Mr. Vrthur Berkeley, of

the firm of Messrs. Berkele^t' * Young, Ltd.

Electrical encineers are proverbially an inventive and prac- •

tical body, and the conception of the one day's service, upon

,
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which the League is formed, is another sign that this imagina-

tive and inventive genius—so needed in all enterprises—is still

alive, not only for the benefit of your industry but also for

those ex-Servioemen in distress in whom Earl Haig is so

keeuly interested.

While again thanking you for your valuable assistance, i

trust that the above-named fact .will ensure for me your

further valuable aid. as well as the enrolment in the League

of a large number of the electrical profession aud thu^e of the

electrical industry.
W. G. Willcox, Capt.,

Organising Secretary, Appeal and
Fublicity Department, British Legion.

London. June 1th, Vi'i2.

[We earnestly commend this admirable scheme to the

notice of our readers.—Eds. Elec. Eev. 1

hiectric Furnaces.

We note ia your la.«t i.s.sue a letter signed " Adena," in

wLioli reference is made to a deiuoiijjtration we gave at

Newcastle. We thought that all electrical engineers were

now aware that \\ild-l5artield furnaces are specially designed

for the correct heat-treatment of steel.

We, in common with other firm.s, have beeu favoured with
" Adena's " inquiry, and in April last we informed your

correspondent that we did not know of any maker in this

country or abroad who could supply electric turnax;es tor

smelting zinc. Neither the resistance nor the arc type is

suitable. In spite of this, " Adena " continues to send out

inquiries. Will it ease his mind to know that similar in-

quirers from numerous other sources have so far failed to

discover any commercial method of electric zinc smelting y

In the construction of such furnaces there are many diffi-

culties to overcome.
It is probable, however, that in course of time we shall

be in a position to tackle " Adena's " and other inquirers'

problems of this nature.

Automatic & General Furnaces, Ltd.

E. P. BarfieJd, Maaging Dirntur.

London. June 11th. 1922.

[Our correspondent seems rather hurt at " .Adena's " per-

;
sistence in the search for information ; we, however, admire

, his tenacity, and hope it will be rewarded. The first step to-

wards solving a problem is to formulate a clear statement

of the case; and Mr. Barfield himself is hopeful of finding

a solution.

—

^Eds. Elec. Rev.]

We notice the letter in your current issue under the above
i heading, and if your correspondent " Adena " will kindly
? communicate with us, we shall be glad to discu.s8 with him

. the question of supplying a furnace to meet hi,=; requirements.
It would probably save time if your correspondent could

send us a sample weighing about 1 lb. of the zinc con-
centrate for laboratory test.

Bastian Electric Co., Ltd.
C. Orme Bastian, Manager.

London, June l-lth. 19-2-2.

LEGAL.

Corona Lamp Works, Ltd.

A PETITION by the British Thomson-Houston Co. , Ltd., for au

order to wind up the Corona Lamp Works, Ltd., came before

i\[r. .Justice .-Xstbury in the Companies Winding-up Court on

Tuesday. Counsel for the Corona Co. asked for an adjourn-

ment. He said the petition was the result of an appeal to the

House of Lords from a decision of the Court of Appeal and a

decision of Mr. Justice Sargant. There was a sum of £5,5'i9

for costs, which was ordered by the House of Lords to be re-

paid by his clients. There was also a subsequent action, tried

by Mr. Justice Astbury, between the same plaintiffs

:iud defendants, and that re.sulted in judgment against

the defendants. It was alleged in the petition that

negotiations had taken place for a compromise on

the different matters between the parties, aud the

matter was allowed to stand over for some scheme to be

carried through. Unfortunately, while the negotiations were

pending, the petitioning creditors put in an execution on the

goods of the company. \ receiver was appointed by the deben-

ture holders, and the sheriff came out. Then this petition

was launched. If the negotiations had been allowed to pro-

ceed, the Corona Co. had every reason to believe that

there would have been no necessity for the petition, and a

scheme would have been brought forward to satisfy every-

body. The nominal capital of the company was £2,000, but
there were debentures' in three classes for d632,000; and the

receiver was in possession. He (counsel) asked that the peti-

tion should stand over for a mouth to allow the negotiations

between the petitioners and the company to be continued.

They had a scheme in view with other people, and if it were
caiTied out, satisfactory proposals would be made to the

petitioners.

His Lordship : You had better appeal to Mr. Turner.

Mr. Willis : I have.

Mr. Turner said his instnictions prevented him making aJ5j

concession.

His Lordship made a compulsory winding-up order.

[We have a communication for Mr. W. A. Chambers,
whose letter on " Cbnrging for Service-s " appeared in our

•UP of February 17th. 1922. Will he forward his address
I bis office?]

Smart v. Corona Lamp Works, Ltd.

Sir Francis Newbolt, one of the High Court Official Referees,

on Tuesday had before him an application against the defen-

dants for judgment in default of defence in respect of a claim

for dilapidations of certain glass works at Brierley Hill, which

had been rented by them.
Mr. Bennett, counsel for the plaintiff, said that defendants

had written to the plaintiff's solicitor saying that they did not
propose to be represented at the trial.

Air. Henry Jennings, a surveyor practising at Brierley Hill,

gave evidence to the effect that he had made an examination
of the glass works in question for the purpose of seeing

whether the covenants of the lease had been complied with,

and he valued the work required to be done at £1,591 13s. 9d.

Sir Francis, upon this evidence, gave judgment for the

]ilaintiff for the amount stated by the witness.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

Aubrey Victor Clayton,
trading as " Clayton Motors," Park Lane Mills, Chorley Lane,
Leeds, engineer.—The following are creditors :

—
Bowran (Robt.) & Co. ...

Crofts, Ltd.
Coquantin, M.
Klectrical Review
Electrical Apparatus, Ltd.
English. A
Gycio Motal Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co.. Ltd.
Harley Comeron, Ltd. ..

lilingworlh. Albert
London Electric Wire C
Smiths. Ltd.

I.ondon Dit-Cast Eoundrv
Bankers
Mica & .Micanite Supplies
Peerless Engineering Co.
Rhodes, Gill & Co.
Rostron (J.) & Son
Eagland & Co., Ltd.
Speight & Sons, Ltd.

... 60 Sankcy (Joseph) & Sons, Ltd. 1,493
... 21 Smith, G. F., Ltd 68

... 27 Sterling Varnish Co 38
... 24 Sk.;fko Ball Bearing Co. Ltd. ... 38
... 383 Thompson ft Watson 2.'!

... 18 Veno Co 470

... 19 Whitehead Bros 23
... 16 New Pelapone Engine Co.. Ltd. 148
... 16 Spencer, P. 1,302
... 10 Bishop, E 18

. and Downes, Commander A. B. ... 120
... 28 Elvv, Robb & Welch 273

Ltd. 53 Farrar (G.) & Sons 16
... 255 Owen Leslie 1.5.">

Ltd. 15 Regent Trust, Ltd. 33
... 10 Stone Bros. 14
... 28 Smith Bros., Ltd. 70
... 50 Trust Houses, Ltd. 45
... 32 Inland Revenue 48
... 16

John Norman Keenan, electrical engineer, 6.3, Queen Vic-
toria Street, E.C.—Creditors under this failure met last Fri-
day before Mr. F. T. Garton, Official Receiver, at the Ixindon
Bankruptcy Court. It transpired that the debtor had recently
been trying to induce friends to form a company with the
idea of manufacturing ebonite. He came here from the

U.S..\. in 191.5, and obtained employment with various

engineering contractors under the Ministry of Munitions.

He also served in the R..\.F. until he was demobihsed shortly

aft<^r the -\rmistice, when he became manager of the ebonite

and rubber department of an electrical works. Owing to sub-

sequent unemployment, he resorted to moneylenders, and now-

owed f 1.50, with no assets whatever. The failure was attri-

buted to the debtor's inability to obtain employment. The
ca.se was left in the hands of the Official Receiver.

G. J. Hogg (F. Hogg & Co.), electrical engineer, 66, Water-
loo Road, Smethwick.—Receiving order made June 2nd on
debtor's own petition.

H. Doyle (Accessories Supply Co.), 56, Hardman Street,

Dean.sgate, Manchester.—Fir.st and final dividend of 9s. Id. in

the £, payable June 21st at the Official Receiver's Offices.

Manchester.
!!. S. Magson, 10, Stoney Stanton Road, Coventry, electrical

en)jineer.—This debtor came up for public examination at the

Coventry Bankruptcy Court on Monday. He stated that he
commence dbusiness in 1912 with £20 capital and £40 he bor-

rowed from his mother, which had since been repaid. His
accounts now showed a deficiency of £213, and his failure was
due to lo.ss on contracts and illness. He had lost by other opeple

failing. He realised his position la.st February, and the bank
pres.sed him with regard to an overdraft. The bank held a
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charge apon his interest iinder the will of his father and

mother. He borrowed frona a Mr. Franklin i£130 to assist

iiim against writs that had been issued against him. He also

borrowed £80 from Mr A Magson The examination was

T. G. CoATON, trading as T. G. Coaton & Co., 16, Humber-
stone Road, Leicester, electrical engineer.—The receiving order

m tJbiis matter was made on May "Sgih oh debtor's own petition

'Fhe statement of affairs shows liabilities of £2,331, while the

assets are estimated to realise £1,056. from which preferential

claims of £33 have to be deducted, leaving net assets of £l,0-2-2,

or a deficiency of £1,309. Debtor atti'ibutes his failure to bad

trade for the past two years, owing to the general slump, bad

debts, depreciation in value of machinery and stock-in-trade,

and ill-health of children. A. private meeting of the creditors

was held on March 31st last, w^hen it was decided to accept a

oomposition of 10s. in the £ payable by instalments, satisfac-

torily guaranteed. For the protection of the estate, debtor

executed a deed of assignment. He was unable to carry the

proposed composition into effect, and consequently filed his

petition. Debtor states that in April. 1914, he and his

brother entered into partnership and commenced business in

Leicester as electrical engineers with a. combined capital of

£260, of which he conti-ibuted £50. In 1918 they were joined

by another partner, who provided £100 capital. In the same
year debtor's brother retired from the business, and in August,

1919. his other partner also withdrew and received £1.3.50 in

repaymtot of capital. The usual books of account had been
kept. Debtor l)ec<ime awai'e of his position early in the present

year. Fu-st meeting June 16th at the Official Receiver's

.officCi Leicester. Public examination July 7th at the Ca.st.e,

Leicester.
. T. Cabtek, electrical engineer, 3, South Street, Dorchester,

and High Street, Swanage.—Trustee : Mr. W. A. J. Osborne.

Balfour House, Finsbm-y Pavement, E.G., appointed June
10th, 1922.

Frank Rawcli^te, trading as Frank Rawcliffe & Co., 8, Nnn
Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. electrical engineer.—The adjourned

public examination of this debtor was held recently at the

County Court, Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-T\-ne. The state-

ment of affairs showed liabilities of £7,026, of which £3,866

was expected to rank, and there was a deficiency of £3,85."i.

Debtor attributed his failure to claims being made against him
in respect of liabilities taken over by a limited company. He
stated that he agreed to sell his business to a company which
was registered on August 15th, 1921, with a nominal capital

of £12,000 in £1 shares. It was agreed that the company
should pay the liabihties, and debtor should receive £7,000 in

shares and £3.5(X) in cash. After further questions the exami-
nation was adjourned.

Company Liquidations.

—

Oldham, Ashton & Hyde Elec-
TEic Tramways, Ltd,—Meeting July 13th at 88, Kingsway,
W.C., to hear an account of the winding up from the liquida-

tors, Messrs. P. M. Rossdale and T. H. Underbill.

W. Watkin & Son, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-
dator : Mr, A. E. Quaife, 155, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

Keynsham Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Winding up
voluntarily, the undertaking having been disposed of.

Liquidator : Mr. A. Golhns, 28. Baldwin Street, Bristol.

Riceard, Wright & Dean, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator : Mr. R. S. Dawson, Tanfield Buildings, Hustler-
gate, Bradford. Meeting of creditors, June 27th, at the offices

of the liquidator.

Evered & Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator :

Mr. C. H. Smith, Phoenix Chambers. Golmore Row, Birming-
ham.

Dissolutions of Partnership.

—

Denholm, Craig & Co., elec-

trical engineers, 81, Townhead Street, Hamilton.—Mr. Alex-
ander Duncan has retired from the firni. The business will
be continued by Messrs. J. G. Denholm & A. G. Craig.
Regent Electrical Installation Co., 104, Whitechapel

Road. E.. and 17, Maddox Street, E.—The partnership between
Mr. B. Barnet, Mr. M. Heller and Mr. R. Lederman was dis-

solved by the High Court on July 29th. 1921, and Mr. A. C.
Heywood, of 14-15. Coleman Street. E.G., appointed receiver.
June 15th was the last day for claims.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. Owen & Palmer, elec-
trical engineers, have taken over the business of Messrs. H. D.
Carter (Bangor), Ltd.. carried on at Faraday House. High
Street, Bangor. Mr. Owen was manager for Messrs. Carter,
and Mr. Palmer was formerly with Vickers, Ltd., and the
General Electric Co.
The Central London Electrical Co has disposed of its

Glapham branch, and is closing it on the 24th inst.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Sun Electrical Co., Ltd..
.118-12(i. Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.—Li.st No. 371, giving
revised prices of fans catalogued in List No. 331. Also a
priced and illustrated leaflet of combined switches and fuses
.and porcelain connectors.
Messrs. Ross. ConRTN'ET & Co.. Ltd., Ashbrook Road.

Upper Holloway. N.19.—A pamphlet describing and illus-
iratmg a hydraulic lifting jack.
Messrs E. P. Allam .t Co., 107-109, Gray's Inn Road.

W.G.I.—June stock list of d.c. motors ranging in size from
1 to 38 h.p.

Electrical Components, Ltd., 88-90, Great Charlea Street,

Snow Hill, Birmingham.—A comprehensive price list of wire-

less apparatus, including receiving sets, amplifiers, condensers,
valves, &c.

Electric Fires, Ltd., King Street, Norwich.—Supplemen-
tai-y leaflets Nos. 2, dealing with immersion heaters for photo-
graphic purposes; and 3, advertising the ' Peter Pan

"

double-purpose cooker. Illustrated and priced.

Economic Electric, Ltd., 10, Fitzroy Square, W.l.—^A

well-illustrated price list of wireless apparatus, including com-
plete receiving sets, amplifiers, head sets, condensers, induo-

tances, relays, buzzers, switches. &c.

Ateliers de Constructions Electriqces de Charleboi, 56,

Victoria Street, S.W.I.—June list (in French) of motors and
dynamos in stock.

Sw-EDISH GENER.4L ELECTRIC, Ltd., 5, Chancery Lane. W.C.'2.

—List No. 42F, giving prices and particulars of " Century "

oscillating fans; No. Ill, .stock list of d.c. and single-phase

u.c. motors; and No. 111a, stock list of two- and three-phase

a.c. motors, single-phase commutator motors, transformers,

etc.

Messrs. L. G. Haw^kins & Co", Ltd., 116, Charing Crass

Road, W.C.2.—.\ well-ilhisti-ated catalogue of " Universal
"

electric coffee mills, meat choppers and attachments. .\lso

a leaflet giving prices of these.

Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.,

Blomfield Street, London Wall, E.C.2.—Lisf W.L.3, giving

illustrations, details, and prices of "" Isco C " house-service

cut-outs.

The Relay Automatic Telephone: Co.. Ltd., Mai-coni Hou.se,

Strand. W.O.2.—.\n illustrated "^ souvenir " of the opening of

the " Relay " telephone exchange at the Liverpool Covrier

and Express offices by Sir William Noble
The Consolidated Pnelilwic Tool Co.. Ltd., Egyptian

House. 170. Piccadilly, W.l.—.-X weU-illustrated catalogue

(No. 12e) of electric drills, grinders, bufling machines, spike

tlrivers, &c. Also a leaflet (No. 78) describing an electric rivet

heater, and a pamphlet illustrating and describing an oil

rivet-heating forge.

PuTiiT Specialties, Ltd., 27, Park Street. Birmingham.—-\n

illustrated price list of electric kettles, hotplates, steam cookers,

&c.
Automatic & Electric Furnaces. Ltd., 281-283, Gray's Inn

Road, W.C.I.—Heat Treatment Bulletin No. 30. " The Heat
Treatment of ."Vlloy Steels," describing the use of the " Wild-
Bar-field " non-magnetic point detector.

Unemployment.—The total number of registered unem-
ployed on May 29th was 1.471,600, 42.657 fewer than in the

preceding week. The number of workers on " short time
"

was also reduced by about 9,000, the figure being 111,000.

For Sale.—Halifax Corporation Electricity Committee
invites offers for two Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers.

complete with chain grate stokers, and one tandem compound
steam water pump.
Mr. P. Rowland, the hquidator of the B.E. Co. (of London

and Birmingham), Ltd., invites offers for the company's stodt

of electrical accessories, office furniture, fittings, Ac, also the

lease of 57, L'pper Thames Street, E.G. (See our advertise-

ment pages to-day.)

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended is ^
summary of the recent applications for British trade marfe
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

trical trades and industries. Firms desiring to enter an
objection to any of the applications have one month in which
to do so from the dates given below :

—
Lucas. No. 418,346. Class 6. Djruamos, magneto-electric

machines, and electric self-starters, all for use on motor-driven
vehicles. No. 418,347. Class 8. .Accumulators, ammeters,
voltmeters fitted electric switchboards and resistances.

Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Great King Street, Birmingham. May
31st, 1922.

Annature design. No. 421,389. Class 8. Accumulators,
batteries, dry cells, cables, resistances, fitted ,switehboards,
&c. The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kings-
way, London, W.C. Mav 31ft, 1922.

Botrade. No. 424,26S. Glass 13. Electric fittings and
accessories.—S. Bill & Co., Ltd.. 146. Queen's Road, Aston,
Birmingham. May 31st, 1922.

Batteries for Sale.—The Citv .-\ccunuilator Co., of 79,
Mark Lane, London. E.C.3. has ' a stock of 20,000 Fuller
Block-type accumulators (surplus Government stock) for saJe
at bargain prices for wireless sets.

Electric Lighting Sets for Commercial Motor Vehicles.

—

.\ special dynamo electi-ic lighting set. known as the E.B.C.,
for use on commercial motor vehicles . has recentlv been
introduced bv the E.B.C. Electrical Co., Ltd.. 62, Eagle'Str.-et,
High Holborn, London, W.C.

The Cambridge Royal Show, 1922.—At the show of the
Royal Agricultural Society, being held at Cambridge, from
Jiih' 4th to Sth. ]\Iessrs. Ruston & Hornsby are showing in ad-
dition to a large collection of agricultural machinery and
oil engines, small lighting and power sets, driven by petrol

i

and paraffin engines.
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The Import Trade of India.—H.M. Senior Trade Commis-
sioner in India, in forwarding to the Department of Overseas

Trade the March number of the jNIontlily Trade Returns of

the "Government of India, states that although there has been

a" considerable falling off in trade owing to the world-wide

depression, and also to the enormous carry-over of stocks

from the previous year, the United Kingdom has more than

held its own in comparison with its principal competitors.

The most noteworthy feature is, perhaps, the increase in the

imports from Germany from 4.75 crores to 7.24 crores, the

increases being mainly under the headings of dyestuffs, hard-

ware, glassware, iron and steel, and the various miscellaneous

articles of the bazaar trade iij which Germany excelled before

the war. The principal countries in order of importance
contributing to India's imports are now the United King-

dom, Java (owing to increa.^ed imports of sugar), the United
States, Japan, Germany, and Belgium.
The most remarkable feature of the vear has Ijeen the pro-

digious import of machinery and millwork. In 1920-"31 th

total was 22.37 crores. but in the year under review this Bad
increased to 34.25 crores. of which the United Kingdom
supplied no less than 28.32 crores and the United States

4.51 crores. British shipments increased during the year by
almost 11 crores. and .Ajnerican suppUes by i crore. The
principal increases were under the following heads :

—

Cotton machinery
Jute machinery-
Electrical machine
Boile

1930-21. 1921-23

Rs. Crores. Rs. Crore

3.67 7.61

2.77 4.32
3.19 3.90

1.59 2.55

Mil achii .30

Oil crushing and refining machinery .08 ..54

Paper mill machinery 32 .34, .

Rice and flour mill machinery .55 .64

Sawmill and wood-working machinery IS .29

Sug.ir machinery -.. . - .17 .88

Shuttles 14 .17

Miscellaneous machinery 4.13 6.40

The only serious competition in machinery at the present

time is that from the United States, and. even in this case,

the Unit-ed Kingdom more than maintained its position. An
increase in the imports from Germany from 17 to 55 lakhs

should be not^d. This consisted very largely of rice mill

machinery and sugar plant.

The total imports of railway plant and rolling stock show a

iderable expansion, from 14 to nearly 19 crores, of which
I.'nited Kingdom supplied 18.4 crores. In this enormous

II lie there is as yet very little competition, the imports from
\iri.=iica in the year imder review being only 13 lakhs. Im-
|i Its from .'Vu.stralia, mainlv sleepers, rose from 12.4 to 20.5

lnkhs. while those from Canada fell from 20.75 to 2.]4 lakhs.

The expansion in this valuable trade may be expected to con-

tinue in view of the new capital expenditure programme on
railways, . which amounts to 30 crores per annum for five

years.

The frade in electrical instruments and apparatus has been
well maintained, the total imports in 1920-21 being 4.18 crores,

3= compared with 4.06 crores in the past year. Supplies from
the united Kingdom show very little alteration, and are

roughly 70 per cent, of the total (2.84 crores). .American

.shipments were, however, reduced from 95 to 80 lakhs, while
those from Italy rose from 7* to 16J lakhs.

Riley Stolters at Gennevilliers.—Referring to the Rilev
fokers in.stalled at the Gennevilliers power station of the
T'nion d'Electricite. Paris, which was described in our issue of

\pril 14th, 1922. the makers, Messrs. Kama (Soc. Anon.) in-

fumi us that each Riley stoker is assembled from 36 self-clean-

iug retort-imits. arranged in two rows each 18 retorts wide,
on an undivided archless furnace 30 ft. wide by 23 ft. deep : so

that the entire area—690 sq. ft.—is covered by fuel in activo

combustion, the incandescent surface of the whole of the fuel

bed radiating heat direct to the full length of the front tubes
of the .D-drum Stirling boiler, which is guaranteed to produce
175,000 lb. of .steam hourly. Each .3Q-retort Riley stoker has a

capacity for burning twelve tons of coal hourly, and the fans
can furnish .500.000 lb. of air hourly, the air for combustion
being jx)sitively distributed by the tuyeres of all the 36

retorts.

The comoany called " Fama- " now possess an exclusive

licence tmder the Eiley patents to construct and install the
well-known Rilev stokers for Great Britain and its Dominions,
as well as for France, and a British company will shortly be
constituted by it. In the meantime, inquiries for Riley stokers

should be addressed to Fama. 64, Mark Lane, London, E.C.3.

A Belgian Manufacturing Works.—The directors of the

Societe d'Electricite et de Mecanique (Proccdes Thomson-
Houston et Carels). reporting on the past year, state that an
improvement in bu.siness took p'ace in the autumn, and this

continued on a larger scale in the new financial year; but
comnetition, both in the Belgian home m.Trket and in export

,
markets, was very keen, and orders could only be obtained

by making large sacrifices. Thus the reduction in the sale

prices of mechanical and electrical plant was from 30 to 50

per cent, as compared with the prices in 1920, and was by
no means in proportion to the decreases in the prime costs.

.•Vfter several months of searcelv intense production of the
first .series of electric motors, the company from the begin-

ning of 1921 had considerably to limit this output and begin

as rapidly as possible the construction of all types of motors,

alternators, generators, and transformers necessary to meet
the requirements of customers. These new manufactures
were quickly diminishing the extent of the deliveries from
associated companies, and at the same time pennitted the

company better to meet competition, and the time was
approaching when it would be possible to turn out at tlie

.Ghent works all the plant which it was 9f interest from an.

economic point of view to manufacture in Belgium. These

manufactures were executed according to the ca'culations.

ch-awings. methods, and processes of the company's allied

interests—the American General Electric Co. and the French
Thomson-Houston Co. .^s a matter of particular interest the

report mentions the construction of an electric winding

engine for the Limbourg-Meuse Collieries, which is the most
powerful of its kind in Belgium, and it then deals with the

business transacted in steam engines and Diesel-Carel oil

engines. The accounts show net profits of 1,949,000 fr. for

1921, permitting of the payment of a dividen 1 at the rate of

5 per cent, on the share capital of 36,7.50,000 fr.

Chinese Notes.—Towards the end of the year 1921 an

electric-light plant was installed in town, says the Hunchuii

Trade Report, by a Chinese concern, with the assistance of

two Russian mechanics. It suppUes light for public and

private use, and power is supposed to be also available for

operating a flour mill and a sawmill. If successful, the ven-

ture may initiate an era of industrial development in the

district.
. ,

• 1 ,

The merchants of Nantungchow have organised an electrical

companv in Tienshen-kang, Nantungchow.
The Electric Light Co. of Anking, Anhwei is installing new

It was decided by a stockholders' meeting of the Ta-Yu-Li

Electric Co., of Hangchow. to establish tramways there.

.A telephone system for the different districts in Kaifeng,

Honan, will be established very soon.

The Yang Lu Electric Light Co., Kiukiang, Kiangsi. has

extended its business.

Taihing, Kiangsu merchants recently organised an electric

light company.
The Ming Hua Electric Bulb Factory will start work

shortly.

The Tientsin Tramway Co., Ltd., plans to build two- more

lines—one from Kwanyinhou to the Central Station and the

other from Peitakwan to the West Station. Work will soon

be commenced. j . J
An electric light company was recently organised by the

merchants in Tehtsing, Chekiang.

The Ling Hu Tung Li Electric Light Co., of Hnchow.

Chekiang, has been granted a licence by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce.
The Pao Sing Electric Co., in Hupeh, was registered by the

Ministrv of -Agriculture and Commerce.
The i?eking Tramways Co. is entirely Chinese. Originally

a, concession was given to the Banque Industrielle de Chine,

but on the representations of various public bodies, wnich

reminded the Government that tramway undertakings ar^

generally controlled by municipalities, the first agre-s-ji'int

was superseded by a second, and this whittled down the con

cession to such an extent that the French bank was only

given the privilege of appointing certam officials. The
capital of the companv was announced at $4,000,000,

S2.000,000 to be subscribed by the Chinese public and

$2,000,000 by the Government. Public subscriptions amounted

to $2,000,000, so the first call was for $500,000 from the pub-

lic and $500,000 from the Government. The arrangement

between the Banque and the Government was that the

latt^r's share of the capital should be furnished out of its

credit with the Banque. However, the Banque suspended

operations soon after the .second agreement was signed, arid

left the Government to find the $500,000 unaided. There was

a long delay before the money wa.^ forthcoming. Eventually

the Ministry of Finance found the Government quota, and,

as the necessary prehminaries had been cnmpleted, tenders
,^

were called. There are eleven directors in the company—six

elected bv the Government and five by the Chinese share-

holders. One of the -stipulations of the agreement between

the Banque and the Government was that the Peking

manager of the Banque Industrielle should have a seat on

the board That seat has been left vacant since the suspen

sion of the Banque. The remaining ten directors—all

Chinese—have met on numerous occasions, but the French

bank representative has never put in an appearance, although

nominally he remains a director. The company is governed

according to Chinese law. Tenders for the supply of power
pHant. machinery, rolling stock and accessories, have been

received from the following firms : Siemens (China) ; Tunis

and Ridd'e: British Electrical & Engineering Co.; Mitsui

Bussan Kaisha; Arnhold Brothers; -Tardine. Matheson

;

Anglo-French (China) Corporation; Compagnia Italiana

d'Estreme Oriente; Chinese Commercial Corporation; Zede-

lius, Westnhal * Co.: Sintoon Overseas Trading Co., Reiss

and Co.; Wah-Chang Trading Co.; Liang Mao Trading C-o.

;

.-Andersen. Meyer & Co.; and 'William Forbes & Co.^

These tenders are now being examined by a commission of

experts, who will make their recommendations in due course.

The laying of the track is expected in the late summer.
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Trade with Chile and Bolivia.—Mr. W. F. Vaughan Scott,

who has been Commercial Secretary to H.M. Legation in

Santiago, Chile, is at present in the United Kingdom pending
transfer to another post, and will be in attendance at the

Department of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street, London,
S.W.I, until June 'ilth. He is prepared to interview firms

interested in trade with Chile, and will also, if desired, furnish

general information concerning trade with Bolivia. It is pro-

posed that after June 24th he shall visit some of the important
industrial centres in the provinces. Applications for inter-

views with Mr. Vaughan Scott should be addressed to the

Department, and the reference 3808/TG/GP quoted. As a
measure of economy in public expenditure, the ixist of Com-
mercial Secretary for Chile was suspended as from May 1st.

New Belgian Company.—There has been formed at Sam-
eon (Maizeret) the Lsine Hydroelectrique du Samson, with

a capital of 1,000,000 fr., for the generation and supply of

electricity and the manufacture and trade iu ac(?umulators

and other electrical apparatus.

Book Notices.
—" Train Lighting (Leitner System)."—In

this Uttle book, profusely illustrated and handsomely pro-

duced, full particulars of the Rotax train lighting system,
with the latest modifications, evolved from the earlier
" Leitner " system, are given. The latter has been used
largely by the Great Western and other railways, since its

inception, 17 years ago, and the teachmgs of experience are

embodied in the present system, which employs the Leitner
auxiUary-brush constant-pressure variable-speed dynamo, the
Eotax-Leitner regulator and auto-switch, &c. Numerou.s
diagrams and performance curves are included, as well as

a large-scale set of curves showing complete cycles of battery

charge and discharge pressure and current, which appear to

be highly satisfactory.
" The Faraday House Journal," Summer Term, 19'22. Lon-

don : Faraday House.—This number contains numerous in-

teresting personal notes; an article on the protection of alter-

nating current systems, by E. W. Biles; a list of appoint-
ments secured by " Faradians "

; and examination results.

Robertson's Universal Method for Export and Import Trade.
By I. Robertson. Pp. 88. London : Scott .\i-mstrong & Co.

Price 2s. 6d. net.—This manual expounds a method of mak-
ing quotations in foreign currencies which the author de-

scribes as "simple and universal," requiring no elabora.te

calculations, and saving much time. The essential feature of

the method is the expression of values in terms of one parti-

cular coin (and decimals of that coin) for each country con-

cerned; for instance, the penny is made the basis of cal-

culation for all British values, the franc for French values,

and so on. Consequently, for each pair of countries only one
multiplier is required for the conversion of prices at a parti-

cular rate of exchange, and with the aid of tables of these
multipliers covering the whole range of rates of exchange
(published separately), the conversion of values is rendered
a simple matter. The same principles are applied to units of

length, weight, &c.. and to prices per unit of lengtih or
weight in the various national systems.

Scientific Paper No. 4-34 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards.
" Electromotive Force of Cells at T^ow Temperatures." Wash-
ington : Government Printing Office. Price 5 cents.—The
practical importance of a knowledge of the behaviour of di'y

cells and storage batteries at low temperatures has arisen

from their use at high altitudes and in Polar regions. This
paper gives the results of tests carried out with the use of

liquid air ( — 170 deg. C), and carbon dioxide snow ( — 72 deg.

C.B.). At the lowest temperatures high values of voltage

were sometimes observed, and the polarity was often re-

versed.
" Journal of the Junior Institution of Engineers." Vol.

XXXn, Part 9. June, 1922. London : Percival Marshall
and Co. Price 2s.

—
^The principal paper embodied in this

number is " The Influence of Condenser and Choke Coil

P*rotective Devices on Travelling Electric Waves." by S.

Austen Stigant, A.M.T.E.E. The reports of local sections

appear, tosether with abstracts of " lecturettes," &c. A
report of the annual dinner is also included.

" Practical Engraving on Metal " (141 nn.l. London :

Percival Marshall & Co. Price Is. fid. net.—This monograph
covers various phases of the art of metal engraving. Com-
mencing with a short history of engravers and encraving.
it passes to a detailed description of the necessary tools and
the preparation of metal. The remainder is devoted to prac-
tice, and includes such work as heraldry, crests, monograms.
Japanese work, lettering, gun-engraving, etching, stencil cut-

ting. &c.
" Pvailwav E'ectric Traction." Bv F. W. Carter. Pp. viii

-f41'': fiss 204. Tjnndoii : E Arnold '<c Co. Price 25.5. net.
" Is Trade Unionism Sound?" By .T. H. Bunting '98 pn.).

London : B'inn Bros . Ltd. Price "s. fid. net.—This is ii

. second and cheaner edition of +he work reviewed m bur issue
of Sentemher QS-d. ^^^ (n. 405V
" History of the Te'i^nhone and Tele'^ranh in Bmzil." Bv

Victor M. Berthold {K pp.V Kew York: American Tele-
phone and TelPTranh Co.—This work civps sn enormous

' volume of details of concessions granted by the Rtate to com-
panies nnd iirivate individuals: the treatment is commercial
rather than technical. .\pppndices give the full text of

several decrcos.

" Amateur Wireless," No. 1. Pp. 20, illustrated. London;
Cassell & Co. Price 3d. weekly.—This is the first appearance

of a weekly periodical which is to be devoted to the subject ol

wii-eless telegraphy and telephony from the amateur's poin;

of view. The articles in the present issue explain in simpk
language such devices as the thennionic valve, crystal receiv-

ing sets, aerials, &c. Full instructions are given to enable th(

reader to make up a receiving set, and a competition, m
which the prizes are receiving sets, is also instituted.

" Handbook of Commercial Geography." By G. G. Cb;-

holm. Kinth edition. Pp. xvi-|-824, with maps and diagram;
London : Longmans, Green & Co. Price 25s. net.

"Model Electric Locomotives and Piailwavs." By H.
Greenly. Pp. 312; figs. 326. London : Cassell & Co., Ltd
Price 6s. net.

Outings.—On Wednesday, June "th^ the emplojes of th(

Woking Electric Supply Co., at the invitation of the director.-,

held their first outing. The male members of the staff, num
bering some 50 men, were photographed and then startei'

in two charabancs for Brighton. Weather conditions wer^

perfect. There was a brief halt at Horsham " to cool th

engines." After a cold collation at the Hove Cricket Groun
Hotel, each man went whither his fancy led him, am
the party rejoined the charabancs at the " Black Rock
for the nin back to Woking. The ladies of the staff had thei)

own outing in their own way in the form of a charabanc rui

to Southsea.

Amalgamation of Canadian Companies.—The Xationa
Electric Products, Ltd., has amalgamated with the Dominioi
Oxygen Co., Ltd., and the enlarged company has plans undei
way for a chain of branches at all important industria

centres in Canada. Plant is located at present in Montreal
Toronto, Hamilton, Merritton, Quebec, Shawinigan Fa'.ls

Welland. Windsor and Winnipeg. The Dominion Oxyger
Co. is affiliated with the National Cai'bon Co. and the Prest

0-Lite Co., of Canada, two of the largest corporations of theii

kind. The undertaking is being carried out on a basis of ex
change of securities.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Montreal).

The Austrian Government Contract with the A. E.G.—Thi
contract between the Austrian Government and the A.E.G.
of Berlin, in connection with the sale of the great munitior
works at WoUersdorf, is for a perioti of fifty years, which maj
be prolonged. The capital of the Wollersdorfer Werke Co
amounts to 1,000 million kronen. The Federal Governmen'
will receive one-third of the shares represeiiting Austria!
capital, which must form at least 60 per cent, of the tota

capital. The works will operate principally for exportatica

without competing with Au.strian industry, and in accordana
with the Peace Treaty will cease manufacturing war muni
tions. The Government will receive 50 per cent, of the pjrofit

realised, and in addition one-third of the dividends distri

luited. The works will be handed over to the AUgemeint
Elektrizitats Gesellschaft in a few days.

—

Eeuter's Trad'
Service (Vienna).

Dr. Rathenau's Policy.—If one is to speak of the polic;

of Dr. Rathenau, Germany's Foreign Minister, in the future
one must remind one's readers of his past activities. It is we)
known that Rathenau was of great assistance to Dr. Wirfl'
even in the days when he was a private individual and heai
of the A.E.G. To-day Rathenau is responsible for the entip
German foreign policy, which has found imixjrtant practical

expression in the Wiesbaden Agreement and the Rapall
Treaty. In the Wiesbaden Agreement he was supported b;

the majority of the German people and in the Rapallo Treat;

bv the entire nation. To read Rathenau's books is to recog
nise that he is a clever politician, and his past record prove
that he is a first-class business man. for otherwise he couli

not have been the head of a huge organisation like the A.E.G
Such a combination—namely, the capacity of being a goo
l)usiness man and also a clever politician—is very rare indeci

to-dav in Europe, and it explains his success.

—

Financia
Times.

The Berlin correspondent of the Financial Times suggest
that the trade boom which is due to the low value of tin

mark, is about to end. He says that the big industrial con
cerns are building up the biggest possible reserves to meie

disastrous times for Germany, which may lead to such
catastrophe as the world has never seen. With regard to Her
Rathenau, the writer says that the Wiesbaden Agreemei
has made him more popular than ever, and even his politi

enemies have supported him in the conclusion of this agre

ment, because his main object waB to find some means
foste*' forcetfulness of war and to help Germany to recov
the friendship of her neighbours. But how is it possible f

Ihose neichbours to forget Herr Rathenau's war-time wat
ing that the next war must not start a year too soon'.'

The Cuban Market for 'Wire Products,—We have receive
from the Department of Overseas Trade a copy of a repor
)iv H.M. Charce d'.^ffaires at Havana, on the market for wir
and wire products in Cuba. On application to the Departmeni
in london information may be obtained of the nrincipa

hardware importers in Cuba, of local factories manufacturinj
articles from wire, and of. mining companies operating

Cuba.
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Swedish Electro^Mechanical Industry.—The report of the

Swedish Elettro-Mechanical Industry CJo. .states that after

writing off SM.OOO kronen for depreciation of stocks and
doubtful debts, the year 1921 closed with a loss of 696,000 kr.,

most of which has been carried forward. Despite the de-

pression it was possible for the comi)9ny to increase the

volume of the turnover, although the value of the latter did

not quite reach that realised in 192U. The export trade,

which was commenced last year, largely contributed towards
the augmentation of the turnover, and the company's
machines and transformers were now well introduced in tin-

markets of Norway, Finland. Belgium, Spain, and Australia.

During the new financial year it is intended to continue

in the .same direction and seek further tu extend the

export trade in order, thereby, tci provide compensation
for the reduced demand in the Swedish home market. The
company delivered in 1921, 1,146 three-phase generators and
motors of a total of 24,000 h.p. (2,200 of 19,200 h.p. in 1920).

'and l,ia5 transfornjers of 40,000 kW (1,200 of :>0,000 kW m
1920).

An X=ray Exhibition.—In connection witli Ihr Congress of

Radiology and Physiotherapy, an exhibition of modern X-ray
apparatus was held last -n-eek by Messrs. X-Eays. Ltd. As
no supply of electricity was available at the official exhibition

rooms, the firm arranged the show at its showrooms in order
to be able to demonstrate the method of operating the various

devices. Considerable interest was excited by the representa-

tive .selection of the firm's manufactures exhibited.

LIGHTING AND POWER N0TE5.

Algeria.

—

Hydro-Electbic Scheme.—In order to meet the

increasing demand for electricity for lighting and power pui'-

l>c.-^?s at the iron ore mines at Eouina. the Societe des Mines
Fer de Rouina is establishing a plant to utOise the water-power
of the Kherba falls on the River Chelitl'. Three sets of 400-

li.p. tm'biues and generators have already been delivered, and
arc in course of erection. The po^ver generated will be trans-

mitted at •20,000 V a distance of 8J miles. At the steam-
"perated power station—which will serve as a stand-by when
tlif hydro-electric plant is completed—a new 300-h.p. Diesel

i-ngine and alternator have been installed, bringing the

• capacity of the plant up to 630 h.p.

Australia.

—

New South Wales.—^I'he report of the Chief
Electrical Enuinc er of the State Department of Public Works
(Mr. W. Corin) for the year ended .June 30th, 1921, records
a great deal of hydro-electric; survev \^ork. One of the prin-

cipal schemes projected is the erection of a 15,000-kW station

on the Murray River. Owing to the financial position it was
found inadvi.-^able to proceed with the Barren Jack and
Nyrnboida developments, but a certam amount of preliminary
work was can'ied out. The hope is expressed in the report that

steps will be taken to form an Electric Power Commission, as

the lack of such a controlling authority will, it is thought,
lead to increasing difficulties and overlapping in the matter
of electricit\- supply throughout the Stato. The action taken
by other Australasian States is quoted as a guide to procedure.
Amongst other reconnnendations are that Customs duties

on impoited machinery should ho remitted, due regard being
paid to the welfare of homo industries; that the Sydney
Council's plant should be improved to meet Ciovernment
ivquirements; and that several applications for loans for elec-

tricity purposes made by municipalities should be granted.

Bangor.

—

Year's Working.—There was a deficit on the
working of the electricity undertaking of ^668 during the
past year.

Birkenhead.

—

Loan.—The Electricity Committee has recom-
mended the Town Council to apply to the Electricity Conimi.s-

sioners for sanction to the borrowing of ^11,910 for electricity

purposes.

Blackrock (Co. Dublin).—Electricity Supply.—The
T'rbau Disti'ict Council has afiplied to the Ministry of

Economic Affairs (Irish Provisional Government) for a sjiecial

order under the Electricity (Supplv) .'\ct, 1919, authorising it

to supply and distribute electrical energy for lighting and
IWTver purposes within the urban district.

Bolton.—Lo.\N.—./VppUcation is to lie inado to the Electricity

Commissioners for sanction to boi-roxv t'3..5fK't for transmission
lines, cables, and swit<-hgRar.

Burnley.

—

Year's Working.- There was a. surplus of £916
on the working of the electricity undertaking during the past
year.

Carnarvon.—Plant Extensions.—The National Electric
Construction Co., which supplies the town with electricity,

having called the Council's attention to the necessity for pro-
viding additional plant at an estimated cost of £8.000 in

order to cope with the increa.sed demand for electricity, the
Electricity Committee has requested its consulting engineer.^
to submit an alternative scheme. The present agreement
expires three years hence, but provision exists for an exten-
sion of the period. It is anticipated that the cost of obtaining
3 supplv of electricity in bulk from the North Wales Power
Co. would be about £12,000.

Canterbury.—Loan.—The Town Council has appUed to the
Electricity Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing of
£4,6.50, being excess expenditure in respect of new generating
plant.

Continental.—France.—La Soci^t^ de I'Union d'Electri-
cite, of Paris, in conjunction with the Compagnie des Chemins
de Fer de Paris-Orleans, has recently formed a new company
with the title laa Societe d L'Union Hydro-e.ectrique, with
the object of establishing a generating station to utihse the
water-power of the River Creuse. The plant, which will have
a capacity of 40,000 kW, will be utilised to supply the power
for the electric railway between Paris and Chateauroux.
Work is in hand on the erection of a new 10,000-

k\\ turbo-alternator at the power station of the Compagnie
Cenjrale d'Energie Electrique at Grand-Quevilly. Another set
ul similar capacity is also on order.
Norway.—According to the Board of Trade Journal, the

cummittee appointed to inquire into the supply of electricity

by a national plant to the whole of the country has prepared
temporary recommendations as to the supply of energy to
East Norway. The main source of power for this district will

be the Nore station, the con.struction of which should be
continued. The Raanaasfos station has been finished, but is

not yet under full load. The IMorkfos-Solbergfos scheme will

be completed m 1924. and will yield about 40,000 kW. In
addition, there will be about 2O,0fKJ kW available from Rjukan.
This new power is comparatively expensive, and the general
economic situation indicates that the demand for power will

not increase to a great extent. Considerable new quantities
of ix)wer can, ho«'ever, be acquired at comparatively little

cost by the regulation of the Glommen and Numedalslaagen
—operations which call for a comparatively large staff of men,
Init do not require much in the way of material. A number
of price reductions are proposed by the committee.

Russia.—It is reported that the inauguration of the power
station at Kaschiry, which is 63 miles distant from Moscow,
took place last week. The station, which was commenced
three years ago, is supplied with coal from the Moscow basin,

and is the largest generating station in Russia.
Belgium.—During the past year the mains of the Societe

d'Electricite de I'Ouest de la Belgique have been increased from
32.5 km. to 4.58 km. The company is negotiating for further
concessions in the area covered by the mains, while a new
overhead line transmitting electrical energy at 50,000 volts,

between Sweveghem and E<>naix, has recently been com-
pleted.

Crewe.—Price Reduction.—The Town Coimcil has reduced
the price of electricity by 12 jwr cent., and has applied to the
Electricity Commissioijers for permission to run an overhead
cable to Sydney.

Dumfries.—Pboposrii Purchase.—The Town (Jouncil has
received the terms upon which the Electricity Co. would
be prepared to transfer its undertaking to the Council,

and the offer has been placed before tlie consulting engineer
to the Council for investigation.

Hastings.

—

Loans.—The Town Council has applied to the
Electricity Commissioners for loans of £7,000 for mains and
£.5,418, excess expenditure on various works.

Edinburgh.—Extension of Supply.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has leoommended that the city mains be extended to

Cramond village.

Kirkburton.

—

Electricity Suppl'i .—The Urban District

Council has asked the Yorkshire Electric Power Co., Ltd.,

to submit a scheme for lighting the district with electricity.

Leeds.

—

Loan.—Application is being made to the Electricity

Commissioners for sanction to the borrowing of £200,000 for

mains extensions for the next two years.

Leigh (Lanes.).

—

Price Reductions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee recommends that as from July 1st the prices for elec-

tricity be reduced as follows:—For lighting. 10 per cent.; for

ordinary power and heating purposes, 15 per cent.; for a.c.

supplies, 10 per cent.

Lincoln.

—

Year's Working.—There was a deficit on the
working of the electricity undertaking for the past year of

£12,833.

Lyme Regis.

—

Proposed Purchase of Undertaking.—Col.

Ekin held a Government inquiry on June 8th into the applica-
liiin of the Town Council for an order to enable it to purchase
the undertaking of the Lyme EegLs Electric Light and Power
Co., T,td. It was stated that the purchase price agreed upon
was £3.750, and it was propcsed to e.^cpend an additional

£8,(X)U on extensions and improvements. The jiricc charged
Ipy the rumpany was Is. per unit, and it was proposed to

increase this to Is. 2d., with a ma.ximum charge of Is. 6d.

Lytham. — Loan Sanctioned. — The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned the borrowing of £26,050 for electricity

purposes.

Maidenhead.

—

Price Reduction.—The Town Council is

reducing the charge for electricity for lighting from IGd. to

9d. per unit as from June 30th.

Newcastle (Staffs.). — Year's Working.—The total

revenue of the electricity undertaking (Engineer : Mr. A. J.

C. de Eenzi) for the year ended March Slst last was £S.697.

as compared with £7,816 in the previous year.. The ..total
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expenditure (including £59 in connection with the North-
West Midlands electricitv inquiry) vtas £4,641, as against

£5,296, leaving a gross profit of £4,056 (£2,521). The net

result, after payment of capital charges, was a profit of £995
(£24). The total number of units sold rose from 303,145 to

325,501. The result from a small undertaking, as this is, was
very satisfactory. We are infoiTued that while the price of

gas in the district remains at double the pre-war price, the

average price of electricity is only 70 per cent, above the 1914

leveL

Swansea.

—

Yeae's Working.—The annual accounts of the
Corporation electricity department show a net profit of

£3,422 for the past year, as compared with £3,876 in the
previous year.

Tonbridge.

—

Price Eeductions.—The Urban Council has
reduced the charge for electricity for private lighting by 2d.

per unit, and for street lighting by 50 per cent., as from
October Ist.

Woolwich. — Year's Working. — There was a loss of

£17,481 on the year's working,:.of the electricity undertaking
for the past year.

York.

—

Loans.—The Town Council has applied to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners for loans of £1,200 for two air filters,

£2,000 for transformers, and £3,000 for services.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Algeria.

—

^Railway Electrification.—The railway connect-
ing the mines at Eouina with the railway station is being
electrified. Three locomotives of 66 h.p. have already been
delivered.

Burnley.

—

Track Eenewals.—The Tramways Committee has
rea:)ramended the Town Council to apply to the Ministi'y

of Transport for sanction to borrow £46,960, less £9,450 sink-

ing fund contributions outstanding on work to be superseded,
for track renewals.

Year's Working.—The tramway undertaking shows a
deficit of £2,314 on the working for the past year.

Canada.

—

Ontario Railways.—.Agreements which seem to

be finally completed for the purchase of the radial railways
.and electric iwwer companies by the Province of Ontario and
the city of Toronto from Sir William Mackenzie and his aeso-

oiates will require Toronto to assume obligations amounting
to $30,000,000 (£6,000,000) and the Provincial Government
$18,000,000 (£3,600,000).— r/re Times.

Colchester.—Year's Working.—The annual report on the
working of the tramway undertaking for the past vear shows
a net deficit of £3,200.

Lincoln.

—

Year's Working.—There was a loss of £644 on
the working of the tramway undertaking for the past year.

London City & South London Railway.—The section of

the City and South London Railway between Euston and
Moorgate will be closed for reconstruction on August 8th.

Ramsbottom.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report on
the working of the tramway undertaking for the past year
shows a deficit of £1,765.

West Bromwich.—Loan.—The Town Council has decided to
apply to the Ministry of Transport for sanction to borrow
£75,000 for the reconstruction of the tramway system.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Belgium.—New Wireless Station.—M. Rene Corteil, prin-
cipal of the wireless department of the Belgian Telegraph
Administration, recently lectured before the Belgian Associa-
tion of Engineers in Brussels on the projected inter-continen-
tal wireless station which the Belgian Government has
decided to erect at Rnysse!ede for communication with the
United States and the Belgian Congo. After having instituted
'an international competition, M. Corteil stated that the con-
tract for the equipment of the proposed station had been
awarded to the Societe Independante Telegraphic Sans Fil
of Brussels, for the sum of 14,688,000 fr. The State would
have to install the feeder lines and the telegraph and tele-
phone lines, and these and other works would increa.^ie the
total expenditure on the station to 20,000.000 fr. The station
will extend over an area of .3.50 acres, having a length of
2.0.35 metres and a width of 700 metres. The antenna alone
will cover 118 acres, and the power of 500 kW will be
fm-nished either by one or two alternators.

India.—Telegraph Service.—At the end of March, 1921, the
Indian telegraph systejn consisted of 88,417 miles of route,
comprising 369,373 milae of wire, the increase during the

year being 11,801 miles of wire or cable conductor. The
number of offices maintained by the department throughout
the country was 10,440.

Police Wireless.—The Madras Government has ordered
seven wireless sets from the Marconi Co. for use in the rebel
area of Malabar in conjunction with the auxiliary pohce, says
the Daily Mail.

Japan.^WiRELESS Telephony.—In order to relieve the con-
gestion on the telegraph service between Tokio and Osaka,
a plan is being considered by business men of the two cities

for the establishment of a wireless telephone service between
the two points, with Nagoya as the intermediate .station. An
application has already been filed with the Department of
Communications for the establishment of a wii'eless telephone
service between Osaka and Nagoya by the representative of

the Daido Electric Motor Power Co., w-hich is one of the
promoters.

—

Reutcr's Trade Service (Tokio).

South Africa.

—

Automatic Exchanges.—The Posts and Tele-
graphs Department will shortly install the first automatic tele-

phone equipment in the public service at Camp's Bay. It is

not a full automatic exchange, but is what is known as the
community telephone switchboard, and provides means
whereby new subscribers can be accommodated and also those
on existing telephone lines through an automatic connection.
Another installation is being put in at Pretoria. Prepara-
tions are being made for the installation of regular automatic
exchanges in Port Elizabeth and Maritzburg, which will

probably be put in hand within the next twelve months.—
South African Mining and Engineering Journal.

The Telegraph Service.—Telegram Traffic—During April
last the number of telegrams which passed through the
Central Telegraph Office, says The Times, was 3,600,000, the
highest figure since Julv, 1921. when 3,625,143 messages were
dealt with, and 660,000 more than in April. 1921. The
instances of complaints of delay from all causes during -April,

1922, were only eight. The number of telegrams received

from subscribers to the telephone system during the financial

year was 783,622, an increase of 49,859 over the correspond-
ing period of 1920-21. The number of telegrams delivered by
telephone was 663,754, or 2 per cent, less than in the previous

year. The number of telegrams which passed through the
cable room of the Central Telegraph Office was 9,.324,825, as
compared with 9,408.297 in 1920-21. Direct wires are now
worked from the London Stock Exchange to Paris and
Amsterdam, and have fully justified themselves. There was
an increase of 11 per cent., or 1.116,218 words, in the traffic

sent bv the Imperial Cable, the respective figures for 1920-21

and 1921-22 being 9,885.640 and 10.999,8.58. The Central Tele-

graph Office is nnw carrying on wireless services to Berlin,

Cologne, Posen, Rome, and Egypt. News handed in at that

office i.^ broadcast from the Post Oflice wireless station at

Leafield, near Oxford, and is picked up in India and
Australia, except when atmospheric conditions are unfavour-
able: a resular wireless news service is carried on with
Halifax, Canada.

Wireless Rates.—A reduction in the rate for deferred wire-

less messages via Marconi from Great Britain and Ireland to

the Eastern zone of Canada from 4id. to 4d. per word is

announced. It became etTective from -lune 12th so far as

messages handed in at Marconi offices in London are con-

cerned, and at a date which will be notified in due course for

meissages handed in at post office counters throughout the
country.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Review in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.

—

Mei.boi'kne.—Melbourne Tiaiaways Board will

shortly invite tenders for the supply of 60 single-trnck elec-

tric tramcars, delivery to be spread over a period of two'
years.

—

Renter'.'! Trade Service (Melbourne).

Perth (W.A.).—.luly 26th. Postmaster-General's Depart-
ment. Telegraph and /or telephone apparatus, testing iustru-

ments, protective apparatus (sched. 784). (June 9th.)

War.wah (N.S.W.).—July 31st. Commonwealth Steel Pro-

ducts Co., Ltd. One 300-kW rotary converter, complete with.'

transformer, switchgear, instruments, &c. The manager.

Belgium.—June 28th. Belgian Post and Telegraph autho-
rities at La Salle Madeleine, Brussels. Telephone cables and
accessories, also 1,847 metres of lead-covered paper-insulated

cable; supply and erection of three central-battery telephone
switchboards.

Chile.

—

Santiago.—July Uth. Chilean State Railways.
Structural steel for repairing bridges; insul.ited copper cable

for welding purposes, voltage 440. Departamento de Materi-

ales y .\lmacene6, Almada station, Santiago, Chile.*
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Ilford.—July 10th. Electricity Department. Mechanical
stokers for two Marine Dryback boilers. (See this issue.)

India.'—June 23r(l. High Commissioner's Department.
Switchboard cable and cable for wiring buildings, di'y-core

lead-sheathed and armoured cable, and lead-sheathed un-
armoured submarine cable. (June '2nd.)

Kirkcaldy.—July 10th. Electricity Works. Converting
plant, specification No. 2. (Se« this issue.)

London.—L.C.C.—July loth. Wiring of the buildings,
motors, telephones, and supply and fixing of overhead e.ec-

trical conductors and main cables, switchboards, &c., at the
Eleventh Mental Hospital, Epsom. (June 9th.)

Mile End.—Boar-d of Guardians. Two 300-A switchboards,
motors, &c., for the Bancroft Eoad institution. (See this

issue.)

H.M. Office of Works.—July 4th. Electrical and/or
mechanical engineering labom--in-daywork in Manchester.
(See this issue.)

Manchester.—June 28th. Electricity Committee. In-
stallation and connection complete of the subsidiary cables
between generators, auxiliaries, transformers, and switch-
boards in the Barton power station, with materials for fixing

tail end boxes and potheads for all the cables sch€duled.
(June 2nd.)

June 21st. Electricity Committee. Stores for six months.
Mr. F. E. Hughes, secretary. Electricity Department, Town
Hall, Manchester.

Middlesbrough.—June 26th. Town Council. Construc-
tion of double line of tramways. Borough surveyor.

Nottingham.—July 3rd. Board of Guardians. Installa-
tion of an electric clock at the Bagthorpe Instituticm and in-

firmary. (See this issue.) .:

Preston.—June 28th. Electricity Department. E.h.p.
switchgear. (June 2nd.)

Reigate.—June 27th. Town Council. Diesel engines and
single-phase alternators, complete with accessories, two steel

oil storage tanks, one 12-ton overhead electric travelling crane,

alterations to existing cast-iron water tank. (June 9th.)

Salford.—^July 3rd. Electricity Department. E.h.p. and
l.p. switchgear and transformers for the Agecroft power
station. (See this issue.)

South Africa.—C.4Ledon, Cape Province.—August 9th.

Municipal Council. E'.ectric lighting installation. The speci-

fication has been drawn up by Prof. Bohle, of the University
of Cape Town.
Robertson.—August 14th. Town Coimcil. Two 75-kW

steam sets and accessories; one 300-Ah battery; material for

distribution, &c.*

Southend'On^Sea.—Electricity Department. One 480/550-V,
d.c. generator, with 500/550 shunt regulator, to be direct

coupled to a prime mover; also one 480/550-V, d.c. generator,

600/650 kW, to be direct coupled to a prime mover, both
generators to be of the multi-polar type. (June 9th.)

Tynemoath.—June 26th. Electricity Department. .A.c.

booster. (June &id.)

Warrington.—June 20th. Board of Guardians. Electri-

ral goods tor three months. Mr. A. Bottomley,.derkj Bewsey '

Chambers.

*A copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Room 84). 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

CLOSED.
Australia.— Melbourne. — Electricity Supply Committee.

.Accepted :

—

House cut-out bo.xes (f-STS).—Tombs & Howcj-ott,

Incandescent lamps (£872).—Lawrence i Hanson ElectricalCo.

6,e00-V split conductor switchgear (£1,316).—Metropolitan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd.
6,600-V switchge.n- (£4,700).—Fejguson, Pailin, Ltd.

Town Hall and Baths Committee. Accepted :

—

Motor generator for use in crmncction with bioscope entertainments (.C245).—

Warburton Franki, Ltd.

LlTHGOW, N.S.W.—Town Council. Accepted ;

—

Installation of electric light distribution system (£2,518).—Ramsay, Sharp

Sydney, N.S.W.—Electricity Supply Committee. Recom-
mended :

—

Centrifugal circulating pump (£1,000).—English Electric of Australia, Ltd.

Ash-handling plant tor four new boilers (£9,188).—Underfeed Stoker Co.,

Lid. & H. Porks.—Tenders.

Belgium.—Ten concerns—six Belgian and one each Itahau.
French, German, and British, the last being the British Insu-

lated and Helsby Cables, Ltd.—submitted tenders recently to

the municipal authorities of St. Gilles-lez-Bruxelles for the
supply of 4.000 metres of annoured cable and 2.000 metres of

telephone cable, together with the necessary accessories. The
tenders ranged from 92. .361 francs to 186.551 francs, the lowest
being that of the OorvUlain Co., of St. Gilles.

Blackpool.—Gas Committee. .Accepted:

—

Supply of electricity controlling gear at the gasworks.—Tbo6. Barton.

Bolton.—Accepted :

—

Installing electric hoist at new premises being erected in Great Moor
Street.—Messrs. Grundy Si Co., Bolton.

Bradford.—^Tramways Committee.
20 tons brake shoes (£245).—Cole, Marchent 4 Morley.

Electricity Committee.
E.h.p. switchgear for two 1,500-kW motor converters at Bolton Road sub-

station.—Reyrolle & Co., Ltd.
D.c. switchgear for two 1,500-kW motor converters.—Bertram Thomas.
Supply and erection of one 150-kVA special testing transformer.—English

Electric Co., Ltd.
Supply and erection of transformer chamber at premises of Downs.

Coulter & Co., Ltd.—Robert H. Rae.
Supply and erection of transformer chamber at premises of Pepper, Lee

and Co., Wyke.—F. G. Burgess.
Control gear for a.c. motors for No. 4 boiler-house at Valley Road station.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
600 single-phase alternating-current house service meters.—Landis & Gyr,

Erection of overhead line from transformer chamber in Thornton Road
to York Street.—British Insulated Si Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Board of Guardians. Accepted:

—

- -:

Laying electric power cable tor the cold stores.—Smith & Croft.

Canterbury.—Town Council. Acc-epted: —

.

Dust destructor (£1,395).—Meldnims, Ltd.

Folkestone.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Installing electric light in the administrative block at the Sanatorium.—
Folkestone Electricity Supply Co.

Glasgow.—The Electricity Committee recommends the
purchase of 240,000 tons of coal for deUvery over 12 weeks,
at a price which shows a reduction of about lOs. per ton on
that paid during the financial year just ended representing a
saving of £120,000 in the coal bill.

Corporation. Recommended :
—

Plant required at the Provan Chemical V\'orks :—
One 60-h.p. totally-enclosed motor.—Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd
One le-h.p. ditto.—McFarlane Engineering Co.
One 15-cwt, electric-driven lime and ash hoist.—-John-Bennie. Ltd..
Belt conveyor for lime sludge.—Ritchie-.\tlas Engineering Co.
Electric crane for electric locomotive sb-d it P.cna'- gas \">rks, Glasgow

(recommended).—Paterson Hughes Engineering Co., Ltd.
Electric lighting work of Blacklnurs Church (£i.i).—Walter Weir.

London.—Stepney.—Electricity Supply Coimuittee.
One 50-ton electrically-driven overhead travelling crane for the Limehouse

generating station, spare parts and accessories, and the dismantling
of the e.xisting 20-ton hand-operated crane and re-erecting it at the

Ransomes & Rapier, Ltd. (accepted)
Carrick i Ritchie, Ltd.
Wellman Smith Owen Engineering Corpor;

J. Carrick & Son, Ltd. '

Heywood S: Co., Ltd
S. Butler & Co., Ltd
A. Jack & Co., Ltd
Chatteris Engineering Co., Ltd.
Sir W. Arrol & Co., Ltd
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.
H. Morris, Ltd
Stothert & Pitt, Ltd

J. M. Henderson & Co. ...

Broadbent & Sons. Ltd. ...

Higginbottom &; Mannock, l.tij

Butters Bros. & Co.
Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworlh & to.
Isles, Ltd.

i;irculating water pipes for Limehouse station

Perry & Co. (Bow), Ltd. (accepted)

3,455
3,673
3,741
3,799

3,928

3,935
4,000

4,047
4,097

4,360
4,383
4,414
4,611

5,355
5 fin
e,2oo

2,134

:ing plant at sub-station :^
Motor converters.

General Electric Co., Ltd. (recommended i 10,114
Ateliers de Constructions Electriques da Charleroi 10,930

Ditto ditto (alternative) 11,43S '

Bruce Peebles & Co.. Ltd : 13,081 (

"

Mather & Piatt, Ltd 15,242
Ditto ditto (alternative) 15,743

Rotaries.

English Electric Co., Ltd 10,560
Ditto ditto (alternative) 10,641
Ditto ditto (alternative) 11,169
Ditto ditto (alternative) 11,625

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd 11,105
Ditto drtio (alternative) 11,429
Ditto ditto (alfernative) 11,577
Ditto ditto (alternative) 11,812
Ditto ditto (alternative) 11,895
Ditto ditto (alternative) 12,084
Ditto ditto (alternative) 12,282
Ditto ditto (alternative) 12,547

British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd 11,371 •

Ditto ditto (alternative) 11,965
General Electric Co., Ltd 11,602

Ditto ditto (alternative) 12,456

Two barges Scotch washed peas (24s. 6d. per ton).— J. Hudson Sr Co.

35 cast-iron pavement boxes, frames and covers.—E. & F. Wright
(accepted).

One mile each B & C troughs and covers (£452).—Sutton & Co. (Over-
seal), Ltd.

South Africa.—Port Elizabeth.—City Council. New elec-

tric power plant. Accepted :
—

Turbo-alternator (£16,290).—Sykes & Co.
Circulating piping (£1.429).—Sykes & Co.
Boilers and hoppers (£26.108).—Reunert & I.enz.
Steam pipes (£2.111).—Reunert & Lenz.
Overhead cr.ine (£1.435).—Svkes & Co.
K.h.p. switchgear (£885).—British General Electric to
E.h.p. cables (£2,355).—Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd
Two 500-kVV converters (£5.050).—Bruce Pi'ebles & Co.
Bunkers and belt conveyers, circulating water intake and delivery stand

pipe and base and railway culverts (£10.313).—Murray & Stewart.

—

South African Mining and' Engineering Journal.

\ Committee of the Council reports, with regard to

section c (part 2). for concrete circulating-water pipes, that

none of tie tenders submitted was suitable. It recommendfl
the Council to call for fresh tenders for cast-iron pipes.-.
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nd
Wolverhampton.—Electricity Department. Accepted:

—

Fittings and mountings (or Nos. 3 and 4 boilers (£684).—]. Hopk
Co., Ltd.

Automatic Ired-water regulators (£195 and £79).—Crosby Valve & Engi

neering Co.

Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

Construction of tramway tracli in Waterloo Road (£3,872).—Eadie, Toweri

and Co.
Welding joints of the new tracit, &c.—Rail Welding Co., Ltd.

York.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Rotary converter, sn-itchgear, 4c. (£2,753).—British Thomson-Houstoi
Co., Ltd.

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Salford Teshnicai and Engineering Association.—Saturday, June 17th. At

2.45 p.m. Visit to the works of the Carborundum Co., Ltd., at Trafford

I'ark.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.—Tuesday, June 30th.

Friday, June 33rd. At Wolverhampton. Annual Convention.

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers.—Wednesday, June 21»t. At thr

Institution of Electrical Engineers. Victoria Embankment, W.C. At

3 p.m. Paper on " Light Signals," by Messrs. H. E. Fawkes and W. J.

Sadler.

Tramways and Light Railways Association.-Thursday and Friday, June
32nd and 23rd. At Bournemouth. Annual Congress.

Physical Society of London.—Friday. June 23rd. At the Imperial College

of Science, South Kensington, S.W. At 5 p.m. Ordinary scientific

meeting.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to complete replies to queries received this

Week we need the names of manufacturers or suppliers of :

—

'

" Pointite " fire cement for use on boiler settings.

Lineys patent floor board raisers used by wiring con-

tractors.

Recording voltmeter No. 62,251 M-C with 24-hour

charts. Two ranges, 30(1/600 volts, and purchased
between 1900 and 1912.

NOTES.

G.P.O. Outing to Windsor.—The G.P.O. Engineering
Department (Designs Section) held their seventh annual out-

ing on June 10th. The party were conveyed in motor chara-

bancs to Windsor via Slough and Eton, aixiving in time to see

the start of the Marathon race, after which the Round Tower
was ascended and the surrounding twelve counties duly in-

spected. The Nortli and East Terraces and St. George's

Chapel also claimed attention, but the State apartments were
unfortunately not accessible. The party. 64 in number, then

pai-took of tea, \vere photographed in the usual group, and
after a ramble by the river returned to town via Egham and
Staines.

Coal Pile Fires.—.\ccording to .Mr. J. E. Williams, in a

letter to the Electrical World, the secret of preventing coal

piles from catching fire by spontaneous combustion lies in the

manner of building up the piles. Two simple rules that, if

followed, will go a long way to prevent fires are : (1) In un-
loading coal with buckets drop the load in a bulk. Don't let

it trickle out into cone form. (2) Build the pile in flat layers.

Drop the first load flat in a bulk, lay the nest load close to

the sides of it, the next to the side of that, and so on until one
layer is completed with a flat top. This keeps the mixture of

fine and coarse coal together.

If the coal is dropped from the bucket in cone shape, the
heavier coal rolls down the sides of the pile, leaving the fine

coal in the peak. The cones that are formed will have the

heavy coal at the bottom and .sides, through which air will

enter and may set the whole pile on tire. By building the

coal pile in layers this separating of the fine coal and of the
larger pieces of coal is prevented, and the air will not filter

through so easily. Once the coal pile is built for .storage, re

handle the coal as little as possible. For use take a layer off

the top and build up as before, not forgettmg that the secret

lies in keeping the surface flat and avoiding internal cones.

.'Vmerican Radio Installation Rules.—The Bureau of

Standards, Washington, U.S.A.. has prepared a circular con-
taining the recommendations of a committee of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters for the revi-sion of Rule 86 of the
National Electric Light Code, covering wireless installations,

together with a discussion and explanation prepared by
Bureau of Standards engineers. The recommendations (LC
62) are promulgated in order to produce field experience to
substantiate the wisdom of the proposed rules before their

final incorporation in the 1923 edition of the National Elec-
trical Code. No authority is given to suspend or replace the

present Rule 86 of that code, but the recommendations are
issued for the information of inspection departments having
jurisdiction over the application of the code.

Appointments Vacant.—Assistant meter engineer, 400
taels per month, meter department assistant, 300 taels per
month, for the Shanghai Municipal Electricity Department
(tael = 3s.); shift engineer, for the St. Helens Corporation
Electricity Department. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

Radium Research.—.\t a meeting of the Governors of the
London Hospital, on June 7th, it was announced that at the
request of the Medical Research Council of the Ministry of

Health, the Committee had consented to the carrying out of

organised research into the action of radium, both as to its

benefits anc' dangers. The work would be undertaken by
Dr. Sequeira, Mr. Gordon Luker, and Prof. Tuitibull.

—

Wcstminder Gazette.

Educational.—City and Guilds of London Lnsiitute.—The
Report of the Council for 1921 has been published. The total

number of students is given as 609, as compared with 587 in

1919-20. One hundred and fLfteen students entered for the
Final (Internal) B.Sc. (Eng.) degree examination of the Uni-
vensity of London; 88 pas.sed, 19 with first-class and 24 with
second-class honours. Details of other degrees and awards
are given in the report. The general income and expenditure
account shows an excess of expenditure over income of

£1,464. Other information given includes a record of social

events, changes of personnel, gifts of books, &c.
FiNSBDRY Technical College, Leonard Street, E.C.2.

—

The next entrance examination will be held on September
19th. Forms can be obtained from the Registrar. Tlie pro-
gramme of the College is under revision, and will be issued-

shortly. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

The New Electrical Phenomenon.—The discoverv made by
two Danish engineers, Messrs. .Johnsen and Rahbek. has
recently been applied by Messrs. Erich F. Ruth, of Berlin, to'

the construction of a number of remarkable instruments and
apparatus.
The discovery referred to is the fact that if a lithographic

stone coated with tin foil is connected to one of the terminals
of an electric circuit, the other terminal of which communi-
cates with a metal plate, a continuous current is found to flow
through the stone, which clings firmly to the plate. An ex-

tremely small current is sufficient to ensure this attraction,

which disappears on opening the circuit. One experiment
showed the power expended to retain a weight of 5 kilograms
to be less than one-tenth watt, .\mongst other applications
of this discovery Messrs. Ruth have used it in a call relay of

extreme sensitiveness actuated by a current of one-millionth
ampere. This relay is put to a multitude of uses, of which a
few may be mentioned.
On an experimental line in the Berlin neighbourhood,

Me.s.srs. Ruth have developed radio-telephony based on the use
I if the relay to such perfection that any subscriber to the
Berl^ telephone system may put himself into communication
with any traveller in the train or vice versa. Electrical waves
of moderate length and small energy are generated at one of

the teniiiual stations and transmitted to conductors serving fot

ordinary telegraphy or telephony along the railway track.

On the roof of one or more of the cars is a low aerial con-
nected with a small wireless telephone sender, the same aeriaj

.serving simultaneously for talking and listening. The traveller

uses an ordinary telephone. Inasmuch as the electric currents
from the local telephone system at the railway terminus where
they enter the line are very weak, a most sensitive relay is

required to operate the call bell or call lamp at both ends.

A somewhat similar application is its use for hich-frequency
telephony and telegraphy on high-pressure conductors between
)X)wer stations. In case of breakdown, this permits com-
munication, for example, between the generating station and
its sub-stations to be established more rapidly than with a
special telephone line. Messrs. Ruth have infetalled such out-

fits with their new relay in a number of German and Swiss
power plants.

Other possibilities for the new relay arc in connection with
ordinary radiotelegraphy and telephony, that is. for calling

up ships in the same way as in the case of wired telephony,
thus avoiding the need for a telecraphist to l>e eontinuously in

I'harge of the .ship's station. Ships in danger cnnld also bf>

warned automatically.

A high-speed telegraph apparatus recording and signall

Morse signals at enormous speed has been devised with
working current of 1/100,000 amp. The resistance of the 1

is of so little importance that very small wires can be em-
ployed. .\ rate of 2,000 letters per minute is s.sid to be obtained
with absolutely distinct type, no matter whether telegrams are
sent by wireless or ordinary telegraph lines.

Txiud-speakincr telephones have likewise been constructed
the .Tohnsen-Rahbek system actuating a membrane ii

accordance with the fluctuations of the current supplied which
amongst other things can be used for the l>roadcast wireless

transmission of speech and music.

hft

linw
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Porcelain Insulators for Overhead Lines.—The British

Engineering Standards Association has recently issued Specifi-

cation No. 137, 192-2, in which are set out the requiremejjts,

with details of tests, for support and tension insulators lu

overhead power lines at pressures of from 3,000 to 150,000 V.

This specification, which is the first of a series dealing with

overhead line material, can be obtained from the B.E.S.A.
offices, 28, Victoria Street, S.W.I, at the price of Is. ijet, or

Is. '2d. post free.

Colour Light Signals.—The Committee appointed by the

Minister of iransport'. under the chairmanship of Major C.

H. W. EdmontU, O.B.E.. M.I.E.E., to investigate and report

upon the possibilities of colour light signalling on railways,

has presented its report. The Committee inspected examples
of this type of .signalling upon the Liverpool Overhead Railway
and the London & South-Western Railway. In both cases it

was found that signals were visible from a position 1,000 yards
away in brilliant sunshine, whether the sun was behind or in

front of the signals. The two principle types of light signal

in present use are (a) colour lights in which indications are

given by the use of red, green and yellow lenses; ana (b)

position lights, in which a .series of white lights simulate by
their arrangement the various positions taken up by the artn

of a semaphore signal. The Committee is of the opinion that

the former method is preferable, both as regards practicability

and first cost and maintenance. The comparing of costs has
proved difficult. In the case of a comparison between an
isolated manually-worked semaphore signal and a colour-Jight

signal at the same distance from the signal cabin, there is

probably little difference m the costs of installation and main-
tenance. The determining factor, however, is not the length
of track equipited but the density of signals per mile; the

greater this is the greater is the probable saving in favour of

light signals. This applies more particularly to such congested
districts as large station yards and terminals. Further
economy is obtained in that lighter and cheaijer structures

could be employed in the case of gantries and overhead bridges.

It is probable that the jienetrative power of the electric lamp
Would obviate the use of fog repeater signals. The Committee
cjjusiders that three sizes of light signals should be sufficient

to cover all requirements. It is also of opinion that electricity

is the only practical and economical method of dealing with
the matter, and a.c. is recommended owing to its being pos-

sible to transmit power to the lamps at a high voltage and to

reduce the pressure by simple transformers. Various recom-
mendations are made as to the type of lamp which it will be
found advisable to employ.

INSTITUTION N0TE5.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—The report of the

Council of the Society for tne past session, presented at the
annual meeting on May 'ioth, referred to the variety of sub-

jects dealt with in recent discussions, and the fact that on
.several occasions joint meetings with other bodies were
Liiranged. Other instances uf co-operation aje furnished by
the Society's various joint committees. International co-

operation in illuminating engineering was illustrated at the

important first technical session of the International Illumina-

tion Commission held in Paris last year, and by the fact that

industrial lighting is now receiving attention from the Inter-

national Labour Bureau of the Ix;agiie of Nations at Geneva.
Attention was also drawn to various official I'eports issued

ircently by committees associated with Government Depart-
ment*;.

Followmg the annual report, an address was delivered by
the president. Sir .lohn Herbert Parsons, C.B.E., F.R.S., an
eminent ophthalmic surgeon who has devoted much atten-

tion to lighting problems. Sir John referred to the work of

the Home Office Departmental Committee on Lighting in

Factories and Workshoi^s, for which many thousands of photo-
metric measurements had been made. At the moment the
Committee was not prepared to recommend legal minima for

industrial processes, but it proposed to i.s.sue schedules of

values for " fine " and " very fine " work, indicating
" recommended practice " in this resi^ect. Physicists in general

were apt to forget that the basis of physical measurements was
biological, for the socalled " outer world " only existed for

them by virtue of the sensations it aroused in their bodies.

The eye was the most highly differentiated sensory organ,
and its complexities were especially revealed in photometric
work. The " personal equation " must always be considered.

In all observations there was liabihty to error, which was
eliminated .so far as possible by taking the mean of a number
of observations and applying the theory of probability. 'Ihr

president referred to the kinetic theory of gases and the

modem view of atomic weights, as illustrating the apphcafion
of the law of averages at tbe present time. In conclusion,
he remarked that there existed a wide almost uncharted area
in the study of problems, in which the effect of peculiarities

of the eye had to be considered. People talked glibly about
eyestrain, but there were many sources of discomfort that still

.needed elucidation. Amongst these was the phenomenon
of " glare" in lighting.

Institute of Metals.—The annual autumn meeting of the
Institute, of which Mr. Leonard Sumner, O.B.E., M.Sc, is

president, is to be held at Swansea from September 20th to
22nd. It will be the first meeting to be held by the Institute
in South Wales, but Swansea is, of course, a metallurgical
centre of great importance, there being w-orks in the neigh-
bourhood producing copper, zinc, nickel, and other metals,
as well as tin plate.

Members will assemble in Swansea on September 19th. On
September 20th there will be an official welcome by the Mayor,
and the remainder of the morning will be devoted to the read-
ing and discus-sion of papers. After an official luncheon a
visit will be made to the University College at Singleton, where
tea will be provided. In the evening there will be a reception
by the Mayor. On September 21st the mornmg will be de-
voted' to the reading and discussion of papers, and after
luncheon there will be visits to works, the evening being
devoted to entertainment. It may be necessary for a morning
se.ssion to be held on the concluding day of the meeting, Sep-
tember 22nd. but arrangements will be made for motor excur-
sions in the district, in which there is beautiful coast and
inland scenery.

Association of Officers and Staff Members of Electricity
Companies of Great Britain.—The annual general meeting
of the Association will take place on June 20th at the Caxton
Hall. Westmin.ster, at 8 p.m. The report of the executive
committee for 1921 stales that Sir Alexander B. W. Kennedy.
F.R.S., has again consented to accept the presidency of the
Association. The Committee reports the resignation by Mr.
F. Wood of his seat on the Committee, and of the hon.
treasurership of the Association. Mr. A. C. Tappenden has
undertaken the duties of hon. treasurer, and the vacancy on
the Committee will be filled at the annual general meeting.
In December, 1921, the first claim under Section 16 of the
Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, was heard by Sir W. Mackenzie,
the referee appointed by the Minister of Labour. The claim
was made by the officers and servants of the Electricity De-
partment of the Corporation of Morley, Yorkshire, and
arose from the fact that that Corporation arranged to
take a liulk supply from Leeds, and to shut down its

own generating works. Some coraijensation was awarded,
and to that extent the re.«iilt was satisfactory as prov-
ing the value of the efforts of the Association in

securing the insertion of the Section in the Act. A claim
for compensation for loss of status by the officers of the under-
taking owing to its ceasing to generate electricity, and only
lontinuing to distribute a supply received in bulk from an
outside source, was, however, held by the referee not to have
been substantiated. It is hoped that in the Bill now before
Parliament provision will be made for the appointment of the
referees by the Commissioners instead of by the IMmister
of Labour. ,\ new section has been inserted in the Bill now
before Parliament favourably amending the wording of Se^-
fion Ifi. The statement of accounts shows a credit balance of

£517. The amended constitution of the Ai^sociation, as

approved at the general meeting on April 4th, 1921. has been
circulated to members.

Institution of Municipal and County Engineers. —
Tlie annual general meeting and ci inference of the Institution
will l)e held at Cardiff' on June 21st—24th. Amongst the
liapers to be read is one on " Electric Vehicles for Municipal '

Work," by Mr. R. B. Mitchell, city electrical engineer,
Cilasgow, and demonstrations of plant, including electrical

vehicles, will be given.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the June meeting
of the Association Mr. H. F. P. Purday read a paper on
" Marine Diesel Engines." The author took the view that
the Diesel engine must be seriously considered iii the near
future for propelling large vessels requiring something like

16,0(10 s.h.p. per .shaft. In the discussion that followed the
view wa.s expressed that further development of the marine
Diesel engine was likely to follow aJong the lines of the
double-acting two-stroke engine. Interesting information
was given concerning the cylinder construction of the "Stil!"

engine, and reference was made to the greater use of the
larger sizes of engine for land use on the Continent and in

other countries abroad, possibly due, to some extent, to the
fact that this co'untry was a coal nroducing country. Stress
was laid on the importance of reducing, as far as possible,

the cost of manufacture, and tho point was made that the
present high cost of the larger imits for land u,se was due to

the comparatively small demand up to date.

Association of Consulting Engineers.—The annual peneral
meeting was held on Mnv 29th. under the chainiianship of

Mr. W. Vaux Graham, M.Inst. C.F. The report of the Com-
mittee for the year ended April 30th last was pre.^nted and
adopted. This report recorded the election of nine new
members, one resignation, and one death, bringing the total

membership un to 84. Satisfaction is expressed at the fact

thnt three of *he new members practi.se in the Dominions

—

indicating a widening of the \ssociation's qcope. Tn response

to Piany renup^ts- a form of agreement between consulting

engineers and their clients has been drawn up: this embodies
the .A=!.sni'iatioTi'g rules governing the relations betweeti the
two parties. It is proposed to again hold the annual dinner
later in the year. Owing to tlie Association's inability in
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accept the I.E.E.'s Model Geiieral Conditions of Contract in

the form which they appeared likely ultimately to take,

it was decided to withdraw from representation upon the
committee appointed to revise these conditions. After dis-

cussion with the B.E.A.M..'^., it was decided that the Asso-
ciation should itself draft a set of conditions for use where
rnembers of the Association and members of the B.E.A.M.A.
were jointly concerned. .\ draft was accordmgly prepared
and a sub-committee to deal with the matter formed. One
principle underlying these conditions was that responsibihty
for the design of the works .should rest with the engineer,
but that in the event of the contractors being dissatisfied with
any of his decisions, the matter should be referred to an inde-
pendent arbitrator. All the clause.^ but two were agreed
upon. These two, relating to the limitation of the contractor's
liability for damage, were found to debar the acceptance by
the B.E.A.M.A. of the conditions, but the Association de-
cided to recommend the remainder to its members. The
Association has participated in a committee formed by the
I.E.E. to deal with the subject of the registration of electrical
contractors.

The accounts showed an excess of income over expenditure
of £%.

A's a result of a ballot for ofiicers. the following Ijondon
members were elected to the committee : Messrs. A. T.
Cooper, J. Mitchell Moncrieff, C.B.E., A. H. Preece. and
H. J. Rofe. The countrv members elected were Messrs.
H. P. Hill and J. A. Warren.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—The annual conver-
sazione has been fixed to take place on Tuesday, -Tune •27th,

at the Institution at 8.30 p.m.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electTical engineers, whether eonnteted
with the technical or the commercial side of the profession
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to
keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their
movements.

Prof. T. Mather, E.E.S., M.I.E.E.—The approaching re-
tirement of Prof. Thomas Mather from the Chair of Electrical
Engineering at the City and Guilds of London (Engineering)
College, South Kensington, is a matter of personal interest
literally to thousands of engineers throughout the British
Empire ; for, over a period of exactly 40 years, he has played
an effective part in the training of British students of "en-

gineering—nay, more—he has been largely instrumental m
determining the form that that training should take in this
country, and doubtless his influence in this respect has been
widely felt abroad. .\s assistant to the late Prof. W. E.
Ayrton before the first technical college was brought into
being, and when the three pioneers, Ayrton, Perry, and Arm-
strong, were developing a -system of technical training, he
shared in the pioneer work of those gifted organisers; and
no one who knows him will doubt that his share was an
important proportion of the total, or that he applied himself
to the task with untiring enthusiasm and catholic efi&ciency.
A " Lancashire Lad," Prof. Mather was born in 1856, at

Higher Walton, near Preston, and " served bis time " as ap-
prentice with Thomas Whittaker & Sons, millwrights and
engineers. Higher Walton, and Joseph Clayton & Sons, en-
gineers and boiler makers, Preston. He attended St. Paul's
science classes. Preston, from 1S75 to 1878, to excellent pur-
•pose, becoming First Whitworth Scholar in 1878. and First
Eoyal Exhibitioner in 1881 ; thus he was enabled to devote
some years to the study of chemistry, engineering, geology,
mathematics, and physics at Owens College. Manchester,
under Koscoe. Osboiue Reynolds, Boyi! Paukins, Barker',
and Balfour Stewart respectively—names that were house-
hold words to the science students of the last generation.
He gained prizes in geology and phy.sics, the .\.shbury En-
gineering Scholarship, and the Engineering C^^rtificate with
Tiononrs in Mathematics and Engineerinjr. .\fter n further
twelvemonth's .study of chemistry and mechanics under Profs,
E. Frankland and T. Goodeve. at the Normal College of
Science. South Kensington, iij July, 1882, he was appointed
;issistant to Piof. .\yrton. who was then conducting classes
in the basement rooms of Cowper Street Middle-Class
Schools, pending the building of the Finsbnry Technical
College of the City and Guilds of London. In January, 1885,
he became assistant to Prof. Ayrton at the Central Institu-
,tion. later styled .the Centi-al Technical College, and now
the City and Guilds (Engineering) College of the Imperial
College of Science and Technology. After the death of Prof.
^-\vrton, in 1908, Mr. Mathev was appointed his successor, and
thus for 37 vears he has been associated with the premier
.technical college of this country. He wa; elected a Fellow
of the Physical Society in J887. and attained tn the coveted
distinctinn of Fellow of the Rnval Societv in 1<102: he joined
the Institution nf FJectrical Engineers in 1800, becoming a,

Member in 1008, and has served on the Council and on
various committees. Throuchout his teaching career Prof.
Mather has been deeplv, interested in electrical instruments;
'his first paper, read before the Physical Society in 1885,
dealt with " Calibrating a Galvanometer with Constant Cur-

rent," and his paper on " The Shape of Movable Coils in

Electric Measuring Instruments," in 1890, formed the basis

of the well-known Ayrton-Mather narrow-coil galvanometer,
leading the way al.so to the moving-coil oscillograph, which
was developed by the late W. Du Bois Duddell in the labora-

tories of the Central Technical College. Besides galvano-

meters. Prof. Mather has devoted special attention to field

testers, shunts for galvanomet«r3 (the " Universal " shunt is

associated with his name), electrostatic measuring in-

struments, non-inductive resistances, anti-capacity re-

sistances, precision wattmeters (the , Duddell-Mather
type), and absolute measurements of resistance, current,

and potential difference to a high degree of accuracy;

in association with Mr. F. E. Smith, O.B.E., P.E.S.,

then of the N.P.L., he determined the ampere and

Eltiolt <Sr fn] [Londcn.

Prof. T. Mather, F.R.S.. M.I.E.E..

who .shortlv retires from the position of Professor of Electrical

Engineering. City and Guilds of London (Engineering)

College, South Kensington.

the e.m.f. of the cadmium cell, with the greatest precision

attained at that date. He has also speciali.3ed in the design

of chokers (reactances of very low power factor). On all

these subjects Prof. Mather has indelibly impres.sed the mark
of his originahty and inventive genius: but greater by far

than this achievement is the success that he ha.? attained by
virtue of his enthusiasm, his inspiration, his unfaihng com-
mon .sense, and his untiring industry, united with n genial

and patient disposition and modesty carried to ;: fault, in

building for him.%lf in the hearts of his pupils, colleagues,

and other friends a monument of admiration and affection

more enduring than brass. He leaves the City and Guilds
College at the end of a session in which the numbers of third

and fourth-year electrical engineering students are the largest

in the history of the college.

Prof. C. I;. FoRTESCUE. O.B.E.. M.I.E.E.. M.A.. who has
been appointed to succeed Prof. Mather as Professor of Bier
trical Engineering at the City and Guilds of London (En
gineering) College. Exhibition Road, was educated at
Onndle School and Christ's College, Cambridge.
He was natural science scholar (of the college) in 1900,

and attained a first-class in the Mechanical Sciences Tripos,

1903. He served a post-graduate apprenticeship at Messrs.
Siemens Bros.' Dynamo Works from 1003 to 1905. In the
latter year he entered the t^'sting department, at the same
works, and remained until the year 1906, when he was ap-
pointed lecturer in electrotechnics and anphed me-hanics, at

H.M. Gunnery and Torpedo Schools, at Portsmouth, This ap-
pointment he held until the vear 1911, when he became
Professor of Phvsics at the R.N. College. Greenwich, which
he will leave shortly for the purpose of entering upon his
new duties as Prof. Jlather's successor. During the whole
period of the war he was lent to H.M.S. Fernet? and H.M.
Signal School for wireless telegraph duties Prof. Portescue
is a Member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and
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is on the Wireless Section Committee. He read a paper on
' The Three-Electrode Thermionic Valve as A.C. Generator,"

before the British Association, in September, 1919, and one

on " The Design of Multiple Stage Amplifiers," before the

Wireless Section of the I.E.E. a few months later. He
is also a Fellow of the Institute of Physics, and of the

Ellioll 6- Fry] J [Londmi.

Prof. C. L. FoRTESCCE, O.B.E.. M.I.E.E., M.A..

who takes office as Professor of Electrical Engineering at

the City and Guilds of London (Engineering) College, Ken-
sington, in succession to Prof. T. Mather.

Physical Society, and is a member of the council of both of

these bodies.

Mr. DUNC.4X P. MoRELSON, former manager of the Tyne-
mouth and District Electric Traction Co., who has recently

retired, has been presented with a silver tea service and
salver from the employes and staff. Mr. J. A. Somerville, the
newly appointed manager, formerly of Swansea, was in the
chair.

The -Ubert Medal of the Royal Society of Arts for 1922 has
been awarded by the Council to Sir Dugald Clerk, K.B.E.,
F.R.S., D.Sc, LL.D., in recognition of his important contri-

butions, both theoretical and practical, to the development of

the internal-combustion engine.

In order to deal more convenientlv with his business, Mr.
W. M. Selvey, Wh.Sc, M.I.E.E., of Sheffield, is opening a
London office at 23, Old Queen Street, Westminster, S.W.,
and he will reside in London.

Mr. J. F. AsHTON, electricity manager to the Parkhill
Colliery, Stanley, near Wakefield, was married on June 8th
at Keighley, to Miss Amy Croft, of Keighley.
Mr. D. S. De.^rden". assistant electrical engineer under the

Hebden Bridge District Council, Yorkshire, was manied last

week at Heptonstall Slack Baptist Church to Miss Ethel
Pickles, youngest daughter of Councillor S. Pickles, of
Hebden Bridge.
The marriage took place on June 1st, at St. Paul's Church.

Halifax, of Mr. Eric N. .Iohx-'^on. A.M.I.E.E. , and Miss Lena
Barnes, of Warley Wood. Luddenden Foot.
The engagement is announced between Norman Felix

Herbert Frecdenthal, late Grenadier Guards and Iris Hilda,
elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Railing, of " W'hite-
knights," Reading, and 71a, Duke Street, W..
Owing to ill-health Mr. W. R. Rexdell has decided to re-

sign the general manager'^hip of the Metropolitan Electric
Supply Co.. Ltd., in the autumn. He has held the position
with great succe.ss during the difficult period since the com-
mencement of 1910. and it is with regret that his resignation
has been accepted by the board of the company.

Obituary.—Mr. Francls R. Reeves.—We deeply regret to
record the death, which occurred on Saturday laet at his
residence, Lynwood Cottage, Herta., of Mr. Francis R. Reeves,

who will be well remembered by many of our readers as a
former secretary and general manager of Crompton & Co.,

Ltd. Latterly Mr. Reeves had been coimected with various

electricity supply companies, including the Sevenoaks Co., of

which he was managing director, the iilectric Supply Corpora-

tion, Ltd., the Chagford and Devon Co., and the Calcutta

Electric Supply Corporation. He was 79 years of age.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

first directors

J. H. Slingsby
lixetl by the ci

market, Westn

Radio Instruments, Ltd. (182,272).—Private company.
Registered June 2nd. Lapual, £1U,000 in 7 ,M0 S per cent, cumulative prefer-

ence shares of £1 each and 6U,W0 ordinary shares of Is. each. To carry on
the business of electrical, mechanical and general engineers and contractors,

manuiacturers and sellers of transformers, radiators, dynamos, motors and radio

instruments of all kinds, and electric lighting, power and transmission plant,

wireless apparatus, &c. The permanent directors are; J. Joseph, .\I. I.E.E.,

.XI, Handen Road, Lee, S.E.Li ; W. A. .^ppleton, M.B.E., iNLl.R.E., St.

Uenys, Oakington Avenue. \V«mbley Park, Middlesex, with 100 guineas per

annum, in addition to any other remuneration or payment they may receive

from the company. Registered office: ISa, Hjde Street, Oxford Street, W.

New Electric Sign Co., Ltd. ( 182,266) .—Private company.
Registered June 2nd. Lapital. £\i,oiM in JEl shares ll.COO preference). To take
over the business of an electric sign manufacturer and agent carried on by

.\. E. Davis at the " New Electric Sign Co.," at 53, Ha>inarket, S.W. The
; A. E. Davis, 8. seaforth Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex;
Middlemarsh," Hinckley Road, Nuneaton. Remuneration as

any. Secretary; S. H. Grant. Registered office: 5^ Hay-
ter, S.W.

Jolin M. Boyd, Ltd. (12,249).—Private company. Regis-
lerwl in Edinburgh June (ith. Capital. £'o,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of general, electrical, motor car and cycle engineers, &c. The first

.lir.ui.rs are; J. M. Boyd, Ballochmill Road. Rutherglen. coachbuilder and
rnniri.cr; J. B. Andrews, Clydesdale Bank House, Helensburgh. Qualification:
-'.Hii .h.ires. Secretary: David R. Galloway. Registered office; Ballochmill
Kn.iil, H.TStfield, Rutherglen.

Johnson Radio Co., Ltd. (182,326).—Private company.
Ri-j;isiered June 7lh. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of

erif^ineers, manuiacturers of and dealers in ordinary and wireless telegraphy

and telephonic apparatus, and accessories and electrical tools and apparatus
generally, &c. The first directors are; H. M. Smith. 44. Effendine Mansions,
.\laida \ale, W.9; S. Tootill, 2, Sneath Avenue, Golders Green, N.W. (both

directors of Johnson Talking Machine Co.. Ltd.). Qualification ; 1 share.

S<iretarv {pro tern) : H. G. Goodsman. Registered office : 244, Tottenham
Court Road. W.C.

W. Blackburn (Kew), Ltd. (182,280).—Private company.
Registered June 2nd. Capital. £1,000 in £1 shares (800. 8 per cent, cumu-
lative preference). To carry on the business of electrical, mechanical, motor,
and general engineers and contractors, manufacturers of and dealers in

transformers, radiators, dynamos, motors, and all kinds of electric lighting,

power and transmission plant, manufacturers of and dealers in motor cars,

motor cycles, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are ; W. Blackburn,
The Chimes, 47, Grove Park Road, Chiswick, W.4, engineer; E. W. Birthes,

24, Riverview Road, Chiswick, W.4, advertising manager. The first directors

are W. Blackburn (permanent governing director, subject to holding £50
shares), and one other person, or persons ^o be appointed bv the subscribers.

Solicitors ; T. E. Godbold, 529, High Road, Chiswick, W.4.

World's Electric Co., Ltd. (182,283).—Private company.
Registered June 2nd. Capital, £1,000 in Is. shares. To carry on the business

of manufacturers of^ and dealers in electrical accessories, appliances, lamps,
apparatus, plant and machinery, contractors, &c. The first directors are : A.

Richmond, 1, Gresham Buildings, E,C.2, merchant; J. W. Conrad, Cromwell
House, High Holborn, W.C; W. F. Pearce, 33, Camomile Street, E.C.3, Bag
maker. Qualification; 100 shares. Registered office ; 1, Gresham Buildings,

E.C.2.

East Coast Motor Boat Services, Ltd. (182,346).—Private
company. Registered June 8th. Capital. £2.000 in £1 shares. To acquire
motor and electrical boats, launches, and othe.- similar craft for use round the

coasts and on the rivers of Great Britain, &c., and to adopt an agreement
with H. E. Kingsman and ."Vda J. Kingsman. The first directors are; E.

Kingsman, Grand Hotel, Lowestoft; Ada J. Kingsman, Grand Hotel, Lowes-
toft; H. E. Kingsman, Grand Hotel, Lowestoft (all directors of East Coast
Piers, Ltd.). Qualification of first directors, one share; of subsequent
directors. £250. Remuneration : £100 each per annum. Registered office :

.Mansion House Chambers, 20, Bucklersbury, E.C.4.

Arco Institute- Ltd. (182,285).—Private company. Regis-
tered June 6th. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To adopt an agreement with A.
Rosenberg and to carry on the business of electro-therapy, electro-medical treat-

ment, and all kinds of electrical and mechanical f>aths, &c. The first

directors are; H. J Munro, Charlwood, Huyton, Liverpool; A. Rosenberg. 2,

\'ere Street. Oxford Street, W.l. Qualification, £25. Remuneration-: £50
each per annum (chairman, £100). Registered office : 3, London Wall Build-

ings, E:.c.2.

Chimes, Ltd. (182,289).—Private company. Registered
June 6th. Capital, £500 in £1 shares (400 " A " ordinarv and 100 " B " ordi-

nary). To adopt an agreement with W. A. Greening, W. A. Rowe, and W. E.

Schall, and to develop and turn to account patent So. 171.835, for the manu-
facture of apparatus for electrically ringing church bells referred to

therein. The permanent directors are: W. E. Schall, AVoodcole Cottage,

Howard Road, Coulsdon ; W. A. Greening, 6. Somerford Grove, N.I7. Quali-
fication : 100 *' A " ordinary shares. Remuneration (except managing director),

£100 per annum divided between them. Secretarv ; E. Dunkel. Registered

office : 71-5, New Cavendish Street, W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Swift Electrical, Ltd.—Louisa Butler, of 94, Woodland
Gardens. N.IO. ceased to act as receiver or manager on May 31st, 1922.

H. E. Steel, Ltd.—Mortgage dated May loth, 1922, to
secure £1.600, charged on certain freehold hereditaments in Stroud, Glos.

Holder : Mrs. E. Lendon, 1, London Road, Stroud, Glos.

T. P. Pollitt & Co., Ltd.—A. A. Reeves, of Court Cham-
bers. Town Hall Square. Grimsbv, ceased to act ai receiver or manager on
.May 31st, 1922.

British Driver-Harris Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated May
29th, 1923, to secure £14.500, charged on land with Gathorn Mills thereon, in

Albion Street and Little Pet«- Street, Manchester. Holder : J. F. Linney, 12,

Tib Lane, Manchester.
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Northwood Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd. (66.312);—
Return datEri April 13ih, 1922. Capital, £(JO.(KX) in £1 sliares (15,000 prefer-

ence and 4j,000 ordinary), 6,880 preference and 12,507 ordinary shares taken

up. £1 per siiare called up on 8,282 ordinary and 6,880 preference. £15,1G2

paid. £4.225 considered as paid on 4,225 ordinary. Mortgages and charges,

£4,625. .

Midland Electric Wire Co., Ltd. (104,571).—Return dated
April 14th, la22. Capital. £5,000 in £1 shares. All shares taken up. £5,000

paid. Mortgages and charges, ml.

W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd. (56,124).—Return dated April
4th, 1922. Capital, £214,850 in £1 shares (100.000 preference and 114.850 ordi-

nary) All shares taken up. £1 per share called up on 67,000 preference and

50,000 ordinary shares. £117,000 paid. £97,850 considered as paid on 33,000

preference and 64,850 ordinary. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Charing Cross, West End & City Electricity Supply Co.,

Ltd. (29,122 .—Return dated March 23rd, 1922. Capital,
£2,100,000 in 130,000 preference, £130,000 ordinary, 80,000 City undertaking

preference, and 80,000 City undertaking ordinary shares of £5 each. SO.tKKJ

preference, 80,000 ordinary, 80,000 City undertaking preference, and 70,000

City undertaking ordinary shares taken up. £1,300,000 paid on the preference,

ordinary, and City undertaking preference. £35O,0(!0 considered as paid

City undertaking ordinary. Mortgages and '

'"'
£1,374,178

CITY NOTES.

The advance summary of the report for

Ruston and the vear ended March, 1922, shows a gross

Hornsby, Ltd. profit of £101,637, compared with i;iOH,682

for the previous year. After paying de-

benture interest, allowing for deiireciatiou and the preference

dividend to July. 1921, £.58,230 remains, but the directors

state that owing to the continued trade depression and the

serious fall in stock values it is essential that the whole of

the balance .should be retained in the business, and m
addition they have thought it wise to transfer £100.000 from

the general reserve to meet a possible further fall in the

values of stock-in-trade. Under the circnm.stances they do not

recommend the payment of the outstanding dividend on the

preference shares, or a dividend on the ordinary shares for

the past year. According to the financial Press the accounts

of Ransomes, Sims & Jefiferies, Ltd. (a.ssociated with Euston

and Hornsby) for the same year .show a profit of £3,997,

against £15,'4.57 for the previous year. The dividend on the

preference shares to .June 30th, 1921, absorbed £2,750, leav-

ing with £40,811 brought forward, £42,058, but having regard

to the continued adverse trade conditions, the fall in selling

values and the necessity for conserving the resources the

directors are unable to recommend any dividend on the

ordinarv shares for the vear or on the preference shares for

the half-year to December 31st, 1921. The stocks of manu-
factured goods and raw materials have been valued at under

cost.

.\t the annual meeting, on June 8th, the

Delhi Electric Chairman said that the results of the

Tramways and past year were achieved without any as-

Lighting Co., sistance from exchange profits—indeed,

Ltd. there was a sHght lo.ss under this head.

An increase in the profits of the supply

undertaking had balanced the loss on the tramways, making
the net profit almost the same as that of the previous year.

The conditions in India had been adver.se. Trade was bad
and troubles at the collieries had curtailed coal supplies, and
had had a bad effect upon the quality of the fue!. In addi-

tion to this there had been a strike of the company's em-
ploves. The total number of units sold increoaed from
2.342,000 to 2.717,000, but the supply to the tramways showed
a decrease. To meet the demand it was necessary to in-

crease the plant as the Government supply was unreliable

;

two small Diesel sets had been ordereti, and should be in

commis.sion shortly. Further Diesel sets would be erected

during the next two or three years.

The speaker was optimistic of the future in India, con-

sidering that the worst period of unrest had passed.

The annual general meeting was held

Pernambuco in London, on June 7th. Mr. Follett

Tramways Holt (chairman), who presided, said that
and Power last July he expressed the view that the
Co., Ltd. company was upon the high road to an

improved state of afl'airs. provided that
the exchange position recovered. During the past year,
however, there had been a heavy fall in exchange. The
operation of the sliding .scale of charges did not counter-
balance the loss and, consequently, there was a decrease in
revenue of £'22.301'. as compared with last year's earnings.
Nevertheless, by usinc the greater pnrt of the balance brou'7ht
forward it was possible to meet aU the fixed charges. The
figures .showina the passenger traffic and electricity sold
proved that there was real vitality in the company which
would tell when conditions became normal. The gas depart-
ment was agin o na profit-earn ins basis. It must be realised
that progress in the electrical department would adver.sely
affect the gas undertakinc; the future of the 'after lay not
in lighting but in heating and cookimr. Referring to the
work during th" fir.st five months of the present year, the
chairman said that, as compared with the equivalent period
of last year, there had been an increase of 35 per cent, in
the net earnings, and it was believed that this improvement

would continue. \Vhen the electrification of the remaining
lu km. of steam tramways had been completed, and (the

Xigipio extension finished, the new system of fares would
come into operatioQ and further improve matters. The
materials necessary for the completion and equix^ment of
these lines had been shipped to Pernambuco. and within the
next few weeks

, the new and rebuilt jectii/ris would be
opened to tratfic. During the year under review it had been
possible to carry out a great deal of reuewail aijd repair
work, and the condition of the property had been much im-
proved.

Revenue for 1921, $-2,065,537, less ad-
Barcelona ministration and general expenses, &c..

Traction, Light $160,936, interest on seven per cent, prior
and Power Co. lien " A " bonds, six per cent, prior lien

" B " bonds (payable in cash), six per
cent, six-year bonds and service of eight per cent.
secured debentures, $1,307,846, leaving available for intere.st

i/ii first mortgage bonds $596,755. Interest paid on first

iiinrtgage bonds (being at rate of 2 per cent, per annum)
totalled $753,627. No credit has been taken for revenue re-

ceivable from Tramways Co. in re.spect of 1921, as at the time
of closing the books the Tramways Co. had not declared the
dividend for 1921 or determined amount payable to this com-
pany. It has now been ascertained that the amount receiv-

able will be approximately $2-50,000, and this sum will be
brought into the 1922 accounts. Usual provision was made
for amortisation of underlying bonds, and in addition reserves
for depreciation were made by chief operating companies as

follows: Light and Power Companies, $771,868; Railway
Co.. $119,106. In December, 1921, at meetings of holders
of fir.st mortgage bonds and income bonds resolutions were
passed by which nominal interest payable on first mortgage
bonds was raised to 6 per cent, and minimum interest pay-
able in any event was fixed at 2 per cent., and interest for

1921 was paid at this rate as the revenue did not justify a
higher percentage.

—

Financial Times.

The net revenue for the year ended
Globe Telegraph Mav, 1922, after deduction of expenses.

and Trust amounts to £330,146, plus £2,181 brought
Co., Ltd. forward, making £332,327. From this

£2.33,605 has been distributed in interim
dividends, leaving an available ba:ance of £98.722. The
directors now recommend the payment of the following

final dividends, viz. : 3s. per share, less income tax, on the
preference shares, making, with previous distributions, a

total dividend for the year on those shares at the rate of 6 per
cent, per annum, less income tax; and 5s. per share net on
the ordinary shares, making, with previous distributions, a
total dividend on these shares at the rate of 10 per cent, net
for the year. These will absorb £77,868. leaving a balance of

£20.8.54 to be carried forward. During the year 53 cer-

tificates of the Submarine Cables Trust, belonging to this

company, were drawn and paid off at .£120 per certificate.

The proceeds have been re-invested in Eastern Telegraph
Co.'s ordinary stock and Eastern Extension, and Western
Telegraph Companies' shares. New Articles of Association

will be submitted for approval at the meeting on June 20th.

The gross earnings for the year ended
United River December 31it, 1921, amounted to

Plate Tele= £1,161,848, whilst the gross maintenance j

phone Co., Ltd. ancl other charges in Argentina and .

London were £981.411. leaving a profit of

£180.438. Interest on debenture stock and dividend on the
preference shares to December 31st, 1921, and the interim divi-

dend on the ordinary shares absorbed £72,100, leaving

£108,338 plus £38,307 brought forward, making the available

balance £146,705. The directors recommend a final dividend
of 5 per cent, on 324,000 ordinary shares, making 8 per
cent, for the year, free of income tax at 6s. in the £, and a

dividend of 5 per cent, on 108,000 ordinary shares, free of

income tax at 63. in the £, in accordance with the terms of

the allotment letter of June 16th, 1921. There is to be
carried forward £38,705. The business has made progress

during the past year, but though a record number of sub-

scribers have been connected, many thousands of applicants

are still awaiting service. The automatic plant now in course

of erection will reheve the position .=omewhat. but it is hoped
the Government will shortly realise that the large amount of

capital needed to meet the additional telephonic requirements
^

of the country cannot be raised until the increase in the
f

tariffs petitioned for in 1919 is granted. The death of Dr.

Ijuis M. Dracfo. the esteemed chairman of the local committee
in Buenos Aires, occurred in June, 1921.

ilr. Kenneth M. Clark (chairman), pre-

Aluminiura siding at the annual general meeting, on
Corporation. June 7th, said that two years' accounts

Ltd. were presented, the last meeting having
been adiourned. The issued capital showed

the small increase of £4,014. due to the issue of preference
shares in the usual way. The first debenture issue showed
a reduction of £6.400, and second debentures an increase of

£150.000. Durinc the past two years £321,421 had been ex-

pended on constructional work. inct;uding £216.000 spent

on the Llugwy & Cowlyd dams and water rights; £46,0(X)
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on the acquisition of freehold land, buildings, and water

rights ; ioS.OUO on new buildings and structures at Dolgarrog

;

and uver ±'-2-J,000 on new plant and machinery. The results

of the two years were not unsatisfactory in spite of great

difficulties. The large stocks of alummium which were in

existence in all countries at the close of the war required a

considerable tune for cleai-ing, and with regard to some items

the market was still affected. The coal strike and the en-

gineering lock-out also created difficulties. He thought, how-

ever, that the bottom of depression had been reached, and
with the growing goodwill of labour, conditions would gradu-

ally improve. The great obstacle to the reahsation of this

hope was the burdensome taxation to which industry was
subjected.

Owing to the time required to make the necessary reser-

voirs and negotiate the various rights in connection with

the dams at (Jowlyd and Llugwy, the accounts did not show
any returns from the.se undertakings. Now, however, the

dams had been completed and the work ul' constructing the

canal between the two sites should be finished lu about three

months. Then the company would have a nuich-increased

supply of electricity, both for manufacturing purposes and
for tlie North Wales I'ower & Traction Co.

It was proposed to hold an extra-ordinary general

meeting, following the ordinary meeting, to sanction

the increasing of the directors' borrowing powers by

i;.500,000 (secured by debentures). This ^xtra capital

would enable them to increase the capacity of the rolling

mill, to install a second and larger pipe line with penstock

reservoir, and to erect a new power house. This would per-

mit the use of a large part of the water-power which still

remained undeveloped.
In reply to a question, Mr! Clark said that the North

Wa.les Power & Traction Go. was extending its lines in many
directions along the coast and there was no doubt that the

company would, in time, be able to ab.sorb the whole of

the Corporation's surplus power. The company had not yet
f.irned sufficient money to pav off any of its funding certi-

Ih^ites.

The report and accounts were adopted, and at the sub-

?<^(iuent extra-ordinary meeting the powers asked for were
conferred upon the directors.

Prospectus.

—

The Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.—The sub-

scription list is to close " on or before " to-morrow, Saturday,
lu an issue of .50,0*1)0 eight per cent, cumulative preference

.shares of ±'1 each at par. The objects of the i.ssue are

described as follows:
—

"Additional capital should result in a

considerable increase in the profits, ana particularly for the
following reasons:—1. The company at present purchases
hii.L'e quantities of certain materials from outside sources.

.\iiiple space is available at St. Albans Works for the manu-
facture of these, and money spent on the necessary plant

sliould earn a good return. '2. From modest beginnings the

company has gradually risen to a point where it can claim to

lie one of the leading finns in its own line of business.

Efficient and comprehensive technical, manufacturing, and
sales organisations are ah'eady available, and additional capital

will enable the company to take up certain complementary
lines. These should prove both profitable in themselves and
"f material assistance in increasing the sales of the existing

manufactures."

Brazilian Traction, Light & Power Co.—The directors, at

:i liieeting held in Toronto last week, decided that, although
tin' exchange value of the milreis continues considerably

luwer than was generally anticipated, and it is difficult to

forecast the future, there are clear indications of such im-
provement in general conditions as to justify the resumption
of the payment of dividends on the ordinary shares, and the

board accordingly declared a dividend of 1 per cent, on the
ordinary .?hare capital. This is the first ordinary dividend
since that declared for the year 1917.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Applications have been made
to the Committee to allow the following to be officially

quoted :
—

Birmingham District Power and Ti-action.—146.846 6 per
cent, cumulative participating preference shares of ^1 each,
fully paid, Nos. 1 to 146,.S46.

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply.—i62.50,000 8 per
cent, cumulative second preference stock.

New Diesel Engine Co.—The Financial Timra reports that

the North Briti-Ji Diesel Engine Works (19-22). Ltd., was
registered in Edinburgh a.5 a private company on May .30th,

with a capital of .€'.500,000 in £1 shares to acquire the busi-

ness of engineers and engine builders carried on by the
Noi;th British Diesel Engine Works, Ltd.. at Jordanvale.
Gla.sgow. The recistered office is at the North Briti.sh Diesel

Engine Works, Whiteinch, Glasgow.

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.— .\ furtlier dividend
of .5 per cent, on the ordinary shares, making 10 per cent.

free of tax. is re'^ommended for the vear ended March, 1922.

£20,000 is nnt to employes' benefit fund, £20,000 to reserve,
and £.31,613 is to be carried forward.

Manila Electric Corporation.—Dividend of 2 per cent, for

the quarter ending June 30th on common stock.

Yorkshire (Woollen District) Electric Tramways, Ltd.—
The receipts for 1921 amounted to £124,531 (against £1-23,161).

After deducting all charges, settmg aside £15,UUU for renewals

fund, and adding £9,357 brought forward, there is an avail-

able balance of £18,-238. £5,000 is translerred to reserve, and
£13,-238 is carried forward.

A Brazilian Electrification Loan.—.Allotments for the

Brazil Central Railway Electrification Loan in New York are

on the basis of '20 per cent, of the amount applied for, states

'J'he Tiiius New York correspondent.

Callender's Share & Investment Trust, Ltd.—.An interim

dividend of 4 per cent., i.e., at the rat« of 8 per cent, per

annum, less income tax, is recommended.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Ex-esing.

The Stock Exchange is waiting fcjr a fall in the Bank Rate.

'This, at lea.st, is the generally-accepted explanation of the

somewhat sleepy state into which markets have subsided—

a

state very ditierent from the lively bustle that characterised

them during May. The attractions of Ascot are held to be
another rea.son lor the abstention of clients, and for their

reluctance to take any hand in the business of stocks and
shares. Maybe, the real reasons are made up of a variety of

cau.ses, bulking largely amongst which is the undoubted fact

that there has been an overdose of new issues lately. Too
many stags remain in the field. Until stocks have got into

more permanent hands, prices will remain on the dull side. A
fall in the Bank Rate might, however, serve to bring in a
fresh set of buyers.
Notwithstanding the heaviness of British Government and

other investment stocks, a steady demand for Metropolitan
Railway 5 per cent, preference is worth noticing, as an illus-

tration of people's readiness to take good stock which can be
bought free of the onerous one per cent, stamp-duty on trans-

fers. The latest Indian electric debentures, Calcutta seconds,

Indian and Madras, are all obtainable in scrip-form, either

partly and fully-paid. Tlie premium on the first-named has
dwindled to Ij (as against 31j about three weeks ago), and to

5s. on the two others. Whitehall debentures are quoted
at S8i, and the preference shares at 18s. 6d.

The Great Northern Telegraph Co. points out in its report

that the " traffic as a whole does not as yet show any ten-

dency to increase, but rather the reverse." However, the

dividend and bonus are 22 per cent., as against 24 per cent.

The price, after going 5s. lower, recovered to 80. Eastern
Telegraph ordinary shows another rise. The company cele-

brated its jubilee last week ; the staff is expecting some
tangible mark of such an auspicious event. Other members
of the Eastern cable group are firm. Globes have risen to

19, on publication of a aood report.

Wireless shares remain erratic in thsir movement. Mar-
conis dipped to -SOs. and recovered to 51s. 9d. Marconis moved
between 30s. and 3-2s. In Canadian Marconis there is nothing
doing, and the price is droopy at lis. 3d. Automatic Tele-

phones went back a trifle to 12s. 6d., to harden again to

13s. 6d. International Telephone preference are quoted at

16s. 3d. The passing of the dividend on the ordinary shares

of both these companies has checked what mild degree of

interest had been aroused by the hope of increased profits

resulting from the Postmaster-General's advocacy of lihe

automatic telephone system.
The Brazilian Traction Co. has provided a pleasant sur-

IJrise to its stockholders by the declaration of a quarterly

dividend of one per cent. Nothing has been paid saijce

January, 1917. That the company would revert to its pre-

war dividend of 4 per cent, had been expected for some time
past, as these notes have recorded upon various occasions.

The Rio rate of exchange has militated against Brazihan
companies making headway, except in the local currency, so

that the resumption of dividend by the Brazihan Traction is

so much the more gratifying. The common shares have risen

] to .54, and the 7 per cent, preferred are better at 93i. In
our usual price-lists the yield on the former is calculated

upon a 4 per cent, annual dividend.

Not a change has occurred in the list of home electricity

shares. Prices are steady throughout, and the market shows
a good deal of strength. Newcastle-on-Ty'ne first deben-

tures slipped back to 901. and the 6 per cents, are easier at

102J. British Thomsnn-Hou.ston new 7} per cent, preferences

are being dealt in actively on the basis of 19s. 9d. to 20s. 3d

Provincial exchanges cot ahead of London in this case, deal-

ings taking place in the country before they were .started in

Ijondon. The London Stock Exchange Committee demurred
at first to grantins permission to deal until a certain letter,

clearing up technical matters, had arrived from New York,

but subject to this, bargains were permitted on Tuesday in

this week.
.Angln-Argentine Trnmwavs 5 per cent debenture stock is

two points down a*. 80. British Columbia deferred strength-

ened to 74i. The Mexican group is easier for choice, although

no particular change has developed.
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Callenders, after their recent rise, reacted' to 2 1/16. Heu-
leys at 2 3/16 are 1/16 down, the preference shares at 4i
have gained the fraction. General Electrics keep firm at

'21s. 6d. Considerable interest is taken m the estimates vvith

regard to the dividend due to be declared at the end of this

month or at the begmnmg of July. Some people state that

they will not be surprised if the usual 10 per cent, free of

tax undergoes a modest reduction this time. Siemens are

keeping up at "27s., and the company's 45 per cent, deben-

ture stock has come into demand, on the basis of 89. Dollar

securities have given way, American Telephone common stock

going back to 136. •:.

The Home Railway market has suffered something of a
shake-out. A fairly large bull account became built up, and
liquidation on behalf of holders brought about a general

drop, in the course of which Metropolitans gave way IJ to

455, Districts i to 38. Underground ordinary shares are i

lower at 21, the Is. shares fell to 6s. 6d., and the Contingency
Certificates can be bought at 6d., or less. Lord Ashfield cut

the first sod of the new Hendon ext.ension of the Charing
Cross. Euston A- Hampstead Railway on Monday, and it is

hoped to have the line in operation in about fifteen months'
time, while, three month? later, the company expects to

get from Hendon to Edgware. The market is awaiting with
keen interest an issue of debentures from the London Electric

Railway Co., or some other member of the group, which will

carry the guarantee of the Government.
The rubber market remains inert. Iron, coal, and steel

.shares stiffened a little on the conclusion of the engineers'

lock-out, while amiament .shares, after trifling improvements,
relapsed into n cnmlition of inactivity.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.
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EVAPORATORS FOR POWER-HOUSES.

By REOINALD O. KAPP, B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E.

Till-; usual uit'thuil (if ilfaliiig with hiirmful inipui'ities

in liuiler-fefd iiiali.c-ui) water is liltratiou and water

softening by ulieniical means. The chemical treatment

of the water is primarily designed to eliminate scale-

forming salt^s, but a subsidiary result of such treatment

is that the precipitation of these salts causes tinel)-

suspended solids to coaguliite and be retained by a filter

which would otherwise allow them to pass in tlie un-

treated water. With chemical treatment one can, more-

over, ensure that the boiler feed water is neutral or

slightly alkaline, thus avoiding an}- corrosion due to

free acids. The chemical method is sufficiently good for

most practical jmrposes, but it is not an ideal method.

It consists in replacing harmful impurities by less harm-
ful ones. It docs not give really pure water. If the

raw water contains a very large quantity of impurities,

if some of these are of a nature that cannot be dealt with

by water-softening plant, such as common salt, oil, soap,

or organic acids, and if the hardness of the water varies,

such as is the case when the supply is taken from a

tidal river, filtration and water softening do not pro-

vi<le a satisfactory solution of the problem. In such

cases even frequent blowing down and cleaning of boiler

tubes does not entirely prevent damage to boilers and
plant.

A list of the well-known troubles due to unsatisfactory

make-up water is sufficiently alarming. Inorganic salts

form a hard scale on the boiler tubes, leading to

inefficiency of the boilers, pitting, and even burning

through of the tubes. Organic acitls and free carbon

dioxide corrode the boiler and economiser tubes. Solids

in suspension choke up the tubes, and if these solids are

of a foam-forming kind they lead to priming with pos-

sible damage to the steam turbines. Impurities in the

water may further lead to corrosion and erosion of tur-

bine blades and incrustation of valves.

An expensive but otherwise satisfactory method of

obtaining pure water, whatever the quality of the

supply, is by distillation of the raw water.

Though evaporators are more expensive than water-

softening plant, both in prime and running cost, the

money spent on them is a small item compared with the

cost of tlie boiler and turbine installation in a large

power-house. The extra expense is, therefore, frequently

justified by the saving in rejjairs and cost of boiler

cleaning, the prolongation of the life of the boilers, and
the increased revenue-earning power of the boilers.

Apart from the annual overhauling, each boiler is out of

commission for a part of its life for periodic inspection

anil tube cleaning. Where very large boiler units are

installed, taking a long time to cool down, this period

is a considerable proportion of the boiler's life. It is

tlierefore usual for at least one boiler to be out of service

for jieriodic inspection at any time, and the total steam-

ing cajiacity installed in a boiler-house must make allow-

ance for this. If periodic inspections can be materially

reduced by the use of evaporators, a saving in the total

installed boiler plant is effected which is much greater

tlian the cost of the evaporating plant.

When pure water is fed to the boilers the amount of

blow-down necessary is also reduced to a very small

hgure. But the economic advantage of this should not
be unduly stressed, as it is doubtful if the value of heat

units lost by blowing down a large boiler frequently will

amount to more than £-20 or i-.'JO annually.

An evaporator is a combined boiler and condenser. If

the boiler part were to consist of one or more coal-fired

boilers, the apparatus would be too bulky for practical

purposes in the case of a large station, and it would
cost too much in upkeep and running charges. The
usual type of apparatus, therefore, emploj-s steam to

produce evaporation of the raw water, and this enables

it to be specially designed for a large " throughput," and

so arranged that all or nearly all the inqiurities in the

water are got rid of in special sludging vessels and not

deposited on the surfaces designed to transmit heat.

Three sources of steam may be available in a power-

house, namely, live saturated boiler steam, steam bled

from a low stage on the turbines, and exhaust steam

from station auxiliaries. As, for reasons of economy,

modern practice is usually to design power-stations with

motor-driven auxiliaries and bled steam for feed heat-

ing rather than with steam-driven auxiliaries, the ex-

haust steam of which is used for feed heating, the third

source of steam is not considered in this article.

The most economical source of steam for evaporators

is bled steam from the turbines. It has, however, cer-

tain drawbacks. The pressure is often below that of

atmosphere, and the evaporators with the pipes and
valves connecting them to the turbines are a fruitful

source of air leakage. If evaporation is carried out

below atmospheric pressure, special air pumps are neces-

sary to draw off the permanent gases in the water. The
actual pressure and temperature of bled steam varies

with the load on the turbines, and these variations may
interfere with the efficient working of the evaporator.

In ca.ses where the above reasons do not operate, bled

steam, which has already given up the greater part of

that portion of its energy which can be turned into

work, but still contains a considerable amount of heat

energy, should be used.

Apart from losses due to radiation and to the heat

contained in the concentrated sludge water, all the latent

heat in a given quantity of steam is used to evapoi'ate

water, the result being steam at a slightly lower pres-

sure and temperature than- that of the steam utilised

by the evaporator. A portiim of this resultant steam

can be condensed in a feed heater in which the incoming
raw water is heated to boiling point. Only a portion of

the latent heat in the steam can be used in this way, and
so there is a surplus of uncondensed steam. There <are

three |)ossible uses for this surplus steam :

—

1

.

It can be condensed in a further feed heater

through which the main boiler feed passes.

2. It can be used as the source of heat to a second
' evaporator in which the raw water will be turned into

steam at a still lower pressure and temperature.

•3. A portion of it can be mixed w-ith the steam form-

ini;' the original heating agent, the mixture being at

a higher temperature than the steam given ofi by the

raw water, and therefore able to give up its latent heat

to evaporate a further quantity of raw water.

With the second alternative about twice as much water

is evaporated for a given supply of steam as in a
single-stage evaporator and a smaller amount of

surplus uncondensed steam is left over. This can

eitiier be condensed in a feed heater as mentioned
under 1 or used to evaporate a further quantity of raw
water. With each additional stage there is more raw
water to be heated up to boiling point, so more surplus

steam can be condensed, and jrenerally five stages suffice

t) condense all of it in feed-heaters.

Where bled steam is used the evaporating plant need

(inly have sufficient stages to reduce the qu.Tntity of

surjdus steam to an amount which can be condensed In

feed heaters through which the condensate from the main
condensers passes. As the station engineer would prefer

to work his evaporating plant at periods of light load,

to keep down the load on his boiler-house, the number
of stages may be determined by the amount of con-

densate extracted from the condensevs at light load

periods.

If live steam from the boilers ha,'! to be used it is

important to keep the steam consumption of the evapora-
tor as low as possible by installing enough stages to

recondense in the plant itself all or as much as possible
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u' the sui'ijlus steuui. There is au apparent paradox

here. Altliough a single-stage evaporator takes more
live steam, any heat in this whidi cannot be utilised in

the plant itself appears in the surplus steam and can

he regained in feed heaters, tliereby reducing the amount
of steam to he bled from the turbines for feed heating.

As a single-stage plant has less radiation losses than a

multi-stage plant the heat balance is more favourable

for the former. The reason why, in spite of this, multi-

stage evaporators are more economical where live steam

is used, is that the heat regained from surplus steam

constitutes a saving in bled steam from the turbines

only, that is, in steam which has already done about two-

thirds of its work. In comparing different evaporators

for live steam from the point of view of station economy,

therefore, the thermal efficiency must not be taken, but

the consumption of live steam, less the bled steam saved,

expressed in terms of the amount of live steam equiva-

lent to it.

Let A = lb. of steam at boiler pressure required to give

1 lb. of gained distilled water.

^1 =di£ference in temperature between the distilled

water and the crude water.

A2 = the heat units given up by the surplus steam per

lb. of gained distilled water.

L = the heat units available for feed heating in 1 lb.

of bled steam.

r = the ratio of work obtainable from 1 lb. of bled

steam to that obtainable from 1 lb. of live steam.

The actual extra live steam that has to be supplied

from the boiler-house per lb. of gained distilled water is:

A-r {h,+h,)/L.

The value r is of the order of one-third, and depends

on the pressure and superheat of the live steam, the

vacuum in the condenser, and the stage of the turbine

at which steam is bled.

An evaporator heated with saturated steam is a very

much smaller object than a boiler of the same steaming

capacity. The principal reason for this is that a much
better heat transference can take place across evaporator

tubes than across boiler tubes. The boiler tube is sur-

rounded by a laver of somewhat cooler gas, which forms

a good non-conductor of heat, and the principal tem-

perature gradient is in -this gas and not in the metal

of the tube. In an evaporator this film is replaced by
a thin film of water of much greater heat conducting

power than a gas film. As evaporators work with a

small difference of pressure on each side of the tubes, the

metal can be very thin, which further helps the heat'

transference. Many types of evaporator have a very

great velocity of water in the tubes : this may be as

much as ten times the velocity of the water in a water-

tube boiler. At such higli velocities the film of badly-

conducting steam on the inner surface of the tubes is

avoided or reduced to a minimum, and the temperature

difference between the heating steam and the water to

be evaporated is still further reduced. In the case of

the Kestner climbing film evaporator, this high velocity

is obtained bv the use of very long tubes. It is found

that the steam, as soon as it is formed, is carried to

the centre of the tube, leaving the inner surface always

covered with a film of moisture which rises more slowly

than the steam. In tlie Prache and Bouillon type of

evaporator a high velocity is obtained by the use of an

impeller. This adds a slight pressure to the water in

the tubes, preventing the formation of steam in them.

Ebullition does not take place till the water has left the

tubes and entered a large vessel called the ebullition

chamber. Messrs. Mirrlees Watson also avoid a film of

steam on the inner surface of the tubes by tlie use of

ebullition chambers, where the i)ress\ire is slightly lower

than in the tubes, so that no steam is formed in the

tubes tliemselves.

A most important consideration is the reduction or

avoidance of scaling in the evaporator tubes. Clearly

little would 1)6 gained if scale trouble was only trans-

ferred from the boilers to the evajiorators and witli the

great thvcmglipnt of an evaporator, and becau.se it is

entirely fed with raw water, the amount of solids to be

eliminated hourly is much greater per unit heating sur-

face than in a boiler. Such trouble is largely obviated

by the low pressure and temperature at which an
evaporator works. At such temperatures the scale

formed is soft and does not tend to form a deposit on

the tubes as readily as in a boiler. Evaporators using

live steam are often fitted with a reducing valve to bring
the steam pressure down to a figure approximating to

tliat of the atmosj)liere. A small water jet is installed to

i|uench the superheat in the steam issuing from the re-

ducing valve. In the case of the Prache and Bouillon

evaporator, the temperature and pressure of the supply
steam is lowered by mixing it with some of the steam

generated in the plant. As the mixture is superheated

it is passed through a kinetic nozzle in which a velocity

head at the inlet is changed into a pressure head at the

outlet. The nozzle is so designed that the pressure thus

obtained corresponds to saturation point for the tem-

perature of the mixture. Thus some of the steam de-

veloped in the plant is used to evaporate more raw water,

and the effect of a multi-stage evaporator is obtained in

one plant. The best efficiency with tliis method is only

obtained at that particular throughput for which the

plant is designed. Both in this and in the Ke.stner

evaporator the hiu-h velocity of the water in the tubes

further helps to minimise scaling, as solids precipitated

in the tubes are swept out before they have had time

to adhere to the metallic surface. A sudden change in

the direction of tlie licjuid after leaving the tubes, causes

the solids in suspension to be shot off into sludging ves-

sels. In the Prache and Bouillon evaporator scaling is

further avoided by the introduction of a small quantity

of sand which exerts a scouring action on the tubes, but
seems to cause remarkably little erosion of the metal

itself. Other makers rely on a design in which tube-

cleaning is rendered as simple and speedy as possible.

The efficiency of evaporating plant is of the utmost

importance, as in general the capitalised value of the

extra coal used is comparable to the capital cost of the

plant, and will be the greater of the two figure* in the

case of jilant employing live steam. A rough figure for

tlie best output that may be expected from a multi-sta<re

plant cmplovins: live steam is 4 lb. of gained distilled

water per lb. of steam.

THE TRADE OF AUSTRALIA.

[Imports aud Exports.]

The following figures, showing the values of the imports of

electrical and allied goods into Australia in 1920-21 are taken

from the recently-published official trade returns. For pur-

poses of comparison the figures for 1919-20 are given, and

notes of increases or decreases are made. (_)nly in the case

of cables is it possible to indicate any unit other thun value.

1919-20. 1920-21 Inc. or dec.

Gas and oil cnyines. £ £ £
Total 25.5.000 435.000 -I- l«0,00(l

From United Kingdom ... 133,000 237,000 -I- 104,0(Kt

., Canada 11.000 32.000 + 21,0tK>

Tnited States 99.0tX) 1.5(i.(KI0 -I- 57.000

.. Sweden 3,000 2.000 - 1/HXl

Hijlli-npeed leciprocatiny uteom cnniues {direct cotiiilid).

Total 4.000 3,000 - 1,00(( *

From United Kingdom ... 4,000 3,000 - l.tXHl

DiiiHimo-clectric machines, niatic transfoTttiers, indiictiun

coils, electric fans and parts thereof.

Total 731,000 l,t)S2,tX)0 + U51,00tl

From United Kingdom ... 324,000 952.000 + 628,000 '

United States 3'.X),000 GSJ.OOO -1- 293,000-

licyulatiuii, startiini and contrulliny apparatus.

Total 125,000 215.(K)0 + 90,000

From Thiited Kingdom ... 48,0(XI 13,S,a)0 + 90.000

„ United States 74.000 74,000 -
Electric fittings, vi>:., switches, fuses and lijihtninu arresters.

Total 174,000 2(i9,000 + 95,0(X»

From United KiiiL'doni ... 95.tHHI It'^.tXX) -f 53,aKI

United States 71,(Xl0 SS.CHIO + 17,000

Japan 6.000 33,000 + 27,000
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cisc, for if you it-ally know you will fill the job your letter

will show it. No luim not a genius can dash off an effective

letter in an hour. A succi-issful letter is well worth several

liouro of effort. Even after composing what apisears to be

a Hood letter its value must be tested in the open market—
and the first attempt is rarely successful. Per.sistence plus

knowledge and contidcnce must inevitably win.

Finally comes the interview. Its success will be dependent

on the "personal impression, an intelligent expression of re-

quirements and qualifications, and mutually satisfactory

terms. Physical ajipearance counts for a great deal. Some
are naturally gifted, others are not. One's natural inclina-

tions usually tend toward work with which his physical

appearance accords. One does not pick a dray horse for the

race track. Therefore, look to the neatness of clothes, face,

and shoes, and let the guest beware of his manners. Wateli

carefully the questions and answers, as the tongue has often

slipped many a man out of a. good job. Lastly, endeavour
to be rea.^nable in one's demands, for if the employer does

not use good business judgment in dealing with the employe
the latter will not long have a job. The following summary
will probably be more effective than the foregoing remarks.

In any event it is hoped that either or both will make a- few
of the job hunters think.

Hints on Job Getting.

1.—Decide on what you want.
'i.—Make sure your qualifications give you an even chance

of getting it. Do not think 100 per cent, is necessary. Per-

fection does not exist.

3.—Do not go after a job unless you mean business.

I.—There are thjee factors to every job, viz., advance-
ment, experience, salary. Do not ignore the first two.

5.—Remember that the job gets the salary, not the appli-

cant's quaUfication*.
6.—.lob getting is selling one's .services. The successful

salesman knows his product thoroughly. Study your goods.

Letter Whiting.

1.—The object of a letter is to get an interview. Letters
do not get jobs.

2.—Padding of payrolls is a felony. Padding of letters is

equally dangerous for the job hunter.
3.—A letter must : Arouse interest ; create desire ;

prove
the case : and convince the reader that an interview will be
profitable. Therefore : Be as brief as is consistent to prove
your claims. Make no claims not backed by the experience
record. Always include the experience record.

4.—Attractive packages improve the sale of goods. There-
fore, typewritten letters on plain business stationery are
better than long-band letters on club or personal stationery.

Interviews.

The interview is " the day in Court." Getting it is only
one-half the battle. When being interviewed :

1.—B^ confident of your worth, but not presumptuous.
2.—Be sure you want the job and be ready to prove why

you should get it.

3.—Ask a fair market ])rice for your goods. Do not profi-

teer. Do not be a philanthropist.
4.—Assay the three elements : Advancement, Training,

Salary, and be guided by the sum of the three in accepting or
declining-

0.—Leave in a pleasant, hopeful manner if the job is not
decided then and there.

6.-—A letter of acknowledgment of the courtesy of an in-
terview is good policy following a promising call.

Finally, maintain the proper mental attitude. Do not let

your morale .slump. No one wants a grouch or a man who
is not sure of himself.

mariscd as follows:

—

ManyaJMu.—The headworks have been'
proceeded with during the year, but owing to falling costs.

"

fresh tenders have been invited. Sijecific-ations for the balance
j

of the plant have been ready for some time, but the state of
j

the market rendered it advisable to wait. Tenders were
j

accordingly invited during the year, and closed on November
•iOth. The transmission line poles are l>eing delivered,

j

Arapuni.—Further investigations have been carried out, and
the construction of the dam is now to be proceeded with.

M'aiknrentoana.—The power house surveys have been con-

tinued and road.? and bridges proceeded with. Two permanent
•500-h.p. exciter units have been ordered: the.se will supply the

Power for the construction of the permanent works and other

immediate purposes. The Horahora plant (S,400 h.p.) and
main transmifwion line have been purchased from the Waihi
Gold-mining Co. for f-213..500. This plant is to be extended
by the addition of two 2,600-h.p. (2,000-kW) sets, for which
water-iK)wer will he available except in very dry years.

Surveys have been ca.rried out on a number of other sites.

Develojiment in the South Island is proceeding more slowly,

but sufficient information is now available to enable a com-
prehensive .scheme to be drawn up for the Canterbury, Otago.

and Southland districts. This will be a 66.000-V transmission

systein with a total length of 7-59 miles, or an equivalent of

1,116 miles of single line. To meet the requirement of .2 h.p.

lier head of population, an installed capacity of llO.OfKl h.p.

will be necessary. For the more spar.sely-populated areas an
additional 1.5.000 h.p. will be required. Details are given of

B.noo
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engineers of the fifteen largest undertakings, comprising 78 per

, cent, of the plant capacity of the Dominion, to take halt-

hourly observations of the loading on September 30th, 19-20,

and June 3Uth, 19'21, as representing typical equinoctial and
mid-winter loading. The results are shown in the accom-
panying graph (fig. 1). It is rather .surprising, says the

l-ieiMut, that even under present New Zealand conditions the

all-day demand is so high, and with the large development of

hydro-electric jxiwer and the consequent increasing industrial

and cooking load, the evening demand will become a still

smaller proportion of the daily peak load. It will be seen

that the load factor in l>oth cases was very high. The Report
then gives a summary of results of w'orking of the whole of

the undertakings in New Zealand, of which there are 57

—

water. 26; steam, 10; gas, 19; and oil, '2—representing a capa-

city of 5.5.461 kW. These showed a total revenue of £781,939,

and the net result was a profit of ;(;68,106. Full details cf

each station are given in tabulated form, from which it is

- .seen that most of the steam stations (including Auckland,
Wellington and Invercargill) made profits, while the majority

of the gas stations incuiTed losses. As I'egards the hydro-

electric stations, the total profits amounted to ±'52,338, while

the losses only totalled £8,115. The net selling prices vary a

great deal, l)nt upon the whole appear to approximate to those

in this country.
- The number of electric power districts constituted under the

Electric Power Boards Act, of 1918, is now fourteen, but many
others are to be formed. These districts are the smallest units

in the .scheme of supply and di.stribution. and it is laid down
that the demand in such districts .should be at least 1,000 h.p.,

j'ielding a revenue of £15.(KJ0 per annum, and involving a

jiopulalion of about live thou.sand.

In conclusion, the Report gives full details regarding popula-

tion and existing plant of ;i number of electric ixiwer districts

wliii-h it is considered desiralile to constitute. The list con-

sists of twenty-seven in the North Island and fourteen in the

South Island.

The Report clearly shows that every effort is being put for-

ward to make full use of the benefits of electricity,- and to

develop to the full all natural sources of power.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AT SHANGHAI.

Annual Eepokt.

AcccildJiNG to the annual report for 1921 on the year's work-

ing (jf the Shanghai Municipal Council's electricity untler-

taking, of which Mr. T. H. U. Aldridge is enginecr-in-chief

and managei-, the capital outlay on the underlakhig at the

end of the year had reached Xls. •20,771.490* (£3,401,911), and
the return on the capital outlay on the plant in operation at

the end of 1921 was 10.56 per cent. The gross profit for the

year was Tls. 1,863,610 (£310,602) and the net profit after pro-

vision for interest on loans, depreciation, Ac, was Tls. 1,047,608

(£174,601). From 1916 to the end of lO'il a sum of

Tls. 2,170,000 (£361,667) had been added to the Council's

general fund out of the pi-ofits on the electricity undertaking.

The past year has been a record one, both as regards the

profit made on invested capital and the number of kilowatt

hours sold. Although the River.side iwwer st;ition is not yet

working under ideal conditions, nevertheless great iinprove-

nients have been effected, and the thermal efficiency of llie

plant has been aiigiiieiited ; finality has not yet been reached

ni this respect, however.
The generating plant at Riverside power .station has been

increased by 46,000 kW. On March 1.5th. the fir.st of the two
lK,IHIO-k\V turbine .sets was conimi.^sioned ; the second was
commissioned on .August 11th ; on November 12th a 10,000-

kW turbine was put into .service, and by the end of the year

the installed J<lant capacity at Riverside totalled 79,000 kW.
When the two additional 20,000-kW turbines are ready for

service, together with the two 3,fl00-kW machines for p"ro-

viding an independent supply of electricity for oiierating the
auxiliary plant in the power house, it will be possible to dis-

pense with two of the .smaller machines, which are each of

2.(HKI kW caparitv. and when this is accomplished the plant
capacity will amount to 121.0(H) kW. It is anticipated tliat

this condition will obtain during lOi'i and it .should then be
possible to entirely eliminate the old Fearon Road generating
station, which contained, at the end of the year, 5,600 k\V
of plant.

It may be a surprise to .some to realise that Shanghai .sold

very nearly as much electricity as tlie MaU'-hester e'ectricity

department, which i.-: the largest nuinicipal undertaking in
Oreat Rritain. the figures being 185,361,716 and 199,618,813
kWh res[iective1y.

During the period under review the iiinount of overhead
cable erected reached a total of 167.64 miles, and fi5..57 miles
of underground cable was laid. .\II this work wa.s carried
out entirely by the department's staff. The nveraoe eanacitv
of the modern substations is about 2000 kW. although for
special purposes, such as the .^upplving of large mills, sub-
stntions considerably larger than this have been equipned.
Jn addition to these more or le.ss standard substations there

•Taels converted at the exchange rate of Tls. 1 = 3s. 4d.

is the Tonquiu Road suiJer-substation, which is already sup-
plying a demand of -20,000 k\V, and is being equipped to deal
with a total of oO,OtlO kW. At Robison Road a large switch
house has been completed, which is designed for ultimately
handling 2b,000 kW. The department is now supplying elec-
tricity to 33,334 premises, a net increase of 2,692.
The foreign staff at the end of the year mmibered 135, and

the Chinese staff 2,797. The highest maximum lo;rd which
occurred simultaneously at the two stations -n-as 43,554 k\\

.

The load delivered to feeders was 41,074 kW. an increa.se of
16 per cent, over the previous year. Due to the partial
failure of the year's wheat crop, many of the flour mills were
shut down, or working only on short output. Then again,
late delivery of textile machinery prevented new cotton mills
from spinning. Had the anticipated maximum demand on
the power house been realised it would have been possible
to meet it, but not with a sufficient reserve of boiler plant.
Steps were taken during the year to install oil-burning equip-
ment for the eight boilers in the No. 2 boiler house. Exiwri-
nients proved that by supplementing the coal-fired boilers
with oil burners the steaming capacity of the boilers could
be raised by about 25 per cent., and it has been decided to
retam the oil-burning plant as part of the permanent equip-
ment for emergency purposes. The load factor improved
from 46.7 per cent, to 51.5 per cent. The total kWh gene-
rated at both stations amounted to 226,418,958 of which
Riverside accounted for •219,251,888, and Fearon Road for
7,167,070. The total kWh sold increa.sed bv •28.'24 i)er cent to
18.j,3(J4,746, as follows : private lighting. 1,703,212, a 17 07 per
cent, increase; heating and cooking, 1,311,970, a 5.97 per cent
mcrea.se; power 154.898,657. a 32..57 per cent increa,se •

and traction 4,992,-2S2, a 6.06 per cent, increase.

* '^,'jf-in^7„
connections added during the year amounted

to 10,.3l9 kVV, excluding street lighting and traction. The
increa.se in new industrial power demands fell belon-
the estimated figure, but the demands for electricity
made by undertakings already in commission exceeded expec-
tations by a notable amount. Regarding motors connected
an increase of 9.900 h.p. is to be recorded, an increase which
ranks on'ly second to the 19'20 record, i.e.. 12,^242 h.p. Not-
withstanding this maintained increase in motor instailations
the horse-power of motors hired from the electricity depart-
ment shows a steady decrease. This clearly indicates that
u.sers are satisfied that they are justified in sinking capital
Ml the purcha.se of their own motors. The continuance of
tlie facilities for motor hiring is, nevertheless, es.sential, in
that means of utilising electric power is thus placed in the
hands of those who have in.sufficient caiiital to allow of (lie
piircha.se of a <hiving medium.
To summarise, it is safe to .say that the clo.^e of the vear

1921 leaves a record of a .satisfactory increase in industrial
demand for electricity, coupled with a \\-ell maintained ten-
dency towards con.snlidation and the putting of industrial
undertakings upon a sounder basis for economical production
than was the ca.se in immediately previous years, when the
one aim was " production," and " pividiictiou " onlv, at any
cost.

A steady advance h.is to be recordeil in connection with elec-
tiic heating and cooking, although the enforced continuance
of relatively high .supply rates might rea.sonably be expected
to retard progress. Increa.sed activity has been particularly
marked so far as demands for heating and cooking plant
hired from the department are conreriied, and notwith.itand-
mg the holding of largely augmented stocks of radiators for
liire, the demand once again exceeded the supply, 1,769 radia-
tors being issued during the year. The resu't of the
department's policy in increa.sinp the size of hired radiators
from 2 to 3 kilowatts has been that *he sei'e^tion of the
larger size by the consumers is almost invariable. Satisfac-
tion with its capacity for economical heating has been freely
exiJiessed. Apart from cookers purchased by consumers, a
number of ranges has been liired from the department
during the vear. It is freely recognised that the charac-
teristics and customs of the Chinese cook impose a heavy
handicap upon any departure from the u.^e of the coal range.
Cou.sequentiv the progress recorded may be regarded with
enhanced satisfaction.

The extensions at the Riverside nower house have not pro-
gressed as rapidly as niicfht be desired. The two main cai'sen
are—the amount of detailed constructional plans which had
to be prepared before building contrant,^ could In- let and
work commenced : and the labour short,ige,

Cenerallv speakinr with some exceptions, maniifactorers
in Encr'nnd and the T'nited States have succe.s.sfuUy met their
obligations to supply the new plaiit contracted for.

A G.E.C. Success.—Durlnt; n roreni " Sboopin;,' Week *'

at Cardiff traders were aske'l to parti'-ipa+e in -.< jvo'eant
tvpifving their various speci-ilities. The C-oiliff Rraiich of
the Ceneral Electric Co.. Ltd.. entered a display copsi.sting
of a 'chariot bearing a large model of an " Osram " lamp,
drawn by members of the staff copeert pnrtv in app'-opriate
costume, which secured the first prize. Tlie third prize wa.s
ol)tained by another tableau arranged h\ (he CEC. staff.
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ENGLISH ELECTRIC" WATER-POWER ACCESSORIES.

THn attention which is being devoted to the development of

the world's water-power resource.s rendeis any new designs

in plant pi' acc-essorie.s of the utmost interest and importance,

and when the.se are brought forward by British manufac-

turers it is a sign that this country is fully alive to tlie pos-

.sibilities. Although we ourselves do not possess large water

powers capable of development we hope to participate very

bucket surfaces. The .small ends of both these keys are bent

at right angles against the bucket surfaces, and are thus pre-

vented from working loose. By this means the buckets are

rigidly tightened against the fixed keys, and the circle of

buckets sustains the blows of the jet as a solid mass.

The company's cylindrical balanced valve is con.structed

with a view to simplicity and compactness. The piston,

Fig. 3.—The English Electric Cylindrical B.\l.\nced V.\lve.

which is a cylindrical piece, constitutes also the closing appa-

ratus. The piston is easily accessible without removing tlie

valve by taking away an inspection ring made in halves, aijil

consequentlly the supervision of the vital part of the valv<

is very easy. The internal body of the valve is fitted with

a by-pass, thus avoiding the necessity for an external by-

FiG. 1. -The English Electric Bucket .'\ttachment fob
Impulse Wheels.

largely in the orders from other countries more fortunately

situated in this respect.

We have received from the English Electric Co., Ltd.,

some details of accessory hydro-electric gear which the com-

pany is putting on the market, consisting of a relief valve,

a cylindrical balanced valve, and a bucket attachment for

impulse wheels.

The buckets are the most important part of an impulse

wheel, and theii- design and method of attachment make all

the difference between success and inefficiency. They must

be so attached as to resist both the centrifugal forces and the

repeated impact of the jets without any possibility of back-

lash developing. The English Electric method is shown in

figs. 1 and 2. For each bucket there is a tapered forged

steel bolt passing through a bush of chrome nickel steel, the

external surface of which is cylindrical, w-hile its interior is

tapered. The bush is split longitudinally along its whole

length, except at the thin end, which is threaded for receiv-

ing the nut. The holes through the disk and lugs of the

iiucket are therefore cylindrical, so that spare buckets can be

completely finished in the shops, and are interchangeable

without difficulty. The split bush and the tapered bolt are

both provided with threaded nuts, which, when tightened,

result in the bush expanding and tightening again.st the

walls of the cylindrical hole; the force due to this taper i.s

considerably greater than that exerted by the jet. .\t the

same time the lugs of the bucket are tightened by the nuts

securely against the two faces of the disk. These nuts are

secured by locking washers, which are bent over the end of

l'"iG. 2.

—

Details of Bfcket Attachmext for Impulse Wheels.

Sectional Plan on A A.

Fig. 'I.—Thr English Electiiic 1!i'.lif.f Valve.

the lug and the face of the nut. The back of every alternate

bucket butts against a fixed key (n) (fig. 2). These keys are

fitted into dovetail slots in the circumference of the disk and
electrically welded. The two buckets between each pair of

keys are finally tightened up by means of two tajjered keys
(a), which, when put together, present parallel faces to the

pass and piping, and thereby reducing considerably thi

space required in the trench. There are no cup leatbeqT

used in the water stream; the piston is provided with ace

sible stuiEng boxes. .\s shown in fig. ;i. the valve consis

of an inner body surrounded by an outer casing, secured

each other by a series of strong webs. Feet are provide
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for fixing the valve to the ground. The piston-valve con-

sists of a sliding cylinder of forged non-rusting steel, bearing,

when closed, against a gunmetal ring securely fixed against

the inner valve body. This piston-valve surrounds the guu-

nietal lined cylinder, which is secured by a series of ribs to

one iiart of the inner body. These ribs, together with the

inner cylinder, form an excellent guide for the piston-valve,

the head of which slides in a differential servo-motor cham-
ber, and is provided with packing. The by-pass is placed

in the up-stream end of the iiiner valve body, and is actuated

directly from the outside by a hand-wheel, the spindle of

which pa.sses through a stuffing box. The by-pa.ss valve i^

faced with gunmetaJ and slightly tapered to ensure a water-

tight seating. The main valve, being balanced, caq be

opened and clo.sed without the by-pass. The indicator con-

.sists of a rod attached directly to the pi.stou-valve and pass-

ing right outside through a stuffing-box. In operation

water under pressure is led from the top of the valve, which
serves at the same time as .an air escai:)e to a stop valve, from
which it enters a round filter, which can be cleaned while

the valve is either open or closed. The filtered water is led

to a gunmetal distributing valve, from vA'hich the water under
jiressure is guided to one side or the other of the servomotor,

iiccording to the position of the hand-wheel working the dis-

tributing valve, or that of the switch in the cape of electrical

((introl from a switchboird. The shutting and opening time
of the valve can be regulated by means of diaphragms mserte.l

in the pipes between the distributing valve and servomotor.

The Engli.sh Electric relief valve provides for automatic
control by the governor, which, in the event of a sudden
drop in load, shuts the guide apparatus, at the same time
opening the relief valve to prevent an undue pressure rise.

It de.stroys the energy of the jet by the production of a whiif-

ing movement immediately before it escapes by dispersing

the jet in a hollow conical screen. Fig. 4 shows the valve
connected to the regulating shaft. The action is as follows

when a .sudden drop in load occurs : the dashpot (d) is lifted

up by its piston, the oil being prevented by a diaphragm (d)

from passing from one chamber to the other, con.sequently

point 1 is lifted, and therefore the di.stributing vaflve also.

The water in the pressure chamber of the main piston is

thus connected to the exhaust, and the pressure of the water
on the other face of this piston pu.shes it up, so that the
relief valve opens and releases the water to the tail-race.

Following the movement of the piston, the cam (c) travels
upward, thus transmitting the compen.sating movement
through the roller (?) and the lever (l) to the point marked
2. The whirling motion is imparted to the jet by the rib.i

(n), shown in the -lectional plan view in fig. 4, which arf*

set at an angle to the railial direction.

POWER SUPPLY FOR THE
SOUTH-EASTERN & CHATHAM RAILWAY.'

Electricity Commissioneks' Inquiry.

[Continued from p. 801.)

0\ Wednesday. ,Tune 7th, Mr. W. E. Tvldesley Jones, K.C..
dealt with the ca.se for the West Kent Electric Co. In 1918,
he .said, the company aciluired a site at Belvedere, with the
intention of erecting a big generating .station to meet, not
only the demands anticipated in its ordinary area of
supply, but also a large railway load. The .site was acquired
at a cost of f'2f),27'2. and that figure was in the ajcount.s' of
the company to-day. Tiie company believed that it would
be possible to supply the South-Ea.stern it Chatham Railway
Co., whose electrification, it was thought, must come about
directly after the war. On .tuly 7th. 1019. the company
applied to the Board of Trade, under the Electric Lighting
Act of 1909, for the Board's formal consent to the construc-
tion of a generating .station on that site, but consent was
not obtained. Counsel quoted a letter from the West Kent
Co. to the railway eonip.iny, dated October 31.st, 1919, in order
to show that at that time it was endeavouring to come
to terms with the railway company for a supply of energy.
Continuing, counsel said that there were interviews with the
railway company in 1920, and letters were exchanged, in
which the railway company invited the West Kent Co. to
make an offer for the supply of energy, pointing out. at the
same time, that nothiriL' liad been settled with regard to the
electrification c f the railway. But the railway company had
taken '^are to intimate to the West Kent Co. that it had
reached^ very definite conclusions about the possibility of the
West Kent Co.'s abi'ity to supply on favourable terms; the
railway company was certain that the West Kent Co. would
not be able to quote a figure which it could accept. The
We.^t Kent Co.. .said Counsel, had throuchout refused to
oiiote a figure, but had suggested a principle for agreement.
The company could not quote a figure be ause the market
was so unstnble, and the prices quoted could not be compared
with the prices which could be quoted by the railway com-

pany's engineers three months later; it would have been some
time before consideration would have been given by the
railway company to the figure quoted. Counsel suggested
that the railway company was not prepared to discuss matters
with the West Kent Co.—unless the latter put down a figure

on paper. It was absolutely impossible for an engineer to do
that. It was significant that the railway comi^any had never,

throughout that correspondence, asked the West Kent Co.
to show that it was in a position financially to carry the
scheme forward. The West Kent Co., therefore, came to the
conclu.sion that the railw'ay company was not taking the
matter .seriously. The West Kent Co. had ultimately pressed
for an interview with the board of the railway company, and
managed to get one on April 10th. 1922. Up to this date the
railway company had been formulating x^lans for electrifica-

tion, and yet no formal report had been made to the board
by the railway company's officials on the negotiations which
had been taking place with the West Kent Co. If the rail-

way company had been negotiating seriously with the West
Kent Co., would there not have been formal reports, and, if

the railway company really had intended to discover whether
it could not do better by obtaining a supply from elsewhere
than by erecting a station of its own, was it not the officials'

duty to put before the board a formal report on the matter'.'

But, whatever the attitude of the officials of the railway
company might have been, there w'as no doubt about the
attitude of the board. Mr. Cosmo Bonsor (chairman of the
South-Eastern Railway Co.) had made it pei'fectly clear at

the interview that the board was not going to take energy
from an outside source. With regard to the State guarantee,
mentioned by the railway company, counsel submitted that
the arrangements made between the railway company and
the Trade Facilities Committee were conditional on the Elec-
tricity Commissioners approving the railway company's
scheme. Further, he submitted that if the Treasury was
prepared to guarantee money for the erection of a generating
station to supply the South-Eastern Railway, it was quite
obvious that, if the Commissioners were satisfied that the
generating .station should be put up by the West Kent Co..

that company was entitled to the same guarantee ; it was
quite obvious that the Trade Facilities Committee coulll not
refuse such a guarantee to the West Kent Co. The latter

had made a formal applicatioii to the Trade Facilities Com-
mittee, but at the moment the matter had proceeded no
further. The ^^'est Kent Co.'s ca.se was that a separate gene-
rating station should not be erected for the railway supply

;

the desirability of a combined -supply, as a general rule, was
admitted. The erection of a generating station could be
carried out more quickly by the West Kent Co. than by the
railway company, because, before the railway company could
commence operations it would have to get an Order from
the Board of Trade under the Electrification of Railways Act,
1903, which meant delay, whereas, if the Conmiissioners
gave their con.sent, the West Kent Co. could go ahead at

once, except for an alteration of the agreement with the
Trade Facilities Committee.

In the course of a survey of the evidence given by the
railway company, Mr. .lones said it had been stated that the
railway company could raise money cheaply. It would only
get the advantage by reason of the State guarantee, and
therefore, if consent were given by the Commissioners, cheap
money should also be available to the West Kent Co.

After outlining the evidence which he would call, coun.sel

said that the company's area of supply was now .starved for

cheap power, but if the company was able to make cheap
power available the district would have a big future. The
West Kent Co., he hoped, to .show, could supply the railway
company more cheaply than the railway company could
supply itself.

Sir Philip Daw.son (cnnsu'ting engineer to the London.
Brighton & South Coa.st Railway Co.), who is advising the
West Kent Co. in connection with the generating station it

is proposed to erect at Belvedere, gave evidence, and sub-
mitted a number of tables. In the plans which he had pre-

pared for the new station he had provided for 100,(XX) kW of

plant running, and .50.(X)0 kW spare ; all the machines would
be 2.5,000-kW sets. It was possible to extend the station on
the Belvedere site to ten times the originally suggested size.

The facilities for receiving and storing fuel were also excel-
lent. The South Metropolitan C.as Co. had erected large

works on an adj'oinina site. The co.st of the first .stage of

the .scheme, i.e., the 1.50.000 kW for both railway and general
supply, witness estimated to be i\S40,000. The bases of the
calculations made by Mr. Sparks, which were dealt with .-it

a previous hearing, were criticised by counsel, who sought
to show that the figures given by Sir Philip Daw.son were
"more reliable, and that the final costs of the power which
could be .sunp'ied by the West Kent Co. would be lower
than that of the power supplied by the railway company.
The inquiry then adjourned until Thursday.

On .lune 8th the evidence put before the Commissioners was
mainly of a financial character, and concerned the financial

position of the Metropolitan Carriage. Wagon & Finance
Co.. which is to invest .3* millions in the West Kent Co. in

the event of that company'.s obtaining the consent of the Com-
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missioners to erect the proposed new generating station at

Belvedere.

Mr. PiEGiN.-iLD McKenna (late Chancellor of the Exchequer)
was the first witness. He gave evidence, as chairman of the

London Joint City & Midland Bank, which is the bank of the

Metropolitan Carriage, \\'agon & Finance Co., to the effect

that the company wa.s financially sound, and that the bank
would be willing to lend the necessary money to the com-
pany to make up the '^i millions it was the intention to

inve.st.

SiK Edmund Wyldbore-Smitu (Chairman of the Metro-
politan Carriage, Wagon & Finance Co., and a director of

the We.st Kent Co.) said that the Metropolitan Co. was pre-

pared to invest the 3^ millions in the We.st Kent Co., and
was going to take up the whole of the West Kent stock. The
Slim mentioned would be invested penuanently. Answermg
a number of questions, witness admitted that if the Sonth-
Kasti'rn Railway load were lost to the West Kent Co. the
scheme would go. At a later stage Sir John Snell, question-

ing witness with regard to a remark that the West Kent Co.
hoped to .secure a contract to supply the Jyondon, Brighton
and South Coast Railway in the future, pointed out that tlie

Brighton Railway was tied to the Jjondon Electric Supply
Corporation under an existing contract until 1927, and that

when that contract expired the Corxioratioi; would have the
first option of extending the contract.

At this point Sir John Snell questioned representatives of

the various parties concerned in the inquiry as to the nature
of their cases. He was anxious to finish the inquiry by the
end of the week.

Mr. KfiNNKDY (representing the London Electricity Com-
panies' Joint Committee) said that his clients were preseiit

to ascertain whethei- they were in a position to give a .supply

to the railway company at a lower rate than the railway com-
pany could .supply itself. The Joint Committee was of tlie

opinion that it was lor it. if it thought it could, to put forward
a figure, and if the railway company was content to enter into
a binding contract, tables would be developed.

Sir John Snem. .said that the Joint Committee was entitled
to appear.

Sir Harry Haward sugge.sted, amid laughter, that the
Joint Committee would wait and see what everybody eli^e

could do, and then make an offer itself.

Mr. Kknnrdy .said that that was not the case; as n matter
of fact, negotiations were already going on.

Mr. Turner (for the Conference of Local Authorities) said

he was present in order to show the effect of the- West Kent
Co.'s propo.sals on the scheme put up by the Conference at

the inquiry held la.st summer.
Sir John Snem. questioned the relevancy of this.

Mr. Turner pointed out that he wonld .show that, so far

as the industrial supply in the West Kent Co.'s area was
..concerned, that could well be provided for from existing
stations by interconnection and linking up.

Mr. Craig Henderson (for the L.C.C.) said that the L.C.C.
was the purchasing body for the W'hole of the South Meti-o
politan area, and he had, therefore, a light to oppose.

Mr. TiiRNi-ai .said there were three or four district areas
within the area covered by the We.st Kent scheme, in whi h
the local authorities were the authorised .suppliers, and he
was entitled to oppo.se an ap[)lication by the West Kent Co.
to carry out a .scheme which would affect the interests of

tho.se local authorities. Permi.s.sion was a.sked for to put up
a station which was admitted to be practically a capital
station, to give bulk supplies in districts over which his
clients had potential rights.

Sir John Sneu. said he would leave the matter there for

tlie moment.
Sir Philip DaW.son was then recalled, and continiicil the

evidence he had given on June 7th, in the course of which
an offer was inade by the West Kent Co. to the T-ailwa\- com-
pany. This was to the effect that energy should be supplied
at i'-( -is. per annum per kW up to a maximum demand of
'25,00(1 kW (over either an hour or lialf-aii-hour), and for any
amount exceeding '2.5,000 kW, the price should lie £3 .5s. per
annum per kW, plus, in each case, .'2;5'2d. per kW hour sup-
plied. There were also to be reliaten, according to the de-
mand on the station otlier than the demand of the South-
Bastern Railway. There were factors, however, which would
have to he left open, such as the price of coal, wages, A-c.

The West Kent Co. was willing that a clause should be in-
serted in any such contract to the effect that, if .some new
type of plant which would considerably reduce the cost of
production of electricity were invented, then the Power Co..
under certain conditions, could be called upon to install th:it

plant.

Tn the course of cross-examination by counsel for the rail-

way compatiy artruments nro,se as to the differences in coiiiie -

lion with the fiiiures in the tables prepared hv Mr. Snarks
and Sir Philip r)aw.sf>n. At the suggestion of Sir .Tnhn Snell.
Mr. Sparks and_ Sir Philip agreed to ineet after tbr ndjdiirn
ment with a view to coming to agreement on their Hgiircs
So far as possible.

On the resumption of the proceedings on June Oth,
Mr. C. F. Fox (the general manager of the West Kent

Co.) was called, and gave evidence to support that given by

Su: Philip Dawson in his tables with regard to the general
demand in the West Kent Co.'s area.
Sir Philip Dawson then went on with his evidence, and

referred to his discussions with Mr. Sparks with regard to
their estimates of costs, from which it v\as to be gathered
that they had agreed as to the capital cost of the Belvedere
station at the first stage of the West Kent Co.'s scheme.
-'\fter his evidence Sir Philip was subjected to a great deal
f)f detailed cros.s-examination with regard to his table.-; I)y

the various counsel. At length Sir John Snell intimated thai
thi.s detailed cro.ss-examinatiou did not appear to bear much
fruit. The cross-examination of the witness by Mr. Turner
(on behalf of the Conference of Local Authorities), however,
biought from him a definite expression of opinion that a
joint electricity authority, run entirely by private enterprise,
w-ould always supply more cheaply than a joint authority on
which local authoritie.? were represented. Although witness
agreed that the acquisition of the railway load would be a
good thing for a joint electricity authority, it did not neces-
.sarily follow that it would be a good thing for the con-
sumers.
In the course of re-examination, Mr. Tylde.stey Jonej? s.iiil

that, in respon.se to a suggestion by Sir Harry Haward on the
previous day that the West Kent C^).'s offer to the railway
comiian.v .should be put down in black and white, the offer had
been printed, and copies were handed round. This set out
the suggested heads of agreement. The company wa.s to erect
and equip a generating station at Belvedere and to provide
the railway comiiany with three-phase, high-pressure, a.c. at
'2.5 cycles, the power tor the first stage to be delivered at
Lewisham Junction. Equipment was to be .supplied .sufficient

to meet a maximum demand by the railway company for
traction purposes of 80,000 kW in the first stage, and also, on
reasonable notice, sufficient to meet any further demand for

traction purpo.ses of the railway company. If a contract
was entered into by September 30th, 10'2'2. the company was
to have equipment sufficient to meet the maximum demand
of 30,0<TO kW in working order, and ready to deliver energy
at Lewisham by June 30th, IQ^o, subject to the provision that
any delay in the construction of the generating station or
equipment caused by force m-ajeiire or strikes was to l>e

excu.sed. If the contract was entered into at some date
between October fst and December 31st, 19'2'2, the Power Co.
must be ready to deliver the energy at Ijewisham within
three years of the .said date. In the event of no agreement
l>eincr entered into by .Tanu.iry 1st, 192^, the West Kent Co,
would l>e entitled to withdraw its offer. Tn the event of the
electrification of the railways being completed by June SOtli,

19'2.5, or within three years of the date of the contiact, and
the railway companies being ready to take a supply from tlie

West Kent Co., and the .supply not being forthcoming, the
West Kent Co. would pay damages to the railway company.

The railway company was to agree (1) in the event of the
West Kent Co.'s complying with the aforesaid obligation.s,

to pay for 8y,00t),000 kW-hours per annum (whether taken
or not) from June 30tb, 19"2y, or from three years from tlie

date of the contract; and ('2) to take from the West Kent Co.

thi^ whole of the supply necessary for traction pujposes.

The sugge.sted term of the agreement was a mmiiiium of

00 years from the commencement of supp.y, or such longer -

terui as the railway company might de.-iire.

Payments \\(juld be on a monthly basis. The price would
be as already stated. A rebate of I per cent, would be given

when consuuK'rs other than the railway company took energy
in any year ending December 31st equal to the amount taken
by the railway company ;

'2 per cent, if consumers t<H)k

energy equal to twice the amount taken by the railway com-
pany; and 3 per cent, if equal to three times the amount
taken by the railway company. If the result of working the

station was to .=how a greater thermal efficiency than \Hi >

per cent, the price to the railway company would be reduced
in proportion to the coal .saving. The prices iiuoted were
fixed on the basis of coal of a calorific value of 11.0110 B.th.u.

delivered at Belvedere at 15s. per ton. There were to be

the usual coal and wages clauses.

The Metropolitan Carriage, W;igon \- I'inance Ctt. wouU?
guarantee the obligations of the West Kent Co. to have .••

supply ready by June 30th, l9'2o, or within three years of

the date of the contiact. -\ formal agrei'inent would be

entered into between the parties, and (liffi'rrnccs wou'd be
~ ' " it,.d bvjiniiisettled bv a member of the English Bai-. ti

the President of the Law Society.

Sir Phimp Dawson .said that the w.igcs basis taken was
that of the iiresent rates.

,\ discussion then arose as the result of a statement pre-

viously made by Sir Pliili)i Dawson that the suppily would
be given at .•57rid. from the .start., but that, by means of a
I'liiiiiula, the price would come down to XnA. Mr. Jone3
sniiLdit to show that bv means of the rebates the price

at the first stage would be .53d. Sir Jubn Snell said it

appi'arcd that, on the estimated growth of tin- demand- other

than that of the railway comnany. this could not be done at

the first stage. It appeared that the demand would grow to

.•ibiiiit '2.1 times the e-^timated ilemand of the railway company
at that staL'e. On the 3 per cent, rebate basis the price woiiK!

Iii> down to ..5.50d., but on the '2 lier cent, hasis it would bo
..5(i'2d. Sir Philip said, in reply to Sir .Tohii Snell, that he
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would be prepared to modity the rebate formula to bring the

price down to .35d.

In reply to Sir John, Mr. Tyldesley Jones said that if

sanction were given to the West Kent Co.'s scheme the com-
pany was prepared to stand by the prices mentioijed whatever

the cost to the company.
Sir H.4RRY H.iwakd pointed out that hitherto the company

had made offers on the basis of a principle, but now the offer

was made on a definite price.

Mr. Tyldesley Jones said he was now able to make a
definite offer because he had a date fixed, gamely, June 30th,

1925. This date now caine before the Commissioners for

the first time.
Asked by Sir Harry Haward how long it would be after

consent was given (assuming it w^s given) before the West
Kent Co. could conuuence operations. Sir Philip Dawson
said that the preparations were .sufficiently advanced for it

to place order.s for boilers, &c., within two or three weeks.
Sir H.^rrv H.^ward was anxious to know how the offer to

the railway company would be affected supposing the West
Kent Co. obtained a favourable reply from the Trade Facili-

ties Committee as to the guarantee, but counsel said he
could not reply to that at the moment.
Mr. Sparks was then re-called to reply to criticisms of his

figure.^ made by Sir Philip Dawson. He had not concluded
tis remarks when the inquiry was adjoui'ned until Monday,
June 12th.

(To hn continued.)

THE EAST MIDLANDS ELECTRICITY
DISTRICT.

Municipal Authokities' Scheme.

At Nottingham, on July 11th next, the Electricity Commis-
sioners will hold a local inquiry to consider the scheme that
has been submitted by a conference of municipal electrical

undertakers for the establishment of a Joint Electricity

Authority for the above-named area* under the provisions
of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919. The administrative
and financial provisions of the scheme have been framed on
more or less similar lines to those of other schemes that have
been outlined in our pages.

It is proposed that the Joint Authority shall consist of

20 members, 12 of whom are to be appointed by the local

authorities supplying, or entitled to supply, electricity with-
in the district, three by the county councils within the area,

one by the companies supplying electricity within the dis-

trict, two by the railway companies purchasing electricity

from the Joint Authority, or from one of the constituent
members thereof, and two by the large consumers in the
area.

The technical part of the scheme proposes that the system
of supply shall be three-phase alternating current, 50 periods,
and that the needs of the area shall be met by four main
stations and a fifth smaller station as follows :— (1) A main
station at Leicester (ah-eadv sanctioned!) of an initial capacity
of 20.0(W k^y. and capable of extension to 50,000 kW. (2)

A main station at Nottingham (already sanctioned t) of an ini-

tial capacity of 30,000 kW, and capable of extension to about
200,000 kW. (3) A main station at Derby (existing) ; the
capacity of modern economical plant, including that now on
order, is 19,7.50 kW, and the present site is capable of ex-
tension to 27,000 kW. and by the acquisition of ayijacent

property to 40,000 kW. (4) A main statiou at Burton-on-
Trent (exi.sting) ; the capacity of the existing modern econ-
mical plant is 7, .500 kW, and the site is capable of developing
up t6 at least 30,000 kW. (5) Possibly a new station a*
Newark of an mitial capacity of 3,000 kW, on a site which
will permit of the future erection of a station with a capacity
up to 200,000 kW if nece.s3ary. The total capacity of plant
which can be installed either in the above stations or on the
sites is at least 500,000 kW. The existing stations at Lough-
borough, Mansfield, Melton Mowbray, Long Eaton and Ilkes-
ton will be continued in operation until it is shown to the
satisfaction of the Electricity Commissioners to be eccttjo-

mically practicable to replace them with a bulk supply from
a main station.

The main transmission pressure will be 33,000 volts stepped
up from the generating pres.sure, and an intermediate pres-
sure of 11.000 volts will be adopted from primary sub-stations
and from main generating stations to new adjacent districts
which could not be economically served at the present gene-
rating pressures. The main transmission lines will be
partly overhead on steel towers and poles and partly
lead-covered, paper-insulated cables, armoured and laid
directly in the ground. Their construction will be
gradual and be dependent upon the development of
the load and the economic advisability of sub.stitu-
ting bulk .supply for local generation. The first stage
of construction will be a 33.000-volt transmission line from
Nottinaham to a primary sub-station at Long Eaton, and on

•Elec. Rev. November 5th, 1920; p. 591.

+ Elec. Eev. July 30th, p. 155, and December 20th p. 744.
1920.

to Ilkeston to supply the Derbyshire" and Nottinghamshire
Electric Power Co. The next stage will cuniprise trans-
mission lines to Mansfield, with a sub-station at Hucknall
Torkard, and to Spondon, Derby and Burton; also to Lough-
borough and T^icester. The secondary mains for distributing
at 11,000 volts will also be partly overhead on steel poles
and partly underground cables similar to those used for the
33,000-volt transmission. The transformers and switchgear
in connection with the main tran.smission hues will be ac-
commodated as far as possible in existing power stations.

New sub-stations will be built in other districts as required.
It is proposed that the areas of distribution of the muni-

cipal supply authorities shall be extended considerably
beyond their present boundaries, provided that no authority
shall be required to supply in such extended areas except
upon satisfactory financial guarantees being given by pros-
pective consumers. The Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
Electric Pow-er Co.. the Leicestershire and Warwickshire
Electric Power Co.. and the Melton Mowbray Electric Light
Co. will continue to he the disti'ibuting authoritie.'? in their
present areas. The .Joint Electricity Authority will exercise
distribution rights in those parts of the district which are not
served by any of the above mentioned authorities, provided
that the Joint .Authority shall not be required to supply in
such parts except upon satisfactory financial guarantees being
given by the respective consumers.
The scheme will enable a supply of three-phase energy at

50 periods to be given from the main stations t(5 isuitable
points for the supply' of railways and tramways in the area
as and when the demand arises.

It is not considered that the water power resources in the
area are sufficient to justify any attempt to utilise them for
the direct generation of electrical energv.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

[From Our Special Parliamentary Reporter.]

Parliament re-assembled, after the Whitsuntide Recess, en
Monday, June 12th.

In the House of Commons on that day, the Nottinghamshire
and Derby Tramways Bill was read the third time.

Electric Lighting Charges.—Capt. Viscount Curzon asked
the President of the Board of Trade, whether, seeing that
the electric hghting companies had increased their charges
since 1914 in some cases by as much as 60 per cent., partly
to keep up the dividends of their shareholders, and now only
proposed a reduction of 5 per cent., in spite of the fall in the
prices of material, he would appoint an expert committee to
go into the question of the costs and staffing of the companies
in the interests of the general public.

Mr. Neal (Parliamentary Secretary to the Mini-stry of

Ti'ansport) who replied, said that the increases in the maxi-
mum charges authorised to be made by electricity authorities
had sometimes been made under the terms of their pro-
visional orders incoriJorating Section 32 of the Schedule of

the Electric Lighting Clauses Act, 1899, but in a majority
of cases under the Statutory Undertakings (Temporary In-
crease of Charges) Act, 1918, and in each ca.se after the
Minister had considered a report by the Electricity Commis-
sioners. LTuder the.se circumstances he did not think that
the appointment of a Committee would be useful. He would
be glad to look into any particular case to which the noble
lord called his attention.

S.E. (f; Chatham Railway Electrification.—Mr. Gilbert asked
the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport
whether, seeing that the Government had undertaken to

guarantee capital expenditure of six and a-half millions by
the South-Eastern & Chatham Railway Companies for the
electrification of their suburban lines: that it was a con-

dition of the guarantee that the work should be started at

an early date and be can-ied out within three years, and that
the generation of the neces.sary power should be done at

cost price; that the formal application of the railways to the
Electricity Commissioners for consent to erect a generating

station for the working of the lines was opposed by the West
Kent Co. ; that this company was itself promoting a
scheme for putting up a station at Erith and was pressing

to have the railway load in order to improve the financial

position of what was in the nature of a speculative enter-

prise ; that practically all the shares in the West Kent Co.

were owned by the South Metropolitan Co., which had
recently joined a large group of London electricity supply

companies; that the opposition of the West Kent Co., if

successful, was likely to delay the electrification of these

railway lines and to increase the cost of power supply for the

working of the lines; that any uncertainty of supply or in-

flated cost would have to be borne by the railway passen-

gers; and that the erection of a non-purchaseable capital

station at Erith would seriously affect the purchase rights of

the London County Council, he would state whether the Ad-
visory Committee under the Trade Facilities .\ct was aware,
when it came to the agreement to assist the railway com-
panies, that the con.sent of the Commissioners would be

necessary for putting up the station ; and whether there was
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any consultation between the Treasury and the Ministry of

Transport on the subject.

Sib R. Horne, Chancellor of the Exchequer, said that the

answer to both parts of the question was in the affirmative.

He must not, however, be taken to concur in all the state-

ments of the preamble, many of which were matters for

argument]
Wireless Telegraphy Bill.—On June 13th. Mr. Kellaway, the

Postmaster-General, introduced a Bill to amend the Wireless

Telegraphy Act, 1904. and to make further provision with
respect to the regulations of wireless telegraphy and visual and
sound signalling. The Bill was read a first time.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled MprMilr lor Ibis journal bj Misses. Sifton-Jonis. O'Diu. ud
Stxphihi, Charlrrcd PXent Agent<, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

14,664/5. "Starling switches for eiectric motors." E. N. Bray. May 25th.

14,669. " Sparlting plugs." F. J. Mills and G. H. Ward. May 25th.

14,674. " Electric incandescent, Src, lamp holders or fittings." W. Broady.

May 25th.

14,678. *' Directional wireless systems and apparatus." H. L. Crowther,

W. H. Derriman and J. Robinson. May 25th.

14.6S5. " Electric switches, cut-outs, &c." A. F. Carter and A. M. Taylor.

May 2Sth.

14,690. " Electric transmission systems." A. M. Taylor. May 25th.

14,694. " Electric signals for fire, police, or ambulance calls, &c." A. C.

Brown. May 25th.

14.709. "'Electric motor attachment for bath chairs, tricycles, &c." \. C.

Nobbs. Mav 25th,

14,713. " Means for receiving alternating current electric signals." F. E.

Fernet. Mav 25th.

14.729. " Electric heating utensils." F. J. Mollcr. May 2Sth.

14.731. " Conversion of kinetic energy contained in energy carrying fluids

into electrical and mechanical energy." F. Hamer. May 25th.

14,740. " Dynamo-electric machines, &c." E. E. Collins. May 25th.

14,765. " Holders for electric lamps." W. S. G. Baker and J. Y.

Fletcher. May 25th.

14.773. " Wireless signalling systems." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

May 25th. (United States, May 25th, 1921.)

14.774. " Electrically separating suspended particles from electrically non-

conducting gaseous. Sic. fluids." Lodge Cottrell, Ltd. (Moller). May 25th.

14,781. " Terminals for electric batteries for miners' lamps, &c." Hart

Accumulator Co., Ltd.. and F. J. Holmes. Mav 25th.

14.797. " Electric battery." G. Weissman. May 25th. (France, May 25th,

1921.)
14.798. " Electric clock escapement damper." S. C. Midwinter. May 26th.

14,800. " Tramway steel line trimmer and cleaner." W. Wye. May 26th.

14,815. " Electric resistance welding." C. A. Hadley and Rose Street

Foundry & Engineering Co., Ltd. May 26th.

14,830. " Electric lighting and starting installations for motor vehicles." R.
Bosch Akt. Ges. Mav 26th. (Germany. Mav 30th. 1921.)

14,835. "Electric harmonic analysers." "M Walker. May 26th.

14.873. " Detectors for wireless telegraphy and telephony." H. R. Rivers

Mnore and R. M. Radio. Ltd. Mav 26th.

14.874. " Electric testing apparatus." W. H. J. Fuller and S. G. Sande-
man. May 2eth.

14.901. " Electric incandescentjamps." R. C, Philpott. May 26th.

14.905. " Process for making alloys." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(General Electric Co.). May 26th.

14.906. " Protective devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. Mav
2fith. (United States, May 26th, 1921.)

14.908. " Electric measuring instruments." Officine Meccaniche Italiane

and L. N. Reddie. May 26th.

14.909. " Electric hot-water fountain." Hydrotherm Fabrik Elektrischer

Apparate Ges. May 26th. (Germany. June 8th, 1921.)

14.917. " Electric disconnector." Soc. Internationale M. D. M. May 26th.

(France, July 4th. 1921.)

14.942. " Electric transmission systems." A. M. Taylor. Mav 27th.

14.94.1. " Synchronous electric motors." J. 'M. Ford and A. B. Wood.
Miy 27rtl.

14.9.50. " Electric ignition systems of internal-combustion engines." .A.

Hewlett. Mav 27th.
14.9.51. " F1"cfrtr welding and burning device for use under water." J.

MrPherson. May 27th.
14,974. " Electric relays." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. (General

Electric Co.). Mav 27th.'

14.980/1. " Multi-layer electric coils for wireless telegraphy, telephony,

ir." H. L. Thomas.' May 27th.

14.988. " Means for suspending reflectors, ic, from electric lamp holders.

ic." T. S. Smith. Mav 27th.

14.989. " Amolifir.ition and rectification of oscillatory electric currents."
W. G. Hill. Mav 27th.

14.990. " Signalling apparatus." M. F. Bell. May 27th.

15,000. " Electric current testing app.iratus." A. Hewlett. May 29th.

15.003. " Adjustable removing and refittin? apparatus for electric bulbs."
n C. Clark and W. J. H. Walter. Mav 29th.

1,5.004. " F.Wtric tran.smission systems." A. M. Taylor. Mav 29th.
15.009. " Electric heating apparatus." E. Phillipson. Mav 29th.

15.019. " Spark-gap detector." Air Reduction Co., Inc. Mav 29th.

(Unit<Hl States. lune 7th. 1921.)
15.02.5. " Flertric transmission mechanism." A. C. Hess. Mav 29th.

15.048. "Telephone, &-c., receivers." P. L. Jensen and E. S. Pridham.
Mav 29th.

15.049. " Telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. May 29ih. (United States. July 6th. 1921.)

15,052. " Electric switchboard, &c." F. W. Uren. Mav 29th. (Australi.l.

June 29th. 1921.)

IS.fl'SR. " Automatic. &c.. telephone systems." V. Amberg. Mav 29th.

15.076. " Elastic-fluid turbines." Metrooolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
MiT 29(h. (I'nited States. Julv 21st. 1921.)

15.087. " Method of dissociating osrill.-itory electric circuits." Thuringicshc
Lnndesuniversitiit ejna. Mav 29th. (Germany, May 27th. 1921.)

15.097. " Process for staking-out a route by phonic cables." W. .\. Lolh.

May 29th.
15.10,5. " SvcMm generating electric power from water supplies." J.

^'.

Ewart. May 29th.
15?109. " Machine for production of tubular metallic articles by electro-

deoosition." E. L. Gaston. May 29th. (France. June 3rd, 1921.)

I5.13*>. *' nevice for locking electric lamp globes in holders." A. Wilkin,
son. May 30th.

15.135, " Direct-current circuit bre.Tkers." Forges et ,\teHers de Construc-
tions Plectrinues d^ lenmnnt, Mav 30lh, (France. Mnrrh 21''

)

15.136. " Fler.tric head-lifhts for motor vehicles." R. Bosch Akt. Ges.
M-.y 90th. (Germany. August 11th. 1901.)

•

15.143. " Combined switch and fuse." G. Eccleston. Mav 30lh.

15.147. " Head-lights for motor vehicles." F. R. Sinton. Mav 30lh.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The aumbera in parenthesea are those under which the specificatiooa wlU be

printed and abridged, and ail subsequent proceedingi will be Lakcfl.

32.249. " Process and apparatus for the utilisation of cosmic electricity."

E 1-. W. Rasch and E, Krisl. November ISth, 1920. (179,967.)

19B1.
47. " Headlights and the like." F. G. Piper. September 26th, 1921.

(179,972.)

639. " High and low-frequency telephone systems." Ges fiir Drahtlose
Telegraphic. January 7th, 1920. (156,655.)

989. " Arrangement for the suppression of the earth leakage current ol

high-voltage networks." Siemens-Schuckertwerke Ges. May 25th, 1918.

(157,123.)

1.238. " .Arrangement for the compensation of charging currents of high-

voltage networks." Siemens-Schuckertwerke Ges. June 2nd, 1919. (Addition

to 157,123.) (157,326.)

2.118. "Sparking plugs." P. Gueniffey. January 14th, 1921. (179,980.>

2,298. " Vapour electric rectifier systems." Akt, Ges. Brown, Boveri et

Cie. January 31st, 1920. (158.253.)

4.325. " Trollev-DOle attachments for electric trams and the like." P.

Priestley. February 7th, 1921. (179,996.)
4,723.' " Magneto-electric machines for engine ignition purposes." A. G.

L. Neighbour. February lOlh, 1921. (180,002.)

4,855. " Electric motors for talking machines." J. T. Sibley. February

11th, 1921. (180,007.)

4,865. " Methcjds of and means for measuring unbalance of telephone and

like lines." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co., Inc.) Feb-

ruary 11th, 1921. (180,008.)

5,031. " Electric conductors for internal wiring of buildings." D. S.

Munro. February 14th, 1921. (180,020.)

5.239. " Cut-out lor electric circuits." R. Kellendorter. February 15th,

1921. (180,032.)

5,374. " Electric light fitting." J. Y. Fletcher and C. W. Saunders.

February 16th, 1921. (180,038.)

5,404. " Sparking plugs for internal<ombustion engines." W. GrSgger.

February 16th, 1921. (180,040.)
5,459.' "Commutators for electric machines." J. E. Calvcrley and W. E.

High'field. February 17th, 1921. (180,045.)

5,524. " Electro-magnetic switches (or controlling the circuits ol train-

lighting and similar installations." J. Stone & Co., Ltd., and A. H. Darker.

February 17th, 1921. (180,049.)

6,709. " Dynamo-electric machines." Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co.,

Ltd., and W. Stansfield. February 19lh, 1921. (180,064.)

5,807. " Signalling systems, particularly the provision of duplex radio com-
munication." J. Scolt-Taggart and Radio Communication Co., Ltd. Febi\i-

ary 21st, 1921. (180,069.)

6,146. " Operation of alternating-current repulsion motors." British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.) February 23rd, J921.

(180,075.)

6,407. " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson-Houstoii Co., Llo

A. P. Young, and H. W. H. Warren. February 25th, 1921. (180,084.)

6,451. "'Electric hand lamps." J. Davison. February 25th, 1921. (180,085.)

6,479. " Electric heaters." British Brass Fittings, Ltd., and H. B.

Butler. February 26th. 1921. (180,086.)

6,641. " Thermionic cathodes and methods of making the same." Wesleri*

Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Electric Co.. Inc.) February 28th, 1921. (180.090.>

6,736. " Electric fuses and holders for the same." j. J. J. M. Kluijtmans.

March 1st, 1921. (180,093.)

7,216. " Telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. (Automatic Electric Co.) March 5th, 1921. (180,103.)

7,341 " Electric generators." J. W. Torrance and J. M. Torra:

7th, 1921. (Addition to 1(52,966.) (180,104.)

8,009. " Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." British Thom-
son-Houston Co., Ltd., and A. P. Young. March 14th, 1921. (180,113.)

8,089. " Automatic electro-magnetic switch." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. Decem-

ber 20th, 1920.) (173,301.)

8,356. " Electric primary cells." L.

(180,130.) „
8,498. " Machines (or making electric incandescent lamps and the like.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.) .March 18th, rJ21.

(180,125.)

9,366 " Control of electric motors." S. Gowan, R. Brooks, and Metric-

politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. March 29th, 1921. (180,138.)

9,724. " Dvnamo-electric machines." W. E. M. Avres. April 1st, 1921.

(180,142.)

9,741. " Automatic electric switches." H. Lucas, O. Luca

Ireland. April 1st, 1921. (180,143.) ^
9,933. " Galvanic batteries." G. Oldham and J. Oldham. April 4th, 19il&

(180,144.) . „ ,2
10,173. " Electric illuminating control systems." Igranic Electric Co., Lt«

(Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.) April 6th, 1921. (180,146.)

10 236 "Trip mechanism for oil circuit breakers." L. E. Wood. Apnl
7th, 1921. (180,147.)

, o „ cu
10,239. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines.' S. P. Sha^,

April 7th, 1921. (180.148.)

10,614. " Telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. April 19th, 1920. (161,950.)

11 517 " Boxes for containers, more especially intended for electric ba^
teries or accumulators." New Eccles Rubber Works, Ltd., and S. W. CoX.

April 21st, 1921. (180,170.) „ ,„^
12 010 "Plug-box for electric installations." W. Sack. M.iy 21st, 19211

(163,688.)
12.140. " Electric heaters." Igranic Electric Co.. Ltd. (Cutler-Hammer

Manufacturing Co.) April 27th, 1921. (180,179.)

12,882. "Commutators or rotary electric current

Steptoe and E. G. Steptoe. May 5th. 1931. (180,1880

14.574. " Means for actuating electric relay

graphic. Julv 23rd. 1930. (166,881.)

15,827. " (Tooling apparatus for electric oil transformers." .Akt. Ges. Brown,

Boverie et Cie. December 9th, 1920. (172,601.)
. . .

17,813. " Speed-regulating means for dynamo-electric m.nchines. BriOsfc

Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd (General Electric Co.) June 30th, 1921. (180,230,)

18,466. " Electric motor controllers." Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. (Cutler-

Hammer Manufiicturing Co.). July 7th. 1931. (180,236.)

19,227 " Protective devices for alternating-current systems." Ateliers at

Construction Electriques du Nord et de I'Est. August 4th. 1930. (167.467.)

19,450. " Electro-pneumatic braking apparatus." Westingh

Saxbv Signal Co., Ltd. March 17th, 1921. (177,127.)
.

19,647. " Electric railway control systems." Metropolitan-Vickcrs Electric*!

Co.. Ltd. Julv 30th, 1930. (167,166.)
'

20.930. " Electrical switching devices suitable for telephone and like

plants." Relay .Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd. September 8th, 1920,

(168,870.) „ , J
21.474. " Control of electric motors." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

H. C. Hastings, and H. F. Farmer. August 12th. 1921. (180.249.)

21.475. " Cijntrol of electric motors." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd,

H. C. Hastings, and H. F. Farmer. August. 12th. 1921. (180,250.)

31.873. " Electric power integrating and limiting systems." Forges__«l

Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Jeur

(172.300.)

isas.
2.706. " Electro-magnetic overload circuit breakers" F. Krupp Akt. G««i

February 24th. 1921. (175,965.)
8,471.' " Electric art: welding systems and apparatus therefor." britw

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). (Divided application Ol

179,613.1 February 4th. 1921. (179.883.)

Marcl^

.March 16th, 1921.

nd H. W. R

ibulors." A .H,

Ges fur Drahtlose Tele-

Brake and

December 3rd, 19».
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But it may be suggested, with deference, that the

inquiry might have been shortened without any loss in

essentials, if the procedure had been conducted in

accordance with regulations which the Commissioners

have power to make. The actual course of the hearing

was somewhat confusing, and the procedure not by any

means what one expects in a quasi-judicial inquiry.

Perhaps the most striking feature was the laxity in

respect of locus. The London County Council and the

Conference of Local Authority Undertakers are no doubt

interested in the erection of new generating stations,

and entitled to oppose applications which they think may
prejudice that reorganisation of London electricity

supply which is in process of elaboration.

But it is very difficult to understand what lociis the

L.C.C. had, justifying its counsel in cross-examining

and speaking as if undertakers who appeared only to say

what offers they could make to the railway were pro-

moters whom the L.C.C. was entitled to oppose. As a

fact, these undertakers had no application before the

Commissioners, and required no consent from the Com-
missioners to make such offers or even to enter into a

definite contract with the railways. But, worded as the

section is, they were bound to put in their offer and to

support it by evidence. The L.C.C. is not, and cannot

be, in competition with such undertakers.

Judged by the criteria of the procedure before Parlia-

mentary Committees and in statutory inquiries of a

similar character, this action seems to be essentially out

of order. It was not the only incident of the inquiry to

which similar remarks are applicable, and whilst the

evident wish of the Commissioners to hear and consider

everything relevant is wholly praiseworthy, it does seem

that they could save their own time, and that of the

parties to these inquiries, by making and enforcing

regulations in respect of procedure which, while protect-

ing the interests of all concerned, would put some curb

on irrelevancies and loquacities which only darken
counsel.

The Commissioners' task in this case would have been

lightened if the proposed Joint Electricity Authority for

London had been already in existence ; they might, in-

deed, not have had to essay it at all. But they cannot

be charged with responsibility for the delay in setting

up that authority.

Mr. S. T. Allen, in his presidential
The I.M.E.A. address, took a broad view of the duties
and " Service." and responsibilities of the electrical

sujjply industry vis-d-vis to the whole of

the industries of the country, emphasising the urgent
necessity of adopting every possible method of restoring
prosperity and decreasing unemployment. No doubt
there is a tendency for the manager of an isolated elec-

tricity supply undertaking gradually to become en-
grossed in local routine and to lose sight of the wider
interests with which, by virtue of his public service, his

business is interlinked; we are all liable to get into a
groove, and the President by calling attention to the
obligation that rests upon every individual to cherish
high ideals and personally to foster the welfare of the
whole community performed a most useful function. We
were pleased, too, that he deprecated the narrow-minded
idea that indiscriminate curtailment of expenditure is

necessarily economical ; on the contrary, as we have often
[njinted out, it is sometimes the truest economy to spend
freely, but with discretion, choosing those objects which
are calculated to provide the largest return in the form
of increased employment and output and reduction in
cost of commodities. Individual efforts towards pro-
gress on such lines are truly co-operative, for, like the

little runnels which combine to form streams and ulti-

mately give birth to a great river, however diversified

tliey may be at the start, they all tend towards the same
goal—the common good ; and that was the note on which
.Mr. Allen ended his admirable address, with a reference

to the benefits to be derived from the schemes for joint
J

working in electricity supply which are shortly to come '

into operation.

In our pages to-day will be found the

Hackney Points details of a scheme for cheapening the
a Way. supply of electricity to domestic con-

sumers, drawn up by the Hackney
borough electrical engineer, Mr. L. L. Robinson.

As we have pointed out, much has already been done
in Hackney to encourage the use of electricity in the

home. The electricity department is a willing servant

of its consumers, the prices are comparable with any in

this countr}-, and the exhibition recently held there was
one of the best of local exhibitions that has j-et come to

our notice.

We are aware that so far as the portion of the scheme
which relates to lighting is concerned, it is not an inno-

vation, but we believe that the proposal to treat cooking
and heating apparatus in the same way is a new depar-
ture for the electricity supply industry. We see no
reason for regretting that the idea has already been ex-

ploited by the gas industry ; adapted ideas are sometimes
better than entirely new ones, and, moreover, they often

possess the merit of having been tried and found success-

ful. For many j-ears past we have urged the necessity

for a scheme of this kind to make electrical heating

and cooking a real " load " for the supply station.

While apparatus is so dear, a condition brought about
chiefly by the lack of demand, it is useless to expect elec-

trical cooking to assume the proportions which are

desired by all connected with the supply industry. Hire
and hire-purchase systems have no doubt accomplished a

great deal, but a system in which the cost of apparatus
is practically imperceptible will secure a greater amount
of public favour. We think that the Hackney con-

sumers may be considered very fortunate, for even with

the addition to the cost per unit of energy, they will be

paying a far lower price than the majofity of domestic

users in this country.

We are glad that the scheme is to be tried on a

sufficiently large scale to gauge results with certainty,

and we have no doubt that engineers in charge of similar
'

undertakings will keep an eye on Hackney. We hope
that the outcome will be the adoption of this, or perhaps

a better scheme, including provision for continuous

water-heating and a two-part tariff, in many other

undertakings.

SWED.EN, whose wealth of water-power
Hopes of furnishes a natural incentive to the

Swedish Revival, production of electrical energy, has. of

course, established a manufacturinu'

industry for the purpose of coping with the consequent

demand for electrical equipment. During each of the

years 1920 and 1921 exports of electrical machinery and
accessories amounted in value to approximately

£1,000,000. At the same time Sweden is an importer

of electrical machinery and apparatus, though the
{

value , of that brought from abroad has diminished

during recent years. It amounted in 1921 to about f

£600,000. us compared with £706,000 iq 1920.
j

It will be seen therefore that the country possesses a

certain interest for the British electrical engineer.

There is good hope that this interest may be cultivated

with profit in the near future, for there are signs of a

revival in Swedish trade due partly to a wages adjust-

ment that is taking place and partly to a decline in

the severity of German competition. The effect which

the new situation in Sweden is likely to exercise on cer-

tain branches of the British iron and steel and engineer-

ing trades is described in a report by H.M. Commercial'

Secretary at Stockliolm. which is summarised on anotherj

page of this issue.
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THE INCORPORATED MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION AT WOLVERHAMPTON.

On Tuesday last the Convention was opened at Wolver-

hariipton under most favourable conditions ; the weather

was fair, and there was a large attendance—some 400

members and guests—from all parts of the country,

Wolverhampton being in a central and very accessible

position, .vlany had arrived on the previous day and

taken up their quarters, either at Wolverhampton or at

Birmingham, the acconmiodation at the former town

being naturally somewhat overtaxed by the influx of

visitors; but the distance is not great, and an excellent

railway service is provided between the two centres.

Moreover, as Wednesday was spent at Stoke-on-Trent,

.md Thursday at Birmingham, the " honours were

easy " so far as convenience wa.s concerned.

Electrically speaking, Wolverhampton was early dis-

tinguished by being the domicile of one of the pioneer

manufacturing companies—Elwell-Parker, Ltd., whose

works were opened as long ago as 1880; the firm played

a prominent part in developing the new industry, and

many of its products were still in operation until recent

3'ears. In 1889 the Electric Construction Corporation,

Ltd., took over the business. The Electric Construction

Co., Ltd., which is the present style of the concern, was

formed in 1893, and has a subscribed capital of over

three qnai-ters of a million sterling. From this com-

pany's factory have come some of the largest generators

ever built in this country, including those originally

installed by the London County Council at its Greenwich

power station: the company in 1891 equipped the whole

of the South Staffordshire tramways with the overhead

trolley system, and in the following year carried out the

equipjuent of the Liverpool Overhead Railway—two

pioneer feats of the first importance—and has always

maintained an honoured place in the front rank of

British electrical firms.

Another notable feature of Wolverhampton was the

electric tramway on the Lorain surface-contact system.

which was opened in 1902 and successfully operated for

nearly 20 years. As has been announced in our pages,

the surface-contact system is now being superseded by
the overhead trolley; not, however, because of any in-

herent defect in the former, but simply because the

e(iuipment was <\'orn out, and the co.st of its renewal

would have been greater than that of conversion to the

overhead system, which, moreover, enabled through-

running power.s to be arranged in conjunction with the

adjoining tramway systems. .

But in view of the occupancy of the presidential chair

of the LM.E.A. by Mr. S. T. Allen, chief electrical engi-

neer and manager to the Corporation, chief interest

naturally attaches to the municipal electricity works,

which are to be visited to-day. The works were opened
by Lord Kelvin—a rare distinction—in 1895, and
operated on the d.c. system, which was supplemented b}'

a high-pressure d.c. supply to the suburbs at 2,000 volts.

But great changes have taken place, of which a detailed

account was given in the Electrical Review of July
30th, 1920. During the war the demand for power
necessitated large extensions and a drastic reconstruc-

tion and re-equipment of the generating station, as well

as the complete reorganisation of the whole system,

alternating-current generation and transmission being
adopted, with conversion to direct current for the

original network and the tramways. In 1914 the plant
installed had a capacity of 7,200 kW ; in 1920 the capa-
city had been raised to 23,500 kW, wholly three-phase,
and turbo-generators liad taken the place of the older
machines, whilst the boiler-house equipment had been
niodernised. The most noteworthy feature of the recon-
struction was the fact that the engine-room walls were
raised, a new crane gantry was provided, and a new roof
was constructed, without interfering with the running of

the plant; the switchboards were removed, and the d.c.

switchgear re-erected, with additional a.c. switchgear

;

and a new boiler house and cooling towers were built.

A root-and-branch reconstruction of this magnitude
affords the engineer worry enough under normal condi-

tions, but to carry it out during the war and whilst

supplying a rapidly increasing demand was a far more
arduous task. Fortunately Mr. Allen, who came into

office in 1913, had planned the extensions before the war
broke out. Tlie annual output of energy during

the war attained a maximum of 34 million kWh,
compared with 13 millions before 1914. Owing to the

early start of the extensions, they were carried out at a

cost of only £16 per kW, and the plant is remarkably
economical of fuel.

Mr. Allen, who has thus so ably handled the engineer-

ing side of the undertaking, is exceedinglj' keen in

developing its commercial aspect. He has devoted the

closest attention to the administration of the business on

both sides, and to the encouragement of the use of elec-

tricity for all purposes. Jie does not, howeve-r, confine

his activities to the bounds of his own undertaking ; he

takes a deep interest—and plays an effective part—in

labour questions, being chairman of the District Joint

Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry,

and in the organisation of electricity supply in the

North-West Midlands, having been chairman of the

Electrical Engineers' Committee which drew up a scheme
for that area. In fact, he is the embodiment of the

principles which he has set forth so ably in his presi-

dential address, of which we give an abstract below.

His portrait was reproduced in our issue of August 12th,

1921.

The Convention was opened at the Grand Theatre,

Wolverhampton, where the Mayor (Councillor James
Thompson, J. P.), chairman of the Electricity Commit-
tee, welcomed the Association. He drew attention to the

interesting antiquities of the district and to the many
industries for which it was noted; yet, he pointed out,

few industrial towns were placed in such delighcful sur-

roundings. Apley Terrace had been justly called the

Jerusalem of England. He eulogised the merits of Mr.
S. T. Allen, both as a successful manager ancTas an able

engineer, who succeeded in making a profit where others

made a loss. With the I.M.E.A. in his mind was always
associated Mr. H. Faraday Proctor, to whose energy and
enthusiasm the Association owed its existence. Electri-

city supply was undoubtedly a most important industry
;

this country had learnt that it must modernise its power
stations and apply electricity to the driving of ma-
chinery to the utmost possible extent, in order to pro-

mote the prosperity of its industries.

Mr. Allen thanked his Worship most heartily for the

cordial welcome that he had offered to the Association,
and then read his presidential address, which was highly
appreciated, especially by Committee chairmen, who
thought it would awaken their committees to the neces-

sity of a progressive policy.

A cordial vote of thanks to the President was moved
by Alderman Beaumont, of St. Marylebone undertaking,
who specially emphasised the sentence: "Each section
of industry by its action or maction affects the destinies

of other sections."

The address was followed by a paper read liy Lieut.

-

Col. W. A. Vignoles, D.S.O., borough electrical engineer,
Grimsby, on " The Extension of the Uses of Electricity
for Domestic Purposes." After the discussion, in which
there took part Mr. R. B. Mitchell, Mr. L. L. Robinson,
Aid. Beaumont, Mr. Charlesworth, Mr. Wordingham,
C.B.E., Coun. A. Sinclair. Mr. Hoadlev, Mr. Poole
(Durban), Mr. J. W. Beauchamp. Mr. Shaw (Ilford),

Mr. Wilkinson (Harrogate), and after Lieut. -Col.
Vignoles had briefly replied, luncheon was served at
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the Royal Artillery Headquarters, at which the members
were the guests of the Mayor and the Electricity Com-
mittee. A telegram of congratulation was sent to the

Prince of Wales, and after the loyal toast. Aid. Beau-
mont, in proposing the " County Borough of Wolver-
hampton," referred to the attractions offered to indus-

trial concerns to settle there. Mayor Thompson
responded.

The afternoon was spent at Apley Terrace, on the

River Severn, where tea was taken; and in the evening
a reception was given by the Mayoress of Wolverhamp-
ton at the Art Gallery.

(To he continued.)

Presidential Address.

By S. T. Allen, M.I.E.E. (Chief Electrical Engineer and
General Manager, \^'olverhampton).

[Abstract.)

I THi.NK it wOl generally be considered that the unfortunate
econuiuic i»sition which has arisen as an aftermath uf the
Great \N ar is by far the most important factor affecting not
only the prosperity of the electricity supply industry, but
ahiioht all of our national industries. lu connection with our
supply mclustry, it has been necessary t-o adjust uur outlook,
taiitl's and operations to the condition of thmgs existing at the
moment. It js, however, w-rong for us to remain satisfied in

Uomg this, hopmg that conditions will improve without efforts

on our part being made to bring about that improvement.
It is towards the development and progress of the electricity

supply industry that oui' special attention must be given at the
present time, in order that we shall do our share to create that
impetus which will hapten the increase of production and sales

of commodities manufactured, thus reducmg unemployment.
The success of the electricity supply industry is dependent
upon the success of other trades and industries, and unless
those other industries are kept in a healthy condition the
electricity supply industry cannot succeed. To help to promote
the oominon interests therefore is to a.ssi.st our individual
interests.

It may api^ear to many to be quite outside the sphere of

an association such as ours to interest itself, for mstance, in

our export trade; nevertheless the reduction of export trade
has in several instances during the last year changed many
municipal electrical undertakings, although temporarily only
perhaps, from paying to losing concerns. We cannot possibly
afford nowadays to ignore the tact that the success of our
undertakings is absolutely bound up with the general trade of

the country.
The consideration of trade itself calls for a full display of

that public sphit and co-operative action which we, as a nation,
have developed so highly in other directions. Directly we
reaUse that electricity supply is a national service, we also
realise the opportunity of establishing betw'een contending
parties within the industry that confidence, the absence of

which may have been the cause of troubles and delays in the
past.

The day has gone by when anyone could argue that each
municipahty in its various operations couid quite well act on
its own behalf, without co-operating with other local authori-
ties through associations like the I.M.E..'\. Joint action does
often bring about what individual action fads to, and the re-

sults of joint counsels are far more fruitful of success than
heterogeneous collections of views made by individuals with-
out regard to the views of others.
The I.M.E.-'i., representing, perhaps, the most important

group of electricity supply authorities, will, I feel sure, if it

maintains those high ideals wnich have all along guided its

actions, and looks forward with a broad mind towards the im-
provements in the future rather than back with recriminations
at the faults of the past, do its good share towards the better-
ment of British municipaUties, which hold sucli a high pla<«
in the esteem of the world.
One of the most important factors W'hich has special bearing

upon successful operation is what I may term the personal
element. This factor covers the correct attributes of members
of committees and responsilile officers, a full sense of respon-
eibility. justice, fairness and figith, a keen intention of framing
sound policies which will bear sound and fair criticism, an
enthusiastic endeavour to bring about the test results even at
personal inconvenience, and perhaps at times in the face of
small-minded destructive criticism. The right progressive
iwlicies can only be formulated by a manager who has the
courage of his convictions, and can only lie put into operation
after his committee is fully confident that the framer of the
pohcie.s has expl.ired the whole field of inquiry and without
hesitation and with convincing evidence, if necessary, satisfies
that body that it is the policy to pursue.
There is, I am afraid, still a tendency in some directions for

committees to be dissuaded from a sound progressive policy,
under the mistaken idea that expenditure for whatever purpose
should, at the present time, be curtailed. This is often due to
the fact tliat little di.stinction is made between the operations

of the non-trading and rate-financed sections of a municipahty,
and the electricity department, which as a trading concern,
should be conducted on commercial lines. It is also asserted
at times that the ditiiculty of finding the necessary money is a
reason for withholding expenditure on such developments
which would in normal times be agreed u{x)n. It is probable,
however, that money can be obtamed by municipalities more
easily for electricity supply development than by any other
bodies.

The electricity undertaking of a local authority, when it ha«
been developed on soiuid business lines, is often one of the best
assets which that authority possesses, and no municipahty
having rights to supply electricity should hesitate to develop its

undertaking on broad lines. .\s nowadays, more so than in the
past, every town in itself may be considered a large commer-
cial undertaking, competing with other towns, those munici-
palities which neglect to realise the importance of electricity

supply development on the right Imes will suffer in the great
competition which is ahead ot us.

On account of better transport facilities nowadays, and due
to the fact that publicly supplied electricity is now generally

used by manufacturers who previously had to depend upon
their own power plant, industrial concerns are independent
of any particular district for their works, and we see a kind
of game of " Cieneral Post " going on, with the difference,

however, that in this case there may be more seats than
players. Those towns, which may be likened to the seats,

which may find themselves empty, will only have themselves
to blame, if they have not shown an attractive front to the

industrial concerns when the right moment comes along.

It is of little use for municipalities to say that they will

develop their undertakings after demands have arisen. They
must create the demands by seeing to it that they have ample
electricity supplies ready and available in anticipation of

requirements.
Successful development does not come by itself, but only

follows continued and increasing effort and outlay of money.
It is quite useless to expect an undertaking which has reached
successfully a certam stage in development to go on increasing

its revenues without increasing the amount spent upon
administration, publicity, &c. The guide should be mainly the

return made per pound of money spent fier annum.
I think that if close inquiry were made as to why some

undertakings have remained ahuost stationary .so far as, for

instance, the development of domestic load is concerned, while

others have gone ahead so successfully, it would be found due
to the hesitation of those particular authorities to expend
sufficient to develop the necessary business, and their failure

to realise that it is as necessary to apply the usual business

principles to an electricity supply concern as it is to any other
progre.-jsive Imsiness concern.

Increased output in almost every case means lower pro-

duction costs, and also in itself means more electrical plant
and apparatus being sold and thus cheaper apparatus.

Cheaper supplies lead to yet greater demands and more instal-

lations being wired and equipped. Thus the effects of in-

creased output of electricity are very far reaching, and tend

to increase the prosperity, health, and good condition of our
towns and improve the industrial conditions throughout the

country. It has been clearly shown also that increased use of

electricity proves a great national blessing, in that it means
conservation of om- coal supplies either for our own future use

or for our export trade.

The countiy has, dm-ing the last few years, been critically

examining the existing methods of generation of electricity,

and has found that great improvements can be made in many
directions. It has recognised that individual generation of

electricity was natural enough, and the only juactical proce-

dure, so long as its use was comparatively small, but that as

electricity is now a commodity of such every-day use and with
such a large and general growing demand, to adhere to the

original practice would in many cases bespeak obsolescence.

It has realised the great necessity for generation on a much
larger scale, and to provide for greater areas and. on that

account, the necessity of joint action of various supply
authorities in the different districts in connection with genera-

tion and main transmission, and has shown its decisions in

legislation towards those ends.

So far the divergent interests of various individual authori-

ties have not permitted the establishment of constructive

policies satisfactory to groups acting together, but now that

it is realised that joint action for the generation portion of

their operations can be made without prejudicing the rights

or stability of their individual undertakings, and that by such

joint action they can reduce the cost of sujiplying themselves,
approved schemes for joint working will soon come into satis-

factory operation in many districts throughout the cormtry.

The public, seeing its interests properly safeguarded, can be
counted on for sympathetic support towards the schemes,
while indnsti-ial interests in general, Ix-ing in the business of

manufacturing tommodities rather than electrical energy, will

favour any action that will facilitate a cheaper supply of

energy, which is an accessory to tlieir operations.

The outcome of the establishment of prop<n-Iy co-ordinated

and balanced schemes for the establishment of joint genera-

tion with coimnon and general main traiisini.ssion lines will

be the tendency to equalise industrial opportunity, and I

consider that we can look towards the future in the most
optimistic spirit.
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF FLOOD AND PROJECTOR LIQHTINQ.

By F. A. P.

Thk general use of the searchlight in the early days of

the war no doubt brought into prominence the possi-

bilities of the illumination of buildings by light pro-

jected from a distance, the advance of the half-watt type

lamp, with its small light source, about this time greatly

assisting in making the scheme a commercial proposi-

tion. As no external light was permissible here, the

scheme was developed in America and has been most
thoroughly worked out, and is now making headway
in this country.

It waji originally confined to the lighting of buildings
for advertising and other purposes, but has now much
wider uses, such as the lighting of yards, etc., so that

work can be continued after dark.

The projectors now in ordinary use, though based on
the searchliglit principle, are naturally much smaller

reflector when desired. The sizes usually made vary
from y in. to 16 in., but more powerful projectors can
also be obtained, and the angle of divergence of the

beam varies from (j° to 20°, according to the spread of

light required.

For a long range, say from 500 to 2,000 ft., a highly-

concentrated beam of small divergence is required, and
a lamp of the half-watt type, with a small light source,

is used. For shorter distances, say up to 1,000 ft., a

divergence of 20° could be used, and a lamp with a

larger filament is permissible. For short distances and
greater surfaces, projectors can be fitted with spreading
or diffusing lenses. Usually a disk of light about 10 ft.

diameter would be obtained from a small projector of,

say, 6° divergence at 100 ft. range with a plain lens,

or 18 ft. diameter with 10° divergence, and 'Mi ft.

diameter with 20° divergence, but this depends also on
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For lighting buildings the power required varies

from ^ to 5 watts per sq. ft. of surface to be illuminated,

according to the colour of the brick or stone; a very

light painted front would require only about ^ watt,

a red brick building 2 watts, and a very dark build-

ing 5 watts per sq. ft. The flood light projector being

easily handled, it is easy to determine experimentally,

the required amount of light, by trying the effect of,

say, one projector of about 1 watt per sq. ft. capacity

on a portion of the building, and if this is insufficient

training two projectors on the same spot. The best

position to place the projectors is on adjacent buildings,

as the light is more uniformly distributed, and heavy

shadows from projecting portions of the front are

avoided, but quite good effects have been produced by

lamps placed on the building itself, either on brackets at

the top or preferably on the first-floor level if the upper

portion of the building is set back from the ground-

floor level. The projectors on some large buildings in

London are only about a foot or two in front of the

actual upper-fioor frontage, yet when fitted with

deflectors the effect is quite good. For close-up work

projectors are not absolutely essential, angle reflectors

being sometimes used. The lamp-posts in the adjacent

street have also been used for mounting flood lights.

As instances of the amount of light required, a build-

ing of 2,500 sq. ft. frontage has been lit by 10 pro-

jectors of 250-watts capacity each, the cost for four hours

daily lighting, excepting Sunday, being only £1 per

week, assuming electricity at fourpence a unit, while the

Statue of Liberty in New York harbour has 15 but-

teries totalling 246 units of 250 watts each.

As methods of lighting improve, and the cost of

producing artificial illumination decreases, so the bril-

liancy of our lighting increases. Where a single candle

sufficed at one time, one hundred times the candle power

is commonly used without reaching the standard of day-

light. The lighting of streets and open spaces now

receives much greater attention than formerly, and flood

lighting will probably be much used in the future for

this purpose, not only on account of the uniformity of

lio-hting which can be obtained, but probably also on

account of the saving to be effected in reducing the

number of cables and lan>p standards. Lengths of sea

front have already been lit in this way from one or

more points, and it is obvious that stretches far beyond

the limit of the existing lamp-posts can be effectually

lighted without the necessity of extending the cable*"

Works have been flooded with light in order to guard

against burglary, and this system might also be used

for the grounds of country houses for occasional use

both for protection and for special occasi^>as.

It is conceivable that a system of projector lighting

may be adapted to inside lighting. There is quite a

field for experiment here which is apparently untouched,

the lighting of rooms from banks of lamps in skylights

and window frames with diffusing fronts being hardly

in the same category.

It might be worth "while trying the effect of a central

supply of light from a projector and reflecting the light

through the fanliglits of rooms. The loss of light by

the double reflections in the parabolic reflector of the

projector and the fanlight reflector and the loss in the

diffuser, which might also be required, assuming in

each case an efficiency of, say, 70 per cent., which has

been obtained in hip:h-class work, would give an overall

efficiency of over .34 per cent. This would not be less

than that obtained in indirect lighting, and a saving in

installation costs might be possible by this means.

THE MANCHESTER ELECTRICITY
UNDERTAKING.

Canadian Exhibition Train for France.—It is the intention

nf the . Canadian Cioyerniin'nt lo send an exhibition train

through France this year. .\n item of 50,000 dollars to cover

the cost of the train has been approved by the House ol'

Commons. Both agricultural and industrial exhibits will lie

eliowu, and it is expected .that Canadian manufacturers \\ill

aid in outfittinc and defraying the cost of the train.—Reuier's

Trade Sercice (Ottawa).

Annual Report .4KD .\ccoi.nts.

We have received from the chief eugmeer and manager ol

the City of Manchester electricity undertaking (Mr. S. 1..

I'earce) a copy of the annual report and accounts of his <i<-

partmeut for the year endtd March cilst last.

.\lthough the hnancial result was not so good as that of the

previous year, having regard to the difficulties by which
undertakings of this nature were beset during 1921, it must
be considered very satisfactory.

The total revenue received amounted to i'l,4"29,99o, as

compared with i'l,547.'2'20 in 19'20--21, the decrease being >
attributable to a considerable reduction in the sales of energy. ;

The working expenses, however, also showed a decrease, the f

figure being £977,102, as against j£l,115,'2;J9. Apart from the

diminished output, the fall in the price of fuel helped to

lower generating costs; the fuel costs fell from ;£568,330 to

i'440,101. .\n increase in salary charges was practicaUy

balanced by decreases in wages. Repairs and maintenance /

costs were slightly less than in the previous year. Manage-
ment expenses remained at about the same level, but on the

expenditure side an additional item appeared, viz., i£2,3ia

as preliminary expenses in connection with the hew Barton
station. Rates charged against revenue increased by

.£20,731 to £107,105. Di/^tribution costs, £169,969, were
£13,132 lower than in 1920-21. The gross profit amounted
to £452,893, as compared with £431,987. The charges against

this, with the exception of income tax, all showed increases,

the principal being an addition of £30,929 on account of

interest on mortgage debt and deposits, and bank interest,

which totalled £1:34,044. The total charges amounted to

£408,776. and crediting interest on stock, £447; the net profit

was £44,5&4, as against £69,123 in the previous year. The whole
of this amount was transferred to reserve account; last year

an amount of £37,230 was contributed in aid of the rates. The
balances at the credit of the various accounts, carried for-

ward, are : Sinking fund account (after redeeming mort-
gages to the extent of £170,8:30), £8,840; renewals suspense

account, £202,.589; reserve account, £127,327.

The total capital expenditme during the year was
£1,4.58,353, making the total spent up to date £5,607,698.

The principal items were £678,848 on the Barton station,

£152,705 on the -Stuart Street station, .£122,537 on distribut-

ing stations, £445,258 on mains (including ^33,691 on

33,000-V extensions), and £16,946 on services. Over-expendi-

ture on capital account amounts to £127,420.

Turning to the production of the undertaking, the report

shows that the energy generated amounted to 213,336,210

units, as compared with 256,656,070 in the previous period.

The quantity sold was 1,58.489,7.32 units, a decrease of over 20

jier cent. The decrease occurred whoUy in the supply to

jirivate consuiners, which fell from 167,Ul9. ((.«.» to 124.(90,558

units. Pubhc lighting made a greatly-increased demand, and
the traction supply also showed a small increase. The maxi-

mum demand decreased, the figure being 83,550 kW, as against

.89.500 kW. Here again lighting and power caused the de-

crease, the traction demand being slightly higher.

The department's borrowing powers were increased during

the year by £2,173,466, of which amount £1,816,743 wa.^ the

balance in respect of the construction of the Barton staTion

and h.p. transmission mains. The installation of two Bab-

cock & Wilcox boilers, each of 80,000 lb. evaporative capacity,

at Stuart Street, was completed. An 8,000-kW turbo-

alternator, with condensing plant, was also installed at this

station, bringing the total capacity of the plant up to

100,250 kW, based un the most economical rating. The
maximum steaming capacity is equivalent to 85,000 k\N .

and the station is believed to be the largest sniglc station m
this ccjuntry. No further additions are to be made, to this

station.

Owing to the satisfactory state of the department's coal

stocks, to a limited conversion of boilers for oil fuel, and to

purcha.ses of .\merican and Dominion coal, the undertaking

not only maintained the supply of electricity throughout the

period of the coal dispute, but also aided other departments.

There has been a marked improvement in the quahty of the

coal received at the generating stations, and this has brought

about a substantial reduction in consumption.

Fair progress was made during the year with the Barton

buildings, but the erection of the plant is likely to be

delayed as a result of the engineering lock-out. In connec-

tion" with the Barton station a number of contracts for

valves, pipework, pumps, &c.. have been placed. Important

extensions have been carried out during the year at several

distributing stations. 1.500-kW motor converters, have been

installed at Sherborne Street (one). \Xithy drove (one), and

Mn-;* Side (two). A distribution station has been established

at Knott Mill, with an aggregate capacity of 4,50tt k\\ ,
m

connection with the supply to the Deansi^ate area Alt*^'"-'*-

ing current stations were established at Finlsworth, Blackley

E«tatf< Oorton Estate,, Wilhraham Road ^ F^ftate, .^nson

Rstit(- Catterick Hall Estate, Clayton Estate, and Newton

Heath Estate. Additions to tlie extent nl' 2,IKI() kW havt"

been made to liv.> exi.sting private Rub^.'^ta'tiwi.'!; and' four new

stations have K-en established, these having an aggregate
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capacity of 3.'2.50 kW. An addition of over 50 miles was

made to the mains system during the year. Messrs. Callenders

have completed about 77 per cent, of their 33,000-V cable

contract in connection with the Barton supply, and Messr.s.

W. T. Glover & Son, Ltd., have laid the new Failsworth

Considerable progress has been made in the lighting of the

new housing estates, and several maiii streets have been con-

nected to the mains for public lighting.

AN ECHO OF THE JOHANNESBURG STRIKE.

Under the above title we inserted some information

as to the way the power and lighting services were

maintained during the recent Band strike, sent to us

reproduce some photographs taken during the dispute.

The group in fig. 1 is composed of the staff and volun-

teers who carried on the supply undertaking for some time.

These volunteers were principally members of scientific and

technical societies, and it did not take them long to get into

the way of things at the station. The numbers at the feet

of some of those in the front row indicate : (1)

Mr. N. 0. Currie (C. A. Parsons & Co); (2) Sir

Speijcer Lister; (3) Dr. J. Orenstein (President of

the Technical Societies' Executive): (4) Mr. Bernard
Sankey; (5) Mr. H. Reynolds (Babcock & Wilcox); and (6)

Professor Dobson (late general manager of the electricity

undertaking). Those at the back are seated upon a
" whippet " tank employed against the strikers. Quite an
" active service " atmosphere is present in the two smaller

photographs. Fig. 2 shows " H.M.L.S. Union." referred to

above, and the inspection of rifles preparatory to gomg
into action. The third photograph shows the armoured car

Fig. 1.—Staff .\nd Yolixteers .w .Iohaxxesbuiu; Power St.\tion.

1^^
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

[From our Special Parliamentary Reporter.]

h.C.C. Tramways.—During the debate on the L.C.C.

(Money) Bill, on June 1.5th, expenditure on the L.C.C. Tram-
ways wa.s much criticised. Mr. Eawlinson said that there

was an item in the Bill for the purchase of tramway under-

takings, con.struction, recon.struction, and equipment of

tramways, provision of building.s, power stations, machinery,

rolling stock, and for other purpo.ses, at a cost of ±'1.000,000.

Then there wa.« a .subsequent sum of .£127.000. Piom what
he remembered this meant that the L.C.C. bought up the

London United Tramways, and that £LOO0,0OO was the cost

of buying it up. Had the company for some years been

earning any profit? If it was run at a loss, why should the

L.C.C. spend the ratepayers' money on an enterprise -which

no busines.? man would put money into?

Ma.jor Gray, it) reply, defended the tramway sy.stem, and
said that there was only one new line for which provision

was made, and that was for a sum of £S.5,000. The
£1.000,000 which had been referred to by Mr, Rawlinson in-

.•luded £23.5.000 in rp.spect of the purchase of the London
United Tramways. The L.C.C. was bound to carry out that

purchase because the contract for it was made before the

war, and it had merely been postponed. The whole of the

remainder of the fl.000.000 was to be spent on generating

plant, new cars, and general purchases for carrying on the

undertaking effectively. Pining the war all expenditure was
restricted, and there was now a large amount of leeway to

make up. Having regard to the great extent of the tram-

way system, he thought it was not unrea.sonable to ask for

something like ffiOO.OOO for such work as the generation of

electrieifv and the provision of new cars, which had now
become ab.^olutely essential to enable the L.C.C. to increase

its ear mileage. He prophesied that in a few years

Ijondon would have the large.st system of tramways in

England, and he believed that the present system would
justify itself if given time.

Wirelpus Telegraphy and Siniiallinp.—Mr. Kellaway. the
Postmaster-General, in moving the Second Reading of the
Wirele.ss Telegraphy and Signalling Bill on June 16th, said
that some form of control was necessary in connection with
the progress of wireless telegraphy and telephony. Tn tlx'

United States n condition of chaos had arisen from the lack
of Government control, and the American Govcnment hnrl

been mak'ng very drastic .proposals to remedy this state of
thing.5. The present Bill contained the proposals laid down
in the Act of 1904. and also made a munber of new proposals
which were found to be necessarv. The steps tn be taken
had been considered by an inter-Departmental Committee,
''onsi.sting of renresentatives of the Post Office, the Air
Ministrv, the Admiralty, the War Office—all the Govern-
ment departments interested in the use of wireles.^. T'-'^

Bill did not prnnose in any war tn withdraw from the pub'ic
the advantnces nf wireless communication. On the contrary,
its effect would be. by ensuring the proi>er use nf wireless,
to assist its development. TTie Bi'l left full scope to inven-
tive genius bv allowing the erection of experimental
.stations in proper li.nnds. .At nre.sent some 9.500 receiving
licences had been issued, and 400 licences for tran.smi.ssion.

The conditions under which the broadcasting of wireless
telephonv would be wmked had not yet been decided. He
did not think it desirable that the work should be carried on
by the Government. \ meeting was taking place that day
at the Post Office between the firms interested and the Post
Office officials, as a result of which he hoped some agreement
would be reached.

The mo.'?t interesting provision of the Bill was that which
applied to wireless in aircraft. .A.notber provision dealt with
the position of the Dominions. Hitherto he had so far con-
trolled the use of wireless in ships, registered in the
Dominions, on the high seas, but as the self-governmg
Dominions now po.ssessed the necessary legal powers of con-
trol, the Colonial Office thought that the power which had
been reserved to the Postnia.ster-General should be abrogated.

The Bill was read a second time.

The Telephone Service.—On the same day Mr. Kellaway.
ill moving a rosohition authorising the is.sue out of the Con-
solidated Fund of such sums, not exceeding in all

i'1 5.000,000. as were requii'cd for the further development of

the telephone system, .said that this sum would last, it was
estimated, until the end of April. 1921. T^e said that, owuig
to the war, it was not until the beginning of 1919 that V
Engineering Department nf the Post Office was able to
devote its attention to the development of the sy.stem. De-
velopment was necessarv if this country was to remove the
reproach of being far behind every other principal poultry

in this respect. In 1919-20 f;3,230,00fJ was allocated out of
telephone capital for the development of trunk lines,

exchanges, &c., of which amount £2,647,000 was actually
.spent. In 1920-21, out of a proposed expeaditure of
£6,884,000, £5,866,000 was spent, while last year, out of

£9,032,000, £7,438,000 was spent. For the present financial
year the proposed capital expenditure amounted to
£9,250,0(X), of which svim £2,760,000 was for the provision of
new trunk lines and the completion of trunk lines now under
construction. A sum of £5,740,000 was for new exchanges
and the extension and improvement of exicting exchanges,
and £750,000 for sites and buildings. The main object was
that the whole of the trunk lines in this country .should be
placed underground, the advantage of which" would be
enormous. There was also included in this year's pro-
gramme an amount of £504,000 for ijew underground cables.
This included two long routes from Leeds to Edinburgh, and
from Worcester to Bristol. The former would complete the
provision of the main routes for underground communication
between London and the North of England aud Scotland,
while the latter would complete the underground means of
communication between Birmingham, Bristol, and South
Wales. Then there was an item of £1,537.000 for the provision
of new. and the extension of existing, switchboards.
With regard to relief exchanges, seven were propo.sed in

outer London. New permanent exchanges would shortly be
opened at Tottenham, Barnet, Sydenham, and Wembley. In
the Provinces it was proposed to provide about tuenty new-
exchanges, while about thirty of the more important exchanges
would be extended.

There was still a very heavy programme of building work
to be carried out in the near future owing to the exhaustion
of the space at many exchanges. He had had repeated repre-
sentations made to him as to the inadequacy of many existing
post office buildings. During the current year it was pro-
posed to acquire sites for three new exchanges in the centre
of London, about fifteen in the suburbs, and about ninety in

the Provinces, including Scotland and Wales. It was pro-
posed to begin building work in connection with about
twenty-five exchanges in T-ondon and about eighty new or
enlarged exchanges in the Provinces. There still remained
certain areas where, owing to the shortage of plant, w-ould-
be subscribers could not be connected. Estimates had been
.secured for a programme of work for the next five years which
amounted to £35,700,000. The three considerations to be
kept in view in arriving at that figure were the rate of de-
velopment, the level of prices, both for labour and material,
and the extent to which the automatic system would be
introduced. The automatic system would not solve all their
telephone troubles. The head of the telephone system in the
United States had told him that in the United States the
pressure for the automatic system did not come from the
subscribers, but from the companies, which saw in the
automatic system the means by which they could get
over their operating difficulties at a smaller operating charge.

Until such time as they could see a workable and reliable

automatic system which could be installed on much more
reasonable terms than any hitherto offered he did not feel

justified in incurring the expenditure. The development
programme was based on an estimated cumulative growth of

8i per cent, per annum, which was the actual work of exten-

sion in 1920-21. On April 1st this year there were 975.000

telephones in the country, and 8| per cent, yearly extension
would give 1.466,000 in 1927. Compared with the use of the
telephone in America that was a miserable figure, and he
hoped for very much better things. There had been a loss

of subscribers owing to the increa.sed charges, but that reduc
tion was far smaller than was anticipated.

The resolution wa.s agreed to.

Foreign Tariffs a.gain^l liritixii OU-engines.—Mr. A. T.

Davirs asked the President of the Board of Trade whether
attention was being continuously directed tn the enhanced
tariffs in Italy and Spain which were injuriously affecting

the manufacturer.; of engines and machinery in this country

;

whether he was aware that in Italy tariffs against British-

made oil engines had been increa.sed by over 20 per cent,

above the pre-war amount: and what practical action the

Government had taken or intended to take in this matter'!"

Sir W. Mitchell Thomson said that the answer to the

first and second parts of the question was in the affirmative.

H.M. Government had made representations to the Italian

Government with regard to the greatly-increased duties now »

levied on certain British goods (including oil engines). \

Wireless IT'iifrhcrs.—On June 15th Lieut. -Colonel Ilnisr

asked the President of the Board of Trade whether he was
aware that some 800 certificated wireless operators, mastly

ex-service men, had been discharged by wireless compauicR
since the institution of watchers on cargo .ships; and
whether, seeing that as a result of the lack of expert know-

'

ledge in the mercantile marine telegraph .service the danger'

of failing to notice distress calls had been enhanced, and
such failure was one of the causes of the loss both of the H
s.s. Rotva.n and of the Peninsular and Oriental liner Eg]ipi,

ho -n-ould consider the desirability of abolishing wireless

watchers in the mercantile marine and of re-employing cer-

tificated operators in their stead?
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Sir W. Mitchell Thomson said that he was aware that
there was unemployment among wireless operators, but the
main cause was the general depressiuu of shippiug, wh'j h
affected all classes of officer.s and men of the mercantile
marine. Pending the result.s of the Court of Inquiry which
WHS being held into the loss of the ss. Egypt, he was not m
a position to say whether there was any failure in the wire-
less service on that occasion.

!j Telegraphs in. I'dleytiin'.—Sir William Jov.nson-Hr'ks
asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies to state the
cost of reconstructing the telegraph and telephone systems
in Palostiue : and what, if iinvthing, the Palestine Govern-
ment had paid for it?

Mr. CflUiiCHiLL said that he was unable to give figures as

to the cost of reconstruction. The whole system, with a few
minor exceptions, was handed over by the military authori-
ties to the Palestine Government on October 1st, 1920. The
value of the worlis so transferred had been provisionally

agreed between the two parties at .^:i(l,0()0 ; and this amount,
or the revised amount finally determined, would be treated
as part of the capital debt of Pnlestiiu' to II.M. Government.

hisulntors for InJia.—Colonel Wkdciwood asked the Under-
Secretary of State for Imba whether any contract for insu-

lators had recently been given out; if so, had the order been
given to firms in this comitry; and, if qot, when it was
expected that this order would be placed'.'

The E.4RL oi- WiNTF.iiTON Said that he was informed by the
High Commissioner for India, who controlled such purchases
for the Government of India, that no contract had recently
been made by him for the supply of insulators. He hatd,

however, tenders now in hand for a supply of these articles,

and found that the lowest acceptable offer (liaving regard to

price, delivery and other relevant considerations) was tliat of

a firm in this country for insulators of German manufacture.
The contract was al)out tn lie placed accordingly.

Dufrli Electric Glnir Lampn.—Replying to a question by
Mr. Hancock, Mr. Baldwin said that he was unable to .stiite

the numbers of half-watt tvpe lamps bought in Holland bv
British dealers in 1920 and 1921. The imports into the United
Kingdom of electric glow lamps, gasfilled, consigned from the
Netherlands, were as follows :

Number. Value.

1920 40,392 ... f5,359
1921 780,533 ... 92,.387

Torquay Corporation Bill.—On June 19th, the Torquay
Corporation (Electricity) Bill, which has already passed
through the House of Ijords, was read a second time in the
House of Commons.
The Erith Scheme.—Mr. Gilbert asked the Parliamentary

Secretary to the Ministry of Transport, whether the repre-
sentatives of the West Kent Electricity Co., wliose application
for permission to erect a capital generating station at Erith
was now before the Electricity Commissioners, had an in-

terview with the Commissioners on the subject towards the
end of la.st or the beginning of this year; whether the inter-

view was an official or private one; if shorthand notes of the
proceedings were taken ; and if it was the custom ,of the
Commissioners to grant such interviews to all applicants who
had to appear before them at public inquiries?
Mr. .'Arthur Nral replied that he understood that the Elec-

tricity Conimi.ssioners had had more than one interview with
representatives of the comjiany. Those interviews were of

a semi-official nature and shorthand notes were not taken
It was the custom of the Commissioners to graqt interviews if

by so doing they could advance the public interest.

The Wrcrham Vndertahlnff.— Mv. Gilbert asked whether the
the Wrexham Corporation had applied for consent to ex-
tend its generating station ; whether the Electricity Coimnis-
sioners had refu.sed to sanction such extension, and had called
upon the Corpora'tion to take what further power it required
from the North Wales Power Co. : whether the latter com-
pany had quoted a price of ^6 a kW. and .75d. a unit, which
was the maximum price which it was allowed to'thiarge;
and whether, in view of the attitude taken up by the power
company in the matter, the Commis.'ione; s proposed to re-
consider their decision to withhold consent to the extension
of the Wrexham undertaking.
Mr. Neal .said that the hon. member had been misinformed.

The cnn.sent asked for by the ^^rex''lam Corporation was
granted bv the Electricity Commissioners. He understood,
however, that the Corporation sub.sequentjy decided to obtain
a bulk supply, and wn;; in negotiation with the company.

United States Output of Aluminium.—The Geological
Survey announces that the vaiuc of aluminium produced in
thf TTnited States last year was $10,906,000. while the 1920
output was worth $41,375,000. This great decrea.se was due
not only to a drop in the price of the metal but to the
curtailment of it.' n.=e in automobile industries. Imports of
semi-manufactured aluminium in 1021 were 32,665,300
pounds, compared with 30.29S.fi.50 pounds in 1920. Exports
of aluminium in 1921 were 2.196,100 pounds, as compared
with 9,407.6.50 pounds in 1920.—7?e»«er's Trade Service
(Washington).

LEGAL.

Prosecutions for Improper Use oi^ Electeicity.

.\t Southend, on June 2nd, the Borough Council prosecuted
in two cases of the improper use of electricity.

In the first case the defendants were Messrs. P. Morgan
and Co., motor engineers. It was stated that a meter reader
in.specting the firm's electrical installation discovered that
the current limiter. installed under a contract, had been
short-circuited by a .steel pin, enabling the defendants to
obtain as much energy as they required. No evidence was
put forward .showing that additional apparatus had been con-
nected, nor that any fraud had been committed. For the
delence, it was asserteil that on a previous occasion one of the
firm's employes considered the lighting insufficient and in-
serted the steel pin referred to in the current limiter. It

was foi-gotten iuid when the firm discovered it, it dis-
claimed responsibility. The magistrates, io fining the de-
fendants £5. .s.'rid that greater care .should have been exercised
in the inspection of their premises by the employers, and
they were certainly respon.sible for what had occurred,
although, no doubt, it was done without their knowledge.
The second charge was against Harry Goldstein, of West-

cliff. In this ca.se it was alleged that a meter reader, after
completing a reading, found an electric radiator upon another
circuit. Wires had been tal;pn from a spafe'fuse box which
had been used by a previous occupier. The wires from this
should have been sealed, but it was found that they had been
connected to a switch and another circuit, the result being
that defendant was obtaining electricity without payment.
The seals on the spare cut-out had been broken oft'. The de-
fendant said that the work had been carried out by a man
named Diinmore. who, when questioned, said that it was not
his business to see that there was a meter in the circuit.

Dunmore, under examination, said that he fixed the radiator
but did not notice that the meter was not registering the
elec'tricity taken. A.sked why he had not apphed to the
Corporation for permission to connect the radiator, witness
said that it was not necessary, as no new wiring was in-
volved; the appliance was on a lighting circuit. The de-
fendant's .solicitor said that his client admitted obtaining
electricity improperly, hut without guilty knowledge. He
therefore a.sked that the charge .=hould be confined to obtain-
ing electricity improperly. This was agreed to. and the
magistrates fined defendant .£5, with £5 5s. costs.

Edison Sw.\n Electric Co., Ltd., «. Jones & Pordes.

Application was made to the Lord Chief Justice and Justices

Bailhache and Salter in the King's Bench Divisional Court on
June 15th by the plaintiffs that defendants .should find security

for costs in an appeal which they were bringing against a
judgment of the Conntv Court .Judge of Clerkenwell.
Counsel appearing for the applicants explained that his

clients obtained judgment against Messrs. Jones A: Pordes in

respect of an account for electric lamps .supplied. Messrs.
.Tones & Pordes now desired to appeal, although in bis opinion
they had no point of law to raise, and his application was that
they .should be ordered to find .security for the costs of the
ap]ieal, becau.se his infomiation was that they had not suffi-

cient assets to meet the costs if the application failed. Counsel
added that the goods were supplied to Jones & Pordes in part-

nership, but since then the business had been turned into a
limited liability company with a capital of ^1.000.

Counsel for Messrs. Jones A- Pordes emphatically repudiated
the suggestion that his clients were unable to find the costs of

an ajUTeal. With an increasing business, he .said, his clients

were in a very favourable position and well able to meet any
demands for costs. His ca.se was that there was a good point
of law to be argued; in fact, the Countv Court Judge willingly
gave them leave to appeal.

The Court ordered that Messrs. .Toi,,.^ ,V Pordes should
deposit £1-5 in Court as secviiitv within ft davs.

Insulated Annealed Copper Conductors.—The British
Engineering Standards Association has published a revised

edition (No. 7, 1922) of the specification for dimensions of

insulated annealed copper conductors for electric poAver and
light. Thi.j contains all the information relating to sizes,

tests, standard dielectric thickne.sses, &c., given in the July,

1919. edition, with the addition of a new size of cable
0.03 sq. in. in area. Standard thicknesses for cab tire

sheathing have also been incorporated. A metric edition of

this specification (No. 152. 19'22) has also been issued. This
includes all the recent modifications to the original specifica-

tion. One additional size of cable (1.5 sq. mm.) has been,
included ; this is a size commonly employed in countries
u.sing the metric system.. Copies of these specifications may
be obtained from the Association's oftices, 28, Victoria Street,

S.W.I, price Is. 2d. each, post free.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us alter 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear

until the following week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

The Mangnall-Irving Thrust Borer.

May I be permitted to reply to those of your readers who
disagreed with my letter concerning the above device, which
appeared in your issue of May 1.5th?

In the first place your correspondents have not grasped the

main point of my letter, which I think is made clear in

the last few Lines, viz. :

" I fail to see that this method can

appreciably reduce, much less eliminate, the trenching, &c..

that is a necessary part of present day cable laying."

I do not object to the word " improved," but I thought that

the title " improved method of cable laying " was somewhat
misleading, as the article in question states that " the object

of this machine is to eliminate trenching."
Does it eliminate trenching? This is the point concerning

which I had my doubts.

I quite agree that the thrust-borer may be of great value in

special cases and under certain circumstances.
All those who have taken exception to my letter quote

" special cases," but nobody gives a single instance of any
long length of cable laid by this method.
Mr. E. LI. Ingram gives some figures where the thrust-

liorer shows a very great saving, but even he admits that his

example is a " particular case."

The question as to what depth is necessary to render unpro-
tected cables Siife from external mechanical damage is a very
debatable jxiint, but I, personally, cannot agree that another
foot or eighteen inches depth affords more protection than a

warning board.
Mr. A. R. Porter draws my attention to exix-riments carried

out with key fibre conduit. These are of interest, but they
coustitut*^ a special case, i.r., sliort runs in the case of services.

Mr. A. R. Mangnall advises that I should get in touch with
the mains engineer of my own town—Sheffield.

As I have onlv been in RhetSeld for about six months it is

not surprising that I Txas unaware that a thrust-borer was in

constant use. However, during that six months T have .seen

trenching being opened for cables and have al.so seen one
side of a very busy main thoroughfare opened up to lay cable

by means of trenching—incidentally, I have also .seen earthen-
ware pipes for carrying cable being laid in trenches.

As one who is interested in " mains work," I should wel-

come the introduction of .some method which would eliminate
trenching, but I cannot see that the thrust-borer achieves this

object except in certain cases and under certain conditions.

In towns, and it is in " towns " where main laying is going
on all the year round, the available space for cables under foot-

paths and pavements is limited, due to gas mains and services,

water services, electric cables,, telephone cables, drains, &c.—
the danger of damaging any of the.se may be considerable
unless boring i.s carried out below these obstacles, say, at a

depth of 4 or 5 feet. If this is done, the ground will have to

be opened to this extra depth for all service connections (in the

case of a distributor) and for anything in the way of a fault

—

whilst .should it ever become necessary to take out the distri-

butor, trenching to this extra depth would have to be resorted

to except where the bore had been made in ideal soil such as

hard clay.

For street crossings, tte., I should think boring is an excel-

lent method provided ob.stacles are all missed, and in any case
it is no doubt much cheaper.
My letter was not written to raise a controversy, but I hoped

it would be the means of eliciting information through the
columns of the Electrical Review on a point on which I had
doubts, and which information would be of interest to other
engineers a« well as to myself.

F. O. Trotman.
Sheffield. .Jvne 19th. 1922.

Where are the Young Men of the I.E.E.?

T noticed a rather surprising thing at the Scotch meeting
of the I.E.E. : the comparative absence of the younger gene-
ration (if I may apply the term without offence to anyone).
Here was a splendidly organised affair of not only deep
technical interest, but also of real recreative and social

value ; yet the number of fellows in the twenties and early
thirties could almost be counted on one's fingers. Why
was this? One member with whom I discussed the matter
considered that the party was better off without them, as
they " tended to be too serious." I think this is an unfair
view, especially as the trend of most conversations was (inevi-

tably !)
" shop." No. I cannot concur in such an attitude.

I do feel that the younger generation of the I.E.E. should
have been better represented.
Of course, there are reasons to account for the scanty num-

ber, and I imagine that one is that if a holiday is to he had
then it should be aT real holiday. Unless a young chap is

exceptionally fortunate enough to have a long holiday at

his disposal, he naturally looks askatic<! at an oufing, how-

ever Urief and however sketchy its technical side, which
.smacks of his daily work. I think this reason teijds to weigh
more with young folk than it does with older people.

Then there is the tremendous item of expense. The aver-

age young engineer, if married, simply cannot afford to at-

tend a function like the summer meeting; and if not married,
probably aspires to be, and for that reason the thrift which
a generous profession enforces has to be raised to the nth
power.
And .vet, though one could see clearly why the " young

'uns " were conspicuous by their rarity, it was still disap-

pointing to meet so few. Out of so large an Institution one
would exiject quite a lot of exceptions—fortunate or daring
fellows to whom the above damper reasons would not apply.

In the belief that what I point out may be .somewhat of

.in " eye-opener " to many who felt too dubious to join the
I.E.E. Summer Meeting, I feel impelled to say that it was
l>y no means a cheerless affair, with a technical atmosphere
which froze one's joviality. Quite the contrary ! Although
there were power .stations and works visits (and a couple of

lectures thrown in) these did not preponderate at all. and
who joined the party prepared to find this the case, was
pleasurably surprised by the actuality. Indeed, although the
meeting was of immense educational value one ab.^orbed

things in so interesting and free-and-easy a manner that it

seems a pity to bring in so severe a word as " education ":

and my chief recollection is of thoroughly enjoyable chats,

luncheons (I .see my Scotch friends' e,ves twinkle at ttLs).

dances, and above all the glorious highlands. And the or-

ganisation of the whole affair was splendid. As otie who
has tried his hand (and patience) at the social .side of a large

club, most humbly do I pay my respe.cts to the organisers.

So. then, let us hope for better support from the youn'_'

people of the I.E.E. I have an idea that a few prizes a.s

entrees to summer meetings and the like would be -an en-

couragement, especially to needy fellows—and there are sonic

in the Institution, .\nyway. I hope that next time I won't
find myself one of so pronounced a minority !

G. v.. Moore.
Newca.stle on-Tyne, June ]7th. 1922.

re

!h i

f. !

Armature Windings.

Having built a few small dynamos of from i to I k\V out

put, I should like infonnation on one detail from any com-
petent correspondent who may feel inclined to give it—

I

refer to the armature winding.
Never having been in a dynamo manufacturing shop, 1

have followed my own ideas, and have used three kinds of

winding—hand wound, and former wound coils of two types,

viz.,. Eickmeyer coils with end connections running across

the core, and " barrel " winding with c-nd connections lyuig

on a barrel or drum, similar to multipolar machined. (II

must be pointed out that this question refers to bipolar ma-
chines only, and to open rectangular slots.)

What are the respective merits of the three methods?
To my untutored mind hand winding is not in it at all.

former winding being balanced electrically and mechanically,
and in ray case taking less time.

Of the two methods of former winding, the first must
result in a shorter machine, while the second seems more
accessible, but has longer end connections.

Ignoramus.
June IWi, 1922.

State Salary Required.

Under the above heading in your June 9th issue, I thiuk
" A.M.I.E.E., &c.," has hit at a cause of great trouble to real

men when they apply for a vacancy and are asked to " state

salary required. ' In my opinion it's a 10-1 chance that the

man who asks the least gets the job, although he does not
imdervalue his services because really they are worth nil, if

he is prepared to take on a job worth ;£10 a week for 50s. or

60s., and trust to the balance sheet for more.
I know of a vacanjy for a manager filled by a man who

had never been in that particular hue. but I suppose he
asked the least. Now what happens in such cases is

:

1. They are entirely under the thumb of the directors,

who generally know about as much as they do, for had they
been keen business men and known the trade they would ha^•e

never made the appointment.
2. The manager Rxjks round and finds good men in

the works getting more thai} he is and so he starts cutting

down expenses, in other words, wages of men who know tlu

trade, and so one more firm starts on the road to the BanK-
ruptcy Court.

Forward.
June lith. 1922.

In the electrical, like everv other busiqess. it seems to be a

habit with a great many employers, when advertising a

vacant post, to stipulate " state salary required." This simply
means that some poor individual who is " down and out

"

receives the situation ; as naturally in his anxiety to get

employment he offers his services at a small .salary. Surel>

the above-mentioned employers know what they are williut;

to pay, and it would be an easy matter to state exactly the
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rt-mvineration attached to the vacant posts. The writer has
11.) Bobhevik tendencies, but would say that if a great

number of our British eniployer.s assumed a sense of fairness

ilii/y would have the admiration instead of sneers from their

nil lie unfortunate employes.
.4nother Who Has Been Had.

.Innc ]9f/(. 19-2-2.

More Opportunities for Business.

In this town of 3-5,000 inhabitants there are over 50 of

those httle three-wheeled trucks which are. .so generally used
for the actual distribution of milk to its consumers. The
streets are perfectly level and very smooth, and there has
b^n a public supply of electricity for "20 years; yet aU those

trucks axe still being pushed by hand.
Of coarse, if Worthing were the only town neglected and

abandoned in this way, it wouldn't matter very much ; civili-

sation- and the truck-makers could hold up their heads and
smile. But it is worse than this. The population in this

country served by a public supply of electricity (if they have
the means, mental and financial, to take advantage of it) is

about ^,000,000, to supply whose milk requu'es some 35,000

of the milk trucks aforesaid, and these are all pushed by hand.
At least, I deduce that they are, for of aU the truck-makers
I wrote to, in a recent attempt to mix electricity and milk,

not one had a decent design ready, let alone a truck suitable

for the work. The price of thosf offered vai'ied from ±'450 to

f.SOO each, and some of the designs were horrible abortions

upon which no self-respecting milkman would allow his name
to appear.
Apparently the truck-makers are content to allow electricity

to push their ti-ucks, though one would imagine that the

IKitential demand would justify the production of a suitable

light truck at from £150 to £'200, even if we apply a factor

of sanity of 35 to our 35,0<K). I know at least one dairyman
waiting with his hand in his pocket for the right article ; but
he will not pay ±300 for a ton of tnick to carry 3 cwt. of man
and milk.

F. R. Cripps.
Worthing, June 19th, 1922.

Concerted Action.

I would like to draw the attention of technical engineers
to the notable victory just gained by the strongest and
closest union in the world, viz., the British Medical Asso-
i-iation. I claim that in forcing the Manchester City Council
to recommend the payment of ±.'1,700/ ±"2,000 per annum to

ius health officer this Association has given a wonderful lead

to other unions of technical men. It is noteworthy that
there have been no fireworks—no processions—very little

newspaper publicity—simply a dignified protest at the low
figure offered {±'l,.50O per annum) and then the ban.

I would like you to ask yourselves what would happen if

a similar situation arose in the appointment of an engineer.
Just an undignified rush for the position without any
reference to any representative body, and with very little

consideration whether the position was worth more or
not. And why'? Bad times. Nonsense! In times of full

shops and plenty there would still be the same rush for any
position offering ±1,500 per annum—yet engineers are quite
as necessary a.^, perhaps more necessary to the common good
than, the doctors. Tbe reason is simple. There is no repre-
sentative body to apply to. We, as technical engineers, are
not strong enough to protest against low salaries—disgrace-
fully low in many cases.

The moulders are; members of the railway unions are;
and yet we consider ourselves intelligent men. Yea, even
the salt of the earth—some of us.

Surely the one instance I have cited shows the necessity
of getting together and giving our society the power to
assert itself and to exert its power in its members' interests,
as was done by the B.M.A.
The only way this can be done is by whole-heairted co-

operation among technical engineers—through the medium
of a> society such as the Society of Technical Engineers.

Technical.
Jvne 15th, 1932.

The Neon Lamp " Blink."

I was intere,=;ted to learn, from the " Notes " column of your
issue of June 9th, of the experiments carried out by Messrs.
Pearson & .Anson. I observed the phenomenon some time
ago, and found the explanation to be quite simple.
.In the arrangement mentioned in your " Notes " column

the conden.ser is shunted by a neon lamp and the combina-
tion connected in series with a resistance. The lamp was
found to " blink " with a constant frequency when connected
to a d.c. circuit. It may be mentioned that a neon lamp (of
the night-light type) is pra<:tically a non-conductor below 145
volts. Now. if the resi.stance in the above circuit is sufficiently
high, the condenser will take an appreciable time to charge
up. but no current will p;iss through the neon kimp until
the voltage across the condenser and lamn reaches about 1.50.

At this voltage the lamp starts to conduct and partly dis-

charges the condenser until its voltage drops to about 145,

when the lamp again becomes a non-conductor and aUows the
condenser to charge up again. The cycle is repeated
indefinitely at a frequency depending upon the relative values
of the resistance and condenser capacity. The " blink," of

lourse, occurs each time the condenser discharges.

The same eti'ect can be obtained by connecting a condenser
and a neon lamp in series. If connected to a 220-voIt d.c.

cux-uit, the condenser receives a charging current through
the lamp, producing a momentary " blink," but after a short
interval the condenser w'ill have lost part of its charge through
leakage, thus increasing the p.d. across the lamp. When
the condenser has lost sufficient of its charge to bring the
p.d. across the lamp to about 150 volts, the lamp again con-
ducts and allows the condenser to charge up again, and another
" Ijlink " occurs. The frequency of " blinks " can be increased
by increasing the leak in the condenser, say, by connecting
a high resistance across the terminals. I used a 2-m.f. con-
denser shunted by a strip of wet cardboard.

.\ few other properties of the neon lamp may be of interest

:

1. The lamp can be Ut up almost to full brightness from
an ordinary telephone magneto.

2. It glows when the plate of an electrophorus is discharged
through it.

3. It can be used to indicate when e.h.p. bus-bars are
" alive " by simply fixing the lamp to the end of a wooden
l)ole and allowing the glass bulb to touch the bars. A glow
takes place at the point of contact.

4. If the lamp is rubbed by hand, or even a piece of metal,
a. bright glow can be seen in a dark room.

5. When a condenser is discharged through a neon lamp
the discharge is not oscillating, neither is the condenser com-
pletely discharged.

Tliese are a few of the many interesting properties of the
lamp. I .should not be surprised to see some developments
in the future in fields other tiian for lighting.

T. A. Robertson.
Glasgow, June 15th, 1922.

Kecently a reader drew attention to the continuous glow
inside the bulb of a neon lamp after being switched off. 1 am
regaled with a similar performance. My flat was wired by
me on the open wire—flex and v.i.r. conductors—system. No
metal tubing, excepting to satisfy I.E.E., through the walk.
County of London supply, 50 cycles, 205 volts, single phase.
Bedford Hill, S.W.T2, locahty.

In my case a frosted type lamp supphed by Messrs. Sloan
Electrical Co. gives a display directly it is placed in the holder,

whereas a clear glass lamp of G.E.C. type absolutely refuses

to do so.

Messrs. Sloan have kindlv offered to allow me one of their

clear glass pattern for testiD'g under similar conditions. Can
this phenomena in any way prove that my installation is in-

voluntarily coimected with the wireless world'? I have not
yet defrayed the co.st of a G.P.O. licence, by the way, although
I am giving way to pressure by inaugurating in a week or
two's time an Amateur Wireless Club for Clapham Park,
Streatham. Balham, and neighbourhood. The circuit where the
lamp glows is two-way controlled, approx. 10 yd. horizontal
run. It will not glow in any other circuit. Moreover, the
glow seems to oscillate irregularly in such a manner as to

suggest w'ireless pulsations. I shall probably try a detector
telephone set to investigate further, as I may save the expense
of an outdoor aerial.

J. C. Elvy.
London, W.C.2, June 19th, 1922.

The Cost of Living in India.

In my opinion the letter that appeared in yoxtr issue of

.\pril 7th, re " Living in India," calls for a statement of
" facts," as otherwise it may prove misleading to anyone
coming, or thinking of coming, to India.

It must be remembered that the European population of

India (like all other countries) contains all sorts and conditions.
I am the senior assistant in the Calcutta office of a well-

known British manufacturing firm, and as such, one of the
very many now in, and coming to, India. With 20 years'
experience of the country, it can be assumed that I am more
or less au fait with what I am writing about, and the figures
I give below are absolutely the minimum.
Of course, if a man comes to India, as many do, to the

jute mills, &c., where I believe he receives free quarters,
usually furnished, free use of a club, tennis courts, &c..
Es.500 per month in his case would be equivalent to Es.1,200
in mine.
In 19CX) it was possible to live up country on Es.250 per

month, provided one had no rent to pay, and that one's
requirements were ordinary, i.e., no undue luxuries were
indulged in : this, of course, apphed to a single man.
At that time it was possible to obtain accommodation at

hotels at such places as Lahore, Lucknow, Bombay, and
Calcutta at Rs.6 per day. i.e., Rs.180 per month. Double
room for rnarried couple at Rs.300 per month.
In addition, for a single man a dhobie to wash clothes and
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a " boy " or personal servant (both necessities), the former
at Rs.8 and the latter Rs.1'2 per month ; for a mairied couple
the dhobie was Rs.l4, boy or bearer Rs.l6, ayah Rs. 18.

Present Rates in Calcutta or Bombay :—Single man at an
hotel: Rs.l2 per day = Rs.360 per month; dhobie Rs.l2,
bearer Rs.30: total, Rs.402.
Man and wife (without children) at a boarding house :

Rs.600; dhobie Rs.l8, bearer Rs.40; total Rs.658.
The cheapest flat, consisting of dining and drawing rooms,

with a low partition or curtain dividing them, two bedrooms
and bathrooms, now lets at Rs.3;j0 per mouth; servants (a

minimum staff) would amount to R.s.110. Bazaar

—

i.e., meat,
fish, bread, butter, vegetables, &c.—for two persons, Rs.7 per
day, Rs.210. Light, fans, and ice, Rs.30 per month. Total,
Rs.700.

It should be noted that Rs.-102 for a single man and Rs.6.58

and Rs.700 for a married couple (without chOdren) includes
nothing but bare necessities.

In Calcutta most Europeans live at least two miles from

their office, and to walk during the hot weather is impossible

;

to travel by tramcar, to say quite the least of it, is unpleasant,
.•md during the rains almost impossible. Therefore, ghairi
hire at a minimum of Rs.1.8 per day must be added, say
Es.37 per month. Xo doctor's fees (the equivalent of £1 per
visit), life insurance, sending wife up to the hills (a necessity
after two hot sea.sons on the plains), provision for home leavf,

holidays, recreation, amusements, drinks, tobacco, clothe.-,

(a. very heavy iteni), or extras of any description whatsot-vn
are added ; therelore your correspondent in the issue dated
April 7th, must have unusual ideas of how a Rajah lives, and
he would be well advised to " look before he jumps " at com-
ing out on a salary of Rs.1,000 per month if he is married.

I wonder what Iw would think if he had to pay £260 per
annum at home for a house containing four small rooms, and
no garden, this being the equivalent of Rs.3.50 per month ; the
furnishing of such a house at present costs at least Rs.3.5f«j

Calcutta, Juiir ^.,t. 192-2. .\. Ditcher.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—L. Brown, electrician. The
Street, Ei-ensham.—Receiving order made June 13th on
creditor's petition. Fii-st meeting June 2(jth at 29, Russell

Square, W.C. Public examination July 4th at the Guildhall,

Guildford.
Thomas Green Coaton, trading as " T. G. Coaton & Co.,"

16, Humberstone Road, Leicester, electrical engineer. The
following aie creditors:—

Berkeley, A
Bell Si Bury
Cranmore S: Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Trevelyan & Co
Berry's Electric Ltd.
B.E. Co. (London and Bi

ham). Ltd.

... 19 Necta, Ltd 10

... 21 Industry & Commerce Alliance,

.,. 12 Ltd. 12

... 138 Bramley, J. S., & Co 20

... 23 Bcntley, D., & Co 20

... 37 Gent & Co., Ltd 24
ng- Inland Revenue 50

... 29 Midland Dynamo Co., Ltd. ... 31

... 27 Gent & Hurley 30

Drake S: Gorham Wholesale, Stevens Bros i2

Ltd. 3« Vipan & Headiv 11

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. Ul Coaton, Mrs. E 80

English Electric and Siemens Cooper, H. T. 13

Supplies, Ltd 307 Potter, Mrs. .10

Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd. ... 16 Wilson, E. E 20

Fuller's United Electric Works... 15 City of I.eice.ster Ui

Holpoint Electric .Appliance Co., Lee, W. A 20

Ltd. 12 British Thomson-Houston Co. ... 97

Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd. ... 15 Driver, Harris & Co., Ltd. ... 77

Siemens Bros & Co., Ltd. ... 52 Metropolitan-Vickers, Ltd. ... Gi

Vulcan Electric Co., Ltd. ... X Meccano. Ltd 11

Swan Electrical Co., Ltd. ... 10 Savory, E. W., Ltd 17

G. J. Hogg (F. Hogg & Co.), electrical engineer, 66, "Water-

loo Road, Smethwick.—Krst meeting June '^Srd at the Olificial

Receiver's offices. BiiTuingham. Public examination July 7th

at" the Law Courts, West BrcJmwich.
G. M. Hallett, electrical engineer, 7, King Street, Prome.

—

Last day for proofs for dividend July l.st. Trustee, J. P.

Emett, 18, Nicholas Street, Bristol.

R. V. Mayner. electrical engineer, late of Narrow and Went-
worth Streets. Peterborough.—Last day for proofs for divi-

dend July 7th. Trustee, J. O. Morris, Official Receiver, 5,

Petty Cury, Cambridge.
John Howard Hopkins, late of 140, Wardour Street, and

57, Castellian Mansions, Maida 'Vale, trading as the Elec-

trical Maintenance Co.—An application for an order of dis-

charge was made to Mr. Registrar Prancke, on June 16th.

at the London Bankruptcy Court, on behalf of this bankrupt,
who failed in November, 1921. Mr. Vyvyan, Official

Receiver, reported that the liabihties \iere returned at £%fi,
apart from two disputed claims for £5,619, in respect of which
no proof of debt had been received; the assets had realised
±'9 19s. Id. The apphcant commenced business in July, 1918,

as an electrical engineer, with a capital of £1,000, at 86,

Shaftesbury Avenue, under the style of " The Electrical

Maintenance Co." Mr. C. A. Hall joined him as a partner
in March, 1919, and introduced £3,000 as capital. The busi-
ness was removed to 140. Wardour Street in August, 1919.

Owing to disagreements between the partners there was a.

dissolution in September, 1920. the debtor continuing the
business aijd agreeing to pay Mr. Hall £5,000 by £500 casli

down, and weekly instalments of £40. He executed a deed
of assignment on December 20th, 1920, under which a divi-

dend of 2s. in the £ was paid to the a.s.^enting creditors,
whose claims amounted to about £'20,000, the only dissent-
ient being the petitioning creditor. The debtor attributed
his failure to insufficiency of capital, and to his ignorance
nf one of the branches of the business. On the grouijd of
iri.sufficiency of a.ssets to equal 10s. in the £ on the amount
of the liabilities the di.scharge was suspended for four weeks.

P. RoTHWELL, in partnership with P. A. Rothwell, a minor
(P. A. Rothwell & Co.), electrical engineer, 04, Higher Bridtre
Street, Bolton.—First instalment of composition of 6s. in tlie

£, payalile June 28th, at the Official Receiver's oifices, Byrom
Street, Manchester.
W. Camp (W. Camp &. Co.). electrical engineer, Carr Lane,

Slaithwaite, Huddersfield.—First and final dividend of Is. 5id.

in the £, payable June '27tTi at the Official Pveceiver's office,

12, Duke Street, Bradford.
P. M. Rogers (Longbridge Engineering Co.), electrical engi-

neer, 40, Portland Street, Aberystwyth.—Receiving order made
June 14th on debtor's own petition.

G. G. Grieve and A. A. Manges (The Up-to-date Electrical

and Mechanical Engineers), 14, West Bute Street, &c.,

Cardiff.—First meeting, June 2rth, at 34, Park Place, Cardiff;
public examination, July 5th, at the Law Courts, Cardiff.

E. W. Morgan, company director and electrical engmeer,
Eccles Mill, Monton Lane Eccles, Lanes.—First meeting.
June '28th, at the Official Receiver's offices, Byrom Street,

Manchester
;
public examination, July 13th, at the Couit

House, SaU'ord.

F. RiDGWAY (.separate estate), carrying on business in co-

partnership with T. Tj'nan at '21, Bowling Old Lane. Brad-
ford (Ridgway & Tynan), electrical engineer, 5, Sharp Avenue,
Odsal. Bradford.—Last day for proofs for dividend July 5th.

Trustee : W. Durrance, Official Receiver, 12, Duke Street,

Bradford.
T. Tynan (separate estate), carrying on business in co- *

partnership with F. Ridgway at 21. Bowling Old Lane, Brad-
ford (Ridgway & Tv'nan), electrical engineer, 14, Hardy
Avenue, Odsal, Bradford.—Last day for proofs for dividend
Julv 5th. Trustee; W. Durrance, Official Receiver, 1'2, Duke
Street, Bradford.
George Francis Coupe, 2, Spring Gardens, Stockport,

Cheshire, electrical engineer.—^The public examination of this

debtor was held recently at the C!ourt House. Stockport. The
statement of affairs showed liabilities of £599. and there was
a deficiency of £538. Debtor attributed his failure to bad
trade and insufficient knowledge of the business. He stated

that he commenced business as an electrical engineer in May.
1920, his father paying accounts to the extent of £10tf. He
said that he had not sufficient experience to do the work him-
self, and had to i-ely on woi'kmen. Debtor was closely ques-

tioned regarding some of his ttlfairs. and was ordered to file a
cash account from March, 19'2], up to the date of the proceed-

ings. The examination was adjoiu'iied.

Company Liquidations.

—

The jNIaxim Lamp Works, Ltd.,

75. Canonbury Road, Highbury, N.—Under the compulsory
liquidation of this company, which was formed in March,
1910. to acquire the l)usiness of the Maxim Electrical Co.,

Ltd., accounts have been lodged showing total liabilities,

£11,050 (unsecured, £4,987) ; assets valued at £3,579, almost

entirely absorbed by the debenture claims; and a total defi-

ciency of £9,48.3 a^' regards contributories. Mr. E. T. A.

Phillips, Official Receiver, reports that the Maxim Electrical

Co., Ltd.. was formed in 1904. with the object of carrying

on busine.ss as manufacturers of electric lamps. On March
12th. 1908, Mr. J. F. Poynter was appointed receiver and
manager by the debenture holders in respect of their deben-

tures for £15,000. At this time the company's bankers were .

creditors for £1.800 for cash advanced, and had been given *

a first charge on the book-debts of the company, amounting
to approximately £800. and other assets valued at approxi-

mately £1.000. "in addition to which they held as collateral

security £600 debentures forming part of the £15,00t) referred

to above. Mr. Poynter, as receiver and manager of the Maxim
Electrical Co., Ltd., continued to carry on the business;

until early in 1910, with the assistance of one Taussig (who
advanced £2.600) and R. W^ Strange King, his accountant.

Various meetings of the debenture holder.? were held between
1908 and 1910. and as they were satisfied that a forced sale

of the company's assets w'ould not provide a sum sufficient

the discharge the bank's claim the continuance of the busi-

ness was sanctioned by them. Early in 1910 arnahgements
were made, with the approval of the debenture holders of

the Maxim Electrical Co.. IJd.. to form a new company to

acquire the assets of the old company. According to Mr. Poyn-
ter the purchase agreement dated March 14th, 1910, provitied
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that the uew compauy \^as to purchase the assets of the old

company for £'2,'2'20 payable as to £T2() in cash and as to

.£1,500 by the ahotment of 1,500 fully paid preference shares

of £1 each in the new company. The cash consideration was
to be employed in the payment by instalments of Is. in the

£ to the debenture holders of the old company (excludmg the

£60(1 debenture's held by the bank as collateral security),

which would exhaust the i'7'20. The shares forming the re-

mainder of the consideration were allotted to Mr. Taussig in

repayment of his loans to the receiver. No copy of the agree-

ment can be found. Mr. Poynter states that another agree-

ment was entered into at the same time between the new
company and himself providing for the allotment to him of

l,.50O fully-paid preference shares of the new company in

consideration for his services in the promotion and for the

benefit of certain contracts which he had entered into as

receiver and manager of the old company. Mr. Poynter states

tliat in his opinion the failure of the company is due to

the unprohtalile transactiou.s with the huperial Co.. whic-h

had the effect of causing the company to incur great ex-

pense in the production of lamps, which w-ere eventually

left on its hands with little prospect of disposal. The Official

Receiver concurs in this view, but is of the opinion that

the company has been hampered by lack of suflicient work-
ing capital from its inception, and that its affairs have been
mismanaged.
British Switchgear, Ltd.—Meeting of members July 26th

at iVustralia House, Strand. W.C, to hear an account of the

winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. T. D. Marshall.

Splitdorf Electricai, Co. of London, Ltd.—Winding up
voluntarily. Liquidati.r, Mr. H. J. Hinley, 16'2, Great Port-

land Street, W. Particulars of claims to the liquidator by
July 5th.

Tredegaks, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidators,

Mr. N. Bell, of Messrs. T. Fuller, Carter, Son & White, and
Mr. B. B. McCallum. of Mes.srs. Tansley. Witt & Co., 5. Chan-
cery Lane, W.C. '2. Meeting of creditors June .30th, at the In-

stitute of Chartered Accountants. Moorgate Place, E.G. Parti-

culars of claims by June '29th to Mr. B. B. McCallum.
EvERED & Co.. Ltd.—Meeting of creditors at 84, Colmore

Piow, Birmingham, June ii3rd. Liquidator, Mr. C. H. Smith.

IvKYNSHAM ELECTRIC LiGHT & PowER Co., Ltd.—Meeting of

creditors June ^Tth at the offices of the liquidator, Mr. A. Col-

lins. 28, Baldwin Street. Bristol, to whom particulars of clainiis

should be sent by July .31st.

S. Gillitt it Co., Ltd., Kewcastle-on-Tyne.—Winding-up
order made June 15th.

Meeting of Creditors.—Fluxio Welding Co., Ltd.—A
meeting of creditors was held on June loth, and after a very
full consideration of the whole position, it was unanimously
decided that the creditors should leave their debts over
indefinitely to enable the company to carry on its business and
as early as possiljle discharge the amounts. We understand
that the company will probably carry on under the name of,the
Lackawana Steel Corporation of Britain, Ltd., and the debts
will be transferred to that company.

Trade Announcements.—From June 24th the address of
Messrs. Mavall & Co., Ltd., will be 6, Imperial Buildings,
Dale End, Birmingham.
Mr. H. a. M.achen, .A.M.I.E.E., late of Messrs. Siemens

Bros. & Co., Ltd.. has acquired an interest in the Wain-
wright Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., '25, Victoria Street, Westmin-
ster, S.W.I, and has become the technical director of the
company. He has bad between 17 and 18 years' exjierience
in wireless work, and has been in charge of Mes.srs. Siemens's
Wireless Telegraph Department since 1911. The Wainwright
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., manufacturing electrical engineers,
is extending the scope of its activities by the establishment of

a wholesale factoring department. It will shortly be putting
on the mai'ket newly-designed wireless sets for amateurs.
Messrs. Constable & Ohlson, electrical engineers, of GO,

Queen's Road, Batter.sea, S.W., are removing on June 24th
to Ifi, Surrev Lane, Battersea, S.W. Telephone: Battersea
•2159.

T>iK Commkrcial Cable Co. has removed its administrative
and central operating offices to Mackay House, 27-.33, Worm-
wood Street, London, E.G. '2.

The Bedford Electrical & Radio Co., Ltd., electrical and
wireless engineers, have taken over the business of Mr. A. J. E.
Oshourn, carried on at 7, St. Peter's Street, and 22, Campbell
Road, Bedford.
Mr. I. Stephexson, juur.. is continuing the business of his

father, the late Mr. I. Stephenson, electrical engineer, of .3(i

and 37, Flowergate, Whitby.

Catalogues and Lists.—-Mr. E. Brontman, 139, Bourne-
moutli Road. Parkstone. Bournemouth.

—

An illustrated pam-
phlet describing the " Electrawa " water heater.

.\teliers de Constrgctions Electriques de Charleroi, 5('i,

Victoria Street, S.W.I.—A brochure (in English) dealing with
the construction and manufacture of motor converters under
the A.C.E.C.-lAa Cour patents. Illustrated.

The General Electric Co.. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2.—Catalogue. Section I\I. An illustrated and priced list
of mea.suring instruments, including voltmeters, ammeters,
portable testing ^ts, insulation testing sets, &c.

Messrs. W. G. Pie & Co., Granta Works, Cambridge.—List
No. 160, illustrating and describing wireless apparatus.
Priced.

Caeron Company, Falkirk, N.B.—An iUustrated and priceil

leaflet describing the firm's latest design of electric cooker.

Mr. H. B. Turner, 79, Playford Road, N.4.—A price hst
of v.i.r. cables of various sizes, tlexibles. and rubber strip.

Messrs. Fry's (London), Ltd., 46, Upper Thames Street,
E.G. 4.—A comprehensive illustrated and priced catalogue of

hack saws, sawing machines, sawing stands, &c.

Messrs. B. Cohen & Sons, Ltd.. 1-19, Curtain Road, E.C.2.
—A fully-illustrat«d catalogue of office and library fmniture of
all grades, including desks, tables, tiling cabinets, chairs, book-
cases, &c. Also a leaflet giving prices.

Messrs. Herbert Morris, I.^td., Loughborough, Leicester-
shire.—An illustrated booklet, in Spanish, descriptive of the
finri's various manufactures.

The Ben.umin Electric, I.th., Brantwood Work.s, Tariff
Road, Tottenham, N.17.—Two illustrated and priced pam-
phlets dealing respectively with " Benjamin " electric horns
and " Tip Top " push buttons.

Messrs. Watson & Son.s (Electro-Medical), Ltd., Sunic
House, Parker Street, Kingsway, W.G.2.—Bulletin 48s, giv-
ing descriptions of a iuiml)cr of types of oil-immer.sed high-
pressure transformers for X-ray work, including d.c. types
fitted with rotary convei'ters. Fully priced and illustrated.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Mazda House.
77, Upper Thames Street, E.G.4.—An illustrated pamphlet of
electric fans of various types—desk, cefling, exhaust, and
<jscillating. Fully priced.

Messrs. Downes & Davies, 1 and 3, Stanley Street, Liver-
pool.—An illustrated catalogue giving full details and prices
of " Apex " .switch and fuse-gear.

Messrs. Richson & Co., 114, New Oxford Street, W.C.I.—
An excellently-produced catalogue of all kinds of Czecho-
Slovakian glassware for lighting purposes, including mosaic
bowls and pendants, silhouette patterns, table standards, lan-
terns, &c. Also a price list of the examples illustrated.

The Davis Electrical Co., Ltd., 6, Warwick Court, High
Holbom, W.C.I.

—

X pamphlet illustrating and describing a
new type of combination plug and adaptor.

Messrs. Marry.^t & Place, 28, Hatton Garden, E.C.I.—An
illustrated price list of electrically-driven tools, including
drilling machines, grinders, poUshers, &c.
Serek Radi.\tors, Ltd., Warwick Road, Greet, Birmingham.

—An illustrated booklet dealing with automobile radiators, oil

coolers, &c.
Messes. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.E.7.

"Transformer Abstracts" No. 10.—This is a ""Comparison
of Polyphase Ti-ansformer Connections," reviewing the follow-
ing connections:—3-pha.se to 3-phase, in eight combinations;
3 to 6-phase.. in five forms; 2 to 3-phase; and 2 to 6-pha.se.

Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.,
Blomfield Street, London Wall' E.G.2.—List UGl, illustrating
and describing various types of colliery joint boxes, including
straight through, three-way, and " y " boxes. Fully priced.
Mr. J. B. Rddkin, 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue. W;G.2.—

List No. 3, illustrating and describing ironclad switchgear of
various types manufactured by the Sprecher & &Schuh Co..
.\arau, Switzerland ; and List No. 7, descriptive of apparatus
for protection against current surges. Both lists are priced in
Swiss francs, and metric weights and dimensions are given.

Engineering Trade Agreements.—The Manchester Guar-
dian states that the secretary of the Engineering and Nationa\
Employers' Federations issued the following statement on June
16th :—" The Engineering and National Employers' Federa-
tions and the National Union of Foundry Workers met in con-
ference on June 14tli, 15th, and ffith, 1922. Joint recommen-
dations were arrived at in connection with the questions of
overtime, night-shift, and systems of payment by results, jmd
these will be submitted forthwith to the constituent bodies on
both sides for ratification."

A conference which had been arranged for Wednesday at
Broadway House. Westminster, between all the engineering
unions and the Engineering Employers' Federation to discuss
the employers' demand for a reduction of the war bonus was
postponed, and efforts are being made to fix a new date.

Tlie Boilermakers' and Iron and Steel Shipbuilders' Society
has now agreed to accept the terms agreed upon between the
National Employers' Federations and the trade unions.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. report,
June 20th. 1922 :—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £71. 20s. in-
crease; ditto ditto, sheets; no change; ditto ditto, wire rods,
£81, 20s. increa.se; ditto ditto, h.e. Avire, 10 7/16d., Jd. increase.

Mes.srs. James & Shakespeare rejwrt. June 21st. 1922:—
Copper bars (best selected), sheet and rod, no change; English
pig lead, no change.

Swedisli Telephone Industry.—In an interview with
Afionbladet, M. .Johansson, Director of the L.M. Ericsson
Telephone Co.. .stated that {here had been a considerable
increase in the number of inquiries for telephone plants
from abroad, which indicated the beginning of an improve-
ment in the general situation.^ii'eufer's Trade SeTvice
(Stockhobn).
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Our Foreign Trade.—May Pioures.—The following were

the values ot imports and exports of electrical goods and
machinery during May, 19'32 :

—
May, '> mouths,
1922. ,

•
' 1922.

Inc. or dec. Jm-. or dec.

Imports :
— £ £ i-

Electrical goods and
apparatus ... 108,1G4 -42,837 -521,955

Machinery ... 76.5.8:^0 -307,867 -2,862,223

Exports

:

—

•

Electrical goods and
apparatus ... .552,730 -1,2:W,849 -3,606,841

Ma<.-hinery ... 3,053,053 -3,240,019 -12,183,482

Re-exports :
—

Electrical goods and
apparatus ... 13.320 -1,322 -32,314

Machinery ... 86,5.50 -4.100 -74,426

Belgian Interests in Russia.—The chairman of the Com-
pagnie Centrale d'Electricite, speaking at the annual meeting
held in Brussels on Jime 12th, stated that the company had
received no news from its stations at Ekaterinoslaw, Ekaferin-

boiirg, and Berdiansk since last year.

Booli Notices.
—" Working of Dynamos and Electric

Motors." (45 pp.). Manchester; The National Boiler and
Oenf-ral Iii.^iinmce Co., Ijtd. Price 1b. 6d.—Tliis is a useful

collection of notes upon the care, working, and maintenance
of rotating electrical machinery. Special attention is jiaid

to the care of commutators, collector rings, and brushes; the

.starting of machines; overloading; inspection; &c. A
number of photographs of dama;_!e caused by neglect or inat-

tention are included in the booklet.
" Vacuum." By Henry A. Pleuss (27 pp.). Reading : Poyn-

der & Son. Price 6d.—^This is a short treatise on vacua by
the inventor of the " Geryk " air pumps (manufactured by
the Pulsometer Engineering Co., Ltd.). It contains a his-

torical review of work on vacua mentioning TorricelU, Dewar,
McLeod, and others. Several forms of air pump are des-

cribed as well as numerous other devices employed in the

production and measurement of vacua.

"The All-Electric Age." By A. G. Whyte. Pp. xiii-1-342;

illustrated. London: Constable & Co., Ltd. Price 7s. 6d.

net.

Engineering Directory, No. 69. April, 1922. London :

Engineering, Ltd.
" The Home Eadio and How to Make and Use it." By

A. H. Verrill. Pp. vi-l-ID6; figs. 61. ~ London: Harper and
Bros. Price 3s. 6d. net.

Kelly's Directory of the _Merchants, Manufacturers, and
Shippers of the World. IJondon : Kelly's Directories, Ltd.
(54s. post free.—The 30th annual edition of this valuable work
is a guide to those engaged in trade all over the world. The
book, which is in two volumes, consists of some 5,000 pages,

giving information as to 20,000 foreign and colonial cities and
towns, under which over 1,000,00() trade descriptions are

given. Volume I deals with foreign countries, and their

dependencies, while Vol. II gives information concern-
ing England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, the British
Dominions and Possessions. Under each town heading,
classified and alphabetically arranged, lists are given of ail

those engaged in trade, with the class of goods in which they
deal. The contents are indexed in four languages, making
the information easily accessible. The German section runs
to 400 pages. The difficulties of obtaining reliable informa-
tion as regards Piussia has naturally caused this section to

remain meagre. The evacuation of Egypt has caused that
country to be transferred to the Foreign from the Colonial
.section. New frontier decisions have necessitated altera-

tions to the maps, and in various other ways efforts have
been made to bring the work up to date. A brief explana-
tion of the arrangement of the work and a practical example
of how to use it, in four languages, is given just after the
title page.

Switching and Switchgear. By H. E. Poole. Pp. ix-t-118;

figs. 23. London : Sir I. Pitman it Sons, Price 2s. 6d. net.—
A very elementary book which can really only be of ser-

vice to those who are almost whoUy unfaniihar with the func-
tions which switchgear is called upon to perform. To such
persons the book will serve as an introduction to more ad-
vanced treatises. Chapters are included on insulating ma-
terials, breaking and making circuit, short-circuits and pres-
sure rises, switch ty]ies and mechanisms, fuses, relays, motor
st.irters. and instruments.

The Tenting of Transformers and Alternating Current Ma-
chines. By C. F. Smith. Pp. xi-l-91; fics. 34. London:
Sir I. Pitman & Sons. Price 2=. 6d. net.—This little volume
attempts to give in compact form an outline of the main
principles underlying the nractice of te.'iting alternating-cur-
rent machines and transformers for commercial purposes.
The book will be of service chiefly to men on the alterna-
ting-current test bed. and to a more limited extent to those
engineers who are engaged in the piircha.sp or maintenance
of alternating-current machinery. The first chapter deals

with the principles of a.c. circuits and testing, and the re-

maining chapters with specific tests on transformers, alterna-
tors, and induction motors.

Cassell's "Work" handbooks. "Electric .Accumulators"
(pp. 1.52). Edited by Bernard E. Jones, and ' Wireless
lelegraphy and Telephony " (pp. 152), by E. Fiedi>ath. \j>u-

don ; Cas.sell it Co., Ltd. Price Is. 6A. each net.—The first

of these two handbooks treats of both the principles
and construction of secondary cells. The way in which elec-

trical energy is converted mto chemical energy and vice
versa, is simply explained, and the methods employed in the
manufacture of plates are similarly dealt with. Pull insti-uc-

tions aSi to erection, commencement of charging, and sub-
sequent treatment are given in very full detail, and notes
on the best form of battery room are included. A useful
chapter is that devoted to " Managing and Repairing," which
contains numerous hints on " stitches in time." Chapter
IX describes the types of accumulator produced by particular
makers. The " wireless " book covers a great deal in a small
space, and its main function is to in.struct the amateur how to
make up appai'atus—principally for reception purposes. Tie
simple explanations of such processes as tuning, adjustment of

capacity and inductance, &c., ensure that the apparatus will

not merely be made according to instructions, but will be
understood.

Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, April.

1922. Vol. LX. No. 308. Commemoration nmnber.—This
number contains the proceedings at the Commemoration meet^
ings held on Pebi-uary 21st, 22nd, and 2;3rd, 1922. It

gives in crtenso the contributions to the symiX)sium of

reminiscences by eminent electrical engineers, and forms a
history of the birth and growth of the electrical industry as
viewed fiom many points. The collection is rendered ail the
more intere-sting by the per.sonal natm-e of the papers, and
it is improbable that such an opportunity of hearing the
experiences of the founders and pioneers of electrical engineer-
ing will recur. In all there are 47 contributors, apart from
Prof. J. A. Fleming's lecture on " Michael Faraday and the
Foundations of Electrical Engineering," which is reprinted
in full. The illustrations include portraits of those who con-
tributed and pictures of early examples of electrical plant.

Transactions of the South .African Institute of Electrical

Engmeers. Vol. XIII. Part 2. March-April. 1922. Johan
nesburg : The Institute. Price 2s. net.—This number includes

a paper on " Some Effects of Explosives on Overhead Line
Structures," by C. W. R. Campbell, and the authors' rephes
to discussions upon " Power Interference on Telephone Cir-

cuits " and "Some Problems in Machine Rock Drilling and
Mine Ventilation where Electricity may be beneficially em
ployed."

Journal of the South African Institution of Engineers.

Vol. XX. No. 10. May. 1922. Johannesburg : The Institu.

tion. Price 2s. net.—Among the papers, &c., reprinted in this

issue are " The Microstructure of Babbitt Metal " and discus-

sions on the working of tungsten and refrigeration.

Mamiale per il Collavdo delle Macchinc Elettriche. By
Ing. G. Bianchi (46;3 pp.). Milan: ITlrico Hoeph. Price

18. .50 lire.—This summarises the methods of testing machines
upon reception laid down by the Italian Electrotechnical

Committee, the International Electrotechnical Cormnission.

and the .American Institute of Electrical Engineers, dealing

particularly with the rules of the first committee. The first

part briefly reviews the methods suggested by the above-named
bodies, and contains information regarding tendering and
ordering electrical machinery. Then the work goes on to

deal with d.c. and a.c. motors and generators, rotan* con-

verters, transformers, accumulator batteries, cables, and insu-

lating material. The second part deals with the measure-
ment of resistance, potential, current, frequency, capacity,

induction, work, &c.

Electric Power Systems. Bv W. T. Tavlor. Pp. xii-f-

107; figs. 9. London: Sir I. Pitman it Sons. Price 2s. 6d.

net.—Written prinfarily for power station engineers and
students, this little book does not describe apparatus, but

deals with a large number of general matters affecting the
operation of different sy.^tems. Various methods of power dis-

tribution are discussed, with a number of useful formulfe

relating to power loss in alternating-current networks. Con-
siderable .space is also devoted to record keeping, both with
regard to co.sting and the operation of the various sections of

a. system. Many much-discus.sed points arising out of

modern power supplv pipblems are dealt with, and few sta-

tion engineers would fail tr> find something with which they

were imfamiliar.

Electric Clocks and Chimes. Pp. 159; fig.s. 160. Tx)ndon :

Percival Mar.shall & Co. Price 3s. 6d. net.—This is a prac-

tical handbook on the making of electrical timepieces and
chimes, a fascinating hobby for the merhanically-minded
amateur. It gives full details of a varietv of movements, with

numerous photographic illustrations and working drawings,

based upon clcX'ks actually made and in successful oiwration.

Tlie working instructions are minutely detailed, and cover i-.

3-, and 1-second clocks, the conversion of a grandfather clock

to electric drive, the " Svnchronomc " system (the parts for

which can be obtained from the makers), chime-operating

mechanism, and dial movements driven by a master clock.

Instructions are also given for the making of the case in which
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the clock is housed. The book is a valuable addition to the
long series of handbooks issued by the publishers of the
Model Engineer,

" M. & C. Machine Mining." June. Glasgow: Messrs.
Mavor & Coulson, Ltd. Price 6d.. post free.—This issue con-
tains articles and notes dealing with various pha-ses of mechani-
cal coal cutters and their employment, such as the use of the
machines in troubled ground, lubrication, &c.

We have received copies of the Brown, [iovcri Review (the

house journal of Messrs. Brown, Boveri &. Co., Baden) for

January. February. March, and April, 192'2, Nos. 1 to 4 of Vol.

DC. The first of these inauguratt»s the English edition of the
Review, which for the last eight years has been published in

Fi-ench and German; the journal is admirably produced, and
contains technical articles and descriptions of the company's
manufactures. It is issued monthly, price " 1.'20 fr. (1

shilling)," from the company's office, Trafalgar House, Water-
loo Place, S.W.I. The April number includes articles on
turbo-compressors and blowers and their applications; pro-
tection against abnormal pressure rises in e.h.p. installations;

and Brown. Boveri mercury arc rectifiers (of which descriptions
have appeared in our columns).

" Outlines of the Calculus." bv T. Thomas. Pp. 127, 37 figs.

London : Mills & Boon, Ltd. Price 3s. 6d. net.
" A Life of George Westinghouse." by H. G. Prout. Pp.

xii-|-.37.5, nine illustrations. London : Benn Bros. Price 18s.

net.

Lead.—In their report dated June 17th, Messrs. James
Forster & Co. state that there is little change to report in the
general jxisition of the metal. They still think that, in face of

the poor state of trade, the present price of lead is too high
to be maintained. The Board of Tiade returns for May show :

Imjwrts. 1.5,860 tons; exports, 3,794 tons; leaving for home
consumption, 13,066 tons.

" Delas " Air Extractors.—In a series of tests carried out
in Paris upon " Delas ' air extractors, made in England by
Messrs. Cole. Marchent ct Morley. Ltd., and described in oui-

is.sues of October 'ilst, 19'21, and .\pril '28th, 192-2, it was found
that a comparison of their steam consumption with that of

other first-class makes gave the following results :

—

Vacuum maintained. Steam used by the CM. & M.-
inches. " Delas " pump, per cent. less.

28.2.5 ... 24.9

•28..50 ... 19.0

28.75 ... 22.4

29.0 ... 20.0

British Empire Exhibition.—The Secretary of State for the
Colonies has made tlie following appointments in connection
with colonial participation in the British Empire Exhibition,
192i :—Sir H. C. Beltield to \ie chairman of the committee to

organise the East African group; Sir J. West Ridgeway to be.

chairman of the Eastern ; and Sir Frank Swettenham of the

Far Eastern groups.

Output of Russian Electrical Factories.—Repurts on pro-

duction that have reached the " (^Uavelektro " (Chief Elec-

trical Control) show that the production of the dynamo
faetory, Moscou', has improved, in the months of March
and April, by 8 per cent., compared with that of January
and February. The largest increase is reported by the Petro-

grad high-pressure plant factory (fonuerly Siemens-Schuckert)
the production of which in the months of March, not-

with.standing the deficient fuel .<;uppiy and the scarcity of

many necessary materials, amounted to 214 per cent, of the
January production. The Northern Cable factory. Petrograd,

has also increa.sed its output. Compared with January it

.shows an increase of 220 per cent, in March, and of 107 per

cent, compared with February. The output of the Alexei-

evsky cable factory, of Moscow, shows a sustained level.

The Factories Board notes defective work owing to the

poor quality of the materials receiveid. Capricious idleness

at the factories has decreased very considerably. The pro-

duction of the United Lamp Factories, of Moscow, in .Xpril.

amounted to 136,496 lamps, against 177,O0(J lamps in the

preceding month. Tlie decline in the production is ascribed

to the poor quality of the glass and wolfram, the defective

capacity of the technical staff, and the generally worn-out
condition of the equipment. Reference is made to the pro-

duction in these factories of new welding apparatus, and
successful efforts in the preparation of wolfram.

Sale of Georgetown Machinery.—-\ correspondent reports

that high prices were obtained for electrical and engineering
plant dtiring the first half of a six days' sale cnrried out by
direction of the Dispo.sal and Liquidation Commis.sion at

(ieorgeto^n Factory, near Glasgow, by Mr. Matthew Mar-
shall, auctioneer, of Glasgow. There was a large attendance
of buyers, representatives being present from large industrial

centres of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Bidding was
keen, about f.30.000 being realised during the three days. At
Monday's sale 180 petrol-electric generating sets realised up
to £85 each. For a miscellaneous quantity of electric cable

a total sum of about £1.500 was obtained. Good prices were
obtained for high-pressure and heating piping, i£7,00t> being
received for this class of lots.

The Bordeaux Fair.—On June 15th M. Sarraut, Minister
of the Colonies and M. Rio, Under Secretary of State for the
Mercantile Marine, opened the sixth Bordeaux Samples Fair.

The Fair includes not only the whole range of French manu-
factures and fancy goods, but also colonial iiroducts, both m
the raw state and manufactured. The Fair was instituted

during the war, and since those difficult times has much
increased in prosperity; this year there are many moro
French and Colonial, and even foreigti exhibitors than there
have ever been. A number of stands have been taken by
Americans and a special quarter of the Fair is devoted to

Moroccan wares and products. Attached to the Fair is an
international exhibition of inventions, open to all inventors
anxious to gain publicity for their work; a salon of decora-

tive arts is another feature of the fair.

—

Reader's Trade tier-

vice (Paris).

Bennis's Contracts.—We have before us a very lengthy
li.-it of contracts for stokers, and coal-handling plants, that
have been received by Messrs. E. Benxis & Co., Ltd., during
the past quarter. We under-stand that in spite of all the
difficulties experienced during the last few months, the
orders placed offer a not unfavourable comparison with pre-

vious periods. The chief trouble at present is execu-
tion, owing to the difficulty in obtaining material. The
stoker contracts for electrical undertakings include two chain
grate stokers for. the Western Electric Co., Ltd., North Wool-
wich ; four chain grate stokers for the Stirling boilers for the
Ne4?psend generating station of the Sheffield Electricity De-
partment: relinking two Babcuck chain grate stokers for

Stretford Council Electricity Department; and six chain grate

stokers for cross drum water-tube boilers, for the Spearing
Boiler Co.. Ltd., for Peterborough electricity works. The
coal-handling plants ordered include one patent rotary truck
tipper, for the Blackpool Corporation Electricity Department,
and one overhead flight conveyor and one bucket elevator, for

Mc--^rs. Hubert Davies & Co!, Ltd., for the Pretoria Muni-
cipality,

French Electro^metallurgical Industry.—The year 1921,

says the Revue d'Elect rocliiiiiie rt dr MeiaUurgie. was charac-

terised by a fall in the manufacture of electrometallurgical pro-

ducts, lack of sales, and a decline in prices. The following

were the prices current in France at the beginning and end of

the past year :—Carbide of calcium (per 10 tonnes), beginning
of 1921, "137 fr.; end of 1921. 83 fr. Ferro-silicon (45 per
cent.), beginning of 1921, 1,200 fr. per tonne; end of 1921.

905 fr. Ferro chrome (6.8 per cent. C), beginning of 1921,

2,600 fr. per tonne ; end of 1921, 1,850 fr. Aluminium, be-

ginning of ,1921, 9.50 fr. per kg. ; end of 1921, 6..50 fr.

For Sale.—Messrs. Hillier, Parker, May & Rowden will

offer by auction at the London .Auction Mart. E.G.. on June
29th. factory premises known as Victory W^orks, Birds Hill,

Letchworth. The premises have a floor area of about 10,600
.sq. ft.

Messrs. H. W. F^igg & Son are instructed by the London
Annature Repair Co., Ltd., in consequence of its amalga-
mation with Messrs. Burdette & Co., Ltd.. to sell by auction

on the premises at Eastern Works, Forest Lane. Stratford, E..

on June 30th, plant, machinery, &c.. including motors,

dynamos, &c. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

" Arethusa " Night.—On July 14th, at the Hyde Park
Hotel, " Arethusa " night will be run under the auspices of the

Hyde Park Dance Club, whose entire organisation has been
placed at the service of the Shaftesbury Homes and
" .\rethusa " Training Ship. It is desired to dispose of at least

a thousand tickets to help the sterling work which is being

done for poor British boys, and has been done for the past

>M} years. Tickets for the ball (one guinea each, including

supper, or ten for .seven guineas) can be obtained from the

secretaries, 164, Shaftesburv Avenue, W.C.2. or of the hon.

sec. of the Hyde Park Dance Club, 222, Strand, W.C.2.

The London Fair and Market.—The organisers of thi-.^

exhibition (International Trade E-xhibitions, Ltd., Broad
Street House, New Broad Street, E.C.2) state that they found

last year that the exclusion of Gennan and ..Vustrian goods from

the fair was a mistaken policy, and they are therefore admitting

these products to the show being held at the Agricultural Hall

from .July 3rd to 14th.

Wet and Dry Bulb Thermometer.—Messrs. Clbworth.
Wheal Co.. Ltd., inform us that the number of applications

for their booklet dealing with the wet and dry bulb thermo-

meter, recently " noticed " m our columns, has been so great

that the edition has been exhausted ; another edition is m
course of publication.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—.Appended is a

summary of tlie recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods and productions connected with the elec-

trical trades and industries. Firms desiring to enter an
objection to any of the applications have one month in which
to do so from the dates given below :

—
Deucalion. No. 422.883. Class 8. Electrolytic rectifiers,

components, and parts, and accumulators.—Howard W.
Richards. 9. Hawarden Avenue, Wallasey, Cheshire. June
14th, 1922.
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Armature Design. No. 4'21.388. Class G. Electrical ma-

chinery and parts. June 7th, 1922. No. 421,390. Class U.
Accumulators, batteries, induction coils, magneto machines,

apparatus for electrolysis, &v. June 14th, 19-2'3.—The General

Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.

Outing.—The mebers of the English Electric Commer-
cial Department, Siemens Works Social Club, went for their

annual outing on June 6th, a party numbering 130 proceeding

in four charabancs to Chester. Luncheon was provided on ar-

rival at Chester, at the Grosvenor Hotel, the chief of the de-

partment, Mr. J. Barr, presiding. After the usual toasts

and votes of thanks and a few remarks by the chairman of

the committee, Mr. G. L. Buckingham, the party dispersed

in order to see the sights of the old city.

To Advertise Electric Cooking.—Miss Alvs M. W.werm.in,

5-5, Hambalt Eoad, Clapham. S.W.4, formerly demonstrator

to some of the London supply companies, has devised an

;idvertiseraent in the form of a star .setting out the advantages

of electric cooking. It is suitable for the purposes of elec-

tricity supply companies or manufacturers of cooking appli-

ances, and can be obtained at the price of 3.5s. per thousand

copies.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Abtrdeen.

—

Proposed Pl.\nt Extensions.—The Electricity

Committee has recommended the Town Council that in order

to meet the increased demand for electricity, the plant at Cults

sub-station be extended at a cost of £,5.'2So, and that applica-

tion be made to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to

carry out the proposed extensions.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—Tear's Working.—The report of

the city electrical engineer (Mr. W. H. Alabaster,

M.I.E.E") for the year ended December 31.st, 1921, has

just come to hand, together with the Electric Supply
Committee's report. The total revenue for the year

was ^356,446. as compared with ^303.589 in 1930. The
total working expenditure was £234.055. as against

f187,339. leaving a gross surplus of £121,971 (£116,2,50).

After payment of capital and other charges, a net profit of

£33.831 remained, comparing with £38,977 in the previous

year. The total number of units sold rose from 41,954,531 to

45,264,840—an increase of 7.89 per cent. Bulk supplies to

suburban authorities and to the North Melbourne Electric

Tramway & Lighting Co. mcreased from 9,355.778 to 10,999,004.

The total connections increased by 5,088 kW to 60,198 kW,
and the number of consumers from 13,1.50 to 14.477. . The
plant capacity is now 21,0(K) kW (including a 1,200-kW battery),

and the maximum demand was 20,550 kW ; the load factor was
30.6 per cent. The capital expenditure during the year
amounted to £1(58,919—a large amount necessitated by the
arrears of extensions which accumulated during the war. The
principal item of expenditure was £79,000 on mains. The re-

port states that the acquisition of the North Melbourne Co.'s
undertaking has been delayed by the action of the Electricity

Commissioners, who so far have declined to give an opinion
on the matter. The Council ha-s affirmed its right to retain

the control of the distribution of electricity in its area, having
regai'd to the money it has spent upon the undertaking.

Ayrshire.

—

Joint Electricity Scheme.—The County Council
has approved of the proposal to set up a Joint Electricity Boni-d

to control the supply of electricity in the county and burghs.
It) is proposed to take over the power .station at Kilmarnock
at present run by the Corporation. The Ayr Corporation,
which is promoting a scheme of its own at Loch Doon. is

offered memliership of the Board, on condition that it abandons
the Loch Doon schenie. A report by Messrs. Merz and
McLellan, consulting engineers, states that a .Joint Board would
be of gi'eat advantage to the county.

Bangor.

—

Ye.^r's Working.—The annual report of the elec-

trical engineer (Mr. P. P. White) for the year ended March
31st last shows a net deficit of £668. In the previous year
there was a loss of £1,480.

Blairgowrie (Perthshire).—ELECTRicrrv Supply.—The Town
Council has under consideration a proposal to supply the di.s-

trict with electricity. It is intended to utilise the power de-
rived from the River Ericht. The estimated cost of supplying
electricity is 8d. per unit for lighting and 3d. per unit for
power.

BurtOD=upon=Trent.

—

Year's Working.—We have received
from the borough electrical engineer and tramways manager
(Mr. Thomas Hall. A.M.I.E.E.). a copy of the annual report
and accounts of the electricity department for the year ended
March 31st last. The total I'evemie from all sources amounted
to £85,003, as compared with £74,683 in the previous year.
Tlie working expenses totalled £48,766. as against £47.369.
leaving a gross .surplus of .£.36,2.36 (£27.314). After crediting
rents and deducting capital charges, cost of extensions paid
for out nf revenue, fee. the net result was a profit of .£19,813.

of which £5.000 was applied in aid of the rates and the balance
transferred to lenewals fund. The previous year's net profit
was £12.612. The total number of units sold increased from

7.1.32,045 to 8,157,743, the yield per unit remaining the sarne.

ITie report states that the extension of the h.p. transmission

line to a number of works and collieries in South Derbyshire
is well in hand, and several firms will shortly be connected.

Success in the hiring of apparatus is rec(jrded, leading to a
much-increased domestic load.

Chagford.

—

Increased Charges.—The Electric Light Co. has
notified consumers that after the June quarter the charge for

electricity for lighting will be increased by 2d. per unit to Is.

Cheltenham.

—

Price Reduction.—The Town Council is re-

ducing the charge for electricity for lighting to 8id. per unit.

Continental.

—

France.—Operations have been begun on the
building of the great dam on the Blavet river in Brittany.
The dam will be 40 metres high, with a fall of 46 metres. The
hydro-electric works to be built will have a capacity of 12,000

h.p., and will supply electric energy to 4-5(J communes and
1,000, noi; inhabitants. Another sclieme, to supply some 72
conmmnes in the dcpartcinents of Morljihan and Cotes du
Nord, is the subject of a concession applied for by the Soc.ete
Generale d'Enterprises. Both form parts of a large scheme
intendeil to provide the whole of Brittany with electricity.

Czecho-Slovakia.—A noteworthy event in the Northern
Bohemian electrical industry is the acquisition of the August
Pannitschka electricity works by the cities of Reichenberg and
Gablonz, and the authorities of the Tannwald district jointly.

The purchase price is 13^ million kronen. By this transaction

the generation of electricity will be cheaiiened and placed upon
a uniform ba.sis. «hile continuity of supply will be ensured.
This will be achieved by the parallel working of the Reichen-
wald, Gablonz and Tannwald works by a 35,000-V long-distance

line, while the working of the steam-power station will be dis-

pensed with. The an-angement is a preliminary to the intended
linking up of all the stations in Northern and W'estern Bo-
hemia, to the benefit of the industrial and agricultural interests

of these regions.

The Sirindehnuhle commune in the Riesengebirge has in

hand a scheme, drafted by the Engineer Lederer, of Trau-
tenau, to build a high-pressure hydro-electric station with a
22IJ-metre fall and a capacity of 3,450 h.p. The coal saving
by this step is reckoned at equal to 4,000,000 kronen annually.
The Nestomitz Sugw Refinery, which is claimed .to be the

biggest undertaking of its kind in Europe, intends reorganising
its electrical equipment. Instead of the hitherto emploved d.c.

at ilO V, a.c. at 500 V will be used. To this end two 2,000-kyA
turbo-generators will be installed, and a.c. motors will dis-

place the existing d.c. motors. At the same time a trans-

former station will be built, and linked up to the 35,000-V line

of the North- Bohemia electricity works for use in case of

necessity.

The City of Prague has recently contracted a loan in London
of £2.580,0(10, bearing 7i per cent, interest and repayable in
30 years. The sum is to be employed (1) for the extension of

the town's tramway network, the purchase of 240 locomotives
and trailers, erection of garages and workshops—235,000,000
kronen

; (2) power and transformer stations for the railway
and extensions of lines, 178.000,000 kronen ; (3) the balance is

to defray the cost of building a steam generating station at

the Komotan Colliery, where waste coal will be utilised. The
output of 45,000 kW will be transmitted to Prague, a distance
of 130 km., at 100,000 V and stepped down at transformer posts

at Prague and Kladno to a pressure of 22.000 kV for the distri-

bution network. The cost of this plant is estimated at

•344,000,000 kronen. The new lines will be taken in hand in

the course of next year.

Russia.—The fourth of June was fixed for the inauguration
of the Ka.schir electrical .station. This station is of consider-

able importance, -says a leading Russian economic journal. It

\\i\\ burn the inferior Moscow coal with special equipment.
The plant, which is already unofficially running, includes t_wo

sets of 12.000 kW, which enables it to supply 30 per cent, of

the electricity required in Moscow. It is. however, intended
to raise its capacity to 4II.(KX) kW. to effect vihich all

that is wanting is the arrival of the machines already ordered
from abroad.

Italy.—The electricity supply iudu.stry in Rome is repre-

sented bv the Municipal estabUshment and bv the Soeieta
-\nglo-Romana. The foiiner. in 1921. .sold 13.900,000 kW, as

against 8,800,000 kWh in the previous vear. The latter sold

141.S44,5'22 kWh, against 126,205.726 kWh in 19.20 being an
increase of 15.633.79(5 kWh or 12.39 per cent. The increases

were : Private lighting, which advanced from IS.tiOO.tKK)

kWh to 22.71X1,00(1 kWh : and traction, which progres-sed from
17,('/10,0tK) kWh to 19.5l.l0.(X>0 kWh. while the "sales in tli.>

provinces rose from 34.(X)0,01K) kWh to 49,41X1,000 kWh. The
supi>ly of energy for heating and motive power remained prac-

tically unchanged, wliile the consumption of power for the
manufacture of nitric acid fell from 14.3(X'),(XXl kWh to
3.60O.fKX) kWh, owing to the stoppage of manufacture in 19"21.

Tlie consumers on December 31st. 1921. numbered 60.646. being
an increase on 1920 of 2.992. equal to 5.4 per cent.

—

I/Elfttricista.

Dutch East Indies.

—

Watrh Power.—Large schemes for the
utilisation of the Dutch East Indies waterfalls to provide i)ower
through the medium of hydroelectric stations are now under
consideration. It is estimated that the larger falls of Java can
provide from 1,000 to 5.000 h.p.. and those of Sumatra between
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50,0lX) and 200,0(.IO h.p. According to plans, those of Java will

be harnessed first to provide lighting and power for tramways
and railways.

—

Indian Engineering.

Leeds.

—

Ye.4r's Working.—The report and accounts of the
municipal electricity undertaking (Manager : Mr. 0. Nelson
Hefford) for the year ended March 31st, 19'2'2, have come to

hand. A total revenue of i.308,542 is show^n, this comparing
with ^519,021 in the previous year. Working expenses
amounted to ±'218.785, as against £313,05.5, leaving a gross

profit of £259,757 (£205,966). The capital charges absorbed
£183,162, as against £152.105 in 1920-21, giving a net result of

£76,595 profit, as compared with £63,861. A sum of £49,704
was spent out of revenue for capital purposes, leaving an actual

surplus of £26,891. The expenditure upon capital account
amounted during the year to £452,991 (apart from the sum
from revenue noted above), and additional borrowing powers
to the extent of £188.500 were obtained. The reserve fund
now stands at £36,579. The total number of units sold fell

from 63,921,813 to 58,826,215 ; decreases occurring in jwwer and
traction supplies were partly compensated for by increases in

other directions. The works cost per unit sold was l.Old..

as compared with 1.17d. in 1920-21. A notable decrease occurred
in the fuel cost j^er unit sold from .65d. to .48d. The con-

nected load increased from 91.581 kW to 99,113 kW. and the
number of consumers from 22,418 to 25.616. The maximum
simultaneous demand was 30,830 kW, and the plant capacity
remained at 51,000 kW, owing to the non-delivery of a new
12,000-kW turbo-alternator.

Manchester.

—

Price Reductions.—The Town Council is re-

ducing the charges for electricity for lighting : flat rate, from
liA. to 7d. per unit; sliding .scale, from 3d. to 2^d. per unit;

and to ordinary power users, from 3.5d. to 3.25d. per unit.

Morocco.

—

Water Power.—A large programme of pubhc
works is to be earned out in Morocco, for which the French
Government has sanctioned a loan of 740 million fr., of which
70 millions have been allotted for hydro-electric work.

Nelson.

—

Price Reduction.—The Town Council is reducing

the charges for electricity for lighting by ^d. per unit, and for

power by Jd. per unit.

Northampton.

—

Price Reductions.—The Electric Light and
Power Co. has reduced the charge for electricity for power
by another ^d. per unit, and for lighting by Id. per unit, with

additional reductions to large users by the introduction of the

following scale:—8d. per unit for the first 200 units per

quarter and 6d. beyond. The rates for hired motors have been

further reduced by 10 per cent.

Northern Ireland.

—

Water-power Resources.—The sugges-

tion has been made that, failing private enterprise, the

Northern Ireland Government should take in hand as a

national asset the development of water-power for electrical

[
purposes in the River Bann area. The practicability of such

j a scheme has been already discussed in the report of the Water-
' power Resources Committee deahng with Irish areas, and

there is a keen desire in other industrial areas along the

I Eann that an early development should be undertaken. A
proposal has now been made, at the instance of Mr. 0. S.

Meik, that the weir at Toome should be removed and that a

set of sluices should be substituted, which would give a fall

of 17 ft., which is estimated to produce H,.381 electrical h.p.,

to which might be added a further ],98S h.p. at Movanagher
under a fall of 10 ft. The estimated cost of the works is

£360,800, or £64.4 per h.p. ; the estimated cost per unit foi-

continuous power is ^d. In this calculation account is not
taken of the storage capacity of Lough Neagh, which, if

utilised, would make nearly 12,000 estimated h.p. available,

though probably at a highei- (X^st. A similar .scheme is out

lined for the River I'oyli' ;irea.

Oxford.

—

Proposed Change oi- System.—ITie Corporation
has approved the apphcation of the Oxford Electric Co., Ltd.,

for consent to alter the present system of supply from d.c. at
100 V to a.c. at the same voltage, on the understanding that
the company carries out the alterations at its own expense.

Philippines. —Improvements .4t Manila.—An official report
states that plans are under consideration for various improve-
ments in the city of Manila, which may later be of interest
to contractors and exporters of machinery and iron and steel

products. Among them is the plan for using the Angat River
as a source of water supply for the city. If the proixKed
plans are approved, a hydro-electric plant will be constructed,
the sewer system wiU be extended, and the present Montalban
reservoir will be used for irrigation. It is thought that the
total cost will be from $8,000,000 to $9,000,000, and consider-
able amounts of cast-ii'ou pipe, steel of various kinds, cement.
lumber, electrical apparatus, copper, and aluminium will be
used, as well as machinery of various kinds.

—

Indian
Engineering

.

Portsmouth.

—

Price Reductions.—The Town Council has
reduced the price of electricity for lighting to 7d. per unit
for the first 5,000 units per annum; 6jd. from 5,000 to 7 500-
6d. from 7,500 to 10,000; 5Jd. from 10.000 to 20,000; and
4|d. beyond.

Rotherham.

—

IjOAN.—The Finance Committee has recom-
ruended that application be made to the Electricity Commis-
sioners for sanction to the borrovsing of £12,000 for electricity
purposes.

Rushden.—Price Reductions.—The Electric Supply Co.,
Ltd., has reduced the charge for electricity for power by id.
per unit, and for lighting to lOd. per unit for the first 300
units per quarter, and 8d. beyond.

St. Helens.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Council hae received
the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to the borrowing
o: £.33,774 for mains and services.

Saltcoats (Ayrshire).—Street Lighting.—The Town Coun-
cil has remitted to the Roads Committee the question of the
electric lighting of the principal streets within the burgh.

Sunbury.

—

Electricity Supply.—The District Council has
instructed the clerk to write to Mr. Clifford Pressland, of
Hampton, as to the tenns upon which he would be willing to
supply the district with electricity.

Tunbridge Wells.—Year's Working.—The accounts of the
electricity undertaking (Engineer : Mr. R. N. Torpy,
M.I.E.E.) for the year ended March 31st last show a total
revenue of £40,645 and a working expenditure of £24,446,
leaving a gross profit of £16,199. Capital charges, &c.,
absorbed £8,734, leaving a net profit of £7,46-5—the highest in
the history of the undertaking. The prices of energy during
the year were 8d. per unit for lighting and 3d. for power;
these are being reduced to 7d. and IJd. per unit respectively.
The total number of units sold increased from 1,260,670 to
1.452,429, and the connections (30-W lamn equivalent) from
189,659 to 208.410.

United States.

—

Large Hydro-electric Scheme.—An appli-
cation has been filed with the Federal Power Commission by
the American Super-Power Corporation which proposes to
build a hydro-electric power transmission line from Lewiston,
Niagara County, to Yonkers, N.Y., where connection would
be made with local lines supplying New York City. The esti-

mated cost of this line is $27,457,0(X), the power corporation
promising to supply energy not only to the companies distri-

buting power in New York City, but also to communi-
ties in the south, central, and south-eastern parts of New York
State where power is not at present available. The plans were
revealed when the Super-Pow-er Corporation asked the Federal
Power Commission for preUminary permits to develop the
additional water diversion to be authorised in an amended
treaty with Great Britain. The suggested amendment would
iiUow 80.000 instead of 56,000 cu. ft. of water per second to be
diverted. The proposed transmission line to New York City
will consist of four circuits, each capable of carrying 75,000

kW, at 220,000 V, three-phase current, at 60 cycles. Tliese

circuits will be caiTied on two independent power lines on a
right of way 350 ft. wide. It is declared in the papers filed

that the applicant can supply the base load for corporations
distributing electric energy in New I'ork at a great saving in

the cost of power, as well as meet the increased power demands
in New York and the intermediate towns and villages.

—

Rciitrr's Trade Service (Washington).

Whitehaven.

—

Loan. Sanctioned.—The Town Council has
received the sanction of the Electricity Commissioners to

borrow £3,500 for services and £2.800 for the extension of the
mains to the Council houses at Bransty. The Council has de-

cided to oppose the application by the Cumberland ^^';lstc

Heat Owners' Co., Ltd., for a Special Order to empower the

ccmipany to supply electricity in the urban districts of Bgre-
niont and Cleator Moor.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Bradford.

—

Year's Working.—^The annual report on the

working of the tramway undertaking for the past year shows
a net profit of £20,000.

Glasgow.

—

Purchase of Subway.—The Glasgow Subway Co.

has agreed to accept the offer of the Corporation to purchase
the undertaking fur £385,000. It is proposed to electrify the

line, and steps are being taken to ascertain whether the

tunnel is architecturally suited for speedier and heavier traffic.

The estimated cost of electrifying the Une is £125,0(>0.

Continental.

—

Italy.—It is announced that two new lines

an- about to built by the State department in Sicily, namely,
the Pohzzi-Collesano-Campofelice and the Catania-Giarre-
Kiposfo, in the Etna forest region. The concession for the
building of the Siena-Buencouvento-Monteantico line, granted
to the Societe Fran<;aise de Chemins de Fer en Toscane, has
been taken over by the Societi Italiana per Imprese Ferroviariw
e Lavori Pubblici, which assumes all the former company's
rights and obligations. The date of completion of the Une is

postponed until December of the present year.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Finland.—Telephone Extensions.—The President of the
Finnish Eepubhc has approved the Finnish Telegraph Depart-
ment's proposal to arrant'e telephone communication between
Petsamo, tinland, and Kerkenaes, Norway.

—

Renter.
India.

—

Telephone Developments.—A new flotation by the
Bengal Telephone Coqioration, Calcutta (capital E/s. '2,00,00,000),
to carry on and extend existmg business is reported.

—

Renter's
Trade Service.

Ireland.

—

Cable St.^tion Raid.—During Sunday night armed
men forcibly entered the Valentia Island cable station of the
Anglo-American Telegraph Co., off the south-west coast of
Ireland, and smashed several in.sti-uments, the estimated
damage being £3,000.

Morocco.—Extensions.—A huge programme of pubhc works
is to be carried out in Morocco, for which the French Govern-
ment has sanctioned a loan of 740,000,000 fr., of which about
I30,0(X),00(3 fr. are allotted for roads, posts, telegraphs, and
telephones.

Russia.—Telegraphic Convention.—The provisional Tele-
graphic Convention between Finland and Russia was signed
at Helsingfors on June 14th. By the Convention, which was
to come into force ten days after the signature, telegraphic
connection between Finland and Russia will be resumed over
the Helsingfors-Moscow and Viborg-Petrograd lines. The Fin-
nish Ciovernment will not oppose telegraphic communication
being estabUshed betw-een Northern Norway and Northern
Russia over Finnish territory.

—

Renter.
Press Telegram Service.-A service of Press telegrams at

•2|d. a word, i.e., half the ordinary rate, is now available
between this country and Russia, both by the Government-
owned Anglo-Russian cable and by the Great Northern Tele-
graph Co.'s route, says The Times.

^

South Africa.—Wireless Broadcasting.—On June 12th the
Cape Argns began a temporary wii-eless telephone service.
The experiment was highly successful, and the progi-amme.
which contained songs, was clearlv heard bv many local
amatem-s, by ships at sea. and also by the Port Nolloth
wireless station, 280 miles distant—Renter.
The Telephone Service.—Scottish Developments.—The

further development of the telephone service in the Highlands
was foreshadowed when General Price, Secretary of the Post
Ofifice for Scotland, formally opened at Auchnacarry what is
really the first completed public circuit in the rural part of
the west—that between Auchnacarry and Fort William.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the EijECTrical Review in which the
Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Perth (W.A.).—July 36th. Postmaster-General's

Department. Telegraph and/or telephone apparatus, testing
instruments, protective apparatus (sched. 7-34.) (June 9th

)WAaiTAH (N.S.W.).—July 31st. Commonwealth Steel Pro-
ducts Co., Ltd. One 300-kW rotary converter, complete with
transformer, switchgear, instruments. &c. The manager.
Melbourne.—July 11th. Postmaster-General's Department.

Telegraph and telephone instruments and i)arts. silk and cotton
insulated switchboard cable, rubber insulated tinned conner
wire. (Sched. 25.)

-August 15th. Tinned copper wire. (Sched. 31.)
July 4th. C.B., automatic C.B., and magneto telephones,

wall and table patterns. (Sched. 34.)
August 22nd. Silk and cotton-covered swit<;hboard cable

(Sched. 35.)

July 25th. Paper insulated cable and lead-covered sub-
marme telegraph and telephone cable. (Sched. 42.)
October 17th. Automatic C.B. telephone equipment, with

all associated equipment, including apparatus for use at sub-
scribers' premises. (Scheds. 39 and 40.)
August 9th. Protective apparatus. (Sched. 563.) (See this

issue.)

Azores.—Ponta Delgada.—July 3rd. Municipal Council.
Hydro-electric plant, comprising steel pipe line, two 430-h.p
Francis turbines or two Pelton wheels, two .300-kVA alterna-
tors with exciters, control gear, switchboards, &c., two 300-
kVA step-up transformers, one 10-kVA transformer, plant for
ten transforming sub-stations, comprising one 125-kVA four
60-kVA, and 50 30-kVA transformers h.p. cable, material for
h.p. line and l.p. distribution, telephone line, material for
public lighting.*

Belgium.—July 13th. Seven communes in the Province
of Limburg are mviting tenders for the establishment of a
gystem of high-pressure electrical distribution. The com-
munes in question are respectively Txinimol. Overpelt Neer-
pelt, Hamont, Lille-Saint^Humbert, Achel, and CauliUe.
Specifications from 99, Rue des Flamands, Lonvain (7J fr.
each).

The mimicipal authorities of Glons (Province of Liege) have
this week invitpd tenders for the concession for the supply
of electricity for lightins and power purposee in the town.

Bulgaria.

—

Sofia.—June 30th. Director-General of Bul-
garian Railways. Electric travelling platform for locomotive
repair shops.*

Cheadle and Gatley.—July 10th. Urban District Coun-
cil. .\.c. meters and maxmium demand indicators. (See this

issue.)

Connah's Quay.—July 14th. U.D.C Sub-station equip-
ment, overhead and underground mains, public lighting and
(•onsumer.s' services. (See this issue.)

Dundee.—^Town Council. Electrical fittings for Council
Chamber, Ac, Caird Hall. Mr. Jas. Thomson, city architect.

Egypt.

—

Cairo.—August 22ud. Egyptian State Railways.
Supply of desk and wall telephones. Copies of the specifica-

tion may be obtained on application at the Stores Depart-
ment. Saptia (Cairo), or Gabbary (Alexandria). Manager,
Egyptian State Railways, Cako Station. Simultaneous otters

will l>e received at the office of the Administration's Inspecting
Engineer in London, Major J. S. Liddell, C.M.G., D.S.O.—
Renter's Trade Service (Cairo).

Gellygaer.—July 4th. L'rban District Council. Trans-
former plant, e.h.p. and l.p. .switchgear, steel poles, h.d.

copper wire, cable and boxes, &c., for the Ystrad Hengoed
Kcheme. (See this issue.)

Glasgow.—June 30th. Corporation. Electric lightin|4

installaticin ot Belvidere Hospital. Specifications, &c., from
Electrical Engineer, 75. Waterloo Street.

Gravesend.—July 17th. Electricity Department. One
S.OiJfJ-kW turbo-generator, condensing plant, switchgear, mains,
iirtesiau well, automatic stokers. (See this is.sue.)

Ilford.—July 10th. Electricity Department. Mechanical
.st(ik<?rs f(jr two marine dryback boilers. (June 16th.)

India.—July 14th. Bombay, Baroda, and Central India
Railway Co. MetaUic-filament lamps. (STee this issue.)

July 14th. High Commissioner's Department. Subiuariuc
cable, v.i.r. insulated and lead-sheathed cable, and braided
wire, (See this issue.)

Kirkcaldy.—July 10th. Electricity Works. Convertinf»
plant, specification No. 2. (June 16th.)

London.—L.C.C. July 15th. Wiring of the buildings,
motors, telephones, and supply and fixing of overhead elec-

trical conductor-s and main cables, switchboards, &c., at the
Eleventh Mental Hospital. Epsom. (June 9th.)

Mile End.—Board of Guardians. Two 300-A switchboards,

motors, ifec, for the Bancroft Road institution. (June 16th.)

H.M. Office of Works.—July 4th. Electrical and/or
mechanical engineering labour-in-daywork in Manchester.
(June 16th.)

June 30th. Supply of incandescent lamps. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—June 28th. Electricity Committee. Sub-
sidiary cables between generators, auxiliaries, tranaformers,

and switchboards in the Barton power station, &c. (June 2nd.)

June 30th. Electricity Department. Supply, &c., at the

Middleton sub-station, of two 3,000-kVA, 3-phase " Out-
door " weatherproof-type transformers; or, alternatively,

two 3,000-kVA, 3-phase " Indoor " type transformers.

Navan.—July 12th. Electricity Department. D.c. main
switchboard, d.c. generators, overhead mains, including erec-

tion, d.c. oil engine set, house service meters and fuses, pubhc
lighting fittings and brackets, lamps, insulated aerial and lead-

covered cables, insulating material, insulators, leading-iu

tubes, wall spikes, &c. (See this issue.)

New Zealand.—July 10th. Southland Electric Power
Board. Transformers, bare copper cable and jointing sleeves.

lightning arresters and choke coils, pole type switches, jxile

type fusf.s, insulators. (See this issue.)

Nottingham.—July 3rd. Board of Guardians. Installa-

tion of an electric clock at the BagthoriJe Institution and in-

firmary. (June 16th.)

Portsmouth.—June 28th. Board of Guardians. Three
months' supply of electrical fittings. Mr. H. C. Morrell,
Guardians' Offices, St. Michael's Road, Portsmouth.

Preston.—June 28th. Electricity Department. E.h.p.
switchgear. (June 2nd.)

Reigate.—June 27th. Town Council. Diesel engines and
single-phase alternators, etc. (June 9th.)

Salford.—July 3rd. Electricity Department. E.h.p. and
l.p. switchgear and transformers for the Agecroft power
station. (June 16th.)

South .4frica.—R0BERTSox.—August Uth. Town Coimcil.
Two To-kW steam sets and accessories; one 300-Ah battery; '

material for distribution. &c.*
July 14th. Rand Water Bojird. Electric cables, junction

boxes. Ac*
Southend=on=Sea.—Electricity DeDartiuenl. One 480/

5.50-V, d.c. generator, with 500/.550-V shunt regulator, to be •

direct coupled to a prime mover; also one 4S0/550-V, d.c. _

generator, 6(X)/650 kW, to be direct coupled to a prime mover, '

both generators to be of the multi-polar typo. (Juno 9th.)
;

St. Helens.—July 19th. About 800 tons of tramway
^

rails and fish plates, for Town Council. Bciroiigh engineer. \

*.V copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,
j

etc., can be inspected at the Department of OverseaB Trade J
(Room 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I. •
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Torquay.—July 12th. Electricity Department. One
3,000-kW turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (See this

issue.)

Tynemouth.—June 26th. Electricity Department. A.c.
booster. (June 2nd.)

Wimbledon.—Julv 10th. Electricity undertaking. Four
1,000-kVA 10,000/ 2,000-V transformers. (See this issue.)

CLOSED.
Aylesbury.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Turbo-alternator (£10,302).—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Ayr.—Tramways Department. Accepted:

—

Electric cable to .Alloway (f4,792).—Callender's Cable S: Construction Co.,

Ltd.

Barnes.—Electricity Department. Accepted:

—

1,750 yd. distributor cable (£520).—Pirelli-General Cable Co., Ltd.

Belgium Six concerns—four Belgian, one Dutch, and
one German—submitted tenders on .June 9th to the municipal
authorities of Schaerbeek. Bru.ssels. for the supply of a quan-
tity of h. and I. p. armoured cables required in connection with
the electricity supply undertaking. The lowest offer was that
of the Nederlandsche Kabelfabriek, of Delft, Holland.

Blackpool.—Electricity Committee. .Accepted:

—

Construction of an electrical translormer chamber in .\binjjdon Street,

Blackpool.—Dryland & Preston, Ltd.
Switchgear cubicles.—General Electric Co.. Ltd.
Erection of a cooling tower.—P. Brotherhood & Go.

China.—Tenders for the supply of plant, machinery,
rolling stock, itc, in conection with the Peking tramways
haye been accepted as follows:—

Boilers (109,000 gold dollnrs).—Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox.
Ehgines and generators (lOD.OOO gold dollars).—Brown, Boveri Co.
Transformers (24.000 gold dollars).—.Siemens Co. (German).
Rails (295,000 gold dollars).—French coiniJanv, through llie .\nglo-Erencli

Cars (£55,000).—Same tenderers.
Overhead equipment.—Siemens Co.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Peking).)

Doncaster.—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Two water-tube boilers, with oconomisers. induced dr.-iught plant, an'i

steel chinmey (£21,663).-Babcock & \Vilco.\, Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Service cables for Carr House, Arksey, and tor geneial purposes (f()S(i),—

Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.
li.h.p. switchgear for .^rksey sub-station (£96).-Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.

Douglas (Isle of Man).—Town Council. Accepted:

—

Underground mains and accessories (£8,237).—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

France.—The Paris-Orleans Railway has recently placed
an order for 80 electric locomotiyes with the Societe Oerlikon
and the Societe de Construction des BatignoUes, both in Paris.
These locomotives are each for a 1-hour rating of 1,720 h.p.

The Societe Oerlikon is to supply and erect the electrical

equipment, while the Societe de Construction des BatignoUes
deals with the mechanical part. Except in the case of the
first five locomotives, which will be completed in Switzerland
at the works of the .4teliers de Construction Oerlikon (who are
represented in this country by Mes.srs. Oerlikon, Ltd., London).
and will serve as models, the whole electrical equipment will

be built in France, to the Oerhkon design, at the works of

the Societe Oerlikon. We understand that the locomotives are
specially intended for goods trains and are to be capable of

hauling a load up to 1,2(X) tons; they are, however, also to be
suitable for passenger service, in which case a speed of about
68 miles per hour must be attainable. The locomotives will

be equipped with four motors wound for 1.500 volts, d.c, and
having each an output of 430 h.p. measured at the wheel nm.

Lancashire.—Linden Hall.
Electrical equipment, including generating plant, accumulators, motors,

pumps, lighting, bells, and telephones.—Mr. Harry Moss, Bradford.

London.—L.C.C.—Highways Committee. Accepted:—
Twelve months' supply of traction-type electric lamps (standard vacuum

and gasfilled) for tramcar lighting; also automobile lamps.—English
Electric and Siemens Supplies, Ltd.

Manchester.—Electricity Committee. Accepted:

—

One 15-ton overhead travelling crane at Greenwood Street Eub-station.

—

Vaughan Crane Co., Ltd.
ijnn 56-ton transformer truck and portable platform for Barton power

station.—E. Wood S: Co., Ltd.

Tramways Committee. Accepteil :

—

Two electrically-driven portable concrete mixers.—Millar's Timber and
Trading Co.. Ltd.

Electrically-driven air compressor.—Ingersoll Rand Co.
Tramcar trucks.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.

Housing Special Committee. Electric lighting installation.

Accepted :

—

18 houses on Newton Heath estate.—J. V. Pyatt.

32 houses on Gorton Mount estate.—E. M. Evans & Son.
24 houses on Catterick Hall estate.—J. V. Pyatt.

&22 houses on Fallowfield estate.—Alliance Electric Co.

Margate.—^Town Council. Accepted:

—

Electric signs on three lavatories (£86).—E. C. Spray.

Sunderland.—Corporation. Accepted:

—

Tramway rails.—Steel. Feech & Tozer.

D.c. meters.—Ferranti, Ltd.

L.p. cable.—Pirelli-General Cable Works. Ltd.

Electric blower.—Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd.
Two J-ton soot wagons.—\V. G. Allen & Sons. Ltd.

A.c. and d.c. disconnecting boxes.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co.,
Ltd.

Feeder pillar.—Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
Steam pipe covering.-^Sutcliffe Bros. & Bryce, Ltd,

^
York._—In connection with its development scheme, the

York Waterworks Co. has accepted the tender of Messrs.
Ruston & Hornsby, Ltd., of Lincoln, for three double-cylinder
Ruston cold starting oil engines of IGO b.h.p. to be coupled
direct to three high-lift pumps, each capable of an output of
over 90,000 gallons per hour against a head of 200 ft. .Addi-
tional plant consists of a double-cylinder Ruston oil engine of
100 b.h.p. to be coupled to a low-lift pump with an output
up to 300,000 gallons jie.r hour against a head of 40 ft. For
lighting purposes a Ruston single-cyhnder oil engine of 15
b.h.p.. direct coupled to an S-kW dynamo, will be supplied.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Societe des Ingenieurs-oivils da France (British Section).—Mondav. 'une
26th. .At the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storev's Gate'. S.W.
At 5.30 p.m. Paper on " The Rhine I-ateral Canal," by M. A. Antoine.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, June 2"th. At the Institution,
Great George Street, S.W. At 8.30 p.m. Annual conversazione.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Wednesday. June 2«th. .\t the Insti.
tution. Victoria Embankment, W.C. At 4.30 'p.m. Unveiling and dedica.
tion of the war memorial.

Thursday, June 29th. At the Natural History Museum. South Kenslng.
ton, S.W. From 8.30 to 11 p.m. Annual conversazione.

Electricity District Inquiry.—Second inquiry bv the Electricity Commis.
sioners in connection with the South-West Midlands area. Thursday. Jurtt

29th. At the Council House, Birmingham. At 10.30 a.m.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" SERVICE

DEPARTMENT.

To enable us to complete replies to (jueries received this week
we need the names of suppliers or manufacturers of :

—

The Vreeland oscillator for the production of currents of

varying frequency (used in laboratory work).

NOTES.

G.P.O. Engineers.—The Civil Service Correspondent of

the Daily Telegraph states that the Civil Service Commission
has declared the result of the open competitive examination,

held in April and May last, of candidates for situations as

assistant engineer in the Engineer-in-Chief's Department of

the General Post Ofl&ce. The following, in order of merit,

are the successful candidates :—

•

C. A. Beer. W. G. Radley. H. G. 'Davis. A. C. Warren,
G. .7. S. Little. L. H. Harris, F. I. Rav. J. H. Revner, W. T.

Palmer, W. E. Hudson, H. R. Harbottle, N. Yeadon, W. E.
Beer, W. West, and P. R. Perris.

The subjects of examination were : Mathematics, electro-

technologj', materials, theory of machines, personal quali-

ties (a subject never seen- hitherto at a Civil Service examina-
tion), and one only of the. last three, viz., alternating cur-

rents, electrical machines, heat engines. Sixty-eight candi-

dates in all entered for the examination.

Efficiency of Wireless Watchers.—The Merchant Shipping
Advisory Committee, which was requested in Decemoer,
1921, to inquire into the efSciency of watchers and the
sufficiency of Section 1 (2) of the Merchant Shipping Wireless
Telegraphy Act, 1919, had the advantage of hearing the views
of representatives of the Association of Wireless Tele-

graphists, of witnesses nominated by the Shipowners' Parlia-

mentary Committee, the Institute of Marine Engineers, and
the Imperial Merchant Service Guild, and of Commander
P. G. Loring, R.N., Inspector of Wireless Telegi'aphy of the
General Post Office. The time at the disposal of the Com-
mittee before the expiry of its term of office was, however,
not sufficient to enable it thoroughly to investigate the cases

submitted by the Board of Trade. As, however, after exami-
nation of these cases it appeared that in only four of them
was technical inefficiency on the part of the watchers
alleged, the Committee considers that, even if the allega-

tions made should on further inquiry bo sustained, they do
not afford ground for advising any alteration in the
present regulations. At the same time, the evidence

in general reveals that in some cases there exists a
want of friendly co-operation between the operators and
the watchers, and the Committee is firmly of the opinion
that shipowners, master.'^ and seamen's organisations should
be impressed with the desirability of encouraging such co-

operation in the interests of all on board. It further most
emphatically holds the view that watchers should not be
remoTcd from their duty during their period of watch.
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Wireless Telegraphy and Signalling Act, 1922.—A Bill has
been presented to Paj-liament by the Postmaster-General, to

amend the Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1904, and to make fur-

ther provision with respect to the reguliytion of wireless
telegraphy and visual and sound sigqalling. The Bill, which
has been read a second time, porposes that the Wireless
Telegraphy Act, 1904, shall become a permanent Act.

The Postmaster-General may make regulations as to the
terms subject to which licences, under the principal Act,
are to be granted or withdrawn ; for preventing interference
with the working of wireless telegraphy by the generation
or use of etheric waves for any purpose other than the ti-ans-

mission or reception of wire.ess messages; and for giving
effect to, and securing compliance with, the provisions of
any international convention.
Any person acting in contravention of the regulations shall

be liable, on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a>

terms not exceeding three months, or to a fine not exceeding
fifty pounds.

Sub-section (G) of section one of the principal .^ct is hereby
repealed.

Sub-.?ection (1) of sectioij two of the principal Ad. which
makes special provisions as to licences for experimental pur-
poses, shall cease to have effect.

A person shall not send by wireless telegraphy a message
of an indecent or offensive character; or a signal of distress
of a false or misleading character, or improperly divulge
the purport of any message sent by wireless telegraphy.
Any provisions of the principal Act or this Act which are

applicable to ships, .shall apply also to aircraft, with the
necessary modifications.

(1) The provisions of the principal Act as amended by this
Act shall apply to any visual or sound signalling station used
or intended to be used for the purpose of communication from
the British Islands with ships at sea as they apply to wire-
less telegraphy .station.?.

It .shall l)e lawful for the Postmaster-General during an
emergency to make such rules as appear necessary with re-
spect to the pos.session, sale, puj-chase, con.?truction. and u.se

of apparatus for wireless telegraphy, or visual or sound sig-
nalling, or component parts of such apparatus, and to im-
pose penalties and forfeiture.^! in respect of any Isreach of the
rules.

Magneto Research.—In report E.S.C. 52 of the Aero-
nautical Research Committee it was shown that the sparking
performance of an induction-type magneto, with shunt
resistance, could be improved from 45 to 60 per cent, by
reducing the secondary turns from the standard number of
10,000 to 7,000. A later report by Dr. G. E. Bairsto, No.
724 (E.l). I.C.E. 313, extends the observations to a rotating
armature magneto. Measurements are given for a Bosch
D.U.4 machine of the spark voltage for various leaks and
armatures having from 900/8.400 secondary turns. Low-
speed characteristics, the .shunt capacity characteristics, and
the effect on the working of the jjrimary circuit of reducing
the se;.'ondary turns are con.^idered. The conclusions arrived
at are that the optimum number of secondary turns is 7,'20O
(standard number is 8,400) and the average" increa.sed per-
formance is 11 per cent. The shape of the low-speed charac-
teristic curve is practically unaltered. Tliis is also shown to
be in agreement with the theoretical analysis. The shuxjt
seL'ondary capacity characteristic curve shows an increased
performance of 12 iier cent, and the primary capacity needed
to avoid arc-ffashing is slightly increased, but this does not
affect the performance with shunt resistance. It is shown
theoretically that the primary miiximum potential is propor-
tional to fe-N,/N/. It is intended to extend the mea.sure-
ments to a battery and coil system, and at the same time a
series of measurements of the various constants of the various
wimlings will be carried out

Electric Signs.—Mr. G. P. Garbett, who was responsible
for the construction of the electric signs described in our
is.sue of April 7th, read a paper on thi.s subject before the
National Association of Supervising Electricians on May
9th. This paper \yas a study of the factors which go to make
or mar the effe -tiveness of electric signs, and covered both
theoretical considerations and details of practice. Most ele-
ments of .successful design are based on due regard to the
fact that objects separated by less than a minute of arc to
the eye are not separately distinguishable. If, therefore,
at the maximum distance at which it is desired that the sign
should be readable, the spacing between adjacent strokes iii

a letter, or between the adjoining letters, is such a.s to
exceed the minimum angle, the definition will be clear to
the average eye. If it is desired to secure continuity or a
line of light it is clear that the lamp spacing must be less
than the minimum angle. The proportions of each letter
mu.st be such that the letter appears clear to the observer
l)oth In- day and night, and although the two are not always
best served by the same proportions, it has been found in
practice that letters having a length equal to two-thirds of
the height will give the best results, both as regards reada-
bility and appearance, under both (Conditions. As regards
the width of the letters, while by day the greater the witlt'i

the better the result, at night the readability increases as
the width decreases owing to the non-uniform distribution

of the light over a wide surface. The form of mounting
found to meet all requirements in the best possible manner
is the channel form, which by day relieves the bare look of

the sign and affords much better protection to the lamj'.-

than other fonns. At night it acts as a concentrating reflec-

tor and prevents the light from " spilling " over and lightn.,

up the background. The most suitable lamp i.^ the 10-W
size with a screw top; the best socket is a porcelain shell con-

taining the holder. For letter.s 3 ft. or more in height tbr

mo.st satisfactory spacing is 6 in.

Appointments Vacant.—Mains assistant, for the Fulham
B.C. electricity works; resident engineer (£300), for tli'-

Gorseinon Electric Light Co., Ltd.; station superintendent, l^'i

the Loughborough Corjwration electricity department; cnai^-
engineer, for the Ashton-.under-Lyne Corporation electric] r.

works. (See our advertisement pages to-day.)

" Electric Heating by Accumulation."—A pamphlet wiih
the above title has been published by the British Electrical

Development Association (E.D.A. No. 270), in which tli.'

views of M. Charles Boileaii upon a " policy of electric heat-

ing " are put forward. M. Boileau say that, hitherlc

supply undertakings have met increased jjroduction co.-l-

merely by raising their tariffs, although the real remedy hr.v

in an alteration of the character of their load. To offer

cheap night rates is of little assistance to the domestic con-

sumer, who requires to use his cookers, radiators, &c., during
the day. The solution of the problem is the provision of

appliances which will accumulate energy while it is cheap
and release it when required by the consumer. " There will

not be a wide development of the use of electricity for heat-

ing until we break deliberately with the existing policy m
distributing electrical energy. By installing accumulating
methods we can give to the people the hygienic advantages
and conveniences of electric heating on a large scale, at the

same time contributing to our own prosperity by permitting

the use of thousands of kilowatts of plant now idle during
the greater part of the twenty-four hours, economising m
fuel, and bringing down the cost of producing electricity for

all our consumers together."
Obviously it is difficult to fit special requirements to special

supplies of surplus energy, but this difficulty could be, to

.some extent, reduced by interconnection on an extensive

scale between different supply areas. Apart from ^\ater heat-

ing, dry heat accumulation stoves are made by .several Con-
tinental firms. These have elements buried in inert matter
capable of accumulating heat, such as steatite, concret-e, or

carborundum, the whole of which is enclosed in a heat-insu-

lated casing, and generally with heat-insulating air spaces.

The heat is released liy opening vents, which allow air

currents to pass through the stove. In most cases these

stoves requue eight hours charging and discharge over a

period of sixteen hours. In one small Continental city there

are at present 1,400 heat accumulation stoves and 1,200

boilers working on the same principle, repre.-ienting a night
load of 5,000 kW. There is a number of successful water
heating appliances upon the English market, but a study
of the dry-heat method, which is not so well known, aight
prove profitable.

Electricity Districts. — South-East Lancashire. — The
second local inquii-y relative to the constitution of the South-
East Ijancashire Electricity District and the establishment

of an Advisory Board for that area, was opened at the Man-
chester Town Hall, on Tuesday morning. The Comnus-
sioners have issued a draft order whiah was submitted tn

the constituent authorities of the district. The inquiry oc-

cupied a little more than two hours. It was largely, of a

formal character. The representatives of the London it North-
western & Midland Railway Companies objected to clau.-^is

which would have made it obligatory to supply .statistics tn Ibe

Board, and to accept the dcci.sion of the Cormnissioners Willi

regard to recommendations by the Board upon alterations

or extensions of the plant. The Town Clerk of Manchester.
on liehalf of the Conference of authorised undertakers who
pi-omoted the scheme, proposed that a clause be added to the

order instructing the constituent aufhorities to advise the

Board of any new contracts made by them. The Commis-
sioners were Sir Harry Haward and Mr. H. Booth. In closing

the proceedings. Sir Harry Haward said this was the first

occasion upon which a second inquiry had been completed,

.and it was probable that the order for South-East Lancashire
would be the first to go through Parliament.
London & Home Counties.—The Electricity Commis-

sioners in their decision (Ei.ET. Rev.. December 2;>rd. 1!>21
:

p. 866), on the scheme submitted at the London inquiry in

June and July, 1921, stated that they concm-red generally m
the technical proposals for the first stage of development,
but that they differed from the promoters on the proposals

for the second stage. The Commissioners said tlilat thiMi

alternative proposals for the later stage should bring about
" an annual s,<yring of upwards of £1,000,000 (15 per cent,

and 10 per cent, in fuel, with all the advantages dierivabl.'

from a capital .station, such as availability for large railw.",

or other supplies in bulk on favourable rates."

Subsequent correspondence took place between the Com
missioners and the Engineering Committee appointed by
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the London County Council, and the Caqference of Loca'l

Authorities, and nine electricity supply companies, with the

resu'.t that the Commissioners have agreed that a substan-

tial modification must be made in the figures for comparative

purposes with a consequent substantial reduction in the esti-

mated saving between the Commissioners' proposals and

those of the promoters. The Commissioners are of opinion

that in fairness to the Engineering Committee this should

be made known to the promoters.

The Commissioners, nevertheless, adhere to their conclu-

sion that their alternative proposal to supplement existing

stations during the second stage by capital stations (if the

rate of gi-owth e.stimated by the promoters is realised) will

result in substantial economy compared with a further com-
prehensive extension of existing stations. The impression

which appears to have arisen that the Commissioners desire

to fetter the engineers of the future Joint .\uthority by pro-

posals made now for dealing with the demands during the

second stage of development, is unwarranted.
The consent given by the Commissioners to fhe County of

London Electric Supply Co. to construct a station at Barking
with an installation of 100,000 kW is (in the language of the

agreement between that company and the London .Joint Com-,
mittee (1920), Ltd., read to the Commissioners at the inquiry

on July 28th last) " for the rieeds of the County Co.'s own
.statutory obligations only." Whether or not that station

will, hereafter, be made a capital station for wider purposes

is a matter for the consideration of the future Joint .\uthority

in the first instance, and for subsequent approval by the
Commissioners.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

—

Summer Meeting
OF THE Western Centre.—A Summer Meeting of the

Western Centre of the Institution is. to be held in

the Gloucester district on July '24th, and the following

programme has been drawn up : Assemble at Gloucester on
the Monday ; leave by charabancs for Cheltenham, where
a Committee meeting will be held at 11.45 a.m. Luncheon
will be served at 1 p.m. at the " Pump Room," Cheltenham,
after which a charabanc drive will commence at 2.15 p.m.,

travelling via Ijeckhampton Hill, Birdlip. Cranham, Pains-

wick, Stroud, visiting the works of the Erinoid Co., or J.

Walker (Sticks), Ltd., Woodchest«r, and Stroud. The party

will then proceed via Stonehouse and Eastington to Frami-
lode where tea will be served, and thence back to Gloucester,

where an evening visit to the Cathedral is to be arranged.

The cost to each person for luncheon, tea. and the charabanc
drive will be from 12s. 6d. to 15s., and it is hoped that as

many as possible will take part in the meeting. The com-
p'ete .5uccess of the meeting cannot be attained without the
support of the ladies, and early applicatii>n for tickets is

reiiuested. To ensure absolute sociability, members are asked
not to use any privat-e motor cars after assembling af-

Gloucester.

Sheffield and District Wireless Society.—On and after
June 2.3rd, the address of the Hon. Secrelary of the Society
will be 18, Linden Avenue, Woodseats. Sheffield.

Hull Association of Engineers.—On June 13th, Mr. N. W.
Prungnell gave a lecture and demonstration before a large
meeting of the Association on the .subject of the " Laval
Centrifugal Method of Purifying Lubricating and Electrical

Oils, and the Separation of Liquids of Varying Specific Gra-
vity." The lecture was illustrated by a numlier of slides

which covered the theory of separation by centrifugal force,

as applied to these machines, and pictures wei"e shown of

a number of installations. A. .small capacity machine was
u.?ed for a practical demonstration, and it was succe.s.sfully

shown how simple it was to return to its virgin condition
some oil which was contaminated by the addition of 50 per
cent, of water, and a quantity of sand and graphite.

Rontgen Society.—The following officers have been
e'ected for the session of 1922-1923 :

—

President. Sir Hum-
phrev Rolleston. K.C.B. : Tice-Presidents. Prof. Sir W. H.
Bragg, K.B.B., P.R.S. : Prof. Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S.;
A. E. Barclay. M..A., M.D. Hon. Treaanrer, Geoffrey Pearce.
Hon. Serretarim. E. .\. Owen, M.A., D.Sc; Ru.ssell J. Rev-
nolds. M.B., B.S. Hon. Editor. G. W. C. Kave, O.B.E.,
M..\.. n.Sc.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The RditoTS invite electrical engineers, whether eonnteied
with the technical or the commercial side of the profemion
and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to
keep readers of the Electrical Review posted at to their
movements.

Battersea Borough Council Staff Committee reports that the
Electricity Committee has informed it that as the plant
;apacitv of the Council's electricity undertaking has been in-

reased from 10,000 kW to 12,350 kW, the Council's electricity

staff, at present in class E, are entitled to come into class F
in accordance with the schedule of the IMational Joint Board

of Employers and Members of Staff of Electricity Undertakings
and to receive the salaries payable under the new grading.

The Committee recommends that the new grading and
salaries be adopted. The following will be the salaries from
June 1st, 1922:—

.Mr. H. F. J. Thompson, chief assistant, from £745 to £778; Mr. T. Bennett,

station superintendent, from £560 to £584 (less £50 in respect of residence,

fuel, light, &c.); Messrs. E. S. Colky, C. E. F. Evans, H. Brotchie, shift

engineers, from £359 to £385; Mr. W. Magrath, mains assistant, and Mr. W.
Mears, meter superintendent, from £359 to £385; Mr. A. S. Knight, installation

inspector, from £345 to £378; Mr. A. VV. Batten, commercial assistant, from

£345 to £378; Mr. G. Carr, commercial assistant, from £306 to £333; Mr. F.

Favell, draughtsman, from £323 to £354.

The salaries are adjusted according to the rise or fall in the

cost of living, and at present are based on the cost of living

being 95 per cent, above pre-war level.

Messrs. Kennedy & Donkin are removing their offices

from Victoria Street, S.W.. to Broadway Court, 8, Broadway.
Westminster. London, S.W.I. Their new telephone number
will be Victoria 3601 (three lines).

Mr. James E. Saxers, M.I.E.E., has taken as a partner

Mr. Thomas G. Crdm, B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E., who has been his

assistant for several years. The business will be carried on

under the name of James E. Sayers & Co., consultuig

engineers and electricians, at 190. ^^'est George Street, Glasgow.

Mr. A. J. Bridge has left the Metropohtan-Vickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd., Manchester, and has been appointed head of

the Publicity Department of the Brush Electrical Engmeer-

ing Co., Ltd., Loughborough.
The Rt. Hon. W. C. Bridgeman, M.P., Seci-etary for Mines,

announces that in connection with the forthcoming retii-ement

of Mr. J. Dyer Lewis, H.M. Divisional Inspector of Mines

in charge of the South Wales Division, he has promoted Mr.

J. M. Carey, at present serving as a Senior Inspector in that

division, to be Divisional Inspector in place of Mr. Dyer

Lewis, and Colonel J. A. S. Ritson to be a Senior Inspector of

Mines in place of Mr. J. M. Carey.

Southport Town Council has appointed Mr. W. T. Gann as

principal assistant to the electrical engineer at a commencing

salary and bonus of ±'470, increasing by two annual increments

to ±'580.
,

. , J ,

Captain Clement Jackson, M.C, motor- bus supermtendent

in the Sheffield city tramways department, who has been

trained and had experience in all departments of the Sheffield

tramwav service, was, on June 14th, selected as tramways

generalmanager to the Keighley Corporation. There were 92

applicants. Capt. Jackson succeeds Mr. J. A. Bromley, who
was recently appointed general manager of the York tramways.

The marriage took place on June 3rd of Mr. D. S. Dearden,

assistant electrical engineer at the Hebden Bridge electricity

works, and Miss Ethel Pickles, youngest daughter of Coun-

cillor S. Pickles. Hebden Bridge.

Wimbledon Town Council has matte a grant of £75 to Mr.

W. J. Oswald, chief assistant electrical engineer, for the ser-

vices rendered Vjy him as acting chief electrical engineer from

February 1st to May 31st, and has decided that he be m-
formed

"

that the Committee appreciates the admirable

manner in which he had Berformed the duties devolving

upon him, and the courtesy shown by him during that period.

A Sydney newspaper reports that on April 20tb a dinner

to welcome home Mr. F. Golding, chief electrical engineer,

Postmaster-General's Department, was given by the staff of

the engineering branch of the Sydney Post Office. Mr. J. M.

Crawford, State engineer for New South Wales, presided. Mr.

Golding had just returned from a tour abroad, extending over

12 months, examining the latest developments of telegraph

and telephone work. In responding to a toast, Mr, Golding

stated that with the improvements which would shortly be in-

troduced in the Commonwealth, there should be no difficulty

in speaking from Perth to Brisbane, when these cities were

connected by trunk telephone lines. He had been greatly

interested in' the staff welfare .schemes which were everywhere

being introduced into the telephone exchanges, and great

manufacturing concerns of America and England, and which

were far in advance of anything hitherto attempted in

.Australia.

It is stated that Mr. Percy Campling, deputy engmeer of

the Rhondda Ti-amways Co., has been appointed to take charge

of the Yarmouth Corporation tramw-ay undertaking.

Barnes Urban District Council Electricity Committee has

considered the salary of the electrical engineer. Mr. Davidson,

and reports that under an award he is entitled to a much
higher salary than that being received at present, viz.,

£9.52. also that he has not been paid the full Civil Service

award on his existing salary, but on the salary granted pre-

vious to 1914. The Committee recommends that the time has

arrived when Mr. Davidson's salary should be fixed without

reference to a w ar bonus, and that as from June 1st. 1922. his

salary should be dBl.OOO per annum, and that it should include

bonus.
Mr. Arthur L. Madden has been appointed manager by Mr.

Harrv Rogers, electrical engineer and contractor, Warrington,

in nlace of Mr. J. B. Robertson, who has left his service.

The marriage took place on 13th inst.. at Nelson, between
Mr. Alan E. Dent, .\.M.I.E.E., contracting electrical engineer,

of Nelson, and Miss Ethel Ball, of Stoke-on-Trent.

Mr. Robert Leach, A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed sales

engineer to Messrs. Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd., for Lancashire,

Yorkshire and North Wales areas.
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Obituary.—Mr. G. G. Ward.—We regret to learn of the
death, which occurred in Kew York on June 15th, of Mr.
George Gray Ward, chairman, vice-president and general

manager of the Commercial Cable Co. and the Commercial
Pacific Cable Co. He was also a director of the Direct West
India Cable Co.. Ltd., and the Halifax and Bermudas Cable
Co., Ltd. George Gray Ward was born at Great Hadham,
Hertfordshire, in December, 1844. He developed a taste for

telegraphy at an early age, and while still at school received a

prize for "knowledge of the art. Upon graduation he eutered
the employment cif the Electric Co., and, attracting atten-

tion because of his aptnes.'^ and industry, he rose rapidly. In
166.5 he entered the Egyptian Government telegraph service,

and for some three years was stationed at Alexandria. He
was one of the few Europeans to stick to his pd.st during the
cholera epidemic of 186.5, and his valuable services were
specially recognised by the Viceroy, Ismael Pasha. Eesigning
from the Egyptian service in 1869, he joined the first French
Atlantic Cable Co.. and was assigned to accompany the Greal
Eastern as a member of the electrical staff during the laying

of that company's cable. Later, a.s superintendent of the
Direct United States Cable Co., he organised that company's
system in the United States. Here he made his first great im-
pression upon the industry, to the furtherance of which he
was to devote his entire life. Through his efforts the trans-

mission of messages between New York and London was so

ElUotl <S- Fry] [London.

The Late Mr. Geo. Grav Ward, Chairman of the Com-
mercial Cable Co.

gre;itl\' acL-elerated tliat arbitrage transactions between the
Stock Exchanges of the. two cities were accompli.shed, a feat

which had not been possible before. He also accelerated the
transmission of news dispatches between the old world and
the new, and it was he who iijtroduccd the system
of registered addresses, which has since been adopted
throughout the world, and has saved the cabling pub-
he millions of dollars. In 1884 Mr. Ward became
general manager of the Commercial Cable Co., and
in 1890 he was elected vice-president, both of which
positions he held until his death. Mr. Ward, in this new field,

was even more successful than he had been in earlier posi-

tions; his sound judgment and business ability, together with
his power to maintain discipline while holding the respect and
affection of his subordinates, were assets of the utmost value.

In 1906, after the laying of the Commercial Pacific Cable, he
w-as decorated by the Empeior of -Japan with the Order of
Commander of the Risina Sun. He was a member of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, and acted on the other
side of the .\tlantic as local honorary secretary and treasurer
of that Institution.

Mr. Franxis R. Reeves.—With further reference to the
death of Mr. F. R. Reeves, F.C.I. S., of which we made brief

mention last week, we understand that the deceased gentleman
was manager of the Jablochkoff Electric Light & Power Co.
In 1877 he was called in by the then firm of R. E. Crompton
and Co. and assisted in the conversion of that business into a
limited liability company, with the title of Crompton & Co.,

Ltd., remaining with it for some years as secretary and -uli-.?-

quently as general manager, from which position he r'Hr-d
in 1905. His son, Mr. E. Reeves is managing director >! to./

company to-day. It is of interest to recall that Mr. !; • ^

was one of the fir.st members of the Dynamicables and it 'i-;

Electro-Harmonic Society.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Summit Electrical Co., Ltd. (182,383).—Private com-
pany. Registered June 9th. Capital, fWKI in £1 shares. To carry on ih.^

business of electrical engineers, manufacturers of. dealers in, and ageni^ for

all kinds of general electrical supplies, motor cars and parts, and ^il

materials, apparatus, and requisites lor kinematograph theatres, &c. Th»/

subscribers ^each with one share) are: A. Bonnella. "Woodstock." .Susin's

Lane, Highgate, N.6, manufacturing electrician; G. J. Bonnella, '" K.jnil-

wonh," Bow Lane, North Finchley, N.12, manufacturing electrician. Th^
"subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Registered office, 11, Bucknall
Street, Bloomsbury, \V.C.2.

W. H. Sugden & Co., Ltd. (182,446).—Private company.
Registered June 13th. Capital, £-2,500 in fl shares. To adopt an agretmtnt
with W. H. Sugden and to carry on the business of electrical, mechanical, and
general engineers, manufacturers and workers of and dealers in electricity,

S:c. The first directors arc : \V. H. Sugden (permanent managing director),

50, Jersey Road, Uford : Mrs. D. E. Sugden. 50, Jersey Road, nford. Qualifi.

cation : iCXOO. Secretary : H. C. Mundv. Registered office : Glenny Road,
Barking.

E. N. Bray, Ltd. (182,489).—Private companv. Regis-
tered June 15th. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of

electrical engineers, contractors and manufacturers, &c. The first directors

are: E. N. Bray, 7, Bisterne Avenue, Walthamstow, E.17; E. S. Dawn. 19,

Hermitage Road, W'estclifT-on-Sea, fissex ; R. C. Court, 17b, Sandcroft Stre,-t,

Kennington Cross. S.E.ll. Qualification : £100. Secretary : E. S. Dawn.
Solicitors : Warrens, 5, Bedford Square, W.C.I.

Johnson Savage & Co., Ltd. (182,492).—Private companv.
Registered June 15th. Capita!. £500 in £1 shares. To carry on the busin.'ss

ol electricians, mechanical engineers, 'suppliers of electricity, &c. The pro-

visional directors are : R. M. Johnson, 189. Wightman Road. Harringav, N..

merchant; E. M. Savage. Nilhsdale. Eversley Park Road, Winchmorc Hill,

N.21, merchant. Secretary: E. M. Savage.' Registered office: 1, .Argyle

Street, Oxford Circus, W.l.

Dundee Electrical Repairs Co., Ltd. (12,256).—Private
crmpany. Registered in Edinburgh June 12th. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares.

To carry on the business of repairing all classes of electrical plant and ma-
chinery, &c. The first directors are : W. Brand, 191, Clepington Road. Dundee,
engineer; W. .'\, .Andrew, 191, Clepington Road, Dundee, engineer; T. Innes;

187, Clepington Road, Dundee, engineer; J P. Andrew, 23, Halbeath Ro-id,

Dunfermline, vinlner; J. Tavlor, Forth Street, Dunfermline, confectioner.

Qualification: £100 shares. Secretary: \Vm. A. Andrew. Registered office:

Graham Street. Dundee.

British Radiophone, Ltd. (182,427).—Private company.
Registered June 13th. Capital. £2,500 in £1 shares. To carry on businesi

as manufacturers ol and dealers in apparatus of all kinds relating to wirelest

telephony and telegraphy ; to deal with land and submarine telegraphs, &c
The first directors are ; ,\. de M. Watsham. Beechdale, Western Elms -Avenue,

Reading; A. H. S MacCallum. Hillcioft. St. Peter's Hill, Caversham. Regis.
tered office : 33. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

Verdon Cutts & Co., Ltd. (182,419).—Private company.
Registered June 12th. Capital. £10,000 in £1 shares. To acquire the busine*
ui a consulting and contracting engineer and electro-metallurgist carried on bj
V. O. Cutts at Townhall Chambers, 87, Fargate. Sheffield, as " Verdon Cutis
and Co.," and to carry on the business of electrical and niechanical engineers,

founders, smelters, smiths, &c. The first directors are ; C. Longbottom
(chairma'n). Forest Hill. Worksop; V. O. Cutts (oermanent managing director),

Trcgenna, Sunnvside. Worksop; D. Flather, (Janner Cross Hall, Sheffieltft

D E. Beardsha'w, 3, Crescent Ro.id. Sheffield. Qualification : £250, Re
muneration (except permanent managing director) as fixed by the compan]^
Secretary : A. E. Cutts. Registered office : Town Hall Chambers, 87, Fargal^
Sheflrield. •„

Specialities (Liverpool), Ltd. (182,418) .^Private conv
pany.—Registered June 12th. Capital, £2.000 in £1 shares. To lake over tf*

whole or any part of the property, assets, goodwill and ail or any of the debri^

liabilities and engagements of H. F. Kerley and Winifred E. Kerley. trading

at 45. Seel Street. Liverpool, as " The Iilectrical Specialities Co.." and to

carrv on the business of manufacturers, importers and exporters of and dealer^

in electric lamps, shades and electrical accessories of all kinds, &c. The
permanent directors are : H. F Kerley (managing director), 45, Seel Strebl,

Liverpool; ^Vinifred E. Kerley, 45, Seel Street. Liverpool. Qualification; ^
shares. I^emuneration (except managing director) as fixed by the compan|.
Soliritnr: W. .\bercromby. 14. Cook Street, Liverpool. .

Evered & Co., Ltd.—Registered on June 12th as a jwivate
company, with a nominal capital of £50,000 in £1 shares. Ttic obi(

To acquire all or part of the undertaking and assets of tlH* busines
(in b'y livered- & Co.. Ltd.. in London. Birminghani and elsewhere, .ind to

<arry on the business of brassfounders. coppersmiths, wrought and c

workers, ironmongers, hardware merchants and f.nctors. stam()Crs.

electroplaters, gilders, engravers, manufacturers of tubes, and gas
steam, electric light and power fittings and apparatus, stoves, lamps, burne
monumental brasses, ecclesiastical and other metal work, cabinet and furnittf
makers, timber merchants, box, crate and packing case manufacturers,
facturers of paint and varnish, metal and wood bedsteads, ship berths,

tresses and bedding, &c. The signatories to the memorandum
(each subscribing for one share) are : S. Evered. 25. Highfield Road, Edgbastft
manufacturer: J. H. Wilson, Dcrridge House, Derridge, Waraickshire, mi
f.acturer The first directors are: : J. H. Wilson, H. E. Wilson, E. A. \Vi

and S. Evered. Qualification : £1. Remuneration (except managing
su<-ciallv remunerated directors) not more than £2.000 ner annum divided

tween them. Solicitors : Pinsent & Co.. 6. Bennetts ifill. Birmingham.
notice of situation of registered offite was filed at time of incorporation,

ber is 182,412.file

Electrico, Ltd. (182,506).—Private company. Registei
June 16th. Capital, £6.000 in £1 shares. To earn.' on the business
manufacturers of, and dealers in, electrical goods, &c. The perm.'ment direc

are : E. Brontman. 139. Bournemouth Road. Parkstone. Dorset (mantl{

director); A. E. Glassoy, "The Homeste.id." 22, Penn Hill .Avenue, Pi

stone. r)or9et-; F. R. Oz'zard, " CTiarlton." Woodside Road. Park^one. Dor
H. Kirbv, Linden Hall Hvdro. Old Christchurch Ro,nd. Bournemouth ; J

Brewer. " Hatfield." Poole Ro.id, Rranksome. Bournemouth West. Qualifiea

tion : ISO shares. Remuneration : £5 each per annum. Secretary ; H.
Perrett. Registered office: 105. Old Chrlstchurch Road, Bournemouth
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Bedford Electrical and Radio Co., Ltd. (182,40o).—Pn-
vat,; company. Registered June lith. Capital, £1.000 in £1 shares. Tu

acquire the business of electrical engineers, builders, carpenters and joiners,

house decorators, and automobile engineers carried on by A. J. E. Osbourn

and to carry on the business ol electricians, manufacturers and repairers of

or dealers in mechanical and electrical appliances, includmg telegraphs, tele-

phones wireless telegraph and telephone apparatus, ic. The hrst dnectoi^s

are- \ J E Osboufn, (J, Larke Street. Bedford; C. 1. Morr.S. Quakers

Farm. North Crawley, Burks. Uu.ilifiratio,, ; £1. Regi.,ter.-.l office ; 22, ( anip.

hell Road, Bedford.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

1922,

perty,

J. E. Lester & Folwell, Ltd.—Mortrta}«e dated May 20th,

L'cure £3,000, charged on liO, London Ro.id, Leicester, :Holdcr :

I5owler. Kirby Muxloc, Leicestershire.

Calcutta Tramways Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on

June 2nd, 1'.I22, of second' debenture dated December 13th, 1921, securjng

£1.50.000.
'

Chailford & Devon Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction
to the extent of £2.»25 (being amount issued) on May 8th, 1922, of debentures,

dated January IGlh, 1911, securing £3,000.

Edmundsons Electricity Corporation, Ltd.—Satisfaction
in full on June 2nd, 1922, of charge dated .\pril 13th, 1920, securing flOOjOOO

01so=Light Co., Ltd.—Particulars of .£15,000 debentures
authorised May 21st, 1922; charged on the company's undertaking and pro-

t and future, including uncalled capital ;
present issue £2,.MO.

Burke Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Debenture
dated June 9th, 1922 to secure all moneys due or to become due, charged on

the company's undertaking and property, present and future, including un-

c.ille,l capital. Holder: J. Bibby, 3li, Kingsway, W.C.

Coates & Co. (Sheffield), Ltd.—Particulars of .£6,500 de-

bentures .luthorised June 9th, l!e2. charged on the company's undertaking and

propertv, present and future, including uncalled capital (if any); whole amount

issued.'

Hindhead and District Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Issue on
June (ith, 1922. of £fOO defx-nlurcs part of a scries already registered.

Newcastle and Sunderland Oxy=Electric Welding and

Metallurgical Co., Ltd.—Debenture to bearer dated May
17th, 1922. to SMure £300, charge-d on the company's undertaking and pro-

perty, present and future, includinf, uncalled capital; prei:,ent issue £2,500.

Midland Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Particulars
of £20,000 debentures, authorised Dc-cember 22nd, 1921; charged on the com-

pany's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled

capita'.; present issue £14,000.

Issue on December 12th, 1921, of £10,000 debentures, part of a series already

registered.

W. A. Meadows & Co., Ltd.—T. W. Hayes, of 13, Albion
Street Hanlev, ceased to act as receiver on December 5th, 19-21. (Notice filed

June 9th, 19'32.)

Hackbridge Electric Construction Co., Ltd.—Mortgage
dated May 25th, 1922, to secure £10,000 charged on land, buildings, machinery,

&c., at ilackbridge, Surrey. Holder ; A. 1. Drapkin, 33, Highbury i'lace,

Highbury, N.

Saunders Electrical Co., Ltd.—Debenture dated May 23rd,
1922, to secure £1,000, charged on the company's undertaking and property,

present and future, including uncalled capital, subject as to certain leasehold

premises to a prior mortgage. Holders; G. E. Stanley, 23a, Coundon Road,

Coventry, and C. G. Tysoe, Godiva Street, Coventry.

Arrota Electrical and Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.—Parti-
culars of £15,000 debentures authorised October 28th, 1921; whole .amount

issued ; charged on certain land and premises in South Lines., subject to mort-

gage for £3.000 and the company's undertaking antl property, present and
future, including uncalled capital.

JTewmarket Electric Light Co., Ltd. (44,4.50).—Capital.
£30.000 in £10 shares. Return dated April 3rd, 1922. 2,056 shar<-s taken up.

£26,560 paid. Mortgages andcharges, fl4,'200.

City of London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd. (34,406).—
Return datwl March 29th, 1922. Qapitiil, £-2,000,000 in £1 (400.000 6 per c<-nt.

first preference. 300,000 8 per cent, second preference. 800,000 ordinary, and
.500,000 undenominated). .\ll the preference and ordinary shares taken up.

£1.500,000 paid. Mortgages and charges, £800,000.

Rustproof Engineering Co., Ltd.—Particulars of Jl.OOO
deljentures, authorised June 8th, 1922, charged on the company's undertaking
and property, pn-sent and future, including uncalh-d capital; whole aninunt

CITY N0TE5.

Tlie profit for 1921 wa.<j £.305,308. plus
Richardsons, dE.54,0'27 brought forward, but less two
Westgarth and year.s' preference dividend to April, 1919,

Co., Ltd. paid in .lune last (i'42.()00). After paying
debenture interest, preference dividend for

the year ended April, IM). piittinu i'45.000 to depreciation.
;£.50,0(Xt to reserve, and providing i'50,(XXt for development of
Diesel engines for ship propulsion (which are to be manu-
factured imder licence from Mes.si's. Beardmore), it is pro-
'josed to pay two years' preference dividend (to April, 1922).
to pay 8 per cent, on the ordinary shares, and to xarry forward
f54-,785. It is stated that the financial position of the com-
pany is at present stronger and bett.er than ever before.

The directors, in their report for the
South Wales year ended December last, state that the

Electrical Power units .sold amounted to 46,533.098. a de-
Distribution Co. crease of 10,.5lO,.549. as compared with 1920.

Thi.? decrease is attributed largely to the
stoppage in tlie coal industry and to difficulties -with the
plant which have now been remedied. The commercial side
of the undertaking is operated by the Treforest Electrical
Consumers Co., Ltd., and after payment of all working ex-

penses there is a credit balance from that company of

£35,294, which, with £4,417 brought forward, makes avail-

able a balance of £39,711. Deducting the interest on the

two classes of debenture stock of the qpmpany and deprecia-

tion on the new plant, £3,653 remains to be carried forward.

The agreement between the company and the Treforest Elec-

trical Consumers Co.. Ltd., has been revised, and the com-

pany's Bill adjusting the ordinary share capital and con-

taining other provisions advantageous to the shareholders

has been passed by the House of Lords and read a second

time in the House of Commons. The Electricity (Supply)

Bill introduced into Parliament by the Government is receiv-

ing the careful attention of the durectors. Mr. \V. Gascoyne
Dalziel. chairman of the company since 1907, has resigned

the chairmanship, to which Mr. Westgarth Forster Brown
has been elected. Mr. Dalziel still remains a member of the

board.
The directors in their report for the year

Edmundson's ended March 31st, 1922, state that after

Electricity providing for income tax, mortgage and

Corporation, note interest and debenture stock charges,

Ltd. the net profit amounts to £31,369, as com-

pared with £16,053 for the previous year.

With the balance of £14.143 brought forward, the total profit

available is £45,612. The directors recommend payment of

the dividend for the year, and the arrears of dividend, on the

cumulative preference shares, absorbing £24,000; and a divi-

dend of 3 per cent, on the non-cumulative preference shares.

£6,000; leaving to be carried forward £15,512. During the

year, £56,100 of the 6J per cent, three-year notes were paid

off at a premium of £'2.S0 10s,, leaving £18,900 outstanding.

The directors intend to redeem these remaining notes when
they fall due for repayment next February. In the mean-
time, they have arranged with tlie trustee.s to accept Govern-

ment bonds in lieu of prior lien debenture stock as collateral

security for the notes, and the prior lieu debenture stock has

accordingly been released and cancelled.

Capital Expenditure and Gross Profits op Subsidiary
AND Other Companies.

Gross profit

(before pro-

Capital viding for Load
expended capital charges connected
Dec. 31st, and depreciation). in kW.

Name. 1921. 1931. 1921

Alderley £59,881 £6,208 1

Bromley 169,861 18,a59 26

Folkestone .. .. 2h0,655 18,868 7,003

Gaernsey .. .. 168,942 16,627 6,143

Isle of Wight . . . . •290,0a'2 110,6'i6 7,0)5

Ilfracombe .. .. 36,084 2,407 1,193

Lancashire Co. .. 1,661,231 94,332 40,80«

Lymington .. .. 39,409 3,663 969

Melton Mowbray .. 49,769 7,166 1,409

Newmarliet . . 46,051 8,435 1,388

North ol Scotland .. 140,181 11,449 5,297

Ramsgate . . 55,645 8,033 3,067

Scarboro' Trams . . 99,430 807 —
Salisbury .. .. 77,509 9,103 ; 87

Southwold .. .. 4,503 509 250

Urban Co. Group 1.666,902 106,164 48,120

Whitchurch . . . . 6,724 1,0 2 169

Wycombe .. .. 1'27,938 17,004 3,661

Cromer 34,5'20 451 768

Dorking 47,285 3,028 1,610

Frome 68,343 5,293 2,472

Hamilton .. .. 98,084 5,039 3,945

Surbiton 7J,l2o 6,976 2,938

Total' 1921 .. .. ^5,174,869 ^363,617 146,754 k'W.

„ -1920 .. .. £4,792,655 £299,774 134,259kW.

The result of the company's operations

Lisbon Electric fur the year ended December, 1921, after

Tramways, Ltd. deducting interest and amortisation due on

the debentures of the Companhia Carris

de Ferro de Liboa, and after the payment of £'24,415 interest

on and redemption of the debentures of this company, and

also the payment of London expenses and directors' remunera-

tion, shows a loss of £'29.184. To this is added the balance of

loiis brought forward from last year, £19,'271. which gives the

sum of £48,455 to be. carried forward to the debit of next year's

profit and loss account. During the past year the tramways

have carried &3,626,312 pas.sengers with receipts of

Esc. 11,102,068, as compared with 80.567,940 passengers and

receipts of Esc. 6,088.'286 in the preceding year. The working

of the tramway was again adver.sely affected by the stoppage

and restriction of the service owing to strikes and other dis-

turbances, but notwithstanding the.se disadvantages it will be

.seen that a larger number of passengers was carried ; the

receipts also showed a substantial increase, the period covered

having the full benefit of the liigher fares put into force in

.lune and December of the previous year. The rate of exchange

at the beginning of the year stood at 6Jd. per E.scudo and at

the close of the year had fallen to the low figure of 4 7/16d.

This has materially increased the working expenditure and
especially the cost of all .supplies purchased outside

of Portugal. No increase in the fares was obtained

during the period under review, ' although constant

appUcations were made both to the Government and the

Camara, in view of the operating losses. A Commission was
appointed in July last by the Portuguese Government to
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inquire into the matter, but its recommendations were not

carried out as the Camara withheld its approval, and it was

not until the present year that an agreement was at last con-

cluded, to enable an increase in the tariffs to be made, which

it is hoped will put the company's future operations on a

sounder basis.

Mr. P. E. Beachcrott presided over the

Electric auuual meeting, held on June loth, and in

Construction moving the adoption of the report con-

Co., Ltd. tirutulated the shareholders on the fact

that the accounts showed a reduction in

net profit of only .£425, as compared with the previous

year. The gross profit from manufacturing and contracting

was ^619,530 les.s, but that was made up, all but £425, as

follows : Interest, divifdends, and transfer fees produced.

£8,243 more; general charges and directors' fees were re-

duced by £3,870; and maintenance of plant and building by

£7,492. The net revenue for the past financial year amounted

to £82,68.5, which is being ilealt with as stated in the report.

The transfer to a dividend equalisation fund was a new de-

parture. Keeping in view, however, the uncertainty regard-

ing next year's trading, in consequence of the severe depres-

sion in trade which still prevailed, he felt confident they

would endor.se the directors' recommendation. The aboli-

tion of Excess Profits Duty enabled them to make this pro-

vision for the coming year, and he was only .sorry that while

congratulating themselves on the aboUtion of a short-sighted

and injurious form of taxation, he was unable to couple with

it the withdrawal of the Corporation Profits Tax, which

was equally condemned.
There were one or two items in the Ijalance sheet on which

he had to comment. The first was properties, patents, and

goodwill, which now stood at £3.50,70.5. Since the accounts

were made up, a careful valuation made by their own staif on

a very conservative basis had been completed, from which it

was evident that the va.ue of buildings, plant and machinery

and other fixed assets exceeded the amount in the balance

sheet. The result of this valuation was what was expected,

as the properties for many years had been maintained out of

revenue in a high state of efficiency, and the provision for

depreciation had also been liberal. They considered, there-

fore, tlaat the reference to patents and goodwill in the balaiice

sheet should in future be eliminated. That would improve

the appearance of thing.s. Stock-in-trade and work in pro-

gress and sundry debtors were considerably less than last

year, and reflected the depression in trade through which
they were passing. The directors, however, did not take a

dcsjiondent view of the pro.spects, but so long as the trade

of the country continued to be paralysed by one strike after

another, trade was bound to suffer. Work in progress on
March 31st last was considerably reduced, but he was pleased

to say that the conditions had improved and orders since

the beginning of the new financial year were 50 per cent,

greater than in the corresponding period last year. Whether
the improvement would be maintained he was not prepared

to prophesy, but the settlement of the engineer's lock-out

.should give the trade of the country a considerable

impetus. The next item was investments, amounting to

£292.167, the valuation having beeii made at the market
prices on March 31st or under. They had a very substantial

appreciation on investments bought and sold during the

financial year, but no part of the appreciation had been
brought into the accounts. When trade revived they would
have to realise a large portion of tho.se inve.stments, and if

prices should be less than those prevailing on March 31st,

they would have a substantial internal reserve to fall back
upon. On the other side of the balance sheet it would be

noted that £47,200 of their debenture stock had been can-

celed. For some years they had been purchasing what
stock came on the market, and keeping it alive for the pur-

pose of re-issue if necessary. This was merely a precaution

adopted when they first began to redeem the stock, but as
there was now little likelihood of their requiring to re-is.sue,

the amount purchased to March 31.=it last had been can-
celled, and any purchases in the future would also be can-
celled. Sundry creditors and credit balances amounted to

£79,231, but no less than £52,200 was provided for Govern-
ment taxation. With the abolition of excess profits duty
there would be a larger reversion of profits to the share-
holders, but it shou'd be kept in view that income tax would
be greater in consequence, although they would, of course,
benefit by the reduction from 6s. to 5s. in the £. It wa.^
unnecessary to emphasise the financial position of the com-
pany, as the accounts spoke for themselves, but he con-
sidered that their position' reflected great credit upon
those who administered the busines.^. Thev were not caucht
with a larse stock at inflated prices, and any depreciation
had been fully provided for. Provision had also been made
against forward contracts for their staple artic'es of consump-
tion, and the new financial year would accordingly not be
handicanned in those respects. He was p eased to be able
to report that notwithstandinc all the unrest in the indus-
trial world, the relations with their own workpeople con-
tinued to be of the most harmonious character, and opera-
tions in their work.shops had proceeded without interrup-
tion. They had. of course, suffered indirectly through the
nrolon^red dispute in the engineering industry, and it was to
be hoped that a greater amount of co-operation woula pre-

vail in future. To the staff and workpeople generally their

best thanks were due for their efforts durmg the past viar.

So far he had dealt with the affairs of the company, but ij

might be permitted to add a few words on the genti 1

1

situation. The engineering dispute had delayed a luu^

looked for revival in trade, hut they were glad to note xha
a settlement had been reached after prolonged negotiati'iu.--

It had been the lot of the chairmen of most industrial l' m-
panies to present very unfavourable balaijce sheets and innhi
and loss accounts to their shareholders during the past \.mi,

and many large and important companies had had to div.it

profits from the pockets of the shareholders to make j.''n\

heavy depreciation in stocks, and in many instances t" -^

profits had been converted into deficits, which would have
to be made good in future years. The aftermath of the dis-

astrous war had left a legacy which, to make good, would
require all the best and latent energies of those who carrud
on the trade of the world. It was conunon knowledge i :i

when peace was declared it wa.^- anticipated that an i-i.i

prosperity would set in for many years, and manufactui'i
purchased huge .stocks at prices which beat all records, anti-

cipating that the wa.stage caused by the war would frfit^-

a demand for many years to come to make good the deva.-

tated areas. The result they all knew. There was a boom m
trade for a .short time, but owing to the lack of ijurcha.^mg
power of every country, except America, this boom " pet<?reu

out " all too soon, and many of those who had Blocked
their barns to overflowing had to write down the stocks they
were carrying to current values. He repeated what he said
last year that before the country could recapture its export
business lower costs of production were essential, and those
could only be obtained by a lower standard of wages and
salaries, by a lower margin of profit, and by increased out-
put. But above all, there must be co-operation between
capital and labour, for without it all efforts would be in

vain. To that end he would counsel the adoption to a far

greater degree than hitherto of the piecework system, which
was not now regarded by lahour with the same antagonism as

formerly. If adopted labour would procure week by week
the fruit of its own effort without being dependent on profits

which were not ascertained for many months, but it also

involved absolute good faith on the part of employers re-

garding the .strict observance of contracts made as the
results of experience and after proper deliberation. Mr.
James Gray (managing director) seconded the motion, which
was adopted without discus.sion.

Mr. .1. S. Austen, the chairman, pre-
British Electric sided over the 26th annual meeting held
Traction Co., at the Holborn Eestaurant on Friday last.

Ltd. and in moving the adoption of the report.
said that the board asked the shareholders

to sanction the payment of a dividend of 4 J per cent., as
compared with 4 per cent, a year ago. Some of them might
ask why the directors paid an increased dividend when their
earnings were only about the same as they were a year ago.
The answ-er was that they believed their income wa.> more
stabilised and that it was daily becoming more stabilised
still, and consequently they felt ju.stified in going much
nearer to their limit than they had done before. Put briefly,

during the past year they had earned the 4i per cent, divi-
dend which they proposed to pay, and in addition they had
earned a sum of about £31,-500. Out of that sum they pro-
posed to put £14,000 odd to reserve, and to add about £i7.00(.1

to the carry forward. The net results were almost exactly
the same as they were a year ago, but there had been very
con.siderable changes in the eompnnent parts, which had
produced those results. They had had increases on some of
their investments aggregating about £41.500, but against
that they had had losses on others amounting to £40.000.
It was only to be expected in a company like that with a
multitude of investments that the gains, as a rule, would
meet the losses and in good years wou'd surpass them. It

was difficult to draw any general conclusions from the re-
sults of the past year, but it would probably interest them
if he summarised what the various branche.^ of the bu.siness
were doing at the present moment. Their main business
might be divided into three classes ;—tramways. elecfJtja
pow-er, and electric lighting. With regard to tramways
during the current year up-to-date, there had been a failin :

off in the receipts. It might not be quite safe even to trv
and specify what that falling off was. but it amounted to
about 20 per cent. That was a serious amount, but against
that the tramways would make a very considerable saving in
expenses. On the who'e he rather doubted whether the re-
sults from the working of the tramways this year would
be so good as they were in that under review. As to
electric power, it was obvious that owinc to the engineering
.strike and depression in trade, there would l)e a decrease.
Electric lighting, which also included the use of elc-tricitv
for domestic purposes, received a stimulus during the war,
and at present there was no set-back, and he did not
believe that any set-back was coming. In other words, elec-
tric lighting was doing fairly well at present. A fon'--'

division of their business was that relating to motor omni-
buses, in country districts more particularly. The business
was not a gold mine, but there was a hving in it. To he
profitable it rnust be conducted by men who were thorough Iv

conversant with it, and above all it was essentially a business
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that must be coaducted by large companies. The profits

were not such as would stand much comi)etition, and m
that respect he was inclined to think they had not got much
to fear, because the 'buses had to be licensed by the local

authorities. Those authorities knew their business, and he

could not imagine that they were going tu allow more 'buses

to go and wear out their roads than the necessities and the

Mnvenience of the public required, lliat was a protection upon
which he thought they might justly count. Their interest

in the 'buses was mainly derived from their subsidiary

company, the British Automobiie Traction Co., and in ad-

dition they had a very large 'bus interest derived from their

tramway "companies. Their interest in 'buses was likely to

increase as it was capable of expansion. Two of their sub-

sidiary companies had made new issues of capital—the Shrop-

shire Power Co., which made a very successful issue, and
the British .A.utomobile Traction Co., which was not so

favourably leceived by the public He thought the puhlir

was wrong there, but there was a uertaiu justificatiuu loi'

it.=i attitude in that this 'bus business in rural areas was a

new business. Having stated that it was the present inten-

tion of the directors, if circumstances were satisfactory, to

declare an interim dividend about December next, the chair-

man said that as to the future, it was very ditficult in a com-
pany like that with such varied undertakings to forecast

exactly what was likely to happen. All he could say was that

he had now had two years' experience of the company, and
as time went on his regard for the company increased, 'and

he could see no reason why it should not continue to steaiiily

progress in the future. He was not tying himself down to

an increased dividend during the coining year, but he looked
forward to a steady increase in years to come.—Mr. Emile
Garcke seconded the motion, which w-as adopted after a

short discussion.

The report for 1921 showed a gross

Madras revenue of .£1.53,919, and working ex-

Electric Supply pen.ses of £74,933, as compared with
Corporation, Ltd. £142,828 and £62,636 respectively, in 1920.

Deducting £19,739 for adjustment of ex-

change left a balance on revenue account of £59,247, as
against £81,446—a decrease of £22,199. The net revenue
was £26.487. .Adding to this the amount brouglit forward,
and deducting the preference dividend, 'left an available

balance of £30,.3.56. This was distributed as follows :—Divi-

dend of 8 per cent., free of tax, on ordinary shares, £1.5,183:

additional remuneration to directors, £44.5 ; tran.sferred to

general reserve fund. £5,000; caiTied forward, £9,728.

In presenting the report at the annual meeting, held on
.Tune 14th, the Chairman (Mr. James Gray) pnnited out
that there was a loss upon exchange as compared with ai

gain of £1,254 in 1920. Working expenses showed a greater
increase than the revenue, chiefly due to increased fuel
costs and wages adjustments. Although, a.5 predicted at

the last meeting, the growth of business had received a
check owing to the delay in the installation of additional
converting plant, the total kW connections had been more
than maintained owing to the connection of several large
power consumers. With the exception of the tramways,
which were affected by a strike iii the early part of the year,
increased supplies were taken in all directions. The Cor-
poration was indebted to the Government of Madras for the
removal of the restriction of the price increase to three years
commencing August 1st, 1919. Now the tariff would be sub-
ject to the ordinary provisions of the Indian Electricity Act.
The capital expenditure on buildings and machinery during

the year amounted to £29.070, this being represented chiefly

by a new water-tube boiler and three new sub-statiofts.

Mains extensions cost £21,216.
To meet the growth of demand additional generating and

converting platit was being installed. This included a water-
tube boiler, a S.OOO-kW turbo-alternator, and 3,000 kW of
rotary converters. The debenture issue to provide the funds
for this plant was very successful, having been subscribed
twelve times over.

In seconding the motion for the adoption of the report and
accounts. Mr. .J. G. B. Stone gave some particulars of his
recent visit to India when he inspected the whole of the
Corporation's undertaking. He .^aid that, at present, there
was not a large indu.strial load, probably owing to the fact
that really cheap power was not available. Now that the
Corporation was in a position to offer cheap power the indus-
trial load would grow. The report and accounts were
adopted and the retiring director, Mr. K. A. Scott Moncrieff,
M.I.E.E., was re-elected.

Veritys, Ltd.—The financial Press reports that after pro-
viding £2.783 for depreciation, the accounts for 1921 show a
net loss of £3.002. To this is added £6.300 for interim divi-
dends' paid during the year, and the credit balance of £1.6.56 is

deducted, leaving a debit of £7,646 to be carried forward.

India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Co..
'^td.—.\ccording to the Financier the directors regret they are
unable to recommend an interim dividend on tlae ordinary
shares.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the
ordinary sh;ir<-s .-it "J [v-r cent., free of tax, for the year ended
March, 1922. Carried forward, £15,944.

Stock Exchange Notices.—.Application has been made to

the Committee to allow the following to be of&cially quoted :

—Cordoba Light. Power & Traction, 665,811 seven per cent.

cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fully paid, Nos.
1 to 665,811.

.Johnson & Phillips, 437,500 ordinary shares of £1 each,

fully paid, Nos. 1 to 437,500.

Dealings in the following have been specially allowed by
the Committee under Rule 148a:—

British Thomson-Houston.—1,000.000 seven per cent, cumu-
lative preference shares of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 1 to

l.ail.lXKl.

The undermentioned have been ordered to Ije officially

quoted :

—
Llanelly and District Electric Lighting and Traction.—

50,000 6 per cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each,

fully paid (Nos. 175.001 to 225,fKlO).

Mersey Power. - i'.SiKI.Olill 7! pel .rnt. in^irtgagH dcbentuie
stock

.

Mexico Telephone (Ericsson) Co.—The report for 1921

states that the niniiber of subscribers to the company's sys-

tem again increa.-^ed. and a further expansion took place in the

first four months of 1922. .\s net prohts, the accounts ehow a
total of 724,tKX) Swedish kronen as compared with 677,000 kr.

in the previous year, and the dividend is at the rate of 12 per

cent., as against 11 per cent, in 1920. The reixirt furtlier

states that as it appeared imiX)S.sible to realise the object for

which 629 shares were acquired in the Cia. Telefonica

Jalicien'se, the directors had again disposed of these shares.

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co.—It is reported

in the tinancial l^ress that the net earnings, including those

of the Rand Mines Power Supply Co., for the quarter ended
March 31st (which included the period of the labour dis-

turbance) amounted to £82,559 before providing for taxation

in South Africa and the United Kingdom.
A further dividend of 4 per cent., less tax, on the preference

shares, making 10 per cent, for the year 1921, is announced

;

also a dividend of 3 per cent., less tax, on the preference shares

on account of the year ended December. 1922 ; and a dividend of

5 per cent., less tax, in respect of 1921 on the ordinary shares.

Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia). Ltd.—.\t a meet-
ing of this company, held in .\pril, the shareholders authorised

an increase of the company's capital to .£1,(XI0,000, by the

issue of 800,000 ordinary shares of £1 each, paid up to 2s. in

the first instance, al.so a resolution to amend the company's
articles of association in accordance with the agreement
entered into with the Commonwealth Government. The
chairman. Sir Thomas Hughes, M.L.C., outlined the arrange-
ments made with the Government and the future programme
of the company.

Shropshire, Worcestershire & Stafford Electric Power Co.

—According to the Financier, the report for 1921 states that

the net receipts from sales of energy, interest and dividends

on investments, &c., were £95,1-53. After deducting adminis-
tration and general expenses, debenture and loan interest,

and adding £16,183 brought forward, there remains £41,083.

Dividend on 7 per cent, preference .shares. £3,500 ; dividend

on 6 per cent, preference shares. £9,000; carried forward,

£27,272.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Dividend at the rate of 3^
per cent, per annum, le.ss income tax, on the preference stock

of the company for the quarter ending June 30th ; and a lirst

quarterly interim dividend of 2i per cent, on the ordinary
stock, free of income tax in respect of profits for the ear
ending December 31st, 1922.

Para Telephone Co.—Net profit for 1921, ^£2,482, plus
£8.605 brought forward, making £11,087. The Financial
Times sa.ys it is proposed to pay a further dividend of 3 per
cent., making 6 per cent., free of tax, carrving forward
£4,457.

Kidderminster & District Electric Lighting and Traction
Co., Ltd.—It is proposed to pay a dividend of '2h per cent,

on ordinary .shares for 1921, carrying forward £213. Kidder-
minster and Stourport Electric Tramway Co. is paying a divi-

dend at the rate of 3 J per cent., carrying forward £262.

Manila Electric Corporation.—.\ special dividend of

5 per cent, has been declared on the common stock, for the
quart.er ending June 30th, 1922, making with the regular
quarterly dividend of two per cent., already announced, a
total of 2i per cent., or $2..50 per share.

Barnsley & District Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—Divi-
dend for 1921 15 per cent., £1..50(l to reserve, £15,500 to special
re.serve for E.P.D. for 1919 and 1920, carrving forward
£22.800.

Reduction of Capital.—British Power Railway Signal Co.,
Dtd., and Reduced.—a petition for the reduction of the capital

of the company from £50.000 to £25,000 has been presented
to the High Court, and will lie heard in London on June 27th.

Waygood=Otis, Ltd.—Final dividend of 5A per cent.,
making 8 per cent, for the year and a bonus of 2 per cent,
on the ordinarv shares: £40,000 to reserve; £5,000 to pensions
fund; £22,,339 carried forward.

Montreal Light. Heat and Powpr Co.—Dividends of 1' per
cent, on the consolidated shares and 2 per cent, on the common
shares are announced.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.
Thesday Evening.

The reduction to 3i per cent, in the Bank Rate had a cheering

effect upon most of the Stock Exchange markets. It brought

fresh investment into the consol market and gave business a

fillip in other departments, more particularly in thase cases

where new issues have fallen to a substantial discount below

the subscription prices. The banks are (now paying 1^ per

cent, on deposit money, and it is a matter for no little

curiosity to observe how far this change in the rate will

dislodge money held on deposit account by the banks. As

the figures are not published, no one can do more than vaguely

guess at the sums on deposit at the banks, though Stock Ex-

change men get daily surprises in the shape of discoveries

that clients of theirs .still cling to the meagre rate given by

the banks, instead of investing the money in securities upon

which 5 per cent, and upwards is still obtainable. The Home
Eailway market shook off part of the heaviness into which

it was plunged by the disclosure, last contango day, of an

unexpectedly heavy bull account. With regard to industrials,

the tendency is better, owing to the expectation that im-

provement in gilt-edged markets will have the usual effect of

broadening the interest in other stocks and shares, and of

directing fresh capital into such investments.

Districts, despite the rally in Home Kails, are 3 points

lower at 3.5J. The other Undergrounds are disposed to dul-

ness. The Bill empowering the London Electric Railway and

the City & South London Eailway, to raise fresh capital

will be passed unopposed in the House of Commons. Second

debenture stock amounting to £'2,'250,000 will be raised by the

first-named company, and ^1,2.50,000 by the City & South

London. Keen curiosity waits upon publicatioii of the terms

upon which the stock will be offered to the public.

Electricity supply shares maintain all their firmness, and

this week there are rises of J in Metropo'itan ordinary to

5|, and iu St. James's ordinary to 8J. County of London
preference at 1 1/16, are Is. 3d. higher. The ordinary shares

are quoted 25s. middle, but can be sold at a better price

than this. There is a strong demand for all the shares m
the list, without there being any sufficiency of .supply. City
Lights are better than the price suggests, being saleable at

3Ss. 9d., or higher. Newcastle-on-Tyne ordinary gave way
to 13s. 9d. Metropolitan 7 per cent, debenture at 107 is i

down.
In the manufacturing group, the Edmundson's report

shows a small decline on the trading surplus, but the divi-

dend and interest income improved by ±10,000 to ±66,700.
The disposable balance of ±31,400 is about ±14,000 higher
than that of last year. The 6 per cent, cumulative preference
shares are to have their interest up-to-date, by the payment
of 12 per cent., and the 6 per cent, non-cumulative preference
shares enter the dividend list with 3 per cent., this being the
first distribution made for ten years. Edmundsons have added
a new interest to their holdings in the shape of Tisbury Elec-
tric Supply shares. The excellence of the figures reveal
how it is that for some time past there have been buyers
only of Edmundsoji's preference, sometimes at prices
well above those quoted as the nominal values. The 6 per
cent, cumulative preference changed hands at 4 1/16 a few
days ago, but are now 44. and the Ijon-cumulative, which
were done at 45s. and 47s. 6d. at the end of last month, have
risen to 50s. The 4^ per cent, debenture, now 5 per cent.,
is quoted at 74, and the ordinary .shares of ±3 each,
fully-paid, stand at 20s. Except for the debenture stock,
the issues of the company are higher to-day than they were
on the eve of the outbreak of war. Cromptons at ISs. 9d.
have lost 1/16. Electric Construction preference at 21s. 3d.
are better. General Electrics are a little unsteady on the
eve of the dividend announcement. Metropolitan-Vickers
preference at 2 7/16 are ] /16 down, the ordinary, however,
hardening to 25.?. The engineering group show little varia-
tion. Babcock it Wilcox receded to 3. Termination of the
engineers' lock-out .shows clearly the damage which has been
done by the dispute, many co'ntracts having been lost, and
a great many men finding themselves out of work pending
such time as the employers can get works going again, and
are able to take on new contracts. Brush ordinary at 2.5s. 9d.
have gone hack a httle.

It is said, with more show of authority than usual, thnt
Mexico and the Tlijited States have arrived at an agreement
upon the various matters in dispute between the two
countries. If so, this will open the way to peaceful
relations between the two countries, and to the grant-
ing, by the United States, of the long-expected loan
to Mexico that will enable the latter to rehabilitate
her finances, and set her house properly in order.
For this reason, Mexican Utilities, together with
other bonds and securities connected with the country,
are better. Mexican Light & Power commom shares have
risen 3, the first mortgage bonds 2, and the Mexico Tram-
way also are slightly firmer. Brazilian Tractions went

back to 53, on disappointment that the re-entry of the shares

into the divideijd-paying list has failed to bring in any acces-

sion of buying. Anglo-Argentine Tramways 1st debenture

dropped to 79, at which it looks a reasonably cheap invest-

ment, paying rather over 6i per cent, on the mottjey, and
offering .sound security. British Columbia stocks are jather

easier. Calcutta Electric new second debenture remains at

2i premium, the Indian Electric scrip bemg i premium, and
the Madras i- premium.
The feature in the cable group is a drop of ±3 in Indo-

Europeans to 37J. Otherwise the market is steady, the
Eastern quartet holding their prices and .\nglo-Americaa
deferred gaining i, while the preferred fell a xximt. Mar-
conis are quiet, the price easing off to 506., while
Marconi Marmes stiffened to IJ. The manufacturing shares ',

show no particular change, Callenders remammg at 41s. 3d.,

and Henleys at 43s. 9d. Rubber shares are lumpish. The
i

armament list remains uninteresting " Dollar " stocks I

strengthened on the set-back in the value of the pound ster-

ling, as compared with the dollar. Canadian General Elec-
trics are higher at 88, and Bhawinigans at 118J. Dealings
began on Tuesday, to-day, in the ordinary and 6 per cent,

preference shares of the Llanelly & District Electric Lighting
Co. The prices opened at 16s. and 17s. respectively, hardening
a few pence later on.

The Stock Exchange firm of Messrs. G. D. Atkin & Co.
have issued the 1922 number of their well-known Manual,
giving particulars of all the electric lighting, manufacturing
and traction companies that are known in the Stock Ex-
change. The book is published for private circulation, but
its 400 pages are so closely packed with clearly-compiled in-

formation that it seems a iiity the book caimot be issued

for general circulation.

SHARE LLST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companieb.
Dividend. Price

Brompton Ordinary
Charing Cross Ordinary

do. do. do. 4i Pref.
Chelsea
City of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

County of London
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

Kensington Ordinary
London Electric

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

Metropolitan
do. 4^ per cent. Pref...

St. James' and Pall Mall
South London
South Metropolitan Pref.
Westminster Ordinary

4
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WARM WORK ON METERS.

By O. E. MOORE.

'J'he purpose of the present literary effort is to make
known to the world the awkward dilemma in which I

find myself. And here 1 am, going to write about a

dilemma and not at all clear as to how I can switch on.

Essayists advise one to first of all start off with a good

introduction, so the best thing I can do, then (in the

absence of a better mutual friend than this printed

page), is to introduce myself.

1 happen to be in a meter department—testing, not

mere installation, I hasten to add. Yes, I know that

plenty of superior people regard the meter department

as a luxury branch ("a positive excrescence," to quote

'one critic), and that meter-work is simply a walk-over,

as the saying is. That precocious young sceptic I over-

heard the other daj' asserted the belief of many when
he expressed the view that " any mug can watch disks

go round." (As a matter of fact, I used to think so,

too.) Well, apart from the financial aspect—and re-

garding this my friend Fairpotts has very truly re-

marked that a few one-per-cents. Rescued may pay our

wMfres-bill— it is curious how manj' problems do turn up,

:ui(l liow many lines of worry and grey (or vanishing)

hairs those disks do cause, to be sure. And why is it

that at the end of a visit to save a batch of fractious

meters (and his firm's reputation) a manufacturer's

expert invariably staggers away muttering that if he

liad his time over again there's one thing he would not

be. mind tliat ? But all this is by the way.

Here I am, then, testing meters. And you will Ije

the more iiiipies,sed (I hope) when I tell you that I

tackle a.c. ones, and polyphase at that. Anybody can

nurse and test d.c. stuff, but when it comes to a.c.

—

wliy. that's a different proposition, you know. There
is .1 kind of class distinction. This being so, I have

to look after my status, and, as the a.c. authority,

I do iiiy best to be distinctive. For one thing, 1 gener-

ally appear in a hard hat and collar to match (the d.c.

and other people are addicted to caps and soft collars),

and my slide-rule witli log-log and all sorts of other

baffling scales has a most humbling effect on " the rest."

When I get really thoughtful and begin to work out

vector diagrams, everybody is tremendously impressed,

and if it weren't for the noise of the M.G. you could

hear a pin drop. On Saturday mornings (Saturday is

not a Hard-hat Day with me) I relax a bit, and it is

surprising how friendly tlie others become. Nowadays
it's best to be sociable and democratic sometimes,

cs])ecially as keeping up one's status is often rather a

nuisance.

To come to some practical details: At my bench I

have a 3-phase circuit to give anything up to 5 amps.,

tlie load being banks of carbon-filament lamps. Until

last autumn it had been the practice to use reversed

current transformers for testing meters of greater

amperage than five

—

i.e., a 10/5 C.T. was used with a

10-amp. meter and actually acted as a 5/10 C.T. The
banks of lamps and the current transformers, as will be

seen hereafter, are really the cause of all the bother,

and. incidentally, the infliction of this heartrending
account.

Now that the .stage is set, we can raise the curtain

and present the opening scene. Time : Last October.

The Chief enters and, whilst prowling around in his

usual way, sees the reversed transformers in use. " Oh,
by the way." says he, "I've been thinking that those

transformers must mess the wave-form about a lot."

I look as thoughtful and intelligent as I can. " Now,
what can we do if we do do without 'em? " he goes on.

I begin, in a vague sort of way, to glance around the

test-room. "Ah, I've got it," he says suddenly.
" Down in the stores you'll find three radiators. Put
one in each phase to augment those lamps. And throw
those beastly transformers away." I place the trans-

formers on the stock-shelf and hie me to the Stores.

That is how 1 came to have three radiators in my
Corner, and as you can have no idea of the consequences

(fearful and otherwise) of the Chief's brain-wave,

1 am going to enlighten you. Of course, as a load

expedient the radiators have behaved admirably—^I

must say that. But just let me tell you some of the

incidental results. In the first place the Storekeeper's

former friendliness turned into deep and abiding

enmity. No longer would he vouchsafe a cheerful and

respectful "Good morning" on my Hard-Hat Days,

and the gifts of odd rolls of insulating tape and lengths

of "flex." abruptly ceased. This strange and disturb-

ing change puzzled me for a long time until I recollected

that when I went for the radiators they were out of sight

behind a camouflage of sacking and cable-drums, and
that during the previous winter the Storekeeper had
liaske-d in their gloirl Hence the diplomatic rupture,

you see.

Well, winter was coming along, and I must confess

that those three radiators made the place exceedingly

comfortable. Unfortunately, they made my corner

popular—far too popular—and visits became more and
more frequent, the departures more and more reluctant.

And presently I found my intellectual isolation a thing

of the past, though I wore my hard hat and " choker
"

every day, and wrestled with vector diagrams with

greater frequency than ever, and nearly made my
patent slide-rule red-hot into the bargain. As each visitor

lingered, it seemed quite the thing (now that Awe and
Respect were no more) to make some footling . remark
or other, to which, with rage nearly choking me, I was
bound to re]>ly. Soon I found, first through my own
comfort and then rid other people's, that half- and full-

Uiiiaoj- ciiHW omsD

" W.4RM Work on Meters."

lead tests on big-ampereage meters were to be thoroughly
recommended. On particularly frosty mornings one
could not help putting on an overload just to see how
rapidly the meter curve would fall off. while, on the

other hand, twentieth load met with a chilly reception.

The installation of those radiators resulted in a

revisal of test-room habits. Hitherto the d.c. testers

and the meter-repairers (whose lunch-hour differs from
mine) repaired to a remote spot in the building, but
one by one they drifted into the neighbourhood of the

radiators, and daily I began to be bothered by the sounds
of lunch being tackled by many jaws. How could I

possibly work out intricate things like power-factors and
tiie " K " of a meter, with that going on, and with foot-

ball matches being re-fought and the Premier's reputa-

tion torn into shreds every day? I once tried dropping
to about one-hundredth load in the hope that they would
be frozen out, yet they continued to sit there so patiently

and optimistically that I hadn't the heart to work a*
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less than half-load. And whenever there did not happen

to be a test running any lunch-hour—why, I felt so

apologetic that I just kept out of sight. One day a

go-ahead chap made some toast. Nest day (not to be

Ijcaten) his mate turned up with a pie, which he pro-

ceeded to warm on a radiator ; a few minutes later

there was a tremendous CRACK ! and then a fearful

Hare-up. The stench persisted all the afternoon, and
the Chief, happening to come in, wandered around, say-

ing that he was certain, (sniff!) some insulation (sniff!)

was burning somewhere (sniff, sniff !). I did get two

hiughs out of the radiators. One was when Old Jock

singed his wliiskers whilst lighting his pipe, and the

other when a fuse blew during the gastronomic perform-

ance and caused quite a lot of diverting complications.

But on these occasions I had to finish my laughs outside

owing to the unreasonably hostile attitude of the

victims.

Other difficulties I had to contend with during the

winter months inchided the hanging-up of sundry coats,

caps, and even socks in wet weather ; also the practice

of drying-out coils and the like in front of iriy radiators.

You would be astonished at the amount of unreason-

ableness displayed whenever I had the callousness not

to use the radiators! And if the Chief paid a visit,

and tlie radiators were " on," he mu.st needs sit down
and make himself thoroughly comfortable and affable.

His presence was most disturbing—Chiefs shouldn't do

such tilings, you know. However, I tliought of a bril-

liant idea for dislodging him. I jolly soon dropped to

low load. This was one of my exceptional ideas. It

worked !

AVell, in due course, spring came along (according to

tlie calendar at any rate), when, although there were no
signs of wintry conditions changing, I besran to look

at those radiators with a certain amount of foreboding.

T felt tlie least bit uneasy. I wondered just how warm
tlie jilace would be at midsummer. .\s the days went
by I began to be physically conscious that things would

be rather on the warm side, and it seemed to me that,

on the whole, three-quarter and full-load tests were not

really of much use. After all, what more do you want
if 5 per cent, and 50 per cent, loads are OK? But
(worse luck) there would still be the half-load test with

p.f. of 0.5.

By degrees the position has gone from bad to worse.

The place now Iiecomes so warm that my lunch-hour

friends have retired into the remote fastness they

patronised of old. The Chief's visits are now so brief

as to require no special cooling treatment : while the

Storekeeper (who came in the other day and seemed quite

interested in my hot and flurried appearance) has

recovered his old respectfulness and generosity. I really

tliink I am getting back my former status. And yet,

in spite of this, I don't feel as elated as I should. With
those confounded radiators here this intellectual isola-

tion business is a mixed blessing. The plain fact of

the matter is that it's getting hotter and hotter evciv

day and more liig-ampereage meters than ever are cominL'

in. Just picture me sweating away in a tropir;il

atmosphere with thousands of lumens and therms (not

to mention cuss-words of a markedly sultry nature)

flying about. And summer is nearly here I

Well, it's not good enough. I'm tretting fed-up.

Yes, I have tried rigging up an electric fan, but thanks

to the radiator elements having a temperature co-

efficient this gave nice, unsteady loads—of no use to

me. One of these days (a Hard-Hat Day preferably)

I'll get on the high horse and go and have a straitrht

talk to the Chief. I'll tell him point blank. I will, that

if he can't have the radiators shifted half-a-mile or

so then we should adopt the current transformers again

and let the wave-form go hang durin<r the hot weather.
For this is what it will come to: I'll have to put on

sliorts and a pith helmet to test those darned meters, and
that's a thing no man with a Status would do. I'm
pretty far gone as it is, and tliere's no guarantee that

I'd last out the summer even then. .\nd that's that I

THE TURN OF THE TIDE IN SWEDEN.

" Tht, opportunity for the development of British trade in

Sweden was never so favourable. Great Britain is the most

lucrative market for Swedish goods, and it is realised here

(in Sweden) that a larger importation of Briti.sh goods would

probably in the long run lead to an increase in Swedish ex-

port trade to Great Britain."

This encouraging statement is contained in the recent re-

port by H.M. Commercial Secretary at Stockholm (Mr. H.
Kershaw).* It is apparently ba.sed on the fact that the keen

edge of German competition in Sweden has been dulled by

failure to adhere either to quoted prices or delivery promises.

The opportunity for British exporter.? has been further im-

liroved since Mr. Kershaw's report was written owing to the

revival which is evident in the timber and allied industries

in Sweden as a result of wages adjustment.

Regarding German competition, the

German Commercial Secretary points out that the

Competition. Germans have been in the habit for many
years of studying this lucrative market

with meticulou.? care, and. with characteristic thoroughness,

they are planning a powerful campaign to regain their hold on
Swedish business. Prolific German trade advertisements
apiiear constantly in the Sw'edish press, some papers contain-
ing as many as four and five whole-page " group " adver-
tisements in a single issue. The country has been crowded
with Gennan travellers, many agencies have been .started,

and proposals have been made for establishing a German
commercial inquiry bureau and permanent sample exhibi-
tion in Stockhohn. However, the dissatisfaction in Sweden
with German methods, especially on the score of defective
deliveries, repudiation of contracts, and the very irritating

habit of increasing prices after orders have been placed (owing
to the collapse of the mark), has become acute, and matters
are not likely to improve in Germany's favour when the
internal value of the mark begins to rise.

* Department of Overseas Trade.

The report has some interesting not<>s

War=time on war-time developments in Swedish en-
Engineering gineering production. In view of the
Developments, expansion of Swedish manufacturing in-

dustries during the war, there was a
large increa.se in the use of cranes, hoists, &c., but owing
to the difficulty of procuring supplies from abroad much of

this machinery was manufactured in Sweden. l<arge quan-

tities of cranes (especially for harbour work) and other con-

veying appliances have been imported from Germany, and
it is principally German competition which British manu-
facturers will have to face. In normal times Sweden is a

fairly large and steady consumer of conveymg machinery. It

i» used at the mines and foundries, saw mills, pulp and paper

mills. Moreover, a large number of 21-ton and heavier cranes

have already been installed, and more will be required

in connection with the important " free " and other har-

bour developments at Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo, &c.

There lias been a severe slmup in the machine tool trade

for some considerable time, owing to the depression in tlv-

Swedish manufacturing industries. Normally, there is a

steady market in Sweden for machine tools, but the fact

cannot be ignored that the Cierman.s have developed the mar-
ket with scrupulous care by adapting their machines, tools

and gauges to Swedish requirements. Moreover, every in

ducement was offered iti the past by way of long credits,

and in some cases engineering firms were allowed to effect

payment by instalments over a period of twejve months
and even longer. Some exporting firms adopt the device of

keeping a permanent travelling technical expert in Europe,

who.?e duty it is to make workmen thoroughly acquainted

with the mechanism of the machine tools installed. By this

means a good foundation is laid, and it has resulted in the

placing of many repeat orders. There ought to be good
openings in due course, especially for plate lionding machines,

the heavier types of shearing and drilling and stamping ma-
chines, high-class lathes, itc, Ac. Although orders

often -sent direct by the user to the manufacturer, it is never
theless a good plan to have on the spot a thoroughly cop
petent agent who is in constant personal touch with shi]

builders and other engineering estabhshments. At presen:
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importers and merchants are saddled with fairly heavy stocks
of standard machines, and these will have to be reduced
before further imports take place on any considerable scale.

Although woodworking machinery is manufactured in
Sweden, the Germans are making many varieties, which
have been imported in con.siderable quantities to the detri-

ment of local production. It is unfortunat'e. says the Com-
mercial Secretary, that in spite of their excellent reputa-
tiiiu. British woodworking machines do not appear to be very
well known in Sweden. A considerable trade could probably
be worked up iq special lines if vigorous steps were taken
to liring them to the notice of users.

The iiuestion of standardisation in m-
Standardisation. dustry is engaging the serious attention

of manufacturers. The Swedish Engi-
neering Standaidisation Bureau, for instance, is working in

collaboration with .standardisation organisations in other
countries and has taken part in international conferences.

The Swedish electrical industry posse.sses its standardisation
committee, and is engaged in fixing standards for a large

number of electrical materials.

Owing to the financial depression, cer-

R ailways and tain .schemes which blo.ssomed during the
Electrification, period of unexampled prosperity have had

to be modified or abandoned ; in parti-

cular, the electrification of the main line between Stockholm
and Gothenburg, which would have involved a very large

expenditure. The phenomenal drop in the prices of coal

may also be regarded as a contributory factor to this decision.

The electrification of the line between Kiruna and Svarton
is, however, being proceeded with, and will, it is expected,
l)e completed in 192'2.

The question of railway communication between Sweden
and Norway is con,stantly engaging the attention of the re-

spective authorities. During the year, a mixed commission,
comprising delegates of the Swedish and Norwegian Govern-
ments, was appointed to consider, inter ali<i. the improve-
ment of communications between the two couritries, via

Bohuslan.

In wireless telegraphy, the outstanding
Telegraphy feature in 1921 was the examination by

and the Telegraph Administration of the im-
Telephony. portant project for the erection in Swedeu

of a high-power station which, it ia

claimed, will be one of the largest in the world, inasmuch
as it will be equipped tor the transmission and reception of

messages to and from the American Coiitment. British,

French, American and German systems were examined by
experts. The Swedish authorities, however, decided to sus-

pend the placing of the order for this high-power station
until the financial position improved. The site of the new
station has not been definitely chosen, but it v;ill prob-
ably be situated on the South Coast. Other wireless develop-
ments are to be traced in preliminary discussions which have
taken place tor the linking-up of Sweden and Finland by
wirejless. During the year an important co-operative agree-

ment was concluded between the Marconi wireless interests

and the Swedish Radio Co.. of Stockholm, for the develop-
ment of wireless telegraph business in Sweden.
As is well known the use of the telephone has reached a

high state of development in Sweden. During 1921 a tele-

phone cable was laid between Sweden and Germany, and
work is rapidly proceeding with the installation of another
telephone cable between Stockholm and Gothenburg, passing
through Koptng, Vast«ras, Oi'ebro. Skofde and Allingsas.

Telephoiiic communication between the two principal Swedish
cities is rapidly on the increase, and the comfiletion of the
cable is, therefore, anxiously awaited. Serious attention is

being paid to the possibilities of the practical use of the
wireless telephone. The Commercial Secretary mentions the
important fusion which was arranged between the L.M.
Ericsson General Telephone Co. and the H.T. Cedergren
General Industrial Co., manufacturers of telephone wires and
cables. This amalgamation was brought about for the pur-

pose of effectitig considerable economies and to increa.se the
competitive value of the Swedish telephone industry.

ELECTRICITY AND MATTER.

By SIR ERNEST RUTHERFORD, F.R.S.

(Abstract of thirteenth Kelvin Lecture, delivered at the Institution of Electrical Engineers.)

The proof of the atomic nature of matter, the dimensions

of atom^ and molecules, including the first suggestions of

the mechanism of atomic constitution was a subject in which

Kelvin was permanently interested. While keenly interesteii

in such speculations, there remained the curious anomaly that

he did not entirely accept the current explanation that radio-

activity was a consequence of the successive disintegration

of atom3.

The discovery in 1897 of the individual existence of the

negative electron of small mass, and the proof that it was a

component of all the atoms of matter, was an event of extra-

ordinary significance to science.

The first definite pi'oof of the close relations that exist

between electricity and matter we owe to the famous experi-

ments of Faraday on the passage of electricity through elec-

trolytes. It was clear that the simple numerical relations

found by him between the electrochemical equivalents of the

elements and their atomic weights could be simply inter-

preted by assuming that electricity was atomic in character
and that the charges carried by the individuaU ions were
integral multiples of a fundamental unit of charge. The
suggestion was mentioned by Maxwell and Helmholtz, al-

though with reservation, but was revived with conviction

by .John.stone Stoney. who sugge.'.ted that the name " elec-

tron " should be applied to the fundamental unit of elec-

tricity, and made a rough estimati; of its magnitude. The
term " electron " is now used to denote, not the actual value

of the unit of charge, but the free atom of negative elec-

tricity. Townsend found that the charge carried by the
ions produced in gases and by the electron it.self was numeri-
cally equal to that carried by the hydrogen ioq in the elec-

trolysis of water, which wa-s talien as the fundamental unit.

By balancing the weight of a charged drop by the attrac-

tion of the electric field, Millikan was able to give a con-
vincing proof of the correctness of this view aijd to determine
the magnitude of the fundamental unit with great precision.

Ivnowing the value of this constant, the electrochemical data
gave us immediately the mass of the atom of all the elements.
The atomii? nature of matter is in reality a con.sequence of the
discrete nature of electricity, for all the evidence indicates
that the atom itself is a purely electrical structure.
While mo.st of the carriers of electricity or ions in gases

have a unit charge, in a few important cases they carry
multiple charges. A well-known example is the swift a

particle from radium which iilways carries two units, while

some of the ions produced in intense electric discharges

through vacuum tubes carry multiple charges.

It was soon recognised that the negative electron of .small

mass was an actual disembodied atom of electricity and that

its apparent mass was electrical in origin. J. J. Thomson had

early shown (1881) that a charged body in motion behaved as

if it had an additional electric mas.? due to its motion. The
moving charge generates a magnetic field in the space sur-

rounding it. resulting in an increase of energy of the moving
system. This additional energy i* equivalent to the effect

produced by an increase of the mass of the body. The ex-

periments of Kaufmann and others on the swift electrons

ejected from radium showed that the mass of the electron,

while sensibly constant for slow fields, increased rapidly as

the velocity of the electron approached that of light. This

variation of mass was in good agreement with calculations

based on the electrical theory. Tjater, Ein.stein from con-

siderations of relativitv .showed that for any material_ particle,

whether charged or not. the mass vi must vary with speed

according to the relation m/m^ = (1 — /?")
^'-

. where m, is

the mass tor low speeds, and /8 is the ratio of the velocity

of the particle to the velocity of light. Experiment has been
shown to agree closely with this calculation. Only a small

fraction of the mass of an atom can be ascribed to the nega-

tive electrons contained in it. the main part is to be ascribed

to the positively charged units of its structure. One of the

main difficulties in our attack on the question of atomic con-

stitution has lain in the uncertainty of the nature of positive

electricity. The evidence as a whole supports the idea that

the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, i.e., a positively charged
atom of hydrogen, is the positive electron. No evidence has
been obtained of the existence of a positively charged unit

of mass less than that of the hydrogeu nucleus, either in

vacuum tubes or in the transformation of the radio-activ<;

atoms, where the processes iX'curring are very fundamental
in character.

The positive and negative electrons both consist of tlic

fundamental unit of charge, but the mass of the positive is

about 1.8(K) times that of the negative. This difference seems
a fundamental fact of nature and, indeed, is essential for the
existence of atoms as we .know them. The unsymmetrical
distribution of positive and negative electricity that is

chnracteri.stic of all atoms is a consequence of this wide
difference in the mass of the ultimate electrons which com-
pose their structure. It has been proposed that the name
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" proton " should be given to the unit of positive electricity
associated in the free state with a mass about that of th.?
hydrogen nucleus, viz., about 1.007 in terms of O = 16.
On the classical electrical theory, the mass of the electron

can be accounted for by supposing that the negative elec-
tricity is distributed on a spherical surface of radius about
1^X10-'' cm. In some recent theories of Compton and
others it ha.s been supposed that the electron behaves like a
flexible ring whose dimensions are about 10-" cm, or about
100 times the original estimate, but what little experknental
evidence there is seems to me to support the older estimate
of size. Taking the view based on the older theory, the
greater mass of the proton is to be explained by supposing
that the distribution of electricity is much more concentrated
for the proton than for the electron. Supposing the shape
spherical, the radius of the proton should be only 1/1800 of
that of the electron. The proton and the electron are the
fundamental units of which all atoms are built. The atom
is an electric system and the atoms of all the elements
have a similar type of structure. The nuclear theory of
atomic constitution is now generally employed in all detailed
theories of atomic con.stitution. .\t the centre of each atom
is a massive positively-charged nucleus of dimensions minute
compared with the diameter of the atom. This nucleus is
surrounded by a distribution of negative electrons which ex-
tend to a distance and occupy rather than fill a region of
diameter about 2x10-' cm. Apart from the mass of the
atom which resides mainly in the nucleus, the number and
distribution of the outer electrons, on which the ordinarv
physical and chemical properties of the atom depend, are
controlled by the magnitude of this nuclear charge.

'

The
position and motions of the external electrons are only
slightly affected by the ma.ss of the nucleus. On this view of
the atom the problem of its constitution naturallv falls into
two parts, one the distribution and mode of motion of the
outer electrons and the other the structure of the nucleus
and the magnitude of the resultant positive charge carried by
it In a neutral atom the number of external electrons is
obviously equal to the number of units of positive (resultant)
charge on the nucleus.
The general conception of the nuclear atom arose from the

need of explanation of the very large deflections experienced
by swift a and ,9 particles in na.ssing through the atoms of
matter. A study of the number of a particles scattered
through different angles showed that there must be a very
inten.se electric field within the atom, and gave us a method
of estimating the magnitude of the charge on the nucleus.
Similarly the scattering of X-rays by the outer electrons
gave us an estimate of the number of these electrons in the
atom, and the two methods gave concordant values. The
experiments of Moseley on the X-ray spectra of the elements
received a simple explanation if the nuclear charge varied
by one unit in passing from one atom to the next. In addi-
tion, it was deduced that the actual maenitude of the nuclear
charge of an atom in fundamental units was equal to the
atomic or ordinal number when the elements were arranged
in order of increasing atomic weight. On thi^ view the
nuclear charge of hydrogen is 1. of helium 2, lithium 3. and
so on up to the heaviest element, uranium, of charge 92.
Between these limits, with few exceptions, all nuclear
charges are represented by known elements.
The procerties of an atom are defined bv a whole number,

which varies by unity in passing from one atom to the next,
which not only represents the ordinal number of the elements
iMit al.?o the magnitude of the charge of the nucleus and the
number of outer electrons. It could hardly have been antici-
pated that possibly, with few exceptions, all nuclear charges
between 1 and 92 would represent elements found on the
earth. With the exception of the radio-active elements the
atoms are all .stable for intervals represented by millions of
years. The atomic weight of an element is not nearly .so

jundamental a property of the atom as it.^ nuclear charge! for
it.s weight depends upon the inner stnicture of the nucleus,
which may be different for atoms of the same nuclear charge'
Electrons are arranged in groups or shells round the

nucleus. Bohr has attempted to deduce the distribution and
mode of motion of the electrons of all atoms. The position
and motion of the electrons are determined bv certain rela-
tions based on the quantum theory. The whole problem is
one of very great difficulty and complexity when we recall
that the atom of a heavy element like uranium contains 92
electrons which are heMeved to be in rapid motion round t'lp
nucleus. The theory offers a general explanation of the periodic
variation in the properties of the elements, and even accounts
for the presence of the group of rare earths where the chemi-
cal nroperties of .successive elements closelv resemble one
another. It endeavours to account, not onlv for the light
siiectra. but also for the X-ray .spectra of all the elements.
While it IS too .soon to express a definite opinion of how far
this theory is canable of explaining the great multitude of
facts known about the elements, there c;m be no doubt that
a substantial advance has been made in the attack of thi.i
most fundamental of problems which lies at the basis of
phvsics and chemistry.
The most definite information in the direction of the struc-

ture of the nucleus has been obtained from a study of the
mode,=! of disintegration of the radio-active atoms. In the
great majority of cases the atoms break up with the expulsion

of a single a particle, which represents the doubly-charged
nucleus of the helium atom; in other cases a swift /3 ray or
electron is hberated. That these particles are liberated from
the ijuclei- of the radio-active atoms is clearly shown by thi-

variation of the atomic numbers of the successive element,
in the long series of tran.sformations of uranium and thorium
(see fig. 1). The expulsion of an a particle lowers the nucle.u
charge of the atom by twi> units and its mass by four, wlnl.-
the expulsion of an electron raises it by one. On this simpi''
ba.sis we can at once deduce the atomic number and, consr
quently. the general chemical properties of the long series of

(9z)-(90)--(gK(9^ (9^ @-^^
^ @K (§>- (8^ (gH (g)-^ (8^ (§)

Rad.A Rad.B lUd.C Kad.D RadE Rad.7 Lead
218 211' 214 210 210 210 206

IJianium-radium series

radio-active elements. In this way we can understand at

once the appearance in the radio-active series of isotopes,

i.e., elements of the same nuclear charge, but different atomic
masses. The existence of isotopic elements was first brought
to light from a study of the radio-active elements. For ex-

ample, radium B. radium D, and the end product uranium-
lead are isotopes of lead of nuclear charge 82, but of masses
214, 210, and 206 respectively. As regards ordinary chemical
and physical properties, they are indistinguishable from one
another, differing only in properties that depend on the

nucleus, viz., atomic mass and radio-activity. For example,
radium B and radium D both emit /3 rays, but with different

velocities, while their average life is widely, different.

Uranium-lead, on the other hand, is hon-radioactive. Many
similar examples can be taken from the thorium and actinium
series of elements. These illustrations show clearly that ele-

ments may have almost identical physical and chemical pro-

perties and yet differ markedly in the mass and structure of

their nuclei. . _

From the radio-active evidence it seems clear that the

nuclear structure contains both helium nuclei and electrons.

In the uranium-radium series of transfonnations eight helium
nuclei are emitted and six electrons. It is natural to sup-

pose that the heUum nuclei and electrons that are ejected

act as units of the nuclear structure, and that the nuclear
charge of an element is the excess of the positive charges in

the nucleus over the negative. It is a striking fact that no
proton.=! (H nuclei) appear to be emitted in any of the radio-

active transformations, but only helium nuclei and electrons.

Aston 's experiments show the existence of isotopes in the
ordinary stable elements by the positive-ray method. He
found that a number of the elements were simple, and con-

tained no isotopes. Examples of such " pure " elements are

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine. It is significant thiit

the atomic weights of these elements are nearly whole
numbers in terms of = 16; on the other hand, elements such
as neon, chlorine, krypton, and many others, consist of a

mixture of two or more isotopes of different atomic mas.ses.

,\.ston found that within the limit of error—about 1 in 1.00(1

—

the atomic weights of these isotopes were whole numbers
on the oxygen scale. This important result suggests that

the nuclei of elements are built up by the addition of protons
of mass nearly one in the nuclear combination.
From the mass of an atom we can calculate at once the

number of protons and electrons in its nucleus. For ex-

ample, the oxygen nucleus of mass 16 and nuclear charge .'^

must contain 16 protons and S electrons. It seems probable
that the protons are not in the free state in the nucleus, but
combine to form very stable helium nuclei each composed of

4 protons and 2 electron.^. On this view oxygen may consist

of 4 helium nuclei as secondary units w-hile fluorine of mass
19 and charge 9 may be made up of 4 helium nuclei and. in

addition, 3 protons and 2 electrons.

DlSINTEGR.^TION OF ELEMENTS.

What direct evidence is available to prove that the proton
exists as a unit of the structure of the nucleus? In the
radio-active transformations onlv helium nuclei and electrons
are ejected, but no protons. The obviou.? method of obt;iin-

ing some evidence on this point is to effect the disintegration
of some of the ordinary elements and to examine the inas.ses

and charges of the ejected fragments. The most concentrated
source of energy known to lis is the swift a article expelled
from radium or thorium. It is lilierated with a velocity of
about 10.000 miles per second, and has so much energy that
it produces an easilv vi.^ible flash of light on striking a crystal
of zinc sulphide. Tn order to test whether the atoms can he
artificially disrupt<>d I have, therefore, employed a stream of
a particles to bombard the atoms of the material under ex-
amination. On account of the minute size of the nucleus an
o particle onlv occasionally gets near enough to the nucleus
to effect its disruption. If we take a heavy atom of high
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nuclear charge the repulsive forces between the positively-

charged a particle and nucleus are so strong that the

a particle is either turned Itack or loses much of its energy

before it reaches the nucleus. In the case of light atoms of

low nuclear charge l^ie a particle probabfly retains much of its

energy on entering the nucleus structure, and may be thus

more effective in promoting disintegration than in the case of

the heavy atom.
Eegarding the effects observed when an a particle collides

with the hydrogen nucleus—the Hghte.st and simplest nucleus

known to us—when a particles are passed through hydrogen

or any material containing hydrogen, occasionally au a par-

ticle passes .so close to a hydrogen nucleus that it sets it in

swift motion. This II particle has sufficient energy to be

detected by the scintillation jt produces on a zinc sulphide

screen. That the maximum speed communicated to an H
nucleus .Aould be 1.6 times the velocity of the colUding a

particle has been verified experimentally, and it has been

found that the maxhnum range of the recoil H particle, i.e..

the distance travelled in air before absorption, is about four

times that of the colliding a particle. For example, if the

H nuclei are set in motion by a particles from radium C of

range 7 cm. in air, theii- maximum range is about '28 cm.,

but, of course, particles of all ranges from to 28 cm. due to

oblique collisions are also present. These swift H nuclei are

liberated, not only from h>drogen, but from all rnatter con-

taining hydrogen in chemical combination, and in number
proportional to the amount of hydrogen.

The first observation indicating the disruption of the nitro-

gen nucleus was made some years ago. When a stream of

a particles is passed through oxygen or carbon dioxide a few
long-range particles are ob.served, which appear to be H
nuclei liberated from hydrogen present in the radio-active

source. When dry air or pure nitrogen is used the number
of particles is three or four time.^ as numerous and of greater

average range. These swift particles are bent in a magnetic

field as if they were hydrogen nuclei, and it was thus con-

cluded that they arose from the disruption of the nitrogen

nuclei due to close collisions with a particles.

Further progress has depended mainly on improving the

methods of counting the weak scintillations produced by

these particles. Dr. Chadwick and I have made a systematic

examination of a number of the lighter elements, and have
found that similar long-range particles are liberated from
boron, fluorine, sodium, aluminium, and pho.sphorus. as

well as from nitrogen. The range nf the particles in all cases

is greater than that of the II particles liberated from free IT

atoms under similar coqditions. For example, using radium
as a source of o rays, the range of the H nuclei is about

28 cm. Under similar condition.^ the range of the particles

from nitrogen is 10 cm., \\hile the range of the particles from
aluminium is as much as 90 cm. The range of the particles

of the other elements mentioned lies between these two
values. Such results show dearly that the presence of these

particles cannot be ascribed to .^ome contamination of the

material with free or combined hydrogen.
In some recent experiments we have found that the.se long-

range particles are bent in a magnetic field as if they were
hydrogen nuclei, and there can be little doubt that they con-

sist of hydrogen nuclei in all cases. The maximum speed of

emission of these nuclei depends on the speed of the bom-
barding a particle, and varies from element to element.

Thus " protons " have been ejected from the nuclei of cer-

tain light e'ements by the action of the a particles. It is

significant that no protons are liberated from elements like

carbon (12) and oxygen (16) whose atomic weights are given

by in, where n is a whole number. Protons are only

observed in elements where the atomic weights are expressed

by in+a. where a. is 2 or 3. This is .simply illustrated in

Table I. of elements from which protons are liberated.

Boron contains two isotopes which are included in the table.
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ning in the attack on a very great and intricate problem.

Great difficulties arise the moment we consider why the

nucleus of an atom holds together, because the ordinary laws

of force between electiitiinl particles break down at such

minute distances. A closer study of the modes of transforma-

tion of radio-active bodies, where the process of devolutiou

of elements takes place before our eyes, may be expected to

give us much more nnportant data. The general evidence

indicates that the y rays like the a and P particle have then-

origin in the nucleus. The study of the y rays thus gives us

information of the frequency of vibration of the electrons

which form part of the nuclear structure. In addition. Ellis

has shown that it appears probable that the laws of quantum
dynamics which govern the motions and vibrations of the

outer electrons apply also to the nuclear electrons. If this

conclusion can be verified it offers the hope that we may
later be able to form some idea of the detailed structure of

nuclei. Harkins has pointed out relations that appear to

exist between the relative abundance of elements in the

earth and their atomic number, while the close study of

stellar evolution .should ultimately throw much light on the

general problem.

POWER SUPPLY FOR THE SOUTH-EASTERN
AND CHATHAM RAILWAY.

Ei.KCTHiciTV Commissioners' Inqdihv.

(Continued from page 863.)

The chief point of interest arising out of the proceedings

on June l'2tb, which, by the way. were held at the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, was that the only other offer

which will be laid before the Commissioners to supply the

South-Eastern Railway Co. with power will be that of the

County of London Electric Supply Co., neither the London

Companies' Joint Committee, nor the Conference of Local

Authorities, or the London County Council will now suggest

that they can give the Railway Co. a supply.

Before this point was reached, however, the Commissioners

had sent for a representative of the Advisory Committee,

under the Trade Facilities Act. and Mr. W. J. Sainsbury at-

tended. This gentleman said that an application had also

been received from the West Kent Co. for a guarantee under

the Act, and the company had been informed that the Com-
mittee would not be prepared to give a guarantee for an

amount of debentur-es in excess of the paid-up capital, and

that if the works eventually cost more than was contem-

plated the West Kent Co. must be in a position to make up

the deficiency. Moreover," one of the conditions to any such

guarantee would be that the West Kent Co. must have en-

tered into a satisfactory arrangement with the South-Eastern

Railway Co. for giving that company a supply of power.

The Chairman asked what the position would be if th'^

Commis.sioners refused consent to the Railway Co. to erect a

generating station?

Mr. Sainsbury said it would simply be a matter of arith-

metic to decrease the amount of the guarantee, and would
really bring the matter back to the original position, when
the Railway Co. asked for a guarantee of i;6,O0U,0O0 for equip-

ping the lines. He was satisfied that the Committee would

give the guarantee for the reduced amount under those cir-

cumstances provided satisfactory arrangements were made
for a supply of power. He saw no reason why there should

be any delay on the part of the Committee in making this

amendfment.
Su- Harry Haward asked if it were the fact that a condi-

tion of these guarantees was that all contracts must be on a

competitive basis and that all orders mu.st be placed in Great
Britain ?

Mr. Sainsbury said the Committee was prepared to agree

to a .small proportion of the money being spent outside the

country where particular plant or apparatus could not be

obtained here, but generally, the position was as Sir Harry
had stated. In answer to another question, witness said

that at present a Government guaranteed loan ought to be

raised at slightly under 5 per cent. In some cases, without
the Government guarantee, companies might not be able to

raise money at all.

Mr. Tyldrsley Jones, K.C. for the West Kent Electricity

Co.. then intimated a few drafting alterations to the proposed
agreement put in on Friday, with the object of making the
intention clear. For instance, the 89 million kWh mentioned
wa.s to be at a load factor of 35 per cent., taken over an
hour or half an hour, and not momentarily. Then the coal

clause was intended to take coal at 1.5s. per ton as the basis,

and the wages clause took the present wages as the basis.

Further, the rebate wa.-s intended to apply not only to whole
numbers, but to fractions. Thus there would be a rebate of

3 per cent, when the railway load reached SO million kWh
per annum, and the general load 219 million kWh per annum,
and lower proportionate rebates at earlier .stages.

The Chairman suggested that the proposal should be put in

a clearer form than that in which it now stood.

Sir Harry Haward said there was nothing in the proposal
as to the conditions under which it could be terminated.
What might be a proper price now might not be a proper
price some years hence.
Mr. Tyldksley Jones said that a revision was not a part

of the offer. There was the automatic adjustment for coal
and wages. Continuing, Mr. Tyldesley Jones said that the
West Kent Co. would not be averse to a purchase clause,
exercisable not earlier than GO years hence, on suitable terms.
The terms which it would be prepared to consider were five

years' notice of purchase, the terms of purchase being dU
years' purchase of the average profits during the five years
preceding purchase, subject to some safeguard against these
five years, or one or more of them, proving to be abnormal,
The case they had in mind had occurred with regard to the
purchase by the Torquay Corporation of the Newtoa Abbot
Co. The purchase was .so many years purchase of the pre- '.

ceding three years' average profit. Owing to the fact that
^

costs had risen very much during the period following the
war. and the fact that the company was not able to raise
its charges in time, the profits for some part of the three
years were abnormally low. In this case a House of Lords
Committee had altered the terms of the earlier Act, and the .

purchase was now to be by arbitration.

Sir Harry Haward suggested that this was going against
the law of average. What about the abnormality being the
other way?

Mr. Tyldeseey Jones said he did not think it would bo
unreasonable for the argument to apiily both ways.
This closed the West Kent C'o.'s evidence.
Here the Chairman asked the several opponents which of

them was going to make an offer to the S.E. & C. Railway
Co., in addition to the offer of the West Kent Co.
The Hon. Evan Charteris, K.C, for the County of London

Co., said he was.
Mr. Turner, for the Conference of Local Authorities, Mr.

Kennedy, for the London Companies' ,Toint Committee, and
Mr. Craig Hender.son for the L.CC, all said that they were
not proposing to make an offer to supply the Railway Co.
The Hon. Evan Charteris, K.C, then opened the case iot

the County of London Electric Supply Co., and said he pro-
posed to call Mr. C H. Merz as his principal witness.
The Chairman asked if the Commissioners were to under-

stand that the County of London Co. represented itself to
be an authorised undertaker—under Section 11 of the Elec-
tricity (Supply) Act, 1919—willing and in a position to give
the Railway Co. a supply at a price not higher than that at
which the Railway Co. could generate power for itself.

Mr. Charteris said that was exactly his position. Moreover,
he claimed that the erection of a power station for the specific

purpose of supplying a Railway Co. and no other consumer
was diametrically opposed to the best interests of electricity

supply development in the London area.

Counsel then related how the County of London Co. had
had its Barking station, with a capacity of 100,000 kW, author-
ised by the Commissioners, upon terms by which it was pur-.

chaseable by a joint electricity authority if so desired before
August, 1926, upon terms to be determined by the Commis-
sioners.

Mr. Craig Henderson, for the L.CC, raised the obje©-

tion that as the Barking station of the County of London
Co. had been authorised for the statutory requirements of

the County Co. only, any exten.sion of those requirements
ought to be the subject of a special application to the Com-
missioners. No notice of such an application had been made,
and as the County Co. could not at present supply the Rail-

way Co., and the latter being outside the area of supply, this

raised an important matter from the point of view of the
Tj.CC, which was the purchasing authority in London, and
this ought not to be dealt with at that inquiry.

Mr. Charteris said the company had powers to link up itS

north and south London areas, and the supply could be givi

to the Railway Co. in the County Co.'s southern area.

The Chairman said that under Section 11 of the Act. if

any authority came forward and said it was able to give •
supply, the Commissioners must consider the offer.

Mr. Henderson said tliis only referred to an uudertakar
authorised to give a supply to ^ railway company.
The Chairman said this raised a point of importance, and

he would like to consult his colleagues.

.\fter a brief consultation, the Chairman said the Coin-
missioners were of opinion that Mr. Charteris should be

heard, and that Mr. Craig Henderson would have ample op
portunity to criticise the offer Mr. Charteris was going tc_

make.
Mr. Charteris then dealt with the general position of iik

Railway Co. in this matter. He said that notice to electrife

under the Railway Companies Act. lOtti, was only given OE
May 19tli, 1022. and that involved the consent of the Ministr>
of Transport, after an inquiry had been held to hear objec
tors, and a period of three months was allowed for objec
tions to be lodged. This took the matter to August 18th
1922. Therefore, the order to go ahead could not be giv^
by the Railway Co. until after the inquiry was held,

the other hand, the County of London Co.'s plans for
Barking station were so far advanced that the order to

ahead could be given at once, and the County Co. would
in a position to give the supply before the Railway Co. woti(
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be in a position to receive it. and certainly before June, 19'25.

when the equipment of the lines had to be ready under the

guarantee arrangements with the Advisory Committee under
the Trade Pacihties Act. Estimates would be given showing
a saving of £483,000 on capital expenditure on the part of

the Railway Co., if supply were taken from the County Co.

The supply would be given at 50 cycles, which, it was con-

tended, was the best for general supply, and no difficulty

would be experienced in converting that to 2-5 cycles for the

purpose of the Railway Co. The position takea up by the

County Co. was that it did not wish to criticise the proposals

of the West Ken.t Co. in this matter, but if the Commissioners
did not approve of the West Kent scheme, then there was
this offer of the County Co., to displace the Railway Co.'s

proposal to build a power station. The Barking site being

on the north side of the river, would necessitate a tunnel

under the Thames, but "the County Co. had authority to

connect up its northern and southern areas, and the tunnel

would be built in any event. Moreover, the Barking power
station was not much further away from the Lewisham sub-

station of the Railway Co. than the proposed Belvedere
power itation of the West Kent Co., and very little more
remote from it than the proposed Railway Co.'s power sta-

tion at Angerstein's Wharf. The Courjty Co. now had an
industrial load of 30,000 kW, and was turning away further

demands on account of lack of faciUties. Therefore, it was
necessary to proceed with the Barking station, aiid then
there would be ample supply available for dealing with the
railway load.

The Chairman said that during the inquiry into the Barking
station, it was put forward that when this was built, the two
congested London .stations of the County of London Co. would
be shut down. Did the supply to the Railway Co. mean a

delay in shutting down the existing stations?

Mr. Charteris asked that the point should be dealt with
by Mx. Merz.

On Tuesday, June 13th, Mr. C. H. Merz was called in

support of the County of London Electric Supply Co.'s op-

position to the S.E. Railway Co.'s application. The offer of

the County of London Co. was in the following terms :

—

(1) The County of Loijdon Co, undertakes to .supply elec-

trical energy to the S.E. Railway at a periodicity of 50 cycles

per second, and a pressure of 33,000 V. Tlie supply is to be
sufficient to deal with a railway load equivalent to 30,000
kW of demand on a half-hour rating. ('2) The County of

London Co. undertakes to pay the increased capital cost of

motor-generators and transformers at 50 cycles, as compared
with rotary converters and transformers at 25 cycles, as may
appear on actual tenders approved by both parties. (3) The
full supply to be available within three years from June 30th,

1922, and the payment under this agreement to start from
that date. The County of London Co. will place at the dis-

ix)sal of the S.E. Railway Co. a supplv of energv for testing
trains by the end of 1924. (4) The S.E. Railway Co. to pay
for this supply a fixed annual rental equal to 7.4 per cent.

(4.5 per cent, interest, plus 2.9 per ceiit. depreciation) on the
esitimated capital cost of the S.E. Railway Co.'s Anger.^tein's
Wharf power station and the transmission mains from that
station, according to the tables presented by Mr. C. P. Sparks
for the S.E. Railway Co. as finally amended at the inquiry
held by the Electricity Commissioners in June, 1922, or such
other rate of interest at which the Commissioners may be
satisfied that the necessary capital can be raised by the
S.E. Railway Co., plus such further annual sum as the Com-
missioners may determine to be the proper amount to be
added for depreciation. (5) The S.E. Railway Co. to pay
the actual local rates paid by the County of London Co. m
respect of 45,000 kW of £lant at Barking. The S.E. Rail-
way Co. to pay the actual local rates incurred by the County
of London Co. in transmission mains in respect of a capital

value of £65,000. (6) The S.E. Railway Co. to pay, as a

running charge, the cost per kWh, other than the fuel cost,

estimated by the S.E. Railway Co.'s witnesses for operating
and maintaining the suggested station at Angerstein's Wharf
with a minimum equivalent to 25 per cent, of the said opera-
ting and maintenance cost for a load of 29.000 kW. (7) The
S.E. Railway Co. will pay. as a fuel charge, the actual cort
of fuel incurred bv the Countv of Londorj Co. on the basis
of 20,000 B.th.u. per kWh .seiit nut fimn Barking at 33,000
V. (8) The County of London Co. will allow a rebate on
the fuel cost of half the difference between the coal consump-
tion per kWh sent out from Barking at 33.000 V, and 20.0a)
B.th.u. (9) The County of f.ondnn Co. will allow a further
rebate of 4 per cent, on the running charges and coal bi!l.

on account of the decreased efficiency of motor generators.
(10)' For all extensions of the S.E. Railway Co.'s electrifica-

tion the County Co. undertakes to supply electrical energy on
similar lines as above, and the S.E. Railway Co. agrees to
take such additional supply. (11) Arbitration clause on
usual lines. (121 Period of agreement, minimum of 25 years;
coal strike, and land clauses.

Sir Harry HAWAnn promptly pointed nut that the ofFi-r did
not .st.Tte a price per kWh. and he asked for details of esti-

mated costs and a figure for the cost per kWh.
Mr. Merz's reply was that if full details of this nature

were to be disclosed, it would be impossible for any com-
mercial undertaking to come to an agreement. The offer

was capable of being translated into a precise figure sufii-

ciently close for the Railway Co.'s purpose.
Sir Harry Haward said that a definite figure of cost per

kWh had been put in both by the S.E. Railway Co. and the
West Kent Co., and the Commissioners would desire a
similar figure from the County of London Co.

Sir JoH.N Sneix concurred in tfiis.

Eventually, later in the day, Mr. Merz .said that the figure
worked out to 0.481d. per unit.
In the course of the explanation by Mr. Merz of the offer

set out above, Mr. Clode, K.C., for the Railway Co., said he
could not accept the arbitration of the Commissioners as to
the interest and depreciation charge.
Mr. Tyldesley Jonks, K.C, for the West Kent Co., pointed

out that the point of delivery of the power was not mentioned
iu the offer.

Mr. Mkrz replied that for practical purposes, it would be
the Lewisham sub-station of the Railway Co. Later, he
explained that the intention was to carry the cables through
the tunnel to be constructed under the Thames on to the
railway track, and carry them along to Lewisham. If a
technical objection was taken to the County Co.'s metermg
outside it.s area then the supply would be given from the
Camberweil area of the County Co., and metered from there.
Answering further questions. Mr. Merz said it was intended
to put down an additional 35,0(Xt-kW set at Barking, i.e., four
instead of three. The tunnel under the Thames would be
6 feet in diameter and the cost was put at £70,000, which
was more than the price which had beeij quoted. He did
not anticipate any trouble in getting the consent of the Port
of Iiondon Authority to the constructiorT of the tunnel. The
figure of 0.481d. per kWh was for a.c. delivered at Lewisham,
after allowing 4 per cent, for the difference in efficiency
as between motor generators and rotary converters, Mr.
Merz added that the offer was not necessarily the best that
might be arrived at if the Railway Co. and the County Co.
got to actual negotiations. There were points outstanding
which business men would have no difficulty in overcoming,
but the offer as it stood was put forward as complving with
Section 11 of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919.
Mr. Robert H. Houghton, chief electrical engineer to the

London, Brighton & South Coast Railway Co., was called
by the Commissioners. He .said that 69.2 single track miles
or 22.41 route miles wer* at present electrified, and that a
further 5.8 route miles *^;, 25.6 single track miles were m
hand. This would carry the I>.B. & S.C. electrified hues to
West Croydon. .A. scheme had been prepared for electrifying the
whole of the suburban lines of his company amounting to 101
route miles, or 400 miles single track, including those mentioned
above, and this would need 200 million kWh per annum.
The electrification of the fines to the coast was a separate
scheme. The present load factor was 37 per cent., and the
maximum load on a one-hour rating was 5,000 kW. The
power taken last year amounted to 16.080,000 kWh. When
the whole of the suburban lines had been dealt with, he
estimated that the maximum demand would be 63.000 kW.
with a load factor of just over 40 per cent. The present
system and the .?mail extensions in hand were supplied at
6,700 V, but the intention was to change the whole .sy.stem

over to 11,000 V. No definite decision had yet been come
to with regard to the completion of the suburban system.
The company had found its supply from an outside .source

perfectly satisfactory.

{To be concluded.)

ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT AT HACKNEY.

The Metropohtan Borough of Hackney bids fair to be one of
the pioneers of the popularisation of electrical methods in
this country. Following upon the excellent exhibition which
was held recently, another important move has been made.
.Already the price of energy in the borough is very much
below the average—6d. for lighting, and Id. for heating and
cooking*—which is in itself an important factor in the exten-
sion of the use of electricity. The Borough Electrical Engi-
neer (Mr. L. L. Robinson) was recently requested to draw
up a scheme whereby electricity for all domestic purpo.ses
might be brought within the reach of families of limited
means—a considerable portion of the denizens of a borough
such as Hackney. The first consideration was the relief of
the prospective consumer from the burdensome initial cost
of installation. It was, therefore, suggested that the Council
should bear this in the first place—repayment by the con-
sumer being gradual—the exjienditure being charged to
revenue account. This matter having been met, the low
price of energy in the district would do the rest. Mr. Robin-
son acknowledges his indebtedness to the Gas Light & Coke
Co. tor the sugee.stion, as his company, realising how much
revenue might be obtained by ^i graduated system of re-

•We are informed that the Id. rate applies to the summer
quarters only, at pre.sent, the winter rate being 2d, per unit;
owing, however, to the increased efficiency of the station, the
Engineer has recommended that the Id. rate be instituted for
the whole year.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.
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paying installatioij costs, has already in operation a method
involving this principle. There is nothing undignified in

adopting the sc-lieme of a competitor, and gas has gleaned

more than one useful inspiration from electricity.

The installation proposed, while comprehensive enough to

meet the needs of the average household, is simple and com-
paratively inexpensive. For lighting a six-pendant installa-

tiori is suggested. This would comprise the jservice, a meter,

wiring, switches, fuses, and plain pendant fittings termina-

ting jn shade carrier cord-grip holders. The cooking instal-

lation would consist of a standard cooker and a 3-pint kettle,

similar to those already dealt with in the Council's ordinary

hiring scheme, with the necessary service, meter, and wiring.

Staiidard radiators, as used in the ordinary hiring scheme,
would be installed for heating, together with service, meter,

&c. It will be noticed that, although as will be seen later,

the price per unit for heating and cooking would be the

same, separate services and meters arc proposed for the two
parts of the installation. This, it may be presumed, is to

allow the use of either heating or cooking separately if de-

sired. Where both were installed no doubt one service and
one meter only would be provided. Turning to the con-
sumer's liability in the first instance, it is proposed that he
shal pay outright for the provision and maintenance of

lamps and glassware, and for any sjiecial convenience, decora-

tive lights, or portable articles such as immersion heaters,

irons, and similar appliances. The supi)lies would be given
through shilling-in-the-slot prepayment meters and the charge
would be 2d. per unit in excess of the ordinary flat rate for
lighting, and ^d. in excess of the ordinary cooking and
heating rate; based on present prices this would amount to

8d. and lid. per unit respectively.

To enable an idea of the probable results to be gained, the
report presents what would be typical installations. Assum-
ing a six-light installation, costing 30s. per point, the wiring
would cost ^9 ; the service and meter would cost £5 ; making
a total expenditure of .fl4. The consumption of such an in-

stallation would probably be 150 units per annum; at 8d.

per unit, the consumer's bill would, therefore, be £5 per
annum. Of this sum 2d. per unit would be taken for fixed

charges on the service and installation and would amount
to £1 6s. per annum. The value of the installation would
be stated when installed, and the consumer would have the
option, at any time, or by instalmfms, to pay the sum, and,
upon completion of payment, w'oiiiJ be entitled to have the
charge per unit reduced to the ordiiiary rate for consumers
who have provided their owi) services and installations. The
complete cost of a cooking installation is £20, and the con-
sumption for a family of four would average 1,000 units
per annum. At l^d. ijer unit this would amount to i£6 os.

per annum, and. taking id. per unit for fixed charges, a|

sum of £2 Is. 8d. would be obtained. As with the lighting
installation, the consumer would have the option of pur-
chasing the in.'itallation, involving the right to be supplied
at the same rate as ordinary consumers.
The Council would not be compelled to give these terms

to anybody who applied for them, but w^ould be empowered
to satisfy itself as to the standing of applicants, or to demand
security.

Mr. Robinson concludes his report by expressing his con-
fidence in the success of the scheme outhned, and hopes
that it will be tried on a scale which w'ill lead to practical
results. He suggests that ^65,000 should be " earmarked

"

out of revenue for the purposes of the scheme, and that
installations involving the expenditure of this amount should
he sanctioned. A further detailed report would then be
submitted before the scheme was carried any further.
The Finance Committee, reporting on the matter, passes

the estimate of £5,000 subject to the Council's sanctioning
the proposals.

As the sum suggested will provide for the equipment of
about 1.50 houses it will be seen that the experiment is on
an adequate scale, and it is to be hoped that the results
obtained will enable the Council to proceed still further with
the scheme until Hackney becomes an " all-electric

"

borough.

DEVELOPMENT WORKS IN URUGUAY.

H.M. CoMMRROiAL Secuetart at Montevideo (Captain Eric
Buxton) in his report* on economic conditions in Uruguay
up to November last, states that the port .scheme, which is

estimated to cost $1.3,000,000, is likely to take six years in
execution. The suggested works comprise a new basin for
river craft, a new pavilion for passengers, a produce market,
a slipway, the purchase of dredging plant, the deepening of
the entrance channel and basins, and the construction of a
new dry dock and sundry buildings. Tt is proposed to spend
.some $143,000 on improvements at the .small Atlantic port
of La Paloma.

Exten.^ions are also to be made at the three principal ports
on the TTruguayan bank of the River Uruguay. Work has
been cornnieneed at Pay.sandu in connection with the iin-

*Department of Overseas Trade, price la.

provements contracted by the French firm of Hersent; it is

proposed to lengthen the existing mole, and generally
improve the present means for dealing with passenger and
cargo traffic, at an expenditure of some $225,000. Following
a call for tenders which brought quotations from 15 firmii,

the Uruguayan Government decided to award the contract
for the supply of electric cranes for the port of Paysandii tu

a German firm.

Certain improvements are likely to be carried out at Salto,

a Bill having been laid before Congress authorising the ex-

penditure of $240,000 for the purpose of extending the exist-

ing wooden mole and providing it with more adequate means
for handling cargo. The construction of water works and
drainage at eight towns in the interior is being undertaken.
Payment will be made in Bonos de Saneamiento. These
bonds, which cannot be issued at less than 'Si per cent., bear
6 per cent, interest and 1 per cent, amortisation per atmum.
W'ork is in progress in connection with the drainage works

which the municipality of Montevideo decided to carry out
in the .south-east part of the city known as "La Estanzuela.
at an estimated cost of $1,470,OW». In this case the success-

ful tenderer is a Gennan firm.

The report refers to the scheme which has been laid before
Congress whereby the horse-drawn tramways, known as the
Tranvia del Norte, would be electrified and thus placed on a
par with the other companies, both of which adopted elec-

tric traction some years ago. The scheme comprises the
laying of 25 miles of track with overhead wires, a power
house, two sub-stations, 50 electric cars, 20 trailers, the
paving of certain lengths of track and re-paving in other
ca.ses, car barns and workshops, underground feeders, dec.

and the cost is estimated at 2i million dollars. It is propo.sed

to raise this amount by an issue of mortgage debentures.
Considerable progress in certain manufacturing industries

has been made in Uruguay. Their establishment is en-
couraged by virtue of a law under which the machinery
required for the installation of specific w'orks is exempt from
import duties, and relief is afforded in the matter of taxation
on the exploitation of the works.
With the aid of imported brass and iron tubes, rods and

wire, the making of bedsteads, w'ire mattresses, curtain rods,

and other metal fittings is fairly extensively carried out;
local factories are also turning out building brassware, and
to the brass and iron foundries must now be added a recently,

eistablished steel foundry, the first of its kind in the country.
The Board of State Electrical Stations controls the produc-

tion and supply of electricity in Montevideo. During the
financial year ended June 30th, 192t), the energv generated
amounted to 62,000,000 kWh, of which 46,000,000 kWh was
consumed; the net profits amounted to $1,268,543. A consider-
able number of the consumers are on the power mains. The
State also controls a large chemical plant known as the Insti-

tute of Industrial Chemistry.
While the sale of British goods has l)een made difficult by,

the premium of about 26 per cent, at which sterling has been
quoted in the exchange market for several months past, the
representatives of German manufacturers have had little

trouble in securing the major portion of the orders in many
lines of business. The premium at which United States'
funds have been quoted has been extraordinarily high, the
rates of exchange having attained figures which represented
a premium of 60 to 70 per cent., with the result that imports
from that country have suffered a severe check.

W"ithin the reduced number of orders placed by Uruguayan!
buyers German manufacturers have done a fairly considerable,"

amount of trade owing to their quotations being invariablyj
very much lower than any others. Despite the fact that thqi:

United Kingdom firms have reduced their price.;, th^'
premium at which sterling is quoted places their figures ini

an unfavourable position when in competition with Germanij
houses. The latter are sparing no pains to secm-e a promi^
nent place in this market.

)

German electi-ical goods are on the market again, but it,

may be said that stocks of imports are generally low; yetj

the present would hardly be an opportune moment in w-hich
to urge British manufacturers desirous of estabUshing con-
nections in Uruguay to incur expenditure in advertising in
this market. Special stress must, however, be laid upon the
desirability of all circulars distributed in Uruguay being
printed in Spanish. In most hues the best means of
approaching importers is through resident agents. At the
present time, however, difficulties are experienced in obtain-
ing the .services of suitable local firms to act as agents for the
sale of certain lines owing to the limited scope due either ta
small demand or to the difficulties arising from the premium '

on sterling. Many British firms are already represented in

this market, and the various local British business houses
constitute a very valuable means of distribution in Uruguay
of goods manufactured in the ITnited Kingdom. Most of the
British business firms in this country are members of the
British Chamber of Commerce in L'ruguay. founded seven
years ago. with headquarters in Montevideo.

The .Metric System.—The use of the metric system has
lieeu optional in (Ireoce since 1898; it is now about to be made:
obligatory.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Readers are invited to siibmit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, which ivill he published

if considered of sufficient interest.

A Lock for Electric Lamps.

We have received a sample of a new lock (fig. 1) for incan-
descent electric lamps from The Francis Tool & Engineering
Co., Ltd. This is a simple but effective device, consisting of
two collars, one of which screws into the other. A ratchet
fixed upon the inside of the outer collar engages, when the
latter is turned in a right-handed direction, with shoulders
running across the thread of the inner collar. The parts screw
together easily in the opposite direction. In fitting the lock
the lamp-holder is inserted into the inner collar with the outer

Fig. 1.—The Francis Lamp Lock.

part screwed home, and the lamp is put in. Then the outer
collar is screwed down until it lightly rests upon the top of

the lamp. As it is impossible to turn the collar and move it

upward again, it will be seen that the lamp is effectively re-

tained in position. The only feature which may or may not
be considered a drawback to the use of this device is the
fact that the lamp must be broken to be removed; a special

bag is provided for this purpose.

The " Teletype " Intercommunicating Machine.

A simple machine for exchanging telegraph messages be-

tween two or more points, made by the Morkrum Co., of

Chicago, was recently described by the Telegraph <£• Telephone
Age. The " Teletype," as it is called (fig. '2) is worked by the
depression of lettered keys, which causes varying currents to
be sent over a line and characters corresponding to the keys

a clutcb. The keyboai'J transmitter consists of a bank of
lettered key levers, a set of notched selector bars, a contact
mechanism, and a clutch, through the medium of which the
contact-operating mechanism is driven. The system em-
ployed to transmit the characters is a five-unit code. If a
given unit of time be divided into five intervals, during each
of which current may or may not be transmitted, it is pos-
sible to produce thu'ty-two different combinations of current,
and no-current intervals. Thus, in the case of the letter
" E," current will be sent during the first interval and no
cunent during the next four intervals. The letter " E " will
require current during the second and fourth intervals, and
no current during the first, third, and fifth intervals. Each
combination of signals is preceded by a " start " and followed
by a ' stop " signal. The first step in the selection of a
combination to be transmitted is the movement of the selec-

tor bars. Beneath the key levers are five bars, flat steel
strips set on edge at right-angles to the key levers, and they
extend across the width of the keyboard. These bars are
numbered from 1 to 5, corresponding with the intervals of
the signal code. The selector bars are guided at each end
and rest on rollers so that they may be easily moved end-
wise. The top edge of each bar has a number of triangular
notches cut into it, arranged according to the requirements
of the code. When a key is depressed the key lever strikes
the slanting sides of these notches, moving the bars either
to the right or left, depending upon whether the key lever
strikes the right or left incline of the notch in the selector

bar.
" Cantie " Distribution Boards.

The accompanying photograph (fig. 3) shows an interesting
example of distribution fuseboards. The boards form distri-

bution points in a ring main system, the cables of which
are .1.5 three-core paper-insulated, lead-covered and armoured.
Each cable is brought to a gland, then through a sealing
chamber, from whence each core is taken to a terminal
coupled to a busbar by means of a removable copper Unk.
This link having a slot at the lower end and being fixed

Avith wing nuts, can be moved aside so as to disconnect and
isolate any core. The busbars are taken from the link cbam-
ber to the fuse chamber through tubes, being sheathed in

mica where passing through the tubes. The fuses are of

the " Cantie " patent type, and are of 50-.\ and 100-A capa-

city.

The whole of the insulation is of mica and china. The
terminals, links, and busbars are carried on mica-covered
steel rods, which are securely bolted in position. The fu.ses

are supported on rectangular steel rods which fit into grooves
in the china bases. The insulation test was 3,000 V, a.c,
applied for .30 minutes, and the flash test was 6,000/7,000 V.
a.c. Not a sing'e failure or weakness was perceptible in any
part.

Every terminal and fixing screw i.? accessible from the
front of the box, and any fuse bridge or base can be removed
:ind replaced without interfering with any other bridge or

IiRse. The cases are of cast iron with cast-iron hinged lids.

The lids are fitted with watertight joints, and a lock and key.

Fig. 2.—The " Teletype " Signwl Printing Machine. Fig. 3.—" Cantie " Distribution Boards.

are printed on a narrow ribbon of paper, both at the trans-

mitting and receiving ends. The printing is effected by
bringing the paper ribbon into contact with characters on
the rim of a type wheel. The latter is attached to the main
shaft of the printing unit, and revolves with the shaft, which
is driven by a small motor through a system of gears and

In all there are nine boards, the largest ones being about

.seven feet by three feet, and when packed the aggregate

weight was about four and a half tons. They were supplied

to the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd., to the

specification of Messrs. Kennedy * r)onkin, by the Cantip

SwrrcH Co., Ltd., Leighton Street, Nottingham.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

CofBpiled expressly for this journal by ME3iRS. SaPTOM-JONBS, O'Dsu. ami
ilBPHUNS, Charlered Pitcnt Agenu, 28o, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

and Sterling Telephone and

U.tjljli. " St:. cuit br.,-,krrs, \i,. foi .I.. I
,. E. .\. Ur;,i

demonstrations.'' M. Latour. May

Le Carbone. May 31st. (France,

J d'Organisal^on

Ma
14,667. " Means tor mailing electric connections." E. N. Bray. May 25lh.
15,011. '• Method of forming joints between tramway rails, &c." H. W. .V.

Brown. May 3ath.
15,167. "Thermionic valves, &c." C. F. M. Haves and Mullard Radio

\al»e Co., Ltd. May 30th.
lu,172. " Light generators for medical liclit treatment." E. Steinberil.

May 30th.
o s b

15.199. " Head-lighii lor motor, &c., vehicles." E. V. Lowe and F. G
EtaiM. M.iy 30lh.

15.200. " Terminals for electric transformers." B. Beeslev, J. B. Hansell,
and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co,, Ltd. May 30th.

15.201. " Electric transformers." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,
Ltd. May 30th. (United Slates, June 3rd, 1921.)

15.202. " Processes for making alloys." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
(General Electric Co.) May 30th.

15,204. " High-frequency telegraph and telephone svstems." Ges. for
Drabtlose Telegraphic. May 30lh. (Germany, June 1st,' 1921.)

15,214. " Electric heating apparatus." A. M. E. Beavan. May 30th.
15.228. " Transmitter for telephony, &c." A. T. Thompson. May 31st.
15.229. " Electric indications of lamps being alight." E. Kirk. May 31si.
15,237. " Sound conduits and amplifiers for wireless telephones and

recorders." A. E. Roberts and L. H. Thompson. Mav 31st.
15,296. " Prepayment apparatus for telephones." W. H. Jones and W. A.

Robinson. May 31st.

I'r'^f'
.'.' '^'""'P''-'^ telegraphy." F. E. Pernot and L. J. Rich. May 31sl.

lj.30.j. " Current direction indicator." Deutsche Glimmlampen Ge-^. and
J. M. .Schmicrer. Mav 31st. (Germany, March 30th. 1921.)

15.30(1. "Wireless receiver sets." VV. E. Peek. Mav 31st.
lo.30(. " Variable condensers." \V. E. Peek. Mav ' 31st
15.320 " Electric switches." T. W. Bennett. Mav' 31st.
15,329. • Solenoids." C. Tor Cock. May 31st.
15,332. " Incandescent electric lamps." A. H. Brunessaux and Metropoli-

tan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd. May 31st.
15,334. " Electrolytic protection of boilers. &c., from corrosion, &c "

Siemens-Schuckertwerke. May 31st. (Germany, June 1st, 1921.)
15,346. " Controlling magneto-electric machines." Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

and W. H. Whitmill. Mav 31st.
13.349. " Electric outfit for game

31st. (France, June 4th, 1921.)
15,351. " Dry batteries." Soc. Ai

.Ma. 1st.)

15,359. " Metallic-vapour electric rectifier." Bureau
Economique. May 31st. (France, June 2nd, 1921.)

15,365. " Electric condensers." W. T. Ditcham. May 31st.

J?'q?o' !!
^'''^'''s^ telegraph receiving circuits." H. J. Round. Mav 31st.

15,J68. Burglar alarm, &c., electric circuits." J. R. Coltman and \V
Davan. May 31st.

15,374. "Sparking plug." E. Fairhurst and J. Winstanlev. June 1st
lo,381. " Incandescent electric lamps." J. Walmsley. June 1st.
15.408. " Electro-magnets." H. R. Jones and C. E. Wood. June 1st
15,442. " Eleclrically-illuminated signs for advertising, &c." F M

Thompson. June 1st.

15,448. " Magneto-electrical systems for igniting and illuminating motor
vehicles." Fahrzeugfabrik Eisenach Zweigniederlassung der Gothaer Waegon-
fabrik Akt. Ges. in Gotha. June 1st. (Germany, March 31st.)

15,452. " Electric clocks." C. E. Prince. June 1st.
15,460. " Electric condensers." Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd , and

w. H. Goodman. June 1st.

15,462. "Surface condensers." Schneider ct Cie. June 1st (France
May 4lh.)

' trrance,

15.472. " Electric protection svstems." J. P. Williams. June 1st.
15.473. " Electric distribution a'pparatus." W. T. Henlev's Telegraph Work=

t o.. Ltd., E. E. Judge, and t. Moor. June 1st.
la,476. " Manufacture of metal filaments." General Electric Co , Ltd

June 1st. (Germany, June 18th, 1921.)
1.5,480. " Sparking plug." W. Hedgecoe. June 1st.
15,481. " .Automatic telegraphy." E. S. Heurtlev and .Muirhcad & Co., Ltd

June 1st.

15,483. " Electrical connections (or batteries." British Batterv Co.. Ltd..
and J. W. H. Reynolds. June 2nd.

15,493/5. " Electric lifting blocks. &c." C. L. Browne and S. H Hev-
wood i Co., Ltd. June 2nd.

15,494. " Electric controllers." C. L. Browne and S. H. Heywood and
Co., Ltd. June 2nd.

15.516. " Electric arc devices." P. Freedman. lune 2nd.
15,532. " Electrical variable condensers." E. R.' Maddox. June 2nd.
15.S43. " Railways and tramways." F. E. Down. June 2nd.
15,551. " Electric heating units (for laundry irons, cooking apparatus. &c."

H. Booth. June 2nd.
15,573. " Portable searchlights." W. J. Curtis and Gas .Accumulator Co

(Unite<l Kingdom). Ltd. June 2nd.
15,584. " Receiving aoparatus for oscillating electric circuits." R L

Murray and Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. June 2nd.
15.594. " Electrical connectors, terminals or binding posts." .\ R Mat-

thews and R. F. Tumner. June 2nd.
15„'i96. " Telephone systems." Siemens and Halske Akt. Ges. June 'intl

(Germany, June 21st, 1921.)
15.633. " Automatically lighting electric street, &c.. lamps." C. A. Cole-

15,636. " Magnetos." -R. Simpson. June 6th.
1.5,654. "Apparatus for cleaning sparking plugs." R, E. Sprott. June Gth.
15,681. " Automatic electric switches." F. B. Cox. June 6th.
15,690. " Insulated cable." J. R. Lair(l and G. Pate. June 6th.
15.709. "Alternating current transformers." B. H. Leeson and W. D.

Owen and A. Reyrolle & Co., Ltd. June 6th.
15.710. " Selective switches for electric inductances. &c." D. H Bravne.

June 6th. - -

15,730. " Primary electric batteries." J. A. Slee. June 6th.
15.737. " Electric lamp fittings." M. J. Railing and C. W. Saunders.

15,744. " Galvanic cells." H. D. Nvberg. June 6th.
15.749. " Central battery exchange telephone systems and switchboards.'

F. R. Baldock and International Electric Co., Ltd. June 6th
15.750. " Electric switching apparatus." H. Baron (F.' Aldendorll).

15.751. " Electro responsive devices." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd ,

and A. S. FitzGerald. June 6th.
15.765. " Means for insulating and protecting electric wires or cables "

G. W. Humphry. June 6th.

15,767. " Electric ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." Sky-

''^/'oA'
''"?'* ^TOf!"'""- Ju"e 6th. (United States. December 1st, 1920.)'

15.808. Instrument for distributing audibility of wireless speech &c "
W. H. Smith. J,;ne 7th.

How-

15.81.5. " Electric lamps." D. H. Walters. June 7th.
15,817. "Wireless tuning inductances." J. B. Bignamv and H R

ling. June 7th.

15.830. " Controllers for electric circuits." British Thomson-Houston Co ,

Ltd., and R. D. Given. June 7th.
15.845. " Telephone svstems," Western Electric Co., I td lune 7th

(United States. June IGth. 1921.)
1.5,849. " Devices for amplifying sounds." T. H. Williams. June 7th.

15.8j2. " Apparatus lor driving talking machines." Allgemeine Ekktricil
Ges. June 7th. (Germany, June 25th, 1921.)

15,837. " Telephone receivers." F. Clark
Electric Co., Ltd. June 7th.

15,859, " Electric switches." H. VV. Breeze. W. T. Henler's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., and H. S. Wheeler. June 7th.

15,865, " Burglar alarms." W. Harris. June 7th
15,884. " Electric resistances." F. Pellin and G. Pclletier. June 8th.

(France, June 8th, 1921.)

15,891. " Sparking plugs." A. A. Scott. June 8lh.
13,902. " Wireless telephone advertising cabinets." W. H. Brook. June 8th.
15,918. " Electric generators." L. M. Perkins. June 8tb.
15,926. " Semi-automatic electric lighting svstems." R. S. C. Ball and

M. Webber, Ltd. June 8th.
15.935. " Apparatus for elxtrical transmission ol photographs, &c." C. R.

Judge and R. A. Storey. June 8th.

15,937. " Electric control apparatus," A. O. Kolstad and Marine Motor
Machinery Co. June 8th.

15,942. "Transmitting and receiving apparatus." G. F. Critchley and
A. Peel. June 8th.

15.953. " Means for exciting alternating-current motops, &c." R. R. R.
Sarazin. June 8th. (France, June 21st, 1921.)

13.91)5, " Sparking plugs." O. E. Jones. June -8th.
15,969, "Means for gripping electric cables in junction boxes &c." John-'

son Jt Phillips. Ltd., and C. J. H. Stevens. June 8th,
15,972, " Wireless receiving systems." B, Guest. June 8th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will b«

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

laao.
32,416. " Plug connection boxes for electric cargo lights." W. Henderson

and Telford, Grier & Mckay, Ltd. November 17th, 1930. (180,348.)

32,569. " Selective circuits for use in connection with alternating currents,'*

E Totter (F. E. Pernot and L. J. Rich). .November 18th, 1920.- (180,349.)

35.8()I, " Telephonic conversation meter," R. Ferry. December 21st, 1920.

(180,362.)

isai.
1,303. " Telegraphic and telephonic transmission by single line without,

earth return." L. Duverger. February 16th, 1918. (157,385.)

1,306. " Telegraphic and telephonic transmission by single line without-

earth return." L. Duverger. January 15th, 1919. (Addition to 157,385.).

(157,386.)

1,750, " Plug and socket electric couplings." W. J. Polyblank. October
11th. 19-21, (180,369.)

2,683. " Tumbler switches." Y. Takaoka. January 20th, 1921. (180,378.)

4.770. " Indicators or annunciators," E. A. Graham, February 10th, 1921.

(180,393.)

5,0;15. " Electrical measuring indicating or relay apparatus for polyphase

circuii^." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. February 13th, 1920.

(159.147.)
5,0.-16. " Electrical measuring or indicating or relay apparatus for polyphase

circuits." Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. February 13th, 1920.

(159;i48.)

5,107. " Apparatus for rectifying alternating-electric currents." Thorpe
Electric Corporation. December 23rd, 1920. (173.200.)

3,231. " Generation of high-frequency alternating electric current." British-

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and E. F. W. Alexanderson. February 15th, 1921.

180,400.)

5.392. " Thermionic valves." W. J. Mellersh-Jackson (Soc. dcs Etablisse-

nients Gaumont). February 16th, 1921. (180,405.)

5,619. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." C. S. Harrison.

February 18th, 19-21. (180,412.)

5,643. " Insulators for suspended high-tension electric wires," A. Renaudin.
February 23rd, 19-20. (159,198.)

*

5,708. "Dynamo-electric machines." Lancashire Dynamo and Motor Co.,

Ltd., and C. P. Bramley. February 19th, 19-21. (180,4l'4.)

5,847. " Hand-operated mechanism for operating electric controllers and
other purposes." A. West & Co., Ltd.. and A. West. February 21st, 1921.

(180,419.)

5.894. " Thermionic valve transmitters." Ges fiir Drahtlose Telegraphic.

Februarv 28th, 1920, (159,463.)
5,971.' "Type of sparking plug (or internal-combustion engines." H. S. J.

Hughes and J. W. Hughes. February 22nd-, 1921. (180,428.)

6,040. " Appliance for indiiating location of faults in section feeder boxes-

of systems of electric traction and in lead-sheathed or armoured main cables."

Brecknell, Munro & Roge«s, Ltd., and F. W. Brecknell. February 23nd, 1921.

(180.434.)

6,121, -' Protective apparatus for dvnamo-electric machines." J. A. Kuyser,

G. A. Juhlin and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. February 23rd.

19-21. (180.435.)
- 6.168. " .\pparatus for testing the electric characteristics, more especially

resistance, of fluid and other materials." V. Planer. May 17th, 19-30. (163.682.V

7 539. "Electric power transmission and braking systems." British Thom-
son-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.). March 9th, 1921. (180,456.1)

7,677. " Electrical heating devices." S. M. Carmean and J. H. Carmean.
.Marcl^ 13th, 19-20. (160,162.)

8,473 " Dvnamo-clectric generator sets driven by air-cooled internal-com-

bustion engines," A. A. Lyon. March ISlh, 1921. 1180,469.)

9,017. " Electric switches." D. McGregor and Bulpitt & Sons, Ltd. Decem-
ber 23rd, 1921. (180,480.)

10,-249. " Spring contact members for electric circuits on motor road

vehicles." E. G. Mottershcad. April 7tfr, 1921. (180.503.)

10.809. " Enclosed electric fuses." A. L. Eustioe. April 13th, 1921.

(IHO.313.1

ll-ili I l.rlric irons." H. H. Berrv and W. J. Markham. April 21st,

l:'jl I-", -Ji I

11,^.7 I )\ ii.imo-elecfric machines." G. A. Juhlin and Metropolitan-

\ , k - I 1. al Co., Ltd. .-\pril 25th, 1921. (180.530.)

12,015. '- Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co..

Ltd. April 'ieth. 19-20. (162,297.)

12.1-24. " Reflectors for searchlights." X. Bullinger. May 21st, 1920.

(163,690.)

12,785. " Electric burglar alarms." " Polvp " Ges fijr .^ppa^atebau der
Feinmechanik Ges. and G. Wittwer. Mav 4t'h. 1921. (180.541.)

12,906. " Spark gaps." L. H. T. Holden. Mav 5th, 1921. (180,542.)

13.816. • Vacuum rectifiers." Siemens Scfiuckertwerke Ges. May 15th, 1920.

(163,335.)

18.277. " Combined electric cable receiver and grip." A. E. Baxter. July
6lh. 1921. (180.584.)

19,318. " Electricallv-heated boilers." E. Mcvstrc. September 8th, 1920.

(.Mdition to 157,904.)
'
(168,863.)

22,345. " Speed regulator svstems for electric motors." Mctropolitan-

\ickers Electrical Co.. Ltd. September 11th, 19-30.) a69,lS4.)

xsaa.
11,852. " Insulators for suspen<le<l high-tension electric wires." A. Renaudin.

February 23rd. 19-20. (Divided application on 159,198.) (179.180.)

11.8.53. " Ligatures for connecting insulating elements for suspended high-
tension wires." A. R.-naudin. Februarv 23rd. WX. (Divided application on
159,198.) (179,181.)
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Work Bench, 9 ft. 2 ft. 3 ft. high, with top and bottom shelf, takes 60 ft. 1 in. k i

"Welcofix" Slotted Steel Angle at 6d. ft., costing 30s.

Ditto Work Bench, 6 ft. 2 ft. x 3 ft. high, takes 42 ft. "Welcofix," costs 21s.

Ditto Work Bench, 3 ft. 2 ft. 3 ft. high, takes 24 ft. "Welcofix," costs 12s.

Makes a light, easily transportable, firm bench for any out-job.

Manufactured in Mild Steel in

CHANNEL BARS
per foot 6d.

USERS:-
Great Northern Railway. Norwich, West Ham, Notling-

Mersey Electric Power Co. ham, Eastbourne, Glasgow,
H.M. Office of Work..
Armstrong, Whitworth Co.

Electric Supplies.

Glasgow Stockists:—.

W. GALBRAITH & Co., 57, Hope Street, Glasgow.

1 in.

liin.

Supplied i

100 ft.. plu

ANGLE BARS
^ k in. per foot

FLAT BARS
1^ In. per foot .

.

random lengths 6-10 ft. Quantities of less than

10%. f .o.r, Birmingham.

Write for Samples :-

WELCO PATENTS, 150, Alma Street, Birmingham.
Telegram.: "WELCOFIX. BIRMINGHAM."

E. M. I.

"

FANS & MOTORS.

CEILING FANS.
(SHIP-TYPE.)

SLOW SPEED.

For DC. and A.C.

This fan is fitted with 2 to 4 wood or aluminium

blades.

HOGAN & WARDROP
88, Golden Lane, London. E.C.I.

The Explanation
for the Superiority of THOMAS QUALITY INSULA-
TORS is that they arc not merely "right" on the surface
but are "good" all the way through. Each material,
all of the parts and every operation must be perfect.
That is why Thomas Insulators are always

DEPENDABLE INSULATORS.
JAMES W. GLADSTONE, Ltd.

EUROPEAN AGENTS.
70, Honor Oak Road,

LOMOOM fS.E.), England.

TTi^/^stWbrd/nFTJ^rGr/f

uimos
—-;— GENUINE

© flBF^ ^

•SHEETS • ROD S•
•.TUBES • GEAR S •

•INSULATORS WASHERS-
^^^ BUSHESETC.

lviOSSES3^IV|irCHELt
-GOLDEN LANE-LONDON- EC
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£conoini| with Efficiencij

C •A'PARSONS & C9UP
Hesiton AVorlcs

NEWCASTLE-ON TYNE
London Office : 56, Victoria St . S,Wi.

VEEDEE AUTO CUT-IN AND CUT-OUT.

The LAST WORD in AUTOS

tor BATTERY CHARGING.

This Cut-in and Cut-out is

Differential in Action.

Contains NO PERMANENT
IVIAGNET.

Cannot Reverse and Motor
the Dynamo.

Moving Parts are designed
as Light as Possible—to
Reduce Friction.

Cuts-out when Current is at

a minimum, and does
not flash or soark.

Cuts-in at 5 per cent. Excess
Dynamo over Battery
Voltage.

THE WALSALL ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
Telegrams

:

' Electrical. Walsall, England. Telephone: No. 45 Walsall.
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aSK

Enamelled Copper and
High - Resistance Wires.

on Asbestos & Asbestin Copper Wire*.

Bare & Covered Flexibles.

CONCORDIN A 1.

The best High-Resistance Wire on the Market for Heaters, &c.

Practically non-corrosive—100 Microhms per C.C.—Melting Point 2750^ F.

WIRES FOR WIRELESS.
Bare and Enamelled Covered Aerial Wires.— Silk Covered Coil Wires.

THE CONCORDIA ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD.,
TRENT MILLS, NEW SAWLEY, DERBYSHIRE.

London-lSS, Victoria Street, S.W. 1 .Birmingham, Cardiff, Manchester, Nottingham.

Best Quofihy — CorrtpeHJi^^e fihic^s — Promj^hD^Us/ery

SURPLUS STOCK
OF

4 TOPTS

BEST CLEAR RUBY

MICA WASHERS
3.n Jin / Katural \

i >< 4 > Thickness'

and other STANDARD SIZES.

Lots of from 1 lb. to 1 ton at

HALF TO-DAY'S PRICES.

MICA MFG. CO., LTD.,
VOLTA WORKS.

Telegrams

"OMICAMANU. LONDON
BROMLEY, KENT. Telephone

:

Bromley 9.

J

ELECTROLIER GHASN.
BRASS. COPPER BRONZED. OXYDISED SILVER.

Delivery from Stock.

Ciearanoe PriceSm

E.SHOWELL & SONS, LTB., b.ImTngh'am

BUILT TO FULFIL
ALL ERECTING NEEDS.

rE WoK Portable Electric Drilling

Machine illustrated is iodispensable to

every engineer who requires a handy,

raedium-weight drill tor use in awkward places.

The Universal Winding of this machine makes
it possible to use either D.C. or A.C. electric

supply. Its weight is only 21 lbs., and by the

removdl ot four nuts ihe whole of the Windings
and Armature are exposed, thus inspection can

be carried oul quickly and easily. Ball Bear-

ings are fitted throughout.

Please write for fall particulars of this aad our

many other labour-saving tools.

S. WOLF & CO., LTD.,
lis. Soulhwark Street. London. S.E. 1.

TeUphono : Central 5 172 and Hon 2734.

Coventry : 6, Warwick Row.
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E.C.C. MULTISPEED INDUCTION MOTORS
(GREEDY PATENTS).

STANDARD SIZES:

200 TO 800 B.H.P.

SUP-RING and SQUIRREL CAGE.

THREE AND SIX SPEEDS.

CONSUMPTION:
APPROXIMATELY PROPORTIONATE TO
LOAD. NO RESISTANCE LOSSES.

TORQUE: constant over full
SPEED RANGE.

EXAMPLE
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FREDERICK SMITH AND COMPANY
(IncopporateO in the LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. and SMITHS, Ltd.).

COPPER WIRE
100 Pep Cent. Conductivity Ail sizes to '001.

Hard Drawn H.C. Copper Line Wire ; Special Tinned Wire.
*raADE RARK tsn^^iw\fv\n^n^jw*fv*f^w%^f^

COPPER TROLLEY WIRE,
SPECIAL SECTIONS.

*/^t^/^w^v*^^^f%^^iwwsn^^

BRONZE TROLLEY WIRE,
MAXIMUM TENSILE STRAIN, DURABILITY AND CONDUCTIVITY.

«^tAAAA^/VWWWWW«^i^^Ai^^^)nA>

SILICIUM BRONZE WIRE
^*C" QUALITY FOR TELEPHONE LINES, &c.

^/iELV

^^n^^^r\f\n/wv^>^/v^^w^*^fv

PHOSPHOR BRONZE SPRING WIRE.
Aluminium Wire and Strip for aii Electrical Purposes.

Rjn.SLGQYxeLsL Wox*ks, Sa.lfo]:*<i, IVIiLM^CHEST'EIR.

ELECTRIC BELL INDICATORS
STOCKED IN ALL SIZES.

PENDULUM, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL REPLACEMENT.

'^^"'HlflflfifflHiil*^

The latter movement has been
. used in conjuncllon with the famous SAX BELlT for over 50 years, and

IS to be found giving reliable and efficient service in numerous Fire and Police Stations, Banks and Municipal
Buildings. If you are desirous of installing Indicators that will insure permanent service and give entire

satisfaction write for particulars.

EFTiciEN-cv a.:nx> RE:IL.ZA.]BIIL.I17Y.
The efficiency ajid reliability of an Electrical Installation are to a great degree dependent upon the choice of proper
fittings and accessories. The name of SAX has been for over half a century associated only with the highest grade
Electric BcU Fittings and Accessories, and is recognised to day as it was SO years ago as being synonymous with quality.

EilMhhtd 1855.

' Saxalile, 'Phone,

London.**

JULIUS SAX & CO., Ltd.,
24a, HIGH STREET,

NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.C. 2.
Maker, /» ii" T,o.it of HIGH GRADE ELECTRIC BELLS, ACCESSOTllES

ASD ELECTRIC FITTINGS.

'telephone

:

Regent 2102-2.
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TUDOR
The Bef-her Bathery

for the large power job.
"

In anyof the following cases it

pays to think of TUDOR:—
1. New battery installations.

2. Renewals to existing batteries.

3. Battery information.

Whenever it is a matter of

batteries, consult TUDOR.
The

lUDOR ACCUMULATOR Co.,
Lid..

2,' Norfolk St., Strand, London, W.C.2.

Tclcphon
Tclcgran
Works

Central 3308
Subconical, Estrand. London
Dukinfield, near Manchester
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POWER WITH ECONOMY.

MIRRLEES-DIESEL

OIL ENGINES.

Best and most reliable for Electricity

Works and Private Power Stations.

375 B.H.P. Mirrlees-Dlesel Engine.

Buy from the Makers with the Longest Fxperiencc.

MIRRLEES, BICKERTOH & DAY,
iliXivii'x<e:i>,

HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT.
LONDON OFFICE :

"MIRRLEES HOUSE," 7,Grosvenor Gardens, WESTMINSTER, S.W.I.

Why end windings

Burn Out.
Where no air cleaning method is used in connection

with enclosed alternators employed in ventilation

systems, particles of dirt, oily soot. &c., accumulate

on the windings, and particles of grit have a " sand-

blast " effect on the end windings. Frequently this

aclion causes the failure of the end windings.

A PREMIERWET AIR FILTER
will effectively remove this danger by adequately

cooling and cleansing the air that enters the machine.

Th. PREMIER COOLER & ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.

Station Works, Shalford. Nr. Guildford, Surrey.

./

^VITEX^JLiS WASTE OIL FXI^XERS
AND WATER SEPARATOR

(With Patent Sight-Feed Syphons),

O'VESR S3.000 SOE.>X>
invaluable to ALL USERS ol MACHIN-
ERY. STEAM, OIL or SAS ENGINES.

Pay first cost in a short time,

as dirtied oil which has hither-

to been thrown away can be fil-

tered and used again and again.

Write for samples of work done by Filter

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER

A. C. WELLS & Co.,

101a, Midland Road,

St. Pancras,

LONDON, N W. 1.

FLUSH-TYPE BARREL BELL PUSHES.
(Proo. Patent.)

ENGLISH MANUFACTURE. MASS PRODUCTION.

Manufactured by—

GATH ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING CO.,

HALIFAX, ENG.

Special features in this Path :

(a) Strong Mechanical Construction.

(A) Sound Electrical Insulation.

(c) Can be safely fixed under same
plates as switches.

(J) Made up in 5 types for easy fixing.

FULMEN ADVERTISER.
Finest Machine

on the Market.

For Pavement, Wall,

Screen Advertising, &c.

Well Ventilated.

Shows clear picture

any distance.

SOLE AGENT: I3l, f^X^jA.ATXS.S,
PRK^^j 107, Queen's Road, LONDON, W. 2.

Send for Pz-ioe a.n«a I»«.i-tio»»la»«s.

THE INSULATION SPECIALISTS

HARWELL L^."
ON TOP

Sole selling agents for The Solldite Mfg. Co., Ltd., and other well-

known makers of all classes of Electrical Insulating materials.

28. JOHN STREET. BEDFORD ROW. LONDON, W.G. 1.

'Pho : Mu 6422-8.
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D. & S.

No. 227

All Live Contractors use the

D. & S. No. 227 Patent

Ceiling Plate, because it costs

Less, by the time it is fixed,

than any other, and is a

Sound Job.

"^
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HUNTALITE
CANDLES

CARBON FILAMENT:

r. I 25 V. to 125 V. 5/-
•P-

1200 V. to 250 V. 5/3

16 c. p. All voltages - 6/-

DRAWN WIRE
FILAMENT:

All voltages - - 7/6

S.B.C. HOLDERS FOR SAME.

BEST LONDON MANUFACTURE.
Male, Female and Spring Type.

WRITE FOR LISTS TO :—

HUNTALITE LTD..
23, NEWMAN ST., W.

Telephone—MUSEUM 6207.

The Ideal

Vacuum Cleaner
for the house is the No. 2 Sturtevant
Turbine Machine. With it a house
can be cleaned from cellar to
roof, for it is specially designed
not merely to clean carpets and
upholstery, but bare floors,

walls, curtains,
books,book-shelves,
staircases, ledges,
crevices, and every ,

nook and crannie
]

usually regarded as
inaccessible.

This machine is not a toy, but a first-

class engineerine production, and one that
can be thoroughly relied upon to give
satisfactory service. It is light in weight
and readily portable, although equipped
with a '-h p. motor. A length of flexible
hose and suitable cleaning tools are
supplied with the machine.

Write for Special Booklet "U.I214."

EHCINEEiyNGCP.Lro
149 QueenVictoria St.. London CC4

Kindly mention " Ehclricd Review:

"lOCO"
INSULATING MATERIALS
Avoid Unemployment by Supporting BRITISH INDUSTRIES.

INSULATING CLOTH, VARNISHED PAPER,
INSULATING TAPES, MIOCARTA SHEETS,
INSULATING SILKS, ADHESIVE TAPE,

of the highest grade and guaranteed efficiency,

are now manufactured by

—

THE lOCO RUBBER & WATERPROOFING CO., Ltd.
(Associated with VICKERS LIMITED).

NETHERTON WORKS, ANNIESLAND, GLASGOW.
Catlfgrms }

"OCOPROOF." GLASGOW. Telephone : 2328 WESTERN
(3 lines).

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED.
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ALCO Mrr/r

Moih'l SIK.

£29 15 is all this

wonderfully efficient appli-

ance costs—with reversible

swinging wringer and basket

or tub stand. Or you can sell

it on hire - purchase terms

(Is. 3^d. a day only after

initial payment).

Make Healthy
Happy Women

Secure the goodwill and prestige that

comes to the man who makes the modern

home really labour-saving. A.B.C.'s are

excellent in every respect, but the chief

reasons for their popularity is found in

the fact that they for ever banish all the

mess, bother, trouble and worry of wash-

day— transforming it into a hour of

pleasurable interest—and saving its cost

at the same time.

Ar> r^ ELECTRIC WASHERS
•O.l^* AND WRINGERS.
The complete line embraces the practical

types that appeal to the British housewife.

Lengthy experience of experts in the de-

sign and construction of washing machines

means that every A.B.C. is a model of

silent and vibrationless efficiency.

Full particulars of all models on request.

Telegrams :

" Secahilis, Ox,

London."

Telephone •

GerrarJ 7766
(4 lines).

118-120, CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON, W.C.2.

BELF.4ST:
Cibioni Bldngi ,

Mill Slrccl.

SUNCO FANS
DESK - TABLE - WALL - CEILING

The wonderful values will induce

your public to buy more readily.

All types are available, but a

special feature is made of the

Swivel and Trunnion models.

Write now while you think of it for a copy

of List No. 371—this gives details of the

recent drastic reductions. Do bigger business

this year by stocking

SUNCO ELECTRIC FANS.
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EMBRACED BY

TIME-DISCIPLINE
IN THE INDUSTRIES

means

AUTO "START & CEASE
WORK" SOUNDERS.

The unification of WORKS
and OFFICE CLOCKS.

The Governance of

YOUR SEVERAL
WORKMEN'S
RECORDERS

by

"REFLEX"
CONTROL,GENTS

" PULSYNETIC
SYSTEM of

ELECTRIC
CLOCKS

which SAVES TIME and MONEY and g'.ves yo

ONE FACTORY — ONE TIME

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET-AT ONCE.

GENT & Co., Ltd., '^1^:^ LEICESTER.
LONDON: 25. VICTORIA STREET. S.W. I.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE: •'TANGENT HOUSE." 52. BLACKETT STREET.

*y 9iyictoria. 5^

M^^j^s.JSeddi/z^taiKt, Croydon.

WASHERS

MADE OF COLD ROLLED STEEL.

BRIGHT ALL OVER.

TURNED & CHAMFERED EDGES.

Dlam. of Bolts -

Price per grosB -
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Precision Screw Gd.E""
MACDONALD ROAD.WALTHAMSTOW.LONDON.ei;.

Quality f\\iPRICE I
IK

Service wI\

WIRES, FLEX AND CABLES

Stocks are

held at the

undermentioned

Branch Depots :

LONDON & S.E. COUNTIES
BIRMINGHAM & MIDLANDS
NORTH OF ENGLAND
LANCASHIRE, CHESHIRE & NORTH WALES

Distributing Factors for YORKSHIRE

Enquiries

specially

invited from

Wholesalers :

HOGAN & WARDROP, 88, Golden Lane, London, E.G. 1.

Telephone: Central 6706. Telegrams: " Tribord. London."

UNITED ELECTRICAL CO. (B'ham), Ltd., 47, Summer Row, Birmingham.
Telephone: Central 74E6. Telegrams: " Laminated, Birmingham."

R. F. SUNDERLAND, Milburn House, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Telephone : Central 2524.

CASTLE ENGINEERING CO., Ltd,, Church St. WorKs, Eccles, Manchester.
Telephone : Eccles 10. Telegrams :

" Custle, Eccles.

'

E. A. INGOLD, Ltd., 129, Otiey Road, Shipley, Yorks.
Telegrams: Megohm Shipley. Telephuiie: ShipUy691.

HOlll^D INSUIATED WIRE 4, CABLE WORKS.XMSTERDM.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
aUARANTBBD BY

"LARRAD

LOCK-

PATENT

NUT.

THE MOST EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE SELF-
LOCKING NUT UN THE MARKET.

USED BY ALL LEADING ENGINEERS.

HOBDELL, WAY & CO., LTD.,

124/7, MINORIES, LONDON, E.I.

Telegrams: " Hobnails. London." Telephone: Avenue 3810.

RESISTANCE
R ;^^Tm ,

PATENT SLIDING PATTERN for

TESTlilG, LABORATORY USES,

WIRELESS WORK,
AND IN ALL CASES WHERE THE FINE REGULATION OF

CURRENT IS ESSENTIAL.

THE CURTIS MANUFACTURING CO., r.au, . ,,

Est. laVKiKs. CONDUIT PLACE, PADDINGTON. W. 2
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SPECIALISTS IN

CAPSTAT^sAUTOMATIC
WORKOFEVERyOESCRlPTIOH

FOR

ELECTRIC
&GENERAL
ENGINEERING
- TRADES ^

ITS

BRASS
STEEL
GUN METAL
PHOSPHOR
BRONZE

BATH STREET—
BIRMINGHAM

ADJUSTABLE TANDEM RESISTANCE
FOR

CINEMAS.

We Manufacture Resistances (or every conceivable purpose.

Arc Welding, Testing,

Cinema Arcs, Accumulator Charging,
Ac, &c.

AUSTIN WALTERS & SON,
Gaythorn Electric Works,

MANCHESTER.'Phone: 4109 Cent.
Teles.: "Ohmic MIc."

HENLEY
Colliery

(JbJDieboxes

for 660 and 3,300 volts.

The new range of Henley Colliery Cable-

boxes, fitted with internal copper bonds,

include Straight Through, Three Way
(Tee and " Y " patterns) and Inset Boxes.

These boxes comply with the General

Regulations as to the Installation and

Use of Electricity in Coal Mines.

Under test, it was proved that the resist-

ance of the Cast-iron Box and the Copper

Bond was actually lower than the resistance

of an equal length of uncut wire armouring.

ASK FOR LIST U.G.I.

CLAMP - TYPE
CONNECTORS.

This new Connector is

fitted with independent

cap tor each conductor

secured by set screws,

and therefore makes a

most efficient joint.

T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO.. LTD..

BLOMFIELO STREET.

LONDON, E.C. 2.
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JAMES HOWDEN & C°^ L"
Oh r- .^S G-O ^^^KT.

"IMPULSE" STEAM
TURBINES

of High, Low and Mixed
Pressure, and Pass Out

Types,

300 to 25,000 kwts.

HIGH-SPEED

STEAM ENGINES.

5 to 2,500 B.H.P.

Two 5,000-K.W. Sats in a Colliery Electricity Station running at 2,400 R.P.M.

Patentees and

Manufacturers of:—
Howden's Forced Draught

System.

Fans for Suction Draught,

Ventilating, &c.

Patent Water Drum,

Water-Tube Boilers.

We Request the Favour of Your Introductions
TO OUR

NEW FITTINGS SHOWROOMS.

NEW

CATALOGUE

AND

SHOWROOM

INTRODUC-

TORY BOOK-

LET SENT ON

REQUEST.

(CORNER OF OUR LONDON SHOWROOMS.)

HEATING
AND

COOKING
APPLIANCES.

Sloan Eectrical G;M
8,10& 12, Golden Lane, LONDON, EC. 1.

BRANCHES 1-

Manchester

:

Edinburgh

:

Glasgow :

16& 16AjacksonsRow 79, 81 & 85 27,

Deansgate Hanover Street Hope Street

Agents for

ALL

FITTINGS

& APPARATI

WIRED FOR

READY

DISPLAY

AND DEMON-

STRATION.

SILK SHADES
IN NEW AND
EXCLUSIVE
DESIGNS.
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^P^l wtt^ Breakfast Cookers
^4 m^^ Wj^^. ^s>^ of useful size and high-class finish.

You should become acquainted

with our "PETER PAN"

BOILING RINGS,

GRILLERS,

IMMERSERS,

Etc., Etc.

View showing "Heatrae" Breakfast Cooker
being used for Boilinfe and Simmering.

I View showing " Heatrae''
Breakfast Cooker being
used as Electric Fire.

NOTE 27/6^.:S%?ot:
DDIPI7 Q7IC with thiee-heat
ri\ILL J I ID switch, loading

1250 w.

liii|. Pan and Grid 2/6 per set extra.

A supply of Special Folders,

emphasising the good points of

this excellent " HEATRAE "

appliance, will be sent on request.

Electric Fires, ltd., Norwich.

View showinR "Hea'ia!-" Brtakiust Cooker

being used as a Cirillcr or Toaster.

OUR CATALOGUE
WILL INTEREST YOU.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS

SPRECHER&SCHUHCo
AARAU. (SWITZKRLAND.)

IRONCLAD SWITCHGEAR
Switchbox with No- volt and Overload Oil-Circuit-

Breaker and Ammeter.
Dust and water-spray proof.

Mounted on cast-iron Pedestals with Bus-bar

Chamber.

Isolating Device and Lifting Gear to isolate the

Box from Bus-bars for inspection.

Convenient removal of Box from Pedestals.

Arranged for uniting to form complete Switchboards.

Suitable for Industrial Service, Factories, Mills,

Mines above ground, non-fiery Mines under-

ground. Sub- stations, &c.

[SEND US YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR GREAT BRITAIN.

«J. B. RXJI>KIN, 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 2.
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MAWDSLEY'S B
DURSLEY, GLOS.

Manufacturers of:—
D.C. Dynamos and Motors for all Purposes.

NOTEL—Our machines are the outcome of 30 years' experience,

and represent the last word in Dynamo and Motor
construction. The best proof wc can give of the

reliability of our machines is that one customer

alone has taken over 8,000 H.P., and another over

12,500 KW.

Install a MAWDSLEY Dynamo or Motor and you
will not be " let down."

Prompt Attention to Enquiries. Competitive Prices.
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Sub-Station

'i
Switchgear

In view of the fact that Sub-

Station Switchgear bears the brunt

of distribution faults it is important

that it should be well designed, of

robust and fireproof construction,

reliable and readily accessible for

examination and cleaning.

The illustration shows some

compact, self-contained sub -station

switchgear, with high tension

apparatus in stonework cells.

Phases are divided throughout,

the control handles and instru-

ments are on the faces of the

cubicles, and all parts are easy of

access to authorised attendants

only. This type of switchgear,

which is built on Power Station

lines, is capable of easy extension.

Your next enquiry is invited.

The

English Electric
Company, Limited,

WORKS:- g
BRADFORD, COVENTRY. PRESTON, RUGBY AND STAFFORD. g

HEAD OFFICE:- |
Queen's House, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2. J
TELEPHONE :_ — - — — — — — - HOLBORN 830 m
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\
Manufactured by

McCLURE & WHITFIELD.

FUNDAMENTALS.
The Reliability of all machinery is entirely

dependent on the reliability of the prime

mover. This fact is nowhere more fully

realised than in our large collieries.

The illustration shows a MERSEY
MOTOR, one of many that have given

CONTINUOUS SERVICE for 11-hour

shifts for TWENTY YEARS in a large

Lancashire Colliery.

The users in a recent letter say

—

*'They have been put to arduous work
and have given us every satisfaction.*'

Where the fundamentals are considered

—

MERSEY MOTORS are used. Specify

them on your next job.

SELLING AGENTS:

6666 gals, per hour

against 400 ft. head.
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CABLES

MANUFACTUP.ED BY

SIEMENS BROTHERS &C?BP
General Off^c^s &Works '

WOOLWICH. LONDON. S.E 18.
Tlle^ra.ms : Sicm&ns, Woolwich. Te-Uphona.: Ciiy. 6400,(7 lims).
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CARSON'S INSUUTORS.

F. lyi CARSON,
121a, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.C.I.

ACCURATE TO CLOSE LIMITS.

AOOUMULLiTOR SWIT0HB0ARD8, BATTERY AUTO CDT-OUM,
fromce. SHUNT BEaULATOBS,

AMMETEB8 & VOLiTMETIRS.

LOWEST PRICES. HKHEST QUALITY. QUICK DELIVERIES.

HODGES SWITCHGEAR
EtubUihed in 1887.

CHEAPEST AND BEST IN 1887. CHEAPEST AND BEST TO-OAV.

CENTRAL STATION
8WIT0HB0ABDS.

IRONCLAD SWIT0HE8, TVBmS
4 DISTRIBUTION BOARDS,

CECIL HODGES & CO., Ltd.,

Switchboard & Instrument Makers,

EMPIRE WORKS, DALSTON LANE, LONDON, E.8.

Telephone: Dalstsh 24S4. Taleerams : "Ahuiter. Lonimh.'

THELOMAX" Patent Lamp Holder,

Sprin-;^ carry no current, inakinsj

the holder particularly suitable

for KasfiUed himps.

The flexible cord will break before

the cord grip will give, and the

cutting of wood which the old

troublesome cord grip entailed

is avoidea.

A larger area of conductor is gripped

by the temiinal heads than is

possible by screw point contacts.

The binding of the cap, when in

position on the heads of the

terminals, fonus an additional

pressure upon the connections,

independently of the pull ot

the springs, and prevents the

heads being raised when a lamp
is inserted or taken out.

It 16 impossible to replace the"

interior without bringing the

terminals into the proper

position coincident with the

lamp terminals.

The holder is wired quicker than

any lamp holder on the market,

the saving in time being well

over 50%.

SCREWS

ELIMINATED,

NO TOOLS

FOR WIRING.

TIME SAVED

IN WIRING

OVER 50%.

THE COMPRESSION STARTER & SWITCHGEAR CO
ii«i3vi:iT£:r>,

T^erxny La.ne, Lancaslnire Hill, STOCK:i>OErT.

OUR

MOULDED INSULATORS
will NOT MELT nor CRACK at 300° F,

USE *' BellefOid " ^°^ Electrical Insulation and
^——^^-^—^^—^^ Low-Heat Conductivity.

** Bellerite " fc"" Mechanical Goods and
^^-^——^^^—— Low-Heat Conductivity.

** BellerOC;ks " opaque to X-Rays.

For farther Particulars and Prices apply to—

Barrett & Elers, Ltd.,
IBTallis XCoad,

'lirfe HACKNEY AVICK, E. 9.

SISTOPLEX" (Rega

ELECTRICAL IWSULilTING MflTERIALS.

Silk, Presspahn, Black Adhesive &
Cloth, Leatheroid, Rubber Tapes,
Paper, Ebonite, Webbed Tapes
Tapes, Micanite, and Sleeving,
Fibre, Flexible Tubes, Lebakite,
Mica, Dynamo Tapes, etc.

Competitive Prices.

LARGE STOCKS. PROMPT DELIVERY.

Send UM yoar enquiries.

SPICERS, LIIVIITED,

SPICER BROTHERS, L" "i^TVt
NYKOPING LONDON.
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More

than 150,000 KILO-WAHS
of Brazil Carljon Powder

NEUTRAL POINT EARTHING RESISTANCES
are in operation at various vo'tages in all important power

stations, including the new Nechells Station, Birmingham.

RESISTANCE TO CARRY 200:) kw ON AN n.OOO-VOLT SYSTEM.

The Brazil Carbon Powder Resistances possess the following advantages over all other forms of Earthing Resistance :

—

1.—They have a negative temperature co-efflclent, and the S.—They are practically indestructible as regards mechanical
current gradually increases until the circuit breaker acts, thus breakage and insulation.
minimising the disturbance to the system. 6.-They can be adapted for different currents and voltages, the-

„ _. . . , , resistance units beini; easily re-grouped if it is desired to m-
2.-Their cost IS low for any given capacity. ^^^^^ „ .^^^^^.^ ,1,3 current to earth.

7.-There is no limit to the current or pressure with which they

can be employed.

8.—They also reduce the circulating currents due to triple fie-

quency to a fraction of the current that would circulate with
grid resistances.

Full particulars supplied with Catalogue Sheet 54.

EVERETT
117, Victoria St., S.W.I.

'Phone: Victoria 3020

I H
LONDON & HENDON.

UMBE
Collindale Works, N.W.9.

"Phone- Kingsbury 45.

INSULATORS.

ALL TYPES.

Non-absorbent.

Low Cost.

Unaffected by Acids,
Oils and Alkalis.

High Efficiency.

Proved by time to be
Absolutely Reliable.

SiLUMINITE
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:

SHEET
Cheaper than

SLATE or MARBLE
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used giving same mechani-

cal strength.

Sond for Mew Price Listm

SHEETS,
ALL SIZES

High Di-electric

Great Mechanical
strength.

Homogeneous
throughout.

No Change of Shape
under High Temperatup*

THE SILUMINITE INSULATOR CO.,
LIMITED.

Werki: THE GREEN, SOUTHALL.
Tuephont and Telegrtms: 59, SOUTHtLL.
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ganda, and enterprising schemes, gratifying progress

in this connection, but the ground is so vast and the

opportunity so great, that there will still remain the

need for large publicity and educational activity along

lines which will lead unmistakably to the full populari-

sation of electricity as the greatest means on earth of

meeting household needs and the requirements of many
small trades. We have had scores of admirable local

electrical shows which have amply demonstrated the

interest of local householders in electricity and it8

ability to serve them, and before 1924 there will

doubtless be many more. But the British Empire
Exhibition will make many a popular appeal which will

draw hundreds of thousands of visitors from all parts,

and nothing would be more fitting than that electricity

should present such a demonstration as has never before

been made here or anywhere else, causing it to be the

crand outstanding theme of conversation and of pub-
licity in our newspapers during a number of months.
From what we have said, it will be obvious that

there are two great ends to be sought in the organisation

of this dual event : The education of the world regard-
ing our t€chnical productive or manufacturing capacity
and efficiency so as to assist the British electrical and
allied industries, and the education of the general
public so as to add to the use of electrical contrivances
in the home, benefiting the electricity undertakings by
the sale of electricity and all departments of the trade
by the sale of hundreds of thousands of such appliances.

The first conviction that emerges from such a view of

the needs of the case, is that those responsible for the
preparation of plans and the execution thereof should
ba men of imagination and men of experience, and that
they sliould represent every department of electrical

science and industry. There should be no ground for

criticism that any interest with the remotest legitimate
claim to have a voice in the inner conduct of affairs has
been left out, though nobody will recognise more readily

than the technical Press itself that there are those who
in the true interests of all should be left free to exercise

their own special functions from outside rather than
have their wrists shackled by holding office within.

The Convention which came to an end
The I.M.E.A. on Friday last achieved a success which
Convention. reflected the greatest credit on the

organisers : they had many difl!iculties

.Xo contend with, of which perhaps the most formidable
was the accommodation of so large a gathering, entail-

ing its dispersion at different centres. The members
did more travelling at this Convention than on any pre-

'

vious occasion, but with the aid of the charabanc con-

siderable distances were traversed daily without notable
discomfort. The weather, if fickle, was fair on the
whole, and the programme provided abundance of scope
for the activities of all the visitors, male and female.
Mr. S. T. Allen and his indefatigable staff are to be
congratulated upon the happy outcome of their labours,
and the Mayor of Wolverhampton, Councillor Thompson,
and his committee oSered the most generous hospitality
to their numerous guests.

From a professional point of view, chief interest

centred round the paper by Lieut. -Col. Vignoles and
the discussion thereon ; the development of the domestic
load, with which is associated the problem of "tariff
reform," so to speak, is the foremost question of the
moment, and great interest was manifested in the sub-
ject. In this connection the Hackney scheme of Mr.
L. L. Robinson, which we described last week, is of
special value as embodying a bold and enterprising
policy, which can be carried out without waiting for

powers to abolish the flat-rate in favour of the multipart
tariff. It is somewhat significant that Lieut.-Col.
Vignoles, who has already secured those powers, does
not propose to impose the m\iltipart tariff upon his

consumers wilh--nillj', but will educate users to appie-

ciate its merits before he adopts drastic measures.

Keen interest was also shown in the magnificent pow er

station of the Birmingham Corporation which Mr. K.

A. Chattock is erecting at Nechells, obviously repre-

senting a very large outlay, and containing plant of

the highest quality obtainable. We hope that at no

distant date the demand for electricity in the district

will so develop, with improved industrial conditions,

that this fine installation will be fully loaded night and
day. Lieut.-Col. Vignoles is the new president of the

Association, and therefore next year's Convention will

presumably be lield on the East Coast—unless in the

meantime arrangements are made for the holding of a

National Electrical Convention in 192.3.

The supplementary inquiry which tlie

South'East Electricitj' Commissioners held at Man-
Lancashire. Chester last week, in accordance with tlie

Act, was brief and businesslike, and at

its conclusion the Chairman said that probably this

would be the first order to be made and confirmed ; thus

Lancashire leads again, and justly—for it was in South-

East Lancashire that the first attempt was made to work
out a co-operative scheme, long before the Act of 1919

caine into existence. Several interesting points were

raised, some of them due to the difference between the

position of an Advisory Board and that of a Joint Elec-

tricity Authority, and these may be the subjects of

amendments to the Bill now before Parliament: and cer-

tain questions were reserved for consideration by the

whole of the Commission. The atmosphere of the

inquiry was one of co-operation and agreement, and

opposition to the scheme was wholly absent. It is just

two years since the area wa.5 delimited, and this was tlie

first supplementary inquiry held by the Commissioners.

Evidently it will be a long time before the reorganisation

schemes are all in operation.

On Wednesdaj' last w^eek the House of

The Palestine Lords repudiated the Palestine mandate
Problem. in its present form by 60 votes to 29, in

spite of the powerful advocacy of Lord
Balfour. The adverse vote was due in great part to the

Rutenberg concession, which was commented on by Mr.

Theodore Stevens in our issue of June 2nd. 1922 ; reports

from New York indicate that Mr. Rutenberg has raised

£450,000 in the United States, in addition to half a

million raised in Europe, making a total of £950,00(1

out of the million at which he estimates his requirements.

Most of the American support is derived from the Pales-

tine Development Council and independent Zionists ; the

European contribution is doubtless also of Jewish origin.

Thus the economic future of the people of Palestine, the

va.st bulk of whom are not of Jewish nationality, is to lie

entrusted to a Russian Jew in preference to all other

applicants, and financed by aliens, this country, how-

ever, bearing the cost of the administration of Palestine

and guaranteeing the concession. Whether there is any
water-power available throughout the year within the

borders of the Promised Land as now delimited is more
than doubtful, and Mr. Rutenberg apparently places

more reliance on oil than water ; but in any event, plant

will be required, and bitter experience tells us that it

will not be purchased in this country if we do not pro-

vide the capital. We agree that the mandat* to tliis

country does not, and should not, grant us a monopoly
of the trade of Palestine—but seeing that we bear the

cost of its liberation, its administration, and its defence,

undoubtedly our industries are entitled not merely to

equal opportunities, which have been denied to them, but
to a material preference.

The concession is to be discussed in the House of

Commons on Tuesday next, and we hope that the matter
will be thorouL:lilv thrashed out.
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THE INCORPORATED MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION AT WOLVERHAMPTON.

{Continued from page 868.)

It is geiieially understood that Wolverhampton, if not

situated within the " Blaclv Country," is at any rate

on the border of that district; it was, therefore, an

agreeable surprise to many of the visitors to find the

town a pleasant, cheerful place, and still more to make
acquaintance with the beautiful country in which it is

set. The drive to Apley Terrace, in a column of chara-

bancs, passed through charming scenery of diversified

character, culminating in the sylvan beauties of the Ter-

race, whence delightful views of Apley House nestling

in the valley, the River Severn, the Wrekin, and the

Malvern Hills were enjoyed. For the benefit of the

visitors who were interested in the question, we may
note that the height of the Wrekin is 1,320 feet above

sea-level. Apley House competed with Sandringham
for the honour of becoming the country seat of the Prince

of Wales who ascended the throne as Edward the Peace-

maker.
Having viewed the scenery from the Terrace, the party

scrambled down rugged paths to a pretty glade on the

bank of the river, and partook of tea and refreshments

in a marquee as the guests of the Mayor and Electricity

Committee of Wolverhampton. Music was provided by
the band of Messrs. John Thompson's Boiler Works.
Afterwards a panoramic photograph was taken, which
we reproduce herewith ; the original print was four feet

replied, and after a vote of thanks had been accorded
to the author, the members adjourned for luncheon at

the invitation of the Electricity Supply Committee of

Stoke-on-Trent, in the fine King's Hall. Aid. H. Leese,

chairman of the Committee, presided. After the loyal

toasts. Councillor W. Bruce Lindsay, chairman of

Edinburgh Electricity Supply Committee, proposed
" The County Borough of Stoke-on-Trent," referring

to the recent amalgamation of the sis townships and the

reorganisation of the electricity supply of the borough.
The Mayor responded, pointing out that an ample
supply of electricity was now available in the borough,
under the able management of the borough electricdl

engineer, Mr. C. H. Yeaman, and the chairman, Mr.
Aid. Leese, and foretelling a prosperous future for the

town.

During the meal the borough organist entertained
the guests with a number of items, including a striking

imitation of a thunderstorm, and at its close he per-

formed the " Overture to Tannhauser."
Many of the potteries for which the town is famous

were open to inspection, and attracted large parties of

members and their ladies; the central power statioTi,

which has recently been largely extended*, was visited

under the guidance of Mr. C. H. Yeaman, and the main
sub-stations were also open. Afterwards the members

Mr. .ind Mrs. S. T. Alien, Lt.-Col. and Mrs.
Vignoles, Cclr. and Mrs. Thickett, and Mr

Britton.

and Mrs. S. T. Allen, and Councillor C. G. Jenks.

Snapshots at Tkentham Park.
By courtesy of Mr. C. W. Charlesworlh.

in length. An amusing incident occurred during a

second exposure of the film; the rotating camera, after

covering about one-sixth of its travel, came to rest, and
the question arose: "Who stopped the camera?"

The return journey to Wolverhampton was made by
a different route, via Shifnal, again through pic-

turesque scenery, and the day's events concluded with a

reception given by the Mayoress of Wolverhampton at

the Art Gallery, where an excellent musical programme
was performed.
On Wednesday, June 21st, the members assembled at

Stoke-on-Trent, driving in charabancs from Wolver-
hampton and Birmingham. The journey in the former
case occupied about two hours, but the Birmingham
contingent arrived an hour late, so that the time avail-

able for the morning meeting was curtailed. The Con-
vention received a cordial welcome from the Mayor of

Stoke-on-Trent, Alderman S. Sproston, and after Mr.
S. T. Allen's response, Mr. E. Calvert (chief electrical

engineer, Finchley) read in abstract a paper on " The
Adrainistration and Control of Electricity Depart-
ments."

In the discussion which followed, Aid. Senning-
ton. Mr. F. W. Purse, Mr. C. H. Wordingham, Mr.
N. Staniland. Councillor F. Burgess, Councillor Dunn,
Major Attlee. Mr. J. W. Be.Turhnmp. Mr, L. L.
Robinson, Councillor Crawford, Councillor Ward, and
Councillor Wilkins took part. Mr. Calvert briefly

reassembled at Trentham Park, formerly the seat of the

late Duke of Sutherland, where the terraced gardens
were greatly admired. After tea the members returned
by charabancs to their respective hotels, and spent the

evening as they chose. As on the previous day, the long

drive from Wolverhampton for almost the whole distance

passed through lovely country, and the weather, though
dull, was fair.

On Thursday morning the Convention was held at the

Witton works of the General Electric Co., Ltd., meeting
in the main hall of the Magnet Club, which has been
provided by the company for its staff. The managing
director. Dr. Railing, received the guests, and Mr. R.
A. Chattock, city electrical engineer, Birmingham, read
a paper on " Sub-station Equipment." A discussion
followed, in which Mr. S. J. Watson, Mr. S. E. Fedden,
Mr. W. H. Alaba.ster, Mr. R. B. Mitchell, and Mr. R. L.
Morrison took part. Mr. Chattock replied, and was
accorded a vote of thanks for the paper.

After a tour round the Witton worksf. luncheon was
served, at the invitation of the General Electric Co.,

Ltd., in the large theatre of the Magnet Club, the cook-
ing being done in the very fine all-electric kitchen, of

• Elec. Review, April 21st. 1932, p. 543.

t An article on the Witton Works appeared in the Elec.
Revie-w of February 17th, 1922, p. 219.
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whicli we shall give particulars in a later issue. Mr.
H. Hirst, chairman of directors, presided, and after

the loyal toast, Mr. S. T. Allen proposed the

health of " The General Electric Co., Ltd.," re-

marking that the visitors had been impressed by
the splendid organisation of the works, and offering

special thanks on behalf of the representatives of com-

peting firms who had been permitted to inspect the work-

.shops. The electricity supply industry, he said, was
bound up with the manufacturing concerns, and it was
to its interests that the latter should be big and pros-

perous, just as it was to their advantage that the supply

ments, and would use its opportunities not for its own
best advantage, but for that of the whole country. Its

ideal was to build up a concern that would stand com-
parison with the most powerful firms abroad, and it

needed the help of all tlie members of the I.M.E.A.
Mr. Hirst then proposed the health of the Association,

and Mr. A. S. Blackman, vice-president, responded. Hi'

agreed with regard to tlie necessity of cheap electri-

city, as well as the community of interests between tho

I.M.E.A. and the manufacturers of electrical plant,

and pointed out that the Executive Council had been in

collaboration with tlie manufacturers in the direction

The Inxorpor.^ted Mdnicip.Mj Electric.\i.

industry should steadily progress. It was a national

calamity that great concerns like this, involving millions

of capital, should from time to time be put out of opera-

tion by repeated strikes, and he hoped that joint confer-

ences of employers and employed would find some way
of avoidincr thosf troubles. The toast was entliusiasti-

B.T.H. 22..500-kYA Turbo-.\i.tern.\tors at the Kechells Power St.wion.

eally honoured, and Mr. Hirst, in response, recalled the

previous visit of the I.M.E.A. to Birmingham eight

years ago. Much had happened since then; now the

world was slowly recovering, and it was their common
object to help on its convalescence. The world

could only come right if Britain was right, and
there was only one way to attain that end—by
producing cheap electricity, to restore industry and
provide employment for the workers of this country.

Pre-war notions of individualism were gone for ever;

the man who lived for himself was a parasite. The
General Electric Co. was not in business merely to make
money or annoy its competitors; it had gathered to-

gether brains of high technical and scientific attain-

iit standardisation ; many standard specifications were
already completed and others were in progress.

The next event was a visit to the Nechells power sta-

tion of the Birmingham Corporation, the first section of

which is approaching completion. This power station

de luxe is noteworthy for the adoption of devices for

economising heat and ensur-

ing the continuity of supply

;

it will become one of the
" super-stations " contem-

plated in the national

scheme.

We illustrate herewith the

two I8,000-kW (22,500-

kVA) turbo - alternators

which have been installed by

the British Thomson-Hous-
ton Co., Ltd., running at

1,500 r.p.m. and generating

3-phase, 26-cycle current at

5,250 volts. These are

mounted in a spacious and

lofty engine-room, with the

auxiliaries in an open base-

ment between them. A novel

feature of the generating

sets is the auxiliary d.c.

generator, which is mounted
on the main shaft under the

same housing as the exciter,

the former supph'ing cur-

rent to the pump motors.

The main switch-room,

containing a magnificent

equipment of ReyroUe iron-

clad switchgear of the

heaviest types, on similar lines to that of the Dalmarnock

power station, aroused great interest amongst the

visitors ; the large reactance coils embedded in concrete

blocks were also unusual if not novel features of the in-

stallation. Externally, the elaborate coal-conveying

plant and the numerous cooling-towers are worthy of

mention.

From Nechells, in showery weather, the members drove

to tlie Botanical Cardens, Edgbastpn, where they were

received and entertained at a garden party by the Lord

Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Birmingham. Alderman

and Mrs. David Davis, in charming surroundings.

Fortunately the weather improved, and there were occa-

sional liursts of sunshine, which went far to obliterate
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the memory of the showers. A programme of music was
performed by the City Police Band, and a musical enter-

tainment was also provided by " The Greys," whilst

refreshments were partaken of in a marquee.
In the evening the annual dinner was held in the

Royal Field Artillery Headquarters, Wolverhampton.
The president, Mr. S. T. Allen, occupied the chair, and
there was a large attendance of members and guests.

[We are informed by Mr. E. J. Jennings,' secretary of

the District Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply
Industry, No. 5 (West Midlands Area), that Mr. R. A.

Chattock has been chairman of the Council since its in-

Hours per annum
Grintaby— max. demand.

Power (including off-peak supplies) '2,130

Power (excluding oS-peak supplies) 1,600
Heating estimated at 1,500

Newcastle—
Lighting, cooking and heating on a housing

area 1,760

Norwich—
Heating and cooking estimated at 1,000

Reliable figures are not easy to obtain, but with heating a

new kind of peak has to be faced, which may be called a
cold snap " peak. The curves in fig. 2, supplied by Mr.

F. M. Long, city electrical engineer, Norwich, show that with

Association, at Aplev Terr.ice.

ception—not, as stated in our last issue, Mr. S. T. Allen,

though the latter took an active part in the work of the

Council when wages schedules were being formulated.

We regret the error.

—

Eds. Elec. Rkv.]

(To be concluded.)

The Hxtensioti of the Use of Electricity for Domestic
Purposes.

By Lt.-Col. W. A. Vignoles, D.S.O.,

Borough Electrical Engineer, Grimsby.

(Abstract.)

The .subject ul this paper is of vital importance to the elec-

tiicity supply industry at the present time.

The relative value to an electricity uijdertaking of any
class of load is represented approximately by the number of

hours during the year that such load is in use (i.e., by the
load factor). There is a very great variation in this respect
between offices, shops, houses and theatres. Fig. 1 shows
the load cuvre for the Grimsby undertaking for Friday. 16th
December. 1921, when one of the heaviest loads of the
season was recorded. The area inside the main curve ha.'s

been divided up so as to separate out the loads due to the
principal classes of consumer, whose combined demands pro-
duce the main curve.

The analysis of a series of load curves, and the study of \

the hours during which shops and other premises use light. I

show that the number of hours per annum during which I

electricity is required, or likely to be required, by certain
classes of consumer is roughly as shown below, pre-war
figures being given for comparison

—

(o) Offices: Lighting—

[Whitlocks, Birmingham.

a sharp fall in temperature the day load increased by 1,000

kilowatts, and the peak load by 750 kilowatts.

If cooking is considered the following points emerge :
—

(a) There would be no " cold snap " peak, and the experi-
ence of the gas undertakings is that the heaviest load occurs
on Sunday mornings, when the power load is at a minimum.

(6) The demand in the summer would be higher than m
the winter, as during the cold months some coal fires would
be used.

(c) The increase in the peak load would be small, as on
week-days the heaviest load, except among those classes where

Five days per week for three or

months
four

Hours per annum.
1922. Pre-war.

175/200 17.5 /-J 10

Offices: Heating-
Say 20 weeks at 45 hours 9(10 9i«i

(b) Shops: Lighting—
(1) Closing 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. ... 4.50 60(1

(2) Closing 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. ... 650 800

(This is on the basis of 5 days per week; very little reijiiircil

in summer months.)

((•) Theatres and Kinemas—
Six days per week throughout the year 1,200 ] .'200

(d) Factories and Workshops—
47 hour week (pre-war 54)

Power 2.360 2,710
Lighting 2.50 40o

(e) Domestic Consumer—
Lighting 1,250 1.4.50

Heating '2.500 2..50O

Cooking 3.350 . 3.2.50

These are the hours durinp which some electricity may be
used; the actual number of hours' use of the M.D. will,, of
course, be less. The following are a few actual figures:—

2300 .
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Great efforts should be made to encourage the sale of elec-

tricity for cooking purposes, so that this business may grow
in conjunction with the supply for heating, which does not
require much pushing once a favourable tariff is adopted.
The cost of supplying a consumer with electricity can be

divided into :
—

(o) Consumer cost, i.e., expenses directly due to dealing
with the additional consumer; e.g., clerical and administra-
tive expenses and capita! charges on service, &c.

(b) Standing charges proportional to the consumer's M.L).
(c) Running costs proportional to the units con.sumed.
Kg. 3 shows the average cost per unit plotted against)

hours' use per annum of the M.D. for the following cases:—
Curve (a) The cost at the present time in Grimsby cJ
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It will be seen, therefore, that a flat rate of IJd. per unit

will cover the cost except in the case of office heating; the

addition of a charge per kW is therefore especially necessary

in this case.

The tariff should be framed with an eye to competition,

and it will be found that as far as lighting is concerned it is

not necessary to cut the price very finely. The price for

other purpo,?es than lighting, again fixed in relation to com-
petition, must be such that all expenses directly incurred

in giving the supply are covered, but the ratio :

Price of gas per therm /Price of electricity per unit for

heating and cooking, should not be le.^s than 6.5. Thus
with gas at lOd. per therm, a fair competitive price for elec-

tricity would be lid. per unit.

Much progress has been made during the last few years in

the construction of apparatus, and tht' experience of the

writer is that the cost of maintenance is not excessive even
if the apparatu."! i.« hnndled bv servants. It must be recog-

nised, however, that elements do fail at times, and apparatus

should therefore be designed so that hot plates can be changed
readilv, or elements removed by an unskilled man.
So far the cost of apparatus has been too high to be hired

at an economic rent, a complete cooker with oven, grill, and
hot plates being listed at sElS to i'22. ITie writer is con-

vinced that .such a price is due to the comparatively small

output obtained by firms producing this class of annpratus.

He suggests, therefore, that the engineers of undertakings,

prenared to develop this business, ohould meet together with

a view to buying apparatus in bulk.

The engineers should study the various appliances on the

market, decide on one type and standardise this in their

towns, this standard type only to be available for hire ; thi.s

wou'd enable, sav. 20 towns each to purchase 50 cookers, .nt

a price based on an order for 1,000 sets. Such a nolicy wnuld
undnu'itedlv have a big effect on the price at which cookers

co"1d be obtained.

It may be assumed that the price for an electric cooker, if

the demand can be stimulated, will not exceed ^£10 to £V2.

To hire this out on the basis of a seven years' life, the period

allowed bv the Commis,?ioner8, would cost ^3 or £4 per'

annum, including maintenance. If the apparatus is well
looked after, however, the life .should certainly be ten years,

as the elements and switches are the only parts likelv to

be damaged. Further, it is suggested that sums should be

appropriated from profits for the purchase of these cookers;

the rental could then be fixed at an amount not much greater

than the cost of maintenance.
This rental should be a figure that would compete with the

ordinary hire rental of a gas oven, but could probably be

slightly greater in view of the superiority of the article

offered.

Profits invested in this manner would bring large returns

in the shape of an increased output of electricity ; the sound-

ness of such a policy depends, of course, on the rate per unit

chafged for cooking But the profit on the supply for cook-

mg will be greater than on sales for heating, owing to the

greater diversity factor, and the more extended use dunng
the year. Therefore, what may be sound as regards cooking,

is not neces.sarily so in respect of heating.

It is not necessary to hire such apparatus as radiators, as

these are obtainable at a price which is within the reach

of all.

The following list of apparatus hired at Newcastle, showing
the cost and rentals received, is taken from an article written
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system, but in the centre of the town the " conduit " system

was installed identical with the centre-slot L.C.O. system,

but laid and run prior to the latter. The " conduit " system

was run for some ten years when, owing to heavy wear of

rails and conductor tees, it was decided to abandon the conduit

and run the entire system as a trolley system.

The main lines in Bournemouth were opened to traffic in

1902 and the side route.? in 1903. The tramways to Christ-

church were constructed by the Bournemouth Corporation and
opened for traffic in 1905. and in 1906 the Lower Parkstone line

was opened for traffic. At present the route mileage of the

system is some 23 and the length of single track over 33 miles,

and runs in three boroughs—Poole, Bournemouth, and Christ-

church.
The permanent way. laid in 1920. 1921. and 1922. with trans-

verse sleeper construction every 5 ft. apart and Tliermit joints

and B.R.C. reinforcement, cost per mile of .single track with

wood block paving between £18.000 and ^619.000. Corrugation

ha-s been very prevalent all over the system, but the Sorbitic

in situ process has been most satisfactory, and unquestionably

is the only method to prevent a recurrence of this evil.

The rolling stock consi.st-s of 312 oars—G7 bogie and 45 single

trucks; the equipment is of the British Westinghouse and
British Thomson-Houston types. The brakes are peculiar to

the system, and were designed and .supplied by the British

Westinghouse Co. Thev are combined magnetic and track

brakes, and can be applied either electrically or by hand. They
are very complicated, and maintenance and upkeep is very
heavy. The maximum gradient is 1 in 12. the sharpest curve

some 40 ft., and the gauge is 3 ft. 6 in., which conditions pre-

clude the possibility of the use of top-covered cars.

In Bournemouth the capital charges work out at over 9d.

per car mile, and the financial position of the undertaking is

dependent entirely on visitors: a surplus is made from April

to September in each year sufficient to meet the loss on run-
ning between October and March, and in some cases to leave a

surplus balance at the end of the year. For the financial vear
ended March 31st. 1922. the total revenue of the undertaking
waa dG207.3.56 and the working expenses £146.161, the net profit

on the tramways being £1.58 and on the motor 'buses £60. The
number of passengers carried was 24.271.692.

In connection with the paper there was a demonstration of

the Sandberg rail-hardening process at the tramway depot.

Discussion.

Mr. C. J. Spencer was interested to hear Mr. Bulfin's

opinion that by hardening the rail by the Sorbitic process

in, situ the corrugation disappeared, and mentioned the very

common rolling-stock problem of the " jazzing " or " tail-

wagging " car, which made progress neither pleasant for the

passenger nor good for the service.

Mr. A. NcRTON said that in his experience " jazzing

"

arose when tires on the same axle were run at varying
diameters. In some cases he found as much as f in.

difference between the one wheel and the other. Such ai

thing was bound to cause corrugations by the jumping and
slipping which ensued. On raanv systems the tires were
allowed to run through their life without being touched in

any way. with the result that the profile of the tire was
entirely lost, one flange creeping to the centre of the tire,

while the other flange was almost obliterated.

Mr. A. W. A. Chivers advocated *he employment of a
harder rail at the offset. He had been one of those who had
considered that question on the .Toint Committee of the Asso-
ciation and the Municipal Tramways Association, and it

was clearly indicated by the particulars collected that harder
rails gave much better result^! from th'e point of view of

wear and from that of immunity to corrugation. Rails much
harder than the British standard specification demanded had
been u.sed to a large extent in this country, and comparisons
which had been made showed conchravely that there was
much to be said in their favour.

Mr. W. V. EnwARDS thought that the " jazzing " was
probably due to difference in wheel diameters. On a portion

of his own track for seven years some cars were fitted with
petrol generating sets, which were placed under the staircase

at one end of the car. and it was found that those cars
" jazzed " tremendously : on examination it wa,; shown that
the car wheel nearest the heavy generating set was much
smaller than the others, and when a wheel was put in under
that heavily-loaded corner 3 in. greater than the correspond-
inff wheel of the same axle, the difficulty was overcome.
Mr. RiCHARn HrMPHRrrs considered that, while they were

nil hoping for great thing.? from itj situ hardening, the be.st

thing to do was in get the original angle of inclination

altered. His own experience was that both wheels and rails

rapidly got down to 1 in 12. and he wished that the British

Standards Committee would reconsider its regulation of 1 in

21, because he bad never found a system on which 1 in 21

was maintained after any considerable period of running.
Mr. R. G. CuNLiFEE expressed the view that there was no

steel, however hard, which would prevent the appearance
ultimately of corrugations. In rases in which it was stated

that there had been a cure as the restilt of a rail-hardening

process the probability was that there had not been time for

the corrugations to develop.

Mr. I. BuLFiN, in his reply, said that on one particular line

in Bournemouth they had a very hard steel rail, and they

never had a single corrugation on that line, but its disadvant-

age was excessive brittleness. He believed that the absence

of corrugation was the result of the hardness of the rail. With
reffard to the profile of the rail, he always liked to let the

rail wear down as much as possible before beainning harden-

inr'. In specifying an ancrle of 1 in 21 he thought th't the

British Standards Committee had in mind other traffic on

tbp road, the wheels of which might catch in a tram-line of

different profile.

Annual Report.

The ordinary ceneral meetinp was held at the Town Hall.

Bournemouth, on .Tune 23rd. when the Council submitted its

'•pport and the statement of accounts for the year ended
December 31st. 19'/l. which showed that the revenue for that

pc'iod amounted to £794. and the expenditure totalled £762.

In movinr? the adoption of the report of the Council. Mr.
f. C TFOETMFTFri. who presided, referred in particular to

the work done bv the several special cnmroittees of the .\.=:so-

ciation. amons them +he committee which had in hand the

ouestion of annual allowances for income tax purpose^ m
respect of wear and tear of tramwav permanent wav. This
cnmr"itten had icted in collaboration with representatives of

+he Municinal Tramwavs Association and the Institute of

Municip"' TreasiT-ers and Apponntnpts. and after many inter-

views with officials of the Bf^ard of Inland Revenue a revised

scheme had been issued bv thp Board, the sist of which was
that repairs would be allowed as an expense of the vear in

which +hev -n-c-T" carried out. while the actual cost of

renewals t^ould be allowed over an agreed "eriod. The
scheme did not provide anv relief in resnect of assessnic^t?

nrior to 1990_ but for the future it would be more benefic'il

to the tramwav indn=trv than the forme arrangement,
dating from 1909, whi^h provided fr>r the allowance for re-

oairs beins fixed for five years on the basis of the average

annual expenditure for the three vears nrecedinq- the date of

revision. The chairman went on to deal with the parlia-

mentarv activities of the .'Association, referring first to the
Tramwavs (Increase of Charges^ .Act. 1920. Deputations
from the .Association and the Municipal Tramwavs Associa-

tion had waited noon the Ministrv of Transport with a view
in the extension of the period of the \ci or to the obtaining

of some assurance which would avoid the necessity of the

undertakings unending their monev. time and energv on the

promotion of Private Bill le?isIation. Siibsemientlv. an

official intimation was received from the Ministry to the

pfFect that the Covernment had decided, unless the question

was otherwise dealt with bv Parliament, to introduce lerris-

'ation to extend the operation of the .Kci until Februarv loth,

1924. .Ml that could now be done was to await the further

action of the Government. He also referred to the question

of unemplovment insurance, which constituted a very heavy
tax upon the tramway industrv. He believed that the in-

dustry contributed a sum of not less than a ouarter of a
million a year in excess of what was disbursed among its

own unemployed. The suggestion was now being discussed

that the industry should attempt to set up its own unem-
ployment in.surance scheme : from the financial aspect the
suggestion was very attractive, but the organisation and
administration of the scheme would, he feared, present many
difficulties. The Chairman then touched upon labour ques-

tions, especially the sliding scale agreement, which was
adopted by the -Toint Industrial Council in .Tune. 1921. Owing
to the constmction of the scale the waaes of tramway motor-
men and conductors had not fallen to the same extent as the
wages of skilled men, including railwayraen. and if the

present rate of progress wa^ continued the wages of skilled

men were likely to fall below those of motormen and con-

ductors. The two sections of employers represented on the

.Toint Industrial Council—the companies and the municipali-

ties—had decided that the time was opporTune to give the

necessary three months' notice to terminate the agreement,
and it wa:( honed that a new agreement would be pegotiated

in the interval. The agreement made in March 1919. fixing

the conditions of service in the industry, had been revised

since the last meeting: the new agreement, which became
operative in .\pril last, prri'^ably left much to be desired, but

be believed evervone would agree that it was a very great

iuiprovement iipop the ricid conditions of the old one.

Mr. R. T. Howr.FY. in seconding the adoption of the report.

said that thev all felt a little nervous that the Parliamentary
session should have gone so far without direct action by the

Minister with regard to the extension of the period of opera-

tion of the Tramwavs (Increase of Charges) Act. It would be

most \mfortunate if anv default took place. He was glad

to say that the .'\ssociation and the municipal body had been

able to work verv well together on the revision of the agree-

ment covering the conditions of labour, and the consideration

of the sliding scale of wages, and what had beendone during

the past year was n good auffury for happy relations in years

to come.
Tlie report was adopted.
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AS DETERMINED BY X-RAY ANALYSIS.

It will be remembered that at the Royal Society's

annual soirees on May 17th and June 20th, Sir W. H.

Bragg, F.R.S., Professor of Physics at the University

of London, and Prof. W. L. Bragg. F.R.S., who fills "a

similar capacity at the University of Manchester,

exhibited an exceedingly interesting collection of models

nf crystal structure as determined by X-ray analysis.

The methods employed make it possible to construct

models which show with great accuracy the size of the

cell containing the unit of pattern of the crystal. In

some simple cases the positions of the atoms in the cell

are known with equal precision : in others the approxi-

mate positions can be inferred. The distance between

the centres of two neighbouring atoms is generally

known with much more accuracy than the radius of

either. The models of organic crystals are based on

the principle, which seems to be justified by success, that

the benzene and naphthalene molecules are nctnal frame-

works of definite dimensions. The scale of most of the

models exhibited was 100,000,000 to 1.

When the material to be examined cannot be obtained

in a crystalline form, it is possible to use it in the shape

University College, London, the X-ray bulb illustrated

in fig. 1 was devised.** The bulb exhibited at the Royal

Society's soirees produces soft rays ; it has a watar-

cooled copper anticathode, and is generally run at a

pressure of 30,000 volts. The wave-lengths emitted by

it are 1.54 A.U. (strong) and 1.42 A. U. (weak), and
with a current of three milliamperes a useful photograph

is obtained in three hours, in the case of substances of

moderate density.

The principle is not new ; various workers have em-
)iloyed apparatus ol similar design, notably Siegbahn

at Lund in Sweden, | and MuUer at the Cavendish

Laboratory at Cambridge]], but the feature of the tube

outlined in fig. 1 is th.at it has been found useful for

obtaining photographs easily and quickly, at any rate

in cases where no very heavy atoms are contained in

the material to be photographed. Photographs of naph-

thalene (top) and phthalif acid (bottom) obtained with

this tube, with an expenditure of onlv 10 milliampere-

bours, are reproduced in fiar. 2, and it may be pointed

nut that each line in these X-ray photographs shows the

existence of reflection by a certain plane in the cryttal,

New X-ray Tdbe.

of powder ; X-rays are passed through the powdered

substance, and thus spectral lines are produced from

which the characteristics of the material can be de-

duced. This method of analysis is described in the

original papers of Debye and Sherrer' and of HuUf,
and has been applied to a number of substances with

great success. Every crystal, no matter how finely it

can be powdered, gives its characteristic spectrum, and

the method is found of extreme value in the examination

of the crystalline structure of materials. The vast

majority of solid substances are crystalline, and their

properties, i.e.. tensile strength, rigidity, and so on,

are closely connected with the state of crystallisation.

Applications of this form of analysis to the study of

pure science are already very numerous ; for example,

• in the elucidation of the crystal structure of a large

number of substances which do not show crystal struc-

ture sufficiently well formed to be examined in other

ways.

A New X-rai/ Tube.— For the purpose of obtaining

X-ray photographs of crystalline structure by the

powdered-crystal method in the Physical Laboratory of

* Phyeihaliache Zeitschrift, 17, 277, 1916.

t Physical Revieiv, Jan. and Dec. 1917.

not as ordinary spectra do, the existence of a particular

frequency in the incident light.

The discharge takes place in the right-hand end of

the tube, as shown in the diagram : the whole of thii

end is made of metal and all exterior parts are earth

connected. The anticathode p is made of copper, or

any other metal, according to the wave-length of X-rayg

required, and both the anticathode and the brass

ivlinder Q are cooled by running water. The glass tub*

u serves to insulate the cathode system from the anti-

cathode : at its left-hand end is a brass water chamber
whose inlet and outlet pipes are connected to an insulated

water reservoir placed above the level of the tube. Th«
water circulates by reason of the convection currents,

and thus this end of the tube is kept cool. A br.iss tub*

s passes through the water chamber and carries th«

leads to the tungsten filament, which, when heated to

incandescence, produces the electrons on which the action

o! the tube depends. Sliding in s is another short

length of tubing, and by adjusting the distance of th«

*• By Mr. G. Shearer, working for the Department ct

Scientific and Indu.strial Research.
: Phil. Mag.. June. 1919.

li
Phil. Mag., Sept., 1921.
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end of the latter tube from the filament the degree of

focus can be controlled. The distance of the filament

from the anticathode can be altered by sliding the tube

B in or out. Under working conditions the distance is

from one to one and a half inches, and not as shown

in the diagram, where the tube is shown drawn back

to avoid confusion. The tube is exhausted to a very

high vacuum through the tube t, shown as a broken

line in the main diagram and in detail above. All

glass-metal joints are made with sealing-wax, as are

also any joints which may require to be broken ; for

example, by heating the joint at v the tube carrying the

filament can be removed and a new filament fitted. The

rays emerge through two thin aluminium windows w,

one on each side of the tube, so that two substances may
be examined simultaneously.

Crystal Structure of Steel.—A very good example of

the application of the above-described method of analysis

to the problems of industrial science was given by Dr.

Fig. -X-RAY Photographs : Naphthalene (toi') and
Phthalic Acid (bottom).

Arne Westgren and Gosta Phragmen, of Stockholm,
Sweden, in the paper they read at the Iron and Steel

Institute's May meeting.

The authors have carried on the X-ray crystallo-

graphic investigations on iron and steel (which formed
the subject of a report by one of the authors at last

year's annual meeting of the Institute) with improved
experimental arrangements, and have obtained photo-

grams clear enough for reproduction. A reconstruction

of the camera for exposures at high temperature has

enabled them to let the glowing iron wire rotate during
the X-ray illumination. They have thus obtained not

only a very distinct line photogram of v-iron (1,100° C),
but also succeeded in cletermining the structure of 8-iron

(1,425° C). They have been able to ascertain the de-

forming influence of dissolved carbon on the 7-iron lat-

tice in austenite. A combination of the Debye-Scherrer

method with the X-ray analytic procedure of Laue, and
the investigation of the X-ray reflections of a rotating

crystal, have finally made it possible to determine the

crystal shape and the elementary volume of cementite.

The X-rays were produced in a tube of the Siegbahii

type. It has sometimes been difficult to get the metal
body of those tubes, when made of bronze, quite vacuum
tight. Another material was therefore tried, extremely
free from all kinds of slag inclusions and heterogeneities,

and therefore quite satisfactory, namely, S.K.F. ball-

bearing steel. It completely responded to expectations.

The anticathode was cut off perpendicularly to its

axis, and in order to get the characteristic X-rays of

iron, very convenient for these investigations, an iron

plate was soldered on to it. Round the radiating anti-

cathode surface five windows were made so that the tube
gave five beams and exposures could be made in five

cameras simultaneously.

The tube was evacuated through an aggregate of a
mercury vapour jet pump and a mercury diffusion pump
of the Volmer type. In front of the jet pump a glass

bottle of about 10 litres content was introduced and was
exhausted together with the pumps and the tube, to a

pressure of about three millimetres of mercurv. If the

system proved tight this primitive vacuum could be kept
up for any length of time. When the pumps had been
at full work a few minutes the pressure in the tube had
decreased so iiiueh. t1int at the vnltaire used (iiiaxiiiiuin

effective voltage, ,")0. 000 volts) no i unent muld pass.

A capillar}- glass tube of about 0.5 metre length and 0.2

millimetre width was connected with the tube on the side

opposite to the exhaust opening. This tube was con-

nected with a glass bottle containing air, the pressiire

o' which could be regulated, and thus the pressure in tlie

X-ray tube could be kept constant at any state, and the

lube could thus be run at any voltage desired. It was
usualh' charged at from 45,000 to 50,000 volts and run
with from 10 to 12 milliamperes.

In summarising the results obtained by the authors

it ma}- be said that X-ray photograms (according to

Debye and Scherrer) of an iron wire, heated to 800°,

1,100°, and 1,425° C. have shown that the iron within

the so-called P- and 8-ranges has a body-centred cubic

structure and within the 7-range a face-centred cubic

structure. The strange fact is thus proved that the

tiansformation tliat takes place at 900° C. (A.3) is re-

versed at 1,400° C. (A4).

The y-iron lattice of austenite steels is enlarged by the

dissolved carbon. A steel with 1.98 per cent, carbon
has been found to have a somewhat larger lattice when
quenched from 1,100° C. than when quenched from
1,000° C. Also the i^-iron lattice in martensite seems to

be influenced by the carbon present.

The ranges of homogeneous "-iron lattice in martensite

have proved to be extremely small. It has been stated

that a steel with 0.80 per cent, carbon, quenched in water

from 760° C, is on the verge of being totally amorphous.
Debye photograms of cementite and of the well-known

crystal tablets of spiegel iron have been found to he iden-

tical. A Laue photograph and investigations of an
orientated rotating crystal of the latter type have- made
it possible to find the crystal data of cementite. It be-

longs to the orthorhombic system, its ratio of axis is

0.670 : 0.755 : 1, and the dimensions of its elementary
jiarallelepiped are 4.53, 5.11, and 6.77 A.U. The base

group consists of four molecules FcjC, which corresponds

to a specific weight of 7.62 for the cementite.

The Board of the Stockholms Hogskola and Ingeniors-

vetenskapsakademien in Stockholm granted the sums
necessary for an X-ray installation, without which these

investigations would have been impossible.

THE WORLD POWER CONFERENCE OF 1924.

Two or three years ago in one of the many reports that

were prepared regarding the water-power resources of

the British Empire, a proposition was made that a con-

ference should be held at an early date in London of

delegates representing the various countries which were
interesting themselves in the hydro-electric utilisation of

natural forces which were running to waste within theii'

boundaries. Though such conference did not take

place, a great deal of preliminary work has been carried

out in various parts of the world which will eventually

yield practical results and much statistical information
lias been compiled.

In the last report of the annual meeting of the British

Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association (Elec.

Rev., March 31st and April 7th, 1922) the proposal

assumed a more comprehensive character. It was an-

nounced by the then chairman, Mr. W. 0. Smith, that

the Director of the B.E.A.M.A. brought before the Coun-
cil last autumn a scheme which he designated " The
World Power Conference." the object of which was to

bring together, in London, experts from all parts of the

world to discuss the important subject of " power " in

its many aspects. After consideration, the Council

authorised Mr. Dunlop to promote the conference. The
British Empire Exhibition (Wembley, 1024) authorities

have agreed to the use of the Conference Hall free of

charge and to promote certain entertainments for guests

from other co\intries.

We have now received from -Mr. D. N. Dunlop, who i<

acting as Organising Director of the Conference, certain

preliminary literature regarding the arrangements. In

these publications it is explained that the object of the
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conference (of which the Earl of Derby is the President)

will be to consider how the industrial and scientific

sources of power may be adjusted nationally and inter-

nationally :
—

By considering the putcntial resources of each country in

hydi'o-electric ]X)wer, oil, and minerals.

By comparing experiences in the development of scientific

agriculture, irrigation, and transportation, by land, air, and
water. -

_

By conferences of civil, electrical, mechanical, marine, and

mining engineers, technical experts, and authorities on scien-

tific and indu.strial research.

By consultations of the consumers of power and the manufac-
turers of the instruments of production.

By conferences on technical education to review the methods
of education in ditt'erent countries, and to consider means by
which existing facilities may be miproved.
By discus-sions on the financial and economic aspects of

industry nationally and internationally.

By conferences on the pos,sibiIity of establishing a permanent
world bureau for the collection of data, the preparation of

inventories of the world's resources, and the exchange of

industrial and scientific mformation through appointed repre-

sentatives in the various countries.

A booklet has been prepared in several languages set-

ting forth the scheme, and this also contains names of the

Vice-presidents and Grand Council and of the Scientific

and Technical Board. The Executive Committee will be

composed of members of the Council of the B.E.A.M.A.,

an Advisory Conunittee of co-operating bodies, repre-

sentatives of Government Departments, and representa-

tives of the Dominion Governments. The proposed sec-

tions of the Conference are as under :

—

/. Power Resources. 1. Chemistry; 2. Physics; 3. Re-
search (Research Associations) ; 4. Raw materials.

//. Power Development. 1. Engineering : Civil, electrical,

marine, mechanical, mining. 2. Tran-sport : Land, water, air.

8. Education : Classical, technical, and scientific. 4. Health :

Physical and psychological. 5. Publicity.

in. Power Applications. 1. Agriculture; 2. Industry;
3. General utility.

7T'. Power: Economic and Financial. 1. Credit: National
and international; 2. Currency and exchange ; 3. Exports and
imports.

We understand that the list of " Kepresentatives of

Dominion Governments " is nearly complete, and nego-

tiations are in progress for the formation of Councils and
Executive Committees in the Dominions, with which the

Home Executive will co-operate. Arrangements are also

in progress for the formation of similar bodies in the

following countries :—The United States, France, Italy,

Spain, Switzerland, Scandinavia, and the Netherlands.

The co-operation of technical and scientific institutions

and industrial organisations in this and other countries

is being secured, and further particulars will be available

later.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL

GOODS FOR MAY, 1922.

The May figures, as compiled from the of&cial returns, tor

the exports of electrical goods and machinery of £849,017,

show a reduction in values of £195,000 as compared with fhe

totals for April of £1,044,580, the principal falUng off occurr-

ing in the item for electrical machinery (£163,000 decrease),

whilst lower values were also recorded in the items for insu-

lated wire and cable (£2.000 decrease), glow lamps (£7,000

decrease), meters and instruments (£8,000 decrease), and tele-

graph and telephone cable and apparatus (£21,000 decrease).

Increased values were registered in the sections for

electrical goods and apparatus, batteries and accumulators,

carbon.? and arc lamps and parts. The returns of electrical

imports were £207,155, as compared with £169,497 for the

previous month, an increase of £37,000, the figures for elec-

trical machinery imports showing an appreciation of

£30,000.

The re-export total of electrical goods and machinery for

the month at £17,769 was £19,000 down on the April figures,

the large total for that month being due to the re-export of

glow lamps to the value of £25,000, whilst tor the moijth

under review £1,100 only was recorded in that section.

V.4LDES OF Electrical Espoet!3 and Imports for Mai, 1922.

Re-

Electrical goods and apparatus

Insulated wires and cables

Glow lamps

Arc lamps and parts

Batteries and accumulators

Meters and instruments

Carbons

Electrical Machinery—
Railway and tramway motors
Other motors and generators

Switchboards (not telegraph

telephone) ...•

Electrical machinery (unenume-
rated

Telegraph and telephone cable

and material—
Telegraph and telephone w-he and

cable (not submarine) 43,172 2,675 15

Submarine telegraph and telephone

cable 25,765 — —
Telegraph asd telephone lusiru-

ments and apparatus 161,564 18,952 3,148

Exports.
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was a heavy loss in trading; and (3) to liabilities for breaches

of contracts and law costs in connection therewith.

The debtor Watson has lodged a statement of his separate

aft'aurs, showing total liabilities ±'34.77.i (unsecured ±10,317)

and net assets valued at ±2,793, after allowing ±48 for pay-

ment of the preferential claims.

The Official Receiver's observations upon the debtor's history

show that prior to May, 1910, he was for a. number of years in

the service of a motor industries company. In May, 1910, he

was appointed sole representative and agent in the United

Kingdom for a German company carrying on, at Stuttgart, the

business of manufacturers of electric parts, magnetos, &c.,

and in connection therewith, tout premises at is'u. 43, Berncr.s

Street, O.xford Street, W.. where he traded on behalf, and in

the name of, the company, which contributed to establishment

charges and paid him a commission on sales effected. On the

outbreak of the European war he as.sumed the proprietor.sbip

(if the business, removmg the German trading name and buIj-

stituting tiierefor his own. After summarising his subsequent

operations down to 1921, th© Olficial Receiver says that the

debtor attributes his separate failure and insolvency (1) to the

slump in the motor and engineering trade after the spring

of 19'20; {-l) to the adverse rates of exchange between thi.s

country' and the United States of America from the end of

1919 to the end of 192U, and consequent loss in connection

with his trading in motor cars and cycles before referred to;

(H) to lack of capital and consequent heavy interest and bank

charges: (4) to heavv law costs and pressure by a large creditor

and forced sale of the plant and effects before referred to, which

brought his business virtually to a standstill ; and (o) to lack

of profits to meet his household and personal expenditure.

J. P. LuuLOW and E. R. T_,udlow (Ludlow Bros.), electrical

contractors, 190, Church Road, Redtield, Bristol.—Last day

for proofs for dividend July 8th. Trustee : Mr. F. W. Darley,

Oflicial Receiver, 3(5. Baldwin Street, Bristol.

R. H. LiDDELL (Liddell & Mclnnes), electrical engineer, 4,

The Crescent, Carlisle.—Last day for proofs for dividend July

^I4th. Ti-ustee : Mr. K. J. Hough, 34, Fisher Street, Carlisle.

J. M. C. Hami'SHIRE, colliery electrician, 91. Doncaster Road,

(ioldthorjie, Rotherhain.—Receiving order made January 19th

on debtor's cwn iietition.—First meeting, July 5th, at the

(Jlficial Receiver's oflices, Sheffield; public examination, July

•20th. at the County Court Hall, Sheftield.

F. J. Gill, electrical engineer, '26, Hardwick Street, Buxton.

—Receiving order made June 19th on debtor's own petition.

T. G. CoATON (T. G. Coaton & Co.), electrical engineer, 16,

Humberstone Road, Leicester.—Tiustee : Mr. E. H. Hawkms,

4, Charterhouse Square, E.C., appointed June 22nd.

F. C. Goss, electrical engineer, 32, Wind|pr Road, Bishops-

ton, Bristol.—Fir-st and final dividend of 2s. 6id. in the ±,

payable June 30th at the Oflicial Receiver's oflice, Bristol.

L. R. Henson, electrical engineer, 2:3, Green Lanes, London.

—Receiving order made June 23rd on debtor's own petition.

First meeting, July 6th; public examination, July 2Sth; both

at Carey Street, W.C.
WiNESs & Bate, electrieal engineers, 13, Commercial Street,

Brighouse, York.—Receiving order made June 23rd on credi-

tor's petition.

Company Liquidaliuns.—\Y. Watkin & Son, Ltd., 181,

Queen Viciuria Street, l.cndou, E.C., electrical engineers, &c.

—Pursuant to Section 188 of the Companies (Consolidation)

.\ct, a meeting of the creditors of the above \vas held on June

20th at Anderton's Hotel, London, E.G., when Mr. A. E.

Quaife, of 155, Penchurch Street, E.C., the liquidator of the

company under the voluntary liquidafion, presided, it may
be recalled that a meeting of the principal creditors was held

prior to the company meeting to wind up, when Mr. Quaife

was nominated as the liquidator, and a committee was also

appointed. cousi.-iting of Messrs. Ashby & Sons, Messrs.

Grimwood & Co., Messrs. li. P. Smith, Ltd., the National

Radiator Co., and Woodworkers, Ltd.

At the meeting on the 20th inst. Mr. Quaife reminded

the creditors of the purposes of that conference, which were,

he .said, practically limited to either the ratification of him-

self as liquidator or the appointment of some other hquidator

in his ]ilace. He desired, however, to give the creditors some
information with regard to the present position, and he might
inform them that this company had taken a somewhat unusual

course in consulting the principal creditors' before calling the

shareholders together for the purpose of going into voluntary

liquidation. At that preliminary conference it was pointed

out that the company was in a hopeless position financially,

and that the only cour.se to pursue would be to voluntarily

liquidate. He (Mr. Quaife) was thereupon nominated for the

position of liquidator, and a committee, as mentioned above,

was also appointed to confer with him with regard to the

liquidation. Subsequently the shareholders rhet and duly

i-atified his appointment, and it was now for the general body
of creditors to adopt a similar course. It would appear that

something like 75 per cent, of the liabilities had been repre-

sented at that preliminary meeting, and it w'as obvious,

therefore, that the first conference was in every way a repre-

sentative one so far as the unsecured liabilities were concerned.
There was a tremendous amount of detail to be gone into with
regard to the affairs of the company, and it had been impos-
sible to get out this information in the time that had been

at his disposal. He might inform the creditors, however, that

an approximate statement of affairs presented at the pre-

liminary conference showed that there were un-secured liabili-

ties amounting to ±10,903, w-hdc a partly-secured creditor

claimed ±765 i7s. 8d. This creditor was the hank, who held

a charge on certain (iintracts which were valued at the same
amount. With regard to this particular contract, it concerned
an electrical job at .\ldcrshot. He (the liquidator) had been
going into the figuri's, and it was difficult to see how this

job would work out. but the architect had recommended
a payment of between ±50O and ±690 on account of the con-

tracts, and the War Office, for whom the work was under-
taken, had refused to. pay a penny, because of the unsatisfac-

tory nature of the worK. Dealing with the assets, ilr. Quaife
said that they consisted of cash in hand and at bank, ±221;
stock-in-trade, ±935; deposits, A-c, ±60; trade accounts,

±1,623; and ofher items which brought up the total ass<-ts

to about ±5,000. With regard to certain uncompleted jobs,

he mentioned that one of these jobs concerned three contracts

at Welwyn for the erection of 28 liou.ses, and the contract

price was ±30,00(L There was said to be a balance on that

job of between ±300 and ±400. There was a contract for six

other houses at Welwyn, where there was an estimated bal-

ance of ±166, and yet another contract concerning the erec-

tion of a bungalow at Totteridge, and there was the Aldershot

contract to which he had ah'eady referred. Certain work had
also been undertaken at Eltham and Woolwich. With regard
to the assets he had mentioned, he thought that if they pro-

duced in all something like ±1,500, or at the very outside

±2,000, it w as as much as the creditors could expect to receive

in the cour.se of the realisation. Practically the whole of the
deficiency was represented in the Welwyn contract, and when
the directors entered into these contracts they ought to have
known that they must prove unsuccessful.

Tlie company was registered on April 12th, 1921, with a
nominal capital of ±5,01)0, and the directors were Mr. Sandi-
ford, Mr. Munro, Mr, Bearfoot. Mr. Lewis, and Mr. H. ('.

Wooil. The object of the company was to take over the busi-

ness of engmeers which had been carried on by Mr. Sandi-
ford. The misfortunes of the company seemed to have grown
out of the fact that the business, which was originally con-

nected with electrical and general engineering, &c., was ex-

tended to embrace building, and the unfortunate part was
that this latter branch of the business was not sufficiently

understood to enable the directors to cope with the contracts

which were undertaken, with any hope of success.

Following the explanation of Mr. Quaife, a discussion en-

sued, in the course of which the liquidator stated that it was
not intended that the business should be in any way continued.

After some further discussion it was decided to ratify the

appointment of Mr. Quaife ae liquidator, and the same com-
mittee of inspection was also approved. The following are

creditors :—

•

Alden Engine Co.
W. Ashby & Son ...

Beeston Foundrv Co., I.t

Baxter & Gaunter, L|<1.

Butterfield, H
Henrv Brown & .Sons .

179 Kitson (J. W.) & Co., Ll.l. ...

331 H. Lane & Co., Ltd
2!)3 London Galvanised Iron Co.,

108 Ltd.

Bn W.
Best & Lloyd, Ltd.

John Bolding & .Son, Lid.

Barnes, F.
Frederick A. Clark S: .Son

Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd.

Crow (W. R.) & .Son ...

Clarke, H.
Coalbrookdale Co., Ltd.

Cayless Bros
Director of Building Materi

Supply
Davis Gas Stove Co., Ltd.

F.lsley Thomas, Ltd. ...

E,irl & Matthews
Ellis & Ellis

Farmiloe (Geo.) S: Sons, Ltd.

Fryer, H.
Farmer, Stedall & Co.
Fell. Anderson Si Co., Ltd.

Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd. ...

Fletcher, Russell & Co.

257 Lyk-Barrs & Co., Ltd.
190 Meadows, E
14 Morgan & Son, Ltd
33 McDowall, Steven & Co.. Ltd.

12 .\Iavo. Frank S.. Ltd
(i2 Mu'nzing. H., Ltd
10 Metal & Hardware Products,

320 Ltd.

126 Nettlelold & Sons, Ltd.

28 .Newcombe, E. A.
10 Norman, Pearson & Co.

88 National Radiator Co., Ltd. ...

Fenwick J. Owen & Son
113 Petty, W
30 Prvke & Palmer
10 Parkinson Stove Co., Ltd. ...

79 Rogers & Overton

2S Shanks & Co., Ltd
149 Smith, H. P., Ltd
10 Smith, Alfred

10 Standard Range & Foundry
31(i Co.. Ltd.

47 Sharman, P. R.
60 Stcingold, J. & M.

Foundry Co., Ltd. S3 Stoneham & Madgwirk
Grimwood & de Geus, Lid. ... 520 SutcliHe Bros

Great Northern Raikv.jy Co. ... 63 Swanpool Housing .Society

General Electric Co., Ltd. ... 91 Trollope & Colls, Ltd.

lames Gibbins, Ltd 34 Teale Fireplace Co.. Lid.

Grover Sr Sons 30 Timbertown Brickworks, Ltd.

Gale, W. G 11 Todd (W. R.l S: Son, Ltd.

Henley's (W. T.t Telegraph United Brassfounde

Works Co., Ltd 46 neers. Ltd 24

Hall & Hall IS Wood, Russell & Co 22

Hales Clinkers, Ltd 75 Walshams .... 105

Howells & Co 78 Weincr, J., Ltd 16

Hooper & Ashbv, Ltd 27 Woodxvorkers. Ltd 1,350

Hall & Bartholomew, Ltd.
Hennell & James
Heywood & Bryett, Ltd.

Ingram. Perkins & Co.. Ltd.

lones. Lock & Co., Ltd.

kartret Eng. Co., Ltd 433

PORTARLINOTON- ElRCTOIC T,I0HT & POWF.R CO., LtD.-^.\

petition for the winding-up has been iivesented to the Hiah
Ciuirtby Mr. P. ,1. Weymes, a shareholder, of Mullincrar, Co.

Westmeath, and will be heard in liOndon on July 4tb.

J. E. Slack, Ltd.- .\ petition for the winding-up. subject

to supervision of the Court, has been presented to the High

Court by the Wednesbury Tube Co., Ltd. (creditors), and

will be heard in I/ondon on July 4th.

& Engi-

19 Woodman. G. ... 130

.50 Welwvn Builders & Joiners, Ltd. 198

306 WelwVa Transport. Ltd. ... 241

23 Welwvn G.nrden Cilv. Ltd. ... 181

12 Wehvvn Restaurants, Ltd. ... 131
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S. GiLLirr & Co., Ltd.—First meetings of creditors and
contributories July oth, at the Official Eeceiver's office. Pearl
Buildings, i, Northumberland Street, Xewcastle-on-Tyne.

ii. J. RoDD, Ltd.—A petition lor the winding up has been
presented to the County Court of Suriey by the I'aw Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., of Hornsey. and will be heard at Kingston
on July "ifst.

A. Ch.\se & Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator ;

Mr. A. M. Cole, Fairfax Road, Teddington.
J. H. HoBBS & Co., Ltd.— Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator : Mr. C. T. .Appleby, 2(3, Corporation Street, Birmingham.
.Meeting of creditor.s, July 3rd, at the Grand Hotel, Birming-
ham.

Dissolution of Partnership.—E. E. Cl.\rke & Co., electrical

engineers and contractors, .\lharabva Buddings, Morecambe.-
.\lr. J. fi. Banaclough ami .\lr. E. E. Clarke have di.'isolveil

liartneiship. Air. I'laikr' wdl atU'iid to debts and cniitiruie the

Ijusine.ss.

Receivers Appointed.

—

Buothi'.rto.n Edisw.vn Trm:s A Con-
uuris, Ltd.—it. H. .Johnston, of 4^), Queen Street, Wolver-
hampton, was appointed receiver and manager on June i4th,

192'2, under ixjwers contained in debentures dated April 7th,

I'JiU.

Albert Lee & Co., Ltd., London.—Mr. F. C. Harper, 27,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2, has been appointed receiver

on behalf of the debenture-holders.

Trade Announcements.

—

Mr. C. F. Joseph has removed
from iieak Street to 5.5, Berners Street. Oxford Street, Lon-
don, W.l. Telephone ;

" Museum 1928."

I'ne Birmingham sales office of Cullender's Cable & Con-
struction Co., Ltd., is now at Daimler House, Paradise
Street, Birmingham, and the company's representative at that

office is Mr. J. M. Dunkeley.
Messrs. Chow, Toogood & Co. are removing to 56, High

Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.. where they have
a display of alabaster and electric light fittings.

Messrs. K. H. Barker & Co., engineers, have removed to

Helmshore, near Manchester.
Messrs. Cooper Jt King, Ltd., have removed to 17, Castle

Street, Carditf.

Messrs. F. W. P.^rkes & Co. have removed to Faraday
House, Temple Lane, Dame Street, Dublin.
The Walsall Hardware Manufactuki.vo Co.. Ltd., in-

forms us that Mr. D. G. Brooks relinquishes his connection
with the company as from to-day, June 30th, and that all

jorrespondence for it should be sent direct to the head office

at Hathertou Works, Walsall, in.stead of to Bu'mingham.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Frost Bros., 26, Little

Park Street, Coventry.—An illustrated pamphlet dealing with
the " Rotameter " for measuring the air consumption of

pneumatic tools.

Mr. H. B. Turner, 79, Playford Road. N.4.—Three illus-

trated and priced leaflets dealing re.si)ectively with small
voltmeters and ammeters, "Elect" kettles, and "Elect"
irons.

The Solenoid Regdl.wor Co., Highgat« Square, Camp
Hill, Birniingham.^.An illustrated and priced leaflet of

drum-type star-delta and .series-parallel switches.

The Imperhl Lighti.ng Co., 2. 4, and C, Pocock Street,

Blackfriars Road, S.E.—An illu.strated pamphlet dealing with
the " Fairyland " method of decorative electric lighting.

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot, Lanes.
—Pamphlet H.H8, describing " Helsby " condensers for power-
factoi- improvement. Illustrated.

Electric Control, Ltd., Hastings Hou.se. Norfolk Street.

Strand, W.C.2.

—

An illustrated pamphlet describing " Em-
pire " e.h.p. fuses, which were dealt with in an article in our
issue of November 25th, 1921.

The Skefco Ball Bearing Co., Ltd., Luton, Beds.—A well-

illustrated catalogue of " SKP " mechanical power transmis-
.sion' equipment, including ball bearings, countershafts,
hangers, plummer blocks, pedestals, pulleys, &c.
Messrs. Herbert Morris, Ltd.. Loughborough, I^eicester-

shire.—Ijist 101, illustrating and describing electric overhead
cranes; List G96. dealing with hand-operated overhead run-
ways; List 76G, descriptive of retort chargers; and List 830,

dealing with tubular shear legs for lifting tackle.

The Midland Electric MANUF.tcTCRiNG Co., Ltd., Barford
Street. Birmingham.—An illustrated and priced folder dealing
with a new type of teak-cased disti'ibution board.
Messrs. Crow, Toogood &. Co., 15, Wardour Mews,

D'Arblay Street, Wardour Street, W.l.—Net trade price list,

June and July. 1922, of electrical accessories, including
accumulators, lighting fittings, flexibles. switches, conduij, Ac.
Humphry Electric Co., 24, Broad Quay, Bristol.—Illu.s-

trated leaflets dealing with the " Rubcap " sealing insulator
and the " Sparka " sparking-plug tester.

The General Electric Co.. Ltd., Magnet House, King.s-
way. W.C.2.—Booklet No. W/T 2,775, giving a brief account
of the plans of the G.E.C. Wireless Department. Publications
Nos. O.S. 2,725, 2.727, 2.742. and 2,743, dealing with " Osglim

"

neon lamps, and introducing a number of novelties in this
direction. .Also a show-card of novel design advertising the
lamps. Booklet H. 2711. giving reduced prices and illustra-

tions of "Magnet " cooking, heating, and other domestic
appliances.

Mr. Walter Balmford, " Electiic House," WhittaU Street,

Birmingham.—An illustrated and priced leaflet advertising

the " Scot " lampholder.
COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DES TRANSMISSIONS " LENIX," 5,

Rue Fenelon, Paris (British agent: Mr. Charles A. Mattliews,

47, Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester).—An
illustrated iJamphlet describing the " Ijenix " belt drive and
applications.

The Crypto Electrical Co., Ltd., Acton Lane, Willesden,

N.W.IO.—A brochure containing illustrations of the firm's

works and products.
The Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., 118 and 120, Chaj-ing Cross

Road, W.C.2.—An illustrated booklet giving a description of

the "Homelite" small power plant. Priced.

Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co , Ltd., Blom-
field Street, London Wall, E.C.2.— .-V showcard in nine colours

(15 in. X 10 in.), advertising the merits of the " Henley
"

wiring system.
Messrs. Ackkoyd & Best, Ijilk, Morley, near ].eeds.--.\

.series of illustrated leaflets advertising acetylene lamps for

mines and quarries, brazing lamps, brass liners, stampings,
pressings, machined parts, furnace cement, glassware, &c.

Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd., 210-212, Totten-

ham Court Road, W.L—Publication No. 323, giving particulars

of a practice outfit for learning the Morse code. Priced and
illustrated.

Messrs. Hogan & Wardrop, 88, Golden Lane, London,
E.C.I.—Pocket price folder relating to " Draka " v.i.r. wires,

cables and flexibles (Holland Insulated Wire & Cable Works,
.Amsterdam), of which they will can-y stocks.

For Sale.—Bv direction of the Disposal Board, Messrs.

Wheatley Kirk, Price & Co., will sell by auction on July 18th

and following days, at H.M. Factory. Gretna, Dumfries-shire,

boiler-house plant, wood-working machinery, electrical ma-
chinerv, machine tools, &c. (See our advertisement pages to-

day.)
"

Book Notices.—" Journal of Scientific Instruments."

—

We are asked by the Institute of Physics to mention that a

great many i)ersons who have received a copy of the pre-

liminary number of the proposed Journal, and who may wish
to support it, have not yet filled in the form inserted in the

Journal. It is hoped that all who intend to subscribe will

inform the Institute without delay so that an estimate may be
formed of the support which may be relied upon. It is essen-

tial that sufficient support should be forthcoming before it

is ix)ssible to issue the Journal.
" The DuUrtni of the Hydro-Electric Power Ccmmission of

Ontario," March-April, 1922.—This issue contains a summary
of the Commission's reply to the Murray-Flood report criti-

cising its operations. Other articles are a description of the

private automatic telephone exchange of the Commission, and
notes on the testing of electric water-heating installations.

"The Metropolitan-Vickers Gazette," May, 1922. Price Is.

post free.—This numl>er contains articles on " Power Recti-

fiers," " Explosion-proof Tests on Induction Motors for use

in Mines," " Induction-type Synchronous Motors," and
" Metropolitan Railway 1,200-h.p. Electric Locomotives."

" Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."
Vol. XLI. No. 6. June, 19'22. New York : The In.stitute.

Price $1.
" Catalysis with sijecial reference to newer theories of

Chemical Action."— -\ general discussion held by the Faraday
Society. London : The Faraday Society. Price 9s. net.

"Journal of the Institution of Engineers (India)." Vol. II.

.\pril, 1922; also List of Members. Calcutta; The Institution.

Price Rs..50 per annum.
• Science Abstracts " A & B. Vol. XXV. Part 4. No.

292. April .SOth, 1922. London : E. & P. N. Spon, Ltd.
Price 2s. 6d. each net.

We have received from Oerlikon, Ltd., Oswaldestre Hou,se,

Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C. 2 (representing in the British
Empire the Ateliers de Construction Oerlikon) the first nine
is.sues, from July, 1921, to March, 1922, of the " Bulletin
Oerhkon " printed in Engli.sh. The publication is excellently
produced, the illustrations in particular being very clear. The
subjects dealt with in the Bulletin include the electrification

of the St. Gothard railway, giving detailed descriptions of the
plant and equipment, a great part of which was supplied by
the Oerlikon Co.; a new method of admitting overload steam
used for the Oerlikon turbine ; the theory of induction regula-
tion; the new motor coaches on the Burgdorf-Thun railway;
and the electric trains of the London & North-Western Rail-
way.

Australia and Swedish Electrical Goods.—.\n Exchange
Telegraph dispatch from Melbourne (dated June 27th), appear-
ing in a financial contemporary, states that " the Tariff Board
is considering whether to apply anTi-dumping laws in the case
of electric motors and other electrical supplies, which are im-
ported from Sweden in considerable quantities and at prices far
below those of similar British goods. There is strong suspicion
that certain Swedish imports are partly of German origin."

Engineers' War Bonus.—Arrangements are being made
for a conference between the Engineering Employers' Federa-
tion and representatives of the Amalgamated Engineering
Lmion and kindred unions to di.scuss the Question of. the war
bonus and the adjustment to existing conditions. It is pro-
bable that the conference will take place next week.

—

Daily
Telegraph.
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lilectric Vehicles in Municipal Service.—With reference to

the note under the above heading on p. Sll ot our June 9th

issue, relative to the approximate numbers of each make of

vehicle employed in municipal work, we axe informed by

Messrs. ^evvton Brothers (Derby), Ltd., that so far as they are

concerned the figure quoted is grossly understated, it does

not, of com-se, by any means represent then- production

of electric vehicles.

Electrical Competition in Turkey.—The May number of

the Journal ot the British Chamber of Commerce of inirkey

and the Balkan States contains the following survey of the

eleutncal suppUes trade :—" In this line the position is far

from satisfactory. The market is dooded with cheap foreign

goods. German to a very great extent, and owing to their

prices being anything from ^0 to 60 per cent, lower than

British, there seems to be no room for our goods. Added to

this, one must take into account the fact that the standards

required bv the local authorities are much below British

standards, und con.sequeutly Iheie is no encouragement to

uie lirst-ciass materials. Cheap installations mean more con-

sumers, and more consumers oigger dividends for the electric

company. Much of the electrical trade is in the hands of

Jewish 'hrms, and there is a feeling that the leading firms

have been cutting prices, with the avowed intention ot driving
• outside ' firms off the market. Be that as it may, the out-

look is far from encouraging from the British manufacturers'

point of view, and the British firms in the trade, who have

the greater pint of their capital tied up in war clauns against

the Tm-kish Government, cannot be expected to sustain a

price-cutting war with native firms, who have ' made hay

while the sun shone.' Shortly after the Armistice a British

make of lamp was to be .seen in most of the retail shops,

and it held it.s own against Dutch competition for many
months. Later, the rise in the exchange and the reduction

in price of Dutch and German lamps made further business

impossible. There is a large and growing demand in this line,

and the British article would certainly be given the prefer-

ence at the same price. As far as cables are concerned, many
orders have been placed in Germany, Czecho-Slovakia, and

Italy, the last country getting the majority of orders for

cotton-covered flexible. Lately British competition has again

made itself felt, and few orders have gone to the United

Kingdom."
With regard to the general situation, the survey states:—

"Trade always follows capital, and as far as the requirements

of the important public utility companies in Constantinople

are concerned. British firms are .seriously handicapped by the

fact that the nationality of these enterprises, as far as their

capital is concerned, is either French or Belgian. We need

merely mention as examples ; Soc. Anqn. Ottomane d'Electri-

citi. Soc. des Tramways de Constantinople, La Compagnie des

Baux de Constantinople, La Compagnie des Eaux de Scutari

et Kadikeuy, Soc. Imp. Ottomane d'Eclairage par le Gaz et

I'Electricite, Soc. Anon. Ottomane des Quais, Docks et

Entrepots de Con.stantinopIe, Soc' Anon. Ottomane des Docks

et Ateliers du Haut Bosphore (Stenia), Compagnie d'Exploita-

tion des Chemins de Fer Orientaux. Most of these com-

panies buy through their Paris or Brussels oflices, and
naturally give preference to firms of their own nationality.

The only two really important concerns at present io British

hands are the Anatolian Eailways and the Golden Horn Docks.

The former would have most important orders to pass if the

political and financial situation were to warrant the exjien-

diture. Let us hope that when Peace is eventually signed

British capital will figure in this important concern. In the

Smyrna district the Smyrna-Aidin Railway has placed a good

many appreciable orders with British manufacturers. The
Smyrna market has also given preference to British goods

even at somewhat higher prices."

International Road Congress.—It has been decided to

hold the fourth Int^^i'national ftoad Congress at Seville in May,
Itlii Eepre-sentatives from transport and highway associa-

tions will attend, and a British committee has been elected

to ensure the participation of this country. The committee's
address is 15, Dartmouth Street, S.W.I.

Economic Conditions in Sweden.—In the June issue (No. 2)

of the Swedish Economc Review^ compiled by the Swedish
Board of Trade and published in the English language, it is

stated that the number of workers in the mechanical trade,

which was 60.000 on September 1st, 1920, has gradually de-

creased to 2.5,200 on April 1st, 1922. " Yet the decline seems
to be slackening, and this is in particular noticeable

with regard to the number of working hours per

week. As compared with the po-sition at the turn
of the year the number of unemployed has decreased
7 per cent, and the number of working hours 2 per

cent. Some concerns, especially those working on Russian
orders, are fully occupied, while in the main part production
is running vei-y low. As in all countries the shipyards are
pra-cticaily out of work, .\mong other mechanical industries

manufacturers of agricultural machinery and of tool and w'ood-

carving machines seem to have been most hardly hit by the
depression. Lately some improvement has. however, been
noticed, and this is also the case in the electrical industry.
German competition, though still of much importance, has
not been aggravated during 1922. and the tardy delivery of

the German works, as well as the difficulties following the
German export control, are 'etill prevailing."

E.D.A. Activities.—The latest advertising literature issu-

ing from the E.D-.'V. offices shows that the Association has

hopes of the return of hot weather. Keedless to say, the

matter relates to electric fans; there is a series of eight

attractive designs calculated to stimulate interest in electrical

ventilation. The cheapness of the method is insisted upon,

and the illustrations and letterpress create the correct atmos-

phere—which is essential in a fan advertisement. Blocks of

the designs can be obtained at the cost of 7s. 6d. each, or

60s. a set, from the Association at 15, Savoy Street Strand,

W.C.2.

Holiday Guide.—The Great Eastern Railway Co. has
issued (price sixpence) a charmingly illustrated (water colours)

booklet concerning " Seaside and Countryside in East Anglia."
It is edited by Percy Lindley, and should iaterest thousands
who have not yet fixed upon a place for this year's holidays.

Imported Glassware for Electric Illumination Purposes.
—One uf the reports recently issued by the Board of frade
under the Safeguaiding of Industries Act is that of the Com-
mittee appointed under Part II relating to Domestic. Illuminat-

ing, and Mounting Glassware. An Order has recently been
issued by the Government, and it awaits the approval of the
House of Commons, in which a duty of 33i per cent, ad valorem
is imposed upon imports from Germany of " illumiuating glass-

ware for use with artificial light, not including electric

incandescent lamp bulbs, miners' lamp glasses, or oil-lamp
chimneys," and the Order is to remain in force until August
19th, 1924. The report contains the following f-tatement :

—

" Electric bulbs have required special consideration. The
original complainants do not manufacture bulbs to an extent
which has induced them to bring forward any considerable

body of evidence from their own association. The manufac-
ture is carried on upon a large scale in this country ; but tne

concerns chiefly engaged in it have not laid a complaint before

the Board of Trade. The import figures for 1921 show that

the importation of bulbs on a relatively large scale has not
fciken place from Germany or Czecho-Slovakia; and the evi-

dence before us does not convince us that the sale, or offer for

sale, of such goods from these countries has hitherto had a

serious effect upon employment." •

Chinese Notes.—The Ta Vu Lee Electricity Co., of Hang-
chow, has resolved to call for increased capital for the purpose
of providing tramways in the city. Electricity will be gener-

ated by hydraulic power from the Chien River. Surveya of the
river aie now taking . place.

The Tseng Hwa Electrical Co., a new enterprise promoted
by Chen Cao-yung, of Tunghsien, in the meteopolitan area,

has been registered.

The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. has signed a con-

tract for the installation of a 1,500-hne common battery tele-

phone system in Amoy, with 1,(X)0 miles of copper cable.

Submarine cables for ten simultaneous connections -nill link

the Island of Amoy with the Foreign Settlement of Kulungsu
Island. The conti-act includes poles, cross arms, insulators,

and all pole line hardware. No part of the old system is to

be used. The enterprise is sponsored by Mr. Oei Tjoe, a

wealthy overseas Chinese.
The Shan Sing Electric Light Co. in Hupeh has been

granted registration and a licence by the Ministry of Agricul-

ture and Ck)mmerce.
An electric Ught company is to be organised in Mutu

Kiangsu with a capital of $20,000.

The Persian Market for Engineering Products.—British

firms will hardly be inclined to plunge neavUy into the Per-

sian market after reading the views of Major B. Temple
(Commercial Secretary to H.i\I. Legation at Teheran). Not
that the country does not need engineering products—indeed

there is no other civilised country in the world more devoid

t)f m.Tchinery or more pres.singly in need of it. But in every

way the country is so backward, and its poverty and political

instability are so pronounced, that industrialism and ma-
chinery have httle chance at present, though the economic
potentiahties are such that some day when there is a general

awakening, Persia will become a hungry market for ma-
chinery, and then, as Major Temple says, foreign manufac-
turers who have studied the ground and prepared their plans

and pressed their opportunities in the difficult tunes will have
the best chance. Electrical machinery, plant and accessories,

internal combustion engines, iron and steel works plant and
equiipment, and railway and tramway plant are included

among the engineering products most obviously and urgently

necessary. It is pomted out that what would sell soonest

would be small power-generating machines (to do the work
of men who turn handles all day). Tliey must be portable

and capable of developing from 1 to 4 Ii.p. on kerosene oil;

construction must be .simple, and the parts must be strong

and durable. Small plant for generating electricity for

lighting purposes, charging accumulators, should be capable

of being run on kerosene oil, and of maintaining from 50 to

2-50 lamps of 20 watts each. The adjustment of the power to

the load should be automatic.

A " Universal " .Award.—The organisers of the Housing
and Home Life P,xhibition, held in Kewcastle-on-Tyne at the

end of 1921, ha\e aw^arded gold medals for the three best

displays. Messrs. L. G. Hawkins & Co.. Ltd.. inform us
that one of these was awarded to. Electrical Devices, Ltd.,

their local stockholders, for an exhibition of "Universal"
appliances and " Miller " fittings.
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British Battery Exhibit at the Malay^Borneo Show.

—

Messrs. Huttenbach Lazarus & Sons, Ltd., were appointed as
sole agents for " Sparta " batteries for Fuller's United Elec-

tric Works, Ltd., at the end of 1920 for the Straits Settle-

ments, Malay Stiitos. and Soiithoin iSiam. Since that date
they have carried out a very active and succes.sful sales cam-
paign, and have established well equipped service stations in
the principal centres. Their stand at the recent Malaya-
Borneo exhibition is here shown.
Annual Outing.—The usual annual outing of the em-

ployes of Messrs. Aish & Co., electrical contractors and engi-
neers, of Bournemouth, took place on June 17th. the party
going for a. trip to Weston-super-Mare by motor coach,
travelling via Shaftesbury, Shepton Mallet, and Cheddar. The
usual toasts and speeches followed the dinner, and the old

pier was visited. Swimming races took place in the baths,

and afterwards the town was explored. The return journey
was made I'ia Glastonbury, Yeovil, and Blandford.

Electricians' Wages Reduction.—In accordance with
Clause 5 of the "Terms of Settlement adopted by the
National Council for the Electricity Supply Industry in No-
vember last, there will be a reduction of a halfpenny per hour
in employes' wages as from July 1st. This reduction is based
on an average of 81 per cent, addition to the 1914 cost of

living, being 9 " points" lower than the figure upon which
the last settlement was based. The fall of 6 complete points
involves a reduction of iA. per hour, and the balance of 3i

points is carried over to the next period.

New Works at Vancouver.—The erection of a large plant,

covering three acres, for the manufacture of wire rope and
electrical wire i.? to be undertaken at Vancouver shortly by
the Canada Wire & Cable Co. Between 300 and 400 men
W'ill be employed at the start.

—

Eeiitcr's Trade Service.

New French Companies.—There has been launched at

Lyons (17.3, .1venue du Saxe) a socicte anonyme styled Electri-

cite et Mecanique. with a capital of 300,000 ir., for the apphca-
tion and installation of electrical material.

An electrical company whose sphere of operations is French
Africa has been embodied at Bordeaux {42, Avenue d'Orleans),

with the name of Anciens Etablissements Carpot, and a capital

of 1,500,000 fr.

Domestic Appliance Competition.—The Direction des
Inventions has opened a prize competition for household
appliances. Seven prizes will be awarded—one. 10.000 fr.

;

two, 3.000 fr. ; three, 1,500 fr. ; and four, 1,000 fr. ; five, six,

and .seven are 500 fr. each. Articles sulimitted .should be for

cleaning, sweeping, heating, washing, cooking, &c., either now
on .sale or newly-invented. The competition closes on May 1st,

1923. Proposals should be forwarded to the Direction des
Recherches Scientifiques et Industrielles, 1, Avenue du
Marechal Gallieni, Bellevue, Seine-et-Oise.

Projected Exhibitions.—An Ideal Homes Exhibition is to

be held in Glasgow in the autumn, and the Corporation Elec-
tricity Department is to have a stand.

The Electric Lighting Committee of the Stoke Newington
Borough Coimcil has decided to hold an electrical exhibition in

the Library Hall in (October next.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia. — T.\s.m.\ma.—LauncestuiN.—We have received

Irom the city electrical engineer (Mr. R. J. Stiike) a copy of

the report and accounts of his department for the year ended
June 30th, 1921. .\ total revenue of £51,047 is recorded; the
previoTis year's income was i£40,cS47. Working expenses
totalled £34,260, a.s compared with £2(i.9<;4 in 1919-20, leaving
a gross profit of £17,381 (£13,883). Of this amount £9,428 was
absorbed by loan interest; £1,908 was contributed to sinking
fund ; £2,289 was transferred to general account ; and £3,756
to reserve fund. This shows a net profit of £6.045. as com-
pared with £2,758 in the previous year. The capital expendi-
ture during the year amounted to £7.317. the principal items
being a sub-station, battery, foundation.;, &c., for a new l.OCKJ-

h.p. set, motors, and meters. The output increased bv 369,224
t-o 5,582,712 kWh and connections by 751 to 7,596 kW.

Hydro-Electric Developments.—According to the Argus,
an important statement was made recently by the engineer
and manager of the Tasmanian hydro-electric department
(M. J. H. Butters). In making public the results of the water-
power survey of the State, conducted in recent years, he an-
nounced that the present great lake scheme, which, on com-
pletion, would generate 60.000 h.p. at Waddamana, could be
developed by the addition of 13,000 h.p. from the River Shan-
non, generated at a point between the river's flow from the
lake and its diversion into the canal leading to the Waddamana
pipe line. In addition, the water which developed the power
at Waddamana could be used again to generate an additional
50,000 h.p., after leaving the power-house and rejoining the
Ouse River. Further practicable schemes in the central lakes
area were those of Arthur's Lakes (10,000 h.p.), Chudleigh
Lakgs (25,000 h.p.), the Upper Derwent (80,000 h.p.), the
Florentine River (70,000 h.p.), and the Ousdale scheme
(8,000 h.p.). On the West Coast the Lake Rolleston
scheme was estimated to yield 25,000 h.p., and the
King River scheme 65,000 h.p. In the South 20,000 h.p.

could be derived from the Huron River. Thus, apart
from 60,000 h.p., provided for by the existing Wad-
damana power scheme, an estimated total of more than
3t)0,000 latent h.p. was readily available for development.
In announcing the results of the survey, Mr. Butters stated

that he had had inquiries for 20,000 h.p. of electrical energy.

—

Renter's Trade Service (Melbourne).
Sydney (N.S.W.).—The Municipal Council has had a re-

port from the city electrical engineer, setting forth the results

of his visit to Great Britain and Europe. The conclusions
arrived at may be shortly summarised as follows :—That it is

not desirable in the case of Sydney to go beyond 350 lb. per
sq. in. pressure in steam boilers. That provided the prices

quoted are suitable, the Council should con.sider the installa-

tion of " retort " type automatic stokers. For the present, for

the existing power-house, it is not thought that the method of

dealing with the ashes by the plant already on order with
Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox could be irnproved on. but various

improvements in detail could be made on the plant at present

on order, and in the case of the plant still to be

put on order for the second four new boilers. That,

while in a few years it may be the most economical

and in every way the best thing to pulverise coal

before using it in the furnace of steam boilers, it

is not so in the case of Sydney yet. By the time it becomes
necessary to proceed with the design of a second boiler-house

at the new power-house, wuich may be in about three years,

the use of pulverised coal may have developed and the posi-

tion may be different. If, however, the Council decided im-
mediately to acquire a coal property and to establi.^h a jiower-

house immediately adjoining the Council's own colliery, then

the city electrical engineer would feel obliged to reconsider

this decision. That it is not advisable to provide full automatic
differential protection for the whole high-pressure distributing

system. That under Sydney conditions there is no reason why
a turbo-alternator should not be put on order to run at 3,000

r.p.m., rated at from 14,600 to 16,000 kW even with a power
factor of under .8. This size is, in the opinion of the city

electrical engineer, as high as it is desirable to go for the main
generating units of .such a power-house as the City Council

may proceed to constnict. That if the price is not prohibitive

the " armour-clad " tyjje of switchgear would be the best

for the City Council's purpose, if it was decided to establish a

new power-house. That after inspection and investigation, at

the present stage of development, the use of the mercury arc

rectifier is not advisable in the case of the Council. That it is

advisable to place in some way the control of the Council's

electrical undertaking in the hands of a comparatively small

committee, preferably not numbering more than five, the mem-
bers of which should be appointed for not less than three

years.

CoROWA.—The Municipal Council is extending its electricity

undertaking, &c., at a cost of £30,000.

—

Renter's Trade Service

(Melbourne).

Bangor.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—The North Wales Power
Co. has agreed to furnish the Corporation with a bulk supply

of electricity at £6 per kW of maximum demand, with a

minimum of £2,000 per annum, plus Jd. per unit. This is an
alternative to a flat rate of lid. per unit originally offered.

Bingley.

—

Year's Working.—The electricity undertaking

shows a deficit of £303 for the past year, as against a deficit of

£2,531 in the previous year.

Bury.

—

Loan.—The Town Council is applying to the Elcr-

tricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow the sum (jf

£2,70() for the laying of a third main between Chamber Hall

and Rochdale Road power station, and the permanent laying

of the two existing trunk mains along Tanpits Road.

Bury St. Edmunds.—Year's Working.—The accounts of the

municipal electricity undertaking (engineer : Mr. S. E. Day)
for the year ended March 31st, 1922, show a total revenue of

£12,621. as compared with £12,093 in 1920-21. Working ex-

penses amounted to £8.168, as asainst £10.177, leaving a gross

profit of £4.453 (£1,916). The net result was £1.913, com-
paring favourably with a deficit of £446 in the previous year.

Owing to the shrinking of the power load, there was a slight

decrease in the number of units sold.
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Price Reductions.—The Council has approved the following

reductions in the price of electricity :—Lighting, from 10 Jd. to

9id. per unit. Power, up to 500 units, from 6d. to 5Jd. per

unit; from 500 to "i.oOO units, from Hd. to 3|d. ; 2,500-5,000

units, from 4d. to 3W. ; from 5,000 to 10,000 units, from 3id.

to 3d.

Calne.

—

Electricitv Supply.—The Town Council is apply-

ing for a Special Order for power to generate and supply

electricity in the district.

Chile.

—

Hydro-Electric Developments.—According to The
Times Trade Siipplemetit, a new company has drawn up plans

for the utihsatiou of the power of the Colorado and Maipo
rivers. A head of 180 metres is available, and it is proposed
to install three 10,000-h.p. generating sets, another being added
subsequently. A main canal, 8,000 metres in length, of which
a quarter will be in tunnel, i."; to be constnicted, and a reservoir

is to be made in a natural depression 60 metres above the
forebay. Three-phase current will be generated at 6,600 V
and 50 cycles. This will be stepped up to 100,000 V for trans-

mission to Santiago by means of double circuits mounted on
steel towers. This work is merely the nucleus of a much more
comprehensive scheme of hych'o-electric power production. It

is al-so proposed to erect a 65,000-h.p. station at Piiente de
Cristo; this will bring the total utilised water power up to

about 110,000 h.p.

Continental.

—

^France.—A concession has recently been se-

emed by the Societe Industrie et Force, of Paris, for the
establishment of a hydi-o-electric generating station at Char-
treu.se de Vaucluse.
GERM.4NY.—The Prussian Council of State has exercised its

constitutional right, by 44 votes to 2"2. of placing a temporary
veto on a Government scheme tor expending 400,000,000 marks
on the erection of a State generating station in Hanover, an
authorising Bill having already been passed by the Prussian
Diet.

BuLC^RLA.—Steps are being taken by the Government to

develop the water-power resources of the country for
generating electricity for lighting, traction, and power pur-
poses, to the extent of 1.000,000 h.p. Dams are to be built
on the rivers, in the neighbourhood of which generating sta-

tions will be set up for the distribution of electricity. The
Government is seeking financial aid from private concerns,
and trusts have been formed, the first of which, the
" Watscha," is preparing plans for the development of the
water power of the River Kilschim. This station will supply
260 localities with light and power, and will be followed by
other large schemes at Koprinka and Gabrovo. The State is

contributing a portion of the construction costs.

Dublin.—Electricity in Bulk.—The Corporation has con-
firmed a report of the Electricity and Public Lighting Com-
mittee recommending that a supplementary bulk supply of

electricity be given to the Urban- Councih of Rathmines and
Pembroke, the estimated cost being :—For supply to Rath-
mines only, £8,400. Rathmines to pay one-half; supply to
Pembroke only, £1,000; supply to both areas. £8,700, to which
Rathmines would contribute £3,600.

Dumfries.—Purchase of Undertaking.-The Committee
appointed by the Town Council to deal with the question of
electric lighting has lecommended the acceptance of the offer

of the Dumfries Electricity Co. to sell its undertaking for
£60,000. The Maxwelltown undertaking may also be acquired
at a price of £8,000.

Edinburgh.—The Lighting ok Princes Street.—Reports
setting out the respective merits of high-pressure gas and
electric Lighting have been presented to the City Council by
Messrs. Oracey & Beveridge. Mt. Beveridge «t;ites that
<4ectric lighting has all the advantages of the gas system
without its drawbacks, and the co,st of maintenance is less.

Tlie Lighting Committee has decided to caiTy out tests before
making a decision oi] the subject.

Hawarden.

—

Electricity Supply.-The Rural District
Council has applied to the Electricity Commissioners for a
Special Order enabling it td distribute electricity in the Con-
iiah's Quay ai'ea. Hie appHcation is being op|)oKed by tlic

Chester Corporation, which has applied for a. Si)ecial Order
to distribute electricity within a radius of five miles of Chester.

India.—The Cauvery Power Scheme.—The Cauvery power
sclieme, which was initiated in l!)ll). is now (jne of the best
assets of the Mysore State, and has given .support and em-
ployment to the biggest enterprises in Mysore, the Kolar gold-
fields, and has also in various ways encouraged the develop-
ment of industrial activities in Bangalore and Mysore cities.

Up to 1920-21 the scheme had cost a total suiii of about
Rs. 152 lacs, and had yielded a net revenue of about Rs. 156
lacs. Besides adding 13,0110 h.p. to the total output, the .sixth

installation provides for tlie remodelling of the wdiole system
and I'eplacing old and ob.solete machinery by machinery of an
efficient and up-to-date pattern. The work also includes the
removal of the trnnsformer station from its present site and
involves construction work requiring considerable engineering
skill. The first installation was completed as far back as
1902. Nine hundred cusecs will be maintained during the hot
weather by regulating the discharge from the Krishnaraja
Sagara. and this amount of' water, with the highly-efficient

turbines now being installed, will generate a total of 32,000 h.p.

It is estimated that, with the erection of a generating station

at Krishnaraja Sagara, another 4.000 h.p. will be available,

making an aggregate of 36,000 h.p.

—

Indian Engineering.

Keith (Aberdeenshire).

—

Electricity Supply.—^The Town
Council Electricity Committee is negotiating with Edmund-
son's Electricity Corporation with a view to applying for a
Special Order for the formation of a local company to supply
electricity.

London.

—

St. Pancras.—The Electricity and Public Lighting
Committee recommends the installation of two l,000-k\V

motor converters at the Tavistock Place sub-station to meet
the demand for new premises being erected by Messrs. E.
Hulton A- Co., Ltd. Four l.p. feeder mains, casting £15,000,
will also be required. The estimated demand of the company
for the first year is 800.000 kWh. It is proposed that an
agreement be entered into whereby Messrs. Hulton will

indemnify the Council against loss should the proposed new
luemises not be proceeded with. The contract for the motor
converters, it is recommended, should be awarded to Messrs.
Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.

Hammersmith.—Owing to the satisfactory financial posi-

tion of the electricity undertaking, the Electricity Committee
lias been able to recommend further reductions in charges t<>

take effect as from the June meter readings. The price of

electricity for lighting will be reduced to 6d. per unit (7d. by
prepayment meter). A special scale of discounts is suggested
for power consumers and consumers taking combined power
and lighting supplies for a minimum period of five years.

The flat rate is Ijd. per unit, and the discounts commence after

the consumption of 2,000 units, ranging from 5 per cent, on
supplies of from 2,000 to 4,000 to 20 per cent, on a consumption
of more than 30,000 units. To power consumers at special

rates and for pubhc lighting supphes the smcharge of 100 per
cent, fixed in June. 1920, will be reduced to .50 per cent.

The Council has received the sanction of the Electricity

Commissioners to the borrowing of £17,735 in connection
with the supply of electricity to the ^Vcrmhoit hou.sing es-

tate ; and £16,894 for mains, services, transformers, and
meters.
The Electricity Committee recommends the following ex-

tensions :—E.h.p. main to Wood Lane, £3,008; diverting

main, via Olympia, £4.826; sub-station, switchgear, and
transformers, £5.293; total, £13,127.

Westminster.—The Westminster Electric Supply Corpora-
tion, Ltd., is reducing its charges for electricity for fighting

by id. per unit, and for heating and cooking purposes to IJd.
per unit from the Midsummer quarter's meter readings.

Barking Scheme Sanctioned.—Captain A. E. Martin, M.P.
for the Romford Division, has received a letter from Mr.
Arthur Neal, Parliamentary Secretary of the Ministry of

Transport, stating that the formal consent of the Electricity

Commissioners to the establishment by the County of London
Electric Supply Co. of a generating station at Barking, de-
signed to contain 100.000 kW of generating plant, and main
transmission lines has been handed to the company. The site

selected is on the bank of the Thames. When introducing
their scheme the promoters intimated that they proposed to
spend over two millions .sterling in the first two years on the
station, and approximately a million on cables.

—

Financnd
Times.

New Zealand.

—

Lake Coleridge Scheme.—The demand for

electric energy from the Lake Coleridge hydro-electric scheme
is growing to such an extent that it is anticipated that the
present arrangements to generate up to 12.tKKt kW wili not
satisfy requirements for any lengthy period. Tlie Government
is theivfiire planning to duplicate the pipe line and the
generating iiiacliinery. bringing the latter up t<i it.dOO kW.

—

Jiriitci's Trade Sereiec (Meihouvne).

Northwood.

—

Extension oe Supply.—The Xorthwood Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. J^td., is extending its distributing

mains in the Northwood, Ruislip, and Eastcote districts.

Portsmouth.

—

Price Reduction.—The Corporation is reduc-
ing the clKiige for electricity for lighting by Jd. per unit.

Radcliffe.

—

Electricity in Bulk.—It has been decided that
from the date of the termination of its agreement with the

Bury Corporation at the end of the present year, the Council
shall obtain a bulk supply of electricity from the f-ancashire

Electric Power Co.

Rugby.

—

Price Reduction.—The L'rbau Council has reduced
the charge for electricity for lighting by id. per unit.

8outhend=on=Sea.—Electricity Scheme—The Light Rail-

ways and Electric Lighting Committee has recommended the
adoption of a .scheme submitted by the consulting engineer,
Mr. C. H. Woidingham, C.B.E.. for the generation of elec-

tricity by means of turbo-alternators, and the establishment
of a generating station on a site outride the borough. The
estimated cost i.f the scheme is £409,000. The borough elec-

trical engineer, however, recommends the continuance of tlie

present works and the installation of additional Diesel plant,

at an estimated cost of £S40,tXX).

Loans.—The Town Council has applied for loans of £30,000
for feeders and distributors, and £30.000 for house services.
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Southport.—New Plant.—The Electricity Committee has

been considering the tenders for the new plant requu-ed for

the Crowlands electricity works which was recently sanctioned

by the Council. In the special report issued by the electrical

engineer it is stated that f 4,6.50 is required for mechanical

stokers and water-softening plant; ±'18,500 for one 1,.500-kW,

three-pha.?6 turbo-alternator, complete with auxiliaries; and

£8,000 for a water-cooling tower; total. £31,150; _and, in

addition, he recommends the expenditure of ±'38,7.30 for

mains, services, and meters, making the total prospective

addition to capital expenditure ±70,000.

Whitehaven.—Lo.^x Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sinners have sanctioned the borrowing of ±6.300 for mains and
services.

Yarmouth.

—

Price Reduction.—The Town Council is re-

ducing the charge for electricity for lighting from lOd. to 9d.

per unit.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.

—

Tas.'iiaxia.— I.aunckston.—The accounts of the

city tramway undertaking for the year ended June 30th, 19"31,

show a total revenue of ±'4'2,o91, as compared with ±'30,8'J'J

in 1919-20. Working expenses amounted to ±36,510, as against

±•37,684, leaving a gross profit of^ ±6,081 {±3,138). Against
this were charged the previous year's debit balance of ±3,186;

loan interest, ±5,365; and ±1,17'2 contribution to sinking fund;
re.sulting in a net deficit of ±3,64'2. The year's capital expen-
diture was ±1'2,408, the principal item being permanent way
and equipment for the Mowbray duplication. The total num-
ber of passengers carried was 4.4'25,330, an increase of 8'23.578;

the number of car miles run increased to 461,823.

Continental.

—

Switzerland.—The Federal Council has de-

cided to fix the amount of the second loan for the electrification

of the railways at 150,000,000 fr.. although the first intention

was to take up 200.000,000 fr. The cause of the reduction of

the amount of the loan, which was issued at 4J per cent., is

to be found in the expectation that the rate of interest m
Switzerland will be further reduced.

—

Renter's Trade Service

(Zurich).

Dewsbury.

—

Extension of Time.—^The Town Council has
applied to the Ministi-y of Transport for an extension of two
years for carrying out the work authorised by the Tramway
Order. 1911.

Glasgow.

—

Year's Working.—^The Tramways Committee
has published an abstract of the Ti'amway Department's
accounts for the year ended May 31st last. The receipts

amounted to ±2,3.50,753, as compared with ±2,388,444 in the

previous year. Working expenses also decreased from
±1.937.645 to ±1,804,6.52. The gross profit was thus ±546,101,

as against ±455,189. To this was added ±3,541, interest on
investments, leaving ±549,643 to meet capital charges, &c.

These amounted to ±396.918, as against ±.364,633, resulting

in a net profit of ±152.724 (±105,796). Ei-om this profit the

balance of the 1919-20 deficit was deducted, giving a final

figure of ±149,988.

Electricity Charges for Vehicles.—The Electiicity Sub-
Committee has recommended that the rate for electrical energy

used for charging vehicles be fixed at IJd. per unit and that

a rebate of Jd. per unit be made to proprietors of public garages

who undertake to chai'ge electric vehicles and to provide the

necessarj' converting plant therefor.

London. — L.C.C. Tramways. — Ye.4r's Working. — The
accounts of the Council's tramway undertaking for the year

ended March 31st, 19'23, were presented at the meeting of

the L.C.C. on June 27th. The total income was ±5,160,320.

as compared with ±4,904,427 in 1920-21. Working expenses

amounted to ±4,386,891, as against ±4,6'23,654, leaving a

surplus on working of ±773,439, a considerable increase upon
tlie previous year's gross profit, of ±380.773. Against this sur-

dIus was charged a proportion of the renewal costs amoimtiug
to ±'302,848 (±21.5,639), leaving a balance of ±570,.581 (±65.134)

to meet capital charges, &c. These totalled ±758,601, and

there was an additional credit of ±99.623. making the net

result a deficiency of £8^.7.57—the estimated deficit was ±7.417.

The result was nevertheless extremely satisfactory when it is

remembered that the loss in 1930-'31 was ±590,580. There was
ii slight rediicliim in the ruuiibpr of passengers canied. the

figures for the two yeaa's being 689.4.53.036 and 688,151,3111

respectively. The average passenger receipts per car mile rose

from 19.91d. to 3l>.39d. The track mileage was increased by

13.26 to 155.83

EsTnL\TES FOR 19'22-23.—Estimates for the current year were

submitted at the same meeting. Increased revenue and expen-

diture are anticipated, but the net result is expected to be a
profit of ±38,.3:37.

Fire at Metropolitan Sub-station.—A serious fire occurred

at the Moor Lane sub-;tation of the Metropolitan Eailway

on June 34th. The cause is thought to have been an over-

loaded train which threw out a circuit-breaker at the station.

Immediately the circuit-breaker was replaced a ehower of

sparks came from one of the machines, igniting the contents uf

a number of " oil tanks." As a result of the occun-ence a

number of lines were put out of action.

Walsall.—Year's Worklng.—The accounts of the municipal

tramway undertaking (general manager : Mr. C. Burgess)

for the year ended March 31st, 1922, show a total traffic revenue

of ±84.471 and sundry revenue of ±1,044—a total of ±85.515.

as against ±98,056 in the previous year. Working expenses

amounted to ±68,195. as compared with ±83,803, leaving a

gross profit of ±17,320 (±14,'2o4). After creditmg rent,

interest. &c., and deducting capital charges, the net result was

a profit of ±3,987, as against ±3.107 hi 1930-21. The niumber

of car miles run was 799,898, and the number of pas.5engers

carried 9,1-58,260, giving an average traffic revenue per car

mile of 25.34.5d.

Warrington.-Year's Working.—There was a profit of ±173

on the working of the tramway undertaking during the

past year.

Weston=super=Mare.—Extension of Tijie.-—The Weston-

super-Mare & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has applied

to the Ministrv of Transport for an extension of time until

August, 1924, for the completion of the tramways authorised

by the Order of 1900.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Barbados.—Western L'nion Cable.—The Brazihan Govern-

ment has granted the Western Union Telegraph Co. authority

to construct its Miami-Barbados cable.—Financmf Times.

Indo=China.—New Wireless Station.—The Compagnie

Generale de Telegraphic sans Fil is buildmg a big wii'eless

station at Phuto. near Saigon. The station will be started

in September. It will communicate du-ectly with the stations

at Samte Assise and Tananarise. The energy needed

will be drawn from the Energie Electrique de I'lndo-Chine,

which companv is now^ building near Saigon a generating

station of 3,000-kW capacity.

Scilly Islands.—Communication Restored.—Telegraphic

communication with the Scilly Islands has been restored,

messages being transmitted by wireless from Lahid's End,

says The Timea.

The Telephone Service.-Rehucrd Charges.—The reduc-

tions in telephone charges which the Postmaster-General

announced in the House of Commons some tune ago will take

effect from the beginning of the next quarter on July 1st.

Consequently, in the accounts '=ent out to subscribers in

July the installation rental, which is payable m advance,

will 'be charged for private houses at the reduced rates, and

the local and trunk call fees, which are payable in arrear,

will be charged at the present rates. The new charges for

local and trunk calls will appear for the first time m the

accounts sent out in October.

Wireless Telegraphy.—Service to Spain,—We understand

that considerable acceleration of the commercial wireless ser-

vice between England and Spain has been secured by the

recent transfer of this service from the Poldhu station to a

new Marconi station at Ongar. Tnder the new conditions

messages to Spain marked "via Marconi, instead ot being

relayed bv long land line circuits to Cornwall, are *i:ans-

mitted direct bv distant control from Radio Hotj^e. \\ilson

Street EC to the receiving station in Spam. I'hree Conti-

nental" wu-eless services are now being conducted sipiul-

taneouslv from the Ongar Marconi station.
.

Pnldhu, in Cornwall, probably the most famoiis wireless

station in the worid, has sent its last message M.B D., its

famous call letters, are now replaced bv M.F.T.. the call

letters of Clifden. The Irish station of the Marconi Co. has

taken up the former station's duty. The future of the Poldhu

station is not yet certain; it will probably be used for research

work.

—

Daily Mail. „ 3 r n- ., „„
• Einging-up " Device.—An mteivstuig method of calling up

anv particular station by wireless-the equivalent of ringing

up a telephone subscriber-has been invented by a IVench

engineer M. L. Chauvean. The receiving station is fitted

with a number of magnetic relays, half of them correspond-

ing to dot and half to dash calls, and a time relay. A numher

of "signal.-^ are sent bv a mechanical device at the transmittm.g

-station arranged in such sequence and at such intervals that

they operate the relays, the last of which sets m motion the

" ringing up" device.- P"''(( Vnil.

West Indies.—Wireless Telephony —The West India

Committee announces that a svstem of wireless telephony

has been successfnllv estabhshed in the British West ^aie^^

The group enioving it is the Turks and Caicos Islands, Grand

Turk being now connected up with South Caicos and Salt

Cav distant twelve and eight mile.s respectively. By wire-

le=is telephone the Commissioner is now able to converse with

officials in the neighbouring islands. The system can al.so

be used for wireless telegraphv. and has already proved or

great value in enablimi the people of Grand Turk to know

when steamers are approaching or are leaving Santo Domingo

for their shores.

—

The Times.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph

indicates the issue of the Electrical Eeview in which the
" Official Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Waratah (N.S.W.).—July 31st. Commonwealth

Steel Products Co., Ltd. One 300-kW rotary converter, com-
plete with transformer, switchgear, instruments, &c. The
mauager.
Melbourne.—July 11th. Postmaster-General's Department.

Telegraph and telephone instruments and parts, silk and cotton
insulated switchboard cable, rubber insulated tinned copper
wire. (Sched. 25.) August 1.5th. Tinned copper wire.
(Sched. 31.) July 4th. C.B., automatic C.B., and magneto
telephones, wall and table patterns. (Sched. 34.) August
'22nd. Silk and cotton-covered iswit-chboard cable. (Sched.
35.) July 25th. Paper insulated cable and lead-covered sub-
marine telegraph and telephone cable. (Sched. 42.) October
17th. .\utomatic C.B. telephone equipment, with all asso-
ciated equipment, including apparatus for use at subscribers'
premises. (Scheds. .39 and 40.) August 9th. Protective
apparatus. (Sched. .563.) (June 2.3rd.)

August 1st. Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
Two (12 million gallons per day) electrical centrifugal pump-
ing plants. Secretary to the Board, 110, Spencer Street, Mel-
bourne.
September 1st. Victorian Electricity Commi.5sioners. Eate-

of-flow controller. (Spec. 268.

J

September 16th. Victorian Electricity Commissioners.
Strain and pin-type insulators. (Spec. 261.) (See this issue.)

Azores.—PoNT\ Delgada.—.July 3rd. Municipal Council.
Hydro-electric plant, comprising steel pipe hne, &c. (See this
column in Elec. Eev., June 23rd.)

Belgium.—July 4th. The municipal authorities of
Schaerbeek, near Brussels. 5,000 metres of low-pressure
armoured cable, 2 x 10 sq. mm., and 6,000 metres ditto, 3 x 15
and 10 sq. mm.
July 5th. The Belgian Administration des Telegraphes et

Telephones, at La Salle Madeleine, Brussels. Six lots of
copper wire totalling 186 tons.

July 5th. Belgian Direction Generale du Ministere de la
Defense Nationale, 10, Eue de Meridien, Brussels. 1,280 kilo-
metres of cable for the military telegraph department.
July 14th. La Deputation Permanente de la Province de

Limbourg at Hasselt. Equipment of a transformer cabin at
Overpelt. Le Bureau du Service Provincial d'Electricite, 27,
Avenue Bamps, Hasselt.
July 29th. Municipal authorities of Houdeng-Goegnies,

Houdeng-Aimeries and Strepy-Bracquegnies (Province of
Hainaut). For the concession for the supply of electricity for
public and private lighting and power purposes in the three
towns. Hotel Communal de Houdeng-Goegnies.

Cheadle and Gatley.—July 10th. Urban District Coun-
ril. .\.c. meters and maximum demand indicators. (June
23rd.)

Connah's Quay—July 14th. U.D.C. Sub-station equip-
ment, overhead and underground mains, pubhc lighting and
consumers' .services. (.June 23rd.)

^
Egypt.—Cairo.—August 22nd. Egyptian State Eailways.

Supply of desk and wall telephones. Specification from the
Stores Department, Saptia (Cairo), or Gabbary (Alexandria).
Simultaneous offers will be received at the office of the .Admin-
istration's Inspecting Engineer in London. Major J. S. Lid-
dell, C.M.G., D.S.O.

Gellygaer—July 4th. Urban District Council. Trans-
foi-mer plant, e.h.p. and l.p. switchgear, steel poles, h.d.
copper wire, cable and boxes, &c., for the Ysti-ad Hengoed
scheme. (June 23rd.)

Qravesend.—July 17th. Electricity Department. One
5,000-kW turbo-generator, condensing plant, switchgear,
mains, artesian well, automatic stokers. (June 23rd.)

Ilford.—July 10th. Electricity Department. Mechanical
stokers for tvio marine dryback 'boilers. (June 16th.)

India.—July Uth. Bombay, Baroda, and Central Lidia
Bailway Co. Metallic-filament lamps. (June 23rd.)
July 14th. High Commissioner's Department. Submarine

cable, v.i.r. insulated and lead-sheathed cable, and braided
wire. (June 23rd.)

July 21st. Automatic telephone sets, desk and wall cords
for switchboards, &c.. cells for accumulators. (See this issue.)

Kirkcaldy.—July 10th. Electricity Works. Converting
plant, specification No. 2. (June 16tli.)

London.—L.C.C. July 15th. Wiring of the buildings,
motors, telephones, and .supply and fixing of overhead elec-
trical conductors and main cables, switchboards, &e., at the
Eleventh Mental Hospital, Epsom. (June 9th.)

•July Sith. H.p. switchgear for the C-entral Eepair Depot.
Charlton. (See this issue.)

H.M. Office of Works.—July 4th. Electrical and /or
mechanical engineering labour-in-davwork in Manchester.
(June 16th.)

METRoroLiTAN AsYLDMs BoARD.—July 19th. Installation of

the internal automatic telephones at the Eiver Hospital, near
Dartford; installation of electric hghting in ward blocks,
boiler-house, &c., at the Grove Fever Hospital, Tooting, &c.
(See this issue.)

Luxemburg.—July 8th. The municipal authorities of
Bertrix (Luxembm-g). Establishment of a system of low-
pressure electricity distribution in the town, together with
the necessary transformer posts.

Navan.—July 12th. Electricity Department. D.c. main
switchboard, d.c. generators, overficad mains, &c. (June 23rd.)

New Zealand.—July lOih. Southland Electric Power
Board. Tran.sformers, bare copper cable and jointing .sleeves,

lightning arresters and choke coils, pole type switches, pole
type fuses, insulators. (June 23rd.)

Nottingham.—July 3rd. Board of Guardians. Installa-
tion of an electric clock at the Bagthorpe Institution and in-

firmary. (June 16th.)

Prague.—July 12th. For the Seestadtl generating sta-
tion. Two 15,000-kW turbo-generators, with switchgear
equipment; two 110-kVA transformers; two 24-kVA and one
100-kVA transformers, with switchgear; a 22-km. 30ti mm.
pipe-line from Smichor to Eger ; also eight boilers with feed-
water accessories. Particulars (100 Czech kronen) from
Ministry of Public Works, Prague, or Zentral Elektricitats-
werke, Smichor, Preslgasse 6.

Salford.—July 3rd. Electricity Department. E.h.p. and
l.p. switchgear and transfonners for the Agecroft power
station. (June 16th.)

South Africa.

—

Eobertson.—August 14th. Town Council.
Two 75-kW steam sets and accessories ; one 300-Ah battery

;

material for distribution, &c.*
July 14th. Band Water Board. Electric cables, junction

boxes, itc*

Swindon.—July 3rd. Electricity Department. One
water-tube boiler, with superheater, chain grate mechanical
stoker and pipework. (See this issue.)

Torquay.—July 12th. Electricity Department. One
3.000-kW turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (June 23rd.)

Wimbledon.—July 10th. Electricity undertaking. Four
1,000-kVA, 10,000/a,'000-V transformers (June 2:^rd.)

*A. copy of the plan, specifications, and conditions of tender,

&c., can be inspected at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Boom 84), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

-Siebe, Gorman & Co.,

CLOSED.
Aberdeen.—Finance Committee. Recommended:

—

Electric lighting of Fish Market (£297).—John Blaikie S: Sons, Ltd.

Douglas (Isle of iVIan).—Corporation, .\ccepted:

—

St.ition plant (fl5,883).—Ruston & Hornsbv. Ltd.
Cables (exclusive of laying) (f8,23r).—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd,
Main switchboard (£1,367).— Kartret Engineering Co.
Storage battery (£3,689).—Premier .Accumulator Co.

Dundalk.—Urban District Council Electricity Depart-
ment. Tenders accepted :

—
500-b.h,p. heavy oil engine.—V'ickers-Petters, Ltd.
lOO-kW motor generator.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Switchboard extensions.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Balancer.—Metropolitan-Vickers Co.,

Storage battery (oOO:Volt).-

Glasgow.—Sub-committee on W'orks. Recommended:

—

Two lOO-kV.A transformers for the Craigton and Mosspark sub-stations

(£201 each).—.Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
One 25-ton crane for the Alexandra Parade sub-station (£1,0(11); one 25-

ton crane for the Bridgeton sub-station (€967); one 15-Ion crane for

the latter (£773).—Herbert Morris, Ltd.

Government Contracts.—^The following Government con-
tracts were placed during May, 1922:

—

Admik.\lty CoNTttAcr S: Purchase Depart.ment.

Charging boards for accumulators.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Boxes and drv cell^.—Ever Readv Co. (Great Britain). Ltd.

Accumulator cells.—Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.
Auxiliary dynamos.—Laurence, Scott S: Co., Ltd.
Electric light and power installation:—W. H. Heath & Co.
Electric supply cables and external electric lighting installation.—Foot,

Milne & Co.
Electrodes.—Quasi-Arc Co., Ltd.; Allov Welding Processes, Ltd.

Electric fuses.—L. Weekes, Ltd.
Electric motors.—General Electric Co.. Ltd.

Contactor panels.—Whipp & Bourne, Ltd.
Elements for radiators.—Credenda Conduits, Ltd.

Switchgear, transformers. &c.—Johnson & Phillips. Lid.

Fittings for telemotor system.—McTaggart, Scott & Co.~
and single cotton- and double silk-covered copper wire.

—

Kent Brtjs.

trie Wire Co.; E. H. Phillips; I.xindon KI«:lric Wire Co. and
Ltd.; \Vard & Goldstonc. Ltd.

Wak Office.

Electric lamps.—Crysi-lco, Ltd.; General Electric Co., Ltd.

Air Ministry.
Electrical accessories (running contract).—Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.;

General Electric Co., Ltd.
Motor generators.—W'. Mackie & Co.

Post Office.

Telephone apparatus.—British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co.-, Ltd.;
General Electric Co. Ltd. (Peel-Conner Telephone Works); Inter-

national Electric Co., Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co. Ltd.; Western
Electric Co., Ltd.

Testing protective apparatus.—Phoenix Telephone & Electric Works, Ltd.

Telegraph and telephone cable.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.;
Hackbridgc Cable Co., Ltd.; Pi.'clli-Gcncral Cable Works, Ltd.

Joint box castings.—United Steel Co., Ltd. (T. Butlin S: Co. Branch):
Willesden Foundry. Ltd.

Cords for telephones.—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Double

Smiths
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OUR AIM MAKE

mm
" THE PRODUCTS WITHOUT A MAINTENANCE EXPENSE

"

D.C. MOTORS A.C. MOTORS

OUR AIM IS VALUE, VALUE IN THE LIFE OF THE PRO-
DUCT AS WELL AS FIRST COST. OUR AIM IS EFFICIENCY,

EFFICIENCV AT A COMPETITIVE PRICE—WE DO NOT AND
WILL NOT SACRIFICE EFFICIENCY FOR LOW COST. OUR
AIM IS QUALITY, QUAUTY IN ESSENTIAL DETAILS, TO
REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS. PLANT USERS REALISE
THAT THE MAINTENANCE BURDEN OFTEN EXCEEDS
INITIAL OUTLAY. WE DO TOO, HENCE OUR AIM, OUR

SUCCESS, OUR REPUTATION FOR

"THE PRODUCTS WITHOUT A MAINTENANCE EXPENSE"

MOTORS A.C. & D.C. (ALL SIZES, TYPES AND HORSE-POWER), AND SWITCHGEAR TO
CONTROL THEM. D.C. & A.C. ELECTRIC CEILING & DESK FANS AND REGULATORS TO
CONTROL THEM. SHIPS' FITTINGS AND "MAXLUME " REFLECTORS AND LANTERNS.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY:

LONDON

;

Covent Gn.. W.C.2.

VERITYS
Works :

Our Branch Sales Engineers

BIRMINGHAM :

Phoenix Chambers.
Colmore Row.

LTD., ENGINEERS,
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.
rill alteixl cromptly I

BRISTOL :

59.
Victoria Street.

Enquiries or Telepho

MANCHESTER
;

Hardman Street,
Deansgale.

GLASGOW

:

Waterloo Street.

ffi««!fii««flfaiflatfai!fiffiaa«ffitfiB«!fi!fi«ifM««aa«tfaifiaatfia^
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SOLE AGENTS FOR

THE CONDOR LAMP
MANUFACTURING CO.,

LTD.,
VENLO, HOLLAND.
ENGLAND AND WALES :

THE B.T.T. ELECTRIC LAMP
AND ACCESSORIES CO.,

5/10. Rangoon St., Crutched Friars, LONDON, E.G. 3.
Telephone : (two lines) Avenue 8763. 8769. Telegrams : Duchavwat. Aid . London.

Branches:— Manchester, Lirerpool, Birmingham, Hull. Newcastle,
Leeds, Bristol, Wolverhampton.

OUR SALES of GASFILLED LAMPS have been suspended by an
injunction granted in the High Court. We are therefore substituting round
bulb T.A. Lampt of practically equal efficiency with mostGasfilled Lamps.
Our T.A. Lamps will also give many hours longer lite than Gasfilled
Lamps, and our prices— with every lamp guarranteed are as follows :

—
Low Voltage 30 watt 3/9, High Voltage 3/-

40 ,
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WIBES.

CABLES
<sz>mm

"srE;A.i«.«'

Actual Manufacturing Experience is em-

bodied in every coil of wire produced.

All Classes of Wires. Cables and
Flexibles. &c.. manufactured by us.

FAVOURABLE PRICES.
PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Send Us Your Enquiries.
Sectional List W 101 oa application.

.^Pa)UT(»i^^ig^:4^MASCHtSTIRj

ASBESTOS SEPARATORS
VULCANIZED RUBBER INSULATION

BRAIDED COPPER CONDUCTORS-

STRONGEST, SAFEST and BEST
Ibons, Radiators, Cooking Appliances, Vacccm Cleaseh

FLEXIBLE CORDS.
We make every class and grade of Flexi-

ble Cords from the "Competition " quality
competing in price with the inferior im-
ported article, to the very best grades.

Samples and Prices on application.

Fop LIGHTING. HEATING, POWER
BELL and TELEPHONE SERVICE
To Standard British. Continental and

South American Specifications,

CAB TYRE
SHEATHED
FLEXIBLE
Patent S'.KWIl'jn

London Office : 8a S 9. Gt. Ctiagel St.. Oxford

Glasaow Office : Mercantile Cfiambers, 65

ird St.. W.C.I. \V Jli

, Bolliwell St. ^^^'

Alternating to Direct Current

Mercury
Vapour
Rectifiers

Simple
and

Reliable

A.ImIm C.A.P.A.CITXES.

HEWiniC ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.,

80, York Road, King's Cross, London, N. 1.

Call and See the

Rectifier*

in OUT ShcWTOomi,
Telegrama .

—
" Hewittic, Kincrmaa,

-J J - \Lond9
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I

Telephone : 177 Bedford.

Telegrams: "Cryselco Kempston."

CRYSELCO, LIMITED,
KEMPSTON WORKS,

BEDFORD.
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FULLER
A.C. MOTORS

HAVE AN UNRIVALLED
REPUTATION FOR

QUALITY
AND

RELIABILITY.
To - cl£i>y's Pr*ices stx*G Coxnpetiti^v^e axid

The FULLER ELECTRICAL & MANUFACTURING Co.,

5, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 2.

'Phone: HOLBORN 6084-5. ... „ ^^'^f^T, . -^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ rullmaKe Fleet London.

Works : FULBOURNE ROAD.
LONDON, E.17.

IF,
to the casual observei-, much excel-

lent workmanship in an installation is

=- "beneath the surface," yet there is

ample scope for individualistic and visible

expression, and it is with the " Crabtree Shelloid
"

Sw'tch Covers and Base Rings that you have

your opportunity of adding deft points of finish

to your work.

So we again draw your attention to the refined

finishes in these Switch Covers, which, having a

dignity of their own, confer an individualistic

distinction to your efforts :

—

GOLD, TORTOISE-SHELL
SILVER, IVORY,
AMBER, LAPIS LAZULI,
MARBLE.

And to the fact that— as the Base Rings can be

supplied either in harmony with or in contrast to

the Switch Covers— you have a wide scope for

unique treatment in harmony with existing

decorative schemes. Hall-marks of your Crafts-

manship, aided by
' ' Craftsmen in Switches.

J.A.CRABTREE8C5U2
RUSHAU. STRETT

^

WALSALL s;B'
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CUTTING.
THE MOTOR WITH AMPLE POWER MARGIN,

CRANE & LIFT MOTORS.

VERTICAL MOTORS.

MOTORS FOR COUPLING
TO ANY CLASS OF

MACHINERY.

DYNAMOS FOR LIGHTING

PLATING AND ELECTRIC
WELDING.

PROMPT DELIVERIES
CARRIAGE PAID.

QUOTATIONS ON
REQUEST.

Cutting Bros., Limited,
Telegrams :

'CUTTING, STAMFORD."

Teleohone 12

PARK WORKS

Stam ford
ESTABLISHED

27 YEARS.

ENGLAND
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unique

ooklel

esiOne

BRANCHES
AT
BIRMINGHAM :

224, Corporation

Street.

BRISTOL :

/, Nelson Street.

CARDIFF :

2a. Court %oaJ.

GLASGOW:
159, West George

Street.

LIVERPOOL

:

57, The Albany.

MANCHESTER:
251, Deansgate.

NEWCASTLE-
ON-TYNE

:

44h, Blackett St.

PORTSMOUTH:
5, Sussex Street,

And

SYDNEY
(N.S.W.).

or '—

:

low own
dislribylion

To any Contractor who is anxious to make

the most of the present demand for wiring

work it will be—well, more than helpful.

It is propaganda which impels inquiry, and when

you have the inquiry it is " half the battle
''

—

more than half, if you estimate on the basis of the

J. & P. system—the system that's "so simple " and

so markedly economical.

Remember, you can assure your customers that you can do the job, and leave

them entirely free from redecoration bills !

The booklet is attractively produced, unique m character and style, carries

no name but yours (which is printed on an enquiry P.C. lipped into the

front cover), and, in addition, is supplied with envelope.

Are you interested ? Are you open to " make

"J. & P. " ? If so—this is how we help you.

Write us, and arrange for a supply.

push " with the

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.
Cable Makers & Electrical Engineers since '75.

Charlton, London, S.E.7.
City Office & Stores : 12, Union Court, Old Broad St., E.C 2.

Branches as at side.

dyy CL '^SI^SSpR
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Whatwe ai^oinQ in SwrEh^eai

Remote Electrical

Operation.
While a considerable advance in the convenience of operation,

handling and inspection' of heavy switchgear was made when
remote mechanical operati^on was adopted, the arrangement has dis-

advantages, owing to the limitations imposed on the relative positions of the

coDtrol panels and the E H.T. cubicle structure. Various mechanical devices have been used for

increasing the flexibility of the arrangement, but there is only one method which gives entire freedom to the

designer, and facilitates the duties of the operator by concentrating the xontrol points within easy reach and
in the most convenient location That method is electrical operaiion. This is, moreover, the solution most calculated

to appeal to the electrical engineer.

This week we illustrate our latest model electrically-operated oil switch of large breaking capacity. This particular model
is arranged for cubicle mounting with remote electrical operation, and is designed for use on circuits up to 11,000 volts.

The switch is fitted with vent pipes through which' the gases generated during operation are discharged at a point

external to the enclosing structure, and the switch is so arranged that all mechanism is below the upper frame, no
moving parts being between the terminals on top. This arrangement pre\ents, under short-circuit c-nditions, arcing

over from switch terminals to operating mechanism. The switch is made gas-tight except for the vent pipes referred

to above : it is strongly designed and capable of withstanding nigh internal pressures.

A control board for the remote electrical operation of switchgear for two generators and four feeders is also shown.

This type of switch can also be arranged for remote mechanical or direct hand operation if desired;

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.,
Cily Office: 12, Union Court, Old Broad Street, E.C.2.

Charlton, London, 5.E. 7.
Branches at: BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, CLASGOIV, LIVERPOOL. M^-

CHESTER, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, PORTSMOUTH and SYDNEY (N.S.IV.).
'

JT //
d^LOU^ tunssh
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1|

HOWELLS & CO.,
105, York Street, Hanley, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

Manufacturers of

1, 2 & 3 PHASE MOTORS.
I to 50 M.P.

Squirrel Ca?e Rotors are guaranteed indestructible,

Exceptionally gfood Starting: Torque.

^ You know this motor, but have you received
our latest prices ?

NEITHER QUAUTY NOR PRICE CAN BE BEATEN.

TRY JSIVI.

^ We invite your enquiries for

STAMPINGS PIERCINGS
PRESSINGS PRESS TOOLS

for metal, fibre, celluloid, etc.

FORCINGS, MACHINING, DIE-SINKING, TYPE-CUTTING.

vr

Medalsdesigned. struck A engraved. General machining of all l<inds
Small machine building. Jigs. Fixtures, and Gauges made.
; : Patents worked out.

FULLY EC3UIPPED FOR SMITHY WORK.

GHAS. WRIGHT, LTD.
(Go^ernmQnt Slampers and Engineers)

EDGWARE - MIDDLESEX
ESTABLISHED 1864.

'Phone :

Edg^are Fou.

Wires :

Wright, iagware. ^ ^*^

TRANSFORMERS
This illustration shows our standard

type of medium power, three-phase

Transformer construction, 15,000/

440 Volts, 50 periods. We are

manufacturing Transformers from

1 to 10,000 KVA of voltages up

to 100,000.

Full particulars will be supplied on application.

Soc. Anon. " LE TRANSFORMATEUR."
Sole British and Overceat Agent* :

ALLIED NATIONAL CORPORATION, LIMITED,
72-74, Victoria Street, London, S.W. 1

.

Tclteriphic Addlc, : "ALNATCOR' (All CodMl. T.lci.h,nr Number : VICTORIA I55J

SOUTH WALES OFFICE ....
T.Itphon. No 86 I'ORT lALBCIT

30, Station Road, Port Talbot.

I
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Watertight

Cut-outs
for

overhead services

A Henley Standard double-pole,

watertight Cut-out, fitted with fuse

carrier and link for neutral.

The back half of the case is made to

receive a wrought-iron leading-in tube,

which is secured bv two nuts.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND
PRICE ASK FOR LIST ZWL.l.

HENLEY
IRONCLAD SERVICE

CUT-OUTS

W. T. HENLEYS TELEGRAPH WORKS CO.. LTD..

BLOMFIELD STREET.
LONDON. E.C.i

The size of the plug that holds your

electrical fixtures to the wall has nothing

to do with i.s strength. Wood plugs are large

and necessitate a big and unsightly hole, but they

won t hold permanently because they only rest

in the wall. They do not expand inside the wall.

Rawlplwjn do. The Rajilpluij i.f no longer than thescreu-
With which it is uned. The hole it grips in is smaller than
the head of the screw. But there is no question about the
'jrip. Rawlplugs expand inside the wall with a rice-like
ijrip and make the fixture b. come part of the wall itself.

The Rawlplug method is becoming recognised as the

standard method of makmg aay fixture to any material

.rem plaster to concrete or tiles—because it is

scie.it..^ically sound, simple, sure and economical.

Millioni of Rawlplugs aie used throughout the country
bv Eiectnciins. Builders, Engineers. Railways, the
War Ofhce, G.P.O., etc., and by the geneial public.

Write for speciil 20 pp. Trade List and let as know
if you have any work where we coald advise or assist.

SAMPI E OITFIT
10) Kj-.vlp!.,£, (.V» » aiitruJ

IwlbuIJcr jnj
t«o Bir». K — , y<

t<rr9unk »cr*rwr. '

inj»crcwc>tr». «crew b<x>k»,
cup hooki. sg-jiire hook«.

COMPLETE
OLTFIT

All sizes of ^^^
Rawlplugs V^
and Tools, =*'"*

X0S.3-I4&N0.2O

THE R.\WLPLUG COMPANY. LTD.,
GUuc3ster House, Cromwell Road, London, S.W.7
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XOchoid
the successful production of Extruded Rods and

Sections in the hollow of our hand.

Our many years of constant activity in this

branch of business have yielded invaluable ex-

perience, and this completed knowledge of

the intricate process of extrusion, supported by

one of the finest plants in the country, places

us in the enviable position of being able to

cope promptly with I he largest orders, and at

the same time to guarantee uniformly Sound

Rods and Sections in non-ferrous metals.

We have been supplying some of the largest manu-

facturers In the Electrical World for many years past,

and at to-day s prices Extruded Hods "nd Sections

are the cheapest form nf manufactured Brass. May
we haoe the pleasure of sending YOU a Copy of our

Extruded Catalogue, B 42, or quoting you for your

needs ?

15^" lit'

Rotton Park Street, BIRMINGHAM.
•McKe lioghai

BRANCHES

Edgbaslon 381. Telegrair

Smelting Works: WIDNES, LANCS.
(LONDON -1 7. Victoria Sired. U'eilminsler. S W I.

MANCHESTER-509. Com Exchange Building,.

NEWCASTLE ON TYNE-90. Pitn^'m Sired.
LEEDS -Prudential Building!. Park'Row

LATEST REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION.

THE PRACTICE OF
ELECTRICAL WIRING

BY

DONALD SMEATON MUNRO,
M I.E.E., M.ASSOC. MINING E.E.

The v;ell-known and practical handbook for

Contractors, Engineers, Architects, Wiremen
and others connected with Electrical Wiring
in its many branches.

267 PAGES. lOO ILLUSTRATIONS.

5/- NET, OR BY POST 5/5.

THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW, LTD., 4, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4.
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"CANTIE'
IRONCLAD SWITCHGEAR

ENSURES SAFETY.

PERFECTION IN SWITCHGEAR

CANTIE SWITCHES

CANTIE FUSES

As near perfection as possible.

BEST DESIGN

BEST MATERIAL

BEST WORKMANSHIP

CANTIE SWITCH CO.
— LEIGHTON STREET —

NOTTINGHAM.

GcNU'NE
'

MORSE
TWIST DRILLS

£

REAMfRS

CARBON DRILLS
H'WE: THE REST
BUYMC^SC

"Morse" stands tor accuracy
strength, and durability,

"Churchill" stands for varied

stocks and prompt delivery.

Let as quote for your wants.

CMARCC4

CHURCHILL
• -I3 l_MONAnO 9TIICCT L*NOON. ftjU

t< !i J! >iliaii:i i ii rii ii a!iiijiifa?timnm{mniaH

B

cm

M-A:i
The most Efficient and

Reliable Fan

J'fi

in the Market.

specially wound for

Tropical Clirnales.

Wh MAK E EVERY TYPE OF ELECTRIC FA\S

FOR A\Y VOLTAGE OR PERIODICITY.

ERCOLE MAREl_U & Co., Ltd.,
Fan House, 19-20, Garlick Hill,

Queen Victoria Street.

LONDON. E.C. 4.

CEILING FANS

54" & 60" Sweep

Single=phase and

3-phase.

ALTERNATING

CURRENT.

Telephone : Ctnlral 734.

Cable : Aurtlla, London.

a
£jiEr [^

g
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IT IS IMPORTANT
THAT YOU SHOULD PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR
OUR TIME SWITCHES NOW FOR DELIVERY IN

THE AUTUMN AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
LATER ON.

THIS IS A SURE SELLING LINE. AND IS SO
SIMPLY CONSTRUCTED THAT NOTHING CAN GO
WRONG.

FITTED WITH A 10-AMP. DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

PRICE: 60/- EACH, SUBJECT.

i,OLB MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS.—

RCSS & CO.(ELEGTRIC)Lr°-62,RobertsoiiSt.,GP„ASGOW.

BETTERWAY PENDANTS.
REDUCED PRICES.

12 in.

14 In.

16 in.

SERIES "I."

Complete, 14s. 4 (J.

>. 19s. 4(1.

23s. 8d.

To be a successful trader, j ou must give the public

what they want. The buying public now want

MUCH LOWER PRICES
How Can We Do It?

Our Factory Policy,
To give lower prices a manufacturer must be

be efficient, eliminate waste, and keep his factory

going full time—that's the Betterway Factory

Policy always Good Methods—No Waste

—

No Short Time.

Our Selling Policy.
Reduce the profit by half and increase the sales

three times—that's the Betterway Selling Policy.

Result—a fast-increasing clientele, of which we
are justly proud.

An Example,
Illustrated here is a nice 3-Chain Pendant, 12-in.

Band, 3 ft. 6 in. overall, finished in Oxidised
Copper or Satin Brass :

/ Complete.

The Six Standard Colours—Light Red, Dark Red, Rose,
Green, Gold, Blue—meet the taste of a large body of

customers, and the Bead Trimming and beautifully

embroidered White Silk Lining add that touch of

superiority only obtained in good-class articles.

Sole Manufacturers

See Our Stand, No. 39.
LONDON FAIR AND MARKET, RO»AL AGRICULTURAL HALL,

LONDON JULY 3rd to 14th.

EXCELSIOR SHADE MANUFACTURING CO. (Dept. "A "),

Better-way House, Stanford Street, NOTTINGHAIWI.
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The Triumph Fan
Robust Type.

FANS OF SUPERLATIVE QUALITY

AT REMARKABLE PRICES!!

SPECIFICATION.
. robust Fan. suitable for Desk and

Table use. or for use as a Bracket Fan. By
undoing the thumb screw the motor may be
moved to position for Bracket use without the

1 of extra fittings.

^_
Fitted with Three Speed and

"Off" position regulator 'with
definite positions! mounted in base.

Swivel and Tru
iry highly

finished in best quality
stove black
Blades and guards o
highly polished brasf
A very hamlsome Flu.

We can ccnfidcntly assert that there is no better value

hiing offered in the Trade to day than

TRIUKIPH Electric Fans
which are the result of manv yeirs' experience in Fan
manufacture, and QUALITY Productions in every
sense of the word.

Minufactured under strict supervision at our Birmingham
Works, every care is tiken that each Triumph Fan
shall prove absolutely efficient and reliable in Service.

There are important details in TRIUMPH FANS which
future announcements will deal with, but meanwhile —

LOOK AT THE SPECIFICATION !
- LOOK AT THE PRICE 1

1

and— to ensure prompt deliveries - let us know your
requirements at once :

—

THE TRIUMPH
Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Triumph Works, Stewart Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
LibBral Trade Discounts.

PRICES (Direct Current) other prices on application

Voltage.

100/110

200/220

230/250

1011/110

200/220

230/2.-.0

1500

1500

1500

12011

12110

12110

18 lbs.

18 lbs.

18 lbs.

HI lbs.

IHlbs.

l!l lbs.

£4 10

£4 10

&\ 10

£5 10

.€.". 1

rf"' "I" >""' «""' "I"' «i"" "»""

The "ELECTRICAL REVIEW'S"

Suggestions for dealing with

APPARENT DEATH
from

ELECTRIC SHOCK
Can now be obtained

Reproduced on

GALVANISED IRON

PRICE 4s.. POST FREE 5s. 6d.

=0

HOME OFFSCE SPECIAL RULES

For the Installation and Use of

Electricity in Coal Mines.

every
The Home Office in its Rules issued relating to Electricity

stipulates that "Instructions shall be potted up i _

Generating. Transforming and Motor House, containinir
directions as to the restoraUon of persons suffering fron
electric shock."

(Ln

The ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Ltd.,

4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4

JUST PU]Bl^ISHE:r».

Cloth, ii X 7i. 130 Paires. 72 Illustrations,

6/6 net ;
post free 6/9.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE

THREE-PHASE INDUGTIOH MOTORS

LEONARD ERNEST WOOD,
jUsoc'uite Member of the Institution of Electrical Emjineers, London;

Late Electrical Engineer of
Montreal Cottons LtiL^ Canada^

Director of Airda!e Manufactnrintj Co.y Ltd., Bradford.

The
AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

obi«^ct of [his book is to provide
whu have under their care the running,
induction motors, and have not either th

di'.il with the many practical problems ll

" .\mong the ever-increasing number i

k should appeal. It deals with thi

xperi

ed.

lasses of motors most u id(

* squirrel cage ' and ' slip ring * machines. The construction
detail, as is their starting apparalu:*, laul

i they should embody and the wonk ones
lit with

\-c.. emphasising the good pi

be avoided."
" Whilst it is impossible to quote 3 remedy for every evil, because circum-

stances differ so widely, yet the suggestions contained herein may prove help-

ful i/ only from the knowledge thai such exist. It is the practice in most
pjjnts using -i number of motors to carry out their own repairs, because they

ij.i bi.' donu jo much cheaper and better, quality bcin^^ the fir^t csscntjaj."

" .Math-;ma:ici and uselcs.5 theory arc excluded. lor the simple reason that

lor the class to whom this work appeals none arc necesjiry. i^o long as the

practical man undorst.inds the rudiments of the principles on which motors
operijin-, that is nil he needs."
" The photos and diagrams contained herein were taken and drrxwn by the

,^utho^ expre-ssly for this work, and taken from ordin.iry routine work of a

Uirg.' plant."
" No one manuf.icturer's motors or apparatus are specifically referred to.|*

" The contf-nts of this book are founded on twenty years' experience in the

rrrction, running, maintenance and repair of f-lectrical plant and equipment
ranging from a f<-w hundred horse-power to 10,000 horse-power in various
n.Trl> of the world."

LONDON:
THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW. LTD.. 4, Ludi^ate Hill,

E.C. 4.
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Type "N" Watthour

Meter with jumping

figure or pointer dials.

Reversal Tests on Watthour Meters

and their commercial application.

The accurate metering of an inter-connector generally

necessitates the use of TWO Watthour Meters.

WHY USE TWO WHEN ONE WILL DO?

For years a number of such circuits have been successfully

metered by ONE, and this is possible with the

Metropolitan-Vickers Type "N" Meter

owing to its great accuracy with energy passing in

either direction.

Correct registration on Low Loads with backward

or forward rotation is only possible with a Meter

possessing a Natural Curve such as distinguishes the

Type "N" Watthour Meter

In normal situations where rotation in one direction only is

required, this good natural curve ensures continued accuracy.

Results oblaineJ b}) Faraday House Reversal Tests

on T'spe " N " Meters will be sent on application.
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Vislok universally accepted in Engineering Circles as the

ONLY Lock Nut that CAN and DOES PERMANENTLY LOCK

VISLOK
The Reliable and Safety Triple Lock Nut

I

VISLOK aatomatically makes THREE Separate bat Simultaneous
and Interdependent Locks by the ONE
Movement of an ordinary spanner as

you lock it

MILLIONS SOLD
To Prove for Yourself that our claims

are ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE we
invite you to Test VISLOK under

YOUR OWN Conditions. We send

Free Sample for this Purpose,

<

VISLOK
made in

NAVAL
BRASS

WhxU LccsLS for

Used as am'

ordinary not'

I

As, locked]
JBpJbolt''

Patent No. 13915/10

SPECIAL TO THE

ELECTRICAL
MIIVIIVG
and RAILWAY

I^DVSTRIES,

VISLOK made in Naval Brass
for Switch Gears, Dynamos,
Motors, etc.

VISLOK does not require

periodical inspections or

tightenings.

VISLOK saves all INSPECTION
LABOUR.

VISLOK remains permanently
locked until unlocked.

Sole Makers and Patentee*

VISLOK LTD.,
ST.BRIDE'S HOUSE, SALISBURY SQ., LONDON, E.C.4

Telegrams-.'Vyiseloque. Fleet. London." 'Phone CenlralS]57

Patented at Home and AbroaJ. British Made and Owned

ELECTRICAL
Installation
Extensively used

Guaranteed
Saves ALL
INSPECTION
LABOUR

Defies Continuous

Intensified

Vibrations

Gives Three Locks

by One Spanner

Movement

I

r" 300C 3tO

For anything in

MICA « MICANITE

jj
send to the Manufacturers: =

''

THE BIRMINfiHAM MICA CO.,

'

LTD.
South Road, Hockley,

BIRMINGHAM,

ADAPTABLE
EARTHING (r^% tw\
&. BQNDINcKAmXlr

Teleirtmi

;

INSULATION. IIRMINGHAM."
•Pkone

118 NORTHERN.

Absolutely the only Clip on the

market that will fit any tize

Conduit, Cable or Pfpe.

iillNli&IN£&.E
/3 ALBERT PLACE,

BRIDGE ST. MANCHESTER.

I,«*C 3«*CS 3oiq; .J
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A

Striking

Ssvere

and Uniqje

Practical

Application.

Applicable

to all

Trades.

Adds Life

to Hose.

Flexstel

Joints

continue

Absolutely

Water Tigtil

after

withstanding

for many

months the

strains of

the open

River Tides.

FLEXSTEL Patented Flexible Joints applied to 5 in. Corporation Water Main on
FLOATING Landing Stage. Liverpool. Allowing for a 33 ft. rise and fall of Tides.

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY REPORT:

"Extensive and severe tests have been talien to prove tlie durability of Fle.vstel Patented Joints.

A iincti bore Pipe-line was submitted to tile National Pliysical Laboratory for destructive test.

It ultimately gave out under a pressure of 6.2 tons per square inch, when the Pipe-line Metal

actually fractured. The joint being perfectly fluid proof till fracture occurred.

Dormati Flexstel Joints interposed with Plain Piping.

Fle.xstel Patented Joints have been tested for Petrol under pressure for prolonged periods. Fle.\stel Joints OSCILLATED
MILLIONS OF TIMES and at the end of the period the Flexstel Joints proved absolutely petrol tight and showed no

appreciable signs of wear. Flexstel Patented Joints constructed as pips-line of absolutely any length withstand any

amount of rough usage, climatic conditions, high and intermittent pressures, and can bs relied upo.T for conveying

water, saturated or superheated steam, oil, compressed air or gases, under any working pressures. The pitch of the

Flexstel Joints regulates the flexibility and cost of the pipe-line. A pipe-line can be constructed of varying pitches,

throughout its length to meet special and actual conditions.

TO ENGINEERS IN ALL TRADES: Flexstel Booklet, sent post free, records original money-saving facts

Dorman's Patented Flexible Joints used with Hose is a Guarantee 7/
against Hose breakages at acute working angles. FLEXSTEL ^'

Joints reduce Hose renewals and maintenance costs.

DORMAN'S ^

FLEXSTEL
DORMAN'S PATENTED EXPANSIBLE AND FLEXIBLE JOINTS in Steel

and other Metals from ^ inch to 12 inch bore. Guaranteed to withstand successfully

the highest fluctuating and intermittent pressures for WATER, GAS, OIL, AIR,

PETROL, ACIDS, SATURATED or SUPERHEATED STEAM and for many
Trades and purposes. Joints are Standardized and Interchangeable. A line

can be quickly and easily lengthened or shortened by unskilled labour.

(ism

i

W. H. DORMAN & CO., LTD., STAFFORD.
of Wave Tran

Spcv- 5ts i the Designing ; nd Building of Petrol ;

m Motor and Station
inls. Patent Owners ;

affin In
Kngines: •Thf Heart of .n Car is i

iMakers ol the Heic Shaw Hydraulic

Bead Office and Works : STAFFORD. London Office : St. Bride's Honse, Salisbnry Square, E.C.4
Telephone No. 121 (2 lin-s) Telegrams; "Dorraan, Stafford." Telephone No. 8157 Central. Telegrams : Typify, Fleet, London."

"Flexstel" is a Registered Trade Mark and Patented in the Principal Countries of the World.

%t
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DRUM -TYPE IRONCLAD

gontr£gear
For all purposes.

Interior o( Oil-immersed Auto-Transformer Starter.

These Illustrations show Typical Examples of

AIR-BREAK and OIL-IMMERSED TYPES.

All Starters have our Patent Slow-Motion Gate, en-

suring correct sequence and positive stop at each starting

position by moving the Starter Lever with one hand

in one direction only.

Mica insulation alone is used. Every Contact is self-

aligning and can be replaced in a minute.

A complete range, carefully stepped, enables us to meet

any requirement up to 400

H.P. and, by assembling

from stock parts, to deliver
within a few days.

Air Break Auto-Transformer

Starter, with No- volt and
Overload Release,-.

A glance at the Overload and

Terminal Box will show how
conveniently all Terminals

are placed for rapid wiring.

Interior of Overload Bo

The ELECTRICAL APPARATUS CO., L
JNCORPORATING

BR^A.'V, ]VI.A.K,Z£IX>\.]Vi: SC I2.SISS, IL.'Z'D.,

HEIAD OFFICE:
Vauxhall Works, SOUTH LAMBETH ROAD, LONDON, S.W. 8.

TeiepA.ne.—BRIXTON 2075 (6 lines). TeUgrams : "ELAPRATUS, VAUX, LONDON."
HBTox^Ikb : Va^uxluall, 'Wa.ndsnirox'tli, St. Albans.

SALES OFFICES:
MANCHESTER— Palatine Buildings, Victoria Street. BIRMINGHAM—Cwlton House, High SlreeJ.

LEEDS—Standard Buildings. City Square. GLASGOW—74, York Street.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE,—Trinity Buildings, New Bridge St. BELFAST—Granville Builciings, 45, High St.

CARDIFF— 10, Windsor Place. DUBLIN—3. Dame Street.

NOTTINGHAM—Westminster Buildings, Theatre Square. BERGEN—(Norway)—Lodin Leppsgl 1.

ID.
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foaLLsok CbeacLs
(PROVISIONALLY PROTECTED.)

Approved by THE ADMIRALTY.

The FINAL SOLUTION of the PROBLEM of BARE WIRE INSULATION.

For Cooking and Heating: Apparatus, Furnaces,

Arc Lamp Resistances, Cinema and Theatre Regu-
lators, Starters, Controllers, Thermo-Couples, &c.

High temperature refractory material up to 1200° C
Sizes to take 17, 15, 13. 11 S.W.G. Beautifully

made. English product. Will not expose the wire.

Wrong threading corrected by breaking one
bead. No accidental reversal possible which
necessitates complete unthreading. Keen prices.

Keenly competitive prices also for ORDINARY BLACK GLASS INSULATING BEADS.

Write for samples and prices to

LIONEL ROBINSON & CO.,
(Partners : Lionel Robinson and W. E. Warrilow),

3, Staple Inn, London, W.C.I.
Te legrams : Ferrydom, Holb.. London. Telephone : Holborn 6323.

I ir

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES CO,
233, TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,

LONDON, W. 1.

(E.S. Co., Lth.)

? >; f.

S i. 'r,

5 I \

Brandies:— IVIJAl^«C£S]E:S'rE:XS a,nA ]VIII3I>I:iE:S13^017«I.

BOTH MODELS MADE IN

12", 14" and 16".

Frcm ^^Jj^ f^ Complete. p
J ^

Send for special leaflet

giving full particulars.

Competitive Lines.

FITTINGS and SILK SHADE

SHOWROOMS and TRADE

COUNTER FOR GENERAL

ACCESSORIES, LAMPS,

CROWN^ABLES, &c.,__

i;^;^^:-^,: OPEN CI r:.- ;

8 30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
R 3669.— Fitted

^
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The most efficient and most

economical system on the market.

This system entirely meets the varied

and oft conflicting requirements of

surface wiring installations.

Simple design. Easily installed.

Safe operation. Not unsightly.

Moderate Cost.

No special tools required.

The number of special accessories has
befn reduced to a minimum, enabling
contractors to cater for a large amount
of business without carrying heavy and
varied stocks.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Head Office : Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

ReKent!70509(50 lines). '*.Electricity,~Westcent Londa

WroMc/KS
; Manchester. Leeds. Liverpool. Sbeffif Id, Glasgow, Aberdeen. Ncstcastle. Hull, Birmingham, Nottingham.

_ Cardiff, Bristol. Swansea. Dublin, Belfast, Cork. Southampton. Ipiwloh. Edinburgh. Dundee.

g And in all Ihe 'Principal^ Markth o! Ihc World. %
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiii^

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENTS
ADVERTISERS will please note that NEW COPY and ALTERATIONS

to Existing Advertisements (with Blocks) should reach here not later than

OFFICIAL NOTICES, PATENT NOTICES, SITUATIONS VACANT, SITUATIONS WANTED,
PARTNERSHIPS. AGENCIES, ARnCLES FOR SALE. ARTICLES WANTED, ETC.

r^£i,test Time 5 p>.m. lAT E I> N^ £2 SD A. ^V .

Tbc ELECTRICAL REVIEW is the recognised Medium of the Electrical Trades, and has BY FAR THE LARGEST CIRCULATION
of any Electrical Industrial Paper in Great Britain.

AUCTIONEERS
and VALUEl/S of

Electrical W^orks, Plant and Stock.

WHEATLEY KIRK, PRICE & CO.
46, Watling Street,

London, E.C. 4.

(Establislied 1850).

16, Albert Square,
Manchester.

26, Collingwood Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

AUCTION.

BY DIRECTIOX OF THE DISPOSAL BOARD.

SALE BY PUBLIC AUCTION IN LOTS OF

BOILER HOUSE PLAINT,

WOODWORKING MACHINERY,
ELECTklCAL PLANT,

MOTOR VEHICLES, MACHINE TOOLS,

STOCK and STORES,
At H.M. FACTORY, GREIXA, DUMFRIESSHIRE,

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY,

July ISth, 19th, 20th and 21st,

coinnu'ncinj;- at 1 1 u'eluck proujiit each day. including :

is I ,aiica.shire Boilers, Soft, long by 8 ft. dia., by Galloways,

Ltd., Yates it Thorn, and other makers.

One Cochran Vertical Boiler, 6 It. 6 in. dia. by 14 ft. hiftli.

Eiyht Superheaters, by T. Sugden, Ltd.

Six " Clreen's " Fuel iilconomisers.

•M pairs Mechanical Stokers, by .L Hodgkinstjn, Ltd.

'is Bucket Coal Elevators, by 'Bennis & Co., Ltd., and Fraser

and Chalmers.
Nine sets Worm Reduction Gears, bv Henry Wallwork A

Co., Ltd.

'i\vo l-2()-k\V Steam Generating Sets.

70 Slip-ring and Squirrel-cage Motors, all uO (periods, sizes

ranging from 1 h.p. to •2.50 h.p.

Horizontal Steam Engine, 10 in. cylinder.by 16 in. stroke.

40 b.h.p. Vertical Steam Engine, by Robey & Co., Lt<i.

Five Diiect-acting Boiler-feed Pumps, by G. & J. Weir, Ltd.

Steam Capstan. 6 in. dia. cylinders by (jjin. stroke, by Thos.

Reid & Sons.
Eight 3-phase Transformers, sizes ranging from '2^ kV.\ to

25 kVA.
7-ton Steam Locomotive Crane.

T\vo l.S-in. Belt Conveyers, by Prasei- & Chalmers.

Three .5.5-in. Induced-draught Fans, by Davidson & C'n.

-Tw-o 20-in. " Sirocco " Pans-. —
One Tenoning Machine, by McDouall & Sons.

T^vo 26 in. dia. Pendulum "Saws.

tYame Saw, to take 21 by 21 in. logs, by McDowall A Sons.

Rack Saw Bench, 60 ft. long by HI in. wide, by Robinson and
Sons, Ltd.. Rochdale.
Two Circular Saw Benches.

Three Band Saw Machine.S7

Three Chain Morticing Machines.

Planing and Thickne.ssing Machine.
4 ft. Radial Drilling Machine, by Smith A-Coventry.
Seven Pillar Drilling Machine.

(^Coniiivued on next column.)

AUCTION.—ConIhmed.

Pour Pipe Screwing Machines.
Six Screwcutting Lathes, sizes from 3^ in. to 10^ in. centres.

T^vo Shaping Machines.
3-ton Overhead Runway Crane, by Tangyes, Ltd.
10 cwt. Overhead Ti'avelling Crane, by Herbert Morris, Ltd.
12-ton Platform Weighing Machine, by Henry Pooley and

Sons.
Two Double Purchase Winches, bv Fellows Bros.
10 cwt. Platform~ Weighing Machine, by W. & T. Avery. Ltd.

One 10-12 ton Standard Truck Tippler, by Fraser A- Chalmers.
Two Sta<"ker and Ijoaders with telescopic ends.
2-50 h.p. Motor-driven Centrifugal Pmnp, by Mather and

Piatt.

10 Duplex Pumps, 6 in. by o in. by 6 in.

50 Small Centrifugal Pumps.
Concrete Mixer.
Two Fii'eless Locomotives.
14 Motor Cars, Lorries and Vans.
One Enfield 3 h.p. Motor Cycle.

Quantity of Steel Piping, from 6 in. to 16 in. dia.

Hopkinson's Valves, from 1 in. to 16 in. dia.

Steel Shafting.
Quantity of Electric Cable, Stores, Instruments. &c., &c.
17 Railway Carriages.

Numerous Spare Parts for Motor Vehicles.

Oil Gas Generating Plant. .500 cu. ft. capacity.

40 tons Railway Weighbridge.
Five Signal Cabins:
On view one week prior to Sale, and each morning of Sale

before selling commences.
For catalogue.^, and any further information, apply to the

Dispo.sals Board Otficer, at the Factory, or the .Auctioneers,

Messrs.

wHEATLEY TTTRK, pRICE & p O.,

26, Collingwood Street, Newcastle-uixin-Tyne; 46. Watling
Street, London, E.C'.4; and 16. .Albert Square, Manche.ster.

Registered Telegraphic .\ddresses : "Indicator," Newcastle-
upon-Tyne; "Indices," Cent.. London; "Indicator," Man-
chester.

Telephones : 3229 Central (Newcastle-upon-Tyne) ; 5077 Bank
(London) ; 3218 Central (Manchester). 906

SITUATIONS VACANT.
Latssl Time for receiving, 5 p.m. Wednesday.

If letters are not to 63 delivered to certain firms or individuals

(if known), instructions to that effect should be sent to the

Manager of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, who will do his best

to carry out such instructions. Letters of applicants cannot

n such cases be returned to them, nor can the names of

Advertisers using a number in any way be disclosed.

Original Testimonials should never be sent.

BOROUGH OF STOKI; NKWINGTON.

APPLICATIONS are invited for the position of Sub-Station

Attendant. Previous experience with e,h.t. converting

plant essential. Present wages £i 7s. 3d. per week, varying

according to the cost of Uving.—-Applications, stating age.

and giving particulars of training, experience, enclosing copies

of testimonials, and when duties can be commenced, should

be addressed to C. S. Hann, Borough Electrical Engineer.

Edwards Lane. Stoke Newington, N.16, to be received not

later than Julv 10th, 1922. 910
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SITUATIONS MACl^UT— Continued.

GORSEINON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., LTD.

Appointment of Resident Engineer.

APPLICATIONS are invited for the position of Resident
Engineer to the company. The person appointed will

be required to take charge of the company's electricity under-
taking, under which bulk supplies are obtained from another
authority. Applicants must have received a sound technical
education and have had experience of three-phase altemating-
curreijt systems as well as continuous current. Commenc-
ing salary, £300 per annum. The successful candidate will

be required to devote the whole of his time to the duties of

the ofBce and to reside within the district. Applications m
writing only, giving full particulars as to training and ex-
perience, with copies of not more than three recent testi-

monials, to be addressed to the undersigned on or before
July 5th, 1922.

DAVID JONES,
Secretary.

Gorseinon Electric Light Co., Ltd, Gorseinon, Glam. 808

Assistant Divisional Engineers in the Telegraph! Department

of the Government of India.

THE Secretary of State for Iijdia in Council will, in 1922,

select five candidates for appointment to this service

in 1923, after undergoing a year's preliminary training in

this country.

Every candidate must be a British subject, or a ruler or
subject of any State in India in respect of whom the Governor-
General of India in Council has made a declaration that he is

to be considered eligible.

The appointments for Europeans will, as far as possible,
be reserved for candidates who served in His Majesty's Forces
during the war, or who were prevented on adequate grounds
from so serving. Candidates who were not of military age at

the date of the armistice will be regarded as coming within
the latter category.

Candidates must be not more than 24 years of age on the
1st October, 1922, but preference will be given to candidates
who are not more than 28 years of age on that date.

Every candidate must have (1) obtained a degree, diploma,
or other equivalent distinction in electrical engineering from
any University or Institution of University standing in the
United Kingdom, and (2) spent at least one year on practical
electrical engineering work.

Applications from candidates must reach the India Office
not later than July 15th. Printed forms, together with in-
formation regarding the coaditions of appointment, may
now be obtained from the Secretary, PubUc Works Depart-
ment, India Office, 'Whitehall,- London', S.'W.l.

India Office, London. 639

THE URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF ABERDARE.

Appointment of Chief Clerk in the Electricity and Tramways
Department.

APPLICATIONS are invited for the post of Chief Clerk in
the Electricity and Tramways Department of the above

Council.

Candidates must have had experience in the office of a
central electricity supply station, and preference will be given
to those who, in addition, have tramway office experience.

The salary, payable monthly, will be at the rate of
i£]33 13s. per annum, together with a bonus at present
amounting to £116 Ts. per annum—the latter being subject
to variation under Civil Service Award No. 102. the present
total of salary and bonus being JB250 per annum.

Applications, stating age, full particulars of experience,
qualifications, &c.. must be accompanied by copies of three
recent testimonials, and forwarded to the undersigned, en-
dorsed " Chief Clerk." so as to reach him not later than July
12th, 1922.

CLEEK TO THE COUNCIL.
Town Hall. Aberdare.
June 26th, 1922. 919

NENAQH.

THE Nenagh Gas 4 Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., are pre-

pared to receive applications from competent men to

take charge of their electricity supply system, including
suction gas engines and producers, dynamos, motor booster
set, switchboard, battery, overhead distribution system,
meters, consumers' services, installations, &c.—Applications,

stating full particulars of previous experience, together with
copies of testimonials, and salary expected, to be addressed
to the secretary, and to reach the office not later than Wed-
nesday, July 5th. 1922.

M. CAHILL,
Secretary.

9!»

SITUATIONS yACt^Wr—Continued.

LEEDS TECHNICAL SCHOOL,

Cookridge Street, Leeds.

(^HLEP Lecturer in electrical engineering required for day
J and evening courses at the above-named school. Candi-

dates should possess University Degree or equivalent, and
industrial experience.

Initial salary £300 to £350, according to qualifications and
experience.

Statement of duties may be obtained from the Principal.

Forms of application, which should be returned as soon
as po.s8ible, may be had from the undersigned.

JAMES GEAHAM.
Director of Education.

Education Offices, Leeds. 887

BELFAST CORPORATION.

Electricity Department.

APPLICATIONS are invited for the position of Generating
Engineer. Candidates must have had experience in a

large power station, and be conversant with e.h.t. three-phase
generation from coal to switchboard. He wiU be respon-
sible to works superintendent for the efficient operation of

the plant, and will have control of station operation staff.

Salary in accordance with N.J.B. Schedule, Class F,
Grade 5.

Applications, stating age. giving full particulars of train-

ing, experience, qualifications, and the earliest date on which
duties could be commenced, together w'ith copies of three
recent testimonials, to be received not later than Monday,
July 10th.

JOHNSTONE WEIGHT, M.I.E.B..

City Electrical Engineer it Business Manager.

Electricity Works. East Bridge Street. Belfast.

•June 27th, 1922. W3

Cheap prepaid Advertisements are inserted under this heading at the rate

of One Penny Per Word (minimum Is.J. Three Consecutive Insertions for

the price o( two, li ordered and prepaid with first insertion.

Bo.^ Number and Electrical Review address count as seven words.

A COMPETENT Electrician, one used to organising and
estimating, plant or otherwise.—H, '260, Shirland

Road, Paddington, W.9. 6326

ABLE Travellers can earn excellent commission on new
electrical device.—Apply, stating area covered, 6312,

Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

AN old-established firm of electrical and mechanical engi-

neers require the services of a first-class d.c. and a.c.

Motor Designer, and with mechanical design experience. To
a first-class man who could supervise works, and work on up-
to-date lines, this job would be of a progressive character. A
man who is prepared to adopt and cultivate team work would
be appreciated and hberally treated.—905, Electrical Review,
A, Ludgate Hill, London.

ASSISTANT required, with experience of power cable con-

tracts.—Please state age, wages required, &c., 827,

Electrical Eeview, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ASSISTANT required for estimating and designing Lt. iron-

clad boards and switchgear. No attention will be paid

to applicants who do not give full particulars as to experience.

&c.—902, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

CAPABLE Man required to take charge of telephone
cords department. Must have all-round experience in

the manufacture of Post Office telephone cords.—945, Elec-

trical Eeview, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

CLEEICAL Assistant (Junior) for supply company. West
London, for statistics, &c.—Apply fully, 949, Electrical

Eeview, 4. Ludgate Hill, London.

CONTEACTOE in Midlands requires emart young man,
with practical knowledge of installation work; able

and willing to canvass. Salary and commission.—State age,

experience, and remuneration expected.—6180, Electrical Re-
view, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

DER'ERS and Firemen invited to apply for positions as

Organisers for the North-Eastern, Yorkshire, Midland
and South Wales and Southern divisions of the Electricity

Supply Enginemens' and Firemens' National Association.

—

Apply Secretary, 627, Liverpool Eoad, Piatt Bridge, Wigan.
6205

ELECTEICAIj Heating and Cooking.—Draughtsman and
Designer wanted, with shop experience preferred (Bir

mingham district).—Apply, stating qualifications, age, and
salary required, 6.351, Electrical Eeview, 4, Ludgat© Hill,

London.
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SITUATIONS VACANT.—Continued.

ELECTRICAXi contractors require Young Man with know-
ledge of electrical installations, able and willing to

canvass. Salary and commission.—State experience, 6354,
Electrical Review. 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ELECTRICIAN (competent non-union), of good appear-
ance and address, to carry out repairs on domestic

electrical apparatus, cookers. &c. Onlv tirst-class men need
apply.—948, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ELECTRICAL Engineer required (estimating and super-
vising) for high-class country and town mstallation

work.—Reply, stating qualifications, experience, and salary
required, 901, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

LADY Demonstrator, of good address (tor West End show-
room) to call on customers, demonstrate electrical

apparatus, and solicit orders. Salary and commission.—Write
fully, 947, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

LONDON Traveller required.—State terms and experience
by letter only in the first instance to The Wholesale

Electric (1922), Ltd., Dominion Works, Dunsmure Road,
N.16. 6321

MANAGER and Sales Organiser required by an old elec-

trical house making a speciality distributed by the
wholesale trade. Must be a gentleman able to secure busi-

ness and travel 0. B. with an undeniable record. An op-
portunity will be given to take the place of a retiring partner
if he makes good.—State qualifications, &c., 6157, Electrical
Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, Ix)ndon.

MANAGER Electrical Department required to a leading
builders, decorators and shopfitters, W.C. district.

Must be fully experienced, able to run department on its

own. Careful estimator and keen suiwrvi.sor. One with
good connection preferable. Salary and commission on re-

sults. Splendid opportunity for right man.—References, to

925, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

METER Repairer and Fixer wanted. Apply, stating ex-

perience, age, married or single, and enclose testi-

monials. Salary £'i 19s. 9d., subject to " cost of living " ad-
justments.—William Frisby, Borough Electrical Engineer,
Electricity Works, Colchester. 939

REPRESENTATIVE wanted, by a firm manufacturing
wires and cables for London, Midlands, and East

Coast districts. Write, stating full particulars as to experi-
ence, terms, &c. Applications will be treated in strict con-
fidence.—899. Electrical R«view, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

REQUIRED in electrical manufacturing firm, situated just

outside London, a highly skilled Draughtsman and De-
signer for high and low tension .switchboard work.—State
age, previous experience, and salary required, 928, Electrical
Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

SMART and energetic Traveller required, with established
connection among contractors in London and suburbs,

to represent firm handhng fittings and accessories. Salary
and commission.—6394, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill,

London.

TRAVELLER required for London district and Midlands,
to call upon motor car and motor car acces.sory sup-*

phers as well as electrical houses. Liberal terms to capable
and experienced man.—944, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate
Hill, London.

WANTED, a competent working Colliery Electrician,

thoroughly competent to maintain extensive three-

phase high-tension plant and to make repairs and re-wind
motors.—.^pply, stating age. experience, and wages, to 815,

Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED, an Electrical Engineer for large iron and steel

works near the East Coast. Applicants must be
thoroughly experienced in the maintenance and upkeep of

all plant and appurtenances connected with generating and
ti'ansmitting power for all purposes, and be conversant with
the most economic and up-to-date methods of running the
whole of the electrical equipment. Suitable house available.
—.\polications, giving age, experience, and salary required,
together with recent references, to 6331, Electrical Review,
4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED for a Lancashire colliery, experienced Electrical

Engineer, to take entire charge of plant; two 500-kW
turbo sets, larger motors working at 3.000 volts, smaller at

550 volts ; considerable extensions now in hand. Permanent
.iob for capable energetic man. Salary £6 per week.—890,

Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED, for small electrical accessory works just com-
mencing, a working production Manager, capable of

producing new models, making drawings, costing, and
attending to all details prior to and during manufacture.

—

State terms and experience in confidence to 921, Electrical

Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

APPOINTMENTS FILLED.

THE Post of Assistant for the Scarborough Electric Supply
Co., Ltd., has been filled bv the appointment of Mr.

Fitzwater, of Dundee. 958

itisfaction having been
n ignorance of the fact

uggest that i-dvertisers

often e.xpressed that unsuccessful applicants
at the position applied for has b<?en filled,

;if> us to that tffect when thev have arrivi

BOX 6056 (As.^istant) ; Box 6135 (Sales Manager) ; Box 630
(Shift Engineer) ; Rhondda Tramways Co. (Assistant

Engineer).

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Cheap prepaid .Wvertisements are inserted under this heading at the r...t

of One Penny Per Word uninimum U.). Three Consecutive Insertion, tor
the price of two, if ordered and prepaid with first insertion.
Box Number and £t.£CTRiCAL Review address count as sevea words.

A .A.A. A.—Electrician, with mechanical experience, plant
or wiring; anywhere.—Land, 71, Kenthouse Road,

Sydenham. 'Phone 1372. 6309

A .A.A.—Electrical Mechanic (30), life experience erection,
testing, and maintenance d.c. machinery and switch-

gear of all types, desires progressive poet. Competent
tester, faultsman and fitter. Certified technical knowledge.
References and full particulars.-Apply Kinch, Rushford,
Thetford, Norfolk. 6289

A.-'V.-Wireman wishes employment; lighting, power fac-
tory, private installations, town or country.—Goodwin,

137. Sulgrave Road, Hammersmith. 6288

A CAPABLE, young Improver; Student I.E.E.; 5 years'
practical and technical training; armature winding and

general maintenance.—" Elecftromative," 29, Cambridge
Road, Barking. 6138

A CHIEF Electrical Artificer, 12 years Royal Navy, five
years' apprenticeship previous, requires position with

electrical firm. Thorough knowledge theoretical and practi-
cal, care, maintenance and repair dynamos, alternators,
motors, hfts, 'phones, wireless installations and instruments,
experimental and new ideas. Emergency repair work a
speciahty. Power station and plant experience. "Excep-
tional " papers. Four years charge electricians and shops.
Would accept charge or otherwise to commence. Full par-
ticulars or interview.—" Electrical," 85, St. Mary's Road.
Watford. 6363

A COMPETENT Engineer-Electrician (25), 10 years' ex-
perience, seeks situation; good all-round practical

experience in a.c, d.c. power, lighting, d.c. armature wind-
ing and general engineering.—6262, Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill, London

.

A COMPETENT Electrician, experienced in vice and ma-
chine work; lighting, power, private plants, domestic

appliances; seeks position. Industrious, good timekeeper.—
6335, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

APIRST-Class Wireman wants work ; 20 years' practi(:al

experience, lighting and power, charge or otherwise;
London, country; excellent references.

—
" Lektric," 325,

Wickham Street, Welling. 6306

A STUDENT I.E.E. (20), with sound practical and theo-
retical knowledge, desires progressive situation. Ex-

perienced plant, power, lighting, &c., references, good
mechanic, home or abroad.—" S.I.E.E.," 12, Henry Road,
East Ham. 6353

A YOUNG Gentleman, smart appearance (34), desires situa-

tion; estimating; travelling. Now with well-known
motor firm.—18, Oakhill Road, S.W.15. 6220

A YOUNG man seeks situation, experience in the manu-
facture and testing of instruments from cheapest

meters to highest class telegraph apparatus. Initiative and
capacity for hard work.—6333, Electrical Review, 4. Ludgate
Hill, London.

A.C.G.I., A.M.LE.E., A.ssoc.M.Inst.O.E. (34), 14 years' ex-
perience all branches power distribution.—6365, Elec-

trical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

A.C.G.I., B.Sc, works training; extensive practical ex-
perience, excellent references. Position desired with

prospects.—6212, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ADVERTISER requires responsible position. 22 years'
practical experience in electrical installations with Lon-

don contractors, accustomed to supervise; buying, office

routine.—6203, Electrical Review. 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ADVERTISER (22) desires practical experience in electrical
works; three years engineering college, student I.E.E.

,

organiser, experience fuel economy (pas and steam plant).

—

6191, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ADVERTISER, ex-Service (23, single), seeks situation;
three years' thorough technical training in electrical en-

gineering, also mechanical. Good practical experience in elec-
trical engineering required.—6250. Electrical Review. 4, Lud-
gate Hill, London.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.— Cow/tWMwf.

ADVERTISER, with large and varied experience through-
out electrical power stations covering 18 years, seeks

Assistant Engineer or similar position.—Advertiser, " B," 2,

Garfield House, Famham Street. Quorn, Leicestershire.

6261

ADVERTISER seeks permanent situation; long experience,
construction or maintenance; good wilreman.—Bear-

man^ 43^ Cambridge Road, Barking. 6194

ADVERTISER (21). 5J years fractional h.p. motors and
heating apparatus; test-room eyperience, also X-rays

and electro-medical apparatus ; disengaged July 17th

;

London district.—6340, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill,

London.

ADVERTISER (20), desires practical experience in elec-

trical works; three years' engineering diplomas;
student I.E.E.—6323, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill.

London.

AMBITIOUS Student (18), 3 years' technical training;
certificates, testimonial, diploma, desires situation.

—

6301, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

AN all-round practical Electrician, 14 years' experience,
including apprenticeship ; erection or running and

maintenance of engines, generators, storage batteries, and
wiring installations. .Any offer considered.—6375. Electrical
Review. 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

AN electrical and mechanical desires a Position of Trust
with electrical contractors or small power station.

Would invest for security or for new business.—6158, Electri-
cal Review. 4. Ludgate Hill. London.

AN Electrician, disengaged; power, lighting, bells, &c.

;

conscientious, 12 year.^' e.xperience ; reference.
—
"Elec-

trician/;!^. Winkfield Road, Wood Green, N.22. 6372

ANGLO-Swedish Electrical Engineer, with 12 years' ex-
perience in England and Sweden, seeks poaitioaa m

technical or commercial capacity in either country, with firm
where the advertiser's dual training can be turned into ac-

count^—6336^_^lectrical Review, 4. Ludgate Hill, London.

ARMATURE Winder (first-class), 10 years' experience; a.c,
d.c. ; repairs, rewinds, commutator aisemblLng, &c.—

" Armature," 21, Osterley Street, Swansea. 6177

ARMATURE Winder, 12 years' experience, a.c. and d.c,
all classes new and repair work.—6192, Electrical Re-

view, 4. Ludgate Hill. London.

ARMATURE W'inder, 20 years' practical experience.

—

J. S.. 15. Stirling Road, Plaistow. E.13. 6221

ARMATITRE Winder, 11 years' practical experience motor
repair. Good theoretical knowledge. Could supervise.—11271. Electrical Review. 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

ASSISTANT, four years' electrical experience, age 20, seeks
situation

; good references.—H. Miller, 69, Netherwood
RoMd , W.U. 6328

B.SC. Eng. (London), ex-officer, 2i yeai's electrical shops
and test-bed, age 27. requires technical or design ap-

l)ointment with electrical firm.—6334, Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill, London. _^
CAPABLE Electrical Engineer (31), requires Post in charge

of electrical plant and installation of country mansion
or large estate ; 15 years' experience of installation and plant
work (petrol and oil); 1st class certificate and medal in

Guilds Exam.; with present firm since 1910; during war in

charge of power house and electrical equipment of aircraft in

R.A.P. Squadron.—0223, Electrical Review. 4, Ludgate Hi.l,

London.

CAPABLE Electrical Mechanical Engineer and Clerk of

Works; large country house experience, capable all

repairs to plant, machinery, alterations buildings; age 45,

no family.—6277. Electrical Review . 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

CAP.\BLE Electrician-Wirenian desires situation; all

sy.stems, lighting, bells, telephones, motors, &c. ; any
district.— 10. Lynwood Road, Tooting. 6381

C^IjERK. 10 year,*;' experience electricity accounts, requires
J temporary or permanent post. Keen and 'energetic.

Good references. Moderate salary.—6339, Electrical Review,
t. T,iid^;at .e Hill , London.

COLLIERY Electrician (25), single, eight years' ex-

perience, erection and maintenance, surface and
underground; thoroughly conversant with Mines Regulatiun
.Act: a.c. d.c; good references.—6166, Electrical Review. 1

Ludcate Hill. London.

CONTK.\CTOR'S Assistant or Manager (age 35), 18 years'

practical experience all branches contracting, estimat-
ing, interviewing, canvassing: could introduce some work
fro.n architect; last situation 10 years: London.

—
" Elec-

trician." 68. Sydenham Road. N . Croydon. 6356

DRAUGHTSMAN, junior electrical, age 21. desirous of

gaining experience, seeks post : moderate salary, know-
ledge of h.t. and l.t. switchgear, sub-stations, building con-

struction : excellent references.—6357, Electrical Review, 4.

Ludgate Hill, London.

SITUATIONS WANTED.—Continued.

ELECTRIC Cooker Expert. Working Foreman, charge of

staff of supply company's hire department, controlling
over 500 cookers in London area, seeks situation in similar
capacity. Free July Ist.—Stuart, 75, St. Johua Hill, 8.W.11

6167

ELECTRICAL Engineer (22). experienced steam, gas and
oil-driven plants, h.t. and l.t. switchgear, &c.. seeks

position as junior engineer or switchman. Excellent refer-

ences.—0373, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

ELECTRIC Heating and Cooking.—A live man of integrity

(32), with many years' actual experience in all phases
of efficient production of this apparatas, desires new ap-
pointment as Works Manager, Assistant, or Sales Engi-
neer, with scope for energy aoid new ideas. Accustomed
to responsibility and the control of workshops and staff.

Moderate salary. Birmingham district essential.—6196, Elec-
trical Review. 4. Ludgate Hill. London.

ELECTRICAL Engineer (22), Faraday House diploma.
student I.E.E., works experience, highest references,

desires situation with anv electrical concern.—Bronsdon, 185.

Brondesbury Park. N.W." 6359

ELECTRICAL Fitter (foreman) requires change; IB years'

first-class experience on country house and general
installation, telephones, repairs and testing.—E. S., 5, Alex-
andra Mansions. W.12. 6213

ELECTRICAL Improver desires employment, having com-
pleted apprenticeship. Some knowledge of wireless.

—

<')374, Electrical Review . 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

ELECTRICAL Student requires berth as Improver; two
vcars London University.—R.. 138, Lewisbam High

Road. New Cross. S.E. 6188

ELECTRICAL Wiremau and Fitter; good aU-round ex-

perience.—Payne, 56, Crowndale Road, St. Pancras.
6272

ELECTRICIAN (age 28), 11 years' experience lighting,

power, bells, and 'phones, repairs and maintenance.
Reference.

—
" Electric," 13, Moselle Avenue, Wood Green,

London. N.22. 6285

Ijl
LECTRICIAN (age 36). with practical experience a.c.

J and d.c, power and lighting in factories.—Rotor, 126,

Latimer Road, North Kensington. W.IO. 6360

ELECTRICIAN, bells, lighting, telephones, power, &c.,

town or country.—F. H., 7, Barnsdale Road, Paddinc-
ton. 6266

ELECTRICIAN, experienced mechanic; lighting, bells,

'phones, motors, a.c. or d.c.
—

" Electrician," .325. Kil-

burn Lane. N.W. 6382

ELECTRICLAN,
work.—6378,

London.

first-class, highest references, wants
Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill.

ELECTRICIAN requires charge of plant or maintenance;
country preferred.—6307, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgat«

Hill, J^.ojidon.

ELECTRICIAN; 21 years' experience power, lighting, in-

stallations and maintenance. References.—6219, Elec-
trical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

E LECTRICIAN (disengaged).—E. C. 35, Valentine's

Jioad. Ilford. 6248

ELECTRICIAN (good); fill in time handy-man; any dis-

tance.
—

" Electrician," 33d, Deacon Street, "VValworth.

6270

ELECTRICLAN-Engineer seeks charge of electric hght
plant ; suction gas, oil and steam, private and work-

shop experience, electric wiring, pumps.—Bugden, Lane End.
Bucks. 6284

IP
LECTRICIAN-Improver (20), five years' expei-ience

J power, light, and 'phones.—S., 44, Chichester Road.
Tonbridge. 6347

ELECTRICIANS (two) require situations with contractors

or on maintenance: 15 vears' experience in all branches.
—M.. 8, Denton Street, S.W\18. 6349

ELECTRICIAN'S Improver requires Work; smart and
willing worker; all systems.—Write W. M., 9, Ross

Roa_d_^ Stratford, E. 61<W

ELECTRICIAN'S Improver or Mat<2 requires work; any
svstem: three years' technical and practical experience.

—F. Tolluir.it. The Cottage, Ewell House, Ewell, Surrev.
6322

ELECTRICL\N-Mechanic ; lighting, heating, power, tele-

phones, bells, country house installations and main-
tenance : good all-round knowledge.—James, 19. Whitworth
Road. South Norwood. 6269

E LECTRICIAN-Wireman, experienced man all branches;
reliable workman: town, country.—113, Albert Street,

N.W.I. 6298

ELECTRICIAN-Wireman, good all-round, 20 years' ex-
perience.—P., 4], Spencer Street, Battersea. 6380
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SITUATIONS WAmED.—Conlimied.

ELEOTRICIAN-Wireman, thoroughly reliable; all kinds

of wiring, tubing, casing, &c.—G., 40, Rattray Eoad,

Brixton. 6302

NGINEER-in-Charge (experienced), disengaged.—6387,
Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate IJill, London.

ENGINEER, with 4) years' practical and commercial ex-

perience home and abroad, seeks position of responsi-

bility. Heavy installation work, plant, sales management,
workshop control and factory maintenance. Excellent cre-

dentials.—6:389, Electrical Review, i, Ludgate Hill. London.

ENGIJSHMAN, with extensive .American manufacturing
experience and electric power plant, college graduate

(London) .seeks executive position with good opportunity for

quick advancement.—State otter of salarv, H. Reid, 767,

East 179 Street, New York, U.S.A. 6'24o

ESTATE Electrician Engineer,—Charge of country house,
water, &c., by fully qualified man, over twenty years'

previous, and four years' present employ. Steam, oil

and suction gas experience. Exceptional testimonials and
references. No house required.

—
"Engineer," Great Chalfield

Manor, Melksham, 'Wilts, 6215

EX-Apprentice desires post as Improver or Student-Im-
prover

;
premium if necessary. Has experience of suc-

tion-gas engines, d.c. dynamos, oatteries, motors, wiring,
(fee.—Apply Vowles, Bagley, Wedmore, Somerset. 6160

EXPERIENCED Electrician, a.c. d.c, would like position

as Traveller to insurance company or any reliable firm,

provincial.—6364, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

EXPERT, press tooh, jigs, fixtures, and production
methods, at liberty shortly, de.sires re-engagement.

Small electrical apparatus or similar. Age 36. D.O., works,
and toolroom experience. Corjtrol of men.—6348, Electrical

Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

FIBRE Sawyer and Wood Machinist desires work any-
where, experienced in turbine and rotor work, &c.

;

sharpen saws, cutters; work to drawings.
—

" Machinist," 37,

St. Joseph Road, Lower Edmonton, London, N.9. 6181

FOREMAN, mechanical, electrical, works, maintenance.-
6386, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

IMPRCVER (20), requires situation; power, 'phones,

wiring.-M., 23, '^'ntton Road, Cricklewood. 6225

INSTRUMENT Mechanic. 20 years' experience electrical,

telegraph, wireless; used tool making, drawings, micro-
meter; good reference; moderate wage.—Write " P," 99.

Bering Road. Crovdon. 6159

JOINTER-Plumber, all-round man; good experience of

main.5 work, meter fixing and motors.—6292, Electrical

Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

PLANT Engineer (31), with 14 years' electrical, mechani-
cal, technical experience, millwricrht production. D.O.,

stores, desire.^ position a.s a.?.si.stant nn plant of manufacturing
concern, or would enter .supply station.—6342, Electrical Re-
view, 4, LudgatP Hill. London.

PL'DMBER. experiecced, reliable, desires progressive posi-

tion with electrical firm, cable jointing or other
capacity.—6227. Electrical Review. 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

QUALIFIED Wireless Operator (aged 22) requires post.

P.M.G. certificate, two years' sea experience, com-i

plete knowledge installation amateur set.?, knowledge book-

keeping, typing, good correspondent; anything offering pros-

pects; will go abroad; excellent references.—Write " D.A.."
c/o Streets, 30, Cornhill. E.C.3. 951

SALES or Commercial Manager or Traveller ; wide ex-

perience; good connection with stations, factors, and
contractors throughout country.—6388, Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill, London.

STOREKEEPER (experienced electrical and engineering);

card system.—6376, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill,

London.

STOREKEEPER, electrical, gas, steam, card-index, packer,

<lisengaged.—.T. Cartridge, 183, Hollvdale Road. S.E.lo.

6384

SWITCHBOARD .attendant, or Junior Shift-Engineer, de-

sires post; experience moder^i h.t. station, age 2^3,

ambitious, good references.—W., 3, Headquarters, Prince-

town. 6371

TELEPHONE Manufacturers. -Engineer (31), 12 years'

experience, manufacture of telephone components, esti-

mating in detail, costing.—C. B. Strowger, 6350, Electrical

Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London

TURBINE Driver (29) seeks situation ; experience with

high-.?peed and high-pressure turbines,* also mixed
pressure ; good reference.—Chambers, 23, Cardiff Road, Bar-

goed, South Wales. 6352

W.\NTED, odd wiring jobs, repairs, builders or iron-

mongers.-11, Spa Road, Bermondsey. 6926

SITUATIONS WANTED.—Continued.

WIRELESS.—Advertiser, 12 years' experience various

branches wireless, seeks situation ;
purchase and sale of

wireless installations and accessories; pre-war commercial ex-

perience, electrical stores, Ac— 6:385, Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill, London.

WIREMAN, experienced, any system; good all-round

man —Weston 146, Westmoreland Road, Walworth.
6273

wIREMAN wants work; all systems.—W. T., 75. Fortune

Gate Road, Harlesden, N.W.IO. 6239

WIREMAN (experienced), installations, repairs, and

maintenance; age 30.—Roster, 12, Winktield Road,

Wood Green, London. N. 6286

WIREMAN, good experience Ughtiog, power, 'phones.

and maintenance; good references.—Holmes, 17, Skel-

brook Street, Wand.sworth. S.W.18. 6224

WIREMAN; all branches; wants work.—Haines. 4, Seaton

Street. N.W.I. 6218

WIREMAN wants job, any system.—Robinson, 5, Agin-

court Road. Hampstead, N.'W 6216

WIREMAN-Electrician disengaged; lighting, bells, main-

tenance. &c.—P. S., 34, George Street, Salisbury. 6295

WORKS Electi-ician, 15 years' varied experience large d.c.

plants; excellent references.—6329, Electrical Review,

4, Ludgate Hill, London.

YOUTH (16), requires situation in work-shop. garage pre-

ferred; three years' technical training, including prac-

tical work. Good reference.—Pavne, 19, Manor Eoad,

Tottenham, N.17. 6238

YOITTH (20), wants post with good electrical firm; well

educated.—6:379, Electrical Review, 4. Ludgate Hill,

London.

FOR SALE.
AdvertiBements are inserted under this beading at Us. per Inch,

MOTORS FOR SALE.

MOTORS: Various d.c, new, 1 to 4 h.p., 220/480 volts,

1,000/1,201 r.p.m.

Motors; A.c, second-hand, with starters and switchgear ;
—

Phoenix, 30 h.p., 220 volts, 50 cycles, 960 r.p.m., 2-phase.

Brooks, 3 h.p., 220 volts, 50 cycles, 1,440 r.p.m., single-

Rhodes, 5 h.p., 320 volts, 50 cycles, 960 r.p.m., single-t

phase.

Brooks, 50 h.p., 200 volts. 50 cycles, 960 r.p.m., 2-phase.

Crypto, 10 h.p., 200 volts, 50 cvcles, 1,440 r.p.m., 2-phase.

B.T.H., 30 h.p.. 200 volts, 50 cycles, 960 r.p.m., 2-pha8e.

B.T.H., 15 h.p., 200 volts, 50 cycles, 960 r.p.m., 2-phase.

Simoon, 23a, Bramber Road. W.14. 843

NEW MOTORS.

FOE SaJfi, 11 Motors, 26 h.p., 3-phase, 440 voltB. 35 cycles,

squirrel cage, bare shafts, no slides. Machines left over

from war contract. Never left works. G.E.C. make, with

starters.—Harpin & Co., Ltd., Ruskiu Chambers, Corporation

Sta-eat. Birmingham. fi£_J

New Direct'coupled Generating Sets for ParaflBn or Gas.

Kn-KW " Aster-Siemens," 110/220-220/550 volts, d.c.

OU 50 kW •' Aster-Siemens," 110/220-220/540 volts, a.c. 3-

phase. 50 cycles.

20 kW Keighley-Holmes," 220 volt, d.c, complete with

static balancer gear for 3-wire system.

All the above sets are brand new and complete with all

spares, fuel and water tanks, switchboards, &c., in unopened

cases, as originally .sent out by the makers. Offered at less

than half the makers' prices.

Also a number of surplus .50/100 kW, 200/.520 volts, brand

new, "Siemens," 3-phase .Alternators, complete with exciters

and switchboards, for sale very cheap, as they are in our

way and we want the room.
Pull particulars, photos and lowest prices from—

E. W. Farrow A- Sons, Spalding, Lines. Tel. : 101. 8668

M;W .MOTORS, SPECIAL PRICES.

MAKER'S Guarantee—stock replaced as sold.

Sqdirbel Cage. Slip Ring.

1. 2, 3 and 4 h.p. Single 5. 6, H. 10 and 1.5 h.p,

9.50 .and 1,440 r.p.m. Phask. 950 and 1.440 r.p.m.

1. Si. 5. 6, 7i & 10 h.p. Threb 3i, 5, 5i 7*, 10 and 15 h.p

750 and 1,440 r.p.m. Phase. 750, 9-30, and 1,440 r.p.m.

Several good S.H. Motors at attractive prices.

Electrical Installations, Ltd., 27, Martin Laue, E.G. 4.
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FOR SALE.— Continued.

MVLAN & SMITH (ENGINEERS), LTD.,

KELVIN HOUSE.
St. James' Street, Sheffield.

'Phone: 4976. 4977 Central, Sheffield.

'Grams :
" Topical," Sheffield.

Electrical Stores. Bamford, Derbyshire, Midland Railway.

Electric Motors from Stock.

Two-phase. 50 Periods, 200 Volt (4-Wire).

One 10 h.p., 960 revs., squirrel cage, B.T.H.
One 15 h.p., 7]0 revs., squirrel cage, Westinghouse.
One 2(3 h.p., 720 revs., siip-ring, G.E.C.
One 40 h.p., 720 revs., .slip-ring, Phajnix.
One 50 h.p., 480 revs., slip-ring, B.T.H.

Three-phase, 25 Periods, 400/440 Volts.

Four 2 h.p., 1,440 revs., squirrel cage, Brook.
Eleven 7J h.p., 1,440 revs., squirrel cage, Phoenix.

Three-Phase, 40 Periods, 400/440 Volts.

Fifteen 4 h.p., 1,160 revs., squirrel cage, Siemens.
Two 60 h.p., 770 revs., slip-ring, Eng. Elec. Co.
One 72 h.p., 760 revs., slip-ring, Eng. Elec. Co,

Three-phase, 50 Periods, 400/440 Volts.

One 1 h.p.. 1,400 revs., squirrel cage, Ijaing.

IVo 2 h.p., 700 revs., slip-ring, Westinghouse.
One 2 h.p., 1,440 revs., squirrel cage, B.T.H.
Fifteen 4 h.p., 1,440 revs., squirrel cage, Siemens.
Twelve 6 h.p., 1.460 revs., squirrel cage. G.E.C.
One 6 h.p., 2,850 revs., squirrel cage, Fuller.

Eleven 7i h.p., 1,440 revs., slip-ring, E.C.C.
One 10 h.p., 570 revs., slip-ring. L.D. & M.
One 10.5 h.p., 710 revs., slip-ring, L.D. & M.
Two 60 h.p.. 580 revs., slip-ring, E.C.C.
One 60 h.p., 930 revs., slip-ring, B.T.H.
Two 66 h.p., 970 revs., slip-ring, Eng. Elec. Co.
Two 80 h.p.. .580 revs., slip-ring. B.T.H.
One 80 h.p., 950 revs., slip-ring, Eng. Elec. Co.
One 100 h.p., 480 revs., squirrel cage. E.C.C.
One 130 h.p., 242 revs., slip-ring, Westinghouse.

Three-phase, 50 Periods, 500/550 Volts.

Fifteen 5 h.p., 1,440 revs,, squirrel cage. Siemens.
Two 75 h.p., 970 revs,, slip-ring. Eng. Elec. Co.
One 90 h.p,, 950 revs., slip-ring, Eng. Elec. Co.

Three-phase. 50 Periods, 3,000/3,300 Volts.

One 550 h.p., 291 revs., slip ring. .B.T.H.

One X h.p
One J h.p
One i h.p
One J h.p.

Nme i E,p

1,500 revs,

1,.300 revs.

1,600 revs.

Direct-Current, 110 Volts.

One 1/6 h.p., 1.700 revs., compound wound, B.T.H,
One J h.p., 1,000/2,200 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley.

1,600 revs,, shunt wound. City Elec. Co.
shunt wound, Cutting,
shunt wound, Siemens.
3hunt wound. Cutting.

..^^ a ^f, 1,350/1,500 revs., shunt wound, G.E.C.
Six } h.p., 800/1,400 revs., shunt wound, G.E.C.
Two 1 h.p., 750/2,000 revs., compound w-ound, Mawdsley,
Two 1 h.p., 1,800 revs., shunt wound. Crompton.
One 1 h.p., 1,600 revs,, shunt wound, Crompton.
One 1 h.p., 1,500 revs., shunt wound, Crompton.
One 1 h.p,, 1,425 revs,, shunt wound, B.T.H.
Four 1 h.p., 1,300 revs,, ,shuut wound, Cutting.
One 1 h.p., 1,000 revs., ahunt wound, B.T.H.
One 1 h.p., 400/1,000 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
Two 1 h.p., 815 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley.
One 1 h.p., 750 revs., shunt wound, Mawds'.ey.
One Ik h.p., 1,600 revs., shunt wound. Crompton.
One 1^ h.p., 1,700 revs., .shunt wound, B.T.H.
Three li h.p,. 1.700 revs,, shunt wound, G,E.C.
One 2 h.p,, 750/2,000 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley.

,
1.500 rev.^,. shunt wound. Phanix.

. 580/1,400 revs., compound wound, B.T.H.
].2.50 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse.
1.200 revs., .shunt wound. Cutting.
800/1,400 revs., shunt wound, Vickers.

, WO revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
.-.„^ ,,., 8.50 revs., shunt wound, Higgs Bros.
One 2J h.p., 1,500 revs., shunt wound. Electromotors.
Six 2} h.p., 6.30 revs., .^hunt wound, Phoenix.
Five 2.6 h.p.. 1.150 revs., .shunt wound. G.E.C.
Five 3 h.p., 1,700 revs., shunt wound, E.C C

1.200/1,800 revs., shunt wound, B.T.H.
1,050 revs., shunt wound. Cutting.
1,080 revs., shunt wound. Electromotors.
1,950 revB., shunt wound, B.T.H.

M'E WILL QUOTE YOU
BY TELEGRAM, TELEPHONE,

OR RETURN OF POST,

Five 2 h.p
Four 2 h,p
One 2 h.p..

One 2 h.p.

One 2 h.p.,

l''oui- 2 h.p
One 2 h.p

One 3 h.p
Pour 3 h.p
One 3J h.p.

One 4 h.p,.

FOR SALE.

—

Continued.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.—CUT PRICES.

Alt Machines Guaranteed.

ONLY best makes. Nearly all new, thoroughly overhauled
and tested before despatch.

Direct Current, 110 Volts.— (Conhin/ed)

One 4 h.p., 1.600 revs., shunt wound, Rees Roturbo.
Three 4 h.p., 1,300 revs., shunt wound. City Elec. Co.
Two 4 h.p., 1,.300 revB., compound wound. City Elec. Co.
Ten 4 h.p., 400/1,000 revs., compound wound, Electro-

motors.
One 4 h.p., 1,000 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse.
One 5 h.p., 1.450 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
One 5 h.p., 1,060 revs., shunt wound. Phoenix.
One 5 h.p., 1,000 revs., compound wound, Mawdsley.
One 5\ h.p., 1,300 revs., compound wound, Westinghouse.
One 6 h.p., 1,300 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
Four 6 h.p., 400/1,000 revs., compound wound. Electro-

motors.
Four 6 h.p., 400/1,000 revs., compound wound, E.C.C.
One 7 h.p., 1,500 revs., shunt wound, Rees Roturbo.
Three 8 h.p.. 1,000 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
One 24 h.p., 700 revs., shunt wound. Brush.

Direct-Current, 220/230 Volts.

One J h.p., 250/2,000 revs., shunt wound. Crypto.
One 1/6 h.p., 1,000/2.000 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley.
One ^ h.p., 2.000 revs., shunt wound. Crypto.

1,000/2,000 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley.
1,650 revs., shunt wound, G.E.C.
750/1.500 revs., shunt wound. Crypto.
2,400 revs., shunt wound, Cutting.
1,425 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley.
1,150 revs., shunt wound, G.E.C.

Three 2 h.p.. 1.000 revs., shunt wound, Higgs Bros.

One 2 h.p., 1.000 revs., shunt wound. Boothroyd.
Five 2 h.p., .500/1.500 revs., compound wound, Mawdsley.

500/1..500 revs., series wound. Mawdsley.
1.140 revs., compound wound. L.D. & M.

,
650 revs., shunt wound. Mawdsxv.
1,100 revs., shunt wound, B.T.H.

'

One 5 h.p., 1,000 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
One 7 h.p., 600 revs., shunt wound, Mawdsley,
Two 9 h.p., 800 revs., shunt wound, Mayor & Coulson.
One 9 h.p., 4.50 revs., shunt wound, Siemens.

1,000 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C.
950 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse.
920 revs., shunt wound. Phoenix,

shunt wound, Phoenix,
shunt wound, Vickers, Ltd.
series wound, Westinghouse.
shunt wound, Siemens,
shunt wound. Brush,
shunt wound. Brush.

Twelve 15 h.p.. 700 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse.
One 15 h.p., 625 revs., shunt wound. Westinghouse.
One 15 h.p.. 620 revs., shunt wound. W. H. .Allen & Co.
One 15 h.p., 600 revs,, compound wound. Westinghouse,
One 16 h.p,, 1,440/1.6.50 revs,, shunt wound. Siemens.
One 18 h.p,, 1.600/1.750 revs., shunt wound. Mather and

Piatt.

One 18.3 h.p.. 1.450 revs., shunt wound, Siemens.
One 20 h.p,, 1.200 revs., shunt wound, B.T.H.
Four 25 h.p., 700 revs., shunt wound. Westinghouse.
Three 29 h.p.. 620 revs., shunt wound. Westinghouse.
One 31 h.p., 780 revs., shunt wound. Brush.
One 35 h.p., 880 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse.

One i h.p.,

One s h.p..

One 3 h.p.,

One 2 h.p,,

One 2 h.p.,

One 2 h.p.,

Nine 2 h.p.,

One 3 h.p.,

One 34 h.p.,

One 4i h.p.

One 10 h.p
One 10 h.p
One 10 h.p.

One 10 h.p.

One 10 h.p.

One 13 h.p.

One 15 h.p.

One 15 h.p., 900 revs.

One 15 h.p., 900 revs.

870 revs.^

750 revs.,

7.50 revs.,

900 revs.,

Direct-Current, 440/500 Volts.

1.600 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse, 440

One

500 revs., shunt wound. Westinghouse. 500

450 revs., shunt wound, Westinghouse, -500

1,,300 revs., shunt wound, E.C.C. 440 volts.

1,080 revs., shunt wound. Mawd.slev. 440 volts.

1.600 revs., shunt wound. E.C.C. 440 volts.

880 revs., shunt wound. Cutting. 440 volts.

750 revs., shunt wound, Rees Roturbo. .50ft

One 2 h.p.

volts.

One 2 h.p
volts.

One 3 h.p
volts.

4 h.p.

One 6 h.p.

One 6.3 h.p,

One 7i h.p..

One 8 h.p..

volts.

One 20 h.p., 420 revs., traction type. Dick-Kerr, .500 volts.

One 2.50 h.p., 485 revs., compound wound. Plupnix. .500

volts.

Suitable control gear, elide rails a.nd pulleys are always
available for the above machines.

Write for Monthly Stock List.

MYLAN & SMITH (ENGINEERS). LTD.

Kelvir* House. St. James' Street, Sheffield.

'Phone : 4976, 4977 Central, Sheffield,

'Grams: "Topical," Sheffield, 27

Electrical Stores, Bamford, Derbyshire, Midland Railway,
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FOR SALE.— Continued.

MOTORS, STARTING AND CONTROL GEAR.

ONE-Phase, 200-440 volts, slip-ring and squirrel cage.

Number in stock : six. 3, 4, 6 and 10 h.p.

Two and three phase.—200-5.50 volt.s. slip-ring and squirrel

cage.

Seven.-^, 6, 7. 10, 12. 20, 25. 30, 40. .50. 60 h.p., d.c.
100-200, 440, 500-550 volts.

Fourteen .^1, 2, 3, 5. 7, 10, 12, 15, 20. 25, 20, 40, 50 h.p.

Four.—Special, 25, 30. 40 h.p., totally enclosed, compound
wound, with pulleys, rails, controllers and starters complete.

Several Generating Sets, petrol-paraffin. 1-60 kW, 3-phafe,
and d.c. 400-550 volts, with switch gear, oil-immersed, auto-
matic features.

Six.—Oil-immersed Switch Panels. 600 amps.. 3-phase. auto-
matic features, with instruments, &c.

Four.—A. c. Starting and Control Panels. 2 or 3-phase, 400-

500 volts, air break.

Fifty.—Starting and Control Panels, oil-immersed, 2 aad
3-phase, 200-500 volts, with automatic features.

126.—D.c, d.a. Starters, J to 60 h.p.

Seventy-Eight.—Star Delta and series parallel Starters,

with automatic features.

Three.—Motor Generator Sets.

Motors : 4CK3-.50O volts.

Generator : 80-100 volts, 100 amps.
Motors : 220-440 volts.

Generator : 36 volts, 20 amps.

Machine Tools.—Electric Drills and Grinders. Universal
motors.

Drilling Machines.—No. 1, 2. 3. and 4 sizes.

Polishing Lathes.—Pedestal and Bench.

Large stocks of other tools.

Pumps.—3-throw, from 100 gallons to 30,000 gallon.? per
hour.

3,000 yards 3/22. 7/20. 7/14. to .37/12, V.LR. Cable.

Cab Tire in all sizes.

The above stocks are all new, direct from the best of

British manufacturers. Fully guaranteed. Inspection m-
vited our works, also Hereford Street, Sheffield.

Please note, prices are right.

Your inquiries, please, at either address.

The Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Co., Bradford
Street, Walsall.

Telephone: Sheffield. 3171 Central. Telephone: 512 W.tI-

sall. Telegrams: "Robust Walsall." 942

COUNTY BOROUGH OF HALIFAX.

Halifax Corporation Electricity Department.

THE Tramways & Electricity Committee of the Halifax
Corporation have for sale the following plant :

—
Two Babcock & Wilcox Water-Tube Boilers, complete with

Chain-grate Stokers.

One Tandem Compound Steam Feefl-water Pump (J. P.

Hall & Son's make).

The above can be inspected by arrangement and full par-

ticulars may be obtained on application to Mr. W. M.
Rogerson, M.I.E.E., Borough Electrical Engineer. 'Jtf.

Northgate, Halifax.

Tenders for the above plant should be dehvered to the

Town Clerk. Town Hall, Halifax, not later than Saturdav,

July 8th, 1922.

The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

(By Order) PERCY SAUNDERS,
Town Clerk

Town Hall, Halifax.

June 10th, 1922. 764

FOR SALE.

A KEEN LAMP PROPOSITION.

Lamps, Half-Watt Pattern (All Voltages).

(Guaranteed not to infringe any patents.)

inn WATT, 3s 3d. each; 30, 40. 60 watt, 2s. .3d. each.

Metal Filaments.

High voltage, 18s. a doz. ; low voltage. 16s. a dox.

Quotations subject 3| per cent, for caeh with order. .\11

orders of one dozen or over carriage paid. Defective lamps
replaced.

Electro TuNOSiALirg Co., 6-7, Redcross Street, EC.
Telephone: City 8959. 381

FOR SALE.

—

Continued.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY FOR SALE IN FRANCE.

Three 1.000-kW British Westinghouse Rotary Converters.
Two 700-kW Thomson Rotary Converters.
Two 400-kW Westinghouse Rotary Converters.
One 250-kW Browett, Lindley d.c. Steam Set.

One 400-h.p., 25-cycle, 5,500-V British-Thomson Motor.
Six 350-h.p. British Westinghouse 2-phase Motors.

.Ask for complete list of plant for sale (No. 455).

Ales. Lefebvre, General Agent for France of Bruce Peebles
aud Co., Ltd., Edinburgh, 9, Rue Arsene Houssaye, Paris
(vni). U

FOR SALE.

DIESEL Engines, six cylinder, two and four-stroke; 850,

1.000, 1,200 h.p. ; excellent condition. Dynamos for
above, 250 or 500 volts, d.c. Immediate delivery and low
price. I

Two 500-kW Parsons Turbine Sets, 2-50 or 500 volts, d.c,
with condensing plant and spare armature; price i£2,200.

E'ectrical-driven Centrifugal. Ram, and other Pumps, from
IJ in. to 10 in. outlet.

Jennings, West Walls, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 5

MOTORS FOR SALE.

NEW a.c. and d.c. Motors, at present in stock, will be
sold below makers' present costs. Write for particu-

lars. The undermentioned are a few of the larger motors for
disposal :

—
D.C, 440 Volts.

Two Flather, 50 h.p., 660 r.p.m. ; new.
One Crompton, 55 h.p., 775 r.p.m.; nearly new.
Three Crompton, 30 h.p., 700 r.p.m.; new.
rhree Newton. 29 h.p., 700 r.p.m.; new.
One Phoenix, 30 h.p., 7-50 r.p.m.; nearly new.
One Verity, 25 h.p.. 850 r.p.m.; new.
One Crompton. 25 h.p., 900 r.p.m.; new.
One Vickers, 25 h.p., 775 r.p.m.; equal to new.
One Westinghouse, 30 h.p., 400 volts, 300/900 r.p.m. ; equal

to new.
One Mawdsley, 20 h.p., 1,050 r.p.m.; new.
One Verity, 20 h.p., 900 r.p.m.; new.
Three Flather, 20 h.p., 700 r.p.m.; new.
One Mawdsley, 18 h.p., 950 r.p.m; new. •

One Verity, 15 h.p., 950 r.p.m. ; new.
&c., &c.

Three-phase, 25 Cycles, 440 Volts. (C. & S.C.)

One A.S.E.A., 140 h.p., 480 r.p.m.
One Brook, 35 h.p., 480 r.p.m.

Two Crompton, 30 h.p., 750 r.p.m.

One Siemens, 27 h.p., 720 r.p.m.

One A.S.E.A., 27 h.p.. 720 r.p.m.

Two Crompton, 20 h.p., 750 r.p.m.

Two Verity. 18 h.p., 720 r.p.m.

One A.S.E.A., 18 h.p., 720 r.p.m.

One Wright, 40 h.p., 575 r.p.m.. 400 volts. 3-phase, 50

cycles.

One Rayner & Heald. 35 h.p., 200 volt, 950 r.p.m.. 2-phase,

50 cycles.

One Rayner & Heald, 30 h.p., 200 volt, 960 r.p.m., 2-phase

One Siemens, 28 h.p.. 200 volt, 750 r.p.m., 2-phase, 50

cycles.

Two Brook, 26 h.p.. 200 volt, 750 r.p.m., 2-phase, 50 cycles.

One Crompton. 20 h.p.. 200 volt. 7.50 r.p.m.. 2-phase. .50

cycles. &c., &c.

CHAS. BURDEN, LTD.,

Lancaster Street. Birmingham. 586

KI.ECTRICAL AND WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.
Special Offer.

ELECTRIC LAMPS. METAL FILAMENT.
100/120 volt, Is. 2d.; 200/2.50 volt. Is. 4d.

20. 30, 40, 60 watts.

HELICAL (^Watt pattern).

100 watts, 3s.; 60 watt?. 2s.

C.\BLE, V.I.R., 600 megohm.
1/18. 88. 9d. coil; 3/22, 10s. 6d. coil.

SWITCHES, 5-amp. Tumbler, 6s. 9d. doz.

CUT OUTS.
5-amp. Bow, 4s. 6d. doz. ; 10-amp. Bow. 6s. 6d. doz.

WIRELESS HEAD 'PHONES.
4,400 ohms, best American. 35s. pair.

CRYST.IL RECEIVERS.
Well made, tested, 30s. each.

Send for our complete lists of Electrical and Wireles.5 Acces-

sories. All goods are new and rehable.

SuPERLAMP, Ltd., 197, Old Street, London. E.C.2.

•Phone: Clerkenwell 1497. 909
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FOR SALE.

—

Gontinued.

BARGAINS FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Large Stocks Ready tor Immediate Dispatch.

DETAILED PRICE LIST SENT UPON APPLICATION.

NEW Cables (V.I.E.) by the best British makers, from
1/18 to 37/12, also 3-oore cab-tire Cables, lead-covered

ditto and workshop flex.

37/28 Assoc.. 2..5(X) meg. grade V.I.R. Cable, equal to 7/20,
at £8 10s. per 1.000 yards.

OsRAM, Mazda and Britannia Lamps.

Large assortment of these lamps, including gasfilled and
automobile, all new. 50 per cent, allowed off vacuum and
42i per cent, off gasfilled.

The " Irra " guaranteed Vacuum Lamps, at less than 50

per cent, and 10 per cent.

Great assortment of new accessories and fittings, including
I.e. goods and Switchboard Gear.

New Motors, Generators, Meters, &c., &c.. &c.

Special Offer : 7/18 V.I.E. Cable, Assoc, 2,500 meg. grade,
25s. per 110 yds. ; 3/22 single lead-covered Cable, 20s. per
100 yds.; 3/22 V.I.R. Cable, 2,500 meg. grade, doubly taped,
" Callender's " and " Connolly Bros.' " makes, red and black
twisted, 80s. per 880-yd. di'um; or black only, drums free.

12 and 14 gauge Tinned Copper Wire, O-Jd. per lb.

J-in. adhesive Tape, good quality, lOd. per lb.

Special Line, White Porcelain, 2 plate best quality Ceiling
Roses, 2s. 6d. per dozen.

Large assorted stock of Insulators and Cleats, special offer

2i-in. in 2-groove glazed English Cleats, Se. 6d. per 100 pairs.

EDWAEDES BROS.,

20, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.I.

Warehouses : Charlotte Street, S.E.I, ColUngwood Street,

S.E.I, Bennett Street, S.E.I, MuiTell Wharf, S.E.I. 0393

•MOTORS FOR SALE.

ONE only, Keighley Electrical Co., 20 h.p., 460 volt, shunt
interpole, 600 r.p.m. Complete with pulley, slide rails

and starter, equal new. Price £65, f.o.r.

One only, Victoria Electric Plant Co. (Cutting make), 30
h.p., 460 volt.^, shunt interpole, 86(1 r.p.m. New condition,
£85. f.o.r.

One only. Electromotors, totally enclosed, 10 h.p., 500
volt, 460 r.p.m., with Brookhirst controller. £50. f.o.r.

Two only. Ventilating Fans, by Matthews & Yates, complete
with valves for hot or cold air. 5 h.p., 220 volt. d.c. Motors,
Brookhirst controllers, new condition, £45 each. F.o.r.

One only, Hodgson, 400 volt, .3-phase, 50 cycles, S.C.E.,
720 r.p.m., pulley, slide rails, Ellison starter, equal new.
£.50, f.o.r.

One only, Westinghouse, 100- h.p., 440 volts, 3-phase, 25
cycles, 480 r.p.m. Pulley and slide rails, new. never run.
£130, f.o.r.

Ramsbottom, Rix it Co., Keighley. 935

FOR SALE.

THREE Peache Crompton 85 kW, 110 volt. d.c. Generating
Sets. 125 lb.

One Motor Booster Set : input 110 volts, output 160 oni-i

peres, 10/50 volts.

One Weir Boiler Feed Pump, 2,450 gallous per hour.

H. A. Neale a- Co., no. High Holborn. W.C.I. 924

FOR SALE.

QQ 8-kW Gardner-Electromotors Petrol Electric Generating
r^d Sets, 80 volts, 1,000 r.p.m., complete with radiator,
silencer, &c., all mounted on common baseplate. Very littl

used, and in first-class condition. £90 each.—Fyfe. Wilson
and Co., Ltd., 31. Budge Row, London, B.C. 4. "Telephone-
City. 2602. Telegrams: 'Ductility. Phone. London." P.-.3

HIRE OR SALE.

ELECTRIC Motors and Dynamos.—Machines always avail
able. ARMATURES and FIELD COILS

rewound or repaired without delay.

'Phone: MACDONALD, SYER & CO., LTD.,

Huseunj 8080. 295, Gray's Inn Road. W.C.I. (!

FOR SALE.

—

Continued.

FOR SALE.
Kfk-H.P., 44-V, 3-phase, 40 cycle Bruce Peebles Motors. 760
(J\J revs., with Ellison starter. 3, 6, and 10 h.p., 110-volt
Motors.

22-kW, 230-volt, compoimd Dynamo and Motors, 4/30 h.p.
10. 15, 20 and 30-h.p., 440/460 volt, Siemens shunt protected

Mfitors. almost new.
Drummond ct Co., Middlesbrough. 491

FOR SALE. *ALL NEW.

TWO Turbos (Westinghouse), 625 kW, steam 150 lbs.,

vacuum 28 in., 3,600 r.p.m. Two Generators (direct

c-oupled), 780 kVA. Ophase, 60 periods, 2..300 V. Price

£3.000. (Would separate.)

Fifteen Transformers (oil 45 gall, capacitv). 37A kVA. 60
cvl., 2,210 to 110/220, 3,300 to 115/2.3()-2,400 to 120/140;
£50 each.

*Two Induction Motors (Alliss-Chalmers). 100 h.p.. 2.300 \'.

60 cyl., 690 r.p.m.; £175 each.

•One Induction Motor (AHis-Chabners). .30 h.p.. 2.0(J(i

g.p.m.. 1.50 ft. head, 1,750 r.p.m., coupled direct on
bedplate to Allis pump; £125.

•Three ditto, 600 g.p.m., £100 each. One 40-h.p. ditto, £100.
One ditto, 60 h.p., 2,000 g.p.m., 60 ft. head, £125. One
ditto. Ti h.p.. 150 g.p.m.. £25. One Turbo-Generator
(Westinghouse), d.c.'. 25 kW, 125 V. 200 amps., 3.5I.KI

r.p.m.; Price £125.

Steam Turbine. .30 h.j). (Westinghou;^e) : price £60.

*Auto-Starter, 15/30 h.p.. 200 V; Auto-Starter Switch, 4.IKItf V.
Two Auto-Trans., 38 h.p.. 4,000 V. 60 cyl.; £75 lot.

"Two G.E.C. Controllers; 2 Field Rheostats: 26/100-h.p. I.G.

Rheostat ; Oil Circuit Breaker : Nine-Instrument Tran.s.

;

Volt Regulator; Potential Starter; Three Switchboard
Panels (slate) ; 12 Steam Gauges.

On view 9 to 6, .1. Mount's Warehouse. 101. Grosvenor
Road, Victoria. 'Bus No. 24 passes door.

Low price accepted for immediate clearance. Offers to Liqui-
dator. H. E. Thompson, 22, Nevern Square, Earl's Court.

'Phone City 4606. 635.5

OLDFIELD ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

HAMPSON STREET, SALFOED.

Telegrams: "Stalwart, Manchester."

Telephone : 8620 City. Manchester.

D.C. MOTOES IN STOCK.

Volt

440
440
460
440
440
440
44t)

40U
440

440
250
220

220
220
220
220

B.h.p.

27

25
26

16/20
15

10

1

(iO

25

20
16

10
10

Speed.
485

980
820
445
200/r)0(t

930
1150
1000
600
1200
400
545
1100
961 •

7ai

850

Make.
Vickers
Westinghouse
Mersey
Mather
Electromotors
E.C.C.
Wright
Cromntiin
Phoeni\
Electromotors
G.E.C.
Phcenix
G.E.C.
English Electric

Phoenix
E.C.C.

A.C. Motors, 3-pba3e, 50 cycles, 400/440 and 200/220 volts, in

stock.

All at bargain prices. 927

FOR SALE.
4-h.p. Electromotors, 440 V, d.c, revs. 970. £15.
4-h.p. Electromotors, 440 V. d.c. revs. 650. £23.
7.5-h.p. Electromotors, 400 V, d.c, revs. 425, £20.
7-h.p. Electromotors, 460 V, d.c. revs. 1,1.50. £30.
5-h.p. Electromotors, 440 V. d.c, revs. 550, £25.
5-h.p. B.T.H., 440 V, d.c, revs. 1,200, £20.

The above complete with pulleys, slide-rails and starters.

Morris Hawkins Dynamo. 8/10 amps., volts 1.30, r.p.m.

920/1,650, conplete with panel, 2 meters, voltun't<T. autu cut-

out, choke coils and arresters. £25, running order.

G. H. LUNN, 25, Station Road, Willesden junction. N.W.IO.
6358

FOR SALE.

ONE Generating Set, by B.T.H. (new), comprising slip-

ring Motor, 316 h.p., 400/440 volts. 3-phase, 50 periods,

720 revs., direct coupled to 216-kilowatt Generator, 180/320
volts, d.c, with all starting gear. In original cases. Price

£450.

Telegrams: "Contact." R. P. Winder,

Telephone : 20.461 (2 hnesl. Belgrave Electrical Works.
L«eds. 28
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FOR SALE.—Oontimml

ROTARY CONVERTERS, MOTOR OENERATOR SETS

AND D.C. & A.C. MOTORS, &c.

2oO-kW Rotary Converter. Westinghouse, new 1918, 10,00(1

volts a.c, 50 cycles, 3-phase, to 240 volts, d.c.

250-k\V Rotary Converter, 6,000/6,600 volts, .50 cycles. S-phase,
to 50O volts. (I.e., shunt.

500-kW Rotary Converter, Westinghouse, 3-phase, 50 cycles.

480 volts, d.c. compound, with switch panels; h.t.

transformers supplied to suit cUents' supply.

500-kW Crompton Motor Generator, almost new, combined
bedplate, 240 volts to 470 volts, with switch panels.

SPECIAL OFFKR D.C. MOTORS - 1 10 TO .500 VOLTS.

Make.

Westing-house

Crompton
Westinghouse

Laaios. I).

Veritys

G.E.C.

Dick. Keir
Crompton
Lanes. Dynamo
Union
B.T.H.

:iO (H)

40 (.5)

100
in (1)

20
30 (4)
.")0 (3)

200

8.5

160

A.C. MOTOES-
Make. H.p.

Lahmeyer
Clayton
Mather & Piatt

Phoenix

Revs.

620
400/12(10

6.50

725

850
520
570
500
600
675
.500

450
.360/480

630
1000
500

-3-Phase. 50 Cycles.

Volts.

110

110

110

110

no
J 20

220
220
220
400
120

500
500

450
40

B.T.H.
400
100 (2)

400
400

50

Revs.

231

360
1000
487
720

MOTORS—2-Phase, 50 Cycles.

10 (2)

10 (end)
15

16

20 (2)

60

200
20O
200
200
200
200

950
720
960
960
720
720

Price.

£28
£47
.i;38

£60
£70
£75
£150
£39
£68
£80
£107
£300
£190
£180
£275

£90
£110
£700
£250

£27
£33
£42
£42
£42
£104

DYNAMOS AjVD ALTERNATORS.
Make.
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FOR SALE.—Continued.

FOB Sale. 500-h.p., Willans geared driven TurBo-Gtene-
rator, 500 volts, d.c, all fittings as now fixed working.

—WilUamB, 37, Queen Victoria Street, London. 789

FOE Sale, high-class Generating Plant, comprising
140-kW Belliss-Lancashire Dynamo combined Set, 440

volts, d.c. ; three similar sets. 7.5 kW each ; engines equal
cylinders; suitable 80 lb. pre.s.sure. Modern, and in practi-
cally new condition; for delivery at once.—582, Electrical
Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

FOE Sale. Petrol and Paj-affin Electric Generating Sets,
from i to 50 kW, suitable for house lighting, cinemas!

welding, &c.—Fyfe, Wilson & Co., Ltd., 31, Budge Eow,
London, E.C.4. ;i.-,4

FOE Sale, a number of new 1-kW, L,W. Dynamos, 25/37
volts, 1,300 r.p.m., complete with slide rails and pulley

£14 10s. each.—Fyfe, Wilson & Co., Ltd.. 31, Budge Row,'
London, E.C.4. 955

FOR Sale. 400-kW Belliss triple-expansion Engine, direct-
coupled to Crompton dynamo; 440 volts, d.c. Can be

seen fixed. Chegjj, immediate removal.—WilTiams & Sous,
37. Queen Victoria Street, London. 957

FULLEE Block Accumulators. Brand new. In portable
teak cases, 4 volts, 100 int. amp. -hours. Price .38s. each.

10 volts. 40 int. amp. -hours, as above, 42s. 6d. each. One
third of maker's price. F.o.r.—Ramsbottom, Rix & Co
Keighley. 937

G.E.C., 110-volt, 5-amp., Motors, £5 10s.; 5-in. Drummond
Treadle Lathe, as new, i'32 10s.; 6J-in.. £07 10s.- 7-in .

£35; 9-in. Precision Lathe, £3.5; Chucks, Drilling Machines'
cheap.—-\shton's, Horbury Bridge. Wakefield. 6.336

GENERATING Sets, 60/70-V, 30-A, 1,000 r.p.m., Douglas-
G.E.C., complete, as new, £00.—White, 140, South-

wark Street. gj^i

HOENSBY-Stockport, 84-h.p. Gas Engine, latest tvpe
electric lightmg, absolutely as new. Eeal bargain —

Harry H. Gardam & Co., Ltd., Staines . 604

T7"EITH Blackman Double-bladed Fans, 48 in., 400 volts

u ^ V**^-
•'.O.Pe'"- 550 revs.; also Cyclone Blower and Ex-

haust Fans inlet 14 in. dia. ; outlet, 15 in. x lOi in., direct
coupled to 5-h.p., 220 volts, 1,100 revs, motor.; all new andunused.—Greenbalgh Bros., Atherton. 77O

"VTE.AELY new modern direct coupled Power and Lighting
•

^et Hpay^,.Qj.gg^jjjj^^ ,3Q ^^ vertical gas or oil en-
gme, 1,000 r.p.m., and Mather &. Yates compound wound,dynamo. 120 amp., 110 volt; used two to three months suit
large kmema, country house, drill hall. &c. Absolute bar-
gain, perfect condition.-934. Electricar Eeview, 4, Ludgate
iiill, London. -

"VTEAELY new " National " hot bulb, horizontal Oil En-±y erne. 4, bii.p., new 1917. Excellent condition.-HarryH. Gardam & Co.. Ltd.. Staines. 600
"VTEW Cables. About 1,000 yards bare copper 19/12
-i-y 8.3 yards .7o sq. in. low-tension, three-core, lead-covered, for pressures up to 660 volts; 140 yards ,05 sq. ine^h.t. single cable, for pressures up to 6,600 volts.-RhvsHarry, Llanellj\ ggi'

N"^ nL" £.^°*''^ " ^-^^ Change-over Switches, 75, 100 Iso"IN 200, .300. 400, 500 and 750 amps., mounted ok polished

||J^^^|^^|^^4(^^
M-EW d.c. Motors 10 h.p.. 480 volts, B.T.H. Motor railsIN and pulley 1,100 r.p.m., £60; 7J-h.p., 480 volts Metr,>pohtan-\icker8 Motors, 1,250 r.p.m., rails and puUev £50
2HiIi5!££i-Bei™rd^^Meggitt^_EngiDee^ ^ATBW d.c. Motors at giving-away prices. Send me^^X>_Mquiries^-Bernard_JI^^

Mansfield. 851
"jVTEW Telephone Cable, i-ubber and cottoiTTovered, SOs'

;!;.;ci,™! .^ ''I''''''/
t-rass-sheathed 7-twin, suitable formarshy land and underground work. 130s. per J-mile- Prescot

lead-covered 4-pair, 100s. per J mile; Bell Wire. iOs per

Laws'''"
Green A- Son. 106, Seymour Road, Lytham,

ATEW 6-h.p 9-h.p., 10-h.p., 15-h.p. Motors, d,c., 220/240

London" Se'^i'^'''''""^^''^'''''^'^^
^'"°^" ^' ^^*'='^"ars Road.

'—'—'—^ 6,j91

VrO. 47 S.W.G. Enamelled Copper Wire. From stock
J-'* while It lasts, 40s. per lb., bobbins and postage free
Cash with order. Reductions for quantities,—J. Jenkins

3'

Llo.-tk l.ane, E.G. 4. ^j^is',

i^NE-Ton Travelling Crane, fitted with two 3-h.p dc~V ***^
ri'u'*''^

Motors, by Vickers. Magnetic brake, swivel
column. The above has not been in use, and is in perfect
condition.—Apply R. S. Balden & Son, 22, Bond Street
Dewsbury.

S14

ONE 190-volt, 130-amp. Dynamo, tvpe P.H. 547- low price
for cash.—Alfred Shankland, P.S.A.A., 82 Queen

Street, Cardiff.
'

ygg

FOR SALE.— Continued.

PETEOL-Paraffin Plant, complete with cooling and fuel
tanks, silencer and all accessories, 3,600 watts, 100

volts, also 54 Storage Cells, 200 ampere-hour, 10-hour dis-
charge capacity. Must be of known manufacture and m
fir.st-class condition.—Full particulars and lowest price to
6.341, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

O ILK -Covered Wires from No. 30 up to No. 47 S.W.G.O (double and single); also Enamelled and Cotton-
Covered Wire.?. Large stock in London.—Apply Engineer-
ing Supplies, Ltd., 155a, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4. 916

SINGLE-Phase Motors, inductioij and self-starting type
(heavy duty), first class, reliable and efficient Motors,

at keenest prices.—"A" Dept., Midland Dynamo Co., Lei-
coster. 20

SIX 125-h.p., compound Engines, by Belliss, high-speed,
enclosed, self-lubricating type, all perfect condition and

repair, for immediate use. Seen our works.—Harry H. Gar-
dam & Co.. Ltd., Staines. 298

SURPLUS Cab and I.ead Cables, Arc and Flame Carbons,
Iron and Wood Poles. Wireless Motor Generators,

Nava,l Instruments, old Celluloid and Ebonite Boxes, Wire
Ropes, Signalling Lamps. Table Fans, Mirrors, Lenses,
Halden Copier.—The London Electric Firm, Croydon. 754

TACHOMETER in leather case, .size 8 in. x 4 in. x 3 in.

deep, complete with all drivers for shafts, spindles, &c.,
will read any speed between 30 r.p.m. and 4.000 r.p.m. in-
stantly and dead beat, having four scales for different speeds.
Brand new. Price £4 10s. Cost double.—Ramsbottom, Eix
and Co., Keighley. 936

TELEPHONES, Telephones, Telephones.—Trench Mark
4-type Telephones, complete and ready for use. Mag-

neto ringing and .suitable for long-distance speaking.
Set of two complete with 50 ft. wire, £2 5s. carriage
free. Reductions on quantities. Also 5 and 10-way
G.E.C. Desk Telephones. Complete and ready for use ; price
£2 each plus carriage. Reductions on quantities.—Please
applv for above to Miss E. Dooley, 33, Kfllyon Road. Clap-
ham, S.W.8. 888

TELEPHONES, National desk, portable, magneto ringing;
complete with battery case. flex, and terminals, 258.

each. Exchanges. 8-line. 30s. each.—D. Green & Son, Sey-
mour Road, Ij5^ham, Lanes. 837

THEEE-Phase high-class Motors. In stock, squirrel-cage

and slip-ring. An enquiry will convince you of the
value offered.

—
" A " Dept., Midland Dvnamo Co., Leicester.

21

THEEE 7i-h.p. Motors, 440 V, 3-phase, 50 cycles, 940 revs.,

squirrel cage; also 11-h.p. ditto; unused bargain.?.—K.
Binns. 29, Church Road, Gosforth. Newcastle. 6368

TWO Cinematograph or Arc Welding Motor Generators.

Motors wound for 230 volts d.c. Each generator 200
amps, at 70 volts.—889, Electrical Eeview, 4, Ludgate Hill,

London.

TWO Vacuum Cleaners. 100 V, with attachments; shop-
soiled, £5 each ; cost £15.—Uneedus, Carshalton Eoad,

Sutton. 6245

TWO 150-h.p. Motors, by Siemens, 250 volts, 400 r.p.m.,
compound interpole type, with starters.—Harry H.

Gardam & Co.. Ltd.. Staines.
"

299

TWO 50-h.p., variable-speed Motors, by Electromotors, 440
volts, d.c, with Brookhirst starters; also 60 h. p. Motor,

bv Crompton, 220 volts, d.c.—Harry H. Gardam & Co., Ltd.,
Staines. 294

TWO 250-kW Steam Alternators, 3-pha6e, 50 cycles, 500/550
volts. Excellent condition, £960 each.—782, Electrical

Eeview, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WATTMETEE.—Portable Elliott Bros, recording. 430
volts, 3-phase. 60 cycles, 5 amps. In polished teak

case with lock. Brand new. No current transformer. Price
£20.—Eamsbottom. Rix fc Co.. Keighley. 938

1
Q-B.H.P., variable-speed. d,c. Motors, 110 volts, 380/110

14/ revs., switch and starter—Thomas Mitchell & Sons,
Ltd., Edgar Street. Bolton. 897

"j rt-H.P. National Gas Engine, latest girder bed. magneto
li4i ignition. New condition. Bargain.—Harry H. Gar-
dam & Co., Ltd.. Staines .

'

606

1 A 1.-H-P- Tangye Oil Engine, perfect electric lighting
1^2 type. £100—Chick, Skin Market Place, Southwark,
S.E. 6346

nn-H.P. Gardner Oil Engine and 110/160-volt Dynamo,
<i\J perfect, £150.—Chick. Skin Market Place, South-
wark^^. 6.345

OK-H.P. Motor. 240 volts, shunt International 4-pole. 80000 revs., make good generator; Clarke. Chapman steam
set, 65 V, 27 A. 60 lb. steam, direct coupled —E. Binns, 29,
Church Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. 6369
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FOR SALE.— Contimud.

QQ-KW Steam Generating Set, UO volts, d.c. Six 'iGi-kW

OO steam Generating Sets, 110 volts, d.c. All these brand
new and unu.sed, by leading makers, and with various engine

and generator spares in each case. Inspection our works.

—

Harry H. Gardam & Co., Ltd., Staines. 297

A A-KW Parsons Oil-driven Generating Set, 6-cylinder

4tU engine, coupled direct to 500-volt d.c. Generator;

also two 24-kW and one 20-kW Sets.—Harry H. Gardam
and Co., Ltd., Stainea. 911

A fi/iS Stockport Gas Engine, with Suction Plant; perfect,

'±\J i;iOO. Two Dynamos, 110 volts. 100 amps.; all

.xwitchgear, £70, as new.—Watson, 12. Euclid Street,

Swindon. 6324

A fk-H.P. Motor, 3-phase, 440 V, 40 cycles, B.T.H., 760 revs.,

"iU slip-ring, with Ellison starting gear.—E. Binns, 29,

Church Road, Gosforth, Newca.?tle. 6367

/^n-H.P. Electric Lighting Semi-Diesel Oil Engine, by
l)U Tangye; single flywheel; variable admission gover-

nors; all accessories; bargain; details. New 1918.—Harry H.
Gardam & Co.. Ltd.. Staines. 599

Or-f-KW Generator, by Crompton. 100/140 volts; also

/ 50-kW Generator, by The Electric Construction Co.,

Ltd., 100/130 volts; 24-h.p. Motor. 110 volts.—Harry H.
Gardam & Co., Ltd.. Staines. 842

7fk-H.P. Robey Crude Oil Engine, for elecltric lighting;

/ U perfect, ;e350.—Chick, Skin Market Place, South-
wark, S.E. _ 6844

•irvrk-KW, d.c. Generator, 500 V, direct coupled to BelliBS

XUU and Morcom steam engine, availaWe immediately for

quick sale at bargain figure.—Richards, Stafford House.
Trentham Road. Longton. 1

VOLT Motors, J to 80 h.p. in stock, keen prices.

—

White, 140, Southwark Street. 6L39110
1 1 Ci-^OUI d.c. Generating Sets. Two 100 kW ; one 62

XXU kW; one 55 kW. All multipolar generators, with
high speed, enclosed Steam Engines.—Mitchells, Edgar Street,

Bolton. 896

1 A (\-^-^- 440 volts, d.c. Motor. Brand new from L.D.
14tU and Motor Co., 880 r.p.m;, shunt interpole. Two
bearings. f'ilO net. Pulley and rails extra.—Bernard Meg-
gitt. Engineer, Manslield. 92G

QArV-H.P. Belliss. enclosed Engine, forced lubrication,

OUU suitable for direct coupling to generator, accept £350,

prompt sale, splendid condition.—296, Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill. London.

i ^rv-H.P. National Gas Engine, 6 cylinder. 300 revs. New
^(J\) about 1916, only worked on half load. Condition

as new.—Harry H. Gardam & Co.. Ltd.. Staines. 607

rrvfV-VOLT Motors, 20 h.p., 300 r.p.m., £85; 25 t.p.,

JUU 240 r.p.m., £U0; 30 h.p., 750 r.p.m., £90.—White.
140, Southwark Street. 6142

rvr n-KW Belliss-Dick, Kerr, coupled Alternator Set, 2,200

/ 0\J volts, 60 periods, or could be rewound to suit client's

requirements; first-class condition.—Harry H. Gardam & Co..

IM.. Staines. 292

1 n^H"^^^' Turbo-Alternator Set, 6,000 volts, 50 cycles,

XUtJU 3-phase, complete with Contra-flo. surface type

condensing plant: any reasonable offer accepted, and plant

in almost new condition throughout.—658, Electrical Review,
4. TAidcate Hill. London.

3r\(\f\ YARDS, G.P.O. Telephone Cable, 24 conductors,

jUUU V.I.R.. vulcanised, taped and braided, perfect

condition, slightly soiled. For di.^posal, very cheap. Samples
and prices sent.—The Mechanical it Electrical Engineering

Co., 62, Bradford Street, Walsall. 941

ARTICLES WANTED.
dvertisements e nserted under this heading at Is. 9d. per lin

A.C. anil d.c. Motors (second-hand), any type and condition,

wanted for prompt cash.—A. Learoyd & Son, Bridge
Works. Heatherley Street. Clapton. N.E. ^^ °7i£

A.
LEAROYD & SON, Bridge Works, Clapton, N.E.—
Telephone: Dalston 2278; Telegrams: "Frangible,

Lowclap, London," buys for prompt cash every description of

second-hand Generating Sets, Accumulators, Motors, Trans-

formers, old Arc Lamps. Meters, Cable. Scrap Metals, Metallic

Dros.ses, &c., &c. Inquirie? soUcited. Established over 50

vears. 5744

NOTICE to Manufacturers.—Firm is open to purchase all

parts relating to wireless.—Please send lowest prices

and particulars, Earnshaw, 40, Elgin Crescent, London, W.ll.
6383

PLATINUM Scrap wanted for cash ; the highest market
price given. Call, or parcel by post, prompt cash by

return.—L. Stern, Rotunda Buildings, 5, Bold Street, Liver-

pool. 6253

ARTICLES WANTED.—Co?itinned.

PLATINUM Scrap wanted for spot cash. We purchase

platinum and give the highest market price. Call and
be convinced before selling elsewhere. Parcels by post pronipt

cash per return. The original firm.—The Depot. 156, Charing
Cross Hoad, London, W.C^2^ 6252

RECTIFIER, Mercury Vapour, 100 V, 50 period to 200 V,

4/8 amps., d.c, for Hewittic mercury vapour lamps.

—

Photoco, Ltd., 22, Cross Street, Finsbury, London. 6343

WANTED. Dynamos, 110 volts, 30 amperes, and 60/100

amperes; also several motors, suitable for 220 and 440
volt.';, d.c.—State fullest particulars and prices to 922, Electri-

cal Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED, Plate Warmer and Electric Grill, large or

medium, for 220-volt supply.—6:366. Electrical Review,
4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED, 70-h.p.. 3-phase. 400-volt, sUp-ring Motor, speed

720 r.p.m.—895, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill,

London.

WANTED, second-hand d.c. watt-hour Meter, in good
working order; 60/80 amps., 80/100 volts.—Aldershot

Gas. Water & District Lighting Co., Electricity Works, North
Camp, South Farnborough, Hants. 6325

WANTED, self-contained Petrol or Paraffin Engine, driving

d.c. dynamo about 220 volts. Capacity about 16 kW

.

—930, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

6 OR 7-b.h.p. horizontal Oil Engine, fitted with two fly-

wheels and all accessories; speed -550/600 revs. Also
2J/3-kilowatt, .50-volt generator, shunt-wound, 1,000 revs.

—

State make, age, lowest price, and where inspectable, to 918,

Electrical Review, 4. Ludgate Hill, London.

AGENCIES.
Advertisements are inserted under this heading at Is. 9d. per line.

A LONDON firm of repute, speciali.5ing in motors, both
a.c. and d.c. desires to appoint Representatives on com-

mission for the following districts : Birmingham, the South
Coast. Manchester, Cardiff, Newcastle, Dublin, and Belfast.

Only those with sound connections and capable of good turn-

over will be considered.—915, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate
Hill, London.

AGENCY.—Old-estabUshed makers of high-class ironclad

switchgear require Agent, already established, m
Glasgow, Cardiff, SheiSeld.—903, Electrical Review, 4, Lud-
gate Hill, London.

AGENTS wanted to sell Automobile and Metal-filament

Lamps. Sole agencies for certain districts considered.

—Essex Electric Stores, 19, Wilson Street, E.C.2. 6259

DISTRICT Agents required.—State terms and experience

by letter only in first instance to The Wholesale Elec-

tric Co. (1922), Ltd., Dominion Works. Dunsmure Road,
N.16. 6320

FOREIGN Agencies quickly obtained by advertising in

foreign papers.—Rates. &c., from Deacon's British and
Foreign Advertising Agency, 7, Leadenhall Street, London,
E.C.3. i§

M.I.E.E., with exceptional connection among central

station engineers, is open to consider offers of repre-

sentation .^;;;6362^^1^^ Review, 4. Ludgate Hill. London.

REPRESENTATrV^E(S) required by well-known Midland
firm manufacturing alternating current motors (two-

and three-phase only) to create sales for their machines
throughout the Counties of Northumberland and Durham.
Commission basis.—816. Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hni,
London.

TWO electrical and mechanical engineers, with high-class

technical and commercial experience in electrical and
allied power plant installations, and at present district

managers for electrical manufacturers of repute, invite corre-

spondence from manufacturers wishing to be represented n\

the Manchester area. The advertisers have a wide connection

in the North-Western district, and only makers of high-class

electrical and allied machinery and apparatus will be repre-

sented.—6340. Electrical Review, 4. Ludgate Hill, London.

WBLL-known Lancashire wholesale house with several

specialities, calling on the wholesale atjd electricall

trade, is open for good .Agencies. Having good premises.

—

940, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill. London.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE AND WANTED.
Advertinnments are inserted under this heading at Is. 9d. per line.

PROPRIETOR of an old-established and well-known

manufacturing firm of high-class electrical switches,

&c.. is desirous of disposing of his business. Excellent works,

with ample room for 'extension.—904. Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill, London.
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PARTNERSHIPS.
Advertisements are inserted under this heading at Is. 9d. per line.

DIRECTORSHIP.—Mr. J. P. Poynter, 75, Canonbury
Eoaci. N.l, -will be glad to hear from friends willing to

associate with him in the recon-struction and futui'e manage-
ment of the " Maxim " Lamp Factory. ;£5,000 required. B370

ELECTRICAL Engineer requires, for June, 1923, Active
Interest in small electric supply undertaking.—6165,

Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

PARTNER required, with iii.OUd. Wholesale electric

supplier, Londou. Half share worth iSBOO per annum.
—Arnolds & Go. (London), Ltd., 143. Cannon Street, E.C.

89'i

PARTNER required, with f2.000, for half^hare in well-

established wholesale electric supplies business

(London). Audited .accounts. Can expect at least .£600 per
annum.—Particulars from Arnold & Co. (London), Ltd., 143.

Cannon Street, E.C.4. KO

PARTNERSHIP. Splendid opportunity for young elec-

trical eugineer with £5,000 capital. Fullest investiga-

tion invited; assured income of £2,000 after first 12 months.
—6290, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED, live active Partner in wholesale electrical

busine-ss. with good specialities, good stand, showroom,
doing good business, with £1,-500 to i'2.000. in the North.—
912, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisements are inserted under this heading at Is. 9d. per line.

REPAIRS undertaken for all classes of electrical meter,
instrument, instrument transformers and motors, up

to 5 h.p. Keen prices, prompt attention, all worked, guaran-
teed.—Victa Electrical Co., 47. High Street, Battersea, S.W.
II. 'Phone : Batt. 780. 6271

REWINDS, a.c, d.c, either repetition or re-designed to
any voltage, output, or speed. Commutators built and

fitted. Our prices are keen and deliveries prompt. Your jobs
open to inspection during progress. New work tested to 2,000
volts.—Boys. 187, Goswell Road. E.C.I. 'Phone : Gent. 1320

6012

SECOND-Hand Plant examined for purchaEe.—Britieh En-
gine, Boiler & Electrical Insurance Co., Ltd. See p. xli.m

SIMPLE Complete Method of Designing d.c. Motorg or
Dynamos. Example fuUy worked out. Is.—Cooper.

Bellevue Grove. Middlesbrough. 386

TO Wiring Contractors.—^Advertiser is prepared to under-
take the putting in order of troublesome telephone in-

stallations or report upon them. Nominal charges. AiJ

enquiries treated as confidential.—6338, Electrical Review, 4,

Ludgate Hill, London.

WANTED. Stocks of Electrical Goods »nd Machinery for

auction sales every Wednesday: sales commence i.O

p.m.—Particulars and entrance forms, Shaw & Co., ElectricaJ

and Mechanical Engineere, Jenkinson Street. Booth Street
West, All Saints, Manchester. 'Phone : Gen. 5407. 17

Where Advertisements are to be answered to a given Number

it the ELECTRICAL REVIEW Office Applications for Names

and Addresses of the Advertisers will be entirely disregarded,

and Letters giving incorrect Box Niimbers wili be destroyed.

Price Is. Post Free Is. 2dL. Demy 4to, Paper Cover.

Localising High-Resistance Breaks in Cables.
BY J. RYMER-JONES.

fhe ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4.

REPETITION WOODWORK.
Estimates given for the supply of

—

ACCUMULATOR CASES, High-Class INSTRUMENT CASES,

FILING CABINETS. DOMESTIC WOODWARE, Sc,

and all liinds of Woodwork where a quantity of a standard Article
|

is required.

LARGE STOCKS OF TIMBER & HARDWOODS.
WELL- EQUIPPED FACTORY AND llODERN DRYINO KILN.

Messrs. CHARLES PEACOCK & CO., Ltd.,

Telephone

:

St. Andrew's Street.

AT LAST
it is possible to obtain

a supply of

HOT or WARM WATER

INSTANTLY

at any time of the Day or Night

AT A VERY SMALL COST!!!

Write for particulars to :
—

HYDROTHERM LTD.,

KINGSWAY HOUSE,

KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

'Phone : 7069 Garrard. Telegrams .
" Hydrolylic, Westcent, London.'"

I Pa

I

Paper Covers, 1s. Post Free, 1s. 2cl.

I

, THE COAL CONSUMPTION OF

,

POWER PLANTS
I and '

BONUSES FOR COAL SAVING.
ROBERT H. PARSONS, I

M.Can.SoG.C E., Assoc. M. Inst C.E. I

24 Pages. S Diagrams, •

THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW, LTD., |
4, Ludgate Hill, London, EC. 4. •>

CAPEL'S ELECTRIC
LIGHTING PLANTS.
i to 5 KW. PETROL/PARAFFIN.

Send as Yoar Enquiries. Qaick Delivery.

Battersea 272 (Two Lines). South Lambeth, S.W. 8.
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WE have the most artistic and original

display of electric light fittings in London.

These designs represent the highest degree

of workmanship and finish, and are without parallel

in attractiveness and originality, whilst the cost is kept

down to the absolute minimum.

We specialise in

MOSAIC, MOTHER-O'-PEARL and

BATIK-GLASS BOWLS & SHADES.

To appreciate the great beauty and unique design of

these wonderful creations you must see the sixty

models on view in our showrooms.

Must be seen to be fully appreciated.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS :

MMv^ OxfordStUMDONm.
^, ^-tp^ . cmuseuk. 2260. !7efe^avu:S(staSa/i/^:G>i3o7z,

'Kar CZoiferiXam. Court QQoa^

KEAN A SCOTT, ltd.. 102. Ccrro

Vacancies are now existing for one or two Foreign Agencies.
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THE SHROPSHIRE, WORCESTERSHIRE, AND

STAFFORDSHIRE ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY.

QUESTION OI- SUPPLY IN SOUTH-WEST MIDLANDS.

The ordinary general meeting of the Shropshire, Worcestershire, and Slafford-
ihire Electric Power Co. was held at Electrical Federation Offices, bb,

Kingsway, W.C., on Thurbday, June 22nd, Mr. William L. Madgen (chairman
and managing director) presiding.
The Chairman, in nioMng the adoption of the report and accounts, said

that a great change had recently taken place in connection with electric

supply. It was now to be observed that the progress of electric supply,
alrnough very slow to commence, had, during the past few }cars, undergonu
a remarkable change both Jn the use fur power and for domestic purposes.
With regard to their own company, the volume of business done and the

net profits obtained during the year 1921 had not been so large as in ihu

previous year. The obvious explanation, of cour^-, is that the coat £>trike,

extending over several months, suspended most industrial operations, and.
moreover, inaugurated a very severe depression in trade generally, from
which we have noi yet emerged, though there are favourable indications

of a slow revival. The figures for the past year are not, however, whoil\
unsatisfactory.

To put it shortly, the figures for the past year are as in 1919, only better.

The conditions which have obtained since the termination of hostilities are

so abnormal, and, in some respects, so extraordinary, that it may be well
that 1 should impress upon you the salient figures for the years 191B, 1919,

and 1920. In the year 1918 we had the largest output of electricity; we sold

over 62 million units, producing a gross revenue of £289,476. Immediately
following the Armistice there was a precipitous fall in the production of war
materials, and the units sold during 1919 amounted only to 3a millions,

producing a gross revenue of £204,190. During the year 1920 there was a

rapid change-over from the production of war materials to normal industrial

production, and in that year we sold over 54 million units, producing a gross

revenue of £369,500. Then, as I have said, in 1921, we had the coal strike,

followed by general depression, and the total units sold was 34^ million,

producing gross revenue of £266,000.
The figures for the past year, therefore, are better than those for 1919,

but the gross figures I have menrionetl express only a small part ol the

improvement. When we saw what was taking place, we immediately took
all practical steps, which were facilitated by the downward tendency of

prices and wages generally, to reduce the cost of production, and the most
rigid economies were effected in every department, with the result that the

net revenue for 1921 is only £3,300 less than the net revenue obtained in

1920 on an enormously larger output at a much greater gross revenue.
The sale of electricity for power purposes is, in the case of our area, an

accurate barometer of the general state of trade. During the last few year>
we have connected up a large number of new consumers, and old consumers
have increased their equipments for the employment of electricity; there is

a larger potential demand on our generating plant than at any previous
period. But notwithstanding all this, the output of electricity from the com-
pany's generating station at the present time is only about 50 per cent, of the

generating plant installed, showing clearly that the prosperity ol this company
is very largely dependent upon the state of trade in the district.

I will now give a few explanations of the figures in the balance-sheet. A
comparison of the balance-sheet now presented with the preceding balance-

sheet will show a marked improvement in the financial standing of the

company. We have paid off many of our liabilities; we have improved our
reserves and increased our available cash resources. We have been enabled
to do this by the issue which we made during the past year of £300,000 7i
per cent. Ten-year Guaranteed Convertible Debenture Stock. The issue was
over-subscribed, and has enabled the company to put its finances on a

satisfactory basis. It will be seen that the 300.000 issued Ordinary shares
of £1 each are now denominated " B " Ordinary shares. That is because
an option has been given to the subscribers of the Convertible Debenture stock

to exchange that stock at the rate of £100 of Debenture stock for £100 8 per

cent. *' A " Ordinary shares, and £20 of " B " Ordinary shares of the com-
pany. The " A " Ordinary shares will rank for a non-cumulative dividend

in priority to the " B " Ordinary shares to the extent of 8 per cent, per

annum, and the " A " Ordinary shares will participate thereafter, share for

share, in any profits distributed after the ** B " Ordinary shares shall have
received 8 per cent, dividend. The loan from the Ministry of Munitions has
been reduced by the agreed annual instalment of £13,666, which makes, with
previous instalments, a total amount repaid of £62,867, leaving a balance out-

standing and repayable by annual instalments during the period of twenty
years from 1921, of £257,133. The reserve fund now stands at £86.310 after

applying the amount appropriated from the sinking fund under the First

E)ebenture trust deed.
Turning to the credit side of the balance-sheet, it will be seen that a

sum of £48,617 was expended during the past year upon buildings, plant,

machinery, and mains. In a progressive electricity supply undertaking the

capital account is never closed, and is rarely stationary, as the plant has to

be constantly replaced and extended, and further expenditure is in proportion
to th^ increase in the demand for electricity. The item of investments shows
a reduction of £40.000 compared with the preceding year. This reduction is

accounted for by the discharge of Second Debenture stock which we held in

the Birmingham District Power and Traction Co. This Debenture stock was
lodged as part of the security with the Ministry of Munitions, and was
released by the Ministry on reduction of the loan to the company. Sundry
debtors consists mostly of amounts due to us by consumers, and shows a big
reduction, owing to the smaller output of electricity during the year.

During the past year an inquiry was held in the district by the EJecIricIty

Commissioners, under the new Electricity Act, lor the delimitation of the

area, with a view to the constitution of a joint electricity authority for the

district. This company, in association with the City of Birmingham, offered

no objection to the principle of delimitaton of the area, but made an alterna-

tive proposal to the appointment of a joint electricity authority, to the effect

that an advisory committee, consisting of two representatives of the Corpora-
tion of the City of Birmingham and two representatives of this company,
should be constituted to administer the supply of electricity in the South-west
Midlands area, including a part of the Shropshire Co.'s statutory area,
and of the Parliamentary area of the City of Birmingham. It affords the
directors great satisfaction that the Electricity Commissioners have been
able to accede to the combined suggestion of the City of Birmingham and
the company.
A second inquiry by the Electricity Commissioners has now been fixed to

take place at Birmingham on the 29th inst. to give effect to the scheme
that has been provisionally formulated, and if the scheme is confirmed as a
result of the second inquiry, it will probably be put into effect immediately
after^ the passage of the Electricity (Supply) Bill now before Parliament.
Provision is made in the scheme for the erection of the large power station
at Stourport, on the Severn, for which this company obtained Parliamentary
sanction in 1918. it will involve the expenditure of a considerable amount
of capital, and application has been made bv the company to the committee
appointed by the Tioasury under the Trades Facilities .'Vet, 1921. for the
guarantee by the Trcisury of the capital required for the construction of the
power-house and for the connecting mains between the new power-house and
the present power-hnuses of the company at Smethwick. and of the City of
Birmingham, at Nechells, S:c. The application for this Treasury guarantee
is now under consideration by the Electricity Commissioners, and a decision
may be expected shortly. If the decision fs favourable, a meeting of the
shareholders, of this company will be called in due course to authorise the
constitution of the undertaking of the Stourport power-house as a separate
undertaking with separate capital, as authorised by the Shropshire Co.'s
.Vt. 1918.

The Shropshire Co. possesses statutory rights for the supply of electricity
north of the South-west Midlands area. This northern portion has been
provisionally deli mi led bv the Electricity Commissioners, and it is proposed
tn constitute a joint electricity authority'. I will conclude bv movins :

*' Th^f
the report of the directors and the statement of ;tccounts for the vear enHed
December 31st, 1921. be received and adopted, and that the recommendations
therein contained be adopted and carried out." I will ask Mr. Garcke kindlv
to second that.

Mr. E. Garcke seconded the resolution, and it was carried unanimously.
The proceedings then terminated.

OFFICIAL NOTICES.
Latest Time for receiving, 5 p.m. Wednesday.

TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.

THE Metropolitan Asylums Board invite separate tenders
from thoroughly reliable firms who have executed

works of a similar character for :

—

(a) The installation of Internal Automatic Telephones at
the River Hospitals, near Dartford, Kent.

(/') The installation of Electric Lighting in ward blocks,
boiler-house, &e., at the Grove Fever Hospital,
Tooting, S.W.17.

(c) The installation of a Continuous Drying Machine, at
the Southern Hospital, near Dartford, Kent.

(J) The installation of a brick-built Bakers' Oven at the
North-Western Fever Hospital, Lawn Eoad, Hamp-
tead, N.W.3, each in accordance with drawings and
specification prepared by Mr. T. Cooper, M.Inst.C.L.,
M.I.Mech.E., Engineer-in-Chief. The drawings,
specifications, and forms of tender may be inspected
at the office of the Board, Embankment, E.C.4, on
and after 10 a.m. on Friday, June 30th, 1922, and
can then be obtained upon payment of a deposit of

.£1 in respect of each work. The amount of the
deposit will be returned only after the receipt of a
bona-fide tender, sent in accordance with the instruc-
tions on the form of tender, and after the specifica-

tion and the drawings have been returned.

Tenders, addres.sed as noted on the form, must be delivered
at the Office of the Board not later than 2.30 p.m. on Wed-
nesday, Julv 19tb, 1922.

(By Order) G. A. POWELL,
Deputy Clerk to the Board.

_^ 923

AUSTRALIA.
WmE, Tinned Copper, Schedule 31 (August loth) ; Cable,

Switchboard, Silk and Cotton Covered, Schedule 35
(August 22nd) ; Automatic Common Battery Telephone Equip-
ment, together with all associated equipment, including equip-
ment for use at subscribers' premises. Schedule 39 and 40
(October 17) ; Protector Apparatus, Schedule 563 (August
9th). Tender.?, returnable cm the dates named, are invited by
the Commonwealth of Australia for supply of the above-
mentioned. For tender forms, specifications, and full par-
ticulars, apply Supply Officer, Room 101, Australia House.
Strand, London. 907

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

TENDERS are invited for the supply, delivery and erec-

tion of high-tension Switchgear at the Central Repair
Depot, Charlton. The specification, form of tender, and
general conditions may be obtained from the Clerk of the
Council, County Hall, Westminster Bridge. S.E.I, on pay-
ment to the Cashier of the Council of a deposit of £-2, which
amount will be returna!ile on receipt of a bona-fide tender.

Particulars of the v,'ork may be obtained on application at

the County Hall before payment of the fee.

Tenders should be addre.iSed to the Clerk of the Coimul
and delivered at the County Hall, Westminster Bridge, .-i.E 1,

not later than 4 p.m. on Monday, .July 24th, 1922. No tender
received after that time will be considered.

The Council does not bind itself to accept the lowest jr any
tender.

JAMES BIRD.
Clerk of the London Countv Council.

900

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OF CONNAHS
QUAY.

Electricity Scheme.

THE Urban District Council of Connah's Quay invite Ten
ders for the supply, delivery and erection of :

—
Sub-Station Equipment. Overhead and T'nderground
Mains, Public Lighting, and Consumers' Services.

Copies of specification, with form of tender and general
conditions, can be obtained from the Council's Engineer,
Mr. A. J. Leigh, 122, The Albany. Old Hall Street. Liverpool,
on payment of three guineas {£S 3s.), which sum will be
refunded upon receipt of a bona-fide tender—after the ten-

ders have been considered by the Council. Duplicate copies
of specification and conditions to be obtained on payment of

one guinea (£1 Is.), which sum is not returnable.
The Council do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any tender.

Tenders, on the form.s supplied, with the envelope, en-
dorsed " Electric Lighting Scheme." must be delivered or
.sent not later than July 14th, 1922, to the undersigned. Clerk
to the Urban Di.strict Council, Council Offices, Connah's
Quay.

A J. MOTHERSOLE,
Clerk to the Council.

Council Offices, Connah's Quav,
June 21et. 1922.

"

886

(.Ccmtitmed ifn fiitp. 38).
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DOLES
^ Stephen Leacock, in " My Discovery of England," says

^ three-quarters of the population of England carries the

M other quarter on its back.

p If you purchase a foreign-made article when 50U can

^ buy a similar British-made product— remember, you are

g lessening employment of British workmen.

g Should your purchase be on the score of cheapness, don't

^ forget the real price of such competitive foreign wares is

= the total of ;—

= 1. Cost of article to you.

^ 2. Your share of taxes to pay the dole

= 3. Your share of taxes to pay the thousands of

= officials who administer the dole ; their

s incidental expenditure, and

= 4. Your share of local rates to pay out-of-work

W relief.

= The dole alone now amount* to more than

= one million pound* weekly.

= Are Foreign Goods really Cheaper than British ?

Buy Tok—the only British-made rotary snap switch

—

through your usual wholesaler, or from Ediswan or

English Electric & Siemens Supplies, Ltd., or direct

from :

—

TOK SWITCHES, LTD.,

Granville House, Arundel Street, London, W.C. 2.

Telephone & Telegrams City 3393.

The NORTHERN GABLE & WIRE WORKS,

LONDON OFFICE:
(LESLIE Dixon & Co.)

9. COLONIAL AVENUE.
T.l.pbo„.: MINORIES, E. ]. Te,^_^
AVE. 4166. ELECTRADIX. ALD.

In

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FROM STOCK.

CORDEAUX
INSULATORS.

CLEATS.
CONNECTORS.
Best White Vitreous

Porcelain.

relephone

:

VICTORIA 12

Prices on application to—

HENRY JOSEPH & CO.,

96, Victoria Street,

LONDON, S.W. 1.

Telegrams:^^ "JOSKIWOLF. SOWESTE
LONDON."

WIRELESS
ANY

RESISTANCERECEIVERS

All Parts for Sets

LOUD SPEAKERS,
&€., &C.

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

WHOLESALE ONLY ;

PETTIGREW&MERRIMAN,L"
122=124, Tooley Street,

Ho^i^L LONDON, S.E.I.

EUROPEAN ENGINEERS FOR

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., BUFFALO, N.Y,

FRANK B. COOK ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES.— Conlitiued from page 3(1

BOROUGH OF GRAVESEND.

OFFICIAL NOTICES.—Continued.

Electricity Department.

THE Corporation invite tenders for the following exten-

sion :
—

Section a.—5,000-kW Turbo-Generator.
Section b.—Condensing Plant.

Section c.—Switchgear.
Section d.—Mains.
Section e.—Artesian well.

Section /.—Automatic Stokers.
Specifications, forms of tender, conditions, &(i., may be

obtained on application to Mr. C. F. Mclnnes, M.I.E.E.,
Borough Electrical Engineer, Electricity Works, Suffolk
Road, Gravesend. upon payment of a deposit of ±'2 'is., which
will be retyrned upon receipt of a bona-fide tender. Addi-
tional copies of the specification may be obtained on pay-
ment of 10s. 6d. per copy.
Sealed tenders, endorsed with the section to which they

apply, addressed to the undersigned, should be delivered at

my office not later than 12 noon on Monday, July 17th, 1922.
The Corporation do not bind themselves to accept the lowest
or anv tender.

H. H. BROWN, Town Clerk.

841

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION OF VICTORIA.

Tenders for Plant.

TENDERS are hereby invited for the supply, delivery, &c.,

of the following for the Morwell Power Scheme.
Copies of tender form and specification will be available

upon application to :

—

.^gent General for Victoria,

Melbourne Place, Strand,
London, W.G.2.

Specification A'o. 261. Strain and Fin Tupe Insulators.

Charge :
—

£2 2s. for the first three copies of tender form, conditions of

contract, specification and drawing complete. These charges
will be returned on receipt of a bona-fide tender. A fourth
copy, and any further copies, will be supplied for the sum of

10s. 6d. each.

Preliminary Deposit :
—

A preliminary deposit of £100 is to be lodged with tender.

The specifications may be inspected at the above mentioned
office. "

The Commission does not bind itself to accept the lowest

or any tender.

Teliders on prescribed form, properly endorsed and ad-

dressed, must be delivered to the undersigned in Melbourne
not later than noon, September ItJth, 1922.

E. LIDDELOW,
Secreiary.

State Electricity Commi.^sioD of 'NTctorin.

Melbnurnp, Victoria, .\ustralia. S9ii

BOROUGH OF SWINDON.

THE Corporation of Swindon invite Tenders for the uiauu-

facture, delivery, and erection complete of one Water-
Tube Boiler' with Superheater, Chain Grate Mechanical
Stoker, and nece.?sary Pipework. ' '

:,

Plan, specification, and form of tender "can be obtained

from the Borough Electrical Engineer, Engineer's Office, Elec-

tricity Works, Swindon, upon payment of the sum of one
Guinea, which will be returned upon receipt of a bona-fide

tender.

Tenders, .sealed and endorsed " Steam Raismg Plant." and
addressed to the undersigned, to be delivered at the Town
Hall, Swindon, not later than 12 noon on Monday, July 3rd,

1922.

ROBERT HILTON,
Town Clerk.

Town Hall, Swindon,
June 22nd, 1922. 891

INDIA.

rpH^ fHigh Commissioner for India is prepared to receive

L tenders for the supply of :
—

(1) Automatic Telephone Sets, desk and w-all.

(2) Cords for Telephone Switchboards, &c.

(3) Cells of variou.^ descriptions for accumulators.

Forms of tender may l)e obtained fi-om the Dii'ector-

General, India Store Department, Belvedere Road, Lambeth.
S.E.I, and tenders are to be delivered at that office not later

than 2 o'clock p.m. on Pi-iday, July 21st, 1922,

T. RYAN,
Director-General.

952

AUSTRALIA.

Telegraph and/or Telephone Apparatus, Testing lastrB'

meats, Protective Apparatui (Scbednle 734).

TENDERS are received for the above by the Poetmaster-
General, Perth, Western Australia, up to noon on

Wednesday, July 26th, 1922. For tender forms, specifica-

tions, &c., apply Supply Officer, Room 101, Australia House.
Strand, London, W.C.2. 701

NOTICES RELATING TO PATENTS.

Latest Time for receiving, 5 p.m. Wednesday.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS &. DESIGNS

LEWIS WM. GOOLD, Chartered Patent Agents,

Lewis Wm. Goolo Rowland L. Goold

5 CORPORATION STREET. BIRMINGHAM.

Patents .4xd Designs .\cts, 1907 and 1919.

ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTERS.

THE Proprietors of British Letters Patent No. 16,933/15
are prepared to sell the patent or to hcense British

manufacturers to work under it. It relates to a rotary con-
verter, having an automatic switch controlled by the speed
of the armature to open and close the outgoing alternating
current circuit.

Address : B. W. & T.,

112, Hatt-on Garden,
894 London, E.C.I.

THE proprietors of Letters Patent No. 131,166, relating to
" Method of and apparatus for operating distant de-

vices by means of electromagnetic waves," desire to dispose
of their patent or to grant licences to interested parties on
reasonable terms with a view to the adequate working of

the patent in this country.—Enquiries to be addressed to
Cruik.shank •& Fairweather, 65-66, Chancerv Lane, London.
W.C.2. 908

EDUCATIONAL NOTICES.
Latest Time for receiving, 5 p.m. Wednesday.

FINSBURY TECHNICAL COLLEGE.
Leonard Street, City Road, E.C.2.

Dean for the Session 1 1)2 1-22 : Proi'Essou W. H. Ecclks. D.Sc. F.R.S.

THE College provides practical scientific training for

students who desire to become Civil, Mechanical or

Electrical Engineers, or Chemists.
Candidates are required to pass an entrance examination

in mathematics and English, but the Matriculation certificate

of any British University, and certain other qualifications,

are accepted in lieu of it. The next entrance examination
will be held on Tuesday, September 19th. Applications for

admission should be forwarded to the College on forms to be
obtaiued from the Registrar. The programme of the College
is under revision and will be issued shortly. 70'

A.M.I.E,E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.M.E,
city and Guilds Exams.. Matriculation, B.Sc. (Eng.l. etc..

U profided und.er the unique " U.E.C." System

with Success Guaranteed.
Our Thirteen Years' Records represent Hundreds of Successes.

Apply, mentioning requirements or eubjectCs) of interest for

FREE copy of "U.E.C." PROSPECTUS No. 8, to :-

Secretary's Department (Desk A),

UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING COLLEGE, Wettgate-on-Sea, KenL 547

F. WIGGINS & SONS.
Teiepnong tvenue 2248

MICA
102 103 A t04 vllnopies, LONDON, Et. '

"

FOR INSULATION.
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The

OHMER
INSULATION TESTING SET

combines

LIGHTNESS
QUALITY &
ACCURACY
This testing set possesses many very dis-

tinct advantages over all other Ohm-
melers, and it is the lightest and best
instrument of its kind on the market. It

is quite unaffected by stray magnetic
fields and reads directly in megohms eind
is independent of the voltage or speed of
the generator. Weight under 14 lbs.

Write for particulars.

NALDER Bros. & THOMPSON, Ltd.,

The Hall Mark of Quality.

9Ta, Dalston Lane London, E. 8.
Telegrams : Codes :

"Occlude" Kinland London. IVestern Union {Universal and Five-Letter Editions) and B.E.A.M.A.

Telephone :

Dalston 2365 (5 lines).

ELECTRIC LOCOS.
We designed our Electric Locos, pri-

marily for Messrs. The Ebbw Vale Steel,

Iron & Coal Co., Ltd., Irthlingborough,

to be used in place of ponies in their iron

mines at Irthlingborough.

The first two were put into service in

March, 1919, and were so successful that

in November, 1919, a further one was put

into service, and these have been followed

in succession by :

—

One in February, 1920,

Two in May, 1920,

Two in August, 1920,

Five in January, 1922,

One in February, 1922,B.E.V. Loco. Hauling Truck round Curve.

making a total of 14 Locos. The repeat orders above clearly show that our Locos, must
replace ponies if costs are to be reduced. One Loco, does the work of about six ponies,

handling approximately 150 tons, consumption of power costing Is. 6d. per shift.

BRUTISH ELECTRIC VEHICLES LTD.
Works: CHURCHTOWN, SOUTHPORT.

Telephone 229. •Electric Vehicles. Southpori." Codes : Benileys and Western L'nion.
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FOR

BATTERY

PLATES.

#QIIt)tottt^
ELECTRICAL STORAGE
COMPANY LIMITED.

CLIFTON JUNCTION,

Nr MANCHESTER.
57. VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON. S.W.
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Advt.of ENGLISH ELECTRIC & SIEMENS SUPPLIES. LTD.. 5e-59.UPP£R THAMES SL LONDON. E. C.4.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE WIRELESS TRADE.

w ITHIX the next few months the demand for an efficient AccumiUator will be enormous and the opportunity for the retailer to

Iniild up a wide connection among wireless enthusiasts will be unprecedented. Already we have booked orders for delivery

months ahead from enterprising' firms who foresee the demand and are making sure of their supplies now.

Above all, it -behoves every trader to supply the Amateur with the most efficient components, especially a reliable Accumulator.

There is only one Accumulator particularly suited for this purpose, one that is fool-proof and cannot be injured throu<!-h uniskilful

treatment, that will hold its charge when not in use. and will not sulphate, and one that you can sell with every confidence, knowing
that your customer will not be '' let down.''

Don t run the risk of making a dissatisfied customer by supplying a plate-type battery. We are supplying the famous

FULLER PATENT "BLOCK" TYPE ACCUMULATOR
Retail at 331% below maker's prices, less liberal discounts to the trade.

THESE ACCUMULATORS CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH YOUR OWN NAME AND ADDRESS.

As proof of the quality and
recent customers :

—
vahie of these goods we append below a few of our

Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Wireless Dept.
A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Wireless Dept.

Barnsley Co-op. Society, Radio Section.

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ld., and over :

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

British Electrical Federation, Ltd.

in Public Electricity Supply Undertakings

WRITE MAKING AN APPOINTMENT FOR
OUR REPRESENTATIVE TO CALL ON YOU.

Descriptive pamphlet post free. 20.00U Cells in stock available fi.

Service Agencies wanted immediately in ali parts.

immediate deliverv.

THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO. (Dept. 13),

Telegrams :
" Tyche Fen, London.'

79, MARK LANE, E.G. 3.
Avenue 91 (3 lines).

Your enquiries are

solicited for

COMPLETE
ACCESSORIES.

CEILING ROSES.

OBLONG CUT-OUTS.
ROUND CUT-OUTS.

COUNTER WEIGHT SETS.

REELS. BOBBINS.

TELEPHONE INSULATORS.
CLEATS.

SPECIAL PORCELAIN
In every de&ign and ahape to

tuit clientB' special reQuirements.

" FIREITE "

A perfect Heat resisting Material fot—
ELECTRIC FIRES.

SPARKING PLUGS,
etc., etc.

BEST QUALITY.

ENGLISH MANUFACTURE
THROUGHOUT.

Circular Cut-out.

Sizes : 5 and 1 Amperes.
Oblong Cut-out.

Sizes: 5-10-20 Amperes.

The ELECTRIC & ORDNANCE ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd.

Offices and Works

London Office'

(Proprietors, Messrs. Vickers, Limited.)

Havelock & Shelton Potteries, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

Vickers House, Broadway, London, S.W. 1.
Pleaie addresi all engniriei to Hanley.
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TELEPHONE
PROGRESS.

IT
is interesting to note the way in which the
modern system of telephonic communication has
evolved. The table given here shows the pro-

gress of improvements in accordance with the dates
that the various classes of Public Telephone Ex-
change were opened in England.

THE LOCAL BATTEBY SYSTEM (1879)
superseded by

THE MAGNETO SYSTEM (1881)
superseded by

CENTRAL BATTEBY SYSTEM (1900)
superseded by

MECHANICAL, AUTOMATIC SYSTEM (1912)

superseded by

RElAYWi^
SPEEDY • SECRET • SIMPLE • INfXLL«tE

Vv'hich The Liverpool Courier," the first

newspaper to install a " Relay" system linked

up with the pi:blic service, says is " the

simplest, the quickest, and in every respect

the most effective for all purposes, which
the wit of man bas yet devised."

The G.P.O. will supply on rental

Private Automatic Exchanges on
the "Relay" System connected

to the public service.

Write for Bnolhi No. in.

THE RELAY AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE CO.. LTD..

Marconi House. Strand. London
W.C. 2.

NOW READY,

ECONOMICS OF

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.
By p. O. REYNEAU,

Assistant Electrical Engineer, the Detroit Edison Company,
and H. P. SEELYE, Distribution Engineering Department,

the Detroit Edison Company.

209 pages, 6 x 9, 59 illustrations. Price 12/6 net.

The first broad discussion of economics as applied to elec-

trical distribution systems.

The purpose of the book is :

(1) To present the need for the applications of economic
principles to the design of distribution systems.

1-1) To explain the fundamental principles involved.

(3) To indicate the types of problems most often encountered.

(4) To offer methods of studying such problems and reaching
their solution.

CONTENTS.—I. Introductory. II. Application of Engineer-
in;! Economics to Transmission and Distribution Problems.
III. Costs. IV. Energy Cost. V. Load Characteristics.

eral Equations. VII. River Loss and Voltage Drop.
ansmission Line Problems—" Bactibone Transmission
IX. Transmission Line Problems—Secondary Trans-
Lines. X. Reconstruction Problems. XL Power

Circuits. XII. Lighting Circuits. XIII. Secondary Distribu-
tion-Single Phase. XIV. Power Secondaries. .\V. Qnder-
ground Lines. XVI. The System as a Whole. '

VIII.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING Co., Ltd.

6 & 8, BOUVERIE ST., LONDON, EC. 4.

Dynamos
and Motors.

Direct Current, for all standard pressures.

Made in a range of sizes from \ to 30 horse-

power, in both enclosed ventilated and totally

enclosed types.

Over 14,000 machines are in use since the
year 1900.

Large stocks—quick'deliveries.

Other Specialities:

Motor-Generator Sets.

Geared Motors.

Crane - rated Motors.

ENQUIRIES WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

Marshall & Plumtree, Ltd.,
20, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1,

Enclosed
Ventilated

D.C. Motor.

TilephoTu : Chancery 7144.

Teltgramt : " Omnuirtree, Selh,
Ltnd»n,"
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SURPLUS
X-Ray and Electro-Medical Stores

The MEDICAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION, Ltd.
167-185, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 1

have acquired the surplus X-Ray and Electro-Medical Stores of the

WAR OFFICE
They are, therefore, able to offer apparatus by the best makers at a fraction of current prices. The whole of the apparatus has

been thoroughly tested and re-conditioned, enabling them to offer same WITH THEIR GUARANTEE THAT IT IS IN

PERFECT "WORKING ORDER -AND CONDITION.
The Stock* comprise Modern ApparatuB in great variety of an estimated value of £100,000.

PROM FROM
AMPEREMETERS, MILLIAMPEREMETER8 AND « a. A,COMPLETE X-RAY INSTALLATIONS WITH AC-

CESSORIES
DIATHERMY APPARATUS,.
GALVANIC AND FARABIC SWITCHBOARDS ON

MARBLE PANELS
WHEATSTONE ILLUMINATED STEREOSCOPES
INDUCTION COILS FOR X-RAYS, ETC, "...

NEGATIVE VIEWING BOXES
RADIOGRAPHIC COUCHES-.

VOLTMETERS.
WHOLE-BODY LIGHT BATH CABINETS..
ELECTRQ.MAGNETS FOR SURGICAL PURPOSES
INTENSIFYING SCREENS FOR RADIOGRAPHY..

,, SCREEN CASSETTES
MERCURY INTERRUPTERS

ETC., ETC.

NOTE.-RE-CONDITIONED AND IN PERFECT WORKING ORDER.

SEND FOR SURPLUS CATALOGUE No. 2, NOW READY.

EXPORT ORDERS WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND DESPATCH.

In those Csuntries where this class of goads is subieot to ImportatioD Tax a verr censiderable saving cao be effected by ordering these stores.

An UNPRECEDENTED OPPORTUNITY for Hospitals, Doctors, Nursing

Institutes, Sanatoria, Technical Colleges, Industrial Laboratories, &c., &c.
Skilled engineers supplied to install the apparatus where desired.

Applications for apparatus should be marked "SURPLUS" and addressed to

—

MEDICAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION, Ltd.,

Electrical Department,

167-185, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C. 1,

stating apparatus required, voltage of your electrical supply, and whether constant or alternating current is available.

' A detailed speci6cation and estimate will be sent you by return.

HEATHMAN, Maker,
PARSONS GREEN, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.6.

HEAVY COI>I>ER
EARTHING CLIPS.
STRONG AND SUBSTANTIAL.

I^" "I 4 SIZES -^
in

TO
• n

" F.R. B'ham " Is your Guarantee.

Refuse UNMARKED Substitutes.

FRYMAN 116> >-fvery street, BIRMINGHAM.
» •^»f 'Phone: C.435S. 'Grams : Central 435S, B'ham.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
OF THE HIGHEST GRADE FOR
ALL INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES

PRODUCED BY

ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY.
ST ANDREWS WORKS,

CROFTON PARK . . UONDON. S.E. 4

c^a-siiv ca- de 0-A.r»I»IIVG.
BLOCKS. CLEATS.

BOARDS FOR SWITCHES
111 Stock and made to any Design.
ACCUMULATOR CASES and

BATTER"y BOXES Made to Order.

J. F. & G. HARRIS, Ltd
TIMBEB MERCHANTS AND MOULDING MANUFACTURERS.

S\WING PbAXlNG. MOULDING.<: GEN KUA I. W i HUJWOKKING MILLS-

SSa, WILSON ST., FINSBURY, LONDON. E.G. 2.
Teleohone Xo. : lift* London WaU. Telegrams: " FjuJccors. Flnsquare. London- '

"SMALL POWER"
DYNAMOS & MOTORS.

From l/16th to 3i H.P. D.C.

THE SMALL POWER DYNAMO & MOTOR CO., LD.

Old Lane, Openshaw, Manchester.
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the"WAL-KALL"
All-Metal

Sheathed Wiring System.

Bonded throughout

with a perfect and

instantly made Bond.

"Wal-Kall" Boxes

and Accessories are

interchangeable in

every detail.

The system which

can be erected like

clock-work.

ria.AnxjFJS.CTij'R^i-D -b-v

THE WALSALL HARDWARE MFG. CO., LTD.,
Ablew^ell Str>eet, VSJLJ^SILJ^I^,

Telegrams :
" DURABILITY, WALSALL." Telephone 147, WALSALL.

APPLICATION HAS BEEN MADE FOR PATENTS AND REGISTRATION OF DESIGNS.

"HITEST & "GLASGOW

WIRES & CABLES.
SUPEXtZOFC BFEX'X'ISIX !«A.IVTJFA.C'K'URE:.

AMPLE
STOCKS KEPT

ALL SIZES, 1—-036 to 37—WS

J, .f HITEST (600 meg. grade). GLASGOW (2 500 meg. grade), guaranteed

-^ to give satisfaction, and at Competitive Prices.

ALSO STOCKED

LEAD COVERED Single k Twin CABLES.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ASSURED.

We have comprehen-

sive stocks^of

GAS-FILLED
LAMPS,

and can supply at

recognised Associa-

tion Discounts and
Terms exactly as

allowed by makers
direct.

Al so Standard
(Vacuum) Lamps,
Osram, Mazda,
Cosmos and other

leading makes.

•XONDOK • GLASGO-W*MANCHESTER •BIRMINGHAM •
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WATER POWER
TURBINES, PELTON WHEELS, PIPING, &c.

Illustration ot IMPULSE TURBINE complete with OIL PRESSURE GOVERNOR supplied by us tor Siberia developing 300 H,P

Contractors to the War Office. Home, Colonial and Nativo. State Governments.

JAMES GORDON & Co., Ltd.
WINDSOR HOUSE, 83, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2.

"GORDOLOBO WESTCENT LONDON.' GERRARD 1IS5.

y//////////////////////////////////./////////////77i
g 1^"

THERE IS A GRADE
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Mexphalte
DX. GRADE

t possesses exceptional insulative properties.

This grade is resilient and tenacious— it is

therefore eminently suitable for

—

Cables & Cable Laying, Electrical Insula-

tions, Joint Box and Cable Trough
Fillings, Dry Cell Sealings.

Mexpha te will be found as

economical as il is efficient.

Write for particulars of this and other grades t^

—

SHELL-MEX, LTD.,
Shell Corner, Kingsway,

LONDON, W.C.

I

EBONITE
TONS

BRSET, ROD and TUBING in London Stock, in various QualitieB

and anraerous Sizus EBONITC-VULCANUTE owing lo its

special nature, can only be made successfully after many years of

experience.

We have been manufacturing thin material tor nearly 70 years.

Mauuiaoturors uf EVERYTHING that can be made in EBONITE

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.

I

I

I
(BniTAlNl. LIJUTEr

"Eboniseth, London." 13a, FORE STREET, HLCentral 12764. LONDON. E.C.2 I
.. -_. -I_. ^_D HBHB B^B HIB I^HI H^H

?ZS^2222vSZ?iS V

For HOUSING SCHEMES use

BASTIAN METERS
SeSling in TidOusantiSB

THE BASTIAN METER CO., Ltd.,
BrTtholomcw Woi'ks. Kentish Tov.'n. rrW.C;

uiKXriNK AMV.RICAX.i

SHEETS, RODS, TUBES, BUSHES. DISCS. WASHERS.

AUSTIN & HAYES, rG„rm
. Hi-il, , Lomluii.'

E WORKS,
LONDON, N

Tc-k.i0..uu ; 1 ITi; Honis.v. A
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APEX IRONCLAD SWITCH
andFUSE. Quicf^ make and quick

break switch with two H.O. type

porcelain fuses. D.P. and T.P.,

20, 30, 60 amps.

The same model switch, as illus-

trated above, can be supplied without

fuses— making quite the ntatest,

inexpensive, reliable ironclad side-

handle switch you have ever seen.

Sizes, either Double or Triple Pole,

20, 30, 60 and 100 amps.

Patent Xo. 1666S2,ia.

THERE is an Apex Ironclad Switch for

every class of installation, from simple

domestic use to fiery mines. All embody
the original exclusive patented Apex action,

which cannot be surpassed for reliability ol

operation, even in the most inexperienced

or careless hands.

Recent price reduc-

tions malce APEX
a line of extreme

interest to you.

Write now for full

details.

T/iP complete scries includes, in

addition tothosc illustrated,Water-

tiglicand Explosion Proof Switch

Fuses, &c., in various sizes, D.P.

and T.P. types.

Order reliable switch-

gear

—

^^-.^^^r^—
APEX—

SWITCH-GEAR.

FOSTER ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,

Morden Works, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.

Telephone :

Telegrams ;

tSOO Wimbledon (three lines).

FOSTERACO. WIMBLE. LONDON.

APEX IRONCLAD
WATERTIGHT SWITCH and FUSE.

Glasgow Pattern.

Knife Switcfi operated by the exctusioe APEX quieJ^

mal^e and quick t>reak. movement on four contacts. The

Pos$il>ility of destructive arcing is reduced to a minimum.

A particularly useful and reliable model. Fuses are

porcelain replacement Home Office Type.

Type No. SOI.—D.P. or T.P. as illustrated. 30,

60 and 100 amps., 500 volts.

Type No. 401.—D.P. or T.P. Switch only. 30.

60 and 100 amps., 500 volts.

DOWNES & DAVIES,
1 & 3, Stanley Street, Liverpool.

Telephone : Central 5794 and 5473.

Telesrams : UTIS.

THE SUN ELECTRICAL CO., Ltd.,

118-120. Charing Cross Road, London,W.C.2.

776S Cerrard (foar lines).

SECABILIS. OX. LONDON.

;
DRAKE & GORHAM Wholesale, Ld,

I 67, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

Tetegran

4850 Regent (three lines).

DRACORLITE, RAND, LONDON.
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DEARBORN TREATMENT
Effoets a Large Reduction in Fuel Expense

by keeping the boiler tubes and sheets free from Scale.

Corrosion Pitting, Foaming and other mjurious action

of the boiler water also prevented.

Treatment is made to suit conditions at each plant, as

shown by analysis of the water.

DEARBORN CHEMICAL CO.
NBW YORK,

2, Newcastle House, Northumberland Street,

London, W.
Let
quote.

'%

i6

Ringing up the Curtain.
Many are our friends in the trade, who—noticing

the absence of our announcements from these

pages—have wondered at our three months'

voluntary silence. It has been rumoured that we
were deep in meditation— that we had retired from

business—that we had ' gone to sleep."

To intimate acquaintances, who have had the

opportunity of a peep behind the scenes, there has

been no mystery. For they have realised that

new conditions in the trade require new treatment,

and that our superficially dormant period has been

one of seething activity, in which

Our Factory, completely equipped for the
manufacture of Superior Swltchgear, lias

been enlarged and further reorganised to
facilitate exceptionally prompt deliveries.

Various improvements In the design of that
Swltchgear have been Introduced.

Existing arrangements for the supply of mate-
rials have been Improved, acceleratedmethods
of production introduced, and consequently—
A drastic revision of prices effected.

So, with the "curtain raised," we shall periodically

illustrate various types of our manufactures, and
ask you to look for that "index of superiority"—to

realise that it stands for all that is latest and all that

is best in modern swltchgear at competitive prices.

Writo for details of our Revised Prices.

WM. SANDERS & CO.,
Falcon Electrical Works,

Sanders, WednesbUry. WEDNESBURY. Telephone

:

65 Wedn&sbury^

^

NEW PELAPONE ENGINE Co.,Ld.,

Specialists for 13 years m the manufacture of

COUNTRY-HOUSE ELECTRIC

GENERATING PLANTS.

The engine ' De Luxe" for all electrical purposes- rigid

construction, silent running, freedom from breakdown.

economy and simplicity, are leading features. Prompt

dallveries and willing larvice.

Sizes from 10 to 1000 Lights.

Automatic, Semi-automatic or Non-automatic

PARAFFIN OR TOWN'S GAS.
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Turbo-Alternators.

1875 K.V.A., 3000 R.P.M., " Howden-Laocasbire " Turbo-alternator set.

"Lancashire
^9

Turbo-Alternators
have established a wide reputation for relability

and performance as the large numbers of repeat

orders we have received testify.

The silent running and consistently satisfactory

results given are at once the test and the

recommendation of these machines.

Let us quote you.

Lancashire
ASSOCIATED WITHGTHE —w...-.-.- "....

RYPTO
Dynamo 6Motor
CO. LTD.

Electrical
CO.

'

LTD.

^<«««^W*^S«;«^^^^S^*Nii^^4;^iiiiiiJ^S^SSS!^5^^

Trafford Park, MANCHESTER.
Export Dept :— 28, Victoria St., London S.W. 1. Cables : Umformer, London.
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WIRELESS I

TELEPHONY
We are in a position to quote

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

WIRELESS DOUBLE HEAD-SETS

All enquiries will receive

our immediate attention.

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS,
Telephone: Sydenham 2460—1

.

\A717QT' FM Tl W/If^l4 Q F 91
Telegrams: " BabaitU DaUrox, London." W tii3 1 U\JLtW l^rlf O.Hi. £t I

»
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PRICES
D

W

BIG REDUCTIONS
WORTH LOOKING INTO

IN PRICES OF

BRIGHTRAY
REDRAY - -

GLOWRAY -

FERROZOID
FERRY

PURE NICKEL

Nickel

Chromes.

MANGONIC (Manganese

Nickel).

Apply to:—

HENRY WIGGIN & C<* L">

55, George Street, BIRMINGHAM,

Or to Agents :

—

LIONEL ROBINSON & C
3, Staple Inn, LONDON, W.C.I.

Telegrams: "Ferrydom, Holb., London" Telephone: Holborn 6323.
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COMBUSTION
l^^ft^ CO2 RECORDERS

Single Unils & Multiple Recorders in Gliss & Metal ; (or walei

or el'ctrrc drive.

Driueht Gauges, Thermometers & Pyrometers,

Walker, Crosweller & Co.,
n„„»-, Ir-n Ho.-»<. 265. Strand. I on-lon W r.

GAS-PROOF FITTINGS
FOR COLLIERIES AND WORKS-

Machined Joints. No Wiring lo Lampholder.

Write for particulars and sample to

J. A. KIGGIM^S,
28. PARK STREET. CLAYTON, MANCHESTER.

FOR URGENT REWH
AND GENERAL MJTOR & DYNAMO REPAIRS.

CREWE, ALLEN & CO., A.C. & D.C.
23, Chapel St, Cripplegate, LONDON, E.C 2. Tekp. : Cent. bu5.

Electric Welding Machines
Darsohms Low Voltage Arc Welder

for Alternating and Direct Current Circuits,

DAYSOHMS. LTD.. 66. SOUTHAMPTON ROW. W.C. t. Museum 645

EARTHING CLIPS
Sec AdvertiMement , p. 6, Jane 23.

THE MULTI-WAY PATENT EARTHING CLIP, LIMITED,

44, Weston Street. London Brldae. S.E. 1.

CASINGAND
APPBNG. It will pay you

Send us youp Enquiry
before ordering elsewhere.

IKE T.E.P, STORES. LTD., WEST HARTLEPOOL,

CASING & CAPPING
Manutmcturmd by

jo:ai« wir.ESJvriTEi s& co.
(Suecessorj to BOURNE i GROVE),

iaalriotorf t» 8. P.O. Bridge Saw MilU, WORCESTEKr

J. W. B. AOCUMULATORS
BEST FOR EVERY USE.

ACCUMULATOR REPAIRS
To any m«l<e.

SPECIAL PROMPT SERVICF.

J. W. BARNARD, 4, Gt. Winchester St., London, £.C.2
Works : 45, Great Orniond Street, London. W C.

Telephones : London Wtll 1632 - muaeuir 1C22.

"ALPHA" CABLE CONNECTOR.
pu,ra,^: j^ NQ SWEATING, -mi ,„,.ff^'"ip„
! 1 CABDIFF. *^*^ CARDIFF.

rHQRJBRlSTOL. MADE IN ALL TYPES AND SIZES. 8690 BRISTOL.

HilSLAM ^CTDCTTnii
(ENGINEERING AND |TD..« O I lit I I UN MOTOR UTILITIES). L '

CARDIFF. BRISTOL and SWANSEA

QUALITY AND ECONOMY FOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

THE "WATT" ELECTRICAL CO., LTD,
17/18, Railway Ai^proach, S.E.I

Hop 1301 a-d 3300,

WROUGHT COPPER CABLE SOCKETS
In four shapes and 14 sizes to 1000 amps.

RESISTANCE NETS AND GRIDS
Asbestos-woven tor all forms ot energy dlssloation.

, 80Umi.H.I^ILi.

& MARBLE PANELS
ASHFORD, DUNN & CO.,

HOLDERNESS ROAD. HULL.
Manulacturers of every description cf Slate and

Marble Work for Electrical Purooses.

HENRY KENNEDY & SONS, Ltd.

BARROWFIELD POTTERIES GLASGOW

Ekctrical Insulators. Fuse HandkSs ^c
J

THE MACFARLANE ENGINEERING £&.:
Netherlee Road, Cathcart.

DYNAMOS and MOTORS.
SEE MONTHLY ADVERTISEI^IENT.

ILLUMINATED SIGNS
I XT skll Sizes* 5l:i.^K*s £fe.s i7ec3iuii:*ed.

EX-ST<:m'K (tR MADE TO oKDEK BY

BROWNE & SON.l,Pool St..WALSALL.

Tudor Slate Works,
GHOE>iLON, R.S.O., NOBTH WALKS

States Dniled and Shuo'.d to SpecifKition

and EnBmelle

Armature, Dynamo and Transformer
Stampings, Plain and Slotted— to cas-

tomer's drawings or prints. Dynamo
and Transformer Sheets, Swedish Iron
Rods and Bars, black and bright drawn.

TURNER BROS., 134. Upper Thames St.. E.C.
elegrame: "Sheotlran. Ixjndon." Telephone . M6 Central.
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/ LOOK ^.

I
FORTHE \

SIMPLEX
y TRADE /
\ MARK /

Clean, sharp threads a feature

of SIMPLEX CONDUITS.

Our previous advertisement gave one

reason why it is more economical to

install SIMPLEX CONDUITS
and FITTINGS. Here is another

— and there are more to follow

!

S
OME enamelled screwed conduits are

blacked " after the threads are cut.

The enamel consequently clogs the

threads and effectively checks elec-

trical continuity.

No 2

SERIES OF

ON SIMPLEX AND
THE REASON WHY.

Others are screwed after enamelling.

The threads are then exposed to the

atmosphere, and the greatest cor-

rosion occurs at the weakest portion

of the tube.

SIMPLEX enamelled CONDUITS are

first thoroughly cleaned and effectively

rust-proofed by stoving on an absolutely

non-porous layer of durable, tenacious

and elastic enamel.

The threads are then carefully cut and protected against

rust and other damage by guard caps, which are not

removed until the conduit is ready for use.

This is another reason why

CONDUITS and FITTINGS
it is more economical to install SIMPLEX
— and their price is entirely competitive.

SIMPLEX CONDUITS LIMITED,
GARRISON LANE, - BIRMINGHAM.
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Great Reduction

in the Retail Price

of the Lalley Plant

If you are not already .

a Lalley Agent, write

us for full particulars

and terms.

It is the Lalley Agent

that gets "the pick of

the business"-always.

/^ 1 yl O isnow the Retail

!j I B^ij price—with no
alteration of

discounts to our Agents and
Dealers. This w^ill mean a
great increase in Lalley sales.

Even at the former price of

£170 the Lalley Plant was
the finest value offered. At
the new price it complete-
ly eclipses its competitors.

STUDEBAKER, LIMITED
(LIGHTING PLANT DEPT),

Works & Offices : Pound Lane, Willesden, London, N.W.IO.

Showrooms: 117/123, Great Portland Street, London, W.l.
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ALLEN WEST & CO., Ltd.,

BRIGHTON, ENGLAND

OIL IMMERSED

CIRCUIT BREAKERS,

CHANGE-OVER SWITCHES,

STAR DELTA STARTERS,

AUTO-TRANSFORMER STARTERS,

IRONCLAD DISTRIBUTION BOARDS.
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WM- MCGEOGH & CO., LTD
28, West Campbell Street, GLASGOW.

BmillNGHAM LONDON NEWCASTLE.

Manufaetarert and Detigners of

HIGH-CLASS

Electric Light Fittings
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

SWITCHBOARDS, FUSEBOARDS, SWITCHGEAR, FUSES, &c.

THE ELECTRIC TRAMCAR . HAND-BOOK, ,.^._ j

~ T^ »i« Depot Workers.
• P-)5lfree3i8. THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW, LTD., 4, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G. 4. • Z

EIGHTH EDITION

Price 3/6 net.

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES
FROM -^" UPWARDS.

32

For making Screws, Spindles,

Terminals and Small parts of

every description, in brass i or
steel.

We have a number of these

machines, of various capacities,

under belt, in our
showrooms.

Send blue print,
and we will give
guaranteed output.

SELSON
ENG. CO., LTD.,

83/5, Queen Victoria St., London, E.G.4.

ARMATURES
REWOUND.

, "\\festininster" ^

Box'5'pe oCarbon
Brush Holders

over 20000
'

, supplied

Wil/esder2 J/OO

"WESTMINSTER"
BRUSH HOLDERS.

Wes tmim terEn^meerinj C^ IS
Willesden Janedon.
London. N."^riO.

>laJ<.ers of
3AlaLncers,

.A\otor Geoera,tors
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for Ironworks, Collieries

and general industrial purposes

THE unit illustrated is of the latest totally enclcjed

* pattern.

Gjmplete switchboards are built up of several such sections

mounted side by side, A single unit may be employed

where required, and is available in an jdternative design

for wall mounting.

For use in fiery mines, the switchgear is constructed on the

flame-proof principle. All F.P. industrial gear fully

complies with the Home Office requirements.

The special features of F.P. industrial pattern switchgear

are :

—

Ease of extension.

Robust construction.

Compact design.

Complete interlocking.

Simplicity in operation.

Ready access for

inspection or cleaning.

F.P. Switchgear comprises:—

SWITCHBOARDS.
Cubicle System : Sheet Steel, stone work or truck types :

L.T. to E.H.T.

Unit System : Industrial and minmg pattern tor wall or floor

mounting.

Panel System : Open type for all outputs. Factory and

ship patterns.

COMPONENT EQUIPMENT.
Switches : Isolating switches, knife switches, ironclad switches,

and fuses.

Oil Switches and Circuit Breakers.

Pillars : For equalising, exciting, and regulating, or synchronising.

Reactance Coils.

Earthing Resistances.

Cable Boxes and Adapters.

The services of our staff engineers, with long experience and

specialised knowledge in switchgear problems, are always at

your disposal.

We invite your enquiries.

Our prices are competitive.

er9:u6^0Tv , iailiTv JL

SWITCHGEAR SPECIALISTS
Hea.d Office &Works.

HIGHER OPENSHAW, MANCHESTER
TelepKorve. OperNsKaw 323 : Te!e<5rams TerxsiorTMakrvcKester.

Branch Ofhces :

LONDON - 37, Norfolk Street. Strand, W.C.2.

BIRMINGHAM - - - Daimler House, Paradise Street.

CARDIFF ..... City Chambers. 47. Queen Street.

NEWCASTLE 90, Pilgrim Street.

BR.'XNCH WORKS - - MarrickviUe. Sydney, N.S W.
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MODERN
^ CIRCUIT
BREAKER

^

CONFORMS TO NEW

B.E.S.A. SPECIFICATION.

LOW MILLIVOLT DROP.

DEFINITE

CLOSED POSITION.

¥ HAND TRIP RELEASE.

^pimf-

1

%

MODERN
WORKSHOPS

LI M I TEDPARK ROYAL, LONDON.N.WIO
p Sfe/e/)Ao/7e;WILLESDEN 2225-22af

,

C6%ra/ns; ISOBAR. PHONE. LONDON

w.

^

i PARK ROYAL ENGINEERING WORKS |

t>r<llllllllllllllllllllllll?!4̂ K̂ <
^
1
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Tele«rr(im3 :

•' DYX.UIO,"
OLDH.UI.

Telephojie

:

300 (twe lin«8)kJ.P.HALl&C°P
OLDHAM.

MOTORS

Fig. No. 378.

AND

DYNAMOS
FOR

50-H.P. D.C. MOTOR WITH BEDPLATE AND OUTER BEARING.

Direct or

Alternating

Current.

INSULATING MATERIALS
for all branches of Electrical Engineering

ppj
PRR

Please ask
for quotations

EIDMANN
CO. LTD. RAPPERSWIL

near Zurich Switzerland
Agents for Great Britain and Ireland

:

Messrs. D. M. HENDERSON & CO., LTD.,
141, Moorgate Street, LONDON, E.C. 2.
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TUCKER

NO. 127S-.COMBINED SWITCH
AND PLUG.

NO. 136D.—QUICK MAKE
AND BREAK SWITCH, WITH
COMPLETE POSITIVE ACTION.

"TUCKER
SWITCHES
St

ACCESSORIES.

SEMI-RECESSED SWITCH. WITH BOX
AND FRONT PLATE.

NO. 2S05—2515
3-PIN H.O. IRONCLAD SOCKET

AND PLUG.

Our unique manufacturing facilities,

combined with all that is best in

DESIGN
WORKMANSHIP
PERFECTION OF DETAIL

result in the production of articles which

are appreciated throughout the Electrical

World.

COMBINED H.O. IRONCLAD SWITCH
AND SOCKET.

J.H.TUCKER&CO.,LTD.
SWITCHES. IRONCLAD GEAR.
ACCESSORIES. SWITCHGEAR.

SWITCHBOARDS.

Kings Road Tyseley

ANDSHIELD B.C. ADAPTOR. BIRMINGHAM.

SWITCHES
3-WAY PLUG ADAPTOR

REDUCED PRICES.
Made only by—

EVERSHED & VIGNOLES, LTD..

ACTON LANE WORKS. CHISWICK.

LONDON, W.4.

TeleArams : **Dorolheju Chiik, Loodoft."

Printed bv Wm. Cate. Ltd., 147-150. Gt. Saffron Hill. E.C.I, and Published by The Electrical Review, Ltd.. 4. Ludgate HUl. London.E.C.4.
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Duds.—Donington Sanitary Pipe & Firebrict: Co.. Ltd.; Middleton
Estate & Colliery Co., Ltd.; Oates & Green, Ltd.; Dates (Thornton),
Ltd.; J. Place & Sons, Ltd.

Distribution cable plugs.—British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.;
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Lead sleeves.—G. Farmiloe Sr Son, Ltd.
Creosoted wood troughing.—Calder & .\IcDoug.-ill, Ltd.; Gabriel, Wade

and English, Ltd.
G. 1. strand wire.—Rylands Bros. & Co., Ltd.
.Manufacture, supplv, drawing-in, and jointing cable.—Coventry-Leaming-

ton : Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd. Preston-Blackburn-Burnley :

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Telephone exchange equipment..—Liverpool {Lark Lane) : Automatic Tele-

phone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. ; sub-contr.ictors for batteries. Pritchett

and Gold and E. P. S. Co.. Ltd.; for charging set, Crompton and
Co., Ltd. Waterloo (Liverpool): Peel-Conner Telephone Works, Ltd.;

sub-contractors for batteries, D. P. Battery Co., Ltd,; for charging
set, Crompton & Co., Ltd. Nottingham : Western Electric Co., Ltd.

H.M. Office of Works.

Engineering services.— Leeds (electrical labour) : T. Clarke & Co., Ltd.
Newcastle-on-Tyne (electrit^l and mechanical labour) : The Brightside

Foundry &: Engineering Co., Ltd.: Southampton (electrical and
mechanical labour) : Southampton Guild. Windsor (electrical and
mechanical labour) : Alpha Manufacturing Co.

Crown Agents for the Colonii

Ltd.Electric overhead travelling crane.—Herbert Mo
Underground telephone cable—Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.
Generating plant.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Track circuiting material.—Tyer & Co., Ltd.
Telephone material.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Telephone switchboards.—British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Induced draught plant.—Davidson & Co., Ltd.

Leyton.—Urban District Council. The Council is recom-
mended to authorife the sealing of contract.s with Mr.
Bertram Thomas for a l.p. switchboard; and with the Union
Cable Co., Ltd., for distiibutor cables.

London.—L.C.C. Highways Committee.
.Ash conveyor and ash hopper for Greenwich power station :—

Ash hopper. Ash conveyor.

Yorkshire Hennel.ique Contracting Co., Ltd. £ £
(incomplete) 1,434 783

R. Dempster & Sons, Ltd 1,989 3,285
Gordon Harvey Co 2,065 3.390

+New Conveyor Co., Ltd. 2,089 3,847

Mansfield Engineering Co., Ltd 2,096 5,322

tBabcock & Wilcox, Ltd 2,265 5,019

fE. Bennis & Co., Ltd. (accepted) ... 2,409 2,875
Peirson S: Co 3,460 —
Robson Engineering Co., Ltd. 2,577 4,6H

tUnderfeed Stoker Co., Ltd 2,578 4,463

Paterson Hughes Engineering Co., Ltd. ... 2,890 6,614

G. Robson & Co. 2,970 3,643

Ransomc Machinery Co. (1930), Ltd. ... 3.095 —
J. Garrett & Son 3,277 —
• t These firms also submitted alternative tenders.

St. Paxcras.—Electricity Committee.
Glazing roof of h.p. switchroom at Regent's Park station (£205).—W. H.

Hayward Sc Co.
Two motor-generator balancers or converters for the Tavistock Place sub-

General Electric Co., Ltd.
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Golf.—The completion of the Golf Cup competition of the
Institution of Rubber Industry for Col. Wallwork's Hundred
Guinea Cup will take place at the Hesketh Park Golf Club,
Southport, on Friday, July 2l6t, when the undermentioned
will compete by match play : Semi-final, 18 holes in the
morning; and final, 18 holes in the afternoon. Partners to
be drawn for. Play to commence at 10 a.m. and 2.30 p.m.

Mjjor E. Wallwork (7) (Jas. Wallwork & Sons, Ltd.. Manchester).
Mr. H. W. Franklin (8) (J. G. Franklin & Sons, Ltd., London).
Mr. J. H. C. Brooking (U) (St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., Ltd., War-

Mr. W. C. Smith (IS) (.Anchor Cable Co.. Ltd., Leighl

Jubilee of the Eastern Associated Telegraph Companies.
—It is proposed to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the
incorporation of the -above companies, whereby the various
preliminary undertakings instrumental m establishing tele-
graphic communication by submarine cables throughout the
Empire and other parts of the world were consolidated m
JNr/, by a bnnquet, ftete, and reception, to be held in tljc

gardens of the Boyal Botanic Society, on July '24th, when
H.R.H. the Duke of York, K.G., will be present, and invita-
tions are being issued to the Cabinet, ambassadors and rep-
n-sentatives of foreign countries and the colonies and other
distinguished guests. As a token of loyalty, the staffs of the
lomp.Tnies are to mark the occasion by a pre.5entation to the
cliairuian. Sir John Denison-Pender, G.B.E., K.C.M.G., m
recognition of bis life-long service in furthering the interests
of submarine telegi-aphy and those associated therewith. The
presentation will take the form of a bound volume containing
the signatures of nearly 8,000 subscribers, and the reproduc-
tion in platinuiu, set with brilliants, of the stars of the insig-
nia of the Orders of Knight Commander of the Most Dis-
tinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George and Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire. In addition they are permanently endowing a bed
in St. Bartholomew's Hospital to the revered memory of
Lady Beatrice Katherine Denison-Pender (the chairman's
late wife). The Rt. Hon. the Lord Mayor and the Lady
Mayoress have consented to be present at the dedication on
July 20th. when the tablet will be unveiled by the Lady
Mayoress.
Throughout the war the Eastern Associated Telegraph

Companies (the group comprises ten companies) were jn
close co-operation with the naval, military and administrative
authorities, both at home and abroad, and laid, maintained,
and worked many strategic cables required by the Briti.sh
Government and its allies for the successful prosecution of
the war. The compa'nies placed their organisatii^n whole-
heartedly at the service of the Government, and were en-
trusted with the tran.5mis.sion of its secret and confidential
telegrams. They also lent useful help to the State m con-
nection with censorship of telegrams, &c., and in addition,
they carried during the war three million words free of charge
in connection with wounded,. Red Cross, and other benevo-
lent institutions.

When the E.istern Co. was incorporated in 1872. there were
only about 8,000 nautical miles of cables in existence; now
there are roundly .32-5,000 miles. The capital invested fiftv
years ago was roughly only two million pounds st<?rling. The
capital of private enterprise alone is now about fifty millions
sterling, nearly half of which is represented bv the under-
takings comprising the Eastern Associated Telegraph Com-
panies.

Appointments Vacant.—Sub-station atfendant (87s. 3d.),
for the Stoke Newington B.C. electricitv departjuent ; chief
clerk (£134 + i'116), for the Aberdare U.D.C. electricitv and
tramways department; engiueer-in-charge, for the electricity
undertaking of the Xenagh Gas & Electricity Supply Co.. Ltd.";
chief lecturer in electrical engineering {£B60 to £350), for the
l^eds Technical School; generating engineer, for the Belfast
Corporation electricity department. (See our advertisement
pages to-day.)

Royal Society's Soiree.-^The second conversazione of the
two given annually by the Royal Society «as held at Bur-
lington H-use on June 20th. The majority of the exhibits on
view were the same as at the first conversazione last month.
Mr. Campbell Swinton had a wireless apparatus which, with
the aid of a short aerial on the roof, was recording messages
on a moving-coil siphon recorder; and Sir William Braggs
modeh of crystal structure, shown last time, were accom-
panied by a cognate exhibit from Mr. William Barlow. There
were also exhibits from Greenwich Observatory, the National
Physical Laboratory, the Instrument Section of the Aar
Ministry, and the Explo.sives Research Department, Wool-
wich.— T/ir Tii„rs.

Light Railway Commissioners.

—

.\nm'.4i, Repiii,t The
tiuiil annual report fur the year 1921 and part of 19'22. of the
Light Railway Commissioners, who ceased to hold office on
February 19th, 1922, under the terms of the Railway Act,
1921, has recently been published. It is brought to remem-
brance that the Commis.-inn was established by the Act of
1896, for a period of five years. About that time the applica-
tion of electricity and steam power was leading to a great
extension of tramways, which in some important respects
could be more adequately dealt with if promoted as light
railway^ under the Act- of LSflli, tlinn under the Tramways
Act of 1870. The volume of.apphcations received during the
first five years necessitated the continuance of the Commis-

sion and a large number of Orders were made. The Com-
missioners note with regret, however, that the actual result

in mileage of lines constructed was disproportionate to the
number of Orders granted. Unfortunately, the Report does
not contain statistics in comparison of actual construction
to schemes approved. Tabular statements show that under
the heading of Class A (lines on acquired lands, mostly steam
motive power) 27-5 schemes involving a mileage of 2,930 were
submitted, and that 180 of these with a length of 1.-570 miles
were submitted for approval to the Board of Trade, or, later,

the Ministry of Transport. Under Class B (lines on public
roads, mostly electric motive power) 284 projects with a mile-
age of 2,024 were put before the Commissioners; of these 163
(684 miles) were .submitted for confirmation.

Cost of Electricity.—The N'orth of Ireland Shipbuilding
Co., Ltd., which has its yard on Lough Foyle, Londonderry,
has closed down. The management states that it has had to
do so owing to the heavy electrical charges.

S.s. " British Engineer."—The s.s. BrIfiKh Knginrrr,
built by Messrs. Workman. Clark & Co., Belfa.st. for the
British Tanker Co., went through her acceptance trials most
successfully on the 23rd inst. in Belfast Lough. This steamer
has all her auxiliary machinery operated by electrical power.
and the steering gear is on the electro-hydraulic principle
(Hele-Shaw). There is also a complete long-range Marconi
installation. The .sister tanker, British Workiiifin. has just

returned from a very successful Eastern trip—her maiden one.

Service Notes.—Lieut. F. J. Wylie has been posted to the
cruiser Queen Elizabetli as wireless officer. Lieut. Wylie was
commissioned during the war. and reached his present rank
in October, 1917.—Capt. B. B. Edwards, M.C.. Royal Engi-
neers, has been appointed an instructor (Class CC) at the
School of Electric Lighting. Capt. Edwards was commis-
sioned in the Royal Engineers in September, 1914—a month
after the (^Jreat War started—«as promoted lieutenant in

October, 1917, and captain in November of that year. Capt.
Edwards wa.s mentioned in dispatches on two occasions

—

.Tune and November, 1916—and was aw-arded the Military
Cross for conspicuous courage in action. He was twace
wounded.
Municipal Tramways Association.—On June 1.5th and

16th, the annual meeting of the Managers' Section of the
Association was held in Glasgow, when about .50 delegates
attended. After an official welcome by the convener of the
Corporation Tramways Committee, to which Mr. J. B. Hamil-
ton (Leeds) re'plied, Mr. Alexander Gerrard (Glasgow) read
a paper on " The Maintenance of Rolling Stock." On the
second day, Mr. R. Beattie (Manchester) delivered a paper
on the prevention of accidents. The Section paid a visit to
the Corporation's car works at Coplawhill, and a charabanc
drive to Aberfoyle was also arranged.

Electrolytic Cell Capacities.—Messrs. A. Griffiths, D.Sc,
and W. T. Heys, B.Sc, of Birkbeck College, London, have
developed a new and simple apparatus for the measurement
of the capacities of electrolytic cells, which allows correc-

tions to be made for the leakage and seU'-polarisatioii of the
cell. It gives results consistent to one or two per cent., and
of the same order of magnitude as those obtained by other
observers. The authors are engaged in a study of the varia-

tion of the polarisation-capacity of an electrolytic cell, con-
sisting of platinum plates in sulphuric acid, when subjected

to an intermittent current, and they have developed an ap-

paratus containing some original features which are des-

cribed in the Procecdiniin of the Physical Society of London.
In order to correct for the rapid leakage or self-depolarisatiou

which apparently constitutes nearly all the difficulty in

measurements tjf this kind they employ a falling-]>la{e method
for making connection for short, variable, and calculable

periods.

British Electric Locomotives for Japan.

—

The Times of

yesterday states that the Imperial Government Railways of

Japan have ordered 34 complete electric locomotives from the
English Electric Co., I^td., of a total value of considerably

more than £'o00,0(X(. Eight of the locomotives are for heavy
express passenger service. Weighing api^roximately 96 tons
each, they are designetl for haulmg a 41-5-ton train at a speed
of about 60 miles an hour. The remaining 26 Icx'oraotives arc

for heavy freight and local pas.senger trathc, and will weigh
about 56 tons each. The order has been .-Tt'cm'ed in the face, of
strong foreign ccmpetitioo. especially from America. It covers

the whole of the locomotives required by the Japanese Im-
perial Government Railways to carry out their programme of

main-line electrification down to the end of 1923.

British Oil.—Those who dreamed of a i.ireat British oil-

field ale doomed to disappointment, says the Evening News.
which reports that the last stage in the Government-aided
search fur oil in Derbyshire is being reached in the sale by
auction of the boring, pumping, and .storage plant used at the
various wells in the Chesterfield district. It was in October,
1918. that the oil-boring operations at Hardstoft were inaugu-
rated, and although a number of other sinkings were made in

various jiarts of North-East Derbyshire. Hardstoft proved to

be the only well to yield oil. By direction of the Government
Disposal and Liquidation Commission a firm of auctioneers

is to sell the plant, this being the first auction of oilfield

material to be held in this country.
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—On Tuesday last the an-

nual oonversaziune of the Institution was held, the guests

being received by the President, Mr. W. B. Worthington.

.\mongst the entertainments provided was a lecture by C'apt.

H. Riall Sankey, on "Broadcasting"; wireless demonstra-

tions were also given by Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph

Co.. Ltd. There was as usual a collection of models and

apparatus on exhibition.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The War Memorial.—

On Wednesday last the unveiling and dedication of the

memorial to those members of the Institution who gave then-

lives in the Great War took place. The memorial consists of

two large bronze tablets, on either side of the entrance hall,

on which the names of the members are engraved. The
Dean of Westminster (the Et. Eev. Bishop Ryle, K.C.V.O.,

D.D.) said the prayers of dedication, after the singing of the

hymn " O God, our help in age.s past." The imveiling was

then conducted by .\ir- Chief Marshal Sir H. M. Trenchard,

Bart., K.C.B., D.'s.O., assisted by the President (Mr. J. S.

Highfield) and the Senior Vice-President (Dr. W. H. Eccles,

F.R.S.). Sir Hugh Trenchard, in a brief address, said that

over 2,0(10 members of the Institution were on active service

in the war. and other members were engaged in the produc-

tion of electric nmchinery and power for the supply of

munitions. Of tho.-e on active .service 1(!'2 laid down their

lives. Over oO(t war decorations were awarded to members
of the Institution. Between the middle of September and
the middle of October, ]9H, the Institution, in conjunction
with the Institutions of Civil and Mechanical Engineers, re-

cruited 670 engineers, the full complement required for the
Engineer I'nits of the Royal Naval Division. The memorial
was a sign-post for future generations, pointing out the path
of duty and patrioti,sm. BL^hop Eyle then pronounced the
blessing, and the " Last Post " was sounded, followed by
the " Eeveille." The proceedings concluded with the sing-

ing of the National .\nthem. Choristers of H.M. Chapel
Royiil. Savoy, were in attendance, and music was provided
by a portion of the Royal Engineers' Band.

North-Westehn CENTRE.-^The report of the committee for

the twenty-second session, 1921-1922, shows that eleven
ordinary general meetings have been held and two
special public meetings. The average attendance a'

the ordinary meetings was 115, which is a slight in-

crease on previous years' records. In accordance with
the wishes of members, four . informal meetings were
arranged during the session. The discussions were very
" live," and brought out a number of new .speakers, and
the committee feels amply justiHed in recommending the con-
tinuance of the informal meetings during next session. The
total' number of speakers for the whole session was 90. giving

an average cjf nine for each meeting, which .shows an increase

over last session. The committee extended invitations to the
Institution cf Heating and Ventilating Engineers and to the
]\Ianch<^ter .Vssociation of Engineers to attend the meetings
of Feln'uary 21st ami March 21.st re.spectively. Both invitations

were accept<'d and a numlier of visitors participated in the dis-

cussions. Two pulilic meetings were held at the Manchester
College of Technology, kinematograph films on switches, tele-

phones, &c., were exhibited, and Prof. W. L. Bragg delivered

a lecture on " Recent Developments in Atomic Research." The
latter function was the annual public lecture which has now
l)een arranged by the North-Western Centre for four \i';iis in

.succession. Tlie attendance was about 900 ami film i.^pcc-

tively. Tlie President, Mr. .1. S. Highfield, visited the ( .iitre

on Decenilier l^ith and addressed the members, and also IcKjk

part in the discussion at the meeting on that day. The annual
dinner proved an enjoyable function. The total attendance
was 12(1. including 12 gue.sts. amongst whom were the Presi-

dent, the Mayor of Salford, the President of the Chamber of

Commerce, and the Secretary of the Institution. The member-
ship of the Centre shows a considerabli- increase, the hgure
being 1,34^- The a.ssist.int .secretary, Mr. .\. L. Green, has
been elected an .\ssociate (Honorary) of the Institution in

recognition of his 21 yeai's' service to the North-Western
Centre. .\s a result of the sjiecial appeal a sum of .£109 Ids. 7d.

was collect.ed in the North-^^e3tern Centre area for the Bene-
volent Fund, of which £-14 14s. 6d. was contributed by the

l.iveri)"(;l Sub-Centre. Mr. .1. Fi'ith has undertaken to act as

liii-al hon. treasurer lor this fund. The Council has accepted

the invitation of the North-Western Centi-e Committee to hold

the Institution summer meeting for 192:^ in Manchester. The
committee for 1923-23 (coming into office September, 1923) is

as follows :—(';in/r)Hnji : .\. S. Barnard. Vicr-Chairmen : O.
K. Juhlin. H. C. Lamb. Voinmittee : A. G. Ellis. A. G.
Livesav, A. .L Lmm. A. B. Mallinson, W^ .1. Medlyn, S. L.

Pearce, 3. S. Peck. H. A. Ratcliff, C. D. Taite. R. Townend,
B. Welbourn. W. .1. H. Wood. Ex-Officio Members of Com-
mittee : Julius Frith (past chairman), W. Walker (past chair-

man). B. Welbourn, chairman Liverpool Sub-Centre, O. C.

Waygood, hon. secretary Liverpool Sub-Centre. Hon. Secrc-

taru : W. A. Coates. Asfiistant Secretary: A. L. Green.

The committee of the Students' Section records a very suc-

cessful session. There have been eight ordinary meetings, the

average attendance being 50. The standard of the papers has

been high, and on all occasions they have been followed by

exceedingly lively discussions. Four visits to works were

arranged, and the committee has met on three occasions.

Liverpool Sub-Cextre.—The third annual report of this Sub-

Centre shows that the committee has held eight meetings, the

average attendance being 12. Seven ordinary general meetings

have been held, with an average attendance of 99. Mr. J. S.

Highfield. President I.E.E., on December 12th, addressed the

members on matters of general interest. The committee for

the 1922-1923 session is as follows i—t'/inirmaii. : B. Welbourn.

Vice-Chairmen : E. M. HoUingsworth, H. H. Harrison. Co}ii-

mittee : L. Breach, T. D. Clothier, A. J. Eames, J. Hamilton,

B. T. Hawkins, W. Lang, A. E. Malpas. J. A. Morton, E.

Moxon. P. Prie.stly. P. .1. Robin.son, F. J. Teago. Fast Chair-

men (ex-officio members of the committee) : Prof. E. W. Mar-

chant, D.Sc., H. Dickinson, G. H. Nisbett. Hon. Secrctaru :

Oscar C. Waygood. The total expenses for 1920-21 sessions

amounted to £204, including the students' total of ±'25. The
membership of the Sub-Centre shows a steady growth^ the

total being 447.

The committee of the Students' Section records a very suc-

cessful session. Four committee meetings have been held,

the average attendance being lU. Nine ordinary general

meetings (average attendance 45) and one open meeting (150

present) have been held, and an informal discussion was held,

•which proved to be very successful, 15 speakers taking part.

Six visits to works have been held, the average attendance

beiag 35.

.4ssociation of Mining Electrical Engineers.—The West of

Scotland branch of the Association has appointed the follow-

ing office bearers for the \cm- -.—President, Mr. D. Martin;

Vice-Presidents. Messrs. D. McQueen and D. L. Frew ;
Secre-

tartj, Mr. D. S. Baddeley. The membership now stands at 340.

South Wales Institute of Engineers.—On May 25th, Mr.

C. E. Stromeyer, O.B.E. (chief engineer, Manchester Steam

Users' Association), read a paper on " Fatigue of Metals
"

before the In;5titute. In this the author gave the results of

research v.ork upon this subject, using a formula for the

empirical law of fatigue developel in a previous paper. This

formula is S = Fl-(-C(10V'0 w-here S is the alternating stress

which will cause failure after being repeated n times, Fl is

the fatigue limit of the material, and C is a constant.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

The Editors incite electrical engineers, whether connected

with the technical or the commercial side of the profession

and industry, also electric tramway and railway officials, to

keep readers of the Electrical Review posted as to their

nvovements.

Mr. E. B. Pausey has resigned his appointment as power

station superintendent at the Loughborough Corporation elec-

tricity works, having accepted an appointment in a similar

capacity at the Poulton power station of the Wallasey Corpora-

tion.

Mr. A. S. Tresilian, B.A., B.Eng., A.M.Inst.C.E., until

lately general manager of Messrs. Boving & Co.. Ltd..

and Electro-Metals, Ltd.. is severing his connection with those

companies, and is taking up a position with the Spearing

Boiler Co., Ltd.. of 20, Kingsway, W.C. 2. Prior to his en-

gagement with Messrs. Boving, Mr. Tresilian spent several

years as sub-station superintendent in India with the Bombay
Electric Supply & Tramway Co., Ltd.. and on returning honie

took up a position on the commercial staff of the British

Thomson-Houston Co., with whom he remained for ten years,

during the latter portion of which he occupied a responsible

post in connection with the development of its turbine

.sales and contract work. Mr. Tresilian will take up his new
duties on July 1st.

Sydney (N.S.W.) City Council Electricity Supply Committee
has decided to increase the salary of Mr. Forbes M.acka-.. the

chief electrical engineer and manager, from i'1,400 to i'2.<Kto

per annum, and fhat of the deputy general man;it;cr (.Mr.

Malin'g) from £f)00 to ±'l,3tK) per annum This recommenda-
tion was made as the first of those of the sub-comniittci', « hich

is inquiring into the uurkiiig of the electricity department witij

a view of ascertaining what changes can be made in adminis-

tration, in order to secure greater efficiency coml)ined with
economical administration. It is the intention of the com-
mittee that for the future Mr. Forbes Mackay shall be given

full control of the whole department, and all its under depart-

ments, and that all the.se are to be run on strictly commercial
lines, with no interference from aldermen as to the men to be
employed or dismis.sed.

—

Sydney Morning Herald.
.\\d. Hamilton has retired from the chairman.ship of the

Preston Electricity Committee.
Sir Ernest Jardine, Bart., governing director of John Jar-

dine, Ltd., manufacturers of power transmission appliances,
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has been eleet-ed president of the Notts. Football Associatiuu
for the 18th year in succession.

To-day, at the Sheffield University Degree Day Congrega-
tion, the honorary degree of Doctor of Engineering is to be
presented to the Hon. Sir Chas. P.^rsoxs. Mr. Dodgl.'IS
A'iCKERS was also to be made Doctor of Engineering, but as
he cannot be preseiit the conferment is postponed.
The Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd., have appointed

Mr. H. RicH.ARDsox, manager of the electricity undertaking
of the Dundee Corporation, as general manager of the com-
pany, in succession to Mr. W. R. Rendell. who, as already
announced, has resigned on account of ill-health. Mr.
Richardson, who has been electi-ical engineer to the Dundee
Corporation since 1903, will take up his new duties on
October 1st nest.

Obituary.—Dr. Walther R.whenad.—By the assassination
of Dr. Walther Rathenau, supposedly as part of a scheme to

restore the Royalist party to power, Germany has not only
lost a Foreign Minister whose ambition for some months past
has been to lay financial and economic fouijdations upon
which could be built un a stable natio'nal life, but she has
lost one who, as the head of the Allgemeine Elektricitats
Gesellschaft. was unquestionably the out.^tandintr head of Ger-
man electrical engineering indu-stry, finance, and export trade.

He was the son of the late Emil Rathenau, and was born m
1867. The Times ivminds us that Enii! was " one of the*

numerous commercial snies who came to England in bvgone
years." serving as a voluntary draughtsman in the engmeer-
ing firm of John Penn & Co., and after his return to Ger-
many he organised the A. E.G.. of whose developments in that
country, its amalgamatioij with, or ab.sorption of. other m-
terests. and its enternrises in this country and throughout
all parts of the world, little need be said to inform the
readers of the Rf.vtt.w Walther became the bend of th(l

organisation primarilv beoau.^e he was the son of his father,

but he was personally wpII fitted by education, experience,
and personal qualities to do so apart from that circumstance.
Wien he took the hehn on the death of Emil. in 1915, he
had alr("ady a verv firm grasp of A.E.G. policy and of its in-

terest^ in different markets, includinsx the United Kingdom,
the British Colonies. South America. Switzerland. &c..

and lie had bad much to do with the success which attended
+he efforts of its manifold undertakings. Prior to the war,
however, his name and re'iutation were little known to the
fjeneral population of thes? islands. It was after war had
broken out and Walther Rathenau saw that it was not going
to be so short an affnir as had been suiiposed by those who
precinitated it. that be came into greater prominence. He
saw that there was a danger, if the war lasted long, of short-
nrfe of raw materials arising tbroush inadequate organisation.

He was appointed Director of Raw Materials, and but for the
measures that wore taken . by hirn. bncked by dictatorial

nowers. to m-^'iilise the wbnle industrial supnb'es and manu-
facturing facilities of the German Emnire and of occunied
tY»>-ritoi-ies the wai- would not have 'asted until November.
191S. We have nublished a number ofDr.Pathenau's sneeches.

delivered du''inc and sin^e the wnr.'n the EtTTTmcATj Pi-view.

-and it is not necessary to refer to them further now that he
is dead, though it must not be suppo.~ed that the death of

Pa+henau wil' necessar'lv involve anv alteration in the prin-

ciples and noHcy fo'" which he stood industriallv throufh the

medium of the \.E.G. and other interests with which lie

was identified- It may be news to some of our readers that
he was a writer of manv books on nhilosophical and socio-

logical subiects and that hp had vi.sions of n time, perhans
far off. when there would dawn a new and better "^ay for

everybody, when there would be an Ideal State. It wasf

stated at one neriod of the war that he had made over t<i

the State one million pounds of his private fortune. In re-

cent months he had been thrust by circumstances into poli-

ti'-al office of ;mmen,sp importance where he. as Foreign
Minister, had 'leen endeavouring to bring about " a rational

settlement in Eurooe." but. as the daily Press has reported,

he wjs not ^f^rn tn or versed in the art of diolomaov.
and .success did not follow his effoHs in that connection. His
netive interest in negotiations with FVance respecting repara-
tions in kind, his mistaken action in signing the agreement
with Russia while the Genoa Conference was meeting, his

conferences with British statesjnen and financiers I'egardiu'!

internatirmal economic restoration—these and other such
matters hnd oecunied his attention i-ecentlv. and now that
he has fal'en bv the hands if as.sassins it is recognised that
Germanv h-.x lost a n-.an who as a German was doing his

utmost to help his native land out of the difficulties following
unon a- war wliich her world-power seekers had brought tn

terrible accomplishment a vear too soon. He wil! no doubt
have ennable successors in the .AEG. and men will ari,5e t'>

take far-seeing action in the political interests of Germany,
but if the moment it seems as thonch those responsible tor

his death have precipitated for the land that he was serving

another great crisis, the outcome of which cannot be pre-

dicted.

Wills.—The late Mr. J. N. Paxman left f109.063 gross and
d£in.5,189 net nersonalty.

The late Mr. J. E. Hydk. a director of the Campbell Gas
Engine Co., Ltd., left i£.36,032 net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Gardy Co., Ltd. (182,546).—Private company. Regis-
tered June 19th. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of

electrical, mechanical and other engineers and contractors, &c. The first

directors are:—G. Gardy, 9, Rue .Molphe Yvon, Paris (XVI); L. Lafontaine. 7,

Kue Paul Baudry, Paris (VIII); Comte Boudouin de Marotte De .Montigny,

.1. Rue Pajou, Paris (all electrical engineers). .Secretary : A. J. Barnett. Re-

Cistered office ; 48, Mark Lane, E.G.

Wax Electric Light Tube Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
1182,603).—Private company. Registered June 21sl. Capital, £"2.268 in 3,250

8 per cent, preference and 18 management shares of £1 each. To carry on the,

business of manufacturers of and dealers in wax electric light tubes and other

similar articles, electrical engineers, &c., and to adopt an agreement with J. A.

Liems. The permanent directors are: J. A. Gems, 56, Brentham Way, Ealing,

U. ; G. Shearburn, " Ranmore," West Eiding, W. ; H. -M. Scal«. 25. Red-
cliffe Street, South Kensington, W. Qualification : 3 management and 100

preference shares. Remuneration as fixed by the company. Secretary : H. M.
Sc-iles. Registered office : The Studio, Queen'sborough Passage, Lancaster Gate,

W.

Gessolin Bowl Co., Ltd. (182,621).—Private company.
Registered June 22nd. Capital. £200 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

of fabricated or plastic lx)wl manufacturers for indirect lighting and other

purposes, electrical and gas engineers, brassfounders, wire workers, stampers
- — - rs are : H. Haynes. 124, St. Clement's Road.

18, Worcester Street. Birmingham. Quajifi.

The first dii
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Registered office : 124. St. Cle Road. Nechells, Bir-

Birmingham Electric Castings, Ltd. (182,.582).—Private
company. Registered on June 21st. Capital. £2.000 in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of casters in steel, non-ferrous metals, aluminium and cast-iron

pattern makers, machinists, smelters, dealers in metals, &c., in Birmingham
and elsewhere. The first directors are : F. Shutt, " Sunnvside." Broad Road,
Acocks Green; W. Shutt, senr., "Sunnvside," Broad Road. Acocks Green; D.
Pitt, 18. Cambridge Road, Thornaby-on-Tees. Qualification : 1 share. Re-
muneration as fixed by the company. Registered office ; King's Road, Hay
Mills, Birmingham.

Northern Wireless College, Ltd. (N.1.30).—Private com-
panv. Registered in Relfast June 19lh. Capital, £300 in £1 shares. To adopt
an agret/ment with J. P. Dighv and S. R, Walker, and to take over the business

of the Northern Wireless College. The first directors are: J. P. Digby. The
West, Galway. electrical engineer; S. R. Walker, 15, Laburnam Gardens. Kew,
wireless instructor: G. Davies. 48, Universitv Avenue. Belfast, wireless in-

structor; P. J. Harton, 11, Woodcot Avenue, Belfast, wireless instructor. Re-
gistered office ; 8, Corporation Street, Belfast.

Dunmurray Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. fN.1.32).
—Private company. Registered in Belfast June 20th. Canital. £3.000 in £1
shares. To carry on at Dunmurray and elsewhere in Antrim and Down the

business of an electric light comoanv. The first directors are : H. M'Cleerv,
Oakhill. Dunmurrav. director; D. P. Gaussen. The Hill. Dunmurrav, M.D.;
A. H. Henderson, The Park, Dunmurray. The Milfort Weaving Co.. Ltd.,

and the Northern Banking Co.. Ltd.. have the option of appointing a director.

Qualification : 30 shares. Secretary : J. Beattv. Registered office : Dunmurray,
Co. Antrim.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Reeve & Bayman, Ltd.—E. H. Hawkins, of 4, Charter-.
hous<> Squ:Hre. I£.C.. was appoint»-d receiver on June 13th. 1922. under powers ,

contained in first mortgage debenture dated December 17th, 1921.

EIco Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Particulars of
£4.500 debentures authorised June 12th. 1922; charged on the company's under-
taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital; whole

Bell Battery Co., Ltd.—Debenture dated June 12th, 1922,.
to secure £800, charged on the companv's propertv. present and future, in-

cluding uncalled capital. Holder : O. W. Seligman, 52. New Broad Street. E.G.

Stella Lamp Co., Ltd.—Particulars of .£23,500 debentures-
:iuthorised May 15th, 1922. charged on the comoany's undertaking and pro-

perty, present and future, including uncalled capital; whole amount issued. -i

CITY N0TE5.

J. G. White and
Co., Ltd.

According to the Financial Times, the
profit for the vear ended February. 1923,
was, £11.154. "phis 413,193 brought in

making .£24,347, which has been u.sed in pursuance of the

scheme for reduction of capital. The nominal capital was
reduced from foOO.OtX) to £350.000 by writing off from each
of 200,000 issued ordinary shares of £1 each the sum of 15s. per
sha7-e. £1-50,000 was written off from the debt due by J- G.

Whit* Commercial Co.. and £100.000 has been received from
that company in cash, reducing the balance of its debt to

^£84.000. -\s a part of the .scheme for reduction and re-organi

sation of capital. .50.000 of unissued ordinary shares of .£1 each
were sub-divided into '200.OOO ordinary shares of 5s. each, and!

these shares, .since the date of baliince sheet, have been
allotted at par. Preference shareholders have accepted an
arrangement, waivimt their cumulative rights for a period of~
three years ending August 31st, 19-23. Creneral conditions

have slightly improved, and with reorganisation of the capita]

oosition ;ill debts have been jirovided for and the directors

look fiirwaril to .successful continuance of the company'
activities.

Sir John Denison-Pender. G.B.E-, prt

Globe T<>legraph .sided at the annual meeting on Juri

and Trust 20th. The chairman said that it was hii

Co.. Ltd. pleasing duty to present even better re

suits than those of the previous year. Th«

net receipts had increased by £42,374 to £330.146.

When the agreement between the Direct United States
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Cable Co. aud the British Government expired in 1923 the
Globe (Jo. would receive £6 per share for its holding lu trie

Lumpany; this would enable it to repay the £50.000 whicn
was borrowed for the purpose, aud also leave a margin of
AoOjOOO for inve.stment. Ilie returns from American mvest-
iiieuti, such as the American Telegraph & (Jable Co., the
Lommercial union ielegraph Co., tlie Mackay Companies,
aiiU tne \\estern L nion leiegiapli Co., ah jiUowed reuuctions,
but this was not due to a reduction of dividends, but to the
improvement in exchange, representing a loss of ±''J,000 as
compared with last year's mcome from American sources,
the receipts from the Great Korthern Telegraph Co. also
thowed a reduction due to the lowering of the dividend from
'J4 to '22 per cent, 'Ihe lower income Irom the Submarine
Lables Trust was due to the drawing of tifty-three ti per
leiit. certihcates, the proceeds of which were re-invested in
iiastern Telegiaph ordinary, and £«istern JLxtensiou aud
Western Telegraph shares. None of these losses was ierious.
On the otlier baud the full year's dividend on the new invest-
ments referred to brought in £58,000, which entirely dwarfed
the losses mentioned. The workiiig expenses of the company
had been characterised as heavy, but the chau'man pomted
out that iu such a company this was inevitable, for several
reasons.

The report aud accounts were adopted.

In their report for 1921 the du-ectors
Great Northern report that during the year they succeeded

Telegraph in repairing two of the three cables which
Co., Ltd., of were mterrupted m waters where, a year
Denmark. ago, it was too dangerous to navigate

.

—

, t^i on account of mines, viz., one Anglo-
Danish and one of the JVanco-Danish cables, the repamng
of the latter bemg especially difficult and costly. It has not
yet been possible to repair the cable between r'etrograd and
Jjibau. The Eussiaq Government is, however, taking the
necessary steps to clear the mines from the area where the
cable is broken, and there are good xjrospects of its being re-

pau'ed this summer. The company has also had to deal with
21 interruptions on eight of its cables in Europe, and 12 inter-
ruptions on 5 cables in the Far East. The cable steamer
H. C. Orsted has been occupied in European waters tor 253
days, of which 12 have been for the account of other adminis-
trations, whilst in the Far East the Utore Nordiske and
Pacific have been in commission for 191 days, including 120
days on which they were chartered by other administrations.
Both the Kussian Governmeut and the company have done
everything in their power to re-establish telegrajihio com-
mimication between Europe and the Far East via Siberia.

The company dispatched an expedition which traversed the
whole of the route from Petrograd to Tchita and Kiachta,
ai)d supphed the telegraph stations on the way with instru-

ments, batteries, accessories, &c., necessary for the re-

opening of the service. Whilst the telegraph lines through
Russia and Siberia are maintained in good condition by the
Russian Government, it is at pre.sent impossible to establi.sh

communication between the Russian telegraph system and the
cables and landlines in the Far Eait either via Vladivostock or
via Kiachta owing to the total interruption of both these;

routes. The restoration of the Vladivostock route is hin-
dered by the state of war existing between the Governments
of Tchita and Vladivostock, whilst the restoration of the
Kiachta route is dependent upon the Governments of Peking
and Urga succeeding in arriving at an agreement, which, m
spite of protracted negotiations, they have not yet been able
to do. 'Under the.se circumstances the company has had to

fall back upon another .scheme, which became possible of

realisation thanks to the facilities granted by the Russian
and Chinese Governments resulting in the establishment of

a quite new route by means of a wire placed at the exclu-

sive disposal of the company by the two administrations
between Irkutsk and Peking via Blagow-estschensk—Helampo
—Harbin, and worked in connection with the company's
direct wire between Petrograd and Irkutsk. A repeater
station, equipped by the company and manned by Danish
operators, has in this connection been established at Harbin.
Communication was thus re-established on March 2»3th this

year after an interruption lasting nearly four years. Although
it is quite likely that some difticulties will present themselves,
especially until the old route I'ia Kiachta is again restored, it

is particularly gratifying for the company again to be able to

take part in the tran.smi;sion of telegrams between Europe
and the Far Ea.st over its own route.

The company's negotiations with Russia have been brought
to a .successful issue, and in the course of the summer an
agreement covering a long term of years was signed whereby
the company is enabled to renew its former activities in

Russia. Although the preparations necessary for the re-

opening of the company's telegraph ofQce at Petrograd
proved, in many ways, very difficult, as well as long and
costly, the company was, nevertheless, able to re-e.4ablish

telegraphic communication with Petrograd on January iSth,

1922. The concession which has been granted by the
Russian Government bind.'J the company to open a telegraph
.station at Moscow, thereby placing the Russian capital in

direct telegraphic communication with the company's Euro-
pean cable system. Various causes have, however, hitherto

prevented the carrying into effect of this undertaking. The

Russian terminal traffic exchanged with Western. Europe
and Amercia is, so far, quite inconsiderable as compared wiih
the corresponding traffic in pre-war times; although some
increase has been noticeable of late, the traffic is, however,
still so small that the revenue derived therefrom is at present
not sufficient to cover the working expenses. Negotiations
with England and Sweden in connection with a prolongation
of the company's concessions in these two countries have been
carried on during the year under review, but have not yet
been brought to a final conclusion. Preliminary discussions
with the Chinese Government w-ere commenced "la„t year by
the company in conjunction with the Eastern Extension,
Australasia & China Telegraph Co., with the object of obtain-
ing a prolongation of the existing agreements between China
and the two companies. Owing, however, to the decisioai
come to by the International Conference in Washington to
mclude the question of telegraph communication in China
amongst the items for discussion there, it became necessary
teniporariiy to suspend tbf> companies' own negotiations in
Peking pending the receipt of information as to the result
of the Washington discussions. A new cable steamer,
destined to replace the Store Nordiske, is now being built at
a Danish shipyard (Nakskoy Skibsvaerft) for deliverv in tlie
course of the simimer. At the invitation of the Letti,^h Ad-
ministration a Telegraph Conference was held at Riga la.st
September, attended by representatives from all the countries
bordering on the Baltic Sea, as well as from E'ngJland,
Norway and the company. The principal object of the con-
terence was to decide on the telegraph rates to be applied
between the various administrations represented.
The directors refer to the death of Commodore E. Suenson

already reported in the.^e pages.
The financial result of the year's working, notwithstanding

the decrease in the traffic, has been satisfactory. In
spite of the fact that the net profit is about 32 per cent, less
than the previous year, and that the traffic as a whole does
not as yet show any tendency to increase, but rather the re-
verse, the directors^ recommend the payment of a total
dividend and bonus of 22 per cent., a decrease of only 2 per
cent, as compared with last year. The reserve fund will be
credited with the usual amount, ^£.33,333, and it is proposed
to contribute .£55,.555 to the pension fund of the staff, and
to cari-y forward about the same amount as the previous
year. The traffic receipts, &c., are about £533,670 less than
the previous year. This is mainly due to the item gain or
Ioss_on exchange, showing the considerable drop of about
i;.395,700. The company's income from foreign currency
during the financial year has been taken into account in
Danish currency at a rate of exchange fi.xed at the beginning
of the year, and at the end of the financial year a gain, or a
loss, on exchange has been allowed for in all cases where the
said foreign currencies actually corresponded to a higher, or
lower, amount in Danish currency than the rate of exchange
fixed at the beginning of the financial year. The above-
mentioned large decrease in traffic receipts is partlv counter-
balanced by a reduction under expenditure of about £331.625.
The latter decrease is mainly accounted for by only £116,980
having been taken from the year's income to meet the pay-
ment of taxes, as against an amount of £416,666 for the pre-
vious year. Leaving the question of taxes out of considera-
tion, the actual working expenses show a decrease of about
£32,000 only, but even this slight sign of a return to more
normal conditions is certainly worthy of note.

The annual meeting was held on June
United River 20th. Sir Fi-ederick Green, K.B.E., who

Plate Telephone presided, said that although the '

gross
Co., Ltd, revenue had increased it did not cotnp.ire

well with the increase of the previous
year, principally becau.^e profit on exchange had practically
disappeared. As regarded telephone revenue only, the in-
crease of £123,834, or 12 per cent., was more satisfaicory

;

unfortunately, however, working expen,ses aad increa^'d m
a greater proportion. The money invested in plant had in-

crea.sed by £4.58,2.30 to £3,812,360, a very large total, which
should add to the strength and security of the company'.?
position. The high value of stocks of material (£.3-58,697)

was almost entirely due to purchases in connection with the
Buenos Aires automatic scheme. The reserve for renewal
of plant now amounted to £1,329,228, which was not too
large considering the amount of plant investment.
Last year he had stated that permission to increase rates

had been withheld by the Government ; the position was
still much the same. The Government failed to realise the
present high co.sts of working a telephone business. These
high costs had been reflected in the accounts, where it would
be noticed that there was no balance available for the usual
reserve appropriation. It would be brought home to the
Government that no further considerable extensions could be
made until increased rates were forthcoming, as without
these the present rate of dividend could not be paid on the
extra capita! required.

During the vear extensions to many of the C.B. manual
exchanges had been completed. The Rosario automatic
exchange and other exchanges had also been extended. Two
additional automatic installations had been opened at Cor-
doba and Rosario. This new plant enabled the company to

increaee the number of stations from 83,602 to 97,374, but
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notwithstanding this there was still a large number of pros-

'ir^Jnlv V.m, the company took oyer the important

sianiiN im
f"-

.' fUg com panvs rrfatious ^itli- tlie

^^tioZlGove^nmei^t con fnued most corclml, and the sau.eS be <.aid ^v h regard to the provincial and mumc.pa

n thor tie. The operations of the company were becommg
authonlies. ''y- 'V

considered des rable that frequent

visiteZuW bl paid to Arae'thn' and Mr. Percy Cross, w;ho

hafacSed Th^ position of deputy
f}---^^^^^^

John Gavev, was going to Buenos Aires in August, accom

mnied bv Mr. Dawborn. the I.rfindon manager

With regard to the current year, the chairman thought

that he^^s iusHfied in anticipating that the present rate

of dividend would be maintained on the present capital "Un-

W,s adequate rates were permitted the company co ild not

embark upon further extensions requiring iresh capital. The

nresent late.s had remained unchanged smce they, were fixed

^ome' thirtryears ago, despite the fact
^^^^^^^-J^^'l^lt^

rates, and all expenses had risen enormously in the pa.t

'"Thrmotion for the adoption of the r.-port and accnunts was

sncond.Ml liy Mr. iVrcy Cross and earned^

The report of the directors for the year

The Imnerial 192-2. contains the usual review of the

Tramways operations of the Middlesbrough, Stock-

Co Ltd. ton & Thornaby Electric Tramways, the

Bri^ol Tramwavs & Carnage Co.. Ud.,

and the London & Suburban Traction Co., Ltd. The jjom-

panv's revenue account shows that the mterest on the deben-

ure stock for the whole year and interim dividend on the

preference shares in respect of the half-year to June 30

last amounted together to £13,650, and alter placing £9,01)0

to the reserve fund for depreciation and contingencies, a fana

dividend of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference capita

(le.ss income tax^ paid January 2nd last, absorbed £4,200 a

dividend for the year of 4 per cent, on the ordinary capital

(less income tax) requires £-5,600, and there is earned forward

£'^s3"^'
The annual meeting was held on June

Shropshire. 22nd. Mr. W. L. Madgen, who presided.

Worcestershire said that owing to the coal .strike the

and Stafford- volume of business and net profit had

shire Electric decreased, but they were better than m
Power Co. 1919. Referring to the inquiry into the

supply of electricity in the South-West

Midlands, he said that the Electricity Commissioners had

approved' an arrangement by which the company and Biir-

mingham Corporation would set up an advisory committee

to administer supplv in the area. If this was approved at

the second inquirv, being held on June 29th, it would be put

into effect immediately the Electricity (Supply) Bill, now
before Parliament, was passed.

Application had been made to the Treasury to guarantee

the expenditure which would be involved in erecting a power

station on the Severn and a decision was expected shortly.

The statutory meeting of this company
Whitehall Elec= was held on June 20th, when the Hon.

trie Invest' Clive Pear.;on presided. The chairman
meats, Ltd. stated that the company was formed to

take over the interests in various South
.\merican electrical companies of the Whitehall Securities

Corporation. Ltd. Some particulars of these companies were
contained in the original prospectus, which was summarised
in our issue of April 7th. 1922. Mr. Pearson gave additional
details of the company's holdings.
The Compania Chilena de Electricidad was registered as a

Chilean comnany m 1921. Its bonded debt was £3,750,000
8 per cent, first mortgage debentures; of these the invest-
ment company held £3.140.000. or 84 per cent. The com-
pany's issued Bh;i'.. capital consisted of £2 2.50.000 8 per cent,
p-irticipating preference shares, and £6,000,000 ordinary
shares; the investnu^nt company held 68 per cent, and 80 per
cent, respectively. The investment companv's Chilean hcld-
in"? renresented ovpv hn]f the total of the investments.
Turning to the Mexican companies, the chairman said that

m spite of all its political and financial mi.5fortunes. Mexico
was one of the richest countries in the world, and it had an
unlimited future. The demand for the supply of electric
energy was constant and growing, and with the abundance
of water-power available the business of electricity supply

was a great and growing industry. The present issued capital

of the Tampico Co. was £500,000 7 per cent, first mortgage .

debentures, of which the investment company held 95 per

ceiit.. and £775,000 8 per cent, cumulative preference shares,

and £775,000 or ordinary .shares, the .oinpany holding 8-2 and
S3 per cent, respectively. The holdings in the Puebla Co.,

(jwned through a subsiiliary holding ciiinpany, were $2.(>12.sUl

5 per cent, prinr lien bonds, $2,457,000 lir.st mortgage bonds,

and $49,.5I10 ordinary shares, representing respectively 48, 63,

and 76 per cent, of the total issues.

The investment company held 65 Jier cent, of the issued

capital of the Vera Cruz Electric l,i;;hf. Power \- Traction.

Ltd., and the whole of the capital uf the tuu companies

operating in Orizaba and Cordoba.

Mr. II. R. Beeton presided at the annual

Urisbane Elec- genci.il nn'eting. held in London on .lune

trie Tramways 21st. In reviev.ing the working of the

Investment P.ri.-ibane Tramways Co. he .said that the

Co., Ltd. total receipt.? were .£.566.(l7;f. and the net

profit £92.352. giving. with £2:l.4(jl

brought forward, an available balance of £115.S12. Of this

amount £100,000 had been devoted to a dividend payment
and £15,812 carried forward, .\lthough the traffic and traffic

receipts had increased there was a decrease in profit owing

to the refusal of permission to the company to raise its rates

to meet increased wages. When the Tramways Purchase

Act was pa.^sed in 1920 it was anticipated that the authorities

would acquire the tramways in the autumn of that year, and
accordingly the company commenced to obtain a valuation

of the undertaking. The Government also appointed ex-

perts, in conjunction with whom the company's valuers

worked. Before the ta.'^k was completed, however, the

Government experts withdrew. Nevertheless, the company
continued the valuation, and ascertained that the replacement

value of the company's property, apart from the cominercn'

value, was £1.738.2o7. In January of this year Mr. Blund.-

on behalf of the local board, discussed with the Home Sec

i

tary a scheme for the constitution of a trust to acquire an i

work the tramways on behalf of the local authorities. Tic
negotiations had resulted in the drafting of a Bill which wn^

to be introduced into the Queensland legislature in August.

This Bill should furnish a basis for settlement, which, if

carried out fairly and in good faith, would prove satisfactory

to both the company and the local authorities.

Mr. Badger's state of health had compelled him to give np
bis position as managing director, but he had been retained

as technical adviser.

In the course of -his speech at the an-

Richardsons, nual meeting of this company, Mr. D. h.
Westgarth and Morison stated that the financial position

Co., Ltd. of the company generally was at present
better and stronger than ever before in its

history. The three works were exceptionally busy during
1921. The company supplied steam turbines or Richardsons'
reciprocating engines to twenty-five vessels, this machinery
representing an aggregate of 74,480 h.p. Including turbines

supplied for land purposes, their aggregate for the year reached
105,330 h.p. With regard to Diesel engiip'-- thev had now ar-

ranged to build, and were building, engines of the Beardmore-
Tosi type. Speaking of the low ebb to which the engineering

industry generally was being brought by the chaotic condition

of the markets abroad and the excessive cost of production,

the speaker said that all the elements of manufacturing costs

—labour, material, local rates and other charge.s—were trace-

able to high wages, shortened hours and reduced working '

efficiency.

The Societe Electro-MciaUurgiqur ih

French Snint Beron has declared a dividend at the

Companies. rate of 25 fr. per share for 1921. out of net
profits of 225.000 fr.

The report of the Cnmpagnie Electm-Mecanique states that

the extension programme which was decided upon when the

Society Westinahouse was absorbed has now been carried out.

During 1921 the works were occupied almost on a normal
scale ; the orders received were mostly for generating sets with
steam turbines, and for general electrical plant, while eleven

winding engines of large powers were ordered by various

mines. Large orders were recorded for fixed plant for the

Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du IMidi. the.^e comprising
static transformers, rotary converters, mercurv vapour recti-

fiers, synchronous compensators. &c., all of which represented

about 2.50.000 kW. Train lighting eouinments to the numl>er
of 3.0!10 had been ordered bv the Paris-Orleans, the Korthern.
and the Alsace-Lorraine railways. A dividend at the rate of

8 per cent, out of net profits of 5,482.tXKi fr. was declared at

the recent general meetinc.
The Societe (}' Elect ro-Chimie et Ehciro-yietalhirgie reports

that the net profits in 1921 amounted to 2 127,000 fr.. and the
dividend is at the rate of 5 jier cent. In 1920 the net surplus
was 3.709.000 fr.. and the dividend at the rate of 9 per cent.

The Coiiipngnie Gcnerale des Cables de T.tion reports net
profits of 842.000 fr. for 1921, the sum available for disposa!

rising to 1.357.000 fr. with the balance forward. At the recent
meeting a dividend at the rate of 50 fr. was declared on the old

capital, and 31.25 fr. per share on the new .shares.

The Soeiefe des Forges et Ateliers de Constructions Elec-

triques, of Jeumont, states that great activity was displayed
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at the works in 1921, and the value of the turnover exceeded
one hundred millions of francs. The net profits and balance
forward amounted to 11,057,000 fr., and it has been decided to

pay a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, on the ordinary
shares.

The Compaonie Gen(:rale deTelcgnipkic SansFil report.-^ that

the director.-- in 1921 continued the urbanisation of a great net-

work of radio communication.s lietween France and most other
rountrics. In Europe several conventions were concluded.

Thus agreements were entered into with the Societc Koinanic
Radioelectrica—which is now the Societc Eadioromana— with

the State of Czecho-Slovakia and the Societe Marpendante
Beige de Teltgraphie sans HI. as well as with various foreign

companies interested in the estabhshment of transmarine wire-

less communications required by the South American
Republics. In .\sia an agreement ua.-s signed with the High
(^ommi.ssariat iu Syria for the construction and working of

a .station near Beyrout, while in tlic Far East an agreement
was entered into in regard to the large Saigon station, and it

was hoiked that direct counnunication between Paris and
Saigon would bi- instituted in 1922. Tlu' net profit.^ earned in

11)21 reached (.'.iliT.diid fr., permitting uf the payment of a divi-

dend at the v.itr of 10 Ir. per share.

The A. E.G. Capital.—The daily Press reports that
at a general meeting of the AUgemelne Elektrizitats Gesell-

schaft on Saturday it was decided to increase the capitali

by an amount up to 250,000,000 marks.

Richard Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd.—Dividend at

the rate of 2» per cent., less tax, on the ordinary shares tor

the half-year ended March, 1922. Carried forward i2:i,520.

Prospectus.

—

Lundon rudcryroniid Railways-—On Monday
last the prospectus of the London Electric Railw"ay Co. and
the Citv & South London Railwav Co. was advertised. Jt

oftered at £94 per cent., issues of f1,000,000 in the former,

and of £'1,500,000 in the latter, company, in the .shape of 4i
per cent, redeemable second debenture stock. 1942-72. The pro-

ceeds are to be applied toward (J) the construction and equip-

ment of the Edgware and Hampstead Railway, forming an
extension from the terminus of the Plampstead section of

the London Electric Railway at Colders Green, to Hendon
and Edgware: (2) the construction of connecting railways at

(Camden Town, to enable a through service of trains to be
worked between the City & South F^ondon Railway and the
London Electric Railway : and (3) the enlargement of the
tunnels of the City & South London Railnay, the improve-
ment of the stations on that railway, and the provision of

new rolling stock and equipment. The list was to close on
(ir before yesterday (29th).

Stock Exchanjje Notices.—Dealintjs in the followint; li.nve

been specially allowed by the Exchange Committee under
Rule 148a.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation.—i;90,000 5 per cent.,

first mortgage, convertible (registered) debentures, Nos. 6,001

to 0,900 (£100), free of income-tax.
The undermentioned securities have been ordered to be

officially quoted :

—

•

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation.—£90,000 .5 per cent,

first mortgage convertible (registered) debentures (free of

income tax). Nos. 6.001 to 6,900 (.£100).

.Tohnson &• Phillips.—1:-i7 .500 onlinarv share.? of £1 each,
fully-paid, Nos. 1 to 437,.500.

Calcutta Tramways Co., Ltd.—The directors' report for

1921 states that after meeting debenture interest and prefer-

ence dividend it is proposed to pay a dividend on the ordin-

ary .shares of 3 per cent, for the year, free of tax, placing to
reserve for depreciation £45,000, and contributing to stall'

jirovident fund £1.799. carrying forward £12,095. The scheme
of new fares was brouglit into force on February Ist last,

and effect is shown in an aggregate increase in receipts for 1922
to date of over three lakhs of rupees, compared with the
same period for 1920. the period in 1921, owing, to the
strike, not being a fair comparison.

Montreal Power Companies.—The Montreal Light, Heat
and Power Con.solidated Co. announces a dividend of IJ per
cent, on capital stock, and the Montreal Light, Heat aind
Power Co. a dividend of 2 per cent, on the common stock.

The accounts of the Montreal Water & Power Co.. according
to the Financial Times, show for the year ended April, 1922,
a gross profit of .'}i561.85t). and a net profit, before providing
for income tax. of $79,465. Dividends absorbed $.54,600, and
with $.59L'''14 brought in the balance carried forward is

$616,680.
^

Companies Struck off the Register.—The names of the
undermentioned companie? have been struck off the Register.
and they are thereby dis.^olved :

—
Bright's Light fi Power, Ltd.
Drycells, Ltd.
Electric Flnnr Mric-hinp Co.. Ltd.
London & Provincial Electric Co., Ltd.

Eastern Extension, Austral.isia & China Telejjraph Co..
Ltd.—Interim dividend for tlie three months ended March
31st of 5s. yiei- ,-ihare free of income tax.

Edgar Allen & 'Co., Ltd—Final dividend of 6d. per share
on the ordinary shares, making 5 per cent, for the year free
of tax. Carried forward £20,067.

Altrincham Electric Supniv, Ltd.—Dividend of 7.', per cent.
on the ordinary shares for 1921.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TlESDAV EVEN'IXO.

Thk Bank of England is expected to reduce its rate to 3 per
cent, either this week or next, and, in iiuticipation, gilt-edged
stocks are generally a little better. At the same time, the
expectation has had little effect in the w'ay of promoting in-
cieased business in the Stock Exchange, where most markets
remain quiet and colourless. This w'eek's incidence of the
fortnightly settlement showed that there is still something
of a bull account left in Home Railway stocks, though the
position has certainly been reduced. The event in this ixirti-

cular market is the issue of the prospectus of the Loudon
Electric Railway Co., offering a million pounds 4J per cent,
redeemable second debenture stock, 1942-72, and the City
and South London Railway's olfer of li million pounds similar
stock, both at 94. The .stocks are guaranteed as to principal
and interest by H.M. Government, and the issue comes out
under the auspices of the Bank of England. Both stocks are,
of course, investments authorised for trustees.
There is no doubt about the soundness of the security, but

many people will probably think that the price is quite

.
high enough, and it is possible, therefore, that the under-
writers may get left with a certain proportion of their obli-

gations. .\s the stocks become settled into the hands of
permanent holders, no doubt the price will improve if, and
as money becomes cheaper. There are, however, a good
many trustee stocks on offer at the present time which pay
a .slightly higher rate of interest, the War Loan, for in-

stance, yielding 5 per cent, on the money, though in this'

case the possibility has to be considered of redemption at 100
in 1929.

The newcomer has had no particular influence ove--

prices of the existing stocks in the electric combine. The
new Metropolitan 5 per cent, preference still obtainable m
scrip-form, stands at 96. this also being a ti'ustee stock,
though carrying no Government guarantee. Metropolitan
ordinary stock lost 10s. at 45 and Di.stricts remain at 355. the
latter failing to recover from their sharp fall of the previous
week. The Underground Company's stocks are quiet, showing
no changes.
Anglo-Argentine Tramways second preference at 3J have

shed the small fraction which they picked up last week.'
Mexicans, in the absence of any authentic news from Wash-
ington or Mexico City with regard to the settlement of the
outstanding questions between the two countries, are on the
heavy side, Mexican Light & Power first mortgage bonds
going back to 74i. The case of the Montevideo Trams was
mentioned in the House of Commons the other day. a mem-
ber asking whether the Under-Secretary for Foreign Aft'airs

had been successful in his efforts to obtain for the tramway
the return of its property and funds, .sequestered some time
back by the national or local authority. The official answer
was to the effect that the company's appeal against the action
of the municipality is now before the Uruguayan courts,
and that, pending the decision of the Senate and of <f"
Courts, representations by the British Government would be
out of place. '

County of London ordinary shares are a good market at
26s. 3d., which shows a rise of Is. .3d. on the week. The buy-
ing pressure is per.si.stent, and extends to the company's pre-
ference .shares also. Other than this, there are no nominal
changes in the price-lists of electricity .shares, though the
market remains exceedingly hard. Gains of a point carried
South London debenture to 9li. and South Metropolitan
debenture to 87. The South Wales Electrical Power Distribu-
tion Co. in its annual report shows a loss of £700 in respect
of the year recently ended, and the debit balance at net reve-
nue account of £67,000 is the same as that of a year ago.
The company pays nothing on its preference or ordinary
shares. It may be remembered that, some little w^hile back,
occasion was taken in these columns to point out that the
offer of shares from a firm outside the Stoct Exchange was
at a much higher price than that which ruled- in the market
itself.

The weakness of Marconis is still a feature in the cable
market. The price has fallen away to 2| under steady pre-
sure to .sell. Dealers in the market admit that they are un-
able to trace the source of the realisation .=. but the .sales

come at a time when people are not anxious to bnv. As we
mentioned previously, the shares fell into discredit, owing
nartly to mis-statements, as to the previous price and yield,
from sources whence a purchase wn ? vigorously advised. In
spite of the near approach of the dividend time, the public
are fighting shy of the parent shares, and of others in the
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group as well. At 2J the. price shows a loss of i on the week;
Marconi Marines have drooped to 31.s. 3d. Eadio common
are a guinea and the preferred 15s.

The Eastern Cable group is declaring its usual quarterly

dividends, the Eastern Telegraph's 2i per cent, and the

Eastern Extension's os. per share, both free of tax. being
payable in the middle of next month. Eastern ordinary is

a point higher: other prices in this section are without move-
ment. The India Rubber, Gutta Percha, and Telegraph Co.
has passed the interim dividend on the ordinary shares. The
last time anything was paid on these was two years ago.

Henleys are 1/16 better at 2^. Edisons gave way to 4s. 6d.

English Electric preference are a shade harder. General
Electrics are again lower at 20s. 3d. The group as a whole
however, is quiet, with preference shares in steady request.

Amongst the new issues. Calcutta Electric 7 per cent, second
debentures hardened to 2i premium. Madras debenture and
Indian Electric debenture have both eased off a little to theii-

par prices. The rubber market i.5 dead, and amongst arma-
ment and engineering shares there is so little business going

on that prices remain virtually as they were a week ago.

Metropolitan Vickers C per cent, prior lien debenture i.=i

to be repaid on January 1st next. This will effect a saving of

interest to the company, but the ordinary at 21.^. 6d. aire

a few pence down. Victoria Falls ordinary have hardened
to 12s. 9d. owing to a general rise in South African .shares.

The speculative investor is inclined to look kindly upon the

company's 6 per cent, participating preference shares at 22s.

For some years past, these shares have received their maxi-
mrma 10 per cent. This may be reduced by reason of the

recent disturbances on the Eand, but is likely to be resumed
as matters become more settled.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electbicitt Companieb.

4l Pref.

Chelsea
City of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

County of London
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

Kensington Ordinary
London Electric

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...

Metropolitan
do. 4^ per cent. Pref...

St. James' and Pall Mall
South London
South Metropolitan Pref
Westminster Ordinary

7i

a

i8
6 11
5 16 2

6 6 8
6 2
.; 13

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref ...
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THE GERMANS AND TRADE WITH RUSSIA.

The Possibilities of the Rapallo Treaty.

Si-WE referring in this journal a short time ago to the economic
situation of Russia, matters in connection with the latter
country have advanced a stage by the publication of extracts
of a treaty concluded between Germany and Russia. What
the Rapallo Treaty will really mean to the contracting Powers
must be left for the future to decide. In the meantime atten-
tion may be directed to two articles bearing on this question
which were pubhshed in the Berlin E. T. Z. on May 18th.
The first is .said to be largely based upon statements made
jjy a German official industrial newspaper, while the second
is an independent contribution.
Taking the two articles in the order given, it is first recalled

that the Soviet control of the export trade and the lack of
means of transport and of purchasing capacity naturally place
obstacles in vhe way of the re-establishment of normal
economic relations, and it is admitted that the.se obstacles are
not removed by the treaty of Rapallo. But the treaty can and
will probably be the basis of joint elTorts and appropriate co-
operation, and it may induce other countries (Jo enter into
similar agreements.
A New Customs Tariff.—The Soviet Republic introduced,

two or three, months ago. a Customs system in connection
with the trading right*; granted to the Central Co-operative
.Association (Centrosojus). which system only possesses theo-
retical imoortance .so long as communist State administration
is carried on. Tlie Customs system, which has been pro-
vi.sionallv fixed for a period of two years, is based upon the
former Imperial tariff and the levying of duties according to
the value and on the ba.sis of the gold rouble.
Actual protective duties only come into question for the

industries in which Russia before the war possessed a note-
worthy efficiency and which now are in existence in the
form of State establishments or establishments released to
private individuals, although these are fi-equently at a stand-
still owing to the lack of coal and of other raw material.?.

The duties o)i all kinds of means of production, in-

cluding electrical materials, have been largely reduced as

compared with those in force under the former Imperial
regime, and in the case of certain goods the duties, in so far

as thev have alreadv been paid, can be refunded when proof
is forthcoming that the imported articles are necessary for
the purpose of reron?truction. A nermanent tariff commis-
sion is con.stantly to examine the effects of the rates of duties
and possibly to propose alterations.

.\t the same time the Soviet Government is orcupied with
the division of the National Commissariat for Foreign Trade
into two parts—one to be a legislative department and the
other a purely mercantile department. The latter is to estab-

lish joint State-private "omnanies in association with the
new Russian Bank for Foreian Trade, which will probably
find activity in the foreign trade with the participation of

foreign capital and foreign initiative.

Perhaps the first example in this direction is the reported

formation of a German-Ru.s.sian company, with a share capital

of 30 milliards of paper marks. One half is said to be held

by the Russian Foreign Trade Commissariat and the Supreme
Economic Council, and the other half by the German firms

of Stinnes, Krupp, and the Berlin A.E.G.
Electrical Matiiifacfiirinri in Russia.—The only matters

heard of concerning the electrical branch for the present

relate to " schemes." although here and there small installa-

tions and renewals may be carried out. The news issued by
the Soviet newspapers is declared to be substantially dis-

tributed for the purpose of propaganda, and must, therefore,

continue to be received with caution. A.? to the activity of

Russian electrical manufacturing works, the Russian Eco-
iinmic Life, recently published the following obscure state-

ments respecting the month of February, the word pro-

gramme implying the quantity of production which had pre-

viously been arranged to be executed :

The Lampa Works of Moscow carried out SO per cent, of

its programme, with an expenditure of 1,200 kW; the works
employed 626 workmen and a staff of 1-57 on March l.st, 1922.

The Petrograd works of the Siemens-Schuckert Co. pro-

duced 2.600 machines, as compared with only 1,600 machines
in .lanuarv. A percentage of 68 of the programme was exe-

cuted in February, and the number of workmen was 270.

The Svjetlana lamp factory of Petrograd turned out over
3fi,.500 lamps, or .57 per cent, of its programme, but the lack

of raw materials was perceptible. The sale of lamps con-

stantly declined and fell from 49.090, in December. 1921, to

34.600 in February, 1922, when the number of workmen was
210.

At the Radio Apparatus Works in Moscow, despite the
unfavourable working conditions, the production has recently
experienced an increase. In December, 1921 . the production
was .') per cent, gieater than the previously arranged pro-

gramme, in .lanuary it was 16 per cent, higher, and in

February it was 25 per cent, higher.

The Northern Cable Works in Petrograd surpassed its pro-

gramme by 26 per cent, in February.

The Treaty of Rapallo.—Dr. H. ^Yestenberger, manager of

the Literary Department of the Standardising Department
at Konigsberg, Prussia, who contributes u sepai'ate article

to the E.T.Z.. deals with the problem from another
point of view. He states that through the conclusion of the
Treaty of Rapallo the German Government has shown the
G&rman merchant (manufacturer) the way towards the
future, and has thereby wished to declare to the w-hole

world that the Germans have put an end to the past and
resumed their old relations with Russia. The question arises

as to how far this goodwill can already bring about practical

results. The two commercial parts of the treaty decide
that Consular relations sliall be resumed and the contracting
parties shall mutually grant the most-favoured-nation treat-

ment. These are substantial advances over the agreement
of May 6th, 1921, but it will depend entirely upon the at-

titude of Russia as to how far these advances will be able
to produce practical results.

The circumstance which is favourable for German in-

dustry is that Russia must chiefly meet her industrial re-

quirements abroad during the next few years. Important
industrial regions have been lost in Poland and to the border
States, while the industries in Russia her.^lf are so ruined
by bad management that an immense amount of capital will

be needed to render them efficient again. It is not yet easy'

to understand how far the Russian State will be able to

draw upon foreign capital, but according to the Russian news-
papers, a plan exists of devoting foreign credit in the first

place to the benefit of agriculture, the restoration of which
occupies the primary position in the scheme of reconstruc-
tion.

With the export of agi-icultural products and of Russian
minerals it is intended to provide the funds abroad to enable
purchases to be made of industrial manufactures, and in this

way establish some equilibrium in the national economy.
To outsiders this seems to be the simplest and best way
towards recovery, as agriculture is really the most important
element in Ru.5sia. If this plan is adhered to, German manu-
facturing industries will be able to reckon upon a good busi-

ness with Rus.sia, provided that that country creates the

conditions which are essential for the successful activity of

the merchant.
In this respect Dr. Westenberger states that things are

still very involved. Plain conditions on the part of tlm

Soviet Government are still lacking as to the paths the mer-
chant can enter upon to-day. The forms of the Russian
foreign trade have hitherto been restricted to purchases by

the State Commissioners, the representative? of the co-opera-

tive associations, the semi-State trusts, and the private in-

dividuals who have been granted permission to make pur-

chases abroad.
Difficulties in the 1I'fl.» of Foreigners.—In general, the

author states that access to the Rus.sian market is closed to

the foreigner, and. for the present, it does not appear as if

any fundamental alteration in this re.spect will be made in

the near future, as no .settlement has yet been reached be-

tween those who are in favour of comnlete freedom of trading
on the one hand, and those who desire the greatest possible

restrictions in the admission of foreign merchants, on the

other, while at the same time maintaining the foreign trade

monopoly of the State.

In the opinion of Dr. Westenberger. firm confidence

can be entertained that through the force of facts the Russian

Government will be compelled to avoid placing any difficul-

ties in the w-av of the entrance of foreign merchants into the

country, as otherwise no commercial transactions will take

place. But .some time will still have to elapse before the

greatest difficulties are overcome. It has further to be taken

into consideration that a stay in Russia, and the journey

there, are expensive matter.^, so that it will, at fir.st. only be

possible for very large works and firms to perfo;vm pioneer

work on their own footins in Russia.
The Konigsherp Fair.—The way to Russia, however, is •

not closed for these reasons. Exporters will have to make up
their minds that matters cannot be precipitated at present,

hut that action will have to be taken step by step. If it

is wished to avoid the ceat- difficulties which are still con-

nected with tradins with Russia, it will be appropriate to

enter the path to that country via the border States. This
way. however, leads over the German Eastern Fair, at

Konigsberg. unon which devolves an imnortnnt part for the

resumption of trading relations with the East of Europe,
since the conclusion of the German-Russian TVeaty. This
fair has hitherto been an East Prussian and border State

fair. The next autumn fair, which will he held from August
13th to 18fh. will for the fir.st time also be a Russian fair.

Through the revolutionary tran.-rormation of the Russian

economic life the Konigsberg fair acouires exceptional im-

portance for the East, as it meets the endeavour of tihe

Russian Government to cover the requirements in manu-
factures through purchases abroad as far as possible. It is
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noteworthy in thi^ connection that M. Krassin recently

stated that the State was highly mistrustful of foreign trading
representatives in Russia, as it was feared that the State

would be cheated by them owing to the absence of com-
petitors. It was more appropriate, M. Krassin said, for the

State to make purchases at the big fairs at Leipzig and
Konigsberg. This opinion, the (Jerraau author remarks, is

perhaps not individual, but appears to correspond to the
general views of leading national economic circles in Russia.

The German Market of the Future.—The autumn fair at

Konigsberg will be able to reckon on the support of the
Russian Government, and as direct aerial transport services

between that city and Mo.scow have been established, and a

direct railway connection via Kowno-Dunaberg has now been
provided without touching Polish territory, it is expected that
numerous Russians will attend the fifth fair at Konigsberg,
where also will be found merchants from the border States,

who cannot be dispensed with as intermediaries for German-
Russian trade, as they know the manifold ways of the frontier

trade along which' enormous quantities of goods are already
to-day passing into the Russian vacuum.
The Konigsberg fair is consequently for German manufac-

turers of finished products the point where they can start

the campaign for getting into the Eastern business. The time
is not far distant when German sale prices will have
approached the world's market prices and the exports to the
high-exchange countries in the West, if they do not cease,

will at least be greatly restricted. No doubt the German
Government had this matter in mind when the treaty of

Rapallo was concluded.
It is, therefore, necessary to provide markets for the future

;

and the author states that the Ea.^tern market is the mar-
ket of the future for Germany. There will be many ways
of conquering it peacefully, and the Konigsberg fair, where
the first feelers can be put out and the first relations entered
into, will be an important step in this direction.

Ruaso-German Electrical Partnerships.—Prof. K. A. Krug
has been making a report on the potential participation of

the German electrical industriali.its in the electrification of

Russia. After summarily describing the position before and
during the war. and since, .showing Germany's role, he was
able, just having returned from Germany, to say that m
connection with the conclusion of the Russo-German treaty
considerable activity developed in German electro-industrial

circles. True, the Entente required of the German Govern-
ment the promulgation of laws preventing the transfer of

German capital to foreign countries. Still there can be no
doubt that the electrical industry of Germany has at dis-

posal sufficient means to invest in Russia.

With this in view, Prof. Krng initiated negotiations, and
at the meetings of the largest German electrical firms, at
which he was present, it was laid down that the basic form
for the participation of the German electro-technical industry
in the Kus.'^ian market must be the oiganisation of technical
bureaus, with the right of using the technical staff of the
German technical firms that were in Russia before the war.
The objects of these bureaus would be the repair and supply
of reserve parts for electric power stations of public utility.

Then the German electro-trchnical indu.stry might organise

in Russia the production of goods not now made there, such
as turbines, &c.
The representatives of the German industry expressed their

readiness to assist in the development of the Russian electro-

technical industry already existing; but expressed a prefer-

ence to do this under the protection of long-term leases of

the factories. On the other hand, the representatives of

the People's Foreign Tarde Committee favoured the partici-

pation of Germans in the formation of mixed Russo-German
companies, expressing, however, a preference for dealing

with a German syndicate rather than with individual firms,

which would be in a position to make responsible agree-

.ments with the Soviet Government for hiiing a number
of factories.

Prof. Krug, however, rather favoured the formation of

technical bureaus in Russia by German electro-technical firms.

This would be the simplest form for the investment of Ger-
man industrial capital in Rus.^ia : and at the .same time
would be the most suitable as the iuvestment of large sums
of money requires a preliminary knowledge of the market
which could be nio.st successfully acquired by the technical

bureaus. The great question, of course, for the German..;

would be what Rus.sia could guarantee in the way of disposal

of goods. He was of opinion that it would be possible to

guarantee to the German companies a certain market at

fixed pre-war prices; and fur the success of the negotiations

he thought these should be conducted in Moscow. A dis-

cussion followed the report, and some members present,
particularly Polivanoff, thought that the foreign interven-

tion should begin in those spheres of public economy which
were competent to improve the position of the country and
increase its purchasing power, such as agriculture.

In the end. those' of the Government Planning Section
present at this meeting resolved that the Chief Electricity Sec-

tion should draw up a statement on the branches of the electro-

technical industry in which it was desired that German capi-

tal should take part; and it emphasised the desire previously
expressed, that the negotiations with representatives of the
German electro-technical industry should be transferred to

Moscow.

NEW B.T.H. FEEDER PROTECTIVE GEAR.

For systems where the operating conditions make it either
advisable or necessary that the protective gear be discrimina-
ting (i.e., that on the occurrence of a fault only the faulty

feeder should be isolated), the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd., Rugby, has developed a new and interesting form of

opposed-e.m.f. feeder protective gear, for which patent protec-

tion has been applied for, both for the system and for the
apparatus.
The new system has been developed to overcome the

defects experienced previously with similar forms of pro-

tection, the principal changes being as follows:—
(a) A plain ring-cored transformer is substituted for the

less efficient air-gap transformer.

(6) By furnishing an adequate amount of tripping energy
from the transformers, sensitive fault settings are obtained,
where required, with plain electromagnetic relays of simple
and strong construction.

(e) Security from undesired operation is obtained by the
introduction of a controlling bias, and distinction is made
between earth faults, which require light settings, and phase
faults, wherein large currents necessarily flow.

The equipment for each end of the line of a 3-phase system
comprises three protective transformers, a biasing transformer,
an earth fault relay and a line fault relay, the external con-
nections of which are shown in fig. 1.

The general construction of the biasing transformer is in-

dicated in fig. 3. where it will be seen that the centre limb
has two windings, one of which is referred to as the " opera-
ting " winding and the other as the " secondary " winding.
The former is conm-cted at that point in the circuit where the
relay winding wouKl normally be installed, while the latter

is connected to the relay. There is a simple transformer
action between the transformer windings, resulting thus far
in a transformer-operated relay, but additional coils, des-
cribed as restraining windings, are provided on the external
limbs of the transformer, and they are connected so as to
cause a magnetic flux indicated by the dotted lines. It will

be observed that there is no vosnltant transformer action be-
tween the restraining windinp ,ind the secondary winding;
the latter is only energised by the flu-, indicated in full lines,

set up by the operating winding. On the other hand, any

current flowing through the restraining winding will tend
to saturate the outer yoke of the biasing transformer, and
this may very appreciably diminish the magnetic flux linking

the operating and the secondary windings, with the result

that the ratio of transformation will depend upon the cur-

rent in the restraining winding.
The object of this arrangement will be made clear by a

study of fig. 2, which shows the method of applying the bias-

ing transformer to a single-phase opposed-voltage protective

LINE FAULT
RELAY

EARTH FAULT
RELAY

I I
BALANCED VOLTAGE

PROTECTIVE
TRANSFORMERS

tl

BIASING
TRANSFORMER

PILOT CABLE

Fig. 1.—Di.^GHAjr Showing External Connections at One
End of 3-Phase Feeder.

system. The restraining winding is connected across the

terminals of the protective transformer, so that it will carry

a current whose magnitude will vary with the load on the

feeder. The protective relay, on the other hand, is operated

from the .secondary winding of the biasing transformer and,

as the ratio of transformation depends ujion the current in

the restraining winding, the dssired result is obtained in
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that the sensitivity of the protective relay can be made to

depend upon the load on the feeder. In practice, it is ar-

ranged that the amount of restraint is neglipible .so long

as the main current in the feeder does not exceed the normal.
Under heavy overload conditions it will be .^een that the

biasing transformer perfoi'ms two very important functions,

in that it restrains the relay from operating :
—

1. Due to the capacity currents in the pilot wires of a sound
feeder.

2. Due to currents in the pilot vpires caused by lack of

perfect balance in the protective transformers.

These features overcome the defects of systems in which
pilot wires are used with balanced tran.sformers and where,
in order to obtain satisfactory tripping conditions for the

relays, the transformers are invariably constructed with an

air gap. Such transformers are essentially inefficient, and,

therefore, from the outset, they impose a handicap on the

designer, while in addition, they introduce manufacturing
variation which renders it difficult to make the transformers
interchangeable. The greatest defect, however, is the high
setting of the relays which is necessitated by the fact that
these have to carry the high capacity current of the pilot wires,

which, even under healthv conditions, are charged to a volt-

age depending on the load that the feeder i.s carrying. Even
with sheathed pilot wires, although the settings are consider-

ably better, it is generally necessary to nse a very delicate

relay and the other features are not improved.

For the protection of three-phase circuits a further advan-
tage is gained by adopting the connections shown in fig. 4.

In this diagram the bia.sing transformers are omitted for the

3ake of simplicity, but it will be understood that these are

employed for each relay in accordance with the principle

indicated in fig. 2, and the complete arrangement shown m
fig. 1.

The object of the connections in fig. 4 is to obtain a system
in which separate relays with different settings may be em-
ployed for earth faults and line faults, so that the maximum
sensitivity may be obtained for the former by ensuring that

to deal with. The second element of the biasing transformer
applies restraint to the line fault relay under all overload-

ing conditions, sufficient to cover unbalancing or capacity

effects. These two elements of the biasing transformer are

assembled in one case, arranged as shown in fig. 1, to form a

terminal board from which the connections are made to the

relays, the protective transformers, and the pilot wires. This

I,
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and, due to the inherently more efficient design of the pro-

tective transformers, there is ample power to operate a robust
relay at a low netting.

The earth fault relays can be set for between 25 and 50 am-
peres, depending upon the length of the feeder and the re-

sistance of the pilot wires. This low setting is of consider-

able importance for earth faults, as the current is usually

limited by a neutral earthing resistance. The hne fault relays

may, without disadvantage, be set for higher values, tor

example, from 100 to 200 amperes.

THE TRUE ART OF JOB-FINDINQ.

By the O'RUDDY.

I SUPPOSE it Tiould be Ijetter first to give the reasons why I

consider I know enough about this subject to be able to give
other people a few tips.

I find on consulting my diary that since the Armistice I have
obtained eight permanent and two temporary situations,

mostly with electrical concerns, owing to conspicuous ability,

intelligence, appearance, &c., and on further consulting my
diary I find laat owing to unforeseen circumstances I have
relinquished nine of them. Forty-seven per cent, of these

losses were owing to the divergent points of view of myself
and the management, a further 78 per cent, say, friction losses,

23 per cent, not enough money, aijd the remaining 1 per cent.

I got the sack. (Mathematicians will now be able to calculate

whether I am out of work.)
I think, therefore, I have a right to claim the Electrical Job

Finding Championship, and if I had not an equal right to style

myself the Champion Job Loser, I should no doubt be rich.

Anyone who wants them, by the way, is welcome to both
titles.

But this is not very helpful for those unfortunates who only
want to know how to get one job, and who are probably so

adhesively constituted as to be able to stick to it for ever if

they do get it.

There is really only one channel through which it is possible

to obtain a job in the electiucal trade, and modesty will pro-

bably forbid the proprietors of the Electrical Review men-
tioning it. Having, then, looked carefully through the
" Situations Vacant " column (or paragraph—lately) choose
the advertisements that state requirements most nearly suit-

able to your attainments and write the best letter of which
you are capable, carefully varying your attainments to tho.se

required. You will not be able to keep this up for more than
a fortnight or so—the comiMsition of letters containing
brilliant wit, forceful dialogue and sound argument in favour

of the advertiser's engaging you at fabulous fees being most
fatiguing—and in course of time. your letters will dwindle to a

mere catalogue of experiences and virtues, when you may
begin to hope. You will also, at first, begin by asking the

salary you think you are worth ; later you will ask what you
think you can get; and finally you will compound with your
conscience by offering to take less than that, with the proviso

that you get a rise if found satisfactory at the end of a trial

month. At the end of the month—assuming you get the job

—

your employers will be wondering whether to sack you or not,

and you will be feeling far too shaky to mention rises, so the
salary question will automatically adjust itself.

The box number has put it almost out of the ordinary per-

son's power to find out the views of the person advertising,

but from a long and varied experience I think it is as well to

be married when applying—a modicum of children will also

be useful—and this little matter can easily be put right with
your female colleagues later on.

However, we have only reached the writing point so far.

When you have written so many letters that by all the laws
of sweepstakery you simply nwst draw a horse, you will one
day receive a letter asking you to obhge the writer by calling.

Y'ou will do so. It is necessary to appear calm during the
interview. From long practice I think I may say without
boasting that I am calm—I reckon to get about 25 per cent, of
the jobs for which I obtain interviews—but you will do quite
well if you are able to appear so.

At the outer office—if there is an outer office—ask for the
man you want in a Sales Manager's voice. If they ask your
business say " Private " peremptorily, as though you are
astounded at their eagerness to poke their noses into your
personal affairs. (This sentence is a bit difficult, as they are
—or is—a flapper or an office boy.) You will now be asked to
wait, and the be.^t reply to this is to look at your watch with
as much noise as possible, which will ensure your getting the
next interview. If aiivbody el.se appears to be waiting on the
.lame errand as yourself, a certain D'Artaguan de Fairbanks
insouciance of manner may be helpful in scaring away com-
petition. Stropping a razor on the hoot I do not recommend.
Cro.ss and uncross your Iclis frequentlv—blow your nose—drop
your stick—read the paper—laugh at the jokes and leading
articles—in fact, give as mucli evidence as you possibly can of
your complete self-confidence.

I remember once nearly scoring very heavily off a nervous-
looking young man by means of the Winning Post, and should
have done so completely but for a tactless and noiseless entry

by the Presbyterian Engineer I was waiting to see. Unfor-
tunately he saw me first.

Once inside, however, these tactics must be completely
changed. It is of the utmost importance to remember that
you are asking the priceless privilege of working for The Only
Firm in the World. (No matter if the office is only a seat at

a desk while some other firm is out, this is the attitude.) For
instance, during one interview I was offered a job at an extra-

ordinary wage.
" Yes," I said, " that'll do nicely," I said, " for my dog's

keep." I said. " but where do I come in?
"

" But you'll be working for the Port of Billingsgate Autho-
rity," exclaimed the interviewer, in tones of pious horror,

bowing his head as he spoke the awful name. Evidently the
privilege is worth many obols weekly—but not to me.
Facial expression must be studied. You should "register"

initiative, capacity, ambition, resource in dealing with emer-
eencies, complete knowledge of the business, ardent loyalty to

Tlie Firm, and an entire unwillingness to accept any salary

whatever. Call your dog to see if he will come, and if he does,

kick him with one hajid and give him something to eat with
the other; he will get it about right.

Be on the alert to answer any questions as you think the
interviewer would like them answered. If he asks if you
know anything about a.c. motors and you don't, never mind.
Sav vou do. Admit it freely. Time enough to learn if you
get the job. Produce your best reference and hand it over as

an inferior sample.
If your interviewer should be of the genial, patronising type,

he may make a joke. If vou susjject this, laugh discreetly in

such a manner as to be able to convert it instantaneously into

a cough. Wot too harrowing—it may lose you the job.)

.Above all things, never betray any gleam of astonishment
no matter what absurditv may be uttered—it will lose you the
job.

I once interviewed the engineer of a large South London
electricitv undertaking. He said he liked me. I thanked him.
He said I had a keen face. T blushed. " But." he said, " we
have a pension scheme, and it is a simp, qua non of your enter-
iuT our organisation that you join it."

Tlie excitement of being interviewed in I,atin was too much
fo'- me : my 'Trin .slipped, and I lost one of the best expressions
I have ever had.

Sine qua non ' i,sn't n thing you satj to people," I ex-
claimed, thunderstruck. " it's in new.spapers and the end of
the dictionary. I'll turn it up if yon like." The re.st of that
i"tervi<>w has passed from my memory, but on referriha to my
diary I find no record of ever having worked in South Ixmdon.
There is. I may s3v. a short fnt to .Tob Finding, but I can

only give it in confidence. An Hnscrunulous Person known to
me once inserted an advertisement in the " Situation.<!

Wanted " column of an electrical weekly, bearing his own name
and address. He then wrote a long letter to the Editors on a

subject with which he had no acquaintance, and so timed
letter and advertisement that they appeared on the same
Friday—the result being that he was inundated with offers of

jobs and was able to pick one wher«> the Boss was nut all day.
" Publicity Pays " .seems to be the on'v moral to this other-

wise immoral storv, to which might be added " and if you can't
afford to pay for it, get it for nothing—if you can."

POWER SUPPLY FOR THE SOUTH-EASTERN
AND CHATHAM RAILWAY.

Electricity Commis.sioxers' Inquiry.

{Concluded from page 897.)

The final speeches by counsel for the various parties were
made on June 14th and 1.5th. Before that stage was reached,
however, the opposition cases for the London Campanies'
Joint Committee, the Conference of Local Authorities and the
London County Council had been presented. None of these,

however, carried the matter very much farther, and they
appeared to be largely directed to the point that the status

quo should be maintained for fear that either the Railway
Co. or the West Kent- Co. should gain an advantage. The
most logical, perhaps, of these cases, was that of the London
Companies' Joint Committee, which was that the Railway
Co. should be prevented from erecting a power station for

that particular purpo.se alone to the detriment of assisting the
general supply in accordance with the scheme determined
bv the Commissioners as the result of last year's inquny.
Mr. Fladgate, the Chairman of the -Joint Committee and of

the Charing Cross Co.. said that what he aimed at was a

combination of the existing authorities in two portions, viz.,

a combination of the local authorities and a combination
of the companies. There were strong hopes that the latter

would be brought about in the comparatively near future,

and he siiecially mentioned this possibility in relation to the

County of London Co.. and, in a less pronounced degree, the

City of London Co. If that were done, then arrangements
could immediately be made to supply the South-Eastern
Railway fjom the Dpptford station and subsequently, to meet
a large railway load, a new power station would be built.
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That was in cuutemplatiou il' the full combination of the
companies could be brought about. In the meantime, if the
West Kent Co. was given the right to supply the Railway
Co., it would practically be equivalent to giving the Railway
Co. power to erect a generating station for railway purposes
alone, because the West Kent Co. had said that without the
railway load it would not require the power station. He,
therefore, asked the Commissioners to refuse the Railway Co.
permission to build a station and leave it to seek the best

terms from existing authorised distributors. When the ques-

tion of the Railway Co.'s generating station had been decided,

then his companies were prepared to go into the question,

with others, of giving a supply, and the Railway Co. could
* accept what it thought was the best offer.

Mr. Turner, for the Conference of Local Authorities, made
a speech, but called no evidence ; in contradistinction to the
companies W'ho called evidence, but whose counsel made no
speeches. Mr. Turner, like the companies, was not in a
position to make an offer, but he did not wish to see any-
thing done which would prejudice the local authorities m
the future.

Much the same thing can be said for the London County
Council, although its position is much the stronger, inas-

much as it is the purchasing authority in the County of Lon-
don and, in respect of the County of London proposal, has
a direct interest in seeing that these rights are not inter-

fered with as the result of the schemes now before the Com-
missioners.

Mr. Tyldesley Jones, K.C, for the West Kent Co., said

that his offer to .supply the Railway Co. started at 0.575d.

per unit, subject to a rebate of 0.0]6d. per unit for improved
efficiency and to rebates as regarded coal and wages, and the
other load on the station. The figure of the Railway Co.

was 0.57312d. per unit, delivered at LeW-isham. At the very

beginning, the price the West Kent Co. offered would be
0. •572.3d. le.ss the efficiency deduction, and as the general load

went up the price to the Railway Co. w'ould get better and
better. Thus the price the Railway Co. would pay the West
Kent Co. would be continually improving, whereas if it

built its own power station the price must remain stationary.

Moreover, the power company was not asking for any pubhc
credit in re.spect of the neces.sary capital for building its power
.station, and if the power company could supply more cheaply
than the Railway Co.. with the aid of private capital, then
he submitted that it was an advantage that money sho' •

be invested in that way instead of driving it abroad for

investment.
Mr. Clode, K.C. in the final speech of all, said he fir.^t

wi,shed to remove the idea that was held by some of its op-

ponents, at any rate, that the Railway Co. did not want tn

take an outside supply of power on any terms. He claimed
that the evidence showed that the Railway Co. had made
bona fide efforts to secure offers for a supply and had not
succeeded. Even the offers received before the Comni:s-
.=ioners did not promise the Railway Co. any advantage over
what it could do for itself, and if, as was hoped,- the Railw;iy

Co. could .secure pow'ers to dispose of its surplus electricity,

then the figures placed before the Commissioners would he
improved upon. In his interpretation of Section 11 of the
Electricity (Supply) -A.ct. of 1919, he contended that it was
within the discretion of the Commissioners to grant the
Railway Co. authority to erect a station even if offers

had been received for a supply at a decimal place or two
lower than the price at which the Railway Co. estimated it

could supply it.self, because the Commissioners could t;'ke

'the general circumstances into consideration, and have re-

gard to public policy in the matter. There was no compul-
sion on the Comniis.doners to refuse the Railway Co. author-
ity to erect a power station merely because an offer Bad been
made which was low-er than the cost at which the Railway
Co. believed it could supply itself. A ca.% of this kind was
not one simply of cost, although on that aspect alone, he
was entitled to succeed having regard to the figures that
had been put in. Under the Electricity (Supply) Bill now
before Parliament, railway companies would be entitled to
dispose of their surplus energy, and that would mean a con-
siderable reduction in their costs.

The Commissioners will issue their decision in due cour.se.

THB SOUTH-EAST LANCASHIRE ELECTRICITY
DISTRICT.

Electricity Commissioners' I.vqnRY.

At the Manchester Town Hall, on June 20th, a second in-

quiry was held by the Electricity Commissioners, represented
by Sir Harry Haward and Mr. H. Booth, with respect to

the scheme for effecting improvements in the organisation

for the .supply of electricity in South-East Lancashire,* and
for the purpose of finally determining the area of the dis-

trict.! In opening the proceedings, the Chairman (Sir Harry

*Er,p,c. Rev.. Septemlier 30th., p. 454; and November 4th,

p. 5%. 1921.

fELEC. Rev., .Tune 2oth, 1920; p. 815.

Hawaid) said the published schemel gave effect to the con-
clusions and decisions arrived at by the Commissioners as
the outcome of the tii'st inquiiy, held in January last.§ Apart
from minor amendments it was substantially the same as
the scheme then submitted by the South-East Lancashire
Electricity Committee. No representations had been made
indicating opposition to or criticism of the main principles,

but the S.E. Lancashire Electricity Committee and the ijon-

don & North-Westeni and Midland Railway Companies had
sent to the Commissioners written representations on certam
points.

The sections of the scheme were then taken seriatim. On
Section 4 the Town Clerk of Manchester, who appeared for
the Committee, stated that Article 33 in the original scheme
authorised the Board to pay on retirement pensions or gratui-

ties. That provision was omitted from the draft scheme.
Under the Act of 1919, the Commissioners had pow-er to

authorise a scheme of pensions for a Joint Electricity Author-
ity, and he submitted it was equally proper in the case of

an Advisory Board.
The Chairman (Sir Harry Haward) said direct statutory

authority was required by a public body before it could
set up a pensions scheme, and such authority was given by
the 1919 Act to a Joint Electricity Authority with the ap-
proval of the Commissioners. Parliament having given that
statutory authority directly, the inference was that this

was not a matter incidental or consequential to the setting
up of some other body under a scheme under Sections 5 and 6,

The Commissioners had no power to do it.

The Town Clerk suggested that in any amendment or
modification of the Act tfiis matter should receive considera-
tion.

The Chairman said he would communicate the suggestion
to his colleagues, but he could not say what view they would
tal^e of it. It was open to the Committee to put down an
amendment to the present Bill, and the Government would
have to consider what line it would take.
The Town Clerk pointed out that by Section 6. Sub-Section

2, of the Act, it was permissible to make to members of a
Joint Electricity Authority reasonable compensation for loss

of remunerative time. It was equally proper that members
of an Advisory Board should receive such compensation.
Then in the original scheme it was provided that the Board
might pay to its members, or to the members of the Engi-
neering Advisory Committee, .subsistence and travelling ex-
penses and reasonable compensation for loss of remunerative
time. Presumably the members of the Engineering Advisory
Committee, being in the employment of a constituent author-
ity, would not sustain any loss themselves, but if an author-
ity placed its engineer largely at the disposal of the Board,
it would be equitable that it should receive some compensa-
tion for the temporary loss of his services. He would sub-
mit a clause dealing with the matter.
The Chalr.man said the Commissioners had no power to

include a provision for compensation for loss of remunerative
time as applicable to mepibers of the Advisory Board. It

would assist the Commissioners in forming a view upon the
subject if they were informed whether there was any .strong

desire on the part of the Committee for a provision of this

kind. As far as the Commissioners' information from other
parts of the country went, it was not generally desired.

Members of a local authority were not paid for loss of re-

munerative time, and it was difficult to understand why they
should receive compensation for their services in another
capacity.

The Town Clerk argued that the Advisory Board should

be given the same advantages as a Joint Electricity Authority.

The Chairman said such provision would have to be on the
basis of some scale approved by the Commissioners. Speak-
ing from recollection, he thought there was only one case in

which such a provision had been proposed in the scheme sub-
mitted.
In connection with Section 7, co-option of railway en-

gineers, the Midland Railway Co. submitted a clause pro-

viding that when the Engineers' Committee had under con-

sideration any question affecting the interests of the railway

companies the Committee should co-opt a railway companies'
electrical engineer, to be nominated by the railway companies
The Town Clerk intimated that he was instructed to accept

this clause.

The Chairman said it appeared to be a reasonable re-

quest. To Section 8 words were added entitling the Staly-

bridge Board to nominate its engineer for election to the

Engineers' Committee.
The Town Clerk said, it was desirable that if con.stituent

authorities desired to make new arrangements relating to

the supplv of electricitv their proposals should be considered

by the Board. He therefore asked the Commis.sdoners to'

con.sider the propriety of inserting a clau.-e which would com-
pel constituent authorities to submit nropo.^als relating to

new contracts, or to the transfer of n Provisional Order._ or

other statutory right to supply. The Board would consider

whether the propo.sals were advisable in the interests of the

district and would make recommendations thereon to the

authority concerned and to the Commissioners.

:Elec. Rev., April 21st, 1922; p. 553.

§Elec. Rev., January 20th, 1922; p. 97.
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The Chairmak ; This clause would only relate to contracts

between constituent authorities?

The Town Clerk : That is the idea, we do not want to

trouble the Board with the multifarious contracts between

constituent authorities and private individuals.

The Chairman : We see no objection to the proposed

clause. It really seems to be an almost necessary addition to

the scheme. . ^ , .^

The Town Clerk also asked that words be inserted m the

order to the effect that no recommendation or decision of the

Commissioners should oblige a constituent authority without

its consent to do or omit any Act, the doing or omission of

which would constitute or occasion a breach by a constituent

authoritv of anv contractual obligation existing on June 30th.

1922. '

, ,, .1, t

The Chairman said the proposal would receive the most

careful consideration. It seemed open to certain objections

from the point of view of public policy. It might be ques-

tioned whether it was really necessary to have m what would

be, in effect, an Act of Parliament, a phrase which suggested

that solemn contracts could be broken by some action taken

in pursuance of the scheme.
.

Dealing with a suggestion for the appointment of Advisory

Committees, under Section 4 of the Act, the Town Clerk

observed that there was an honourable understanding that

no action should be taken in the area without the knowledge

and approval of the Advisory Committee.

The Chairman said this question had been raised at several

inquiries, and had been very carefully considered. The sug-

gested Committee could not be set up under Section 4, but

if the present Committee, represented by the Town Clerk,

were reconstituted, and made more fully representative of

the district, the Commissioners would be willing to consult

with it.
, „ ., ^ 1* ,

Mr Canning, on behalf of the Midland Railway Co., asked

that clauses 14 to 20 should not apply to railway companies.

The Town Clerk said a railway company was an important

element in this big industrial area, and the Board should

have knowledge of everything that was going to happen elec-

tricallv to that railway company. There was every desire

on the part of the Advisory Board to work in harmony with

the railway companies, and to secure co-operation with their

engineers.

The Chairman pointed out that the railway companies were

not authorised undertakers.

Mr. Armstrong, for the London & North-Western Rail-

way Co., said they would be glad to receive and consider

any recommendations made by the Board with regard to their

generating station, but compulsory powers would be vei-y

objectionable. It was u.^d for railway purposes only.

The Town Clerk said nobody could say what electrical

developments would take place in the future.

The Chairman : This is a matter which we ought to put

to our colleagues, and they will give it very careful considera-

tion. I

In closing the proceedings, the Chairman said this was the

first occasion on which the second inquiry had been held

under the Act. It .^eemed probable that this order would
be the first to be made and, the Comniis.sioners hoped, in

due course confirmed by the Minister of Transport and ap-

proved by Parliament.

LEGAL .

British Thomson-Houston Co.'s Patent Actions.

In the Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice Astbury, coun-

sel moved on behalf of the British Thomson-Houston Co. for

judgment in four actions in respect of patents. The de-

fendants were : H. Bake & Co., Childs Thomann, and the

Empire Electric Lamp Co. Counsel said the judgment was
drawn in the usual form, and his Lordship gave judgment
for plaintiffs, as asked.

Postmaster-General v. The Liverpool CoiIpcration.

The Court of Appeal, consisting of Lords Justices Bankes,
Scrutton and Atkin, on June 26th, delivered judgment upon
the appeal of the Liverpool Corporation from a judgment of a
Divisional Court, reversing a decision of the Liverpool County
Com't Judge, v ho had found against the Postmaster-General
upon his claim ;i^'ainst the Corporation, and the agreed cost
of £40 Ss. 7d. for repairing damage done to the Post Office

telephone plant by an electric light main belonging to the
appellants as the electricity authority of the City of Liver-
pool.

The electric light cable had been laid in 1889. It was
encased in some non-conducting material and further enclosed
in an iron pipe. The telephone wire was in an iron pipe,
and was adjoining and underneath the electric cable. It had
been laidin 1903. On August Cth, 1918, there was an escape
of electricity through a breakage in the non-conducting
casing material, causing an explosion, which damaged both
the electric light cable and the telephone wire. Contrary to
the views expressed by the County Court Judge, the Divisional
Court held that both on the ground of nuisance and on the

ground of debt, the Postmaster-General was entitled to suc-

ceed, and from this result the Liverpool Corporation now
appealed.

Lord Justice Bankes, in giving judgment allowing the

appeal, after stating the facts and referring to the material

statutory provision cited during the arguments, said that upon
the facts the Postmaster-General could not, in his opiniou.

occupy any other position with regard to the telephone cabk-

than that of a mere licensee. He thought, therefore, that the

Postmaster-General could not succeed upon his claim. Having
regard to the finding of the County Court judge, the Post-
master-General must be regarded as a licensee with knowledge
of possible damage from the electric main eventually causmg
the damage and deliberately putting the cable in immediate
contact with the electric main. For these reasons he thought
the appeal succeeded, and must be allowed with costs there

and below, and the judgment of the County Court judge in

favour of the Corporation restored.

Lords Justices Scrutton and Atkin concurred.

Weldeics, Ltd.. v. Qdasi Arc Co., Ltd.

Mr. Justice Eve, in the Chancery Division on June 2l8t, had
before him an action brought by plaintiffs, of Bush Lane
House, Cannon Street, E.G., against the defendants, of 3.

Laurence Pountney Hill, E.G. Plaintifts asked for an in-

junction to restrain the defendants from threatening them
by means of circulars, advertisements, or otherwise, with
legal proceedings or liability in respect of falsely alleged

infringements of patent rights, which defendants claimed to

be the owners of or in which they were interested. Defend-
ants, in their defence, denied there was any threat to the
plaintiffs.

Sir Duncan Kerly, K.C., and Mr. C. Terrell appeared for

plaintiffs, and Mr. J. Hunter Gray, K.C., and Mr. J. White-
head for defendants.

In opening the plaintiffs' case. Sir Duncan Kerly said the

defendants bad not suggested that the plaintiffs had in-

fringed their patents. Their case in reply to the plaintiffs'

charge of threats was that there was no threat, and there

was only a warning. Both defendants were makers of elec-

trodes for welding two pieces of metal together. The electrode

used was covered with asbestos. Defendants were possessed

of certain patents, but so far as the present case was con-

cerned only one of them was of importance. That was a

patent which was an improvement on an earlier patent.

The first patent to be referred to was 1,274 of 1912,

and the later one was 11,079 of 1912, which amended the

previous one with a view to reducing the oxidising of the

metal. Some time after this defendants commenced an
action against a Mr. Scott Ander.son, and as the result of

negotiations he elected not to defend the action, which came
on undefended. The defendants obtained a judgment against

Mr. Anderson, which, counsel remarked, was too wide in its

terms. The injunction against .Anderson restrained him
from infringing the patent or from selling " any metal
electrode covered wholly or partly with blue asbestos." These
last words, counsel said, were quite unnecessary. Having ob-

tained the injunction defendants proceeded to i.'ssue circulars to

the trade, in which they stated that all electrodes covered

with blue asbestos were infringing patents held by them.
This later on came to the knowledge of plaintiffs, and it was
seriously interfering with their business. There were only

a few firms engaged in making asbestos-covered electrodes,

and at least one firm was " bluffed " by defendants' circular,

and ceased manufacturing them. Plaintiffs, finding that their

customers were frightened, wrote to the defendants, asking

whether their electrode infringed the defendants' rights, and
the latter, having seen samples, replied that the plaintiffs'

covering material appeared to be applied as a paste, and in

their view did not interfere with their patefljt rights. In

November. 1921, however, defendants wrote to the Rose
Street Foundry & Engineering Co., of Inverness, enclosing

a copy of the circular, and pointing out that they were using

blue asbestos. The Rose Street Co. were plaintiffs' manufac-
turers, and their case was that this amounted to a threat

against them of legal proceedings in connection with de-

fendants' patents.

Mr. Samitel Hunter Gordon, of the Rose Street Foundry,
spoke as to the receipt of the letter enclosing the circular

which plaintiffs complained of.

Mr. Andrew Stewart, of Piccadilly, W.. a director of. the

Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.. Ltd.. said the company
proposed to take up an agencv for the plaintiffs, but. learning

of the circular refening to the blue asbestos, he was nnable

to do busine.^s with them.
Mr. J. Hunter Gray, K.C, then opened the case for de-

fendants. .At the outset, he said, he was of opinion that the

warning issued by the defendants had overstated what was the

judgment against Anderson, and he had advLsed his clients

to modify it. They did not propose to send out any similar

statements in that form. These remarks, however, did not

prejudice the defendants in the pre.'ent action, and his sub-

mission on that was that the plaintiffs had no cause of action,

and further, that the circular complained of was in co sense

a threat, but a general warning to the trade, and nothing

else but a warning.
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Mr. Chas. Hy. Champneys, chairman and joint managing
director of the defendant company, stated that the Rose
Street Co., Inverness, were customers of the defendants, but
he was not aware till the correspondence in connection with
the action that there was any working connection between
them and plaintiffs.

Replying in cross-examination by Sir Duncan Kerly to
questions, the witness said he thought he had the sole rights
to use blue asbestos, and anybody else using it would be in-
1 ringing the patent.
Mr H. F. DiMSDALB (secretary to the defendant company),

and Mr. Strohmenger (the other managing director), gave
similar evidence.
His Lordship, giving judgment, said this was a case which

presented a great deal of difficulty, and had he reserved his
decision he did_not think he would have been in a better
position to come to a conclusion. The facts were not really
in dispute. In 19-21 plaintiffs discovered it was possible to
utihse blue asbestos after pulverisation and making it into
a paste, for the purpose of covering electrodes. Defendants
got to know that these ^\-ere being put on the market, and
in July of that year the plaintiffs took a strong but perfectly
straightforward course by wrifing and asking if they were
mfringing the defendants' patent. Defendants eventually
wrote that the paste did not come within the scope of their
patent rights, not knowing that the paste was made of blue
asbestos. Later in the year they found that the Ro.se Street
Co. was dealmg m blue asbestos, but did not know that that
company was intunately associated with the plaintiff com-
pany. The result was that defendants wrote that the paste
was not an infringement, but if blue asbestos was used they
would stand upon their rights and take proceedings.
Under those circumstances his Lordship said he did not see
how it was possible to hold that the plaintiff company was
aggrieved. The circular was a general warning that defendants
intended to as.sert their rishts if there was anv infringement
of their patents. The action failed, and would be dismissed
with costs.

Keating v. Rumen.s.
An action came before Mr. Justice Ru.s.sell in the Chancery
Division on June 20th, in which Thomas Keating, of West-combe Hill, Blackheath, electrical engineer, sought a declara-
tion that a partnenship subsi.sting between him and PercyJohn Rumens of winchmore Hill, N., was dissolved as from

onAli!!^:
''''' '''' '"' '^" °'-^'"- '°' *^ -i°^-^-"p

no^''' ^"l-
^'''''''

!°I *^? plaintiff, .said he claimed that thepartnership was determinable by notice. He was a certifi

^wl- f "? engineer, and in 1919 he purchased an

mn '?i
contractor's business at the Broadway. Winchmore

Mill, through doing .some wiring at the defendant's father's

sXr.r ' ^°
l°*°

*°"'^^- ^•'"' ^^"^ (iefendant, who, in con

the b, iness T^T"^- ' P"'"^'"'
"?'T^^ *° P"* ^500 intotne basiness. The business was carr ed on as a partnershin

^Cmb^^X^^fa^^ \920, .until (as plaintiff Sended)
f^^omtf p'fniiff''''

"'^'^'^ '' "^'^ P"* ^" -'^ *o "^y -"-
The defendant claimed that the partnership was upon the

h^ nT""-'r*'°5
of the deed, for an indefinite time, and thathe plamt.ff and defendant agreed to continue it until theterms wre altered by mutual consent in writing. He con^

He cn.nt'* '^- P'^-n/"^'^'."""^''^ "f termination waslnvnM.
fotJTtn'f'"'f *'''! the partnership was to continue noroe down to judgment m that action, and that the agree-ment should be rectified by sub.stituting a provi.sion that the

consent '^
^""'"^ °°* ^' ''''''"^ °'- ended except by mutual

that"?he*ntJ""'^^T '°*'''T'']'
however, it was announced

n.tiJ ^1"^' ^""^ ^"'''''''' *" stay all proceedings in the

stiouid buy out the plaintiff's interest for £450.

Societe Anonyme International db Telegraphie Sans Pil
V. Ambaticlos.

tL*''pJli°^'' ^™*^ Division, on June 27th. before Mr. Jus-tice Roche, an action was brought bv plaintiffs "a Beloinncompany,, agamst G. E. Ambaticlos, for £871 ns4d rentdue of wireless apparatus supplied under an agreement made
VIS 'L.ed^^ f\^-*'P Et'1'.../a,, of which the defenXnt
nV.t +V, Tf ^ H ^^^ O"'"'^'"- ^'^ flpfence was that it was
his brothpf wh'.°'

^'^°.,,^'' """^
l""^''

th'^ agreement butms brother who was the owner of the vessel Mr N C.

^fenda'nt^'""'
°' *^' P'""""^*' '""^ ^'- Valetta 'foV the

r.,t^^7^
evidence had been called in support of the plaintiffs'

V.!!^f''%''^"'T, " ^^^ ^'^""n was adioumed over theWVacation to enable. further discovery to be made for the pur^

^e;ofth:™si,:°'°™^*"»° "^ *° "'^° "-^^ *^« ^^^istLd

Theft of Electrical Goods.
At Glasgow Sheriff Court, on June 22nd, five men-WolfePVeedman, Jack Taurff. Peter Murphy. Thomas Dickson andJohn Tyler-were charged with having, in concert with

another man, between January 1st, 1922, and April 3rd, 1922.
on the premises of Messrs. Wood & Cairns (Ltd.), 65,
Waterloo Street, Glasgow, stolen 1,774 electric lamps and a
quantity of other electrical goods, including switches, cable,
key switch holders, adapters, batten holders, wooden' blocks,
shade carriers, ceiling roses, and an electric iron, the total
value being £300. Taurff failed to appear when called upon.
His bail was accordingly declared to be forfeited, and a
warrant was granted for his arrest. When part of the evi-
dence had been heard it was announced on behalf of Freed-
man. Murphy, and Dickson, that they desired to plead guilty.
A verdict to this effect was given by the jury, who found.
John Tyler not guilty, and he was discharged. Sentence of
three months' imprisonment, with hard labour, was imposed
on l^reedman. Murphy, and Dickson.

North METRoroLiTAN Electrical Power Distribution Co
Ltd., v. Purity Laundry Dyeing & Cleaning Works.

On .June 27th this action was heard in the King's Bench
Division. Plaintiffs claimed £179 for electric power supplied
Mr. Justice Roche gave judgment for the plaintiffs for the
amount claimed, with costs. The particulars will be reported
in our next issue.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttters received by u» alter 5 p.m. oB Tuesday cannot appear

until the foUowtng week. Correspondents should forward
their communications at the earliest possible moment. No
letter can be published unless we have the writer's name and
address in our possession.

Measuring Total Current.
In connection with the mea.surement of direct current

' from a number of machines feeding a set of common bus-
bars, the problem of being able to obtain the combinwd
current value from all the machines bv a single ammeter
reading has arisen.
One possible solution would appear to be the mounting (jf

Q © ©
Diiij.ran.m:ui.- lay-out of .i.,n,-r:.k.r5 ... f..,ch suppli,-,! will, shunts s. The Io:,dmay be taken off at any or all of the points l as cirtumslances may require.

several millivoltmeter movements, connected to the shunt on
the switchboard of each machine or to a common point.
Through the medium of your journal I hope, therefore, to

gam some knowledge from those of your readers wlio have
experienced a similar problem.
The accompanying sketch will make plain exactly what is

required.

F A Cook
Newcastle-on-Tyne, June Wth, 1922. - ' '

Where are the Young Men of the I.E.E.?
In reply to Mr. Moore's letter. I beg to state that one of the

chiet reasons for our absence from the Scottish and other
meetings is the lack of recognition and encouragement by the
senior members of the Institution and their " superior

"

demeanour towards students and graduates. What encourage-
ment does the Institution give to its younger members? Inmy experience—very httle.

.\t work the student or graduate is rarelv recognised by his
chief, who is an M.I.E.E., and when applying for a better
position, being a younger member of the Institution has no
weight whatever, even when the appointment is in the hands
of an M.I.E.E.

Until the Institution takes the matter in hand, or the
chief engmeers, who are members, co-operate and give the
younger members—especially those under them—the necessary
encouragement and occasional " lift," you will find that the
Young Men of the I.E.E." will alnavs be in the minority

at the meetings, &c.. of the Institution.

June OMh. 1922.
^"""^'^ ^"°'"'-
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The Neon Lamp " Blink."

Xotioing the recent correspondence on the neon lamp, I was
not under the impression that the blinking was anything to

cause discussion. I purcha.sed a neon lamp of the frosted

pattern some time ago and found that it blinked when switched

off. I changed my main leads over at my distributor box,

and the lamp went out, showing that the particular lamp-

holder where the lamp was inserted was alive to earth instead

of the switch. I then used this neon lamp as a test lamp,

and found on my installation of both lighting and power that

some lampholders and plugs were alive and others not. This

lamp was a help in remedying these faults, and now every-

thing is O.K.. i.e., the neon lamp does not blink on any cir-

cuit when switched off.

H. A. Whitehead.
London, June 11th, 1922.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

(Br Oun Specul Eeporter.)

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.—On- June 20th Mr. G. Bal-

four asked the Secretary of State for War whether he was

aware that on the 15th November, 1921, the chief valuer

of- the War Office Directorate of Lands informed the Metro-

politan Electric Supply Co. that it was proposed to surrender

part of about nine acres of the company's land at Willesden,

which had been commandeered without compensation under

the Defence of the Realm Act, on the 26th August, 1915;

that on the 29th November, 1921, at a personal interview,

the chief valuer informed the general manager of the com-

pany that the Government was willing to surrender the

whole site and reinstate the land, and that although the

company's agents had since made repeated applications to

the department they were unable to ascertain at what date

or- on what terms the Government was prepared to sur-

render and reinstate the land; and whether, in view of the

fact that under Section 2 (i) (ii) of the Indemnity Act, 1920,

claims for compensation must be lodged with the War Com-

pensation Court by the 31st August, 1922, he would instruct

his Department to deal with the matter without further

delay.

Sir L. WoRTHiiXGTON Evans said that the surrender of the

site had been delayed pending negotiations as to the possible

sale to the company of a siding constructed on the land'

by the Government. The company having now decided not

to purchase this siding, the site was being handed back to

it, and it was asked on the loth inst. to supply detads of

the basis of its claim for compensation in lieu of reinstate-

ment.

S.E. & C.R. Guarantee.—M.r. Wise asked what security the

Government would hold against the advance to the South-

Eastern Railway Co., under the Trade Facilities Act.

Sir -John B.mud said that the hon. member was under a

misapprehension. No advances were made by the Govern-

ment under the Trade Facilities Act, which was limited to

guarantees of loans raised by the parties concerned. The
South-Eastern & Chatham Railway Co. had undertaken to

make annual payments sufficient to cover the service of the

guaranteed loan.

Empire Wireless.—hir. Surd asked what was the nature

of the contract made between the Australian Government
and the Marconi Australian Wireless Co.; had the British

Post Office any share in the arrangement ; and what means
were now proposed to bring Australia into the British Govern-

ment's Empire " wireless chain."

Mr. Pike Pease, Assistant Postmaster-General, said that

the British Post Office had no share in the arrangement,
except to the extent that the contract contemplated communi-
cation with a station in this country, and that for the erec-

tion of such a station the co-operation of the British Post
Office, in some form or other was necessary. The bearing of

the contract on the Empire wireless scheme was under the
consideration of the Government.
Mr. Hdrd asked whether the conference with the Canadian

Government regarding the Empire wireless (chain, which
was announced as about to take place more than a year
ago, had yet been held; and what was Canada's present re-

lationship towards tl,' Empire wireless project of the British
Post Office.

Mr. Pike Pease said that informal conversations only had
so far taken place. The Canadian Government would shortly
send two technical representatives to discuss the whole subject
with representatives of His Majesty's Government, and after
these discussions had taken place it would be possible t.o

describe the attitude of Canada towards the Empire wireless
scheme.

Water Power for Electrical Goieration.—Mr. Mills asked
the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport

whether, in view of the continued problem of unemployment
and consequent unproductive expenditure on unemployment
pay and local relief, he would reconsider his decision not to
proceed with the recommendations of the Water Power Re-
sources Committee appointed to consider the utilisation of
water power for electrical generation.

Sir W. Mitchell-Thomson, who replied on behalf of the
Board of Trade, said that legislative authority had recently
been obtained, in one case, and in two other cases was being
sought in the present session, by the promoters of water-
power undertakings.

Private Bills.—hx the House of Lords, on June 21st, the
London County Council (Tramways and Improvements) Bill,

and the Grampian Electricity 'Supply Bill, were read a second
time. The North Metropohtan Electric Power Supply Bill

was read a third time and passed.

London Electric Power Charyes.—On June 22nd, in the
House of Commons, Lieut-Col. Archlr-Shee asked the Par-
liamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport, why the
charge for electric power supplied by the County of London
Electric Supply Co. still remained at l^d. plus 90 per cent.,
in view of the reduction in the cost of material and labour;
and whether he was aware that there was a general feeling
of dissatisfaction amongst the consumers of this company's
electricity owing to the fact that the high cost was detri-

mental to the revival of trade.

Mr. Arthur Neal said that the Electric Lighting Orders
under which the company was authorised to supply electricity,

fixed the maxumum price which might be charged to con-
sumers. The price mentioned in the question was within this
maximum. He had no knowledge as to any general feeling of
dissatisfaction. He was informed that representations had
only been received from one consumer in London, and one
in the Croydon rural district.

Special Orders.—On June 23rd a number of Special Orders,
made by the Electricity Commissioners under the Electricity

(Supply) Acts. 1.S82-1919, and confirmed by the Minister of

Transport under the Electi'icity (Supply) Act, 1919, were
approved by both Houses.

Loudon and Home Counties Inquiry.—Sir' James EE^r^A^T
asked what was the cost to the authorised undertakers supply-
ing electricity m the proposed London and Home Counties
Electricity District of the inquiry held by the Electricity Com-
missioners in June and July last, with reference to schemes
for the establishment of such an electricity district; and what
had been the re.sult of that inquiry.

Mr. Nbal said he Understood that the Electricity Commis-
sioners had no information as to the cost incurred by the
authorised undertakers at the public inquiry in question. As
the result of the inquiry, the Commissioners issued in Decem-
ber last a statement of their decisions, which was circulated to

all interested parties, and were now engaged on the prepara-
tion of a draft Special Order.

Cost of Electricity Commission.—On June 26th, Sir James
Remnant asked the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of

Transport whether, under the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919,

the salaries of the Electi'icity Coimnissioners. their staff, office

and other expenses had to be paid by the authorised under-
takers supplying electricity throughout the country; what those

salaries and expenses for the year 1921 amounted to; and
whether he was aware that a compulsory levy was now being
made on the undertakers to recover them.
Mr. Neal said that the answers to the first and third parts

of the question were in the affirmative. The net cost of the
Electricity Commissioners in the financial year 1921-22 waa
approximately £40,000.

Sir J. Remnant asked the hon. gentleman if he was aware
that since the introduction of this Bill something like £250,000
had been spent by the Electricity Commissioners, which
was charged to the authorised electricity authorities through-
out the country; and if that was so, how could he expect,

with these expenses being piled on them, that they couid-

reduce the price of electricity.

Mr. Neal said that he could not accept these figures.

Sir J. Remnant : They are absolutely correct.

Electric Power in Palestine.—On June 27th Mr. Maloxe
asked the Colonial Secretary whether he had information to

the effect that in the early summer of 1920 Suleiman Rabbub
and other well-known Bethlehem Arabs applied for a con-

cession for electric light and power, agricultural develop-

ment, and motor transport in the Jerusalem district and
Jordan valley ; that they stated that they were already m
possession of a capital of half a million and would have no
difficulty in raising £2,000,000 or more if necessary ; and that

Suleiman Rabbub was informed by the admini.stTation that

no concessions were being made at the time, but that the

application would be considered later; whether a report had
been received on this application ; and, iT so, what was its

nature.

Mr. Churchill said no information on this subject was
on record either in the Colonial Office or in the depart-

ments which dealt witli the administration of Pale.stine

during the period referred to. The officer administering the
Government of Palestine had been instructed to ascertain

the facts and report them to him (Mr. Churchill).
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS, AND PLANT.
Headers are inrited to mhmit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus^ ichich will he published

if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Sims " Small Power Plant.

MsssHS. Sims & Sims, Stanhope Terrace, Gloucester Gate,
N.W.I, have recently put on the market a compact type of

lighting and power plant suitable for country houses or estab-

lishments of similar size.

It consists of an engine, which can be operated on petrol.

paraflBn, or town's gas, coupled to a d.c. generator, together
with a battery.

The engine is of the single-cylinder, four-stroke, vertical

type. The cylinder is surrounded by a water-jacket con-
nected to a water-circulating system. The connectiijg rod
and crank shaft are manufactui'ed from solid steel forgings.

The speed is controlled by a centrifugal governor. The car-

burettor is of simple construction, consisting of an outer brass
casing, at the top of which is an inverted valve of light con-
struction held up to its seat by a light spring. Immediately
above the valve seat are air holes covered with an adjustable
louvre plate with corresponding holes. The adjustment is

effected by hand. Magneto ignition is provided. The dy-
namo is of a standard type, mounted on the same bedplate
as the engine, and directly coupled. The number of cells in
the battery ranges from 14 in the three 25-V smallest sizes,

to 54 in the four largest (100-V) sizes. The .set is made in

ten different .sizes, including three producing power at 50 V

be removed and replaced when necessary. The outlet pipe
to the tap is brought up to within a short distance of the
top of the tank, thus providing a safeguard against the run-
ning dry of the apparatus. A gallon of water is brought to

the temperature usually required in 8 or 10 minutes. The
temperature of the water can be adjusted by means of a
" Cold " tap, which permits cold water to flow through the
same outlet. The cylindrical tank is of nickel-plated copper,
and its heat-retaining construction allows the water to re-

main at a high temperature for six hours after the elec-

tricity has been switched off. The largest size is fitted with
a shower-bath attachment as shown below.
The makers also have a continuous hot-water flow geyser

the " Ideal Electrawa " bath geyser, which is made in two
sizes, loaded to 25 and 40 A respectively in four elements.

Combined Electric Oven and Water Heater.

A new type of combined electric cooker and water heater
has been provisionally protected, and Messrs. Rotcb and

Fiu. 1.

—

The " Sims " S.mall Power Tuxt.

besides those already mentioned. The sizes of the engines
range from IJ to 12 h.p., and the dynamo output from 0.5

to 6.4 kW.
The set is semi-automatic, and the control-gear and instru-

ments can be mounted over the dynamo, as shown in the
illustration (fig. 1) or separately on a wall.

A WalUtype Oil Switch.

We illustrate in fig. 2 a wall-type h.p. oil .switch, manu-
factured by Tramw.iy Supplies, Ltd., Leeds. In this switch-
as in the Une of which it forma a part—conductors and con-
tacts are liberally proportioned, and the latter are easily re-

newed. Length and rapidity of break, head of oil, and air

cushion are in accordance with up-to-date practice. The
vitreous porcelain insulators used are so arranged that they
are only subjected to compression, while the oil tank is of

pressed and welded high-tensile steel reinforced round the
arcing zone with anti-explosive bands. Refinements which
will specially appeal to the user are the thumb catch on a
loose handle, which prevents accidental opening of the switch
when cleaning; the press button release; conspicuous "on"
and "off" indicator; and the tank fixing device which
enables one man to remove and replace the tank with ease

and safety.

A Rapid Electric Water Heater.

Another device for the rapid heating of water by elec-

trical means has been brought to our notice by Mr. E,
Brontman, 139. Bournemouth Road, Parkstone, Bournemouth.
This, the " Electrawa " water heater, illustrated in fig. 3,

JM made in three sizes holding one, two, and three gallons

respectively, the electrical loading being 1 kW in each case.

The element is arranged for three-heat control, giving 400 W,
600 W, or 1,000 W as required, and extends to the full length
of the apparatus, being contained in a watertight barrel sup-

ported on the base by a centre bolt. This element can easily

Fig. 2.—A Wall-type Oil Switch.
Fig. 3.

—

The " Electrawa
Water Heatbe.

Hocking, 37, Victoria Street, Bristol, have been given sole

selling and manufacturing rights by the inventor. The prin-

ciple of the apparatus is to utilise the waste heat of the oven,

after cooking operations are completed, to heat a large quan-

tity of water without expenditure of electrica:! or any other

energy for that purpose. A test made recently ehowed that

whereas the cooking oven was very efficient, a quantity of

nearly five gallons of cold water was raised to a sufficiently

high temperature to be suitable for the purpose of washing
up greasy dishes, and for general household use, and tha
inventor fully anticipates that with a slight modification of

his original design, at least three gallons of cold water can
be brought to boiling point. A hot-water heated cupboard
is fixed to the oven for the purpose of warming plates, dishes,

kc. The internal dimensions of the oven are 21 in. high.

15 in. wide, and 15 in. deep, and the loading is under 2 kW
on full heat. Medium and low heat switches are provided.

Provision is made for the fitting of a suitable immersion
heater, by which the water can be heated independently of

the oven, if necessary ; this arrangement econoini.ses the
energy required to heat the oven should cookin;; be done
later, but the main principle of the invention is the avail-

ability of hot water for household purposes during, and after,

cooking without the expenditure of additional energy, and
this latter requirement is essential to an " all-electric home."

Drainage of Mines.—^The Secretary for Mines has signed

a scheme, under Section 18 of the Mining Industry Act, 1920,

relating to the underground drainage of mines in the Old Hill

District of South Staffordshire and North-East Worcestershire.

Copies of the scheme, price 3d. (by post 4d.), may be pur-

chased through any bookseller, or direct from H.M. Stationery

Office.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1922.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled expressly (or this journal by Messus. Sefton-Jones, O'Dell and

Stephens, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, VV.C, 1.

E. C. R. Marks

(Switzerland, June 8th,

transmitters." C. F.

13,978. " Protective mount for fixing el.j

(So«. Anon. Appareillage Theco). June 8tli.

13,980. " Gas-tiglit leading-in insulating bushes for metal vessels^ of^ mercury

vapour rectifiers." Akt. Ges. Brown, Bovf "

"'

inai.)

1.^.981. " Connection of aerials to wireles

Etwell, Ltd., and B. E. G. Mittell. June 8th.

16i018. "Wireless telegraphy and telephony apparatus," O. VV. Walker.

June 9th.

16,036. "Sparking plug." H. J. Brocklebank and V. St. A. Phillips. June

Stfc. . .

IB.O-'iO. " Telephone systems emploving selecting devices." D. A. Christian

.inJ Siemens Bros. Si Co., Ltd. June 9th.

1G,0S2. " X-ray grid filter for radiography, S:c." \V. Watson. June 9th.

1K.061. " Thermionic tubes." E. Habann. June 9th. (Germany, June'24th,

19J1.1 „ ,^

lcj,0b'2. "Thermionic valves." E. Habann. June 9th. (Germany, October

Uth, 1921.) ^ , ^
Iti.OSS. " Marine propulsion." Metropolitan-\'ickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

June 9th.

16.066. " Control of electric motors." E. A. Binnev and Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. June 9th.

10,068. " Electrical measuring instruments." L. N. Reddie (Officine Mcc-

caniche Italiane.) June 9th.

16.075. " Current collector bow for electric vehicles." C. Conradty (firm

ofv June 9th. (Ocrmanv, February 13th.)

16.081. " Electric ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." Sky-

wing Aircraft Corporation. June 6th. (United States, December 1st. 1920.)

16.085. " Sound recording or reproducing apparatus." W. E. Clifton and

Cliftophone, Ltd. June 9th.

16,088. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd, June Oth. (United' States, July 22nd, 1921.)

16.104. " Sparking plugs." R. Bosch Akt, Ges. June 10th. (Germany,

June 13th, 1921.)
. , . . .

IS.112. " Method for pre-determining lime of. actuating apparatus. Sic, by

eleclric currents." W. A, Andersen. June 10th.

16,117. " Rheostats for controlling filaments of vacuum tubes." A. P.

Welch. June 10th.

16,157. " Electric incandescent lamps." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

June 10th.

I(i.l58. " Telephone receivers, &c." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

ami A. P. Young. June 10th.

Ifi.161. " Telephone relays." C. Stille and Telegraphic Ges. System Stille.

June lOtb.

16,162, " Controlling gear for electric motors." English Electric Co., Ltd.,

and L. Rothera. June 10th.

I6.i81. " Railway signajlling systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd., and A. E. Tattersall. June 10th.

16,199. "Joint boxes for electric cables. W. G. Brown, June 12th.

16,202. " Electric transmission systems." A. M. Tavlor. June 12lh.

16.22«. " Detachable filament for wireless valves, &c." E. W. Powell.

June 12th.

16,243. " Reception of undamped oscillations." R. A. Jouaust. June 12th.

(France, June 22nd, 1921.)

16,249. " Telephone exchange systems." G. C. Snijders. June 12th. (Hol-

land. June Uth, 1921.)

16,268, " Electric ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." Sky-

ivini; Aircraft Corporation. June 12th. (United States. December 1st, 1920.)

lfi.276. " Control mechanism for electric motors. Sec." British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd,, and R. D. Given. June 12th.

16,277. " Control of dynamo-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., R. D. Given, and H. W. C. Liddiard. June 12th.

18.284. " Mechanical transmitter for wireless telegraphy." W. F. M. Rose.

June 12th.

16.286. " Frequency changers." Ges fur Drahtlose Telegraphic. June

12th. (Germanv, August 2nd, 1921.)

16.301. " Galvanic cells." H. D. Nyberg. June 12th. Sweden, March 28th.)

16.302. " Lighting plants of motor vehicles." Scintilla. June 12th. (Switz-

erland, June i3th, 1921.)

18.303. " Windings of electro magnets." Scintilla. June 12th. (Switzer-

land, July 9th, 1931.)

16,305. " Radio communication. Sic." W. H. Wilson. June 12tb.

16,312. " Ringing device for toy telephones, &c." Gong Bell Manufacturing

Co. June 12th. (United States, June 11th, 1921.)

16,351. " Electric furnace." A. Jones. June 13th.

16.362. " Eleclric conductors." VV. B. Sayers. June 13th.

16,370. " Method of compensating voltage produced by self-induction and

c.ipacity in dynamo-electric machines." M. Plohl. June 13th.

16,376. " Printing telegraph receiver." Morkrum Co. June 13th. (United

SMtes, June 13th, 19"^.)

r6,381. "Electric bulWvelding machines." A. E. White (Elyria Iron and
-Sleel Co.). June 13th.

16,382. " Electric brush structures," A. E. White (Elvria Iron and Steel •

t u). June 13th.

16,398. " Electric he.iters." L. Frost and W. Stubbs. June 13th. (Aus-

tralia, July 13th, 1921.)

16,420. "Quick make-and-break switches." J, B. Tucker. June 14th.

16,428. " Apparatus for supply of energy for wireless telephone and tele-

t;i .ph apparatus." L. C. Gfant. June 14th.

16.434. " Hornless cabinets for wireless recorders." .\. E. Roberts and
1. H. Thompson. June Uth.

16.442. " Rendering line capacity of telephone cables uniform." British

Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., and F. Mercer. June Uth.
16.443. " Elimination of overhearing or cross-talk in telephone circuits."

Urili«h Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., F. Mercer and W. Holttum. June
Ulb.

16.447. " Electrical device for giving set speeds to gramophones." W. Gee.

lune Uth,
16.448. ' Ri-volving disk for electric motor and foot switch for dental, 8ic.,

purposes." W, Gee. June Uth.
16,450. " Electric switches." A. S. Cubitt. June Uth.
16,455. " Automatic electric signalling system," E. Curtis. June Uth.
16,473. " Signalling in wireless telegraphy." E. J. Grainger, L. G. Pres-

ton, and G. Shearing. June Uth.
16.477. " Electric wave filters." Western Electric Co., Ltd. (Western Elec-

tric Co., Inc.). June Uth.
16.478. " Automatic telephone switches." Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Ilnited States, July 21st. 1921.) June 14th.

16.491. " Telephone f.vstcms." Siemens and Halske ."ikt. Ges. June Uth.
(Germany, July 15th, 1921.)

16.492. " Plug-and-socket coupling for electric connections." H. Barkes.
June Uth.

16.498. " Automatic electric switches." H. Lucas and O. Lucas. June 14th.

16.499. " Brush-holders for dynamo-electric machines." H. Lucas and O.
Lucas. June 14h.

16,518. " Polyphase transformers." Pittsburgh Transformer Co. June 14th.

16,530. " Method of transmitting pictures by telegraphy." R. S. Clay.

June 14th.

16,537. " Electric couplings." W. J. Polyblank. June I5th.

16,557. " Electric lighting devices." H, North, June 15th.

16,562. " Ignition apparatus for internal-combustion ••ginee." C. T. Hill.

June 15tk.

16,565. " Welded joints (or tramways. Sic." H. Bollon axi O. Wall»e».

June 15th.

16.575. " Wireless telegraphy." Sir O. J. Lodge and K. E, Robinsos.

June 15th.

16.576. " High-frequency selective wireless receiving apparatus." M. Com-
pare, G. A. O'Hanlon, and A. Orling. June 15th.

16.577. " Low-frequency selective wireless receiving apparatus." M. C;o!n.

pare, G. A. O'Hanlon, and A. Orling. June 15th.

16.578. " Secret wireless intercommunication." M. Compare, G. A. O'Han-

lon, and A. Orling. June 15th.

16.591. " Eleclric signalling." F. E. Pernot. June 15th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under

printed and abridged, and all subsequent

33,477. " Dynamo-electric macl
(180,706.)

33,839, " Burglar and like ala

1920. (180,708.)

i.9ao.
nes." C. J. Colen

1,307. ' Telegraphic or telephc

irn," L. Duverger.

telepho

alion by
uary 21st, 1919. (Add

liber 'iSth, l'J20.

,gle line

L. Duverger. May 8th.1,308. "Telegraphic-- --,
1919. (Patent of addition not granted.) (157,388.)

1,891. " Means for preventing the sagging of heating elements of electric

•' - - and R. G. H. Hill. October 5th, 19-21. (180,714.)

apparatus lor use in recording or registering call con-

ugh a telephone instrument." C. Seal. March Slsl,

tires." J. Y. Fletch
2,601. " Means or

ncction^ effected th

1921. (180,715.)

3,246. " Electro-magnetic switch devices." Metropolitan-Vick

Co., Ltd. February aith, 1920. (159,176.)

3,578. " Means for making and breaking electrical circuits."

and F. M. Brown. January 29th, 1921. (180,724.)

6,517. " Electrical liquid heaters." Festa Akt.

not granted.) (168,577.)

al for sparking plugs."

Electrical-

September 3rd, 1920.

Ford. February 28th,.
(Patent of add .

6,575. " Cooling
1921. (180,742.)

6,596. " Production of high-tension discharges and high-frequency oscilla-

tions." W. H. Wilson. February 28th, 1921. (180,745.)

6 655 " Electric storage batteries." Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

(B. Ford). February •28th, 1921. (180.747.)

6 770 "Direct-current electric motors." R. J. Butler and .Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. March 1st, 1921. (180,754.)

6,928. "Means or apparatus for electrically controlling the ignition oi

internal-combustion engines." J. R. Charnock. March 3rd, 1921.^ ^^WSO.)

7,109. " High-resistance conductors lor electrical machinery. British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and H. W. Tavlor. March 4th, 1921. (180,765.;

7,307. • Magneto-electric machines." E. C. R. Marks (C. F. Dufaui).

March 7th, 1921. (180,771.)

7,692. " Electric .signalling along conductors." B. D
graph Co., Ltd. March 10th, 1921. (180,779,)

7,743. " Method to fasten electric cables and wires ._

•- ilators." W. R. Millar. March Uth, 1921, (180,780.)

systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co,,

and Eastern Tele

porcelain and othei

Ltd..

7,987. " Telephc.... ..,-

Ltd. March 29th, 1920. (161,168.)

8 103 " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co

A P Young, and H. W. H. Warren. March 15th. 1921. (180,788.)

8,550. •' .Means or apparatus for retlucing the starting load on hydraulic

pumps and similar m.ichines directly coupled to electric motors." F. Simpkin

and G. W. Whitelock. March I9th, 1921. (180,799.)

8 661. "Earthing clip lor electric conductors." Walsall Hardware Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd., A. E. Read. J. E. Franks, and C. G. Maisey. March

21st, 1921. (180,802.)
,

. . .

9,508. "Apparatus for the examining X-rajs and other ionising rays.

\'eifa-Werke Vereinigte Elektrotechnische Institute. 1-rankfurt, .^schaHenburg,

and Dr. G. Hubers. March 30th, 1921. (180,819.)

9,532. " Control systems for electric furnaces." O, G, Sharpies. March

31st, 1921. (180,821.) ,. ,.

9,814. " Enclosed electric fuses." H. A. Erdbnnk. F. t .
.Mellmann, and

F, W, Randt. April 2nd, 1921. (180,824.) . ., , ^ ,ooi
9,904. " .Adjustable telephone bracket." T. W. Arney. .April 4th, 1921.

nbustion
(180,826.)

10,199. " Device for testing the sparking plugs of internal

gines and the like." G. Burchell. April 6th, 1921. (180,835.)

10.892. " Control of electric lifting magnets, magnetic chucks, dynamo ano

motor field magnet circuits and the like." E. Holme & Co., Ltd., W. Brooke,

and Steel. Peech & Tozer, Ltd., and H. E. Bowen. April Uth, 1921. (180,8«->

10,969. " Dynamo electric machines." S. L, Price. April 14th, 1921,

(180,847.)
,. ,

11 035 " Machine for slotting the insulation between commutator bars or'

electric machines." J. Philips. .'Vpril 15th, 1921. (180,848.)

11 392 " Anti-vibration devices used in conjunction with incandescent elec-

•- lamps or the like." J. R. Thompson. April 20th. 1921. (180.854.)

Recording reception and reproduction of sounds. O. Bothe.
11,412. „

April 20th, 1920. (161,979.)

12.023. "Combined '
-• Villi<

ia.UZ3. LomDineo ignnion and lighting magneto generators.

Engineering Co., Ltd., and J. Bradley. April 26th, 1921. a80.865.)

i'> o^g " Casings for electrical apparatus, such as transformers and the

like." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General El<-ctric Co.). Aprii

38th, 1921. (180,870.) ... , ^
IS 703 " Secondary batteries." J. F. Holmes and Hart .Accumulator Co.,

Ltu
' May 3rd, 1921. (180,878.)

. , „ „ , „ .,. .,

13'i70 "Apparatus for cancelling electrical signals. M. J. Railing ana

J J.
\-. Connaufihton. May 10th, 1921. (180,882.)

15 1"8 " Electric arc-wejding machines." British Thomson-Houston Co..

Ltd.' (General Electric Co.). May 31st. 1921. (189.900.)

15.164. " Electrical ignition systems." H. L. Curzons. June 1st, 1921.

(180 901.)

17128 "Evacuation of electric lamp bulbs or th- like." Patent Treuhand

Ges.' fur Elektrische Gluhlampen. June 22nd. 1920. (165.406.))

18 097 "Transmission dynamo meters." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. November

10th! 1920. (.Addition to 147,137.) (171,359.) . ,^

18 227. " Electrical transformers, reactance coils, and similar devtoes.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd. July SOth, 1920. (167,158.) _

21,338. " Metallic articles having an electrically-insulating and mechanically-

adhesive coating," F. Krupp Akt. Ges. September 3rd, 1930. a68.59a.)

23,962. " Arrangement for dampina the third-higher harmonic wave in three-

phase transformers or choking coils." Akt. Ges. Brown, Boveri et Cie. Sep-

tember 15th. 1920. (169,161.) ,.-,,, u
28 194 " Electric furnaces " Norske Aktieselskab for Elektrokemlsk'

Indu'stri-Hvpotckbank. November 1st. 1920. (170,848.)
. . ,_

28,241. " .Apparatus for precipitating dust from gases by electricity.

Siemens-Schuckcrtwerke Ges. October 32nd. 1930. (170.601.)
.

31,622. " Process for producing an elcctricilly-insulating and '"«];»"<;''"!;•

adherent coaling on metal articles." F. Kruop .Akt. Ges. December SOth, 1W(.

(.Addition to 168.592.) (172.620,>

X92a.
2,088. "Overload circuit breakers," F. Krupp Akt. Ges. February 19*,

1921. (175,964.)
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ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN.
The mechanism of electrical breakdown is, as

yet, only imperfectly understood. The voltage,

which a dielectric will withstand without rupture,

depends on so many factors that it sometimes
seems as if a general theory to explain all the

phenomena can never be found.

Yet we are noiaking progress.

Of the many independent variables in the

problem, for instance, we do know something

about the effect of time of application of the

voltage. We also appreciate the effect of tem-

perature, and, as regards oils and compounds such

as are used for impregnating paper cables, we now
know that a rise of temperature may affect the

breakdown value in a curiously roundabout way.

When a breakdown test is applied to a sample

of oil, any conducting fibres or particles in the

oil are acted on by the electric field and slov,-ly

drawn into line between the testing electrodes.

As the temperature is increased, the viscosity is

reduced, and the fibres are able to move more

rapidly into position and so affect the breakdown

value in quite an unlocked for manner.

The illustrations, which are actual magnified

photographs of a live spark-gap in oil, show two

stages in this type of breakdown. Our exten-

sive researches on cable compounds have brought

to Hght some very interesting points of this kind,

many of which we are able to apply in the pro-

duction of better compounds and, consequently,

better cables.

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., Blomfield Street, E.G. 2.

Makers of Electric Cables since the beginning of Electrical Transmission.

TYPES of MANUFACTURES.

AH types of Cable and
Wire such as :

—

Power Cables, High and Low
Pressure ; Insulated Wires ;

The Henley Wiring System ;

Dry Core Telephone Cable ;

Telegraph Cables ; Submarine
Cables ; Colliery Cables ; Flex-

ible Cables and Cords ; Aerial

Cables ; Solid Rubber Cables

;

Endural Cables ; Ozone Proof
Cibles.

Cables Insulated with :

—

Vulcaniied India Rubber

;

Paper ; Bitumen ; Gutta Per-
cha ; Jute ; Cotton, Silk, and
Varnished Cambric.

Armoured & Protected
Cables :

—

Finished with Galvanised Steel

Wire and Steel Tape ; Impreg-
nated Cord, Rope, Solid

Rubber, &c.

Cable Accessories
of all kinds.

Jointing Tapes & Compounds ;

Insulating Tapes and Com-
pounds ; Protective Tapes and
Compounds ; Iron-Clad Ser-

vice Cut-outs ; House Service

Boxes ; Jomt Boxes ; Distri-

bution Boxes ; Switch Panels ;

Feeder Pillars ; Pavement
Frames and covers ; Colliery

Boxes, &c.
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Phone: 27145 PVTE. BCH. Ex. Telegrams: "SEACO." A. B.C. MABCONI and PRIVATE COOfS.

FIRTH & RUSSELL,
MANUFACTURERS.

MOTORS

IR
LEEDS.

OPEN PROTECTED MOTOR.

TYPES.
Open Protsctad.

Enclosed Ventilated.

Totally Encloaed.

Pipe Ventilated.

ENCLOSED VENTILATED SQUIRREL CAGE MOTOR,
BASE-PLATE THIRD BEARING and CENTRIFUGAL CLUTCH PULLEY.

POLISHING or
GRINDING
MOTORS

on PEDESTALS.

FAN MOTORS.

SWITCHGEAR
DISTRIBUTION

BOARDS
and

BOXES, Etc.
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HELSBY OZONE PROOF
CABLE

is a V.I R. Cable,

having the rubber

protected inside and

out by a layer of

special dielectric.

The flexibility of

the cable is not

affected.

Please ask for

Catalogue H90.

BRITISH INSULATED & HELSBY CABLES, LTD.,
Cable Makers and Electrical Engineers.

Head Office: PRESCOT, Lancashire.
Works: Prescot and Helsby.

OSGLIM
ELECTRIC LAMPS

for all situations requiring low candle-

power illumination

—

NIGHT LIGHTS for Nurseries, Hospitals, Hotels.

Dormitories, &c., also

LETTER LAMPS for advertising signs, direction

indicators, &c., and

FIGURE LAMPS for door numbering, signalling

purposes, &c.

CURRENT CONSUMPTION ONLY 5-WATTS.

STATE VOLTAGE.
LARGE STOCKS AVAILABLE.

BELCO, ETD.,
Electrical Factors,

WINDSOR HOUSE,
KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2

Regent 4912.
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CONTRACTORS' COLUMN.
fThe following information is published in the interests of electriciil contmctors and others uho are seeking for openii

Considerable expense is incurred in the production of this column, and ever>' care is taken to ensure that the information
but it will be understood that in a matter where so many correspondents are engaged, and where the amount of information
large, this cannot always be guaranteed. If alleged inaccuracies are reported to the Editors, they will be fully investigated,]

s for new business,
s new and acoarate,
be handled is very

ccommoda irfirmary (£5,000); g<:ne

:il. Extensions to the Cout

ARBROATH.—Nur;

.AYR.—Seventy-two houses, for the Town Co
Hospital (£8.000); J. K. Hunter, architect.

BARKSTAPLE.—Rocrcction ol Chestwood House, for J. Armstrong Fost.

(f9,00<9.

BKNTLEV-VVITH-ARKSEV.—School, for the West Riding E.C. ; K. A. U.-i

win. clerk. County Hall, Wakefield.

BERKHAMSTED (Herts.).—.Additions to Bulbourne factory, (or Corby, Palm.
and Stewart, Ltd.

into offices; secr.'tarv, Docks Commitle

BROMLEY (Kent).—Bi
sembly roo,

CORK.—Housing scheme, for T.C.

CREWE.—Alterations, Mill Street, for the Regent Cjcle Stores. Public lava-

tories, tor the T.C; L. St. G. Wilkinson, borough engineer.

DiyDEE.—Public librarj at Broughty Ferry; Dr. A. H. Millar, librarian.

Conversion of hotel into offices; secretary, .Mliance Trust Co., Ltd.

DLXMOW.—Headquarters for the Essex Territorial .^rmy Association; the

secretary, Market Road, Chelmsford.

EAST COWES (L OP W.).—Business premises, York .\venuo, for Mr. Hollis,

EDINBURGH.—ConTcrsion of building into offices, for Northern ."Assurance Co.;
the manager, 20, St. Andrew Square.

ELLESMERE PORT.—Forty houses, for the U.D.C.; the surveyor.

EWOOD BRIDGE (Lsncs.).—.Editions to sewage works, for Haslingden,
Rawtenstall, and Bacup Outfall Sewage Board

; John Taylor and
Sons, civil engineers, 36, Victoria Street, Westminster, London,
S.W.

FORRES.—Re-erection of works, for John Bremner, timber merchant, &c.

(£6,000J.

GALASHIELS.—Transformer and control house, Wheatland Mills, for Arthur
Dickson & Co., Ltd.

HASTINGS.—Extensions, Liberty House, Robertson Street, for F. C. Sinden,

house furnisher.

HIGH WYCOMBE —Extensions to factories, Desborough Park Road, for

Castle Bros,; Lindsay Avenue, for Russell & Co.; Desborough
Avenue, for H. W. Garland.

HOl-MFIRTH (YoRKS.).—Sewage works extensions (£30,000), for the U.D.C.;
S. Balfour & Sons, engineers.

HUDDERSFIELD.—Shop premises at Outlane, for Huddersfield Industrial So.

ciety, Ltd.; J. Berry & Sons, architects, 3, Market Place.

IRLAM.—Sewage works; survevor to U.D.C.

KIDDERMINSTER.-Dye house. Green Str.

Extensions to dye house. Wo
venor & Co.

KIRKHAM.—Institute at Medlar-with-Wesham ; S. Camp,
Wesham Social Club.

LONDON (Plaistow. E,).—Rebuilding premises, for Staddons
and furnishers. Abbey House, Barking Road.

(Stratford, E.).—.Mterations, 166-170, The Grove, for , Silve

.MAI-DON (E.SSEX).—Extensions, Market Hill and High Street, for .Mr.

Daniels, draper.

MELKSHA.M.—Extension ol Wesleyan Sunday schools, Whitlejr; pastor.

MORLEY.—Additions to " Thornfield," for trustees of Integrity Lodge; T. A.

Buttery & Sons, architects. Queen Street.

NEUCASTLE-0\-TYNE,—Secondary school at Hoaton; Director of Educa-
tion, City Education Offices.

OBAN.—Re-'rection of offices. &c., for the West Highland Auctioa .Mart.

OLDHAM.—Rebuilding Strinesdale Sanatorium, for the T.C, .

OXFORD.—Public baths, for the T.C; city estates surveyor, Town Hall.

PRESTON (Lancs.).—Alterations to the G«)rge Hotel, Churdi^ Street ; the

proprietor.

REDHILL (Sl-rrev).—Parish hall, for St. John's Church; the vicar.

RICH.MOND-ON-THAMES.—Palais de Danse. Castle Y'ard; Emden, Egan
and Co., architects, London. Printing room. Station Yard: E. J.

Partridge, architect.

SHEERNESS.— Re-erection of St. Peter's Church; the vicar.

SOUTHAMPTON.—Flour mill, for Thomas, Gater, Bradfield & Co., Ltd.; R.
C. Lyman, secretary, 20, High Street, Newport. I. ol W.

SOL'THEND-ON-SEA.—Thirty-eight houses, for the T.C; R. H. Dyer,
borough engineer. Fourteen houses and shops. Soulhchurcb Road,
(or C. Wingrave. Printing workshop, Broadway, Leigh, for

Leigh, Orchard & Co. Eight shops and flats. Eastern Esplanade,
for J. C. Ingram, Ltd. Business premises, Western Esplanade, for

R. J. Cleverly, Eastern Esplanade, for E. Smith. Garage and
work, Westcliff Park Drive, for the Southend United Billposters,

Ltd.

SOUTHPORl.—Alterations, 8, Bold Street, lor W. Rothwell, draper.

STIRLING.—.Editions to Douglas Hotel, Albert Place, (or John Muir Calder.
.Additions, Abbey Road, for the Stirling Floorcloth Co., Ltd.

WELLINGTON (Salop.).—Rc-erection of mill, Longdon, for Mr. Jones, miller.

WELWYN (Herts.).—Works, for W, H. Pease & Co.. machino-y manu-
facturers.

WHITBY.—Showrooms, &c.. Skinner Street, for A- H. Walker, motor engi-
neer. West Cliff Garage.

WHITCHURCH (Hants.).—Re-erection of kinema, London Stree<, (or the

Picture House Co.

YORK.—Alterations to N'unthorpe secondary school, (or the E.C: G. H. Gray,
assistant secretary. Education Offices.

CTelegrain.s : Patella, Loudon). 'Vulca.nisecl. Ixi<l.ia,-Ri;il3bex> (^CocU's .\.B.C. and Bent ley's).

CABLE,
SWITCHGEAR, STARTERS, INSTRUMENTS, QUEAD ELECTRIC FIRES, &c.

r>EiL.i"VE:ptiE:s neoivi stocisl. -A.t.r^ JVIA.lMTJI'.A.CTtriSEllD IB"^ XTS IT>J I^OKIlDOrJ.

Inripri P pOY,, Head office and Works: ST. THOMAS STREET, LONDON, S.E.

ULll lL tt U Cable Works : WEMBLEY, LONDON.

THE ELECTRICITY (Supply) ACT, 1919
Wlltv N.^tes r.y ^. --. KENNEDY. LL.B,, ot the

inn&r T<*fVtD-«. Barrlster'at^L^w.

85. Pages, Paper GoverF gs. «d Post Free 3s. M
The ELECTRICAL REVIEW. Lta., 4. Ludgatt Hill, London, £.C. 4.

TELEGRAPH SWITCHING SYSTEMS,
By T. F. PURVES. •

EnffiDe«r-iti-Chief's Department, CP.O.

Cloth, 3*. net. Post Free, 3S. Sd.

TBE ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Ltd., 4, Ludgate HIU, London, E.O.4.

CILiJLSS

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO.,

a.ii.d SxnaU.
]Mla.cli.ixied

Pa>x>ts.
PENTONVILLE ROAD. LONDON. N.I.

'Phones HOLBORN 1812.

MICA MICA
Cuf or Uncut m Original Cases.

Uncut and Slab Selected to Specified Sizes.
Cut, Built up, Gauged, or Split to Exact Requirements,

Soft, Hard, Clear, stained. Spotted. Ruby, Green, or Brown.
Splittings, Washers, Discs and Stampings of Every Kind,

Speedy Deliveries. Urgent Orders Specially Attended to.

L. VANDERVELDE date d. jaroslaw), 19, tower hill, London, e.c. 3
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Westin^ouse
¥ ¥ ELECTRICAL APPARATUS %^ FOR EVERY PURPOSE

This trade mark is

the guarantee of

dependable elec-

trical equipment. Electrifying

the World
Three great problems were involved in electrifying the world.

First—The economical generation of electric energy.

Second—Its far transmission and wide distribution.

Third— Its practical application to use.

Prominent in the solving of these problemg has been Westinghouse Electric, and to

it is due much of the progress of the use of electricity, in power plants, central stations,

railway and steamship lines, manufacturing industry and household convenience.

Westinghouse Electric harnessed the power of Niagara Falls.

It made practical the Parsons steam turbine for electric generation.

It perfected reduction gears by which the terrific velocity of the turbine generator

could be safely yoked to the propeller shafts of steamships.

Westinghouse Electric developed the transformer by which alternating current came

into general use, effecting wide and more economical distribution of electric energy.

It developed the induction motor which to-day does such a large share of the world's

work.

Westinghouse—the Institution—stands a dominant figure at the parting of the

ways between the age of steam and the age of electricity.

Westinghouse Electric International Co,,
165, Broadway, 2, Norfolk Street, Strand.

NEW YORK. US.A. LONDON, England.

o. New York or London.

This is one of a series

of advertisements to

appear in this publica-

tion featuring Westing-
house, the institution.

w
CWESTINGHOUSE'X

ELECTRIC J^
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PHOSPHOR BRONZE,
MANGANESE BRONZE,

GUNMETAL,
TUBES, RODS, SHEETS, WIRE & CASTINGS.

EsiAULISHED ITJG. YELLOW METAL, NAVAL BRASS, &c.

PHOSPHOR TIN & PHOSPHOR COPPER.

BRASS ft COPPER TUBES.

CHARLES CLIFFORD 3 SON,

BIRMINQHAIVl.

fUSCTHI^ SUCTIOH CLiAMm
Every time you sell an Apex Cleaner you make a
permanent, saiisfied customer.
Because Apex construction is so essentially right that Apex
cannot fail to give that complete and satisfactory service

that gives your customer confidence in the goods you sell.

And the Apex is worthy of confidence. Examine the details

of Apex construction and you will see that no other cleaner

is so thoroughly efficient.

These points prove Apex superiority. The
Apex weighs but ten pounds ; it can be carried from room
to room, upstairs or downstairs without inconvenience.
The design of the Apex nozzle permits it to poke under
Radiators, Sec, drawing dust and dirt out of hard-to-get-at

places. The air space in the nozzle is equally divided,

making an equal suction even into the extreme ends of the

cleaner. The " Dust-pan " design of the nozzle permits
dust and dirt to easily travel up the incline, instead of

wasting suction power on a straight up lift or pull.

From the comfortable handle grip to the exclusive, inclined

nozzle, the smallest detail of the Apex is carefully tested at

the factory. ^/—v^^

oTAPEX
ELECTRIC CLOTHES WASHER

ROTAPEX—is the Electric Washer, that revolutionizes

home washing. A real washer that doesn't have to be
coaxed—shorn of all the complications associated with
mechanical washers. The Housewife can use it and will

use it when she sees the simplicity of it. As to construction

—here again is expressed all that is latest and best.

The Rotapex Double Roll Ironer is built on
entirely new principles, with double rollers. The first roll

dries and smooths, the second roll adds a perfect finish.

Even heating is assured by the revolving
'

' shoe.
'

' Rotapex
is 30% cheaper than ordinary ironers and 100% easier to

operate— it costs only half to heat, has easy foot-control

and is easily portable.

Write for iltastrated Folders and terms. Ask also for particu/oi

Vacuum Clean

DUNCAN WATSON & Co.,
Electrical Engineers,

61-62, Berners Street, London, W. 1.

Established Quarter of c Centurij.

IHE "FACILE" TERMINAL.

Ready for attachment.

ADVANTAGES.—Indestructible. Facility with which it can be fixeJ lo cable

Double strength by having two thicknesses of metal. Certain contact betwecr
terminal and wire alwavs assured. All in one piece ; no loose parts.

Send for Prices and List of AH Kinds of Terminals.

ROSS COURTNEY & CO., Ltd.,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.
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ALL TYPES
of

ELECTRIC
CABLES.

THE GENERAL CABLE MFG. CO., Ltd.,

Leatherhead, SURREY.

DY/lflMOS
S MOTORS

NOT CHEAP
DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
but cheap power is required.

A little more spent on the machine

produces cheap power. High effi-

ciency, freedom from breakdown,

and low cost of upkeep are cheapest

in the end.

aTOPM/in RYflLL cr, c? c?
38 GROSVE/IOR. G D'riS.

1.0IN00/S. S.W. 1

For

RAPIDLY

REMOVING
RUST—

FRANKi OILMAN, 54, Wilders Drive, Warwick Rd., Birmingham.
Boiler. Econon Scaling undertaken by experienced Workme of the United Kingdo
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Ventilated protected
type "K" Machines,

1-50 H P.
Standard Slip-ring Motors,

type "M" Form B,

2—40 H.P.

Pipe Ventilated
type "M" Slip-ring

Motors, 5—40 H.P.

Pipe Ventilated

type "K" Machines
10—300 H.P.

SWEDISH GENERAL
ELECTRIC LIMITED

Telegrs
Aulosyncro. Fl.

, London. 5, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C 2.
Telephone

:

Holhorn 1703.

MANCHESTEV BRANCH-LIoyd'. Bank BuUdinn.
Telephone—Cily 4358.
Telesr Ji;i»

—
" Aulosyncro." Manchesler.

BIRMINGHAM BK ANCH-Daimler Hou.o. Par«di.e StrMt.
Telephone Midland 52.
Telegrams- ' Aulosyncro." Birmingham

SCOTTISH AGENT-X Hally Craig. 45, Hone Slroel. GU.,ow.
Telephone— Cctiiial 793.
Telegrams

—
"Halcra." Glasgow.

WALES-Wilty & Wyatt 5 Burl Sireel. Clarence Road. CardHf.
Telephone—CardiR .2 3 2.
Tele>;rami--W,lwy.- Crdiff

NEWCASTLF..ON TYNE.-E. A„.u. Leyboume, Cathedral BuUding..
Telephone—Central 34(ju.
Telegrams

—
'" Leybourne." N\-w..--.I T

NOTTINGHAM.-The Electrical Slor
Soath Sherwood Street.

Telephone—3842.
Telegrams— " Electrical Stores, . .«,....ku„,u,

YORKSHIRE-R, a Metcalfe, Central Street, Leed.
Telepbone-22439 Leeds.

BRISTOL-J. H, Baldwin. 3. Hngheod.n Ro«d, W«tern..ap<.r.Mar«.
IRELAND-E. C. Handcock. 6. Fleet Street. Dublin

Telephone-Dublin 3280
Telegrams-"Switcbgear." Dublin,

(Nottingham). Ltd.. 35. 37, 39,

tingha

AUSTRALASIA—
Victoria and Taamania-Thoinaa Bros . Melbonroe.

New South Wales—AuBtraleclric Ltd.. Sydney.

South Anslralia-Unbehaun & Johnstone. Ltd., Adelaide.

Western Australia—Unbehaun & John.tone. Ltd., Perth.

Queensland—Intercolonial Boring Co.. Ltd., Brisbane.

NEW ZEALAND-
TurnbuU & Jones. Wellington. Auckland. Christchurch, Dunedin.

INDIA, BURMA, ETC.—McLeod & Co., Calcutta and Bombay.

SOUTH AFRICA-Reanerl & Leni, Ltd.. Johannesburg.

CHILE, PERU AND BOLIVIA-
Graham Rowe & Co,. Valparaiso. Santiago. Aolofacasla. Lima.

Callao. Oniro.
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^lilliiiiiil^^

lOQOOO SQ. FEET OF FLOOR SPACE
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE

iwlli

IIHil

iijiil MANUFACTURE OF UNION CABLES AT
ii|| DAGENHAM DOCK. ESSEX . WHERE
I 11?

ll!^;i

BRITISH MATERIALS. BRITISH WORKPEOPLE,

AND BRITISH CAPITAL ARE EMPLOYED. I H'

UNION
CABLES liiS;'

mi r

!j)i\ji|iij!-ii;/iii':!ilM;|!'!Hn

\i'V\ 'if. \: i

[\ ;,-.;;•
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QUALITY RESULTS ON
THE QUANTITY RUN IN

PRECISION REPETITION WORK.

Perfect fit interchangeability is

the result of experience in modern
manufacturing methods on the

quantity basis.

Comparison of any repetition

parts emanating from this factory

will reveal absolute truth to

specified limits.

We can quote keen prices for

superior finished bright bolts and

nuts, screws, washers, split pins,

cylinder studs, shackle bolts, and

small parts to Specification, and

guarantee "On Time" Deliveries.

"The Coventry" Repetition

Co., Ltd.

Canterbury St. : : Coventry.

47, Victoria St., London, S.W.I.

18, Queen St. : : Glasgow.

A
The High-Efficiency

Electrical Switchgear

The oulitandiDfi charac
of FLUVENT Electrical

Switchgear is High Effic

encv. It marks ever\' part
oflhe FLUVENT Service,
and Eoeineers .throu;;hout
the world bear testimony to

FLUVENT dependability.

In c\ery department, the
FLl^VENT Fuse has proved
itself highly successful. It

is the result of many years'
scientific experimental work,
and all its essential features
are fullv patented. The com-
plete FLUVENT Switch-
gear Catalogue will be

mailed on request.

PARMi7eR, hope & SUGDEiC LTD.,

Hulme Electrical Works, Manchester.

London Office; 36, Victoria St., 8.W. 1 Scotland:
A, C. Borthwick, 149, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow
N.E. Coaet: J. E. Gledson, 48, Blackett St., Nawoastle-on-
Tyne S.Wales : R. R. Paton,a7, Windior Place, Cardiff,V

fl

MICAFIL, LTD.,
Works : Zurich-Ahstetten (Switzerland).

Department—"Insulating Materials."

We manufacture and supply :

Insulating Materials of Every Description

for Electro-Technical Purposes,

such as

Tubes, Cylinders, Plates, Rings, Insulators, &c.,
in hardened paper, rigid in oil and heat resisting.

Micafolium, Micanite, Mica Flexible,

Micanite Silk and Cloth,

Insulating Papers, Presspahn.

1»
Agents for Great Britain :

IMPAG, 133/39, Finsbury Pavement,
London, E.C. 2.

Motors & Dynamos.

D.C.

Motors

All Sizes

and

Voltages,

Large London Stocks for Immediate Delivery.

Transformers & Alternators.

ELLIS & WARD, Ltd.,
LONDON—Portugal St., ICingsway. ToL: Hoibom 595

BIRMINGHAM— 149, Edmund St. tj.: c«nirai mos.

GLASGOW—116, Hope Street. t«i. : c««iimj 4911.
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BACK-OF-BOARD
RESISTANCES.

Thii type of regaUtor is specially inteiKled for buildinf

ioto switchboards, and is made in any size or capacity.

The main features are

ABSOLUTE RELIABILI FY. NEAT AND COM-
PACT EASILY ACCESSIBLE. EXTREMELY
SIMPLE DESIGN. MINIMUM COST OF FIXING,
MADE TO SUIT YOUR OWN EXACT
REQUIREMENTS. AND AT A MODERATE

COST.
Pre^eminenlly suitable foi

—

Battery Charging Panels, Projection Lamp
Switchboards, Shunt Regulation, etc^ etc.

We supply these resistances COMPLETE with Hand Wheel and
Dial-PIale. all ready or fixing to the switchboard. They can also be

supplied with sprocket and chain control.

Pie addF : turn—

The Cressall Manufacturing Co.,
n

I
40 & 41, Staniforth Street, BIRMINGHAM. i ii

OHUia. BlUmillQHAI*. Telephone : CENTRAL, 3463.

GRINDERS
You can oblam accurate results very rapidlyon Churchill Grinders.

This means cheapness m production.

There is no cheapei process for accurately producing finished sur-
facei. eiihercylindfic.I or Hat.

The reason Churchill Uri..cers are so uniformly succaiifu! is that
they are capable of continuous maximum production.

Whatever grinding work you may have we can give you the right

Tellui whatyouwant. It will cost you nothing and may save you much.

CttApi_es CnuPCMiuL cc C? LrMirco
• -IS. LeoNAffo axRecT. lonoon e c z.

tiiHaiHHJipynPHji pms^s uyni^jiaiUEJjiflaiiHHJUsiUjB

BtRMINOHAM. 1ANCM ESTER Ol_ASCO\A'.

ON EVERY LIGHTING JOB
THERE'S A USE FOR A

CORD ABSORBER.STURGE'S

PATENT.

ALWAYS USE
CORD ABSORBERS.

SIMPLICITY ITSELF.

NO SHOT-NO PULLEYS- NO GUIDE WIRES.
An ORNAMENT and NOT an "EYESORE."

Makerm :-

STURGE & BAKER,
Sheepoole Streal, BIRMINGHAM.

xmB
s«

LITTLE BRITON
VACUUM CLEANER.
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Twenty Years
What they have meant to the

"Parkinson" Motor.

Git/se/a.v, LBeda i

Cablesrams :
" Parkinion, Guiseley."

Telegrama : "Parkinson. 35, Guiseley."

Telephone : 35 Guiseley (3 lines).

London

:

39, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

Telegrams: "Parkmola. Vic. London."
Tt-lephone : Vicloria 5673.

Manchos »er ;

20, St. Annes Square.

Telejr.ms; "6764 Manchester."
Telephone :

f;764 Central.

Glaaopyif t

69, St. Vinceat Street.

Telesrami: "Torque. Glasgow."

Telephone: 1246 CenU.I

Alao at Amiterdam. BrutceU. Invercarsill.

Boaibay. Buenoa Ayrea, etc

THE "Parkinson" Motor

is more than a good motor,

it is a pedigree motor.

Twenty years of painstaking en-

deavour lie behind the name of

Parkinson. And during these

twenty years have been made

twenty thousand motors. The

longer a " Parkinson " Motor

has been installed, the more

enthusiastic the user becomes.

A constant stock of over three

hundred finished motors is at the

works in Guiseley, Leeds, ready

for immediate shipment and

twelve hundred are always in

progress.

We should welcome the oppor-

tunity of showing you through

our works.

Pj^XBirkij^

GUISELEY

TD

LEEDS
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MERCURE" LIGHTING & POWER PLANTS.
A.S sux>piliIe:d mo ix.im. oo've:ri«ime:ni<.

BRITISH A1.ADH
THROUUHOUT. 20-LIGHT PLANT

375 Watts Output.
ENGINE and DYNAMO complete
with Tanks, Piping, Foundation
Bolts, Tools, Spanners, &c.

H.T. MAGNETO IGNITION.
Runs on Petrol, Benzol or Gas.

SINGLE-CYLINDER SETS from Mo 9 B.H.P.

TWIN-CYLINDER SETS from 10 to 16^ B.H.P.

2 B.H.P. and upwards runs on PARAFFIN.

So -A.]VII>. HOXTIi.
Complete with all usual Accessories, with

BATTERY - CHARGING SWITCHBOARD,
consisting of Enamelled-Slate Base, with
necessary Meters, Switches, O'T'T
Fuses, Ne%ille-Pattern Cut- *»0 /
Out, &c.

SEND FOR TRADE TERMS.

SEND FOR OUR FULL LIST, R\i04.

COMPLETE PLANTS,
175 Watts to 10 KW..
Quoted for on Receipt

of Particulars,

MAVCMfSTEEl^O

THE NEW ANTWERP TELEPHONE &
ELECTRICAL WORKS, ANTWERP.

AMMETERS

VOLTMETERS
Sole Representatives for the British Empire:—

W. F. DENNIS & Co.,
70, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.G. 4.

Telephones: CITY 1020. CENTRAL 9600/1

.

the "thomson"

Electric Lamp.

THE Aocumnlator Lamp.

Sole Ageat :—

L E. Wilson,
10, Corporation Street,

MANCHESTER.
TCICGRAMS: - - "TELEPHONY. M/C."
ICLLpHONE: .... CITY 344. Type B. (Pocket,)

THE MOST DURABLE OF
ALL

HIGH RESISTANCE ALLOYS
for very high temperatures.

Used by the leading makeps of

FURNACES, MUFFLES, COOKERS, OVENS, RADIATORS, &C.

STOCKED BY

THE ELECTRICAL ALLOY COMPANY,
4, Regent Square, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C. 1.

LORIVAL
The superior British Insulating Material

—

If SMALL MOULDINGS are required, ask for

GRADE A.

If LARGE MOULDINGS and MATERIAL for

MACHINING are wanted, a.k for GRADE B.

BOTH GRADES are HEAT. ACID and OIL RE-
SISTING and FIRST-CLASS INSULATORS.

Wrile for Samples—

LORIVAL MANUFACTURING COY. (1921). V°-

NORWOOD WORKS, SOUTHALL.

PRESSPAH
BEST QUALITY. HIGHEST FINISH.

LOWEST PRICES.

DEILiI'V'EIt'V mOlM STOCK.

Mica & Mlc?inlte Supplies, LI s^rel^'ORTH,

Mica House. OKord Sfrset, London, N.
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ALBERT ST. WORKS,

BILSTON, STAFFS.JOSEPH SANKEY & SONS, LTD.,
Tele^n-ams : SAXKEY, BILSTON." -Code : LIEBER'S. Telephone : 115 BILSTO.V.

Manufacturers of SHEETS and STAMPINGS of all descriptions for Registered made Marks:

Dynamos, Motors, Transformers, &c., and for Electrical Work generally.

STALLOY
Telephone

Receiver

Diaphragms.

MAKERS or

STALLOY
(PATENT).

LOW HYSTERESIS. LOW EDDIES. HIGH RESISTANCE.

"LOHYS."
'SPECIAL LOHYS.

'• MEDIUM
RESISTANCE."
"STALLOY."
"INSULINE."

Representative: ROBERT JENKINS, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent Street, London, W. 1.

' Permeable, Phone, London." Telephone : Reo

iSISSON'
Patent High-Speed Enclosed

SELF-LUBRICATING ENGINE. ||

For Direct Coupling to Dynamos, Pumps, Fans, Blowers, St,

Full Particulars on Application to—

W. SISSON & Co., Ltd.,
ENGINEERS,

GLOUCESTER.
Te>3. : "Sisaon, Gloucester."

ii

tllMSTBOIIC, STEVENS i SON,
WHITTALL STREET. Litl.,rn% WHITTALL STREET,

w

PRICES

QUOTED

ON

APPLICATION.
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ELLISOM MAKE
RATHER. THAH

ELLISOM TYPE
THEH YOU ARE SURE OF GETTinO

ELLISOh GEAR
0A<? Standard/or SimplicitY

and Correct Desi^n^

iiiiiiiiiii

Mkfel'^ ol^ Electric Control GeS
WORKS: PErlRY BARRBiaiVlinGHAfvi
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
Abbott, Anderson * Abbott,

r,ta

Acoamolators of Woking. Ltd.. .Sap. 3
&.C.E.C i&teUtsrs de Constrac-

tiODB Eleotriqnes de Charlerol)
Aome Prodaction Co
Acme Screw Co., Ltd 15

Adamson, D., i Co., Ltd. Sup. 34
Aland 4 Co
Alden Engine Co., Ltd
Allen, West* Co. .. Rap. 66
Allied National Corp., Ltd. Sup. 10

American Hard Rubber Co.
(Britain), Ltd Bap. 46

Anglo-SwiBS Screw Co., Ltd. .

.

Armature Repair Go
Armstrong, Addison & Co.
Armstrong, Sir W. 8., Whil-
worth & Co

Armstrong, Stevens A Son, Ltd. 38
\rora Co
Artie Fuse & EIgcI. Mfg. Co.,

Ltd. Sup. 35
Aahford Dann & Co. .

.

Sup. 6i
Atlas Co., Ltd., Copenhagen..
Atlas Diesel Co., Ltd
Austin A Hayes .. Sup. 46
Automatic Telephone Manu-
facturing Co.. Ltd

Avery, W. AT., Ltd

Barnard, J. W Sup. 53
Barrett A Elers, Ltd 32
Bastian Meter Co., Ltd... Sup. 46
Batteries, Ltd
Beadle, T., A Co., Ltd
Belco, Ltd 97
Beldam Tyre Co. (1930), Ltd. .

.

Belling A Co
Benham A Sons, Ltd
Bennis, B., ACo., Ltd
Berry, Wiggins A Co
Berry's Electric, Ltd
Bertram Thomas
Bll, S., ACo
Hirmingham Mica Co. .. dup. 18
n.K.B. Electric Motors, Ltd. .

.

Bliss Co., E. W 43
Bolton, T., A Sons, Ltd
Boothroyd, H. T., Ltd
Boulton A Paul, Ltd
Boving A Co., Ltd.
Braby, Fred., A Co
Bray, Markham A Reiss, Ltd.
British Alnmininm Co., Ltd. .. 1

British Ebonite Co., Ltd. .. 4i
British Electric Lamps, Ltd. .

.

British Bleotrio Plant Co., Ltd.
British Electric Traneformer

Co., Ltd
British Electric Vehicles Sup. S'J

British Electrical Development
Association

British Engine, Boiler and
Electrical Insurance Co., Ltd. 41

British Insulated A Helsby
Cables, Ltd. . , . , 27

British L. M. Ericsson Mfg.
Co., Ltd 45

British Oxygen Co., Ltd.
British Thomson-Houston Co..
Ltd

British Vacuum Cleaner Co.,
Ltd

Brittain's Elec. Motor Co,
'.

'. 1

Broadbent, T. W., Ltd..

.

Brook, Hirst A Co., Ltd. Sup. 65
Brown A Co.
Browne A Son .. .. ' Sup. 63
Browning's Electric Co.
Bruce Peebles A Co., Ltd.
B.T.T. Electric Lamp A Acces-

sories Co Sup. 2
Bumsted A Chandler. Ltd.
Buyers of Sorai! Metal, Ltd. .

.

Cable Acoessoriea Co., Ltd. ..Sup. 7
Callender's Cable A Construc-

tion Co., Ltd
Cambridge A Paul Inetr'ament

Co., Ltd
Canning, W., A Co., Ltd.'
Cantie Switch Co., Ltd..

.

Sup. 13
CapelACo Hup. 31
Carron Company
Carson, F. M !!l.V:23
Century Electric Co 46
Chamberlain A Hookham,Ltd.
Chloride Elec.StorageCo.,Ltd. Sup. 40
Churchill, Charles, A Co., Ltd.

36 A Sup. 13
Churton, T. Harding A Co., Ld. 1
City Accumulator Co. .

.

Sup. 41
City Electrical Co., Ltd. , . 20
Clarke, Chapman A Co., Ltd.. . 43
Clarl

,
H., ,VCo 41

Clewuith, Wheal A Co., Ltd. ..
Clifford, Charles, A Son, Ltd.. . 30
Cole, Mai chent A Morlev
Compressi ill Starter and Switch-
gear Co., J. 1,1. ,

.

23
Concordia Ek

. Wire C<3., Ltd! fi

Connolly's (Bin, kley), Ltd. .. 1
Consolidated Pneumatio Tool

Co., Ltd
Coventry Repetiticn Co!, Ltd. 31
Cox-Walke^s, Ltd.
Orabtree, J. A., A Co.. Ltd. . .Sup. .;

Cred.mda Conduits Co, Ltd. .

.

2
Cressall MauLifaoturiug i:n, 3j
Crewe. Allen A Co. ., Sup. 63
Croft Granite, BriokA Concrete

Co., Ltd
CromptonA Co., Ltd
Crypto Electrical Co., Ltd. Ijup. 49
Oryselco, Ltd Sup. 4

Curtis Manufacturing Co. .. 14
Cutting Bros. Bup. 6

Daoier, Ltd.
Damard Laoqaer Oo., Ltd,
Davidson A,Co.. Ltd,

Davis A Timmins, Ltd
Dawson, E.. A Oo.
Daysohms. Ltd Sup. .^9

Dearborn Chemical Co. .

.

Bup. 48
Uennrs, W. F., 4 Co 87

Dermatlne Co., Ltd 1

Diamond Fibre Co., Ltd.
Donovan A Co
Dorey, hi. W
Dorman A Smith. Ltd 10

Donnan, W. H.. A Co., Ltd, Sup. IQ

Downes A Davios
D. P. Battery Co., Ltd
Drake A Qorham Wholesaleilxl.
Duncan Watson A Co 30

Dona, H., A Son 1

Edison Aocnmulatori, Ltd.
Edison Swan Elec. Co., Ltd. .

.

2

Electric and Ordnance Aooes-
sories Co., Ltd dup. 42

Electric Construction Co., Ltd. 6
Electric Control, Ltd 1

Electric Fires, Ltd 17

Bleotrio Heating Co
Electrical AUoy Co "7

Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd. Sup. 20

Electrical Conduits, Ltd. . . 3U

Electrioal Contractors' ASBOO..

.

Electrical Engineering and
Equipment Co., Ltd I

Electrical Supplies Co. .

.

Sup. 31

Electrioal Utilities, Ltd.
Elec. Wholesalers' federation..
Electro-Mechanical Brake Co.,

Ltd
Electro-Dynaraio Constractlon

Co., Ltd
Electro-Metals, Ltd
Electromotors, Ltd 23

Elliion, George 39

Ellis 4 Ward, Ltd 34

EUiston, Evans A Jackson, Ltd.
Enfield Ediswan Cable Works,
Ltd

English Electric Co., Ltd. . . 19

English Electric A Siemens
Supplies, Ltd Sup, 41

Enterprise Mfg. Co., Ltd. .. 4i

Erskine, Heap 4 Co.. Ltd.
Essex .Accumulator Co., Ltd, ..

Etohells, Cougdon 4 Muir
Everett, Edgoumbe 4 Co., Ltd. 24

Evershed A Vienoloa, Ltd. Sup. 60

Excelsior Shade Mfg. Co. Sup. 1

1

Falk, Btadelmann A Co,, Ltd. Sap. 45

Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd
Farndons Power A General

Eleotrical Co., Ltd
Farrow, E. W., A Sons .

.

Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd. .

.

Sup. 67

Ferranti, Ltd
Pirth 4 Russell 26

Flather ACo., Ltd
Fleming, Birkby A Ooodall . . 46

Fluxite, Ltd.
Foster Engineering Co., Ltd. .

.

Franks. D '.I

Fraser A Chalmers Engineer-
ing Works

Fuller Eleotrical and Manufac-
turing Co Sup.

5

FuUer'sUnitedElec.Wks., Ltd. 1

Furse, W. J., A Co., Ltd. .

.

3

Gatb Elec, Bng. Co 9

Geipel, Wm., 4 Co 23

General Cable Mfg. Co , Ltd. . . .HI

General Elec. Co., Ltd. .

.

Sup. 22

Gent 4 Co., Ltd 18

Gillespie 4 Beales
Oillett A Johnston
Oilman, F .. 31
Gilson, D., A Co., Ltd
Gladstone, J. W 8
Glover, W. T., 4 Co
Goold, L. W. .. Sap. 38

Gordon A Gotoh, Ltd
Gordon, J., & Co., Ltd. .

.

Sap. 46

Graham, Alfred, 4 Co ,, Su^. 44

Greengate A Irwell Ruboer Co.
Ltd

Grice, W., A Sons, Ltd

Hackbridge Electric Com tme-
tion Co., Ltd

Hall, J. P., A aons
Hail, J. P., A Co., Ltd, .

.

Sup. 69

Hanchett, Barratt A Co
HannAlugle .. .. Sup. 18

Hardy 4 Padmore, Ltd
Harris, A. E., A Co. .

.

Sup. 63

Harris, J. F. A G., Ltd. .

.

Sup. 41

Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd. ..

Hart Manufacturing Co.
Hartnell (Wilson) ACo., Ltd... 1

Harwell, Ltd 9

Haslam AStretton (Engineering
4 Motor UtilitieBI, Ltd. Sup. 52

Hawkins, L.G
Hay, Maryon 4 Co., Ltd. . .Sup. 2

Heathman Sap. 44

Henley's, W. T., Tel. Works,
Ltd 16, 35 A Sup. 11

Hewittio Electric Co., Ltd. . .Sup. 3

Hick, Hargreaves 4 Cio., Ltd. .

.

Higga Bros
Higgins, J. A Snp. 62

Hinderlich, A. . .

.

Sup. 52

Hindley, B. 8., A Soni ..

Hobdell, Way A Co., Ltd. . . U
Hodges, C, A Co., Ltd 33

Hon nann Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Hogan 4 Wardrop . . .

.

3

HolderHarridon, Ltd 1

Holland Insulated Wlr* and
Cable Works .. .. 14

Holmes, J. H., A Oo
Hooper's Telegraph and India-

Rubber Works, Ltd

Hotpolnt Bleotrio Appliance
Co., Ltd

Howden. J., * Oo 16

HowellsAOo Bnp. 10
Rnntalitn. Ltd 11

Hvrliotherm, Ltd Sop. 34

l^anlo Eleotrlo Oo., Ltd.
Iropag
Imperial Lighting Co
India-rabber, Gutta-peroha and
Telegraph Works, Co., Ltd...

Ingham, Clark A Co., R., Ltd..

.

Ingleby A Co., Ltd
loco Rubber 4 Waterproofing

Co., Ltd
iBenthal A Co., Ltd

JaokBOn Electric Stove Co,
Jardlne, J., Ltd
Jeary Electrical Co., litd,

Jenkins Robert .

.

Jenkins, R., A Co., Ltd..

.

Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd. 1, Sup. « A "

tlones, Inigo .. .. Sup. 62
.Topling, B., A Sons, Ltd.
Joseph, H., A Co Snp. 37

Kennedy, H., A Sons, Ltd. Bup. 53
Key Engineering Co., Ltd.
Kirk (Whoatleyl Price A Co. Sup. 23
Kohla- Co., Ltd

Laoy-Holbert A Co. (1931), Ltd, 13
Lancashire Dynamo and Motor
Co., Ltd Snp. 49

Laurence Scott A Co., Ltd. .

.

" Lea " Recorder Co., Ltd.
Leach, S. O., A Co., Ltd.
Lee, Albert, A Co., Ltd
Linti A Batchelor
Litholite Insulators, Ltd. ... I

Liverpool Elec. Cable Co., Ltd.
London Electric V^irm . .

London Electric Wire Co.. Ltd.
London Elec, Supply Corpora-

Lorival Mfg. Co. (1931), Ltd, ..

Lowke, J. T., A SonB
L.P.S. Electrical Co

37

Macfarlane Eng. Co., Ltd. f up. 53
Maointyre, J., & Co., Ltd.
Maokie, W.. A Co.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph

Co., Ltd
MareUi, E., A Co Sup. 13
Marryat A Place
Marshall Electrical Co
Marshall 4 Plumtree, Ltd. Sup. 43
Mather 4 Piatt, Ltd
Matthews 4 Yates, Ltd
Mavor 4 Coulson, Ltd I

Mawdsley's, Ltd 18

May A Padmore, Ltd
McClure A Whitfield .

.

McConnel A Co., Ltd. .

.

Sup. 52

McGee, W., 4 Son, Ltd..

.

MoGeoch, W., 4 Co., Ltd. Snp. 56

McGraw Hill Publishing Co. Sup. 4.S

McKechnie Bros Sup. l3

Medical Supply Association.
Ltd Sup. 44

Metallio Eleol. Eng. Co., Ltd..

.

Metropolitan Viokers, Ltd. Sup. 16 & 17

Mica A Micanite Supplies, Ltd. 37
Mica Manufacturing Co., Ltd .

.

6

Micanite A Insulators Co., Ltd. 46
Micafil, Ltd 34

Midland Eleo.Mfg. Co., Ltd. .. 47

Mirrlees, Bickerton A Day .. '.I

Mirrlees, Watson Co., Ltd. .

.

Morton, A 1

Mosses 4 Mitchell .. .. 3

Moy, Ernest F., Ltd 1

Multi-way PatentEarthing Clip,
Ltd Bup. 62

Nalder Bros. & Thompson.Ltd. Sup, 39
New British Electric Supply

Co., Ltd
New Pelapone Engine Co., Ltd. Sup. 48
Newton Bros, of Derby .

,

Northern Cable and Wire
Works, Ltd Sup. 87

N.V. Electra Gloeilampen-
fabriek

Ormond Engineering Oo. . . 38
Oslor

Park Royal Engineering Works,
Ltd. Bnp. 68

Parkinson, F. 4 A., Ltd. .. SB
Parmiter, Hope A Sugden .. 34

Parsons, C. A., A Co., Ltd, 4

Pass, Capper, 4 Son, Ltd.
Peacock, C, 4 Co., Ltd. Sup. 33

Peebles (Bruce) A Co., Ltd. .

.

Peebles (Charlesworth) 4 Co. . Sup 3

Pettigrew A Merriman, Ltd. Sup. 37

Phillips, E., Ltd
Phillips, J.. 4 Co
Pinchin Johnson A Co., Ltd. ..

Power Rectifiers, Ltd
Precision Screw Co 14

Premier Accumulator Co., Ltd.
Premier Cooler A Engineering
Co., Ltd 9

Premier Electric Heaters, Ltd.
Pritchett A Gold and E.P.S. Co.,
Ltd

Pnlsometer Engineering Oo. .

.

BaniomeB, Bimi 4 JailariM,
Ltd

Rawlploit Oo Sup. 11

Reason Mfg. Co., Ltd

PAUE
Rf avell A Co., Ltd 41

Record Elec. Co., Ltd
Rees Roturbo Mfg. Co., Ltd. .

.

Belay Automatic Telephone
Co.. Ltd Sop. 43

Rentell, S., A Co., Ltd
Rovrolle. A., A Oo., Ltd.
RichsontCo Sup. :35

Robinson A Hands Electrical

Co., Ltd
Robinson, Lionel, & Co, .

.

Sup, 31

Uoss A Co. (Eleotnc), Ltd. But,. 14

Ross Courtney A Co., Ltd. . . i)0

Rotai Motor Aooessories.Ltd..

.

Rovce, Ltd
Rudkin, J. B 17

Rnssell, Newbery 4 Oo
Boston A Homsby, Ltd. . . '3

Ryman, F., 4 Co. .. Bnp. 4i

Sample, A. A
Sanders, W., 4 Co., .

.

Sup. 48

Sankey, Joseph 4 Sone, Ltd. . . 88

St. Helens Cable and Robber
Co., Ltd

Sai, Julius, A Co., Ltd 7

Saxonia Eleotrical Wire Co., Ld.
Scaldia Works
Scott, H. J.. 4 Co., Ltd fi

.kelson EnB. Co., Ltd. .. Snp. 66

Shaw. .1., A Son Greeohalgh, Ld.
Shell Mei, Ltd Snp. 4B

Showell A Sons, Ltd 5

Siemens Bros. A Co., Ltd. .. 91

Silnminite Insulator Co., Ltd.. . 91

Simmonds Bros., Ltd. ..

Simplex Conduits, Ltd... Sup. 53

Simpson, Baker A Co
Sims i Sims
Sisson. W., 4 Co., Ltd :«

Sloan Blectrical Co., Ltd. . . 16

Small Power Dynamo A Motor
Co., Ltd Sup. 44

Smith, Frederick, ACo., Ltd... 7

Smith, H. W., ACo
Smith, J. AW. B.. Ltd
fi 'lenoid Regulator Cu 1

Sperrvn 4 Co 98

Spicer Bros., Ltd 33

Spon, E. 4F. N Snp. 53

Springfield Electric Oo
atatter, J. G., A Co. . . . Bup. 2

Steel Tubes and Conduit Co.
Sterling Telephone 4 Electric

Co. Ltd
Sterling Varnish Co.
Studebaker, Ltd Sup. 54

Btnrtevant Eng. Co., Ltd. .. 1

1

Sturge A Baker 85

Submersible Motors, Ltd.
Sugg, W„ 4 Co., Ltd 37

Sun Electrical Co., Ltd... 19 A Sup. 47

Superlamp, Ltd
Supra Electrical Co., Ltd.
Suter, Fr
Swedish General Eleotrio Ltd. 32

Taylor A Challen, Ltd
Taylor 4 Petters, Ltd 1 .V 3

Teeside Electric A Plumbers'
Stores, Ltd Bup. 53

Telegraph Condenser Co.,Ltd..

.

TelephoneMlg. Co.. Ltd... Sup. 60

"The Coventry" Chain Co.,

Ltd
Times Electric Co., Ltd.
Todman, Ryall A Co., Ltd. .. 31

Tok Switches, Ltd. .

.

Sup. 87

Triumph Elec. Mfg. Co., Ltd. Sup. 15

Tucker, J. H., A Co. .

.

Snp. SO

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd... 8

Turner Aspirators, Ltd 35

Turner Bros Snp. 63

Turner, 8., Ltd Sup. 3

Unbreakable Pulley and Mill-

gearing Co., Ltd.
Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd. .

.

Union Cable Co.. Ltd S3

Vandervelde, L 28

Verey, A., A Co., Ltd
Veritys, Ltd Bop. 1

Vincent Switchgear Mfg. Co. .

.

Vislok Sup. 18

Walker. Crosweller A Co. Sup. 53

Wallnurk, U., A Co., Lid.
Walsall Electrioal Co.. Ltd. .. 1

Walsall Haidware Mfg. Co.,

Ltd. Sup. 46

Walttsrs, Austin, A Son .

.

Ward A Goldstone
Watt Elec. Co., Ltd.
Watt Motors, Ltd.
Weidmann Co., Ltd.
Welco Patents
Wells, A. C, 4 Co
Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Westinghouse Electric Inter

itioual Co.

Bnp. 8 A 87
Bnp. 6i

Sup, (9

Westminster Bng. Co., Ltd. Sup.

Westjo Elec, Inst. Co., Ltd. ..

White Elec. Instrument Co. .

.

White, Jacohy 4 Co
Wholesale Fittings Co., Ltd. -

.

Wiggin, H., 4 Co., Ltd. . . Bnp,

Wiggins, F., A Sous .

.

dap
Wigglesworth, F., A Co., Ltd. .

.

Wilnsmith, J., 4 Co. .. Sup,

Willcox, W. H., A Co. Ltd. ..

Williams, Pell 4 Baring
Wilson. L, E
Wireless Supplies Cc
Worthington Simpson, Ltd. .

.

Wolf, S,, A Co.. Ltd B

Wright, C, Ltd. , .. Bap. 10

Wright Motors, Ltd 1

Zenith Manufacturing Co. .. 46
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THE

TISH EBONSTE
CO.,
LTD.

^
RODS, TUBES, SHEETS, MOULDINGS,^

\ ACCUMULATOR BOXES, PUMP RINGS, &c.

"^E EBONITE FOR WIRELESS A SPECIALITY.
I>IS01VII»T DELIVERIES FTtOTi/L S1<0CK: & TO OROEIt.

c
.A.

IT

FACTORIES
AND

OFFICES, HANWELL,L0ND0N,W.7. 1689
EALING.

RADIO. ff

We can supply

STANDARD EBONITE KNOBS
AND DIALS.

SUPER FLEXIBLE SLEEVING,
1 m/m, 2 m/m and 3 m/m.

EBONITE SHEETS, RODS AND
TUBES, BRASS TERMINALS,

SCREWS, WASHERS, &c., FOR

WIRELESS WORK.

Send to the Manufacturers:—

H. CLARKE & CO. "*"«te«), LTD.
INSULATING MATERIAL MANUFACTURERS,

Atlas Works, Old Trafford, MANCHESTER.
Telegrams ;

" Pirtoid, Manchester,"

Telechone Nos. : 683 & 793 Tratford Park.

THE

REAVELL

SUBSTATION
AIR COMPRESSOR

j

For cleaning Electrical Machinery.
I

I

Write to DEPT. " D " for Prices,

ReAVELL & Co., Ltd., Ranelagh Works, IpswiCH.

INSPECTION & INSURANCE
OF ELECTRICAL PLANT.

BRITISH ENGINE, BOILER & ELECTRICAL
INSURANCE Co., Ltd.,

24, Fennel Street, Manchester. 56, Kingsway, London, W.C.Z,
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Accessories!
Aome Prodaotion Oo.
Batteries, Ltd.
Brook, Hirst 4 Co., Ltd.
Crabtree, J. A., & Co., Ltd.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd,
Daoler, Ltd.
Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd,
General Eleotrio Go,, Ltd,
Higgina, J. A.
Kennedy, B., & Son, Ltd.
Lee, A.. & Co.. Ltd.
-McKechnie Bros
Marstiall Electrical Co.
McConnell & Co., Ltd.
Morton, A.
Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd.

Rawlplug Co.
Byman, Frederick, 4 Co.
Sax, Julius, 4 Co., Ltd.
Shaw. J., Son & Greenhslgh, Ltd,
Simplex Conduits, Ltd.
Simpson, Baker & Co.
Supra Electrioal Co., Ltd.
Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd.
Vislok, Ltd.
Watt Eleotrical Co., Ltd.

Accumulators.
Barnard, J. W.
City Accumulator Co.
Edison Aooumulators, Ltd.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co.. Ltd.

Air Compressors.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd,
Consolidated Pneumati* Tool Co.,

Ltd.
Beavell 4 Co., Ltd.

Air Filters.
Cleworth, Wheal 4 Co., Ltd.
Premier Cooler 4 Engineering Go.,Ld.

Alternators.
British Tbomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.
Crompton 4 Co., Ltd.
General Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
Lancashire Dynamo 4 Motor Co., Ltd.
Peebles (Bruoe) Co., Ltd.

Aluminium.
British Alumlninm Co., Ltd.

Arc Lamp Coupllngs,Wlnches,&c.
London Eleotrio Firm.

Armature Repairs.
Dunn, H., 4 Son.
Walters, Anitin, 4 Son.

Armatures, &c., Rewound.
White, Jacob; 4 Co.

Auctioneers and Valuers
(Mechanical).

Kirk (Wheatley), Price 4 Co.

Automatic Liquid Scale and
Indicator,

Avery, W. 4 T., Ltd.

Ball Bearings.
Hoflmann Mfg. Co.,Xitd.

Batteries (Primary).
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
General Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
India-Rubber, Q..P., 4 T.W. Co., Ltd.

Batteries (Storage)
Accumulators of Woking, Ltd.
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.
D. P. Battery Co., Ltd.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co^ Ltd.
Fullers United Electric Works, Ltd,
Hart Aooumulator Co., Ltd.
Premier Accumulator Co., Ltd.
Pritchett 4 Gold and E.P.8. Co., Ltd.
Tudor Aooumnlator Co., Ltd.

Bells.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Heneral Eleotrio Co., Ltd,
Gent 4 Co., Ltd.
Roes A Co. (Eleotrio), Ltd.
Sax, J., 4 Co., Ltd.

Belting.
Dermatine Co., Ltd.
IndlB-Rnbbar, G.-P„ 4 T.W. Co., Ltd.
Jardina, J., Ltd.

Bitumen,
Berry. Wiggins & Co.
Shell-Mei, Ltd.

Blowers (Portable Electric).
Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.,

Ltd.
Lacy-Hulbert 4 Co. (IMli. Ltd.

Books.
Gordon 4 Gotoh, Ltd,
Spon, E. 4 F. N.
RenteU, B., 4 Co., Ltd,

Boosters.
Ohletldt Eleotrical Storage Ca., Ltd.

Braiding Machines,
Selson Engineering Co., Ltd.

Brass Condenser Tubes.
OllBord, Obarlta, * Boa, Ltd,

Cabinet Work.
Brown 4 Co.
Peaoook, C. 4 Co., Ltd.

Cable Connectors.
Haslam 4 Stretton (Engineering and
Motor Utilities), Ltd.

Hinderlloh, A.

Cables.

(See Wire oovered.)

Carbons.
Electrical Supplies Co.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
McGeoch, W., 4 Co., Ltd.

Casing and Capping.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
Harris, J. F. & G.
Haslam 4 Stretton (Engineering and
Motor Utilities), Ltd.

Phillips, E., Ltd.
T.E.P. Stores, Ltd.
Wilesmith, J., 4 Co.

Castings.

London Electric Firm.

Chains.
" The Coventry " Chain Co., Ltd.

Chimney Repairers.
Furse, W. J., 4 Ce., Ltd.

Circuit Breakers (Automatic).
Bertram Thocbas.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Brook, Hirst & Co., Ltd.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
Ellison, George.
Erskine, Heap 4 Co., Ltd,
General Electric Co., Ltd,
Reyrolle. A., 4 Co., Ltd,
Statter, J. G., & Co.
Verltys, Ltd,

Clocks (Electric).
Gent 4 Co., Ltd.

Coal Meters.
Lea Recorder Co., Ltd.

Commutator Grinders.
Phillips, J., 4 Co.

Condensing Apparatus.
Cola, Marohent 4 Morley, Ltd.
Mirrlees Watson Co., Ltd.

Conductors (Aluminium).
British Aluminium Co., Ltd.

Conduits.
Credenda Oondult« Co.. Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd,
Electrical Conduits, Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Key Eng neering Co., Ltd.
Simmonds Bros., Ltd.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd.
Steel Tubes and Cnndnita Co., Ltd,
Walsall Hardware Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Weloo Patents.

Controllers.
Bertram Thomas.
British Thomson-Houtton Co., Ltd.
Brook, Hirst & Co., Ltd.
Electric Control, Ltd.
Eleotro-Meobanioal Brake Co., Ltd.
EUiE , O.
Erskino, Heap 4 Co., Ltd.
Etchells. Congdon 4 Mnir, Ltd,
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Eeyrollo, A., 4 Co., Ltd.
Veritys Ltd.

Converters (Motor).
Electro-Dynamic Construction Co.,

Ltd.
Peebles (Bruae) 4 Co., Ltd,

Conveyors.
Fraser and Chalmers Engineering
Works.

Coollag Towers,
Worthington-Simpson, Ltd,

Couplltigs.
Electro-Metals, Ltd.
Jardine, J., Ltd,

Current Llmlters.
Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd,
Eleotrical Utilities, Ltd.

Dimmers.
Curtis Manufacturing Co.

Dynamo Brushes.
British Tbomson-Houston Co., Ltd,
Veritys Ltd.

Dynamo Repairs.
Bertram Thomas.
Wallers, Austin, 4 Bon.
Whit* Itotbj * Oo., LO.

Dynamos.
British Thomson-HouBton Co., Ltd.
Canning 4 Co., Ltd.
Crompton 4 Co., Ltd.
Crypto Eleotrical Co., Ltd.
Cutting Bros., Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd,
Eleotrio Construction Co., Ltd.
Eleotro-Dynamio Constmotlon Co.,

Ltd.
Electromotors, Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Hall, J. P., 4 Co., Ltd.
Hartnell, Wilson 4 Co., Ltd.
Lancashire Dynamo 4 Motor Co., Ltd.

Mawdslc-y's, Ltd.
McClure 4 Whitfleld.
Peebles (Bmoe) 4 Co., Ltd.
Rees Rotorbo Mfg. Co.
Small Power Dynamo & Motor Co., Ld.
Swedish General Electric Co., Ltd.

Todman, Ryall 4 Co., Ltd.
Veritys Ltd.

Earthing Clips.
Hann 4 Ingle.
Ryman, P., 4 Co.
Mnltlway Patent Earthing Clip, Ltd.

Ebonite.
American Hard Rubber Oo. (Britain),

Ltd.
Barrett 4 Elers, Ltd.
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
Carson, F. M.
Dacier. Ltd.
India-Rubber, G.P., 4 T.W. Co., Ltd.

Electric Heating.
Carron Company.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Electric Portable Tools.

Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.,

Ltd.
White, Jacoby 4 Co.

Electric Washing Machines.
Duncan Watson 4 Co

Electric Welding Machines.
Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.,Ltd.
Daysobms, Ltdl
"M.P." Electric Welding Machine Co.
Westminster Eng. Co., Ltd.

Electrical Accessories.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
McGeoch, W., & Co., Ltd.

Electrical Soldering Irons.
Browning's Electric Works.

Electricity Meters.
Allen West 4 Co.
Bastian Meter Co., Ltd.
Bertram Thomas.
Chamberlain 4 Hookb&m, Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrioal Apparatus Co., Ltd.
Ferranti Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.

Electroliers.
Richson & Co.

Engineers and Contractors
(Electrical).

Adamson, Daniel, 4 Co., Ltd.
British Thomson-Houston Co.
Clarke, Chapman 4 Co., Ltd.
Electromotors, Ltd.
English Electric Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
India-Rubber, G.P. 4 T.W. Co., Ltd.
Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd.
Lowke, J. T , 4 Sons, Ltd.
Moy, E. F., Ltd.
Peebles (Bruoe) 4 Co., Ltd.
Verey, A., 4 Co., Ltd.
Veritys Ltd.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouso Electric International
Co.

Engines (Gas).
Hindley, E. S., 4 Sons.

Engines (Oil).
Hick, Hargreaves & Co., Ltd,
Mirrlees, Biokerton 4 Day,
Ruston 4 Hornsby, Ltd.

Engines (Oil and Gas).
Consolidated Pnenmatio Tool Co.. Ld.
Atlas Diesel Co., Ltd.

Engines (Steam).
Bumsted & Chandler, Ltd.
ReavsU 4 Co., Ltd.
SisBon, W., 4 Co., Ltd.

Fang.
Aland 4 Cs.
Bumsted 4 Chandler, Ltd.
Davidson 4 Co.. Ltd.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Ce., Ltd.
Genera] Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
Hogan 4 Wardrop.
Leacta, S. G., 4 Co., Ltd.
Marelll, B., 4 Co., Ltd.
Sturtevant Enidneerlng C«., Ltd.
Triumph Electric .Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Vertlyt Ltd,

Feedwater Trtataeat.
DMibeim Ohtmlaal ••.

Fibre.

Aastin 4 Hayes.
Carson, F. M.
Dacier, Ltd,
Diamond Fibre Co., Ltd.
Mosses 4 Mitchell.

Fittings (Electric Light).

Belco, Ltd.
British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.

Cable Accessories Co., Ltd.
Dorman 4 Smith, Ltd.
Drake & Gorham Wholesale, Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Jeary Eleotrical Co., Ltd.
Lee, A., 4 Co., Ltd.
Metallic Eleo. Eng. Co., Ltd,
Osier.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd.
Smith, J. 4 W. B., 4 Co.
Tucker, J. H., 4 Co., Ltd.
Veritys Ltd.
Wandsworth Elec. Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Fittings (Fancy).

Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd.

Forglngs.

Electro-Mechanical Brake Co., Ltd.

Jenkins, R.

Friction Clutches.

Wigglesworth, P., 4 Co., Ltd,

Fuse Boards.

Bill, S.. & Co.. Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Erskine, Heap 4 Co., Ltd.
Midland Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Veritys Ltd.

Fuse Boxes.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Henley's, W. T., Tel. Wks. Co., Ltd.

Midland Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Moy, E. P.. Ltd.
Parmiter, Hope 4 Sugden.

Fuses.
Artie Fuse & Elec. Mig. Co., Ltd.
Donovan 4 Co.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Erskine. Heap & Co., Ltd.
Foster Engineering Co., Ltd.
McGeooh, W., 4 Co., Ltd,
Midland Eleotrio Mfg. <3o., Ltd.

Moy, E. P., Ltd.
Reyrolle, A., 4 Co., Ltd.

Generators.

British Thomson-HouBton Co., Ltd.

Broadbent, T. W., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Swedish General Electric Co., Ltd.

Glass.

Edison Swan Eleotri* Co., Ltd,
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Lee, A., 4 Co., Ltd,

Heating & Cooking Apparatus,

Arora Co., The
Benbam 4 Sons, Ltd,
Bertram Thomas.
British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.
Carron Company.
Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd.
Cressall Manufacturing Oo,
Downes 4 Davies.
Edison Swan Eleotrio Co., Ltd,
Electric Fires, Ltd.
Electric Heating Co.
Eleotrical Supplies Oo.
Electrical Utilities, Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Hotpoint Electric Appliance Co., Ltd
Jackson Eleotrio Stove Co.
May 4 Padmore, Ltd.
Premium Eleotrio Heaters, Ltd,
Simplex Conduits, Ltd.
Times Electric Co., Ltd.

India Rubber.
India-Rubber, G.P., 4 T.W. Co., Ltd.

Instruments (Measuring).
British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.
Cambridge 4 Paul Instrument Co. ,Ld.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Erskine, Heap 4 Co., Ltd.
Everett, Edgcumbe 4 Co., Ltd.
Eversbed 4 Vignoles, Ltd,
Ferranti, Ltd.
General Eleotrio Co., Ltd.
India-Rubber, O.P., 4 T.W. Co., Ltd.
Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd,
Measurtment Ltd.

Moy, K. »'., Ltd.
Nalder Bros. 4 Thompson, Ltd,
Record Eleotrical Co., Ltd.
Walsall Electrical Co., Ltd,
Weston Eleotrical InitrumentCo.,Ld.
White Eleotrical Instrument Oo,

Insulating Beads.
Holder-Harriden, Ltd.
Robinson, Lionel, 4 Co.

lOonilnumd an pa«« Kllv.t
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General and Electrical Engineers and Boilermakers,

Telegrams :

Cyclops,' Gateshead. GATESHEAD. Telephonej :

Nat. 1070. 1(173 Central.

P.O. 137.

Contractors to British and

Foreign Governments.

Manufaoturers ofSteam and
Electrically-Driven /—

WINCHES, WINDLASSES,
CRANES, CAPSTANS, PUMPS,
HOISTS, also

PROJECTORS,
MIRRORS, LENSES,

ENGINES, DYNAMOS,
MOTORS,
SWITCHBOARDS.

Manufacturers of the

''WOODESON" WATERTUBE

BOILER.

ALL HEATING TUBES STRAIGHT.

Specialists in

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS

FOR SHIPS.

LONDON OFFICE:

50, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Teleg. Address : "Cyclops," Fen, London.

tO-CWT. ELECTRiCALLY-DRIVEN WHIP.

H.G. COPPER WIRES.

L.P.S. ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE is

mechanically the strongest and toughest insulation

extant. It is very flexible and uniform, and will

stand a very high temperature.

Each reel is warranted to give an unbroken run,

free from any joints whatever.

THERE IS NO OTHER ENAMELLED WIRE SO RELIABLE.

"COnONITE " & "SiLKENITE

'

are Single or Double Cotton and Silk covered

Enamelled Copper Wires. These wires ensure

maximum dielectric strength and minimum winding

space and are in every way superior to Double
Cotton and Silk covered "Wires.

SILK AND COTTON COVERED COPPER AND
RESISTANCE WIRES.

FLEXIBLES, TELEPHONE CORDS.
IGNITION AND OTHER CABLES.

Armoured and unarmoured.

THE L.P.S. ELECTRICAL CO.,
L.P.S. Works, Avenue Rd., ACTON, LONDON, W. 3.

Telephone :—Chlswiok 1920 (2 lines). Telegrams :—" EngineyorAct, London."
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.—{Continued from page xHi.

Insulating Material.
Beldam Tyre Co. {WW), Ltd.
Carson, F. M.
"»• ior Ltii.

Djrman, W H., & Co., Ltd.
Ijilectno & Ordnauoe AccoBaories Co.,

Ltd.
Fleming, Birkby 4 Ooodball, Lid.
General Bleotrio Co., Ltd.
Gladstone, J. W.. Ltd.
Hnbdell, Way & Co., Ltd.
India-Rubber, Q.-P., & T.W. Co., Ltd.

Inco Rubber & Waterproofing Co.
Lithnlite Insulators, Ltd.
L.P.a. Electrical Co.
Mica Mannfacturing Co.
Mica and Micanite Supplies, Ltd.

Micafil, Ltd.
Micanite and Insulators Co., Ltd.

Pinchin Johnson & Co., Ltd.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Spioer Bros., Ltd.
Biluminite Insulators Co., Ltd.

8ugg, W., & Co., Ltd.
Taylor 4 Fetters, Ltd.
Weidmann, H., Ltd.

Ironclad Switcbgear.
Bin, 8., ft Co., Ltd.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Brook, Hirst A Co., Ltd.

Kdison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Ellison, G.
Enterprise Manutaotnrlng Co., Ltd.

Erskine. Heap & Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Midland Electric Manufacturing Co.

Reyrolle, A., & Co., Ltd.
Vincent Switcbgear Mfg. Co.

Ladders.

Heathman, T. H., & Co.

Lamp Holders.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

General Electric Co., Ltd.

Lee, A., 4 Co., Ltd.
Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Lamps (Arc).

General Electric Co., Ltd,

Lamps (Carbon and M.F.).

British Electric Lamps, Ltd.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

B.T.T. Electric Lamp & Accessories

Co.
Cryselco, Ltd.
Dawson, E., & Co.
Drake ft Gorham Wholesale, Ltd.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

fVeneral Electric Co.- Ltd.
Imperial Lighting Co.

Peebles (Cbarlesworshl ft Co.

Bloan Electrical Co., Ltd.

Lamps (Portable).

Wilson, L. E.

Lathes.
Ohorohill, 0., 4 Co., Ltd.

Lead Smelters.
Pass, C, 4 Son.

Lighting Sets.

Alden Engine Co., Ltd.
Boolton ft Paul, Ltd.
Capel ft Co.
City Electrical Co.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.

Kohler Co., Ltd.
Lnwke, J T., ft Sons, Ltd.
New Pe'apone Engine Co., Ltd.

Sims ft Sims.
Studebaker, Ltd.
Tamer, S., Ltd.

Lightning Conductors.
Furie, W. J., 4 Co., Ltd.

Machine Tools.
Taylor ft Challen, Ltd.

Magnets (Lifting).

" M.P." ElectricWelding Machine Co.

Magnets (Permanent).
Qnb^ipj, A., ft Co.

Mica.
Birmingii :;..'- Mica Co.
Daoier, Li^-..

.•a and ^' inite Supplies, Ltd.
=s Manul, uring Co.. Ltd.
'anite and Mi- ulators Co., Ltd.
vlcrftPettet^, Ltd.
.ndervelde, L.

</iggins, F., 4 Sons.

iotor Starters and Controllers.
iertram Thomas.
Iray, Markham ft Reiss, Ltd.
British Thomson-Hrus-.ouCo., Ltd.
Brook, Hirst ,i- Co., Ltd.
Compression Starter and Switcbgear

Co., Ltd.
Electrical Apparatus f^o. Ltd.
ElPOtro-Mechanical Brake Co., Ltd.
Ellison, George.
EUiston, Evans A -Tacksoii, Ltd.
Krskine, Heap ,& Co., Ltd.

Motor Sitaitti.—CoKtiniMd.

Geipel, Wm., 4 Co.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Iitranic Electric Co., Ltd.
Moy. E. F., Ltd.
BcTrnlle, A., ft Co., Ltd.
Small Power Dynamo & MotorCc, Ld.
Solenoid Regulator Co.
Veritys, Ltd.

Motors.
Aland 4 Co.
B.K.B. Electric Motors, Ltd.
Boothroyd, H.T., Ltd.
British Electric Plant Co., Ltd.
British Thomson-Houstoo Co., Ltd.
Brittain'B Electric Motor Co.
Broadbent, T. W., Ltd.
Century Electric Co.
Churton, T. Harding ft Co., Ltd.
Crompton ft Co., Ltd.
Crypto Electrical Co., Ltd.
Cutting Bros., Ltd.
Edison Swan Elaotrlo Co., Ltd.
Electro-Dynamic Constraotion Co.,

Ltd.
Electromotors, Ltd.
Ellis 4 Ward, Ltd.
Firth 4 Russell.
Flather 4 Co.
Fuller's Electrical and Mfg. Oo.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Hall, .1. P., 4 Co., Ltd.
Hiegs Bros.
Howell 4 Co.
Ingleby 4 Co., Ltd.
Lancashire Dynamo 4 Motor Co. Ltd,
Laurence, Scott 4 Co., Ltd.
Macfarlane Engineering Co., Ltd.
Mackie, W.. 4 Co.
McClare ft Whitfield.
McGee, W., A Son, Ltd.
Mather ft Piatt.

Mavor & Coulson. Ltd.
Metropolitan- V'ickers Electrical Co.

Lt3.
New British Electric Supply Co., Ltd
Parkinson. P. A., Ltd.
Peebles IBruce) ft Co., Ltd.
Kotax (Motor Accessories) Ltd.
Koyce. Ltd.
Rees Roturbo Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Scott, H. I., ft Co., Ltd.
Scaldis Works.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd.
Springfield Electric Co.
Submersible Motors, Ltd.
Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.
Todman, Ryall ft Co., Ltd.
Swedish General Electric Co., Ltd.
Veritys, Ltd.
Watt Motors, Ltd.
Wright Motors, Ltd.

Motor Repairs.
Browning's Electric Co.
Crewe, Allen ft Co.
Walters, Austin, ft Son.
White, Jacoby ft Co., Ltd.

Oil Cans and Filters.

W«lls. A. C, 4 Co.

Oils.

Wilcox, W. H., ft Co., Ltd.

Patent Agents.

Goold, L.

Pillars.

Hardy ft Padmore, Ltd.

Plummer Blocks.

Jardine, J., Ltd.

Porcelain, China, &c.

.Joseph, H., ft Co.
Maomtyre, J., ft Co., Ltd.

Power Presses.
BUss, E. W., Co.

Power Units.
Wallwork, H., 4 Co., Ltd.

Pulleys.
Jardine, J., Ltd.
Unbreakable Pulley and Millgearing

Co., Ltd.

Pumps.
Bumsted ft Chandler, Ltd.
Famdon's Power and General Elec-

trical Co., Ltd.
Hall, J. P., 4 Sons.
Pulsoraeter Engineering Co.

Rees Roturbo Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Worthington-Simpson, Ltd.

Recording Apparatus.
^'-^x-WalkerB. Ltd.

nt ft C.r

W .Iker, C rosweller ft Co.

Rectifiers.
Hewittic Electric Co., Ltd,
Power Rectifiers, Ltd.

Resistance Units.

Hinderlich, A.

Resistance Wire.

Electrical Alloy Co.
Wiggin, H., 4 Co., Ltd.

Rheostats.

Bertram Thomas.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Cressall Mannfacturing Co.
Curtis Manufacturint? Co.
Eleotro-Mechanical Brake Co., Lid.

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
Isenthal ft Co., Ltd.
Moy. E. F.,Ltd.
Walters. Austin, ft Son.
Zenith Manufacturing Co.

Scale Remover.
Gilman, F.

Scrap Metal Buyers.

Buyers of Scrap Metal, Ltd

Screws and Terminals.

Acme Screw Co., Ltd.
Anglo-Swiss Screw Co.. Ltd.
Armstrong, Stevens ft Son, Ltd,
Coventry Repetition Co., Ltd.
Gilson, D., 4 Co., Ltd.
L.P.S. Electrical Co.
Moy, E. F., Ltd.
Ormond Engineering Co.
Precision Screw Co.
Ross, Courtney ft Co., Ltd.
Showdl, E., 4 Sons, Ltd.
Buter, Q. R.

Shafting.

Jardine, J., Ltd.

Slate.

Ashford, Dunn 4 Co.

Jonas, Inigo.

Soldering Material.

Flaxite Limited.

Stampings.
Harris, A. E., ft Co.. Ltd.

Sankey, J., 4 Sons. Ltd.

South Western Production Co.

Turner Bros.
Wright, C, Ltd.

Steeplejacks.
Furse, W. J., 4 Co., Ltd.

Stokers.
BonnlB, E., 4 Co., Ltd.

Switch Cells.

Croft Granite, Brick and Concrete Co,

Switchboards.
Berry's Electric, Ltd,

Bertram Thomas.
British Thomson-Honston Co., Ltd
Brook, Hirst & Co., Ltd.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Ellison, G.
Erskine, Heap ft Co., Ltd,

Ferguson, Pailin ft Co.

General Electric Co., Ltd.

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd,

Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd.

Lowk", J. T., 4 Sons.

Moy, E. F., Ltd.
Reyrolle, A., 4 Co., Ltd.

Rudkin, J. B,
Veritys Ltd.
Walsall Electrical Co., Ltd,

Switches.
Berry's Electric, Ltd.
Bertram Thomas.
Bill, S., ft Co., Ltd.
Briti'h Thoro"on-Houston Co., Ltd.

Brook, Hirst ft Co., Ltd.

Cantie Switch Co., Ltd.
Dorman ft Smith, Ltd.

Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd.

Erskine, Heap ft Co., Ltd.

General Electric Co., Ltd.

Hart Mfg. Co.
Hodges, C, 4 Co.. Ltd.

Johnson ft Phillips, Ltd.

Lee, A., 4 Co., Ltd.

McGeoch. W., ft Co., L»d.

Midland Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Moy, E, F., Ltd.
Reyrolle, A., 4 Co., Ltd,

Sperryn 4 Co., Ltd.

Statter, J. 6., ft Co.

Tok Switches, Ltd.
Veritys Ltd.
WiUlams, Pell ft Baring.

Tank and Girder Work.
Braby, Fred, 4 Co.

Tapes.

Abbott, Anderson 4 Abbdit,

Harwell, Ltd.
L.P.S. Electrical Co.

Telegraph Condensers.

Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., The

Telephones.
Automatic Telephone Mfg. Co., Ltd.

British L.M. Ericsson Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Dennis, W. F.. 4 Co.

General Electric Co.. Ltd,

Gent ft Co., Ltd.

Graham, Alfred, A Co.

Relav Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd
Sterling Telephone ft Electric Co., Ld.

Western Electric Co.. Ltd.

Time Switches.

Gelpel, Wm., ft Co.
Gent 4 Co., Ltd.

Tools, &c.
Tavlor 4 Challen.
WoU S., ft Co., Ltd.

Tools, Boiler Scaling.

Gilman, Frank.

Tramway Supplies.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Hanchett, Barrett ft Co.
McGeoch, W., ft Co., Ltd.

Transformers,
Allied National Corporation, Ltd.

British Electric Transformer Co.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Ferranti, Ltd.
Foster Engineering Co., Ltd.
Fuller Electrical ft Mfg Co.
General Electric Co.. Ltd.
Hackbridge Electric Construction

Co., Ltd.
Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd.

Tubular Sleeving.
L.P.S. Electrical Co.

Turbines.
English Electric Co., Ltd.

Fraser 4 Chalmers Eng. Works.

Turbines (Steam).
Atlas Co., Ltd., Copenhagen.
Dorey, E. W. „ , ^
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Howden, J., ft Co.

Turbines (Water).
Armstrong, Sir W. G., Whitworth
and Co., Ltd.

Boving ft Co.. Ltd.
Gordon, J., ft Co., Ltd.

Hay, Maryon Co., Ltd.

Vacuum Cleaners.
British Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.

Duncan Watson ft Co.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Gillespie ft Beales.

Simplex Conduits, Ltd.

Turner Aspirators, The, Ltd.

Vacuum Pumps.
Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ld.

Varnishes. &c.

Ingham, Clark ft Co., Ltd.

Sterling Varaish Co.

Ventilation.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

General Electric Co., Ltd.

Veritys Ltd.

Water Recorders.
" Lea " Recorder Co.

Gent 4 Co., Ltd.

Water Strainers.

London Electric Supply Corp., Ltd.

Waterpower Engineers.

Hay, Maryon 4 Co., Ltd.

Welding.
British Oxygen Co., Ltd.

Jenkln, R., ft Co., Ltd.

Wire (Covered).
A.C.E.C. (Ateliers de Constructions

Eiectriques de Charleroii.

British Insulated ft Helsby, Ltd.

Callender's Cable ft Construction Co.

Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd.

Connolly's (Blackley), Ltd.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Engineering Supplies, Ltd.

General Electric Co., Ltd.

GloTer, W. T., 4 Co., Ltd. „ ^ ,

Henley's, W.T.,TeleB.Wk8. Co. Ltd.

Holland Insulated Wire and Labia

Hooper'sTelegraph ft I.R. Works,Ltd.

India-Ruhber, G.P. ft T.W. Co., Ltd.

Johnson A Phillips, Ltd.

Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd.

London Electric Wire Co., Ltd.

L.P.S. Electrical Co.

Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Marshall A Plumtree, Ltd.

McGeoch, W.. ft Co.. Ltd.

Northern Cable A Wire Works. Ltd.

Saxonia Electrical Wire Co., Lid.

Smith, H. W., ft Co., Ltd.

St. Helens Cable 4 Rubber Co., Ltd.

Union Cable Co., Ltd.

Ward 4 Goldstone.
Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Wire (Uncovered).
Bolton, T., A Sons, Ltd.

Smith, F., 4 Co., Ltd.

Wireless.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Pettigrew A Merriman, Ltd.

Wireless Supplies Co.

X-Ray Apparatus, &c.

Medical Supply Association, Ltd.

MISCELLANEOUS ANNOUNCEMENTS,
RelaUng to Situation., Articles for Sale and Wanted. &c., appear on Sup. 23, &c.
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Telephones
WHICH is the best Tele-

phone Equipment ?
"

—

This is a question you

are continually being asked by

clients.

ERICSSON Telephones are recognised

as standard equipment for intercommu-

nication systems. They have a reputa-

tion for long and infallible service. When
you fit them you ensure satisfaction.

Write for Illustrated Price List.

BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON
MFG. CO., LTD..

60, Lincoln'* Inn Fieldc, W.C. 2.

FACTORY . - - • BEESTON. NOTTS.

SCOTLAND; Malcolm
Breingan. 37. Robertson St..

Glaseow.
N.E. ENGLAND: North
British Eoeioeering Equip-
ment Co., Milburn House,
Newcaatle-OD-Tvne.

S.AFRICA: Rogeri-Jenkins
and Co., 31, Long St., Capa
Town.

ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS
ECONOMY RACKS.

"IGRANIC" Electri: SolderiDg Irons are designed

for continuous service. They are sturdily built to with-

stand hard usage.

The Economy Rack automatically reduces the current

when the Iron is placed upon it, to just sufficient to keep

the Iron at the right temperature for soldering.

Lifting the Iron off ihe rack restores the full current

ntce«»ary to keep the Iron hot while soldering.

Write for Particulars :

ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
147, Queen Victoria St., LONDON.

Works : Elstow Road, BEDFORD.
Branches :

Manchester - 30. Cro.s Street. Cardiff - Western Mail Chambers.
Birmingham - 7 3/4. lixchanse Bgs. Bradford- 18, Woodview Terr
Glasgow - SO, Wetiinglon Street. Manningh

E nterprise
-FANS-

LARGE STOCKS ALL
TYPES

ELECTRIC HOUSE, grape street.

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON. W.G.2.
hones GERHARD 101S/9 ASROBEMCO. LONDON.'

REGULATING RESISTANCES

METER TESTING RESISTANCE, 10-600 Amps.
At supplicJ la the leading Meier Miwu/aclurers anJ Municipalities.

TYPES FOR EVERY CONCEIVABLE PURPO!

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION,
CORRECT DESIGN,

COMPETITIVE PRICES
& PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Cnmrac'm I- H.M A^-irclly U'..r Ofir- .4ir Minh l ru. G P.O &c

THE ZENITH MANUFACTURING CO.
ZENITH WORKS. VILLIERS ROAD.

WILLESDEN GR^EN, LONDON. N.W. 2.

Telephone: Willesden U15. Telpgrams: " Voltaohin, Willroad, London.'
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THE c°u°CANITe ^insulators^ EMPIRE WORKS. ^" ^W
WALTHAMSTOW. LONDON. E. 17.

INSULATION ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL GRADES OF ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

British Made PAXOLIN British Made

The ideal insulation for :—

HiGH TENSION SWITCHGEAR AND TRANSFORMERS. WIRELESS AND X RAY APPARATUS.

PAPER—SHEET—TUBES
TRANSFORMER CYLINDERS

Up to 40" dia., 70" long.

BUSHINGS AND TERMINALS
For extra high voltages.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION AND TECHNICAL DATA.

Telegrams :-" MYTILITE. PHONE, LONDON." TELEPHONES -WALTHAMSTOW 738, 739 and 942.

FOR
OIL

IMMERSION

FOR
HIGH

TEMPERATURES

TO MANUFACTURERS OF

WIRELESS SETS
The boom in broadcasting wireless means a large

demand for receiving instruments. Ensure a good
reputation for hard wear and high quality of

your goods from the beginning by using only

BIRKBY'S

ENTIRELY BRITISH.

REG9

INSULATION
" Elo " 1'^ supplied in Mouldings, Moulding Powders
and varnis,;, each possessing the valuable properties of

resisting b at, fire, acid fumes, weather, and great
dieleciric and mechanical strength.

' Elo" fulfils every condition where extreme accu-
racy of dimensions, colour permanency, excellent
finish and chemical stability are essential.

Wriic for full particulars to-day.

FLEMING, BIRKBY & GOODALL, L^^"^

Matters of Electric Traction Overhead Line Material.
Acceiaories and InsuUlins Material of all kinds.

LIVERSEDGE, YORKSHIRE.

Use a fuse which will really protect those

small motors—you can if you install the

1/10 to 1/4 horse power sizes of

REPULSION START—INDUCTION

SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS
Such a protecting

fuse will usually

be of sufificient

capacity to suc-

cessfully start the

ordinary full load.
Illustrating a J n.r. Motor.

THEY KEEP-A-RUNNING.

Manufactared only by

CENTURY ELECTRIC COMPAN^
SL LOUIS, MO., U.SJi.

A STOCK OF "CENTURY" MOTORS IS CARRIED IN LONDON BY'j

The Sole British AcenU—

SWEDISH Il^^^t"^^ limited
5, CHANCERY LANE, W.C 2.

Sales Manager : R. A. M.4RHLES.
Telegrams: "Autosynoro, Fleet, London." Telephone: Holbom ITOS.
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